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Announcements and News
Includes information about conferences, community events, and product news.

• Chorus Software Manager (CSM) End of Life
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their strategic
business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We will be discontinuing
technical support for CSM. In accordance with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and parameters of Broadcom’s
support program, which is documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance Policy Handbook, this announcement
provides written notification of End of Life for CSM. This notification means that CSM will no longer be enhanced and
maintenance and technical support, including self-service support, will be discontinued effective June 30, 2023. For full
details, see the End of Life Announcement.

• Security Advisories: Security and Integrity Maintenance
Broadcom offers Security and Integrity maintenance that addresses a security or integrity exposure. We categorize this
maintenance as a “SECINT” or “Security or Integrity” fix type using our mainframe software packaging system. This
maintenance lets you quickly identify security or integrity maintenance among all published maintenance.
– With each Security or Integrity fix, Broadcom also offers access to Security Advisory articles that include additional

details and context about a security or integrity exposure. Each article details the CVSS score, the CVSS Vector
String, the affected components, and the CVE numbers, if applicable. This central resource offers self-service
information and an email subscription service to be alerted about new security advisories.

– To apply Security and Integrity fixes and sign up for our vulnerability subscription service, see Maintain Security and
Integrity Fixes documentation. To review vulnerabilities, see Broadcom’s Security Advisories portal.

• Mainframe Technical Exchange: October 4-6, 2022
Save the date! We're bringing virtual technical education sessions, product demos, ideation discussions, and product
roadmaps directly to you. Join us for this no-cost educational event and connect with peers and experts from across
the globe. Bookmark this page for current registration and event information.
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Release Notes
Summary of enhancements, fixes, and open issues.

This section contains release information for ESP version 11.4.ESP provides a single point of control to define, monitor
and manage scheduled and event-based workload across all enterprise applications and platforms.

New Features

Install, Deploy, and Configure Using CSM

You can now install, deploy, and configure ESP using CSM. CSM already supports installation of ESP. Once you deploy
an installation of ESP, CSM helps you complete a basic configuration of the deployed product before you start it.

CSM guides you step-by-step through the process of specifying configuration options. For some configurations, you are
prompted to perform certain operations manually, outside of CSM.

After you complete the basic configuration, CSM creates the ESP data sets specific to the configuration you specified. You
can further edit the configuration manually.

For more information, see Install Using CSM.

zIIP Processor Support

You can now run some ESP and ESP Workstation Server functionality on an IBM zIIP processor (z/Architecture Integrated
Information Processor). Work that runs in a zIIP processor does not entail any hardware licensing charges.

WARNING

Before you can zIIP enable ESP and ESP Workstation Server functionality, you need to have one of the
following installed:

• Common Components and Services Release 12.0 with PTF RO27110 applied
• Common Components and Services Release 14.0 base product

For more information, see Common Components and Services documentation.

You enable ESP to use any of the active zIIP processors by coding the new ZIIP parameter in one of the following:

• The z/OS START command PARM keyword when you start ESP
• The ESP started task JCL EXEC PARM statement

You enable ESP Workstation Server to use any of the active zIIP processors by coding the new ZIIP parameter in one of
the following:

• The z/OS START command PARM keyword when you start ESP Workstation Server.
• The ESP Workstation Server started task JCL EXEC PARM statement. For more information, see Set Up Started Task.

The new ZIIPEXCL: Specify Tasks to Exclude from zIIP Enablement initialization parameter specifies tasks to exclude
from zIIP enablement.

The new DSPMODE initialization parameter and DSPMODE command display information related to zIIP processor use.

The CMDBUF initialization parameter now lets you specify more buffers and the default has changed from 1 to 8. This
change significantly improves CPU performance by eliminating or substantially reducing buffer contention when multiple
commands run concurrently.
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Performance Metrics

ESP now collects and stores CPU performance metrics for analysis by Broadcom Support. These performance metrics
provide detailed information about the impact ESP has on your host environment. For more information, see Use
Performance Metrics. Access to this section requires login.

A new METRICS command lets you perform the following tasks:

• Start or stop the collection of performance metrics
• Display the status and contents of the repository
• Set the collection and recording configuration

A new utility lets you perform maintenance on the metrics log file and extract information. You can perform an analysis
for one ESP system from the log file or you can merge multiple log files (from different ESP systems) into a single file for
enterprise-level analysis. The extracted data is generated in comma-separated values (CSV) format. This format allows
desktop applications to read and process the file. The following tools are examples of what you can use to analyze and
report on the metrics:

• Excel or a similar spreadsheet product
• Easytrieve or Business Object report writers

Additionally, a new CPUSTATS command lets you perform the following tasks:

• Start or stop the CPU usage statistics measurement facility
• Display CPU statistics in both ESP and ESP Workstation ESP Edition

Messages for Control File Usage

ESP now issues warning and informational messages when file usage exceeds or drops below predetermined thresholds.
For the checkpoint and queue files, usage checks occur after a warm start and each time a file write occurs. A warning
message is issued to the JESMSGLG when ESP detects file usage has gone above any of the following thresholds: 50
percent, 70 percent, 90 percent, and 99 percent. Alternatively, an informational message is issued to the JESMSGLG
when ESP detects file usage has dropped below the same predetermined thresholds.

For the VSAM KSDS files, a warning message is issued to the JESMSGLG file each time data component CI (Control
Interval) usage or data component CA (Control Area) usage goes above 50 percent, 70 percent, 90 percent, and 99
percent. This usage excludes CA usage for a single one cylinder data component extent, as it is always 100 percent. A
warning message is issued each time a new data component extent is added to the file.

For more information about VSAM KSDS, checkpoint, and queue files in ESP, see Allocate Operational Data Sets.

Cleanup Utility for the Jobstats Data Set

A new cleanup utility is available to maintain the jobstats data set. The CYBESUT8 utility lets you delete job data from the
jobstats data set to prevent the data set from continually growing. CYBESUT8 deletes job name records and job profile
records, per an AGE parameter you specify. CYBESUT8 also deletes ESP records of Workload Automation AE jobs
tracked by ESP. The AGE parameter is ignored for Workload Automation AE records. You specify Workload Automation
AE records with the EXTERNAL parameter.

Queue Operator Commands When Inactive

You can now queue ESP operator commands issued in a batch job if the following conditions occur:

• The master or proxy subsystem receiving the operator commands was active but is not active now.
• A proxy uses XCF to route operator commands to a master, but the routing connection is inactive.

An inactive routing connection can be caused by an inactive master or a stopped or suspended routing service on the
proxy or master.
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NOTE
Operator commands are those commands that you can issue in a system MODIFY command.

When the subsystem or routing connection becomes active again, the operator commands in the queue are executed.

This feature is implemented by the following new items:

• The QOPRCMDS parameter for the batch job JCL EXEC statement.
• The QOPRCMDS and LOPRCMDS commands.

Conditional Job Release Based on a Step Completion Code

You can now release a job depending on the completion codes of specified steps in a predecessor job. To specify the job
release conditions, you specify the new STEPRC condition of the COND operand in the following places:

• The AFTER, POSTREQ, PREREQ, and RELEASE statements.
• The Pred and Succ modifiers of the ESPmgr and MGRMSG commands.

Display Cross-Application Dependencies

A new line command is available to display cross-application dependencies in CSF and Application Monitor. The LX
line command lets you list cross-application dependencies for a job from CSF. You can list the predecessor, successor,
and blocking information for a job. The LX line command can also be entered in the Application Monitor to list the cross-
application critical path and blocking information for an application.

The LX line command provides the same functionality as the LAPX command, the difference being LX provides the
functionality in CSF and in Application Monitor. The cross-application relationships that the LX line command displays
include external jobs and home jobs, ancestor jobs and descendant jobs, and application wait relationships. All the LAPX
command options are available with the LX line command.

The LX line command displays a pop-up menu with the available options that you can select. You can also enter the
option directly using its corresponding line command. The following line commands represent the options in the pop-up
menu:

• LXP—Displays the cross-application predecessor dependencies for a job, when entered from CSF.
• LXS—Displays the cross-application successor dependencies for a job, when entered from CSF.
• LXB—Displays the cross-application blocking jobs for a job, when entered from CSF. Displays the cross-application

blocking jobs for an application, when entered from Application Monitor.
• LXC—Displays the cross-application critical path information for an application, when entered from Application Monitor.

For more information about available line commands, see Summary of Commands.

Agent for Oracle E-Business Suite

ESP now supports the following enhancements to the WA Agent for Oracle E-Business Suite r11.3.1.

NOTE
To run Oracle E-Business Suite workload, your system requires WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and WA
Agent for Oracle E-Business Suite.

Set Default Language and Territory Values

The Layout Template enhancement enables you to set default values for template language and template territory in the
agentparm.txt file. You can also set a default output format for a program. This enhancement simplifies the coding of
applications in a single request or a request set.
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Specify Value Set Expressions as Defaults

The Default Value Resolution enhancement enables you to specify value set expressions for default values. To resolve
a default value, the agent can do the following: use a constant value, look up a variable in a user profile, run an SQL
statement, or convert a date to the appropriate format.

You can also specify value set expressions to resolve. For example, if the default value of an argument is an SQL
statement that contains profile (:$PROFILES$) or flexfield (:$FLEX$) expressions, you can specify how the agent resolves
the expressions in a custom properties table.

Additionally, you can now specify whether request set defaults take precedence over program defaults.

Specify Oracle Applications Single Request Program

The Display Name Fields enhancement enables you to specify the name of an Oracle Applications single request program
when defining a single request job. You can also specify the name of an Oracle Applications request set when defining a
request set job.

You can also search for and select a single request program or a request set defined in Oracle Applications.

Display User Names

The User Notification enhancement enables you to specify a list of display user names and short user names to notify
when a single request completes. You can also specify a list of display user names and short user names to notify when a
Nth program in the request set completes.

You can also search for and select users defined in Oracle Applications to notify when the single request or program in a
request set completes. You can select users by short name or display name.

Agent for Remote Execution

ESP now supports WA Agent for Remote Execution r11.3.1.

WA Agent for Remote Execution enables you to connect from ESP to UNIX, HP Integrity NonStop, and OpenVMS
systems through Telnet or Secure Shell (SSH2). With WA Agent for Remote Execution, you can define and run remote
execution jobs.

NOTE

To run remote execution jobs, your system requires WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and WA Agent for
Remote Execution.

NOTE

More Information:

• PROXY_JOB Statement: Start a Remote Execution Job Definition
• Remote Execution Jobs

Specify an Abender Program

ESP now enables you to specify an abender program for use with WA Restart Option. An abender program is typically
a program that abends whenever it is executed. Its purpose is to terminate the job abnormally if the previous step sets a
return code that indicates an error.

You can specify one or more abender programs with the new CA11PARM ABENDPGM command. To use this command,
you require WA Restart Option r11 or higher. CA11PARM ABENDPGM causes WA Restart Option to ignore the abend
program step and restart on the step that caused the abend program step to run. The CA11PARM ABENDPGM command
is valid only for WA Restart Option processing codes F or P.
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Honor Condition Codes

ESP now supports honoring all or none of the condition codes of the steps that precede the starting step of a rerun with
WA Restart Option. A new CA11_HONORCC operand is available with the AJ command, or it can be specified when you
request a rerun from CSF.

To use the CA11_HONORCC operand, you require WA Restart Option r11 and higher. The operand is valid only for WA
Restart Option processing code R.

Scheduling Product Condition Code

ESP now provides support for the coding of a CCCHK statement in an ESP job definition when OPTIONS
RESTARTSTEP CA11 is specified. When a job terminates, ESP notifies WA Restart Option if a job step satisfied a
CCCHK condition.

The new CCCHKSTP initialization parameter allows you to use this new condition code feature across systems.
CCCHKSTP allows you to use CCCHK when you submit internodal jobs and the other system cannot access the data
sets containing the CCCHK code. The CCCHKSTP initialization parameter allows the ESPCCCHK step to execute a JCL
procedure that is tailored to each system. The JCL procedure is expanded at execution time on the execution system, not
on the system from which a batch job is submitted. This expansion method means that load libraries in the ESP STEPLIB
do not need to be identical on all systems where internodal jobs can execute.

This enhancement adds the following items:

• A new CCCHKSTP initialization parameter and command.
• A new SCHCC_XMIT(GTS|NDS) operand in the CA11OPT initialization parameter and command.
• A new REMOTE field for internodal jobs in the ISPF RESTART Interface.

Subsystem Switching

ESP now provides support for subsystem switching. The WA Restart Option ISPF interface offers a Subsystem Select
option. This option allows you to choose among different Database Address Space (DBAS) subsystems when multiple
DBAS subsystems are present in a system.

Example: Display Version Information

In the following example, you use the STATUS command to display the product version number you are currently running:

OPER STATUS

The command provides the following output:

Release 11.4 Enhancements
This page lists enhancements for ESP that occurred in release 11.4 after it was announced as Generally Available (GA).
The items are listed with the PTF number and a short description.
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OPRUNIT and PROGROPRUNIT Support for Oracle Jobs (SO06016)

Introduces support for the OPRUNIT and PROGOPRUNIT statements in Oracle E-Business Suite (OA_JOB) jobs. Use
these statements to specify the operating unit. The operating unit is an organization that uses Oracle subledgers, for
example an office, a division, or a department.

Global Use of the CSF Security Profiles (SO03673)

Introduces the GLOBALCSF operand for the SAFOPTS command and initialization parameter. When you specify the
SAFOPTS GLOBALCSF operand, ESP performs an additional SAF resource check to verify whether the user has rights
to use the particular command. For more information, see Control Access to Specific Commands Globally.

8-Byte User ID Support (SO01496)

Implements z/OS V2R3 support for 8-character user ID to ESP. This change is backward-compatible, and you can apply
the PTF regardless of whether the 8-character user ID option is activated or not. For more information about 8-character
user ID, see the IBM documentation for z/OS V2R3.

LDAP Domain Authentication for the Informatica Jobtype (RO98974)

Introduces the DOMAIN statement for the Informatica job (CYBESOIJ) definition. When you enter this statement, the
selected user is authenticated against a given LDAP domain.

ESPWSS Passphrase Support (PTF RO98914)

Allows users to supply a passphrase for the ESP login. A passphrase is a password code with a length of up to 100
characters.

Character limits:

Passphrase login always supports all standard alphanumeric characters in both lower and upper case. Special character
support differs depending on what security solution you use.

• If you use SAF with RACF, the following special characters are supported: !@#$%&*()/\"=_+-<>|?:.''[]
• If you use SAF with ACF2, the following special characters are supported: &#@$-!%_=:.?|
• If you use SAF with Top Secret, the following special characters are supported:

&*@:$=!-%.#?|_

Preserve Tracking Data for Offline Nodes (RO98167)

Introduces the new operand PERSIST for the NETDEST command and initialization parameter. The PERSIST operand
allows you to preserve job tracking data for an offline remote network node. The preserved job tracking data is passed to
the node when the node goes online.

NOTE

More Information:

• NETQUEUE
• Network Delivery Services (NDS)

Use an Agent Name to Send the Spool Fire Data Retrieval Request (RO97007)

To use an agent name to send the request to retrieve the spool file data, include the NOALIAS operand in the AGENT
command or AGENT initialization parameter of the agent that is used as an alias. For more information, see Retrieve
Spool File.
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ESPWSS and LONGNAME Support for the RESETWOB Command (PTF RO96878)

Provides support for using the RESETWOB command with the ESP Workstation client. It also allows users to issue the
RESETWOB command for jobs that have LONGNAME specified. For more information about the LONGNAME operand,
see JOB Statement: Identify the Name of Jobs.

NOTE
LONGNAME cannot be changed by the RESETWOB command. Unusable LONGNAME is ignored.

Enable or Disable the OPS/MVS Interface Using a Command (PTF RO96329)

Introduces the new command OPSMVS that allows you to enable or disable the OPS/MVS interface.

Held Events with Global Variable Triggers (PTF RO96328)

Fixes the behavior of held events with global variable triggers. After you apply the fix, held events that are triggered by a
global variable change only execute after a release.

KEEPALIVE Parameter for WSS (PTF RO95822)

Introduces the new parameter KEEPALIVE for the ESP server. The KEEPALIVE parameter allows you to set a timeout
interval for an inactive connection. The parameter is enabled by default.

NOTE

More Information:

• WSSCTL: Set parameters and control message tracing
• WSSCTL Command: Set Parameters and Control Message Tracing

Reset Workload Object in an Application (PTF RO94629)

Introduces the new command RESETWOB that allows you to update job statements within an active application and
restart the job to run with the updated statements.

Job Success/Failure Reporting (PTF RO93466)

Introduces the new history reporting field SUCC. For more information, see History Reporting Fields.

Automatic Time Zone Adjustment (PTF RO89426)

Enables automatic time zone adjustment when transitioning to/from Daylight Saving Time without restarting ESP. For
more information, see Set Up Time Zones.

Expand Message 1883E with the Resource Name (PTF RO89239)

This enhancement provides information about the resource that caused the security error ESP1883E: "Insufficient access
authority for requested function on resource <resource name>".

Increased Length Limit for CMDNAME and SCRIPTNAME (PTF RO88778)

The maximum lengths of statements CMDNAME and SCRIPTNAME increase from 100 characters to 256 characters.

Increased Length of the NON-WOB External Job Name (PTF RO88215)

EXTERNAL JOB can now have up to 64 characters in its job name. You can now use TASK or any non-MVS job with the
name of up to 64 characters as a home job for an EXTERNAL JOB.
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Automatic Setting of the Origin JES Node for SENDNET(ORIGNODE) (PTF RO88003)

If the ISCOPT initialization parameter specifies the NETWORK and SENDNET(ORIGNODE) operands and the
relevant NETDEST statement has no JESNODE operand specified, the JESNODE value is obtained automatically.

Event Suspended/Held by User (PTF RO87310)

Allows you to view comments with an information about user ID and date/time for an event being held/suspended since
the last use.

To display this information, visit the event browse screen or the event edit screen. You can also use the LIST command
with the ALL option to display the information in the event.

NOTE

More Information:

• HOLD and SUSPEND Comment Statements
• HOLD Command: Hold Events
• HOLD Command: Hold Events at Specific Time
• SUSPEND Command: Event Level - Suspend Events
• SUSPEND Command: General - Suspend Events

Adding Cancel Command to HP Integrity NonStop, UNIX and Windows Jobs (PTF RO87041)

Cancel Job command has been added to TANDEM_JOB, NT_JOB, and all UNIX job types: AIX_JOB, HPUX_JOB,
LINUX_JOB, SUN_JOB, and UNIX_JOB.

Hadoop Advanced Integration (PTF RO86662)

Advanced Integration for Hadoop extends the functionality of ESP, and introduces several new job types. ESP can use
the Hadoop job types to perform operations on the Apache Hadoop framework and in several other related products under
the Apache License. The Hadoop job types can use enhanced PASSWORD command and its KEYFILE and KEYSTRING
operands to authenticate the user. For more information about this enhancement, see Use Hadoop Job Types.

Accept PassTickets for Workstation Login (PTF RO84847)

Enables Workstation login with a single-use PassTicket in place of a regular password.

Keep Track of Priority Changes (PTF RO84691)

In messages 6055I and 6062I, adds previous job priority information.

LAPX Output Limitation Extended (PTF RO83855)

This enhancement modifies the LAPX command. The output of this command is now only limited by the size of
APPLBUFFer. Before this enhancement, the output was limited to 99 jobs.

CONCAT Libraries (PTF RO83505)

This enhancement allows you to use the BD/ED CSF line commands entered against a job referring to a DOCLIB
member in the concatenated libraries. The enhancement also allows the WA ESP Workstation user to browse or edit job
documentation of concatenated libraries. For more information, see CONCAT Statement: Specify Data Set Concatenation.

Assignment Display in Simulation (PTF RO83247)

Assignment statements are in line with other statements and not printed when under a false branch of IF-THEN-ELSE.
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Add AGENT and AGENTUSR Authorization Checking to Simulation (PTF RO82898)

Adds SAF authorization checking for AGENT and AGENTUSR resource profiles in simulation. All relevant error messages
display the application and job names.

FTP - Update Agent for Changes (PTF RO82303)

This enhancement allows you to use new application statements for the following FTP job types: FTP_JOB, SCP_JOB,
and SFTP_JOB.

ViewIntegration (PTF RO82002)

This enhancement enables you to retrieve job spool files archived in View in ESP. The enhancement introduces a new
initialization parameter CAVIEW that enables the default View database. To retrieve job spool files for the specified job,
you can issue the LVO/LVE CSF commands, or the VIEWOUT page mode command.

Verify Notify Events and Alerts on SIMULATE Command (PTF RO81837)

This enhancement enables the SIMULATE command to check for undefined alerts and events associated with the
NOTIFY statement and issue a message for such alerts or events. The simulation only checks the NOTIFY statements in
jobs selected for submission. The result of the simulation reports message 4438I for each undefined event and message
4439I for each undefined alert.

Show Messages in Body of Screen for Simulate in Page Mode (PTF RO81833)

When the SIMULATE command is entered in page mode, INFOMSG SET is internally executed so that informational,
warning, and error messages display within the body of the screen instead of in the upper right corner of the screen.
When the SIMULATE command is finished, INFOMSG is reset to the setting that was in effect prior to the SIMULATE
command.

WS Doc/Literal Job (PTF RO81816)

This enhancement introduces a new ESP job type WEB_DOCLIT. The enhancement allows you to submit and monitor
WS Document Literal jobs using a Web Services agent plug-in of the System Agent. For more information, see Web
Service Document/Literal Jobs.

Displaying JCLContent or JCLReference in MicroFocus Jobs (PTF RO81658)

The LISTAPPL and APPLJOB commands, and the LJE line command display the values of JCLContent or JCLReference
Application statements in MicroFocus Jobs (MF_JOB).

Verify Resources on SIMULATE Command (PTF RO81648)

This enhancement enables the SIMULATE command to check and issue a message for undefined resources. The
simulation only checks the resources in jobs selected for submission. The result of the simulation reports message 4437I
for each undefined resource.

Add ChildPid Display to Tandem_job (PTF RO81392)

The LISTAPPL and APPLJOB commands, and the LJE line command display the ChildPid values that are sent by the HP
Integrity NonStop Agent.

Agent Traffic Notifications Fill the Checkpoint (PTF RO81067)

This fix eliminates the use of checkpoint for agent traffic feedback.
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Improvements to RSVLOGIC (PTF RO79802)

This enhancement prevents false resource contetion leading to degraded performance and introduces the new message
2907S. The improved RSVLOGIC prevents the launch of a second ESP master with the same RSVLOGIC statement as
the already launched ESP master.

Display the DSN in the 'JCL from' Field Also for Concatenation (PTF RO78611)

Allows users to see the correct data set name from which the JCL of a job was pulled, if a DDname is used on JCLLIB or
TEMPLIB statement.

DEST Parameter – Identify JES Node (PTF RO78451)

This enhancement introduces a new operand DEST for the AUDITLOG initialization parameter. The DEST operand allows
you to define the logical identifier of the JES node where auditlog files are sent when they are closed.

Create API Events in OPS/MVS (PTF RO78156)

This enhancement introduces a new command CALLOPS that allows you to create an API event in OPS/MVS.

Show Scope in Job Details (PTF RO78041)

Enables users to see the calculated values of SCHEDULED or SCOPE parameter for an external job.

Changed Occurrence of ESP6106I (PTF RO77978)

Changes the occurrence of informational message "ESP6106I Next execution of Event e not scheduled: unsuccessful
CYCLING".

Edit Procedure Command (PTF RO77815)

This enhancement enables you to use the EP (Edit Procedure) command in CSF for inserted jobs without an associated
ESP procedure. For more information, see Insert Workload into an Application.

Retrieve USER1-4 Variables (PTF RO77765)

You can now display the values of the USER1 to USER4 symbolic variables using the LAP or LSCH commands. Only the
USER1 to USER4 values that were set when the event was triggered are displayed.

This enhancement introduces new operand USERVAR for the LISTSCH Command: List Schedules.

Inserted Job Browsing (PTF RO77695)

You can now use the CSF BP (browse procedure) command with jobs inserted using the CSF IW (insert workload)
command or the APPLINS command.

BP does not work for jobs that are inserted using the CSF IJ (insert job) command, because those jobs do not include a
procedure. In this case, you get new message 2901I.

Informatica Spool File and Restart (PTF RO77157)

This enhancement introduces new features for Informatica jobs. You can restart an Informatica workflow from a specified
task and can retrieve spool file data using the W line command pop-up menu.

NOTE

More Information:
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• Restart an Informatica Workflow
• Retrieve Spool File

Application Description (PTF RO76602)

This enhancement allows you to include an application description in the APPL statement. The description is displayed by
an application simulation, the LISTAPPL command, and JOBMAP command (APPL_DESCR display field).

Add IP Address of Sender to ESP507E (PTF RO76447)

Adds IP address of sender to the error message ESP507E.

Adding Agent Type and Description to JOBMAP Display (PTF RO76366)

Adds two optional fields to the DISPLAY operand of the JOBMAP command: AGENT_TYPE and AGENT_DESCR.

ESP as a Host Command Environment in REXX (PTF RO75777)

This enhancement enables you to use ESP command processor as a host command environment in REXX. It is intended
for use in REXX programs under OPS/MVS. For more information, see Create Host Command Environment for REXX.

Hold Attribute in Simulation (PTF RO75729)

This enhancement allows you to display jobs that are placed on manual hold with any reason that was provided for the
hold.

NOTE

More Information:

• Simulate an Event
• JOB Statement: Identify the Name of Jobs
• JOBATTR Statement: Change Job Attributes

USS File Trigger (PTF RO74243)

This enhancement allows you to set up an event trigger that is activated when a specified USS file is closed after an
update or renamed. For more information, see Trigger an Event By Data Set Activity.

Trigger or Simulate SUBAPPLS (PTF RO73721)

This enhancement introduces the ability to limit event triggering or simulation to specified subapplications.

NOTE

More Information:

• Use Advanced Features of Applications
• SIMULATE Command: Simulate Event Functions
• TRIGGER Command: Trigger Events Execution

RM Command (PTF RO72998)

This enhancement allows you to exclude a job from a rerun multiple request issued using the RERUNM command or the
RM CSF line command.

You exclude a job by placing a hyphen (-) before the job name in the list of root jobs. For more information about
rerunning multiple jobs, see Rerun Multiple Jobs.
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Adding Event Name Field to History Reporting (PTF RO72634)

Adds the Event Name field to the history reporting.

AES 256 Support (PTF RO72049)

Support for AES 256 encryption of communications with agents. AES 256 encryption keys are defined using the
CRYPTKEY command, and the KEYNAME can be specified in an agent definition.

Automatic Setting of Hold and Dormancy Intervals (PTF RO72017)

The timing of access to the shared QUEUE data set is set by ESP internally. The initialization parameters that control this
timing, MINHOLD, MINDORM, and MAXDORM, are accepted for compatibility. The system ignores these parameters.

Workstation Server Web Services Enhancement (PTF RO70737)

ESP Workstation Server has been enhanced to support an HTTP POST web service that executes an ESP command.

Dynamic Agent Configuration (PTF RO70180)

This enhancement introduces the following capabilities:

• Dynamically define, alter, delete, undelete, or purge agent definitions and user maps after ESP is started.
• Save all agent definitions to a data set.

The saved definitions include definitions that are created dynamically and definitions that are loaded from the agent
definition data set (AGENTDEF). You can load the saved definitions by using the LOADAGDF command.

WARNING
We recommend that you code new operand IF_NOT_IN_COMMQ in the LOADAGDF initialization parameter
if you intend to define agents or user maps dynamically. IF_NOT_IN_COMMQ prevents agent definitions from
being loaded if they already exist in the COMMQ data set. Coding IF_NOT_IN_COMMQ preserves dynamic
agent definitions in COMMQ.

NOTE

More Information:

• Manage Agent Definitions or User Maps Dynamically
• SAVEAGDF Command: Save Agent Definitions

Micro Focus Job Type (PTF RO70124)

This enhancement introduces the Micro Focus job type (MF_JOB). With the Micro Focus job type, the Micro Focus Net
Express JCL engine lets you run your mainframe JCL and COBOL programs in a Windows or UNIX environment.

For more information, see Micro Focus Jobs.

Resource Counter Propagation (PTF RO70061)

This enhancement enables specified ESP master subsystems to propagate updates that are made to threshold the
enterprise resource counters. If a resource counter is updated on one master, resource counters with the same name on
other specified masters are also updated.

NOTE

More Information:

• Propagate Resource Counter Updates
• COMMCHAN: Configure Resource Counter Sharing Between Master Subsystems
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CYBESUT3 Enhancement (PTF RO69717)

• You do not have to start ESP quiesced to format a new application file during CYBESUT3 processing anymore.
CYBESUT3 has built-in application file format capabilities. The new optional parameter SLOTSIZE is introduced to
support this feature. If the output application file is not formatted, CYBESUT3 formats it using the slot size provided. If
slot size is not explicitly provided, then the input application file slot size is used for the output application file slot size.

• You can update the existing JOBINDEX file in-place instead of creating a new JOBINDEX file, if requested. The new
optional parameter NONEWINDEX is introduced to support this feature.

Agent for Informatica (PTF RO68947)

The WA Agent for Informatica is an agent plug-in that installs into the installation directory of the WA Agent for UNIX,
Linux, or Windows.

NOTE

More Information:

• Informatica Jobs
• INFORMATICA_JOB Statement: Define an Informatica Job

Agent for Microsoft SQL Server (PTF RO67952)

The WA Agent for Microsoft SQL Server is an agent plug-in that installs into the installation directory of the WA Agent for
UNIX, Linux, or Windows.

NOTE

More Information:

• Microsoft SQL Server Jobs
• MSSQL_JOB Statement: Define a Microsoft SQL Server Job

Resource File Repair (PTF RO67513)

Introduces automatic verification and repair of the resource file after an ESP abend.

Additional Fields in JOBMAP Report (PTF RO63641)

Makes the following fields available in JOBMAP reports: DUEOUT, SAPJOBNAME, STARTMODE, JOBCOPY,
CHILDMONITOR, and CHAIN.

Tandem Agent Enhancements (PTF RO63031)

Adds new optional keywords. The Tandem Agent can also create a spool file, job log file, output file, and error file for
viewing and retrieval.

Increase DISTRLISTUSERS and DISTRLISTROLES Lengths (PTF RO59906)

PeopleSoft DISTRLISTROLES and DISTRLISTUSERS statements increased to 4078 to accommodate longer lists.

Release 11.4 PTFs
This page provides a complete list of all PTFs available for ESP. The list includes both enhancements and defect fixes.
For more information about enhancements, see Release 11.4 PTFs and Enhancements.

NOTE
Due to a change in the packaging naming conventions, all new PTFs now use the "SO" prefix.
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SO14849
- ADD PASSPHRASE SUPPORT FOR ESP WSS

SO14789
- COMPLEX FILTERS CAUSE S878 ABEND

SO12549
- MNCOND DOES NOT SPECIFY PREMEND FOR NON-MVS JOBS

SO14177
- STARTING IS INCORRECTLY RESOLVED WHEN LESS\PLUS TERM IS USED

SO13619
- ABEND S0C4 IN CYBXH004 AT OFFSET +000852

SO13137
- ABEND S878 AFTER TOO MANY 32K BUFFERS BEING ORPHANED

SO11137
- NEW STATEMENTS SUPPORT IN SFTP JOB TYPE

SO10158
- XCF SERVICE TIMEOUT DURING PEAK HOURS

SO11015
- TRIGUSER IN THE AJ COMMAND OUTPUT

SO12102
CA SCHEDULE'S REPORT NOT GENERATED AFTER RO78569

SO11905
NUMEROUS REUSE OF RESET COMMAND CAUSE GETMAIN ABEND

SO10392
- S878 ABEND WITH @CELLTRC ACTIVE

SO11043
- LONG COND PARAMETER CAUSES PROBLEMS

SO07263
- ADD VTLIST OPTION TO VERIFY OR REPAIR GLOBAL VARIABLE TABLE

SO09625
- SYMBOLIC VARIABLE INTRODUCER PROPAGATION

SO10471
- UPDATE CYBESUT9 TO BE COMPATIBLE WITH RO98167

SO09095
- CORRECTIVE FIX FOR THE PTF RO99288/SO06339

SO09244
- ENCORE OMVS STEP RETURN CODE MISSING

SO07536
- TRAKFILE INCREASING IN SIZE BY 0.5% PER DAY

SO07625
-  ESP276E REPORTED FOR Z/OS AGENT WITH JOBINDEX NOSHR READONLY

SO05201
-  ATTACH NEW SUBTASK FOR PANVALET I/O MODULE

SO00855
-  UNABLE TO CREATE SCS ARTIFACTS FOR DEPLOYMENT
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SO04020
-  DATA SET ALLOCATION LOCK WAS NOT FREED

SO07896
-  RESOURCE SUMMARY SHOWS INVALID DATA

SO08104
-  AFTER CLOCK CHANGE JOB TIMES ARE INCORRECT

RO99893
- NO RESOURCE DEFINED MAY ABEND JOB SIMULATION

SO07472
- USING LDXE COMMAND MAY CAUSE A LOOP OF DISPLAYING ENTRIES

SO07324
- 1917 INTRODUCED AN EXTRA EMPTY LINE AND EXTRA BLANK

SO05921
- ENCORE USED INCORRECT GDG VERSION ON RESTART OF FAILED JOB

SO05183
- KEYFILE PROBLEM WITH SFTP_JOB AND SCP_JOB

SO04893
- DSTRIG PROBLEM WITH MULTIVOLUME DATASET RENAMING

SO01146
- ENCORE JOB USING EXTENDED GDGS MAY FAIL WITH SOC4

RO97007
- SPOOL FILE RETRIEVING CAN BE REQUESTED USING ALIAS OR AG_NAM

SO06296
- CALSCH DOES NOT WORK FOR SUSPEND/RESUME STATEMENTS

RO99288
- INCORRECT OBJECT FORMAT IN AGENTMSG COMMAND CAUSE MSG QUEUES

SO05930
- EXTMON FORCES COMPLETION FOR FAILED JOBS

RO99526
- AGENTRCV COMMAND DOES NOT DISPLAY TIME OF LAST RECEIVED MSG

SO06419
- SAVEAGDF COMMAND SAVES DESCRIPTION DATA INCORRECTLY

SO06148
- CHANGE OF MESSAGE 2740W SEVERITY TO 2740E

SO06016
- OPRUNIT AND PROGOPRUNIT FOR ORACLE JOB

SO05099
- ABEND AFTER LIST LEVEL COMMAND WITH TIMESEQ OPTION

SO04440
- ENHANCED CHECK FOR SEQUENCE NUMBERS IN EVENT DEFINITION

SO03792
- ERROR DURING GETMAIN - ABEND 878-10 IN CA WA RESTART OPTION

SO03673
- NEW OPTION TO ALLOW COMMAND CSF PROFILES APPLIED GLOBALLY
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SO01496
- 8-BYTE USER ID SUPPORT

SO01262
- ABEND S0C4 IN CYBESODT +002034

SO01177
- BWPC JOB STATUS IS NOT CHANGED AFTER "CHAIN RESTART"

SO01016
- U1013 ABEND OF WSS ON INVALID COMPOUND COMMAND

SO00839
- DATASET COMMAND CAUSES ABEND OF WSS OR ISPF

SO00400
- RESTRICT THE RESETWOB COMMAND FROM WORKSTATION

SO00174
- NOSCHED DOESN'T WORK WHEN NO NEXT HOLIDAY

SO00066
- S0C4 IN CYBESUT1 WHEN ANALYZING APPLFILE

RO99622
- LDSN OUTPUT INCORRECT

RO99191
- HARDCODED BUFFER LENGTH 20K FOR JSTAT FUNCTION

RO98974
- LDAP DOMAIN AUTHENTICATION FOR INFORMATICA JOBTYPE

RO98917
- COMMQ FILE USAGE CLIMBING

RO98914
- ESPWSS PASSPHRASE SUPPORT

RO98167
- DELIVER TRACKING INFORMATION AFTER ESP WAS MOVED

RO97618
- WSS ABENDED WITH S0C4 IN CYBES071 AT OFFSET +007FC8

RO97306
- PREVENT ESP FROM SYSTEM INTEGRITY VULNERABILITY

RO97007
- SPOOL RETRIEVAL CAN BE REQUESTED USING ALIAS OR AG_NAME

RO96878
- ESPWSS AND LONGNAME SUPPORT FOR RESETWOB COMMAND

RO96644
- CALSCH COMMAND CAUSES SD23 ABEND.

RO96474
- L LEVEL RESULTS IN ABEND0C4 IN PROXY WHEN NO WOB DEFINED.

RO96350
- CORRECTING LIMIT ESPM900I OF OPER TRIGGER WITH ROOTJOBS PARM

RO96329
- OPS/MVS HEARTBEAT CANNOT BE RESTARTED USING COMMAND
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RO96328
- HELD EVENT TRIGGERED

RO95822
- ADD KEEPALIVE PARAMETER FOR ESPWSS

RO95695
- EVENT NAME NOT LISTED IN ALPHABETIC ORDER

RO95693
- SAP AGENT USES ALPHANUMERIC JOBCOUNT

RO95659
- TDR MANAGER DEADLOCK WITH MPL(1) IN EICLASS 0

RO95287
- S0C4 AFTER GET FILE LIST FOR HDFS JOB

RO95186
- REPORTING FIELD SUCC DOESN'T WORK PROPERLY

RO95051
- DISPLAYING TRANSMISSION ERROR MESSAGES ONLY ONCE

RO94938
- INTERMITTENT MESSAGE ESP278S RECORD KEY 'XXXX' NOT FOUND

RO94711
- NO MONITOR VALUE MNAUTHS FOR MANUAL JOBS

RO94694
- ESP WORKSTATION ABEND U0914 CYBES071 +0069FC

RO94659
- ESP USERMOD 198 FOR CYBJSDLT

RO94633
- ASSIGNMENT INCORRECTLY DECLARES SYMBOLIC VARIABLE

RO94629
- CSF RW/RWB COMMANDS (RESETWOB) DESIGN CHANGES

RO94488
- LSTATUS RETRIEVAL BY WOBDATA IN DBSP AND SQL JOBS

RO94457
- SIMULATION SHOWS MESSAGE 4437I FOR EXISTING RESOURCE

RO94441
- PROBLEM WITH EVENT DEFINITION PANEL

RO94356
- POSSIBLE LOOP IN CYBES086

RO94348
- LARGE NUMBER OF NOTIFYS CAUSING PROBLEMS

RO94300
- USING CORRECT AGENTS NAMES TO DELETE FILE TRIGGER ENTRIES

RO94279
- LSAR DISPLAY MISSES SOME NON-LOCAL JOB SUBMISSION TIMES

RO94146
- DISTRIBUTED WORKLOAD BALANCING STOPPED WORKING
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RO94092
- VARIOUS ESP ABENDS WHEN PROCESSING AN INVALID COMMAND

RO94070
- INSERTING A WOB CAUSES ABEND0C4

RO94047
- NEW CSF COMMANDS RW (RESETWOB) AND RWB (BROWSE RESET DATA)

RO94037
- TEMPPROC STATEMENT IS NOT DISPLAYED IN SIMULATION

RO93947
- JOB STAYS IN INPUT SUBMITTED STATUS DUE TO INVALID PASSWORD

RO93466
- ESP JOB SUCCESS/FAILURE REPORTING

RO93404
- LOSING CSF ENTRIES WHEN PURGSCHF IS USED

RO93271
- ESP ABEND878 DUE TO MEMORY LEAK IN ENCORE SUBTASK

RO93109
- WSS ABEND S0C4

RO93065
- ESP ABEND U2903 IN MODULE CYBXR001+1968 AFTER INET PURGE

RO92621
- ZIIP ENABLED ESP ABENDS WITH U3999, REASON CODE 99

RO92456
- ENHANCEMENT TO SUPPORT ESP UI

RO92429
- AJ COMMAND CAN CAUSE WSS OR ESP ABEND0C4

RO92286
- AGENT WOB IN RESWAIT STATUS

RO92099
- EXTERNAL JOB WITH SCHEDULE IS NOT BYPASSED

RO92087
- MAKING AUTHORIZATION CHECKING IN SIMULATION OPTIONAL

RO92063
- LCSF CANNOT FILTER CMPC 20007

RO92035
- TERMINATE ONLY RUNNING CONDITIONAL FILE_TRIGGER AGENT JOBS

RO91452
- RUN STATEMENT WITH LESS AND STARTING DOES NOT WORK

RO91441
- INCORRECT APPLICATION STATUS IN WORKSTATION

RO91261
- CSFJOB OR JOBONCSF CAN CAUSE ABEND ON PROXY

RO90861
- PS_JOB: PNODE STAYS FAILED AFTER A SUCCESSFUL RESTART JOB
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RO90662
- ESP ERROR MESSAGES 633E AND 1045E

RO90489
- RELAXING AGENT AND AGENTUSR AUTH CHECKING IN SIMULATION

RO90299
- EXECUTION HISTORY DATA LOST WHEN ESP IS RESTARTED

RO90256
- STORAGE OVERLAY BY ENCORE SUBTASK

RO90147
- ESP2477E VSAM GET REQUEST ERROR CODE 88 ON HISTORY JOB

RO89963
- MANUAL JOBS WITH JCL ERRORS MAY NOT BE TRACKED

RO89945
- EXTERNAL JOB WITH SCOPE IS NOT BYPASSED

RO89920
- FILE_TRIGGER ERRORS 002E INVALID STRING AND 027E READVAL

RO89871
- VSAM ERROR CODE 92 ON EVENT FILE AFTER A SIGPOST

RO89762
- CYBESWS1 RETURNING RC8

RO89730
- AGENT FAILOVER POLLING STOPS AFTER AN ERROR

RO89681
- WORKSTATION SERVER STATUS CHANNEL TIMEOUT PROBLEM

RO89656
- ESP HEALTH CHECK ALERT ON OVERFLOW CONDITION

RO89526
- MSGLIMIT REGRESSION CORRECTED

RO89484
- OVERHEAD IN SCOREBOARD ACCESS

RO89426
- AUTOMATIC TIME ZONE ADJUSTMENT

RO89239
- EXPAND THE MESSAGE 1883E WITH THE RESOURCE NAME

RO89165
- NEW ESP USERMOD 196

RO89104
- A HANG IN AN OPER COMMAND

RO89010
- EXCESSIVE UCB LOOKUP MIGHT CAUSE DELAYS IN PROCESSING

RO88996
- EVENTS CONTAINING A NOSCHED STATEMENT DO NOT TRIGGER.

RO88778
- INCREASE CMDNAME AND SCRIPTNAME LENGTHS TO 256 FROM 100
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RO88690
- NOTWITH STATEMENT IS IGNORED IF JOBNAME IS 9 CHARACTERS LONG

RO88573
- ENCORE JOB STEP ABEND0C4 IN MODULE CYBRM400

RO88483
- SUPERFLUOUS MESSAGE CYB4473E WHEN ESPDST IS INVOKED

RO88381
- ESP OR WORKSTATION SERVER STARTED TASK ABEND

RO88358
- JOB WITH JCL ERROR MAY REMAIN IN INPUT SUBMITTED STATE

RO88215
- INCREASING THE LENGTH OF NON-WOB EXTERNAL JOB NAME

RO88173
- ABEND0E0-29 AT CYBES079+13E8 ON READING SCOREBOARD

RO88003
- AUTOMATIC SETTING OF ORIGIN JES NODE FOR SENDNET(ORIGNODE)

RO87862
- ESP WORKSTATION SERVER ABEND0C4 ON THE MODEL COMMAND

RO87845
- COMPLETING APPLICATIONS DO NOT STOP CONDITIONAL AGENT JOBS

RO87753
- SCHEDULE RANGE BEHAVIOR

RO87707
- WRONG RESTART STEP TO RESTORE A TEMPORARY FILE

RO87670
- S878 ABEND RELATED TO REPORT SERVER UPDATES

RO87310
- EVENT SUSPENDED/HELD BY USER

RO87260
- VSAM I/O ERROR DUMP WRITTEN BY WORKSTATION SERVER

RO87134
- SEVERITY OF 6128I MESSAGE CHANGED TO WARNING

RO87083
- ABEND0C4 AFTER FORMATTING APPLFILE

RO87041
- ADDING CANCEL COMMAND TO TANDEM, UNIX AND WINDOWS JOBS

RO86885
- INCORRECT RUNTIME VALUE IN APPLICATION HISTORY REPORT

RO86884
- ESP906E INVALID ITERATION FACTOR WHEN COUNT FIELD IS BLANK

RO86662
- HADOOP HDFS, OOZIE, SQOOP AND HIVE JOB TYPES

RO86103
- ABEND OR APPLFILE ACCESS ERROR IN ESP
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RO85975
- SIMULATION MAY CAUSE ABEND0C4 OF ESP PROXY SUBSYSTEM

RO85900
- LSAR REPORTING LONGNAME

RO85836
- ENDLESS LOOP IN CYBESUT9

RO85661
- WEB SERVICE CANNOT DEFINE AN EVENT WITH COMMENT

RO85447
- ACCESS VIOLATION MESSAGES ON GENERIC VTLIST REQUEST

RO85403
- WORKSTATION SERVER CONNECTIONS MAY EXCEED LIMITS

RO85274
- ACCESS NOT CHECKED FOR RESIDENCE EXTENSION VOLUME

RO84863
- OVERDUE RESET NOT WORKING WITH USERMOD 33

RO84847
- ACCEPT PASSTICKETS FOR WORKSTATION LOGON

RO84804
- ABENDS WITH CODES S378, SA78, SC78 IN WORKSTATION SERVER

RO84691
- INCORRECT OVERDUE PREDICTED STATUS ON ESP WORKSTATION

RO84611
- ABEND0C4 ON NETWORK DISPLAY CONNECTIONS DETAIL COMMAND

RO84430
- ANTICIPATED END TIME PROBLEM

RO84079
- WORKSTATION SERVER ABEND0C4 ON RETRIEVING MF_JOB SPOOL FILE

RO84073
- STORAGE LEAK IN RERUNM COMMAND

RO83855
- LAPX OUTPUT LIMITATION EXTENDED

RO83803
- ZIIP ENABLED ESPWSS ABENDS WITH U3999, REASON CODE 8

RO83535
- WORKSTATION DISPLAYS INVALID AGENTMON STATUS

RO83525
- WORKSTATION SERVER ABEND0C4 ON RETRIEVING SPOOL FILE

RO83505
- BD/ED CSF LINE COMMANDS FOR DOCLIB DEFINED VIA CONCAT STMT

RO83458
- ENQ DOWNGRADE MAY NOT WORK IN ENCORE-RESTARTED JOB

RO83247
- ASSIGNMENT DISPLAY IN SIMULATION
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RO83163
- ELSE TO CLOSE DO BLOCK COMPATIBILITY

RO82898
- ADD AGENT AND AGENTUSR AUTHORIZATION CHECKING TO SIMULATION

RO82868
- ISPF ERROR ON BROWSING AN EMPTY INSERTED PROCEDURE

RO82852
- WRONG BEHAVIOR OF HELD MANUAL JOB

RO82303
- NEW FTP_JOB, SCP_JOB AND SFTP_JOB APPLICATION STATEMENTS

RO82180
- VIEW EVENT LIST WITH INTERNAL SECURITY

RO82016
- JOB STATUS BY CYBRMPRG ROUTINE

RO82002
- CA VIEW INTEGRATION

RO81837
- VERIFY NOTIFY EVENTS AND ALERTS ON SIMULATE COMMAND

RO81833
- SHOW MESSAGES IN BODY OF SCREEN FOR SIMULATE IN PAGE MODE

RO81816
- WEB SERVICES DOC/LITERAL JOB TYPE

RO81748
- BUGS IN IF-THEN-ELSE IMPLEMENTATION

RO81714
- ESP SLOW DOWN DUE MULTIPLE CYBXLX00 LOAD REQUESTS

RO81658
- DISPLAYING JCLCONTENT OR JCLREFERENCE IN MICROFOCUS JOBS

RO81648
- VERIFY RESOURCES ON SIMULATE COMMAND

RO81445
- HISTORY REPORT MAY CAUSE WSS ABEND 0C4

RO81392
- ADD CHILDPID DISPLAY TO TANDEM_JOB

RO81163
- HISTORY RECORDS LOST FOR HELD MANUAL JOBS

RO81067
- AGENT TRAFFIC NOTIFICATIONS FILL THE CHECKPOINT

RO81044
- ENCORE S0C4 IN CYBRM620+1F90

RO80967
- ABEND U0901 IN ESP WITH CPUSTATS ON

RO80607
- S0C4 AT 26CE6A0C LMOD CYBXR001 CSECT CYBXT000 +000324
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RO80545
- SCHEDULE CRITERIA FOR 'OF' OR 'WITHIN' KEYWORD

RO80514
- INCORRECT JOBMAP OUTPUT

RO80479
- ESP276E VSAM GET1 ERROR CODE 140

RO80464
- S0C4 ABEND OF ESPWSS AFTER LISTAPPL COMMAND

RO80370
- DO STATEMENT AFTER THEN OR ELSE

RO80315
- ZOS ESP CCSR010E U0914 ABEND

RO80199
- ABEND U0901 IN ZIIP ENABLED ESP WORKSTATION SERVER

RO80185
- UNABLE TO GET COMPLETE OUTPUT USING WEB SERVICES

RO80036
- JOBMAP DISPLAY(APPL_DESCR)

RO79943
- GENERIC VTLIST COMMAND LOOPS

RO79892
- WRONG CONTENT OF OPER AGENT FIELDS

RO79888
- TRIGGER OF SUBAPPL FROM CSF IS NOT WORKING

RO79802
- PREVENT SHARING OF RSVLOGIC BY MULTIPLE MASTERS

RO79700
- EMPTY METRICS FILES CAUSES MESSAGE ESPM276E

RO79209
- ESP SYSMSG FILTER ROUTINE MAY CAUSE ABEND0C4

RO79172
- MESSASGE ESP4257E IS BEING TRUNCATED

RO79063
- HISTORY FILE ARCHIVE / ESPXWSS

RO79026
- WRONG CONTENT OF 528E MESSAGE

RO78739
- TOO LARGE ADHOC INSERT REQUEST CAN CAUSE U2902 ABEND

RO78684
- ESP INTERFACE TO LIBRARIAN NOT WORKING

RO78667
- WOBTRIG STATUS IS NOT POPULATED CORRECTLY IN WORKSTATION

RO78614
- AGENT PROBE NOT WORKING FOR DYNAMIC AGENTS
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RO78611
- FOR CONCATENATION DISPLAY ALSO DSN IN 'JCL FROM'

RO78451
- NEW AUDITLOG PARAMETER TO SET OUTPUT DESTINATION

RO78439
- JOBNO IN AFM FROM EXTSCHED

RO78428
- DOUBLE QUOTE ESCAPE CHARACTERS IN AFM DATA()

RO78156
- NEW COMMAND, CALLOPS, FOR INTERFACE WITH OPS/MVS

RO78041
- SHOW SCOPE IN JOB DETAILS

RO77978
- CHANGED OCCURRENCE OF ESP6106I

RO77946
- ESP ABEND0C4 DUE TO MEMORY OVERLAY BY ENCORE SUBTASK

RO77886
- ESP AND WORKSTATION SERVER ABEND U1205

RO77815
- ENABLE EDITING OF INSERTED JOB DEFINITIONS

RO77765
- DISPLAY USER1-4 VARIABLES IN LAP AND LSCH

RO77695
- ENABLE BROWSING OF INSERTED JOB DEFINITIONS

RO77453
- MANAGER IP ADDRESS IS NOT UPDATED AFTER FAILOVER

RO77432
- OVERDUE NOT WORKING

RO77288
- ESP HANGS DURING STARTUP

RO77283
- ESP ABEND U2903 IN SUBSTITUTION OF SYMBOLIC VARIABLES

RO77279
- ESP ABEND0C4 IN PROCESSING PROCEDURE CACHING RECORD

RO77157
- ENABLING RETRIEVE SPOOL FILE COMMAND IN INFORMATICA JOB

RO76602
- ADDING APPLICATION DESCRIPTION FIELD

RO76583
- SAP_JOB DOES NOT SUPPORT PURTUGUESE SPECIAL CHARACTERS

RO76447
- ADD IP ADDRESS OF SENDER TO ESP507E

RO76366
- ADDING AGENT TYPE AND DESCRIPTION TO JOBMAP DISPLAY
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RO76270
- ESP ABEND U2903 IN MODULE CYBXR001+1960

RO76142
- FILE_TRRIGGER IS NOT POSTING DELETE AFTER WITHDRAWN COMMAND

RO75972
- AFM WITH WRONG DATA LENGTH

RO75777
- ESP AS A HOST COMMAND ENVIRONMENT IN REXX

RO75729
- DISPLAY JOBS WITH HOLD ATTRIBUTE IN SIMULATION

RO75488
- ZIIP ENABLED ESPWSS ABENDS WITH U3999, REASON CODE 8

RO75387
- UNINITIALIZED ESPAPFULLNAME VARIABLE

RO75363
- ESPWSS ABEND878/80A ON SIMULATION WITH JCLCHECK

RO75171
- ESP ABEND SF9F

RO74617
- CPU OVERHEAD IN ESP STARTED TASKS

RO74534
- EVENT OWNER OPTION DISAPPEAR

RO74511
- TRACKING MODEL JOBFAILEVENT NOT MASKED BY CCCHK

RO74402
- USERMOD 45 DOES NOT WORK

RO74299
- DELETE OBSOLETE MESSAGES (FMID UPDATE)

RO74243
- USS FILE TRIGGER

RO74209
- CYBESUT8 DELETES RECORDS NOT MATCHING THE AGE PARAMETER

RO74168
- IF-THEN-ELSE-DO-ENDDO LOGIC CORRECTION

RO73721
- TRIGGER/SIMULATE SUBAPPLS

RO73633
- ABEND0C4 IN MODULE CYBXG004

RO73485
- OVERHEAD IN PROCEDURE CACHING

RO73440
- REMOVING INCOMPLETE EVENT NAMES FROM HISTORY REPORTING

RO73109
- WEB SERVICE UTILITY DEFAULT FOR SESSIONLIMIT CHANGED TO 1
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RO73032
- ABENDS322 OF UTILITY CYBESUT1

RO72998
- DESELECTION CAPABILITY FOR RERUN MULTIPLE

RO72635
- FAILOVER JOURNALING SYNCHRONIZATION

RO72634
- ADDING EVENT NAME FIELD TO HISTORY REPORTING

RO72338
- STATEMENTS NOT DISPLAYED IN SIMULATION

RO72171
- ABEND S0C4 OCCURED PROCESSING A MICROFOCUS COMMAND

RO72101
- PARSING THE FIRST CHARACTER OF A PARAMETER

RO72088
- LCSF RETURNING INVALID CONDS

RO72049
- AES 256 SUPPORT

RO72017
- AUTOMATIC SETTING OF HOLD AND DORMANCY INTERVALS

RO71938
- CRDELAY START WITH PROMPT

RO71936
- CRDELAY START WITH PROMPT

RO71848
- SAMPLES FOR WORKSTATION SERVER HTTPS CONNECTIONS

RO71714
- ZIIP ENABLED TERMINATION ABEND S0F8 IN TPSERVER

RO71638
- AES DECRYPTION OF A NON-AES-ENCRYPTED MESSAGE MAY CAUSE S0C4

RO71632
- INTERMITTENT ABEND0C4 IN WORKSTATION SERVER

RO71608
- WRONG SEVERITY OF A MESSAGE ESP6015

RO71433
- SAMPLE CYBJMS02 UPDATE

RO71381
- FILE TRIGGER IS UNEXPECTEDLY ACTIVATED BY FAILOVER

RO71348
- AGENT PROPERTY RETRIEVAL

RO71178
- DEFINE MNMXRC, MNHIRC AND MNRC AS LONG

RO71169
- CHECKPOINT COPYING ROUTINE
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RO71032
- LOADAGDF SUBCOMMAND CONTINUATION ERROR NOT DETECTED

RO70989
- INTERMITTENT TSO ESP INTERFACE ABEND0C4

RO70960
- REPACKAGING OF APPC COMMUNICATIONS COMPONENT

RO70808
- CYBESUT1 MAY CAUSE APPLFILE/TRAKFILE ERRORS

RO70737
- HTTP POST SERVICE FOR ESP WORKSTATION SERVER

RO70541
- CHANGE TEXT FOR SYMBOL IN CSM

RO70490
- DESCRIPTION OF 1765E MESSAGE

RO70483
- APPLICATION SCOREBOARD KEEPS UNUSABLE ENTRIES

RO70470
- MISSING PANEL CYBSP054 IN INFORMATICA

RO70390
- JOURNAL TAKEOVER UPDATE

RO70365
- SETTING NULL GLOBAL VARIABLE CAN LEAD TO S0C4 ABEND

RO70363
- JES3 IAT2006 MESSAGE NOT PROCESSED BY ESP

RO70307
- PERFORMANCE PROBLEM WITH SLOT FILE CACHING

RO70268
- RESFILE AND COMMQ MISSING IN FOVSAM

RO70265
- DSORG=PS MISSING IN CYBJMS20

RO70206
- DESCRIPTION UPDATE OF A MESSAGE ESP633E

RO70180
- DYNAMIC AGENT CONFIGURATION

RO70124
- MICROFOCUS JOB TYPE

RO70061
- PROPAGATING RESOURCE COUNTERS

RO70005
- ZIIP ENABLED ESPWSS ABENDS WITH S46D

RO69915
- ACCESS ERRORS IN APPLICATION MONITOR WITH NOSECURE

RO69914
- ABEND878 IN MAPGEN/SADGEN JOB
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RO69803
- EXTERNALS MAY NOT BE POSTED AFTER RUNNING CYBESUT8

RO69717
- CYBESUT3 ENHANCEMENT

RO69689
- LONGNAME MAY CAUSE A JOB STAYS IN QUEUED FOR SUBMISSION

RO69414
- WORKSTATION SERVER ABEND878

RO69111
- WRONG ORDER OF JOBS IN SIMULATION

RO69059
- A WARNING MESSAGE WHEN AN EXTERNAL JOB POINTS TO ITSELF

RO69053
- NOTIFY SYMBOLIC RESOLUTION

RO68947
- INFORMATICA JOB TYPE

RO68807
- LAPX PANEL HAS WRONG DEPTH

RO68745
- ABEND0C4 IN CYBESUT3

RO68650
- JOBTREE WITH FULL JOBNAME

RO68637
- SAFCLASS STATEMENT FAILS WHEN OPERANDS OMITTED

RO68565
- RETSCBD FUNCTION DOES NOT INITIALIZE VARIABLES

RO68345
- ATR VALIDATION FAILS WITH ERROR IN AJQS

RO68311
- LIBRARIES IN CONCAT STMT NOT CHECKED AGAINST DSALLOC.DSNAME

RO68279
- TRUNCATED OUTPUT FROM RESDEF COMMAND

RO67952
- MS SQL JOB TYPE

RO67923
- ABEND0C4 IN MAPGEN JOB

RO67916
- WITHDRAWN APPL SHOWS OVERDUE

RO67885
- MNSUB# STAYS ZERO AFTER FIRST JOB'S SUBMISSION

RO67862
- WORKSTATION SERVER ABEND878

RO67799
- WSS ABEND S878 DUE TO MEMORY LEAK
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RO67647
- WRONG STATUS IN WOBTRIG

RO67582
- ENHANCE BI-TREE FUNCTIONS

RO67515
- PERFORMANCE PROBLEM WITH PGSER

RO67513
- RESOURCE FILE REPAIR

RO67379
- JOB REMAINS IN ANC_WAIT STATUS

RO67331
- INVALIDATE ONE GENERATION OF APPLICATION

RO67329
- LOST TRACKING FOR SOME JOBS IN JES3

RO67280
- JOBONCSF DOES NOT RETURN VALUE

RO67134
- PERFORMANCE PROBLEM WITH GLOBAL JOB MAP

RO67085
- LOADAGDF INITIALIZATION STATEMENT IF_NOT_IN_COMMQ OPERAND

RO67082
- CYBESUT1 MAY NOT DETECT JTR OVERLAY

RO67037
- WOB-ABEND S0C4 IN CYBXP000

RO67034
- CSF ENCORE TRACKING FIELD IS WRONGLY FILLED WITH YES

RO67015
- COMPLETED APPLICATIONS OVERWRITTEN IN APPLFILE

RO66861
- SCHEDULE STATEMENT WAS WRONGLY REMOVED

RO66529
- ESP FAILS TO OPEN A VSAM DATA SET

RO66504
- UNNECESSARY LMP AUTHORIZATION BY CCCHK STEP

RO66177
- ADHOC COMMAND CAN CAUSE S0C1 ABEND

RO66165
- ROOTJOBS PROBLEM IN SIMULATION

RO66150
- CANNOT SIMULATE FTP_JOB

RO66143
- ISPF HELP IW COMMAND INCORRECT

RO66112
- EVENT USERID CANNOT BE 8 CHARS
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RO66106
- EXTERNAL SHOWING STATUS

RO66017
- NEW ESP6128I MESSAGE

RO65993
- CALENDAR COMMANDS MAY CAUSE ABEND0C4 IN ESP SUBSYSTEM

RO65895
- OVERDUE COUNT ONLY TRIGGERS ONCE

RO65884
- SUBSTRING STRIP ERROR. USERMOD 194

RO65863
- ABEND S0C4 IN MAPGEN

RO65642
- ABEND0C4 ON ESP STARTUP IF ISCDEF IS IN USE

RO65498
- ABEND S0C4 ON LIST LEVEL COMMAND

RO65468
- ENCRYPTION DOES NOT WORK FOR AGENTS THAT USE A KEYNAME

RO65383
- JOB STATUS PANEL TRUNCATED OUTPUT

RO65359
- WORKSTATION SERVER ABEND0C4 IN MODULE CYBES011

RO65319
- ESP POST COMMAND MAY CAUSE ABEND U1107 OF ESP STARTED TASK

RO65219
- PROVIDING STEP NAME AND STEP COMPLETION CODE

RO65145
- NO ERROR GENERATED WITH INVALID AFTER STATEMENT

RO64359
- PANEL CYBES004 GARBAGE IN ERROR MESSAGE

RO64309
- NEW FIELDS IN JOBMAP REPORT

RO64154
- ABEND0C4 IN LMOD CYBESOHP CSECT CYBESOHP +001C62

RO63828
- SPURIOUS 194E MESSAGES

RO63745
- CD7YDATA DIRECTORY EXHAUSTED

RO63655
- JOB CLASS AND PRIORITY IN CSF FOR MANUAL JOBS

RO63648
- TDRS FOR STEPEND MONITOR EVENTS MAY FILL UP ESP CHECKPOINT

RO63647
- ABEND S0C9 IN CYBXI005
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RO63641
- ADDITIONAL FIELDS IN JOBMAP REPORT

RO63606
- Z/OS 2.1 COMPATIBILITY

RO63574
- AUTOMATIC FAILOVER STUCK AFTER ESP4330W

RO63375
- ABEND AFTER TCP/IP TERMINATION AND HOME PARM

RO63037
- S0C4 IN OPER AGENT COMMAND WHEN VIRTUAL AGENTS ARE DEFINED

RO63031
- TANDEM AGENT ENHANCEMENTS

RO62965
- CYBESS46 SAMPLE FOR CYBESUT1 UTILITY

RO62887
- ENABLE FAILOVER FUNCTION

RO62886
- ENABLE FAILOVER FUNCTION

RO62841
- FMID UPDATE FOR ZAG SUPPORT

RO62717
- Z/OS AGENT CSM SUPPORT

RO62660
- AGENT DEFINITIONS IN COMMQ FILE

RO61964
- ABEND S402 DURING SHUTDOWN

RO61952
- EXH RECORD PURGED BECAUSE OF MODIFIED DATE

RO61860
- FMID UPDATE FOR ZAG SUPPORT

RO61559
- COMPLETED JOBS MAY APPEAR AS INCOMPLETE ON ESP WORKSTATION

RO61391
- INTRODUCING ESP USERMOD 193

RO61114
- CREATE Z/OS AGENT CLIENT LICENSING PROGRAM

RO60956
- RESOURCE MANAGER CAN CAUSE STORAGE OVERLAY

RO59906
- INCREASE DISTRLISTUSERS AND DISTRLISTROLES LENGTHS

RO59791
- MANUAL TRIGJOB NOT POSTED WHEN JCL ERROR

RO59790
- CYBJS037 S0C4 WITH OPTIONS RESTARTSTEP
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RO59759
- EAV COMPATIBILITY WITH ESP

RO59743
- INVALID PASSWORD RETRIEVAL

RO59689
- PLATFORM-SPECIFIC PASSWORDS FOR PROXY_JOB

RO59627
- LEAK OF SEND COMMAND RESPONSE ELEMENTS

RO59592
- SECURITY PROFILE DSALLOC FOR CONCAT DATA SETS IS MISHANDLED

RO59473
- TEMPLIB RESERVATION IN CYBJSDLT

RO59429
- NEW MSG FOR LOADAGDF WITH TEST

RO59353
- ESP609E PARAMETER NOT VALID

RO59341
- APPLICATION SLOT OVERLAYS NOT DETECTED BY CYBESUT1

RO59306
- WRONG COND STATEMENT USED WHEN RESET THROUGH MGRMSG

RO59301
- ABEND S0C4 DUE TO SYMBOLIC VARIABLE SUBSTRING

RO59300
- S122 IF SUBSYSTEM STARTED DURING LMP INITIALIZATION

RO59247
- MESSAGE 1062I DESCRIPTION ADDED

RO59158
- LOCAL JOB JCL ERROR NOT DETECTED

RO59147
- SELECTION OF HIGH COMPLETION CODE DISREGARDS CCCHK

RO59082
- S0C4 ABEND IN FAILOVER MANAGER

RO58796
- CHECKING FOR SPURIOUS ENDDOS

RO58765
- JOB WITH INVERSE RESOURCE REQUEST MAY STAY IN RESWAIT

RO58621
- APPLICATION SCOREBOARD PURGE PROBLEM

RO58511
- ABEND S0C4 IN WKSTART AND WORKDAY COMMANDS

RO58436
- APPLICATION CAN STAY IN APPLWAIT AFTER ESP4174W

RO58422
- ESP MASTER ABENDS WITH U1013, S0C4, S0C6
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RO58385
- INTERNAL OPER COMMAND HANG WAITING FOR DSPMODE TASKS COMMAND

RO58290
- HEALTHCK COMMAND COMPATIBILITY

RO58198
- JOB INDEX FILE SYNCHRONIZATION

RO58196
- VSAM RECORD LENGTH DISCREPANCY WITH INTERNAL RECORD LENGTH

RO58148
- MONITORING FOR MANUAL JOBS WITH JCL ERRORS

RO58092
- SUPPORT ESP IN MULTI-TASKING TSO ENVIRONMENT

RO57992
- 0C4 AFTER RESTART COMMAND

RO57764
- LONG COND STATEMENTS TRUNCATED

RO57700
- CA LICENSING SMF PRODUCT INFORMATION

RO57689
- UNPOPULATED MNSYS VARIABLE

RO57641
- ABEND S0C4 IN TRACEPRT COMMAND

RO57604
- TEST SYSTEM PROXY TASK ABEND

RO57584
- INSERTING JOB AFTER APPLEND CAUSES LOOP

RO57530
- APPLS IN REXXON EXEC STATUS

RO57528
- EXTERNAL DETAILS INFORMATION

RO57523
- CSF SHOWS A WRONG RETURN CODE FOR ABENDED JOB

RO57516
- ENABLE FILTERING BY TAG AND SUBAPPL IN LSAR

RO57479
- ABEND SD23 ON SEND COMMAND

RO57413
- WORKSTATION SERVER U1013

RO57345
- ERROR MESSAGES BROWSING JCL FROM WORKSTATION

RO57234
- BYPASSED EXTMON OBJECT NOT RELEASING SUCCESSORS

RO57226
- LOW BATCH RC AFTER AN ERROR IN SADGEN
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RO57215
- INCORRECT BATCH SIMULATE NORUN RC 0

RO57146
- ABEND U2999 IN MAPGEN JOB

RO56977
- INADVERTENT ESP JOB RESTARTS

RO56916
- EXTERNAL OF SELFCOMPL TASK IS POSTED WHEN FORCED COMPLETE

RO56897
- NOTIFY INDICATES ENDED INSTEAD OF FAILED

RO56797
- ABEND S0C4 IN CYBRM013

RO56719
- ENDJOB ERROR FOR JOB INSERT UNDER USERMOD 190

RO56585
- CONSOLE TRACKING DADSM OBTAIN

RO56572
- ESP MASTER CHECKPOINT MAY FILL UP DURING STARTUP

RO56370
- INSERTED EXTERNAL JOB IS NOT POSTING

RO56359
- SCHEDULE CRITERIA CAN BE RESOLVED INCORRECTLY

RO56101
- INCORRECT LINE SIZE IN TSO WITHIN A STARTED TASK

RO56050
- IRRNNNI MESSAGES CAUSING INCORRECT JCLERROR STATUS

RO56006
- EVENT ADDING DAILY

RO55992
- XCF START TRACE ABEND S0F8-04

RO55895
- SCHEDULE STATEMENT OVERDUE PARAMETER NOT WORKING

RO55795
- ESP MAIN TASK ABEND U2902

RO55793
- DO NOT GENERATE DUMP FOR SOME VSAM OPEN REASON CODES

RO55676
- ABEND S878 AFTER MANY WSS LOGONS

Enhancements to Existing Features
Here are the enhancements that were made to existing features of ESP:
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SCS added to CSM

The Software Configuration Service (SCS) has been added for CSM Version 4.0 or higher, formerly known as MSM. Use
this service to configure Broadcom mainframe products from the software inventory of the driving system to your target
enterprise systems.

The SCS guides you through the configuration creation process, and through the manual steps to implement the
configuration. The SCS also includes an address space communications service running on each targeted z/OS system.

NOTE

More Information:

• CSM documentation
• Install Using CSM

Send User Messages to OPS/MVS

You can use the new SEND2OPS statement to send a message from an ESP procedure to OPS/MVS® Event
Management and Automation (OPS/MVS). You can include ESP variables in the message. After symbol substitution is
complete, the message text is passed as is to OPS/MVS. If there is an OPS/MVS rule that is written for the message,
OPS/MVS can then process it.

Quiesce Status Now Displayed in Panels

If an ESP master is quiesced, the following panels now show "MASTER QUIESCED" in the top line:

• The ESP Main menu
• Page Mode
• List Events
• Trigger an Event
• Consolidated Status
• Application Status

The quiesced state means that processing is suspended but ESP is not shut down. Active jobs still continue to process to
completion but no further workload is submitted.

If ESP WA High Availability or ESP WA Service Governor is installed, panels on the proxy can also show "MASTER
QUIESCED". The panels do not show when the proxy is quiesced.

Interface to IBM Health Checker

ESP now uses an interface to IBM Health Checker rather than the IBM interface. For this change, you require the CA
Health Checker Common Service Release 12.1, which is included with Common Components and Services Version 14.0.

The new interface involves the following changes:

• The HEALTHCK initialization parameter now includes new operands PID, INTERVAL, and DEBUG and the name
operand was removed.

The IBM Health Checker interface configuration process reflects the changes to HEALTHCK. For more information, see
Configure Interface with IBM Health Checker.

• Message 6449 now includes the values of the new HEALTHCK initialization parameter operands.
• The output of the HEALTHCK command now reflects the change to message 6449I.
• Health checks are now displayed separately for each ESP subsystem instead of being combined. The checks are now

deleted when a subsystem is shut down.
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Remove the Link Edit Requirement on User Exits

ESP now supports the dynamic loading of user exits instead of the requirement to link-edit user exits. Existing modules
that used standard linkage during the module build can now be altered to allow dynamic loading of the various modules
and tables. This enhancement lets you create a single image that works across all LPARs.

Simulate Process Mode

When you issue the SIMULATE command, a JCL variable may not resolve correctly if it is set to different values in
different jobs. You can overcome this limitation by simulating process mode for the job. You can request process mode
simulation in the following places for a single job at a time or all jobs in the application:

• SIMULATE PROCJOB operand
• SIMULATE JOB SUBMISSION field in the SIMULATE EVENT EXECUTION panel

Report Whether Event Triggered with Replace or Add Option

Message 6150I now indicates whether an event was triggered with the REPLACE option or the ADD option. This
enhancement helps you determine why an event did not run. A common reason for an event not running is that it was
triggered before its scheduled time using the REPLACE option. Until now, if the triggered event only submitted a job using
the SUBMIT command, you could not determine if REPLACE or ADD was specified.

Secure Encryption Keys and Passwords Using AES 128

The encryption standard that is used by ESP to store securely encryption keys and passwords has changed from DES to
AES 128. The changes are as follows:

• For the CRYPTKEY command, new keys and updates to existing keys are now encrypted using the AES 128
standard. Keys created before ESP Release 11.4 are still encrypted using the DES standard.

• For the PASSWORD command, all new passwords and updates to old passwords are encrypted using the AES 128
standard. Passwords created before ESP Release 11.4 are encrypted using the DES standard.

WARNING
If you migrate back to a previous release, delete and recreate any passwords and encryption key names that
you created in Release 11.4.

Add Restart Step to All Jobs

You can now have a job restart step automatically added to all jobs submitted by ESP except those jobs that are explicitly
made non-restartable.

To support this new functionality, the TRACKOPT initialization parameter and command now include a RESTARTSTEP
and NORESTARTSTEP operand.

For information about how to make a job non-restartable, see Tailor JCL.

Trigger Event for Data Set Disposition

This enhancement to data set triggering enables you to trigger an event if a specified data set is deallocated with a
disposition of CATLG or KEEP. You set up a data set disposition trigger using the DSTRIG command (define event-level
data set triggers). For a disposition-based data set trigger only, you can type a wildcard character at any position in the
following operands:

• dsname
• JOBNAME
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Increment and Decrement Resource Count

You can now increment and decrement the resource count that was set using the RESDEF command MAXIMUM
operand. To increment and decrement the count, you use the new INCREMENT and DECREMENT operands in the
RESDEF command.

Limit Application Download Time

You can now specify the maximum time period since application completion that qualifies an application for downloading
to ESP Workstation. This limitation reduces the application download time when you first submit your subscription request
in ESP Workstation. You specify the maximum time period using the new MAXAGE initialization parameter or command.

CA SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval
As part of our ongoing Mainframe strategy, CA Technologies now offers a new maintenance delivery service: CA SMP/
E Internet Service Retrieval. This new delivery method uses the IBM SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command to acquire CA
Mainframe product maintenance over the internet by securely submitting an order for PTFs and HOLDDATA to a remote
CA Technologies server.

This service can reduce hours of maintenance time to just minutes, making your system programmers more productive
and allowing them to focus on higher value tasks. “This capability has drastically reduced the time and effort needed to
find and download updates. Best of all, it is easy to use!” said Rob Capel, Senior Operating System Programmer, Sentara
Healthcare.

CA SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval:

• Eliminates time-consuming fix searches and the need to select maintenance manually through Broadcom Support
Portal

• Automates delivery of CA maintenance directly to your mainframe
• Fulfills orders based on the status of your SMP/E environments
• Enables scheduling of maintenance downloads
• Facilitates an easier installation of CA Recommended and Preventive service

With the CA SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval, you can acquire maintenance on demand or can schedule an SMP/E job
to run regularly. The CA Order server supports the IBM-documented order types, which include: ALL, APARS, CRITICAL,
HOLDDATA, PTFS, and RECOMMENDED.  

If you are an existing CA Chorus™ Software Manager customer, you can also use this new service to download
maintenance and dramatically reduce the time needed to download PTFs.

To get started, review the  CA SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval Documentation .

Standards Changes to Installation
To meet the new common standard for installing Broadcom mainframe products, the following changes have been made:

• The installation and maintenance procedures have been changed.
• The SMP/E FMIDs related to ESP have been changed.
• The library names for the SMP/E distribution zone and target zone have been changed. 
• Member names in the sample library used for installation have changed. 
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SMP/E FMID Changes

The following table shows the FMID changes for this release:

FMID Description Old Name New Name 

CPE CD9EB30 None
(merged with ESP)

ESP CD7YB30 CD7YB40

WA High Availability EE CD71B30 CD71B40

WA Service Govenor EE CD70B30 CD70B40

ESP Report Server CDACB30 CEACB40

ESP Encore * CD7ZB30 CD7ZB40

* Now known as ESP WA Restart Option

SMP/E Distribution Zone Library Changes

The following table shows the distribution zone library changes for this release:

Library Description Old Name New Name 

Data library (message description) ASCPDATA
ASEPDATA
ASENDATA

AD7YDATA

Load library ASCPLINK
ASEPLINK
ASENLINK

AD7YLOAD

ISPF message library ASCPMENU
ASEPMENU

AD7YMSG0

ISPF panel library ASCPPENU
ASEPPENU
ASENPENU

AD7YPNL0

ISPF table library ASCPTENU None

Sample library ASCPSAME
ASEPSAME
AEACSAME
ASENSAME

AD7YJCL (for JCL samples)
AD7YSAMP (for non-JCL samples)
Note: CYBESS$$ in AD7YSAMP lists
members for both sample libraries.

CLIST ASEPCLST AD7YCLS0

Deployment XML library None AD7YXML

USS Path AEACPATH AD7YPATH

SMP/E Target Zone Libraries

The following table shows the target zone library changes for this release:

Library Description Old Name New Name 

Data library (message description) SSCPDATA CD7YDATA

Load library SSCPLINK CD7YLOAD
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ISPF message library SSCPMENU CD7YMSG0

ISPF panel library SSCPPENU CD7YPNL0

ISPF table library SSCPTENU None

Sample library SSCPSAME CD7YJCL (for JCL samples)

  CD7YSAMP (for non-JCL samples)

  Note: CYBESS$$ in CD7YSAMP lists
members for both sample libraries.

CLIST library SSCPCLST CD7YCLS0

Deployment XML library None CD7YXML

Known Issues
This page provides a summary of known issues in ESP v11.4.

DE379516

When you allocate the NETQUEUE data set in the extended format, ESP fails to start and displays the 1683E and 3327E
messages.

Workaround: Do not allocate the NETQUEUE data set in the extended format.

DE248074

When you send an LCSF command with filters that are extremely long (for example, more than 16,000 characters) to the
Workstation Server, the system may abend with S878.

Workaround: Do not use LCSF command with filters longer than 4,096 characters.

DE129374

When an integer type variable with a negative value is assigned to a character type variable without apostrophes, the
character type variable stores the positive value of that integer.

DE129375

USERMOD 45 has three preconditions for the USERMOD to bypass a job, but only two of them affect the bypass
behavior during activation. The remaining condition reads as follows:

"You have not specified any ESP WA Restart Option parameters for the job. Example: ENCPARM FROMSTEP,
ENCPARM TOSTEP."

DE129376

When you use the LJO line command in CSF and you receive a large output from the JES system, sometimes it
can lead to an S0C4 abend or display ambiguous data.

DE129381

If a statement uses an undefined symbol, the message ESP2740E appears without an invalid statement.

Example:

Consider the following initialization parameters in the parameter library:
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PREALLOC C%B2.ESPB4.CD7YPARM ALLOC

LOADJTDT CYB2.E%PB4.CD7YPARM(JTDT)

LOADATDT CYB2.ESPB4.CD7YPARM(ATDT)

LOADUPDT CYB2.ESPB4.CD7YPARM(UPDT)

After ESP startup, the STCLOG shows the following results. Two 2740E error messages appear, but in the second case
the line that identifies the location of the problem is missing.

03.45.16 STC36448  PREALLOC C%B2.ESPB4.CD7YPARM ALLOC

03.45.16 STC36448  ESP2740E SYMBOL B2 NOT DEFINED

03.45.16 STC36448  ESP2740E SYMBOL PB4 NOT DEFINED

The STCLOG should display the following, expected results:

03.45.16 STC36448  PREALLOC C%B2.ESPB4.CD7YPARM ALLOC

03.45.16 STC36448  ESP2740E SYMBOL B2 NOT DEFINED

03.45.16 STC36448  LOADJTDT CYB2.E%PB4.CD7YPARM(JTDT)

03.45.16 STC36448  ESP2740E SYMBOL PB4 NOT DEFINED

DE129383

When you incorrectly add an event statement to a separate line during an event edit, the event is saved but the statement
disappears. Next time you edit and save that event, the ESP interface crashes with an S0C4 abend. Sometimes the S0C4
abend occurs

immediately after you try to save the event.

Workaround: Do not omit the continuation mark "-" (minus sign) on the line that precedes the line that the user edits.

DE129384

Any TSO command that you put into an ESP procedure executes without a warning during simulation.

When you or the system trigger an event with that procedure, it does not execute the same way as in the simulation. ESP
does not generate the application and gives the two following errors:

0528E ERROR OCCURRED PROCESSING EVENT USER01.SIMPLE
0920W COMMAND INVALID IN BATCH

These errors are not detected nor reported by the simulation.

Workaround: Do not use TSO commands in procedures.

DE129387

The JOBINFO command does not work for libraries concatenated with the CONCAT statement. The JOBINFO command
that you enter for an application with a concatenated library displays incorrect or no results.

Workaround: Use the BD (Browse documentation) or ED (Edit documentation) line commands in CSF.

DE129389

After you enter the second of the following commands in page mode, the ESP frontend abends:

INFOMSG SET pr('hello')
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INFOMSG SET pr('')

DE129391

When you issue the JOBMAP command to report data for an application with document libraries concatenated with the
CONCAT statement, the report does not show DOCLIB and DOCMEM fields correctly.

DE129393

The TRIGINFO field in the Application History Report may incorrectly display the value of ALERT(*) for jobs that ended
abnormally. The expected value for jobs with an ABnormal ENDing is JOBABEND.

DE129395

When you send a command from the Workstation GUI and the Workstation Server (WSS) receives a response that
exceeds 32,763 characters, ESP may close the TCP/IP connection with the WSS. No warning appears and the
Workstation GUI closes as well.

DE129396

When you define schedule criteria using the name of a day and the given day is tomorrow, the resolved time is different
from the resolved time for any other day than tomorrow.

Example:

Consider that you issue the following command in the Page Mode on Monday:

Test (3) TUE

The Page Mode produces the following results:

05.29.03 TUESDAY JULY 28TH, 2015, DAY 209 

05.29.03 TUESDAY AUGUST 4TH, 2015, DAY 216 

05.29.03 TUESDAY AUGUST 11TH, 2015, DAY 223

Then, you issue the following command:

Test (3) WED

The Page Mode produces results with an inconsistently resolved time:

00.00.00 WEDNESDAY JULY 29TH, 2015, DAY 210 

00.00.00 WEDNESDAY AUGUST 5TH, 2015, DAY 217 

00.00.00 WEDNESDAY AUGUST 12TH, 2015, DAY 224

DE129397

If you withdraw an EXTSCH job that has an external job, the status of the external job incorrectly changes to "executing".
The correct status is "withdrawn". No other new home EXTSCH job is able to change the "executing" status of the
external job in question.

Workaround: none

DE129399

The output of the LXS line command or the LAPX command with a SUCCS JOB(fullname) operand does not mark the
home jobs properly. The commands produce a list which does not display the word "HOME" next to the home jobs.
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Example:

The LXP command produces the following list with jobs correctly marked as home:

LAPX DLPA2.29 JOB(A.dlp2) PREDS 

PREDECESSORS FOR JOB A.dlp2 (EXTERNAL) IN APPL DLPA2.29 

1 A.dlp2 IN APPL DLPB2.27 (HOME) NOT STARTED 

2 B.dlp2 IN APPL DLPB2.27 (EXTERNAL)  HOME JOB FOUND

3 B.dlp2 IN APPL DLPA2.29 (HOME) NOT STARTED 

4 A.dlp2 IN APPL DLPA2.29 (LOOP) 

3 PREDECESSORS FOUND IN 2 APPLICATIONS 

END OF PREDECESSORS

The LXS command produces the list that does not mark the home jobs correctly. The word "HOME" is missing entirely:

LAPX DLPA2.29 JOB(A.dlp2) SUCCS 

SUCCESSORS FOR JOB A.dlp2 (EXTERNAL) IN APPL DLPA2.29 

1 B.dlp2 IN APPL DLPA2.29 NOT STARTED 

2 B.dlp2 IN APPL DLPB2.27 (EXTERNAL) HOME JOB FOUND 

3 A.dlp2 IN APPL DLPB2.27 NOT STARTED 

4 A.dlp2 IN APPL DLPA2.29 (LOOP) 

3 SUCCESSORS FOUND IN 2 APPLICATIONS 

END OF SUCCESSORS

DE129400

When you run PASSWORD command with an empty PASSWORD keyword in single quotes (''), the command may cause
a loop in the TSO user address space. A TSO user session that ends in a loop consumes a significant amount of CPU
time.

DE129403

When you suspend, resume, hold, or release an event on the LIST EVENTS panel (CYBESLST), the suspend count (SC)
and hold count (HC) values that display may be incorrect. The action you apply changes the values correctly, but the
panel can present wrong numbers.

Workaround: Exit the LIST EVENTS panel and enter it again.

DE129404

When the ESP cross-application dependencies map does not build properly during the ESP initialization and you issue the
LAPX command, which requires this data, the ESP subsystem can abend.

Workaround: After ESP initializes, wait 5 minutes before you issue the LAPX command.

Product Names and Abbreviations
This article defines the acronyms and product names that are referenced in this documentation.

This documentation references the following products and abbreviations:
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• ACF2™ (ACF2)
• CA Librarian® Base for z/OS (CA Librarian for z/OS)
• Chorus Software Manager™ (CSM)
• OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS)
• Top Secret® (Top Secret)
• Workload Automation Agent for Application Services (WA Agent for Application Services)
• Workload Automation Agent for Databases (WA Agent for Databases)
• Workload Automation Agent for HP Integrity NonStop (WA Agent for HP Integrity NonStop)
• Workload Automation Agent for i5/OS (WA Agent for i5/OS)
• Workload Automation Agent for Micro Focus (WA Agent for Micro Focus)
• Workload Automation Agent for Microsoft SQL Server (WA Agent for Microsoft SQL Server)
• Workload Automation Agent for Oracle E-Business Suite (WA Agent for Oracle E-Business Suite)
• Workload Automation Agent for PeopleSoft (WA Agent for PeopleSoft)
• Workload Automation Agent for Remote Execution
• Workload Automation Agent for SAP (WA Agent for SAP)
• Workload Automation Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows
• Workload Automation Agent for Web Services (WA Agent for Web Services)
• Workload Automation Agent for z/OS (WA Agent for z/OS)
• Workload Automation AE
• Workload Automation CA 7® Edition
• Workload Automation DE
• Workload Automation ESP Edition (WA ESP Edition)
• Workload Automation High Availability ESP Edition (WA High Availability ESP Edition)
• JCLCheck™ Workload Automation (JCLCheck )
• Workload Automation Restart Option ESP Edition (WA Restart Option ESP Edition)
• Workload Automation Restart Option for z/OS Schedulers (WA Restart Option for z/OS Schedulers)
• Workload Automation Service Governor ESP Edition (WA Service Governor ESP Edition)
• Workload Automation Workstation ESP Edition (WA Workstation ESP Edition)

Product Accessibility Features
Broadcom is committed to addressing user accessibility in the development of its products and documentation to help all
customers, regardless of ability, to accomplish vital business tasks.

Depending on your emulator, you can use the following accessibility features with ESP:

Display

To increase visibility on your computer display, you can adjust the following options:

• Font style, color, and size of items

Defines font color, size, and other visual combinations.

• Cursor width and blink rate

Defines the cursor width or blink rate, which makes the cursor easier to find or minimize its blinking.

• High contrast schemes

Defines color combinations. You can select colors that are easier to see.
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Sound

Use sound as a visual alternative or to make computer sounds easier to hear or distinguish by adjusting the following
options:

• Volume

Sets the computer sound up or down.

• Text-to-Speech

Sets the computer's hear command options and text read aloud.

Keyboard

You can make the following keyboard adjustments:

• Sticky Keys

Defines the modifier key, such as Shift, Ctrl, Alt, or the Windows Logo key, for shortcut key combinations. Sticky keys
remain active until another key is pressed.

Release Comparison
This table compares the key features in two latest releases for ESP:

Key Features Release 11.4 Release 11.3**
Performance metrics yes no
Simulate process mode yes no
zIIP processor support yes no
Automatic setting of hold and dormancy
intervals

yes* no

Automatic time zone adjustment yes* no
View integration yes* no
Dynamic agent configuration yes* no
ESP as a host command environment in
REXX

yes* no

Hadoop advanced integration yes* no
Reset workload object in an application yes* no
USS file trigger yes* no
Cross-application processing yes yes
Forecasting enhancements yes yes
Health checks yes yes
JCLCheck integration yes yes
Late job prediction yes yes
Perform processing automatically at the
start of an application

yes yes

Scheduling ad-hoc workload using pre-
defined workload object

yes yes

Support for IPv6 addresses with TCP
communication

yes yes
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Triggering events directly using event-level
sensors

yes yes

Withdrawing incomplete jobs from
processing

yes yes*

* Features that require a PTF.

**Support for Release 11.3 is discontinued.

Key Solutions

ESP includes the following integrated solutions:

Broadcom Workload Automation Agents
Extend the automation capabilities of the Broadcom Workload Automation solutions to a wide variety of
processing platforms to integrate business processing with workload management.

WA High Availability EE
Use the IBM clustering sysplex technology to increase enterprise IT performance and improve the availability of
system resources throughout the organization.

WA Restart Option (formerly known as CA11)
Eliminate the need to manually restart tasks.

WA Restart Option ESP Edition (formerly known as Encore)
Use an advanced rerun/restart manager to restart or back out batch jobs with a minimum amount of manual
intervention.

Report Server
Pass job history data to a database.

WA Service Govenor EE
Balance business priorities, IT services and IT resources to address business service management goals.
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Getting Started
This section introduces the basic ESP components you need to define, schedule, and manage your workload. To gain
hands-on practice using the ESP Workstation interface, complete the tutorial in Take the Workstation Tutorial.

ESP

ESP acts as the central point of control for your workload -- handling and directing all incoming messages from ESP
Workstation and ESP Agents. Through the Agents, ESP manages distributed workload. ESP is aware of the entire
environment, sends commands to Agents, receives messages from them, and makes decisions based on information you
define.

ESP Agents

ESP Agents -- programs that reside on distributed servers -- are key components of an ESP enterprise. They enable you
to automate and manage workload running on operating systems such as Windows, Linux, and UNIX as well as ERPs
such as SAP, PeopleSoft, and Oracle E-Business Suite. ESP Agents are aware of their local environments. They respond
to commands sent from, send messages to, and take direction from ESP.

ESP Workstation

ESP Workstation is the graphical interface that you use to define, monitor, and control your workload. ESP Workstation
runs on Microsoft Windows and communicates with ESP.

NOTE
ESPs also supports the ISPF interface. For more information, see Take the ISPF Interface Tutorial.

Schedule Your Workload
This section describes the steps to take to schedule your workload. ESP schedules workload differently than other
products. It is helpful to think of ESP as a business application scheduler rather than a job scheduler. You can group jobs
that are part of a particular business process, regardless of the days and times they run or what platforms they run on.
This ability to group related workload from, for example, daily, weekly, and monthly flows into one business flow simplifies
maintenance.

You use ESP applications to group jobs into workflows. Inside an application, each job has a run frequency. But simply
defining an application does not make it run; you use an ESP event to run your application. You schedule an event to run,
perhaps at a particular date and time or in response to something that happens in the system, like the arrival of a file.

You use free-format, everyday English to schedule our jobs and events. You can use uppercase and lowercase
characters, abbreviations, and different date and time formats. You can also add custom scheduling terms and create your
own calendars.

After you have grouped your jobs into an application and created an event that runs your application, you can use the
simulation feature to test it. This unique testing method is a strength of ESP that lets you eliminate production-scheduling
errors.

When your application is error-free, you are ready to run it. ESP Workstation's Workload Director provides a flexible
mechanism for monitoring and controlling your workflow while it runs.

To recap, you will follow several steps to get your workload running:
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Define Calendars for Your Needs

ESP's default calendar (named SYSTEM) defines the first day of the week, workdays, and global holidays. You can create
custom calendars that define scheduling terms unique to your needs. Think of a custom calendar as a dictionary that
defines scheduling terms that mean something to you in the context of your organization.

WARNING
Other products require you use multiple calendars and cumbersome scheduling terminology. With ESP's
calendar feature, you can use one single calendar to define your own terms, specifying your organization's
important days and periods.

Your administrator configures the SYSTEM calendar during installation and sets up authorization for users to create other
calendars. If you have permission, you can create one or more calendars to define your unique scheduling terms.

You might create a calendar that defines special processing periods, holidays, and other special days. For example,
suppose you want jobs to run at specific times within pay periods. You might define a new term called PAY_PERIOD in
your calendar. Then, to run your jobs you can use an expression as follows:

last workday of pay_period

The following example displays the definition for a calendar named PAYCAL. Workdays are Monday through Friday and
the week starts on Sunday.

  

The Special Days tab displays the definition of the PAY_PERIOD special period. In the following example, the boundaries
of a pay period have been defined as the first and the 16th day of each month.
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How ESP Uses Calendars

By default, ESP uses the SYSTEM calendar. Other calendars you have defined are available to include when you define
events. When you specify that your event should use the PAYCAL calendar, ESP refers to the scheduling terms on
the PAYCAL and SYSTEM calendars. It merges the definitions of holidays, special days, and special periods in both
calendars. If there are special days or periods with the same name in both calendars, it uses the definitions from PAYCAL.

Group Related Jobs Into Applications

An ESP application groups related jobs and their processing requirements. When you define an application, you give it a
name that reflects the business application it handles, for example, payroll or billing. An application is a type of procedure.
An ESP procedure is a data set containing ESP statements.

NOTE
 Although an application is the type of procedure you will use most often, there are procedures that are not
applications. For example, you might use a procedure to store variables or issue commands.
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WARNING
Unlike other job-scheduling products, ESP does not require a database to hold its processing requirements.
Because ESP does not need to scan a database to identify a job's successors, customers often experience less
delay between one job completing and the submission of its successor jobs. If you are a large-volume shop, you
could see your batch cycle decrease.

A Sample Scenario of Job Dependencies

Consider a scenario where you want to schedule four jobs named A, B, C, and D that all do payroll processing and have
job dependencies.

The jobs run on different systems: A and B run on the mainframe; C runs on Linux; and D runs on Windows.

The jobs have dependencies: A must complete before B and C can start; B and C must complete before D can start. All of
the jobs run daily.

The following is a flowchart showing the relationships between the four jobs in the payroll application.
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Figure 1: Flowchart with Relationships between Four Jobs in a Payroll Application

All of the jobs in this simple scenario run daily, but ESP allows you to define applications that include jobs that run on
different days and at different times. We will look at some examples of more complex schedules a little later on.

Create an Application

You use ESP Workstation's Workload Editor to define your application. As you graphically build and edit schedules in
Workload Editor, it automatically generates ESP statements and displays them in the right pane. Here is how the sample
payroll application appears in Workload Editor.
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 Note: You can type statements directly into a data set using the ISPF editor if you prefer.

When you define an application, you give it a name. It is a good idea to choose a name that represents the purpose of
the jobs in the application, such as PAYROLL. You also have to specify the JCL library that contains the JCL for your
mainframe jobs.

You build your application by placing graphical icons in the left pane to represent your jobs. You draw arrows between jobs
to define job dependencies. You also specify details, such as a job's name and run frequency. You specify other details
for your distributed jobs, such as the ESP Agent that runs the job and the location of the program or script. For example,
LNX_AGNT handles the Linux job as defined in the preceding diagram. The script that runs will be as follows:

/export/home/khanna/deduct.sh.

WARNING
ESP can manage workload running on many different operating systems -- it does not care whether the jobs run
on the mainframe, a Windows server, a UNIX server, a PeopleSoft system or any combination of systems. The
icons at the bottom of the Workload Editor screen represent the wide variety of job types that ESP can manage.
When ESP finds a job that needs to run on a system other than the mainframe, it takes the information in the
job's details, such as the program name or script name, and creates a message that it sends to the specified
ESP Agent over TCP/IP. ESP Agent interprets the message and tells the operating system or ERP to execute
the job. ESP Agent informs ESP about the status of the work. In this way, ESP manages work running on
different systems, regardless of the type or number of systems.

ESP Statements

Workload Editor generates ESP statements and displays them in the right pane. These statements are stored in a data
set as an ESP procedure and constitute the application definition.
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Let us examine some of these statements from our payroll application.

  

The first two statements, APPL and JCLLIB, appear in every application. The APPL statement names the application. It is
generated using the name you specify when you create your application in Workload Editor. In this example, the following
statement identifies the PAYROLL application:

APPL PAYROLL

The next statement, the JCLLIB statement, identifies the data set that contains the JCL for the mainframe jobs in the
application, for example:

JCLLIB 'CYBKH01.TEST.JCL'

Following these statements are job definitions that Workload Editor generates when you place job icons in the left pane.
The JOB statement begins each job definition and the ENDJOB statement ends it. Statements outside a JOB and
ENDJOB pair generally apply to more than one of the jobs in the application -- often the entire application. Statements
between the JOB and ENDJOB pair apply to that specific job only. The JOB statement identifies the job type. For
example, the NT_JOB statement tells ESP that D is a Windows job.

  

By default, the JOB statement indicates that the job is a mainframe job. When ESP encounters the JOB statement, it
searches the JCL library specified in the JCLLIB statement for a member matching the name in the JOB statement.

The LINUX_JOB statement indicates that the job runs on a Linux server. To run, the Linux job definition requires two
additional statements: AGENT and SCRIPTNAME. Workload Editor generates these statements when you specify the
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job's details. The AGENT statement identifies the ESP Agent that runs the job on the distributed server, in this case,
LNX_AGNT. The SCRIPTNAME statement identifies the name and location of the script to run. The statements necessary
to run the Windows job are equivalent.

 Statement  What it identifies 
NT_JOB A Windows job
AGENT The agent that runs the job
CMDNAME The name and location of the Windows command to run

When you specify a job's run frequency, a RUN statement is generated. In the PAYROLL application, all of our jobs
contain the following RUN statement:

RUN DAILY

When you create dependencies in Workload Editor by drawing arrows between jobs, RELEASE statements are
generated. A RELEASE statement defines a job's successors. For example, RELEASE(B, C) inside A's definition
specifies that B and C depend on A's successful completion.

Schedule Your Jobs

Now that you have defined your application, you need to schedule it. To generate active workload on your system, you
use an event to tell ESP when it should run your application.

Create Events

You must create an event, which tells ESP when to read an application and when it should begin submitting jobs. In other
words, events tell ESP what to do and when to do it. You create events using the Event wizard in ESP Workstation's
Event Manager.

When you create an event, you begin by naming it. The name has two parts: a group prefix and a descriptive name. The
group prefix, CYB1 in the following example, enables the segregation of workload by controlling which users are permitted
to run the event. Your administrator sets up groups and their access permissions. The descriptive name, PAYROLL, is the
name you give to the event. To easily identify your events, we recommend you use the name of the application the event
runs as your event name.
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When you create an event, you must also specify which application you want it to run. In the following example, the
PAYROLL member of the CYB1.KH.PROCS data set stores the payroll application.
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You can specify scheduling criteria to automatically schedule your event. In our example, ESP will schedule the PAYROLL
application to run at 4pm daily. You can also use other methods for triggering events, such as manual triggers, data set
triggers, job monitors, and ESP Alerts.

NOTE
 For more information about the trigger methods, see Using . 
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WARNING
Most scheduling products require that you load a schedule once a day, bringing all the workload for that day
into the system at one time. Although that method may suit your needs, you may also find it easier to schedule
different workload at different times. Using events, you can stagger your workload into the system closer to its
actual run time. ESP enables you to choose the method you prefer -- you schedule whatever you want, anytime
you want.

Now you have the workload you want to run and a method for scheduling it. Before you move your application into your
production environment, use ESP's simulation feature to test it.

Simulate What Will Run

Next, you can simulate what will run. Simulation allows you to check the syntax of the statements in your application and
preview what will run under different conditions, such as different times and different dates. The simulation feature shows
you which jobs will run, what the dependencies are between jobs, and how many predecessors each job has. Simulation
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also allows you to view your JCL, show syntax errors, identify missing JCL, and verify that ESP is aware of any Agents
you are using. You can simulate an event to run in the past, present or future.

You use ESP Workstation's Event Manager to run a simulation. You can specify a date and time or allow Event Manager
to use the next scheduled date and time. For example, if you were to simulate the PAYROLL application, you would see
these results in Event Manager.

  

The simulation output shows you the job names and the number of jobs ESP has selected for submission. For each job, it
also shows you the job type, job name, hold count (HC), and the successor job names (RELEASES).

A job's hold count tells you the number of predecessor jobs on which it depends. For example, B depends on one
predecessor, A, so it has a hold count of one. By default, ESP does not submit a job with a hold count greater than zero.
When A completes, ESP decrements B's hold count by one, reducing it to zero so B can run. Because jobs that show
a hold count of zero could run immediately (unless they have a specific submission time), you will want to pay close
attention to those jobs during simulation.

The RELEASES column lists the successor jobs. B has one successor job that is dependent on its completion, D.

When you are satisfied that your application is correct, you are ready to put it into production.

Trigger an Event to Run Your Jobs

Jobs run in response to the triggering of an event that runs your application. Usually, you will want to schedule your
events so that ESP triggers them automatically. Other times, you might need to trigger events manually or use other ESP
triggering mechanisms. Whenever ESP triggers an event that runs an application, it generates a unique occurrence of
that application called a generation. During this generation phase, ESP selects the jobs that will run. To keep track of
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application generations, ESP assigns each generation a unique number. The number following the application name
indicates the generation number. Here is how the first three generations of the PAYROLL application are identified.

PAYROLL.1

PAYROLL.2

PAYROLL.3

When an application is generated, you can monitor the jobs using ESP Workstation's Workload Director.

Monitor Your Jobs

Workload Director -- Graphical Views and Custom Views

Using Workload Director, you can view real-time, graphical representations of your applications. The following example
shows generation 36 of a slightly more complex version of our PAYROLL application.

  

In the left pane, you see a tree view of the applications you told ESP you wanted to monitor. In the right pane, you see the
icons representing the six jobs in the selected application. The job state appears below each icon. The color surrounding
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the job icon represents the job's state. For example, blue indicates a complete state and red indicates a troubled state.
You can customize these colors to suit your needs. The states in the preceding application indicate the following:

• COMPLETE (blue) indicates that the job has finished processing successfully.
• EXEC (green) indicates that the job is executing.
• PREDWAIT (grey) indicates that the job is waiting for one or more predecessors to complete.

With Workload Director, you can also view this information in table-format using custom views. You can use prepackaged
custom views or create your own custom views that display the information you want in the format you want. You can tile
multiple custom views so you can monitor various execution criteria simultaneously.

  

You can control jobs in a graphical view or custom view by right-clicking a job and choosing a command from the menu
that appears. You can view more details about a job by double-clicking the job in either view. Here are the details of a
Windows job.
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Specify Run Criteria

Define Run Requirements

You define a run frequency for each of your jobs. In our first PAYROLL application, we defined four jobs that run daily.
With ESP, even though the jobs may have different run criteria, you can define them within one application. For example,
you will group the jobs corresponding to a business process into an application even though the jobs run on different days
and at different times.

Suppose you want to change your PAYROLL application so that job D only runs on Friday. You also want to add two new
jobs to the application: E and F. Both E and F run on the mainframe but on different days. E runs on the last workday of
the month and F runs daily. D must complete before E can start, and E must complete before F can start.

Here is a flowchart to show the relationships between the jobs in this scenario.
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Figure 2: Flowchart with Jobs with Three Different Run Frequencies

To change D's run requirement, you edit its job details. To schedule the two new jobs, you add two new job icons to your
workflow diagram. Since E depends on D's completion and F depends on E's, you also add two new arrows to create
these dependencies. Finally, you specify names and run criteria for E and F.

We now have jobs in our application with three different run frequencies: daily, Friday, and last workday of the month.
Depending on which day of the week it is, ESP will submit different jobs. When choosing which jobs are to be run, ESP
considers the inherited job relationships that exist.
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Inherited Job Relationships

When ESP scans an application and selects which jobs should run, it checks for inherited job relationships. By default,
when a job is not selected, the dependency chain flows through that job.

To illustrate the effect of this inheritance feature, look at jobs B, C, D, and E in the PAYROLL application and consider
what happens when the last workday of the month is any day other than Friday.

Figure 3: Flowchart Demonstrating the Inheritance Feature

If the last workday of the month is a Tuesday, for example, ESP selects B, C, and E. It does not select D since D only
runs on Friday. Because of inherited job relationships, E runs after both B and C complete; the dependency chain passes
through the unselected job D. Without this inheritance feature, E would run prematurely because its direct predecessor, D,
is not present.

If the last workday of the month is Friday, ESP selects all four jobs and the specified set of dependencies must be met for
each job to run.

WARNING
Other scheduling products require multiple job definitions and calendars for each different run requirement.
With ESP, you can handle various scenarios in a single application using schedule criteria and the inherited job
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relationships feature. ESP applications further simplify your work definitions reducing the number of definitions
you must maintain.

To see which jobs will run and which relationships are inherited, you can use the simulation feature. Earlier in this section,
we simulated the PAYROLL event for 5pm today and saw that ESP would submit all four jobs because each job runs daily.
Now our jobs have different run requirements. If we simulate for the last workday of the month, our simulation will have
two different results depending on which day of the week the last workday of the month falls on.

If the last workday of the month is not a Friday, five jobs will appear in the simulation. ESP automatically inherits job
relationships, as shown in the following example. E will wait for both B and C to complete before it runs.

Figure 4: Simulation with Five Jobs

If the last workday of the month is a Friday, all six jobs will appear in the simulation. E will wait for D to complete before it
runs.
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Figure 5: Simulation with Six Jobs

Summary of Workload Steps

This section introduced the following key points about ESP:
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• You can define your own schedule terms, such as special processing periods, holidays, and other special days, using
an ESP calendar.

• You define what you want to run by grouping jobs into an application, which is a type of procedure -- a data set that
consists of ESP statements.

• Applications can group all jobs from a business process, regardless of when or where they run.
• To schedule your jobs, you use an ESP event, which tells ESP what to do and when to do it.
• You can use free-format, everyday English schedule criteria, for example, “5pm daily” or “last Tue of month”.
• You preview what will run under different conditions and check for errors using ESP's simulation feature.
• To run your jobs, you can schedule an event, trigger an event manually, or use other event-triggering mechanisms.
• You can monitor and control your jobs using Workload Director.

Take the Workstation Tutorial
This section provides a hands-on tutorial on using ESP Workstation. Follow the steps provided to learn how to complete
the following tasks:

Our Sample Scenario

In this section, you will create an application containing six jobs. Five of the jobs run on z/OS and one of the jobs runs on
Windows. The application will be named PAYROLL. The following flowchart shows the relationships between the jobs.
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Figure 6: Flowchart with Relationships between Jobs in the Payroll Application

NOTE
If you do not have access to ESP Agent on a Windows server, substitute another z/OS job for B.

Connect the Workstation

This section shows you how to use the Workstation to connect to ESP.
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Start the Workstation

When you launch ESP Workstation from the Windows Start menu or by double-clicking the Workstation icon on your
desktop, the Workstation toolkit appears.

The icons on the toolkit provide shortcuts to the ESP Workstation components. Most of the components are available
only when you are connected to ESP. The exception to this is Workload Editor; you can create and edit applications and
workflow diagrams offline in Workload Editor and upload them later.

Connect to ESP

The first time you connect to ESP, you will have to provide the IP address (or DNS name) and port number for your
installation as well as your user ID. If you do not have this information, speak to your administrator. You will need your
password every time you connect.

Follow these steps:

1. On the toolkit menu bar, click Connection Manager > Connection Manager.
The Connection Manager dialog appears.

2. Click Connection > Add.
The Add a new connection dialog appears.

3. In the Address field, type the IP address or DNS name for your ESP installation.
4. In the Port field, type the port number.
5. In the User Name field, type your TSO user ID.
6. Click OK.

A server connection appears.
7. To connect, right-click the server connection and click Connect.

The Connect dialog appears.
8. In the Password field, enter your password and click Connect.

A dialog appears indicating that you are connected.

To connect to ESP after the first time, a different process is followed.

Follow these steps:

1. On the toolkit menu bar, click Connection Manager, Connection Manager.
The Connection Manager dialog appears showing a list of servers.

2. Right-click the icon for the server you want to connect to and click Connect.
The Connect dialog appears with the Address, Port, and User Name fields populated.

3. Type your password in the Password field and click Connect.
A dialog appears indicating that you are connected.
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Find Help

Three types of online help are available in ESP Workstation: field-specific help, component-specific help, and general
help. Some help screens provide links to related topics; general help and component-specific help enable you to search
the help topics. We will look at an example of field-specific help when we create a custom calendar.

Access Field-Specific Help

• Move the cursor to a field and press F1.

Access Component-Specific Help

• On any Workstation component's Help menu, click Workstation Help.

Access General Help

• On the toolkit menu bar, click Help > Workstation Help.

Access Information in Alternative Ways

ESP Workstation often provides alternative ways to accomplish the same thing. For example, you can use either of the
following methods to open the Calendar Manager:

• On the toolkit, click the Calendar button.
• On the toolkit menu bar, click Tools > Calendar Manager.

Keyboard shortcuts are available for many tasks. Throughout this tutorial, we present a single simple method for
completing each task, usually clicking a button or icon. But be sure to explore the component menus to find the method
that works best for you.

Define a Custom Calendar

For this tutorial, you will create a new custom calendar named PAYCAL, define the special period PAY_PERIOD, and
then use PAY_PERIOD to schedule a job. To complete the entire tutorial, ask your administrator to authorize you to create
and edit this calendar. If creating calendars will not be part of your job, you might want to ask your administrator to do it
for you. If you do not want to use custom calendars at all, skip to the next section: Create Your Application. Look for tips
throughout the tutorial that tell you what to substitute for PAY_PERIOD.

Follow these steps:

1. Connect to ESP.
2. On the toolkit, click the Calendar button.

The Calendar Manager dialog appears and loads available calendars.
3. On the Calendar Manager toolbar, click the Create icon.

The Calendar tab appears.
4. In the Name field, type PAYCAL.
5. In the Owner field, type your mainframe user ID.
6. In the Select Workdays for Calendar area, select Mon, Tue, Wed, Thu, and Fri.
7. From the First day of week drop-down menu, select Sunday.
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8. Click Upload.
A dialog appears telling you that the calendar is being uploaded.

NOTE
You can select a field and press F1 to get more information about that field. In the following example, help
about the Owner field is displayed.
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Define a Special Period

A special period is a period between two special days of the same name. In this example, you will define two special days
named PAY_PERIOD: the special days occur on the first of the month and the 16th of the month. These definitions create
pay periods that run from the first of the month until the 15th and the 16th until the last day of the month. You will define
this period to repeat until 2016.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Special Days tab.
The Special Days pane appears.

2. In the Name field, type PAY_PERIOD.

NOTE
The name of a special day cannot contain spaces.

3. Select Repeat.
4. In the text box, type first day of the month until 2016.
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5. Click Upload.
The date of the first day of each month until the current month in 2016 appears in the List of Special Days.

6. Repeat steps 2 and 3.
7. Type 16th day of the month until 2016 in the text box and click Upload.

The 16th of each month until the current month in 2016 appears in the List of Special Days.
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You have now created and uploaded the PAY_PERIOD special period, and it is available for you to use in your
schedule criteria.

Create Your Application

To create your application, you will open the Workload Editor, set default values, create a workflow diagram, set job
details, and save your application.

Open the Workload Editor

On the toolkit, click the Editor button.

The Workload Editor appears. The left pane is the workspace where you create workflow diagrams -- graphical
representations of your applications. The right pane is where the generated statements that form your applications are
displayed.
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Set Default Values

Before creating an application, you can set some common default values at the application level, referred to as workload
definition defaults. These defaults apply to all of the jobs in your application.

For this example, you will name your application and identify the JCL library that contains the z/OS jobs your application
uses.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Workload Editor menu bar, click Options > Workload Definition Defaults.
The Workload Definition Defaults dialog appears.

2. In the application name field, type PAYROLL.
An application name can be up to eight alphanumeric or national characters. The first character must be alphabetic.
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Specify the JCL Library for the Entire Application

Five of the jobs in this example are z/OS jobs. You need to identify the JCL library that contains the JCL for these jobs.
You can specify the default JCL library you want to use throughout an application. If all or most of the jobs are in the
default library, you will not have to specify a library in each job's details. If a job is not in the default library, you will have to
specify its library at the job level.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Workload Definition Defaults dialog, click the Libraries tab.
2. In the Library name field, enter the name of your JCL library.

NOTE
Quotation marks are not required.

3. Click OK.
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Create a Workflow Diagram

You will create a graphical representation of your workload--a workflow diagram. Workload Editor includes a menu of
icons across the bottom of the workspace, one for each type of job you can define in an application. This menu is the job
palette. You use it to create a workflow diagram.

Follow these steps:

1. Ensure you are in dialog editing mode by checking that your job palette is active.
If your job palette is grayed out, from the Actions menu, click Switch Editing Mode.

2. Click the z/OS icon on the job palette.
Your cursor changes to a box.

3. Move the box onto the workspace and click.
The box changes to the z/OS icon and drops into position.
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NOTE
When you want to use the same icon multiple times, you do not need to select the icon on the job palette
repeatedly. Just click the icon once then click in the workspace as many times as you want. Workload Editor
uses the same icon until you choose a different one.

4. Place four more z/OS icons on the workspace in the configuration shown in the following example.
5. Click the NT icon on the job palette.
6. Move the box onto the workspace to the position shown in the following example and click.

The box changes to the NT icon and drops into position.

Notice that ESP statements appear in the right pane as you place your icons on the workspace. These are the
statements that ESP needs to run your application.

Create Job Dependencies

When your job icons are on the workspace, you can graphically illustrate the dependencies between them.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Workload Editor toolbar, click the Create Dependencies icon.
Your cursor becomes a wand.

2. Drag your cursor between the first job and one of its successors.
An arrow from the first job to the second job appears, indicating the dependency.

3. Drag your cursor to draw arrows from the jobs to their successors until you have drawn all of the dependencies.
The last dependency you create is in red.
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Notice that RELEASE statements have been added to the text in the right pane.

Organize Layout of Your Workflow Diagram

Now that you have created your workflow diagram, you can clean up  and organize your layout.

On the toolbar, click the Layout icon.
Your workflow diagram is displayed in an organized fashion.
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Set Job Details

You can set job details such as job name, when a job should run, Windows job details, and details of other jobs.

Change a Job Name

By default, the jobs on the workspace are labeled with the job type and a sequential number. You can specify a more
meaningful name in the job details.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the icon for the first job in your workflow diagram and click Job Details.
The Job Details dialog appears.

2. On the General tab, in the Name field, enter A as the job's name.
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This example uses A, B, C, D, E, and F for the six jobs.

NOTE
The JCL library you specified when you created this application must contain JCL for five jobs: A, C, D, E, and F.
You can use your own job names if you prefer.

Specify When a Job Should Run

You must specify a run frequency for each of your jobs. You can define a single condition or you can create a list of
conditions under which a job should run or not run. In this example, you will use a single condition for each job.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Job Details dialog, click the Run Frequency tab.
2. In the Specify Run Frequency text field, type daily.
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3. Click Add.
The run frequency condition appears in the List of Run Frequency Conditions box.

4. Click OK.

Specify Details for Your Windows Job

Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Job Details dialog for the NT job. Change the job name to B and set a run frequency of daily.
2. Click the Agent Specifications tab.
3. In the Name field of the Specify Agent section, type the name of the ESP Agent on your Windows machine.

If you do not know the name of the ESP Agent on your Windows machine, ask your administrator.
4. In the Name field of the Specify Command File to Run section, type the name of a command file or program on your

Windows machine.
You can use any command file or program on the Windows machine.
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Specify Details for the Rest of Your Jobs

Specify a name and run frequency for each of the remaining z/OS jobs.

Right-click the third icon and so on until you have updated each z/OS job. Use the following run frequencies:

• C -- daily
• D -- Friday
• E -- last workday of pay_period
• F -- daily

NOTE
If you are not using custom calendars, make job E's run frequency last workday of month instead.
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Save Your Application Locally

When you have finished specifying your job details, save your application. You do not have to be connected to ESP to
define and save applications locally.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Workload Editor menu bar, click File > Save As.
The Save As dialog appears.

2. In the File name field, enter PAYROLL as your application name and click Save.

Upload Your Application

After you save your application locally, upload it to the mainframe. You have to be connected to ESP to upload your
application.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Workload Editor menu bar, click File > Upload Workload Definition.
The Upload to Procedure Library dialog appears.

NOTE
As discussed in Schedule Your Workload, an application is a type of procedure.

2. In the Name field, enter the name of the data set where you want to store your applications.

NOTE
This data set must have already been allocated on the mainframe.

3. In the Member field, enter PAYROLL as the name of your application.
Your application will be stored in the specified data set as member PAYROLL.

4. If you do not want to replace an existing member that has the same name, check the Do not override if member exists
box.

5. In the ESP field, choose the mainframe to which you want to upload your application.
6. Click OK.

A confirmation message appears.
7. Click OK.

Your application is uploaded.
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Run Your Application

After you create an application, you have to tell ESP when to run it and where its definition is stored. To do this, create an
event.

Create an Event

Create an event by opening the Event Manager, creating the event, and specifying its details.

Follow these steps: 

1. On the toolkit, click the Event button.
The Event Manager dialog appears.

2. Click the server name.

3. In the Prefix field, enter your mainframe user or group ID.
4. Click List of Events.

The Event Manager loads the available events.

Create an Event

Follow these steps: 

1. On the Event Manager toolbar, click New.
The Event Properties tab appears.

2. Name the event. An event name has two parts: a prefix and a descriptive name.
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The prefix can contain up to eight alphanumeric characters, including national characters. The prefix corresponds to a
mainframe user or group ID.
a. In the Prefix field, enter a prefix.

Event names can contain up to 16 characters, including national characters and the underscore; the first character
must be alphabetic. Event names must be unique. It is a good idea to name your event the same name as the
application it runs.

b. In the Name field, enter a name for your event. For this example, enter PAYROLL.

3. Click Next.
The Additional Options tab appears.

Specify an Additional Calendar to Use

Specify your unique calendar for scheduling. 

NOTE
If you are not using a custom calendar, skip to step 2.
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Follow these steps: 

1. From the Calendar 1 drop-down menu, select PAYCAL.
2. Click Next.

The Run ESP Procedure(s) tab appears.

Specify the Application to Run

Specify the application that you want to run.

Follow these steps: 

1. In the Specify ESP Procedure to Run section, in the Data set name field, enter the name of the data set you have
allocated on the mainframe for storing your applications.
This is the same data set you specified in the Upload to Procedure Library dialog when you uploaded the PAYROLL
application from Workload Editor to the mainframe.

2. In the Member name field, enter the name of the data set member. In this example, the member has the same name
as the application: PAYROLL.

NOTE
Do not type quotation marks.

3. Click Add.
The data set name and member name appear in the List of Procedures to Run box.

4. Click Next until the Schedule Definition tab appears.

Specify When to Run the Application

You need to tell ESP when to run the application.
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Follow these steps: 

1. In the Specify Schedule Criteria text field, type 4pm daily.
2. Click Add.

The schedule criteria appears in the Resulting Schedule Criteria box.

Upload your Event

Follow these steps: 

1. Click Next until the Comments tab appears.
2. Click Finish.

The Event Properties tab appears.
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3. On the Event Properties tab, click Upload to upload the current event definition to ESP.
A message appears telling you when the event named PAYROLL will execute.

4. Click OK.
In the left pane, the tree view now includes the PAYROLL event.
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Simulate Your Event

In the Event Manager, you want to simulate your event to see a graphical representation of a generation of your
application. You can simulate the next occurrence, a future occurrence, or a past occurrence of the event.

Follow these steps:

1. In the tree view, select the PAYROLL event.
2. On the Event Manager toolbar, click the Simulate icon.

The Simulate Event dialog appears.

For this example, you will simulate the following schedule criteria:

• Next occurrence of the event
• Friday
• Last workday of the pay period

Simulate Next Occurrence of the Event

To simulate the next occurrence of the event, leave all of the fields of the Simulate Event dialog blank. The default is the
next scheduled occurrence (or NOW if the event is not scheduled).

Follow these steps:

1. Click OK.
A message appears asking you to wait while the event is simulated, and then a graphical representation of the
application is displayed.
Jobs A, B, C, and F are included. If it happens to be Friday, D is also included. If it happens to be the last workday of
the pay period, E is also included. If it is prior to 4pm, you will see which jobs are selected today. Otherwise, you will
see which jobs will be selected tomorrow.

2. Click the ViewLog icon to display the simulation's text output.
The log identifies the jobs that will run that day. It also displays ESP Agent information and the hold count and
successor jobs for each selected job. In the following example, the next occurrence is neither Friday nor the last
workday of the pay period.
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3. On the toolbar, click CloseGraph.

Simulate Friday

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Simulate Event dialog again.
2. In the Schedule Criteria field, enter friday.
3. Click OK.

A message appears asking you to wait while the event is simulated, and then a graphical representation of the
application is displayed.
In addition to jobs A, B, C, and F, which are scheduled to run daily, D is included in the graph because it is scheduled
to run on Friday. If this Friday happens to be the last workday of the pay period, E is also included.

4. Click the ViewLog icon to display the simulation's text output.
In the following example, this Friday is not the last workday of the pay period.
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5. On the toolbar, click CloseGraph.

Simulate Last Workday of the Pay Period

Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Simulate Event dialog again.
2. In the Schedule Criteria field, enter last workday of pay_period.

NOTE
If you are not using a custom calendar, type last workday of month instead.

3. Click OK.
A message appears asking you to wait while the event is simulated, and then a graphical representation of the
application is displayed.
Job E is included in the graph because it is scheduled to run on the last workday of the pay period. By default, when
ESP selects jobs for submission, it automatically checks whether any relationships among jobs should be inherited.
For example, if the last workday of the pay period is a Friday, E must wait for D to complete before it can run. If the last
workday of the pay period is not a Friday, E waits for B and C to complete.

4. Click the ViewLog icon to display the simulation's text output.
In the following example, the last workday of the pay period is a Friday.
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5. On the toolbar, click CloseGraph.

Test Schedule Criteria

You can use the Event Manager to test schedule criteria to see how ESP interprets different scheduling terms. When
you simulated your events in our example, it might have been useful to determine a date when the last workday of a pay
period is also a Friday. You can find such a date by testing schedule criteria.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Event Manager toolbar, click Test.
The Test Schedule Criteria dialog appears.

2. In the Schedule criteria text box, type last workday of pay_period.

NOTE
If you are not using a custom calendar, type last workday of month instead.

3. In the Number of cycles box, type a number or use the arrows to choose a number, such as 6.
4. From the Calendar 1 drop-down menu, choose PAYCAL.

NOTE
If you are not using a custom calendar, skip to step 5.

5. Click Test.
The next six dates that fit the criteria appear in the Results box.
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Trigger Your Event

Your event is scheduled to run at 4pm each day. If you want to run the event immediately, you can trigger it manually.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the event.
2. On the Event Manager toolbar, click the Trigger icon.

The Trigger the Event dialog appears.
3. Leave the Schedule criteria field blank because you want to trigger the event immediately.
4. Leave Add new scheduled event selected.

Choosing Add New Scheduled Event triggers your event now, as well as at its next scheduled time. Choosing Replace
Next Scheduled Event triggers your event now instead of at its next scheduled time.

5. Click OK.
A message appears confirming the event has been triggered. The event submits the application immediately as well
as at 4pm.

Monitor Your Jobs

Use the Workload Director component to monitor and control your applications or jobs as they run. You can view workload
that has recently completed, is currently running or is scheduled to run. Workload Director provides a graphical view and
text-based custom views of the workload.

Open the Workload Director

On the toolkit, click the Director button.

The Workload Director appears. Tabs that control which view is active are located at the bottom left of the Workload
Director window.
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Display Applications and Their Generations

The graphical view organizes and displays applications and their generations. Each application is represented by a folder
labeled with the application name and the number of generations of the application.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Graphical View tab.
2. In the tree view, right-click the server to which you uploaded your application.

NOTE
This may be the only server you see.

3. On the shortcut menu, click Subscribe No Filter.
A plus (+) sign appears next to the server name.

4. Click the plus (+) sign.
A folder appears for each application.

5. Double-click the PAYROLL folder.
The PAYROLL folder expands and a folder for each generation of the application is displayed.

6. Double-click the generation of the application you want to view.
In the right pane of the Workload Director, a graphical view of your application generation appears.
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The colored border around an icon, as well as the label below it, indicate a job's processing state. As a job passes
through different states, these indicators change.

Take Action Against a Job

In addition to viewing your application, you can take actions against a job.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click one of the jobs in the graphical view.
2. On the shortcut menu, click the required action.

You can also take an action against an application by right-clicking the application folder and choosing an action from
the shortcut list.

Monitor and Control Your Workload

A custom view is a table you use to monitor and control your workload. Workload Director comes with several default
custom views, but you can create your own. For example, you might create a custom view to display all jobs in a particular
application that are waiting. You can create (and save) custom views to display only the information you want, in the
format you want. You can also control jobs from a custom view the same way you control jobs using the graphical view.
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Default Custom Views

The Custom View tab of the Workload Director provides a list of default custom views. Double-click a custom view to
display it. The following example shows the Failures and Waiting custom views tiled horizontally.

User-Defined Custom Views

You can create a custom view for your jobs. 

Follow these steps:

1. On the Workload Director menu bar, click Custom View > New.
The Presentation tab of the Custom View Configuration dialog appears.
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2. Click the following fields while holding down the Shift key.
– Application Name
– Generation Number
– Job ID
– Job Name
– State
– Status

3. Click the right arrow (>).
You can move all of the fields to the Selected Fields list box by clicking the double right arrow (>>). You can move a
field back from the Selected Fields list box by clicking the left arrow (<). You can move all of the fields back by clicking
the double left arrow (<<).

4. In the Custom View Name field, enter a name for your custom view. Choose a meaningful name that is related to the
information the custom view displays. For this example, enter PAYROLL.
This name will appear in the custom view's title bar.
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Sort Information in Your Custom View

You can change the way information appears in your custom view by sorting it.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Sort tab.

2. In the Sort By dialog, click the down arrow to select the field you want to sort by. For this example, select Job Name.
3. Select Ascending.

Ascending sorts from A to Z, lowest to highest number or by earliest date.
The Then By fields are optional.

Set Up a Filter

You can set up a filter to display only the PAYROLL application.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Filter tab.
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2. Click in the first row of the Field Name column and select application Name from the resulting drop-down menu.
Application Name appears in the Resulting Filter Criteria box at the bottom of the dialog.

3. Click in the first row of the Relationship column and select IS from the resulting drop-down menu.
Is appears in the Resulting Filter Criteria box.

4. Click in the first row of the Value column and enter PAYROLL in the text field.
PAYROLL appears in the Resulting Criteria box.

Save Your Custom View

Click OK. The custom view is now saved and appears in the list in the left pane.
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Optionally, you can customize the font and display colors in your custom view by selecting the Colors Fonts tab of the
Custom View Configuration dialog.

Open an Application in a Graphical View

Right-click a job and choose Locate this job in graph.
A graphical view of the job's application appears. The job is selected.

Change Your Custom View

Follow these steps: 

1. In the bottom of the left pane, click the Custom View tab.
The tree view appears in the left pane.

2. In the tree view, right-click the custom view you want to change.
3. Click Change Definition.

The Presentation tab of the Custom View Configuration dialog appears.
4. Use the preceding procedures to make the changes you want.
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Display Your Custom View

In the tree view, double-click the PAYROLL custom view.
Your PAYROLL custom view appears.

 

Take the ISPF Interface Tutorial
This section provides a hands-on tutorial to get you started using the ESP ISPF interface. Follow the steps provided to
learn how to complete the following tasks:

Our Sample Scenario

In this section, you will create an application containing six jobs. Five of the jobs run on z/OS and one of the jobs runs on
Windows. The application will be named PAYROLL. The following flowchart shows the relationships between the jobs.
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Figure 7: Flowchart with Relationships between Jobs in the Payroll Application

NOTE
If you do NOT have access to ESP Agent on a Windows server, substitute another z/OS job for B.

Use Menus and Panels

The ISPF interface consists of menus and panels. You choose from lists of options by typing a number or letter at a
prompt and pressing Enter. Use the Tab key to navigate within a panel.
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ESP displays messages in the upper right corner of a menu or panel. Messages are truncated at 24 characters; to display
a complete message, press the Help key (usually F1 or F13).

Navigate Quickly

If you know several of the selections you will make in sequence, you quickly navigate to the panel you want by joining
them with a period. For example, if you know you will choose E from one menu and then 3 from the next, you can type E.3
at the first prompt to reach the panel for which you are looking.

Access Help

You can access help about a menu, panel, or available options by pressing the Help key. This is usually F1 or F13; if
neither of those keys work, ask your administrator which key to use.

Access the Main Menu

To access the ESP main menu, connect to the mainframe where ESP is installed.

Type ESP on the ISPF command line (not the TSO command line) and press Enter.

The Main Menu appears.

If this does not work, contact your administrator to find out how to access your ESP panels.

Define a Custom Calendar

For this tutorial, you will create a new custom calendar named PAYCAL, define the special period PAY_PERIOD, and
then use PAY_PERIOD to schedule a job. To complete the entire tutorial, ask your administrator to authorize you to create
and edit this calendar. If creating calendars will not be part of your job, you might want to ask your administrator to do it
for you. If you do not want to use custom calendars at all, skip to the next section: Create Your Application; look for tips
throughout the tutorial that tell you what to substitute for PAY_PERIOD.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Main Menu, select M ESP Administration and press Enter.
The Administrator Subcommands menu appears.

2. Select 3 Calendar definitions and press Enter.
The Calendar Definitions panel appears.

3. At the Option prompt, type A.
4. In the Calendar field, type PAYCAL.
5. Press Enter.

The Define a Calendar panel appears.
6. Fill in the rest of the panel as shown in the following example, substituting your user or group ID in the Owner field.

NOTE
Throughout this tutorial we'll use CYBKH01 as a sample user ID. When you see CYBKH01, substitute your
mainframe user ID or group ID.
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7. Press Enter.
The Calendar Definitions panel appears.

8. Press F3 until you reach the Main Menu.

Define a Special Period

A special period is a period between two special days of the same name. In this example you'll define two special days
named PAY_PERIOD: the special days occur on the first of the month and the 16th of the month. These definitions create
pay periods that run from the first of the month until the 15th and the 16th until the last day of the month. You'll define this
period to repeat until 2016.

1. From the Main Menu, select L Calendars and press Enter.
The Calendar Control Menu appears.

2. Select 4 DEFSPEC and press Enter.
The Calendars panel appears.

3. Fill in the panel as shown in the following example and press Enter.
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The Define a Special Day panel reappears with a message in the upper right corner indicating the number of special
days that have been created. Press the Help key (usually F1 or F13) to see the entire message.

4. Press F3 until you reach the Main Menu.

Create Your Application

Five of the jobs in our example are z/OS jobs. When you create your application, you will need to identify the JCL library
that contains the JCL for these jobs. You can specify the default JCL library you want to use throughout an application. If
all or most of the jobs are in the default library, you will not have to specify a library as part of each job's details. If a job is
not in the default library, you will have to specify its library at the job level. Substitute the name of your default JCL library
in the following JCLLIB statement.

In job B, you will need to use the name of the ESP Agent running on your Windows server instead of WIN_AGNT.
Likewise, substitute the name of a command file on your Windows server for C:\payroll\pay.cmd.

You can store an application as a sequential data set, but usually you will store your applications as members of a
partitioned data set.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Main Menu, press F3 until you reach the ISPF Primary Option Menu.
2. Allocate a partitioned data set to store your applications.
3. Define the member PAYROLL.
4. Use the ISPF editor to enter the ESP statements shown in the following example into member PAYROLL. Be sure to

substitute your specific details for the text shown in bold.
Indentation or other formatting is not required, but may make your application easier to read.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBKH01.TEST.JCL'

JOB A

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE (B, C)
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ENDJOB

NT_JOB B

  AGENT WIN_AGNT

  CMDNAME C:\pay.cmd 

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE D

ENDJOB

JOB C

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE D

ENDJOB

JOB D

  RUN FRIDAY

  RELEASE E

ENDJOB

JOB E

  RUN LAST WORKDAY OF PAY_PERIOD

  RELEASE F

ENDJOB

JOB F

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

NOTE
If you are not using the PAYCAL calendar, make job E's run statement RUN LAST WORKDAY OF MONTH.

5. Save member PAYROLL.
6. Type F3 until you reach the ISPF Primary Option Menu.
7. To return to the Main Menu, type ESP on the ISPF Primary Option Menu.

Run Your Application

After you create an application, you have to tell ESP when to run it and where its definition is stored. To do this, create an
event.

Create an Event

Event Names

Event names consist of two parts: a prefix and a descriptive name. The prefix can contain up to eight alphanumeric
characters, including national characters. The prefix corresponds to a TSO user or group ID.

Event names can contain up to 16 characters, including national characters and the underscore; the first character must
be alphabetic. Event names must be unique. It is a good idea to name your event the same name as the application it
runs.

In our example, the prefix is CYBKH01 and the descriptive name is PAYROLL; the event name is CYBKH01.PAYROLL.

Defining an Event

From the Main Menu, type E Events and press Enter.

The Event Management Menu appears.

Select 2 Define a new ESP Event and press Enter.
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The Start Event Definition panel appears.

In the Prefix field, type your user or group ID. In the Descriptive Name field, type PAYROLL. Press Enter.

The Specify Event Processing Options panel appears.

Fill in the fields as shown in the following example and press Enter.

The Invoke panel appears.

NOTE
If you are not using a custom calendar, leave the Set Additional Calendars option blank.

In the Data Set Name field, type the name of the data set you allocated for storing your applications. Type PAYROLL in
the Member field and press Enter.

NOTE
There may already be a data set name in the field. If that name is not correct, type over it.

The Set Additional Calendars panel appears.

NOTE
If you are not using a custom calendar, the Event Schedule panel appears instead. Skip to step 7.

In the Calendar 1 field, type PAYCAL and press Enter.

The Event Schedule panel appears.

In the first Criteria field, type the schedule criteria for the event and press Enter. In this case, we will use 4pm daily.

The Process Event Definition panel appears.

To review the event you just created, type E and press Enter.

The Event Editing panel appears.

Press F3 to save the event and return to the Event Management Menu.

A message appears in the upper right corner of the menu informing you of the next time the event is scheduled to run.
Press the Help key (usually F1 or F13) to see the entire message.
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Copy an Existing Event

If you want to create a new event that is similar to one that exists, you might find it efficient to save a copy of the existing
event as a new event.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Event Management Menu, select 3 Control an existing event and press Enter.
The Event Control Menu appears.

2. Ensure the prefix in the Single Event area of the panel is correct and press Enter.
The List Events panel appears, showing a list of your events.

3. Tab until your cursor is next to the PAYROLL Event, type E, and press Enter.
The PAYROLL Event opens for editing.

4. Move your cursor to the Event ID line so it is over the P in PAYROLL and type PAYROLL2).
5. Tab to the Command line, type save, and press Enter.

A new event named PAYROLL2 is created. Because we changed only the name, it is a duplicate of the PAYROLL
event. You could have also changed other attributes, such as schedule time or the application to run.

6. Press F3 until you reach the Event Control Menu.

Simulate Your Event

You use the ESP simulation feature to test your application. When you simulate an event, you can see which jobs are
submitted to run and what their predecessors and successors are. You can also check for missing JCL or other errors in
your application. You can simulate the next occurrence, a future occurrence, or a past occurrence of your event.

In this section, you will simulate the following schedule criteria:

• Next occurrence of the event
• Friday
• Last workday of the pay period

Next occurrence of the Event

1. Ensure the correct event prefix appears in the Single Event section of the Event Control Menu and that the option field
is blank. Press Enter.
The List Events panel appears.

2. Tab until your cursor is next to your PAYROLL event, type M, and press Enter.
The Simulate Event Execution panel appears.

3. Ensure all of the fields are blank and press Enter.

NOTE
As long as you remain in the Event panels, the parameters you enter in this panel are saved for the most
recent simulation you do. Then, if you trigger the event you last simulated, the parameters you specified in
the simulation panel are automatically filled in on the trigger panel. You can still change the parameters on
the trigger panel if you want.

The event simulation begins and the results appear.
Jobs A, B, C, and F are included. If it happens to be Friday, D is also included. If it happens to be the last workday of
the pay period, E is also included. If it is prior to 4pm, you will see which jobs are selected today. Otherwise, you will
see which jobs will be selected tomorrow.
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4. Press F7 to scroll up in the results.
In addition to the jobs that are selected, the results include your application, Agent messages, and any errors that may
have occurred.

5. Press F3 twice to return to the Event Control Menu.

Friday

1. Ensure the option field is blank and press Enter.
The List Events panel appears.

2. Type M next to your PAYROLL event and press Enter.
The Simulate Event Execution panel appears.
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3. Type friday in the Schedule Time field and press Enter.
The event simulation begins and the results appear.
In addition to jobs A, B, C, and F, which are scheduled to run daily, D is included in the simulation output because it is
scheduled to run on Friday. If this Friday happens to be the last workday of the pay period, E is also included.

4. Press F3 twice to return to the Event Control Menu.

Last workday of the pay period

1. Ensure the option field is blank and press Enter.
The List Events panel appears.

2. Type M next to your PAYROLL event and press Enter.
The Simulate Event Execution panel appears.

3. Type last workday of pay_period in the Schedule Time field and press Enter.

NOTE
If you are not using a custom calendar, type last workday of month instead.

The event simulation begins and the results appear.
Job E is included because it is scheduled to run on the last workday of the pay period. By default, when ESP selects
jobs for submission, it checks to see if any relationships among jobs should be inherited. For example, if the last
workday of the pay period is a Friday, E must wait for D to complete before it can run. If the last workday of the pay
period is not a Friday, E waits for B and C to complete.
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Test Schedule Criteria

You can test schedule criteria to see how ESP interprets different scheduling terms. When you simulated your events in
our example, it might have been useful to determine a date when the last workday of a pay period is also a Friday. You
can find such a date by testing schedule criteria.

1. From the Main Menu, type E and press Enter.
The Event Management Menu appears.

2. Select 4 Test and press Enter.
The Test schedule criteria panel appears.

3. In the Number of Cycles field, type the number of test results you would like to generate. For this example, type 6.
4. In the Schedule Criteria field, type last workday of pay_period.

NOTE
If you are not using a custom calendar, type last workday of month instead.

5. In the Calendar field, type PAYCAL and press Enter.

NOTE
If you are not using a custom calendar, skip this step.

Results similar to those shown in the following example appear.
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6. Press F3 until you return to the Main Menu.

Trigger Your Event

Your event is scheduled to run at 4pm each day, and ESP will trigger the event at that time. If you want to run the event
immediately, you can manually trigger it.

Follow these steps:

1. From the ESP Main Menu, type E Events and press Enter.
The Event Management Menu appears.

2. Select 3 Control an existing event and press Enter.
The Event Control Menu appears.

3. Leave the option field blank, but ensure the correct event prefix appears in the Single Event section of the panel. Press
Enter.
The List Events panel appears.

4. Type T next to your PAYROLL event and press Enter.
The Trigger an Event panel appears.

5. Type add in the Replace/Add field, ensure all other fields are blank, and press Enter.
This adds an execution of the event in addition to the scheduled execution.
The List Events panel appears.

NOTE
The ESP message "Event Triggered" appears in the upper right corner of the panel. This means that the
Event has been triggered and will run your application.

6. Press F3 until you return to the Main Menu.
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Monitor Your Jobs

Consolidated Status Facility

The ESP Consolidated Status Facility (CSF) provides a real-time view of your system's workload. CSF displays jobs that
are waiting to execute, executing, and have finished executing. You can customize CSF to display the information you
want in the format you want.

When you start CSF, you see the general view. The information displayed in the general view depends on how CSF is set
up.

You will create a view that includes only select information. To do this, first create a new view by replicating the general
view, and then specify what information your new view displays, and finally, specify how CSF displays it.

Create a New View

1. From the Main Menu, enter C.
2. On the CSF panel command line, type V and press Enter.

The View Definitions panel appears. This panel shows a list of views and their descriptions.
3. Next to the General View, type R and press Enter.

The Replicate a View panel appears.
4. In the New View Name field, type PAYROLL.
5. In the Description field, type payroll view.
6. In the No Items to Display field, type No PAYROLL items.

This is the message that appears if there are no items that fit your view's criteria.
7. Press Enter.

The View Definitions panel appears with your new view added to the list.
8. Next to the PAYROLL view, type S and press Enter.

The Consolidated Status panel displays the PAYROLL view.

Define Filters for Your View

1. On the Consolidated Status panel command line, type FI and press Enter.
The Filter Specifications panel appears.

2. In the Appl field, type PAYROLL and press Enter.
The Consolidated Status panel appears, showing only the jobs in the PAYROLL application.

Customize the Layout of Your View

You can customize your view so that it shows only the following:

• The job name

NOTE
The job name is always included in the first column of a view, unless you specify "Y" in the "Advanced CSF
Display" option ("O.5" in the ESP Main Menu).

• The job number
• The application name
• The application generation number
• The job state
• The job status

Follow these steps:

1. On the Consolidated Status panel command line, type PR and press Enter.
The Presentation Fields panel appears, listing all of the fields that CSF can display.

2. On the application row, in the Pres Order column, type 3.
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3. Fill in the following presentation orders for the following rows. Be sure to scroll down to view all rows.
– Appl Generation -- 4
– Processing Node -- 5
– System Status -- 6
– Job Number -- 2

NOTE
Processing node is another term for a job's state.

4. Delete the other numbers on the panel.
5. Press Enter.

The Consolidated Status panel appears. It now contains only the information specified.
6. Press F3 to return to the ESP Main Menu.

Application Monitor

The ESP Application Monitor provides a real-time view of your system's applications. Application Monitor shows you
which applications have recently run, which are currently running, and which are waiting to run. You can customize
Application Monitor to display the information you want in the format you want.

When you start Application Monitor, you see the default application viewer. The information displayed in the default
application viewer depends on how Application Monitor is set up, but you will probably see something like this.

You will create a view that only includes select information. To do this, first create a new view by replicating the default
view, and then specify what information your new view displays, and finally, specify how Application Monitor displays it.
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Create a New View

1. From the Main Menu, enter A.
2. On the Application Status panel command line, type V and press Enter.

The Application View Summary panel appears. This panel shows a list of views and their descriptions.
3. Next to the ESP-VIEW view, type R and press Enter.
4. In the Specify A View Name pop-up panel, type PAYROLL and press Enter.

The Application View Summary panel displays the PAYROLL view.
5. To mark the view as a favorite, type Y in the Fav column.

You can select favorite views by pressing the F5 (previous view) and F6 (next view) keys.
6. In the Description column, type payroll view.
7. To update your view, type U next to the view and press Enter.
8. Next to the PAYROLL view, type S and press Enter.

The Application Status panel displays the PAYROLL view.

Define Filters for Your View

1. On the Application Status panel command line, type FI and press Enter.
The Basic Application Filter panel appears.

2. In the Complete? field, type Y.
3. In the Appl Name -1 field, type PAYROLL.
4. Press F3.

The Application Status panel appears, showing only generations of the PAYROLL Application.

Customize the Layout of Your View

You can customize your view so that it shows only the following:

• The application name
• The application generation number
• The application status
• The application status details
• The application elapsed run time
• On the Application Status panel command line, type PR and press Enter.

The Application Presentation panel appears, listing all of the fields that Application Monitor can display.
• On the Appl NAME row, in the FIELD Ord column, type 1.
• Fill in the following presentation orders for the following rows. Be sure to scroll down to view all rows.

– Appl ELAPSED run Time -- 5
– Appl GENERATION Number -- 2
– Appl STATUS -- 3
– Appl Status DETAILS -- 4

• In the FIELD Ord column, delete the other numbers on the panel.
• Press F3.

The Application Status panel appears. It now contains only the information specified. It should be similar to the
following panel.
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Display Active Jobs for a Selected Application

From Application Monitor, you can access CSF to monitor and control the jobs for your PAYROLL application.

1. In Application Status panel, type CSF next to the PAYROLL application and press Enter.
The Consolidated Status panel appears, showing only the jobs in that generation of the PAYROLL application.

2. To return to Application Monitor, press F3.
3. Press F3 to return to the ESP Main Menu.

Manage Service-level Agreements
This section provides an overview of two features that let you proactively manage your service-level agreements: due-
out notification and automated critical path analysis. These features predict when a critical job is in danger of being late,
allowing corrective action to be taken before the job is actually late.

Anticipated End Times and Due-out Times

When ESP generates an application, it uses historical average run times to calculate an anticipated end time for each
job. It adjusts the anticipated end times as the application progresses. If a job is not completed by its anticipated end
time, ESP continues to adjust this time so there is no indication that the job has missed its original anticipated end time.
However, if you want to keep track of when certain jobs are late you can specify due-out times for these processing
stages:

• Submission time
• Start time
• End time

If a job has not completed the specified stage of processing by its due-out time, the job's status field changes to
OVERDUE. You can specify that ESP trigger an event or send a message when a job is OVERDUE, or you can view
OVERDUE jobs in Workload Director's graphical or custom views.

When you specify a due-out time for a job, ESP propagates due-out times upstream to all of the job's predecessors. It
calculates these times based on historical average run times for the predecessor jobs. If a calculated due-out time is not
met, ESP changes the job's status to OVERDUE, just as it does for specified due-out times. This enables early notification
when a predecessor job may endanger a mission-critical job downstream.

NOTE
For on-request jobs, you receive the due-out notification only if you have requested the jobs and they are
overdue.
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WARNING
With other scheduling products, you have to calculate and code due-out times for each job in a stream. ESP's
propagation feature does this automatically, reducing code complexity and maintenance.

Suppose that D in the following application should complete execution by 7pm.

Figure 8: Sample Application for the Due-out Time Demonstration

ESP automatically calculates due-out times for jobs A, B, and C. If any job in the application is late, it is marked as
OVERDUE, thus allowing corrective action to be taken earlier in the application.

Critical Path Analysis

ESP lets you use critical path analysis to identify any job as a critical point in an application. The longest path to that
job, based on historical execution times, is the critical path. If a job has been designated critical, ESP determines the
critical path when it generates the application. The critical path may vary based on which jobs are selected in a particular
generation. Let's look at how critical paths vary in the following application where job Z is critical.
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Figure 9: Sample Application with a Critical Job

If These Jobs Are Not Selected The Critical Path Is

X, Y A, B, E, F, Z
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X, Z A, B, E, F

X, Y, F A, B, C, D, Z and A, B, E, Z

Z A, B, X, Y (defaults to longest path)

You can enable the critical path feature for all applications, for selected applications or for no applications. Prior to using
critical path, check with your administrator to ensure that it is enabled in your installation. You can mark a job as critical
when you specify its job details in Workload Editor. If critical path is enabled and no job is designated as critical, ESP
calculates the longest path.
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Using
This section provides you with an intermediate level of instruction for using ESP, a powerful and versatile system for
scheduling jobs and managing workload.

This content is intended for users whose activities involves scheduling and managing jobs. This guide expects users to
already have a basic understanding of ESP. if you are a new user, first see Getting Started.

For more advanced or less commonly used features of ESP, see Advanced Using.

Job and Workload Functions
ESP is a flexible and versatile job-scheduling and workload-management system. Many of its basic functions are outlined
in this guide. Other, more complex and lesser-used functions are covered in Advanced Using.

You can automate and manage workload in your installation through various functions including the following:

Schedule Jobs

With ESP, you use simple, everyday English to schedule jobs. ESP has a built-in understanding of common scheduling
terms and can handle any variety and combination of schedule statements, such as the following:

9AM DAILY

2PM 1ST WEEKDAY OF EACH MONTH

7PM 3RD 13TH AND 23RD DAY OF MONTH

5PM 10TH-19TH DAY OF MONTH

2ND AND LAST FRIDAY OF EACH MONTH

EVERY 30 MINUTES STARTING 6PM TODAY

Use Your Own Calendars

Although ESP is familiar with the standard calendar, you can use scheduling terms that are specific to your installation. To
define your own customized set of scheduling terms, you can define one or more calendars. A calendar can contain the
following:

• A list of holidays. Holidays can span one day, several days, or only parts of a day.
• Lists of special processing dates.
• Descriptions of periods, such as fiscal months, fiscal years, and 4-4-5 periods.
• A specification as to which days of the week are eligible to be workdays. The default is Monday to Friday.

After you define your unique scheduling terms, you can use schedule criteria similar to the following:

8AM LAST DAY OF FISCAL_MONTH

5PM INVENTORY_DAY

CHRISTMAS PLUS 1 WORKDAY

8AM 8TH-10TH WORKDAY OF FISCAL_YEAR

2ND WORKDAY OF 3RD FISCAL_MONTH OF FISCAL_YEAR

For more information, see Use Schedule Criteria.
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Define Events

An event is a basic unit of work. Information in an event defines when the work must be performed and what actions
perform the work.

Event Tasks

ESP can perform various tasks through the events you define. An event must do one of the following:

• Send a message to you, other users or operator consoles
• Submit JCL
• Invoke an ESP procedure
• Issue an operating-system command

Example 

The following example event is scheduled at 8am each day and invokes a procedure.

EVENT ID(USER.MESSAGE)

  SCHEDULE 8AM DAILY

  INVOKE 'SYS1.PROCLIB(PAYJOB1)'

ENDDEF

For more information, see Process Events.

Trigger Your Events

You can tell ESP when to trigger your events depending on data set activity. This feature is called data set triggering. You
can use it with, or instead of, time-and-date scheduling.

Event Triggers

The following are examples of triggers for an event:

• A scheduled date and time
• A data set trigger
• A global variable-table trigger
• A manual trigger
• A job monitor or alert trigger
• A signal with a scheduled date and time
• A notification sent by an agent monitor to an event-level sensor

Data Set Triggers

An event can be triggered automatically by the creation, closure, or renaming of a data set by another job. You can also
trigger events by a started task, or by a TSO user. Triggering can be restricted to data sets created by a specific job or
group of job-names. Events can also wait for triggers from activity in more than one data set.

Example: Data Set Trigger

An example of a data set-triggered event follows. This event sends a message to a user each time the data set
CYB.APPL.BASKET closes.

EVENT ID(USER.APPL_RECEIVE)

  DSTRIG CYB.APPL.BASKET ANYCLOSE
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  SEND 'APPLICATION RECEIVED FROM ESP WORKSTATION' USER(BP)

ENDDEF

You can also use data set triggering for establishing individual job dependencies within your ESP applications.

FTP Data Set Trigger

An FTP data set trigger event is triggered when a successful FTP file transfer or FTP rename completes. The closure of a
data set through an FTP transfer requires special handling to ensure that the transfer is successful and complete.

Example: FTP Data Set Trigger

The following is an example of an FTP transfer-triggered event. This event sends a message to a user each time an FTP
transfer to data set CYBER.DATA.SET completes from logged-on user aixuser on host AIXHOST to any local user with
host security user ID prefix CYB. Because both the USER and the LOGON operands are specified, and because they
specify different user IDs, the FTP trigger criteria can only be satisfied if the local FTP partner is the client.

EVENT ID (USER.APPL_RECEIVE)

  DSTRIG CYBER.DATA.SET USER(CYB-) FTP(RECEIVE) HOST(AIXHOST)-

  LOGON(aixuser)

  SEND 'APPLICATION RECEIVED FROM CLIENT' USER(BP)

ENDDEF

Explicit Data Set Trigger

An explicit data set trigger is used when ESP must be explicitly notified of data set activity because no system SMF record
exists to implicitly detect it.

You first specify an explicit data set trigger at the event level or the job level and then you activate it. For more information,
see Process Events.

Global Variable-table Triggering

You can set a global variable-table trigger to trigger an event when a specified variable changes.

Example

In this example, the event CYBER.MYEVENT is triggered when the global variable VT1 of the global variable table named
MYTABLE changes. For the event to be triggered, the table MYTABLE, the variable VT1, and the (optional) trigger ID
TR07 are set as follows:

 

VTDEFINE MYTABLE

VT1='ONE'

VTPUT VT1 TABLE(MYTABLE)

VTRDEF ID(TR07) VARIABLE(VT1) TABLE(MYTABLE)- EVENT(CYBER.MYEVENT)

Any change of the value of the global variable VT1 triggers the CYBER.MYEVENT Event. For example, setting the value
of VT1 to TWO as follows:

VSET VT1 TWO TABLE(MYTABLE)

For more information, see Use Global Variable Tables.
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Event-Level Sensor Triggering

You can configure an event to be triggered when a notification is sent by an agent monitor to an event-level sensor.

For more information, see Prepare an Event to be Triggered by an Event-Level Sensor.

Invoke Procedures

A procedure is a set of stored instructions that ESP invokes. Part or all of these instructions can define a group of jobs
and tasks as an ESP application. Although you use a procedure to define all applications, not all procedures contain an
application definition.

Control Processing Requirements

You can control any processing requirements using a combination of CLANG (ESP Control LANGuage), ESP built-in
functions, job specification statements, templates, and symbolic variables in a procedure.

Uses of Procedures

The main uses of an ESP procedure follow:

• Define processing requirements for a group of jobs and tasks in an ESP application.
• Define and work with symbolic variables.
• Take different actions based on other criteria, such as a job failure.

Example

The following is an example of using CLANG. In this example, ESP

• Sends a message on workdays.
• Submits job PAYJOB on the last workday of each month.

IF TODAY('WORKDAY') THEN -

      SEND 'ANOTHER DAY OF HARD LABOR' U(BOSS)  

IF TODAY('LAST WORKDAY OF MONTH') THEN -

      SUBMIT 'SYS1.JCLLIB(PAYJOB)'  

For more information, see Use Procedures.

Define Applications

An application consists of one or more workload objects (for example: job, message, command, script, manual task). A
procedure describes an application to ESP. A procedure consists of a series of statements to do the following:

• Identify the application.
• Tell ESP where the appropriate JCL is located.
• Identify the jobs.
• Describe the job relationships.
• Describe when ESP should select the jobs to run.
• Describe other job dependencies, such as time and resources.
• Optionally, it may also state such things as a job documentation library and what condition codes cause a job to fail.

Application Definition

The following is an application definition:
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APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.ESP.JCL'

JOB A

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE (B,C)

ENDJOB

JOB B

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE D

ENDJOB

JOB C

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE D

ENDJOB

JOB D

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE E

ENDJOB

JOB E

  RUN FRIDAY

  RELEASE F

ENDJOB

JOB F

  RUN LAST WORKDAY OF THE MONTH

ENDJOB

The following graphic shows the flow of the application definition:
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Figure 10: Sample application definition

Streamline Applications

You can streamline the way you schedule and manage entire applications. When ESP creates an application, it assigns
a generation number to it. One generation does not need to complete before the next one starts. Several generations
of the application can run concurrently. ESP manages dependencies within the application as well as between different
applications.

For more information, see Using Applications.

Inherit Job Relationships

All jobs in an application do not require to be run at the same interval. When ESP selects jobs for submission, it
automatically checks to see if any relationships among jobs should be inherited. After you specify your job relationships,
ESP determines the relationships required under different processing conditions.

Example

Consider the following three jobs and their schedule frequencies:
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Figure 11: Sample Application with Inherited Job Relationships

On Fridays, all three jobs execute in order, but on any other day of the week, job J2 does not run. On these other days, J1
and J3 are selected, and they inherit their mutual relationships from J2. When J1 completes successfully, it releases J3.

For more information, see Inheriting Job Relationships.

Mutually Exclusive Run Requirements

ESP can specify mutually exclusive run requirements through application and job-level statements. These statements
provide an alternative to defining ESP resources and the corresponding coding of ESP resource statements to handle
mutually exclusive run requirements.

Example: Mutually Exclusive Run Requirements

In this example, jobs NWN001 and NWN003 are set up so they cannot run simultaneously.

APPL NWN00C

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB NWN001

  RUN WEEKDAYS

  NOTWITH NWN003

ENDJOB

JOB NWN002

  RUN WEEKDAYS

ENDJOB

JOB NWN003

  RUN WEEKDAYS

  NOTWITH NWN001

ENDJOB
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NOTE

More Information:

• Resources
• Use Implicit Resources

Identify On-Request Jobs

An on-request job is a job typically run on demand; it is not a regularly scheduled job. With applications, you can identify
certain jobs as on-request and define their relationships to other jobs. The on-request jobs take their place in the
schedule. You can request a job any time, from the time you generate the application up to the time the job is submitted. If
you have not explicitly requested the job using a command, it is treated as a normal completion.

You are notified in CSF if an on-request job reaches the due-out time, but only if the job was requested.

For more information, see Scope of a JOB Statement.

Define Tasks

You can define tasks in an application and establish dependencies between them and other tasks and jobs. A task can
represent a manual process that requires intervention or it can represent an automated process.

For manual processes, you must mark a task complete before its successors become eligible for submission. “Self-
completing tasks”, used for automated processes, are automatically completed when their dependencies are met.

Common processes for which you can use tasks include the following:

• Balancing reports
• Receipt of input tapes
• Completion of a job step

Example

In this example, a report must be checked after job J1 completes successfully. A task that is called CHECKRPT.J1
represents the task of checking the report.
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Figure 12: Sample Job Flow with Task

For more information, see Define Tasks and Links.

Use Links

A link is a task that completes itself. You can use a link to process commands such as sending messages and issuing
operator commands, during the processing of an ESP application.

Common uses of links include the following:

• Issuing commands
• Keeping an application active
• Sending a message when something happens or does not happen
• Simplifying complex job dependencies
• Bypassing a job

Example

In the following example, a link is a successor to the jobs A, B, and C. The link could send a message, issue an operator
command, or simply link two groups of jobs together.
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Figure 13: Sample Application with Link

For more information, see Define Tasks and Links.

Distribute Workload Objects

ESP extensions extend the functionality of ESP to other platforms. Workload is scheduled by ESP and runs on Agents.
Your workload can be automatically managed, from a single point of control, on various platforms throughout your
enterprise.

For more information about scheduling workload on distributed platforms, see the Broadcom WA Agents documentation.

Create Job Documentation

You can use the ESP job documentation facility to create a complete and centralized definition of all or any of your
jobs. You can document the entire requirements of a job at the individual job level. The requirements may include job
predecessors and successors, schedule criteria, due-out time from various processing phases, resources required by the
job, and more.

Scope of Job Documentation

As an extension to ESP procedures, job documentation is much more than a list of processing requirements for a job.
The information that you define is used to ensure that the job is processed as specified in the job documentation entry. If-
then-else statements within the job documentation entry allow the job definition to fit with various conditional or complex
requirements.

For more information, see Document a Job.

Monitor with Consolidated Status Facility (CSF) and Application Monitor

The Consolidated Status Facility (CSF) and Application Monitor enable you to monitor and control active workload in
ESP. You can see which workload objects and applications have recently run, which are currently running, and which are
waiting to run. You can also display detailed information about the workload and add workload to an active application.
You can customize CSF and Application Monitor to display the information you want in the format you want.
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By using CSF and Application Monitor extensions that are written in REXX, you can create custom commands. You can
also enhance or replace the existing commands.

Check with your ESP administrator to see if there are any customized commands available to you.

NOTE

More Information:

• Monitor and Control Using CSF and Application Monitor
• Implement Your Own CSF Extensions

Use Graphical User Interface

Schedulers and operators sometimes find graphical user interfaces of the workload helpful. Graphic flows make it easier
to see job dependencies and to monitor the progression of work.

ESP

ESP is a graphical user interface for ESP. From a single point, you can define, monitor, and control your entire workload
across multiple platforms.

Include Symbolic Variables

A symbolic variable is an object whose value can be changed during ESP processing. ESP provides powerful substitution
capabilities through symbolic variables. When ESP encounters a symbolic variable, it substitutes the current value of that
variable. With symbolic variables, you have all the flexibility necessary to define date operands, specify job names, and
define job dependencies.

Built-in Variables

ESP provides you with several built-in variables, for example variables for times and dates. The variables can be
substituted in events, ESP procedures, and the JCL input stream. Also, you can define as many of your own symbolic
variables as you need.

Example

NAME, DATE, and X are some examples of variables:

NAME='PATRICK'

DATE='%ESPSMM%ESPSDD%ESPSYEAR'

INTEGER X

X=293

Attributes of Symbolic Variables

Each symbolic variable has a name and a value and starts with a symbolic introducer character. The percent sign (%) is
the default introducer character, although you can change this symbol at installation to suit your requirements. You can
perform many operations on symbols, such as concatenation and using sub-strings.

Global Variable Tables

You can store global variables in global variable tables, retrieve them from those tables, and trigger events when the
stored variables change.

For more information, see Substitute Using Symbolic Variables.
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Tailor Job Control Language (JCL)

You can selectively tailor the JCL that ESP submits to the JES internal reader by entering symbolic variables and control
statements in JCL. For example, you can automatically include the current date in a job, or to add a job step every
Monday. You can also add a restart step, route a job to another JES node, or add a condition code check step to the JCL.

Example 1

ESP has a number of built-in symbolic variables; many relate to dates and times. The following example shows how to
represent the scheduled date of a job in the format mmddyyyy using built-in symbolic variables. In this example, a user
requests date information as data; you can use also symbolic variables as part of JCL.

//SYSIN DD *

%ESPSMM%ESPSDD%ESPSYEAR

Example 2

When ESP submits this JCL for an event scheduled on June 9, 2000, it substitutes the built-in symbolic variable as shown
below.

Figure 14: Substitution with Symbolic Variable

You could generate another set of symbolic variables to complement the built-in set of date and time symbolic variables
for any date in the future or in the past.

Additional JCL Tailoring

In addition to using symbolic variables to insert different operands, such as time, date, day of week, and data set name
into JCL, you can further tailor your JCL by using:

• Selective inclusion and exclusion of JCL and data
• JCL exclusion symbols
• Different symbol introducers
• Secured symbols
• Automatic variable insertion

For more information, see Tailor JCL.

Define Resources

A resource can be any hardware, software, or abstract condition that can be quantified.

Resource Examples

Common resource examples include the following:
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• Disk space
• Scratch tapes
• Execution time
• An entity to control mutually exclusive jobs
• Online system availability
• DASD space
• Time periods
• Tape drives

Resource Types

ESP supports the following types of resources:

Renewable
A renewable resource is a borrowed resource. When ESP submits a job, the job removes the resource from the
resource pool and returns it upon completion. Some examples of renewable resources include tape drives, a data
base, or sort work space.

Depletable
A depletable resource is a consumed resource. When ESP submits a job, it removes the resource from
the resource pool, and does not return it at the end of execution. The resource is used up and can only be
replenished through an explicit action, such as issuing an appropriate ESP command. A depletable resource
could refer to the number of scratch tapes available or to permanent DASD space.

Threshold
A threshold resource is a sizing resource. You can think of a threshold resource as a variable-height doorway
into the system. If the resource quantity is set to two, any number of jobs requiring two or fewer units can be
submitted. However, any job requiring three or more units is too high to pass through the door and so it is not
submitted. In other words, ESP sizes the job against the current level of the threshold resource. This type of
resource could be used to prevent certain jobs from executing until a NITESHFT period begins, for example.

Resource Requirements

You can define resource requirements for any job. You can also use default resources where ESP automatically
determines resource requirements for a job based on historical data.

For more information, see Automate Resource Management.

Track Jobs

The ESP job-tracking facility tracks job data in real time as jobs are being processed. You can use the job tracking facility
to track your jobs and keep information about the progress of these jobs. You can track both jobs that ESP submits and
jobs that it does not submit. Also, you can track Started Tasks (STCs) and TSO users (TSUs). You see detailed step-level
statistics in real time. ESP maintains completion codes for each job step and provides data such as CPU time, elapsed
time, disk and tape I/O counts, number of tape mounts, tape drives, and so on.

Example: Job Tracking

The following example shows a sample output from a command to display tracking data for job PAY008A:

LJ PAY008A(6308)

PAY008A JO6308, COMPLETED, CC SOC1, NODE CYBJES

SUBMITTED BY ESP AT 10.06 ON TUE 13APR, EVENT CYBBP01.PAY

JCL FROM CYBBP01.ESP.DEMO.JCL(PAY008A)
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JCL COPIED TO CYBBP01.ESP.DEMO.COPYJCL(PAY008A)

PROGRAMMER BOB, ACCOUNT CYBTEST

JOB IS IN APPL PAY

INFORMATION/MANAGEMENT RECORD 0000053 CREATED FOR THIS JOB

STEPNAME-PROCSTEP-PROGNAME-EXCEP-#T-S-N-CPU-TIME-SUNITS-REGION-CMPC

ENCORE   ESPRM    CYBRM000    30  0 0 0  0:00.48   2635   320K    0   

STEP01   IEFBR14               0  0 0 0  0:00.00      0     4K    0   

STEP02   IEBGENER              0  0 0 0  0:00.00      0    72K    0   

STEP03   SOC1                  1  0 0 0  0:00.13    428     8K SOC1    

STEP04   IEFBR14               0  0 0 0  0:00.00      0     0K    -   

STEP05   IEBGENER              0  0 0 0  0:00.00      0     0K    -   

ESPCCFCK IEFBR14               0  0 0 0  0:00.00      0     0K    -   

PNODE----OUT---QTIME-POST_BY-SYS-|PNODE----OUT---QTIME-POST_BY-SYS

INPUT    10.06     5         CYB1|EXEC     10.06    12 SYSTEM  CYB1 

OUTPUT   10.06    13 SYSTEM  CYB1    

Tracking Models

You can define a tracking model to track a group of jobs with similar characteristics. This tracking model enables you to
define and modify the tracking characteristics of multiple jobs simultaneously. You can, for example, use a tracking model
to identify jobs where you want to keep long-term historical data and then use the data with ESP history reporting facility.

For more information about setting up the job-tracking environment, see Define and Configure Job Tracking.

Monitor Jobs and Use Alerts 

The job monitoring facility and alert processing facility can automatically take action at different processing points, for
example, step end, job end, and overdue.

For example, you can use job monitoring and alert processing to do the following:

• Automatically start a subsystem.
• Restart a job by automatically resubmitting it.
• Automatically restart an abended job.
• Create a problem record in an information/management database.
• Submit a recovery job.
• Activate or deactivate resources by issuing the appropriate command.
• Cause SNMP traps to be sent by an ESP Management Agent appearing as if they were sent from ESP

You can use various symbolic variables with either facility.

For more information, see Trigger Events through Job Monitoring and Alert Processing.

Intercept System Messages

ESP can intercept any message while it is being written to the JES system message data set belonging to an individual
JOB STC or TSU.

The JES system message data set constitutes the log for a job. The data set contains JES messages about job
processing, allocations, job/step statistics, and data set disposition. The JES system message data set (JESYSMSG) is
subject to installation parameters that can affect content and creation.

ESP does not intercept data written to other JES data sets, the data sets belonging to the operating system (for example,
SYSLOG) or console messages.
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This message interception happens in real time and can be used to detect conditions such as NOT CATLGD and other
important message portions or message identifiers. ESP can cancel the job, fail the job with a JCL error or condition code
failure, trigger an event or rebroadcast the message as a WTO (write-to-operator).

Example: Intercept System Messages

The following example requests the cancellation of a job whenever a NOT CATLGD message starting anywhere between
column 50 and 60 is generated for that job. The example also specifies a parameter to route this message to consoles
with the default route code 2. Descriptor code 2 is used to make the message non-deletable:

SYSMSGS 'NOT CATLGD' COL(50:60) CANCEL DESC(2)

For more information about intercepting system messages, see Use Advanced Tracking.

Use REXX Interface

You can use the IBM high-level, procedural language called Restructured EXtended eXecutor language (REXX) with ESP.
REXX extends ESP capabilities by providing another powerful command language. You can use REXX anywhere you
use ESP Command Language (CLANG), or you can mix the two languages together to provide powerful functions in an
easy-to-use fashion.

Uses of REXX

You can use REXX with ESP to do the following:

• Perform repetitive tasks, such as defining a static holiday.
• Trap output from ESP commands.
• Extend the functions of CSF and Application Monitor.
• Build ESP application code.
• Perform data set I/O.

For more information, see Use REXX.

Report on Jobs

The ESP reporting facilities can give you up-to-date information about scheduled jobs that executed in the past or will
execute in the future. Reporting facilities include the following:

• History
• Scheduled activity
• Job mapping

History Reporting

The history reporting facility allows you to report on job and application history. This facility extracts and formats data from
the ESP history file. You can name the report formats that you define and use them repeatedly. Reports are available
online and in hardcopy.

If a Report Server is configured and active on your ESP subsystem, you can submit SQL queries to list job history and
application history from one or more ESP master subsystems. You can submit queries from a database client or from
ESP.

For more information, see History Reporting.
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Selection Criteria

ESP retains over 60 items of history data for each tracked job. The fields that you can use as selection criteria and for
display in your reports include, but are not limited to the following:

• Execution queue time
• Print time
• Start and end dates
• Start and end times
• Overdue times
• EXCP counts
• Number of job steps

Example: History Report

The following is an example of a report on all PAY- jobs that executed on May 8, 2001:

JOBNAME     JOB     COMP    EXEC    START   EXEC    END             CPUTIME 

            NO      CODE    START   DATE    END     DATE    

PAYD001A    2221    0       11.56   TUE 08MAY01 12.02 TUE 08MAY01   0:01    

PAYD002A    2227    0       12.02   TUE 08MAY01 12.02 TUE 08MAY01   0:00    

PAYD003A    2226    0       12.02   TUE 08MAY01 12.02 TUE 08MAY01   0:00    

PAYD004A    2229    0       12.02   TUE 08MAY01 12.07 TUE 08MAY01   0:04    

PAYD100A    2232    0       12.07   TUE 08MAY01 12.07 TUE 08MAY01   0:00    

PAYD006A    2233    0       12.08   TUE 08MAY01 12.08 TUE 08MAY01   0:00    

PAYD008A    2234    SOC1    12.08   TUE 08MAY01 12.08 TUE 08MAY01   0:00    

PAYD008A    2270    SOC1    12.57   TUE 08MAY01 12.57 TUE 08MAY01   0:00    

PAYD008A    2271    0       12.58   TUE 08MAY01 12.58 TUE 08MAY01   0:00    

PAYD009A    2272    0       12.58   TUE 08MAY01 12.58 TUE 08MAY01   0:00    

PAYD010A    2273    SOC1    12.59   TUE 08MAY01 12.59 TUE 08MAY01   0:00    

PAYD010A    2275    0       12.59   TUE 08MAY01 12.59 TUE 08MAY01   0:00    

PAYD011A    2276    0       12.59   TUE 08MAY01 13.04 TUE 08MAY01   0:01    

SUBTOTAL (13)                                                       0:06    

TOTAL (13)                                                          0:06    

 

Scheduled Activity Reporting

The scheduled activity reporting facility forecasts, at the job level, the system workload for a future time period. You can
generate hard-copy and online reports displaying various statistics about jobs that ESP scheduled, including the following:

• Execution time
• CPU time
• Print lines
• Tape requirements
• Application name

For more information, see Generate Report of Scheduled Workload.

Job Mapping

Job mapping is a reporting facility you use to produce detailed job information. You can generate the following reports:
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• Job activity report. This report contains detailed information on jobs including job name, application name, job type,
event name, procedure name, JCL library, execution time, CPU time, and predecessor and successor jobs.

• Job descendant report. This report shows a job and its successors.

For more information, see Report on Job Map Data.

Forecast and Model Jobs

ESP has a modeling feature that forecasts how it processes a group of jobs in your particular systems environment.
Scheduled activity reporting provides you with information based on what is scheduled. Modeling takes this one step
further. ESP combines the schedule with what it knows about the scheduling environment to predict future activity. You
define your environment and then ESP creates a picture showing how a future schedule period looks. Modeling allows
ESP to forecast the influence of factors such as CPUs, initiators, and resources.

Modeling Reports

Modeling generates reports on jobs, resources, and exceptions. For example, you can generate a report that shows you
all jobs that will not meet their scheduled due out time.

You can use the data shown on the modeling reports to do the following:

• Assist you in capacity planning.
• Test the effects of underinitiating or overinitiating.
• Determine the impact of changes to a schedule.
• Uncover potential resource problems.

For more information, see Use Modeling for Forecasting.

Ensure Security

Whether you have schedulers and operators scheduling all of the work or end users submitting their work, ESP gives
you security that ensures the integrity of your system. Work is performed according to the security attributes of the user.
Before the ESP server executes the requested routines, it checks to see if the user is authorized for the requested work.
This method of security works for any type of user: individuals, production groups, or service bureau customers.

Host Security Programs

ESP supports RACF, ACF2, and Top Secret. ESP manages support for these host security programs without the need to
use exits or modify JCL. As well, ESP SAF interface provides granular security over all functions and resources.

For more information, see Securing.

Name Your Workload

Historically, in ESP the name of a job consisted of up to eight characters and could also include additional eight characters
if you used the job qualifier field. This imposed a limitation of 16 characters for identifying your job. As a result, we had
field names and variables representing the job name (maximum eight characters) and the job qualifier (maximum eight
characters).

In ESP V5.5, full support for 64-character names was introduced. A new term called full name was created. Full name
represents the 1-to-64-character name used to identify the workload.

NOTE

If your existing workload falls within the eight-character.eight-character parameters (name.qualifier) then no
further action is needed. The combination of the eight-character job name and the eight-character qualifier is the
full name. For all mainframe jobs, the eight-character job name restriction still exists.
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For example, your workload is named ABC.123. The job name is ABC, the job qualifier is 123, and the full name is
ABC.123.

Job name, available in the user interface, reports, and variables, is the shorter of the first eight characters of a full name or
the characters before the first period in a full name.

In a full name, if more than eight characters follow an eight-character job name and a period or if more than one
period is in the full name, the qualifier is a system-generated value, for example, ~0000001. So, if full name is
DLYUPD.SUMMARY.REPORTS, the qualifier is a system-generated value.

For non-mainframe jobs, including all distributed workload, links, and tasks, the name can now be from 1 to 64 characters
in length. The following table shows examples of full names and qualifiers shown in the user interface, reports, and
available in variables.

Full Name Job Name Qualifier
DLYUPD DLYUPD blank
DLY_UPD DLY_UPD blank
DAILYUPDATE DAILYUPD System-generated qualifier
DLYUPD.RPT DLYUPD RPT
DAILYUPDATE.RPT DAILYUPD System-generated qualifier
DLYUPD.SUMMARYREPORTS DLYUPD System-generated qualifier
DLYUPD.SUM.RPTS DLYUPD System-generated qualifier
DLYUPD.SUM_RPTS DLYUPD SUM_RPTS

Defining a job that is outside the traditional eight-character.eight-character boundaries alters the display of your workload
and could potentially require using different variables. Every job name variable has an equivalent full name variable. For
example, %MNFULLNAME can be used in the same context as %MNJOB.

Defining a job that is outside the eight-character.eight-character boundaries modifies the traditional understanding of job
qualifiers.

NOTE

If you have a processing scenario that uses a job qualifier variable, you cannot take advantage of the 64
character name length.

In ESP V5.4, the long name field was introduced. This field further identified the job, for situations where a customer
required more than 16 characters for the name. The long name field was limited to display purposes only. When defining
workload within a procedure, identifying predecessor/successor relationships or entering any job related command, the
eight-character.eight-character format had to be used.

Access as an ISPF Option
If your z/OS system has ISPF, you can access ESP through its menus and panels. The panels step you through the
definition of events, applications, calendars, and jobs. You use other panels to display job tracking information and for
reporting scheduled activity. The ISPF interface uses the dialog manager for functions such as split screen, edit, and
multiple sessions. As well as menus and panels, Page mode provides scrollable data, and the ability to edit and save
any portion of an ESP session. The method for accessing ESP from ISPF differs with each installation. Check with your
administrator for the method that your site uses.

ISPF Panels

The layout of each screen is designed to look like the panels you are already accustomed to when using ISPF. The
Command or Option field is always at the left of the second panel line. Short messages are displayed top right, while long
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messages occupy line three, which is otherwise blank. The maximum length of most panels is 23 lines. This facilitates the
use of split-screen mode where it is available. Panels with scrollable data extend to the entire screen capacity.

Main Menu

If you invoke ESP, the Main Menu appears. Many ESP commands are available through menu mode. ESP has many
menus, data entry panels and help screens.

WARNING
If "MASTER QUIESCED" appears in the top line of the panel, the ESP master is quiesced. This state means
that processing is suspended but ESP is not shut down. Active jobs still continue to process to completion but no
further workload is submitted.

The Main Menu options are as follows:

A Application Monitor
View information about applications that ESP tracks. Once you have chosen a display, you can use commands to
manipulate applications.

E Events

• Test schedule criteria.
• Add an event definition.
• Display the next execution times of an event.
• Alter, browse, delete, edit, simulate, hold, release, suspend, resume, or trigger an event that you defined.
• Obtain a list of events by prefix.

L Calendars
Define and display calendar information including holidays, special days, and special periods.

J Jobs
Set up job documentation. You can specify processing requirements for any job and user information such as
ABEND codes and messages.

T Job Tracking

• Display job status.
• Access commands to display job tracking information.
• Display tracking models.
• Use pnodes.
• Display the number of jobs on each pnode queue.
• Display the names of jobs on pnode queues.
• Display jobs on the ABEND queue.

S Scheduled Activity
View information about the scheduled activities that you want performed. This information gives you a snapshot
of which jobs will be on the schedule during a specified future time. This option also provides some additional
information about the jobs, such as estimates on:

• Execution time
• CPU time
• Print lines
• Tape specifications
• CPU absorption
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O Set your defaults

• Display information about a user or group of users
• Set security parameters
• Set (CSF) display options
• Specify default names for data sets that you use frequently during your ISPF sessions. Your input is

automatically transferred to the appropriate panels. For example, ESP can use a default ESP procedure library
when you define an event. You can override information in any field.

C Consolidated Status Facility
View information about jobs and applications that ESP tracks. Once you have chosen a display, you can use
commands to manipulate jobs, applications, subapplications, or any of the related ESP definitions.

U Utilities

• Load a series of ESP commands.
• Display information about key ESP data sets, tracking cells, data set triggers and system attributes.

G Page Mode
Switch directly into the page mode method of communicating with ESP. In this mode, you can use the command
line for input and you can receive scrollable output.

M Administration
This option is only available to the ESP Administrator and departmental administrators. The administrator can use
this option to define and update users, groups, and calendars, and to test and modify job tracking definition tables.
If your installation uses your host security system for ESP security, you do not use this option to define users and
groups.

R EXH File Viewer
Opens the Job List Panel of ESP WA Restart Option, a rerun/restart product. This option only appears on your
menu if you have ESP WA Restart Option installed.

USE (on the OPTION line)
Enter the USE command on the OPTION line, from the ESP main menu, to display statistics on various activities.
These statistics are reset to zero following an ESP cold start.

Data Entry Panels

To use a command, first select an option from any menu or selection panel. Then, specify your requirements by entering
appropriate data in labeled fields on the data entry panel. All data entry fields are indicated with an arrow (===>).

Required fields are indicated. If you omit required information or make a recognized error in any of your entries, a prompt
appears. If a short message prompt is insufficient to clarify an error or omission, you can display a longer message by
entering the HELP command (PF1).

Find Help

While you work with ESP you can access the online, panel-specific Help screens at any time. By pressing the Help key
(PF1/PF13) you access Help about the particular screen on which you are working.

Use Page Mode

To use page mode, type the information in free format, line by line, on the command entry line. The data and resultant
output appear in a scrollable field below the command line.

Example: Page Mode Screen

The following panel is an example of using page mode:
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WARNING
If "MASTER QUIESCED" appears in the top line of the panel, the ESP master is quiesced. This state means
that processing is suspended but ESP is not shut down. Active jobs still continue to process to completion but no
further workload is submitted.

Input Line Entry

Each time you complete an input line, press Enter. The line is highlighted and added to the bottom of the input display.

To re-enter a previous line, follow these steps:

1. Move the cursor to that line using the arrow keys.
2. Press Enter. The line appears on the command line.
3. Edit the line.
4. Press Enter.

Similarities to ISPF Browse

Page mode appears similar to ISPF Browse. However, not all Browse commands are available. If you want to use the
delete and find features, you must type EDIT on the command line. The EDIT command lets you delete or change the
page mode output and store it.

When you use the EDIT command, all the session data is copied into a temporary work file that is displayed immediately.

Write Session Data Using Data Sets 

You can write the data into a more permanent existing data set or a new member of a PDS using the CREATE or
REPLACE commands.

Follow these steps:

1. Use the CC or MM block commands to select the lines you want to copy to the data set.
2. Type CREATE or REPLACE on the command line. CREATE makes a new member for the data. REPLACE overwrites

an existing data set with the new information.
3. Press Enter.
4. Respond in one of the following ways to the prompt for a data set name:
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– If you used the CREATE command, enter the name for your new member and the existing data set to which it will
belong.

– If you use the REPLACE command, enter the name of the existing data set that you want to overwrite.

WARNING
Do not use the SAVE command. The SAVE command writes the data back to the temporary work file that is
discarded at the end of your session.

Scroll the Page Mode Screen

In page mode, ESP retains your entire session on the screen. As you enter more data, the screen scrolls up to make
room. You can scroll the screen up or down to view all the data. If any headings are attached to your input, the headings
remain in view at the top of your screen while the data scrolls below them. Also, any informational, warning, and error
messages appear in the short message fields at the top of the screen, as in ISPF.

NOTE

• To scroll, use the standard scroll keys. Use PF7 to move up, use PF8 to move down.
• To scroll more quickly, enter TOP or BOTTOM in the command line.
• To access a specific line number quickly, use the LOCATE command.

To display informational messages where they occur in the input instead of at the top of the screen, enter on the command
line:

INFOMSG SET

You can prefix these messages with a string of your choice by entering on the command line:

INFOMSG SET PR('STRING')

To return informational messages to the top of the screen, type on the command line:

INFOMSG RESET

Access Through a Batch Program
Although many of ESP commands are available through the ISPF interface, you might want to execute ESP commands in
batch. Perhaps you want a hardcopy report, or you need to execute a repetitive series of commands.

Execute Commands in Batch

To execute ESP commands in batch, use the following JCL after your jobcard:

//EXEC PGM=ESP,REGION=4000K

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN DD *

ESP command

.

.

.

ESP command
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NOTE
Do not end a line with a hyphen (-) else it will be treated as a continuation character. If you are using a hyphen
as a mask, you should follow it with a semi-colon. For example, LTJ -;

If the subsystem name for ESP is not ESP, you need to type the subsystem name. For example, if the subsystem name is
ESPA, type the following:

//EXEC PGM=ESP,PARM='SUBSYS(ESPA)',REGION=4000K

If the TSO command processor is not in a LINKLIST library, you will need a STEPLIB or JOBLIB statement in your JCL.
Your statement looks like:

//STEPLIB DD DSN=CYB.ESP.LOAD,DISP=SHR

Queue Operator Commands in a Batch Job

You can queue ESP operator commands issued in a batch job if the following conditions occur:

• The master or proxy subsystem receiving the operator commands was active but is not active now.
• A proxy uses XCF to route operator commands to a master, but the routing connection is inactive.

An inactive routing connection can be caused by an inactive master or a stopped or suspended routing service on the
proxy or master.

NOTE
Operator commands are those commands that you can issue in a system MODIFY command.

When the subsystem or routing connection becomes active again, the operator commands in the queue are executed.

To queue operator commands issued in a batch job, do one of the following:

• Code the QOPRCMDS YES command before each group of operator commands that you want to queue.
Each instance of QOPRCMDS affects the operator commands following it until the next instance of QOPRCMDS.
Code the QOPRCMDS NO command before each group of operator commands that you do not want to queue.

• Code the QOPRCMDS parameter in the batch job EXEC statement.
The QOPRCMDS parameter applies to all the operator commands not affected by the QOPRCMDS command.

Access Through a TSO Command Processor

You can access ESP by calling it from a CLIST.

Call ESP from a CLIST

You can also access ESP as a TSO command processor by using a CALL instruction to the ESP load library.

NOTE
Using this method, you can be limited by the size of the parameter list you pass on the CALL instruction.

Example: Call from a CLIST

The following is an example of a CLIST using a CALL instruction. In this example the subsystem name for ESP is ESPX.
The CLIST does the following:
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• Prompts a user for the name of a job to be submitted
• Accepts the name of the job
• Calls the ESP TSO command processor
• Triggers an event, passing the name of the job as a user parameter

PROC 0

WRITE Enter the name of the job you want to run

READ &J

CALL 'CYB1.ESP510E.LOAD(ESP)' SUB(ESPX);-

TRIGGER &USER.ADDJOB USER1("&J");END'

Invoke as a Program in TSO

You can invoke ESP as a program in TSO.

To invoke ESP as a program in TSO, type the following at the TSO prompt:

ESP

If the subsystem name for ESP is not ESP, type the subsystem name. For example, if the subsystem name is ESPA, type:

ESP SUB(ESPA)

When you access ESP through TSO, TSO prompts you for input with an arrow:

==>

TSO refers to this prompt as a MODE message.

To turn on the TSO mode message, at the TSO prompt, type the following:

PROFILE MODE

You are now in ESP line mode.

Enter all of the commands for the work you want directly on the TSO command line. When you have finished, type
END to exit. This method is quick and direct, but you must know the commands and their syntax. You can find the ESP
commands and syntax in the Command Reference Guide.

Example: Invoke from a CLIST

The following is an example of a CLIST that invokes the ESP command processor directly. The CLIST does the following:

• Prompts a user for the name of a job to be submitted
• Accepts the name of the job
• Invokes the ESP command processor
• Triggers an event, passing the name of the job as a user parameter

PROC 0

WRITE Enter the name of the job you want to run

READ &J

ESP SUB(ESPX)
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TRIGGER &USER.ADDJOB USER1("&J")

END

Exit the Product
You can exit ESP in the following ways.

• If you are using the ISPF panels, press the END key (F3/15) until you return to the ISPF Primary Option Menu.
• If you are in Line mode, type END.
• If you are in Page mode, press F3/15.

Load Commands
The LOAD command lets you load a series of ESP commands for execution. You can enter your commands into a PDS or
sequential data set. Later, when you issue the LOAD command in Page mode, you can process this series of commands.

Example: Loading Diagnostic Commands from a Data Set

In the following example, you have a member DIAG of a data set called CYB.ESP.DATA that contains several ESP
diagnostic commands:

SMFSTATS

LISTRAK

OPER LISTAPTF

LISTCKPT

LISTQ

You can process all these commands by issuing the following command in Page mode:

LOAD 'CYB.ESP.DATA(DIAG)'

Sample output:

SMFSTATS

ESP SUBSYSTEM INITIALIZED AT 12.43.58 ON MONDAY JUNE 25TH, 2001 

9213 ENTRIES TO SMFWTM, 1592 BY BRANCH ENTRY AND 7621 BY SVC

4863 ENTRIES TO ESP PHASE 2

7272 JOB STARTS, 595 STC STARTS, 645 TSU STARTS, 9051 STEP ENDS

LISTTRAK

TRAKFILECYB3.ESP430NV.TRAKFILE

FORMATTED AT 16.15.17 ON MONDAY SEPTEMBER 25TH, 2000

9296 SLOTS TOTAL, 8857 AVAILABLE, NEXT IS 6223

OPER LISTAPTF

DATASET CYB3.ESP430NV.APPLFILE

FORMATTED AT 15.00.54 ON MONDAY OCTOBER 16TH, 2000

6000 SLOTS TOTAL, 5735 AVAILABLE, NEXT IS 2504

---1 ENTRY DISPLAYED
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LISTCKPT

PRIMARY CHECKPOINT CTB3.ESP430NV,CKPT

MAX CHECKPOINT SIZE 614400

HIGHEST ADDRESS USED 4032

80 BYTES IMBEDDED FREE SPACE

 

LISTQ

QUEUE DATASET CYB3.ESP430NV.QUEUE

FORMATTED AT 13.44.57 ON MONDAY JUNE 11TH, 2001

MAXIMUM SIZE 614400 BYTES

HIGHEST ADDRESS USED 3888, 480 BYTES IMBEDDED FREE SPACE

Alternative Input Data Sets
In addition to standard operating system and VSAM data sets, you can input commands from Librarian and Panvalet data
sets. Each of these data set types has specific conventions.

Prefixes for Data Sets

You can use the following prefixes when you need to use one of these types of data sets:

LIB-
Librarian

PAN-
Panvalet

Example: Identify Panvalet Data Set

The following statement identifies a JCL library as a Panvalet data set.

JCLLIB PAN-PROD.JCL

NOTE

You cannot use ESP to write to Librarian and Panvalet data sets.

Use Schedule Criteria
You can use free-format, everyday English to specify schedule criteria when scheduling events and jobs. ESP has a built-
in understanding of general scheduling terms. You can also add your own unique scheduling terms. These include special
processing periods, holidays, and other special days. You can specify schedule criteria up to the year 2042.

Schedule Criteria Uses

You can use schedule criteria in the following ways:
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• In SCHEDULE, NOSCHED, and EXPECT commands in events
• In HOLD, RELEASE, SUSPEND, RESUME, and DELETE commands in events
• In commands that control events (for example, HOLD, SUSPEND, TRIGGER)
• In RUN/NORUN statements in an application to specify schedule frequencies for individual jobs
• To specify other time dependencies for jobs in an application (for example, early start time, late submission time)
• To define holidays, special days, and special processing periods in calendars
• As part of the GENTIME command to generate date and time symbolic variables
• To specify reporting times for history, scheduled activity, job mapping, and modeling reports
• In combination with many of the built-in functions (for example, TODAY, DAYS_FROM) available with ESP procedures
• In CLANG

Example: Schedule Criteria

9AM DAILY

2PM 1ST WEEKDAY OF EACH MONTH

7PM 3RD 13TH AND 23RD DAY OF MONTH

5PM 10TH-19TH DAY OF MONTH

2ND AND LAST FRIDAY OF EACH MONTH

EVERY 30 MINUTES STARTING 6PM TODAY

Specify Schedule Criteria

This section describes the schedule criteria that you can specify in an event.

Days of the Week

ESP recognizes the following days of the week:

• Sunday
• Monday
• Tuesday
• Wednesday
• Thursday
• Friday
• Saturday

You can use the plural forms, such as Mondays and Fridays, and you can abbreviate the names to a minimum of three
letters such as: sun, thu, fri. You can also specify multiple days of the week, for example, Monday Wednesday Friday.

If you specify a day and a date that do not match each other, ESP automatically calculates the first specified day of the
week on or after the date you requested. For example, May 14th, 2001 falls on a Monday.

If you mistakenly specify the following:

TUESDAY MAY 14TH 2001

you actually get this:

TUESDAY MAY 15TH 2001

Month Names

ESP recognizes the following months of the year:
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• January
• February
• March
• April
• May
• June
• July
• August
• September
• October
• November
• December

You can abbreviate any month specification to a minimum of three letters, for example:

• APR
• AUG

Time Zones

You can use the following time zone abbreviations for scheduling in ESP:

LT
Local time

LOCAL
Local time

ADT
Atlantic Daylight Time

AST
Atlantic Standard Time

EDT
Eastern Daylight Time

EST
Eastern Standard Time

CDT
Central Daylight Time

CST
Central Standard Time

MDT
Mountain Daylight Time

MST
Mountain Standard Time

PDT
Pacific Daylight Time

PST
Pacific Standard Time

BST
British Summer Time
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GMT
Greenwich Mean Time

You do not need to specify your own time zone in your schedule criteria. These are set in ESP initialization parameters.

NOTE
ESP assumes that any number preceding a time zone abbreviation is a time specification.

Time of Day

The following table shows time-of-day formats that ESP accepts, where h and hh = hours, mm = minutes and ss =
seconds.

Format Example
hh.mm 12.30
hh:mm 01:25
hh.mm.ss 10.47.30
hh:mm:ss 11:00:01

NOTE
ESP assumes that any number preceding the letters AM or PM is a time specification, for example:

• 3AM
• 6PM

Days of Months

A number joined to the name of a month is recognized as a day of the month (for example jun3, 22oct, 6nov2001). The
ordinal qualifiers st, nd, rd or th are also used with a month name. For example, January21st, August29th.

Julian Date

A Julian date is recognized in the following formats, where yy or yyyy = year number and ddd = day number.

Format Example
yy.ddd 01.056
yyyy.ddd 2001.056

Date Format

ESP recognizes the date format xx/xx/xx. The DATEFORM initialization parameter instructs ESP how to interpret this
format. The following table shows the different formats (yy=year number, mm=month number, dd=day number) and how to
express January 2, 2000 using them.

Format Example
yy/mm/dd 00/12/28
dd/mm/yy 28/12/00
mm/dd/yy 12/28/00

NOTE
Only one of these formats is valid at your installation. Check with your systems programmer or issue the
DATEFORM operator command to determine which format you can use.
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Ordinal Numbers

Use ordinal numbers (for example, 1st or 5th) to refer to scheduling terms other than just day of month. For example, 2nd
Monday of year. You can use more than one ordinal, as in 3rd and 4th month of year.

The following examples specify the first Monday of each month.

1ST MONDAY OF MONTH

1ST MONDAY MONTHLY

The following example requests activity at 10 am on the third day of each month.

10AM 3RD MONTHLY

The next example requests activity at 10 am on the first Monday after the third day of each month.

10AM MONDAY 3RD MONTHLY

Date Range

Use a hyphen to designate a range of dates. For example, the following represents the 3rd, 4th, 5th, and 6th day of the
month:

3RD-6TH DAY OF MONTH

WARNING
If you include a year when designating a range of dates, the year is ignored.

For example, the following schedule criteria takes effect on the 10th to 12th day of August in the current year and all
subsequent years:

10TH-12TH DAY OF AUGUST 2011

However, the year is considered for single-date specifications, for example:

WEDNESDAY AUGUST 10TH, 2011

THURSDAY AUGUST 11TH, 2011

FRIDAY AUGUST 12TH, 2011

Implied Periods

The following calendar terms are implied periods:

• WEEK
• WEEKEND

A weekend is defined as Saturday and Sunday. Therefore, the first weekend of a month starting on Sunday the 1st
consists of Saturday the 7th and Sunday the 8th.

• MONTH
• YEAR

The following are valid:

2ND WEEKEND OF THE MONTH
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3RD DAY OF LAST WEEK OF YEAR

5TH WORKDAY OF 2ND WEEK OF YEAR

Starting Date/Time and Frequency

A schedule specification in an event can consist of two parts: date/time and frequency. One part gives a starting date and
time, while the other part describes an algorithm for computing subsequent dates and times. In an ESP application, you
must use separate statements to specify the time and frequency of a job.

Starting Date and Time

• 9AM JANUARY 1ST
• MIDNIGHT 9 DECEMBER 2000
• 3PM

Subsequent Times

• DAILY
• EVERY 2 WEEKS
• MONTHLY
• 4 TIMES

Usually, you do not need to specify a starting time and date when you define a schedule. The first time and date that
match the criteria you have entered is automatically selected.

• DAILY AT 19.00
• WEDNESDAYS AT 3PM
• WORKDAYS

To specify  a starting date and time and frequency, separate the two parts of the schedule specification with the
scheduling term STARTING.

• 3PM DAILY STARTING JAN 1
• WEEKDAYS EXCEPT WEDNESDAYS STARTING 2ND JUNE

Spaces

Spaces between words are not necessary if there are other delimiting factors in your date and time specification.

• SAT25JUN
• EVERY5MINUTES

First Day of the Week

Each calendar identifies the day that ESP considers the first day of the week. By default, ESP considers Sunday to be the
first day of each week. If you specify 1st day of week, ESP uses the calendar to determine what day this is.

Workdays

Each calendar has its own workdays. By default, workdays are Monday through Friday excluding holidays.

Example: Every Workday

The following example runs workload on all workdays defined in the calendar except holidays.

RUN WORKDAYS

Example: Second Workday of the Month
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The following example runs workload on the second workday of the month.

RUN 2ND WORKDAY OF MONTH

For the following calendar, the job runs on the fifth of the month that is shown here, because that date is the second
workday.

Workday Weekend Weekend Holiday Workday Workday Workday
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Example: A Day That Is Not a Holiday

The following example runs workload on any Saturday that is not a holiday. Workload runs regardless of whether Saturday
is defined as a workday or not. The example does not run workload on any other workday.

RUN WORKDAY SATURDAY

You can also get the same result by coding the following statement:

RUN SATURDAY EXCEPT HOLIDAY

The following example runs workload on any Monday that is not a holiday. Workload runs regardless of whether Monday
is defined as a workday or not. The example does not run workload on any other workday.

RUN WORKDAY MONDAY

You can also get the same result by coding the following statement:

RUN MONDAY EXCEPT HOLIDAY

Example: Every Workday and a Non-Workday

This example runs workload on all of the following days:

• Workdays that are not holidays
• Every Saturday, with no exceptions

RUN WORKDAYS

RUN SATURDAY

Absolute Versus Logical Days

By default, a day is considered to be an absolute day beginning at midnight (00:00). To override the default, you can
define a calendar as logical and identify the start time of your logical day.

For example, if your logical day begins at 8 am and you schedule an event to execute Monday at 2 am, the Event
executes Tuesday at 2 am. The first eight hours of Tuesday are considered part of Monday.
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Figure 15: Absolute Versus Logical Days

WARNING
We recommend you use absolute calendars because of their ease of use.

Schedule Terms

You can use words and phrases other than specific dates and times to define schedule criteria. The following is a list of
other terms recognized by ESP.

ABSOLUTE
Specifies that you are using an absolute day (that is, beginning at 00:00). This is only required when your
calendar is a logical calendar, with a start time other than 00:00.

AND
Specifies multiple similar scheduling terms (for example days of the month or months of the year) and ordinal
numbers. For example, Monday and Tuesday, 1st, 4th, and 9th, Monday of June July and August. AND cannot be
used with times of day; separate schedule commands are required.

ANYDAY
Specifies that there is no day of the week restriction. You can abbreviate this term to ANY.

COMPLETE
Ensures that the schedule only occurs during a complete period. Used only with the LAST scheduling term. For
example, you can specify last complete week of year or last complete week of quarter. If a fiscal week starts in
one quarter but finishes in the next quarter, ESP provides a schedule for the previous complete fiscal week.

DAILY
Means every day.

ENDING
Allows you to specify the end date for any schedule interval, for example, daily at 9 am starting tomorrow ending
1jul2000. You cannot use this qualifier in a RUN/NORUN statement.

EACH
Means every occurrence of.

EVERY n units
Schedules an event or job every nunits of time. You can specify any number from 1 to 32767 for n. In an event,
units can be SECONDS, MINUTES, HOURS, WORKDAYS, DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS, or YEARS. For the RUN
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and NORUN statements in an application, units can only be DAYS and WEEKS. The following example requests
an event at five minutes before the hour, every hour:
EVERY 1 HOUR ROUND LESS 5 MINUTES

Note that five minutes are subtracted from the base time every hour on the hour.
EXCEPT

Excludes a day of the week or holidays. For example “weekdays except Wednesdays” limits activity to Monday,
Tuesday, Thursday, and Friday. “daily except holidays” limits activity to days which are not holidays. You cannot
use EXCEPT with a term other than a day of the week or the term HOLIDAYS.

FIRST
Specifies the first occurrence of a particular day or period. For example, you can specify “first Monday of month”,
“first fiscal_month of fiscal_year”. You can also use the ordinal number 1st.

HOURLY
Means every one hour. You cannot use this term in a RUN/NORUN statement.

HOLIDAYS
Refers to all holidays. You can refer to specific holidays by name.

base-time IfHolidayPlus n units | base-time IfHolPlus n units
Add n units to base-time if base-time occurs on a holiday. n must be a whole number. units cannot be
WORKDAYS or WEEKDAYS.
Example: Sat IfHolidayPlus 1 day

base-time IfHolidayLess n units | base-time IfHolLess n units
Subtract n units from base-time if base-time occurs on a holiday. n must be a whole number. units cannot be
WORKDAYS or WEEKDAYS.
Example: Sat IfHolidayLess 1 day

LAST
Specifies the last (for example, final) occurrence of a particular day or period. For example, you can specify last
holiday of year, last workday of fiscal_month, first and last Tuesday of month.

LESS n units
Specifies a value to be subtracted from the base time to produce a time/date execution time. n must be a whole
number. For example, you can specify less two weekdays, less one month, less zero workdays.

LOGICAL
Specifies that you are using a logical as opposed to an absolute day (that is, beginning at 00:00). The start time
of your logical day must be specified in a calendar. For example, you can specify 2 am logical Tuesday, 7 am first
logical workday of month. LOGICAL can be set as a default at calendar definition time.

MIDDAY
Specifies 12.00, noon.

MIDNIGHT
Specifies 24.00, midnight. 24.00 is normally recognized as being the same as 00.00. Thus, if you specify Monday
at 24.00 it will be stored as 00.00 Tuesday.

MONTHLY
Means every month. You cannot use this qualifier by itself in a RUN/NORUN statement (for example, you can use
RUN 15TH MONTHLY, but you cannot use RUN MONTHLY).

n TIMES
Specifies the number of times you want a schedule to occur, such as daily at 9 am six times starting tomorrow.
You cannot use this qualifier in a RUN/NORUN statement.
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NOW
Refers to the scheduled time. This is useful when you need up-to-the minute information, as when obtaining a
report for example. You could request a report from any time in the past until NOW. You cannot use this qualifier
in an event definition on its own. See note at the end of this section.

OF
Restricts the schedule action to a period such as a month.

NOTE
If you specify 5TH SATURDAY OF JUNE, you get results in July when June has only 4 Saturdays. Use
WITHIN if you want the result absolutely restricted to the specified period.

ONCE
Means that a scheduled command will be processed once only, at the time specified. If you specify a date in an
event without ONCE, the default frequency is DAILY. You cannot use this qualifier in a RUN/NORUN statement.

OR
Specifies either of two similar scheduling terms, such as Monday or Tuesday. OR implies whichever happens first,
and as such can only be used where it is meaningful and does not lead to ambiguity.

OVERDUE(n)
Specifies how many overdue occurrences of an event are to be initiated should an event miss its scheduled time.
ESP schedules the event once for each missed occurrence, up to the number specified. You can only use this on
a SCHEDULE command in an event definition.

PLUS n units
Specifies a value to be added to the base time to produce a time/date execution time. n must be a whole number.
For example, you can specify plus two weekdays, plus zero workdays, plus one week.

REALNOW
Refers to the actual time. You cannot use this term in an event definition on its own. See note at the end of this
section.

ROUND
Specifies that the computed time is an integral multiple of the units parameter. This word can be used together
with the EVERY n UNITS phrase. For example, specifying every one hour round requests every hour at the hour
mark. Every six hours round requests the times 00.00, 06.00, 12.00, and 18.00. Specifying every five hours round
provides the next hour that is an integral multiple of five hours starting at 00.00 on January1st, 1900.

STARTING
Specifies a starting date and time. It splits the schedule specification into two parts. The first part is an algorithm,
and the second part is the starting time or date. The time or date to the left of STARTING is the time when
you want the event to execute. The time or date to the right of STARTING is the time when you want the first
execution to occur. Use an actual date or time after STARTING. A repetition, such as every five minutes, is not
valid.

TODAY
Specifies today.

TOMORROW
Specifies tomorrow. You cannot use this term in a RUN/NORUN statement.

UNTIL
Specifies the end date for any schedule interval, for example, daily at 9 am starting tomorrow until 1jul2001. You
cannot use this qualifier in a RUN/NORUN statement.

WEEKDAYS
Requests that the schedule actions occur only on weekdays (Monday through Friday).

WEEKENDS
Requests that the scheduled actions occur only on Saturday and Sunday.
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WITHIN
Restricts the schedule action to be within a period such as a specific month.

WORKDAYS
Requests that the schedule actions occur only on workdays. Each calendar identifies workdays. Workdays
exclude holidays. Default workdays are Monday through Friday.

NOTE
If you specify WORKDAY followed by a specific day, you get that day only, regardless of whether it is
defined as a work day.

YEARLY
Means every one year. You cannot use this qualifier in a RUN/NORUN statement.

YESTERDAY
Specifies yesterday. This term is useful in reporting. You cannot use YESTERDAY in an event definition or in a
RUN/NORUN statement.

NOTE
When working with jobs in an ESP Application, NOW refers to the scheduled time of the event that triggered the
application; REALNOW refers to the actual time the event was triggered.

Ordinal Numbers

If you use an ordinal number as part of the STARTING operand with a special period or special day, and without using
nested levels, ESP assumes that you mean from today. For example, 10 pm daily starting 5th payroll_day provides the
fifth payroll day from now.

If you use an ordinal number with a schedule term (other than with the STARTING operand) without stating what the
schedule term refers to, ESP assumes the following defaults:

Schedule Term ESP Default
date, day name, or workday of month
week or month of year
holiday of year
special day or period of year

For example, if you specify 3rd Friday at 9 am the schedule occurs at 9 am on the third Friday of every month, while 9 am
last holiday provides a schedule on the last holiday of the calendar year.

Examples of Schedule Criteria

This section contains some examples of schedule criteria, each of which can be handled with one statement.

Daily or Multiple Times a Day

The following are examples of statements you can use:

• 6am each day:

6AM DAILY

• Every day in October:

ANYDAY WITHIN 10TH MONTH OF YEAR

• Every 30 minutes beginning at 2 pm today:
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EVERY 30 MINUTES ROUND STARTING 2PM TODAY

Multiple Times a Week

The following are examples of statements you can use:

• Monday, Wednesday and Friday:

MON WED FRI

• Everyday except Mondays:

DAILY EXCEPT MONDAYS

• 19:00 on Saturdays and Sundays:

19.00 WEEKENDS

• Every other workday beginning this Friday:

EVERY 2 WORKDAYS STARTING FRIDAY

Weekly

The following are examples of statements you can use:

• Last workday of each week:

LAST WORKDAY OF WEEK

• Every Saturday in June:

SATURDAY OF JUNE

Monthly

The following are examples of statements you can use:

• 8am on the last Saturday of each month, beginning in October 2004:

8:00 LAST SATURDAY OF MONTH STARTING OCTOBER, 2004

• 8am on the 3rd workday of each month:

8AM 3RD WORKDAY

• 15th day of March, June, and August:

15TH DAY OF MARCH JUNE AUGUST

• 2nd last workday of each month:

LAST WORKDAY OF MONTH LESS 1 WORKDAY

• First Friday of each month. If this is not a workday, then run on the next workday after the first Friday of the month:

FIRST FRIDAY OF MONTH PLUS 0 WORKDAYS

• First weekday (for example, Monday through Friday) on or after the 15th day of the month:
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15TH DAY OF MONTH PLUS 0 WEEKDAYS

• Friday after the 1st Sunday of the month:

1ST SUNDAY OF MONTH PLUS 5 DAYS

• 1st Saturday of the month. If this is also the first day of the month then run on 2nd Saturday of month:

SATURDAY 2ND MONTHLY

ESP interprets the above expression as the first Saturday on or after the 2nd day of the month.
• 31st day of the month, but only if there are 31 days in the month:

31ST DAY WITHIN MONTH

ESP interprets the previous expression as the 31st of January, March, May, July, August, October, or December.
• 31st day of the month, regardless of the number of days in the month:

31ST DAY OF MONTH

ESP interprets the previous expression as the 31st of January, 3rd of March (2nd of March for leap years), 31st
of March., 1st of May, 31st of May, 1st of July, 31st of July, 31st of August, 1st of October, 31st of October, 1st of
December, and 31st of December.

Multiple Times a Month

The following are examples of statements you can use:

• 10 am on the 3rd, 13th, and 23rd day of month:

10AM 3RD 13TH 23RD DAY OF MONTH

• 6 am from the 10th to the 20th day of each month:

6AM 10TH - 20TH DAY WITHIN MONTH

• 3rd, 9th, 10th, 11th, 12th, and 14th workday of each month:

3RD 9TH - 12TH 14TH WORKDAY WITHIN MONTH

• Every other Monday beginning next Monday:

EVERY 2 WEEKS STARTING MONDAY

• Every other Monday beginning in a week from next Monday:

EVERY 2 WEEKS STARTING MONDAY PLUS 1 WEEK

• 3rd and 4th Sunday of month if there are four Sundays in the month;
3rd and 5th Sunday of month if there are five Sundays in the month:

3RD AND LAST SUNDAY OF MONTH

Yearly

The following is an example of a statement you can use:

• Each year on July 23:

JULY 23 YEARLY
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Exceptions for Holidays

The following are examples of statements you can use:

• Run the workload every Saturday, but if Saturday is a holiday, run the workload on the next day, which is Sunday.

Sat IfHolidayPlus 1 day

• Run the workload on the 15th day of each month, but if the 15th day is a holiday, run the workload on the 13th day of
the month.

15th day within each month IfHolidayLess 2 day

One-time Examples

The following are examples of statements you can use:

• 11 pm on April 26, 2000:

11PM APRIL 26, 2000 ONCE

• 300th day of 2000:

00.300

• December 21, 2001 (assuming date format is mm/dd/yy):

12/21/01

Difference Between OF and WITHIN

In most situations, you will obtain the same result when using OF or WITHIN. The following examples shows the different
result between the two schedule terms:

TEST (3) 5TH SATURDAY OF AUGUST STARTING 2003

00.00.00 SATURDAY AUGUST 30TH 2003 DAY 242

00.00.00 SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 4TH 2004 DAY 248

00.00.00 SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 3RD 2005 DAY 246

 

TEST (3) 5TH SATURDAY WITHIN AUGUST STARTING 2003

00.00.00 SATURDAY AUGUST 30TH 2003 DAY 242

00.00.00 SATURDAY AUGUST 30TH 2008 DAY 243

00.00.00 SATURDAY AUGUST 29TH 2009 DAY 241

Other Techniques for Schedule Criteria

This section contains techniques for schedule criteria using CLANG and GENTIME.

CLANG and GENTIME

For some criteria, you can use ESP CLANG (Control Language) or the GENTIME command.

CLANG
Provides you with IF-THEN-ELSE logic and some built-in functions (for example, DAYS_TO).

GENTIME
Allows you to generate date and time symbolic variables for any date/time.
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For examples of schedule criteria that use the above techniques, see Use Advanced Features of Procedures.

Test Schedule Criteria

You can test schedule criteria prior to actually using them with the TEST command. This tests any date or schedule
specification. ESP responds with the actual date and time. If you specify a number in parentheses after the command,
ESP displays as many subsequent dates and times as you indicated. This facility is also available through option E.4 from
the ESP Main Menu.

Example: Test Schedule Criteria

If you want to test last workday of month for the next five months, type:

TEST (5) LAST WORKDAY OF MONTH

ESP displays output similar to the following:

00.00.00 THURSDAY MAY 31ST, 2001, DAY 151

00.00.00 FRIDAY JUNE 29TH, 2001, DAY 180

00.00.00 TUESDAY JULY 31ST, 2001, DAY 212

00.00.00 FRIDAY AUGUST 31ST, 2001, DAY 243

00.00.00 FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 28TH, 2001, DAY 271

Calendars Terms

ESP has a built-in understanding of scheduling terms, such as dates and times, based on the Gregorian calendar. Your
installation can have other scheduling terms specific to it, such as holidays, special days, and special processing periods.
You must define these terms to ESP through an ESP calendar. You must be aware of the security authority necessary to
perform each action.

You do not need to define most calendar terms to ESP to use them. ESP already recognizes general scheduling terms.
Administrators can create calendars to store definitions of scheduling elements unique to your installation-your holidays,
special days and special processing periods. A calendar also identifies workdays, the first day of the week, and the start
time for a day. Your administrator defines calendars and controls access to them.

Special Days and Periods

A special day or period is useful when a particular schedule criterion is difficult to describe with an algorithm. Special
periods are defined the same way as special days. A set of periods with the same name can occur at regular intervals,
such as fiscal year, or a trading period. You can also define periods that have irregular intervals and then refer to these
special periods when specifying a schedule. A single calendar can contain many different special days and periods.

Users at your installation need to use an ESP calendar to define scheduling terms that satisfy their specific processing
requirements. Users can define and control their own unique scheduling terms, beyond the default calendar terms. Upon
installation of ESP, a calendar called SYSTEM is defined. It can be sufficient for your installation. All events have read
access to this calendar.

The reasons users can define their own terms include the following:

• They need to schedule work to accommodate holidays. With ESP you can advance, delay, or ignore processing on
holidays.

• Departments have special processing requirements at specific times of the year.

Example: Special Days and Periods

The accounting department:
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• Can consider the period from September 01 to August 31 its fiscal year
• Can then define a special period in a calendar and call that period fiscal_ year
• Can have ESP perform specific tasks in that period by referring to the name fiscal_year when setting up schedule

criteria for the tasks

User-Defined Calendar Terms

Different groups of users can have their own calendar terms for unique holidays, special days, and periods. Even if they
choose the same names for a set of special days or periods, the reference applies only to the special day or period in the
calendar named in an event.

A calendar can contain the following:

• A list of holidays, which can span one day, several days, or just parts of a day
• Lists of special processing dates
• Descriptions of periods, such as fiscal months, fiscal years, and 4-4-5 periods

SYSTEM Calendar

Only global holidays and special days should be stored in the SYSTEM calendar. Department-specific holidays and
special days can be stored in as many calendars as required. ESP always uses the system calendar.

CALENDAR Command

Use a CALENDAR command in an event to refer to a maximum of two calendars. If you do not refer to a calendar in
the event, ESP automatically uses the default calendars your administrator assigned to you or your group. ESP merges
holiday definitions in all calendars associated with an event. For special days, workdays, and the first day of the week,
ESP uses the first definition it encounters.

NOTE

The system calendar is always used. For example, if the following are true, ESP considers that July 1st, 2nd,
and 3rd are holidays.

• Your system calendar defines July 1st as a holiday.
• You define July 2nd in calendar A and July 3rd in calendar B as holidays.
• You use the CALENDAR command to refer to calendars A and B.

Default Calendar

When defining holidays, special days and special periods, specify which calendar will be used to store the definition. If you
do not specify a calendar name, your first default calendar as defined in your user ID entry will be used. If you do not have
a first default calendar, your second default calendar is used. If you do not have any default calendars defined, the entry
automatically goes into the SYSTEM calendar.

ESP provides the following default values for a calendar:

• Workdays of the week-Monday to Friday, inclusively, and excluding any holidays
• Absolute days (each day starts at midnight)
• The first day of the week (Sunday)

Old Entries

ESP checks for and deletes old entries only when a calendar is updated for other define and delete requests. When more
than two days have gone by since holiday and special day entries have occurred, they are automatically deleted unless
you use the RETAIN operand at definition time.
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Define Calendars

Prerequisites

Before you define calendars, review the following:

• How many calendars you need to define
• Which days you need to define as workdays
• Which day will be considered the first day of the week
• Which group or user will own which calendar
• Who will own the SYSTEM calendar

Define a Calendar

To define a calendar, use the DEFCAL command. When defining a calendar, you must specify a calendar name.

The following are optional specifications:

• An owner for the calendar
• A department to which the calendar belongs
• The definition of the calendar as absolute or logical (defaults to absolute if not specified)
• The start time of a logical day (defaults to midnight if not specified)
• The first day of the week (defaults to Sunday if not specified)
• Workdays (defaults to Monday to Friday if not specified)

Example 1: Define SYSTEM Calendar

This example defines the SYSTEM calendar. By default, the week starts on Sunday, and the workdays are Monday to
Friday inclusively.

DEFCAL SYSTEM

Example 2: Define FISCAL Calendar

This example defines calendar FISCAL. The first day of the week is Monday, and workdays are Monday to Saturday
inclusively.

DEFCAL FISCAL WEEKSTART(MON) -

WORKDAYS(MON,TUE,WED,THU,FRI,SAT)

Define a Calendar Using Panels

Follow these steps: 

1. Select option M from the Main menu.
2. Select option 3 from the Administrator Subcommands menu.

The Calendar Definitions panel appears.

 --------------------------- CALENDAR DEFINITIONS ---------------------------

                                                                               

WHAT DO YOU WANT TO DO?  Enter a choice in OPTION ===> or leave blank for LIST.

                                                                               

                      A  Define new CALENDAR                                   

                      U  Alter CALENDAR attributes                             

                      D  Delete CALENDAR(s)                                    
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CALENDAR   ===>           (For LIST leave blank or use generic mask)           

                                                                               

DO YOU WANT TO CONFIRM DELETE REQUESTS? ===>   (Y/N, blank defaults to YES)

3. Type A to define a new calendar, and specify the calendar name.
The Define a Calendar panel appears.

 ----------------------------- DEFINE A CALENDAR ----------------------------

                                                                             

   NAME OF CALENDAR ===> FISCAL                                              

   OWNER            ===> ACCT-                                               

   DEPARTMENT       ===>                                                     

                                                                             

  LOGICAL DAY START ===>            (Hours and Minutes, e.g. 08:01)          

            DEFAULT ===>            (Enter L for logical, A for absolute)    

                                                                             

  WORKDAYS:  SUNDAY ===>            (Enter Y against each day that is        

             MONDAY ===> Y           to be eligible as a workday. Leave all  

            TUESDAY ===> Y           blank to pick up installation default)  

          WEDNESDAY ===> Y                                                   

           THURSDAY ===> Y                                                   

             FRIDAY ===> Y                                                   

           SATURDAY ===>                                                     

                                                                             

  FIRST DAY OF WEEK ===>      (SUN, MON etc. Blank for installation default)

                                                                             

ANY MORE?          ===>    (Enter Y to define more calendars)

4. Specify values as applicable.

Alter a Calendar

To alter a calendar, use the ALTCAL command.

Example: Alter SYSTEM Calendar

This example changes the first day of the week for the SYSTEM calendar:

ALTCAL SYSTEM WEEKSTART(MON)

You can also use the Calendar Definitions panel to alter a calendar.

Display a Calendar

You or any other user can review or display information about the calendar after you have defined it and those users
with update access have defined their scheduling terms in the calendar. You can review the calendar information for
troubleshooting and maintenance. Other users who have read access to the calendar will find it useful to review the
calendar information before using it in an event or application.

To display a calendar, use the LISTCAL command to display information about a calendar.

To display information about a specific calendar, specify its name. If you do not specify the calendar name, ESP displays
information about the most recent calendar it retrieved. If you did not specify a calendar name, you are prompted for one.

Example 1: Display SYSTEM Calendar
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This example displays information about the SYSTEM calendar. Workdays are Monday through Friday. CHRISTMAS and
NEW_YEARS are two holidays defined for two years. There is one definition of a special day called INVENTORY_DAY.

listcal system

CALENDAR NAME:SYSTEM

DEPARTMENT:NONE

DEFINED:AT 11.45 ON THU 13TH AUG 2001 BY CYBBT01

OWNER:CYBBT01

WORKDAYS:MON TUE WED THU FRI

WEEK STARTS:MON

SIZE:280 BYTES

HOLIDAYS:CHRISTMAS, NEW_YEARS, CHRISTMAS, NEW_YEARS

SPECIAL DAYS:INVENTORY_DAY(1)

Example 2: Display PAYCAL Calendar

This example displays information about a calendar called PAYCAL. It belongs to the PAYROLL department, and
workdays are Monday through Saturday. The week starts on Monday. No holidays are defined. There are 24 definitions of
PAYROLL_PERIOD and one definition of PAYROLL_REVIEW.

listcal paycal

CALENDAR NAME:PAYCAL

DEPARTMENT:PAYROLL

DEFINED:AT 08.21 ON FRI 14TH SEP 2001 BY BP01

OWNER:BP01

WORKDAYS:MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT

WEEK STARTS:MON

SIZE:472 BYTES

HOLIDAYS:NONE

SPECIAL DAYS PAYROLL_PERIOD(24), PAYROLL_REVIEW(1)

Display Holidays and Special Days

The LISTCAL command displays a summary of holidays and special days.

NOTE
You can also use the Calendar Definitions panel to display a calendar.

To display more detailed information on these calendar items:

• Use the LISTHOL command to list holiday definitions.
• Use the LISTSPEC command to list special day and special period definitions.

Delete a Calendar

A calendar can exist for a specific purpose after which the user can decide to delete it.

To delete a calendar, use the DELCAL command. Specify the name of the calendar you want deleted.

NOTE
Deleting a calendar that is referenced from an event causes the event to have a processing error.

In this example, ESP deletes calendar CENTRAL and all of its contents.

DELCAL CENTRAL
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NOTE
You can also use the Calendar Definitions panel to delete a calendar.

Reference a Calendar

You can also reference a calendar using the DEFCAL command. You can define as many calendars as are needed for
your organization.

Users can then use a CALENDAR command in an event to refer to a maximum of two calendars plus the SYSTEM
calendar. If a user does not refer to a calendar in the event, ESP automatically uses the default calendars you assigned to
the user or to the group to which the user belongs.

How ESP Reads Calendars

After you create a calendar, users define their unique scheduling terms in the calendar. ESP merges holiday definitions in
all calendars associated with an event. For special days, workdays, and the first day of the week, it uses the first definition
it encounters.

The example below shows an event with a calendar command that references the PAYCAL calendar. When ESP
executes this event, it reads this calendar and the SYSTEM calendar for scheduling terms.

EVENT ID(PAYROLL.PROCESSING)

CALENDAR PAYCAL

Specify a Logical Day

You can specify a different time to start (logical day) for your organization. By default, ESP considers each day to begin at
00:00. It refers to a day that begins at 00:00 as the absolute day. However, your organization can consider its day starting
at 7:30 am -- that is, a logical day.

Follow these steps:

1. Specify the LOGICAL parameter on the DEFCAL or ALTCAL commands.
2. Assign a value to the SHIFT parameter on the DEFCAL or ALTCAL commands.

This example defines the calendar BPCAL and specifies the start of the logical day at 7:30 am

DEFCAL BPCAL OWNER(BP) LOGICAL SHIFT(07:30)

NOTE
You should not need to use logical calendars. They can cause unanticipated results. We recommend you
use absolute calendars because of their ease of use and because they can handle almost all scheduling
requirements.

Define Holidays

To define holidays, use the DEFHOL command or use Option L of the Main Menu.

You can use up to 16 characters to name each holiday, and you must give a start date in each holiday definition. The time
duration for a holiday is 24 hours, unless you specify otherwise.

You can define multiple holidays with the same name. However, if they are on the same calendar, each holiday must have
a different starting date and time. If you are creating consecutive holidays, you may find it simpler to combine them into
one holiday with the duration set to the total duration of the separate holidays.

If the holiday you define was a workday, this day is no longer considered to be a workday for scheduling purposes.
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NOTE
For logical day processing, holidays should be defined in ABSOLUTE terms even if stored in a LOGICAL
calendar.

You cannot define a holiday in a given calendar if a special day with the same name is defined in that calendar. However,
if the special day is defined elsewhere, you can define a holiday with the same name as the special day.

NOTE
If different calendars contain a holiday and a special day with the same day name, that day name is always
considered a special day, and the holiday definition is ignored. For more information about this behavior, see
CALENDAR Command: Specify Calendars.

Example: Define a Holiday

This example defines a 24-hour holiday, called BANK_HOLIDAY, on the next occurrence of the 1st Monday of August:

DEFHOL BANK_HOLIDAY START('1ST MONDAY OF AUGUST') FOR(24)

Example: Define a Holiday Using a Panel

This example uses Option L to define a holiday.

 --------------------------------- CALENDARS --------------------------------

                                                                             

                               Define a holiday                              

                                                                             

Complete HOLIDAY NAME, START and any other fields required, then press ENTER.

                                                                             

HOLIDAYNAME ===> BANK_HOLIDAY                         (Define a name)        

START       ===> 1ST MONDAY OF AUGUST                 (Time and date)        

END         ===>                                      (Time and date)        

FOR         ===> 24    (Duration in hours)                                   

CALENDAR    ===>                                                             

RETAIN FOR  ===>          UNITS ===>    (D=DAYS, W=WEEKS, Y=YEARS)           

                                                                             

ANY MORE?   ===>     (Enter Y to define more holidays)                       

RESCHEDULE? ===>     (Enter Y to reschedule affected events)

 

Example: Define a Repetitive Holiday

This example shows how a batch job defines a 24-hour holiday called CHRISTMAS for three years. The subsystem name
for ESP in this example is ESPM:

//HOLIDAY JOB ...

//EXEC PGM=ESP,PARM='SUBSYS(ESPM)',REGION=4000K

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN DD *

DEFHOL CHRISTMAS START('DEC25,2001') FOR(24)

DEFHOL CHRISTMAS START('DEC25,2002') FOR(24)

DEFHOL CHRISTMAS START('DEC25,2003') FOR(24)

Use Holidays

After holidays are defined, you can use them as you would any other scheduling term. Some examples are shown below:
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• 16:00 every holiday:

16:00 HOLIDAY

• One workday before BANK_HOLIDAY:

BANK_HOLIDAY LESS 1 WORKDAY

Schedule Around Holidays

In an event definition, you can schedule on holidays. You can bypass, delay, or advance the schedule if it normally falls
on a holiday or a particular day of the week. The calendars associated with the event and the SYSTEM calendar are
searched for holiday entries. If no calendars are specified in the event, the owning group's or user's default calendars and
the SYSTEM calendar are used.

The RUN statement identifies schedule criteria for a job in an application. For more information, see Use Applications.

• Run every holiday:

RUN HOLIDAY

• Run on Christmas:

RUN CHRISTMAS

• Run on workdays:

RUN WORKDAYS

Example: Advance or Delay a Job

When specifying the frequency of a job in an application, you can advance or delay processing based on a holiday. For
example:

RUN FRIDAY PLUS 0 WORKDAYS

RUN FRIDAY LESS 0 WORKDAYS

• The first statement instructs ESP to run a job on Friday. If this is a holiday, run the job on the following workday.
• The second statement instructs ESP to run a job on Friday. If this is a holiday, run the job on the previous workday.

Define Special Days

Your installation can consider its fiscal year to be from September 1 to August 31. You can define this special period to
ESP in a calendar. Then, you can use the period in an event by specifying the calendar in the event. However, you can
define the special period, or a special day, in the calendar only if the calendar is one of your default calendars, or if you
have access to the calendar. If neither of these conditions is true, ESP defines the special period, or a special day, in the
SYSTEM calendar.

You cannot define a special day in a given calendar if a holiday with the same name is defined in that calendar. However,
if the holiday is defined elsewhere, you can define a special day with the same name as the holiday.

NOTE
If different calendars contain a holiday and a special day with the same day name, that day name is always
considered a special day, and the holiday definition is ignored. For more information about this behavior, see
CALENDAR Command: Specify Calendars.

To define special days, use the DEFSPEC command or use Option L of the Main Menu.

Example: Define Special Days
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The following example defines April 20, 2000 as a special day called BALANCE_DAY:

DEFSPEC BALANCE_DAY ON('APR20,2000')

You can define more than one day as BALANCE_DAY.

For example:

DEFSPEC BALANCE_DAY ON('AUG23,2000')

DEFSPEC BALANCE_DAY ON('OCT17,2000')

Use Special Days

After you define a special day, you can then use it as a scheduling term. Some examples are shown below:

• 17:00 on BALANCE_DAY:

17:00 BALANCE_DAY

• Two workdays before BALANCE_DAY at 10am:

10AM BALANCE_DAY LESS 2 WORKDAYS

• One week after BALANCE_DAY at 4pm:

4PM BALANCE_DAY PLUS 1 WEEK

Example: Define Special Days

If there is a pattern to the special days you are defining, use the REPEAT operand to define multiple special days using a
single command.

The following example shows how to define the next 10 fiscal years on February 1st.

Each FISCAL_YEAR definition will be retained in the calendar called FISCAL for two years.

DEFSPEC FISCAL_YEAR REPEAT('10 TIMES FEB1 YEARLY') -

CALENDAR(FISCAL) RETAIN(2,YEARS)

Special Periods

A special period is the period between two special days. Therefore, you need at least two special days to use special
periods.

To define the first day of each period, use the DEFSPEC command.

When defining multiple regular periods, you can use the REPEAT operand of the DEFSPEC command. Specify either n
times for the special period or until... to define as many periods as you need. If you are not using REPEAT, include one
extra period at the end of your definitions to give ESP a final reference point. For example, define the first day of at least
two consecutive fiscal years, so that ESP can calculate the start and finish of the first year. Use an alphanumeric name of
up to 16 characters for the name of your special period. The first character must be alphabetic, and you should not use
blanks. You can also specify the name of a particular calendar to which the period definitions apply.

Example: Define Fiscal Years

This example defines fiscal years:
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DEFSPEC FISCAL_YEAR ON(1APRIL97) RETAIN(2,YEARS)

DEFSPEC FISCAL_YEAR ON(1APRIL98) RETAIN(2,YEARS)

DEFSPEC FISCAL_YEAR ON(1APRIL99) RETAIN(2,YEARS)

Period Intervals

Period intervals do not have to be regular. One trading period, for example, can start three weeks after the beginning of
the previous trading period, and five weeks before the beginning of the next. Simply tell ESP when each period starts.
When two special days of the same names are defined in a calendar, you have essentially defined a period from the first
special day up to the second special day. In the above example, ESP knows that the last day of each FISCAL_YEAR is
31st March.

Use this method for any special period you want to define, regardless of the intervals between the start of each period:
every five days, three weeks, or four months.

Example: Define Period Intervals

This example shows how to define payroll periods every two weeks for the next year using the REPEAT operand. Each
PAYROLL_PERIOD is retained on the PAYCAL calendar for one year after it occurs.

DEFSPEC PAYROLL_PERIOD REPEAT('26 TIMES EVERY 2 -

WEEKS STARTING THURSDAY') CALENDAR(PAYCAL) -

RETAIN(1,YEAR)

Use ISPF Panels

You can use the ISPF panel to define a period interval.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Option L (Calendars) from the Main Selection Menu.
2. Select Option 4 (Define a Special Day) from the Calendar Control Menu.
3. Proceed as illustrated below:

 --------------------------------- CALENDARS --------------------------------

                                                                              

                             Define a special day                             

                                                                              

For each occurrence of the special day you want to define, complete SPECIAL   

DAY NAME, ON, and CALENDAR if required, then press ENTER.                     

The ON fields can contain specific dates and times, or schedule statements    

for special days that occur at regular intervals.                             

                                                                              

SPECIAL DAY NAME ===> PAYROLL_PERIOD                                          

                                                                              

             ON  ===> 26 TIMES EVERY 2 WEEKS STARTING THURSDAY                

             ON  ===>                                                         

             ON  ===>                                                         

             ON  ===>                                                         

             ON  ===>                                                         

             ON  ===>                                                         

             ON  ===>                                                         

TARGET CALENDAR  ===> PAYCAL                                                  

SOURCE CALENDAR  ===>          ===>                                           
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RETAIN COUNT     ===>          UNITS ===>    (D=DAYS, W=WEEKS, Y=YEARS)       

ANY MORE?        ===>           (Enter Y to define more special days)         

RESCHEDULE?      ===>           (Enter Y to reschedule affected events)

Use Special Periods

After you define a special period, you can use criteria as illustrated below:

• Last day of PAYROLL_PERIOD:

LAST DAY OF PAYROLL_PERIOD

• 2nd, 3rd, and 4th day of PAYROLL_PERIOD:

2ND-4TH DAY OF PAYROLL_PERIOD

• 1st day of the current PAYROLL_PERIOD:

FIRST DAY OF PAYROLL_PERIOD STARTING TODAY

• 1st day of the next PAYROLL_PERIOD:

PAYROLL_PERIOD

Work with Periods

This example illustrates the use of 4-4-5 periods, where there is a four-week period, followed by a four-week period,
followed by a five-week period.

The first few periods look like this:

Figure 16: 4-4-5 Periods
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Option L

Using option L.4 you can define these periods, for a year, as follows:

 --------------------------------- CALENDARS --------------------------------

                                                                             

                             Define a special day                            

                                                                             

For each occurrence of the special day you want to define, complete SPECIAL  

DAY NAME, ON, and CALENDAR if required, then press ENTER.                    

The ON fields can contain specific dates and times, or schedule statements   

for special days that occur at regular intervals.                            

                                                                             

SPECIAL DAY NAME ===> PERIOD445                                              

                                                                             

             ON  ===> 4 TIMES EVERY 13 WEEKS STARTING JUN 28                 

             ON  ===> 4 TIMES EVERY 13 WEEKS STARTING JUL 26                 

             ON  ===> 5 TIMES EVERY 13 WEEKS STARTING AUG 23                 

             ON  ===>                                                        

             ON  ===>                                                        

             ON  ===>                                                        

             ON  ===>                                                        

TARGET CALENDAR  ===> PAYCAL                                                 

SOURCE CALENDAR  ===>          ===>                                          

RETAIN COUNT     ===> 1        UNITS ===> Y  (D=DAYS, W=WEEKS, Y=YEARS)      

ANY MORE?        ===>           (Enter Y to define more special days)        

RESCHEDULE?      ===>           (Enter Y to reschedule affected events)     

Quarters and Fiscal Years

You can also define quarters and fiscal years, if you need to. Once you have, you can use such criteria as shown below.
You do not need to know the day of the week or the date to which each statement refers. ESP calculates this for you.

• First workday of PERIOD445:

1ST WORKDAY OF PERIOD445

• First workday of the current PERIOD445:

1ST WORKDAY OF PERIOD445 STARTING TODAY

• Last workday of the 2nd week of PERIOD445:

LAST WORKDAY OF 2ND WEEK OF PERIOD445

• 4th workday of the 3rd PERIOD445 of FISCAL_YEAR:

4TH WORKDAY OF 3RD PERIOD445 OF FISCAL_YEAR

 

Process Events
An event is a basic unit of work. Information in an event defines when ESP must process the work and perform the actions
it must take to do so. This section contains instructions about events in ESP.
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Define Events
When you define an ESP event, you define what you want ESP to perform and when you want it performed. Before
saving an event, ESP evaluates the schedule criteria, if any, and decides when to first schedule it. Events are saved in an
EVENTSET, which is a VSAM data set defined to ESP. You can later display or manipulate your event if you need to look
at or change it. You can also add or delete events at any time.

To define an event, use one of the following methods:

• Use the ISPF panels.
• Modify and save an existing event under a new name.
• Load an event definition from a sequential data set or member of a PDS, using the LOAD command.
• Define the individual commands of an event line by line.

 Example: Define Basic Event 

/************************************************************************/

/* DEFINED BY TSOUSR8 AT 10.35 ON MON 26MAR2009  */

/*                    LAST RUN AT 11.09 ON MON 26MAR2009      */

/************************************************************************/

EVENT ID(PROD.FIRST_EVENT)

SCHEDULE 5PM FIRST WORKDAY OF MONTH

SUBMIT 'TEST.JCL.CNTL(JOB1)'

ENDDEF

In this example, the following occur:

• The definition begins with the EVENT command and the event name.
• The SCHEDULE command tells ESP when to schedule the event.
• The SUBMIT command tells ESP what to do; in this case, submit a job.
• The ENDDEF command indicates the end of the definition.

NOTE
 All events contain comments at the start indicating who defined the event and when, plus the last time the
event was executed.

When ESP encounters the ENDDEF command, it sends the event to the ESP subsystem for processing. ESP also sends
a message to the user who defined the event. The message contains the date and time on which the event first executes,
or warns the user that no schedule elements exist.

Name an Event

The first step in defining the event is to name an event. Naming an event establishes its ownership, which is important for
security. Not all users have the same authority or access to functions and resources. A security system such as RACF,
ACF2, or Top Secret, as well as ESP internal security, can control the authority and access users have.

Event Name

An event name has two parts:

Prefix
Specifies the name of a user or group containing up to 8 alphanumeric characters, including the national
characters. This prefix must be a prefix you are allowed to use. Your ESP administrator controls which prefixes
you are allowed to use.
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Descriptive name
Specifies a description that can contain up to 16 characters, including the national characters and the underscore.
The first character must be alphabetic.

Duplicate Events

When an event with a duplicate name already exists, ESP ignores your new definition. To replace the old definition with
the new one, use the REPLACE operand.

Security Requirements

When ESP triggers an event, it must verify the security requirements of the actions the event performs. The security
identifier is determined by various settings. For more information, see Securing.

Event Prefixes

In the diagram that follows, event prefixes are defined:

• The prefix for Events TRAINING and PAYROLL is PROD.
• The prefix for Event PHONE_BILL is DOROTHY.
• The user DOROTHY has access to her own events and to events starting with the prefix PROD.

Figure 17: Access Limited Based on Event Prefixes

 Example: Name an Event 

A production scheduling group uses a prefix of PROD. They use the descriptive name PAYROLL_PROC to describe an
event:

PROD.PAYROLL_PROC

Define Where an Event Will Execute

In a multiple CPU environment, use the SYSTEM operand on the EVENT command to identify the system on which
the event is to execute. This applies to events that are not manually triggered. This is the name by which ESP knows
the system and cannot necessarily be the same as the SMF identifier. Check with your administrator or use the
LSYS command for the correct name to use.
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Systems

All events that create applications should point to the ESP system designated as the master system. Other events can
execute on a specific system because they process commands for that system. If the system does not matter, you can
specify SYSTEM(-).

This does not affect where jobs run; JES controls that.

 Example: Define System Identifier 

This example identifies a system identifier of ESPM for the event PROD.BILLING.

EVENT ID(PROD.BILLING) SYSTEM(ESPM)

Define When an Event Will Execute

The trigger for an event can be any of the following:

• A scheduled date and time
• A data set trigger
• A global variable-table trigger
• A manual trigger
• A job monitor or alert trigger
• A signal with a scheduled date and time
• A notification sent by an agent monitor to an event-level sensor

NOTE
 The following sections describe how to use schedule criteria and data set triggering in events and how to
manually trigger an event. For information about other types of events, including global variable table, job
monitor, alert events, and signal, see Advanced Using.

Schedule Events

The schedule criteria you enter specifies when to execute your event. You can use the SCHEDULE command to specify
these criteria, which generally includes a time and a frequency. For more information, see Use Schedule Criteria.

SCHEDULE Command

Each command, or scheduling statement, begins with SCHEDULE followed by the time period for execution. For example:

SCHEDULE 10AM DAILY

You can specify as many SCHEDULE commands as you need. For example, you can schedule an event at different times
during a week.

SCHEDULE 4PM WEEKDAYS

SCHEDULE 2PM WEEKENDS

Overlapping Criteria

If the times in more than one SCHEDULE command coincide, the event only executes once. The following example only
executes once at midnight, even though the second statement also schedules an execution at midnight every fourth
execution.

SCHEDULE MIDNIGHT DAILY

SCHEDULE EVERY 6 HOURS ROUND WEEKDAYS
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Examples: SCHEDULE Commands

Some examples of schedule commands follow:

SCHEDULE 7PM DAILY

SCHEDULE 10:00 LAST WORKDAY OF MONTH

SCHEDULE 16:00 3RD 13TH 23RD DAY OF MONTH

SCHEDULE 9AM 2ND LAST DAY OF MONTH

SCHEDULE EVERY 4 HOURS ROUND

To set a SCHEDULE command to execute only once, followed by a deletion of the event, use the ONCE operand. This
operand is useful if you want to schedule a one-time event.

 Example: One-time Event 

The following event executes once at 8am on August 29, 2000. Because of the ONCE operand, the event deletes itself 24
hours later.

EVENT ID(USER1.SPECIAL)

SCHEDULE 8AM AUG29,2000 ONCE

SEND 'HAPPY 50TH BIRTHDAY' U(*)

ENDDEF

WARNING
If you schedule an event for a particular date and omit the ONCE operand, ESP assumes a default schedule
frequency of DAILY.

Handle Exceptions

An event executes once every time and date you specified in your SCHEDULE commands. You can use
the NOSCHED command to handle exceptions. If your SCHEDULE command has a time, then you must use the same
time on the NOSCHED command.

 Example: Schedule Exception 

This example schedules an event at 8am each workday, except at 8am on the last workday of each month:

SCHEDULE 8AM WORKDAYS

NOSCHED 8AM LAST WORKDAY OF MONTH

 Example: Schedule Exception--Once 

This example schedules an event at 8am each workday, except on February 13, 2000. The use of the operand ONCE
causes the event not be scheduled on this date only.

SCHEDULE 8AM WORKDAYS

NOSCHED 8AM FEB13,2000 ONCE

Missed Events

An event can miss its scheduled time for reasons such as the following:

• System trouble (system crash, power outage)
• The event is on hold
• The event class is on hold
• ESP is placed in a suspended (quiesced) state
• The event data set is suspended at the scheduled execution time
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When ESP cannot execute an event at the time you scheduled, the event is considered overdue. When the event
becomes eligible to be processed, for example, after an outage, ESP checks the event definition to determine how to
process the event. The overdue count specifies how many overdue occurrences of the event ESP must process.

Advance, Delay, or Ignore Processing

You can advance, delay, or ignore event processing if the event falls on a holiday, weekday, weekend, or particular day of
the week. Your scheduling criteria for event execution can create conflicts. For example, if you want the event to execute
on the second day of every month except on a weekend, tell ESP to do one of the following:

• Advance the event (run it sooner than usual) by any number of days or weekdays.
• Delay the event (run it later than usual) by any number of days or weekdays.
• Ignore the event (do not run it at all).

You can use the ON command with a SCHEDULE command. You can use multiple ON commands in an event.

Example: Delay Processing

If you schedule your event to run on the 12th day of every month, but do not want it to run if the 12th falls on a weekend or
holiday, you can delay the processing using the ON command. Type ON followed by the criteria you do not want the event
to run. Then type your DELAY operand and the amount of time you want the event delayed.

Your event looks like this:

EVENT ID(CYBER.TWELVE)

SCHEDULE 12TH DAY OF MONTH

ON WEEKEND DELAY 1 WEEKDAY

ON HOLIDAY DELAY 1 WEEKDAY

INVOKE 'TEST.ESP.PROC(MYAPPL)'

ENDDEF

By indicating a delay of one weekday, you ensure that, even if the 12th falls on a Saturday, Sunday, or a Holiday, it runs
during the week.

Control Event Scheduling

You can use five commands to control the scheduling of that event. For example, you can schedule a
deletion of an event or schedule an event to be suspended at some time in the future. These commands
are: DELETE, HOLD and RELEASE, SUSPEND, and RESUME.

DELETE, HOLD, and RELEASE Commands

The DELETE, HOLD, and RELEASE commands let you control the scheduling of an event. 

To schedule the deletion of an event, use the DELETE command.

You can use the DELETE command if, for example, you want to delete an event that is only temporary. Perhaps you want
to delete a daily event after a particular date.

DELETE 10AM AUG 23, 2000

To hold an event from being processed at a particular time, use the HOLD command in an event.

When ESP encounters a HOLD command in an event, it increases the event's hold count by one at the time and date
specified in the command. As long as the hold count has a value of at least one, ESP delays the event's execution. This
way you can use the HOLD command to postpone an event.

Conversely, the RELEASE command decreases the event's hold count at the time and date specified in the command.
When the hold count equals zero, the event is eligible for execution.
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If the event's scheduled time comes up while it is being held, ESP marks the event as overdue. ESP adds a comment to
a held event if it misses its scheduled time, indicating that execution is pending and the time it should have executed. For
more information, see Missed Events.

For example:

//*EXECPEND AT('9:30 2000 JUN7')

After you release the event, ESP checks the overdue count. If you specified a number other than zero, or let the count
default to one, the event executes immediately for every occurrence it missed while on hold, up to the value of the
overdue count.

 Example: Hold a Data Set-triggered Event 

You have an event, PROD.PAYROLL, that is triggered by the close of the data set PAYROLL.INPUT, but you do not
want it to run between 6 am and 10 pm. To prevent the event from executing in that time period, you can use the HOLD
command to delay PROD.PAYROLL if the data set PAYROLL.INPUT closes between 6 am and 10 pm. The RELEASE
command reduces the event hold count to zero at 10 pm, letting the event trigger if the data set was created:

EVENT ID(PROD.PAYROLL)

DSTRIG PAYROLL.INPUT

HOLD DAILY AT 6AM

RELEASE DAILY AT 10PM

INVOKE 'ESP.PROCS(PAYJOBS)'

ENDDEF

SUSPEND and RESUME Commands

The SUSPEND and RESUME commands let you control scheduling of an event. 

The SUSPEND command works similarly to HOLD, but has a slightly different purpose. If an event misses its scheduled
execution time while suspended, ESP ignores the event and does not execute it at all or mark it overdue. Each time ESP
encounters SUSPEND, it increases the event suspend count by one at the specified time and date. When the suspend
count is greater than zero, ESP bypasses the event without executing it.

The RESUME command reduces the suspend count by one at each occurrence. When the suspend count is zero, ESP
can execute the event at the next scheduled time.

 Example: Schedule an Hourly Event During a Time Range 

In the following example, an event notifies the user of the time (%ESPATIME is a symbolic variable) once an hour, on the
hour, workdays, from 8 am to 4 pm. The SUSPEND command stops ESP from sending the message after 4:01 pm, and
the RESUME command restarts the message again at 7:59 am:

EVENT ID(CYBER.HOUR_MESSAGE)

SCHEDULE WORKDAYS HOURLY ROUND STARTING TODAY

SEND 'TIME IS %ESPATIME' U(*)

SUSPEND 16:01 WORKDAYS

RESUME 7:59 WORKDAYS

ENDDEF

NOTE
If an event is both suspended and held at its scheduled execution time, ESP ignores the hold state and
considers the event suspended.

HOLD and SUSPEND Comment Statements

PTF RO87310 introduces comment statements that identify the user that held or suspended an event.
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The comments have the following format:

/* HOLD BY userid AT hh.mm ON day-of-week ddmmyyyy */

/* SUSPEND BY userid AT hh.mm ON day-of-week ddmmyyyy */

These comments are added to the event definition as a result of any of the following actions:

• Define an event with a HOLD or SUSPEND count greater than zero.
• Edit an event to increase the HOLD or SUSPEND count. This applies to any increase, even if the resulting count is still

negative or zero.
• Issue or schedule the HOLD or SUSPEND command. If the command is scheduled, the comment will be added after

the command is performed.

To remove the comment statement, delete the event and define it again.

Trigger an Event By Data Set Activity
You can set up an event trigger that is activated based on what activity happens to a specified data set. The options are
as follow

• Trigger an event if a specified data set is created, closed, or renamed. The data set can be created, closed, or
renamed by a job, started task, or TSO user. You can set up a trigger for data set activity that produces SMF records
and data set activity that does not produce SMF records.

• Trigger an event if a specified USS file is closed after an update or renamed.
• Trigger an event if a specified data set is deallocated with a disposition of CATLG or KEEP.
• Trigger an event if a specified data set is successfully sent or received through FTP.

You can customize how the trigger works. For example, you can specify the number of times that the data set trigger must
be activated before the event is triggered.

You can use data set triggers in place of a time and date schedule for the event or you can use both methods together.
SCHEDULE commands in your event do not affect data set triggers. The event executes at both the scheduled times and
when the data set trigger conditions are satisfied.

To trigger an event by using a data set, follow any of these procedures that apply:

• Trigger an Event After Data Set Activity With SMF Records.
• Trigger an Event After Data Set Activity Without SMF Records.
• Trigger an Event After a USS File Update or Rename.
• Trigger an Event After Data Set Deallocation With a Specified Disposition.
• Trigger an Event After an FTP Data Set Transfer.

You can also display data set-triggering information.

Trigger an Event After Data Set Activity With SMF Records

You can trigger an event if a specified data set is created, closed, or renamed. Use this trigger if system SMF records are
produced for activity on the data set. The data set can be created, closed, or renamed by a job, started task, or TSO user.
The trigger that you create is known as an "implicit data set trigger".

You can customize how the trigger works. For example, you can specify the number of times that the data set trigger must
be activated before the event is triggered.

To trigger an event after data set activity with SMF records, code the DSTRIG command (define event-level data set
triggers). Use the operands for the implicit data set trigger.
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Trigger an Event After a USS File Update or Rename

You can trigger an event if a specified USS file is closed after an update or renamed.

You can customize how the trigger works. For example, you can specify the number of times that the data set trigger must
be activated before the event is triggered.

Follow these steps:

1. Ensure that SMF record 92 subtype 11 and subtype 14 are enabled on the ESP system.
2. Code the DSTRIG command (define event-level data set triggers). Use the operands for the USS file trigger.

NOTE
The USS file trigger for renaming works only for USS File System paths with maximum of 63 characters.

Trigger an Event After Data Set Deallocation with a Specified Disposition

You can trigger an event if a specified data set is deallocated with a disposition of CATLG or KEEP. The trigger that you
create is known as a "disposition-based data set trigger". This trigger does not use SMF records.

You can customize how the trigger works. For example, you can limit the trigger to a specified mainframe user ID of the
job task that deallocates the data set.

Follow these steps:

1. In the TRACKOPT initialization parameter, do the following steps:
– Verify that SYSMSGS is specified.
– For data set triggers that are caused by started tasks, verify that STC is specified.
– For data set triggers that are caused by TSO users, verify that TSU is specified.

2. Verify that deallocation messages are not suppressed in the monitored jobs by MSGLEVEL(x,0) in the JCL or by
installation settings.

3. Code the DSTRIG command (define event-level data set triggers) with the DISP operand in the event.

Trigger an Event After an FTP Data Set Transfer

You can trigger an event if a specified data set is successfully transferred through FTP. The trigger that you create is
known as an "FTP data set trigger".

You can customize how the trigger works. For example, the trigger can be limited to FTP data set transfers to or from a
specified remote host.

To trigger an event after an FTP data set transfer, code the DSTRIG command (define data set triggers, event level) with
the FTP operand in the event.

Display Data Set-Triggering Information

You can display information about the data set triggers that you set up.

To display data set-triggering information, issue one or both of the following commands:

• LDXE -- Display data set-triggered events.
• LDTE -- Display data sets being checked for closures, creations, or renames.

The output from these commands is as follows:

ldxe

Event/Appl -- Wob ------------ Data set ---                          

CYB001.EVENT.DAILY1          CYB001.DATA.SET1, AnyClose, User(CYB-)

CYB002.EVENT.DAILY2          CYB002.DATA.SET2, AnyClose, Job(CYB002),
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                                User(CYB002), Ftp(Send), Logon(aixuser-),

                              Host(AIXHOST)

APPL001.26    DSTRIG1        CYBER.DATA.SET1, AnyClose, Job(FTPSERVE),

                              User(CYB001), Ftp(Receive),

                              Host(10.23.100.5)

3 entries displayed

 

ldte

The following data set(s) are being checked for data set triggers:

  CYB001.DATA.SET1, AnyClose, User(CYB-)

  CYB002.DATA.SET2, AnyClose, Job(CYB002), User(CYB002), Ftp(Send)

    Logon(aixuser-)

  CYBER.DATA.SET1, AnyClose, Job(FTPSERVE), User(CYB001) Ftp(Receive)

3 data set triggers found

Prepare an Event to be Triggered by an Event-Level Sensor
You can prepare an event-level sensor in an event to trigger it upon notification by an agent monitor. 

You can use this feature only with release 11.3 and above of the system agents and only with the following agent
monitors:

• Database Monitor (DB_MON)
• Database Trigger (DB_TRIG)
• File Trigger (FILE_TRIGGER)
• J2EE Subscribe, Get Messages (JMSS_JOB)
• SAP Event Monitor (SAPE_JOB)
• SNMP Subscribe (SNPC_JOB)

NOTE

• To use Database Monitor and Trigger Events, your system requires WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or
Windows and WA Agent for Databases.

• A table that is being monitored should not be dropped. The Database Monitor or Database Trigger Event
will remain active, even though the table has been dropped.

To prepare an event to be triggered by an event-level sensor, code the WOBTRIG command in the event.

NOTE
If the agent specified in WOBTRIG is cold started or agent failover occurs, the event trigger you set up will still
work properly. In the case of agent failover, trigger notifications would now come from an agent on an active
node in the cluster. For more information about agents, see WA Agents documentation.

Example: Prepare an Event to Be Triggered by an Event-Level Sensor

In the following example, event SA.ORDERISSUE is triggered when agent monitor saAgentXP detects that file
orderissue.xml is created. The event then sends the message "Order Issue Pending" to TSO user ID SALESSUP.

EVENT ID(SA.ORDERISSUE)

  WOBTRIG File_Trigger Agent(saAgentXP) FileName(c:\orderissue.xml) CREATE

  SEND 'Order Issue Pending' USER(SALESSUP)

ENDDEF
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Specify the Function of an Event
ESP can perform various functions through the events you specify. An event must do one of the following:

• Send a message to you, other users, or operator consoles
• Submit JCL
•  Invoke an ESP procedure
• Execute an instream procedure
• Generate a copy of the JCL for every job
• Issue an operating system command

This section describes these tasks and the associated commands.

Send Messages

You can use an event to send a message to yourself, another user, a group of users, or an operator console. To send a
message, enter the SEND command followed by the message in single quotes, and the user ID or console identifier to
which the message is being sent. You can include several SEND commands in any single event.

Example: Send a Message

The following event is scheduled at 8 am each day and sends a message to USER1.

EVENT ID(USER1.MESSAGE)

SCHEDULE 8AM DAILY

SEND 'SCHEDULING IS EASY WITH ESP' USER(USER1)

ENDDEF

Submit JCL

You can use an ESP event to submit JCL from a data set to JES using the SUBMIT command. A single event can submit
more than one job. If there are relationships between the jobs you are submitting, you must use an ESP procedure to
submit them.

You can also use ESP to submit jobs from Librarian and Panvalet data sets using different statements as outlined in the
next section.

NOTE
You cannot use the Consolidated Status Facility to monitor and control jobs that are submitted from an event.

Example: Submit a Job

You can create an event PROD.INVENTORY that, at 7am on the last workday of every month, submits member
BACKUP1 of data set PROD.JCL.CNTL. The event has the following definition:

EVENT ID(PROD.INVENTORY)

SCHEDULE 7AM LAST WORKDAY OF MONTH

SUBMIT 'PROD.JCL.CNTL(BACKUP1)'

ENDDEF

Example: Submit Multiple Jobs

The following event submits two jobs at 7am on the last workday of each month. The jobs can run in any order or
concurrently.

EVENT ID(PROD.INVENTORY)
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SCHEDULE 7AM LAST WORKDAY OF MONTH

SUBMIT 'PROD.JCL.CNTL(BACKUP1)'

SUBMIT 'PROD.JCL.CNTL(BACKUP2)'

ENDDEF

For more information, see Use Applications.

Submit JCL from Librarian and Panvalet Data Sets

In addition to the SUBMIT command, there are special commands to submit jobs directly from Librarian and Panvalet data
sets. You can use multiple commands in an event. ESP effectively concatenates the input data to form one or more jobs.

Librarian Data Sets

To submit a job directly from a Librarian data set, enter the LIBSUB command followed by the data set name and the
name of the data set member that you want to submit.

Example:

LIBSUB LIB1.DATA(PRODCNTL)

ESP supports multiple LIBSUB commands.

NOTE
You do not need to specify the LIB- data set identifier because the LIBSUB command implies a Librarian data
set.

Panvalet Data Sets

To submit a job directly from a Panvalet data set, enter the PANSUB command followed by the data set name and the
name of the member you want to submit:

PANSUB PANDS.DATA MEMBER(DLYPAYROLL)

Use this format, if the member name is no more than eight characters:

PANSUB PANDS.DATA(PAYROLL)

ESP supports multiple PANSUB commands.

NOTE
You do not need to specify the PAN- data set identifier because the PANSUB command implies a Panvalet data
set.

Invoke ESP Procedures

You can create an event to invoke an ESP procedure. A procedure is a set of instructions for ESP. The most common use
of a procedure is to define an ESP application. A procedure can contain statements that define:

• A group of related jobs
• Symbolic variables values
• Complex processing requirements

Invoking a procedure causes ESP to execute the instructions within the procedure. To invoke any procedure, you must
first create the procedure and then define an event to invoke that procedure.
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Use the INVOKE Command

The INVOKE command invokes an ESP procedure by specifying where the procedure is stored. In the following example,
the procedure is stored in the PAYROLL member of the data set PROCS.ESP.PAY:

EVENT ID(PROD.PAYJOBS)

SCHEDULE 17:00 DAILY

INVOKE 'PROCS.ESP.PAY(PAYROLL)'

ENDDEF

Use the TEMPPROC Command

You can use the TEMPPROC command to identify a data set you want to use instead of the data set specified in the
INVOKE command.

ESP substitutes the data set name specified by the INVOKE command with that of the TEMPPROC command. For this to
occur, the TEMPPROC data set must exist at the time of scheduling or triggering of the event, and the member specified
by the INVOKE command must reside in the TEMPPROC ESP procedure library.

In the following example, the PAYJOBS procedure is submitted from data set CYBER.PROC.CNTL.TEMP instead of data
set CYBER.PROC.CNTL.

EVENT ID (CYBER.PAYROLL)

SCHEDULE 02:00 DAILY STARTING FRI 3RD FEB 2006

INVOKE 'CYBER.PROC.CNTL(PAYJOBS)'

TEMPPROC CYBER.PROC.CNTL.TEMP

You can also combine the TEMPPROC command with the USETIME application statement to submit jobs from the
temporary procedure library for a particular time interval.

Use the USETIME Statement

The following USETIME statement indicates that ESP uses only the TEMPPROC data set from midnight on January 25,
2006 to midnight on January 26, 2006:

EVENT ID (CYBER.PAYROLL)

SCHEDULE 02:00 DAILY STARTING FRI 3RD FEB 2006

INVOKE 'CYBER.PROC.CNTL(PAYJOBS)'

TEMPPROC CYBER.PROC.CNTL.TEMP

 

USETIME FROM('MIDNIGHT JANUARY 25,2006') UNTIL('MIDNIGHT JANUARY 26,2006')

APPL PAYJOBS

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB1

    RUN WORKDAYS

    REL PAYJOB2

ENDJOB

ESP allows multiple INVOKE commands. However, an event can generate only one application. If you need more than
one application, you must create one event per application.
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Execute an Instream ESP Procedure

You can execute an in-stream ESP procedure in an event. The procedure statements are enclosed between the PROC
and ENDPROC commands.

WARNING
You must code the ENDPROC command at the end of an in-stream procedure.

NOTE
You cannot use panels to add in-stream procedures to an event. Create the event first with the panels and, then,
add the in-stream procedure by editing the event.

To browse or edit in-stream procedures from the CSF, use the BE and EE commands. The in-stream procedure is inside
the event and cannot be browsed or edited independently. For more information, see Use Procedures.

Example: Include an Instream Procedure

In the following example, you include an in-stream procedure in an event:

EVENT ID(PROD.WITHPROC)

SCHEDULE DAILY AT 6PM

PROC

APPL WITHPROC

JCLLIB PROD.JCL

JOB A

RUN DAILY

RELEASE JOB B

ENDJOB

JOB B

RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

ENDPROC

ENDDEF

Copy Submitted JCL

The COPYJCL statement saves a copy of the submitted JCL for every job ESP submits. In the submitted JCL, all
symbolic parameters are resolved and other JCL tailoring statements are applied. For more information about JCL
tailoring statements, see Tailor JCL.

You can specify COPYJCL in the event definition of any event that submits jobs. This copy is written to a member of a
PDS, providing a working copy of the JCL with, where applicable, all symbolic variables resolved and NET cards (for DJC/
JES3) included. This JCL can be used for job re-submission. ESP tracks where the job was submitted from and the JCL
that was used.

You can specify COPYJCL within a procedure to identify one or more jobs for which you want to use COPYJCL. This
gives you the advantage of using COPYJCL for specific jobs.

When you use the COPYJCL statement, you must also specify the library that is to receive the copy, followed by either the
JOBNAME or JOBID operand. The operands that you use influence the member name ESP assigns to the JCL copy.

Use the JOBNAME Operand

The JOBNAME operand requests that the member name that is used for storing the JCL for a job is the same as the job
name. This option is the default. Each submission of a particular job overwrites the previous copy of that job JCL.
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Use the JOBID Operand

Use the JOBID keyword when you want ESP to store the copy of the JCL by job number. ESP creates a member name
in the form JOBnnnnn or Jnnnnnnn, where nnnnn or nnnnnnn is the job number. For more information, see Job ID. Job
numbers are assigned sequentially and the sequence is restarted (“rolled over”) when the maximum number is reached.
After the roll-over, member names are overwritten when the corresponding job number reoccurs.

Example: Use COPYJCL

This example requests that a copy of submitted JCL is written to the current generation of the data set CYBER.JCL.COPY
and stored by job name.

EVENT ID(EMP.MYJOBS)

SCHEDULE 5PM WORKDAYS

INVOKE 'EMP.ESP.PROC(WKJOBS)'

COPYJCL 'CYBER.JCL.COPY' GEN(0) JOBNAME

ENDDEF

Compress COPYJCL

If you re-use the same data set continually, use COPYJCL to submit a compress job frequently to ensure that the data set
does not run out of space. You can use a data set-triggered event to submit the compress job automatically after several
closures.

Issue Operator Commands
To issue an operator command, enter the VS command followed by the operator command you want to issue.

Example: Start Tasks

If you want ESP to start IMS10 and IMS20 each day at 6 am, use the VS command in your definition, as shown below.
The commands will be issued on the SYSB system.

EVENT ID(OPER1.START_IMS) SYSTEM(SYSB)

SCHEDULE 6AM DAILY

VS 'S IMS10'

VS 'S IMS20'

ENDDEF

There are restrictions on which users can issue operator commands. Contact your administrator to find out if you are
authorized to issue any operator commands.

Specify Additional Event Requirements
When you define an event, you can also specify the following

• Symbol library names
• Calendar names
• Notification list (MAILLIST)
• Comments

Set Symbol Libraries

ESP has a set of built-in symbolic variables. Your ESP administrator can define symbol libraries to store user-defined
symbolic variables. A symbol library consists of one or more data sets or data set members. Variables can include date
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formats, control cards, and other information ESP can use when processing the workload. You can use the SYMLIB
command in an event to specify symbol libraries. If a variable is assigned more than one value, ESP uses the last
assigned value.

Example: Set Symbol Libraries

This example references the symbol library called DATES. When ESP processes the event, it opens each data set
associated with this symbol library and uses this information to perform substitution of symbolic variables.

EVENT ID(CYBER.PAYROLL)

SYMLIB DATES

INVOKE 'CYB.ESP.PROCS(PAYROLL)'

ENDDEF

You can also define and work with symbols as part of an ESP procedure. For more information about creating and using
symbolic variables, see Substitute Using Symbolic Variables.

Set Special Calendars

ESP lets you set special calendars that can be unique to your organization. If, for example, Labor Day is a regular holiday
at your installation, you can define it as such in your calendar.

ESP contains an installation-defined SYSTEM calendar based on the 12-month Gregorian calendar. You can use the
CALENDAR command to specify up to two additional calendars for the event, so that you can schedule events in terms
that can be unique to your calendar. If you do not specify a calendar, ESP uses the calendars assigned by default to the
group or user that owns the event.

ESP merges holiday definitions in all calendars associated with an event. When special days or periods use the same
name in different calendars, ESP uses the first definition it finds. ESP searches in this order:

1. The first calendar you define for the event, or the first default calendar.
2. The second calendar you define for the event, or the second default calendar.
3. The SYSTEM calendar.

Example: Specify a Calendar in an Event

If you want your event to execute on the second day of your fiscal month, you must first set the calendar so that ESP
knows where to look for the definition of what a fiscal month is. In the event below, the CALENDAR command tells ESP
which previously defined calendar (for example, FISCAL) to refer to when scheduling the event:

EVENT ID(CYBER.FISCAL_JOBS)

CALENDAR FISCAL

SCHEDULE 2ND DAY OF FISCAL_MONTH

SUBMIT 'PROD.JCL.CNTL(FISJOB1)'

ENDDEF

NOTE

More Information:

• Use Schedule Criteria

Direct Messages to Notification List (MAILLIST)

If an event needs to send messages, the messages are sent to the user that owns the event. You can redirect those
messages to a notification list instead.
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The notification lists are included in the MAILLIST data set. The MAILLIST data set contains any number of MAILBOX
initialization parameters, each of them containing any number of TSO user IDs and email addresses. You select where the
event sends messages by coding a mailbox name in the MAILBOX operand. Messages will be sent to all TSO user IDs
and email addresses specified in the mailbox. For more information about how to set up the MAILLIST data set and the
mailboxes, see Define MAILLIST Data Set.

Example: Use the Notification List

In the following example, all messages from event CYBER.PAYROLL are directed to all TSO user IDs and email
addresses contained in the CYBERBOX mailbox.

EVENT ID(CYBER.PAYROLL) MAILBOX(CYBERBOX)

SYMLIB DATES

INVOKE 'CYB.ESP.PROCS(PAYROLL)'

ENDDEF

Add Comments

You can use the COM command to add any number of comments anywhere in an event. ESP ignores them when it
executes the event.

Example: Use Comments in an Event

If you want to include a comment in your event that tells you the event is a manually triggered event to submit JOBX, you
could use the COM command, like this:

EVENT ID(PROD.JOBX)

COM MANUALLY TRIGGERED EVENT TO SUBMIT JOBX

SUBMIT 'PROD.JCL.CNTL(JOBX)'

ENDDEF

Display the Schedules
You can use the LISTSCH command to display the event names and times of the current schedule cycle (normally 24
hours). These elements include the names and execution times of all the events in the schedule, and the overdue, held,
or deferred queues. The LISTSCH command does not display the names or submission times for individual jobs within
events.

For more information, see Generate Report of Scheduled Workload.

Example: Display Current Schedule

For example, to display all entries on the current schedule cycle, type:

LISTSCH

NOTE
If an event is scheduled more than once during the current schedule cycle, ESP displays the time of only the first
execution. ESP stores only one instance of the event and does not calculate the next execution time until it has
executed the event.

Display Expected Execution

The LISTSCH command can display only scheduled events. If you want to display events that do not have SCHEDULE
commands, such as events triggered by data set activity, you can use the EXPECT command.
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The EXPECT command uses the same format as the SCHEDULE command, but it does not cause an event to execute.

ESP calculates and sets the next expected time in two cases: if the event is not triggered by the expected time and if it is
triggered with the REPLACE option. In the second case, the expected time is used as the scheduled time for the event
execution.

Example: Expected Time of an Event

If your event is usually triggered by the creation of a data set every morning at approximately 11am, you could insert an
EXPECT command in your event definition to tell ESP when to expect the event, like this:

EVENT ID(USER01.MY_EVENT)

SUBMIT 'USER01.JCL.CNTL(MYJOB)'

EXPECT 11AM DAILY

DSTRIG MY.DATA.SET ANYCLOSE

ENDDEF

Trigger Expected Events

The EXPECT command usually does not affect the schedule. If the data set that triggers the event, in the previous
example, has not been created by the expected time, the event continues to wait. However, if you trigger an event that
has an EXPECT command and you keep the REPLACE option, ESP treats the EXPECT command the same as a
SCHEDULE command. ESP selects jobs and substitutes variables based on the expected time and date.

Display When an Event Will Execute
Using the NEXT command, you can display when an event will next execute. The NEXT command lets you specify
the number of execution times you want to test, up to a maximum of 99. As long as your event contains at least one
SCHEDULE command, ESP computes the execution times and dates for the number of executions you specify.

Example: Display the Next Execution Times of an Event

If you want to know the next five execution dates and times for the event PROD.LWD, you could use the NEXT command.
The following shows the NEXT command and sample output from the command. ESP displays the next five scheduled
times and dates:

NEXT 5 PROD.LWD

SCHED AT 19.00.00 ON SATURDAY JANUARY 31ST, 2000

SCHED AT 19.00.00 ON SATURDAY FEBRUARY 28TH, 2000

SCHED AT 19.00.00 ON TUESDAY MARCH 31ST, 2000

SCHED AT 19.00.00 ON THURSDAY APRIL 30TH, 2000

SCHED AT 19.00.00 ON SUNDAY MAY 31ST, 2000

Control Defined Events
You can use ESP commands in Line mode, Page mode, batch, and through the ISPF interface to control an event after
you define it.

Commands and Their Function

The following list summarizes the available event-controlling commands and their function:
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ALTER
Alters the characteristics of an event.

CLASS
Controls the classes of events (requires OPER authority; not available through panels).

DELETE
Deletes an event.

HOLD
Holds an event from processing.

LIST
Lists an event name or definition.

RELEASE
Releases a held event for processing.

RESUME
Resumes processing of a suspended event.

SIMULATE
Simulates the functions of an event.

SUSPEND
Suspends an event from processing.

TRIGGER
Triggers execution of an event.

For ISPF Users

You can use ISPF panels to issue event commands.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Option E on the Main Menu.
2. Select Option 3 on the Event Management Menu.
3. To list multiple events, leave the option field blank and type the prefix and descriptive name in the MULTIPLE EVENTS

section of the panel.
To limit the events that are listed, you can use the wildcard characters asterisk and hyphen in the PREFIX and
DESCRIPTIVE NAME fields.
You can type one or both of the following LIST OPTIONS values:

H
-- List held Events

S
-- List suspended Events

Example: LIST OPTIONS ===> HS
For suspended events with a RESUME statement scheduled, the event list indicates (RESUME SCHEDULED).

NOTE
If you know the event name that you want to list, specify the command code (for example, H for Hold) in the
option field. Then, specify the event name (prefix and descriptive name) in the SINGLE EVENT section of the
panel.

4. Press Enter.
A list of events appears.

5. Type the command code (for example, H for Hold) beside the event name and press Enter.
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NOTE
The ISPF interface also provides BROWSE and EDIT options.

WARNING
If "MASTER QUIESCED" appears in the top line of the panel, the ESP master is quiesced. This state means
that processing is suspended but ESP is not shut down. Active jobs still continue to process to completion but no
further workload is submitted.

List Event Names or Definitions

ESP contains a LIST command that you can use to display the event names or definitions, as follows:

• Event names
• Next execution times
• System IDs for events
• The event's Last Run date
• Complete event definitions

For example, to see the names and next execution times of the defined events starting with the prefix PROD, type the
command below. The LEVEL operand identifies the event prefix.

 LIST LEVEL(PROD)

 

NOTE
In ISPF, you must abbreviate the LIST command to simply the letter L.

Simulate an Event

You can simulate the workflow defined in an event. A simulation lets you do the following:

• Simulate procedures invoked by the event, monitor events, and other directly invoked events.
• Simulate data set triggers, signal processing (configured with the DEFSIG command), and job monitor events.
• Invoke JCLCheck during event simulation.
• Invoke a JCL scan exit during simulation.

An indicator is passed to this exit indicating that the event is being simulated rather than executed.
• Perform syntax checking on all ESP commands invoked.
• Direct the JCL output to a data set.
• Suppress the execution of REXX code within a procedure.
• Display all successors that were inherited because a job was not selected.
• Display jobs that were not selected.
• Display jobs with the HOLD attribute.
• Simulate process mode in case a JCL variable or application variable does not resolve correctly in the simulation of

application generation mode.

NOTE
When you issue the SIMULATE command, a JCL variable may not resolve correctly if it is set to different
values in different jobs. To overcome this limitation, use the SIMULATE PROCJOB operand or the
SIMULATE JOB SUBMISSION field in the SIMULATE EVENT EXECUTION panel. For more details, see the
examples section in the SIMULATE command.

For the event that you specify, the simulation output shows the following:

• The workload objects specified in the event
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Procedures are shown with variables, conditional logic, and so on, resolved for a particular date and time. The date
and time can include days on which the event is not typically scheduled.

• Errors, warnings, and information messages
Errors, warnings, and information messages are shown right after the related line of code. Error messages can include
such things as JCL errors, syntax errors, and successor loops in a procedure.

• A simulation summary, including the jobs that are submitted, messages from any SEND commands, and any errors
and warnings

NOTE
SEND messages are displayed even if the job that they are in is not selected to run.

To simulate an event, issue the SIMULATE command or use the Simulate Event Execution panel.

The current page of the simulation output display is determined as follows:

• If there are errors, warnings, or information messages, the display is positioned to the first of those messages in the
procedure listing.

• If there are no errors, warnings, or information messages, the display is positioned to the summary.

You can page forward or backward from the output starting point to view the rest of the output.

Trigger an Event Manually

This section explains how to trigger an event manually.

Trigger an Event

You can manually trigger an event at any time through the TRIGGER command. Enter the command TRIGGER, followed
by the event's name and the time at which you want it to execute. The default time is now.

If you specify a time in the past, ESP triggers the event immediately and processes the event as if it was this prior date.
ESP selects jobs and resolves symbolic variables as if it were this date in the past. DELAYSUB/EARLYSUB statements
are ignored unless they use the term REALNOW that reflects the actual time of event trigger.

The event execution either replaces the next scheduled execution, or it can be a temporary addition to the schedule.

Schedule Executions

You can use the ADD option to schedule executions of the event that you want to add to the event's normal schedule.
ESP processes the ADD operand in the same way it processes a SCHEDULE command. A TRIGGER ADD always
causes the event to execute. If there is a HOLD or SUSPEND, ESP does not execute the event and produces an error
message.

For example, if you need to run an event now in addition to its scheduled time of 7pm, trigger the event with the ADD
option.

 TRIGGER USER01.FIRST_EVENT ADD

 

NOTE
An installation can set the default on the TRIGGER command to ADD or REPLACE.

Replace Scheduled Executions

When you want to process an event at a time different than its next scheduled time, you can use the REPLACE option.
REPLACE advances the execution time for an event. For example, if you need to run an event now instead of at 7pm,
trigger the event with the REPLACE option.
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When you use the REPLACE option, ESP selects jobs and resolves symbolic variables based on the replaced time and
date. For example, if you have an event that runs every Saturday and this week you want to run the event on Friday
instead, you can trigger the event with the REPLACE option. ESP selects the jobs and resolves symbolic variables based
on Saturday's date.

The following example uses REPLACE to replace the next scheduled execution of an event called PROD.PAYROLL.

 TRIGGER PROD.PAYROLL REPLACE

 

Bypass a Scheduled Event

If you want to bypass the next execution of a scheduled event, you can trigger the event and specify NOXEQ. This can be
used when you trigger an event in error, and you need to undo this operation, or when you want to cancel one execution
of an event.

The following example bypasses the next scheduled execution of the event called PROD.BAD_EVENT.

 TRIGGER PROD.BAD_EVENT NOXEQ

 

Postpone Execution of an Event

Use the HOLD command outside the event definition process to increment the event's hold count immediately and
postpone the event execution. When you use the HOLD command within a definition, ESP does not increment the count
until the scheduled date and time.

NOTE

More Information:

• HOLD Command: Hold Events
• HOLD Command: Hold Events at Specific Time
• HOLD and SUSPEND Comment Statements

Hold and Release an Event

You can hold or postpone execution of an event and then release it. By issuing the HOLD command followed by an event
name, you postpone execution of that event until its hold count is reduced to zero. Every HOLD increases the count by
one; every RELEASE command reduces it by one.

When a held event is released and it has missed a scheduled execution, ESP executes the event once for each
scheduled execution that the event missed, up to the number of times in the overdue count. This count is specified by the
OVERDUE operand on a SCHEDULE command and defaults to one.

Example: Hold an Event

If you have an event with the name PROD.MYEVENT, you can place it on hold (increasing its hold count by one) by typing
the following:

 HOLD PROD.MYEVENT

 

Bypass Execution of an Event

Outside of an event definition, the SUSPEND command immediately increases the suspend count by one, telling ESP
to bypass execution of the event you name. A suspended event remains in that state until it is resumed. All scheduled
executions and manual triggers of the event are bypassed.
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Suspend and Resume an Event

You can suspend execution of an event and then resume it. By issuing the SUSPEND command followed by an event
name, you bypass the execution of that event until its suspend count is reduced to zero. Every SUSPEND increases the
count by one; every RESUME command decreases it by one. When the suspend count reaches zero, the event is eligible
for execution. If the event misses any execution times while suspended, ESP ignores them and does not consider the
event overdue.

NOTE

More Information:

• HOLD and SUSPEND Comment Statements
• RESUME Command: Event Level - Decrement Suspend Counts
• RESUME Command: General - Decrement Suspend Counts
• SUSPEND Command: Event Level - Suspend Events
• SUSPEND Command: General - Suspend Events

Example: Suspending an Event

If you have an event with the name PROD.MYEVENT, you can suspend it by typing the following:

 SUSPEND PROD.MYEVENT

 

NOTE
If the event is both held and suspended at a scheduled execution time, ESP treats the event as suspended and
therefore does not consider it overdue.

Process Overdue Events

After a long system outage, you can manipulate classes of events so that the system can process high priority,
overdue work first. For more information about manipulating classes of events, see Group Into Classes.

Add OVERDUE to the end of your SCHEDULE command and a number in brackets indicating how often the event should
execute if it misses its scheduled time. The default is 1.

Example: Overdue Events

If you do not want an event to run, even if it misses its 10am scheduled execution time, type the command below.
Because you do not want it to execute, type the number zero in the brackets:

 SCHEDULE 10AM WORKDAYS OVERDUE(0)

 

Alter Events

To change or alter certain characteristics of one or more events, use the ALTEVENT command.

Specify any number of operands to cause multiple changes to a single event or group of events. When the name contains
asterisks or a hyphen, ESP alters all matching entries. If you are unsure of which events a particular command will affect,
use a LIST command to display the events.

Use the ALTEVENT command to change calendars, classes, symbol libraries, and system identifiers, in addition to adding
or subtracting hours or minutes to compute a new set of time and date schedules.

Example: Alter System Identifier
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The example below alters all events prefixed by MYGROUP, with SYSTEM identifiers beginning with OLDA, to execute on
the system NEWA. The SYSTEM identifier corresponds to the ESP system identifier, defined by ESP SYSID initialization
parameter.

 ALTEVENT MYGROUP.- SYSTEM(NEWA OLDA)

 

Delete Events

To delete an existing event, use the DELETE command. This command removes the event from the event data set.

WARNING
If you delete an event corresponding to an active application, ESP is unable to continue processing that
application.

Example: Delete an Event

The following example deletes the event called TEST.FIRST_EVENT.

 DELETE TEST.FIRST_EVENT

 

Use Procedures
An ESP procedure is a set of stored instructions that ESP invokes. You can create a procedure using CLANG, and you
can use the IBM REXX language in procedures. CLANG is a high-level programming language.

The main use of a procedure is to provide a framework for an ESP application. You control an application from one
event definition, regardless of the application's complexity or number of conditional requirements. You can use a single
procedure to control a complete batch run or even multiple batch runs. ESP procedures automatically account for any
daily changes or month-end processing.

You can code an ESP procedure as follows:

• In a stored procedure that you store in a member of a PDS or PDSE, or in a sequential data set.
• In an in-stream procedure that you include in an event, starting with the PROC command and ending with the

ENDPROC command.

When you create a procedure, you can:

• Use as many statements as you need.
• Add to or edit the procedure.
• Specify the procedure line by line using the syntax described later in this chapter.
• Invoke a stored procedure from an event.
• Issue commands.
• Set or test symbolic variables, whether built-in or user-defined.
• Cache (store) the procedure in memory to improve performance.

NOTE
You must create stored procedures prior to creating the event that invokes the procedure.

Invoke a Procedure

To invoke a procedure, use the INVOKE command in an event or in another ESP procedure.

The trigger for the event can be the following:
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• A scheduled date and time
• A data set trigger
• A job monitor trigger
• A signal with a scheduled date and time
• A manual trigger

Example: Invoke a Procedure

The following example demonstrates how to use an event to invoke an ESP procedure.

This event runs each weekday at 4pm and invokes a procedure. The event looks like this:

EVENT ID(PROD.PAYDAILY)

  SCHEDULE 4PM WEEKDAYS

  INVOKE 'CYBER.ESP.PROC(PAYDAILY)'

ENDDEF

Procedure Syntax

ESP procedures have a specific syntax that you must follow for each of the components in the following table. Examples
of using the syntax rules are presented throughout this chapter.

Syntax Rule Explanation

Name Use up to 8 alphanumeric characters for the name of an ESP procedure. The first
character must be a letter. Optionally you can use the format MYJOBS:ESPPROC.In this
case, you must type a colon after the last character followed by the keyword ESPPROC.

Continuation Type either a hyphen (-) or a plus (+) sign as the last non-blank character on a line to
continue a line of input. The + sign strips leading blanks from a continuation line.

Comments Enclose comments between /* and */. You can omit the last */ because a line end
automatically ends the comment. Comments can be written anywhere in an ESP
procedure.

Data sets Enclose all data set names in single quotation marks, otherwise ESP adds your TSO
data set prefix to the name. Use LIB- or PAN- prefixes to identify Librarian and Panvalet
data sets.

Delimiters Use single quotation marks when you want to denote character strings and literal data in
expressions, in assignment statements, and in built-in functions. You must include single
quotation marks around a string that contains blanks.

Indentation Use indentation to improve readability (optional).

Variables Precede all symbolic variables with a symbol introducer character (the default character
is the % sign), except when you use them in an expression or as the left-hand side of an
assignment statement.

Labels Use labels in a procedure to denote different sections. Labels can have up to 18
characters. The first character must be a letter, and you must type a colon after the last
character. In addition to identifying sections for editing purposes, labels can also act as
targets in JUMPTO statements, where they control logical flow.

Use Control Language in Procedures
CLANG is the control language of ESP procedures. Its several language elements listed below let you specify conditional
processing requirements.
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IF

Use IF to conditionally process an instruction or group of instructions depending on the evaluation of an expression.
When you use an IF statement, the expression that follows it must return a true or false value. You can use any number of
nested IF statements.

Example: IF Statement

IF logical-expression THEN ...

THEN

Use THEN to indicate the procedure processed only if the expression that follows the IF statement returns a true value.
If a THEN statement continues to another line, use a line continuation character (- or +). If there is no continuation
character, ESP ignores the THEN statement. You must begin and end a set of instructions with DO and ENDDO language
elements.

Example: THEN Statement

THEN statement

ELSE

Use an ELSE statement only with an IF statement when the expression that follows the IF statement returns a false value.
If you do not include an ELSE statement after an expression returning a false value, ESP passes control on to the next
line. You must begin and end a group of instructions with DO and ENDDO language elements. If an ELSE statement
continues to another line, use a line continuation character (- or +). If there is no continuation character, ESP ignores the
ELSE statement.

Example: ELSE Statement

ELSE statement

DO

Use the DO statement with THEN and ELSE statements to indicate the start of a set of statements. Use this statement
to group a number of instructions together. You do not require a DO statement if you only have one instruction. DO must
follow immediately after THEN or ELSE, or begin the continuation line. Do not use a continuation character (- or +) on a
DO statement.

Example: DO Statement

DO

  statement

  statement

ENDDO

Use the ENDDO statement with the DO statement to indicate the end of a set of statements. The following example
shows how to use DO and ENDDO.

Example: ENDDO Statement

DO
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  statement

  statement

ENDDO

EXIT

Use EXIT to quit from your current point in a procedure. ESP continues to process pending requests up to the point
at which you use EXIT. ESP also processes any action statements in the calling event, or other ESP procedures
invoked in the same event. ESP ignores EXIT statements within the scope of a JOB statement during the generation
of an application. During application processing, EXIT within the scope of a JOB statement causes ESP to process all
statements up to the EXIT and submit the job.

Example: EXIT Statement

EXIT

QUIT

Use QUIT to quit an entire process and the event that invoked it. If you use QUIT, ESP does not process any pending
requests from this or any other procedure invoked by the same event. ESP ignores QUIT statements within the scope of
a JOB statement during the generation of an ESP application. During application processing, QUIT within the scope of a
JOB statement causes ESP not to process any statements for that job and does not submit the job, causing the job to fail
with a SUBERROR. Therefore, any of the jobs dependencies are not released.

Example: QUIT Statement

QUIT

JUMPTO

Use JUMPTO to search forward through the existing procedure to find the next label of the name given in the JUMPTO
statement, or to skip over whole sections of a procedure. You can use JUMPTO with or without an IF statement.

Example: JUMPTO Statement

JUMPTO labelerr_handler

After you specify DO, ENDDO, EXIT, or QUIT, you must specify your next statement on the next line. You cannot continue
these statements.

Basic CLANG Examples

The following are examples of using the CLANG procedure control language using basic commands.

Example: IF-THEN-ELSE Statements

This example uses the IF-THEN-ELSE construct.

IF A=B THEN SEND 'A AND B ARE EQUAL' U(*)

ELSE SEND 'A AND B ARE NOT EQUAL' U(*)

If you use continuation characters and indentation, the above example looks like this:
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IF A=B THEN -

  SEND 'A AND B ARE EQUAL' U(*)

ELSE -

  SEND 'A AND B ARE NOT EQUAL' U(*)

Example: Group Instructions with DO-ENDDO

This example groups instructions together using DO and ENDDO:

DO

  SUBMIT 'CYB.ESP.JCL(PAYJOB1)'

  SEND 'PAYROLL IS RUNNING' CN(01)

ENDDO

Example: QUIT and EXIT Statements

This example uses the QUIT and EXIT instructions, as follows:

• If today is CHRISTMAS, ESP quits the procedure and no instructions are processed.
• If today is not CHRISTMAS but it is a holiday, ESP sends a message and exits the procedure at that point.
• If none of the above conditions are true, ESP sends a message indicating it will continue processing.

IF TODAY('CHRISTMAS') THEN QUIT

IF TODAY('HOLIDAY') THEN DO

  SEND 'NO WORK TODAY' U(BOSS)

  EXIT

ENDDO

SEND 'LET US CONTINUE PROCESSING' U(USER01)

Use Symbolic Variables
You can use symbolic variables in a procedure. The different types of variables are:

Type of Variable Explanation
Built-in variables ESP provides a set of built-in variables for such information as the

current date, time, and event name. You can use these variables
in an ESP procedure, but their values cannot be changed. For a
complete list of these variables, see Substitute Using Symbolic
Variables.

User-defined variables These are alphanumeric strings or integers that you can use in
an ESP procedure to represent character strings, literal data, and
numbers. When using an integer variable, you must first define the
variable with an INTEGER statement or ULONG statement before
you use it.
If the variable is stored in a global variable table, you can retrieve
it using a VGET command.
Regardless of the type of variable stored in a global variable table,
you will obtain a character string when you retrieve the variable
unless you insert an INTEGER statement or ULONG statement
before retrieving it.

When you want to use the value of a symbolic variable, you use the symbol-introducer character (default is the per cent
sign (%)) followed by the symbol name. For example: %NAME.
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NOTE
Your installation can use a different symbol-introducer character. Check with your administrator to find out what
symbol-introducer character is used at your site.

Example: Use Symbolic Variables

This example demonstrates the following:

• Defines an integer variable called NUMBER and assigns it a value of 52.
• Assigns the value FRED to the variable called NAME.
• Sends a message to USER01 using these variables.

INTEGER NUMBER

NUMBER=52

NAME='FRED'

SEND '%NAME IS %NUMBER YEARS OLD TODAY' U(USER01)

The message ESP sends to USER01 looks like this:

FRED IS 52 YEARS OLD TODAY

Example: Retrieve a Variable from a Global Variable Table

This example assumes that a variable containing the number of runs and named NUMOFRUN has been previously stored
in a global variable table named MYTABLE.

INTEGER NUMOFRUN

VGET NUMOFRUN TABLE(MYTABLE)

SEND 'THE NUMBER OF RUNS IS %NUMOFRUN' U(USER01)

NOTE

More Information:

• Substitute Using Symbolic Variables
• Use Global Variable Tables

Use Expressions and Strings
You can also use strings, expressions, and operators in your procedures. This section outlines the syntax and use for
each of these.

Use Literal Strings

A literal string is a group of characters enclosed in single quotes. You can embed symbolic variables in a string. ESP later
substitutes the actual value of the variable into the string during processing.

When you want to enter text and have it appear exactly as you typed it, type it enclosed in single quotes:

'THIS IS A CHARACTER STRING'

When you want to enter a text statement containing a changing variable, such as the time (%ESPATIME), type:

'THE TIME IS %ESPATIME'
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ESP substitutes the actual system time in place of the symbolic-variable name %ESPATIME.

Use Expressions

An expression is a variable, number, or character string connected by operators. Expression evaluation is from left to right;
this is modified overridden by parentheses and by operator precedence. You can modify this order using parentheses.

A logical expression resolves to the value one if true, or zero if false. If an arithmetic expression resolves to zero, it is
false. For any other value, the expression is true. If you do not enclose a logical expression in parentheses when you use
an IF statement, ESP understands the THEN statement to be the terminator.

Examples

• In the first statement, ESP processes the THEN statement if NUM=100.
• In the second statement, ESP processes the THEN statement if VAR1 is less than VAR2 and NUM is equal to 100.

IF NUM=100 THEN ...

IF (VAR1 LT VAR2 AND NUM EQ 100) THEN ...

Use Operators

You can use arithmetic operators, comparison operators, and logical operators in an expression.

Use Arithmetic Operators

Numbers can be combined using the following arithmetic operators:

+ Add

- Subtract

* Multiply

/ Divide

// Integer Divide

** Power

Prefix - Negate the following term. Same as '0-term'

Prefix + Take following term as if it was '0+term'

If you use / for division, ESP performs the division internally using floating-point arithmetic but the resulting value is an
integer. If you use // for division, ESP disregards any remainder. For example, if A is an integer, then A = A/2*2 is always
true, but A = A//2*2 is true only if A is even.

Use Comparison Operators

The comparison operators return the value one if the result of the comparison is true, or zero otherwise. You can use the
following operators, in either their symbol or letter form, in an expression.

>= GE greater than or equal to

<= LE less than or equal to

<  LT less than 

>  GT greater than

=  EQ equal to

¬= NE not equal to
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Use Logical Operators

You can use the following logical operators in an expression:

& AND

| OR

Order of Precedence

The order of precedence of the operators is as follows (the highest is at the top):

¬ (not), prefix +  (prefix plus), prefix - (prefix minus)

**(power)

/(divide), // (integer divide), * (multiply)

+(plus), -(minus)

>= (GE), <= (LE), < (LT), > (GT),= (EQ), ¬= (NE)

AND

OR

In the statement below (A = B or C > D) is a valid expression, and GO is a valid character string that ESP assigns to the
variable E. ESP assigns the value GO to the variable E if either
A = B or C > D.

IF (A=B OR C > D) THEN E = 'GO'

If the expression A = B is true, the entire logical expression is also true. This means that ESP does not have to evaluate C
> D. This order of precedence is useful for expressions such as IF I = 0 AND J/I > 4. This expression does not cause an
error since J is divided by I only if I is non-zero.

Use Built-in Functions
ESP provides a set of built-in functions. A function is a sequence of instructions that can receive data, process that
data, and return a value. To use a function, type the function name directly followed by one or more arguments within
parentheses, like this:

function(arguments)

There can be no space between the function name and the left parenthesis.

Built-in Function Categories

The built-in functions fall into the following categories:

Category Explanation
Calendaring Tests schedule criteria and calculate time periods.
Job selection Checks if a job has already been selected for submission.
Symbolic variable Performs operations on symbolic variables.
System activity Checks the status of activity on the system, including jobs and

tape drives.
Workload status Checks the status of workload such as an Application.
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Summary by Function

The following table is a summary of built-in functions grouped by category:

Category Function Description
Calendaring DAYS_FROM Calculates the number of days from a date.
Calendaring DAYS_TO Calculates the number of days away from a

date in the future.
Calendaring DAYS_BETWEEN Calculates the number of units (days,

weekdays, workdays) between two dates.
Calendaring TODAY Tests to see if today matches a specified

schedule expression.
Calendaring TOMORROW Tests to see if tomorrow matches a

specified schedule expression.
Calendaring YESTERDAY Tests to see if yesterday matches a

specified schedule expression.
Job selection SELECTED Checks to see if a job has been selected.
Symbolic variable DEFINED Checks to see if a symbolic variable has

been defined.
Symbolic variable LENGTH Returns the length of a symbolic variable.
Symbolic variable SUBSTR Returns a partial string of a symbolic

variable.
System activity ACTIVE Checks to see if a job or address space is

active on the current system.
System activity JOBONQ Checks to see if a job or address space is

active on any system in the shared spool
environment.

System activity TAPES Checks the status of tape drives.
Workload status COMPLETED Checks to see if an application is complete.

Test for a True or False Condition

To test for a true condition, you do not have to specify the true value, since this is the default. If you want to test for a false
value, you must specify either =0, EQ 0, or use the word NOT. Each one of the SELECTED, TODAY, TOMORROW, and
YESTERDAY built-in functions returns a true value (1) or a false value (0).

In the following example, both statements have the same effect. Each checks to see if today is not Monday.

IF TODAY('MONDAY') EQ 0 THEN ...

IF TODAY('NOT MONDAY') THEN ...

Calendaring Functions
This section describes the CLANG calendaring functions.

DAYS_TO Function

The DAYS_TO function returns a positive number representing the number of days from a specified special day, holiday,
or any defined schedule criteria. If you do not use a year and the day you specified has passed, DAYS_TO assumes the
next year and returns a positive number. If the date is in the past, ESP returns a negative number.
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Example: DAYS_TO Function

If you want to determine the number of days to December 25 from the current day, and assign that number to an integer
variable called X, type the following:

INTEGER X

X=DAYS_TO('DEC 25')

DAYS_FROM Function

The DAYS_FROM function returns a positive number representing the number of days from a date in the past.
DAYS_FROM assumes the current year if you do not specify one. If the date is in the future, ESP returns a negative
number.

Example: DAYS_FROM Function

The following is an example of an expression containing the DAYS_FROM built-in function:

IF DAYS_FROM('AUGUST 1ST') GT 0 THEN

DAYS_BETWEEN Function

The DAYS_BETWEEN function returns a whole number representing the number of a specified unit of time (days,
months, workdays, fiscal_months, and so on) between two given dates. You do not have to specify the dates explicitly;
you can use a schedule expression instead.

DAYS_BETWEEN('first date','second date','restrictor')

The restrictor is an optional qualifier that defaults to DAYS. Examples of the following are other possible restrictors;
HOURLY, DAILY, are WORKDAYS, and WEEKDAYS, WEEKLY, SATURDAYS, WEEKENDS, MONTHLY, YEARLYPLUS
SAT. Your restrictor cannot be any unit of time less than hourly. The value that this function returns is the number of
occurrences of the restrictor between the first date and the second date. If the first date is not prior to the second date, the
function returns a value of zero negative number. The maximum value the function returns is 50000 for any restrictor other
than DAYS.

Example: Calculate Workdays

If you want to know the number of workdays there are from January 30, 2001, up to but not including June 30, 2001, you
would type:

DAYS_BETWEEN('JAN 30 2001','JUNE 30 2001','WORKDAYS')

Example: Calculate Weeks

You could also determine the number of Saturdays from the 6th workday of the current month, up to but not including
tomorrow, by typing:

DAYS_BETWEEN('6TH WORKDAY OF MONTH STARTING + TODAY','TOMORROW','SAT')

TODAY Function

The TODAY function compares the schedule expression that you specify to today's schedule date. It returns a true or a
false value, depending on whether the expression matches today. ESP returns a number code indicating the result:

1 = true
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0 = false

In the following example, ESP processes only the instructions following the THEN statement if today is a Friday.

IF TODAY('FRIDAY') THEN ...

When the statement is false, ESP skips to the next ELSE statement or to the following line.

You can check if today is not Friday like this:

IF TODAY('NOT FRIDAY') THEN ...

Example: TODAY Function

The following are examples of the TODAY function:

IF TODAY('MON WED FRI') THEN ...

IF TODAY ('FIRST-LAST DAY OF JUNE JULY') THEN ...

IF TODAY('LAST WORKDAY OF MONTH LESS 1 WORKDAY') THEN ...

• The first statement checks if today is Monday, Wednesday or Friday.
• The second statement checks if today is any day in June or July.
• The last statement checks if today is the second last workday of the month.

TOMORROW Function

The TOMORROW function compares the expression following the TOMORROW keyword to tomorrow's date (for
example, the day after the schedule date). ESP returns a true or false value, depending on whether the expression
matches tomorrow. ESP returns a number code indicating the result:

1 = true
0 = false

Example: TOMORROW Function

The following are two examples using the TOMORROW function:

IF TOMORROW('LAST WORKDAY OF MONTH') THEN ...

IF TOMORROW('HOLIDAY') THEN ...

• In the first example, ESP only processes the instructions following the THEN statement if tomorrow is the last workday
of the month.

• In the second example, ESP only processes the instructions following the THEN statement if tomorrow is a holiday.

When the statement is false, ESP skips to the ELSE statement or the following line.

YESTERDAY Function

The YESTERDAY function compares the schedule expression that you specify to yesterday's date (for example, the day
before the schedule date). ESP returns a true or false value, depending on whether the expression matches yesterday.
ESP returns a number code indicating the result:

1 = true
0 = false

Example: Yesterday as First Workday of Month
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In the following example, ESP processes only the instructions following the THEN statement when yesterday is the first
workday of the month:

IF YESTERDAY('FIRST WORKDAY OF MONTH') THEN ...

When the statement is false, ESP skips to the ELSE statement or to the following line.

Example: Yesterday as a Holiday

In the following example, ESP processes only the instructions following the THEN statement when yesterday is a holiday:

IF YESTERDAY('HOLIDAY') THEN ...

When the statement is false, ESP skips to the ELSE statement or to the following line.

Job Selection Functions
This section describes the CLANG job selection functions.

SELECTED Function

The SELECTED function returns a true or false value that indicates whether a job name has been selected as a result
of a previously processed SELECT or RUN statement. To return a true value, ESP must have selected the job in this
procedure or in another procedure invoked by the same event, prior to evaluating the function. This function does not
return a true value for a job selected via a POSTREQ, PREREQ, or COREQ statement.

ESP returns a number code for the value:

1 = true, the job name has been selected.
0 = false, the job name has not been selected.

The syntax is as follows:

SELECTED('JOBNAME')

If the job you are checking for selection is a qualified job, you will need to include the qualifier, like this:

SELECTED('jobname.qualifier')

This function is useful for scheduling jobs with the same frequency because it can eliminate the need to specify
complicated criteria multiple times. The function is also useful when you want to schedule a job whenever another job is
not scheduled.

Example: Select One Job Based on Another

You can use the SELECTED function to select job B whenever ESP selects another job such as job A.

IF SELECTED('A') THEN SELECT B

Example: Select a Job When Another is Not Selected

In this example, ESP selects job Z whenever it does not select job X. ESP selects Z on all days except for the 3rd, 13th,
and 23rd day of the month.

JOB X
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  RUN 3RD 13TH 23RD DAY OF MONTH

ENDJOB

JOB Z

  IF NOT SELECTED('X') THEN RUN TODAY

ENDJOB

The previous results are valid only at application generation time and not at application process time.

Symbolic Variable Functions
This section describes the CLANG symbolic variable functions.

DEFINED Function

The DEFINED function checks to see if a symbolic variable has been defined and returns the following values:

1 = true
0 = false

The syntax is as follows:

DEFINED(variable)

Example: Define an Undefined Variable

This example defines an integer variable called COUNT if it has not been defined.

IF NOT DEFINED(COUNT) THEN -

  INTEGER COUNT

LENGTH Function

The LENGTH function returns a number equal to the length of the variable following the LENGTH keyword in
parentheses. The syntax is:

LENGTH(variable)

This function does not return a true or false value. Instead, it resolves to a whole number equal to the length of the named
variable's value.

Example: Calculate the Length of a Symbol

In this example, the LENGTH function assigns the length of a user-defined variable called LETTER to the integer variable
SIZE. As a result, SIZE has a value of seven.

INTEGER SIZE

LETTER='OMICRON'

SIZE=LENGTH(LETTER)

SUBSTR Function

The SUBSTR function resolves to a partial string from the variable string that follows the SUBSTR keyword in
parentheses. The syntax is:
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SUBSTR(start,length,variable_name)

Example: Use a Substring of a Time Variable

The ESPATIME built-in variable represents the actual time, 19.35.42, for example. This example assigns the number of
minutes in the ESPATIME symbolic variable to the symbol MIN.

MIN=SUBSTR(4,2,ESPATIME)

Example: Extract Last Character of a Variable Length Symbol

This example uses the LENGTH and SUBSTR functions to extract the last character of the scheduled month name. The
LENGTH function calculates the length of the month name. The SUBSTR function extracts the last character.

INTEGER X 

X=LENGTH(ESPSMONTH)

LAST_CHAR=SUBSTR(%X,1,ESPSMONTH)

For example, if the scheduled month is December, the following occur:

• X=8, because there are eight characters in the word December.
• LAST_CHAR=SUBSTR(8,1,'DECEMBER'), which resolves to R, the last character in the word December.

System Activity Functions
This section describes the CLANG system activity functions.

ACTIVE Function

The ACTIVE function tests to see if a job or any address space is active on the current system and returns a value based
on that test. ESP returns a number representing the result:

address space identifier = true

0 = false.

If you want to verify that a job or any address space is active on any system (within the same JES node), use the
JOBONQ built-in function.

Example: Check If CICSPROD is Active

This example sends a message to console identifier 01 if CICSPROD is active on the current system.

IF ACTIVE('CICSPROD') THEN + 

  SEND 'CICSPROD IS STILL ACTIVE' CN(01)

JOBONQ Function

The JOBONQ function does the following:

• Returns the number of instances of a specified job or group of jobs that are on specified JES queues.
• If the value returned is 1 or more, JOBONQ creates variables for each instance of the job found. The variables contain

JES information about the job.

The JOBONQ function has the following syntax:
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JOBONQ('jobname','[prefix]','criteria')

The variables that are created by this function have the following format in CLANG:

prefixVarnameVarnum

The variables that are created by this function have the following format if JOBONQ is used in REXX:

prefixVarname.Varnum

criteria
Specifies the job search criteria. You can specify any combination of the following criteria:
I

Search the input queue.

NOTE

When you specify solely the I operand, the behavior is different from when you specify the I
operand in combination with the H operand.

• When you specify only the I operand, ESP searches for jobs in the processing phase and
jobs in the JES input queue. Held jobs are omitted from the search.

• When you specify the I operand in combination with the H operand, ESP searches all jobs
in the input queue including held jobs. Jobs in the processing phase are omitted from the
search.

E
Search the execution queue.

O
Search the output queue.

H
Search for held jobs only.

U
Treat the job name as a user ID. The search includes any job with a name consisting of the job name plus
one character.

Example: 'IO' examines the input and output queues.

NOTE

If you omit the criteria, ESP looks in all queues. For example:

JOBONQ('MYJOB', 'Z', '')

jobname
Specifies a job name or job name prefix. You can use a job name prefix only with the criteria value U.

prefix
Defines the prefix of the variables created by JOBONQ. prefix is optional but you must specify it if you want
JOBONQ to create variables.

Varname
Indicates the name of a variable created by JOBONQ. These are the possible variable names:
JOBID

JES job identifier in the form JOBnnnnn or Jnnnnnnn, where nnnnn or nnnnnnn is the job number.
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JOBN
Job name.

NOTE
This variable is only created if you specify criteria U.

JOBNO
JES job number (for example 123456).

JOBH
Indicates whether JES is holding the job. The values are 0 (zero) JES is not holding the job or 1 if JES is
holding the job.

JOBQ
Indicates the JES queue that the job is on. The values are I for input, E for execution, or O for output.

Varnum
Indicates the number of a variable created by JOBONQ. The maximum value of Varnum depends on the number
of jobs found.

Example: JOBONQ

In this example, JOBONQ checks for held jobs (H) called PAYROLL in the input queue (I) and returns the number of jobs
it found to JOBCOUNT.

INTEGER JOBCOUNT

JOBCOUNT = JOBONQ('PAYROLL','Z','IH')

Assume that JOBONQ finds two jobs. JOBONQ assigns 2 to JOBCOUNT and generates the following variables:

• ZJOBID1, ZJOBID2
• ZJOBNO1, ZJOBNO2
• ZJOBH1, ZJOBH2
• ZJOBQ1, ZJOBQ2

Example: JOBONQ with Search Criterion U

This example shows you how the U search criterion works.

Assume that an instance of held jobs MYJOBA (JOB21056) and MYJOBB (JOB21070) are on the input queue. Also
assume that another instance of MYJOBA is on the output queue.

You code the following line:

JOBCOUNT = JOBONQ('MYJOB','Z','UI')

The JOBONQ function returns 2 to JOBCOUNT. Only the matching jobs on the input queue are counted because "I" was
specified in JOBONQ.

JOBONQ also creates the following variables with the values indicated:
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• ZMYJOBH1: 1
• ZMYJOBID1: JOB21056
• ZMYJOBN1: MYJOBA
• ZMYJOBNO1: 21056
• ZMYJOBQ1: I
• ZMYJOBH2: 1
• ZMYJOBID2: JOB21070
• ZMYJOBN2: MYJOBB
• ZMYJOBNO2: 21070
• ZMYJOBQ2: I

Example: Re-Execute a Procedure at a Specified Time or After a Certain Time Interval

You can use the JOBONQ function with the REEXEC statement to re-execute a procedure at a specified time or after a
certain time interval. In the following example, ESP re-executes the procedure if MYJOB is found on any queue.

IF JOBONQ('MYJOB') THEN REEXEC IN(5)

TAPES Function

ESP evaluates the TAPES function to check the status of tape drives on the system and compares the status to the
resources required by the job. When you use the TAPES function at the job level for a job in an application, you can verify
the status of the tape drives before you submit a job.

NOTE
To check the status of tape drives, we recommend you use resources. Resources provide you with easier, more
efficient ways of defining tape requirements.

Example: TAPES Function

To use this function, enter TAPES followed by two operands from the lists below:

TAPES('xy')

ESP evaluates both operands (x and y) of the function and returns a whole number. You can choose one of the following
three options as the first operand:

C
Cartridge drives

R
Reel-to-reel drives

T
Total drives

You can choose one of the following as the second operand:

A
Available

O
Online

D
Defined

The default is CA.
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Example: Check Available Cartridge Drives

If a job in an application requires two cartridge drives, you can use the TAPES function to check that two cartridge drives
are available before you submit the job. If they are not, ESP can check again after two minutes:

JOB TAPEJOB1

IF TAPES('CA') < 2 THEN REEXEC IN(2)

Workload Status Functions
This section describes the CLANG workload status functions.

COMPLETED Function

The COMPLETED function determines whether an application is complete. COMPLETED returns “true” if the specified
application is complete and “false” otherwise.

The COMPLETED function has the following syntax:

COMPLETED{ }

         {('applname')}

         {('applname','ALL')}

         {('','ALL')}

applname
Defines the application name. If you omit the application name or you specify an empty name, the name of the
current application is used by default. If you want to specify ALL only, type two consecutive single quotes ('') as a
placeholder for applname.

ALL
Check all generations of the application name specified that are still saved in the JOBINDEX data set. If all
generations are complete, COMPLETED returns true. The latest generation is checked by default.

WARNING
In application process mode, COMPLETED always returns "false" for the current application because the
current generation of that application is still running. In application generation mode, the current generation
of the current application ran already so COMPLETED can return "true" or "false". See the example "Current
Application Generation Complete".

Example: Current Application Generation Complete

In the following example, job ABC is selected if the current generation of application DLYUPDAT is complete. Application
DLYUPDAT is not generated until COMPLETED has checked whether the existing generation of DLYUPDAT is complete.

APPL DLYUPDAT

JCLLIB 'PROD.JCL.CNTL'

JOB ABC

  IF COMPLETED THEN RUN TODAY

ENDJOB

NOTE
Job ABC is not selected during application processing mode because COMPLETED always returns "false"
during that mode for the example shown. However, if COMPLETED returns "true" during application generation
mode, job ABC is selected and it runs.

Example: Current Application Generation Not Complete
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In the following example, if the current generation of application DLYUPDAT has not completed, job ABC is not selected:

APPL DLYUPDAT

JCLLIB 'PROD.JCL.CNTL'

JOB ABC

  IF NOT COMPLETED('DLYUPDAT') THEN QUIT

ENDJOB

Example: All Application Generations Complete

In the following example, job ABC is selected if all generations of application DLYUPDAT are complete:

APPL DLYUPDAT

JCLLIB 'PROD.JCL.CNTL'

JOB ABC

  IF COMPLETED('','ALL') THEN RUN TODAY

ENDJOB

Example: All Application Generations Not Complete

In the following example, if all generations of application GLFEED have not completed, job ABC is not selected:

APPL DLYUPDAT

JCLLIB 'PROD.JCL.CNTL'

JOB ABC

  IF NOT COMPLETED('GLFEED','ALL') THEN QUIT

ENDJOB

Combine Built-In Functions
You can combine built-in functions using the AND and OR logical operators. Specify the built-in function name each time
you need to use it.

Examples of Combining Functions
Some examples are shown below:

• Today is Friday, and today is not the last workday of the year:

IF TODAY('FRIDAY') AND TODAY('NOT LAST WORKDAY OF YEAR') THEN

• Today is the last workday of the month, and CICS is active on the current system:

IF TODAY('LAST WORKDAY OF MONTH') AND ACTIVE('CICS') THEN

• Yesterday was a holiday, tomorrow is Friday, and today is a workday:

IF YESTERDAY('HOLIDAY') AND TOMORROW('FRIDAY') AND + TODAY('WORKDAY') THEN

• Today is Monday, Wednesday, or Friday, and either yesterday was a holiday or tomorrow is a holiday:

IF TODAY('MON WED FRI') AND (YESTERDAY('HOLIDAY') OR + TOMORROW('HOLIDAY')) THEN
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Re-execute a Procedure
Use the REEXEC statement to request re-execution of an ESP procedure at a specific time or after a certain time interval.
ESP stores the number of re-executions in a symbolic variable called ESPREEXEC#. If you use REEXEC within the
scope of a JOB statement in an application, ESP re-executes only the code associated with that job and maintains a
separate ESPREEXEC# for each job.

Example: Check If CICS is Active

This ESP procedure checks to see if a job or address space called CICS is active on the current system.

IF ACTIVE('CICS') THEN DO

  SEND 'CICS IS DUE TO COME DOWN' CN(01) NONDEL

  REEXEC IN(5)

ENDDO

ELSE SUBMIT 'PROD.JCL.CNTL(CICSBKUP)'

• If CICS is active, ESP sends a non-deletable message to console id 01 and re-executes the procedure in five minutes.
• If CICS is not active, ESP submits the member CICSBKUP from the library PROD.JCL.CNTL.

NOTE
If you want to set up a dependency with an online region, such as CICS, for a job in an ESP application, the
preferred method is to use the ESP resource feature.

Example: Wait for a Job

This procedure checks to see if a job called RMTJOB is on the input queue.

INTEGER COUNT

COUNT=JOBONQ('RMTJOB','X','IH')

IF COUNT=1 THEN VS '$AJ%XJOBNO1'

ELSE DO

  IF ESPREEXEC#<5 THEN REEXEC IN(30)

  ELSE SEND 'I GIVE UP ON RMTJOB' U(USER01)

ENDDO

• If RMTJOB is on the input queue on hold, ESP releases the job.
• If RMTJOB is not on the input queue on hold, ESP checks the number of re-executions. If the number of re-executions

is less than five, ESP re-executes the procedure in 30 minutes. Otherwise, ESP sends a message.

Use CLANG Templates
A template is an element of CLANG that lets you specify repetitious commands or statements once, such as those to
define holidays or jobs.

This section briefly introduces templates. For more information, see Use Templates.

Define a Template

This topic describes how to define a template.

Follow these steps:

Use a TEMPLATE statement to give your template a name and identify parameters you want to pass through the
template.
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Positional parameters cannot contain blanks or other separators, while keyword parameters can contain any characters.

1. Define the statements that make up your template.
2. End the template definition with the ENDTEMPL statement.

To use a template you have defined, specify the name of the template followed by any parameters you want to pass
through the template.

Example: Define a Static Holiday

This example uses a template to define a static holiday called CHRISTMAS for six years. The DEFHOL command defines
a holiday for a particular date.

Use a template in an ESP procedure to specify the DEFHOL command and supply the template with different years. In
this example

• The name of the template is XMAS, and it accepts one positional parameter represented by the variable YEAR.
• The body of the template consists of one statement that defines CHRISTMAS in the SYSTEM calendar as a 24 hour

holiday on December 25 each year. The year is represented by the variable YEAR.
• The ENDTEMPL statement ends the template definition.
• The template XMAS is then used with the years 2001 through 2006. Each of these years is passed to the template and

substituted for the variable YEAR within the template.

TEMPLATE XMAS (1,YEAR)

   ESP DEFHOL CHRISTMAS START('DEC 25, %YEAR') + 

   FOR(24) CAL(SYSTEM)

ENDTEMPL

XMAS 2001

XMAS 2002

XMAS 2003

XMAS 2004

XMAS 2005

XMAS 2006

Set up an event to invoke this procedure and trigger it manually to define your holidays.

Example: Define Similar Jobs

In this example, an application contains a number of print jobs. These jobs do the following:

• Run daily
• Belong to a subapplication called PRTJOBS
• Run independently

The following is a sample definition of this application:

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYB.JOBS.CNTL'

JOB USERA

  SUBAPPL PRTJOBS

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

JOB USERB

  SUBAPPL PRTJOBS

  RUN DAILY
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ENDJOB

JOB USERC

  SUBAPPL PRTJOBS

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

JOB USERD

  SUBAPPL PRTJOBS

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Because of the similarity of the jobs, you can define a print job template and pass one parameter for the name of each job.
The template contains details for the print job, such as SUBAPPL PRTJOBS and RUN DAILY.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYB.JOBS.CNTL'

TEMPLATE PRTJOBS (1,NAME)

  JOB %NAME

    SUBAPPL PRTJOBS

    RUN DAILY

  ENDJOB

ENDTEMPL

PRTJOBS USERA

PRTJOBS USERB

PRTJOBS USERC

PRTJOBS USERD

The template is used for jobs USERA, USERB, USERC, and USERD. ESP substitutes the job name for the %NAME
variable within the template.

Use Event Definition Commands
You can use the following event definition commands in an ESP procedure:

INVOKE
Invokes another ESP procedure.

LIBSUB
Submits JCL from a Librarian data set.

PANSUB
Submits JCL from a Panvalet data set.

SEND
Sends messages to a TSO user or console.

SIGPOST
Posts a complete signal.

SIGCYCLE
Cycles a new generation of a signal.

SUBMIT
Submits JCL from a PO, PS, or VSAM ESDS data set.

VS
Issues an operator command (restricted use).
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CLANG Examples
This section contains some additional examples using CLANG.

Example: Schedule Job on Last Day of Month
In this example, ESP selects a job if it is the last day of the month and the month has 31 days in it. The
procedure uses the ESPSDD built-in symbolic variable that represents the number of the scheduled day of the
month. The procedure looks like this:

IF TODAY('LAST DAY OF MONTH') AND ESPSDD='31' + 

  THEN SELECT MONTHEND

Alternatively, if you normally use RUN statements for your jobs, the procedure looks like this:

JOB MONTHEND

  IF TODAY('LAST DAY OF MONTH') AND ESPSDD='31' + 

    THEN RUN TODAY

ENDJOB

Example: Take Different Action on Weekday
In this example, ESP takes different actions based on whether the scheduled day is a weekday.

• If the scheduled day is a weekday, ESP sends a message and submits JOB1.
• If the scheduled day is not a weekday, ESP sends a different message and submits JOB2.

The procedure looks like this:

IF TODAY('WEEKDAY') THEN DO

  SEND 'TODAY IS A WEEKDAY' U(*)

  SUBMIT 'CYB.ESP.JCL(JOB1)'

ENDDO

ELSE DO

  SEND 'TODAY IS A WEEKEND' U(*)

  SUBMIT 'CYB.ESP.JCL(JOB2)'

ENDDO

Example: Take Different Actions Based on Status of CICS
In this example, ESP takes different actions based on whether CICS is active.

• If CICS is active on the current system, ESP jumps to a label called STOP. ESP issues an operator
command, schedules a re-execution in five minutes, and exits this procedure.

• If CICS is not active on the current system, ESP jumps to a label called GO and issues a command to
trigger an event.

The procedure looks like this:

IF ACTIVE('CICS') THEN JUMPTO STOP

ELSE JUMPTO GO

STOP:

VS 'F CICS SHUTDOWN'

REEXEC IN(5)

EXIT

GO:

VS 'F ESP,TRIGGER PROD.NIGHTLY'
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Example: Use Calendaring Functions
This example uses different CLANG functions. It accomplishes the following:

• Assigns the number of days to December 25 to the integer variable X
• Assigns the number of workdays between today and December 25 to the integer variable Y
• Assigns the number of days since July 20, 1969 to the integer variable Z
• Sends the above values back to your terminal
• Sends another message back to your terminal if today is a workday

The procedure looks like this:

INTEGER X,Y,Z

X=DAYS_TO('DEC25')

Y=DAYS_BETWEEN('TODAY','DEC25','WORKDAYS')

Z=DAYS_FROM('JUL20,1969')

SEND 'THERE ARE %X DAYS TO CHRISTMAS' U(*)

SEND 'THERE ARE %Y WORKDAYS TO CHRISTMAS' U(*)

SEND 'THERE HAVE BEEN %Z DAYS SINCE THE FIRST MOON WALK' U(*)

IF TODAY('WORKDAY') THEN -

  SEND 'ANOTHER DAY OF HARD LABOR' U(*)

Example: Calculate Time Periods
This example calculates the number of days, from a specific time and date in the past. ESP sends the results
back to your terminal. The ESP procedure looks like this:

INTEGER X,Y

X=DAYS_BETWEEN('1PM JAN1,1994','NOW','HOURLY')

Y=DAYS_BETWEEN('JAN1,1994','TODAY','DAILY')

SEND 'ITS BEEN %X HOURS SINCE STOP HOUR' U(*)

SEND 'ITS BEEN %Y DAYS SINCE STOP DAY' U(*)

Example: Override Procedure on Particular Date
There can be occasions where you need to override an ESP procedure for a particular date. One method is
illustrated below:

DAILY:ESPPROC

IF TODAY('specific date') THEN -

  DO

    INVOKE 'PROD.ALT.ESPPROC(DAILYEX)'

    EXIT

  ENDDO

/*REGULAR PROCEDURE*/

.

.

.

The first statement checks to see if today is a specific date. If so, ESP invokes an alternate procedure;
otherwise, ESP processes the statements in the regular procedure.
Example: Take Different Action Based on Time
In this example, ESP takes different actions based on when a job becomes eligible for submission. The criteria
are:
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• If job THISJOB becomes ready for submission between 3 am and 3:59 am, ESP submits the job and sends
a message indicating it is almost too late to run the job.

• If THISJOB becomes ready for submission at 4 am or later, ESP does not submit the job.
• Otherwise, if THISJOB becomes ready between midnight and 2:59 am, ESP sends a message indicating

the job is on time.

The procedure is shown below. The ESPAHH symbolic variable represents the actual two-digit hour.

JOB THISJOB

  RUN DAILY

  IF ESPAHH EQ '03' THEN DO

    SEND 'IT IS ALMOST TOO LATE TO RUN THISJOB' U(OP1)

    EXIT

  ENDDO

  IF ESPAHH GE'04' THEN QUIT

  SEND 'THISJOB IS ON TIME' U(OP1)

ENDJOB

Cache a Procedure
By caching (storing) an ESP procedure in memory, you can improve CPU usage and processing speed for procedures
that include 400 jobs or more. You can create, display, and delete cache entries by using the PCACHE and CPROC
commands.

A cached copy of a procedure is also stored in the application file as part of the Procedure Caching Record (PCR). The
PCR is referenced by the Application Tracking Record (ATR).

A cached copy of a procedure will always be used when ESP submits a job defined in the procedure. ESP first looks
in cache for the procedure. If it is not found there, ESP reloads it from the PCR into cache. This occurs when the ESP
subsystem is restarted. When a procedure is deleted from cache by the CPROC command, ESP re-reads the procedure
and builds a new copy in cache and in the PCR.

WARNING
If you change the contents of a procedure, delete the cached version of the procedure so the new version is
read automatically by an active application.

• To cache an ESP procedure, use the PCACHE command.
• To display and delete cache entries, use the CPROC command.

NOTE
To delete a procedure cache, you need UPDATE access to security profile APPL.applname, where applname is
the name of the application generated by your procedure. See your ESP security administrator to set up access.
For more information, see Set Up Security Profiles .

Use Applications
This section describes application processing, phases, generations, and definition.

An application consists of one or more jobs or other workload objects. A workload object can be a job, a manual task, a
command you want processed, or a distributed object such as a UNIX script. For example, an application can consist of
all your payroll jobs. You can define an application using the Application Definition panels, using ESP Workstation, or by
editing a member of a PDS. All application definitions are stored in ESP procedures.

Contents
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Process an Application

Application processing starts by triggering an event that invokes the application. The event is triggered manually or
automatically, for example, when the scheduled time is due. Initially, the event is triggered in the generation phase.

In the generation phase, ESP generates an Application Tracking Record (ATR) for further processing. The ATR is created
the APPLFILE data set. This record includes the information ESP needs to process the jobs in the application. The record
describes the application and all the jobs within it.

After the ATR is created, it falls under control of the Application Manager. The Application Manager evaluates when a
mainframe or distributed job is due for processing and executes the appropriate action to submit or start the mainframe or
distributed job. The actions are executed by triggering the original event in the processing phase, specifying a reference
to the job being submitted. This means that, during the life of an application, the same event is triggered multiple times: for
the first time in generation mode, and then a number of times in processing mode.

NOTE

Every time the event is triggered, it requires scanning of the entire application. If the application is very large,
the repeated scanning can have negative impact on performance. To prevent the performance decrease, use
procedure caching.

ESP performs the following processing steps for jobs in an application:

1. The Application Manager maintains a queue of jobs awaiting submission. Jobs can be in a waiting state because of
dependencies such as time, predecessors, and resources. The Application Manager assesses whether any job time
dependencies have been met. If yes, the job goes into a predecessor dependency state.

2. Each job has a hold count. The hold count corresponds to the number of incomplete predecessors for the job. A job in
an application is not eligible for submission if the hold count exceeds zero. The value of a hold count is limited by the
application size. When a predecessor job terminates successfully, ESP subtracts one from the successor job's hold
count. For example, if the hold count for a job is three and a predecessor job terminates successfully, the hold count
decreases to two.

3. When the hold count reduces to zero, ESP verifies if the job has any unsatisfied resource dependencies. If yes, the
job enters a resource wait state. The resource wait state allows the Resource Manager to verify that the resource
dependencies are met for the job. When the required resources are available, ESP re-drives the event to submit the
job.

4. ESP submits the job, unless the job is in another type of hold status, such as manual hold.

NOTE
The Application Manager uses real-time SMF data to update the execution status of each job.

Application Cycle

An application passes through the following two phases:

• Generation
• Process

Both of these phases have two sub-phases. In the first sub-phase, the system generates requests, and in the second sub-
phase, the system executes these requests.

Generation Phase

In the first sub-phase, the system reads the application definition, scans the whole application, verifies the syntax of all
statements, and generates a series of requests.

The requests include:
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• The request for Application Tracking Record (ATR) generation.
• The requests for command execution. In the generation phase, only commands on the application level are requested

for execution. Commands specified on a job level are ignored.

NOTE
  Some commands are executed immediately, for example, the ECHO command. You can also bypass the
default rules for job selection using the IF-THEN-ELSE statements or the JUMPTO statement.

The second sub-phase initiates only if no errors are detected in the first sub-phase. In the second sub-phase, the system
executes all the requests that were accumulated in the first sub-phase. New ATR is created and passed to the Application
Manager, and all commands requested in the first sub-phase are issued.

Process Phase

After ESP generates an application, the application moves to the process phase and enters the active life cycle.

In the first sub-phase of the process phase, the system scans the whole application again and verifies the syntax. After
scanning, the system generates the following requests:

• Requests to submit or start the mainframe or distributed jobs that are selected for processing.
• Requests for command execution. In the processing phase, the commands on both the application and job level are

requested for execution.

In the second sub-phase, the system executes the requests for job and command processing. For example, for a
mainframe job, the system issues a job submit. For a distributed job, the system sends a message to an agent to start
processing on a remote server.

NOTE
ESP collects information about the mainframe or distributed job that is processed both from ATR and from the
application text. This behavior is one of the reasons why scanning is required in the processing mode as well.

Phase Status

You can find out the phase status of an application by using the ESP_APPL_PROC and ESP_APPL_GEN symbolic
variables in an application definition.

ESP sets these symbolic variables as follows:

ESP_APPL_GEN equals

• 1 during generation mode
• 0 otherwise

ESP_APPL_PROC equals

• 1 during process mode
• 0 otherwise

In the following example, ESP sends a message to a user only during the generation mode of an application.

IF ESP_APPL_GEN=1 THEN -

       SE 'ESP IS GENERATING THE PAYROLL APPLICATION' U(TAXMAN)

Application Generation Numbers

Each application has a generation number assigned by ESP when the application is generated. This number increments
with each generation of an application. Using the generation number, ESP can identify the particular generation of an
application to which a job belongs.
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A generation of an application does not have to complete within any 24-hour period. An application can span many days
or weeks, or you can schedule an application many times in one day. Different generations of an application can process
at the same time.

Define an Application

You must use an ESP procedure to define an application.

Procedure Statements

An ESP procedure that defines an application consists of a series of statements that do the following:

• Identifies the application.
• Tells ESP where the appropriate JCL is located.
• Identifies the jobs.
• Describes the job relationships.
• Describes when ESP should select the jobs to run.
• Describes other job dependencies, such as time and resources.

In addition, an ESP procedure can also indicate which job documentation library is used, or specify which condition codes
cause a job to fail. Visually, an application looks like this:
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Figure 18: Sample Application with Dependent Jobs

Application Definition

The corresponding application definition looks like this:

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.ESP.JCL'

JOB A

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE (B,C)

ENDJOB

JOB B

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE D

ENDJOB

JOB C

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE D

ENDJOB
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JOB D

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE E

ENDJOB

JOB E

  RUN FRIDAY

  RELEASE F

ENDJOB

JOB F

  RUN LAST WORKDAY OF MONTH

ENDJOB

Identify the Application
Each application must have a name. To identify the name of an application, use the APPL statement in an ESP procedure
in the following format:

APPL applid

Where:

applid
Specifies the application identifier. The identifier can contain up to 8 characters. Characters must be either
alphanumeric, a national character ($ # @) or an underscore (_). The first character cannot be numeric.

Your security administrator can require you to code other information on the APPL statement, such as the
SAF_PROF_APPL keyword, to provide more granular security for the application.

Control Concurrent Processing

You can control concurrent processing at different levels. Usually, if two generations of an application are active on the
system at the same time, they execute at the same time.

Operand Explanation Example

WAIT operand on APPL
statement

Specifies that a generation of an application must wait until its
previous generation is complete

APPL PAYROLL WAIT

WAIT operand on the SUBAPPL
statement

Specifies that the subapplication must wait until the same
subapplication in the previous generation is complete

SUBAPPL PAYREQ WAIT

JOB_ANCESTOR_WAIT(ANY)
operand on the APPL statement

Indicates that a job is not eligible for submission if the same job
in any previous generation of the application has not completed
successfully

APPL PAYROLL +
JOB_ANCESTOR_WAIT(ANY)

JOB_ANCESTOR_WAIT(LAST)
operand on the APPL statement

Indicates that a job is not eligible for submission if the same job
in the previous generation of the application has not completed
successfully. ESP only looks at the -1 generation.

APPL PAYROLL -
JOB_ANCESTOR_WAIT(LAST)

None of the above operands Specifies that the applications can process at the same time APPL PAYROLL

Identify JCL Libraries
You can use global statements in your application to identify the JCL libraries you want to use throughout an application.
Global statements save you from repeatedly specifying the same information as part of each job definition. The scope of
a global statement extends from the point at which you specify the global statement to the end of the application or to an
overriding global statement, whichever occurs first. You can override job defaults several times during an application, if
necessary.
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You can specify any of the following at a global level: JCL libraries, temporary JCL libraries, and a COPYJCL library. You
can override the JCL library, member name, or COPYJCL library at a job level.

NOTE
The rules for the JCL library differ when resubmitting or inserting a job from CSF.

Example: Specify Three JCL Libraries

The following example identifies three libraries in the BILLJOBS application. These global statements are specified prior to
any JOB statements.

APPL BILLJOBS

JCLLIB 'PROD.JCL.CNTL'

TEMPLIB 'PROD.OVERRIDE.JCL'

COPYJCL 'CYBER.JCL.COPY' GEN(0)

Specify a JCL Library

Use the JCLLIB statement to specify the JCL libraries you want to use for all jobs following this statement.

For example:

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'PROD.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB1

  RUN WORKDAYS

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB2

  RUN WORKDAYS

ENDJOB

You can specify concatenated libraries in the JCLLIB statement by specifying a variable representing the concatenation.
You define the concatenation in the CONCAT statement.

For example:

APPL PAYROLL

CONCAT DD(PRODJCL) DSN('PY.FIX.JCL','PY.PROD.JCL')

JCLLIB %PRODJCL

JOB PAYJOB3

  RUN DAILY

  REL PAYJOB4

JOB PAYJOB4

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

The JCLLIB statement cannot be used at the job level. If you code a JCLLIB statement within the scope of a JOB
statement, it affects all jobs after it, or until another JCLLIB statement is specified. To override the JCL library for a
particular job, use the DATASET statement.

The MEMBER statement can be used to override the JCL name searched for in the JCLLIB library.
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Specify a Temporary JCL Library

Use the TEMPLIB statement to specify the temporary or override JCL libraries you want to use for all jobs following
this statement. For jobs following the TEMPLIB statement, if the JCL is found in the temporary library, that JCL is used.
Otherwise, JCL from the library in the most recent JCLLIB statement is used.

For example:

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'PROD.JCL.CNTL'

TEMPLIB 'PROD.OVERRIDE.JCL'

JOB PAYJOB1

  RUN WORKDAYS

ENDJOB

The preceding statements instruct ESP to look for JCL in the temporary library first. As long as the JCL is in the temporary
library specified in TEMPLIB and is not date excluded, ESP submits the regularly scheduled job from the temporary
library.

For more information about deleting temporary JCL, see Deleting Temporary JCL Members.

You can specify concatenated libraries in the TEMPLIB statement by specifying a variable that represents the
concatenation. You define the variable name in the CONCAT statement.

For example:

APPL PAYROLL

CONCAT DD(TEMPJCL) DSN('PY.TEMPMTHY.JCL','PY.TEMPDLY.JCL')

JCLLIB 'PY.PROD.JCL'

TEMPLIB %TEMPJCL

JOB PAYJOB3

  RUN DAILY

  REL PAYJOB4

JOB PAYJOB4

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

You can code TEMPLIB anywhere in a procedure and all subsequent jobs will use JCL from the temporary library. In the
following example, jobs PAYJOB2 and PAYJOB3 use JCL from temporary library PROD.OVERRIDE.JCL.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'PROD.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB1

  RUN WORKDAYS

ENDJOB

TEMPLIB 'PROD.OVERRIDE.JCL'

JOB PAYJOB2

  RUN WORKDAYS

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB3

  RUN WORKDAYS

ENDJOB

The MEMBER statement and the JOBNAME operand in the TEMPLIB statement affect the JCL name searched for in the
TEMPLIB library.
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Control Use of Temporary JCL

Use the following options to control the use of temporary JCL:

• Use control statements in your temporary JCL to limit the period in which it is used. For more information about this
technique, see Limiting the Time Period for Using Temporary JCL.

• Instead of using TEMPLIB, use IF logic with the DATASET statement to override the JCL library for a particular job. For
more information, see Specifying a JCL Library for a Single Job.

• Instead of using TEMPLIB, use %INCLUDE and %EXCLUDE statements within the JCL. This technique can be
practical if the differences in JCL are minimal. For more information about using these statements, see Tailor JCL.

• Use different TEMPLIB data sets. For example, you could use a different data set each day. See the following
example.

Example: Use a Different TEMPLIB Based on Year and Day

In the following example, symbolic variables are used as part of the TEMPLIB data set name. %ESPSYEAR resolves to
the four-digit year; %ESPSDDD resolves to the Julian day.

TEMPLIB 'ESP.OVERRIDE.D%ESPSYEAR%ESPSDDD'

On February 28, 2001, the preceding statement resolves to the following:

ESP.OVERRIDE.D2001059

Limit the Time Period for Temporary JCL

A job can run from a temporary JCL library (TEMPLIB) for a period of time. If you want to limit the time period in which
temporary JCL is to be used for a job, you can use the following:

• Use a //* FROM statement in the job JCL to identify the beginning date and time. The default is NOW.
• Use a //* UNTIL statement in the job JCL to identify the ending date and time. There is no default. ESP uses the

TEMPLIB JCL up to, but not including, the date and time specified.

You can use either one of these statements, or you can use both. Place these statements before the job card in a JCL
member of the temporary library (TEMPLIB). You can use any ESP scheduling term that resolves to a single date and
time.

Example: Limit Time Period for Temporary JCL

In the following example, ESP uses the temporary JCL from midnight on February 1, 2001 up to, but not including,
February 14, 2001. At any time after February 13, ESP uses the default JCL library. Note these dates are based on the
scheduled date of the event, which may not be the actual date of job submission.

//* FROM FEB 1,2001

//* UNTIL FEB 14,2001

//BILLJOBA JOB . . .

Delete Temporary JCL Members

You can use one of the following suggested methods to delete temporary JCL members:

• Use the automatic variable insertion facility (AUTOVARS) to insert a trailer step that deletes the TEMPLIB member. For
more information about using automatic variables, see Tailor JCL.

• Ask your ESP administrator to enable the JCLSCAN user exit module CYBJSDLT.
CYBJSDLT deletes the TEMPLIB member after the JCL is written to the COPYJCL data set except in the following
cases:
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– There is no COPYJCL data set specified.
In this case, CYBJSDLT is not invoked.

– USERMOD 198 is turned on, the job was submitted from the TEMPLIB library and the job in TEMPLIB was selected
based on the values of the //* FROM or //* UNTIL statement.

• Manually delete the TEMPLIB members.

NOTE

More Information:

• Summary of Exit Functions
• USERMOD 198

Specify Member Name for a JCL Library Search

By default, when ESP searches a library for JCL, it looks for a member name that is the same as the job name. You can
use the MEMBER statement to specify a different member name from the job name. For example, you might want to run
the same JCL for different jobs. In the following example, the search is for member PJOB:

APPL    PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'PROD.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB1

  MEMBER PJOB

JOB PAYJOB2

  MEMBER PJOB

ENDJOB

You can have ESP disregard the MEMBER statement when it searches a temporary library by including the JOBNAME
operand on the TEMPLIB statement. For example, you might want to override one job in a group of jobs that use the
same JCL member, such as the jobs in the preceding example.

If you want to override PAYJOB1, you start by adding a TEMPLIB statement to the procedure and placing the override
JCL in the temporary library. However, both jobs in the preceding example run JCL from PJOB, whether it is in the JCLLIB
or TEMPLIB libraries. You need to call your temporary JCL something else so it is not picked up by PAYJOB2. You do this
by adding JOBNAME to the TEMPLIB statement and calling your override JCL PAYJOB1:

APPL    PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'PROD.JCL.CNTL'

TEMPLIB 'PROD.OVERRIDE.JCL' JOBNAME

JOB PAYJOB1

  MEMBER PJOB

JOB PAYJOB2

  MEMBER PJOB

ENDJOB

In the preceding example, ESP first searches the temporary JCL for member PAYJOB1 and runs that JCL. Next, it
searches the temporary JCL for member PAYJOB2, which it does not find. It then searches the regular library for member
PJOB and runs that JCL.

Specify a JCL Library for a Single Job

To specify the JCL library and (optionally) the member name for a single job, use the DATASET statement. DATASET
overrides the library in the JCLLIB statement (but not the library in the TEMPLIB statement) for the job it is coded under.
The JCLLIB and TEMPLIB statements let you specify the JCL library for multiple jobs.
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Example: Use Different JCL Library for a Job

In the following example, the JCL for PAYJOB1 and PAYJOB3 is read from PROD.JCL.CNTL, the library from the JCLLIB
statement. PAYJOB02 is read from PROD.OVERRIDE.JCL, the override library from the DATASET statement.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'PROD.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB1

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE PAYJOB2

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB2

  DATASET 'PROD.OVERRIDE.JCL'

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE PAYJOB3

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB3

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

If you want to use the JCL from PROD.OVERRIDE.JCL only on February 14, 2000, you can code the following for the
PAYJOB2 in the preceding example:

JOB PAYJOB2

IF TODAY('FEB 14,2000') THEN -

  DATASET 'PROD.OVERRIDE.JCL'

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE PAYJOB3

ENDJOB

Generate a JCL Copy

Use the COPYJCL statement to generate a copy of the JCL for every job, as ESP submits it. This copy is written to a
member of a PDS, providing a working copy of the JCL with, where applicable, all symbolic variables resolved. This JCL
can be used for job re-submission. ESP keeps track of where the job was submitted from and the JCL that was used. ESP
can store the copy of the JCL either by job name (JOBNAME operand) or by JES job number (JOBID operand).

Use Same Member Name as Job

The JOBNAME operand requests that the member name used for storing the JCL for a job be the same as the job name.
This is the default. Each submission of a particular job overwrites the previous copy of that job JCL.

Store JCL Copy by Job Number

Use the JOBID keyword when you want ESP to store the copy of the JCL by job number. ESP creates a member name
in the form JOBnnnnn or Jnnnnnnn, where nnnnn or nnnnnnn is the job number. See the job ID entry in the glossary. The
system assigns this number sequentially. A member is not overwritten until the corresponding job ID reoccurs.

Write to a Generation Data Group

With the JOBID or JOBNAME operand, you can write the JCL to a Generation Data Group (GDG). A new generation can
be created each day to maintain several generations of JCL. Schedule an event each day to submit a job that creates the
next generation.
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Example: Write Copy to Current Generation

This example requests that a copy of submitted JCL be written to the current generation of the data set
CYBER.JCL.COPY and stored by job name (by default).

COPYJCL 'CYBER.JCL.COPY' GEN(0)

Suppress JCL Copy

If you do not want to create COPYJCL for a particular job, you can specify the following:

JOB MISC

COPYJCL NONE

Compress Data Set

If you re-use the same data set continually, submit a compress job frequently to ensure the data set does not run out of
space. You can use a data set-triggered event to submit the compress job automatically after a number of closures.

Identify Jobs
An ESP application is made up of a group of related jobs and other workload objects. The jobs and workload objects have
job names assigned to them.

Before identifying job requirements, use a JOB statement to identify the name of the job in an application. You can define
jobs in any order. ESP submits the jobs based on how you define the job relationships.

JOB Statement

After the JOB statement has been used to introduce a job to an application, use other related job statements to do the
following:

• Define a job's processing requirements.
• Override any default specifications.
• Specify the relationships between the named job and other jobs included in this application or outside this application.

The JOB statement defines the beginning of the job definition. The ENDJOB statement or another JOB statement signifies
the end of a job definition. You must use an ENDJOB statement after defining all of your jobs. Although optional, it is
recommended you use an ENDJOB for each job definition.

The following is a sample job definition:

JOB PATJOB1

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE PATJOB2

ENDJOB

Qualify Job Names

ESP lets you qualify job names with a qualifier consisting of up to eight alphanumeric characters and separated from the
job name by a period (.). You can qualify jobs (including manual jobs), links, and tasks. Use qualification of job names in
an application to do the following:
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• Define duplicate jobs.
• Give a meaningful name to other job types, such as links and tasks.
• Give a more descriptive name to a job.
• Pass a built-in symbolic variable (ESPAPQUAL), representing the qualifier, to the JCL for a job.

Use Symbolic Variables as Qualifiers

You can use %ESPS (schedule) symbolic variables as time qualifiers as these refer to the scheduled time of the event.
You should not use %ESPA (actual) variables as time qualifiers for jobs because the actual time differs from application
generation to the time ESP submits a job as part of the application.

Example: Qualified jobs

The following are some examples of qualified jobs. The last example uses a qualifier that consists of the first three
characters of the symbolic variable %ESPSDAY. This is the scheduled day name. For example, on Monday, this resolves
to MON.

JOB MYJOB.RUN1

JOB STILL.RUNNING

JOB BACKUP.SYSRES

JOB PAYJOB.%ESPSDAY(1:3)

Use Qualifier to Duplicate Job Names

Duplicate job names are not allowed in an application. If you want to invoke the same job more than once, you must use a
qualifier.

When a JOB statement is repeated with an identical name in an application, ESP considers that the second and following
instances continue the first instance. You can spread a job definition over many fragments in a procedure. You cannot
change the workload object type (for example, from a task to a link).

When there are multiple statements of the same kind, the following occur:

• The latest statement instance overrides the previous ones if only one instance is allowed, for example the DUEOUT
statement.

• All the statements are combined if more than one statement is allowed, for example the RUN statement.

Example: Multiple Runs of a Job

This example shows how you can define a job more than once in an application using a job qualifier. Job A appears twice
in the application. The qualifier of the first job is THIS; the qualifier of the second job is THAT.

APPL TESTQUAL

JCLLIB 'CYB.TESTJOBS.CNTL'

JOB A.THIS

  RUN ANY

  RELEASE A.THAT

ENDJOB

JOB A.THAT

  RUN ANY

ENDJOB

Example: Combined Statement

The following procedure segment
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JOB A

  DUEOUT EXEC 23:59

  RUN WEEKDAYS

  NOTIFY OVERDUE ALERT(TRDY)

  RELEASE B

ENDJOB

... (other job definitions)

JOB A

  DUEOUT EXEC 13:00

  RUN SUN

  RELEASE C

ENDJOB

is equivalent to

JOB A

  DUEOUT EXEC 13:00

  RUN WEEKDAYS AND SUN

  NOTIFY OVERDUE ALERT(TRDY)

  RELEASE B

  RELEASE C

ENDJOB

The RUN and RELEASE statements have been combined, but the last instance of the DUEOUT statement has overridden
the previous one. If you want to use different DUEOUT requirements for weekdays and Sunday, you must use IF-THEN-
ELSE logic.

Scope of a JOB Statement

The scope of a JOB statement includes all statements up to an ENDJOB statement or the next JOB statement. ESP
processes commands based on where they are placed, as follows:

• ESP processes commands outside the scope of JOB statements when the application is generated and every time a
job becomes eligible (for example, all dependencies met).

• ESP processes commands within the scope of a JOB statement only when the job becomes eligible (for example, all
dependencies met).

Example: Send Messages at Different Stages

The following application contains three SEND commands:

APPL ABC

JCLLIB . . .

SEND 'MESSAGE1' U(*)

JOB A

  SEND 'MESSAGE2' U(*)

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE B

ENDJOB

JOB B

  SEND 'MESSAGE3' U(*)

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB
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ESP sends the following messages at the following points:

• MESSAGE1, when ESP generates the application and each time it submits a job in the application.
• MESSAGE2, when ESP submits job A.
• MESSAGE3, when ESP submits job B.

Specify Job Relationships
To specify predecessor and successor job relationships, include the appropriate job-dependency statements. A list of job-
dependency statements follows:

AFTER
Specifies predecessors to this job that release this job upon the predecessors' completion. The default is
successful completion.

RELEASE
Specifies successors to this job that are released upon this job's completion. (The default is successful
completion.)

PREREQ
Specifies the names of any other jobs that must be complete before this job can be allowed to execute. These
jobs are prerequisite jobs. ESP automatically selects the prerequisite jobs for submission whenever this job is
selected for processing.

COREQ
Specifies the names of any other jobs that must be selected automatically whenever this job is selected for
processing. The named job and all of its co-requisites are allowed to execute simultaneously; there is no
relationship between a job and its co-requisites.

POSTREQ
Specifies the names of any other jobs that must run after this job has executed. These jobs are post-requisite
jobs. ESP automatically selects the post-requisite jobs for submission whenever this job is selected for
processing.

Specify Multiple Jobs

If you need to specify multiple job names, enclose the job names in parentheses, for example:

RELEASE (PAYJOB2,PAYJOB3,PAYJOB4)

If you need to continue to another line, use a + or a - as a line continuation character, for example:

RELEASE (PAYJOB2,PAYJOB3,PAYJOB4,-

PAYJOB5,PAYJOB6)

Code a Job-dependency Relationship

The following are two ways of coding a job-dependency relationship. With either method, there is no difference in the way
ESP generates or processes the application.

Method Code
1 JOB A

RELEASE B
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2 JOB B
AFTER A

Select Jobs for Submission
To select a job for submission, do one of the following:

• Specify the name of the job in a SELECT statement.
• Specify a RUN statement for the job to identify its schedule frequency.
• Name the job in a POSTREQ, PREREQ or COREQ statement.

You can choose to use different methods to select jobs as part of the same application.

Use SELECT vs. RUN Statements

The following examples show two ways of selecting jobs for submission:

Example: Use SELECT Statement

The first method uses SELECT statements after identifying specific job requirements. ESP selects job A each time the
procedure is invoked; ESP selects job B if the scheduled day is Friday.

JOB A

  RELEASE B ENDJOB JOB B ENDJOB SELECT A IF TODAY('FRIDAY') THEN SELECT B

Some users prefer to use RUN statements; other users prefer SELECT statements. The following are some reasons for
choosing either method:

Example: Use RUN Statement

The second method uses a RUN statement for each job. ESP selects job A each time the procedure is invoked; ESP
selects job B if the scheduled day is Friday.

JOB A

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE B

ENDJOB

JOB B

  RUN FRIDAY

ENDJOB

Some users prefer to use RUN statements; other users prefer SELECT statements. The following are some reasons for
choosing either method:

• RUN statements are used within the scope of a JOB statement. You can look at a job definition and see the schedule
frequency for the job. Many criteria can be handled with RUN statements without the need for using IF TODAY type
logic.

• SELECT statements allow you to easily see all the jobs with the same criteria. Changing the criteria for these jobs
requires a change to a single SELECT statement. You can also select a subapplication.

NOTE
If a job has a time dependency for submission, you must use a DELAYSUB(EARLYSUB) statement. The
statement RUN 5PM DAILY is not valid.
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Deselect Jobs

Use the NORUN and DESELECT statements to handle exceptions to a job's regular schedule criteria.

These statements tell ESP when not to select a job.

ESP allows multiple RUN and NORUN statements for the same job. You should usually code your NORUN statements
after your RUN statements. If you specify a job with a NORUN statement and without a RUN statement, ESP schedules
the job each time the event executes except as specified by the NORUN schedule criteria.

Example: Define Job with NORUN

In the following example, job X runs daily except on the first Monday of the month.

JOB X

  RUN DAILY

  NORUN FIRST MONDAY OF MONTH

ENDJOB

Example: Define Job with DESELECT

This example uses a DESELECT statement to achieve the same results:

SELECT X

IF TODAY('FIRST MONDAY OF MONTH') THEN DESELECT X

Inherit Job Relationships

Jobs in an application might not require the same run frequency. When ESP selects jobs for submission, it automatically
checks to see if any relationships among jobs should be inherited.

Example: Inherit Job Relationships

Consider the following three jobs and their schedule frequencies.

On Fridays all three jobs execute in order, but on any other day of the week, job J2 does not run. On these days, ESP
selects jobs J1 and J3 and inherits their relationships with job J2. When job J1 completes successfully, it releases job J3.

For more information about overriding the inheritance of job relationships, see Use Advanced Features of Applications.
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Specify Time Dependencies
A job can have different types of time dependencies including the following:

• Delayed, or early, submission time
• Late submission time
• Due-out times for different stages in processing
• Cut-off time for submission
• Cut-off time for job dependencies
• Cut-off time for resources
• Minimum and maximum run times

You can refer to different times to compensate for varying conditions using CLANG.

Delay Submission of a Job

Use the DELAYSUB(EARLYSUB) statements to mark a job for delayed submission relative to the scheduled time of the
event.

Both statements achieve the same results. Since you can specify any valid schedule criteria that resolves to a single date
and time when the application builds, you can use the DELAYSUB (or EARLYSUB) statement to allow an application to
span many days or weeks.

Example: Identify a Delayed Submission Time

This example specifies that job J2 should not be submitted before 9pm:

JOB J2

DELAYSUB 9PM

Example: Use Different Submission Times

This example uses CLANG to specify different DELAYSUB times for a job. The second DELAYSUB statement overrides
the first statement on weekends only. The different times are

• 9pm on weekdays
• 5pm on weekends

 

JOB J2

  RUN DAILY

  DELAYSUB 9PM

  IF TODAY('WEEKEND') THEN DELAYSUB 5PM

ENDJOB

Delay Release of a Job

Use the RELDELAY statement to delay the release of a job submission at the time a job becomes eligible (for example,
ready). This statement uses minutes as its unit of measure. You can delay submission up to 255 minutes.

Example: Delay Submission of a Job from Ready Time

This example delays submission of job J2 by 5 minutes when it becomes ready for submission:
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JOB J2

  RELDELAY 5

ENDJOB

Monitor Overdue Jobs

This section explains how to monitor overdue jobs.

Calculate Anticipated End Times

When ESP generates an application, it calculates anticipated end times for all jobs in the application, including external
jobs. The anticipated end time for an external job and its successors accounts for the anticipated end times of its
predecessors in the home application.

An anticipated end time is calculated for an external job only if the external job is matched to its home job. A match is
made if another application meets all of the following requirements:

• The application includes a job with the same full name as the external job.
• The home job has the value specified in the AUTHSTR operand (if present) in the external job definition. For example,

the home job's first account number matches the account number specified in AUTHSTR.
• The home job's JOBINDEX data set entry was created within the time range specified in the SCOPE operand (if

present) in the external job definition.
• The application name is specified in the APPLID operand (if present) of the external job definition.
• The application was scheduled within the period specified by the SCHED operand (if present) of the external job

definition.

If more than one home job matches an external job, the anticipated end time calculation includes times from the home job
that is predicted to complete first.

ESP adjusts the anticipated end time of a job when the job status changes in certain circumstances. ESP also adjusts the
anticipated end time of a job periodically when the job is waiting for manual intervention or the job will be in some other
wait state for an undetermined time.

You can review the application, at any stage, and determine when any job is expected to finish. You can display
anticipated end time several ways, including issuing the LISTAPPL command and displaying the Expected End Time field
in CSF.

Provide Notification that a Job is Late

To notify users that a job is late, you must specify any of the following:

• A late submission time
• A late start time
• A late end time

If the job has not completed the specified stage in processing by the due-out time, CSF displays OVERDUE in the status
field for the job.

You can code the NOTIFY statement so that when a job becomes overdue, ESP sends a message or triggers an event.

You can use any of the following statements to identify due-out times for a job:

LATESUB
Specifies a late submission time for a job. This identifies the time by which ESP should submit a job. The
LATESUB time for a link, task or data set-trigger object represents the time by which all the object's predecessor
and time dependencies should be met (that is, the READY time). LATESUB does not force, or bypass,
submission of the job. Use the ABANDON DEPENDENCIES statement to force submission of the job, regardless
of dependencies; use the ABANDON SUBMISSION statement to bypass submission of the job.
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DUEOUT INPUT
Specifies a due-out time from the INPUT processing node. This time refers to the start time.

DUEOUT EXEC
Specifies a due-out time from the EXEC processing node. This time refers to the successful end time. For a link,
task or data set-trigger object, this time represents the time by which the object should complete.

Example: Specify a Late Submission Time for a Job

In the following example, job X has a late submission time of 9pm:

JOB X

  LATESUB 9PM

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Specify a Due-out Time for a Job

This example specifies that job Z is due out of the execution queue by 3am:

JOB Z

  DUEOUT EXEC 3AM

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Specify a Due-out Time for a Task

This example specifies that the task called WAIT4.TAPE should be marked complete no later than two hours after the
trigger time of the corresponding event:

JOB WAIT4.TAPE TASK

  DUEOUT EXEC REALNOW PLUS 2 HOURS

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Get Late Job Predictions

You can get advance warning for late jobs defined with DUEOUT INPUT, DUEOUT EXEC or LATESUB rather than getting
a late job notification on the predecessor to the job. The prediction takes cross application relationship into account.

You are also notified when a job that was predicted to be late is once again on time.

Enable Late Job Predictions for All Applications

You can enable ESP to predict late jobs for all applications, whether or not the applications are running yet.

To enable late job prediction, do one or both of the following:

• Code the LATEPRED ON initialization parameter with the operands you require.
• Issue the LATEPRED ON command with the operands you require.

NOTE

• If late job predictions are already enabled for currently running applications, the original prediction settings
remain in effect for those applications until they complete.

• The LATEPRED command overrides the LATEPRED initialization parameter.

Example: Enable Late Job Predictions for all Applications
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In the following example, late job predictions are enabled for all applications. For applications that are not yet running, the
example sets the predictrange operand to 10 hours and the lateby operand to 15 minutes.

LATEPRED ON(10,15)

Set Up Late Job Prediction and Notification for a Specific Application or Job

To set up late job prediction and notification for a specific application or job, code the NOTIFY statement with the
LATEPRED operand and any other operands you require. For a specific application or job, you can do the following:

• Override the late job prediction time settings specified in the LATEPRED initialization parameter or command.
• Enable the following actions if a job is predicted to be late:

– Notify one or more users and system consoles.
– Send a message to all the recipients in a mailbox.
– Trigger an event.
– Trigger an alert that in turn triggers an event.

NOTE

• Coding the NOTIFY statement at the job level overrides a NOTIFY statement at the application level. The
LATEPRED operand of NOTIFY overrides the time settings in the LATEPRED command and initialization
parameter.

• For the job or application that NOTIFY is coded in, the LATEPRED operand overrides the LATEPRED ON
command or initialization parameter. You cannot override the LATEPRED OFF command or initialization
parameter.

Example: Set Up Late Job Prediction and Notification for a Specific Application or Job

In the following example, when job PAY2 is predicted to be late, user PRODONCL receives a message. The LATEPRED
operand specifies a predictrange of 1 hour and a lateby time of 3 minutes.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'PY.JCL.CNTL'

 

JOB PAY1 HOLD

   DURATION 40

   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE PAY2

ENDJOB

 

JOB PAY2                                   

   DURATION 40

   RUN TODAY

   DUEOUT EXEC NOW PLUS 2 hours

   NOTIFY LATEPRED(1,3) USER(PRODONCL)

ENDJOB

Specify an Interval Between Late Job Prediction Checks

You can specify the interval that ESP waits before each check for late job predictions. If you do not follow this procedure,
ESP checks for late job predictions every 300 seconds (5 minutes).

To specify an interval between late job prediction checks, do one or both of the following:
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• Code the CHECKINT initialization parameter.
• Issue the CHECKINT command.

The CHECKINT command overrides the CHECKINT initialization parameter.

Example: Set the Late Job Prediction Check Interval to 60 seconds

In the following example, CHECKINT is issued to set the late job prediction check interval to 60 seconds:

CHECKINT 60

Disable Late Job Predictions for All Applications

You can disable late job predictions for all applications, whether or not the applications are running yet.

To disable late job predictions, do one of the following:

• Code the LATEPRED OFF initialization parameter.
• Issue the LATEPRED OFF command.

NOTE
The LATEPRED command overrides the LATEPRED initialization parameter.

Example: Disable Late Job Predictions

The following example disables late job predictions for all applications:

LATEPRED OFF

Propagate Due-out Times

ESP propagates due-out times, up-stream, to all predecessors of a selected job where you specified a LATESUB or
DUEOUT statement. This reduces the need for you to code many LATESUB or DUEOUT statements in an application.
ESP sets these due-out times based on historical average elapsed times.

NOTE
Due-out times for an external job are not propagated to its predecessors in the home application.

When ESP propagates a due-out time to a predecessor, it sets the DUEOUT EXEC time and adjusts this time if it is
already specified. ESP provides notification when this time is not met, just as it does when you specifically code a
DUEOUT time. If you need to reset the time, you can use CSF or the APPLJOB command.

NOTE
Your administrator can turn off due-out propagation.

Example: Propagate Due-out Times

In the following example, PAYJOB6 should be submitted by 7am.
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Figure 19: Sample Application with PAYJOB6

By specifying a LATESUB time for PAYJOB6, ESP automatically sets dueout execution times for all predecessors to this
job. If any job in the PAYROLL application is late, ESP highlights it on CSF. Further notification can take place using the
NOTIFY statement.

A sample application follows:

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB1

  RELEASE PAYJOB2

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB2

  RELEASE (PAYJOB3,PAYJOB4,PAYJOB5)

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB3

  RELEASE PAYJOB6

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB4

  RELEASE PAYJOB6
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ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB5

  RELEASE PAYJOB6

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB6

  LATESUB 7AM

ENDJOB

SELECT (PAYJOB1,PAYJOB2,PAYJOB3,PAYJOB4,PAYJOB5,PAYJOB6)

Drop Job Dependencies

Use the ABANDON DEPENDENCIES job statement to drop a job's predecessor dependencies after it meets a specified
time. This does not override a manual hold, a time dependency or a resource dependency for a job.

The following is an example of this statement:

ABANDON DEPENDENCIES 10PM

Bypass a Job

Use the ABANDON SUBMISSION job statement to bypass a job after a specified time.

The following is an example of this statement:

ABANDON SUBMISSION 11PM

Example: Bypass Jobs and Dependencies

The following example submits job J2 when job J1 completes successfully, or at 10pm, whichever comes first. When J2
completes successfully, ESP checks that the time is before 11pm. If it is, ESP submits job J3; otherwise, it bypasses J3
and submits job J4.

APPL APPL3

JCLLIB...

JOB J1

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE J2

ENDJOB

JOB J2

  RUN DAILY

  ABANDON DEPENDENCIES 10PM

  RELEASE J3

ENDJOB

JOB J3

  RUN DAILY

  ABANDON SUBMISSION 11PM

  RELEASE J4

ENDJOB

JOB J4

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB
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Example: Bypass a Job and Wait for Predecessor

Jobs A, B, and C are three sequential, daily jobs. Job B has a submission time of 9am. If job B is not submitted within an
hour (10am), job B should not run but job C should wait for job A to complete.

The following part of an application identifies a delayed submission time of 9am and an abandon submission time of
10am for job B. Job B's execution is abandoned if it is not submitted by 10am. Job B is not actually bypassed until job A
completes successfully, and job C waits until this happens.

JOB A

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE B

ENDJOB

JOB B

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE C

  DELAYSUB 9AM

  ABANDON SUBMISSION 10AM

ENDJOB

JOB C

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Bypass a Job Without Waiting for Predecessor

Jobs A, B, and C are three sequential, daily jobs. Job B has a submission time of 9am. If job B has not been submitted
within an hour (10am), job C should start (even if job A is running), and job B should not run.

The following part of an application identifies a delayed submission time of 9am and an abandon submission time of
10am for job B. Job B waits for job A to complete successfully prior to being bypassed. When you code an abandon
dependencies time of just after 10am, job B does not wait for job A to complete before it is bypassed and job C starts.

JOB A

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE B

ENDJOB

JOB B

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE C

  DELAYSUB 9AM

  ABANDON SUBMISSION 10AM

  ABANDON DEPENDENCIES 10:01AM

ENDJOB

JOB C

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Remove Resource Dependencies

Use the ABANDON RESOURCES job statement to submit a job without its resource dependencies, after it meets a
specified time.

The following is an example of this statement:
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ABANDON RESOURCES 8AM

This example indicates ESP should not wait for resources for the job after 6pm.

JOB PREPJOB

  RESOURCE (1,NITESHFT)

  ABANDON RESOURCES 6PM

ENDJOB

Specify Minimum or Maximum Run Times

You can use the MINRUNTIME and MAXRUNTIME built-in symbolic variables to specify a minimum or maximum run
time for a workload object. MINRUNTIME and MAXRUNTIME are integer variables representing an elapsed run time in
minutes. You can set a run time to a fixed value or code a calculation to determine the value.

If you want to include the average run time of prior runs in your calculation, you can use the AVGRUNTIME built-in
symbolic variable. The value of this integer variable is derived from the most recent elapsed times, that are stored in the
jobstats data set. The average includes only completed jobs; abended jobs are ignored. Runs ending in CCFAIL or forced
complete are considered successful and are included in the average. The average is rounded to the nearest minute.

MINRUNTIME, MAXRUNTIME, and AVGRUNTIME are available at application processing time only, not at generation
time.

If a value is specified for MAXRUNTIME, this value is added to the start time for the run to obtain an expected end
time. This time is then used as the DUEOUT EXEC time for the run, unless there is an existing DUEOUT EXEC for an
earlier time, in which case the earlier DUEOUT EXEC time takes precedence. If the DUEOUT time calculated from the
MAXRUNTIME value is exceeded, normal notification and alerting processes are activated.

If a value is specified for MINRUNTIME, this value is added to the start time for the run to obtain an expected earliest end
time. When the run terminates, the actual end time is compared to this anticipated time. If the actual end time is earlier
than the anticipated time, the run is considered to have ended prematurely. When this occurs, standard notification and
alerting processes are invoked if you have coded a NOTIFY statement with the PREMEND (Premature end) operand.

Example: Specify Application-level Minimum and Maximum Run Times with Global Notification

In the following example, application PAYROLL has two jobs, PAY1 and PAY2. The minimum run time for each job is set
to 25% of its current average runtime; the maximum run time for each job is set to 175% of its current average run time. If
either job runs over the maximum time or ends before having run for the specified minimum time, a notification message is
sent to user CYBER02.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

 

IF %ESP_APPL_PROC THEN DO

MINRUNTIME = AVGRUNTIME * 25 / 100

MAXRUNTIME = AVGRUNTIME * 175 / 100

ENDDO

 

NOTIFY OVERDUE USER(CYBER02)

NOTIFY PREMEND USER(CYBER02)

 

JOB PAY1

 RUN NOW
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ENDJOB

 

JOB PAY2

 RUN NOW

ENDJOB

Example: CSF

In the following CSF display, job WAIT5, AGen 47 ended before the minimum time and job WAIT3, AGen 47 exceeded its
maximum run time:

TT54 Consolidated Status: View 1        ------------         Row 1 of 6, Col 1

COMMAND ===>                                                     SCR ===> CSR

 

    Job Name Appl     AGen   Jobno MinRT MaxRT AvgRT Status

___ WAIT3#5S TSTRFES     31  31755     7    12    16 FAILED, S222 AT 13.19 23 D

___ WAIT5    TSTRFES     31  31754     7    12     5 COMPLETED AT 13.14 23 DEC

___ WAIT3#5S TSTRFES     34  34969     -     -    16 FAILED, S222 AT 08.47 24 D

___ WAIT5    TSTRFES     34  34968     -     -     5 FAILED, S222 AT 08.47 24 D

___ WAIT3#5S TSTRFES     47  12220     7    12    16 EXECUTING STEP4 OVERDUE

___ WAIT5    TSTRFES     47  12218     7    12     5 COMPLETED AT 14.06 09 JAN

Here are the notification messages corresponding to the preceding CSF display:

TT54_1194I Job WAIT5(JOB12218) ENDED PREMATURELY, CMPC=0 AT 14.06.02 ON 09 JAN

2004, APPL TSTRFES.47

 

TT54_1022W JOB WAIT3#5S IN APPL TSTRFES.47, LATE END TIME EXCEEDED

***

Issuing the LJE command on job WAIT5, AGen 47 in the preceding CSF screen provides the following output. Note that
the minimum, maximum, and average run times are displayed:

ESP -----------------------------------------------       Row 1 of 16, Col 1 -

COMMAND ===>

---------------------------------- TOP OF DATA---------------------------------

AJ WAIT5(12218) APPL(TSTRFES.47)

Job=WAIT5(12218), Completed->CC 0

  Submitted ................ 2004/01/09 14:00

  Started .................. 2004/01/09 14:00

  Completed ................ 2004/01/09 14:06

  MinimumRunTime=7, MaximumRunTime=12, AverageRunTime=5

  Class=A, Priority=7, Step=STEP1, SrvClass=JES, SysName=SYSA,

  Sysplex=SYSAPLEX, Asid=0082, SmfId=SYSA, JesNode=CYBJES,

  EspProc=CYBTT01.TEST.ESPPROC(TSTRFES)

 

Appl=TSTRFES.47, Completed

  Scheduled ................ 2004/01/09 14:00

  Built .................... 2004/01/09 14:00

  Completed ................ 2004/01/09 14:17

  DueOutPropagation, Event=CYBTT04.TSTRFES, TrigUser=CYBTT04
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Example: History Report with Sample Output

The following history report includes “Min Run,” “Max Run,” and “Avg Run” columns:

REPORT

INPUT DATASET('CYB1.TONYT540.HISTFILE')

CRITERIA JOBNAME EQ WAIT- OR JOBNAME EQ CALC

FROM DEC 1 2003

DISPLAY JOBNAME,JOBNO,APPLSYS,MINRUNT,MAXRUNT,AVGRUNT,

EXECQT,OVDEND,EXECSDATE 12,EXECST 10

SORT EXECSDATE EXECST JOBNAME EXECQT

ENDR

ESP VER 5.5.0 BATCH INTERFACE                     10.47.35 FRIDAY JANUARY 9TH,

 

JOBNAME     JOB APPLSYS    Min   Max   Avg  EXEC  OVERDUE START        EXEC

             NO            Run   Run   Run QTIME      END DATE         START

WAIT3     42148              -     -     -  3M01        - THU  4DEC03  14.41.38

WAIT5     42299              -     -     -  4M59        - THU  4DEC03  17.16.56

WAIT5     42305              -     -     -  5M00        - THU  4DEC03  17.26.23

WAIT5     42326              -     -     -  4M59        - THU  4DEC03  17.33.01

WAIT5     42370              -     -     -  5M01        - THU  4DEC03  17.35.18

WAIT5     54085 TSTRFES   7M00 12M00  5M00  5M09        0 TUE  9DEC03  08.17.13

WAIT3#5S  54086 TSTRFES   7M00 12M00 16M00 16M10     4M12 TUE  9DEC03  08.17.23

WAIT5     54541 TSTRFES   7M00 12M00  5M00  5M01        0 TUE  9DEC03  08.45.55

WAIT3#5S  54542 TSTRFES   7M00 12M00 16M00 16M01     4M02 TUE  9DEC03  08.45.56

WAIT5     54615 TSTRFES   7M00 12M00  5M00  5M00        0 TUE  9DEC03  09.21.50

WAIT3#5S  54616 TSTRFES   7M00 12M00 16M00 16M01     4M02 TUE  9DEC03  09.21.51

WAIT3     55327              -     -     -  3M00        - TUE  9DEC03  15.04.20

WAIT3#5S  55329              -     -     - 16M01        - TUE  9DEC03  15.04.28

Use Implicit Resources
You can use implicit resources with application and job-level statements to specify mutually exclusive run requirements.
These statements provide an alternative to defining ESP resources explicitly and the corresponding coding of ESP
resource statements to handle mutually exclusive run requirements.

ESP ENQUEUE provides the capability for a job to request exclusive or shared use of a resource without the need
to define the resource explicitly in advance. ESP will prevent jobs with mutually exclusive requests from executing
concurrently. ENQUEUE behaves like the z/OS enqueues.

The NOTWITH feature uses ENQUEUE to request that certain explicitly specified jobs not execute concurrently.

Consider the following guidelines before using the ENQUEUE and NOTWITH statements:

• Use ENQUEUE when you know which resource the jobs require.
• Use NOTWITH when you know that jobs cannot run together, but you do not know why.

NOTE
The NOTWITH and ENQUEUE statements use resources. Therefore, a resource file (RESFILE) and the
topology must be defined before you can use them.

The ENQUEUE and NOTWITH features have four statements. All four statements are valid within and outside the scope
of a job definition. When coded within a job definition, they affect that job only. When coded outside the scope of a job
definition, they affect the building of a default list that applies to all subsequent jobs.
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ENQUEUE

You can specify mutually exclusive jobs.

Follow these steps:

1. Insert an ENQUEUE statement in the job workload object (job A).
2. Specify in that statement the name of a resource.
3. Specify the EXCLUSIVE operand.
4. Insert an ENQUEUE statement in the job workload object (job B).
5. Specify in that statement the name of the same resource as for job A.
6. You can specify either the SHARED (default) or the EXCLUSIVE operand.

NOTE
You can insert the ENQUEUE statement in an application, outside a job workload object. In that case the
statement applies to every job following it in the application.

Example: Specify an ENQUEUE

The following example shows job NWN001 specifying an enqueue on a resource named FRED:

APPL NWN00A

JCLLIB 'CA.JCL.CNTL'

 

JOB NWN001

  RUN DAILY

  ENQUEUE NAME(FRED) SHARED

ENDJOB

 

JOB NWN002

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

The following example shows job NWN001 and job NWN002 specifying an enqueue on a resource named FRED.
Because the operand EXCLUSIVE is specified in job NWN002, jobs NWN001 and NWN002 cannot run at the same time.

APPL NWN00A

JCLLIB 'CA.JCL.CNTL'

 

JOB NWN001

  RUN DAILY

  ENQUEUE NAME(FRED) SHARED

ENDJOB

 

JOB NWN002

  RUN DAILY

  ENQUEUE NAME(FRED) EXCLUSIVE

ENDJOB

The following example shows job NWN001, job NWN002, and job NWN003 specifying an enqueue on a resource named
FRED. Because the operand EXCLUSIVE is specified in job NWN002, job NWN002 cannot run at the same time as the
other two jobs. Jobs NWN001 and NWN003 can run at the same time.
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APPL NWN00A

JCLLIB 'CA.JCL.CNTL'

 

JOB NWN001

  RUN DAILY

  ENQUEUE NAME(FRED) SHARED

ENDJOB

 

JOB NWN002

  RUN DAILY

  ENQUEUE NAME(FRED) EXCLUSIVE

ENDJOB

 

JOB NWN003

  RUN DAILY

  ENQUEUE NAME(FRED) SHARED

ENDJOB

Remove Mutual Exclusivity

To remove mutual exclusivity, do one of the following:

• Replace the ENQUEUE statement changing the status from EXCLUSIVE to SHARED
• Remove all ENQUEUE statements corresponding to a resource name

Exclude Jobs from an ENQUEUE Statement at the Application Level

To exclude jobs from an ENQUEUE statement at the application level, insert a DEQUEUE statement with a resource
name matching exactly the resource name specified in the ENQUEUE statement.

You can insert the DEQUEUE statement in an application, outside a job. In that case, every job in the application following
the DEQUEUE statement will be excluded from the ENQUEUE statement. To exclude only a specific job, you must place
the DEQUEUE statement in the scope of that job.

Example: Exclude Job from ENQUEUE

The following example shows job NWN002 excluded from a specified enqueue of the resource named FRED.

APPL NWN00B

JCLLIB 'CA.JCL.CNTL'

ENQUEUE NAME(FRED) SHARED

 

JOB NWN001

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

 

JOB NWN002

  RUN DAILY

  DEQUEUE NAME(FRED)

ENDJOB

 

JOB NWN003

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB
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JOB NWN004

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Displaying the Enqueue Status

To display the enqueue status in the resource file, issue the ENQUEUE command specifying the resource that you want to
display.

Example: Produce a List of all Outstanding Requests

For each enqueue that matches nnn, ESP produces a list of all outstanding requests showing the requesting job, the type
of the request (exclusive or shared), and whether the enqueue is held by the job. Some jobs can be shown with requests
generated by the Resource Manager. This happens when a job has a generic request (one with wildcards) that matches
a non-generic request by another job. Such a match will result in the generic enqueue being accompanied with a normal
enqueue that the generic request implies.

Considering the following application:

APPL NWN00G

JCLLIB 'CA.JCL.CNTL'

 

JOB NWN001

  RUN DAILY

  ENQUEUE NAME(B-C) SHARED

ENDJOB

 

JOB NWN002

  RUN DAILY

  ENQUEUE NAME(BBC) EXCLUSIVE

ENDJOB

The ENQUEUE B- command produces the following display:

BBC

    (Gen) Held           Shr  NWN001, Appl NWN00G.1

          Required       Excl NWN002, Appl NWN00G.1

 

B-C

          Held           Shr  NWN001, Appl NWN00G.1

The display shows job NWN002 waiting behind a satisfied request of NWN001. That request was generated by the
Resource Manager to reflect the match between NWN001's enqueue on B-C and NWN002's enqueue on BBC.
Generated requests are shown with (Gen).

Manipulate the Enqueue List in a Generated Application

To manipulate the enqueue list of a specified job in a generated application, issue JOBENQ commands in page mode
specifying the job and using the appropriate operands.

The JOBENQ command is a page mode command that does not require OPER authority.

NOTE
You can also use the ME command in CSF.
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Example: Manipulate the Enqueue

Considering the following application:

APPL NWN00G

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

 

JOB NWN001

  RUN DAILY

  ENQUEUE NAME(B-C) SHARED

ENDJOB

 

JOB NWN002

  RUN DAILY

  ENQUEUE NAME(BBC) EXCLUSIVE

ENDJOB

The ENQUEUE B- command produces the following display:

BBC

    (Gen) Held           Shr  NWN001, Appl NWN00G.1

          Required       Excl NWN002, Appl NWN00G.1

 

B-C

          Held           Shr  NWN001, Appl NWN00G.1

The display shows job NWN002 waiting behind a satisfied request of NWN001.

To release job NWN002, you can issue the following command:

JOBENQ JOB(NWN002) APPL(NWN00G) DEQUEUE BBC

ENQSELF

The ENQSELF command provides the option of specifying whether every job will have an enqueue on itself. Before
coding mutual exclusive run requirements with NOTWITH statements, you must know the ENQSELF status because ESP
behaves differently depending on that status being ALWAYS or NOTALWAYS.

ENQSELF can also be coded as an initialization parameter.

NOTE
The ENQSELF command requires OPER authority.

• To display the status of ENQSELF, issue the ENQSELF command without any operand.
• To modify the status of ENQSELF, issue the ENQSELF command with the operand corresponding to the desired

status.

Example

The following is the response from issuing the ENQSELF ALWAYS command in page mode:

OPER ENQSELF ALWAYS

ESP1573I ENQSELF MODE IS ALWAYS
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NOTWITH

The NOTWITH statement provides a way to prevent mutually incompatible jobs from running at the same time. Nothing
other than the name of the other job is required.

Choose one of the following methods:

• Set ENQSELF to ALWAYS. In this case, every job will enqueue over itself and you will not need a matching NOTWITH
statement in the other job.

• Set ENQSELF to NOTALWAYS. In this case, you will need a matching NOTWITH statement in the other job.

The disadvantage of setting ENQSELF to ALWAYS is the overhead due to the automatic enqueuing of every job.

An alternative is the use of the ENQUEUE statement.

Follow these steps:

1. Insert a NOTWITH statement in the job workload object (job A).
2. Specify the name of the job (job B) that you want to prevent running concurrently with job A.
3. If you want to keep job B from running if job A does not complete successfully, include the HOLD operand in the

NOTWITH statement.
The HOLD operand holds all resources for job A until you force complete it, restart it successfully or rerun it
successfully.

4. If the ENQSELF status is NOTALWAYS, insert an equivalent NOTWITH statement in the workload object of job B. The
statement must specify job A.

NOTE
You can insert the NOTWITH statement in an application outside a job workload object. In that case, the
statement applies to every job following the statement in the application.

Generate ENQUEUE Commands Automatically by the NOTWITH Statement

The NOTWITH statement specifies jobs that are mutually exclusive with the current job.

The NOTWITH statement uses ENQUEUE to request that the jobs specified must not be executed at the same time as
the current job. For each specified job, NOTWITH builds a shared enqueue request in the following form:

ESPENQ_JOB(job.qual)_APPL(appl.-)Exclusive|Shared

Example: NOTWITH Statement

In the following job definition, the NOTWITH statement indicates that MYJOB must not run at the same time as
BILLSJOB.

APPL TEST

JOB MYJOB

  NOTWITH BILLSJOB.-/* */

ENDJOB

NOTE
The /* */ at the end of the NOTWITH statement prevents the hyphen from being interpreted as a continuation
character.

The NOTWITH statement causes ESP to generate the following enqueues for MYJOB:

ESPENQ_JOB(MYJOB.)_APPL(TEST.21)Exclusive

ESPENQ_JOB(BILLSJOB.-)_APPL(-.-)Shared
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If the definition for job BILLSJOB.qual includes a NOTWITH statement or the ENQSELF initialization parameter is set to
ALWAYS, job BILLSJOB.qual in application BILLSAPPL.10 enqueues on itself. The job will have at least the following
enqueue:

ESPENQ_JOB(BILLSJOB.qual)_APPL(BILLSAPPL.10)Exclusive

This enqueue, together with the shared enqueue for MYJOB, prevent the two jobs from running together.

Examples: ENQUEUES with NOTWITH

The following example uses the NOTWITH statement.

APPL NWN00C

JCLLIB 'CA.JCL.CNTL'

 

JOB NWN001

  RUN WEEKDAYS

  NOTWITH NWN003

ENDJOB

 

JOB NWN002

  RUN WEEKDAYS

ENDJOB

 

JOB NWN003

  RUN WEEKDAYS

  NOTWITH NWN001

ENDJOB

The preceding ESP application produced the following display from the ENQUEUE command. The ENQUEUE command
displays the current enqueue status in the resource file.

ESPENQ_JOB(NWN001.)_APPL(-.-)

          Required         Shr  NWN003, Appl NWN00C.1

ESPENQ_JOB(NWN001.)_APPL(NWN00C.1)

          Held             Excl NWN001, Appl NWN00C.1

    (Gen) Required         Shr  NWN003, Appl NWN00C.1

ESPENQ_JOB(NWN003.)_APPL(NWN00C.1)

    (Gen) Held             Shr  NWN001, Appl NWN00C.1

          Required         Excl NWN003, Appl NWN00C.1

In the preceding display, job NWN001 has an exclusive enqueue on itself and has a shared enqueue on job NWN003.
Job NWN003 requests an exclusive enqueue on itself and a shared enqueue on job NWN001, preventing the jobs from
running together.

In the following example, job NWN003 has no NOTWITH statement so it will execute at the same time as job NWN001.
Job NWN003 must have a NOTWITH NWN001 statement to be mutually exclusive with job NWN001.

APPL NWN00D

JCLLIB 'CA.JCL.CNTL'

 

JOB NWN001
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  RUN WEEKDAYS

  NOTWITH NWN003

ENDJOB

 

JOB NWN002

  RUN WEEKDAYS

ENDJOB

 

JOB NWN003

  RUN WEEKDAYS

ENDJOB

You can use unmatched NOTWITH statements in combination with the ENQSELF command.

To remove mutual exclusivity, remove the NOTWITH statements for all the jobs that are no longer mutually exclusive.

To exclude jobs from a NOTWITH statement at the application level, insert a DROPNOTW statement matching, character
for character, the NOTWITH statement that created the mutual exclusivity.

You can insert the DROPNOTW statement in an application, outside a job workload object. In that case the statement
applies to every job following it in the application.

When you specify the NOTWITH statement outside the scope of a job, there can be one job in the application that can run
concurrently with the other jobs. You can use the DROPNOTW statement in the scope of the job that can run concurrently
to allow it to run.

APPL NWN00E

JCLLIB 'CA.JCL.CNTL'

 

JOB NWN001

  RUN DAILY

  NOTWITH (NWN002,NWN003)

ENDJOB

 

NOTWITH NWN001

 

JOB NWN002

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

 

JOB NWN003

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

 

JOB NWN004

  RUN DAILY

  DROPNOTW NWN001

ENDJOB

For more information about conditional jobs, see Use Advanced Features of Applications.

Identify On-request Jobs
With applications, you can identify certain jobs as on-request and define their relationships to other jobs. The on-request
jobs take their place in the schedule when they are selected. From the time you generate the application up to the time of
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job submission, you can use CSF or the APPLJOB command to request the job. If you have not explicitly requested the
job, ESP bypasses the job and treats it as a normal completion, releasing its successor jobs. To mark a job as on-request,
use the REQUEST operand of the JOB statement.

Mark On-Request Job

By marking a job as on-request, you are not requesting the job, you are only making it eligible for explicit request through
CSF or the APPLJOB command. You must first generate the application before you can request any of the application's
on-request jobs. To allow users to request jobs, you can generate the application containing these jobs early in the
morning and use submit time dependencies (for example, DELAYSUB statements) on the jobs with no predecessors so
they are not submitted at the time ESP generates the application.

Use Other Methods

You can use other methods for handling on-request work. For example, you can

• Insert a job into an application from CSF.
• Use a separate on-request application with a link that keeps it active.
• Trigger an event and pass it a user symbolic variable representing the job name.

NOTE

More Information:

• Monitor and Control Using CSF and Application Monitor
• Substitute Using Symbolic Variables

Example: Bypass a Job Not Requested at Its Scheduled Time

In the following example, if job J2 is not requested at the time it is scheduled for submission, ESP bypasses it and submits
job J3.

Figure 20: Sample Workflow with Bypassed Job

The application looks like this:

APPL APPL1

JCLLIB...
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JOB J1

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE J2

ENDJOB

JOB J2 REQUEST

  RELEASE J3

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

JOB J3

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

To request the job, use the RQ command from CSF or use the APPLJOB (abbreviated AJ) command.

The following example shows requesting job J2 in the current generation of APPL1, with the abbreviated APPLJOB
command:

AJ J2 REQUEST APPL(APPL1.0)

Define Jobs on Hold
To define jobs on hold, use the HOLD operand on the JOB statement to identify a job that you want to hold from
submission until you release it.

The HOLD operand places the job on manual hold when ESP generates the application. You can display jobs that are on
manual hold using CSF or the LISTAPPL command.

The following statement defines job ABC on hold:

JOB ABC HOLD

To specify a reason for the hold, use the REASON operand. The following statement defines job DEF on hold with a
reason:

JOB DEF HOLD REASON('LAST-MINUTE CHANGE REQUIRED')

ESP displays the reason for the hold in the Job Status field in CSF.

It is not a common practice to define jobs on hold. If a job needs to wait for a manual process, it is better to use a task in
the application as a predecessor.

Define Conditional Jobs
You can define optional (conditional) jobs (other than on-request jobs) that might or might not run as part of the
application. Usually, all jobs in an application must complete, or be bypassed, for the application to complete. ESP
completes an application when all non-conditional jobs are complete and bypasses any incomplete conditional jobs.

For example, you can have a recovery job that only runs when another job in the application abends. In this case, the
recovery job is a conditional job. The recovery job might or might not run. If all other jobs in the application are complete,
then you want ESP to complete the application.

To define conditional jobs, use the CONDITIONAL operand on the JOB statement to identify a job that might or might not
run as part of an application.

The following statement defines job RECOVER as a conditional job:
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JOB RECOVER CONDITIONAL

Define External Jobs
Use the EXTERNAL operand of a JOB statement to identify to ESP that the job is part of another application.

You can establish relationships between jobs in different applications. As long as the application containing the successor
is active at the time the predecessor completes successfully, the required dependency is satisfied.

The application that submits the job is known as the home application. The application where the job is defined as
external is known as the distant application.

When you define an external job:

• You can use different frequencies in the home and distant application.
• You must use the same qualifier in each application.
• You can use the LAX command in page mode to display external jobs in active applications.

Example:  Inter-application Dependency

In this example, ESP submits job X on Fridays, as part of application APPL1. Job Z in the application APPL2 waits for job
X. The home application for job X is APPL1; the distant application for job X is APPL2.

Visually, the dependencies look like this:

Figure 21: Example of Inter-Application Dependencies

The application definition for APPL1 looks like this:

APPL APPL1

JCLLIB....

JOB A

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE X

ENDJOB

JOB X

  RUN FRIDAY

ENDJOB
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The application definition for APPL2 looks like this:

APPL APPL2

JCLLIB....

JOB X EXTERNAL

  RUN FRIDAY

  RELEASE Z

ENDJOB

JOB Z

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

When ESP generates APPL2 on Fridays, job Z waits until job X completes in its home application, APPL1.

Control External Jobs

Under different situations, ESP must decide whether it should mark an EXTERNAL job complete. The following are some
general rules ESP uses:

• If more than one generation of an application is active when an external job ends, ESP posts the job as complete in
all active and waiting applications by default. For more information about overriding the default settings, see APPL
Statement: Identify and Set Applications.

• A job defined as EXTERNAL in an application is normally not marked complete by ESP if the job is run manually.

Specify an Application

When you define an external job, you can use the APPLID operand to specify the name of the application that submits the
job. ESP does not mark the external job complete unless it was submitted by the application specified. For example, ESP
only marks the following job as complete when the job is submitted from the application called ANOTHER:

JOB ABC EXTERNAL APPLID(ANOTHER)

Schedule External Job

You can specify a SCHEDULED operand on a JOB statement to reflect when an external job is scheduled. The
application containing the external does not have to be active when the job in the home application ends. ESP
automatically looks back or waits to see if the dependency has been satisfied.

The job in the following example only gets marked complete when run from another application with the same scheduled
date. This provides synchronization of applications.

JOB ABC EXTERNAL SCHEDULED('TODAY')

The following example shows specifying a range:

JOB ABX EXTERNAL SCHEDULED ('NOW LESS 2 HOURS ENDING NOW PLUS 2 HOURS')

For more information about synchronizing application, see Use Advanced Features of Applications.

Specify SCOPE Operand

You can specify a SCOPE operand on a JOB statement to control how far back ESP searches the Job Index data set and
to limit the forward search for a job in the SADGEN data set (as a result of a RESOLVE statement in an ESP procedure).
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When you select an external job, the SCOPE operand instructs ESP to look back in the Job Index data for the required
external job with a status of COMPLETED. ESP does not use a look forward time unless you use a RESOLVE statement.
If the job is not found, ESP waits for the dependency to be satisfied.

In this example, ESP runs job ABC on Sundays and looks back 24 hours to Saturday for its successful completion.

job abc external scope(-24:00)

  run sunday

ENDJOB

For more information about resolving external dependencies, see Use Advanced Features of Applications.

Use Job Qualifiers

For ESP to mark an external job complete, the job qualifier must match what was defined in the home application. You
can use job qualifiers to ensure that an external job does not get marked complete when it is run manually. You can qualify
external jobs with the home application name, for example:

JOB ABC.BILLING EXTERNAL

Check Authorization String

You can specify that ESP checks an authorization string for external jobs so that it tracks and posts the correct job. The
authorization string is the field you use at your site to identify job ownership, such as a user ID or an account field. For
example, ESP marks the following job as complete only when the job is run with an authorization string of CYBER.

JOB ABC EXTERNAL AUTHSTR(CYBER)

Use Different Posting Options

Different posting options are available on the APPL statement. For example, you can select different options to control the
posting of external jobs when multiple generations of an application are active.

For more information about posting external jobs, see Use Advanced Features of Applications.

Forced Complete

When an external job is forced complete in a distant application, it has no effect on the status of the same job in any other
distant application, or in the job's home application.

When a home job is forced complete, this change is transmitted to every application that contains the related external job.

USERMOD 30

USERMOD 30 disables new functionality for those users who rely on the previous behavior. Prior to release 5.1.0, if a
job defined as EXTERNAL in an application is forced complete in the home application, the job in the remote application
(where it is EXTERNAL) is marked complete only if the job in the home application has actually been submitted. With
newer releases, the remote application job is now marked complete even if the home application job was forced complete
prior to submission.

Define Manual Jobs
To identify to ESP that a job is submitted outside of an application, use the MANUAL operand as part of a JOB statement.
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As a result, ESP does not look for JCL, nor does it try to submit the job. The job can be submitted by a person, an
operator command, an event or another scheduling product.

You can use manual jobs as predecessor or successor jobs within an application. As long as the application containing
the successor is active at the time the predecessor completes successfully, the required dependency is satisfied.

NOTE

When defining a manual job in an application, keep the following in mind:

• You must define a manual job as a tracked job if you want to use it in an application. Check with your
administrator to find out about tracked jobs.

• You cannot use a job qualifier for a manual job.

Example: Define Manual Job for Multiple Days

In the following example, job ZZ runs after the manually submitted job YY on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays. On
other days, job ZZ does not wait for job YY.

JCLLIB...

APPL SMALL

JOB ZZ

  AFTER YY

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

JOB YY MANUAL

  RUN MON WED FRI

ENDJOB

Example: Define Manual Job to Wait for Another Job

In this example, job B is a manual job that should not complete until job A runs successfully. After job A is submitted, ESP
has no control over the submission time for job B, because job B is a manual job. However, ESP can remind someone to
submit the job at the time it should be submitted.

Graphically, the flow of jobs looks like this:

Figure 22: Sample Job Flow with a Manually Inserted Job

The application is shown below. The PROCESS operand on the manual job causes ESP to process the SEND command
when job B is eligible for submission.
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JCLLIB...

APPL ABC

JOB A

  RELEASE B

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

JOB B MANUAL PROCESS

  SEND 'TIME TO SUBMIT JOB B' USER(SW)

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE C

ENDJOB

JOB C

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Control Manual Jobs

Under different situations, ESP must decide whether it should mark a manual job complete. By default, when a manual job
in an application ends, ESP:

• Marks the manual job complete in all active and waiting generations of the application. For more information about
overriding this default setting, see APPL Statement: Identify and Set Applications.

• Does not mark the manual job complete for other active and waiting applications that include it.

Check Authorization String

You can specify that ESP checks an authorization string for manual jobs so that it tracks and posts the correct job. The
authorization string is the field you use at your site to identify job ownership, such as a user ID or an account field. For
example, ESP only marks the following job as complete when the job is run with an authorization string of CYBER.

JOB ABC MANUAL AUTHSTR(CYBER)

Use Different Posting Options

Different posting options are available on the APPL statement. For example, you can select different options to control the
posting of manual jobs when multiple generations of an application are active. For more information on posting manual
jobs, see Use Advanced Features of Applications.

Forced Complete

When a manual job is forced complete in one application, it has no effect on manual jobs in other applications that just
happen to refer to the same physical job instance.

If you want to modify the status of a specific manually submitted job in multiple applications that define this job as manual,
the modification will have to be performed explicitly in each of the dependent applications.

Integrate with Workload Automation AE
ESP is integrated with external scheduler Workload Automation AE. The integration with Workload Automation AE creates
a single point of control for monitoring workload on either scheduler. Your workflow of jobs can span schedulers as you
are not restricted to running workload on one scheduler. For example, ESP can submit a job that is dependant on the
successful completion of a job running on Workload Automation AE.
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Monitor Jobs Scheduled by Workload Automation AE

You can monitor jobs scheduled by Workload Automation AE from ESP.

Follow these steps:

1. Load the EXTSCH workload object module CYBESOES using the WOBDEF command or initialization parameter.
2. Define Workload Automation AE in the ESP Agent Definition file (AGENTDEF) as a COMMCHAN entry.
3. Load the AGENTDEF file using the LOADAGDF command or initialization parameter.
4. Specify an EXTSCHEDULER statement in the EXTSCH job definition.

Example: Define Workload Automation AE in the AGENTDEF file

This example defines Workload Automation AE in the AGENTDEF file. The COMMCHAN entry requires the PREFIX
operand set to 2 for Workload Automation AE; this indicates all messages Workload Automation AE receives have
standard message headers.

COMMCHAN AUTOSYS ADDRESS(xxx.xx.xx.xx) PORT(5150) ASCII TCPIP PREF(2)

Example: Monitor Job Scheduled by Workload Automation AE

In this example, the EXTSCH statement allows you to monitor for a job named DBTRIG_JOB that is scheduled to run at
13:05 PM today until Friday at 5 PM.

EXTSCH DBTRIG_JOB SCHEDULED('13:05 PM TODAY UNTIL FRI 5 PM')

  EXTSCHEDULER AUTOSYS

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

 

 

NOTE

 There is an optional EXTJOB statement that is only applicable to the EXTSCH statement. The EXTJOB
statement allows you to specify up to 128-characters for a job name that overrides the 64-character job name
allowed in an EXTSCH statement. This accommodates the larger job names allowed by Workload Automation
AE.

Define Tasks and Links
You can define tasks and links to handle processes other than executing workload. Tasks and links are scheduled like
workload, but they do not submit a job. Links are completed automatically; tasks can be completed automatically or
manually.

You can code a task to represent processes such as the following:

• Checking reports
• Mounting tapes
• Indicating the completion of a job step

You can code a link to represent an automatic process such as the following:

• Keeping an application active
• Sending a message when something happens or does not happen
• Simplifying complex job dependencies
• Bypassing a job
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For details, see the examples in this section.

You can establish dependencies between tasks, links, and jobs. Tasks or links usually have a schedule frequency and
can have a time dependency. They can be on-request, conditional, defined on hold, and can be inserted into an active
application.

When its dependencies are met, the following occur:

• A task can complete automatically or you can complete it manually.
Tasks wait for any required resources before they complete.

• A link is completed automatically.
Links do not wait for resources; they complete as soon as their other dependencies are met.

When you mark a job as a task or link and select it for execution, ESP builds it as part of the application; it does not try
and submit JCL for tasks or links.

Create a Task

You can create a task in a JOB statement.

1. Code the TASK operand in the JOB statement.
2. Define relationships and other dependencies for the task in the same way as for jobs.

You can create a self-completing task if you want a task to complete automatically when its dependencies are met by
adding the SELFCOMPLETING operand to the TASK operand on the JOB statement.

Create a Link

You can create a link in a JOB statement.

1. Code the LINK operand in the JOB statement.
2. If you want the link to issue commands, add the PROCESS operand after the LINK operand.

For example:

JOB OPEN.INITS LINK PROCESS

  VS '$SI1-10'

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

3. Define relationships and other dependencies for the link in the same way as for jobs.

Mark a Task Complete

To mark a task complete, do one of the following:

• Issue the AJ COMPLETE command for the task.
• In CSF, type C beside the task.

Examples of Tasks

The following are examples of tasks.

Check a Report

In this example, task CHECKRPT.J1 represents a manual report check on workdays after job J1 completes successfully.
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Figure 23: Sample Job Flow with a Task

Task CHECKRPT.J1 is defined in the following application. When J1 completes successfully, ESP issues the SEND
command to user BP01, indicating the actions to be taken. ESP submits job J2 only when CHECKRPT.J1 is marked
complete.

JCLLIB 'CYBB.JOBS.CNTL'

APPL ABC WAIT

JOB J1

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE CHECKRPT.J1

ENDJOB

JOB CHECKRPT.J1 TASK

  RUN WORKDAYS

  SEND 'JOB J1 HAS COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY ' USER(BP01)

  SEND 'COMPLETE THE CHECKRPT.J1 TASK' USER(BP01)

  RELEASE J2

ENDJOB

JOB J2

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Code a Self-completing Task

This example shows a self-completing task, which completes automatically when its dependencies are met. Task
WAIT4.LOWPRIO requires one unit of resource LOWPRIO.

JOB WAIT4.LOWPRIO TASK SELFCOMPLETING
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  RUN ANY

  RELEASE NEXTJOB

  RESOURCE (1,LOWPRIO)

ENDJOB

When resource LOWPRIO becomes available, the task completes automatically.

NOTE

More Information:

• Use Advanced Features of Applications
• Examples Cookbook

Examples of Links

The following are examples of links.

Issue a Command

The following example uses a link to start some initiators through a command:

JOB OPEN.INITS LINK PROCESS

  VS '$SI1-10'

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Keep an Application Active

This example uses a link called KEEPOPEN to keep an application active until 23:59. This technique is useful when you
need an application active to insert on-request jobs.

JOB KEEPOPEN LINK

  DELAYSUB 23:59

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Monitor a Started Task and Take Action After it Completes

This example shows how you can get ESP to monitor a manually submitted started task and run a job when the started
task ends.

Graphically, the dependencies look like this:
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Figure 24: Sample Flow with Manually Submitted Task

Follow these steps:

1. Use a link to submit the started task.
2. Identify the started task as a manual job (because the started task is not started by ESP).
3. Run a job when the started task ends successfully.

The application code looks like this:

APPL MYAPPL

JCLLIB 'SYS1.JCL'

JOB START.STC1 LINK PROCESS

  RUN DAILY

  VS 'S STC1'

ENDJOB

JOB STC1 MANUAL

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE BATCHJOB

ENDJOB

JOB BATCHJOB

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Simplify Job Relationships

You can simplify job relationships using links. This example shows an application that contains two groups of jobs. All the
jobs in the first group, A,B, and C, must complete before the jobs in the second group, D, E, and F, can run.
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To create this dependency configuration without using a link means that dependencies must be created from all three jobs
in the first group to all three jobs in the second group. While ESP can create an application that includes many inter-linked
dependencies like this, the application can be hard to read and maintain.

The dependencies look like this:

Figure 25: Sample Workflow with Multiple Inter-Linked Job Dependencies

A better approach is to create a link that represents the completion of the first three jobs, and releases the second group
of three jobs. This simplifies the definition of job relationships and makes it easier to add or delete jobs in each group.

The dependencies now look like this:

Figure 26: Sample Workflow with Multiple Job Dependencies Simplified Using Link

One way of coding LINKJOB is shown below:

JOB A

  ...
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ENDJOB

JOB B

  ...

ENDJOB

JOB C

  ...

ENDJOB

JOB LINKJOB LINK

  RUN DAILY

  PREREQ (A,B,C)

  POSTREQ (D,E,F)

ENDJOB

JOB D

  ...

ENDJOB

JOB E

  ...

ENDJOB

JOB F

  ...

ENDJOB

Bypass a Job

You can use links to bypass a job. In this example, job PAY2 is changed to a link so that it is not run. When PAY1
completes, PAY2 immediately completes and releases job PAY3.

JOB PAY1

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE PAY2

ENDJOB

JOB PAY2 LINK

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE PAY3

ENDJOB

JOB PAY3

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

The next example is identical to the first one except PAY2 now includes a CICS resource dependency. However, PAY2
ignores the resource dependency. When PAY1 completes, PAY2 immediately completes and releases job PAY3.

JOB PAY1

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE PAY2

ENDJOB

JOB PAY2 LINK

  RESOURCE CICS

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE PAY3

ENDJOB

JOB PAY3
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  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Process Automatically at Beginning of Application
You can specify processing that is automatically performed at the beginning of an application.
To perform automatic processing at the beginning of an application, code a workload object using the APPLSTART
statement.

Process Automatically at End of Application
You can specify processing that is automatically performed at the end of an application.
To perform automatic processing at the end of an application, code a workload object using the APPLEND statement.

Use Data Set Triggers
You can use ESP data set-trigger facility at the event level or at the job level. This section describes how to use this facility
at the job level.

You can define a data set trigger or USS file trigger workload object as part of an ESP application. A data set-trigger
workload object can be completed by the successful creation, closure, or renaming of a data set. A USS file trigger
workload object can be completed by the update or rename of a USS file. Triggers can be completed by another job, a
started task, or a TSO user. You can restrict triggers to data sets or USS files created by a specific job or group of job
names.

You can also define a data set-trigger workload object that can be completed by the successful transfer or renaming of a
data set through FTP transfer. The next sections describe how to set up data set-trigger objects.

NOTE

More Information:

• Trigger Events through Job Monitoring and Alert Processing
• Trigger Events through Job Monitoring and Alert Processing

Prepare to Use Data Set-Trigger Objects

To use a data set-trigger object, the systems programmer responsible for ESP must add a Workload Object Module
(WOBDEF) statement to the ESP initialization parameters (for example, WOBDEF LOAD CYBESODT).

Set Up a Data Set Trigger or USS File Trigger in an Application

This procedure explains how to set up a data set-trigger object or USS file trigger object in an application.

Follow these steps:

1. Use the DSTRIG statement to assign a name to the data set-trigger object or USS file trigger object. You can use
some of the same operands you use on a JOB statement. These include REQUEST, HOLD, and CONDITIONAL.

2. Use the DSNAME statement to specify the data set name or USS file path and specify any trigger requirements. Only
one DSNAME statement is supported per workload object.

3. Use a RUN or SELECT statement to identify when you want this object to build as part of the application.
4. Use other statements, such as DELAYSUB, DUEOUT, and RELEASE to identify other requirements.

NOTE
DSTRIG provides a variable called DSNAME that stores the name of the triggering data set or the USS file path.
To retrieve the variable value, specify DSNAME in the JOBDATA statement or WOBDATA statement.
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Example: Wait for a Data Set Creation

In this example, the following occur:

• The DSTRIG statement identifies a data set-trigger object called BIGFILE.
• The DSNAME statement identifies PROD.CICS.FILE1602 as the data set. Because no other operands are specified,

ESP waits for this data set to be created.
• The frequency is DAILY.
• The successor job is ABCJOB.

DSTRIG BIGFILE

  DSNAME PROD.FILE.CICS1602

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE ABCJOB

ENDJOB

After the application containing this object is active, ESP watches for the PROD.CICS.FILE1602 data set to be created.
When it is created, the BIGFILE object completes and releases the successor job ABCJOB.

Trigger on Any Closure of a Data Set

You can have a non-VSAM data set trigger occur when it is closed after it is created or updated. By default, a non-VSAM
data set trigger occurs only when the data set is closed after it is created.

NOTE
You do not need this procedure for VSAM data sets because the VSAM data set trigger occurs when the data
set is closed after it is created or updated.

To trigger on any closure of a data set, specify the ANYCLOSE operand in the DSNAME statement.

Example: Trigger on Any Closure of a Data Set

The following example uses a data set-trigger workload object (WAIT4.DS) to build a dependency between any closure of
a data set (PROD.WEEKLY.ACCNTS) and a job (PAYJOB1):

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYB.JCL.CNTL'

DSTRIG WAIT4.DS

  DSNAME PROD.WEEKLY.ACCNTS ANYCLOSE

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE PAYJOB1

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB1

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Restrict Data Set Activity to a Job

You can restrict the trigger to only specific data sets created by a particular job. Use the JOB operand followed by the full
name or job name prefix of the job.

Example: Job-Specific Creation

The following example indicates a data set trigger occurs when job ABC creates a generation of the data set
USER1.PAYROLL:
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DSTRIG USERDATA

  DSNAME USER1.PAYROLL.G- JOB(ABC

ENDJOB

Set Up Dependency on Multiple Data Sets

To set up a dependency on multiple data sets, use a separate data set-trigger object for each.

Example: Wait on More Than One Data Set

In this example, job XYZ waits for two data set-trigger objects: FILEA and FILEB.

• FILEA completes when CYBER.DATA111.CNTL closes.
• FILEB completes when CYBER.DATA999.CNTL closes.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYB.JCL.CNTL'

DSTRIG FILEA

  DSNAME CYBER.DATA111.CNTL ANYCLOSE

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE XYZ

ENDJOB

DSTRIG FILEB

  DSNAME CYBER.DATA999.CNTL ANYCLOSE

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE XYZ

ENDJOB

JOB XYZ

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Wait on Multiple Closures of the Same Data Set

It is possible for a data set to be closed multiple times. You can use the COUNT operand to specify how often this closure
is required before the data set-trigger object completes. The count begins when the data set-trigger object becomes ready
(for example, once time and predecessor dependencies have been met). The CSF Status field displays the counter and
its current value once the data set-trigger object becomes ready.

With each closure, ESP increases its internal counter by one. When the counter reaches the number you set in your
COUNT operand, ESP completes the data set-trigger object. The next time the application gets generated, the count is
set to zero.

Example: Wait on Multiple Closures of a Data Set

In the following example, the data set-trigger object completes after two creations of a data set:

DSTRIG DOUBLE.INPUT

  DSNAME SITE1.BILLING.FILE COUNT(2)

ENDJOB
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Restrict Data Set Activity to a User

You can restrict the trigger to only specific data sets created or renamed by a particular user. Use the USER operand
followed by the user ID of the user. The user ID refers to the host security user ID of the job task closing or renaming the
data set

Example: User-Specific Creation

The following event triggers when user CYBER1 creates a generation of the data set USER1.PAYROLL:

DSTRIG PROD.PAY_DATA

  DSNAME USER1.PAYROLL.G- USER(CYBER1)

  INVOKE 'PROD.ESP.PROCS(PAYJOBS)'

ENDDEF

Control Data Set-Trigger Objects

A data set-trigger object must be ready before ESP looks for the activity specified on the DSNAME statement. A data set-
trigger object can have a predecessor or a time dependency, or be defined on hold. Each of these conditions prevents the
data set-trigger object from completing. After a data set-trigger object becomes ready, the only action you can take against
it is to complete it.

Example: Data Set-Trigger Has a Dependency

In the following example, the data set-trigger object INPUT.DATA has a delayed submission time of 6pm. If the
CYBER.BILLING data set is created prior to this time, the data set-trigger object does not complete. At 6pm, ESP sends a
message to BOB indicating it is waiting for some data.

DSTRIG INPUT.DATA

  DSNAME CYBER.BILLING

  RUN DAILY

  DELAYSUB 6PM

  SEND 'WAITING FOR INPUT DATA NOW' U(BOB)

  RELEASE BILLJOB1

ENDJOB

Display Data Set-Triggering Information

While data set-trigger workload objects are active, you can use the LDXE command to display them. The LDXE command
differentiates between event-level and application-level data set triggers.

The following is an example of the output produced by the LDXE command where:

• Application PAYROLL.1 contains a job-level data set trigger called WAIT4.DS. It is waiting for a data set closure on a
data set called CYBER.PAYROLL.DATA1.

• Event CYBER.CYCLES is waiting for data set USER.INPUT.CYCLE to be created.

LDXE

EVENT/APPL (WOB)-------DATASET

PAYROLL.1 (WAIT4.DS) CYBER.PAYROLL.DATA1, ANYCLOSE

CYBER.CYCLES  USER.INPUT.CYCLE

2 ENTRIES DISPLAYED
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Use FTP Data Set Triggers
FTP data set-trigger workload objects are a particular kind of data set-trigger workload object, where an event can be
triggered when a successful FTP file transfer or FTP rename completes.

When setting up an FTP data set workload object, the file transfer causing the event to be triggered can be defined by the
following:

• Specifying the direction of the transfer
• Limiting data set activity to a host
• Limiting data set activity to a user ID
• Limiting data set activity to a logon ID

Specify the Direction of Transfer

You can specify that the data file transfer direction is from the remote FTP partner to the local mainframe FTP partner or
vice versa. Use the FTP operand followed by RECEIVE or RECV if the transfer is from the remote FTP partner to the local
mainframe FTP partner. Use the FTP operand followed by SEND if the transfer is from the local mainframe FTP partner to
the remote FTP partner.

Example: FTP RECEIVE and SEND

The following event triggers when a data set is successfully received from a remote FTP partner, creating a generation of
the data set USER1.PAYROLL:

DSTRIG PROD.PAY_DATA

  RUN DAILY

  DSNAME USER1.PAYROLL.G- FTP(RECEIVE)

  RELEASE PROD.ESP.PROCS(PAYJOBS)

ENDJOB

The following event triggers when the data set CYBER.XFER.001 is successfully sent from the local mainframe FTP
partner to a remote FTP partner:

DSTRIG CYBER.XFER

  RUN DAILY

  DSNAME CYBER.XFER.001 FTP(SEND)

  RELEASE PURGE.XFER(001)

ENDJOB

Restrict Data Set Activity to a Host

You can restrict the trigger to FTP transfer from only a specific host. Use the HOST operand followed by the DNS host
name or the IP address of the specified host.

Example: Host-Specific Creation

The following event triggers when a remote FTP partner with the IP address 10.1.3.1 successfully transfers a file creating
the data set CYBER.XFER.001:

DSTRIG CYBER.XFER

  RUN DAILY

  DSNAME CYBER.XFER.001 FTP(RECEIVE) HOST(10.1.3.1)

  RELEASE PROCESS.XFER(001)
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ENDJOB

Restrict Data Set Activity to a User ID

You can restrict the trigger to specific data sets created or renamed by a particular user. Use the USER operand followed
by the user ID of the user. The user ID refers to the host security user ID of the local FTP partner's job task regardless of
whether the local FTP partner is the client or the server.

NOTE
Because user ID always refers to a local mainframe host security user ID, lowercase characters are translated to
uppercase.

Example: User-Specific Creation

The following event triggers when a remote FTP partner successfully transfers a file creating the data set
CYBER.XFER.001, assuming that the user ID prefix of the local FTP partner is CYB:

DSTRIG CYBER.XFER

  RUN DAILY

  DSNAME CYBER.XFER.001 FTP(RECEIVE) USER(CYB-)

  RELEASE PROCESS.XFER(001)

ENDJOB

Restrict Data Set Activity to a Logon ID

You can restrict the trigger to specific data sets created or renamed by a particular user. Use the LOGON operand
followed by the logon ID of the user.

The logon ID refers to the user ID that the FTP client uses to log on to the FTP server.

• If the FTP client is the remote partner, logon ID is the user ID of the local FTP partner. In this case, specifying
LOGON(logonid) has the same effect as specifying USER(userid).

• If the FTP client is the local partner, logon ID is the user ID of the remote FTP partner.

NOTE
When logon ID is a remote user ID, it can be case-sensitive, as for example on UNIX hosts. Therefore, logon ID
lowercase characters are not translated to uppercase.

Example: Logon-Specific Creation

The following event triggers when a remote FTP partner successfully transfers a file creating the data set
CYBER.XFER.001, assuming that the remote FTP partner did logon to the FTP server with the CYBER005 user ID:

DSTRIG CYBER.XFER

  RUN DAILY

  DSNAME CYBER.XFER.001 FTP(RECEIVE) LOGON(CYBER005)

  RELEASE PROCESS.XFER(001)

ENDJOB

FTP Trigger Operands

The following is information about FTP trigger operands:
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• dsname -- The data set name specified in the DSNAME application statement always refers to the local mainframe
data set for both FTP(RECEIVE) and FTP(SEND).

• ANYCLOSE -- FTP triggers cannot to distinguish between data set creation and data set updates. Therefore,
ANYCLOSE is assumed if not explicitly specified in an FTP trigger definition.

• RENAME -- When RENAME is specified for an FTP trigger, the trigger is activated on completion of an FTP rename
command issued by the client to rename a data set to a specified data set name. Because data set name always
refers to a local host data set, the remote FTP partner must be the client for an FTP trigger where RENAME is
specified. Therefore the RENAME and FTP(SEND) operands are mutually exclusive.

Example: FTP Transfer-Triggered Event

The following is an example of an FTP transfer-triggered event. This event sends a message to a user each time an FTP
transfer to data set CYBER.DATA.SET completes from logged-on user aixuser on host AIXHOST to any local user with
host security user ID prefix CYB. Because both the USER and the LOGON operands are specified and because they
specify different user IDs, the FTP trigger criteria can only be satisfied if the local FTP partner is the client.

DSTRIG USER.APPL_RECEIVE

  RUN DAILY

  DSNAME CYBER.DATA.SET USER(CYB-) FTP(RECEIVE)-

  HOST(AIXHOST) LOGON(aixuser)

  SEND 'APPLICATION RECEIVED FROM CLIENT' USER(BP)

ENDJOB

Trigger Event After Data Set Activity
You can trigger an event if a specified data set is created, closed, or renamed but no system SMF records are produced.
You can set up the trigger in the event definition or job definition. The trigger that you create is known as an "explicit data
set trigger" because it explicitly notifies ESP of data set activity.

Follow these steps:

1. Follow one of these procedures:
– Specify an event-level explicit data set trigger.
– Specify a job-level explicit data set trigger.

2. Control the acceptance of explicit data set triggers.
3. Activate an explicit data set trigger.

Built-in symbolic variables %ESPTRDSN and %ESPTRGDG are available for event-level data set triggers.

Specify an Event-Level Explicit Data Set Trigger

You can set up an explicit data set trigger in an event. If the trigger is activated, the event is triggered.

To specify an event-level data set trigger, issue the DSTRIG command (define data set triggers, event level) with operand
EXPLICIT in the event.

Specify a Job-Level Explicit Data Set Trigger

You can set up an explicit data set trigger workload object in an application. When the trigger is activated and the
conditions that you specified are met, the workload object is completed.

1. In an application, code the DSTRIG statement (job level).
The DSTRIG statement defines the explicit data set trigger workload object.

2. Within the scope of the DSTRIG statement, code the DSNAME statement with an EXPLICIT operand. 
The DSNAME statement takes the following actions:
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– Identifies the data set that activates the explicit data set trigger.
– Specifies certain conditions for the activation of the trigger.

3. Code any other scheduling criteria you require for the workload object, for example, the RUN or DELAYSUB
statements.

NOTE
DSTRIG provides a variable called DSNAME that stores the name of the triggering data set or the USS file path.
To retrieve the variable value, specify DSNAME in the JOBDATA statement or WOBDATA statement.

Example: Assign Value of Variable from DSTRIG

This example shows how to assign ABC the value of the variable DSNAME retrieved from the workload objects DSTRIG
JOBA.

ABC = JOBDATA('JOBA','DSNAME')

Control Acceptance of Explicit Data Set Triggers

You can control the conditions under which ESP accepts a notification from explicit data set triggers.

To specify the acceptance of explicit data set triggers, do one or both of the following steps:

• Code the EXPDSTRG initialization parameter.
• Issue the EXPDSTRG command.

The EXPDSTRG command overrides the EXPDSTRG initialization parameter (if one is coded) for as long as ESP is
active.

ESP saves the current EXPDSTRG value as a checkpoint. If you warm start ESP and the EXPDSTRG initialization
parameter is not coded, the checkpoint value is used. For a cold start, ESP uses the value of the EXPDSTRG initialization
parameter or the default value if the initialization parameter is not coded.

Activate Explicit Data Set Trigger

You must activate an explicit data set trigger that you have defined so that ESP is notified of activity on the associated
data set.

To activate an explicit data set trigger, do one of the following steps:

• Issue the DSTRIG command (Activate Explicit Data Set Triggers).
• Run explicit data set trigger activation utility ESPDST (alias CYBESDT1).

If you activate an event-level explicit data set trigger, you can use built-in symbolic variables %ESPTRDSN and
%ESPTRGDG.

Run Explicit Data Set Trigger Utility

To activate an explicit data set trigger, program ESPDST (alias CYBESDT1) issues a standard subsystem request to
specified ESP subsystems.

ESPDST is a reentrant program that can execute in batch, in TSO, as a started task or in a run task such as
Connect:Direct (NDM).

WARNING
If you specify a relative GDG in ESPDST, the position of the ESPDST step in a job may affect the actual
generation processed. For example, assume that ESPDST specifies generation (0) and ESPDST runs before
a step that creates a new generation of that GDG. In this case, ESPDST processes the existing generation, but
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not the new generation. If ESPDST runs after the new generation is created, it processes the new generation,
but not the old one.

Input Parameters

The input parameters of ESPDST are specified in the JCL EXEC PARM for a batch job, and as operands when running as
a TSO command. The syntax is as follows:

DSNAME|DATASET(dsname[(member)|(relgen)]) -

[BIAS(bias)] -

[VOLSER|VOLUME(volser)] -

[SUBSYSTEM|SSID(subsystem)]

dsname
The name of the data set associated with the explicit data set trigger. You can include a GDG absolute generation
in dsname or you can specify a relative generation in relgen.

member
A member of the PDS that dsname specifies.

relgen
The relative generation of the GDG that dsname specifies. For example, you can code the following values:

• (0) for the current generation
• (+1) for the next generation
• (-1) for the previous generation

bias
A number that is subtracted from relgen. The resulting relative generation determines the absolute generation
of dsname to trigger on. For more details, see the Usage notes section.

NOTE
bias is only valid if you code relgen and the EXPDSTRG initialization parameter or command specifies
SECURE, SECURE(NOVERIFY), or VERIFY. bias is ignored if EXPDSTRG specifies NOVERIFY
(without SECURE).

volser
The volume serial number that the data set resides on. This operand is required for uncataloged data sets and it
is optional for cataloged data sets.

subsystem
The ESP tracking subsystem that the explicit data set trigger activation request is sent to. If you omit subsystem,
all tracking ESP subsystems receive the explicit data set trigger activation request.

NOTE
A tracking ESP subsystem is one with initialization parameter SMFINT set to ON (the default).

NOTE

• Specify the same value as the explicit data set trigger definition (DSTRIG command or DSNAME statement)
for the following operands:
– dsname
– member
– relgen (including leading zeros)

• You can use the bias parameter to trigger on a different generation of a GDG than the relgen parameter
specifies. The primary use for bias is for triggering on a new generation of a GDG.

Return Codes
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ESPDST issues the following return codes:

0
Explicit data set trigger scheduled

4
Explicit data set trigger not defined

8
Data set SAF authorization failed

12
Data set verification failed

16
Data set trigger cell shortage

20
Data set trigger cell core request failed

24
Explicit data set trigger function not supported by specified ESP subsystem

28
Subsystem verification failed

32
Input parameter error

Example: Invoke ESPDST from Page Mode or Line Mode

To run ESPDST from page or line mode, you must prefix the command with TSO because ESPDST is external to ESP.

TSO command:

TSO ESPDST D(PDS.DATA.SET(MEMBER1))

TSO call:

CALL 'CYBER.CD7YLOAD(ESPDST)' 'D(PDS.DATA.SET(MEMBER1))'

Example: Invoke ESPDST from Batch

In the following event, the DSTRIG command defines an explicit data set trigger for data set PDS.DATA.SET(MEMBER1):

EVENT ID(MYEVENT)

DSTRIG PDS.DATA.SET(MEMBER1) EXPLICIT

ENDDEF

If the trigger is activated, event MYEVENT is triggered.

The following example JCL shows how to activate the trigger defined in MYEVENT.

//DSTRIG01 JOB  ...

//*

//STEP1    EXEC PGM=IEBGENER

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD   DUMMY

//SYSUT1   DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=SEQ.DATA.SET
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//SYSUT2   DD   DISP=OLD,DSN=PDS.DATA.SET(MEMBER1)

//*

//STEP2    EXEC PGM=ESPDST,COND=(0,LT),

//         PARM='DSNAME(PDS.DATA.SET(MEMBER1)) SUBSYSTEM(ESPS)'

//STEPLIB  DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=CYBER.CD7YLOAD

STEP1 creates or updates member MEMBER1 in the data set PDS.DATA.SET. If STEP1 completes successfully, STEP2
runs the ESPDST utility. ESPDST notifies ESP subsystem ESPS that data set PDS.DATA.SET(MEMBER1) was created
or updated, which triggers MYEVENT.

Example: Invoke ESPDST from a Connect:Direct (NDM) Run Task

In the following example, STEP1 copies the data set OLD.DATA.SET from Connect:Direct node NODE1 to the local
Connect:Direct node as data set NEW.DATA.SET. Assume that STEP1 completes successfully.

Through an explicit data set trigger, STEP2 notifies ESP subsystem ESPS that the Connect:Direct copy operation created
data set NEW.DATA.SET.

PROCESS1 PROCESS SNODE=NODE1

STEP1  COPY FROM(PNODE DSN=OLD.DATA.SET) -

       TO(SNODE DSN=NEW.DATA.SET DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE))

       IF (STEP1 EQ 0) THEN

STEP2  RUN  TASK (PGM=ESPDST -

       PARM=(C'DSNAME(NEW.DATA.SET) SUBSYSTEM(ESPS)')) -

       SNODE

       EIF

Example: Adjust the Relative Generation Using the Bias Operand

The following example shows how to trigger on a new generation of a GDG by coding the BIAS operand to adjust
the relgen operand.

In the following event, an explicit data set trigger is defined for any new generation of PROD.TRANS.

EVENT ID(MYEVENT)

DSTRIG PROD.TRANS(+1) EXPLICIT

ENDDEF

In the following JCL, STEP1 creates a new generation of PROD.TRANS and STEP2 activates the trigger for that new
generation.

//DSTRIG01 JOB  ...

//*

//STEP1    EXEC PGM=IEBGENER

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD DUMMY

//SYSUT1   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PROD.INPUT,DISP=SHR

//SYSUT2   DD DISP=OLD,DSN=PROD.TRANS(+1),DISP=(,CATLG),

//         SPACE=(TRK,1),UNIT=SYSDA

//*

//STEP2    EXEC PGM=ESPDST,COND=(0,LT),

//         PARM='DSNAME(PROD.TRANS(+1)) BIAS(1) SUBSYSTEM(ESPS)'

//STEPLIB  DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=CYBER.CD7YLOAD
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By coding a relgen of +1 instead of 0 in STEP2, we prevent the trigger from activating on anything except a new
generation of PROD.TRANS. However, by the time STEP2 runs, the new generation is now generation 0. We use BIAS(1)
to adjust relgen to 0.

Built-in Symbolic Variables %ESPTRDSN and %ESPTRGDG

The built-in symbolic variables listed in this topic are available for event-level data set triggers.

%ESPTRDSN

%ESPTRDSN is set to the data set or USS file path that releases the trigger.

Assume that you activate an event-level explicit data set trigger that specifies a GDG relative generation. In this case,
%ESPTRDSN is set to the GDG base name followed by the absolute generation number. For example:

CYB4.ENCXX.BACKO01A.G0027V00

If the fully qualified data set name cannot be determined, %ESPTRDSN is set to blanks. A blank value can occur in the
following cases:

• The specified relative generation does not exist in the GDG index.
• The EXPDSTRG initialization parameter or command specifies NOVERIFY.

%ESPTRGDG

Assume that you activate an event-level explicit data set trigger that specifies a GDG relative generation. In this case,
%ESPTRGDG is set to the GDG base name only. For example, assume that the GDG defined in the trigger is as follows:

CYB4.ENCXX.BACKO01A.G0027V00

%ESPTRGDG is set to the following value:

CYB4.ENCXX.BACKO01A

Notify Users of Job Status
This section includes topics on notifying users about the status of jobs in an application.

You can notify one or more users about the status of jobs in an application.

To notify users of job status, code the NOTIFY statement within an application or job definition.

The NOTIFY statement can inform you when the following occur:

• A job is submitted (z/OS jobs only).
• A job starts.
• A job becomes overdue from different processing points.
• A job execution is faster than expected.
• A job ends abnormally (ABENDs).
• A job fails (for example, condition code failures).
• A job ends (successfully or unsuccessfully).
• ESP resubmits a job.
• A job's submission is bypassed.
• A job reaches an arbitrary pnode.
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NOTE

• Due-out notifications are displayed for on-request jobs only if you have requested the job and it is overdue.
• For external and manual jobs, links, tasks, and data set-trigger objects, you can only specify conditions

JOBSTART, JOBEND, and OVERDUE in the NOTIFY statement. Notification is based on the LATESUB and
DUEOUT statements.

• The NOTIFY statement can notify users and trigger an event. For more information, see Trigger Events
through Job Monitoring and Alert Processing.

Example: Notify on Submit and Abend

For example, suppose that you know that a programmer has modified the JCL for job D and you want to find out:

• When ESP submits the job.
• If the job ABENDs.

In this example, the NOTIFY statement tells ESP to notify user USER01 when ESP submits job D and if job D ABENDs.

JOB D

  NOTIFY SUBMIT ABEND USERS(USER01)

  RELEASE E

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Overdue Notification

This example notifies user USER02 when job LONGJOB becomes overdue. ESP sends a message to USER02 if
LONGJOB does not complete execution successfully by 5am:

JOB LONGJOB

  NOTIFY OVERDUE USER(USER02)

  DUEOUT EXEC 5AM

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Notify Predefined Users of Job Status

You can notify a predefined list of users about the status of jobs in an application.

Follow these steps:

1. In the MAILLIST data set, set up a mailbox for the list of users by coding the MAILBOX command. For more
information about setting up the MAILLIST data set and the mailboxes, see Define MAILLIST Data Set.

2. Code the NOTIFY statement, including the MAILBOX operand, within an application or job definition.

All future job status messages to the specified mailbox will be sent to the TSO user IDs and email addresses specified in
the mailbox.

Example: Use Notification List

In the following example, a notification that the job ending is overdue is directed to all TSO user IDs and email addresses
contained in the CYBERBOX mailbox:

NOTIFY OVERDUE JOBEND MAILBOX(CYBERBOX)
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Standard Message Subject Line

Messages that ESP sends to notify users of job status have a standard subject line.

For workload other than agent monitors, the standard subject line for a message has the following format:

wob jobname[(jobnumber)] IN APPL applname.applgeneration status

wob
Specifies the workload object type.

status
Specifies the job status, which can be one of the following:

• STARTED
• ENDED|ENDED PREMATURELY, CMPC=code
• SUBMISSION FAILED, STATUS: statusdetails
• COMPLETED
• REQUIRES MANUAL COMPLETION

For agent monitor workload, the standard subject line for a message has the following format:

jobname applname.applgeneration STATE state

state
Specifies the state of the agent monitor, which can be ACTIVE or INACTIVE.

Override the Standard Message Subject Line

You can override the standard message subject line for a job, an application or all applications.

To override the standard message subject line, do any of the following:

• If you want to override the subject for specific jobs and applications, use the SUBJECT operand in the NOTIFY
statement.

• If you want to override the subject for an agent monitor, use the SUBJECT operand in the AMNOTIFY statement.
• If you want to override the subject for all jobs and applications, use the SUBJECT operand in the MAILBOX: Set up

Mailboxes initialization parameter or command.
If both the MAILBOX and NOTIFY or AMNOTIFY statements specify a subject, the SUBJECT operand on the NOTIFY
or AMNOTIFY statements overrides the SUBJECT operand on the MAILBOX initialization parameter or command.

Example: Override Subject for Specific Jobs and Applications

In the following example, the subject line for a message from job GLDAILY to mailbox GLMAIL is set to "GL JOB END
OVERDUE".

JOB GLDAILY

  NOTIFY OVERDUE JOBEND MAILBOX(GLMAIL) SUBJECT('GL JOB END OVERDUE')

  DUEOUT EXEC 5AM

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Overriding Subject for All Jobs and Applications

In the following example, the subject line for all messages to mailbox GLMAIL is set to "GL PRODUCTION
NOTIFICATION".
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MAILBOX GLMAIL MAXLINES(300) SUBJECT('GL PRODUCTION NOTIFICATION')

Send Message to OPS/MVS
You can send a message from an ESP procedure to OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS). You
can include ESP variables in the message. After symbol substitution is complete, the message text is passed as is to
OPS/MVS. If there is an OPS/MVS rule written for the message, OPS/MVS can then process it.
To send a message to OPS/MVS, code the SEND2OPS statement in the procedure that you want to send the message
from.

Use Critical Path Analysis
Critical path analysis, combined with the ability to set time dependencies and trigger events automatically, provides the
framework for advanced due-out notification when mission critical workload does not complete within the designated time
frame or window.

You can identify a job within an application that represents a critical point of that application. The longest path to that job,
based on historical execution time, is a critical path.

If you do not identify any jobs as critical, ESP calculates the longest path, based on historical execution time, to the job
that will finish last and identifies that path as the critical path.

Example of a Critical Path

In the following diagram, job Z is identified as the critical job in an application. The longest path to job Z, based on
historical execution time, represents the critical path. If all jobs are selected, the critical path consists of jobs A, B, X, Y,
and Z.
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Figure 27: Sample Application with Critical Path

ESP determines the critical path when it generates an application and updates the critical path continuously until the
application completes. The critical path for an application can vary depending on which jobs are selected. Based on the
previous example, the critical path can vary as follows:

Jobs Not Selected Critical Path
X, Y A, B, C, D, Z
X, Z A, B, C, D
X, Y, D A, B, E, F, Z and A, B, C, Z
Z A, B, X, Y - defaults to longest path

 

Display Cross-Application Critical Path

A critical path can extend into multiple applications depending on the relationships between the jobs making up the critical
path. The cross-application relationships can include external jobs and home jobs, ancestor jobs and descendent jobs,
and application wait relationships. You can display these relationships using the LAPX command, or the LX or LXC line
command from Application Monitor. You cannot display cross-application relationships using the LISTAPPL command.
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Include External Jobs on Critical Path

An external job is included in critical path analysis only if it is matched to its home job. A match is made if another
application meets all of the following requirements:

• The application includes a job with the same full name as the external job.
• The home job has the value specified in the AUTHSTR operand (if present) in the external job definition. For example,

the home job's first account number matches the account number specified in AUTHSTR.
• The home job's JOBINDEX data set entry was created within the time range specified in the SCOPE operand (if

present) in the external job definition.
• The application name is specified in the APPLID operand (if present) of the external job definition.
• The application was scheduled within the period specified by the SCHED operand (if present) of the external job

definition.

If more than one home job matches an external job, the anticipated end time calculation includes times from the home job
that is predicted to complete first.

Use Multiple Critical Paths

An application can have multiple critical paths. In the following diagram, four jobs (represented by grayed boxes) are
critical jobs. The longest paths to each of these jobs, based on historical execution time, are identified as critical paths.
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Figure 28: Sample Application with Multiple Critical Paths

Turn Critical Path Processing On or Off

 To turn critical path processing on or off for applications, the CRITPATH initialization parameter or command and the
CRITPATH statement are used.

Administrator Control of Critical Path Processing

Your administrator can use the CRITPATH initialization parameter or command to do the following:

• Allow you to turn on critical path processing for specific applications (CRITPATH ENABLE)
• Turn on critical path processing for all applications (CRITPATH ON)
• Turn off critical path processing for all applications (CRITPATH DISABLE)

If your administrator has turned off critical path processing for all applications, all CRITPATH statements are ignored.
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User Control of Critical Path Processing

Check with your administrator to see if critical path processing is available and whether you can turn it on for specific
applications. The following procedures tell you how to turn critical path processing on or off for an application.

Turn On Critical Path Processing

To turn on critical path processing for an application, if your administrator has allowed you to turn on critical path
processing, code the CRITPATH ON statement before the job definitions.

For example:

APPL BILLING

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL'

CRITPATH ON

JOB A

.

.

.

If your administrator has turned on critical path processing for all applications, you do not need to do anything.

Turn Off Critical Path Processing

To turn off critical path processing for an application, if your administrator has allowed you to turn on critical path
processing, delete any CRITPATH ON statement in the application or code the CRITPATH OFF statement before the job
definitions.

For example,

APPL BILLING

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL'

CRITPATH OFF

JOB A

.

.

.

If your administrator has turned on critical path processing for all applications, code the CRITPATH OFF statement before
the job definitions.

Identify Critical Jobs

To identify critical jobs in an application, code the CRITICAL operand on the JOB statement.

For example,

JOB XYZ CRITICAL

If you turn on critical path processing for an application, but you do not identify any jobs as critical, ESP calculates the
path to the job that will finish last and identifies that path as the critical path.

Override Elapsed Times

You may want to override historical elapsed times. For example, on the last day of the month, a job on the critical path can
run longer than normal. Or there can be no historical information for a job on the critical path because this is the first run of
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the job. In these situations, you can override historical elapsed-time defaults using the DURATION statement to specify an
estimated duration for the job.

The following example sets the elapsed-time estimate for job A to 120 (minutes) on the last day of the month:

JOB A

  RUN WORKDAYS

  IF TODAY('LAST DAY OF MONTH') THEN DURATION 120

ENDJOB

NOTE
If job profiles are set up, you may not need to use the DURATION feature. With job profiling, different historical
elapsed times can be accounted for automatically in critical path processing. For more details, see the
JOBPROF initialization parameter and JOBPROF statement.

Display Jobs on Critical Path

After ESP generates an application, you can display jobs the critical path using the following:

• CSF freeform filtering
• The LISTAPPL command
• The LAPX command
• The LX or LXC line command from Application Monitor.

Filter Using Consolidated Status Facility (CSF)

You can use the CSF freeform filtering feature to filter jobs in an application that are on the critical path or not on the
critical path.

The following freeform filter displays jobs on the critical path in the PAYROLL application.

CRITICAL_PATH AND APPL EQ 'PAYROLL'

For more information about CSF freeform filtering, see Freeform Filter Syntax.

LISTAPPL Command

The LISTAPPL (LAP) command displays information about your application. All jobs on the critical path are identified
with a label of CRITICAL PATH. Any job in the application coded with the CRITICAL operand is identified with a label of
CRITICAL. You can limit your display to jobs on the critical path or jobs not on the critical path.

The following LAP command uses the CRITPATH operand to display only those jobs on the critical path for the current
generation of the PAYROLL application:

LAP PAYROLL.0 ALL CRITPATH

LAPX Command

The LAPX command lists extended, cross-application relationships for a specified job or application. The cross-application
relationships the LAPX command displays include external jobs and home jobs, ancestor jobs and descendent jobs,
and application wait relationships. LAPX with the CRITICAL operand shows external jobs on the critical path and their
predecessors on the critical path. You cannot display cross-application relationships using the LISTAPPL command, only
the critical path of the application.
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The LX line command provides the same functionality as the LAPX command, the difference being LX provides the
functionality in CSF and in Application Monitor. All the LAPX command options are available with the LX line command.
The following line commands can also be used to list extended, cross-application relationships for a specified job or
application:

• LXP, LXS, LXB in CSF
• LXB and LXC in Application Monitor

The following example produces a list of jobs on the critical path for application GLDLY, generation 101:

LAPX GLDLY.101 CRITICAL

LX Line Command

The LX line command provides the same functionality as the LAPX command, the difference being LX provides the
functionality in CSF and in Application Monitor. The LX line command lists extended, cross-application information for a
specified application or specified job. The cross-application relationships the LX line command displays include external
jobs and home jobs, ancestor jobs and descendent jobs, and application wait relationships.

With the LX line command in CSF, you can select one of the following options from the pop-up menu:

• Predecessors(option 1) -- Displays the cross-application predecessor dependencies for a job.
• Successors(option 2) -- Displays the cross-application successor dependencies for a job.
• Blocking(option 3) -- Displays the cross-application blocking jobs for a job.

With the LX line command in Application Monitor, you can select one of the following options from the pop-up menu:

• Critical(option 1) -- Displays the cross-application critical path information for an application.
• Blocking(option 2) -- Displays the cross-application blocking jobs for an application.

You can select an option from the pop-up menu or enter one of the corresponding line commands directly:

• LXP -- Displays the cross-application predecessor dependencies for a job.
• LXS -- Displays the cross-application successor dependencies for a job.
• LXB -- Displays the cross-application blocking jobs for a job or an application.
• LXC -- Displays the cross-application critical path information for an application.

For information about the LAPX parameters, see the LAPX command in the Command Reference Guide.

Expedite a Job
You can accelerate a job by using the expedite feature. With expedite, you can define actions specifying how a job should
be accelerated based on certain criteria.

NOTE
The expedite feature requires ESP WA Service Governor.

If the command prefix of the first JES node is different from the command prefix on other JES nodes, you cannot use the
expedite feature on them to do the following:

• Change the class of a job
• Change the priority of a job
• Start a job immediately

Expedite actions are defined in a policy. An expedite policy is associated with an application through the EXPEDITE
statement. An expedite policy specifies how a job priority should be increased. The criteria are OVERDUE (the job start
or end time is overdue) and CRITICAL_PATH (the job is on the critical path). OVERDUE and CRITICAL_PATH are
EXPEDITE command operands.
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NOTE
The EXPEDITE statement does not apply to external jobs, which means that jobs in the home application of an
external job are not expedited.

Use Expedite Actions

The methods of accelerating a job are known as expedite actions.

Expedite Action for Jobs Not Running

The following expedite action is available for a job that is not yet running.

Option Action
1 Changes the ESP priority of a job waiting for resources

dynamically. This option is specified by the ESP_PRIORITY
operand.

The following expedite actions are available for submitted jobs that are waiting for execution. In this case, the objective of
a job expedite is to initiate the job as soon as possible or to make it run as quickly as possible when it does start.

Option Action
1 Changes the JES execution class, which is specified of the job by

the EXPEDITE CLASS(class) operand
2 Changes the job priority on the JES execution queue, which is

specified by the EXPEDITE PRIORITY(priority) operand
3 Starts the job immediately, specified by the EXPEDITE START

operand

 

Expedite Action for Running Jobs

The following expedite action is available for z/OS jobs that are running. In this case, the objective of a job expedite is to
increase the job dispatching priority.

Option Action
1 Changes the job service class, which is specified by the

EXPEDITE SRVCLASS(srvclass) operand. This option requires
the system be in IBM WLM goal mode.

This applies to ESP System Agent Release 7 only. The following expedite action is available for UNIX and Windows jobs
that are executing. In this case, the objective of a job expedite is to change the process priority of a UNIX or Windows job.

Option Action
1 Changes the process priority of a UNIX or Windows job as

specified by the EXPEDITE WOB_PRIORITY operand
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Define Expedite Policy for z/OS

The following EXPEDITE command defines an expedite policy that is called POLICY_1. This command specifies that
a job, which is associated with the expedite policy, should be expedited when the job is overdue. If the job is expedited
while it is waiting for execution, its execution queue priority is set to 15. If the job is expedited while the job is executing, its
service class is changed to JES_FAST.

EXPEDITE POLICY_1 ADD OVERDUE PRIORITY(15) SRVCLASS(JES_FAST)

If the following command is issued after the previous one, a job that is associated with expedite policy POLICY_1 will
be expedited when the job is overdue and it is on the critical path of the application. If the job is expedited while it is
waiting for execution, its job class is set to F. If F is an IBM WLM-managed job class queue, the job is started. If the job is
expedited while the job is executing, its service class is changed to JES_FAST.

EXPEDITE POLICY_1 ALTER CRITICAL_PATH NOPRIORITY CLASS(F) START

The following command has the same effect as issuing the previous two in succession:

EXPEDITE POLICY_1 ADD OVERDUE CRITICAL_PATH +

CLASS(F) START SRVCLASS(JES_FAST)

Define Expedite Policy for UNIX or Windows

The EXPEDITE command that follows defines an expedite policy that is called POLICY_2. The command specifies that an
executing UNIX or Windows job, which is associated with the expedite policy, is to be expedited when the job is overdue.
The process priority of the job is changed to HIGH.

Note: This example applies to ESP System Agent Release 7 only.

EXPEDITE POLICY_2 ADD OVERDUE WOB_PRIORITY(HIGH)

NOTE
If the job is running on a UNIX machine, ESP System Agent must be started by root for the process priority to
increase. If the job is running on a Windows machine and is associated with a Windows job object, the process
priority does not change. To change the process priority for a job that is associated with a Windows job object,
use the Modify Job Object option in CSF.

EXPEDITE Statement

The EXPEDITE statement associates an expedite policy with an ESP application. When the EXPEDITE statement
is specified within the scope of a job in the application, it designates the expedite policy for that job only. When the
EXPEDITE statement is specified outside the scope of any job in the application, it designates the default expedite policy
for that application.

Host Security Check

The user authority to specify an EXPEDITE statement in the ESP application is governed by a host security check on the
expedite policy name.

The user that the application is running on behalf of must have read access to the specified expedite policy host security
resource name; otherwise, the expedite action is ignored.

The following is the host security resource name for an expedite policy:
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prefix.EXPEDITE.name

prefix
Specifies the resource name prefix that is specified in the PREFIX operand of the SAFCLASS initialization
parameter. This operand is usually PREFIX(ESP).

name
Specifies the expedite policy name.

Example: Host Security Check

An application is invoked under user ID DEPT001 and contains the following statement:

EXPEDITE FAST_BAT

A host security check is made to ensure that user DEPT001 has read access to host security resource
ESP.EXPEDITE.FAST_BAT before the application can go ahead.

NOTE
For more information about the EXPEDITE statement security, see Control Procedure Statements.

Example: Use the EXPEDITE Statement

For this example, the following expedite policy definitions exist:

EXPEDITE FAST ADD OVERDUE PRIORITY(15) SRVCLASS(FAST)

EXPEDITE SUPER ADD OVERDUE START SRVCLASS(SUPER)

Example: An Application

APPL DAILYRUN

JCLLIB 'DEPT01.JCLLIB'

EXPEDITE FAST

 

JOB JOB001

  DUEOUT EXEC REAL PLUS 10 MINUTES

  RELEASE JOB002

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

JOB JOB002

  EXPEDITE OFF

  RELEASE JOB003

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

JOB JOB003

  EXPEDITE SUPER

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

JOB JOB004

  EXPEDITE OFF

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

The following explains how it works:
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• Job JOB001 is associated with expedite policy FAST and is expedited if it has not completed successfully 10 minutes
after the trigger time of the corresponding event.

• Job JOB002 is not associated with any expedite policy and therefore cannot be expedited.
• Job JOB003 is associated with expedite policy SUPER but can only be expedited manually (for example, by the XP

CSF line command), as it has no due-out specification and expedite policy SUPER does not specify CRITICAL_PATH
as a criterion.

• Job JOB004 is not associated with any expedite policy and therefore cannot be expedited.

NOTE
The previous example is intended primarily to illustrate the capabilities of the EXPEDITE statement. Typically,
most applications have a single, global-scope EXPEDITE statement to govern all jobs in the application.

Display and Control Applications
After ESP generates an application, you can display and control jobs, subapplications, and the application itself. You can
perform any of these tasks using the following:

• Commands in page mode, a batch job, or an ESP procedure
• CSF
• ESP Workstation ESP Edition

NOTE

More Information:

• Additional Resources
• Monitor and Control Using CSF and Application Monitor

Display an Application

After ESP generates an application, use the LISTAPPL command to display it. The short form of the command is LAP.
Use the command with the ALL operand to give a structured view of an active application or with other operands to give
a summary of active or completed applications. You can limit the display to specific generations of an application and to
specific jobs within an application.

Sample output from an LAP command looks like this:

LAP PAYROLL.23 ALL

APPL PAYROLL  GEN 23

  CREATED AT 09.54 ON MONDAY MAY 14TH, 2001

           BY EVENT CYBBP01.PAY

           USER2: ******************************

           USER3: TEMP PROGRAM PAYUTIL1 ADDED 

           USER4: ******************************

  PAYD001A J6281, COMPLETED, CC 0 AT 10.01 ON MONDAY MAY 14TH, 2001

  PAYD002A J6282, COMPLETED, CC 8 AT 10.04 ON MONDAY MAY 14TH, 2001

  PAYD003A J6283, STARTED, STEP 3

  PAYD004A, HC=1

   SUBMISSION AT 10.15 ON MONDAY MAY 14TH, 2001

  ANTICIPATED END TIME: 10.20 ON MONDAY MAY 14TH, 2001

   PREDECESSORS: PAYD003A

     SUCCESSORS: PAYD100A

 

  PAYD100A, HC=1

   ANTICIPATED END TIME: 10.29 ON MONDAY MAY 14TH, 2001
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   DUE OUT BY 10.30 ON MONDAY MAY 14TH, 2001

   PREDECESSORS: PAYD004A

     SUCCESSORS: PAYD006A

 

  ABCJOB, HC=0

   ANTICIPATED END TIME: 10.59 ON MONDAY MAY 14TH, 2001

   EXTERNAL

   PREDECESSORS: NONE

     SUCCESSORS: PAYD006A

 

  PAYD006A, HC=2

   ANTICIPATED END TIME: 11.12 ON MONDAY MAY 14TH, 2001

   PREDECESSORS: PAYD100A, ABCJOB

     SUCCESSORS: ENDAPPL

      RESOURCES: 1,CICSUP

 

  ENDAPPL, HC=1

   ANTICIPATED END TIME: 11.29 ON MONDAY MAY 14TH, 2001

   PREDECESSORS: PAYD006A

     SUCCESSORS: (NONE)

 

----- 1 ENTRY DISPLAYED

Other options are available on the LISTAPPL command. For example, you can display particular jobs, a previous
generation of an application or a subapplication.

Control an Application

This section explains how to control an application.

APPLJOB Command

The APPLJOB command controls jobs, subapplications, and applications. The short form of this command name is AJ.

NOTE

More Information:

• APPLJOB (AJ) Command: Control Applications
• APPLJOB (AJ) Command: Control Jobs and Subapplications

Options on APPLJOB Command

Many different options are available on this command. Some of these options allow you to do the following:

• Insert a job
• Add or reset dependencies for a job
• Drop dependencies for a job
• Bypass a job
• Complete a job, subapplication, or application
• Request a job

The following are some examples of using the APPLJOB command with the current generation (.0) of an application
called PAYROLL.

Example: Request a Job
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This example requests MYJOB:

AJ MYJOB REQUEST APPL(PAYROLL.0)

Example: Bypass a Job

This example bypasses PAYJOB3. ESP bypasses the job at the time it would normally submit it.

AJ PAYJOB3 BYPASS APPL(PAYROLL.0)

Example: Insert Link to Add Job Relationship

This example inserts a link called LINKME. LINKME has a predecessor of PAYJOB1 and a successor of PAYJOB2, which
means that PAYJOB1 must complete successfully prior to submitting PAYJOB2.

AJ LINKME INSERT PRED(PAYJOB1) SUCC(PAYJOB2) -

ATTRIBUTES(LINK) APPL(PAYROLL.0)

Example: Complete an Application

This example completes the entire application:

AJ ALL COMPLETE APPL(PAYROLL.0)

Use Subapplications
An application can consist of one or more subapplications. For example, you might want to break up a large application
into smaller, easier to manage groups of jobs. You can display, manipulate, and report on subapplications. You can control
a group of jobs belonging to the same subapplication by using a single command. Use CSF or the LISTAPPL (LAP) and
APPLJOB (AJ) commands to display and control subapplications respectively.

Identify a Subapplication

Use the SUBAPPL statement in an application to identify a subapplication and choose a name different from any job
name in the application.

You can use the SUBAPPL statement within the scope of a JOB statement to associate a job with a subapplication, or
outside the scope of a JOB statement to apply to multiple jobs. Use the WAIT operand if you have not used it on the APPL
statement and you want a subapplication to wait on the previous generation of the subapplication.

Example: Identify a Subapplication

The following example shows two subapplications defined within the application called ACJOBS. The criteria are:

• Jobs in CYB1 and CYB2 belong to the subapplication called PREPJOBS.
• Jobs CYB3 and CYB4 belong to the subapplication called NIGHTLY.
• The PREPJOBS subapplication can process even if the previous PREPJOBS subapplication is not complete; the

NIGHTLY subapplication must wait until the previous generation of the corresponding subapplication completes
execution.

APPL ACJOBS

SUBAPPL PREPJOBS

JOB CYB1

  RELEASE CYB3
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ENDJOB

JOB CYB2

  RELEASE CYB3

ENDJOB

SUBAPPL NIGHTLY WAIT

JOB CYB3

  RELEASE CYB4

ENDJOB

JOB CYB4

ENDJOB

SELECT (CYB1,CYB2,CYB3,CYB4)

Select a Subapplication

If your jobs within a subapplication have the same frequency, you can choose to use a SELECT statement to select all
jobs within a subapplication. This eliminates the need to use a RUN statement for each job or a SELECT statement that
specifies the name of each job.

To select a subapplication, use the SELECT statement to specify one or more subapplication names, followed by the
operand SUBAPPL.

In the following example, subapplications PREPJOBS and NIGHTLY are selected.

APPL ACJOBS

SUBAPPL PREPJOBS

JOB CYB1

  RELEASE CYB3

ENDJOB

JOB CYB2

  RELEASE CYB3

ENDJOB

SUBAPPL NIGHTLY WAIT

JOB CYB3

  RELEASE CYB4

ENDJOB

JOB CYB4

ENDJOB

SELECT (PREPJOBS,NIGHTLY) SUBAPPL

Similarly, you can use the DESELECT statement to deselect all jobs within a subapplication.

Display a Subapplication

To display subapplications, use the LS command from CSF or use the LISTAPPL (LAP) command with the SUBAPPL
operand.

For example, the following results in a structured view of the subapplication PREPJOBS within the application called
ACJOBS:

LAP ACJOBS SUBAPPL(PREPJOBS) ALL

Control a Subapplication

Use CSF or an APPLJOB command to control subapplications similar to the way you control jobs.
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You can do the following:

• Bypass a subapplication or cancel the bypass
• Ready a subapplication
• Request a subapplication or cancel the request
• Hold or release a subapplication
• Complete a subapplication
• Remove a subapplication from wait status

Example: Request a Subapplication

In the example below, ESP requests the subapplication called REQJOBS in the application MYAPPL. The system
requests each selected job marked as REQUEST in this subapplication. This example eliminates the need to request
each job individually.

AJ REQJOBS REQUEST APPL(MYAPPL.0)

NOTE
Requesting a subapplication is not the same as selecting each job in the subapplication.

Issue Commands
As part of an application, you can issue commands. For example, you might want to issue commands to manipulate jobs,
trigger events, and perform displays. Use the ESP or ESPNOMSG statement in an application to issue an ESP command.
ESPNOMSG suppresses responses from the command.

Example: Trigger an Event

This example uses a link called MORE.WORK. The link issues an ESP command to trigger an event called CYB.OTHER
in addition to its regular schedule. ESP suppresses the response (for example, EVENT TRIGGERED) from the trigger
command.

JOB MORE.WORK LINK PROCESS

  RUN ANY

  ESPNOMSG TRIGGER CYB.OTHER ADD

ENDJOB

Example: Create and Trigger an Event

This example issues a series of ESP commands to perform the following actions:

• Define a new event called CYB.NEW_EVENT.
• Trigger the new event.

 

JOB CREATE.EVENT LINK PROCESS

  RUN ANY

  ESP EVENT ID(CYB.NEW_EVENT) SYSTEM(ESPA) REPLACE

  ESP SEND 'THIS IS A NEW EVENT' USER(CYB01)

  ESP ENDDEF

  ESP TRIGGER CYB.NEW_EVENT

ENDJOB
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Tag Jobs
You can use the TAG statement to tag jobs in an application with a character string up to 16 characters. The tag can apply
to all jobs in an application or to individual jobs depending on where you place it. You can use a tag to do the following:

• Allow the filtering of jobs with a common characteristic using CSF.
• Pass information to JCL. The %ESPAPTAG symbolic variable contains the data in the TAG statement.

Example: Tag Jobs with Scheduled Day of Week

The following example uses a symbolic variable to tag all jobs in an application with the three-character day of the week:

TAG '%ESPSDAY(1:3)'

APPL BILLING

Example: Tag High Priority Jobs

This example tags PAYJOB as a high priority job:

JOB PAYJOB

  TAG 'HIGH_PRIORITY'

ENDJOB

Example: Tag Jobs with Application Name

This example uses the TAG statement to specify the name of the application that submits the job. This example is useful
when you have an application containing external jobs.

Construct the application like this:

• Use a global TAG statement to identify the name of the application.
• Use a job-specific TAG statement for each external job to specify the name of the application submitting each external

job.

A sample application looks like this:

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB . . .

TAG 'PAYROLL'

JOB A

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE B

ENDJOB

JOB B

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE C

ENDJOB

JOB C

  RUN DAILY

  AFTER X

ENDJOB

JOB X EXTERNAL

  TAG 'BILLING'

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB
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Define Different Job Attributes
In ESP, you can define a job with different attributes using operands on the JOB statement. Some examples of attributes
are CRITICAL, HOLD, REQUEST, CONDITIONAL, LINK, and MANUAL.

A job can have different attributes based on different criteria. For example, you can define a job on hold but only for a
particular date. This job has different attributes based on schedule criteria.

To define a job with different attributes, use the JOBATTR statement.

This statement lets you change any attributes of a job within the scope of the JOB statement or in job documentation.
Attributes include the operands you can use on the JOB statement.

Example: Change a Job Attribute

In the following example, job ABC runs daily. On December 9, 2000, it needs to be defined on hold.

JOB ABC

  RUN DAILY

  IF TODAY('DEC9,2000') THEN JOBATTR HOLD

ENDJOB

For more information about changing job attributes, see Use Advanced Features of Applications.

Change an Application Definition
You can make changes to the procedure where the application definition resides while the application is processing.
Some changes take effect immediately (next job submission); others do not take effect until the next time the application is
created. ESP does not submit a job to JES until all of its dependencies have been met.

WARNING
If you cache a procedure and then you update it, use the CPROC command to delete the cached version so the
new version is read automatically by an active application.

Changes that Take Effect Immediately

You can make changes to any of the following commands and statements listed below. Global changes, outside the scope
of any JOB statements, apply to all subsequent submissions. Job specific changes, within the scope of a JOB statement,
apply to the next submission of that job.
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• CCCHK
• CCFAIL
• COPYJCL
• DATASET
• DOCLIB
• DOCMEM (JOB statement operand)
• ESP
• INVOKE
• JCLLIB
• MEMBER
• MODEL
• MONITOR
• NOTIFY
• PNODES
• SEND
• SUBMIT
• TEMPLIB
• VS commands and statements

Statements related to distributed workload, for example ARGS, CMDNAME, ENVAR, and USER, also take effect
immediately.

Changes that Do Not Take Effect Until Next Generation

Through CSF, you can drop dependencies and change time dependencies for an active application. However, any of the
changes listed below to the coded application definition do not take effect until the next generation:

• Job relationships: AFTER, COREQ, DEQUEUE, DROPNOTW, ENQUEUE, NOTWITH, POSTREQ, PREREQ,
RELEASE

• Time dependencies: ABANDON DEPENDENCIES, ABANDON RESOURCES, ABANDON SUBMISSION,
DELAYSUB(EARLYSUB), DUEOUT, LATESUB, RELCOUNT, RELDELAY

• Schedule criteria: for example RUN/NORUN, SELECT/DESELECT statements
• APPL, CRITPATH, DURATION, JOBATTR, RESOURCE, SUBAPPL, TAG
• JOB statement operands: for example, CONDITIONAL, CRITICAL, EXTERNAL, LINK, MANUAL, REQUEST, TASK

If you need to make temporary, one-time changes, such as inserting or bypassing a job, use CSF or the AJ command.

Compress Data Sets
You may need to compress user partitioned data sets (PDSs). To avoid an incorrect member from being read from a
PDS, while the library compress is being performed, you should quiesce ESP by issuing the OPER QUIESCE command
before the compress is run. As soon as the compress is completed, enter the OPER RESTART command to resume ESP
processing. Below is the list of commands and statements that can refer to PDSs and require quiescing ESP before they
are compressed:
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• COPYJCL
• DATASET
• DEFSYML
• DOCLIB
• INVOKE
• JCLLIB
• TEMPLIB

Document a Job
The ESP job documentation facility lets you create a complete and centralized definition of each one of your jobs. You can
document all requirements of a job, including its predecessors and successors, its schedule frequency, all the resources it
requires, and so on. Users and operators can retrieve this information easily using the JOBINFO command or through the
Consolidated Status Facility.

Job documentation can also be used for informational purposes.

Job Documentation Contents

A job documentation entry is a member of a partitioned data set (PDS). Each entry consists of the following information in
two parts, either of which is optional:

Job documentation entry Explanation
Control information Information that ESP will use directly when processing a job, such

as the JCL library, job dependencies, and schedule frequency.
User description Other information you want to store about a job. This can include

ABEND codes, messages, restart instructions, job severity, and so
on.

NOTE
Either section can include comments within /* */ pairs.

Control Information

The control information comes first in your job documentation entry and follows a very specific format, as shown below:

job name: JOBDOC

Example: Start Job Documentation

For example, to specify the start of job documentation for the job PAYJOB1, enter the job name followed by a colon, a
space, and the JOBDOC keyword like this:

PAYJOB1: JOBDOC

Use CLANG and REXX

Control information uses the same job-statement information you use in an ESP procedure. You can also use CLANG and
REXX within job documentation to handle conditional or complex requirements.
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Example: Control Information

Control information is specified as shown below:

PAYJOB: JOBDOC

DATASET PROD.JCL.CNTL

RELEASE (PAYJOB2,PAYJOB3)

CCFAIL (STEP,GT,4)

RUN WORKDAYS

IF MONDAY('MONDAY') THEN DELAYSUB 7PM

ELSE DELAYSUB 6PM

Store Requirements

You can store all requirements for a job in a job documentation library. Alternatively, you can also store some
requirements in ESP procedures and others in job documentation members. For example, you can use job documentation
to store only the resource requirements for a job and use procedures to store scheduled frequency, job relationships, and
time dependencies.

User Description

The user description section of your job documentation must begin with the keyword USERDESC as a heading. After
that, the rest of the data can be formatted as you choose. You can divide the user description section into paragraphs and
identify each paragraph with a label. You can then retrieve selected information by label name. ESP supplies the following
standard labels:

ESP Label Use this Label to…
Function Describe what the job does.
Programmer Identify the programmer of the job.
Abends Identify ABEND codes and recovery activity. A number sign (#)

can precede each ABEND code. This lets you request display
information about a specific ABEND code when retrieving
information with the JOBINFO command.

Messages Identify message codes and recovery activity. A number sign
(#) can precede each message ID code. This lets you request
display information about a specific message ID when retrieving
information with the JOBINFO command.

 

Create Customized Labels

You can use any of your own labels as long you observe the following guidelines:

A label consists of a word, 1 to 16 characters long, followed by a colon and at least one blank.

A label must be the first entry on a line.

A label can precede any type of information, such as report distribution information, severity codes, and escalation
procedures.

Each paragraph ends with the next label or the end of the PDS member.

You can specify as many labels as you want.

Example: Create Customized Labels
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In the example below, the USERDESC keyword identifies this as the user description area of job documentation. Each
of the five user description paragraphs begins with a label (for example, FUNCTION, PROGRAMMER, ABENDS,
MESSAGES, SEVERITY) followed by a colon (:).

USERDESC

FUNCTION:

    sort and merge payroll files

PROGRAMMER:

    joan smith

ABENDS:

    #SB37 -

    space problem - double space requirements and restart

    job from failing step

MESSAGES:

#AC101 -

    number of available accounts <50 - warning

#Z001 -

    user not authorized

SEVERITY: 3

Create Job Documentation

Create one entry for each job you want to document. Use a member name equal to the job name; otherwise, you will need
to override this in an ESP procedure. To create job documentation, use either ISPF edit or the jobs option of the ESP Main
Menu.

Use the Jobs Option

The jobs option (option J on the Main Menu) provides panels for creating job documentation members. These panels do
not provide fields for all possible data, but they can assist you in specifying some of your requirements. You can then add
to these requirements using ISPF edit.

Follow these steps:

1. Select option J.

NOTE
The first time you select this panel, you must specify the name of the pre-allocated PDS file to store job
documentation. This PDS then becomes your default.

2. Complete the job name and other control information on the Job Specifications screen, as shown below.

 ESP ----------------------     JOB SPECIFICATIONS  ------------------------ ESP

 COMMAND ===>

  MENU:   1- To User Job Description   2- To DJC Specs    Q- Quit without saving

 JOBNAME     ===> PAYJOB1

 

     JCL LIBRARY ===> 'PROD.JCL.CNTL'

          MEMBER ===>          (If different from Job name)

 

 HISTORY FILE ID ===>          (If Job Tracking wanted, but not to default file)

 

 TESTS FOR STEP CONDITION CODES WHICH INDICATE JOB FAILURE, E.G. STEP1 GT 8

         ===> STEP1 GT 4       ===>                  ===>

         ===>                  ===>                  ===>
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 PROCESSING NODES (Due-Out times optional; Default PNODE names can be overtyped)

    PNODE NAME          DUE OUT            PNODE NAME          DUE OUT

 => INPUT            =>                 => EXEC             =>

 => OUTPUT           =>                 =>                  =>

 

 RELATED JOBS    Action Code: PR=PREREQ PO=POSTREQ CO=COREQ AF=AFTER RL=RELEASE

    AC     JOB NAME     AC     JOB NAME     AC     JOB NAME     AC     JOB NAME

==> RL ==> PAYJOB2  ==> RL ==> PAYJOB3  ==>    ==>          ==>    ==>

==>    ==>          ==>    ==>          ==>    ==>          ==>    ==>

3. Enter 1 on the command line to access the Job User Description panel.
4. Complete any user description information, as follows.

ESP --------------------  JOB PAYJOB1  USER DESCRIPTION  -------------

 COMMAND ===>

 

 FUNCTION         ==> sort and merge payroll files

                  ==>

                  ==>

                  ==>

                  ==>

 PROGRAMMER       ==> joan smith

 

    ABEND CODE   MEANING

 => SB37      => space problem - double space requirements and

 =>           => restart job from failing step

 =>           =>

 =>           =>

 =>           =>

 

    MESSAGE ID   MEANING

 => AC101     => number of available accounts <50 - warning

 => Z001      => user not authorized

 =>           =>

 =>           =>

 =>           =>

5. If you have DJC or JES3 installed, you can enter 2 on the command line to define DJC/JES3 specifications. For more
information, see Use with DJC/JES3 Job Networks.

6. Press PF3 twice to return to the Main Menu.

Result

You have now created and stored job documentation. ESP stores the information in a member of the job documentation
PDS with the same name as the job name. The information is stored as shown below.

PAYJOB1: JOBDOC

DATASET PROD.JCL.CNTL

RELEASE (PAYJOB2,PAYJOB3)

CCFAIL (STEP1 GT 4)

USERDESC

FUNCTION:

    sort and merge payroll files
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PROGRAMMER:

    joan smith

ABENDS:

    #SB37 -

    space problem - double space requirements and restart

    job from failing step

MESSAGES:

#AC101 -

    number of available accounts <50 - warning

#Z001 -

    user not authorized

In this example, notice the following:

• The first line identifies the job name using a label and specifies JOBDOC.
• The first descriptive section contains control information.
• The user description section is headed by the keyword USERDESC. It is defined in free format, using indentations to

improve readability only.

Update Job Documentation

You can update the job document by returning to the PDS member where your job documentation entry resides and using
ISPF edit or the ED command from the Consolidated Status Facility.

NOTE
Do not use the Job Specifications panel (Option J) to update existing job documentation. This option is only
for initially setting up your documentation. When you try to use this panel to update an existing entry, you will
receive an error message indicating the member already exists.

Example: Update Job Documentation

For example, you could update the previous example to do the following:

• Insert IF-THEN-ELSE statements to allow for different delayed submission times.
• Insert a RUN statement to identify the job's frequency.
• Add a user field to identify the job's severity.

The job documentation now looks like this:

PAYJOB1: JOBDOC

DATASET PROD.JCL.CNTL

RELEASE (PAYJOB2,PAYJOB3)

CCFAIL (STEP1 GT 4)

RUN WORKDAYS

IF TODAY('MONDAY') THEN DELAYSUB 7PM

  ELSE DELAYSUB 6PM

USERDESC

FUNCTION:

    sort and merge payroll files

PROGRAMMER:

    joan smith

ABENDS:

    #SB37 -

    space problem - double space requirements and restart

    job from failing step
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MESSAGES:

#AC101 -

    number of available accounts <50 - warning

#Z001 -

    user not authorized

SEVERITY: 3

Use Job Documentation

You can use job documentation in the following ways:

• To control processing using the control information directly
• To retrieve information

Use Control Information

To use the control information directly, use the DOCLIB statement in an ESP procedure. This statement identifies the
name of your job documentation library.

Example: ESP Procedure

The following ESP procedure shows a DOCLIB statement pointing to the library CYBER.JOBS.DOC that contains
documentation on jobs specified in this procedure.

APPL PAYJOBS

JCLLIB 'CYB.JCL.CNTL'

DOCLIB 'CYBER.JOBS.DOC'

JOB PAYJOB1

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB2

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB3

ENDJOB

ESP then uses the job documentation information to establish dependencies and any other requirements. To invoke this
procedure, use an INVOKE command in an event.

Relationship with Event and Procedure

The following diagram shows the relationship between an event, an ESP procedure, and a job documentation library.
When ESP executes the event, the INVOKE command invokes the procedure. The DOCLIB statement in the procedure
identifies the name of the job documentation library. ESP retrieves the job documentation (if it exists) for each job
identified by a JOB statement. This includes jobs submitted as part of the procedure, links, tasks, qualified jobs, external
jobs, and manual jobs.
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Figure 29: Relationship Between Event, Procedure and Job Doc Library

Reference Job Documentation Members

This section explains how to reference job documentation members.

Reference Member with Other Than Job Name

ESP retrieves job documentation by job name. If you want to reference a job documentation member with a name other
than the job name, use the DOCMEM operand when you identify the job in an ESP procedure.

In this example, job A uses a job documentation member called SPECIAL.

JOB A DOCMEM(SPECIAL)

Override Job Documentation

You must ensure that ESP knows which information to use when overriding job information is specified. Job information
can be specified in different places. These include ESP procedures, job documentation, and tracking models. As a result,
it is possible to have conflicting information specified for a job.

Rules

ESP uses the following rules:

Type of Information Overrides Corresponding
ESP procedure information Job documentation information
Job documentation information Tracking model information

Example: Override Job Documentation

For example, if you specify a HISTFILE as below, it overrides the HISTFILE specified in a tracking model for the job.

APPL PAYJOBS
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DOCLIB 'CYBER.JOBS.DOC'

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JOBS.JCL'

JOB PAYJOB1

  HISTFILE HIST2

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Override Job Documentation Temporarily

You can temporarily override the control information specified in job documentation from within an ESP procedure by
specifying the new control information you want to use. In this example, the RELEASE statement for PAYJOB1 overrides
any RELEASE statement specified in the job documentation for the job.

DOCLIB 'CYBER.JOBS.DOC'

APPL PAYJOBS

JOB PAYJOB1

  RELEASE NEXTJOB

ENDJOB

Use Job Documentation for Qualified Jobs

This section explains how to use job documentation for qualified jobs.

Job Qualifier

ESP uses the eight-character job name to access job documentation. If you want to use job documentation for jobs
defined with a job qualifier, you can do one of the following:

• Use the DOCMEM operand when you define the job in the ESP procedure, and specify the name of the member used
for the job's documentation.

• Use IF-THEN-ELSE logic in the job documentation member to check the qualifier of a job and process different
statements. Use the ESPAPQUAL symbolic variable for jobs in an application. Use the ESPJQUAL variable for jobs in
a DJC/JES3 network.

DOCMEM Method

This method shows you how you use different job documentation members for different qualified versions of a job. Job
A.RUN1 references member A1; job A.RUN2 references member A2.

JOB A.RUN1 DOCMEM(A1)

JOB A.RUN2 DOCMEM(A2)

IF-THEN-ELSE Method

The if-then-else method uses a common job documentation member for job A. ESP processes different statements based
on the job qualifier.

If the qualifier is RUN1, the job runs daily and releases job Y.

If the qualifier is RUN2, the job runs on workdays and releases job Z.

Graphically, the dependencies look like this:
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Figure 30: Qualified Job Version Dependencies

The job documentation member looks like this:

A: JOBDOC

IF ESPAPQUAL='RUN1' THEN DO

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE Y

ENDDO

IF ESPAPQUAL='RUN2' THEN DO

  RUN WORKDAYS

  RELEASE Z

ENDDO

Use Job Documentation for Links and Tasks

You can use job documentation for links and tasks that you have identified in an ESP application.

Example: Document Links and Tasks

In this example, the application consists of a job, a task, and a link. The application identifies their names, and the job
documentation library contains the processing requirements, as shown below:
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Figure 31: Link and Task Documentation

Example: Document a Job and a Link

This example uses job documentation to store resource requirements. In this application, there are two jobs: MEMOBACK
and MEMOBACK.MSG. The specifications are that

• The first job requires one unit of a resource called DB2TAB.
• The second job is a link that sends a message when job MEMOBACK completes successfully.

ESP uses the same job documentation member for each job because it does not check the qualifier when accessing job
documentation. To prevent the link from using the resource, the job documentation member for MEMOBACK uses an IF
statement to assign a resource requirement to the unqualified job only.

The ESP procedure and job documentation member look like this:
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Figure 32: Job Documentation Storing Resource Requirements

Retrieve Information

You can retrieve job documentation information using the Consolidated Status Facility (CSF) or the JOBINFO (JI)
command from the operator console, the ESP command processor, or ISPF interface (Line mode or Page mode). You can
display all information for a job or display selected information as identified by fields and labels.

Use CSF

You can access job documentation information directly from CSF with the following commands.

BD
Browses job documentation

ED
Edits job documentation

ESP retrieves the information from the data set identified by the DOCLIB statement in an ESP procedure. Using this
method, ESP retrieves all information on the job. You cannot select individual fields.

Use TSO

If a job is submitted by an ESP procedure, ESP searches the job documentation library identified by the DOCLIB
statement. If a job documentation library was not identified in the procedure, or the job was not scheduled from a
procedure, the JOBINFO command looks for the file name JOBDOC. If the file is allocated, it is opened and searched for
a member corresponding to the job name. The JOBDOC file can consist of a concatenation of several partitioned data
sets.

To use the JOBINFO command in TSO you must pre-allocate a file to your TSO session, either in LOGON procedure or
LOGON CLIST. You can dynamically allocate this file during a session by issuing the following TSO command:

ALLOC FI(JOBDOC) DA('data set name') SHR
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Use an Operator Console

The console version of the JOBINFO command requires the JOBDOC file in the ESP started task procedure. You can
issue the following commands from an operator console, or from Page mode, respectively:

F ESP,JOBINFO jobname or OPER JOBINFO jobname

Examples: Retrieve Job Documentation Information

Some examples of retrieving job documentation follow:

• To display all information about PAYJOB1, type:

JOBINFO PAYJOB1

• To display ABEND information for PAYJOB1 as well as the contents of the user defined field SEVERITY, type:

JI PAYJOB ABENDS FIELD(SEVERITY)

• To display PAYJOB1's successor (RELEASE) and JCL data set (DATASET) information, type:

JI PAYJOB1 RELEASE DATASET

Where and How to Retrieve Job Documentation Information

The following table summarizes where and how you can retrieve job documentation information:

Origin Command Retrieved from
Consolidated Status Facility BD or ED Library specified in the ESP procedure
Page mode or line mode JOBINFO DOCLIB in ESP procedure or JOBDOC DD

allocated to your TSO session
Page mode or line mode OPER JOBINFO JOBDOC DD allocated to the ESP started

task
Operator console F ESP,JOBINFO JOBDOC DD allocated to the ESP started

task

 

Convert Existing Job Documentation

This section explains how to convert existing job documentation.

Methods for Converting Documentation

If you already use some form of job documentation, use two methods to convert it to ESP. The method you use depends
on how you want to use your existing job documentation.

• If you want to use ESP to retrieve your existing job documentation in its present format, you can insert a USERDESC
label in each job documentation member.

• If you want ESP to modify the data to allow retrieval of information by label name, you can use the GENDOC
command.

Retrieve and Convert Your Existing Job Documentation

This topic explains the process for retrieving your existing job documentation through ESP.
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Follow these steps:

1. Update each member to include the USERDESC heading at the beginning of the information. An example is shown
below:
Before:

THIS JOB PRINTS THE SALARY INCREASES FOR THIS MONTH.

FREQUENCY: LAST WORKDAY OF THE MONTH

After:

USERDESC

THIS JOB PRINTS THE SALARY INCREASES FOR THIS MONTH.

FREQUENCY: LAST WORKDAY OF THE MONTH

2. Allocate the job documentation files, with the DD name of JOBDOC, to your TSO session or to the ESP started task.
You can then use the JOBINFO command to extract information.

Modify the Data to Allow Retrieval of Information by Label Name

To convert an existing PDS job documentation library into an ESP documentation library, use the GENDOC command in
Line mode, Page mode, or in batch. The GENDOC command identifies the input data set, the members to be copied, and
the output data set. You can also identify changes you want to make when the old documentation converts.

Use GENDOC Commands

You can use the following commands with GENDOC:

REMOVE
Identifies lines that are not to be copied to the output data set.

LABEL
Alters or replaces lines in the output data set, or inserts lines at different locations.

GO
Indicates that all specifications are complete and that the copy process should proceed.

New Data Set Additions

For each selected member of the input data set, ESP generates a corresponding member in the output data set. ESP
automatically adds the following two lines to each member of the new data set:

jobname: JOBDOC

USERDESC

GENDOC can insert appropriate paragraph labels in the converted user-description section to allow retrieval of
information by label.

Example: Use GENDOC to Convert Job Documentation

You can use GENDOC to convert job documentation. A set of sample conversion instructions for ESP follows:

GENDOC JOBDOC.DATA ESP.JOBDOC.DATA LEV(A-,B-) SNUM

REMOVE '**'

LABEL 'SYSOUT REVIEW' 'SYSOUT_REVIEW' INLINE

LABEL 'RESTART PROCEDURES' 'RESTART:' BEFORE

GO
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The previous example tells ESP to do the following:

• Copy all members beginning with A and B from the data set JOBDOC.DATA to the data set ESP.JOBDOC.DATA,
suppressing any line numbers in the right-hand eight columns of each source member record.

• Not copy any lines containing **.
• Replace any lines starting with SYSOUT REVIEW with the character string SYSOUT_REVIEW.
• Overlay the semicolon on any line beginning with STEP. The semicolon is positioned after the third character following

the string STEP.
• Place the label RESTART: on its own line before any line starting with the string RESTART PROCEDURES.
• Proceed with the copy process.

ESP issues the following message at the end of the conversion to indicate the number of members in the input and output
data sets.

ESP000 nnn MEMBERS IN SOURCE DATASET, mmm MEMBERS PROCESSED

Create Other Uses of Job Documentation

You can use ESP job documentation facility for more than just jobs. You can also create documentation libraries for
documenting such items as:

• Startup and shutdown procedures
• Telephone numbers
• Troubleshooting procedures

Remember to allocate the JOBDOC file and use proper labels.

Example: Store Phone Numbers

This example shows you how to use a job documentation member to list phone numbers for software support. A label
identifies the name of each product so that you can retrieve the information easily.

USERDESC

/* LISTS PHONE NUMBERS FOR SOFTWARE SUPPORT */

ESP:

 REGULAR            (905) 479-4611

 AFTER HOURS        (416) 287-5021

CICS:

(905) 123-4567

.

.

.

If you call the above member SUPPORT, you can retrieve support phone numbers for ESP by typing the following:
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Figure 33: Job Documentation Storing Phone Numbers

Create Reports
You can create reports about your jobs and applications in several ways. You can generate a report, flowchart a
jobstream, view CSF, or use tracking commands to give you the job information you require. Also, if a Report Server is
configured and active on your ESP subsystem, you can submit SQL queries to list job history and application history from
one or more ESP master subsystems.

Report on Job and Application History

You can generate online or batch reports of job history and application history. The reports are generated from ESP
history file data.

NOTE

• Each time an application completes, application history is stored on the history file specified in the
APPTRACK initialization parameter.

• You can generate job history reports only on jobs, started tasks, and TSO users that ESP tracks. For more
information about ESP tracks, see Define and Configure Job Tracking

Code Report Definition Sections

A report definition has several sections, some of which are optional. You start each section with a command and then
code each section in free format and in any sequence.

The following sections make up a report:

• Report start
• Input source selection
• Selection criteria
• Display format
• Sort options
• Titles and footings
• Section break definitions
• Subtotals
• Report end

After starting the report, you usually specify the input source selection, selection criteria, and display format. You can
make reports as detailed as you want, describing such aspects as the following:
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• Job name
• Completion date
• Application name
• CPU time
• Number of print lines

Example: Job History Report

The following is an example of a job history report definition and output showing overdue jobs.

REPORT

HISTFILE HIST1

CRITERIA JOBNAME EQ WAIT5 OR JOBNAME EQ CALC

FROM MAY 1 2004

DISPLAY JOBNAME,JOBNO,APPLSYS,OVDSUBAT,OVDBEGAT,OVDENDAT,OVDEND

SORT EXECSDATE EXECST JOBNAME

ENDR

The commands in the example are as follows:

• REPORT -- Invokes the job history report processor
• HISTFILE -- Specifies the identifiers of the history data sets to scan to generate a history report
• CRITERIA and FROM -- Specifies the history record selection criteria
• DISPLAY, SORT -- Specifies the content and format of the report output
• ENDR -- Ends the report definition and initiate report generation

The output is as follows:

JOBNAME     JOB APPLSYS  OVERDUE       OVERDUE       OVERDUE        OVERDUE

             NO          SUBMIT SINCE  START SINCE   END SINCE      END FOR

WAIT5     52329                -             -             -              -

WAIT5     52701 TESTSAD        -             -             -              -

WAIT5     57042 TESTSAD        -             -             -              -

WAIT5     57780 RFE1214A  5MAY04 13.00  5MAY04 13.01  5MAY04 13.04     3M02

WAIT5     57998 RFE1214        -             -        5MAY04 14.56     3M01

WAIT5     58016 RFE1214        -             -        5MAY04 15.06     1M13

WAIT5     58178 TESTSAD        -             -             -              -

WAIT5     60836 RFE1214        -             -        6MAY04 10.39     3M01

WAIT5     60846 RFE1214A  6MAY04 10.38  6MAY04 10.39  6MAY04 10.42     3M03

WAIT5     60894 RFE1214        -             -        6MAY04 11.01     3M01

WAIT5     60961 RFE1214        -             -        6MAY04 11.10     3M01

WAIT5     60997 TSTRFES        -             -        6MAY04 11.19     1M02

WAIT5     61218 RFE1214        -             -        6MAY04 12.40     3M02

WAIT5     61231 RFE1214A  6MAY04 12.48  6MAY04 12.49  6MAY04 12.52     3M01

WAIT5     61270                -             -             -              -

WAIT5     61291                -             -             -              -

WAIT5     61404                -             -             -              -

WAIT5     61683 TESTSAD        -             -             -              -

WAIT5     63421 TESTSAD        -             -             -              -

WAIT5     11567 TESTSAD        -             -             -              -

WAIT5     19967 TESTSAD        -             -             -              -

WAIT5     19974 RFE1214A 13MAY04 08.52 13MAY04 08.53 13MAY04 08.56     3M00

WAIT5     20007 RFE1214A 13MAY04 09.01 13MAY04 09.02 13MAY04 09.05     3M01
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Example: Application History Report

The following is an example of an application history report definition and output showing applications with critical path
analysis enabled.

REPORT

APPLREPORT

CRITERIA CPATH EQ YES

FROM 12AM TODAY LESS 1 MONTH

DISPLAY APPLNAME APPLGEN EVENT STARTDATE STARTTIME ENDDATE ENDTIME

SORT APPLNAME APPLGEN

ENDR

The commands in the example are as follows:

• REPORT and APPLREPORT -- Invoke the application history report processor
• CRITERIA and FROM -- Specify the history record selection criteria
• DISPLAY, SORT -- Specify the content and format of the report output
• ENDR -- Ends the report definition and initiate report generation

The output is as follows:

APPLNAME ApplGen#   Event Name.............. Start       Start    End         End     

                                             Date        Time     Date        Time    

FILETRIG          9 PROD    FILETRIG         FRI18JUL08  15.13.04 FRI18JUL08  15.27.44

IEFBR14           1 PROD    CALENDAR         TUE 8JUL08  16.19.49 TUE 8JUL08  16.19.52

IEFBR14           2 PROD    CALENDAR         THU31JUL08  12.00.14 THU31JUL08  12.07.38

WOBTRIG           1 PROD    WOBTRIG          FRI18JUL08  15.32.13 TUE22JUL08  17.38.16

WOBTRIG           2 PROD    WOBTRIG          FRI18JUL08  15.42.42 TUE22JUL08  17.38.16

WOBTRIG           3 PROD    WOBTRIG          FRI18JUL08  15.56.12 TUE22JUL08  17.38.16

WOBTRIG           4 PROD    WOBTRIG          FRI18JUL08  16.09.43 TUE22JUL08  17.38.16

WOBTRIG           5 PROD    WOBTRIG          FRI18JUL08  16.12.42 TUE22JUL08  17.38.16

WOBTRIG           6 PROD    WOBTRIG          FRI18JUL08  17.13.44 TUE22JUL08  17.38.16

WOBTRIG           7 PROD    WOBTRIG          FRI18JUL08  17.32.44 TUE22JUL08  17.38.16

WOBTRIG           8 PROD    WOBTRIG          FRI18JUL08  17.40.14 FRI25JUL08  18.30.23

                                                                                      

SUBTOTAL (33)                                                                         

                                                                                      

TOTAL (33)                                                                            

Define and Run a Report

You can define and run a report online or in batch JCL.

To define a report, do one of the following:

• Type a report definition in Page mode, Line mode, or in TSO using the ESP command processor.
• Specify a report definition in a batch job that runs ESP.
• Specify a report definition in a data set and load the data set by issuing the LOAD command.

Example: Define a Report in Batch JCL

In the following JCL, the report definition starts after the SYSIN statement. The report is output to the SYSPRINT DD
statement. The report includes information on jobs whose first account number begins with PAY that ESP has tracked
from 6pm yesterday until 8am today.
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//REPORT   JOB ...

//EXEC     PGM=ESP,REGION=4000K

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=X

//SYSIN    DD *

REPORT

HISTFILE HIST1

FROM 6PM YESTERDAY TO 8AM TODAY

CRITERIA ACCOUNT EQ PAY-;

DISPLAY JOBNAME, JOBNO, ACCOUNT, DEXCP, TEXCP

SORT ACCOUNT

BREAK ACCOUNT 4 EJECT SUBTOTAL

ENDR

NOTE
When the reporting job is executed in batch, a hyphen at the end of a line indicates a continuation. If you are
using a hyphen as a mask, follow it with a semi-colon (for example PAY-;).

Example: Output Batch JCL Report to a Data Set

The following example writes a history report to the data set defined by the SYSPRINT DD statement. The report includes
information on jobs with names beginning with CYB that ESP has tracked since 4pm on the current day.

//HISTRPT  JOB (CYB1000),'HIST.REPORT',CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=O,

//NOTIFY=CYB01

//STEP1    EXEC PGM=ESP,REGION=4000K,PARM='SUBSYS(ES51)'

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=CYB8.SCP5100.CD7YLOAD,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD DSN=CYB2.NF.HISRPT,DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),

//         DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=13300),

//         UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1),RLSE),VOL=SER=WORK01

//SYSIN    DD *

REPORT

HISTFILE HIST1

CRITERIA JOBNAME EQ CYB-;

FROM 4PM TODAY

DISPLAY JOBNAME JOBNO CMPC MXCMPC EXECST EXECQT CPUTIME

SORT JOBNAME D

BREAK JOBNAME 4 EJECT SUBTOTAL

ENDR

Query the History Database

If a Report Server is configured and active on your ESP subsystem, you can submit SQL queries to list job history and
application history from one or more ESP master subsystems. Query results only include history from master subsystems
that have a Report Server configured for them. You can submit SQL queries from a database client or from an ESP report
definition. Check with your ESP administrator for details about the Report Server configuration on your system.

 

NOTE

More Information:

• Configure Report Server
• Control the Report Server
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Follow these steps:

1. Do one of the following:
– Code an SQL SELECT statement in a database client outside of ESP.
– Between the ESP REPORT and ENDR statements, code "SQL", followed by your SQL SELECT statement, as in

the following example:

REPORT

  SQL SELECT jobname

  FROM esp.esp_job_hist

ENDR

You cannot code any ESP reporting commands except SETWIDTH along with your SQL query. You can code
SETWIDTH before or after your SQL query, for example:

REPORT

  SQL SELECT jobname

  FROM esp.esp_job_hist

  SETWIDTH 80

ENDR

With some exceptions, you code the same field names in your SQL database query that you code in an ESP report.
Check with your ESP administrator regarding the following:
– The view name to code in your SQL queries.
– Whether you need to specify a qualifier before the view name.
– Whether there are restrictions on which job history fields or application history fields you can select.

2. Submit your SQL query.
If your query is in ESP, run the report to submit the query.

Example: Code SQL Query in a Report

The following example shows an SQL query coded in an ESP report. In this case, qualifier "esp" is coded before the view
name "esp_job_hist".

REPORT

SQL select jobname,rdrondate,applgen

from esp.esp_job_hist

where ended='T' and appl='MYAPPL'

order by enddate,endt

ENDR

Start the Report Definition

You can mark the start of a job history or an application history report definition.

To start the report definition, do one of the following:

• To start a job history report, use the REPORT command or the REPORTCV command.
• To start an application history report, use the REPORT or REPORTCV command followed by the APPLREPORT

command.

The REPORTCV command produces a report in Comma-Separated Values (CSV) format

Example: Start a Job History Report
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In this example, the REPORT command starts a job history report.

REPORT

HISTFILE HIST1

CRITERIA JOBNAME EQ CYB-;

FROM 4PM TODAY

DISPLAY JOBNAME JOBNO CMPC MXCMPC EXECST EXECQT CPUTIME

SORT JOBNAME D

BREAK JOBNAME 4 EJECT SUBTOTAL

ENDR

Example: Start an Application History Report in CSV Format

In this example, the REPORTCV command and APPLREPORT command start an application history report. The report is
produced in Comma Separated Values format.

REPORTCV

APPLREPORT

CRITERIA CPATH EQ YES

FROM 12AM TODAY LESS 1 MONTH

DISPLAY APPLNAME APPLGEN EVENT STARTDATE STARTTIME ENDDATE ENDTIME

SORT APPLNAME APPLGEN

ENDR

Reporting Field Formats

This section shows the formats for each type of field that you can code in a report definition.

Character Fields

Character fields are left justified. Examples of job history character fields are ACCOUNT, CLASSID, JOBNAME, and
PGMR. Examples of application history character fields are APPLNAME, ESP_SYSTEM, and TRIGINFO.

In the CRITERIA section, you can select character fields by specifying the full field value or part of it. If you specify a part
of the field, you must include wildcard characters asterisk or hyphen.

Example: Select Jobs with Specific Criteria

The following example selects any jobs that begin with ZA and have a B in the fourth character position of the name. In
this example, ESP would also select any occurrences of the job ABC.

CRITERIA JOBNAME EQ ZA*B OR JOBNAME EQ ABC

Flag Fields

Flag fields specify whether a job or application has a certain characteristic. For example, job history flag field CRITJOB
indicates whether or not the job definition included the CRITICAL operand.

Flag fields have the following values for ESP reporting statements:

• YES -- The specified characteristic exists
• NO -- The specified characteristic does not exist

Flag fields have the following values for SQL queries:
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• T -- (True) The specified characteristic exists
• F -- (False) The specified characteristic does not exist

Examples of job history flag fields are ABEND, CRITJOB, MSGFAIL, and TASK. Examples of application history flag fields
are CACHE, GHOLD, IMBED, and RERUN.

Example: Select Critical Path Jobs

The following example selects jobs that were on the critical path.

CRITERIA CRITPATH EQ YES

Numeric Fields

Numeric fields are right justified with leading zeros translated into blanks. Examples of job history numeric fields are
APPLGEN, EXEC#, JOBNO, RC, and TRANSACT. Examples of application history numeric fields are APPLRUN,
INSERT, RRJOBS, and TOTAL.

You can increase the default length for these fields by specifying whatever length you want on the DISPLAY statement or
by defining a longer title.

Example: Numeric Field

The following example displays DASD EXCP counts to nine digits because the title length (DISK-EXCP) is nine
characters. The title for the tape EXCP counts is TAPE I/O, but ESP displays the counts to a length of nine, as specified.

DISPLAY DEXCP 'DISK_EXCP' TEXCP 9 'TAPE I/O'

Date Fields

Examples of job history date fields are COMPDATE, EXECSDATE, RDRONDATE, and SCHEDDATE. Examples of
application history date fields are ENDDATE, RERUNDATE, SCHEDDATE, and STARTDATE.

ESP Reporting Format

In the CRITERIA statement, you can use any date and time format valid in a SCHEDULE command.

The DISPLAY statement displays fields in format xxxddmmmyy, where:

xxx
Specifies the first three characters of the day of the week.

dd
Specifies the day of month number.

mmm
Specifies the first three characters of the month name.

yy
Specifies the last two digits of the year.

For example, WED01OCT08.

You can change the way date fields are displayed in a report using the DATEFORM command within the report.

If you sort on a date field, the records are actually sorted by date and then time. The time field is not displayed.

SQL Query Format

For field selection and display, the format is the date format set up in your database.

Example: Select All Jobs After Specified Time/Date
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The following example selects all jobs that were submitted since 9am on July 1, 2008:

CRITERIA RDRONDATE GT 9AM JULY 1ST 2008

The following example selects those jobs with a reader-on time and date of midnight on August 23, 2000.

CRITERIA RDRONDATE EQ AUGUST 23RD 2000

Time Fields

Examples of job history time fields are COMPT, ENDT, EXECST, and RDRON. Examples of application history time fields
are ENDTIME, RERUNTIME, and STARTTIME.

ESP Reporting Format

In the CRITERIA statement, you can use any date and time format valid in a SCHEDULE command. If you specify an
explicit time, but no date, the current date is used.

By default, the DISPLAY statement displays fields in format hh.mm.ss (24-hour clock format). For example, 19.30.10 is
7:30 PM and 10 seconds. You can omit the seconds from the display by specifying a display width of five. With some
exceptions, if you sort on a time field, the records are actually sorted by time and then date. The date is not displayed.
Some fields, such as COMPTTOD, sort by time only. This limitation is indicated in the descriptions for those fields.

SQL Query Format

The time format set up in your database.

Example: Select All Jobs Since a Specific Date

The following example selects all jobs submitted since March 3rd, 2001.

CRITERIA RDRON GT MARCH 3RD 2001

Date and Time Fields

Examples of date and time fields are job history fields OVDBEGAT, OVDENDAT, and OVDSUBAT. There are no
application history fields with this format.

ESP Reporting Format

In the CRITERIA statement, you can use any date and time format valid in a SCHEDULE command.

The DISPLAY statement displays fields in format ddmmmyy hh.mm, where:

dd
Specifies the day of month number.

mmm
Specifies the first three characters of the month name.

yy
Specifies the last two digits of the year.

hh.mm
Specifies the time in 24-hour clock format, for example, 19.30 is 7:30 PM

SQL Query Format

Timestamp format

Example: Select All Jobs Overdue after a Specified Time
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The following example selects all jobs that became overdue after midnight on March 15, 2008:

CRITERIA OVDBEGAT GT 12PM MARCH 15TH 2008

Elapsed Time Fields

Elapsed time fields indicate a time period. Examples of job history elapsed time fields are INPUTQT, OVDCOMPT,
OVDSTART, TOTALQT, and RESWAITT. Examples of application history elapsed time fields are REXXTIME and
RUNTIME.

ESP Reporting Format

ESP reports use one of the following formats:

ss
Seconds when elapsed time is 0 to 59 seconds

mmMss
Minutes and seconds when elapsed time is 1 minute or more and less than 1 hour (01M00 to 59M59). For
example, 10M53 is 10 minutes and 53 seconds.

hhHmm
Hours and minutes when elapsed time is 1 hour or more and less than 100 hours (01H00 to 99H59). For example,
16H14 is 16 hours and 14 minutes.

hhhHm
Hours and first digit of minutes when elapsed time is 100 hours or more and less than 1000 hours (001H0 to
999H5). The single minutes digit represents a time range. That is, 0 represents 0 to 9 minutes, 1 represents 10 to
19 minutes, and so on. For example, 210H0 is 210 hours and 0 to 9 minutes and 210H3 is 210 hours and 30 to 39
minutes.

hhhhH
Hours when elapsed time is 1000 to 9999 hours (1000H to 9999H)

-
Dash. No data available.

SQL Query Format

SQL query results are in seconds. If no data is available, the result is "NULL".

Example: Select Jobs Within a Certain Elapsed Time

The following example selects jobs that were in execution for one or more minutes, yet completed execution within five
hours.

CRITERIA EXECQT GE 1M00 AND EXECQT LT 5H00

CPU Time Fields

CPU time fields give the total time that the CPU spent actually processing a job. Examples of CPU time fields are job
history fields CPUTIME, SRBTIME, and TCBTIME. There are no application history fields with this format.

ESP Reporting Format

The format is  mm:ss.th, where mm is the number of minutes, ss is the number of seconds, and th is the tenths of a
second.

SQL Query Format
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The format is seconds.

Example: Select All Jobs That Consume a Certain Amount of CPU Time

The following example selects all jobs that consumed between 10 seconds and 5 minutes of CPU time.

CRITERIA CPUTIME>10 AND CPUTIME<5:00

Specify Input Criteria

The input for a report consists of the following:

• A history file
• A time range
• Selection criteria

Specify the Input History File

You can specify the history file used as the input for the history report.

NOTE
Before you follow this procedure, you need the ID associated with the history file you want to use. Your ESP
administrator can tell you what ID to use.

To specify the input history file, use HISTFILE Command: Include History Files in Report.

If you do not specify the input history file, ESP scans all the history files you can access. Your ESP administrator
determines access to history files.

Example: HISTFILE command

The following specifies a history file with ID HIST1:

HISTFILE HIST1

Use a History File Other Than the Active One

To read report data from a history file other than the active one specified in HISTFILE Command: Define or Alter History
Data Set, use the INPUT command.

You can use any VSAM KSDS, ESDS or non-VSAM sequential data set as input. The data records must have the exact
format of the ESP history file records. You will find this option most useful with files you create using the COPY statement.

If the ESP subsystem is not functioning when the system generates a report, use the INPUT command rather than the
HISTFILE command. The subsystem does not have to be active to use the INPUT command.

Example: INPUT Command

INPUT DATASET('CYB1.TONYT540.HISTFILE')

Specify a Time Range

To specify the time range, use the FROM and TO commands to specify a time range for the history file search.

In this way, you can limit your search based on the job submission time in the history file. If you do not specify an end
time, ESP uses the current time. You can use any valid schedule command that resolves to a date and time.

Example: Specify a Time Range
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FROM 10AM TODAY

FROM 8AM YESTERDAY TO 8AM TODAY

FROM 9AM TODAY LESS 1 WEEK TO 9AM YESTERDAY

Specify History Record Selection Criteria

You can specify the criteria used to select records for job history reporting or application history reporting. If you do not
specify any criteria, ESP reports on all records that meet the time-range criteria.

To specify the history record selection criteria, use one or more CRITERIA commands.

NOTE
ESP selects a history record if it matches the criteria specified in any one of the CRITERIA commands you code.

Example: Select PAYROLL Application Jobs

The following example selects only those jobs that belong to the PAYROLL application:

CRITERIA APPLSYS EQ PAYROLL

Example: Select Restarted Jobs

The following example selects only those jobs that have been restarted:

CRITERIA RRJOBNO NE 0

Example: Select PAYROLL Jobs that Start With P

The following example selects a job if it belongs to the PAYROLL application and the job name starts with P.

CRITERIA APPLSYS EQ PAYROLL JOBNAME EQ P-;

Example: Select PAYROLL Jobs or That Start With P

The following example selects a job if it belongs to the PAYROLL application or the job name starts with P.

CRITERIA APPLSYS EQ PAYROLL

CRITERIA JOBNAME EQ P-;

Or you could use OR to separate the requirements:

CRITERIA APPLSYS EQ PAYROLL OR JOBNAME EQ P-;

Example: Select Jobs Between a Certain Time

The following example selects all jobs that ended between 8am and 4pm on May 17, 2001:

CRITERIA ENDDATE GE 8:00 MAY17,2001 -;

ENDDATE LE 16:00 MAY17,2001

Example: Select TEST Jobs that Are Forced Complete

The following example selects jobs in the TEST application that have been forced complete:

CRITERIA APPLSYS EQ TEST AND FORCED EQ YES
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Example: Select Jobs Submitted Outside of Application

The following example selects all jobs that were submitted by ESP outside of an application:

CRITERIA ESPSUB EQ NO AND APPLSYS NE ' '

Example: Select Jobs with Specific Criteria

The following example selects only those jobs that either:

• Have names beginning with ABC
• Have two character names that begin with A
• Perform tape I/O
• Have no more than 10000 EXCPs to DASD devices

CRITERIA TEXCP GT 0 OR DEXCP LT 10000

CRITERIA JOBNAME EQ ABC- OR JOBNAME EQ A*

Example: Select Jobs Over Certain Criteria

The following example selects only those jobs that have either of the following:

• More than 10000 EXCPs
• More than 1 minute of CPU time

CRITERIA EXCP GT 10000

CRITERIA CPUTIME GT 1:00

Example: Select Jobs That Perform I/O to Tape

This example selects all jobs that perform I/O to tape, but use less than 1000 tape EXCPs.

CRITERIA TEXCP>0 AND TEXCP<1000

Specify Output Criteria

This section explains how to specify the output format criteria.

Specify an Output Data Set

You can specify an output data set to receive some or all of the history records read in from the input source.

To specify an output data set, use the COPY command.

ESP writes to any format sequential data set. If a data set is new and you have not yet specified a record format for it,
ESP uses the following default: LRECL=4096, RECFM=VBS, BLKSIZE=6144.

NOTE
You must pre-allocate the output data set.

Example: Specify a Data Set to Back Up the History Records

The following example sends all the history records to data set PY.P.HISTBKUP:

REPORT

HISTFILE HIST1
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COPY ALL DATASET(PY.P.HISTBKUP)

Separate Data Into Different Files

You can separate history data into different files based on specified criteria.

To separate history data into different files, use the COPY command.

Example: Separate History Data into Different Files

The following example sends records to tape after they are 12 weeks old and sends all the other records to disk:

REPORT

HISTFILE HIST1

CRITERIA RDRON GT TODAY LESS 12 WEEKS

COPY SELECT FILE(DISK1)

COPY REJECT FILE(TAPE1)

Specify the Date Format

To specify the date format, change the default using the DATEFORM command (Set Date Format for Reporting Output).

By default, history reporting displays date fields in DDMMMYY format. ESP adds the day of the week before the date,
unless you specify DAY(NO).

NOTE
This setting only affects the date format and sort of fields displayed in a history report; it does not affect the date
format you use on a CRITERIA command and it does not affect the date format used in schedule criteria.

Example: Set Date Format to yyyymmmdd

The following example sets the date format to YMD. ESP displays any date fields in the report, such as EXECSDATE
(start date), in yyyymmmdd format.

DATEFORM YMD

Example: Suppress Ddy of Week

In the following example, ESP suppresses the day of the week from the date fields displayed in the report. Since a date
format is not specified, ESP uses the default date format DDMMMYY.

DATEFORM DAY(NO)

Specify Fields To Display

You can specify the fields to display in the history report as well as the title and display width for each field.

To specify fields to display, use the DISPLAY command.

Once you start the DISPLAY section, you can enter several field names one after the other. Separate each by a blank or
a comma, along with optional lengths and titles. ESP places the fields you specify on the report detail line in the order you
specified them.

Example: Specify Fields to Display

In the following example, the following fields are displayed as part of a history report:
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• Job name
• Time at which ESP read the job into the system
• Date at job submission
• Tape EXCP count with a length of five digits and a two-line title with "TAPE" on the first line and "EXCPS" on the

second line
• Disk EXCP count with a length of six digits and a two-line title with "DISK" on the first line and "EXCPS" on the second

line

DISPLAY JOBNAME,RDRON,RDRONDATE,TEXCP 5 'TAPE' 'EXCPS' -

        DEXCP 6 'DISK' 'EXCPS'

Specify the Sort Criteria

To specify the sort criteria, use the SORT command to specify the fields you want to sort and whether you want the sort
sequence to be ascending or descending. The default is ascending.

The following example sorts data by decreasing use of CPU time. ESP displays the data in sequence of ascending DASD
EXCP counts.

SORT CPUTIME D DEXCP

Specify Other Formats

To specify other formats, use the BREAK command to define the points in the report where you want to do the following:

• Force a new page
• Print any number of blank lines
• Produce a subtotal

You can specify several break elements in a break section. ESP subtotals only meaningful fields such as CPUTIME and
DEXCP, but not JOBNO. The subtotal detail line has the same format as the normal detail line, except that it always has
the word subtotal starting in column one. The next column displays the number of items ESP sub-totaled. The preceding
information occupies the first 14 character positions on the line. When you create a detail line, do not place any fields you
want ESP to subtotal in the first two columns.

Example: Specify a Format

In the following example:

• When the first three characters of the first account number change, ESP prints a subtotal and starts a new page.
• When the first two characters of the job name change, ESP leaves one blank line.

DISPLAY JOBNAME JOBNO ACCOUNT RDRON DEXCP TEXCP

SORT ACCOUNT JOBNAME

BREAK ACCOUNT 3 EJECT SUBTOTAL

BREAK JOBNAME 2 SPACE 1

Specify the Report Width

To specify the width of the report, use the SETWIDTH command. The default is 80 characters. The acceptable range of
characters is 1 through 255 inclusive. If a value is specified that exceeds the maximum of 255, then it is ignored and the
previous SETWIDTH setting or the default is used.

Example: Set the Report Width
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In this example, the SETWIDTH command sets the width of the report to 80 characters. The report lists all jobs in an
application called PAYROLL that have changed status since 8am today.

REPORT

  SETWIDTH 80

  FROM 8:00AM TODAY

  CRITERIA APPLSYS EQ PAYROLL

  DISPLAY JOBNAME CMPC EXECST EXECSDATE ENDT ENDDATE CPUTIME

ENDR

Sample output follows:

JOBNAME      JOBNO  COMP   EXEC    START   EXEC END        END    CPU       TIME

                    CODE   START   DATE                    DATE

 

PAYD001A     2221   0      11.56   MON     14MAY01   12.02 MON    14MAY01   0:01

PAYD002A     2227   0      12.02   MON     14MAY01   12.02 MON    14MAY01   0:00

PAYD003A     2226   0      12.02   MON     14MAY01   12.02 MON    14MAY01   0:00

PAYD004A     2229   0      12.02   MON     14MAY01   12.07 MON    14MAY01   0:04

PAYD100A     2232   0      12.07   MON     14MAY01   12.07 MON    14MAY01   0:00

PAYD006A     2233   0      12.08   MON     14MAY01   12.08 MON    14MAY01   0:00

PAYD008A     2234   SOC1   12.08   MON     14MAY01   12.08 MON    14MAY01   0:00

PAYD008A     2270   SOC1   12.57   MON     14MAY01   12.57 MON    14MAY01   0:00

PAYD008A     2271   0      12.58   MON     14MAY01   12.58 MON    14MAY01   0:00

PAYD009A     2272   0      12.58   MON     14MAY01   12.58 MON    14MAY01   0:00

PAYD010A     2273   SOC1   12.59   MON     14MAY01   12.59 MON    14MAY01   0:00

PAYD010A     2275   0      12.59   MON     14MAY01   12.59 MON    14MAY01   0:00

PAYD011A     2276   0      12.59   MON     14MAY01   13.04 MON    14MAY01   0:01

SUBTOTAL (13)                                                               0:06

TOTAL (13)                                                                  0:06

Produce Totals for Certain Fields

For certain fields, a total is listed at the bottom of the history report. You can also produce subtotals for these same fields
by using the BREAK command.

Totals and subtotals are produced for the following job history reporting fields:
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• ALLOCQT
• CPUTIME
• DEXCP
• EXCP
• EXECQT
• INPUTQT
• LINES
• NCI
• NSTM
• OVDCOMP
• OVDEND
• OVDSTART
• POSTQT
• PRINTQT
• SPTM
• SRBTIME
• STEPS
• SUNITS
• TAPEM
• TCBTIME
• TEXCP
• TOTALQT
• TRANSACT
• TRANSRES

Totals and subtotals are produced for the following application history reporting fields:

• BYPASS
• COMPLT
• FAILED
• FCOMP
• INSERT
• PURGED
• REXXCT
• REXXTIME
• RRJOBS
• RUNTIME
• TOTAL

Mark End of Report Definition

You must mark the end of a report definition. When you mark the end of the report definition in Page mode, Line mode, or
in TSO, the report is produced immediately.

To mark the end of the report definition, use the ENDR command.

History Reporting Fields
This page provides information about job and application history reporting fields. For more information about field formats,
see Create Reports.
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Job History Reporting Fields

This section lists the job history reporting fields.

NOTE

You can code most of these fields in both ESP reporting statements and in SQL queries to the database
containing job history and application history records. This topic also includes the following fields:

• Fields that are only valid in ESP reporting statements. The description for these fields includes, "For ESP
reporting statements only".

• Fields that are only valid in SQL queries. The description for these fields includes, "For SQL queries only".

 

ABEND
(For SQL queries only) Specifies whether the job abended.

ABEND_CODE
(For SQL queries only) Specifies the abend code from the last job step.

ACCOUNT or ACCOUNT1
Specifies the first account parameter on the job card.

ACCOUNT2
Specifies the second account parameter on the job card.

ACCOUNT3
Specifies the third account parameter on the job card.

ACCOUNT4
Specifies the fourth account parameter on the job card.

AGENT
Specifies the agent name as specified in the AGENT statement.

ALLOCQT
Specifies the elapsed time that the job spent in the allocation process (for example, waiting for a tape mount).

APPLGEN
Specifies the absolute generation number of the application.

APPLSYS or APPL
Specifies the application name for jobs that are defined in an application.

APPLTAG
Specifies the tag that is associated with a job in an application.

ASID
Specifies the address-space identifier of an executing z/OS job.

AUTHSTR
Specifies the job authority string that you can use to verify the ownership of the job.

AVGRUNT
Specifies the average elapsed execution time for the job.

CA11
Specifies the restart manager is WA Restart Option.

CCFAIL
Specifies whether the job failed because of condition codes.

CLASSID
Specifies the event class.
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CMPC
Specifies the job completion code, including return code, user abend code, system abend code, and the type of
error.

NOTE
A special value is assigned for a non-numeric job completion code. For more information, see Special
CMPC and MXCMPC Values.

COMP_ABEND
(For SQL queries only) Specifies whether the maximum completion code was an abend.

COMPDATE
Specifies the job completion date, which is set as follows:

• Distributed jobs: COMPDATE is set to ENDDATE.
• Mainframe Jobs with post-processing phases: COMPDATE is set to the end of the last post-processing phase.
• Mainframe jobs with no post-processing phases:

– COMPDATE is set to ENDDATE if the TRACKOPT initialization parameter includes NOTRACK_PURGE.
– COMPDATE is set to PURGEDATE if the TRACKOPT initialization parameter includes TRACK_PURGE.

COMPLETED
(For SQL queries only) Specifies whether the job completed. A job is considered to be complete if it meets one of
the following criteria:

• Distributed jobs: The job has finished executing.
• Mainframe Jobs with post-processing phases: The job has reached the end of the last post-processing phase.
• Mainframe jobs with no post-processing phases:

– The job has finished executing and the TRACKOPT initialization parameter includes NOTRACK_PURGE.
– The job has been purged and the TRACKOPT initialization parameter includes TRACK_PURGE.

COMPT
Specifies the job completion time, which is set as follows:

• Distributed jobs: COMPT is set to ENDT.
• Mainframe Jobs with post-processing phases: COMPT is set to the end of the last post-processing phase.
• Mainframe jobs with no post-processing phases:

– COMPT is set to ENDT if the TRACKOPT initialization parameter includes NOTRACK_PURGE.
– COMPT is set to PURGET if the TRACKOPT initialization parameter includes TRACK_PURGE.

COMPTTOD
(For ESP reporting statements only) Specifies the job completion time of day.

NOTE
This field sorts on time only, not time and date.

COMPTTOD is set as follows:

• Distributed jobs: COMPTTOD is set to ENDT.
• Mainframe Jobs with post-processing phases: COMPTTOD is set to the end of the last post-processing phase.
• Mainframe jobs with no post-processing phases:

– COMPTTOD is set to ENDT if the TRACKOPT initialization parameter includes NOTRACK_PURGE.
– COMPTTOD is set to PURGET if the TRACKOPT initialization parameter includes TRACK_PURGE.

CPUTIME
Specifies the total CPU time, including both SRBTIME and TCBTIME.

CRITJOB
Specifies whether the job definition included the CRITICAL operand.
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CRITPATH
Specifies whether the job was on the critical path.

DEXCP
Specifies the total EXCP count to DASD devices.

ENCORE
Specifies the restart manager is ESP WA Restart Option.

ENDDATE
Specifies the date that the job finished executing.

ENDED
(For SQL queries only) Specifies whether the job has finished executing.

ENDT
Specifies the time that the job finished executing.

ENDTTOD
(For ESP reporting statements only) Specifies the time of day that the job finished executing.

NOTE
This field sorts on time only, not time and date.

ESP_SYSTEM
(For SQL queries only) Specifies the name of the ESP master subsystem that tracked the job.

ESPSUB
Specifies whether ESP submitted the job (either through an event or as part of an application or procedure).

EVENT
(For ESP reporting statements only) Specifies the event that is associated with the current job.

EXCP
Specifies the total EXCP count for the job during the execution phase.

EXEC
(For SQL queries only) Specifies whether the job is executing.

EXEC#
Specifies the number of times the job has executed as part of a particular generation of an application.

EXECNODE
Specifies the JES node name where a z/OS job is executing or waiting for execution.

EXECQT
Specifies the elapsed time for job execution.

EXECSDATE
Specifies the date that the job started executing.

EXECST
Specifies the time that the job started executing.

EXECSTTOD
(For ESP reporting statements only) Specifies the time of day that the job started executing.

NOTE
This field sorts on time only, not time and date.

EXECSYS
Specifies the SMF ID of the z/OS system on which the job executed. This is the same as the SID field except that
the value for EXECSYS is not set until the job is purged regardless of your tracking options.
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EXEJOBNO
Specifies the JES job number that is assigned on the z/OS system where the job executed. This value is different
from the SUBJOBNO value when the job executes on a node different from the node it was submitted on.

FORCED
Specifies whether the job was forced complete.

FULLNAME
Specifies the 64-character full name for a job.

GROUP
Specifies the prefix of the event that is associated with the job, if ESP submitted it.

HISTID
(For SQL queries only) Specifies the ID of the data set where the history for the job is stored. History data set IDs
are assigned in the HISTFILE initialization parameter.

INFOREC
Specifies the Info/System record number.

INPUTQT
Specifies the elapsed time that the job was in the input queue.

INSYS
Specifies the SMF ID of the z/OS system on which the job was submitted. This is not set until the job is purged
regardless of your tracking options.

JCL_ERROR
(For SQL queries only) Specifies whether a JCL error has occurred.

JOBCLASS
Specifies the JES execution class for the job.

JOBNAME
Specifies the eight-character job name.

JOBNO
Specifies the job number. This value is the submission job number before and after the job executes and the
execution job number during the time the job executes.

JOBQUAL
Specifies the job qualifier, as specified in the procedure.

LASTUDATE
Specifies the date that the job history record was last updated.

LASTUT
Specifies the time that the job history record was last updated.

LASTUTTOD
(For ESP reporting statements only) Specifies the time of day that the job history record was last updated.
Note: This field sorts on time only, not time and date.

LINES
Specifies the number of print lines. This field is valid only if Broadcom Workload Automation tracks jobs through
the output stage.

LONGNAME
Specifies the long name of a job.

MAX_ABEND_CODE
(For SQL queries only) Specifies the maximum abend code from the job.
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MAXRUNT
Specifies the longest elapsed execution time that is expected for the job.

MINRUNT
Specifies the shortest elapsed execution time that is expected for the job.

MSGFAIL
Specifies whether the job failed because of an ESPSYSMSGS command.

MXCMPC
Specifies the maximum job completion code, including return code, user abend code, system abend code, and
the type of error.

NOTE
A special value is assigned for a non-numeric maximum job completion code. For more information, see
Special CMPC and MXCMPC Values.

MXRC
Specifies the maximum return code from any step in the job. This is a numeric field.

NOTE
A special value is assigned for a non-numeric maximum return code. For more information, see Special
RC and MXRC Values.

NCI
Specifies the number of card images that are submitted to the internal reader.

NETID
Specifies the network identifier for a job belonging to a DJC/JES3 job network.

NSTM
Specifies the number of nonspecific tape mounts (scratch tapes) for the job.

ORIGNODE
Specifies the JES node where the job was submitted.

OUTSYS
Specifies the SMF ID of the z/OS system on which the job was purged. This is not set until the job is purged
regardless of your tracking options.

OVDBEGAT
Specifies the time and date at which the job last became overdue for start.

NOTE
This field is set to null if the APPLJOB RESET LATESTART command was issued.

OVDCOMP
Specifies the elapsed time that a job was overdue when it completed.

OVDEND
Specifies the elapsed time that the job was overdue when it finished executing.

OVDENDAT
Specifies the time and date that the job last became overdue to finish executing.

OVDSTART
Specifies the elapsed time that the job was overdue to start executing.

OVDSUBAT
Specifies the time and date at which the job last became overdue for submission.

PGMR
Specifies the value of the programmer name field on the job card.
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PGN
Specifies the performance group number of an executing z/OS job. This applies only to jobs running in a
compatibility mode system.

POSTQT
Specifies the elapsed time that the job spent in post-output processing phases. This field is invalid if
NOTRACK_PURGE was specified in the TRACKOPT initialization parameter or command.

PRINTQT
Specifies the elapsed time that the job remained in the print queue. This field is invalid if NOTRACK_PURGE was
specified in the TRACKOPT initialization parameter or command.

PRIORITY
Specifies the JES execution priority of the job.

PURGDATE
Specifies the date that the job was purged. This field is invalid if NOTRACK_PURGE was specified in the
TRACKOPT initialization parameter or command.

PURGED
(For SQL queries only) Specifies whether the job was purged.

PURGT
Specifies the time that the job was purged. This field is invalid if NOTRACK_PURGE was specified in the
TRACKOPT initialization parameter or command. For distributed workload, PURGT is set equal to the ENDT field.

PURGTTOD
(For ESP reporting statements only) Specifies the time that the job was purged. This field is invalid if
NOTRACK_PURGE was specified in the TRACKOPT initialization parameter or command. This field sorts on time
only, not time and date. For distributed workload, PURGTTOD is set equal to the ENDTTOD field.

RC
Specifies the return code from the last step that was executed in the job. This is a numeric field.

NOTE
A special value is assigned for a non-numeric return code. For more information, see Special RC and
MXRC Values.

RDRON
Specifies the time that ESP read the job into the system.
For distributed workload, RDRON is set equal to the EXECST field.

RDRONDATE
Specifies the date that ESP read the job into the system.

RDRONTOD
(For ESP reporting statements only) Specifies the time of day that ESP read the job into the system.

NOTE
This field sorts on time only, not time and date.

For distributed workload, RDRONTOD is set equal to the EXECSTTOD field.
REQUEUED

(For SQL queries only) Specifies whether the job was requeued.
RESTART_ADDED

(For SQL queries only) Specifies whether ESP added a restart step for ESP WA Restart Option or WA Restart
Option.
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RESWAITT
Specifies the elapsed time that the job spent waiting for resources. The value is the difference between the time
the resource was requested and the time the resource was assigned.

NOTE
The RESWAITT time can include periods in which the job was put on hold. Because held jobs cannot
use resources, the RESWAITT time can be greater than the resource contention time.

RRJOB
Specifies either the name of a mainframe job being rerun or null.

RRJOBNO
Specifies the job number of the most recent execution of a resubmitted mainframe job. This field only has a value
for a job that is being rerun by ESP (for example, a job that has been resubmitted via an explicit AJ command or
the R line command in CSF). If the job is not a rerun, this field is set to zero.

RTYPE
Specifies the run type of the job. Options are as follows:
P

Primary run -- Set for a normally scheduled execution or by a TRIGGER REPLACE command.
T

Extra run -- Set by a TRIGGER ADD command.
D

Execution that data set activity causes.
R

Rerun.
SCHEDDATE

Specifies the date that the job was scheduled to start.
SCHEDT

Specifies the time that the job was scheduled to start.
SCHEDTTOD

(For ESP reporting statements only) Specifies the time of day that the job was scheduled to start.

NOTE
This field sorts on time only, not time and date.

SID
Specifies the SMF ID of the z/OS system on which the job executed. See also the EXECSYS field.

SPTM
Specifies the number of specific tape mounts (for example, non-scratch) for the job.

SRBTIME
Specifies the CPU time that is consumed while in SRB mode.

SRVCLASS
Specifies the service class of an executing z/OS job. This applies only to jobs running in a goal mode system.

STATUS
Specifies the job status. Options are as follows:
INPUT

Submitted, but not yet started
STARTED

Executing
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COMPLETE
Completed all phases of processing

ENDED
Completed execution, but did not finish all phases of the processing.

STC
(For SQL queries only) Specifies whether the history record is for a started task.

STEPS
Specifies the number of job steps.

SUB#
Specifies the number of times the job has been submitted. If the job was not submitted by ESP, SUB# is always
blank for ESP reports and 0 for SQL queries.

SUBAPPL
Specifies the name of a sub-application.

SUBJOBNO
Specifies the JES job number on the z/OS system where the job was submitted. This is useful when a job is
submitted on one system and routed to another system where a different JES job number is assigned.

SUCC
Specifies if the job completed successfully. The job completion is considered successful in the following cases:

• The job did not end with the ABEND, JCLERROR, or SYSERROR state and was not identified as failed by
CCCHK or CCFAIL.

• The job ended with the ABEND state, but was masked as successful using the CCCHK statement.

The SUCC field can have value of either YES or NO. If the job still runs, the field contains a hyphen.
SUNITS

Specifies the job service units, as defined by the SRM.
SYSABD

Specifies either the system abend code or null. For ESP reporting, the format is xxx. For SQL queries, the format
is Sxxx. For example, 0C7 or S0C7.

SYSNAME
Specifies the name of the z/OS system in the sysplex that the z/OS job is executing on.

SYSPLEX
Specifies the name of the sysplex that the z/OS job is executing on.

TAPEM
Specifies the number of tape mounts for the job.

TAPEW
Specifies the maximum number of tape drives allocated to a job at one time. Note that SPTM and NSTM may not
add up to TAPEW. SPTM and NSTM represent numbers of tape mounts. TAPEW counts the number of different
tape drives that were used at one time. For example, if a job-step calls for three specific tapes, one at a time, on
the same drive, then TAPEW will be one, but SPTM will be three.

TASK
Specifies whether the job is a task.

TCBTIME
Specifies the CPU time that is consumed while in TCB mode.

TEXCP
Specifies the total EXCP count to tape drives.
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TMODEL
Specifies the name of the ESP tracking model that was used to track the job.

TOTALQT
Specifies the total elapsed time for the job.

TRANSACT
Specifies the total time that a transaction is active. If there is a batch job, TRANSACT is equal to the total
execution times for the programs that are contained in the job. TRANSACT is measured in units of 1024
microseconds.

TRANSRES
Specifies the total time that a transaction was resident in real memory. This is often identical to the transaction
active time (TRANSACT), but can differ since it does not include any time during which the task was swapped out
of real memory. It is measured in units of 1024 microseconds.

TRUSER
Specifies the user ID that triggered the event. It resolves to the user ID that manually triggered an event, and is
blank otherwise.

TSO
(For SQL queries only) Specifies whether the history record is for a TSO session.

UABEND
Specifies either the user abend code or null. For ESP reporting, the format is xxxx. For SQL queries, the format is
Uxxxx. For example, 0016 or U0016.

USERSTAT
Specifies the user status of the workload object.

WDFAIL
Specifies whether the job terminated with a WTO-detected JCL error before starting execution.
WTO-detected JCL errors are caused by such activities as an early (pre-execution) JCL error, certain security-
system verification errors, and a cancellation of a job while it is on the JES input queue.

WOBTYPE
Specifies the short name of a workload object type. The short names are listed in the WOBDEF initialization
parameter documentation.

Special RC and MXRC Values

The RC and MXRC fields contain numeric values. If a completion code is non-numeric (for example, due to JCL errors,
system abends, user abends or CCFAIL), RC and MXRC are set according to the following table:

Type of Error ESP Reporting Value SQL Query Value
System ABEND Abend code + 10000

Note: The abend code is converted to a
decimal first.
 

Null

User ABEND Abend code + 20000 Null
SYSERROR 30000

Note: The actual completion status is
unavailable.
 

Null
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CCFAIL
Note: Applies to a job terminated by the
CCFAIL or CCCHK logic.
 

RC: Actual return code
MXRC: 30001

Null

JCLERROR 30002 Null
RUNNING
Note: The job is still executing.

-
The hyphen '-' acts as the lowest value in
comparison.

Null
 

Overflow -1 Null

Special CMPC and MXCMPC Values

The CMPC and MXCMPC fields contain numeric values. The following conditions are an example of how a non-numeric
value can be generated: JCL errors, system ABEND, user ABEND, or CCFAIL. When a completion code is non-numeric,
CMPC and MXCMPC are set according to the following table.

Type of Error ESP Reporting Value SQL Query Value
System ABEND Sxxx

xxx = hex code
Null

User ABEND Unnnn
nnnn = decimal code

Null

SYSERROR SYSERROR Null
CCFAIL
Note: Applies to a job terminated by the
CCFAIL or CCCHK logic.
 

CMPC: Actual completion code
MXCMPC: CCFAIL

Null

JCLERROR JCLERROR Null
RUNNING
Note: The job is still executing.

RUNNING Null
 

Overflow **** Null

 

Application History Reporting Fields

This section lists the application history reporting fields.

NOTE
You can code most of these fields in both ESP reporting statements and in SQL queries to the job history and
application history database. Some fields are only valid in SQL queries. The description for these fields includes,
"For SQL queries only".

APPLGEN
Specifies the generation number of the completed application.

APPLNAME
Specifies the name of the completed application.

APPLRUN
Specifies the run number of the completed application. The first run is 1, reruns are 2, 3, 4, and so on.

AWAIT
Specifies whether or not the application was generated with the WAIT option.
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BYPASS
Specifies the total number of bypassed workload objects remaining at the time the application was completed.

CACHE
Specifies whether or not the application was cached.

COMPLT
Specifies the total number of workload objects completed.

CPATH
Specifies whether or not critical path analysis was enabled for the application.

ENDDATE
Specifies the date that the application completed.

ENDTIME
Specifies the time that the application completed.

ESP_SYSTEM
(For SQL queries only) Specifies the name of the ESP subsystem that tracked the job.

EVENT
Specifies the full event name (prefix and descriptive name) for the completed application.

EVENTNAME
Specifies the event descriptive name for the completed application.

EVENTPRFX
Specifies the event prefix for the completed application.

EVENTUSER
Specifies the user ID that owns the event for the completed application.

FAILED
Specifies the total number of failed workload objects remaining at the time the application was completed.

FCOMP
Specifies the total number of workload objects forced complete in the completed application.

FORCE
Specifies whether or not the application was forced complete by the user.

GHOLD
Specifies whether or not the application was generated on hold.

HISTID
(For SQL queries only) Specifies the ID of the data set where the history for the application is stored. History data
set IDs are assigned in the HISTFILE initialization parameter.

IMBED
Specifies whether or not the application procedure was imbedded in the event definition.

INSERT
Specifies the total number of workload objects that were manually inserted into the application.

LASTUDATE
Specifies the date that the application history record was last updated.

LASTUT
Specifies the time that the application history record was last updated.

LASTUTTOD
(For ESP reporting statements only) Specifies the time of day that the application history record was last updated.
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NOTE
This field sorts on time only, not time and date.

PURGED
Specifies the total number of z/OS jobs purged before execution.

REASON
Specifies the reason that the application was force completed, held, or terminated.

RERUN
Specifies whether or not the application was rerun.

RERUNDATE
Specifies the date that the application rerun was started.

RERUNTIME
Specifies the time that the application rerun was started.

REXXCT
Specifies the total number of REXXON statement calls to the REXX interpreter issued from the application.

REXXTIME
Specifies the total elapsed time for all calls to the REXX interpreter from the completed application. An excessive
REXXTIME value could indicate a problem in a REXXON procedure.

RRJOBS
Specifies the total number of workload objects rerun in the completed application.

RUNTIME
Specifies the total elapsed run time for the completed application. This field is derived from ENDTIME minus
STARTTIME.

SCHEDDATE
Specifies the date that the application was scheduled to run.

SCHEDTIME
Specifies the time that the application was scheduled to run.

STARTDATE
Specifies the date that the application started.

STARTTIME
Specifies the time that the application started.

TOTAL
Specifies the total number of workload objects selected to run in the application.

TRIGINFO
Specifies what triggered the event that invoked the application. Options are as follows:
ESPDST

Utility ESPDST (alias CYBESDT1). Associated TRIGMETH field value is "Explicit".
jobname

The job given by jobname. Associated TRIGMETH field values are "Data Set" and "FTP Event".
Monitor

An Alert, AMNOTIFY statement or NOTIFY statement. Associated TRIGMETH field value is "Monitor".
Schedule

A schedule. Associated TRIGMETH field value is "Schedule".
taskname

The task given by taskname. Associated TRIGMETH field values are "Data Set" and "FTP Event".
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userID
The user ID given by userID. Associated TRIGMETH field values are "Data Set", "FTP Event", "Manual",
and "Variable".

woshortname|Multiple
One of the following workload object short names: BE, FM, JS, MO, SC or TR. "Multiple" specifies more
than one of the workload objects just listed. Associated TRIGMETH field value is "WOB Trig".

TRIGMETH
Specifies how the event that invoked the application was triggered. Options are as follows:
Data Set

The event was triggered when a data set was created, closed or renamed by a job, started task or user
ID.

Explicit
The event was triggered by the DSTRIG command or utility ESPDST (alias CYBESDT1).

FTP Event
The event was triggered by an FTP file transfer initiated by a job, started task or user ID.

Manual
The event was triggered manually by a user ID, for example, issuing the + command or issuing the TR
line command in CSF or application monitor.

Monitor
The event was triggered by an Alert, AMNOTIFY statement or NOTIFY statement.

Schedule
The event was triggered at the scheduled time.

Variable
The event was triggered by a global variable trigger.

WOB Trig
The event was triggered by the WOBTRIG command.

Generate Report of Scheduled Workload
You can generate a scheduled-activity report to list the scheduled workload for a time period in the future. You can
generate online and hardcopy reports about scheduled jobs, links, tasks, and manual jobs. The reports provide a variety
of job statistics that indicate processing requirements. The data the report generates uses average execution results from
tracked jobs to provide a true picture of what you can expect during the next scheduled occurrence of the jobs.

NOTE
The scheduled-activity report includes only job workload that is not yet active. For example, jobs in an active
application are excluded.

Follow these steps:

1. Allocate a sequential data set to store scheduled activity data. For more information, see SADGEN Command: Create
Data Set for Reports.

2. Generate Data for a Scheduled-Activity Report.
3. List the Scheduled-Activity Report.
4. (Optional) Update data to obtain a scheduled versus actual report.

Contents
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Generate Data for Reporting on Scheduled Workload

Before you can report on scheduled workload, you must generate a scheduled-activity data set (named "SADGEN").
SADGEN saves the data that is used in those scheduled workload reports. If you want, you can create multiple SADGEN
data sets with different data criteria. For example, you can create SADGEN data sets for various time periods or various
production groups.

NOTE
The SADGEN data set only saves data from events that include the SCHEDULE command or the EXPECT
command.

Follow these steps:

1. (Optional) Code the ESPSADG symbolic parameter with conditional statements in your procedures to filter the
reporting data that is stored.
The ESPSADG symbolic variable is set to 1 during report data generation and it is set to zero otherwise.
For example, code the following line at the beginning of procedures that you do not want included in the reporting data:

IF ESPSADG=1 THEN QUIT

2. (Optional) Follow these steps to include tape volume serial information in the reporting data:
– Allocate a PDS that holds tape volume serial information for scheduled workload reporting.

NOTE
If you have already allocated a PDS, delete any existing members.

– In the job documentation data set or ESP procedure you want to report on, code the INPUTDS statement for each
job that uses tape data sets. For example:

JCLLIB PROD.JCL

APPL PAYROLL

JOB JOB1

  RELEASE JOB2

ENDJOB

JOB JOB2

  INPUTDS PROD.GDG(-1)

ENDJOB

SELECT (JOB1,JOB2)

3. Edit and run the following JCL:

//SADGEN   JOB...

//S1       EXEC ESP,PARM='SAR'

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *

SADGEN DATASET('CYBER.SAD') -

FROM('8AM TODAY')TO('8AM TOMORROW')

The preceding JCL executes the ESP subsystem started task procedure in batch with the parameter SAR.
The default space allocation for the SADGEN data set is CYL,(10,5). You can change that allocation by specifying
SAR(primary,secondary) instead of SAR. For example:

PARM='SAR(25,10)'

results in SPACE=(CYL,(25,10)).

PARM='SAR(50)' 

results in SPACE=(CYL,(50,5)).
The SADGEN command in the SYSIN DD allows you to select the data to generate for the SADGEN data set.
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If you followed Step 2, PDS members are now created for each job that includes the INPUTDS statement. When you
create a report, the tape volume serial information is extracted from the TMS or CA1 tape pull program and stored in
the PDS members.

SADGEN Command: Limit Simulation to Specific Criteria

When creating a job to generate a scheduled-activity data set, you can limit the simulation to specific event data sets,
prefixes, and classes using the different operands of the SADGEN command.

You can also use the ESPSADG symbolic variable in an ESP procedure to affect the simulation. This variable is set equal
to 1 during SADGEN processing; otherwise, it is set to zero. For example, the following statement at the beginning of a
procedure causes ESP not to simulate the procedure during SADGEN processing:

IF ESPSADG=1 THEN QUIT

When ESP creates a scheduled activity data set, it contains a record for each job you want to submit, within the time
range you have specified on a schedule command. If you specify neither the FROM nor TO time range, ESP provides the
following default:

'NOW' TO '6AM TOMORROW'

You can use the EXTERNALS operand to add an extra entry on the SADGEN data set for each external job found within
the specified scheduling criteria.

The attributes for the SADGEN data set are:

Explanation Attributes for 3390 DASD Otherwise use
Organization PS PS
Record format VBS VBS
Record length 32756 32756
Block size 27998 6144

Example: Generate Report for Specific Criteria

The example below is a batch job, SADGEN, that generates a scheduled activity data set called CYBER.SAD. The name
of the started task procedure for ESP is ESP.

//SADGEN   JOB...

//S1       EXEC ESP,PARM='SAR'

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *

SADGEN DATASET('CYBER.SAD') -

FROM('8AM TODAY')TO('8AM TOMORROW')

Report on Scheduled Activity

You can report data for scheduled jobs such as the scheduled submit date and time, average execution time, average
print lines, and average tape mounts.

NOTE
This report requires a SADGEN data set, which is produced when you generate data for reporting on scheduled
workload.

To report on scheduled activity, follow one of these steps:
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• Issue the LSAR command in batch or online.

NOTE
If you requested tape volume serial information when you generated the reporting data, add the TAPEPULL
operand to the LSAR command. Specify the PDS that you allocated to store the tape volume serial
information.

• Select option S on the Main Menu for ESP.

Report on Scheduled Activity Versus Actual Activity

You can use the current job status to report on scheduled activity versus actual activity. The report includes the status
of all jobs in the schedule and the time and percent of the schedule that remains. ESP displays the actual start and end
times, completion codes, and rerun indicators.

NOTE

• This report requires a SADGEN data set, which is produced when you generate data for reporting on
scheduled workload.

• You can produce this report often because it runs much faster than the job to generate data for reporting on
scheduled workload.
If you use CSF to monitor the workload, you receive more up-to-date information because ESP automatically
updates the CSF. However, to generate a hardcopy report of the current status from CSF, you can code
your own extensions. For more information about CSF, see Monitor and Control Using CSF and Application
Monitor.

Follow these steps:

1. Edit and run the following JCL:

//SADUPD   JOB CYB1000,CLASS=A

//S1       EXEC ESP,PARM='SAR'

//SYSIN    DD *

SADUPD DATASET('my.sadgen.dataset')

The preceding JCL executes the ESP subsystem started task procedure in batch with the parameter SAR.
The SADUPD command in the SYSIN DD allows you to update a SADGEN data set with actual information.

2. Follow one of these steps:
– Issue the LSAR command with the STATUS operand in batch or online.

NOTE
If you requested tape volume serial information when you generated the reporting data, add the
TAPEPULL operand to the LSAR command. Specify the PDS that you allocated to store the tape volume
serial information.

– Select option S on the Main Menu for ESP and specify "S" in the Display Type field.

SADUPD Command: Update Scheduled Activity

You perform the schedule update in a similar way to the schedule activity generation. Instead of the SADGEN command,
use the SADUPD command. ESP can run a job at frequent intervals during a day to update the scheduled activity data
base. The job executes in a fraction of the time of the original schedule generation.

After ESP has run the scheduled update, use the STATUS operand on the LSAR command, or specified on the Option
S panel, to request a status display instead of the regular schedule display. This provides the status of all jobs in the
schedule, as well as the time and percent of the schedule still remaining. ESP displays actual start and end times,
completion codes, and rerun indicators.

Example: Create a Scheduled Activity Data Set
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This example uses JCL to create the scheduled activity data set:

//SADGEN   JOB CYB1000,CLASS=A

//S1       EXEC ESP,PARM='SAR'

//SYSIN    DD *

SADGEN DATASET('CYBER.ESP.SAD') -

FROM('5AM TODAY')TO('5AM TOMORROW')

Example: Update a Scheduled Activity Data Set

This example shows the JCL which can be used to provide an update on this scheduled activity:

//SADUPD   JOB CYB1000,CLASS=A

//S1       EXEC ESP,PARM='SAR'

//SYSIN    DD *

SADUPD DATASET('CYBER.ESP.SAD')

Report on Projected Versus Actual Activity

You can report on projected start and end times versus actual start and end times for your workload. The projected times
are produced using the modeling process for workload forecasting. For more information about the modeling process, see
Use Modeling for Forecasting.

Follow these steps:

1. Before ESP starts the workload you are interested in, generate data for reporting on scheduled workload.
2. Run a model in batch for the period that you want.

The model processor updates the projected start and end times for each job in the scheduled-activity data set.
3. Edit and run the following JCL after all jobs in the scheduled-activity data set are complete:

//SADUPD   JOB CYB1000,CLASS=A

//S1       EXEC ESP,PARM='SAR'

//SYSIN    DD *

SADUPD DATASET('my.sadgen.dataset')

The preceding JCL executes the ESP subsystem started task procedure in batch with the parameter SAR.
The SADUPD command in the SYSIN DD allows you to update a SADGEN data set with actual information.

4. Issue the LSAR command with the PROJECTED operand in batch or online.

NOTE
If you requested tape volume serial information when you generated the reporting data, add the TAPEPULL
operand to the LSAR command. Specify the PDS that you allocated to store the tape volume serial
information.

Extract Tape Information

You can request the ESP extract tape volume serial information during a scheduled-activity data set generation run. ESP
references the tape management catalog when it generates the scheduled activity data set.

ESP can then generate a data set using this extracted information and feed the data set into the TMS or CA1 tape pull
program.

The following is the process for extracting tape information:

1. Use the INPUTDS statement in the job documentation data set or ESP procedure identifying the tape data sets
associated with each job.
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For example:

JCLLIB PROD.JCL

APPL PAYROLL

JOB JOB1

  RELEASE JOB2

ENDJOB

JOB JOB2

  INPUTDS PROD.GDG(-1)

ENDJOB

SELECT (JOB1,JOB2)

2. Generate a scheduled activity using the SADGEN command in a batch job.
3. Use the LSAR command specifying TAPEPULL(dsname), where dsname is the pre-allocated PDS to store tape data

set information. An example follows:

LSAR DSN('CYBER.ESP.SAD') TAPEPULL('PROD.TAPE.PULL')

4. ESP creates a member for each job. You should re-initialize the TAPEPULL data set before you generate the
scheduled activity data set.

5. Use this PDS as input to the TMS or CA1 tape pull program.

Report on Job Map Data
You can store job data and use it to produce the following job reports:

Job Activity Report
The Job Activity report contains detailed information about jobs, including job history information (if that is
available) and the relationship between jobs. You can limit the report to specific applications or specific jobs,
select or suppress certain fields, and include an application index or job index.

Job Descendent Tree Report
The Job Descendent Tree report shows a job and all its successor jobs and external successor jobs.

The job reporting data is based on event names rather than the time-based data used for the scheduled-activity report.
These events can be scheduled or can require data set triggers or manual triggers. There is no need for these events to
have executed because history data is not required for the jobs. If history data is available, it is used in the reports.

Produce Job Reports

This process shows you how to produce job reports.

Follow these steps:

1. Allocate a MAPGEN data set.
2. Generate job reporting data.
3. Do one or both of the following:

a. Produce a Job Activity Report.
b. Produce a Job Descendent Tree Report.

Allocate a MAPGEN Data Set

You must allocate a sequential data set to store data used in job reports. The data is generated by the MAPGEN
command.
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To allocate a MAPGEN data set, allocate a data set with the following specifications:

Explanation Attributes for 3390 DASD Otherwise use
Organization PS PS
Record format VBS VBS
Record length 32756 32756
Block size 27998 16384

 

Generate Job Report Data

You must generate job reporting data before you can produce job reports. The job reporting data is stored in the data set
that you allocated in Allocate a MAPGEN Data Set.

To generate job reporting data, issue the MAPGEN command.

Produce a Job-Activity Report

Using data from the MAPGEN data set, you can produce a Job Activity report. The Job Activity report contains detailed
information about jobs, including job history information if that is available.

To produce a Job Activity report, issue the JOBMAP command.

Produce a Job-Descendent Tree Report

Using data from the MAPGEN data set, you can produce a Job Descendent Tree report. The Job Descendent Tree report
shows a job and all its successor jobs and external successor jobs.

To produce the Job Descendent Tree report, issue the JOBTREE command.

Combined JCL for Job Reporting

The following sample JCL is a combination of the JCL used to produce the Job Activity report and the Job Descendent
report.

//MYJOB    JOB ...

//*

//*        ALLOCATE A MAPGEN DATA SET

//*

//STEP1    EXEC PGM=IEFBR14

//ALLOC    DD DSN=MY.MAPGEN,

//         DISP=(,CATLG),

//         UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(40,20)),

//         DCB=(DSORG=PS,RECFM=VBS,LRECL=32756,BLKSIZE=16384)

//*

//*        GENERATE DATA FOR THE MAPGEN DATA SET

//*

//STEP2    EXEC ESP,PARM='SAR'

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN    DD *

MAPGEN DATASET('MY.MAPGEN') EVENT(P-)

//*
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//*        PRODUCE THE JOB-ACTIVITY REPORT AND THE

//*        JOB-DESCENDENT REPORT

//*

//STEP3    EXEC PGM=ESP,PARM='SUBSYS(ESPM)'

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN    DD *

JOBMAP DSN('MY.MAPGEN') APPL(PAYROLL) JOBINDEX

JOBTREE DSN('MY.MAPGEN') JOB(START.APPL) APPL(PAYROLL)

/*

Flowchart with FLOWDOC
ESP FLOWDOC generates reports with detailed information about workload that is scheduled by ESP.

Use FLOWDOC

The following outlines the information that is produced:

• Application/subapplication names
• Run dates
• Calendars referenced
• Job-level information:

– Whether the job is held or not
– Tag field
– Job type
– Submission time (DELAYSUB/EARLYSUB if coded in the application, else event submission time)
– Job name
– Hold count
– Released jobs
– Resource information
– Scope information (look back/ahead times for manual or external jobs)
– External job information (application and job names)

The entire process is represented graphically as follows:
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Figure 34: FlowDoc Reporting Process

FLOWDOC Components

FLOWDOC consists of three components:

• ESP data generation
• Database generation
• Report generation

Data Generation

An ESP SADGEN request is made to generate the ESP information. Use the following JCL as an example of this job:

//STEP1    EXEC PGM=IEFBR14

//SADGEN   DD DSN=DAILY.SADGEN,DISP=(MOD,DELETE),

//         UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,0)

//STEP2    EXEC PGM=IEFBR14

//SADGEN   DD DSN=DAILY.SADGEN,DISP=(,CATLG),

//         UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(40,20)),

//         DCB=(DSORG=PS,RECFM=VB,LRECL=16380,BLKSIZE=16384)

//STEP3    EXEC ESP,PARM='SAR'

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *

SADGEN DATASET('DAILY.SADGEN') -
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  FROM ('TODAY') TO ('TODAY PLUS 30 DAYS') -

  EXTERNALS -

  EVENTSET(-) LEVEL(-) THRESH(0)

/*

Database Generation

The database generation step is used to create the VSAM database. Use the following JCL to execute this utility:

//STEP1    EXEC PGM=IDCAMS

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *

  DELETE DAILY.FLOWDOC CLUSTER

  DEFINE CLUSTER(NAME(DAILY.FLOWDOC) -

                 RECORDSIZE(64 32760) -

                 KEYS(53 0) -

                 INDEXED -

                 SHR(3 3) -

                 CYLINDERS(40 20) -

                 VOLUMES(vol_ser))

/*

//STEP2    EXEC PGM=CYBES090

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CYBER.ESP.CD7YLOAD

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=X

//SYSUT1   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=DAILY.SADGEN

//SYSUT2   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=DAILY.FLOWDOC

NOTE
The space that is allocated for the VSAM data base should be approximately 25 percent greater than the space
consumed by the SADGEN data set.

Report Generation

ESP generates reports by event or application name with a date range. Wildcards are permitted in the selection criteria.
Use the following JCL to generate a report:

//stepname EXEC PGM=CYBES091

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CYBER.ESP.CD7YLOAD

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUT1   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=DAILY.FLOWDOC

//SYSIN    DD *

 FLOWDOC { PREFIX(event_prefix)EVENT(event_name)|APPL(appl_name)}

         { FROM('criteria') TO('criteria') | DATE('criteria') }

/*

• If selection by events is desired, then you must specify PREFIX and NAME.
• If selection by applications is desired, specify the APPL operand. Applications and events are mutually exclusive. The

names that are specified can contain wildcards.
• If a range of dates is desired, specify the FROM and TO. If only a single date is desired, then specify DATE. Single

dates and date ranges are mutually exclusive.
• Multiple FLOWDOC statements can be present in the input stream.
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Report Organization

The report is organized by subapplication with application or event. The jobs are shown in the order in which they are
executed.

If a job is referenced as a predecessor of a job in another application as an EXTERNAL job, the referencing job name and
application name for that job is shown as long as the referencing job is part of an application that is already on the data
base.

Repeated executions of an application or event are grouped to eliminate redundant reporting. These repeating
applications are shown by date. If there is any variation in the sequence of jobs that are executed, each variation is shown
separately. For \t, if an application has a series of jobs which run daily but some which only run on Monday, a thirty-day
report would display for example, 26 executions of the application showing all the non-Monday jobs and four executions of
the application showing all jobs.

Report Headings

The following table shows the headings as they appear in the report, and what they mean:

Heading Description
HOLD This field is set to Y if the ESP JOB definition statement specified the HELD operand.
TAG This field is the first 8 bytes of the job tag.
TYPE This field can be one of:

TASK a task
MAN a manual
LINK a link
EXT an external job
JOB a normal job

SUB TIME This field is the expected submission time of the job. If it is blank, then the ESP SADGEN
process has determined no specific time. This time reflects ESP statements which affect
submission time, such as DELAYSUB.

JOB NAME This is the job name as defined in the ESP procedure.
QUALIFIER This field is the one to eight characters after a job name and period in a full name. If

there are more than eight characters after the period or if there is another period in the
full name, qualifier is a system-generated number. You can use a qualifier to distinguish a
job from other jobs with the same job name.

HC This is the number of outstanding predecessors. If a job has no predecessors, the hold
count field has a value of zero.

*** RELEASES *** This lists all the jobs (two per line) which are released by this job. If a job does not have
any successors, then (NONE) is placed in the release field.

RESOURCE This lists all the resources (one per line) which are used by this job.
SCOPE These fields are only present for external jobs. They represent the first and second scope

times in the format hh:mm where hh is the hours and mm is the minutes.
APPL This field is the application name.
*** REFERENCED BY *** This lists all the downstream jobs, one per line, showing the referencing job name. A

downstream job is a job that references this job as an external. It can release this job or it
can require this job as a predecessor.
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Sample Report Generation Jobs

The following are examples of report generation jobs that could be used to produce ESP FLOWDOC reports.

Example: Generate Report About PAYROLL from Today Through Tomorrow

You can use the following report generation JCL to produce a report detailing information about the PAYROLL application
starting today and ending tomorrow:

//FLOWDOC  JOB (ACCOUNT),'ALLOC ESP DATASETS',CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=A

//STEP01   EXEC PGM=CYBES091

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=CYB2.ESP451.CD7YLOAD,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUT1   DD DSN=CYB2.ESP451.FLOWDOC,DISP=SHR

//SYSIN    DD *

FLOWDOC APPL(PAYROLL) FROM('TODAY') TO('TOMORROW')

Example: Generate Report About Specific Event

You can use the following report generation JCL to produce a report detailing information about an application that is
invoked by an event that is called CYBER.PAYROLL on August 29, 2000:

//FLOWDOC  JOB (ACCOUNT),'ALLOC ESP DATASETS',CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=A

//STEP01   EXEC PGM=CYBES091

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=CYB2.ESP451.CD7YLOAD,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUT1   DD DSN=CYB2.ESP451.FLOWDOC,DISP=SHR

//SYSIN    DD *

FLOWDOC PREFIX(CYBER) NAME(PAYROLL) DATE('AUGUST 29, 2000')

Example: Generate Report About Specific Time

You can use the following report generation JCL to produce a report detailing information about the BILLING application
from 4pm today until 4pm two days from today:

//FLOWDOC  JOB (ACCOUNT),'ALLOC ESP DATASETS',CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=A

//STEP01   EXEC PGM=CYBES091

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=CYB2.ESP451.CD7YLOAD,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUT1   DD DSN=CYB2.ESP451.FLOWDOC,DISP=SHR

//SYSIN    DD *

FLOWDOC APPL(BILLING) FROM('4PM TODAY') TO('4PM TODAY PLUS 2 DAYS')

Example: Generate Report about Specific Dates

You can use the following report generation JCL to produce a report detailing information about the CLAIMS application
from Monday to Friday. Jobs in the CLAIMS application that have varying run frequencies are displayed on their
respective day, for example, jobs that are coded as RUN MONDAY are displayed on Mondays run date.

//FLOWDOC  JOB (ACCOUNT),'ALLOC ESP DATASETS',CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=A

//STEP01   EXEC PGM=CYBES091

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=CYB2.ESP451.CD7YLOAD,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUT1   DD DSN=CYB2.ESP451.FLOWDOC,DISP=SHR

//SYSIN    DD *
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FLOWDOC APPL(CLAIMS) DATE('MONDAY')

FLOWDOC APPL(CLAIMS) DATE('TUESDAY')

FLOWDOC APPL(CLAIMS) DATE('WEDNESDAY')

FLOWDOC APPL(CLAIMS) DATE('THURSDAY')

FLOWDOC APPL(CLAIMS) DATE('FRIDAY')

Report Generation JCL

You can use the following report generation JCL to produce a report detailing information about the PAYROLL and
ACCTPAY applications from September 15, 2000 until September 16, 2000:

//FLOWDOC  JOB (ACCOUNT),'ALLOC ESP DATASETS',CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=A

//STEP01   EXEC PGM=CYBES091

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=CYB2.ESP451.CD7YLOAD,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUT1   DD DSN=CYB2.ESP451.FLOWDOC,DISP=SHR

//SYSIN    DD *

FLOWDOC APPL(PAYROLL) FROM('TODAY') TO('TOMORROW')

See and Print Applications in a Graphical View

ESP Workstation is the preferred method for viewing and printing applications graphically, in real time. The following
shows an example of a typical view:
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For more information, see the ESP Workstation documentation.

Automate Resource Management
With the ESP resource feature, you can automate resource management. ESP submits jobs in an application when all
their resource requirements and other dependencies are met.

NOTE
Before you start to use the ESP resource feature, your systems programmer must define a resource data set
called the RESFILE and specify the CPUs and nodes in your environment. If you want ESP to make default
resource assignments, the systems programmer must also specify the RESDFLT initialization parameter.

What is a Resource?

A resource is any type of real or abstract object that affects the ability of a job to run successfully and that can be
quantified. Resources are classified by resource type and by scope.

The following are some examples of resources:
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• Tape drives
• Scratch tapes
• Online systems
• Databases
• Time periods
• Job completion

Types of Resources

ESP resources are classified into three types:

• Renewable
• Depletable
• Threshold

Renewable Resources

A renewable resource is a borrowed resource. When ESP submits a job requiring a renewable resource, it removes the
resource from the resource pool. The resource, however, is not permanently used up. Instead, the resource is returned
to the resource pool at the end of job execution, whether successful or not. The job temporarily borrows the resource to
allow it to execute successfully.

For example, you can use a renewable resource to control concurrent access to a database.

Depletable Resources

A depletable resource is a consumed resource. When ESP submits a job requiring a depletable resource, it removes the
resource from the resource pool, and does not return the resource at the end of execution. The resource is used up and
can only be replenished through an explicit action, such as issuing an appropriate ESP command. The job consumes the
resource to execute successfully.

For example, a depletable resource can represent a scratch tape, which is removed from the pool when a job writes a
permanent data set onto it.

Threshold Resources

A threshold resource is a sizing resource. A job requiring a threshold resource does not remove the resource from the
pool of resources while it executes. You can think of a threshold resource as a variable height doorway into the system.
If the resource count is set to two, ESP submits any number of jobs requiring two or fewer units. Any job requiring three
or more units, however, is too high to pass through the door and so ESP does not submit it. ESP sizes the job against the
current level of the threshold resource.

For example, a threshold resource can represent elapsed time and can limit the size of jobs entering the system. You can
prevent long-running jobs from being submitted before scheduled downtime.

Scope of Resources

You can classify the scope of the resources you define according to the following resource levels:

Local resource
Each processor (CPU) maintains an individual counter for the resource.

Global resource
The resource availability counter is shared among all processors (CPUs) within a node.
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Enterprise resource
The resource availability counter is shared among all nodes. Enterprise resources only have meaning when one
ESP system submits the work for all nodes.

Manage Resource Requirements

When the Application Manager readies a job for submission, it checks to see if the job has requested any resources. If so,
the Application Manager passes the job to the Resource Manager component. The Resource Manager submits the job
when the required resources become available. If any of the resource requirements of the job cannot be met, ESP does
not submit the job.

Require Multiple Resources

If a job requires multiple resources, or multiple units of a single resource, and all these resources are unavailable when
the job is readied for submission, ESP does not hold on to any resources unless the job uses resource absorption. As
soon as another job ends that is using a resource that this job needs, or the resource status changes in any way-for
example, by the RESDEF command being issued-the job is rechecked for submission.

Use Real Resources

A real resource represents a hardware device. Real resources are usually used for representing tape drives. Because
the ESP master is aware of the status of only devices on the image it runs on, real resources work only in a single z/OS
image.

Determine Device Counts

ESP determines the available count by first looking at the system control blocks for the resources. Then ESP counts how
many of the UCBs (unit control blocks) within that device group are currently online and unallocated. If ESP schedules
a job that requires a tape device, it could be several seconds or minutes before the job actually allocates the UCB. ESP
ensures that it does not over-allocate a resource when scheduling jobs that require the resource. ESP uses an effective
available count that is the lower of the following values: real value and the available count maintained by ESP.

Example: Wait for a Resource

If a job requires three units of a real resource, ESP waits for the resource if there are fewer than three devices currently
online and unallocated.

Route Jobs to Other Systems

ESP tries to find all the resources a job requires on one system. If it cannot, it routes the job to other system. In a multiple
CPU environment, a job might require a mix of resources that are unavailable on the ESP system submitting the job.
These resources, however, might be available on another processor, either on the current node or on a remote node.

Route Job JCL

ESP can automatically insert the appropriate JCL into a job to ensure that the job is routed to the required node or
processor. The NODE and CPU definitions in your ESP initialization parameters specify the JCL ESP uses to route jobs,
usually a /* EXEC nodename card and a /*JOBPARM SYSAFF=xxxx card.

Example: Route Job JCL

If ESP builds an application on SYSA but the resource a job needs is on SYSB, ESP routes the job to SYSB. If these
systems are within the same JES node, ESP submits the job and inserts a /*JOBPARM SYSAFF=SYSB card to route the
job to SYSB.
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Route to Remote Node with Gravity

ESP routes a job to a remote node only if one of the resources that are required by the job has the GRAVITY attribute in
its definition. ESP routes a job to another CPU within the same node regardless of the GRAVITY setting.

Identify Resource Requirements

To identify the resources that are required by individual jobs in an application, use the RESOURCE statement within an
application definition. You can use the RESOURCE statement at the application level or at the job level. An individual job
can request any number of different resources. You can use resources for jobs and tasks, but not for links.

Use the RESOURCE Statement

Use the RESOURCE statement to identify resource requirements. In parentheses, specify the number of units that are
required, followed by the resource name. If you omit the number of units, ESP uses a default of 1.

For example, to specify one unit of a resource called CICS, use the following:

RESOURCE (1,CICS)

OR

RESOURCE (CICS)

If you want to request more than one resource, string your resource specifications together. For example, if your
requirements are one unit of the resource that is called CICS and two units of a resource that is called SCRATCH, specify
the following:

RESOURCE (1,CICS,2,SCRATCH)

Place the RESOURCE Statement

When you use a RESOURCE statement within an application to provide specific resource information for an individual job,
place the statement between the JOB ... ENDJOB pair. The RESOURCE statement affects only that individual job. The
RESOURCE statement also overrides any resources that occur before the JOB ... ENDJOB pair.

If the RESOURCE statement is specified outside the scope of a JOB ... ENDJOB pair, the RESOURCE statement applies
to the jobs that follow until a new RESOURCE statement, outside the scope of a JOB statement, occurs. Jobs that are
inserted into an application after it has been generated do not inherit any resource requirements.

Example: Request resources

In the following example, all jobs in the application require one unit of the NITESHFT resource except job A, which
requires one unit of the CICS resource.

APPL ABC

JCLLIB 'CYB.ESP.JCL'

RESOURCE (1,NITESHFT)

JOB A

  RESOURCE (1,CICS)

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

JOB B

  RUN DAILY
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ENDJOB

JOB C

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Add Resource Requirements

Use the ADD operand on the RESOURCE statement to specify resources in addition to the resource requirements
already specified for a job or the application. You add resource requirements by specifying RESOURCE ADD, the number
of units, and the resource name.

Example: Add Resource Requirements

In the following example, job A needs one unit of the CICS resource in addition to one unit of the NITESHFT resource.

RESOURCE (1,NITESHFT)

JOB A

  RESOURCE ADD(1,CICS)

ENDJOB

Drop Resource Requirements

The DROP operand on the RESOURCE statement specifies that one or more resource requirements are dropped for the
jobs that follow, until a new RESOURCE statement occurs either within a JOB ... ENDJOB pair, or outside the scope of
a JOB ... ENDJOB pair. You drop resource requirements by specifying RESOURCE DROP and the resource name as
follows:

RESOURCE DROP(T3420)

RESOURCE DROP(CICS,T3420)

To free a job from any resource dependency (except default resources), specify the following:

RESOURCE DROP

Example: Drop Resource Requirements

In the following example, job ABC requires one unit of the LOWPRIO resource and two units of the IMS resource. If the
scheduled day is Friday, the LOWPRIO resource requirement is removed.

JOB ABC

  RUN DAILY

  RESOURCE (1,LOWPRIO,2,IMS)

  IF TODAY('FRIDAY') THEN RESOURCE DROP(LOWPRIO)

ENDJOB

Drop Default Resources

You cannot drop default resources using the DROP operand. Instead, you must request zero units of the default resource
to indicate that you do not want to use the default resource for a job or group of jobs.

Example: Drop Default Resource

In the following example, the job ABC does not have the ELAPSED default resource assigned to it and has a requirement
for one unit of CICS.
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JOB ABC

  RESOURCE (0,ELAPSED,1,CICS)

ENDJOB

Use PRIORITY Statement

You can use the PRIORITY statement in a job definition to specify the relative priority of the job within an ESP group. The
maximum value is 99. Zero is the lowest priority value and the default.

You can prioritize jobs within one group without delaying jobs in another group. ESP uses the priority when one or more
jobs, within the same ESP group, are competing for the same resource. In this case, ESP queues the higher priority job
ahead of the lower priority job. The queuing sequence of jobs in other groups is not affected.

The PRIORITY statement only applies to renewable and depletable resources.

ESP Groups

The event prefix determines the ESP group name, for example

• CYBER.nnn identifies jobs belonging to the CYBER group.
• PROD.nnn identifies jobs belonging to the PROD group.

A job that is assigned a priority in a group, such as CYBER, is compared only to other jobs in that group, and not to jobs in
other groups, such as PROD.

Example: Set Maximum Priority

The following example sets a priority of 99 for job BIGJOB. ESP queues this job ahead of other jobs from the same group
when these jobs are waiting for the MSTRFILE resource.

JOB BIGJOB

  PRIORITY 99

  RESOURCE (1,MSTRFILE)

ENDJOB

Example: Set Priority for Different Jobs

The following example sets a different priority for jobs B, C, and D. Each job requires one unit of a renewable resource
called MSTRFILE. When job A completes, ESP queues the jobs in the order D, C, and B.

JOB A

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE (B,C,D)

ENDJOB

JOB B

  RUN DAILY

  RESOURCE (1,MSTRFILE)

  PRIORITY 10

ENDJOB

JOB C

  RUN DAILY

  RESOURCE (1,MSTRFILE)

  PRIORITY 20

ENDJOB

JOB D
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  RUN DAILY

  RESOURCE (1,MSTRFILE)

  PRIORITY 30

ENDJOB

Absorb Resources

In ESP Version 5, Release 3, resource absorption reserves the resources that are available at the time the job is next in
the queue and holds them while waiting to accumulate the remainder of resources required for that job. Jobs with smaller
resource requirements cannot use the reserved resource.

In ESP Version 5, Release 1, jobs that required a large resource count would encounter processing delays as jobs with
low resource requirements would get the resource, keeping the overall available resource count low.

The ABSORB statement absorbs resources only if the request is for less than or equal to the maximum resource count
defined. Code an ABSORB statement within the scope of the job, above the RESOURCE statement, where absorption is
to occur. You can also code the ABSORB statement at the application level.

A job with a higher priority and the same resource requirements takes the resources and runs before a lower priority job
with the ABSORB statement.

When the higher priority job completes, or gains the resources it needs, the process of gathering resources starts again.

You can use absorption for renewable and depletable resources.

Example: Absorb Resource

The following example shows coding an ABSORB statement within the scope of the job.

APPL ABSRES

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCLLIB.CNTL'

JOB JOBX

  RUN DAILY

  ABSORB

  RESOURCE (4,T3480)

ENDJOB

When JOBX is first in the queue, ESP reserves the required resources, four units of T3480. Jobs in the queue that require
fewer or equal units of the T3480 resource are submitted after JOBX, unless they have a higher priority.

Example: Reserve a Resource

In the following example, job D reserves three units of the T3480 resource.

APPL ABSRES

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCLLIB.CNTL'

JOB A

  RESOURCE (1,T3480)

ENDJOB

JOB B

  RESOURCE (1,T3480)

ENDJOB

JOB C

  RESOURCE (1,T3480)

ENDJOB

JOB D

  ABSORB
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  RESOURCE (3,T3480)

ENDJOB

JOB E

  RESOURCE (1,T3480)

ENDJOB

JOB F

  RESOURCE (1,T3480)

ENDJOB

SELECT (A,B,C,D,E,F)

The following shows the CSF display of application ABSRES:

Jobname   APPL     GEN  Pnode    Status

A         ABSRES    10  EXEC     EXECUTING STEP2

B         ABSRES    10  EXEC     EXECUTING STEP1

C         ABSRES    10  EXEC     EXECUTING STEP1

D         ABSRES    10  RESWAIT  Waiting for Resources

E         ABSRES    10  RESWAIT  Waiting for Resources

F         ABSRES    10  RESWAIT  Waiting for Resources

The following shows the current resource allocations:

Resource  ABSRES  List  Own  Wait

Resource  ABSRES        Global Renewable

                         3 needed by D, Appl ABSRES.11

                         1 needed by E, Appl ABSRES.11

                         1 needed by F, Appl ABSRES.11

TOR1       *            Max=3 Avail=-3

                         1 used by A, Appl ABSRES.11

                         1 used by B, Appl ABSRES.11

                         1 used by C, Appl ABSRES.11

                         3 absorbed by D, Appl ABSRES.11

Release Resources at Job Step-end

Step-level resource release lets you return resources to the resource pool at job step-end. Previously, resources would
remain allocated to a job for the duration of the job.

NOTE
Step-level resource release only works if USERMOD 11 is off. When USERMOD 11 is on, the Application
Manager does not get step-end notification.

The STEPEND statement supports step-level resource release. Code the STEPEND statement within the scope of the
job statement. You can release part or all of the resources to the resource pool. You can have more than one STEPEND
statement in a job.

You can use step-level resource release for renewable resources only.

The following is the syntax of the STEPEND statement:

STEPEND STEPNAME(stepname) PROCSTEP(procstep) -

RELRES(n1,resname1,n2,resname2,…)

stepname
Specifies the name of the job step.
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procstep
Specifies the name of the proc step.

n,resname
Specifies the count and name of the resource to be released.

Example: Release Resource After Step-End

The following example releases one unit of a resource after stop STEP1, proc step PROCA finishes.

APPL ONE

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCLLIB.CNTL'

JOB JOBA

  RUN DAILY

  RESOURCE (6,T3480)

  STEPEND STEPNAME(STEP1) PROCSTEP(PROCA) -

  RELRES(1,T3480)

ENDJOB

Example: Release Resources in Same Job

The following example releases two more units of the same resource later in the same job:

APPL ONE

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCLLIB.CNTL'

JOB JOBA

  RUN DAILY

  RESOURCE (5,T3480)

  STEPEND STEPNAME(STEP3) PROCSTEP(PROCB) -

  RELRES(2,T3480)

ENDJOB

Ensure the step names and procedure steps you specify match your JCL exactly. You can release resources by specifying
only a procedure step and not a step name, if that is how your JCL is tailored.

Define Resources

After you define a resource, ESP stores the definition in a data set called the RESFILE. The information in the RESFILE
data set is saved when ESP is restarted unless ESP is restarted with the RESFORM option. Resource definitions are
usually stored in the ESP initialization parameter data set or another data set that ESP reads at startup time.

Follow these steps

1. Name the resource, using up to 44 alphanumeric characters, the first of which must be alphabetic or national.

NOTE
The resource name must not end with a period or use two consecutive periods.

2. Use the ADD operand to indicate you are adding a resource.
3. Indicate the scope as local, global, or enterprise.
4. Indicate the type as renewable, depletable or threshold.
5. Indicate if the resource corresponds to a real device, and specify the IBM generic or esoteric Unit Name for the device.
6. Indicate the CPU the resource applies to, if it is a local resource and you have more than one CPU.
7. Specify the maximum and available counts associated with the resource.

For depletable and threshold resources, there is only one count. You can change the count using the MAXIMUM,
INCREMENT, DECREMENT, or AVAIL operand of the RESDEF command.
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For renewable resources, there are two counts: maximum and available. Only the maximum count can be changed
using the MAXIMUM, INCREMENT, or DECREMENT operand of the RESDEF command. If the maximum is changed,
the available count changes by the same amount.

8. Indicate whether the resource has gravity. Gravity allows a job to be routed to another node if the resource is
unavailable on the node the job was submitted on.

Example: Define a Renewable Resource

This example defines a resource that is called DATABASE. It is a global, renewable resource with maximum and available
counts of one.

RESDEF DATABASE ADD GLOBAL RENEWABLE MAX(1) AVAIL(1)

Example: Define a Threshold Resource

This example defines a resource that is called CICSUP. It is a local, threshold resource on SYSA with an availability count
of one.

RESDEF CICSUP ADD LOCAL CPU(SYSA) THRESHOLD AVAIL(1)

Example: Define Long Resource Name

This example defines a resource with a long name. It is a local, depletable resource with an availability count of 50.

RESDEF RED_CARTRIDGE_WITHOUT_LABELS_OR_NUMBERS +

ADD LOCAL DEPLETABLE AVAIL(50)

Define a Real Resource

A real resource is associated with an actual hardware device. A real resource is usually a tape transport. ESP looks at the
number of online, unallocated devices to satisfy the real resource requirements of the job.

To define a real resource, use the DEVICE operand, on the RESDEF command, to specify a valid z/OS device name (for
example, legal value for the UNIT=keyword in JCL).

The unit name can be generic, such as 3480, or an installation-defined esoteric such as TAPE. Real resources should be
defined as local and renewable. Use the MAX operand to identify the number of devices available to ESP- submitted jobs.

Example: Define a Real Resource

This example defines a resource that is called T3480. It is a local, renewable, real resource that represents a device type
of 3480. There is a maximum of 20 of these devices.

RESDEF T3480 ADD LOCAL RENEWABLE DEVICE(3480) MAX(20)

Refresh Resource Status after Environment Change

You can use the RESREFR command to refresh resource status, which might be required when the environment
changes. For example, if a job waits for tape drive resources and you vary more tape drives online, ESP is not
immediately aware of this. The RESREFR command causes ESP to look at the environment and refresh the status of real
resources.

Set Resource Counts

Use the SET operand on the RESDEF command to change a resource's scope or count. You cannot change the resource
type without deleting and redefining the resource.
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For threshold resources, there is only one count. You can change the count using the MAXIMUM, INCREMENT,
DECREMENT, or AVAIL operand of the RESDEF command.

NOTE
The usage of INCREMENT / DECREMENT parameters for a depletable resource type is not recommended.
Please use AVAIL instead.

For renewable resources, there are two counts: maximum and available. Only the maximum count can be changed using
the MAXIMUM, INCREMENT, or DECREMENT operand of the RESDEF command. If the maximum is changed, the
available count changes by the same amount.

For depletable resources, there are two counts as per renewable resources. However, the counter for maximum is not
expected to be updated manually and is not being displayed.

Example: Set Maximum Count

This example sets the maximum count of renewable resource LOWPRIO to one:

RESDEF LOWPRIO SET MAX(1)

Set Counts Automatically

For some resources, you might want ESP to set the count for you automatically. For example, you have a resource that
is called CICSUP to represent that a started task called CICS is active. You can use ESP to automatically set the count
of the resource to indicate the availability. For more information, see Trigger Events through Job Monitoring and Alert
Processing.

Modify Resource Requirements

You can use the JOBRES command to add new resource requirements and modify existing resource requirements for
a job. Use the JOBRES command after the application has been generated. After the application is generated, you can
issue the JOBRES command at any time, including if the job is already waiting for resources (RESWAIT state).

You can also use the MR command in CSF.

Example: Modify Resource Requirements

The following example sets the database and tape requirements for MYJOB.Q1.

JOBRES JOB(MYJOB.Q1) APPLICATION(CYBER.22) -

RESOURCE(1,DB2TAB1,3,T3480)

Display Resource Information

To display information about a resource, use CSF and ESP commands.

To display the resources that are associated with a job and determine which jobs have resources allocated, use the LR
command for a job using CSF.

If a job is awaiting resources, the status field in CSF states waiting for resources, and the pnode field in CSF states
RESWAIT.

In the following example, the LOCKOUT resource is displayed to determine which jobs are using the resource and which
jobs are waiting for the resource.

Resource LOCKOUT List Own Wait

Resource LOCKOUT Global Renewable
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                   1 needed by PAYJOBD, Appl PAYROLL.396

TORONTO  *       Max=1 Avail=0

                   1 used by BILLJOBA, Appl BILLING.293

You can drop resource dependencies using the DR command.

To display one or more resources, use the LIST operand on the RESDEF command.

The display shows the name of the resource, the type of resource, and the counts associated with the resource. You can
also display the jobs using the resource and the jobs waiting for the resource.

This example displays the CICSUP resource. It is a local, threshold resource with an available count of one on CPU1 and
an available count of zero on CPU2.

RESDEF CICSUP LIST

Resource          CICSUP             Local Threshold

NODE1             CPU1               Avail=1

NODE1             CPU2               Avail=0

The following command displays all resources.

RESDEF - LIST

To display resource requirements for jobs that are not yet submitted in an active application, use the LISTAPPL (LAP)
command.

Sample output looks like this:

LAP TURNOVER.14 ALL

APPL TURNOVER GEN 14

  CREATED AT 13.43 ON TUESDAY MAY 15TH, 2001

           BY EVENT CYBER.TURNOVER

 A J1169, STARTED, STEP 1

 B, HC=1

  PREDECESSORS: A

    SUCCESSORS: D

     RESOURCES: 1 DB2TAB1

 C, HC=1

  PREDECESSORS: A

    SUCCESSORS: D

     RESOURCES: 1 DB2TAB1, 1 LOWPRIO

 D, HC=1

  PREDECESSORS: A

    SUCCESSORS: D

     RESOURCES: 1 DB2TAB1, 1 LOWPRIO

To identify out-of-date resources, use the LASTUSED operand of the RESDEF command. It displays the date and time
the resource was last used, and the application the resource was referenced in.

In the following example, RESDEF is issued to list all resources last used before January 1, 2008. The output shows that
the local threshold resource was last used on March 20, 2006 by the application APPLAS.

RESDEF - LIST LASTUSED (08/01/01) 

Resource NiteShift  Local Threshold 

LASTUSED 14:30 Mar20 2006  by  APPLAS
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Delete Resources

To delete a resource, use the DELETE operand on the RESDEF command.

Example: Delete a Resource

This example deletes the resource LOWPRIO.

RESDEF LOWPRIO DELETE

NOTE
You cannot delete a resource while any job is using the resource.

Balance Resources

Resource balancing is an enhancement that enables ESP to monitor all the resources in the resource topology for
availability and utilization.

NOTE
Resource balancing requires ESP WA Service Governor.

If ESP WA Service Governor is not installed, if the first CPU in the resource topology has a resource definition count of
AVAIL=x, and x matches workload in the queue, ESP still sends workload to the first processor, regardless of whether the
CPU was operating at resource capacity.

If ESP WA Service Governor is installed, ESP checks all the CPUs and determines which machine has more available
resources. ESP then selects the least loaded CPU and distributes the workload accordingly. ESP balances the workload
across the resource topology.

NOTE
There is no coding required to enable resource balancing. With ESP WA Service Governor installed, it is an
automatic behavioral change.

Use Default Resources

ESP can determine some of a job's significant resource requirements by looking at the job's run history. If necessary, ESP
can automatically make default resource assignments.

Make Default Assignments

ESP can make default assignments for the following resources:

• Number of tape drives needed
• Number of scratch tapes needed
• Percentage of CPU absorption
• Total CPU time used
• Total elapsed time used
• Total print lines generated

Determine a Default Assignment

ESP uses information from the jobstats data set to calculate the default resources it assigns to jobs. ESP bases the
default resource levels it assigns on an average of the records from the jobstats data set. If job profiles are used, the
number of records included in the average depends on the number of entries for the job profile. If job profiles are not used,
the number of records included in the average depends on the number of entries for the job, based on its full name, in
the jobstats data set. The average includes only completed jobs; abended jobs are ignored. ESP updates the information
each time it creates a new application generation.
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Set Up Default Resources

You can set up a default resource.

Use the RESDFLT initialization parameter to identify the default resource you want to use.

Issue the RESDEF ADD command to define the default resource.

Example: Default Scratch Tape Resource

The following ESP initialization parameter causes ESP to use a default resource for scratch tapes. The name of the
resource is SCRTAPES.

RESDFLT SCRATCHCART(SCRTAPES)

The following ESP command defines the SCRTAPES resource as a global depletable resource, with a maximum count of
293.

RESDEF SCRTAPES ADD GLOBAL DEPLETABLE MAX(293)

ESP uses historical information to assign scratch-tape resource requirements to each job in an application when it creates
a generation of that application.

Exclude Default Resources for an Application

Each application ESP creates uses the default resources you have set up. In an application, you can code RESOURCE
(0, resname) if you do not want ESP to assign default resources for a job or for an application.

Balance Your Workload

ESP uses workload balancing to select where to run workload. For z/OS systems, ESP uses WLM workload balancing,
which is based on information from IBM WLM. For workload associated with ESP Agents, ESP uses Agent workload
balancing, which is based on polling the Agent platforms.

NOTE
To use workload balancing, ESP WA Service Governor must be installed.

IBM WLM Workload Balancing

You can define a resource representing the number of service units a job uses. These resources are called WLM
resources and are used for IBM WLM workload balancing within a sysplex, based on the feedback from WLM queries.
When ESP determines that the number of service units the job uses is available on more than one system in the sysplex,
ESP uses the feedback from IBM WLM queries to route the job on the system with the most available service units. The
availability of other resources can affect how ESP selects the best system for the job.

To use WLM workload balancing, you must do the following:

• Code one or more NODE initialization parameters or commands. You must specify the SYSPLEX operand.
• Code CPU initialization parameters or commands for each CPU participating in the load balancing. You must use the

SYSNAME value as the name.
• In the RESDEF command or initialization parameter, define the resource as LOCAL RENEWABLE. Set the WLM

operand to SUM60, SUM180, or SUM600.

Code RESDEF with WLM Operand

You must define a WLM resource as LOCAL RENEWABLE.
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To determine the MAX count, see the “CPU capacity table” in the MVS planning: Workload Management IBM guide. From
this table, choose the number of service units per second for your CPU model and multiply it by either 60, 180 or 600 for
the duration SUM60, SUM180 or SUM600 respectively. You can use the result or any higher number. If your installation
has CPUs of different models, use the RESDEF SET command to adjust the counts on individual CPUs.

ESP routes a job to one of the available systems based on the service units that are assigned to the job and other
resources the job requests.

IBM WLM feedback is a measurement of recent but past activity; it is not a precise prediction of a CPU load by the time
ESP submits a job. The real value of a WLM resource is the number of unused service units. The number of unused
service units can differ from the number of service units available for a job if the job service class is higher than the
service class of the currently executing workload.

The workload is balanced across the CPUs and nodes within the same sysplex, as long as they are all part of the same
sysplex group. The node is defined with the NODE command or initialization parameter (it must include a SYSPLEX
operand).

NOTE
Specify the same duration for all CPUs and nodes. ESP issues a warning message if you specify a different
duration for a specific CPU or node.

How ESP Assigns Service Units to Jobs

Choosing SUM60, SUM180 or SUM600 affects how ESP calculates the default service units it assigns to all jobs it
submits. ESP supports the following three durations:

• SUM60 -- The unused service units are summed over the last 60 seconds.
• SUM180 -- The unused service units are summed over the last 180 seconds.
• SUM600 -- The unused service units are summed over the last 600 seconds.

To calculate the number of service units, ESP uses the following:

• The average service units the job needed for previous runs.
• A factor based on the duration specified. The factor is

– 600 for SUM60
– 1800 for SUM180
– 6000 for SUM600

• The average elapsed time the job needed for previous runs in tenths of seconds.

Example: Define Renewable Resource

The following RESDEF initialization parameter defines SRVUNITS as a local renewable resource with a maximum
quantity of 1200 service units for all jobs:

RESDEF SRVUNITS ADD LOCAL RENEWABLE MAX(1200) WLM(SUM180)

Since the SUM180 operand is coded, ESP uses a factor of 1800 when calculating the default service units available for
each job.

Assume you have a job that typically uses 400 service units and runs for 6 minutes (3600 tenths of a second). When ESP
submits that job, it calculates the service units to assign by default to that job.

Because the RESDEF initialization parameter specifies a maximum of 1200 units of the SRVUNIT resource, you could run
6 jobs similar to the one in the preceding example (6 times 200 service units = 1200 service units).

Example: Use WLM Workload Balancing

The following are assumptions:
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• 2 CPUs in node New York
• 3 CPUs in node Hong Kong
• All CPUs are zSeries 900, Model 1C8

The following code sets the topology:

NODE NEWYORK ADD SYSPLEX

NODE HONGKONG ADD SYSPLEX

CPU T1 ADD NODE(NEWYORK) CURRENT

CPU T2 ADD NODE(NEWYORK)

CPU C1 ADD NODE(HONGKONG)

CPU C2 ADD NODE(HONGKONG)

CPU C3 ADD NODE(HONGKONG)

The following code sets the resources:

RESDEF MAINRES ADD LOCAL RENEWABLE MAX(1766880) WLM(SUM180)

The MAX value was calculated by multiplying the SRB Execution Time of a zSeries 900, Model 1C8 processor, 9816, and
the SUM180 value, 180.

NOTE
To find the SRB Execution Time for your processor, see the “CPU capacity table” in the MVS planning: Workload
Management IBM guide.

ESP obtains the number of unused service units over three minutes from IBM WLM. ESP obtains the number of unused
CPU service units before it submits a job using the resource.

The job runs on the CPU where the most service units are available. You can check the average services units that are
used by previous job runs. Use one of the following options.

• Issue the LJ command with the ALL operand.
The resulting report lists the service units used.

• Run the history report, specifying field “SUNITS” (service units) in the DISPLAY command in your JCL.

Balance Agent Workload

You can define real resources that are used for workload balancing within a system with multiple ESP Agents, based on
the feedback from the Agents. These resources represent the percentage of CPU availability that is required by a job.
When ESP determines that the percentage of CPU availability that is requested by a job is available on more than one
system, ESP uses the feedback from the Agents to route the job to the Agent platform with the highest percentage of
availability. The availability of other resources can affect how ESP selects the best system for the job.

To use Agent workload balancing, you must do the following:

• Code the NODE initialization parameter or command to define a common node that each Agent platform participating
in load balancing belongs to.

• Code CPU commands or initialization parameters with the AGENT operand for each Agent platform participating in the
load balancing.

• Define resources with the RESDEF command, specifying the MONITOR(CPU) operand and a non-zero POLL
operand.

• Specify the needed resources in the ESP procedures of the jobs you want to direct to the Agent platform with the
highest percentage of availability using workload balancing.

• Code the ROUTING operand in the AGENT statement of the jobs you want to direct to the Agent platform with the
highest percentage of availability using workload balancing.
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Code RESDEF with MONITOR(CPU) Operand

You must define a MONITOR(CPU) resource as LOCAL RENEWABLE.

ESP asks all Agents to provide the percentage of CPU availability on the platforms they control. The Agents provide
this percentage at the frequency specified by the POLL operand for CPUs where the corresponding CPU initialization
parameter includes an AGENT operand. You can limit the scope of the resource you define by using the NODE and CPU
operands.

ESP routes a job to one of the available systems based on the MONITOR(CPU) resources and other resources a job
requests.

Example: Use Agent Workload Balancing

The following are assumptions:

• 3 Windows NT CPUs associated with Agents called AGwin1, AGwin2, and AGwin3
• 4 UNIX CPUs associated with Agents called AGunix1, AGunix2, AGunix3, and AGunix4

The following code sets the topology:

NODE WIN ADD

NODE UNIX ADD

CPU WIN1 ADD NODE(WIN)AGENT(AGwin1)

CPU WIN2 ADD NODE(WIN)AGENT(AGwin2)

CPU WIN3 ADD NODE(WIN)AGENT(AGwin3)

CPU UNIX1 ADD NODE(UNIX)AGENT(AGunix1)

CPU UNIX2 ADD NODE(UNIX)AGENT(AGunix2)

CPU UNIX3 ADD NODE(UNIX)AGENT(AGunix3)

CPU UNIX4 ADD NODE(UNIX)AGENT(AGunix4)

All the CPUs that have the same NODE operand in the CPU initialization parameter are linked.

The following code sets the resources:

RESDEF RESWIN ADD NODE(WIN) LOCAL RENEWABLE MAX(100)+

    MONITOR(CPU) POLL(5 MINUTES)

RESDEF RESUNIX ADD NODE(UNIX) LOCAL RENEWABLE MAX(100)+

    MONITOR(CPU) POLL(5 MINUTES)

ESP receives the status of every CPU in both nodes every five minutes.

The following code specifies an NT job:

NT_JOB myntjob

  RUN DAILY

  RESOURCE(1,RESWIN)

  AGENT AGwin1 ROUTING

  CMDNAME C:\myjob.exe

ENDJOB

The ROUTING operand specifies that the job may run on any CPU in the same node as the CPU associated with Agent
AGwin1.
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NOTE
The value of 1 in the RESOURCE statement should be changed to a realistic value representing the actual load
of the job on CPUs. If you do not adjust this value, the lag time due to the frequency of the polling may affect the
CPU selection.

The following code specifies a UNIX job:

UNIX_JOB myunjob

  RUN DAILY

  RESOURCE(1,RESUNIX)

  AGENT AGunix1 ROUTING

  SCRIPTNAME /SW/myjob

ENDJOB

The ROUTING operand specifies that the job may run on any CPU in the same node as the CPU associated with Agent
AGwin1.

NOTE
The value of 1 in the RESOURCE statement should be changed to a realistic value representing the actual load
of the job on CPUs. If you do not adjust this value, the lag time due to the frequency of the polling may affect the
CPU selection.

Use ESP Resource Summary Utility

You can use the ESP Resource Summary utility to do the following:

• List resources on a subsystem
• Display information about an individual resource
• Delete resources
• Update resource counts

List Resources on a Subsystem

You can list resources on a subsystem.

Follow these steps:

1. From the main menu, type U in the Option field.
The ESP Utilities Menu appears.

2. From the ESP Utilities Menu panel, type 1 in the Option field.
The ESP Resources panel lists the resources on your subsystem.
The panel displays the following information about each resource:
– Resource name
– Resource scope (local, global, or enterprise)
– Resource type (renewable, depletable, or threshold)
– Nodes and CPUs the resource is defined on
– Available and maximum counts, if applicable
– Whether the resource is real
– Number of jobs waiting for the resource (waiters)
– Number of jobs using the resource (owners)

3. To customize the display, type options at the command line.
You can choose to display only the resources jobs are waiting for (waiters), limit the resources shown based on a
resource name prefix, or change other formatting options.
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NOTE
If resources are missing from the resource listing, check the values for the Resource name prefix and
Show only Waiters options. For example, if Show only Waiters is set to Y and there are no jobs waiting for
resources, no resources appear in the listing.

Display Information About an Individual Resource

You can display information about an individual resource.

Follow these steps:

1. In the ESP Resources panel, type B beside the resource name and press Enter.
The utility displays the resource definition in a data set you can browse.
For example, the following shows information about the CICS resource:

*

* RESOURCE NAME: CICS     ESP SYSTEM: ESP 

*

Resource CICS Local Renewable Gravity

NODE1   CPU1     Max=3 Avail=1

NODE2   CPU2     Max=4 Avail=2

NODE2   CPU3     Max=3 Avail=1 

NODE3   CPU2     Max=4 Avail=2

2. To return to the ESP Resources panel, press F3.

Delete a Resource

You can delete a resource.

Follow these steps:

1. In the ESP Resources panel, type D beside the resource name and press Enter.
2. In the Delete Resource Confirmation panel, type Y in the Delete this resource? field and press Enter.

The resource is deleted.

Update a Resource Count

You can change the maximum count of renewable resources and the available count of depletable and threshold
resources. If you change the maximum count of a renewable resource (for example, from 4 to 6), the available count of
the resource changes by the same amount (for example, from 2 to 4).

For global resources, you change the resource count on a particular node. For local resources, you change the resource
count on a particular CPU.

Follow these steps:

1. In the ESP Resources panel, type a new resource count in the row that contains the resource count you want to
change.
The following example sets the maximum count of the CICS local resource on node NODE2 and CPU CPU2 from 4 to
6.

      RESOURCE      SCP TYP NODE     CPU  VALUES                REAL   #WAIT #OWN

      ------------> --- --- -------- ---- --------------------- ------ ----- ----

    _ CICS          LOC REN NODE1    CPU1 AV=     2 MX->      4            0    0

    _ CICS          LOC REN NODE2    CPU2 AV=     2 MX->      6            0    0
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    _ CICS          LOC REN NODE2    CPU3 AV=     2 MX->      4            0    0

    _ CICS          LOC REN NODE3    CPU2 AV=     2 MX->      4            0    0

1. On the same row, type U next to the resource name and press Enter.
ESP updates the resource count.

      RESOURCE      SCP TYP NODE     CPU  VALUES                REAL   #WAIT #OWN

         ------------> --- --- -------- ---- --------------------- ------ ----- ----

    _ CICS          LOC REN NODE1    CPU1 AV=     2 MX->      4            0    0

    _ CICS          LOC REN NODE2    CPU2 AV=     4 MX->      6            0    0

    _ CICS          LOC REN NODE2    CPU3 AV=     2 MX->      4            0    0

    _ CICS          LOC REN NODE3    CPU2 AV=     2 MX->      4            0    0

Examples of Resource Usage

This section contains examples of resource usage.

Control Mutually Exclusive Jobs

In this example, a renewable resource controls the execution of two mutually exclusive jobs so they do not execute
simultaneously.

The criteria for this example are:

• Job A and job B cannot execute simultaneously.
• Each job requires one unit of a resource called DB2TAB1.

Figure 35: Mutually Exclusive Jobs

Follow these steps:

1. Define a global, renewable resource with maximum and available counts of one. The name of the resource is
DB2TAB1.

RESDEF DB2TAB1 ADD GLOBAL RENEWABLE MAX(1) AVAIL(1)

2. Specify in the application each job is defined in a requirement of one unit of the resource. For example:
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JOB A

  RESOURCE (1,DB2TAB1)

ENDJOB

 

JOB B

  RESOURCE (1,DB2TAB1)

ENDJOB

The result is, at any time, either one unit of the resource is available, or no units of the resource are available. If, for
example, job A is executing, the available count of the resource is zero, and ESP prevents job B from executing. ESP
returns the resource to the system upon completion (successful or not) of job A.

You can extend this example to any number of jobs. You can also use another method to control mutually exclusive jobs.

Control Access to an Online System

This example uses a renewable resource to control the maximum number of concurrent job executions.

The criteria for this example are:

• Access to an IMS region is limited to a few jobs at any one time.
• Job A and either job B or job C can execute simultaneously.
• Jobs B and C cannot execute simultaneously.

Visually, the requirements look like this:

Figure 36: Limited Access to IMS Region

Follow these steps:

1. Define a local, renewable resource with maximum and available counts of three. The name of the resource is IMS.

RESDEF IMS ADD LOCAL RENEWABLE MAX(3) AVAIL(3)

2. In an application, specify the number of units each job requires. For example:

Job RESOURCE Statement
A RESOURCE (1,IMS)
B RESOURCE (2,IMS)
C RESOURCE (2,IMS)

ESP processes the jobs as follows:
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• Job A can run concurrently with either job B or job C.
• Jobs B and C cannot execute at the same time because they require a total count of four units of the IMS resource.

Use Time Periods for Low Priority Jobs

This example uses a threshold resource to specify a time period and control when low priority jobs run.

The criteria for this example are:

• Low priority jobs can execute between 9am and 4pm on workdays.
• At other times, ESP puts low priority jobs into a waiting for resource status.

Follow these steps:

1. Define a threshold resource with an available count of one. The name of the resource is LOWPRIO.

RESDEF LOWPRIO ADD GLOBAL THRESHOLD AVAIL(1)

2. For each low priority job, identify a resource requirement of one unit of the resource, like this:

JOB ABC

  RESOURCE (1,LOWPRIO)

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

3. Set up two events: one to set the count of the resource to zero and the other to set the count of the resource to one.
The events look like this:

EVENT ID(OPER.SET_LOWPRIO_ON)

  SCHEDULE 9AM WORKDAYS

  VS 'F ESP,RESDEF LOWPRIO SET AVAIL(1)'

ENDDEF

 

EVENT ID(OPER.SET_LOWPRIO_OFF)

  SCHEDULE 4PM WORKDAYS

  VS 'F ESP,RESDEF LOWPRIO SET AVAIL(0)'

ENDDEF

ESP turns the LOWPRIO resource on and off automatically. Any job requiring one unit of the LOWPRIO resource can
only execute between 9 am and 4 pm on workdays.
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Figure 37: LOWPRIO Resource Availability

In a multiple CPU environment, you might have different time periods to run low priority jobs on different systems. You can
define different local resources and set them independently.

Control Access to a Database

In this example, a renewable resource controls access to a database.

The criteria for this example are:

• Any job that updates the database requires exclusive use of the database. In this example, jobs A and Z update the
database.

• Any number of jobs that read the database can execute simultaneously. In this example, jobs B and C read the
database.

Follow these steps:

1. Define a global, renewable resource with maximum and available counts of 999. The name of the resource is
DBASE1.

RESDEF DBASE1 ADD GLOBAL RENEWABLE MAX(999) AVAIL(999)

2. In the applications for each job, specify the number of units required. A job that updates the database requires 999
units; a job that reads the database requires one unit. For example:

Job RESOURCE Statement
A RESOURCE (999,DBASE1)
B RESOURCE (1,DBASE1)
C RESOURCE (1,DBASE1)
Z RESOURCE (999,DBASE1)

ESP processes the jobs as follows:
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• Neither job A nor job Z can run concurrently with any of the other jobs, because each requires the maximum count for
the resource.

• Jobs B and C can run together because they require a total count of two units of the DBASE1 resource.

Run Jobs on a Particular System

This example uses threshold resources to control which system a job runs on. In a master-proxy environment, you might
need jobs to run on a particular system. Instead of hard coding this requirement in JCL, ESP can add, at submit time, the
JCL required to route a job to a system.

CPU Definitions

Before using the resource feature, CPU definitions are added to the ESP initialization parameters that assign names to
your master and proxy ESP systems and identify routing JCL for routing jobs to each system. These definitions must be in
place for proper routing.

For example, the following are two CPU definitions that specify routing JCL:

CPU SYSA ADD NODE(TORONTO) ROUTEJCL(/*JOBPARM SYSAFF=SYSA')-

CURRENT

CPU SYSB ADD NODE(TORONTO) ROUTEJCL(/*JOBPARM SYSAFF=SYSB')

Define the Resources

You can represent each system by a local threshold resource. The name of the CPU must be the same as that identified
in your ESP initialization parameters. For example, the following defines two local, threshold resources called SYSA and
SYSB, each with an available count of one.

RESDEF SYSA ADD LOCAL CPU(SYSA) THRESHOLD AVAIL(1)

RESDEF SYSB ADD LOCAL CPU(SYSB) THRESHOLD AVAIL(1)

Request the Resource

To specify a job must run on SYSB, request one unit of the SYSB resource. For example:

JOB XYZ

  RESOURCE (1,SYSB)

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

A job can request other resources, which might be local or global. ESP tries to find all the resources a job needs on one
system.

Result

When the SYSB resource is available, ESP submits the job and adds a system affinity card for SYSB. In this example,
ESP adds the following card:

/*JOBPARM SYSAFF=SYSB
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Control Mutually Exclusive Groups of Jobs

In this example, ESP controls resources such that one group of mutually exclusive jobs does not execute while another
group is running. You can use the technique illustrated here even if both groups of jobs are in different applications.

The criteria for this example are as follows:

• One group of jobs consists of jobs B and D.
• The other group of jobs consists of jobs C and E.
• All jobs in one group must complete successfully before processing any jobs in the other group.

The following is the process to control a mutually exclusive group of jobs:

1. Define a global, depletable resource with a maximum count of one. The name of the resource is MUTUAL.

RESDEF MUTUAL ADD GLOBAL DEPLETABLE MAX(1)

2. Use a different task as a predecessor to each group of jobs. Each task requires one unit of the depletable resource
and completes itself when the resource requirement is met.

3. Use a link at the end of each group of jobs to reset the available count of the depletable resource to one.

Visually, the dependencies look like this:
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Figure 38: Mutually Exclusive Job Groups

Sample Application

The following is the code for a sample application:

JCLLIB 'SYS1.JCL'

APPL MUTUAL

JOB A

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE (START.1,START.2)

ENDJOB

JOB START.1 TASK PROCESS

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE B

  RESOURCE (1,MUTUAL)

  ESP AJ START.1 COMPLETE APPL(MUTUAL.%ESPAPGEN)

ENDJOB
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JOB B

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE D

ENDJOB

JOB D

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE RESET.1

ENDJOB

JOB RESET.1 LINK PROCESS

  RUN DAILY

  ESP RESDEF MUTUAL SET MAX(1)

ENDJOB

JOB START.2 TASK PROCESS

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE C

  RESOURCE (1,MUTUAL)

  ESP AJ START.2 COMPLETE APPL(MUTUAL.%ESPAPGEN)

ENDJOB

JOB C

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE E

ENDJOB

JOB E

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE RESET.2

ENDJOB

JOB RESET.2 LINK PROCESS

  RUN DAILY

  ESP RESDEF MUTUAL SET MAX(1)

ENDJOB

ESP produces the following results:

• When job A ends successfully, ESP completes one of the tasks and starts processing one group of jobs.
• The predecessor task for the other group of jobs requires the MUTUAL resource, which is not available.
• When the first group of jobs is complete, a link sets the available count of the MUTUAL resource to one. This allows

the other group of jobs to process.

Plan for a System Shutdown

Planning a system shutdown consists of two parts.

Part 1

You can use the ELAPSED default resource to prevent long-running jobs from starting prior to a system shutdown. ESP
uses historical information to assign elapsed-time resource requirements to each job in an application when it creates a
generation of that application.

The following is the process to set up this example:

1. Define an ESP resource representing elapsed time. The name of the resource in this example is RUN_TIME.
2. Turn on the default resource called ELAPSED.
3. Optionally, set up a countdown procedure that you can use prior to a system shutdown.

Define the Resource Representing Elapsed Time
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The following ESP command defines the RUN_TIME resource as a local, threshold resource, with an available count of
9999. If you are running a master-proxy environment, you should define a local resource for each CPU and use the same
name for the resource.

RESDEF RUN_TIME ADD LOCAL CPU(SYSA) THRESHOLD AVAIL(9999)

Turn on the ELAPSED Resource

The following ESP initialization statement causes ESP to use a default resource for elapsed time.

RESDFLT ELAPSED(RUN_TIME)

When ESP creates an application, each job is assigned a RUN_TIME requirement, unless you have specified
RESOURCE (0,RUN_TIME) in your application.

Set Up Countdown Procedure

The following example uses an event that is called OPER.SHUTDOWN to invoke a procedure. When you trigger this
event, specify the number of minutes until shutdown in the USER1 field.

Actions Carried Out by the ESP Procedure

The procedure does the following:

• Assigns the USER1 variable to a variable called TIME.
• Sends a message to CN(01) informing them of the number of minutes until shutdown.
• Sets the available count of an ESP threshold resource called RUN_TIME to the number of minutes until shutdown.
• Decrements the TIME variable by one.

If the amount of time now left until shutdown is greater than or equal to zero, ESP re-triggers the event in one minute (the
amount of time left is passed as the USER1 variable).

The process repeats until the amount of time left is less than zero.

/*

/* PASS NUMBER OF MINUTES TO SHUTDOWN USING USER1

/* PARAMETER WHEN TRIGGERING EVENT

/*

/*SEND MESSAGE, DECREMENT TIME AND RE-TRIGGER EVENT IN

/*1 MINUTE IF TIME >=0

/*

INTEGER TIME

TIME=USER1

SEND 'SYSTEM COMING DOWN IN %TIME MINUTES' CN(01)

RESDEF RUN_TIME SET AVAIL(%TIME) CPU(SYSA)

TIME=TIME-1

IF TIME>=0 THEN ESP TRIGGER OPER.SHUTDOWN +

  USER1('%TIME') AT('REALNOW PLUS 1 MINUTE')

Part 2

In a master-proxy environment, you can use a default resource representing elapsed time (for example RUN_TIME) to
prevent jobs from being submitted if there is not enough elapsed time available. If the RUN_TIME resource is defined as
a local resource for each CPU, each CPU has its own counter. ESP only submits a job to JES if enough of the RUN_TIME
resource is available on any CPU. Even though JES controls where the job executes, ESP can automatically insert a
system affinity card to control routing.
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Resource Check

When a job predecessor and time requirements have been met, ESP checks to see if the required resources are
available. For example, ESP checks to see if enough of the RUN_TIME resource is available for job XYZ on each of the
CPUs. If no ORDER has been specified on the CPU definitions in the ESP initialization parameters for the master, ESP
checks each CPU in the order in which each is defined.

Suppose ESP does not find enough of the resource on SYSA but does find enough of the resource available on SYSB;
ESP submits the job and adds a system affinity card to route the job to SYSB. If no JCL has been specified for the
ROUTEJCL operand in the CPU initialization parameter, ESP submits the job and JES determines where the job runs.

Multiple Resource Requirements

If a job needs the RUN_TIME resource and must execute on a particular system, on SYSA for example, you have two
resource requirements. You should add a resource requirement of one unit of SYSA in your applications. This is a local,
threshold resource with count of one. ESP will not submit a job until enough of the RUN_TIME resource is available and
the SYSA resource is available; each of these local resources needs to be available on the same system.

Define System Resources

Define a local resource that represents the CPU. For example, the following defines two local, threshold resources called
SYSA and SYSB, each with an available count of one.

RESDEF SYSA ADD LOCAL CPU(SYSA) THRESHOLD AVAIL(1)

RESDEF SYSB ADD LOCAL CPU(SYSB) THRESHOLD AVAIL(1)

To specify a job must run on SYSA, request one unit of the SYSA resource. For example:

JOB XYZ

  RESOURCE (1,SYSA)

ENDJOB

Define Default Resources

The following example defines two local RUN_TIME resources, one for SYSA and one for SYSB.

RESDEF RUN_TIME ADD LOCAL CPU(SYSA) THRESHOLD AVAIL(99999999)

RESDEF RUN_TIME ADD LOCAL CPU(SYSB) THRESHOLD AVAIL(99999999)

Set Resources

You can set the available count of your RUN_TIME resources using the procedure explained in Part 1 of this example.
Use the CPU operand on the RESDEF command to specify the system you are setting the resource on. For example:

RESDEF RUN_TIME SET AVAIL(%TIME) CPU(SYSA)

The system resources, SYSA and SYSB, are always available. You can turn them off when the system ends and turn
them on when the system starts using ESP or some other form of automation.

Result

When enough of the RUN_TIME resource is available and the system resource (for example, SYSA or SYSB) is available,
ESP submits the job and adds a system affinity card for routing to the appropriate system.
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Schedule Dependency

This example uses a threshold resource to represent the completion of a job. For example, you can schedule a job that
depends on an on-request job with an unpredictable frequency.

In this example, PAYJOB2 requires that the previous run of PAYJOB1 has completed successfully.

Follow these steps:

1. Define a threshold resource with an available count of zero. In this example, the name of the resource is the same as
the name of the predecessor job, PAYJOB1.

RESDEF PAYJOB1 ADD GLOBAL THRESHOLD AVAIL(0)

2. For the successor job, define the first job as a resource requirement.

JOB PAYJOB2

  RESOURCE (1,PAYJOB1)

ENDJOB

3. Use a link in each application to set the resource count.
When PAYJOB1 completes successfully, use a link to set the available count of the PAYJOB1 resource to one.

JOB END.PAYJOB1 LINK PROCESS

  RUN ANY

  ESP RESDEF PAYJOB1 SET AVAIL(1)

ENDJOB

When PAYJOB2 completes successfully, use a link to set the available count of the PAYJOB1 resource to zero. This
prevents PAYJOB2 from running without its dependency the next time it is scheduled.

JOB END.PAYJOB2 LINK PROCESS

  RUN ANY

  ESP RESDEF PAYJOB1 SET AVAIL(0)

ENDJOB

ESP produces the following results:

• When PAYJOB1 ends successfully, ESP processes a link that is called END.PAYJOB1. The link sets the available
count of the PAYJOB1 resource to one.

• ESP does not submit PAYJOB2 until the PAYJOB1 resource is available.
• When PAYJOB2 completes successfully, ESP processes a link that is called END.PAYJOB2. The link sets the available

count of the PAYJOB1 resource to zero.

Use XCF
ESP uses the Cross-System Coupling Facility (XCF) component of z/OS in a sysplex environment.

XCF Commands

All the XCF commands can be issued through the following:

• Page mode
• Line mode
• ESP Workstation
• MVS MODIFY command
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The following display is the response from the XCF HELP command:

XCF Command Options

DELETE|DEL MEMBER|MEM|M member

DISPLAY|D ACTIVITY|ACTIVE|ACT|A

DISPLAY|D GROUPS|GROUP|GR|G

DISPLAY|D SERVICES|SERVICE|SERV|S

DISPLAY|D SYSTEMS|SYSTEM|SYS

DISPLAY|D TRACE|TR

FORCE MEMBER|MEM|M member

HELP|H|?

PURGE|PG CONNECTION|CON connection

PURGE|PG SERVICE|SERV|S service

RESTART|RES|RS|SPIN|SP TRACE|TR

SET|T INTERVAL|INT interval

SET|T MEMBER|MEM|M member MASTER|M

SET|T SERVICE|SERV|S service SUSPEND|S(seconds)

SET|T TERMOPT|TO LEAVE|L|QUIESCE|Q

SET|T TRACE|TR SYSOUT|S(class)

START|S SERVICE|SERV|S service

START|S TRACE|TR

STOP|P GROUP|GR|G

STOP|P MEMBER|MEM|M(member)

STOP|P SERVICE|SERV|S service

STOP|P TRACE|TR

VERIFY|VER MEMBER|MEM|M member

XCF Services

XCF services are functions of ESP that use sysplex architecture. ESP currently registers these four XCF services:

• Job tracking (TRACKING)
• Data set triggering (DSTRIG)
• Routing (ROUTING)
• Scoreboard (SCOREBD)

NOTE
The ROUTING and SCOREBD services require ESP WA High Availability or ESP WA Service Governor.

Track Jobs and Trigger Data Sets

ESP uses XCF for job-tracking and data set triggering in a sysplex environment. A proxy transmits job-tracking and data
set triggering records to the master using XCF.

However, if XCF services are not enabled, a proxy writes job-tracking and data set triggering records to the QUEUE data
set and the master reads those records from the QUEUE data set.

If you use XCF instead of the QUEUE data set for job-tracking and data set triggering information, contention is reduced
on the QUEUE data set.

Universal Login

Universal login allows ESP clients connected to a proxy to:
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• Route subsystem requests to the master (XCF routing service).
• View the CSF and Application Monitor scoreboards (XCF scoreboard service).

With universal login, ESP clients and the ESP master can run on any system in the sysplex.

ESP clients can be TSO/ISPF users or ESP Workstation Servers.

NOTE
Universal login requires ESP WA High Availability or ESP WA Service Governor.

XCF Routing Service

The XCF routing service is an XCF connection between a proxy and the master that enables ESP clients connected to the
proxy to route subsystem requests, usually ESP commands, to the master. The master processes the subsystem requests
and routes the command responses back to the ESP client through the local proxy.

NOTE
To route subsystem requests to the master from a proxy, the current routing status must be set to MASTER.
Issue the ROUTING STATUS command to display your current routing status. To set your current routing status
to MASTER, issue the ROUTING MASTER command.

How the ROUTING Command Works

The ROUTING command instructs the connected subsystem to process subsystem requests itself or to route subsystem
requests to the master. The ROUTING command can be issued in page mode or in a line mode interface. It can be issued
by both TSO/ISPF users and ESP Workstation users.

When an ESP client is connected to the master, the ROUTING command is not needed, as the LOCAL and MASTER
options mean the same thing.

However, when an ESP client is connected to a proxy, entering ROUTING LOCAL instructs the proxy to process
subsystem requests itself. Entering ROUTING MASTER instructs the proxy to route subsystem requests to the master.
Subsystem requests are usually ESP commands.

When an ESP client is connected to the local proxy, subsystem requests can only be forwarded to the master if an active
XCF ROUTING connection exists between the local proxy and the master.

Examples: Routing Service

The following command displays your current routing status:

ROUTING STATUS

The following command instructs the connected subsystem to route subsystem requests to the master:

ROUTING MASTER

The following command instructs the connected subsystem to process subsystem requests itself:

ROUTING LOCAL

XCF Scoreboard Service

The SCOREBD service is an XCF connection between a proxy and the master that enables ESP clients connected to the
proxy to view the CSF and Application Monitor scoreboards.
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When a proxy's XCF SCOREBD service connects to the master, the master transmits the contents of the scoreboards
to the proxy. Thereafter, the master transmits every scoreboard update to all proxies connected to it through the XCF
SCOREBD service.

Display XCF Services

THE XCF DISPLAY SERVICE command lets you list the SCF services available. The following example shows the
response to the XCF DISPLAY SERVICE command entered from the master. This example includes the XCF services
available with ESP WA High Availability and ESP WA Service Governor.

Service     Status  Group   Member  Susp    

DSTRIG      Active  QS10    QS10M3  120 

ROUTING     Active  QS10    QS10M3  120 

SCOREBD     Active  QS10    QS10M3  120 

TRACKING    Active  QS10    QS10M3  120 

The following example shows the response to the XCF DISPLAY SERVICE command entered from a proxy with routing
set to LOCAL. This example includes the XCF services available with ESP WA High Availability and ESP WA Service
Governor.

Service     Status  Group   Member  Susp    

DSTRIG      Active  QS10    QS10S   120 

ROUTING     Active  QS10    QS10S   100 

SCOREBD     Active  QS10    QS10S   120 

TRACKING    Active  QS10    QS10S   100 

To display active XCF service connections, enter the following command from the master:

XCF DISPLAY ACTIVE

The following example shows the response to the above command:

Group=P520, Member=P521

Partner     Service     Status  Connection  

Listener    DSTRIG      Active  

Listener    TRACKING    Active  

P522        DSTRIG      Active  1,5 

P522        TRACKING    Active  3,7 

Stop and Restart XCF Services

You can stop and start the XCF services using these commands: The following example stops the DSTRIG service:

XCF STOP SERVICE DSTRIG

The following example restarts the DSTRIG service after it has been stopped:

XCF START SERVICE DSTRIG
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Purge XCF Services

When you purge an XCF service on a master, the service is purged and restarted. ESP stops and starts the listener. You
should only use purging in situations when XCF STOP SERVICE does not appear to be working.

The following example purges the DSTRIG service:

XCF PURGE SERVICE DSTRIG

ESP4221I Listener and 1 connection purged, Service=DSTRIG, Group=P520, Member=P521

To display the active XCF connections from a master, enter the following:

XCF DISPLAY ACTIVE

The following example shows the DSTRIG service connected on a new listener compared to the previous DISPLAY
ACTIVE illustration.

Group=P520, Member=P521

Partner          Service  Status  Connection

Listener         TRACKING Active

Listener         DSTRIG   Active

P522             TRACKING Active  3,7

P522             DSTRIG   Active  4,8

State Awareness

In an XCF group, state awareness exists between all the subsystems in the group. Each subsystem is a unique member
of a common group and knows the operating status of all the other subsystems.

Each subsystem knows which other subsystems are active, quiesced or failed in the XCF group. Each subsystem also
knows the XCF services that are available on the master.

To display the members in the XCF group and their respective states, use the XCF DISPLAY GROUP command.

XCF DISPLAY GROUP

Group=QS10 Member=QS10M3 Interval=60 TermOpt=Quiesce

Group Member System ASID Jobname  SSID ESP    Status

QS10  QS10M1  SYSC  0056 QS10     QS10 Shadow  Active

QS10  QS10M3  SYSA  009B QS10SHAD QS10 Master  Active

QS10  QS10M5  SYSC  0041 QS10SMC  QS10 Shadow  Active

QS10  QS10S   SYSA  009F QS10S    QS1S Proxy   Active

QS10  QS10S2  SYSC  0046 QS10S2   QS12 Proxy   Active

To stop an XCF member, use the XCF STOP MEMBER command:

XCF STOP MEMBER member

To stop all the XCF members in the XCF group simultaneously, use the XCF STOP GROUP command:

XCF STOP GROUP
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XCF Trace Facility

The XCF Trace facility is a debug tool. XCF Trace captures data and spools the output to a preset sysout class. Only use
the tool when instructed by Broadcom Support.

Follow these steps:

1. Define a sysout class by entering the following:

XCF SET TRACE SYSOUT(x)

2. Activate the trace by entering the following:

XCF START TRACE

3. When you have captured the data, turn the trace off and spool the current XCF trace file to output by entering the
following:

XCF STOP TRACE

Issue SPIN TRACE Command

The XCF SPIN TRACE command spools the current XCF trace file to output and starts a new XCF trace file. It can be
used when the trace file is started upon initialization of the subsystem and kept running for the duration of the subsystem
session.

The XCF SET TRACE SYSOUT(x) and XCF START TRACE commands can be specified in the initialization parameter
data set, but XCF STOP TRACE and XCF SPIN TRACE cannot. We recommend you put XCF SET TRACE SYSOUT(x)
in the initialization parameter data set because then only XCF START TRACE is required to start it.

Usage Tips
The following video offers recommendations that can help you reduce manual intervention and achieve better efficiency
with the product.
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Operating
This section contains the information you need to operate ESP:

• Start and stop the product.
• Define views in the Consolidated Status Facility (CSF).
• Define and control ESP events.
• Create ESP applications.
• Monitor and control workload managed by ESP.
• Enter ESP operator commands.

Concepts and Objects
This section introduces basic concepts and the ESP objects you will use.

ESP Applications

An ESP application is a series of statements defining one or more (usually related) jobs that run under the control of ESP
across your enterprise on mainframes and mid-range and small systems. For more information on ESP applications, see
Applications.

ESP Procedures

An ESP procedure is a set of stored instructions that ESP invokes. These instructions can define a group of jobs and
tasks as an ESP application does, but procedures do not always contain applications.

Procedures control processing requirements using the following:

• Job definition statements
• CLANG (ESP Control Language)
• IF/THEN/ELSE logic
• ESP built-in functions
• REXX processing
• Symbolic variables

ESP Events

An ESP event tells ESP when to run workload and what actions to take to perform the work. For more information on
events, see Events.

ESP Jobs

You can define jobs with many characteristics:
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• On-request jobs that run only when requested specifically
• External jobs that run in another application
• Manual jobs submitted outside of an ESP application
• Tasks that require manual intervention
• Links--tasks that do not require manual completion
• Data set trigger workload objects
• File trigger workload objects
• Agent monitor objects
• Jobs that run on distributed platforms

Consolidated Status Facility (CSF)

The Consolidated Status Facility (CSF) is your scheduling focal point. CSF is your interface to activities managed by ESP.
Using CSF, you can do the following:

• Monitor workload.
• Control jobs.
• Edit JCL and ESP procedures and events.
• Browse or edit documentation libraries.
• Rerun jobs.
• Insert workload objects.
• Restart jobs using ESP WA Restart Option.

For more information on CSF, see Monitor and Control Using CSF and Application Monitor.

Resources

A resource can be an item of hardware or software or an abstract condition that can be quantified. Resources are used to
ensure a job is not submitted until all of its requirements are met. For more information on resources, see Resources.

Reporting

ESP provides two types of reporting:

• History reporting
• Scheduled activity reporting

History reporting lets you look at the history of an individual job and to determine such things as how long it ran, how
many print lines it generated, and how much CPU time it required.

Scheduled activity reporting lets you look at schedule data over a period of time to see such things as how long work runs,
how many print lines are generated, and how much CPU time is required.

For more information on reporting, see Use Reports.

Masters and Proxies

Using a master and proxies, you can run multiple copies of ESP in your installation and maintain a single point of control.
The master maintains the single point of control, while the proxies perform the work under the direction of the master.

ESP Workstation

The optional ESP Workstation provides a graphical user interface (GUI) to ESP. You can use ESP Workstation to control
applications and jobs in ESP. ESP interfaces with many other products on z/OS and on other platforms.
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The ESP Big Picture

The following diagram illustrates the big picture of how the objects used with ESP are defined, what they look like, and
how they work together.

Figure 39: Objects Definitions and Relationships
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Start and Stop ESP
This section tells you how to use the various options available to start and stop ESP.

Start ESP

ESP can be started from the operator's console or by an automatic command from SYS1.PARMLIB. You can start ESP in
phases.

To start ESP from the operator's console, issue the START command. You will see message ESP499 when ESP is ready
to communicate.

The state of ESP is available to OPS/MVS.

NOTE

More Information:

• Installing and Configuring
• Work with Delayed Events

START Command -- Start ESP from the Operator's Console

You can start ESP using the START command from the operator’s console.

WARNING
The command format that you use affects how parameters from the ESP started task EXEC PARM statement
are used.

This command has the following formats:

S stc,PARM=parameter

         |(parameter[,]parameter,...)

         |'parameter[,]parameter,...'

The parameters in the preceding format replace all of the started task parameters. The started task parameters are
ignored.

S stc,,,parameter

          |(parameter[,]parameter,...)

          |'parameter[,]parameter,...'

The parameters in the preceding format replace only the corresponding started task parameters. All the other started task
parameter values remain the same.

parameter has the following format:

{[ZIIP]

 [CQFORMAT]

 [LOGTRACE([class])]

 [NOAPPLMON|APPLMON]

 [NOQUIESCE|QUIESCE]

 [NQFORMAT]

 [PRIMARY]|[SECONDARY]
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 [PROMPT]

 [PURGE]

 [QFORM]

 [RELOAD]

 [RESFORM]

 [SHADOW(number)]

 [SKIP]

 [SUBSYSTEM(subsysid)]

 [SYSID(sysid)]

 [TPFORMAT]

 [WARM|COLD]}

stc
Specifies the name assigned to the ESP started task procedure, for example, ESPM.

ZIIP
If zIIP processors are available, specifies that any zIIP-enabled ESP functionality can run on those processors.

WARNING

• You can only specify ZIIP in the first command format shown in this topic (PARM=parameter).
• If you specify ZIIP, it must be the first parameter specified.

CQFORMAT

WARNING
Use only on the advice of Broadcom Support.

Specifies that the COMMQ data set is reformatted and environment variable %CQFORMAT is set to 1.
LOGTRACE([class])

Specifies that certain trace data is consolidated into a single SYSOUT data set with DDNAME=LOGTRACE and
a sysout class given by class. If you specify LOGTRACE() with no class parameter, the LOGTRACE parameter is
ignored.
For more details, see the notes later in this topic.

NOAPPLMON
Specifies the Application Monitor is disabled. The Application Monitor scoreboard is left empty.

APPLMON
Specifies the Application Monitor is enabled.

NOQUIESCE
Specifies ESP initialize in the non-quiesced state, event executions are not deferred.

QUIESCE
Specifies ESP initialize in the quiesced state, which defers event execution. Use the RESTART command to take
ESP out of the quiesced state.

NQFORMAT

WARNING
Use only on the advice of Broadcom Support.

Specifies the NETQUEUE data set is formatted and environment variable %NQFORMAT is set to 1. If the data set
is already formatted, you are prompted to confirm that you want to reformat it. If the data set is empty, the data set
is formatted even if you do not use this parameter.

PRIMARY

NOTE
To use this parameter, you need ESP WA High Availability.
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Specifies the following:

• If no master is active in the XCF group, the ESP subsystem you are starting becomes a shadow-enabled
master.
In this case, if you omit the SHADOW parameter, the shadow number defaults to zero.

• If a master is active in the XCF group, the ESP subsystem you are starting becomes a shadow manager.

SECONDARY

NOTE
To use this parameter, you need ESP WA High Availability.

Specifies the ESP subsystem is a shadow manager. If SECONDARY is specified and SHADOW is omitted, then
the shadow number defaults to 1 or a subsequent number.

PROMPT
Specifies ESP prompt the operator for additional initialization-parameter input after reading ESPPARM.

PURGE

WARNING
Use only on the advice of Broadcom Support.

Specifies ESP re-build control blocks and tables representing the subsystem interface. This parameter forces
ESP to perform an initial start as if there was an IPL.

NOTE
PURGE forces a RELOAD. Before starting ESP with the PURGE parameter, stop the ESP auxiliary
address space by issuing an AUX_AS CANCEL command or a FORCE ARM operator command.

QFORM

WARNING
Use only on the advice of Broadcom Support.

Specifies the QUEUE data set be reformatted. When using this parameter, ensure that no ESP subsystem is
currently using the QUEUE data set on another z/OS image.
For more details, see the notes later in this topic.

RELOAD

WARNING
Use only on the advice of Broadcom Support.

Specifies that all ESP modules residing in CSA be reloaded (that is, control blocks are re-initialized).
RESFORM

WARNING
Use only on the advice of Broadcom Support.

Specifies the RESFILE is formatted. The RESFILE is used for the resource feature.

NOTE
You will need to redefine all the resources.

SHADOW(number)

NOTE
To use this parameter, you need ESP WA High Availability.

Specifies a shadow number that is used as follows:
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• If you specify zero (the default) and omit the PRIMARY and SECONDARY parameters, the ESP subsystem
becomes a shadow-enabled master.

• If you specify a number in the range 1-31, the ESP subsystem becomes a shadow manager.
• The symbolic variable %SHADOW is set to the shadow number.

Limits: 0-31
Default: 0 (if you omit number and the ESP subsystem you are starting is a shadow-enabled master).

SKIP

WARNING
Use only on the advice of Broadcom Support.

Specifies that the first time-driven request in the ESP queue is skipped.
SUBSYSTEM (subsystemid)

Specifies the subsystem name that ESP is to use.
Limits: Up to four characters.
Default: The started task procedure name.

SYSID(sysid)
Specifies the system identifier to be used. This overrides the corresponding parameter in the ESPPARM data set.
Limits: Up to eight alphanumeric characters.

NOTE
The ESPPARM data set name is an example; your installation may use a different data set name such
as CYBESS03.

TPFORMAT

WARNING
Use only on the advice of Broadcom Support.

Specifies that the TP server checkpoint data set is reformatted and environment variable %TPFORMAT is set to
1. The TP server checkpoint data set is used for LU6.2 communication.

WARM
Specifies a warm start. On a warm start, the main initialization parameter member and the ESPWARM member
are read. This parameter is the default.

NOTE
The ESPWARM member name is an example; your installation may use a different member name such
as CYBESS05.

COLD

WARNING
Use only on the advice of Broadcom Support.

Specifies a cold start. A cold start does the following:

• Causes a read of the main initialization parameter member and the ESPCOLD member.

NOTE
The ESPCOLD member name is an example; your installation may use a different member name
such as CYBESS04.

• Deletes CLASS hold queues, the overdue queues, and deferred the queues.
• Re-initializes the checkpoint data set and destroys the schedule queues.
• Re-specifies the event data sets.

As each data set is opened, if it contains data, an immediate scan is performed and the schedule is rebuilt.
• Executes any commands contained in the cold parameters.
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The following items are lost in a cold start:

• Event class actions - Any CLASS actions entered like hold, ignore or suspend are lost.
• Trigger-added Events - If an Event was added to the schedule via a TRIGGER ADD command, it is lost over a

cold start.
• Pending application manager actions - application actions that are pending are lost in a cold start. These are

entries that can show as queued for submission in CSF. Resubmit these jobs. (Items displayed with a leading
+ in the output from the LISTSCH command are pending application actions.)

For more details about the cold start process, see Start and Stop ESP.

NOTE

We recommend the following:

• Specify both the PRIMARY and SHADOW operands when defining a shadow-enabled master.
• Specify both the SECONDARY and SHADOW operands when defining a shadow manager.

This recommendation helps you avoid confusion between a shadow-enabled master and shadow managers and helps
ensure that the master and shadow managers are all assigned unique shadow numbers.

NOTE

• Currently, LOGTRACE consolidates trace data produced by the following commands or initialization parameters:
– XDAB
– XFRB

• To include data from a particular trace in the LOGTRACE consolidation, you must specify the LOGTRACE operand in
the command or initialization parameter that sets up that trace. For example, to include VSAM I/O event trace data in
the consolidation, you code the following:

XDAB SET TRACE LOGTRACE

• To consolidate data from a trace facility with the data from other traces, you must start the LOGTRACE facility and start
the trace using the associated initialization parameter or command. For example, first you issue the start command to
start the LOGTRACE facility:

S CA1,,,LOGTRACE(A)

Then, you start the trace facilities whose data you wish to consolidate using the corresponding initialization parameter
or command:

XDAB START TRACE

XFRB START TRACE

• Instead of issuing the START command with the LOGTRACE parameter, you can:
– Code the LOGTRACE initialization parameter.
– Issue the LOGTRACE command.

Notes on starting ESP with the QFORM parameter:

• Starting ESP with the QFORM parameter formats the QUEUE file. The QUEUE file may contain tracking information in
transit from ESP proxies to the master.

• After starting ESP with the QFORM parameter:
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– The ESP master system can miss notification of job or data set activity from a proxy, unless XCF tracking and
DSTRIG are in effect.

– The DAB command is obsolete, use CSF.
– Locally defined pnodes are deleted. Definitions for INPUT, EXEC, and OUTPUT pnodes are recreated when new

job-tracking information is received. You must redefine other pnodes manually with the DEFPN command.
– If this is the first ESP start following an IPL, ESP resynchronizes itself via the QUPDATE function. The completion

status of some jobs can be uncertain.
– If the QUEUE data set is used for tracking data and ESP does not perform an automatic QUPDATE, you can

issue a manual QUPDATE command. You may have to force complete some jobs to conform with reality. If XCF
TRACKING and DSTRIG services are in use, as recommended, no tracking or data set triggering data will be lost
by a QFORM.

– Inbound or outbound tracking or triggering information can be lost.

Example: Issue the START Command with a Single Parameter

This example shows two ways to issue the START command with a single parameter:

S ESP,PARM=COLD

S ESP,,,COLD

Example: Issue the START Command with Multiple Parameters

This example shows four ways to issue the START command with multiple parameters:

S ESP,PARM=(ZIIP,COLD,QUIESCE)

S ESP,PARM='ZIIP COLD QUIESCE'

S ESP,,,(COLD QUIESCE)

S ESP,,,'COLD,QUIESCE'

Example: Start ESP with NETQUEUE Data Set Reformatting

START ESPA,,,NQFORMAT

NQFORMAT may be shortened as follows:

S ESPA,,,NQ

Example: Cold start ESP with Reformat of Queue File

S ESP,PARM=(COLD,QFORM)

Example: Start ESP in a Quiesced State

S ESP,PARM=(COLD,QUIESCE)

Example: Replace All Started-Task Parameters with START Command Parameters

Assume that you have the following started task JCL:

//ESPM JOB MSGCLASS=X

//IEFPROC EXEC PGM=CYBJS000,PARM='PRIMARY SHADOW(1) RESFORM'

The EXEC PARM statement specifies the following:
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• A shadow-enabled ESP master with shadow value 1.
• A reformat of the RESFILE.

 

The following command starts the subsystem ESPM as a shadow manager with shadow value 2. All the parameters
specified in the started task are replaced with those in the START command.

S ESPM,PARM='SECONDARY SHADOW(2)'

Notice the following about the startup parameters:

• SECONDARY replaces PRIMARY.
• SHADOW(2) replaces SHADOW(1).
• RESFORM is deleted.

Example: Replace Selected Started-Task Parameters with START Command Parameters

Assume that you have the following started task JCL:

//ESPM JOB MSGCLASS=X

//IEFPROC EXEC PGM=CYBJS000,PARM='PRIMARY SHADOW(1)'

The EXEC PARM statement specifies a shadow-enabled ESP master with shadow value 1.

The following command starts the subsystem ESPM as a shadow-enabled ESP master with shadow value 2. The
RESFILE is also formatted. Only the parameters common to the started task and the START command are replaced. All
other parameters remain the same.

S ESPM,,,(SHADOW(2),RESFORM)

Notice the following about the startup parameters:

• PRIMARY (from the started task) is kept.
• SHADOW(2) replaces SHADOW(1).
• RESFORM is added.

Cold Start ESP

A cold start reformats the checkpoint file and initializes all ESP components, with the exception of the:

• QUEUE data set, which is formatted the first time ESP is started, or when it is started with the QFORM parameter.
• CSA-loaded modules. These modules are loaded into CSA the first time ESP starts after an IPL, or when it is started

with the RELOAD option.

A cold start rebuilds its to-do list by scanning all Event data sets and extracting the next scheduled times to execute. If an
Event data set was added dynamically to ESP and is not recorded in the initialization parameters or cold-start member, it
is not found and examined during a cold start.

Once the to-do list is rebuilt, ESP starts triggering Events unless QUIESCE was specified at start time. When ESP is
quiesced, no new workload is submitted.

Provided ESP data sets (for example, INDEX, JOBINDEX, and APPLFILE) are intact, ESP retains status over a cold start.
For example, application status or data set trigger activity is retained.

ESP internally issues a QUPDATE command during a cold start. This command compares the ESP view on a job-by-
job basis. For example, if ESP recorded that job PAYROLL was in execution and JES shows that job PAYROLL is on the
output queue, ESP updates its status.
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Stop ESP

You can stop ESP from the operator's console or by an automatic command from SYS1.PARMLIB.

To stop ESP from the operator's console, issue the STOP command, specifying the name assigned to the ESP started
task procedure-usually ESP.

The syntax of the STOP command is as follows:

P started_task_name

where started_task_name is the name of the ESP started task.

For example:

P ESP

where the name of the started task is ESP.

The state of ESP is available to OPS/MVS. For more information, see Installing and Configuring.

Quiesce ESP

If you want to suspend further processing on ESP without shutting it down, you can use the quiesce option. Any active
jobs continue to process to completion. No further workload is submitted. If you quiesce the ESP master, the word
"MASTER QUIESCED" appears at the top of the following panels:

• The ESP main menu
• Page Mode
• List Events
• Trigger an Event
• Consolidated Status
• Application Status

If ESP WA High Availability or ESP WA Service Governor is installed, panels on the proxy can also show "MASTER
QUIESCED". The panels do not show when the proxy is quiesced.

To quiesce ESP, do one of the following:

• Issue the following command from the system console:

F ESP,QUIESCE

• Use option G from the ESP main menu in page mode as follows:

OPER QUIESCE

You must have OPER authority.

Restart ESP

Use the RESTART command to resume ESP processing that has been suspended by the QUIESCE command.

To resume processing, issue the following command from the system console:

F ESP,RESTART

Or, use option G from the ESP main menu in Page mode:
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OPER RESTART

You must have OPER authority.

Control Report Server
This chapter shows you how to control the Report Server. The Report Server lets users submit SQL queries to a database
of job history and application history data copied from the ESP history file. The database can store history from one or
more ESP master subsystems. A Report Server set up in each master subsystem passes the job history data to the
database. Users can submit SQL queries from a database client or from an ESP report definition.

For more information about Report Server configuration, see Configure Report Server.

Make Report Server Available

Before the Report Server can handle database updates and SQL queries, you must make it available to the client, ESP.

NOTE
If the Report Server is unavailable, users can still submit SQL queries in an external database client.

To make the Report Server available for reporting, do the following:

1. List the status for the Report Server and the client.
2. If the Report Server is not active, do one of the following:

– Start and connect to the Report Server from ESP.
– Start the Report Server from outside of ESP.

3. If the Report Server is active, but not connected, connect to the Report Server.
4. List the status for the Report Server and the client.

The status must be one of the following:
– "Active, Connected, ServerReady, TrackingNotActive"
– "Active, Connected, ServerReady, TrackingIsActive"

Make Report Server Unavailable

To make the Report Server unavailable for reporting and database updates, you must stop and disconnect it from ESP:

1. Stop and disconnect the Report Server.
2. List the status for the Report Server and the client.

The status must be one of the following:
– "Inactive, NotConnected, ServerNotReady, TrackingNotActive"
– "Inactive, NotConnected, ServerNotReady, TrackingIsActive"

Store HISTFILE Updates on the Database

Follow these steps:

1. Ensure that the Report Server is available for database updates.
2. Start tracking HISTFILE updates.

This procedure starts tracking HISTFILE updates as they occur.

Stop HISTFILE Updates from Being Stored on the Database

Follow these steps:

1. Stop tracking HISTFILE updates.
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2. List the status for the Report Server and the client.
The status should be "Active, Connected, ServerReady, TrackingNotActive".

Start and Connect Report Server in ESP

You can start the Report Server from within ESP and connect it to ESP.

To start and connect to the Report Server in ESP, issue the RSERVER START command with the PROC operand and
any other optional operands that you need. In the PROC operand, specify the name of the Report Server started task
procedure.

Once the Report Server is started, ESP connects to it. The Report Server status is set to, "ServerReady" and the
connection status is set to "Connected".

The state of the Report Server is available to OPS/MVS. For more information, see Installing and Configuring.

Example: Start the Report Server in ESP

In the following example, the RSERVER command starts the Report Server by running the Report Server started task,
ESPRSERV.

OPER RSERVER START PORT(6671) PROC(ESPRSERV)

Start Report Server Outside of ESP

You can start the Report Server from outside of ESP.

WARNING
After you start the Report Server, you must connect the client, ESP, to the Report Server separately.

To start the Report Server outside of ESP, run the Report Server started task.

The state of the Report Server is available to OPS/MVS. For more information, see Installing and Configuring.

Connect to Report Server

You can connect ESP to the Report Server when the Report Server has already been started from outside of ESP. If you
started the Report Server from ESP, the connection was made automatically.

To connect to the Report Server, issue the RSERVER START PORT command with the HOST operand and any other
optional operands that you need.

Once the Report Server is connected, the connection status is set to "Connected" and the Report Server status is set to
"ServerReady".

The state of the Report Server is available to OPS/MVS. For more information, see Installing and Configuring.

Example: Connect to the Report Server

In the following example, ESP is connected to the host for the Report Server, "prod.xyz.com".

OPER RSERVER START PORT(6671) HOST(prod.xyx.com)

Stop and Disconnect Report Server

You can stop and disconnect the Report Server from the client, ESP. This stops history file updates from being passed to
the Report Server database.

To stop and disconnect the Report Server, issue the RSERVER STOP command.
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The Report Server stops and is disconnected from ESP. The connection status is set to "Disconnected" and the Report
Server status is set to, "ServerNotReady".

The state of the Report Server is available to OPS/MVS. For more information, see Installing and Configuring.

Example: Stop and Disconnect the Report Server

OPER RSERVER STOP

List the Status

You can list the status of the Report Server and the client, ESP.

NOTE
The state of the Report Server is also available to OPS/MVS. For more information, see Installing and
Configuring.

To list the status for the Report Server and the client, issue the RSERVER STATUS command.

Example: List Report Server and Client Status

In the following example, the RSERVER command lists the status for the Report Server and the client, ESP:

OPER RSERVER STATUS

For more information about the output, see RSERVER Command: Control Report Server.

Start Tracking HISTFILE Updates

You can have ESP start tracking additions and changes to the HISTFILE. The Report Server updates the database
accordingly.

To start tracking HISTFILE updates, issue the RSERVER TRACK command.

ESP starts tracking HISTFILE updates, the Report Server tracking status is set to "TrackingIsActive", and the tracking
setting is saved in the checkpoint data set.

Example: Track HISTFILE Updates

OPER RSERVER TRACK

Stop Tracking HISTFILE Updates

You can have ESP stop tracking additions and changes to the HISTFILE. The Report Server stops updating the database.

To stop tracking HISTFILE updates, issue the RSERVER NOTRACK command.

ESP stops tracking updates and the Report Server tracking status is set to, "TrackingNotActive".

Example: Stop Tracking HISTFILE Updates

OPER RSERVER NOTRACK

Monitor and Control Using CSF and Application Monitor
The Consolidated Status Facility (CSF) and Application Monitor enable you to monitor and control active workload in
ESP. You can see which workload objects and applications have recently run, which are currently running, and which are
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waiting to run. You can also display detailed information about the workload and add workload to an active application.
You can customize CSF and Application Monitor to display the information you want in the format you want.

View Your Workload
This page provides an overview of different features that you can use to view your workload.

Consolidated Status Facility (CSF)

ESP Consolidated Status Facility (CSF) provides a real-time view of workload objects in your system. CSF displays jobs
that are waiting to execute, are executing, and have finished executing. You can customize CSF to display the information
you want in the format you want.

When you start CSF, you see the information displayed in the general view, which depends on how CSF is set up.

You can think of CSF as a kind of scoreboard where each row represents a workload object, such as a job, link, or task;
and each column represents an attribute of a workload object, such as job name and status.

NOTE
CSF displays workload objects from applications, but does not display workload objects submitted directly from
an event.

Start CSF

From the ESP Main Menu, enter C at the command line to access CSF. The CSF panel lists the active workload objects
on your system.

WARNING
If "MASTER QUIESCED" appears in the top line of the panel, the ESP master is quiesced. This state means
that processing is suspended but ESP is not shut down. Active jobs still continue to process to completion but no
further workload is submitted.

To list the active applications on your system, use the Application Monitor.

Run LX Line Command in CSF

The LX line command lets you list cross-application dependencies for a job from CSF. These cross-application
relationships include external and home jobs, ancestor and descendent jobs, and application wait relationships. The LX
line command provides the same functionality as the LAPX command--the difference is that LX provides the functionality
in CSF and in Application Monitor.

This procedure describes how to use the LX line command in CSF.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter C at the command line to access CSF, from the CA Workload Automation Main Menu.
2. Enter LX beside the job you want to list.
3. Select one of the following options from the Select LAPX Parameter pop-up menu:

– Predecessors(option 1) -- Displays the cross-application predecessor dependencies for a job.
– Successors(option 2) -- Displays the cross-application successor dependencies for a job.
– Blocking(option 3) -- Displays the cross-application blocking jobs for a job.

4. Optional. Enter one of the corresponding line commands directly beside the job you want to list:
– LXP -- Displays the cross-application predecessor dependencies for a job.
– LXS -- Displays the cross-application successor dependencies for a job.
– LXB -- Displays the cross-application blocking jobs for a job.
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Application Monitor

Application Monitor provides a real-time view of your system's applications. Application Monitor shows you which
applications have recently run, which are currently running, and which are waiting to run. You can customize Application
Monitor to display the information you want in the format you want.

When you start Application Monitor, you see the default application viewer. The information displayed in the default
application viewer depends on how Application Monitor is set up.

You can think of Application Monitor as a kind of scoreboard where each row represents an application and each column
represents an attribute of an application, such as application name, generation, and status.

Start Application Monitor

From the ESP Main Menu, enter A at the command line to access Application Monitor. The Application Status panel lists
the active applications on your system.

WARNING
If "MASTER QUIESCED" appears in the top line of the panel, the ESP master is quiesced. This state means
that processing is suspended but ESP is not shut down. Active jobs still continue to process to completion but no
further workload is submitted.

From the Application Monitor, you can access CSF to monitor and control workload objects for an application.

Run LX Line Command in Application Monitor

The LX line command lets you list cross-application critical path and blocking dependencies for an application in
Application Monitor. The LX line command lists extended, cross-application information for a specified application. The
cross-application relationships displayed by the LX line command include external jobs and home jobs, ancestor jobs and
descendent jobs, and application wait relationships. The LX line command provides the same functionality as the LAPX
command--the difference is that LX provides the functionality in Application Monitor and in CSF.

This procedure describes how to use the LX line command in Application Monitor.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter A at the command line to access Application Monitor, from the CA Workload Automation Main Menu.
2. Enter LX beside the application you want to list.
3. Select one of the following options from the Select LAPX Parameter pop-up menu:

– Critical(option 1) -- Displays the cross-application critical path information for an application.
– Blocking(option 2) -- Displays the cross-application blocking jobs for an application.

4. Optional. Enter one of the corresponding line commands directly beside the application you want to list:
– LXC -- Displays the cross-application critical path information for an application.
– LXB -- Displays the cross-application blocking jobs for an application.

For information about the LAPX parameters and examples of use, see LAPX Command: List Extended Information For an
Application.

Monitor Workload
In CSF and Application Monitor, you can monitor workload processing using the pnode and status fields.

Pnodes

A job in an application passes through different stages called states. These states are known as processing nodes or
pnodes for short.
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Jobs can pass through the following pnodes:

Pnode Description

APPLHOLD Application the job belongs to was generated on hold or held by a user

APPLWAIT Application the job belongs to is waiting for a previous generation to complete

BYPASSED Job was bypassed

COMPLETE Job completed successfully

COMPLETE(F) Job was forced complete

EXEC Job is executing

EXTERNAL Job was submitted by another application (external)

FAIL Job completed unsuccessfully

INPUT Job is in the input queue - JES number assigned

JANCWAIT Job is waiting for its ancestor to complete in a previous generation

MANHOLD Job was held by a user

MANSUB Job to be submitted outside of ESP

PREDWAIT Job is waiting for a predecessor to complete

READY Job is eligible for submission

RESWAIT Job is waiting for resources

SANCWAIT Subapplication the job belongs to is waiting for its ancestor to complete in a previous
generation

SCHED Scheduled job was loaded from the schedule data set (SCHDFILE) using the
LOADSCHF command

SUBDELAY Job submission was delayed

SUBERROR Job has a submission error

SUSPEND Job is suspend

SYSERROR Completion code of the job is unknown. Can be caused by a TCELL overflow or by a
system failure.

TASK Task is waiting to be completed

WAITING Job is waiting for a delayed submission time

NOTE
The term pnode is also used to describe the phases ESP tracks a job through. The pnodes here apply only to
jobs ESP submits in an application and do not include post-execution phases such as distribution.

SUBDELAY pnode

The following table describes what you see in the Status field if a job is in the SUBDELAY pnode.

Pnode Status Description

SUBDELAY Submit delayed by REEXEC n The submission of the job has been
delayed.
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SUBDELAY Submit delayed, eventset closed The eventset the event is stored in is
currently closed. As soon as it is opened,
the event will be scheduled.

SUBDELAY Submit delayed, DS contention The execution of the event was delayed
because of data set contention. It will be
retried at five-minute intervals.

SUBDELAY Submit delayed, DS offline The execution of the event was delayed
because a data set is offline. It will be
retried at five-minute intervals.

SUBDELAY Submit delayed, DS recalled The execution of the event was delayed
because a data set was in a migrated state.
A recall has been requested, and the event
will be retried at five-minute intervals.

SUBDELAY Transmitter busy The transmitter that passes AFMs
(Automated Framework Messages) to the
job's Agent is busy with another AFM.
If this status appears for a long time, there
may be a problem with the AFM currently
being passed by the transmitter. The
problem could be due to an Agent not
responding or trouble with the connection
or transmission. CSF shows the problem in
the status field of the associated job.
 
You can issue the ESPCOM command to
display the state of the transmitter.

 

SUBERROR pnode

This table describes what you see in the Status field if a job is in the SUBERROR pnode.

Pnode Status Description

SUBERROR Submit eventset I/O error An I/O error has occurred in the eventset. The event cannot be
processed.

SUBERROR Submit error, event not found The event needed by the application has been deleted. It will need
to be redefined.

SUBERROR Submit error, group not defined The ESP Group definition for the event has been deleted. It will
need to be redefined.

SUBERROR Submit error, applfile not found The APPLFILE the APPL resides in could not be found.

SUBERROR Submit error, applfile I/O An I/O error occurred while reading the ATR (Application Tracking
Record) from the APPLFILE.

SUBERROR Submit failed, event error An error occurred processing the event, usually due to a syntax
error in the procedure. An error message has been sent to the
owner of the event. This can also occur when the master ESP
ends while trying to submit a job.

SUBERROR Submit error, invalid job name ESP encountered an invalid job name.
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SUBERROR Submit error, JCL missing The JCL for the job to be submitted was not found in the specified
data set, or a data set was not specified for the job.

SUBERROR Submit error, member missing The PDS member a job JCL resides in was not found.

SUBERROR Re-execution count exhausted The maximum re-execution count has been reached

SUBERROR Submit error, quit QUIT statement encountered

 

Job Status

In addition to its pnode, a job also has a job status. The job status is set to the value of the system status or the user
status as follows:

• If a user status is not specified, the Job Status field in CSF and the STATUS job history field are set to the system
status.

• If a user status is specified, the Job Status field in CSF is set to the user status and the STATUS job history field is set
to the system status.

For a given pnode, a job can go through several values for job status.

NOTE
CSF truncates the information in the Job Status field to 28 characters. To display all of the job status information,
use the LA or LJE command in CSF or the LISTAPPL command in Page mode.

Example: Job Status

Assume that a job is waiting until 5pm and is also on hold, the pnode field shows MANHOLD and the Job Status field may
show MANHOLD and WAITING.

User Status

The user status for a job lets you inform users of the reason why you issued certain commands against a job. For
example, if you bypass a job, you can specify the reason. The user status for each job is displayed in the CSF User Status
field and stored in the job history reporting USERSTAT field.

A user status can be up to 28 characters long and can include any characters except single quotes.

The following line commands let you set the user status by specifying the reason that you issued the command: $C, $CD,
$CP, BYR, C, HR, IJ, IJA, IJB, R, and RT.

You can also set the user status using the SUS line command.

The latest value of user status remains until you change it. You can clear it only by specifying a period (".") for the user
status in a subsequent line command, for example, line command R or SUS.

NOTE

• If a user status is not specified, the Job Status field in CSF and the STATUS job history field are set to the
system status. 

• If a user status is specified, the Job Status field in CSF is set to the user status and the STATUS job history
field is set to the system status. 

• CSF truncates the information in the user status field to 28 characters. To display all of the user status
information, use the LA or LJE command in CSF or the LISTAPPL command in Page mode.

For more information about how to set the user status for a job, see Control Jobs.
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System Status

The system status is the current status of the job, as given by ESP. System status is updated continuously during job
processing and it is displayed in the CSF "System Status" field.

NOTE

• If a user status is not specified, the Job Status field in CSF and the STATUS job history field are set to the
system status. 

• If a user status is specified, the Job Status field in CSF is set to the user status and the STATUS job history
field is set to the system status. 

• CSF truncates the information in the user status field to 28 characters. To display all of the user status
information, use the LA or LJE command in CSF or the LISTAPPL command in Page mode.

Example: System Status

The following are some examples of system status:

Submit Error, JCL missing

MANHOLD

WAITING, HC=1

Transmitter busy

Connection error

COMPLETED(F) AT 14.39 30 SEP

In the preceding examples, HC is the hold count and MANHOLD is a manual hold.

Application Status

An application passes through different stages in its processing called states. Application Monitor displays an application
state in the Status field.

Applications can pass through the following statuses:

Status Description

APPLHOLD Application was generated on hold or held by a user

APPLWAIT Application is waiting for a previous generation to complete

COMPLETE Application completed normally or was forced complete

IDLE**** Application is running, but has been inactive for a user specified
time interval

OVERDUE One or more workload objects in the application are overdue

RUNNING Application is running normally

STARTED Application has started or is running, but nothing has been tracked

TROUBLE One or more workload objects in the application have failed or
have submission errors

The Status_Details field displays more information about the application status.

Control Jobs
You control jobs and subapplications in CSF.
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For a complete list of job and subapplication commands, see Summary of Commands.

Bypass a Job

Before a job becomes ready for submission, you can prevent the job from running by bypassing it. When the
dependencies of the job are met, ESP bypasses the job and releases its successor jobs.

NOTE
You can also prevent a job from running by completing it. When you complete a job, ESP immediately releases
the job's successors, even if the job's predecessors are still running. Unlike bypassing a job, you cannot undo
completing a job.

Follow these steps:

1. In CSF, do one of the following:
– If you want to bypass the job and specify a reason, type BYR beside the job and press Enter.

The "Bypass Object with Reason" panel appears.
– If you want to bypass the job without specifying a reason, type BY beside the job and press Enter.

2. (Optional) If you typed BYR, then in the "Reason" field, enter the reason that you bypassed the job and press Enter.
The reason is displayed in the CSF "User Status" and "Job Status" fields and saved in the job history reporting field
USERSTAT.

ESP changes the system status to BYPREQ to indicate that a bypass has been requested.

When the job is ready, ESP changes the system status to BYPASSED to indicate that the job has been bypassed.

If you did not specify a reason for bypassing the job, the job status is set to the system status.

NOTE
After you bypass a job, you can "unbypass" it before it becomes ready for submission. Unbypassing a job
removes the bypass request.

Example: Bypass a job

Assume job A releases job B and job B releases job C. While job A runs, you bypass job B by issuing line command BY in
CSF. When job A completes, ESP bypasses job B and releases job C.

Unbypass a Job

If a job is set to be bypassed, you can "unbypass" it, which removes the bypass and allows the job to run when its
dependencies are met.

NOTE
You must request the unbypass before the job becomes ready for submission.

Unbypassing a job does not change the user status, even if it was set when the BYR (bypass with reason) command was
issued. You can set or clear the user status at this point if you want. 

Follow these steps:

1. In CSF, type UB beside the job you want to unbypass.
2. Press Enter.

ESP removes the job bypass and changes the system status from BYPREQ to the appropriate status. For example,
the job could now be waiting for resources, so the system status would be, "WAITING FOR RESOURCES."
If no reason was specified when the job was bypassed, the job status is set to the system status.
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Complete a Job

When you force a job complete, ESP immediately completes the job, sets the job pnode to COMPLETE, and releases the
successors of the job. ESP deems the completed job to have executed even if the job has not been submitted, has failed,
or is still running.

If you mistakenly complete a job, you can do the following:

• Resubmit the job.

Insert another occurrence of the job with the required dependencies.
Because job names must be unique, use the same job name but add a different qualifier. Note that the job's successors
might already have been released.

NOTE
Completing a job is different than bypassing a job. If you bypass a job, ESP does not bypass the job until its
dependencies are met. If you mistakenly bypass a job, you can unbypass it before the job is eligible to run. You
cannot undo completing a job.

 Follow these steps:

1. In CSF, type C beside the job you want to complete and press Enter.
The "Object Completion or Cancellation Confirmation" panel appears.

NOTE
Using the C command on an ESP distributed job has no effect on the actual job running on a distributed
platform.

2. (Optional) In the "Reason" field, enter the reason that you are completing the job.
The reason is displayed in the CSF "User Status" field and saved in the job history reporting field USERSTAT.

3. Press Enter.
If the job is not a home job for external jobs, the job is completed. Skip the remaining step in this procedure.
If the job is a home job for external jobs, but none of those external jobs are eligible to be completed, only the home
job is completed. Skip the remaining step in this procedure.
If the job is a home job for external jobs and at least one external job is eligible to be completed, a confirmation panel
appears listing how many related external jobs will be completed.

4. Press Enter (optional) if you want to proceed with the home job and all eligible external jobs being completed;
otherwise, CANCEL out of the panel.

NOTE
For more information on controlling whether ESP marks external jobs complete, see Use ESP.

Complete External Jobs

If you complete a job in an external or home application, ESP posts its completion in the distant application. (Your
installation can override this behavior by setting USERMOD 30.)

If you complete a job in a distant application, only that job is marked complete. The home application is unaffected.

Purge Completed Jobs

You can purge jobs in completed applications from CSF using the PURGSCHF command in page mode. The records from
purged jobs are also deleted from the SCHDFILE data set, if it exists. For more information on the PURGSCHF command,
see Commands.

You can also create a filter to hide completed jobs in CSF. For more information about creating a filter, see Selecting from
Predefined Filter Criteria.
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Retrieve the Spool File for a Distributed Job

You can retrieve the spool files for a distributed job in both active and completed applications. If you used the PURGSCHF
command to purge jobs in completed applications, this procedure provides the only way to retrieve the spool file for a
distributed job. This is because the purged jobs are no longer in CSF, so you cannot use the W or WSF commands to
retrieve the spool files. For a job in an active application, you can use W or WSF in CSF to retrieve the spool file or you
can follow this procedure.

To retrieve the spool file for a distributed job, issue the WOBSF command.

Hold a Job

Prior to job submission, you can manually hold a job until you want it to run. ESP does not release the job until you
manually release it and all of its dependencies have been met.

When you place a job on hold, you can include a reason for the hold. For example, say a programmer needs to make a
change before a job runs. You can place the job on hold with the reason “Program change pending”. When the change is
done, you can release the held job. The job is now eligible to run.

Follow these steps:

1. In CSF, do one of the following:
– If you want to hold a job and specify a reason, type HR beside the job and press Enter.

The "Hold Object with Reason" panel appears.
– If you want to hold the job without specifying a reason, type H beside the job and press Enter.

2. (Optional) If you typed HR, then in the "Enter the HOLD reason" field, specify the reason that you held the job and
press Enter.
The reason is displayed in the CSF "User Status" and "Job Status" fields and saved in the job history reporting field
USERSTAT.

ESP holds the job and changes the system status to MANHOLD.

If you did not specify a reason for holding the job, the job status is set to the system status.

Release a Job

If a job has been manually held, you can request the job to be released. After you make the request, ESP releases the job
when all of the job dependencies are met.

Follow these steps:

1. In CSF, type A beside the job you want to release.
2. Press Enter.

ESP releases the job and changes the system status from MANHOLD to the appropriate status. For example, the job
could now be waiting for resources, so the system status would be, "WAITING FOR RESOURCES".
If no reason was specified when the job was held, the job status is set to the system status.

NOTE
Releasing a job does not change the user status, even if it was set when the HR (hold with reason) command
was issued. You can set or clear the user status at this point if you want.

Withdraw an Incomplete Job

You can withdraw a single incomplete job from processing. A withdrawn job is immediately completed and its status
changes to WITHDRAWN (or EXTNL WITHDRAWN for external jobs whose home job was withdrawn). Successors to the
withdrawn job are not released; they remain in PREDECESSOR WAIT status.

To withdraw an incomplete job, do one of the following:
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• Specify the job and operand WITHDRAW in commands APPLJOB (control jobs and subapplications), ESPmgr, or
MGRMSG.

• Type CSF line command WD beside the job.

Withdraw All Incomplete Jobs in a Subapplication

You can withdraw all incomplete jobs in a subapplication from processing. The withdrawn jobs are immediately completed
and their status changes to WITHDRAWN (or EXTNL WITHDRAWN for external jobs whose home job was withdrawn).
Successors to the withdrawn jobs are not released; they remain in PREDECESSOR WAIT status.

To withdraw all incomplete jobs in a subapplication, do one of the following:

• Specify the subapplication and operand WITHDRAW in command APPLJOB (control jobs and subapplications).
• Type CSF line command WDS beside any job that is in the subapplication.

Withdraw All Incomplete Jobs in an Application

You can withdraw all incomplete jobs in an application from processing. The withdrawn jobs are immediately completed
and their status changes to WITHDRAWN (or EXTNL WITHDRAWN for external jobs whose home job was withdrawn).

To withdraw all incomplete jobs in an application, do one of the following:

• Specify the application and operand WITHDRAW in command APPLJOB (control applications).
• Type CSF line command WDA beside any job that is in the application.
• Type application monitor line command WDA beside the application.

Resubmit or Restart a Job

If a job terminates abnormally, such as FAIL or SUBERROR, you can resubmit it. You can also resubmit completed jobs
in active applications, but not in completed applications. For z/OS jobs, ESP reruns the job from its first step unless you
specify otherwise. Additionally, jobs can be resubmitted from a different library, such as the COPYJCL library.

From the Resubmit an Object panel, you can select to restart a job using a restart manager. ESP determines the restart
step in the job and displays the Resubmit an Object panel for either ESP WA Restart Option or WA Restart Option.

NOTE
You must resubmit a job in its home application.

Follow these steps:

1. In CSF, type R beside the job you want to resubmit and press Enter.
A confirmation panel appears if the job has predecessors or if the job Pnode is not COMPLETE, COMPLETE(F),
FAILED or SUBERROR; otherwise, the Resubmit an Object panel appears.

2. If a confirmation panel appears, press Enter to continue with the resubmission.
3. Complete the fields in the Resubmit an Object panel.

For example, you can complete fields to pass user variables to JCL, and restart a z/OS job from a particular step.
The following fields are not self-explanatory:

Enter resub REASON
Defines the reason for resubmitting the job. The reason is displayed in the CSF "User Status" field and saved in
the job history reporting field USERSTAT.

Dsname, Member
(z/OS jobs only) Defines an override library and member name for the JCL in case you want to resubmit the job
from a different library.
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• If you specify Dsname only, ESP uses the library you specify and the original member name.
• If you specify Member only, ESP uses the member you specify and the original library. However, if the member

name was also added to the TEMPLIB after the original job was run, the TEMPLIB member is used instead.
• If you do not specify Dsname and Member, ESP uses the original library and original member name. However,

if the member name was also added to the TEMPLIB after the original job was run, the TEMPLIB member is
used instead.

• If you specify Dsname, ESP uses this library as the default on the panel for future resubmits. To use the
original library, specify an asterisk(*) in Dsname.

4. If the job contains a restart step for ESP WA Restart Option, the "Restart" field is pre-filled with a Y. In this case, the
Resubmit an Object panel allows you to view and make changes for an ESP WA Restart Option restart. For more
information, see Using.
If the job contains a restart step for WA Restart Option, the "Go to CA 11 parm panel" field is pre-filled with a Y.
Additionally, the job's Catalog Management Table (CMT) status is summarized on the fifth line of the panel.

5. Press Enter.
One of the following occurs:
– ESP resubmits the job.
– The Resubmit Request ENCPARM Statements panel displays.
– The Resubmit an Object for CA 11 parameters panel displays.

NOTE
Resubmitting a running agent job can cause two agent jobs to run at the same time, all monitored by one ESP
job.

Restart a Job Using WA Restart Option

The "Resubmit an Object -- CA 11 parameters" panel contains WA Restart Option parameters and displays the Catalog
Management Table (CMT) status of the job on the fifth line of the panel. The panel also shows the preset values found in
the job CMT record. For example, if the job abended at the end of the previous run, the name of the step where the rerun
should begin is saved in the CMT. The step name is pre-filled in the Start Step field.

The "Resubmit an Object -- CA 11 parameters" panel has the following mutually-exclusive options:

Reset for production
Selects WA Restart Option processing code F. This option resets the job's CMT record to production. If the job is
not found in the CMT, a new entry will be created when the job runs, and execution begins at the first step.
The corresponding AJ command is as follows:
CA11_PROCESS(F) CA11_RESETP(YES)

Restart/Rerun with WA Restart Option
Selects WA Restart Option processing code R. The "Resubmit an Object -- CA 11 parameters" panel displays the
following items:

• The message "CMT shows job is set for Rerun"
• Any preset values found in the job CMT record.

When a job abends, the name of the step where a rerun should begin (Auto Setup) is saved in the CMT. The Start
Step field of the CA 11 parameters panel is preset to the step that had the error. If you blank out the Start Step
field, the job is rerun from the first step.
WA Restart Option reruns the job with parameters that were preset in the CMT or additional parameters that you
specified.
The corresponding AJ command is as follows:
CA11_PROCESS(R)

Other possible rerun parameters are as follows:
CA11_START(value) CA11_END(value) CA11_CC(value) CA11_BYPGDG(value)
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CA11_LRTCD(value) CA11_LRTCD_CC(value)

CA11_REASON(‘string’) CA11_PSEUDO(value) CA11_HONORCC(value)

CA11PARM1(‘CA11PARM_string’) … CA11PARMC(‘CA11PARM_string’)

Resubmit without WA Restart Option
Omits the WA Restart Option step and runs the entire job. The corresponding AJ command is as follows:
CA11_SUP11STP(YES)

Set parm data for the WA Restart Option step
Runs the job with a WA Restart Option step whose EXEC PARM is provided by you (this field must not be
enclosed in single quotes). The corresponding AJ command is as follows:
CA11_PARM(‘parm_string’)

No option selected
Selects processing code P and submits the job with preset CMT values. In this case, the job runs with a WA
Restart Option step and accepts all preset values in the job's CMT entry. No R-processing operands are specified.
If the job CMT entry is preset for a rerun, WA Restart Option performs rerun processing instead of production
processing.
If the job is not found in the CMT, a new entry will be created when the job runs, and execution begins at the first
step.
The corresponding AJ command is as follows:
CA11_PROCESS(P)

Notes:

• Specifying Y in the "Enter additional parameters" field displays the "Additional CA 11 parameters" panel.
The panel enables you to specify an abender program, which is typically a program that abends when it
is executed. The abender program abnormally terminates the job if the previous step sets a return code
indicating an error.
For F or P processing, you can issue an ABENDPGM operand to have WA Restart Option ignore the abend
program step and restart on the step that caused the abend program step to run. The ABENDPGM operand
specifies only one program, but you can enter the operand up to 12 times to specify more than one abender
program. In the "Enter one or more CA 11 parameters below" fields, enter ABENDPGM with the following
format:

ABENDPGM=program_name

• You can enter SHOW on the command line to view the resulting AJ command. This enables you to return to
the previous panel and make changes or continue with the resubmission process.

U11RMS Run Handler Program

The Run Handler program, U11RMS, is parameter driven. It uses processing codes and other parameters to designate
the type of processing to be performed. You determine the type of processing needed for a job. The processing codes
used by U11RMS are:

• CA11_PROCESS(P|R|F|N|O|S)
P - Production

Specifies the job is being run as a production run; causes the U11RMS step to create a Catalog Management
Table (CMT) record for the first production run, or run with the settings already stored in the CMT record.

R - Rerun
Causes the U11RMS step to rerun the job from the beginning unless a start step is specified.

F - Format
Causes the U11RMS step to delete the job's CMT record, create a new one, and proceed with production
processing.
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N - Null
In the initial U11RMS step, N processing indicates that no WA Restart Option action is to be taken. That is, no
uncataloging or data set scratching is to be performed. WA Restart Option control is completely suppressed.

O - Operator
Permits the master console operator to specify the processing options at execution time by replying to a WTOR.

S - Scratch
Special function used only when disk packs are mounted and unmounted during job processing. The scratch
function allows you to scratch data sets on disk packs that are not mounted during the first execution of U11RMS.
Scratch processing is never used in the first U11RMS step of the job. Scratch processing is used in subsequent
U11RMS steps to allow data sets to be scratched even though they reside on packs that were not mounted during
the initial execution of U11RMS.

The remaining field descriptions for the "Resubmit an Object -- CA 11 parameters" panel are as follows:

NOTE
For more information about the fields, see the RESUBMIT operand in APPLJOB (AJ) Command: Control Jobs
and Subapplications.

Usage Code
Specifies one alphanumeric character for the parameter of the U11RMS step. A usage code should only be
specified if it is required according to the configuration options of WA Restart Option DBAS.

Pseudo
Specifies to execute pseudo production processing.

Start Step
Specifies startstep or startstep.startprocstep; startstep by itself is the stepname or step number in the JCL that
executes the program where the rerun is to start. The default is the first step of the job.

End Step
Specifies endstep or endstep.endprocstep; endstep by itself is the stepname or step number in the JCL that
executes the step where the rerun is to end. The default is the last step of the job.

WA Restart Option Reason
Is applicable to R processing only.
Indicates a reason for the rerun of a production job. The result appears in the U11RMS parameters as:
RE=/string/

BYPGDG
Is applicable to R processing only.
Overrides the logic of Bypass Input Generation Data Group Processing for this rerun only. This allows the use of
additional or different generation data groups as input.

CC
Is applicable to R processing only.
Specifies an integer in the range of zero to 4095. Overrides the default condition code for the U11RMS step
(RETCODE=) in the WA Restart Option Option Table. Setting the condition code to another value enables the
operating system to execute or skip steps that have a JCL COND= parameter.

LRTCD
Is applicable to R processing only.
Overrides the last return code for the specified step, in the format:
step

or

procstep.step
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step
Indicates the stepname where the last return code is to be changed.

procstep
Indicates the stepname that executes the PROC containing the step where the last return code is to be
changed.

NOTE
LRTCD and LCC must either be both specified or both omitted.

The actual U11RMS step parameter has the form:
LRTCD=step=nnnn

or

LRTCD=procstep.step=nnnn

The LRTCD field captures the step name, while the LCC field captures the nnnn part. A numeric value greater
than or equal to 1 can be specified instead of a step name, where 1 represents the first job step after the U11RMS
step.

LCC
Is applicable to R processing only.
Specifies an integer in the range of zero to 4095.

NOTE
LRTCD and LCC must either be both specified or both omitted.

HONORCC(ALL|NONE)
Is applicable to R processing only.
Honor all or none of the condition codes of the steps that precede the starting step of a rerun.

ISPF Selection Menu

You can access the full ISPF selection menu for WA Restart Option by entering the command CA11 from:

• the command line of the "Resubmit an Object" panel.
• the command line of the "Resubmit an Object -- CA 11 parameters" panel.
• the main CSF view.

If prior to entering CA11 on the command line of the Resubmit an Object panels, you used the "Subsystem Selection"
feature of WA Restart Option to select a different subsystem than the subsystem that tracked the selected job, the
following warning message displays after you enter CA11:

Job <jobname> was tracked by restart manager subsystem <subsystem_name>.

The subsystem currently selected for this session is <subsystem_name>

Press ENTER to continue, END to cancel.

ISPF Restart Interface

From CSF, you can enter RR next to a job whose restart manager is WA Restart Option. This displays the RESTART
Interface panel for WA Restart Option. The RESTART Interface panel shows the job steps, their condition codes, and a
summary of the CMT settings for the job. Additionally, CSF puts the job execution JES node in the REMOTE field if the job
is internodal. This is required so WA Restart Option can contact the WA Restart Option on the remote system to retrieve
job information.

You can also access the RESTART Interface panel by entering the command CA11REST from:

• the command line of the Resubmit an Object panel.
• the command line of the Resubmit an Object for CA 11 parameters panel.
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If prior to entering CA11REST on the command line of the Resubmit an Object panels, you used the "Subsystem
Selection" feature of WA Restart Option to select a different subsystem than the subsystem that tracked the selected job,
the following warning message displays after you enter CA11REST:

Job <jobname> was tracked by restart manager subsystem <subsystem_name>.

The subsystem currently selected for this session is <subsystem_name>

Press ENTER to continue, END to cancel

Step Omitted in Previous Run

If you enter a Y in the "Resubmit without CA 11" field, and later enter an R to select the job for resubmission, the following
message displays:

WARNING: Reset recommended. CA-11 step omitted in previous run

To correct this situation, enter a Y in the Reset for production field to reset an existing CMT job record to production
status.

U11RMS Step Not Yet Successfully Executed in Initial Run

ESP retrieves information about a job when you enter the CSF command R next to the job. If the U11RMS step did not
run to successful completion during the job initial run or during attempts to retry the initial run, the following message
displays:

WARNING: Reset recommended: CA-11 step has not yet completed 

If the CMT already contains a record for a job with the same name, the job status is due to a previous run.

CCCHK Notification Pending

ESP retrieves information about a job when you enter the CSF command R next to the job. If the job’s previous run failed
because a step ended with a condition code that matched a CCCHK condition, ESP notifies WA Restart Option about this
once the job has ended. If this notification has been issued but has not yet completed, the following message displays:

CCCHK notification of restart manager pending 

If notification is in progress, wait a minute before entering R from CSF. If notification does not complete and the job is to
be restarted, select the starting step if the desired step is not already selected.

CCCHK Notification Incomplete

ESP retrieves information about a job when you enter the CSF command R next to the job. If the job’s previous run failed
because a step ended with a condition code that matched a CCCHK condition, ESP notifies WA Restart Option about this
once the job has ended. If this notification has been issued but did not complete, for example because of a time-out or an
outage, the following message displays:

CCCHK notification of restart manager incomplete: <diagnostic>

If the job is to be restarted, select the starting step if the desired step is not already selected.

Step Name Is Wrong

ESP detects some errors before job resubmission instead of letting them occur at runtime.

If you specify a return code to override in a step using the LRTCD and LCC fields (for example, LRTCD = ABC and LCC =
44), but the step you specify is not prior to the Start Step, the following message displays:
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ESP7328E Execution error: LRTCD step not found in CMT before start step 

DBAS Not Active

ESP retrieves CMT information about a WA Restart Option job when you enter CSF command R next to the job. If the
address space is not active, the following message displays:

WARNING: CA-11 DBAS subsystem not active

Switch WA Restart Option Subsystems

The WA Restart Option ISPF interface offers a Subsystem Select option. This option allows you to choose among different
Database Address Space (DBAS) subsystems when multiple DBAS subsystems are present in a system.

In the following procedure on system TEST, two DBAS subsystems are present: CAL7 and CATT. CAL7 is the default
subsystem, when none is specified by allocating a @SSNxxxx DD DUMMY statement in the TSO session.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter CA11 on the CSF or Resubmit an Object command line to access the full WA Restart Option ISPF selection
menu.

2. Select option S from the selection menu.
Locate the subsystem names in the Subsystem Selection panel.

3. Switch to subsystem CATT by entering an S beside CATT in the Name column.
4. Enter TSO ISRDDN on the command line.

The listing shows that a @SSNxxxx DD DUMMYstatement has been allocated.
5. Enter R (from CSF) next to the entry for a failed non-internodal job.

Pick a non-internodal job because its job record resides on the local DBAS subsystem CAL7. The Resubmit an Object
panel should state that the job is set for rerun in the CMT. Without the present enhancements, the status message
would have been "CMT member not found".

6. Press ENTER to display the CA 11 parameters panel.
The "Start Step" should contain the correct setting. This indicates the ESP ISPF interface was able to retrieve
information about the job's status in the DBAS.

7. Enter RR (from CSF) next to the entry for a non-internodal job.
Pick a non-internodal job because its job record resides on the local DBAS subsystem CAL7. A warning should appear
informing you that the job was tracked by restart subsystem CAL7. The subsystem currently selected for this session
is CATT. You can proceed, but the job record will not be found unless you switch the TSO session back to DBAS
subsystem CAL7.

Locked Jobs

You will receive an error message indicating that a job is locked if you enter a CSF R or RR command next to a job and
another CSF or ESP Workstation user attempts to select the same job at the same time. The user receives the following
messages:

Unable to access job 

Job is being restarted by another user

A job remains locked for an hour. If a CSF or ESP Workstation user attempts to submit the job after the lock has expired,
this user will receive an error message indicating that the job is no longer locked. The user receives the following
messages after entering R or RR:
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Serialization error

Lock may have expired or been flushed

Rerun Multiple Jobs

You can rerun multiple jobs in an application, even if the application is already complete. ESP resets the specified jobs to
the state before they ran. Application Manager schedules a rerun for them as their dependencies are satisfied.

You can rerun jobs multiple times in the same application generation. CSF shows the status of the most recent job run. To
get a breakdown of each job run, use the LA command.

NOTE
You cannot rerun manual or external jobs.

Rerun Jobs in a Completed Application

If you rerun jobs in a completed application, ESP uncompletes the application and reruns the jobs you select.

NOTE
To rerun jobs in a completed application, the Application Tracking Record (ATR) in the APPLFILE data set must
be intact. If any of the slots of the application's ATR have been reused by a new application, the rerun will fail
with an error message.

When ESP uncompletes an application, it writes uncompletion messages in the audit log.

If you rerun all the jobs in a completed application and:

• HOLD was coded in the application definition, ESP places the uncompleted application into APPLHOLD status.

NOTE
HOLD is not honored if the original run of the application generation ran on an ESP version older than r5.5.

• WAIT was coded in the application definition, ESP places the uncompleted application into APPLWAIT status if the
previous generation is still running.

Follow these steps:

1. In CSF, type RM beside the root job of the group of jobs you want to rerun. In Application Monitor, type RM beside the
application generation that contains the jobs you want to rerun.

2. Press Enter.
The Rerun jobs in application panel appears. In CSF, the root job name has a plus sign (+) appended to it, indicating
that all successors will be included. In Application Monitor, the root job name is -.-, indicating that all jobs will be
selected.

3. In the Root jobs field, specify the jobs you want to rerun or leave the default.
– To specify a root job, append a '+' to the job name. For example, A+ selects job A and all of its successors.
– To specify multiple root or independent jobs, separate them by commas. For example, C+,A selects job C and all of

its successors and job A.
– To use wildcards, specify an asterisk (*) to match a single character or a hyphen (-) to match any character. ESP

matches wildcards separately for job name and qualifier. For example, A- matches any job name starting with 'A'
that has no qualifier and A-.- matches any job name starting with 'A' with or without a qualifier.

– To rerun all jobs in an application, specify -.-.
– To exclude a job from a rerun multiple request, add a hyphen (-) before the job name in the list of root jobs. For

example, (-.- -JOBA -JOBD) requests a rerun multiple of all jobs in an application, but excludes JOBA and JOBD.
4. Complete the rest of the panel.

For example, you can enter user variables, request ESP WA Restart Option jobs or force a rerun of jobs in a
completed application.

5. Press Enter to simulate the rerun, updating the list of selected jobs.
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If an “application is already complete” message appears, you can enter Y in the Force if complete field to force a rerun
of the jobs in the completed application or press F3 to exit and abandon the rerun.

6. Enter SUB to submit your request.
ESP reruns the list of selected jobs.

Restart an Informatica Workflow

You can restart an Informatica workflow from CSF. You can specify the task that you want the workflow to start from.

Follow these steps:

1. Type W beside the Informatica job in CSF
The W command menu pops up.

2. Select the "Restart Workflow" option.
The RESTART CRITERIA panel opens.
If statement TASKNAME is specified in the Informatica job, the task name is displayed on the RESTART CRITERIA
panel.

3. (Optional) Specify the task you want the workflow to start from.
If you delete the task name specified, the workflow starts from the first task.

Hold a Job Stream

You can hold a stream of successive jobs by putting the root job on hold or by holding the application. This enables you to
review the job stream and modify it.

Hold a Job Stream in CSF or in Application Monitor

Follow these steps:

1. In CSF, type RM beside the root job of the group of jobs you want to rerun. In Application Monitor, type RM beside the
application generation that contains the jobs you want to rerun.

2. Press Enter.
The 'Rerun jobs in application' panel appears.
In CSF, the root job name has a plus sign (+) appended to it, indicating that all successors will be included. In
Application Monitor, the root job name is -.-, indicating that all jobs will be selected.

3. In the Root jobs field, specify the jobs you want to rerun or leave the default.

NOTE
For information on specifying multiple jobs and using wildcards, see Rerun Multiple Jobs .

4. In the Hold roots or appl field, specify if you want to put root jobs of all job streams in manual hold or put the
application on hold.
– To specify holding root jobs of all job streams (within the rerun group), enter an R.
– To specify holding the target application, enter an A.

5. Press Enter to simulate the rerun, updating the list of selected jobs.
The jobs to be held are marked with an (H) in the simulation results.

Hold a Job Stream with a Command

Execute the RERUNM command specifying the HOLDROOT or HOLDAPPL operand. The RERUNM command can
be used directly, without displaying the CSF panel. The HOLDROOT and HOLDAPPL operand take effect when the
command is executed.

NOTE
For information on the RERUNM command, see Commands .

Example: Rerun Multiple Jobs and Hold the Jobs
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In this example, job PAYJOB1 and its successors are reset and rerun in generation 2 of application PAYROLL. This
example also places the job stream on manual hold.

RERUNM APPLICATION(PAYROLL.2) ROOTJOBS(PAYJOB1+) HOLDROOT

The jobs to be held are marked with an (H) in the job list produced by RERUNM.

Ready a Job for Submission

Usually, a job is not ready for submission until all of its dependencies are satisfied and its submit time has been reached.
To drop these dependencies, ready the job. When you ready the job, ESP:

• Drops the job's predecessor dependencies.
• Abandons the job's submit time, if it has one.
• Releases the job from manual hold, if it's being held.

NOTE
If the job has resource dependencies, you must remove these dependencies separately if you want the job to
run immediately.

Follow these steps:

1. In CSF, type RD beside the job you want to release.
2. Press Enter.

ESP readies the job.

Request and Unrequest Jobs

You can request a job anytime before it is eligible to run in the schedule. You can un-request the job prior to the job being
submitted. In an application, you can specify that certain jobs run only when requested by a user. These jobs are called
on-request jobs. If you request an on-request job, the job runs when all of its dependencies are met. If an on-request job is
not requested, ESP bypasses the job when it is eligible to run and releases its successors.

To request a job, the job must have been defined as an on-request job.

Request a Job

Follow these steps:

1. In CSF, type RQ beside the job you want to request.
2. Press Enter.

ESP requests the job and updates the job's status from REQUEST to REQUESTED.

Unrequest a Job

Follow these steps:

1. In CSF, type UR beside the job you want to unrequest.
2. Press Enter.

ESP unrequests the job and updates the job's status from REQUESTED back to REQUEST.

Drop Predecessor Dependencies

Before a job becomes eligible for submission, you can drop some or all of the job's predecessors. Drop a job's
predecessors when a job no longer needs to wait for its predecessors to complete and you want the job to become eligible
for submission sooner.
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Drop All Job Predecessors

Follow these steps:

1. In CSF, type DD beside the job whose predecessors you want to drop.
2. Press Enter.

ESP drops all of the job's predecessors.

Drop Some Job Predecessors

Follow these steps:

1. In CSF, type L beside the job whose predecessors you want to drop.
2. Press Enter.

The Extended Job List dialog appears.
3. Type D beside the the predecessors you want to drop.

You can drop any predecessor that has not yet completed.
4. Press Enter.

ESP drops the selected predecessors.

Reset Time Dependencies

A job can have several types of time dependencies. Before the job runs, you can reset the job's time dependencies for
this run only.

You can specify any valid schedule criteria that resolves to a single date and time.

For example, suppose a job has an early submission time of 5pm. To remove this dependency, you can reset the time
dependency to NOW. The job runs as soon as its other dependencies have been met.

Follow these steps:

1. In CSF, type RT beside the job for which you want to reset the time dependencies.
2. Press Enter.

The Reset Object Times panel appears.
3. Add or modify the date or time in the following fields.
Earliest submit time

Reset a job's submit time (DELAYSUB or EARLYSUB).
Late submit time

Reset the latest acceptable time when a job must be submitted before it is considered overdue (LATESUB).
Expected submit time

Reset the expected start time of a job.
Overdue time for job start

Reset the latest acceptable time when a job must start before it is considered overdue (DUEOUT INPUT).
Overdue time for job end

Reset the latest acceptable time when a job must end before it is considered overdue (DUEOUT EXEC).
Abandon execution at

Reset the time when ESP bypasses the job (ABANDON SUBMISSION).
Abandon dependencies at

Reset the time when ESP drops the job's predecessor dependencies (ABANDON DEPENDENCIES).
Abandon resources at

Reset the time when ESP drops the job's resource dependencies (ABANDON RESOURCES).
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Remove a Time Dependency

Follow these steps:

1. Clear the field or specify NOW or RESET.
2. Press Enter.

ESP resets the job's time dependencies.

Reset Due-out Times

If you reset a job's due-out (overdue) time, ESP compares the new overdue time to the current time.

• If the new due-out time is in the past, ESP marks the job as overdue and sets the job's due-out time to the new time.
• If the new due-out time is in the future and the job is not currently marked as overdue, ESP sets the job's due-out time

to the new time.
• If the new due-out time is in the future and the job is currently marked as overdue, ESP revokes the job's overdue

status and sets the job's due-out time to the new time.

List and Modify Resource Dependencies

Before you modify a job's resources, you might want to list the resources the job depends on.

You can drop some or all the resources a job depends on. You can also modify a job's resource counts and add resource
dependencies.

List All Resources a Job Depends On

Follow these steps:

1. In CSF, type LR beside the job whose resources you want to list.
2. Press Enter.

The Extended Resource List panel lists the resources the job depends on.
For each resource, ESP displays the resource name, resource count, and resource availability indicator. If the
resource availability indicator is:
– ?, the resource is not defined.
– Y, the resource is available; if the resource is a local resource, Y is only displayed if the resource has gravity or if

the requested quantity of the resource is available on a CPU of the current node.
– N, the resource is not available on any CPU.
– X, the requested quantity of the resource is available on a CPU of a node other than the current node and the

resource does not have gravity.
3. To display more information about a specific resource, enter L beside the resource name. Or to display more

information about all resources, enter X beside a resource name.
4. From the Extended Resource List panel, press F3 to return to CSF.

Drop All Resources a Job Depends On

Follow these steps:

1. In CSF, type DR beside the job whose resources you want to drop.
2. Press Enter.

ESP drops all the resources the job depends on.
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Modify Job Resource Dependencies

Follow these steps:

1. In CSF, type MR beside the job whose resources you want to modify.
2. Press Enter.
3. In the Modify Job Resources panel, modify the list of resource dependencies as required.

You can add new resource dependencies or change the resource counts of existing resource dependencies. To drop
an individual resource, set its resource count to 0.

4. Press F3.
ESP modifies the job's resource dependencies.

List and Modify Enqueues

Before you modify a job's enqueues, you might want to list the enqueues associated with the job.

You can change whether the job requires shared or exclusive use of the enqueue, remove an enqueue (dequeue), and
add enqueues to the job.

List Job Enqueues

Follow these steps:

1. In CSF, type LR beside the job whose enqueues you want to list.
2. Press Enter.

The Extended Resource List panel lists the enqueues associated with the job.
For each enqueue, ESP displays the enqueue name and whether the enqueue is shared or exclusive.

Modify Job Enqueues

Follow these steps:

1. In CSF, type ME beside the job whose enqueues you want to modify.
2. Press Enter.
3. In the Modify Job Enqueues panel, modify the list of enqueues as required.

You can add new enqueues or change whether the job requires shared (SHR) or exclusive (EXCL) use of the
enqueue. To remove (dequeue) an enqueue, specify DEQ.

4. Press F3.
ESP modifies the job's enqueues.

Retrieve Spool File Data

When a job that runs under the control of an Agent completes, the Agent writes output to a spool file. You can view this
output from the host (the machine where ESP runs).

Follow these steps:

1. In CSF, type WSF beside the job for which you want to receive spool data and press Enter.

NOTE
The W line command also includes a spool file retrieval option in the pop-up menu.

2. In the Spool File Retrieval Criteria panel, specify the following search criteria and press Enter:
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– From - Starting line number or size (inclusive) for the search
– To - Ending line number or size (inclusive) for the search
– Format - Bytes, KB, MB or lines
– Last matching line only - Returns the last line meeting the search criteria. By default, the search returns all lines that

meet the criteria.
– Filter - Text string you want to search for
– Last lines - Last number of lines to return

NOTE
If you specify the last number of lines to return, you cannot specify any of the other search criteria.

The Agent retrieves and displays the spool data for the selected job.

Set User Status for a Job

You can specify the user status that is displayed in the CSF User Status field and saved in the job history reporting field
USERSTAT. The User Status field lets you inform users of the reason why you issued certain commands against a job.
For example, if you bypass a job, you can specify the reason.

Follow these steps:

1. In CSF, type SUS beside the job for which you want to set the user status.
2. Press Enter.

The Set User Status panel appears.
3. Enter the user status.

Clear User Status for a Job

You can clear the user status that is displayed in the CSF User Status field and saved in the job history reporting field
USERSTAT. The User Status field can indicate the reason why a command was issued against a job. For example, if a job
was bypassed, the user status can give the reason.

Follow these steps:

1. In CSF, type SUS beside the job for which you want to clear the user status.
2. Press Enter.

The Set User Status panel appears.
3. Enter a period (.) and press Enter.

The user status is cleared.

NOTE
You can also clear the user status when you issue the following commands: $C, $CD, $CP, BYR, C, HR, IJ, IJA,
IJB, R, and RT, by entering a period for the user status.

 

 

Control Applications
You can control applications in CSF or Application Monitor, but you might find it easier to control applications in
Application Monitor. Application Monitor also supports some additional commands that CSF doesn't support. From
Application Monitor, you can access CSF to monitor and control your jobs.

For more information about available application commands, see Summary of Commands. 
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Complete an Application

You can complete an application from the Application Monitor or from CSF. When you complete an application, ESP
completes all the jobs in the application and changes the pnode of the jobs to COMPLETE.

NOTE
To complete all of the active generations of an application, you can issue the CAA line command, but only if
the CAA extension has been installed by your ESP administrator. Check with your administrator to see which
extensions are available.

Follow these steps:

1. Do one of the following:
– In Application Monitor, type CA, CAA, or TA beside the application generation you want to complete and press

Enter.
– In CSF, type CA, CAA, or TA beside any job that is in the application generation you want to complete and press

Enter.
If you issue CA or CAA, you must remove any holds or waits on the application before ESP will complete it.

WARNING
If you issue TA, the application is completed immediately. Any holds and waits that are on the application are
removed, all the workload objects in the application are completed, and the application is completed.

A confirmation panel appears.
2. (Optional) In the "Reason" field, enter the reason that you completed the application.

The reason is saved in the application history reporting field REASON.
3. Press Enter.

If none of the jobs in the application are home jobs for external jobs, the jobs in the application are completed. Skip the
remaining step in this procedure.
If any of the jobs in the application are home jobs for external jobs, but none of those external jobs are eligible to be
completed, only the home jobs in the application are completed. Skip the remaining step in this procedure.
If any of the jobs in the application are home jobs for external jobs and at least one external job is eligible to be
completed, a confirmation panel appears listing how many related external jobs will be completed.

4. Press Enter (optional) if you want to proceed with the home job and all eligible external jobs being completed;
otherwise, CANCEL out of the panel.

NOTE
For more information on controlling whether ESP marks external jobs complete, see Using.

Purge Completed Applications

You can purge completed applications from Application Monitor using the PA line command or the PURGAPPL command
in page mode. The records from purged applications remain in the JOBINDEX data set. For more information on the
PURGAPPL command, see Commands.

You can also create a filter to hide completed applications in Application Monitor. More information on creating a filter is
under Selecting from Predefined Filter Criteria.

Hold an Application

When you place an application on hold, ESP holds the application and holds all the jobs in the application that are not
currently running. The hold remains in effect until you manually release the application.

You can place an application on hold from the Application Monitor or from CSF.

You can hold an application before its jobs start to run or while some of the jobs are running. Holding the application does
not affect jobs currently running, but does prevent ESP from submitting new jobs.
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Follow these steps:

1. Do one of the following:
– In Application Monitor, type HAR or HA beside the application generation you want to hold and press Enter.
– In CSF, type HAR or HA beside any job that is in the application generation you want to hold and press Enter.
If you issue the HAR command, you can specify a reason for holding the application.
The reason is saved in the application history reporting field REASON.

2. (Optional) If you typed HAR, then in the "Reason" field of the confirmation panel, enter the reason that you held the
application and press Enter.

ESP does the following:

• Holds the application and changes the application status to APPLHOLD.
• Holds those jobs in the application that are not currently running, changes the pnode of those jobs to APPLHOLD, and

changes the job status and system status of those jobs to MANHOLD.

Release an Application

If an application is on hold, you can release it, which releases the remaining jobs in the application once their
dependencies are met.

Follow these steps:

1. Do one of the following:
– In Application Monitor, type AA beside the application generation you want to release.
– In CSF, type AA beside any job in the application generation you want to release.

2. Press Enter.

ESP does the following:

• Releases the application from hold.
• Releases the currently held jobs in the application from hold.
• Changes the application status from APPLHOLD to the appropriate status. For example, if one or more jobs in the

application are overdue, the application status would be OVERDUE.
• Removes the reason that the application was held from the "Status Details" field.
• Changes the pnode of the held jobs from APPLHOLD to the appropriate pnode. For example, the job could now be

waiting for resources, so the pnode would be, RESWAIT.
• Changes the job status and system status of the held jobs from MANHOLD to the appropriate status. For example, the

job could now be waiting for resources, so the job status and system status would be, "WAITING FOR RESOURCES".

Make an Application No Longer Wait

In an application, you can specify that the application waits until the jobs in the previous generation complete before
running. ESP marks an application that waits for a previous generation in APPLWAIT status. When you unwait an
application, ESP removes the APPLWAIT status and the application no longer waits for its previous generation to
complete before it runs.

Follow these steps:

1. In Application Monitor, type UWA beside the application generation you want to unwait. In CSF, type UWA beside any
job in the application generation you want to unwait.

2. Press Enter.
ESP unwaits the application and removes the APPLWAIT pnode from the jobs.
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Monitor and Control Jobs in an Application

From Application Monitor, you can access CSF to monitor and control the jobs for a selected application. You can display
the active jobs or all jobs for that application.

Display Active Jobs for Selected Application

Follow these steps:

1. In Application Monitor, type CSA beside the application whose active jobs you want to display.
2. Press Enter.

ESP lists the active jobs for that application in CSF. You can check the status of the jobs and issue CSF commands
against them.

3. To return to Application Monitor, press F3.

Display All Jobs for Selected Application

Follow these steps:

1. In Application Monitor, type CSF beside the application whose jobs you want to display.
2. Press Enter.

ESP lists all the jobs for that application in CSF. You can check the status of the jobs and issue CSF commands
against the jobs.

3. To return to Application Monitor, press F3.

Insert Workload into an Application
You can insert workload into an active application.

Insert Predefined Workload into an Application

You can schedule ad-hoc workload by inserting predefined workload objects into an active application. The workload
objects are defined in a procedure but are not currently selected to run in the application generation to which you want to
insert. The inserted ad-hoc workload has the dependencies that are specified for it in the procedure.

Insert Ad-hoc Workload into an Application Using CSF or Application Monitor

Follow these steps:

1. Do one of the following:
– In Application Monitor, enter the AH command to the left of the application.
– In CSF, enter the AH command to the left of a job that is in the application.
The "ADHOC WOB Candidates" panel appears.

2. Type "S" beside the workload objects that you want to insert and press the END button (PF3).
A simulation panel appears, showing simulated results for the workload object you selected.

3. If the simulation result is what you want, press the END button (PF3).
The "Insert into Appl..." panel appears.

4. On the command line, type the number of the option you prefer for the insert.
Type 1 to add the selected workload objects to the application, type 2 to display the list of available ad-hoc workload
objects again, and type 3 to cancel the insertion and return to Application Monitor or CSF.

Insert Ad-hoc Workload into an Application Using Command Interface

1. (Optional) Issue the ADHOC command without the ADHLIST operand.
A list of available ad-hoc workload objects is produced.
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2. Issue the ADHOC command, specifying the workload objects you want to insert in the ADHLIST operand.

Insert z/OS Job into an Application

You can insert a single z/OS job with basic requirements into an active application. The inserted job runs immediately
unless you specify a predecessor or insert the job on hold.

NOTE
When you insert a job into an application and the application has been triggered with the ROOTJOBS
parameter, the inserted job can only use the jobs specified in the ROOTJOBS parameter as preddecessors. For
more information about the ROOTJOBS parameter, see TRIGGER Command: Trigger Events Execution.

Follow these steps:

1. In Application Monitor, type IJ beside the application generation you want to insert the z/OS job into. In CSF, type IJ
beside any job in the application generation you want to insert the z/OS job into.
The Insert an Object panel appears.

2. In the Object name field, specify a job name.
3. (Optional) In the JCL Dsname and Member fields, specify the JCL library and member you want to use.

WARNING
If you specify a value here, any TEMPLIB coded in the application is disregarded. If the JCLSCAN user exit
module CYBJSDLT is enabled, it does not clean up TEMPLIB. If you leave this field blank, TEMPLIB is used
if it is coded and the JCL is cleaned up by CYBJSDLT if that user exit module is enabled.

4. (Optional) In the Reason field, specify the reason you are inserting the job into the application.
5. Specify other details about the job you want to insert.

For example, you can specify predecessors and successors and insert the job on hold.

NOTE
To insert a self-completing task into an application, use the IW command. Details are under Insert Various
Workload Objects into an Application.

6. From the Insert an Object panel, press Enter.
ESP inserts the z/OS job in the application.

Insert Various Workload Objects into an Application

You can insert various workload objects into an active application. You can insert:

• Jobs requiring different ESP WA Restart Option options.
• Jobs requiring resources.
• Distributed jobs with agent-related statements.
• Multiple workload objects.

NOTE
You cannot insert a job with time dependencies. However, you can insert the job on hold and reset the job's time
dependencies. For example, to insert a job with a submit time, insert the job on hold, reset the job's submit time
to the desired time, and release the job.

The inserted job runs immediately unless you specify a predecessor or insert the job on hold.

Follow these steps:

1. In Application Monitor, enter IW beside the application you want to insert the workload into. In CSF, enter IW beside
any job in the application you want to insert workload into.

2. In the ISPF edit panel, code application job definitions for the workload object or objects you want to insert in the
application. Use the same free-format text used to define workload in an ESP procedure.
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For example, the following statements insert a Windows job called NEWJOB into an application with job PAYD006A as
a predecessor and job PAYD008A as a successor.
NT_JOB NEWJOB
AGENT HPBOX#11
SCRIPTNAME W:\PROD\SCRIPTS\NEWJOB.BAT
AFTER PAYD006A
RELEASE PAYD008A
ENDJOB

3. Press the F3 key to exit the ISPF edit panel.
ESP simulates the workload you have inserted. In the simulation results panel, note any errors in the new workload
definition.

4. Press the F3 key to go to the confirmation panel.
5. In the confirmation panel, select one of the following options:

– Proceed - Insert the new workload into the selected application
– Return - Open the ISPF edit panel to correct any errors or edit the new workload (go back to step 2)
– Cancel - Delete the new workload and return to the view
ESP inserts the workload into the application.

Use the BP and EP Line Commands with the Inserted Workload Object

You can use the BP and EP line commands for the inserted objects. For more information about line commands, see
Summary of Commands.

NOTE
To use the BP and EP line commands for the inserted objects, you need to apply PTF RO77695 (BP command)
and PTF RO77815 (EP command).

Browse Procedure Command

You can use the CSF BP (browse procedure) command with jobs inserted using the CSF IW (insert workload) command
or the APPLINS command. The BP command does not work for jobs inserted using the CSF IJ (insert job) command
because those jobs do not include a procedure. In this case, you get new message 2901I.

Edit Procedure Command

You can use the EP (Edit Procedure) command in CSF for inserted jobs without an associated ESP procedure.

WARNING
Do not change job name or type. ESP would recognize it as a new job definition that will not be processed and
the old already generated job will lose its definition and processing phase attributes.

Follow these steps:

1. Issue the CSF line command EP. The EP command runs an ISPF edit session.
2. Use the empty edit panel to type new statements or modify the code.
3. Exit the edit session to simulate the job submission with the modified code. When the simulation ends, a panel with the

simulation results appears.

Notes:
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• Statements in the code can define generation-time attributes of a job, for example early submission time, resources,
predecessors. Changes to these statements in the code do not have any effect because the job is already past its
generation phase.

• It is not possible to edit objects in a completed application. You can enter edit panel for an object in an already
completed application, but changes have no effect and are not saved.

• You can edit z/OS job inserted through IJ CSF line command (AJ INSERT), but you cannot see the job's procedure,
because the procedure is not stored in application record. An empty edit panel appears, where you type new
statements, which will be processed as coded behind the job definition in the application’s procedure.

• When you insert jobs with APPLINS command (or IW from CSF), the code can contain multiple job definitions. Any
changes to this code affect only the target job of the EP command.

Reset Workload Objects in an Application
Update job statements within an active application. You can also immediately resubmit the job to run with the updated
statements.

Follow these steps:

1. In CSF, enter the RW (RESET WORKLOAD OBJECTS) line command next to a distributed job you want to update
statements in.
The edit panel appears. The panel shows the job definition from the time of the last run.

NOTE
If the WOB does not have the RW feature installed, the system displays the message 6659E.

2. Modify the statements. You can add statements, remove them, or change the values. You cannot change the job
name, the longname, or the job type.

3. To save the changes, press PF3.

NOTE
If you did not apply any changes, the PF3 key returns you back to the CSF screen.

A simulation of the whole application appears. The simulation shows the values before update and the Reset Job
Definition section with the updated code.

4. To continue, press PF3 again.
A confirmation window appears.

5. Select one of the following options and press Enter:
– 1 Update (the changes take effect when the job is submitted)

Saves the updates. The system uses the updates when the job is submitted. The job is submitted when all its
predecessors are complete, or when you resubmit the job using the RESUBMIT (R) command.

– 2 Update and submit
Saves the updates. The job is submitted immediately. If the job has any incomplete predecessors, the system
displays a warning.

NOTE

If an error occurs in the simulation, the first and the second option in the confirmation window are not
highlighted. You cannot proceed with the update (or resubmit the job immediately using the second
option).

– 3 Return to edit
Returns you back to the edit panel.

– 4 Cancel the update
Restores the original statements. The job does not restart.
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Secure the RESETWOB Command

To limit the access to the RESETWOB command, use the CSF.CHECK.CMDS profile in combination with one of the two
following profiles:

CSF.LC.RW
This profile is used to secure the RESETWOB EDIT command and the corresponding line command, RW.

CSF.LC.RWB
This profile is used to secure the RESETWOB BROWSE command and the corresponding line command, RWB.

To use the command, the user requires at least READ access to the respective profile.

NOTE
The CSF.LC.RW and CSF.LC.RWB profiles are available globally. You can use the profiles to control access to
the RESETWOB command not only from CSF, but also from ESP Workstation or other locations.

NOTE

More information:

• Use SAF Security
• Secure Additional Events and Applications
• Summary of Commands

Example: Simulate a Job with Updated Statements

This example shows a simulation output for a job with statements that are updated with the RW command:

INVOKE CYB2.QA.USER27.PROCLIB(NTJOB2)                                      

APPL NTJOB DESC(NT_JOB)                                                     

AGENT GAHAN                                                                 

NT_JOB PAYJOB1                                                              

   CMDNAME  C:\WINDOWS\SYSTEM32\notepad.exe                                 

   ARGS C:\Changelog.txt                                                    

   RUN DAILY                                                                

ENDJOB                                                                      

/* Reset Job Definition */                                                  

NT_Job PAYJOB1                                                               

ARGS C:\payroll.txt                                                         

COMMANDNAME C:\WINDOWS\SYSTEM32\notepad.exe                                 

ENDJOB                                                                       

Agentmsg 20161130 07230426+0500  GAHAN * PAYJOB1/NTJOB.15455/MAIN RUN .     

         Data(Command=C:\WINDOWS\SYSTEM32\notepad.exe,Args="C:\\payroll.txt")

         TargetSubsystem(WIN) MFUser(USER27)

Browse Updated Statements

To browse the statements that you updated and saved with the RW command, go to CSF and enter the RWB line
command next to a job that you previously restarted with the RW command. A browse panel appears with updates that
you performed with the RW command.

NOTE
If the RWB command cannot find any statements with the RW command updates, the system displays the
message 6658I.
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Summary of Commands
When ESP displays a view, it precedes each job or application name with an entry field. The codes below represent
commands that are valid in CSF or Application Monitor, as indicated. To use one of these commands, enter the letter code
in the entry field preceding the job or application name you want to manipulate. ESP issues the appropriate command (for
example, LISTAPPL, APPLJOB) in the background.

The next sections list the available commands in different categories.

Work with Applications

The following table lists the available commands for working with applications. You can issue all of these commands in
Application Monitor and CSF, except where noted.

Command Description

AA Releases an application from hold status.

AH Select predefined workload from an application. Allows for ad-hoc
scheduling.

CA Completes an application and completes all the jobs in that
application. Remove any holds or waits on the application so ESP
can complete it.

CAA Completes all active generations of an application and completes
all the jobs in those applications. Remove any holds or waits on an
application generation so ESP can complete it.
CAA is a REXX extension to CSF and Application Monitor.

CSA Displays the active workload objects in CSF for the selected
application in Application Monitor.
CSA cannot be issued in CSF.

CSF Displays all workload objects in CSF for the selected application in
Application Monitor.
CSF cannot be issued in CSF.

CSV Displays all workload objects in CSF for the selected application
in Application Monitor. When you are prompted for a view name,
type a CSF view name or press the Enter key to go to the default
CSF view.
To return to Application Monitor, press the F3 key.
CSV cannot be issued in CSF.

HA, HAR Places application in APPLHOLD status.

LA Lists the application.

LAD Lists application record information in hexadecimal format for
problem diagnosis. The list shows information about each job,
including successor and predecessor information for each job, as
well as resource information. LAD is the equivalent of issuing the
LISTAPPL command with DUMP ALL in page mode.

LAE Lists details for the application entry.
LAE cannot be issued in CSF.

LX Displays the cross-application dependencies for an application
when entered from Application Monitor.
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LXB Displays the cross-application blocking jobs for an application
when entered from Application Monitor.

LXC Displays the cross-application critical path information for an
application.
LXC cannot be issued in CSF.

PA Purges the completed application from Application Monitor.
PA cannot be issued in CSF.

RM Reruns multiple jobs in an active or complete application.

TA Completes an application immediately. ESP removes any holds
and waits that are on the application, completes all the workload
objects in the application, and completes the application.

UWA Removes an application from APPLWAIT status. The application
no longer waits for a previous generation of the application.

WDA Withdraws all incomplete jobs in an application.

 

Work with Subapplications

The following table lists the available commands for working with subapplications. You can issue these commands only in
CSF.

Command Description

AS Releases a subapplication held by ESP.

BYS Bypasses a subapplication.

CS Completes an entire subapplication.

HS Places subapplication into ESP hold status.

LS Lists subapplication.

RDS Readies a subapplication.

RQS Requests a subapplication.

UBS Cancels the bypass of a subapplication.

URS Cancel the requests of a subapplication.

UWS Removes subapplication from SANCWAIT status.

WDS Withdraws all incomplete jobs in a subapplication.

 

Work with Jobs

The following table lists the available commands for working with jobs. You can issue these commands only in CSF,
except where noted.

Command Description

A Releases a job.

AH Select predefined workload from the application containing the
selected job. Allows for ad-hoc scheduling.
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$A Issues a JES RELEASE command on a z/OS job.

BC Browses COPYJCL.

BJ Browses the last executed JCL.

BY, BYR Bypasses a job.

C Completes a job.

$C Cancels a z/OS job in JES.

$CD Cancels a z/OS job with a dump in JES.

$CP Cancels and purges a z/OS job in JES.

$D Displays the JES status of a job.

DD Drops all predecessor dependencies

DIN Displays an info record.

DR Drops all resource dependencies.

EC Edits COPYJCL.

EJ Edits the last executed JCL.

H Places a job into APPLHOLD status.

$H Issues a JES HOLD command on a z/OS job.

HR Places a job into APPLHOLD status with a reason.

IJ Inserts a z/OS job into the application.
IJ can be issued in Application Monitor.

IJA Inserts a job after a selected job.

IJB Inserts a job before a selected job.

IW Inserts a workload object into the application.
IW can be issued in Application Monitor.

JCL Displays the JESJCL output spool file for the specified job in a
JES2 or JES3 environment.

JES Displays the JESMSGLG, JESJCL, and JESYSMSG output spool
files for the specified job in a JES2 or JES3 environment.

L Displays all predecessor dependencies.

L, then D Drops individual predecessor dependencies.

LI Displays index entries.

LJ Displays step-level statistics.

LJE Lists detailed information about the specified job.

LJO Lists all output spool files for the specified z/OS job. Individual
output spool files can be viewed by issuing the S or V command
on the appropriate output spool file line in the list. The LJO
command applies to JES2 and JES3 environments.

LOG Displays the JESMSGLG (job log) output spool file for the
specified job in a JES2 or JES3 environment.

LVE Displays all output spool files from View database for the specified
z/OS job. The View database name and other parameters can be
changed.
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LVO Displays all JES output spool files from View database for the
specified z/OS job using the default View database.

LR Displays the job resources.

LX Displays the cross-application dependencies for a job.
LX can be issued in Application Monitor.

LXB Displays the cross-application blocking jobs for a job.
LXB can be issued in Application Monitor.

LXP Displays the cross-application predecessor dependencies for a
job.

LXS Displays the cross-application successor dependencies for a job.

ME Modifies enqueues.

MR Modifies resources.

MSG Displays the JESYSMSG (job message) output spool file for the
specified job in a JES2 or JES3 environment.

OUT Displays all output spool files for the specified job in a JES2 or
JES3 environment.

P Issues a system STOP command on an executing z/OS job, if the
job is programmed to do so.

QS Quiesces a z/OS job executing on a goal mode system. Requires
ESP WA Service Governor.

R Resubmits or restarts a job.

RD Readies a job, removing all predecessors and submit time
dependencies.

RM Reruns multiple jobs in an active or complete application.

RP Replies to a WA Agent for i5/OS message.

RQ Requests a job.

RR Views the ESP WA Restart Option panels or the WA Restart
Option restart interface panel.
Use RX if you want to exclude specific steps from the range of
steps you want to rerun. RX is only available for jobs whose
restart manager is ESP WA Restart Option.

RS Resumes the original service class of a z/OS job executing on a
goal mode system. Requires ESP WA Service Governor.

RT Resets one or more time dependencies.

RW Allows you to display statements of a job in an active application
and update the statements. You can also immediately resubmit
the job with the updated statements. The system saves the
updated statements and enables you to view and update the
statements again using the RW command.

RWB Displays statements that were updated and saved using the RW
command.

RX Views the ESP WA Restart Option panels.

SUS Sets the user status field for a job.

UB Unbypasses a bypassed job.
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UIN Updates an info record

UR Unrequests a requested job.

UW Unwaits a job from job-ancestor wait (JANCWAIT).

W Selects distributed job options.

WC Cancels a distributed job.

WD Withdraws an incomplete job.

WJL Reads the job log for a distributed job.

WSF Retrieves a distributed job spool file.

XP Manually expedites a job with an associated expedite policy,
waiting for execution or executing. Requires ESP WA Service
Governor.

NOTE
Using the C or WC command on an ESP distributed job has no effect on the actual job running on a distributed
platform.

Work with Events

The following table lists the available commands for working with events. You can issue all of these commands in CSF
and Application Monitor.

Command Description

BE Browses the event that invoked the application.

EE Edits the event that invoked the application.

NX Displays the next ten execution times for the event that invoked
the application. NX is a REXX extension to CSF and Application
Monitor.

SIM Simulates the event that invoked the application. SIM is a REXX
extension to CSF and Application Monitor.

TR Triggers the event that invoked the application. TR is a REXX
extension to CSF and Application Monitor.

 

Work with Other Definitions

The following table lists the available commands for working with other ESP definitions. You can issue these commands
only in CSF.

Command Description

BD Browses job documentation.

BP Browses ESP procedure.

ED Edits job documentation.

EP Edits ESP procedure.
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WARNING
Do not change job name or type. ESP would recognize it as a new job definition that will not be processed and
the old, already generated job will lose its definition and processing phase attributes.

Use Other Commands

The following table lists some other useful commands that you can enter on the command line. You can issue all of these
commands in CSF and Application Monitor, except where noted.

Command Description

CSA Displays active workload objects in CSF.
To return to Application Monitor from CSF, press the F3 key.
CSF cannot be issued in CSF.

CSF Displays all workload objects in CSF.
To return to Application Monitor from CSF, press the F3 key.
CSF cannot be issued in CSF.

CSV Opens a specified view in CSF from Application Monitor. When
you are prompted for a view name, type a CSF view name or
press the Enter key to go to the default CSF view.
To return to Application Monitor, press the F3 key.
CSV cannot be issued in CSF.

CYBRES Invokes the Resource Summary panel.
For more information on the panel, see Using.

CYBVAR Invokes the Global Variable Tables panel.
For more information on the panel, see Advanced Using.

ESP Invokes ESP in line mode.

ESPPM Invokes ESP in page mode.

 

Another way of processing ESP commands is to type ESP followed by the command you want processed. The following
example issues a TRIGGER command from the command line.

ESP TRIGGER PROD.MORE_WORK ADD

Use REXX Extensions

By using CSF and Application Monitor extensions written in REXX, you can create custom commands and enhance or
replace the existing commands. For details on writing extensions, see Installing and Configuring.

Check with your ESP administrator to see if there are any customized commands available to you.

Customize Your Views
You can customize what you see in CSF and Application Monitor by defining views. In each view, you can select the
workload to display and control how that workload appears. You can create as many views as you want.

Create and Manage Application Views
Using application views, you can create and manage the display of only relevant application data in the format you want.
A view is a customized way of looking at ESP workload. You can customize each view to select the workload that appears
and control the format and sort order of the workload information.
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Different people are interested in different aspects of this workload. An operator might be interested in a particular
application, whereas another operator might be interested only in jobs that have failed regardless of the application to
which the jobs belong.

Because ESP stores views in your ISPF profile data set, you can use your views on different subsystems.

Create a View

To create a view, you replicate an existing view and customize the new view to your requirements.

Create a View in CSF

There is a predefined general view (1) that is used by default. You can update this view the same way as any other view.

Follow these steps:

1. On the CSF panel command line, enter V.
2. The View Definitions panel lists existing views.
3. BeVside a view name, enter R to replicate the view.

The Replicate a View panel appears.
Type a view name, an applicable description, and the message you want displayed when there are no jobs matching
the view criteria.
The CSF panel displays the view you selected, showing all the jobs that fall within that view definition.

To customize the view, see the following:

• Selecting the workload to display
• Controlling the appearance of workload information

Create a View in Application Monitor

There is a predefined view (ESP-VIEW) that is used by default. You can update this view the same way as any other view.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Application Status panel command line, enter V.
The Application View Summary panel appears.

2. Beside a view name, enter R to replicate the view.
In the Specify A View Name pop-up panel, enter the name of your new view.

3. The Application View Summary panel displays your new view.
4. To mark the view as a favorite, type Y in the Fav column.

You can select favorite views by pressing the F5 (previous view) and F6 (next view) keys.
5. In the Description column, type a view description.
6. To save the changes made in the previous two steps, enter U beside the view name to update the view.

To customize the view, see the following:

• Selecting the workload to display
• Controlling the appearance of workload information

Select the View to Display Workload

When you select a view, it becomes the current view and is applied to the data displayed in CSF and Application Monitor.
The current view name appears in all the panels that display information pertaining to a particular view.

NOTE
You can open multiple views in your current session by splitting the panel and selecting the view that you want in
each panel.
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Select View in CSF

Follow these steps:

1. On the CSF panel command line, enter V.
The View Definitions panel lists existing views.

2. From the list of views, enter S beside the view you want to select.
The CSF panel displays the view you selected, showing all the jobs that fall within that view definition.

NOTE
You can also select views by typing V viewname in any CSF panel, where viewname is the name of the view
you want to select.

Select View in Application Monitor

Follow these steps:

1. On the Application Status panel command line, enter V.
The Application View Summary panel lists existing views. The asterisk indicates the current view.

2. From the list of views, enter S beside the view you want to select.
The Application Status panel displays the view you selected, showing all the applications that fall within that view
definition.

NOTE

You can also select views using the following in any Application Monitor panel:

• Press the F5 (previous view) and F6 (next view) keys to select from the list of views marked as favorites.
• At the command line, enter V viewname, where viewname is the name of the view you want to select.

Delete a View

You can delete any view but the current view. To change the current view, select the view you want to use.

NOTE
If you delete a view in one split screen and then attempt to select, update, replicate or delete the view in another
screen, you will get an ISPF dialog error.

Delete View in CSF

Follow these steps:

1. On the CSF panel command line, enter V.
The View Definitions panel lists existing views.

2. From the list of views, enter D beside the view you want to delete.
ESP removes the view from the View Definitions panel.

Delete View in Application Monitor

Follow these steps:

1. On the Application Status panel command line, enter V.
The Application View Summary panel lists existing views.

2. From the list of views, enter D beside the view you want to delete.
ESP removes the view from the Application View Summary panel.

Restore Default Settings

You can delete all your CSF and Application Monitor views and restore the default settings. ESP stores your view
definitions in the userid.ISPF.ISPPROF data set, where userid is your user ID.
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To restore the default settings, do one or both of the following steps in the userid.ISPF.ISPPROF data set:

• For CSF, delete the ESPCSFA and ESPCSFB members.
• For Application Monitor, delete the subsysV1EW member, where subsys is the current ESP subsystem.

Note the numeral “1” in “subsysV1EW”.

Override Default Options

You can override the default options used by CSF and Application Monitor. For example, you can allow different fields to
be displayed in the first column of CSF, add full job name and application generation to the CSF filter panel, and line up
the left side of a column with the left side of the display when you scroll left or right.

You can override some defaults by issuing the equivalent command. The override lasts until you exit CSF or Application
Monitor.

Follow these steps:

1. From the ESP Main Menu, enter O at the command line to set defaults.
2. In the User Default Options Menu panel, enter 5 at the command line to set CSF options.
3. In the Specify CSF/ApplMon Options panel, set the default options.

NOTE
The Dump Diagnostic Info and Dump Sort Tokens options should only be enabled at the request of Broadcom
Support.

For more information about the options, press F1. 

Select the Workload to Display
After you define a view, you can customize the information presented. For example, you might want different views that
show:

• A specific application.
• Workload that requires intervention (exception monitoring).
• Incomplete jobs.
• Overdue jobs.

To select the workload that ESP displays, you specify filter criteria. The filter criteria defines the rows in your display. You
can select from predefined filter criteria or specify freeform filter criteria.

Select from Predefined Filter Criteria

For the current view, you can select from predefined criteria to build your filter criteria.

Select from Predefined Criteria in CSF

Follow these steps:

1. On the CSF panel command line, enter FI.
2. In the Filter Specification panel, specify your filter criteria.

You can select jobs based on different conditions (for example, failed jobs) and other criteria such as job name,
application, and tag.

NOTE
If you want to select jobs based on long job name or application generation, you need to enable the
Advanced CSF Display option. For details, see Overriding Default Options.
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For more information about the options, press F1.
3. Press the Enter key or the F3 key to save your filter criteria.

Example: All Incomplete Jobs

In the Filter Specification panel, type N in the Completed field.

Example: Incomplete Jobs in Application Payroll

In the Filter Specification panel, specify the following:

• Completed field - N
• Appl - PAYROLL

Example: All Incomplete and Not Failed Jobs

In the Filter Specification panel, specify the following:

• Completed field - N
• Failed - N

Example: All Complete and Failed Jobs

In the Filter Specification panel, specify the following fields:

• Completed field - Y
• Failed - Y

Select from Predefined Criteria in Application Monitor

To select the workload information displayed in Application Monitor, you can specify basic and advanced filter criteria.

If you update the basic or advanced filter criteria, that filter becomes the current filter. The name of the current filter being
used appears on the third line of all Application Monitor panels.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Application Status panel command line, enter FI or FB.
2. In the Basic Application Filter panel, specify basic filter criteria.

You can choose to select complete or active applications and specify the applications to include or exclude from the
display using wildcards. You can also combine the basic criteria from this panel with the advanced filter criteria.
For more information about the options, press F1.

3. Press the F3 key to update the basic criteria and return to the Application Status panel.
ESP displays the workload that matches your basic criteria.

4. If you want to specify advanced filter criteria, enter FA on the command line.
The Advanced Application Filter panel appears.
You specify filter criteria beside the "=>" or "<=" symbols closest to each field on the panel. Some criteria require
the value Y (yes) or N (no, the default) to indicate whether it is used in the filter. The example in this step filters on
applications that meet the following criteria:
– Processing status is "Applhold"
– Trigger type is "Data Set"

               ________________

   PROCESSING |                | TRIGGER TYPES

  1- Applhold | => y Y/N    <= | 1- Command
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  2- Applwait | =>          <= | 2- Monitor

  3- Overdue  | =>        y <= | 3- Data Set

  4- Running  | =>          <= | 4- Explicit

  5- Started  | =>          <= | 5- Schedule

  6- Trouble  | =>          <= | 6- Variable

  7- Idle     | =>          <= | 7- FTP Event

              |             <= | 8- WOB Trigger

   GENERATION |                |

  From number | =>             |

    to number | =>             |

  TIME & DATE |                |

  Sched after | =>             |

   and before | =>             |

 Active after | =>             |

              |________________|

 

For more information about the options, press F1.
5. Press the F3 key to update the advanced criteria and return to the Application Status panel.

ESP displays the workload that matches your advanced criteria.
6. To switch between the basic and advanced criteria, press F4.

NOTE
To combine the basic and advanced criteria, type Y in the COMBINE Filters field of the Basic Application
Filter panel.

Example: Active Applications Whose Names Start with PROD

In the Basic Application Filter panel, specify the following:

• Complete? - N
• Active? - Y
• Appl Name -1 - PROD-

Example: Overdue Applications That are In Trouble

In the Advanced Application Filter panel, specify the following:

• 3- Overdue - Y
• 6- Trouble - Y

Example: Applications Triggered Manually by a User On or After July 4 Whose Event Prefix Starts With CYB-

In the Advanced Application Filter panel, specify the following:

• Event Prefix - CYB-
• 1- Command - Y
• Sched after - JUL 4

Specify Freeform Filter Criteria

Freeform filtering is an extension to the predefined filters that allows you a more versatile and customizable method of
filtering your workload objects and applications. For the current view, you can use freeform filtering for scenarios that
cannot be handled using the predefined filters.

For example, you can filter based on the following criteria:
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• Jobs that have started and ended between specific times
• Jobs on a critical path
• Held-manual jobs
• Completion codes for jobs within a subapplication
• Jobs within an application that have a restart step
• All generations of application PAYROLL
• Applications invoked by Events in group PROD
• Applications scheduled during a specific time period

Specify Freeform Criteria in CSF

Follow these steps: 

1. On the CSF panel command line, enter FI.
The Filter Specification panel appears.

2. In the Freeform filter field, enter Y.
3. In the ISPF edit panel, specify your freeform filter criteria.

Information on how to code freeform filter criteria is under Freeform Filter Syntax.
4. Save the filter.

For examples of freeform filter criteria, see Examples of Filter Criteria.

Specify Freeform Criteria in Application Monitor

You can customize the criteria for the basic, advanced, and user-defined filters.

Updates to the basic and advanced filters apply to the current view only, so you can specify different filter criteria for each
view.

Updates to the user-defined filters apply to all views.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Application Status panel command line, enter FF.
The Application FreeForm Filter panel appears. The asterisk indicates the current filter.

2. Enter E beside the filter for which you want to specify the filter criteria.
3. In the ISPF edit panel, specify your freeform filter criteria.

To learn how to code freeform filter criteria, see Freeform Filter Syntax.
4. Press F3 to save the filter.
5. To switch to a filter, enter S beside the filter to which you want to switch.

ESP displays the workload that matches your selected filter.

For examples of freeform filter criteria, see Examples of Filter Criteria.

Control Appearance of Workload Information
You can control the layout and sort order of the workload information displayed in each view, including:

• Which fields (attributes) appear in the columns of the display.
• The order the fields appear in across the display.
• The order the workload information is sorted in.
• The field titles.
• The field lengths.

You can also control the appearance of text in the display.
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Control Layout and Sort Order in CSF

For the current view, you can change the order the fields appear in, the order the job list is sorted in, the length of each
field, and the title of each field.

Follow these steps:

1. On the CSF panel command line, enter PR.
The Presentation Fields panel appears.

2. In the "Pres Order" column, specify the order, from left to right, you want to display the fields in. If you don't want the
field to appear, leave it blank.
In each field you want to appear, specify a number (from 1 to 99) or character string (from A to ZZ).
 

NOTE

• The values that you specify are ordered alphabetically, not numerically. For example, a field marked "10"
appears before one marked "2". To change the way numbers are ordered, add a zero before all single-
digit numbers. For example, a field marked "02" appears before one marked "10". 

• By default, ESP always displays the job name in the first column. If you want to display another field
in the first column, you need to enable the Advanced CSF Display option. For details, see Overriding
Default Options.

• With the Advanced CSF Display option enabled, you must explicitly select the job name if you want to
display it, assuming you have never used your user ID on a previous version of ESP.

3. In the "Sort Order" column, specify the order you want the fields sorted on.
In each field you want to sort on, specify a number (from 1 to 99) or character string (from A to ZZ). If you do not
specify any sort orders, the CSF job list is sorted on the job name.

NOTE
The values that you specify are ordered alphabetically, not numerically. For example, a field marked "10"
appears before one marked "2". To change the way numbers are ordered, add a zero before all single-digit
numbers. For example, a field marked "02" appears before one marked "10".

4. In the "Sort Seq" column, indicate the sort sequence of the fields specified in the Sort Order column. Specify A for
ascending sequence or D for descending sequence.
The default is ascending.

5. In the "Pres Len" column, you can override the default column width of each of the display fields.
6. In the "Pres Title" column, you can override the default title (heading) of each of the display fields.

Use this column to abbreviate fields or provide a more descriptive title. For example, you can abbreviate the Account
Number field to ACCT or change the TAG field to reflect how you use tags in an application.

7. Press Enter to save your changes.
ESP displays the workload information using the layout and sort options you selected.

Example: Presentation Fields Panel

The Presentation Fields panel in the following example displays workload information using some common fields.
Workload information is sorted by job name, application name, and then pnode in ascending order.

Field                Sort   Sort   Pres    Pres   Pres

Description          Order  Seq    Order   Len    Title

Appl Generation ===>               4

Appl Name       ===> 2      A      3

Job Name        ===> 1      A

Job Number      ===>               1              Job ID

Job Qualifier   ===>               2

Job Status      ===>               6
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Job Tag         ===>               8              Tag

Processing Node ===> 3      A      5

Subapplication  ===>               7              State

User Status     ===>               10

Wob Type        ===>               9

Example: CSF Display of Full Job Names

The following example uses the Full Job Name field to display z/OS, 64-character job names. CSF displays everything up
to the period or the first eight characters, whichever is shorter, in the Job Name field. The complete job name displays in
the Full Job Name field.

The following displays z/OS workload information using the presentation fields:

• Job Name
• Appl Name
• Job Status
• Full Job Name

PROD Consolidated Status: View FULLNAME  --------------  Row 114 of 868, Col 1

COMMAND ===>                                                              

 

    Job Name ApplName Job Status                   Full Job Name

___ PAY      PAYDAY   COMPLETED(F) AT 10.50 25 OCT PAY.DAILYPROCESSING

___ PAY      PAYDAY   COMPLETED(F) AT 10.50 25 OCT PAY.DAILYPROCESSING

___ PAY      PAYDAY   COMPLETED(F) AT 10.50 25 OCT PAY.DAILYPROCESSING

___ PAY      PAYDAY   COMPLETED(F) AT 10.50 25 OCT PAY.DAILYPROCESSING

___ PAY      PAYDAY   COMPLETED(F) AT 10.50 25 OCT PAY.DAILYPROCESSING

___ PAY      PAYDAY   COMPLETED(F) AT 10.50 25 OCT PAY.DAILYPROCESSING

___ PAY      PAYDAY   COMPLETED(F) AT 10.50 25 OCT PAY.DAILYPROCESSING

___ PAY      PAYDAY   COMPLETED(F) AT 10.50 25 OCT PAY.DAILYPROCESSING

___ PAY      PAYDAY   COMPLETED(F) AT 10.50 25 OCT PAY.DAILYPROCESSING

___ PAYJOBA  PAYDAY   COMPLETED AT 11.20 07 JUN    PAYJOBA

___ PAYJOBA  PAYDAY   COMPLETED AT 11.25 07 JUN    PAYJOBA

___ PAYJOBA  PAYDAY   COMPLETED AT 10.31 25 OCT    PAYJOBA

___ PAYJOBA  PAYDAY   COMPLETED AT 10.41 25 OCT    PAYJOBA

___ PAYJOBA  PAYDAY   APPLHOLD                     PAYJOBA

___ PAYJOBA  PAYDAY   APPLHOLD                     PAYJOBA

___ PAYJOBA  PAYDAY   APPLHOLD                     PAYJOBA

___ PAYJOBA  PAYDAY   APPLHOLD                     PAYJOBA

___ PAYJOBA  PAYDAY   APPLHOLD                     PAYJOBA

Example: How CSF Displays 64-Character Job Names

The following examples describe how CSF displays workload object, 64-character job names:

• No period in the job name - CSF displays the first eight characters.

ThisismyWINDOWSNTpayjobrunningintheTorontodatacentre

CSF displays THISISMY in the Job Name field; the complete job name appears in the Full Job Name field and Long
Job Name field.

• Using a period as the 24th character - CSF displays everything up to the period or the first eight characters, whichever
is shorter.

ThisismyWINDOWSNTpayjob.runningintheTorontodatacentre
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CSF displays THISISMY in the Job Name field; the complete job name appears in the Full Job Name field and Long
Job Name field.

• Using a period as the 5th character - CSF displays everything up to the period or the first eight characters, whichever
is shorter.

This.ismyWINDOWSNTpayjobrunningintheTorontodatacentre

CSF displays THIS in the Job Name field; the complete job name appears in the Full Job Name field and Long Job
Name field.

• Using underscores and national characters - CSF displays the first eight characters.

This_is_my_WINDOWS_NT_payjob_running_@_the_Toronto_data_centre

CSF displays THIS_IS_ in the Job Name field; the complete job name appears in the Full Job Name field and Long
Job Name field.

NOTE
If the long job name is unusable: 

• Message 2069W appears with the reason the name is unusable.
• Field Full Job Name displays the value that is in field Job Name.
• Field Long Job Name displays the long job name.

For example, if the job name is:

WNT_TO_2

and the long job name is:

2_This_is_my_WINDOWS_NT_payjob_running_@_the_Toronto_data_centre

CSF displays:

WNT_TO_2

in the Job Name field and Full Job Name field and:

2_This_is_my_WINDOWS_NT_payjob_running_@_the_Toronto_data_centre

in the Long Job Name field.

Control Layout and Sort Order in Application Monitor

For the current view, you can change the order the fields appear in, the order the application list is sorted in, the length of
each field, and the title of each field.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Application Status panel command line, enter PR.
The Application Presentation panel appears.

2. In the FIELD Ord column, specify the order, from left to right, you want to display the fields in. If you don't want the field
to appear, leave it blank.
In each field you want to appear, specify a number (from 1 to 99) or character string (from A to ZZ).
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NOTE
The values that you specify are ordered alphabetically, not numerically. For example, a field marked "10"
appears before one marked "2". To change the way numbers are ordered, add a zero before all single-digit
numbers. For example, a field marked "02" appears before one marked "10".

3. In the SORT Order column, specify the order you want the fields sorted on.
In each field you want to sort on, specify a number (from 1 to 99) or character string (from A to ZZ). If you do not
specify any sort orders, the application list is sorted on the application name and relative generation.

NOTE

The values that you specify are ordered alphabetically, not numerically. For example, a field marked "10"
appears before one marked "2". To change the way numbers are ordered, add a zero before all single-digit
numbers. For example, a field marked "02" appears before one marked "10".

4. In the SORT Seq column, indicate the sort sequence of the fields specified in the SORT Order column. Specify A for
ascending sequence or D for descending sequence.
The default is ascending.

5. In the Field Width column, you can override the default column width of each of the display fields.
Refer to the Width Range column for the range of values you can use. Some field widths cannot be changed.

6. In the Display Titles column, you can override the default heading for each of the display field columns.
You can specify headings up to 20 characters in length. Headings that are wider than the display field width are
truncated to that width. For example,"APPLICATION NAME" is truncated to "APPLICAT". If the display field is more
than 20 characters wide, its heading starts with the Display Titles value (all 20 characters) and the remainder is filled
with the last character of that value. For example, if you specify, "Def JCL Lib........-", the title for the "Default JCL
Library" field is,
"Def JCL Lib........-----------------------------" (48 character field width).

7. Press Enter to save your changes and return to the Application Status panel.
ESP displays the workload information using the layout and sort options you selected.

Control Text Appearance

You can use different colors and highlight text options to represent different job and application status conditions.

Control Text Appearance in CSF

By default, CSF shows jobs waiting for predecessors in blue text, executing jobs in green, overdue jobs in yellow, and
failed jobs in red.

Follow these steps:

1. On the CSF panel command line, enter CO.
The Highlight Attributes panel appears.

2. Select your color and highlight options.
For example, you might want to highlight jobs waiting for resources.

3. Press F3 to save your changes and return to the Application Status panel.
ESP displays the workload objects using your selected color and highlight options.

Control Text Appearance Application Monitor

Follow these steps:

1. On the Application Status panel command line, enter CO.
The Application Highlight Attributes panel appears.

2. Select your color and highlight options.
For example, you might want to display troubled applications in red.

3. Press F3 to save your changes.
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ESP displays the applications using your selected color and highlight options.

Freeform Filter Syntax
This page provides syntax for freeform filters.

  

Basic Syntax
term [[{AND|OR} term] ...]

 Operand  Description 
term See Term Syntax
AND Connects two terms when both terms must be true
OR Connects two terms when at least one term must be true

NOTE
 The AND operator takes precedence over the OR operator. You can nest expressions within parentheses to
force precedence or to make your filter easier to understand.

Term Syntax
condition |(keyword[(v1[,v2])] reloperatorvalue)

 Operand  Description 
 condition Specifies a condition such as complete

For CSF, see Workload Object Conditions for a list of available
conditions.
For Application Monitor, see Application Conditions for a list of
available conditions.

 keyword A characteristic such as application or job name whose value is
compared with the value operand
For CSF, see Workload Object Keywords for a list of valid
keywords.
For Application Monitor, see Application Keywords for a list of valid
keywords.

 v1 The starting character position for the selection of a substring
Specify the v1 and v2 operands if you want to select part of the
keyword specified in the keyword operand. If the substring value
matches the value operand, the job or Application is selected for
display.
The v1 operand value starts at 1. If v1 is negative, the starting
position is relative to the variable's last non-blank character. For
example, -1 refers to the last character.
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 v2 The number of characters to select (positive value) or omit
(negative value) for a substring
Specify the v1 and v2 operands if you want to select part of the
keyword specified in the keyword operand. If the substring value
matches the value operand, the job or application is selected for
display.
The v2 operand works as follows:
If you omit v2, all characters are selected, starting at position v1 to
the end.
If you make v2 positive, v2 number of characters are selected,
starting at position v1.
If you make v2 negative, the selection starts at position v1 and all
remaining characters are selected except the last v2 number of
characters.

 reloperator The comparison to apply between the keyword specified in
the keyword operand and the value specified in the value
operand. For a list of relational operators, see Relational
Operators.

 value The value to compare with the value of the keyword specified in
the keyword operand

 

Relational Operators

You can use the following relational operators in a filter criteria term:

>= GE greater than or equal
<= LE less than or equal
> GT greater than
< LT less than
= EQ equal
¬= NE not equal to

 

CSF Conditions and Keywords

You can use the following conditions and keywords in CSF. 

Workload Object Conditions

 Condition  Description 
ALL All workload objects
APPL_COMPLETE
NOT_APPL_COMPLETE

Application execution is complete
Application execution is not complete

APPLHOLD
NOT_APPLHOLD

Application is held
Application is not held

APPLWAIT
 
NOT_APPLWAIT

Application is waiting for a previous generation to complete
Application is not waiting for a previous
generation to complete
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BYPASSED
NOT_BYPASSED

Workload object execution has been bypassed
Workload object execution has not been
bypassed

COMPLETE Workload object execution is complete
CRITICAL_PATH
NOT_CRITICAL_PATH

Workload object is on a critical path
Workload object is not on a critical path

EXTERNAL
NOT_EXTERNAL

Workload object is external to an application
Workload object is not an external

FAILED
NOT_FAILED

Workload object has failed
Workload object has not failed

FORCED
NOT_FORCED

Workload object has been forced complete
Workload object has not been forced
complete

INCOMPLETE Workload object execution is not complete
INTERVENTION_REQUIRED
 
NOT_INTERVENTION_REQUIRED

Workload object execution requires manual intervention
Workload object execution does not require
manual intervention

INTVRQ
 
NOT_INTVRQ

Workload object execution requires manual intervention
Workload object execution does not require
manual intervention

LINK
NOT_LINK

Workload object is a LINK
Workload object is not a LINK

MANHOLD
NOT_MANHOLD

Workload object is held
Workload object is not held

MANUAL Workload object is a manual job
MANUAL_TASK Workload object is a manual task
NONMANUAL Workload object is not a manual job
ON_REQUEST
NOT_ON_REQUEST

Workload object is defined as REQUEST
Workload object is not defined as
REQUEST

OVERDUE_END
 
NOT_OVERDUE_END

Workload object execution end time has been exceeded
Workload object execution end time has not
been exceeded

OVERDUE_START
 
NOT_OVERDUE_START

Workload object execution start time has been exceeded
Workload object execution start time has
not been exceeded

OVERDUE_SUBMIT
 
NOT_OVERDUE_SUBMIT

Workload object submission time has been exceeded
Workload object submission time has not
been exceeded

REQUESTED
 
NOT_REQUESTED

Workload object has been specifically requested
Workload object has not been specifically
requested

RESTART_STEP_PRESENT
NOT_RESTART_STEP_PRESENT

Workload object has a restart step
Workload object does not have a restart step

TASK
NOT_TASK

Workload object is a TASK
Workload object is not a TASK
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NOTE
 Common conditions are available on the Filter Specifications panel (FI) and might not require a freeform filter.

Workload Object Keywords

Keyword Description

ACCOUNT Account number

AGENT Agent name

APPL Application name

APPLFILE Application file

APPLGEN Application generation

APPLSEQ Application definition sequence

APSLOT Application file slot number

ASFLAG Application status flag

ASID Execution address space identifier of the job

AUTH Authorization string

AVGRUNTIME Average execution time

WA Restart Option Indicates a job is using WA Restart Option as its restart manager.

CLASS Job class

CMPC Completion code

Enc Indicates a job is using ESP WA Restart Option as its restart manager

ETIME Job end time

EVENT Event name. The event name consists of a prefix and a descriptive name. You must include spaces so
the prefix is eight characters long and the descriptive name starts in the ninth character position. The
descriptive name can be 16 characters maximum. Specifying EVENT displays all jobs in applications that
have been generated by the event.

EXECJNO Execution job number. It can be different from the submission job number if the job executes on a different
JES node from the node where the job was submitted.

EXECNODE Execution JES node of the job

FULLNAME 64-character job names  

HC Hold count

HELD_MANUAL Held-manual jobs

HWRM High water reel mounts

HWCM High water cart mounts

JAFLAG Job attribute flag

JOBNAME Job name

JOBNO Job number

Job status byte as follows:

Value Description

C Completed

JSBYTE

D Dependency
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E Executing

F Failed

I Input

P Post-process

R Resources

JSFLAG Job status flag

LONGNAME Long name of the job

MAXRUNTIME Maximum allowable execution time

MINRUNTIME Minimum allowable execution time

NETID DJC/JES3 network ID

NSCM Non-specific cart mounts

NSRM Non-specific reel mounts

ORIGJNO Submission job number. It can be different from the execution job number if the job executes on a different
JES node from the node where the job was submitted.

ORIGNODE JES node where the job was submitted

PGN Performance group number of the job if the execution system is in WLM compatibility mode

PNODE Processing node

PRIORITY Job priority

QUAL Qualifier

RDRTIME Time the job was submitted to a JES reader

RstMgr Indicates whether a job is using ESP WA Restart Option or WA Restart Option as its restart manager

SADFLAG SAD flags

SCBCYCLE Scoreboard cycle

SCBENTRY Scoreboard entry number

SCBTOKEN Scoreboard token

SCHED Scheduled time

SMFID Execution SMF identifier of the job

SRVCLASS Service class of the job if the execution system is in WLM goal mode

STATUS System status

STIME Job start time

SUBAPPL Subapplication name

SYSNAME Execution system name of the job

SYSPLEX Execution sysplex name of the job

TAG Tag

TRSLOT Trakfile slot number

USTATUS User status

WOBTYPE Short name of a workload object type. The short names are listed in the WOBDEF initialization parameter
documentation.
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NOTE

• For any of the time fields (for example, ETIME, SCHED, and STIME), you need to use the TIME function in a
comparison. For example, STIME > TIME(11AM TODAY). You can compare against any time in a format that
ESP recognizes.

• For any of the numeric fields, you need to use numeric or numeric-string value. Any non-numeric string value
will be converted to zero.

Examples of Filter Criteria

 

Conditions

The following example selects workload objects on the critical path:

CRITICAL_PATH

The following example selects on-request workload objects that have been requested:

ON_REQUEST AND REQUESTED

Keywords

The following example selects workload objects in the PAYROLL application that have a restart step:

(APPL EQ 'PAYROLL') AND RESTART_STEP_PRESENT

The following example selects workload objects with a completion code of S222 in the PAYJOBS subapplication:

(CMPC EQ 'S222') AND (SUBAPPL EQ 'PAYJOBS')

The following example selects workload objects in application CYBER whose execution start time is overdue and that are
requestable:

(APPL EQ 'CYBER') AND OVERDUE_START AND REQUEST

The following example selects all HP-UX workload objects in the BILLING application:

(WOBTYPE EQ 'HP') AND (APPL EQ 'BILLING')

The following example selects workload objects in applications that have been generated by the event CYBER.MYJOB:

(EVENT EQ 'CYBER    MYJOB')

Keywords and Substring Notation

The following example selects failed workload objects that start with P:

(JOBNAME(1,1) EQ 'P') AND (JSBYTE EQ 'F')

The following example selects workload objects that start with PAY or ACC and belong to an application called FINANCE:

((JOBNAME(1,3) EQ 'PAY') OR (JOBNAME(1,3) EQ 'ACC')) AND (APPL EQ 'FINANCE')

The following example selects workload objects in application TESTAPPL that start with TEST and are not complete:

(JOBNAME(1,4) EQ 'TEST') AND (APPL EQ 'TESTAPPL') AND INCOMPLETE

The following example selects workload objects whose names start with CYB that started later than 11 am today:
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(JOBNAME(1,3) EQ 'CYB') AND (STIME > TIME(11AM TODAY))

The following example selects workload objects that start with X in application MYAPPL and have not been requested:

(JOBNAME(1,1) EQ 'X') AND (APPL EQ 'MYAPPL') AND NOT_REQUESTED

The following example selects workload objects called TESTJOB or whose names start with the characters A or BC and
are contained within application MYAPPL or any application whose name starts with PA and whose execution start time is
overdue:

((JOBNAME EQ 'TESTJOB') OR (JOBNAME(1,1) EQ 'A') OR 

(JOBNAME(1,2) EQ 'BC')) AND ((APPL EQ 'MYAPPL') OR 

(APPL (1,2) EQ 'PA')) AND OVERDUE_START

Application Monitor Conditions and Keywords

You can use these conditions and keywords in Application Monitor.

Application Conditions

NOTE
 Condition APPL_IDLE is not available. To select idle applications, go to the Advanced Application Filter panel
(FA) and type Y beside Idle in the Processing Status column.

 Condition  Select applications with specified condition 
ALL Any condition
APPL_CRITPATH
APPL_NOT_CRITPATH

On the critical path
Not on the critical path

APPL_ENDED
APPL_NOT_ENDED

Complete
Not complete

APPL_FAILED
APPL_NOT_FAILED

Failed
Not failed

APPL_FORCED
APPL_NOT_FORCED

Forced complete
Not forced complete

APPL_HELD
APPL_NOT_HELD

Held
Not held

APPL_OVERDUE
APPL_NOT_OVERDUE

Overdue
Not overdue

APPL_PENDING
APPL_NOT_PENDING

Status APPLWAIT
Not status APPLWAIT

APPL_REXXON
APPL_NOT_REXXON

Executing REXX code from the application
Not executing REXX code from the application
or no REXX code in the application

APPL_RUNNING
APPL_NOT_RUNNING

Running
Not running

APPL_STARTED Started, but no workload objects have been tracked yet
APPL_SUBERROR
APPL_NOT_SUBERROR

Submit error
No submit error

APPL_TROUBLE
APPL_NOT_TROUBLE

One or more submit errors or failures
No submit errors or failures
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APPL_WAITING
APPL_NOT_WAITING

Workload objects waiting
No workload objects waiting

COMMAND_TRIGGER
 
NOT_COMMAND_TRIGGER

Related event was triggered in ISPF panels or by the TRIGGER
command
Related event was not triggered in ISPF panels or
by the TRIGGER command

DATASET_TRIGGER
 
 
 
NOT_DATASET_TRIGGER

Related event was triggered by the following:
Closure or renaming of a data set.
Deallocation of a data set with a disposition of CATLG or KEEP.
Related event was not triggered by the following:
Closure or renaming of a data set.
Deallocation of a data set with a disposition of CATLG or KEEP.

EXPLICIT_TRIGGER
NOT_EXPLICIT_TRIGGER

Related event triggered by utility CYBESDT1
Related event not triggered by utility CYBESDT1

FTPEVENT_TRIGGER
 
NOT_FTPEVENT_TRIGGER

Related event triggered by FTP commands SEND or RECEIVE
Related event not triggered by FTP commands

MONITOR_TRIGGER
 
NOT_MONITOR_TRIGGER

Related event triggered by job start, job end, step end, abend or
failure
Related event not triggered by job start, job end,
step end, abend or failure

SCHEDULE_TRIGGER
NOT_SCHEDULE_TRIGGER

Related event triggered on a scheduled time and date
Related event not triggered by a schedule

VARIABLE_TRIGGER
 
NOT_VARIABLE_TRIGGER

Related event triggered when value of global variable changed
Related event not triggered by a global variable
change

 

Application Keywords

 Keyword  Description 
APPLGEN# Application generation number

Do not specify operands v1 and v2 with APPLGEN#.
APPLNAME Application name
APPLSCHED Application scheduled time and date

Do not specify operands v1 and v2 with APPLSCHED.
APPLSTART Application start time and date
EVPREFIX Prefix of the event that invoked an application
EVNAME Name of the event that invoked an application
EVOWNER Owner of the event that invoked an application.

See the EVENT command, OWNER operand for details.
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Examples of Filter Criteria

Conditions

The following example selects applications with workload objects on the critical path:

APPL_CRITPATH

The following example selects overdue applications with workload objects on the critical path:

APPL_OVERDUE AND APPL_CRITPATH

The following example selects overdue applications and applications with workload objects on the critical path:

APPL_OVERDUE OR APPL_CRITPATH

Keywords

The following example selects the first generation of all applications:

(APPLGEN# EQ 1)

The following example selects all generations of application PAYROLL:

(APPLNAME EQ 'PAYROLL')

The following example selects applications scheduled at or after 12:00 AM on July 1:

(APPLSCHED GE TIME(00:00 JUL01))

The following example selects applications invoked by events in group PROD:

(EVPRFX EQ 'PROD')

The following example selects applications invoked by event DLYUPDT:

(EVNAME EQ 'DLYUPDT')

The following example selects applications invoked by events that specify operand OWNER(PROD) or events that were
last modified by user ID PROD:

(EVOWNER EQ 'PROD')

The following example selects applications invoked by event DLYUPDT that are scheduled from July 1 onwards:

(EVNAME EQ 'DLYUPDT') AND (APPLSCHED GE TIME(00:00 JUL01))

The following example selects applications scheduled from July 1 to July 31, inclusive:

(APPLSCHED GE TIME(00:00 JUL01))

AND (APPLSCHED LT TIME(23:59 JUL31))

Keywords and Substring Notation

The following example selects applications starting with PAY. The filter criteria checks three characters of the application
name, starting at the first character.

(APPLNAME(1,3) EQ 'PAY')

The following example selects applications ending in DYUPD, for example, TSTDYUPD and PRDDYUPD. The filter
criteria checks the application name starting at the forth character.

(APPLNAME(4) EQ 'DYUPD')
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The following example selects applications ending in DYUPD, for example, TSTDYUPD and PRDDYUPD. The filter
criteria checks the application name starting at the fifth character from the right.

(APPLNAME(-5) EQ 'DYUPD')

The following example selects applications with DY as the fourth and fifth character, for example, TSTDYUPD,
TSTDYRPT, PRDDYUPD, and PRDDYRPT. The filter criteria checks the application name starting at the fourth character
and ignores the last three characters.

(APPLNAME(4,-3) EQ 'DY')

The following example returns an error. You cannot specify substrings for APPLGEN#.

(APPLGEN#(1,1) EQ '1')

Applications
An ESP application is a group of related jobs where dependencies are controlled at the submission level. A job in an
application is submitted when all its dependencies (for example, time, job, and resource dependencies) are met.

A Sample Application
This page provides a sample ESP application.

An ESP application is made up of a series of statements that:

• Identify the application.
• Tell ESP where the JCL is located.
• Identify the jobs to run.
• Describe job relationships.
• Describe when ESP should select the jobs to run.
• Tell ESP where to copy the JCL
• Identify the documentation library.
• Describe other dependencies, such as time and resources.

Consider the following example. In application APPL1, the flow chart depicts the relationship between the jobs:
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Figure 40: Sample Application that Shows the Relationship Between Jobs Copy

The flow chart shows the following job dependencies: jobs B and C depend on job A to finish before they can start.
Similarly, job E depends on job D, which depends on jobs B and C. Job F depends on job E. Any of the jobs can be either
a z/OS job or a job running on a distributed platform such as UNIX or Windows NT.

The Application

This is what the application looks like:

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB A
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  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE (B,C)

ENDJOB

JOB B

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE D

ENDJOB

JOB C

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE D

ENDJOB

JOB D

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE E

ENDJOB

JOB E

  RUN FRIDAY

  RELEASE F

ENDJOB

JOB F

  RUN LAST WORKDAY OF MONTH

ENDJOB

Application Duration

An application does not have to complete within a 24-hour period. Its duration can span days or weeks. You can also
schedule an application to run many times daily.
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Figure 41: Sample Application with Jobs Inheriting Relationships

Inherit Job Relationships

Jobs in an application may not require the same run frequency. ESP automatically checks for relationships among jobs in
the application.

For example, job B runs only on Fridays. On the other days of the week, when job B is not selected to run, job C inherits
job B's relationships and is released by job A.

You can choose not to inherit relationships with the NOINHERIT option on the JOB statement, Job C is eligible for
submission at the same time as job A.

Application Generations
Each time an application is generated, a new generation of the application is created. The generation number increases
with each new generation. Multiple generations of an application can process at the same time.
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ESP uses generation numbers to identify the particular generation of an application to which a job belongs.

Contents of a Generation

The specific contents of a generation of an application depend upon the circumstances at the time the application is
generated. For example, if job E in application PAYROLL runs only on Fridays, the generations of APPL1 created Monday
through Thursday do not contain job E.

Common Application Statements and Options
As an operator monitoring workload as it processes on ESP, you must understand some application statements and
options, such as the following.

DELAYSUB

Use the DELAYSUB statement to delay the submission of a job until a specific time or date. The DELAYSUB statement
looks like:

JOB BILL99

  DELAYSUB 11PM

  RUN WORKDAYS

  AFTER (BILL01,BILL02)

ENDJOB

On CSF, BILL99 appears as:

   Jobname  Qual Jobno Appl   Gen  CCode Status

___BILL99         1895 BILLING 12      - WAITING UNTIL 11:00

___BILLUPDT          - BILLING 12      - WAITING, HC=1

___PAYBKUP5       1855 PAY1    73      - EXECUTING S1

DSTRIG

Use the DSTRIG statement to define a data set trigger workload object as part of an ESP application. This lets you set up
data set dependencies at the job level. A data set trigger workload object can be completed by the successful creation,
closure or renaming of a data set by another job, started task, TSO user or FTP transfer.

In the following example, job ABCJOB is released on the daily closing of data set PROD.FILE.CICS1602:

DSTRIG BIGFILE 

  DSNAME PROD.FILE.CICS1602

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE ABCJOB

ENDJOB

DUEOUT

Use the DUEOUT statement to identify a due-out time for a job from one or more processing nodes (pnodes), such as
INPUT, EXEC, and OUTPUT. The DUEOUT statement looks like:

JOB PAYBKUP5
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  RUN LAST FRI OF MONTH

  DUEOUT INPUT 3AM

  DUEOUT EXEC 6AM

ENDJOB

DUEOUT statements cause ESP to notify you about overdue jobs in CSF.

NOTE
If you have an on-request job in an application, you receive a due-out notification only if you have requested the
job and it is overdue.

On CSF, PAYBKUP5 appears as follows if it is late-finishing execution:

Jobname  Qual Jobno Appl  Gen CCode Status

___BILL99    1895 BILLING 12    -   WAITING UNTIL 11:00

___BILLUPDT     - BILLING 12    -   WAITING, HC=1 

___PAYBKUP5  1855 PAY1    73    -   EXECUTING S1, OVERDUE

EXTERNAL

An external job is a reference to a job that is actually part of another application, called its home application. The
EXTERNAL operand on the JOB statement identifies a job as external to this distant application. It creates a dependency
on a job in another application.

In the following example, job A exists in APPL1 but is referred to in APPL2 as an external job. APPL1 is the home
application, and APPL2 is the distant application. When job A executes in APPL1, its status is reflected in APPL2.
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Figure 42: Diagram with an External Job Example

Display an External Job

You can use the LAX command to display external and manual jobs in an active application. For example:

lax                   

       WKLYPAYS.9: PAYJOB1,BILL010

        REPORTS.1: JOB99     

           PGMS.7: PGM424 

 --- 3 APPLS DISPLAYED      

LINK

A link is a task that does not require manual completion. It is identified by the LINK operand on the JOB statement. ESP
does not try to submit JCL. It automatically marks a link complete as soon as its predecessor and time dependencies are
met. You can use a link when you need to take an action, such as issue a command or send a message.
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You can use a link in an application to simplify complex dependencies. For example, in the following diagram, LINKJOB is
used to simplify the successor relationships for jobs A, B, and C:

Figure 43: Example of a Link in an Application

Example Links

You can use a link to issue a command. For example:

JOB OPEN.INITS LINK PROCESS

  VS '$SI1-10'
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  RUN DAILY

  ENDJOB

You can use a link to keep an application active. For example:

JOB KEEPOPEN LINK PROCESS

  DELAYSUB 23:59

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

MANUAL

A manual job is a reference to a job that is submitted outside an application. It is identified by the MANUAL operand on
the JOB statement. ESP does not look for JCL or try to submit the job. ESP tracks the actual job and reflects its status in
the application. Manual jobs can be used as predecessors or successors to ESP jobs.

The following is an example of an application that contains a manual job:

APPL ABC

JCLLIB.....

 

JOB PAYXMIT MANUAL

  RELEASE PAY001

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

 

JOB PAY001

  SEND 'PAYJOBS NOW STARTING' U(*)

  RELEASE PAY002

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

 

JOB PAY002

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Display a Manual Job

You can use the LAX command to display external and manual jobs in an active application. For example:

lax                   

       WKLYPAYS.9: PAYJOB1,BILL010

        REPORTS.1: JOB99     

           PGMS.7: PGM424 

 --- 3 APPLS DISPLAYED      

Identify a Job as ON-REQUEST

You can identify a job as ON-RQUEST, which means it can be specified to run only when requested by a user. An
ON-REQUEST job is considered part of the schedule when it is selected. If the job is not selected for submission, it is
bypassed, and ESP responds as if it completed normally. You use the REQUEST parameter on the JOB statement. For
information on requesting a job, see Request and Unrequest Jobs.
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RESOURCE

Use the RESOURCE statement to identify real or abstract resources required by a job. For information on the
RESOURCE statement, see Resources.

SUBAPPL

An application can consist of one or more subapplications, identified by the SUBAPPL statement in an ESP procedure.
A subapplication is used to break up large applications into smaller, more manageable groups of jobs. You can display,
manipulate, and report on subapplications.

The subapplication name must be unique-it cannot be the same as any job name in the application.

You can use the WAIT operand to prevent processing of concurrent generations of the subapplication, if the WAIT
operand is not used on the APPL statement.

TAG

Use the TAG statement to specify a character string associating a condition, such as high priority, with a job. The TAG
statement looks like the following:

JOB PAYCHQ05

  RUN FIRST MONDAY MONTHLY

  RELEASE TESTJOB9

  TAG 'HIGH-PRIORITY'

ENDJOB

JOB PAYCHQ10

  RUN FIRST MONDAY MONTHLY

  RELEASE TESTJOB9

  TAG 'HIGH-PRIORITY'

ENDJOB

JOB PAYREPRT

  RUN FIRST MONDAY MONTHLY

ENDJOB

On CSF, PAYCHQ05 and PAYCHQ10 appear as follows:

Job Name    TAG           Jobno Appl  Gen  CCode Status

___PAYCHQ05 HIGH-PRIORITY  2007 CHQS   12     16 ENDED CCFAIL 

___PAYCHQ10 HIGH-PRIORITY     - CHQS   12      - WAITING,HC=1

___PAYREPRT                   - CHQS   12      - WAITING,HC=1

TASK

A task is a type of job, defined within the application, that can be completed automatically or manually. A task can be used
to represent a manual or automated process, such as the following:

• Balancing reports
• Input tapes
• Any other special handling jobs
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A task is identified by the TASK operand on the JOB statement. ESP does not try to submit JCL for a task. If the task does
not have a SELFCOMPLETING operand, the task must be marked complete explicitly using the APPLJOB command or
CSF line command.

Resources
A resource can be any type of real or abstract object that affects a job's ability to run successfully and can be quantified.
The following are common examples of resources:

• Scratch tapes
• Execution time
• An entity to control mutually exclusive jobs
• On-line system availability
• Time periods
• Tape drives
• CPU absorption

A RESOURCE statement specifies that a job must have a given number of units of one or more specific resources before
job submission.

RESOURCE Statement

The following is an example of a job definition containing RESOURCE statements:

JOB BILL010

  RUN MON WED FRI

  RESOURCE (1,IMS)

ENDJOB

JOB BILL020

  RUN MON WED FRI

  RESOURCE (1,IMS)

ENDJOB

In the above example, BILL010 and BILL020 each require one unit of IMS for the jobs to be submitted.

What It Looks Like on CSF

The following example shows what CSF looks like when a job is waiting for resources:

     Job Name Tag     Jobno Appl   Gen Pnode   Status 

 ___ BILL010 BILLING  2007 BILL   32  EXEC    EXECUTING, S1

 LR  BILL020 BILLING     - BILL   32  RESWAIT WAITING FOR RESOURCES

To see what resource a job is waiting for, type LR beside the job name, and press Enter. The Extended Resource List
screen appears:

 ESP Consolidated Status: Extended Resource List ----       Row 1 of 4, Col 1 

 COMMAND ===>                                                                  

                                                                               

 You may enter an L in front of any resource to display more information on 

 that specific resource, or enter an X in front of any resource to get additional
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 information on all the resources.

           4 TREN001

           3 TREN004

 

Type X beside a resource to see additional information about all resources:

 ESP Consolidated Status: Extended Resource List ----       Row 1 of 4, Col 1 

 COMMAND ===>                                                                  

 You may enter an L in front of any resource to display more information on 

 that specific resource, or enter an X in front of any resource to get additional

 information on all the resources.

  x        4 TREN001

           3 TREN004

Press Enter, information about all resources are displayed:

 ESP -----------------------------------------------        Row 1 of 9, Col 1 

 COMMAND ===>                                                                  

 ---------------------------------- TOP OF DATA--------------------------------

 Resource TREN001  undefined

                     4 needed by REN016A, Appl REN016.86

                     3 needed by REN016B, Appl REN016.86

 Resource TREN004  undefined

                     3 needed by REN016A, Appl REN016.86

                     3 needed by REN016B, Appl REN016.86

 ESPENQ_JOB(REN016A.)_APPL(REN016.86)

           Required          Excl  REN016A, Appl REN016.86

Type L beside a resource to see additional information about the resource:

ESP Consolidated Status: Extended Resource List ----       Row 1 of 4, Col 1 

COMMAND ===>                                                                  

                                                                             

You may enter an L in front of any resource to display more information on

that specific resource, or enter an X in front of any resource to get additional

information on all the resources.

 l        4 TREN001

          3 TREN004

Press Enter, information about the selected resource are displayed:

 ESP -----------------------------------------------        Row 1 of 5, Col 1 -

 COMMAND ===>                                                                  

 ---------------------------------- TOP OF DATA---------------------------------

 Resource TREN001 List Own Wait

 Resource TREN001  undefined

                     4 needed by REN016A, Appl REN016.86

                     3 needed by REN016B, Appl REN016.86
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Displaying Applications
As an operator, you may have to display an application. You can display an application after it is generated. You can
display all instances (generations) of the application or specific generations of the application.

Once an application is generated, you can display it through CSF, CA WA ESP Edition Workstation or the LISTAPPL
command.

The short form of the LISTAPPL command is LAP. You can use the command with the ALL operand to give a structured
view of an active application (for example, one with incomplete jobs) or with other operands to give a summary of active or
completed applications. The display can be limited to specific generations if required. For more information on displaying
an application, see the List Application (LISTAPPL, LAP) Command.

Sample output from an LAP command:

LAP PAYROLL.23 ALL

APPL PAYROLL GEN 23

 CREATED AT 09.54 ON MONDAY MAY 14TH, 2001

  BY EVENT CYBBP01.PAY

  USER2: ******************************

  USER3: TEMP PROGRAM PAYUTIL1 ADDED

  USER4: ******************************

PAYD001A J6281, COMPLETED, CC 0 AT 10.01 ON MONDAY MAY 14TH, 2001

PAYD002A J6282, COMPLETED, CC 8 AT 10.04 ON MONDAY MAY 14TH, 2001

PAYD003A J6283, STARTED, STEP 3

PAYD004A, HC=1

 SUBMISSION AT 10.15 ON MONDAY MAY 14TH, 2001

ANTICIPATED END TIME: 10.20 ON MONDAY MAY 14TH, 2001

 PREDECESSORS: PAYD003A

  SUCCESSORS: PAYD100A

 

PAYD100A, HC=1

 ANTICIPATED END TIME: 10.29 ON MONDAY MAY 14TH, 2001

 DUE OUT BY 10.30 ON MONDAY MAY 14TH, 2001

 PREDECESSORS: PAYD004A

  SUCCESSORS: PAYD006A

 

ABCJOB, HC=0

 ANTICIPATED END TIME: 10.59 ON MONDAY MAY 14TH, 2001

 EXTERNAL

 PREDECESSORS: NONE

  SUCCESSORS: PAYD006A

 

PAYD006A, HC=2

 ANTICIPATED END TIME: 11.12 ON MONDAY MAY 14TH, 2001

 PREDECESSORS: PAYD100A, ABCJOB

  SUCCESSORS: ENDAPPL

   RESOURCES: 1,CICSUP

 

ENDAPPL, HC=1

 ANTICIPATED END TIME: 11.29 ON MONDAY MAY 14TH, 2001

 PREDECESSORS: PAYD006A

  SUCCESSORS: (NONE)
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----- 1 ENTRY DISPLAYED

Other options are available on the LISTAPPL command. For example, you can display particular jobs, a previous
generation of an application or a subapplication.

Define a Subapplication
An ESP subapplication is a grouping of jobs within an application. You can manipulate all the jobs within a subapplication
with a single command. Large applications can be broken into smaller, easier to manage groups of jobs. An application
can contain multiple subapplications.

You can display, control, and report on subapplications.

Follow these steps:

1. Use a SUBAPPL statement in an ESP procedure.
2. Choose a name that is unique-it cannot be the same as any job name within the application.

Example: Define a Subapplication Within a Job

In the following example, SUBAPPL is coded within a job. With this method, all jobs that include a particular
subapplication name belong to that subapplication. Jobs ACCTG1 and ACCTG2 belong to subapplication ACCRTSREC,
and job ACCTG3 belongs to subapplication ACCTPAY. Jobs ACCT65 and ACCT66 do not belong to a subapplication.

APPL ACCOUNTS

JCLLIB.....

JOB ACCTG1

  SUBAPPL ACCTSREC

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE ACCTG2

ENDJOB

JOB ACCTG2

  SUBAPPL ACCTSREC

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE ACCTG3

ENDJOB

JOB ACCTG3

  SUBAPPL ACCTPAY

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

JOB ACCTG5

  RUN WORKDAYS

ENDJOB

JOB ACCTG6

  RUN WORKDAYS

ENDJOB

Example: Define a Subapplication Outside of a Job

In the following example, SUBAPPL is coded outside of a job. With this method, every job up to the next SUBAPPL
statement belongs to the same subapplication. Jobs JOB1 and JOB2 belong to subapplication ACT1, and job JOB3
belongs to subapplication ACT2.

APPL ACCOUNTS

JCLLIB.....
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SUBAPPL ACT1

JOB JOB1

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE JOB2

ENDJOB

JOB JOB2

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE JOB3

ENDJOB

SUBAPPL ACT2

JOB JOB3

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Control a Subapplication

You can control a subapplication using CSF commands or the APPLJOB (AJ) command.

You use a subapplication to control a number of jobs. You can:

• Bypass or unbypass all the jobs in a subapplication.
• Request or unrequest all the jobs in a subapplication.
• Hold or release all the jobs in a subapplication.
• Complete all the jobs in a subapplication.
• Remove all the jobs in a subapplication from wait status.

Control Jobs in an Application
As an operator, you may need to control jobs in an application. You can:

• Hold or release a job in an active application.
• Bypass or unbypass a job in an active application.
• Mark a job or manual task complete in an active application.
• Request a job.
• Reset a time dependency.
• Resubmit a job in an application.
• Remove predecessor relationships from a job.

You can control jobs using CSF, the APPLJOB command, or ESP Workstation.

Use CSF

You control jobs from CSF by typing a command next to the job name on the CSF panel.

When you control jobs on CSF, you are invoking the APPLJOB command in the background. For more information on
controlling workload, see Monitor and Control Using CSF and Application Monitor.

Use the APPLJOB Command

You can control the jobs in an application using the APPLJOB command. The short name of this command is AJ. A job
name or job number is all you need to identify the job if it is submitted and has a JES number assigned. The application is
located via the tracking files.

If the job is not yet submitted, you must specify the application name. If more than one generation of the application is
active, you must also specify the relative or absolute generation of the application.
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For more information on the APPLJOB command, see APPLJOB (AJ) Command. For the syntax of the APPLJOB
command, see Commands.

Events
If you want to run an ESP application at a certain time every day, you need a way to tell that to ESP. The object you use is
called an event. An event defines:

• When ESP must perform the work.
• What actions ESP must take to perform the work.

 

Functions of an Event
An event can be used to:

Invoke an ESP Procedure

Use an event to invoke an ESP procedure. The following example invokes the TESTPROC procedure in
CYBER.ESP.PROC:

EVENT ID(CYBER.PROC) SYSTEM(ES51)

  SCHEDULE 8AM DAILY

  INVOKE 'CYBER.ESP.PROC(TESTPROC)'

ENDDEF

Submit a Job or Group of Jobs

Use an event to submit a job or group of jobs. The following example submits member PROD001 from the JCL library
CYBER.ESP.CNTL:

EVENT ID(CYBER.SUBMIT) SYSTEM(ES51)

  SCHEDULE 8AM DAILY

  SUBMIT 'CYBER.ESP.CNTL(PROD001)'

ENDDEF

Send a Message

Use an event to send a message. The following example sends message to user USER01:

EVENT ID(CYBER.MESSAGE) SYSTEM(ES51)

  SCHEDULE 8AM DAILY

  SEND 'REMINDER, DAILY REPORTS ARE DUE AT 9.00' U(USER01)

ENDDEF

Issue a z/OS Operator Command

Use an event to issue a z/OS operator command. The following example issues the TI command:

EVENT ID(CYBER.COMMAND) SYSTEM(ES51)

  SCHEDULE 8AM DAILY
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  VS '$TI1-15,C=A'

ENDDEF

Define an Event
An event definition is made up of the following:

• An EVENT command including:
– An ID field that identifies the name of the event.
– A SYSTEM field that identifies the ESP subsystem the event executes on.

• A SCHEDULE command that tells ESP when to trigger the event
• An action for ESP, for example, INVOKE a procedure or SEND a message
• An ENDDEF command that indicates the end of the definition

Event Definition Example

EVENT ID(CYBER.PAYROLL) SYSTEM(ES51)

  SCHEDULE 5PM MONDAY

  INVOKE 'CYBER.PROD.PROC(PAYROLL)'

ENDDEF

When you define an event, you define what you want ESP to do and where and when you want it done. Use one of the
following methods to create an event:

• Use ESP panels
• Rename an existing event
• Use ESP Page mode commands
• Use the LOAD command to copy an event from a data set
• Use batch

Create an Event with ESP Panels

Follow these steps:

1. Name the event. An event name has two parts:
– Prefix - Name of a user or group, up to 8 characters
– Descriptive name - Up to 16 characters, including national characters and underscore
ESP verifies security requirements when the event is triggered.

2. Specify when the event will execute. The trigger for the event can be:
– A scheduled date and time
– A data set trigger
– A manual trigger (the default)
– A job monitor or alert trigger

Trigger an Event
You can use a data set trigger to trigger an event automatically on data set activity.

A data set trigger can be used on:
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• The creation of a data set (the default).
• The closure of a data set after an update.
• The renaming of a data set.
• The deallocation of a data set with a disposition of CATLG or KEEP.
• The successful completion of an FTP file transfer.
• The explicit notification of a data set activity (used when the data set activity does not generate an SMF record).

ESP supports data set triggering with multiple data sets and multiple closures. Data set triggering can be restricted to data
sets created by a specific job or group of jobs or user ID.

Example: Trigger Event on Creation
In the following example, the event triggers on the creation of the data set PROD.ACCT.BKUP99:

EVENT ID(CYBER.BKUP99) SYSTEM ES51

  DSTRIG PROD.ACCT.BKUP99

  INVOKE 'ACCT.MONTHLY.PAYROLL(PAY1)'

ENDDEF

Example: Trigger Event on Update or Creation
In the following example, the event triggers on the update or creation of the data set PROD.ACCT.BKUP99:

EVENT ID(CYBER.BKUP99) SYSTEM ES51

  DSTRIG PROD.ACCT.BKUP99 ANYCLOSE

  INVOKE 'ACCT.MONTHLY.PAYROLL(PAY1)'

ENDDEF

Example: Trigger Event on Rename
In the following example, the event triggers on the renaming of a data set to PROD.ACCT.BKUP99:

EVENT ID(CYBER.BKUP99) SYSTEM ES51

  DSTRIG PROD.ACCT.BKUP99 RENAME

  INVOKE 'ACCT.MONTHLY.PAYROLL(PAY1)'

ENDDEF

Example: Trigger Event on Explicit Notification
In the following example, the event triggers on the explicit notification that the data set PROD.ACCT.BKUP99
has been updated:

EVENT ID(CYBER.BKUP99) SYSTEM ES51

  DSTRIG PROD.ACCT.BKUP99 EXPLICIT

  INVOKE 'ACCT.MONTHLY.PAYROLL(PAY1)'

ENDDEF

NOTE
The explicit notification is accomplished by the program ESPDST (alias CYBESDT1).
This program activates within a conditional step that runs when a previous step has
completed successfully. ESPDST points to the data set used in the DSTRIG, in the example:
PROD.ACCT.BKUP99.

Example: Trigger Event on Specified Disposition
The example event that follows is triggered if any data set starting with PROD.PAYROLL.FILE and ending with
any three valid characters is deallocated with disposition CATLG.
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EVENT ID(CYB.PAYDLY)

DSTRIG 'PROD.PAYROLL.FILE***' DISP(CATLG)

INVOKE 'CYB.ESP.PROCS(PAYDLY)'

ENDDEF

Example: Trigger Event on Successful File Transfer
In the following example, the event triggers on a successful transfer to the data set PROD.ACCT.BKUP99
from host AIXHOST:

EVENT ID(CYBER.BKUP99) SYSTEM ES51

  DSTRIG PROD.ACCT.BKUP99 FTP(RECEIVE) HOST(AIXHOST)

  INVOKE 'ACCT.MONTHLY.PAYROLL(PAY1)'

ENDDEF

Trigger Event by Event-Level Sensor
You can set up an event-level sensor in an event to trigger it upon notification by an agent monitor.

You can use this feature only with release 11.3 and above of the system agents and only with the following agent
monitors:

• Database Monitor (DB_MON)
• Database Trigger (DB_TRIG)
• File Trigger (FILE_TRIGGER)
• J2EE Subscribe, Get Messages (JMSS_JOB)
• SAP Event Monitor (SAPE_JOB)
• SNMP Subscribe (SNPC_JOB)

To prepare an event to be triggered by an event-level sensor, code the WOBTRIG command in the event.

NOTE
If the agent specified in WOBTRIG is cold started or agent failover occurs, the event trigger you set up will still
work properly. In the case of agent failover, trigger notifications would now come from an agent on an active
node in the cluster. For more information, see the agent documentation.

Example: Trigger Event by Event-Level Sensor

In the following example, event SA.ORDERISSUE is triggered when agent monitor saAgentXP detects that file
orderissue.xml is created. The event then sends the message "Order Issue Pending" to TSO user ID SALESSUP.

EVENT ID(SA.ORDERISSUE)

  WOBTRIG File_Trigger Agent(saAgentXP) FileName(c:\orderissue.xml) CREATE

  SEND 'Order Issue Pending' USER(SALESSUP)

ENDDEF

Schedule an Event
An event can be triggered manually or automatically by telling ESP when to trigger the event (for example, 6 pm daily). An
event can also be triggered by data set activity.

Schedule Event to Execute Only Once

If you want to schedule an event to execute only once and then delete it, use the ONCE keyword with the SCHEDULE
command.
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This is useful for one-time events. If you do not specify ONCE, ESP assumes the event runs daily. The following example
schedules an event only once on the next Saturday:

EVENT ID(CYBER.TEST) SYSTEM(ES51)

  SCHEDULE 8AM SATURDAY ONCE

  SUBMIT 'CYBER.JCLLIB.CNTL(ONETIME)'

ENDDEF

Event Data Set

At regular intervals (for example, 6am each day), ESP scans the event data set (EVENTSET) and builds a schedule of
work to be executed during that schedule cycle. A schedule cycle is the time between successive scans of an event data
set. The schedule cycle is set at your installation when ESP is installed. A message is issued at the start and end of each
scan through the data set. As ESP scans the data set, it also creates a backup copy.

Display the Schedule

After the schedule is built, use the LISTSCH (list schedule) command to display it. The display is limited to:

• A certain time range.
• A generic event name specification.

If an event is to execute more than once during the current schedule cycle, only the first scheduled execution is displayed.
ESP stores an event entry only once in the schedule. When the scheduled time arrives, ESP calculates and stores the
next execution time.

Display the Schedule
Use the LISTSCH command to display the schedule. It displays the names of the events and their scheduled execution
times. The names of any jobs to be submitted are not displayed; one event can submit several jobs. Job names are
displayed by generating a scheduled activity report. 

The LISTSCH Command

The following LISTSCH command lists the entire current schedule between one schedule scan and the next:

LISTSCH

The following example displays all events with names beginning GR that are scheduled between 11:00 pm and 1:30 am:

LISTSCH LEVEL(GR-.-) FROM(23.00) TO(01.30)

In many cases, the LISTSCH command cannot provide an operator with sufficient useful information. If you want a
forecast of the schedule at the job level, produce a scheduled activity report. 

Display When Event Will Execute
Select option 5 (NEXT) from the Event management panel (E.5 option). The Next Execution Times screen appears. You
can enter a number (up to a maximum of 99) of next scheduled execution times for the event in question. The event must
contain at least one SCHEDULE or EXPECT command.

ESP displays the information as follows:
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ESP -----------------------------------------------   NEXT 5 EXECUTION TIMES

COMMAND ===>

---------------------------------- TOP OF DATA------------------------------

 NEXT 5 CYBER.TEST

 SCHED AT 14.00.00 ON WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 31ST, 2001

 SCHED AT 14.00.00 ON THURSDAY NOVEMBER 1ST, 2001

 SCHED AT 14.00.00 ON FRIDAY NOVEMBER 2ND, 2001

 SCHED AT 14.00.00 ON SATURDAY NOVEMBER 3RD, 2001

 SCHED AT 14.00.00 ON SUNDAY NOVEMBER 4TH, 2001

 

 

Postpone Event Execution
You can postpone event execution by placing an event on hold until you want it to execute. You use the HOLD and
RELEASE commands to hold and release an event.

If an event is in the hold state, it is placed in an overdue condition. When the event is finally released, the overdue count is
checked to see whether execution should proceed. The event is checked immediately for every occurrence missed while
in the hold state, up to the overdue limit count specified when the event was defined.

If an event is in both a suspended and hold state when due for scheduling, the hold state is ignored, and the event is
considered suspended.

HOLD Command

The HOLD command postpones execution of an event until you release it. When you specify the name of the event to be
held, the event has its hold count incremented immediately. When the hold count of an event is greater than zero, it does
not execute. Missed executions of the event while in the hold state are processed up to the overdue count of the event.

The following is an example of the HOLD command:

HOLD PROD.BIGEVENT

The above example increments the hold count of the event PROD.BIGEVENT by 1.

RELEASE Command

The RELEASE command is used with the HOLD command and decrements the hold count of an event. When the hold
count reaches zero, the event is eligible for execution.

Overdue Events
An event can miss its scheduled execution time (that is, overdue events) for many reasons, for example:

• A system outage
NOTE
If there is a system outage, the overdue count number is limited by 10.

• Event was held
• The class of the event was held
• ESP was quiesced
• No event initiators were available
• Eventset (event data set) was suspended
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OVERDUE Count

An event is marked OVERDUE if it is held at its scheduled execution time.

Use the OVERDUE count with the SCHEDULE command to tell ESP how many times the event can execute if it misses
more than one scheduled execution.

When it is released, an event executes once for every missed occurrence, up to the OVERDUE count. The default
OVERDUE count is 1.

The following is an example where the event is not allowed to execute if it misses its scheduled execution time:

SCHEDULE 10AM WORKDAY OVERDUE(0)

Bypass Event Execution
You can bypass event execution by suspending the event until you want it to execute. Use the SUSPEND and RESUME
commands to suspend and resume an event.

If the scheduled time for an event arrives while it is in the suspended state, the event execution is bypassed, and it is not
considered overdue.

If an event is in both a suspended and a hold state when due for scheduling, the hold state is ignored, and the event is
considered suspended.

SUSPEND Command

The SUSPEND command bypasses execution of an event. The event stays suspended until the RESUME command is
issued against the suspended event. Specify the event to be suspended by entering the character U to the left of its name.
The event's suspend count is incremented immediately. When the suspend count of an event is greater than zero, it does
not execute. The message ** SUSPEND COUNT INCREMENTED ** appears in the event's NEXT DUE field.

RESUME Command

The RESUME command is used with the SUSPEND command. It decrements the suspend count of an event. Specify
the event to be resumed by entering the character R to the left of its name. The message ** SUSPEND COUNT
DECREMENTED ** appears in the event's NEXT DUE field. When the suspend count of an event reaches zero, the event
is eligible for execution at its next scheduled time.

Simulate an Event
You can simulate the execution of an event to see the following:

• Which workload objects would run if the event was triggered on a certain day.
• If any syntax errors or successor loops occur.

You can simulate the next occurrence of an event or the actions of the event at a specific date or time.

The following examples step you through the simulation of an event using the event panels.

Simulate the Next Occurrence

Follow these steps:

1. Select option E (Events) at the main menu, and press Enter.
The Event Management Menu appears.

2. Select option 3 (Control an existing Event), and press Enter.
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The Event Control Menu appears.
3. Leave the option blank, and press Enter.

The List Events screen appears.
4. Type M next to the event you want to simulate, and press Enter.

The Simulate Event Execution screen appears.
In this screen you can specify event simulation parameters or accept the defaults. For example, you can simulate your
event for a date and time other than the default, which is the current date and time.

NOTE
As long as you remain in the event panels, the parameters you enter in this panel are saved for the most
recent simulation you do. Then, if you trigger the event you last simulated, the parameters you specified in
the simulation panel are automatically filled in on the trigger panel. You can still change the parameters on
the trigger panel if you want.

5. Press Enter.
ESP starts the event simulation and presents the results.

SIMULATION OF EVENT NOVJI01.E1 AT 05.06.50 ON TUESDAY APRIL 29TH, 2008

JOBS:(NONE)

NO JOBS SELECTED FOR SUBMISSION

TIME RELATED DEPENDENCIES

A    EARLYSUB(05.11.51 TUE 29 APR 2008) RELDELAY(5)

B    EARLYSUB(05.16.51 TUE 29 APR 2008)

C    RELDELAY(2)

JOB TYPE--JOBNAME--HC--RELEASES

TASK    A           0     B 

TASK    B           1     C 

TASK    C           1     D 

TASK    D           1     (NONE)    

The following line indicates the name of the simulated event (NOVJI01.E1) and the time and date:

SIMULATION OF EVENT NOVJI01.E1 AT 05.06.50 ON TUESDAY APRIL 29TH, 2008

The next two lines list the jobs selected from that date and give the total number of jobs simulated to run.
The Time Related Dependencies section lists the jobs that contain one of the following time related statements:
DELAYSUB, RELDELAY, and EARLYSUB. These statements prevent a job from being submitted until a specified time,
even if the job's predecessors are complete.
The remaining lines list each simulated job, its hold count, and the jobs it was simulated to release. The hold count
associated with a job indicates the number of immediate predecessors. For details on hold count, see Using.

6. Scroll through the results, and check for any errors.
7. To return to the Event Control Menu, press F3 twice and continue to the next simulation. (If you want to return to the

main menu, press F3 twice more.)

Simulate a Specific Day

This example simulates triggering the event on a specific day (the next Friday). You can assume the next Friday is not the
last workday of the month.

Follow these steps:

1. From the List Event screen, type M next to the event you want to simulate.
Refer to steps 1 and 2 of the previous example if you are at the main menu.

2. Press Enter.
The Simulate Event Execution screen appears.

3. Type the schedule criteria:
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SCHEDULE TIME ==> friday
4. Press Enter.
5. To return to the Event Control Menu, press F3 twice and continue to the next simulation. (If you want to return to the

main menu, press F3 twice more.)

Simulate with SIMULATE Command

You can simulate an event using the SIMULATE command. Specify the name of the event and any other parameters that
correspond to the situation you want to simulate. For details about those parameters, see Commands .

Simulate with JCLCheck

When simulating an event with JCLCheck, the full JCLCheck product is invoked when it is installed. Otherwise, the
JCLCheck Common Component is used. The Common Component only issues error messages during a simulation

JCLCheck is a workload automation product that validates z/OS JCL before it is submitted. JCLCheck flags and reports
all JCL errors that can cause execution problems before step initiation. It also detects job ABEND and operating system
errors.

NOTE
You can use the ESP CopyJCL facility to submit the generated JCL to JCLCheck in batch (outside of ESP). This
process lets you use the full features of JCLCheck and view the complete output.

This procedure describes how to simulate an event with JCLCheck using the default options.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter an M next to the event you want to simulate on the List Events screen.
2. Enter a Y in the Additional Options field on the Simulate Event Execution screen.
3. Enter a Y in the Invoke JCLCheck field on the Additional Options screen.
4. Press Enter on the JCLCheck Parameters screen.

The JCLCheck messages are displayed along with the normal simulation output.
5. (Optional) Complete the fields on the JCLCheck Parameters screen.

You can complete fields to do the following tasks:
– Designate a procedure library that JCLCheck is to use
– Specify a DD name or data set name that JCLCheck is to use for its options
– Generate the full output of JCLCheck for support personnel
– Generate the complete input that is passed to JCLCheck for support personnel
– Indicate you only want to use the Common Component if the full product is installed
JCLCheck Parameter screen descriptions:

JCLCheck PROCLIB
Enter a DD name or a fully qualified data set name. If the value you enter is 8 characters or less and the value
does not contain a period, it is considered a DD name. If you enter a data set name, it must be a PDS or PDS/E.
This value specifies the procedure library JCLCheck uses.
The JCLCheck PROCLIB field is equal to the JCLPROCLIB keyword on the SIMULATE command. If you wish to
use a concatenated procedure library, then this concatenation must be specified using a JCL DD statement or a
TSO ALLOCATE statement. The DD name to be used must then be specified as the value for the JCLPROCLIB
keyword.

NOTE
For more information, see the SIMULATE command in Commands.
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JCLCheck options
Enter a DD name or a fully qualified data set name. If the value you enter is 8 characters or less and the value
does not contain a period, it is considered a DD name. If you enter a data set name, it must be either sequential
or a member of a PDS or PDS/E. JCLCheck uses this value for its options.
The JCLCheck options field is equal to the JCLOPTS keyword on the SIMULATE command. If the JCLOPTS
keyword is not specified but a JCLOPTS DD statement is present, the DD statement named JCLOPTS is the
default. If there is no JCLOPTS keyword and JCLOPTS DD statement, the options are taken from the CAZ2JESP
module when the Common Component invocation method is in use. If the full product invocation method is in use,
then the default options of TERM are used.

JCLCheck SYSPRINT
Enables support personnel to view the full output of JCLCheck. Use this option only at the request of support
personnel as the output can be large. This option is not applicable to the Common Component. Use this option
with the full JCLCheck product.

JCLCheck SYSIN
Enables support personnel to view the complete input that is passed to JCLCheck. Use this option only at the
request of support personnel.

Common services
Invokes the JCLCheck Common Component. If the full JCLCheck product is installed, only the Common
Component is used. The JCLCheck Common Component is a subset version of JCLCheck; it is designed to
provide z/OS and OS/390 JCL statement syntax and execution validation functions to other Broadcom products.

Example: Invoke JCLCheck in a TSO Batch Environment

You can simulate JCLCheck in a TSO batch environment with program IKJEFT01. This example shows you how to code
the JCL:

//jobname JOB ...

//STEP1  EXEC  PGM=IKJEFT01,DYNAMNBR=20,REGION=2M

//STEPLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=...

//SYSTSPRT DD SYSOUT=X

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=X

//JCLCPROC DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CAUSER.JCL5400.TESTPROC

//SYSTSIN  DD *

ESP SUB(S113)

SIMULATE EVENT(USER1.EVENT1) JCLCHECK

/* 

 

 

Trigger an Event Manually
An event can be triggered manually in the following ways:

Trigger From the ESP Panels

Follow these steps:

1. Select option E (Events) from the ESP main menu and press Enter.
2. Select option 3 (Control an existing Event) from the Event Management Menu and press Enter.
3. Press Enter when the Event Control menu appears.
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4. Type T next to the event you want to trigger in the "List Events" panel and press Enter.
The Trigger an Event panel appears.

NOTE
If you simulated the event you are triggering, the parameters you specified in the simulation panel are
automatically filled in on the trigger panel. However, the parameters will be blank if you exit and then reenter
the event panels or simulate another event after simulating the one you want to trigger. After the parameters
are filled in, you can change them if you want.

WARNING
If "MASTER QUIESCED" appears in the top line of the List Events panel or Trigger an Event panel, the ESP
master is quiesced. This state means that processing is suspended but ESP is not shut down. Active jobs
still continue to process to completion but no further workload is submitted.

Trigger Using the TRIGGER Command

You can trigger an event manually using the TRIGGER command. Specify the name of the event and the ADD option or
REPLACE option.

Use the AT keyword to specify a future time and date for the trigger to occur, overriding the default of NOW. If you specify
REPLACE, the trigger replaces the next scheduled execution on or after the specified time.

To change the default used when an event is triggered manually, use the TRDFLT command. The option you specify
applies until the next time ESP is initialized.

ADD Option

The ADD option executes the event in addition to the event's usual scheduled execution date and time.

If you specify ADD, the event is scheduled for execution as if a SCHEDULE statement were processed. ESP adds an
extra execution to the usual schedule for the event. A TRIGGER ADD always causes the execution of an event.

Example: Add Execution

The following example creates an additional execution of FIRST_EVENT:

F ESP,TRIGGER FIRST_EVENT AT('19:00') ADD

REPLACE Option

The REPLACE option executes the event in place of the event's usual execution date and time. This is the default that
you can change.

The REPLACE option brings forward the next scheduled execution for that event. If the next statement in the event is a
HOLD statement, that statement is processed by the TRIGGER, rather than by an execution of the event. Before issuing a
TRIGGER REPLACE, you should be aware of the next action to be processed for that event.

Example: Replace Execution

The following example replaces the next scheduled execution of LAST_EVENT:

TRIGGER LAST_EVENT AT('NOW PLUS 10 MINUTES')
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Trigger From CSF as a Line Command (TR)

You can use the CSF extension, TR, to trigger an event from CSF. For more information on CSF extensions, see Installing
and Configuring.

Schedule Workload
You can schedule workload in a variety of ways using ESP. This chapter discusses scheduling criteria, which are English
terms for specifying timing, and calendars, which are methods for storing repetitive scheduling elements.

Schedule Criteria

ESP recognizes scheduling criteria specified in simple English. Schedule criteria can be used in the following:

• Events
• ESP procedures and applications
• Symbolic variables
• ESP built-in functions
• Calendar definition panels
• Various ESP commands
• Reporting

Specify Schedule Criteria

Schedule criteria can consist of the following:

• Days of the week
• Names of month
• Time zones
• Time of the day
• Days of the month
• Julian dates
• Predefined terms, such as workdays, weekends, LAST, FIRST, LESS, PLUS, STARTING.

Examples of Schedule Criteria

6AM DAILY

• MON WED FRI
• DAILY EXCEPT HOLIDAYS
• 19.00 WEEKENDS
• EVERY 2 WORKDAYS STARTING FRIDAY
• LAST WORKDAY OF WEEK
• 7PM FIRST WORKDAY OF MONTH
• 8:00 LAST SAT OF MONTH STARTING OCT 2000
• 15TH DAY OF MARCH JUNE AUGUST
• LAST DAY OF MONTH LESS 1 WORKDAY

Test Schedule Criteria

Use the TEST command (option E.4 of the ESP panels). It tests any date or schedule specification. ESP responds to the
test with the actual date and time to which the criteria resolve.
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For example:

TEST (5) LAST WORKDAY OF MONTH

00.00.00 MONDAY JANUARY 31ST, 2000, DAY 031

00.00.00 TUESDAY FEBRUARY 29TH, 2000, DAY 060

00.00.00 FRIDAY MARCH 31ST, 2000, DAY 091

00.00.00 FRIDAY APRIL 28TH, 2000, DAY 119

00.00.00 WEDNESDAY MAY 31ST, 2000, DAY 152

Use Calendars

ESP uses one or more calendars to store definitions of scheduling elements-some general and some unique to your
installation. Your ESP administrator defines any calendars to meet your installation's requirements and controls the
access to those calendars.

Calendars identify workdays, the first day of the week, the start time for a day, special days, and holidays. You do not
need to define calendar terms to ESP.

Holidays

Holidays are defined in your calendar, and you refer to them as you would any other scheduling term. Holidays are
excluded from workdays.

• 16:00 HOLIDAY
• 10PM CHRISTMAS
• BANK_HOLIDAY LESS 1 WORKDAY

Special Days

Special days are defined similarly to holidays and referenced in the same manner:

• 5PM BALANCE_DAY
• 3PM BALANCE_DAY LESS 2 WORKDAYS
• 16:00 BALANCE_DAY PLUS 1 WEEK

Special Periods

A special period is the time between two special days with the same name:

• LAST DAY OF PAYROLL_PERIOD
• FIRST WORKDAY OF PAYROLL_PERIOD

Example: Calendar

The following is a display of calendars:

ESP ----------------------- CALENDARS -------------------------

COMMAND ===>

Enter D against holidays or special days to delete, then press Enter 

                                                                              

NAME          START DATE             END DATE          CALENDAR
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QUARTER       00.00 SAT 1 JAN 2000                     SYSTEM

QUARTER       00.00 SAT 1 APR 2000                     SYSTEM

GOOD_FRIDAY   00.00 FRI 21 APR 2000  00.00 SAT 22 APR  SYSTEM

MONTH_END     00.00 FRI 7 MAY 2000                     SYSTEM

VICTORIA_DAY  00.00 MON 22 MAY 2000  00.00 TUE 23 MAY  SYSTEM

QUARTER       00.00 SAT 1 JUL 2000                     SYSTEM

PAYDAY        00.00 FRI 30 JUL 2000                    PAY1

MONTH_END     00.00 FRI 4 AUG 2000                     SYSTEM

PAYDAY        00.00 THU 31 AUG 2000                    PAY1

PAYDAY        00.00 FRI 29 SEP 2000                    PAY1

QUARTER       00.00 SUN 1 OCT 2000                     SYSTEM

PAYDAY        00.00 TUE 31 OCT 2000                    PAY1

PAYDAY        00.00 THU 30 NOV 2000                    PAY1

CHRISTMAS_HOL 00.00 MON 25 DEC 2000  00.00 WED 27 DEC  SYSTEM

PAYDAY        00.00 FRI 29 DEC 2000                    PAY1

FISCAL_YEAR   00.00 WED 1 AUG 2001                     BILLING

FISCAL_YEAR   00.00 THU 1 AUG 2002                     BILLING

FISCAL_YEAR   00.00 FRI 1 AUG 2003                     BILLING

Group Into Classes
ESP events can be grouped into classes. A class name can be assigned to an event when it is defined. If a class name
is omitted from an event definition, the event name prefix (the part before the period--either a user ID or a group name) is
used as the class name.

Control Event Classes

As an operator, you can control multiple events by controlling the event classes. To control event classes, use the CLASS
command. The CLASS command places restrictions on the execution of an individual class or a group of classes. The
CLASS command can be used to perform the following actions on a class of events:

• Suspend and resume a class of events
• Hold and release a class of events
• Make a class of events exempt from a particular action.

Restrict Event Classes

 

Before an event is executed, its class restrictors are examined to see if the class that the event belongs to is restricted. If
the class is restricted, the action specified by the restrictor for that event is taken.

SUSPEND Restrictor – Bypass Events in a Specified Class

The SUSPEND restrictor bypasses all events in a specified class during the time the SUSPEND restrictor is in effect. A
warning message is issued at the time the event is scheduled to execute.

HOLD Restrictor – Hold Events

The HOLD restrictor places events on hold as soon as they are scheduled to execute. The events are held in queues by
class name.
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EXEMPT Restrictor

The EXEMPT restrictor prevents the events in a specified class from being held or suspended.

Hold Queues

Events that are on hold are held in queues by their class name.

If the class name for an event is GROUP1 and the HOLD restrictor is placed on the class GR-, a hold queue is formed for
the class GROUP1. The event, and any other events with the same two characters (GR) at the beginning of their group
name, is placed in the hold queue.

Display Events in a Hold Queue

Use the CLASS command with the LIST option. For example:

CLASS W LIST

The above example displays the hold queues for class W.

Release Hold Queues

Use the CLASS command with the RELEASE option. For example:

CLASS W RELEASE

The above example releases any events in class W hold queue.

Use Masking

When you are specifying a class string, you can use asterisks and hyphens for masking when you want to use a generic
class name. 

Example: Mask with Asterisks

The string **PR affects all classes with names consisting of four characters that end with PR. For example TAPR and
A1PR.

Example: Mask with Hyphens

The string ACC1- affects all classes whose names begin with the string ACC1. The class name can have any number of
characters.

Example: Hold All Classes Except Those with PR

The following example holds all event classes except for those whose names begin with the characters PR:

CLASS PR- EXEMPT /*THIS EXEMPTS ALL CLASSES */

                 /* BEGINNING WITH PR       */

CLASS - HOLD /*THIS HOLDS ALL CLASSES   */

Example: Display All Restrictors and Hold Queues

The following example displays all current class restrictors, and the names of any hold queues in existence:

CLASS

ESP0001 CLASS LIST
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FOLLOWING CLASSES EXEMPT(E), HELD(H), SUSPENDED(S)

PR-(E), -(H)

NO EVENTS CURRENTLY HELD

Restrict Multiple Classes

When multiple class restrictors exist, they are queued in ascending alphabetic sequence, with the more specific ones
queued first.

When an event is executed, the restrictor queue is searched, and the first restrictor that applies takes effect.

Example: Which Class is Queued First

This example uses nine group names, all of which start with GR. Issue the following commands:

CLASS GROUP1- EXEMPT

CLASS GR- HOLD

In the above example:

• You specified to exempt class names beginning with GROUP1.
• You also specified to hold class names beginning with GR.

Because GROUP1- is a more specific string than GR-, GROUP1 is queued first.

Work with Delayed Events
Several circumstances can cause the execution of an event to be delayed. When this happens, you need to know how to
control this event recovery.

System Outage

If the system is down because of software or hardware outages, some events cannot execute at the scheduled time.
When ESP is restarted, it processes all overdue events.

Overdue Count

When an event is considered overdue, an attribute in the event definition is examined to determine how to process it. This
attribute is called the overdue count, which is specified in a schedule statement in an event definition.

The overdue count specifies how many overdue occurrences of the event are to be executed after the system is
reinstated. For example, if an event is scheduled to execute once an hour, and the system is down for three hours, the
event misses three scheduled executions. If the overdue count is 2, when ESP is restarted, it will process only the two
oldest scheduled executions and drop the last one.

An overdue count of zero indicates that the event should execute only at its scheduled time. If the system is down at that
time, the event does not execute.

Data Set Contention

If one or more data sets required for a job are allocated exclusively to another user or job, a message is issued and the
event is delayed for up to five minutes. This process is repeated until all the data sets are available for shared allocation.
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Restart ESP in Phases

At startup time, ESP can detect that a system outage occurred. An installation can define a system outage as any period
that ESP or the operating system is inactive. The default is 60 minutes. When an outage is detected, ESP notifies the
operator indicating the current time and last time of execution.

When ESP notifies you of a system outage condition, you can use the following manual procedure to restart ESP in
phases, or you can define a CLIST to automate a phased restart.

Follow these steps:

1. Issue the following command:
S ESP,PARM=(QUIESCE)
Because you started ESP in a quiesced state, no new work is submitted. ESP continues to track jobs and respond to
operators and users.

2. Issue CLASS commands to hold or suspend low- and medium-priority events and to exempt high-priority groups of
events by using explicit names or wildcard characters for generic specification.

3. Issue the RESTART command to remove ESP from its quiesced state:
F ESP,RESTART or OPER RESTART
The processing of high-priority events begins.

4. Release medium and then low-priority classes in a staged manner as required when priority work completes.

Automate a Phased Restart

Follow these steps:

1. Define the commands in a CLIST after startup, as follows:
CLASS S- HOLD
CLASS W- HOLD
CLASS S027 EXEMPT
RESTART
where class S027 defines the high-priority events.

2. Specify the following after the high-priority work is complete:
CLASS S- RELEASE
where class S defines the medium-priority events.

3. Specify the following after the medium-priority work is complete:
CLASS W- RELEASE
where class W defines the low-priority events.

Event Data Set Unavailability

An event data set can become unavailable for several reasons:

• If a severe I/O error occurred on the data set, an error message is issued and the data set can be placed in a
suspended state.

• It may be necessary to suspend the data set manually for other reasons, such as problems with the catalog or disk
recovery.

Suspended Data Set

If the data set where an event resides is in a suspended state, a warning message is issued and the event is placed on
the deferred queue.

Display Deferred Queue

Use the LISTSCH command with the DEFERRED option, and specify the identifier of the event data set. For example:
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LISTSCH DEFERRED(EVENT1)

where EVENT1 is the event data set ID.

Take Data Set Out of Suspended State

Use the EVENTSET command with the OPEN option to take a data set out of its suspended state when it is available
again. For example:

EVENTSET EVENT1 OPEN

As a result of the above command, all the deferred events in EVENT1 are placed on the OVERDUE queue. Once in the
OVERDUE queue, the OVERDUE COUNT determines how the events are to be processed.

Display Overdue Queue

Use the LISTSCH command with the OVERDUE keyword. For example:

LISTSCH OVERDUE

In most situations, the OVERDUE queue is empty, because any events in it are eligible for immediate execution. However,
when ESP is quiesced, events remain in the OVERDUE queue.

Extended Outages

In the case of an extended outage, the actions to be performed by the events may already have been done manually. In
this case, you must prevent the deferred executions from taking place again when the data set is reinstated. You can do
this in several ways:

• Flush the entire deferred queue
• Hold or suspend the events by class
• Open the affected event data set and suspend individual events

Flush Deferred Queue

Use the EVENTSET command, and specify FLUSH. For example:

EVENTSET EVENT1 FLUSH

where EVENT1 is the event data set ID. The above command flushes the entire deferred queue for the EVENT1 data set.

When an event is defined, it is associated with a particular class. A class is a user-defined string of up to eight characters,
which can be used to group events logically together. If a class name is omitted, the prefix of the event name is used by
default as the class.

Hold or Suspend Events

Use the CLASS command to hold or suspend all the events in the specified class. The EVENTSET OPEN command can
then be used to take the data set out of the suspended state.

Suspend One or More Classes

Use the CLASS command.
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When an event is scheduled and its class is in the suspended state, the event execution is bypassed. As soon as you
resume the classes, the events that were previously suspended are resumed.

Suspend Individual Events

Use the SUSPEND command to suspend specific events.

Resume Normal Scheduling

Use the RESUME command to resume specific events that were previously suspended.

Use Reports
Two types of reports are available for your use with ESP. Use these reports to summarize historical information about a
job and information about the workload objects in the schedule.

History Reports

You can use a history report to see certain information about a job as it ran in the past. History data is retained in the
history file (HISTFILE) data set for a period of time. Your system administrator maintains this file, deciding when to purge
and archive it. ESP uses this data to produce history reports and to calculate average run times for a job.

The history report contains detailed historical data about each job. You can include many kinds of data in it. For
information about the fields available and creating the report, see  Using .

To obtain a history report, enter the report commands in Page mode or in batch.

For detailed information about the reporting commands, see Commands. For detailed information on constructing a
history report, see Using.

Example: History Report

The following is an example of the commands to generate a history report and the resulting report:

REPORT 

FROM 7AM YESTERDAY TO NOW 

CRITERIA JOBNAME EQ CY- 

DISPLAY JOBNAME JOBNO APPLSYS CMPC EXECST LINES CPUTIME   

SORT APPLSYS JOBNAME                                     

ENDR

JOBNAME    JOB APPLSYS   COMP EXEC  PRINT CPU TIME 

           NO            CODE START LINES

CYJOB1    1750 DB2JOBS      0 15.19    74     0:20 

CYJOB2    1753 DB2JOBS      0 15.20    74     0:00 

CYJOB3    1755 DB2JOBS   S913 15.21    32     0:30 

CYJOB5    1622 OVERDU       0 11.05    48     0:22 

CYJOB5    1620 OVERDU      16 11.01    48     0:00 

TOTAL (5)                            (276)   (1:12)
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Scheduled Activity Reports

In many cases, the LISTSCH command may not give you the information you need. If you want a forecast of the schedule
at the job level, you need to produce a scheduled activity report. In this case, you will use the LSAR (list scheduled activity
report) command.

To produce a snapshot of the activity expected on the system in a specified future time, do one of the following:

• Choose option S from the ESP main menu to run the LSAR command. This is the method normally used.
• Issue the LSAR command in batch. It extracts data from the scheduled activity data set and generates a standard

format scheduled activity report.

To create this report, you need to know the name of the scheduled activity data set. Contact your ESP administrator.

Data Generated by LSAR

The LSAR command generates a standard scheduled activity report that includes the following data:

• Job name. A character following the job name identifies a specific job type:
• T = Task

– M = Manual
– R = Request
– L = Link
– E = External
– blank = other job type

• Scheduled submit date and time. These reflect the Event schedule time unless you use the modeling feature to provide
estimated submit times.

• Number of samples used for average.
• Average values for previous job executions:

– Elapsed execution time
– CPU time
– Number of print lines
– Number of specific and non-specific (scratch) tape mounts
– Number of tape drives required
– DJC network and/or application

• Fully qualified Event identifier
• Total values for previous job executions:

– Number of jobs
– Number of jobs without statistics
– Initiator time
– CPU time
– Number of print lines
– Number of specific tape mounts

• Number of non-specific (scratch) tape mounts

NOTE
If you do not use the FROM keyword, the starting time for this report defaults to now.
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Example: LSAR Command Output

The following shows the kind of output you can expect to generate using the LSAR command:

JOBNAME SUBMISSION   SAM-  ------------------- AVERAGE ----------------

        TIME   DATE  PLES  EXEC TIME  CPU TIME PRINT TAPE MOUNTS   TAPE

                     USED  (MINS)     (MINS)   LINES SPEC NON-SP DRIVES

PAYJOB1 19.00  8FEB     9     22.2     1:01    300   0.0    0.0     0.0 

PAYJOB2 19.00  8FEB     0      0.0     0:00     00   0.0    0.0     0.0 

PAYJOB3 19.30  8FEB    10      0.5     0:00   1056   0.0    0.0     0.0 

DB2UPDT 20.30  8FEB    10     10.0     0:50     32   2.0   10.0     3.0 

IMSRPT  23.30  8FEB    10      0.1     0:01     80   0.0    0.0     0.0 

BILLNG1 01.30  9FEB    10      0.1     0:00     92   0.0    0.0     0.0 

BILLNG2 01.30  9FEB    10      0.5     0:00     91   0.0    0.0     0.0 

BILLNG3 02.00  9FEB    10    120.0     9:00  21040   3.0   15.0     6.0 

HISTRPT 05.30  9FEB     5      1.0     0:00    100   0.0    0.0     0.0 

BACKUP1 06.00  9FEB     1     90.0     5:00     78   1.0    1.0     2.0 

                                                                                

TOTALS:                                                                         

                                                                                

     10 JOBS, 3 DID NOT HAVE STATISTICS AVAILABLE                               

   4.07 TOTAL INITIATOR TIME (HOURS:MINS)                                       

   0:25 TOTAL CPU (HOURS:MINS)                                                  

  22869 PRINT LINES                                                             

      6 SPECIFIC TAPE MOUNTS                                                    

   26 NON-SPECIFIC (SCRATCH) TAPE MOUNTS

 

 

Use Operator Commands
This chapter summarizes ESP commands that are useful to an operator. For details on these commands, see Commands.

OPER Commands and OPER Authority

OPER commands listed in this chapter are meant to be issued by operators. You need OPER authority to issue them. For
details on OPER authority, see Securing.

NOTE
If you issue an OPER command in Page mode, Line mode, or CSF, prefix the command with OPER.

Other commands listed in this chapter that are not OPER commands still require OPER authority to issue them.

WARNING
OPER commands can introduce major changes in workload processing and product settings. Use OPER
commands with caution.

Example: QUIESCE OPER Command

The following examples show how to issue the QUIESCE OPER command in subsystem ESP:
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Page mode
OPER QUIESCE

CSF
ESP OPER QUIESCE

Console
F ESP,QUIESCE

Operator Commands

* OPER authority required

** OPER command, OPER authority required

Command Description

ABENDLIM * Displays or sets abend queue size.

AGENT ** Displays the contents of the agent definition file (AGENTDEF) and controls the flow of
messages to the agent.

AGENTRCV * Defines the manager's receiver function for communication with distributed processing
agents.

ALERTDEF ** Displays or controls alert definitions.

APPLJOB (AJ) Controls jobs, subapplications, and applications.

CLASS * Displays and controls class queues.

CMDPRFX ** Lets you substitute a single character for the string F ESP.

CONSOLE ** Displays or sets the primary console.

CPU Displays the CPU definition.

DAB * Displays all or selected jobs from the abend queue.

DELAYINT ** Sets the interval for retriggering an event when required data sets are not available.

DN * Displays the names of jobs on the pnode queues.

DQ * Displays the names of all or selected pnode queues.

DSTRDLY ** Delays data set triggered events or data set trigger objects when data set activity occurs.

DSTREXCL ** Flags an entry in the data set trigger exclude list as invalid.

DSTRST ** Controls data set triggering activity.

EICLASS ** Controls event initiator class definition and manipulation.

ESPCOM * Displays and controls ESP communications with agents.

ESPCTR ** Displays ESP internal activities relating to events, applications, and jobs.

EVENT SET * Opens or closes an event data set.

HISTFILE * Opens or closes the history files to scan to generate a report.

HOLD Increments the hold count associated with an event.

INET * Displays and controls TCP/IP attributes.

JOBINFO (JI) ** Displays all or selected information from a job documentation entry for a job.

LAX * Displays application external linkages.

LCMDPRFX ** Displays the default command prefix.
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LDSN Displays system data sets allocated to ESP.

LDTE Displays data set that are being checked for data set activity.

LDTREL * Displays the entries from the data set trigger exclude list.

LDXE Displays data set that are being checked for data set activity with the corresponding
events or applications.

LISTAPPL Displays application information.

LISTAPTF ** Displays information on the current status of the application data set.

LISTCKPT * Displays statistics about the checkpoint data set.

LISTEVS * Displays the status of any or all event databases.

LISTHIST * Displays the status of the history data set.

LISTJTML ** Displays internal tracking model data.

LISTPN Displays the pnode entries.

LISTQ * Displays information about the queue data set.

LISTSADL * Displays the current sadlinks.

LISTSCH * Displays the current schedule.

LISTTRAK * Displays the status of the trackfile data set.

LISTXMEZ * Displays cross-memory tracking elements.

LJ Displays job status.

LJS Displays job or job profile Statistics

LLMP ** Displays license status (no OPER authority required if issued as general command)

LOADAGDF ** Loads the agent definition file.

LOADJTDT ** Loads the job-tracking definition table.

LOADSCHF ** Copies schedule information from a sequential work file to a VSAM file that can be
viewed from CSF.

LOADUPDT ** Loads the user-profile definition table.

LOGTRACE ** Consolidates certain trace data into a sysout data set

LSYS * Displays system information.

LSYSMSGS * Displays system message information.

LTJ Displays the tracked job definition.

MAILLOG * Sets and displays attributes that control whether mailbox and TSO messages are written
to the mail log sysout.

MGRADDR ** Notifies agents of the ESP manager address.

MSG * Modifies the routing or descriptor codes of a message or range of messages. The error
level of a message can also be modified.

MSGLIMIT Limits the number of console messages generated by an event.

MSGTYPE * Modifies the routing or descriptor codes of an entire class of messages. A class of
messages is a group with the same error level, for example, information, warning, error,
and severe error.

NEXT Displays the next scheduled executions of an event.

NODE Together with CPU, defines the resource topology of your network.
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POST * Posts a job as having completed processing at a pnode.

PREALLOC ** Controls the use of preallocated data sets.

PURGSCHF * Purges the scoreboard and the schedule data set (SCHDFILE), if it exists, of complete
workload objects.
OPER is not required.

QUIESCE ** Requests that ESP enter the quiesced state; event execution is deferred.

QUPDATE ** Forces ESP to do a JES status and update pnode queue information.

RELEASE Decrements the hold count associated with an event.

RESDEF Defines, displays, deletes, or updates resources.

RESDFLT ** Identifies default resources.

RESREFR * Refreshes the device list if real resources are added or deleted dynamically.

RESTART ** Requests that ESP leave the quiesced state. event execution can restart.

RESUME Decrements the suspend count associated with an event.

ROUTING Instructs the connected ESP subsystem about where to process subsystem requests.
Displays the current routing status.

SHADGOAL Sets up ESP shadow manager.

SHUTDOWN ** Shuts down ESP. This command is an equivalent to the STOP command. Important!
The STOP commands stops all workload processing. Use the STOP command with
caution.

SPINLOG ** Spins a specified log to a sysout class.

STATUS * Displays the current ESP processing status.

STOP ** Stops ESP. This command is an equivalent to the SHUTDOWN command. Important!
The STOP commands stops all workload processing. Use the STOP command with
caution.

SUSPEND Increments the suspend count associated with an Event.

SYSMSGS Intercepts messages that are routed to the system message data set.

TEST Tests schedule criteria.

TRACE ** Activates the trace facility and allows trace options to be set.

TRACEDEF ** Defines the data sets to be used for recording trace data.

TRACEPRT * Prints trace data.

TRACKING * Enables or disables the ESP tracking facility.

TRACKOPT * Sets tracking options.

TRIGGER Requests the immediate execution of an Event.

TRYJOIN ** Tries to join an XCF group.

TSOSEND ** Sets and displays attributes that control the sending of TSO messages to users.

UNALLOC ** Unallocates a data set from ESP.

USERMOD ** Defines the ESP user modification.

VTLIST Displays global variable tables.

WOBDEF ** Identifies the program modules that ESP uses to support distributed processing job
types.

XCF DELETE Removes quiesced or inactive XCF members.
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XCF DISPLAY Displays system attributes of an XCF group.

XCF FORCE Terminates active XCF members.

XCF HELP Displays XCF commands.

XCF PURGE Terminates and restarts XCF services.

XCF SET MEMBER Instructs a shadow manager to take over as an ESP master.

XCF SET SERVICE Specifies the interval an XCF service is to stay suspended.

XCF SET TERMOPT Presets group termination.

XCF SET TRACE Defines a sysout class for trace data output.

XCF SPIN TRACE Spools trace data file to output and starts a new trace file.

XCF START SERVICE Restarts XCF services.

XCF START TRACE Activates XCF trace file.

XCF STOP GROUP Stops all XCF group members.

XCF STOP MEMBER Stops an XCF group member.

XCF STOP SERVICE Stops XCF services.

XCF STOP TRACE Stops XCF trace file.

XCF VERIFY Verifies that two XCF members have the same view of what their connections are.

XDAB ** Traces VSAM I/O events

XFRB ** Traces slot I/O events

Frequently Used Commands
This page provides a detailed overview of frequently used commands.

APPLJOB (AJ) Command

Use the APPLJOB command to control applications, subapplications, and jobs defined within applications. The short form
of this command is AJ.

Using the APPLJOB (AJ) command, you can:

• Resubmit a job using the original data set using the RESUB keyword.
• Resubmit a job using an alternative JCL data set (COPYJCL library for instance) using the DATASET keyword.
• Bypass a job that is no longer required using the BYPASS keyword. As soon as its dependencies are met, the job is

marked complete. Successor jobs are posted as in a normal job completion.
• Unbypass a job that is bypassed at any time up to the normal point of submission.
• Simulate normal completion of a job using the COMPLETE keyword. This immediately posts successor jobs. It can

be used in a situation where the job failed, but a rerun is not necessary. The command can also be used prior to job
execution.

• Remove predecessor relationships from a job using the DROPDEP keyword. This marks all the predecessor links as
satisfied.

• Hold or release a job using the HOLD or RELEASE keywords.

Example: AJ Command with Various Keywords

The following example shows the use of the AJ command with the following keywords: HOLD, COMPLETE, BYPASS, and
RESUB:
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AJ 1234 HOLD

AJ REPORT.CHECK COMPLETE APPL(AP1)

AJ XYZJOB BYPASS APPL(ACJOBS)

AJ BADJOB RESUB DATASET('PROD.COPY.JCL') APPL(NIGHTLY.-1)  

List Application (LISTAPPL, LAP) Command

Use the LAP command to list the information about an application including the jobs within it. LAP must be used to see
all the status conditions attached to a workload object. You do not always see them in CSF because the status field is
truncated to 28 characters.

To issue the LAP command, type the following in Page mode:

LAP TEST1 ALL

The above command requests a display of the application TEST1.

You can also type LA in front of any job in the application in CSF.

Example: LAP Command Output

The following example shows sample output from a LAP command:

LAP WS24002.25 ALL

APPL WS24002  GEN 25

  CREATED AT 09.31 ON THURSDAY DECEMBER 13TH, 2001

           BY EVENT CYBER.TEST

  NORMTASK J668  COMPLETED (FORCED)  CC 0

  NORM5A, COMPLETED (FORCED) CC 0

  NORM1A, HC=0

   MANUAL SUBMIT

   ANTICIPATED END TIME: 09.32 ON THURSDAY DECEMBER 13TH, 2001

   PREDECESSORS: (NONE)

     SUCCESSORS: NORM2A.1, NORM4A

 

  NORM2A, HC=0, waiting for resources

   ANTICIPATED END TIME: 09.32 ON THURSDAY DECEMBER 13TH, 2001

   PREDECESSORS: (NONE)

     SUCCESSORS: (NONE)

      RESOURCES: 5 FRED

 

  NORM3A, HC=0, MANUAL HOLD

   ANTICIPATED END TIME: 09.32 ON THURSDAY DECEMBER 13TH, 2001

   PREDECESSORS: (NONE)

     SUCCESSORS: EXN001A, NORM4A

 

  EXN001A, HC=1

   ANTICIPATED END TIME: 09.33 ON THURSDAY DECEMBER 13TH, 2001

   PREDECESSORS: NORM3A

     SUCCESSORS: EXN001B

   Expedite Policy: QUICKEST

 

  EXN001B, HC=1
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   BYPASS REQUESTED

   ANTICIPATED END TIME: 09.35 ON THURSDAY DECEMBER 13TH, 2001

   PREDECESSORS: EXN001A

     SUCCESSORS: NORM2A.1

 

  NORM2A.1, HC=2

   EXTERNAL

   ANTICIPATED END TIME: 09.35 ON THURSDAY DECEMBER 13TH, 2001

   PREDECESSORS: NORM1A, EXN001B

     SUCCESSORS: (NONE)

HC represents the hold count and indicates the number of uncompleted immediate predecessors to a job.

List Job (LJ) Command

Use the LJ command to display the information about a specific execution of a job.

To issue the LJ command, type the following in Page mode:

LJ TESTJOB

where TESTJOB is the job ID.

The above command requests a display of the job TESTJOB.

You can also type LJ in front the job in CSF.

List Tracked Job (LTJ) Command

Use the LTJ command, on its own, to display the tracked job definition. If you want more information, issue the LTJ
command with the index option. It includes more information, such as the JES job number, reader on time, date, status,
execution time, and CPU time. It also provides the information about all the instances of a job.

If you want more details about a job, generate a history report.

To issue the LTJ command, type the following:

LTJ jobname

Customization Best Practices
This page contains best practices for customizing ESP.

Implement CSF Extensions

Business Value

CSF enables you to view and control active workload across the enterprise in ESP. CSF extensions are a programming
interface to CSF. Using CSF extensions, you can customize CSF by writing your own commands or by replacing existing
commands.

Use CSF extensions to do the following:
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• Reduce frequently performed functions to a single command.
• Access other ISPF applications from the CSF panel. For example, you can set up access to output distribution

products and spool viewers.
• Control access to current CSF functions.
• Add new line commands.
• Replace the functionality of existing commands.
• Disable existing commands.
• Add a front-end to existing commands

Considerations

You will need the following:

• Sample libraries prefix.CD7YSAMP and prefix.CD7YCLS0, where prefix represents the high-level qualifiers assigned
when ESP was installed.

• A REXX exec library to store the samples
• An ISPF table library
• A panel library (optional) for customized panels, under ISPPLIB
• A message library(optional) for customized messages, under ISPMLIB

You must allocate the REXX exec library and the ISPF table library to a user’s session to allow them to use the sample
extensions. You can allocate these libraries through an exec, a CLIST, or as part of a logon proc.

Follow these steps:

1. Copy the sample execs listed in the table CYBESCSU from library prefix.CD7YSAMP to a REXX exec library that is
allocated to a SYSEXEC DD.

2. If you want, copy member CYBESCSU from library prefix.CD7YCLS0 to another library. CYBESCSU is read by the
CYBESTBG exec. You update CYBESCSU whenever you add new CSF extensions.

3. Copy the CYBESTBG REXX exec from the prefix.CD7YCLS0 library to a REXX exec library that is allocated to
SYSEXEC. CYBESTBG reads member CYBESCSU and generates an ISPF table library member, also called
CYBESCSU, that stores your commands.

4. In member CYBESCSU, change the LIBRARY statement to point to a table library that is allocated to your ISPTLIB
DD. For example:

LIBRARY CYB3.ESP.TABLE

5. Run the CYBESTBG exec, specifying the location of input member CYBESCSU, for example:

TSO CYBESTBG 'CYB3.ESP.CD7YCLS0(CYBESCSU)'

A message appears stating the number of rows added to ISPF table CYBESCSU.
6. Exit to the READY prompt.

Your ISPF session is refreshed, and you can now use the new commands. You can test the new extensions by issuing
the associated commands against any test jobs listed in the CSF panel.

Example: Add an Extension

The following is a simple example of adding a new CSF extension that prevents a user from issuing CSF line command
"CA". When a user enters CA beside a workload object in CSF, the CSFCANO exec executes. This exec issues a
customized message (CSFX001), stored in member CSFX00 of your ISPMLIB data set, and rejects the command.

1. Write the exec and store it in a member called CSFCANO in a REXX exec library:

/* REXX */

/* SET CUSTOMIZED MESSAGE AND REJECT COMMAND */

ISPEXEC "SETMSG MSG(CSFX001)"
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RETURN REJECT

Member CSFX001 in your message library (ISPMLIB) contains a sample customized message as follows:

CSFX001 'CA command not allowed'

ALARM=YES 'The CA command has been disallowed by my extension'

2. Update your list of commands in the sample input member CYBESCSU. For this example, add the following line to the
end of the member.

LC CA EXEC(CSFCANO)

3. To update your ISPF table library, run the CYBESTBG exec, specifying the name of the input data set you just
updated. The CYBESTBG exec creates the appropriate table library member.

TSO CYBESTBG 'CYB3.ESP.CD7YCLS0(CYBESCSU)'

4. Re-enter ISPF and test your command by entering command CA beside any job listed in CSF.

Implement Application Monitor Extensions

Business Value

Application Monitor enables you to view and control active applications in ESP. Application Monitor extensions are
programming interfaces that allow you to customize Application Monitor by writing your own commands or by replacing
existing commands.

You can use Application Monitor extensions to do the following:

• Reduce frequently performed functions to a single command.
• Control access to current Application Monitor functions. For example, if you want to prevent users from using a

command or to provide a confirmation panel, you can write a REXX exec or program to provide a front-end for an
existing, internal Application Monitor command. The exec can then decide whether to allow the internal command to
proceed, reject the command or provide an alternative function.

Considerations

You will need:

• Sample libraries prefix.CD7YSAMP and prefix.CD7YCLS0
• A REXX exec library to store sample Application Monitor extensions
• An ISPF table library

You must allocate the REXX exec library and the ISPF table library to a user’s session to allow them to use the sample
extensions. You can allocate these libraries through an exec, a CLIST or as part of a logon proc.

Follow these steps:

1. Copy the sample REXX execs listed in CYBESCSA from library prefix.CD7YSAMP to a REXX exec library that is
allocated to a SYSEXEC DD.

2. If you want, copy member CYBESCSA from library prefix.CD7YCLS0 to another library. CYBESCSA contains
information relating to your new commands. CYBESCSA is read by the CYBESTBG exec. You update CYBESCSA
whenever you add new Application Monitor extensions.

3. Copy the CYBESTBG REXX exec from the prefix.CD7YCLS0 library to a REXX exec library that is allocated to
SYSEXEC.
CYBESTBG reads member CYBESCSA and generates an ISPF table library member, also called CYBESCSA, it
stores your commands. You execute CYBESTBG whenever you add new Application Monitor extensions.

4. In the prefix.CD7YCLS0 member CYBESCSA, change the LIBRARY statement to point to a table library that is
allocated to your ISPTLIB DD. For example:
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LIBRARY CYB3.ESP.TABLE

5. Run the CYBESTBG exec, specifying the location of input member CYBESCSA, for example:

TSO CYBESTBG 'CYB3.ESP.CD7YCLS0(CYBESCSA)'

A message appears stating the number of rows added to ISPF table CYBESCSA.
6. Exit to the READY prompt.

Your ISPF session is refreshed, and you can now test the new extensions by issuing the associated commands
against any test applications listed in the Application Monitor panel.

Example: Add an Extension

In this example, you add a command called HI that executes a REXX exec called APPHELLO. This exec sends the
message “HELLO THERE” to the user who enters the HI command beside any application listed in Application Monitor.

1. Write the exec and store it in a member called APPHELLO in a REXX exec library:

/* REXX */

/* Command name HI */

SAY 'HELLO THERE'

2. Update your list of commands in the sample input member CYBESCSA. For this example, add the line shown below at
the end of the member.

LC HI EXEC(APPHELLO)

3. To update your ISPF table library, run the CYBESTBG exec, specifying the name of the input data set you just
updated. The CYBESTBG exec creates the appropriate table library member.

TSO CYBESTBG 'CYB3.ESP.CD7YCLS0(CYBESCSA)'

4. Re-enter ISPF and test your command by entering HI beside any application listed in Application Monitor.

Set Up User Modifications

Business Value

The user modification feature allows you to customize ESP. Each user modification (USERMOD) is assigned a unique
integer identifier from 1 to 255.

Considerations

You can turn user modifications on or off using the USERMOD command or initialization parameter.

WARNING
When setting up USERMODs in an environment with multiple ESP subsystems, ensure all your subsystems
have the same USERMODs set. This includes the master, proxies, and shadow managers.

For the complete list of existing USERMODs, see Installing and Configuring.

Example:

When USERMOD 25 is active, ESP does not allow jobs to execute unless the following criteria are met:

• If a job is submitted from TSO, or directly by a SUBMIT command from an event, the submission member name and
the job name in the JCL JOB statement must be the same. Otherwise, the job is not executed and ESP issues the
diagnostic message ESP2828E.

• If a job is submitted from an application, the job name in the application JOB statement and the job name in the JCL
JOB statement must be the same. Otherwise, the job is not executed and ESP issues message ESP2827E.

The following initialization parameter turns on USERMOD 25:
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USERMOD SET(25)

The following command issued in page mode dynamically turns off USERMOD 25:

OPER USERMOD RESET(25)

Create and Activate a User Exit

Business Value

ESP provides a series of user exit points to help you customize some ESP functions.

Considerations

You can activate a user exit supplied by ESP to customize certain ESP functions. You can also control the status of a user
exit, for example, you can disable a user exit or unload the load module associated with the user exit.

To activate and control the status of a user exit

• Code the EXIT initialization parameter to activate a user exit.
• Issue the EXIT command from ESP Page mode to activate or control a user exit.

For example, to specify the STARTUP user exit, specify the following:

EXIT FUNCTION(STARTUP) MODULE(usercodename)

For information about user exits, see Programming .

Examples

The exit routine is invoked at initialization time:

EXIT FUNCTION(function) MODULE(module) INIT

The exit routine is invoked at both initialization and shutdown time:

EXIT FUNCTION(function) MODULE(module) INIT,TERM

Each exit can be assigned multiple exit routines by specifying the same function with different modules, as follows:

EXIT FUNCTION(function) MODULE(module_1)

EXIT FUNCTION(function) MODULE(module_2)

. . .

EXIT FUNCTION(function) MODULE(module_n)

The exit routines are executed in the order they are coded. Some exits can allow a routine to suppress the execution of
subsequent routines assigned to the same exit.
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Installing and Configuring
This section describes how to install and configure ESP and who should do it.

Audience

Readers of this section must have knowledge in the following areas:

• JCL
• TSO/ISPF
• z/OS environment and installing software in this environment
• z/OS UNIX System Services
• Your organization's IT environment, enterprise structure, and region structure

Consult with the following personnel, as required:

• Systems programmer for z/OS and VTAM definitions
• Storage administrator for DASD allocations

Acquire, Install, Deploy, and Configure ESP

This process shows you how to acquire, install, deploy, and configure ESP through the following tasks:

• Acquisition -- Transports the software to your z/OS system.
• Installation using SMP/E -- Creates an SMP/E environment and runs the RECEIVE, APPLY, and ACCEPT steps. The

software is untailored.
• Deployment -- Copies the target libraries to another system or LPAR.
• Configuration -- Creates customized load modules, bringing the software to an executable state.

CSM is an intuitive web-based tool that can automate and simplify many Broadcom product installation activities on z/
OS systems. This application also makes obtaining and applying corrective and recommended maintenance easier. A
web-based interface lets you install and maintain your products faster and with less chance of error. As a best practice,
we recommend that you install mainframe products and maintenance using CSM. Using CSM, someone with limited
knowledge of JCL and SMP/E can install a product.

NOTE
If you do not have CSM, you can download it from the Download Center at http://support.broadcom.com. Follow
the installation instructions in the CSM documentation bookshelf on the CSM product page.

You can also complete the standardized installation process manually using pax files that are downloaded from http://
support.broadcom.com.

Follow these steps:

1. Prepare for the installation by confirming that your site meets all installation requirements.
2. Follow one of these processes to acquire and install your product:

– Install Using CSM
– Install Products Using SMP/E JCL

3. Under Deployment Tasks, follow the processes that apply to you in the order that they appear.

NOTE
If you are using a manual process, deployment is optional.

4. Under Configuration Tasks, follow the processes that apply to you in the order that they appear.
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5. Complete any tasks that are listed after the Configuration Tasks in the order that they appear.

Add Components

The items listed in this topic can be added to ESP when they are needed. If you want to use any of the items listed, you
must install them and configure ESP to use them.

ESP WA High Availability

ESP WA High Availability uses the IBM clustering sysplex technology to increase enterprise IT performance by improving
the availability of system resources throughout the organization.

NOTE

More Information:

• Universal login
• XCF routing service
• XCF scoreboard service
• Enable XCF Status Monitoring
• Use Shadow Manager
• Register ARM

ESP WA Service Governor

ESP WA Service Governor optimizes workload to increase the performance of the enterprise IT environment.

NOTE

More Information:

• XCF Status Monitoring
• Expedite a Job
• Automate Resource Management
• Use Load Balancing

Report Server

The Report Server lets users submit SQL queries to a database of job history and application history data copied from
the ESP history file. The database can store history from one or more ESP master subsystems. A Report Server set up in
each master subsystem passes the history data to the database. Users can submit queries from a database client or from
an ESP report definition.

For more information about report server control and usage, see Control the Report Server and Create Reports.

Configure Built-In Components

The items listed in this topic are built into ESP. If you want to use any of the items listed, you must configure ESP to use
them.

TP Server

TP Server transfers ESP job-tracking information between ESP subsystems that exist on separate JES nodes, using the
LU 6.2 protocol.

Note: TP Server does not support remote ESP WA Restart Option. To use remote ESP WA Restart Option, you must
have NDS (Network Delivery Services).
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Workstation Server

Workstation Server provides communication between ESP and the ESP Workstation client.

ESP WA Restart Option

ESP WA Restart Option is a rerun/restart manager that works with ESP and is accessible through ISPF and ESP
Workstation.

Performance Metrics

ESP collects and stores CPU performance metrics for analysis by Broadcom Support. These performance metrics provide
detailed information about the impact ESP has on your host environment. The performance metrics are stored in a
repository and are updated continuously. The information in the repository is written to the metrics log file where you can
maintain and extract the data.

Install and Configure Related Software

The items listed in this topic are separate software products that work with ESP but must be installed and configured
separately.

This guide includes ESP WA Restart Option installation instructions. Installation instructions for the other products listed
here are available in the documentation for those products.

Agents

ESP Agents let you automate and manage workload on distributed systems. You schedule a distributed job on ESP.
When the job is selected to run, ESP passes a request to the appropriate Agent, which submits the job on the distributed
system.

WA Restart Option

WA Restart Option is a rerun/restart product that works with ESP and is accessible through ISPF and ESP Workstation.

JCLCheck

JCLCheck is a workload automation product that validates z/OS JCL before it is submitted. JCLCheck flags and reports
all JCL errors that can cause execution problems before step initiation. It also detects job ABEND and operating system
errors.

Librarian

Librarian provides general-purpose library management services for mainframe environments.

OPS/MVS Event Management and Automation

OPS/MVS automates operations from a single point of control to help achieve system availability goals.

ESP has a direct interface to the OPS/MVS System State Manager (SSM) application. This interface provides the state of
the ESP address space to OPS/MVS.

• You use the OPSMVS initialization parameter to enable or disable the interface between ESP and OPS/MVS. The
interface is enabled by default.

• OPS/MVS messages may appear in the job log if OPS/MVS Event management and Automation is active and API
rules are setup to capture ESP OPS API events.
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NOTE

More Information:

• Enable Interface with OPS/MVS
• Create Host Command Environment for REXX

IBM Health Checker

IBM Health Checker provides a foundation for automatic identification of potential system and sysplex problems.

Output of IPV6 Addresses with Port Numbers

In ESP output, parentheses separate an IPV6 address from a port number, for example:

 (FD00:7A06:A20:100::31):1023

 

Prepare for Installation
This section describes what you need to know and do to prepare you to install the product.

Software Requirements

General

You need the following software to install ESP and its related options:

• A z/OS release currently supported by IBM
• SMP/E V3R2 or higher

CSM

To use CSM, you need a URL for Release 4.1 or higher (see your CSM administrator). You also need a z/OS login user
name and password.

Pax-Enhanced ESD Installation

You need a UNIX System Services (USS) directory to store the downloaded pax file. You can mount a zSeries File
System (zFS) or a Hierarchical File System (HFS). The free space in the USS directory must be approximately 3.5 times
the size of the pax file. For details, see Install Using Pax-Enhanced ESD.

AES 256 Encryption for Communications

You need the following items to configure and use AES 256 encryption for communications with agents:

• PTF RO72049 applied to ESP
• Agents configured for AES 256 encryption.

AES 256 encryption of communications with Workload Automation AE is currently not supported but AES 128 encryption
is available.

Workstation Server Web Services

You need the following items to configure and use the HTTP POST web service feature for Workstation Server:
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• ESP Release 11.4 or higher for Workstation Server
• PTFs RO70737, RO73109, RO80185 and RO89762 applied to ESP
• A separate TCP/IP port number for the new Workstation Server WEBPORT initialization parameter.

Report Server

You need the following items to configure and use the Report Server:

• Access to Unix System Services on the system running ESP.
• IBM 31-bit SDK/JRE for z/OS, Java 2 Technology Edition, Version 5.0 on the system running the Report Server
• A DB2 database

ESP WA Restart Option

To use remote ESP WA Restart Option, you must have NDS (Network Delivery Services). TP Server does not support
remote ESP WA Restart Option.

IBM Health Checker Interface

To create an interface with IBM Health Checker, you need CA Health Checker Common Service Release 12.1 or greater
installed. CA Health Checker Common Service Release 12.1 is included with Common Components and Services Version
14.0.

JCLCheck

To interface with JCLCheck, you need JCLCheck r11 or higher, or JCLCheck Common Component r11 or higher installed.

Common Components and Services Requirements

You must install the CAIRIM common services component. CAIRIM handles the License Management Program (LMP).
For more information about Common Components and Services installation, see the Common Components and Services
for zOS documentation.

LMP Key Requirements

The License Management Program (LMP) tracks licensed software in a standardized and automated way. It uses
common real-time enforcement software to validate the user's configuration. LMP reports on activities related to the
license, usage, and financials of Broadcom products.

ESP is licensed with an LMP key. You acquire the LMP key with one of the following methods:

• From your product media
• With Pax ESD
• From Broadcom Support

For more information about LMP keys, see the Common Components and Services for zOS documentation.

Security Requirements

General Requirements

You need SUPERUSER authority if you want to mount a zFS or HFS file system.

Pax-Enhanced ESD Installation Requirements

To use the pax-enhanced ESD installation process, you need write authority to the UNIX System Services (USS) directory
used to store pax files. For more information about the pax process, see Install Using SMP/E JCL.
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Concurrent Releases

You can install this release of ESP and continue to use an older release in another SMP/E CSI environment. If you plan to
continue to run a previous release, consider the following points:

• When installing into an existing SMP/E environment, this installation deletes previous releases in that environment.
• If you acquired your product from tape or with Pax-Enhanced ESD, select different target and distribution zones for

your new release from where your current release is installed. The new zones use different libraries than your current
release.

NOTE
CSM installs into a new CSI by default.

• Define DDDEF entries in your new zones to point SMP/E to the proper libraries for installation. Ensure that they point
to the new release libraries.

Pervasive Encryption Support

ESP supports the pervasive encryption technology with limitations. For more information, see Allocate Operational Data
Sets

Install Products Using SMP/E JCL
As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include installing products on your mainframe system. With this option,
you acquire a product pax file and the latest product updates from Broadcom Support and then install, maintain,
deploy, and configure the products on your systems. Batch jobs are provided to create the SMP/E environment. A basic
understanding of UNIX System Services (USS) is required.

NOTE
Before you begin this process, review the installation best practices and verify that the installation requirements
in Prepare for Installation have been met.

You perform the following tasks to install a product with a pax file:
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When these steps are completed, you are ready to install preventive maintenance.

UNIX System Services Environment

You need a UNIX System Services (USS) directory and a file system with adequate space to perform the following tasks:

• Receive product pax files from Broadcom Support.
• Perform utility functions to unpack the pax file into z/OS data sets that you can use to complete the product installation.

We recommend that you allocate and mount a dedicated file system for this process. The amount of space that you need
for the file system depends on the following variables:

• The size of the pax files that you intend to download.
• Whether you plan to keep the pax files after unpacking them. We do not recommend this practice.

We recommend that you use one directory for downloading and unpacking pax files. Reusing the same directory
minimizes USS setup. Complete the USS setup only one time. You reuse the same directory for subsequent downloads.
Alternatively, you can create a directory for each pax download.

WARNING
Downloading pax files for the SMP/E installation requires write authority to the USS directories that are used
for the native SMP/E JCL installation process. In the file system that contains the pax directories, you also
need free space approximately 3.5 times the pax file size to download the pax file and unpack its contents. For
example, to download and unpack a 14-MB pax file, you need approximately 49 MB of free space in the file
system hosting your pax directory.

Allocate and Mount a File System
The product installation process requires a UNIX System Services (USS) directory to receive the pax file and to perform
the unpack steps. We recommend that you allocate and mount a file system that is dedicated to the product acquisition.
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We also recommend that you create a directory in this file system where the pax file will be located. This directory
(yourUSSpaxdirectory) is used later in the installation process when acquiring and unpacking the product pax file.

NOTE
To issue the USS mount command for the file system, read access is required to the SAF resource name
SUPERUSER.FILESYS.USERMOUNT in the UNIXPRIV class.

1. Allocate the zFS by customizing the following sample JCL to your site requirements:
//DEFINE   EXEC PGM=IDCAMS

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

//AMSDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *

  DEFINE CLUSTER ( +

  NAME(YOUR_ZFS_DATA_SET_NAME) +

  STORAGECLASS(class) +

  LINEAR +

  CYL(primary secondary) +

  SHAREOPTIONS(3 3) +

  )

/*

//FORMAT   EXEC PGM=IOEAGFMT,REGION=0M,

// PARM=('-aggregate YOUR_ZFS_DATA_SET_NAME -compat')

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

//STDOUT   DD   SYSOUT=*

//STDERR   DD   SYSOUT=*

//CEEDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*

//*

– Add a JOB card.
– Issue the NUM ON command followed by UNNUM to edit the JCL with number off (no sequence numbers in columns

73 through 80).
– Issue the CAPS OFF command. However, where needed, use uppercase and lowercase values. For example,

YOUR_ZFS_DATA_SET_NAME must be uppercase and aggregate and compat must be lowercase.
– Ensure the the zFS data set name that you use conforms to your data set naming conventions for USS file

systems.
If the allocation of the file system data set fails, it is because of environmental settings now allowing for the
allocation.

– Ensure that the SYSIN DD is indented at least one space.
When these edits are complete, the zFS is allocated.

2. Create a mount point for the file system. This example shows how to create your USS pax directory named
yourdirectory/PAX in the existing /u/maint directory. From the TSO OMVS shell, enter the following commands:
cd /u/maint/

mkdir yourdirectory

cd yourdirectory

mkdir PAX

Further references to this mount point appear as yourUSSpaxdirectory. You can reuse the same directory for all
product acquisitions to minimize USS setup. Alternatively, you can create a directory for each pax download.

The mount point is created.
3. Mount the file system by customizing the following sample:

//MOUNT    EXEC PGM=IKJEFT01,REGION=0M          
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//SYSTSPRT DD SYSOUT=*                        

//SYSTSOUT DD SYSOUT=*                        

//SYSTSIN  DD *

MOUNT FILESYSTEM('your_zFS_data_set_name') +

MOUNTPOINT('yourUSSpaxdirectory') +

TYPE(ZFS) MODE(RDWR) +

PARM('AGGRGROW')

/*

The file system is mounted.
4. (Optional) Set security permissions for the directory. You can permit write access to anyone in the same group as the

person who created the directory. For example, to allow write access to the USS pax directory for other users in your
USS group, enter the following command from the TSO OMVS shell or the Telnet or SSH client of choice at your site:

NOTE
USS commands are case-sensitive.

chmod -R 770 /yourUSSpaxdirectory/

Write access is granted. Other users can access the USS pax directory and its files.
5. Verify that the file system is mounted. To do so, enter the following commands from the Telnet or SSH client:

cd {yourUSSpaxdirectory}

df - k .

The file system is mounted. The output shows the mount point and the mount data set. Resolve errors before
continuing.

Acquire the Product Pax Files
To begin the product installation procedure, copy the product pax file into the USS directory that you set up.

NOTE
To optimize downloads from Broadcom Support, configure the downloads.broadcom.com URL for HTTPS
and Secure FTP in your network security software, firewalls, or both. Sites that regulate access through an IP
address are required to allow network access to 141.202.253.110.

This procedure explains how to transfer a product pax file from Broadcom Support online to the mainframe.

1. Confirm that you have addressed the following UNIX System Services (USS) requirements:
– Write authority to the USS directories that are used for the pax installation process.
– Available USS file space.

NOTE
In the file system that contains the pax directories, you also need free space approximately 3.5 times the
pax file size to download the pax file and unpack its contents. For example, to download and unpack a 14-
MB pax file, you need approximately 49 MB of free space in the file system hosting your pax directory.

If you do not have sufficient free space, error messages similar to the following appear:
EZA1490I Error writing to data set

EZA2606W File I/O error 133

2. Go to Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com, and select Software, Mainframe Software, and My
Downloads.

3. Log in using your Broadcom Support username and password.
The My Downloads page appears.

4. Select a product from the list or enter the product name in the Search field.
The product page appears with two tabs under the product name: Products and Solutions.

5. Under Products, select the product that you want to download.
A list by release, service pack, and language appears.

6. Click the hypertext link to select a release.
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The Primary Downloads page appears. This page shows the available product-specific software packages that you
can select to download.
If an Additional Downloads page is available, this page shows additional software packages that are related to your
product selection that you can download. These products may already be installed.

7. Review the packages that appear under Primary Downloads and Additional Downloads and complete the following
steps:
a. Select the SMP/E JCL Package (classic pax) and other files that you want to include in the product download.

If more than one package is available, you can only select one.
b. Select Download Selected, HTTPS Download, or Secure FTP Download. Secure FTP Download is the

preferred method. For download tips, see Product Download Help. For sample JCL and security requirements, see
Download Methods and Locations.

The product package is downloaded.

You are now ready to extract the contents of the product package into a product directory that you create.

Create a Product Directory from the Pax File
After you acquire and download the product package (pax file), you are ready to create a product directory in which to
extract the contents of the package. You can do so using the pax command or the ESDUNPAX sample JCL.

Use the pax Command

To use the pax command to create a product directory, enter:
cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/

pax -rvf pax-filename

These commands set the current working directory in your USS directory to the directory containing the pax file and
then performs the following actions:

• Extracts the files and directories that are packaged within the pax file.
• Creates a USS directory in the same directory structure where the pax file resides.
• Automatically generates a product and level-specific directory name.

The product directory is created. You are now ready to copy the sample installation JCL to a z/OS data set.

Use the ESDUNPAX Sample JCL

To use the ESDUNPAX sample JCL to create a product directory, review the following JCL sample and edit it as shown in
the procedure that follows:
//ESDUNPAX JOB (ACCOUNTNO),'UNPAX PAX FILE',

// MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=A,NOTIFY=&SYSUID

//*********************************************************************

//* This sample job can be used to invoke the pax command to create   *

//* the product-specific installation directory.                      *

//*                                                                   *

//* This job must be customized as follows:                           *

//* 1. Supply a valid JOB statement.                                  *

//* 2. Replace "yourUSSpaxdirectory" with the name of the USS         *

//*    directory used on your system for Pax ESD downloads.           *

//* 3. Replace "paxfile.pax.Z" with the name of the pax file.         *

//* NOTE: If you continue the PARM= statement on a second line,       *

//*       start entering characters in column 16 and make sure        *

//*       the 'X' continuation character is in column 72.     *

//*********************************************************************
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//UNPAXDIR EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,

// PARM='sh cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/; pax -rvf paxfile.pax.Z'

//*UNPAXDIR EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,

//* PARM='sh cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/; pax                              X

//*             -rvf paxfile.pax.Z'

//STDOUT DD SYSOUT=*

//STDERR DD SYSOUT=*

Edit the sample JCL as described in the following steps:

1. Replace ACCOUNTNO with a valid JOB statement.
2. Replace yourUSSpaxdirectory with the name of the USS directory that you use for product downloads.

The job points to your specific directory.
3. Replace paxfile.pax.Z with the name of the pax file.

The job points to your specific pax file.
4. Submit the job.

The job creates the product directory.

NOTE
If the PARM= statement exceeds 71 characters, comment out the first UNPAXDIR. Then uncomment and
use the second form of UNPAXDIR instead. This sample job uses an X in column 72 to continue the PARM=
parameters to a second line.

The product directory is created. You are now ready to copy the sample installation JCL to a z/OS data set.

Copy Installation Files to z/OS Data Sets
Use this procedure to invoke the SMP/E GIMUNZIP utility to create the SAMPJCL z/OS data set.

The file UNZIPJCL in the product directory contains a sample job to extract the installation package. You edit and submit
the UNZIPJCL job to copy the sample installation JCL to a z/OS data set.

1. Locate and read the product readme file or installation notes, if applicable, which resides in the product-specific
directory that the pax command created. This file contains the product-specific details that you require to complete the
installation procedure.
You have identified the product-specific installation details.

2. Use ISPF EDIT or TSO ISHELL to edit the UNZIPJCL sample job. You can perform this step in one of the following
ways:

Use ISPF EDIT Specify the full path name of the UNZIPJCL file.
Use TSO ISHELL Navigate to the UNZIPJCL file and use the E line command to edit the file.

The job is edited.
3. Change the SMPDIR DD PATH to the product-specific directory created by the pax command.

Your view is of the product-specific directory.
4. If ICSF is not active, perform the following steps:

a. Change the SMPJHOME DD PATH to your Java runtime directory. This directory varies from system to system.
b. Perform one of the following steps:

• Change the SMPCPATH DD PATH to your SMP/E Java application classes directory, typically /usr/lpp/smp/
classes/.

• Change HASH=YES to HASH=NO on the GIMUNZIP parameter.
One of the following outcomes occurs: ICSF is active or you are using Java.

5. Change yourHLQ to the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for z/OS SAMPJCL data set.  We suggest that you use a unique
HLQ for each expanded pax file to identify uniquely the package.

6. Submit the UNZIPJCL job.
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The UNZIPJCL job completes with a zero return code. Messages GIM69158I and GIM48101I in the output and
IKJ56228I in the JES log are acceptable. The SAMPJCL data set is created with the HLQ that you specified in the
UNZIP job. You use this data set to perform the product installation.

Prepare the SMP/E Environment for a Pax Installation
The members in the following procedure are used to prepare the product data sets, initialize the SMP/E zones, and create
the DDDEFs for your product. These steps include:

• Allocating product and SMP/E data sets, and product USS data sets and directories
• Creating and customizing the SMP/E CSI
• (Optional) Customizing the SMP/E CSI for USS

For information about the members, see the JCL comments.

1. Customize the macro D7YSEDIT as follows with your site-specific information:
a. Replace the rightmost parameters for each ISREDIT CHANGE command.
b. Set the PRODHLQ to the same value specified for yourHLQ within the JCL that is used to unzip the pax file.
c. (Optional) Set the NULLFILE HLQ if applicable and use it for the IMS, HSSR, and CICS DDDEF specifications

when valid system libraries do not exist in your environment. This setting does not apply to every product.
d. Save your changes and then copy the macro to your SYSPROC location.
The macro is ready to customize the yourHLQ.SAMPJCL members.
When you edit an installation member, type D7YSEDIT on the command line, and press Enter to replace the defaults
with your specifications.

NOTE
The following steps include instructions to execute the D7YSEDIT macro each time you open a new
SAMPJCL member. To edit all SAMPJCL members simultaneously, read and follow the instructions in the
D7YAREAD member, and submit the D7YSEDALL member.

2. Open the SAMPJCL member D7Y00ALL in an edit session and execute the D7YSEDIT macro from the command line.
D7Y00ALL is customized.

3. Submit D7Y00ALL.
This job produces the following results:
– Creates the target and distribution data sets for your product.
– Creates unique SMPLTS, SMPMTS, SMPSCDS, and SMPSTS data sets for this target zone.

4. Complete the following steps if your product requires a zFS file system or if you want to install a feature of the product
that requires a zFS file system:

WARNING
If the following members do not exist in SAMPJCL, ignore this step. This step does not apply to your product.
Go to Step 5.

a. Open the SAMPJCL member D7Y03ALU in an edit session and execute the D7YSEDIT macro from the command
line.
D7Y03ALU is customized.

b. Submit D7Y03ALU.
This job allocates your zFS data sets.

c. Open the SAMPJCL member D7Y06MKD in an edit session and execute the D7YSEDIT macro from the command
line.
D7Y06MKD is customized.

d. Submit D7Y06MKD.
This job creates all directories and mounts the file system.

5. Open the SAMPJCL member D7Y10CSI in an edit session and execute the D7YSEDIT macro from the command line.
D7Y10CSI is customized.
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6. Submit D7Y10CSI.
This job produces the following results:
– Defines the CSI data set.
– Allocates the SMPPTS and SMPLOG data sets.
– Initializes the global, target, and distribution zones.
– The DDDEF entries for your product are created.
– The DDDEFs for the required SMP/E data sets are created.

7. Complete the following steps to add the DDDEFs that are required for the zFS file system to your SMP/E environment:
WARNING
If the following member does not exist in SAMPJCL, ignore this step. This step does not apply to your
product. Go to Run the Installation Jobs for a Pax Installation.

a. Open the SAMPJCL member D7Y15CSU in an edit session and execute the D7YSEDIT macro from the command
line.
D7Y15CSU is customized.

b. Submit D7Y15CSU.
This job customizes the CSI by adding the DDDEFs associated with the directory.

You are now ready run the installation jobs that are used to receive, apply, and accept SMP/E base functions. Go to Run
the Installation Jobs for a Pax Installation.

Run the Installation Jobs for a Pax Installation
The members in the following procedure are used to receive, apply, and accept SMP/E base functions. Submit and run
these SAMPJCL members in sequence. Do not proceed with any job until the previous job has completed successfully.

NOTE
The following steps include instructions to execute the D7YSEDIT macro each time that you open a new
SAMPJCL member. To edit all SAMPJCL members simultaneously, read and follow the instructions in the
D7YAREAD member, and submit the D7YSEDALL member.

1. Open the SAMPJCL member D7Y20RCB in an edit session, and execute the D7YSEDIT macro from the command
line.
D7Y20RCB is customized.

NOTE
To include optional components, uncomment the applicable FMID in the customized job.

2. Submit D7Y20RCB to receive SMP/E base functions.
Your product is received and now resides in the global zone.

3. Open the SAMPJCL member D7Y30APB in an edit session, and execute the D7YSEDIT macro from the command
line.
D7Y30APB is customized.

4. Submit D7Y30APB to apply SMP/E base functions with the CHECK option.
a. Note any unresolved errors.
b. Verify that resolving PTFs are applied before implementing products in production.
c. After successful completion, rerun APPLY with the CHECK option removed.
Your product is applied and now resides in the target libraries.

5. Open the SAMPJCL member D7Y40ACB in an edit session, and execute the D7YSEDIT macro from the command
line.
D7Y40ACB is customized.

6. Submit D7Y40ACB to accept SMP/E base functions with the CHECK option. After successful completion, rerun
ACCEPT with the CHECK option removed.
Your product is accepted and now resides in the distribution libraries.
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You can now clean up the USS directory (optional) or apply preventive maintenance as described in Maintain Products
using SMP/E JCL.

Clean Up the USS Directory
This procedure is optional. If you decide to perform this procedure, do so after you complete the installation process and
when you do not need the installation files. When this procedure is done, you are ready to install preventive maintenance.

To free file system disk space for subsequent downloads after downloading and processing the pax files for your
Broadcom mainframe product, remove files from your USS directory and delete unnecessary z/OS data sets. You can
delete the following items:

• Pax file
• Product-specific directory that the pax command created and all the files in it
• SMP/E RELFILEs, SMPMCS, and HOLDDATA MVS data sets. These data sets have the HLQ that you assigned in the

UNZIPJCL job.

NOTE
Retain non-SMP/E installation data sets such as yourHLQ.INSTALL.NOTES for future reference.

1. Navigate to your Pax ESD USS directory.
Your view is of the applicable USS directory.

2. Delete the pax file by entering the following command:
rm paxfile

paxfile Specifies the name of the product pax file that you downloaded.

The pax file is deleted.
3. Delete the product-specific directory by entering the following command:

rm -r product-specific-directory

product-specific-
directory

Specifies the product-specific directory that you created previously using the pax command or sample
JCL.

The product-specific directory is deleted.

NOTE
You can also use TSO ISHELL to navigate to the pax file and product-specific directory, and delete them using
the D line command.

When you are done with this step, you are ready to install maintenance.

Install Products Using CSM
Review the following high-level process for installing product software using CSM.

As a systems programmer, you can acquire, install, and deploy your mainframe product software on z/OS systems using
CSM. CSM simplifies and unifies the management of your Broadcom mainframe products on z/OS systems. You can use
CSM to manage your product software in a common way according to industry best practices. You can also obtain and
apply corrective and recommended maintenance easier. A web-based interface lets you install and maintain your products
faster and with less chance of error.

WARNING
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their
strategic business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We will
be discontinuing technical support for CSM. In accordance with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and
parameters of Broadcom’s support program, which is documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance
Policy Handbook, this announcement provides written notification of End of Life for CSM. This notification means
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that CSM will no longer be enhanced and maintenance and technical support, including self-service support, will
be discontinued effective June 30, 2023. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement.

If you do not have CSM installed, download it from Broadcom Support.

WARNING
To install a product using CSM, you must modify the SYSPRINT size. The default allocation of 30 cylinders is
insufficient to complete the installation. Increase the allocation parameters of the SYSPRINT data set to at least
120 cylinders.

Use the following topics to guide you through the product installation process using CSM:

• Acquire Your Products Using CSM
• Install Your Products Using CSM

NOTE
Before you begin this process, review the installation best practices and verify that the installation requirements
in Prepare for Installation have been met.

When these steps are completed, you are ready to install preventive maintenance.

Acquire Your Product Using CSM
As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include maintaining an up-to-date repository of acquired product
packages that are ready for installation in your mainframe environment. CSM provides a product list that lets you display
the list of licensed product installation and maintenance packages and to download these packages. Also, you can update
the product list to add external product packages that you acquired outside of CSM so that they are ready for installation
using CSM.

The following diagram shows the product acquisition process:
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1. Configure CSM.
2. Download the product package from Broadcom Support or add an external product package:

– Download from Broadcom Support:
a. Update the product list.
b. Download product packages.

– Add external product package:
a. Add external product installation packages.
b. Add external product maintenance packages.

After you complete this process, the product packages are ready for installation with CSM.

Configure CSM

Before you start acquiring product packages, configure a Broadcom Support Online account, a CSM account, and the
required download settings. If you have previously configured these settings, update the product list.

1. Start your Web browser, and enter the CSM access URL, which you can get from your system administrator.

NOTE
If the Notice and Consent Banner appears, read and confirm the provided information.

2. Enter your z/OS login user name and password, and log in.
The initial page appears. You are prompted to perform configuration.

3. Configure the following settings:
– Proxies that CSM uses to communicate with Broadcom Support Online.

If proxies are not used, the following port numbers are used: HTTPS Port Number 443 and FTP Port Number 21.
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WARNING
If your site uses proxies, review your proxy credentials on the User Settings, Software Acquisition
page.

– The USS path to the temporary directory for downloaded software packages
If you do not specify the directory, default settings are used that you can change later.

NOTE
These settings are also available on the System Settings, Software Acquisition page.

Select Next.
You are prompted to define your Broadcom Support account.

4. Select New.
You are prompted for the credentials to use on Broadcom Support.

5. Specify the credentials, select OK, and then Next.
You are prompted to review your user settings. These settings are available on the User Settings page.

6. Change the settings or keep the defaults, and then select Finish.
A dialog opens, which shows the progress of the configuration task.

7. Select the Settings tab, and review other settings, as needed.
You have configured CSM to acquire products.

Update the Product List

The product list displays a list of downloadable licensed product packages. To see the current list of available product
packages for download, update the Available Products tree.

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. (Optional) Update the product list only with packages that belong to specific site IDs.

a. Select the Edit button in the Filter section and associate one or more site IDs to a filter in the Edit Filter window.
b. Select the filter in the Filter section.
c. Right-click the Products link at the top of the product tree and select Update Product List.

4. Select the Update Product List link in the Actions section on the left side.
Updating of the product list with all products for all site IDs starts.

NOTE
If you updated the product list only for a selected filter, skip this step.

5. Confirm the update.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details. Select Close to close the
task output browser.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

The product list is updated.

Download Product Packages

You can download product installation and maintenance packages from the updated product catalog so they are ready for
installation.

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
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3. Select the product name on the Available Products tree.
The product releases are listed in the Releases table on the right.

4. Download product packages by selecting one of the following options:
– To download product packages for all product releases, right-click the product name in the list, and select Update

Product.
– To download packages only for specific releases, select one or more releases in the Releases table on the right

and select the Update Product Releases link.
5. View the downloaded packages using either of the following options:

– To display the downloaded maintenance packages, select the product release icon

in the product list.
– To display the downloaded base installation package, select the product gen level icon

below the product release in the product list.

The product packages are downloaded and ready for installation.

Add External Product Installation Packages

Sometimes you have product installation packages that you downloaded outside of CSM. For example, you do not
have an HTTP or an FTP access in your mainframe environment, or the required packages are not available from the
Broadcom Support website. You can use CSM to install these external packages according to your organization policy. If
you are using this installation option, first add the external packages to the CSM software catalog.

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. Select the Add Product link in the Actions section.
4. Specify the name, release, and gen level of the product, and select OK.

The product is added to the product list.
5. Select the gen level of the product that you want to download on the product tree.

The Base Install Packages section appears on the right.
6. Select the Add External Package button.
7. Specify one of the following package types and package details, and select OK.
UNIX File

Adds an installation package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.
FTP File

Adds a product package that is not published on Broadcom Support. For example, a beta version of a product.
Specify the FTP host, FTP port, FTP path, package name, and the user name and password to access the FTP
location.

8. Refresh the page to see the added product package.
The product installation package is now listed in the product list and is available for installation with CSM.

Add External Product Maintenance Packages

Sometimes you have maintenance packages, for example, unpublished maintenance or a program temporary fix (PTF),
that you downloaded outside of CSM. You can use CSM to install these external maintenance packages per your
organization policy. For this installation option, first add the packages to the CSM software catalog.

Usually, the maintenance is placed as a single package. However, some Broadcom products have older aggregated
maintenance packages that were released before December 31, 2013. An aggregated package is a file that comprises
several single maintenance packages (nested packages). When you add an aggregated package, CSM inserts all the
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nested packages and the aggregated package itself. In the list of maintenance packages, the aggregated package is
marked with the CUMULATIVE type.

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. Select the product release for which the maintenance applies.

The maintenance packages for the release are listed.
4. Select the Add External Maintenance button.

You are prompted to specify the package.
5. Specify one of the following package types and package details:
Data Set

Adds a maintenance package that is located in a z/OS data set with a logical record length of 80 and with a record
format of fixed blocks.

UNIX File
Adds a maintenance package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.

FTP File
Adds a maintenance package that is not published on Broadcom Support. This option is intended for downloading
a PTF to validate it. Specify the FTP host, FTP port, FTP path, maintenance package name, and the user name
and password to access the FTP location.

Solution
Adds a published solution from Broadcom Support.

6. Refresh the page to see the added maintenance package.
The product maintenance package is now listed in the product catalog and is available for installation with CSM.

You completed the acquisition process. The product packages are ready for installation with CSM.

Install Your Product Using CSM
As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include installing products in your z/OS environment using CSM. This step
of the installation process creates or updates the SMP/E environment (global, target, and distribution zones).

The following diagram shows the major steps to install your product using CSM.
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1. (Optional) Configure base installation settings.
2. (Optional) Configure a working set of SMP/E environments.
3. Initiate product installation and review product information.
4. Select an installation type.
5. Review installation prerequisites if any are presented.
6. Take one of the following steps to select an SMP/E environment:

– Create an SMP/E environment:
a. Set up the global zone.
b. Create a target zone.
c. Create a distribution zone.

– Use an existing SMP/E environment from your working set:
a. Update the global zone.
b. Set up the target zone: Either create a target zone or use an existing target zone.
c. Set up the distribution zone: Either create a distribution zone or use an existing distribution zone.

NOTE
If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions are
deleted from the zone and associated data sets. Use new target and distribution zones for this installation.
Doing so means that you can apply maintenance to your current version, if necessary.
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7. Review the installation summary and start the installation.

Configure Base Installation Settings

You can configure base installation settings on the System Settings, Software Installation page.

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Installation link under System Settings in the Settings section on the
left side.

2. In the SIS Base Install - File System section, select the file system type that is used when installing a product that
allocates file systems. If you select Product Specific File System, the file system that is used for installing a product
is defined according to the product metadata. Otherwise, the product metadata is overwritten.

3. In the Execute Checks During Base Installation section, configure the following settings by selecting or clearing
corresponding checkboxes:

Execute Apply Check During Base Installation
Verifies that all requirements for the Apply step are satisfied before the Apply step executes. If the Apply Check
step fails, installation stops and all the previous steps are undone.

Suspend Base Installation After Apply Check
Suspends the base installation process after Apply Check is completed and generates pending installation actions
for the SMP/E environment where the product is being installed. This check box is enabled if you enable the
Execute Apply Check During Base Installation checkbox.

Execute Accept Check During Base Installation
Verifies that all requirements for the Accept step are satisfied before the Accept step executes. If the Accept
Check step fails, installation stops and all the previous steps are undone.

Suspend Base Installation After Accept Check
Suspends the base installation process after Accept Check is completed and generates pending installation
actions for the SMP/E environment where the product is being installed. This check box is enabled if you enable
the Execute Accept Check During Base Installation checkbox.

4. Select Apply.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status later on
the Tasks tab.

The base installation settings are configured.

NOTE
If you configure the base installation settings to execute checks during base installation, CSM creates a pending
installation for the SMP/E environment. For more information about the pending installation, see the CSM online
help.

Configure a Working Set of SMP/E Environments

If you plan to install a product in an existing SMP/E environment, add this SMP/E environment to your working set. A
working set is a selected group of SMP/E environments with which you want to work. Although you can have only one
working set, you can have as many SMP/E environments in it as you need.

CSM does not have a default working set.

If you do not have the SMP/E environment in your working set, you can only create a new SMP/E environment during
product installation. In this case, exit the installation wizard, configure your working set and then restart the wizard.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environments that you want to include in a working set.
An information text area under the list of SMP/E environments displays the number of environments you selected.
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2. Select Use as Working Set.
3. Select OK.

The working set is configured.
The new working set replaces a previously defined working set.

You can display only those SMP/E environments that are in your working set by selecting Show Working Set Only.

Initiate Product Installation

You can install a downloaded product from the Products tab. The process starts a wizard that guides you through the
installation. At the end of the wizard, a task dynamically invokes the SMP/E and other utilities that are required to install
the product.

1. Select the Products tab.
2. Perform one of the following steps:

– If the package was acquired using CSM:
From the product list on the left side, select the required product gen level (the innermost level in the product list
under the release level of a product; for example, SP0 or 0110). Locate the product package that you want to install,
select Actions to the right of the package, and select Install.

– If the package was acquired outside of CSM:
In the Actions section in the left pane, select the Install External Package link. Enter the location of the package.
Select OK.

The Introduction step of the wizard appears where you can Review Product Information.

Review Product Information

Review the information about the product that you are installing.

1. On the Introduction step, review the information about the installation.
If the product license agreement appears, review it. If you agree, accept it. If you do not accept the license agreement,
you cannot proceed with the installation.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to select the type of installation.
An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you progress
through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies the
error.

Select an Installation Type

When you install a product, you select an installation type. There can be one or more installation types, according to the
product.

When you select the custom installation type, you are prompted to select the features that you want to install. If your
selected features require installation of other features, the installation wizard includes the required features to the
installation process. If your selected features are mutually exclusive, the installation wizard excludes any features
conflicting with the features you selected last from the installation process. For example, you select feature 1 and select
feature 2 that is mutually exclusive with feature 1. The wizard automatically excludes feature 1.

1. On the Features step, select the type of installation, and select Next.
2. (Optional) If you select the custom installation type, select the features to install, and select Next.

A summary of the features to install appears, with prerequisites.
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Review Installation Prerequisites

Some products require an installation of other products first.

Review the summary of installation prerequisites to verify that all prerequisites are satisfied on the Prerequisites step.

• If no prerequisites exist, select Next.
You are prompted to select an SMP/E environment for the installation.

• If all prerequisites exist and are satisfied, you are prompted to locate the installed prerequisites.
Install the product to the same SMP/E environment and the target zone where the product prerequisites are installed.
a. From the SMP/E environment drop-down list, select an SMP/E environment with the installed prerequisites. This

drop-down list represents all CSM-managed SMP/E environments where the prerequisites are installed.
A list of target zones for the selected SMP/E environment where the prerequisites are installed is populated.

b. From the target zone drop-down list, select a target zone within the selected SMP/E environment where the
prerequisites are installed.

c. Select Next.
You are prompted to confirm the selected SMP/E environment for the installation.

• If prerequisites are not satisfied, perform one of the following actions:
– Select Cancel to exit the wizard. Install the prerequisites or migrate an SMP/E environment to CSM where the

prerequisites are installed. Restart the installation.
– Open CSM in another browser window and install the prerequisites, or migrate an SMP/E environment to CSM

where the prerequisites are installed. When done, select Refresh on the Prerequisites step of the wizard. Then,
select the SMP/E environment and a target zone where the prerequisites are installed. Select Next to continue the
product installation.
You are prompted to confirm the selected SMP/E environment for the installation.

Select an SMP/E Environment

You select the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product in. You can create an SMP/E environment, or
you can select an existing SMP/E environment from your working set. You can configure your working set from the SMP/E
Environments tab.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears. You are
prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. You can wait until the notification message disappears
and the SMP/E environment becomes available or can select Cancel to select another SMP/E environment.

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 1, take one of the following steps:
– Select Create a New SMP/E Environment to create an SMP/E environment.
– Select an existing SMP/E environment from your working set.

• If no existing SMP/E environment appears, exit the wizard, configure your working set, and restart the wizard.
• If your product has the installed prerequisites, the SMP/E environment with the installed prerequisites that

you selected at the Prerequisites step of the wizard is preselected for you. You cannot select another SMP/E
environment. You cannot create a SMP/E environment.

NOTE
When you install a product in an existing SMP/E environment where HOLDDATA is received, the
product installation may fail.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to complete one of the following tasks:
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• Create an SMP/E environment
• Review parameters of an existing SMP/E environment.

Create an SMP/E Environment

You can create an SMP/E environment while you are installing a product. During the process, you are asked to specify the
following information:

• The SMP/E environment name and the prefix of the CSI data set in CSM
• Data set allocation parameters

You can specify data set allocation parameters collectively for all SMP/E data sets, target libraries, and distribution
libraries that are allocated during product installation. You allocate data sets using one of the following methods:

• Allocate data sets using SMS parameters.
• Allocate cataloged data sets using UNIT and optionally VOLSER.
• Allocate uncataloged data sets using UNIT and VOLSER.

If you allocate uncataloged data sets, specify a VOLSER. Based on the value that you enter, CSM performs the following
validations to ensure integrity of the installation:

• The value of VOLSER must specify a mounted volume.
• You must have ALTER permissions for the data sets with the entered high-level qualifier (HLQ) on the volume that

VOLSER defines.
• To test allocation, CSM temporarily allocates one of the uncataloged data sets that are allocated during the installation.

a. The data set is allocated with one track for both primary and secondary space.
b. CSM verifies that the data set has been allocated on the specified volume.
c. The data set is deleted.
If the data set allocation fails or the data set cannot be found on the specified volume, you cannot proceed with the
product installation wizard.

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 2, review and specify the following parameters as applicable:
SMP/E Environment Name

Defines the SMP/E environment name.
Data Set Name Prefix

Defines the prefix for the name of the CSI VSAM data set.
Catalog

Defines the name of the SMP/E CSI catalog.
Cross-Region

Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

Cross-System
Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

High-Level Qualifier
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all SMP/E data sets that are allocated during installation. Product
packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ). The low-level qualifiers cannot be changed.

DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating SMP/E data sets.
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SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specifies if this SMP/E environment is using SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management Class, Data Class) or
data set parameters (VOLSER, Unit, Catalog).

An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you progress
through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies the
error.

2. Select Next.
Work DDDEF allocation parameters and a list of the data sets to be created for the SMP/E environment appear.

Review Parameters of an Existing SMP/E Environment

When you use an existing SMP/E environment to install your product, you review the SMP/E environment parameters.
If applicable, you also specify parameters for any new data sets to be allocated while installing a product. During the
process, you are asked to review allocation parameters for new data sets, which you can customize for each data set. The
existing data sets remain intact.

The Software Installation Service (SIS) determines which data sets exist and which must be allocated for the installation
using an existing SMP/E environment. If the SIS determines that new data sets must be allocated, you are prompted to
specify the data set allocation parameters. The data set allocation parameters are prepopulated with the values from the
existing data set that was found first.

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 2, review the current SMP/E environment parameters and allocation
parameters for data sets that must be added to the SMP/E environment. Update the information as applicable.

2. Select Next.
Work DDDEF allocation parameters and a list of the data sets to be created for the SMP/E environment, if any,
appear.

Set Up SMP/E Environment Parameters

When creating an SMP/E environment for your product installation, you specify SMP/E environment parameters.
When using an existing SMP/E environment for installing your product, you review and, if necessary, update its SMP/E
environment parameters.

You can assign different prefixes to each newly allocated data set during the installation process.

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 3, specify whether to use SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management
Class, Data Class) or Unit parameters for allocating work DDDEFs for the SMP/E environment. Complete the
appropriate fields.
The allocation parameters that you specify for work DDDEFs are applied only to new work DDDEFs that are created
during the installation. The existing work DDDEFs, if any, remain intact.

NOTE
The settings for allocating work DDDEFs are globally defined on the System Settings, Software
Installation tab. You must have the appropriate access rights to be able to modify these settings.

2. Review the data set names if any appear. Select the Override link to change the high-level qualifier of the data set
name and the allocation parameters. Select OK.

3. (Optional) If any additional parameters appear, review the parameters that have the default values assigned. Edit the
parameters if necessary and specify any missing parameters.

4. Select Next.
You are prompted to select a target zone to use.
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Select a Target Zone

You select a target zone in the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product. You create a target zone or
select an existing target zone in the SMP/E environment (if you use an existing SMP/E environment).

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 1, perform one of the following actions:
– Select Create a New Target Zone to create a target zone.
– Select an existing target zone in the SMP/E environment.

This option is available only if you selected to use an existing SMP/E environment.

WARNING

• If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions are
deleted from the zone and associated data sets. Use new target and distribution zones for this installation
so that you can apply maintenance to your current version, if necessary.

• If your product has the installed prerequisites, the target zone of the SMP/E environment with the installed
prerequisites that you selected at the Prerequisites step of the wizard is preselected for you. You cannot
select another target zone. You cannot create a target zone.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to create a target zone or use an existing target zone.

Create a Target Zone

You can create a target zone in a new or an existing SMP/E environment where you install your product. The target zone
parameters are prepopulated with the values that are entered for the SMP/E environment. You can change data set
allocation parameters.

You can specify a different SMP/E environment data set to be used for a new target zone.

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 2, review and specify the target zone SMP/E parameters as applicable.
Target Zone Name

Defines the name for the target zone.
Create New CSI Data Set

Specifies that a new CSI data set will be created for the target zone.
Data Set Name Prefix

Defines the prefix for the name of the target zone data set. This field is only enabled when you have selected the
Create New CSI Data Set check box.

Catalog
Defines the name of the SMP/E target zone catalog. This field is only enabled when you have selected the Create
New CSI Data Set check box.

Cross-Region
Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

Cross-System
Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

High-Level Qualifier
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all target zone data sets that are allocated during installation. Product
packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ) and they cannot be changed.

DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating target zone data sets.
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SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specifies if this target zone uses SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management Class, Data Class) or data set
parameters (VOLSER, Unit, Catalog).

An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you progress
through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies the
error.

2. Select Next.
A list of the data sets to be created for the target zone appears.

Use an Existing Target Zone

When using an existing target zone for installing your product, you review and, if necessary, update its parameters.

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 2, review the current target zone parameters and allocation parameters for data
sets that must be added. Update as applicable.

NOTE
You cannot change the current SMP/E environment parameters.

2. Select Next.
If there are any data sets to be created for the target zone, a list of data sets appears. If the list is empty, no new data
sets are going to be allocated.

Set Up Target Zone Parameters

When creating a target zone in the SMP/E environment for your product installation, specify target zone parameters.

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 3, review the data set names if any appear. Select the Override link to change the
high-level qualifier of the data set name and the allocation parameters. Select OK.

2. (Optional) If more parameters appear, review the parameters that have the default values assigned. Edit the
parameters if necessary and specify any missing parameters.

3. Select Next.
You are prompted to confirm the distribution zone.

Confirm a Distribution Zone

You must confirm a distribution zone of the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product. Depending on
whether you created a target zone or you selected an existing target zone, create a distribution zone or select an existing
distribution zone in the SMP/E environment.

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 1, review the selected option for the distribution zone.
– If you are using an existing target zone, the related distribution zone is automatically selected. You cannot select

other distribution zones or cannot create one.

NOTE
If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions are
deleted from the zone and associated data sets. Use new target and distribution zones for this installation
so that you can apply maintenance to your current version, if necessary.

– If you are creating a target zone, you can create a distribution zone or you can select an existing distribution zone.

NOTE
Using an existing distribution zone with a new target zone relates the existing distribution zone to the
new target zone. This action breaks the relationship from the previous target zone that was related to
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this distribution zone. You cannot accept maintenance packages from the previous target zone to this
distribution zone using CSM.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to set up the distribution zone.

Create a Distribution Zone

You can create a distribution zone that is related to the newly created target zone. The distribution zone parameters are
prepopulated with the values that are entered for the SMP/E environment. You can change data set allocation parameters.

You can specify a different SMP/E environment data set to be used for the new distribution zone.

You can also specify the same SMP/E environment data set as the one that you specified for the target zone. In that case,
the target and distribution zones share the SMP/E environment data set. The SMP/E environment data set is allocated
using the parameters that you have defined when specifying the target zone.

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 2, review and specify the following parameters as applicable:
Distribution Zone Name

Defines the name for the distribution zone.
Create New CSI Data Set

Specifies that a new CSI data set is created for the distribution zone.
Data Set Name Prefix

Defines the prefix for the name of the distribution zone data set. This field is only enabled when you have selected
the Create New CSI Data Set check box.

Catalog
Defines the name of the SMP/E distribution zone catalog. This field is only enabled when you have selected the
Create New CSI Data Set check box.

Cross-Region
Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

Cross-System
Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

High-Level Qualifier
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all distribution zone data sets that are allocated during installation.
Product packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ) that cannot be changed.

DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating distribution zone data sets.

SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specify if this distribution zone is to use SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management Class, Data Class) or
data set parameters (VOLSER, Unit, Catalog). Complete the applicable fields.

An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you progress
through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies the
error.

2. Select Next.
A list of the data sets to be created for the distribution zone appears.
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Use an Existing Distribution Zone

You can use an existing distribution zone that is related to the existing target zone you selected, or with a new target zone.
The distribution zone parameters are prepopulated with the values that are entered for the SMP/E environment. You can
change data set allocation parameters.

NOTE
Using an existing distribution zone with a new target zone relates the existing distribution zone to the new target
zone. This action breaks the relationship from the previous target zone that was related to this distribution zone.
You cannot accept maintenance packages from the previous target zone to this distribution zone using CSM.

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 2, review the current distribution zone parameters and allocation parameters
for data sets that you want to add. Update as applicable.

NOTE
You cannot change the current SMP/E environment parameters.

2. Select Next.
If there are any data sets to be created for the distribution zone, a list of data sets appears. If the list is empty, no new
data sets are going to be allocated.

Set Up Distribution Zone Parameters

When creating a distribution zone in the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product, specify distribution
zone parameters.

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 3, review the data set names if any appear. Select the Override link to
change the high-level qualifier of the data set name and the allocation parameters. Select OK.

2. (Optional) If any additional parameters appear, review the parameters that have the default values assigned. Edit the
parameters if necessary and specify any missing parameters.

3. Select Next.
You see a summary of the installation task.

Start the Installation

After you complete setting up the SMP/E environment and its zones, you are ready to start the installation.

To start the installation, review the summary on the Summary step, and select Install.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, Select Show Results on the Progress tab
to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status later on the
Tasks tab.

You completed the product installation. You can now start maintaining the installed products.

Install Maintenance
After you have successfully installed any Broadcom mainframe product software, check for important product
maintenance that may have been released after the product installation package was prepared. The product releases are
built and maintained using standardized SMP/E packaging and installation procedures. These procedures include error
and FIXCAT HOLDDATA, new product features, and product interoperability validation. PTFs that pass interoperability test
criteria are released monthly and designated as CARS.

You can install the following types of maintenance:
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• Corrective maintenance that fixes an issue.
• Preventive maintenance to avoid problems that others have reported or to provide a compatibility fix for hardware and

software.
• FIXCAT maintenance to support a particular hardware device, software release, or new product function.

WARNING
You can initiate a maintenance installation activity at any time using z/OSMF Software Update, SMP/E JCL, or
CSM. However, before you do so, we recommend that you obtain the current SMP/E HOLDDATA.

See Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance for a list of solutions that have been published within the last year. From
this page, you can search solutions for all Broadcom mainframe products by product name, date, or keyword. You can
also search for new product features or by a CARS level (CARSID). You can also find HIPER or PE PTFs and security
or integrity PTFs. Once you have your list, you can download in Excel or CSV format. To download PTFs automatically
without having to search regularly on the portal, use SMP/E Receive Order.

For a comprehensive collection of articles that are dedicated to all mainframe maintenance concepts and procedures, see
Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures.

Maintain Products Using SMP/E JCL
As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include maintaining products and maintenance packages in your
mainframe environment. You can download, receive, apply, and accept maintenance manually. After you complete the
maintenance process, the product is ready to deploy.

Download and Receive Maintenance

PTF Maintenance and HOLDDATA are available at Broadcom Support. To download and receive maintenance, use SMP/
E Receive Order or the following procedure during product installation and for ongoing preventive maintenance in non-
installation use cases according to your maintenance strategy.

We recommend that you use SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to submit requests securely for PTFs and HOLDDATA
to a remote Broadcom server. This service eliminates the manual steps that are required to download the PTFs and
HOLDDATA from Broadcom Support. The orders are fulfilled based on the status of your SMP/E environments. Based on
your order criteria, all PTFs and their requisites are downloaded automatically and received to your system. See Configure
SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval.

You can also download maintenance manually from Broadcom Support. With this option, you manually select PTFs
and build a package for all applicable PTFs and requisites. You then use the CAUNZIP utility to unpackage and receive
the files. This utility processes ZIP packages directly on z/OS without the need for an intermediate platform, such as a
Microsoft Windows workstation. The utility resides in yourCCSHLQ.CAW0JCL(CAUNZIP). To use this download option,
you must be running Common Components and Services Version 15.0. Review the CAUNZIP requirements.

1. Select one of the following options to create a PTF maintenance package:
– Use SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to download and receive maintenance. To do so, see Configure SMP/E

Internet Service Retrieval.
After your PTFs are downloaded and received, you are ready to apply and accept maintenance. To do so, go to
Apply and Accept Maintenance.

– Select the PTFs manually, and then use the CAUNZIP utility to unpackage and receive the files. To do so, go to
step 2 and complete the remaining steps in this procedure.

2. Go to Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com, and select Software, Mainframe Software, and My
Downloads.

3. Log in using your Broadcom Support username and password.
The My Downloads - Mainframe Software page appears.

4. Select a product from the list or search by product name and then select a product from the list.
The product page appears with two tabs under the product name: Products and Solutions.

5. Select the Solutions tab and select the product that you want.
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A list of releases appears.
6. Use the hypertext link to select the release that you want.

A list of published solutions appears with the most recently published solutions shown first.
7. Select the checkbox next to the solutions that you want to download.

NOTE
To filter the list, search by solution number, CARS level, or description. You can also select an operating
system or component. For download solution search tips, see Solution Download Help.

8. Select a download method:
– Select Download Selected to go to the Download Manager. Use this option to create a complete solution

package that includes all requisite solutions back to an optional date. From the Download Manager, you can select
your download method (HTTPS or Secure FTP).

– Select HTTPS Download to start downloading immediately. Check your browser for the download progress.
– Select Secure FTP Download to download securely from downloads.broadcom.com. This option is the fastest and

most efficient download method.
For assistance, see Solution Download Help. For HTTPS and Secure FTP information, and sample JCL, see
Download Methods and Locations.
The solution package is downloaded.

9. Run the CAUNZIP utility by completing the following steps.
CAUNZIP unzips the package of published solutions and creates an SMPNTS file structure that the SMP/E RECEIVE
FROMNTS command can process. After execution completes, the ZIPRPT data set contains the summary report. The
summary report:
– Summarizes the content of the product order ZIP file.
– Details the content of each data set and the z/OS UNIX files produced.
– Provides a sample job to receive the PTFs in your order.

10. Review the sample job that is provided in the CAUNZIP output ZIPRPT file and then complete the following steps:
a. Cut and paste the JCL into a data set.
b. Specify your SMP/E CSI on the SMPCSI DD statement.
c. Submit the job to receive the PTFs in your order.

11. Verify that you have the values from the base installation in the D7YSEDIT macro, which you customized in the
installation steps.

12. Open the SAMPJCL member D7Y60RCH in an edit session and execute the D7YSEDIT macro from the command
line.

NOTE
Update D7Y60RCH SAMPJCL to download the HOLDDATA file.

D7Y60RCH is customized.
13. Submit D7Y60RCH.

The job downloads the external HOLDDATA file.

The maintenance packages are received to the SMP/E environment global zone. After maintenance has been
downloaded for a product, you can apply and optionally accept the maintenance for products that are installed in the SMP/
E environment. Go to Apply and Accept Maintenance.

Apply and Accept Maintenance

After downloading and receiving your maintenance package, use this procedure to apply and optionally accept corrective
maintenance.

WARNING
Before you apply maintenance, ensure that any required file systems are mounted and that you have specified
the correct path to the DDDEFs that are contained in the file systems. The path must be the mount point of the
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zFS file system, plus the directory /CA. For example, if the zFS file system is mounted at /cai/abc, the DDDEF
path must be /cai/abc/CA.

1. Open the SAMPJCL member D7Y80APM in an edit session and execute the D7YSEDIT macro from the command
line.
D7Y80APM is customized.

2. Submit D7Y80APM.
The PTFs are applied.

3. (Optional) Open the SAMPJCL member D7Y90ACM in an edit session and execute the D7YSEDIT macro from the
command line.
D7Y90ACM is customized.

4. (Optional) Submit D7Y90ACM.
The PTFs are accepted.

NOTE
You do not have to submit the job now. You can accept the PTFs according to your site policy.

Corrective maintenance is complete. You can now optionally apply CARS maintenance.

Apply CARS Maintenance

Use this procedure to apply CARS maintenance as a part of managing preventive maintenance.

NOTE
For information about CARS maintenance, see CARS in the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures
documentation.

1. Download the ASSIGN statements.
IMPORTANT
The ASSIGN files are not cumulative. To install the latest RS level, download all YEARLY ASSIGN
statements, and then download the monthly ASSIGN files as needed.

a. Determine whether to download the yearly or monthly ASSIGN statements in the following files:
ftp.broadcom.com/pub/ASSIGN/YEARLY/YEARyyyy.TXT

ftp.broadcom.com/pub/ASSIGN/CARyymm.TXT

b. Open the SAMPJCL member D7Y50CAR in an edit session, update D7Y50CAR SAMPJCL to download your
ASSIGN statements from Broadcom Support, and execute the D7YSEDIT macro from the command line.
D7Y50CAR is customized.

2. Submit D7Y50CAR.
The job downloads the ASSIGN statements.

3. Open the SAMPJCL member D7Y70RCM in an edit session, manually add the data set that contains the ASSIGN
statements to the SMPPTFIN DD, and execute the D7YSEDIT macro from the command line.
D7Y70RCM is customized.

4. Submit D7Y70RCM.
The job receives the external HOLDDATA file and ASSIGN statements.

5. Open the SAMPJCL member D7Y80APM in an edit session and execute the D7YSEDIT macro from the command
line.
D7Y80APM is customized.

6. Submit D7Y80APM.
The CARS PTFs are applied.

7. (Optional) Open the SAMPJCL member D7Y90ACM in an edit session and execute the D7YSEDIT macro from the
command line.
D7Y90ACM is customized.

8. (Optional) Submit D7Y90ACM.
The CARS PTFs are accepted.
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NOTE
You do not have to submit the job now. You can accept the PTFs according to your site policy.

Maintain Products Using CSM
Use the procedures in this topic to receive, apply, and accept maintenance for your products using CSM.

CSM provides a product list that lets you display the list of licensed product maintenance packages and to download these
packages. You can also manage external maintenance packages that were acquired outside of CSM so that they can be
applied using  CSM.

WARNING
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their
strategic business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We will
be discontinuing technical support for CSM. In accordance with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and
parameters of Broadcom’s support program, which is documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance
Policy Handbook, this announcement provides written notification of End of Life for CSM. This notification means
that CSM will no longer be enhanced and maintenance and technical support, including self-service support, will
be discontinued effective June 30, 2023. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement.

NOTE
During your initial product installation, apply all product maintenance. Otherwise, you may have to repeat the
deployment and configuration processes.

The following diagram shows the maintenance process using CSM:
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Use the following procedure to maintain products using CSM:

1. (Optional) Configure automatic HOLDDATA download.
2. (Optional) Configure CSM to reject unneeded maintenance.
3. Download product maintenance packages.

– (Optional) Configure CSM to perform automatic maintenance updates.
4. (Optional) Manage maintenance downloaded outside of CSM. As part of this management, you can also view the

aggregated package details.
5. Receive maintenance.
6. (Optional) Reject maintenance.
7. Apply maintenance.

a. Consider whether you require a product USERMOD.
b. Review and process any unresolved HOLDDATA.
c. Apply CARS maintenance.
d. (Optional) Apply FIXCAT maintenance.

8. (Optional) Restore maintenance.
9. Accept maintenance.

– (Optional) Accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode.
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After you complete this process, the maintenance packages for your products are accepted.

You have deployed and configured a product across your enterprise. Now you are applying maintenance to this product.
Create a deployment and a configuration for this product to get this maintenance to your target systems.

Configure Automatic HOLDDATA Download

You can configure CSM to download automatically the available HOLDDATA that it uses for each maintenance installation.
You then have current information about what maintenance packages are marked as PE (PTF in Error).

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Catalog link under System Settings in the Settings section on the
left side.

2. In the HOLDDATA Settings section, select the Enable Automatic Updates checkbox.
3. Set up values for the following fields, and select Apply:
Owner of Update Task

Specifies the TSO user ID under which the update task is run.
Recurrence

Specifies how often the task recurs.
Update Software Catalog Every number of Days

or Update Software Catalog On day of week Every number of Weeks
Specifies the frequency of downloading HOLDDATA to your software catalog, in days or weeks, depending on the
value the Recurrence field.
Example: Imagine you set the recurrence for a specific number of days and you set the time that precedes the
current time. Then the first update occurs in the specified number of days at the specified time. For example, on
Monday at 10.30 am, you set the number of days to 3 and time to 07.00. The first update then occurs on the third
day, Thursday, at 7.00 am. When you set the time past the current time, the first update occurs on the same day
at the time set. For example, on Monday at 10.30 am, you set the number of days to 3 and time to 11.00. The first
update then occurs on that Monday at 11.00 am.

System Time
Specifies the system time when an automatic update occurs. The system time reflects your CSM application
server time zone. The TZ parameter within Tomcat startup libraries defines the time zone. If the TZ parameter is
not defined, the CSM application server time zone defaults to GMT - Greenwich Mean Time.
Local time is calculated based on the system time that you set.

NOTE
To download available HOLDDATA to the software catalog immediately, select Update Immediately.

The automatic HOLDDATA download is configured.

Configure CSM to Reject Unneeded Maintenance from the SMP/E Environment

During the regular, FIXCAT, or CARS maintenance wizard execution, CSM may receive maintenance. Some maintenance
packages may not be directly associated with the maintenance that you want to apply.

You can configure CSM to reject the maintenance that was received but not applied during the wizard execution.

• If you exit the wizard before the maintenance installation started, CSM rejects the maintenance that has been received
during the wizard execution. The SMP/E environment is restored to the state that it had before you started the wizard.

• If you navigated through the wizard steps, started the maintenance installation task, and the task completed
successfully, CSM rejects the received but not applied maintenance that is not directly associated with the
maintenance that you have applied.
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This process ensures that your SMP/E environments do not contain unneeded received maintenance.

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Installation link under System Settings on the left side.
2. In the Maintenance Installation section, select the Reject Received Maintenance checkbox.
3. Select Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

CSM is configured to reject unneeded maintenance.

Download Product Maintenance Packages

You can download maintenance packages for installed products through the Products tab. You can download:

• All maintenance packages for a product
• Only maintenance packages that have been released from the time the product release was updated last

NOTE
The information for HIPERs and new maintenance on the Software Status tab is based on the current
information in your software catalog. Update the product list on a daily or weekly basis to keep it current.

WARNING

You can also download maintenance using the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval. This option uses the IBM
SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command to download Broadcom mainframe product maintenance over the Internet,
by securely submitting an order for PTFs and HOLDDATA to a remote Broadcom server. This service eliminates
the manual steps that are required to download maintenance from Broadcom Support. The orders are fulfilled
based on the status of your SMP/E environments. Based on your order criteria, all PTFs and their requisites are
downloaded automatically and received to your system.

To use this download option, complete the procedures to configure the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval as
described in the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation. After you set up this service, you
can use CSM to apply and accept your maintenance.

1. Verify that your CSM login user name is associated with a registered user of Broadcom Support on the Software
Acquisition Settings page.
CSM uses the credentials to access Broadcom Support.

2. Select the name of the product for which you want to download maintenance in the product list on the left side.
Maintenance information about the product appears in the Releases section on the right side.

3. For the product release for which you want to download maintenance, select the Actions drop-down list to the right of
the release. Complete one of the following steps:
a. Select Update Product Release to download all maintenance packages for the product release.
b. Select Get Latest Maintenance to download only maintenance packages that have been released from the time

the product release was updated last.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are downloaded.
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Configure CSM to Perform Automatic Maintenance Updates

You can configure CSM to perform automatic maintenance updates (downloading and receiving maintenance) for
products that are installed in an SMP/E environment.

Manage Maintenance Downloaded Outside of CSM

Sometimes you acquire maintenance packages, such as unpublished maintenance, PTF, APARs, and USERMODs,
outside of CSM. For example, you are validating a test PTF released for a product. You can add information about these
maintenance packages to CSM from the Products tab.

Adding these maintenance packages to CSM provides you with a complete view of all the maintenance for a product
release. After a package is migrated, you can use CSM to apply the maintenance.

Usually, the maintenance is placed as a single package. However, some Broadcom mainframe products still have older
aggregated maintenance packages that were released before December 31, 2013. An aggregated package is a file that
comprises several single maintenance packages (nested packages). When you add an aggregated package, CSM inserts
all the nested packages and the aggregated package itself. In the list of maintenance packages, the aggregated package
is marked with the CUMULATIVE type.

When you insert an aggregated package, CSM assigns a fix number to it. The fix number is unique and contains eight
characters. The first two characters are AM (for Aggregated Maintenance) and a unique six-digit number follows. The
number value increases by 1 with each added aggregated package.

If the aggregated maintenance package has the same fix number as one of its nested packages, only the nested package
is added. The aggregated package itself is not available in the list of maintenance packages.

1. Select the Products tab, and select the product release for which the maintenance applies.
2. Select the Add External Maintenance button.
3. Specify one of the following package types and package details:
Data Set

Adds a maintenance package that is located in a z/OS data set with an LRECL of 80 and RECFM of FB.
UNIX File

Adds a maintenance package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.
FTP File

Adds a maintenance package that is not published on Broadcom Support. This option is intended for downloading
a PTF to validate it.

FTP Host Specifies the FTP server where the maintenance package is located. Select a server from the list, or
provide your FTP server host.

FTP Port Specifies the FTP port number for the FTP server.
FTP Path Defines the FTP path where the maintenance package is located. Start the path with a forward slash

(/). Enter only a forward slash to specify the root directory.
Example: /outgoing/

Maintenance Name Defines the maintenance package name.
Example: RO01111.bin

User Name Defines a valid user name to access the FTP location.
Password Defines a valid password to access the FTP location.

Solution
Adds a published solution on Broadcom Support.

NOTE
To add several data sets or UNIX file packages from the same location, use masking.

4. Select OK.
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A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance package with the related information is saved in the CSM database. To see the added package, refresh
the page.

View Aggregated Package Details

You can view which nested packages are included in the aggregated package. The information includes the fix number,
package type, and package description.

NOTE
Aggregated maintenance packages were discontinued December 31, 2013. However, some Broadcom
mainframe products have aggregated maintenance packages that were released before this date.

1. Select the Products tab, and select the product release that has the aggregated package whose details you want to
view.

2. Select the Fix # link for the aggregated package.
The Maintenance Package Details dialog opens.

3. Select the Nested Packages tab.
A list of nested packages that the aggregated package contains appears.

Receive Maintenance

After maintenance has been downloaded for a product, you can receive the maintenance to the global zone of an SMP/E
environment where the related products are installed. Once received, maintenance packages can be applied.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment where you want to receive maintenance
packages.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to receive, and select the Receive link.
The maintenance wizard opens to the Introduction step.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the receiving, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the receive list selections as required, and select Next.
6. Review the summary, and select Receive.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are received to the SMP/E environment global zone.

Reject Maintenance

You can reject a received maintenance package. Information about the maintenance package is removed from the SMP/E
environment global zone.
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While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment from which you want to reject maintenance.
2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria

defined.
3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to reject, and select the Reject link. You can filter out only received

packages.
The maintenance wizard opens to the Introduction step.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the rejection, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the rejected list selections as required, and select Next.
6. Review the summary, and select Reject.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are rejected. Information about the maintenance packages is removed from the SMP/E
environment global zone.

Apply Maintenance

After maintenance has been downloaded for a product, you can apply the maintenance to products that are installed in an
SMP/E environment.

WARNING
Before you apply maintenance, ensure that required file systems are mounted and that you have specified the
correct path to the DDDEFs that are contained in the file systems. The path must be the mount point of the zFS
file system, plus the directory /CA. For example, if the zFS file system is mounted at /broadcom/abc, the DDDEF
path must be /broadcom/abc/CA.

As an option, CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the SMP/E environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any
action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes,
the lock releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment whose products you want to apply
maintenance to.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to apply, and select the Apply link.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
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5. From the Summary step, review the summary, and select Check and Apply.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

CSM verifies and applies the maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You have completed acquiring and applying maintenance. You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs)
from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

USERMODs

A product USERMOD can be provided as a published maintenance package downloaded during the Update Product
process. When CSM downloads a package including a ++USERMOD statement, it is loaded under the product with a
USERMOD type. You can install these packages using CSM but cannot accept them because they are not intended to be
permanent.

You can create a USERMOD manually, or we can provide an unpublished maintenance package as a USERMOD. In this
case, the USERMOD file, which contains the ++USERMOD statement and the body of the USERMOD, must be managed
as an externally downloaded package.

Unresolved HOLDDATA Processing

When you apply maintenance, review and process any unresolved HOLDDATA for the applied maintenance and its
prerequisites. The maintenance wizard displays all unresolved HOLDDATA and lets you review the HOLDDATA and
details about the HELD maintenance. You can then bypass the HOLDDATA or exclude the HELD maintenance. CSM
determines unresolved HOLDDATA by running SMP/E APPLY GROUP/GROUPEXTEND CHECK.

In the maintenance wizard, you can perform the following actions:

• Select HOLDDATA (HOLDDATA TYPE, REASON, or maintenance) to bypass it.
• Leave HOLDDATA unselected to exclude it. If you do not select a HOLDDATA entry checkbox, CSM excludes the

HELD maintenance from the processing.

If you exclude at least one HELD maintenance package, CSM runs an appropriate SMP/E APPLY GROUP/
GROUPEXTEND CHECK command to verify the processing. CSM verifies whether other maintenance requires the
excluded maintenance. If so, CSM also excludes it from processing.

If the SMP/E APPLY GROUP/GROUPEXTEND CHECK command discovers further unresolved HOLDDATA, you are
notified about all unresolved HOLDDATA again. Select what HOLDDATA to bypass and what HELD maintenance to
exclude.

This iterative process repeats until all HOLDDATA is resolved or bypassed. You can then proceed to the next step.

A list of maintenance packages that are excluded during the processing of unresolved HOLDDATA is displayed in the
Summary step.

Apply CARS Maintenance

CSM lets you track and apply CARS maintenance for your products.

CARS is a set of maintenance packages that have been tested in a mainframe-integrated system test environment. Install
CARS maintenance to keep your products current. Broadcom releases CARS maintenance regularly. The release date
determines the CARS maintenance level.
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To learn about new CARS maintenance that is available, download the files that are listed for published CARS
maintenance. You can configure CSM to download these files automatically, or add CARS files manually. You can filter
this maintenance in the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance section based on information that is in the files. You can
also select the packages that are applicable within a CARS level.

You can apply particular CARS maintenance packages. You can update all products in an SMP/E environment.

A CARS file can list a maintenance package that the HOLDDATA marked as PE (PTF in Error). The CARS file can also
reflect a corrective maintenance package for this PE that is not listed in this CARS file. This situation can occur if a
maintenance package is found in error after the CARS file is published. The CARS processing continues as expected, and
the maintenance package that is marked as PE is not applied. However, the CARS level for the product is not updated to
the current level until you apply the corrective maintenance package to the SMP/E environment.

Configure Automatic CARS File Download

You can configure CSM to download available CARS files automatically. After download, the files are stored in a USS
directory under the software catalog.

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Catalog link under System Settings in the Settings section on the
left side.

2. In the CARS Setting section, select the Enable Automatic Updates checkbox.
3. Set up field values and select Apply.

NOTE
To download available CARS files to the software catalog immediately, select Update Immediately.

The automatic CARS file download is configured.

Add a CARS File

If you cannot automatically download available CARS files, add them to the software catalog manually. Use the Add
CARS File link. The files that were added manually are stored in the same USS directory as other files.

1. Download the CARS file using FTP from the Broadcom file server directly to your USS directory.
a. Connect to the FTP site at the following location:

ftp://ftp.broadcom.com

b. Log in to ftp.broadcom.com as follows:
user name: anonymous
password: your-email-address
 

c. Change to the following directory:
/pub/ASSIGNS

d. Change your download mode to ASCII.
e. Download the CARS file. These files appear in the format:

CARyymm.TXT

2. In the CSM web-based interface, select the Products tab, and select the Add CARS File link in the Actions section on
the left side.

3. Specify the USS path to the CARS file you want to add, and select OK.
Information about the CARS file is saved in the CSM Software Catalog USS database.

Apply CARS Maintenance to an SMP/E Environment

You can upgrade products that are installed in an SMP/E environment to a specific CARS level. During processing, CSM
verifies that maintenance packages that are associated with the selected CARS level can be applied to the products, and
then applies the packages.
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As an option, CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab.
2. From the list on the right, locate the SMP/E environment whose products you want to upgrade the CARS level for.

Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the SMP/E environment, and select Upgrade CARS Level.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

3. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
4. From the Summary step, review the summary and select Check and Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

CSM verifies and applies the CARS maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs) from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

Apply FIXCAT Maintenance

CSM lets you select and apply maintenance for your products according to FIXCAT.

FIXCAT (fix category) associates a maintenance package to one or more categories of PTFs (for example, installation,
function, z/OS version, or communication).

FIXCAT data is provided in the same file as error HOLDDATA. Error HOLDDATA contains FIXCAT HOLDDATA statements
that assign a maintenance package to a category. Select a category, and CSM determines and applies associated
maintenance packages to the selected products installed in an SMP/E environment.

Masking Maintenance Categories

When you select maintenance categories in the wizard, you can use masking.

Use an asterisk (*), or a percent sign (%), or both to specify naming masks. An asterisk substitutes for any number of
symbols. A percent sign substitutes for one symbol.

For example:
System.z/OS.*

Selects all the categories whose names start with System.z/OS.
System.z/OS.%%

Selects all the categories under System.z/OS whose last segment consists of two symbols.

Apply Maintenance by FIXCAT Category

You can select and apply maintenance for your products based on FIXCAT using CSM.

As an option, CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.
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While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab.
2. From the list on the right, locate the SMP/E environment whose products you want to apply FIXCAT

maintenance. Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the SMP/E environment, and select Update Using Fix
Categories.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

3. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
4. From the Summary step, review the summary, and select Check and Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

CSM verifies and applies the FIXCAT maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs) from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

Restore Maintenance

You can restore (back out) an applied maintenance package (but not an accepted maintenance package).

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment from which you want to restore
maintenance.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to restore, and select the Restore link. You can filter out only applied
packages.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the restoring, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the list selections as required. Select Zones to review and adjust the zones where the maintenance

is restored from. You can only perform maintenance actions on zones you select here. Select OK to confirm the
selection and return to the wizard, and select Next.

6. Review the prerequisites if they exist, and select Next. CSM restores these prerequisites as part of the maintenance
restoring process.

7. Review the summary, and select Restore.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.
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The maintenance packages are restored.

Accept Maintenance

After maintenance has been applied, you can accept the maintenance for products that are installed in an SMP/E
environment. You cannot accept USERMODs.

Use this procedure to accept the maintenance in GROUP mode.

WARNING
Before you start, update the HOLDDATA in your software catalog. To do so, select Update HOLDDATA in the
Actions section on the Software Catalog page. You can also set up the automatic HOLDDATA download as
described previously in this article.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment whose products you want to accept
maintenance.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to accept, and select the Accept link.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the maintenance, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the accept list selections as required. Select Zones to review and adjust the zones where the

maintenance is accepted. You can only perform maintenance actions on zones you select here. Select OK to confirm
the selection and return to the wizard, and select Next.

6. Select the installation mode for the selected maintenance, and select Next.
7. Perform one of the following actions to address prerequisites:

– If no prerequisites exist, select Next. A list of HOLDDATA appears.
– If prerequisites exist and are available, review them, and Select Next. A list of HOLDDATA appears. The

prerequisites are accepted as part of the process.
– If a prerequisite is not available, the wizard cannot continue. Select Cancel to exit the wizard. Acquire the

prerequisite and restart the process.
8. Review HOLDDATA entries, if they exist. Select Export Table to open all HOLDDATA information for all selected

maintenance in a separate browser window. Selecting Export Table is similar to running the LIST SYSMODS
HOLDDATA command within your SMP/E environment.

9. Select Next.
SMP/E work DDDEFs of SMPWRKx and SYSUTx, with their allocation parameters, are listed.

10. Review the work DDDEF allocation parameters, and edit them, if necessary, to verify that sufficient space is allocated
for them during the maintenance acceptance:

NOTE
Changes in the allocation parameters apply to the current maintenance processing only.

1. Select Override for a DDDEF to edit its allocation parameters.
A pop-up window opens.

2. Make the necessary changes, and select OK to confirm.
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The pop-up window closes, and the DDDEF entry is selected in the list indicating that the allocation parameters
have been overridden.

You can also:

• Update allocation parameters for the DDDEFs automatically by select Resolve Overrides.
CSM provides values for all DDDEFs based on the total size of the selected maintenance packages being
accepted. All DDDEF entries are selected in the list indicating that the allocation parameters have been overridden.

NOTE
To edit the allocation parameters for a DDDEF after automatically updating them with the Resolve
Overrides button, select Override. Make the necessary changes. Select OK to confirm and return to the
wizard.

• Cancel a parameter update for any DDDEF by clearing its checkbox.
11. (Optional) Select View SMP/E Work DDDEFs to review SMP/E work DDDEF and their allocation parameters for the

selected SMP/E environment zones. Select Close to return to the wizard.

NOTE
Sometimes, the allocation parameters differ from the allocation parameters that you obtained using the
Resolve Overrides button.

Select Next.
12. Review the summary, and select Accept.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are accepted.

Accept Maintenance in GROUPEXTEND Mode

CSM lets you invoke the SMP/E utility with the GROUPEXTEND option enabled for accepting maintenance.

When you accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode, the following installation modes are available:
Accept Check

Checks if the maintenance can be accepted to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode.
Accept

Accepts the maintenance to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode.
Accept Check and Accept

Checks if the maintenance can be accepted to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode. Then
accepts it if possible.

For the GROUPEXTEND option, CSM does not automatically receive and display maintenance or HOLDDATA
prerequisites that must be bypassed when accepting the maintenance. Accept check mode lets you check if any
prerequisites or HOLDDATA exist and report them in the task output.

How Maintenance in GROUPEXTEND Mode Works

Accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode in the following sequence:

1. Apply all maintenance packages that you want to include by the GROUPEXTEND option.
2. Run the maintenance in Accept check mode.

– If the task fails, review SMPOUT in the task output. Review if there are missing (not applied) maintenance
packages or HOLDDATA that must be resolved or bypassed.

– If the task succeeds, review SMPRPT in the task output. Review what maintenance packages were found and
accepted.
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3. Run the maintenance in Accept mode. Specify the maintenance packages that you want to exclude and HOLDDATA
that you want to bypass, if any exist.
The followings options are available for bypassing HOLDDATA:
– HOLDSYSTEM
– HOLDCLASS
– HOLDERROR
– HOLDUSER

You can run the maintenance in Accept mode in the same CSM session after Accept check mode is completed. The
values that you entered for Accept check mode are then prepopulated on the wizard dialogs.

Accept Maintenance with the GROUPEXTEND Option Enabled

You can accept maintenance (except USERMODs) with the GROUPEXTEND option enabled.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment holding the maintenance packages that you
want to accept in GROUPEXTEND mode.

2. Select Maintenance.
Maintenance packages available for the products are listed. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that
you have maintenance view criteria defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to accept in GROUPEXTEND mode, and select the Accept
GROUPEXTEND link.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment that is being used by another user, a notification message appears. You
are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification message
disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another SMP/E
environment.

4. Review the information about the maintenance, and select Next.
The packages that you want to accept are listed.

NOTE
Select a link in the Status column for a maintenance package, if available, to review a list of zones. The
zones indicate where the maintenance package is received, applied, or accepted. Select Close to return to
the wizard.

5. Review the packages, and select Next.

WARNING
For the GROUPEXTEND option, CSM does not automatically receive and display maintenance or
HOLDDATA prerequisites that must be bypassed when accepting the maintenance. Accept check mode lets
you review if any prerequisites or HOLDDATA exist and report them in the task output. Run the maintenance
in Accept check mode first.

6. Read the information that is displayed on this tab, and select Next.
The installation options appear.

7. Specify installation options as follows, and select Next:
a. Select the installation mode for the selected maintenance.
b. Review the GROUPEXTEND options and select the ones that you want to apply to the maintenance:

NOAPARS
Excludes APARs that resolve error reason ID.
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NOUSERMODS
Exclude USERMODs that resolve error reason ID.

c. (Optional) Enter maintenance packages that you want to exclude in the Excluded SYSMODs field. You can enter
several packages, separate them by a comma.

The Bypass HOLDDATA step of the wizard appears.
8. (Optional) Enter the BYPASS options for the HOLDDATA that you want to bypass during the maintenance installation.

You can enter several BYPASS options, separate them by a comma.
9. Select Next.
10. Review the summary, and select Accept GROUPEXTEND.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE

• If you run the maintenance installation in Accept check mode and the task succeeds, review SMPRPT in
the task output. Review what maintenance packages were found and accepted.

• If you run the maintenance installation in Accept check mode and the task fails, review SMPOUT in the
task output. Review if there are missing (not accepted) maintenance packages or HOLDDATA that must
be resolved or bypassed.

You completed maintaining products with CSM.

HOLDDATA
When you apply maintenance, you typically encounter SMP/E HOLDDATA. We use HOLDDATA to notify your SMP/E
system of SYSMODs that have errors or special conditions. We support system and external HOLDDATA.

System HOLDDATA

System HOLDDATA indicates data that is an in-stream part of the SYSMOD, informing you of special conditions. The
following reasons are used with SYSTEM HOLDDATA for your product.

ACTION Indicates that you must perform special processing before or after you apply this SYSMOD.
AO Affects automated operations. It changes the message identifier or the displacement of a field inside the

message.
DB2BIND Indicates that DBRMs have changed and packages must be rebound.
DDDEF Indicates that data sets and DDDEFs are being added or modified.
DELETE Deletes the SYSMOD load module. You cannot reverse this type of SYSMOD with the SMP/E RESTORE

command.
DEP Indicates a dependency for this SYSMOD that you must externally verify.
DOC Indicates a documentation change with this SYSMOD.

DOWNLD Indicates that some or all the elements that this SYSMOD delivers are to be downloaded to a workstation.
DYNACT Describes the steps to dynamically activate this fix without performing an IPL.

EC Indicates that this SYSMOD requires a hardware engineering change. An EC hold SYSMOD usually does
not affect the product unless the EC is present on the hardware device.

ENH Introduces a small programming enhancement. The hold contains the instructions to implement the
enhancement. If no action is required to implement the enhancement, give a summary of the enhancement.

EXIT Indicates that changes delivered by this SYSMOD require reassembly of user exits.
EXRF Indicates that the SYSMOD must be installed in both the Active and Alternate Extended Recovery Facility

Systems.
IPL Indicates that an IPL is required for this SYSMOD to take effect. This option is used only when there is no

alternative for dynamic activation.
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MSGSKEL Indicates that the SYSMOD contains internationalized message versions that must be run through the
message compiler for each language.

MULTSYS Apply this SYSMOD to multiple systems for pre-conditioning, coexistence, or exploitation.
RESTART Indicates that after applying this SYSMOD, the site must perform a special restart as opposed to a routine

restart.
SQLBIND Indicates that a bind is required for a database system other than Db2.

External HOLDDATA

External HOLDDATA is not part of the PTF. The HOLDDATA resides in a separate file and contains both error and FIXCAT
HOLDDATA. The error HOLDDATA is used for SYSMODs that have been distributed and later are discovered to cause
problems. The FIXCAT HOLDDATA helps identify maintenance that is required to support a particular hardware device,
software, or function.

Download the external HOLDDATA from Broadcom Support to a DASD file, and allocate the file to the SMPHOLD
DD statement. To take care of the external HOLDDATA, receive it into your SMP/E environment. SMP/E receives the
HOLDDATA from Broadcom-supplied jobs.

You can find JCL to download the external HOLDDATA in your SAMPJCL member. Open xxx60RCH or xxx1HOLD in
an edit session and execute the xxxSEDIT macro on the command line (xxx is the high-level identifier for your product).
Then, submit the JCL.

Error HOLDDATA

If a SYSMOD has unresolved error HOLDDATA, SMP/E does not install it unless you add a bypass to your APPLY
command. You can bypass error HOLDDATA in situations that are not applicable to you. Error HOLDDATA that is not
applicable to you can include a problem that happens only with a hardware device that you do not have or in a product
feature that you do not use.

When Broadcom publishes a SYSMOD that resolves the error HOLDDATA, the resolving SYSMOD supersedes the error
HOLDDATA. This action lets you apply the original SYSMOD with the fixing SYSMOD.

The only manual task is running a REPORT ERRSYSMODS. This report identifies the following:

• Any held SYSMODs already applied to your system
• Any resolving SYSMODs that are in RECEIVE status

SMP/E identifies the SYSMOD to apply to correct the situation.

FIXCAT HOLDDATA

Broadcom provides FIXCAT HOLDDATA to help identify maintenance that is required to support a particular hardware
device, software, or function. Fix categories are supplied as SMP/E FIXCAT HOLDDATA statements. Each FIXCAT
HOLDDATA statement associates an APAR and its related fixing PTF to one or more fix categories.

Maintenance Best Practices
This page contains best practices for maintenance of ESP. For more information about common mainframe maintenance
procedures, see https://docops.ca.com/mainframe-common-maintenance/en.

Archive the History Data Set (HISTFILE)

The HISTFILE retains job statistics on a long-term basis. It is used for creating a history report. Over time, you must
archive data from the history data sets to tape or disk.
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Follow these steps:

1. Bring ESP down or quiesce the tracking processor (with the OPER TRACKING NOSTORE command) before
submitting a history data set maintenance job.

2. Allocate a temporary data set and an archive data set.
3. Invoke ESP in batch to stop it from tracking and close the history data set.
4. Invoke ESP in batch, and copy selected records to the temporary data set and the rest of the records to the archive

data set.
5. Sort the temporary data set.
6. Use IDCAMS to copy the temporary data set back into the history data set.
7. Start ESP tracking, and delete the temporary data set and the archive data set (if you do not want to keep it).
8. If there is more than one HISTFILE, repeat from step 3.

Example

The following JCL can be scheduled monthly or every two weeks to run through ESP:

//HISTMAIN JOB                                                         

//*                                                                    

//* *** THIS JOB ARCHIVES JOB & APPLICATION HISTORY DATA ***           

//* SEE 'SYSTEM PROGRAMMERS GUIDE' MAINTAINING HISTORY FILES           

//* RESTART 'ESPM' (AFTER AN IPL) BEFORE SUBMITTING THIS JOB           

//*                                                                    

//* NOTE: CHANGE '<CAI>' TO THE PREFIX OF YOUR DATA SETS.              

//*  

//JOBLIB   DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=<CAI>.CD7YLOAD                            

//STEP1    EXEC PGM=ESP,PARM='SUBSYS(ESPM)'                            

//*                                                                    

//* TRACKING MUST BE STOPPED WHILE THIS JOB IS RUN. STOP THE PRODUCT   

//* ITSELF OR, AS IN THIS SAMPLE, RUN A BATCH EXECUTION TO ISSUE       

//* OPERATOR COMMANDS TO STOP TRACKING AND CLOSE THE HISTORY FILE.     

//*

//HISTARCH DD   DSN=ESP.HISTARCH,DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),                 

//             UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(10,10))                          

//HISTTEMP DD   DSN=ESP.HISTTEMP,DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),                 

//             UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))                            

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*                                               

//SYSIN    DD   *                                                      

  OPER TRACKING NOSTORE                                                

  OPER HISTFILE HIST1 CLOSE                                            

//*                                                                    

//*--------------------------------------------------------------------

//STEP2A   EXEC PGM=ESP,PARM='SUBSYS(ESPM)'                            

//*                                                                    

//* THESE CONTROL STATEMENTS INVOKE THE REPORT FUNCTION IN             

//* BATCH AND SELECT APPL RECORDS FROM THE HISTFILE DATA SET.          

//*                                                                    

//* CRITERIA:                                                          

//* - APPLICATIONS WITH A START TIME NOT OLDER THAN 1 WEEK             

//*    ARE COPIED TO THE 'HISTTEMP' DATA SET                           

//* - ALL OLDER APPL'S ARE COPIED TO THE 'HISTARCH' DATA SET           

//*                                                                    

//* WARNING:                                                           
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//* - THIS STEP IS REQUIRED IN ORDER TO ARCHIVE THE APPL RECORDS       

//* - ALL APPL RECORDS WILL BE PURGED IF THIS STEP IS SKIPPED          

//* - 'DISP=MOD' MUST BE SPECIFIED IF STEP2B IS INVOKED FIRST           

//*

//HISTARCH DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=ESP.HISTARCH                               

//HISTTEMP DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=ESP.HISTTEMP                               

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*                                                

//SYSIN    DD   *                                                       

  REPORT                                                                

  APPLREPORT                                                            

  INPUT DATASET(ESP.HISTFILE)                                           

  COPY SELECT DATASET(HISTTEMP)                                         

  COPY REJECT DATASET(HISTARCH)                                         

  CRITERIA STARTTIME GT TODAY LESS 1 WEEK                               

  ENDR 

//*       

//*-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//STEP2B   EXEC PGM=ESP,PARM='SUBSYS(ESPM)',COND=(0,NE)                 

//*                                                                     

//* THESE CONTROL STATEMENTS INVOKE THE REPORT FUNCTION IN              

//* BATCH AND SELECT JOB RECORDS FROM THE HISTFILE DATA SET.            

//*                                                                     

//* CRITERIA:                                                           

//* - JOBS WITH A 'RDRON' TIME NOT OLDER THAN 1 WEEK                    

//*    ARE COPIED TO THE 'HISTTEMP' DATA SET                            

//* - ALL OLDER JOBS ARE COPIED TO THE 'HISTARCH' DATA SET              

//*                                                                     

//* WARNING:                                                            

//* - THIS STEP IS REQUIRED IN ORDER TO ARCHIVE THE JOB RECORDS         

//* - ALL JOB RECORDS WILL BE PURGED IF THIS STEP IS SKIPPED            

//* - 'DISP=MOD' MUST BE SPECIFIED IF STEP2A IS INVOKED FIRST           

//*                                                                     

//HISTARCH DD   DISP=MOD,DSN=ESP.HISTARCH                               

//HISTTEMP DD   DISP=MOD,DSN=ESP.HISTTEMP                               

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*                                                

//SYSIN    DD   *                                                       

  REPORT                                                                

  INPUT DATASET(ESP.HISTFILE)                                           

  COPY SELECT DATASET(HISTTEMP)                                         

  COPY REJECT DATASET(HISTARCH)                                         

  CRITERIA RDRON GT TODAY LESS 1 WEEK                                   

  ENDR                                                                  

//*                                                                     

//*-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//STEP3 EXEC PGM=SORT,COND=(0,NE)                                       

//*                                                                     

//* SORT DATA TO BE RELOADED                                            

//*                                                                     

//SORTIN   DD   DSN=ESP.HISTTEMP,DISP=SHR                               

//SORTOUT  DD   DSN=ESP.HISTTEMP,DISP=SHR                               

//SYSOUT   DD   SYSOUT=*                                                

//SYSIN    DD   *                                                       

  SORT FIELDS=(5,18,CH,A),DYNALLOC=SYSDA                                
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//*                                                                     

//*-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//STEP4 EXEC PGM=IDCAMS,COND=(0,NE)                                     

//*                                                                     

//* RELOAD HISTFILE                                                     

//*                                                                     

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*                                                

//SYSIN    DD   *                                                       

  REPRO -                                                               

  IDS(ESP.HISTTEMP)-                                                    

  ODS(ESP.HISTFILE) REUSE                                               

//*                                                                     

//*-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//STEP5 EXEC PGM=IEFBR14,COND=(0,NE)                                    

//*                                                                     

//* DELETE TEMP FILE                                                    

//*                                                                     

//HISTEMP  DD   DSN=ESP.HISTTEMP,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)                      

//*                                                                     

//*-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//STEP6 EXEC PGM=ESP,PARM='SUB(ESPM)',COND=EVEN                         

//*                                                                     

//* RESTART ESP FUNCTIONS                                               

//*                                                                     

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*                                                

//SYSIN    DD   *                                                       

  OPER HISTFILE HIST1 OPEN 

  OPER TRACKING STORE      

/*                         

WARNING

When the TRACKING initialization parameter or command is set to NOSTORE, tracking requests are
accumulated in the ESP checkpoint data set, which is very small. Since tracking data cannot be processed, JOB
status is not updated.

Consider the following:

• When HISTFILE size is increased, remember to increase the archive data set size accordingly, otherwise the
JCL will abend with B37.

• Choose a time of low system activity to run this archive JOB.
• Be sure to set up JOB failure notification for this JOB, so that someone will resolve the issue right away.
• If the archive process fails, you will need to restore the TRACKING to avoid any delays in active jobs.

Purge Data from CSF and Application Monitor Panel

Business Value

The CSF and Application Monitor panels provide an easy way to monitor current jobs and applications. However, if the
panels contain too much data, they may not refresh quickly. When a GUI interface is used, extensive data is sent through
TCP/IP.

Usage

Schedule an ESP batch job one or more times a day to purge the data. Here is a sample JCL:
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//ESPBATCH JOB                    

//S2 EXEC PGM=ESP,PARM='SUBSYS(subsys)'                

//STEPLIB DD DSN=prefix.CD7YLOAD,DISP=SHR  

//SYSIN  DD *                                        

PURGSCHF NOW LESS 1 DAY                                                

PURGAPPL NOW LESS 1 DAY

/*

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

Monitor Data Set Usage, Backup, and Recovery

Business Value

The ESP Event Data Set, Index Data Set, Job Index Data Set, and the Jobstats Data Set store the static data that,
together, create your ESP environment.

The ESP Application Data Set, Track Data Set, Queue Data Set, Checkpoint Data Set, Resource Data Set, ESP WA
Restart Option EXH file, and the TP Server Checkpoint Data Set have data that is constantly changing.

Considerations

Consider the following:

• Specify a Backup Data Set parameter on the following data sets: 
Job Index, Index, Event, History, and Jobstats.

• The backup data sets should be non-VSAM, and should be approximately 50% of the size of the production VSAM
data sets.

• Use the SMF JOURNAL option on the backup data sets to keep the data in these data sets as current as possible.
The following operational data sets use the specified ESP automated backup command. Set the command to execute
daily at a time when activity is low on your system.
– Job Index Data Set - BKUPJNDX command.
– Index Data Set - BKUPINDX command.
– Jobstats Data Set - BKUPJSTS command.

• Use your standard back up utilities and tools for all other files and data sets.
• Use offsite storage for the best protection from a disaster.
• Test your backup data on a regular basis to ensure that it is usable.

Restore Options

Note the following regarding restore options:

• The RESTORE command can be used to create the most current Recovery Data Set for the Event, History, Jobstats,
Index, and Job Index data sets.

• RESTORE options can only be used if the SMF journal option has been activated.
• Use standard VSAM recovery tools if you are not using the SMF journal options.
• UTIL mode can be used to recover undamaged data from corrupted data sets.

Use Utilities

ESP provides utilities for varied functions. For more information, see Programming . Here are the most frequently used
utilities.

UTIL Mode Commands

The UTIL mode allows you to perform various functions with ESP.
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The following sample JCL retrieves the INDEX record in dump format for application "appl" from the Job Index data set:

//UTILITY JOB 

//ESP       EXEC PGM=ESP,PARM='SUBSYS(subsys)'              

//STEPLIB DD  DSN=prefix.CD7YLOAD,DISP=SHR     

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*                                 

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*                                 

//SYSIN    DD   *                                        

 UTIL                                                    

 OPEN 'prefix.JOBINDEX'                           

 GETD Bappl                                              

 DUMP                                                   

 END                                                     

/* 

CYBESUT1 - APPLFILE and TRAKFILE Slot Reclamation Utility

CYBESUT1 is a stand-alone utility that can do the following:

• Analyze and reclaim slots in the TRAKFILE or APPLFILE data set.
• Detect completed applications in the APPLFILE data set whose slots have been overlaid by another application and

could potentially crash the subsystem.
• Repair the APPLFILE data set if it has slots that are overlaid by other applications and those overlays could crash the

subsystem.

You can run CYBESUT1 as a batch job or a TSO command.

CYBESUT3 - APPLFILE Merge and Extend Utility

CYBESUT3 assists in merging one applfile into another or in extending an existing application data set. It is designed to
run as a TSO command under control of the IBM Terminal Monitor Program (TMP), IKJEFT01.

NOTE
Before you merge application data sets, wait until there are no jobs left in submitted or executing status.

Follow these steps:

1. Allocate the new data set with the desired size.
2. Create a new Job Index data set.
3. Copy all records, except the application index records, as the following example shows:

DEFINE CLUSTER(NAME(CYB1.NEW.JOBINDEX) -

MODEL(CYB1.OLD.JOBINDEX))

REPRO IDS(CYB1.OLD.JOBINDEX) ODS(CYB1.NEW.JOBINDEX) -

TOKEY(A9)

REPRO IDS(CYB1.OLD.JOBINDEX) ODS(CYB1.NEW.JOBINDEX) -

FROMKEY(C)

4. Update the ESPPARM information to point to the new data sets, specifying the desired slot size for the APPLFILE (the
default is 4K).

5. Start ESP (quiesced), and then stop it.
The new APPLFILE is formatted.

6. Run CYBESUT3 to transfer the application information from the old to the new data sets. You can use the following
sample JCL.

7. Restart ESP normally.
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/ JOB ...

//DOIT EXEC PGM=IKJEFT01,TIME=1,REGION=4M

//STEPLIB DD DSN=prefix.CD7YLOAD,DISP=SHR

//SYSTSPRT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSTSIN DD *

CYBESUT3 APPLFILE('CYB1.OLD.APPLFILE') +

JOBINDEX('CYB1.OLD.JOBINDEX') +

NEWAPPL('CYB1.NEW.APPLFILE') +

NEWINDEX('CYB1.NEW.JOBINDEX')

CYBESUT5 - APPLFILE, JOBINDEX, and TRAKFILE Verification and Consistency Check Utility

CYBESUT5 performs consistency checks on data contained in the related data sets: APPLFILE, JOBINDEX, and
TRAKFILE. CYBESUT5 is a stand-alone utility. It must be run while ESP is not running, or while it is quiesced, which you
can do with the following console command:

F ESP,QUIESCE

The tracking processor must also be prevented from storing data in the TRACKFILE by issuing the following command:

TRACKING NOSTORE

This CYBESUT5 utility can be run either as a batch job or as a TSO command. It can be run with ESP active without
causing damage. However, it can report false error messages as a result.

Syntax

CYBESEUT5 TRAKFILE (trakfile_dsname) +

APPLFILE (applfile_dsname) +

JOBINDEX (job_index_name) +

[VERBOSE] +

[NOJOBINDEX]

Examples

You can use the following JCL to run CYBESUT5 as a batch job:

//jobname JOB ...

//stepname EXEC PGM=CYBESUT5,

// PARM='APPLF(dd1),JOBI(dd2),TRAKF(dd3) options'

//STEPLIB DD ...

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//dd1 DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CYBER.TEST.APPLSAVE

//dd2 DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CYBER.TEST.JOBXSAVE

//dd3 DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CYBER.TEST.TRAKSAVE

//SYSIN DD DUMMY

CYBESUT7 - Job Index Data Set Cleanup Utility

CYBESUT7 is invoked as an ESP operator command by the CALLRTN feature, and executes as a thread on the ESP
subsystem main task. This ensures that data set integrity is maintained during the record deletion process. The command
can be issued in page mode or from a batch ESP job.
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NOTE
The ESP subsystem must be active when issuing this command, and it need not be quiesced or have tracking
suspended.

The following command will report how many job index records older than 366 days are eligible to be deleted:

OPER CALLRTN CYBESUT7 ANALYZE TRAK(366)

The following command will delete job index records that are completed and older than 366 days:

OPER CALLRTN CYBESUT7 UPDATE TRAK(366)

CYBESUT8 - Jobstats Data Set Cleanup Utility

CYBESUT8 is invoked with the ESP operator command CALLRTN. CYBESUT8 executes as a thread on the ESP
subsystem main task to help ensure that file integrity is maintained during the record deletion process. You can issue the
OPER CALLRTN command in page mode or from a batch ESP job.

NOTE
The ESP subsystem must be active when issuing the OPER CALLRTN command; you do not need to suspend
tracking or quiesce the system.

The following command does an analysis of all job name records that have been on the jobstats data set longer than 30
days. The analysis is on all job names with a prefix of ACCTG.

OPER CALLRTN CYBESUT8 ANALYZE AGE(30) JOB(ACCTG-)

The following command deletes job name records that are older than 30 days and have a prefix of ACCTG.

OPER CALLRTN CYBESUT8 UPDATE AGE(30) JOB(ACCTG-)

Configure Without CSM
The topics in this section describe the manual tasks you perform if you are not configuring your product using CSM. You
can configure ESP and any of its components or related software.

Follow these steps:

1. Review Sample Library for Configuration.
2. Complete any of the following processes and procedures that you require:
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– Configure ESP
– Configure ESP WA High Availability
– Configure ESP WA Service Governor
– Configure TP Server
– Configure Workstation Server
– Configure ESP to Use an Agent
– Configure ESP WA Restart Option
– Configure ESP to Use WA Restart Option
– Enable Interface with OPS/MVS
– Disable Interface with OPS/MVS
– Configure Interface with JCLCheck
– Configure Interface with Librarian
– Configure Interface with IBM Health Checker
– Configure Performance Metrics
– Configure Report Server

Sample Library for Configuration
You can use the following sample libraries for your product configuration:

prefix.CD7YJCL
Sample JCL

prefix.CD7YSAMP
Non-JCL sample members and a directory of both sample libraries

prefix represents the high-level qualifiers you assigned during installation.

Configure ESP
This process shows you how to configure ESP after installing it. You can also configure the following items now (after
installing them) or configure them later:

• Report Server
• ESP WA Restart Option
• ESP WA High Availability
• ESP WA Service Governor

NOTE
You can use your operational data sets and initialization parameter data set members from a previous version of
ESP. The Release Notes includes any changes and additions to these items.

Follow these steps:

1. Allocate operational data sets.

NOTE
If you use operational data sets from a previous version of ESP, see the Release Notes for any new data
sets that must be allocated or existing data sets that must be adjusted.

2. (Optional) Set up the procedure for ESP WA Restart Option.
3. Set up the ESP initialization parameters.

See Set the Initialization Parameters.
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NOTE
If you use initialization parameters from a previous version of ESP, see the Release Notes for any new or
changed initialization parameters.

4. Define basic security.
See Define Security.

5. Set up the ESP started task.
See Set Up the Started Task.

6. Define the jobs that ESP tracks.
See Define and Jobs ESP Tracks.

7. Configure the storage of application history data.
See StoreApplication Data on a History File.

8. If you installed ESP WA High Availability, update the started task for shadow manager.
See Use Shadow Manager and Automatic Restart Management.

9. If you installed the Report Server, follow the process Configure the Report Server.

Configure ESP WA High Availability
Follow these steps:

1. Set the Initialization Parameters, if necessary.
2. Specify any new library names that must be available to TSO and ISPF.
3. Start ESP After Applying Changes to the Current Version.
4. Update the started task for shadow manager; see Use Shadow Manager and Automatic Restart Management .

Configure ESP WA Service Governor
Follow these steps:

1. Set the Initialization Parameters, if necessary.
2. Specify any new library names that must be available to TSO and ISPF. 
3. Start ESP After Applying Changes to the Current Version.

Configure TP Server
You can configure the TP Server, which is described in TP Server.

Follow these steps:

1. Allocate TP Checkpoint Data Set.
2. Configure the TP Server-related initialization parameters as documented in TP Server.
3. Start ESP After Applying Changes to the Current Version.

The messages ESP1413 and ESP1419 should appear, indicating that TP Server has initialized its checkpoint.

Configure a Workstation Server
You must configure a Workstation Server on every ESP master and proxy group to which you want to connect ESP
Workstation.

Follow these steps:

1. Configure Initialization Parameters.
2. (Optional) Limit Application Downloads.
3. (Optional) Specify Tasks Excluded from zIIP Enablement.
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4. Create Started Task.
5. Do one of the following:

– Allow Only Encrypted Logons.
– Allow Encrypted and Unencrypted Logons.

6. Test the TCP/IP connection to the Workstation Server.
7. Test Operation of Workstation Server.
8. Test Connection of ESP Workstation to ESP.

 

Configure ESP WA Restart Option
NOTE
To use remote ESP WA Restart Option, you must have NDS (Network Delivery Services). TP Server does not
support remote ESP WA Restart Option.

Follow these steps:

1. Allocate Execution History (EXH) Data Set.
2. Set Up Procedure for ESP WA Restart Option.
3. Set the Initialization Parameters, if necessary.
4. Add ESP WA Restart Option to the ESP main menu.
5. Start ESP After Applying Changes to the Current Version.

Set Up Procedure for ESP WA Restart Option
CYBRMENC is the cataloged procedure that ESP inserts into any job to be tracked by ESP WA Restart Option. It must be
copied to a system PROCLIB.

Follow these steps:

1. Copy member CYBRMENC from the CPE Sample Library (prefix.CD7YJCL) to a system cataloged procedure library,
for example, SYS1.PROCLIB or equivalent.

2. Change <CAI>.CD7YLOAD to the name of your CD7YLOAD library.
3. Specify CYBRMENC as the cataloged procedure in the ERMSTEP initialization parameter.

Enable Interface with OPS/MVS
If OPS/MVS is installed, the interface between it and ESP is initially enabled by default. If the interface is currently
disabled, you can enable it again.

To check the status of the interface, use the OPSMVS command.

To enable the interface with OPS/MVS:

• Code the OPSMVS initialization parameter as in the following sample:

OPSMVS ENABLED(Y)

OR
• Issue the OPSMVS command as in the following sample:

OPER OPSMVS ENABLED(Y)
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Disable Interface with OPS/MVS
You can disable the interface between OPS/MVS and ESP.

To disable the interface with OPS/MVS:

• Code the OPSMVS initialization parameter as in the following sample:

OPSMVS ENABLED(N)

OR
• Issue the OPSMVS command as in the following sample:

OPER OPSMVS ENABLED(N)

Configure Interface with JCLCheck
This topic lists the prerequisites to enable JCLCheck to be invoked when doing event simulations from ESP.

Follow these steps:

1. Update the AUTHTSF, AUTHPGM, and AUTHCMD z/OS initialization statements.
– Ensure the IKJTSOxxx PARMLIB member in effect contains the following names in the AUTHTSF list:

• JCLCHECK
• JCLSRB
• CAZ2CTSO
• CAZ2CJCL

– Specify the names JCLSRB and JCLCHECK in the AUTHPGM list.
– Specify the name CAZ2CJCL in the AUTHCMD list.

2. Ensure the libraries containing the JCLCheck or Common Component executables are in one of the following
locations:
– LINKLIST library (LNKLSTxx)
– LPALIB
– The STEPLIB from which you are executing (that is, the STEPLIB concatenation in the batch invocation JCL or the

TSO session).
The STEPLIB concatenation must contain only authorized libraries. If the STEPLIB concatenation contains any
unauthorized libraries, system 306 ABENDs or other faulty JCLCheck execution occurs.

Configure Interface with Librarian
WARNING
After you configure the interface for the first time, you must follow this procedure again every time Librarian is
upgraded.

Use sample members from the CPE sample library to configure the Librarian interface. The sample library is
prefix.CD7YSAMP, where prefix represents the high-level qualifiers specified for the SMP/E installation files during the
installation process documented earlier in this guide.

Follow these steps:

1. (Optional) If you want to customize the interface, do the following:
a. Edit assembly language program CYBXIL00.
b. Customize and run CYBXXS11.
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NOTE

You must concatenate the following in the SYSLIB DD statement in CYBXXS11:
-CYBXXS10 (contains assembly language macros and DSECTs).
-The data set containing the Librarian FAIRDS DSECT.

Interface program CYBXIL00 is assembled, producing object module CYBXIL00.
2. If you are configuring an interface with Librarian for the first time, customize and run CYBXXS01 to install the SMP/E

USERMOD.
SMP/E is run to receive, apply, and accept check the SMP/E USERMOD that link edited object module CYBXIL00 and
other Librarian object modules to produce load module CYBXIL00.

3. If you have configured an interface with Librarian before, and you are not changing the Librarian load library,
customize and run CYBXXS01 to reapply the SMP/E USERMOD.

NOTE
You must add a REJECT command before the RECEIVE command and add the REDO operand to the
APPLY command.

SMP/E is run to apply redo and accept check the SMP/E USERMOD that link edited object module CYBXIL00 and
other Librarian object modules, refreshing the existing load module CYBXIL00.

4. If you have configured an interface with Librarian before, and you are changing the Librarian load library, customize
and run CYBXXS01 to reinstall the SMP/E USERMOD.

NOTE
You must add the RESTORE command before the RECEIVE command.

SMP/E is run to restore, receive, apply, and accept check the SMP/E USERMOD that link edited object module
CYBXIL00 and other Librarian object modules, refreshing the existing load module CYBXIL00.

Configure Interface with IBM Health Checker
Follow these steps:

1. Make sure that the IBM Health Checker component is set up and running.
The IBM Health Checker component is included with the IBM z/OS operating system.

2. Make sure that the CA Health Checker Common Service Release 12.1 or greater is installed.
The CA Health Checker Common Service Release 12.1 is included with Common Components and Services Version
14.0.

3. APF authorize the following modules and ensure they reside in the target ESP system’s LINKLIST library:
– CYBES166
– CYBES167
– CYBES168

4. Specify the HEALTHCK initialization parameter in the ESPPARM data set of the target system. The target system can
be an ESP master subsystem, proxy subsystem, or both.
Upon completion, the interface with IBM Health Checker is automatically initialized and enabled when ESP is up.

Configure Performance Metrics
As a system administrator, you are responsible for the configuration of the performance metrics facility for ESP.
Configuring the performance metrics facility lets you collect CPU usage statistics. You can use these statistics to monitor
and report on the performance of ESP. The CPUSTATS initialization parameter starts the measurement facility and
is required before the METRICS initialization parameter can start the collection of performance metrics. The following
diagram shows the process:
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Follow these steps:

1. Start the CPU Usage Statistics Measurement Facility
2. Set Repository and File Parameters
3. Start the Metrics Collection

Start CPU Usage Statistics Measurement Facility

To start the CPU usage statistics measurement facility, the CPUSTATS ON command is required.

To run the CPUSTATS ON command, specify it in the CPUSTATS initialization parameter or issue the CPUSTATS
command.

Note: For information about CPUSTATS, see CPUSTATS: Display CPU Usage.

Set Repository and File Parameters

To set the parameters that control the repository and the metrics log file, specify the operands in the METRICS
initialization parameter or command.

NOTE
For information about METRICS, see METRICS: Set Repository and File Parameters.

Start Metrics Collection

To start the metrics collection, the METRICS ON command is required.

To run the METRICS ON command, specify it in the METRICS initialization parameter or issue the METRICS command.

NOTE
For information about METRICS, see METRICS: Set Repository and File Parameters.

Configure Report Server
Your Role: Application Administrator

Prerequisites: Support of a security administrator.

This process shows you how to configure the Report Server. The Report Server allows users to submit SQL queries to a
database of job history and application history data copied from the ESP history file. The database can store history from
one or more ESP master subsystems. A Report Server set up in each master subsystem passes the history data to the
database. Users can submit queries from a database client or from an ESP report definition.

The following image outlines the integration of the Report Server with ESP:
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Figure 44: Report Server Integration with ESP

Each ESP master subsystem must have its own dedicated Report Server. You cannot use the same Report Server with
multiple ESP master subsystems.

The Report Server database can be updated using the following methods to track history file updates:
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• Batch Update -- Run a database update job whenever you want.
• Online Update -- Enable the Report Server to track history file updates and immediately populate the database with

these changes. You can start or stop tracking of history file updates whenever you want.

You can configure batch update only or configure batch and online updates and use one or both methods.

Users can issue SQL against the Report Server database using the following methods:

• Issue SQL from a Database Client
• Issue SQL from an ESP report

You can configure the Database Client method only or configure the Database Client and ESP report methods so that
users can follow one or both methods.

The following diagram shows an overview of the configuration process before you start the Report Server:
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The following diagram shows an overview of the process for starting the Report Server and completing the configuration:
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Follow these steps:

1. Configure settings.
2. Ensure JDBC files are installed.
3. Store passwords for database user IDs.
4. (Optional) Do one or both of the following if needed:

– Select fields from job history records.
– Select fields from application history records.

5. If you want to use the batch update method only and have users submit SQL from a database client only, continue this
process on Step 13.
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6. Create started task procedure.
7. Do one of the following:

– Start and connect from Report Server.
– Start from outside ESP.
If you need to stop the Report Server again, see Stop and Disconnect Report Server.

8. If you started the Report Server from outside of ESP, connect to Report Server.
9. List Report Server and client status .

The status must be Active, Connected, ServerReady, TrackingNotActive.
10. If you want to use the batch update method only and submit SQL from a database client or from ESP reports, continue

this process on Step 13.
If you continue on the next step, you will be able to use the batch and online update methods and submit SQL from a
database client or from ESP reports.

11. Start tracking HISTFILE updates.
This procedure starts tracking HISTFILE updates as they occur.
If you must stop tracking HISTFILE updates again, see Stop Tracking HISTFILE Updates.

12. List Report Server and Client Status.
The status should be Active, Connected, ServerReady, TrackingIsActive.

13. (Optional) Insert records from HISTFILE into the Report Server database.
14. For the first Report Server you configure only, Create database views.
15. Test configuration.
16. Inform the users of the following:

– The procedure for submitting SQL queries. For more information, see Create Reports.
– Which job history fields and application history fields they can select
– The view qualifier and view name to code in SQL queries

NOTE
Users do not have to code the view qualifier if the qualifier is equal to one of the following:

• The value of initialization parameter RServerDbQueryUser
• The value of initialization parameter RServerDbUser if initialization parameter RServerDbQueryUser is

not coded

Configure Settings
Configure the settings necessary to use the Report Server.

Follow these steps:

1. Open for edit library member RSERENV, which is included in Initialization Parameter Data Set Members.
– RSERENV is based on sample member CYBRSS01 in prefix.CD7YSAMP (prefix represents the data set qualifiers

for your system).
– The initialization parameters in RSERENV must start in column one and there must be no blanks before or after the

equal sign. The following example shows the correct format:

RServerPort=1521

To code a comment, start the line with a number sign (#) in the first column.
2. In member RSERENV, specify the following UNIX System Services environment variables:

– _BPX_SPAWN_SCRIPT
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NOTE
We recommend that you code _BPX_SPAWN_SCRIPT=YES to get the best performance.

– (Optional) _BPXK_SETIBMOPT_TRANSPORT

NOTE
If you run multiple TCP/IP stacks on your z/OS system, you need to code this
environment variable to specify the stack used by the Report Server. For example,
_BPXK_SETIBMOPT_TRANSPORT=TCPIP31.

NOTE
For documentation on UNIX System Services environment variables, see the IBM z/OS UNIX System
Services User's Guide.

3. In member RSERENV, specify the Report Server settings in the following initialization parameters:
– ESP_JAVA_HOME
– ESP_JDBC_PATH
– RServerAHRTable
– (Optional) RServerDbCreateTableSuffix
– RServerDbHost
– RServerDbName
– RServerDbPort
– (Optional) RServerDbQueryUser
– RServerDbUser
– RServerJHRTable
– RServerLogLevel
– RServerNull
– RServerPort
– RServerQueryLimit

NOTE
-RServerDbType is set to DB2 by default since that is the only database currently supported.

-You specify settings for initialization parameters RServerAHRFields and RServerJHRFields later on in the
configuration process.

4. If you reserve the Report Server port number in the TCPIP.PROFILE data set, specify one of the following as the user
ID in the PORT statement in the TCPIP.PROFILE data set:
– OMVS -- Specify this if you want to reserve the port for any USS application.

Example: 1521 TCP OMVS
– Report Server STC name -- Specify this if the Report Server STC name is exactly 8 characters long and you want

to reserve the port for the Report Server only.
Example: 1521 TCP ESPRSERV

– Report Server STC name + asterisk (*) -- Specify this if the Report Server STC name is less than 8 characters long,
you're running z/OS 1.10 or higher, and you want to reserve the port for the Report Server only.
Example: 1521 TCP RPTSVR*

Ensure JDBC Files Are Installed
Before you can use DB2 to store your history records, ensure that the required JDBC files are installed.

Follow these steps:

1. Check the USS path specified in the ESP_JDBC_PATH initialization parameter for the following files:
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– db2jcc.jar
– db2jcc_license_cu.jar

2. If the files listed are not in the path that you checked, place the JDBC files provided with your database into that path.

NOTE
-The files are available in the database installation folder or on the database vendor website.

-You can use FTP to transfer the file to a USS path from Windows or any other operating system. Make sure
you transfer the files in a bin format (FTP bin command).

Store Password for Database User ID
You must store a password for the user ID specified in initialization parameters RServerDbUser and
RServerDbQueryUser (if you coded it). The password allows the Report Server to update and run queries against the
Report Server database.

To store a password for each database user ID, issue the PASSWORD command in ESP, specifying the user ID,
password, and the type RSERVER.

NOTE

• The user ID is case sensitive.
• If you update or delete a password later on, stop and restart the Report Server (see "More information" in this

topic).

Example: Store Password for Report Server Database User ID

In the following example, a password is stored for user ID PRODQRY.

PASSWORD DEFINE USER(PRODQRY) TYPE(RSERVER) PASSWORD(aqw5f6yp)

Select Fields from Job History Records
You can select the job history reporting fields that the Report Server passes to the database. By default, all fields are
passed to the database.

Follow these steps:

1. Copy the sample library member CYBRSS04 from prefix.CD7YSAMP.
Sample member CYBRSS04 contains a list of the job history table fields for the Report Server database. The table
field descriptions and equivalent view field names are listed in Job History Table. Users specify the view fields in their
SQL queries.

2. In your copy of CYBRSS04, delete or comment out fields that you do not want to pass to the database.

WARNING
You must select the same fields for every Report Server that you set up.

3. In initialization parameter RServerJHRFields, specify the location or DD name of your copy of CYBRSS04.
4. If you specified a DD name in RServerJHRFields, add the following initialization parameters to member RSERENV:

– _BPX_BATCH_SPAWN=YES
– _BPX_SHAREAS=MUST

NOTE
These initialization parameters are passed to the UNIX System Services as environment variables. For
documentation, see the IBM z/OS UNIX System Services User's Guide.
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Select Fields from Application History Records
You can select the application history reporting fields that the Report Server passes to the database. By default, all fields
are passed to the database.

Follow these steps:

1. Copy the sample library member CYBRSS05 from prefix.CD7YSAMP.
Sample member CYBRSS05 contains a list of the application history table fields for the Report Server database. The
table field descriptions and equivalent view field names are listed in Application History Table. Users specify view fields
in their SQL queries.

2. In your copy of CYBRSS05, delete or comment out fields that you do not want to pass to the database.

WARNING
You must select the same fields for every Report Server that you set up.

3. In initialization parameter RServerAHRFields, specify the location or DD name of your copy of CYBRSS05.
4. If you specified a DD name in RServerAHRFields, add the following initialization parameters to member RSERENV:

– _BPX_BATCH_SPAWN=YES
– _BPX_SHAREAS=MUST

NOTE
These initialization parameters are passed to the UNIX System Services as environment variables. For
documentation, see the IBM z/OS UNIX System Services User's Guide.

Create Started Task Procedure
The Report Server requires a started task procedure that can be started from a system PROCLIB, such as
SYS1.PROCLIB.

Follow these steps:

1. Customize a copy of member CYBRSS02 from sample library prefix.CD7YJCL.

NOTE

-Ensure that the STDENV DD statement points to the RSERENV member, created in Configure the Report
Server Settings.

-If you set the value of initialization parameter RServerJHRFields to a DD name, add a DD statement that
points to your copy of CYBRSS04. For example:

//JHRFIELD DD DISP=SHR,DSN=EWA.PARMLIB(CYBRSS04)

-If you set the value of initialization parameter RServerAHRFields to a DD name, add a DD statement that
points to your copy of CYBRSS05. For example:

//AHRFIELD DD DISP=SHR,DSN=EWA.PARMLIB(CYBRSS05)

2. Copy the customized procedure to a system proclib.
3. Ensure that the user ID of the Report Server started task has read and execute permissions to the HFS directory of

SMP/E target zone CEACPATH.

Start and Connect from Report Server
You can start the Report Server from within ESP and connect it to ESP.
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Follow these steps:

1. Issue the RSERVER START command with the PROC operand and any other optional operands that you need.
In the PROC operand, specify the name of the procedure that you created in Create Started Task Procedure.

2. (Optional) In your ESP initialization parameters library member ESPPARM, code the RSERVER START initialization
parameter with the PROC operand and any other optional operands that you need.
If you follow this step, the Report Server is started and connected every time ESP is started.

Once the Report Server is started, ESP connects to it. The Report Server status is set to, "ServerReady" and the
connection status is set to "Connected".

The state of the Report Server is available to OPS/MVS. The possible states are listed in Report Server State Available in
OPS/MVS.

NOTE
The first time you start the Report Server, a job history table and application history table are created in the
Report Server database to hold the history data. The tables are available to any other Report Server that
accesses the database. The table fields are listed in Database Table and View Fields.

Example: Start the Report Server in ESP

In the following example, the RSERVER command starts the Report Server by running the Report Server started task,
ESPRSERV.

OPER RSERVER START PORT(6671) PROC(ESPRSERV)

Start from Outside ESP
You can start the Report Server from outside of ESP.

WARNING
After you start the Report Server, you must connect the client, ESP, to the Report Server separately.

To start the Report Server outside of ESP, run the Report Server started task created in Create Started Task Procedure.

The state of the Report Server is also available to OPS/MVS. The possible states are listed in States Available in OPS/
MVS.

Connect to Report Server
You can connect ESP to the Report Server when the Report Server has already been started from outside of ESP. If you
started the Report Server from ESP, the connection was made automatically.

Follow these steps:

1. Issue the RSERVER START PORT command with the HOST operand and any other optional operands that you need.
2. (Optional) In your ESP initialization parameters library member ESPPARM, code the RSERVER START PORT

initialization parameter with the HOST operand and any other optional operands that you need.
If you follow this step, Report Server is connected every time ESP is started.

Once the Report Server is connected, the connection status is set to "Connected" and the Report Server status is set to
"ServerReady".

The state of the Report Server is available to OPS/MVS. The possible states are listed in Report Server State Available in
OPS/MVS.
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NOTE
The first time you start the Report Server, a job history table and application history table are created in the
Report Server database to hold the history data. The tables are available to any other Report Server that
accesses the database. The table fields are listed in Database Table and View Fields.

Example: Connect to the Report Server

In the following example, ESP is connected to the host for the Report Server, "prod.xyz.com".

OPER RSERVER START PORT(6671) HOST(prod.xyx.com)

Stop and Disconnect Report Server
You can stop and disconnect the Report Server from the client, ESP. This stops history file updates from being passed to
the Report Server database.

To stop and disconnect the Report Server, issue the RSERVER STOP command.

The Report Server stops and is disconnected from ESP. The connection status is set to "Disconnected" and the Report
Server status is set to, "ServerNotReady".

The state of the Report Server is available to OPS/MVS. The possible states are listed in Report Server State Available in
OPS/MVS.

Example: Stop and Disconnect Report Server

OPER RSERVER STOP

Report Server State Available in OPS/MVS
The state of the Report Server is available to OPS/MVS.

The states are as follows:

• Starting -- Indicates that the Report Server client in ESP is started and ready to connect to the Report Server.
• Up -- Indicates that the Report Server client in ESP is connected to the Report Server.
• Stopping -- Indicates that the Report Server client in ESP is stopping.
• Down -- Indicates that the Report Server client in ESP is disconnected from the Report Server.

All OPS/MVS messages appear in the ESP master started task, not in the Report Server started task.

List Report Server and Client Status
You can list the status of the Report Server and the client, ESP.

Note: The state of the Report Server is also available to OPS/MVS. The possible states are listed in States Available in
OPS/MVS.

To list the status for the Report Server and the client, issue the RSERVER STATUS command.

Example: List Report Server and Client Status

In the following example, the RESERVER command lists the status for the Report Server and the client at
XYZ.PROD.COM:

OPER RSERVER STATUS
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The output is explained in the RSERVER command in the Command Reference Guide.

Start Tracking HISTFILE Updates
You can have ESP start tracking additions and changes to the HISTFILE. The Report Server updates the database
accordingly.

Follow these steps:

1. Issue the RSERVER TRACK command.
ESP starts tracking HISTFILE updates, the Report Server tracking status is set to, "TrackingIsActive".

2. (Optional) In your ESP initialization parameters library member ESPPARM, code the RSERVER TRACK initialization
parameter.
You must follow this step if you want tracking on whenever you start ESP.

Example: Start Tracking HISTFILE Updates

OPER RSERVER TRACK

Stop Tracking HISTFILE Updates
You can have ESP stop tracking additions and changes to the HISTFILE. The Report Server stops updating the database.

To stop tracking HISTFILE updates, issue the RSERVER NOTRACK command.

ESP stops tracking updates and the Report Server tracking status is set to, "TrackingNotActive".

NOTE
If you want to store HISTFILE updates made while tracking is stopped, you must follow the procedure Insert
Records from HISTFILE.

Example: Stop Tracking HISTFILE Updates

OPER RSERVER NOTRACK

Insert Records from HISTFILE
Whenever you want, you can insert all HISTFILE records or selected HISTFILE records into the Report Server database
by creating and submitting JCL. Using selection criteria that you specify, the job copies selected records from the
HISTFILE to the UNIX System Services HFS or ZFS and updates the database.

Follow these steps:

1. Customize a copy of member CYBRSS03 from sample library prefix.CD7YJCL.
2. If you specified a DD name in initialization parameter RServerAHRFields, then in the last step of CYBRSS03, add a

DD statement that points to your copy of sample member CYBRSS05. For example:

//AHRFIELD DD DISP=SHR,DSN=EWA.PARMLIB(CYBRSS05)

CYBRSS05 contains a list of the application history table fields stored in the Report Server database.
For more information, see Select Fields from Application History Records

3. If you specified a DD name in initialization parameter RServerJHRFields, then in the last step of CYBRSS03, add a
DD statement that points to your copy of sample member CYBRSS04. For example:

//JHRFIELD DD DISP=SHR,DSN=EWA.PARMLIB(CYBRSS04)
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CYBRSS04 contains a list of the job history table fields stored in the Report Server database.
For more information, see Select Fields from Job History Records.

4. Ensure that the user ID that submits the JCL has read and execute permissions to the HFS directory of SMP/E target
zone CEACPATH.

5. (Optional) If the Report Server is in ServerReady status and it is configured to track HISTFILE updates online, issue
the RSERVER NOTRACK command.

WARNING
This step prevents the possible loss of online updates from the Report Server database. Losses could occur
because after the JCL unloads the HISTFILE records, any new online update could be overwritten by an
older unloaded record that is applied to the database.

6. Submit the JCL.
7. (Optional) If you issued the RESERVER NOTRACK command and you want to reenable tracking, then once the JCL

is finished, issue the RSERVER TRACK command.

Example: Update the Database with History File Updates from the Past Hour

You can schedule a job that selects history file records updated in the past hour and inserts them into the Report Server
database. To select the records, specify the following in the extract step of JCL CYBRSS03:

LASTUT GE NOW LESS 1 HOUR

Create Database Views
When you set up the first Report Server only, you must create views of the application history table and the job history
table in the Report Server database. When users code an SQL query, they specify field names from the views.

Follow these steps:

1. Customize copies of members CYBRSS06 and CYBRSS07 from sample library prefix.CD7YSAMP.
CYBRSS06 creates the job history view and CYBRSS07 creates the application history view.
Delete or comment out fields that you do not want users to specify in their SQL queries. The view field descriptions
and equivalent table field names are listed in Database Table and View Fields.

WARNING
If you followed procedure Select Fields from Job History Records or Select Fields from Application History
Records, make sure that only the fields you selected are created in the appropriate view.

WARNING
Ensure that the table name specified in each CREATE VIEW statement is the same as the table name
specified in the related initialization parameter, RServerJHRTable or RServerAHRTable.

2. Determine the database user ID that you want to own the views.
The view owner has unlimited access to a view. You may choose the following as a view owner:
– (Recommended) The database query user ID specified in the RServerDbQueryUser initialization parameter
– The database table creation user ID specified in the RServerDbUser initialization parameter
– Another database user ID besides the two mentioned above

NOTE
The format for the view in the FROM clause in SQL is view_qualifier.view_name, for example,
esp.esp_job_hist. If you want to allow users to code a view name without the qualifier in their queries,
make the view owner equal to the value of RServerDbQueryUser or equal to the value of RServerDbUser if
RServerDbQueryUser is not coded.

3. With the user ID that you chose to be the view owner, run your customized CREATE VIEW statements.
The application history and job history views are created.
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4. If you specified a user ID in RServerDbQueryUser, but you did not use that ID to create the views, grant SELECT
access for the views to that ID.

Test Configuration
You can test the Report Server configuration by submitting SQL queries to list job history and application history. You can
submit queries from a database client or from ESP.

Follow these steps:

1. Code and submit an SQL query in a database client outside of ESP.
2. Check the database client query results for problems.

Continue with the steps following only if you created the Report Server started task procedure.
3. Between the REPORT and ENDR statements in ESP, code "SQL" followed by an SQL query.

If you want, you can also code the SETWIDTH command immediately before or after the SQL query, for example,

REPORT

SQL SELECT…

SETWIDTH…

ENDR

4. Invoke the ESP report you created.
5. Check the ESP report query results for problems.

Example: Code an SQL Query in a Database Client

The following DB2 example shows an SQL query coded in a database client outside of ESP.

select jobname,rdrondate,rdron

from esp.esp_job_hist

where rdrondate = current date - 2 days

order by jobname

Example: Omit the Qualifier from View Name

Assume that the owner of view esp_job_hist is user ID "prod" and initialization parameter RServerDbQueryUser is set to
"prod." In this case, the following DB2 example shows that you can code the view name without the view qualifier.

select jobname,rdrondate,rdron

from esp_job_hist

where rdrondate = current date - 2 days

order by jobname

Example: Code an SQL Query in an ESP Report

The following example shows an SQL query coded in an ESP report. In this case, qualifier "esp" is coded before the view
name "esp_job_hist."

REPORT

SQL select jobname,rdrondate,applgen

from esp.esp_job_hist

where ended='T' and appl='MYAPPL'

order by enddate,endt

ENDR
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Database Table and View Fields
The Job History Table and Application History Table topics list the table and view fields that are defined in the Report
Server database. Users specify the view fields in their SQL queries.

Job History Table

The following table lists the job history table and view fields that are defined in the Report Server database. Users specify
the view fields in their SQL queries.

Note:

• For more information about the job history fields, see the User Guide.
• The table key fields are JHRNAME, JHRINVRS, and JHR_SYSTEM.
• Some table fields have no equivalent view field. For example, JHRSUBT has no equivalent view field, but it is used to

derive view fields INPUTQT and TOTALQT.
• Some view fields have no equivalent table field. For example, COMPDATE has no equivalent table field, but it is

derived from table field JHRCOMPT.

WARNING
If you follow procedure Select Fields from Job History Records, be careful when you remove table fields from the
selection. A table field could be used to derive several view fields. In the list following, if you see, "Derived from:"
or "(used to derive...)" in the table field column, check to see if you need any other view fields derived from that
table field or fields.

View Field Name Table Field Name Description

ABEND JHRABEND Specifies whether or not the job abended

ABEND_CODE JHRCMPCD_ABEND Specifies the abend code from the last job step

ACCOUNT or ACCOUNT1 JHRACCT1 Specifies the first account parameter on the job card

ACCOUNT2 JHRACCT2 Specifies the second account parameter on the job card

ACCOUNT3 JHRACCT3 Specifies the third account parameter on the job card

ACCOUNT4 JHRACCT4 Specifies the forth account parameter on the job card

AGENT JHRAGENT Specifies the agent name as specified in the AGENT statement

ALLOCQT JHRALLQT Specifies the elapsed time that the job spent in the allocation
process (for example waiting for a tape mount)

APPLGEN JHRAPPLG Specifies the absolute generation number of the Application

APPLSYS or APPL JHRAPPL Specifies the application name for jobs defined in an application

APPLTAG JHRAPTAG Specifies the tag associated with a job in an application

ASID JHRASID Specifies the address-space identifier of an executing z/OS job

AUTHSTR JHRAUSTR Specifies the job authority string that you can use to verify
ownership of the job

AVGRUNT JHR_AVGRUNT Specifies the average elapsed execution time for the the job

CA11 JHR_RESTART_PRESENT_C
A11

Specifies that a WA Restart Option step was added to the job

CCFAIL JHRCCFL Specifies whether or not the job failed because of condition codes

CLASSID JHRCLID Specifies the Event class
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CMPC Derived from:
JHRCMPCD
JHRCMPCD_ABEND
JHRCMPCD_OVERFLOW
JHRCMPL
JHRENDT
JHRFLMSG
JHRJCLER
JHRWDJCL

Specifies the job completion code, including return code, user
abend code, system abend code, and the type of error

COMP_ABEND JHRHICDA Specifies whether or not the maximum completion code was an
abend

COMPDATE Derived from:
JHRCOMPT

Specifies the job
completion date..

COMPLETED JHRCMPL
(used to derive STATUS)

Specifies whether or not the job completed

COMPT Derived from:
JHRCOMPT

Specifies the job
completion time..

CPUTIME Derived from:
JHRSRBT
JHRTCBT

Specifies the total CPU time, including both SRBTIME and
TCBTIME

CRITJOB JHRCRITJ Specifies whether or not the job definition included the CRITICAL
operand

CRITPATH JHRCRITP Specifies whether or not the job was on the critical path

DEXCP JHRDEXCP
(used to derive EXCP)

Specifies the total EXCP count to DASD devices

ENCORE JHR_RESTART_PRESENT Specifies that an ESP WA Restart Option step was added to the
job

ENDDATE Derived from:
JHRENDT

Specifies the date that the job finished executing

ENDED JHREND Specifies whether or not the job has ended

ENDT Derived from:
JHRENDT

Specifies the time that the job finished executing

ESP_SYSTEM JHR_SYSTEM Specifies the name of the ESP master subsystem that tracked the
job

ESPSUB JHRESPSB Specifies whether or not the job was submitted by ESP (either
through an event or as part of an application or procedure)

EXCP Derived from:
JHRDEXCP
JHRTEXCP

Specifies the total EXCP count for the job during the execution
phase

EXEC JHRSEXEC
(used to derive STATUS)

Specifies whether or not the job is executing

EXEC# JHREXEC_ Specifies the number of times the job has executed as part of a
particular generation of an application
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EXECNODE JHRNXN Specifies the JES node name where a z/OS job is executing or
waiting for execution

EXECQT Derived from:
JHRENDT
JHREXECT

Specifies the elapsed time for job execution

EXECSDATE Derived from:
JHREXECT

Specifies the date that the job started executing

EXECST Derived from:
JHREXECT

Specifies the time that the job started executing

EXECSYS JHREXSYS Specifies the SMF ID of the z/OS system on which the job
executed. This is the same as the SID field except that the value
for EXECSYS is not set until the job is purged regardless of your
tracking options.

EXEJOBNO JHR_EXECJOB_ Specifies the JES job number assigned on the z/OS system where
the job executed. This value is different from the SUBJOBNO
value when the job executes on a node different from the node on
which it was submitted.

FORCED JHR_FORCED Specifies whether or not the job was forced complete

FULLNAME Derived from:
JHRAPLONGN
JHRLJNA_UNUSABLE
JHRNAME
JHRQUAL
JHRRELNO

Specifies the 64-character full name for a job

GROUP JHRGROUP Specifies the prefix of the Event associated with the job, if ESP
submitted it

HISTID JHR_HISTID Specifies the history file ID

INFOREC JHRINFO_ Specifies the Info/System record number

INPUTQT Derived from:
JHREXECT
JHRSUBT

Specifies the elapsed time that the job was in the input queue

INSYS JHRINSYS Specifies the SMF ID of the z/OS system on which the job was
submitted. This is not set until the job is purged regardless of your
tracking options.

JCL_ERROR JHRJCLER Specifies whether or not a JCL error has occurred

JOBCLASS JHRCLASS Specifies the JES execution class for the job

JOBNAME JHRNAME
(used to derive FULLNAME)

Specifies the eight-character job name

JOBNO JHRJOB_ Specifies the job number.

JOBQUAL JHRQUAL
(used to derive FULLNAME)

Specifies the job qualifier, as specified in the procedure

LASTUDATE Derived from:
JHRLASTU

Specifies the date that the job history record was last updated
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LASTUT Derived from:
JHRLASTU

Specifies the time that the job history record was last updated

LINES JHRLINES Specifies the number of print lines. This field is valid only if ESP
tracks jobs to the output stage.

LONGNAME JHRAPLONGN
(used to derive FULLNAME)

Specifies the long name of a job

MAX_ABEND_CODE JHRMXRC_ABEND Specifies the maximum abend code from the job

MAXRUNT JHR_MAXRUNT Specifies the longest elapsed execution time expected for the the
job

MINRUNT JHR_MINRUNT Specifies the shortest elapsed execution time expected for the the
job

MSGFAIL JHRFLMSG Specifies whether or not the job failed because of an ESP
SYSMSGS command

MXCMPC Derived from:
JHRCCFL
JHRCMPL
JHRENDT
JHRFLMSG
JHRJCLER
JHRMXRC
JHRMXRC_ABEND
JHRMXRC_OVERFLOW
JHRWDJCL

Specifies the maximum job completion code, including return
code, user abend code, system abend code, and the type of error

MXRC Derived from:
JHRCCFL
JHRENDT
JHRFLMSG
JHRJCLER
JHRMXRC
JHRMXRC_ABEND
JHRMXRC_OVERFLOW
JHRWDJCL

Specifies the maximum return code from any step in the job.

NCI JHRNCI Specifies the number of card images submitted to the internal
reader

NETID JHRNETID Specifies the network identifier for a job belonging to a DJC/JES3
job network

NSTM JHRNSPTM
(used to derive TAPEM)

Specifies the number of nonspecific tape mounts (scratch tapes)
for the job

ORIGNODE JHR_ORIGNODE Specifies the JES node where the job was submitted

OUTSYS JHROTSYS Specifies the SMF ID of the z/OS system on which the job was
purged.

OVDBEGAT JHR_OVDSTRT_AT Specifies the time and date at which the job last became overdue
for start
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OVDCOMP Derived from:
JHRCOMPT
JHRLCTIM

Specifies the elapsed time that a job was overdue when it
completed

OVDEND Derived from:
JHRENDT
JHRLETIM

Specifies the elapsed time that the job was overdue when it
finished executing

OVDENDAT JHR_OVDEND_AT Specifies the time and date that the job last became overdue to
finish executing

OVDSTART Derived from:
JHREXECT
JHRLSTIM

Specifies the elapsed time that the job was overdue to start
executing

OVDSUBAT JHR_OVDSUB_AT Specifies the time and date at which the job last became overdue
for submission

PGMR JHRPGMR Specifies the value of the programmer name field on the job card

PGN JHRPGN Specifies the performance group number of an executing z/OS
job.

POSTQT Derived from:
JHRCOMPT
JHRPURGT

Specifies the elapsed time that the job spent in post-output
processing phases.

PRINTQT Derived from:
JHRENDT
JHRPURGT

Specifies the elapsed time that the job remained in the print
queue.

PRIORITY JHRPRIO Specifies the JES execution priority of the job.

PURGDATE Derived from:
JHRPURGT

Specifies the date that the job was purged.

PURGED JHRPURG Specifies whether or not the job was purged

PURGT Derived from:
JHRPURGT

Specifies the time that the job was purged.

RC Derived from:
JHRCMPCD
JHRCMPCD_ABEND
JHRCMPCD_OVERFLOW
JHRENDT
JHRFLMSG
JHRJCLER
JHRWDJCL

Specifies the return code from the last step executed in the job.

RDRON Derived from:
JHRRDON

Specifies the time that ESP read the job into the system.

RDRONDATE Derived from:
JHRRDON

Specifies the date that ESP read the job into the system

REQUEUED JHRREQ Specifies whether or not the job was requeued
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RESTART_ADDED Derived from:
JHR_RESTART_PRESENT
JHR_RESTART_PRESENT_C
A11

Specifies whether or not ESP added a restart step for ESP WA
Restart Option or WA Restart Option.

RESWAITT JHRRESWT Specifies the elapsed time that the job spent waiting for resources.

RRJOB JHRRRJOB Specifies either the name of a mainframe job being rerun or null.

RRJOBNO JHRRRJB_ Specifies the job number of the most recent execution of a
resubmitted mainframe job.

RTYPE JHRRTYPE Specifies the run type of the job

SCHEDDATE Derived from:
JHRSCHED

Specifies the date that the job was scheduled to start

SCHEDT Derived from:
JHRSCHED

Specifies the time that the job was scheduled to start

SID JHRSID Specifies the SMF ID of the
z/OS system on which the job executed. See also the EXECSYS
field.

SPTM JHRSPTM
(used to derive TAPEM)

Specifies the number of specific tape mounts (for example, non-
scratch) for the job

SRBTIME JHRSRBT
(used to derive CPUTIME)

Specifies the CPU time consumed while in SRB mode

SRVCLASS JHRSRVCLASS Specifies the service class of an executing z/OS job.

STATUS Derived from:
JHRCMPL
JHRENDT
JHRSEXEC

Specifies the job status

STC JHRSTC Specifies whether or not the record is for a started task

STEPS JHR_STEP Specifies the number of job steps

SUB# JHRSUB_ Specifies the number of times the job has been submitted.

SUBAPPL JHRSUBAP Specifies the name of a sub-application

SUBJOBNO JHR_ORIGJOB_ Specifies the JES job number on the z/OS system where the job
was submitted.

SUNITS JHRSU Specifies the job service units, as defined by the SRM

SYSABD Derived from:
JHRCMPCD_ABEND
JHRMXRC_ABEND

Specifies either the system abend code or null.

SYSNAME JHRSYSNAME Specifies the name of the z/OS system in the sysplex that the z/
OS job is executing on

SYSPLEX JHRSYSPLEX Specifies the name of the sysplex that the z/OS job is executing
on

TAPEM Derived from:
JHRNSPTM
JHRSPTM

Specifies the number of tape mounts for the job
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TAPEW JHRTAPEW Specifies the maximum number of tape drives allocated to a job at
one time.

TASK JHR_TASK Specifies whether or not the job is a task

TCBTIME JHRTCBT
(used to derive CPUTIME)

Specifies the CPU time consumed while in TCB mode

TEXCP JHRTEXCP
(used to derive EXCP)

Specifies the total EXCP count to tape drives

TMODEL JHRMODEL Specifies the name of the ESP tracking model that was used to
track the job

TOTALQT Derived from:
JHRCOMPT
JHRSUBT

Specifies the total elapsed time for the job

TRANSACT JHRTRACT Specifies the total time for which a transaction is active.

TRANSRES JHRTRRES Specifies the total time during which a transaction was resident in
real memory.

TRUSER JHRTRUSR Specifies the user ID that triggered the Event.

TSO JHRTSU Specifies whether or not the history record is for a TSO session

UABEND Derived from:
JHRCMPCD_ABEND
JHRMXRC_ABEND

Specifies the user abend code or null

USERSTAT JHRUSTAT Specifies either the user status of the workload object

WDFAIL JHRWDJCL Specifies whether or not the job terminated with a WTO-detected
JCL error prior to starting execution.

WOBTYPE JHRWOBT Specifies the short name of a workload object type

none JHRCMPCD_OVERFLOW
(used to derive CMPC and RC)

Indicates whether or not the return code was higher than the
maximum value supported by ESP (18446744073709551615)

none JHRCOMPT
(used to derive COMPDATE,
COMPT, OVDCOMP, POSTQT,
and TOTALQT)

Indicates the time and date when the job completed its last post-
processing phase

none JHRENDT
(used to derive CMPC,
ENDDATE, ENDT, EXECQT,
MXCMPC, MXRC, OVDEND,
PRINTQT, RC, and STATUS)

Indicates the time and date that the job finished executing

none JHREXECT
(used to derive EXECQT,
EXECSDATE, EXECST, and
INPUTQT, OVDSTART)

Indicates the time and date that the job started executing

none JHRINVRS
(Not used to derive any view
field)

Indicates a job history table key
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none JHRLASTU
(used to derive LASTUDATE
and LASTUT)

Indicates the time and date that the job history record was last
updated

none JHRLCTIM
(used to derive OVDCOMP)

Indicates the completion time and date of a job that was overdue
to complete

none JHRLETIM
(used to derive OVDEND)

Indicates the time and date that the job last became overdue to
finish executing

none JHRLJNA_UNUSABLE
(used to derive FULLNAME)

Indicates whether or not the long name is unusable because it
does not meet the criteria for a long name

none JHRLSTIM
(used to derive OVDSTART)

Indicates the late start time and date

none JHRMXRC
(used to derive MXCMPC and
MXRC)

Indicates the maximum return code from any step in the job

none JHRMXRC_OVERFLOW
(used to derive MXCMPC and
MXRC)

Indicates whether or not the maximum return code was
higher than the maximum value supported by ESP
(18446744073709551615)

none JHRPURGT
(used to derive POSTQT,
PRINTQT, PURGDATE, and
PURGT)

Indicates the purge time and date

none JHRRDON
(used to derive RDRON and
RDRONDATE)

Indicates the reader on time and date

none JHRRELNO
(used to derive FULLNAME)

Indicates the EWA history record internal release number under
which the job history record was created

none JHRSCHED
(used to derive SCHEDDATE
and SCHEDT)

Indicates the schedule start time and date

none JHRSUBT
(used to derive INPUTQT and
TOTALQT)

Indicates the submit time and date

Application History Table

The following table lists the application history table and view fields that are defined in the Report Server database. Users
specify the view fields in their SQL queries.

NOTE

• The table key fields are AHR_APPL, AHR_GEN_, AHR_RUN_, and AHR_SYSTEM.
• Some table fields have no equivalent view field. For example, AHR_STRT has no equivalent view field, but it

is used to derive view fields STARTTIME and STARTDATE.
• Some view fields have no equivalent table field. For example, ENDDATE has no equivalent table field, but it

is derived from table field AHR_ENDT.
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WARNING
If you follow procedure Select Fields from Application History Records, be careful when you remove table fields
from the selection. A table field could be used to derive several view fields. In the list following, if you see,
"Derived from:" or "(used to derive...)" in the table field column, check to see if you need any other view fields
derived from that table field or fields.

View Field Name Table Field Name Description

APPLGEN AHR_GEN_ Specifies the generation number of the completed application

APPLNAME AHR_APPL Specifies the name of the completed application

APPLRUN AHR_RUN_ Specifies the run number of the completed application

AWAIT AHR_APPL_GENWAIT Specifies whether or not the application was generated with the
WAIT option

BYPASS AHR_PAST Specifies the total number of workload objects bypassed

CACHE AHR_APPL_CACHED Specifies whether or not the application procedures were cached

COMPLT AHR_COMP Specifies the total number of workload objects completed

CPATH AHR_APPL_CRITPATH Specifies whether or not critical path analysis was enabled for the
application

ENDDATE Derived from:
AHR_ENDT

Specifies the date that the application completed

ENDTIME Derived from:
AHR_ENDT

Specifies the time that the application completed

ESP_SYSTEM AHR_SYSTEM Specifies the name of the ESP subsystem that tracked the
application

EVENT Derived from:
AHR_EVNM
AHR_PRFX

Specifies the full event name (prefix and descriptive name) for the
completed application

EVENTNAME AHR_EVNM
(used to derive EVENT)

Specifies the Event descriptive name for the completed application

EVENTPRFX AHR_PRFX
(used to derive EVENT)

Specifies the event prefix for the completed application

EVENTUSER AHR_USER Specifies the user ID that owns the event for the completed
application

FAILED AHR_FAIL Specifies the total number of workload objects that failed in the
completed application

FCOMP AHR_FORC Specifies the total number of workload objects forced complete in
the completed application

FORCE AHR_APPL_FORCED Specifies whether or not the application was forced complete by
the user

GHOLD AHR_APPL_GENHOLD Specifies whether or not the application was generated on hold

HISTID AHR_HISTID Specifies the history file ID

IMBED AHR_APPL_INSTREAM Specifies whether or not the application procedure was imbedded
in the event definition
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INSERT AHR_INSR Specifies the total number of workload objects that were manually
inserted into the application

LASTUDATE Derived from:
AHR_LSTU

Specifies the date that the application history record was last
updated

LASTUT Derived from:
AHR_LSTU

Specifies the time of day that the application history record was
last updated

PURGED AHR_PURG Specifies the total number of z/OS jobs purged from the
completed application before execution

REASON AHR_REASON Specifies the reason that the application was forced complete or
rerun

RERUN AHR_APPL_RERUN Specifies whether or not the application was rerun

RERUNDATE Derived from:
AHR_RRST

Specifies the date that the application rerun was started

RERUNTIME Derived from:
AHR_RRST

Specifies the time that the application rerun was started

REXXCT AHR_REXX Specifies the total number of REXXON statement calls to the
REXX interpreter issued from the application

REXXTIME AHR_REXT Specifies the total elapsed time for all calls to the REXX interpreter
from the completed application.

RRJOBS AHR_RRUN Specifies the total number of workload objects rerun in the
completed application

RUNTIME AHR_RUNT Specifies the total elapsed run time for the completed application.
This is ENDTIME minus STARTTIME.

SCHEDDATE Derived from:
AHR_SKED

Specifies the date that the application was scheduled to run

SCHEDTIME Derived from:
AHR_SKED

Specifies the time that the application was scheduled to run

STARTDATE Derived from:
AHR_STRT

Specifies the date that the application started

STARTTIME Derived from:
AHR_STRT

Specifies the time that the application started

TOTAL AHR_TOTL Specifies the total number of workload objects selected to run in
the application

TRIGINFO AHR_INFO Specifies what triggered the Event that invoked the application

TRIGMETH AHR_METH Specifies how the Event that invoked the application was triggered

none AHR_STRT
(used to derive STARTDATE
and STARTTIME)

Indicates the date and time that the application started

none AHR_ENDT
(used to derive ENDDATE and
ENDTIME)

Indicates the date and time that the application completed
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none AHR_RRST
(used to derive RERUNDATE
and RERUNTIME)

Indicates the date and time that the application rerun was started

none AHR_SKED
(used to derive SCHEDDATE
and SCHEDTIME)

Indicates the date and time that the application was scheduled to
run

none AHR_REL# Indicates the EWA history record internal release number under
which the application history record was created

none AHR_LSTU
(used to derive LASTUDATE
and LASTUT)

Indicates the date and time that the application history record was
last updated

Post-Installation Tasks
This section describes the following post-installation tasks.

Deploy Using CSM

Deployment is a process of copying SMP/E target libraries to a destination system. The destination system could be the
local z/OS system, a remote z/OS system, or a sysplex. You identify the destination system, deployed data set names,
and the transport mechanism as part of the deployment process. Deploying a product makes it available for configuration.

WARNING
Before you deploy a product, set up the destination systems and remote credentials in the system registry.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Deployments tab, set up methodologies.

NOTE
You can also set up methodologies when creating a deployment, or use existing methodologies, if you have
set up any previously. If you do so, you can skip this step.

2. Start the New Deployment wizard to create a deployment. Complete each of the steps in the wizard. The wizard
guides you through choosing deployment settings for your site. At any point, you can save your work and come back
to it later.

3. Deploy:
a. Take a snapshot of the deployment.
b. Transmit the deployment to a destination system.
c. Deploy (unpack) to the mainframe environment.
CSM deploys the product to the destination system.

After the deployment process completes, the product is ready for you to configure.

Configure Using CSM

Set Environmental Variables and Product Variables in CSM

If you are configuring ESP using CSM, you must specify values for certain environment variables and product variables in
CSM. You specify these values as CSM guides you through the configuration process.
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Set Variable Values Manually Outside of CSM

If you are configuring ESP using CSM, you may sometimes be prompted to perform manual operations outside of CSM.
This is because, for some ESP configuration settings, you may need to specify multiple values for a product variable or
specify the same variable multiple times. For example, you may want to specify multiple agents for use by ESP. Because
CSM allows you to specify only a single value for a product variable, you must specify the remaining values manually.

The following are examples of when you must specify multiple product variable values manually:

• Set up proxies and the shadow manager
• Specify more than one workload object module to load

See the WOBDEF initialization parameter.
• Define more than one agent
• Configure Network Delivery Services (NDS)

See the chapter about setting up communication between two masters.
• Specify more than one job tracking definition
• Define more than one shadow goal

See the chapter about shadow manager and automatic restart management.
• Define more than one expedite policy

See the EXPEDITE initialization parameter.
• Define more than one CPU, NODE, resource, and default resource when you configure resources
• Change time zones
• Specify more than one application tracking definition

See the chapter about storing application data on a history file.
• Define more than one mailbox.

See the MAILBOX initialization parameter and information about the MAILLIST data set.
• Have more than one email or TSO user ID in a mailbox

See the EMAIL and TSOUSER initialization parameters.

Configure the Deployed Product

Configuration is a process of copying the deployed libraries to run-time libraries and customizing the product for your
site to bring it to an executable state. You can configure Broadcom products that you have already acquired, installed,
and deployed using CSM. You cannot use CSM to configure a product unless you have already used CSM to deploy the
product.

You perform the following high-level tasks to configure your products using CSM:

1. Select a configurable deployment on the Deployments tab to view details and products for that deployment.
2. Select a product in the deployment and start the Configuration wizard to create a configuration. Complete each of

the steps in the wizard. The wizard has multiple levels of detailed instructions and guides you through choosing
configuration settings for your site. At any point, you can save your work and come back to it later. Configurations
where you have partially completed the steps in the wizard are listed on the Configurations tab. The steps in the
wizard include the following:
a. Define a configuration name and select a system for the configuration.
b. Select configuration functions and options.
c. Define system preferences.
d. Create target settings.
e. Select and edit resources.

3. Build the configuration. The last step of the Configuration wizard lets you build the configuration. If needed, you can
edit the configuration and can build the configuration again. Building the configuration closes the wizard and creates a
configuration with all your settings.
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4. (Optional) Validate the configuration. Validation verifies access to resources that are going to be used when you
implement the configuration.

5. Implement the configuration. You implement a configuration to make your deployed software fully functional.
Implementation executes on the destination system, applying the variables, resources, and operations that are defined
in the configuration.
CSM configures the product.

After the configuration process completes, the product is ready for you to use.

Complete Configuration With CSM

After you use CSM to configure your product, you need to complete some manual operations outside of CSM.

To complete configuration with CSM, perform any manual operations that you are prompted to carry out.

Complete Configuration Without CSM

To complete the product configuration process without using CSM, see Configure Without CSM.

Allocate Operational Data Sets
You must allocate the operational data sets that ESP and ESP WA Restart Option use. The operational data sets are
listed in Operational Data Set Summary. This procedure refers to batch jobs that you can run to allocate the data sets.

Follow these steps:

1. Customize and run a copy of member CYBESS01 from sample library prefix.CD7YJCL.
– If you use operational data sets from a previous version of ESP, set up CYBESS01 to allocate any new data sets.

For more information about any new data sets, see Release Notes.
– For more information about space requirements, see Size Data Sets.
– If you are using MIM or GRS, the ESP data set placement does not matter. It may be advantageous to distribute

the data sets across the DASD packs. However, if you are using RESERVE/RELEASE serialization, ensure all ESP
data sets are on the same pack.

2. (Optional) Customize and run a copy of member CYBRMALC from sample library prefix.CD7YJCL.
CYBRMALC allocates the EXH data set for use by ESP WA Restart Option.

Pervasive Encryption Support

You can use z/OS data set encryption for all of the operational data sets in ESP except the following (and related utilities):

• APPLFILE
• CKPT
• EXH
• NETQUEUE
• QUEUE
• TRAKFILE

ESP accesses these data sets using the EXCP method. This method cannot be used for encrypted data sets.

If you attempt to apply pervasive encryption to the data sets that are accessed using the EXCP method, the system
fails to access the data sets during ESP startup and displays the IEC143I message. For more information about z/OS
messages, see the z/OS MVS Messages guide.

Operational Data Set Summary
This summary describes the operational data sets used by ESP.
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APPLFILE

The APPLFILE data set contains data about each application generation.

CKPT

The CKPT data set contains information relating to schedule times, event and history data set information, CLASS
activities, automatic data set backup schedule, and tracking information.

COMMQ

The COMMQ data set is a VSAM linear data set used to store information about agent communications.

EVENTSET

The EVENTSET is one or more VSAM KSDS containing event definitions. The data set suffix includes a unique number,
n. The first Event data set has suffix EVENT1, the second, EVENT2, and so forth.

EXH

The optional EXH data set contains ESP WA Restart Option job execution history. The CYBRMALC utility allocates this
data set.

HISTFILE

The HISTFILE is one or more VSAM KSDS used to store historical data.

INDEX

The INDEX data set contains information relating to data set triggering, calendars, global variable tables, passwords, and
encryption keys.

JOBINDEX

The JOBINDEX data set is an index to the most recent jobs and applications that ESP tracks.

JOBSTATS

The JOBSTATS data set is a VSAM KSDS that contains job statistics, job-profiling information, and the number of
instances of each record type to keep.

METRICS

The optional METRICS data set is a VSAM KSDS that contains the collected performance metrics in a variable-length
record format.

NETQUEUE

The NETQUEUE data set is a VSAM linear data set used to support Network Delivery Service (NDS) tracking services.

QUEUE

The QUEUE data set contains job-tracking data. It is also a vehicle for communication between multiple ESP subsystems.
Up to 32 ESP subsystems can share one QUEUE data set.

RESFILE

The RESFILE data set is a VSAM linear data set used to store information about ESP resources (implicit and explicit).

SCHDFILE

The optional SCHDFILE data set is a VSAM data set that provides information to the Consolidated Status Facility (CSF)
about future, scheduled workload. To allocate SCHDFILE, uncomment it in CYBESS01.

TP.CKPT

The TP.CKPT data set contains TP Server tracking information.
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TRAKFILE

The TRAKFILE data set contains short-term job-tracking data about jobs that ESP tracks.

Size Data Sets
When allocating the data sets for ESP to use, consider the size of the data set required and those criteria that might
require you to allocate more space to a data set.

The following sections of this chapter help you determine the size of each data set.

DASD Requirements

The following bullets list the DASD requirements for ESP. The basic recommended size is under each data set. Adapt
each recommendation to the particular circumstances of your site using the information that is provided in the following
topics:

1. APPLFILE
– 2 cyl/1000 jobs

2. CKPT
– 1 cyl

3. COMMQ
– 1 cyl

4. EVENT
– 1 cyl/350 events

5. EXH
– 10 cyl minimum

6. HISTFILE
– 1 cyl/700 jobs stored

7. INDEX
– 1 cyl

8. JOBINDEX
– 2 cyl/400 unique job names tracked

9. JOBSTATS
– 1 cyl/330 unique job profiles

10. METRICS
– 1.7 MB per day

11. NETQUEUE
– 2 cyl

12. QUEUE
– 1 cyl

13. RESFILE
– 4 MB

14. SCHDFILE
– (optional) 2 KB per job in a work data set

15. TRAKFILE
– 20 cyl/4000 tracked jobs
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APPLFILE
The application file data set (APPLFILE) is needed when ESP applications are used. This data set might be shared
among multiple copies of ESP executing on different members of a MAS complex. Determine the name that best suits
your installation standards.

NOTE
The APPFILE data set cannot be encrypted using the z/OS data set encryption.

CSF and Application Monitor use information from APPLFILE to help you monitor and control workload.

Space Requirements

The APPLFILE is a non-VSAM data set, internally formatted into 4 KB (default) or larger slots that are managed on a
wrap-around basis. The data set must be allocated contiguous space. The more space allocated to the APPLFILE, the
longer individual application information is retained before a slot needs to be reused. The size of the APPLFILE varies
depending on the:

• Number of applications you run.
• Number of jobs in each application.
• Number of job relationships specified.
• Number of resources specified.
• Use of ESP procedure caching.

Distributed workload specifications require more space than z/OS job specifications. We recommend that you allocate at
least 40 cylinders. If you use very large applications, you probably require more space. Use the following information to
estimate your needs.

Each logical record (an Application Tracking Record [ATR]) consists of one or more complete slots. The slots are not
necessarily contiguous. The space required for a single record can be estimated as follows:

• Each ATR records the information for a single generation of a specific application. Use this formula to calculate its size:
436 bytes + 432 bytes per workload object + 24 bytes per related job pair + 24 bytes per subapplication.

• Additional information is stored in an ATR, but much of it is difficult to estimate because its length varies. Additional
information includes
– Data set names for procedure libraries.
– JCL libraries.
– Documentation libraries.
– Additional data required for distributed workload objects, such as an Agent name.

• Add 10% to 25% to the calculated size to get a final estimate that is reasonable in most cases. Use the larger figure for
applications with significant distributed content.

• Add an additional amount to allow for wasted space in each record's final slot, which averages to half a slot. The
default slot size for the APPLFILE is 4096 bytes, but you can increase it to 16384 bytes maximum in 4096 byte
increments.

Usage Messages

When APPLFILE usage levels exceed predetermined thresholds, the following warning messages are issued:

2035W Slot file, Dsn=x.y.z, is nn% full

2036W Slot file, Dsn=x.y.z, usage is down to nn%

The displayed percentage can be any value between 40 and 100.
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Procedure Caching

If you are planning to use ESP procedure caching or the TEMPPROC event definition command, allocate additional space
to the APPLFILE. A cached copy of an ESP procedure is stored in the application data set in the Procedure Caching
Record (PCR). One PCR in a 4 KB slot APPLFILE can keep approximately 50 lines of a cached ESP procedure.

The PCR lets you keep an original cached copy of an ESP procedure after restarting ESP. The Application Tracking
Record (ATR) refers to the PCR.

Rerun Jobs in Completed Applications

To rerun jobs in a completed application, the Application Tracking Record (ATR) in the APPLFILE data set must be intact.
If any of the slots of the application's ATR have been reused by a new application, the rerun request will fail with an error
message.

If you are planning to rerun jobs in completed applications, consider allocating additional space to the APPLFILE.
However, keep in mind that the following considerations also affect whether jobs in a completed application can be rerun:

• Pattern of application completions
• Number and size of the applications created after an application completed
• How long users wait before rerunning a completed application

The older the ATR, the likelier that its slots will get reused. When an application is complete, the ATR's slots are
released, making them available for new applications.

• Fragmentation of the APPLFILE
The more fragmented the APPLFILE, the likelier that released slots of a recently completed application will get
reassigned to a new application. Fragmentation occurs when new applications are allocated non-contiguous slots
because of slot reuse over time.

NOTE
Jobs in a completed application cannot be rerun if the application-descriptor- index entry (ADXE) for the
specified generation of the application is no longer available in the JOBINDEX data set.

Initialization Parameter

Code the APPLFILE initialization parameter to specify your application data set.

Backup Facilities

There are no specific backup facilities for this data set.

CKPT
A unique checkpoint data set (CKPT) is required for each ESP subsystem. It stores, for example, scheduled times, Event
and history data set information, CLASS activities, automatic data set backup schedule, and tracking information.

NOTE
The CKPT data set cannot be encrypted using the z/OS data set encryption.

The checkpoint data set is reformatted on a cold start.

You must specify checkpointed information in the cold start initialization parameters member ESPCOLD or enter the
commands after each cold start. ESPCOLD is described in Initialization Parameter Data Set Members.
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Space Requirements

The data set must reside on a device whose control unit supports the Define Extent and Locate Record channel
commands. All 3990 and later class-control units satisfy this requirement, but only some models of 3880 class controllers
do (3880 controllers cannot attach 3390 drives).

You should initially define the checkpoint data set as a single cylinder. If one cylinder is insufficient (for example, if you
experience insufficient space errors), define a bigger checkpoint data set. There is no limit to the checkpoint data set's
size, except that two buffers will exist in virtual storage; therefore, virtual memory must be available for the buffers.

The checkpoint data set must be allocated as one contiguous extent. ESP cannot process multiple extents.

Usage Messages

When Checkpoint (CKPT) file usage levels exceed predetermined thresholds, the following warning message is issued:

1070W File <percent>% full, Dsn=<data.set.name>
<percent> specifies the CKPT file usage percentage value
<data.set.name> specifies the CKPT file data set name

Message 1070W is issued to the JESMSGLG when ESP detects file usage has gone above any of the following
thresholds: 50 percent, 70 percent, 90 percent, and 99 percent. File usage checks occur after a warm start and each time
a file write occurs.

Alternatively, when file usage drops below the predetermined thresholds, the following informational message is issued:

1071I File usage is down to <percent>%, Dsn=<data.set.name>
<percent> specifies the CKPT file usage percentage value
<data.set.name> specifies the CKPT file data set name

Initialization Parameter

Code the CKPT initialization parameter to specify your checkpoint data set.

COMMQ
The agent communications data set (COMMQ) is a VSAM linear data set that stores information about agent
communications and about HISTFILE updates tracked by the Report Server. If your installation does not use agents or
track HISTFILE updates using the Report Server, then you do not need to define this data set.

ESPCOM stores its status information in the COMMQ data set. The COMMQ data set also contains agent command
information.

Space Requirements

We recommend a primary allocation of 20 cylinders.

Initialization Parameter

Code the COMMQ initialization parameter to specify the name of the checkpoint data set that ESPCOM uses.

Backup Facilities

The communication checkpoint data set is too volatile for a backup to be of use. If the data set is lost or destroyed, define
a new one, if required, and then restart ESP with PARM=CQFORMAT. Unprocessed and unsent messages will be lost.
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EVENTSET
The event set data set (EVENTSET) is used to maintain ESP events. One event data set is required and is usually
sufficient, but you might need additional ones. After reviewing the Programming Guide, determine if multiple event data
sets are required to support the users at your site.

The event data set is a VSAM data set (KSDS).

Space Requirements

Events can vary in size depending on their complexity. An allocation of one cylinder accommodates roughly 350 events.

This data set contains one record for each event defined. The records consist of a fixed portion and a variable portion,
depending on the actual event definition. The main items in the variable portion are

• Schedule definitions (including NOSCHED definitions)
• Action items (for example, procedure invocations, ESP or z/OS commands)
• Comments
• Event-level sensor definitions using the WOBTRIG command

Estimate the size as follows:

252 bytes
+ 120 bytes per schedule definition 
+ (88 + workload object name length) bytes per WOBTRIG command 
+ (8 + text length) bytes per action 
+ (6 + text length) bytes per comment

Usage Messages

The event file is a VSAM key-sequenced data set (KSDS). For VSAM KSDS files, a warning message is issued to the
JESMSGLG file each time data component CI (Control Interval) usage or data component CA (Control Area) usage goes
above 50 percent, 70 percent, 90 percent, and 99 percent. This usage excludes CA usage for a single one cylinder data
component extent, as it is always 100 percent. A warning message is issued each time a new data component extent is
added to the file.

If CI or CA VSAM KSDS file data component usage goes above the predetermined thresholds, the following warning
message is issued:

1072W <ci_percent>% CI usage, <ca_percent>% CA usage, <extents> extent{s}, Dsn=<dsname>
<ci_percent> specifies the percent of used CIs in the VSAM KSDS data component.
<ca_percent> specifies the percent of used CAs in the VSAM KSDS data component.
<extents> specifies the number of extents in the VSAM KSDS data component.
<dsname> specifies the VSAM KSDS data component data set name.

If a new VSAM KSDS data component extent is created, the following warning message is issued:

1072W <ci_percent>% CI usage, <ca_percent>% CA usage, <extents>{st|nd|rd|th} extent added,
Dsn=<dsname>

{st|nd|rd|th} specifies the first|second|third|fourth (or beyond) extent.

Initialization Parameter

Code the EVENTSET initialization parameter to specify your event data set.
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Backup Facilities

ESP can internally back up and recover the event data set. The backup data set is a cataloged, non-VSAM data set given
a primary space allocation that is roughly 50% of the size of the corresponding Event definition data set and a secondary
allocation of 10%.

You do not need to specify DCB attributes for this data set. Backups are automatically taken at the scheduled event data
set scan time (SCANTIME), as coded in your initialization parameter cold member.

EXH
You need the Execution History (EXH) data set only if you use ESP WA Restart Option. This slotted data set is the
repository for information about jobs ESP WA Restart Option tracked for restart and rerun purposes.

NOTE
The EXH data set cannot be encrypted using the z/OS data set encryption.

To allocate and format the ESP WA Restart Option EXH data set, run CYBRMALC from the sample library
(prefix.CD7YJCL).

• Specify the KEEP count, which is the maximum number of occurrences of each job group to be kept on the EXH data
set.

• Specify the size of the index or use the default (40). The index points to the job data records.
• Change @EXHFILE to the name of your EXH data set.
• Replace the @NUMCYLS by the number of cylinders to be allocated.
• Change @LOADLIB to the name of your CD7YLOAD library.

Space Requirements

There are two approaches to determining the size of the EXH data set: testing and calculation.

Test to Determine EXH Data Set's Size

The testing approach involves creating an EXH data set with an arbitrary amount of space. After using the data set during
a test period, you create a new EXH data set based on how much space your jobs require.

Follow these steps:

1. Allocate an EXH data set with 200 cylinders of space and run utility CYBRMALC to initialize the EXH data set with 200
index slots.

2. During a test period, run utility CYBRMANA to track EXH data set usage.
3. When you have determined the size you need for your EXH data set, allocate a new EXH data set with the correct size

and run utility CYBRMALC to initialize the EXH data set with the correct number of index slots.
4. Run utility CYBRMCPY to copy the old EXH data set allocated in step 1 to the new EXH data set allocated in step 3.

WARNING
Keep the old EXH data set until the new EXH data set is successfully activated. Broadcom Support may need
the old and the new EXH data set to help you solve any problems.

Calculate the EXH Data Set's Size

Estimating the size of your EXH data set is not an exact science because the size of jobs (number of steps, DD
statements, data set names, and others) differs. Here are some guidelines:
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• The EXH data set is a slotted file, formatted into 4K slots.
• The file contains three to five slots for system information, followed by a certain number of index slots as specified by

the user at allocation time.
• The index is followed by the job data records. Every job data record uses at least one slot and for very large jobs it will

use more than one slot.

Sample EXH Data Set Calculation

Given 1000 unique job names run a day, of which 800 are average (one slot) jobs and 200 are very large jobs (10 slots),
the KEEP count is 4.

Sample Size of Index Calculation

The first instance of a unique job name takes 48 bytes in the index. Subsequent instances take 32 bytes.

There are 3960 usable bytes per index slot.

Based on a scenario of 1000 unique job names active within your organization:

48 bytes x 1000 jobs = 48,000

48,000 / 3960 = 13 slots

Add a safety factor of approximately 50% giving an index count of 20.

Calculation of EXH Data Set Size

Index record = (4K x 20) +

Job data records for storing average jobs = 4(4K x 1 x 800) +

Job data records for storing very large jobs on the 
EXH data set = 4(4k x 10 x 200)

= 44,880k

Convert to Number of Cylinders

48k per track (44,880/48 = 935 tracks)

1 cylinder = 15trks (935/15) = 62 cylinders

NOTE
The space per track and the number of tracks per cylinder can be different depending on the type of DASD you
use.

Initialization Parameter

Code the EXHFILE parameter to specify your EXH data set.

HISTFILE
The history file (HISTFILE) data sets store job history and application history records. Job history records are more
concise than tracking data set records but are stored for a longer time. Usually, one history data set is sufficient.

Job tracking definitions specify where job history data should be written.

Application tracking definitions specify whether selected application history records are written to a history file and to
which history file they are written.
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HISTFILE is a VSAM KSDS data set with extended addressability capabilities.

Space Requirements

Space requirements depend on the number of application generations and job executions the history data set is expected
to maintain. The history data set contains the following records:

• One record (592 bytes, fixed length) for each individual job instance an ESP subsystem tracks.
• One record (256 bytes, fixed length) for each completed application generation.

The space calculation is as follows:

Space Required (in cylinders)

= (100 x reclen x numrecs) / (blksize x blkcyl x (100 - freespace) )

reclen -- Record length

numrecs -- Number of records

blksize -- Block size in bytes

blkcyl -- Blocks per cylinder

freespace -- Percent free space

For example, assume that you run 1000 jobs per day and 100 applications per day (including reruns) and you want to
keep the history data for 30 days. Keeping the history for 30 days requires 30,000 job records and 3,000 application
records. Assuming that blksize is 16,384 bytes (16K), blkcyl is 45, and freespace is 30%, the calculation is as follows:

Space required for jobs

= (100 x 592 x 30,000) / (16,384 x 45 x (100 - 30) )

= 35 cylinders (rounded up)

Space required for applications

= (100 x 256 x 3,000) / (16,384 x 45 x (100 - 30) )

= 2 cylinders (rounded up)

In this case, you require about 37 cylinders, minimum, to store the jobs and applications.

You could also archive or delete historical data at regular intervals to free up space.

Usage Messages

The history file is a VSAM key-sequenced data set (KSDS). For VSAM KSDS files, a warning message is issued to the
JESMSGLG file each time data component CI (Control Interval) usage or data component CA (Control Area) usage goes
above 50 percent, 70 percent, 90 percent, and 99 percent. This usage excludes CA usage for a single one cylinder data
component extent, as it is always 100 percent. A warning message is issued each time a new data component extent is
added to the file.

If VSAM KSDS data component CI or CA usage goes above the predetermined thresholds, the following warning
message is issued:

1072W <ci_percent>% CI usage, <ca_percent>% CA usage, <extents> extent{s}, Dsn=<dsname>
<ci_percent> specifies the percent of used CIs in the VSAM KSDS data component.
<ca_percent> specifies the percent of used CAs in the VSAM KSDS data component.
<extents> specifies the number of extents in the VSAM KSDS data component.
<dsname> specifies the VSAM KSDS data component data set name.

If a new VSAM KSDS data component extent is created, the following warning message is issued:
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1072W <ci_percent>% CI usage, <ca_percent>% CA usage, <extents>{st|nd|rd|th} extent added,
Dsn=<dsname>

{st|nd|rd|th} specifies the first|second|third|fourth (or beyond) extent.

Initialization Parameter

Code the HISTFILE initialization parameter to specify your history data set.

Backup Facilites

ESP can internally back up and recover history data sets. The backup data set is a cataloged, non-VSAM data set given a
primary space allocation that is roughly 50% of the size of the corresponding history data set and a secondary allocation
of 10%. You do not need to specify DCB attributes for this data set.

Backups are automatically taken at a scheduled time specified in the BACKUPTIME keyword on the HISTFILE
initialization parameter. Enter an ESP schedule statement (like 6:00 am DAILY) if you want automatic history data set
backup.

INDEX
The index data set (INDEX) contains information about;

• Calendars
• Global variable tables
• Password entries
• Cryptkey entries
• Symbolic variables in SYMLIB
• Data set triggers

INDEX is a VSAM data set (KSDS).

Space Requirements

Use the following table to calculate the space required for the index data set. A one-cylinder allocation should be sufficient
for most sites using a small number of global variable tables and symbolic variables in SYMLIB.

Data element Size for each data element

Calendar 112 bytes + 32 bytes per holiday or special day
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Global-variable table Consists of a 160-byte header that describes the table and
individual items.
Each item is composed of
Variable, composed of
- A 20-byte name element (NEL)
- A one-byte name length followed by the item name
- An attribute element (AEL).
If the length of the variable current value is four bytes or less, the
AEL is 40 bytes long; if the current value length is greater than
four bytes, the AEL size is 40 bytes plus the length of the current
value, rounded up to next multiple of eight.
Trigger target, which has a trigger element (TEL). A TEL refers to
either an Event trigger or a WOB trigger.
- The TEL for an Event trigger is 60 bytes
- The TEL for an WOB trigger is 44 bytes
Variable and trigger combination, which has a 16-byte trigger link
element (TLL)

Password Approximately 200 bytes per password

Cryptkey Approximately 100 bytes per cryptkey

Symbolic variable in SYMLIB Zero or more 120-byte symbol table records (STR) per Event (one
per SYMLIB definition)
One or more 60-byte symbol library records (SLIB) per STR

Data set trigger For data set trigger records, the key consists of the first eight
characters of the data set name. A single index record indexes
all data sets having the same first eight characters. The record
consists of a fixed-header portion followed by a variable portion
for each of the data sets with the same first eight characters. If
there are more data sets than will fit into a single VSAM record,
continuation index records are created, up to 255 index records for
an eight-byte name prefix.
To estimate data set trigger space requirements
Assume one index record for each unique eight-byte prefix.
Add the requisite number of index record headers for any prefixes
including enough data set names to require extension records.
You need to know local data set naming conventions and volume
to produce a reasonably accurate estimate.
The fixed portion of each index data set trigger record requires
84 bytes. You must add a variable portion for each additional
data set represented by that eight-byte name prefix. The length
of this variable portion can vary significantly, depending on the
type of data set trigger (Event or application level, FTP, explicit
or other) and the options specified (for example, SAF and FTP
user ID requested, FTP host name requested, count specified).
The maximum possible size for the variable portion is 217 bytes,
which is needed when the host TCP/IP name is requested for an
FTP trigger; it will occupy up to 101 bytes. The best approach is to
estimate sizes for FTP and non-FTP triggers separately, taking an
average size for each kind.

Usage Messages

The index file is a VSAM key-sequenced data set (KSDS). For VSAM KSDS files, a warning message is issued to the
JESMSGLG file each time data component CI (Control Interval) usage or data component CA (Control Area) usage goes
above 50 percent, 70 percent, 90 percent, and 99 percent. This usage excludes CA usage for a single one cylinder data
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component extent, as it is always 100 percent. A warning message is issued each time a new data component extent is
added to the file.

If CI or CA VSAM KSDS file data component usage goes above the predetermined thresholds, the following warning
message is issued:

1072W <ci_percent>% CI usage, <ca_percent>% CA usage, <extents> extent{s}, Dsn=<dsname>
<ci_percent> specifies the percent of used CIs in the VSAM KSDS data component.
<ca_percent> specifies the percent of used CAs in the VSAM KSDS data component.
<extents> specifies the number of extents in the VSAM KSDS data component.
<dsname> specifies the VSAM KSDS data component data set name.

If a new VSAM KSDS data component extent is created, the following warning message is issued:

1072W <ci_percent>% CI usage, <ca_percent>% CA usage, <extents>{st|nd|rd|th} extent added,
Dsn=<dsname>

{st|nd|rd|th} specifies the first|second|third|fourth (or beyond) extent.

Initialization Parameter

Code the INDEX initialization parameter to specify your index data set.

Backup Facilities 

ESP backs up and recovers the index data set by using the BKUPINDX command or initialization parameter. The backup
data set is a cataloged, non-VSAM data set given a primary space allocation that is roughly 50% of the size of the index
data set and a secondary allocation of 10%. DCB attributes do not need to be specified for this data set.

JOBINDEX
The job index data set (JOBINDEX) is a VSAM data set (KSDS) that contains:

• Tracking definitions and an index to the most recent jobs and application generations being tracked by ESP
• Pointers to the TRAFKILE and APPLFILE

CSF and Application Monitor use information from JOBINDEX to help you monitor and control workload.

Space Requirements

Space allocation depends on the number of unique job names and associated ancestor jobs that ESP tracks, and the
number of pnodes and tracking model definitions.

You should allocate one cylinder plus an additional cylinder for every 400 unique job names that ESP tracks. On average,
an installation that runs 10,000 unique jobs daily requires 26 cylinders.

The important records in this data set are the index records for the jobs and the applications being tracked. There
are a few other items in the data set, their size being negligible compared to the job and application data. Both job
and application index records consist of a fixed portion, plus an additional portion for each job execution instance or
application generation (as defined by the INDEX option in the DEFTM command and the APPL statements).

Usage Messages

The jobindex file is a VSAM key-sequenced data set (KSDS). For VSAM KSDS files, a warning message is issued to the
JESMSGLG file each time data component CI (Control Interval) usage or data component CA (Control Area) usage goes
above 50 percent, 70 percent, 90 percent, and 99 percent. This usage excludes CA usage for a single one cylinder data
component extent, as it is always 100 percent. A warning message is issued each time a new data component extent is
added to the file.
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If VSAM KSDS data component CI or CA usage goes above the predetermined thresholds, the following warning
message is issued:

1072W <ci_percent>% CI usage, <ca_percent>% CA usage, <extents> extent{s}, Dsn=<dsname>
<ci_percent> specifies the percent of used CIs in the VSAM KSDS data component.
<ca_percent> specifies the percent of used CAs in the VSAM KSDS data component.
<extents> specifies the number of extents in the VSAM KSDS data component.
<dsname> specifies the VSAM KSDS data component data set name.

If a new VSAM KSDS data component extent is created, the following warning message is issued:

1072W <ci_percent>% CI usage, <ca_percent>% CA usage, <extents>{st|nd|rd|th} extent added,
Dsn=<dsname>

{st|nd|rd|th} specifies the first|second|third|fourth (or beyond) extent.

Job Index (J) Record

136 bytes + 152 bytes per job execution instance

Application Index (B) Rcord

132 bytes + 124 bytes per application generation

Initialization Parameter

Code the JOBINDEX initialization parameter to specify your jobindex data set.

Backup Facilities

ESP backs up and recovers the jobindex data set by using the BKUPJNDX command or initialization parameter. The
backup data set is a cataloged, non-VSAM data set given a primary space allocation that is roughly 50% of the size of the
jobindex data set and a secondary allocation of 10%. You do not need to specify DCB attributes for this data set.

JOBSTATS
The jobstats data set (JOBSTATS) is a VSAM data set (KSDS) that contains:

• Job statistics
• Job-profiling information
• Number of instances of each record type to keep

Space Requirements

Space allocation depends on the number of unique job names that start from ESP applications, and the number of job
profiles that are active.

You should allocate one cylinder plus an additional cylinder for every 330 unique job names or 330 unique job profile
names. On average, an installation that runs 10,000 unique ESP jobs daily requires 30 cylinders.

Both job and profiling records consist of a fixed portion, plus an additional portion for each job execution instance.

Usage Messages

The jobstats file is a VSAM key-sequenced data set (KSDS). For VSAM KSDS files, a warning message is issued to the
JESMSGLG file each time data component CI (Control Interval) usage or data component CA (Control Area) usage goes
above 50 percent, 70 percent, 90 percent, and 99 percent. This usage excludes CA usage for a single one cylinder data
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component extent, as it is always 100 percent. A warning message is issued each time a new data component extent is
added to the file.

If CI or CA VSAM KSDS file data component usage goes above the predetermined thresholds, the following warning
message is issued:

1072W <ci_percent>% CI usage, <ca_percent>% CA usage, <extents> extent{s}, Dsn=<dsname>
<ci_percent> specifies the percent of used CIs in the VSAM KSDS data component.
<ca_percent> specifies the percent of used CAs in the VSAM KSDS data component.
<extents> specifies the number of extents in the VSAM KSDS data component.
<dsname> specifies the VSAM KSDS data component data set name.

If a new VSAM KSDS data component extent is created, the following warning message is issued:

1072W <ci_percent>% CI usage, <ca_percent>% CA usage, <extents>{st|nd|rd|th} extent added,
Dsn=<dsname>

{st|nd|rd|th} specifies the first|second|third|fourth (or beyond) extent.

Job Statistics (J) Record

216 bytes + 168 bytes per job execution instance

Job Profile (P) Record

216 bytes + 168 bytes per job execution instance

Initialization Parameter

Code the JOBSTATS initialization parameetr to specify your jobsets data set.

Backup Facilities

ESP backs up and recovers the jobstats data set by using the BKUPJSTS command or initialization parameter. The back-
up data set is a cataloged, non-VSAM data set given a primary space allocation that is roughly 50% of the size of the
jobstats data set, and has a secondary allocation of 10%. You do not need to specify DCB attributes for this data set.

METRICS
The metrics log file (METRICS) is a VSAM data set (KSDS) that contains:

• Collected metrics in a variable-length record format
• Date and time of the collection period
• System ID of the ESP subsystem where the metrics were retrieved
• Collection interval of the metrics in minutes

Space Requirements

The following examples show how to calculate the space requirements for the LOGFILENAME and SIZE operands in the
METRICS initialization parameter or command.

LOGFILENAME

The LOGFILENAME(dsn) operand specifies the name of the data set that is used for recording the metrics. The data set
name must reference a VSAM KSDS that is allocated with an IDCAMS DEFINE statement.
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The performance metrics are relatively small records (less than 250 bytes). Approximately, 30 records are stored
each time that the performance metrics are recorded. Therefore, the size of the file for a day's worth of records is
approximately:

Size = 200 (bytes / record) * 30 (rec/freqintvl) * f (freqintvl / hour) * 24

Therefore, if Interval equals 1 and Frequency equals 5, 12 groups of records are written each hour. The space that is
required is then:

Size = 200 * 30 * 12 * 24

= 1,728,000 bytes

~= 1.7 MB per day

An IBM 3390 disk drive holds roughly 800,000 bytes per cylinder so the daily requirement for the preceding example is
roughly two cylinders.

If you record metrics every half hour, then the storage that is required is much less:

Size = 200 * 30 * 2 * 24

= 288,000 bytes

SIZE

The SIZE(ss) operand specifies the number of repository update intervals to be retained in the main storage repository.
The range is 1-120 with a default of 60. The SIZE operand must be the FREQUENCY operand plus 1 (as a minimum
value). The range for the FREQUENCY operand is 0-30 with a default of 5. A value of zero indicates that information is
not written to the metrics log file.

Storage = SIZE * 200 bytes / metric * 30 metrics active

= 60 * 200 * 30

= 360,000 bytes

Usage Messages

The metrics file is a VSAM key-sequenced data set (KSDS). For VSAM KSDS files, a warning message is issued to the
JESMSGLG file each time data component CI (Control Interval) usage or data component CA (Control Area) usage goes
above 50 percent, 70 percent, 90 percent, and 99 percent. This usage excludes CA usage for a single one cylinder data
component extent, as it is always 100 percent. A warning message is issued each time a new data component extent is
added to the file.

If VSAM KSDS data component CI or CA usage goes above the predetermined thresholds, the following warning
message is issued:

1072W <ci_percent>% CI usage, <ca_percent>% CA usage, <extents> extent{s}, Dsn=<dsname>
<ci_percent> specifies the percent of used CIs in the VSAM KSDS data component.
<ca_percent> specifies the percent of used CAs in the VSAM KSDS data component.
<extents> specifies the number of extents in the VSAM KSDS data component.
<dsname> specifies the VSAM KSDS data component data set name.

If a new VSAM KSDS data component extent is created, the following warning message is issued:

1072W <ci_percent>% CI usage, <ca_percent>% CA usage, <extents>{st|nd|rd|th} extent added,
Dsn=<dsname>

{st|nd|rd|th} specifies the first|second|third|fourth (or beyond) extent.
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NETQUEUE
The NETQUEUE data set is a VSAM LINEAR data set used to store job-tracking records when a Network Delivery
Service (NDS) tracking service internodal transmit or receive request is made. ESP stores job-tracking records regardless
of whether a connection between the local and remote ESP subsystems currently exists.

When the ESP subsystem on the remote node confirms receipt of an internodal job-tracking record, the transmit record is
purged from the NETQUEUE data set. A received internodal job-tracking record is purged from the NETQUEUE data set
after the local ESP subsystem has written the record to its checkpoint data set.

NOTE
The NETQUEUE data set cannot be encrypted using the z/OS data set encryption.

Space Requirements

The amount of space specified in the example is two cylinders, providing approximately one megabyte of 3380-E storage.
The secondary allocation of one cylinder allows for expansion if required.

QUEUE
The QUEUE data set contains job-tracking data to preserve the current state of an ESP subsystem and allow data to
pass between a master subsystem and its associated proxy subsystems. DCB attributes are not required for this data set
because ESP sets them internally. QUEUE is a non-VSAM data set.

The QUEUE data set has a record of Abended Job Information (available with the DAB command) and information on
jobs in the Input, Execute, and Output pnodes.

NOTE

• The QUEUE data set is always required, even if you are using XCF tracking and data set triggering services.
• The QUEUE data set cannot be encrypted using the z/OS data set encryption.

Space Requirements

Initially, you should define the QUEUE data set as a single cylinder. If one cylinder is insufficient (for example, if you
experience insufficient space errors), define a bigger QUEUE data set. If you require a larger data set, the following rules
apply:

• The data set must reside on a device whose control unit supports the Define Extent and Locate Record channel
commands. All 3390 and later class-control units satisfy this requirement, but only some models of 3880 class
controllers do (3880 controllers cannot attach 3390 drives).

• If the data set is shared, the maximum usable size is limited to approximately 2.4 M. The exact limit is calculated
during formatting, and the lesser of the limit and the allocated space is formatted and used.

Usage Messages

When Queue (QUEUE) file usage levels exceed predetermined thresholds, the following warning message is issued:

1070W File <percent>% full, Dsn=<data.set.name>
<percent> specifies the QUEUE file usage percentage value
<data.set.name> specifies the QUEUE file data set name

Message 1070W is issued to the JESMSGLG when ESP detects file usage has gone above any of the following
thresholds: 50 percent, 70 percent, 90 percent, and 99 percent. File usage checks occur after a warm start and each time
a file write occurs.

Alternatively, when file usage drops below the predetermined thresholds, the following informational message is issued:
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1071I File usage is down to <percent>%, Dsn=<data.set.name>
<percent> specifies the QUEUE file usage percentage value
<data.set.name> specifies the QUEUE file data set name

Initialization Parameter

Code the QUEUE initialization parameter to specify your QUEUE data set.

RESFILE
The resource data set (RESFILE) is a VSAM linear data set used to store information about resources. The resource data
set contains the following classes of information:

• System topology
• Resource definition, both explicit and implicit
• Jobs

Space Requirements

We recommend that you specify a minimum of 4 MB.

To calculate the size for a resource data set, you need to know

• The numbers and kinds of resources to be managed.
• The maximum number of jobs that the resource manager is expected to manage at any point in time.
• The job's resource requirements.

NOTE
When the resource data set runs out of space, ESP automatically tries to expand the file up to 4 MB per session.
The expansion will succeed only if the VSAM data set was allocated with sufficient amount of space; therefore,
we recommend that you specify secondary extent size during the file allocation.

Control Blocks

The resource data set contains a number of control blocks. The sizes, in bytes, of each of these control blocks are as
follows:

 Control Block  Size (Bytes) 
Data set header block (ResFHB)
1 in total

312 + 4 x maxRES
+ 4 x maxCPU

Node descriptor (ResFND)
1 per node

152  

CPU descriptor (ResFCD)
1 per CPU

168  

Resource descriptor (ResFRD)
1 per resource

120 + 4 x maxCPU

Resource counter (ResFRC)
1 for each ENTERPRISE resource
1 per node for each GLOBAL resource
1 per CPU for each LOCAL resource

72  

Job descriptor (ResFJD)
1 per job being managed *

176 + TDR + parameters
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Requested resource (ResFRR)
1 per resource per job *

48  

Device list (ResFDL)
1 per resource counter for real resources

48 + 8 x number of specified devices

Resource UCB list (ResMUE)
1 per UCB per FDL

8  

Enqueue descriptor (ResFED) 66 + average name length x number of unique
defined names

Enqueue request (ResFER) 64 x number of active jobs with enqueue
requests * average number of requests per
job

* The ResFJD and ResFRR vary dynamically as the system is executing.

There is one ResFED for every unique name for which at least one ENQUEUE request exists -- including both those
explicitly defined by an ENQUEUE statement and those implicitly defined by NOTWITH statements and the ENQSELF
command or initialization parameter. The length of the control blocks varies, consisting of a fixed 66-byte header plus
the name. The maximum length of the name is 132 bytes. Names generated by the NOTWITH/ENQSELF feature have a
defined format discussed in the "Specifying mutually exclusive run requirements" section of the User Guide. The names
resulting from explicit ENQUEUE statements can be any length with a maximum of 132 bytes.

There is one ResFER for each ENQUEUE request (explicit or implicit) in any active job. The ResFER control blocks are a
fixed length of 64 bytes.

In addition to these directly specified names, there are control blocks for phantom enqueue names. They are specific
names that are implied by a directly specified name including wildcards. For example, a NOTWITH statement referring to
a job in a given application with no generation specified generates

• An entry for the specified generic name
• Phantom entries for currently active generations of that application

 Note: All these control blocks are dynamically created and deleted, according to the actual workload on the system.
When attempting to estimate the data set size, you must realistically estimate the peak workload.

In addition to the main control blocks described above, the resource data set provides a home for more transient data,
including request blocks used to pass requests to the Resource Manager and return the results. These can be safely
ignored for overall data set sizing purposes.

Job Descriptors

Of particular concern are the job descriptors, which, in addition to the basic job data, contain:

• The TDR used for scheduling the job
• The Event parameters
• Other optional data items

The TDR itself is 224 bytes long; the other items vary in length. A regularly scheduled Event has 24 bytes of basic Event
parameters plus

• 10 to 18 bytes of triggering information if the Event was manually triggered
• From 18 bytes up to over 100 bytes if the Event was activated by a data set trigger
• Space for the USER1 to USER4 options if they are specified
• Optionally, space for

– An inforec number
– Application tag and resubmission data

• Any symbolic variables associated with the job
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Initialization Parameter

Code the RESFILE initialization parameter to specify your resource data set.

Examples of RESFILE Size Calculation

Example 1

 Assumptions 

• 200 resources are to be managed:
– 3 have ENTERPRISE scope
– 47 have GLOBAL scope
– 150 have LOCAL scope with three of these local resources being real resources

• The maximum number of jobs being managed concurrently by the resource manager is 1500.
• Each job being managed requests, on average, four resources.
• All the jobs are of the regularly scheduled variety, with

– No USERn parameters
– No inforec data
– No tag or symbolic variables

• There are 10 CPUs, split among four nodes, in the installation.
• The values of maxCPU and maxRES are set to 15 and 250 to allow for expansion.
• The average number of devices per real resource is two.
• The average number of UCBs per device list is 16.

Calculation

This setup would require an estimated resource data set size of

312 + (4 * 250) + (4 * 15) + (152 * 4) + (168 * 10)

+ ((120 + (4 * 15)) * 200) + (72 * ctrs)

+ ((176 + 224 + 24) * 1500) + (48 * 4 * 1500) + ((48 + (8 * 2)) * rctr)

+ (8 * 16 * rctr)

= (3660 + 157752 + 925920 + 3840)

= 1091172 bytes

where ctrs = (3 + (4 * 47) + (10 * 150)) = 1691 and is the number of resource counters, and rctr = (10 * 3) = 30 and is the
number of real resource counters.

Calculation Explained

 

 Control Block  Assumption  Value  Calculation  Total 
maxRes 250 312 + (4 * 250) 1312Data set header
maxCPU 15 (4 * 15) 60

Node descriptor nodes 4 (152 * 4) 608
CPU descriptor CPU 10 (168 * 10) 1680
Resource descriptor maxCPU 15 ((120 + (4 * 15)) * 200) 36000
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Resources 200
ENTERPRISE 3 (3 +
GLOBAL 47 (4 * 47) +
nodes 4  
LOCAL 150 (10 * 150) )
CPU 10  

Resource counter

 * 72)

121752

Job descriptor maximum number of jobs 1500 ((176 + 224 + 24) × 1500) 636000
maximum number of jobs 1500Requested resource
average resource
requested

4
(48 * 4 * 1500) 288000

average device per real
resource

2 ((48 + (8 * 2) *Device list

real resource 3 (3 * 10))

1920

average number of UCB
per device

16 (8 * 16 *Resource UCB

real resource 3 (3 * 10))

3840

Total 1091172

This estimate should be increased by a factor of at least 50%, to allow for

• Transient data
• Unexpected peaks in activity
• Fragmentation
• Natural expansion

A size of 1.6 MB would be a reasonable starting point for this example.

Increase the resource data set if a significant number of jobs are expected

• To be triggered manually
• To be triggered via DSTRIG logic
• To have associated symbolic variables

This example demonstrates that a reasonably accurate size estimation for a resource data set depends on a good
understanding of the environment to be managed. In the absence of detailed information, you must err on the safe side.
It is better to have some wasted space in the data set than to have ESP terminate because the resource manager cannot
obtain space to store a new entity.

Example 2

 Assumptions 

• 9000 resources are to be managed, all of them global, with no real resources.
• The maximum number of jobs being managed concurrently by the resource manager is 2000.
• Each job being managed requests, on average, 20 resources.
• All the jobs are of the regularly scheduled variety, with
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– No USERn parameters
– No inforec data
– No tag or symbolic variables

• A single node with two CPUs.
• The values of maxCPU and maxRES are set to 4 and 10000 to allow for expansion.

 Calculations 

This setup would require an estimated resource data set size of

312 + (4 * 10000) + (4 * 4) + 152 + (168 * 2)

+ ((120 + (4 * 4)) * 9000) + (72 * 9000)

+ ((176 + 224 + 24) * 2000) + (48 * 20 * 2000)

= (40816 + 1872000 + 2768000)

= 4680816 bytes

Calculation Explained

 

 Control Block  Assumption  Value  Calculation  Total 
maxRes 10000 312 + (4 * 10000) 40312Data set header
maxCPU 4 (4 * 4) 16

Node descriptor nodes 1 (152 * 1) 152
CPU descriptor CPU 2 (168 * 2) 336

maxCPU 4Resource descriptor
Resources 9000

((120 + (4 * 4)) * 9000) 1224000

ENTERPRISE 0 (0 +  
GLOBAL 9000   
nodes 1 (1 * 9000) +  
LOCAL 0   
CPU 2 (2 * 0) )  

Resource counter

 * 72) 648000
Job descriptor maximum number of jobs 2000 ((176 + 224 + 24) * 2000) 848000

maximum number of jobs 2000Requested resource
average resource
requested

20
(48 * 20 * 2000) 1920000

average device per real
resource

0 ((48 + (8 * 0) *Device list

real resource 0 (0 * 10))

0

average number of UCB
per device

0 (8 * 0 *Resource UCB

real resource 0 (0 * 10))

0

Total 4680816

In this case, applying an adjustment of approximately 50% gives a reasonable initial estimate of 7 MB for this data set.
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Comments on Examples

The most significant factors affecting the overall size of the data set are:

• The total number of defined resources
• The peak number of jobs being managed concurrently by the resource manager
• The number of resource requests made by each of these jobs

The first of these factors is the major influence on the base (static) data set size. This is estimated in the first two
lines of the calculations, especially the second line. The other two factors are the main determining components of
the dynamically varying portion of the data set size. This is estimated mainly in line 3 (Requested resource) of the
calculations.

SCHDFILE
The schedule data set (SCHDFILE) is a VSAM data set (KSDS) that is populated by a work data set generated by a
SADGEN job, providing information to the Consolidated Status Facility (CSF) about future, scheduled workload. The
schedule data set is not required unless you need to use the LOADSCHF command to view future, scheduled workload
from CSF.

For an example of a SADGEN job that populates the work data set, see the LOADSCHF command in the Command
Reference Guide.

If the schedule data set contains a record for a complete job, the job will persist in a CSF display across restarts of ESP.
Issue the PURGSCHF command to purge the records for completed workload objects.

Space Requirements

The LOADSCHF command loads a work data set generated by a SADGEN job. The number of records in the schedule
data set depends on the number of jobs generated by the SADGEN job according to its specified scheduling period.

In general, assuming an average record size per job of 2KB gives a reasonable quick estimate, unless the set of
applications generated is unusually complex.

For example, a schedule data set containing 4000 average jobs occupies approximately

4000 records x 2048 bytes = 8,192,000 bytes

which is approximately 7.8MB.

Initialization Parameter

If you want to see future, scheduled workload in CSF, code the SCHDFILE initialization parameter to specify your
schedule data set.

TP.CKPT
The TP checkpoint data set (TP.CKPT) is a VSAM linear data set that queues transactions until they successfully pass to
the target transaction handler or a partner server. Use the TP checkpoint data set to ensure transmission integrity.

The CYBESS01 member of the sample library creates the ESP data sets, including the TP checkpoint data set. The
amount of space specified in the example is two cylinders. For ESP intersystem job tracking, the amount used for a long
duration queue of tracking data is approximately 250 bytes per job plus 150 bytes per step for each system to which
tracking information will be routed.

Note: You require a TP checkpoint data set only if you use TP Server to communicate between remote ESP master
subsystems.
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Initialization Parameter

Code the TPCKPT initialization parameter to specify your TP checkpoint data set.

TRAKFILE
The tracking data set (TRAKFILE) retains job tracking information and might be shared among multiple instances of ESP
executing on different members of an XCF group. TRAKFILE is a non-VSAM data set.

NOTE
The TRAKFILE data set cannot be encrypted using the z/OS data set encryption.

Space Requirements

The tracking data set is internally formatted into 1 KB slots that are managed on a wrap-around basis. The more space
allocated to the tracking data set, the longer job tracking information is retained before a slot needs to be reused. The
tracking data set must be big enough to accommodate all the active jobs at any one time. User experience has shown that
20 cylinders holds the tracking data for 4000 jobs. We recommend that you allocate at least 20 cylinders.

Each logical record (a job-tracking record (JTR)) consists of one or more complete slots. The slots are not necessarily
contiguous. You can estimate the space required for a single record in each of these data sets as follows:

• Each JTR records the information for a single execution of a specific job. Use this formula to calculate its size:
696 bytes + 112 bytes per step + 48 bytes per pnode.

• A job will usually pass through two predefined pnodes (INPUT and EXEC). If tracking through purge is in effect, there
will be another predefined pnode (OUTPUT). You must also include any user-defined post-processing pnodes in the
calculation.

Usage Messages

When TRAKFILE usage levels exceed predetermined thresholds, the following warning messages are issued:

2035W Slot file, Dsn=x.y.z, is nn% full

2036W Slot file, Dsn=x.y.z, usage is down to nn%

The displayed percentage can be any value between 40 and 100.

Initialization Parameter

Code the TRAKFILE initialization parameter to specify your tracking data set.

Backup Facilities

There are no specific backup facilities for this data set.

Upgrade TRAKFILE for Six-digit Job Numbers

You must upgrade pre-ESP Version 5.4 TRAKFILEs to support six-digit job numbers. To upgrade your TRAKFILE with the
CYBESUT4 utility, use member CYBESS36 or CYBESS37 from the sample JCL library prefix.CD7YJCL.

VSAM Data Set Considerations
You can code the AMS (Access Method Services) control statements as a //SYSIN data set within an IDCAMS batch job
or as a TSO input stream if you are authorized.
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Note: ESP internal processing depends on how the VSAM record keys are defined; altering the key size or offset prevents
ESP from functioning.

REUSE

We recommend using the REUSE keyword to permit reloading of the data set without having to delete and redefine it.
When allocated in a non-ICF catalog, a reusable data set must be non-unique. If the reusable data set is defined in an ICF
catalog, it cannot be defined as SUBALLOC.

RECSZ

The second number of the RECSZ parameter, for example, the 16300 in RECSZ(200 16300), defines the largest record
size allowed in the VSAM data set. The MAXLRECL initialization parameter must indicate the largest record in all VSAM
data sets.

VSAM Control Interval

If the VSAM control interval size is left as the default, AMS calculates the optimum based on the record size. If you want
a control interval size (CISZ) smaller than the largest record size, code the SPANNED option. This allows large records to
span two or more control intervals.

VSAM Share Options

We recommend that all VSAM SHAREOPTIONS be set to (3,3), with the exception of four data sets, as indicated below.
This takes advantage of the ESP data integrity functions and reduces possible interference with VSAM utility functions.

Exception

There are four linear data sets ESP uses that do not fall under the share options (3,3) rule. The following data sets need
share options set to (2,3):

• Resource
• TP Server checkpoint
• Commq
• Netqueue

Set Initialization Parameters
This section describes how to set initialization parameters for your product. For details about each parameter, see
Initialization Parameters.

Create and Customize Initialization Parameter Data Set

You must create and customize a partitioned data set that stores initialization parameters. The initialization parameters
define the ESP environment.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a partitioned data set for your initialization parameters using any name that you choose.

NOTE
-You can create a PDS or PDSE.

-We recommend you specify a primary allocation of 20 tracks, a secondary allocation of 10 tracks, and a
record length of 80.
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-Specify any BLKSIZE provided that it is a multiple of 80.
2. Copy the following members from sample library prefix.CD7YSAMP into your initialization parameter data set and

rename each one with the name indicated in parenthesis:
– CYBESS03 (rename to ESPPARM)
– CYBESS04 (rename to ESPCOLD)
– CYBESS05 (rename to ESPWARM)
– CYBESS06 (rename to TPPARM)
– CYBESS08 (rename to JTDT)
– CYBESS17 (rename to UPDT)
– CYBESS32 (rename to WSSPARM)
– CYBESS35 (rename to AGENTDEF)
– CYBESS38 (rename to LOADNET)
– CYBESS71 (rename to MAILLIST)
– CYBESS89 (rename to ESPLOG)
– CYBESS91 (rename to ATDT)
– CYBRSS01 (rename to RSERENV)
prefix represents the data set qualifiers for your system.
The members in this step are described in the Initialization Parameter Data Set Members section.

3. Edit the initialization parameters in your copy of sample members ESPPARM, ESPCOLD, ESPWARM, UPDT, and
MAILLIST.
For details, see:
– Required Initialization Parameters.
– Improve Performance.
– Define MAILLIST Data Set.
– Select Audit Log Messages to Copy to the JES Job Log.
– The initialization parameters listed in the reference section of this guide.
– Comments in the library member you are editing.

Initialization Parameter Data Set Members

The initialization parameter data set members listed in this topic contain initialization parameters that define your ESP
environment. Each member description in the list includes the original member name from the sample library created
during installation (prefix.CD7YSAMP, where prefix represents the data set qualifiers specific to your system).

ESPPARM -- Startup Initialization Parameters
Original sample library member: CYBESS03
ESPPARM is read every time you warm start or cold start ESP.
This member is referenced by DD statement ESPPARM in the ESP started task JCL.

ESPCOLD -- Cold-Start Initialization Parameters
Original sample library member: CYBESS04
ESPCOLD is read every time you cold start ESP.
This member is referenced by DD statement ESPCOLD in the ESP started task JCL.

ESPWARM -- Warm-start Initialization Parameters
Original sample library member: CYBESS05
ESPWARM is read every time you warm start ESP.
This member is referenced by DD statement ESPWARM in the ESP started task JCL.

TPPARM -- TP Server Initialization Parameters
Original sample library member: CYBESS06
You edit your copy of this member in Setting Up Communications Between Two or More Masters.
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This member is referenced by DD statement TPPARM in the ESP started task JCL.
JTDT -- Job-Tracking Definition Table

Original sample library member: CYBESS08
JTDT specifies the characteristics of the jobs you want tracked, for example, job name, execution class, and so
on. You edit your copy of this member in Define and Configure Job Tracking.
This member can be loaded by the following:

• The LOADJTDT initialization parameter in the ESPPARM member listed earlier in this topic.
• The LOADJTDT command.

UPDT -- User Profile Definition Table
Original sample library member: CYBESS17
The UPDT enables a user's access to:

• The Event data set
• Specified history data sets
• Specified calendars

You edit your copy of this member in Specify Default Access for Users.
This member can be loaded by the following:

• The LOADUPDT initialization parameter in the ESPPARM member listed earlier in this topic.
• The LOADUPDT command.

WSSPARM -- Workstation Server Initialization Parameters
Original sample library member: CYBESS32
You edit your copy of this member in Configuring ESP for ESP Workstation.
This member is referenced by DD statement WSSPARM in the Workstation Server started task JCL.

AGENTDEF -- Agent Definition Data Set
Original sample library member: CYBESS35
AGENTDEF contains initialization parameters that allow ESP to work with agents. You edit your copy of this
member in Configure for Agents.
This member can be loaded by the following:

• The LOADAGDF initialization parameter in the ESPPARM member listed earlier in this topic.
• The LOADAGDF command.

LOADNET -- Network Delivery Services (NDS) Initialization Parameters
Original sample library member: CYBESS38
You edit your copy of this member in Network Delivery Services (NDS).
This member can be loaded by the LOADNET initialization parameter in the ESPPARM member listed earlier in
this topic.

MAILLIST -- Notification List Initialization Parameters
Original sample library member: CYBESS71
You edit your copy of this member in Define MAILLIST Data Set.
This member can be loaded by the following:

• The LOADNL initialization parameter in the ESPPARM member listed earlier in this topic.
• The LOADNL command.

ESPLOG -- Audit Log Record Selection Initialization Parameters
Original sample library member: CYBESS89
The ESPLOG data set contains SELECT initialization parameters, used to select messages to copy from the audit
log to the JES job log.
You edit your copy of this member in Copy Audit Log Messages to JES Job Log.
This member can be loaded by the following:
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• The LOADESPL initialization parameter in the ESPPARM member listed earlier in this topic.
• The LOADESPL command.

ATDT -- Application-Tracking Definition Table
Original sample library member: CYBESS91
The ATDT stores APPTRACK initialization parameters, which specify whether selected application history records
are written to a history file, and to which history file they are written. You edit your copy of this member in Store
Application Data in History File.
This member can be loaded by the following:

• The LOADATDT initialization parameter in the ESPPARM member listed earlier in this topic.
• The LOADATDT command.

RSERENV -- Report Server Initialization Parameters
Original sample library member: CYBRSS01
You edit your copy of this member in Configure Settings.
This member is referenced by DD statement STDENV in:

• The Report Server started task JCL.
• The Report Server batch JCL.

Required Initialization Parameters

For details on all initialization parameters, see Add Initialization Parameters.

Initialization Parameter Use Additional Information

AGENTRCV If you use Agents Configure for Agents

APPLFILE Always Operational Data Set Summary

AUDITLOG Always  

CKPT Always Operational Data Set Summary

COMMQ Always Operational Data Set Summary

CPU
NODE
RESFILE

If you use resources, enqueues or notwith Setting Up ESP Resources on Your System

ERMSTEP If you use ESP WA Restart Option  

ESPGROUP If you use ESP WA Restart Option or
CCCHK in a master and proxy environment

 

EVENTSET Always Operational Data Set Summary

EXHFILE If you use ESP WA Restart Option Customize ESP WA Restart Option

INDEX Always Operational Data Set Summary

JOBINDEX Always Operational Data Set Summary

JOBSTATS Always Operational Data Set Summary

LOADAGDF If you use Agents Configure for Agents

LOADATDT If users need application history reports Store Application Data in History File

LOADJTDT
SMFINT
TCELL
TRACKOPT

Always Define and Configure Job Tracking
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LOADUPDT Always  

OPSMVS If OPS/MVS is installed and you want to
disable the interface to it.

Enable Interface with OPS/MVS
Disable Interface with OPS/MVS

QUEUE Always Operational Data Set Summary

RSERVER If you use the Report Server How to Add the Report Server

SAFCLASS Always Define Security

SHADGOAL If you use shadow manager (requires ESP
WA Service Governor)

Use Shadow Manager and Automatic
Restart Management

SUBSYS Always  

SVC Always  

SYSID Always  

SYSPLEX If you have a master and proxies  

TIMEZONE Always Set Up Time Zones

TRAKFILE Always Operational Data Set Summary

WOBDEF Always  

XCF START SERVICE
DSTRIG
XCF START SERVICE
TRACKING

If you have, at least, a monoplex
If you have a master and proxies

Configure Master-Proxy Subsystems for
XCF in a Sysplex

XCF START SERVICE
ROUTING
XCF START SERVICE
SCOREBD
Both of the above require either ESP
WA High Availability or ESP WA Service
Governor

If you need to issue
ESP
commands from a proxy
If you need to view the CSF and Application
Monitor scoreboards from a proxy

Configure Master-Proxy Subsystems for
XCF in a Sysplex

Improve Performance
The following procedures help you improve the performance of ESP:

Preallocate Data Sets

You can preallocate data sets so that ESP uses them rather than dynamically allocating ones. Preallocating data sets
increases I/O efficiency when ESP frequently accesses those data sets. For example, preallocating JCL libraries and
COPYJCL libraries increases I/O efficiency for those libraries.

To preallocate data sets, use the PREALLOC initialization parameter or command with the ALLOC operand for each data
set you want to preallocate.

NOTE
You cannot preallocate a GDG data set using the PREALLOC initialization parameter because the current
generation number can change. However, you can issue the PREALLOC command when you know the full data
set name. You can also use scheduled events to allocate or deallocate data sets at various times instead of, or
in addition to, using an initialization parameter.

Deallocate Data Sets

You can deallocate data sets that were previously allocated using the PREALLOC initialization parameter or command.
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To deallocate data sets, use the PREALLOC initialization parameter or command with the UNALLOC operand for each
data set you want to deallocate.

The data sets are dynamically allocated and deallocated again. For preallocated data sets that are currently in use, the
data sets are dynamically deallocated when they are no longer needed.

Configure Concurrent Event Processing

To improve event processing performance, you can configure concurrent event processing for ESP events.

Follow these steps:

1. Code the EICLASS initialization parameter.
2. For each user who must code a non-zero class in an event definition, grant read access to the

EVENTINITCLASS.nnn security profile for the class.
3. (Optional) When you code an event, specify a class in the EICLASS operand of the EVENT command.

If you do not specify the EICLASS operand, the event is routed through class 0 (the default).

Concurrent Event Processing

ESP uses an event initiator to process an event. By default, ESP uses one event initiator class (class 0) that includes
one event initiator. So, each event waits in a queue until that initiator becomes available. To improve event processing
performance, you can do one or both of the following:

• Specify multiple event initiators in a class.
• Specify multiple event classes.

Specify Multiple Event Initiators in a Class

Specifying multiple event initiators in a class allows concurrent processing of events. The number of event initiators
allotted determines the number of events that can be processed concurrently.

You can specify multiple event initiators within a single class (class 0). In this case, several event initiators can execute
events in parallel, but only one queue of events is waiting for execution. All events share the same pool of event initiators.

NOTE

• We recommend that you specify at least three initiators. You can adjust the number of initiators as ESP
workload increases.

• Specifying too many event initiators could result in increased data set contention as more events execute
simultaneously.

Specify Multiple Classes

You can create multiple queues of events by specifying multiple event initiator classes and assigning each event to a
class. Each class has its own dedicated set of event initiators. Each event waits until an initiator in its assigned class
becomes available. If an event is triggered for which no class is defined, it is routed through class 0.

You can use multiple classes to give certain events priority over other events. For example, if an event must run every 10
minutes, you cannot afford to have the event wait in a queue for a free initiator. In this case, you can assign this event to a
class with a higher priority than other classes.

If USERMOD 36 is active, JOBEND and STEPEND monitors can use event initiator classes. USERMOD 36 allows
JOBEND and STEPEND monitor events to honor non-zero event initiator class requests.

Control Event Initiator Class

Host security authorization controls the use of event initiator classes. For any nonzero class specified on an event, a host
security check occurs. The requester must have read access to the resource EVENTINITCLASS.nnn to use the Event
initiator class.
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Specify Default Access for Users
Specify default access for users by doing the following steps: 

Set Up User Profile Definition Table

Set up a User Profile Definition Table (UPDT) to enable a user's access to the following:

• A specified event data set
• Specified history data sets
• Specified calendars

For information about UPDT, Initialization Parameter Data Set Members in Set Initialization Parameters

NOTE
UPDT is based on sample member CYBESS17 in prefix.CD7YSAMP (prefix represents the data set qualifiers
for your system).

To set up a User Profile Definition Table, add one or more PROFILE initialization parameters to the UPDT member of the
initialization parameter data set.

The UPDT must contain at least one PROFILE initialization parameter that sets the default event data set for all new
events, for example:

PROFILE USER(-) EVENTSET(EVENT1)

ESP scans the UPDT from top to bottom until it finds a match.

Note: The LOADUPDT initialization parameter loads the UPDT when ESP starts.

Load User Profile Definition Table

After you define the User Profile Data Set (UPDT), you must load it into ESP.

To load the User Profile Definition Table, do one of the following:

• Code the LOADUPDT initialization parameter in the ESP initialization parameter data set.
• Issue the LOADUPDT command from your console once it is active.

WARNING
If you change the UPDT data set while ESP is active, you must reload the data set using the LOADUPDT
command for your changes to take effect.

Example: Load User Profile Definition Table

The following example loads member PROFILE1 of data set CYB1.ESP.INSTALL as the user profile definition table:

LOADUPDT CYB1.ESP.INSTALL(PROFILE1)

Define MAILLIST Data Set
The MAILLIST data set defines a notification list. For information about MAILLIST, see Initialization Parameter Data Set
Members in Set Initialization Parameters.

NOTE
MAILLIST is based on sample member CYBESS71 in prefix.CD7YSAMP (prefix represents the data set
qualifiers for your system).
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MAILLIST includes the following initialization parameters:

• A single SMTPPARM initialization parameter that defines a Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) server to ESP
• Any number of MAILBOX initialization parameters to specify the name of each mailbox
• A single, optional LOG initialization parameter for each mailbox to specify whether mailbox messages are written to the

mail log
• Any number of EMAIL initialization parameters to specify an email address in mailboxes. You can specify the same

email address in different mailboxes
• Any number of TSOUSER initialization parameters to include TSO user IDs in mailboxes. You can specify the same

TSO user ID in different mailboxes

If you have a complex distribution list, we recommend that you use email group addresses for each distribution point.
Each group can include a number of different individual email addresses and each individual recipient can belong to any
number of groups.

You must use the LOADNL initialization parameter to load the MAILLIST data set.

You can use the MAILBOX command to list how the mailboxes are defined.

You can use the mailboxes in events and in NOTIFY statements. When you specify a mailbox in an event or a NOTIFY
statement, all the messages generated by the event or the NOTIFY statement are sent to all email addresses and TSO
users defined in that mailbox.

You can specify a mailbox in the PROFILE initialization parameter. When you specify a mailbox in a PROFILE initialization
parameter, any event using the prefix defined in this PROFILE initialization parameter uses that mailbox as a default
mailbox. The default mailbox is used when the event does not specify a mailbox.

Example: MAILLIST Data Set

SMTPPARM CLASS(A) JOBNAME(SMTP)

MAILBOX  PAYROLL MAXLINES(0)

   LOG ON

   TSOUSER CYBPAY1 SYSID(SYSC)

   EMAIL paymaster@company.com

   EMAIL payservice@payservice.com

MAILBOX CYBACCOUNTING MAXLINES(300)

   TSOUSER (CYBACC1 CYBACC2) SYSID(SYSA)

   LOG OFF

Copy Audit Log Messages to JES Job Log
You can select messages from audit log to copy to the JES job log.

To select messages, code SELECT initialization parameters in the ESPLOG data set.

NOTE

• ESPLOG is included in Initialization Parameter Data Set Members, in Set Initialization Parameters.
• ESPLOG is based on sample member CYBESS89 in prefix.CD7YSAMP (prefix represents the data set

qualifiers for your system).

Example: ESPLOG Data Set

The following ESPLOG data set contains a SELECT initialization parameter that selects all audit log messages with IDs in
the range 2000 to 2999 and 6000 to 6010 to copy to the JES job log:

SELECT RANGE(2000:2999,6000:6010)
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Define Security
Use a host security product to determine the access that users and groups have to ESP.

For more information about security in ESP, see Securing.

Secure ESP Objects

ESP security deals with two areas:

• External objects -- Defined outside ESP, such as a JCL library ESP uses to submit jobs
• Internal objects -- Defined in ESP and stored in one of its data sets (for example, events, applications, calendars, and

job-tracking models)

ESP supplies security to its objects through the SAF interface. To update an ESP data set, the user issues a request to
the ESP command processor. The command processor passes the request to your security system, which verifies the
user's authority to update the data set. For more information about ESP security, see the Security Guide.

Secure External Objects

ESP submits jobs or accesses data sets when an event is triggered (with the exception of ESP own data sets). ESP
executes the workload specified by the event under the event owner's user ID rather than under its own user ID. To
determine the event owner, see the Security Guide for the process ESP uses to determine the user ID.

Set Up Host Security

You need to enable a host security product to control access to ESP. ESP needs to know the class of the resource
profiles defined for ESP resources. You can also set some global parameters.

When you have enabled the host security product, you then need to set some ESP defaults for the users.

Follow these steps:

1. Identify a host security resource class (SAFCLASS parameter).
2. Specify host security processing options (SAFOPTS parameter).
3. Define and load a user profile definition table (LOADUPDT parameter).
4. Code the RACROUTE initialization parameter with the ON operand to enable ESP calls to the system security product.

Specify Host Security Resource Class

When ESP initializes, it checks for the SAFCLASS initialization parameter. This parameter indicates that your security
product is used for ESP objects.

Note: If you installed ESP prior to 1995 and are still using the original internal security method, do not specify SAFCLASS.

Follow these steps:

• Code the SAFCLASS initialization parameter in your ESPPARM data set.

In SAFCLASS, you can also specify a prefix, such as ESP, for the resource profiles.

NOTE
We recommend that you use the class FACILITY or a class with the same characteristics as FACILITY.

Example: Specify Host Security Resource Class

The following example identifies the resource class as FACILITY with a prefix of ESP:
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SAFCLASS FACILITY PREFIX(ESP)

Define RACROUTE

Use the RACROUTE initialization parameter to specify how an event is processed for security purposes. You specify
whether ESP should issue a RACINIT prior to executing events, and how the user ID associated with the event is
determined.

Example: Define RACROUTE

The following example specifies that ESP should issue a RACINIT before executing events:

RACROUTE ON

Specify Host Security Processing Options

Use the SAFOPTS initialization parameter to control processing options for the host security interface, for example,
issuing z/OS commands with ESP and issuing OPER commands.

NOTE
If you are installing ESP for the first time, we recommend that you use the SAFOPTS defaults to get started. You
can revise it as needed later.

Example: Display Current Host Security Options, Class Name, and Resource Prefix

Use the SAFOPTS command without any operands.

For example:

oper safopts

Saf Options:MsgSupp DsAlloc MvsCmd Utoken NoSim3rdParty

SAF Class:FACILITY, Prefix ESP

Define Security Profile for Setup

Contact your security administrator to set up the following profile that gives you unlimited access to set up ESP:

1. Define security profile xxx.**
For xxx, substitute the value of the PREFIX operand for the SAFCLASS initialization parameter, see Specifying the
Host Security Resource Class for example
ESP.**

2. Grant a universal access (UACC) of NONE and ALTER access to the TSO ID you are using to set up ESP.

NOTE
This generic profile is not intended for running the system in production. For production, you will need to define
specific profiles for specific users.

Set Up Started Task
This process shows how to set up the ESP started task. ESP executes as a z/OS subsystem and is initiated as a started
task.

Follow these steps:

1. Authorize the ESP started task and link library.
2. Create the ESP started task procedure.
3. (Optional) Specify ESP Tasks to Exclude from zIIP Enablement.
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4. (Optional) Display zIIP Processing Information.
5. Make the ESP subsystem available from ISPF.
6. Make ESP libraries available to TSO and ISPF.
7. Start a new version of ESP for the first time.
8. Update the started task for Shadow Manager (if applicable).

See Use Shadow Manager and Automatic Restart Management.
9. Install any CSF extensions that you require.

See Implement CSF Extensions.
10. Install any Application Monitor extensions that you require.

See Implement Application Monitor Extensions.

Authorize Started Task and Link Library

Authorize the ESP started task and link library.

Follow these steps:

1. Consult your security administrator to determine what is required to allow the ESP started task procedure to execute in
your environment.

2. Define the ID for the ESP started task to the host security product.
3. APF-authorize the prefix.CD7YLOAD library or put the members in a LINKLIST library.

Create Started Task Procedure

Each instance of ESP requires a procedure that can be started from a system PROCLIB, such as SYS1.PROCLIB.

Follow these steps:

1. Customize a copy of procedure CYBESS02 from sample library prefix.CD7YJCL or create your own procedure.
Note:
– To enable zIIP processing, code the ZIIP parameter in the EXEC PARM statement.

WARNING
If you code the ZIIP parameter in the EXEC PARM statement, it must be the first parameter coded.

Examples:

//IEFPROC  EXEC PGM=CYBJS000,PARM=ZIIP

//IEFPROC  EXEC PGM=CYBJS000,PARM='ZIIP PRIMARY SHADOW(1)'

You can instead specify ZIIP as the first PARM keyword parameter when you issue the START command in the
following procedures:
• Start a New Version of ESP for the First Time
• Start ESP After Applying Changes to the Current Version

– Make sure that each of the following DD statements points to the PDS member with the same name in the
initialization parameter data set:
• ESPPARM
• ESPCOLD
• ESPWARM
• TPPARM (if necessary)
For details, see Initialization Parameter Data Set Members.

– Specify a data set for the following DD statements, if they are required:
• JOBDOC
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Specifies the default job documentation library used for the JOBINFO command.
• STEPLIB

Allocates the load library containing the ESP modules if they do not reside in a LINKLIST library.
• SYSTCPD

Specifies the data set containing information about TCP/IP stacks, including the job name of the TCP/IP stack. If
you do not specify the SYSTCPD DD statement, the TCP/IP stack job name is assumed to be TCPIP. If none of
your TCP/IP stacks have a job name of TCPIP, include the SYSTCPD DD statement in the started task JCL.

– If you use shadow manager, specify the relevant parameters in CYBESS02 or in the start command.
2. Move the procedure to a system proclib.

Run on zIIP Processor

You can run some ESP functionality and some Workstation Server functionality on an IBM zIIP processor (z/Architecture
Integrated Information Processor). Work that runs in a zIIP processor does not entail any hardware licensing charges.

WARNING

Before you can zIIP enable ESP and Workstation Server functionality, you need one of the following installed:

• Common Components and Services Release 12.0 with PTF RO27110 applied
• Common Components and Services Release 14.0 base product

Specify Tasks to Exclude from zIIP Enablement

You can specify ESP tasks to exclude from running on a zIIP processor when zIIP enablement is requested for ESP.

To specify ESP tasks to exclude from zIIP enablement, use the ZIIPEXCL initialization parameter.

The documentation for the ZIIPEXCL initialization parameter includes a list of tasks and recommendations on excluding
them from zIIP enablement.

Display zIIP Processor Information

You can display the following information related to IBM zIIP processor use:

• Whether the ESP subsystem or WorkStation Server is enabled to use zIIP processing.
• Statistics about zIIP processor use
• The number of general-purpose CPUs, zAAP processors, and zIIP processors
• The list of tasks that are excluded from zIIP enablement by the ZIIPEXCL initialization parameter

To display zIIP processing information, use the DSPMODE initialization parameter or command.

Make Subsystem Available from ISPF

You can make the ESP subsystem available from your ISPF primary option or user option menu.

Follow these steps:

1. Open for edit your ISPF primary option or user option menu.
2. Add the ESP option description to the body section.
3. In the processing section for each subsystem you need to access, insert the following statement into the TRANS

function list of the ZSEL assignment statement:

ESP,'PGM(ESP) PARM(MENU(CYBESMSM))'

Notes:
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• If the subsystem name for ESP is not ESP, you must also include the subsystem name as a parameter. In this
example, the subsystem name for ESP is ESPX:

ESP,'PGM(ESP) PARM(SUB(ESPX) MENU(CYBESMSM))'

• The ROUTING of subsystem requests defaults to ROUTING LOCAL. The following example shows how you can set
routing to MASTER as the default:

ESPS,'PGM(ESP) PARM(SUB(ESPS) MENU(CYBESMSM) MASTER)'

• If you want to invoke ESP WA Restart Option from the ESP primary options menu, change the menu name to
CYBERMSM as in the following example:

ESP,'PGM(ESP) PARM(MENU(CYBERMSM))'

Make Libraries Available to TSO and ISPF

Set up the ISPF interface to identify target data sets for the ISPF panel, TSO CLIST, skeleton, and message libraries.
Target data sets can be existing ISPF libraries or newly allocated data sets that will be concatenated with existing data
sets within your ISPF environment.

To make ESP libraries available to TSO and ISPF, do one of the following:

• Update the LOGON procedure as follows:
– Change the ISPPLIB DD statement to include the prefix.CD7YPNL0 library.
– Change the ISPMLIB DD statement to include the prefix.CD7YMSG0 library.
– Change the SYSPROC DD statement to include the prefix.CD7YCLS0 library.
– Add or change the STEPLIB DD statement to include the prefix.CD7YLOAD library if the ESP modules are not

stored in a LINKLIST library.
• Update the following sample CLIST:

PROC 0 DEBUG

CONTROL NOMSG NOFLUSH

FREE FI(ESPLLIB)

FREE FI(ESPPROC)

FREE FI(ESPEXEC)

/**********************************************************************/

/*   THIS CLIST ALLOCATES ESP LIBRARIES AND DISPLAYS THE ESP          */

/*   PRIMARY MENU.                                                    */

/*   MODIFICATIONS                                                    */

/**********************************************************************/

IF &DEBUG = DEBUG  THEN +

         CONTROL PROMPT SYMLIST CONLIST LIST MSG

         ISPEXEC CONTROL ERRORS RETURN

         ISPEXEC VGET ZTRAIL

/**********************************************************************/

/*    ALLOCATE THE DATASETS REQUIRED TO RUN ESP AND CALL THE          */

/*    MAIN PROGRAM. NOTE THAT THE LIBDEF FACILITY IS USED TO FREE     */

/*    THE USER FROM CODING THE ESP DATASETS IN THEIR LOGON PROCS.     */

/**********************************************************************/

ALLOC FI(ESPLLIB) DA('prefix.CD7YLOAD') SHR REUSE

ALLOC FI(ESPPROC) DA('prefix.CD7YCLS0') SHR REUSE

ALLOC FI(ESPEXEC) DA('yourHLQ.execlib') SHR REUSE

EXECUTIL SEARCHDD(YES)

ALTLIB ACTIVATE APPLICATION(CLIST) LIBRARY(ESPPROC)
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ALTLIB ACTIVATE APPLICATION(EXEC) LIBRARY(ESPEXEC)

ISPEXEC LIBDEF ISPPLIB DATASET ID('prefix.CD7YPNL0')

ISPEXEC LIBDEF ISPMLIB DATASET ID('prefix.CD7YMSG0')

ISPEXEC LIBDEF ISPTLIB DATASET ID('yourHLQ.isptlib')

ISPEXEC LIBDEF ISPLLIB LIBRARY ID(ESPLLIB)

ISPEXEC SELECT CMD(ESP SUBSYS(ESP) MENU(CYBERMSM)) NEWAPPL(ESP) PASSLIB

 

/*********************************************************************/

/*    FREE THE ESP DATASETS. THEY ARE NO LONGER REQUIRED BY          */

/*    THE USER.                                                      */

/*********************************************************************/

ISPEXEC LIBDEF ISPMLIB

ISPEXEC LIBDEF ISPPLIB

ISPEXEC LIBDEF ISPTLIB

ISPEXEC LIBDEF ISPLLIB

ALTLIB DEACTIVATE APPLICATION(CLIST)

ALTLIB DEACTIVATE APPLICATION(EXEC)

FREE  FI(ESPLLIB)

FREE  FI(ESPPROC)

FREE  FI(ESPEXEC)

EXIT

NOTE
In the preceding CLIST, yourHLQ.execlib is a user allocated REXX exec library and yourHLQ.isptlib is a user
allocated ISPF table library. The libraries are only required when a CSF extension is implemented and they
are not referenced in TSO logon procedures. For more details, see the information about Implementing CSF
Extensions in this guide.

Start New Version for First Time

This procedure shows you how to start a new version of ESP for the first time after you have installed it.

Follow these steps:

1. Issue the z/OS start command, specifying the ESP started task and the RELOAD parameter.

NOTE
You do not have to specify RELOAD if you installed ESP for the first time or you are starting ESP right after
an IPL.

2. If you are prompted for a cold start and you are not using operational data sets from a previous version of ESP, accept
the cold start. Otherwise, reject the cold start and contact Broadcom Support.
During a cold start, the CKPT data set is formatted and loaded with values from the ESPCOLD initialization parameter
member.

After ESP completes its initialization tasks, it issues message 499I and it is ready.

ESP begins tracking immediately after it starts up.

The state of ESP is available to OPS/MVS. The possible states are listed in ESP States in OPS/MVS.

Start After Applying Changes

This procedure shows you how to start ESP after applying changes to the current version. Changes can include, for
example, adding ESP WA High Availability or applying a PTF.

To start ESP after applying changes to the current version, issue the z/OS start command, specifying the following items:
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• The ESP started task name
• Any parameters that are given in the Release Notes, PTF, and so on

After ESP completes its initialization tasks, it issues message 499I and it is ready.

The state of ESP is available to OPS/MVS. The possible states are listed in ESP States in OPS/MVS.

ESP States in OPS/MVS

The state of ESP is available to OPS/MVS The states are as follows:

• Starting
• Up
• Stopping
• Down

Additionally, the "heartbeat" feature of Mainframe 2.0 informs OPS/MVS about the status of ESP at predetermined
intervals. The following status message is sent to OPS/MVS:

• Normal

Define and Configure Job Tracking
You can define and configure job tracking to have ESP track jobs and system messages. ESP can track the progress
of all jobs or selected jobs, including those it did not submit. You get real-time tracking information for each job step,
including stepname, completion code, CPU time, elapsed time, and number of tape mounts.

SMF Records

To support job tracking, ESP looks at the following SMF record types:

• Type 30
• Types 14, 15, and 64

These record types are required for implicit data set triggers.
• Type 90, subtype 30 (collected only if ESP WA Service Governor is on)

This record is required for job expediting.
• Type 118 or 119

These record types represent the reception, transmission, or renaming of a data set via an IBM TCP/IP server. One of
these record types is required for FTP data set triggers.

• Type 128 to 255
These record types represent the reception, transmission, or renaming of a data set via a Broadcom FTP server. One
of these record types is required for FTP data set triggers.

Set Up Tracking 

This process covers how to set up tracking.

Follow these steps:

1. Specify tracking options.
2. For each job you want to track, define a tracking model.

You can use any of your defined models for more than one job.
3. Define the job tracking definition table.
4. Load the job tracking definition table.
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Specify Tracking Options

You can specify various tracking options for ESP.

To specify tracking options, use the TRACKOPT initialization parameter or command.

NOTE

• If you issue the TRACKOPT command, the options you specify override those in the initialization parameter.
However, when you restart ESP, it uses the options in the initialization parameter.

• You can track jobs on a master or proxy subsystem by specifying the TRACKOPT initialization parameter on
all subsystems.

Define a Tracking Model

You must define a tracking model for jobs that you want ESP to track. A tracking model specifies the tracking
characteristics that apply to a job or a group of jobs.

Tracking models can reduce the need for DUEOUT statements in job definitions. In a tracking model, you can specify a
due-out time for each of the job pnodes. For more information on due-out times for jobs in an application, see the User
Guide.

To define a tracking model, issue the DEFTM command.

Define Job Tracking Definition Table

The job tracking definition table defines the jobs that are tracked by ESP.

To define the job tracking definition table, code the following initialization parameters in the job tracking definition table
(JTDT) data set:

• WILDCARD (optional)
• TRACKDEF

For more information about JTDT, see Initialization Parameter Data Set members in Set Initialization Parameters.

NOTE

• JTDT is based on sample member CYBESS08 in prefix.CD7YSAMP (prefix represents the data set qualifiers
for your system).

• ESP processes the table entries in the order in which they appear. When a condition is satisfied, processing
stops.

• You can edit a job tracking definition table at any time and reload it using the LOADJTDT command.

Example: Job Tracking Definition Table

The following is an example of a job tracking definition table with line numbers added for use in the explanation following.

    /******************************************************/    

    /*JOB TRACKING DEFINITION TABLE*/   

    /******************************************************/    

 1  WILDCARD # 0-9/*NUMERICS*/  

 2  WILDCARD $ A-Z/*ALPHABETICS*/   

 3  WILDCARD + 0-9A-Z/*ALPHANUMERIC*/   

 

 4  TRACKDEF JOB NAME(DUMMYJOB) NOTRACK 

 5  TRACKDEF JOB NAME(CYBJOB-)  MODEL(CYBMODEL) 

 6  TRACKDEF JOB NAME($$$$####) MODEL(PRODJOBS) 

 7  TRACKDEF JOB NAME($$#####-) MODEL(NAME(1:2),MODEL)  
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 8  TRACKDEF ACCOUNT1(CYB3000)  MODEL(TESTJOBS) 

 9  TRACKDEF RACID(CYBFM-)      MODEL(DEMOMDL)  

10  TRACKDEF JOB CLASS(G)       MODEL(MODELG)   

11  TRACKDEF JOB NAME(-)        MODEL(MODEL1)   

12  TRACKDEF STC NAME(-)        MODEL(MODEL1)   

Explanations of the commands are as follows:

Line 1
The first wildcard character # matches all numeric characters

Line 2
The $ wildcard character matches the alphabetic characters, A through Z, inclusive

Line 3
The + wildcard character matches the alphanumeric characters, A through Z, inclusive, and the digits 0 through 9,
inclusive

Line 4
Does not track a job that is named DUMMYJOB.

Line 5
Uses the model CYBMODEL to track jobs whose names begin with CYBJOB.

Line 6
Uses tracking model PRODJOBS to track jobs whose names consist of four alphabetic characters followed by
four numeric characters.

Line 7
Tracks all jobs whose names begin with two alphabetic characters followed by five numeric characters.
ESP derives the name of the tracking model it uses by concatenating the first two characters of the job name with
the string MODEL.
For example, tracking model DXMODEL tracks job DX123245.

Line 8
Uses tracking model TESTJOBS to track jobs where the first account number is CYB3000.

Line 9
Uses tracking model DEMOMDL to track jobs that are owned by a user ID that begins with CYBFM.

Line 10
Uses tracking model MODELG to track class G jobs.

Line 11 and 12
Tracks all other jobs and started tasks using model MODEL1.

NOTE
Assume that a job named CYBJOBAB has a first account of CYB3000. ESP tracks that job using model
CYBMODEL because the condition on line 5 is the first condition that is satisfied.

Load Job Tracking Definition Table

Before ESP can track jobs, you must load the job tracking definition table (JTDT). This table overrides any other tracking
definition in the system. You can load the JTDT when ESP starts up and also whenever you make a change to the table.

WARNING
If more than one ESP subsystem uses the same JTDT, load the table on each of those subsystems.

To load the job tracking definition table, do one or both of the following:

• Code the LOADJTDT initialization parameter.
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Code the initialization parameter to load the JTDT whenever ESP starts up.
• Issue the LOADJTDT command.

Issue the command to load the JTDT whenever you make a change to it.

Change Tracking Model for Job

You can change the tracking model associated with one or more jobs.

Follow these steps:

1. In the job tracking definition table (JTDT), specify the new model you want to use.
2. Issue the LOADJTDT command.

The updated table is loaded.
3. Issue the ALTTJ command to alter the index entry for the job. Specify the new model you want. You require this step

for jobs that ESP might have already tracked using a different model.

NOTE

To change the maximum index count, specify the INDEX parameter.

The following example associates all jobs that begin with the letter J with the model called NEWMOD:

ALTTJ J- MODEL(NEWMOD)

List Tracking Model Used for Job

You can list what tracking model, if any, ESP uses for a job.

Follow these steps:

1. Select option M from the Main menu.
2. Select option 4 from the next panel.

The Job Tracking Definition Table panel opens.
3. Enter the job tracking definition table (JTDT) data set name (and, optionally, the PDS member name) and press Enter. 

If you do not know the data set name, issue the LDSN command in Page mode to display data set names allocated to
ESP.
The Test Job Tracking Definition Table panel opens.

4. Specify any combination of job information to inquire about.
If a match exists in the JTDT, the tracking model is listed.
If no match exists in the JTDT, you get a message saying that no tracking for the job information you specified exists.

Define Resources and Topology
In the following pages, you will define your ESP Resources and topology to your system.

Resource Data Set (RESFILE) Considerations

The resource data set contains the following information classes:

• System topology
• Resource definitions
• Jobs

Note: You do not need a resource data set if you do not use resources. However, the statements described in the "Using
Implicit Resources" section of the User Guide use resources implicitly. Therefore, a resource data set (RESFILE) and the
network topology must be defined before you can use these statements.
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System Topology

The system topology is a definition of all the processors in the enterprise. One or more processors in a shared-spool
environment are collectively known as a node. The enterprise can consist of one or more nodes, which are connected by
NJE (Network Job Entry).

Resource Definitions

A descriptor exists for each resource defined to the enterprise. The resource characteristics and availability counters are
also maintained in this file.

Jobs

Jobs that have already allocated or are awaiting resources have descriptors within the resource file.
When ESP starts with a RESFILE, commands can be entered to define the topology and resources. The CPU/NODE
topology can be changed at any time. The definitions need to be reloaded only when the RESFILE is recreated or
reformatted.

Set Up Resources
Set up ESP resources on your system. ESP maintains counters for resource availability where the Application Manager
resides so that resource management has one central point of control. As resources are used and replenished, the
counters are adjusted.

Resources can be classified into the following five groups:

• Local resources - Resources that are maintained for each z/OS system image
• Global resources - Resources that are available to all processors in a node. Processors share a resource-availability

counter.
• Enterprise resources - Resources that are available to all components of the enterprise. One availability counter exists

for these resources.
• Implicit resources - ENQUEUE and NOTWITH
• Default resources - Once defined, default resources are added automatically to every single job that runs under ESP

Resource Management. They work with run-time data statistics, ie: "execution time" or spool file "printed line count".

To set up resources

1. Specify the resource file using the RESFILE initialization parameter.
2. Define the topology with the NODE and CPU initialization parameters.
3. Code the RESDFLT initialization parameter if you want to use default resources. If you are unsure, you might want to

omit this step until you are more familiar with default resources. For more information on default resources, see Make
Default Resource Assignments.

4. Use the RESDEF command to define individual resources.

Use RESFORM Option
Start ESP with the RESFORM option to reformat the RESFILE.

IMPORTANT
If you start ESP with the RESFORM option, the information that is stored in the RESFILE is lost. We recommend
that you:

• Keep a copy of NODE - LIST, OPER RESDFLT, OPER ENQUEUE, and RESDEF - LIST.
• Specify the proper definitions of NODE, CPU, and RESOURCE under the IF RESFORM section in

ESPPARM.
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To reset RESFILE data when RESFILE is reformatted, do one of the following:

• Code resource definition and system topology initialization parameters after a test of symbolic parameter RESFORM
as follows:
 IF RESFORM THEN DO

  initialization parameters 

  ...

 ENDDO

 

• Code resource definition and system topology commands in a data set and issue the LOAD command when the
RESFILE is reformatted.
You may prefer to use this method if you use the resource feature extensively and have numerous resources defined.
Note: The LOAD command cannot be used in the initialization parameters.

Example: Test the RESFORM Symbolic Parameter to Reset RESFILE Data

 IF RESFORM THEN DO

   NODE TORONTO ADD ROUTEJCL('/*XEQ TORONTO')

   CPU T1 ADD NODE(TORONTO) ROUTEJCL('/*JOBPARM SYSAFF=T1') ORDER(1) CURRENT

   CPU T2 ADD NODE(TORONTO) ROUTEJCL('/*JOBPARM SYSAFF=T2') ORDER(2)

   CPU T3 ADD NODE(TORONTO) ROUTEJCL('/*JOBPARM SYSAFF=T3') ORDER(3)

   RESDEF T3480 ADD LOCAL RENEWABLE MAX(5) CPU(T1)

   RESDEF CICSUP ADD NODAL THRESHOLD AVAIL(0)

   RESDEF DB2TAB1 ADD NODAL RENEWABLE AVAIL(3)

 ENDDO

 

Specify System Topology
Specifying the system topology provides vital information to ESP about how you want to schedule resources and route
jobs. The way your processors are arranged into one or more multi-access-spool (MAS) configurations is known as the
topology of the network. When specifying the topology, you can

• Name individual processors
• Group processors into one or more nodes
• Arrange for jobs to be routed automatically to a processor
• Define a preference order for CPUs
• Make CPUs temporarily unavailable

Name and Group Processors

To specify your topology, name and group the individual processors in the enterprise into one or more nodes by using two
ESP statements: NODE and CPU.

Route Jobs Automatically

ESP can automatically insert JCL statements at submission time to ensure a job is automatically routed to the required
node and processor. Sometimes in a multiple node environment, a job may need a mix of resources that are not available
on the ESP subsystem submitting the job. However, these resources may be available on another processor -- either on
the current node or on a remote node.

ESP ships a job to a remote node only if one of the resources the job requires has the GRAVITY attribute in its definition.
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Define CPU Preference Order

When defining CPUs, you can also define the order in which ESP scans the CPUs for available resources. If sufficient
resources to execute a job reside on two or more CPUs, the order in which ESP scans the CPUs determines the CPU to
which the job is sent.

Make Default Resource Assignments
If required, ESP can automatically make default resource assignments. ESP can determine some of the significant
resource requirements a job might have by looking at the job's run history. The use of default resource assignments is
optional.

Resources for Default Assignments

The resources for which ESP can make default assignments are:

• Number of tape drives needed
• Number of scratch tapes needed
• CPU Absorption (percentage used)
• Total CPU time used
• Total elapsed time used
• Total print lines generated
• Number of unused CPU service units over a specified period (IBM WLM resources)

How ESP Determines Default Resource Assignments

ESP uses information from the JOBSTATS data set to calculate the default resources it assigns to jobs. ESP bases the
default resource levels it assigns on an average of the records from the JOBSTATS data set. If job profiles are used, the
number of records included in the average depends on the number of entries for the job profile. If job profiles are not used,
the number of records included in the average depends on the number of entries for the job, based on its full name, in the
JOBSTATS data set. The average includes only completed jobs; abended jobs are ignored. ESP updates the information
each time it creates a new application generation.

Set Up Default Resources

To set up default resources, code the RESDFLT initialization parameter and the optional default resources.

Use ELAPSED Resource in Master and Proxy Environment

In a master and proxy environment, you can use a default resource representing elapsed time to prevent jobs from being
submitted if there is not enough elapsed time available. If the ELAPSED resource is defined as a local resource for each
CPU, each CPU can have its own counter. ESP submits a job to JES only if enough ELAPSED resource is available on
any CPU. Even though JES controls where the job executes, ESP can automatically insert a system affinity card to control
routing.

When a job's predecessor and time requirements are met, ESP checks if the required resources are available. For
example, ESP checks if enough of the ELAPSED resource is available for job ABC on each of the CPUs. If no ORDER
operand is specified for the CPU definitions in the ESP master's initialization parameters, ESP checks each CPU in the
order in which they are defined.

Using the ROUTEJCL parameter on the CPU definition controls routing. The parameter contains the JCL representing
a system affinity card, causing ESP to route a job to the system where there is a sufficient amount of the ELAPSED
resource. For example, if enough of the ELAPSED resource exists on CPU B, ESP submits the job and adds a system
affinity card to route the job to CPU B. Similarly, if enough of the ELAPSED resource exists on CPU A, ESP submits the
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job and adds a system affinity card to route the job to CPU A. In other words, when a local resource becomes available,
ESP submits the job and routes it to that system.

Propagate Resource Counter Updates
You can configure ESP master subsystems to propagate updates made to threshold enterprise resource counters. If a
resource counter is updated on one master, resource counters with the same name on other specified masters are also
updated.

You can propagate updates in both directions between masters or in one direction only. Here's an example:

Follow these steps:

1. Ensure that a MANAGER initialization parameter is coded on all the masters that must share threshold enterprise
resource counter updates.

2. On the current master, code RECEIVERS, SENDERS, or both in the RESDEF initialization parameters for resources
whose counters must be shared.
See an example in the RESDEF command documentation.

3. On the current master, code a COMMCHAN initialization parameter for each master specified in RECEIVERS and
SENDERS in Step 2.

4. Repeat Steps 2 and 3 on all the other masters that must share resource counter updates.
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Store Application Data in History File
Use the Application Tracking Definition Table (ATDT) to specify whether the application history records are written to a
history file and to which history file they are written.

Define Application-Tracking Definition Table

The ATDT is included in Initialization Parameter Data Set Members.

NOTE
ATDT is based on sample member CYBESS91 in prefix.CD7YSAMP (prefix represents the data set qualifiers for
your system).

To define the Application Tracking Definition Table, code the following initialization parameters in the ATDT data set:

• WILDCARD initialization parameters (optional) -- A description of wildcard characters
Characters described with WILDCARD are in addition to the asterisk (*) and hyphen (-) wildcard characters. You can
use wildcard characters to simplify the application tracking definition entries in the table.

• APPTRACK initialization parameters -- application tracking definitions
Each APPTRACK entry specifies one or more applications and specifies whether the selected application history
records are written to a history file and to which history file they are written.

You can edit the ATDT at any time and reload it using the LOADATDT command.

Example: Define Application-Tracking Definition Table

The following is an example of an Application Tracking Definition Table with line numbers added for explanation
afterwards:

    /******************************************************/    

    /*APPLICATION TRACKING DEFINITION TABLE*/   

    /******************************************************/    

 1  WILDCARD # 0-9            /*NUMERICS*/  

 2  WILDCARD $ A-Z            /*ALPHABETICS*/   

 3  WILDCARD + 0-9A-Z         /*ALPHANUMERIC*/  

 

 4  APPTRACK APPL(GLUTIL99) NOTRACK 

 5  APPTRACK EVENT(PROD.GLTEMP) NOTRACK 

 6  APPTRACK USER(GLONCALL) NOTRACK 

 7  APPTRACK APPL(GL-) HISTFILE(HISTGL) 

 8  APPTRACK APPL(COMRPT) HISTFILE(HISTRPT) 

 9  APPTRACK APPL($$$$####) HISTFILE(HIST1) 

10  APPTRACK APPL($$#####-) HISTFILE(HIST2) 

ESP processes the table entries in the order in which they appear. When a condition is satisfied, processing stops.

The following are explanations for each numbered line in the example:

1
The number sign (#) wildcard character matches all numeric characters.

2
The dollar sign ($) wildcard character matches alphabetic characters A through Z inclusive.

3
The wildcard character plus sign (+) matches alphanumeric characters A through Z inclusive and digits 0 through
9 inclusive.
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4
NOTRACK prevents application history records from GLUTIL99 from being written to any history file.

5
NOTRACK prevents application history records from applications invoked by event PROD.GLTEMP from being
written to any history file.

6
This entry matches on applications invoked by events executed with user ID GLONCALL. NOTRACK prevents
application history records from the matched applications from being written to any history file.

7
History records from applications whose name starts with GL are written to history file HISTGL, except for
applications GLUTIL99 and GLONCALL, which are matched by preceding APPTRACK entries.

8
History records from application COMRPT are written to history file HISTRPT.

9
History records from applications whose name starts with four alphabetic characters followed by four numeric
characters are written to history file HIST1.

10
History records from applications whose name starts with two alphabetic characters followed by five numeric
characters are written to history file HIST2.

Load Application Tracking Definition Table

You can load the ATDT each time ESP starts or whenever you want. The ATDT is included in Initialization Parameter Data
Set Members.

To load an Application Tracking Definition Table, do one of the following:

• Code the LOADATDT initialization parameter in the ESPPARM data set.
• Issue the LOADATDT command.

WARNING
If more than one ESP subsystem uses the same table, load the table on each of those subsystems.

Example: Load Application Tracking Definition Table

OPER LOADATDT 'CYB.ESP.PARMLIB(ATDT)'

Configure Workstation Server
To configure the Workstation Server, perform the following tasks:

Follow these steps:

1. Configure Initialization Parameters.
2. (Optional) Set Scoreboard Scan Interval
3. (Optional) Limit Application Downloads.
4. (Optional) Specify Tasks Excluded from zIIP Enablement.
5. Create Started Task.
6. Specify Started Task Parameters
7. Do one of the following:

– Allow Only Encrypted Logons.
– Allow Encrypted and Unencrypted Logons.
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8. (Optional) Submit Web Service Request
9. Test the TCP/IP connection to the Workstation Server.
10. Test Operation of Workstation Server.
11. Test Connection of ESP Workstation to ESP.

Configure Initialization Parameters
You must configure initialization parameters to use Workstation Server, which is described in Install and Configure
ESP. The Workstation Server initialization parameters are located in member WSSPARM. For more information about
WSSPARM, see Initialization Parameter Data Set Members in Set Initialization Parameters.

NOTE
WSSPARM is based on sample member CYBESS32 in prefix.CD7YSAMP (prefix represents the data set
qualifiers for your system).

To configure initialization parameters for Workstation Server, edit the following initialization parameters, as required:

• DSPMODE
For more information, see Display zIIP Processing Information in Set Up Started Task. You enable zIIP processing in
Create Started Task.

• ENCRYPT
• HOME
• INET
• MAXAGE

For more information, see Limit Application Downloads.
• MODE
• PORT
• ROUTING
• SUBSYS
• PTAPPL

PassTicket Application name. For more information, see PTAPPL: Specify Workstation Server PassTicket Application.
• TCPIP
• WEBPORT

For more information, see the following topics:
– HTTP POST Web Service for Workstation Server
– Format of POST Web Service Request
– Command Web Service Request
– Submit Web Service Request

• WSSCTL
For more information, see Set Scoreboard Scan Interval.
If you coded a WSSCTL initialization parameter and have OPER authority, you can issue WSSCTL from an
ESP Workstation client. You can use WSSCTL to turn message tracing on or off dynamically without requiring a
TRACELOG DD statement.

• WSSSET (can also be coded as SET)
For more information, see Set Scoreboard Scan Interval.
If you coded a WSSSET initialization parameter, you can use the WSSSET or SET commands only to change a
Workstation Server initialization parameter dynamically through a MODIFY command. You cannot issue the WSSSET
or SET commands from an ESP Workstation client.

• ZIIPEXCL
For more information, see Specify Tasks Excluded from zIIP Enablement. You enable zIIP processing in Create Started
Task.

Example: Workstation Server Initialization Parameters
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The following is an example of an initialization parameter data set (WSSPARM) for Workstation Server:

MODE     NORMAL

PORT     5300

SUBSYS   PROD

TCPIP    TCPHPNS(TCPIP)

SET

WSSCTL SET PARMS INTERVAL()

WSSCTL SET PARMS RPOLLINT()

WSSCTL SET PARMS RCONNINT()

WSSCTL SET PARMS RRSPWAIT()

WSSCTL SET PARMS PROXYEXP()

WSSCTL SET PARMS TCPWAIT(120)

WSSCTL SET PARMS MAXCON_LOIP(10)

WSSCTL SET PARMS MAXCON_PERIP(100)

WSSCTL SET PARMS MAXCON_TOTAL()

WSSCTL SET TRACE SYSOUT(A)

WSSCTL START TRACE

Set Scoreboard Scan Interval
The Workstation Server obtains the status of workload objects by scanning the ESP scoreboard, executing a single
scoreboard scan on behalf of all users as specified in the WSSPARM file. A scan might occur sooner, for example, when
a user begins a new ESP Workstation session. When a scoreboard scan is in progress, all sessions receive the status
updates that apply to them.

One of the Workstation Server's functions is to inform ESP Workstation of the status of the selected workload objects. The
Workstation Server also notifies ESP Workstation when the status of existing workload objects changes and when a new
workload object satisfies the filtering criteria specified. If no filtering criteria are specified, the Workstation Server reports
the status of the workload objects a user is authorized to view among all the workload objects ESP monitors.

If you want a value different than the five-second default, set the INTERVAL operand in the WSSCTL and WSSSET
initialization parameters.

Limit Application Downloads
You can specify the maximum time period since application completion that qualifies an application for downloading to
ESP Workstation. This limitation reduces the application download time when you first submit your subscription request in
ESP Workstation.

To limit applications that are downloaded to ESP Workstation, code the initialization parameter MAXAGE: Specify
Maximum Application Age for Download to ESP Workstation.

Specify Tasks Excluded from zIIP Enablement
You can specify tasks that are excluded from a zIIP processor when zIIP enablement is requested for Workstation Server.
For more information, see zIIP Processing in Set Up Started Task

To specify Workstation Server tasks to exclude from zIIP enablement, use the ZIIPEXCL initialization parameter.

The documentation for the ZIIPEXCL initialization parameter includes a list of tasks and recommendations on excluding
them from zIIP enablement.
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Create Started Task
ESP Workstation connects to ESP via a z/OS started task called Workstation Server. Commands and requests issued
against objects from within ESP Workstation are routed through the Workstation Server to ESP. Workstation Server
requires a procedure that can be started from a system PROCLIB, such as SYS1.PROCLIB.

Follow these steps:

1. Customize a copy of procedure CYBESS34 from sample library prefix.CD7YJCL or create your own procedure.
– To enable zIIP processing, code the ZIIP parameter in the EXEC PARM statement.

WARNING
If you code the ZIIP parameter in the EXEC PARM statement, it must be the first parameter coded.

Examples:

//IEFPROC  EXEC PGM=CYBES064,PARM=ZIIP

//IEFPROC  EXEC PGM=CYBES064,PARM=’ZIIP SUBSYS(ESPM) PORT(1200)’

You can instead specify ZIIP as the first PARM keyword parameter when you issue the START command, which is
discussed in Specify Workstation Server parameters in the started task.

– Ensure that the WSSPARM DD statement points to the WSSPARM member in the initialization parameter data set:.
For details, see Initialization Parameter Data Set Members in Set Initialization Parameters.

– Specify a data set for the following DD statements, if they are required:
• STEPLIB

This DD statement allocates the load library containing the ESP modules if they do not reside in a LINKLIST
library.

• SYSTCPD
This DD statement specifies the data set containing information on TCP/IP stacks, including the job name of the
TCP/IP stack. If you do not specify the SYSTCPD DD statement, the TCP/IP stack job name is assumed to be
TCPIP. If none of your TCP/IP stacks have a job name of TCPIP, you must include the SYSTCPD DD statement
in the started task JCL.

2. Move the procedure to a system proclib.

Note:

• The Workstation Server does not allow concatenated data sets on the WSSPARM DD statement.
• The EXEC statement parameters override those specified in the WSSPARM data set. If Workstation Server detects an

error in a WSSPARM parameter or an EXEC parameter, it halts. Diagnostic messages in the Workstation Server's JES
message log identify the problems that arise. A system programmer can test the Workstation Server parameters and
terminate by including the SCAN EXEC parameter or the MODE SCAN WSSPARM parameter. The NORMAL EXEC
parameter cancels the effect of a MODE SCAN parameter.

Specify Started Task Parameters
You can specify Workstation Server startup parameters in the Workstation Server started task. With the exception of the
ZIIP startup parameter (described following), these parameters are equivalent to the initialization parameters listed under
Configure Initialization Parameters. The documentation for each WSSPARM initialization parameter lists the equivalent
started task startup parameter.

NOTE
A started task parameter overrides the initialization parameter, if both are specified.

ZIIP
If zIIP processors are available, specifies that any zIIP-enabled Workstation Server functionality can run on those
processors.
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WARNING
If you specify ZIIP in the PARM keyword of the EXEC card (or in the system START command), it must
be the first parameter specified.

To specify a Workstation Server started task parameter, do one of the following:

• In the started task, code the parameter in the EXEC statement, PARM parameter.
• Follow these steps:

a. In the EXEC PARM statement of the started task, code a symbolic parameter to represent the Workstation Server
parameter.

b. Specify the symbolic parameter value in the z/OS START command that starts Workstation Server.

Example: Specify Workstation Server Parameters in the Started Task

In this example, the SUBSYS, PORT, and BIND parameters are specified in the Workstation Server Started Task.

...

//WSS     EXEC PGM=CYBES064,TIME=1440,

//        PARM='SUBSYS(ESPM) PORT(5500) BIND'

...

Example: Specify Workstation Server Parameters in a z/OS START Command

This example shows how to set up the Workstation Server started task so that you can specify parameters in the z/OS
START command that starts Workstation Server.

To allow the SUBSYS, PORT, and BIND or NOBIND parameters to be specified, the EXEC statement could be coded as
follows:

//ESPWSS  PROC SUBSYS=ESP,PORT=5501,BIND=

//WSS  EXEC PGM=CYBES064,TIME=1440,

//        PARM='SUBSYS(&SUBSYS.) PORT(&PORT.) &BIND.BIND'

With the symbolic parameter default values in the PROC statement, the PARM statement resolves to
PARM='SUBSYS(ESP) PORT(5501) BIND'.

To specify PARM='SUBSYS(ESPM) PORT(5500) NOBIND', the START command is issued as follows:

/S ESPWSS,SUBSYS=ESPM,PORT=5500,BIND=NO

Example: Change the Workstation Server Started Task to Overwrite HOST in the HOME BIND HOST(....) Parameter

Workstation Server on system SYSA.CA.COM binds to DNS host SYSA.CA.COM and can be only accessed through the
IP address of this host.

//IEFPROC EXEC PGM=CYBES064, TIME=1440,

// PARM='HOME(SYSA.CA.COM) BIND'

 

Allow Only Encrypted Logons
You can allow only encrypted logons from all instances of ESP EE connecting to a Workstation Server.

NOTE
See Prerequisite for Encrypted Logons.
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Follow these steps:

1. Do one of the following:
– Code the ENCRPSW initialization parameter in the WSSPARM data set for the Workstation Server.
– Code the EXEC statement parameter ENCRPSW in the Workstation Server started task.

2. If the NOENCRPSW initialization parameter is coded in the EXEC statement parameter in the Workstation Server
started task, delete it from the EXEC statement.

Example: Allow Only Encrypted Logons to a Workstation Server

The following example shows a WSSPARM data set. Since ENCRPSW is coded in this data set, all ESP Workstation
logons to the Workstation Server must be encrypted.

MODE NORMAL

PORT 5300

SUBSYS Q530

TCPIP TCPHPNS(TCPIP)

SET

ENCRPSW

ENCRYPT key(X'0307195303071953')

WSSCTL SET PARMS INTERVAL()

WSSCTL SET PARMS RPOLLINT()

WSSCTL SET PARMS RCONNINT()

WSSCTL SET PARMS RRSPWAIT()

WSSCTL SET PARMS PROXYEXP()

WSSCTL SET PARMS TCPWAIT(120)

WSSCTL SET PARMS MAXCON_LOIP(10)

WSSCTL SET PARMS MAXCON_PERIP(100)

WSSCTL SET PARMS MAXCON_TOTAL()

WSSCTL SET TRACE SYSOUT(A)

WSSCTL START TRACE

Allow Encrypted and Unencrypted Logons
You can allow encrypted and unencrypted logons from all instances of ESP EE connecting to a Workstation Server. If
you want, you can override an existing requirement for encrypted logon when you allow the encrypted and unencrypted
logons.

NOTE
See Prerequisite for Encrypted Logons.

Follow these steps:

1. If the ENCRPSW initialization parameter is coded in the WSSPARM data set for the Workstation Server, do one of the
following:
– Delete ENCRPSW from the WSSPARM data set.
– Code the EXEC statement parameter NOENCRPSW in the Workstation Server started task.
Coding NOENCRPSW allows you to override the existing requirement for encrypted logon and allow encrypted and
unencrypted logons.

2. If the ENCRPSW initialization parameter is coded in the EXEC statement parameter in the Workstation Server started
task, delete it from the EXEC statement.

Example: Allow Encrypted and Unencrypted Logons to a Workstation Server
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In the following example, NOENCRPSW is coded in the EXEC statement of a Workstation Server started task. This
overrides the ENCRPSW initialization parameter and allows encrypted or unencrypted logons to the Workstation Server.

//IEFPROC EXEC PGM=CYBES064,PARM='NOENCRPSW',

Prerequisite for Encrypted Logons
Apply one of the following security patches to each ESP EE you want to enable for encrypted logon to a Workstation
Server:

• T186087 - for ESP Workstation v4.5
• T186088 - for ESP Workstation v4.5.1
• T186089 - for ESP Workstation v5.5

Workstation Server Authority
When you sign in to ESP Workstation, you log on with your own SAF mainframe user ID and ESP uses the authority
associated with that user ID.

For more information on ESP security, see Securing.

HTTP POST Web Service for Workstation Server
The HTTP POST web service feature enables you to issue an ESP command from a remote web client to Workstation
Server. The web clients that communicate with Workstation Server can be a browser application or a program located on
a mainframe or any other platform. For example, on a Windows platform, you can invoke a web service request by using
one of the existing RESTful browser add-ons, or you can create your own user interface.

Utility CYBESWS1 enables you to test the web service feature from a mainframe platform. For details, see the
Programming Guide.

The diagram following shows the ESP user interfaces and highlights the Workstation Server interface for web services.
At the bottom are Workstation Server ports for web clients that use the web services. On the right are TSO users and
ESP Workstation users. Workstation Server and the TSO address spaces pass SSRs (subsystem requests) to the ESP
address space. ESP passes the response back to the address space where the request originated.
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Secure the HTTP POST Service Using TLS
You can use the Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocol to encrypt the HTTP POST communication with the
ESP Workstation Server that is transmitted over TCP/IP. For more information about the HTTP POST feature
implementation, see HTTP POST Web Service for Workstation Server.

This page describes a technique that uses Application Transparent-Transport Layer Security (AT-TLS), which secures
all TLS definitions through the z/OS TCP/IP stack and security profiles. This technique requires updates in your security
software and the TCP/IP configuration for your operating system.
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NOTE
For general information about AT-TLS, see the IBM z/OS Communications Server: IP Configuration Guide. For
information about Policy Agent and AT-TLS statements see the IBM z/OS Communication Server: IP Reference
Guide.

Follow these steps:

1. In your security software, perform these tasks:
a. Define a keyring for the ESP Workstation Server started task.
b. Generate the certificates.
c. Add these certificates to the keyring.

NOTE
For more information about these tasks, see Store Certificates in SAF Keyrings or the documentation for
your security software.

2. Set up a Policy Agent for your operating system. Here, your operating system means the computer on
which ESP Workstation Server is installed. For more information, see Set Up a Policy Agent.

3. When the connection is initiated, the secure environment is established by AT-TLS and the remaining communication
is secured.

Test the WSS Server and Client Secure Socket

To confirm that the TLS configuration completed successfully, send a request to ESP Workstation Server and verify that
you receive a response. You can use the following sample procedure.

Follow these steps:

1. Open a browser window.
2. Fill in the following address:

https://address:port/command 

Where:
address

Specifies the address of the ESP Workstation Server.
port

Specifies the port of the Workstation Server.
3. Press Enter.

If the TLS configuration completed successfully, the browser returns a response from the server, for example: 

{"info":{"status":"fail","type":"."},"data":{"status":405,"code":405001,"message":"Method not allowed. GET

 not supported."}}

If the configuration was unsuccessful, the connection times out.

Set Up a Policy Agent
This page provides instructions for the Policy Agent (PAGENT) setup.

The Policy Agent (PAGENT) is a z/OS Communications Server component that implements and enforces a set of rules
and policies that dictate how users and applications can access networking resources. A network administrator who
defines network policies using PAGENT requires USS (UNIX) superuser authority. This page only describes the PAGENT
configuration that allows you to implement secure sockets using AT-TLS.

To setup the Policy Agent (PAGENT), follow these steps:

1. Create and populate the primary PAGENT configuration file.
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2. Create and populate the AT-TLS configuration file.
3. (RACF) Create a RACF User ID for the PAGENT.

OR
(Top Secret) Create a Top Secret ACID for PAGENT.
OR
(ACF2) Create an ACF2 logonid for PAGENT.

NOTE
For more information about these tasks, see the documentation for your security software, for example, Top
Secret, ACF2, or IBM RACF.

4. Set up the PAGENT JCL Started Task Procedure.
5. Specify the PAGENT Log File.
6. Update the TCPIP PROFILE data set.

For a complete description of the AT-TLS policy configuration, see the following IBM guides:

• z/OS Communications Server: IP Configuration Guide
• z/OS Communications Server: IP Configuration Reference
• z/OS Communications Server: IP Diagnosis Guide (provides information about AT-TLS error codes)
• z/OS System SSL Programming (provides system SSL information including system SSL error codes)

Specify Statements in the Primary Configuration File

The PAGENT requires a primary configuration z/OS UNIX file with a statement pointing to the AT-TLS configuration file. In
this article, the file name is pagent.conf .

To override the PAGENT configuration file, you can specify the PAGENT_CONFIG_FILE environment variable in the
STDENV file. You can set the configuration file to a z/OS UNIX file or an MVS data set.

NOTE
The MVS data set does not support dynamic monitoring for file updates.

Sample Primary Configuration File Content

Follow this example to populate the primary configuration file:

# PAGENT Configuration File 

#

#  Specify TCPIP image

TcpImage TCPIP FLUSH

#

# Specify AT-TLS policy file

TTLSConfig /etc/pagent_TTLS.conf Flush

TcpImage
Identifies the TCP/IP stack.

FLUSH
Specifies that all policies that are installed in the Policy Agent and the TCP/IP stack are deleted when:

• A new TcpImage statement is processed for the first time, including Policy Agent starting.
• The MODIFY PAGENT,REFRESH command is issued.
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TTLSConfig
Specifies the PAGENT TTLS configuration file, which is either a z/OS UNIX file, or an MVS data set. We
recommend you to use the z/OS UNIX file, because z/OS UNIX files support the PAGENT -i startup option. This
option allows to monitor file updates dynamically.

Specify Statements in the AT-TLS Configuration File

PAGENT implements AT-TLS through configuration statements that are specified in an AT-TLS configuration file. In this
article, the file name is pagent_TTLS.conf .

Sample AT-TLS Configuration File Content

Follow this example to populate the AT-TLS configuration file:

#---------------------------------------------------------

#WSS Server Rule.

#---------------------------------------------------------

TTLSRule                      WssServerRule 

{

  RemoteAddrGroupRef           RemoteIpAddresses

  LocalPortRange              5500

  Jobname                     ESPWSS

  Direction                   Inbound

  TTLSGroupActionRef          TTLSGroupOn

  TTLSEnvironmentActionRef    WssServerEnvironment

  TTLSConnectionActionRef     WssServerConnection

}

#---------------------------------------------------------

#Remote IP addres group.

#---------------------------------------------------------

IpAddrGroup                   RemoteIpAddresses

{

#---------------------------------------------------------

# Remote WS Client IP address.

#---------------------------------------------------------

  IpAddr

  {

    Addr                      138.42.98.202

  }

#---------------------------------------------------------

# Local IP address.

#---------------------------------------------------------

IpAddr

  {

    Addr                      141.202.200.152

  }

#---------------------------------------------------------

# IPv4 loopback address.

#---------------------------------------------------------

  IpAddr

  {

    Addr                      127.0.0.1

  }
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#---------------------------------------------------------

# IPv6 loopback address.

#---------------------------------------------------------

  IpAddr

  {

    Addr                      ::1

  }

}

#---------------------------------------------------------

# WSS Server Environment Action.

#---------------------------------------------------------

TTLSEnvironmentAction         WssServerEnvironment

{

  HandshakeRole               SERVER

#---------------------------------------------------------

# Trace level codes

#   0 - No tracing.

#   1 - Errors to TCP/IP joblog.

#   2 - Errors to syslogd.

#   4 - Info to syslogd.

#   8 - Events (debug) to syslogd. 

#  16 - Flow (debug) system SSL calls to syslogd.

#  32 - Data (debug) encrypted negociation & headers to syslogd.

#  64 - Reserved.

# 128 - Reserved.

# 255 - All tracing enabled.

#---------------------------------------------------------

#  62 = 2+4+8+16+32

#---------------------------------------------------------

# Trace                       62

# Trace                       18

  Trace                       2

  TTLSKeyRingParms

  {

    Keyring                   ESPRING

  }

  TTLSEnvironmentAdvancedParms

  { 

   TLSv1.1 Off 

   TLSv1.2 On 

  }

}

#---------------------------------------------------------

# WSS Server Connection Action.

#---------------------------------------------------------

TTLSConnectionAction          WssServerConnection

{

  HandshakeRole               SERVER  

  TTLSCipherParms

  {

    V3CipherSuites            TLS_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA

    V3CipherSuites            TLS_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA

    V3CipherSuites            TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_128_GCM_SHA256_
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  }

}

#---------------------------------------------------------

# Local WSS Clients Rule.

#---------------------------------------------------------

TTLSRule                      WssClientRule

{

  RemotePortRange             5500

  Direction                   Outbound

  TTLSGroupActionRef          TTLSGroupOn

  TTLSEnvironmentActionRef    WssClientEnvironment

  TTLSConnectionActionRef     WssClientConnection

}

#---------------------------------------------------------

# Local WSS Environment Action.

#---------------------------------------------------------

TTLSEnvironmentAction         WssClientEnvironment

{

  HandshakeRole               CLIENT

# Trace                       62

# Trace                       18

# Trace                       2

  TTLSKeyRingParms

  {

    Keyring                   CYBRING

  }

}

#---------------------------------------------------------

# Local WSS Clients Connection Action.

#---------------------------------------------------------

TTLSConnectionAction          WssClientConnection

{

  HandshakeRole               CLIENT

  TTLSCipherParms

  {

    V3CipherSuites            TLS_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA

  }

}

#---------------------------------------------------------

# Enable TTLS Group Action.

#---------------------------------------------------------

TTLSGroupAction               TTLSGroupOn

{

  TTLSEnabled                 On

}

TTLSRule WssServerRule
Specifies the rule for WSS server secure connections
WssServerRule

Points to a remote address group in which the secure connection remote IP addresses are specified. The
statement also points to group, environment, and connection action reference statements.
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In this example, the WSS server runs under job name ESPWSS and listens on TCP port 5500 for inbound
connection requests.

IpAddrGroup RemoteIpAddresses
Specifies that connections with the specified IP addresses are secure. All other connections are not secure. In this
example, the connections to the local TCP port 5500 with remote IP addresses 138.42.98.202. 141.202.200.152,
127.0.0.1, and ::1 are secure.

TTLSEnvironmentAction WssServerEnvironment
Specifies the level of AT-TLS tracing and the digital certificate keyring name for the WSS server user ID. In this
example, the WSS server user ID is STCESP.

TTLSEnvironmentAction WssServerConnection
Specifies that the WSS server participates in secure socket handshakes as the server and that the server
supports the following cipher suites:

• TLS_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA
• TLS_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA

Where:
– TLS (Transport Layer Security) – secure communications cryptographic protocol
– RSA (Rivest, Shamir, Adleman) – public key cryptography algorithm
– AES (Advanced Encryption Standard) – data encryption algorithm
– 256/128 bit data encryption
– CBC (Cipher Block Chaining) – scrambles plain text before encryption
– SHA (Secure Hash Algorithm) – cryptographic hashing function

TTLSRule WSSClientRule
Specifies the rule for locally initiated WSS client connection to the WSS server through the ESPLMI TSO
command. In this example, the statement specifies outbound connection requests to the WSS server with the
TCP port 5500, and includes pointers to group, environment, and connection action reference statement.

TTLSEnvironmentAction N550WssClientEnvironment
Specifies the level of AT-TLS tracing and the certificate keyring name for the WSS client user ID. In this example,
the WSS client user ID is CYBUSER.

TTLSConnectionAction N550WssClientConnection
Specifies that the WSS client participates in secure socket handshakes as the client and that the client supports
the TLS_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA cipher suite.

TTLSGroupAction TTLSGroupOn
Specifies that AT-TLS security is active.

Configure the PAGENT Started Task Procedure

You can run PAGENT through a started task or from the z/OS shell. This section only provides instructions for the started
task procedure.

To use the started task, copy the PAGENT started task JCL from the TCPIP.SEZAINST(PAGENT) data set to the
SYS1.PROCLIB(PAGENT) data set.

Start and Stop the Policy Agent

To start the Policy Agent (PAGENT), issue the following MVS command:

S PAGENT

To stop the PAGENT, issue the following MVS command:
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P PAGENT

Refresh the Policy Agent after an AT-TLS Configuration Update

To refresh the policy configuration after an AT-TLS configuration file update, issue the following MVS command:

F PAGENT,REFRESH

Syslog Daemon

The syslog daemon, SYSLOGD, logs messages that are issued by the policy agent (PAGENT). To run SYSLOGD,
perform additional configuration.

Follow these steps:

1. (RACF only) Create a RACF user ID for SYSLOGD.
OR
(Top Secret only) Create a Top Secret ACID for SYSLOGD.
OR
(ACF2 only) Create an ACF2 logonid for SYSLOGD.

NOTE
For more information about these tasks, see the documentation for your security software, for example, Top
Secret, ACF2, or IBM RACF.

2. Configure the SYSLOGD started task procedure.
3. Specify statements in the SYSLOGD configuration file.
4. Start or stop SYSLOGD.

Configure the SYSLOGD Started Task Procedure

You can run SYSLOGD through a started task or from the z/OS shell. This section only provides instructions for the
started task procedure.

To use the started task, copy the SYSLOGD started task JCL from the TCPIP.SEZAINST(EZASYSLD) data set to the
SYS1.PROCLIB(SYSLOGD) data set.

TIP
Set the TZ environment variable to your time zone to make SYSLOGD to stamp the log messages with the local
time.

Specify Statements in the SYSLOGD Configuration File

To use SYSLOGD, create and populate a SYSLOGD configuration file. In this article, the file name is /etc/
syslog.conf .

Sample SYSLOGD Configuration File Content

# log all daemon messages to /tmp/syslog.log

daemon.*               /tmp/syslog.log

# log all daemon messages to the operator console.

# Note: this may generate a lot of master console

# output if traces are currently active in several

# TCP/IP components

daemon.*              /dev/console
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Send SYSLOGD log messages to the console to assist debugging. If you do not want to send messages to console,
comment out the daemon.* /dev/console statement.

STC Procedure to Stop SYSLOGD

To be able to stop SYSLOGD, create the following STC procedure in SYS1.PROCLIB(PSYSLOGD):

//PSYSLOGD PROC

//PSYSLOGD EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,

//         PARM='SH kill cat etc/syslog.pid'

//STDOUT   DD   PATH='/tmp/psyslogd.stdout',

//         PATHOPTS=(OCREAT,OTRUNC,OWRONLY),PATHMODE=SIRWXU

//STDERR   DD   PATH='/tmp/psyslogd.stderr',

//         PATHOPTS=(OCREAT,OTRUNC,OWRONLY),PATHMODE=SIRWXU

Start and Stop SYSLOGD

To start SYSLOGD, issue the following MVS command:

S SYSLOGD

To stop SYSLOGD, issue the following MVS command:

P PSYSLOGD

Store Certificates in SAF Keyrings
A keyring is a collection of digital certificates that are associated with an individual user. Keyrings provide enhanced
security over keystores because they are stored within the external security manager rather than exported to an HFS file.

Select one of the following procedures based on your external security manager (ESM):

Generate the Keyring and Connect the Certificate Using CA ACF2

Generate the ESP Workstation Server keyring and connect the certificate to the keyring using CA ACF2.

Follow these steps:

1. Generate a self-signed Certificate Authority (CA) under CERTAUTH.
Example:

GENCERT CERTAUTH.MVXE92CA SUBJSDN(CN='MVXE92CA' O='Broadcom' OU='WLA ESP' L='Prague' SP='' C=CZ)

 SIZE(1024) LABEL(MVXE92CAACF2) EXPIRE(12-31-2040) KEYUSAGE(CERTSIGN)

2. Generate a server certificate and sign it with the CA that you generated in the step above.
Example:

GENCERT CAESPSTC.ESPCERT SUBJSDN(CN='ESPCERT' O='Broadcom' OU='WLA ESP' L='Prague' SP='' C=CZ) SIZE(1024)

 LABEL(ESPCERT) SIGNWITH(CERTAUTH LABEL(MVXE92CAACF2)) KEYUSAGE(HANDSHAKE DATAENCRYPT DOCSIGN)

 EXPIRE(12-31-2040)

3. Issue the SET command to modify KEYRING data record.
Example:
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SET PROFILE(USER) DIVISION(KEYRING)

4. Generate the ESP Workstation Server keyring.
Example:

INSERT CAESPSTC.ESPRING RINGNAME(ESPRING)

5. Connect the root CA Certificate to the ESP Workstation Server keyring.
Example:

CONNECT CERTDATA(CERTAUTH.MVXE92CA) KEYRING(CAESPSTC.ESPRING)

6. Connect the ESP Workstation Server certificate to Workstation Server keyring.
Example:

CONNECT CERTDATA(CAESPSTC.ESPCERT) KEYRING(CAESPSTC.ESPCERT) USAGE(PERSONAL) DEFAULT

7. Activate the newly created keyring profile.
Example:

f acf2,rebuild(usr),class(p),division(keyring)

f acf2,omvs

8. Verify the keyring content.
Example:

SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(KEYRING)                                       

 PROFILE                                                             

LIST CAESPSTC RINGNAME(ESPRING)                                      

  KEYRING / CAESPSTC.ESPRING LAST CHANGED BY SYSPROG ON 02/20/19-05:21

                       DEFAULT(CAESPSTC.ESPCERT) RINGNAME(ESPRING)   

  The following certificates are connected to this key ring:         

  CERTDATA record    Label                             Usage         

  -----------------  --------------------------------  --------      

  CERTAUTH.MVXE92CA  MVXE92CAACF2                      CERTAUTH      

  CAESPSTC.ESPCERT   ESPCERT                           PERSONAL      

9. Allow the ESP ID to read from its keyring.
Example:

SET RESOURCE(FAC)

RECKEY IRR ADD( DIGTCERT.LIST UID(UID string for CAESPSTC) -

SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

RECKEY IRR ADD( DIGTCERT.LISTRING UID(UID string for CAESPSTC) -

SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

The certificate that you generated is stored in the SAF keyring. 

Generate the Keyring and Connect the Certificate Using CA Top Secret

Generate the ESP Workstation Server keyring and connect the certificate to the keyring using CA Top Secret.

Follow these steps:

1. Generate a self-signed Certificate Authority (CA) under CERTAUTH.
Example:

TSS GENCERT(CERTAUTH) DIGICERT(MVXE92CA) SUBJECTN('CN="MVXE92CA" OU="WLA ESP" O="Broadcom" L="Prague"

 ST="" C="CZ"') KEYUSAGE('CERTSIGN') LABLCERT('MVXE92CATSS') KEYSIZE(1024) NADATE(12/31/40)
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2. Generate a server certificate and sign it with the CA that you generated in the step above.
Example:

TSS GENCERT(CAESPSTC) DIGICERT(ESPCERT) SUBJECTN('CN="ESPCERT" OU="WLA ESP" O="Broadcom" L="Prague" ST=""

 C="CZ"') LABLCERT('ESPCERT') SIGNWITH(CERTAUTH,MVXE92CA) KEYUSAGE('HANDSHAKE DATAENCRYPT DOCSIGN')

 KEYSIZE(1024)

3. Generate the Workstation Server keyring. 
Example:

TSS ADD(CAESPSTC) KEYRING(ESPRING)

4. Add CA certificate to the Workstation Server keyring.
Example:

TSS ADD(CAESPSTC) KEYRING(ESPRING) RINGDATA(CERTAUTH,MVXE92CA) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

5. Add the Workstation Server certificate to the ESP keyring. 
Example:

TSS ADD(CAESPSTC) KEYRING(ESPRING) RINGDATA(CAESPSTC,ESPCERT) USAGE(PERSONAL) DEFAULT

6. Verify the keyring content.
Example:

TSS LIST(CAESPSTC) LABLRING(ESPRING)

7. Allow the ESP ACID to read from its keyring.
Example:

TSS PERMIT(CAESPSTC) IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LIST) ACC(READ)

TSS PERMIT(CAESPSTC) IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING) ACC(READ)

The certificate that you generated is stored in the SAF keyring.  

Generate the Keyring and Connect the Certificate Using IBM RACF

Generate the ESP Workstation Server keyring and connect the certificate to the keyring using CA Top Secret.

Follow these steps:

1. Generate self-signed Certificate Authority (CA) under CERTAUTH.
Example:

RACDCERT CERTAUTH GENCERT SUBJECTSDN(CN('MVXE92CA') OU('WLA ESP') O('Broadcom') L('Prague') SP('')

 C('CZ')) KEYUSAGE(DOCSIGN CERTSIGN) WITHLABEL('MVXE92CARACF') NOTAFTER(DATE(2040/12/31)) SIZE(1024)

2. Generate the server certificate and sign it with the CA that you generated in the step above.
Example:

RACDCERT ID(CAESPSTC) GENCERT SUBJECTSDN(CN('ESPCERT') OU('WLA ESP') O('Broadcom') L('Prague') SP('')

 C('CZ')) WITHLABEL('ESPCERT') SIZE(1024) SIGNWITH(CERTAUTH LABEL('MVXE92CARACF')) KEYUSAGE(HANDSHAKE

 DATAENCRYPT DOCSIGN) NOTAFTER(DATE(2040/12/31))

3. Generate a keyring to be used by the ESP Workstation Server.
Example:

RACDCERT ADDRING(ESPRING) ID(CAESPSTC)

4. Connect the CA certificate to the ESP keyring. 
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Example:

RACDCERT ID(CAESPSTC) CONNECT(CERTAUTH LABEL('CERTAUTH.MVXE92CA') RING(ESPRING))

5. Connect the Workstation Server certificate to the ESP keyring.
Example:

RACDCERT ID(CAESPSTC) CONNECT(ID(CAESPSTC) LABEL('CAESPSTC.ESPCERT') RING(ESPRING))

6. Verify the keyring content.
Example:

RACDCERT ID(CAESPSTC) LISTRING(ESPRING)

7. Allow the ESP user to read from the keyring.
Example:

PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LIST CLASS(FACILITY) ID(CAESPSTC) ACC(READ)

PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING CLASS(FACILITY) ID(CAESPSTC) ACC(READ) 

The certificate that you generated is stored in the SAF keyring. 

Format of POST Web Service Request
Here is the general format of a POST web service request. A POST web service request is coded in ASCII characters
and it consists of a standard header section and a JSON body section that is specific to a particular type of web service.
Currently, support is provided for an ESP command web service request only.

POST / HTTP/1.1[CR/LF]

Authorization: Basic <base64_encoded_credentials>[CR/LF]

Content-Length: numeric_length_of_body[CR/LF]

Content-Type: application/json[CR/LF] 

Host: address:port[CR/LF]

User-Agent: client_information[CR/LF]

<other fields set by the client>[CR/LF]

[CR/LF]

JSON_body

Each line of the header ends with a carriage return and line feed ( [CR/LF] ), which is X’0D0A’ in ASCII. The server
converts the ASCII code to X’0D25’ in EBCDIC. The header ends after the first empty line that ends with [CR/LF].

The credentials in the "Authorization: Basic" line consist of a Base64 encoded user id and password in the format
userid:password. For example, "ABC:DEF" is encoded as "QUJDOkRFRg==". Base 64 encoding prevents the user id
and password from being sent in clear text. For details, see Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF®) documents rfc 2617
(section 2) and rfc 2045 (section 6.8).

WSS uses the credentials to authenticate the request through the same security environment that it uses for ESP
Workstation sessions.

The "Content-length:" line specifies the length of the JSON request body that follows the request header.

Variables in the JSON body are not case-sensitive.
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Command Web Service Request
An ESP command web service request allows a web client to submit an ESP command and receive the response. The
request consists of a standard header section and a JSON body section for the command request. The standard header is
discussed in Format for Web Service Request.

Request Format

Here is the format for an ESP command web service request:

POST / HTTP/1.1[CR/LF]

Authorization: Basic <base64_encoded_credentials> [CR/LF]

Content-Length: numeric_length_of_body[CR/LF]

Content-Type: application/json[CR/LF]

Host: address:port[CR/LF]

User-Agent: client_information[CR/LF]

<other fields set by the client>[CR/LF]

[CR/LF]

{"info":{"status":"req","cont":"eom","type":"command"},

"data":{"request":"text-string"}} 

The text string in the "data" line contains the ESP command being passed to WSS.

See an example later in this topic.

Response Format

Here is the format of the WSS response to a successful ESP command web service request:

HTTP/1.1 200 OK[CR/LF]

Server: CATechnologies/ESPWSS/1.0[CR/LF]

Content-Type: Application/json[CR/LF]

Transfer-Encoding: chunked[CR/LF]

[CR/LF]numeric_hexadecimal_length_of_chunk[CR/LF]  

{"info":{"status":"succ","type":"command"},

"data":{"list":["string_1","string_2",…,"string_n"]}}[CR/LF]0[CR/LF][CR/LF]

Here is the format of the WSS response to an unsuccesfull ESP command web service request:

HTTP/1.1 statuscode statusmsg[CR/LF]

Server: CATechnologies/ESPWSS/1.0[CR/LF]

Content-Type: Application/json[CR/LF]

Transfer-Encoding: chunked[CR/LF]

[CR/LF]numeric_hexadecimal_length_of_chunk[CR/LF]

{"info":{"status":"<value>","type":"command"},

"data":{"status":statuscode,"code":servercode,"message":"statusmsg+servermsg"}[CR/LF]0[CR/LF][CR/LF]

See examples later in this topic.

Here are the response "info" line variable descriptions:

status
Specifies the status of the request. The values are as follows:
succ

Request successful
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fail
Request failed

warn
Request successful but it produced a warning

inv
Request format is invalid

cont
eom

End of message. Indicates the only block of the message or the last block of a multi-block message.
more

More blocks are available for the message. Use this value for all but the last block of a multi-block
message.

Here are the response "data" line variable descriptions:

list
A list of strings containing the response to a successful request.

status
A copy of the HTTP status code given in the first line of the header

code
An internal error code specific to the server

message
A copy of the HTTP status message given in the first line of the header and an optional message from the server.

Example: ESP Command Web Service Request and Response

Here is an example of an ESP command web service request:

POST /command HTTP/1.1[CR/LF]

Authorization: Basic dXNlcmlkOnBhc3N3b3Jk[CR/LF]

Content-Length: 107[CR/LF]

Content-Type: application/json[CR/LF]

Host: 141.202.65.31:4913[CR/LF]

User-Agent: CYBESWS1/1.0[CR/LF]

[CR/LF]

{"info":{"status":"req","cont":"eom","type":"command"},

"data":{"request":"TEST (5) LAST WORKDAY OF MONTH"}}

Here is a response to the request, assuming it is successful:

HTTP/1.1 200 OK[CR/LF]

Server: CATechnologies/ESPWSS/1.0[CR/LF]

Content-Type: Application/json[CR/LF]

Transfer-Encoding: chunked[CR/LF]

[CR/LF]0128[CR/LF]  

{"info":{"status":"succ","type":"command"},

"data":{"list":[

"00.00.00 FRIDAY JULY 29TH, 2016, DAY 211",

"00.00.00 WEDNESDAY AUGUST 31ST, 2016, DAY 244",

"00.00.00 FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 30TH, 2016, DAY 274",

"00.00.00 MONDAY OCTOBER 31ST, 2016, DAY 305",
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"00.00.00 WEDNESDAY NOVEMBER 30TH, 2016, DAY 335"]}[CR/LF]0[CR/LF][CR/LF]

Example: Response to a Failed ESP Command Web Service Request

Here is an example of the response to a failed ESP command web service request:

Here is an example of the response to a failed CA WA ESP Edition command web service request:

HTTP/1.1 401 Unauthorized[CR/LF]

Server: CATechnologies/ESPWSS/1.0[CR/LF]

Content-Type: Application/json[CR/LF]

Transfer-Encoding: chunked[CR/LF]

[CR/LF]0095[CR/LF]

{"info":{"status":"fail","type":"command"},

"data":{"status":401,"code":401001,"message":"Unauthorized. AUTHORIZATION BASIC missing in HTTP header."} [CR/

LF]0[CR/LF][CR/LF]

Example: Multi-chunked response to an ESP Command Web Service Request

If the response does not fit a single response buffer, then it is sent in chunks with hexadecimal length of each chunk
preceding the chunk and final zero length chunk at the end.

HTTP/1.1 200 OK[CR/LF]

Server: CATechnologies/ESPWSS/1.0[CR/LF]

Content-Type: Application/json[CR/LF]

Transfer-Encoding: chunked[CR/LF]

[CR/LF]7bee[CR/LF]  

{"info":{"status":"succ","type":"command"},

"data":{"list":[ "data data data[CR/LF]7bb4[CR/LF]data data data[CR/LF]0fdb[CR/LF]data data data"]}[CR/

LF]0[CR/LF][CR/LF]

Submit Web Service Request
You can submit a POST web service request to Workstation Server through a browser add-on that supports RESTful web
services.

To use a browser to submit a web service request to Workstation Server, specify the following items in the browser add-on
interface:

• Method: POST
• URL: http://address:port/webservice

– address is the IP address of WSS.
– port is the port specified in the WEBPORT initialization parameter.
– webservice is the type of web service request you want to submit.

Currently, the only web service type supported is "command", which submits an ESP command to WSS.
• Authentication: Basic
• User ID and password
• JSON code for the specific type of web services request

Test TCP/IP Connection
You need to test the TCP/IP connection between your ESP Workstation and the Workstation Server.

To test the TCP/IP connection to the Workstation Server, determine the appropriate TCP/IP addresses and do one of the
following:
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• Ping the host from your workstation.
• Telnet the host from your workstation.

If you need assistance with this process, see your Network Administrator.

Test Operation of Workstation Server
You can verify the operation of the Workstation Server by displaying the Workstation Server status. The status indicates
the number of connections that were attempted and the number of currently active sessions.

Follow these steps:

1. Issue the START command to start the Workstation Server started task.
Example: /S ESPWSS

2. Issue the STATUS to display the Workstation Server status.
Example: /F ESPWSS, STATUS
When you issue the Workstation Server STATUS command before connecting Workstation, you see messages like the
following:

F ESPWSS,STATUS

ESPWSS468I ESP Workstation Server release 11.4 STATUS

ESPWSS472I 0 Client connections have been made, currently 0 are active

3. (Optional) Issue the STOP command to stop the Workstation Server started task.

Test Connection of ESP Workstation to ESP
Follow these steps:

1. Start ESP.
2. Start the Workstation Server using the S wssname command.
3. Start ESP Workstation by double-clicking the icon for the product.
4. Connect using ESP Workstation. For information about connecting, see the ESP User Guide.

Configure for Agents
Before starting ESP, you can configure it to use agents.

Follow these steps:

1. Review Agents and Agent Plug-ins.
2. Collect information for the agent.
3. Define agents on ESP.
4. Define users on ESP.
5. Configure security profiles on ESP to control agent access.
6. Verify that an agent works with ESP.

After you start ESP, you can do the following tasks to dynamically define agents or user maps and list and manage those
definitions.

Follow these steps:

1. Manage agent definitions or user maps dynamically.
2. Define users on ESP.
3. Configure security profiles on ESP to control agent access.
4. Verify that an agent works with ESP.
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Review Agents and Agent Plug-ins
You must review agents and their plug-ins as these are the key integration components of Broadcom workload automation
products.

Agents let you automate, monitor, and manage workload on all major platforms, applications, and databases. To run
workload on a particular system, you need to install an agent on that system. For example, if your workload must run on
a UNIX computer, you can install and configure the WA Agent for UNIX to run UNIX scripts, execute UNIX commands,
transfer files using FTP, monitor file activity on the agent computer and perform many other tasks.

You can extend the functionality of the agent by installing one or more agent plug-ins into the agent installation directory. If
you have a relational database such as Oracle, for example, you can install a database agent plug-in to query and monitor
the database. Other agent plug-ins are also available. For more information, see the appropriate Implementation Guide for
each agent plug-in.

Note: The agent plug-ins are available only for UNIX, Linux, and Windows operating environments.

WARNING
If you add the WA Agent for Remote Execution plug-in, tell your users to update any job definitions that use the
legacy Telnet agent for OpenVMS. For details, see Migrate Job Definitions from a Legacy Telnet Agent.

Migrate Job Definitions from a Legacy Telnet Agent
If you run OpenVMS jobs on the legacy Telnet agent, you must update your old job definitions to run them on the new
agent.

The legacy Telnet agent provided a command procedure named ESPSUBMIT.com, which is not required by the new
agent. To migrate your old job definitions to the new agent, do the following:

• Replace ESPSUBMIT.COM with the actual commands you intend to run. For example, assume that your existing job
definition uses ESPSUBMIT.COM as the command and PIC_TIME.COM as the argument. Your new job definition
would use PIC_TIME.COM as the command without an argument.

• If your existing job definition specifies any options to pass to ESPSUBMIT.COM, such as /USER, specify these values
as described in your scheduling manager documentation.

• Instead of using /PARAMETERS to specify arguments, include the arguments as part of the command string. For
example, assume that your existing job definition uses ESPSUBMIT.COM as the command and "PIC_TIMER.COM /
PARAMETERS="RECORD"" as the argument. Your new definition would use "@PIC_TIMER.COM "RECORD"" as the
command without an argument.

• Instead of using /LOG_FILE, specify the path to the spool file as described in your scheduling manager documentation.

Collect Information for Each Agent
Speak to your agent administrator, and collect the following required information for each agent you must configure on
ESP.

To define an agent on ESP, you must use the same values specified on the agent in the agentparm.txt file.

ESP InitializationParameter Agent parameter (agentparm.txt file)
ESPPARM Data Set
AGENTRCV
PORT(port)

 
communication.managerport_n

  
AGENTDEF
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MANAGER
NAME(mgrname)
TCPIP(ipaddress)

 
communication.managerid_n
communication.manageraddress_n

  
ENCRYPT
KEY(key)
KEYNAME(keyname)

 
security.cryptkey=key
security.cryptkey=path\cryptkey.txt
The key name is stored in cryptkey.txt by default but the agent
administrator can specify another file name.

  
AGENT
name
PORT(port)
ENCRYPT(key)
ENCRYPT KEYNAME(keyname)

 
agentname
communication.inputport
security.cryptkey=key
security.cryptkey=path\cryptkey.txt

Define Agents
You must complete some configuration tasks to define the agent on ESP so that the agent and ESP can work together.

Follow these steps:

Step Action Done
1 Configure ESPPARM Data Set  
2 Configure AGENTDEF Data Set  
3 Set Encryption Key  
4 Load AGENTDEF Data Set  
5 Load Workload Object Modules  

Configure ESPPARM Data Set
To support agents, you must configure the ESPPARM data set by adding agent-related initialization parameters, which is
included in  Initialization Parameter Data Set Members.

NOTE
ESPPARM is based on sample member CYBESS03 in prefix.CD7YSAMP (prefix represents the data set
qualifiers for your system).

To configure the ESPPARM data set, code the following initialization parameters:

• AGENTRCV

NOTE
The PORT operand specified in AGENTRCV must match the value of the communication.managerport_n
parameter in the agentparm.txt file.

• COMMQ
• LOADAGDF
• MGRADDR
• WOBDEF
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Configure AGENTDEF Data Set
Configure the Agent Definition (AGENTDEF) data set to describe the name and characteristics of the remote systems for
which ESP controls workload. AGENTDEF is included in Initialization Parameter Data Set Members.

NOTE

• AGENTDEF is based on sample member CYBESS35 in prefix.CD7YSAMP (prefix represents the data set
qualifiers for your system).

• You add initialization parameters to AGENTDEF to define ESP as the workload manager and define the
agents that run the workload. You also specify the encryption used for communications with the agents.

• You can use the AGENT command to list the active agent definitions in ESP memory and the COMMQ data
set. For more information, see the AGENT command in the Command Reference Guide.

To configure the AGENTDEF data set, code the following initialization parameters:

MANAGER
The NAME operand in MANAGER must match the value of the communication.managerid_n parameter in the
agentparm.txt file.

ENCRYPT (optional)
The KEY operand in ENCRYPT must match the value of the security.cryptkey parameter in the agentparm.txt file.

AGENT
The NAME operand in AGENT must match the value of the agent name parameter in the agentparm.txt file.

MAPUSER (optional)
The name of the user and the agent you want to map to.

NOTE
Initialization parameters in an 80-column AGENTDEF data set must be coded in columns 1 - 71. Column 72 is
the continuation column. Any character in column 72 is interpreted as a continuation character and all characters
after it are ignored. If the AGENTDEF length is anything other than 80 columns, you can code Initialization
parameters in any column.

Example: AGENTDEF Data Set

In the following example, the ENCRYPT initialization parameter specifies the encryption key name for communication
between ESP and all the agents except TORAS4001. For communication between ESP and agent TORAS4001, the
encryption key name is specified in the ENCRYPT operand of the last AGENT initialization parameter.

MANAGER NAME(CM_CENTRAL) TCPIP

ENCRYPT KEYNAME(KEY1) ALL

MAPUSER JDOE TO(ABCJD01) AGENT(TORSUN1)

AGENT TORSUN1 ADDRESS(123.45.67.89) PORT(9999)

AGENT TORNT1 ADDRESS(123.67.89.01) PORT(9998)

AGENT TORAS4001 ADDRESS(123.89.01.23) PORT(9997) +

ENCRYPT KEYNAME(KEY2)

Set Encryption Key
After you set the encryption key on the agent, set the same key on ESP. If the keys are different, the agent and ESP
cannot communicate. ESP and the agent must have the same encryption key to communicate. The agent's encryption
key is stored in a text file. The path to that file is set by the security.cryptkey parameter in the agentparm.txt file.specify an
encryption key for individual agents or for groups of agents.
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Encrypt Communications with an Individual Agent

You can encrypt communications between ESP and an individual agent.

To encrypt communications with an individual agent, specify the encryption key in the ENCRYPT operand of the AGENT
initialization parameter.

Example: Encrypt Communications with an Individual Agent

AGENT CYBUNIX ADDRESS(113.11.11.11) Port(3990)+

ENCRYPT KEYNAME(UNIX_AGENT_KEY)

Encrypt Communications with Multiple Agents

You can use one key to encrypt communications between ESP and multiple agents.

Follow these steps:

1. Specify an encryption key name in the KEYNAME operand of the ENCRYPT initialization parameter.
2. After the ENCRYPT initialization parameter, code the AGENT initialization parameters that use the same key.

Example: Encrypt Communications with Multiple Agents

In the following example, the first ENCRYPT initialization parameter encrypts AGENT A and AGENT B using a key
represented by key name AGTKEY1. The second ENCRYPT initialization parameter encrypts AGENT C and AGENT D
using a key represented by key name AGTKEY2.

ENCRYPT KEYNAME(AGTKEY1)ALL

AGENT A...

AGENT B...

ENCRYPT KEYNAME(AGTKEY2) ALL

AGENT C...

AGENT D...

Define Name for Encryption Key

You can define a name for an encryption key used to secure communications with system agents and with Workload
Automation AE. Once you define the key name, you can use it instead of the key in AGENTDEF data set initialization
parameters. Wherever you use the key name, ESP substitutes the key. By using the key name, the key is hidden and
secure.

WARNING
We recommend that you use key names instead of keys when you encrypt communications.

To define a name for an encryption key, issue the CRYPTKEY command.

Example: Specify an Encryption Key Name

The following example uses key name AGTKEY1 in place of an encryption key in an ENCRYPT initialization parameter.

ENCRYPT KEYNAME(AGTKEY1)

Load AGENTDEF Data Set
You must load the AGENTDEF data set each time you make changes to it.

To load the AGENTDEF data set, issue the LOADAGDF command.
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WARNING
The LOADAGDF command replaces any agent definitions that are in effect with ESP, including definitions that
you defined dynamically using the AGENT command. You can issue the SAVEAGDF command to save all of
the agent definitions and load them using the LOADAGDF command. You can find more information on dynamic
agent definition in Manage Agent Definitions or User Maps Dynamically.

Load Workload Object Modules
To use a job supported by an agent with ESP, you must load the workload object module corresponding to that job. Each
job has its own workload object module. For example, to use a Windows job (NT_JOB), you must load the CYBESONT
module.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the ESPPARM data set.
2. Add the WOBDEF initialization parameter if required.
3. Edit the WOBDEF initialization parameter to specify the modules to be loaded.

The workload object modules are listed in the documentation for WOBDEF.
4. Issue the WOBDEF LOAD command in page or line mode.

NOTE
The WOBDEF LOAD command requires access in the security profile OPER or OPERCMD. For more
information, see the ESP Security Guide.

Example: Add workload object modules for jobs

The following WODBDEF initialization parameter specifies the modules for UNIX_JOB, FILE_TRIGGER,
AGENT_MONITOR, CPU_MON, DB_JOB, and DISK_MON.

WOBDEF LOAD(CYBESOUJ CYBESOFM CYBESOAM CYBESOCM CYBESODM +

CYBESOHM CYBESOFT CYBESOIM CYBESOPM CYBESOTM)

Define Users and Passwords
To run a job under the authority of a user ID, you must define the user ID specified in the job definition and the user's
password on ESP.

NOTE
If a default user ID and password are already defined on the agent and you do not need to schedule jobs under
other user IDs, you can skip this procedure.

To define a user on ESP, issue the PASSWORD command:

PASSWORD DEFINE USER(userID) PASSWORD(password)

Example: Define a User on ESP

PASSWORD DEFINE USER(jsmith) PASSWORD(A2B3C)

NOTE

• You can specify the user ID in a database job definition using the USER statement.
• You can specify the operator ID in a PeopleSoft job definition using the PSOPRID statement.
• You can specify the user ID in an SAP job definition using the SAPUSER statement.
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For more information, see the PASSWORD command in the Command Reference Guide.

Configure Security Profiles
Your ESP security administrator must configure security profiles on ESP to control agent access and grant the following
permissions.

• Allow Users to Submit Jobs to Agent
• Allow Users to Submit Jobs to Agent Under User ID
• Allow Users to Issue Commands and Send Messages

When ESP receives an agent message, it checks to see whether the distributed system user ID has the required access.
This access is defined in the ESP security profiles.

NOTE
For more information about security profiles, refer to the ESP Security Guide.

Allow Users to Submit Jobs to Agent
To allow users to submit jobs to the agent, add each user ID to the AGENT security profile.

Allow Users to Submit Jobs to Agent Under User ID
To allow a user to submit jobs to an agent under a user ID, add the user ID to the AGENTUSR security profile. The user
ID corresponds to the user ID specified in the USER statement coded in the ESP Procedure that submits the jobs.

For example, you can authorize users JSMITH and VLEE to submit jobs that specify USER(PROD) to Agent HP51 by
adding JSMITH and VLEE to an AGENTUSR security profile.

Specify Password to Enable Agent to Run Workload

Before an agent can run workload, it might require a password to log on to the distributed system on which it runs. The
agent logs on under the user ID specified in the USER statement of the procedure.

To specify a password for the agent's user ID, issue the PASSWORD command.

The PASSWORD command securely stores a user ID and encrypted password pair. You can also issue the PASSWORD
command to update and delete passwords, and list user IDs that have passwords defined.

WARNING
Ensure the password and user ID match the ones set up on the distributed system running the agent.

Example: Specify a Password to Enable an Agent to Run Workload

PASSWORD DEFINE USER(jdoe) PASSWORD(A2B3C) TYPE(NT_JOB)

When a USER statement is coded in an NT_JOB definition, a search occurs for an entry that matches the specified
user ID with an NT_JOB and a qualifier that is the same as the agent name specified in the ESP Procedure. This search
returns the password that most closely matches these parameters. If there are no matching entries, an entry with no type
or qualifier is returned.

Allow Users to Update or Delete Password 

To allow a user to update or delete a password without specifying an old password, create a PASSWORD security profile
for the user ID and give that user ID update access to the profile.
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Allow Users to Update or Delete Encrypted Key 

To allow users to issue the CRYPTKEY command to update or delete an encrypted key without specifying the old
encrypted key, add the required user IDs to the PASSWORD security profile.

Allow Users to Specify Distributed System User IDs

To authorize messages sent to ESP using the ESPmgr command, distributed system user IDs must be mapped to
mainframe user IDs.

To map distributed system user IDs to mainframe user IDs, do one of the following:

• Specify the user IDs to be mapped in the MAPUSER initialization parameter in the AGENTDEF file. This method
requires access to the AGENTDEF data set.

• Issue the OPER command MAPUSER.

Allow Users to Issue Commands and Send Messages
To allow users to issue commands and send messages to an agent, add the required user IDs to the AGENTMSG
security profile.

Manage Agent Definitions or User Maps Dynamically
In addition to defining agents and user maps in the AGENTDEF data set, you can define and manage them dynamically
after ESP is started. The dynamic definitions are stored in the COMMQ data set along with definitions previously loaded
from an AGENTDEF data set by the LOADAGDF statement or command.

Note: This procedure includes instructions to save all agent definitions and user map definitions and load the saved
definitions to ESP.

Follow these steps:

1. (Optional) Add the IF_NOT_IN_COMMQ operand to the LOADAGDF initialization parameter.

WARNING
We recommend that you code IF_NOT_IN_COMMQ if you want to use the AGENT command or MAPUSER
command to define or modify agents or user maps. If you code this operand and you want to replace the
definitions in COMMQ later on, issue the LOADAGDF command.

2. (Optional) Issue the DYNAGENT command with the BACKUP operand to configure automatic backups of dynamic
agent and user map definitions.
You can use the backup data set to restore the agent definitions with a LOADAGDF command.

3. To define or manage agent definitions, issue the AGENT command, specifying one of the following operands: DEFINE,
SET, DELETE, UNDELETE, or PURGE.

4. To define or manage user map definitions, issue the MAPUSER command, specifying one of the following operands:
DEFINE, SET, or DELETE.

5. (Optional) Issue the SAVEAGDF command at any time to save the current agent definitions and user map definitions
into a data set.

6. (Optional) Issue the LOADAGDF command at any time to load the saved agent definitions and user map definitions.

WARNING
Before using LOADAGDF, make sure that you do not inadvertently overwrite existing definitions that you
want to keep.

Notes:
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• SAVEAGDF and LOADAGDF are useful to backup and restore agent definitions and user map definitions in case the
COMMQ data set becomes corrupted.

• LOADAGDF is useful for loading updated agent definitions or user map definitions.
• For security reasons, you cannot save the agent definitions if any of those definitions include an explicit encryption key.

You must use key names for encryption if you want to use SAVEAGDF. You can issue the following command to list the
agent definitions in COMMQ that include an explicit key:

AGENT  -  CLEARKEY

Verify Agent Communications
You can verify whether the agent and ESP are communicating using a test application. You create the test application to
initiate and track a job on the agent. You monitor the status of the job to verify the agent works with ESP.

Follow these steps:

Step Action Done
1 Test network communication  
2 Create a test application  
3 Create an event to schedule the test

application
 

4 Trigger the event to run the test application  
5 Monitor the test application  

Test Network Communication
Use the PING and NETSTAT commands to test network communication between ESP and between agents. For
communication to occur between ESP and agents, each must have a valid IP address and a unique port.

 

Create Test Application
Create a simple test application that contains one job to verify communication between an agent and ESP. The type of job
you define depends on the agent you are testing.

Follow these steps:

1. Open a member of a PDS for editing.
2. Define an application to run a test job.
3. Save the data set member.
4. Return to the ISPF Primary Option Menu.

Example: WA Agent for UNIX Test Application
 

APPL UNIXTEST

UNIX_JOB Test

   RUN Daily

   AGENT Unix_Agent

   SCRIPTNAME /mfg/test/sort

ENDJOB
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Example: WA Agent for Windows Test Application
 

APPL WINTEST

NT_JOB Test

   RUN Daily

   AGENT Windows_Agent

   CMDNAME C:\mfg\test\sort.bat

ENDJOB

Example: WA Agent for Databases Test Application
 

APPL DBTEST

SQL_JOB A

   RUN DAILY

   AGENT DB_Agent

   SQL 'select * from ordertable'

   OUTPUT_FILE /var/dblog/orderlog

   USER jsmith

ENDJOB

Example: WA Agent for SAP Test Application
 

APPL SAPTEST

SAP_JOB TEST

   RUN DAILY

   AGENT SAP_Agent

   SAPUSER JSMITH

   ABAPNAME RSPARAM

   SAPJOBNAME TEST

ENDJOB

Example: WA Agent for Oracle E-Business Suite Test Application

APPL ORTEST

OA_JOB TEST

   RUN DAILY

   AGENT OA_Agent

   PROGRAM FNDSCARU

   APPLDISPLNAME 'Application Object Library'

   RESPNAME 'System Administrator'

   OAUSER SYSADMIN

ENDJOB

Example: WA Agent for PeopleSoft Test Application
 

APPL PSTEST

PS_JOB TEST

   RUN DAILY
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   AGENT PS_Agent

   PROCESSNAME AEMINITEST

   PROCESSTYPE 'Application Engine'

   RUNCONTROLID PS_ALL

   PSOPRID VP1

ENDJOB

Example: WA Agent for i5/OS Test Application
 

APPL i5TEST

AS400_JOB TEST

   RUN DAILY

   AGENT i5_Agent

   CLPNAME MFGDATA

   AS400LIB PRODJOBS

ENDJOB

Example: WA Agent for Application Services Test Application
 

APPL ASTEST

POJO_JOB TEST

   RUN DAILY

   AGENT AS_Agent

   CLASSNAME java.lang.Integer

   METHOD parseInt

   PARAMETER TYPE(java.lang.String) VALUE(5)

ENDJOB

Example: WA Agent for Web Services Test Application
 

APPL WSTEST

WEB_SERV QUOTE

   RUN DAILY

   AGENT WSAGENT

   TARGETNAMESPACE http://www.webserviceX.NET/

   SERVICENAME StockQuote

   OPERATION GetQuote

   WSDL_URL http://www.webservicex.com/stockquote.asmx?WSDL

   ENDPOINT_URL http://www.webservicex.com/stockquote.asmx 

   PARAMETER TYPE(string) VALUE(CA)

   RETURNCLASS java.lang.String

   RETURNXML string

   RETURNNAMESPACE http://www.webserviceX.NET/

ENDJOB
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Create Event to Schedule Test Application
You create an event to schedule the test application. In the following procedure, the event is scheduled to run at 4pm
daily.

1. On the ISPF Primary Option Menu, type ESP.

NOTE
If this does not work, contact your system administrator about how to access the ESP Main Menu.

2. From the Main Menu, select E Events and press Enter.
The Event Management Menu appears.

3. Select 2 Define a new ESP Event and press Enter.
The Start Event Definition panel appears.

4. Complete the following fields and press Enter.
– In the Prefix field, type your mainframe user or group ID.
– In the Descriptive Name field, type a name for your Event.
The Specify Event Processing Options panel appears.

5. Complete the following fields and press Enter.
– In the Invoke ESP Procedure field, type Y.
– In the Scheduled Execution field, type Y.
The Invoke panel appears.

6. Complete the following fields and press Enter.
– In the Data Set Name field, type the name of the PDS where you stored your test application.
– In the Member field, type the member name.
The Event Schedule Panel appears.

7. In the first Criteria field, type 4pm daily and press Enter.
8. Press Enter to save the Event.

The Event Management Menu appears.

Trigger Event to Run Test Application
You can manually trigger the event you created to run the test application now instead of when it is scheduled. When you
trigger the event, you can place the application on hold so that you can release the application when you are ready to
monitor the job status.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Event Management Menu, select 3 Control an existing Event and press Enter.
The Event Control Menu appears.

2. Leave the option field blank, but ensure the correct Event prefix appears in the Single Event section of the panel.
Press Enter.
The List Events panel appears.

3. Tab until your cursor is next to your Event, type T, and press Enter.
The Trigger an Event panel appears.

4. Complete the following fields and press Enter.
– In the Replace/Add field, type add.
– In the Appl on Hold field, type Y.
The List Events panel appears and displays the message 'Event Triggered'.

5. Press F3 until you return to the Main Menu.
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Monitor Test Application
Monitor the job in your test application to ensure it completes. Use the Consolidated Status Facility (CSF) to monitor jobs.

To monitor the test application, complete the following steps:

• Create a CSF view for the application.
• Define a filter for your CSF view.
• Release the test application.
• Monitor the job status.

Create a CSF View for the Application

From the Main Menu, select C Consolidated Status Facility and press Enter.

On the CSF panel command line, type V and press Enter.

The View Definitions panel appears.

Next to the General View type R and press Enter.

The Replicate a View panel appears.

In the New View Name field, type a name for the view.

In the Description field, type a description for the view.

In the No Items to Display field, type a message that appears if there are no items that fit your view's criteria.

Press Enter.

The View Definitions panel appears with your new view added to the list.

Define a Filter for Your CSF View

Next to your CSF view, type S and press Enter.

Your CSF view appears.

On the command line, type FI and press Enter.

The Filter Specification panel appears.

Tab until your cursor is in the Appl field and type the name of the application and press Enter.

The CSF view appears. Your test application is listed with a status of APPLHOLD.

Release the Test Application

When you triggered the event to run the test application, you placed the application on hold. To run the test application,
release it from APPLHOLD.

On the line next to your application, type AA to release your application.

Monitor the Job Status

After you release the application, the Status field will change from APPLHOLD to QUEUED FOR SUBMISSION.

Next, ESP looks up the address and port of the agent in its current copy of the AGENTDEF data set. ESP then sends a
message to the defined address and port. If the agent returns an acknowledgment, the status of the job changes from
QUEUED FOR SUBMISSION to AGENT NOTIFIED.
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If your setup is working correctly, the job status changes to COMPLETED. If the job definition has an OUTPUT_FILE
statement, the agent stores the results of your query in the file specified by the statement.

If the job status does not change to COMPLETED, you might have a problem with your agent and ESP setup or the agent
might be down.

• Job status remains QUEUED FOR SUBMISSION
The status of the job remains QUEUED FOR SUBMISSION if any of the connection parameters in the AGENTDEF
data set are incorrect.
To correct this problem, ensure the address and port in the AGENTDEF data set are correct for the agent. Ensure that
the encryption key in the AGENTDEF data set matches that in agentparm.txt.

NOTE
If you created an alias of the agent for an agent plug-in, ensure both the agent and the alias for the agent
plug-in are defined in the AGENTDEF with the same address, port number, and encryption key.

• Job status changes to Connection error
The status of the job changes to Connection error if the agent does not respond.
Ensure that the agent is running. Start the agent if it is not running. For instructions to control the agent, see the WA
Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows Implementation Guide.

Customize ESP WA Restart Option
This section describes how you can customize ESP WA Restart Option.

Prerequisites to Customizing ESP WA Restart Option

Before customizing ESP WA Restart Option, comply with the instructions listed in Configure ESP WA Restart Option.

• You must have allocated the EXH data set that stores information about jobs that ESP WA Restart Option tracks for
restart and rerun purposes. Refer to EXH.

• You must have added the mandatory initialization parameters for ESP WA Restart Option. Refer to Add Initialization
Parameters and to
– ERMSTEP
– ESPGROUP
– EXHFILE

Add Initialization Parameters
If you use ESP WA Restart Option, add the following initialization parameters:

• ERMSTEP
ERMSTEP specifies the ESP WA Restart Option step to be inserted into each job the product will track.
ESP inserts this JCL automatically.

ERMSTEP ('//ENCORE EXEC CYBRMENC')

NOTE
Specify the name of the cataloged procedure, for example, CYBRMENC.

• EXHFILE
EXHFILE specifies the name of the ESP WA Restart Option Execution History (EXH) data set.

EXHFILE data_set_name

• ESPGROUP
The value of ESPGROUP must be the same for the following:
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– An ESP master subsystem and its proxy subsystems.
– A local ESP master subsystem and any remote master subsystems running jobs submitted by the local ESP master

subsystem.
The name has a limit of eight characters.

ESPGROUP name

NOTE
ESPGROUP is also required if you use the CCCHK initialization parameter or command.

Customize Restart Option Parameters 

You can customize ESP WA Restart Option features and functions to your environment by adding ENCPARM initialization
parameters to your ESP initialization parameters. ENCPARM initialization parameters affect all jobs on a global basis. For
recommended default ENCPARM initialization parameters, see Use Default Initialization Parameter Examples.

ENCPARM CLEANUP INITIAL(YES)

Establish Default Values
You specify the default ESP WA Restart Option values that apply to every job that the restart option tracks in the
ESP initialization parameters. To distinguish ESP WA Restart Option initialization parameters from ESP initialization
parameters, include the keyword ENCPARM before each ESP WA Restart Option initialization parameter. When ESP
submits a job with the ESP WA Restart Option step, these default values pass to the job unless they are overridden in the
application or the job details.

ENCPARM
ESP WA Restart Option has two categories of ENCPARMs:

• User ENCPARMs -- These initialization parameters describe options and features users might need to control. These
are the ENCPARMs the user enters in ESP procedures.

• System ENCPARMs -- ESP Agent uses these initialization parameters to communicate with ESP WA Restart Option
by inserting the system ENCPARMs into the job stream.

Use ENCPARMs
You can use ESP WA Restart Option ENCPARMs in the following places:

• ESP initialization parameters

ENCPARM SECURITY TAPE(NO)

ENCPARM CLEANUP INITIAL(YES)

NOTE
You must code the ENCPARM initialization parameters in the ESPPARM member for every ESP subsystem
(master or proxy) that submits jobs or tracks jobs.

• ESP Procedure

APPL CYBER

JCLLIB .....

OPTIONS RESTARTSTEP

ENCPARM HONORCC NONE
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JOB JOB1

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

• ESP WA Restart Option Resubmission Panel

Restart  ===> Y

Jobid    ===> J1234

Fromstep ===> STEP003

Tostep   ===>

Do you wish to enter any ESP Encore statements? ===> Y

• ENCPARM Panel

Backout  ===> Y(Yes/No)

Cleanup  ===>(Yes/No)

Mode     ===> (Normal/Scan)

Force  ===>(Yes/No)

Auto-restore===>(Yes/No/Always)

Honor cond codes===>(All/None)

Enter one or more ESP Encore statements below. Do not prefix the

statements with 'ENCPARM'.

 

===>

Press ENTER to resubmit the object or END to cancel the request.

• Page Mode

OPER ENCPARM WARNING MISSING(YES)

• Console

F ESP,ENCPARM CLEANUP INITIAL(YES)

List, Add, or Delete ENCPARMs
You can list, add, or delete ENCPARMs while ESP is running by issuing an ENCPARM command from the following table.

ENCPARM Command Description
ENCPARM List all ENCPARMs, their values, and a number representing the

order in which each ENCPARM was issued.
ENCPARM xxx yyy zzz Add an ENCPARM with the values xxx, yyy, zzz

ENCPARM DELETE(n) Delete the nth ENCPARM, where n is the order in which the
ENCPARM was issued. To list n for the ENCPARM you want to
delete, issue the ENCPARM command.

NOTE
The effect of the preceding ENCPARM addition and deletion commands is temporary. The next time ESP
restarts, additions and deletions are undone.

Use Default Initialization Parameter Examples
The following are ESP WA Restart Option ENCPARM default initialization parameter examples you may use in your ESP
WA Restart Option environment. To use any of these default ENCPARM examples, specify them in the ESP initialization
parameters for all subsystems.
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Prevent NOT CATLGD 2 Errors

Indicate whether you want ESP WA Restart Option to clean up data sets automatically on the job's initial run to prevent
NOT CATLGD 2 errors:

ENCPARM  CLEANUP  INITIAL(YES)

Indicate Data set Migration/Archival

If you have a data set migration or archival product, such as DFHSM, indicate the special volume name that the product
uses to indicate that a data set was migrated/archived:

ENCPARM  VOLUME  MIGRATE(migvol)

If you have DFHSM, add the following initialization parameter:

ENCPARM  VOLUME  MIGRATE(MIGRAT)

Indicate Special Processing Data sets

If some data sets require special processing such as ESP WA Restart Option should never clean up or auto-restore them,
then specify them with the following initialization parameter:

ENCPARM  IGNOREDS  DSNAME(dsname-mask)

If you have complex data set masking standards, see Write a Data Set Processing Exit for ESP WA Restart Option.

Interface With Your Tape Management System

If you have a tape management system that you want to interface with, specify the name of your TAPESCR exit in the
following initialization parameter:

ENCPARM  TAPESCR  PROG(pgmname)

For more information on TAPESCR, see .

Name Abending Programs 

If you have programs that abend on behalf of other programs, name the abending programs with this initialization
parameter:

ENCPARM  ABENDER  program

Modify Internal Processing Functions

To modify the internal processing functions, use the COMPRESS, PACING, or DSEXIT options.

To save space on the EXH data set, use the COMPRESS(YES) option. See Compress EXH Records for details on how
compression works.

To change the number of EXH requests in the ESP address space, use the PACING(nn) option.

To invoke a user-defined exit routine to support a complex naming convention for data sets you want ESP WA Restart
Option to ignore, use the DSEXIT(module) option. See Write a Data Set Processing Exit for ESP WA Restart Option for
details.

ENCPARM  MODIFY COMPRESS(YES) PACING(20) DSEXIT(module)
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Issue Warning Messages from Restart Analysis Panel

If you want a warning message issued when a generation from a GDG concatenation is missing upon a job restart, use
GDGALL(YES).

If you want a warning message issued when a data set is missing during a job restart that ESP WA Restart Option wanted
to clean up, use MISSING(YES).

If you want a warning message issued when a data set has DISP=MOD specified during a job restart and ESP WA
Restart Option cannot automatically restore the data set, use DISPMOD(YES).

ENCPARM  WARNING GDGALL(YES) MISSING(YES) DISPMOD(YES)

Automatically Purge Jobs from EXH Data Set

If you want to automatically purge jobs from the EXH data set that have different criteria than the defaults you set up, use
this initialization parameter:

ENCPARM  PURGE JOB(job-mask) AGE(days) KEEP(number)

Compress EXH Records
Compress the EXH records to save space.

The EXH data set describes each job that ESP WA Restart Option tracks. The EXH data set can grow very large
depending on:

• The installation's workload
• The timeframe you require that a job remain restartable

Each job is described by a single EXH record. Each record in turn is saved into as many fixed-length slots as required.
Shorter records use up fewer slots in the data set. Therefore, if many records can be significantly shortened, a great deal
of EXH data set space can be saved.

Life of EXH Data Set Record

The life of an EXH data set record is as follows:

1. The ESP WA Restart Option step creates a record that describes the job as it looks before it executes.
2. ESP WA Restart Option task CYBRM312 in the ESP address space writes the record to the EXH data set and saves it

in memory until the job finishes execution.
3. As the job executes and SMF data is created, the copy of the record is updated and the updated portions are rewritten

to the EXH data set.
4. When the job ends, the final update is made to the EXH data set and the memory copy of the record is deleted.
5. The record is later read from the EXH data set to display its contents or to help restart the job.

Compression

The record is originally written to the data set in an uncompressed state. When the job ends, the record is compressed
and written to the data set a final time. The slot access method automatically frees the slots that are no longer needed to
hold the uncompressed record.

Turn On Compression

The default setting for EXH data set compression is NO. You can have ESP WA Restart Option compress EXH records by
coding the following initialization parameter:
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ENCPARM MODIFY COMPRESS(YES)

NOTE
The amount of compression varies. Only records for new jobs are compressed; existing records are not.

Decompression

Decompression takes place when the record is read from the EXH data set. A special marker in the record indicates that it
is compressed.

The record is compressed by using run-length encoding of repeated blanks and zeroes. That is, each string of 3 to 255
blanks (or zeroes) is replaced by a three-byte sequence that describes the string. This sequence consists of an escape
character, the byte repeated, and the length of the repeating string.

For more information on the ENCPARM initialization parameters, see the ESP WA Restart Option User Guide.

Interact With Tape Management System
ESP WA Restart Option can interact with a tape management system in two ways. One is by issuing an operator
command, and the other is by executing an interface program. The method you choose depends on your tape
management system and how it scratches tapes.

If no tape management system is installed, ESP WA Restart Option does not act when scratching a tape data set, except
to uncatalog it. However, if a tape management system is present, that system must be notified whenever ESP WA
Restart Option cleans up or backs out a tape data set.

 

Issue an Operator Command

 

ENCPARM  TAPESCR  COMMAND('cmd text') -

                  CONSOLE(consname)  CART(token)

The console name and token are optional. The command text might contain any of the following variables. ESP WA
Restart Option substitutes each before the command is issued.

Variables Description

&DSN The data set name

&VOL The tape volume

&EXPDT The expiry date, as six hexadecimal digits. This is in binary
YYDDD format, with the year and Julian day, for example
X'63016D' is EXPDT=99365

&RETPD The retention date, also in binary YYDDD format

&TYPE I, R, B, OR C depending on the TYPE:
TYPE=INSTALL
TYPE=RESTART
TYPE=BACKOUT
TYPE=CLEANUP
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Execute an Interface Program

 

ENCPARM  TAPESCR  PROG(pgmname)

The interface program must be a separate load module in the ESP WA Restart Option load library (or load library in the
systems LINKLIST). It is attached in the AMODE with which it was link-edited. A standard z/OS parameter list is used,
containing these parameters, all of them in below-the-line storage:

Parameter Description

Data set Name 44-byte name of the tape data set

Number of Volumes Full-word integer. Number of volumes in the following list

Volume List List of six-byte volume serials

Expiry Date three-byte expiry date in Julian format: X'yydddd'

Retention Period three-byte retention date in Julian format: X'yydddd'

Flags Two bytes of flags:
X'8000': TYPE=INITIAL
X'4000': TYPE=RESTART
X'2000': TYPE=BACKOUT
X'1000': TYPE=CLEANUP

The tape scratch program should return a code in register 15. A return code of zero usually indicates success.

Configure WA Restart Option
You can configure WA Restart Option, which is described in Configure WA Restart Option.

Follow these steps:

1. Review the system requirements.
2. Install the required PTFs.
3. Code the required initialization parameter.
4. Allocate the Allocate WA Restart Option Load Library Data Set.
5. Code a Code WA Restart Option Subsystem Name Statement.
6. Code CD7YCLS0 member CYBCA11.
7. Code CD7YCLS0 member CYBCA11R.

System Requirements

WA Restart Option (hereafter referred to as WA Restart Option) integration with  r11.3 requires WA Restart Option r3 SP3
or higher.

PTFs

You must install WA Restart Option r3 PTF for APAR T3C6079.

Initialization Parameters

If you use WA Restart Option, you must add the following initialization parameter:

• CA11OPT
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The PROCRMS operand of CA11OPT determines the name of the catalogued procedure that ESP is to use when
inserting the U11RMS step into the JCL for a job.
A sample U11RMS step procedure can be found in the CA11RMS member of the WA Restart Option SAMPJCL library.

Allocate WA Restart Option Load Library Data Set
To determine the name of the WA Restart Option load library, examine the JCL for the WA Restart Option DBAS you wish
to use:

• In WA Restart Option r3, the name of the load library ends with CAILIB.
• In WA Restart Option r11, the name of the load library ends with CAILOAD.

For example, the following is in the STEPLIB of the WA Restart Option r3 DBAS:

APC.LV2CA11.UWCC.SP02.CAILIB

A data set allocation is required in the following address spaces if the load library is not in a linklist library:

• ESP - in the STEPLIB of the step that executes CYBJS000.
• ESP Workstation Server - in the STEPLIB of the step that executes CYBES064.
• ESPTSOI - 1. - in the STEPLIB of the TSO logon procedure for allocation at logon time.
• ESPTSOI - 2. - if you use a CLIST to access ESPTSOI, by including the WA Restart Option load library dynamically in

ISPLLIB, for example:

ISPEXEC LIBDEF ISPLLIB DATASET +

 ID('&HILEVEL..CD7YLOAD', 'APC.LV2CA11.UWCC.SP02.CAILIB') +

 COND STACK

IF &LASTCC ^= 0 THEN +

 DO

   WRITE ISPLLIB ALLOCATION ERROR RE= &LASTCC

   GOTO END

 END

[...]

END: ISPEXEC LIBDEF ISPPLIB

• Batch jobs that invoke ESP commands - in the STEPLIB of the step which executes load module ESP.
• Batch jobs whose restart manager is WA Restart Option - in the STEPLIB of the U11RMS step procedure specified in

the PROCRMS operand of the CA11OPT initialization parameter.

Code WA Restart Option Subsystem Name Statement
To force an address space to search for a WA Restart Option subsystem name by default, code the following statement in
the JCL or perform an equivalent allocation at execution time:

//@SSNxxxx DD DUMMY

The default subsystem name is CAL7.

The following address spaces must all search for the same WA Restart Option subsystem name:

• ESP - in the step that executes CYBJS000.
• ESP Workstation Server - in the step that executes CYBES064.
• ESPTSOI - 1. - in the TSO logon procedure for allocation at logon time.

ESPTSOI - 2. - if you use a CLIST to access ESPTSOI, by allocating @SSNxxxx as a DD DUMMY when the CLIST is
invoked, for example:
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ALLOCATE FILE(@SSNxxxx) DUMMY

• Batch jobs that invoke ESP commands - in the step which executes load module ESP.
• Batch jobs whose restart manager is WA Restart Option - in the U11RMS step procedure specified in the PROCRMS

operand of the CA11OPT initialization parameter.

Code CLIST CYBCA11
New CD7YCLS0 member CYBCA11 enables you to access the main menu of the WA Restart Option ISPF interface by
entering CA11. You can enter CA11 on the CSF command line or enter CA11 on the job resubmission panels presented
with the CSF R line command.

The CD7YCLS0 member CYBCA11 must be accessible to the user's TSO session and configured to match the release of
WA Restart Option.

CYBCA11 can be tested by entering the following TSO command:

EXEC 'PDS.THE.CLIST.IS.IN(CYBCA11)'

WA Restart Option r11 or Higher

The following procedures for the different release levels of WA Restart Option are required to view WA Restart Option
ISPF panels in ESP.

Follow these steps:

1. Edit CYBCA11 and uncomment and customize the ISPEXEC SELECT CMD statement that executes C11ILIBD:

ISPEXEC SELECT CMD(EXEC 'CAI.CAICLS0(C11ILIBD)' +

                        'CA11HLQ=CAI +

                         GTSHLQ=GTS')

2. Set CAI.CAICLS0 to the library containing C11ILIBD.
3. If your installation's C11ILIBD has been customized to set the desired CA11HLQ if CA11HLQ is omitted, then

CA11HLQ is optional.
4. If the high-level qualifiers of the WA Restart Option load (CAILOAD), panel (CAIPNL0), and message (CAIMSG0)

libraries are the same as for CAICLS0, the CA11HLQ parameter is optional. Otherwise, set CA11HLQ= to the high-
level qualifier of the WA Restart Option libraries. In the following example:

CAI.CAICLS0 is APCQADAL.L7B0.CAICLS0

CA11HLQ=APCQADAL.L7B0

Therefore, CA11HLQ is optional.
5. If your installation's C11ILIBD has been customized to set the desired GTSHLQ if GTSHLQ is omitted, then GTSHLQ

is optional.
6. If GTS is not needed for WA Restart Option, omit the GTSHLQ parameter; otherwise, set GTSHLQ= to the high-level

qualifier of the GTS CAIPLD library.

For information about the C11ILIBD REXX EXEC, see the WA Restart Option r11 Installation Guide.

WA Restart Option r3

If you are using WA Restart Option r3 and your existing C11IEXEC CLIST does not use the LIBDEF feature to allocate
the WA Restart Option panel and message libraries, your C11EXEC does not need to be changed before CYBCA11 can
invoke it.
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Follow these steps:

1. Copy the WA Restart Option SAMPLIB member C11IEXEC to a CLIST library which is allocated in the TSO sessions
of the target users, and save it with the same or a different name.

2. Customize the copy to use the appropriate library names for WA Restart Option, as described in the Unicenter WA
Restart Option Restart and Tracking: Getting Started. C11IEXEC is the WA Restart Option r3 CLIST that brings up the
main menu of the WA Restart Option r3 ISPF interface. C11IEXEC has been deleted in WA Restart Option r11 and
replaced by the C11ILIBD REXX EXEC.

WARNING
If you access the ESP TSO interface using the ISPF LIBDEF feature to allocate libraries and you also use
the LIBDEF feature in the copy of the C11IEXEC CLIST, add the keyword STACK to the first occurrence of
the following statements in the copy of C11IEXEC.

ISPEXEC LIBDEF ISPPLIB LIBRARY ID()

ISPEXEC LIBDEF ISPMLIB LIBRARY ID()

Otherwise, the ESP panel and message libraries will be de-allocated when the user exits the WA Restart Option ISPF
interface and the copy of C11IEXEC terminates. (The LIBDEF facility is used to free users from having to specify data
sets in their logon procedures.)

3. Edit the CYBCA11 CLIST and uncomment and customize one of the ISPEXEC SELECT CMD statements that invoke
the copy of the C11IEXEC CLIST:

/* ISPEXEC SELECT CMD(C11IEXEC)

or

/* ISPEXEC SELECT CMD(EXEC 'CAI.CLIST(C11IEXEC)')

If the CLIST library is already allocated within your TSO session, use the first form.
To specify the full data set name of the CLIST, use the second form.

Code CLIST CYBCA11R
New CD7YCLS0 member CYBCA11R enables you to access the REST panel of the WA Restart Option ISPF interface by
entering the RR line command next to a job whose restart manager is WA Restart Option. You can also enter CA11REST
on the CSF command line or enter CA11REST on the job resubmission panels presented with the CSF R line command.

The CD7YCLS0 member CYBCA11REST must be accessible to the user's TSO session and configured to match the
release of WA Restart Option.

CYBCA11R can be tested by entering the following TSO command:

EXEC 'PDS.THE.CLIST.IS.IN(CYBCA11R)'

WA Restart Option r11 or Higher

The following procedures for the different release levels of WA Restart Option are required to view the REST panel of the
WA Restart Option ISPF interface in ESP.

Follow these steps:

1. Customize the ISPEXEC SELECT CMD statement that executes C11ILIBD:

ISPEXEC SELECT CMD(EXEC 'CAI.CAICLS0(C11ILIBD)' +

                        'CA11HLQ=CAI +

                         GTSHLQ=GTS' +

                         &MENUOPT')
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2. Set CAI.CAICLS0 to the library containing C11ILIBD.
3. If your installation's C11ILIBD has been customized to set the desired CA11HLQ if CA11HLQ is omitted, then

CA11HLQ is optional.
4. If the high-level qualifiers of the WA Restart Option load (CAILOAD), panel (CAIPNL0), and message (CAIMSG0)

libraries are the same as for CAICLS0, the CA11HLQ parameter is optional. Otherwise, set CA11HLQ= to the high-
level qualifier of the WA Restart Option libraries. In the following example:

CAI.CAICLS0 is APCQADAL.L7B0.CAICLS0

CA11HLQ=APCQADAL.L7B0

Therefore, CA11HLQ is optional.
5. If your installation's C11ILIBD has been customized to set the desired GTSHLQ if GTSHLQ is omitted, then GTSHLQ

is optional.
6. If GTS is not needed for WA Restart Option, omit the GTSHLQ parameter; otherwise, set GTSHLQ= to the high-level

qualifier of the GTS CAIPLD library.
7. Leave the &MENUOPT parameter unchanged.

For information about the C11ILIBD REXX EXEC, see the WA Restart Option r11 Installation Guide.

WA Restart Option r3

Follow these steps:

1. Uncomment the following statement:

GOTO METHOD2

2. Set &LIBL11 to the full name of the WA Restart Option r3 CAILIB load library, where the C11IRST0 module is located.
3. If the WA Restart Option r3 panel (ISPPLIB) and message (ISPMLIB) libraries are not in a TSO user's logon

procedure, and you wish to enable the ISPF LIBDEF feature in the CYBCA11R CLIST, do the following:
a. Remove or comment out the following statement:

GOTO CUST2

b. Set &LIBP to the full name of the WA Restart Option r3 ISPPLIB.
c. Set &LIBM to the full name of the WA Restart Option r3 ISPMLIB.
d. Uncomment the ISPEXEC and FREE statements after the DONE label.

The LIBDEF facility is used to free users from having to specify data sets in their logon procedures.

Set Up Time Zones
This section shows you how to set up the time zone for your ESP subsystems.

ESP processes time-related information from several different sources. Some of this information comes from Agents
or other ESP subsystems running on machines with different time zones set up. To interpret the received time values
correctly, ESP adjusts the values using the difference between its own LOCAL time zone and the time zone from which
the data came.

Specify TIMEZONE Initialization Parameter

The TIMEZONE initialization parameter for the LOCAL time zone specifies the offset between ESP LOCAL time and a
reference time zone that is common to all communicating systems. The Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) or Greenwich
Mean Time (GMT) is a typical common reference for a time zone.

ESP accepts time expressions that include time zone names, for example:
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SCHEDULE 14:00 EST

WARNING

Define a TIMEZONE initialization parameter for any time zone that is used in a time expression. For all defined
time zones, include an offset of that time zone from the common reference zone.

Example: Avoid an Incorrect Time Zone Shift

The following example shows how to avoid a nine-hour incorrect time zone shift calculation. An incorrect time zone shift
occurs when the local mainframe has the correct local time, but the wrong time zone setting. The local mainframe jobs
that run have the correct timestamp, but agent jobs from a remote server show a nine-hour difference in the timestamp. To
solve this issue, add an offset on TIMEZONE LOCAL:

TIMEZONE 0  LOCAL    9E

The Offset and SYSZONE Operands

The shift in time from the reference zone can be a sum of two parts: the offset coded on the TIMEZONE initialization
parameter and, optionally, the z/OS time zone offset. Code SYSZONE(YES) to include the z/OS time zone offset.

When a time zone is defined with SYSZONE(YES), it immediately reflects any change in the z/OS time zone. This
behavior allows the time zone definition to remain current when seasonal time changes occur, such as the adjustment for
Daylight Saving Time (DST). Use SYSZONE(YES) only if the operating system time zone offset is correctly maintained.

Do not use the SYSZONE(YES) operand if your subsystem meets any of the following conditions:

• Your installation resets the hardware clock, rather than local time, for seasonal time changes.
• A TIMEZONE definition for a zone in a different country requires a seasonal change on a date that is different from the

date of that change in your country.
• The TIMEZONE definition is for a time zone name that does not undergo seasonal changes, such as GMT or EST.
• You use the DSTON and DSTOFF operands.

The following example illustrates the use of the SYSZONE operand:

NOTE
Offsets are specified as West (W) or East (E) of the reference zone.

TIMEZONE 0  LOCAL    0     SYSZONE(YES)

TIMEZONE 21 NFNDLAND 1.30E SYSZONE(YES)

TIMEZONE 20 ATLANTIC 1E    SYSZONE(YES)

TIMEZONE 16 EASTERN  0     SYSZONE(YES)

TIMEZONE 17 CENTRAL  1W    SYSZONE(YES)

TIMEZONE 18 MOUNTAIN 2W    SYSZONE(YES)

TIMEZONE 19 PACIFIC  3W    SYSZONE(YES)

TIMEZONE  1 UTC 0

TIMEZONE  2 GMT 0

TIMEZONE  3 Z   0

TIMEZONE  5 EST 5.0W

In the following example, the time zone table does not use the z/OS time zone:

TIMEZONE  1 UTC 0         

TIMEZONE  2 GMT 0         

TIMEZONE  3 Z   0         
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TIMEZONE  5 EST 5.0W

IF DAYS_FROM('1ST SUNDAY OF APRIL') GE 0 +

   AND DAYS_FROM('LAST SUNDAY OF OCTOBER') < 0 +

   THEN DO

     TIMEZONE 0  LOCAL    4

     TIMEZONE 21 NFNDLAND 2.30E

     TIMEZONE 20 ATLANTIC 3E

     TIMEZONE 16 EASTERN  4

     TIMEZONE 17 CENTRAL  5W

     TIMEZONE 18 MOUNTAIN 6W

     TIMEZONE 19 PACIFIC  7W

   ENDDO

   ELSE DO

     TIMEZONE 0  LOCAL    5

     TIMEZONE 21 NFNDLAND 3.30E

     TIMEZONE 20 ATLANTIC 4E

     TIMEZONE 16 EASTERN  5

     TIMEZONE 17 CENTRAL  6W

     TIMEZONE 18 MOUNTAIN 7W

     TIMEZONE 19 PACIFIC  8W

  ENDDO

WARNING
If you use logic like in the preceding example, restart ESP after the appropriate date when the condition is in
effect (in this case, after midnight on the first Sunday of April). Otherwise, the offsets do not change.

The TIMEREF Operand

Usually, ESP relies on the operating system to provide the local time. However, sometimes you need ESP to operate at a
different time. The optional TIMEREF operand of the TIMEZONE initialization parameter defines how ESP obtains local
time. You only code this operand for the LOCAL time zone definition.

Time reference can be defined as either z/OS-reported local time (SYSTIME) or z/OS-reported GMT adjusted by a fixed
offset.

WARNING
Place the TIMEZONE statement with TIMEREF operand as one of the first ESP initialization statements. This
practice allows ESP to configure the time logic before processing the subsequent statements.

The following example sets up ESP to work on Pacific time on a computer that is configured for the Eastern time zone (the
Pacific time zone is three hours ahead of the Eastern time zone):

TIMEZONE 0  LOCAL    3W    SYSZONE(YES) TIMEREF(SYSTIME-3)

TIMEZONE 16 EASTERN  0     SYSZONE(YES)

TIMEZONE 17 CENTRAL  1W    SYSZONE(YES)

TIMEZONE 18 MOUNTAIN 2W    SYSZONE(YES)

TIMEZONE 19 PACIFIC  3W    SYSZONE(YES)

TIMEZONE  1 UTC 0

TIMEZONE  2 GMT 0

TIMEZONE  3 Z   0

TIMEZONE  5 EST 5.0W
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Set Up a Time Zone with the Automatic Daylight Saving Time Adjustment

You can set up any time zone to adjust automatically for daylight saving time without restarting ESP. To enable automatic
adjustment, use the DSTON and DSTOFF operands in the time zone definition. For both of these two operands, you have
to specify schedule criteria. The criteria govern when the change from/to Daylight Saving Time (DST) happens. Specified
criteria are evaluated in the context of the given time zone. This evaluation also considers whether DST is on/off when the
time zone is changing. This behavior allows you to specify the schedule rules as usual.

WARNING

To use this functionality, apply PTF RO89426 to ESP. Without the PTF, ESP fails to recognize the new operands
in ESPPARM and does not start properly.

Usage Notes:

• The next planned change determines the current state of Daylight Saving Time. If the next change schedule is
DSTON, the current state of Daylight Saving Time is OFF. If the change schedule is DSTOFF, the current state of DST
is ON.

• To verify the schedule criteria for the time zone and its current DST state, use the LTZONE command with the DST or
ALL operand.

• When schedule criteria for DST are met, ESP changes the offset of the time zone and rebuilds the schedule for all
active event sets. ESP does not reflect or predict the change until it actually happens. No reports take the future
change into consideration (for example, SADGEN).
The change does not affect any scheduled times that are already built in an active application (for example,
DELAYSUB).

Additional rules and tips for DST specification:

• If you need a two-hour DST shift, use the DSTSHIFT(+2) operand.
• The schedule keyword ONCE is ignored in the DSTON and DSTOFF schedule criteria.
• You cannot use another time zone in the DSTON and DSTOFF schedule criteria.
• SYSZONE(YES) cannot be used together with DSTON/DSTOFF.
• Before you define any time zone that uses the DSTON/DSTOFF, first define the LOCAL time zone (TIMEZONE 0).
• If the DSTON and DSTOFF operands are defined in the local time zone (TIMEZONE 0) and TIMEREF is defined as

SYSTIME or is not defined, DSTON and DSTOFF times must match the time shift defined by system time.
• Do not use specific dates in the DSTON and DSTOFF schedule criteria. Instead, use an ordinal number combined with

a period. For example, use "3rd day of March" instead of  "March 3".
• Use schedule criteria that resolve into dates of alternating order. Do not specify DSTON dates next to each other - this

causes the first DSTON date to be ignored.
• Use schedule criteria that always resolve to the same dates. The TIMEZONE initialization parameters are reevaluated

each time ESPPARM is loaded during the start of ESP. This reevaluation includes TIMEZONE parameters with the
DSTON and DSTOFF criteria. Therefore, if you specify criteria such as "3:00 TOMORROW", the DST schedule
changes to another "tomorrow" with every start of ESP.

Example: Setup a Time Zone with the Automatic Adjustment

In the following example, the adjustment to DST occurs at 2:00 AM CET every last Sunday of March. CET time zone
adjusts back from DST at 3:00 AM CET every last Sunday of October.

TIMEZONE 20 CET 1E DSTON(2:00 LAST SUNDAY OF MARCH) DSTOFF(3:00 LAST SUNDAY OF OCTOBER)

Configure Workload on Multiple z/OS Images
You can enable scheduling and monitoring of workload on multiple z/OS images by configuring master and proxy ESP
subsystems.
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NOTE
Before using this process, you must have ESP installed with a single master subsystem.

Follow these steps:

Understand Master and Proxy ESP Subsystems

Master and proxy ESP subsystems let you process workload on multiple z/OS images. The master subsystem is the
central point of control.

The master controls the following:

• The ESP data sets
• Job release

The master communicates with the proxies through the QUEUE data set or through XCF.

Each proxy does the following:

• Runs workload as required
• Tracks the execution of the workload through SMF
• Provides a limited user interface through line mode commands and application status panels

The proxies communicate with the master through the QUEUE data set or through XCF.

NOTE
The master and proxies must have exclusive access to update the queue data set periodically. ESP
automatically controls how the queue data set is shared by the master and proxies.

The following diagram illustrates the way a master and proxy share and access data sets:
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The following data sets can be allocated on the master subsystem only:

• AGENTDEF
• RESFILE
• SCHDFILE

The CKPT data set must exist on every ESP subsystem.

The following data sets must be shared by the master and proxy subsystems:

• INDEX
• QUEUE

Master and proxy subsystems can share the following data sets, depending on how you configure your systems:

• APPLFILE -- should be shared if the proxy subsystem generates applications
• JOBINDEX -- should be shared if the proxy subsystem executes commands
• TRAKFILE -- does not need to be shared

The proxy subsystems can have UPDATE access to these data sets.

The proxy subsystems must have at least READ access to the APPLFILE.
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If either APPLFILE or JOBINDEX is shared, all must be.

Configure Master to Use Proxies

This procedure shows you how to configure an ESP master subsystem to work with proxy subsystems.

Follow these steps:

1. Ensure that the TRACKOPT initialization parameter on the master subsystem specifies MASTER.
2. Ensure that the following initialization parameters on the master subsystem specify SHR:

– APPLFILE
– EVENTSET

Event databases are associated with ESP users or groups of users. For those Event definition data sets that
are shared across all systems, specify SHR on the appropriate EVENTSET initialization parameters, and
SHAREOPTIONS(3,3) on the Event data set IDCAMS statements.

– HISTFILE
– INDEX

Unless data set triggering, calendars, global variable tables, passwords, and cryptkeys are limited to specific
subsystems, you should share the index data set. Specify SHR on the INDEX initialization parameter, and
SHAREOPTIONS(3,3) on the index data set IDCAMS statements.

– JOBINDEX
Specify SHAREOPTIONS(3,3) when defining the jobindex data set.

– QUEUE

WARNING
The queue data set must be shared for the master and proxies to communicate.

– TRAKFILE

NOTE
If performance is a problem when the master and proxy share data sets, with the exception of the queue
data set, mark the data sets in the initialization parameters on the master NOSHR and mark the data sets in
the initialization parameters on the proxy NOSHR READONLY.

3. Ensure that the following data sets are not shared:
– CKPT
– RESFILE
– SCHDFILE

Configure Proxies

You can configure an ESP subsystem to be a proxy.

To configure proxies, ensure that the TRACKOPT initialization parameter specifies PROXY on each subsystem you want
to be a proxy.

Example: Configure a Proxy

The following example shows how to specify that an ESP subsystem is a proxy:

TRACKOPT PROXY

Configure Additional Master and Proxy Settings

Specify the ESPGROUP initialization parameter to access ESP WA Restart Option and to use CCCHK. All subsystems
must have the same ESPGROUP.
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In the RSVLOGIC initialization parameter, specify the data set serialization used to ensure shared data set integrity.

NOTE
If you are using Multi-Image Manager (MIM), add the QNAME from RSVLOGIC to your MIM inclusion table.

Specify which subsystems capture SMF records using the SMFINT initialization parameter. Each system must capture its
records, unless you are running a master and proxy on the same z/OS image. In that case, capture SMF on the proxy.

If you have a master and a proxy on the same JES image, and the proxy captures SMF records, the master is portable to
another subsystem when necessary.

To specify SMFINT on a proxy

• Specify the following on the master:

SMFINT OFF

• Specify the following on the proxy:

SMFINT ON

If you have not specified a SYSID for the master, do so now.

The SYSID must be unique in the z/OS image.

Data Set Serialization Used by ESP

ESP uses serialized access to ensure the integrity of shared data sets when multiple access is requested in a multiple-
CPU environment. In this case, ESP uses one of the following serialization techniques:

• RESERVE/RELEASE
The RESERVE/RELEASE technique uses a hardware lock to force serialization. However, under adverse conditions,
this technique might lock out other applications that use the same pack. Also, this technique requires that data sets
in the ESP database reside on the same volume to avoid a z/OS RESERVE lockout and ensure the data sets are
synchronized in the event of a full-volume restore.

• ENQ/DEQ
The ENQ/DEQ technique is available if you have GRS or a similar product active for cross-system serialization. A
cross-system ENQUEUE is used, which locks a single data set only and not the entire volume on which the data set
resides. You can use ENQ/DEQ when you spread data sets out over several online volumes. No deadly embrace
occurs because a single ENQ locks the entire logical database.

Configure Master-Proxy Subsystems for XCF in a Sysplex
This section describes how to configure master-proxy subsystems to work with the Cross-System Coupling Facility (XCF)
in a sysplex environment.

XCF Services
XCF services are functions of ESP that use sysplex architecture.

ESP currently registers these four XCF services:

• Data set triggering (DSTRIG)
• Job tracking (TRACKING)
• Routing (ROUTING)
• Scoreboard (SCOREBD)

NOTE
The ROUTING and SCOREBD services require ESP WA High Availability or ESP WA Service Governor.
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Job Tracking and Data Set Triggering

ESP uses XCF for job tracking and data set triggering in a sysplex environment. A proxy transmits job tracking and data
set triggering records to the master using XCF.

However, if XCF services are not enabled, a proxy writes job tracking (TRACKING) and data set triggering (DSTRIG)
records to the QUEUE data set and the master reads those records from the QUEUE data set.

If you use XCF instead of the QUEUE data set for job tracking and data set triggering information, contention is reduced
on the QUEUE data set.

Universal Login

Universal login allows ESP clients connected to a proxy to do the following:

• Route subsystem requests to the master (XCF routing service).
• View the CSF and Application Monitor scoreboards (XCF scoreboard service).

With universal login, ESP clients and the ESP master can run on any system in the sysplex.

Note: Universal login requires ESP WA High Availability or ESP WA Service Governor.

ESP clients can be TSO/ISPF users or Workstation Servers.

XCF Routing Service

The ROUTING service is an XCF connection between a proxy and the master that enables ESP clients connected to the
proxy to route subsystem requests, usually ESP commands, to the master. The master processes the subsystem requests
and routes the command responses back to the ESP client through the local proxy.

NOTE

• To route subsystem requests to the master from a proxy, the current routing status must be set to MASTER.
Issue the ROUTING STATUS command to display your current routing status. To set your current routing
status to MASTER, issue the ROUTING MASTER command.

• We recommend that the default routing be changed from LOCAL to MASTER during installation. You can
also set the default routing in the ISPF client. For more information, see Make the ESP Subsystem Available
from ISPF.

XCF Scoreboard Service

The scoreboard (SCOREBD) service is an XCF connection between a proxy and the master that enables ESP clients
connected to the proxy to view the CSF and Application Monitor scoreboards.

When a proxy's XCF SCOREBD service connects to the master, the master transmits the contents of the scoreboards
to the proxy. Thereafter, the master transmits every scoreboard update to all proxies connected to it through the XCF
SCOREBD service.

Start XCF Services

XCF services are registered and started with the XCF START SERVICE initialization parameters. These initialization
parameters must be coded in the initialization parameter data set. XCF services must be coded in all the subsystems in
the XCF group.

When an XCF service is coded and started on the master, a listener is activated. When an XCF service is started on a
proxy, the XCF service connects to the master's listener for that service.

Follow these steps:

The following is the syntax for the XCF START SERVICE initialization parameters in the initialization parameter data set:
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XCF START SERVICE DSTRIG

XCF START SERVICE TRACKING

XCF START SERVICE ROUTING

XCF START SERVICE SCOREBD

NOTE
The ROUTING and SCOREBD services require ESP WA High Availability or ESP WA Service Governor.

Configure for a Sysplex Environment
To use ESP in a sysplex environment, configure the ESP subsystem.

ESP uses the Cross-System Coupling Facility (XCF) component of z/OS to provide service to the entire sysplex.

Follow these steps:

1. Determine the name you want to call your XCF group.
The XCF group name is specified in the SYSPLEX initialization parameter.

2. Code the SYSPLEX initialization parameter in the initialization parameter data set.
The SYSPLEX initialization parameter must be coded in all subsystems (master and proxies) in the XCF group.

3. Code the following XCF START SERVICE initialization parameters in the initialization parameter data set.

XCF START SERVICE DSTRIG

XCF START SERVICE TRACKING

XCF START SERVICE ROUTING

XCF START SERVICE SCOREBD

NOTE
The ROUTING and SCOREBD services require ESP WA High Availability or ESP WA Service Governor.

The XCF START SERVICE initialization parameters must be coded in all subsystems (master and proxies) in the XCF
group.

Enable XCF Status Monitoring
NOTE
XCF status monitoring requires ESP WA High Availability or ESP WA Service Governor.

XCF status monitoring monitors XCF members' activity for any possible problems. An XCF member requests XCF status
monitoring when it joins the XCF group.

When XCF status monitoring is enabled, ESP notifies XCF of an interval period. The interval period is specified in
seconds. ESP then updates its status with XCF according to the specified interval.

XCF status monitoring is enabled by coding the INTERVAL operand on the SYSPLEX initialization parameter.

Warn XCF Group Members

If a subsystem has not updated its XCF status monitoring field for at least two intervals, XCF will warn the other members
in the XCF group of a possible problem with that subsystem. There can be either a loop or hang in the ESP main task.
Message ESP4316I is issued.

ESP4316I XCF status update missing, possible main task loop or hang
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Note: This message might not necessarily indicate a problem with the subsystem. For example, the system that ESP is
running on can be heavily loaded, and z/OS might not be dispatching ESP.

Issue Second Warning Message

When XCF does not receive a positive response from the failing subsystem, XCF will broadcast to all the other XCF
members in the XCF group that a status update missing condition exists for that member.

Message ESP4331W is issued:

ESP4331W XCF status update missing

Terminate XCF Member 

If the failing subsystem terminates, message ESP4317I is issued:

ESP4317I XCF member state change

Resume Normal Operating Status

If the failing subsystem resumes its normal operating status, message ESP4318I is issued:

ESP4318I XCF status update resumed

Use Shadow Manager and Automatic Restart Management
This section describes how shadow manager and support for the IBM Automatic Restart Management (ARM) function
of z/OS can increase enterprise IT performance by improving the availability of system resources throughout the
organization.

Note: Shadow Manager and Automatic Restart Management require ESP WA High Availability.

Use Shadow Manager
NOTE
Shadow manager requires ESP WA High Availability.

Shadow manager allows your environment to shift the workload to another master, so processing can continue should a
system fail.

Shadow manager is an ESP subsystem that reads the same initialization parameters as the master subsystem, joins
an XCF group, and monitors the master subsystem in that XCF group for the master's termination. When the master
subsystem terminates, the shadow manager automatically takes action based on its shadow goal for that type of
termination. A shadow manager can also take action from a direct command to take over as the master subsystem.

A master subsystem can be shadow-enabled or shadow-disabled.

Shadow-enabled Master Subsystem
A shadow-enabled master subsystem is a subsystem that will become a shadow manager if, when it is started, it detects
that an active master subsystem already exists in its XCF group.
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Shadow-disabled Master Subsystem
A shadow-disabled master subsystem is a subsystem that will terminate if, when it is started, it detects that an active
master subsystem already exists in its XCF group.

Data Set Usage
Shadow managers must

• Read the same initialization parameter data set as the master subsystem.
• Have the same checkpoint data set as the master subsystem.
• Have the same subsystem ID as the master subsystem.
• Have a different XCF member name than the master subsystem.

Start Shadow Manager
A master subsystem is defined as shadow-enabled through either the PRIMARY or SHADOW parameters. These
parameters can be specified in the START command or in the started task JCL.

For information on using the START command, see the Operator's Guide.

Specify PRIMARY Parameter
The PRIMARY parameter specifies that the subsystem is a shadow-enabled master if no other master subsystem is
active. If a master is already active in the XCF group, the subsystem is a shadow manager. If PRIMARY is specified and
SHADOW is omitted, the shadow number defaults to zero.

Specify SECONDARY Parameter
The SECONDARY parameter specifies that the subsystem is a shadow manager. If SECONDARY is specified and
SHADOW is omitted, the shadow number defaults to 1, if it is the first shadow manager or to a subsequent number
otherwise.

Specify SHADOW Parameter
The SHADOW parameter specifies a shadow number between 0 and 31.

The symbolic variable %SHADOW is set to this value. If SHADOW is specified without a number, zero is the default. If
SHADOW is specified and both PRIMARY and SECONDARY are omitted, then the subsystem becomes

• A shadow-enabled master if its shadow number is zero.
• A shadow manager if its shadow number is between 1 and 31.

Usage Notes

To avoid confusion between a shadow-enabled master subsystem and shadow managers, and to ensure the master
subsystems and shadow managers are all assigned unique shadow numbers, we recommend that:

• Both the PRIMARY and SHADOW parameters be explicitly specified when defining a shadow-enabled master
subsystem.

• Both the SECONDARY and SHADOW parameters be explicitly specified when defining a shadow manager.
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We also recommend that you use the SHADGOAL initialization parameter to ensure that, if a shadow manager takes over
as the master subsystem, another shadow manager is started, so that you always have at least one shadow manager
active.

Set %SHADOW Symbolic Variable
%SHADOW is a symbolic variable that can be used anywhere in the initialization parameters. The %SHADOW symbolic
variable is created only if the SHADOW, PRIMARY, or SECONDARY parameters are used in the START parameters or in
the started task JCL for the subsystem. This includes the use of default values.

Using the %SHADOW symbolic variable is one way to ensure the master and shadow managers have different XCF
member names when they read the same initialization parameter data set.

For example:

SYSPLEX GROUP(ESP) MEMBER(ESPM%SHADOW)

Set Shadow Goals
A shadow goal is a set of actions that a shadow manager is instructed to perform when the master terminates.

A shadow manager can have one shadow goal for each way the master can terminate. A shadow manager can have a
QUIESCE shadow goal, a LEAVE shadow goal, and a FAIL shadow goal.

A shadow manager takes action automatically only if it has a corresponding shadow goal for the way in which the master
terminates. For example, if the master terminates and enters an XCF quiesced state, the shadow manager must have a
QUIESCE shadow goal to take any specified action.

In addition to specifying actions that a shadow manager must perform, a shadow goal also specifies how long the shadow
manager must wait before performing the action.

Actions of a Shadow Goal

A shadow goal can specify one or more of the following actions to take when the master terminates:

• Issue warning message #4397
• Issue a system command
• Take over as the master
• Take over as the master and trigger an Event

XCF Member Termination

The master (or any XCF group member) can terminate normally or abnormally. A normal termination can be QUIESCE or
LEAVE, as defined by the SYSPLEX initialization parameter. The shadow goal for a normal termination must match what
is specified in the SYSPLEX initialization parameter. The shadow goal for an abnormal termination is FAIL.

QUIESCE

The master terminates normally but leaves a trace of its membership in the group behind. The command XCF DISPLAY
GROUP will show the XCF member in a quiesced state.

LEAVE

The master terminates normally but leaves no trace of its membership in the group behind. The XCF member goes into an
undefined state. The command XCF DISPLAY GROUP will not show the XCF member because it no longer exists.
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FAIL

The master terminates abnormally (ABENDs). The command XCF DISPLAY GROUP will show the XCF member in a
failed state.

Code or Issue SHADGOAL

You can code SHADGOAL in the initialization parameter data set of a shadow manager or a shadow-enabled master. You
can also issue the SHADGOAL command dynamically in a shadow manager with the z/OS MODIFY command. You can
also use the SHADGOAL command to delete a shadow goal or to list the shadow goals.

Example: SHADGOAL

The following example specifies that 180 seconds (3 minutes) after the master terminates and enters an XCF quiesced
state, the shadow manager issues warning message #4397 and issues z/OS command S ESPM:

SHADGOAL MASTER(QUIESCE) AFTER(180) WARN +

COMMAND('S ESPM')

The following example specifies that 300 seconds (5 minutes) after the master abnormally terminates, the shadow
manager issues warning message #4397 and takes over as the master:

SHADGOAL MASTER(FAIL) AFTER(300) WARN TAKEOVER

The following example specifies the shadow goal for the LEAVE option is deleted immediately:

SHADGOAL DELETE MASTER(LEAVE)

NOTE
Once a shadow-enabled master becomes the active master in the XCF group, all shadow goals for that shadow-
enabled master are deleted and the SHADGOAL command ceases to be available for that master.

Switch Control to Shadow Manager
You can switch control of the workload to shadow manager without shadow goals defined in your initialization parameters.
You can issue an XCF command or a z/OS MODIFY command manually. XCF commands can be issued from the master
or from any proxy that belongs to the same XCF group as the target shadow manager.

WARNING
When you are connected to a proxy, you must have the XCF ROUTING service enabled, and the ROUTING
LOCAL command must be issued to instruct the proxy to process subsystem requests itself. Then you can issue
the XCF commands from the proxy to which you are logged on.

XCF Command Examples

The following is an example of shutting down the master (ESPM), displaying the group to ensure ESPM is in a QUIESCE
state, and then moving control of the workload to shadow manager (ESPS):

XCF STOP MEMBER ESPM

XCF DISPLAY GROUP

XCF SET MEMBER ESPS MASTER

The following is an example of the master (ESPM) being disabled and moving control of the workload to shadow manager
(ESPS):
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XCF FORCE MEMBER ESPM

XCF DISPLAY GROUP

XCF SET MEMBER ESPS MASTER

Use MODIFY Command

Shadow manager will take control of the workload if the following z/OS MODIFY command is issued to the shadow
manager when the master is not active:

F jobname,SHADOW TAKEOVER

In the preceding command, jobname is the name of the shadow manager started task.

Register ARM
Note: Automatic Restart Management requires ESP WA High Availability.

ESP provides support for the IBM Automatic Restart Management (ARM) function of z/OS.

The ARMELEM initialization parameter enables ESP to register with ARM. If an ESP subsystem fails, it can be
automatically restarted with ARM.

How ARM Works

ARM will restart a registered ESP subsystem that fails if an ARM policy (either the IBM default or a user-defined policy) is
active on the system where the failure occurs and on the system where the restart is to occur.

If the master fails or the system the master runs on fails, the registered master can be restarted on the same system or
restarted on another system in the sysplex.

If a proxy is registered with ARM and the proxy fails, the proxy will be restarted on the same system by default. Restarts
should be limited to the system on which the proxy runs.

Connect to ARM Couple Data Set

The ARMELEM initialization parameter requires that the system ESP runs on be connected to an ARM couple data set.

ARM and Shadow Manager Coexistence

If an installation uses shadow manager, it can consider ARM unnecessary for the master and shadow managers.
However, ARMELEM co-exists well with shadow manager. The default RESTART operand value for shadow-enabled
masters and shadow managers has deliberately been set to ELEMENT_FAILURE, so that restarts on other systems in the
sysplex do not occur when the system the ARM-registered ESP is running on fails.

An installation can use ARM instead of shadow manager for master restarts.

NOTE
Shadow manager does not require an ARM couple data set and ARM policy.

Set Up Communications Between Multiple Masters
This section provides instructions for configuring the communication between multiple ESP master subsystems.
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Build Applications at Same Site
For multi-site processing, build all the applications at the same site (that is, the one you will be monitoring from) and
route jobs to the appropriate site. Put the route cards directly into the JCL or request that ESP do so using the ROUTE
statement in the procedure. Alternatively, use ESP resources to carry out this process.

JES Numbers

With JES numbers, partition job numbers so different nodes use different ranges of job numbers. For example, use job
numbers 1 to 4999 for one node and 5000 to 9999 for another node. With JES for OS/390 Version 2 Release 4, use job
numbers from 1 to 65534 so each site (in a two-node environment) can use 32762 job numbers. You benefit by being
able to identify a job's source very easily. ESP can handle changed job numbers when one node sends job information to
another node.

Example

To submit jobs between both copies of the ESP subsystem, define the other jobs as MANUAL. ESP will not submit manual
jobs, but will wait for it before releasing a successor. This ensures ESP procedures that all subsystem uses are identical.

The following code is the ESP procedure for internodal tracking:

JCLLIB ...

APPL XSYS

N1=''

N2='MANUAL'

JOB A %N1

   RELEASE B

   RUN DAILY

JOB B %N2

   ROUTE XEQ(NODE2)

   RELEASE C

   RUN DAILY

JOB C %N1

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

The following code shows how to set a variable using SMFID:

For NODE2, you can use the same ESP Procedure. However, set the N1 variable to MANUAL and the N2 variable to " ".
Automate this by testing the SMFID and setting the appropriate variable.

JCLLIB ...

APPL XSYS

IF SMFID='A081' THEN -

   DO

     N1=''

     N2='MANUAL'

   ENDDO

   ELSE DO

     N1='MANUAL'

     N2=''

   ENDDO
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Select Communication Method
Use the following communication methods to exchange tracking information between multiple ESP master subsystems
that exist on separate JES nodes:

• Network Delivery Services (NDS). NDS uses the standard TCP/IP protocol.
• TP Server. TP Server uses the LU6.2 protocol.
• Network Job Entry (NJE). NJE uses JES communication protocol.

Network Delivery Services (NDS)
Network Delivery Services (NDS) transfers ESP job tracking information between ESP master subsystems that exist on
separate JES nodes, using standard TCP/IP protocol.

Create Data Sets

NETQUEUE Data Set

NDS requires the NETQUEUE data set to store job tracking records when an NDS tracking service internodal transmit
request is made. This occurs regardless of whether a connection between the local and remote ESP subsystems currently
exists. When the ESP on the remote node confirms receipt of an internodal job tracking record, the record is purged from
the NETQUEUE data set.

Also, internodal job tracking records received from a remote ESP subsystem via the NDS tracking service are stored in
the NETQUEUE data set. A received internodal job tracking record is purged from the NETQUEUE data set after the local
ESP subsystem has written the record to its checkpoint data set.

Create your NETQUEUE data set. You can use member CYBESS01 from sample library prefix.CD7YJCL for creating the
NETQUEUE data set.

LOADNET Data Set

The LOADNET data set includes the initialization parameters related to NDS. LOADNET is included in Initialization
Parameter Data Set Members.

NOTE
LOADNET is based on sample member CYBESS38 in prefix.CD7YSAMP (prefix represents the data set
qualifiers for your system).

Configure for NDS

Code the following initialization parameters in your ESPPARM data set:

LOADNET
Loads the LOADNET data set.

ISCOPT
Specifies the communication method (NJE, LU 6.2 or NETWORK) used to transmit internodal tracking
information.

XMITMDL
Include an XMITMDL ADD MODEL initialization parameter specifying each remote node that requires internodal
tracking with the local network node. All nodes defined with a NETDEST initialization parameter in the LOADNET
data set must be referenced with a NETNODE operand in the XMITMDL initialization parameter.

Code the following initialization parameters in your LOADNET data set.
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NETNODE
Defines your local node. Required.

NETDEST
Defines each remote node. Required.

NETQUEUE
Points to your NETQUEUE data set. Required.

NETWORK SET AUTHENTICATE
Authenticates remote node host by name or IP address at the time you connect.

NETAUTH
Defines an authorization profile for each remote host that is allowed to connect to the local NDS network.
Required if you code NETWORK SET AUTHENTICATE.

NETWORK START LISTENER
The TCP port to which you want remote nodes to connect. Required.

NETWORK START CONNECTION
Connects to each defined remote node. Required.

NETWORK START SERVICE ROUTING
For remote requests to the following restart products:

• ESP WA Restart Option (r3.1 and higher).
• WA Restart Option

Enables routing commands in internodal communications.

NOTE
Code this initialization parameter on the local and remote ESP subsystems that are connected by NDS.
The limitation with this method is that only one ESP Master on the same LPAR can connect to another
ESP Master on a different LPAR.

NETWORK START SERVICE TRACKING
Enables internodal job tracking. Required.

Preserve the Tracking Data for Offline Network Nodes

When NDS attempts to pass job tracking records to an offline NDS network node, the records are discarded. To preserve
this data and pass them to the network node when the node goes online, use one of the two following options:

• Specify the ISCOPT SENDNET(ALL) parameter in the LOADNET initialization parameter data set member. The
tracking records are preserved for all remote NDS network nodes that are offline, in all tracking models.

• Specify the PERSIST operand in the NETDEST initialization parameter or command. The tracking records are
preserved only for the offline remote node that you defined with the NETDEST parameter or command.

NOTE

If the network nodes are offline for a significant period of time, the NETQUEUE dataset may fill up with the
preserved tracking data. To limit the amount of preserved data, use the PERSIST operand to preserve tracking
data on a node-by-node basis.

TP Server
TP Server transfers ESP job tracking information between ESP subsystems that exist on separate JES nodes, using the
LU 6.2 protocol.
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Set Up Internodal Tracking

ESP systems running at different SNA nodes can share job tracking information. Therefore, when two nodes are
connected via an SNA link, an ESP subsystem executing at one node can be informed of the status of jobs executing at
another node.

Using TP Server, you can set up internodal tracking.

 

NOTE
TP Server uses LU 6.2 protocol. The SNA nodes are APPC logical units and are not directly associated with a
single JES image. An individual ESP subsystem and the TP Server that runs under that ESP subsystem own
the SNA nodes. Therefore, when TP Server is used, two ESP master subsystems can co-exist and share job
tracking information.

Use the TPAPPL initialization parameter to initiate a connection with the partner ESP. If that ESP cannot receive VTAM
data at initialization time, the job tracking information is placed in the TP checkpoint data set until a connection is
established.

Note: In a multi-access spool node, only the ESP master subsystem transmits the tracking data. Proxies pass tracking
data only to the local master.

Transaction Handler

One or more transaction handlers are registered with each TP Server. These programs each receive a particular
transaction. The handler in TP Server is called TP_SERVICES_CONTROL. It starts automatically upon TP Server
initialization, and receives status and control information, such as the shutdown of a partner.

Application

An application, such as ESP, owns a particular TP Server.

An application has a one-to-one correspondence with a VTAM APPL LU name, as specified by the LOCAPPL initialization
parameter.

A transaction (for example, ESP tracking data) is the individual service request TP Server processes. Any unit of work
passed to TP Server for transmission contains a two-part destination address:

• Application name (for example, ESP_TORONTO_MASTER)
• Transaction name (for example, INTER_SYSTEM_JOB_TRACKING).

Data Sets

TP Server Checkpoint Data SEt

TP Server requires a checkpoint data set. This checkpoint data set is a VSAM LINEAR data set that queues transactions
until they are successfully passed to the target transaction handler or a partner server. The checkpoint data set ensures
transmission integrity. The data set name is specified on the TPCKPT initialization parameter.

During normal operation between connected and operational TP Servers, the checkpoint contains only some control
information. However, if a partner application is not yet active or the transmission fails, the transactions will be queued
until a valid connection can be established. These transactions are referred to as held and can be manipulated using the
TPAPPL command.

You can use member CYBESS19 from sample library prefix.CD7YJCL for creating the checkpoint data set.
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VTAM Application Definition Data Set

The VTAM Application Definition Data Set defines the local TP Server application LU (Logical Unit). Sample library
member CYBESS09 provides a sample VTAM application definition that you can copy, customize, and save in the VTAM
VTAMLST library.

The label for the APPL statement in the definition specifies the TP Server application LU name. This label must:

• Match the LUNAME operand in the LOCAPPL initialization parameter.
• Match the LUNAME operand in a TPAPPL initialization parameter on all the remote subsystems with which the local

TP Server communicates.

TPPARM Data Set

The TPPARM data set includes the initialization parameters required for TP Server. TPPARM is included in Initialization
Parameter Data Set Members.

NOTE
TPPARM is based on sample member CYBESS06 in prefix.CD7YSAMP (prefix represents the data set
qualifiers for your system).

Configure ESP for TP Server

You must include the two following initialization parameters in the ESPPARM data set:

InitializationParameter Description
ISCOPT Specifies the communication method (LU 6.2) used to transmit

internodal job tracking information
XMITMDL Specifies what information to send (based on tracking models)

and to which node. The node refers to the application name of the
target TP Server: ESP_SYSTEM_x.

Configure TP Server

You must include the following initialization parameters in the TPPARM data set:

InitializationParameter Description
LOCAPPL The name of the application using this TP Server and the basic

VTAM information needed to initiate and receive session requests
TPAPPL Manages interactions with remote partner applications
TPCKPT The TP Server checkpoint file

Sample TP Server Configuration

Configuration Overview

The following diagram illustrates conversations between two ESP subsystems:
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This diagram illustrates two applications: ESP_Toronto and ESP_Montreal.

Each is the ESP master subsystem at its respective complex. The VTAM LU names associated with these two
applications are ESPTOR and ESPMTL.

Two conversations are allocated between the two applications and each owns a TP checkpoint data set.

Initialization parameters for ESP_Toronto

The following is an example of the TPPARM for the application ESP_Toronto:

LOCAPPL ESP_TORONTO LUNAME(ESPTOR) LOGMODE(CYBTPLOG)

TPCKPT DSNAME(ESP.TPTOR.CKPT)

TPAPPL ESP_MONTREAL START LUNAME(ESPMTL)

The following is an example of the TP Server-related initialization parameter for the TP application ESP_Toronto:

ISCOPT LU62 ZONECONVERT

XMITMDL ADD MODEL(XSYS) NODE(ESP_MONTREAL)

Initialization parameters for ESP_Montreal

The following is an example of the TPPARM for the application ESP_Montreal:

LOCAPPL ESP_MONTREAL LUNAME(ESPMTL) LOGMODE(CYBTPLOG)

TPCKPT DSNAME(ESP.TPMTL.CKPT)

TPAPPL ESP_TORONTO START LUNAME(ESPTOR)

The following is an example of the TP Server-related initialization parameter for the application ESP_Montreal:

ISCOPT LU62

XMITMDL ADD MODEL(XSYS) NODE(ESP_TORONTO)

Plan TP Server Configuration

The following is an example of a parameter worksheet to help you plan your TP Server configuration.
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• Site location: ESP_TORONTO

Item Description LOCAPPL statement TPAPPL
statement

TPCKPT

VTAM LU name LUNAME initialization
parameter

ESPTOR ESPMTL  

Logon Mode LOGMODE initialization
parameter

CYBTPLOG CYBTPLOG  

TP application name APPLNAME initialization
parameter

ESP_TORONTO ESP_MONTREAL  

TPCKPT data set name TP checkpoint data set   ESP.TPTOR.CKPT

• Site location: ESP_MONTREAL

Item Description LOCAPPL
statement

TPAPPL statement TPCKPT

VTAM LU name LUNAME initialization
parameter

ESPMTL ESPTOR  

Logon Mode LOGMODE initialization
parameter

CYBTPLOG CYBTPLOG  

TP application name APPLNAME initialization
parameter

ESP_MONTREAL ESP_TORONTO  

TPCKPT data set name TP checkpoint data set   ESP.TPMTL.CKPT

Processing for Sample TP Server Configuration

When an ESP job tracking record initiated in ESP_Toronto is placed onto the checkpoint data set and communication is
established, VTAM sends the data to the ESPMTL LU. The TP Server that ESP_Montreal owns receives the transaction
into its checkpoint data set and notifies ESP_Toronto that the transmission was successful.

At this point, the data packet that ESP_Toronto owned becomes the responsibility of ESP_Montreal.

If a communication failure occurs, the transaction is retained at ESP_Toronto until it is successfully transmitted to
ESP_Montreal. ESP_Montreal does not process the transaction further until the ownership transfers from ESP_Toronto.

ESP job tracking records are transmitted continuously during job execution via SMF. For example, records are sent at job
start, step_end, device allocations, and job_end.

Network Job Entry (NJE)
Network Job Entry (NJE) transfers ESP job-tracking information between ESP subsystems, which exist on separate JES
nodes, using the JES communication protocol.

Configure for NJE

Include the following initialization parameters in the ESPPARM data set with the exception of XMITMDL, which is required
only on the sending side, and NJETOL, which is optional:

InitializationParameter Description

ISCOPT Specifies the communication method (NJE) used to transmit
internodal job-tracking information
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ISCDEF Specifies the current node name for internodal tracking when NJE
is used as the communications method

ISCXMTR Specifies the node name, sysout class and external writer name
for each node that is to receive tracking data from the current
system when NJE is used as the communications method for
internodal tracking

XMITMDL Specifies what information to send (based on tracking models)
and to which node. The node refers to the JES node name
specified in ISCXMTR.

NJETOL Specifies tolerance of time differences across an NJE connection
with a remote JES3 system

Examples (Multiple Masters)
Example 1: One-Way Transmission
This example shows two nodes, two ESP master subsystems and a one-way transmission of job-tracking
information. The job tracking information is going to ESPA because ESPA is the system doing the scheduling.

Two nodes are directly associated with the ESP subsystems participating in the communication. The
ESPA subsystem does not send job-tracking data and, therefore, does not need an XMITMDL initialization
parameter. The ESPC subsystem sends all job-tracking data for tracking models whose names begin with the
characters PR to the ESPA subsystem, as specified by the XMITMDL initialization parameter. NDS

ESPA

• In ESPPARM

ISCOPT NETWORK SENDNET(ALL)

• In LOADNET

NETNODE ESP_SYSTEM_A
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NETDEST ADD NETNODE(ESP_SYSTEM_C) HOST(ESPC)

NETWORK START LISTENER PORT(1234)

NETWORK START CONNECTION HOST(ESPC) PORT(2222)

NETWORK START SERVICE TRACKING

ESPC

• In ESPPARM

ISCOPT NETWORK SENDNET(ALL)

XMITMDL ADD MODEL(PR-) NETNODE(ESP_SYSTEM_A)

• In LOADNET

NETNODE ESP_SYSTEM_C 

NETDEST ADD NETNODE(ESP_SYSTEM_A) HOST(ESPA)

NETWORK START LISTENER PORT (2222)

NETWORK START CONNECTION HOST(ESPA) PORT(1234)

NETWORK START SERVICE TRACKING

TP Server
ESPA

• In ESPPARM

ISCOPT LU62

• In TPPARM

LOCAPPL ESP_SYSTEM_A LUNAME(ESPA) LOGMODE(CYBLOGMD)

TPAPPL ESP_SYSTEM_C START LUNAME(ESPC)

ESPC

• In ESPPARM

ISCOPT LU62

XMITMDL ADD MODEL(PR-) NODE(ESP_SYSTEM_A)

• In TPPARM

LOCAPPL ESP_SYSTEM_C LUNAME(ESPC) LOGMODE(CYBLOGMD)

TPAPPL ESP_SYSTEM_A START LUNAME(ESPA)

NJE
ESPA

• In ESPPARM

ISCOPT NJE

ISCDEF NODE(ESP_SYSTEM_A) CLASS(N) RECEIVER(ESPA)

ESPC

• In ESPPARM

ISCOPT NJE

ISCDEF NODE(ESP_SYSTEM_C)
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ISCXMTR NB NODE(ESP_SYSTEM_A) CLASS(N) RECEIVER(ESPA)

XMITMDL ADD MODEL(PR-) NODE(NB)

Example 2: Two-Way Transmission
This example uses the same two nodes and ESP subsystems as the last example
to illustrate how to set up a two-way transmission of job-tracking information.

The ESPA subsystem sends all job-tracking data for tracking models whose names begin with the characters
PR and SYS to the ESPC subsystem, as specified by the XMITMDL initialization parameter. The ESPC
subsystem sends all job-tracking data for tracking models whose names begin with the characters PR to the
ESPA subsystem, as specified by the XMITMDL initialization parameter. NDS

ESPA

• In ESPPARM

ISCOPT NETWORK SENDNET(ALL)

XMITMDL ADD MODEL(PR-,SYS-) NETNODE(ESP_SYSTEM_C)

• In LOADNET

NETNODE ESP_SYSTEM_A

NETDEST ADD NETNODE(ESP_SYSTEM_C) HOST(ESPC)

NETWORK START LISTENER PORT(1234)

NETWORK START CONNECTION HOST(ESPC) PORT(2222)

NETWORK START SERVICE TRACKING

ESPC

• In ESPPARM

ISCOPT NETWORK SENDNET(ALL)

XMITMDL ADD MODEL(PR-) NETNODE(ESP_SYSTEM_A)

• In LOADNET
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NETNODE ESP_SYSTEM_C 

NETDEST ADD NETNODE(ESP_SYSTEM_A) HOST(ESPA)

NETWORK START LISTENER PORT(2222)

NETWORK START CONNECTION HOST(ESPA) PORT(1234)

NETWORK START SERVICE TRACKING

TP Server
ESPA

• In ESPPARM

ISCOPT LU62

XMITMDL ADD MODEL(PR-,SYS-) NODE(ESP_SYSTEM_C)

• In TPPARM

LOCAPPL ESP_SYSTEM_A LUNAME(ESPA) LOGMODE(CYBLOGMD)

TPAPPL ESP_SYSTEM_C START LUNAME(ESPC)

ESPC

• In ESPPARM

ISCOPT LU62

XMITMDL ADD MODEL(PR-) NODE(ESP_SYSTEM_A)

• In TPPARM

LOCAPPL ESP_SYSTEM_C LUNAME(ESPC) LOGMODE(CYBLOGMD)

TPAPPL ESP_SYSTEM_A START LUNAME(ESPA)

NJE
ESPA

• In ESPPARM

ISCOPT NJE

ISCDEF NODE(ESP_SYSTEM_A) CLASS(N) RECEIVER(ESPA)

ISCXMTR NB NODE(ESP_SYSTEM_C) CLASS(N) RECEIVER(ESPC)

XMITMDL ADD MODEL(PR-,SYS-) NODE(NB)

ESPC

• In ESPPARM

ISCOPT NJE

ISCDEF NODE(ESP_SYSTEM_C) CLASS(N) RECEIVER(ESPC)

ISCXMTR NB NODE(ESP_SYSTEM_A) CLASS(N) RECEIVER(ESPA)

XMITMDL ADD MODEL(PR-) NODE(NB)

Example 3: Multi-Node Configuration
This example uses three nodes, three ESP subsystems, and a one-way transmission
of job-tracking information from one of the nodes to the other two. ESPA passes
tracking data to ESPC and ESPE. ESPC requires all tracking data from ESPA
and ESPE requires the tracking data associated with the model PRODMDL.
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The ESPA subsystem sends all job-tracking data to the ESPC and ESPE subsystems as specified by the two
XMITMDL initialization parameters. The ESPC and ESPE subsystems do not send job-tracking data and,
therefore, do not need an XMITMDL initialization parameter. NDS

ESPA

• In ESPPARM

ISCOPT NETWORK SENDNET(ALL)

XMITMDL ADD MODEL(-) NETNODE(ESP_SYSTEM_C)

XMITMDL ADD MODEL(PRODMDL) NETNODE(ESP_SYSTEM_E)

• In LOADNET

NETNODE ESP_SYSTEM_A

NETDEST ADD NETNODE(ESP_SYSTEM_C) HOST(ESPC)

NETDEST ADD NETNODE(ESP_SYSTEM_E) HOST(ESPE)

NETWORK START LISTENER PORT(1234)

NETWORK START CONNECTION HOST(ESPC) PORT(2222)

NETWORK START CONNECTION HOST(ESPE) PORT(3333)

NETWORK START SERVICE TRACKING

ESPC

• In ESPPARM

ISCOPT NETWORK SENDNET(ALL)

• In LOADNET

NETNODE ESP_SYSTEM_C

NETDEST ADD NETNODE(ESP_SYSTEM_A) HOST(ESPA)

NETWORK START LISTENER PORT(2222)

NETWORK START CONNECTION HOST(ESPA) PORT(1234)

NETWORK START SERVICE TRACKINGESPE
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ESPE

• In ESPPARM

ISCOPT NETWORK SENDNET(ALL)

• In LOADNET

NETNODE ESP_SYSTEM_E

NETDEST ADD NETNODE(ESP_SYSTEM_A) HOST(ESPA)

NETWORK START LISTENER PORT(3333)

NETWORK START CONNECTION HOST(ESPA) PORT(1234)

NETWORK START SERVICE TRACKING

TP Server
ESPA

• In ESPPARM

ISCOPT LU62

XMITMDL ADD MODEL(-) NODE(ESP_SYSTEM_C)

XMITMDL ADD MODEL(PRODMDL) NODE(ESP_SYSTEM_E)

• In TPPARM

LOCAPPL ESP_SYSTEM_A LUNAME(ESPA) LOGMODE(CYBLOGMD)

TPAPPL ESP_SYSTEM_C START LUNAME(ESPC)

TPAPPL ESP_SYSTEM_E START LUNAME(ESPE)

ESPC

• In ESPPARM

ISCOPT LU62

• In TPPARM

LOCAPPL ESP_SYSTEM_C LUNAME(ESPC) LOGMODE(CYBLOGMD)

TPAPPL ESP_SYSTEM_A START LUNAME(ESPA)

ESPE

• In ESPPARM

ISCOPT LU62

• In TPPARM

LOCAPPL ESP_SYSTEM_E LUNAME(ESPE) LOGMODE(CYBLOGMD)

TPAPPL ESP_SYSTEM_A START LUNAME(ESPA)

NJE
ESPA

• In ESPPARM

ISCOPT NJE

ISCDEF NODE(ESP_SYSTEM_A)

ISCXMTR NB NODE(ESP_SYSTEM_C) CLASS(N) RECEIVER(ESPC)
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ISCXMTR NB NODE(ESP_SYSTEM_E) CLASS(N) RECEIVER(ESPE)

XMITMDL ADD MODEL(-) NODE(NB)

XMITMDL ADD MODEL(PRODMDL) NODE(NB)

ESPC

• In ESPPARM

ISCOPT NJE

ISCDEF NODE(ESP_SYSTEM_C) CLASS(N) RECEIVER(ESPC)

ESPE

• In ESPPARM

ISCOPT NJE

ISCDEF NODE(ESP_SYSTEM_E) CLASS(N) RECEIVER(ESPE)

Example 4: Multi-Node Configuration
This example uses three nodes, five ESP subsystems, and both one-way and two-way transmissions of job-
tracking information.

• Passes tracking data to ESPC
• Requires all tracking data from ESPC
• Requires all tracking data from ESPE
• Passes tracking data to ESPA
• Requires tracking data associated with the characters PR and SYS from ESPA
• Passes tracking data to ESPA

ESPA, ESPC, and ESPE are master subsystems. ESPB and ESPD are proxy subsystems. The ESPA
subsystem sends all job-tracking data for tracking models whose names begin with the characters
PR and SYS to the ESPC subsystem, as specified by the XMITMDL initialization parameter. The
ESPA subsystem does not send job-tracking data to the ESPE subsystem and, therefore, does
not need a second XMITMDL initialization parameter. The ESPC and ESPE subsystems send all
job-tracking data to the ESPA subsystem, as specified by the XMITMDL initialization parameters.
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NDS
ESPA

• In ESPPARM

ISCOPT NETWORK SENDNET(ALL)

XMITMDL ADD MODEL(PR-,SYS-) NETNODE(ESP_SYSTEM_C)

• In LOADNET

NETNODE ESP_SYSTEM_A

NETDEST ADD NETNODE(ESP_SYSTEM_C) HOST(ESPC)

NETDEST ADD NETNODE(ESP_SYSTEM_E) HOST(ESPE)

NETWORK START LISTENER PORT(1234)

NETWORK START CONNECTION HOST(ESPC) PORT(2222)

NETWORK START CONNECTION HOST(ESPE) PORT(3333)

NETWORK START SERVICE TRACKING

ESPC

• In ESPPARM

ISCOPT NETWORK SENDNET(ALL)

XMITMDL ADD MODEL(-) NETNODE(ESP_SYSTEM_A)

• In LOADNET

NETNODE ESP_SYSTEM_C

NETDEST ADD NETNODE(ESP_SYSTEM_A) HOST(ESPA)

NETWORK START LISTENER PORT(2222)

NETWORK START CONNECTION HOST(ESPA) PORT(1234)

NETWORK START SERVICE TRACKING
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ESPE

• In ESPPARM

ISCOPT NETWORK SENDNET(ALL)

XMITMDL ADD MODEL(-) NETNODE(ESP_SYSTEM_A)

• In LOADNET

NETNODE ESP_SYSTEM_E

NETDEST ADD NETNODE(ESP_SYSTEM_A) HOST(ESPA)

NETWORK START LISTENER PORT(3333)

NETWORK START CONNECTION HOST(ESPA) PORT(1234)

NETWORK START SERVICE TRACKING

TP Server
ESPA

• In ESPPARM

ISCOPT LU62XMITMDL ADD MODEL(PR-,SYS-) NODE(ESP_SYSTEM_C)

• In TPPARM

LOCAPPL ESP_SYSTEM_A LUNAME(ESPA) LOGMODE(CYBLOGMD)

TPAPPL ESP_SYSTEM_C START LUNAME(ESPC)

TPAPPL ESP_SYSTEM_E START LUNAME(ESPE)

ESPC

• In ESPPARM

ISCOPT LU62

XMITMDL ADD MODEL(-) NODE(ESP_SYSTEM_A)

• In TPPARM

LOCAPPL ESP_SYSTEM_C LUNAME(ESPC) LOGMODE(CYBLOGMD)

TPAPPL ESP_SYSTEM_A START LUNAME(ESPA)

ESPE

• In ESPPARM

ISCOPT LU62

XMITMDL ADD MODEL(-) NODE(ESP_SYSTEM_A)

• In TPPARM

LOCAPPL ESP_SYSTEM_E LUNAME(ESPE) LOGMODE(CYBLOGMD)

TPAPPL ESP_SYSTEM_A START LUNAME(ESPA)

NJE
ESPA

• In ESPPARM

ISCOPT NJE

ISCDEF NODE(ESP_SYSTEM_A) CLASS(N) RECEIVER(ESPA)
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ISCXMTR NB NODE(ESP_SYSTEM_C) CLASS(N) RECEIVER(ESPC)

XMITMDL ADD MODEL(PR-,SYS-) NODE(NB)

ESPC

• In ESPPARM

ISCOPT NJE

ISCDEF NODE(ESP_SYSTEM_C) CLASS(N) RECEIVER(ESPC)

ISCXMTR NB NODE(ESP_SYSTEM_A) CLASS(N) RECEIVER(ESPA)

XMITMDL ADD MODEL(-) NODE(NB)

ESPE

• In ESPPARM

ISCOPT NJE

ISCDEF NODE(ESP_SYSTEM_E)

ISCXMTR NB NODE(ESP_SYSTEM_A) CLASS(N) RECEIVER(ESPA)

XMITMDL ADD MODEL(-) NODE(NB)

Implement CSF Extensions
This section describes how you can extend the Consolidated Status Facility (CSF) functionality by implementing CSF
extensions. After learning how to implement the sample extensions by Broadcom provides, you can create your own CSF
extensions. To see how other people have used extensions in their environments, see Examples of CSF Extensions.

Use CSF Extensions
Use CSF extensions to customize CSF by writing your own commands or by replacing existing commands. CSF enables
you to view and control active workload across the enterprise in ESP. CSF extensions are a programming interface to
CSF.

For more details on CSF, see the Operator's Guide.

You can use CSF extensions to:

• Reduce frequently performed functions to a single command.
• Access other ISPF applications from the CSF panel.

For example, you can set up access to output distribution products and spool viewers.
• Control access to current CSF functions.

For example, if you want to prevent users from using a command or to provide a confirmation panel, you can write
a REXX exec or program to provide a front-end for an existing, internal CSF command. The exec can then decide
whether to allow the internal command to proceed, reject the command or provide an alternative function.

As part of the ESP distribution package, by Broadcom provides:

• Sample CSF extensions.
• A general purpose REXX exec, CYBESTBG, to generate the ISPF table CYBESCSU.
• A sample CYBESCSU input table.

Add or Replace Commands

To add or replace a command, use an ISPF table called CYBESCSU. Each CSF command invokes a REXX exec or
program. These might access REXX functions, ESP commands, and ISPF services, and then return to CSF with a return
code.
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References to Libraries

References to libraries you created as part of the ESP installation are included throughout this section, .Whenever
a reference to one of these libraries is made, such as prefix.CD7YSAMP, substitute the prefix you chose during the
installation.

Install and Test Sample CSF Extensions
To install and test the sample CSF extensions, allocate REXX exec and ISPF table libraries. Then, you can install and test
the CSF extensions.

Allocate REXX Exec and ISPF Table Libraries

The following sample libraries prefix.CD7YSAMP, prefix.CD7YJCL, and prefix.CD7YCLS0 are needed:

• A REXX exec library to store the samples
• An ISPF table library

Allocate the REXX exec library and the ISPF table library to a user session to allow them to use the sample extensions.
You can allocate these libraries through an exec, a CLIST or as part of a logon proc.

Install CSF Extensions

Copy the sample execs listed in the following table from library prefix.CD7YSAMP to a REXX exec library that is allocated
to a SYSEXEC DD.

REXX Exec Command Description

CYBESS60 CAA Completes all generations of a user-
specified application older than a user-
specified time

CYBESS61 EDJ Edits JCL for a job (before or after
submission)

CYBESS63 SD Invokes SDSF to display a user-specified
job

CYBESS64 SIM Simulates the Event associated with a job

CYBESS65 SUB Submits the JCL associated with a job
outside the application

CYBESS66 TSC, TST, U Displays information retrieved by the
RETSCBD() function

CYBESS67 TR Triggers the Event associated with a job

CYBESS69 NX Displays the next 10 execution times for an
Event associated with a job

1. If you want, copy member CYBESCSU from library prefix.CD7YCLS0 to another library.
CYBESCSU contains information related to your new commands. CYBESCSU is read by the CYBESTBG exec. You
update CYBESCSU whenever you add new CSF extensions.

2. Copy the CYBESTBG REXX exec from the prefix.CD7YCLS0 library to a REXX exec library that is allocated to
SYSEXEC.
CYBESTBG reads member CYBESCSU and generates an ISPF table library member, also called CYBESCSU, that
stores your commands. You execute CYBESTBG whenever you add new CSF extensions.
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3. In member CYBESCSU, change the LIBRARY statement to point to a table library that is allocated to your ISPTLIB
DD. For example:

LIBRARY CYB3.ESP.TABLE

4. Run the CYBESTBG exec, specifying the location of input member CYBESCSU, for example:

TSO CYBESTBG 'CYB3.ESP.CD7YCLS0(CYBESCSU)'

A message appears stating the number of rows added to ISPF table CYBESCSU.
5. Exit to the READY prompt.

Your ISPF session is refreshed, and you can now use the new commands.

Test CSF Extensions

You can test the new extensions by issuing the associated commands against any test applications listed in the CSF
panel.

A good command to test is the TST command, which illustrates some of the information you can have returned as part of
a CSF extension.

Follow these steps:

1. Sign in to ESP.
2. Choose option C for CSF.
3. Type TST beside any job name and observe the results.

Implement Your Own CSF Extensions
This section describes how to create and implement your own CSF extensions. It assumes you are familiar with some of
the aspects of installing CSF extensions by installing the samples supplied.

Prepare to Implement Your Extensions

In addition to a REXX exec library and a table library to store your commands, you might choose to add a panel library for
customized panels and a message library for customized messages.

The following table lists the libraries you can use and the corresponding DD statement:

Type of Library DD Statement

REXX exec library SYSEXEC

Table library ISPTLIB

Panel library (optional) ISPPLIB

Message library (optional) ISPMLIB

You can allocate these libraries to a user's session using a CLIST exec or include them in a logon proc.

Follow these steps:

1. Design and write the REXX exec (or program) and store it in a library allocated to the SYSEXEC DD.
2. Update your list of commands by editing the CYBESCSU member. For details, see Add or Customize Commands.
3. Run the CYBESTBG exec to update the table of commands (allocated to ISPTLIB DD). Specify the name of the library

and member where you stored your list of commands, for example:

TSO CYBESTBG 'CYB3.ESP.CD7YCLS0(CYBESCSU)'
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4. Re-enter ISPF to test.

Example: Add an extension
The following is a simple, step-by-step example of adding a new CSF extension. This example can help you
get started with implementing your own extensions. After working through this example, you can learn about
the other features you can use. In this example, you add a command called TR that executes a REXX exec
called CSFTRIG. This exec allows a user to trigger an event from the CSF. By entering command TR next
to a job in CSF, the user triggers the event to which generated the application the job belongs. Follow these
steps:

1. Write the exec and store it in a member called CSFTRIG in a REXX exec library:

/* REXX */                                                        

/* Command Name: TR */                                               

/* CSF extension to trigger an Event associated with a job. */

/* Blank out Variables used in panel CYBESTRI */                       

KTRIG = ""

Raopt = ""

Aa2   = ""

A     = ""

Aa    = ""

B     = ""

Ff1   = ""

Ff2   = ""

Ff3   = ""

Ff4   = ""

Ff5   = ""

Ff6   = ""

Q      = "N"     /* Case sensitivity flag */                          

/* Display panel CYBESTRI to obtain options. */                       

Address ISPEXEC "DISPLAY PANEL(CYBESTRI)"

If Rc <> 0 Then

   Return

/* Construct a TRIGGER command, using user-specified options.*/

Cmd = "TRIGGER" Event() Raopt

If Aa2 <> "" Then

   Cmd = Cmd "AT('"Aa2"')"

If A = "Y" Then

   Cmd = Cmd "NOXEQ"

If B = "Y" Then

   Cmd = Cmd "ONHOLD"

If Ff1 <> "" Then

   Cmd = Cmd "USER1('"Ff1"')"

If Ff2 <> "" Then

   Cmd = Cmd "USER2('"Ff2"')"

If Ff3 <> "" Then

   Cmd = Cmd "USER3('"Ff3"')"

If Ff4 <> "" Then

   Cmd = Cmd "USER4('"Ff4"')"

If Ff5 <> "" | Ff6 <> "" Then

   Cmd = Cmd "ROOT('"Ff5 Ff6"')"

If Q   = "Y" | Q = "y" Then                              

   Cmd = Cmd " CaseSensitive"                            
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/* Execute the TRIGGER command. */                                     

/* Say Cmd */                                                         

Address ESP Cmd

Return

2. Update your list of commands in the sample input member CYBESCSU. For this example, add the line
shown below at the end of the member.

LC TR  EXEC(CSFTRIG) ISPF

3. To update your ISPF table library, run the CYBESTBG exec, specifying the name of the input data set you
just updated. The CYBESTBG exec creates the appropriate table library member.

TSO CYBESTBG 'CYB3.ESP.CD7YCLS0(CYBESCSU)'

4. Re-enter ISPF and test your command by entering command TR beside any job listed in CSF.

Update the Exec

After you have created your exec, you can update it at any time, and the changes take effect immediately. There is no
need to update any tables or refresh ISPF.

Add or Customize Commands
You can add or customize commands by editing the CYBESCSU member. The CYBESCSU member stores your list of
commands and is issued as input to the CYBESTBG exec to create the CYBESCSU table library.

Code CYBESCSU Line Command Entries

By coding line command entries in CYBESCSU, you can

• Add new line commands.
• Replace the functionality of existing commands.
• Disable existing commands.
• Add a front-end to existing commands

When a user issues a command in CSF, ESP first looks for an entry in CYBESCSU to decide how to process the
command.

For each new or existing command you want to process, add one line command entry after the DATA' ' line in
CYBESCSU.

Syntax

command-type command-name process processing-options

Operand Description
command-type The panel the command is issued from.
command-name A new line command or an existing line command. Line

commands are one to three characters long.
process The process to execute for the line command specified.
processing-options One or more options for the specified process.
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Command-type

 

Type Description
LC CSF main panel line command. LC is the most common type.
LR LR panel line command when listing resources
LX L panel line command when listing job dependencies

Process

 

Process Description
EXEC(rexx-exec) Invokes a REXX exec. The REXX exec should be in a library

allocated to the SYSEXEC DD. You can pass parameters to
the REXX exec using the PARMS parameter, as described in
Process-options.

PGM(program) Calls a program. The program should be a load module accessible
to the ISPF session and should be linked with AMODE=31. You
can pass parameters to the program using the PARMS parameter,
as described in Process-options.

INVALID Informs the user that the command is invalid
NOOP Ignores the command

Processing-options

 

Option Parameter
PARMS(parms) A parameter string that is passed to the REXX exec or program

specified in Processes
ISPF Use ISPF variable services and call the REXX exec with an ISPF

SELECT function call. If you don't specify the ISPF option, CSF
invokes the REXX exec directly. Use this option if you want to
manipulate or examine ISPF variables from REXX.

RETJTR Retrieve the JTR (Job Tracking Record) prior to calling the
program or REXX exec. The address of the JTR is provided.

RETATR Retrieve the ATR (Application Tracking Record) prior to calling the
program or REXX exec. The address of the ATR is provided.

RETJSR Retrieve the JSR (Job Schedule Record) prior to calling the
program or REXX exec. The address of the JSR is provided.

Examples

In the following example, the line command SIM invokes a REXX exec called CSFSIM:

LC SIM EXEC(CSFSIM)

CSFSIM now overrides the standard module for SIM, CYBESS64.
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In the following example, the line command TR invokes a REXX exec called CYBESS67. ISPF variable services will be
available.

LC TR EXEC(CYBESS67) ISPF

In the following example, the line command LST invokes a program called LISTIT:

LC LST PGM(LISTIT)

In the following example, the line command CA, which is an existing command, is invalid:

LC CA INVALID

In the following example, the command EXT invokes a REXX exec called EXT. The EXT command is available only from
the Extended Job List panel, which appears after the user enters L beside a job to list job dependencies.

LX EXT EXEC(EXT)

Use REXX Exec
If you are using a REXX exec to process a command, the exec is called directly using the REXX interface module or
through an ISPF SELECT request if the ISPF option is specified. You can pass parameters to the exec using the PARMS
keyword and these are available with the ARG or PARSE ARG instructions.

Use Different Environments

The default host environment is ESP, so you can invoke any ESP commands directly or by using ADDRESS ESP, for
example:

ADDRESS ESP "OPER PURGSCHF NOW"

To Access a Function Usually Available with REXX in a TSO Environment

Use ADDRESS TSO, for example:

ADDRESS TSO "TIME"

ADDRESS ISPEXEC provides all ISPF functions (such as browse or edit), for example:

ADDRESS ISPEXEC "DISPLAY PANEL(CSFRDC)"

If access to ISPF variables is required from the REXX exec, you must specify the ISPF option in the command table entry
for the EXEC, for example:

LC ABC EXEC(MYEXEC) ISPF

Specify Return Values

When the REXX exec ends, CSF examines the return value to determine how to proceed. You can specify the return
value using the CSFRET() function or the REXX RETURN statement, for example:
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X=CSFRET(value)

or

RETURN value

The RETURN statement is available only if the exec was invoked directly by ESP, and not through the ISPF SELECT
function. If you use the ISPF option for the exec, you must pass back the return value through the CSFRET function.

The different methods for returning a value are illustrated below:

Using ISPF Services Using a Direct Invocation

If RC \=0 then X=CSFRET(REJECTM)

 else X=CSFRET(CONTINUE)

If RC \=0 then RETURN REJECTM

else RETURN CONTINUE

The possible return values are listed below:

Value Action

(null) or 0 Same as NOOP, described below. This is the default.

CONTINUE If an internal command exists with the same name, the internal
command is executed. Otherwise, the same action is taken as
for NOOP. This value is useful when you want to execute custom
code prior to executing an existing CSF command.

NOOP The command is assumed to have executed successfully. The
command entry field is blanked out and processing continues with
the next line command, if any.

REJECT The command is assumed to have failed. The line command is
left on the line where the error occurred, and the processing of
line commands is interrupted. No message is issued because it
is assumed that the command processing routine has issued an
ISPF SETMSG.

REJECTM This is the same as REJECT; however, a message is issued
indicating that the command has been rejected.

Use CSF Extensions for REXX and Built-in Functions
Use the CSF extensions interface for REXX and built-in functions.

REXX Built-in Functions

The CSF extensions interface provides the following REXX functions.

Function Description Sample Output

ADDRATR Hexadecimal address of the ATR (Application Tracking Record) if RETATR was
specified on the command description. Otherwise, ADDRATR has a value of 0.

035000AB

ADDRJSR Hexadecimal address of the JSR (Job Schedule Record) if RETJSR was
specified on the command description. Otherwise, ADDRJSR has a value of 0.

03625CF0
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ADDRJTR Hexadecimal address of the JTR (Job Tracking Record) if RETJTR was
specified on the command description. Otherwise, ADDRJTR has a value of 0.

0324DC08

APPL The application's fully qualified name, which includes the application name and
generation number

BILLING.234

APPLGEN The application generation number the job belongs to 234

APPLNAME The name of the application the job belongs to BILLING

CSFJOB Information about any job that is currently available on CSF. See also
function JOBONCSF. JOBONCSF and CSFJOB both accept a full name, but
JOBONCSF works differently than CSFJOB depending on the length of the full
name and if you code a period in the full name.

See Using the CSFJOB
Function.

CMDT The type of command as specified in the CYBESCSU member. CMDT has a
value of LC, LR or LX.

LC

COMMAND The command name EDJ

CSFRET Returns the current return value and optionally sets a new return value.
The return value is a verb that tells CSF what action to take when the exec
terminates.

See Returning values

DATALINE The contents of the line on which the command is entered. From the main
display, the job name is not included.
The contents depend on the current view the user has chosen.

234 BILLING WAITING,
HC=1

EVENT The fully qualified Event name that triggered the application, which includes the
Event's prefix and descriptive name.

CYBER.
BILLING

HC The hold count for the job when the last retrieval was made (for example when
CSF was refreshed). To get an up-to-date hold count, use the RETSCBD
function because the RETSCBD function forces a new access.

2

JOB The fully qualified job name, which includes the job qualifier if one exists for the
job

BILL101 or
BILL101.RUN1

JOBNAME The job name without a qualifier BILL101

JOBNO The JES job number for z/OS jobs only. The number is zero if the job has not
been submitted. For task and distributed jobs, ESP internally assigns an unique
number.

034567

JOBONCSF Information about any job that is currently available on CSF. See also function
CSFJOB. JOBONCSF and CSFJOB both accept a full name, but JOBONCSF
works differently than CSFJOB depending on the length of the full name and if
you code a period in the full name.

See Using the
JOBONCSF Function

JOBQUAL The qualifier for the job, or NULL RUN1

MSGDEST The output mode for ESP messages. MSGDEST resolves to either I for ISPF or
T for TSO line mode.

I or T

PAGEMODE Allows any number of commands to be entered and displayed in page mode See Use PAGEMODE
Function

RETSCBD Retrieves information from the CSF scoreboard for the job and passes the data
back in REXX variables

See Use the RETSCBD
Function

Use Built-in Functions

Use the function name followed by parentheses ().
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For example, the following statement retrieves the Event name by using EVENT():

Say 'The name of the Event is 'EVENT()

A built-in function does not exist for each piece of information you might need. For example, there is no built-in function for
the Event's scheduled time or a job's status. To retrieve this information, use the RETSCBD function, as described in the
next section.

Use the RETSCBD Function
The RETSCBD() function retrieves current data for a job and provides the results in REXX variables. This function is
sometimes called the return scoreboard function because it returns all the information about a job that is stored on the
CSF scoreboard.

RETSCBD Variables
 

RETSCBD returns the following variables.

Variable Name Description Format Maximum Length
Returned

AGENT Agent name string 16
APPL Application name string 8
APPLG Application generation number number 10
ASID address space identifier hexadecimal string 4
AVGRUNTIME average job execution time in minutes two-byte binary number 2
BYPASSED job bypassed 1 for true, 0 for false 1
CLASS JES job class string 8
COMPLETE job completed 1 for true, 0 for false 1
CRITICAL_
PATH

critical path job 1 for true, 0 for false 1

ENDTIME job end time hh.mn.ss yyyy/mm/dd 19
EVENT Event name string 24
EXECJNO JES job number where the job executed number 6
EXECNODE JES execution node string 8
EXTERNAL external job 1 for true, 0 for false 1
FAILED job failed 1 for true, 0 for false 1
HC hold count number 5
JOBN job name string 8
JOBNO job number (see note below) number 6
MANUAL manual job 1 for true, 0 for false 1
MAXRUNTIME maximum allowable job execution time in

minutes
two-byte binary number 2

MINRUNTIME minimum allowable job execution time in
minutes

two-byte binary number 2

ORIGJNO JES job number where job was submitted number 6
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ORIGNODE JES submission node string 8
OVERDUE_END job overdue to end 1 for true, 0 for false 1
OVERDUE_
START

job overdue to start 1 for true, 0 for false 1

OVERDUE_
SUBMIT

job overdue to submit 1 for true, 0 for false 1

PGN performance group number number from 1 to 999 in compatibility mode,
0 on goal mode systems

3

PNODE processing node string 8
PRIORITY JES execution priority number 2
QUAL job qualifier string 8
RDRTIME time the job was submitted to a JES reader hh.mn yyyy/mm/dd 19
REQUEST request job 1 for true, 0 for false 1
REQUESTED requested job 1 for true, 0 for false 1
SCHED scheduled time hh.mn.ss yyyy/mm/dd 19
SMFID system SMF identifier string 4
SRVCLASS service class string in goal mode, blank on compatibi-lity

mode systems
8

STARTTIME job start time hh.mn.ss yyyy/mm/dd 19
STATUS status of job string 28
SUBAP subapplication name string 8
SYSNAME sysplex member name string 8
SYSPLEX sysplex name string 8
TAG tag field string 16
TYPE type of job J for job or distributed object, T for task, L

for link
1

USTAT user status string 28
WOBTYPE type of workload object string 2

NOTE
The JOBNO value changes when a job is submitted and executed on different JES nodes. During execution, it
reflects EXECJNO; otherwise, it reflects ORIGJNO.

Example: Retrieving the job name

The following example uses the RETSCBD function to retrieve information. One of the variables it returns is JOBN,
representing the job name.

X=RETSCBD()

Say 'Jobname is 'JOBN

Example: Specifying a prefix

You can prefix these variables to create customized REXX variables (such as prefixJOBN or prefixJOBNO). For example,
if you specify the string MY on the RETSCBD function, the function returns the variables as listed above with a prefix of
MY. The variable for job name is MYJOBN instead of JOBN; the variable for the application name is MYAPPL instead of
APPL, and so forth.
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X=RETSCBD('MY')

Say 'Jobname is 'MYJOBN

Say 'Application name is' MYAPPL

Example: Retrieving job information

To retrieve information about a job, you can use a number of built-in functions and the RETSCBD function. You can
retrieve some information, such as the Event name, using either method, for example:

Say 'Event name is EVENT()'

or

X=RETSCBD()

Say 'Event name is '  EVENT

Use PAGEMODE Function
Page mode is an ISPF option that allows users to enter commands and provides scrollable output. 

The PAGEMODE() function allows you to enter ESP Page mode and execute one or more commands. You remain in
Page mode until you enter the END command or using the END function key

NOTE
You cannot use the PAGEMODE() function when the ISPF SELECT function invokes the exec.

 

Example: Issue a Status Command

The following example issues a STATUS command to ESP and displays the results in page mode:

X=PAGEMODE('oper status')

Example: Stack Commands

You can stack commands by separating them with a semi-colon (;), as shown below:

X=PAGEMODE('oper status;ldsn')

Example: Concatenate Commands

You can concatenate commands by building a string of commands, as shown below:

CMD = "oper status"

CMD = CMD ";ldsn"

X = PAGEMODE(CMD)

Example: Simulate an Event

The following example uses the EVENT() function to retrieve the current event name and then issues the ESP SIMULATE
command to simulate the event's next occurrence. Output appears in Page mode.

X=PAGEMODE('SIMULATE EV('EVENT()')')

Example: Display Next Execution Time

The following example uses the EVENT() function to retrieve the current event name and then issues the ESP NEXT
command to display the event's next 10 scheduled occurrences. Output appears in Page mode.
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X =  Pagemode("NEXT 10" Event())

Use CSFJOB Function

The CSFJOB function does the following:

• Returns the number of jobs on CSF that match the workload name that you specify (including names for held-manual
jobs).

NOTE
If you specify a one-to-eight character name, CSFJOB does not match on jobs with qualifiers or jobs with a
period followed by other characters. For example, if you specify "MYJOB”, CSFJOB only matches jobs called
"MYJOB", not jobs such as MYJOB.QUAL, MYJOB.OTHERCHARACTERS, and so forth.

• If any specified jobs match, CSFJOB creates REXX stemmed variables with information about each job matched.

NOTE
For more information about the CSFJOB function, see Advanced Using.

Use JOBONCSF Function

The JOBONCSF function does the following:

• Returns the number of jobs on CSF that match the workload name that you specify (including names for held-manual
jobs).

NOTE
JOBONCSF does not accept a period in positions 2 through 7 of the name. For example, you can specify
"ABCDEFG.-", but you cannot specify "A.-", "ABCDEF.-", and so forth.

• If any jobs match the full name you specified, JOBONCSF creates REXX stemmed variables with information about
each job matched.

NOTE
For more information about the JOBONCSF function, see the Advanced Using.

Handle Errors
When working with CSF extensions, the following are some common errors that might occur:

Invalid Select Code

This message indicates that the command is not valid. Check the following:

Have you updated your ISPF table with the new command?

Is your table library allocated to your ISPF session?

Has your ISPF session been refreshed?

REXX Exec Load file SYSEXEC Does Not Contain Exec Member

This message indicates the command is valid, but the REXX exec could not be located. Check that your SYSEXEC DD
points to the REXX library where you stored your exec.

Inconsistent Date Parameters

Some execs use a date in a particular format. Check the DATEFORM setting in the ESP initialization parameter data set.
Date formats should be specified using this format. The default is YMD (year/month/day).
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Examples of CSF Extensions
This section contains examples of CSF extensions you can use.

Add Help Messages

When you start using your own CSF extensions, you should give other users a way to access a list of available
commands and their functions. You can do this by writing a CSF extension that displays a list of commands.

REXX exec

The following is a REXX exec that contains a series of SAY commands to list the CSF commands you added. You can
execute this REXX exec as part of a CSF extension:

/* REXX */

SAY 'THE FOLLOWING ARE THE CSF EXTENSIONS CURRENTLY TURNED ON:'

SAY '********************************************************'

SAY ''

SAY 'CAA --> COMPLETE ALL GENERATIONS OF AN APPLICATION'

SAY 'EDJ --> EDIT THE JCL FOR A JOB'

SAY 'SD  --> INVOKE SDSF'

SAY 'SIM --> SIMULATE AN EVENT'

SAY 'SUB --> SUBMIT JCL'

SAY 'TR  --> TRIGGER AN EVENT'

SAY 'NX  --> DISPLAY NEXT 10 EVENT EXECUTIONS'

SAY 'X   --> DISPLAY LIST OF CUSTOMER WRITTEN EXTENSIONS'

Access SDSF

One of the sample CSF extensions Broadcom supplies is the following REXX exec. It invokes SDSF from CSF to access
information for a job.

REXX exec

Any current active SDSF filtering, such as PREFIX or OWNER, will affect the SDSF output.

/* REXX    */

/* Command Name: SD   */

Address ISPEXEC,

"SELECT PGM(ISFISP) NOCHECK NEWAPPL(ISF)-

PARM('ST" Jobname() "')"

Return NOOP

You can use a similar technique for accessing other ISPF applications, such as IOF, $AVRS, RMDS, and so forth.

Edit a Data Set Member

Some installations might have libraries, such as job documentation libraries, set up in PDS format where the member
name is the same as the job name. To access this information directly from CSF, you can use a CSF extension that takes
you into a job's correct PDS member.
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REXX exec

This example uses the JOBNAME function as the PDS member name and takes the user into ISPF edit for this member
of the ABC.PROD.DOCS library:

/* REXX */

"ISPEXEC EDIT DATASET('ABC.PROD.DOCS("JOBNAME()")'"

Broadcom supplies the ED and BD commands to edit job documentation and browse job documentation respectively, but
the commands are only valid if you are using the ESP job documentation facility. You can either replace these commands
(by using the same names) or create your own command names.

Display Job Information

The LA line command in CSF displays information about all jobs in an application. To limit the display of information to a
particular job, you can use a CSF extension that issues an ESP LAP (or LISTAPPL) command with the JOB keyword.

If you enter LAJ next to a job in CSF, CSF displays information about that job, such as predecessors, successors, time
dependencies, and other requirements.

REXX exec

This example issues an LAP command for a specific job in an application. The command uses the APPL() function that
resolves to the application's fully qualified name and the JOB() function that resolves to the current job's fully qualified
name:

/* REXX */

/* COMMAND NAME: LAJ */                                               

*/

/* CSF EXTENSION TO LIST A SPECIFIC JOB IN AN APPLICATION */           

*/

address ESP "LAP " APPL()  "JOB(" JOB()")"

Generate a History Report

This example executes an ESP history report based on the application name (APPLNAME function) for the current job. It
contains a number of ESP history-reporting commands that are concatenated into a REXX variable called CMD.

REXX exec

The exec displays the results in page mode:

/* REXX */

/* COMMAND NAME: REP */

CMD = "REPORT"

CMD = CMD ";SETWIDTH 80"

CMD = CMD ";FROM 8AM TODAY"

CMD = CMD ";CRITERIA APPLSYS EQ " APPLNAME()

CMD = CMD ";DISPLAY JOBNAME JOBNO EXECST CPUTIME"

CMD = CMD ";ENDR"

X = PAGEMODE(CMD)
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Add Security to Commands

This example shows you how to restrict command access based on the user ID issuing the command. You can use this
technique with any command.

REXX exec

The REXX exec uses the REXX USERID() function to retrieve the user ID. If the first five characters are CYBER, the
command is rejected and a message returned; otherwise, the CSF extension continues by executing the built-in command
with the same name:

/* REXX */

IF LEFT( USERID(), 5 ) = CYBER then

 do

    say 'You are not allowed to use this CSF command'

    RETURN REJECTM

 end

X=CSFRET(CONTINUE)

NOTE
If you use the ESP SAF interface, you can also protect CSF commands using your existing host security
product.

Display the Script Name or Command Name

If you use ESP to schedule work on a distributed platform such as UNIX, you can obtain the name of the script or
command associated with a workload object. To obtain this information, you trap the output from an ESP SIMULATE
command for a specific workload object.

REXX exec

As part of the simulation, two lines relating to the message are sent to the Agent running on the distributed platform. The
script name or command name appears as part of this message.

The exec listed in this topic parses the output from the SIMULATE command. The Event() function retrieves the event
name. The Sched variable from the RETSCBD function retrieves the scheduled time for this event. The Job() function
retrieves the current job name. The exec parses the data in two ways to accommodate differences in the output, obtains
the script name, and sends this information to the user issuing the following command:

/* THIS CSF EXTENSION(REXX EXEC) WILL RETURN THE SCRIPT NAME OR

   COMMAND NAME FOR THE JOB THAT IS SELECTED */

/* COMMAND NAME: LX */

X = RETSCBD() /*run function to load var. sched */

 

Z=OUTTRAP("LINE.")

 /*store the results of a simulate in the stem LINE*/

 ADDRESS ESP "SIM EV("EVENT()") SCHED('"SCHED"') ROOT("JOB()")"

Z=OUTTRAP("OFF")

/*loop through the stem line for all the records*/

DO I=1 TO LINE.0

  SELECT

   WHEN (INDEX(LINE.I,"Data(Script=") > 0) THEN

    DO /*extract the script name*/

     J=I+1
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     /*if a line is 61 chars no space is required else add a space*/

     IF LENGTH(STRIP(LINE.I)) = 61 THEN

     LNE = STRIP(LINE.I)||STRIP(LINE.J) /*LOOK AT 2 LINES TOGETHER*/

     ELSE

    LNE = STRIP(LINE.I)||' '||STRIP(LINE.J) /*LOOK AT 2 LINES TOGETHER*/

     PARSE VAR lne SOMETHING '=' SCRIPT1 ',' /*script if exitcode*/

     PARSE VAR lne SOMETHING '=' SCRIPT2 ')' /*script if no exitcode*/

     IF LENGTH(SCRIPT1) < LENGTH(SCRIPT2) THEN

     DO

       SAY 'SCRIPTNAME='SCRIPT1

       EXIT

     END

     ELSE DO

       SAY 'SCRIPTNAME='SCRIPT2

       EXIT

     END

    END

   WHEN (INDEX(LINE.I,"Data(Command=") > 0) THEN

    DO /*extract the command name*/

     J=I+1

     /*if a line is 61 chars no space is required else add a space*/

     IF LENGTH(STRIP(LINE.I)) = 61 THEN

     LNE = STRIP(LINE.I)||STRIP(LINE.J) /*LOOK AT 2 LINES TOGETHER*/

     ELSE

    LNE = STRIP(LINE.I)||' '||STRIP(LINE.J) /*LOOK AT 2 LINES TOGETHER*/

     PARSE VAR lne SOMETHING '=' CMD1 ',' /*CMD if exitcode coded*/

     PARSE VAR lne SOMETHING '=' CMD2 ')' /*CMD if no exitcode coded*/

     IF LENGTH(CMD1) < LENGTH(CMD2) THEN

     DO

       SAY 'COMMANDNAME='CMD1

       EXIT

     END

     ELSE DO

       SAY 'COMMANDNAME='CMD2

       EXIT

     END

    END

   OTHERWISE

  END

END

/*check if the vars script and cmd1 have not been initialized if that

  is the case then no script or command was coded for the job*/

IF SCRIPT1 = 'SCRIPT1' & CMD1 = 'CMD1' then

 say 'no Script or Command name was found for job 'JOB()

NOTE
If your USERID/Site uses the TSO code page 037 English-US you will see the back slash character ( \ ) as
a colon (:). This is a limitation of the code set not the REXX exec. This may cause confusion when selecting
Windows scripts or commands.
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Add a Confirmation Panel

The RD command is a CSF command that readies a job, removing any submit time and predecessor dependencies
for that job. ESP does not provide the user with a confirmation panel for this command. The following example adds a
confirmation panel for the RD command.

REXX exec

The following REXX exec presents a panel called CSFRDC (which must be stored in your ISPPLIB data set) to the user.
If the user presses Enter, the return code (RC) is 0 and the extension continues with the normal RD command. If the user
presses End, the return code (RC) is 8 and the extension rejects the command with an error message.

/* REXX */

ISPEXEC "DISPLAY PANEL(CSFRDC)"

IF RC=0 THEN RETURN CONTINUE

  ELSE RETURN REJECTM

To develop the CSFRDC panel, you can use panel CYBESSCR from your ESP panel library (prefix.CD7YPNL0) as a
model confirmation panel. Here is an example of a confirmation panel:

)ATTR

  ! TYPE(OUTPUT) INTENS(HIGH))

BODY EXPAND(//)

%ESP /-/ Job Ready Request Confirmation /-/ ESP+

%COMMAND ===>_ZCMD              +

+    Confirm request to ready job

+

     Press%ENTER+to proceed with the ready request

     Press%END+to cancel the request

)PROC

)END

When you add the RD command to your CYBESCSU member, you do not need to specify the ISPF option because the
exec does not use ISPF variables. However, if you specify ISPF (for example, LC RD EXEC(NEWRD) ISPF), an ISPF
SELECT function invokes the exec and you need to use the CSFRET function to return values, for example:

/* REXX */

ISPEXEC "DISPLAY PANEL(CSFRDC)"

IF RC=0 THEN X=CSFRET(CONTINUE)

  ELSE X=CSFRET(REJECTM)

Customize User Request Panel

The following is an example of a customized user panel you can present to users to handle simple job submissions. When
the user enters the command you assign to this extension, ESP presents the user with a panel that shows a job's name
and, optionally, predecessors and successors. After the user enters the data, ESP builds an AJ command to insert the job
into the current application.

Panel definition

The following is the sample panel definition that must be stored in ISPPLIB:
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)BODY EXPAND(#@)

%ESP #-@ USER REQUEST PANEL #-@ ESP+

%COMMAND ===>_ZCMD +

 Fill in appropriate fields then press%ENTER.+

 Use a comma or a space to separate multiple

 predecessors or successors.

 To cancel your request press%PF3. +

   Job information:

       JOBNAME      %===>_Job              +

       PREDECESSORS %===>_Pred             +

       SUCCESSORS   %===>_Succ             +

)INIT

  .CURSOR=Job

)PROC

  VER (&Job,NB)

)END

REXX exec that presents the panel

The following is the REXX exec that presents the panel and builds an ESP command to insert the job into the current
application:

/* REXX */

/* Command Name: NP  */

/* Blank out Variables used in panel NEWPAN */

 Job  = ""

 Pred = ""

 Succ = ""

/* Display panel NEWPAN to obtain options */

ADDRESS ISPEXEC "DISPLAY PANEL(NEWPAN)"

If Rc <> 0 Then

   Return

/* Construct AJ command */

Cmd = "AJ " Job "INSERT APPL("APPL()")"

IF Pred <> "" THEN Cmd = Cmd || " PREDECESSOR("Pred")"

IF Succ <> "" THEN Cmd = Cmd || " SUCCESSOR("Succ")"

/* Execute the AJ command. */

ADDRESS ESP CMD

CYBESCSU member

When you add this command to your CYBESCSU member, you must specify the ISPF option because the exec uses
ISPF variables, for example:

LC  NP  EXEC(ADHOC)  ISPF

Turn Off a Command with a Message

You use the CA command to mark an entire application complete. The CSF extension in this example replaces the
existing CA command and rejects the command.

When a user enters the CA command beside a workload object in CSF, the CSFCANO exec executes. This exec issues a
customized message (CSFX001), stored in member CSFX00 of your ISPMLIB data set, and rejects the command.
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CYBESCSU member

Update your CYBESCSU member and specify CA as the command name:

LC CA EXEC(CSFCANO)

REXX exec

The following is the REXX exec that sets a customized message and rejects the command:

/* REXX */

/* SET CUSTOMIZED MESSAGE AND REJECT COMMAND */

ISPEXEC "SETMSG MSG(CSFX001)"

RETURN REJECT

Member CSFX00 in your message library

The following member in your message library (ISPMLIB) contains a sample customized message:

CSFX001 'CA command not allowed' .ALARM=YES

'The CA command has been disallowed by my extension'

Add a Help Panel

The following REXX exec displays a panel (CSFHELP) to list the CSF commands you added. You can execute this REXX
exec as part of a CSF extension.

REXX exec

 

/* REXX             */

/* CSF HELP PANEL   */

ADDRESS ISPEXEC "CONTROL ERRORS RETURN"

ADDRESS ISPEXEC "DISPLAY PANEL(CSFHELP)"

IF RC <> 0 THEN RETURN NOOP

Panel definition (CSFHELP)

The following is a sample CSF Help Panel:

)BODY EXPAND(@@) WIDTH(&ZSCREENW)

%COMMAND ===>_ZCMD+

+              %CSF HELP PANEL                 +

+                                              +

%***********************************************

%*    +  List of CSF Extension Commands        %*

%*                                             %*

%*    +  ED  - Edit Dataset                    %*

%*    +  XH  - Help Panel                      %*

%*    +  TR  - Trigger an Event                %*
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%*    +  SIM - Simulate an Event               %*

%*                                             %*

%***********************************************

+

%

%

)PROC

)END

Implement Application Monitor Extensions
This section describes how you can extend the functionality of Application Monitor by implementing Application Monitor
extensions.

Use Application Monitor Extensions
Application Monitor enables you to view and control active applications in ESP. Application Monitor extensions are a
programming interface that let you customize Application Monitor by writing your own commands or by replacing existing
commands.

You can use Application Monitor extensions to

• Reduce frequently performed functions to a single command.
• Access other ISPF applications from the Application Status panel.

For example, you can set up access to output distribution products and spool viewers.
• Control access to current Application Monitor functions.

For example, if you want to prevent users from using a command or to provide a confirmation panel, you can write a
REXX exec or program to provide a front-end for an existing, internal Application Monitor command. The exec can
then decide whether to allow the internal command to proceed, reject the command or provide an alternative function.

As part of the ESP distribution package, by Broadcom provides

• Sample Application Monitor extensions.
• A general purpose REXX exec, CYBESTBG, to generate the ISPF table CYBESCSA.
• Sample member CYBESCSA, which is input to REXX exec CYBESTBG.

Add or Replace Commands

To add or replace a command, you use an ISPF table called CYBESCSA. Each Application Monitor command invokes
a REXX exec or program. These might access REXX functions, ESP commands, and ISPF services, and then return to
Application Monitor with a return code.

References to libraries

References to libraries you created as part of the ESP installation are included throughout this section, .Whenever
a reference to one of these libraries is made, such as prefix.CD7YSAMP, substitute the prefix you chose during the
installation.

Install and Test Sample Application Monitor Extensions
To install and test the sample Application Monitor extensions, allocate the REXX exec and ISPF table libraries. Then,
install and test the extensions.
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Allocate REXX Exec and ISPF Table Libraries

You must allocate the REXX exec library and the ISPF table library to a user's session to allow them to use the sample
extensions. You can allocate these libraries through an exec, a CLIST or as part of a logon proc.

• Sample libraries prefix.CD7YSAMP, prefix.CD7YJCL, and prefix.CD7YCLS0
• A REXX exec library to store sample Application Monitor extensions
• An ISPF table library

Install Application Monitor Extensions

Copy the sample REXX execs listed in the following table from library prefix.CD7YSAMP to a REXX exec library that is
allocated to a SYSEXEC DD.

REXX Exec Command Description

CYBESS60 CAA Completes all generations of a user-
specified application older than a user-
specified time

CYBESS67 TR Triggers the Event associated with a job

CYBESS69 NX Displays the next 10 execution times for an
Event associated with a job

CYBESS84 SIM Simulates the Event associated with a job

1. If you want, copy member CYBESCSA from library prefix.CD7YCLS0 to another library.
CYBESCSA contains information relating to your new commands. CYBESCSA is read by the CYBESTBG exec. You
update CYBESCSA whenever you add new Application Monitor extensions.

2. Copy the CYBESTBG REXX exec from the prefix.CD7YCLS0 library to a REXX exec library that is allocated to
SYSEXEC.
CYBESTBG reads member CYBESCSA and generates an ISPF table library member, also called CYBESCSA, that
stores your commands. You execute CYBESTBG whenever you add new Application Monitor extensions.

3. In member CYBESCSA, change the LIBRARY statement to point to a table library that is allocated to your ISPTLIB
DD. For example:

LIBRARY CYB3.ESP.TABLE

4. Run the CYBESTBG exec, specifying the location of input member CYBESCSA, for example:

TSO CYBESTBG 'CYB3.ESP.CD7YCLS0(CYBESCSA)'

A message appears stating the number of rows added to ISPF table CYBESCSA.
5. Exit to the READY prompt.

Your ISPF session is refreshed, and you can now use the new commands.

Test Application Monitor Extensions

You can test the new extensions by issuing the associated commands against any test applications listed in
the Application Status panel.

A good command to test is the SIM command, which simulates the functions of an application.

Follow these steps:

1. Sign onto ESP.
2. Choose option A for Application Monitor.
3. Type SIM beside any application name and observe the results.
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Implement Your Own Application Monitor Extensions
This section describes how to create and implement your own Application Monitor extensions. It assumes you are familiar
with some of the aspects of installing Application Monitor extensions by installing the samples supplied.

Note: ESP does not provide any REXX built-in functions, such as the RETSCBD and JOBONCSF functions available in
CSF, for creating Application Monitor extensions.

Prepare to Implement Your Own Extensions

In addition to a REXX exec library and a table library to store your commands, you might choose to add a panel library for
customized panels and a message library for customized messages.

The following table lists the libraries you can use and the corresponding DD statements:

Type of Library DD Statement

REXX exec library SYSEXEC

Table library ISPTLIB

Panel library (optional) ISPPLIB

Message library (optional) ISPMLIB

You can allocate these libraries to a user's session using a CLIST exec or include them in a logon proc.

Follow these steps:

1. Design and write the REXX exec (or program) and store it in a library allocated to the SYSEXEC DD.
2. Update your list of commands by editing the CYBESCSA member. For details, see Adding and Customizing

Commands.
3. Run the CYBESTBG exec to update the table of commands (allocated to ISPTLIB DD). Specify the name of the library

and member where you stored your list of commands, for example:

TSO CYBESTBG 'CYB3.ESP.CD7YCLS0(CYBESCSA)'

4. Re-enter ISPF to test.

Example: Add an Extension
The following is a simple, step-by step example of adding a new Application Monitor extension. This example
can help you get started with implementing your own extensions. In this example, you add a command called
HI that executes a REXX exec called APPHELLO. This exec sends the message "HELLO THERE" to the user
who enters the HI command beside any application listed in Application Monitor. To create the extension

1. Write the exec and store it in a member called APPHELLO in a REXX exec library:

/* REXX */

/* Command name HI */

SAY 'HELLO THERE'

2. Update your list of commands in the sample input member CYBESCSA. For this example, add the line
shown below at the end of the member.

LC  HI  EXEC(APPHELLO)

3. To update your ISPF table library, run the CYBESTBG exec, specifying the name of the input data set you
just updated. The CYBESTBG exec creates the appropriate table library member.
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TSO CYBESTBG 'CYB3.ESP.CD7YCLS0(CYBESCSA)'

4. Re-enter ISPF and test your command by entering HI beside any application listed in Application Monitor.

Update the Exec

After you have created your exec, you can update it at any time, and the changes take effect immediately. There is no
need to update any tables or refresh ISPF.

For example, if you want to update the exec in the previous example to say HELLO followed by the user ID of the user
issuing the HI command, make the following change:

/* REXX */

/* Command name HI */

SAY 'HELLO' USERID()

Add or Customize Extension Commands
You can add or customize commands by editing the sample library member CYBESCSA. The CYBESCSA member stores
your list of commands and is used as input to the CYBESTBG exec to create the CYBESCSA table library.

Code CYBESCSA Line Command Entries

By coding line command entries in CYBESCSA, you can do the following:

• Add new line commands.
• Replace the functionality of existing commands.
• Disable existing commands.
• Add a front-end to existing commands.

When a user issues a command in Application Monitor, ESP looks first for an entry in CYBESCSA to decide how to
process the command.

For each new or existing command you want to process, add one line command entry after the DATA' ' line in
CYBESCSA.

Syntax

LC command-name process processing-options

Operand Description
LC Signifies that the entry is for a line command issued in the

Application Status panel
command-name A new line command or an existing line command. Line

commands are one to three characters long.
process The process to execute for the line command specified.
processing-options One or more options for the specified process.
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Process

Process Description
EXEC(rexx-exec) Invokes a REXX exec. The REXX exec should be in a library

allocated to the SYSEXEC DD. You can pass parameters to
the REXX exec using the PARMS parameter, as described in
Process-options.

PGM(program) Calls a program. The program should be a load module accessible
to the ISPF session and should be linked with AMODE=31. You
can pass parameters to the program using the PARMS parameter,
as described in Process-options.

INVALID Informs the user that the command is invalid
NOOP Ignores the command

Processing-options

Option Parameter
PARMS(parms) A parameter string that is passed to the REXX exec or program

specified in Processes
ISPF Use ISPF variable services and call the REXX exec with an

ISPF SELECT function call. If you don't specify the ISPF option,
Application Monitor invokes the REXX exec directly. Use this
option if you want to manipulate or examine ISPF variables from
REXX.

RETATR Retrieve the ATR (Application Tracking Record) prior to calling the
program or REXX exec. The address of the ATR is provided.

Example

In the following example, the line command SIM invokes a REXX exec called APPSIM:

LC SIM EXEC(APPSIM)

APPSIM now overrides the standard module for SIM, CYBESS84.

In the following example, the line command TR invokes a REXX exec called CYBESS67. ISPF variable services will be
available.

LC TR EXEC(CYBESS67) ISPF

Example: Add Help Messages
Once you start using your own Application Monitor extensions, you should provide a method for users to access a list of
available commands and their functions. For example, you can write an Application Monitor extension that displays a list
of commands.

The following REXX exec contains a series of SAY commands to list the Application Monitor commands you have added.
You can execute this REXX exec as part of an Application Monitor extension:

/* REXX */

SAY 'APPLICATION MONITOR EXTENSIONS THAT ARE TURNED ON:'
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SAY '********************************************************'

SAY ''

SAY 'CAA --> COMPLETE ALL GENERATIONS OF AN APPLICATION'

SAY 'SIM --> SIMULATE AN EVENT'

SAY 'TR  --> TRIGGER AN EVENT'

SAY 'NX  --> DISPLAY NEXT 10 EVENT EXECUTIONS'

Set Up User Modifications
The USERMOD feature lets you set up user modifications for customizing ESP. These facilities are assigned unique
identifying numbers, each an integer ranging between 1 and 255. You specify which USERMOD, if any, you want ESP to
activate. You can also deactivate any previously activated USERMODs.

Activate USERMODs
You can activate a USERMOD upon startup or while ESP is running. The activity status of a USERMOD specified upon
ESP startup overrides the status of the same USERMOD retained from a previous ESP run.

The status of a USERMOD is retained past the termination of ESP, and remains in effect when ESP restarts. Upon IPL,
however, the activity status of all USERMODs is lost, unless USERMODs are set in the ESP initialization parameters.

WARNING
When setting up USERMODs in an environment with multiple ESP subsystems, ensure all your subsystems
have the same USERMODs set. This includes the ESP master, proxies, and shadow managers.

Activate USERMODs on Initialization

To activate a single USERMOD upon initialization

Code the following ESP initialization parameter:

USERMOD SET(n)

where n represents the USERMOD number.

To activate a contiguous range of USERMODs upon initialization

Code the following ESP initialization parameter:

USERMOD SET(min:max)

where min represents the smallest USERMOD number in the range and max represents the largest USERMOD number.

To activate multiple USERMODs, you can also specify several USERMOD initialization parameters.

Activate USERMODs While ESP Is Running

While ESP is running, you can activate or deactivate a USERMOD via the USERMOD command. The following is an
example of activating USERMOD 33:

OPER USERMOD SET(33)

To obtain a list of active USERMODs, issue the following USERMOD command:

OPER USERMOD LIST
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Activate or Deactivate USERMODs Temporarily

While ESP is running, you can activate or deactivate USERMODS temporarily. To ensure consistency at startup in
installations where USERMODs are temporarily activated, code the following initialization parameters:

USERMOD RESET(1:255)

USERMOD SET(n1)

USERMOD SET(n2)

      .

      .

      .

USERMOD SET(nk)

where n1, n2, …, nk represent permanent USERMOD numbers or ranges.

ESP USERMODs

USERMOD 11
USERMOD 11 improves performance in data centers that experience a high volume of job submissions, such as 1000
jobs per hour. This is done by not sending step-end information to CSF for all the jobs, thus reducing access to the
application file.

One side-effect is that job status information is not updated on CSF while a job is running. Instead of showing
EXECUTING, STEP nn in the STATUS column, ESP shows EXECUTING, STEP 1 until the job ends. An LJ command
shows the true status and step-level monitoring can be used.

USERMOD 12
When USERMOD 12 is active, ESP does not require UPDATE authority for the resubmission of a job from a different
JCLLIB.

When USERMOD 12 is not active, UPDATE authority is required to resubmit a job from a library other than its original
JCLLIB.

USERMOD 128
When USERMOD 128 is active, ESP provides improved diagnostic information to NJE users when they are cross-node
tracking between JES3 nodes. An SVC dump is taken for the first occurrence of each of the messages ESP2006E and
ESP2007E. A new message, ESP2009E, is produced for each bad transaction, showing the bad record in characters and
as hexadecimal data. Only one dump of each type is taken for every ESP startup.

When USERMOD 128 is not active, the ISC receiver discards erroneous data when it detects them.

USERMOD 129
USERMOD 129 causes a 10-second delay after a job message is sent to an Agent before the corresponding Agent
Notified message is sent to the Application Manager. This is a diagnostic USERMOD, intended to help track down timing
problems when communicating with distributed Agents.
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USERMOD 13
When USERMOD 13 is active, variables are not padded to their full length.

When USERMOD 13 is not active, ESP processes as documented variables that are defined to the full length. For
example, when coding

%variable(length)

and length is longer than the length of the string assigned to variable, the data are padded up to the full length.

USERMOD 133
When USERMOD 133 is active, ESP does not perform SVC dumps for any VSAM I/O error types.

When USERMOD 133 is not active, ESP performs the SVC dump for all VSAM I/O error types except the following:

• End of data
• Record not found
• Duplicate record
• Empty data set

ESP performs a maximum number of three dumps for each run of the Workload Manager.

USERMOD 14
USERMOD 14 provides timely diagnostic information in circumstances where certain in-memory queues belonging to
ESP become corrupted. In some cases, it also allows processing to continue in a somewhat degraded manner while the
problem is being diagnosed.

USERMOD 14 operates by checking for existing duplicates each time an entry is added to one of the queues in question,
and by checking for circularity in these queues at that time. If an existing entry is found that duplicates the new entry to be
added, an SVC dump is produced, with the title ESP APMW Loop; processing then continues, although the application
causing the problem might not process completely. The SVC dump is produced only the first time this problem occurs
during the lifetime of an ESP execution. If a circular queue is detected, ESP immediately terminates with a User ABEND
code 700 because it is impossible to recover from such a situation.

USERMOD 14 adds significant processing overhead to ESP operation, and should be activated only at the request of
Broadcom Support.

USERMOD 15
When USERMOD 15 is active, ESP stores a job's execution class in the job-tracking record, in the field where the
Network ID is usually stored. This enables users who do not care about the NET ID to include the execution class in
job history reports by referring to the NETID field. The execution class is also passed to monitors, as the value of the
MNNETID variable.

USERMOD 16
When USERMOD 16 is active, ESP writes a message to the audit log for every job the PURGSCHF command purges
from CSF.
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USERMOD 17
USERMOD 17 is no longer available.

USERMOD 18
When USERMOD 18 is active, an attempt is made to distinguish, for the purpose of job tracking, between jobs with
the same name running in rapid succession, when ESP running under JES2 transmits the jobs to be executed under a
different JES2 node. This is done by manipulating the difference between the time stamps of the two JES subsystems.
Without this USERMOD, such a manipulation is performed only if the remote node is a JES3 node.

USERMOD 182
USERMOD 182 changes the date ESP returns when you specify criteria that resolves to a non-existing date.

For example, if USERMOD 182 is not active, the schedule criteria "31 May less one month" returns "31 May" because
there is no 31 April. If USERMOD 182 is active, the same schedule criteria returns "30 April".

USERMOD 183
When USERMOD 183 is active, ESP bypasses the BLDL SVC and searches the PDS directory directly using EXCP when
searching for a member of a PDS.

USERMOD 184
When USERMOD 184 is active, ESP ignores certain date errors when you issue the TRIGGER command. For example, if
USERMOD 184 is not activate, a schedule criteria of "51 june 2003 18:00" causes an error.

USERMOD 185
USERMOD 185 causes the absence of a right parenthesis to be treated as an error, contrary to standard TSO practice.

USERMOD 187
Usermod 187 causes ESP to display all job names in upper case. By default, ESP displays job names in their original
case.

USERMOD 189
USERMOD 189 disables the use of built-in time variables ESPSTH and ESPATH.

USERMOD 190
When active, USERMOD 190 enforces the correct syntax in certain constructs in ESP procedures. With USERMOD 190
off, some syntactical errors in the constructs are ignored or resolved by the system. This behavior may lead to undesired
results.

USERMOD 190 enforces syntax in the following areas:

Definitions with JOB and ENDJOB Statements

When active, USERMOD 190 enforces the following rules for both the mainframe and distributed job definitions:
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• Each JOB statement must have a closing ENDJOB statement in the same procedure. If this rule is not met,
USERMOD 190 issues the error message 190E for each missing ENDJOB statement.
When the usermod is not active, the system assumes an implicit ENDJOB statement before any new job definition, or
at the end of a procedure.

• Each ENDJOB statement must have a starting JOB statement in the same procedure. If this rule is not met,
USERMOD 190 issues the error message 190E for each ENDJOB statement that does not have a preceding JOB
statement.
When the USERMOD is not active, the system ignores all stand-alone ENDJOB statements.

• Nested job definitions are not allowed. The system displays the error message 319E for any job definition in a sub-tree
of a procedure that is invoked using the INVOKE statement.
When the USERMOD is not active, the system treats any nested job definition as a new job. The system closes the
scope of the preceding job definition. The ENDJOB statement of the preceding job definition is considered to be stand-
alone and ignored.

Examples: Enforced syntax in JOB and ENDJOB constructs

• In this example, two job definitions are missing the closing ENDJOB statement.
APPL TUJOBENDJOB JOB1 RUN ANYJOB JOB2 RUN ANY

When the USERMOD 190 is active, the system displays the message 190E.
• In this example, the application contains two extraneous ENDJOB statements.

APPL TUEXTRENDJOBJOB JOB1 RUN ANYENDJOBENDJOB

When the USERMOD 190 is active, the system displays the message 194E.
• In this example, the ENDJOB statement is coded in an invoked procedure.

APPL TUINV1JOB JOB1 INVOKE 'ESP.PROCEDURES(TUINV1P)' ---TUINV1P--------- RUN ANYENDJOB

When the USERMOD 196 is active, the system treats the ENDJOB statement in the invoked procedure as out of the
sequence and displays the message 194E. The system also displays the message 190E for the missing ENDJOB
statement in the JOB1 definition.

• In this example, the job definition starts in the invoked procedure. The ENDJOB statement for the job definition is
coded in the invoking procedure.
APPL TUINV2INVOKE 'ESP.PROCEDURES(TUINV2P)'ENDJOB ---TUINV2P---------JOB JOB1RUN ANY

When the USERMOD 190 is active, the system displays the messages 190E and 194E.
• In this example, the invoked procedure contains a nested job definition.

APPL TUNESTJOB JOB1 RUN ANY INVOKE 'ESP.PROCEDURES(TUNESTP)'ENDJOB---TUNESTP---------JOB JOB2 RUN ANYENDJOB

When the USERMOD 190 is active, the system treats the nested job definition as erroneous and displays the message
319E.

Constructs with IF/THEN/ELSE/DO/ENDDO Statements

When active, USERMOD 190 enforces the following syntactic rules for the IF/THEN/ELSE/DO/ENDDO statements:

• Each ENDDO statement must have a starting DO statement in the same procedure. If this rule is not met, USERMOD
190 issues the error message 322E for each stand-alone ENDDO statement.
When the USERMOD is not active, the system ignores all stand-alone ENDDO statements.

• The ENDDO and ELSE statements cannot be coded conditionally as a part of a THEN or ELSE branch. When the
rule is not met, USERMOD 190 issues the error message 322E or 021E for any conditionally coded ENDDO or ELSE
statement.
When the USERMOD is not active, the system processes conditional ENDDO or ELSE statements as normal.

• The THEN and ELSE statements without operands are always treated as empty branches. If a DO statement is
immediately followed on the next line by an empty THEN or ELSE statement, the system treats the DO statement as
unconditional.
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When the USERMOD is not active, this rule has the following exception: Any DO statement that is immediately
followed on the next line by an empty THEN or ELSE statement is treated as a part of the preceding THEN or ELSE
construct.

• Any ELSE statement that is coded within a DO or ENDDO block must have a matching IF statement in the same block.
If this rule is not met, USERMOD 190 issues the error message 021E for any ELSE statement that has no matching IF
in the same block.
When the USERMOD is not active, the system considers the open DO block as closed. The ELSE statement is
considered to be a part of the closest preceding IF statement.

Examples: Enforced syntax in IF/THEN/ELSE/DO/ENDDO statements

• In the following example, the application contains ENDDO statements that are coded out of the sequence.
APPL TUENDDOENDDO IF 1=1 THEN DO IF 1=1 THEN ENDDO IF 1=1 THEN DO IF 1=1 THEN DO        ENDDO     ELSE

 ENDDO IF 1=1 THENELSE DO IF 1=1 THEN ENDDOIF 1=1 THENELSE DO IF 1=1 THEN     ELSE ENDDO

When the USERMOD 190 is active, the system displays the message 322E.

NOTE
To make the syntax correct with USERMOD 190 on, use a semicolon to mark the end of THEN or ELSE. For
example, THEN;ENDDO.

• In the following example, the application contains an ELSE statement that is coded conditionally as a part of a THEN
or ELSE branch.
APPL TUELSE1 IF 1=0 THEN ELSE ECHO ELSE BRANCH IF 1=0 THEN - IF 1=0 THEN ECHO THEN BRANCH     ELSE ELSE

 ECHO ELSE BRANCH

When the USERMOD 190 is active, the system displays the message 021E for any ELSE coded conditionally.
• In the following example, the DO statements that are coded after THEN or ELSE statements are not treated as a

part of the respective branches. Instead, the system processes them as unconditional statements and treats the
subsequent ELSE statement as out of sequence.
APPL TUTHELDO IF 1=1 THENDO ECHO 1 TRUE BRANCHENDDOELSEDO ECHO 1 FALSE BRANCHENDDO IF 1=0 THENDO ECHO 2

 TRUE BRANCHENDDOELSEDO ECHO 2 FALSE BRANCHENDDO

When the USERMOD 190 is active, the system displays the message 021E for each ELSE statement out of the
sequence. When the USERMOD 190 is not active, the application is processed, because DO is treated as a part of the
preceding THEN or ELSE.

NOTE
To make the DO statement a part of the THEN or ELSE branch, code it on the same line or use a
continuation character. For example, THEN DO or THEN -.

• In the following example, the application contains an ELSE statement that is coded inside a DO block.
APPL TUELSE2 IF 1=1 THEN DO ECHO 1 TRUE BRANCHELSE DO ECHO 1 FALSE BRANCHENDDO IF 1=0 THEN DO ECHO 2 TRUE

 BRANCHELSE DO ECHO 2 FALSE BRANCHENDDO

When the USERMOD 190 is active, the system displays the message 021E for each ELSE statement out of the
sequence. When the USERMOD 190 is not active, the application is processed, because the system treats the DO
block as closed. The ELSE statement after the closed DO block is matched with the closest preceding IF statement.

INTEGER and CHAR Types Assignments and Comparisons

When active, USERMOD 190 ensures that any character value always represents a correct numeric value without any
trailing garbage. The numeric value must contain an optional sign (+ or -) and one or more decimal digits.

If the character value contains any trailing garbage, then ESP would issue the 011E error message.

When the USERMOD 190 is not active, an integer variable can be assigned to or compared with any character value.
Only the starting portion of a character value that represents a valid number (optional sign followed by decimal digits) is
used as a numeric value for assignments or comparisons. The rest of the character value is discarded. If the character
value does not start with any valid number representation, zero is used for assignments or comparisons.
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Examples: Character strings assigned to an integer

• In the following example, a character string with trailing garbage is assigned to integer I. The character string is
compared to another character string with garbage.
APPL TUGARB INTEGER I I = '-12K%rRRY'ECHO I=%IIF %I = '-12&&&*((' THEN ECHO OPERANDS ARE EQUAL            

        ELSE ECHO OPERANDS ARE NOT EQUALIF '-12*XMEdk' = %I THEN ECHO OPERANDS ARE EQUAL                   

 ELSE ECHO OPERANDS ARE NOT EQUAL

When the USERMOD 190 is active, the system displays the message 011E. When the USERMOD 190 is not active,
value of -12 is assigned to the integer and the operands compare equal.

• In the following example, a correct string is assigned to integer I. The string is compared to another correct string. This
example works the same way with USERMOD 190 active or inactive.
APPL TUGARB INTEGER I IF %I = '-12' THEN ECHO OPERANDS ARE EQUAL              ELSE ECHO OPERANDS ARE NOT

 EQUALIF '-12' = %I THEN ECHO OPERANDS ARE EQUAL              ELSE ECHO OPERANDS ARE NOT EQUAL

USERMOD 196
When USERMOD 196 is active, ESP does not verify resource existence in simulation. Consider a case where you
simulate an event with many undefined resources. USERMOD 196 prevents the simulation from culminating in an
excessive number of 4437I messages.

USERMOD 197
USERMOD 197 allows users to opt out from authorization checks that are performed in a simulation of agent jobs. When
the authorization is not required, the opt out prevents the system from creating unnecessary warning messages (for
example, 4112E).

USERMOD 198
The USERMOD 198 affects how the user exit function JCLSCAN works with the module CYBJSDLT.

Consider that you start ESP with the exit function JCLSCAN and with the module CYBJSDLT. You trigger an event that
invokes a procedure with the COPYJCL and TEMPLIB statements.

• When the USERMOD 198 is active, the CYBJSDLT module does not delete the JCL member from the TEMPLIB that
ESP selects based on //* FROM or //* UNTIL statements.

• When the USERMOD 198 is inactive, the CYBJSDLT module deletes the JCL member, even if ESP selects the
member as the temporary JCL for the time frame defined by the //* FROM and //* UNTIL statements. This can lead
to TEMPLIB JCL member unavailability in the next iteration. For example, you trigger the event two times and both
runs fall into the time frame defined by the //* FROM or //* UNTIL statements. The CYBJSDLT module deletes the JCL
member in the first run. In the second run, the JCL member from the TEMPLIB is not available anymore.

 

NOTE

More Information:

• //* FROM Statement: Identify Initial Date for Temporary JCL
• //* UNTIL Statement: Specify Limit Date for TEMPLIB
• COPYJCL Statement: Generate Copy of JCL
• TEMPLIB Statement: Identify Temporary JCL Libraries
• Summary of Exit Functions
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USERMOD 1--Treat Flush as Failure
When USERMOD 1 is active, ESP treats the flush of the last step of a job as a job failure.

USERMOD 20
When a job name is unavailable because of a JCL error in the JOB statement, JES2 substitutes the name JOBFAIL
for the missing job name. This job name identifies the job when JES2 issues a WTO for a diagnostic message on the
operator's console. ESP detects this WTO message. ESP WTO intercept routine also inserts the name JOBFAIL for
certain IRR series messages issued for security failures.

When active, USERMOD 20 causes ESP to ignore WTO messages of JCL errors if JOBFAIL has been substituted for the
job name.

USERMOD 21
When USERMOD 21 is active, the Application Manager assumes there are no valid ESP statements in the documentation
library members. Given this information, it does not need to allocate, open, search for and read members of that library.
The data set and member name information is simply preserved with the job data, so that it can be referenced later via
CSF.

This behavior can avoid significant processing overhead in cases where a documentation library contains a very large
number of members, with a directory spanning possibly several cylinders. It is only useful when the library is used solely
for documentation purposes, and indeed does not contain any ESP statements.

USERMOD 22
Under normal circumstances, if an ESP application definition contains an invalid ESP command, that application
generation is abandoned. Similarly, if an Event definition contains an invalid ESP statement, that Event does not execute.

When active, USERMOD 22 causes ESP to reject the statement in error but still process the remaining statements in the
application or Event definition.

USERMOD 25
When USERMOD 25 is active, ESP enforces the following criteria for job execution:

• Upon submission from TSO, or directly by a SUBMIT command from an ESP Event, the submission member name
and the job name in the JCL JOB statement are the same. Otherwise, the job is not executed and ESP issues the
diagnostic message ESP2828E.

• Upon submission from an ESP application, the job name in the application JOB statement and the job name in the JCL
JOB statement are the same. Otherwise, the job is not executed and ESP issues the diagnostic message ESP2827E.

When USERMOD 25 is not active, job execution occurs even if multiple jobs are included in the submission member, and
regardless of discrepancies in the job name. However, in case of discrepancy where there is no match for any job name,
ESP does not track the job properly; furthermore, if the discrepancy occurs in an application, a Submit Error message,
JCL missing appears.

USERMOD 27
When USERMOD 27 is active, ESP ignores any attempt you make to set an explicit owner different from the defining user
when you define an Event, which would force the owner of the Event to be the defining user. This happens whether the
defining owner is authorized to assign explicit ownership of Events or not.
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USERMOD 29
When USERMOD 29 is active, a SADUPD run does not to store the actual start and end times for a rerun execution of a
job.

USERMOD 2--Purge All Completed Jobs
USERMOD 2 allows you to use the ESP PURGSCHF command to purge all completed jobs, even those belonging
to incomplete applications. This USERMOD is useful if the scoreboard has grown so large that CSF performance is
suffering.

When USERMOD 2 is not active, you can use the ESP PURGSCHF command only to purge completed jobs in completed
applications.

USERMOD 30
When USERMOD 30 is active, the job is forced complete in the remote application. The force complete occurs only
when the job has been submitted. For example, when the JES internal reader has successfully processed the remote
application.

When USERMOD 30 is not active, the job is forced complete in the remote application. The force complete occurs
whether the job has been submitted or not.

USERMOD 31
When USERMOD 31 is active, ESP treats all data sets with DISP=(NEW,xxxx), where xxxx is any value but CATLG, as
DISP=(NEW,CATLG).

When you request CLEANUP, ESP uncatalogs tape data sets with DISP=(NEW,CATLG) and deletes (uncatalogs and
scratches) disk data sets with DISP=(NEW,CATLG).

WARNING
Use caution when activating USERMOD 31. While it gives you more flexibility when coding JCL, ESP might
inadvertently uncatalog or delete some data sets. See the following example.

Example: Inadvertent Data Set Deletion with USERMOD 31

1. Data set ABC exists and is cataloged.
2. A job under ESP WA Restart Option creates temporary data set ABC and never catalogs it.

If USERMOD 31 is active and

• The cataloged data set is on tape, ESP uncatalogs the data set.
• The cataloged data set is on disk, ESP deletes (uncatalogs and scratches) the data set.

If USERMOD 31 is not active, the preceding problem does not occur.

USERMOD 32
When USERMOD 32 is active, any user can define and modify Events whose prefix is identical to that user's TSO user ID.
Without this USERMOD, a user must satisfy all security checks before being allowed to access any Event.

USERMOD 33
USERMOD 33 negates the effect of the following change:
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As of ESP R5.1.0, advanced due-out warning is enhanced by propagating due-out times back up an application's job
hierarchy from any job with a DUEOUT or LATESUB specification. This facilitates the prediction of a situation that might
result in a critical job becoming late at the earliest possible moment, for example, as soon as any predecessor fails to
meet a due-out time.

USERMOD 33 completely bypasses this backward propagation of due-out times.

USERMOD 34
USERMOD 34 negates the effect of the following changes:

• As of PTF SEPS081, the execution node ID in a job's JTR starts with the SMF ID in the type 30-1 SMF record for that
job. ESP ignores any type 30-4 or type 30-5 SMF record for the job with an execution node that does not match this
value. This mechanism avoids some subtle timing problems with jobs transmitted between nodes when records might
arrive in an unexpected sequence.

• This execution node ID is now not overwritten by the JESplex member ID from the type 26 (purge) SMF record, as was
previously the case.

You can use USERMOD 34 to satisfy existing report selection logic.

USERMOD 35
When USERMOD 35 is active, you can use the APPLJOB (AJ) command's operator version, which allows you to mark
jobs, subapplications, and applications complete.

USERMOD 36
When USERMOD 36 is active, JOBEND and STEPEND monitors honor the Event class of the initiating Event and run in
an Event initiator of the appropriate class. Without this USERMOD, all JOBEND and STEPEND monitors run in a class 0
Event initiator.

USERMOD 38
When USERMOD 38 is active, ESP WA Restart Option ignores I/O errors on the EXH file and continues to process.

USERMOD 3--Run Without DO/ENDDO Checking
When USERMOD 3 is active, ESP allows procedures with improperly nested DO/ENDDO blocks to run without any
DO/ENDDO checking. This USERMOD is useful for customers who have old ESP procedures with missing ENDDO
statements.

USERMOD 42
USERMOD 42 allows you to use CCCHK and CCFAIL in the same job.

USERMOD 44
USERMOD 44 causes ESP to issue the informational message 2779I when two or more jobs have the same name and
are of the same type.
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USERMOD 45
If USERMOD 45 is activated, ESP WA Restart Option is bypassed for a job if all the following conditions are met:

• You request a resubmit of the job.
• RESTART= is coded in the JOB statement.
• You have not specified any ESP WA Restart Option parameters for the job.

E.g., ENCPARM FROMSTEP, ENCPARM TOSTEP

If the preceding conditions are met, an ESP WA Restart Option step is not inserted into the job.

USERMOD 49
USERMOD 49 deactivates ESP WA Restart Option and WA Restart Option simulations.

USERMOD 4--Rebuild REXX Parm Block at Event Execution
When USERMOD 4 is active, ESP rebuilds the REXX parameter block model for each execution of an event.

When USERMOD 4 is not active, ESP builds a REXX parameter block model upon startup.

USERMOD 51
Usermod 51 prevents the parameter ESPTRUSR from being included in the event execution parameters for an event that
is triggered by FTP or non-FTP data set activity. Usermod 51 also prevents the value that is used for ESPTRUSR from
being passed to the EVENTSAF exit as its third parameter for those cases. Reverts to pre-ESP 5.3 usage.

USERMOD 52
When active, USERMOD 52 suppresses Type 30 SMF data that OMVS created.

USERMOD 54
When USERMOD 54 is active, ESP ignores CCCHK and CCCFAIL in job or step end monitoring. The job or step end
monitor triggers are processed with no regard to the CCCHK or CCFAIL evaluation.

USERMOD 56
When USERMOD 56 is active, ESP disregards ESP group and allows jobs with higher priority to get resources before
jobs with lower priority. For details, see the PRIORITY statement in the Command Reference Guide.

USERMOD 58
Usermod 58 suppresses warning message 2069W. This message can appear when

• The long job name does not conform to the syntax rules for a full name.
• The long job name is the same as the long job name or job name of another job in this application.
• The long job name differs from the long job name for this job specified earlier in this application.

USERMOD 59
Usermod 59 disables the ability for long name to become the full name for a job.
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USERMOD 5--Forego TPUT and Issue SEND
When USERMOD 5 is active, ESP foregoes the cross-memory TPUT and always issues the SEND command.

When USERMOD 5 is not active, ESP attempts a cross-memory TPUT when notifying a TSO user. If this fails, ESP
issues a SEND command. If the NOW keyword is specified on the SEND statement and the TPUT fails, ESP does not
send the message.

USERMOD 60
Usermod 60 changes characters specified in the value operand of the CRITERIA command to upper case before doing
the comparison.

USERMOD 65
USERMOD 65 causes the ESP subsystem to accept unconditionally the SVC number specified in the SVC initialization
parameter. In this case, ESP accepts the SVC number even if it conflicts with a user SVC previously installed for use by
another software product.

USERMOD 6--Do Not Append ESP ID Tag
When USERMOD 6 is active, the ESP(userid) identification tag is not appended. Installations that activate this USERMOD
prefer readability of multi-line console messages over security concerns.

An identification tag (the string ESP(userid)) is appended to the WTO console message if the following three conditions
are met:

• USERMOD 6 is not activated.
• The user codes a SEND command in an Event.
• The output is routed to the console.

USERMOD 70
USERMOD 70 enables posting of external jobs where the home job is defined as manual. Without this USERMOD only
the manual job is posted, not the external job.

Example: USERMOD 70

Assume that USERMOD 70 is not active and the following applications are processed:

APPL A1

JOB J1 EXTERNAL

ENDJOB

APPL A2

JOB J1 MANUAL

ENDJOB

CSF shows two statuses for job J1, one manual and one external. After you submit J1 manually, the manual job gets
posted but the external job does not.

If you activate USERMOD 70 and try this scenario again, both the manual job and external job are posted.
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USERMOD 71
USERMOD 71 affects the return code from utility ESPDST (alias CYBESDT1) run with an explicit data set trigger that is
not defined to the current subsystem. In this case, you have the following options:

• Activate USERMOD 71 on a tracking subsystem at Release 5.5 or greater: Return code 0 (the pre-Release 5.5 code)
• Do not activate USERMOD 71: Return code 4.

USERMOD 75
USERMOD 75 prevents you from setting or changing the available quantity of a resource using the RESDEF command.
You can still set the MAX quantity that, in turn, changes the available quantity.

USERMOD 79
The CCCHK initialization parameter or statement adds step ESPCCCHK to the top of the job. USERMOD 79 sets the
SYSPRINT DD sysout class in ESPCCCHK to Z as follows:

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=(Z)

Without USERMOD 79, the SYSPRINT DD sysout class is set to comma as follows:

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=(,)

USERMOD 7--Accept All Non-Manual Jobs
When USERMOD 7 is active, NOPOST_UNTIL_READY is ignored for all non-MANUAL jobs. That means that job posts
for non-MANUAL jobs are accepted even if they are not READY.

When USERMOD 7 is not active, if NOPOST_UNTIL_READY is set for non-MANUAL jobs, a job post is not accepted if
the job is not READY. Under normal circumstances, this is satisfactory. However, some applications cannot use this facility
because of manual job processing.

USERMOD 8
USERMOD 8 streamlines the work in data centers that experience a high volume of job submissions, such as 1000 jobs
per hour. When this USERMOD is active, ESP allows the Application Manager to voluntarily relinquish execution after four
jobs have been scheduled for submission. This allows the Event processor to begin submitting jobs before the Application
Manager schedules more.

USERMOD 87
USERMOD 87 disables extraneous JOBEND and JOBSTART monitoring on requeued jobs.

USERMOD 88
USERMOD 88 sets the RESTART field to "Y" by default in the "Rerun jobs in application" panel (accessed with the RM
line command in CSF).
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USERMOD 89
USERMOD 89 replaces the INDEX value previously set for a job with the current INDEX value from the tracking model.

Without USERMOD 89, the INDEX value previously set for a job is not changed. In this case, you must issue the ALTTJ
command with the INDEX parameter to change the index.

USERMOD 9
When USERMOD 9 is active, ESP generates an audit log message each time the Application Manager is notified that one
of its jobs has executed.

Customize with User Exits
ESP provides a series of user exit points to help you customize some ESP functions. Review the list of user exits and
complete the specification and design of any required exit modules.

Activate and Control a Supplied User Exit

You can activate a user exit supplied by ESP, to customize certain ESP functions. You can also control the status of a
user exit, for example, you can disable a user exit or unload the load module associated with the user exit.

To activate and control the status of a user exit, code the EXIT initialization parameter or issue the EXIT command.

For example, to specify the STARTUP user exit, specify the following:

EXIT FUNCTION(STARTUP) MODULE(usercodename)

User Exits Shipped with ESP

The ESP package includes several user exits you can use. The following is a list of the user exits shipped with ESP:

• COLDSTART
• CYBESU40
• CYBXPC01
• DUEOUT
• EVENTDEF
• EVENTEXEC
• EVENTSAF
• JCLSCAN
• JOBPSWD
• JOBENDNOTIFY
• SHUTDOWN
• STARTUP
• USERSEND
• VSCMD
• WARMSTART

For information about user exits. see the Programming Guide.
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Write a Data Set Processing Exit for ESP WA Restart Option

For complex naming conventions that ESP's wildcard capability does not support, you can write an exit routine that can
decide how ESP WA Restart Option handles each data set in a job.

ESP WA Restart Option invokes a user-defined exit routine while processing each data set in a job. You specify the exit by
adding the following statement to the ESP initialization parameters or the ESP procedure that submits the job. The module
name is the member name of the load module that contains the exit. This load module must be present in the ESP load
library.

ENCPARM MODIFY  DSEXIT(module)

ESP WA Restart Option invokes the exit with standard BALR linkage in 31-bit addressing mode. The register contents
upon entry to the exit are as follows:

R1:  address of a list of parameter addresses

R13: address of an 18-word save area

R14: the return address

R15: the entry point address of the exit

The calling sequence used when invoking the exit is

Parm 1:  44-byte data set name

Parm 2:  6-byte serial of first volume

Parm 3:  1 byte of description flags:

         X'80': data set is cataloged

         X'40': data set is tape or cartridge

         X'20': data set is VSAM

Parm 4:  1 byte of action flags:

         X'80': ESP Encore wants to delete this data set

         X'40': ESP Encore wants to only scratch it

         X'20': ESP Encore wants to only uncatalog it

Parm 5:  1 byte of result flags

         X'80': ESP Encore should ignore this data set

The exit routine might inspect the first four parameters and might modify the fifth. The exit routine will ignore any changes
to the first four parameters. If the exit routine sets the flag in the fifth parameter, ESP WA Restart Option will not perform
actions on the data set.

NOTE
There is an example of a data set processing exit in your sample library (prefix.CD7YSAMP) in member
CYBRMDSX.

Perform Manual Operations When Using CSM
This topic describes the manual operations you do when you configure ESP using CSM. Manual operations are performed
outside of CSM.

OPR-Backup_Files
Create backup files

OPRENC-ENCORE
Create RT ENCORE File
This is the last item. 1. Check that Parmlib entries match your wishes. 2. Copy the ESP Proclib to your desirec
library. 3. Start ESP and format all indicated files.
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OPRENC-PROCLIB
Create RT PROCLIB

OPRHA-CNTLLIB-D71JMS00-DEAD-DELETE
Copy in member

OPRHA-Create-CNTLLIB
Create and populate CNTL library for Failover.

OPRHA-PARMLIB
Add High Availability parameters to parmlib

OPRHA-PRINT
Create RT Print Files

OPR-INSTRUCTIONS.AGENTS
It is necessary to update the AGENTDEF member of @SE-DSNPREFIX@.@SE-PARMLIB@ if your configuration
will be scheduling work on more than one agent. The Workload Automation configuration is currently only able
to define a single agent. You can perform these modifications now or at any later time by editing the AGENTDEF
member of @SE-DSNPREFIX@.@SE-PARMLIB@.The agent definition in the AGENTDEF member created
during the Workload Automation configuration process can be used as a model for defining additional agents.You
must add initialization parameters to the AGENTDEF data set to specify each instance of Broadcom Workload
Automation and the agents it controls. You may also specify the encryption for each agent or group of agents. The
following parameters are used to define each agent:
MANAGER (single parm)
MAPUSER (single parm)
ENCRYPT (optional)
AGENT
The following example is a typical specification for multiple agents associated with a single manager.
MANAGER NAME(CM_CENTRAL) TCPIP
ENCRYPT KEY(X'010203030501ADDD')
MAPUSER JDOE TO(ABCJD01) AGENT(TORSUN1)
AGENT TORSUN1 ADDRESS(123.45.67.89) PORT(9999) UNIX ASCII +
TCPIP PREFIXING
AGENT TORNT1 ADDRESS(123.67.89.01) PORT(9998) NT ASCII +
TCPIP PREFIXING
AGENT TORAS4001 ADDRESS(123.89.01.23) PORT(9997) AS400 EBCDIC +
TCPIP PREFIXING ENCRYPT(X'010203040506AFFC')
Detailed information on configuring agents is available in the "Configuring Broadcom Workload Automation
to Work with Agents" section. Detailed definitions of parameters used to configure agents are available in the
"AGENT: Define an Agent" section.

OPR-INSTRUCTIONS.AGENTS.SETUP
Agent instructions

OPR-INSTRUCTIONS.EXPEDITE
It is necessary to update the ESPPARM member of @SE-DSNPREFIX@.@SE-PARMLIB@ if you've installed the
Service Manager feature. Search for EXPEDITE to locate the default specification.
An expedite policy specifies criteria that a job must meet to be automatically
expedited and what actions will be taken when the Service Governor feature is installed.
Details for the EXPEDITE parameter and examples can be found in "EXPEDITE: Define expedite policy".

OPR-INSTRUCTIONS.EXPEDITE.SETUP
Instructions

OPR-INSTRUCTIONS.MISCELLANEOUS
You may manually edit any of the following members of @SE-DSNPREFIX@.@SE-PARMLIB@ members to add
extra entries or to uncomment and activate wanted entries.
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Refer to the Installation and Configuration section for details information on the various parameters.
ESPPARM - primary ESP Parameters
ESPCOLD - cold start options
ESPWARM - warm start options
JTDT - Job Tracking Definition Table
UPDT - User Profile Definition Table
MAILLIST - User mailbox setup
ESPLOG - Message ID List
ATDT - Application Tracking Definition Table
You may also manually edit any of the following members of @SE-DSNPREFIX@.@SE-PROCLIB@ members
before copying to a Proclib of your choice:
ESPSTC - ESP Started Task JCL
ERMSTEP - Encore Restart Manager JCL
RSERSTC - Report Server Started Task JCL
The following libraries contain print output from the configuration operations:
@SE-DSNPREFIX@.IDCAMS
@SE-DSNPREFIX@.IEBCOPY
@SE-DSNPREFIX@.IEBGENER
@SE-DSNPREFIX@.CYBRM200
The following library will need to be authorized if used:
@SE-DSNPREFIX@.CD7YLOAD

OPR-INSTRUCTIONS.MISCELLANEOUS.SETUP
User Instructions

OPR-INSTRUCTIONS.NDS
It is necessary to update the LOADNET member of @SE-DSNPREFIX@.@SE-PARMLIB@ if you plan to make
use of NDS.
The NDS parameters are specified in the LOADNET member in PARMLIB. This member contains a sample NDS
configuration which is commented out. You can modify, replace or add to the default configuration.
You will also have to uncomment the LOADNET parameter in the ESPPARM member of @SE-
DSNPREFIX@.@SE-PARMLIB@. You may need to also specify ISCOPT and XMITMODEL parameters in the
ESPPARM member.
NDS transfers Broadcom Workload Automation job-tracking information between Broadcom Workload Automation
master subsystems that exist on separate JES nodes, using standard TCP/IP protocol. Details about NDS can be
found in the section "Setting Up Communications Between Two or More Masters".
The NDS configuration is defined using NETDEST, NETWORK, NETAUTH, NETQUEUE and NETNODE
parameters. Details regarding these parameters can be found in the Initialization Parameters section.

OPR-INSTRUCTIONS.NDS.SETUP
Instructions

OPR-INSTRUCTIONS.RESOURCES
It is necessary to update the ESPPARM member of @SE-DSNPREFIX@.@SE-PARMLIB@ if you plan to make
use of Resources. Search for NODE or CPU to locate the default specification.
Resources can be used to efficiently control the execution of jobs and applications that depend on limited
resources. A detailed description of the feature can be found in section "Setting Up Resources".
There is also information on using resources in section "Using Resources".
A resource configuration consists of NODE, CPU, RESDEF and RESDFLT parameters. Details regarding these
parameters can be found in the Initialization Parameters section.
Modify or add to these example statements to configure your resources.

OPR-INSTRUCTIONS.RESOURCES.SETUP
Instructions
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OPR-INSTRUCTIONS.SHADOW
It is necessary to update the ESPPARM member of @SE-DSNPREFIX@.@SE-PARMLIB@ if you've chosen to
provide High Availability Shadow Support. Search for SHADGOAL to locate the default specification.
Shadow goals provide the instructions for ESP to perform when the master terminates.
Details on the configuration of Shadow support is available in section "Using Shadow Manager and Automatic
Restart Management".
Parameters SYSPLEX and SHADGOAL used to configure Shadow support can be found in the section
"Initialization Parameters".

OPR-INSTRUCTIONS.SHADOW.SETUP
Instructions

OPR-INSTRUCTIONS.TIMEZONES
It is necessary to update the ESPPARM member of @SE-DSNPREFIX@.@SE-PARMLIB@ if your installation
requires changes to the default time zone specification (Eastern). Search for TIMEZONE to locate the default
specification. Broadcom Workload Automation processes time-related information from a number of different
sources. Some of this information comes from Agents or other Broadcom Workload Automation subsystems
running on machines with different time zones set up. To interpret the received time values correctly, Broadcom
Workload Automation must adjust them according to the difference between its own time zone, called LOCAL,
and the zone from which the data came. Your installation might consist of Broadcom Workload Automation
subsystems located in different time zones. This information shows you how to specify the time zone for your
subsystems by specifying a set of TIMEZONE parameters.You must define a TIMEZONE initialization parameter
for any time zone used in a time expression. For each time zone you define, you must include an offset of that
time zone from the common reference zone. Broadcom Workload Automation configuration has created a default
set of TIMEZONE parameters that are appropriate for the Eastern time zone. These defaults areTIMEZONE 0
LOCAL 0 SYSZONE(YES)
TIMEZONE 21 NFNDLAND 1.30E SYSZONE(YES)
TIMEZONE 20 ATLANTIC 1E SYSZONE(YES)
TIMEZONE 16 EASTERN 0 SYSZONE(YES)
TIMEZONE 17 CENTRAL 1W SYSZONE(YES)
TIMEZONE 18 MOUNTAIN 2W SYSZONE(YES)
TIMEZONE 19 PACIFIC 3W SYSZONE(YES)
TIMEZONE 1 UTC 0
TIMEZONE 2 GMT 0
TIMEZONE 3 Z 0
TIMEZONE 5 EST 5.0W
You can modify the default time zone information to meet the requirements of your installation.
Detailed information on configuring time zones is available in the section "Setting Up Time Zones". The
TIMEZONE parameter is defined in the "Initialization Parameters" section.

OPR-INSTRUCTIONS.TIMEZONES.SETUP
Time zone instructions

OPR-INSTRUCTIONS.WOBDEF
It is necessary to update the ESPPARM member of @SE-DSNPREFIX@.@SE-PARMLIB@ if your configuration
requires changes to the default WOBDEF specification. The default WOBDEF includes support for only
APPLSTART, APPLEND and Data Set Trigger. Search for WOBDEF to locate the default specification.
The WOBDEF parameter identifies the workload object modules that ESP loads during initialization. You must
load the workload object (WOB) modules for the type of jobs you plan on processing.
The ESPPARM member contains a WOBDEF parameter with all the available WOBs. The common WOBs are
enabled while the other WOBs are commented out. Simply uncomment any WOBs that you need.
Following is a portion of the default WOBDEF statement
WOBDEF LOAD( -
CYBESOAE /* APPLEND (End of Application) */ -
/* CYBESOAM /* AGENT MONITOR */ -
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CYBESOAS /* APPLSTART (Start of Application) */ -
/* CYBESOAX /* AIX Agent
Details of the WOBDEF parameter are available in the "Initialization Parameters" section.

OPR-INSTRUCTIONS.WOBDEF.SETUP
Instructions

OPR-Operational_Files
Create ESP files

OPR-Print_Files
Create the needed print files.

OPRRS-PARMLIB
Create RT PARMLIB

OPRRS-PRINT
Create RT Print Files

OPRRS-PROCLIB
Create RT PROCLIB

OPRSG-PARMLIB
Add Service Governor entries to parmlib member. Append to the end of the current member.

OPRSG-PRINT
Create RT Print Files

OPR-SMP_Files
Create and Populate the needed SMP files.

OPR-Support_Files
Create RT PARMLIB and PROCLIB

OPR-Support_Files2
Create the needed support files.

ESP Health Checks
This section describes health checks for Broadcom Workload Automation. The product owner for all Broadcom Workload
Automation health checks is CA_ESP.

Buffer Usage

The Buffer Usage health check checks for high TCELL and data set-trigger cell buffer usage. When the TCELL and data
set-trigger statistics reach a predefined buffer limit or an overflow happens, a message is generated.

Best Practice

This is dependent upon the number of jobs that run through the system. It is also dependent upon the length of time that
ESP is down. The longer ESP is down, the more cells will be consumed.

Parameters Accepted

See the HEALTHCK initialization parameter.

Debug Support

Yes

Use commands LTCELL and LDSTCELL to display usage.

Verbose Support
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No

Reference

See the ESP documentation, specifically, Installing and Configuring.

Messages

See Messages.

See the IBM Health Checker for z/OS User Guide.

Subsystem Monitor

The Subsystem Monitor health check checks for a specific subsystem ID to ensure it is active, for example, a production
ESP.

Best Practice

Check frequently.

Parameters Accepted

See the HEALTHCK initialization parameter.

Debug Support

Yes

Use the z/OS command D A to determine whether the ESP task is up or not. If the task is up but not functioning, then the
job logs of the task need to be looked at and investigated.

Verbose Support

No

Reference

See the ESP documentation, specifically, Installing and Configuring.

Messages

See Messages.

 

Use Initialization Parameters
Initialization parameters set the conditions under which ESP runs, and they are read during ESP startup. For a
comprehensive list of these parameters, see Initialization Parameters.

Use Symbolic Variables in the Initialization Parameters

You can use symbolic variables in your initialization parameter data set. They allow you to take different actions based on
how ESP starts. The following symbolic variables are supported only in the initialization parameters:

• COLD
• QFORM
• QUIESCE
• RELOAD
• RESFORM
• SHADOW
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NOTE
SHADOW requires the ESP WA High Availability.

Each symbolic variable, with the exception of SHADOW, corresponds to a parameter that can be specified when ESP
starts. Each has a value of 1 (parameter specified) or 0 (parameter not specified). For example, if a COLD start is
requested, the COLD symbolic variable is set to 1.

SHADOW has a value between 0 and 31. It contains the value assigned to the master and the shadow managers. By
default, the value assigned to the master is 0. The SHADOW symbolic variable is created only if the SHADOW operand is
used in the START parameters or JCL for the ESP subsystem.

To ensure the ESP master and shadow managers have different XCF member names when they read the same
initialization parameter data set, use the SHADOW symbolic variable.

NOTE

For information about these and other symbolic variables, see the Advanced User Guide.

Example: Define Topology and Resources when RESFORM is Requested

The following shows you how to define your topology and the resources when the resource data set has been formatted:

IF RESFORM THEN DO

    NODE NJE1 ADD ROUTEJCL('/*ROUTE XEQ NJE1')

    CPU CPU1 ADD ROUTEJCL('/*JOBPARM SYSAFF=CPU1')

    RESDEF TAPE ADD RENEWABLE LOCAL MAX(10) AVAIL(10)

ENDDO

Choose Subsystem Type

Some initialization parameters are valid only on a master system, a proxy system, or both. The valid system role is
specified in the "Where defined" section of each initialization parameter description.

Subsystem type Explanation

Master only The initialization parameter is valid on the master only. It must not
be specified on a proxy.

Master The initialization parameter is valid on the master only. It can be
specified on a proxy, but it has no effect.

Master and proxy The initialization parameter must be specified on both a master
and a proxy.

Depending on the initialization parameter, the "Where defined" section can also indicate whether the initialization
parameter should be specified on the shadow subsystem or on the tracking subsystem, regardless of whether it is the
master or proxy.

Choose Initialization Data Set

When ESP starts, much of its operating environment is pre-coded in one or more data set members, which are listed in
Initialization Parameter Data Set Members. These members are read only at initialization time and contain initialization
parameters that define the ESP environment.

You need to decide whether the initialization parameter should be read at every startup, or just at cold or warm startups. In
addition, some initialization parameter types, such as TP Server initialization parameters, apply only to certain data sets,
such as the TPPARM data set. These data sets are listed in the "Where defined" section of the initialization parameter
description.
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Installation and Configuration Best Practices
This page contains best practices for installing and configuring ESP. If it does not apply to your requirements, find more
information about installation and configuration in the Installing and Configuring section or contact Broadcom Support.

Configure Parameters for Multiple Systems

Having multiple copies of ESP on one system lets you configure them for different purposes, for example, one as a test
system and one as a development system.

Business Value

Setting up a system for development and test provides your developers with an environment with typically relaxed security
where they can try new things.

Considerations for Initialization Parameters

Each instance of ESP uses its own set of initialization parameters. The following parameters must be set to different
values for each ESP subsystem you set up:

• ESPGROUP
• RSVLOGIC: The combination of RNAME and QNAME must be unique for each master-proxy family within a complex.

The QNAME is usually common to all systems.
• SUBSYS
• SYSID
• SYSPLEX, operand GROUP only: This applies when SYSPLEX is in place.
• AGENTRCV, operand PORT only: This applies when AGENTRCV is in place.
• MANAGER, operand NAME.

Configure Master-Proxy in One Sysplex

A master-proxy configuration allows you to process daily workload on multiple z/OS images with a central point of control:
the master subsystem. The proxies communicate with the master through the queue data set or XCF. They can perform
the following:

• Run any or all workload as required
• Track the execution of the workload and data set activity through SMF

Business Value

Having both master and proxy on one z/OS system, and one proxy on each of the other z/OS systems, ESP can schedule
workload across all the z/OS systems.

All proxies of the same master should use the same subsystem name. Otherwise, it becomes very difficult to issue ESP
commands from batch jobs that don’t know in advance to which proxy they will be talking.

ESP Data Sets

The following data sets are specific to the master subsystem:

• AGENTDEF
• COMMQ
• HISTFILE
• RESFILE
• SCHDFILE

The following data set is unique to each ESP subsystem:
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• CKPT

All other data sets should be shared among master and proxies except in rare cases where performance is reduced.

Considerations for Initialization Parameters

• TRACKOPT: 
Specify MASTER for the master system, and PROXY for the proxy system.

• ESPGROUP: 
Define the same value for the master and all proxies.

• RSVLOGIC:
– Define the same RNAME and QNAME for all proxies.

This consideration accommodates serialization for shared data sets.

NOTE
The combination of RNAME and QNAME must be unique for each master-proxy family within a complex.
The QNAME is usually common to all systems.

– If hardware reserve is used, specify RESERVE on this parameter.
This option requires that ALL ESP data sets reside on the same volume.

– With Multi-Image Manager (MIM), add the QNAME to the MIM inclusion table.
Do not use QNAME(CYBJSS) with MIM.

• SMFINT: 
The default is ON. Specify OFF for the master if there is one proxy on the same z/OS system as the master.

• SYSID and SUBSYS: 
We recommend that you specify a unique value for each ESP subsystem.

• SYSPLEX and XCF: 
Used with the Cross-System Coupling Facility (XCF) in a sysplex environment. SYSPLEX must be coded in all
subsystems (master and proxies) with the same GROUP name and unique MEMBER name for each subsystem. To
enable ESP XCF services on all ESP subsystems, add the following in their initialization parameter data set:
XCF START SERVICE DSTRIG
XCF START SERVICE TRACKING
XCF START SERVICE ROUTING
XCF START SERVICE SCOREBD

NOTE
The ROUTING and SCOREBD services require ESP WA High Availability or ESP WA Service Governor.

Enable Master-Master Communication

Business Value

You can use the following communication methods to exchange tracking information between multiple ESP master
subsystems that exist on separate JES nodes:

• Network Delivery Services (NDS). NDS uses the standard TCP/IP protocol, and it is the suggested method.
• TP Server. TP Server uses the LU6.2 protocol.
• Network Job Entry (NJE). NJE uses the JES communication protocol.

Considerations to Set Up NDS

NOTE

Code the following initialization parameters in your ESPPARM data set:
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• LOADNET
• ISCOPT: Specify the NETWORK option. When SENDNET(ORIGNODE) is specified in the ISCOPT

initialization parameter, NETDEST(Network Destination) should be defined with the SYSPLEX or
XCFGROUP, JESNODE, and SYSID parameters.

• XMITMDL: specify each remote node that requires internodal tracking with the local network node. All
nodes defined with a NETDEST initialization parameter in the LOADNET data set must be referenced with a
NETNODE operand in the XMITMDL initialization parameter.

Code the following initialization parameters in your LOADNET data set. A sample LOADNET is in
CD7YSAMP(CYBESS38).

• NETNODE: Defines your local node.
• NETDEST: Defines each remote node.
• NETQUEUE: Points to your NETQUEUE data set, sample JCL is in CD7YJCL(CYBESS01).
• NETWORK START LISTENER: The TCP port that you want remote nodes to connect to.
• NETWORK START CONNECTION: Connects to each defined remote node.
• NETWORK START SERVICE TRACKING: Enables internodal job tracking.

Example

In this example, the ESPA subsystem sends all job-tracking data for tracking models whose names begin with the
characters PR and SYS to the ESPC subsystem, as specified by the XMITMDL initialization parameter. The ESPC
subsystem sends all job-tracking data for tracking models whose names begin with the characters PR to the ESPA
subsystem, as specified by the XMITMDL initialization parameter.

ESPA

Initialization parameters in the ESPPARM data set:

ISCOPT NETWORK SENDNET(ALL)

XMITMDL ADD MODEL(PR-,SYS-) NETNODE(ESP_SYSTEM_C)

Initialization parameters in the LOADNET data set:

NETNODE ESP_SYSTEM_A

NETDEST ADD ESP_SYSTEM_C HOST(ESPC)

NETWORK START LISTENER PORT(1234)

NETWORK START CONNECTION HOST(ESPC) PORT(2222)

NETWORK START SERVICE TRACKING

ESPC

Initialization parameters in the ESPPARM data set:

ISCOPT NETWORK SENDNET(ALL)

XMITMDL ADD MODEL(PR-) NETNODE(ESP_SYSTEM_A)

Initialization parameters in the LOADNET data set:

NETNODE ESP_SYSTEM_C

NETDEST ADD ESP_SYSTEM_A HOST(ESPA)

NETWORK START LISTENER PORT(2222)

NETWORK START CONNECTION HOST(ESPA) PORT(1234)

NETWORK START SERVICE TRACKING
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Use Workload Balancing

Business Value

ESP uses workload balancing to select where to run workload. For z/OS systems, ESP uses WLM workload balancing,
which is based on information from IBM WLM. For workload associated with ESP agents, ESP uses agent workload
balancing, which is based on polling the agent platforms.

Considerations for WLM Workload Balancing

When ESP determines that the number of service units the job uses is available on more than one system in the sysplex,
ESP uses the feedback from IBM WLM queries to route the job to the system with the most available service units. The
availability of other resources can affect how ESP selects the best system for the job.

To use WLM workload balancing, you must do the following:

• Code one or more NODE initialization parameters or commands. You must specify the SYSPLEX operand.
• Code CPU initialization parameters or commands for each CPU participating in the load balancing. You must use the

SYSNAME value as the name.
• In the RESDEF command or initialization parameter, define the resource as LOCAL RENEWABLE. Set the WLM

operand to SUM60, SUM180 or SUM600.

Example: Set Up WLM Workload Balancing

NODE CYBJES ADD ROUTEJCL('/*XEQ CYBJES') sysplex

NODE JESB ADD ROUTEJCL('/*XEQ JESB') sysplex

NODE CYBDEMO ADD ROUTEJCL('/*XEQ CYBDEMO') sysplex

CPU SYSA ADD NODE(CYBJES) ROUTEJCL('/*JOBPARM SYSAFF=SYSA')

CPU SYSC ADD NODE(CYBJES) ROUTEJCL('/*JOBPARM SYSAFF=SYSC')

CPU SYSA ADD NODE(JESB)

CPU $Y$B ADD NODE(CYBDEMO) ROUTEJCL('/*JOBPARM SYSAFF=$Y$B') + sysname(sysb)

 

RESDEF su add wlm(sum60) local renewable gravity max(300000) + avail(300000)

Consideration for Agent Workload Balancing

You can define real resources representing the percentage of CPU availability required by a job. These resources are
used for workload balancing within a system with multiple ESP agents, based on the feedback from the agents.

When ESP determines that the percentage of CPU availability requested by a job is available on more than one system,
ESP uses the feedback from the agents to route the job to the agent platform with the highest percentage of availability.
The availability of other resources can affect how ESP selects the best system for the job.

To use agent workload balancing, you must do the following:

• Code the NODE initialization parameter or command to define a common node that each agent platform participating
in load balancing belongs to.

• Code CPU commands or initialization parameters with the AGENT operand for each agent platform participating in the
load balancing.

• Define resources with the RESDEF command, specifying the MONITOR(CPU) operand and a non-zero POLL
operand.

• Specify the needed resources in ESP that contain the jobs you want to run on the agent system with the highest
percent availability.

• Code the ROUTING operand in the AGENT statement of the jobs you want to run on the agent system with the highest
percent availability.

Example: Set Up Agent Workload Balancing
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NODE WIN ADD

NODE UNIX ADD

CPU WIN1 ADD NODE(WIN)AGENT(WINagent1)

CPU WIN2 ADD NODE(WIN)AGENT(WINagent2)

CPU WIN3 ADD NODE(WIN)AGENT(WINagent3)

All the CPUs that have the same NODE operand in the CPU initialization parameters are linked.

RESDEF RESWIN ADD NODE(WIN) LOCAL + 

        RENEWABLE GRAVITY MAX(100) + 

        MONITOR(CPU) POLL(5 MINUTES)

 

NT_JOB myntjob

   RUN DAILY

   RESOURCE(1,RESWIN)

   AGENT WINagent1 ROUTING

   CMDNAME C:\myjob.exe

ENDJOB

The ROUTING operand specifies that the job may run on any CPU in the same node as the CPU associated with agent
WINagent1.

Set Up Shadow Manager with High Availability Option

Business Value

Shadow Manager requires ESP WA High Availability. Shadow Manager allows your environment to shift the workload to
another master, so processing can continue should a system fail.

Shadow Manager is an ESP subsystem. It reads the same initialization parameters as the master subsystem, joins an
XCF group, and monitors the master subsystem in that XCF group. If the master subsystem terminates, the shadow
manager automatically takes action based on its shadow goal for that type of termination. A shadow manager can also
take action when it receives a direct command to take over as the master subsystem.

Considerations

Shadow Manager must:

• Read the same initialization parameter data set as the master subsystem.
• Have the same checkpoint data set as the master subsystem.
• Have the same subsystem ID as the master subsystem.
• Have a different XCF member name on SYSPLEX than the Master.
• Be started with the following:

parm=PRIMARY, in which case the second system that starts with PRIMARY will be a Shadow Manager.

%SHADOW is a symbolic variable that can be used anywhere in the initialization parameters. The %SHADOW symbolic
variable is created only if the SHADOW, PRIMARY or SECONDARY parameters are used in the START parameters or in
the started task JCL for the subsystem.

Using the %SHADOW symbolic variable is one way to ensure the master and shadow managers have different XCF
member names when they read the same initialization parameter data set. For example:

SYSPLEX GROUP(ESP) MEMBER(ESPM%SHADOW) 

Shadow Goals
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A shadow goal is a set of actions that a shadow manager is instructed to perform when the master terminates. To create
a shadow goal, code SHADGOAL in the initialization parameter data set of a shadow manager. The following example
specifies that 300 seconds (5 minutes) after the Master abnormally terminates, the shadow manager issues warning
message 4397 and takes over as Master:

IF %SHADOW > 0 THEN DO                           

  SHADGOAL MASTER(FAIL) AFTER(300) WARN TAKEOVER

  SHADGOAL MASTER(QUIESCE) AFTER(300) WARN TAKEOVER

 ENDDO

The following is an example of shutting down master ESPM, displaying the group to ensure ESPM is in a QUIESCE state,
and then moving control of the workload to shadow manager ESPS:

XCF STOP MEMBER ESPM

XCF DISPLAY GROUP

XCF SET MEMBER ESPS MASTER

Shadow Manager takes control of the workload if the following z/OS MODIFY command is issued to the shadow manager
when the master is not active:

F shadow_stc,SHADOW TAKEOVER

ARM Registration

ESP provides support for the IBM Automatic Restart Management (ARM) function of z/OS. ESP WA High Availability
allows you to register with ARM.

Use the ARMELEM initialization parameter to register ESP with ARM. If the system ESP runs on is registered with the
ARM data set and the ESP subsystem fails, it will restart automatically with ARM, if that is the setting for the ARM policy.

If your installation uses shadow manager, you do not need ARM for the master and shadow managers. However,
ARMELEM co-exists well with shadow manager. The default RESTART operand value for shadow-enabled masters and
shadow managers is set to ELEMENT_FAILURE (this is also the default for proxies). This prevents other systems in the
sysplex from restarting if the system that is running the ARM-registered ESP subsystem fails. An installation can use ARM
instead of shadow manager for master restarts.

NOTE
Shadow Manager does not require an ARM couple data set and ARM policy. ALL-FAILURES is the default for
shadow-disabled masters.

Configure for Optimal Performance
This page contains best practices about how to configure ESP for optimal performance.

Consideration for ESP Data Sets

Business Value

The size and location of ESP data sets can have an impact on the performance of the product. Consider the following:
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• ESP data sets can benefit from fiber attachment, DASD Fast Write, and the caching attribute on storage devices.
• Do not place ESP data sets on DASD volumes with other high activity data sets.
• Make sure ESP data sets do not have many extents.
• Only specify SHR on ESP data sets when necessary.
• Applfile and Trakfile have very high I/O rates.
• I/O is averted when static application or job tracking information is not needlessly rescanned.

Pre-allocate commonly used non-ESP data sets. When ESP accesses data sets, it bypasses dynamic allocation for each
pre-allocated data set. Add PREALLOC in the ESP initialization parameter for pre-allocated data sets. For example:

PREALLOC CYBER.PROD.JCL ALLOC 

• SHR Indicates the data set is to be shared and that RESERVE/DEQ is to be performed.
• NOSHR Indicates the data set is not to be shared. This is the default.

Example: Set Up Data Sets

APPLFILE MAIN DSN(dsname) SHR SLOTSIZE(4) CACHE(4)

TRAKFILE dsname SHR CACHE(4)

NOTE

Slot size is in bytes and will be rounded up to the nearest page, 4096.

Provide Dedicated Class Initiators

Business Value

ESP event initiator CLASS command allows you to provide dedicated class initiators to critical events. Use the EICLASS
initialization parameter or command to create an event initiator class. Event initiator classes enable you to prioritize
events.

We recommend that you create six event initiators, which enables ESP to process six concurrent requests. You can add
more event initiators to meet your performance requirements.

Use TCP/IP Host Caching

Business Value

Use TCP/IP host caching in the following cases:

• ESP agents are identified by host names rather than IP addresses
• Connections are frequent
• The TCP/IP name server resides on a different host from ESP

Usage

Use the INET initialization parameter or command to turn on TCP/IP host caching. Specify a "time to live" value for the
entries (3600 seconds is reasonable, which means an hour-long communications breakdown when an agent address
changes):

INET SET HOST_CACHE TTL(3600)

Enable Procedure Caching

Business Value
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ESP procedure caching can improve CPU usage and processing speed for ESP procedures that have over 400 jobs.

Usage

To turn on procedure caching for all applications, add the following ESP initialization parameter:

PCACHE ON

To turn on procedure caching only for large applications, add the following ESP initialization parameter:

PCACHE ENABLE

Then, add the CACHE operand to the INVOKE statement in the application that you want to cache.

Considerations

A cached copy of an ESP procedure is also stored in the application data set as part of the Procedure Caching Record
(PCR), so using this feature might require you to increase the APPLFILE size. Procedure caching allows you to keep an
original cache copy of an ESP procedure after restarting ESP. The Application Tracking Record (ATR) refers to the PCR.

The SIZE parameter applies only to the amount of main memory. If a procedure is removed from cache due to memory
constraints, it remains in the PCR, which makes ESP procedure caching persistent. When a job is submitted from this
procedure, ESP reloads it from the PCR into the cache.

Only the CPROC DELETE command can delete a copy of a cached procedure from the PCR. When this occurs, ESP re-
reads the procedure and builds a new copy in the cache and the PCR.
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Securing
This section covers setting up, administering, and maintaining security for ESP at your installation. ESP is a system for
scheduling jobs and managing workload. To ensure that you can control access to your workload effectively, this section
helps you set up basic security and then guides you through a more detailed set-up, if needed. Each procedure heading
covers a task from a security administrator's point-of-view. This section also has an introduction page and reference page
to support the procedures.

This section was written with the assumption that ESP is already installed at your site.

If ESP was installed prior to 1995 and you are still using the original internal security, continue to refer to the
Administrator's Guide Version 5.3.

This page gives you background information on ESP security, so you can better understand the security setup chapters
that follow. You'll learn how your host security package controls access to ESP's objects through the SAF (System
Authorization Facility) interface.

Types of Security Used in ESP

The host security package provides security for ESP using the SAF interface.

SAF Interface Security

ESP provides security for its objects through the SAF interface. The following are some ESP objects:

• Events
• Applications
• Job information
• Calendars
• Resources
• CSF commands
• z/OS commands
• OPER commands
• Symbol libraries
• Agents

You control access to ESP objects by configuring security profiles that are available in your host security package.

For more information about the security profiles, see Create Security Profiles.

Standard Data Set Security

All ESP data sets are protected by standard data set security. These data sets include the following:

• Operational data sets
• JCL libraries that ESP uses to submit jobs
• Procedure libraries where schedules are stored
• Job documentation libraries

Use SAF Security
ESP uses the System Authorization Facility (SAF) to apply a consistent level of security to objects and functions. SAF is
an IBM-supplied facility that is part of z/OS.
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Using SAF allows ESP security administration to do the following:

• Conform to your installation standards.
• Provide a granular level of security.
• Provide a central point of administration.

Information flows between ESP and the database as follows:

Figure 45: Security Process Information Flow
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Understand the Security Process

The security check process works as follows:

1. When access to an ESP object is required, ESP creates a security profile check request and passes it to the SAF
router.

2. The SAF router passes the request to your host security system.
3. The host security system checks security for the profile and passes the appropriate return code back to the SAF

router.
4. The SAF router passes the return code back to ESP.
5. ESP grants or denies access based on the return code passed back.

Example: A Security Check

Bob (user ID XR2101) wants to add a holiday to the ESP SYSTEM calendar. To do this, he needs UPDATE access to
security profile ESP.CALENDAR.SYSTEM.

ESP creates a request to check Bob's access to the SYSTEM calendar and passes it via the SAF router to the host
security system.

Since Bob has UPDATE access to the profile for the SYSTEM calendar, the host security system passes the appropriate
return code back to ESP through the SAF router. ESP then grants Bob's request to update the system calendar.

NOTE
The example uses ESP as the prefix for the security profile CALENDAR.calendarname. You can set the
prefix for your security profiles with the SAFCLASS initialization parameter. ESP is the default setting for the
SAFCLASS PREFIX operand.

Interpret SAF Return Codes

ESP interprets a SAF return code 4 in a non-standard way to prevent a security exposure. Return codes from SAF calls
are interpreted as follows:

SAF Return Code Interpretation

0 The security system is operating
A security profile exists for the access requested
Access is granted

4 The security system is not operating or no security profile exists
for the access requested
Access is denied

8 The security system is operating
A security profile exists for the access requested
Access is denied

Normally, a return code 4 means there is no way of determining the access and so access is allowed. However, to prevent
a security exposure, ESP treats return code 4 the same as return code 8 and denies access.

Use Resource Rules

Resource rules are in the security profiles that ESP supports. For more information about the security profiles, see Create
Security Profiles.

Use SAF with ACF2
SAF can be used with ACF2 to provide security for ESP.
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NOTE
Contact your ACF2 security administrator for assistance with this process.

Follow these steps:

Code SAFCLASS Initialization Parameter

Code the SAFCLASS initialization parameter for ESP.

Create ACF2 CLASMAP GSO Record for the SAF Class

You must create an ACF2 CLASMAP GSO record for the ESP SAF class defined in the SAFCLASS initialization
parameter.

To create an ACF2 CLASMAP GSO record for the SAF class, code the following ACF command, specifying values for the
parameters in italics:

ACF

SET C(GSO) SYSID(****)

INSERT CLASMAP.ESP RESOURCE(resource) RSRCTYPE(acf2type) ENTITY(39) POSIT(128)

END 

resource represents the name specified in the SAFCLASS initialization parameter.

acf2type represents a 3-character ACF2 TYPE that you specify in the ACF2 rules.

Example: An ACF2 CLASMAP GSO Record for the SAF Class

The following ACF2 CLASMAP GSO record is for SAF class CAESPWLM. When you code the ACF2 rules, you specify
"ESP" in TYPE.

ACF

SET C(GSO) SYSID(****)

INSERT CLASMAP.ESP RESOURCE(CAESPWLM) RSRCTYPE(ESP) ENTITY(39) POSIT(128)

END

Define ACF2 Rules for the ESP Profiles

If you use ACF2, you must define ACF2 rules corresponding to the ESP security profiles in use. The rules can be UID-
based or role-based (from ACF2 release 14 or later). See the examples of UID-based rules and role-based rules in this
topic.

Follow these steps:

1. Code ACF2 rules using the examples in this topic as a guide.
Change the rule structure to follow the qualified resource pattern. The primary key is specified in $KEY. $KEY must be
set to the value of the SUBSYS initialization parameter or, if SUBSYS is not specified, to the first four characters of the
ESP started task name.
Here are the ACF2 resource rules that correspond to the RACF attributes:

RACF Attribute  CA ACF2 Resource Rule

READ            READ              

UPDATE          UPDATE            
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ALTER           ADD               

2. Compile and store the ACF2 rules.

Example: UID-Based ACF2 Rules for ESP Profiles

This example shows UID-based ACF2 rules to control access to ESP applications. The UID values in the example refer to
the following functional groups:

• **DATC -- Datacenter personnel
• **OPER -- Operations personnel
• **PRODBAT -- Production batch jobs

You can make up your own functional groups depending on your environment and resources. For more information about
security profiles, see Create Security Profiles.

WARNING
The $KEY statement begins in column 1. All other resource provisioning statements start in column 2.

$KEY(ESP) TYPE(ESP)                                                

 AGENT.- UID(**DATC) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW                            

 AGENT.- UID(**OPER) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW                            

 AGENT.- UID(**PRODBAT) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW                       

 AGENTMSG.CONTROLGETSPOOLFILE.- UID(*) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW         

 AGENTMSG.- UID(**OPER) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW                         

 AGENTUSR.- UID(**PRODBAT) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW                    

 APPL.- UID(**DATC) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW                             

 APPL.- UID(**OPER) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW                             

 APPLX.- UID(**DATC) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW                            

 APPLX.- UID(**OPER) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW                            

 CALENDAR.- UID(**DATC) ALLOW                                       

 CSF.CHECK.CMDS UID(**OPER) PREVENT                                 

 CSF.CHECK.CMDS UID(*) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW                         

 CSF.LC.$- UID(*) PREVENT                                          

 CSF.LC.CA UID(*) PREVENT                                          

 CSF.LC.XP UID(*) PREVENT                                          

 CSF.LC.- UID(*) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW                               

 EVENTINITCLASS.- UID(**DATC) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW                   

 EXPEDITE.- UID(*) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW                             

 GROUP.MITS UID(**TECH) ALLOW                                       

 GROUP.- UID(**DATC) ALLOW                                          

 GROUP.- UID(**OPER) ALLOW                                          

 GROUP.- UID(*******TSOUSER) ALLOW                                     

 GROUP.- UID(*) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW                                

 GROUPX.USER UID(**DATC) ALLOW                                      

 GROUPX.USER UID(**OPER) ALLOW                                      

 GROUPX.USER UID(*) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW                            

 GROUPX.- UID(*ADMN) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW                            

 GROUPX.- UID(*DBAS) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW                            

 GROUPX.- UID(**DATC) ALLOW                                          

 GROUPX.- UID(**OPER) ALLOW                                          

 GROUPX.- UID(**TECH) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW                            

 GROUPX.- UID(**PRODBAT) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW                       

 GROUPX.- UID(*******TSOUSER) ALLOW                                     

 JOB.- UID(*) ALLOW                                                 
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 MODEL.- UID(**TECH) ALLOW                                           

 ONLINE UID(*) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW                                  

 OPER UID(**DATC) ALLOW                                              

 OPER UID(**OPER) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW                                

 OPER UID(**TECH) ALLOW                                              

 OPER UID(**PRODBAT) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW                           

 PNODE.- UID(**DATC) SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) ALLOW                      

 PNODE.- UID(**OPER) SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) ALLOW                      

 PNODE.- UID(**TECH) ALLOW                                           

 RACID.- UID(*) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW                                 

 RESOURCE.- UID(**DATC) ALLOW                                        

 RESOURCE.- UID(**OPER) SERVICE(UPDATE) ALLOW                        

 RESOURCE.- UID(**PRODBAT) SERVICE(UPDATE) ALLOW                   

 REXXON UID(*) ALLOW                                                

 SETOWNER.- UID(**DATC) ALLOW                                        

 SETOWNER.- UID(**OPER) ALLOW                                        

 SYMLIB.- UID(**TECH) ALLOW                                          

 SYMLIB.- UID(*) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW                                

 TJD.- UID(**TECH) ALLOW                                             

 UTIL.- UID(**TECH) ALLOW                                            

 VARTABLE.- UID(**DATC) ALLOW                                        

 VARTABLE.- UID(**OPER) SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) ALLOW                   

 VARTABLE.- UID(*) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW    

Example: Role-Based ACF2 Rules for ESP Profiles

This example shows role-based ACF2 rules to control access to ESP applications. The $ROLESET keyword on the
second line of the example allows you to use role-based access controls (RBAC). The ROLE and USER values in the
example refer to the following roles:

• DATACNTR
• OPERATNS
• PRODBAT
• TECHSUPP
• TSOUSER

Values for ROLE come from the named XROL record containing the Logonids (LIDs) of the users having that role. Values
for USER come from a particular LID. For more information about RBAC implementation, see the ACF2 documentation.

WARNING
The $KEY and $ROLESET statements begin in column 1. All other resource provisioning statements start in
column 2.

$KEY(ESP) TYPE(ESP)

$ROLESET                                                

 AGENT.- ROLE(DATACNTR) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW                            

 AGENT.- ROLE(OPERATNS) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW                            

 AGENT.- ROLE(PRODBAT) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW                       

 AGENTMSG.CONTROLGETSPOOLFILE.- USER(-) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW         

 AGENTMSG.- ROLE(OPERATNS) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW                         

 AGENTUSR.- ROLE(PRODBAT) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW                    

 APPL.- ROLE(DATACNTR) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW                             

 APPL.- ROLE(OPERATNS) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW                             

 APPLX.- ROLE(DATACNTR) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW                            
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 APPLX.- ROLE(OPERATNS) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW                            

 CALENDAR.- ROLE(DATACNTR) ALLOW                                       

 CSF.CHECK.CMDS ROLE(OPERATNS) PREVENT                                 

 CSF.CHECK.CMDS USER(-) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW                         

 CSF.LC.$- USER(-) PREVENT                                          

 CSF.LC.CA USER(-) PREVENT                                          

 CSF.LC.XP USER(-) PREVENT                                          

 CSF.LC.- USER(-) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW                               

 EVENTINITCLASS.- ROLE(DATACNTR) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW                   

 EXPEDITE.- USER(-) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW                             

 GROUP.MITS ROLE(TECHSUPP) ALLOW                                       

 GROUP.- ROLE(DATACNTR) ALLOW                                          

 GROUP.- ROLE(OPERATNS) ALLOW                                          

 GROUP.- USER(TSOUSER) ALLOW                                     

 GROUP.- USER(-) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW                                

 GROUPX.USER ROLE(DATACNTR) ALLOW                                      

 GROUPX.USER ROLE(OPERATNS) ALLOW                                      

 GROUPX.USER USER(-) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW                            

 GROUPX.- ROLE(DATACNTR) ALLOW                                          

 GROUPX.- ROLE(OPERATNS) ALLOW                                          

 GROUPX.- ROLE(TECHSUPP) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW                            

 GROUPX.- ROLE(PRODBAT) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW                       

 GROUPX.- USER(TSOUSER) ALLOW                                     

 JOB.- USER(-) ALLOW                                                 

 MODEL.- ROLE(TECHSUPP) ALLOW                                           

 ONLINE USER(-) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW                                  

 OPER ROLE(DATACNTR) ALLOW                                              

 OPER ROLE(OPERATNS) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW                                

 OPER ROLE(TECHSUPP) ALLOW                                              

 OPER ROLE(PRODBAT) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW                           

 PNODE.- ROLE(DATACNTR) SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) ALLOW                      

 PNODE.- ROLE(OPERATNS) SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) ALLOW                      

 PNODE.- ROLE(TECHSUPP) ALLOW                                           

 RACID.- USER(-) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW                                 

 RESOURCE.- ROLE(DATACNTR) ALLOW                                        

 RESOURCE.- ROLE(OPERATNS) SERVICE(UPDATE) ALLOW                        

 RESOURCE.- ROLE(PRODBAT) SERVICE(UPDATE) ALLOW                   

 REXXON USER(-) ALLOW                                                

 SETOWNER.- ROLE(DATACNTR) ALLOW                                        

 SETOWNER.- ROLE(OPERATNS) ALLOW                                        

 SYMLIB.- ROLE(TECHSUPP) ALLOW                                          

 SYMLIB.- USER(-) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW                                

 TJD.- ROLE(TECHSUPP) ALLOW                                             

 UTIL.- ROLE(TECHSUPP) ALLOW                                            

 VARTABLE.- ROLE(DATACNTR) ALLOW                                        

 VARTABLE.- ROLE(OPERATNS) SERVICE(READ,UPDATE) ALLOW                   

 VARTABLE.- USER(-) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW    

Activate ACF2 Rules for ESP Profiles

The ACF2 rules for the ESP profiles are not active until you define them to the ACF2 INFODIR.
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Follow these steps:

1. Issue the following ACF2 commands:

ACF

SET CONTROL(GSO) SYSID(****)

CHANGE INFODIR TYPE(R-RESP) ADD

END

Rules with type “ESP” are added to the GSO for all systems connected to the ACF2 database.
2. Issue the following Modify commands from a z/OS console:

F ACF2,REFRESH(INFODIR)

F ACF2,REBUILD(ESP)

INFODIR is refreshed and the ACF2 rules for ESP are rebuilt. The rules are now active.

Use SAF with Top Secret
ESP SAF interface can be used with all currently supported versions of Top Secret.

Following is an example of a Top Secret security setup. You may need to change your settings based on your
environment.

NOTE
Contact your Top Secret security administrator for assistance with this process.

Control Options File

FAC(USER25=NAME=ESP)

FAC(ESP=ACTIVE)

FAC(ESP=AUTHINIT)

FAC(ESP=MULTIUSER)

FAC(ESP=NOABEND)

FAC(ESP=PGM=CYB)

FAC(ESP=RES)

FAC(ESP=SHRPRF)

FAC(ESP=SIGN(M))

Started Task Table

CESP   ACID  = CESP

CESPF  ACID  = CESP

Started Task ACID

ACCESSORID = CESP  NAME = ESP SCHEDULING SOFTWARE ID

TYPE = CENTRAL   SIZE  =  1024  BYTES

FACILITY   = ESP

PROFILES   = XXXXFC04  XXXXTSD1  XXXXVL06  XXXXVL07

PROFILES   = XXXXLO01  XXXXLO02  XXXXFC01  ESPRES1

BYPASSING  = NODSNCHK,NOVOLCHK,NOSUBCHK,NOSUSPEND

-----------  ADMINISTRATION AUTHORITIES

RESOURCE   = REPORT
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ACID       = REPORT

LIST DATA  = *ALL*,PROFILES,PASSWORD,SESSKEY

ESPRES Profile

ACCESSORID = ESPRES1    NAME = ESP SCHED-RESOURCES

TYPE = PROFILE   SIZE = 1280  BYTES

FACILITY = ESP

DEPT ACID  = XXX1234  DEPARTMENT = ***:RSRCS-TECHNICAL SERVICES

XA DATASET = 'DSN.CESP.APPL.GLOBALS'            OWNER(XXX1234)  

 ACCESS = UPDATE

XA DATASET = 'DSN.CESP.APPL.PROCLIB'            OWNER(XXX1234)  

 ACCESS = UPDATE

XA DATASET = 'DSN.CESP.APPL.PROCLIB.BACKUP'     OWNER(XXX1234)  

 ACCESS = UPDATE

XA DATASET = 'DSN.CESP.APPL.PROCLIB.RUNTIME'        OWNER(XXX1234)  

 ACCESS = UPDATE

XA DATASET = 'DSN.CESP.DOCLIB'              OWNER(XXX1234)  

 ACCESS = UPDATE

XA DATASET = 'DSN.CESP.JCLLIB'              OWNER(XXX1234)  

 ACCESS = UPDATE

XA DATASET = 'DSN.CESP.OVERRIDE.JCLLIB'         OWNER(XXX1234)  

 ACCESS = UPDATE

XA DATASET = DSN.CESP.REPORT.PROCESS.           OWNER(XXX1234)  

 ACCESS = UPDATE

XA DATASET = 'DSN.CESP.STAGE.JCLLIB'            OWNER(XXX1234)  

 ACCESS = UPDATE

XA IBMFAC  = ESP.                       OWNER(XXX1234)  

 ACCESS = ALL

XA IBMFAC = ESP.DSALLOC                 OWNER(XXX1234)  

 ACCESS = NONE

XA IBMFAC = ESP.DSALLOC.ESPJCLIB                OWNER(XXX1234)  

 ACCESS = ALL

XA IBMFAC = ESP.DSALLOC.DSN.CESP.APPL.GLOBALS       OWNER(XXX1234)  

 ACCESS = ALL

XA IBMFAC = ESP.DSALLOC.DSN.CESP.APPL.PROCLIB       OWNER(XXX1234)  

 ACCESS = ALL

XA IBMFAC = ESP.DSALLOC.DSN.CESP.APPL.PROCLIB.BACKUP    OWNER(XXX1234)  

 ACCESS = ALL

XA IBMFAC = ESP.DSALLOC.DSN.CESP.APPL.PROCLIB.RUNTIME   OWNER(XXX1234)  

 ACCESS = ALL

XA IBMFAC = ESP.DSALLOC.DSN.CESP.APPL.STAGE     OWNER(XXX1234)  

 ACCESS = ALL

XA IBMFAC = ESP.DSALLOC.DSN.CESP.DOCLIB         OWNER(XXX1234)  

 ACCESS = ALL

XA IBMFAC = ESP.DSALLOC.DSN.CESP.REPORT.PROCESS     OWNER(XXX1234)  

 ACCESS = ALL

XA IBMFAC = ESP.DSALLOC.DSN.CESP.STAGE.JCLLIB       OWNER(XXX1234)  

 ACCESS = ALL

XA IBMFAC = ESP.DSALLOC.SYSV.CESP               OWNER(XXX1234)  

 ACCESS = ALL

XA IBMFAC = ESP.DSALLOC.SYSV.CYMATION           OWNER(XXX1234)  
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 ACCESS = ALL

XA IBMFAC = ESP.DSALLOC.SYS3.CESP               OWNER(XXX1234)  

 ACCESS = ALL

XA IBMFAC = ESP.DSALLOC.SYS3.CYMATION           OWNER(XXX1234)  

 ACCESS = ALL

XA IBMFAC = ESP.MVSCMD                  OWNER(XXX1234)  

 ACCESS = NONE

XA IBMFAC = ESP.MVSCMD                  OWNER(XXX1234)  

 ACCESS = NONE

XA IBMFAC = ESP.MVSCMD.$CJ              OWNER(XXX1234)  

 ACCESS = READ

ACIDS = CESP

Production Coordinators Profile

ACCESSORID = ESPCOORD  NAME = ESP SCHED-PROD COORD

TYPE = PROFILE   SIZE = 1024  BYTES

FACILITY = ESP

XA DATASET = DSN.CESP.*                 OWNER(XXX1234)  

 ACCESS = UPDATE,CREATE

XA IBMFAC = ESP.DSALLOC.ESPJCLIB                OWNER(XXX1234)  

 ACCESS = READ

XA IBMFAC = ESP.DSALLOC.DSN.CESP.APPL.GLOBALS       OWNER(XXX1234)  

 ACCESS = READ

XA IBMFAC = ESP.DSALLOC.DSN.CESP.APPL.PROCLIB       OWNER(XXX1234)  

 ACCESS = READ

XA IBMFAC = ESP.DSALLOC.DSN.CESP.APPL.PROCLIB.OVERRIDE  OWNER(XXX1234)  

 ACCESS = READ

XA IBMFAC = ESP.DSALLOC.DSN.CESP.APPL.STAGE     OWNER(XXX1234)  

 ACCESS = READ

XA IBMFAC = ESP.DSALLOC.DSN.CESP.DOCLIB         OWNER(XXX1234)  

 ACCESS = READ

XA IBMFAC = ESP.DSALLOC.DSN.CESP.REPORT.PROCESS     OWNER(XXX1234)  

 ACCESS = READ

XA IBMFAC = ESP.DSALLOC.DSN.CMESP.STAGE.JCLLIB      OWNER(XXX1234)  

 ACCESS = READ

XA IBMFAC = ESP.DSALLOC.SYSV.CMESP.DSN          OWNER(XXX1234)  

 ACCESS = READ

XA IBMFAC = ESP.DSALLOC.SYSV.CMESP.TEST         OWNER(XXX1234)  

 ACCESS = READ

XA IBMFAC = ESP.GROUP.CMESP             OWNER(XXX1234)  

 ACCESS = UPDATE

XA IBMFAC = ESP.JOB                 OWNER(XXX1234)  

 ACCESS = READ

XA IBMFAC = ESP.ONLINE                  OWNER(XXX1234)  

 ACCESS = READ

XA IBMFAC = ESP.OPERCMD.ALERTDEF                OWNER(XXX1234)  

 ACCESS = READ

XA IBMFAC = ESP.OPERCMD.DAB             OWNER(XXX1234)  

 ACCESS = READ

XA IBMFAC = ESP.OPERCMD.ENQUEUE             OWNER(XXX1234)  

 ACCESS = READ
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XA IBMFAC = ESP.OPERCMD.LAX             OWNER(XXX1234)  

 ACCESS = READ

XA IBMFAC = ESP.RESOURCE                    OWNER(XXX1234)  

 ACCESS = ALL

XA IBMFAC = ESP.REXXON                  OWNER(XXX1234)  

 ACCESS = READ

Set Up Security Profiles
This section shows you how to set up the security profiles required to implement security in ESP.

Each subsection covers a different area of ESP security. The Initial Set Up subsection shows you how to set up basic
security. After you set up basic security, you can extend and refine the protection for ESP objects to provide more granular
security.

Initial Set Up

This section shows you how to set up the following basic security for ESP:

• User access to ESP
• Basic Event and application security
• Access to calendars (optional)

Each security set-up procedure involves creating a security profile.

NOTE
The examples use ESP as the prefix for the security profiles, for example, ESP.ONLINE and
ESP.GROUP.PROD. You can set the prefix for your security profiles with the SAFCLASS initialization parameter.
ESP is the default setting for the SAFCLASS PREFIX operand.

NOTE

More Information:

• Secure Additional Events and Applications
• Create Security Profiles

Suppress RACHECK Violation Messages

You can have ESP suppress violation messages from a RACHECK. The violation still occurs and the system security
product tracks it internally, but the message is suppressed. By default, ESP does not suppress RACHECK violation
messages.

To suppress RACHECK violation messages, use the SAFOPTS initialization parameter or command with the MSGSUPP
operand.

Perform Third-Party RACHECKs With a User Token

You can have ESP perform third-party RACHECKs using a host security user token rather than a simple user ID. When
a client makes a request, a SAF TOKEN EXTRACT is performed in the client environment. The token is passed to the
service (ESP) for verification. By default, ESP performs third-party RACHECKs on the client user ID.

NOTE
This function requires RACF release 1.9 or later. If you are using a different host security system, verify that it
supports the SAF TOKEN EXTRACT and third-party RACHECK.
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To perform third-party RACHECKs with a user token, use the SAFOPTS initialization parameter or command with the
UTOKEN operand.

Simulate Third-Party RACHECK

You can have ESP simulate the third-party RACHECK feature if the host security system does not support it. ESP
maintains a queue of ACEEs representing clients who request ESP functions. The RACHECK macro identifies one of
these subordinate ACEEs. RACF uses this technique to support third-party RACHECK. By default, ESP uses normal
third-party RACHECK processing and does not simulate it.

To simulate a third-party RACHECK, use the SAFOPTS initialization parameter or command with the SIM3RDPARTY
operand.

WARNING
If you specify the SIM3RDPARTY operand, do not specify the UTOKEN operand.

Set User Access

Security profile: ONLINE

You can set user access to ESP through ISPF panels, ESP Workstation, or ESP Web Interface. The ONLINE profile
controls access for all three interfaces.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a security profile named prefix.ONLINE.
2. Grant READ access to users.

Secure Basic Event and Applications

Basic security for events and applications controls access to an event group and all the applications and jobs created from
that event.

Follow these steps:

1. Decide what user ID you want to use to execute batch work.
2. Set up security for event groups.
3. (Optional) Set up execute-only security to event groups.

Identify the Batch Job User ID

Each site must decide what user ID to use to execute batch work. This user ID is usually used as the prefix for your Event
names (known as a group prefix). For example, if you run batch jobs under user ID PROD, your PAYROLL and ACCTREC
Events are called PROD.PAYROLL and PROD.ACCTREC.

Usually, the ESP Event prefix is used as the batch work user ID. However, in some cases a different user ID is chosen.

Choose User ID for Batch Jobs

The following flowchart shows how ESP chooses the user ID for batch jobs:
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Figure 46: Process to Determine the User ID

The following list describes the process shown in the preceding flowchart:

1. If RACROUTE is OFF, use the Broadcom Workload Automation started task ID.
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2. If the JCL contains a USER and PASSWORD parameter, use the user ID specified in the JCL USER parameter.
3. If an EVENTSAF user exit exists, use the returned user ID.
4. If ITU or INHERIT_TRIGGER_USER is specified in the EVENT command, RACROUTE initialization parameter, or

RACROUTE command, the user ID depends on the event trigger type as follows:
Manually triggered

Use the user ID that triggered the Event.
Implicit data set trigger

Use the Job name or started task that updated the data set.
FTP data set trigger

Use the user ID associated with the local FTP partner.
Explicit data set trigger

Use the user ID or started task that submitted the ESPDST utility or issued the EXPDSTRG command.
Global variable trigger

Use the user ID that modified the global variable table.
5. If USER is specified in the EVENT command, use that user ID.
6. If the user ID is still not determined, use the event prefix.

Control Access to Event Group

Security profile: GROUP

The GROUP profile controls access to an ESP event group (for example, PROD) and to certain applications generated
from those events. The GROUP profile does not control access to applications where the APPL statement specifies
SAF_PROF_APPL.

You can control access to applications containing SAF_PROF_APPL by following one of these procedures:

• Access to an Application.
• Access to a Job Within an Application.
• Execute-only Access to a Job Within An Application.

Follow these steps:

1. Confirm that the event group name is a valid user ID under which batch jobs can execute.
2. Create a security profile named prefix.GROUP.event_groupname.
3. Grant the appropriate access to users.

Example: UPDATE Access

Bob wants to create events in the PROD event group. PROD is a valid user ID under which the batch work can execute.
Create the ESP.GROUP.PROD security profile, and grant Bob UPDATE authority to it.

Assume Bob creates and triggers a PROD Event to invoke a procedure containing an APPL statement. With UPDATE
authority to the PROD event Group, he can issue any type of command against this group of jobs. Bob can create, edit,
delete, and trigger an event. He can also manipulate the workload, in any way, once the schedule has been built.

Example: READ Access

Mary wants to view Bob's work in event group PROD, but she should not be allowed to alter anything. She requires READ
access to profile ESP.GROUP.PROD.

Control Execute-only Access to Event Group

Security profile: GROUPX
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The GROUPX profile controls execute-only access to an ESP event group (for example, PROD) and to certain
applications generated from those events. The GROUPX profile does not control access to applications where the APPL
statement specifies SAF_PROF_APPL.

You can control access to applications containing SAF_PROF_APPL by following one of these procedures:

• Access to an application.
• Access to a job within an application.
• Execute-only access to a job within an application.

Execute-only access allows users to work with existing events, applications, and jobs. GROUPX access provides more
authority than GROUP READ access but less authority than GROUP UPDATE access.

Follow these steps:

For each event group name you want to secure:

1. Confirm that the event group name is a valid user ID under which batch jobs can execute.
2. Create a security profile named prefix.GROUPX.event_groupname.
3. Grant READ access to users.

Example

Frank needs to trigger events and manipulate workload in the PROD event group. However, he should not be allowed
to modify events (for example, delete events or insert new jobs into applications). Frank requires READ access to
ESP.GROUPX.PROD.

Protect Access to Calendars

Security profile: CALENDAR

You can protect an ESP calendar by setting up a CALENDAR profile. For more information about security profiles, see
Create Security Profiles.

NOTE
All users can browse any calendar by default.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a security profile named prefix.CALENDAR.calendar_name.
2. Grant the appropriate access to users.

Example: UPDATE Access

Bob wants to create a new holiday in the FISCAL Calendar. He needs UPDATE access in profile
ESP.CALENDAR.FISCAL.

Example: ALTER Access

Brenda wants to create a new calendar called FISCAL. She needs ALTER access in profile ESP.CALENDAR.FISCAL.

Secure Additional Events and Applications
This section shows you how to provide more granular protection for some applications, such as PAYROLL. The GROUP
and GROUPX profiles that you set up in Basic control access to an event group and all the applications and jobs
generated by events in a group.

Access Levels

You can provide security at the application or job level:
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• Access to an application
• Access to a job within an application
• Execute-only access to a job within an application

You can provide security for entries on the CSF screen:

• Access to view entries in CSF
• Access to specific CSF line commands

You can provide security for entries in an event:

• Access to specify an event initiator class
• Access to specify the USER(userid) operand
• Access to specify data sets in an event
• Access to specify the OWNER(userid) operand

Control Access to an Application

Security profile: APPL.applname

The APPL.applname profile controls access to an application and all jobs generated by the application.

Follow these steps:

1. Add the SAF_PROF_APPL operand to the APPL statement in an ESP procedure.
2. Create a security profile named prefix.APPL.applname.
3. Grant the appropriate access to users.

Example: READ Access

Mary needs access to view all the PAYROLL application jobs. PAYROLL runs under event group PROD.

To set up access, confirm that Mary has at least READ access to profile ESP.GROUP.PROD. Next, confirm that
SAF_PROF_APPL is specified in the APPL statement in the PAYROLL procedure. Finally, grant Mary READ access to
profile ESP.APPL.PAYROLL.

Example: UPDATE Access

Mary wants to edit the procedure that generates the PAYROLL application. Assuming the procedure is cached, she needs
to delete the cached version so that the new version is used. To delete the cached procedure, Mary must be authorized in
the APPL profile.

To set up access, confirm that Mary has at least READ access to profile ESP.GROUP.PROD. Next, confirm that
SAF_PROF_APPL is on the APPL statement in the PAYROLL application. Finally, grant Mary UPDATE access to profile
ESP.APPL.PAYROLL.

Control Access to a Job Within an Application

Security profile: APPL.applname.jobname

The APPL.applname,jobname profile controls access to a job within an application.

Follow these steps:

1. Confirm that the user has at least READ access to the GROUP profile that protects the event generating the
application.

2. Confirm that the user has at least READ access to the APPL profile for the application.
3. Ensure that the SAF_PROF_APPL operand is on the APPL statement in the ESP procedure.
4. Create a security profile named prefix.APPL.applname.jobname.
5. Grant the appropriate access to users.
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Example: READ Access

Mary needs access to view the PAYROLL application jobs JOB01 and JOB02. She should not be allowed view JOB03.
PAYROLL runs under event group PROD.

To set up access, confirm that Mary has at least READ access to profiles ESP.GROUP.PROD and ESP.APPL.PAYROLL.
Next, confirm that SAF_PROF_APPL is on the APPL statement in the PAYROLL application. Finally, grant Mary READ
access to profiles ESP.APPL.PAYROLL.JOB01 and ESP.APPL.PAYROLL.JOB02. Do not give Mary access to profile
ESP.APPL.PAYROLL.JOB03.

Example: UPDATE Access

Frank wants to resubmit PAYROLL application JOB01 from a different production JCL library than the normal one.
PAYROLL runs under event group PROD.

To allow access, first confirm that Frank has at least READ access to profiles ESP.GROUP.PROD and
ESP.APPL.PAYROLL. Next, confirm that SAF_PROF_APPL is on the APPL statement in the PAYROLL application.
Finally, grant Frank UPDATE access to profile ESP.APPL.PAYROLL.JOB01.

Control Execute-only Access to a Job Within An Application

Security profile: APPLX.applname.jobname

Execute-only access allows users to work with existing jobs within an application. APPLX.applname.jobname access
provides more authority than APPL.applname.jobname READ access but less authority than
APPL.applname.jobname UPDATE access.

Follow these steps:

1. Confirm that the user has at least READ access to the GROUP profile that protects the event generating the
application.

2. Confirm that the user has at least READ access to the APPL profile for the application.
3. Ensure that the SAF_PROF_APPL operand is specified in the APPL statement in the ESP procedure.
4. Create a security profile named prefix.APPLX.applname.jobname.
5. Grant READ access to users.

Example:

Lee wants to resubmit JOB01 in the PAYROLL application. He should not be allowed to change the JCL source.
PAYROLL runs under event group PROD.

To allow access, first confirm that Lee has at least READ access to profiles ESP.GROUP.PROD and
ESP.APPL.PAYROLL. Next, confirm that SAF_PROF_APPL is on the APPL statement in the PAYROLL application.
Finally, grant Lee READ access to profile ESP.APPLX.PAYROLL.JOB01.

Use CSF Screen

Control Access to View Entries In CSF

Security Profiles: APPL, APPLX, or GROUP, GROUPX

You can control the display of entries in CSF by adding the SECURE operand to the SCHDFILE initialization parameter.
With the SECURE operand, CSF lists only the applications and jobs to which a user has access. If the SECURE operand
is ommited, users can see all jobs, even the jobs to which they do not have access.

NOTE
The SECURE operand improves ESP Workstation performance by reducing the amount of data being
transmitted. This is because the ESP Workstation Server sends only the workload data for which the user has
authorization.
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Follow these steps:

1. Confirm that the SECURE operand is added to the SCHDFILE initialization parameter.
2. Set up the appropriate access for those users that need to see jobs on CSF.

– If the SAF_PROF_APPL operand was specified in the APPL statement in the ESP procedure, use the APPL and
APPLX profiles.

– If the SAF_PROF_APPL operand was not specified in the APPL statement in the ESP procedure, use the GROUP
and GROUPX profiles.

Control Access to Specific CSF Line Commands

Security Profiles: CSF.CHECK.CMDS, CSF.LC

If you want to limit access to specific CSF line commands, use the CSF.CHECK.CMDS profile in combination with the
CSF.LC.cmd profile.

The CSF.CHECK.CMDS profile specifies the users for which CSF line command checking is done. The
CSF.LC.cmd profile specifies the users that have access to the CSF line command specified by cmd.

If you do not set up a profile for a specific line command, then all users are authorized to issue that CSF line command.

• Even if you can access a CSF line command, you still need access to the event group, application, or job the
command is issued against.

• CSF line commands generate an underlying ESP command. The CSF.LC profile protects only the CSF command, not
the underlying command. For example, the profile can protect CSF command CA but not the underlying command
APPLJOB or AJ.

• Some underlying commands, such as the RESDEF command or OPER commands, have security profiles available to
control access.

• If there are underlying commands with no security profiles, you should protect the event Group, application, or job the
command is issued against.

To turn on CSF line command security checking

1. Create a security profile named prefix.CSF.CHECK.CMDS.
2. Grant UACC(READ).

To grant users access to specific CSF line commands

1. Confirm that CSF line command security checking is turned on with the prefix.CSF.CHECK.CMDS profile.
2. Create a security profile named prefix.CSF.LC.cmd for each CSF line command you want to protect.
3. Grant READ access to the users requiring access to a specific CSF line command.

Example:

Frank needs to resubmit a job using CSF line command R. Assume that Frank has access to the job and the
CSF.CHECK.CMDS profile. Frank requires READ access to the ESP.CSF.LC.R profile or READ access to ESP.CSF.LC.**,
which gives him access to all CSF line commands.

Use Event-Level Access

Control Access to Event Initiator Class

Security profile: EVENTINITCLASS

If you want to control the use of the EICLASS operand to define an event with a particular event initiator
class nnn (where nnn is a number between 0 and 255), use the EVENTINITCLASS.nnn profile.
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Follow these steps:

1. Create a security profile named prefix.EVENTINITCLASS.nnn.
2. Grant READ access to users who want to set up an event with event initiator class nnn.

Example:

Bob wants to use the EICLASS operand to specify initiator class 1 for an event he is creating. Bob needs READ access to
profile ESP.EVENTINITCLASS.1.

Control Access to USER(userid) Operand

Security profile: RACID

The RACID.userid profile controls the ability of the user to specify the USER(userid) operand in an event definition. The
USER(userid) operand specifies an overriding user ID for an event to use when executing.

Follow these steps:

1. Confirm that the user has UPDATE access to the event through the GROUP profile.
2. Create a security profile named prefix.RACID.userid.
3. Grant READ access to users.

Example:

Bob is creating a special manually-triggered event in the ESP subsystem and the PROD event group. He wants to
include a USER(userid) statement in the event definition to allow the special jobs to run under user ID XR2105 (an on-
call production support analyst). Assume that PROD is a valid user ID for which the batch work can execute and Bob has
UPDATE authority to event group ESP.GROUP.PROD. Bob needs READ access to profile ESP.RACID.XR2105.

Control Access to Data Sets in an Event

Security profile: DSALLOC

You can use the DSALLOC.dsname profile to control which data sets can be invoked from within an event. For example,
you can control what libraries can be dynamically allocated. This option is useful if you do not want users to invoke
schedules from their personal libraries.

Follow these steps:

1. Confirm that the DSALLOC operand is specified in the SAFOPTS initialization parameter.

NOTE
For more information on the SAFOPTS parameter, see Installing and Configuring.

2. Create a security profile named prefix.DSALLOC.dsname.
3. Grant READ access to users.

Example:

Bob wants to add data set PROD.PAYROLL.MASTER to an event he is creating. Assume that the
DSALLOC operand is specified in the SAFOPTS initialization parameter. Bob needs READ access to profile
ESP.DSALLOC.PROD.PAYROLL.MASTER.

Control Access to the OWNER(userid) Operand

Security profile: SETOWNER

The SETOWNER.userid profile controls access to specify the OWNER(userid) operand in an event definition. The
OWNER(userid) operand specifies an overriding owner for an event. Ownership in a SAF environment affects only the
TSO user who receives the failure messages. The default owner is the last user to modify the event.
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WARNING
If a Mailbox is set up, failure messages go to the Mailbox, even if there is an OWNER operand specified.

Follow these steps:

1. Confirm that the user has UPDATE access to the event through the GROUP profile.
2. Create a security profile named prefix.SETOWNER.userid.
3. Grant READ access to users who need to use the OWNER(userid) operand in an event definition.

Example:

Bob is creating an event in the PROD event group. He wants to include an OWNER(userid) statement in the
event definition to notify Mary (an on-call programmer with user ID XR5504) of any failures in jobs triggered by the
event. Assume Bob has UPDATE authority to event group ESP.GROUP.PROD. Bob needs READ access to profile
ESP.SETOWNER.XR5504.

Secure Distributed Workload
This section shows you how to set up security for using Agents with ESP. There are three types of distributed workload
security:

• Host security
• Communication security between ESP and the agents
• Agent platform security

These security points are not mutually exclusive. They work together to provide a secure distributed workload
environment.

Host Security

The first level of authorization in distributed workload is the host security. ESP provides the initial control over Agent work.
With host security, you can control the following:

• Access to agents
• Access to passwords and encryption keys for using agents
• Access to OPER command MAPUSER

NOTE
Events and applications for distributed workload are protected by the GROUP and APPL profiles.

NOTE

More Information:

• Set Up Security Profiles
• Secure Additional Events and Applications

Control Access to Agents

Security Profiles: AGENT, AGENTMSG, AGENTUSR

Submit Work to Agent

To control a user's ability to submit work to an Agent, follow these steps:

1. Create profile prefix.AGENT.agentname.
For example, you can create ESP.AGENT.HP_51.

2. Grant READ access to users.
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Example: Allow a User to Submit Work to an Agent

To allow a user to submit work to Agent HP_51, grant READ access to profile ESP.AGENT.HP_51

Issue Commands and Send Messages

To control a user's ability to issue commands and send messages to an Agent using the AGENTMSG command, follow
these steps:

1. Create profile prefix.AGENTMSG.verbsubverb.agentname.
2. Grant READ access to users who need to use the AGENTMSG command.

Example: Allow a User to Issue the AGENTMSG Command

To allow a user to issue a shutdown command to Agent HP_51 in the ESP subsystem, grant READ access to profile
ESP.AGENTMSG.CONTROL SHUTDOWN.HP_51.

Include the USER(userid) Operand

To control a user's ability to include the USER(userid) operand within a procedure that submits jobs to an Agent, follow
these steps:

1. Create profile prefix.AGENTUSR.userid.agentname.
2. Grant READ access to users who need to use the USER(userid) operand.

Example: Allow a User to Specify the USER(userid) Operand

To allow a user to specify USER(XR2101) for Agent HP_51 in a procedure, grant READ access to profile
ESP.AGENTUSR.XR2101.HP_51.

Control Access to Passwords and Encryption Keys
Security Profile: PASSWORD

The PASSWORD profile controls access to passwords and encryption keys by controlling the ability of a user to do the
following tasks:

• Delete or update a password for communicating with an Agent without supplying the old password. To delete or update
the password, use the PASSWORD command.
If you supply the old password, it must be correct or the request fails. The request fails regardless of whether you have
UPDATE authority for the PASSWORD security profile.

• Delete or update an encryption key without supplying the old encryption key. To delete or update an encryption key,
use the CRYPTKEY command. The CRYPTKEY command protects the encryption key.

If you supply the old encryption key, it must be correct or the request fails. The request fails regardless of whether you
have UPDATE authority for the PASSWORD profile.

If you update an encryption key, ensure that you load the Agent definition data set. Loading the Agent definition data set
makes ESP aware of the change.

For more information about encryption, see Secure Communication.

Use PASSWORD Command

The PASSWORD command defines and securely stores a mainframe user ID and password pair. Passwords defined
using this command are encrypted and stored in a data set for later use. For example:

PASSWORD DEFINE USER(jdoe) PASSWORD(A2B3C) TYPE(NT_JOB)
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When a USER statement is coded in an NT_JOB definition, a search takes place for an entry matching the specified
mainframe user ID with a type of NT_JOB and a qualifier equal to the Agent name specified in the ESP procedure. This
search returns the password that most closely matches these parameters. If there are no matching entries, an entry with
no type or qualifier is returned.

Secure PASSWORD and CRYPTKEY Commands

Secure the PASSWORD and CRYPTKEY commands to control the ability of a user to modify or delete a password or
encryption key without specifying the old password or encryption key.

NOTE
Regardless of the PASSWORD profile settings, the user can always modify or delete a password if they supply
the user ID and the old password. Anyone can create a new password.

 

Follow these steps:

1. Create profile prefix.PASSWORD.
Example: ESP.PASSWORD

2. Grant UPDATE access to users.

Control Access to MAPUSER OPER Command
Security Profiles: OPER, OPERCMD

To control a user's ability to issue the OPER command MAPUSER, set up the appropriate access to the OPER or
OPERCMD.cmdname profiles for the user to issue the MAPUSER command.

The MAPUSER command maps a distributed system user ID to a mainframe user ID. This mapping is used for
authorizing messages sent to ESP using the ESPmgr command.

You can specify the MAPUSER command in the Agent definition file. For example:

MAPUSER jdoe TO(XR2101) AGENT(HP_51)

The distributed system user ID is case-sensitive. It accepts the first match (be careful of masking). You can issue multiple
MAPUSER commands, and you can also issue MAPUSER without operands to show the current user ID mappings.

For more information about the command access control, see Secure Commands.

Secure Communication
This section describes the various types of communication security.

Encrypt Messages

Message encryption safeguards communications between ESP and the following:

• Agents
• Workload Automation AE

Message encryption is done using DES (Data Encryption Standard), Blowfish encryption, or AES 128 encryption. Agents
support all three encryption methods. Workload Automation AE supports AES message encryption only.

Starting with Release 5 of the agents, message encryption became mandatory.

Authentication takes place in two cases:
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• When an encrypted message is received by ESP
• When an encrypted message is received by an agent or Workload Automation AE.

To authorize communication between ESP and an agent, two keys are compared:

• The security.cryptkey parameter in the agentparm.txt file
• A key from the ESP agent definition data set (AGENTDEF).

If the keys do not match, communication is not allowed.

NOTE
All agent receivers can decrypt an encrypted message, but if you code the ENCRYPTEDONLY keyword in the
AGENTRCV initialization parameter, that agent receiver will accept only encrypted messages.

The host system user ID and the agent name are extracted from the encrypted message, and a security check is done
against existing ESP security profiles to verify read or update authority.

To activate message encryption for agents, follow these steps:

1. Add the security.cryptKey parameter to the agentparm.txt file.
Encryption is turned on for the agent.

2. Set up message encryption keys for agents in the AGENTDEF data set.

Set Message Encryption Keys in AGENTDEF Data Set

In the ESP Agent definition data set (AGENTDEF), you can specify keys for encrypting Agent messages. You can specify
an encryption key for individual Agents or for groups of Agents.

For individual Agents, you specify the key in the ENCRYPT operand of the AGENT initialization parameter. For example:

AGENT CYBUNIX ADDRESS(113.11.11.11) Port(3990)+

UNIX ASCII TCPIP ENCRYPT(X'1111222233334444')

For a group of Agents, you specify the key in the KEY operand of the ENCRYPT initialization parameter. For example:

ENCRYPT KEY(X'0102030405060708') ALL

The ENCRYPT initialization parameter affects all subsequent Agent initialization parameters until the next ENCRYPT
initialization parameter is encountered.

The ALL/NOALL operand in the ENCRYPT initialization parameter and the ENCRYPT/NOENCRYPT operand of the
AGENT initialization parameter determine the key used for message encryption. The following table shows how to get the
desired encryption for each Agent in your AGENTDEF file:

Message encryption method ALL/NOALL operand setting ENCRYPT/NOENCRYPT operand setting

Encrypt with the key from the ENCRYPT
initialization parameter.

ALL
NOALL

ENCRYPT or none
ENCRYPT

Encrypt with the key from the AGENT
initialization parameter.

ALL or NOALL ENCRYPT (key)

Do not encrypt. ALL
NOALL

NOENCRYPT
NOENCRYPT or none

Examples of Message Encryption
Example 1 This example shows you a message encryption setup for a group of Agents (A1 and A2) and an
individual Agent (A3). It also shows you how to prevent message encryption for an Agent (A4).
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MANAGER [NAME(MANAGERID)]TCPIP

ENCRYPT KEY(X'0102030405060708') ALL

AGENT A1 ADDRESS(111.11.11.11) Port(3990)+

UNIX ASCII TCPIP

AGENT A2 ADDRESS(112.11.11.11) Port(3990)+

UNIX ASCII TCPIP ENCRYPT

AGENT A3 ADDRESS(113.11.11.11) Port(3990)+

UNIX ASCII TCPIP ENCRYPT(X'1111222233334444')

AGENT A4 ADDRESS(114.11.11.11) Port(3990)+

UNIX ASCII TCPIP NOENCRYPT

Messages are encrypted as follows:

• For Agents A1 and A2, messages are encrypted with key X'0102030405060708' (the key from the
ENCRYPT initialization parameter).

• For Agent A3, messages are encrypted with key X'1111222233334444' (the key from the AGENT
initialization parameter).

• For Agent A4, messages are not encrypted.

Example 2 This example shows you a message encryption setup for two groups of Agents (A1, A2, and A3,
A4) and an individual Agent (A5). Note the use of the additional ENCRYPT initialization parameter that applies
to the second group of Agents (A3 and A4). Since the ALL/NOALL operand is missing from both ENCRYPT
initialization parameters, the default value of NOALL is used.

MANAGER [NAME(MANAGERID)]TCPIP

ENCRYPT KEY(X'0102030405060708')

AGENT A1 ADDRESS(111.11.11.11) Port(3990)+

UNIX ASCII TCPIP ENCRYPT

AGENT A2 ADDRESS(112.11.11.11) Port(3990)+

UNIX ASCII TCPIP ENCRYPT

ENCRYPT KEY(X'0807060504030201')

AGENT A3 ADDRESS(113.11.11.11) Port(3990)+

UNIX ASCII TCPIP ENCRYPT

AGENT A4 ADDRESS(114.11.11.11) Port(3990)+

UNIX ASCII TCPIP ENCRYPT

AGENT A5 ADDRESS(115.11.11.11) Port(3990)+

UNIX ASCII TCPIP

• For Agents A1 and A2, messages are encrypted with key X'0102030405060708' (the key from the first
ENCRYPT initialization parameter).

• For Agents A3 and A4, messages are encrypted with key X'0807060504030201' (the key from the second
ENCRYPT initialization parameter).

• For Agent A5, messages are not encrypted.

Protect Message Encryption Keys With CRYPTKEY Command

You can protect the Agent message encryption keys by hiding them with the CRYPTKEY command. The CRYPTKEY
command allows you to assign a name to a key. Then, wherever you specify the key name, the actual key is substituted.

Secure Agent Platform
This section describes the various types of platform security.
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Default Security (UNIX)

When a message arrives at the Agent, the following occurs:

• If the Agent is running as root authority, an SU (switch user) is performed to the user ID of the owner of the script.
• If the Agent runs as non-root, it is restricted to the authority under which the Agent is executing.

Default Security (Windows NT)

If the Agent is running in debug (console) mode, it runs under the user ID of the user that started the Agent.

If the Agent is running as a service, it runs with the authority of the service account under which the Agent is installed.

NOTE

• The SYSTEM has null credentials by default.
• A specific user ID does not have a true user environment (that is, there are no mappings).
• The Agent cannot perform the equivalent of UNIX SU.

You need to run multiple Agents to get different permissions.

The USER statement allows Agents to run with different user characteristics, even under SYSTEM.

NOTE

• The USER statement does not provide a true user environment.
• The USER statement reduces the need for multiple Agents.

Secure Local Agents

Use this section to define security for local agents.

Use Local Security File

The local security file (security.txt) provides a third layer of security. The security file contains two types of entries:

• The first security file entry type specifies whether ESP can submit jobs on the server under a specific server user ID,
from a specific directory. The syntax is:

command rule central_manageruserID serveruserID path

For example:

c a XR2101 jdoe /temp/+

In this example, user ID XR2101 is authorized to submit jobs under server user ID jdoe from the /temp/ directory and
any subdirectories of /temp/.

• The second security file entry type specifies whether a user ID has the authority to issue CONTROL messages to the
agent. The syntax is as follows:

command rule userID verb subverb

For example:

c a XR2101 CONTROL SHUTDOWN

In this example, user ID XR2101 is authorized to issue the SHUTDOWN subverb of the CONTROL message

Notes:
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• Security must be turned on in the agentparm.txt file as follows:

security.level=on

• The corresponding ESP application must be configured to check the server user ID. For example, to check server user
ID UNIXUSR1, the application would be coded as follows:

APPL UNIXJOB

UNIX_JOB A

AGENT UNIX50

RUN DAILY

CMDNAME /temp/test1

USER UNIXUSR1

ENDJOB

• At startup, the agent security file is read and formats the authorization rules.
• If the security file is not present, the default UNIX or NT security rules are automatically applied.
• If the security file is present, all access requests that do not have a match in the security file are denied. The default

UNIX or NT security rules are not applied.

Code Local Security File Entries

Local security file entries syntax follows:

command rule central_manageruserID serveruserID path

command rule userid verb subverb

The following table describes each element of a security file entry:

Entry Description

command Identifies the resource class
x: control execution of scripts and commands
c: control operational commands to an agent

rule Identifies the rule
a: allow access
d: deny access

central_manageruserID Identifies the user ID on ESP that the rule applies to

serveruserID Identifies the user ID on the server that the central_manageruserID is allowed to submit
jobs under

path Identifies the path the central_manageruserID is allowed to submit jobs from using the
serveruserID.

userid Identifies the user ID issuing a message to an agent

verb Identifies the verb issued (the action to be taken).
For example, CONTROL

subverb Identifies the subverb of the verb issued.
For example, SHUTDOWN, CANCEL
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Use Wildcards in Local Security File

Security file entries central_manageruserID, serveruserID, path, verb, and subverb can contain a single wildcard character
only at the end of the field. The following table describes the wildcards:

Wildcard Description

Asterisk (*) Represents 0 or more character matches at the current level only

Plus sign (+) Represents 0 or more character matches at the current level and
all sublevels. Interpreted as “starting with”

Security Rule Starting Point and Spacing

Every security rule starts in column 1. Items on a line:

• Are separated by one or more blanks or tab characters.
• End with a new-line character.

Add Comment Lines in Local Security File

The security file can contain comment lines. Comment lines must start with an asterisk (*) or a number sign (#) in column
1. For example:

* Here is a comment line

Understand Security Rule Interpretation

You should understand how the security rules are interpreted. For the rule to be considered a match, three components
of the rule have to match. If two or more rules match, the closest match will override the others according to the following
table:

Security-Rule Interpretation Explanation

A specific rule overrides a generic rule. A generic rule is a rule that
contains wildcards.

Path /u1/jsmith
overrides
path /u1/jsmith*

If both rules are generic, the more specific rule overrides the other. Path /u1/jsmith/scripts/*
overrides
path /u1/jsmith*
 
Path /u1/jsmith/scripts/a*
overrides
path /u1/jsmith/scripts*

The central_manageruserID takes precedence over the
serveruserID, and the serveruserID takes precedence over path.

A rule is considered a closer match if the central_manageruserID
is a closer match. If the central_manageruserID of two rules
are the same, the rule with the closest matching serveruserID
overrides the other.

If there is still ambiguity after these rules have been applied, a
deny rule will override an allow rule.

Rule c d root * *
overrides
rule c a root * *
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Security File Created at Installation

The security.txt file created during installation contains the following rules:

c            a            *            *                          *

x            d            *            *                          +

Default Security Rules

The following security rules apply by default if the security.txt file is not present, or there is an error in the security.txt file:

x            a            *            *                          +

x            d            *            root                       +

c            a            *            *                          *

NOTE
Both resource class x and resource class c must be specified, even if there is no change to one or the other
class.

Examples of Local Agent Security File Rules
Line Security File Example #1  

1            # Example 1

2            * These rules were last updated on August01, 2002

3            x            a            *                   *                          +

4            x            d            *                   gem*                       +

5            x            a            manager1            root                       /prod/

employee+

6            x            d            manager1            root                       /prod/

employee*

7            x            a            manager2            root                       /prod/+

8            x            d            manager2            root                       /prod/expense

9            x            a            manager3            root                       /prod/*

10           x            d            manager3            root                       /prod/+

11           c            a            *                   CONTROL                    *

  An explanation of Example 1 follows:

Line Explanation

1 Comment line

2 Comment line

3 Allows all central_manageruserIDs to submit jobs using
any serveruserID, from all directories

4 Prohibits all central_manageruserIDs from submitting
jobs as gem or any serveruserIDs that begin with gem,
from all directories
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5 Allows manager1 to submit the following jobs as root:
 

Job Example
A job called employee
from directory /prod/

/prod/employee

All jobs beginning with
employee from directory /
prod/

/prod/employee_pay
/prod/employee_vacation

All jobs from the
subdirectory
/prod/employee/ and its
subdirectories

/prod/employee/
fulltime_pay
/prod/employee/sales/
fulltime_pay

All jobs from all
subdirectories under
/prod/, where the first
subdirectory name under
prod begins with employee

/prod/employee1999/
fulltime-pay
/prod/employee1999/
sales/fulltime_pay

6 Denies manager1 the ability to submit any jobs called
employee, or any jobs that begin with employee, as root
in directory /prod/

7 Allows manager2 to submit all jobs as root from
directory /prod/ or all subdirectories of /prod/

8 Denies manager2 the ability to submit the job called
expense as root from directory /prod/

9 Allows manager3 to submit all jobs as root in directory /
prod/

10 Denies manager3 the ability to submit any jobs as root
from directory /prod/ or all subdirectories of /prod/

11 Allows all central_manageruserIDs to issue the
CONTROL command with all subverbs

Line Example

1            # Example 2

2            * Last updated on September 28, 2002.

3            x            a            rob*                       root                       /prod/

+

4            x            a            pat*                       root*                      /prod/

*

5            x            a            jsmith                     *                          /prod/

+

6            c            a            MFUSER1                    CONTROL                    *

7            c            a            MFUSER2                    CONTROL                   

 MGRADDR
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An explanation of Example 2 follows:

Line Explanation

1 Comment line

2 Comment line

3 Allows any central_manageruserID (beginning with rob)
to submit jobs as root from the directory /prod/ or all
subdirectories of /prod/

4 Allows any central_manageruserID (beginning with
pat) to submit jobs as root, or as any server user ID
beginning with root, in directory /prod/

5 Allows jsmith to submit jobs using any server user ID
from directory /prod/ or all subdirectories of /prod/

6 Allows MFUSER1 to issue the CONTROL command
with all subverbs to this agent

7 Allows MFUSER2 to issue the CONTROL Mgraddr
command to this agent

Secure Commands
This section shows you how to secure a user's access to issue commands.

Control Access to OPER Commands

Security Profiles: OPER, OPERCMD

ESP has a special subset of commands called operator commands or OPER commands. You can control access to
OPER commands in two ways:

• Use the OPER profile to control access to all OPER commands except RESDEF and its alias, RSD.
Access to the RESDEF command is controlled by the RESOURCE.resname profile.

• Use the OPERCMD.cmdname profile to control access to specific ESP operator commands.

NOTE

• For the AGENT command, the OPER and OPERCMD profiles are not sufficient to give access to the
operands DEFINE, SET, DELETE, UNDELETE and PURGE. To enable these operands, see Add Access to
AGENT Command Operands DEFINE, SET, DELETE, UNDELETE, and PURGE.

• For the MAPUSER command, the OPER and OPERCMD profiles are not sufficient to give access to
operands DEFINE, SET, and DELETE. To enable these operands, see Add Access to MAPUSER operands
DEFINE, SET, and DELETE.

Grant Users Access to Any OPER Command

1. Confirm that the NOOPERCMDS operand (the default) is specified in the SAFOPTS initialization parameter.
2. Create a security profile named prefix.OPER.
3. Grant READ access to users.

Example
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Bob wants to issue OPER command L LEVEL(PROD) to list the names and execution times of all Events in the PROD
Event Group. Assuming that the security policy is to protect all OPER commands with one profile, Bob needs READ
access to profile ESP.OPER. The SAFOPTS initialization parameter must also include the NOOPERCMDS operand (the
default).

Grant Users Access to Specified OPER Command

1. Confirm that the OPERCMDS operand is specified in the SAFOPTS initialization parameter.
2. Create a security profile named prefix.OPERCMD.cmdname.
3. Grant READ access to users.

NOTE
If a command has a short form, you should create a profile for the command and another profile for the short
form of the command. For example, create profile ESP.OPERCMD.LIST to control access to the LIST command
and profile ESP.OPERCMD.L to control access to L, the short form of LIST.

Example

Bob wants to issue OPER command LIST LEVEL (PROD) to list the names and execution times of all Events in the
PROD Event Group. Assuming that the security policy is to protect each OPER command individually, Bob needs READ
access to profile ESP.OPERCMD.LIST. The SAFOPTS initialization parameter must also include the OPERCMDS
operand. Bob should also get READ access to ESP.OPERCMD.L in case he wants to use the short form of the LIST
command.

For more information, see Control Resources.

Add Access to AGENT Command Operands DEFINE, SET, DELETE, UNDELETE, and PURGE

Security Profiles: AGENTDEF

You can add access to AGENT command operands DEFINE, SET, and DELETE, UNDELETE, or PURGE for a specified
agent. Users must first have access to issue OPER commands, which allows them to use AGENT operands besides the
ones listed here.

Follow these steps:

1. Ensure that the users who need access to the DEFINE, SET, and DELETE, UNDELETE, or PURGE operands have
access to issue OPER commands.

2. Create security profile prefix.AGENTDEF.agentname.
3. Grant UPDATE access to users that need access to the DEFINE, SET, and DELETE, UNDELETE, or PURGE

operands.

Example: Access to Issue the AGENT Command With Operand DEFINE, SET, DELETE, UNDELETE, or PURGE

Bob wants to issue OPER command AGENT to define agent WINAGT1. Assume that Bob has access to issue the OPER
command AGENT with operands other than DEFINE, SET, and DELETE, UNDELETE, or PURGE. Bob needs UPDATE
access to profile ESP.AGENTDEF.WINAGT1.

Add Access to MAPUSER Command Operands DEFINE, SET, and DELETE

Security Profiles: MAPUSER

You can add access to MAPUSER command operands DEFINE, SET, or DELETE for a specified agent. Users must first
have access to issue OPER commands, which allows them to use MAPUSER operands besides the ones listed here.

Follow these steps:

1. Ensure that the users who need access to the DEFINE, SET, or DELETE operands have access to issue OPER
commands.
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2. Create security profile prefix.MAPUSER.username.
3. Grant UPDATE access to users that need access to the DEFINE, SET, or DELETE operands.

Example: Access to Issue the MAPUSER Command With Operand DEFINE, SET, or DELETE

Bob wants to issue OPER command MAPUSER for agent user ID PROD1. Assume that Bob has access to issue the
OPER command MAPUSER with operands other than DEFINE, SET, and DELETE. Bob needs UPDATE access to profile
ESP.MAPUSER.PROD1.

Control Access to z/OS Commands

Security Profiles: OPER, MVSCMD

Security for issuing z/OS commands from ESP is provided as follows:

• The OPER profile controls a user's ability to issue any z/OS command.
• The MVSCMD.mvs_cmd.options profile controls the user's ability to issue a specified z/OS command.

Grant Users Access to Any z/OS Command

1. Confirm that the NOMVSCMD operand is specified in the SAFOPTS initialization parameter.
2. Create a security profile named prefix.OPER.
3. Grant READ access to users.

Example

Bob wants to include a z/OS send command in an Event to notify users that a job will be running. The security policy
is to protect all z/OS commands with one profile, so Bob needs READ access to profile ESP.OPER. The SAFOPTS
initialization parameter must also include the NOMVSCMD operand.

Grant Users Access to Specified z/OS Command

1. Confirm that the MVSCMD operand is specified in the SAFOPTS initialization parameter.
2. Create a security profile named prefix.MVSCMD.mvs_cmd.options.

For example, you can create ESP.MVSCMD.D.A.L for z/OS command D A, L.
3. Grant READ access to users.

NOTE
 Some z/OS commands have long and short forms for the command and its options. For example, the z/OS
DISPLAY command can be issued as D A,L or DISPLAY A,L or D ALL,L, and so on.

4. If you want to protect each command option individually, create a security profile for each possible combination
of long and short forms. For example, create profiles ESP.MVSCMD.D.A.L, ESP.MVSCMD.DISPLAY.A.L,
ESP.MVSCMD.D.ALL.L, and so on.

5. If you want to protect the command only, create a generic profile for the long form of the command and another
generic profile for the short form. For example, create profiles ESP.MVSCMD.DISPLAY.** and ESP.MVSCMD.D.** to
control access to the DISPLAY command and its short form, D. Users with access to the command will be able to use
any of its options.

Example: Grant Access to All Options of a Command

Bob wants to include a z/OS send command in an Event to notify users that a job will be running. The Event will run
under user ID PROD. The security policy is to protect each z/OS command individually, but to allow access to all options
for each command. User ID PROD must be granted READ access to profile ESP.MVSCMD.SE.**. The SAFOPTS
initialization parameter must also include the MVSCMD operand.

Example: Restrict Access to Commands Using Wildcards
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Lucy is a security administrator who needs to restrict access to z/OS commands with “EX” in the second and third
positions in the command name string, such as “MEX”, “TEXAN”, and “LEX”. The z/OS commands are REXX execs. Lucy
checks that the SAFOPTS initialization parameter includes the MVSCMD operand and creates the profile ESP.MVSCMD.
%EX*.

NOTE
In the profile, the percent sign (%) matches any single character and the asterisk (*) matches zero or more
characters.

Bob wants to issue the MVS command %EXCMD CCAMVSB MAILESP from an Event. Since ESP uses the percent sign
as a variable symbol introducer, Bob needs to code an extra percent sign:

VS %%EXCMD CCAMVSB MAILESP

To convert this command to a resource name, ESP strips the first percent sign, prefixes the command with the subsystem
name and the SAFOPTS operand, and converts the blanks to periods. Since the z/OS security server does not allow
percent signs and other special characters that it uses in resource names, ESP also converts the percent sign (%) into a
question mark (?):

ESP.MVSCMD.?EXCMD.CCAMVSB.MAILESP

The z/OS security server matches the question mark with the percent sign in the profile and checks if Bob has READ
access to the profile before issuing the command.

Control Access to Utility Mode and END/ENDREC Commands

Security profile: UTIL.UTIL

The UTIL.UTIL profile controls access to ESP utility mode and access to two utility mode commands: END and ENDREC.
The UTIL.cmd profile provides access to other utility mode commands.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a security profile named prefix.UTIL.UTIL.
2. Grant READ access to users.

Example

Lucy is a security administrator who needs to set up access to ESP utility mode. Lucy creates the ESP.UTIL.UTIL profile
with UACC(READ). She then sets up a UTIL.cmd profile to control access to specific utility mode commands.

Control Access to Specific Utility Mode Commands

Security profile: UTIL

The UTIL.cmd profile controls access to the UTIL mode command specified by cmd.

Follow these steps:

1. Confirm that the user has READ access to profile prefix.UTIL.UTIL.
2. For each utility mode command that users need access to, create a security profile named prefix.UTIL.cmd.
3. Grant READ access to users.

Example: Specific Commands

Serge needs to issue a DUMPKEY command from within the ESP utility mode. Assume that Serge has READ access to
the ESP.UTIL.UTIL profile. He needs READ access to the ESP.UTIL.DUMPKEY profile.

Example: All Commands
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Serge wants to issue any ESP utility mode command. Assume that Serge has READ access to the ESP.UTIL.UTIL profile.
He needs READ access to profile ESP.UTIL.**, which covers all ESP utility mode commands.

Control Access to Specific Commands Globally

Security profile: CSF.LC

You can use CSF security profiles to globally restrict access to specific commands. To enable this global command
restriction, set the GlobalCSF parameter in the SAFOPTS initialization parameter or command.

To authorize users for the restricted command execution, grant the users the following access:

• READ access to the CSF.CHECK.CMDS security profile
• READ access to the relevant CSF.LC.cmd security profile

The following table lists the commands that you can restrict globally and the relevant CSF security profiles:

Command Scope CSF Security Profile
AJ BYPASS job CSF.LC.BY
AJ BYPASS subapplication CSF.LC.BYS
AJ CANCEL job CSF.LC.$C
AJ CANCEL(DUMP) job CSF.LC.$CD
AJ CANCEL(PURGE) job CSF.LC.$CP
AJ COMPLETE application CSF.LC.CA
AJ COMPLETE job CSF.LC.C
AJ COMPLETE subapplication CSF.LC.CS
AJ DISPLAY job CSF.LC.$D
AJ DROPDEP job CSF.LC.DD
AJ DROPRES job CSF.LC.DR
AJ EXPEDITE job CSF.LC.XP
AJ HOLD application CSF.LC.HA
AJ HOLD job CSF.LC.H
AJ HOLD subapplication CSF.LC.HS
AJ HOLD(JES) job CSF.LC.$H
AJ INSERT job CSF.LC.IJ
AJ LIST job CSF.LC.LJE
AJ QUIESCE job CSF.LC.QS
AJ READY job CSF.LC.RD
AJ READY subapplication CSF.LC.RDS
AJ RELEASE application CSF.LC.AA
AJ RELEASE job CSF.LC.A
AJ RELEASE subapplication CSF.LC.AS
AJ RELEASE(JES) job CSF.LC.$A
AJ REQUEST job CSF.LC.RQ
AJ REQUEST subapplication CSF.LC.RQS
AJ RESET  job CSF.LC.RT
AJ RESUBMIT job CSF.LC.R
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AJ RESUME job CSF.LC.RS
AJ SETREASON job CSF.LC.SUS
AJ STOP job CSF.LC.P
AJ TERMINATE application CSF.LC.TA
AJ UNBYPASS job CSF.LC.UB
AJ UNBYPASS subapplication CSF.LC.UBS
AJ UNREQUEST job CSF.LC.UR
AJ UNREQUEST subapplication CSF.LC.URS
AJ UNWAIT application CSF.LC.UWA
AJ UNWAIT job CSF.LC.UW
AJ UNWAIT subapplication CSF.LC.UWS
AJ WITHDRAW application CSF.LC.WDA
AJ WITHDRAW job CSF.LC.WD
AJ WITHDRAW subapplication CSF.LC.WDS
RESETWOB BROWSE job CSF.LC.RWB
RESETWOB EDIT job CSF.LC.RW

Control Resources
This section shows you how to control resources. ESP lets you specify real and abstract resources within the scope of a
job. This ensures that jobs in an application are submitted only when all of their resource requirements are met.

Control Use of RESDEF Command

Security profile: RESOURCE

The RESOURCE.resname profile controls the use of the RESDEF command as follows:

• Control who can specify an ESP resource as part of their job scheduling requirements.
• Control who can create, delete, or modify usage counts associated with specific resources.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a security profile named prefix.RESOURCE.resname.
2. Grant the appropriate access to users.

Example: UPDATE Access

Bob wants to modify the attributes for the SCRATCH resource. He requires UPDATE access to ESP profile
ESP.RESOURCE.SCRATCH.

Example: ALTER Access

Brenda wants to create a job scheduling resource called DB2TAB1. She requires ALTER access to ESP profile
ESP.RESOURCE.DB2TAB1.

Control Use of ABSORB Statement

Security profile: RESABSORB

To grant users access to use the ABSORB statement in an ESP procedure, follow these steps:

1. Create a security profile named prefix.RESABSORB.
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2. Grant READ access to users that need to use the ABSORB statement.

Example:

Bob wants to use the ABSORB statement in an application he is creating to reserve resources specified in a RESOURCE
statement. The application will run under user ID PROD. The PROD user ID must have READ access to profile
ESP.RESABSORB.

Secure Symbolic Variables
This section shows you how to control user access to ESP symbolic variable storage.

Control Access to Symbolic Variable Library

Security profile: SYMLIB

The SYMLIB.symname profile controls access to the ESP symbolic variable library specified by symname.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a security profile named prefix.SYMLIB.symname.
2. Grant the appropriate access to users.

Example: READ Access

Frank wants to check the value of the PRFX symbolic variable in the GENSYM symbolic variable library to make sure
PRFX is set to PROD. Frank needs READ access to profile ESP.SYMLIB.GENSYM.

Example: UPDATE Access

Bob wants to add a symbolic variable called TAPE with a value of 3480 to the RESSYM symbolic variable library. Bob
needs UPDATE access to profile ESP.SYMLIB.RESSYM.

Example: ALTER Access

Brenda wants to create a symbolic variable library called DATSYM to store date variables. Brenda needs ALTER access
to profile ESP.SYMLIB.DATSYM.

Control Access to Global Variable Table

Security profile: VARTABLE

The VARTABLE.tablename profile controls access to the global variable table specified by tablename.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a security profile named prefix.VARTABLE.tablename.
2. Grant the appropriate access to users who need to work with a global variable table.

Example: READ Access

Frank wants to check the value of the PRFX symbolic variable in the GENSYM global variable table to make sure PRFX is
set to PROD. Frank needs READ access to profile ESP.VARTABLE.GENSYM.

Example: UPDATE Access

Bob wants to add a symbolic variable called TAPE with a value of 3480 to the RESSYM global variable table. Bob needs
UPDATE access to profile ESP.VARTABLE.RESSYM.

Example: ALTER Access

Brenda wants to create a global variable table called DATSYM to store date variables. Brenda needs ALTER access to
profile ESP.VARTABLE.DATSYM.
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Control Procedure Statements
This section shows you how to control the use of statements in procedures.

Control Access to EXPEDITE Statement

Security profile: EXPEDITE

The EXPEDITE.policyname profile controls a user's ability to trigger an event with an application containing an EXPEDITE
statement for expedite policy policyname.

NOTE
To use the EXPEDITE statement, your host system must have ESP WA Service Governor.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a security profile named prefix.EXPEDITE.name.
2. For applications that include the EXPEDITE statement, grant READ access to the user ID the application runs under.

Example

Bob wants to use the EXPEDITE statement in an application he is creating to specify an Expedite policy of
FAST_BAT. The application will run under user ID PROD. The PROD user ID must have READ access to profile
ESP.EXPEDITE.FAST_BAT.

Control Access to REXX Statements

Security profile: REXXON

The REXXON security profile enables you to control the user's ability to include REXX statements in a procedure.

NOTE
If you do not create the REXXON profile, all users can invoke REXX from within a procedure.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a security profile named prefix.REXXON.
2. Grant READ access to users who need to invoke REXX.

Control Job Tracking
This section show you how to control job tracking. ESP provides a job tracking facility that can track job data in real time.
The job tracking facility can track jobs and keep information on their progress.

NOTE
For information about job tracking, see Job and Workload Functions and Use Advanced Tracking.

Control Access to Job Tracking Information

Security profile: JOB

The JOB.racid.jobname profile controls the user's access to job tracking information. The racid parameter is the user ID
that the job runs under.

Unless you need to do otherwise, consider setting up a generic profile to cover all jobs run under a given racid. For
example, ESP.JOB.PROD.* protects all jobs running under the PROD racid.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a security profile named prefix.JOB.racid.jobname.
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2. Grant READ access to users.

Example

Frank wants to view job-tracking data for JOB01 and JOB02 in the PAYROLL application. These jobs run under the user
ID PROD. Frank needs READ access to profile ESP.JOB.PROD.JOB01 and ESP.JOB.PROD.JOB02.

For more information about batch job user IDs, see Set Up Security Profiles.

Control Access to Job Tracking Models

Security profile: MODEL

The MODEL.modelname profile controls the user's access to job tracking models.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a security profile named prefix.MODEL.modelname.
2. Grant the appropriate access to users.

Example: ALTER Access

Brenda needs to add a new job-tracking model JOB02TK. She requires ALTER access to profile ESP.MODEL.JOB02TK.

Control Access to Pnodes

Security profile: PNODE

The PNODE.pnodename controls the user's ability to post a job from an ESP pnode (processing node) and to define
pnodes.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a security profile named prefix.PNODE.pnodename.
2. Grant the appropriate access to users.

Example: READ Access

Frank wants to post JOB01 from a pnode called DISTRIB. Frank needs READ access to profile ESP.PNODE.DISTRIB.

Example: ALTER Access

Bob wants to create a new pnode called BURST. Bob needs ALTER access to profile ESP.PNODE.BURST.

Control Access to Job Tracking Commands

Security profile: TJD

The TJD.jobname profile controls access to ESP job racking commands (ALTTJ, DEFTJ, and DELTJ) for the job specified
by jobname.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a security profile named prefix.TJD.jobname.
2. Grant the appropriate access to users who need to issue job-tracking commands.

Example: UPDATE Access

Bob wants to issue the ALTTJ command to change the job-tracking model with which all PAYROLL application jobs
are associated. He wants to change the association from model JOBTK to model PAYROTK. Assume that profile
ESP.TJD.PA* was set up to control job-tracking commands for all jobs starting with PA. Bob needs UPDATE access to this
profile. He can then issue the ALTTJ command to change the job-tracking model for all payroll jobs:
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ALTTJ PA- MODEL(PAYROTK)

Example: ALTER Access

Brenda wants to use the DEFTJ command to define job-tracking parameters for JOB01. She needs ALTER access to
ESP.TJD.JOB01.

Create Security Profiles
To control access to ESP objects, create some or all of the security profiles described in this section.

  

Grant Access to Objects

You can grant READ, UPDATE, and ALTER access to ESP objects. ESP accepts a user's request only if the user has
sufficient access to the ESP object.

With ALTER access to an object, a user can create and delete the object. In addition, the user is a Security Administrator
for the object. That is, they can give other users access to the object.

Control Undefined Profiles

By default, ESP denies a user access to an object if the security profile protecting the object is not defined. The only
exception is for the REXXON profile. If the REXXON profile is not defined, all users can use REXX in ESP. You must
define the REXXON profile to the security product before the system can control the use of REXX in ESP.

Use Wildcards to Specify Security Profiles

You can use wildcards to specify security profiles for ESP objects. To use the ** wildcard, you first need to activate the
RACF enhanced generic naming facility (available in RACF 1.9 and higher) for the security profile class.

NOTE

 More Information: 

•  Set Up Security Profiles  
•  Secure Additional Events and Applications 
•  Secure Commands 
•  Control Resources 

Summary of Security Profiles

A table of ESP Security Profiles follows:

 Profile  Controls 
AGENT.agentname A user's ability to submit jobs to an Agent
AGENTDEF.agentname AGENTDEF.agentname controls user access to the

DEFINE, SET, DELETE, UNDELETE or PURGE operands of
the AGENT command for the specified agent name.

AGENTMSG.verbsubverb.agentname A user's ability to issue commands and send messages to Agents
AGENTUSR.userid.agentname A user's ability to submit jobs to an Agent under a specified user

ID
APPL.applname Access to an application and all jobs generated by the application
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APPL.applname.jobname Access to an application and a specific job within the application
APPLX.applname.jobname Execute access to a specific job in an application
CALENDAR.calendarname Access to a calendar
CONNPROF.profile Enables you to restrict access to the connection profile.
CSF.CHECK.CMDS CSF line command checking with the CSF.LC.cmd profile
CSF.LC.cmd Access to specific CSF line commands
DSALLOC.dsname The data sets that can be invoked from within an Event
EVENTINITCLASS.nnn A user's ability to define an Event with a particular Event initiator

class
EXPEDITE.policyname A user's ability to trigger an Event with an application containing

an EXPEDITE statement
GF.dsname A user's ability to browse or edit the dsname via calling the

Browse Data Set option or the Edit Data Set option in ESP
Workstation Client

GROUP.event_groupname Access to an Event group and to applications generated from
those Events

GROUPX.event_groupname Execution access to an Event group and to applications generated
from those Events

JOB.racid.jobname Access to job-tracking information
MODEL.modelname Access to job-tracking models
MVSCMD.mvs_cmd.options... A user's ability to issue a specific z/OS command and its options

from an Event
ONLINE Access to the ESP ISPF interface, ESP Web Interface, and the

ESP Workstation interface
OPER A user's ability to issue any OPER command except RESDEF and

its alias RSD, and a user's ability to issue any z/OS command
OPERCMD.cmdname A user's ability to issue a specific OPER command
PASSWORD Access to passwords and encryption keys for using Agents
PNODE.pnodename A user's ability to post a job from a pnode and define a pnode
RACID.userid A user's ability to specify the USER(userid) operand in an Event

definition
RESABSORB A user's ability to use the ABSORB statement
RESOURCE.resname A user's ability to issue the RESDEF command
REXXON A user's ability to invoke REXX within a procedure
SETOWNER.userid A user's ability to specify the OWNER(userid) operand in an Event

definition
SYMLIB.symname Access to a symbolic-variable library
TJD.jobname Access to job-tracking commands for the specified job
UTIL.cmd Access to a specific UTIL mode command
UTIL.UTIL Access to utility mode, and the END and ENDREC commands
VARTABLE.tablename Access to a global variable table
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AGENT.agentname

AGENT.agentname controls the user's ability to submit jobs to an Agent.

 Access  Description 
READ Allows the user to submit jobs to an Agent.

 Example 

ESP.AGENT.HP_51

AGENTDEF.agentname

AGENTDEF.agentname controls user access to the DEFINE, SET, DELETE, UNDELETE or PURGE operands of
the AGENT command for the specified agent name. Access to use the other operands of the AGENT command is
controlled using the OPER and OPERCMDS security profiles.

 Access  Description 
UPDATE Allows the user to issue the AGENT command with the DEFINE,

SET, DELETE, UNDELETE or PURGE operands for the specified
agent name.

 Example 

ESP.AGENTDEF.WINDOWS_AGENT01

AGENTMSG.verbsubverb.agentname

AGENTMSG.verbsubverb.agentname controls the user's ability to issue commands and send messages to Agents using
the AGENTMSG command.

 Access  Description 
READ Allows the user to issue the AGENTMSG command

 Example 

ESP.AGENTMSG.CONTROL SHUTDOWN.HP_51

AGENTUSR.userid.agentname

AGENTUSR.userid.agentname controls the user's ability to submit jobs to an Agent under a user ID specified in
the USER(userid) statement of the ESP procedure.

 Access  Description 
READ Allows the user to run a job under a user ID specified in the USER

statement

 Example 

ESP.AGENTUSR.XR2101.HP_51

APPL.applname

APPL.applname controls access to the application applname and all jobs generated by applname if the application
includes the SAF_PROF_APPL operand in the APPL statement.
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The user must have at least READ access to the Event GROUP that invokes the application applname.

When a user issues a command against a job in an application, ESP checks the user's access to the application
containing the job.

 Access  Description 
READ Allows the user to view the application applname and all jobs

generated from applname.
UPDATE Allows the user to execute any ESP command against the

application applname and all jobs generated by applname.

 Example 

ESP.APPL.PAYROLL

For more information about batch job user IDs, see Set Up Security Profiles.

APPL.applname.jobname

APPL.applname.jobname controls access to the job jobname in the application applname if the application includes the
SAF_PROF_APPL operand in the APPL statement.

The user must have at least the following access:

• READ access to the Event GROUP that invokes the application applname 
• READ access to APPL.applname 

 Access  Description 
READ Allows the user to issue the following commands against the

job jobname in application applname:
APPLJOB with any operand except the ones described for
UPDATE access below
CPROC with any operand except DELETE
LISTAPPL

UPDATE Allows the user to issue the following commands against the
job jobname in application applname:
APPLINS
APPLJOB INSERT
APPLJOB RESUBMIT
Note: UPDATE access is required to resubmit a job from a
different JCLLIB unless USERMOD 12 is active. If USERMOD 12
is active, READ or UPDATE access allows you to resubmit a job
from a different JCLLIB.
CPROC DELETE

The following list shows commands that are valid for the APPL security profiles:

Update (APPL.applname.jobname UPDATE)

• AJ INSERT
• AJ RESUBMIT
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NOTE
 Update access is required to resubmit a job from a different JCLLIB unless USERMOD 12 is active. If
USERMOD 12 is active, only READ access is required to resubmit a job from a different JCLLIB.

• APPLINS
• CPROC DELETE

Execute (APPLX.applname.jobname READ)

• AJ BYPASS
• AJ COMPLETE
• AJ DROPDEP
• AJ DROPRES
• AJ HOLD
• AJ READY
• AJ RELEASE
• AJ REQUEST
• AJ RESET
• AJ RESUBMIT

NOTE
 Update access is required to resubmit a job from a different JCLLIB unless USERMOD 12 is active. If
USERMOD 12 is active, only READ access is required to resubmit a job from a different JCLLIB. When
resubmitted from a different library, it requires Update access.

• AJ TERMINATE
• AJ UNBYPASS
• AJ UNREQUEST
• AJ UNWAIT
• AJ WITHDRAW

Read (APPL.applname.jobname READ)

• LISTAPPL
• AJ

– Includes any AJ options that are not described in the preceding profile.
• CPROC

– The CPROC DELETE option requires Update access.

 Example 

ESP.APPL.PAYROLL.JOB01

APPLX.applname.jobname

APPLX.applname.jobname controls execute-only access to the job jobname in application applname if the application
includes the SAF_PROF_APPL operand in the APPL statement.

The user must have at least the following:

• READ access to the Event GROUP that invokes the application applname
• READ access to APPL.applname 
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NOTE

• The user has more authority than READ access to APPL.applname.jobname but less authority than UPDATE
access to the same profile.

• You can not use this profile to allow a user to insert a job into an application or resubmit a job from a different
JCL library. To allow this type of access, grant UPDATE access to the APPL.applname.jobname profile.

• If a user is holding or completing an entire application, a pseudo job name of ALL is built and used in the
security profile.

 Access  Description 
READ Allows the user to issue the following commands against the

job jobname in application applname:
APPLJOB BYPASS
APPLJOB COMPLETE
APPLJOB DROPDEP
APPLJOB DROPRES
APPLJOB HOLD
APPLJOB READY
APPLJOB RELEASE
APPLJOB REQUEST
APPLJOB RESET
APPLJOB RESUBMIT
Resubmitting a job from a different JCLLIB requires UPDATE
access to APPL.applname.jobname.
APPLJOB TERMINATE
APPLJOB UNBYPASS
APPLJOB UNREQUEST
APPLJOB UNWAIT
APPLJOB WITHDRAW

 Example 

ESP.APPLX.PAYROLL.JOB01

CALENDAR.calendarname

CALENDAR.calendarname controls access to the ESP calendar specified in calendarname.

NOTE
 All users can browse any calendar by default.

 Access  Description 
UPDATE Allows the user to update the ESP calendar specified by

calendarname. The user can define holidays and special days
within the calendar but cannot update the attributes of the
calendar, such as the default workdays

ALTER Allows the user to create and delete a calendar, as well as update
the attributes of the calendar, such as the default workdays

 Example 

ESP.CALENDAR.SPECIAL
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CONNPROF.profile

CONNPROF.profile controls access to the connection profile specified by profile.

 Access  Description 
READ Allows a user to list a connection profile with

the CONNPROF command and use it with
the CONNPROF statement in an application.

ALTER Allows a user to:
• Define a connection profile with the CONNPROF command.
• Update a connection profile with the CONNPROF command.
• Delete a connection profile with the CONNPROF command.

CSF.CHECK.CMDS

If you want to limit access to specific CSF line commands, use the CSF.CHECK.CMDS profile in combination with the
CSF.LC.cmd profile. The CSF.CHECK.CMDS profile specifies the users for whom the CSF line command checking is
done.

 Access  Description 
READ Enables CSF line command checking with the CSF.LC.cmd profile

NOTE
 Usage note When CSF.CHECK.CMDS does not exist or the user has an access of NONE, then the security
check for the CSF commands is off. As a result, no security check for CSF.LC.* profiles are checked.

CSF.LC.cmd

CSF.LC.cmd controls access to the CSF line command denoted by cmd. Users can access the CSF line command if their
user ID is specified in the CSF.CHECK.CMDS profile and the CSF.LC.cmd profile.

NOTE

• If you don't set up a profile for a specific line command, then all users on CSF can issue that CSF line
command.

• Even if you can access a CSF line command, you still need access to the Event group, application, or job the
command is issued against.

• CSF line commands generate an underlying ESP command. The CSF.LC profile protects only the CSF
command, not the underlying command. For example, the profile can protect CSF command CA but not the
underlying command APPLJOB or AJ.

• Some underlying commands, such as the RESDEF command or OPER commands, have security profiles
available to control access.

• In the case of underlying commands with no security profiles, you should protect the Event group,
application, or job the command is issued against.

 Access  Description 
READ Allows the user to issue the CSF line command specified by cmd 

 Example 

ESP.CSF.LC.R for CSF line command R

ESP.CSF.LC.** for all CSF line commands
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CSF.LC.RW and CSF.LC.RWB

Use the CSF.LC.RW and CSF.LC.RWB profiles to control access to the RESETWOB command and the corresponding
line commands. The CSF.LC.RW and CSF.LC.RWB profiles are available globally. You can use the profiles to control
access to the RESETWOB command not only from CSF, but also from ESP Workstation or other locations.

CSF.LC.RW
This profile is used to secure the RESETWOB EDIT command and the corresponding line command, RW.

CSF.LC.RWB
This profile is used to secure the RESETWOB BROWSE command and the corresponding line command, RWB.

DSALLOC.dsname

The DSALLOC.dsname profile controls which data sets can be invoked from within an Event. For example, you can
control what libraries can be dynamically allocated. This is useful if you don't want users to invoke schedules from their
personal libraries.

The DSALLOC operand must be specified in the SAFOPTS initialization parameter or command.

 Access  Description 
READ Allows the user to include the data set specified by dsname in an

Event. This check is performed in addition to the normal data set
access control by the system security product

 Example 

ESP.DSALLOC.PROD.PAYROLL.MASTER

EVENTINITCLASS.nnn

EVENTINITCLASS.nnn controls the user's ability to use the Event definition EICLASS operand to define an Event with a
particular Event initiator class nnn.

 Access  Description 
READ Allows the user to define an Event with an initiator class of nnn,

where nnn is a number between 0 and 255

 Example 

ESP.EVENTINITCLASS.1 for Event initiator class 1

EXPEDITE.policyname

The EXPEDITE.policyname profile controls a user's ability to trigger an Event with an application containing
an EXPEDITE statement for Expedite policy policyname.

To use the EXPEDITE statement, your host system must have ESP WA Service Governor.

 Access  Description 
READ Allows a user to trigger an Event with an application containing an

EXPEDITE statement for Expedite policy policyname 

 Example 

ESP.EXPEDITE.FAST_BAT
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GF.dsname

The GF.dsname profile controls a user's ability to browse or edit dsname via calling 'Browse Data Set' or 'Edit Data Set' in
ESP Workstation Client.

The GETFILE operand must be specified in the SAFOPTS initialization parameter or command.

 Access  Description 

READ Allows a user to browse or edit the dsname via calling 'Browse
Data Set' or 'Edit Data Set' in ESP Workstation Client

 Example ESP.GF.APC.MYDS1.*

GROUP.event_groupname
GROUP.event_groupname controls access to an ESP Event group (for example, PROD) and to ESP applications
generated from those Events (for example, PROD.ACCTPAY and PROD.PAYROLL).If the user wants to issue a command
against an Event and does not have UPDATE access, the GROUPX profile is checked for READ access.

 Access  Description 

READ Allows a user to:
Browse and simulate Events
View Events and applications the user created
View jobs within the applications

UPDATE Allows a user to:
Issue commands against Events and applications the user created
Issue commands against jobs within the applications
Create Events
Edit Events
Delete Events
Be sure to grant UPDATE access to the user ID used to execute
workload

 Example ESP.GROUP.PROD

GROUPX.event_groupname
GROUPX.event_groupname controls execute-only access to an ESP Event group (for example, PROD) and to ESP
applications generated from those Events (for example, PROD.ACCTPAY, and PROD.PAYROLL).

NOTE
 The user has more authority than READ access to GROUP.event groupname but less authority than UPDATE
access to the same profile.

The following table illustrates the relationship between the GROUP and GROUPX profiles:

 GROUP Profile Access  GROUPX Profile Access  Create an Event  Trigger an Event 

UPDATE NONE Y Y

READ NONE N N

READ READ N Y
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NOTE
The GROUPX profile is checked only if the user wants to issue a command against an Event and does not have
UPDATE access to the GROUP profile.

 Access  Description 

READ Allows the user to:
Trigger, hold, release, suspend, and resume Events
Manipulate applications the user created as well as jobs within the
applications
Users cannot insert jobs into the application or resubmit a job with
a different JCL data set name. Users are not allowed to change
the Event definition or delete it, but they can trigger it.

 Example ESP.GROUPX.PROD

JOB.racid.jobname
JOB.racid.jobname controls the user's access to job-tracking information. The racid parameter is the user ID that the job
runs under.

 Access  Description 

READ Allows a user to view job-tracking information

 Example ESP.JOB.PROD.JOB01

MAPUSER.agentuserid
MAPUSER.agentuserid controls user access to the DEFINE, SET, or DELETE operands of the MAPUSER command for
the specified agent user ID. Access to use the other operands of the MAPUSER command is controlled using the OPER
and OPERCMDS security profiles.

 Access  Description 

UPDATE Allows the user to issue the MAPUSER command with the
DEFINE, SET, or DELETE operands for the specified agent user
ID. User name is case sensitive.

 Example ESP.MAPUSER.PROD1

MODEL.modelname
MODEL.modelname controls the user's access to job-tracking models.

 Access  Description 

ALTER Allows the user to create, replace and delete models, and gives
the user administrator control of the profile

 Example ESP.MODEL.JOB01TK

MVSCMD.mvs_cmd.options...
MVSCMD.mvs_cmd.options controls the user's ability to issue the specified z/OS command and its options from an Event.
The MVSCMD operand must be specified in the SAFOPTS initialization parameter.When ESP passes a request to issue a
z/OS command to the security product, the RACHECK is formatted in the following way:
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• All commas are changed to blanks.
• All occurrences of one or more blanks are changed to a period.

You can create generic profiles by using wildcard characters in the command and options string of the profile to specify a
group of items. For example:

• The security profile to control access to all z/OS display commands is MVSCMD.D.**.
• The security profile to control the ability to vary active VTAM LUs with the prefix RLU is

MVSCMD.V.NET.ACT.ID=RLU*.

The following table gives examples of z/OS commands and security profiles that will control access to these commands.

 z/OS Command  Security Profile 

D U, TAPE, ONLINE MVSCMD.D.U.TAPE.ONLINE

S LWTRL.L , , , L MVSCMD.S.LWTRL.L.*.*.L

F CATALOG, OPEN(DUMP01) MVSCMD.F.CATALOG.OPEN(DUMP01)

The access options are as follows:

 Access  Description 

READ Allows the user to issue z/OS commands from an Event if the
MVSCMD profile is active

 Example ESP.MVSCMD.SE.** for the z/OS send command and all its options

ONLINE
ONLINE controls user access to ESP ISPF interface, the ESP Workstation interface, and the ESP Web Interface.

 Access  Description 

READ Allows a user to use ESP through one of the available interfaces

OPER
OPER controls the user's ability to issue

• Any OPER command except RESDEF and its alias RSD.
 
Access to the RESDEF command is controlled by the RESOURCE.resname profile.
 
Make sure that the SAFOPTS initialization parameter has NOOPERCMDS (the default) set.

• Any z/OS command.
 
Make sure that the SAFOPTS initialization parameter has NOMVSCMD (the default) set.

 Access  Description 

READ Allows the user to issue any OPER command or any z/OS
command

OPERCMD.cmdname
OPERCMD.cmdname controls the user's ability to issue the specified OPER command if the OPERCMDS operand is
specified in the SAFOPTS initialization parameter. Specify the command only, not the command operands. For example,
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specify L not L LEVEL(PROD).If a command has a short form, you should create a profile for the command and another
profile for the short form of the command. For example, create profile ESP.OPERCMD.LIST to control access to the LIST
command and profile ESP.OPERCMD.L to control access to L, the short form of LIST.

 Access  Description 

READ Allows the user to issue the ESP operator command cmdname 

 Example ESP.OPERCMD.LIST for the long form of OPER command LIST LEVEL (PROD)ESP.OPERCMD.L for the
short form of OPER command LIST LEVEL (PROD)

PASSWORD
The PASSWORD profile controls the ability of the mainframe user to:

• Delete or update the password for using agents without supplying the old password. To delete or update the password,
you use the PASSWORD command.

• Delete or update the encryption key for using agents without supplying the old encryption key. To delete or update the
encryption key, you use the CRYPTKEY command.

 Access  Description 

UPDATE Allows a mainframe user to modify or delete the password to
access agents without specifying the current password

 Example ESP.PASSWORD

PNODE.pnodename
PNODE.pnodename controls the user's ability to post a job from an ESP pnode (processing node) and to define pnodes.

 Access  Description 

READ Allows the user to post a job from an ESP pnode

ALTER Allows the user to create and delete pnodes, and gives the user
administrator control of the profile

 Example ESP.PNODE.DISTRIB

RACID.userid
RACID.userid controls the user's ability to specify the USER(userid) operand in an Event definition. USER(userid)
specifies an overriding user ID for an Event to use when executing.

NOTE
 To specify USER(userid) on an Event, you must have READ access to RACID.userid and UPDATE access to
the Event through the GROUP profile.

 Access  Description 

READ Allows the user to assign a RACID(userid) to an Event

 Example ESP.RACID.XR2105 to allow statement USER(XR2105)
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RESABSORB
RESABSORB controls the user's ability to use the ABSORB statement in an application.

 Access  Description 

READ Allows the user to use the ABSORB statement

RESOURCE.resname
The RESOURCE.resname profile controls the use of the RESDEF command as follows:

• Controls who can specify an ESP resource as part of their job scheduling requirements.
• Controls who can create, delete, or modify usage counts associated with specific resources.

 Access  Description 

UPDATE Allows the user to set and display ESP job scheduling resources
with the RESDEF command

ALTER Gives the user create and delete authorities on job scheduling
resources with the RESDEF command

 Example ESP.RESOURCE.SCRATCH for resource SCRATCH

REXXON
The REXXON security profile enables you to control the user's ability to include REXX statements in a procedure.

NOTE
 If you do not create the REXXON profile, all users can invoke REXX from within a procedure.

 Access  Description 

READ Allows the user to invoke REXX from within an ESP procedure

SETOWNER.userid
SETOWNER.userid controls the user's ability to specify the OWNER(userid) operand in an Event definition.
OWNER(userid) specifies an overriding owner for an Event. Ownership in a SAF environment affects only the TSO user
who receives the failure messages. The default owner is the last user to modify the Event.To specify OWNER(userid) in
an Event, you must have READ access to SETOWNER.userid and UPDATE access to the Event through the GROUP
profile.

WARNING
 If a Mailbox is set up then failure messages go to the Mailbox, even if there is an OWNER operand specified.

 Access  Description 

READ Allows an owner to be specified for an Event

 Example ESP.SETOWNER.XR5504 for statement OWNER(XR5504)

SYMLIB.symname
SYMLIB.symname controls access to the ESP symbolic-variable library specified by symname.

 Access  Description 

READ Allows the user to display an ESP SYMLIB
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UPDATE Allows the user to create and delete SYMLIB variables and
change their values

ALTER Allows the user to create and delete SYMLIBs

 Example ESP.SYMLIB.GENSYM for the GENSYM symbolic variable library

TJD.jobname
TJD.jobname controls access to ESP job-tracking commands (ALTTJ, DEFTJ, and DELTJ) for the job specified
by jobname.

 Access  Description 

UPDATE Allows the user to use the ALTTJ command to change job-tracking
definitions

ALTER Allows the user to issue the DEFTJ and DELTJ commands to
define and delete job-tracking definitions

 Example ESP.TJD.PA* to control job-tracking commands for all jobs starting with PA

UTIL.cmd
UTIL.cmd controls access to the UTIL mode command specified by cmd.

 Access  Description 

READ Allows a user to issue the command specified by cmd in ESP
utility mode

 Example ESP.UTIL.DUMPKEY for the DUMPKEY command

UTIL.UTIL
UTIL.UTIL controls access to ESP utility mode and access to two utility mode commands: END and ENDREC.

 Access  Description 

READ Allows the user to access ESP utility mode and issue commands
END and ENDREC

VARTABLE.tablename 
VARTABLE.tablename controls access to the global variable table specified by tablename.

 Access  Description 

READ Allows a user to:
• List a table with the VTLIST command 
• Retrieve a variable with the VGET command
• Verify the consistency of a table with the VTLIST command

using the VERIFY option 
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UPDATE Allows a user to:
• Store a variable with the VPUT command
• Set the value of a variable with the VSET command
• Increment a variable with the VINCR command
• Define a trigger with the VTRDEF command
• Repair a table with the VTLIST command using the REPAIR

option

ALTER Allows a user to:
• Define a table with the VTDEFINE command
• Delete a table with the VTDELETE command
• Delete a variable with the VDEL command
• Delete a trigger with the VTRDEL command

 Example ESP.VARTABLE.GENSYM for the GENSYM global variable table
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Advanced Using
This section builds on your existing knowledge of ESP. It includes the advanced and less commonly used features of
ESP.

This content is for the scheduler who has experience with ESP and a general knowledge of the functions of the product. If
you fit the following description, this section is specifically for you:

• You are a scheduler or you schedule jobs for your organization.
• You are an intermediate to expert user of z/OS and ISPF.
• You have ESP installed on your system and have an intermediate to expert knowledge of it.

If you do not fit this description but you want to find out about the advanced functions of ESP, you will still find this content
useful.

Read the first section of the relevant article to review the general characteristics of the function. Review the examples to
understand how you can use a procedure in a specific business situation.

Follow the approach used in the examples when trying the ESP functions on your own.

Substitute Using Symbolic Variables introduces you to the flexibility and power of symbolic variables and describes how to
create, store, and use these powerful tools in different areas.

Use Global Variable Tables introduces you to this method of storing and retrieving variables and describes how to define,
list, and delete tables, how to store, retrieve, increment, and delete variables, and how to define and delete variable
triggers.

Tailor JCL shows you how to use symbolic variables, inclusion statements, and automatic variables in JCL.

Trigger Events through Job Monitoring and Alert Processing describes how to check on the progress of jobs and how you
can use job monitoring and the Alert feature to trigger an Event at a specific stage in a job.

Use Advanced Features of Procedures explains the less common features of ESP procedures, how to combine multiple
features, and how to apply ESP procedures to different scheduling activities.

Use Advanced Features of Applications describes the advanced features of applications and shows you how to combine
various features of ESP to make your applications more powerful.

Use Templates describes the use of templates for simplifying the specification of repetitious commands or statements,
such as those you use to define holidays or jobs.

Use Advanced Tracking discusses how you can define and use system message interception and manual processing
nodes.

Use Modeling for Forecasting introduces you to the modeling features of ESP and describes how models can forecast the
way jobs will process in your environment.

Use REXX outlines how REXX interacts with ESP and includes procedures for inserting ESP-REXX statements.

Use with DJC/JES3 Job Networks discusses how you can use ESP to set up DJC or JES3 job networks.

Use Signals describes how you can use signals in Events to ensure that Events only execute under certain conditions.

Substitute Using Symbolic Variables
ESP provides powerful substitution capabilities through symbolic variables. A symbolic variable is an object whose value
can be changed during ESP processing. With symbolic variables, you have the flexibility to define date parameters,
specify job names, define job dependencies, and use as command input.
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Concepts of Symbolic Variables

This section describes symbolic variables.

About Symbolic Variables

You can use symbolic variables throughout ESP to enhance its flexibility and power. Some reasons for using symbolic
variables are:

• Time savings -- You do not have to enter specific characters, such as dates, each time you want to perform the same
kind of processing.

• Reduction of coding errors -- You enter a symbolic variable only once.
• Reduction in length of input -- You shorten the length of input data.

Where to Insert Symbolic Variables

You can insert symbolic variables in the following:

• ESP procedures
• Job documentation members
• Events
• JCL
• Symbolic-variable libraries
• Global-variable tables
• ESP initialization parameters
• USER1, USER2, USER3, and USER4 parameters (with TRIGGER and APPLJOB RESUB commands)
• Text of the TITLE and FOOTING commands of ESP

Get Started with Symbolic Variables

ESP has various built-in symbolic variables that are listed at the end of this chapter. After you master these symbolic
variables, you can create your own symbolic variables.

Format of Symbolic Variable Conventions

Each type of symbolic variable has its own format.

The following conventions apply to all ESP symbolic variables:

Symbolic Variable Meaning
% - Symbolic-variable Introducer The symbolic-variable introducer distinguishes symbolic variables

from other data.

ESP assigns the % symbolic variable as a default at installation.

Use % in front of the symbolic-variable name.

Use when you want to use the value of a symbolic variable.

For example, in an assignment statement like

 NAME='JEAN'

 

%NAME resolves to the value of JEAN.
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Other Introducers To use a different introducer, do one of the following:
Make a global change to an ESP initialization parameter. For more
information, see Initialization Parameters.
Change the introducer in the JCL for a single job.
Use a double percent sign %%.

Single Quotation Marks ('') Enter at the beginning and end of the symbolic-variable value
whenever you assign a value to symbolic-variable name.
For example, P='IEFBR14'

End of symbolic variable To signify the end of a symbolic-variable name use any of the
following:
A period
Another separator (such as a space, comma, or semi-colon)
Another introducer character and symbolic variable

NOTE
ESP treats anything of the form %X(%Y) as a substring specification. If you need to use this format, you must
signify the end of the symbolic variable %X as described above. For example, use %X.(%Y).

For more information, see Modifying the Symbol Introducer in Tailor JCL.

Use Built-in Symbolic Variables

ESP includes several built-in symbolic variables. Each of these symbolic variables has a specific name and function.

Format of Built-in Date and Time Symbolic-Variable Names

The name of a built-in date and time symbolic variable consists of a prefix and descriptive characters. For example, the
built-in symbolic variable %ESPADAY consists of the prefix ESPA and the descriptive characters DAY. The following table
describes the prefixes:

Prefix Explanation
ESPA Tells ESP to substitute the actual submission value.
ESPS Tells ESP to substitute the scheduled value at the time of

processing.

Example 1: An Event Using Built-in Symbolic Variables to Send a Message

In this example, an event is triggered by a data set. The event uses built-in symbolic variables to send a message to
console 01. Built-in symbolic variables represent the changeable components of the message as follows:

• %ESPEVENT represents the name of the event.
• %ESPATIME, which includes the prefix ESPA, represents the actual time the event triggers.

An example of this event:

 EVENT ID(CYBER.TRIGPAY)

 SEND '%ESPEVENT HAS BEEN TRIGGERED AT %ESPATIME' CN(01)

 

An example of the message on console 01 if this EVENT is triggered at 09.45.07:

 CYBER.TRIGPAY HAS BEEN TRIGGERED AT 09.45.07

 

Example 2: Built-in Symbolic Variables Create a Date Parameter
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This example uses built-in symbolic variables to represent a date parameter that shows the numbers of the scheduled
month, scheduled day, and scheduled year. Assume that you want the format of the date parameter to look like this:

 MMDDYYYY

 

Built-in symbolic variables represent the changeable components of the date parameter, as follows:

• %ESPSMM represents the scheduled number of the month.
• %ESPSDD represents the scheduled day of the month.
• %ESPSYEAR represents the scheduled day of the year.

For a scheduled date of April 20th, 2001, the symbolic variables resolve to form a date parameter as follows:

Symbolic Variables Substituted Values of April 20, 2001
%ESPSMM%ESPSDD%ESPSYEAR 04202001

Built-in Symbolic Variable Categories

ESP built-in symbolic variables are grouped in five categories:

• Time-based
• Environment
• Event
• ESP procedure
• Application

NOTE
You cannot assign values to built-in symbolic variables.

Date and Time-based Symbolic Variables

The built-in symbolic variables listed in the following table resolve to date and time values as follows:

• Variables starting with ESPS represent the scheduled trigger date and time for the event.
• Variables starting with ESPA represent the actual trigger date and time for the event.

For example, ESPSHH specifies the hour the event was scheduled to trigger. ESPAHH specifies the actual hour the event
was triggered.

Type Symbolic Variables Description
Date ESPSDATE, ESPADATE Contains the event date in full. Example: Sunday 22nd July 2001
Year ESPSYY, ESPAYY

ESPSYEAR, ESPAYEAR
Contains the last two digits of the year. Example: 01
Contains the year. Example: 2001

Month ESPSMM, ESPAMM
ESPSMMM, ESPAMMM
ESPSMONTH, ESPAMONTH

Contains the number of the month. Example: 01 for January
Contains the first three characters of the month. Example: Jan
Contains the name of the month. Example: January

Day ESPSDAY, ESPADAY
ESPSDD, ESPADD
ESPSDDD, ESPADDD
ESPSDOW#, ESPADOW#

Contains the name of the day. Example: Monday
Contains the number of the actual day of the month. Example: 09
Contains the Julian day or the number day in the year. Example:
365
Contains the number day in the week, regardless of the first day of
the week setting in a calendar. Examples: one for Sunday, two for
Monday and so on.
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Time ESPSTIME, ESPATIME Contains the time in 24-hour format. Example: 14.55.32
Hour ESPSHH, ESPAHH Contains the hour in 24-hour format. Example: 14
Minutes ESPSMN, ESPAMN Contains the number of minutes past the hour. Example: 55
Seconds ESPSSS, ESPASS Contains the number of seconds past the minute. Example: 32
Hundredths of a
Second

ESPSTH, ESPATH Contains the number of hundredths of a second past the second.
Example: 87

Environment Symbolic Variables

The following table lists the Environment symbolic variables:

Symbolic Variable Description
COLD Contains 1 when ESP is cold started, 0 otherwise. Available only in the initialization

parameters.
CPUMODEL Contains the CPU model number. Example: 9221
CPUSERIAL Contains the CPU serial number. Example: 0D0905
CQFORMAT Contains 1 when the COMMQ data set is reformatted, 0 otherwise.
HWNAME Contains the one-to-eight character key used for the name of the hardware box.
JESMEMBER Contains the JES complex member name of the system this ESP is executing under.
JESNODE Contains the JES node name of the system this ESP is executing under.
LPARNAME Contains the one-to-eight character key used for machines with multiple LPARs.
MGRADDR Contains the TCP/IP address of ESP.
MGRNAME Contains the name of ESP as specified in the agent definition.
NQFORMAT Contains 1 when the NETQUEUE data set is reformatted, 0 otherwise.
QFORM Contains 1 when the queue data set is reformatted, 0 otherwise. Available only in the

initialization parameters.
QUIESCE Contains 1 when ESP is started in the quiesced state, 0 otherwise. Available only in the

initialization parameters.
RELOAD Contains 1 when all ESP modules residing in the CSA are reloaded, 0 otherwise.

Available only in the initialization parameters.
RESFORM Contains 1 when the RESFILE data set is reformatted, 0 otherwise. Available only in the

initialization parameters.
SHADOW Contains a value identifying the master and the shadow managers. By default, the value

identifying the master is 0. Available only in the initialization parameters if WA High
Availability EE is installed.

SID Contains the identifier for the z/OS system that ESP is running on.
SMFID Contains the SMF identifier. Example: A090
SUBSYS Contains the ESP sub-system identifier.
SYSCLONE Contains the one-to-two character key used for the name of the current z/OS image.
SYSJNAME Contains the name of the address space where the symbol is used.
SYSNAME Contains the one-to-eight character key used for the name of the current z/OS image.
SYSPLEX Contains the one-to-eight character key used to name your sysplex.
TPFORMAT Contains 1 when the TP checkpoint data set is reformatted, 0 otherwise.
VMUSERID Contains the one-to-eight character key used when you run z/OS under VM.
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Event Symbolic Variables

This section documents the following types of event-related symbolic variables:

• Event
• Data set trigger
• FTP data set trigger
• Event-level sensor

Event Type

The following table contains event type event symbolic variables.

Symbolic Variable Description
ESPDSN Contains the name of the data set containing the current JCL statement. This symbolic

variable can only be used in JCL.
ESPEVENT Contains the name of the Event.
ESPGROUP Contains the current ESP group.
ESPJOBN Contains the current job name. This symbolic variable can only be used in JCL.
ESPMEMBER Contains the name of the library member if any (null if data set is sequential). This

symbolic variable can only be used in JCL.
ESPTRUSR Contains the ID of the user who triggered the Event.
ESPUSER Contains the ID of the user who defined or last modified the Event.

Data Set Trigger Type

The following table contains data set trigger type event symbolic variables.

Symbolic Variable Description
ESPTRDSN Contains the name of the data set, if ESP triggers the Event by data set activity.

Note: ESPTRDSN contains the fully qualified data set name if ESP triggers the Event by
explicit data set trigger with a relative generation specified.

ESPTRGDG Contains the GDG base name, if ESP triggers the Event by explicit data set trigger with a
relative generation specified.

ESPTRJOB Contains the name of the job or user that created, closed, or renamed the data set, if
ESP triggers the Event by data set activity.

ESPTRMEM Contains the name of the data set member or the generation of the GDG. Not valid for
implicit data set trigger.

ESPTRVOL Contains the volume serial of the device on which the data set activity occurred, if ESP
triggers the Event by data set activity.

ESPFTPBC Contains the byte count of the FTP data transfer. Its value is 0 for non-FTP triggers and 1
for FTP trigger renames.

ESPFTPCS Contains the state of the local FTP partner as the client or the server. The values are as
follow:
C for Client
S for Server
Null for Non-FTP triggers
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ESPFTPFMT Contains the data format of the FTP file transfer. The values are:
A for ASCII
E for EBCDIC
I for Binary (image)
Null for Non-FTP triggers

FTP Data Set Trigger Type

The following table contains FTP data set trigger type event symbolic variables.

Symbolic Variable Description
ESPFTPIP Contains the IP address of the remote FTP partner host. Its value is null for non-FTP

triggers.
ESPFTPMD Contains the data mode of the FTP file transfer. The values are:

B for Block data format
C for Compressed data format
S Stream data format
Null for Non-FTP triggers

ESPFTPUSR Contains the user ID that the FTP client used to logon to the FTP server. Its value is null
for non-FTP triggers.

Event-Level Sensor Type

The following table contains symbolic variables for event-level sensors that trigger events.

Symbolic Variable Description
ESPWTAGENT Contains the name of the agent monitor specified in the WOBTRIG command. This

variable is valid only if WOBTRIG specifies the FILE_TRIGGER event-level sensor.
ESPWTFILE Contains the name of the file monitored by the agent monitor specified in the WOBTRIG

command. This variable is valid only if WOBTRIG specifies the FILE_TRIGGER event-
level sensor.

Procedure Symbolic Variables

The following table lists the ESP procedure symbolic variables.

Variable Description
ESPINFOREC Contains the Information Management record number associated with a job. This

symbolic variable is available only after job submission and has a default value of null.
ESPJQUAL Contains the qualifier of the job currently being processed. It is available in both generate

and process phases of application processing, but only for substitution in the job's JCL.
If used in other statements within the job's definition (for example, SEND), its value is
blank.

ESPREEXEC# Contains the number of re-executions of an ESP procedure.
ESPSADG Indicates if SADGEN is running. The values are: SADGEN running=1; otherwise=0.
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Application Symbolic Variables

These are the symbolic variables that relate to ESP applications. Unless noted below, an application variable is available
only during application process mode.

Symbolic Variable Description
AVGRUNTIME Contains the average execution time in minutes of successful instances of a job.
ESP_APPL_GEN Indicates if the application is in generation mode. The values are as follows:

Generation mode=1; otherwise=0. This flag is available during application generation and
process modes.

ESP_APPL_PROC Indicates if the application is in process mode. The values are as follows:
Process mode=1; otherwise=0. This flag is available during application generation and
process modes.

ESPAPGEN Contains the absolute generation number of an application.
ESPAPJOB Contains the name of a job in an application.
ESPAPFULLNAME Contains the 64-character full name of a job in an application.
ESPAPPL Contains the name of an application. This symbolic variable is available during

application generation and process modes.
ESPAPQUAL Contains the qualifier of a job in an application. It contains meaningful values only during

the application processing phase. During application generation it is always null.
During the processing phase, within the scope of the job actually being processed, and
when substituted in global statements anywhere in the application definition, it contains
the qualifier for that job.

ESPAPSUB# Contains the submission number for a job in an application. The first time ESP submits a
job in an application, the value of this symbolic variable is 1. If ESP resubmits the same
job from the same generation of the application, the submission number increases by 1
for that job. This number resets for each generation of an application.

ESPAPTAG Contains the tag associated with a job in an application.
ESPCUJOB Contains the name of the current job in an application. This variable is available during

application generation and process modes.
ESPCUFULLNAME Contains the 64-character full name of the current job in an application. This variable is

available during application generation and process modes.
ESPCUQUAL Contains the qualifier of the current job in an application. It contains meaningful values

during both application generation and processing phases.
During the processing phase, within the scope of the job actually being processed, and
when substituted in global statements coded physically after that job in the application
definition, it contains the qualifier for that job.
If substituted in a global statement coded prior to the subject job in the application
definition, it has a blank value.
During application generation it contains the qualifier of the most recently processed job
(in physical sequence) in the application definition.
Prior to processing the first job in the application definition, its value is blank.

ESPHELDMAN Contains the following values:
zero (false) - indicates the held-manual job facility is not enabled.
one (true) - indicates the held-manual job facility is enabled.
The held-manual job facility is enabled through the TRACKOPT initialization parameter.

ESPLONGNAME Contains the long name of the job as defined in the LONGNAME operand.
ESPFULLNAME Contains the 64-character full name of a job.
ESPRRJID Contains the job number of the job being rerun.
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ESPRRJOB Contains the job name of the job being rerun.
ESPSUBAPPL Contains the name of the subapplication.
FROMSTEP Contains the name of the from step specified on a restart if it is specified on the

resubmission panel.
MAXRUNTIME Contains the maximum allowable execution time for a job in minutes. If you do not

explicitly assign a value to the MAXRUNTIME variable, it contains 0. This means that the
job has no maximum allowable execution time.

MINRUNTIME Contains the minimum allowable execution time for a job in minutes. If you do not
explicitly assign a value to the MINRUNTIME variable, it contains 0. This means that the
job has no minimum allowable execution time.

RESUB_USER Contains the user ID initiating a resubmission of a job.
ROOTJOBS Contains the names of root jobs specified on a trigger.
TOSTEP Contains the name of the to step specified on a restart if it is specified on the

resubmission panel.

Global-variable Table Symbolic Variables

These symbolic variables are available when the modification of a global variable triggers an event.

Symbolic Variable Description
ESPVTOLDVALUE Contains the value of the modified variable prior to modification.
ESPVTTABLE Contains the name of the table containing the modified variable.
ESPVTUSER Contains the ID of the user who made the modification.
ESPVTVALUE Contains the value of the modified variable after the modification.
ESPVTVARIABLE Contains the name of the modified variable.

Workload Object Related Symbolic Variables

The following table describes the object related symbolic variable:

Symbolic Variable Description
ESPFTFILE Contains a value from the the following AFM operands:

Filename()
Comes from an agent to a FILE_TRIGGER workload object when an action (for example,
CREATE, DELETE, or UPDATE) occurs on the file.
DSN()
Comes from the ESP Data Set Trigger Manager to a DSTRIG workload object when an
action, for example, CREATE, DELETE, or UPDATE, occurs on the data set. The value
can also be a path to a USS file when an action (for example, UPDATE or RENAME)
occurs on a USS file.

Use User-defined Symbolic Variables

This section explains the two types of user-defined symbolic variables and how they are used.
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Types of User-defined Symbolic Variables

A user-defined symbolic variable can be a character string or an integer. Symbolic-variable variables are character
variables by default, unless you declare them as integers in a declaration statement. You can work with symbolic variables
in procedures and symbolic-variable libraries.

Format of User-defined Symbolic Variables

The following rules apply to naming a user-defined symbolic variable:

• The value of symbolic variable cannot exceed 64 characters.
• The length of symbolic-variable name cannot exceed 256 characters.
• The symbolic-variable name cannot be the name of a CLANG built-in function and should not be the name of a built-in

symbolic variable.
• The first character of the symbolic-variable name must be alphabetic.
• Characters in position 2 through 256 can be any combination of alphabetic, numeric, national characters, or

underscore.

Understand User-defined Symbolic Variables

The following table lists the characteristics of character strings and integers:

Symbolic Variable Explanation
Character Is by default a variable-length field.

To have a fixed-length field, define the field length in an assignment statement.
Use if you want to assign values that are either alphabetic or numeric. Manipulate these
values as character strings. For example: P='IEFBR14'.

Integer Use if you want to assign arithmetic values or expressions. Manipulate these values as
numbers. For example: I=3*26 and NUMBER=39.
You must use an INTEGER statement or ULONG statement to define an integer
symbolic variable before you can assign a value to it.

Example 1: Define an Integer Symbolic Variable

The following input line defines symbolic variable X as an integer symbolic variable:

 INTEGER X

 

Example 2: Define Multiple Integer Symbolic Variables

You can also declare more than one symbolic variable in the same statement. The following line declares integer I,
WEEK#, and DD:

 INTEGER I, WEEK#, DD

 

Assign a Value to a Symbolic Variable

You can assign a value or an expression to a symbolic variable as in the following examples.

The following statement assigns a value to the symbolic variable:

 P='IEFBR14' 

 

The following statement assigns an expression to the symbolic variable:
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 NUM=3*26  

 

The integer NUM has the value 78. A value must be assigned to a symbolic variable prior before it is used.

NOTE
If you assign a character string to an integer variable, ESP evaluates the character string as if it were an
arithmetic expression and then stores the result as an integer.

Format of Assigned Statements

The following formatting rules apply when you are assigning a value to a symbolic variable:

• For character symbolic variables, place single quotation marks (' ') around the assigned value. For example:
 JOBNAME='PAYROLL'

 

• If you want a quotation to be inserted in the value, use two single quotation marks (''). For example:
 MESSAGE='IT''S ALMOST DONE'.

 

• Do not add the introducer character (%) to the symbolic variable when you are assigning a value to the symbolic
variable. For example, use NAME='FRED'. Do not use %NAME='FRED'.

Assign a Value to a Defined Integer

An integer variable requires a definition before you can assign a value to it. The following example shows how you can
assign a value to an integer immediately after you define it.

 INTEGER X

 X=2

 

When processing an ESP procedure, ESP performs symbolic variable substitution before any IF checking. When you
define an integer variable, you should define it outside the scope of any IF statement. You can then assign it a value. For
example:

 INTEGER X, Y

 IF TODAY('MONDAY') THEN DO

   X=1

   Y=%X+6

 ENDDO

 

Use Symbolic Variables in Applications

You can also define and work with symbolic variables as part of your application. Follow these rules:
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• (Built-in and global variables) At application process time, an assignment made to a variable within the scope of a JOB
statement is available only for that job.

• (User-defined variables only) ESP sets the value of the variable based on the last assignment statement executed. At
application process time, the value that ESP assigns to the user-defined variable is used for all the other occurrences
of the same variable in the application.

• User-defined variables are local to the application where the variable is defined. To use variables across multiple
applications, use the built-in or global variables.

• You must assign a value to a symbolic variable prior to using that variable. You cannot use a symbolic variable as part
of a job name or qualifier if you assign a value to this variable within the scope of the JOB object using that job name
or qualifier.

• Ensure that any symbolic variables used to create a job name or qualifier will have the same value at process time
that they did at application generation time. Actual date and time symbolic variables (for example %ESPATIME) for job
names and qualifiers should not be used, because their values change.

For more information about using symbolic variables in procedures, see Use Symbolic Variables.

Example: Assign Values to Symbolic Variables in an Application

The following example shows how to assign values to symbolic variables in an application:

The following is an application named EXTRACTS with multiple runs of the same job named A. Each run requires
a different division number which is specified for each job using a variable named DIVISION. During simulation and
application generation modes, DIVISION has the value 789 because this is the last value assigned to it. During application
process mode, however, ESP submits each job with a different DIVISION number.

 APPL EXTRACTS

 JCLLIB 'SYS1.JCL'

 JOB A.RUN1

   DIVISION='123'

   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE A.RUN2

 ENDJOB

 JOB A.RUN2

   DIVISION='456'

   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE A.RUN3

 ENDJOB

 JOB A.RUN3

   DIVISION='789'

   RUN DAILY

 ENDJOB

 

Customize Date and Time Variables Using GENTIME

To customize the date and time symbolic variables for scheduling criteria, Use a GENTIME command.

Format of GENTIME Command

The following is the format of the GENTIME command:

 GENTIME prefix criteria
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Parts of GENTIME Command

The following table describes the parts of the GENTIME command:

Field Description
GENTIME Is the command name

Must be entered in uppercase
prefix Is the part of the GENTIME command that you assign

Can be from one to eight characters (national characters, such as
#, are acceptable)
Note: The prefixes ESPA and ESPS are reserved for built-in date
and time symbolic variables and cannot be used in the GENTIME
command.

criteria Consists of standardized descriptive characters.
For example, the symbolic variable characters MM represents two
digits of the scheduled month.

Example: Generate Date/Time Symbolic Variable

To generate symbolic variables that refer to the next workday, you choose the symbolic-variable prefix NW. Following is
the GENTIME command:

 GENTIME NW TODAY PLUS 1 WORKDAY

 

The above input generates these three date and time symbolic variables:

• %NWMM
• %NWDD
• %NWYY

You can now use these symbolic variables as follows:

 %NWMM%NWDD%NWYY

 

For example, if today is August 10, 2000 and tomorrow is a workday, these symbolic variables are resolved as follows:

Symbolic Variables Substituted values on August 10, 2000
%NWMM%NWDD%NWYY 08110

Use Multiple GENTIME Commands

You can use the output from one GENTIME command as input to another GENTIME statement.

Example: Generate a Date Variable One Week Ago Less One Workday

This example uses a GENTIME command to generate a date variable for one week ago. This date is then used in the
second GENTIME to generate date variables for the workday prior to one week ago:

 /* one week ago

 GENTIME PWK TODAY LESS 1 WEEK

 /* 1 workday prior to 1 week ago

 GENTIME PWD %PWKDATE LESS 1 WORKDAY
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If today is August 11, 2000, the symbolic variable PWKDATE resolves to August 4, 2000 and PWDDATE resolves to
August 3, 2000.

Example: Generate a Date Variable One Calendar Day After The Last Workday Of The Prior Month

This example uses a series of GENTIME commands to generate a final date variable for the calendar day following the
last workday of the previous month. The last date variable generated (%FINAL) is stored in YYYYMMDD format.

 /* FIRST DAY OF THIS MONTH

 GENTIME CURR FIRST DAY OF MONTH STARTING TODAY

 /* FIRST DAY OF PRIOR MONTH

 GENTIME LASTMO FIRST DAY OF MONTH +

    STARTING %CURRDATE LESS 1 MONTH

 /* LAST WORKDAY OF PRIOR MONTH

 GENTIME LASTWKD LAST WORKDAY OF MONTH +

    STARTING %LASTMODATE

 GENTIME PLUSONE %LASTWKDDATE PLUS 1 DAY

 /*RESULT IN YYYYMMDD FORMAT

 FINAL='%PLUSONEYEAR%PLUSONEMM%PLUSONEDD'

 

Other Examples Using GENTIME

The following table lists some typical schedule criteria for a GENTIME command. You can adapt the format from these
examples for use in your own GENTIME commands:

Scheduling Criteria User Prefix GENTIME Statement
Seven days after today OVER GENTIME OVER TODAY PLUS 7 DAYS
Two workdays before today PPD GENTIME PPD TODAY LESS 2

WORKDAYS

Previous workday PD GENTIME PD TODAY LESS 1 WORKDAY

Previous day TMSPD GENTIME TMSPD TODAY LESS 1 DAY

Next day TMSND GENTIME TMSND TODAY PLUS 1 DAY

Next workday ND GENTIME ND TODAY PLUS 1 WORKDAY

Two workdays after today NND GENTIME NND TODAY PLUS 2
WORKDAY

One week prior to today LW GENTIME LW TODAY LESS 1 WEEK

First day of current month BGMNTH GENTIME BGMNTH 1ST DAY OF MONTH
STARTING TODAY

Previous month PMNTH GENTIME PMNTH 1ST DAY OF MONTH
LESS 1 MONTH STARTING TODAY

First day of previous month PMNTH1 GENTIME PMNTH1 1ST DAY OF MONTH
STARTING %PMNTHDATE

Test Date/Time Symbolic Variables

To test the symbolic variables that are produced by a GENTIME command before storing the generated symbolic
variables permanently in a symbolic-variables library or ESP procedure:

1. Enter the GENTIME command with your prefix and criteria.
2. Enter the ECHO command to send the symbolic variables back to your terminal for display.
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NOTE
When you use a GENTIME command for testing or demonstration purposes, the generated symbolic variables
are only temporary. They are lost when you exit from the screen.

Example: Test GENTIME

The following example shows how to test the generated symbolic variables:

Enter the following input, using Page mode or Line mode:

 GENTIME PD YESTERDAY

 ECHO '%PDMM%PDDD%PDYY'

 

Assuming that you test the symbolic variables as of September 20, 2000, the values sent to your terminal look like this:

Symbolic Variables Substituted values on September 20, 2000
%NWMM%NWDD%NWYY 091900

Combine Symbolic Variables With Other Variables

You can combine symbolic variables with the following:

• Other variables
• Literal character strings
• Constants

Understand Concatenation of Symbolic Variables

To combine symbolic variables, concatenate or attach the symbolic variable to another character or group of characters.

Example 1: Concatenate Multiple Symbolic Variables

To assign values to variables V1 and V2, you can code your statements as follows:

 V1='ABC' 

 V2='DEF'

Assign a value to symbolic variable V3 by concatenating symbolic variable V2 to the end of V1. Enter the following
statement:

 V3='%V1%V2'

 

When ESP substitutes a value for V3, it uses ABCDEF.

If you want to include a period (.) in your concatenated string, use two periods (..) because ESP treats the first period as a
delimiter. For example, if you want V3 to have the value of V1 concatenated with V2 and separated with a period, use the
following:

 V3='%V1..%V2'

 

When ESP substitutes a value for V3, it uses ABC.DEF.

Example 2: Concatenate Symbolic Variables and Literal Strings

You can concatenate a symbolic variable onto a literal string. In this case, the symbolic variable V1 has the value ABC,
and the literal string is XYZ. Assign a value to symbolic variable V4 by concatenating V1 to XYZ:

 V1='ABC'
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 V4='%V1'+'XYZ'

 

NOTE
The plus sign (+) joins the values on the right side of the above statement. When ESP processes the above
input, the result is ABCXYZ.

Example 3: Concatenate Symbolic Variables and Constants

You can combine a symbolic variable with a constant, either by typing a separator or by creating a new variable.

Assume that you want to create a new symbolic variable V5 by concatenating the constant named PAYROLL to the end of
the symbolic variable %ESPSMM.

Use a period (.) as a separator between the symbolic-variable name and the constant. For example, you can define
symbolic variable V5 as follows:

 V5='%ESPSMM.PAYROLL'

 

You can create a new symbolic variable, such as P, to represent the name of the constant. You then concatenate the new
symbolic variable %P to the original symbolic variable %ESPSMM. Define symbolic variable V5 as follows:

 P='PAYROLL'

 V5='%ESPSMM%P'

 

If ESP is scheduled to process V5 in the month of January, the result is V5='01PAYROLL'.

Use Substring Notation

You can use substring notation when you want to use a portion or substring of a symbolic variable. If you are working with
symbolic variables in an ESP procedure, you can also use the SUBSTR built-in function for substrings.

Format of Substring Notation

The syntax for the substring notation follows:

 %symbolic(start_position:end_position)

 

Format of Substring Notation

The following table describes the parts of the substring format:

Field Description
symbolic Specifies the name of the symbolic variable
start_position Specifies the starting position in the symbolic variable

If end_position is omitted, start_position represents the length of the substring, beginning
at position one.

end_position (Optional) Specifies the ending position in the symbolic variable

Examples of Substring Notation

To explain how you can use substring notation to modify the length of a symbolic variable, consider a symbolic variable
LONGWORD assigned the value HIPPOPOTAMUS. Use any of the following methods to modify the field length.
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Example 1: Create Shorter Version of Symbolic Variable

In this situation, you want the result to be HIP. To remove the characters at the end of the symbolic-variable name, enter
the following:

 %LONGWORD(3)

 

Example 2: Create Longer Symbolic Variable

To force a longer field length, ESP can add trailing blanks to the end of the symbolic variable value.

In this situation you want the resulting value to have fixed field length of 20. Because there are only 12 characters in
HIPPOPOTAMUS, use substring notation to increase the length to 20. Enter the following:

 %LONGWORD(20)

 

The resulting value is 'HIPPOPOTAMUS '.

Note that the administrator of your installation may have changed the way this works in that a string will not be padded
with blanks when the specified length is longer than the symbolic variable value.

Substring notation is useful for formatting date values, as the following example demonstrates.

Example 3: Substring Notation Sets Field Length of Date

Assume that today is Sunday, July 22, 2001. The following table demonstrates several methods of entering symbolic-
variable names and the corresponding values for each symbolic variable:

Symbolic-variable Name Corresponding Values
%ESPADAY SUNDAY
%ESPADATE SUNDAY 22TH JULY 2001
%ESPAMONTH(2) JU
%ESPAYEAR(3:4) 01

Example 4: Extract Generation Number of a GDG

This example uses the LENGTH function and substring notation to extract the four-character generation number of a
GDG that has caused a data set trigger. The length of the data set name in this example varies. The LENGTH function
calculates the length of the data set name, represented by ESPTRDSN. Substring notation extracts the appropriate
substring.

 INTEGER X

 X=LENGTH(ESPTRDSN)

 GEN='%ESPTRDSN(%X-6:%X-3)'

 

For example, if the data set name that caused the data set trigger is A.B.C.G0293V00, then:

• X=14, because there are 14 characters in the data set name.
• GEN extracts a substring of the data set name, beginning with position 8 and ending with position 11. This resolves to

0293.

Use Compound Symbolic Variables

A compound symbolic variable combines the values of any number of other symbolic variables by means of iterative
substitution.
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Format of Compound Symbolic Variables

The following is the format for inserting compound symbolic variables:

• Parentheses ( ) enclose the symbolic variables immediately following the symbolic-variable introducer (% by default).
The characters within the parentheses are known as a nest.

• There is no maximum limit to the number of nests.
• Any compound variable can nest more compound variables.
• If there are multiple sets of nests, insert each nest in a separate set of parentheses. For example, A=%(B%(C%D)).

Example: Use Compound Symbolic Variables

The following example uses compound symbolic variables to define daily variations. In this example, you require different
tape volume serial numbers for a job, depending on the day of the week you schedule a job. Follow these steps:

Enter the following input in a symbolic-variable library or in an ESP procedure:

 VOL1='TAPESUN'

 VOL2='TAPEMON'

 VOL3='TAPETUE'

 VOL4='TAPEWED'

 VOL5='TAPETHU'

 VOL6='TAPEFRI'

 VOL7='TAPESAT'

 VOLX='%(VOL%ESPSDOW#)'

 

%ESPSDOW# is a built-in ESP symbolic variable that represents the weekday number of the scheduled day. Sunday is 1,
Monday is 2, Tuesday is 3, and so on. The values are not influenced by any definitions you can have for your calendars.

Next, instruct ESP to retrieve the volume serial number that corresponds to the matching week day. Your JCL input looks
like this:

 VOL=SER=%VOLX

 

If ESP submits the above JCL on a Tuesday, it produces the following results:

Figure 47: Compound symbolic variables
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Use USER1, 2, 3, and 4 Symbolic Variables

ESP TRIGGER and SIMULATE commands support four user symbolic variables: %USER1, %USER2, %USER3, and
%USER4. You can use these symbolic variables to pass information to ESP procedures and JCL. Each variable can be
up to 68 characters.

Example: Send a Message

The following example uses the USER symbolic variables to send a message to a user. When you want to send a
message, you will need to supply the message text and the user ID information.

1. Define an ESP procedure, like the one below, to send a message. %USER1 represents the user IDs to receive the
message; %USER2, %USER3, and %USER4 represent the message text.
 /* USER1- userid(s) - separate with commas

 /* USER2- message text

/* USER3- message text

/* USER4- message text

SEND '%USER2 ' USER(%USER1)

SEND '%USER3 ' USER(%USER1)

SEND '%USER4 ' USER(%USER1)

 

2. Define an event to invoke the above procedure, like this:
 EVENT ID(USER01.SEND_MESSAGE)

   INVOKE 'CYB.ESP.PROCS(SENDMSG)'

ENDDEF

 

3. When you trigger the event, pass the USER symbolic variables, like this:
 ESP ---------------------------TRIGGER an EVENT--------------------------------ESP

 COMMAND ===>

FIll in any of the following optional fields and press ENTER:

 REPLACE/ADD ===>          (Defaults to REPLACE - set by TRDFLT cmd)

TRIGGER TIME ===>

                   (Optional trigger date/time, NOW is the default)

 BYPASS XEQ ===>   (Specify Y to bypass next scheduled Event execution)

APPL on HOLD ===>   (Specify Y to place new Application in "APPLHOLD")

 User Parameters passed to Event:

USER1  ===>  FRED

USER2  ===>  *****************************

USER3  ===>   SCHEDULING IS EASY WITH ESP

USER4  ===>  *****************************

 CASE SENSITIVE ===>   (Specify Y to retain case of USER1-4 parameters)

 ROOTJOB(S):          (Names of jobs and successors, for a partial rerun)

      ===>

 

Alternatively, you can use the TRIGGER command to trigger the event through Page mode, batch, a system console, or
an ESP procedure. The following example demonstrates how to pass the USER variables on the TRIGGER command.

 TRIGGER USER01.SEND_MESSAGE USER1('FRED') +

 USER2('******************************') + 

USER3(' SCHEDULING IS EASY WITH ESP ') +

USER4('*****************************')

 

Example: Run Ad-hoc Jobs
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This example uses the USER parameters to simplify the process of submitting ad-hoc jobs. You can use a single event
and a single ESP procedure for multiple ad-hoc jobs which a user can request at any time. With the proper security
controls, users can submit their own work using this technique.

1. Set up an ESP procedure that submits the job. One method is shown below.
 SUBMIT 'SYS1.JCLLIB(%USER1)'

 

2. Define an event to invoke the above procedures.
3. Trigger the event, and pass the job name as the USER1 variable.

Instead of using a SUBMIT command, you could submit the job as part of an application. You can view the job using the
Consolidated Status Facility. As shown in the following examples, you can choose to create a single job application or
insert the job into an active application.

In this example, ESP generates an application containing one job. The name of the application is the same as the job
name.

 APPL %USER1

 JCLLIB 'SYS1.JCLLIB'

JOB %USER1

  RUN ANY

ENDJOB

 

In this example, ESP inserts the job into the current generation of an application named LEFTOVER.

-> Reinsert code

 ESP AJ %USER1 INSERT APPL(LEFTOVER.0)

 

Example: Resubmit Job from Operator Console

This example uses the USER parameters to resubmit a job from an operator console.

1. Set up an ESP procedure that issues an AJ command to resubmit a job, like this:
 ESP AJ %USER1 RESUB APPL(%USER2..0)

 

2. Create an event (for example CYBER.RESUB) to invoke the above procedure.
3. Trigger the event. Pass the job name as the USER1 variable and the application name as the USER2 variable. An

example is shown below. The job name is PAYJOB1 and the application name is PAYROLL.
 F ESP,TR CYBER.RESUB USER1('PAYJOB1') USER2('PAYROLL')

 

ESP then issues the following command:
 ESP AJ PAYJOB1 RESUB APPL(PAYROLL.0)

 

Alternatively, you can use separate events for different applications so that the application name is not required. You can
have events like CYBER.RESUB_PAYROLL and CYBER.RESUB_BILLING, for example to resubmit jobs in the PAYROLL
and BILLING applications, respectively.

Format Symbolic-Variable Output

You can use various methods to control the way a symbolic variable appears in printable form. You can use the built-in
formatting functions or an output format descriptor to organize your output data. These methods include the following:
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• Using built-in formatting functions.
• Using output format descriptors.

The following topics describe the previous methods in detail.

Use Built-in Formatting Functions

You can use any of the built-in formatting functions appearing in the following table:

Function Format of Output
%CE Centers the assigned value within the output
%RJ Justifies the assigned value on the right side of the input line.

The following example defines a title for reporting output including:
report name followed by five digits of the time and the full date (all
centered over output) and a right-justified page number.
Enter the formatting function as follows:
TITLE 'ESP REPORT%CE(%TIME(5) %DATE)%RJ(PAGE
%PAGE)'

%LENGTH Results in a numeral denoting the length of the assigned value.
For example, assume that THURSDAY is the value for
%ESPSDAY. Because there are eight characters in THURSDAY,
the expression %LENGTH(%ESPSDAY) results in the numeral 8.

%EVAL Results in a numeral denoting the value of an expression. By
combining %EVAL with an output format descriptor at the end
of the expression, you can insert leading blanks or zeros in the
resulting output.
For example, assume that the input is:
%LENGTH(%ESPSDAY)
The resulting output is the numeral 8. By adding %EVAL and
the format descriptor (F5) at the start and end, respectively, the
revised input looks like this:
%EVAL(%LENGTH(ESPSDAY)) (F5)
This expression results in the output 00008

Use Output Format Descriptors

Using output format descriptors gives you greater control over the positioning of numeric data in your ESP output. Output
format descriptors are formatting characters that ESP defines for you.

You can use the descriptors with symbolic variables defined as integers (and the built-in EVAL function) to make numeric
data consistent in length by adding blanks or zeros to the front of the value or to remove zeros from the front of the value.
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The following table shows the output descriptors that you can use with ESP:

Descriptor Explanation
Fn Sets a field to a fixed length, with leading zeros preceding the

value that you assign to the field.
F is the formatting character. n is the number of characters in the
fixed length. The maximum number is 15.
For example, assume that %I is the symbolic variable and that the
value for I is 100. You want the output to have a fixed length of six
characters with leading zeros, like this:
000100.
To obtain the above output results, type the symbolic variable
followed by the format descriptor that is enclosed in parentheses
(), like this:
'%I(F6)'.

Zn Sets a field to a fixed length, with leading blanks preceding the
value that you assign to the field.
Z is the formatting character. n is the number of characters in the
fixed length. The maximum number is 15.
For example, assume that %I is the symbolic variable and that the
value for I is 100. In this situation, you want the output to have a
fixed length of six characters, with leading blanks, like this:
' 100'.
To obtain the above output results, type the symbolic variable
followed by the format descriptor that is enclosed in parentheses(),
like this: '%I(Z6)'.

V Sets a field to a variable length with no leading zeros and blank
spaces preceding the assigned value. This is the default output
format for numeric variables.
V is the formatting character and is the only character in this
descriptor.
For example, assume that I is assigned the value of 00100. In this
situation, the variable has two leading zeros.
To remove the leading zeroes, type the symbolic variable followed
by the format descriptor enclosed in parentheses(), like this:
'%I(V)'. This resolves to 100.

Store Symbolic Variables

You can define and assign values to a symbolic variable in an ESP procedure, a job documentation member, a global-
variable table, a Data_Object object or in a symbolic-variable library. The same rules apply to working with symbolic
variables in job documentation members and procedures.

Use Symbolic Variables In Symbol Libraries

The following statements can be used with symbolic variables stored only in a symbolic-variable library.

NOTE

You cannot use these statements in an ESP procedure:
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• %INCLUDE
• %EXCLUDE
• %ENDINCL
• %ENDEXCL
• CHECKEXC
• NOCHECKEXC
• SECURE
• FLAGUNDEF
• ALLOWUNDEF

The first four statements in the list are statements that use the symbolic-variable introducer character; they are
not symbolic variables.

Use the INVOKE Command

Use the INVOKE command to store symbolic variables in an ESP procedure without using symbolic-variable libraries. You
simply direct ESP to the data set member where the symbolic variables are stored by using an INVOKE command from
an event or from another ESP procedure. This technique offers you the flexibility of CLANG. For example, you can use IF-
THEN-ELSE type logic and other English language elements to define and work with symbolic variables.

Example: Invoke Symbolic Variables

The following example uses an INVOKE command in an Application to invoke a data set containing symbolic variables.
These symbolic variables can be used in this application definition and in the JCL for jobs submitted as part of this
application.

Application CYB.SYMBOLS(DATES)
APPL BILLING
JCLLIB 'SYS1.JCL'
INVOKE 'CYB.SYMBOLS(DATES)'
JOB
.
.
.
ENDJOB

GENTIME ND TOMORROW
DATE1='%NDMM%NDDD%NDYY'
MYDSN='CYB.ESP.DATA'

Use Built-in Functions

A number of functions are already built in to ESP. You can use the following functions in an ESP procedure to work with
symbolic variables. For more information on these functions, see Use Built-in Functions.

Function Meaning
DEFINED Checks to see if a symbolic variable has been defined. It returns a

one for true or a zero for false.
LENGTH Resolves to the length of the variable that comes after the function

name (in parentheses). This function does not return a true or
false value. Instead, it resolves to a whole number equal to the
length of the named symbolic variable. Use this function in an
expression or in the concatenation of two or more variables.
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SUBSTR Resolves to a partial string, based on the symbolic variable that
comes after the function name (in parentheses). Specify the
symbolic-variable name, starting position and length of substring.

Example: SUBSTR Function Resolves to Day of Week

In this example, the symbolic variable is ESPSDAY, and the function looks like this:

 SUBSTR(1,3,%ESPSDAY)

 

When ESP encounters the above function, it resolves to the first three characters of the scheduled day of the week. For
example, on a scheduled day of Monday, it resolves the variable to MON.

Data_Object Workload Object

Data_Object workload objects serves as a data repository. It is coded in an application as any other workload object.

Data can be stored in this object at generate time by coding one or more SETVAR statements within the JOB block. Data
can also be stored, updated or deleted at run time by sending an automation framework message to the object. All data is
stored in the application tracking record, so it is preserved across restarts.

Data can be retrieved, at process time, by using the WOBDATA CLANG function. The WOBDATA function returns a null
value at any other time, for example generate or simulate mode. Data can be retrieved from a Data_Object in another
application as well. Data can be retrieved from a completed application as long as the application tracking record has not
been overwritten.

The List Application (LAP) command will display variables currently stored in the object.

A Data_Object object does not require any statements within the JOB to operate. It is always selected by default. As well,
it acts as a conditional job, completing automatically when the rest of the application completes.

To create a Data_Object, issue a Data_Object statement, including the name of the Data_Object.

Example

 Data_Object DATA1

 

To create a variable within a Data_Object, issue a SETVAR statement with the name of the variable and its value.

Example

 Data_Object DATA2

   SETVAR Var1='This is a value'

   SETVAR Var2='Testing'

   SETVAR Var3=42

 ENDJOB

 

To retrieve a variable from a Data_Object, use the WOBDATA function.

WOBDATA Function

Syntax

 VAR = WOBDATA('object','variable')
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object
Specifies the name of the data object. This can be a simple job name (for example, DATA1) or a fully qualified
name including qualifier, APPL name, and generation (for example, DATA1.A/APPL.23). Relative generations are
also acceptable.

variable
Specifies the name of the variable as stored in the object. Both variable names and values are case sensitive. If a
variable is requested that does not exist, a null value is returned.

Example

In the following example, the value of variable VAR2, retrieved from the data object DATA2, is assigned to ABC.

 ABC = WOBDATA('DATA2','VAR2')

 

To define or set variables

Issue an automation framework message as follows:

 MGRMSG ....ObjectName ACTION SET VarName1(value)-

  VarName2(value) ... VarNameX(value)

ObjectName
Specifies the name of the Data_Object containing the variables to be defined or set.

VarName
Specifies the name of the variable to be defined or set.

value
Specifies the value of the variable.

If the specified variable exists, its value is set as specified. If the specified variable does not exist, it is defined and set to
the specified value.

When issued from an Agent, the syntax should be as follows:

 ESPMGR "ObjectName ACTION SET VarName1(value)-

  VarName2(value) ... VarNameX(value)"

 

To delete variables

Issue an automation framework message as follows:

 MGRMSG ....ObjectName ACTION RESET VarName1 VarName2 .....

 

ObjectName
Specifies the name of the Data_Object containing the variables to be defined or set.

VarName
Specifies the name of the variable to be defined or set.

If you do not specify any variables, all variables in the specified Data_Object are deleted.

When the automation framework message is issued from an Agent, the syntax should be as follows:

 ESPMGR "ObjectName ACTION RESET VarName1 VarName2 ....."
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NOTE
Module CYBESODA needs to be loaded through the WOBDEF statement to implement this functionality. For
more information, see WOBDEF: Define workload objects.

Use Symbolic-Variable Libraries

It is useful to keep common symbolic variables together in a symbolic-variable library. The symbolic variables will be
available to all events that refer to that symbolic-variable library. Symbolic-variable libraries define and store symbolic
variables. A symbolic-variable library consists of one or more sequential data sets or PDS members. The DEFSYML
command gives a logical name to these data set structures. When ESP encounters the name of a symbolic-variable
library in an Event during processing, it obtains the value from the appropriate data set or member. Different Events can
reference the same symbolic-variable library.

NOTE
CLANG is not available in a symbolic-variable library.

Example: Symbolic-Variable Library

 /*************************************************

 /* THIS IS THE GLOBAL SYMBOLIC VARIABLE DATA SET*/

 /* IT CONTAINS GENERALLY USEFUL VARIABLES.      */

 /*************************************************

 TAPE='3480'

 PRFX='PROD'

 /* PROVIDE DATE SYMBOLS IN THE FORM

 /* MM/DD/YY DD/MM/YY AND YY/MM/DD

 DATEF1='%ESPSMM/%ESPSDD/%ESPSYY'

 DATEF2='%ESPSDD/%ESPSMM/%ESPSYY'

 DATEF3='%ESPSYY/%ESPSMM/%ESPSDD'

 /* GENERATE SOME DATE VARIABLES REFERRING TO THE

 /* FIRST WORKDAY OF THIS MONTH, THE LAST WORKDAY OF

 /* THIS MONTH, THE PREVIOUS WORKDAY AND THE NEXT

 /* WORKDAY

 GENTIME FW FIRST WORKDAY OF MONTH STARTING TODAY

 GENTIME LW LAST WORKDAY OF MONTH

 GENTIME PWD TODAY LESS 1 WORKDAY

 GENTIME NWD TODAY PLUS 1 WORKDAY

  

 

Define a Symbolic-Variable Library

A symbolic-variable library is a collection of sequential data sets and members of a partitioned data set (PDS). Symbolic-
variable libraries contain definitions of symbolic variables and statements to assign values to these symbolic variables.

When you define a symbolic-variable library, you assign a logical identifier to a collection of one or more data sets or data
set members. An ESP event can reference this collection by using the logical identifier.

Considerations

Before defining symbolic-variable libraries, consider the following:

• How many library sets you need to define
• Which data sets or data set members will be in each set
• Which logical name will you give to each set
• Which user or group can access which set
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To define a symbolic-variable library, use the DEFSYML command.

Example 1

This example defines a symbolic-variable library called SYMSET1 that consists of the member DATEPARM of the PDS
ESP.SYMLIB.

 DEFSYML SYMSET1 DA('ESP.SYMLIB(DATEPARM)')

 

Example 2

This example defines a symbolic-variable library called SYMSET2 that consists of the sequential data set
CYBER.PAYROLL.SYMBOLS and the member DATE of the PDS CYBER.COMMON.SYMBOLS.

 DEFSYML SYMSET2 DA('CYBER.PAYROLL.SYMBOLS',-

 'CYBER.COMMON.SYMBOLS(DATE)')

 

The following are the content of these data sets:

 SYMLIB SYMSET2      CYBER.PAYROLL.SYMBOLS:  

             PDATE='%ESPSMM%ESPSDD%ESPSYY'   

             PRFX='PAY'  

             CYBER.COMMON.SYMBOLS(DATE): 

             JULIAN='%ESPSYY..%ESPSDDD'  

             DAY='%ESPSDAY(1:3)' 

             GENTIME PREV YESTERDAY  

 

Access Symbolic-variable Libraries

By default, ESP allows any event to reference a symbolic-variable library. A user has temporary READ access to symbolic
variables defined in data sets. Your security system controls who can update the data sets associated with the symbolic-
variable library.

When defining a symbolic-variable library, you can also specify who has access to the library.

Example: Access SYMSETAC

Any event with a user or group prefix beginning with AC can access the symbolic-variable library SYMSETAC, which
consists of the sequential data set AC.ESP.SYMBOLS. A user can include the symbolic-variable library in an event
definition. You do not have update access to the actual data set.

 DEFSYML SYMSETAC DA('AC.ESP.SYMBOLS') USERS(AC-)

 

Considering this definition of SYMSETAC, access based on different event names is shown below:

Event Name Access
AC.TRIAL_BALANCE ALLOWED
ACME.DAILY_JOBS ALLOWED
PROD.WEEKLY_BACKUP DISALLOWED
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Reference Libraries in Events

You specify symbolic-variable libraries in events using a SYMLIB command. The following example shows a typical
command of this type.

 SYMLIB SYMSET1

 

One or more symbolic-variable libraries can be specified in an event. Different events can reference the same symbolic-
variable library. If different values are assigned to a symbol, the last value located is used. When ESP encounters a
SYMLIB command, it reads the appropriate symbolic-variable-library data sets. Once ESP has read all data sets identified
by the SYMLIB, the event executes.

NOTE
If ESP encounters more than one value for a symbolic variable, it uses the last value it locates.

View Lists of Symbolic-Variable Libraries

You can view lists of symbolic-variable libraries that are already defined. These lists display the following:

• The names of all library sets
• The data sets within each library set
• Event prefixes that are eligible to use the symbolic-variable libraries
• User or group prefixes with authorization to use the libraries. (This feature is optional with ESP and may not be

available at your installation.)

To view the libraries at your console, enter the LISTSYML command, as follows:

 listsyml

 

Update a Symbolic-Variable Library

To update an existing symbolic-variable library definition, use the REPLACE operand on the DEFSYML command.

The following example updates a symbolic-variable library called SYMSET1 to contain two members of the data set
ESP.SYMLIB.

 DEFSYML SYMSET1 DA('ESP.SYMLIB(DATEPARM)',-

 'ESP.SYMLIB(DATECARD)') REPLACE

 

Delete a Symbolic-Variable Library

As a part of your general library maintenance and clean up for your installation, you may want to delete a particular
symbolic-variable library.

To delete a symbolic-variable library, use the DELSYML command.

This example deletes the logical identifier MYSET. It does not delete the data sets associated with this identifier.

 DELSYML MYSET

 

NOTE
Deleting a symbolic-variable library does not affect an Event that references the library. Problems with
unresolved symbolic variables, however, can occur when the Event triggers.
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Specify Symbolic Variables to Read or Ignore

You can specify conditions under which specified consecutive variables in a symbolic variable library are read or ignored
by ESP. Symbolic variables that are not specified using this procedure are read unconditionally.

To specify symbolic variables to read or ignore, do either or both of the following:

• For consecutive variables that you want read, code the %INCLUDE statement before the variables and code the
%ENDINCL statement after the variables.

• For consecutive variables that you want ignored, code the %EXCLUDE statement before the variables and code the
%ENDEXCL statement after the variables.

NOTE

• You can repeat this procedure to specify multiple groups of consecutive variables to read or ignore.
• Instead of coding %ENDINCL or %ENDEXCL, you can code another %INCLUDE or %EXCLUDE.

Example: Specify Symbolic Variables to Read

Suppose you want ESP to obtain different values for the symbolic variable PARMDATA according to the following
schedule:

Month Value
January 1st to May 31st ANY DATA
June 1st to June 30th VALUE FOR JUNE
July 1st to July 31st VALUE FOR JULY
August 1st to December 1st ANY DATA

To achieve this, type the following inclusion statements in the symbolic variable library:

 %INCLUDE IF(TODAY('FIRST-LAST DAY OF  +

                    JAN FEB MAR APR MAY AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC'))

 PARMDATA = 'ANY DATA'

 %INCLUDE IF(TODAY('JUNE'))

 PARMDATA='VALUE FOR JUNE'

 %INCLUDE IF(TODAY('JULY'))

 PARMDATA='VALUE FOR JULY'

 %ENDINCL

 

Example: Specify Symbolic Variables to Read and Bypass

Assume that you want the value of symbolic variable PROG to be "LTAC1000" every weekday, except Monday. On
Monday, you want the value of PROG to be "LTAC1010". To do this, you insert inclusion and exclusion statements in the
symbolic-variable library as follows:

 %EXCLUDE DAY(MON)

 PROG='LTAC1000'

 %INCLUDE DAY(MON)

 PROG='LTAC1010'

 %ENDEXCL

 

Handle Symbolic-Variable Errors

Errors can occur when you use symbolic variables that are undefined, or if you incorrectly specify the symbolic-variable
libraries for an event.
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Work with Undefined Symbolic Variables

Undefined symbolic variables usually occur when you make a spelling error in typing a symbolic-variable name. By
default, ESP does not flag undefined symbolic variables as errors. If a symbolic variable is undefined, ESP assigns the
value of the variable name. If you want to instruct ESP to flag undefined symbolic variables, use the following statements
in the symbolic-variable library:

• Type FLAGUNDEF to define the start of flagging.
• Type ALLOWUNDEF to define the end of flagging.

ESP uses the FLAGUNDEF statement to flag references to undefined symbolic variables in the symbolic-variable-library
data set. It then checks all subsequent symbolic-variable references and issues an error message if it finds any more
undefined symbolic variables. If the error (an undefined symbolic variable) occurs while it is submitting a job, ESP deletes
the job and requests the user to correct and resubmit the job.

The following two examples demonstrate how to turn the flag indicator on and to turn it off when you no longer need it.

Example 1: Insert the Flag Indicator

In this situation, suppose that you erred when naming the symbolic variable %ESPSDD. Assume you typed %EXPSDD
by mistake. Because of the spelling error, %EXPSDD is an undefined symbolic variable. You can flag all your deliberate
undefined symbolic variables by typing a FLAGUNDEF command like the one in the following symbolic-variable library:

 INTEGER I,J,K,WEEK#

 FLAGUNDEF

WEEK#=%EXPSDD/7 + 1

 

Example 2: Undefined Symbolic Variables

In this example, assume that the symbolic variables BC and XY are undefined as follows:

 FLAGUNDEF

 A=%BC

 ALLOWUNDEF

 B=%XY

 

If ESP encounters the above statements while it is submitting a job

• A=%BC results in an error message (because flagging is on).
• B takes on the value %XY (because flagging is off).

Specify Job Names

You can use symbolic variables in ESP procedures to specify job names or parts (for example, substrings) of job names.

Example: Third and Fourth Character Representing Data Center Code

In this example, ESP sets a symbolic variable named DC to the first two characters of the name of the Event invoking
this definition. The Event name is available through the built-in ESP variable %ESPEVENT. When building the job name,
ESP uses this variable as the third and fourth character. Note that a period is used after %DC to designate the end of the
symbolic name.

 DC='%ESPEVENT(1:2)'

 JOB OR%DC.1234

   RUN DAILY

 ENDJOB
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This allows you to use common procedures that ESP can invoke through different Events, as shown in the following
diagram:

Figure 48: Common procedures that can be invoked through different Events.

Specify Time Dependencies in an Application

You can use symbolic variables in application definitions to define time dependencies for jobs. These dependencies
include early submit times and various cutoff times such as an abandon submission time.

Example: DELAYSUB and ABANDON SUBMISSION Times

In this example, job X has a delayed submission time of %PRODTIME and a cutoff time for submission of
%LATE_CUTOFF. ESP assigns the following values:

• 5PM to LATE_CUTOFF
• 4PM to PRODTIME on workdays
• 10 minutes after the scheduled time of the Event to PRODTIME on non-workdays

 LATE_CUTOFF='5PM'

 IF TODAY('WORKDAY') THEN PRODTIME='4PM'

   ELSE PRODTIME='NOW PLUS 10 MINUTES'

 JOB X

   DELAYSUB %PRODTIME

   ABANDON SUBMISSION %LATE_CUTOFF

   RUN DAILY

 ENDJOB

 

Use Symbolic Variables to Schedule

You can use symbolic variables when you define schedule criteria for jobs in an ESP procedure. Symbolic variables allow
you to:

• Represent a frequency.
• Create your own scheduling terms.
• Use the GENTIME command to assist you with complex criteria.

Example: Use Symbolic Variable to Represent Schedule Criteria
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This example uses a symbolic variable named X_SCHEDULE to represent the schedule criteria for job X in two different
Applications. Job X is submitted as part of APPL1 and is external to APPL2.

 APPL APPL1

 JCLLIB 'SYS1.JCL'

 INVOKE 'CYB.ESP(SCHED)'

 JOB X

   RUN %X_SCHEDULE

 ENDJOB

 

Use Symbolic Variables in Command Input

You can use symbolic variables in commands that ESP issues. These include both ESP commands and non-ESP
commands (for example z/OS, CICS, JES, and so on).

Example: Purge Output

Here is an example with the following criteria:

• $PQ command purges output older than a specified number of days.
• You want to purge output older than a specified number of workdays.
• An ESP integer variable can be used to calculate the number of days from three workdays ago.
• This variable can be used as part of the $PQ command.

 INTEGER NUMBER

 NUMBER=DAYS_FROM('TODAY LESS 3 WORKDAYS')

 VS '$PQ,Q=U,A=%NUMBER'

 

Generated Date and Time Symbolic Variables

The following table lists the date and time symbolic variables generated with the GENTIME command. prefix represents
the prefix you specify when using GENTIME.

NOTE
You cannot assign values to built-in symbolic variables.

Type Symbolic Variable Description
Date prefixDATE Specifies the event date in full.

Example: Sunday 22nd July 2001
Year prefixYY

prefixYEAR
Specifies the last two digits of the year. Example: 01
Specifies the year. Example: 2001

Month prefixMM
prefixMMM
prefixMONTH

Specifies the number of the month. Example: 01 for January
Specifies the first three characters of month. Example: Jan
Specifies the name of the month. Example: January

Day prefixDAY
prefixDD
prefixDDD
prefixDDQL
prefixDOW#

Specifies the name of the day of the week. Example: Monday
Specifies the number of actual day of the month. Example: 09
Specifies the Julian day, or the number day in the year. Example: 365
Specifies the ordinal qualifier for day of the month. Example: st, nd, rd, or th
Specifies the number of day in the week, regardless of first day of week setting
in a calendar. Example: one for Sunday, two for Monday, three for Tuesday.

Time prefixTIME Specifies the time in 24 hour format.
Example: 14.55.32
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Hour prefixHH Specifies the hour in 24 hour format.
Example: 14

Minutes prefixMN Specifies the number of minutes past the hour. Example: 55
Seconds prefixSS Specifies the number of seconds past the minute. Example: 32
Hundredths of a Second prefixTH Specifies the number of hundredths of a second past the second. Example: 87

Use Global Variable Tables
You use global variable tables to store and retrieve global variables. Global variables are available across applications.
You can store global variables in CLANG or REXX format.

With global variable triggers, you can trigger an event when a designated global variable changes.

Manage Global Variable Tables

To define a global variable table, issue a VTDEFINE command with the global variable table name.

Example: Define Global Variable Table with VTDEFINE Command

The following creates a global variable table named VTTAB:

VTDEFINE VTTAB                                                

ESP1628I Global Variable Table VTTAB defined 

Example: List Global  Variable Table with VTLIST Command

The following displays the global variables in the VTTAB global variable table:

VTLIST VTTAB                                                  

Global Variable Table VTTAB                                   

 Created at 15.11.06 on THURSDAY JANUARY 22ND, 2009 by GOOGR04

  Last update at 15.11.06 on THURSDAY JANUARY 22ND, 2009      

  Currently 10 variables, 0 triggers                          

  Table size 1168 

VT01='1234567890'                                             

VT02='1234567890'                                             

VT03='1234567890'                                             

VT04='1234567890'                                             

VT05='1234567890'                                             

VT06='1234567890'                                             

VT07='1234567890'                                             

VT08='1234567890'                                             

VT09='1234567890'                                             

VT10='1234567890'     

Example: List Global Variable Table with VTLIST Command and Show Last Update

The following displays the global variables in the VTTAB global variable table, and shows who performed the last update
and when they performed it:

VTLIST VTTAB AUDIT                                           

Global Variable Table VTTAB                                   
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 Created at 15.11.06 on THURSDAY JANUARY 22ND, 2009 by GOOGR04

  Last update at 15.11.06 on THURSDAY JANUARY 22ND, 2009      

  Currently 10 variables, 0 triggers                                

  Table size 1168  Maximum size 32756                               

VT01='1234567890'                                                   

  Last updated by GOOGR04 at 15.11.06 on THURSDAY JANUARY 22ND, 2009

VT02='1234567890'                                                   

  Last updated by GOOGR04 at 15.11.06 on THURSDAY JANUARY 22ND, 2009

VT03='1234567890'                                                   

  Last updated by GOOGR04 at 15.11.06 on THURSDAY JANUARY 22ND, 2009

VT04='1234567890'                                                   

  Last updated by GOOGR04 at 15.11.06 on THURSDAY JANUARY 22ND, 2009

VT05='1234567890'                                                   

  Last updated by GOOGR04 at 15.11.06 on THURSDAY JANUARY 22ND, 2009

VT06='1234567890'                                                   

  Last updated by GOOGR04 at 15.11.06 on THURSDAY JANUARY 22ND, 2009

VT07='1234567890'                                                   

  Last updated by GOOGR04 at 15.11.06 on THURSDAY JANUARY 22ND, 2009

VT08='1234567890'                                                   

  Last updated by GOOGR04 at 15.11.06 on THURSDAY JANUARY 22ND, 2009

VT09='1234567890'                                                   

  Last updated by GOOGR04 at 15.11.06 on THURSDAY JANUARY 22ND, 2009

VT10='1234567890'                                                   

  Last updated by GOOGR04 at 15.11.06 on THURSDAY JANUARY 22ND, 2009

Example: List Global Variable Tables with VTLIST Command

The following displays all global variables from all global variable tables whose names start with MY:

VTLIST MY-

Global Variable Table MYNEXTT

 Created at 11.26.42 on TUESDAY MAY 29TH, 2001 by CYBER01

  Last update at 9.22.12 on TUESDAY JULY 24TH, 2001

  Currently 1 variable, table size 352

PARM3='moretext'

Global Variable Table MYTABLE

 Created at 11.26.28 on TUESDAY MAY 29TH, 2001 by CYBER01

  Last update at 23.05.18 on SUNDAY JULY 22TH, 2001

  Currently 2 variables, table size 392

ABC='1'

PARM1='text'

Example: Delete Global Variable Table with VTDELETE Command

The following deletes the global variable table named VTTAB:

VTDELETE VTTAB                                           

ESP1628I Global Variable Table VTTAB deleted                  

Store Global Variables

This topic describes how to store global variables in a table.
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Store Global Variables in Global Variable Table

Issue a VPUT command with the list of the global variables, the name of the global variable table, and whether the type of
the global variables is CLANG or REXX.

Example

The following example stores two CLANG global variables in the global variable table named MYTABLE:

V1 = 'ONE'

V2 = 'TWO'

VPUT (V1,V2) TABLE(MYTABLE) CLANG

NOTE
You must define global variables before storing them in a global variable table.

Set a Global Variable

Issue a VSET command with the global variable name and value, the global variable table name, and whether the type of
the global variable is CLANG or REXX. If the global variable does not exist, ESP creates the global variable. You can set
the global variable to be conditional on its previous value by using the OLDVAL operand.

Example

The following example sets the value of the global variable V1 in the global variable table named MYTABLE to TORONTO
if the value of V1 equals CHICAGO:

VSET V1 TORONTO TABLE(MYTABLE) OLDVAL(CHICAGO)

If the value of V1 doesn't equal CHICAGO, ESP does not change its value.

Increment Global Variables in Table

Issue a VINCR command with the list of the global variables, the name of the global variable table, and whether the type
of the global variable is CLANG or REXX.

Example

The following example stores the global variable V1 equal to 1, increments V1, and creates another global variable V2
equal to 1:

INTEGER V1

V1 = 1

VPUT V1 TABLE(MYTABLE) CLANG

VINCR (V1,V2) TABLE(MYTABLE) CLANG

Retrieve Global Variables from Table

Issue a VGET command with the list of the global variables, the name of the global variable table, and whether the type of
the global variable is CLANG or REXX.

NOTE
ESP considers all retrieved global variables as character variables. If a global variable is numeric and you
anticipate doing calculations with that global variable, you must declare it as an integer before using the VGET
command.

Example
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In the following example, the first procedure stores two global variables, V1 and V2, in the global variable table named
MYTABLE. The second procedure retrieves those global variables.

Procedure 1

INTEGER V1

V1=2

V2='TORONTO'

VPUT(V1,V2) TABLE(MYTABLE) CLANG

Procedure 2

INTEGER V1

VGET (V1,V2) TABLE(MYTABLE) CLANG

V3=%V1*2

SE 'V2 = %V2 AND V3 = %V3' U(*)

The last line of Procedure 2 sends the following message to the current user ID:

V2 = TORONTO AND V3 = 4

Delete Global Variables in Table

Issue a VDEL command with the list of the global variables and the global variable table name.

Example

The following example deletes two global variables, V1 and V2, from the global variable table named MYTABLE:

VDEL (V1,V2) TABLE(MYTABLE)

Define Global Variable Triggers

This topic describes how to define a global variable trigger.

Issue a VTRDEF command with the global variable name, the global variable table name, and the name of the event
to trigger. You can make the global variable trigger conditional on the global variable's new value by using the WHEN
operand.

NOTE
If you HOLD an event that is triggered using a variable trigger, regardless of the number of times the variable
changed, the event only triggers once after a RELEASE.

Example 1

In the following example, ESP triggers the CYBER.MYEVENT Event when the global variable V1 of the global variable
table MYTABLE changes.

VTRDEF ID(TR07) VARIABLE(V1) TABLE(MYTABLE) EVENT(CYBER.MYEVENT)

Example 2

In the following example, ESP triggers the CYBER.MINE Event if the value of global variable ABC changes to YES. If the
value of global variable ABC changes to anything else, ESP does not trigger the Event.
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VTRDEF VARIABLE(ABC) TABLE(XYZ) EVENT(CYBER.MINE) WHEN('YES')

In this example, ESP generates a global variable trigger ID.

Use Built-in Variables When Event Is Triggered

You can use the following built-in variables in an event triggered by a change in a designated global variable:

Variable Description
ESPVTVARIABLE Specifies the name of the modified global variable.
ESPVTTABLE Specifies the name of the global variable table containing the

modified global variable.
ESPVTOLDVALUE Specifies the value of the modified global variable prior to

modification.
ESPVTVALUE Specifies the value of the modified global variable after the

modification.
ESPVTUSER Specifies the user who made the modification.

Delete Global Variable Trigger from Table

Issue a VTRDEL command with the global variable trigger's ID of the global variable trigger and the global variable table
name.

Example

The following example deletes the global variable trigger TR07 from the global variable table named MYTABLE:

VTRDEL ID(TR07) TABLE(MYTABLE)

NOTE
If you delete a global variable that a global variable trigger is monitoring, you also delete the global variable
trigger.

Use the ESP Global Variable Tables Utility

You can use the ESP Global Variable Tables utility to do the following:

• List your global variable tables
• Browse your global variable table definitions
• Delete global variable tables
• Add, delete, and edit global variables in a global variable table

List Global Variable Tables

1. From the main menu, type U in the Option field.
The ESP Utilities Menu appears.

2. From the ESP Utilities Menu panel, type 2 in the Option field.
The ESP Global Variable Tables panel appears.

3. In the Table name prefix field, enter a prefix or leave the field blank to display all global variable tables.
For example, to list all tables whose name starts with MY, type MY and press Enter.
A list of tables matching the specified prefix appears.
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Browse Global Variable Definition

1. In the ESP Global Variable Tables panel, type B beside the global variable table name and press Enter.
The utility displays the global variable table's contents in a data set you can browse.
For example, the following shows the contents of the MYTABLE global variable table:

*

* TABLE NAME: MYTABLE     ESP SYSTEM: ESP

*

* VTRIG ID(TR07) DefinedBy(CYBER) Var(V1) Event(CYBER.MYEVENT)

*

V1='ONE'

V2='TWO'

2. To return to the ESP Global Variable Tables panel, press F3.

Delete Global Variable Table

1. In the ESP Global Variable Tables panel, type D beside the global variable table name and press Enter.
2. In the Delete Global Table Confirmation panel, type Y in the Delete this table? field and press Enter.

Add, Delete, or Edit Global Variables in Table

1. In the ESP Global Variable Tables panel, type E beside the global variable table name and press Enter.
The utility displays the global variable table's contents in a data set you can edit.
For example, the following shows the contents of the MYTABLE global variable table:

000001 *

000002 * TABLE NAME: MYTABLE     ESP SYSTEM: ESP

000003 *

000004 * VTRIG ID(TR07) DefinedBy(CYBER) Var(V1) 

000005 * Event(CYBER.MYEVENT)

000006 *

000007 V1='ONE'

000008 V2='TWO'

2. Edit the global variable table data set.
– To add a global variable, insert a new line and type the global variable name and value.
– To delete a global variable, delete the line containing the global variable.
– To change a global variable's name or value, edit the line containing the global variable.

NOTE
You cannot edit a global variable trigger.

3. Press F3 to save your changes and return to the ESP Global Variable Tables panel.

Examples of Global Variable Usage

This section contains examples of global variable usage.

Store Generated Symbolic Variable

The following example stores the global variable NEWDATE in the global variable table ACCTING. ESP generates
NEWDATE is generated from the date of the current month's last day.

GENTIME XX LAST DAY OF MONTH
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NEWDATE= '%XXMM.%XXDD.%XXYY'

VPUT NEWDATE TABLE(ACCTING)

Store Global Variable Outside ESP Automation

The following example uses REXX to store the global variable CICSDOWN in the global variable table AUTOMATE.

/* Rexx */

cicsshutdown = 03:15:35

Queue "VSET CICSDOWN" cicsshutdown "TABLE(AUTOMATE)"

Queue "end"

"ESP"

Schedule Jobs Based on Global Variable Value

The following example runs jobs REORG1 and BKUP1 at the times specified by the global variables REORGTIME and
BKUP1DATE from the global variable table AUTOMATE.

APPL DATABASE

VGET REORGTIME TABLE(AUTOMATE)

VGET BKUP1DATE TABLE(AUTOMATE)

JOB REORG1

  DELAYSUB %REORGTIME

  RUN WEEKENDS

  RELEASE BKUP1

ENDJOB

JOB BKUP1

  RUN %BKUP1DATE

ENDJOB

Share Global Variable Across Applications

In the following example, application NJBKUP increments the global variable BKUPCNT. Application FLBKUP1 uses the
same global variable.

APPL NJBKUP

JOB NJBKUP1.DONE LINK PROCESS

  RUN WEEKENDS

  AFTER NJBKUP1

  VINCR BKUPCNT TABLE(AUTOMATE)

ENDJOB

APPL FLBKUP

JOB FLBKUP1

  RUN WEEKENDS

  VGET BKUPCNT TABLE(AUTOMATE)

ENDJOB

Take Action When Value Changes--Trigger an Application (1)

The following example shows three independent actions:
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A global variable trigger is defined to trigger the PROD.ACCTOK Event when the value of the global variable ACCTOK
from the global variable table ACCTING becomes equal to YES.

VTRDEF VARIABLE(ACCTOK) WHEN(YES) TABLE(ACCTING)+

 EVENT(PROD.ACCTOK)

The global variable ACCTOK is set to YES. You can set ACCTOK in batch, through TSO or in an ESP application.

VSET ACCTOK YES TABLE(ACCTING)

The following is the target event and the corresponding application:

EVENT ID(PROD.ACCTOK) SYSTEM(ESP) REPLACE

  INVOKE 'ESP.PROCS(ACCTOK)'

ENDDEF

APPL ACCTOK

JOB …

ENDJOB

JOB …

ENDJOB

Take Action When Value Changes--Trigger an Application (2)

The following example shows three independent actions:

A global variable trigger is defined to trigger the PROD.VARCHK event when the value of any global variable in the global
variable table AUTOMATE changes.

VTRDEF VARIABLE(-) TABLE(AUTOMATE) EVENT(PROD.VARCHK)

The global variable ABENDCNT in the global variable table AUTOMATE is set to 10. You can set ABENDCNT in batch,
through TSO or in an ESP application.

VSET ABENDCNT 10 TABLE(AUTOMATE)

The following is the target event and the corresponding procedure. The procedure is based on the symbolic variables
ESPVTVARIABLE and ESPVTVALUE. ESP sets these built-in symbolic variables when a global variable trigger is
activated.

EVENT ID(PROD.VARCHK) SYSTEM(ESP) REPLACE

  INVOKE 'ESP.PROCS(VARCHK)'

ENDDEF

VARCHK PROC

IF %ESPVTVARIABLE = 'ABENDCNT' & %ESPVTVALUE = 5 THEN DO

  ...

ENDDO

IF %ESPVTVARIABLE = 'ABENDCNT' & %ESPVTVALUE >= 10 THEN DO

  ...

ENDDO
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Tailor JCL
You can tailor the JCL that ESP submits to the JES internal reader.

Use Symbolic Variables to Modify JCL

You can use symbolic variables in ESP to modify JCL, reducing or eliminating the number of manual JCL changes to
ultimately save time and minimize errors.

You can use symbolic variables anywhere in JCL except in catalogued procedures. ESP resolves the symbolics at job
submission time. You can use symbolics for the following:

• Data set names
• Data parameters
• Control cards

Example: Code Symbolic Variables in Batch Job

When you code symbolic variables in an ESP batch job's JCL SYSIN, you need to code the variables differently than
in ESP Applications. Because symbolic variables in //SYSIN resolve when the JCL is submitted, not when the job runs,
you need to code symbolic variables that translate to a string in single quotation marks, so they resolve correctly. If the
symbolic variable translates to a number, the single quotation marks are unnecessary.

In the following JCL, an error results if the %ESPSID symbolic variable does not have single quotation marks:

//ESPJOB   JOB    CYBER,SUB1ESP,CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=A  

//ESPSTEP  EXEC PGM=ESP,PARM='SUBSYSTEM(SUB1)' 

//STEPLIB  DD      DISP=SHR,DSN=CYBER.JCL.TEMP.LIBRARY  

//SYSPRINT DD      SYSOUT=* 

//SYSIN    DD      *    

  V1=''

  IF %ESPAYEAR EQ '2006' THEN V1='06'      

  IF '%ESPSID' EQ 'USER' THEN V1='USER' 

  IF %ESPSID EQ 'USER' THEN V1='USER'

The JCL produces the following output:

ESP VER 5.5.0 BATCH INTERFACE

  V1='' 

  IF 2006 EQ '2006' THEN V1='06'

  IF 'SUB1    ' EQ 'SUB1' THEN V1='SUB1'

  IF SUB1     EQ 'SUB1' THEN V1='SUB1'

ESP013E VARIABLE SUB1 NOT DEFINED

Examples of Using Panvalet Data Sets

Using Panvalet data sets with sequence numbers to hold runtime JCL can cause problems when symbolic-variable
substitution occurs. Because Panvalet uses non-standard sequence numbers (five digits rather than eight), they are
not recognized as such by ESP. When symbolic-variable substitution results in a final value that is shorter than the data
length before substitution, the sequence number can be shifted left into the data portion of the card image, thus loading
JCL errors. To avoid this problem, on lines where such symbolic-variable substitution can occur, insert the character pair /*
(slash, asterisk), preceded by at least one blank, after the actual data.
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%LONGSYMBOL_NAME  /*

Example 1: Use a Date as Input

In this example, the JCL contains some ESP built-in symbolic variables to represent the scheduled month number,
scheduled month day, and scheduled year. The symbolic variables are used as part of the date but could appear
elsewhere in the JCL.

//SYSIN DD *

%ESPSMM%ESPSDD%ESPSYY

When ESP submits this JCL for an Event scheduled on June 9, 2001, ESP substitutes the built-in symbolic variables as
shown below.

Figure 49: Substitution with a Symbolic Variable

Example 2: Use Dates to Qualify Data Set Names

Date-qualified data sets are often used in production JCL. You can use ESP symbolic variables when you need to refer
to the current and previous date-qualified data sets. This technique is especially useful when only working days are valid.
This example creates and uses the following ESP symbolic variables:

• %CURRDATE to represent the current Julian date
• %PREVDATE to represent the previous workday's Julian date

The following statements use ESP built-in symbolic variables and the GENTIME command to create ESP symbolic
variables CURRDATE and PREVDATE. These statements can be located within the ESP procedure that defines the job,
invoked from another ESP procedure or stored in a symbolic-variable library.

GENTIME PREV TODAY LESS 1 WORKDAY

CURRDATE='%ESPSYY%ESPSDDD'

PREVDATE='%PREVYY%PREVDDD'

The production JCL looks like this:

//SYSUT1 DD  *

//SYSUT2 DD DISP=(NEW,CATLG),DSN=CYB.XYZ.D%PREVDATE,

//          UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,1)

//SYSUT1 DD  *

//SYSUT2 DD DISP=(NEW,CATLG),DSN=CYB.XYZ.D%CURRDATE,

//          UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,1)

During ESP processing, the JCL symbolic variables resolve to current values. If ESP processes the JCL for a scheduled
date of Monday, February 26, 2001 (Julian day 057) and the previous workday is Friday, February 23, 2001, the JCL ESP
submits looks like this:
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//SYSUT1  DD  *

//SYSUT2  DD DISP=(NEW,CATLG),DSN=CYB.XYZ.D01054,

//           UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,1)

//SYSUT1  DD  *

//SYSUT2  DD DISP=(NEW,CATLG),DSN=CYB.XYZ.D01057,

//           UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,1)

You can use ESP COPYJCL function to save a copy of this JCL as submitted. For more information about the COPYJCL
statement, see COPYJCL Statement: Generate Copy of JCL and Copying Submitted JCL in Specify the Function of an
Event.

Example 3: Use Different Symbolic Variables in JCL

This example shows how to assign values to different symbolic variables and how to use them in JCL.

The symbolic-variable name is DATEPARM and is assigned the string consisting of scheduled month number, scheduled
day of month number, and scheduled year separated by /.

DATEPARM='%ESPSMM/%ESPSDD/%ESPSYY'

Symbol name is BIGDSN and is assigned a string representing a data set name.

BIGDSN='CYBER.JCL.TEMP.LIBRARY'

The symbolic-variable name is JOBCARD and is assigned a string representing a typical job card.

JOBCARD='//JOB1 JOB ACC1,"NAME",CLASS=A'

Once you have assigned values to symbolic variables, you can then use them in JCL. Here is a sample job with JCL that
looks like this:

%JOBCARD

//S1  EXEC PGM=MYPGM,PARM=%DATEPARM

//    DD DSN=%BIGDSN,DISP=SHR

On December 9, 2000, ESP submits the following JCL:

//JOB1 JOB ACC1,'NAME',CLASS=A

//S1  EXEC PGM=MYPGM,PARM=12/09/00

//    DD DSN=CYBER.JCL.TEMP.LIBRARY,DISP=SHR

Example 4: Use Symbolic Variables with Values Longer than Their Names

When using symbolic variables in JCL, you may need to ensure that ESP substitutes the value for the symbolic variable
in the correct column. This can be a problem if the length of the symbolic-variable value is less than the length of the
symbol name. In this case, you should use an intermediate symbolic variable that will have the correct length when ESP
substitutes the value of the symbolic variable.

For example, suppose you want the three-character month name (%ESPSMMM) and four-digit year (%ESPSYEAR) to
end in column 72 of a control card.

Define the following symbol in a symbol library or ESP procedure.

DATE07='%ESPSMMM%ESPSYEAR'
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Use %DATE07 starting in column 65 of the JCL, like this:

65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72
% D A T E 0 7  

Here is an example of how ESP can resolve the symbolic variable:

65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72
J A N 2 0 0 0  

Example 5: Build a Control Card

This example builds a control card consisting of two dates:

LBILDATE previous day's date, in MM/DD/YY format

FMTHDATE first day of the current month, in MM/DD/YY format.

Put the following statements in an ESP procedure or symbol library.

GENTIME PRE YESTERDAY

GENTIME FMT 1ST DAY OF MONTH STARTING TODAY

CCARD='LBILDATE=%PREMM/%PREDD/%PREYY,FMTHDTE=%FMTMM/%FMTDD/%FMTYY'

Use %CCARD in the JCL for the job.

On May 10, 2000, ESP resolves the JCL as follows:

%CCARD resolves to the following:

LBILDATE=05/09/00,FMTDATE=05/01/00

Make a Job Restartable

You can make a job restartable by having ESP add a job restart step to the start of the JCL when it is submitted. Your ESP
administrator specifies the restart step JCL, which relates to one of the following products:

• WA Restart Option ESP Edition
• WA Restart Option

NOTE
Before using this procedure, check if your ESP administrator has:

• Made one of the products in the preceding list available for use.
• Enabled a restart step to be automatically added to every job submitted by ESP by specifying

RESTARTSTEP in the TRACKOPT initialization parameter or command.

WARNING
Jobs that validate data sets are not designed to be restartable because a large number of SMF records are
produced. These jobs include JCLPREP, Endeavor, or VTOC scan jobs.

To make a job restartable, do one of the following:

• If a restart step is not automatically added to jobs, code the OPTIONS RESTARTSTEP statement at the application or
job level for your job.
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NOTE
Coding OPTIONS RESTARTSTEP at the application level also affects other jobs in the application.

• If a restart step is automatically added to jobs, do one of the following:
– If your job definition includes an OPTIONS NORESTARTSTEP statement, remove that statement or change it to an

OPTIONS RESTARTSTEP statement.
– If there is an OPTIONS NORESTARTSTEP statement in the application for your job, add an OPTIONS

RESTARTSTEP statement to your job definition.
In all other cases, you do not need to do anything to make your job restartable.

Example: Make a Job Restartable - Application Level

In the following example, ESP adds a restart step to all jobs in application GLAPPL except job C. So, jobs A and B are
restartable and job C is not.

APPL GLAPPL

JCLLIB 'SYS1.JCL'

OPTIONS RESTARTSTEP

JOB A

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE B

ENDJOB

JOB B

  OPTIONS RESTARTSTEP

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE C

ENDJOB

JOB C

  OPTIONS NORESTARTSTEP

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Make a Job Restartable - Restart Step Not Automatically Added

Assume that your ESP administrator did not enable a restart step to be automatically added to every job. In the following
example, ESP adds a restart step to job B but not to jobs A and C. So, job B is restartable and jobs A and C are not.

APPL ABC

JCLLIB 'SYS1.JCL'

JOB A

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE B

ENDJOB

JOB B

  OPTIONS RESTARTSTEP

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE C

ENDJOB

JOB C

  OPTIONS NORESTARTSTEP

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Make a Job Restartable - Restart Step Automatically Added
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Assume that your ESP administrator enabled a restart step to be automatically added to every job. In the following
example, ESP adds a restart step to jobs A and B but not to job C. So, jobs A and B are restartable and job C is not.

APPL ABC

JCLLIB 'SYS1.JCL'

JOB A

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE B

ENDJOB

JOB B

  OPTIONS RESTARTSTEP

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE C

ENDJOB

JOB C

  OPTIONS NORESTARTSTEP 

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Make a Job Nonrestartable

You can make a job nonrestartable by preventing ESP from adding a job restart step to the start of the JCL when it is
submitted. If you follow procedure Make a Job Restartable, a job restart step is added.

NOTE
Before using this procedure, check if a restart step is automatically added to every job submitted by ESP. Your
administrator configures this automatic addition by specifying RESTARTSTEP in the TRACKOPT initialization
parameter or command.

To make a job nonrestartable, do  one  of the following:

• If a restart step is not automatically added to jobs, do one of the following:
– If your job definition includes an OPTIONS RESTARTSTEP statement, remove that statement or change it to an

OPTIONS NORESTARTSTEP statement.
– If there is an OPTIONS RESTARTSTEP statement in the application for your job, add an OPTIONS

NORESTARTSTEP statement to your job definition.
In all other cases, you do not need to do anything to make the job nonrestartable.

• If a restart step is automatically added to jobs, code the OPTIONS NORESTARTSTEP statement at the application or
job level for your job.

NOTE
Coding OPTIONS NORESTARTSTEP at the application level also affects other jobs at that level.

Example: Make a Job Nonrestartable - Application Level

In the following example, ESP does not add a restart step to any job in application GLAPPL except job B. So, jobs A and
B are not restartable and job B is.

APPL GLAPPL

JCLLIB 'SYS1.JCL'

OPTIONS NORESTARTSTEP

JOB A

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE B
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ENDJOB

JOB B

  OPTIONS RESTARTSTEP

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE C

ENDJOB

JOB C

  OPTIONS NORESTARTSTEP

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Make a Job Nonrestartable - Restart Step Not Automatically Added

Assume that your administrator did not enable a restart step to be automatically added to every job. In the following
example, ESP does not add a restart step to jobs A and C but it does add one to job B. So, jobs A and C are not
restartable and job B is.

APPL ABC

JCLLIB 'SYS1.JCL'

JOB A

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE B

ENDJOB

JOB B

  OPTIONS RESTARTSTEP

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE C

ENDJOB

JOB C

  OPTIONS NORESTARTSTEP

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Make a Job Nonrestartable - Restart Step Automatically Added

Assume that your administrator enabled a restart step to be automatically added to every job. In the following example,
ESP does not add a restart step to job C but it does add one to jobs A and B. So, job C is not restartable and jobs A and B
are.

APPL ABC

JCLLIB 'SYS1.JCL'

JOB A

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE B

ENDJOB

JOB B

  OPTIONS RESTARTSTEP

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE C

ENDJOB

JOB C

  OPTIONS NORESTARTSTEP 

  RUN DAILY
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ENDJOB

Route Jobs to Other JES Nodes

ESP can automatically insert a /*ROUTE statement into the JCL it submits. This statement routes a job to a different node
for execution.

Format for Routing Jobs

Include the ROUTE XEQ statement in the job definition, specifying the name of the JES node to which you want to route
the job.

Example: Route a Job

In this example, ESP adds a /*ROUTE card to the JCL it submits for job B.

JOB A

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE B

ENDJOB

JOB B

  RUN DAILY

  ROUTE XEQ(NODE2)

  RELEASE C

ENDJOB

JOB C

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

NOTE
To track jobs, or run Applications that have jobs that run across different JES nodes, your environment must be
set up to track jobs across JES nodes. Check with your ESP administrator before using this feature.

Check Condition Codes

You can use ESP to check condition codes, while your jobs are executing, and take different actions. If a job receives a
bad condition code, ESP can consider the job as failed and prevent successor jobs from being submitted.

ESP provides two methods for handling condition codes:

• The CCCHK statement
• The CCFAIL statement

We recommend that you use the CCCHK statement. It is easier to use and offers more options. For example, you can use
multiple CCCHK statements for any job, you can stop a job immediately when a bad condition code is received or you can
associate a condition code with a particular program.

NOTE
CCCHK was developed to replace CCFAIL and is not intended for use in combination with CCFAIL. However,
if USERMOD 42 is activated, the two statements may be used together. In this case, both sets of checks are
performed. If either set of checks indicate a failure, the job is considered a failure for reason CCFAIL.

Use CCCHK Statement

Use the CCCHK statement to identify specific completion codes and indicate how ESP should handle the job when those
completion codes are matched. Some of the features available with CCCHK:
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• Jobs can be stopped immediately after a job step, without executing the remainder of the job.
• CCCHK statements can be associated with specific step names or specific programs. For example, a CCCHK

statement can indicate an action to be taken only when an IEBGENER program ABENDs a certain way.
• Several CCCHK statements can be active for a single job. For example, one CCCHK statement could indicate a

particular action, while other statements indicate some exceptional cases.

Format of CCCHK statement

A typical CCCHK statement looks like the following. This indicates to fail a job if any return code is greater than zero
(between one and 4095).

CCCHK RC(1:4095) FAIL

To use the CCCHK statement, identify the following:

• To what it applies. This could be a job name, a step name, a procedure step name, a program name or a combination
of these.

• The applicable return codes.
• Whether it represents a success or a failure.
• Whether the job should continue or stop automatically, or whether the operator should be prompted.

Limit the Condition Code Check

You can limit the CCCHK statement to jobs, steps, procedure steps, and programs by using one operand or a combination
of a number of operands. The operands must be an exact match of the name of jobs, steps, procedure steps, and
programs for the CCCHK statement to work. When specifying jobs, steps, procedure steps, and programs, you can use
wildcard characters for more complex condition code checking.

Example 1: Identify Return Code from a Step

In the following example, a condition code greater than zero in STEP10 causes the job to fail:

JOB PAYJOB2

  CCCHK STEP(STEP10) RC(1:4095) FAIL

Example 2: Identify Return Code from a Program

In the following example, a condition code of 12 produced by program IEBGENER for job PAYJOB3 is acceptable.

JOB PAYJOB3

  CCCHK PROGRAM(IEBGENER) RC(12) OK

Specify Return Codes

The RC parameter on the CCCHK statement identifies good or bad return codes and must be specified. You can specify
return codes as a number (num), a range of numbers (num1:num2), a system ABEND code (Sccc), or a user ABEND
code (Unnnn).

NOTE
When specifying a system ABEND code, CCCHK does not affect the normal handling of the ABEND. If you
specify CONTINUE on a system ABEND that halts processing, processing does not continue.
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Specify Success or Failure

Use one of the following parameters to indicate success or failure:

Operand Description
OK If the condition code is matched, consider the job as not failed.
FAIL If the condition code is matched, consider the job as failed.

CONTINUE/STOP/ASK (see following table) determines whether
the job continues.

 

Specify Action

Use one of the following parameters to indicate what action to take:

Operand Description
CONTINUE If the condition code is matched, the job continues with the next

step, whether or not the job is considered as failed or not failed.
STOP If the condition code is matched, stop the job, flush it, and issue

message 453I. This message indicates the job failed with a JCL
error, although there actually is no JCL error.

ASK If the condition code is matched, display message 696A and
prompt the operator with the following options for handling the
condition code:
C - FAIL and CONTINUE
S - FAIL and STOP
O - OK and CONTINUE
The operands given in the operator prompt are documented
earlier in this table.

If a step fails, and a matching CCCHK statement specifies CONTINUE, the job proceeds as usual. Subsequent steps
are given an opportunity to execute, but they are bypassed (as usual) unless their COND parameter specifies EVEN or
ONLY. When STOP is specified on the CCCHK statement, however, the job is flushed immediately, and not even the
COND=EVEN or COND=ONLY steps execute.

MVS RESTART

CCCHK does not work for jobs that have an MVS RESTART job card. The Restart card specifies the step that initiates a
restart, and z/OS ignores any steps prior to the specified step.

Process the CCCHK statement

The CCCHK statement can appear in the ESP initialization parameters or in an ESP application. You can use the
statement as a global option for all jobs in an application or within the scope of a job statement for an individual job.

When a job is executing, all pertinent CCCHK statements are searched sequentially whenever any job step ends. The
statements that are pertinent to a job include those in the ESP initialization parameters and those in the application. The
statements are searched in the following order:

1. Job specific CCCHK statements within an application
2. Global CCCHK statements within an application
3. CCCHK statements placed within the ESP initialization parameters
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At the end of each step, these CCCHK statements are searched until a statement is found that matches the JOB, STEP,
PROGRAM, and RC parameters of the step that just ended. Searching then stops, and the first matching CCCHK
statement determines the disposition of the job.

• If FAIL was specified on the first matching CCCHK statement, the job is considered failed.
• If OK was specified for a particular step, the job is not considered failed, unless the matching CCCHK statement for

some other step has indicated FAIL.
• If the matching CCCHK statement from any step indicates FAIL, the job is considered failed.
• If CONTINUE was specified on the first matching CCCHK statement, the job proceeds with the next step. That step

can be bypassed if it contains certain COND parameters on its EXEC statement.
• If STOP was specified, the job stops immediately, and no other steps are executed.

Example: Global CCCHK

The following globally placed CCCHK statement indicates any job in the PAYROLL application is considered to have failed
if any step produces a condition code greater than zero (between one and 4095).

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

CCCHK RC(1:4095) FAIL 

JOB PAYJOB1

...

Example: Global and Local CCCHK Statements

The following global and local CCCHK statements indicate any job in the PAYROLL application is considered failed and
stops processing immediately if a condition code of greater than zero is produced. A condition code of 8 in any step for
PAYJOB2 is considered to be acceptable and processing continues for PAYJOB2.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

CCCHK RC(1:4095) FAIL STOP

JOB PAYJOB2

  CCCHK RC(8) OK CONTINUE

Example: Failing Jobs Based on Return Code and Program

The following globally and locally placed CCCHK statements indicate that any job in the PAYROLL application is
considered failed and stops processing immediately if a condition code of greater than zero is produced.

A condition code of 12 produced by program IEBGENER for job PAYJOB3 is acceptable, and the job is not flagged as
failed and processing continues for this job.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

CCCHK RC(1:4095) FAIL STOP

JOB PAYJOB3

  CCCHK PROGRAM(IEBGENER) RC(12) OK CONTINUE
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CCCHK Combinations

The following combinations are possible with the CCCHK statement:

Combination Definition
OK with CONTINUE Specifies that no action is taken. Processing continues as if

CCCHK were not used.
FAIL with CONTINUE Specifies that the job is treated as a CCCHK failure, but normal

processing continues and other failures can be detected.
FAIL with STOP Specifies that the job is treated as a CCCHK failure and is stopped

immediately.
OK with STOP Specifies that the job is treated as a CCCHK failure and is stopped

immediately. (It is the same as FAIL with STOP.)
OK or FAIL with ASK System prompts the operator to choose one of the following:

C - FAIL and CONTINUE
S - FAIL and STOP
O - OK and CONTINUE

 

Add ESPCCCHK Step

When an ESP job definition contains one or more CCCHK statements, the product inserts an ESPCCCHK step before
the first job step. The STEPLIB of the ESPCCCHK step is copied from the STEPLIB of the ESP that submits the job. The
CCCHK information is passed as part of SYSIN. If you are using ESP WA Restart Option, the ESP WA Restart Option
step handles the condition code checking.

The CCCHKSTP initialization parameter allows you to specify a cataloged JCL procedure for the ESPCCCHK step. The
expansion of the JCL procedure takes place at execution time on the execution system, not on the system that submitted
the batch job. Using CCCHKSTP means that you do not have to specify the same load libraries in the ESP STEPLIB on
all systems where internodal jobs can execute. CCCHKSTP allows you to execute a JCL procedure that is tailored to each
system.

NOTE
A sample JCL procedure for the ESPCCCHK step can be found in sample JCL library member CYBESS40.

Use CCCHK with WA Restart Option

You can code the CCCHK statement in an ESP job definition whose restart manager is WA Restart Option r11 or above.
When a job terminates, ESP notifies the restart manager if a job step satisfied a CCCHK condition. If a a CCCHK
condition was satisfied, WA Restart Option Auto Setup can set that step or one before it as the starting step for a restart
run.

When WA Restart Option resides on a different system from where the batch job is submitted, you can optionally use the
CCCHKSTP initialization parameter to specify a cataloged JCL procedure for the ESPCCCHK step. Using a cataloged
JCL procedure for the ESPCCCHK step removes the requirement that all load libraries in the ESP STEPLIB be identical
on all systems where internodal jobs can execute; thus, you can execute a JCL procedure that is tailored to each system.

Follow these steps:

1. Issue the CA11OPT initialization parameter or command to set options for WA Restart Option and ESP. The following
command enables ESP to insert the U11RMS step in a job and configures ESP to use GTS instead of NDS for the
U11SCHCC notification:

CA11OPT ENABLE SCHCC_XMIT(GTS)
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2. Issue the OPTIONS statement to specify that WA Restart Option is selected as the restart manager for the affected
jobs:

OPTIONS RESTARTSTEP CA11

3. Issue the CCCHKSTP initialization parameter or command for an internodal batch job containing the CCCHK
statement if WA Restart Option resides on a different system from where the batch job was submitted:

CCCHKSTP ('//ESPCCCHK EXEC procname,GROUP=')

Example: Use CCCHK for Jobs Whose Restart Manager is WA Restart Option

In this example, an ESP master submits job NWP78#01. Job NWP78#01 has a U11RMS step and its restart manager is
WA Restart Option.

1. From the ESP ISPF interface option E.3, enter M to simulate an event like the one below.

EVENT ID(CAUSER1.RUN_DEMO#01)  REPLACE

INVOKE 'CAUSER1.ESPPROC(DEMO#01)'

ENDDEF

 

APPL DEMO#01                  

JCLLIB 'CAUSER1.DEMO.JCL'     

JOB NWP78#01.AVERYLONGNAME    

OPTIONS RESTARTSTEP CA11    

CCCHK RC(1:4095) FAIL CONTINUE

CCCHK RC(S806) CONTINUE       

RUN NOW                       

ENDJOB

//NWP78#01 JOB  (113300000),'TEST JOB',CLASS=K,               

//         MSGCLASS=P,NOTIFY=&SYSUID                          

/*ROUTE XEQ USI278ME                                          

//*                       

//STEP10   EXEC PGM=IEFBR14                                   

//*-----------------------------------------------------------

//STEP20   EXEC PGM=CONDCODE,PARM='0003'         END WITH CC 3

//STEPLIB  DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=CYB1.LOAD                    

//*-----------------------------------------------------------

//STEP30   EXEC PGM=CONDCODE,PARM='0008'         END WITH CC 8

//STEPLIB  DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=CYB1.LOAD                        

//*-----------------------------------------------------------

//STEP40   EXEC PGM=NONEXIST                     FAIL S806    

//*-----------------------------------------------------------

//STEP50   EXEC PGM=IEFBR14,COND=EVEN                         

//*-----------------------------------------------------------

//STEP60   EXEC PGM=IEFBR14                                   

//*-----------------------------------------------------------

//STEP70   EXEC PGM=IEFBR14                                   

//*-----------------------------------------------------------

Note that ESP inserts an ESPCCCHK step at the beginning of the job when the job definition contains one or more
CCCHK statements, and then a U11RMS step, because the job restart manager is WA Restart Option. The SCHCC=Y
parameter in the U11RMS step SYSIN tells WA Restart Option Auto Setup that ESP will notify the restart manager
after the job has ended if a step is considered as having failed because of its condition code. The restart manager
does not have to be notified about a step that abends if ESP considers that step as the first failed step in the run. The
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job definition contains a CCCHK statement which will make STEP020 the job’s first failing step because it ends with
condition code 3.

//ESPCCCHK EXEC PGM=CYBES080,PARM=GRPNWP6                    

//STEPLIB  DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=CYB1.NORM560.CD7YLOAD           

//         DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=PETNO01.CA11R11.CAL7LOAD        

//         DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=APC.DEVCA11.CL7B000.GA.CD51LOAD 

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=(,)                                   

//SYSIN    DD   *                                            

CCCHK RC(1:4095) FAIL CONTINUE                               

CCCHK RC(S806) CONTINUE                                      

//ESPRMS79 EXEC NWPRMS,TYPRUN=''                             

//SYSIN    DD    *                                           

F,SCHCC=Y                                                    

/*                                                           

//STEP10   EXEC PGM=IEFBR14  

[lines omitted]

Before proceeding to Step 2, check if the data sets in the ESPCCCHK step’s STEPLIB exist on the remote system and
are APF authorized. If not, see the CCCHKSTP: Substitute JCL Procedure for ESPCCCHK Step.
Simulation shows the exact JCL that the ESP master will insert for the ESPCCCHK step.

2. Trigger the event to execute the procedure containing Application DEMO#01. This causes ESP to submit the job
NWP78#01.

3. Enter R next to the job entry for NWP78#01 in CSF, when the job has ended. The Resubmit an Object panel should
state that the job is set for rerun in the CMT.

4. Press ENTER to display the WA Restart Option parameters panel.

NOTE

• The “Start Step” is STEP20 if the DBAS is configured to use the step name.
• The “Start Step” is 2 if the DBAS is configured to use the step number, since STEP20 is the second step

after the U11RMS step.
• WA Restart Option Auto Restart initially chose the fourth step after the U11RMS step as the “Start Step”

because that step abended. However, the ESP master notified the restart manager that STEP020 is the
first failed step in the job run.

Use CCCHK Versus CCFAIL

The CCCHK statement can specify complex criteria more easily than the CCFAIL statement. For example, the following
statements perform the same function:

CCFAIL(STEP1,GT,8)(STEP2,GT,4)(STEP3,GT,8)(STEP4,GT,8)(STEP5,GT,8)

CCCHK STEP(STEP02) RC(5:4095) FAIL STOP

CCCHK RC(9:4095) FAIL STOP

Use CCFAIL Statement

You can use the CCFAIL statement to identify what condition codes should cause ESP to consider a job as failed. You
can use the statement as a global option for all jobs in an ESP procedure or within the scope of a job statement for an
individual job. A job-specific CCFAIL statement overrides the global CCFAIL statement.

NOTE
We recommend you use the CCCHK statement instead of the CCFAIL statement for handling condition codes.
For information on using CCCHK, see Use the CCCHK statement.
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When ESP submits a job, it adds a trailer step (ESPCCFCK) to the job, which executes only if the condition codes
specified for failure are not met. Otherwise, the trailer step does not execute, and the job fails with a JOB FAILED-JCL
ERROR condition. Steps after a bad condition code execute unless you have COND parameters in the JCL to bypass
them.

NOTE
The CCFAIL statement is limited by what you can do with the COND parameter in JCL.

Format of the CCFAIL Statements

The CCFAIL statement has the following syntax:

CCFAIL (stepname,operator,value)

stepname
Specifies a step name. You must use the exact job or PROC step name. For procedures, use
stepname.procstepname. An asterisk (*) represents any step.

operator
Represents a valid operator EQ (equal to), GT (greater than), GE (greater than or equal to), LT (less than), LE
(less than or equal to), NE (not equal to), or their corresponding mathematical symbols.

value
Specifies the value of the condition code for which you want to check.

Examples of CCFAIL Statements

The following examples illustrate how you can use the CCFAIL statement to handle condition-code checking. See the
Using Automatic Variables (AUTOVARS) section for other techniques you can use to handle condition-code checking.

Example 1: Any step

This example causes a job to fail if any step gets a condition greater than 4.

CCFAIL (*,GT,4)

The trailer step that ESP adds to a job looks like this:

//ESPCCFCK EXEC PGM=IEFBR14,COND=((4,LT))

Example 2: Use a PROCSTEP

This statement will cause a job to fail if it gets a condition code greater than zero in procedure step STEPP within the JCL
step STEPJ.

CCFAIL (STEPJ.STEPP,GT,0)

Example 3: Global and Local Conditions

In this example, the job-specific CCFAIL statement overrides the global CCFAIL statement. Job ABC will fail if STEP2 gets
a condition code greater than 4. Any condition code for the other steps in the job will be accepted as good.

CCFAIL (*,GT,8)

JOB ABC

  CCFAIL (STEP2,GT,4)
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Example 4: Exceptions for a Particular Step

In this example, the job has four steps: STEP1, STEP2, STEP3, and STEP4. The following statement will cause a job to
fail if STEP2 gets a condition code greater than 4, or if any other step gets a condition code greater than 8.

CCFAIL (STEP1,GT,8) (STEP2,GT,4) (STEP3,GT,8) (STEP4,GT,8)

Specify Portions of JCL to Submit or Copy

You can specify portions of JCL to:

• Submit or ignore, subject to specified conditions.
• Copy or not copy to the library specified in the COPYJCL command.

Portions of JCL that are not specified using this procedure are submitted unconditionally and copied to the library
specified in the COPYJCL command, if that command is coded.

To specify portions of JCL to submit, copy, or ignore, do any or all of the following:

• For portions that you want to submit, code the conditions in an %INCLUDE statement before the portion and code the
%ENDINCL statement after the portion.

• For portions that you want to copy, code the %INCLUDE COPYJCL statement before the portion and the %ENDINCL
statement after the portion.

• For portions that you want to ignore, code the conditions in an %EXCLUDE statement before the portion and code the
%ENDEXCL statement after the portion.

• For portions that you do not want to copy, code the %EXCLUDE COPYJCL statement before the portion and the
%ENDEXCL statement after the portion.

NOTE

• The %INCLUDE and %EXCLUDE statements do not appear in the JCL submitted or the JCL copied to the
COPYJCL library.

• Instead of coding %ENDINCL, you can end the scope of %INCLUDE by coding another %INCLUDE
statement or an %EXCLUDE statement.

• Instead of coding %ENDEXCL, you can end the scope of %EXCLUDE by coding another %EXCLUDE
statement or an %INCLUDE statement.

Example: Select Portions of JCL to Submit Conditionally

In the following example, STEP1 and STEP3 are always included in the JCL submitted but:

• STEP2 is only included if the actual date and scheduled date are equal.
• STEP4 is only excluded from May 1 1997 to midnight on May 4 1997. This is based on the scheduled date.

//CYBERJOB JOB CYB999,CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=S

//STEP1 EXEC PGM=PGM1

%INCLUDE IF(ESPSDATE=ESPADATE)

//STEP2 EXEC PGM=PGM2

%ENDINCL

//STEP3 EXEC PGM=PGM3

%EXCLUDE FROM('MAY 1,1997') TO('MAY 5,1997')

//STEP4 EXEC PGM=PGM4

%ENDEXCL

Example: Select Portions of JCL to Copy to the COPYJCL Library
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The following example shows how you get ESP to use a new version of a job card when it copies the JCL to the
COPYJCL library.

%EXCLUDE COPYJCL

//A JOB CYBAC01,CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=0

%INCLUDE COPYJCL

//A JOB CYBAC01,CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=0,RESTART=STEP02

%ENDINCL

%ENDEXCL

The second line states the job card for the submitted JCL. The fourth line states the job card for the COPYJCL. When
ESP submits this JCL, it does the following:

• Creates a modified version of the job card containing only the expression covered by the %INCLUDE statement.
• Writes the resulting data to a member in the COPYJCL library.

 

Modify the Symbol Introducer

You can modify the symbol introducer, which is the character that identifies symbolic variables to ESP. Usually, this
character is the percent sign. If you want to include percent signs in your JCL, without ESP interpreting the sign as a
symbol introducer, use one of the following three methods to control how ESP interprets the percent sign in JCL:

• Make a change to the ESP initialization parameter named SYMBOL to change the symbol introducer for your
installation. For more information, see SYMBOL: Set symbolic variable introducer.

• Use a double percent sign (%%) before the symbol. For example, if you want %DATE to appear in the JCL, specify %
%DATE. When ESP submits the job, it removes the first percent sign and leaves the second one.

• Change the symbol introducer for a single job. To make this change, you will need to use a special control statement in
the JCL, the //*ESPSYMBOL statement.

Format the Symbol Introducer

The format for inserting the control statement in the JCL is shown below, where X represents the symbol introducer you
choose:

//*ESPSYMBOL X

Place the character you want to use as the symbol introducer in column 14 of the card image, separated from //
*ESPSYMBOL by a single blank.

If the job belongs to an ESP application, the change remains in effect for the rest of the job, or until ESP encounters
another //*ESPSYMBOL statement. Other jobs in the application are not affected.

If the job does not belong to an ESP application, the change applies to all subsequent jobs submitted by the same event,
or until ESP encounters another //*ESPSYMBOL statement.

NOTE
You should avoid using national characters, such as @, #, and $, as a symbol introducer.

Example: Change the Symbol Introducer

The following example shows how you can change the symbol introducer. To change the symbol introducer to a question
mark for a job, type the following statements in the job's JCL:

//*ESPSYMBOL ?
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//ABC JOB . . .

?INCLUDE DAY(MONDAY)

//STEP1 EXEC PGM=PGM1,PARM='DATE=?ESPSYY?ESPSDDD'

...

 

?ENDINCL

Assign Secured Symbol

A secured symbol is one that contains sensitive data, such as a password, and consequently requires additional security.
ESP exerts control over secured symbols based on how ESP processes the symbol.

Some of the controls that ESP exerts on secured symbols:

• ESP only produces the assigned values for JCL submitted to an internal reader.
• ESP does not produce the assigned values when writing JCL to a COPYJCL library (that is, symbols remain secured

when copied to COPYJCL).
• END or VS commands do not produce the assigned values.
• You cannot assign a secured symbol to another symbol: a secured symbol cannot appear to the right of the equal sign

in an assignment statement.

Follow these steps:

1. Define the symbol in a symbol library. For example, the statement below defines a symbol with the name
PASSWORD.

PASSWORD='OPEN'

2. Type the SECURE command directly after the statement defining the symbol.
For instance, to secure a symbol with the name PASSWORD:

SECURE PASSWORD

In this example, ESP only resolves the symbolic %PASSWORD when it encounters the symbol in JCL it submits to the
internal reader.

Assign an Exclusion Sign

You can assign the exclusion sign (¬) to the end of JCL card images to exclude specific lines of JCL from ESP
submission. You can request that ESP checks the last non-blank character of every card image submitted to the internal
reader. If the symbolic variable is set to a ¬, the card image is deleted. If the symbol is set to blanks, null or to any other
string, the card image is not deleted.

NOTE
If the JCL line begins by '//', any input inside columns 73 through 80 is ignored. The exclusion sign (¬) will be
honored as the last character inside columns 1 through 72.

This sign is an alternative to using %INCLUDE IF and %EXCLUDE IF. To activate this feature, enter the statement
CHECKEXC anywhere in a symbolic library data set. Multiple exclusion symbols can be used. To turn the feature off,
specify NOCHECKEXC.

Follow these steps:

1. Type the CHECKEXC command anywhere in a symbol library data set.
2. Define the symbol, either in a symbol library data set, or in an ESP procedure. The value can be a blank character, null

character or any other character string.
3. Use the symbol in your JCL wherever you want to exclude a JCL statement.
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4. Reference the symbol library in your Event which submits the JCL.

Example 1: Use an Exclusion Sign

Assume a job consists of three steps. You want ESP to include all steps each day, except on Mondays and Thursdays. On
these days, you do not want ESP to include STEP1 and STEP3 in the JCL it submits. X is the name of the symbol.

In this example, the exclusion commands and definition of symbol X are both in the same symbol-library data set as
follows:

CHECKEXC

X=' '

%INCLUDE DAY(MON THU)

X='¬'

%ENDINCL

Here is an example of using the exclusion symbol in JCL:

//JOB1 JOB ACCOUNT

//STEP1 EXEC PGM=MTEXC%X

//STEP2 EXEC PGM=ANYDAY

//STEP3 EXEC PGM=IEFBR14%X

When ESP submits the job, it includes the following:

• STEP2 each time
• STEP1 and STEP3 only when the value of X is a blank character

STEP1 and STEP3 are not submitted to the internal reader if the value of X is the exclusion sign (¬).

Example 2: Exclude JCL by Using an ESP Procedure

The next example shows how to exclude JCL by using a procedure to set the value of an exclusion symbol on the first
workday of the month. On the first workday of the month, the symbol FW is set to ¬, and consequently STEP3 is not
written to the internal reader or COPYJCL library, if specified.

In a symbol library, type this command:

CHECKEXC

In an ESP procedure, type the following:

IF TODAY('FIRST WORKDAY OF MONTH') THEN FW='¬'

  ELSE FW=' '

In the JCL, type the following:

//MYJOB JOB ...

//STEP1 EXEC PGM=LTOP5396

//STEP2 EXEC PGM=LTSS4330

//STEP3 EXEC PGM=SORT,%FW

//PARM=(FIELD,A)  %FW

Notice that STEP3 contains the symbol %FW. When the job is run on the first workday of a month, ESP will exclude
STEP3 from the JCL it submits because the ESP procedure defines the value as ¬.
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Use Automatic Variables (AUTOVARS)

ESP lets you define symbols called automatic variables or AUTOVARS representing lines of JCL, data or comments that
ESP automatically includes at the beginning or end of the job's JCL. ESP can automatically add initial steps, trailer steps,
and NET control statements to a specific job or to many jobs.

You can use AUTOVARS instead of embedded JCL statements for the following activities:

• Inserting JOBPARM cards
• Handling condition codes
• Using a restart manager or other product that requires the insertion of JCL to call the program
• Processing ESP commands in batch
• Defining DJC or JES3 net control statements in a symbolic-variable library

ESP inserts automatic variables at submission time. If a COPYJCL library has been specified, this copy of the JCL only
includes the automatic variables if the job is not part of an ESP Application. If the job belongs to an Application, ESP adds
the automatic variables each time the job is submitted, or resubmitted, as part of the Application.

Define AUTOVARS

You define an AUTOVAR in a symbol-library data set or ESP procedure similar to the way you define any other symbolic
variable. You must include the following information, however, when you define any AUTOVAR:

• Conditions for processing
• Type of AUTOVAR
• The number of the AUTOVAR

Unlike other symbolic variables that you refer to by variable name, ESP includes automatic variables if the correct
conditions are met.

Processing Conditions

ESP recognizes three different conditions for automatic variables. These conditions determine whether ESP includes the
AUTOVARS for a job it is submitting. The following are the three conditions:

• Global
• Job
• Default

You can include all three conditions in a symbol library or ESP procedure.

Types of AUTOVARS

ESP recognizes three types of automatic variables. The type tells ESP where to include the AUTOVAR in the JCL. The
following table describes the three types:

Type Function
ISTEPnn initial step
NETCnn net control statement
TSTEPnn trailer step

The NETC automatic variables are job-specific; you cannot use the Global or Default processing conditions with NETC
automatic variables.
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Order of Processing

When ESP encounters more than one processing condition for a single job, it inserts the conditions in this order:

1. Global
2. Job-specific
3. Default

Numbering of AUTOVARS

You must give each AUTOVAR a number when you define it. Follow these rules:

• Use numbers one to 99, without leading zeros.
• Insert the number directly after the type name, as in ISTEP1.
• Make sure that you number each AUTOVAR sequentially, as in ISTEP1 and ISTEP2.

The following example defines two ISTEP AUTOVARS with sequential numbering:

ULTTTR47_ISTEP1='//S1 EXEC PGM=MYTRACE'

ULTTTR47_ISTEP2='//TRADS DD DSN=PROD.MSTR.DATA'

The following statement defines an AUTOVAR that has the following properties:

• Global
• An initial step
• The first AUTOVAR of this type (ISTEP)

GLOBAL_ISTEP1='/*JOBPARM SYSAFF=DALG'

Use GLOBAL AUTOVARS

A global AUTOVAR applies to all jobs that an event submits. The following example defines four global AUTOVARS. The
first statement identifies an initial step; the next three statements identify trailer steps.

GLOBAL_ISTEP1='//S1 EXEC PGM=RSTRTPGM'

GLOBAL_TSTEP1='//LAST EXEC PGM=IEFBR14,COND=(16,GE)'

GLOBAL_TSTEP2='//*PUTS DUMMY LAST STEP IN EACH JOB'

GLOBAL_TSTEP3='//*FOR CONDITIONAL STEP EXECUTIONS'

Use Job AUTOVARS

A job AUTOVAR applies to a specific job. A job-specific AUTOVAR overrides any corresponding default AUTOVAR (if one
has been specified). The following example defines three job-specific AUTOVARS. The first statement is an initial step for
JOB24ABC, the second statement is a trailer step for JOB24ABC, the last statement is a NET control statement for job
CYBER439.

JOB24ABC_ISTEP1='/*JOBPARM SYSAFF=*,LINES=20'

JOB24ABC_TSTEP1='//LSTEP EXEC PGM=CN,COND=(4,EQ,STEP1)'

CYBER439_NETC1='//*NET TAPES=3'

If you are using job-specific AUTOVARS for a qualified job as specified in an ESP procedure, you must start with the job
name followed by a double underscore (__) between the job name and qualifier and a single underscore (_) after the
qualifier.
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The following example defines an initial step for the qualified job JTOP5196.RUN1:

JTOP5196__RUN1_ISTEP='//FSTEP EXEC PGM=LTOP5196'

Use Default AUTOVARS

A default AUTOVAR applies to any job that an Event or procedure submits, provided no job-specific AUTOVAR has been
defined.

The following example defines two default AUTOVARS. The first AUTOVAR is an initial step; the second AUTOVAR is a
trailer step.

DEFAULT_ISTEP1='/*JOBPARM SYSAFF=ANY,TIME=30,LINES=10'

DEFAULT_TSTEP1='//LSTEP EXEC PGM=CNUP,PARM=ALL'

The following example illustrates the order of processing each condition. Assume that ESP encounters the following
AUTOVARS when it is submitting jobs.

GLOBAL_ISTEP='//*ESP GLOBAL STEP'

ABC_ISTEP1='//*ESP JOB SPECIFIC STEP FOR JOB ABC'

DEFAULT_ISTEP1='//*ESP DEFAULT STEP'

ESP includes the first two AUTOVARS for job ABC. For the other jobs, ESP includes the first and third AUTOVARS.

Use Initial Steps (ISTEPnn)

Use ISTEPnn to insert an initial step before the first EXEC statement of a job.

The following example defines three ISTEP AUTOVARS for JOB1:

JOB1_ISTEP1='//S1 EXEC PGM=RSTRTPGM'

JOB1_ISTEP2='//STEPLIB DD DSN=PROD.ALT,DISP=SHR'

JOB1_ISTEP3='//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*'

Use NET Control Statements (NETCnn)

Use NETCnn for a DJC or JES3 net control statement. ESP inserts NETC variables before any ISTEP type of variable
and before the first EXEC statement.

The following example defines two NETC AUTOVARS for job JOB1 and one NETC AUTOVAR for job ESPNOSUB:

JOB1_NETC1='//*NET ID=DAILYAC,AB=F,RL=JOB2,'

JOB1_NETC2='//*TC=2'

ESPNOSUB_NETC1='//*NET RS=IDMSDOWN'

Use Trailer Steps (TSTEPnn)

Use TSTEPnn to insert a trailer step at end of file or before the next job card.

The following example defines a TSTEP AUTOVAR for job CYBER407:

CYBER407_TSTEP1='//LSTEP EXEC PGM=RPTAUDIT,PARM=NO'
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Example 1: Define First Step in a Job

Insert the following three statements, each containing an ISTEP type of AUTOVAR:

GLOBAL_ISTEP1='//*ALL OUTPUT TO BE ROUTED TO REMOTE3'

ULTTTR47_ISTEP1='//S1 EXEC PGM=MYTRACE'

ULTTTR47_ISTEP2='//TRADS DD DSN=PROD.MSTR.DATA'

Statement 1 defines the first step, which ESP adds globally to all jobs. Statements 2 and 3 define the first two steps of a
specific job named ULTTTR47.

Example 2: Define Net Control Statement

Insert the following three statements, each containing a NETC type of AUTOVAR:

ULTTTR47_NETC1='//*NET ID=NET27A,RELEASE=ULTTTR22,'

ULTTTR47_NETC2='//*OPHOLD=YES'

ULTTTR22_NETC1'='//*NET ID=NET27A,HC=1'

Statements 1 and 2 identify NET control statements for a job named ULTTTR47. Statement 3 identifies a net control
statement for a job named ULTTTR22.

Example 3: Define End-of-File Step

Insert the following two statements, each containing a TSTEP type of AUTOVAR:

DEFAULT_TSTEP1='//LSTEP EXEC PGM=RPTAUDIT,PARM=YES'

CYBER407_TSTEP1='//LSTEP EXEC PGM=RPTAUDIT,PARM=NO'

Statement 1 identifies a default trailer step added to all jobs except where a job specific AUTOVAR exists. Statement 2
identifies an end-of-file step for a specific job named CYBER407.

Example 4: Add Trailer Step for Automatic Recovery

This example of an ESP procedure

• Submits a job named RECOVER if a monitored job ends with a U1492.
• Adds a series of trailer steps to invoke ESP in batch and complete a job named BADJOB in the PAY Application.

DEFAULT_TSTEP1='//LAST EXEC PGM=ESP,REGION=4M'

DEFAULT_TSTEP2='//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*'

DEFAULT_TSTEP3='//SYSIN DD*'

DEFAULT_TSTEP4='APPLJOB BADJOB COMPLETE APPL(PAY.0)'

 

IF MNCMPC='U1492' THEN SUBMIT 'SYS1.JCL(RECOVER)'

The JCL for the RECOVER job looks like this:

//RECOVER JOB . . .

//S1 EXEC PGM=CLEANUP

When ESP adds the trailer steps, the JCL it submits looks like this:

//RECOVER JOB . . .

//S1 EXEC PGM=CLEANUP
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//LAST EXEC PGM=ESP,REGION=4M

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *

APPLJOB BADJOB COMPLETE APPL(PAY.0)

Example 5: Add Trailer Step for Handling Condition Codes

The first example defines default trailer steps. If the highest job-step return code is 0 or 4, the ESPCCFCK step executes
and ESP considers the job successful. Otherwise, the ESPCCFCK step is bypassed and ESP considers the job as failed.

DEFAULT_TSTEP1='// IF RC=0 OR RC=4 THEN'

DEFAULT_TSTEP2='//ESPCCFCK EXEC PGM=IEFBR14'

DEFAULT_TSTEP3='// ENDIF'

The second example defines trailer steps for job ABC. If the highest job-step return code is 0, 4 or between 12 and 24, the
ESPCCFCK step executes and ESP considers the job successful. Otherwise, the ESPCCFCK step is bypassed and ESP
considers the job as failed.

ABC_TSTEP1='// IF RC=0 OR RC=4 OR (RC>12 AND RC<24) THEN'

ABC_TSTEP2='//ESPCCFCK EXEC PGM=IEFBR14'

ABC_TSTEP3='// ENDIF'

Simulate the JCL

You can use the PRINT option of the SIMULATE command to see the JCL that ESP will submit for a job on any date. ESP
displays the JCL at your terminal or writes it to a data set. You can also invoke a module to scan JCL during simulation.

Use SIMULATE Command

Use the SIMULATE command in page mode, line mode or a batch job; or use option E.3 from the Event Management
Menu.

The following examples request simulation of the PROD.PAYROLL Event:

This command requests that ESP simulates the next occurrence of the Event and display JCL for all jobs. Output is
displayed at your terminal.

SIMULATE EVENT(PROD.PAYROLL) PRINT(*)

This command requests that ESP simulates the next occurrence of the Event and display JCL for MYJOB. Output is
displayed at your terminal.

SIMULATE EVENT(PROD.PAYROLL) PRINT(*) ROOT(MYJOB)

This command requests that ESP simulates the Event for the last day of the current month. Output is displayed at your
terminal.

SIMULATE EVENT(PROD.PAYROLL) SCHED('LAST DAY OF MONTH') PRINT(*)

You can use the JCLSCAN option of the SIMULATE command to invoke a JCL scan exit module. The following command
invokes a module named ABCSCAN to scan JCL during a simulation.

SIMULATE EVENT(PROD.PAYROLL) JCLSCAN(ABCSCAN)
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NOTE
For more information on using the SIMULATE command, see SIMULATE Command: Simulate Event Functions.

Submit Jobs Outside ESP

Once you have inserted ESP control statements in JCL, you must use ESP to submit the job. If you submit the job using
another method, such as TSO SUBMIT, the ESP control statements will cause JCL errors. If ESP is unavailable for some
reason, you can submit the job in batch, from outside ESP, using the SCAN command in batch after manually resolving
and inserting symbols.

Use SCAN Command

Use the SCAN command to do the following:

• Search for ESP control statements within data sets and members of a partitioned data set.
• Retrieve a working copy of a job that you want to submit.
• Write the output from the working copies of the jobs to a data set.

Example: Use SCAN Command

The following example demonstrates how you can enter a typical SCAN command. If ESP is down, you must run the
SCAN command in batch. If ESP is up, you can use any mode. In this case, the output is a list of the JCL that ESP would
submit on March 31, 2001 for MYJOB:

SCAN 'PROD.JCL.CNTL(MYJOB)' EVENT(PROD.SUBMYJOB) -

SCHED('31ST MARCH 2001') SYMLIB('ESP.SYMBOLS(MYSYM)')

In the previous example:

• PROD.JCL.CNTL(MYJOB) tells ESP where it can find the JCL for MYJOB.
• EVENT(PROD.SUBMYJOB) is the Event that submits the job.
• SCHED('31ST MARCH 2001') is the schedule criteria.
• SYMLIB ('ESP.SYMBOLS(MYSYM)') contains symbol definitions for the job.

For more information about using the SCAN command, see SCAN Command: Scan JCL Data Set 

Trigger Events through Job Monitoring and Alert Processing
You can use job monitoring and alert processing to trigger events.

NOTE
 Even though you can monitor both the mainframe and the distributed job types, the event triggers for job
monitoring only work for mainframe job types. Event triggers for alerts work both for mainframe and distributed
job types.

ESP job monitoring is an extension of ESP job tracking. Through job monitoring, ESP triggers events automatically when
a job reaches a particular stage in processing, such as at the end of a step, at the end of a job, or when a job is purged.

Alert processing is a similar mechanism you can use to instruct ESP to trigger events. You can use alerts for the
different stages of job processing in an ESP application, such as at submission time, at the end of a job, or when a job is
resubmitted.
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Comparing Job Monitoring and Alert Processing

When deciding whether to use job monitoring or alert processing, keep the following in mind. With the exception of the
Overdue monitor point, you can only use alert processing with jobs that are submitted as part of an application. Alerts do
not support step-level checking but monitor jobs at the following monitor points:

• Submit
• Job start
• Resubmit
• Overdue
• Premend
• Abend
• Failure
• Job end
• Abandon submission
• Pnode

While job monitoring has no restrictions, you must create a specific monitor event or generic tracking model to run it. Job
monitoring checks at these monitor points:

• Job start
• Step end
• Job end
• Overdue
• Purge
• Post

Use Monitor Variables

You can use a set of built-in variables called monitor variables to get the most flexibility from job monitoring and Alert
processing. Monitor variables work much the same as other symbolic variables that ESP processes. However, unlike
other symbolic variables, monitor variables are only available with job monitoring and alert processing.

You can use ESP built-in monitor variables in monitor events and in the ESP procedures that monitor events invoke.

For more information, see Substitute Using Symbolic Variables.

How Monitor Variables Work

You can place a monitor variable in any type of event or ESP procedure. However, the monitor variable can take on
its assigned value only when you use it in a job monitor event, an event triggered by an alert, or in an ESP procedure
invoked by a job monitor event or alert.

ESP assigns values to the monitor variable in one of the following ways:

• A monitor event contains a monitor variable. ESP triggers the event at the monitor point and substitutes the value for
the monitor variable. For example, an ESP procedure can contain the monitor variable MNJOBNO with an assigned
value of 1234. At the associated monitor point, ESP assigns the variable a value of 1234.

• If a non-monitor event encounters a monitor variable, ESP sets the variable to null or zero. Assume that ESP invokes
the monitor variable named MNJOBNO as part of a normal schedule (not at a monitor point). ESP then sets the value
of the monitor variable to zero for an integer or null for a character.

Use a Symbolic-Variable Introducer Character (%)

As with other symbolic variables, use the symbolic-variable introducer character at the beginning of a monitor variable.
The symbolic-variable introducer tells ESP to interpret the characters as a symbolic-variable name and to retrieve the
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assigned value. The percent sign is the default symbolic-variable introducer character for ESP. Check with your ESP
administrator to verify the symbolic-variable introducer at your installation.

Perform Functions of Job Monitoring and Alert Processing

The following are some of the functions you can perform using a job monitor event or an alert event:

• Send a message to a user or console
• Automatically start a subsystem
• Restart a standard job by automatically re-submitting it
• Automatically restart a started task following an ABEND
• Activate or deactivate resources by issuing the appropriate commands
• Hold or release jobs or applications when a subsystem or started task starts or stops

Define Event Activities

As part of the job monitor or alert event, you must state what kind of activity the event performs when the job reaches
the monitor point. Job monitor and alert events can perform the same tasks as other events, such as sending messages,
issuing ESP commands, submitting JCL, and invoking an ESP procedure.

Invoke ESP Procedures

You can use an event to invoke an ESP procedure that processes conditional or complex actions. Using additional tools,
you can add a wide variety of job conditions and values to procedures. These additional tools include the following:

• CLANG is a high-level programming language you can use to control the job monitor's actions in a procedure. You can
add logical conditions through the use of IF-THEN-ELSE statements.

NOTE
 For more information on using CLANG, see Use Procedures.

• REXX is an IBM high-level programming language. You can use REXX with ESP to extend its capabilities.
• Monitor variables are symbols passed from a job monitor Event. These symbols help you automate ESP processing as

much as possible.

NOTE

 More Information: 

•  How Job Monitoring Works 
•  Use REXX 

 

Use Other Symbols With Monitor Events

An ESP procedure can contain both monitor and non-monitor variables. A monitor event or any other kind of event
can invoke this procedure. However, if a non-monitor event or non-alert event invokes a procedure containing monitor
variables, ESP sets the variables to zero (numeric) or null (character).

The only variables that apply to the job being monitored are the monitor variables (for example, those with names
beginning with the characters MN). All other symbolic variables relate to the monitor event itself.

Here is how ESP interprets symbolic variables (other than monitor variables) representing scheduled and actual times or
dates:
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• For scheduled time variables such as ESPSTIME and ESPSDATE, ESP substitutes the time at which it reaches the
monitor point. For example, ESPSTIME can represent the time ESP reaches the step end monitor point.

• For actual time variables such as ESPATIME and ESPADATE, ESP substitutes the time at which the Event actually
executes. For example, ESPATIME can represent the time when ESP actually processes the end of a step. The actual
processing time can be earlier or later than expected.

Store Monitored Information

ESP stores certain types of information at all the monitor points you request. ESP stores other types of information at
specific monitor points only, depending on where you place the monitor point. For example, stepname and procstepname
are available only for step-end monitoring.

Plan for Job Monitoring and Alert Processing

Plan your job monitoring and alert processing requirements in steps, based on jobs that ESP is currently tracking.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Analyze the jobs and decide which ones you want to monitor.
2. Decide if you will use a job monitor event or an alert event.
3. Identify the significant processing steps in the jobs. Relate these steps to the available monitor points.
4. Analyze the information you expect to receive at each step, and then determine the action you want ESP to take.
5. Define events to trigger the action. The events can invoke ESP procedures if conditional or complex groups of actions

are necessary.

NOTE
Many jobs and monitor points require the same or similar actions, so you can use common ESP procedures to
perform the actions for a wide variety of jobs.

How Job Monitoring Works

The ESP job monitoring feature works in the following way:

1. When the job is submitted, ESP detects that a specific monitor event or a monitor group exists for the job. A monitor
group acts as a high-level index to point ESP to high-level event prefixes.

2. ESP uses the monitor group specified in an ESP procedure, tracking model, or job documentation; then searches for
an event.

3. ESP locates the monitor event. The identifier of the monitor event must match the appropriate job and group
combination. A monitor event states the monitoring requirements, including monitor point and ESP action.

4. ESP executes the monitor event (and procedure, if applicable).
5. The monitor event (or procedure, if applicable) triggers ESP actions when the job reaches the specified monitor point

during processing. Monitor points are the detailed job steps that ESP gathers information about.

Summary of Monitoring Points

The following table summarizes all the monitor points:

 Monitor Point  Activation Point 
JOBSTRT At the start of the job
STEPEND At the end of each step in the job. This includes steps that are

bypassed.
JOBEND At the end of the job
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OVERDUE When the job processing state reaches the user-defined due-
out time and pnode. For this to activate, the job must have
been submitted and be in the pnode specified on the DUEOUT
statement in the application.
A due-out notification is displayed in CSF. If you have an on-
request job in an application, you will receive the due-out
notification only if you have requested the job.
 Note: For more information on the DUEOUT statement,
see DUEOUT Statement: Indicate Due Out Times.

PURGE When a job is purged, unless NOTRACK_PURGE has been
selected as a tracking option

POST When the job is posted from a processing stage, including user-
defined pnodes

 

Set up Job Monitoring

The different methods for setting up job monitoring are described below. The method you choose depends on the number
of jobs you need to monitor, the monitor points for each job, whether ESP submits the job, your access to job tracking
models, and your access to the Job Tracking Definition Table.

Method 1: Generic Tracking Model

Using this method, you use a tracking model to identify the name of an event that you want ESP to trigger when a job
reaches a particular step in processing. You can use this method to monitor job starts, job ends, and step ends.

The DEFTM command defines a tracking model. A tracking model supports each of the job monitor points, and you can
define more than one monitor point for each tracking model.

Use any of the following operands on the DEFTM command to trigger an event at the indicated stage in processing:

 Operand  Function 
JOBABENDEVENT Job ABEND
JOBENDEVENT End of job. This includes normal and abnormal completions.
JOBFAILEVENT Job failure including ABENDs and condition code failures
JOBSTARTEVENT Job start
STEPABENDEVENT Step ABEND
STEPENDEVENT End of step
STEPFAILEVENT Step failure including ABENDS and condition code failures

The following example defines a tracking model named BADEND. ESP triggers the Event PROD.ABENDED_JOBS each
time a job associated with this model ABENDs.

DEFTM BADEND JOBABENDEVENT(PROD.ABENDED_JOBS)

Jobs are associated with a tracking model using a Job Tracking Definition Table.

NOTE
 For more information about tracking models and Job Tracking Definition Tables, see Define and Configure Job
Tracking . 

 Follow these steps: 

1. Check the model your job uses. The LTJ command displays this information.
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2. Alter this tracking model (using DEFTM command with REPLACE option) to identify the monitor point and the name of
your monitor Event.

3. Define your job monitor Event.

Alternatively, you can define a new tracking model and update the Job Tracking Definition Table to associate your job with
this new model.

Method 2: Identify a Monitor Group In an ESP Procedure

Using this method, you identify the prefix of your job monitor event when you define your job in an ESP procedure. This
prefix must be your user ID or a group to which you have access. The job monitor event must use a specific naming
convention.

NOTE
 This method requires that you use a procedure to submit the job.

Method 3: Identify a Monitor Group In a Tracking Model

Using this method, you identify the prefix of your monitor event in a job tracking model. This prefix must be your user ID or
a group to which you have access. The job monitor event must use a specific naming convention.

Set Up Job Monitoring Using Methods 2 and 3

You can set up monitoring using methods 2 and 3.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Select or set up a monitor group.
2. Specify the group in the job.
3. Define a monitor event, including the monitor points.

The following topics discuss each of the above steps in greater detail.

Step 1 - Select a Monitor Group

You can select either of the following types of groups:

• A special group that you set up for defining monitor events only
• Any ESP group to which you have access

NOTE
 Setting up a special group is an administration function. You can set one up through the
DEFGROUP command, through option M on the Main Selection Menu, or through your security system if you
are using SAF.

Step 2 - Name the Monitor Group In the Job

To tell ESP to monitor a job, you must specify a monitor group name in every job or group of jobs to be monitored.

You can insert the monitor group name in any of the following:

• Tracking models
• ESP procedures
• Job documentation

The method and format of inserting the monitor group name differ according to where you insert the name.

Tracking Model Method
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You can use the DEFTM command to define a tracking model for an individual job or group of jobs. Include the monitor
group name in the tracking model. The format for defining the tracking model looks like this:

DEFTM modelname MONITOR(groupname)

 Example: Define a Monitor Group in a Tracking Model 

For this example, the name of the tracking model is JOBMON and the monitor group name is PROD. Type the following
command to define the tracking model:

DEFTM JOBMON MONITOR(PROD)

NOTE
 For more information about the DEFTM command, see DEFTM Command: Define Tracking Model.

ESP Procedure Method

You can insert a monitor group name in a job statement within an ESP procedure or job-documentation member. This
method cannot be used for jobs identified as External or Manual. For External jobs, you can identify the monitor group
name in the home application (the application that submits the job), or use the tracking model method. For Manual jobs,
you must use the tracking model method to identify a monitor group name.

The format for specifying the monitor group looks like this:

MONITOR groupname

 Example: Define a Monitor Group in an ESP Procedure 

For example, you have a job named PAYJOB1 and a monitor group named PROD. The following are the statements for
the ESP procedure:

JOB PAYJOB1

MONITOR PROD

When you specify a monitor group in an ESP procedure, it can apply to a group of jobs. In the example below, ESP will
look for monitor events for jobs A and B.

MONITOR PROD

JOB A

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE B

ENDJOB

JOB B

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Step 3 - Define and Name a Monitor Event

When you use generic job monitoring, you can use any name for your monitor event. When you are not using generic
monitoring, name your monitor events according to the following format:

prefix.jobname_monitorpoint
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An explanation of the above syntax follows:

 Syntax  Explanation 
 prefix The prefix must be the same as the monitor group name specified in the tracking model,

job documentation, or ESP procedure. Make sure you check that the prefix and monitor
group name correspond.

 jobname Insert the complete job name, for example PAYROLL1.
_ Underscore. Use an underscore as a separator between the job name and the monitor

point. (You cannot insert blank spaces.)
 monitorpoint Insert the name of the specific monitor point you want ESP to detect. The monitor point

tells ESP precisely when to execute the monitor event. You can include multiple monitor
points for a job if necessary, but additional monitor points require separate events.

 

 Example: A Monitor Event 

Assume that the monitor group name is PROD, the job name is PAYJOB1, and the monitor point is JOBEND. The monitor
event name looks like this:

PROD.PAYJOB1_JOBEND

 Example: Monitor Step End, Send Message 

In this example, a job monitor event executes when a particular step of a job PAYJOB1 completes. The event then sends
a series of messages to the defining user.

This example defines the prefix of the job monitor event in an ESP procedure because ESP submits the job as part of a
procedure.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Specify the prefix of your job monitor event in the ESP procedure that submits the job, like this:
JOB PAYJOB1

  MONITOR ESPMON

2. Define a monitor event using these criteria:
– The name of the event is ESPMON.PAYJOB1_STEPEND.
– The monitor event must have a prefix of ESPMON because ESPMON is the monitor group name specified in the

job's definition in the application.
– The monitor point is STEPEND.
– The SEND command informs the defining user of the job name, step name, the actual time the step ends, step

return codes, and step completion codes. Note that a period after %MNJOB indicates the end of the symbol name.
Otherwise, ESP would treat %MNJOB(%MNSTEP) as a substring specification.

– The event is to execute on system SYSA, regardless of the system on which the job executes (unless SYSA is
inactive).

The event definition statements look like this:
EVENT ID(ESPMON.PAYJOB1_STEPEND) SYSTEM(SYSA)

  SEND '%MNJOB.(%MNSTEP) HAS ENDED AT %ESPATIME' USER(*)

  SEND 'RC=%MNRC CMPC=%MNCMPC' USER(*)

ENDDEF

When PAYJOB1 is submitted, the job's tracking model informs ESP to look for events with these attributes:
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• The prefix ESPMON
• The job name PAYJOB1
• An underscore (_)
• A monitor point

In this example, assume ESP finds ESPMON.PAYJOB1_STEPEND. ESP then executes this event each time PAYJOB1
completes a step.

Figure 50: Example monitor event.

 Example: Monitor for an ABEND 

In this example, ESP restarts a CICS started task named CICSDEMO. The task is restarted when CICSDEMO abends on
completion code U0601 prior to its normal shutdown time of 10 pm. Job monitoring invokes an ESP procedure to check
the time and completion code.

This example defines the prefix of the job monitor event in a tracking model because CICSDEMO is not a job submitted by
an ESP procedure. Set up job monitoring in the following way:

1. Set up or use an existing monitor group with the name PROD in a tracking model definition statement as follows:
DEFTM MONSTC MONITOR(PROD)

2. Define an ESP procedure using the following criteria:
– If the actual time of the ESP procedure is before 10 pm and the completion code for the monitored job is U0601,

use an operator command. The operator command restarts the monitored job and sends a message to console 01.
– If either of the above conditions (time or completion code) is not met, the procedure sends a message to console 01

indicating the name of the job and the completion code.
– The procedure is in CYBER.ESP.MON(CICS0601).
– The procedure looks like this:

   CICS0601:ESPPROC

   /* CHECK IF BEFORE 10PM AND COMPLETION CODE IS U0601*/

   IF ESPAHH<'22' AND MNCMPC='U0601' THEN DO

     VS 'S %MNJOB'

     SEND 'RESTARTING %MNJOB AFTER %MNCMPC' CN(01)

   ENDDO

   ELSE SEND '%MNJOB HAS FAILED WITH CMPC=%MNCMPC' CN(01)

3. Define the monitor event as follows:
EVENT ID(PROD.CICSDEMO_JOBEND) SYSTEM(CPU0)

  INVOKE 'CYBER.ESP.MON(CICS0601)'

ENDDEF
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 Example: Monitor Online System Completion 

In this example, ESP submits a job after a started task TSOVTAM has ended successfully. Job monitoring invokes an ESP
procedure to check the return code. The example assumes that ESP is tracking the started task. Set up job monitoring in
the following way:

1. Specify a monitor group with the name CYBER in the started task's tracking model definition statement. In this
example, the tracking model is named MONITOR1.
DEFTM MONITOR1 MONITOR(CYBER)

2. Define the ESP procedure to handle the requirements. The ESP procedure looks like this:
/* CHECK RETURN CODE*/

IF MNRC=0 THEN DO

  SEND '%MNJOB HAS ENDED SUCCESSFULLY' CN(01)

  SEND 'BACKUP JOB BEING SUBMITTED' CN(01)

  SUBMIT 'PROD.JCL.CNTL(TSOBACK)'

ENDDO

ELSE SEND '%MNJOB HAS FAILED; CMPC=%CMPC' CN(01) NONDEL

3. Define the monitor event as follows:
EVENT ID(CYBER.TSOVTAM_JOBEND) SYSTEM(CPU1)

  INVOKE 'CYBER.ESPPROC.MON(TSOEND)'

ENDDEF

 Example: Set a Resource Based on Online Start 

In this example, ESP sets a resource when a started task named CICS starts. Job monitoring invokes an ESP procedure
to set a resource named CICSUP. The example assumes that ESP is tracking the started task. Set up job monitoring in
the following way:

1. Specify a JOBSTARTEVENT in the started task's tracking-model definition statement. In this example, the tracking
model is named MONCICS.
DEFTM MONCICS JOBSTARTEVENT(PROD.SET_STC_ON)

2. Define the ESP procedure to set the resource. Because you may want to use the same procedure for different started
tasks, you can use the MNJOB symbolic variable to check the name of the monitored job. The following procedure
checks the name of the job. If the job name is CICS, ESP sets the available count of the CICSUP resource to one:
IF MNJOB='CICS' THEN -

  ESP RESDEF CICSUP SET AVAIL(1)

3. Define the monitor event as follows:
EVENT ID(PROD.SET_STC_ON) SYSTEM(ESPM)

  INVOKE 'CYBER.ESPPROC.MON(STCS)'

ENDDEF

Use Alert Processing

The alert processing feature enables ESP to trigger an event for all jobs, or only specific jobs, in an ESP application. You
can trigger the event at any monitor point, such as time of job submission, job start time or when a job becomes overdue
at any processing stage.

You can use the NOTIFY and AMNOTIFY statements to trigger alerts and to send messages. The messages can be sent
directly to specified user IDs or indirectly through mailboxes.

TIP

 To trigger an event directly with the NOTIFY statement, without the alert, specify the NOTIFY statement with the
EVENT ID operand. For more information about the NOTIFY statement, see NOTIFY Statement: Notify Users or
Consoles. 
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 Follow these steps: 

1. Use the NOTIFY or AMNOTIFY statement in an ESP application to identify when to trigger the alert.
2. Define the alert with the ALERTDEF command.
3. Define the event triggered by the alert.

The definitions relate to each other in the following way:

Figure 51: Definition Relations Diagram

The following topics discuss these steps in detail.

NOTE
 The steps do not need to be defined in any particular order.

Step 1: Use the NOTIFY or AMNOTIFY statement

To set up an alert process in an application, use the NOTIFY or AMNOTIFY statement with the ALERT operand. The
NOTIFY statement can refer to all jobs in an application, or it can be job specific within the scope of a JOB statement.

The format for the NOTIFY or AMNOTIFY statement to use the alert feature looks like this:

NOTIFY condition ALERT(identifier)

AMNOTIFY [condition] ALERT(identifier)

The following table explains the statement syntax:

 Syntax  Explanation 
NOTIFY/AMNOTIFY Trigger an avent at a specific stage in a job (when the ALERT operand is part of the

statement). These statements can also notify users or consoles.
 condition Specifies the condition that triggers the alert.

For NOTIFY, the condition can be one or more of the following: SUBMIT, JOBSTART,
RESUB, OVERDUE, PREMEND, ABEND, FAILURE, ABANDONSUBMISSION, PNODE,
and JOBEND.
 Note: SUBMIT applies only to z/OS jobs. For AMNOTIFY, the condition can only be
INACTIVE.

ALERT Triggers an event
 identifier Specifies either an asterisk (*) or a logical identifier to a maximum of four characters as

follows:
If the identifier is an asterisk, ESP retriggers the same event.
If the identifier is a logical identifier, ESP makes the association with an event through an
ALERTDEF command.
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NOTE
 The conditions OVERDUE, JOBSTART, and JOBEND are the only conditions available for external and manual
jobs, links, tasks, and data set-trigger objects.

 Example 

In the following application, the NOTIFY statement processes an alert named FAIL when a job abends:

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB4

  NOTIFY ABEND ALERT(FAIL)

  RUN WORKDAYS

ENDJOB

In the following application, the AMNOTIFY statement processes an alert named AGNT when Agent WINR6SP2 becomes
inactive:

APPL AGENTMON

AGENT_MONITOR CYBUSER.WINR6SP2

  AGENT WINR6SP2

  AMNOTIFY ALERT(AGNT)

  STATINTV 5

  MSGQLEN 10

ENDJOB

Step 2: Define Alerts

When you use a four-character identifier with the NOTIFY or AMNOTIFY statement, you must define an alert and specify
the name of the event to be triggered.

Use the ALERTDEF command to add an alert definition.

OPER ALERTDEF ADD ID(FAIL) EVENT(PROD.FAILPROC)

OPER ALERTDEF ADD ID(AGNT) EVENT(CYBUSER.AGENT_INACTIVE)

An alert definition points to an event that is triggered when the alert is processed as part of the NOTIFY or AMNOTIFY
statement.

Step 3: Define Alert Events

Define the event specified as part of the alert definition. If the event invokes an ESP procedure, you will need to define
that procedure as well.

EVENT ID(PROD.FAILPROC)

  INVOKE 'PROD.ESP(FAILPROC)'

ENDDEF

EVENT ID(CYBUSER.AGENT_INACTIVE) ADD

  SEND 'AGENT INACTIVE' USER(CYBUSER)

ENDDEF

Display Alerts

The ALERTDEF command displays alert definitions. It displays each alert identifier and the corresponding events. Sample
output from the command follows:

OPER ALERTDEF
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ALERT ID    EVENT NAME

FAIL        CYBBP01.INFOSYS

PROB        CYBBP01.RECOVER

WHCK       PROD.J1_CHECKEND

Your ESP installation can already have alert definitions in the initialization parameters. To view existing definitions and
their corresponding events, type the ALERTDEF command.

Use Symbolic Variables in Alert Processing

In certain cases such as job-end monitoring, you can use job-monitor symbolic variables in the procedure for an alert. In
addition to monitor variables, you can also use other symbolic variables such as ESPATIME and ESPADATE. However,
these non-monitor symbolic variables apply only to the alert event itself -- not to the job that triggered the alert.

Example 1: Job Monitor Variables Send Message to Console

This example sends a message to a user when a job in an application fails. Setting this up requires a three-step
procedure that

• Defines the alert
• Adds the ALERT operand to an ESP procedure
• Incorporates job monitor variables in the Event

Step 1 - Use the NOTIFY Statement

Insert the ALERT operand in an ESP procedure as follows:

JOB JOBX

  NOTIFY ABEND ALERT(ABX)

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

When JOBX abends, ESP processes the NOTIFY statement and ALERT operand in the above procedure. This triggers
the event named USER1.CHECK_X.

Step 2 - Define the Alert

Include the following definition of ALERT in the initialization statements:

ALERTDEF ADD ID(ABX) EVENT(USER1.CHECK_X)

The above definition associates the event named USER1.CHECK_X with the identifier ABX.

Step 3 - Define the Event

Insert job monitor variables in the event named USER1.CHECK_X as follows:

EVENT ID(USER1.CHECK_X)

  SE '%MNJOB HAS ABENDED WITH CMPC=%MNCMPC' USER(USER1)

ENDDEF

The above event uses job monitor variables to send a message to the user ID USER1.

Example 2: Alert Processing Triggers Specific Event

This example uses the format ALERT(ID). When ESP processes a NOTIFY command with ALERT (ID), it must first locate
a corresponding definition for ALERT and then trigger the appropriate event.
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In this example, assume ESP triggers an event whenever a job in the ESP application abends. This involves a three-step
process.

Step 1 - Use the NOTIFY Statement

Use the ALERT operand with the NOTIFY command in the following ESP procedure:

APPL ABC

JCLLIB

NOTIFY ABEND ALERT(INFO)

JOB A

  POSTREQ B

ENDJOB

JOB B

  POSTREQ C

ENDJOB

SELECT A

Step 2 - Define the Alert

Enter the following ALERTDEF command in the initialization statements to trigger the event named
PROD.CREATE_RECORD:

ALERTDEF ADD ID(INFO) EVENT(PROD.CREATE_RECORD)

Step 3 - Define the Event

Define the PROD.CREATE_RECORD event. The event looks like this:

EVENT ID(PROD.CREATE_RECORD)

  INVOKE 'PROD.ESPPROC(INFOSYS)'

ENDDEF

ESP then triggers the event named PROD.CREATE_RECORD each time a job in the above ESP application ABENDs.

Visually, this is how the definitions relate to each other:

Figure 52: Definition Relations Diagram 2

Example 3: Resubmit a Job After a Failure

In this example, assume ESP triggers an event whenever job A in an application fails. If the job is resubmitted and fails
again, ESP considers the job complete.
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Step 1 - Use the NOTIFY Statement

Set up an ESP application that looks like this. When job A fails, ESP triggers an alert named BADA.

APPL BACKUPS

JCLLIB 'CYB.JOBS.CNTL' 

JOB A  

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE B

  NOTIFY FAIL ALERT(BADA)

ENDJOB

Step 2 - Define the Alert

Add the alert definition like this:

OPER ALERTDEF ID(BADA) EVENT(CYB.AFAIL)

In this example, alert ID(BADA) points to the event CYB.AFAIL. This event is triggered when job A fails.

Step 3 - Set Up an ESP Procedure

Define an ESP procedure to take action if the job has been resubmitted. The procedure tests the value of the MNSUB#
variable. If MNSUB# is greater than 1, the job is a rerun. ESP issues an AJ command to complete the job.

Your procedure looks like this:

IF MNSUB# GT 1 THEN -  

  ESP AJ A COMPLETE APPL(%MNAPPL..%MNAPPLGEN)

NOTE
 You could not use the %ESPAPSUB# variable here to check for the submission number because it does not get
passed as a monitor variable. This variable applies to the monitor event and not to the job being monitored and,
in this example, always resolves to zero. The only symbolic variables that apply to a job being monitored are the
monitor variables.

Step 4 - Define the Event

Define the event like this:

EVENT ID(CYB.AFAIL)

  INVOKE 'CYB.ESP(AFAIL)'

ENDDEF

Example 4: Alert Processing Retriggers Same Event

This example uses the format ALERT(*) to retrigger the same event and ESP procedure. The criterion for this example is
that the application should be marked complete if a task named WAIT4.TAPE has not been marked complete by 7 pm.

The ESP procedure containing the ALERT operand looks like this:

/*

/*Check to see if this procedure is being invoked

/*due to an ALERT statement by testing MNJOB variable

/*

IF MNJOB ¬= '' THEN -

 DO

 /* If so, perform monitor processing and exit
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 IF MNPOINT='OVERDUE' AND MNJOB='WAIT4' AND MNQUAL='TAPE' THEN +

    ESP AJ ALL COMPLETE APPL(%MNAPPL..%MNAPPLGEN)

  EXIT

 ENDDO

/*

/* Otherwise, perform regular processing

/*

APPL TAPEJOBS...

JCLLIB 'CYB.ESP.JCL'

NOTIFY OVERDUE ALERT(*)

JOB WAIT4.TAPE TASK

  DUEOUT EXEC 7PM

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE NEXTJOB

ENDJOB

JOB NEXTJOB

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

The ESP procedure tests the MNJOB (monitor job name) variable to see if ESP is invoking the procedure because of the
triggering of an event or because of the ALERT operand.

• If MNJOB is not a null string, the ESP procedure is being invoked by the alert. ESP verifies the monitor point and the
name of the overdue job, and completes the application.

• Otherwise, ESP generates the application.

Example 5: Take Different Paths In an Application

This example shows you how ESP can take different paths in an application based on a job's return code.

The application is set up so that:

• If J1 ends with a return code of 50, ESP bypasses subapplication PATH2.
• If J1 ends with a return code of zero, ESP bypasses subapplication PATH1.
• If J1 ends with a return code other than zero or 50, ESP sends a message.

Visually, the application and subapplications look like this:
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Figure 53: Different Paths in an Application

Step 1 - Use the Notify Statement

Set up an ESP application that looks like this:

JCLLIB 'SYS1.JCL'

APPL WH

JOB J1

  NOTIFY JOBEND ALERT(WHCK)

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE J1.RCCHECK

ENDJOB

JOB J1.RCCHECK TASK

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE (J2A,J2Z)

ENDJOB

SUBAPPL PATH1

JOB J2A

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE J3A

ENDJOB

JOB J3A

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

SUBAPPL PATH2

JOB J2Z

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE J3Z
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ENDJOB

JOB J3Z

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Step 2 - Define the Alert

Add the alert definition like this:

ALERTDEF ADD ID(WHCK) EVENT(PROD.J1_CHECKEND)

In this example, alert ID(WHCK) points to the event PROD.J1_CHECKEND. This event is triggered when job J1 ends.

Step 3 - Define the Event

Define the event like this:

EVENT ID(PROD.J1_CHECKEND)

  INVOKE 'CYB.ESP(CHECKEND)'

ENDDEF

Step 4 - Set Up an ESP Procedure

Define an ESP procedure to take different actions based on return codes.

• If return code is zero, bypass PATH1 and complete the J1.CHECK task.
• If return code is 50, bypass PATH2 and complete the J1.RCCHECK task.
• Otherwise, send a message to indicate how J1 ended.

Your procedure looks like this:

IF MNRC=0 THEN DO

  ESP AJ PATH1 BYPASS APPL(WH.0)

  ESP AJ J1.RCCHECK COMPLETE APPL(WH.0)

  EXIT

ENDDO

IF MNRC=50 THEN DO

  ESP AJ PATH2 BYPASS APPL(WH.0)

  ESP AJ J1.RCCHECK COMPLETE APPL(WH.0)

  EXIT

ENDDO

SEND 'J1 HAS ENDED RC = %MNRC' U(*)

Example 6: Implement SNMP

Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) traps are a way for Agents in a network to inform Network Management
Stations (NMSs) that something has happened.

The following example uses the sample procedure CYBESS70 to send an SNMP trap automatically. The example starts
with a NOTIFY statement in a job. The NOTIFY statement triggers an alert, the alert triggers an event, and the event
invokes the procedure. The procedure provides the information to build an SNMP trap.

To send SNMP traps from ESP, you must complete the following steps:
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• Use a NOTIFY statement
• Define an alert
• Create an event
• Set up an SNMP procedure

Step 1 - Use the NOTIFY Statement

Use the NOTIFY statement to associate the job that you want to have monitored with the Alert SNMP. Specify the
conditions for which you want the Alert triggered.

NOTE
 For more information on the NOTIFY statement, see NOTIFY Statement: Notify Users or Consoles.

In this example, when the job CYBKAK1S.J1 is submitted, starts, ends, fails, or is resubmitted, the alert named SNMP is
triggered.

APPL TESTSNMP

CCCHK RC(0:4095) FAIL

JOB CYBKAK1S.J1

  NOTIFY SUBMIT START END FAIL RESUB ALERT(SNMP)

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Step 2 - Define an Alert

Define the SNMP alert that will trigger the event CYBUSER1.SNMP using the ALERTDEF command.

NOTE
 For more information on the ALERTDEF command, see ALERTDEF Command: Define Alerts.

For example

ALERTDEF ADD ID(SNMP) EVENT(CYBUSER1.SNMP)

Step 3 - Create an Event

Create the CYBUSER1.SNMP event that invokes the SNMP procedure.

To prevent out-of-sequence event execution, only one such event can be processed at any time. Do the following:

• Set an initialization parameter EICLASS setting a class with only one initiator using the operand MPL(1).
• Use the class you have set in the event definition using the EICLASS(nnn) operand.

For example:

1. Set class 99 with one initiator:
EICLASS SET CLASS(99) MPL(1)

NOTE
If the EICLASS command is issued in Page mode, it applies only while the system is running. If you want it to
apply after the system is restarted, you must include this command as an initialization parameter.

2. Define the CYBUSER1.SNMP event using class 99:
EVENT ID(CYBUSER1.SNMP) SYSTEM(ESP) EICLASS(99) REPLACE

INVOKE 'CYB1.CYBER.ESPPROC(SNMP)'

Step 4 - Set Up an SNMP Procedure

The member (CYBESS70) contains the SNMP sample procedure that you can use for sending an SNMP trap.
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Code Listing for the SNMP Procedure

This is a sample ESP procedure used to create an SNMP information record. In this sample, an AFM TRIGGER
MONITOR is sent to an SNMP Agent CYBNT. This message is sent at SUBMIT, JOBSTRT, and JOBEND monitor points,
for z/OS and Agent jobs only.

NOTE
 This sample should be modified to suit your installation's requirements. All the fields for the TRIGGER verb of
the AGENTMSG command are required fields.

SNMP: ESPPROC

IF %MNPOINT NE 'SUBMIT' AND %MNPOINT NE 'JOBSTRT' AND -

   %MNPOINT NE 'JOBEND' THEN QUIT

IF %MNJOBTYPE EQ 'TASK' THEN QUIT

IF %MNJOBTYPE EQ 'LINK' THEN QUIT

IF %MNJOBTYPE EQ 'JOB'  AND %MNPOINT EQ 'SUBMIT'  AND -

   %MNJSTART NE ''      THEN QUIT

V1=''

IF %MNJOBTYPE NE 'JOB' THEN DO

   IF %MNPOINT EQ 'JOBSTRT' THEN V1='STATE(STARTED) STATUS()'

   IF %MNPOINT EQ 'JOBEND'  THEN V1='STATE(%MNPNODE) STATUS(%MNSTATUS)'

ENDDO

ELSE DO

   IF %MNPOINT EQ 'SUBMIT'  THEN V1='STATE(SUBERROR) STATUS()'

   IF %MNPOINT EQ 'JOBSTRT' THEN V1='STATE(STARTED) STATUS()'

IF %MNPOINT EQ 'JOBEND'  THEN DO

   IF SUBSTR(1,1,MNCMPC) GE '0' AND SUBSTR(1,1,MNCMPC) LE '9' THEN 

   -

   V1='STATE(COMPLETE) STATUS()'

ELSE -

   V1='STATE(%MNCMPC) STATUS()'

ENDDO

ENDDO

ESP AGENTMSG . . CYBNT . . -

TRIGGER MONITOR MONITOREDNODE(%MGRADDR) NODETYPE(MANAGER) -

NODENAME(%MGRNAME) DOMAIN(MAIN) APPLNAME(%MNAPPL) -

APPLGEN(%MNAPPLGEN) JOBNAME(%MNJOB) JOBQUAL(%MNQUAL) %V1

Explanation of the SNMP Procedure

The first half of this procedure (everything up to the last ENDDO statement) sets the value of the local variable %V1 to
contain the state and status of the application for which the Alert is triggered.

The second half of this procedure passes the %V1 variable to the AGENTMSG command.

NOTE
For more information on the AGENTMSG command, see AGENTMSG Command: Send Messages to Agent.

Using the AGENTMSG command, ESP builds an SNMP trap containing the Alert details and routes it to a predefined
Agent.

NOTE
 All the fields in the TRIGGER verb are required.
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Built-in Monitor Variables

The following table lists the built-in monitor variables.

 Variable  Description 
MNACCT1 Contains up to eight characters of the first account number field.
MNACCT2 Contains up to eight characters of the second account number field.
MNACCT3 Contains up to eight characters of the third account number field.
MNAGENT Contains the name of the Agent associated with the job. This variable is null if the job is

not associated with an Agent; for example, if it is a z/OS job.
MNAPPL Contains the application name. This variable is null if the job is not part of an application.
MNAPPLGEN Contains the generation number of an application. This variable is null if the job is not

part of an application.
MNAUTHS Contains the authorization string. This is either the user ID for the job or one of the first

three account numbers. The string depends on the definition at the time of installation.
MNCMPC Contains the character representation of completion code. ESP produces one of the

following completion codes:
For a non-abend step termination, the code is a numeric code without leading zeros.
Example: 8. If you are comparing MNCMPC with a number, enclose the number in single
quotes. Example: '8'.
For a system abend, the code is S, followed by a three-character system-abend code.
Example: SB37.
For a user abend, the code is U, followed by a four-digit user abend code. Example:
U1012.
For a non-executed step, the code is NOTEXEC.
For a system crash, the code is SYSERROR.
For an alert issued due to a submit error, the code is SUBERROR.
In user abends or system abends, it can be impossible to invoke a step-end monitor
point. If this happens, ESP invokes the job-end monitor point instead. Completion codes
are as follows:
If the system ends abnormally, the result is SYSERROR.
If a job fails because of an error in the JCL, the result is JCLERROR.
If a job fails because of a completion code error, the result is CCFAIL.
 Limits: 
0 to 4095 for mainframe workload
0 to 18446744073709551615 for distributed workload

MNCOND MNCOND has the same value as MNPOINT, except in the case of a PNODE value
change. When this occurs MNPOINT becomes PNODE and MNCOND contains the
specified PNODE value.

MNFULLNAME Contains the 64-character full name of a job
MNHICMPC Contains the character representation of the highest completion code from the execution

of a step. This is not affected by status codes generated by ESP, such as JCLERROR
and CCFAIL.
 Limits: 
0 to 4095 for mainframe workload
0 to 18446744073709551615 for distributed workload

MNHIRC Contains the highest return code from the execution of a step. This is not affected by
status codes generated by ESP, such as JCLERROR and CCFAIL.
 Limits: 
−9,223,372,036,854,775,808 to 9,223,372,036,854,775,807

MNJOB Contains the job name.
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MNJOBNO Contains the JES job number, expressed as an integer variable. MNJOBNO has a value
of zero for a job that has not been submitted.

MNJOBTYPE Contains the type of job. The result can be any of the following:
JOB for a job
STC for a started task
TSU for a TSO user

MNJSTART Contains the job-start time in the format
hh.mn yyyymmmdd, for example, 14.10 2003AUG22.

MNMXCMPC Contains the highest completion code, expressed as an alphanumeric variable. These
are the same as the completion codes for MNCMPC (described previously).
 Limits: 
0 to 4095 for mainframe workload
0 to 18446744073709551615 for distributed workload

MNMXRC Contains the highest return code, expressed as an integer variable. The integer can be
within the following ranges:
Non-ABEND codes are from −9,223,372,036,854,775,808 to
9,223,372,036,854,775,807.
System ABEND codes are from 10000 to 14095.
A user ABEND code is from 20000 to 24095.
The decimal value for a system ABEND is actually added to 10000. So the system
ABEND SB37 (2871 when converted from hexadecimal to decimal) would give a return
code of 12871. Similarly, the decimal value for a user ABEND is added to 20000.

MNNETID Contains the DJC network identifier (used only if an ESP procedure defines a DJC
network) or JES3 jobnet.

MNNXN Contains the name of the remote execution node (the name of the remote JES node) for
a job whose tracking data was transmitted from another node. This is set to a null string if
the job runs within the same JES node.

MNPNODE Contains the name of a pnode in which the job is currently executing. The result can be
any of the following:
If the job is either starting or ending, the result is EXEC.
If the job is at a step end, the result is EXEC. (You can distinguish step end from start or
end of a job by using the MNPOINT variable.)
If the job or step is overdue, the result is the pnode for the overdue job or step.
If the monitor point is POST, the result can be INPUT, EXEC, OUTPUT, or any manual
pnode. If ESP has purged the job and the job has no manual pnodes, the result is null.

MNPOINT Contains the name of the monitor point, for example, STEPEND. For Alert processing,
the name of the monitor point for a job that is late starting is OVERDUES. The name of
the monitor point for a job that is late ending is OVERDUE.

MNPOSTBY Contains the manual or automatic entry of the POST command, indicating a job has
completed a processing stage. The result can be any of the following:
SYSTEM for all automatic stages up to and including PURGE
User ID for monitor points where a user manually posts a job from a pnode
SYSCONnn for monitor points where a system console operator performed a POST
(nn is the console number)
SYSTEM for an automatic POST following a system crash

MNPROG Contains the program name (used for a step-end monitor point only).
MNPSTEP Contains the JCL procedure step name (used for a step-end monitor point only).
MNQUAL Contains the job qualifier. If the job does not have a qualifier, this is set to null.
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MNRC Contains the return code, expressed as an integer variable. The integer can be within the
following ranges:
Non-ABEND codes are from −9,223,372,036,854,775,808 to
9,223,372,036,854,775,807.
System ABEND codes are from 10000 to 14095.
A user ABEND code is from 20000 to 24095.
The decimal value for a system ABEND is actually added to 10000. So the system
ABEND SB37 (2871 when converted from hex to decimal) would give a return code of
12871. Similarly, the decimal value for a user ABEND is added to 20000.
A return code of -1 indicates the following:
A non-executed step for mainframe workload.
A completion code overflow for distributed workload.

MNRDRON Contains the time that JES reads the job into the system, in the
format hh.mn yyyymmmdd, for example,
14.10 2003AUG22.

MNRDRX Contains the time stamp for reader-on date and time, in the
format yyyymmddhhmnsscc where:
 yyyy is the four-character year
 mm is the two-character month
 dd is the two-character day
 hh is the two-character hour (in 24-hour format)
 mn is the two-character minutes
 ss is the two-character seconds
 cc is the two-character hundredths of a second
Example: 2003032114104764 is March 21, 2003 at 14 hours, 10 minutes, 47 seconds,
and 64 hundredths of a second.

MNRRJOB Contains the job name of a z/OS job ESP is rerunning. It has a value of null if the job is
not a rerun.

MNRRJOBNO Contains the job number of a z/OS job ESP is rerunning (expressed as an integer
variable).

MNSTATUS Contains the system status string of the job that is passed by an Agent through the
ESPmgr command.

MNSTEP Contains the step name (used for a step-end monitor point only).
MNSTEPNO Contains the step number for a job. The meaning of the number varies as follows:

For a step-end monitor point, the integer is the actual step number.
For a job-end monitor point, the integer is the number of steps in the job.

MNSUB# Contains the submission count for a job.
MNSUBAPPL Contains the subapplication name. This variable is null if the job is not part of a

subapplication.
MNSYS Contains the ID of the system where the monitor point occurred. The result depends on

the type of monitor point as follows:
For JOBSTRT, STEPEND, or JOBEND monitor points, the result is the ID of the system
where ESP is executing the job.
For a POST monitor point, the result is the system where posting occurs.
ESP can execute the monitor event on a system other than the one where the monitor
point occurred.

MNTAG Contains the value set with the TAG statement. You use the TAG statement to tag jobs in
an application with a character string, for example, a symbolic variable.
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Use Advanced Features of Procedures
This section shows you how to use less common, more advanced features and combine multiple ESP features. For
information about basic functions of ESP, see Using.

Handle Different Schedule Criteria

When you define the schedule criteria for a job, you can have complex criteria that cannot be described with RUN/
NORUN or SELECT/DESELECT statements. This topic shows examples of handling different schedule criteria.

Example: Run Job Based on Even Days

The ESP procedure in this example tests whether the day of the month is even and then selects MYJOB on even days
only. ESP selects the job on the 2nd, 4th, 6th, etc. days of the month.

INTEGER DAY

DAY=%ESPSDD

IF DAY//2*2=DAY THEN SELECT MYJOB

For example, if today is the 14th day of a month, ESP takes the following steps:

1. Assigns the value of 14 to the integer variable DAY.
2. Evaluates the expression 14//2*2 = 14 as true, and selects MYJOB.

If, however, today is the 15th day of a month, ESP takes the following steps:

1. Assigns the value of 15 to the integer variable DAY.
2. Evaluates the expression 15//2*2 = 15 as false (15//2*2 becomes 7*2 which is 14). ESP does not select MYJOB.

Example: Run Job Every Two Weeks

The following ESP procedure selects a job named BIWEEK every second Monday except on holidays. ESP selects the
job on January 15, 2001, January 29, 2001, and so on. The procedure determines whether the number of days since
January 15, 2001 is a multiple of 14 and selects the job accordingly.

JOB BIWEEK

  INTEGER NUMBER

  NUMBER=DAYS_FROM('JANUARY 15,2001')

  IF NUMBER//14*14=NUMBER THEN DO

    RUN TODAY

    NORUN HOLIDAY

  ENDDO

ENDJOB

For example, if today is February 12, 2001, ESP takes the following steps:

1. Assigns the value of 28 to the integer variable NUMBER.
2. Evaluates the expression 28//14*14 = 28 as true, and selects BIWEEK (unless it is a holiday).

If, however, today is February 13, 2001, ESP takes the following steps:

1. Assigns the value of 29 to the integer variable NUMBER.
2. Evaluates the expression 29//14*14 = 29 as false (29//14*14 becomes 2*14 which is 28). ESP does not select

BIWEEK.
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Example: Run Job on Certain Weeks of Month

This example runs a job according to the following criteria:

Monday through Saturday during the 3rd and 4th week of October.

IF ESPSMM='10' THEN DO

  RUN ANYDAY OF 3RD 4TH WEEK OF MONTH

  NORUN SUNDAY

ENDDO

Example: Run Job According to Day of Week

This example runs a job according to the following criteria:

• The job runs on the 15th day of the month, if it is not a Tuesday.
• The job runs on the 16th day of the month, if the 15th day of the month is on a Tuesday.

The statements look like this:

IF TODAY('15TH DAY OF MONTH') AND -

   TODAY('NOT TUESDAY') THEN RUN TODAY

IF TODAY('16TH DAY OF MONTH') AND -

   TODAY('WEDNESDAY') THEN RUN TODAY

Example: Run Job According to Workday (1)

This example uses the GENTIME command in an ESP procedure to handle a complex schedule. The criteria to run the
job are:

• If the 10th day of the month is a Saturday or a Sunday, then run the job on the second workday after the 10th day of
the month.

• Otherwise, run the job on the first workday of the month after the 10th day of the month.

This solution uses the GENTIME command to generate date and time variables for the 10th day of the month. Based on
the day of the week this falls on, the job runs accordingly.

The statements look like this:

GENTIME TEN 10TH DAY OF MONTH STARTING TODAY

IF TENDAY='SATURDAY' OR TENDAY='SUNDAY' THEN -

  RUN %TENDATE PLUS 2 WORKDAYS

ELSE RUN %TENDATE PLUS 1 WORKDAY

Example: Run Job According to Workday (2)

This example uses the GENTIME command in an ESP procedure to handle a complex schedule. The criteria to run the
job are as follows:

• Run a job on the third last day of the month, if this is a workday.
• Otherwise, run the job on the previous workday.

This solution uses the GENTIME command to generate date and time variables for the third last day of the month. The job
runs on this date less zero workdays. If the date is a workday, the job runs on that date; otherwise, it runs on the previous
workday.
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The statements look like this:

JOB MYJOB

  GENTIME XX LAST DAY OF MONTH LESS 2 DAYS

  RUN %XXDATE LESS 0 WORKDAYS

ENDJOB

Example: Run Job Relative to Next Month

This example uses the GENTIME command in an ESP procedure to handle a complex schedule. The criteria to run the
job are:

Two workdays prior to the 40th day before the last day of the next month.

The statements look like this:

GENTIME SR LAST DAY OF MONTH LESS 40 DAYS + 

 STARTING TODAY PLUS 1 MONTH

IF TODAY('%SRDATE LESS 2 WORKDAYS') THEN SELECT THISJOB

This solution uses the GENTIME command to generate a date variable, with the prefix SR, that refers to 40 days before
the last day of the next month. If today is two workdays prior to this SRDATE, ESP selects the job.

Select Different Jobs Based on Scheduled Hour

The following two examples instruct ESP to select jobs based on the hour of processing an event. The event is scheduled
multiple times in a day. The schedule frequency for each job is

• JOBA runs at 09:00, 11:00, 13:00, 15:00, 17:00, 19:00, 21:00, and 23:00.
• JOBB runs at 02:00, 04:00, 06:00, 08:00, 10:00, and 12:00.

Either situation can be approached in one of two ways. In what follows

• Example 1 uses IF/THEN statements.
• Example 2 uses symbolic variables to represent job frequency. This second approach can be preferable for

programmers.

Example 1: IF/THEN Statements Define Hourly Scheduling

The ESP procedure in this example uses IF/THEN statements to define hourly scheduling. ESPSHH is the built-in
symbolic variable for the scheduled hour. The procedure looks like this:

IF ESPSHH='09' OR ESPSHH='11' OR ESPSHH='13' -

OR ESPSHH='15' OR ESPSHH='17' OR ESPSHH='19' -

OR ESPSHH='21' OR ESPSHH='23' -

THEN SELECT JOBA

 

IF ESPSHH='02' OR ESPSHH='04' OR ESPSHH='06' -

OR ESPSHH='08' OR ESPSHH='10' OR ESPSHH='12' -

THEN SELECT JOBb

Example 2: Symbolic Variables Define Hourly Scheduling

The approach in this example uses a 48-character symbolic variable for each job. The symbol uses two consecutive
characters to represent each hour (starting from 00 and ending at 23). To define this symbol, use the following rules:
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• If the job is not to run at a particular hour, use XX in that hour's position.
• If the job is to run at a particular hour, use the two-digit hour number in that position.

If a job runs every hour, define a symbol and assign it the following value:

'000102030405060708091011121314151617181920212223'

If a job runs at 10:00 and 15:00, define a symbol and assign it the following value:

'xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx10xxxxxxxx15xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx'

The following ESP procedure selects a job based on the value in the current hour's position within the frequency symbolic.

/* REPRESENT JOB FREQUENCY WITH SYMBOLIC STRING

 

AFREQ='XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX09XX11XX13XX15XX17XX19XX21XX23'

bFREQ='XXXX02XX04XX06XX08XX10XX12XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX'

 

/* DETERMINE WHERE TO LOOK IN THE STRING

/* SPOS IS STARTING POSITION

/* EPOS IS ENDING POSITION

 

INTEGER HOUR,SPOS,EPOS

HOUR=ESPSHH

SPOS=2*hour + 1

EPOS=SPOS + 1

 

/* USE SUBSTRING TO SELECT JOBS

 

IF '%AFREQ(%SPOS:%EPOS)'='%ESPSHH' THEN SELECT JOBA

IF '%BFREQ(%SPOS:%EPOS)'='%ESPSHH' THEN SELECT JOBB

For example, at 02:00 ESP compares the 5th and 6th character of each job frequency symbolic with 02.

• For JOBA, AFREQ(5:6)='XX', which is not equal to 02, ESP does not select JOBA.
• For JOBB, BFREQ(5:6)='02', which is equal to 02, ESP selects JOBB.

If you need to add more jobs to this ESP procedure

• Define a symbolic variable to represent the frequency of the job.
• Add an IF statement to select the job.

Define Special Periods

After you define special periods in a calendar, you can use ESP to do the following:

• Determine where you are in a given period.
• Generate date and time variables based on a period.
• Determine how many periods have passed.

The following examples demonstrate how to use ESP procedures in these ways.

Example: Determine Number of Days Relative To a Period

This example uses built-in functions to determine the following:
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• The number of days from the start of a period.
• The number of days to the end of a period.

The name of the special period is PERIOD. The ESP procedure looks like this:

INTEGER PER_START,PER_END

PER_START=DAYS_FROM('FIRST DAY OF PERIOD STARTING +

 00.01 TODAY')

PER_END=DAYS_TO('LAST DAY OF PERIOD')

Example: Determine Number of Workdays Relative to Period

This example uses built-in functions to determine the following:

• The number of workdays from the start of a period.
• The number of workdays to the end of a period.

The name of the special period is PERIOD. The ESP procedure looks like this:

INTEGER WORK_START,WORK_END

WORK_START=DAYS_BETWEEN('FIRST DAY OF PERIOD STARTING +

 00.01 TODAY','TODAY','WORKDAYS')

WORK_END=DAYS_BETWEEN('TOMORROW','LAST DAY OF PERIOD +

 STARTING 00.01 TODAY','WORKDAYS')

Example: Select Job on nth Workday of Period

There can be a different number of workdays in special periods with the same name. A job can run on the nth workday of
a period. For example, you can have the following:

• A period that contains either 20 or 21 workdays
• A job that must run on the 21st workday of a period only when there are 21 workdays in the period

If you tell ESP to run the job on the 21st workday of the period and there are only 20 workdays in the period, ESP will run
the job on the first workday of the next period. In the following ESP procedure:

• The name of the special period is SPEC.
• ESP checks to see if there are 21 workdays in the period.
• Selects the job only if there are 21 workdays in the period.

JOB ABC

IF DAYS_BETWEEN('1ST WORKDAY OF SPEC STARTING TODAY', +

      '  LAST WORKDAY OF SPEC',+

      'WORKDAYS') >= 21 THEN +

      RUN 21ST WORKDAY OF SPEC

Example: Generate Symbolic Variable Based on Special Period

This example creates a symbolic variable named FINANCIAL_YEAR that consists of two, two-digit year numbers. The
criteria for the year numbers are based on the financial year, which runs from May 1 to April 30.

• If the current month is January, February, March, or April, use last year followed by this year.
• For any other month, use current year followed by next year.

The ESP procedure looks like this:
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IF ESPSMM<5 THEN DO

  GENTIME LAST TODAY LESS 1 YEAR

  FINANCIAL_YEAR='%LASTYY%ESPSYY'

ENDDO

ELSE DO

  GENTIME NEXT TODAY PLUS 1 YEAR

  FINANCIAL_YEAR='%ESPSYY%NEXTYY'

ENDDO

If the current year is 2001, ESP generates the following results:

• FINANCIAL_YEAR='0001', from January through April
• FINANCIAL_YEAR='0102', from May through December

Example: Determine Number of Weeks in 4-4-5 Period

This example calculates the number of weeks in a period based on a 4-4-5 cycle. The name of each period is
PERIOD445, and there are twelve of these in a period named FISCAL_YEAR.

The ESP procedure looks like this:

IF TODAY('ANYDAY OF 3RD 6TH 9TH 12TH PERIOD445 +

OF FISCAL_YEAR') THEN WKS_PERIOD=5

ELSE WKS_PERIOD=4

Example: Determine Number of Periods

This example uses the DAYS_BETWEEN function to find the absolute number of occurrences of a special period named
FISCAL_MONTH between today and an arbitrary point in the past (January 1, 2001 in this example). ESP then generates
date and time variables based on the number of occurrences of the period.

INTEGER I,J,K,L

/* USE THE DAYS_BETWEEN FUNCTION TO FIND THE ABSOLUTE NUMBER OF

/* OCCURRENCES OF FISCAL_MONTH BETWEEN TODAY AND AN ARBITRARY

/* POINT IN THE PAST, 1ST JAN 01 IN THIS EXAMPLE

 

I=DAYS_BETWEEN('1ST JAN 01','00.01 TODAY','FISCAL_MONTH')

 

/* PREVIOUS FISCAL_MONTH WILL BE I-1

L=I-1

 

/* PRIOR TO THAT FISCAL_MONTH WILL BE I-2

K=I-2

 

/* AND PRIOR TO THAT FISCAL_MONTH WILL BE I-3

J=I-3

 

/* GENTIME CAN THEN DEVELOP DATE/TIME VARIABLES BASED ON

/* NTH OFFSETS FROM THE ARBITRARY POINT OF TIME

GENTIME XXX %J.TH FISCAL_MONTH OF YEAR STARTING 1ST JAN 01

GENTIME YYY %K.TH FISCAL_MONTH OF YEAR STARTING 1ST JAN 01

GENTIME ZZZ %L.TH FISCAL_MONTH OF YEAR STARTING 1ST JAN 01
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Test Invocation of an ESP Procedure

This topic shows how you can test to find out what method and event are being used. ESP can invoke a procedure based
on various activities. For example, ESP can trigger an event to invoke a procedure based on the following:

• Data set activity
• Job monitoring activity or an alert process
• A scheduled time
• A manual trigger

You can also use different events to invoke the same ESP procedure.

Test Method of Invocation

Different types of events can invoke the same ESP procedure. You can use statements in the procedure to test the
method of invocation based on the value of built-in symbolic variables.

• If ESPTRDSN NE ' ', the procedure is invoked by a data set-triggered E\event.
• If MNJOBNO > 0, the procedure is invoked by a job monitor or alert process.
• Otherwise, if both of the above conditions are false, then the procedure is invoked by a scheduled or manually

triggered event.

The following instructions demonstrate how you can test within a procedure to find out how it is being invoked.

/* DATASET TRIGGER?

/*

IF ESPTRDSN ¬= ' ' THEN DO

  SEND 'THIS EVENT TRIGGERED BY %ESPTRDSN' U(BP01)

  EXIT

ENDDO

/*

/* JOB MONITOR OR ALERT PROCESS?

/*

IF MNJOBNO > 0 THEN DO

  SEND 'THIS EVENT TRIGGERED BY %MNJOB' U(BP01)

  EXIT

ENDDO

/*

/* OTHERWISE, SCHEDULED OR TRIGGERED MANUALLY

/*

SEND 'EVENT SCHEDULED OR TRIGGERED MANUALLY' U(BP01)

Check Event Name

You can use statements in the procedure to check the name of the event invoking it. Different events can invoke the same
ESP procedure.

Event ESP Procedure Selected Jobs

USER.DAYJOBS Select A
IF ESPEVENT='USER.DAYJOBS' -
THEN SELECT B

A, B

USER.NIGHTJOBS IF ESPEVENT='USER.NIGHTJOBS' -
THEN SELECT C

A, C
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Combine CLANG Elements

This topic contains some examples of combining different CLANG elements.

Example: Set Symbolic Variables Based on Different Criteria

The ESP procedure in this example sets different values for symbolic variables based on the name of the data set
that triggered the event. The symbolic variables are DCNUM, which represents a data center number, and DC, which
represents a data center code. These variables are used as a task name that ESP completes.

The criteria for setting the symbolics are:

• If the first four characters of the data set name are FRED, ESP sets DCNUM equal to the 9th and 10th characters of
the data set name.

• If the first six characters of the data set name are BARNEY, ESP sets DCNUM equal to the 11th and 12th characters of
the data set name.

• If DCNUM='01' or '11', ESP sets DC='ATL'.
• If DCNUM='02' or '12', ESP sets DC='COL'.

The ESP procedure first checks to see if it is being invoked by a data set-triggered event. The procedure looks like this:

/*

/* SET DATA CENTER NUMBER AND DATA CENTER CODE BASED ON

/* NAME OF DATASET THAT TRIGGERED THE EVENT

/*

IF ESPTRDSN NE '' THEN -

  DO

    IF '%ESPTRDSN(1:4)'='FRED' THEN -

      DO

        DCNUM='%ESPTRDSN(9:10)'

        IF DCNUM='01' THEN DC='ATL'

        IF DCNUM='02' THEN DC='COL'

        ESP AJ %DC%DCNUM COMPLETE APPL(%ESPAPPL..%ESPAPGEN)

        EXIT

      ENDDO

      IF '%ESPTRDSN(1:6)'='BARNEY' THEN -

        DO

          DCNUM='%ESPTRDSN(11:12)'

          IF DCNUM='11' THEN DC='ATL'

          IF DCNUM='12' THEN DC='COL'

          ESP AJ %DC%DCNUM COMPLETE-

           APPL(%ESPAPPL..%ESPAPGEN)

          EXIT

        ENDDO

  ENDDO

 

/*APPLICATION DEFINITION

APPL APPL1

JCLLIB ...

JOB ATL01 TASK

  RELEASE ATLJOB

ENDJOB
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JOB ATL11 TASK

  RELEASE ATLJOB

ENDJOB

JOB COL02 TASK 

  RELEASE COLJOB

ENDJOB

JOB COL12 TASK 

  RELEASE COLJOB

ENDJOB

.

.

.

The event looks like this:

EVENT ID(PROD.PREHISTORIC)

  SCHEDULE 4PM DAILY

  DSTRIG FRED.CAR01.BEDROCK ANYCLOSE

  DSTRIG FRED.CAR02.BEDROCK ANYCLOSE

  DSTRIG BARNEY.CAR11.BEDROCK ANYCLOSE  DSTRIG BARNEY.CAR12.BEDROCK ANYCLOSE

  INVOKE 'PROD.ESP.PROCS(APPL1)'

ENDDEF

Here are examples of what ESP produces, when different data sets are updated:

FRED.CAR01.BEDROCK  DCNUM='01'  ATL01

     (Data set)              DC='ATL'  completed

BARNEY.CAR12.BEDROCK  DCNUM='12'  COL12

     (Data set)              DC='COL' completed

Example: Build a Control Card

This example builds a control card on the last workday of the month. The format of the card consists of the letter M,
followed by a series of two-digit day of the month numbers. These numbers range from the current day up to 31.

For example, if the last workday of the month is the 29th day of the month, the control card looks like this:

M293031

The ESP procedure looks like this:

IF TODAY('LAST WORKDAY OF MONTH') THEN DO

  CCARD='M'

  JUMPTO L%ESPSDD

  L26: CCARD='%CCARD.26'

  L27: CCARD='%CCARD.27'

  L28: CCARD='%CCARD.28'

  L29: CCARD='%CCARD.29'

  L30: CCARD='%CCARD.30'

  L31: CCARD='%CCARD.31'

ENDDO
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If the last workday of the month is the 29th day of the month, ESP assigns the value M to the variable CCARD and then
jumps to the L29 label. ESP processes the assignment statements identified with the labels L29, L30, and L31. Each
statement builds on the previous value of the CCARD variable. ESP builds the control card like this:

Figure 54: Sample Control Card Build

Check for Job in Input Queue

JOBONQ is a built-in function that you can use to check whether a job or group of jobs is currently on any JES queue.
You can use the JOBONQ function in conjunction with the REEXEC statement to re-execute an ESP procedure at a
specific time or after a certain interval of time. The following example demonstrates how to use JOBONQ with a REEXEC
statement.

Example: Check for Job in Input Queue

This ESP procedure performs the following functions:

• It checks to see if any job with the name RMTJOB is on hold in the input queue. (In this example, it is assumed there
will be either no jobs or one job.)

• ESP assigns the count of jobs to the integer variable JOBCOUNT. ESP then puts the resulting values for the job into
the symbolic variables ZJOBID1, ZJOBNO1, ZJOBH1, and ZJOBQ1.

• If no job is on hold in the input queue, the procedure checks the current time. ESP performs the following actions:
– If the time is past 10 pm (22:00), ESP sends a message to the console indicating that it is not going to wait any

longer for the job.
– If the time is before 10 pm, ESP sends a message indicating the job is still outstanding. In this circumstance, the

procedure re-executes in 30 minutes.
• If RMTJOB is on hold in the input queue, the procedure issues a JES command to release the job.

The ESP procedure looks like this:
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INTEGER JOBCOUNT

JOBCOUNT=JOBONQ('RMTJOB','Z','IH')

IF JOBCOUNT>0 THEN VS '$AJ%ZJOBNO1'

  ELSE DO

    IF ESPAHH>'22' THEN DO

    SE 'I HAVE BEEN LOOKING FOR RMTJOB FOR QUITE AWHILE' U(JOE)

    SE 'IT IS PAST 10PM, I AM GIVING UP' U(JOE)

  ENDDO

  ELSE DO

    SE 'WAITING FOR RMTJOB TO BE SUBMITTED' U(JOE)

    REEXEC IN(30)

  ENDDO

ENDDO

Use Recursive ESP Procedures

When you plan to bring your system down, it can be useful to notify others of the shutdown and prevent long-running jobs
from starting.

This example uses an event named OPER.SHUTDOWN, which invokes an ESP procedure. When you trigger this event,
specify the number of minutes until shutdown in the USER1 field.

The ESP procedure does the following:

• Assigns the USER1 variable to a variable named TIME.
• Sends a message to CN(01) informing them of the number of minutes until shutdown.
• Sets the available quantity of an ESP threshold resource named ELAPSE to the number of minutes until shutdown.
• Decrements the TIME variable by one.
• If the amount of time now left until shutdown is greater than or equal to zero, ESP retriggers the event in one minute.

(The amount of time left is passed as the USER1 variable.)

The process repeats until the amount of time left is less than zero.

/*

/* PASS NUMBER OF MINUTES TO SHUTDOWN USING USER1 

/* PARAMETER WHEN TRIGGERING EVENT

/*

/* SEND MESSAGE, DECREMENT TIME AND RE-TRIGGER EVENT IN 

/* 1 MINUTE IF TIME >= 0

/* 

INTEGER TIME

TIME=USER1

SEND 'SYSTEM COMING DOWN IN %TIME MINUTES' USER(CYBBP01)

OPER RESDEF ELAPSE SET AVAIL(%TIME)

TIME=TIME-1

IF TIME>=0 THEN ESP TRIGGER OPER.SHUTDOWN + 

  USER1('%TIME') AT('REALNOW PLUS 1 MINUTE')

Override Inherited Relationships

Any job that possesses the INHERIT attribute allows a dependency chain to flow through it, even when the job itself is not
selected.
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Jobs in an application may not have the same run frequency. ESP can select any jobs in a job stream and instruct them
to run in the correct order. It bases the order of job execution on implied job relationships. When ESP selects the jobs, it
checks to see if there are any inherited relationships between the jobs. To see what relationships are inherited, you can
use ESP simulation feature. Inherited relationships can apply to any type of job, including jobs within DJC networks and
ESP applications.

Example: The Inherited Relationships Take Place by Default

The following is a sample application, where the inheritance of relationships takes place by default. When Friday is not the
last workday of the month, ESP selects jobs A, B, C, D, and F. Job F runs after job D, as the dependency chain passes
through the unselected job, E.

Figure 55: Sample Application with Inherited Relationships

Override Inherited Relationships Using INHERIT and NOINHERIT

The default ESP processing of inheritance within an application can be overridden using the INHERIT and NOINHERIT
parameters on the JOB and OPTIONS statements.

Whether a job possesses the INHERIT attribute is determined by the following rules:
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• By default, all jobs in an application initially possess the INHERIT attribute. The jobs are scanned sequentially in the
order in which they are defined in the application.

• If an OPTIONS statement with the INHERIT or NOINHERIT operand is encountered, that becomes the default attribute
for all subsequent jobs, until overridden by another OPTIONS statement.

• If the INHERIT or NOINHERIT operand is coded on a JOB statement, the specified attribute overrides the default
for that job only. Subsequent jobs revert to the current default attribute unless otherwise specified on their JOB
statements.

You can override the inheritance of job relationships using any of the following override methods:

• An OPTIONS NOINHERIT statement in an ESP procedure
• The NODE operand in a JOB statement
• The NOINHERIT operand in a JOB statement

Example: Use OPTIONS NOINHERIT Statement

In many cases, you either need to inherit all relationships within an Application or you do not need to inherit any
relationships in the application. If you want to override the inheriting of all job relationships in an Application, you do not
need to specify NOINHERIT for each job. Instead, you can use the OPTIONS NOINHERIT statement to set a default
option.

The following example demonstrates how you can use an OPTIONS NOINHERIT statement in an Application. No
relationships are inherited in the BILLING Application.

APPL BILLING

OPTIONS NOINHERIT

JCLLIB . . .

JOB . . .

Using OPTIONS NOINHERIT causes all subsequent jobs to possess the NOINHERIT attribute, unless overridden by
another OPTIONS statement.

Example: Use NODE Operand

The NODE operand on a JOB statement defines a job as a node. No relationships pass through the node. A relationship
between a predecessor to the node and a successor to the node exists only when ESP selects the node. Inheritance of
relationships among the node and its successors still exist.

The following example demonstrates the NODE operand in a JOB statement.

This example shows a job stream consisting of six jobs, with a node at job B. Visually, the job stream looks like this:
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Figure 56: Sample Application with a Node

The application defining the job stream appears like this:

job a

  release b

ENDJOB

job b node

  RELEASE (C,D)

ENDJOB

job c

  release e

ENDJOB

job d

  release e

ENDJOB

job e

  release f

ENDJOB

JOB F
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ENDJOB

Based on the above procedure, the job relationships depend on which jobs ESP selects. The following table shows how
the relationships vary, depending on whether the node is part of the processing:

Job Selection Job Relationships
Jobs A and D Jobs A and D run independently, because no relationships pass

through the node.
Jobs A, B, and E Job A runs before job B and job B runs before E. (The node is

selected.)
Jobs A, B, and D Jobs run in the order of A, B, and D because ESP selects the

node.
Jobs A, D, and F Job A runs independently of D and F because ESP does not

select the node. ESP uses an implied relationship between jobs D
and F and runs job D before F.

 

Use NOINHERIT Operand

You can use a NOINHERIT operand in a JOB statement to override the default for that job only. Subsequent jobs revert to
the current default unless otherwise specified on their JOB statements.

A job defined with the NOINHERIT operand has a different effect on the job relationships, within its application, depending
on whether it is selected:

• An unselected NOINHERIT job prevents any dependencies passing through it. Any job it releases, either directly
or indirectly, runs independently of the NOINHERIT job's predecessors. An unselected NOINHERIT job breaks a
dependency chain.

• A selected NOINHERIT job releases any selected immediate successors but does not pursue dependencies through
any unselected successors.

The following example shows a sample job stream. The job stream consists of six jobs: A, B, C, D, E, and F. Visually, the
job flow looks like this:
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Figure 57: Sample Application with a Noinherit Job

The application defining the above job stream looks like this:

job a

  release b

job b noinherit

  release (c,d)

job c

  release e

job d

  release e

job e

  release f

ENDJOB

JOB F

ENDJOB
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Based on the above application, the job relationships depend on which jobs ESP selects. The following table shows how
the relationships vary, depending on whether the NOINHERIT job is selected.

Job Selection Job Relationships
Jobs A, B, and E Job A runs before job B, but job E runs independently. Job E is not

an immediate successor to the selected job B.
Jobs A, C, and D Jobs A, C, and D run independently. No dependencies pass

through the unselected job B.
Jobs A, D, and F Job A runs independently because no dependencies pass through

the unselected job B. Job D runs before F because job E has the
INHERIT attribute.

Jobs B, C, and F Job B runs before job C because job C is an immediate successor.
Job C runs before job F because job E has the INHERIT attribute.

 

Resolve External Dependencies

ESP can look back to see if a job has completed, and it can look ahead to see if a job is scheduled. ESP performs these
functions using the job index data set and a scheduled activity data set, respectively.

Resolve Dependencies Using Scheduled Activity Data Set

You can generate a scheduled-activity data set (SADGEN data set). The SADGEN data set contains information on all
jobs or a subset of the jobs. ESP does not use this file in its normal scheduling; it uses a real-time schedule, instead. The
primary reasons for using a SADGEN data set are:

• To provide reports on upcoming schedules.
• To permit modeling.
• To resolve external dependencies.

The following sections contain more details about using SAD files to resolve external dependencies.

Identify File to ESP

Identify the file using the SADLINK parameter. Select either of the following approaches:

• Use the SADLINK parameter that is set up in the ESP initialization file.
• Enter the SADLINK command as an operator command. This approach allows you to add a new file without requiring

you to restart the subsystem.

Both of the above methods produce the following results:

• The SADLINK parameter (or command) identifies an external SADGEN data set with an internal identifier.
• Each time ESP initializes (or receives a SADLOAD command), it reads the contents of the SADGEN data set and

retains necessary information in a main-storage resident look-up table.

SADLINK SAD1 DATASET(PROD.SADDAILY) GROUP(PROD)

Identify the Look-up Table

To specify the look-up table for resolving external links, enter the SADGEN identifier on a RESOLVE statement in an
Application. The RESOLVE statement instructs ESP to look at the scheduled-activity data set to resolve an external
dependency. The job is automatically selected if it is found.
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In the following example, ESP only selects job ABC if it finds the job on the SADGEN data set.

RESOLVE SAD1

JOB ABC EXTERNAL

  RELEASE XYZ

ENDJOB

JOB XYZ

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Load the SADGEN Data Set

Enter a SADLOAD command to refresh the in-core table whenever there has been an update to the SADGEN data set. As
an alternative, you can automate the SADLOAD command by instructing ESP to execute the ESP command processor.
This step must follow the SADGEN data set generation run.

An example of a SADLOAD command appears below:

OPER SADLOAD SAD1

The following example includes a step to issue the SADLOAD command.

Example: Define Automatic Execution of SADLOAD Command

The following sample JCL defines an automatic SADLOAD command that occurs whenever the ESP command processor
executes.

//JOBNAME  JOB …

//STEP1    EXEC ESPM,PARM='SAR' 

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *

  SADGEN DATASET('CYBER.ESP.SADGEN') - 

  FROM('6AM TODAY') -

  TO('5:59PM TODAY PLUS 7 DAYS') -

  EVENTSET(-) LEVEL(-) THRESH(30)

//STEP2 EXEC PGM=ESP,PARM='SUBSYS(ESPM)',

//  COND=(0,NE)

//STEPLIB DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CYBER.ESP.CD7YLOAD

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN DD *

  SADLOAD SAD1

/*

Define Scope of External Dependencies

When a job is dependent on an external job, ESP can look back to see if the predecessor completed successfully.

Use the SCOPE parameter to do the following:

• Control how far back ESP searches the job index data set.
• Limit the forward search for a job in the SADGEN data set (as a result of a RESOLVE statement in an ESP procedure).
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On the days you select an external job, the SCOPE parameter instructs ESP to look back in the job index data for the
required external job with a status of COMPLETED. ESP does not use a look forward time unless you use a RESOLVE
statement. If the job is not found, ESP waits for the dependency to be satisfied.

NOTE
To determine the successful run of a job, ESP searches for a COMPLETED job with a submission time
(RDRON) that falls within the SCOPE time range. Keep this in mind when using SCOPE to

The next example illustrates the use of the SCOPE parameter to define the scope of an external dependency.

Example: Check to See if Job Completed

In this example, ESP selects job ABC on Sundays. ESP looks back 24 hours to Saturday for a successful completion of
job ABC.

JOB ABC EXTERNAL SCOPE(-24:00)

  RUN SUNDAY

ENDJOB

Example: Use RESOLVE and SCOPE Together

In this example, you want ESP to run two jobs A and B, but ESP cannot release job A until it makes sure that job X is
complete. Job X is an external job that can have run in the past 24 hours or can be scheduled in the next 24 hours.

See the diagram illustrating the steps ESP performs to resolve this dependency, at the end of this example.

More detailed information follows:

1. ESP triggers an Event named CYBER.SAD_CREATE on Monday at 06:00. The Event executes a batch job that,
in turn, produces a SADGEN data set. The SADGEN data set contains all jobs to run during the week ranging from
Monday at 06:00 to the following Monday at 05:59. The SADGEN command looks like this:

SADGEN DATASET('PROD.ESP.SAD') -

FROM('06:00 TODAY') TO('05:59 MONDAY')

2. The SADLINK command in the ESP initialization parameters associates a logical identifier named SADWKLY with the
actual SAD data set name of PROD.ESP.SAD. The SADLINK command looks like this:

SADLINK SADWKLY DATASET('PROD.ESP.SAD')

3. Each time ESP initialization occurs (or in response to a SADLOAD command), ESP performs the following activities:
– It reads the contents of the SADGEN data set.
– It retains necessary information in a main storage resident look-up table.

4. Assume that ESP triggers the Event CYBER.TEST_EVENT on Tuesday at 16:00. The Event invokes an ESP
procedure named TESTPROC. The procedure TESTPROC runs two jobs based on the following dependencies:
– JOBA depends on an external predecessor named JOBX. ESP must ensure that JOBX is complete before

releasing JOBA.
– JOBB depends on JOBA.
The ESP procedure, releasing JOB A and JOB B, looks like this:

TESTPROC:ESPPROC

APPL TESTAPPL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.TEST.JCL'

RESOLVE SADWKLY

JOB JOBX EXTERNAL SCOPE(-24:00,24:00)

  RELEASE JOBA
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ENDJOB

JOB JOBA

  RELEASE JOBB

ENDJOB

JOB JOBB

ENDJOB

SELECT (JOBA,JOBB)

5. ESP checks the SADWKLY in-core table to resolve the dependency for JOBA. If JOBX is scheduled within the
specified scope, ESP ensures that JOBX is complete before releasing JOBA. If JOBX is not scheduled within the
specified scope, ESP does not select JOBX and releases JOBA.

6. ESP checks the jobex data set to see if JOBX has been run in the previous 24 hours. If so, ESP releases JOBA.
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Figure 58: Diagram that Illustrates Concurrent Use of the RESOLVE and SCOPE Parameters

Use RESOLVE and SCOPE Together

This section contains a summary of RESOLVE and SCOPE options.
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Summary of Options

The following chart summarizes the different options you have for using SCOPE and RESOLVE.

Option Description
SCOPE without RESOLVE Instructs ESP to look back in the job index data set to see if the

job has completed successfully. ESP does not use a look forward
time. If the job is not found, ESP waits for the dependency to be
satisfied.

RESOLVE without SCOPE Instructs ESP to look at the scheduled activity data set to resolve
the dependency. ESP automatically selects the job if it is found.

RESOLVE with SCOPE Instructs ESP to look at the scheduled activity data set within the
specified scope. ESP automatically selects the job if it is found.

Use Advanced Features of Applications
This section discusses the advanced features of applications and shows you how to combine the various features of ESP
to make your applications more powerful. For information about the the basic functions of ESP applications, see Using.

  

Change Job Attributes

In ESP, you can change a job attributes by using different operands on the JOB statement. Some examples of attributes
are CRITICAL, HOLD, REQUEST, CONDITIONAL, LINK, and MANUAL.

A job can have different attributes based on criteria such as schedule criteria, system activity, or the status of another job.
For example, job ABC is a regularly scheduled job each day except on Mondays when it is an on-request job. This job has
different attributes based on schedule criteria.

Use JOBATTR Statement

To define a job with different attributes, use the JOBATTR statement. This statement lets you change any attributes of a
job within the scope of the JOB statement or in job documentation. Attributes include the operands you can use on the
JOB statement.

Example: Change Job Attribute

In the following example, job ABC runs daily. On Mondays, it is a request job.

JOB ABC

  RUN DAILY

  IF TODAY('MONDAY') THEN JOBATTR REQUEST

ENDJOB

Example: Negate Job Attribute

In the following example, job ABC runs daily. It is an on-request job every day except on Mondays, when it is a regularly
scheduled job.

JOB ABC REQUEST

  RUN DAILY

  IF TODAY('MONDAY') THEN JOBATTR NOREQUEST

ENDJOB
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In the following example, job ABC runs each weekday. On Fridays, it needs to be defined on hold. On the last workday
of the month, it is an on-request job. When Friday is also the last workday of the month, ESP combines the different
attributes resulting in ABC defined on hold and as an on-request job.

JOB ABC

  RUN WEEKDAYS

  IF TODAY('FRIDAY') THEN JOBATTR HOLD

  IF TODAY('LAST WORKDAY OF MONTH') THEN JOBATTR REQUEST

ENDJOB

Define External and Manual Jobs

When you define an application, you must define a job submitted outside of the application as an external or manual job.
If more than one generation of the application is active when the job ends, you must specify the generation in which you
want ESP to post the job. There are different ways you can control the posting of these jobs.

Control Post of External and Manual Jobs

The following table summarizes these posting options:

 Option  Where It Can Be Used  Description 
POST_OLDEST TRACKOPT;

APPL statement
Posts the job in the oldest active generation of the application in
which the job has not been marked.

NOPOST_OLDEST TRACKOPT;
APPL statement

Posts the job in all active generations of the application in which
the job has not been marked complete. This is the default.

NOPOST_UNTIL_READY APPL statement Does not post the job until its dependencies are met.
POST_WHILE_WAITING APPL statement Posts the job even if it is waiting - status is APPLWAIT, SUBAPPL

WAIT, or JOB_ANCESTOR_WAIT.
NOPOST_WHILE-WAITING APPL statement Does not post the job if it is waiting - status is APPLWAIT,

SUBAPPL WAIT, or JOB_ANCESTOR_WAIT.
SCHEDULED JOB statement Indicates a range for the scheduled time of the Event that submits

the job. Trigger time is used for non-scheduled Events.

NOTE
You cannot use POST_OLDEST with either NOPOST_UNTIL_READY or NOPOST_WHILE_WAITING.

The SCHEDULED operand provides the most control for synchronizing applications. You can use it for any external job
but you cannot use it for a manual job.

ESP can also resolve external dependencies using a Scheduled Activity data set. This technique is more commonly used
with DJC/JES3 job networks that do not offer the flexibility of Applications.

For more information, see Use Advanced Features of Procedures.

Example: Use Different Posting Options

This example illustrates the effects of using different posting options in an application.

Assume there are two generations of an application active on the system with the following characteristics:

• The application and generations are THISAPPL.1 and THISAPPL.2.
• Each application contains an external job A, which has not been posted complete.

THISAPPL.2 is in an APPLWAIT state, waiting for THISAPPL.1 to complete.
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Figure 59: Diagram that Illustrates Different Posting Options

When job A completes, ESP marks the job complete, based on the posting option.

 Posting Options  Application in Which Job Is Marked Completed 
POST_OLDEST THISAPPL.1
NOPOST_OLDEST THISAPPL.1, THISAPPL.2
POST_WHILE_WAITING THISAPPL.1, THISAPPL.2
NOPOST_WHILE_WAITING THISAPPL.1
NOPOST_UNTIL_READY THISAPPL.1, THISAPPL.2

 

Example: Wait on External Job With Same Scheduled Date

In this example, job B runs Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, and job A runs every day. Job B depends on the job A which
is scheduled for the same day.

Visually, the dependencies look like this:
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Figure 60: Dependency between Job B and Job A

The ESP procedure looks like this:

JOB A EXTERNAL SCHEDULED('TODAY')

  RELEASE B

  RUN MON WED FRI

ENDJOB

JOB B

  RUN MON WED FRI

ENDJOB

The RUN statement for job A reflects the days you want it as an external dependency for job B. When ESP builds the
application on a Monday, Wednesday, or Friday, it checks to see if today's scheduled run of job A is complete.

• If today's job A is complete, ESP posts the external job complete.
• If today's job A is not complete, ESP waits until the job ends to post the external job complete.

Example: Wait on External Job With Previous Scheduled Date In Different Application

In this example, ESP schedules job SUNJOB on Sundays, and it depends on the successful completion of job SATJOB
that ESP schedules on Saturdays. SATJOB and SUNJOB belong to different applications.

Visually, the dependencies look like this:
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Figure 61: Dependency Between SATJOB and SUNJOB

The ESP procedure looks like this:

JOB SATJOB EXTERNAL SCHEDULED('YESTERDAY')

  RUN SUNDAY

  RELEASE SUNJOB

ENDJOB

JOB SUNJOB

  RUN SUNDAY

ENDJOB

On Sunday, you want to select job SATJOB as an external predecessor to job SUNJOB. When ESP builds this
application, it checks to see if SATJOB from the previous day (YESTERDAY) is complete.

• If yesterday's SATJOB is complete, ESP posts the external job complete.
• If yesterday's SATJOB is not complete, ESP waits until the job ends successfully to post the external job complete.

Example: Wait on External Job With Previous Scheduled Date In Same Application

This example is the same as the previous example, except that the jobs belong to different generations of the same
application. ESP schedules job SUNJOB on Sundays, and it depends on the successful completion of job SATJOB that
ESP schedules on Saturdays. SATJOB and SUNJOB belong to different generations of the same application.

Visually, the dependencies look like this:

Figure 62: Dependency between SATJOB and SUNJOB in the Same Application

Because the jobs belong to the same application, you need to use the JOBATTR statement to change SATJOB's
attributes on Sunday. On Sunday, you do not want to run the job-you only want to build a relationship with the job.
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The ESP procedure is shown below. The RUN statement for SATJOB reflects when the job is scheduled (Saturday) and
when the external relationship needs to be built (Sunday).

JOB SATJOB

  IF TODAY('SUNDAY') THEN -

  JOBATTR EXTERNAL SCHEDULED('YESTERDAY')

  RUN SATURDAY SUNDAY

  RELEASE SUNJOB

ENDJOB

JOB SUNJOB

  RUN SUNDAY

ENDJOB

When ESP builds this application on Sunday, it checks to see if SATJOB from the previous day (YESTERDAY) is
complete.

• If yesterday's SATJOB is complete, ESP posts the external job complete.
• If yesterday's SATJOB is not complete, ESP waits until the job ends successfully to post the external job complete.

Example: Wait On Manual Job That Runs Multiple Times

In this example, job X is a manual job that runs multiple times throughout the day. Job B can run after the first successful
run of job X that completes after midnight.

Visually, the flow of jobs looks like this:

Figure 63: Job B Waits on a Job That Runs Multiple Times

The NOPOST_UNTIL_READY option ensures that ESP does not post job X until at least midnight. The ESP procedure
looks like this:

APPL XYZ NOPOST_UNTIL_READY

JCLLIB . . .

JOB X MANUAL

  DELAYSUB MIDNIGHT

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE B

ENDJOB

JOB B
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ESP produces different results based on the completion time of job X. For example, if job X runs at 11:15 pm, 12:15 am,
and 1:15 am, ESP produces the following:

 Completion Time for Job  Results 
11:15 pm (23:15) This run of job X does not post complete in the Application

because the job does not become ready until midnight.
12:15 am (00:15) Job X posts complete in the Application.
1:15 am (01:15) This run of job X does not post complete in the Application

because it will already have been marked complete.

 

Example: Wait for Another Job to Complete

In this example, job B is a manual job that should not complete until job A runs successfully. ESP submits job A. Because
job B is a manual job, ESP has no control over the submission time for job B. However, you can still control when ESP
posts the job complete.

Visually the flow looks like this:

Figure 64: Job B Completes after Successful Completion of Job A

The NOPOST_UNTIL_READY option can ensure that job A completes successfully before job B posts complete in the
application. The procedure looks like this:

APPL ABC NOPOST_UNTIL_READY

JCLLIB . . .

JOB A

  RELEASE B

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

JOB B MANUAL

  RELEASE C

  RUN DAILY
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ENDJOB

JOB C

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Wait for Online Task to Complete

In this example, CICS is the name of a started task for an online system that is normally shut down at 7pm weekdays
and 4pm weekends. If CICS comes down prior to its normal shutdown time, you do not want the dependent jobs to be
submitted.

By using NOPOST_UNTIL_READY on the APPL statement, you ensure that ESP does not post the CICS manual job as
completed before normal shutdown time:

• If CICS completes prior to 7pm on weekdays, the manual job does not post complete.
• If CICS completes prior to 4pm on weekends, the manual job is not posted complete.

The procedure looks like this:

APPL BILLING NOPOST_UNTIL_READY

JCLLIB . . .

JOB CICS MANUAL

  DELAYSUB 7pm

  IF TODAY('SAT SUN') THEN DELAYSUB 4PM

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE FIRSTJOB

ENDJOB

Example: Post Bypassed Job in Another Application

In this example, a job in one application must wait on an on-request job in another application. The request job may or
may not be requested.

Job A is an on-request job in application APPL1. Job B is in application APPL2 and must wait until job A completes
successfully or is bypassed.

Take the following steps:

1. Set up a link in APPL1 that waits on job A.
2. Set up a task in APPL2 as a predecessor to job B.
3. Use the link to issue a command to complete the task in APPL2.

Visually, the flow looks like this:
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Figure 65: Job B Waits for Job A Completion or Bypass

Here is the definition for APPL1:

/*

/* FIRST APPLICATION

/*

/* USE LINK AFTER REQUEST JOB TO POST TASK COMPLETE IN /* OTHER APPLICATION

/*

JCLLIB 'CYBBP01.TESTJOBS.CNTL'

APPL EXT1

JOB A REQUEST

  DELAYSUB REALNOW PLUS 1 HOUR

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE CHECK.A

ENDJOB

JOB CHECK.A LINK PROCESS

  ESP AJ WAIT4.A COMPLETE APPL(EXT2.0)

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Here is the definition for APPL2:

/*

/* SECOND APPLICATION

/*

/* USE TASK AS A PREDECESSOR TO THE JOB YOU WANT TO RUN

/*

APPL EXT2

JCLLIB 'CYBBP01.TESTJOBS.CNTL'

JOB WAIT4.A TASK

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE B

ENDJOB

JOB B

  RUN DAILY
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ENDJOB

Control Release of Jobs

Sometimes, you may want to change the way ESP handles the release of a job.

When you use ESP to set up a relationship between two jobs, such as job A with a successor of job B, ESP normally:

• Decrements the hold count of job B only upon successful completion of job A.
• Waits until the hold count of job B reaches zero before it considers the job eligible.
• Does not delay submission of job B when job A completes.

Using ESP, you can automatically:

• Delay the release of a job based on the actual time its predecessors complete.
• Set up optional predecessors, for example, one of two jobs must complete before the successor runs.
• Release a job with outstanding predecessors.
• Release a job based on how a predecessor terminates.

The following examples illustrate these different techniques.

Example: Delay Release Based on Time

You can instruct ESP to delay releasing a job based on the time its predecessors complete. For example, you may want
ESP to wait a specific number of minutes, or until a particular time, before submitting a job.

In this example:

• If job A completes prior to 06:23, ESP delays submission of job B by five minutes.
• If job B completes between 06:45 and 07:30, ESP delays submission of job C until 07:30.

Visually, the dependencies look like this:

Figure 66: Sample Application that Delays Job Submission Based on Time

Set up the ESP procedure like this:

APPL ABC

JCLLIB . . .

JOB A

  RELEASE B
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  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

JOB B

/*

/* if time < 06.23 then wait 5 minutes

/* else release when eligible

/*

  IF ESPATIME<'06.23.00' THEN RELDELAY 5

  RELEASE C

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

JOB c

/*

/* if time is between 06:45 and 07:30 then delay

/* submission until 07:30, else release when eligible

/*

  IF ESPATIME>'06.45.00' AND ESPATIME<'07.30.00' +

    THEN REEXEC AT('07.30')

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Optional Predecessors

You can use the RELCOUNT statement to specify the hold count when a job becomes eligible for submission. By default,
ESP will not consider a job eligible until its hold count is zero.

Example: Optional Job Dependency

In this example, job D waits for any of job A, job B, or job C to complete successfully. Visually, the dependencies look like
this:

Figure 67: Optional Job Dependency

The ESP procedure looks like this:

APPL ABC

JCLLIB . . .

/* job D waits for either job a or job b OR JOB C

JOB A

    RUN DAILY

    RELEASE D
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ENDJOB

JOB B

    RUN DAILY

   RELEASE D

ENDJOB

JOB C

   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE D

ENDJOB

JOB D

   RUN DAILY

   RELCOUNT 2

ENDJOB

When ESP builds the Application, job D has a hold count of 3. By specifying RELCOUNT 2 for job D, ESP releases
this job when its hold count becomes 2. This means ESP releases job D when any of job A, job B, or job C complete
successfully.

Example: Optional Data Set Trigger Dependency

In this example, job ABC cannot run until one of two data sets, PAYROLL.MASTERA or PAYROLL.MASTERB, has been
created. Whichever one is created first, causes ESP to submit job ABC. The application does not need to wait for the
other data set before it completes.

Visually, the dependencies look like this:

Figure 68: Optional Data Set Trigger Dependency

Each data set-trigger dependency is represented by a data set-trigger object, FILEA and FILEB. Each of these objects is a
predecessor to job ABC.

The ESP procedure looks like this:

APPL PAYMAST

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL'

DSTRIG FILEA CONDITIONAL

  DSNAME CYB.PAYROLL.MASTERA

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE ABC

ENDJOB

DSTRIG FILEB CONDITIONAL
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  DSNAME CYB.PAYROLL.MASTERB

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE ABC

ENDJOB

JOB ABC

  RELCOUNT 1

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

When ESP builds the application, job ABC has a hold count of 2. By specifying RELCOUNT 1 for job ABC, ESP releases
this job when its hold count becomes 1. This means ESP releases job ABC when either FILEA or FILEB completes.
FILEA completes when PAYROLL.MASTERA is created; FILEB completes when PAYROLL.MASTERB completes.

The CONDITIONAL operand on the FILEA and FILEB definitions indicates that these objects do not have to complete for
the application to complete. For example, if FILEA completes and job ABC runs to successful completion, ESP bypasses
FILEB and the Application completes.

Notification of Status

You may want to know if a certain number of predecessors are outstanding at a particular time.

In this example, ESP sends a message if 5 out of 10 predecessors have not completed by am.

• If 5 out of 10 predecessors are complete before 1am, ESP processes the link and does not send a message.
• If 5 out of 10 predecessors are not complete before 1am, ESP drops the dependencies on the link and sends a

warning message.

In either case, ESP completes the link.

The definition of the link looks like this:

JOB CHECK.STATUS LINK PROCESS

 RUN DAILY

   AFTER (J1,J2,J3,J4,J5,J6,J7,J8,J9,J10)

   ABANDON DEPENDENCIES 1AM

   RELCOUNT 5

   IF ESPAHH='01' THEN +

     SEND '%ESPAPPL IS RUNNING LATE' CN(01)

ENDJOB

Release a Job Based on Predecessor Termination

You can instruct ESP to decrement the hold count of a successor job based on how a predecessor terminates. By default,
ESP only decrements the hold count of a successor job when a predecessor terminates normally.

The following options are available when you define a job relationship using a POSTREQ, PREREQ, RELEASE, or
AFTER statement.

A abnormal termination

N normal termination

U any termination

An example is shown below.
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Figure 69: Job Releases after the Predecessor Job Terminates

Example: Submit Job Based on How a Particular Job Terminates

In the following example, ESP submits a different job based on how a particular job terminates.

• If PAYJOB1 terminates abnormally, ESP submits job RECOVER.
• If PAYJOB1 terminates normally, ESP submits job PAYJOB2.

Visuall, y the dependencies look like this:

Figure 70: Job Submits Based on Predecessor Job Termination

Set up the ESP procedure like this:

APPL PAYJOBS

JCLLIB . . .

JOB PAYJOB1

   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE (RECOVER(A),PAYJOB2)

ENDJOB

JOB RECOVER CONDITIONAL

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB
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JOB PAYJOB2

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Notice that the RECOVER job is defined as a CONDITIONAL job as it is an optional job that may not execute. The
Application will complete regardless of the execution of RECOVER.

Schedule Multiple Runs of a Job

You can use ESP to dynamically insert a job into an application multiple times in a day. Job MYJOB runs every hour on
the hour, from 8am to 4pm.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Define a task that builds a time qualifier for the job, inserts the job, and re-executes in one hour. The time qualifier
consists of the letter T and the actual hour, minute and second, to ensure the job ESP inserts is unique. The task in
this example is MYJOB.HOURLY.

2. Define a link that completes the task at 4:01 pm. This stops the submission of the job. The link in this example is
MYJOB.STOPSUB.

3. Schedule an event prior to 8 am to invoke the ESP procedure.

Example: Schedule Multiple Runs of a Job

Here is a sample ESP procedure:

APPL THISAPPL

JCLLIB 'CYBBP01.TESTJOBS.CNTL'

/*

/* USE A TASK TO DYNAMICALLY INSERT MYJOB.

/* BUILD TIME QUALIFIER AND INSERT JOB MYJOB.T%TIME

/* INTO APPLICATION EVERY HOUR BETWEEN 8AM AND 4PM

/*

JOB MYJOB.HOURLY TASK

  RUN WORKDAYS

  DELAYSUB 8AM

  TIME='%ESPAHH%ESPAMN%ESPASS'

  ESP AJ MYJOB.T%TIME INSERT APPL(%ESPAPPL..%ESPAPGEN)

  REEXEC AT('REALNOW PLUS 1 HOUR')

ENDJOB

/*

/* STOP SUBMISSION OF MYJOB BY COMPLETING THE TASK

/* MYJOB.HOURLY AT 4:01PM

/*

JOB MYJOB.STOPSUB LINK PROCESS

  RUN WORKDAYS

  DELAYSUB 4:01PM

  ESP AJ MYJOB.HOURLY COMPLETE APPL(%ESPAPPL..%ESPAPGEN)

ENDJOB

Beginning at 8am, the task does the following:

• Builds a time symbolic (%TIME) for the job consisting of the actual hour, minute, and second. For example, at 8 am,
ESP assigns the value 080000 to the TIME variable.

• Issues an AJ command to dynamically insert MYJOB with a qualifier of T%TIME into the application. For example, at 8
am, ESP uses a qualifier of T080000.

• Re-executes in one hour.
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At 4:01 pm, the link issues an AJ command to complete the MYJOB.HOURLY task.

Another method for handling this scenario is to use templates. For more information, see Use Templates.

Use Subapplications

You can divide an application into smaller subapplications. You can display and manipulate portions of an application
using a single command. For basic information about subapplications, see Using.

Example: Use Subapplications for Different Job Streams

In this example, the MASTER application consists of two subapplications. The definitions for the application are stored in
three separate PDS members:

• CYB.ESP.PROCS(DEFAULTS)
• CYB.ESP.PROCS(STREAM1)
• CYB.ESP.PROCS(STREAM2)

Visually, the application and subapplications look like this:

Figure 71: Subapplications for Different Job Streams

The DEFAULTS member specifies global processing options for the application, including the name of the application and
the JCL library. It looks like this:

APPL MASTER

JCLLIB 'CYBBP01.TESTJOBS.CNTL'

The STREAM1 member defines the STREAM1 subapplication and looks like this:

SUBAPPL stream1

JOB A
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  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE (B,C)

ENDJOB

JOB B

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE D

ENDJOB

JOB C

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE D

ENDJOB

JOB D

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE Y

ENDJOB

The STREAM2 member defines the STREAM2 subapplication and looks like this:

SUBAPPL stream2

JOB X

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE Y

ENDJOB

JOB Y

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE Z

ENDJOB

JOB Z

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

The following event invokes the MASTER application:

EVENT ID(CYBER.MASTER)

  SCHEDULE 8AM DAILY

  INVOKE 'CYBER.ESP.PROCS(DEFAULTS)'

  INVOKE 'CYBER.ESP.PROCS(STREAM1)'

  INVOKE 'CYBER.ESP.PROCS(STREAM2)'

ENDDEF

Example: Use Subapplications for Special Requests

In this example, an application contains a group of regularly scheduled jobs and a group of special jobs. Each day, either
the regular jobs run or the special jobs run, and some common jobs run. A user must request the special jobs.

Visually, the application and subapplications look like this:
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Figure 72: Subapplications for Special Requests

Set up your application as follows:

1. Use a subapplication named NORMAL to represent the regularly scheduled jobs.
2. Use a subapplication named SPECIAL to represent the special on-request jobs.
3. Identify each job in the SPECIAL subapplication as a REQUEST job.

Here is a sample ESP procedure:

APPL ATOZ

JCLLIB . . .

JOB A

   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE (B,X)

ENDJOB

JOB B

   SUBAPPL NORMAL

   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE C

ENDJOB

JOB C

   SUBAPPL NORMAL

   RUN DAILY
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   RELEASE Z

ENDJOB

JOB X REQUEST

   SUBAPPL SPECIAL

   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE Y

ENDJOB

JOB Y REQUEST

   SUBAPPL SPECIAL

   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE Z

ENDJOB

JOB Z

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

When a user requests that the special jobs be run, you will need to issue commands to:

• Bypass the NORMAL subapplication
• Request the SPECIAL subapplication

You may want to set up a manually triggered event that invokes an ESP procedure to take these actions. The following is
an example of such an ESP procedure:

ESP AJ NORMAL BYPASS APPL(ATOZ.0)

ESP AJ SPECIAL REQUEST APPL(ATOZ.0)

Submit Different Jobs Based on Data Set Activity

This section contains examples of different jobs submitted based on data set activity.

Example: Build Single Job Application Based on Closure of a Data Set

This example builds a single job application based on the closure of a specific data set.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Define an ESP procedure that
– Checks the name of the data set that triggers the event.
– Defines an application to run the appropriate job.

2. Define the applicable data sets in an event that invokes an ESP procedure. You must specify the data set name and
type of activity (for example ANYCLOSE).

Example: Use RUNJOB When One of Three Data Sets Closes

This example builds a single job application named RUNJOB when any of three data sets closes. Depending on which
data set closes, ESP runs job A, B or C.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Define the application in an ESP procedure. A sample application looks like this:
IF ESPTRDSN='YOUR.FIRST.DATASET' THEN JOBNAME='A'

IF ESPTRDSN='YOUR.SECOND.DATASET' THEN JOBNAME='B'

IF ESPTRDSN='YOUR.THIRD.DATASET' THEN JOBNAME='C'

APPL RUNJOB

JCLLIB . . .
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JOB %JOBNAME

 RUN ANY

ENDJOB

NOTE
When ESP triggers the event, it assigns a value to the JOBNAME symbolic variable in accordance with the
data set that closed.

 Data set Name  JOBNAME 

YOUR.FIRST.DATASET A

YOUR.SECOND.DATASET B

YOUR.THIRD.DATASET C
2. Enter the applicable data set names and applicable activity. The following example shows an event that will trigger on

any closure of these data sets:
EVENT ID(PROD.RUNJOB)

  DSTRIG YOUR.FIRST DATASET ANYCLOSE

  DSTRIG YOUR.SECOND DATASET ANYCLOSE

  DSTRIG YOUR.THIRD DATASET ANYCLOSE

  INVOKE 'CYB.ESP.PROCS(RUNJOB)'

ENDDEF

Run All or Part of an Application

Sometimes, you may need to run all or part of an application (including a subapplication) in addition to its normal
schedule. For example, when you are rerunning an application from a previous day, you may need to:

• Run only part of an application.
• Rerun an entire application.
• Rerun part of an application.
• Run or rerun a subapplication.

You can specify different options on the TRIGGER command for any of these activities. ESP allows you to trigger an
event:

• In addition to its regularly scheduled time.
• For a time and date in the past.
• With specified jobs only, to run part of an application.
• With specified subapplications only, to run part of an application.

NOTE
 Before using the TRIGGER command, you may want to use the SIMULATE command to simulate the activities
of the event. Simulating the event activities helps to ensure that the results are what you want.

 Example: Trigger an Event at Various Times 

Trigger time is 4pm yesterday. Because this time has passed, ESP will trigger the event immediately. Job selection and
scheduled dates are based on yesterday's date.

TRIGGER PROD.PAYROLL AT('4PM YESTERDAY') ADD

Trigger time is last Friday. Because this time has passed, ESP will trigger the event immediately. Job selection and
scheduled dates are based on last Friday's date.

TRIGGER PROD.PAYROLL AT('FRIDAY LESS 1 WEEK') ADD
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 Example: Trigger an Event for Selected Jobs Only 

Trigger time is Feb. 17, 2001. Because this time has passed, ESP will trigger the event immediately. ESP will generate an
application beginning with job C and will include all the successors it had on Feb. 17, 2001.

TRIGGER PROD.PAYROLL AT('FEB 17,2001') ADD ROOT(C+)

ESP will generate an application consisting of jobs A, C, and F. This execution replaces the next scheduled execution of
the event.

TRIGGER PROD.PAYROLL ROOT(A,C,F) REPLACE

 Example: Trigger an Event for Selected Subapplications Only 

ESP triggers the event immediately. ESP generates an application consisting of the selected jobs in subapplications
DLYRPT and MTHYRPT only.

TRIGGER PROD.PAYROLL ADD SUBAPPLS(DLYRPT, MTHYRPT)

Take Action Based on Time

You can instruct ESP to take action when a job or task does not complete by a particular time, or if a job or subapplication
has not started by a particular time. Depending on your requirements, ESP can either complete or bypass the task, job,
Application, or subapplication.

The next few examples demonstrate several different situations requiring ESP action based on time.

For more information, see Trigger Events through Job Monitoring and Alert Processing.

Example: Request Different Jobs Based on Time of Predecessor Completion

You can instruct ESP to check the actual time before running jobs in an application. Based on the actual time, ESP selects
different jobs to run.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Define the job relationships in an ESP procedure.
2. Define a task to check the actual time.

The time check task is defined as part of the application. The following example demonstrates a typical application in
which ESP checks the actual time and runs the appropriate jobs.

In this example, job A and job B run in sequence. After job B completes successfully, ESP checks the actual time. If the
time is prior to 15:00, ESP requests job C and D. If the time is 15:00 or later, ESP requests job E and F. In either case,
ESP completes a task.
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Figure 73: Sample Application that Runs Jobs Based on Time

JCLLIB 'CYBBP01.TESTJOBS.CNTL'

APPL BILL INDEX(9) WAIT

JOB A

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE B

ENDJOB

JOB B

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE CHECK.TIME

ENDJOB

JOB CHECK.TIME TASK

  IF ESPATIME < '15.00.00' THEN DO

    ESP AJ C REQUEST APPL(BILL.0)

    ESP AJ D REQUEST APPL(BILL.0)

    ESP AJ CHECK.TIME COMPLETE APPL(BILL.0)
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  ENDDO

  IF ESPATIME >= '15.00.00' THEN DO

    ESP AJ E REQUEST APPL(BILL.0)

    ESP AJ F REQUEST APPL(BILL.0)

    ESP AJ CHECK.TIME COMPLETE APPL(BILL.0)

  ENDDO

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE (C,E)

ENDJOB

JOB C REQUEST

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE D

ENDJOB

JOB D REQUEST

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

JOB E REQUEST

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE F

ENDJOB

JOB F REQUEST

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Complete Application Based on Incomplete Task

In this example, a task named KEYPUNCH.DATA must complete by 6pm. Otherwise, ESP completes the application.

Visually, the job dependencies look like this:
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Figure 74: Sample Application that Completes Based on Time

Set up your application as follows:

APPL KEYDATA

JCLLIB 'SYS1.JCl'

JOB KEYPUNCH.DATA TASK

  RUN WORKDAYS

  RELEASE CHECK.TIME

ENDJOB

JOB CHECK.TIME TASK

  ABANDON DEPENDENCIES 6PM

  RUN WORKDAYS

  IF ESPAHH GE '18' THEN -

    ESP AJ ALL COMPLETE APPL(KEYDATA.%ESPAPGEN)

  ELSE ESP AJ CHECK.TIME COMPLETE -

  APPL(KEYDATA.%ESPAPGEN)

  RELEASE NEXTJOB

ENDJOB

JOB NEXTJOB

  RUN WORKDAYS

ENDJOB

ESP produces different results based on time:

• If KEYPUNCH.DATA is not complete by 6pm, ESP drops the time dependency on the CHECK.TIME task, checks the
time, and completes the application.

• If KEYPUNCH.DATA is complete prior to 6pm, ESP processes the CHECK.TIME task, checks the time, and completes
itself. NEXTJOB is now ready to run and ESP will submit it.

Another approach to this example involves using alert processing when a link or task becomes overdue.
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Fore more information, see Trigger Events through Job Monitoring and Alert Processing.

Example: Send a Message Based on an Incomplete Task

In this example, each of two tasks must complete by a certain time. Otherwise, ESP completes the task and sends a
message.

Visually, the job relationships look like this:

Figure 75: Sample Application with Cut-off Time for Jobs

Set up your application as follows:

JOB DC1.RECEIVED TASK

  RUN WORKDAYS

  RELEASE DC1.MESSAGE

ENDJOB

JOB DC1.MESSAGE LINK PROCESS

  ABANDON DEPENDENCIES 6AM

  RUN WORKDAYS

  IF ESPAHH GE '06' THEN DO

    ESP AJ DC1.RECEIVED COMPLETE -

    APPL(THISAPPL.%ESPAPGEN)

    SEND 'NO DATA FOR DISTRIBUTION CENTRE 1' USER(BOSS)

  ENDDO

  RELEASE FIRSTJOB

ENDJOB

JOB DC2.RECEIVED TASK

  RUN WORKDAYS

  RELEASE DC2.MESSAGE

ENDJOB

JOB DC2.MESSAGE LINK PROCESS

  ABANDON DEPENDENCIES 7AM
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  RUN WORKDAYS

  IF ESPAHH GE '07' THEN DO

    ESP AJ DC2.RECEIVED COMPLETE

    APPL(THISAPPL.%ESPAPGEN)

    SEND 'NO DATA FOR DISTRIBUTION CENTRE 2' USER(BOSS)

  ENDDO

  RELEASE FIRSTJOB

ENDJOB

JOB FIRSTJOB

  RUN WORKDAYS

ENDJOB

The cut-off time is 6am for the DC1.RECEIVED task and 7 am for the DC2.RECEIVED task. If a task has not been
marked complete by its cut-off time, ESP uses a corresponding link to complete the task and send a message.

Example: Drop Dependencies Based on Time

You can instruct ESP to drop one or more dependencies based on time.

In this example, job C waits for job A and job B. At 8 pm, ESP drops job C's dependency on job A.

Visually, the dependencies look like this:

Figure 76: Sample Application where Dependencies Drop Based on Time

Set up your application as follows:

APPL ABC

JCLLIB 'CYBBP01.TESTJOBS.CNTL'

JOB A

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE C

ENDJOB

JOB B

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE C

ENDJOB

JOB C
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  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

JOB DROP.A LINK PROCESS

  DELAYSUB 8PM

  ESPNOMSG AJ C DROPDEP(A) APPL(ABC.0)

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Bypass Subapplication that Does Not Start by Specific Time

You can instruct ESP to take action if a subapplication has not started by a specific time.

In this example, a subapplication must start processing by 11am. Otherwise, ESP bypasses the subapplication.

Visually, the job relationships look like this:

Figure 77: Subapplication Bypass

Set up your application as follows:

APPL TOOLATE

JCLLIB 'CYBBP01.ESP.DEMO.JCL'

JOB A

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE B

ENDJOB
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JOB B

  SUBAPPL LOWPRIO

  ESP AJ CHECK.STATUS COMPLETE APPL(TOOLATE.%ESPAPGEN)

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE C

ENDJOB

JOB C

  SUBAPPL LOWPRIO

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

JOB CHECK.STATUS LINK PROCESS

  DELAYSUB 11am

  RUN DAILY

  ESP AJ LOWPRIO BYPASS APPL(TOOLATE.%ESPAPGEN)

ENDJOB

Job B is the first job in the subapplication. ESP produces different results based on whether or not job B has been
submitted by 11am:

• If job B is submitted by 11am, ESP marks the CHECK.STATUS link complete.
• If job B is not submitted by 11am, ESP processes the CHECK.STATUS link and bypasses the subapplication.

Set Up Step-level Dependencies

You can set up a dependency between one job and a specific step in another job. You can streamline processing and run
jobs concurrently. This is useful when you have a long running job that does not need to complete before the next job is
released.

You can instruct ESP to monitor a job and trigger an Event when a job completes a certain processing step. For more
information on job monitoring, see Trigger Events through Job Monitoring and Alert Processing.

To set up a step-level dependency, you will need to do the following:

• Define a task in an application as a predecessor to the job waiting for the step to complete.
• Use step-level monitoring to monitor the predecessor job.
• Check the step name and completion code.
• Post the task complete to release the successor, if the step completion code is acceptable.

The following example illustrates this technique.

For more information, see Trigger Events through Job Monitoring and Alert Processing.

Example: Step-level Dependencies

This example shows you how to release job B after STEP0010 in job A completes successfully.

1. Set up a task as a predecessor to job B.
2. Define an ESP procedure to complete the task if STEP0010 of job A completes successfully.
3. Define a step-level monitor Event for job A to invoke this ESP procedure.

Visually, the dependencies look like this:
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Figure 78: Diagram that Illustrates Step-level Dependencies

The application looks like this:

APPL ABC

JCLLIB 'SYS1.JCL'

JOB A

  MONITOR CYBER

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

JOB A.STEP0010 TASK

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE B

ENDJOB

JOB B

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

The job monitor event for job A looks like this:

EVENT ID(CYBER.A_STEPEND)

  INVOKE 'CYBER.ESP.PROC(ASTEP)'

ENDDEF

The ESP procedure invoked by the job monitor event looks like this:

IF MNSTEP='STEP0010' AND MNCMPC='0' THEN -

  ESPNOMSG AJ A.STEP0010 COMPLETE APPL(ABC.0)

Use General Procedures

If you need to set up many step-level dependencies, consider using general procedures that use:

• Symbolic variables in generalized ESP procedures.
• Standardized task names (for example, jobname.stepname).

The following example shows a general procedure that checks the stepname and completion code for different jobs.

When invoked by an event, ESP does the following:
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• Goes to a label representing the job name (JUMPTO %MNJOB).
• Checks the stepname and completion code.
• Goes to the label COMPLETE to complete the task or exits.

JUMPTO %MNJOB

A:

IF MNSTEP='STEP0010' AND MNCMPC='0' THEN JUMPTO COMPLETE 

IF MNSTEP='STEP0050' AND MNCMPC='0' THEN JUMPTO COMPLETE 

EXIT

B:

IF MNSTEP='STEP0020' AND MNCMPC='0' THEN JUMPTO COMPLETE 

EXIT

COMPLETE:

ESPNOMSG AJ %MNJOB..%MNSTEP COMPLETE APPL(ABC.0)

Use Templates
A template is an element of CLANG you can use to specify repetitive commands or statements once. The template allows
you to:

• Simplify the specification of repetitious commands or statements, such as those you use to define holidays or jobs
• Use and enforce standards
• Reduce maintenance

You can use templates where CLANG is available, including ESP procedures, initialization parameters, and page or line
modes.

Set Up a Template

To set up a template, you need a TEMPLATE statement, one or more body statements, and an ENDTEMPL statement.
The body statements usually include some symbolic variables to represent data that changes for different uses of the
template. You pass information to your template so that ESP can resolve the symbolic variables used within the template.

In the following example, the template named PRTJOBS uses one variable named NAME. It represents a job name. You
specify a value for this variable when you want to use the template. The first PRTJOBS statement passes USERA to the
PRTJOBS template, and ESP substitutes this value for %NAME. The second PRTJOBS statement passes USERB to the
PRTJOBS template, and ESP substitutes this value for %NAME.

TEMPLATE PRTJOBS (1,NAME)

  JOB %NAME

    RUN DAILY

  ENDJOB

ENDTEMPL

PRTJOBS USERA

PRTJOBS USERB

Follow these steps:

1. Use the TEMPLATE statement to give your template a name and identify parameters you want to pass through the
template.

2. Define the statements that you want repeated each time the template is used. These are the body statements.
3. End the template definition with the ENDTEMPL statement.
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4. To use a template you have defined, specify the name of the template followed by the parameters you are passing to
the template.

Once you define a template, it is available for use at any time while the same command environment is active. For
example, if you define a template in page mode, it is available until you exit from page mode. Or, if you define a template
in an ESP Application, the template can be used while the Application is active.

Start Template Definition

A TEMPLATE statement starts the template definition. You must give the template a name and identify the parameters
(positional, keyword or keyword[data]) that you are going to pass to the template.

The following are the rules for passing information to the template:

• You must pass positional parameters in the order specified.
• You can pass data using keywords in any ESP recognized format.

Example

In the following example, the name of the template is XMAS, and it accepts one positional parameter represented by the
variable YEAR:

TEMPLATE XMAS (1,YEAR)

Here is an example of passing data to the above template. ESP substitutes the value 2001 for the variable YEAR within
the template.

XMAS 2001

Example

In the following example, the name of the template is PAYJOBS. It accepts one positional parameter, represented by the
variable JOBNAME, and a keyword, represented by NEXT():

TEMPLATE PAYJOBS (1,JOBNAME,NEXT())

Here is an example of passing data to the above template. ESP substitutes the following values within the template:
PAYROLL1 for the variable NAME; PAYROLL2,PAYROLL3 for the variable NEXT.

PAYJOBS PAYROLL1 NEXT(PAYROLL2,PAYROLL3)

Use Symbolic Variables With Your Template

Templates use symbolic variables to simplify the specification of repetitive code. You use the same symbol introducer
character for these variables that you use for other symbolic variables, with the percent sign (%) as the default.

You can use variables in your template in other places in your ESP procedure. You can identify local and global variables
on your TEMPLATE statement using the following operands.

Operand Description
LOCALVARIABLES The variables are used only within the body of the template. This is the default and

should usually be used.
GLOBALVARIABLES The variables can be used within, and outside, the body of the template.
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Example Using a Template Variable

In the following example, the name of the template is XMAS. It accepts one positional parameter represented by the
variable NAME, and this variable can be used only within the template.

TEMPLATE PRTJOBS (1,NAME) LOCALVARIABLES

NOTE
If you want to use a template variable during process mode for an ESP Application (in JCL, for example), you
need to assign it to a non-template variable within the scope of a JOB statement and then use the non-template
variable. A template variable always resolves to the last value it is assigned in the procedure.

Define the Template Body

The body of the template consists of the statements you want repeated each time the template is used. It can include ESP
commands, CLANG, job definitions, and other ESP code. ESP performs symbolic-variable substitution during template
processing.

Example: Define a Job That Runs Daily

The following statements define a job that runs daily. The name of the job is represented by the symbolic variable NAME.
ESP substitutes the value of this variable during template processing based on information you pass to the template.

JOB %NAME

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: End the Template Definition

Use the ENDTEMPL statement to end the template definition.

The following statement ends a template definition:

ENDTEMPL

Pass Information to Template

After you define a template, you can use it. To use a template, specify the name of the template followed by the
parameters you are passing to the template. Positional parameters cannot contain blanks or other separators, while
keyword parameters can contain any characters.

The information you pass must correspond to the format identified in the TEMPLATE statement.

Example: Pass Data

In the following example, the data USERA is passed to the template named PRTJOBS. ESP substitutes the value USERA
for the symbolic variable %NAME within the template.

TEMPLATE PRTJOBS (1,NAME)

.

.

.

ENDTEMPL
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PRTJOBS USERA

Example: Pass Three Positional Parameters

In the following example, the ANYHOL template accepts three positional parameters: NAME, DATE, and YEAR. You must
pass the parameters to the template in the order specified. In this example, %NAME resolves to XMAS, %DATE resolves
to DEC25, and %YEAR resolves to 2001.

TEMPLATE ANYHOL (3,NAME,DATE,YEAR)

.

.

.

ENDTEMPL

ANYHOL XMAS DEC25 2001

Example: Pass One Positional Parameter

In the following example, the ANYHOL template accepts one positional parameter named NAME, followed by a DATE()
parameter. Whatever data you pass with DATE(), ESP resolves to %DATE.

In this example, %NAME resolves to XMAS and %DATE resolves to DEC 25, 2001.

TEMPLATE ANYHOL (1,NAME,DATE())

.

.

.

ENDTEMPL

ANYHOL XMAS DATE(DEC 25,2001)

Example: Check System Activity

This example checks if different job names are active on the current system and sends a message indicating the status.

Without using a template, you need to repeat the code for each job name you want to check. The code is the same with
the exception of the job name:

IF ACTIVE(CICS1066) THEN +

  SEND 'CICS1066 IS ACTIVE' U(FRED)

   ELSE SEND 'CICS1066 IS NOT ACTIVE' U(FRED)

 

IF ACTIVE(CICS1215) THEN +

  SEND 'CICS1215 IS ACTIVE' U(FRED)

   ELSE SEND 'CICS1215 IS NOT ACTIVE' U(FRED)

 

IF ACTIVE(CICS1492) THEN +

  SEND 'CICS1492 IS ACTIVE' U(FRED)

   ELSE SEND 'CICS1492 IS NOT ACTIVE' U(FRED)

 

IF ACTIVE(IMSPROD) THEN +

  SEND 'IMSPROD IS ACTIVE' U(FRED)
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   ELSE SEND 'IMSPROD IS NOT ACTIVE' U(FRED)

You can use a template to define the common code. In this example, a template (named STATUS) uses one positional
parameter for the job name. You pass different job names through the template by specifying the template name and the
job name. The job name is represented by a symbolic variable, %JOBNAME.

TEMPLATE STATUS (1,JOBNAME)

  IF ACTIVE(%JOBNAME) THEN +

  SEND '%JOBNAME IS ACTIVE' U(FRED)

     ELSE SEND '%JOBNAME IS NOT ACTIVE' U(FRED)

ENDTEMPL

STATUS CICS1066

STATUS CICS1215

STATUS CICS1492

STATUS IMSPROD

Work With Templates

This topic describes how to work with templates in the following ways:

• Invoke templates
• Use multiple templates
• Change template definitions

Invoke Templates

You can store template definitions in a separate data set or data set member. Use an INVOKE statement in your Event or
ESP procedure to invoke your templates.

In the following example, the INVOKE statement is used to invoke a template member:

APPL AC

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCLLIB.CNTL'

 

INVOKE 'CYBER.PROCLIB.CNTL(ACPAY)'

 

ACPAY ACTEST1 

ACPAY ACTEST2

Use Multiple Templates

You can define more than one template in an ESP procedure. The following procedure contains two templates, ACPAY
and ACREC.

APPL AC

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCLLIB.CNTL'

 

TEMPLATE ACPAY (1,JOBNAME)

  JOB %JOBNAME

    RUN DAILY

    SUBAPPL ACCTPAY

  ENDJOB

ENDTEMPL
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TEMPLATE ACREC (1,JOBNAME,NEXT())

  JOB %JOBNAME

    IF NEXT NE '' THEN RELEASE (%NEXT)

    SUBAPPL ACCREC

  ENDJOB

ENDTEMPL

ACPAY ACTEST1 

ACPAY ACTEST2 

 

ACREC ARTEST1 NEXT(ARTEST2)

ACREC ARTEST2

Change Templates

By using a template, you can make changes easily. Instead of making a change in different places, you need to change
only your template.

The following examples show different changes for a template named RPT. Each change affects all jobs that use this
template.

Example: Add SUBAPPL Statement

In this example, a SUBAPPL statement is added:

TEMPLATE RPT (1,JOBNAME,FREQ(WORKDAYS))

  JOB %JOBNAME

    RUN %FREQ

    SUBAPPL FINRPT

  ENDJOB

ENDTEMPL

Example: Add NORUN Statement

In this example, a NORUN statement is added:

TEMPLATE RPT (1,JOBNAME,FREQ(WORKDAYS))

  JOB %JOBNAME

    RUN %FREQ

    NORUN FIRST WORKDAY OF MONTH

    SUBAPPL FINRPT

  ENDJOB

ENDTEMPL

Example: Add RUN Statement

In this example, a RUN statement is added:

TEMPLATE RPT (1,JOBNAME,FREQ(WORKDAYS))

  JOB %JOBNAME

    RUN %FREQ

    RUN FIRST SATURDAY OF JULY

    NORUN FIRST WORKDAY OF MONTH
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    SUBAPPL FINRPT

  ENDJOB

ENDTEMPL

Use Templates to Define Holidays

This topic contains some examples of defining holidays to illustrate some of the techniques you can use with templates.

Example: Define a Static Holiday - Part 1

This example uses a template to define a static holiday named CHRISTMAS for six years.

The DEFHOL command defines a holiday for a particular date. Use a template in an ESP procedure to specify the
DEFHOL command and supply the template with different years.

In the following example:

• The name of the template is XMAS, and it accepts one positional parameter named YEAR.
• The body of the template consists of one statement that defines CHRISTMAS in the SYSTEM calendar as a 24-hour

holiday on December 25 each year. The year is represented by the variable %YEAR.
• The ENDTEMPL statement ends the template definition.
• The template XMAS is then used with the years 2001 through 2006. Each of these years is passed to the template and

substituted for the variable %YEAR.

TEMPLATE XMAS (1,YEAR)                             

  ESP DEFHOL CHRISTMAS START('DEC 25,%YEAR') +

    FOR(24) CAL(SYSTEM) 

ENDTEMPL                                           

 

XMAS 2001

XMAS 2002

XMAS 2003

XMAS 2004

XMAS 2005

XMAS 2006

Set up an Event to invoke this ESP procedure and trigger it manually to define your holidays. ESP generates the following
commands:

ESP DEFHOL CHRISTMAS START('DEC 25,2001') +

  FOR(24) CAL(SYSTEM) 

ESP DEFHOL CHRISTMAS START('DEC 25,2002') +

  FOR(24) CAL(SYSTEM) 

ESP DEFHOL CHRISTMAS START('DEC 25,2003') +

  FOR(24) CAL(SYSTEM)  

ESP DEFHOL CHRISTMAS START('DEC 25,2004') +

  FOR(24) CAL(SYSTEM)  

ESP DEFHOL CHRISTMAS START('DEC 25,2005') +

  FOR(24) CAL(SYSTEM)  

ESP DEFHOL CHRISTMAS START('DEC 25,2006') +

  FOR(24) CAL(SYSTEM) 
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Example: Define a Static Holiday - Part 2

The following example uses REXX to pass information to the template:

TEMPLATE XMAS (1,YEAR) 

  ESP DEFHOL CHRISTMAS START('DEC 25,%YEAR')+

    FOR(24) CAL(SYSTEM) 

ENDTEMPL

REXXON

DO I=2001 TO 2006

"XMAS " I

END

REXXOFF

Example: Define Any Holiday Using a Standard Format

This example uses a standard template for any 24-hour holiday. The template accepts the name of the holiday, the date in
mmmdd format (for example DEC25), and the year.

In this example:

The name of the template is ANYHOL, and it accepts three positional parameters represented by the variables NAME,
DATE, and YEAR. These parameters must be passed in the order specified.

The body of the template consists of one statement that defines %NAME as a 24-hour holiday, on the %DATE and
%YEAR you specify, in the SYSTEM calendar.

The ENDTEMPL statement ends the template definition.

The template ANYHOL is used with two holidays. The first ANYHOL statement passes the following variables to the
template: XMAS for NAME, DEC25 for DATE, and 2001 for YEAR. The second ANYHOL statement passes the following
variables: NEW_YEARS for NAME, JAN1 for DATE, and 2002 for YEAR.

TEMPLATE ANYHOL (3,NAME,DATE,YEAR)

  ESP DEFHOL %NAME START('%DATE %YEAR') + 

    FOR(24) CAL(SYSTEM)

ENDTEMPL

 

ANYHOL XMAS DEC25 2001

ANYHOL NEW_YEARS JAN1 2002

Example: Define Any Holiday Using Different Formats

This example uses a template for any 24-hour holiday and accepts the date in any ESP format.

The template takes one positional parameter for the name of the holiday and a date specified as a keyword(value)
parameter, represented by DATE().

Whatever data you pass with DATE(), ESP substitutes for %DATE. You can pass the date in any format that ESP
recognizes.

TEMPLATE ANYHOL (1,NAME,DATE())

  ESP DEFHOL %NAME START('%DATE') FOR(24) CAL(SYSTEM)

ENDTEMPL
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ANYHOL XMAS DATE(DEC 25,2001)

ANYHOL NEW_YEARS DATE(JAN 1,2002)

Use Templates in Applications

This topic contains some examples of using templates in ESP applications. It illustrates some of the techniques you can
use with templates.

Example: Define Similar Jobs Without Relationships

In this example, an application contains a number of print jobs. These jobs:

• Run daily.
• Belong to a subapplication named PRTJOBS.
• Run independently of each other.

The following is a sample definition of this application:

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYB.JOBS.CNTL'

 

JOB USERA

      SUBAPPL PRTJOBS

      RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

JOB USERB

  SUBAPPL PRTJOBS

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

JOB USERC

  SUBAPPL PRTJOBS

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

JOB USERD

  SUBAPPL PRTJOBS

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Because of the similarity of the jobs, you can use a template as follows:

• The name of the template is PRTJOBS. It accepts one positional parameter for the name of each job.
• The template contains details for the print job, such as SUBAPPL PRTJOBS and RUN DAILY.
• ENDTEMPL identifies the end of the template.
• The template is used for jobs USERA, USERB, USERC, and USERD.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYB.JOBS.CNTL'

 

TEMPLATE PRTJOBS (1,NAME)

  JOB %NAME

    SUBAPPL PRTJOBS

    RUN DAILY

  ENDJOB
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ENDTEMPL

 

PRTJOBS USERA

PRTJOBS USERB

PRTJOBS USERC

PRTJOBS USERD

Example: Define Similar Jobs With Relationships

In this example, an ESP application contains a number of payroll jobs. These jobs:

• Run daily.
• Have a job tag of PJOB.
• May relate to other jobs.

The following is a sample definition of this application:

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCLLIB.CNTL'

 

JOB PAYROLL1

            RUN DAILY

          TAG PJOB

    RELEASE (PAYROLL2,PAYROLL3)

ENDJOB

JOB PAYROLL2

    RUN DAILY

    TAG PJOB

    RELEASE PAYROLL4

ENDJOB

JOB PAYROLL3

    RUN DAILY

    TAG PJOB

    RELEASE PAYROLL4

ENDJOB

JOB PAYROLL4

    RUN DAILY

    TAG PJOB

    RELEASE PAYROLL5

ENDJOB

JOB PAYROLL5

    RUN DAILY

    TAG PJOB

ENDJOB

Part 1 - Use a Template

Because of the similarity of the jobs, you can use a template as follows:

The name of the template is PAY. It accepts one positional parameter, JOBNAME, for the name of each job, followed by a
keyword (parameter), NEXT(), that represents successor jobs.
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The template contains details for the payroll job, such as RUN DAILY and TAG PJOB. An IF statement handles job
successor information. Because a job may not have successors, the IF statement checks to see if the NEXT parameter is
not blank and generates a RELEASE statement.

ENDTEMPL identifies the end of the template.

The template is used by passing a job name as the first parameter and optional successor information using the NEXT()
parameter.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCLLIB.CNTL'

 

TEMPLATE PAY (1,JOBNAME,NEXT())

  JOB %JOBNAME

    RUN DAILY

    TAG 'PJOB'

    IF NEXT NE '' THEN RELEASE (%NEXT)

  ENDJOB

ENDTEMPL

 

PAY PAYROLL1 NEXT(PAYROLL2,PAYROLL3)

PAY PAYROLL2 NEXT(PAYROLL4)

PAY PAYROLL3 NEXT(PAYROLL4) 

PAY PAYROLL4 NEXT(PAYROLL5)

PAY PAYROLL5

Part 2 - Modify the TEMPLATE Statement

This example modifies the TEMPLATE statement to include the frequency as FREQ(DAILY). The template now uses RUN
%FREQ to identify a job's run frequency.

Part 3 of this example shows you how you can override this frequency for specific jobs.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCLLIB.CNTL'

TEMPLATE PAY (1,JOBNAME,FREQ(DAILY),NEXT())

  JOB %JOBNAME

    RUN %FREQ

    TAG 'PJOB'

    IF NEXT NE '' THEN RELEASE (%NEXT)

  ENDJOB

ENDTEMPL

 

PAY PAYROLL1 NEXT(PAYROLL2,PAYROLL3)

PAY PAYROLL2 NEXT(PAYROLL4)

PAY PAYROLL3 NEXT(PAYROLL4) 

PAY PAYROLL4 NEXT(PAYROLL5)

PAY PAYROLL5

Part 3 - Handle Different Run Frequencies

This example shows you how to handle different run frequencies if the jobs within the application do not have the same
frequency.
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Set a default run frequency of DAILY in the TEMPLATE statement.

Use an IF statement within the body of the template to override the default frequency when required.

You can override the frequency when you pass jobs through the template by using the FREQ() parameter. If you do not
specify FREQ() for a job that uses the template, ESP uses the default frequency.

In this example, all jobs have a frequency of DAILY except for PAYROLL3. This job has a frequency of WEEKDAYS,
identified by FREQ(WEEKDAYS).

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCLLIB.CNTL'

 

TEMPLATE PAY (1,JOBNAME,FREQ(DAILY),NEXT())

  JOB %JOBNAME

    IF FREQ NE '' THEN RUN %FREQ

    TAG 'PJOB'

    IF NEXT NE '' THEN RELEASE (%NEXT)

  ENDJOB

ENDTEMPL

PAY PAYROLL1 NEXT(PAYROLL2,PAYROLL3)

PAY PAYROLL2 NEXT(PAYROLL4)

PAY PAYROLL3 FREQ(WEEKDAYS) NEXT(PAYROLL4) 

PAY PAYROLL4 NEXT(PAYROLL5)

PAY PAYROLL5

Example: Use Subapplications - Part 1

A template for an ESP application is not restricted to a single job name. In this example, a template defines a group of
jobs, which is defined to a subapplication.

The same group of jobs (PAYA#, PAYB#, and PAYC#) runs for different division #'s.

The template, named DIVJOBS, uses one positional parameter for a division number. This is used as the last four
characters of each job name and as the last four characters of the subapplication name.

APPL CYBJOBS

JCLLIB 'CYB.JOBS.CNTL'

 

TEMPLATE DIVJOBS (1,NUM)

  SUBAPPL DIV%NUM WAIT

  JOB PAYA%NUM

    RUN DAILY

    RELEASE PAYB%NUM

  ENDJOB

  JOB PAYB%NUM

    RUN WORKDAYS

    RELEASE PAYC%NUM

  ENDJOB

  JOB PAYC%NUM

    RUN DAILY

  ENDJOB

ENDTEMPL
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DIVJOBS 1234

DIVJOBS 9876

This results in the following definitions:

• Jobs PAYA1234, PAYB1234, and PAYC1234 in the DIV1234 subapplication.
• Jobs PAYA9876, PAYB9876, and PAYC9876 in the DIV9876 subapplication.

Example: Pass Variables to JCL - Part 2

If you want to pass the division number to JCL, you need to use another symbolic variable within the scope of the JOB
statement. Otherwise, the division number always resolves to the last value it was assigned in the procedure (9876, in this
example).

In this example, the symbolic variable named DIVISION is assigned the value of NUM within the scope of the PAYA
%NUM's JOB statement. During process mode, ESP substitutes the current value of NUM and passes this value to the
JCL it submits for PAYA%NUM.

APPL CYBJOBS

JCLLIB 'CYB.JOBS.CNTL'

 

TEMPLATE DIVJOBS (1,NUM)

  SUBAPPL DIV%NUM WAIT

  JOB PAYA%NUM

    RUN DAILY

    DIVISION=NUM

    RELEASE PAYB%NUM

  ENDJOB

  .

  .

  .

 

ENDTEMPL

 

DIVJOBS 1234

DIVJOBS 9876

The following is some sample JCL that uses the %DIVISION parameter:

//PAYA1234 JOB . . .

//S1 EXEC PGM=PAYROLL,PARM='%DIVISION'          

//S2 EXEC PGM=PGM2                    

Example: Run an Hourly Job

In this example, job ABC needs to run every hour between 8 am and 4 pm. The job belongs to an ESP Application. To
define a job more than once in an Application, you need to qualify each occurrence.

This example uses a template to define job ABC multiple times. The template, named MULTIRUN, takes one parameter
representing the number of hours offset from 8am. This offset is used as a job qualifier for uniqueness and as part of the
DELAYSUB statement to identify the time dependency relative to 8am. Schedule your Event that invokes this Application
prior to 8am.
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APPL CYCLE

JCLLIB 'USER01.TESTJOBS.CNTL'

 

TEMPLATE MULTIRUN (1,OFFSET)

  JOB ABC.%OFFSET

    RUN ANY

    DELAYSUB 8AM PLUS %OFFSET HOURS

  ENDJOB

ENDTEMPL

 

MULTIRUN 0

MULTIRUN 1

MULTIRUN 2

MULTIRUN 3

MULTIRUN 4

MULTIRUN 5

MULTIRUN 6

MULTIRUN 7

MULTIRUN 8

This generates the following JOB statements and DELAYSUB times:

JOB Statement DELAYSUBTime
ABC.0 8AM PLUS 0 HOURS
ABC.1 8AM PLUS 1 HOURS
ABC.2 8AM PLUS 2 HOURS
ABC.3 8AM PLUS 3 HOURS
ABC.4 8AM PLUS 4 HOURS
ABC.5 8AM PLUS 5 HOURS
ABC.6 8AM PLUS 6 HOURS
ABC.7 8AM PLUS 7 HOURS
ABC.8 8AM PLUS 8 HOURS

Use Advanced Tracking
You can use advanced tracking techniques to: 

Track System Messages

ESP can intercept and track any message while it is being written to the JES system message data set belonging to an
individual JOB STC or TSU.

The JES system message data set constitutes the jobs log, containing JES messages about the job's processing,
allocations, job/step statistics, and data set disposition. The JES system message data set (JESYSMSG) is subject to
installation parameters that can effect content and creation.

ESP does not intercept data written to other JES data sets, the data sets belonging to the operating system (for example,
SYSLOG), or console messages.

Some common system messages tracked include:
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• NOT CATLGD
• IEF142I
• IEF149I 813-04

You specify the message identifier or the portion of the message text to be tracked and intercepted. A message portion
can be searched for in a specific column or column range, if required. Messages can be limited to a specific job or
range of jobs. Messages regarding job failure are routed by routing codes, and if it is not apparent within the intercepted
message, ESP automatically imbeds the job name into the job failure message.

Follow-up Action

After intercepting a message, ESP can take further action such as:

• Trigger an event.
• Cancel a job.
• Fail a job with a JCL error or condition code failure.
• Rebroadcast the message to a specific terminal or operator as a WTO message.

Follow these steps:

1. Specify system messages as part of the tracking option on the tracking system.
2. Identify the messages ESP is to track and the action to take on the tracking system (master or proxy).

Once you have completed these steps, you can display and manipulate system messages. The following topics discuss
each of these steps in detail.

Step 1: Specify the Tracking Option

As your first step, you must select system messages as a tracking option. There are two methods for tracking system
messages. The first method makes the option a permanent one, while the second method applies the option while ESP
remains active.

Method 1:

Check with the person who installed ESP that system messages are a default tracking option at your installation.

Method 2:

Type the following on the command line on the tracking system:

trackopt sysmsgs

Step 2: Identify the Messages and ESP Action

To identify which system messages are to be intercepted, use the SYSMSGS command on the tracking system. You use
this command to

• Specify a message identifier or message text. IEF142I is an example of a message identifier.
• Optionally, specify a unique sequence identifier that is four characters long. When you specify this identifier, precede it

with the string ID and enclose it in brackets (). This identifier controls the order of search when ESP is tracking system
messages. For example, ID(000A) is searched before ID(0001). ESP searches the identifiers until it finds a match
or reaches the end of the list. If you do not specify an ID, ESP assigns the next available sequence number to the
message.

• Specify the action ESP must perform after intercepting the message.
• Optionally, specify other tracking control parameters, such as route codes, descriptor codes, the names of jobs for

which you want to limit the message interception, and the number of interceptions of the system message to occur
before ESP takes the action.
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You must re-enter SYSMSGS commands whenever you need to restart ESP unless they are coded in an ESP
initialization-parameter data set. These commands are retained if they are initialized when ESP starts.

NOTE
For more information on installation, see the Installation and Configuration Guide. If your installation has multiple
copies of ESP, each copy has its own definitions of the messages it tracks.

Example: Use SYSMSGS Command to Track System Messages

The following examples illustrate several ways of using the SYSMSGS command to track system messages. The first
example tells ESP to trigger the event CYBER.PAYSTEP after intercepting system message IEF142I during processing of
job PAYROLL.

sysmsgs 'ief142I' name(payroll) event(cyber.paystep)

When ESP triggers an event based on system message interception, no information is passed to the event regarding the
job from which the message originated. If you need to use the job name in the event, for example, you will need to use a
unique event for that job.

In the next example, ESP:

• Intercepts a not catlgd message, starting between column 50 and 60
• Cancels the job
• Routes the message to consoles with route code 2 (by default)
• Highlights the message on the console monitor (descriptor code 2)

sysmsgs 'not catlgd' col(50:60) cancel desc(2)

The third example tells ESP to intercept IEC161I messages for job names beginning with UT and issue a warning
message after every 99 occurrences.

sysmsgs 'IEC161I' name(UT-) WARN COUNT(99)

Manipulate Tracking of Messages

You can use different commands to manipulate the tracking of messages, such as list all tracked system messages,
turn specifications on and off, or clear IDs that have a definition. The following are the applicable commands.

Command Description
LSYSMSG Lists system messages.
CLRSYSMS Clears system messages.
SYSMSGS Enables/disables individual system messages.

 

LSYSMSGS – Display System Messages

The LSYSMSGS command is used to display information on all system messages you request ESP to intercept. This
command does not have any parameters. Enter the LSYSMSGS command on the command line in Page mode. The
display includes all disabled messages as well as enabled messages.

Sample output from the LSYSMSGS command is shown below.
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lsysmsgs

'NOT CATLGD' ID(000A), COL(50:60), NAME(UT-), IGNORE

'IEf142I' id(0001), Name(payroll), event(cyber.paystep) 

'not catlgd  2' id(0002), col(50:60), desc(2), cancel

'IEC149I 813-04' id(0003), Name(j-), event(cyber.error)

CLRSYSMS – Clear System Messages

Use the CLRSYSMS command to clear system messages you asked ESP to intercept. You can clear all messages or
selective messages. Enter the CLRSYSMS command on the command line in Page mode.

Clear All SYSMSGS IDs That Have Been Defined

Use the CLRSYSMS command and specify ID(*), as follows:

clrsysms ID(*)

Clear a Specific SYSMSGS ID

Use the CLRSYSMS command with a specific ID parameter. The following example clears SYSMSGS ID 0010.

clrsysms ID(0010)

SYSMSGS – Enable System Messages

Use the SYSMSGS command to turn system message specifications on and off. To turn the SYSMSGS ID specifications
on after someone has turned it off, enter the SYSMSGS command on the command line in page mode. Use the following
format of the command:

SYSMSGS ENABLE ID(nnnn)

NOTE
When you first use the SYSMSGS command to identify message interception, it takes effect immediately. Use
the ENABLE parameter only after a SYSMSGS ID has been disabled.

An example of the previous format follows. It enables system message interception identified by ID(0002).

sysmsgs enable id(0002)

Disable System Messages

You can disable system messages.

To turn the SYSMSGS ID specifications off, enter the SYSMSGS command on the command line in Page mode. Use the
following format of the command:

SYSMSGS DISABLE ID(nnnn)

Below is an example of the above format. It disables system message interception identified by ID(0010).

sysmsgs disable id(0010)
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Define Processing Nodes (pnodes)

Processing nodes (also known as pnodes) are the processing stages of a job. ESP tracks certain pnodes automatically,
based on the tracking definitions at the time of ESP installation. In addition, you can add manual nodes to the phases of
processing that follow the output stage.

Automatic pnodes

The following pnodes are normally defined during installation. Information about job processing automatically is tracked
through the following pnodes:

Pnodes Description
INPUT Represents the input queue. At this stage, ESP tracks information

such as the number and names of jobs that are on the input
queue, waiting for execution.

EXEC Represents the execution phase. At this stage, ESP tracks
information such as the status of the job, system messages,
ABENDed jobs, and so forth.

OUTPUT Represents the output queue. At this stage, ESP tracks
information such as the number and names of jobs that have
executed and are waiting in the output queue for printing or
additional phases.

NOTE
ESP does not have to track a job through the output phase. Your installation can have turned off tracking
through output. It is not as common to track this phase as it is to track the input and execution phases.

Manual pnodes

After, and only after, a job passes through the output phase, you can identify additional pnodes for the job. These
processing phases can include bursting of output, distribution, and so on.

NOTE
A job does not need to complete any manual phases for a successor job to run. If you need to set up job
dependencies with a manual phase of a job, consider using manual tasks in an ESP Application.

Define a Manual pnode

You can define a manual pnode.

Follow these steps:

1. Determine a unique name for the pnode, using the following criteria:
– Any combination of alphabetic or numeric characters
– 16 characters maximum
– Do not use the following reserved names: INPUT, EXEC, and OUTPUT

2. Enter a DEFPN command in Line mode, Page mode, or batch to define the
pnode.

If necessary, you can restrict who can post a job from a pnode. The following example illustrates the process of defining a
pnode with restrictive access.

Example: Define a pnode With Restrictive Access

Assume you want a pnode to represent the distribution phase of output. However, only authorized users can enter the
POST command at the end of the distribution phase. Only the following users can enter the POST command:
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• Users at system console 03
• Users with ESP user IDs beginning with SCH

The pnode definition, for this example, looks like this:

defpn distrib users(syscon03,sch-)

Once you have defined the pnode name, the authorized users can simply type the POST command to signal the end of
the distribution phase of output for a job.

Use a pnode as a Job Requirement

You can use a pnode as a job requirement.

To indicate the specific pnodes through which a job must pass, enter the pnode as part of a job definition or tracking
model.

The following example uses the PNODES statement in an ESP procedure to indicate a pnode requirement. Job MYJOB
must be posted through the DISTRIB pnode.

job myjob

  pnodes distrib

  run daily

endjob

This example defines tracking model DISTJOBS and specifies that any job using this model must be posted through one
manual pnode named DISTRIB.

deftm distjobs pnode(distrib)

Post a pnode

ESP automatically recognizes the completion of input, execution, and output phases of a job. However, it cannot tell when
a job reaches a manual pnode or completes processing at a manual pnode. For example, whenever this type of job runs,
an operator must manually specify that processing is complete at a manual pnode.

To specify that processing is complete, enter the POST command. Specify the name of the job and the pnode.

The following example posts MYJOB from the DISTRIB pnode.

POST MYJOB PNODE(DISTRIB)

You can enter the above command at any of the following locations: from a system console, within a batch job, or during a
TSO session. Here is how ESP interprets the POST command:

• ESP receives the POST command and marks the job as complete.
• The posting of a pnode signals ESP to process the job through to the next pnode, if other pnodes are defined for the

job.
• When ESP posts the last pnode, it marks the job as complete.

Set a Default Manual pnode

If you are using a system console or have access to TSO, you can save time by setting up a default pnode. Once you
set the default pnode, there is no need to specify the pnode name every time you enter the POST command. You set the
default pnode using the DFPNODE command.
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The following example sets a default pnode of BURST and issues a POST command to post a job from this default pnode.

dfpnode burst

post splitjob

NOTE
For more information on setting the default pnode, see the Command Reference Guide.

Display a pnode Definition

Use the LISTPN command to display information about pnode definitions. Sample output from this command follows:

listpn distrib

  P-node - DISTRIB  DEFINED AT 10.56 ON WED 4MAY94 BY CYBBP01

   USERS - SCH-, SYSCON03

HISTFILE - NONE, OWNER(CYBBP01), SEQUENCE(140)

Display Tracking Information

Use the following commands to display information about job tracking queues:

• DQ displays the number of jobs in each active pnode queue.
• DN displays the job names and job numbers of jobs in pnode queues. It can also display due times.

The DQ and DN commands display INPUT, EXEC, and OUTPUT, as well as manual pnode queues. You can display
individual queues or all queues.

Example: The DISTRIB pnode

The following example displays the DISTRIB pnode:

dn queue(distrib)

         DISTRIB: MYJOB        06688

Example: Display All pnodes

The following example displays all pnodes:

dn

  INPUT:     BACKUPI1   05321   

  EXEC:  ESPAAUX,   07631,  TSO 07629,  ENC120A 07981,  

     INIT,      02640,  ENC120M 02940,  ENC111M 02943,  

     DASL       03412,  XDCCDF  03492,  ASCHINT 03643,  

     ASCHINT        04854,  ENCBETAM    05131,  ENCBETAX    05132,  

     MS3270     05288,  ESPD    06287,  ES43    06293,  

     COPILOT        06326,  ES43XDC 06447,  INFODEMO    06693,  

  OUTPUT:    CYBSV01W   06692,  CYBSV01W    06694   

  DISTRIB:   MYJOB      06688   

Use Modeling for Forecasting
The modeling feature of ESP lets you forecast various workload factors.
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Learn How Modeling Works

This topic describes how modeling works. To use modeling, you must define actual or forecasted systems configurations
to the ESP model processor. The model processor simulates the JES selection process based on priority, class, and
resource availability. Modeling includes the following operations:

1. The model processor ensures all predecessors are complete before a job becomes eligible for execution.
2. The job waits for an initiator to be available on a CPU. The CPU must have the resources the job requires.
3. An available initiator selects the job based on the priority and class of the job.
4. The model processor simulates an average run time for the job (taken from the history data in the scheduled activity

data set).
5. The model processor uses the forecasted elapsed time for the job to compute when the initiator and resources

become available again.
6. The above operations are repeated for each job you schedule within the model period.

Use Modeling to Forecast

Use modeling to do the following:

• Forecast the effects of defining too few (or too many) initiators. For example, if too few initiators are in the same class
as a job, JES waits before it can initiate the job. You can also forecast the effects of initiator class changes.

• Determine the impact of changes to a typical schedule. For example, if you add a new ESP Application, you can
determine the projected end time for the jobs in the Application and how this Application will affect other Applications.

• Uncover potential resource bottlenecks or shortages in resources such as tape drives or sort work space.
• Examine how much of the system is in use at various points in time.
• Assist you in capacity planning. For example, you can prevent processing delays because of shortages in DASD or

tape drives.

Understand Modeling Limitations

Modeling has some limitations that affect your ability to forecast. The data that ESP modeling produces is only as valid as
the data you enter into the processor. Therefore, the model's accuracy is dependent on how well the input data reflects
the actual environment for your jobs. When modeling, you must make adjustments to accommodate for additional real-life
factors.

Some of the real-life factors that modeling cannot take into account are:

• Recent changes made to JCL. For example, modeling determines elapsed run time according to past history.
• Other on-demand and non-ESP submitted jobs that can affect the forecasted initiator and the availability of resources.
• Unavailability of some of the resources because of hardware problems.

Set Up Your Model

The process for setting up your model is as follows:

1. Generate the Scheduled Activity Data Set.
2. Activate the Model Processor.
3. Define your environment.
4. Define your report.
5. Close the definition and generate the model.
6. Examine the model reports.
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Generate the Scheduled Activity Data Set

Generate a scheduled activity data set that includes all forecasted jobs scheduled to run during a specific time frame. You
can use this time frame as your modeling period, or you can request a modeling period covering a smaller window of time.
The modeling period must fall within the total time frame of the scheduled activity data set. For example, if the generated
data set contains information for a week, the modeling period can cover only a twenty-four hour period during that week.

A sample batch job to generate a scheduled activity data set is shown below. The time frame falls between 6 am today
and 6 am tomorrow:

//SADJOB1 JOB CYB3000,'BP',CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=S,

//   NOTIFY=CYBBP01,REGION=4M

//STEP0010 EXEC ESP,PARM='SAR'

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD   *

SADGEN DATASET('ESP.SAD.DATA') -

FROM('6AM TODAY') TO('6AM TOMORROW')

NOTE
For more information on generating a scheduled activity data set, see Generate Report of Scheduled Workload.

Bypass Information

You can use the ESPSADG variable in an application to affect SADGEN processing. This variable is set to 1 during
SADGEN processing, otherwise it is set to zero. The following code ignores the MICH31 job definition only during
SADGEN processing.

if espsadg=0 then do

 JOB MICH31 EXTERNAL APPLID(BILLING)

   RUN WORKDAYS

   RELEASE MICH32

 ENDJOB

ENDDO

This can be required when you are modeling Applications from one group that has dependencies in another group that is
not being modeled.

Activate the Model Processor

Use Line mode, Page mode, or a batch job to activate the model processor. As an alternative, you can define the model in
a data set, and then use the LOAD command to load the data set. You cannot activate the model processor through ISPF
panels or through an ESP procedure.

To activate the model processor, use the MODEL command, using the format shown below. The model processor updates
the projected start and end times for jobs in the SADGEN data set.

MODEL dsname START('schedule')

A detailed explanation of the above syntax follows:

Syntax Description
MODEL Invokes the model definition mode.
dsname Specifies the name of the scheduled activity data set containing

scheduled jobs for model period.
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START Indicates the start of model period.
schedule Specifies the time and date of model period, in valid schedule

format. If times and dates are missing, the model period starts
now and ends twelve hours after starting.

NOTE
For more information on using the MODEL command, see MODEL Command: Start Model Process.

In addition to invoking the model processor, the following statement specifies that the model period falls between 6am
today and 6am tomorrow:

MODEL 'ESP.SAD.DATA' -

START('6AM TODAY ENDING 6AM TOMORROW')

You are now ready to define your model using the appropriate commands.

Use a Batch Job

When you are familiar with modeling commands and operands, you may want to use a batch job to activate the model
processor.

Follow these steps:

1. Invoke ESP from a batch job.
2. Insert the MODEL command to activate the model processor.

A sample step from a batch job that invokes the model processor is shown below.

//STEP0020 EXEC PGM=ESP,REGION=4M

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//MODEL1   DD   SYSOUT=S

//SYSIN    DD   *

DEFPRINT XY1 DDNAME(MODEL1)

MODEL 'ESP.SAD.DATA' +

START('6AM TODAY ENDING 6AM TOMORROW')

. . .

You are now ready to define your model using the appropriate commands.

Define Your Environment

This topic describes those aspects of the environment you can define for a model.

Define CPUs

A maximum of eight CPUs can exist for each model. The approach to define CPUs is to:

• Define the maximum number of initiators across all CPUs.
• Specify the CPU when you manipulate initiators.
• Specify the CPU when you manipulate resources.

The following topics describe how you identify and manipulate initiators and resources.
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Define Initiators

You must use the MAXINITS command to define the maximum number of initiators for the model. These should include
initiators across all CPUs. A maximum of 999 initiators can exist for each model.

You manipulate initiators in your model process similar to the way you manipulate initiators using JES. Initially the
maximum number of initiators you specify on the MAXINITS command are in a drained state. At any time during modeling,
you can manipulate initiators on any CPU as listed below:

• Use the INIT START command to start initiators, and specify the initiator class. Initiators can have one or more
execution classes.

• Use the INIT SET command to alter the class of an initiator.
• Use the INIT STOP command to drain an initiator.

This example defines a maximum of 15 initiators. Initiators 1 through 10 are started and assigned to classes A and B;
initiators 11 through 15 are started and assigned to class C.

maxinits 15

init start(1:10) class(a,b)

init start(11:15) class(c)

Define Resources

You can add, delete, and set resources at any stage in the model process by using the RESOURCE command. The
example below adds a threshold resource named CICS to all systems and assigns it a value of one.

RESOURCE CICS 1 ADD THRESHOLD GLOBAL

The RESOURCE statement in an ESP procedure or job documentation member identifies the resource requirements for
a job. Your installation can also use default resources for jobs that are defined in the ESP initialization parameter data set.
During modeling, ESP uses this information to determine if a job can be scheduled using available resources. For more
information, see Automate Resource Management.

Define Other Factors

You can define other factors in your model that influence how your system will process jobs. These factors include
adjustment factors for execution and CPU time, job priority, and time periods where environmental factors change. The
next few topics describe each of these.

Adjustment Factor

ESP estimates a job's execution time and CPU time based on historical data. An adjustment factor alters these estimates.
You can adjust the execution time or CPU time for one or more jobs using the ADJUST command. Adjustments can be
positive or negative and are expressed as a percentage.

This can be useful when elapsed run times for jobs vary greatly at different times of the year, such as at year-end.

This example increases the execution time by 500% of all jobs whose names start with the prefix PAY.

adjust exectime(+500) jobs(pay-)

Priority

A priority level specifies that certain jobs run before other jobs. You can set the default priority for jobs that do not have a
priority specified in their JCL using the DEFPRIO command. Priorities can range from 1 to 15, with 15 being the highest.
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The following example sets a default priority of five:

defprio 5

Time

A model sub-period can exist within the full model period. You can use the TIME command to set the start time of a model
sub-period. You can change environmental factors in the modeling period at specified times.

The following example sets an initiator class at 01:00 hours:

TIME 01:00

  INIT SET(15) CLASS(X)

Use CLANG Statements to Define Models

Use CLANG (the procedural language for ESP) in your model definitions. Use the IF...THEN syntax of a CLANG
statement to allow in advance for criteria changes that occur during ESP processing. For example, time, date and
environmental factors can change as ESP processes the workload.

NOTE
For more information on CLANG syntax, see Using.

Example: CLANG Defines Different Start-up Times for Initiators

The examples that follow illustrate the use of CLANG statements in two different model situations.

Assume that JES starts twenty class X initiators each morning at 6:00 am. However, on Mondays, the startup time for
these initiators changes to 8:00 am. The model definition statements look like this:

IF TODAY('MONDAY') THEN TIME 08:00

  ELSE TIME 06:00

INIT START(1:20) CLASS(X)

Example: CLANG Defines Different Dates for Start-Up of Initiators

In this example, six extra initiators start up at 12:00 hours on Fridays only. The model definition statements look like this:

IF TODAY('FRIDAY') THEN DO

  TIME 12:00

  INIT START(20:25) CLASS(ABC)

ENDDO

Define Your Report

As part of the model definition process, you must define the reports containing the modeling output. You can use ESP
commands to do the following:

• Define report data files to tell ESP where to direct the output.
• Define report titles, in addition to the default title (this is optional).
• Select one or more reports.
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Define Report Data Files

Each report you select must have a separate open file to receive model data. Use the DEFPRINT command to define a
report file. ESP can direct output to any of the following:

• A data set
• A DD file
• A SYSOUT class

This example routes output for a report with a logical name of XREF to a DD named RPT1.

DEFPRINT XREF DDNAME(RPT1)

After modeling, you must use the ENDPRINT command to close each data file.

Define Report Titles

All reports have a default report title. Users can use the TITLE command to add a maximum of two additional titles per
report. Use the following commands to define your own report titles:

Command Explanation
TITLE 1 Specifies a user-defined title on line 1 of the report.
TITLE 2 Specifies a user-defined title on line 2 of the report.

The following are the formatting requirements for titles:

• Specify TITLE 1 before TITLE 2.
• Specify TITLE 2 before the next DEFPRINT command.

Example: Define Report Titles

In this example, two titles are associated with REPORT1. The %CE function centers each title on a line.

defprint report1 dataset('esp.model.report1')

title 1 '%ce(CA INC.)'

title 2 '%CE(DATA center operations)'

Select the Reports

Use the MREPORT command to select the reports containing the modeling output, and specify the time range for each
report. ESP can produce the following reports:

Description Report Name Abbreviation
Scheduled Jobs Cross Reference JOB_REPORT_1 JR1
Projected End Time Report JOB_REPORT_2 JR2
Resource Utilization On Systems RESOURCE_REPORT_1 RR1
Resource Utilization By Job RESOURCE_REPORT_2 RR2
Job Exception Report EXCEPTION_REPORT_1 ER1
Dueout Exception Report EXCEPTION_REPORT_2 ER2

NOTE
The recommended data width for all reports is 133, with a record format of FBA.
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This example requests a scheduled jobs cross-reference report (JOB_REPORT_1) for a 24-hour time range.

MReport SCHED1 job_report_1 -

 from('06:00 today until 06:00 tomorrow')

Each of the modeling reports is described later in this section.

Job Names in Model Reports

For model reports JR1, JR2, RR2, ER1, and ER2, you can choose to print or omit job names. You can set the job name
print options using the LONGNAME operand in the MREPORT command. If you print job names, you can specify the
width in characters of the name on the report.

Scheduled Jobs Cross-reference Report

Definition Name: JOB_REPORT_1 (JR1)

Description: Cross references all jobs scheduled during reporting period. Report shows all jobs, regardless of specified
time intervals.

Data includes the following:

• The estimated start time of job
• The CPU on which the job will execute
• The predecessors
• The successors

The minimum report width is 133 characters.

Projected End-time Report

Definition Name: JOB_REPORT_2 (JR2)

Description: Displays projected end times and dates for jobs scheduled during specified time interval. Also includes jobs
identified as being on the critical path.

Data includes the following:

• The execution due-out time, if applicable to a job.
• The flagging of any job that exceeds due-out time.
• The identification of jobs as being critical, shown in column CJ. To see column CJ, you must code

SHOWCRITICALPATH on the MODEL command.
• The identification of jobs as being on the critical path, shown in column CP. To see column CP, you must code

SHOWCRITICALPATH on the MODEL command.

The minimum report width is 100 characters.

Resource Utilization by System Report

Definition Name: RESOURCE_REPORT_1 (RR1)

Description: Displays resources the systems will use (for one or all CPUs).

Data includes the following:

• The resource activity on each CPU at specified time intervals
• The percentage of CPU in use at specific time intervals (based on past job histories)

The minimum report width is 30 characters.
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Resource Utilization by Job

Definition Name: RESOURCE_REPORT_2 (RR2)

Description: Displays the resources that all scheduled jobs will use. Report shows all scheduled jobs requiring resources,
regardless of specified time intervals.

Data includes the following:

• The scheduled start time and date for each job
• All resources allocated to a job
• All resources defined for scheduled jobs. This list includes resource definitions in ESP procedures or job

documentation members and default resources.

The minimum report width is 80 characters.

Job Exception Report

Definition Name: EXCEPTION_REPORT_1 (ER1)

Description: Displays all jobs that ESP cannot schedule during the model period, regardless of time intervals.

Data includes the following:

• The reasons ESP cannot schedule jobs. Reasons can include resources, predecessors, initiators, and so forth.
• All jobs that will miss their execution due-out time.

The minimum report width is 133 characters.

Due-out Exception Report

Definition Name: EXCEPTION_REPORT_2 (ER2)

Description: Displays scheduled jobs that will miss their execution due-out time during the model period.

Data includes the following:

• The execution due-out time for each job
• The projected end times
• The time lapse between due-out time and projected end time

The minimum report width is 100 characters.

Close Definition Mode and Generate Model

After you have defined the model (see previous step), close the model definition mode and invoke the MODEL generation
processor. To do this, enter the ENDMODEL command. At the end of your model statements, type the following:

ENDMODEL

After you enter the ENDMODEL command, enter an ENDPRINT command to close each of the report data files. This
example closes the report data file named JR1RPT.

ENDPRINT JRIRPT

Examine the Model Reports

When you run your model, ESP directs the model reports to your DEFPRINT files for you to examine.
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Examples

This section contains examples of models.

Example: Set up a Model

The following statements create a Scheduled activity data set, named ESP.SAD.DATA, and define a model. The model

• Directs output to a DD name named MODEL1.
• Contains two user-defined report titles.
• Specifies the maximum number of initiators as four.
• Starts four class A initiators.
• Creates a JR1 report, starting at 6am today until 6pm tomorrow.

//SADMOD JOB CYB3000,'BP',CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=S,

//   NOTIFY=CYBBP01,REGION=4M

//STEP0010 EXEC ESP,PARM='SAR'

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD   *

SADGEN DATASET('ESP.SAD.DATA') -

FROM('6AM TODAY') TO('6AM TOMORROW')

/*

//STEP0020 EXEC PGM=ESP,REGION=4M

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//MODEL1   DD   SYSOUT=S

//SYSIN    DD   *

DEFPRINT XREF DDNAME(MODEL1)

  TITLE 1 '%CE(CA INC.)'

  TITLE 2 '%CE(PRODUCTION CONTROL - SCHEDULING DEPT.)'

  MODEL 'ESP.SAD.DATA' +

    START('6AM TODAY ENDING 6AM TOMORROW')

    MAXINITS 4

    INIT START(1:4) CLASS(A)

    MREPORT XREF JR1 -

    FROM('6AM TODAY ENDING 6AM TOMORROW')

  ENDMODEL

ENDPRINT XREF

/*

//

Example: Ignore Job Classes

The following is a simple example of the modeling commands to create a Scheduled Jobs Cross-Reference Report (JR1).
In this example, initiator classes are ignored by specifying NOCLASS on the MODEL command. Although this does not
create a true picture of the environment, the initiator activity has no effect on the job relationships in the JR1 report.

MODEL 'ESP.SAD.DATA' +

  START('6AM TODAY ENDING 6AM TOMORROW') NOCLASS

  MAXINITS 999

  MREPORT XREF JR1 -

  FROM('6AM TODAY ENDING 6AM TOMORROW')

ENDMODEL
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Example: Generate All ESP Model Reports

The following statements define a model that generates all available ESP model reports.

DEFPRINT JR1REP DATASET('CYB1.MLTEST.MREPORT2')

  TITLE 1 '%CE(CA INC.)'

DEFPRINT JR2REP DATASET('CYB1.MLTEST.MREPORT7')

  TITLE 1 '%CE(CA INC.)'

  TITLE 2 '%RJ(FORWARD TO DEPT. IS900)

DEFPRINT RR1REP DATASET('CYB1.MLTEST.MREPORT3')

  TITLE 1 '%CE(CA INC.)'

  TITLE 2 '%CE(DATA CENTER OPERATIONS)'

DEFPRINT RR2REP DATASET('CYB1.MLTEST.MREPORT4')

  TITLE 1 '%CE(CA INC.)'

DEFPRINT ER1REP DATASET('CYB1.MLTEST.MREPORT5')

  TITLE 1 '%CE(CA INC.)'

  TITLE 2 '%CE(PRODUCTION CONTROL - SCHEDULING DEPT.)'

DEFPRINT ER2REP DATASET('CYB1.MLTEST.MREPORT6')

  TITLE 1 '%CE(CA INC.)'

  TITLE 2 'ATTN: FRED BLOGGS'

  MODEL 'CYB1.MLTEST.SADGEN' -

    START('00:00 TOMORROW ENDING 24:00 TOMORROW')

    MAXINITS 15

    ADJUST EXECTIME(+500) JOBS(PROD-,PAY300,ACC-,SORT-)

    INIT START(1:10) CLASS(A,B)

    RESOURCE SORTWRK 5000 ADD RENEWABLE

    RESOURCE PERMDASD 10000 ADD DEPLETABLE

    RESOURCE SCRATCH 200 ADD DEPLETABLE

    RESOURCE TAPE3480 10 ADD RENEWABLE

    RESOURCE NITESHFT ADD THRESHOLD

    RESOURCE CICS ADD THRESHOLD

    RESOURCE IMS 2 ADD RENEWABLE

    TIME 01:00

    RESOURCE SCRATCH 50 ADD

    RESOURCE CICS 0

    RESOURCE TAPE3480 2 DEL

    RESOURCE PERMDASD 5000 ADD DEPLETABLE

    TIME 01:30

    RESOURCE CICS ADD THRESHOLD

    RESOURCE TAPE3420 2 ADD

    INIT STOP(8:10)

    TIME 08:00

    RESOURCE DAYSHIFT ADD THRESHOLD

    RESOURCE TAPE3420 2 ADD

    RESOURCE SCRATCH 100 ADD

    RESOURCE NITESHFT 0

    INIT START(10,11) CLASS(IMS99)

    MREPORT JR1REP JR1 FROM('00:00 ENDING 24:00')

    MREPORT JR2REP JR2 FROM('00:00 ENDING 24:00') LONGNAME(18)

    MREPORT RR1REP RR1 FROM('00:00 ENDING 09:00')

    MREPORT RR2REP RR2 FROM('00:00 UNTIL 24:00') LONGNAME(18)

    MREPORT ER1REP ER1 FROM('00:00 UNTIL MIDNIGHT') LONGNAME(18)

    MREPORT ER2REP ER2 FROM('00:00 ENDING 24:00') LONGNAME(18)
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  ENDMODEL

ENDPRINT JR1REP

ENDPRINT JR2REP

ENDPRINT RR1REP

ENDPRINT RR2REP

ENDPRINT ER1REP

ENDPRINT ER2REP

Use REXX
This section describes how to use REXX with ESP.

Learn How REXX Enhances ESP

You can use REXX to enhance the functions of ESP. REXX statements enable ESP to do the following:

• Perform looping operations. CLANG uses most forms of language construction, except for looping. Looping enables
ESP to perform repetitive actions such as:
– Defining statutory holidays.
– Generating ESP application code.
– Purging job output.
– Building control cards.
– Simulating multiple occurrences of an event.

• Trap output. For example, ESP can automatically check the status of an ESP application by issuing a command and
then storing the output in variables.

• Read from a data set. For instance, you can specify dates for special days in a data set, and then have ESP read the
data set and define special days.

• Write to a data set. For example, REXX expressions enable ESP to write a new value of a symbol to a data set.

Where to Use REXX Expressions

You can use REXX expressions as follows:

• In procedures.
• In an initialization parameter data set to tailor initialization parameters to your system environment.
• In commands, including line mode, page mode, and batch commands.
• Outside of ESP to invoke ESP commands.

Understand REXX Limitations

Using REXX has some limitations. The ESP procedure environment is not a TSO environment. You cannot use
commands in a procedure that require a full TSO environment. An example of such a command is ISPEXEC.

There are some limitations to the initialization parameters you can use with REXX. The following parameters cannot be
used:
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• ACF2EXIT
• APPLBUF
• APPLFILE
• AUDITLOG
• AUTHSTR
• AUXAS
• CKPT
• EXHFILE
• GMTCHECK
• INDEX
• ISCOPT
• JOBINDEX
• MAXLRECL
• QTRACE
• QUEUE
• RESFILE
• RUNMODE
• SAFCLASS
• SCHDFILE
• SMFINIT
• SMFREC
• STRACE
• SUBSYS
• SVC
• SYSID
• TIMECHK
• TIMEZONE
• TRAKFILE

Use of the CALL instruction in REXX is limited; you cannot call an external subroutine.

Add REXX to ESP

This section explains how to add REXX to ESP.

Enter REXXON and REXXOFF Statements

You can enter REXXON and REXOFF statements.

Add REXX Expressions to ESP

Turn REXX on and off using CLANG. CLANG is always present as the primary command language in ESP.

Imbed REXX Expressions within CLANG

1. Insert a REXXON statement to turn on REXX processing.
2. Insert REXX expressions.
3. Insert a REXXOFF statement to turn off REXX processing.

When ESP encounters a REXXON statement, it reads the REXX procedural statements until it encounters a REXXOFF
statement. It uses these statements to form a REXX in-storage control block (representing an in-storage execution).

The following example illustrates how you can invoke REXX from ESP.
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REXXON

 say 'This is REXX speaking'

REXXOFF

Activate REXX in ESP Applications

You can activate REXX processing at the generation or processing stage of an ESP application. At the generation stage,
ESP generates the application and creates a record in the APPLFILE. In the processing stage, ESP actually processes
the application.

To invoke or suppress REXX processing at either of the above stages of ESP processing, enter the GEN or PROC
operand after the REXXON statement as follows:

• Type REXXON GEN PROC or REXXON to turn on REXX in the generation and processing stages of an application.
Use these operands if you are using REXX to create and process an application.

• Type REXXON GEN to turn on REXX in the generation stage only. Use this operand if you are using REXX to create,
but not process, an application.

• Type REXXON PROC to turn on REXX in the processing stage only. Use this operand if you are only using REXX
during the processing of an application.

Issue TSO Commands

You can issue TSO commands from ESP when you are in a TSO environment. For example, you can type the following
commands in ESP page mode or use the LOAD command to load the commands from a data set. You cannot use these
commands in an ESP procedure.

REXXON

  address TSO "LISTA"

  address TSO "LISTDS 'CYB.ESP.PROCS' MEMBERS"

REXXOFF

Use ESP Commands Within REXX

You can specify ESP commands or statements within REXX. When you are entering this type of data, you must format the
input as follows:

• If the command or statement contains only constants, enclose the entire expression in single or double quotation
marks. The following instruction displays an example of this format:

"ESP TRIGGER PROD.BACKUPS ADD"

• If the command or statement contains a REXX variable, use single or double quotation marks before and after the
variable. REXX then automatically substitutes the value of the variable. The following instruction displays an example
of this format:

"ESP AJ " jobname "insert appl(leftover.0)"

• If the command or statement contains a CLANG variable, the variable must be converted to a REXX variable using
ESP built-in CLANGVAR function. The following instruction displays an example of this format:

applname=CLANGVAR('%ESPAPPL')
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Continue Commands to Next Line

When you use REXX within ESP, the syntax is checked one line at a time.

To generate an ESP command longer than one line within REXX, follow these steps:

1. Build the command one line at a time.
2. Concatenate each line with the previous line.
3. Use the concatenated string as the command.

Example: Code a Multiple Line Command

The following example shows an ESP command longer than one line within REXX. The command is built using a variable
named SS.

REXXON

  SS = "IF JOBONQ('ABC') OR "

  SS = SS "JOBONQ('DEF') OR "

  SS = SS "JOBONQ('XYZ') THEN REEXEC IN(1)"

  SS

REXXOFF

Assign REXX Variables to ESP Variables

You can assign REXX variables to ESP variables.

Use these formatting conventions:

• If the variable is an integer, enclose the ESP variable name and the equal sign (=) in single quotation marks ('). An
example of this format appears below:

'ESPNUM='Filenum

• If the variable is a character string, enclose the entire expression in double quotation marks (" ") and enclose the REXX
character string within both single and double quotation marks. An example of this format appears below:

"ESPNAME=' "Rexxname" ' "

Convert CLANG Variable into REXX Variable

You cannot use CLANG variables directly. The built-in CLANGVAR function converts a CLANG variable into a REXX
variable. The example below assigns the value of an ESP built-in variable (%ESPTRDSN) to a REXX variable named
dsname.

dsname=CLANGVAR('%ESPTRDSN')

Pass CLANG Variable Between Fragments

To pass along a CLANG variable between REXX fragments, you must save the CLANG variable to REXX using the
CLANGVAR function.

You can turn REXX on and off as many times as necessary within CLANG. However, if you use CLANG variables within
REXX, ESP does not automatically pass the CLANG variables from one REXX fragment to the next REXX fragment.
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Example: Pass CLANG Vaiable Between Two Fragmants

The following example demonstrates a set of statements in which CLANGVAR passes a CLANG variable between two
fragments of REXX.

In the statements below, the first REXXON-REXXOFF fragment assigns the REXX variable number to the ESP variable
named X. In the second REXXON-REXXOFF fragment, the expression Number=CLANGVAR('%X') converts the CLANG
variable X to a REXX variable.

REXXON

'X='Number

REXXOFF

.

.

.

REXXON

Number=CLANGVAR('%X')

REXXOFF

Use Built-in Functions for REXX Statements

ESP provides a number of built-in functions and commands you can use within REXXON-REXXOFF statements. This
topic describes each of these functions and commands. They are grouped in the following three areas:

• Built-in functions with CLANG equivalent
• Commands and functions with TSO equivalent
• Built-in functions with no CLANG equivalent

REXX Functions with CLANG Equivalent

The following table lists built-in ESP-REXX functions and identifies the equivalent built-in functions in CLANG.

Built-in Function CLANG Equivalent Description
TODAY TODAY Tests schedule criteria for today's date.
YESTERDY YESTERDAY Tests schedule criteria for yesterday's date.
TOMORROW TOMORROW Tests schedule criteria for tomorrow's date.
DAYSTO DAYS_TO Calculates number of days between now and a particular date in

the future.
DAYSFROM DAYS_FROM Calculates number of days between now and a particular date in

the past.
DAYSBETW DAYS_BETWEEN Calculates the number of days (or workdays, months, years, and

so on) between two dates.
ACTIVE ACTIVE Checks whether a job or address space is active on the current

system. Returns a zero (0=false, not active) or the address space
identifier (true, active).

COMPLETED COMPLETED Checks if an Application is complete. COMPLETED returns “true”
if the specified Application is complete and “false” otherwise.

JOBONQ JOBONQ Investigates JES queues.
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Example: Use IF Logic to Set Symbolics

The following example uses some built-in functions to set the values of symbols.

• ESP sets the value of the variable SEASON to SUMMER if the current month is June, July, or August.
• ESP sets the value of the variable TESTHOL to TRUE if yesterday was a holiday.

REXXON

IF(TODAY('FIRST-LAST DAY OF JUNE JULY AUGUST') THEN SEASON='SUMMER'

IF YESTERDY('HOLIDAY') THEN TESTHOL='TRUE'

...

REXXOFF

For more information, see Use Built-in Functions.

Commands and Functions With TSO Equivalents

The following table lists ESP REXX functions and commands with the TSO equivalents.

Command or Function TSOEquivalent Description
ALLOCX ALLOC Allocates a data set.
FREEX FREE Frees a data set.
TRAPOUT OUTTRAP Puts lines of command output into a series

of numbered variables that have the same
prefix. These variables save command
output and allow REXX to process the
output.

The ALLOCX command allocates sequential or partitioned data sets. The following table lists the parameters of the
ALLOCX command that are supported only in ESP. The purpose of the parameters corresponds to the TSO ALLOC
equivalent.

The ALLOCX command has the following syntax:

ALLOCX  DSN('   dsname[(member)]')

    [DD(    ddname)]

    [REUSE] 

    [VOLUME(    serial)]

    [UNIT(  unitname)]

    [SPACE( primary,[secondary])TRACKS|CYL|BLOCK(blocksize)]

    [RECFM{(V)|(F) |(A) |(B)|(M)|(U)|(S) }] 

    [LRECL( length)]

    [BLKSIZE(   block)]

    [ROUND/NOROUND] 

    [CONTIG/NOCONTIG]   

    [RLSE/NORLSE]   

    [MOUNT/UNMOUNT] 

    [UNCATLG|CATLG|DELETE|KEEP|NEW|OLD|SHR(SHARE)|MOD]  

    [DIR(   directory)]

Parameter Value (description)
DD or F (DDName to be associated with data set)
DSN or DA (DSName is name of data set to be allocated)
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REUSE (file being allocated is to be freed and re-allocated)
RECFM A/B/F/M/S/U/V (record format)
LRECL (logical record length)
UNIT (unit name maximum length is 8 characters)
SPACE TYPE (primary space quantity)/secondary space quantity)

CYL/TRKS(TRACKS)
BLOCK (allocation block size has default value 4096)

DISP KEYWORD UNCATLG/CATLG/DELETE/KEEP
NEW/OLD/SHR(SHARE)/MOD

ROUND SPACE ROUND/NOROUND (allocated space should be equal to one or
more cylinders)

CONTIGUOUS SPACE CONTIG/NOCONTIG (contiguous primary allocation)
RELEASE SPACE RLSE/NORLSE (unused space is to be deleted when the data set

is closed)
MOUNT MOUNT/UNMOUT (mount volume)
VOLUME (volume serial maximum length is 6 characters)
BLKSIZE (block size)
DIR (directory block count)

Note the following items when using the ALLOCX command:

• The ALLOCX command does not support SYSOUT, DUMMY, and DSORG.
• Check the return code from your ALLOCX command before further processing. Checking the return code is especially

critical when performing REXX DO loop processing to avoid an endless DO loop.
• ALLOCX and FREEX can be used only within an ESP procedure.
• If you have trouble freeing your file, use the ESP UNALLOC command.
• If you use the ALLOCX command without specifying a file name, ESP stores the system generated ddname as a

REXX symbolic variable named ddname. You can use this variable in the EXECIO and FREEX commands. For
example:

"ALLOCX DA('MY.DATA.SET') SHR"

if rc \= 0 then

   do

       "SE 'UNABLE TO ALLOCATE MY.DATA.SET ' U(*)"

              "REEXEC IN(2)"

       "EXIT"

   end

address MVS "EXECIO 1 DISKR" ddname "(FINIS"

Built-in Functions With No CLANG Equivalent

This topic describes the functions available with REXX under ESP where there is no equivalent CLANG function.

ASCBADDR Function

The ASCBADDR function returns the virtual storage address of the address space control block for a job, started task, or
TSO user. The result is an eight-character hex string. If the address space is not active, the result is a null string.

The syntax is ASCBADDR(jobname) , where jobname is the name of the job, started task, or TSO user.
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Example: Use the ASCBADDR Function

The following example sends a message back to your console indicating the virtual storage address of the address space
control block for ESPA.

REXXON

  ascb=ASCBADDR(ESPA)

  say "ascb of ESPA is " ascb

REXXOFF

Sample output is shown below:

ascb of ESPA is 00FBC700

ASID Function

The ASID function returns the address space identifier of a job, started task, or TSO user. The result is a decimal
number. ESP returns either the address space identifier of the job, or a zero if the job name is not active. Some operator
commands require this information.

The syntax is ASID(jobname), where jobname is the name of the job, started task, or TSO user.

Example: Use the ASID Function

The following example sends a message back to your console indicating the address space identifier for ESPA.

REXXON

  addr=ASID(ESPA)

  say "address space of ESPA is " addr

REXXOFF

Sample output follows:

address space of ESPA is 29

CSFJOB Function

The CSFJOB function does the following:

• Returns the number of jobs on CSF that match the workload name that you specify (including names for held-manual
jobs).

NOTE
If you specify a one-to-eight character name, CSFJOB does not match on jobs with qualifiers or jobs with a
period followed by other characters. For example, if you specify "MYJOB”, CSFJOB only matches jobs called
"MYJOB", not jobs such as MYJOB.QUAL, MYJOB.OTHERCHARACTERS, and so on.

• If any specified jobs match, CSFJOB creates REXX stemmed variables with information about each job matched.
The stemmed variables are listed in Use Variables for CSFJOB and JOBONCSF Functions.

This function has the following format:

CSFJOB('name','varprefix')

The stemmed variables created by this function have the following format:
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varprefixvarname.i

i
Indicates the numeric stem of the stemmed variable.

name
Specifies the workload name to match on. You can use wildcard characters asterisk and hyphen.

varname
Indicates the stemmed variable name.

varprefix
Specifies the prefix of the stemmed variables created by CSFJOB.
Limit: Eight characters

Example: Find Multiple Occurrences of a Job

A job might exist in different applications, in different generations of the same application or multiple times within the same
generation of an application.

This example uses the CSFJOB function to find all occurrences of job PAY01. For each occurrence of the job, the function
generates variables with the prefix X. The CSFJOB function sends information back to your terminal indicating to which
applications (applname.generation) the job belongs.

REXXON

NUM=CSFJOB('PAY01','X')

SAY 'THERE ARE ' NUM 'OCCURRENCES OF JOB PAY01'

DO I=1 TO NUM

   SAY JOBNAME() 'IS IN APPL' XAPPL.I'.'XAPPLG.I

END

REXXOFF

Sample output might look like this:

THERE ARE 3 OCCURRENCES OF JOB PAY01

PAY01 IS IN APPL PAYROLL .293

PAY01 IS IN APPL PAYROLL .294

PAY01 IS IN APPL HR      .43

JOBONCSF Function

The JOBONCSF function does the following:

• Returns the number of jobs on CSF that match the workload name that you specify (including names for held-manual
jobs).

NOTE
JOBONCSF does not accept a period in positions 2 through 7 of the name. For example, you can specify
"ABCDEFG.-", but you cannot specify "A.-", "ABCDEF.-", and so on.

• If any jobs match the full name you specified, JOBONCSF creates REXX stemmed variables with information about
each job matched.
The stemmed variables are listed in Use Variables for CSFJOB and JOBONCSF Functions.

This function has the following format:

JOBONCSF('name','varprefix')
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The stemmed variables created by this function have the following format:

varprefixvarname.i

i
Indicates the numeric stem of the stemmed variable.

name
Specifies the workload name to match on. You can use wildcard characters asterisk and hyphen.

varname
Indicates the stemmed variable name.

varprefix
Specifies the prefix of the stemmed variables created by JOBONCSF.
Limit: Eight characters

Example: Find Multiple Occurrences of a Job

A job might exist in different applications, in different generations of the same application or multiple times within the same
generation of an application.

This example uses the JOBONCSF function to find all occurrences of job PAY01. For each occurrence of the job, the
function generates variables with the prefix X. The JOBONCSF function sends information back to your terminal indicating
to which applications (applname.generation) the job belongs.

REXXON

NUM=JOBONCSF('PAY01','X')

SAY 'THERE ARE ' NUM 'OCCURRENCES OF JOB PAY01'

DO I=1 TO NUM

   SAY JOBNAME() 'IS IN APPL' XAPPL.I'.'XAPPLG.I

END

REXXOFF

Sample output might look like this:

THERE ARE 3 OCCURRENCES OF JOB PAY01

PAY01 IS IN APPL PAYROLL .293

PAY01 IS IN APPL PAYROLL .294

PAY01 IS IN APPL HR      .43

Use Variables in CSFJOB and JOBONCSF Functions

This topic describes the variable names that you can use with the CSFJOB and JOBONCSF functions.

AGENT
Agent name
Format: String
Maximum Record Length: 16

APPL
Application
Format: String
Maximum Record Length: 8

APPLG
Application generation number
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Format: Number
Maximum Record Length: 10

ASID
Address space identifier
Format: Hexadecimal string
Maximum Record Length: 4

AVGRUNTIME
Average job execution time in minutes
Format: Two-byte binary number
Maximum Record Length: 2

BYPASSED
Job bypassed
Format: 0 for false, 1 for true
Maximum Record Length: 1

CLASS
Job class
Format: String
Maximum Record Length: 8

COMPLETE
Job completed
Format: 0 for false, 1 for true
Maximum Record Length: 1

CONDCODE
Completion code
Format: See the table after the variables.
Maximum Record Length: 20

CRITICAL_PATH
Critical path job
Format: 0 for false, 1 for true
Maximum Record Length: 1

ENDTIME
Job end time
Format: hh.mnyyyy/mm/dd. Date can be in YMD, MDY or DMY format based on DATEFORM initialization
parameter.
Maximum Record Length: 19

EVENT
Event name
Format: String
Maximum Record Length: 24

EXECJNO
JES job number where the job executed
Format: Number
Maximum Record Length: 6

EXECNODE
JES execution node
Format: String
Maximum Record Length: 8
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EXTERNAL
External job
Format: 0 for false, 1 for true
Maximum Record Length: 1

FAILED
Job failed
Format: 0 for false, 1 for true
Maximum Record Length: 1

FULLNAME
Fullname of the job
Format: String
Maximum Record Length: 64

HC
Hold count
Format: Number
Maximum Record Length: 5

HELD_MANUAL
Held-manual job
Format: 0 for false, 1 for true
Maximum Record Length: 1

JOBN
Job name
Format: String
Maximum Record Length: 8

JOBNO
Job number
Format: Number
Maximum Record Length: 6
Note: The JOBNO value changes when a job is submitted and executed on different JES nodes. During
execution, JOBNO reflects EXECJNO; otherwise, it reflects ORIGJNO.

MANUAL
Manual job
Format: 0 for false, 1 for true
Maximum Record Length: 1

MAXRUNTIME
Maximum allowable job execution time in minutes
Format: Two-byte binary number
Maximum Record Length: 2

MINRUNTIME
Minimum allowable job execution time in minutes
Format: Two-byte binary number
Maximum Record Length: 2

ORIGJNO
JES job number where the job was submitted
Format: Number
Maximum Record Length: 6

ORIGNODE
JES submit node
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Format: String
Maximum Record Length: 8

OVERDUE_END
Job overdue to end
Format: 0 for false, 1 for true
Maximum Record Length: 1

OVERDUE_START
Job overdue to start
Format: 0 for false, 1 for true
Maximum Record Length: 1

OVERDUE_SUBMIT
Job overdue to submit
Format: 0 for false, 1 for true
Maximum Record Length: 1

PGN
Performance group number
Format: Number from 1 to 999 in compatibility mode, 0 on goal mode system
Maximum Record Length: 3

PNODE
Processing node
Format: String
Maximum Record Length: 8

PRIORITY
JES execution priority
Format: Number
Maximum Record Length: 2

QUAL
Job qualifier
Format: String
Maximum Record Length: 8

RDRTIME
Time that the job was submitted to a JES reader
Format: hh.mnyyyy/mm/dd. Date can be in YMD, MDY, or DMY format based on the DATEFORM initialization
parameter.
Maximum Record Length: 19

REQUEST
Request job
Format: 0 for false, 1 for true
Maximum Record Length: 1

REQUESTED
Requested job
Format: 0 for false, 1 for true
Maximum Record Length: 1

SCHED
Scheduled time
Format: hh.mnyyyy/mm/dd
Maximum Record Length: 19
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SMFID
System SMF identifier
Format: String
Maximum Record Length: 4

SRVCLASS
Service class
Format: String in goal mode, blank on compatibility mode systems
Maximum Record Length: 8

STARTTIME
Job start time
Format:hh.mnyyyy/mm/dd. Date can be in YMD, MDY or DMY format based on DATEFORM initialization
parameter.
Maximum Record Length: 19

STATUS
Status of job
Format: String
Maximum Record Length: 28

SUBAP
Subapplication name
Format: String
Maximum Record Length: 8

SYSNAME
Sysplex member name
Format: String
Maximum Record Length: 8

SYSPLEX
Sysplex name
Format: String
Maximum Record Length: 8

TAG
Tag field
Format: String
Maximum Record Length: 16

TYPE
Type of job
Format: J for job or distributed workload, T for task, L for link
Maximum Record Length: 1

USTAT
User status
Format: String
Maximum Record Length: 28

WOBTYPE
Type of workload object (non-z/OS)
Format: String
Maximum Record Length: 2

CONDCODE Formats
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The following table lists the formats for the CONDCODE variable for a given condition:

Condition Format Comment
System abend bbSxxx Hexadecimal code
User abend bUnnnn Decimal code
0 to 999999 zzzzzn  
1000000 to 18446744073709551615
(maximum value for unsigned 64-bit
decimal)

zz...n Format expands to width of condition code.

Overflow bb**** Condition code is greater than
18446744073709551615 (maximum value
for unsigned 64-bit decimal)

Job not ended bbbbb --  

b
Indicates a blank.

n
Indicates a decimal digit.

x
Indicates a hexadecimal digit.

z
Indicates a decimal digit or a blank for a leading digit of zero.

Note: If the CONDCODE variable is a numeric value within the range 1000000-18446744073709551615, its width is large
enough to accommodate the value. In all other cases the CONDCODE variable width is 6.

Example: CONDCODE Formats

The following are examples of CONDCODE formats (in quotes):

System abend B37:

"  SB37"

User abend 100:

" U0100"

Condition code 100:

"   100"

Condition code 135000:

"135000"

Condition code 2147483647:

"2147483647"

Overflow:
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"  ****"

Job not ended:

"      -- "

Trap Output from Commands

The next three examples illustrate ways you can use REXX with CLANG to trap output from a command and
perform processing based on the results. The examples are summarized as follows:

• Example 1 traps the output from an LDSN command and sends the output back to your terminal in a different format.
• Example 2 traps the output from an LAP command to see if an Application is active.
• Example 3 traps the output from an SMFSTATS command to monitor SMF data.

Example 1: Trap Output from LSDN Command

The LDSN command displays the names of various ESP data sets. This example uses REXX to trap the output from the
LDSN command. The information is sent back to your terminal in the following format:

   espfile.1 =   CHECKPOINT

   dataset.1 = CYB1.ES43.CKPT

   .

   .

   .

ESP Procedure (Example 1: Trap Output from LSDN Command)

Enter the following statements in an ESP procedure:

REXXON

  r=trapout('ldsn.')

  "ESP LDSN"

  r=trapout('off')

  do i=2 to ldsn.0

    j=i-1

    parse var ldsn.i espfile.j ':' dataset.j ',' rol

    say 'espfile.'j ' = ' espfile.j

    say 'dataset.'j ' = ' dataset.j

  end

REXXOFF

Results of ESP Execution

ESP issues the LDSN command, traps the output, and sends the information back to your terminal.

Example 2: Check Application Status

There is a simpler and less resource-intensive alternative to REXX for checking Application status. For more information,
see Workload Status Functions
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Part 1

The criteria for this example are that:

• ESP issue an LAP command for the -1 generation of the SYSTEMS application
• ESP checks if the application is active and, if so, completes it

If the application is complete, output from the LAP command looks like this:

APPL SYSTEMS GEN 48 COMPLETE

  CREATED AT 08.28 ON WEDNESDAY MAY 30TH, 2001

  ENDED AT 08.44 ON WEDNESDAY MAY 30TH, 2001

If the application is not complete, output from the LAP command looks like this:

APPL SYSTEMS GEN 49

  CREATED AT 08.28 ON THURSDAY MAY 31ST, 2001

Enter the following statements in the ESP procedure:

REXXON

 

x=trapout('line.')

"ESP LAP SYSTEMS.-1"

x=trapout('off')

Status=SUBWORD(line.1,5)

if Status='' then -

"ESP APPLJOB ALL COMPLETE APPL(SYSTEMS.-1)"

REXXOFF

ESP produces the following results:

• If the previous generation of the SYSTEMS application is active, ESP issues an APPLJOB command to complete it.
• If the previous generation of the SYSTEMS application is complete, ESP takes no action.

Part 2

Job ABC runs every 5 minutes. If the previous run of the job has not completed, then do not submit the job.

Follow these steps:

1. Set up a one job Application (EVERY5) to submit job ABC.
2. Schedule an Event every 5 minutes to invoke the Application.
3. During Application generation mode, use REXX to issue an LAP command and check the status of the current

generation.
4. If the current generation is not complete, then EXIT. Otherwise, create a new generation of the Application and submit

the job.

Enter the following statements in the ESP procedure:

REXXON GEN

  X=TRAPOUT('LINE.')         
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  "ESP LAP EVERY5.0"    

  X=TRAPOUT('OFF')           

  APSTATUS=SUBWORD(LINE.1,5,1)   

  IF APSTATUS='' THEN "exit"   

REXXOFF                       

                               

APPL EVERY5                   

JCLLIB 'PROD.JCL.CNTL'

JOB ABC                         

  RUN ANY                      

ENDJOB

ESP produces the following results:

• If the current generation of the EVERY5 Application is not complete, ESP exits the procedure and does not create a
new generation of the Application.

• If the current generation of the EVERY5 Application is complete, ESP creates a new generation of the Application and
submits job ABC.

Example 3: Use REXX with CLANG to Monitor SMF Data

The criteria for this example are that

• ESP issue the SMFSTATS command every 2 minutes. This command displays SMF statistics.
• ESP sends a warning message, if the number of job starts does not increase in 2 minutes.
• ESP sends a message stating the number of job starts in the previous 2 minutes, if the number of job starts increase in

2 minutes.
• The started task name for ESP be ESP.

ESP Procedure (Example 3: Use REXX with CLANG to Monitor SMF Data)

The following ESP procedure addresses the above criteria:

INTEGER OLDNUM,NEWNUM,DIFF

 

REXXON

  x=trapout('line.')

  "ESP SMFSTATS"

  y=trapout('off')

  parse var line.5 num .

  'newnum='num

REXXOFF

 

INTEGER X

X=2

IF USER1='' THEN DO

  SEND 'ESP IS STARTING TO MONITOR SMF STATISTICS' CN(01) NONDEL

  SEND 'TO STOP: SUSPEND CYBER01.SMFSTATS' CN(01) NONDEL

ENDDO

ELSE DO

  OLDNUM=USER1

  DIFF=NEWNUM-OLDNUM

  IF DIFF=0 THEN -

    SEND '# OF JOB STARTS HAS NOT INCREASED IN %X MINUTES ' -
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    CN(01) NONDEL

  ELSE -

   SEND '# OF JOB STARTS HAS INCREASED BY %DIFF IN %X MINUTES' -

  CN(01) NONDEL

ENDDO

OLDNUM=NEWNUM

VS 'F ESP,TRIGGER CYBER01.SMFSTATS USER1("%OLDNUM") -

      AT("NOW PLUS %X MINUTES")'

 

Event

Set up the CYBER.SMFSTATS Event to invoke this ESP procedure. You will need to trigger the Event manually when you
want ESP to start monitoring.

Results of ESP Execution

ESP executes the above procedure and sends either a warning message, for example:

# OF JOB STARTS HAS NOT INCREASED IN 2 MINUTES

or a message showing the number of job starts in the previous 2 minutes, for example:

# OF JOB STARTS HAS INCREASED BY 54 IN 2 MINUTES

Insert Ad-Hoc Request Jobs

This section explains how to insert ad-hoc request jobs.

Example: Use REXX to Issue APPLJOB to Insert Request Jobs

The criteria for this example are that:

• The data set for the request job information be CYB.REQUEST(ADHOC).
• The data set contains a list of job names and Application names.
• The Application name of LEFTOVER be used, if no Application is specified.

Sample input is shown below:

   ODDJOB1

   PAYJOB BIGAPPL

   LASTJOB

ESP Procedure (Example: Use REXX to Issue APPLJOB to Insert Request Jobs)

The following ESP procedure addresses the above criteria:

REXXON

  /* allocate dataset with list of jobs and applications  */

  "ALLOCX DSN('CYB.REQUEST(ADHOC)') SH "

  if rc \= 0 then
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    do

      "SE 'UNABLE TO ALLOCATE CYB.REQUEST(ADHOC)' U(*)"

      "REEXEC IN(2)"

      "EXIT"

    end

    address MVS "EXECIO * DISKR " ddname "(STEM INPUTREC. FINIS"

    j=inputrec.0

    /* read through the dataset line by line             */

    /* insert job into application specified or default  */

    do i = 1 to j

      parse upper var inputrec.i jobname applname .

      if applname='' then applname='leftover'

      "ESP AJ " jobname " INSERT APPL("applname")"

    end

    "FREEX FILE(" ddname ")"

REXXOFF

Results of ESP Execution

The ESP procedure reads the data set CYB.REQUESTS(ADHOC) and issues an APPLJOB (AJ) command to insert each
job into an Application. Using the sample input, ESP will issue the following commands:

ESP AJ ODDJOB1 INSERT APPL(LEFTOVER)

ESP AJ PAYJOB INSERT APPL(BIGAPPL)

ESP AJ LASTJOB INSERT APPL(LEFTOVER)

You can review the inserted jobs using the Consolidated Status Facility.

Use REXX to Build Applications
The next two examples illustrate ways you can use REXX with CLANG to build ESP applications. The functions of the
sample applications are as follows:

• Example 1 builds an ESP application to execute four sequential jobs.
• Example 2 builds an ESP application based on information in a data set.

Example 1: Generate Application of Sequential Jobs

The criteria for this application are as follows:

• The name of the application is TEST.
• The jobs include TEST1, TEST2, TEST3, and TEST4.
• ESP selects each job in the application for execution.
• The data set CYB.TEST.JCL contains the JCL for these jobs.
• The member name is the same as the job name.
• The jobs should execute sequentially, as shown below.
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ESP Procedure (Example 1: Generate Application of Sequential Jobs)

Set up the ESP procedure like this:

JCLLIB 'CYB.TEST.JCL'

APPL TEST

REXXON GEN

  do i=1 to 4

    "JOB TEST"i

    "  RUN ANY"

    if i <> 4 then "  RELEASE TEST"i+1

    "ENDJOB"

  end

REXXOFF

In the above procedure, ESP builds the job relationships and schedules jobs for execution.

Results of Executed Procedure

When an event invokes this procedure, ESP generates the following statements and then begins processing the
application.

JCLLIB 'CYB.TEST.JCL'

APPL TEST

JOB TEST1

  RUN ANY

  RELEASE TEST2

ENDJOB

JOB TEST2

  RUN ANY
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  RELEASE TEST3

ENDJOB

JOB TEST3

  RUN ANY

  RELEASE TEST4

ENDJOB

JOB TEST4

  RUN ANY

ENDJOB

Example 2: Generate Application Based on Data Set Input

The criteria for this example are as follows:

• The data set CYB01.ESPPROC(MYAPPL) contains a list of jobs and schedule criteria. Assume
CYB01.ESPPROC(MYAPPL) contains the following data:

CYBA DAILY   

CYBB LAST WORKDAY OF MONTH   

CYBC

• The default schedule for a job is DAILY.
• The jobs run in the order in which they are listed.

ESP Procedure (Example 2: Generate Application Based on Data Set Input)

Enter the following statements in an ESP procedure:

 JCLLIB 'CYB.JCL'

 

  REXXON GEN

  "ALLOCX DSN('CYB01.ESPPROC(MYAPPL)') SH "

  if rc \= 0 then

   do

    "SE 'UNABLE TO ALLOCATE CYB01.ESPPROC(MYAPPL)' U(*)"

    "REEXEC IN(2)"

    "EXIT"

   end

 

  address MVS "EXECIO * DISKR " ddname "(STEM LINE. FINIS"

  

  if line.0=0 then do

   "SE 'NO JOBS TO RUN' U(*)"

    "EXIT"

   end

 

  "APPL MYAPPL"

  prevjob = ""

  do i = 1 to line.0

   /* extract jobname and run frequency.      */

   /* set frequency to daily if it is omitted */

   parse upper var line.i jobname schedule

   if schedule = "" then schedule = "DAILY"

   /* generate the job definition                 */
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   "JOB "jobname

   "   RUN "schedule

   if prevjob \= "" then "   AFTER "prevjob

    prevjob = jobname

   "ENDJOB"

  end

 

  "freex file(" ddname ")"

 

 REXXOFF

In the previous procedure, ESP builds the job relationships and schedules jobs for execution.

Results of Executed Procedure

When an event invokes this procedure, ESP builds the following application using the data from the
CYB01.ESPPROC(MYAPPL) data set.

JCLLIB 'CYB.JCL'

APPL MYAPPL

JOB CYBA

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

JOB CYBB

  RUN LAST WORKDAY OF MONTH

  AFTER CYBA

ENDJOB

JOB CYBC

  RUN DAILY

  AFTER CYBB

ENDJOB

Use REXX to Define Special Days
This section describes how to use REXX to define special days.

Example: Define Special Days

In this example, an ESP procedure uses REXX to read each line of a data set containing dates, and then issues a
DEFSPEC command for the specified date.

The criteria for this example are as follows:

• The data set for the date information be CYB01.DATES.
• The data set contain a list of dates in the format ddmmmyy. An example of this format is 21DEC00.

ESP Procedure (Example: Define Special Days)

Enter the following expressions in an ESP procedure:

   REXXON

    "ALLOCX DA('CYB01.DATES') F(MYINDD) SH"

    if rc \= 0 then
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     do

      "REEXEC IN(1)"

      "EXIT"

     end

    address MVS "EXECIO * DISKR MYINDD (STEM LINE. FINIS"

    do i=1 to line.0

      Date=line.i

      "ESP DEFSPEC BILL_DAY ON("Date") CAL(SYSTEM)"

    end

    "FREEX FILE(MYINDD)"

   REXXOFF

Results of ESP Execution

The ESP procedure reads the data set CYB01.DATES and issues DEFSPEC commands to define the dates as special
days to ESP. The special day name is BILL_DAY. You can review these definitions of special days using option L from the
ESP Main Selection Menu.

Update a Symbolic Variable

This section explains how to update a symbolic variable.

Example: Update a Symbolic Variable - Part 1

You can use REXX to output information to a data set by queueing the information and using an EXECIO DISKW
command. When using this technique, you must queue a null line to denote the end-of-file. EXECIO requires that a null
line be stacked, like this:

  REXXON

  "ALLOCX DA('YOUR.DATASET') SH"

    queue "this is line 1"

    queue "this is line 2"

    queue "this is line 3"

    queue ""

  address MVS "EXECIO * DISKW " ddname "(FINIS)"

  "FREEX FILE("ddname")"

  REXXOFF

This example illustrates how you can use REXX with CLANG to update the value of a symbolic variable stored in a
sequential data set.

The criteria for this example are

• The name of the symbolic variable is SWITCH.
• It is stored on the first (and possibly only) line of the data set.
• The data set that stores the symbol is CYB01.SYMBOL.
• The updated value of the symbolic variable is NO.

ESP Procedure (Example: Update a Symbolic Variable - Part 1)

Enter the following statements in an ESP procedure:
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  REXXON

  "ALLOCX DA('CYB01.SYMBOL') F(MYINDD) SH"

     if rc \= 0 then

      do

       "SE 'UNABLE TO ALLOCATE CYB01.SYMBOL' U(*)"

       "REEXEC IN(2)"

       "EXIT"

      end

    queue "SWITCH='NO'"

    queue ""

 

  address MVS "EXECIO 1 DISKW MYINDD (FINIS)"

  "FREEX FILE(MYINDD)"

  REXXOFF

Results of Executed Procedure

ESP assigns the value of NO to the symbolic variable SWITCH.

Example: Update a Symbolic Variable - Part 2

The previous example uses REXX to update the first line in a data set with a symbolic-variable-assignment statement. In
this example, there are multiple lines in the data set and you must find the particular line you are looking for and update
only that line.

The criteria for this example are:

• The name of the symbolic variable is SWITCH.
• It can be on any line in the data set but only appears once.
• The data set that stores the symbol is CYB01.SYMBOL.
• The updated value of the symbolic variable is NO.

ESP Procedure (Example Update a Symbolic Variable - Part 2)

Enter the following statements in an ESP procedure:

  REXXON

  "ALLOCX DA('CYB01.SYMBOL') F(MYINDD) SH"

     if rc \= 0 then

      do

       "SE 'UNABLE TO ALLOCATE CYB01.SYMBOL' U(*)"

       "REEXEC IN(2)"

       "EXIT"

      end

  /* read dataset and look for line with "SWITCH" */

  address MVS "EXECIO * DISKR MYINDD (STEM line. FINIS"

  do i=1 to line.0

    if pos('SWITCH',line.i) > 0 then leave

  end

  /* replace line */

  address MVS "EXECIO 1 DISKRU MYINDD " i "(LIFO"

  pull line

  push "SWITCH='NO'"
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  address MVS "EXECIO 1 DISKW MYINDD (FINIS)"

  "FREEX FILE(MYINDD)"

  REXXOFF

Results of Executed Procedure

ESP assigns the value of NO to the symbolic variable SWITCH.

Create REXX Execs
You can create REXX execs that invoke ESP. You can find this useful if you are already working with REXX outside of
ESP. The next three examples illustrate how you can use a REXX exec to do the following:

Example 1: Define a Holiday

In this example, a REXX exec defines CHRISTMAS as a holiday every December 25 for the next 10 years. You define it
as a 24-hour holiday in the SYSTEM calendar. Below are the REXX statements you enter, the steps in execution, and a
description of the output.

REXX Statements

The REXX statements shown below assume that the subsystem name for ESP is ESP. If your subsystem name for ESP is
not ESP, you must specify the subsystem name. For example, specify ESP SUB(ESPA) if the subsystem name for ESP is
ESPA.

The REXX exec looks like this:

Startyear=2001

do i=0 to 9

  Year=Startyear+i

  Date='25dec'||Year

  queue 'DEFHOL CHRISTMAS START("Date") FOR(24) CALENDAR(SYSTEM)'

end

queue 'END'

'ESP'

Steps in Execution

During execution, this REXX exec

• Queues 10 DEFHOL commands.
• Queues END to take you out of line mode.
• Calls the ESP/TSO command processor.

Input to the Exec

The REXX exec takes no parameters. This example has the starting year specified in the REXX exec.

Output

Output will consist of 10 holiday definitions named CHRISTMAS in the SYSTEM calendar. You can then review the
definitions of these holidays using option L from ESP Main Selection Menu.
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Example 2: Generate a History Report

In this example, you create a REXX exec that generates a history report. Below are the REXX statements you enter, the
steps in execution, and a description of the output.

REXX Statements

The REXX statements shown below assume that the subsystem name for ESP is ESPA. The REXX exec looks like this:

queue 'REPORT'

queue 'FROM 8AM YESTERDAY'

queue 'CRITERIA JOBNAME EQ PROD- ,'

queue 'DISPLAY JOBNAME JOBNO CMPC APPLSYS'

queue 'SORT APPLSYS JOBNAME'

queue 'ENDR'

queue 'END'

'ESP SUB(ESPA)'

Steps in Execution

During execution, this REXX exec:

• Queues six history reporting commands
• Queues END to take you out of line mode
• Calls the ESP/TSO command processor

Input to the Exec

The REXX exec takes no parameters.

Output

Output will consist of a history report reflecting the criteria you specify.

Example 3: Simulate an Event Multiple Times

In this example, the REXX exec simulates an event multiple times. Below are the REXX statements you enter, the steps in
execution, and a description of the output.

The REXX exec looks like this:

/* rexx procedure to simulate        */

/* multiple occurrences of an event  */

 

parse arg Event Count

if Event = '' then exit

if Count = '' then exit

 

x=outtrap('line.')

queue 'NEXT ' Count Event

queue 'END'

'ESP SUB(ESPA)'

x=outtrap('off')

 

if line.0 = 1 then

 do
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  say line.1

  exit

 end

lines = line.0

do i=2 to lines

 if pos('NO MORE',line.i) > 0 then leave

 parse var line.i . . Sched

 queue "SIMULATE EVENT("|| Event || ") SCH('" || Sched "')"

end

queue "END"

"ESP SUB(ESPA)"

Steps in Execution

During execution, this REXX exec does the following:

1. Receives the following two variables:
– A variable (Event) for the name of the simulated ESP event
– A variable (Count) for the number of simulated executions

2. Issues the NEXT command.
3. Traps the output from the NEXT command.
4. Passes the next scheduled execution information into the SIMULATE command.

Input to the Exec

Below is a sample of the input to the REXX exec, based on the following assumptions:

• The name of the exec is MULTISIM.
• The name of the ESP Event is PROD.PAYROLL.
• The number of simulated executions is three.

The input looks like this:

MULTISIM PROD.PAYROLL 3

Output

Output will consist of the next three simulations of the event.

Use with DJC/JES3 Job Networks
If your site is running JES3 or Dependent Job Control (DJC), you can use ESP to define jobs as part of a job network.
The definition is stored in an ESP procedure. DJC job networks are similar to ESP applications, but do not offer as much
flexibility.

NOTE
For additional information about DJC, see the DJC Operator's Guide, Programming Guide, and User Guide.

Use Signals
Signals cause an ESP event to wait for a condition before it executes. This wait occurs in combination with any other
scheduling criteria associated with the event. A signal can represent a manual task, such as the arrival of an input tape, or
an automated task, such as the completion of a job.
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For example, you can have an event scheduled daily at 4 pm, but you do not want it to execute if some tape input has not
arrived. You can represent the arrival of this tape input with a signal and inform ESP to wait for both the 4 pm scheduled
time and the signal being marked complete.

Signals are available only at the event level. If you are using an application and need to set up conditions at the job level
for jobs in the application, the best method is through tasks. For more information about using tasks, see Define Tasks
and Links.

Learn Where Signals Are Used

Signals are commonly used with DJC/JES3 networks, which do not offer the flexibility of applications.The following
examples illustrate where you can use signals:

• In a preprocessing step, such as a job that requires a tape from another site
• In an event that waits on a schedule time and data set activity
• In a job execution that waits for the previous run of the same job
• In a job execution that waits for multiple runs of another job
• In daily ESP processing that depends on processing from a previous day

Learn How Signals Work

This is how signals work:

1. An event waits for a condition in addition to schedule criteria.
2. You represent the condition with a signal.
3. When the condition is met, you post the signal to mark it complete.
4. You then cycle the signal to create a new generation.

A scheduled event can wait on one or more signals.

Set Up the Signal-Processing Environment

You must set up the signal-processing environment by passing through the following stages:

• Define the signal
• Specify the signal conditions in an event
• Post the signal complete
• Cycle the signal

A detailed explanation of each follows.

Define the Signal

To define the signal, use the DEFSIG command in page mode, line mode, or a batch job. You need to give the signal a
name and specify the number of generations the signal has.

A signal's name has two parts:

• The prefix, representing an ESP group name or user ID. If the prefix is missing, ESP uses the current default prefix.
(This prefix could be your user ID or group prefix.)

• A descriptive name, consisting of up to 16 characters including alphanumerics, national characters, and the
underscore. The first character must always be a letter.

You can also specify the maximum number of generations (cycles) for this signal. Although a single generation can be
sufficient for ESP processing, you may want to define more to keep for history purposes. If the number of generations is
missing, ESP uses one as the default.
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If you define a signal as having more than one generation, you will need to create or cycle the generations by issuing the
SIGCYCLE command.

Examples of statements that define signals follow.

Example 1: Define a Signal

Assuming the default prefix is your user ID, FRED, the following signal is given the name FRED.SIGNAL1. The signal has
a maximum of one generation, and ESP refers to it as the current generation (0).

DEFSIG SIGNAL1

Example 2: Define a Signal

This signal, named CYBER.TAPE_INPUT, has a maximum number of five generations referred to as 0 (current), -1, -2, -3,
and -4.

DEFSIG CYBER.TAPE_INPUT GEN(5)

Change a Signal Definition

If you need to change the number of generations in a signal, use the ALTSIG command. This example alters the number
of generations of the signal CYBER.TAPE_INPUT to seven.

ALTSIG CYBER.TAPE_INPUT GEN(7)

Wait for the Signal to Post

To instruct an event to wait for posting of the signal, insert the SIGWAIT command in the scheduled event. You can use
more than one SIGWAIT command if the event is to wait for posting of different signals or different generations of the
same signal.

Specify the following:

• The name of the signal that is to post before the event executes
• The generation of the signal that is to post before the event executes. If the number of generations is missing, ESP

uses the current generation number zero as the default.

Example: Wait for a Signal

An example of an event command follows, indicating that the event must wait for the signal CYBER.TAPE_INPUT to post
before this event can execute.

SIGWAIT CYBER.TAPE_INPUT GEN(0)

Post a Signal

A signal is posted when all conditions for the signal have been met. Depending on the setup, a signal posts in either of the
following ways:

• Automatically, using a SIGPOST command in an vent, an ESP procedure, or in batch
• Manually, by typing a SIGPOST command in Page mode, Line mode, or using batch
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ESP does not automatically reset a signal's generation number when it posts the current generation. To reset the signal,
type SIGCYCLE using any ESP access method.

When you post a signal, specify the following:

• The name of the signal ESP posts as complete. If the prefix is missing, ESP uses the current default prefix.
• The generation of the signal ESP posts. If you do not insert the number of the generation, ESP uses the current

generation as the default.

If the maximum number of generations already exists, ESP deletes the oldest generation. Use the LISTSIG command to
view the maximum generations permitted.

Example: Post a Signal

An example of posting a signal follows. This command posts the current generation of signal CYBER.TAPE_INPUT.

SIGPOST CYBER.TAPE_INPUT GEN(0)

Cycle a Signal

Each signal has a generation number. ESP does not automatically reset the generation number of a signal after a
signal posts. A cycling process resets the signal. Cycling increments the generation number to the next higher number.
Depending on the setup, a signal cycles in either of the following ways:

• Automatically, using a SIGCYCLE command in an event
• Manually, by typing a SIGCYCLE command in Page mode, Line mode, or using a batch job

To cycle a signal, use the SIGCYCLE command and specify the name of the signal.

If the maximum number of generations already exists, ESP deletes the oldest generation. The signal definition statement
specifies the maximum number of generations. You can view this information using the LISTSIG command.

Example: Cycle a Signal

Below is an example of a statement that cycles a signal named CYBER.TAPE_INPUT.

SIGCYCLE CYBER.TAPE_INPUT

Combine Signals and Scheduling Criteria

An event can need to wait on multiple conditions to be met before execution. You can use both a SCHEDULE command
and a SIGWAIT command in your event definition. ESP executes such an event only when the signal posts and the
scheduling criteria have occurred.

The following examples use the SCHEDULE and SIGWAIT commands in an event.

Example 1: Event Waits On a Schedule and Posting of a Signal

This example explains how an event waits on a schedule and the posting of a signal.

1. Define the signal CYBER.WAIT4ME in Page mode, Line mode, or using batch. The signal definition looks like this:

DEFSIG CYBER.WAIT4ME GEN(1)

2. Define the schedule conditions and signal waiting conditions for signal CYBER.WAIT4ME. The event name is
CYBER.EVENT2. The event definition looks like this:
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EVENT ID(CYBER.EVENT2)

  SCHEDULE 20:00 WEEKDAYS

  SIGWAIT CYBER.WAIT4ME GEN(0)

  INVOKE 'CYB.ESP.PROCS(REVDAY)'

ENDDEF

Assume today's scheduling date is Monday (a weekday), and the signal CYBER.WAIT4ME remains unposted at the
scheduled time of 20:00. ESP does not execute the event at 20:00 because the signal condition has not occurred. The
signal goes into a pending status at 20:00 because the scheduling criteria have occurred before the signal has posted.
When ESP or a user finally posts the signal, the event will execute.

Example 2: Event Waits for Schedule Criteria or Data Set Activity

Events that contain both signals and scheduling criteria execute only if signal posting and schedule criteria occur. If an
event contains scheduling and data set criteria, it waits on either the schedule or the data set activity.

In the following example, you want ESP to wait for multiple data sets before it executes a scheduled event. To set up this
sequence of ESP processing, define the following types of events:

• An event with DSTRIG and SIGPOST commands
• An event with SCHEDULE and SIGWAIT commands
• An event with a SIGCYCLE command

Figure 79: Scheduled Event Waits for Multiple Data Sets

The definition process is as follows:

1. Define a signal with the name of PROD.DATA, using the DEFSIG command. This signal has only one generation. The
definition statement looks like this:

DEFSIG PROD.DATA GEN(1)

2. Define an Event CYBER.EVENT1 that waits for both data sets and then posts the signal PROD.DATA. The event
definition statements look like this:

EVENT ID(CYBER.EVENT1)
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  DSTRIG PROD.DSN1 ANYCLOSE MULTIPLE

  DSTRIG PROD.DSN2 ANYCLOSE MULTIPLE

  SIGPOST PROD.DATA GEN(0)

ENDDEF

3. Define an event CYBER.EVENT2 that waits for the signal to post and for the schedule criteria. The event definition
statements look like this:

EVENT ID(CYBER.EVENT2)

  SCHEDULE 20:00 WEEKDAYS

  SIGWAIT PROD.DATA GEN(0)

  INVOKE 'CYBER.ESP.PROCS(REVDAY)'

ENDDEF

4. Define an event CYBER.EVENT3 that cycles the signal automatically. The event definition statements look like this:

EVENT ID(CYBER.EVENT3)

  SCHEDULE 08:00 WEEKDAYS

  SIGCYCLE PROD.DATA

ENDDEF

Now, assume that today's schedule date is Monday (a weekday), and the signal PROD.DATA has not been posted by the
time ESP reaches the scheduled processing time of 20:00. ESP does not execute event CYBER.EVENT1 and interprets
the signal as pending. As soon as the data sets in event CYBER.EVENT1 have been closed, ESP will post the signal
PROD.DATA and event CYBER.EVENT2 will execute. At 8:00 am, event CYBER.EVENT3 will execute to cycle the signal
PROD.DATA to reset for the next day's processing cycle.

You can display signal information for the pending status by displaying the associated event (CYBER.EVENT2) or using
the LISTSIG command.

Also, if you would like event CYBER.EVENT2 to execute without waiting for the signal, you can trigger it with a FORCE or
SATISFY operand.

Example 3: Multiple Processing Runs

In the following example, a job stream is scheduled twice daily, at 11:30 and 13:30. If the first run has not completed by
13:30, then the second run should be canceled.

1. Schedule an 11:30 event daily to submit the first group of jobs. The event definition statements look like this:

EVENT ID(CYBBP01.TR1)

  SCHEDULE 11.30 WORKDAYS

  INVOKE 'CYBBP01.ESPPROC.CLIST(TR1)'

ENDDEF

2. In the first network, include a job that invokes ESP in batch and issues a SIGPOST to post the signal. The ESP
procedure looks like this:

DJCNET TR1

JCLLIB . . .

JOB A

  RELEASE B

ENDJOB

JOB B

  RELEASE C

ENDJOB

JOB C
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  RELEASE TR1END

ENDJOB

JOB TR1END

ENDJOB

SELECT (A,B,C,TR1END)

3. Schedule a 13:30 event daily to submit the second group of jobs. Include a SIGWAIT command in the event and logic
in the ESP procedure to check the time. The event definition statements look like this:

EVENT ID(CYBBP01.TR2) 

  SCHEDULE 13.30 WORKDAYS

  SIGWAIT CYBBP01.TR1END GEN(0)

  INVOKE 'CYBBP01.ESPPROC.CLIST(TR2)'

  SIGCYCLE CYBBP01.TR1END 

ENDDEF

The ESP procedure looks like this:

DJCNET TR2

JCLLIB . . .

IF ESPATIME>'13.31.00' THEN DO

  SEND '2ND RUN OF TR CANCELLED AT %ESPATIME' CN(01)

  EXIT

ENDDO

JOB A

  RELEASE B

ENDJOB

JOB B

  RELEASE C

ENDJOB

JOB C

ENDJOB

SELECT (A,B,C)

Visually, the dependencies look like this:
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Figure 80: Multiple Processing Runs

ESP produces different results according to the time at which the first group of jobs terminates.

• If the TR1 jobnet completes prior to 13.30, the TR2 event executes at 13.30, and ESP submits the TR2 jobnet.
• If the TR1 jobnet does not complete until after 13.30, the TR2 event executes at that time, and the TR2 jobnet is not

submitted.

Display Signal Information

Display the signal information using any ESP access method: command in an event, Line mode, Page mode, or using a
batch job.

To display signal information, type the LISTSIG command and specify

• The name of the signal. If you do not specify the signal prefix, ESP uses the current default prefix. Use a hyphen as a
wildcard character (-) if you want to display all signals beginning with a particular prefix.

• The type of information you want ESP to display. For example, insert ALL if you want all information about a signal, or
PENDING if you want information about pending signals only. If there is no condition in the statement, ESP displays
summary information.
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ESP can display the following information on signals:

• Signal name
• Absolute and relative generation numbers
• Maximum number of generations
• Exact posting time, posting date, and the user ID that posts each generation
• Information about pending signals, if applicable, including the time and date at which the signal became pending, the

name of the signal, and the associated Events

Example: Display Signals

In the following example, each of the statements requests a different type of signal information:

• Statement 1 requests all information about all generations of the signal named CYBER.PREPROC_COMPLETE.

LISTSIG CYBER.PREPROC_COMPLETE

CYBER.PREPROC_COMPLETE, MAX GENERATIONS 5, ABSOLUTE GENERATION 1

--GEN   0 CYCLED BY CYBBP01  10.28 FRI29APR94

• Statement 2 requests summary information about all signals beginning with the prefix CYBER. To signify this
requirement, the statement uses the hyphen (-) as a wildcard character at the end of the signal prefix.

LISTSIG CYBER.-

SIGNAL-------------------PENDING-# GEN--MAX GEN

CYBER.BOB                      0     1        1

CYBER.FRANCIS_TEST             1     1        5

CYBER.PREPROC_COMPLETE         0     1        5

 --- 3 ENTRIES DISPLAYED

• Statement 3 requests all information about all signals with a prefix of CYBER.

LISTSIG CYBER.- ALL

CYBER.BOB, MAX GENERATIONS 1, ABSOLUTE GENERATION 1

--GEN   0 CYCLED BY CYBBP01  10.47 TUE 9NOV93

CYBER.FRANCIS_TEST, MAX GENERATIONS 5, ABSOLUTE GENERATION 1

--GEN   0 CYCLED BY CYBFM01  17.00 THU 5NOV92

----EVENT CYBER.FMSIGW PENDING SINCE 10.32WED 25NOV92

CYBER.PREPROC_COMPLETE, MAX GENERATIONS 5, ABSOLUTE GENERATION 2

--GEN   0 CYCLED BY CYBBP01  10.29 FRI29APR94

--GEN  -1 CYCLED BY CYBBP01  10.28 FRI29APR94  

         POSTED BY CYBBP01  10.29 29APR94

 --- 3 ENTRIES FOUND

• Statement 4 requests information on all pending generations for the signal named CYBER.TAPE_INPUT.

LISTSIG CYBER.TAPE_INPUT PENDING

CYBER.TAPE_INPUT, MAX GENERATIONS 5, ABSOLUTE GENERATION 2

--GEN   0 CYCLED BY CYBBP01  10.29 FRI29APR94

----EVENT CYBBP01.TESTSIG PENDING SINCE 10.44FRI 29APR94

Learn How Pending Signals Work

ESP considers a signal that was unposted at the scheduled execution time to be pending, because it is still outstanding at
the scheduled execution time for the event. ESP automatically adds warning comments to the event to indicate the signal
is pending. As a user, you can control the maximum number of pending signals permitted on a single event. You can also
issue follow-up commands to post the signal. Posting the signal changes the status from pending to posted.
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ESP Warning Comments

The following example illustrates a typical set of comments ESP automatically adds to an event to warn that signals are
pending:

EVENT ID(CYBBP01.TESTSIG)  SYSTEM(ES43)  REPLACE

SCHEDULE 10.44 WORKDAY DAILY STARTING MON 2ND MAY 1994

SIGWAIT CYBER.PREPROC_COMPLETE GEN(0)

SEND 'TEST OF SIGNAL' USER(CYBBP01)

/*    THE FOLLOWING SIGNAL(S) ARE PENDING     */

SIGPEND AT('10.44 1994APR29')

SIGPNNM CYBER.PREPROC_COMPLETE ABSGEN(2)

The ESP comments are on the last three lines of the above example. SIGPEND indicates the time and date the signal
became pending. SIGPNNM indicates the name of the pending signal and absolute generation number.

Limit Number of Pending Signals

To specify the maximum number of pending signals allowed for a single event, use the MAXPEND operand on the EVENT
command.

event ID . . . maxpend(number)

MAXPEND
Specifies the maximum number of pending signals ESP allows for the event. When the quantity of pending
signals exceeds this number, ESP deletes the oldest signal.

Example: Define Maximum Number of Pending Signals

The following example illustrates a statement that defines a maximum of two pending signals for an event.

EVENT ID(PROD.DAILY_JOBS) MAXPEND(2)

If you do not define the maximum number of pending signals for an event, the cycling process can cause ESP to delete a
pending signal. In such situations, ESP sends a warning message advising the operator of a SIGLOST condition.

Trigger Event that Has Pending Signal

To trigger an event that has a pending signal, issue the TRIGGER command manually in Page mode, Line mode, or using
batch.

You can specify:

• FORCE, to ignore any pending signals
• SATISFY, to satisfy pending signals before processing the Event

Manual and Automatic Posting of Signal Conditions

A user can enter a SIGPOST command manually to signify that signal conditions have occurred. This is known as manual
posting of a signal. As an alternative, you can enter SIGPOST commands in events, procedures, and batch jobs so that
ESP automatically posts the signal.

Example: Manual Posting that Requires Manual Receipt of Input Tape

The following example shows an event that requires manual posting of a signal.
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In this situation, an event submits job JOBX at a scheduled time of 16:00 on weekdays. However, the job cannot run until
the operator manually receives an input tape.

Follow these steps:

1. Define a signal with five generations, enabling you to create a new generation of the signal each day for five days. The
statement appears as follows:

defsig cyber.jobx_tape gen(5)

2. Define the event for CYBER.JOBX_TAPE and include waiting criteria using the following commands:
– SCHEDULE--to schedule the execution time
– SIGWAIT--to signal the event to wait on a condition
– SUBMIT--to submit JOBX
The definition statements look like this:

EVENT ID(CYBER.JOBX_TAPE) MAXPEND(5) SYSTEM(ESPX)

  SCHEDULE 16:00 WEEKDAYS

  SIGWAIT CYBER.JOBX_TAPE

  SUBMIT 'CYBER.JCL(JOBX)'

ENDDEF

3. Type a SIGPOST command each weekday when the tape arrives. The command looks like this:

SIGPOST CYBER.JOBX_TAPE

The above command indicates to ESP that the signal conditions have occurred. ESP can then trigger the Event and
submit JOBX whenever the scheduling criteria have occurred.

4. Cycle the signal by typing the following:

SIGCYCLE CYBER.JOBX_TAPE

Automatic Posting

To specify automatic posting of signals, use any of the following methods:

• A scheduled event
• Job monitoring
• A trailer step in the JCL for the specific job
• An ESP command in a batch job

Follow these steps:

1. Define a signal.
2. Define the signal waiting criteria in a job Event.
3. Define a job monitor Event that executes at a job processing stage and invokes an ESP procedure. (You define the

procedure in the next step.) A job monitor Event is a type of Event that checks on the progress of a job at a specific
point in processing.

4. Define an ESP procedure to verify the job completed successfully and to post the signal (if the job was successful).
5. Cycle the signal.

An example of a job monitor Event follows:

EVENT ID(CYBER.JOBA_JOBEND)

  INVOKE 'CYBER.ESP.PROCS(SIGNAL)'

ENDDEF
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Sample ESP Procedure Invoked by a Job Monitor Event

A sample of an ESP procedure that monitors and posts signals follows. You can adapt this procedure to your own
requirements.

SIGNAL:ESPPROC

C='_COMPLETE' 

SIGNAME='PROD.%MNJOB%C' 

IF MNCMPC EQ 0 THEN DO 

  SIGPOST %SIGNAME 

  EXIT      

ENDDO         

SE '%SIGNAME NOT POSTED - %MNJOB HAS FAILED' USER(BP01) 

The job monitor event invokes the above procedure. This procedure then performs the following actions:

• If the job runs successfully, the procedure issues a SIGPOST command to post the current generation of a signal with
the name of PROD.jobname_COMPLETE.

• If the job fails, the procedure sends a message to the user, stating both the name of the signal that did not post and the
name of the job that failed.

The following example demonstrates how job monitoring can control job executions based on specific conditions.

Example: Job XWEEK Conditional on Job XDAY

For this example, assume that a job named XWEEK runs once a week on Saturdays. There is also a weekday job named
XDAY that runs once daily for five days. However, you do not want XWEEK to run if any of the five runs of XDAY have not
completed successfully.

Follow these steps:

1. Define a signal with five generations (a separate signal generation for each of the five runs of XDAY). This is how the
statement appears:

DEFSIG PROD.XDAY_COMPLETE GEN(5)

2. Define the event for the job XWEEK and include the following commands:
– SCHEDULE--to schedule the execution time of the job XWEEK
– SIGWAIT--to include signal waits for each of the daily jobs
The definition statements look like this:

EVENT ID(CYBER.WEEKLY)

  SCHEDULE 16:00 SATURDAYS

  SIGWAIT PROD.XDAY_COMPLETE GEN(0)

  SIGWAIT PROD.XDAY_COMPLETE GEN(-1)

  SIGWAIT PROD.XDAY_COMPLETE GEN(-2)

  SIGWAIT PROD.XDAY_COMPLETE GEN(-3)

  SIGWAIT PROD.XDAY_COMPLETE GEN(-4)

  SUBMIT 'PROD.JCL(XWEEK)'

ENDDEF

Visually, the dependencies for the event look like this:
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Figure 81: Dependencies between An Event and Five Signals

1. Define a job monitor event that does the following:
– Executes at the end of the job XDAY.
– Invokes an ESP procedure. (See step 4.)
The event looks like this:

EVENT ID(PROC.XDAY_JOBEND)

  INVOKE 'CYB2.ESP.PROC(XDAY)'

ENDDEF

2. Define an ESP procedure to perform tasks in the following order:
– Check for successful completion of job XDAY
– Automatically post the signal PROD.XDAY_COMPLETE as complete, if the job runs successfully
The procedure looks like this:

XDAY:ESPPROC

IF MNCMPC EQ '0' THEN +

  SIGPOST PROD.XDAY_COMPLETE GEN(0)

ELSE SEND 'SIGNAL PROD.XDAY_COMPLETE NOT POSTED' U(*)

3. Cycle the signal at the start of each weekday, by typing:

sigcycle prod.xday_complete

Use a JCL Trailer Step for Automatic Posting

As an alternative to job monitoring, use a trailer step in the job's JCL to post a signal automatically. A trailer step comes at
the end of a job. The trailer step must invoke ESP in batch and post the signal automatically with a SIGPOST command.
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Example: Use a Trailer Step to Post a Signal

Assume the situation is the same as in the previous job monitoring example. Eliminate the steps for defining a job monitor
Event and ESP procedure (steps 3 and 4 of the previous job monitoring example). Instead, define a trailer step in the JCL
for the job named XDAY.

This is how the JCL statements for the trailer step definition look for job XDAY:

//LASTSTEP EXEC PGM=ESP,REGION=4000K

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN DD *

SIGPOST PROD.XDAY_COMPLETE

When this step executes, ESP posts the signal PROD.XDAY_COMPLETE as complete.

Use Hadoop Job Types
An advanced integration for Hadoop allows you to run Hadoop job types. ESP can use the Hadoop job types to perform
operations on the Apache Hadoop framework and in several other related products under the Apache License.

NOTE
Hadoop job types can use the PASSWORD Command: Store Password for User ID and its KEYFILE and
KEYSTRING operands to authenticate the user.

Connection Profiles

Connection profile will allow users to define, list, update, or delete a set of properties that identify a Hadoop edge node
and store it in INDEX data set. Connection profile can be later used in the application or job definition instead of specifying
respective properties.

 

NOTE

More Information:

• CONNPROF Command: Manipulate Connection Profiles
• CONNPROF Statement: Specify Connection Profile

Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS™) Jobs
HDFS is the primary distributed storage for Hadoop applications.

Advanced Integration for Hadoop supports the following HDFS operations:

• Remove a file or directory (remove)
• Cancel HDFS operations
• Create a file of zero size (touchz)
• Create a directory (mkdir)
• Copy files and directories within HDFS (copy)
• Copy files and directories from a local file system (an edge node) to HDFS (copyFromLocal)
• Copy files and directories from HDFS to a local file system (an edge node) (copyToLocal)
• Move files and directories within HDFS (move)
• Move files and directories from a local file system (an edge node) to HDFS (move from local)

You can perform the following operations:
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Define Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS™) Jobs

You can define a Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) job to allow ESP to carry out file operations using the HDFS.

Notes:

• To run Hadoop file operations jobs, your system requires the WA Agent for Hadoop.
• HF is the short form of HDFS_JOB.
• To schedule Hadoop file operations jobs, you must load the workload object module CYBESOHF. Load CYBESOHF

with the WOBDEF command or with the WOBDEF initialization parameter.

Required Statements

To define a Hadoop file operations job, specify the following statements:

• AGENT (at the workload object or the application level)
• USER
• HADOOP_HOST
• HADOOP_DESTINATION (if COPY, COPYTOLOCAL, COPYFROMLOCAL, MOVE or MOVEFROMLOCAL is

specified in the HDFS_FILEOP statement)
• HDFS_FILEOP
• HADOOP_SOURCE (if COPY, COPYTOLOCAL, COPYFROMLOCAL, MOVE or MOVEFROMLOCAL is specified in

the HDFS_FILEOP statement)
• PATH (if MKDIR, REMOVE, or TOUCHZ in the HDFS_FILEOP statement)

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for a Hadoop file operations job:

• HADOOP_PORT
• HADOOP_NAMENODE
• HADOOP_POLLINTVL
• HADOOP_BINPATH
• CREATE_DIR (if MKDIR file operation is specified in the HDFS_FILEOP statement)
• JOBCLASS
• OVERWRITE (if COPY, COPYFROMLOCAL or COPYTOLOCAL is specified in the HDFS_FILEOP statement)
• RECURSIVE (if REMOVE is specified in the HDFS_FILEOP statement)
• SKIP_TRASH (if REMOVE is specified in the HDFS_FILEOP statement)
• PRESERVE_STATUS (if COPY, COPYFROMLOCAL or COPYTOLOCAL is specified in the HDFS_FILEOP statement)

Example: Run a Hadoop File Operation Job

This example runs Hadoop File Operation job CRTFILE:

APPL TESTHF

AGENT HADOOP_AGENT

USER root

HADOOP_HOST hadoop.server.com

HDFS_JOB CRTFILE

  HDFS_FILEOP TOUCHZ

  PATH test1

  PATH test2

  RUN NOW

ENDJOB
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Get File List for HDFS™ Job

Follow these steps:

1. Enter a C on the command line from the ESP Main Menu to access the Consolidated Status Facility (CSF).
2. Enter a W on the CSF panel beside the HDFS™ job you want to get file list for.
3. Select option 1 -- Get File List. A panel appers.
4. Set a value for Directory As Plain Value field:

– Set the value to space - Agent default value.
– Set the value to Y - The agent returns details of a directory and not its elements/nodes.
– Set the value to N - The agent returns all details.

5. Specify the path in the Path field. Only one path can be specified.

Batch Mode Execution

You can also execute this command in batch mode (or by Workstation) by entering the following WOBCMD commands:

WOBCMD APPL(applname.applgen) JOB(jobname.qualifier) CMD(GETFILELIST

HADOOP_HOST(hadoop host) HADOOP_PORT(hadoop port) USER(user)

HADOOP_BINPATH(hadoop binpath) HADOOP_NAMENODE(hadoop namenode) DIRECTORY_FORMAT(YES|NO) PATH(path{,path…}))

NOTE
All operands are optional. If and operand is not specified, the value will be filled from the Job this command
is issued for, except for the PATH operand. All operands have the same syntax definition and defaults as
their corresponding application statements, with the exception of operand PATH, which allows up to 10 paths,
separated by a comma. Each path can be up to 256 characters long, and if it contains delimiters, it should be
enclosed in single quotes.

Stop HDFS™ Job

Follow these steps:

1. Enter a C on the command line from the ESP Main Menu to access the Consolidated Status Facility (CSF).
2. Enter a W on the CSF panel beside the HDFS™ job you want to stop.
3. Select option 2 -- Stop Job. 

This option can only be selected when the job is running and the agent has sent the SetStart token to ESP.

NOTE
You can also execute a stop job command by entering CSF command WC.

Batch Mode Execution

You can also execute this command in batch mode (or by Workstation) by entering the following WOBCMD commands:

WOBCMD APPL(applname.applgen) JOB(jobname.qualifier) CMD(WC)

Retrieve Spool File for HDFS™ Job

Follow these steps:

1. Enter a C on the command line from the ESP Main Menu to access the Consolidated Status Facility (CSF).
2. Enter a W on the CSF panel beside the HDFS™ job you want to retrieve spool file for.
3. Select option 3 -- Retrieve Spool File.

NOTE
You can also execute a Retrieve Spool File command by entering CSF command WSF.
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Batch Mode Execution

You can also execute this command in batch mode (or by Workstation) by entering the following WOBCMD commands:

WOBCMD APPL(applname.applgen) JOB(jobname.qualifier) CMD(WSF FROM(from)

TO(to) FILTER(filter) FORMAT({BYTES|KB|MB|LINES}) LASTMATCHINGLINE({Y|N})) [MSG] 

All mandatory and optional operands, such as applname.applgen, jobname.qualifier and all operands defined in the table
above, will be supplied by ESP. An optional operand MSG specifies the response will not be processed by ESP. The
Workstation can issue this command in line mode and process the response and display it in a user-friendly format. The
operands in bold format are defaults. The optional filtering operands can be entered in CSF when a pop-up window is
displayed:

  ----------------------- SPOOL FILE RETRIEVAL CRITERIA

 COMMAND ===>                                                             

                                                                          

 From       ==>                                                           

 To         ==>                                                           

 Format    (Bytes/Kb/Mb/Lines) ==> L                                      

 Last matching line only (Y/N) ==> N                                      

 Filter     ==>

Apache Hive™ Jobs
Hive is a data warehousing infrastructure based on Hadoop. It allows you to query data in HDFS using HiveQL, an SQL-
like query language.

Advanced Integration for Hadoop supports the following Hive operations:

• Run a Hive job
• Cancel a Hive job

You can perform the following operations:

Define Apache Hive™ Jobs

You can define an Apache Hive™ job to allow ESP to execute Hive commands or queries. Hive™ is a data warehousing
infrastructure that is based on Hadoop®. It allows you to query and manage large data sets in HDFS using HiveQL, an
SQL-like query language.

Notes:

• To run Hive commands and queries, your system requires the WA Agent for Hadoop.
• HI is the short form of HIVE_JOB.
• To schedule Hive jobs, you must load the workload object module CYBESOHI. Load CYBESOHI with the WOBDEF

command or with the WOBDEF initialization parameter.
• HDFS_JOB workload object module CYBESOHF is required to be loaded for Workstation file browse operations to

work.

Required Statements

To define an Apache Hive™ job, you must specify the following statements:
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• AGENT (at the workload object or the application level)
• USER
• HADOOP_HOST
• JDBCURL
• SCRIPTFILE

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for an Apache Hive™ job:

• HADOOP_PORT
• HADOOP_BINPATH
• HADOOP_POLLINTVL
• DRIVERCLASS
• INITFILE
• ENVAR
• CONFIG_PARMS
• ADDITIONAL_PARMS
• HIVEUSER

Example: Run a Hive Job

This example runs Hive job HIVETEST:

APPL TESTHF

AGENT HADOOP_AGENT

USER root

HADOOP_HOST hadoop.server.com

HIVE_JOB HIVETEST

  JDBCURL    jdbc:hive2://localhost:10000/default

  SCRIPTFILE /user/hive/script.hql

  RUN NOW

ENDJOB

Stop Apache Hive ™ Job

Follow these steps:

1. Enter a C on the command line from the ESP Main Menu to access the Consolidated Status Facility (CSF).
2. Enter a W on the CSF panel beside the Hive™ job you want to stop.
3. Select option 1 -- Stop Job. 

This option can be selected only when the job is running and the agent has sent the SetStart token to ESP.

Note: You can also execute a stop job command by entering CSF command WC.

Batch Mode Execution

You can also execute this command in batch mode (or by Workstation) by entering the following WOBCMD commands:

WOBCMD APPL(applname.applgen) JOB(jobname.qualifier) CMD(WC)
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Retrieve Spool File for Apache Hive™ Job

Follow these steps:

1. Enter a C on the command line from the ESP Main Menu to access the Consolidated Status Facility (CSF).
2. Enter a W on the CSF panel beside the Hive™ job you want to retrieve spool file for.
3. Select option 2 -- Retrieve Spool File.

NOTE
You can also execute a Retrieve Spool File command by entering CSF command WSF.

Batch Mode Execution

You can also execute this command in batch mode (or by Workstation) by entering the following WOBCMD commands:

WOBCMD APPL(applname.applgen) JOB(jobname.qualifier)

CMD(WSF FROM(from) TO(to) FILTER(filter)

FORMAT({BYTES|KB|MB|LINES})  LASTMATCHINGLINE({Y|N})) [MSG] 

All mandatory and optional operands, such as applname.applgen, jobname.qualifier and all operands defined in the table
above, will be supplied by ESP. An optional operand MSG specifies the response will not be processed by ESP. The
Workstation can issue this command in line mode and process the response and display it in a user-friendly format. The
operands in bold format are defaults. The optional filtering operands can be entered in CSF when a pop-up window is
displayed:

  ----------------------- SPOOL FILE RETRIEVAL CRITERIA

 COMMAND ===>                                                             

                                                                          

 From       ==>                                                           

 To         ==>                                                           

 Format    (Bytes/Kb/Mb/Lines) ==> L                                      

 Last matching line only (Y/N) ==> N                                      

 Filter     ==>

Apache™ Oozie Jobs
Oozie is a server-based workflow engine that is specialized in running workflow jobs with actions that trigger job types
such as MapReduce and Pig.

Advanced Integration for Hadoop supports the following Oozie operations:

• Run an Oozie workflow
• Terminate an Oozie workflow in a suspended or running state
• Suspend an Oozie workflow
• Resume an Oozie workflow

You can perform the following operations:

Define Apache™ Oozie Jobs

You can define an Apache™ Oozie job to allow ESP to schedule and monitor Oozie workflows.

Notes:
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• To run Oozie workflow jobs, your system requires the WA Agent for Hadoop.
• OZ is the short form of OOZIE_JOB.
• To schedule Oozie workflow jobs, load the workload object module CYBESOOZ. Load CYBESOHI with

the WOBDEF command or with the WOBDEF initialization parameter.
• HDFS_JOB workload object module CYBESOHF is required to be loaded for Workstation file browse operations to

work.

Required Statements

To define a Apache™ Oozie job, specify the following statements:

• AGENT
• USER
• HADOOP_HOST
• OOZIE_CONFIGFILE
• OOZIE_URL

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for a Apache™ Oozie job:

• JOBCLASS
• HADOOP_POLLINTVL
• HADOOP_BINPATH
• HADOOP_PORT

Example

In this example, Oozie workflow job OZTEST is defined.

APPL TESTOZ

AGENT HADOOP

OOZIE_JOB OZTEST

 USER ESP

 HADOOP_HOST hadoop.server.com  

 OOZIE_CONFIGFILE examples/apps/map-reduce/job.properties

 OOZIE_URL http://hadoop.server.com:11000/oozie

 RUN  DAILY

ENDJOB

Suspend Apache™ Oozie Job

Follow these steps:

1. Enter a C on the command line from the ESP Main Menu to access the Consolidated Status Facility (CSF).
2. Enter a W on the CSF panel beside the Apache™ Oozie job you want to suspend.
3. Select option 1 -- Suspend Job. 

This option can only be selected if the job is running and the agent has sent the SetStart token to ESP.

Batch Mode Execution

You can also execute this command in batch mode (or by Workstation) by entering the following WOBCMD commands:

WOBCMD APPL(applname.applgen) JOB(jobname.qualifier) CMD(SUSPEND)
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Resume Apache™ Oozie Job

Follow these steps:

1. Enter a C on the command line from the ESP Main Menu to access the Consolidated Status Facility (CSF).
2. Enter a W on the CSF panel beside the Apache™ Oozie job you want to resume.
3. Select option 2 -- Resume Job. 

This option can be selected only when the job was previously suspended and the agent has sent the SetStart token to
ESP.

Batch Mode Execution

You can also execute this command in batch mode (or by Workstation) by entering the following WOBCMD commands:

WOBCMD APPL(applname.applgen) JOB(jobname.qualifier) CMD(RESUME)

Stop Apache™ Oozie Job

Follow these steps:

1. Enter a C on the command line from the ESP Main Menu to access the Consolidated Status Facility (CSF).
2. Enter a W on the CSF panel beside the Apache™ Oozie job you want to stop.
3. Select option 3 -- Stop Job. 

This option can be selected only when the job is running and the agent has sent the SetStart token to ESP.

NOTE
 You can also execute a stop job command by entering CSF command WC.

Batch Mode Execution

You can also execute this command in batch mode (or by Workstation) by entering the following WOBCMD commands:

WOBCMD APPL(applname.applgen) JOB(jobname.qualifier) CMD(WC)

Retrieve Spool File for Apache™ Oozie Job

Follow these steps:

1. Enter a C on the command line from the ESP Main Menu to access the Consolidated Status Facility (CSF).
2. Enter a W on the CSF panel beside the Apache™ Oozie job you want to retrieve spool file for.
3. Select option 4 -- Retrieve Spool File.

NOTE
You can also execute a Retrieve Spool File command by entering the CSF command WSF.

Batch Mode Execution

You can also execute this command in batch mode (or by Workstation) by entering the following WOBCMD commands:

WOBCMD APPL(applname.applgen) JOB(jobname.qualifier)

CMD(WSF FROM(from) TO(to) FILTER(filter)

FORMAT({BYTES|KB|MB|LINES})  LASTMATCHINGLINE({Y|N})) [MSG] 

All mandatory and optional operands, such as applname.applgen, jobname.qualifier and all operands defined in the table
above, will be supplied by ESP. An optional operand MSG specifies the response will not be processed by ESP. The
Workstation can issue this command in line mode and process the response and display it in a user-friendly format. The
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operands in bold format are defaults. The optional filtering operands can be entered in CSF when a pop-up window is
displayed:

  ----------------------- SPOOL FILE RETRIEVAL CRITERIA

 COMMAND ===>                                                             

                                                                          

 From       ==>                                                           

 To         ==>                                                           

 Format    (Bytes/Kb/Mb/Lines) ==> L                                      

 Last matching line only (Y/N) ==> N                                      

 Filter     ==>

Apache Sqoop™ Jobs
Sqoop is a tool designed to transfer data between Hadoop and relational databases. You can use Sqoop to import data
into HDFS, transform the data, and then export it back into a database.

Advanced Integration for Hadoop supports the following Sqoop operations:

• Import data into HDFS
• Export data from HDFS
• Cancel a running Sqoop job

You can perform the following operations:

Define Apache Sqoop™ Jobs

You can define an Apache Sqoop™ job to allow ESP to import data into HDFS, transform the data, and then export it back
into a relational database.

Notes:

• To run Sqoop jobs, your system requires the WA Agent for Hadoop.
• HS is the short form of SQOOP_JOB.
• To schedule Sqoop jobs, load the workload object module CYBESOHS. Load CYBESOHI with

the WOBDEF command or with the WOBDEF initialization parameter.
• HDFS_JOB workload object module CYBESOHF is required to be loaded for Workstation file browse operations to

work.

Required Statements

To define a Apache Sqoop™ job, specify the following statements:

• AGENT
• USER
• HADOOP_HOST
• SQOOP_TYPE
• JDBCURL
• JDBCUSER
• JDBCTABLE
• HADOOP_DESTINATION - (if IMPORT is specified in the SQOOP_TYPE statement)
• HADOOP_SOURCE - (if EXPORT is specified in the SQOOP_TYPE statement)

Optional Statements
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You can specify the following optional statements for a Apache Sqoop™ job:

• JOBCLASS
• HADOOP_POLLOINTVL
• HADOOP_BINPATH
• HADOOP_PORT
• DRIVERCLASS
• SQOOP_COLUMNS
• WHERECLAUSE
• BOUNDARY_QUERY
• NULLSTRING
• NULLNOSTRING
• ADDITIONAL_PARMS
• STAGING_TABLE

Example:

In this example, Sqoop job SQEXPORT is defined.

APPL TESTHS

AGENT HADOOP

SQOOP_JOB SQEXPORT

 SQOOP_TYPE      export

 USER root

 HADOOP_HOST     hadoop.server.com                                           

 JDBCURL         jdbc:mysql://hadoop.server.com/test

 JDBCUSER root    

 JDBCTABLE   esp                                                       

 HADOOP_SOURCE   /dir1/fie1

 RUN  NOW

ENDJOB

Stop Apache Sqoop™ Job

Follow these steps:

1. Enter a C on the command line from the ESP Main Menu to access the Consolidated Status Facility (CSF).
2. Enter a W on the CSF panel beside the Sqoop™ job you want to stop.
3. Select option 1 -- Stop Job. 

This option can be selected only when the job is running and the agent has sent the SetStart token to ESP.

NOTE
 You can also execute a stop job command by entering CSF command WC.

Batch Mode Execution

You can also execute this command in batch mode (or by Workstation) by entering the following WOBCMD commands:

WOBCMD APPL(applname.applgen) JOB(jobname.qualifier) CMD(WC)
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Retrieve Spool File for Apache Sqoop™ Job

Follow these steps:

1. Enter a C on the command line from the ESP Main Menu to access the Consolidated Status Facility (CSF).
2. Enter a W on the CSF panel beside the Sqoop™ job you want to retrieve spool file for.
3. Select option 3 -- Retrieve Spool File.

NOTE
You can also execute a Retrieve Spool File command by entering CSF command WSF.

Batch Mode Execution

You can also execute this command in batch mode (or by Workstation) by entering the following WOBCMD commands:

WOBCMD APPL(applname.applgen) JOB(jobname.qualifier)

CMD(WSF FROM(from) TO(to) FILTER(filter)

FORMAT({BYTES|KB|MB|LINES})  LASTMATCHINGLINE({Y|N})) [MSG] 

All mandatory and optional operands, such as applname.applgen, jobname.qualifier and all operands defined in the table
above, will be supplied by ESP. An optional operand MSG specifies the response will not be processed by ESP. The
Workstation can issue this command in line mode and process the response and display it in a user-friendly format. The
operands in bold format are defaults. The optional filtering operands can be entered in CSF when a pop-up window is
displayed:

  ----------------------- SPOOL FILE RETRIEVAL CRITERIA

 COMMAND ===>                                                             

                                                                          

 From       ==>                                                           

 To         ==>                                                           

 Format    (Bytes/Kb/Mb/Lines) ==> L                                      

 Last matching line only (Y/N) ==> N                                      

 Filter     ==>

Create Host Command Environment for REXX
You can use ESP command processor to create a host command environment in REXX. This host command environment
is intended for use in REXX programs under OPS/MVS. The module name representing the command environment is
CYBJS052. When configured, the command processor can be invoked in REXX using the ADDRESS instruction:

ADDRESS ESP "<initparms>; <cmd1>; <cmd2>; ..."

<initparms>
This string specifies the target subsystem id and, optionally, other parameters acceptable in the PARM field of an
ESP batch job.

<cmd1>, <cmd2>, ...
Commands to be executed

NOTE
The response messages will be placed on the REXX data stack.

Example

This example displays information about the checkpoint and the track file:
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ADDRESS  ESP "SUBSYS(ESPP) MASTER; LISTCKPT; LISTTRAK"

SAY "ESP RC =" RC

DO QUEUED()

PULL LINE

   SAY  LINE

END

The MASTER keyword in the initparms string requests routing of commands to the master. This means, that the master's
checkpoint will be shown even if the specified subsystem id belongs to a proxy. The MASTER keyword works only if XCF
command routing is enabled (requires the High Availability or the Service Governor option).
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Programming
This section provides the programming information required by a system programmer to perform advanced customization
and performance tuning on an ESP subsystem.

Functions of ESP
ESP is a flexible and versatile job-scheduling and workload-management system.

This section describes what can be done using ESP.

ESP can schedule some or all jobs. It will run jobs automatically, if told the following information, using plain English:

• Which jobs to run
• When to run the jobs
• The location of the jobs' JCL
• The relationships between jobs (such as the sequence in which jobs must be released for processing)
• Any conditions that could affect the running of the jobs (such as condition codes)

ESP automatically ensures that all dependencies for a job are met before it submits that job.

ESP can simulate a test run without actually running the jobs. The test run checks for errors and tests which jobs will run
and their order.

Submits JCL

ESP submits JCL directly to the JES2 or JES3 internal reader, using existing JCL, without conversion from any JCL
library.

ESP can supply a working copy of its JCL to resubmit the job.

Tailors JCL

ESP eliminates much of this work of making changes to JCL by automatically tailoring the submitted JCL. ESP uses built-
in or user-created symbolic variables to change values for dates, parameters, and control cards. ESP resolves these
variables for each job.

ESP can add or remove JCL statements as required, under a user's control. For example, a job step can be added every
Friday or can be removed only during the first two weeks in January.

Triggers an Activity

The closing of a data set or a successful FTP transfer can tell ESP to trigger an activity. For example, the closing of a data
set can be used to tell it to submit a job.

Tracks Jobs

The ESP job tracking facility keeps track of jobs in real time, whether or not they were submitted through ESP. You can
obtain SMF-based information such as CPU time and elapsed time at any stage of processing.

ESP can track jobs in the same data-center complex or track them at other network job entry (NJE) nodes.
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Monitors Job

The ESP job monitor is an extension of the job-tracking facility. It can be used to take action at various stages of
processing (such as job start, step end, or job end). Some of the actions the job monitor can take include, but are not
restricted to:

• Starting a job stream
• Sending a message
• Resubmitting a job
• Submitting a recovery job

Reports History and Scheduled Activity

ESP has several reporting facilities:

• The history reporting facility provides detailed history information about the progress of various jobs.
• The scheduled activity reporting facility creates reports indicating, but not limited to the following:

– What is scheduled and when
– Estimates of job execution times
– Estimates of CPU times
– Anticipated use of tape drives

The modeling facility simulates the job-selection process by initiating each job, based on priority, class and resource
availability. You can use modeling to do the following:

• Find out what you cannot schedule and why
• Find out how changes affect the schedule
• Uncover potential resource bottlenecks and shortages
• Perform job mapping

Sends Messages and Notification

ESP can send a message at a specific date or time either to a user or to the operator. It can also notify a user or the
operator when a specific incident, (such as a job failure, a job start, a job lateness, or a job submission) occurs.

Issues z/OS Commands

ESP can issue z/OS commands. You can specify various conditions for the execution of these commands, for example, a
specific date or time.

Monitors Workload

You can monitor and control workload on z/OS and distributed platforms using the following:

• Consolidated Status Facility (CSF) -- CSF displays a real-time view of the workload as it executes and it provides a
command interface where workload at the job or Application level can be controlled.

• Application Monitor -- Application Monitor enables you to view and control active Applications in ESP. You can also
add workload to an Application. From the Application Monitor, you can access CSF and SDSF to view job status.

Queue-Process-Queue Design Concept

ESP is designed using managers that pick work from a queue, process their task, and put the result in a queue for
processing by another manager. The processing of one item by one manager takes place using the following cycle:
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• Manager waits for something to do
• Something is placed on a work queue
• Manager is posted
• Manager wakes up
• Manager removes item from work queue
• Manager processes it
• Manager places some item on some other work queue
• Manager posts next manager or process
• Manager looks for more work or waits

Figure 82: Graphical Representation of the Queue-process-queue Design Concept

Refer to Components of ESP Workload Manager for details about the managers.

Components of ESP Workload Manager
Processes and Components of ESP
The ESP subsystem can be broken down into a number of processes and components. The diagram below shows all the
processes and components of ESP.

The event manager, tracking manager, and application manager components are described in Event Manager. The
console, user, and batch interfaces are grouped under User and Console Interfaces.
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Figure 83: Processes and Components Break-down
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Event-Level Sensor Manager
The event-level sensor manager handles any event-level sensors that are set up to trigger an event upon notification by
an agent monitor. Event-level sensors are set up using the WOBTRIG command.

You can use event-level sensors only with release 11.3 and above of the system agents and only with the following agent
monitors:

• Database Monitor (DB_MON)
• Database Trigger (DB_TRIG)
• File Trigger (FILE_TRIGGER)
• J2EE Subscribe, Get Messages (JMSS_JOB)
• SAP Event Monitor (SAPE_JOB)
• SNMP Subscribe (SNPC_JOB)

Event Manager
As the following diagram shows, the event manager looks after various features and functions within the processing of
events.
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Figure 84: Functions and Features that the Event Manager Handles

The event itself is home to a number of commands, including the following:
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• INVOKE: to invoke an ESP procedure
• SEND: to send a message to a user
• CALENDAR: to indicate calendars to be used
• SYMLIB: to request the inclusion of symbolic variable libraries
• SUBMIT: to submit JCL
• DSTRIG: to trigger the event using a data set trigger
• SCHEDULE: to define the schedule criteria for the event

Each command invokes a separate and distinctive process. For these commands to execute, the event must first execute
via a manual trigger or a time driven request (TDR) trigger. Even a DSTRIG event waiting on the creation or closure of a
data set must be executed by a TDR. The only time the event does not actually execute is during simulation.

Tracking Manager
The tracking manager is aware of the life of a job from the time it is read through the internal reader, until it is completed
and purged from the JES spool (based upon your TRACKOPT setting). It keeps an audit of all jobs tracked by ESP on the
TRAKFILE and all tracked job information is duplicated in the history data set for reporting purposes.

Since the tracking manager sees all SMF data on tracked jobs, all monitoring and tracking-related notifications are
controlled by the tracking manager. The tracking manager is therefore responsible for job-end monitors and other
monitors.

The following diagram shows the tracking manager:
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Figure 85: Monitors that the Tracking Manager Handles

Application Manager
The application manager controls the widest variety of ESP features and functions. It communicates with the following
managers:
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• The event manager when processing applications
• The tracking manager for job status data
• The scoreboard manager for scoreboard updates to be reflected on CSF and Application Monitor
• The resource manager for resource requirements
• The operator for processing AJ commands
• Itself for all the intricate works necessary for application processing

The following diagram shows the application manager processing:

Figure 86: Features and Functions that the Application Manager Controls

Cybermation Programming Environment (CPE)
The Cybermation Programming Environment (CPE) is the architectural backbone common to all of ESP's z/OS products,
with the exception of dependent job control (DJC). CPE is a separate SMP function.
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CPE

ESP is implemented within CPE, which consists of a large collection of macros and support modules providing basic
support services.

CPE provides the following functions:

• Basic module programming services
• Message processing
• Memory management
• Task management and dispatching
• Time handling
• I/O services
• TSO/ISPF interfaces
• Queue management
• Command processing
• z/OS subsystem interface

ESP Subsystem
 

The ESP subsystem is a collection of all ESP managers linked together in load module CYBJS000. The ESP subsystem
is a started task that is normally invoked at IPL time. It runs continually, but can be shut down for short periods (for
maintenance or other reasons), without loss of data.

The following diagram shows the ESP subsystem:

Figure 87: The Subsystem Overview

Dynamics of ESP
This section provides an overview of ESP subsystem dynamics.
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When ESP is started up for the first time after an IPL, the initialization parameters in the ESPPARM member are checked.
ESPPARM is the first member checked. The WARM and COLD members are read later on in the process. From
parameters in the ESPPARM member, the subsystem name is retrieved. The subsystem name is the 4-characters name
following the SUBSYS operand. The ESP main task scans a z/OS control block chain looking for a matching subsystem
name as illustrated in the following diagram. If the system is started after an IPL, it does not find one. In that case, it builds
a subsystem control table (SSCT) in key 0 CSA, in sub-pool 241 below the 16 M line.
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Figure 88: Subsystem Dynamics
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SSCT

Several pieces of information reside in the SSCT, including the unique subsystem name related to the ESP subsystem
that was just started. It also contains a field called SSCTSUSE, subsystem use. This field points to the cross- subsystem
vector table (XSSV). The XSSV is an ESP control block in CSA, which holds environmental information to be used by
the ESP subsystem. It is also here that JCL errors, end of job, end of task, and end of address space are detected by
subsystem service routines pointed to by the subsystem vector table (SSVT), whose address is in SSCTSSVT.

Initialization

Once these control blocks are in CSA, the ESP subsystem initializes. At this point, the user and batch interface can make
use of the subsystem by specifying the subsystem name. For example, if you specify CYB from ISPF, ESP finds the
subsystem name CYB by looking down the SSCT chain. If the subsystem is active, it finds a match. ESP then checks the
XSSV for the characteristics of the ESP subsystem, such as the ESP release number. Here, the subsystem release is
compared against the release number in the user address space. If the releases match, the user is allowed into the ESP
subsystem. If the releases do not match, an error message states "Subsystem XXXX is not a compatible ESP subsystem"
where XXXX is the subsystem name you specified.

You can have ESP look for ESPx, where x is any character, to find a match. You do this by hard coding a subsystem
name in CYBJSPRM and reassembling the module. Most people do not bother with this method. They simply specify the
subsystem name on their ISPF interface panel or on the EXEC statement using the SUBSYS parameter in batch.

SVC Number

The SVC number of ESP is also located in the XSSV. This SVC is necessary for interaddress communication when
requests from any of the three interfaces are being sent to the subsystem for processing.

Other options, such as whether SAF is being used, the date format (YMD, DMY, or MDY), and the SYSID are built into the
user interface from information in the XSSV.

Command Processing
This page provides information about command processing.

Following is a description of the processing that takes place when a user enters a command from any location (for
example, Page mode, Line mode, CSF).

Stage Description
1 An inter-address space request (IAR) is built in the user's own

storage. (The IAR is the reformatting of the command issued in a
form the ESP system understands.)

2 The user interface looks to the Application Programming Interface
(API) to find the SVC number to be used to move these requests.

3 The SVC verifies that the subsystem is ready to accept requests
by looking at the XSSV.

4 The SVC obtains ECSA storage (extended CSA), and copies
these IARs into ECSA, prefixed by the user ID of the user who
issued the command.

5 The requests are moved by the SVC, to a queue where they await
processing by the subsystem.
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6 The API extracts the request from the queue and puts it on an
appropriate work queue in the subsystem. For example, if the
command that was issued was an AJ command, then module
CYBES032, the Application manager, is called to do the actual
processing.

The Reverse

When the response is ready to come back, the process is reversed:

Stage Description

1 The API puts the response on a different queue, an outbound
request queue, and posts the SVC.

2 The SVC obtains memory in CSA and writes the response.

3 The SVC running in the user's address space copies the response
from ECSA to the requesting user and frees the ECSA that was
used.

Request and Response Size

Most requests going into the subsystem are small. Requests coming back from the subsystem can be very large. For
example, the operator may have entered a LAP command for a particular application. In this case, the response is a copy
of the entire application tracking record or ATR. If the application has several hundred jobs in it, the ATR could be 1 MB,
or larger. In such cases, the response is moved into ECSA in 640 KB (or the size of a big buffer, whichever is larger)
increments, with a notice that there is more to come. The user gets a response only when all of the response has been
copied to ECSA.

Subsystem Validation

Subsystem validation takes place when the command is entered to verify the user's authority and whether the request is
valid. For example, does the aplication exist? Is the generation valid? Is the job the user wants to release in an application
to which the user is authorized? If any of these conditions are not met, a message is formatted in the subsystem and
returned to the user interface or batch interface.

The SVC

To be accessible in any address space, the SVC has to live in common storage. The first time the ESP subsystem is
initialized, it retrieves the SVC number from the ESPPARM member, and checks to see if that SVC is in use. If it is in use
(there is a valid module pointer in the SVC table), ESP uses it as-is, unless it was started with PARM=RELOAD. Multiple
ESP subsystems (same release level) can be active at the same time using the same SVC number. This does not pose a
problem because, if several requests are received from several different ESP subsystems, the SVC looks at each XSSV
to know with what ESP subsystem it is corresponding.

NOTE
Very early in the initialization of the subsystem, module CYBJS000 issues a z/OS load request to find the DDB
to verify authorization. If this fails, the subsystem does not initialize. Otherwise, the authorization strings in the
DDB are checked against the CPU your installation is running on, and the expiry date and authorization type that
is coded in JS000, to ensure you are authorized. Similar checking takes place when the TSO or batch interface
is started (load module ESP) and when the ESP Workstation server (CYBES064) is initialized.

Subsystem Summary
This page provides a summary of the ESP subsystem.
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Subsystem Control Table

The subsystem control table is a z/OS control block in which is kept the subsystem name of the ESP subsystem.
When any ESP subsystem is started, the subsystem name is extracted from the ESPPARM member of the initialization
parameters and looked up in the SSCT. This tells ESP if this is an initial start after an IPL. The PURGE option can be
specified when starting ESP. It will force ESP to perform an initial start just as if there was an IPL. Note that PURGE
forces a RELOAD.

Before starting ESP with the PURGE option, stop the ESP auxiliary address space by issuing an AUX_AS CANCEL
command or a FORCE ARM operator command. This option should be used only if requested by Broadcom Support.

Unique Subsystem Names

Each copy of ESP running on a single z/OS image must have a unique subsystem name. This lets the subsystem know
for which ESP subsystem it is to process information. To ensure unique subsystem names, ESP performs an exclusive
ENQ on QNAME(CYBJSS) with the subsystem name as the RNAME. Other checks ensure that the subsystem name is
not in use by another software product (one that is not ESP).

XSSV

XSSV is the subsystem control vector. It contains environmental information about the ESP subsystem attached to each
unique subsystem name:

• The ESP release number to compare with user and batch interface
• The status of the ESP subsystem
• Information about the type of security that is currently in use
• The date format
• The SYSID of the ESP subsystem
• The SVC number to be used during inter-address space processing

The API

The API manages subsystem requests by removing them from a central work queue and placing them on the appropriate
work queue in the subsystem. For example, the application manager's requests are placed in the application manager's
work queue.

The SVC

The SVC obtains ECSA for IARs and copies these IARs into ECSA, identified by the user ID of the user who issued the
command. The requests are then moved to a work queue in the subsystem, where they await processing.

Things to Remember

Remember the following points:
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• The subsystem is a collection of ESP managers, each working from a work queue. Collectively, they are the main task,
called CYBJS000.

• Only unique subsystem names can exist in the subsystem control table (SSCT).
• The XSSV contains environmental information about the ESP subsystem.
• Every time a user requests ESP using the ESPx command from TSO, or when a batch job is executing program ESP,

a comparison of the ESP release number and version is made with the subsystem to ensure compatibility. This occurs
prior to any processing.

• More than one ESP subsystem can use the same SVC number.
• Not all ESP commands are processed by the ESP subsystem. Some commands are processed in the user's address

space.

Structure of ESP
The scheduling and workload management components of ESP are structured as follows:

NOTE
ESP TPServer is closely integrated with ESP.

ESP uses managers to handle the workload. Each manager handles a specific type of work, so that like items are
executed the same way. For more information on managers, see ESP Managers.

ESP makes extensive use of the multi-tasking, multi-threading capability of CPE. After initialization is complete, several
subtasks and threads are attached. Multi-threading on a single z/OS TCB is used when implicit serialization is required to
resources such as the checkpoint area and major control blocks.

Threads can switch to a separate z/OS subtask whenever isolation is required. The multi-threaded nature of ESP provides
a flexible and adaptable architecture.

The different components (managers) queue information to each other. These queues usually reside in virtual storage and
can be backed up in the checkpoint data set.

ESP Subsystem

The ESP subsystem is a started task, executing load module CYBJS000. This task executes in its own address space
and runs continually. In addition to providing the CPE subsystem with interface support, the ESP subsystem handles the
following:

• Events
• Applications
• The CSF and Application Monitor scoreboards
• Resources
• Job tracking

TSO and Batch Interfaces

The TSO and batch interfaces allow users to communicate with the ESP subsystem. Some work is done in the user's
address space through common ESP subsystem and user address space CPE routines. Other work is accomplished by
means of cross-address space calls to services provided by the ESP subsystem.

Console Interface

The console interface intercepts z/OS modify commands issued against ESP. The commands are executed in the ESP
address space. Any ESP OPER commands issued by users are forwarded to this facility. The console interface allows
cross-address space communication and can return responses to the user address space.
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API - Application Programming Interface

The internal application programming interface (API) is an integral part of ESP. The API handles CPE command
registration and processing using the standard ESP design principle of "queue-process-queue", described in Queue-
process-queue Design Concept.

Network Delivery Services (NDS)

NDS uses the standard TCP/IP protocol to transfer ESP job- tracking information between ESP master subsystems that
exist on separate JES nodes.

NDS stores job-tracking records in the NETQUEUE data set. After the local ESP subsystem writes a record to its
checkpoint data set, ESP purges the record from the NETQUEUE data set.

The LOADNET data set stores NDS initialization parameters.

ESP TPServer

ESP TPServer is a started subsystem, attached as a subtask when the ESP subsystem starts. TPServer provides LU 6.2
(APPC) support for the transmission of job-tracking data between multiple ESP subsystems on different JES nodes. TP is
a transaction-based generic pipeline that:

• Provides general transmission services.
• Is either conversational or non-conversational.

Module-naming Conventions
Broadcom names modules using the following conventions:

Module Name CYBxxnnn

Where xx denotes the product and nnn is the module identifier (normally this is numeric, but can contain other characters).
The value of xx can be:

• RO for ESP Console Manager
• RM for WA Restart Option ESP Edition
• ES and JS for ESP (including ESP Workstation Server)

All other values belong to CPE.

Manager Processing
Each manager works from a queue. Each has a place where it looks for work. Work is placed on a queue by a subtask
that communicates with or passes information to other subtasks. For example, work (or a request) is placed on the
application manager's queue by the tracking manager when job status information is to be processed. Work is placed
on the same queue by users, when they enter AJ commands or communicate directly to the application manager
through alterations or modifications to jobs on CSF. The application manager also places work on its own queue when,
for instance, an application job has a reldelay or earlysub time attached to it. This request is placed on the application
manager's own work queue, and the application manager readies the job for processing when it is at the top of the queue.

User and Console Interfaces
This section discusses the user interface and the console interface.

The ESP user interface can be invoked in batch, TSO, ISPF, or called by another program. The user interface uses API
calls to the subsystem to define, alter, or retrieve objects that are in the domain of the scheduling system.
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The user interface includes the following:

• ESP line mode
• Page mode
• CSF
• Application Monitor
• ISPF
• TSO
• Batch (although the batch interface is referenced separately in some cases when subtle differences exist between a

batch job and a user sitting at a TSO terminal)

NOTE
In general, ESP does not return an error code for ESP commands completed unsuccessfully if you submit them
through batch mode or REXX.

The console interface is any MCS console where ESP commands are entered as z/OS modify commands. For example:

F ESPM,TRIGGER EVENT.SOMEEVENT

User Interface
This page provides more in-depth information about ESP user interface:

Address Space

The ESP subsystem has its own address space. The address space is created when the S ESPx command is issued from
a console and remains up until the entire system is shut down. The program executed in the subsystem is CYBJS000.

The user address space is activated by executing the ESP program, either as a batch job step or as a TSO command
(optionally under ISPF). It communicates with the subsystem via the SVC routine and various APIs.

User and Batch Interfaces

The following diagram shows the user and batch interfaces address space. Note that the ESP subsystem and user
address spaces are separate and linked through the SVC, CSA, and LPA layers.
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Figure 89: The User and Batch Interfaces Address Space

ISPF Interface

The ISPF interface is activated when program ESP is invoked. During system setup, panel ISR@PRIM was modified and
defined with a name starting with ESP. The name may contain a fourth character that, when entered from ISPF, causes
the ESP program to execute. For example, if your subsystem is called ESPm, when ESPm is entered from an ISPF panel,
the program ESP is invoked. Once invoked, the program initializes the REXX environment, locates the named subsystem
in the XSSV, and loads the command table module. The loading of the command table causes all ESP commands that
can be entered from the user interface to become registered.
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The user interface must be attached to the subsystem that performs command processing on the user's behalf. When the
user enters ESPx from ISPF, ESP first looks at the subsystem control table (SSCT) in CSA to find the named subsystem
(ESPx). The XSSV is checked to ensure the subsystem is active. Then a comparison ensures the subsystem and the
user interface both represent the same ESP release number. The comparison looks at the ESP LOADLIB specified in the
user's LOGON PROCEDURE (usually specified on the STEPLIB DD statement) to locate the module CYBESDDB. This
module contains the current ESP release number. This number is compared directly to the release number found in the
XSSV, in the ESP subsystem. If a match is found, the user interface attaches itself to the ESP subsystem and initializes.
Communication can begin. If no match is found, the appropriate message is issued.

Virtual I/O

The ESP ISPF interface is designed to use Virtual I/O (VIO). Enter the unit name used by your installation for the
allocation of VIO work data sets by altering the assignment statement for the variable CYBVIO on the panel CYBESMSM.
If you do not use VIO, use a unit name such as SYSDA. The default unit name used is VIO.

Batch and Line Mode Interface

Batch and Line mode TSO commands are processed as input by the ESP module, but once invoked, the outcome is the
same. The REXX environment is initialized, the named subsystem is searched for in the XSSV, and the command table
loaded and commands therein registered.

When the user wants to communicate with ESP using batch, program ESP must be executed. For example, STEP1 EXEC
PGM=ESP, but the user must also specify a particular ESP subsystem to which the batch interface must communicate, by
adding the following parameters:

STEP1     EXEC   PGM=ESP,PARM='SUBSYS(ESPx)'

ESP first looks at the subsystem control table (SSCT) in CSA to find the named subsystem(ESPx). The XSSV is checked
to ensure the subsystem is active, then the subsystem and the batch interface are compared to ensure that they use
the same ESP release number. The comparison is done by looking at the ESP LOADLIB specified on the STEPLIB DD
statement in the batch job. The module CYBESDDB is located within the load library, and checked for the current ESP
release number. This number is compared directly to the ESP release number found in the XSSV, in the ESP subsystem.
If the release numbers match, the batch interface attaches itself to the ESP subsystem and initializes. ESP commands
found in the SYSIN DD * card are processed. If the release numbers do not match, the appropriate message is issued.

Command Interface
A user can interface with the ESP subsystem using ESP commands. When a command is issued, the ESP module
running in the user's address space verifies that the command is a valid ESP command and the format is correct. If
either of these is not true, the appropriate message is issued to the user. If the command is valid and correctly formatted,
authorization checking is invoked.

Command Processing

ESP determines whether SAF or ESP internal security is to be used, and the necessary checking is performed. If the
user is not authorized, the appropriate message is issued to the user. If the user is authorized, storage is then obtained
from the user's own address space and used to build an inter-address space request (IAR). An IAR is a control block in
which the command issued is written, after it is translated into machine readable format so that it can be interpreted by the
subsystem.

The user interface uses the API to find the SVC number to be used. This is obtained from the XSSV that holds
environmental information about the ESP subsystem. Once obtained, that SVC is issued. The SVC verifies the status
of the subsystem -- is it active and ready to accept work? A GETMAIN is done to obtain ECSA storage, and the IAR is
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copied into CSA in a FIFO chain, prefixed by the user ID that issued the request. The FIFO chain ensures that commands
are processed on a first in first out basis, no matter where the ESP subsystems commands come from.

The SVC then does a cross-memory post, which activates the API on the subsystem side. The API moves the requests
to a subsystem work queue anchored on the XSSV. This work queue is a central queue where all requests for a particular
ESP subsystem are stored until they are ready to be processed individually.

When the appropriate manager is ready to process work, the requests are extracted from the XSSV and placed on
the appropriate work queue. For example, if an AJ command is processed, it is queued to CYBES032 (the Application
manager) in the form of an application manager request (APMR), to do the actual work.

Reversing the Process

When the response is ready to be sent back to its originating source, the process is reversed. The API places the
response on a different subsystem queue, an outbound queue, and the ECSA obtained by a GETMAIN command. The
SVC running in the user address space copies the response out of ECSA and frees the ECSA.

Figure 90: Diagram that Illustrates the Process Reversal

Console Interface
The console interface is also referred to as the operator interface. Throughout this section, it is referred to only as the
console interface.

The console interface is typically a z/OS console. It communicates to the subsystem by way of modify commands. You
can say the following:
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• F name - string
• P name
• S name

When any of these commands is entered from a console, the console processor picks up the command, converts it to
upper-case, and issues SVC 34. SVC 34 takes this name and looks for a matching command-scheduling control block
(CSCB) on a chain in the system queue area (SQA).

SQA and CSA

For the purposes of this manual, SQA and CSA can be considered equivalent. The differences are that SQA is common to
the entire system, is always in key zero, and can never be paged out. CSA is common to all address spaces, but can be
any key and can get paged out.

Command Processing

If SVC34 finds a command control block, it builds a command input buffer (CIB). This CIB contains the command issued
(it contains nothing in the case of a STOP command), as well as the location where the command was issued from. This
ensures that the response is sent back to the correct source. The CIB is then written to the SQA, anchored off the address
space of the issuing console. It is written on a chain in SQA. Each command written to SQA is on this chain in a LIFO
fashion, ensuring that commands are processed in the order in which they are issued.

NOTE
There can be only 255 CIBs in existence in SQA at any given time. If there is a slowdown in the z/OS
environment, you may not receive responses to ESP modify commands for a time. If the maximum number of
requests is already queued, the new modify command receives a "TASK BUSY" message.

A POST is then done to the event control block (ECB). The ECB is waited on by a thread in the ESP subsystem. The
command is picked up from the CIB and parsed, and the CIB is freed. The command buffer is then queued to the
appropriate ESP manager or processor to perform the actual processing. Once processed, the routing descriptor element
describes where the response should go -- to console ID 01, the originating console. The response goes directly to the
console. It does not go through ECSA.

User and Console Interface Communication
The following diagram illustrates the communication of the user and console interfaces in relation to the ESP subsystem.
Notice their methods of communicating to the subsystem are different.
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Figure 91: User and Console Interfaces

User Interface

The user interface communicates with the subsystem via ECSA. Commands are copied and chained into ECSA. They are
removed from ECSA by the SVC and placed on a central subsystem work queue. The API removes them from the queue
and posts the appropriate manager to process the command.

Console Interface

The console interface communicates with the subsystem via modify commands. Commands are copied into SQA in z/OS-
managed storage. When ESP gets the post, the command input buffer is looked at, and the commands moved into an
ESP buffer. The z/OS buffer is released. The command is processed by the appropriate manager in the ESP subsystem,
and the response sent back directly to the console.

NOTE

• ESP checks its release number every time the batch interface and user interface need to communicate with
the subsystem.

• Not all ESP commands are processed in the subsystem.
• The console interface and the user interface take different paths to the subsystem.
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System Interfaces

The ESP subsystem interfaces consists of subsystem exits for:

• Task termination
• Memory termination
• Operator commands
• Console messages

In addition, a front end is installed to the SMF processor to filter SMF records that ESP uses.

Programming the Restart Option
Restart Option Concepts
This section introduces the concepts that will help you successfully support ESP WA Restart Option.

Job Execution History and Restart Analysis through ESPTSOI and Workstation

As of ESP WA Restart Option r3.1, job execution history and restart analysis are available through ESPTSOI (ESP TSO
Interface) and ESP Workstation. The ESPTSOI consists of the input and display methods available to TSO users: ISPF
menus, CSF, ESP Line mode, ESP Page mode, and so on.

ESP WA Restart Option uses a subsystem-request API (the RQEN IAR) and a command API (the ENCREQ command) to
handle ESPTSOI and ESP Workstation requests.

For ESPTSOI users:

• The subsystem-request API uses ESP WA Restart Option services that run in the ESP address space.
• ESP WA Restart Option services for the EXH File Browser (option R) are run in the user's TSO address space. In this

case, users can list the jobs in the EXH data set index and perform some ESP WA Restart Option functions available
under CSF; however, they can't resubmit a job.

• If CSF users view the scoreboard of an ESP equipped with an earlier version of ESP WA Restart Option, the user's
TSO address space is used to run ESP WA Restart Option processing.

Workstation Server clients receive ESP WA Restart Option service through the ENCREQ command.

Both the ESPTSOI and the ENCREQ command processor obtain ESP WA Restart Option services on behalf of the user
by sending RQEN IARs to the ESP and presenting the response in an appropriate format.

NDS for Internodal Jobs on Separate Masters

As of ESP WA Restart Option r3.1, NDS (Network Delivery Services) is used to process internodal jobs (a job submitted
by an ESP and executed by another ESP on a different JES node) running on separate masters.

Job Processing in ESP WA Restart Option

The following diagram illustrates how ESP WA Restart Option handles job processing. Requests come from TSO users
and Workstation Server client users (such as users of ESP Workstation). Users can use ESP WA Restart Option to
process local jobs on one z/OS image or internodal jobs on other z/OS images.

TSO user requests are handled as follows:

1. On z/OS Image 1, TSO users view CSF and request a job's execution history.
2. The ESP WA Restart Option ISPF interface converts user keystrokes into an EXHIST-type RQEN IAR and passes it to

ESP.
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3. If an RQEN IAR concerns a job that executed on z/OS Image 1, the ESP IAR processor calls the ESP WA Restart
Option RQEN IAR handler and relays the response to the address space that issued the IAR.
If an RQEN IAR concerns an internodal job that executed on z/OS Image 2, NDS routes the RQEN IAR to the ESP on
z/OS Image 2.

4. The ESP WA Restart Option ISPF interface formats the response to the RQEN IAR into an ISPF display.

Workstation Server client (such as ESP Workstation) requests are handled in the same manner as TSO user requests
except for the following:

• Mouse clicks and keystrokes get converted into an ENCREQ EXHIST command.
• The Workstation Server issues an EXHIST-type RQEN IAR.
• The Workstation Server client formats the response.
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Figure 92: Processing Jobs in the Restart Option Architecture
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The following diagram shows details of the ESP WA Restart Option processing architecture in z/OS image 1 from the
preceding diagram.
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Figure 93: Processing Architecture Details
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For TSO users, RQEN IARs are created by the ESP WA Restart Option ISPF interface, which is accessible through the
CSF within the ESPTSOI.

For ESP Workstation Server client users, RQEN IARs are created by an ENCREQ command processor in each
workstation server command task dedicated to a particular client session.

 

Restart Option CSF Requests

Ensure ESP Availability

Because ESP WA Restart Option requests from CSF are processed in the ESP address space, ESP must be up for full
ESP WA Restart Option services to be available.

If ESP is unavailable, CSF users and Workstation Server clients cannot use ESP WA Restart Option services. This is
because the ESP address space is not available to process RQEN IARs. However, the ESP SMF intercept (CYBES086)
continues to pass job execution history to the ESP WA Restart Option auxiliary address space. This is the case even if:

• A batch job tracked by ESP WA Restart Option is submitted before an ESP outage, but runs during the outage.
• A batch job is submitted manually during an ESP outage.

Enabling the SMF intercept requires that ESP run at least once after the most recent IPL.

View Job History from Multiple EXH Data Sets

You can view history for jobs regardless of what EXH data set the history is stored on.

Check Access-Serialization Lock

When a CSF user selects a job by typing RX, RR, or R, the access-serialization lock (see Access-Serialization Locks
in ENCREQ Command: Provide Restart Option Services) expires after one hour. You can display the expiration time by
entering "ENCLOG" on the command line in an ESP WA Restart Option Step Summary panel, Action Restart Summary
panel, or in sub-panels of the preceding panels.

The ESPTSOI checks the validity of a currently held lock before performing certain actions and the expiry time gets
extended to the current time plus one hour. If the TSO session enters a period without activity that checks the validity of
a currently held lock, the lock held by ESP on behalf of the TSO expires at the scheduled expiry time or disappears if the
ESP started task terminates. If the ESPTSOI checks the validity of a lock after it has expired or been otherwise released,
the ESPTSOI displays a pop-up screen containing an error message similar to the following:

Job ACCRCV01 JOB15292

ESP Encore is unable to continue with the selected

job because an error has been encountered:

     Serialization-control error - LOCK failure:

     TOKEN(1004E20040628161216#8)

     Lock may have expired or been flushed

     Flags: Error=X'0000020000000000' Info=X'0000000000000000'

Track Internodal Jobs

Application and job tracking for an internodal job starts on the ESP subsystem that submits the job. Once the job begins
running on the remote JES node, job tracking resumes in the second ESP subsystem responsible for tracking jobs on that
JES node.
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If a remote ESP subsystem has run since the most recent IPL, but then becomes inactive, all tracking information for
internodal jobs that execute during the inactivity is captured when the remote ESP is restarted.

If the remote ESP subsystem has not run since the most recent IPL, all tracking information for internodal jobs that
execute during the inactivity of the remote ESP is lost. The CSF on the local system shows only a status of SUBMITTED
for internodal jobs that execute during the inactivity. If a job is tracked by ESP WA Restart Option, the job's ESP WA
Restart Option step will not find a selectable ESP (by ESPGROUP or subsystem name) on the reemote system to capture
ESP WA Restart Option data. The ESP WA Restart Option step fails with completion code 52.

If a remote ESP subsystem is active but the NDS connection is inactive, all ESP tracking information for jobs that execute
while NDS is inactive is captured and stored. Because the remote ESP subsystem is active, its ESP WA Restart Option
component continues to update its EXH data set with job execution history data as it arrives. When the NDS connection is
re-established, the stored tracking information is transmitted to the local ESP subsystem.

Trace Programs in ISPF Panels

The ENCTRACE command enables tracing in some or all of the programs involved in the ESP WA Restart Option ISPF
panel interface.

Record Audit and Troubleshooting Info
To record audit and troubleshooting information, ESP with ESP WA Restart Option r3.1 traces the RQEN (ENCREQ) and
RQCE (CPEENQ) IARs that it processes (for details on ESP WA Restart Option IARs, see Restart Option Concepts). The
trace messages are written to two SYSOUT data sets of the ESP started task: ENCORELG and CPEENQLG.

These SYSOUTs have the same class as the ESP audit log and their line limit is equal to the AUDCOUNT operand of the
AUDITLOG initialization parameter.

AUX_AS Command: Control Auxiliary Address Space
You can start and stop the auxiliary address space, which stores SMF records from job runs tracked by Broadcom WA
Restart Option ESP Edition.

WARNING

• The AUX_AS command is for exceptional situations only. You may lose tracking data when you issue the
AUX_AS command. Contact Broadcom Support if you are issuing the AUX_AS command for the first time.

• Before you issue the AUX_AS command, quiesce ESP WA Restart Option (OPER ENCPARM QUIESCE). If
you do not quiesce ESP WA Restart Option, some active tasks may terminate abnormally when AUX_AS is
issued.

Issue the AUX_AS command.

NOTE
For more information, see AUX_AS Command: Control Auxiliary Address Space and Start and Stop Auxiliary
Address Space.

ENCREQ Command: Provide Restart Option Services
An ESP Workstation Server client uses the ENCREQ command to provide full ESP WA Restart Option service to ESP
Workstation users. TSO users can issue the ENCREQ command manually to list and release access serialization locks on
ESP and ESP Workstation sessions. This is useful if the session stops responding while it has exclusive access to a job
and the access lock has not expired.
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Release Access Serialization Locks

Before the ENCREQ command can release an access serialization lock (z/OS ENQ), it needs the token for the lock. The
lock prevents another user from simultaneously resubmitting a job. The token of a locked item is available to:

• The lock holder, for example, the ESPTSOI.
• Users who have OPER authority and can therefore issue the ENCREQ LISTLOCK command.
• Users authorized to view the CPE CPEENQLG log and the ESP WA Restart Option ENCORELG log, where the lock

tokens are listed (see Record Audit and Troubleshooting Info).
• Users authorized to view the ESP Workstation Server TRACEMSG log.

Control EXH Data Set Records
To control the number of job history records in the EXH data set (Execution History data set), records are automatically
purged from the data set. You can also manually purge records.

The job history records in the EXH data set are not processed individually, they are processed in job groups. A job group
consists of an initial run and all the restart runs. The job group concept prevents purging of an initial job when a failed
initial job is followed by a large number of unsuccessful restarts. A job group is considered complete when the most recent
job is executed successfully; it is incomplete until then. The age of a job group is equal to that of its most recent member.

Use the following techniques to control the number of job groups stored in the EXH data set:

• The batch EXH data set purge utility (CYBRMPRG job in the sample library (prefix.CD7YJCL)). For details, see
CYBRMKEP -- EXH Data Set Retention Defaults Change Utility.

• Automatic purging of old versions of job groups when a job with the same name is submitted again. This automatic
purging is set by one or more ENCPARM PURGE commands to specifically target job groups by name.

NOTE

If you do not specify values in ENCPARM PURGE, the automatic purge uses values:

• Initially set with the CYBRMALC utility. For more information, see CYBRMALC - Allocate EXH Data Set
• Modified, optionally, with the CYBRMKEP utility. For more information, see CYBRMKEP—EXH Data Set

Retention Defaults Change Utility

Define Event Data Sets
An event is the basic unit of work for ESP. Events can send messages, invoke ESP procedures, issue commands, submit
jobs, and process applications.

This section describes how to define and use event data sets. Use this section to:

Ensure Sufficient Event Data Sets

ESP requires at least one event data set in which to store the events that users create. Normally, the person installing
ESP defines the initial data set (Event1), and one data set is usually sufficient. A service bureau is an example of an
environment that may need more than one data set. ESP stores a user-defined event in an EVENTSET data set.

Before defining event data sets, consider the following:

• How many event data sets do you need to define
• What logical name will you give to each event data set
• Which event data sets are accessible to a user or group
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Issue EVENTSET Command

Follow this step:

Add the EVENTSET command to the ESP cold-start-parameter data set.

This example defines an EVENTSET called EVENT1.

EVENTSET EVENT1 DEFINE DSN(CYB1.ESP.EVENT1) SHR -

  BACKUP(CYB1.ESP.BACKUP.EVENT1)

In this example:

• The DEFINE parameter indicates a new data set.
• The VSAM data set name is CYB1.ESP.EVENT1.
• The name of the backup data set is CYB1.ESP.BACKUP.EVENT1.

You can have as many EVENTSET initialization parameters as you need.

You can also issue the EVENTSET command to dynamically add an event data set. This condition will last until the next
cold start of ESP, unless you have an EVENTSET initialization parameter for the same event data set.

Store Events

Now that you have defined enough event data sets to meet the requirements of your organization, you must tell ESP
where to store users' events.

ESP stores events based on the event prefix. An event prefix can be associated with only one EVENTSET.

Implement EVENTSET with SAF

Use the PROFILE statement in the user profile definition table to associate an event data set with an event prefix.

Implement EVENTSET with ESP Internal Security

1. Use the DEFUSER command to associate an event data set with a user.
2. Use the DEFGROUP command to associate an event data set with a group.

Display Event Data Sets

You can display existing EVENTSETs with the LISTEVS command.

Example 1

This example displays the current details of the EVENTSET EVENT1:

listevs event1

EVENTSET EVENT1, DSN=CYB1.ESP.EVENT1 SHR NOJRNL

 NEXT SCAN AT 06.00 ON THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 13TH 2001

 BACKUP DATASET CYB1.ESP.BACKUP.EVENT1

------ 1 DATASET DISPLAYED ------

Example 2

This example displays the current details of all EVENTSETs:

listevs
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EVENTSET EVENT1, DSN=CYB1.ESP.EVENT1 SHR NOJRNL

 NEXT SCAN AT 06.00 ON THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 13TH, 2001

 BACKUP DATASET CYB1.ESP.BACKUP.EVENT1

EVENTSET PAYEVS, DSN=PAY.ESP.EVENT1 SHR NOJRNL

 NEXT SCAN AT 06.00 ON THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 13TH, 2001

 BACKUP DATASET PAY.ESP.BACKUP.EVENT1

------ 2 DATASETS DISPLAYED ------

Define History Files
This section describes what a history file is and explains how to define and use history files.

Learn about History Files

A history file:

• Is a file to which ESP writes data about the jobs a user wants tracked.
• Retains job statistics on a long-term basis, as opposed to the tracking file, which stores a more detailed record of job

processing for shorter periods.
• Includes application-level information about each completed and rerun application.
• Is optional.
• Is a non-extended addressability VSAM data set, used by master only (referred to as a HISTFILE).
• Contains job and application information that can be used to create reports.
• Is normally defined as HIST1 during ESP installation.

The person installing ESP usually defines this initial data set. One data set is usually sufficient, except for special
environment such as a service bureau.

The user may want to use this data for the following:

• Analysis
• Management reporting
• Troubleshooting
• Problem solving
• For information on history reporting, refer to the ESP User's Guide.

Ensure Sufficient History Files

ESP directs information to a particular history file based on the tracking models you define.

For more information on tracking models, see Installing and Configuring.

Before defining history files, consider the following:

• How many history files you need to define
• What logical name you will give to each history file
• Which history files will be accessible to a user or group

Access to each history data files can be authorized through security methods.

Define a History File

Add the HISTFILE command to the ESP cold-start parameter data set.

Example

The example below shows how to define a history file called HIST1:
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HISTFILE HIST1 DEFINE DSNAME(CYB.ESP.HISTFILE)

• The DEFINE parameter indicates a new data set.
• The VSAM data set name is CYB.ESP.HISTFILE.

Display History Files

Use the LISTHIST command.

Example 1

The following example displays information about the history file HIST1:

listhist hist1

HISTFILE HIST1, DSN=CYB.ESP.HISTFILE NOJRNL

  NO BACKUP TIME SET

  NO BACKUP DATASET

------ 1 DATASETS DISPLAYED ------

Example 2

The following example displays information about all history files:

listhist -

HISTFILE HIST1, DSN=CYB.ESP.HISTFILE NOJRNL

  NO BACKUP TIME SET

  NO BACKUP DATASET

HISTFILE HISTTEST, DSN=TEST.ESP.HISTFILE NOJRNL

  NO BACKUP TIME SET

  NO BACKUP DATASET

------ 2 DATASETS DISPLAYED ------

Archive History Files

Over time, you must archive data from the history files to tape or disk. You can use the ESP reporting feature to copy
selected portions of or all of a history file to another data set. At the same time, you can copy the portion of the data that
should remain online to a temporary file and then reload it into the history file. Reloading the temporary file reorganizes
the data set and recovers any free space.

To maintain history files, customize and submit JCL CYBESS39 from the sample library.

Performance and Tuning
This section contains articles that explain how to improve the performance and tuning of your ESP subsystem.

Improve VSAM Performance
You can control directly the number of buffers used by non-shared ESP VSAM files to improve VSAM performance. You
do this by using a standard JCL DD statement and referencing that DD statement in ESP initialization parameters. For
example, the following JCL DD statement defines that 10 buffers will be used for both the data and index portions of the
file ESP.JOBINDEX.VSAM:

//ESPJIX DD DSN=ESP.JOBINDEX.VSAM,DISP=SHR,

//          AMP=('BUFND=10,BUFNI=10')
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NOTE
The number of data and index buffers used should be determined by a person familiar with VSAM tuning
requirements.

When you add this DD statement to the ESP catalogued procedure, the data set ESP.JOBINDEX.VSAM is allocated for
use as an ESP job index file by using its DDNAME ESPJIX. You need the following initialization parameter:

JOBINDEX ESPJIX

When ESP processes this initialization parameter, ESPJIX is interpreted as DDNAME rather than a data set name.

NOTE
ESP invalidates the buffers of shared data sets to ensure data integrity. Therefore, this approach does not
provide any VSAM performance benefits if the data set is denoted as shared (SHR) in ESP initialization
statements.

For ESP to process one of its VSAM data sets in non-shared mode, only the ESP master system may update the data set.
Proxies have read-only access to it. To ensure this:

• Code READONLY in each proxy's initialization parameters for the data set.
• Code NOSHR in the master's parameters.

The NOSHR option tells the master that it is the only system able to update the data set, enabling it to write to the data set
without affecting data integrity.

WARNING
When you choose the JOBINDEX to be written only by the MASTER, you cannot build applications on proxies. If
you want to build applications on proxies, you cannot implement this performance improvement.

Set Multiple Event Initiators
You can enhance performance at your installation by processing events concurrently, rather than serially. When you do
this, any event processing exit routines must be re-entrant.

Define Concurrent Processing

An event initiator processes the execution of every event. An operand of EICLASS parameter, called multi-programming
level (MPL), sets the maximum number of events that can be processed concurrently for each event initiator class. Event
initiators (as many as specified by MPL) are created when needed and remain available for further use as long as ESP is
up and running. You specify the MPL in the initialization parameters using the following parameter:

EICLASS SET CLASS(n) MPL(mpl)

where n specifies the event initiator class being defined, and mpl represents the desired number of event initiators
available for concurrent event processing for that class.

Modify MPL

You can modify MPL while ESP is running from the operator's console or from ESP under a Page mode or Line mode
interface, or in a batch job.

You can modify MPL from the console by issuing the following console command:

F ESP,EICLASS SET CLASS(n) MPL(mpl)
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You require OPER authority to modify MPL from ESP under TSO. You can modify MPL by issuing the following command
from an ESP session in Page mode:

OPER EICLASS SET CLASS(n) MPL(mpl)

Reducing MPL does not terminate event initiators; it simply reduces the number that can be active concurrently. If the
number of active event initiators is larger than the new specified number, the new number will become effective as excess
event initiators become inactive.

Display MPL

To display MPL from the console, issue the following command:

F ESP,EICLASS LIST

To display MPL from a TSO/ESP session, you require OPER authority to display MPL from a TSO/ESP session.

Enter the following command from Page mode:

OPER EICLASS LIST

The display produced by an EICLASS LIST command shows:

• How many event initiators exist for each class.
• How many are currently active.
• The maximum allowed event initiators.
• How many events and jobs each initiator has processed to date.
• The event in progress and the time at which the initiator began processing that event, if an initiator is currently active.

This information can be useful for detecting when an initiator is "stuck" processing a specific event.

oper eiclass list

Class   0: Current=4, Max=4, Active=0

  Init  1:     13 Events,     4 Jobs

  Init  2:      1 Events,     1 Jobs

  Init  3:      1 Events,     1 Jobs

  Init  4:     25 Events,     7 Jobs

Class   1: Current=2, Max=2, Active=0

  Init  1:      1 Events,     0 Jobs

  Init  2:      1 Events,     0 Jobs

Class   2: Current=0, Max=2, Active=0

0 free Event initiators

Considerations for Selecting the Number of Event Initiators

Setting the MPL parameter to 1 can cause performance problems, especially if a large number of event activities occur
at any one time. You should set it to at least 3. Setting it to a high value could cause increased system overhead and
memory utilization.

For more information about this parameter, see Improve Performance.
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Vary the Number Throughout the Day

In installations where there is a marked variation in workload at different times throughout the day, you may benefit by
varying MPL value accordingly. This can be particularly useful when a large number of events is scheduled for the same
time slot. If you can predict these peak periods, you can set up special events to increase MPL just before a peak period
and to decrease it again after the peak activity finishes.

Display Event Initiators' Statistics

Display Event Initiators' Statistics from Console

Issue the following command:

F ESP,EICLASS STATISTICS(DISPLAY)

Display Event Initiators' Statistics from TSO/ESP Session

You require OPER authority to display statistics from a TSO/ESP session.

Enter the following command from Page mode:

OPER EICLASS STATISTICS(DISPLAY)

The display produced by the command shows:

• How many event initiators exist for each class.
• How many are currently active.
• The maximum allowed event initiators.
• How many events and jobs each initiator has processed to date.
• The event name, start time and consumed time of the processed events, which consumed the highest CPU time and

the highest elapsed time.

Using this output, you can easily track the event which consumed the highest time under the ESP subsystem started task.

NOTE
The statistics show information since the last time ESP was started or since the statistics were cleared. The
statistics are not persistent.

Pre-allocate Data Sets
You can improve performance by pre-allocating data sets (allocating the data set in advance and keeping it allocated as
long as necessary) that are subject to frequent dynamic allocations and de-allocations (for example, JCL or procedure
libraries).

To pre-allocate data sets, use the PREALLOC feature that you can invoke:

• As an initialization parameter.
• As a command when ESP runs.

Pre-Allocate a Data Set

To request data set pre-allocation from the console, enter the following command:

PREALLOC dsname ALLOC

where dsname represents the name of the data set to be pre-allocated.

To request data set pre-allocation under TSO, you require OPER authority.
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Issue the following command:

OPER PREALLOC dsname ALLOC

Terminate Pre-Allocation

To terminate data set pre-allocation from the console, issue the following command:

F ESP,PREALLOC dsname UNALLOC

where dsname represents the name of the data set to be pre-allocated.

To terminate data set pre-allocation under TSO, issue the following command:

OPER PREALLOC dsname UNALLOC

You may need to use this command because, for example, a batch job requires exclusive access to a data set that ESP
has pre-allocated. The data set can then be pre-allocated again once the batch job has ended.

Size Data Sets Adequately
An important part of setting up an efficient and successful ESP installation involves allocating the various operational data
sets with adequate space to cover initial needs and allow for anticipated future growth. This section provides guidelines for
estimating the amount of space required for these data sets.

 

Sizing Considerations and Candidates

The estimated sizes depend heavily on the degree of information available concerning the installation's projected
workload -- number of unique job and application names, number of instances of each about which it is desired to retain
data, and so forth. The more accurate and comprehensive the information available, the more realistic and useful will the
estimated sizes be:

• The CKPT and QUEUE files are memory image files of fixed size.
• The TRAKFILE and APPLFILE are ESP-defined slot files, as described below.
• The RESFILE is a VSAM linear data set.
• The remaining files are all VSAM KSDS data sets. When you estimate sizes for these, you must make allowance for

the standard VSAM overhead for such files. This includes record descriptor words (RDW) of 4 bytes for each record
and appropriate allowance for the VSAM index structure.

NOTE
 This list of files includes only candidates for sizing.

You should add a factor for future expansion after estimating the file size. This applies to all the operational data sets,
except for the checkpoint and queue files, which are static in size.

Fix CKPT and QUEUE File Sizes

These files are memory images, whose purpose is to preserve the current state of an ESP subsystem and to allow for
passing data between a master subsystem and its associated proxy subsystems. They are fixed in size and they should
be created with a fixed allocation of 1 cylinder.

Calculate TRAKFILE and APPLFILE Sizes

The TRAKFILE and APPLFILE files are implemented physically as sequential data sets with fixed-length records known
as slots. Each logical record (a job tracking record ( JTR) for the TRAKFILE and an application tracking record (ATR) for
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the APPLFILE) consists of one or more complete slots. The slots are not necessarily contiguous. The space required for a
single record in each of these files can be estimated as in the following section.

JTR TRAKFILE

Each JTR records the information for a single execution of a specific job. Use this formula to calculate its size:

560 bytes + 112 bytes per step + 48 bytes per pnode.

A job will usually pass through two predefined pnodes (INPUT and EXEC). If tracking through purge is in effect, there
will be another predefined pnode (OUTPUT). You must also include any user-defined post-processing pnodes in the
calculation.

ATR APPLFILE

Each ATR records the information for a single generation of a specific application. Use this formula to calculate its size:

352 bytes + 400 bytes per workload object + 24 bytes per related job pair + 24 bytes per subApplication.

Additional information is stored in an ATR, but much of it is difficult to estimate because it is of variable length. It includes
such things as:

• Data set names for procedure libraries
• JCL libraries
• Documentation libraries
• Additional data required for distributed workload objects such as Agent name

Adding a factor of 10% to 25% to the calculated size will give a reasonable final estimate in most cases. The larger figure
is appropriate for applications with significant distributed content.

An additional amount should be added for both TRAKFILE and APPLFILE to allow for wasted space in the final slot of
each record. This averages to half a slot. The TRAKFILE always has a slot size of 1024 bytes. The default slot size for the
APPLFILE is 4096 bytes, but this can be increased to a maximum of 16384 bytes, in 4096 byte increments.

ESP Procedure Caching

If you are planning to use ESP procedure caching or the TEMPPROC event definition command, you should allocate
additional space to the APPLFILE. A cached copy of an ESP procedure is stored in the application file in the Procedure
Caching Record (PCR). The estimate is that one PCR in a 4 KB slot APPLFILE can keep approximately 50 lines of a
cached ESP procedure.

The PCR allows keeping an original cached copy of an ESP procedure after restarting ESP. The PCR is referenced by the
application tracking record.

Rerunning Jobs in Completed Applications

To rerun jobs in a completed application, the Application Tracking Record (ATR) in the APPLFILE data set must be intact.
If any of the slots of the Application's ATR have been reused by a new application, the rerun request will fail with an error
message.

If you are planning to rerun jobs in completed applications, consider allocating additional space to the APPLFILE.
However, keep in mind that the following considerations also affect whether jobs in a completed application can be rerun:

• Pattern of application completions
• Number and size of the applications created after an application completed
• How long users wait before rerunning a completed application

The older the ATR, the likelier that its slots will get reused. When an application is complete, the ATR's slots are
released, making them available for new applications.

• Fragmentation of the APPLFILE
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The more fragmented the APPLFILE, the likelier that released slots of a recently completed application will get
reassigned to a new application. Fragmentation occurs when new applications are allocated non-contiguous slots
because of slot reuse over time.

NOTE
Jobs in a completed application cannot be rerun if the application-descriptor-index entry (ADXE) for the specified
generation of the application is no longer available in the JOBINDEX data set.

Calculate RESFILE Size

To calculate the size for a resource file, you require a detailed knowledge of the following:

• The numbers and kinds of resources to be managed
• The maximum number of jobs that the resource manager is expected to be managing at any point in time
• The job's resource requirements

NOTE
When the resource data set runs out of space, ESP automatically tries to expand the file up to 4 MB per session.
The expansion will succeed only if the VSAM data set was allocated with sufficient amount of space; therefore,
we recommend specifying secondary extent size during the data set allocation.

Calculate Control Block Sizes

The resource data set consists of a VSAM linear data set containing a number of control blocks. The sizes, in bytes, of
each of these control blocks are as follows:

File header block (ResFHB -- 1 in total) 312
  

+ 4 * maxRES
+ 4 * maxCPU

Node descriptor (ResFND -- 1 per node) 152  
CPU descriptor (ResFCD -- 1 per CPU) 168  
Resource descriptor (ResFRD -- 1 per
resource)

120 + 4 * maxCPU

Resource counter (ResFRC) -- 1 for each of
the following resources:

72  

(1 for each ENTERPRISE resource)  
(1 per node for each GLOBAL resource)  
(1 per CPU for each LOCAL resource)  
Job descriptor (ResFJD - 1 per job being
managed) *

160 + TDR + parameters

Requested resource (ResFRR - 1 per
resource per job) *

48  

Device list (ResFDL - 1 per resource
counter for real resources)

48 + 8 * number of specified devices

Resource UCB list (ResMUE - 1 per UCB
per FDL)

8  

ResFED (enqueue descriptor) 66 + average name length * number of unique
defined names

ResFER (enqueue request) 64 * number of active jobs with enqueue
requests * average number of requests per
job
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* The ResFJD and ResFRR vary dynamically as the system is executing.

There is one ResFED for every unique name for which at least one ENQUEUE request exists -- including both those
explicitly defined by an ENQUEUE statement, and those implicitly defined by NOTWITH statements and the ENQSELF
command or initialization parameter. The length of the control blocks is variable, consisting of a fixed 66-byte header plus
the name. The maximum length of the name is 132 bytes. Names generated by the NOTWITH/ENQSELF feature have a
defined format discussed in Use Implicit Resources. The names resulting from explicit ENQUEUE statements can be any
length with a maximum of 132 bytes.

There is one ResFER for each ENQUEUE request (explicit or implicit) in any active job. The ResFER control blocks are a
fixed length of 64 bytes.

In addition to these directly specified names, there are control blocks for phantom enqueue names. They are specific
names that are implied by a directly specified name including wildcards. For example, a NOTWITH statement referencing
a job in a given application with no generation specified generates

• An entry for the specified generic name
• Phantom entries for any currently active generations of that application

NOTE
All these control blocks are created and deleted dynamically, according to the actual workload on the system.
When attempting to estimate the files size, you must estimate realistically the peak workload.

In addition to the main control blocks described above, the resource file also provides a home for more transient data,
including request blocks used to pass requests to the Resource Manager and return the results. These can be safely
ignored for overall file-sizing purposes.

Calculate Job Descriptor SIze

Of particular concern are the job descriptors, which, in addition to the basic job data, contain:

• The TDR used for scheduling the job
• The Event parameters
• Other optional data items

The TDR itself is 104-bytes long, and the other items are variable in length. A regularly scheduled Event has 24 bytes of
basic Event parameters plus:

• 10 to 18 bytes of triggering information if the Event was manually triggered
• From 18 bytes up to over 100 bytes if it was activated by a data set trigger
• Space for the USER1-USER4 options if they are specified
• Optionally, space for:

– An inforec number
– Application tag and resubmission data
– Any symbolic variables associated with the job

Example 1

Assumptions:

• 200 resources are to be managed:
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– 3 have ENTERPRISE scope
– 47 have GLOBAL scope
– 150 have LOCAL scope with 3 of these local resources being real resources

• The maximum number of jobs being managed concurrently by the resource manager is 1500.
• Each job being managed requests, on average, 4 resources.
• All the jobs are of the regularly scheduled variety, with

– No USERn parameters
– No inforec data
– No tag or symbolic variables

• There are 10 CPUs, split among 4 nodes, in the installation.
• The values of maxCPU and maxRES are set to 15 and 250 to allow for expansion.
• The average number of devices per real resource is 2.
• The average number of UCBs per device list is 16.

Calculation:

This setup would require an estimated resource file size of:

312 + (4 * 250) + (4 * 15) + (152 * 4) + (168 * 10)

+ ((120 + (4 * 15)) * 200) + (72 * ctrs)

+ ((160 + 104 + 24) * 1500) + (48 * 4 * 1500) + ((48 + (8 * 2)) * rctr)

+ (8 * 16 * rctr)

= (3660 + 157752 + 721920 + 3840)

= 887172 bytes

Where ctrs = (3 + (4 * 47) + (10 * 150)) = 1691 and is the number of resource counters, and rctr = (10 * 3) = 30 and is the
number of real resource counters.

Example 1 Calculation Explained in a Table

Control Block Assumption Value Calculation Total
File header maxRes

maxCPU
250
15

312 + (4 * 250)
(4 * 15)

1312
60

Node descriptor nodes 4 (152 * 4) 608
CPU descriptor CPU 10 (168 * 10) 1680
Resource
descriptor

maxCPU
Resources

15
200

((120 + (4 * 15)) * 200) 36000

Resource counter ENTERPRISE
GLOBAL
nodes
LOCAL
CPU

3
47
4
150
10

(3 +
(4 * 47) +
(10 * 150) )
* 72)

121752

Job descriptor maximum number of jobs 1500 ((160 + 104 + 24) * 1500) 432000
Requested resource maximum number of jobs

average resource
requested

1500
4

(48 * 4 * 1500) 288000
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Device list average device per real
resource
real resource

2
3

((48 + (8 * 2) *
(3 * 10))

1920

Resource UCB average number of UCB
per device
real resource

16
3

(8 * 16 *
(3 * 10))

3840

Total    887172

Comments on Example 1

This estimate should be increased by a factor of at least 50%, to allow for:

• Transient data
• Unexpected peaks in activity
• Fragmentation
• Natural expansion

A size of 1.3MB would be a reasonable starting point for this example.

This estimate should be adjusted upwards, if a significant portion of the jobs is expected:

• To be triggered manually
• To be triggered via DSTRIG logic
• To have associated symbolic variables

This example demonstrates that a reasonably accurate size estimation for a resource file depends on a good
understanding of the environment to be managed. In the absence of detailed information, you must err on the safe side.
It is better to have some wasted space in the file than to have Broadcom Workload Automation terminate because the
resource manager cannot obtain space to store a new entity.

Example 2

Assumptions:

• 9000 resources are to be managed, all of them global, with no real resources.
• The maximum number of jobs being managed concurrently by the resource manager is 2000.
• Each job being managed requests, on average, 20 resources.
• All the jobs are of the regularly scheduled variety, with

– No USERn parameters
– No inforec data
– No tag or symbolic variables

• A single node with 2 CPUs.
• The values of maxCPU and maxRES are set to 4 and 10000 to allow for expansion.

Calculations:

This setup would require an estimated resource file size of:

312 + (4 * 10000) + (4 * 4) + 152 + (168 * 2)

+ ((120 + (4 * 4)) * 9000) + (72 * 9000)

+ ((160 + 104 + 24) * 2000) + (48 * 20 * 2000)

= (40816 + 1872000 + 2496000)

= 4408816 bytes
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Example 2 Calculation Explained in a Table

Control Block Assumption Value Calculation Total
File header maxRes

maxCPU
10000
4

312 + (4 * 10000)
(4 * 4)

40312
16

Node descriptor nodes 1 (152 * 1) 152
CPU descriptor CPU 2 (168 * 2) 336
Resource descriptor maxCPU

Resources
4
9000

((120 + (4 * 4)) * 9000) 1224000

Resource counter ENTERPRISE
GLOBAL
nodes
LOCAL
CPU

0
9000
1
0
2

(0 +
(1 * 9000) +
(2 * 0) )
* 72)

648000

Job descriptor maximum number of jobs 2000 ((160 + 104 + 24) * 2000) 576000
Requested resource maximum number of jobs

average resource
requested

2000
20

(48 * 20 * 2000) 1920000

Device list average device per real
resource
real resource

0
0

((48 + (8 * 0) *
(0 * 10))

0

Resource UCB average number of UCB
per device
real resource

0
0

(8 * 0 *
(0 * 10))

0

Total    4408816

In this case, applying an adjustment of approximately 50% gives a reasonable initial estimate of 7MB for this file.

Comments on the Examples

Clearly, the most significant factors affecting the overall size of the file are:

• The total number of defined resources
• The peak number of jobs being managed concurrently by the resource manager
• The number of resource requests made by each of these jobs

The first of these factors is the major influence on the base (static) file size. This is estimated in the first two lines of the
calculations, especially the second line. The other two factors are the main determining components of the dynamically
varying portion of the file size. This is estimated mainly in line 3 (Requested resource) of the calculations.

Calculate INDEX File Size

The INDEX file contains calendar, data set-trigger records, and global variable tables.

Calculate Calendar Size

You calculate the space required for a calendar definition as follows:

116 bytes + 32 bytes per holiday or special day
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Calculate Data Set Trigger Record Size

For data set trigger records, the key consists of the first eight characters of the data set name. A single index record
indexes all data sets having the same first eight characters. The record consists of a fixed-header portion followed by a
variable portion for each of the data sets with the same first eight characters. If there are more data sets than will fit into a
single VSAM record, continuation index records are created, up to a maximum of 255 index records for an 8-bytes name
prefix.

Follow these steps:

1. Assume one index record for each unique 8-bytes prefix.
2. Add the requisite number of index record headers for any prefixes including enough data set names to require

extension records.

You require a detailed knowledge of local data set naming conventions and volume to produce a reasonably accurate
estimate.

The fixed portion of each index data set trigger record requires 84 bytes. You must add a variable portion for each
additional data set represented by that 8-bytes name prefix. The length of this variable portion can vary significantly,
depending on the type of data set trigger (event or application level, FTP, explicit, or other) and the options specified (for
example, SAF and FTP user ID requested, FTP host name requested, count specified). The maximum possible size
for the variable portion is 217 bytes. This size is needed when the host TCP/IP name is requested for an FTP trigger: it
will occupy up to 101 bytes. The best approach is to estimate sizes for FTP and non-FTP triggers separately, taking an
average size for each kind.

Calculate Global Variable Table Size

The space occupied by a global variable table consists of a fixed header describing the table as a whole, followed by a
variable number of elements describing the individual items in the table.

• The table header is 160 bytes-long.
• Each variable in the table has a name element (NEL), consisting of:

– a 20-byte header
– a 1-byte name length followed by the item name
– an attribute element (AEL). If the length of the variable's current value is 4 bytes or less, the AEL is 24 bytes long;

if the current value length is greater than 4 bytes, the AEL size is 24 bytes + (length of current value, rounded up to
next 8-byte multiple).

• Each unique trigger target has a trigger element (TEL). A trigger element refers to an event trigger and is 60 bytes
long.

• Each combination of a variable and a trigger has a 16-byte trigger link element (TLL).

Calculate HISTFILE Size

The history file contains one record for each individual:

• Job instance that is tracked by an ESP subsystem.
• Application instance that is tracked by an ESP subsystem.
• Rerun of an application instance that is tracked by an ESP subsystem.

Job records are 592 bytes long, fixed length, and application records are 256 bytes long, fixed length.

NOTE
For information on calculating the space required, see Installing and Configuring.
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Calculate SCHDFILE Size

The LOADSCHF command loads a work data set generated by a SADGEN job. The number of records in the SCHDFILE
data set depends on the number of jobs generated by the SADGEN job according to its specified scheduling period.

In general, assuming an average record size per job of 2KB gives a reasonable quick estimate, unless the set of
applications generated is unusually complex.

Calculate EVENT File Size

These files contain one record for each event defined. The records consist of a fixed portion, plus a variable portion
depending on the actual event definition. The main items in the variable portion are:

• Schedule definitions (including NOSCHED definitions)
• Action items (for example, procedure invocations, ESP or z/OS commands)
• Comments

You can estimate the size as follows:

252 bytes + 120 bytes per schedule definition + (8 + text length) bytes per action + (6 + text length) bytes per comment.

Calculate JOBINDEX File Size

The important records in this file are the index records for the jobs and the applications being tracked. There are a few
other items in the file, their size being negligible compared to the job and application data. Both job and application index
records consist of a fixed portion, plus an additional portion for each job execution instance or application generation (as
defined by the INDEX option in the DEFTM and APPL statements).

Job Index (J) Record

136 bytes + 136 bytes per job execution instance.

Application Index (B) Record

132 bytes + 124 bytes per application generation.

Specify NOTRACK_ PURGE Option
There are some circumstances in which tracking through purge is meaningful and appropriate. The most common
situation is where an installation's accounting and charge-back procedures require that users be charged for output spool
residence.

In general, however, this option is unnecessary and can have a negative effect on system performance. The reason is
that ESP maintains information about which jobs are queued to each of the three predefined pnodes (INPUT, EXEC, and
OUTPUT) on the QUEUE file. If a large number of jobs remain in the JES output queue for a significant length of time,
the data for these jobs will eventually fill the QUEUE file, resulting in failure to store more information. This is particularly
harmful if this file, rather than XCF, is used for transmitting tracking data between proxy and master systems. In such
a situation, the tracking data will back up on the proxies' checkpoint files, which will fill up. The data then fills up the
TCELLs. When these finally overflow, tracking data is irrevocably lost.

We strongly recommend that the TRACKOPT NOTRACK_PURGE option be specified, unless there are compelling
reasons to do otherwise.

Note: The NOTRACK_PURGE option is not the default. You must explicitly request it.
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Use TCP/IP Host Caching
ESP Agents can be identified by either DNS host name or IP address in dotted decimal format. If the host name is used,
ESP must convert it to an IP address before connecting to the target Agent. By default, this is accomplished by a standard
get host by name lookup call. This can be a time-consuming process.

ESP provides a TCP/IP host caching mechanism that will speed up host name to IP address lookups. When activated, the
first time a lookup is performed for a given host, a memory host cache entry is created after the get host by name lookup
is performed. Then, the IP address for that host is retrieved directly from the ESP memory host cache entry.

Implement Host Cache Time to Live (TTL)

A host name's IP address can change when a network administrator performs maintenance. If this happens, the IP
address in ESP's host cache entry becomes invalid, and ESP cannot connect to the target Agent.

To correct this problem, issue the following ESP command:

INET FLUSH HOST_CACHE

or

INET FL HC

This command flushes all ESP's TCP/IP host cache entries, and the host cache is subsequently rebuilt as host name to IP
address lookups are requested.

Each host cache entry has a time to live (TTL), measured in seconds, associated with it. When the TTL interval expires,
the host cache entry is automatically discarded. The subsequent host name to IP address lookup results in a TCP/IP
get host by name call and a new host cache entry is created. This prevents host cache entries from becoming old and
outdated.

Activate Host Caching and Set Time to Live (TTL) Interval

Issue the following command to set TTL in seconds for each host cache entry:

INET SET HOST_CACHE TTL(seconds)

or

INET T HC TTL(seconds)

where seconds is the time to live value within the range 0 to 99999999. A value of 0 de-activates ESP TCP/IP host
caching. The command can be specified as an initialization parameter in the ESPPARM initialization file or as an ESP
operator command.

This initialization parameter can be specified in ESPPARM and appears in Installing and Configuring.

Display All Host Cache Entries

Issue the following command:

INET DISPLAY HOST_CACHE

or
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INET D HC

When to Use ESP TCP/IP Host Caching

Host caching will significantly improve ESP's TCP/IP performance if

• Agents are identified to ESP by host names rather than IP addresses.
• Connections are frequent.
• The TCP/IP name servers reside on a different hosts from ESP (this would be the norm).

NOTE
3600 seconds (one hour) is a reasonable time to live value for TCP/IP host cache entries.

If TCP/IP host caching is used, we highly recommend that the installation have a mechanism in place to issue the "INET
FLUSH HOST_CACHE" ESP command every time a host's IP address is changed by a network administrator (these
occurrences are normally very infrequent).

Use Performance Metrics
ESP collects and stores CPU performance metrics for analysis by Broadcom Support. These performance metrics provide
detailed information about the impact ESP has on your host environment.

The performance metrics are stored in a repository and are updated continuously. The information in the repository is
later written to the metrics log file where you can maintain and extract the data. The metrics log file is a VSAM KSDS that
contains the collected metrics in a variable-length record format. Each record contains a date and time, the recording
interval, and the system ID for the respective record. Separate files are used for each instance of ESP (for example, a
master, each defined proxy, and if it exists a shadow).

How Performance Metrics are Collected

The following diagram shows the data flow of the collection process for performance metrics.
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Figure 94: Performance Metrics Collection Process
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Extract Data from Metrics Log File

You can extract data from the metrics log file for generating reports. The extracted data is generated in comma-separated
values (CSV) format.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Edit the CYBPM002 utility JCL to reflect the types of statistics you require.
2. Submit the CYBPM002 utility.
3. Import the CSV file into Excel.

NOTE
 For information about the CYBPM002 utility, see CYBPM002 - Maintain Metrics.

Display CPU Usage Statistics

You can display CPU usage statistics in both ESP and ESP Workstation with the CPUSTATS initialization parameter or
the CPUSTATS command. This topic describes the elements that CPUSTATS reports on.

NOTE
 For information about CPUSTATS, see CPUSTATS: Display CPU Usage . 

The following table contains the field headings that CPUSTATS reports on:

 CPUSTATS Display - Command Response Fields 

 Field  Description 

TaskId An internally assigned task identifier.

TaskName An internally assigned task name.

Thread An internally assigned thread name or thread group name.

TOT_CPU Total CPU time.

TCB_CPU TCB CPU time.

SRB_CPU SRB CPU time.

zIIPed Actual zIIP processor CPU time.

TCB>SRB Count of TCB mode to SRB mode switches.

NOTE
 Multiple threads with the same name appear in the CPUSTATS interactive command under different tasks. For
historical metrics measurement, all threads with the same name are grouped together as single units.

The following table contains the thread names that CPUSTATS reports on. The thread names are not case-sensitive
when specified in the THREADS operand of the CPUSTATS [DISPLAY] command. However, they are displayed in the
CPUSTATS [DISPLAY] command response in mixed case.

 CPUSTATS Display - Command Response Thread Names 

 Thread Name   Description 

AgentRcv AGENTRCV command processor -- The AgentRcv thread that runs on the AgentRcv
task in the master. CPU usage is low.

AgtRcvrs Agent receivers -- The total CPU usage for all agent receiver threads, for example, the
threads that actually communicate with agents. They run on the AgentRcv task in the
master. CPU usage increases with increased agent activity and can be high. This item is
a thread group as all agent receiver CPU usage is assigned to it.
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AgtXmtrs Agent transmitters -- They run on the EspCom task in the master. CPU usage increases
with increased agent activity. This item is a thread group as all agent transmitter CPU
usage is assigned to it.

AgtCA Portal The agent listener -- Portal specifies the TCP port number it is listening on. It runs in the
master. CPU usage increases with increased agent activity and is moderately low.

ApplMgr The application manager -- The ApplMgr thread runs on the MainTask in the master and
proxy. CPU usage is normally high in the master and low in the proxy.

CkptMgr The checkpoint file manager -- The CkptMgr thread runs on the MainTask in the master
and proxy. CPU usage is relatively high when job tracking activity is high.

Commands Processes client commands -- The Commands thread runs on the MainTask in the
master and proxy. CPU usage depends on the frequency that client commands are
issued. This item is a thread group as all client command CPU usage is assigned to it.

CommChan Workstation server communication channel in a workstation connection -- The
CommChan thread runs on a workstation server CommChan task. If a communication
channel becomes a status channel, CommChan activity remains recorded on the
StatChan task for the life of the workstation session. CPU usage is normally moderate.

ComQSave Writes data to the COMMQ data set -- The ComQSave thread runs on the ComQCkpt
task in the master. CPU usage increases with increased agent activity.

Dispatcher The thread dispatcher -- The Dispatcher thread runs in all tasks in the master, proxy, and
workstation server. CPU usage is normally high in busy tasks.

DsTrgMgr The data set trigger manager -- The DsTrgMgr thread runs on the MainTask in the
master and proxy. CPU usage is normally low.

DsTrgRcvr The XCF data set trigger receiver -- The DsTrgRcvr thread runs on the MainTask in the
master. CPU usage is normally low.

EspCom The EspCom main thread -- The EspCom thread runs on the EspCom task in the master.
CPU usage is low.

EventMgr The event manager on the main task -- The EventMgr thread runs in the master and
proxy. CPU usage is normally moderate in the master and low in the proxy.

EventSub Event manager task activity on EventMgr tasks -- They run in the master and proxy. CPU
usage is normally high, particularly in the master.

InitTerm Handles initialization and termination -- The InitTerm thread runs on the MainTask in the
master, proxy and workstation server. After initialization, this thread has the highest CPU
but then does not use CPU until termination.

NetQSave Writes data to the NETQUEUE file -- The NetQSave thread runs on the NETQUEUE task
in the master. CPU usage increases with increased Network Delivery Services (NDS)
remote job tracking activity, and can be high when a large NETQUEUE file backlog is
being cleared.

NetRcvr The TCP receiver for a Network Delivery Services (NDS) connection in a local master
with a remote master -- The NetRcvr thread runs on a NetConn task in the master. CPU
usage depends on the volume of internodal job tracking data that is exchanged between
the local and remote masters.

NeLResp The Network Delivery Services (NDS) connection response thread -- The NeLResp
thread runs on the NetLstnr task in the master when a remote master initiates a
connection to the local master. CPU usage is normally low.
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NeLRetry The Network Delivery Services (NDS) connection retry thread -- The NeLRetry thread
runs on the NetLstnr task in the master following an unsuccessful connection attempt to
a remote master. CPU usage is normally low.

NetXmtr The TCP transmitter for a Network Delivery Services (NDS) connection in a local master
with a remote master -- The NetXmtr runs on a NetConn task in the master. CPU usage
depends on the volume of internodal job tracking data that is exchanged between the
local and remote masters.

NeLCA Portal The Network Delivery Services (NDS) listener -- Portal specifies the TCP port number it
is listening on. It runs on the NetLstnr task in the master. CPU usage is normally low.

OperCmds Processes operator commands -- The OperCmds thread runs on the MainTask in the
master, proxy, and workstation server. CPU usage depends on the frequency that
operator commands are issued and is normally moderate.

Others Any CPU activity in a task not explicitly allocated to a thread or thread group.

QueueMgr The queue file manager -- The QueueMgr thread runs on the MainTask in the master and
proxy. CPU usage is normally moderate.

QueueShr The cross system queue manager -- The QueueShr thread runs on the MainTask in the
master and proxy. CPU usage is normally low.

Resolver Resolves DNS hostnames to IP addresses -- The Resolver thread runs on the Resolver
task in the master and workstation server. CPU usage is high when:
Agent activity is high.
Agents are identified with their host name rather than by their IP address.
The host caching facility is not in use.

ResFSave Writes data to the resource file -- The ResFSave thread runs on the MainTask in the
master. CPU usage increases with increased resource usage in applications and is
normally moderate.

RouteRcv XCF routing receiver -- The RouteRcv thread runs on the MainTask in the master. CPU
usage is normally low.

ScbdAppl Application scoreboard scanner -- The ScbdAppl thread runs on its own task in the
workstation server. CPU usage increases with increased application activity and
workstation connections. When the workstation server is zIIP-enabled, most CPU usage
is in zIIP processors.

ScbdJob Scoreboard scanner -- The ScbdJob thread runs on its own task in the workstation
server. CPU usage increases with increased application activity and workstation
connections. When the workstation server is zIIP-enabled, most CPU usage is in zIIP
processors.

ScoreRcv XCF scoreboard receiver -- The ScoreRcv thread runs on the MainTask in the proxy.
CPU usage can be moderately high when the XCF SCOREBD service between master
and proxy is being used and application updates are frequent.

ScoreXmt XCF scoreboard transmitter -- The ScoreXmt thread runs on the ScbdXmtr task in the
master. CPU usage can be high when the XCF SCOREBD service between master
and proxy is being used and application updates are frequent. When the master is zIIP-
enabled, most CPU usage is in zIIP processors.

StatChan Workstation server status channel in a workstation connection -- The StatChan thread
runs on a workstation server StatChan task. CPU usage can be high when master
subsystem application activity is high.
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TaskEnds Terminated task CPU usage -- TaskEnds is displayed in the TaskName column of the
CPUSTATS DISPLAY command response, but is treated as a thread in the CPUSTATS
DISPLAY command SORTBY(THREAD) option. TaskEnds is most commonly seen in the
workstation server. TaskEnds represents the CPU usage for workstation sessions that
have terminated. If a number of workstation sessions have terminated, CPU usage is
normally high.

TcpCA Portal Workstation server listener -- Portal specifies the TCP port number it is listening on. It
runs on the workstation server Listener task. CPU usage is normally low.

ThrdEnds CPU usage for threads in tasks that have ended and are not recorded elsewhere.

Timer Timer manager -- The Timer thread runs on any task that requires timing services in the
master, proxy, and workstation server. CPU usage is normally low.

TrackMgr The tracking manager -- The TrackMgr thread runs on the MainTask in the master and
proxy. CPU usage is normally high in the master and moderate in the proxy.

TrackRcv The XCF job tracking receiver -- The TrackRcv thread runs on the MainTask in the
master. CPU usage is normally low.

XcfEvent XCF event handler -- The XcfEvent thread runs on its own task in the master and proxy.
CPU usage is moderate when job tracking between master and proxy is high. When zIIP-
enabled, most CPU usage is in zIIP processors.

 Example: Display the CPU Usage for a Master Subsystem 

This example uses the CPUSTATS command to display the CPU usage statistics sorted in descending sequence.

OPER CPUSTATS SORTBY(CPU)

TaskId TaskName Thread    TOT_CPU  TCB_CPU  SRB_CPU   zIIPed TCB>SRB

05D200 MainTask TrackMgr 2.604395 2.567703 0.036592 0.035817   32536

05D200 MainTask ApplMgr  2.419134 2.400498 0.018626 0.016443   16791

05D200 MainTask Dispatch 2.321683 2.218324 0.103708 0.101792   98247

081180 EventMgr EventSub 1.982542 1.981612 0.000926 0.000902     529

07B580 EventMgr EventSub 1.976405 1.975541 0.000875 0.000858     526

077180 EventMgr EventSub 1.970411 1.969570 0.000847 0.000830     520

085980 EventMgr EventSub 1.960611 1.959681 0.000913 0.000894     525

080580 EventMgr EventSub 1.959332 1.958469 0.000842 0.000823     524

076580 EventMgr EventSub 1.936195 1.935318 0.000876 0.000849     523

07DD80 EventMgr EventSub 1.931767 1.930884 0.000882 0.000861     524

084180 EventMgr EventSub 1.899554 1.898706 0.000873 0.000856     511

05D200 MainTask QueueMgr 1.303184 1.289351 0.013793 0.013278   12793

05D200 MainTask CkptMgr  1.119541 0.100734 1.018704 0.018427    8584

05D200 MainTask EventMgr 0.929354 0.921548 0.007789 0.007734    7954

074D80 AgentRcv AgtRcvrs 0.485291 0.480687 0.004627 0.004528    2063

06F090 ComQCkpt ComQSave 0.415155 0.409322 0.005808 0.005733    4757

082980 ScbdXmtr ThrdEnds 0.358252 0.000010 0.358310 0.351274       3

064A40 XcfEvent XcfEvent 0.214849 0.000016 0.214894 0.207331       2

077180 EventMgr Dispatch 0.010412 0.008880 0.001539 0.001528     935

085980 EventMgr Dispatch 0.010405 0.008857 0.001579 0.001554     946

07DD80 EventMgr Dispatch 0.010367 0.008840 0.001530 0.001501     945

080580 EventMgr Dispatch 0.010285 0.008748 0.001566 0.001532     943

076580 EventMgr Dispatch 0.010155 0.008629 0.001520 0.001497     942

084180 EventMgr Dispatch 0.009997 0.008544 0.001454 0.001402     918

06FC90 EspCom   EspCom   0.007631 0.006915 0.000741 0.000730     682

07DD80 EventMgr Timer    0.005900 0.005158 0.000740 0.000723     423
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085980 EventMgr Timer    0.005861 0.005151 0.000696 0.000671     423

081180 EventMgr Timer    0.005847 0.005165 0.000688 0.000661     427

07B580 EventMgr Timer    0.005811 0.005098 0.000706 0.000687     423

076580 EventMgr Timer    0.005772 0.005083 0.000697 0.000653     421

077180 EventMgr Timer    0.005763 0.005060 0.000690 0.000642     417

080580 EventMgr Timer    0.005760 0.005059 0.000692 0.000658     421

084180 EventMgr Timer    0.005564 0.004879 0.000660 0.000635     409

066560 NetLstnr NetRetry 0.005541 0.005351 0.000194 0.000183     191

066560 NetLstnr Timer    0.005168 0.004667 0.000519 0.000502     259

06FC90 EspCom   Timer    0.002913 0.002597 0.000341 0.000317     196

066560 NetLstnr Net3902  0.001335 0.001331 0.000003 0.000001       3

06CCD0 NETQUEUE NetQSave 0.000224 0.000220 0.000005 0.000003       3

082980 ScbdXmtr Timer    0.000120 0.000013 0.000106 0.000103       2

074D80 AgentRcv Timer    0.000034 0.000030 0.000003 0.000002       3

074D80 AgentRcv AgentRcv 0.000019 0.000018 0.000002 0.000001       2

060A40 Resolver Resolver 0.000015 0.000014 0.000001 0.000000       2

06CCD0 NETQUEUE Dispatch 0.000007 0.000006 0.000000 0.000000       1

05D200 MainTask DsTrgMgr 0.000002 0.000002 0.000001 0.000000       1

Implement User Exits
A user exit is an installation-written program that extends or modifies the standard ESP processing.

Activate and Control a User Exit

You can activate a user exit supplied by ESP to customize certain ESP functions. You can also control the status of a user
exit. For example, you can disable a user exit or unload the load module associated with the user exit.

To activate and control the status of a user exit, code the EXIT initialization parameter or issue the EXIT command.

For example, to specify the STARTUP user exit, specify the following:

EXIT FUNCTION(STARTUP) MODULE(usercodename)

Types of User Exits

A dynamically invoked user exit is not link-edited into ESP code; it is loaded as required. A dynamically called user exit
is already integrated with ESP code. User versions are put in a user library and are concatenated before the ESP load
library.

Use Dynamically Invoked User Exits
To use a dynamically invoked user exit link-edited with ESP code, code the following statement in the ESPPARM data set,
for each exit routine to be invoked:

EXIT FUNCTION(function) MODULE(module)

Where function represents the name of the desired exit function (one of the functions described in this section), and
module represents the name of the load module containing the code for the exit routine. Because loading takes place
without a DCB parameter in the LOAD macro, the load module must reside in a library available to ESP globally or by
means of a JOBLIB DD or STEPLIB DD statement in the started task JCL.

Every exit routine can be activated upon ESP initialization and shutdown in addition to its functional invocation.

Exit routines must be re-entrant with AMODE(31).
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Examples

The exit routine is also invoked at initialization time:

EXIT FUNCTION(function) MODULE(module) INIT

The exit routine is also invoked at shutdown time:

EXIT FUNCTION(function) MODULE(module) TERM

The exit routine is also invoked at both initialization and shutdown time:

EXIT FUNCTION(function) MODULE(module) INIT,TERM

Multiple Exit Routines

Each exit can be assigned multiple exit routines by specifying the same function with different modules, as follows:

EXIT FUNCTION(function) MODULE(module_1)

EXIT FUNCTION(function) MODULE(module_2)

  .

  .

  .

EXIT FUNCTION(function) MODULE(module_n)

The exit routines are executed in the order they are coded. Some exits can allow a routine to suppress the execution of
subsequent routines assigned to the same exit.

Calling Parameters

The following diagram illustrates the layout of the calling parameters:
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Figure 95: Calling Parameters Layout

NOTE
Shaded areas indicate reserved storage that does not yet contain usable data.

Calling parameters for all dynamically invoked ESP exits have the same 60-bytes layout, as seen above and described in
the following code fragment:

CXDDSECT  DSECT

CXDGUWA   DS  A  Address of 4K global work area.

CXDLUWA   DS  A  Address of 128-byte local work area.

CXDCUWA   DS  A  Address of 128-byte common work area.

CXDFUNC   DS  H  Exit function identification number.

CXDSFUNC  DS  X  Exit sub function identification number.

RESERVED  DS  X  

CXDSID    DS  CL8  Logical system identification

CXDRELNO  DS  F  Release number.

CXDMSGBA  DS  A  Address of 256-byte message buffer.

CXDROUTE  DS  A  Address of 2-byte routing code field.

CXDPARM1  DS  A  Address of parameter 1.

CXDPARM2  DS  A  Address of parameter 2.

CXDPARM3  DS  A  Address of parameter 3.

CXDPARM4  DS  A  Address of parameter 4.
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CXDPARM5  DS  A  Address of parameter 5.

CXDPARM6  DS  A  Address of parameter 6.

The release number is coded in the binary format F'vrmlll' where

• v represents a single digit version number.
• r represents a single digit release number.
• m represents a single digit modification number.
• lll represents a triple digit maintenance level number.

Description

The caller initially clears the 4K global work area (CXDGUWA) to binary zeros, but does not modify it otherwise. This work
area is common to all exits.

The caller initially clears the 128-bytes local work area (CXDLUWA) to binary zeros. This work area is unique to each
individual exit.

The caller initially clears the 128-bytes common work area (CXDCUWA) to binary zeros. This work area is unique to a
load module; it is common to all exit routines belonging to the same load module.

The field CXDFUNC contains the exit identification number in binary format.

If the exit routine is invoked at initialization time, the field CXDSFUNC contains binary 1. If the exit routine is invoked at
shutdown time, the field CXDSFUNC contains binary 2.

The message buffer pointed to by CXDMSGBA is available to the exit routine for constructing a message. The message
should be formatted according to the WTO format, namely:

MESSAGE  DC  Y(length)  Gross length of message.  

  DC  H'0'

TEXT  DC  C'Message text ..... '

LENGTH  EQU  *-MESSAGE

The exit routine can provide a routing code for the message in the double byte field pointed to by CXDROUTE.

Return Codes

When the exit routine returns control to its caller, the latter examines the return code in register 15. Return code zero is
always interpreted as OK. Interpretation of a non-zero return code depends on the exit, and is described individually for
each exit.

Summary of Exit Functions
This page provides a summary of exit functions.

STARTUP (CXDFUNC = X'0001')

The STARTUP exit routine is invoked, as its name implies, during ESP initialization.

Specific Calling Parameters

No specific parameters are provided upon entry.
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Return Codes

Upon return, the exit routine must provide in register 15 one of the following return codes:

X'0' -- proceed with ESP initialization processing.

X'4' -- terminate ESP, using the diagnostic message provided by ESP.

X'8' -- terminate ESP, using the diagnostic message provided by ESP (same as return code X'4').

SHUTDOWN (CXDFUNC = X'0002')

The SHUTDOWN exit routine is invoked, as its name implies, during ESP termination.

Specific Calling Parameters

Upon entry, the first parameter, CXDPARM1, points to the SYSTEM ID.

Return Codes

No specific return code.

WARMSTART (CXDFUNC = X'0003')

The WARMSTART exit routine is invoked, as its name implies, during ESP warm start.

Specific Calling Parameters

Upon entry, the first parameter, CXDPARM1, points to the SYSTEM ID.

Return Codes

No specific return code.

COLDSTART (CXDFUNC = X'0004')

The COLDSTART exit routine is invoked, as its name implies, during ESP cold start.

Specific Calling Parameters

Upon entry, the first parameter, CXDPARM1, points to the SYSTEM ID.

Return Codes

No specific return code.

DUEOUT (CXDFUNC = X'0005')

The DUEOUT exit routine is invoked when ESP detects that a job is overdue in one of its processing stages.

Specific Calling Parameters

Upon entry, four parameters are assigned as pointers to the following data:

• CXDPARM1—the name of the job—JOBNAME.
• CXDPARM2—the job number.
• CXDPARM3—the name of the pnode.
• CXDPARM4—the overdue amount.
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Data should be verified before being used.

Return Codes

The return code is restricted to a maximum value of 4.

JOBPSWD (CXDFUNC = X'000B')

The JOBPSWD exit routine is invoked when the JOB statement is available in the image buffer.

Specific Calling Parameters

Upon entry, four parameters are assigned as pointers to the following data:

• CXDPARM1—the name of the job—JOBNAME.
• CXDPARM2—the RACF user ID.
• CXDPARM3—the name of the group.
• CXDPARM4—the password.

Return Codes

Upon return, the exit routine must provide in register 15 one of the following return codes:

X'0' -- allow the job to proceed. If additional routines are assigned to this exit, invoke the next one.

X'4' -- allow the job to proceed (same as return code X'0'). However, if additional routines are assigned to this exit, do not
invoke them.

X'8' -- delete the job, using the diagnostic message provided by ESP.

X'C' -- delete the job, and provide, by means of CXDMSGBA and CXDROUTE, a diagnostic message that was generated
by the exit routine.

Data should be verified before being used.

EVENTDEF (CXDFUNC = X'000D')

The EVENTDEF exit routine is invoked when an event is defined or modified.

The purpose of the EVENTDEF exit routine is to either accept or reject the definition or modification of the event.

Specific Calling Parameters

Upon entry, five parameters are assigned as pointers to the following data:

CXDPARM1 -- the event definition record (JEV).

CXDPARM2 -- the user ID issuing the request.

CXDPARM3 -- the event class.

CXDPARM4 -- the department.

CXDPARM5 -- a word containing either binary zeros to indicate a new event definition or binary ones to indicate
modification of an existing event definition.

Return Codes

Upon return, the exit routine must provide in register 15 one of the following return codes:

X'0' -- proceed with the definition of the event. If additional routines are assigned to this exit, invoke the next one.
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X'4' -- proceed with the definition of the event (same as return code X'0'). However, if additional routines are assigned to
this exit, do not invoke them.

X'8' -- prevent the definition of the event, using the diagnostic message provided by ESP.

X'C' -- prevent the definition of the event, and provide, by means of CXDMSGBA and CXDROUTE, a diagnostic message
that was generated by the exit routine.

EVENTEXEC (CXDFUNC = X'000A')

The EVENTEXEC exit routine is invoked after an event is triggered and after the EVENTSAF exit routine returns control.
Its purpose is to either accept or reject the execution of the triggered event.

Specific Calling Parameters

Upon entry, the first parameter, CXDPARM1, points to the exit data (refer to Exit data). The remaining parameters do not
contain any useful information.

Return Codes

Upon return, the exit routine must provide in register 15 one of the following return codes:

X'0' -- proceed with the execution of the event. If additional routines are assigned to this exit, invoke the next one.

X'4' -- proceed with the execution of the event (same as return code X'0'). However, if additional routines are assigned to
this exit, do not invoke them.

X'8' -- prevent the execution of the event, using the diagnostic message provided by ESP.

X'C' -- prevent the execution of the event, and provide, by means of CXDMSGBA and CXDROUTE, a diagnostic message
that was generated by the exit routine.

The exit routine can be invoked more than once per triggered event. Information provided in the exit data can vary
between invocations. Data should be verified before being used.

JCLSCAN (CXDFUNC = X'0007')

The JCLSCAN exit enables the installation to scan the JCL statements of the submitted job.

The following modules for this exit are shipped with ESP:

• CYBESS24 -- Source code only, available in your non-JCL sample library. The description is in the source code
comments.

• CYBJSDLT -- Load module only. See the description later in this topic.

Specific Calling Parameters

Upon entry, the first parameter, CXDPARM1, points to the exit data (refer to Layout). The remaining parameters do not
contain any useful information.

Return Codes

Upon return, the exit routine must provide in register 15 one of the following return codes:

X'0' -- proceed with JCL scanning. If additional routines are assigned to this exit, invoke the next one.

X'4' -- proceed with JCL scanning (same as return code X'0'). However, if additional routines are assigned to this exit, do
not invoke them.

X'8' -- terminate JCL scanning, using the diagnostic message provided by ESP.
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The exit routine receives control before and after JCL scanning to provide for initialization and termination algorithms,
respectively. During JCL scanning, the exit routine receives control once or more for every JCL card image (whether
provided by the user or generated by ESP). Pay attention to the following fields:

JSPREQ
JCL EXIT request code.

JSPIMAGE
Address of user-provided JCL card image.

JSPJCLB
Address of any JCL card image, whether provided by the user or generated by ESP.

JSPJCLBC
Number of records to be used in the JCL buffer.

JSPJOBC#
Current JOB card number.

Information provided in the exit data can vary between invocations. Data should be verified before being used.

CYBJSDLT Module

CYBJSDLT module deletes the TEMPLIB member after the JCL is written to the COPYJCL data set except in the
following cases:

• There is no COPYJCL data set specified.
In this case, CYBJSDLT is not invoked.

• USERMOD 198 is turned on, the job was submitted from the TEMPLIB library and the job in TEMPLIB was selected
based on the value of the //* FROM statement, the //* UNTIL statement, or both.

NOTE

More Information:

• Specify the Function of an Event
• Identify JCL Libraries
• COPYJCL Statement: Generate Copy of JCL

USERSEND (CXDFUNC = X'0040')

The USERSEND exit routine is invoked when a SEND or ECHO command is issued, attempting to send a message to an
ESP user.

Invocation occurs for each line destined for the user.

Specific Calling Parameters

Upon entry, two parameters are assigned as pointers to the following data:

CXDPARM1 -- the destination user ID.

CXDPARM2 -- the record descriptor word (RDW) of a variable length buffer, followed by the line of text destined for the
user ID.

Return Codes

Upon return, the exit routine must provide in register 15 one of the following return codes:

X'0' -- proceed with the transmission of the message. If additional routines are assigned to this exit, invoke the next one.
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X'4' -- proceed with the transmission of the message (same as return code X'0'). However, if additional routines are
assigned to this exit, do not invoke them.

X'8' -- prevent the transmission of the message.

VSCMD (CXDFUNC = X'000C')

The VSCMD exit routine is invoked when a z/OS command is issued by an ESP user.

Specific Calling Parameters

Upon entry, two parameters are assigned as pointers to the following data:

CXDPARM1 -- the event identifier -- 8 bytes of the event name prefix (padded to right with blanks) followed by 16 bytes of
the event name (also padded to right with blanks).

CXDPARM2 -- a 6-bytes command string locator -- a full word pointer to the command string followed by a half word
containing the length of the command string.

Return Codes

Upon return, the exit routine must provide in register 15 one of the following return codes:

X'0' -- proceed with the execution of the command. If additional routines are assigned to this exit, invoke the next one.

X'4' -- proceed with the execution of the command (same as return code X'0'). However, if additional routines are assigned
to this exit, do not invoke them.

X'8' -- reject the command, using the diagnostic message provided by ESP.

EVENTSAF (CXDFUNC = X'000E')

The EVENTSAF exit routine is invoked after an event is triggered. Its purpose is to facilitate the reassignment of a user ID
to the triggered event.

Specific Calling Parameters

Upon entry, the six parameters are assigned as pointers to the following data:

CXDPARM1 -- a length byte preceding a user ID or a group name.

CXDPARM2 -- the name of the event.

CXDPARM3 -- the triggering user ID.

CXDPARM4 -- application identifier.

CXDPARM5 -- Application job name.

CXDPARM6 -- exit data (refer to Layout).

The exit routine can be invoked more than once per triggered event. Upon the first invocation, the storage areas
CXDPARM4 and CXDPARM5 point to do not contain the application identifier and the application job name. These are
provided upon the second invocation. Also, information provided in the exit data can vary between invocations. Data
should be verified before being used.

The exit routine can modify the user ID pointed to by CXDPARM1. It is not supposed to alter any other parameter.

Return Codes

The return code is restricted to a maximum value of X'4'.
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JOBENDNOTIFY (CXDFUNC = X'000F')

The JOBENDNOTIFY exit allows you to invoke a specific job automatically when any job ends. An example of its use is to
initiate a job distribution system.

To activate the JOBENDNOTIFY exit

Specify the following:

EXIT FUNCTION(JOBENDNOTIFY) MODULE(modulename) INIT

Parameter Description
modulename Specifies the name of the load module to be invoked.

Usage Notes:

The job-end notification exit is an efficient method of interfacing with an output management system. Output management
systems often provide a program that is called to indicate the end of execution of a job. The job-end notification exit is
invoked for every z/OS job and is passed information for each step. It also receives job-level return codes and success or
failure indicator codes.

Specific Calling Parameters 

ESP_JNB  DSECT,

ESP_JNB_START  DS  0H

ESP_JNB_CBID  DC  CL8'ESP_JNB'  Control block ID

ESP_JNB_SIZE  DC  F'0'  Control block size

*

ESP_JNB_NEXT  DS  A  Next element on queue

*

ESP_JNB_JOBN  DS  CL8  Job name

ESP_JNB_QUAL  DS  CL8  Job qualifier

ESP_JNB_JOBNO  DS  F  JES Job number

ESP_JNB_FLAG1  DS  X  Flags

ESP_JNB_CCFAIL  EQU  X'80'  Job ended with CC Failure

ESP_JNB_JCLFAIL  EQU  X'40'  Job ended with JCL error

ESP_JNB_ABEND  EQU  X'20'  Job abended

  DS  3X

ESP_JNB_RDR_START_TIME  DS  XL4  Reader On Time (Time BIN FMT)

ESP_JNB_RDR_START_DATE  DS  XL4  Reader on Date (CCYYMMDDDF)

*

ESP_JNB_SDBA  DS  A  Address of step descriptor array

ESP_JNB_STEPS  DS  H  Count of steps

ESP_JNB_SDBSZ  DS  H  Size of step descriptor entry

*

ESP_JNB_PROGRAMMER  DS  CL20  Programmer name from jobcard

ESP_JNB_HIGH_CC  DS  XL2  Highest CC/abend code

ESP_JNB_LAST_CC  DS  XL2  Last executed step CC

*

* See below for format of CC fields

*

ESP_JNB_EVENT_NAME  DS  CL24  ESP Event name

ESP_JNB_JCLLIB  DS  CL44  JCL dsn if ESP Submitted
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ESP_JNB_MEMBER  DS  CL8  Member name from JCL file

ESP_JNB_DOCLIB  DS  CL44  DOCLIB dataset if any

ESP_JNB_APPL  DS  CL8  Application name  (ESP Subbed)

ESP_JNB_APPL_GEN  DS  F  Application generation

ESP_JNB_TAG  DS  CL16  Job tag

ESP_JNB_AUTHS  DS  CL8  Auth string (racid, account)

*

*

ESP_JNB_LEN  EQU  *-ESP_JNB_START  Length of block

*

ESP_JNB_SDB  DSECT ,    Step descriptor block

ESP_JNB_SDB_STEPNAME  DS  CL8  Step name

ESP_JNB_SDB_PROCSTEPNAME  DS  CL8  Proc step name

ESP_JNB_SDB_PROGNAME  DS  CL8  Program name

ESP_JNB_SDB_CC  DS  H  Condition code

*

* Format of CC field

*

* Low order 12 bits represent code of 0-4095

* Bit 1  =1    Code is system abend code

* Bit 2  =1    Code is user abend code

*

* Bit 1 & 2  = 0    Code is a return code

*

* examples  x'8001'    User abend code of 1

*  x'4002'    System abend code of 2

*  x'0003'    return code of 3

*

ESP_JNB_SDB_FLAG1  DS  X  Flag byte

ESP_JNB_SDB_ABEND  EQU  X'80'  Step abended

ESP_JNB_SDB_FLUSH  EQU  X'40'  Step flushed

  DS  X

ESP_JNB_SDB_LEN  EQU  *-ESP_JNB_SDB

  MEND,

Return Codes

The return code is restricted to a maximum value of X'8'.

 

Exit Data

Layouts

    JSPDSECT  DSECT

    JSPSTART  DS  0D

    JSPEVNAM  DS  CL24  Event identifier.

    JSPDSN  DS  CL44  Current DSNAME

    JSPMEM  DS  CL8  Current member name.

    JSPIMAGE  DS  A  Pointer to current card image buffer

    JSPSEQFL  DS  CL8  Sequence number field.
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    JSPINSRL  DS  A  Insertion list.

    JSPORTN  DS  A    Output routine or zero.

    JSPJOBN  DS  CL8    Current job name.

    JSPUSER  DS  CL8    User requesting job.

    JSPSCHED  DS  XL8  Scheduled time.

    JSPDADLM  DS  CL2  Delimiter for DD DATA.

    JSPFLAG1  DS  X  Flag byte 1:

    JSPDATA  EQU  X'80'  - Currently processing DD  DATA.

    JSPSYSIN  EQU  X'40'  - Currently processing SYSIN.

    JSPEXCL  EQU  X'20'  - Currently in exclude mode.

    JSPFSCAN  EQU  X'10'  - Perform full scan.

    JSPLSJBC  EQU  X'08'  - Last card of JOB statement. 

    JSP1STAF  EQU  X'04'  - First card after JOB card.

    JSPFLUSH  EQU  X'02'  - Flush this job (error).

    JSPERROR  EQU  X'01'  - Error in JCL.

    JSPFLAG2  DS  X  Flag byte 2:

    JSPSCERQ  EQU  X'80'  - Normal scheduled execution.

    JSPTRARQ  EQU  X'40'  - Trigger ADD request.

    JSPTRRRQ  EQU  X'20'  - Trigger REPLACE request.

    JSPDSCRQ  EQU  X'10'  - Dataset CREATE trigger request.

    JSPRERRQ  EQU  X'08'  - Rerun execution request.

    JSPRETRQ  EQU  X'04'  - This is a RETRIEVE request.

    JSPJOBFR  EQU  X'02'  - Insert JOBFROM card.

    JSPJSCAN  EQU  K'01'  - A SCAN request.

    JSPREQ  DS  X  JCL EXIT request code:

    JSPJCXFE  EQU  0  - First call in an Event.

    JSPJCXFC  EQU  1  - First call before COPYJCL.

    JSPJCXEE  EQU  2  - End of Event processing.

    JSPJCXEJ  EQU  3  - End of job processing.

    JSPJCXUS  EQU  4  - Up-stream.(pre-substitution) 

    JCL scan.

    JSPJCXDS  EQU  5  - Down-stream.(post-substitution)

    JCL scan.

    JSPRTYPE  DS  C  Run type.

    JSPFLAG4  DS  X  Flag byte 4:

    JSPAUTDL  EQU  X'80'  - AUTODELETE candidate.

    JSPNORM  EQU  X'08'  - Set by JS092 - normal schedule.

    JSPMAN  EQU  X'04'  - Set by JS092 - manual trigger.

    JSPDSTRG  EQU  X'02'  - Set by JS092 - data set trigger.

    JSP_MSGLIMIT_FLUSH  EQU  X'40'  - Flushed due to MSGLIMIT excess.

    DS  X  Reserved.

    JSPADSN  DS  A  Address of output data-set name.

    JSPLDSN  DS  H  Length of output data-set name.

    DS  H  Reserved.

    JSPAMEM  DS  A  Address of member name.

    JSPLMEM  DS  H  Length of member name.

    JSPJOBC#  DS  AL1  Current JOB card number.

    JSPSYMBI  DS  C  Symbol introducer.

    JSPTRJOB  DS  CL8  Job causing trigger.

    JSPTRDSN  DS  CL44  Dataset causing trigger.

    JSPRRJOB  DS  CL8  Name of job being rerun/retrieved.

    JSPRRJID  DS  CL8  JOBID of above job.

    DS  XL387  Unsupported fields.
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    JSPFLAG3  DS  X  Flag byte 3:

    JSPCOJCL  EQU  X'80'   - JCL is being copied to output.

    JSPCOJID  EQU  X'40'   - Store member by JOB ID.

    JSPSYSCN  EQU  X'20'   - Symbol scan being performed.

    JSPCKEXC  EQU  X'10'   - Check for exclusion character.

    JSPDELRQ  EQU  X'08'   - Delete required.

    JSPRSWT  EQU  X'04'   - Restrict WTO to OPER attribute.

    JSPJES3  EQU  X'02'   - JES3 job entry subsystem.

    JSPSADG  EQU  X'01'  - SAD generation run.

    JSPCODSN  DS  CL44  Full name of data set to 

    be copied into.

    JSPTRVOL  DS  CL6  Dataset trigger VOLSER.

    JSPTRUNI  DS  XL4  Trigger data set unit type.

    JSPTRTYPE  DS  C  Trigger type.

    DS  X  Reserved.

    JSPTRUNM  DS  CL8  Resolved unit name.

    JSPLCNT  DS  0  FLINECOUNT into data set.

    JSPGDG#  DS  CL2    Generation number (0 or +1).

    JSPRQMSG  DS  C  Required MSGCLASS.

    JSPRQCLA  DS  C  Required   CLASS.DSCL4Reserved.

    JSPDELAY  DS  F  Delay interval (seconds).

    JSPJSXWA  DS  A  Address of 1K work area for 

    JCLSCAN exit.

    JSPEVNTA  DS  A  Address of Event definition block.

    JSPECOQH  DS  F  Offset of first COMMENT element.

    JSPACEQH  DS  F  Offset of first ACTION element.

    JSPJCLB  DS  A  Address of JCL image buffer.

    JSPJCLBC  DS  F  Count of records to be used in 

    JCL buffer.

    JSPQUAL  DS  CL8  Job qualifier.

    JSP_REEXEC_CT   DS  F  Re-execution count.

    JSPCQUAL  DS  0XL4  Cycle qualifier:

    JSPDAY#  DS  XL2   - Day into the epoch.

    JSPSEQ#  DS  XL2   - Sequence number within same day.

    JSP_INFOREC   DS  CL8  Info/System record number.

    JSP_RESUB_USER   DS   CL8  User doing RESUB.DS2FReserved.
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Diagram of Exit Data

Figure 96: Exit Data Diagram
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Continuation

Figure 97: Exit Data Diagram Continuation
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NOTE
Shaded areas indicate reserved storage that does not yet contain usable data.
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Continuation

Figure 98: Exit Data Diagram Continuation 2
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NOTE
Shaded areas indicate reserved storage that does not yet contain usable data.

Continuation

Figure 99: Exit Data Diagram Continuation 3

NOTE
Shaded areas indicate reserved storage that does not yet contain usable data.

Use Dynamically Called User Exits
Dynamically called exit routines are included in the ESP load library. These exit routines are do-nothing routines, such as
IEFBR14. If you want to write your own version, place the assembled and linked exit routine in a user library. Concatenate
your version in front of the ESP load library for it to be used. For example,

//STEPLIB DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CLIENT.USER.EXITS

//        DD DISP=SHR,DSN=ESP.LOADLIB

Calling Parameters

Unlike the dynamically invoked ESP exits, there is no common structure for the calling parameters of the statically linked
ones. Each exit has its own individual parameter setup.

Return Codes

When the exit routine returns control to its caller, the caller examines the return code in register 15. Return code zero is
always interpreted as successful. Interpretation of non-zero return codes depends on the exit and is described individually
for each exit.
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CYBESU40 -- CSF Exit

The CSF exit routine is invoked during CSF processing under the four following circumstances:

• Initialization
• Termination
• Filter change
• Data returned

This routine must be reentrant, with AMODE(31). It is called from the ESP component CYBES040.

Calling Parameters

Upon entry, register 1 points to a parameter list containing pointers for two to four parameters, as follows:

1 A 4K buffer, cleared to binary zeros, for use by the exit.
2 A full word containing a binary indicator for the exit invocation

circumstances, as follows:
Initialization:F'0'
Termination:F'1'
Filter change:F'2'
Data returned:F'3'

3 For filter-change invocation -- address of the RQESR control
block.
For data-returned invocation -- address of the first SCBE.

4 Only for data-returned invocation -- full word count of SCBEs
returned.

Return Codes

The return code should be X'0'. Any other return code value is ignored.

CYBXPC01 -- TSO Command Check Exit

The TSO command check exit routine is invoked when a user issues a TSO command under the ESP command
processor.

Calling Parameters

Upon entry, register 1 points to a parameter list containing pointers to four parameters, as follows:

1 TSO format command buffer.
2 An 8-bytes field containing the command name, left justified,

and padded with blanks. The exit routine can modify this field to
request another command name.

3 A flag byte. X'02' indicates an implicit EXEC. An implicit EXEC
is set when a command name is prefixed with the character %.
The exit routine can set this flag to request that the command be
treated as an implicit EXEC.

4 A message buffer to return a message to the caller.

Return Codes

Upon return, the exit routine must provide in register 15 one of the following return codes:
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• X'0' -- Allow command. Proceed with command processing. The exit routine may have altered the command name and
set the implicit EXEC flag.

• X'4' -- Do not execute command. Suppress command processing without issuing any diagnostic message. The exit
routine may have already processed the command and issued a diagnostic message.

• X'8' -- Treat the command as if not found. Default message 104 will be issued.
• X'C' -- Do not execute command. Issue message provided in buffer.

This routine must be reentrant, with AMODE(31). It is called from the ESP component CYBXP001.

Use Utilities
This section describes ESP utilities and how to run them. Examples of how to use them are also provided.

UTIL Mode

The UTIL mode allows you to perform various functions with any ESP files implemented as a VSAM KSDS data set.
Functions include displaying or erasing records, and restoring files. The UTIL command invokes the UTIL mode.

To invoke UTIL mode, use the UTIL command from a batch job, from ISPF option 6, from TSO READY mode, or from a
TSO line mode interface to ESP.

UTIL Mode Commands

The following UTIL mode commands are frequently used:

Command Explanation
D Displays the current record. You must retrieve a record prior to

issuing this command.
DUMPKEY Displays the keys of all records in the file. You can determine

whether a particular record exists in the file.
END Ends the utility mode when invoked from TSO and returns the

user to the regular ESP line mode.
ERASE Deletes the current record. This record must have been retrieved

in update mode.
GETD data Retrieves a specific record directly. data represents the key of this

record.
GETN Retrieves the next record in the file.
GETNU Retrieves the next record in the file in update mode.
GETU data Retrieves a specific record in update mode. data represents the

key of the desired record. The record must exist in the file.
INVAL Marks the specific generation of an application as invalid in

jobindex. The generation will be ignored and no scoreboard
entry will be built. It will not delete the record from the applfile or
jobindex.

OPEN 'filename' Opens a VSAM file for processing. filename represents the data
set name of the file.

POINT data Positions the file cursor immediately before the first record whose
key is greater than or equal to the specified value represented by
data. This value can be a prefix, rather than a full key.
this command does not retrieve the target record. You must issue
a GETN command to retrieve it.
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RESTORE Restores an ESP VSAM file from a backup copy and the journaled
updates. Refer to RESTORE Command for a detailed explanation
of RESTORE.

WARNING
Use of some commands can seriously affect the functionality of ESP. Except for display commands, do not use
these commands without the guidance of Broadcom Support.

RESTORE Command

Use the RESTORE command when you need to restore an ESP VSAM file using SMF journaled data. Before you use this
utility, the proper recovery environment must exist. You must ensure that:

• The ESP VSAM file is backed up
• Journaling is turned on for that file
• An unused SMF record has been assigned to journal ESP updates

Usually, you will need to shut down ESP to restore any files.

Syntax

RESTORE File(filename)BACKUP(backupname)SMFID(record_id)

Parameter Description
File Represents the type of file to restore. Valid files type are:

EVENTSET
HISTFILE
JOBINDEX
INDEX

filename Specifies the data set name of the file to restore.
backupname Specifies the data set name of the backup file.
record_id Specifies the SMF record number used for journaling.

Example: Invoke UTIL Mode from Batch

//UTILITY JOB . . .

//STEP1 EXEC PGM=ESP,PARM='SUBSYS(espx)'

/SYSIN           DD *

UTIL

Utility command

Utility command

//SYSPRINT     DD SYSOUT=*

Example: Delete Application Record from JOBINDEX File

The following example shows how to delete the application record for the application MYAPPL from the JOBINDEX file in
Page mode:

@LINEMD (switches from page mode to line mode)

UTIL

OPEN 'ESP.JOB.INDEX'

GETU BMYAPPL
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ERASE

END

NOTE
Application records on the job index file are known as type B records. These records are stored with a key of
Bapplname where applname is the name of the application. There is one index entry for each application name,
regardless of the number of generations.

Example: Display History File Record

The following example shows how to display the history file record for the job MYJOB.

UTIL

OPEN 'ESP.HISFILE'

GETD JMYJOB

D

END

NOTE
History records are stored with a key of Jjobname, where jobname is the name of the job.

Pervasive Encryption Support

You can use the z/OS data set encryption with all of the utilities in ESP except the following:

• CYBESUT1 - Reclaim/Repair Data Set Slots
• CYBESUT3 - Merge or Extend APPLFILE
• CYBESUT4 - Upgrade TRAKFILE
• CYBESUT5 - Check Data Consistency
• CYBESUT9 -- Copy or Compress CKPT
• CYBRMALC - Allocate EXH Data Set
• CYBRMANA - Analyze EXH Index Records
• CYBRMCPY - Copy EXH Jobs
• CYBRMD01 - Test Restart Option User Exit
• CYBRMDMP - Dump EXH Records
• CYBRMDSS - Summarize Restart Option Jobs
• CYBRMKEP - Reset EXH Defaults
• CYBRMLST - List EXH Index Jobs
• CYBRMSAN - Monitor EXH Errors and Reclaim Slots
• CYBRMTHR - Set EXH Usage Threshold

These utilities work with operational data sets that do not support the z/OS data set encryption. For more information, see
Allocate Operational Data Sets.

CYBESU01 - Maintain Event Records
CYBESU01 changes the submit data set name in an event that explicitly contains a SUBMIT statement. Additionally, in an
installation where SAF is not implemented, CYBESU01 can change the ownership of an event.

CYBESU01 is a stand-alone utility. It must be run while ESP is not running.

This utility can be run as a batch job or a TSO command.

Syntax
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REPLACE {SUBDSN IF(old_dsname) NEWVAL(new_dsname)|

OWNER IF(old_user-id) NEWVAL(new_user-id)}

Parameter Description
SUBDSN Specifies that the submit data set is to be changed.
old_dsname Specifies the present data set name of the submit data set.
new_dsname Specifies the new data set name of the submit data set.
OWNER Specifies that the ownership of an event is to be changed.

Note: When SAF is in effect, the owner of the event is the user who created or most
recently modified its definition. Changing the owner has no effect on the prefix of the
event's name -- it remains unchanged.

old_user-id Specifies the user ID of the present owner of the event.
new_user-id Specifies the user ID of the new owner of the event.

Example: Use CYBESU01 to Change Submit Data Set with a Batch Job

In the following example, all events in event file CYB.MYEVENT that have a submit data set name equal to
CYB.MYOLDDS will have this data set name changed to CYB.MYNEWDS.

//jobname JOB ...

//stepname EXEC PGM=CYBESU01

//STEPLIB DD ...

//EVENTDS DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CYB.MYEVENT

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN DD *

REPLACE SUBDSN IF(CYB.MYOLDDS) NEWVAL(CYB.MYNEWDS)

/*

Example: Use CYBESU01 to Change Ownership of Events with a Batch Job

In the following example, if any events in event file CYB.MYEVENT has CYBUSR1 as its owner, it is changed to
CYBUSR2.

NOTE
When SAF is in effect, the owner of the event is the user who created or most recently modified its definition.
Changing the owner has no effect on the prefix of the event's name. It remains unchanged.

//jobname JOB ...

//stepname EXEC PGM=CYBESU01

//STEPLIB DD ...

//EVENTDS DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CYB.MYEVENT

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN DD *

REPLACE OWNER IF(CYBUSR1) NEWVAL(CYBUSR2)

/*

Example: Using CYBESU01 to change the submit data set with TSO

In the following example, if any events in event file CYB.MYEVENT has a submit data set equal to CYB.MYOLDDS, this
data set name is changed to CYB.MYNEWDS.

Before activating the utility, allocate the Event file to DDNAME EVENTDS. The activation sequence looks like the following
(system responses are in bold):
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ALLOCATE FILE(EVENTDS) DSN(CYB.MYEVENT) SHR

READY

CYBESU01

CYBESU01 ==> REPLACE SUBDSN IF(CYB.MYOLDDS) NEWVAL(CYB.MYNEWDS)

INPUT VALUE = CYB.MYOLDDS

OUTPUT VALUE = CYB.MYNEWDS

EVENT DB SCAN COMPLETE

CYBESU01 ==> END

READY

FREE FILE(EVENTDS)

READY

Example: Use CYBESU01 to Change Ownership of Events with TSO

In the following example, if any events in event file CYB.MYEVENT has CYBUSR1 for owner, it is changed to CYBUSR2.

NOTE
When SAF is in effect, the owner of the event is the user who created or most recently modified its definition.
Changing the owner has no effect on the prefix of the event's name. It remains unchanged.

Before activating the utility, allocate the Event file to DDNAME EVENTDS. The activation sequence looks like the following
(system responses are in bold):

ALLOCATE FILE(EVENTDS) DSN(CYB.MYEVENT) SHR

READY

CYBESU01

CYBESU01 ==> REPLACE OWNER IF(CYBUSR1) NEWVAL(CYBUSR2)

INPUT VALUE = CYBUSR1

OUTPUT VALUE = CYBUSR2

EVENT DB SCAN COMPLETE

CYBESU01 ==> END

READY

FREE FILE(EVENTDS)

READY

CYBESUDI - Synchronize Data Set Triggers
CYBESUDI corrects data set trigger synchronization problems. It first removes all data set trigger event entries from the
INDEX file, and then reconstructs the entire data set trigger event definitions from the specifications in the EVENT file.

A data set trigger event can become unsynchronized for several reasons, including:

• The restoration of an INDEX file from a backup, when a journal was not available.
• Renaming an event by directly updating the EVENT file, thus bypassing the normal event definition process.
• Copying and merging events from other ESP subsystem.

NOTE
You must:

• Quiesce data set triggering before using the CYBESUDI utility.
• Restart data set triggering after the CYBESUDI utility completes.

Both can be done with the DSTRST command.

ESP writes information about data set trigger requirements in several locations:
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• INDEX file
• CSA
• EVENT file

Under certain circumstances, one or more of these information sites might not exist, or the link between them might be
severed, causing an out-of-sync condition.

Syntax

CALLRTN CYBESUDI RESYNCH

Examples

In the following example, the CYBESUDI utility is activated from the console.

F ESP,CALLRTN CYBESUDI RESYNCH

In the following example, the CYBESUDI utility is activated from an ESP session in Page mode. The command is followed
by the resulting output.

OPER CALLRTN CYBESUDI RESYNCH

ESP2634I A total of 9 DXEs deleted in 2 blocks

ESP2633I 9 data set trigger entries rebuilt for Eventset EVENT1

ESP2632I A total of 9 data set trigger entries rebuilt

NOTE
OPER authority is required.

CYBESUT1 - Reclaim/Repair Data Set Slots
CYBESUT1 is a stand-alone utility that can do the following:

• Analyze and reclaim slots in the TRAKFILE or APPLFILE data set.
• Detect completed applications in the APPLFILE data set whose slots have been overlaid by another application and

could potentially crash the subsystem.
• Repair the APPLFILE data set if it has slots that are overlaid by other applications and those overlays could crash the

subsystem.

You can run CYBESUT1 as a batch job or a TSO command.

This utility has the following format:

CYBESUT1 JOBINDEX(job_index_dsname)

         TRAKFILE(trakfile_dsname) | APPLFILE(applfile_dsname)

         [ANALYZE]

         [DUMPMAP]

         [UPDATE|REPAIR]

         [SUBSYSTEM(subsystem_name)]

         [LISTAPPLS]

ANALYZE
or AN
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Analyzes the slot usage of the specified file by comparing the data in that file with the data in JOBINDEX.
Displays the name of the jobs (in TRAKFILE) or applications (in APPLFILE) associated with any discrepancies.
"AN" is the short form of the operand.
APPLFILE analysis also identifies completed applications whose slots have been overlaid by another application.
The analysis shows you which of those completed applications can potentially crash the subsystem.

APPLFILE(applfile_dsname)
or AP
Specifies the APPLFILE data set name. "AP" is the short form of the operand.

DUMPMAP
or D
Displays the current status of the slots in the specified file and the potential status if you run CYBESUT1 with the
UPDATE operand. The status is shown as a linear bitmap in hexadecimal format. The slot status values are 0
(zero) for allocated slots and 1 for free slots. "D" is the short form of the operand.

JOBINDEX(job_index_dsname)
or J
Specifies the JOBINDEX data set name. "J" is the short form of the operand.

LISTAPPLS
Displays the active and completed applications and the APPLFILE slot usage for those applications.

NOTE
If you specify LISTAPPLS, you must also specify the APPLFILE operand.

REPAIR
Marks completed applications in APPLFILE as unusable if they have any slots that are overlaid by other
applications and those overlays could crash the subsystem.
If you also specify SUBSYSTEM, the data sets that you specify are allocated with DISP=SHR. Allocation
DISP=SHR allows data set serialization using the RSVLOGIC settings of the specified subsystem.
If you do not specify SUBSYSTEM, the data sets that you specify are allocated with DISP=OLD. Allocation
DISP=OLD ensures that no subsystems using the same data sets are active while CYBESUT1 performs the
repair.

SUBSYSTEM(subsystem_name)
or S
Specifies a subsystem that uses the data sets specified in CYBESUT1 and that runs on the same system as
CYBESUT1. The RSVLOGIC specifications ensure that concurrent updates of data sets by a subsystem and
CYBESUT1 do not occur. "S" is the short form of the operand.

TRAKFILE(trakfile_dsname)
Specifies the TRAKFILE data set name.

UPDATE
Updates and optimizes the slot use for the specified file.
An APPLFILE update also marks completed applications as unusable if they have any slots that are overlaid by
other applications and those overlays could crash the subsystem.
If you also specify SUBSYSTEM, the data sets that you specify are allocated with DISP=SHR. Allocation
DISP=SHR allows data set serialization using the RSVLOGIC settings of the specified subsystem.
If you do not specify SUBSYSTEM, the data sets that you specify are allocated with DISP=OLD. Allocation
DISP=OLD ensures that no subsystems using the same data sets are active while CYBESUT1 performs the
update.

WARNING
We recommend that you specify SUBSYSTEM for UPDATE. Omitting SUBSYSTEM for UPDATE may
cause false error messages in the report. False messages can occur because subsystems can update
the data sets that you specify while CYBESUT1 is reading them.
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NOTE

• If you run CYBESUT1 as a batch job, code the parameters in a JCL PARM statement. If you want, you
can specify a DDNAME for the JOBINDEX, TRAKFILE and APPLFILE parameters and code DDNAME
statements for the data sets. See the examples below.

• If you omit ANALYZE, DUMPMAP, LISTAPPLS, and UPDATE, only summary information is provided in the
SYSPRINT report. Reclaimed slots are not identified. You need ANALYZE to identify reclaimed slots.

• Sample JCL library member CYBESS46 has a description of CYBESUT1 and an example of how to use it.

 

Example: Run CYBESUT1 as a Batch Job for TRAKFILE Analysis and Status

In this example, CYBESUT1 runs as a batch job and analyzes the TRAKFILE for unused allocated slots. CYBESUT1 also
displays a bit map of the current slot status and the slot status as it would be after you run CYBESUT1 with the UPDATE
operand.

 

//jobname JOB ...

//stepname EXEC PGM=CYBESUT1,PARM=('ANALYZE DUMPMAP',

'SUBSYS(ESP)','JOBINDEX(job_index_dsname),

'TRAKFILE(trakfile_dsname)')

//STEPLIB DD ...

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

Example: Run CYBESUT1 as a Batch TSO Job for TRAKFILE Analysis and Status

In this example, CYBESUT1 runs as a batch TSO job and analyzes the TRAKFILE for unused allocated slots. CYBESUT1
also displays a bit map of the current slot status and the slot status as it would be after you run CYBESUT1 with the
UPDATE operand.

//jobname  JOB ...

//stepname EXEC PGM=IKJEFT01

//STEPLIB  DD   DSN=...,DISP=SHR

//SYSTSPRT DD   SYSOUT=*                          

//SYSTSIN  DD   *                                 

 CYBESUT1 ANALYZE DUMP SUBSYS(ESP) +

                       JOBINDEX(job_index_dsname) +

                       TRAKFILE(trakfile_dsname)  

Example: Specify DDNAMEs in PARM

This example shows the use of DDNAMEs rather than the full data set name in the PARM statement. The UPDATE
parameter requests CYBESUT1 to update the APPLFILE.

//jobname  JOB ...

//stepname EXEC PGM=CYBESUT1,PARM=('UPDATE',

           'SUBSYS(ESP)',

           'JOBINDEX(ddjob),APPLFILE(ddappl)')

//STEPLIB  DD ...

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//ddjob    DD DISP=SHR,DSN=job_index_dsname

//ddappl   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=applfile_dsname
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CYBESUT2 - Filter SMF Records
CYBESUT2 filters SMF records. It runs as an exit from the IBM IFASMFDP utility program. IFASMFDP can read from a
combination of VSAM and non-VSAM input sources, including the active SMF data set. Multiple INDD statements can be
handled and non-VSAM data can be concatenated. Each VSAM input data set requires unique DD and INDD statements.

CYBESUT2 filters the records, selecting only those which are used by ESP. When a PARM is provided, it selects only
those that match the selected job names (wildcards can be used). If selection criteria are provided to IFASMFDP, only
those records that pass both the criteria and the CYBESUT2 job name and record type filter will be written to the output
data set.

The following sample JCL can be used as a template to invoke CYBESUT2. You must make the following changes:

• Include your JOB statement.
• Change JOBNAME* to the job name needed. Use wildcards to select multiple jobs if required.
• Change SYS1.MANx to your SMF data set name. It can be an active VSAM data set or a concatenation of non-VSAM

history files.
• The STEPLIB DD statement must point to the data set containing the ESP load modules. It must be APF-authorized.
• Change the DUMPOUT DD as required.
• Add or change selection criteria in SYSIN to restrict extraction by date, time, or record type. (Only types 4, 5, 14, 15,

20, 26, 30, 60, and 64 will be passed by CYBESUT2). Broadcom Support usually needs only type 30, but occasionally
needs types 15 and 26.

//SMFDP    EXEC PGM=IFASMFDP,PARM='JOBNAME*'

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//STEPLIB  DD   DSN=CYBER.CD7YLOAD,DISP=SHR

//DUMPIN   DD   DSN=SYS1.MANx,DISP=SHR

//DUMPOUT  DD   DSN=CYBER.SMFDATA,DISP=(,KEEP),

//             UNIT=TAPE,SPACE=(TRK,(60,15),RLSE),

//             DCB=(DSORG=PS,RECFM=VB,LRECL=32756,BLKSIZE=32760)

//SYSIN    DD   *

INDD(DUMPIN,OPTIONS(DUMP))

OUTDD(DUMPOUT,TYPE(15,26,30))

USER2(CYBESUT2)

//

CYBESUT3 - Merge or Extend APPLFILE
The CYBESUT3 utility merges APPLFILE records and application index records from one ESP subsystem into another.
You can also use CYBESUT3 to extend the APPLFILE or format a new APPLFILE.

Syntax for Running from TSO

CYBESUT3 [ANALYZE]

          APPLFILE('applfile')

          JOBINDEX('jobindex')

          NEWAPPL('newapplfile')

          NEWINDEX('newjobindex')

Syntax for Running in Batch

Code a jobstep to run CYBESUT3 with the following parameter syntax:
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PARM='[ANALYZE,]APPLFILE(applfiledd),JOBINDEX(jobindexdd),

NEWAPPL(newapplfiledd),NEWINDEX(newjobindexdd)'

Code DD statements for applfiledd, jobindexdd, newapplfiledd, and newjobindexdd.

ANALYZE
Specifies that the merge is simulated only and no data sets are changed.

APPLFILE('applfile'|applfiledd)
Specifies the input APPLFILE data set in the subsystem you want to merge from. If you run the utility under TSO,
specify the data set name in single quotes, otherwise specify the DD name for the data set in the batch JCL.

JOBINDEX('jobindex'|jobindexdd)
Specifies the input JOBINDEX data set in the subsystem you want to merge from. JOBINDEX includes the
application index records. If you run the utility under TSO, specify the data set name in single quotes, otherwise
specify the DD name for the data set in the batch JCL.

NEWAPPL('newapplfile'|newapplfiledd)
Specifies the output APPLFILE data set in the subsystem to which you want to merge. If you run the utility under
TSO, specify the data set name in single quotes, otherwise specify the DD name for the data set in the batch JCL.

NEWINDEX('newjobindex'|newjobindexdd)
Specifies the output JOBINDEX data set in the subsystem to which you want to merge. JOBINDEX includes the
application index records. If you run the utility under TSO, specify the data set name in single quotes, otherwise
specify the DD name for the data set in the batch JCL.

Merge Application Records from One Subsystem to Another

To merge application records from one subsystem to another, CYBESUT3 scans the job index data sets for both
subsystems. A job index data set contains different types of records, including application index records. CYBESUT3
processes only application index records and corresponding Application Tracking Record (ATR) on the application data
set.

An application index record contains all existing generations (active and completed) of a particular application. Each
generation corresponds to an Application Tracking Record.

Referring to the syntax, here is how the merge is done for each application index record in JOBINDEX:

• If the record has at least one active generation and is not found in NEWINDEX, the record is written to NEWINDEX
and the corresponding valid APPLFILE records are written to NEWAPPL.
APPLFILE records for active generations are always written to NEWINDEX. For completed generations, only valid
APPLFILE records are written to NEWAPPL. For completed generations with an invalid APPLFILE record, the
corresponding NEWINDEX record is marked as invalid, but the APPFILE record is not copied to NEWAPPL.

• If the record is found on NEWINDEX and both have at least one active generation (not necessarily the same),
CYBESUT3 issues a warning and takes no action for that record pair.

• If the record is found on NEWINDEX, but the NEWINDEX record has no active generations, the JOBINDEX record
overwrites the NEWINDEX record.

WARNING

• The active ESP subsystem must not use the data sets that are accessed by CYBESUT3.
• The merge transfers only APPLFILE records and application index records. Because the merge does not

transfer job tracking data, it is important to hold all applications in the subsystem you are merging from and to
allow any batch jobs in progress to finish execution.
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When there are no jobs left in submitted or executing status, you can shut down the the subsystem you are merging from
and proceed with the merge. After restarting the subsystem you are merging to, release the held applications to resume
normal processing.

Example: Merge Application Records from One Subsystem to Another

The following example shows how to run CYBESUT3 as a TSO command under control of the IBM Terminal Monitor
Program (TMP), IKJEFT01.

//RUNESUT3 JOB (174500000),'PROD',MSGCLASS=X,NOTIFY=&SYSUID

//DOIT     EXEC PGM=IKJEFT01,TIME=1,REGION=4M

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=PROD.INPUT.CD7YLOAD,DISP=SHR

//SYSTSPRT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSTSIN  DD *

CYBESUT3   APPLFILE('PROD.INPUT.APPLFILE') +

           JOBINDEX('PROD.INPUT.JOBINDEX') +

           NEWAPPL('PROD.OUTPUT.APPLFILE') +

           NEWINDEX('PROD.OUTPUT.JOBINDEX')

The following example shows how to run CYBESUT3 as a batch program:

//RUNESUT3 JOB (174500000),'PROD',MSGCLASS=X,NOTIFY=&SYSUID

//CYBESUT3 EXEC PGM=CYBESUT3,                             

//             PARM='APPLFILE(OLDAPPL),JOBINDEX(OLDJOBI), 

//             NEWAPPL(NEWAPPL),NEWINDEX(NEWJOBI)'        

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PROD.INPUT.CD7YLOAD

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=APC.DEVESP.TESTV055.CD7YLOAD

//OLDAPPL  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PROD.INPUT.APPLFILE

//OLDJOBI  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PROD.INPUT.JOBINDEX

//NEWAPPL  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PROD.OUTPUT.APPLFILE

//NEWJOBI  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PROD.OUTPUT.JOBINDEX

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD DUMMY

Extend the APPLFILE

You can use CYBESUT3 to extend the APPLFILE without merging two subsystems.

NOTE
When you are only extending the APPLFILE, no special considerations are required regarding jobs in submitted
or executing status. You are using the same tracking file records for both new and old subsystems.

Extend an Application File without Merging Systems

NOTE
Refer to the syntax when following this procedure.

Follow these steps:

1. Allocate the NEWAPPL data set with the desired size.
2. Create a job index data set and copy all JOBINDEX records, except the application index records, as the following

example shows. This step is necessary because CYBESUT3 does not process job tracking data.

DEFINE  CLUSTER(NAME(CYB1.NEW.JOBINDEX) -

MODEL(CYB1.OLD.JOBINDEX))
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REPRO  IDS(CYB1.OLD.JOBINDEX) ODS(CYB1.NEW.JOBINDEX) -

  TOKEY(A9)

REPRO  IDS(CYB1.OLD.JOBINDEX) ODS(CYB1.NEW.JOBINDEX) -

  FROMKEY(C)

3. Update the ESPPARM information to point to the new data sets, specifying the desired slot size for the NEWAPPL
data set. (The default is 4 K).

4. Run CYBESUT3 to transfer the application information from the old to the new data sets.
5. Restart ESP normally.
6. Issue "OPER RESTART" from page mode.

ESP resumes from quiesce mode.

NOTE
Sample JCL for the CYBESUT3 utility is provided in member CYBESS18 of the CD7YJCL sample library.

Example: Extend the APPLFILE

The following example shows how to extend the APPLFILE data set PROD.OLD.APPLFILE by running the CYBESUT3
under TSO. The extended APPLFILE is data set PROD.NEW.APPLFILE.

//RUNESUT3 JOB (174500000),'PROD',MSGCLASS=X,NOTIFY=&SYSUID

//DOIT     EXEC PGM=IKJEFT01,TIME=1,REGION=4M

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=PROD.INPUT.CD7YLOAD,DISP=SHR

//SYSTSPRT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSTSIN  DD *

CYBESUT3   APPLFILE('PROD.OLD.APPLFILE') +

           JOBINDEX('PROD.OLD.JOBINDEX') +

           NEWAPPL('PROD.NEW.APPLFILE') +

           NEWINDEX('PROD.NEW.JOBINDEX')

CYBESUT4 - Upgrade TRAKFILE
CYBESUT4 upgrades a TRAKFILE that was formatted by a back-level release of ESP. CYBESUT4 is the recommended
method for extending a TRAKFILE. When a TRAKFILE is formatted, ESP creates a bitmap indicating which slots are free
in the initial blocks of the file.

To simplify the process of extending an existing file, a fixed minimum number of blocks is automatically reserved for use
by the bitmap. CYBESUT4 makes allowance for the difference in reserved slot allocations by copying existing data into
the correct new slot locations. It also adjusts all internal data references in the new file to point to the correct slots.

TRAKFILE slot number references in the corresponding APPLFILE and JOBINDEX are also updated to reflect the correct
values for the new TRAKFILE. This utility does not provide an extend-in-place option. It works only in COPY mode.

CYBESUT4 is a stand-alone utility. It must be run while ESP is not running, or at least quiesced with the console
command:

F ESP,QUIESCE

or the equivalent OPER command issued in page mode:

OPER QUIESCE

The tracking processor must also be prevented from storing data in the TRACKFILE by issuing the following command:
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TRACKING NOSTORE

When CYBESUT4 is complete, the tracking data is resumed with the following command:

TRACKING STORE

ESP must also be restarted.

Alternatively, copies of the existing TRAKFILE, APPLFILE, and JOBINDEX can be taken while ESP is quiesced or not
running, and these copies used for the upgrade process.

CYBESUT4 can be run either as a batch job or as a TSO command.

Syntax

CYBESUT4 OLDTRAKFILE(old_trakfile_dsname) +

         NEWTRAKFILE(new_trakfile_dsname) +

         APPLFILE(applfile_dsname) +

         JOBINDEX(job_index_dsname)

Parameter Description
old_trakfile_dsname The existing ESP TRAKFILE data set name.
new_trakfile_dsname The new ESP TRAKFILE data set name.
applfile_dsname The data set name of the ESP APPLFILE.
job_index_dsname The data set name of the ESP JOBINDEX file.

When you use the CYBESUT4 utility as a batch job, the parameters are included in a PARM statement. The
parameters old_trakfile_dsname, new_trakfile_dsname, applfile_dsname, and job_index_dsname are replaced by a
DDNAME pointing to the OLDTRAKFILE, NEWTRAKFILE, APPLFILE, and JOBINDEX respectively. See the examples
below.

Example: JCL to run CYBESUT4 as a batch job

//jobname JOB ...

//stepname EXEC PGM=CYBESUT4,

//    PARM='OLDTRAK(dd1),NEWTRAK(dd2),APPLF(dd3),JOBINDEX(dd4)'

//STEPLIB DD ...

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//dd1 DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CYBER.TEST.TRAKFILE

//dd2 DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CYBER.TEST.TRAKFILE.NEW

//dd3 DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CYBER.TEST.APPLFILE

//dd4 DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CYBER.TEST.JOBINDEX

//SYSIN DD DUMMY

NOTE
The full forms of the above parameters are OLDTRAKFILE, NEWTRAKFILE, APPLFILE, and JOBINDEX.
Each of these can be reduced to any unique abbreviation, as shown, to fit the entire parameter string into the
maximum permitted length.

Example: Upgrading TRAKFILE in TSO

CYBESUT4 OLDTRAKFILE('CYBER.TEST.TRAKFILE') +

NEWTRAKFILE(CYBER.TEST.TRAKFILE.NEW) +
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         APPLFILE(CYBER.TEST.APPLFILE) +         

JOBINDEX(CYBER.TEST.JOBINDEX)

Upgrade Diagnostic and Informational Messages

Certain conditions can be detected during the initial stages of the upgrade process that make it impossible to proceed
successfully. When this happens, CYBESUT4 issues one of the following diagnostic messages:

New TRAKFILE has fewer type slots than old - Upgrade abandoned

or

Index slots for new TRAKFILE not contiguous - Upgrade abandoned

where type is the type of slot in question, and has one of the following values:

• Bitmap
• Index
• Data

The upgrade cannot be accomplished successfully if the new TRAKFILE contains fewer slots of any of these types than
the old file. In the case of data slots, the new file is smaller than the existing file, and must be reallocated with more space.
The new file must not have fewer bitmap or index slots than the existing file, and non-contiguous index slots must not be
allocated.

NOTE
Any of these messages is indicative of a severe system problem and should be reported to Broadcom Support.

In addition to the above diagnostic messages, the utility produces a number of information messages during the course
of its execution. These messages document the progress of the upgrade and provide information about the number of
slots of various kinds copied from the existing file. If the first data slot in the new file is in a different location than that in
the old file, CYBESUT4 displays information about the number of slot references that were updated in each of the new
TRAKFILE, existing APPLFILE, and JOBINDEX file.

Sample Output

The output report from a sample execution of CYBESUT4 follows. In this example, the new TRAKFILE has more reserved
slots than the existing file; therefore, all slot references must be updated:

Files used during this execution are:

OLDTRAKFILE CYBER.TEST.TRAKFILE

NEWTRAKFILE CYBER.TEST.TRAKFILE.NEW

APPLFILE CYBER.TEST.APPLFILE

JOBINDEX CYBER.TEST.JOBINDEX

Formatting the new TRAKFILE

New TRAKFILE format complete

10 bitmap slots are in use

200 index slots allocated, starting at slot 33

Old TRAKFILE has 7 bitmap slots, and 200 index slots starting at 16 

All slot references will need to be updated

Updating new file bitmap from old file bitmap

New TRAKFILE bitmap successfully updated

There are 62602 free slots in the new file

Copying index slots from old file to new file
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200 index slots copied to new TRAKFILE

32767 slot references were adjusted in the process

Copying data slots from old file to new file

54984 data slots were copied to new TRAKFILE

54828 slot references were updated in 33598 record headers

New TRAKFILE successfully created

Updating slot references in JOBINDEX file

1839364 slot pointers were updated for 301775 job instances

Updating slot references in Application file

41556 slot ptrs were updated for 12563 generations of 17419 applications

TRAKFILE upgrade successfully completed

CYBESUT5 - Check Data Consistency
CYBESUT5 performs extensive consistency checks on data contained in the logically related files: APPLFILE,
JOBINDEX, and TRAKFILE.

CYBESUT5 is a stand-alone utility. It must be run while ESP is not running, or at least quiesced with the console
command:

F ESP,QUIESCE

or the equivalent OPER command issued in page mode:

OPER QUIESCE

The tracking processor must also be prevented from storing data in the TRAKFILE by issuing the following command:

TRACKING NOSTORE

When CYBESUT5 is complete, the tracking data is resumed with the following command:

TRACKING STORE

Alternatively, copies of the existing APPLFILE, JOBINDEX, and TRAKFILE can be taken while ESP is quiesced or not
running, and the consistency check performed on these copies.

This can be run either as a batch job or as a TSO command.

CYBESUT5 can be run with ESP active without causing damage; however, it can report false error messages as a result.

Syntax

CYBESUT5 TRAKFILE (trakfile_dsname)  +

  APPLFILE (applfile_dsname)  +

  JOBINDEX (job_index_name)  +

  [VERBOSE]    +

  [NOJOBINDEX]

TRAKFILE (trakfile_dsname)
The data set name of the ESP TRAKFILE.

APPLFILE (applfile_dsname)
The data set name of the ESP APPLFILE.
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JOBINDEX (job_index_dsname)
The data set name of the ESP JOBINDEX file.

VERBOSE
Display the names of jobs and Application generations that are present in the ESP JOBINDEX file and that are
either missing from the APPLFILE or TRAKFILE, or point to a different job or Application generation in those
files. These are index records whose corresponding data records have disappeared off the slot file in question.
Specifying this option can result in very large output, especially if the JOBINDEX file contains references to many
single or ad hoc jobs.

NOJOBINDEX
Perform the internal checks on the two slot files (APPLFILE and TRAKFILE) but omit inter-file checks between the
JOBINDEX and these files. Using this option can save substantial time where the JOBINDEX file contains a large
number of index records whose corresponding slot file records no longer exist.

NOTE
When you use the CYBESUT5 utility as a batch job, the parameters are included in a PARM statement. The
parameters trakfile_dsname, applfile_dsname, and job_index_dsname are replaced by a DDNAME pointing to
the TRAKFILE, APPLFILE, and JOBINDEX respectively. See the examples that follow.

Example: JCL to run CYBESUT5 as a batch job

//jobname JOB ...

//stepname EXEC PGM=CYBESUT5,

//    PARM='APPLF(dd1),JOBI(dd2),TRAKF(dd3) options'

//STEPLIB DD ...

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//dd1 DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CYBER.TEST.APPLSAVE

//dd2 DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CYBER.TEST.JOBXSAVE

//dd3 DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CYBER.TEST.TRAKSAVE

//SYSIN DD DUMMY

NOTE
The PARM statement uses short forms of APPLFILE, JOBINDEX, and TRAKFILE to help ensure that the entire
parameter string does not exceed the maximum length. You can reduce the length of each parameter name as
long as it is still unique compared to the other names.

Example: Verification and consistency check utility using TSO

CYBESUT5   TRAKFILE  (CYBER.TEST.TRAKSAVE)  +

APPLFILE  (CYBER.TEST.APPLSAVE)  +

  VERBOSE NOJOBINDEX

Slot File and JOBINDEX Diagnostic and Informational Messages

If errors are detected while you are performing internal consistency checks on one of the slot files (TRAKFILE or
APPLFILE), CYBESUT5 issues one or more of the following diagnostic messages:

Reserved slot nnnn is marked free in bitmap

Slot number nnnn, which is a reserved slot, is erroneously flagged as free in the bitmap. Parts of the file's bitmap and
indices can be examples of reserved slots.

Header slot nnnn has a zero slot reference count

Slot number nnnn, which is a record header slot, does not contain any slot references. A record header slot should always
contain at least a reference to itself.
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Header slot nnnn does not reference itself

Slot number nnnn, which is a record header slot, does not contain a reference to itself as the first item in its slot list.

Header slot nnnn references invalid slot mmmm

Slot number nnnn, which is a record header slot, contains a reference to slot mmmm, which either lies beyond the end of
the file or is a reserved slot.

Header slot nnnn references free slot mmmm

Slot number nnnn, which is a record header slot, references slot mmmm, which is marked as free in the file's bitmap.

Header slot nnnn references used slot mmmm

Slot number nnnn, which is a record header slot, references slot mmmm, which belongs to another record. (It is also in
another header slot's slot list.)

Header slot nnnn references header slot mmmm

Slot number nnnn, which is a record header slot, references slot mmmm, which is itself a record header slot. All
references by a header slot, except for its self-reference, must be to continuation (non-header) slots.

Data slot nnnn is an orphan

Slot number nnnn, which is not a record header slot, is not referenced by any record header slot, and it is not marked as
free in the file's bitmap.

Header slot nnnn points to an invalid JTR (bad JTS queue)

The job tracking record (JTR) defined by record header slot number nnnn contains a corrupted chain of job step (JTS)
elements.

Header slot nnnn points to an invalid JTR (bad PPNE queue)

The JTR defined by record header slot number nnnn contains a corrupted chain of processing node (PPNE) elements.

Header slot nnnn points to an invalid JTR (bad offset)

The JTR defined by record header slot number nnnn contains an element offset that lies outside the bounds of the record.

Header slot nnnn points to an invalid JTR (could not read)

The JTR defined by record header slot number nnnn cannot be read to validate its structure. This message is normally
preceded by a message from the slot file I/O routine, describing the nature of the error encountered.

Header slot nnnn points to an invalid ATR (bad chain ptr)

The Application tracking record (ATR) defined by record header slot number nnnn contains a corrupted chain of subsidiary
elements (a chain with an out-of-bounds offset).

Header slot nnnn points to an invalid ATR (loop detected)

The ATR defined by record header slot number nnnn has a chain of subsidiary elements containing a loop.

Header slot nnnn points to an invalid ATR (bad offset)

The ATR defined by record header slot number nnnn contains an element offset that lies outside the bounds of the record.

Header slot nnnn points to an invalid ATR (could not read)

The ATR defined by record header slot number nnnn cannot be read to validate its structure. This message is normally
preceded by a message from the slot file I/O routine, describing the nature of the error encountered.

Unless the NOJOBINDEX option is selected, cross-file checking will be performed, and can result in one or more of the
following diagnostic messages being issued:
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jobname(jobno)references a non-existent JTR

The job index record for job jobname (with JES number jobno) points to a TRAKFILE slot that is free or is not a header
slot. This message is only issued if the VERBOSE option is specified, because such a situation is normal when an old
TRAKFILE record is reused.

jobname(jobno)references invalid header nnnn

The job index record for job jobname (with JES number jobno) points to TRAKFILE slot nnnn, which was detected as an
invalid header slot during earlier processing.

jobname(jobno)references JTR for another job

The job index record for job jobname (with JES number jobno) points to a TRAKFILE slot that is a valid header slot, but
that documents a different job instance. This message is only issued if the VERBOSE option is specified, because such a
situation is normal when an old TRAKFILE record is reused.

*** Error rereading JTR for slot nnnn ***

An error occurred while attempting to read the JTR pointed to by a job index record. This situation should not occur,
because the JTR has already been read successfully while the internal consistency checks on the TRAKFILE were
performed.

applname.applgen references a non-existent ATR

The Application index record for generation applgen of Application applname points to an APPLFILE slot that is free or
is not a header slot. This message is only issued if the VERBOSE option is specified, because such a situation is normal
when an old APPLFILE record is reused.

applname.applgen references invalid header nnnn

The Application index record for generation applgen of Application applname points to APPLFILE slot nnnn, which was
detected as an invalid header slot during earlier processing

applname.applgen references ATR for another appl/gen

The Application index record for generation applgen of Application applname points to an APPLFILE slot that is a valid
header slot, but that documents a different Application and generation. This message is only issued if the VERBOSE
option is specified, because such a situation is normal when an old APPLFILE record is reused.

*** Error rereading ATR for slot nnnn ***

An error occurred while attempting to read the ATR pointed to by an Application index record. This situation should
not occur, since the ATR has already been read successfully while performing the internal consistency checks on the
APPLFILE.

applname.applgen jobname(jobno)references a non-existent JTR

The AJQE for job jobname (with JES number jobno) in generation applgen of Application applname points to a TRAKFILE
slot that is free or is not a header slot. This message is only issued if the VERBOSE option is specified, because such a
situation is normal when an old TRAKFILE record is reused.

applname.applgen jobname(jobno)references invalid header nnnn

The AJQE for job jobname (with JES number jobno) in generation applgen of Application applname points to TRAKFILE
slot nnnn, which was detected as an invalid header slot during earlier processing.

applname.applgen jobname(jobno)references JTR for another job

The AJQE for job jobname (with JES number jobno) in generation applgen of Application applname points to a TRAKFILE
slot that is a valid header slot, but that documents a different job instance. This message is only issued if the VERBOSE
option is specified, because such a situation is normal when an old TRAKFILE record is reused.

*** Error rereading JTR for slot nnnn ***
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An error occurred while attempting to read the JTR pointed to by an AJQE in an Application index record. This situation
should not occur, because the JTR has already been read successfully while the internal consistency checks were
performed on the TRAKFILE.

In addition to the above diagnostic messages, the utility will produce a number of information messages during its
execution. These messages document the progress of the validation process. They also provide statistics on the number
of slots of various kinds in each slot file, the average number of slots per record, and the number of error and warning
conditions reported in each category.

Sample Output

The output report from a sample execution of CYBESUT5 follows. In this example, the VERBOSE option is not specified.
A deliberately corrupted TRAKFILE was used to provide examples of many of the diagnostic messages.

Files used during this execution of CYBESUT5 are:

TRAKFILE CYBER.TEST.TRAKSAVE

APPLFILE CYBER.TEST.APPLSAVE

JOBINDEX CYBER.TEST.JOBXSAVE

Analysis and verification of TRAKFILE

 Checking slot allocation and references ...

  Reserved  slot   32 is marked free in bitmap

     Header slot 5598 is referenced by another header

     Header slot 5620 has a zero slot reference count

     Header slot 6549 does not reference itself

     Header slot 6653 references invalid slot     232

     Header slot 6704 references invalid slot   65535

     Header slot 6810 references free slot       6809

     Header slot 6813 references used slot       6812

     Header slot 7111 references header slot     4807

     Header slot 8618 references used slot       8628

      Data slot   467 is an orphan

      Data slot  6655 is an orphan

      Data slot  6705 is an orphan

      Data slot  6811 is an orphan

      Data slot  6814 is an orphan

      Data slot  7113 is an orphan

      Data slot  8644 is an orphan

 Slot allocation and reference check complete

       2 bitmap slots

      30 slot reserved for bitmap expansion

     200 job number index slots

    9063 total data slots

         608 record header slots

         211 referenced continuation slots

        8237 free data slots

           7 orphaned data slots 

        1.35 slots per record on average

           2 illegal references to header slots

           2 references to non-existent data slots

           1 references to free data slots

           2 data slots multiply referenced

  Verifying structure of allocated records ...

    Header slot 7527 points to an invalid JTR (bad JTS queue)
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    Header slot 7555 points to an invalid JTR

    Header slot 7601 points to an invalid JTR (bad PPNE queue)

    Header slot 8618 points to an invalid JTR (bad JTS queue)

  Record structure verification complete

            4 invalid JTRs were detected

Analysis and verification of APPLFILE

  Checking slot allocation and references

  Slot allocation and reference check complete

           1 bitmap slot

           7 slots reserved for bitmap expansion

         100 extra reserved slots

        2951 total data slots

         195 record header slots

          12 referenced continuation slots

        2744 free data slots

        1.06 slots per record on average

  Verifying structure of allocated records ...

  Record structure verification complete

Analysis of slot references in JOBINDEX file

  Checking job record (JHI) references ...

  BFCYBSHR (6786) references invalid header 7601

  CONV     (4792) references invalid header 7601

  CYBAD02E (6741) references invalid header 7555

  CYBIS000  (5440) references  invalid header  8618

CYBESUT7 - Purge JOBINDEX
CYBESUT7 enables obsolete records to be purged from the JOBINDEX file easily and efficiently.

The JOBINDEX file is implemented as a VSAM KSDS. It contains, among other items, a record for each unique
application and each job tracked by ESP. Each application record contains data relating to the most recent generations
of the specific application. Each job record contains data for the most recent execution instances of that job. You can
specify the number of job instances and application generations stored in these records. In installations where the sets of
applications and jobs are relatively stable, the number of records in the file will be fairly static. When a given record has
reached its maximum number of application generations or job instances, its size will remain fixed.

Over time, some applications and job names can fall out of use, leaving records containing obsolete data in the
JOBINDEX file. The extent of this occurrence depends on an installation's standards and procedures. Rapid and
significant growth in file size can occur where application and job names are variable in nature. For example if the job
name includes a date-related portion.

NOTE
The JOBINDEX file cleanup utility may cause ESP to not respond for a period of time when executing in
UPDATE mode. The reason is that it enqueues on the file throughout the time it deletes the selected records,
ensuring record and file integrity.
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Operation

CYBESUT7 is invoked as an ESP operator command, by the CALLRTN feature, and executes as a thread on the ESP
subsystem main task. This ensures that file integrity is maintained during the record deletion process. The command can
be issued in page mode or from a batch ESP job.

NOTE
The ESP subsystem must be active when issuing this command, but need not be quiesced or have tracking
suspended.

A record is considered eligible for deletion if it does not contain data corresponding to a currently active application
generation or job instance and if the most recent inactive generation or instance completed before the user-specified
deletion cutoff date.

You can specify the deletion cutoff date as a number of days prior to the current date. You can provide separate cutoff
dates for application records and job records, to allow for them to age at different rates if you request it. For job records,
you can optionally delete any record whose most recent data satisfies the age limit cutoff, even if that job instance has
not been marked as complete. It is possible, under some circumstances, for a job instance to be ended but not marked
complete.

CYBESUT7 reports the numbers of application records and job-tracking records deleted and optionally the names of the
applications and jobs whose records are deleted.

CYBESUT7 can be run in an analysis mode to determine how many records will be deleted with a defined set of options
and, optionally, which ones.

Syntax

OPER CALLRTN CYBESUT7 {ANALYZE|UPDATE} [APPL(n1|366)] [TRAK(n2|366)] [PURGE][VERBOSE]

Parameter Description
ANALYZE Requests that the utility runs in analysis mode. Analysis mode processes the file as

requested and issues the appropriate messages, but does not perform the actual
deletion of any eligible records.

UPDATE Requests that all eligible records be deleted from the file.
APPL(n1| 366) Specifies the cutoff date for deletion of application records. n1 is a whole number of

days before the time when the command is issued. The default is 366 days. Any job or
application that is run on a yearly basis has its records retained.

TRAK(n2| 366) Specifies the cutoff date for deletion of job-tracking records. n2 is a whole number of
days before the time when the command is issued. The default is 366 days. Any job or
application that is run on a yearly basis has its records retained.

PURGE Indicates any job-tracking record whose most recent data qualifies it for deletion,
according to the cutoff date, is deleted. This deletion occurs regardless of that instance of
the job being marked complete.

VERBOSE Requests that a message is issued for each record eligible for deletion, giving the name
of the application or job concerned. Otherwise, just the number of records that are
deleted is reported.

NOTE
Specify at least one of the TRAK or APPL parameters.

Example: Delete Job-Tracking Records

This example shows the command to delete job-tracking records over a year old (366 days). The command issues a
message for every job that is deleted and only job-tracking records for jobs marked complete are deleted.
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OPER CALLRTN CYBESUT7 UPDATE TRAK VERBOSE

Example: Delete Job-Tracking Records from a Batch Job

This example shows the JCL to submit a batch job to run CYBESUT7.

//STEP1    EXEC PGM=ESP,PARM='SUB(xxxx)'

//STEPLIB  DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=xxx.xxx.CD7YLOAD

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD  *

OPER CALLRTN CYBESUT7 UPDATE TRAK VERBOSE

CYBESUT8 - Purge Jobstats
The CYBESUT8 utility analyzes and purges job data from the jobstats data set.

The jobstats data set is implemented as a VSAM KSDS. The jobstats data set contains job statistics and the number of
instances of each record type to keep. This job information enhances the anticipated end-time, default resource, and
critical-path calculations for ESP. The CYBESUT8 utility enables you to delete job data from the jobstats data set to
prevent the data set from continually growing. CYBESUT8 deletes job name records and job profile records, per an AGE
parameter you specify. CYBESUT8 also deletes Workload Automation AE records from the jobstats data set. The AGE
parameter is ignored for Workload Automation AE records.

CYBESUT8 enables you to run a preliminary analysis to determine how many records would qualify for deletion. For
example, you can specify 30 days to determine how many job name records have been on the jobstats data set longer
than 30 days. A message is returned informing you the number of job records that were read and the number of job
records that qualify for deletion.

Operation

The CYBESUT8 utility is invoked with the ESP operator command CALLRTN. CYBESUT8 executes as a thread on the
ESP subsystem main task to help ensure that file integrity is maintained during the record deletion process. You can issue
the OPER CALLRTN command in page mode or from a batch ESP job.

NOTE
The ESP subsystem must be active when issuing the OPER CALLRTN command; you do not need to suspend
tracking or quiesce the system.

If a record does not contain data corresponding to a currently active application generation or job instance, it is considered
eligible for deletion. Also, if the most recent inactive generation or instance completed before the user-specified deletion
cutoff date, it is considered eligible for deletion.

Syntax

OPER CALLRTN CYBESUT8 {ANALYZE|UPDATE} {JOB(jobname)|PROFILE(proname)|EXTERNAL(extname)} AGE(n|366) [VERBOSE]

 

Parameter Description
ANALYZE Indicates to run the utility in analysis mode. Analysis mode processes the file for the

number of days indicated by the AGE parameter. The number of records read and the
number of records that qualify for deletion is reported. Analysis mode does not perform
the deletion of any eligible records.
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UPDATE Indicates to delete all eligible records from the file for the number of days indicated by
the AGE parameter. The number of records read and the number of records deleted is
reported.

JOB(jobname) Specifies a job name record to process. The jobname can be a full name (maximum
length of 64 characters) or a partial name with a wildcard, for example JOB(MYJOB-). To
select all job names, do not specify jobname, for example:

OPER CALLRTN CYBESUT8 ANALYZE AGE(1) JOB

OPER CALLRTN CYBESUT8 ANALYZE AGE(1) JOB(-)

PROFILE(proname) Specifies a job profile record to process. The profile name has a maximum length of 104
characters. You can use wildcards, for example PROFILE(MYPRO-). To select all profile
names, do not specify proname, for example:

OPER CALLRTN CYBESUT8 ANALYZE AGE(1) PROFILE

OPER CALLRTN CYBESUT8 ANALYZE AGE(1) PROFILE(-)

EXTERNAL(extname) Specifies a Workload Automation AE record to process. The external record
has a maximum length of eight characters. You can use wildcards, for example
EXTERNAL(MYEXT-). To select all external names, do not specify extname, for
example:

OPER CALLRTN CYBESUT8 ANALYZE EXTERNAL

OPER CALLRTN CYBESUT8 ANALYZE EXTERNAL(-)

Note: The AGE parameter is ignored for Workload Automation AE records.
AGE(n| 366) Specifies the cutoff date for deletion of application records. The variable n is a number

of days before the time when the records are deleted. For example, if n is 7, all records
older than seven days are deleted. When a cutoff date is specified, it overrides the
default, that is, the default of 366 days is ignored. If you do not specify a cutoff date,
then AGE defaults to 366 days. All records older than 366 days are deleted when AGE
defaults to 366.
You can set the AGE to zero to indicate all instances of the specified jobname or
proname are processed.
Note: The AGE parameter is ignored for Workload Automation AE records.

VERBOSE Indicates a message gets issued for each record eligible for deletion. The message
contains the date and job name. If VERBOSE is not specified, only the number of
records that qualify for deletion or the number of records deleted is reported.

Example: Analyze Job Name Records Older than 30 Days

This example does an analysis of all job name records that have been on the jobstats data set longer than 30 days. The
analysis is on all job names with a prefix of ACCTG. The number of records read and the number of records that qualify
for deletion is reported.

OPER CALLRTN CYBESUT8 ANALYZE AGE(30) JOB(ACCTG-)

                                                           

        133 Job records qualified for deletion             

        136 Job records read

Example: Analyze Job Name Records Older than 30 Days with VERBOSE Option

This example does an analysis of all job name records that have been on the jobstats data set longer than 30 days. The
analysis is on all job names with a prefix of ACCTG. The VERBOSE option displays the date and the job name in addition
to the number of records read and the number of records that qualify for deletion.
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OPER CALLRTN CYBESUT8 ANALYZE AGE(30) VERBOSE JOB(ACCTG-)

 

These Job records would be deleted:                        

 2011/05/18 ACCTGA8A                                       

 2011/05/18 ACCTGA8B                                       

 2011/05/18 ACCTGA8C                                       

 2011/05/18 ACCTGA8D                                       

.

.

.

2011/05/12 ACCTG086.ESP113                    

2011/05/12 ACCTG087.ESPV120                   

                                              

        133 Job records qualified for deletion

        136 Job records read 

Example: Delete Job Name Records Older than 30 Days

This example deletes job name records that are older than 30 days and have a prefix of ACCTG.

OPER CALLRTN CYBESUT8 UPDATE AGE(30) JOB(ACCTG-)

 

        133 Job records deleted

        136 Job records read

Example: Delete all Instances of a Specified Job Name with VERBOSE Option

This example deletes all instances of the specified job name when AGE is set to zero. The VERBOSE option displays the
date and the job name in addition to the number of records read and the number of records deleted.

OPER CALLRTN CYBESUT8 UPDATE AGE(0) VERBOSE JOB(ACCTG08D.014)

 

Following Job records were deleted:

 2011/07/13 ACCTG08D.014

 

           1 Job records deleted

       18740 Job records read

CYBESUT9 -- Copy and Compress CKPT
CYBESUT9 allows you to copy and compress the CKPT (checkpoint) file. For more information about the checkpoint file,
see CKPT.

NOTE

To use the CYBESUT9 utility, shut down the ESP subsystem. For more information about stopping ESP, see
Start and Stop ESP.

 

Syntax

CYBESUT9 CKPTOLD(ckptfile_dsname)

         CKPTNEW(ckptfile_dsname)
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CKPTOLD(ckptfile_dsname)
Specifies the name of the old CKPT file that you want to copy and compress.

CKPTNEW(ckptfile_dsname)
Specifies the name of the new CKPT file that you want copy the contents of the old file into. You can allocate
a new CKPT file or use a pre-allocated one. If you only want to compress the checkpoint file and eliminate the
imbedded space, use the name of the old file.

Sample JCL

Use one of the following JCL samples to run the CYBESUT9 utilitity. Substitute the following placholders with tangible
data:

• prefix
Specifies the prefix of your ESP load library.

• dsname
Specifies the names of your data sets.

• volser
Specifies your disk volume serial.

• unitname
Specifies your disk volume unit.

• cyl
Specifies the number of cylinders in the new CKPT file.

NOTE
Sample JCL library member CD7YJCL(CYBESS92) has a description of CYBESUT9 and an example of how to
use it.

Sample JCL to Run CYBESUT9 as a Batch Job

The following JCL allocates a new CKPT file and copies the old CKPT file into the new file.

//jobname  JOB 1,'USER.DATA',CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=A    

//stepname EXEC PGM=CYBESUT9                                      

//STEPLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=prefix.CD7YLOAD                      

//CKPTOLD  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=dsname

//CKPTNEW  DD  DISP=(,CATLG),DSN=dsname,            

//             DCB=(DSORG=PS,RECFM=FS,LRECL=4096,BLKSIZE=4096),  

//             VOL=SER=volser,UNIT=unitname,

//             SPACE=(CYL,cyl,,CONTIG)    MUST BE CONTIGUOUS SPACE

//*CKPTNEW  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=dsname             

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*

You can also use a pre-allocated new checkpoint file. This may be a different file, or the same as the old one if you only
want to compress the checkpoint file and eliminate the imbedded space.

Sample JCL to Run CYBESUT9 as a TSO Batch Job

The following JCL copies the old CKPT file into a new file.

//jobname  JOB 1,'USER.DATA',CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=A    

//stepname EXEC PGM=IKJEFT01                                     

//STEPLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=prefix.CD7YLOAD                                 
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//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSTSIN  DD  *

 CYBESUT9 CKPTOLD(ckptfile_dsname) +

          CKPTNEW(ckptfile_dsname)

CYBESUTS - Dump CSF Scoreboard
CYBESUTS writes job status information (the CSF scoreboard) to a cataloged sequential data set. This operation is
typically performed only when requested by Broadcom Support. It can be invoked from the operator console or from ESP
under TSO.

The following job status information is included in the data set:

• Job report:
– Job name and qualifier
– Application name and generation
– Event
– Status
– CSF token

• Application report:
– Application name and generation
– Count

Syntax

F ESP,CALLRTN CYBESUTS dsname

Parameter Description
dsname Specifies the data set where the job status information will be

written.

Example: Invoke CYBESUTS from Operator Console

The following console command writes the job status information to a data set named CYBER.STATUS.INFO:

F ESP,CALLRTN CYBESUTS CYBER.STATUS.INFO

Example: Invoke CYBESUTS from TSO

The following example write the job status information to a data set named CYBER.STATUS.INFO:

OPER CALLRTN CYBESUTS CYBER.STATUS.INFO

Pre-allocate the Output File

The output data set should be pre-allocated before calling CYBESUTS. It can be fixed or variable length, blocked or
unblocked, but the record length must be sufficient to accommodate 98-byte records. Attributes of FB, 98, 1960 are
typical. If DCB attributes are not provided, they default to VB, 133, 6144.
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CYBESWS1 - Invoke Web Service of Workstation Server
The CYBESWS1 utility invokes a web service provided by the Workstation Server (WSS). You can also test the
multitasking capability of WSS by using CYBESWS1 to submit multiple web service requests at a time.

Currently, WSS supports an ESP command web service request only.

Before submitting CYBESWS1, code CYBESWS1 parameters and a web service request script for ESP commands.
Details are given later on in this topic.

For each web service request in the script, CYBESWS1 opens a TCP/IP socket to WSS, sends a HTTP POST request,
receives the HTTP response, and closes the TCP/IP connection. A session ends when all web service requests in the
script have been processed.

CYBESWS1 terminates when the total number of finished sessions reaches the target level specified in the CYBESWS1
parameters. You can also issue a stop command to shut down CYBESWS1 at any time.

CYBESWS1 has a message tracing option to show each HTTP POST request sent and HTTP response received.

JCL for a CYBESWS1 Job

Sample JCL for CYBESWS1 is available in sample library member CYBESS87.

Here are DD statement descriptions for CYBESWS1:

STEPLIB
Specifies the library containing CYBESWS1 and supporting programs.

WS1PARM
Specifies a PDS member or sequential file containing parameters for CYBESWS1. The parameters are described
later in this topic. Sample library member CYBESS85 contains a sample WS1PARM data set.
Limits: No concatenated data sets are allowed.

WS1CMD
Specifies a PDS member or sequential file containing a web service request script of ESP commands.
CYBESWS1 sends each command to the WSS through separate web service requests. The web service request
script is described later in this topic. Sample library member CYBESS86 contains a sample WS1CMD data set.

Parameters for CYBESWS1

You specify parameters for CYBESWS1 in one or both of the following ways:

• In a PDS member or sequential file declared on the WS1PARM DD statement of the JCL.
Sample library member CYBESS85 contains a sample WS1PARM data set.

• In the EXEC statement of the JCL.

The EXEC parameters override the WS1PARM DD parameters.

CYBESWS1 stops if there is an error in a parameter. Diagnostic messages are produced in the JES message log for
CYBESWS1.

Here are the WS1PARM file parameters for CYBESWS1 along with the equivalent EXEC parameters:

HOST ipaddress
(Mandatory) Specifies the IP address of WSS
Equivalent EXEC parameter: HOST(ipaddress)

PORT port
(Mandatory) Specifies the WSS web service port number (defined in the WEBPORT initialization parameter).
Equivalent EXEC parameter: PORT(port)

USERID userid
(Mandatory) Specifies the user ID for logging on to the WSS.
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Equivalent EXEC parameter: USERID(userid)
PASSWORD password

(Mandatory) Specifies the password for logging on to the WSS.
Equivalent EXEC parameter: PASSWORD(password)

WS1TRACE SYSOUT(class)
Enables message tracing.
Equivalent EXEC parameter: SYSOUT(class)

SET SESSIONS(numsessions|1)
Specifies the number of sessions that CYBESWS1 generates at one time for a web service request. Use this
parameter to test the multitasking capability of WSS.
Default: 1
Limits: Maximum is 100
Equivalent EXEC parameter: SESSIONS(numsessions)

WARNING
SET SESSIONS has no effect unless the value is lower than WSSCTL initialization parameter operands
MAXCON_LOIP, MAXCON_PERIP, and MAXCON_TOTAL. For example, assume that MAXCON_LOIP
is 2 (the default) and SET SESSIONS is 10. In this case, WSS rejects any new connections if there
are 2 logons in progress from a particular IP address. MAXCON_LOIP, MAXCON_PERIP, and
MAXCON_TOTAL can also be specified in the WSS started task EXEC statement. For details, see the
WSSCTL initialization parameter documentation.

SET SESSIONLIMIT(numsessions|1)
Specifies the maximum number of sessions that CYBESWS1 generates for a web service request. Use this
parameter to test the multitasking capability of WSS. After the maximum number of sessions is processed,
CYBESWS1 terminates.
Default: 1
Equivalent EXEC parameter: SESSIONLIMIT(numsessions)

SET PARSEMSG
Checks the validity of the JSON syntax in each WSS response and produces verbose trace messages.
Equivalent EXEC parameter: PARSEMSG

TCPTRACE SYSOUT(class)
Traces TCP/IP activity for WSS web services.
Equivalent EXEC parameter: TCPTRACE(class)

TCPIP TCPIPIBM(stc|TCPIP)
Specifies the name of the started task for the TCPIP stack on the system that runs the utility.
Default: TCPIP
Equivalent EXEC parameter: TCPIPIBM(stc)

EXIT
Marks the end of the WS1PARM data set. Statements after EXIT are ignored.
Equivalent EXEC parameter: Not applicable

Web Service Request Script for ESP Commands

You specify a web service request script of ESP commands in a PDS member or sequential file declared on the WS1CMD
DD statement of the JCL. Sample library member CYBESS86 contains a sample WS1CMD data set.

The script consists of one or more statements of the form:

SRVRCMD 'command'

where command is an ESP command. Specify statements anywhere in columns 1 to 72.
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Use a hyphen to continue SRVRCMD statements on the next line. For example:

SRVRCMD 'AJ NWPT025 SETREASON REASON(''This is a test.'') -

  APPL(APPT025.11)'

The REASON operand in the example shows that you can nest single quotes.

Use a semicolon to concatenate multiple commands in one SRVRCMD statement. For example:

SRVRCMD 'LISTCAL;LISTHOL'

The output lines are concatenated in the response.

Comments may appear at the end of a statement or on separate lines, as shown in the following example:

/* The following command lists all calendars. */

SRVRCMD 'LISTCAL'   /* List calendars */

By default, CYBESWS1 attaches one subtask that builds a web service request for each command that you code in the
script. The subtask behaves like a user session in which a user issues one or more web service requests.

If you want to test the multitasking capability of WSS, specify values for the SET SESSIONS and SET SESSIONLIMIT
parameters. When you submit CYBESWS1 it immediately attaches the number of subtasks specified in SET SESSIONS
and the web service requests in those subtasks are identical. The SET SESSIONLIMIT parameter controls how many of
those identical subtasks are processed before CYBESWS1 terminates. See the example later in this topic.

Operator Shutdown Command for CYBESWS1

While a web service utility job is running, an operator can issue the following shutdown command to stop the job:

/P jobname

Example: Test Multitasking Capability of WSS

Assume that SESSIONS is 5, SESSIONLIMIT is 25, and you code the following in the script:

SRVRCMD 'LISTCAL'   /* List calendars */

CYBESWS1 attaches 5 session subtasks that independently send a web service request for command LISTCAL to WSS.
When any of the 5 session subtasks receives a response, that subtask terminates and CYBESWS1 attaches a new
session subtask. This process continues until CYBESWS1 has processed 25 subtasks.

Example: Trace Messages

If you code the WS1TRACE parameter, the CYBESWS1 trace log lists requests and responses.

Here is an example of of a request for the LISTCAL command:

POST /command HTTP/1.1 <+ rest of HTTP header>

{"info":{"status":"req","cont":"eom","type":"command"},

"data":{"request":"LISTCAL"}}

Here is the response:

HTTP/1.1 200 OK <+ rest of HTTP header>

{"info":{"status":"succ","type":"command"},
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"data":{"list":["CALENDAR NAME: SYSTEM ",

" DEPARTMENT: ESP",

" DEFINED: AT 13.45 ON FRI 12TH AUG 2011 BY ",

" OWNER: ESP "," SIZE: 112 BYTES",

" HOLIDAYS: NONE"," SPECIAL DAYS: NONE"," ",

"----- 1 CALENDAR DISPLAYED"]}}

Example: Concatenate Commands in a SRVRCMD Statement

Here is an example of concatenation using a REPORT command:

SRVRCMD 'REPORT;+ 

 FROM TODAY LESS 2 DAYS TO TODAY;+

 CRITERIA JOBNAME EQ ''NWP-'';+

 DISPLAY JOBNAME ''JOB NAME'', +

         APPL ''APPLICATION'', +

         APPLGEN ''GEN #'', +

         EXECST ''START TIME'', +

         EXECSDATE ''START DATE'', +

         ENDT ''END TIME'', +

         ENDDATE ''END DATE'', +

         CMPC ''COMP CODE'', +

         MXCMPC ''MAX COMP CODE'', +

         ENCORE ''ENCORE?'', +

         CA11   ''CA-11?'';+

 SORT  MXCMPC;+

 BREAK MXCMPC 13 SUBTOTAL;+

 ENDR'

Example: EXIT Statement

You can use the "EXIT" statement to mark the end of the command script. In the following example, CYBESWS1 issues a
web service request for the LISTCAL command and a second web service request for LISTHOL. The "EXIT" directive tells
CYBESWS1 to stop and ignore the lines below it.

SRVRCMD 'LISTCAL'

SRVRCMD 'LISTHOL'

EXIT

SRVRCMD 'LISTSPEC'

CYBPM002 - Maintain Metrics
The CYBPM002 utility is a standalone z/OS batch program that is used for maintaining and extracting the contents of
the metrics log file. You can submit the CYBPM002 utility as a z/OS batch job or you can run the utility in a TSO session.
CYBPM002 performs the following functions: COPY, DELETE, GENCSV, and ARCHIVE. These functions perform the
following tasks:

• Maintenance:
– Deletes a set of records for a specified date range.

• Provides the following information on the contents of the log file:
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– Number of records
– Range of dates
– Record types

• Merges a set of records into another performance metrics file to be used for enterprise-level reporting.
• Extracts records into CSV file format for analysis by desktop applications, such as, Excel.

The CYBPM002 utility performs a single function for each execution. The function and operands are specified in the batch
PARM value.

This utility has the following JCL format:

//CYBPM002 EXEC PGM=CYBPM002,

// PARM='parms'

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//CONTROL  DD DISP=(,DELETE,DELETE),DSN=&&CONTROL,

//         DCB=(LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=800,RECFM=FB,DSORG=PS),

//         SPACE=(TRK,(2,2)),UNIT=SYSDA

//IN       DD DISP=SHR,DSN=metrics.log.filename

//OUT      DD DISP=SHR,DSN=xxxxxxx.xxxxxxx.xxxxxxx

parms
Specifies the function to perform and any necessary operands.

CONTROL
The CONTROL DD is used as a work area within the utility. CYBPM002 invokes IDCAMS to perform the COPY
and ARCHIVE functions. In these cases, the IDCAMS control cards are output in the CONTROL file and then
IDCAMS reads those records and performs the requested action.

IN
The IN DD identifies the data set name of the metrics log file that contains the information the metrics facility
recorded.

OUT
The OUT DD identifies the data set name of the control file for the COPY and ARCHIVE functions.
The OUT DD also identifies the data set name of the output file for the GENCSV, COPY, and ARCHIVE functions.

The CYBPM002 utility scans a parameter string that determines what function the utility is to perform and on which
objects. The parameter string has the following format:

FUNCTION|F(COPY|DELETE|GENCSV|ARCHIVE)

INDD|I(metrics.log.file.ddname)

[OUTDD|O(output.file.ddname)]  (COPY,ARCHIVE,GENCSV only)  

STARTDATE|SD(YYYY|YYYYMM|YYYYMMDD|YYYYMMDDHHMMSS)

ENDDATE|ED(YYYY|YYYYMM|YYYYMMDD|YYYYMMDDHHMMSS)

[RECTYPE|RT(CPU)]

[VERBOSE|V(Y|N)]    (GENCSV only)   

COPY
Specifies to copy selected records from the metrics log file to a VSAM KSDS file with the same attributes.
This example shows how to copy all the metrics records for Jan 5, 2012 from the metrics log file (METLOG) to
the metrics duplicate file (METDUP). The METDUP file must be a VSAM KSDS file that is defined with the same
attributes as the METLOG.
F(COPY) I(METLOG) O(METDUP) SD(20120105) ED(20120105)

DELETE
Specifies to delete selected records from the metrics log file.
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This example shows how to delete all the metrics records for Jan 1, 2012 through Jan 3, 2012 from the metrics
log file (METLOG).
F(DELETE) I(METLOG) SD(20120101) ED(20120103)

NOTE
The metrics log file must be inactive for the DELETE function, that is, output from ESP must be
suspended. The metrics output is disabled by entering the following command:

OPER METRICS OFF

After the utility is complete, metrics output can be enabled by entering the following command:
OPER METRICS ON

GENCSV
Specifies to generate a CSV file containing selected metrics records.
This example shows how to create a CSV file to be used for Excel analysis selecting records from Jan 1, 2012
through Jan 7, 2012 with a record type of CPU. These records contain CPU time information for all the primary
processing components of ESP. The CSVFIL is a sequential file that has a record format of variable blocked
(VB) and a minimum record length of 260. The block size should be optimum for your disk storage; consider a
minimum of 6000.
F(GENCSV) I(METLOG) O(CSVFIL) SD(20120101) ED(20120107) RECTYPE(CPU)

ARCHIVE
Specifies to copy selected records from the metrics log file to a VSAM KSDS file with the same attributes and then
delete the records that were copied from the metrics log file.
This example shows how to copy all the metrics records generated in the year 2011 from the metrics log file
(METLOG) to the metrics duplicate file (METARC). This command also deletes those records from the metrics log
file.
F(ARCHIVE) I(METLOG) O(METARC) SD(2011) ED(2011)

NOTE
The metrics log file must be inactive for the ARCHIVE function, that is, output from ESP must be
suspended. The metrics output is disabled by entering the following command:

OPER METRICS OFF

After the utility is complete, metrics output can be enabled by entering the following command:
OPER METRICS ON

INDD
Identifies the DDNAME of the metrics file.

OUTDD
Identifies the DDNAME of the output file for the GENCSV, COPY, and ARCHIVE functions.

STARTDATE and ENDDATE
You can use the STARTDATE and ENDDATE to select a subset of the records in the metrics file. You can specify
the values in one of the following formats:
YYYY

Indicates the year only.
YYYYMM

Indicates the year and month.
YYYYMMDD

Indicates the year, month, and day.
YYYYMMDDHHMMSS

Indicates the year, month, day, hours, minutes, and seconds.
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NOTE
You must specify both STARTDATE and ENDDATE.

RECTYPE
The RECTYPE value is currently limited to CPU.

VERBOSE

NOTE
The VERBOSE parameter applies to the GENCSV function only. When set to Y, the generated CSV
records are output to the SYSPRINT file as well as the file identified in OUTDD.

Usage notes:

• You can code a keyword as any unique abbreviation of the word, for example, FUNCTION or FUNC. You can also use
the alias that is indicated, for example, F for FUNCTION.

• You can specify the STARTDATE and ENDDATE values as a leading prefix. For example, STARTDATE(2011) is a
valid date that selects any metrics record generated in the year 2011. You can also code STARTDATE(20120101)
ENDDATE(20120101) to select all records for Jan 1, 2012.

CSV File Format

The GENCSV function produces a CSV file as output. The file is a standard format that can be transferred to a
workstation and then input into any analysis or reporting program that supports CSV files. The first record in the file
contains the column headings. Subsequent fields contain the performance metrics data.

All record types have the same prefix:

Date        Date in the format YYYY/MM/DD   

Time        Time in the format HH:MM:SS.th  

System ID   CA WA ESP Edition ID    

Metric Type CPU is the only type at this time   

Metric ID   ESP Thread ID that consumed the resource, for example, AgentRcv 

Elapsed Time    The elapsed time in seconds for this record 

The CPU record type contains:

Metric ID   ESP Thread ID that consumed the CPU time    

Total CPU   Total CPU time in seconds to a precision of 1 micro-second  

TCB CPU     TCB CPU time    

SRB CPU     SRB CPU time    

zIIPed      zIIP CPU time   

ZIIP_CP     CPU time that was possible to run on zIIP but run on a CP   

TCB->SRB        Count of mode switches from TCB to SRB  

SRB->TCB        Count of mode switches from SRB to TCB  

Example: Sample CSV File Output

This example displays a portion of a CSV file. The output is split in half to avoid the line from wrapping.

Date,Time,System ID,Metric Type,Metric ID,Elapsed Time,Metric ID,

2012/01/11,12:18:12.92,SMTS,CPU,AgentRcv,00000060,AgentRcv,

2012/01/11,12:18:12.92,SMTS,CPU,Agt6670,00000060,Agt6670,

2012/01/11,12:18:12.92,SMTS,CPU,ApplMgr,00000060,ApplMgr,

2012/01/11,12:18:12.92,SMTS,CPU,CkptMgr,00000060,CkptMgr,
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Total CPU,TCB CPU,SRB CPU,zIIPed,ZIIP_CP,TCB->SRB',SRB->TCB

0.000026,0.000025,0.000002,0.000002,0.000000,00000002,00000002

0.003213,0.003208,0.000005,0.000006,0.000000,00000003,00000003

0.005032,0.005029,0.000005,0.000003,0.000000,00000002,00000002

0.001626,0.001478,0.000146,0.000149,0.000000,00000073,00000073

Reports

The following reports are samples of how you can show the metrics after importing the CSV file output into Excel.

Example: Display CSV Output in Excel

This example shows CSV file output after being imported into Excel:

Date,Time,System ID,Metric Type,Metric ID,Elapsed Time,Metric ID,TotalCPU,TCB CPU

12/21/2011,11:16.5,SMTS,CPU,AgentRcv,60,AgentRcv,0.000011,0.000011

12/21/2011,12:16.9,SMTS,CPU,AgentRcv,60,AgentRcv,0,0

12/21/2011,13:17.0,SMTS,CPU,AgentRcv,60,AgentRcv,0,0

12/21/2011,15:54.7,SMTS,CPU,AgentRcv,60,AgentRcv,0.000033,0.00003

Example: Display CSV Output in an Excel Pivot Table

This example shows CSV file output in an Excel pivot table. The pivot table is summarized on the thread ID so that totals
for each thread for the period are displayed.

Threads Total CPU TCB CPU SRB CPU zIIPed ZIIP_CP TCB->SRB SRB->TCB
AgentRcv 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 2 2
Agt6670 1.174 1.111 0.064 0.086 0.000 16,697 16,697
AgtFail 0.001 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000 105 105
AgtRoute 1.434 1.363 0.071 0.080 0.000 28,289 28,289
ApplMgr 49.018 48.868 0.150 0.131 0.000 64,571 64,571
CkptMgr 5.069 4.788 0.281 0.284 0.001 136,201 136,201
ComQSave 48.151 47.863 0.289 0.294 0.001 113,786 113,786
Dispatch 9.984 8.264 1.719 1.662 0.005 716,794 716,794
DsTrgMgr 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1 1
DueOut 0.002 0.002 0.000 0.000 0.000 63 63
EspCom 0.363 0.341 0.022 0.023 0.000 10,158 10,158
EventSns 0.005 0.005 0.000 0.000 0.000 11 11
EventSub 558.955 558.886 0.070 0.049 0.000 23,716 23,716
InitTerm 0.614 0.614 0.000 0.000 0.000 10 10
Others 1.523 1.476 0.047 0.050 0.000 20,454 20,454
QueueMgr 1.142 1.089 0.052 0.052 0.000 25,552 25,552
QueueShr 0.015 0.012 0.003 0.003 0.000 1,659 1,659
ResFSave 0.221 0.220 0.001 0.001 0.000 419 419
Resolver 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 2 2
Signal 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1 1
Timer 0.336 0.307 0.030 0.035 0.000 11,036 11,036
TrackMgr 15.324 15.235 0.089 0.077 0.000 38,457 38,457
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XcfEvent 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 9 9
Grand Total 693.333 690.446 2.887 2.828 0.009 1,207,993 1,207,993

Example: Display CPU Time for Multiple Threads in a Graph

This example shows the preceding pivot table data as a graph, which is summarized on the thread ID.

Example: Display CPU Time for a Thread in a Line Graph

This example shows the CPU time consumption for one thread across the recording period.
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CYBRMALC - Allocate EXH Data Set
CYBRMALC allocates and initializes the EXH data set. The EXH data set initialization consists of:

1. Formatting the EXH data set
2. Setting the automatic purge default values

Example of the JCL to allocate the EXH data set and invoke the CYBRMALC utility:

//DELETE   EXEC PGM=IEFBR14

//EXHFILE  DD DISP=(MOD,DELETE),DSN=PA.MYEXH,

//         UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,0)

//*

//ALLOCATE EXEC PGM=IEFBR14

//EXHFILE  DD DISP=(NEW,CATLG),DSN=PA.MYEXH,

//         UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,10,,CONTIG),

//         DCB=(RECFM=FS,DSORG=PS,LRECL=4096,BLKSIZE=4096)

//*

//EXHFMT   EXEC PGM=CYBRM200,

//         PARM=('DSN=PA.MYEXH',

//         'INDEX=40',

//         'KEEP=3',

//         'INCOMPLETEKEEP=6',

//         'AGE=3',

//         'HIGH=95',
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//         'LOW=80',

//         'INCOMPLETEAGE=5')

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PA.LOADLIB

//SYSIN    DD DUMMY

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

Parameter Description
DSN= Data set name of the EXH data set. This parameter is required.
INDEX= The number of slots reserved for the EXH data set index. This parameter is required.
KEEP= The number of complete job groups per unique job name that are kept on the EXH data

set. This parameter is required. The maximum value is 255.
INCOMPLETEKEEP= The number of incomplete job groups per unique job name that are kept on the EXH data

set. This parameter is optional. The default value is the same as the value of the KEEP
parameter. The maximum value is 255.

AGE= The number of days that complete job groups per unique job name are kept on the EXH
data set. The age of the most recent member of the job group determines the age of the
group. Once a complete job group reaches or exceeds the specified age, it is subject to
purging. This parameter is optional. The default value is 10. The maximum value is 1000.

INCOMPLETEAGE= The number of days that incomplete job groups per unique job name are kept on the
EXH data set. The age of the most recent member of the job group determines the age
of the group. Once an incomplete job group reaches or exceeds the specified age, it is
subject to purging. This parameter is optional. The default value is the same as the value
of the AGE parameter. The maximum value is 1000.

HIGH= The percentage utilization of the EXH data set above which warnings are issued. If
utilization exceeds this value, the operator receives warning messages every five
minutes until utilization drops below the value in LOW. You can also set this value in the
CYBRMTHR utility.

LOW= The percentage utilization of the EXH data set below which warnings of high utilization
are no longer issued. If utilization exceeds the value in HIGH and then drops below the
value in LOW, the high utilization warning messages stop. You can also set this value in
the CYBRMTHR utility.

Job Groups

A job group consists of an initial run and all the restart runs. A job group is considered complete when the most recent job
is executed successfully; it is incomplete until then. The age of the most recent member of a job group determines the age
of the whole job group.

Determine Size of New EXH Data Set

There are two approaches, the empirical and the analytical.

The Empirical Approach

The empirical approach involves creating an EXH data set with an arbitrary amount of space. After using the data set
during a test period, you create a new EXH file based on how much space your mix of jobs requires.

Do the following:

1. Run utility CYBRMANC to allocate an EXH data set with 200 cylinders of space and 200 index slots.
2. During a test period, run utility CYBRMANA to keep track of EXH data set usage.
3. Once you've determined the size you need for your EXH data set, run utility CYBRMANC to allocate a new resized

EXH data set.
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4. Run utility CYBRMCPY to copy the old EXH data set allocated in step 1 to the new EXH data set allocated in step 3.

WARNING
Keep the old EXH data set until the new EXH data set has been successfully put into service. CA Technical
Support may need the old and the new EXH data set to help you solve any problems.

The Analytical Approach

Estimating the size of your EXH file is not an exact science as the size of jobs (number of steps, DD statements, data set
names, and others) differs. Here are some guidelines:

• The EXH file is a slotted file, formatted into 4K slots.
• The file contains three to five slots for system information followed by a certain number of index slots as specified by

the user at allocation time.
• The index is followed by the job data records. Every job data record uses at least 1 slot and for very large jobs it will

use more than one slot.
• Sample EXH file calculation: Given 1000 unique job names run a day, of which 800 are average (one slot) jobs and

200 are very large jobs (ten slots). The KEEP count is 4.
• Sample size of index calculation:

– The first instance of a unique job name takes 48 bytes in the index. Subsequent instances take 32 bytes.
– There are 3960 usable bytes per index slot.
– Based on a scenario of 10,000 unique job names active within your organization:

48 bytes * 10,000 jobs = 480000
480000 / 3960 = 122 slots

– Add a safety factor of approximately 50% giving an index count of 180.
• Calculation of the EXH file size:

– Index record = (4K x 180) plus
Job data records for storing average jobs = 4(4K x 1 x 800) plus
Job data records for storing very large jobs on the EXH file = 4(4k x 10 x 200) = 45520k

– To convert to number of cylinders:
48k per track (45520/448= 950 tracks, approximately)
1 cylinder = 15trks (950/15) = 64 cylinders

NOTE
The space per track and the number of track per cylinder can be different depending of the type of DASD you
use.

Set High Utilization Warning Threshold for EXH Data Set

The HIGH and LOW operands of CYBRMALC utility determine when high utilization warning messages start and stop.
The sample graph following shows a change in percent utilization of the EXH data set with time. When utilization reaches
the HIGH limit (point A), warning messages are sent to the operator's console every five minutes until the utilization drops
below the LOW value (point B).

7004W  -  ENCORE EXH FILE USAGE IS BECOMING CRITICAL (nn% FULL)

7005W  -  ENCORE EXH FILE USAGE REMAINS CRITICAL (%nn FULL)

7006I  -  ENCORE EXH FILE SHORTAGE IS NOW RELIEVED (nn% FULL)

Point B is set to a slightly lower value to avoid error messages being issued intermittently when the utilization varies
around the HIGH value.
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CYBRMANA - Analyze EXH Index Records
The CYBRMANA utility prints a report outlining the distribution of index records in the ESP WA Restart Option EXH data
set. The number of records devoted to the index is established when the EXH data set is created and formatted by the
CYBRMALC utility. Job names are hashed and randomly distributed among the available index records. The report shows
the actual distribution of the records. A bar chart showing the distribution of jobs by age is also generated.

The JCL to run the utility follows:

//ANALYZE  EXEC PGM=CYBRM241

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=@LOADLIB

//SYSIN    DD DUMMY

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//EXH      DD DISP=SHR,DSN=ESP.ENCORE.EXH

CYBRMCPY - Copy EXH Jobs
The CYBRMCPY utility copies selected jobs from one EXH data set to another. If you have a corrupted EXH data set,
CYBRMCPY allows you to copy the undamaged records and skip the damaged ones.

JCL for CYBRMCPY

The following JCL is set up to copy all jobs from the old EXH data set to the new one. Uncomment other parameters as
needed.

//COPY     EXEC PGM=CYBRM246,

//         PARM=('TRACE=N',

//         'JOB=-',

//*        'JOB=xxxx',

//*        'JOB=(xxxx,xxxx)',

//*        'EXCLISLT=xx',

//*        'EXCLISLT=(xx,xx,xx)',

//         'COMP=Y'),
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//         REGION=4M

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=@LOADLIB

//SYSIN    DD DUMMY

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//EXHOLD   DD DISP=OLD,DSN=ESP.ENCORE.EXH.old

//EXH      DD DISP=OLD,DSN=ESP.ENCORE.EXH.new

//

JCL Parameters for CYBRMCPY

Parameter Description
JOB= Job names for which EXH records should be copied. This

parameter is required. Specify one or more job names. You can
specify job names using wildcards. If you specify multiple jobs,
enclose them in parenthesis and separate them with commas.

EXCLISLT= Slots to exclude from the EXH data set copy. This parameter
is optional. If you specify multiple slots, enclose the list in
parenthesis and separate each item with a comma.

TRACE= Execution trace setting for CYBRMCPY utility.
Y -- Trace the execution of CYBRMCPY
N -- Don't trace the execution of CYBRMCPY
The default is "N". This parameter is optional; Broadcom Support
may ask you to set it to "Y" for diagnostic purposes. Expect a large
volume of trace data for large EXH files.

COMP= Compression setting for the new EXH data set.
Y -- Compress new EXH data set
N -- Don't compress new EXH data set
Always specify "Y" unless Broadcom Support asks you to specify
"N" for diagnostic purposes.
The default is "Y". This parameter is optional;

Reduced Retention Settings for a New EXH Data Set

When you copy job records to a new EXH data set with lower retention settings, no existing job records from the old EXH
data set are purged. To purge these records, run utility CYBRMPRG.

Specify Jobs Using Wildcards

You can use the following wildcard characters alone or in combination to specify jobs:

• Hyphen (-) -- Represents zero or more characters
• Asterisk (*) -- Represents a single character

For example, assume you have jobs CAT, CAR, CARS, CAREPORT, and YEREPORT:

• JOB=CA- selects jobs CAT, CAR, and CARS
• JOB=CA* selects jobs CAT and CAR
• JOB=CA** selects job CARS
• JOB=-REPORT selects jobs CAREPORT and YEREPORT
• JOB=**R- selects jobs CAR, CARS, and CAREPORT
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Run the CYBRMCPY Utility

WARNING
This utility requires exclusive control of the old EXH data set, otherwise the new EXH data set could be
corrupted. Be sure to specify DISP=OLD for the old EXH data set in the JCL.

1. Run utility CYBRMANC to allocate a new EXH data set with a temporary name.
2. Issue the ENCPARM QUIESCE command on all LPARs for a master and all proxies using the old EXH data set.

The EXH data set is deallocated from the ESP address space.
3. Submit the CYBRMCPY utility to copy the old EXH data set to the new one.
4. Consider running the CYBRMSAN utility to produce a sanity check on the new EXH file before putting it in service.

If a problem is detected, contact Broadcom Support.
5. Rename the old EXH data set so it's not used anymore.
6. Rename the new EXH data set to the original name of the old EXH data set (specified in the EXHFILE initialization

parameter).
7. Issue the ENCPARM RESTART command on all LPARs for a master and all proxies that used the old EXH data set.
8. Continue monitoring EXH data set usage by running the CYBRMANA utility.

WARNING
Keep the old EXH data set until the new EXH data set has been successfully put into service. Broadcom
Support may need the old and the new EXH data set to help you solve any problems.

Error Messages in the Copy Results

If you code the JOB parameter to select a subset of the job records on the EXH file, any errors on records not selected
are still reported.

If you code the EXCLISLT parameter to exclude an index slot, errors are not reported for job records associated with that
slot. Errors for other job records are still reported.

Copy a Corrupted EXH Data Set

If an EXH data set is corrupted, you can still use CYBRMCPY to copy most of the undamaged records.

The new EXH data set can get corrupted if CYBRMCPY doesn't have exclusive control of the old EXH data set during
the copy. A corrupted EXH data set sometimes causes CYBRMCPY to terminate abnormally. Most of these abends have
return code S0C4, due to invalid pointers.

Do the following:

1. In the CYBRMCPY execution report, find the index slot number that was being processed when the abend occurred.
The index slot being processed is associated with the corrupt job record and possibly other valid job records.

2. In the CYBRMCPY JCL, code the EXCLISLT parameter with the index slot you found in step 1.
EXCLISLT excludes the specified index slot from the copy. It also excludes any valid job records associated with the
specified index slot.

CYBRMD01 - Test Restart Option User Exit
CYBRMD01 is a utility that you can use to test your configuration of user exit program CYBRMTA1. It simulates the
information that ESP WA Restart Option passes to CYBRMTA1.

You need to configure CYBRMD01 to specify what information is passed to CYBRMTA1.

Follow these steps:

1. Edit the following lines of the sample library member CYBRMD01:
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DSNAME   DC    CL44'MY.DATA.SET.NAME'

NUM_VOLS DC    F'1'

VOL_LIST DC    CL6'ABCDEF'

EXPDT    DC    XL3'630102' X'YYDDDD'      (BINARY)

RETPD    DC    XL3'0500FF' X'YYDDDD'      (BINARY)

FLAGS    DC    XL2'4000'

Replace the values as follows:

Line Replace With
DSNAME MY.DATA.SET.NAME The data set name that you want to use in the test of CYBRMTA1.
NUM_VOLS 1 The number of volumes that the data set uses.
VOL_LIST ABCDEF The list of the volumes. If there is more than one volume, use the

following format:

C'111111222222333333'

where 111111 is the first volume, 222222 the second volume, and
so on.

EXPDT 630102 The expiry date of the data set given by DSNAME. The format is
yydddd, which is specified as two hexadecimal digits (yy) followed
by four hexadecimal digits (dddd). The day is in Julian format. For
example, 0E00F0 is day 240 of 2014 (hex 0E = 14 and hex 00F0
= 240).

RETPD 0500FF The retention date of the data set given by DSNAME. The format
is the same as EXPDT.

FLAGS 4000 A two-byte field that encodes ESP WA Restart Option run type as
follows:
X'8000' - initial run
X'4000' - restart run
X'2000' - backout run
X'1000' - cleanup run

2. Assemble and link the CYBRMD01 program by editing and running the 
following sample JCL:

//ASMACL1  JOB (TESTJOB),'SAMPLE',CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=X,

//         NOTIFY=&SYSUID,MSGLEVEL=(1,1)

//STEP10   EXEC ASMACL,PARM=(OBJECT,NODECK,LIST)

//C.SYSIN  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CYB.MYINPUT(CYBRMD01)

//L.SYSLIN DD DISP=(SHR,DELETE),DSN=&&OBJ

//L.SYSIN  DD *

  ENTRY   CYBRMD01

  NAME    CYBRMD01(R)

/*

//L.SYSLMOD DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CYB.MY.CD7YLOAD(CYBRMD01)

//

Usage

Use JCL similar to the following to run CYBRMD01:
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//ATDRIVER JOB (CYBGL01),'CYBRMD01',CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=X,

//         NOTIFY=&SYSUID,MSGLEVEL=(1,1)

//JOBLIB   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CYB.MY.CD7YLOAD

//JS010  EXEC PGM=CYBRMD01

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//IREADER  DD SYSOUT=(A,INTRDR)

//TSCRTRAC DD SYSOUT=*

CYBRMDMP - Dump EXH Records
The CYBRMDMP utility dumps selected EXH data set records to a sequential data set. You can select records by various
criteria to tailor the output of the utility.

//DELETE   EXEC PGM=IEFBR14

//SYSUT1   DD DSN=ESP.ENCORE.EXH.DATA,DISP=(MOD,DELETE),

//         UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,0)                              

//*                                                               

//DUMP     EXEC PGM=CYBRM240,                                    

//         PARM=('JOB=-',

//         'VOL=-',

//         'PROG=-',

//         'DSN=-',

//         'SELECT=OPEN')

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=@LOADLIB

//SYSIN    DD DUMMY

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//EXHIN    DD DISP=SHR,DSN=ESP.ENCORE.EXH

//EXHDUMP  DD DISP=(,CATLG,CATLG),DSN=ESP.ENCORE.EXH.DATA,

//         UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(10,10))                        

//*

NOTE
Each of the following parameters is optional.

Parameter Description
JOB= Job name or job name mask. You can select all jobs by specifying

a hyphen (JOB=-).
DSN= Data set name or data set name mask. You can select all data set

names by specifying a hyphen (DSN=-).
VOL= VOL=SER or a VOL=SER mask. You can select all volumes by

specifying a hyphen (VOL=-).
PROG= Program name or a program name mask. You can select all

program names by specifying a hyphen (PROG=-).
SELECT= The data sets to select.

ALL - selects all data sets.
OPEN - selects only the data sets that were opened.
OUTPUT - selects only the data sets that were opened for output.
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Usage Notes

The format of the EXHDUMP data set is described by sample member 'CYBRMEXH' in the ESP WA Restart Option
sample library.

When you use specify DSN=, you can also specify SELECT= to filter the resulting records further.

CYBRMDSS - Summarize Restart Option Jobs
The CYBRMDSS utility produces the ESP WA Restart Option Data Set Summary report. The report provides information
about jobs that ESP WA Restart Option tracks and it is useful in determining what jobs read, create, or modify what data
sets.

CYBRMDSS runs utilities CYBRMDMP and CYBRMEXJ. You can run CYBRMDMP and CYBRMEXJ separately if you
want.

• CYBRMDMP dumps EXH data set entries to a sequential data set.
For details, see CYBRMDMP - Dump EXH Records.

• CYBRMEXJ sorts the output from CYBRDMP and runs REXX exec CYBRMEXR to produce the ESP WA Restart
Option Data Set Summary report.

The data elements that can be included in the report are listed in the sample library member CYBRMEXH, which is a map
of the record generated by the CYBRMDMP utility. These data elements are:

• Data set name
• Job name
• Job number
• Step name
• Procedure step name
• Program name
• Data set DD name
• Data set EXCP count
• Data set volume
• Data set mode - Input or Output
• Date
• Time
• Disposition.

You must modify the REXX CYBRMEXR if you want different data elements in the report.

The REXX CYBRMEXR in the sample library generates a report like the following:

Dataset Name                  Volume   Job Name  Step Name  Date      Time      Disposition

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PROD.GDG.DATA.G0042V00        TEMP01   BACKO001  STEP040    1996.280  20:37:03  SHR KEEP 

PROD.SDSF                     CYB001   BACKO001  STEP020    1996.280  20:37:03  SHR KEEP

                                                 STEP030    1996.280  20:37:03  SHR KEEP

PROD.ENCQA.BACKO001.G0001V00  CYB009   MODIF001  STEP020    1996.280  19:36:38  SHR KEEP

                              TEMP01   MODIF002  STEP020    1996.280  19:39:20  NEW CATLG

PROD.ENCQA.BACKO001.G0002V00  CYB004   MODIF001  STEP020    1996.280  19:36:38  SHR KEEP

                              TEMP01   MODIF002  STEP030    1996.280  19;39:20  NEW CATLG

PROD.ENCQA.BACKO001.G0003V00  TEMP01   MODIF002  STEP040    1996.280  19:39:20  NEW CATLG

PROD.ENCQA.BACKO001.G0005V00  TEMP01   MODIF002  STEP050    1996.280  19:39:20  NEW CATLG

PROD.ENCQA.BACKO001.G0006V00  TEMP01   MODIF002  STEP060    1996.280  19:39:20  NEW CATLG
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                                       MODIF003  STEP020    1996.280  19:39:54  SHR KEEP

PROD.ENCQA.BACKO002           CYB009   BACKO001  STEP020    1996.280  20:37:04  NEW CATLG

PROD.ENCQA.BACKO003           CYB001   BACKO001  STEP030    1996.280  19:55:09  SHR KEEP

PROD.ENCQA.BACKO01A.G0011V00  CYB001   BACKO001  STEP040    1996.280  19:57:08  NEW KEEP

CYBRMKEP - Reset EXH Defaults
The CYBRMKEP utility resets the EXH data set default retention values originally set by the CYBRMALC utility.

//UPDKEEP  EXEC PGM=CYBRM248,

//         PARM=('KEEP=4'

//         'INCOMPLETEKEEP=6',

//         'AGE=3',

//         'INCOMPLETEAGE=5')

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=@LOADLIB

//SYSIN    DD DUMMY

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//EXH      DD DISP=SHR,DSN=ESP.ENCORE.EXH

Parameter Description
KEEP The number of complete job groups per unique job name that are kept on the EXH data

set. This parameter is required. The maximum value is 255.
INCOMPLETEKEEP The number of incomplete job groups per unique job name that are kept on the EXH data

set. This parameter is optional. The maximum value is 255.
AGE The number of days that complete job groups per unique job name are kept on the EXH

data set. The age of the most recent member of the job group determines the age of the
group. Once a complete job group reaches or exceeds the specified age, it is subject to
purging. This parameter is optional. The default value is set when the EXH data set is
allocated. The maximum value is 1000.

INCOMPLETEAGE The number of days that incomplete job groups per unique job name are kept on the
EXH data set. The age of the most recent member of the job group determines the age
of the group. Once an incomplete job group reaches or exceeds the specified age, it is
subject to purging. This parameter is optional. The maximum value is 1000.

 

Usage Notes

The default values originally set by the CYBRMALC utility are reset to the new values.

A job group consists of an initial run and all the restart runs. A job group is considered complete when the most recent job
is executed successfully; it is incomplete until then. The age of the most recent member of a job group determines the age
of the whole job group.

Example

In this example, the default purge criteria stored on the EXH data set are:

AGE 3
INCOMPLETEAGE 10
KEEP 4
INCOMPLETEKEEP 6
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The CYBRMKEP utility is used to modify the default purge values. The parameters are as follows:

• AGE=14
• INCOMPLETEAGE=12

The default purge values are modified as follows:

AGE 14
INCOMPLETEAGE 12
KEEP 4
INCOMPLETEKEEP 6

CYBRMLST - List EXH Index Jobs
The CYBRMLST utility lists the jobs in the index of the EXH data set. You can select records by various criteria to tailor
the output of the utility.

//LIST     EXEC PGM=CYBRM247,

//         PARM=('JOB=-',

//         'AGE=nn',

//         'DUMP=NO',

//         'DETAIL=Y')

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CYB.MY.LOADLIB

//SYSIN    DD DUMMY

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//EXH      DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CYB.MY.EXHFILE

//*

Parameter Description
JOB Job name mask. This parameter is optional. You can select all

jobs by specifying a hyphen (JOB=-).
AGE Age in days. All jobs equal to or below this age are listed. This

parameter is optional.
DUMP Y or YES - Produce an unformatted list of jobs. Valid only if

DETAIL=N or NO.
N or NO - List the jobs and their completion code.
This parameter is optional. The default is NO.

DETAIL Y or YES - Dump each slot. Valid only if DUMP=N or NO.
N or NO - Generate a simple list of job names.
This parameter is optional. The default is NO.

 

Usage Notes

When you code DETAIL=Y or DETAIL=YES, the report shows all EXH data set index entries. A comment is added under
the "SLOT" column for jobs that are aliases to existing EXH records. For example, "ALIAS TO SLOT 675". If you restart a
job and the restarted job does not get past the ESP WA Restart Option step, the software makes the restarted job an alias
to the job being restarted.

For more information about job aliases, see Using.
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Example

The following JCL produces a list of all jobs whose name is CYB313F. The list includes the slot numbers:

//EXHLIST  JOB...

//LIST     EXEC PGM=CYBRM247,PARM=('JOB=CYB313F,DUMP=Y')

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CYB.MY.LOADLIB

//SYSIN    DD DUMMY

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//EXH      DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CYB.MY.EXHFILE

//*

The following list is produced.

================================

ESP ENCORE EXH FILE LIST UTILITY

================================

 

    SELECTION CRITERIA:

 

       JOBMASK = CYB313F

 

      SLOT  DATE      TIME  JOBNAME       NUMBER  RESTART-OF  ST  REL

      8914  0103083F  0917  CYB313F         7635              20    1

      8917  0103083F  0917  CYB313F         7639              20    1

      8918  0103083F  0917  CYB313F         7643              20    1

      8919  0103083F  0917  CYB313F         7647              20    1

      8920  0103083F  0917  CYB313F         7651              20    1

      8921  0103083F  0917  CYB313F         7655              20    1

      8922  0103083F  0917  CYB313F         7659              20    1

      8923  0103083F  0917  CYB313F         7663              20    1

      8924  0103083F  0917  CYB313F         7667              20    1

      8925  0103083F  0917  CYB313F         7671              20    1

      8926  0103083F  0917  CYB313F         7675              20    1

      8928  0103083F  0917  CYB313F         7683              20    1

In the preceding report:

• REL is the relative position in the EXH data set of the slot number, which is shown in the SLOT column.
• ST is the hexadecimal value of a status byte in the EXH data set's index entry for each listed job. The meaning of each

bit is shown in the following table:

Value Explanation
00 Status not yet recorded
01 SUCCESSFUL
02 Reserved
04 Reserved
08 OTHER_FAILURE
10 CCCHK
20 ABENDED
40 CCFAIL
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80 JCL_ERROR

Example

The following JCL produces a list of all jobs whose name is CYB313F:

//EXHLIST  JOB...

//LIST     EXEC PGM=CYBRM247,PARM=('JOB=CYB313F,DETAIL=Y')

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CYB.MY.CD7YLOAD

//SYSIN    DD DUMMY

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//EXH      DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CYB.MYEXH

The sample listing that follows indicates that some job index entries are aliased to slots corresponding to other job
index entries. For example, the first line of the report indicates that the index for job 13210 is aliased to slot 675, which
corresponds to job 13208. Job 13210 is a backout with the MODE(SCAN) option, which doesn't produce a job history
record, but it does generate an index entry in the EXH file.

Aliasing is done for all jobs tracked by ESP WA Restart Option that are resubmitted by an ESP and do not get past the
ESP WA Restart Option step. ESP WA Restart Option cannot create a new EXH record for such jobs because there is no
execution history information to record, and ESP WA Restart Option does not record execution-history data for the ESP
WA Restart Option step.

================================

ESP ENCORE EXH FILE LIST UTILITY

================================

 

    SELECTION CRITERIA:

 

    JOBMASK = CYB313F

 

JOBNAME  NUMBER  RESTART-OF  DATE----------------------  MAXCC    SLOT

CYB313F   13210       13208  2004-303 FRI OCT 29  17:16         ALIASED TO SLOT 675 (SEE NEXT ITEM)

                                                                TYPE(BACKOUT) MODE(SCAN) ERROR(SEVERE)

CYB313F   13208              2004-303 FRI OCT 29  17:15   S0C1     675     676     677

CYB313F   15558       13210  2004-305 SUN OCT 31  06:44         ALIASED TO SLOT 675 (SEE NEXT ITEM)

                                                                TYPE(RESTART) ERROR(SEVERE)

CYB313F   13208              2004-303 FRI OCT 29  17:15   S0C1     675     676     677

CYB313F   18563       15558  2004-307 TUE NOV  2  08:49         ALIASED TO SLOT 675 (SEE NEXT ITEM)

                                                                TYPE(RESTART) MODE(SCAN) ERROR(PARM)

                                                                ERROR(SEVERE)

CYB313F   13208              2004-303 FRI OCT 29  17:15   S0C1     675     676     677

CYB313F   18842       18563  2004-307 TUE NOV  2  11:31         ALIASED TO SLOT 675 (SEE NEXT ITEM)

                                                                TYPE(RESTART) MODE(SCAN) ERROR(PARM)

                                                                ERROR(SEVERE)

CYB313F   13208              2004-303 FRI OCT 29  17:15   S0C1     675     676     677

CYB313F   18975              2004-307 TUE NOV  2  12:04   S0C1     678     679     680

CYB313F   18978       18975  2004-307 TUE NOV  2  12:05         ALIASED TO SLOT 678 (SEE NEXT ITEM)

                                                                TYPE(DUMP)

CYB313F   18975              2004-307 TUE NOV  2  12:04   S0C1     678     679     680

CYB313F   19390       18975  2004-307 TUE NOV  2  16:03   S0C1     681     682     683

CYB313F   19396              2004-307 TUE NOV  2  16:05   S0C1     684     685     686

CYB313F   19397       19396  2004-307 TUE NOV  2  16:06   S0C1     687     688     689
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CYB313F   20098       19397  2004-307 TUE NOV  2  16:54         ALIASED TO SLOT 687 (SEE NEXT ITEM)

                                                                TYPE(RESTART) ERROR(PARM) ERROR(SEVERE)

CYB313F   19397       19396  2004-307 TUE NOV  2  16:06   S0C1     687     688     689

CYB313F   20108       19397  2004-307 TUE NOV  2  16:56   S0C1     690     691     692

CYB313F   20303       20108  2004-307 TUE NOV  2  17:00         ALIASED TO SLOT 690 (SEE NEXT ITEM)

                                                                TYPE(BACKOUT)

CYB313F   20108       19397  2004-307 TUE NOV  2  16:56   S0C1     690     691     692

CYBRMPRG - Batch Purge EXH
The CYBRMPRG utility issues purge requests for complete and incomplete job groups when their retention limit has been
reached.

WARNING
The batch purge utility does not take into account the retention specified on PURGE commands that are part of
the ESP initialization parameters.

JCL Example:

//PURGE    EXEC PGM=CYBRM243,

//         PARM=('SSID=@SUBSYS',

//         'JOB=-',

//         'KEEP=4',

//         'INCOMPLETEKEEP=6',

//         'AGE=3',

//         'INCOMPLETEAGE=5')

//         'TEST=N')

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CYB.MY.LOADLIB

//SYSIN    DD DUMMY

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//*

Parameter Description
SSID= Subsystem ID of your ESP subsystem. This parameter is required.
JOB= Job name or job name mask. This parameter is optional. You can select all jobs by

specifying a hyphen (JOB=-).
KEEP= The number of complete job groups per unique job name that are kept on the EXH data

set. This parameter is optional. The default is the KEEP value from the EXH data set.
The maximum value is 255.

INCOMPLETEKEEP= The number of incomplete job groups per unique job name that are kept on the EXH data
set. This parameter is optional. The default is the INCOMPLETEKEEP value from the
EXH data set. The maximum value is 255.

AGE= The number of days that complete job groups per unique job name are kept on the EXH
data set. The age of the most recent member of the job group determines the age of the
group. Once a complete job group reaches or exceeds the specified age, it is subject to
purging. This parameter is optional. The default is the AGE value from the EXH data set.
The maximum value is 1000.

INCOMPLETEAGE= The number of days that incomplete job groups per unique job name are kept on the
EXH data set. The age of the most recent member of the job group determines the age
of the group. Once an incomplete job group reaches or exceeds the specified age, it
is subject to purging. This parameter is optional. The default is the INCOMPLETEAGE
value from the EXH data set. The maximum value is 1000.
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TEST= N or NO - Execute the purge.
Y or YES - Run a test. No job groups are purged.
This parameter is optional. The default is NO.

Usage Notes

A job group consists of an initial run and all the restart runs. A job group is considered complete when the most recent job
is executed successfully; it is incomplete until then. The age of the most recent member of a job group determines the age
of the whole job group.

WARNING
An incomplete job group is deleted when either its INCOMPLETEAGE limit or its INCOMPLETEKEEP count is
exceeded. A complete job group is deleted when either its AGE limit or its KEEP count is exceeded.

You can run CYBRMPRG while ESP WA Restart Option is active; you don't need to quiesce ESP WA Restart Option.

If you have different sets of criteria (for example, ages) for different job names, run as many purge jobs or steps within a
single purge job as needed.

To determine the number of jobs by age in the EXH data set, run the CYBRMANA job, and refer to the section named
HISTOGRAM OF AGE OF JOBS IN EXH FILE.

Example

This example assumes that the default purge criteria stored on the EXH data set are:

KEEP=4

INCOMPLETEKEEP=6

AGE=3

INCOMPLETEAGE=10

The following JCL

• Purges successfully completed job groups whose name begin with ABC and which are older than two days.
Incomplete job groups whose name begin with ABC are purged based on the default purge criteria stored in the EXH
data set.

• Purges successfully completed job groups whose name begins with DEF and that are older than three days.
Incomplete job groups whose name begin with DEF are purged based on the default purge criteria stored in the EXH
data set.

• Purges successfully completed job groups whose name begins with GHI and that are older than three days. It also
purges incomplete job groups whose name begins with GHI and which are older that six days.

• Jobs starting with ABC, DEF, and GHI may be purged based on the KEEP and INCOMPLETEKEEP default purge
criteria stored in the EXH data set.

//EXHPURGE JOB...

//PURGE1   EXEC PGM=CYBRM243,PARM=('SSID=ESPM,JOB=ABC-,

//         AGE=2')

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CYB.MY.CD7YLOAD

//SYSIN    DD DUMMY

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//*

//PURGE2   EXEC PGM=CYBRM243,PARM=('SSID=ESPM,JOB=DEF-,

//         AGE=3')

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CYB.MY.CD7YLOAD

//SYSIN    DD DUMMY
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//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//*

//PURGE3   EXEC PGM=CYBRM243,PARM=('SSID=ESPM,JOB=GHI-,

//         AGE=3,INCOMPLETEAGE=6')

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CYB.MY.CD7YLOAD

//SYSIN    DD DUMMY

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//

CYBRMQRY - List EXH Status
The CYBRMQRY utility produces a diagnostic report that shows the internal status of the ESP WA Restart Option system.
The report lists the utilization of EXH data set space and other resources. Broadcom Support may ask for this report when
troubleshooting problems.

//QUERY    EXEC PGM=CYBRM397,PARM=('SSID=@SUBSYS,TYPE=QUERY')

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=@LOADLIB

//SYSIN    DD DUMMY

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//*

Parameter Description
SSID= Subsystem ID of your ESP subsystem
TYPE= QUERY - Generate the status report

CYBRMSAN - Monitor EXH Errors and Reclaim Slots
Use the sanity report utility to monitor the EXH data set for errors and reclaim lost slots in the EXH data set.

//SANITY   EXEC PGM=CYBRM242,REGION=4M,

//         PARM='DETAIL=YES,DUMPINDEX=YES'

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=@LOADLIB

//SYSIN    DD DUMMY

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//EXH      DD DISP=SHR,DSN=ESP.ENCORE.EXH

//*

Parameter Description
DETAIL= YES - Print index slots with errors.

This parameter is optional.
DUMPINDEX= YES - Print all index slots.

This parameter is optional. 

Usage Notes

Any condition code greater than 4 could indicate an error that needs investigation. You could see error conditions once
only because ESP WA Restart Option is running when the report is created and some updates are not complete. If you
run the sanity report several times and the same error condition persists, this indicates that the EXH data set is damaged.
Contact Broadcom Support to determine if the problem is serious and what actions to take.
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CYBRMSAN can remove lost slots from the EXH data set. The utility must have exclusive write access to the EXH data
set to repair it. The following procedure shows you how to remove lost slots:

1. Issue the ENCPARM QUIESCE command on all subsystems using the EXH data set you want to remove lost slots
from.

2. In the EXH DD statement of the utility JCL, change DISP=SHR to DISP=OLD.
3. Run the CYBRMSAN utility.
4. Issue the ENCPARM RESTART command on all subsystems using the EXH data set you want to remove lost slots

from.

A return code greater than 4 indicates a problem. Some problems are caused by failure to deallocate the EXH data set
from the ESP address space when running utilities that update the EXH data set. If problems persist, please contact
Broadcom Support.

Example: Sample CYBRMSAN Utility Output

==============================

EXECUTION HISTORY FILE ERRORS:

==============================

                                                                                             

*        Slot 184 is allocated in the bitmap but is not in use by any job

*        Slot 185 is allocated in the bitmap but is not in use by any job

                                                                                             

                                                                                             

=================

LOST SLOT REPORT:

=================

                                                                                             

        Lost slot    184 appears to be slot   1 of   2 for job NWPNOTF  JOB58855 TYPE=INITIAL

        Lost slot    185 appears to be slot   2 of   2 for job NWPNOTF  JOB58855 TYPE=INITIAL

 

                                                                                             

                                                                                             

=====================================

EXECUTION HISTORY FILE ERROR SUMMARY:

=====================================

                                                                                             

        Number of lost slots:                     2     (Cond Code 0004)

        Number of incorrect index pointers:       0     (Cond Code 0008)

        Number of bad file record headers:        0     (Cond Code 0012)

        Number of bad file record headers:        0     (Cond Code 0012)

        Number of bitmap allocation errors:       0     (Cond Code 0016)

        Number of doubly-allocated slots:         0     (Cond Code 0020)

        Number of out-of-range pointers:          0     (Cond Code 0024)

        Number of index record queue errors:      0     (Cond Code 0028)

        Number of free-space content errors:      0     (Cond Code 0032)

        Number of index-data errors:              0     (Cond Code 0040)

        Number of job-data errors:                0     (Cond Code 0044)

        Number of broken-record-queue errors:     0     (Cond Code 0048)

If the EXH file is allocated to CYBRMSAN with DISP=OLD and lost slots are found, here is what the end of the Sanity
Check report looks like (note the "repair actions" count):
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=====================================                                  

EXECUTION HISTORY FILE ERROR SUMMARY:                                  

=====================================                                  

                                                                       

        Number of lost slots:                     2     (Cond Code 0004)

        Number of incorrect index pointers:       0     (Cond Code 0008)

        Number of bad file record headers:        0     (Cond Code 0012)

        Number of bitmap allocation errors:       0     (Cond Code 0016)

        Number of doubly-allocated slots:         0     (Cond Code 0020)

        Number of out-of-range pointers:          0     (Cond Code 0024)

        Number of index record queue errors:      0     (Cond Code 0028)

        Number of free-space content errors:      0     (Cond Code 0032)

        Number of index-data errors:              0     (Cond Code 0040)

        Number of job-data errors:                0     (Cond Code 0044)

        Number of broken-record-queue errors:     0     (Cond Code 0048)

                                                                       

                                                                       

===================================                                    

EXECUTION HISTORY FILE SPACE USAGE:      

===================================      

                                         

        Total space used           0614400

        Total data in file         0485896

                                         

        2 repair actions were taken      

CYBRMSTA - List and Modify Auxiliary Address Space
WARNING
Contact Broadcom Support for instructions when you need to modify ESP WA Restart Option Auxiliary Address
Space parameters.

//STATUS   EXEC PGM=CYBRM395,PARM=('SSID=@SUBSYS,TYPE=STATUS')

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=@LOADLIB

//SYSIN    DD DUMMY

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//*

Parameter Description
SSID= Subsystem ID of your ESP subsystem.
TYPE= STATUS - Generates the status report.

CYBRMTA1 - Scratch Tape
CYBRMTA1 is a user exit that is invoked through the ENCPARM TAPESCR initialization parameter or command. When it
is invoked, it uses information supplied by Broadcom WA Restart Option ESP Edition to create a job and submit that job.

You need to configure CYBRMTA1 to match the specification of your tape management system and your site standards.
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To configure CYBRMTA1

1. Edit the following lines of the CYBRMTA1 data set to conform to your site JOB card and to execute the program
corresponding to your tape management system:

    PL1 DC C'//TSJOB    JOB (CYBGL01),''CYBRMTA1'',CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=X,'

    PL2 DC C'//         NOTIFY=&&SYSUID,MSGLEVEL=(1,1)'

    PL3 DC C'//JS010    EXEC PGM=TMSUPDTE'

    PL4 DC C'//TMSRPT   DD SYSOUT=*'

NOTE
The example above uses TMSUPDTE, the Tape Management Services (TMS) utility to scratch tapes.

• Assemble and link the CYBRMTA1 program using JCL similar to the following:

    //ASMACL   JOB (CYBGL01),'SAMPLE',CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=X,

    //         NOTIFY=&SYSUID,MSGLEVEL=(1,1)

    //STEP10   EXEC ASMACL,PARM=(OBJECT,NODECK,LIST)

    //C.SYSIN  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CYB1.GEORG530.DSEPPENU(CYBRMTA1)

    //L.SYSLIN DD DISP=(SHR,DELETE),DSN=&&OBJ

    //L.SYSIN  DD *

      ENTRY   CYBRMTA1

      NAME    CYBRMTA1(R)

    /*

    //L.SYSLMOD DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CYB1.GL.V530.CD7YLOAD(CYBRMTA1)

    //

1. Test your version of CYBRMTA1 using the CYBRMD01 utility (see CYBRMD01 -- ESP WA Restart Option User Exit
Simulation Utility).

2. Add the following lines to the ESP WA Restart Option procedure (the procedure pointed to by the ERMSTEP
initialization parameter.)

    //IREADER  DD SYSOUT=(A,INTRDR)

    //TSCRTRAC DD SYSOUT=*

NOTE
The TSCRTRAC DD statement is necessary only if you use TRACE.

• Do a final test of your version of CYBRMTA1 using ESP WA Restart Option with TRACE on.
• Turn TRACE off for production.

Usage

Once you have configured the CYBRMTA1 user exit, the only requirement is to issue an ENCPARM TAPESCR command
pointing to CYBRMTA1 as follows:

ENCPARM TAPESCR PROG(CYBRMTA1)

CYBRMTHR - Set EXH Usage Threshold
The CYBRMTHR utility enables you to set the threshold percentages of EXH data set usage.
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//THRESH   EXEC PGM=CYBRM249,PARM='HIGH=90,LOW=75'

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=@LOADLIB

//SYSIN    DD DUMMY

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//EXH      DD DISP=SHR,DSN=ESP.ENCORE.EXH

//*

Parameter Description
HIGH Maximum percentage utilization of the EXH data set utilization.
LOW The percentage utilization of the EXH data set under which

warning messages are no longer issued.

Notes:

• The graph following shows an example of a change in percent utilization with time. When utilization reaches the HIGH
limit (point A), warning messages are sent to the operator's console every five minutes until the utilization drops below
the LOW value (point B).

7004W  -  ENCORE EXH FILE USAGE IS BECOMING CRITICAL (nn% FULL)

7005W  -  ENCORE EXH FILE USAGE REMAINS CRITICAL (%nn FULL)

7006I  -  ENCORE EXH FILE SHORTAGE IS NOW RELIEVED (nn% FULL)

Point B is set to a slightly lower value to avoid error messages being issued intermittently when the utilization varies
around the HIGH value.

• You can display the threshold limits by running the CYBRMQRY utility.
• You should run the CYBRMPRG job when the EXH data set's utilization reaches the high limit.
• When the high and low limits are set to new values, it may take up to five minutes for the new values to be activated.
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CYBUT001 - Dump ENQ Control Block
CYBUT001 displays information from the ESP subsystem's ENQ control blocks. It is invoked via the CALLRTN feature
that can be issued from a console (by a z/OS MODIFY command) or as an OPER command from Page mode.

NOTE
The output from CYBUT001 goes to the system console.

Syntax

CALLRTN CYBUT001 type [HANGUP] [RESERVES]

Parameter Description
type Specifies the type of filtering desired. The following values can be

used for filtering:
J for specifying the job name
T for specifying the TSU name
S for specifying the STC name
Q for specifying the major queue name
R for specifying the minor queue name

HANGUP Shows resources with work waiting for access.
RESERVES Shows hardware reserves currently held or requested.

NOTE
CYBUT001 will produce very large amounts of output if not filtered.

Example

This example shows a request for information relating to a resource with major name CYBERRSV and the resulting
output. The columns contains:

1. The resource is held exclusively (E) with a scope of systems (S).
2. The second column indicates the absence of a volser, because a hardware reserve is not involved.
3. The ASID number, preceded by its type (S for STC, T for TSU, J for job, or ? for unknown).
4. The job name.
5. The system ID.
6. The minor name.

F ESPXX,CALLRTN CYBUT001 Q(CYBERRSV)

ES  ------ S164 E530     SYSA ESP530 582

         ES  ------ S074 EDEV     SYSA EDEV

         ES  ------ S070 Q520S    SYSA Q520

         ES  ------ S077 Q510     SYSA ESP510Q

         ES  ------ S170 GB53     SYSA GB53

         ES  ------ S110 E520     SYSA ESP520

         ES  ------ S081 Q530S    SYSA Q530

         ES  ------ ?073 Q530S2   SYSC

         ES  ------ S072 ESPP     SYSA ESPP

         ES  ------ S175 GB52     SYSA GB52

         ES  ------ ?076 QS10     SYSC QS10

         ES  ------ S082 QS10S    SYSA
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         ES  ------ ?077 QS10S2   SYSC

         ES  ------ S076 WDEV     SYSA WDEV

CYBUT002 - Display DASD Type and Space
CYBUT002 displays type and space information about DASD volumes. It is invoked via the CALLRTN feature that can be
issued from a console (by a z/OS MODIFY command) or as an OPER command from Page mode.

This utility has the following format:

CALLRTN CYBUT002 volser type

• volser

Specifies the volume serial number. Wildcards can be used.

type
Specifies the type of output desired. The possible values are:

STATUS
(displays the volume status. For example, resident or online.)

• SPACE (displays data about the free space available on the volume.)
• ALL (displays all the above, plus some additional VTOC-related data.)

Example: CYBUT002

The following command displays free-space information for all volumes whose volume serial numbers begin with CYB0.

oper callrtn cybut002 cyb0-  space

The output from the above command looks like this:

VOLUME UNIT FCYL FTRK FXTS LCYL LTRK
CYB008 0124 1482 131 26 821 9
CYB001 0125 1391 107 56 207 0
CYB002 0126 938 205 82 707 0
CYB003 0127 1193 42 7 474 15
CYB004 0128 1470 200 87 239 11
CYB005 0129 1256 82 28 745 0
CYB006 0145 1487 79 34 302 0
CYB007 0146 807 64 51 141 0

NOTE
The FTRK column shows the tracks remaining after full cylinders, not the total tracks.

CYBUT003 - Display SVC Table Information
CYBUT003 displays SVC table information for a specified SVC number. The output goes to the system console. It is
invoked via the CALLRTN feature that can be issued either from a console (by a z/OS MODIFY command) or as an
OPER command from page mode.
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Syntax

CALLRTN CYBUT003 NUMBER(nnn) [DUMP] [ROUTINE]

Parameter Description
nnn Specifies the SVC number.

If DUMP or ROUTINE are not specified, CYBUT003 displays only
EPA, type, attributes, and locks.

DUMP Specifies that the SVC table entry is to be dumped.
ROUTINE Specifies that the first 16 bytes of the SVC table entry routine are

to be dumped

Example

The following example displays the SVC table information for SVC number 251 and dumps the first 16 bytes of its routine:

F ESPXX,CALLRTN CYBUT003 NUMBER(251) ROUTINE

The output from the above command looks like this:

SVC 251: EPA(88DEE170), TYPE 3/4, LOCKS(NONE)

RTN     +0 08DEE170  47F06048 00000000 C3E8C2E2 E2F0F1F0  

*.0......CYBSS010*

CYBUT004 - Display Subsystem Flags and Function Numbers
CYBUT004 displays subsystem flags and function numbers. The output goes to the system console. It is invoked via the
CALLRTN feature that can be issued from a console (by a z/OS MODIFY command) or as an OPER command from Page
mode.

Syntax

CALLRTN CYBUT004 [IDENTIFIER(name)] [DUMP] [ROUTINE]

Parameter Description
name Specifies the identifier name.

If IDENTIFIER is not specified, CYBUT004 displays all
subsystems currently defined to the operating system including
non-ESP subsystems (for example, JES).

DUMP Specifies that the SSCT address and contents are also to be
displayed.

ROUTINE Specifies that the EPA and first 16 bytes of each routine are also
to be displayed.

Example

The following command displays the subsystem data for a subsystem whose identifier is TNY5. It also dumps the contents
of the SSCT entry, plus the first 16 bytes of each routine.

F ESPTONY5,CALLRTN CYBUT004 ID(TNY5) DUMP ROUTINE
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The output from the above command looks like this:

TNY5 - FLG1(C0),   4 FUNCTIONS: 4, 8, 9, 10 834

SSCT   +0  00C88058  E2E2C3E3 00000000 E3D5E8F5 C0000000  

*SSCT....TNY5....

*       +10 00C88068  00C832F8 00C8AA18                    *.H.8.H..        

*

RTN    +0  08E24340  47F0F026 18C3E8C2 E2E2F0F1 F140F1F2  

*.00..CYBSS014 12*

RTN    +0  08A1A030  47F0F044 3FC3E8C2 D1E2F0F3 F140F1F2  

*.00..CYBJS031 12*

CYBUT005 - Display Sub-pool Storage
CYBUT005 displays ESP's sub-pool storage usage. It is invoked via the CALLRTN feature that can be issued from a
console (by a z/OS MODIFY command) or as an OPER command from Page mode.

Syntax

CALLRTN CYBUT005 [PVT|SQA|CSA] [USED|FREE] [SIZE(XXXXX|65536)]

Parameter Description
PVT Specifies that usage for the region's private area will be displayed.
SQA Specifies that usage for the system queue area will be displayed.
CSA Specifies that usage for the common service area will be

displayed. This is the default.
USED Shows the amounts allocated and used, below and above the line,

with subtotals for each subpool and overall totals.
FREE Shows the imbedded free space in addition to the above

information.
SIZE Specifies the work area size. The minimum value of SIZE must be

4096 (bytes). The default SIZE is 65536.

NOTE
If neither USED nor FREE is specified, CYBUT005 shows the number of blocks and the free space, below and
above the line.

Examples

In the following example, the command is entered from the operator's console:

F ESP,CALLRTN CYBUT005 SQA FREE

In the following example, the command is entered from ESP under TSO:

OPER CALLRTN CYBUT005 SQA FREE

Note: OPER authority is required.
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The following shows the result of issuing either command:

oper callrtn cybut005 sqa free

SP 226, KEY  0, BLOCKS/SPACE 9/94208 BELOW, 0/0 ABOVE

 IMBEDDED FREE SPACE  BLOCKS/SPACE 4/11512 BELOW, 0/0 ABOVE

SP 239, KEY 0, BLOCKS/SPACE 3/36864 BELOW, 122/1527808 ABOVE

 IMBEDDED FREE SPACE BLOCKS/SPACE 7/1392 BELOW, 65/44120 ABOVE

SP 245, KEY 0,BLOCKS/SPACE 12/823296 BELOW,150/7393280 ABOVE

 IMBEDDED FREE SPACE BLOCKS/SPACE 122/571392 BELOW,528/2056600 ABOVE

SP 247, KEY  0, BLOCKS/SPACE  0/0 BELOW, 10/245760 ABOVE

  IMBEDDED FREE SPACE  BLOCKS/SPACE  0/0 BELOW, 2/2496 ABOVE

SP 248, KEY  0, BLOCKS/SPACE  0/0 BELOW, 40/2342912 ABOVE

  IMBEDDED FREE SPACE BLOCKS/SPACE 0/0 BELOW, 28/21384 ABOVE

In the following example, a work size of 180000 bytes is specified:

OPER CALLRTN CYBUT005 SIZE(180000)

The following shows the resulting output:

SP 227, KEY  0, BLOCKS/SPACE    3/28672 BELOW,    3/143360 ABOVE   

SP 227, KEY  1, BLOCKS/SPACE    0/0 BELOW,    4/151552 ABOVE       

SP 227, KEY  3, BLOCKS/SPACE    0/0 BELOW,   14/94208 ABOVE        

SP 227, KEY  5, BLOCKS/SPACE    0/0 BELOW,    1/8192 ABOVE         

SP 227, KEY  6, BLOCKS/SPACE   13/53248 BELOW,  787/10575872 ABOVE 

SP 227, KEY  7, BLOCKS/SPACE    6/24576 BELOW,    9/864256 ABOVE   

SP 228, KEY  0, BLOCKS/SPACE   71/589824 BELOW,  498/15699968 ABOVE

CYBUT006 - Display Internal Cell Storage
CYBUT006 displays the internal cell storage usage of ESP. It is invoked via the CALLRTN feature that can be issued from
a console (by a z/OS MODIFY command) or as an OPER command from Page mode.

CYBUT006 shows (for both 31-bit and 24-bit addressable memory, 64-bit is not used):

• Storage data block (SDB) address
• Initial storage area (ISA)

– Address and size
– Additional allocated storage, number of GETMAINs
– Next available byte (NAB)
– Major free area end (MFEND)
– Bytes remaining

• Cell pool information
– Cell size
– Total cell count
– Number of available cells

Syntax

CALLRTN CYBUT006
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Examples

In the following example, the command is entered from the operator's console:

F ESP,CALLRTN CYBUT006

In the following example, the command is entered from ESP under TSO:

OPER CALLRTN CYBUT006

NOTE
OPER authority is required.

The following show the result of issuing either command:

SDB at 000074B8 for 31 bit addressable storage

ISA: 0A21E000 ISASZ: 5242880(00500000x)

Total additional allocated storage 0

Total getmains 0

Total non-standard GCELLS/FCELLS/STORAGE 1,0,32824

NAB: 0A251B50, MFEND: 0A710000, 4973744 bytes remaining

Initial storage area has not been exhausted

Cell Size    8, Count       6, avail 2

Cell Size   16, Count      58, avail 52

Cell Size   32, Count      21, avail 8

Cell Size   64, Count      17, avail 3

Cell Size   96, Count      12, avail 3

Cell Size  128, Count      99, avail 2

Cell Size  160, Count       2, avail 1

Cell Size  200, Count      22, avail 8

Cell Size  256, Count      42, avail 6

Cell Size  512, Count      39, avail 3

Cell Size  800, Count       4, avail 2

Cell Size 1024, Count      17, avail 4

Cell Size 1600, Count       3, avail 2

Cell Size 2040, Count       2, avail 2

Cell Size 3072, Count       2, avail 2

Cell Size 4096, Count       1, avail 1

Cell Size 5120, Count       1, avail 1

*All Sizes*     Count     348, avail 102

There are 6 pages on the free page queue

------------

SDB at 00007410 for 24 bit addressable storage

ISA: 00006000 ISASZ: 524288(00080000x)

Total additional allocated storage 0

Total getmains 0

Total non-standard GCELLS/FCELLS/STORAGE 0,0,0

NAB: 0001B8D8, MFEND: 00086000, 436008 bytes remaining
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Initial storage area has not been exhausted

Cell Size   16, Count       1, avail 0

Cell Size   64, Count       1, avail 0

Cell Size   96, Count       8, avail 0

Cell Size  128, Count       2, avail 0

Cell Size  512, Count       2, avail 2

Cell Size 1024, Count       3, avail 1

Cell Size 1600, Count       1, avail 1

Cell Size 3072, Count       9, avail 3

Cell Size 4096, Count       4, avail 3

Cell Size 7168, Count       3, avail 3

Cell Size 8192, Count       1, avail 0

*All Sizes*     Count      35, avail 13

------------

CYBXR004 - Dump SVC
CYBXR004 creates an SVC dump for diagnostic purposes. It should be used when requested by Broadcom Support. It
is invoked via the CALLRTN feature that can be issued from a console (by a z/OS MODIFY command) or as an OPER
command from Page mode.

• CYBXR004 will generate a synchronous SVC dump with SDATA=(RGN,SWA,LSQA,TRT,CSA,SQA,GRSQ) specified.
• The title of the dump will be "CyberDump on request by CYBXR004".

Syntax

CALLRTN CYBXR004

Examples

In the following example, the command is entered from the operator's console:

F ESP,CALLRTN CYBXR004

In the following example, the command is entered from ESP under TSO:

OPER CALLRTN CYBXR004

NOTE
OPER authority is required.

Back Up and Recover Data Sets
This section describes how to back up and recover your data sets. ESP relies on the completeness and integrity of the
data in a number of data sets. To maintain this completeness and integrity, you must give careful consideration to the care
of these data sets. This section includes the following:

ESP Operational Data Sets

An ESP subsystem uses operational data sets during its regular processing. These data sets are allocated on startup and,
in general, remain allocated until the subsystem shuts down. They have one of the following formats:
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• VSAM KSDS
• VSAM linear
• Sequential
• ESP slot data set

Each format requires a different approach to backup and recovery.

The following table lists the operational data sets and their format.

Data set name Format Comments
APPLFILE ESP slot data set  
TRAKFILE ESP slot data set  
EXHFILE ESP slot data set Only if using ESP WA Restart Option
INDEX VSAM KSDS  
EVENTSET VSAM KSDS One or more data sets can be present
HISTFILE VSAM KSDS One or more data sets can be present
JOBINDEX VSAM KSDS  
SCHDFILE VSAM KSDS Master ESP only
RESFILE VSAM linear Master ESP only
TPCKPT VSAM linear Only if using TPSERVER
NETQUEUE VSAM linear Only if using Network Delivery Services

(NDS)
COMMQ VSAM linear Communication checkpoint data set used

with distributed workload (see the ESPCOM
command) and with the Report Server.

CKPT Sequential Memory image (one for each subsystem
([master, proxies])

QUEUE Sequential Memory image
WORKFILE Sequential Used with SCHDFILE
Backup data sets Sequential For VSAM KSDS data sets

 

Other Data Sets Used by ESP

In addition to the operational data sets, ESP uses other data sets.

Data set name Format Comments
ESPPARM Sequential/PDS member Initialization parameters
ESPCOLD Sequential/PDS member Cold start parameters
ESPWARM Sequential/PDS member Warm start parameters
AGENTDEF Sequential/PDS member Agent definitions
JTDT Sequential/PDS member Job Tracking Definition Table
ATDT Sequential/PDS member Application Tracking Definition Table
UPDT Sequential/PDS member User Profile Definition Table
LOADNET Sequential/PDS member Network Delivery Services (NDS)

parameters
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JCLLIB Any Application JCL members
TEMPLIB Any Temporary override JCL
ESPPROC Any Procedure members
DOCLIB PDS Job documentation members
COPYJCL PDS Submitted JCL members
SYMLIB Sequential/PDS member Symbol variable definitions (multiple)

The initialization parameter data sets ESPPARM, ESPCOLD, and ESPWARM are usually hard coded in the subsystem's
JCL procedure.

NOTE
Your installation can name those data sets differently.

The AGENTDEF, JTDT, ATDT, UPDT, and LOADNET data sets are loaded in the initialization parameters.

The remaining data sets are allocated and freed dynamically as needed. Frequently used data sets can be pre-allocated
to improve performance.

ESP also requires access to libraries containing the components involved in its actual execution. These include its load
library and other libraries required for execution in an ISPF environment, such as panel library, table library, and CLIST
library.

SMP/E requires some data sets for installation and maintenance processing.

Backup Options Available for the Data Sets

You have several options for backing up the various types of data sets.

You should follow your installation's usual backup procedures for SMP/E data sets and other libraries (for example,
periodic full-volume backups supplemented by intermediate incremental backups). We recommend that you perform
additional backups after applying major maintenance.

ESP provides a scheduled backup facility for each of its VSAM KSDS data sets, except the SCHDFILE. You can back up
each of these data sets to a sequential data set at a regularly scheduled time.

ESP also provides a journaling facility for the same data sets. The facility provides for the journaling of all updates to the
installation's SMF data sets, using a unique user-specified SMF record type. When one of these data sets needs to be
recovered, you restore it first from the most recent backup copy. Then, you use the journal records to roll forward any
subsequent changes to the desired time. As an alternative to using the scheduled backup facility, you can back up these
data sets by any method your installation usually uses for similar data sets.

The SCHDFILE does not require backing up. If it is corrupted, or otherwise unavailable, allocate a new data set, restart
the master ESP, repopulate the SCHDFILE with current data by running a SADGEN batch job, and then issue the OPER
LOADSCHF command to load the data into CSF.

You can recreate a damaged WORKFILE by rerunning the appropriate SADGEN job.

You can treat the APPLFILE and TRAKFILE (and EXHFILE, if ESP WA Restart Option is used) as regular sequential data
sets for backup purposes.

You do not need to back up the following data sets because they are extremely volatile. If one of these data sets becomes
corrupted or inaccessible, you must restart ESP with the indicated restart option.

Data set Description Restart option
CKPT Memory image of the current system state COLD
QUEUE Memory image of the current system state QFORM
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TPCKPT If TPSERVER is used TPFORMAT
NETQUEUE If Network Delivery Services (NDS) is used NQFORMAT
COMMQ For Agent communications and the Report

Server
CQFORMAT

 

Recovery Situations

This section covers the following recovery situations and indicates the appropriate response:

• Individual bad records
• Loss or corruption of individual data sets
• Loss of a data center

Individual Bad Records

If a single or a relatively small number of records in a VSAM KSDS data set is invalid, you may want to delete them. You
can delete records with the UTIL feature of ESP. Refer to UTIL Mode.

Alternatively, you can correct the bad data in the records. You can correct bad data with the UTIL feature, using its data
modification capability. Modifying data in this manner is potentially dangerous, and should only be carried out under the
guidance of Broadcom Support.

You cannot recover individual corrupt records in a VSAM linear or non-VSAM data sets in this manner. In such a situation,
treat the data set as a lost or corrupt data set. If the corruption only causes an occasional unwarranted error or warning
message, or displays incorrect data, you can ignore the bad record and accept the consequences until it is convenient to
recover the whole data set.

Loss or Corruption of Individual Data Sets

When a data set is lost or becomes unusable, for example, because of an unrecoverable I/O error or severe corruption,
the appropriate method of recovery depends on the type of data set.

VSAM KSDS Data Sets

If journaling is active for the data set, you must first use the RESTORE capability of the ESP UTIL feature to restore the
data set using the most recent backup copy. You then reapply all changes made since the backup time from the journaled
updates in the system's SMF data sets. This will bring the data set's status forward to a time immediately prior to the
occurrence of the problem, and enable usual processing to resume with little or no loss of data.

If journaling is not active for the data set, restore it from the most recent backup copy. The data set's data will be out of
date by an amount dependent upon the length of time between the backup and the problem occurring, and the amount of
update activity during that period. Once you have recovered the data set, you will have to take additional manual action to
restore the effects caused by any missing updates.

INDEX Data Set

The following are of concern:

• The calendar data
• The data set trigger index records
• The global variable table data (probably the most volatile of these items)
• The password data for distributed processing
• The symbolic-variable library definitions
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Any manual repair required is unlikely to be difficult because, with the exception of the global variable-table data, these
items are relatively static.

Event Data Sets

You can keep the event definition commands in a sequential data set that you can input through the LOAD command.
This method is an effective method of completely recreating the event data set.

The advantage of this method compared to regular data set backups depends on the frequency and volume of adding and
modifying event definitions. If you decide to maintain a backup data set of event definition commands, you can create this
data set by issuing LIST commands with the LEVEL, ALL, and PRINT options selected.

In the following example, the complete definitions of all events defined to the PROD group prefix are written to the
ESP.EVENTS data set:

LIST LEVEL(PROD) ALL PRINT('ESP.EVENTS')

NOTE
Because the level name does not contain a period or wildcard, it is assumed to be a prefix, rather than a
descriptive name.

You can obtain a single data set of all the definitions in an EVENTSET by issuing a series of LIST commands as above,
with the MOD option specified, except for the first of the series. The prefix and descriptive name of the LEVEL operand
can contain the hyphen and asterisk wildcards, for example CYBER01-.EVENT- or CYB**01.EVENT*.

History Data Sets

The impact of the loss or corruption of a history data set depends on the way you use the data in this data set. In many
cases, restoring from the most recent backup is acceptable. If this involves the loss of essential data, you must use ESP's
journaling feature to roll the data set forward to the point of failure. Refer to Backup Options Available for the Data Sets.

Job Index Data Set

The most important records in the JOBINDEX data set are the job tracking index records (J records) and Application index
records (B records).

These records are dynamic for active jobs and Applications. To allow successors jobs to be submitted, you may need to
force complete jobs that after recovery show as executing but have finished. If the data set has been recovered from an
older backup, you may need to re-trigger in-flight Applications to resume processing at the correct point, possibly with
the ROOT JOBS option. In such a case, you must record the current state of Application processing (for example, by
taking screen prints of CSF screens) prior to restoring the JOBINDEX data set to compare it with the status following the
restoration.

Next in importance are the job tracking model and pnode definitions. Re-creation of these two following restoration from a
backup copy is unlikely to be required because both are static with few updates in the usual course of operations.

VSAM Linear Data Sets

In general, when one of these data sets becomes unusable, the most appropriate response is to reformat the data set (or
allocate a new one) and then perform any required manual adjustments to the system status.

Reformatting is accomplished by recycling the ESP subsystem with the appropriate option:

• RESFORM for the resource data set
• TPFORMAT for the TPServer checkpoint
• CQFORMAT for the COMMQ data set
• NQFORMAT for the NETQUEUE data set
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The manual adjustments can include modifying the reported state of tracked jobs and resubmitting distributed workload
that the intended Agent has never been notified of.

This recommendation applies particularly to the RESFILE, which contains many direct pointers into itself, and which is
almost impossible to recover when corrupted. You must recreate the installation's resource definitions.

• If only few resources are involved, the simplest way to recreate them is to include their definitions in the ESP
initialization parameters, surrounded by IF logic ensuring that they are only processed when a RESFORM is in
progress.

• If a significant number of resources are involved, you can maintain their definitions in a sequential data set and
process it with a LOAD command when you use RESFORM.

Once you have redefined the resources, you must make adjustments to their maximum and available counts to restore
conditions to their state at the point of failure.

If the resource availability fluctuates frequently, you can consider using the RESDEF LIST command to take a snapshot of
the current state at regular intervals to facilitate the recovery process in case of a RESFILE problem.

ESP Slot Data Sets

The following are the most common situations:

• A data set becomes too small to hold the data as long as needed.
If a data set becomes too small, because an increase in workload volume, you can increase its size using:
– The CYBESUT3 utility for an APPLFILE. (Refer to CYBESUT3 -- Application Record Merge and Extend Utility.)
– The CYBESUT4 utility for a TRAKFILE. (Refer to CYBESUT4 -- TRAKFILE Upgrade Utility.)

• One or more records become corrupt.
You can safely ignore individual corrupt records, if they don't result in a large number of error messages. The records
will eventually disappear once their slots are reused.

• One or more records become orphaned (not accessible from any JOBINDEX record, yet not marked as free in the
bitmap).
Orphan records can be reclaimed by running the CYBESUT1 utility in UPDATE mode. (Refer to CYBUT001 -- ENQ
Control Block Dump Utility)

• If an APPLFILE or TRAKFILE does become completely unusable, the ESP subsystem must be stopped, and a new
data set allocated. The new data set will automatically be detected and formatted when you restart the subsystem.
Some records (potentially many) in the JOBINDEX data set will point to nonexistent records in the newly formatted slot
data set. To avoid a large number of error messages caused by these phantom pointers, you can consider deleting the
appropriate records (B records corresponding to an APPLFILE, J records to a TRAKFILE) from the JOBINDEX data
set when you allocate the new data set. You can do this by using IDCAMS to copy the JOBINDEX data set to a new
version, omitting all records whose keys begin with B or J.

• If an EXHFILE becomes unusable, you must allocate a new data set. ESP WA Restart Option will not be able to restart
any job that started execution prior to the activation of the new data set because the execution history is lost. You can
always restart those jobs manually from CSF by using the R line command.

Loss of a Data Center

Where an entire data centre becomes unavailable, due to natural disaster or other cause, the process of recovery is
dependent on the type, volume, and frequency of work usually processed at that data centre. This involves ESP and the
entire hardware and software configuration of the unavailable location. It is impossible to provide general procedures for
recovering from such a situation, because of the variety of hardware, software, and workload combinations possible. You
must develop and test a detailed disaster recovery process, to which all interested parties are fully committed. As far as
ESP is concerned, the exact process of starting up in a recovery situation will depend on a detailed knowledge of the
organization's various applications and the respective priorities of the business operation.
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Use Managers to Perform Tasks
ESP uses several managers to perform specific types of tasks. A manager waits for a request to perform an action.

Manager Overview

Managers are specific modules or code controlling actions within ESP. They form the building blocks of the active ESP
environment.

System programmers must be aware of these basic building blocks and of the terminology used to describe them.

This section describes the most frequently referred-to portions of ESP. The sections are very general and only aim to
introduce common terminology to facilitate communication and resolution of problems.

A manager is inactive until work is placed on its queue and the manager is notified. The manager then:

• Removes the item from its work queue
• Processes it
• Optionally places a piece of work on another manager's queue
• Optionally notifies the next manager or process
• Waits for more work

Event Manager

The event manager executes commands contained within the event definitions. It:

• Determines the next execution date and time of a workload object (where applicable)
• Identifies the security environment
• Initiates the generation of every application and the submission of every workload object

Manager Modules

The event manager consists mainly of modules CYBJS107, CYBJS108, and some additional modules providing ancillary
services.

Manager Activities

• Executes commands contained with event definitions.
• Determines the next execution date and time.
• Identifies the security environment.
• Executes code to create applications.

NOTE
Creation of a new application is the most common action.

Updated Data Set

• EVENTSET

Event-Level Sensor Manager

The event-level sensor manager handles any event-level sensors that are set up to trigger an event upon notification by
an agent monitor. Event-level sensors are set up using the WOBTRIG command.

You can use event-level sensors only with release 11.3 and above of the system agents and only with the following agent
monitors:
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• Database Monitor (DB_MON)
• Database Trigger (DB_TRIG)
• File Trigger (FILE_TRIGGER)
• J2EE Subscribe, Get Messages (JMSS_JOB)
• SAP Event Monitor (SAPE_JOB)
• SNMP Subscribe (SNPC_JOB)

Event-Level Sensor Module

The event-level sensor manager consists of CYBJS145.

Event-Level Sensor Activities

Send a monitor request to an event-level sensor.

Receive confirmation of monitor request from an event-level sensor

Trigger events upon notifications from an agent monitor.

Updated Data Set

• EVENTSET

Application Manager

The application manager interprets and builds applications during the generation phase, and makes decisions and directs
work during the processing phase. The application manager retains and updates complete information about all active
applications.

The application manager scans the JOBINDEX file looking for new applications or other requests for processing activities,
filed in the form of request elements. If neither is found, the application manager becomes dormant until new activities
prompt it to action. The application manager periodically relinquishes control to other ESP components.

Application Manager Module

The Application manager consists primarily of module CYBES032.

Application Manager Activities

• Inserts a workload object.
• Verifies whether or not it is a SUBAPPL and processes it accordingly.
• Tracks jobs.
• Looks at an Application in the queues and processes it according to the nature of the queue in which it is found.
• Resubmits a workload object.
• Performs actions on jobs.

Updated Data Sets

• APPELFILE
• JOBINDEX
• CKPT
• QUEU
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Tracking Manager

The tracking manager captures and organizes status changes for all ESP-controlled z/OS workload. The tracking
manager also notifies the other managers when appropriate.

Tracking Manager Module

The tracking manager consists of module CYBJS082.

Tracking Manager Activities

• Tracks z/OS jobs.
• Creates history for all jobs

Updated Data Sets

• TRAKFILE
• JOBINDEX
• HISTFILE
• CKPT
• QUEUE

Time-Driven-Request Manager

The time-driven-request (TDR) manager scans the TDR queue. It decides what to activate and whether to activate it
synchronously or asynchronously, based on information contained in the TDR queue.

Time-Driven-Request Manager Modules

The time-driven-request manager consists of modules CYBJS008 and CYBJS010.

Time-Driven-Request Manager Activities

• Maintains a to-do list in a simple queue in time sequence.
• Inserts new TDRs in the correct position in the queue.

Updated Data Set

• CKPT

Queue Manager

The queue manager, also called the checkpoint manager, processes the CKPT and QUEUE files.

Queue Manager Module

The queue manager consists of module CYBXK001.

Queue Manager Activities

• Holds and releases the queues as needed.
• Processes dispatching activities.
• Calls CYBXK000 to perform necessary I/O functions.
• Controls reading from and updating of checkpoint (local queues) and queue (global queue) data sets.
• Shares queue data set with other systems through timing control.
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Updated Data Sets

• CKPT
• QUEUE

Intersystem Communications Manager

The intersystem communications manager (ISC) attaches to the transmission pipeline. It provides interface and translation
services for remote systems. Transmitter and receiver functions are attached on separate task environment elements
(TEEs).

The basic concept is to open a SYSOUT file for a particular class and destination (node), and then write a message to that
file. The file is closed, and JES transmits it to the destination node. Code on the destination node acts as a JES external
writer receiving the message and processing it.

The ISCDEF initialization statement is processed by CYBJS114, which causes the ISC to be defined and started. When
the tracking manager (CYBJS082) detects a cross-memory element (XME) for a job, it looks up the tracking model to see
if ISC facilities are required. If so, the XME is sent to the destination node by issuing an XISC WRITE macro for the XME
with a transaction code of TRAKDATA. This action causes the XME to be sent, via JES, to the destination node.

CYBJS118 is the ISC receiver. It is attached as a thread either by CYBJS114 when processing ISC initialization
statements or by CYBJS005 when detecting that ISC facilities were in use for this subsystem. CYBJS118 issues an
XISC READ request for transaction type TRAKDATA. When it receives a response, it adds the XME to the checkpoint
XME queue and signals the tracking manager that work is available. It continues this process until the ESP subsystem is
terminated.

Updated Data Sets

• CKPT

Data Set Trigger Manager

The data set trigger manager maintains a dynamic list of active data set-trigger elements (DTEs). It notifies target events
when data set activity occurs and is driven by SMF intercept routines.

Data Set Trigger Manager Module

The data set-trigger manager consists of module CYBJS065.

Data Set Trigger Manager Activities

• Scans for checkpoint data set trigger elements.
• Removes DTEs from the CKPT (heckpoint) file.
• Schedules the respective events for execution for each item.

Updated Data Sets

• CKPT
• QUEUE
• EVENTSET

Scoreboard Manager

The scoreboard manager builds the CSF scoreboard and the Application Monitor scoreboard and maintains these
scoreboards as status-change data is received. The scoreboard manager responds to requests for scoreboard data from
other ESP components.
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The CSF scoreboard includes all the data displayed by the Consolidated Status Facility (CSF).

The Application Monitor scoreboard includes all the data displayed by the Application Monitor.

Scoreboard Manager Module

The scoreboard manager consists of module CYBES038.

Scoreboard Manager Activities -- CSF

• Processes the SCHDFILE initialization parameter.
• Opens the schedule data set.
• Closes the schedule data set.
• Reads entries in the schedule data set.
• Queues updates to the schedule data set.
• Manages sub-task attach requests, subtask processing, and data set updates.
• Locates CSF scoreboard entries by job name, qualifier, scheduled time, and event name.
• Locates CSF scoreboard entries by token.
• Locates CSF scoreboard entries by entry number.
• Creates CSF scoreboard entries.
• Adds CSF scoreboard entries to the scoreboard.
• Purges CSF scoreboard entries by date.
• Transmits through XCF CSF scoreboard entries to all proxies

Scoreboard Manager Activities -- Application Monitor

• Locates Application Monitor scoreboard entries by application name, generation, scheduled time, and event name.
• Locates Application Monitor scoreboard entries by token.
• Locates Application Monitor scoreboard entries by entry number.
• Creates Application Monitor scoreboard entries.
• Adds Application Monitor scoreboard entries to the scoreboard.
• Purges Application Monitor scoreboard entries individually or by date.
• Transmits through XCF Application Monitor scoreboard entries to all proxies

Updated Data Sets

• SCHDFILE
• JOBINDEX

Resource Manager

The resource manager builds resource file data objects and responds to resource activity to keep the resource file current.
Unlike the other managers, it does not exist as a permanent dispatchable entity.

Resource Manager Module

The resource manager consists of module CYBES050.

Resource Manager Activities

• Constructs the resource manager anchor block.
• Initializes processing as follows:
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– Opens the resource file (a VSAM linear data set).
– Constructs storage tables to be associated with the resources.
– Scans the device tables for real devices.
– Attaches threads for polled real resources.
– Attaches a thread to perform periodic saves every 15 seconds.
– Processes RESFILE command.
– Processes RESDEF command.
– Processes topology definition statements.
– Adds jobs.
– Removes jobs.
– Removes resources.
– Modifies resources.
– Releases jobs.
– Performs the DIV SAVE sub-task (Backs-up the linear data set every 15
– seconds).
– Handles termination

Updated Data Set

• RESFILE

Workflow Summary

A User Defines an Event

1. The event is created in the EVENT file.
2. A TDR is queued to the TDR manager if the event is time related.
3. The time-driven-request manager keeps a queue of TDRs pending time-related activities on the CKPT file.
4. The TDR queue holds events built for only those pending events that are within the event manager's scheduling time

period (specified by the EVENTSET initialization parameter).
5. Each TDR on the queue is processed by the TDR manager.

An Event is Triggered Manually or by Data Set Triggers

1. A TDR is added to the queue, regardless of the time required.

NOTE
TDRs with a schedule time that is outside the scheduling time period can reside on the time-driven-request
manager's queue.

2. When the scheduling time period expires, the TDR queue is refreshed for Events within the next scheduling time
period.

An Event is Triggered, Regardless of Reason

1. The time-driven-request manager activates the event manager.
2. The event manager reads in the event from the EVENTSET file.
3. The event manager processes the event according to the user definition, which can:

– Execute a command
– Invoke an ESP procedure

NOTE
Invoking an ESP procedure can result in the direct submission of a job or the creation of an application to
submit the job.

4. Job submission causes entries to be built for the tracking manager.
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System Management Facility (SMF) 

Routines

SMF intercept routines supply input data to the tracking manager and data set-trigger manager. Subsystem interface
routines invoke various ESP managers directly on behalf of the requesting user address space. The tracking manager
uses information derived from SMF data to invoke the Application manager and job monitor routines.

Tracking

Information sent to the tracking manager is also recorded in the TRAKFILE. The application manager can be invoked
to perform monitor processing or to signal the completion of a job within an application. If the SMF data is resource
related, the resource manager is invoked. This can cause the application manager to be notified if jobs are in a waiting for
resources wait state. The application manager can also invoke the scoreboard manager, which is reflected by CSF.

Managers

Many of the ESP managers are queue driven, but some are driven by external activities such as SMF-record generation
or subsystem events.

Queue-driven managers look on their own work queues for outstanding items, such as events whose scheduled time has
arrived or passed. If no outstanding work is found, the manager goes into an awaiting-work condition. The manager is
activated when a work item is added to its queue and an event notification block (ENB) is posted.

A non-queue-driven manager waits for work requests from other ESP components or z/OS functions.

Threads

The following functions are attached as independent threads:

• Application manager -- CYBES032
• Command handling
• Cross-memory request handler
• Time-driven manager -- CYBJS008
• Data set trigger manager -- CYBJS065
• Tracking manager -- CYBJS082
• Cross-system queue manager
• Due-out processor
• Signal manager
• Cross-system tracking data receiver
• Notify processor

NOTE
Each thread can attach other threads to assist with internal processing.

Use Data Sets to Configure
This section provides a summary of datasets that you can use to configure ESP.

AGENTDEF

PDS or PDSE member

It can be a sequential data set
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Usually located in the same PDS as the ESP initialization parameters

Purpose:

• Defines your Agent topology.

Most common commands or statements:

• AGENT: Identifies the specific system where a job runs
• LOADAGDF: Loads the Agent definition
• ESPCOM: Controls communications activity between the ESP Agents and ESP

APPLFILE

Slotted, non-VSAM (wrap around)

Internally formatted into 4K (default) or larger slots

Slot size should be determined according to workload

Purpose:

• Is used by the application manager
• Contains the application tracking records
• Contains the procedure caching records
• Has links to the jobindex data set
• Has links to the jobstats data set
• Contains records existing for the life of every application currently being tracked
• Contains records built when a new generation of an application is created

Most common commands:

• LISTAPTF: List application data set
• LISTAPPL (LAP): List application

CKPT

Checkpoint data set

Allocated in one contiguous extent

Two cylinders allocated by default

Must be unique to each ESP subsystem -- never shared

Purpose:

• Contains the backup for time-driven-request elements
• Contains a variety of local queues
• Can hold tracking elements (for example, XME or DTE)

Most common commands:

• LISTCKPT: List checkpoints
• LSYS: List systems

COMMQ

VSAM linear

Must be defined if using agents or the Report Server
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Purpose:

• Contains communication checkpoint data set
• Contains agent communications information

Most common commands:

• ESPCOM: Control ESP communications
• PARM=CQFORMAT: Requests a reformat of the COMMQ data set when you start ESP

EVENTSET

VSAM KSDS

One cylinder contains 350 events

Event data sets can be shared

Purpose:

• Contains ESP event definitions
• Stores signal requirements
• Input commands are validated and stored in preparsed form

Most common commands:

• LISTEVS: List event data sets
• LIST: List event information
• LDXE: List objects awaiting triggers
• LDTE: List data set triggers

EXHFILE

Used only if using ESP WA Restart Option

Slotted data set -- formatted into 4K slots

Every job uses at least one slot -- very large jobs will use more than one slot

Must be maintained (scheduled purge)

Data set can get very large depending on the number of jobs and the AGE / KEEP values

Purpose:

• Stores information about jobs tracked by ESP WA Restart Option for restart and rerun purposes

Most Common Command

• ENCPARM: sets options for ESP WA Restart Option

HISTORY

VSAM KSDS

Job records are 592 bytes long and application records are 256 bytes long.

NOTE
For information on calculating the space required, see the Installing and Configuring.

Must be maintained (scheduled purge)

Accessed by master subsystem only
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Purpose:

• Contains historical information about jobs and applications tracked by ESP

INDEX

VSAM KSDS

200 bytes per calendar, 100 bytes per holiday or data set trigger

High access rate (SMF records cut -- check for data set-trigger index (DXE))

Purpose:

• Contains calendars, data set triggers, global variable tables, password data for distributed processing, and symbolic
variable library definitions

Most common commands:

• LDXE: List objects awaiting triggers
• LDTE: List data set triggers

JOBDOC

PDS or PDSE

Members named by job name

Purpose:

• Contains job documentation details
• Can contain ESP job-definition statements

Most common commands:

• BD: Browses job documentation (CSF)
• ED: Edits job documentation (CSF)
• JOBINFO: Display job documentation

JOBINDEX

VSAM KSDS

One cylinder contains 330 jobs

High access rate

Purpose:

• Contains entries for each job name or application name up to a defined maximum number of generations
• Contains tracking models
• Contains tracking information and pointers to the APPLFILE and TRAKFILE (synchronized)
• Used to build the Application Monitor scoreboard

Most common commands:

• LTJ jobname INDEX: List tracked jobs with the index option
• PURGAPPL: Purge completed application information

JOBSTATS

VSAM KSDS
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One cylinder contains 330 jobs

High access rate

Purpose:

• Contains job statistics, job-profiling information, and the number of instances of each record type to keep
• Additional job information enhances ESP's anticipated end-time, default resource, and critical-path calculations
• Provides additional information about the execution characteristics of individual jobs

Most common commands:

• JOBPROF: Specifies a profile name for job profile data, and indicates what data is stored in the profile
• LJS: Lists the latest job submissions and execution statistics for job profiles and records stored in the jobstats data set

QUEUE

Non-VSAM

Usually one cylinder

Must be shared between master and proxy systems

Purpose:

• Contains job-tracking data to preserve the current state of an ESP subsystem and allow data to pass between a
master subsystem and its associated proxy subsystems

• Holds data about jobs that ESP has recently submitted
• Keeps track of abended jobs

Most common commands:

• LSYS: List systems
• LISTQ: List queue data sets
• LISTXMEZ: List cross-memory elements

RESFILE

VSAM linear

Size must be calculated based on the number of resources

Must never be shared

Accessed by master subsystem only

Purpose:

• Stores resource definitions
• Job descriptor defines jobs that have requested resources
• RESDEF commands should be stored in a separate data set in case the RESFILE is formatted (RESFORM)

Most common commands::

• RESDEF name ADD ENTERPRISE THRESHOLD MAX(n) AVAIL(n): Creates the name resource
• RESDEF name SET AVAIL(n): Modifies the name resource to n available
• RESDEF - LIST: Displays a list of resources

SCHDFILE

VSAM KSDS
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Used only if using the LOADSCHF command to view future, scheduled workload from CSF

2048 bytes per job generated by a SADGEN job according to its specified scheduling period

Is accessed only by master

Purpose:

• Provides information to the Consolidated Status Facility (CSF) about future, scheduled workload
• Populated by a work data set generated by a SADGEN job
• Is dynamically updated by scoreboard manager

Most common commands:

• LOADSCHF: Load schedule data set into CSF
• PURGSCHF: Purge schedule information

TRAKFILE

Non-VSAM -- Slotted (1K slots)

One cylinder contains 200 jobs (must accommodate all active jobs at any one time)

Purpose:

• Contains real-time job-tracking information
• Contains pointers to APPLFILE and SCHDFILE

Most common commands:

• LJ: List jobs
• LISTTRAK: List tracking data sets

ESP Initialization Parameters

Define the ESP environment on startup.

ESPPARM member
Executed during every ESP start.

ESPWARM member
Executed during a WARM (normal) start only.

ESPCOLD member
Executed during a COLD start only.

AGENTDEF
Use to define Agents to ESP.

Job tracking definition table (JTDT)
Use to specify the characteristics of jobs you want ESP to track.

Application tracking definition table (ATDT)
Use to specify the characteristics of the applications you want written to a specified history file or not written to
any history file.

LOADNET
Use to define the local and remote nodes in the Network Delivery Services (NDS) network.

TP Parms
Use to define the connection between ESP subsystems.
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Control Blocks
This section describes the various control blocks created and used by Broadcom WA ESP Edition.

ADX and ADXE -- Application-Descriptor Index and Application-Descriptor-Index Entry

Each application-descriptor index (ADX) represents an application. It contains the application-descriptor-index entry
(ADXE), which contains details about an application.

Location
The ADX and the ADXE reside in the JOBINDEX file. The first 9 bytes of the key to the ADX record consist of the
letter B followed by the name of the Application.

Format
The ADX is 136-bytes long. It anchors a chain of ADXEs, each representing a generation of the Application. Each
ADXE is 128-bytes long.

AHR -- Application History Records

The application history record (AHR) on the HISTFILE holds all the information concerning a specific execution of a given
application.

Location
AHRs are created by CYBES141 whenever an application completes. They are processed by CYBJS094 when
reports are created.

Format
The AHR is 256 bytes long.
AHRs are accessed via an 18-byte key consisting of:

• The record type 'Appl'
• An 8-byte application name
• A fullword generation number
• A halfword (re)run number

AJQE -- Application-Job-Queue Element

The application-job-queue element (AJQE) represents a workload object within an application. It contains all of information
that the application manager needs to schedule the workload object:

• Job name and type
• JCL library for overrides
• Time of action
• Job completion information
• Predecessor and successor information
• Pointer to the job tracking record (JTR)
• Other job execution information (for example, start time)

Some information is reconstructed at submit time. (COPYJCL is one example.)

Location
Contained within an application tracking record (ATR).
Variable extension of the ATR.

Format
The AJQE is 432-bytes long.
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AJQL -- Application-Job-Queue Link

The application-job-queue link (AJQL) represents the predecessor-successor links between two workload objects in an
application. It is a variable extension of the Application tracking record (ATR). It contains status information as well as
pointers to its predecessor and successor job application-job-queue elements (AJQE). The AJQL is queued from the other
jobs.

Location
Contained within the variable extension of the ATR.

Format
Each AJQL is 24-bytes long.

ATR -- Application Tracking Record

The application tracking record (ATR) contains information about a specific generation of an application. It is created when
a triggered event activates an application creating a new generation of it. It exists for the life of every application currently
being tracked and is updated during the life of the application. It contains:

• Application name
• Generation number
• Invoking event
• Schedule time
• ESP procedure name
• Status and control information
• Resource elements application and sub-application descriptors
• Application job queue entries (AJQE)
• Application job queue links (AJQL)
• Location

The ATR resides in the APPLFILE.
• Format

The ATR is variable in size. Its header is 352-bytes long. If the ATR can be accommodated within a slot, it occupies the
entire slot. The size of the slot is the same as the block size of the APPLFILE.

CXR, CDB, TBH, and TBS -- Calendar-index Record

Each calendar-index record (CXR) contains details about a calendar. The record type indicator is the letter C. The record
identifier is the calendar name. Each CXR represents a calendar system. Each calendar is represented by a calendar
data block (CDB). It anchors a chain of calendar entries: time-buffer holidays (TBH) representing holidays and time-buffer
special days (TBS) representing special days.

Location
The CXR, CDB, and the calendar entries reside in the INDEX file.

Format
The CXR header is 16-bytes long.
The CDB is 96-bytes long.
The TBH and TBS are 32-bytes long.

DTE -- Data Set Trigger Element

A data set trigger element (DTE) represents an event that is to be triggered by the closure or renaming of a data set, as
specified by a data set-trigger event statement. The DTE is built on an SMF intercept of data set activity. It contains the
data set name, the job name and type, and other information about the trigger. It is used to build a time-driven request
(TDR) for triggering events.
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Location
A DTE is created in the CHECKPOINT file, along with a TDR. Both DTE and TDR are removed from the
CHECKPOINT file after the event is processed. Multiple DTEs can exist for a single TDR.

Format
The DTE is 76-bytes long.

DXR and DXE -- Data Set-trigger Index Data

Each data set trigger index record (DXR) and each of its data set index trigger entries (DXE) contain information relevant
to data set event triggering. The record-type indicator is the letter D. Every data set trigger command defined in an event
is represented by one DXE. Because the key to the DXR is constructed from the first eight characters of the triggering
data set name, all DXEs sharing the same 8-bytes prefix of the data set name are chained from the same DXR.

Location
The DXRs and their DXEs reside in the INDEX file.

Format of DXR
Each DXR is 80-bytes long. There is one DXR for each unique 8-bytes prefix of the data set name.

Format of DXE
Each DXE consists of:

• A fixed length header portion (shorter for z/OS jobs than for other workload objects).
• Additional data (variable in length) including the data set name and the name of the event to be triggered.

EDC -- Event Data Set Checkpoint Element

An event data set checkpoint element (EDC) represents each event data set defined in the system.

Location
The event data set checkpoint element is found in the CKPT file.

Format
The EDC is 272-bytes long.

GDT -- Global Data Table

The global data table (GDT) contains all the necessary data for storage management within the CPE and some
information from the installation parameters. The GDT:

• Contains the product and function-specific root control block.
• Anchors CPE-related chains and process entry points.
• Is pointed to by a task-environment-element (TEE) field, TEEGDT.
• Location

In memory.
• Format

The GDT is 768-bytes long.

HDC -- History Data Set Checkpoint Element

A history data set checkpoint element (HDC) represents each history file in the system.

Location
The HDC is located in the CKPT file.

Format
The HDC is 272-bytes long.
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JHI and JHIE -- Job-history Index

A job-history index (JHI) contains information about a job. It anchors a chain of job-history-index entries (JHIE), each of
which contains information about various runs of the job.

Location
The JHI and JHIE reside in the JOBINDEX file.

Format
The JHI is 136-bytes long. The first 9 bytes of the key to the JHI record consist of the letter J, followed by the
name of the job. The JHIE is 120-bytes long.

JSP -- Job-Submission Parameters

The job-submission parameters (JSP) contain all the information needed by the event manager for job submission. It is
created when a job is to be submitted. It can also be created during SADGEN processing. It contains the following:

• JCL source data set and member name
• Scheduled time
• Pointers to event, user, and group information
• The job definition element (JDE) and the application-job-queue element (AJQE) addresses
• Application file pointers
• Application-defined characteristics
• Address I/O control blocks for the input and output data sets

As the JCL is being submitted, various items of information are extracted from the JCL and stored in the JSP. When the
invoking user JCL exits, the JSP contains the current JCL statement image. A new JSB is created each time a job is
submitted.

Location
In memory.

Format
The JSP is 1448-bytes long.

JSSC -- Job-Scheduling System Control

The job-scheduling system control (JSSC) is the primary control block for ESP subsystem processing, contained within
the ESP address space. It is built when the ESP subsystem is started. It is distinct from the cross-subsystem vector table
(XSSV), which is used for communication between a subsystem and other address spaces. It contains the following:

• Various control information about subsystems
• Event control blocks (ECB) for various ESP processing actions
• Anchors for control-block chains
• Pointers to I/O control blocks for accessing ESP data sets
• Location

In memory (portions of the JSSC are preserved in the checkpoint and queue files).
• Format

The JSSC is 2608-bytes long.

JTR -- Job-Tracking Record

A job-tracking record (JTR) represents each job tracked by ESP.

Location
The JTRs are located in the TRAKFILE.
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Format
The length of each JTR is variable.

JTS -- Job-Step Tracking Record

A job-step tracking record (JTS) represents each step of the jobs tracked by ESP. A pointer in the job-tracking record
(JTR) for each job anchors a chain of JTS's representing steps in that job.

Location
The JTS is part of the JTR.

Format
The length of JTS is variable.

JHR -- Job History Records

The job history record (JHR) on the HISTFILE holds all the information concerning a specific execution of a given job.

Location
JHRs are created and updated by CYBJS082 as tracking data is received for a job. They are processed by
CYBJS094 when reports are created. The miscellaneous routines module CYBJS084 contains routines for
converting job-tracking-records (JTR) data to JHR and JHR data to an extended history record (JHX).

Format
The JHR is 592-bytes long.
JHRs are accessed by an 18-bytes key consisting of:

• The record type J followed by the job name
• An 8-bytes inverse (complemented) reader start time
• 1 byte of binary zeros

This key ensures that the history records for the same job are read in reverse chronological order.

PNI -- Process-Node Entry Record

The process-node entry record (PNI) contains information about a processing node. It anchors a chain of processing-node
group entries (PNGE) containing group information for the processing node.

Location
The PNIs and PNGEs are located in the JOBINDEX file.

Format
The PNI is 120-bytes long. The first 9 bytes of the key to the PNI record consist of the letter P, followed by the
name of the processing node.
The PNGE is 24-bytes long.

SCBH -- Scoreboard Header

The scoreboard header (SCBH) is the main control block describing the current state of the ESP CSF scoreboard and
Application Monitor scoreboard.

The scoreboard manager (CYBES038) allocates the scoreboard header when ESP executes the SCHDFILE initialization
parameter. If the SCHDFILE initialization parameter is not coded, the scoreboard header is allocated after ESP processes
all the initialization parameters.

The scoreboard header is referenced by CYBES032, CYBES033, CYBES079, and CYBES104, in addition to the
scoreboard modules.
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Location
The SCBH address is stored in the job-scheduling-system control block (JSSC).

Format
The SCBH is 312-bytes long.

SCBE -- Scoreboard Entry

A scoreboard entry (SCBE), along with its extension block (SCBX), contains all the information maintained in the
following:

• CSF scoreboard about a specific job.
• Application Monitor scoreboard about a specific Application.

The CSF and Application Monitor scoreboards are in-memory adjuncts of the JOBINDEX and APPLFILE data sets. The
CSF scoreboard contains data related to scheduled or running jobs, while the Application Monitor scoreboard contains
data related to Applications. The data elements in both the CSF and Application Monitor scoreboards reside in an ESP
address space and reflect the current value of the source data elements in the JOBINDEX and APPLFILE data sets.

When an ISPF user opens CSF or Application Monitor, ESP copies data from the source address space to the user's
TSO address space. For ISPF users, the scoreboard data is updated when the user presses Enter to refresh CSF or
Application Monitor. For ESP Workstation users, the Workstation Server scoreboard scan task program (CYBES104)
updates the scoreboard data at a fixed interval, which can be configured with the INTERVAL operand in the WSSPARM
data set.

The scoreboards are used exclusively by the scoreboard manager (CYBES038).

SCBEs and their attendant scoreboard entry extensions (SCBX) are used to pass data back and forth between
scoreboard modules (CYBES038, CYBES039,CYBES040, and CYBES140) and Application or workload-object
processing modules (CYBES032, CYBES033, CYBES071, and CYBES079).

Location
Active (in-use) SCBEs are maintained on a hashed queue anchored in the scoreboard header (SCBH). These
SCBEs are also kept on a separate queue, ordered by job name, anchored in the SCBH.
Inactive SCBEs are kept on a compare double and swap (CDS) free queue anchored in the SCBH.

Format
The key for the SCBE queue is a 4-bytes hash token that is generated (by macro JSSJBTKN) by performing a
series of arithmetic and logical operations on the job name, job-name qualifier, event name, and scheduled time
for the job concerned. Each entry is 64-bytes long.

SCBX -- Scoreboard-Entry Extension

A scoreboard-entry extension (SCBX) is an extension of the scoreboard entry (SCBE). It contains detailed information
about a job or application not required for identification or standard processing purposes. The purpose of separating the
data in this way is to reduce paging activity because the SCBEs, which are accessed frequently, will tend to remain in real
storage.

Location
In memory.

Format for CSF scoreboard
Each SCBX is

• 328 bytes long for short job names.
• 392 bytes long for long job names.

Format for application scoreboard
Each SCBX is 328 bytes long.
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STR, SLIB, and SUSR -- Symbol Table Records

The symbol table record (STR) represents a symbol library name. The record-type indicator is the letter S. It anchors
a chain of symbol libraries (SLIB), one for each SLIB defined under the symbol library name. If access to the SLIB is
restricted to specific users, the STR also anchors a chain of symbol-table user elements (SUSR) specifying a user ID, a
group prefix, or a mask representing one or more users having access rights.

Location
The STRs and their SLIB and SUSR entries reside in the INDEX file.

Format
The STR is 120-bytes long.
The SLIB entries are 60-bytes long.
The SUSR entries are 16-bytes long.

TDR -- Time-driven Request

Time-driven requests (TDR) represent events. A TDR represents a predictable repetitive event (an event that is scheduled
to be triggered periodically). It is updated after each trigger for the scheduled time of the next trigger. A TDR representing
an unpredictable event, such as a manually triggered event, is brought to the CKPT file when the event is triggered. It is
removed from this file after being processed.

The requested operation can be one of:

• Event execution
• Event data set backup
• User definition data set backup
• Scan event data set
• Time-zone adjustment
• Special event processing
• Data set trigger
• Index data set backup
• History data set backup
• Job-index data set backup
• Signal post
• Location

The TDR is kept in the CKPT and QUEUE files.
• Format

TDRs vary in length, depending on the type of Event they represent. The length ranges from 24 bytes to an unlimited
value. The large TDRs are those representing data set-trigger Events, signal post Events, special Events, and the
backup of the INDEX and JOBINDEX files.

TEE -- Task-Environment Element

Task-environment elements (TEEs) are similar to the z/OS TCB (task control block). A TEE is the CPE root control block.
A TEE anchors key CPE-related chains and process-entry points. It can exist in multiples, normally 1 for the main task
and 1 or more for subtasks. It is usually pointed to by register 11 during normal processing.

Location
In memory.

Format
The TEE is 800-bytes long.
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TM -- Track-Model Index

A track-model index (TMI) contains tracking model information, including names of defined monitor events and the order
of processing nodes for the tracking model.

Location
TMIs reside in the JOBINDEX file.

Format
The first 9 bytes of the key to the TMI record consist of the letter M followed by the name of the tracking model. It
has a queue of process-node group elements (PNGE) attached, each 32-bytes long.

XME -- Cross-Memory Element

The cross-memory element (XME) stores information typically extracted from SMF records. It is related to job tracking and
represents a possible status change. It is used as a message element between components. The following are possible
types of XME:

• Job submitted
• Job posted from process node (pnode)
• Tapes used
• Step termination
• Job termination
• Output writer
• Job forced
• Due-out times reset
• Distributed or TASK workload object termination
• Job initiation
• Job flush
• Location

The XME can reside on the checkpoint for job tracking or on a queue file where job-tracking information is being
passed from a proxy ESP subsystem to a master ESP subsystem.

• Format
The XME length is variable.

XSSV -- Cross-Subsystem Vector Table

The cross-subsystem vector table (XSSV) is common to all CPE products. It is created the first time an ESP subsystem
is started following an IPL. It anchors subsystem-related chains and process entry points. It contains all of the data
structures used by other ESP components when they access ESP subsystem. During subsystem operation, the job-
scheduling system control block (JSSC) and XSSV contain pointers to each other.

Location
The XSSV is stored in key 0 of the common storage area (CSA), below the 16MB line, not fetch protected. Its
address is placed in the SSCTSUSE field of the z/OS Subsystem Control Table in use by the subsystem. Many of
the queued data items are stored in CSA.

Format
The XSSV is 1532-bytes long.

Event File Control Blocks

The event file is a VSAM KSDS file that is defined by the EVENTSET initialization parameter. Each record is of a variable
length and is accessible by a 25-bytes key. The first record in the file is the event control (EVC) record. Each of the
records following the EVC record represents an event. The EVC record is referred to as an event definition record (JEV).
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EVC Format
The EVC record is 80-bytes long. Its key is structured as follows:

• A single blank
• The word CONTROL
• 17 blanks

JEV Format
The key to the JEV is structured as follows:

• An 8-bytes event group name
• A 16-bytes event name
• A single byte containing hexadecimal FF

The JEV is 248-bytes long. Among other information, it contains pointers to other event-related control blocks, all residing
in the EVENT file:

Pointer Description
Action control element (ACE) Indicates the action to be taken when the event is triggered, for

example, invoking an application. Its length is the sum of 8 bytes,
plus the length of the text describing the action, rounded to the
next multiple of 8.

Copy JCL element (COJ) Every COPYJCL statement defined under the EVENT command is
represented by one COJ. The length is the sum of 10 bytes, plus
the length of the destination COPYJCL data set name, all rounded
to the next multiple of 8. If the destination COPYJCL data set
belongs to a generation data group, its name includes the explicit
generation index (9 bytes: 8 for the generation index and 1 for the
period).

Data set trigger index entry (DXE) See DXR and DXE -- Data Set-trigger Index Data.
Event comment element (ECO) Every COM statement defined under the EVENT command is

represented by one ECO. The length of this control block is the
sum of 6 bytes, plus the length of the comment, all rounded to the
next multiple of 8.

ON unit element (OUE) Every ON statement defined under the EVENT command is
represented by one OUE. The length of this control block is 8
bytes.

Schedule control element (SCE) Contains Event scheduling information. Its length is 120 bytes.
Every SCHEDULE command defined under the EVENT command
is represented by one SCE.

Signal wait element (SWE) Every SIGWAIT statement defined under the EVENT command
is represented by one SWE. The length of this control block is 72
bytes.

Signal wait pending (SWP) This 16-bytes control block is added to the JEV when a signal wait
is pending. In addition, the respective SWE (72 bytes) and TDR
(56 bytes) are also added (totaling 144 bytes).

INDEX File Control Blocks

The INDEX file is a VSAM KSDS file that is defined in the INDEX initialization parameter. Each record is of a variable
length and is accessible by a 12-bytes key. The first record in the file is a control record is a job-schedule-system index
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record (JXR). The INDEX file also contains calendar index records (CXR), data set trigger index records (DXR), and
symbol table records (symbol table record (STR), symbol libraries (SLIB), and symbol table user elements (SUSR)).

Record type Format
Job-schedule-system index record (JXR) There is one JXR record in the file; it is 96-bytes long. Its key is

structured as follows:
A single blank
An 8-bytes record identifier
3 bytes containing binary zeros

Calendar index records (CXR) See CXR, CDB, TBH, and TBS -- Calendar-index Record.
Data set-trigger index records (DXR) See DXR and DXE -- Data Set-trigger Index Data.
Symbol-table records (STR) See STR, SLIB, and SUSR -- Symbol Table Records.

 

Resource File Control Blocks

The structure of the resource file is unique -- data-in-virtual (DIV) object backed by a VSAM linear data set. Storage
for this file is allocated in 4 KB blocks. Initially, the file contains one lock (4096 bytes) holding the header block and two
arrays. Data added to the file is stored in the remainder of this block as long as it has any free space. When the entire
space in the block is filled up, another 4 KB block is added to the file and used in the same manner. Because data can
span blocks, the file can be considered as one contiguous storage space, whose size is a multiple of 4096.

Format

The file is headed by the resource file header block (ResFHB), which is 312-bytes long. Two arrays follow the header:
a CPU array and a resource array. Their size depends on the RESFILE initialization parameters. The size of the CPU
array (in bytes) is four times the MAXCPU specifications. The size of the resource array (again, in bytes) is four times the
MAXRES specifications.

If the two initialization parameters NODE and CPU have been specified, the resource file node descriptor (ResFND) and
the resource file CPU descriptor (ResFCD), are defined, one for each node and each CPU, respectively, specified at
initialization. ResFND is 152-bytes long, and ResFCD is 168 bytes.

When a Job is Waiting for Resources

Two control blocks are added to the file when a job, submitted by ESP, is waiting for a resource. One is a resource-file
job descriptor (ResFJD), which is 136-bytes long, and the other is a resource file resource requester (ResFRR), which
is 48-bytes long. In addition, variable information related to the job is stored in the file. Characteristically, this variable
information contains a time-driven request (TDR) followed by some job parameters, which consist of the submitting user
ID, the trigger type, the RESUB user ID, as well as parameters specified by the user. The size of this information depends
on the triggering circumstances. It is padded upwards to the next multiple of eight.

When a Resource is Defined

When a resource is defined, a resource-file resource descriptor (ResFRD) is constructed. It is 88-bytes long. In addition,
a CPU array is constructed. It has the same size as the CPU array that follows the file-header block. An additional control
block, a resource file resource counter (ResFRC), can be constructed. Its size is 72 bytes.

Resource Deleted

When a resource is deleted, the space occupied prior to its deletion is added to the free space pool in the file, to be
available for the next storage request.
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Handle Multiple JES Nodes
This section describes internodal communications for handling multiple JES nodes:

Network Delivery Services (NDS)

NDS uses the standard TCP/IP protocol to transfer ESP job-tracking information between ESP master subsystems that
exist on separate JES nodes.

When an NDS job-tracking system internodal transmission request is made, ESP stores the job-tracking records in the
NETQUEUE data set. After the ESP on the remote node confirms that it has received the internodal job-tracking record,
ESP purges the record from the NETQUEUE data set.

Also, when the local ESP subsystem receives internodal job- tracking records from a remote ESP subsystem through the
NDS job-tracking system, ESP stores the job-tracking records in the NETQUEUE data set. After the local ESP subsystem
writes the record to its checkpoint data set, ESP purges the record from the NETQUEUE data set.

TPServer

TPServer is a started subsystem that is attached as a thread when the ESP master subsystem is started. TPServer
provides a communication channel between its parent ESP subsystem and other ESP subsystems to share job-tracking
data. TPServer operates by using a transaction-processing loop. When transactions are received, they are queued to the
checkpoint data set and made available for job tracking.

Job Tracking

When used to communicate job tracking data between ESP subsystems on different JES nodes, the receiver receives
transactions and queues transactions to the CHECKPOINT data set.

When the tracking manager detects an XME for a job, it looks up the tracking model to see if TPServer facilities are
required. If so

• The job tracking TPServer transaction is invoked.
• The XME is sent through TPServer to the destination node.
• The transaction is received by a special receiver so that the job is tracked correctly on the sending system.

NJE and NJP Environments

Internodal communication processing for JES2 (NJE) and JES3 (NJP) environments is handled in the following manner:

1. A SYSOUT data set is opened for a particular class and destination (node).
2. A message is written to the opened data set.
3. The data set is closed.
4. JES transmits the data set to the destination node that contains code to act as a JES external writer, receive a

message, and process the data set.

ISCDEF Initialization Parameter

The ISCDEF initialization parameter defines and starts the inter-system communication (ISC) type. When the tracking
manager detects a cross-memory element (XME) for a job, it looks up the tracking model to see if ISC facilities are
required. If ISC facilities are required, the XME is sent to the destination node through JES.

An ISC receiver on the receiving node is attached as a thread during initialization (CYBJS118) and issues special reads
for transactions. When a response is received, the ISC receiver adds the XME to the checkpoint XME queue and posts
the tracking manager for work.
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This process continues until the ESP subsystem is terminated.

Understand Enclaves
This section will help you understand enclaves and the supporting system elements. The term enclave is an IBM
Workload Management (WLM) term, defined as a transaction that can span multiple units (SRBs and tasks) in one or
more address spaces and is reported and managed as a unit.

For more information on IBM Workload Management in general and enclaves in particular, consult the IBM reference
manual: z/OS Planning: Workload Management, document number GC28-1761.

Enclave Overview

An enclave is a transaction that can be assigned a different service class from the address spaces it runs in. Therefore,
an enclave's resource consumption can be measured separately from the address spaces it runs in. ESP exploits WLM to
isolate transactions allowing them to be charged to the user on whose behalf they are executing.

ESP creates enclaves for two types of ESP transactions:

• Events
• Subsystem requests

Example of ESP Event Enclave Usage

A user owning a lengthy and resource-consuming REXX exec can run it under ESP, so that ESP (rather than the user) is
charged for its resource consumption. An enclave is used to resolve this situation with the following assumed:

Name of the ESP subsystem ESPM
User ID USER001
Name of the ESP application containing REXX exec APPL001
Name of the WLM service class assigned to the enclave SERV001

The following classification rules must be assigned to service class SERV001 in IBM's WLM ISPF dialog, invoked by EX
'SYS1.SBLSCLI0(IWMARIN1)' under ISPF option 6:

SST ESP
SI (Subsystem Instance) ESPM
UI (User ID) USER001
TC (Transaction Class) ESPEVENT
TN (Transaction Name representing ESP Application name) APPL001

Under ESP subsystem ESPM, any ESP event invoking application APPL001, owned by user USER001, runs under an
enclave assigned to WLM service class SERV001. Resource consumption by WLM service SERV001 class can then be
charged to user USER001.

Use WORKMGR Initialization Parameter

To support enclaves, ESP requires a WORKMGR initialization parameter in the initialization parameter data set. The
WORKMGR initialization parameter tells ESP to connect to WLM.

You can, optionally, enter this as a command in Page mode. To see an example, refer to WORKMGR From Page Mode.
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Enter WORKMGR From Page Mode

You can also enter the WORKMGR command as an ESP operator command from ESP Page mode, option G.

The following example uses the full command syntax entered from Page mode:

OPER WORKMGR SST(ESP) SSN(D521) ENCLAVES

Disable/Enable Enclaves

Once you have defined the SST and SSN, you can disable and enable enclaves from Page mode by entering the
following commands:

OPER WORKMGR NOENCLAVES

OPER WORKMGR ENCLAVES

NOTE

WORKMGR can also be specified as the operand of a system MODIFY or F command. For example:

F ESP,WORKMGR

Display WLM

The WLM connection status can be displayed with the following command:

WLM DISPLAY CONNECTION

or the shortcut:

WLM D C

This is an example of a response:

Work Manager Connection

  Subsystem Type  . . . . . . : ESP

  Subsystem Name  . . . . . . : ESPM

Reconnect to WLM

The following command reconnects to WLM:

OPER WORKMGR

This is an example of a response:

ESP4430I Connected to WLM, SST=ESP, SSN=D521, Enclave support enabled

Create an Enclave
When the ENCLAVES operand is specified or defaulted to, ESP creates an enclave for predefined transactions and runs
them under that enclave.
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Transaction Types

ESP creates enclaves for two types of transactions:

• ESP events
• Subsystem requests (from the ESP clients)

WLM Classification Rules

When ESP creates an enclave for a specified transaction, it executes the transaction according to classification rules. You
must define WLM classification rules in your z/OS WLM service definition.

Classification rules determine which service class an enclave (or other work unit) will run under. Classification rules
are the goal mode equivalent to the z/OS IEAICSxx initialization-parameter library member. z/OS system programmers
typically define the service definition that contains these rules.

Define Classification Rules
You define classification rules to categorize work into service classes based on work qualifiers. A work qualifier identifies a
work request to the system. The first qualifier is the subsystem type that receives the work request. This value comes from
the WORKMGR statement.

You should define the classification rules after you have defined the service classes.

ESP Classification Rules

The following are ESP classification rules for ESP event and subsystem request transactions:

Rule andAbbreviation ESP Value
Subsystem type
(SST)

The default is ESP.

Subsystem instance
(SI)

The default is the ESP subsystem name. (Determined by the
SUBSYS initialization statement in the initialization parameters.)

User ID (UI) User ID associated with the ESP transaction, SAF, or other
authentication.

The following are ESP classification rules for ESP Event transaction:

Rule andAbbreviation ESP Value
Transaction
Class (TC)

ESPEVENT

Transaction
Name (TN)

8-characters application name when you are in the application-
process mode.
Not applicable if no application is associated with the event, or
when you are in the application-generation mode.
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Subsystem
Parameter
(SPM)

Bytes 1-8: Event user or group prefix
Bytes 9-24: Event descriptive name
Bytes 25-40:
Not Applicable (if workload object name not available)
16-characters workload object name (if available)
Note: For mainframe jobs, the workload object name is the job
name plus the job qualifier as follows:
Bytes 25-32: Job name
Bytes 33-40: Job qualifier or blank.
Note: In WLM ISPF, the work qualifier name definitions are only
8 characters long. You can use multiple work qualifier name
definitions to accommodate longer definitions by splitting them
into sub-fields. The start field indicates the byte position of the first
character of the sub-field.

The following are ESP Classification Rules for ESP Subsystem Request Transactions:

Rule andAbbreviation ESP Value
Transaction
Class (TC)

ESPSSREQ

Transaction
Name (TN)

Transaction name has a list of definitions that it supports. See the
following table.

 

Transaction Names for ESP Subsystem Requests

The following is a list of possible TN (transaction name) classification rule values and their meanings for ESP subsystem
requests:

Definition Function
APPL Application-manager-related subsystem requests.
CALENDAR Calendar-related subsystem requests.
DSTRIG Data set-trigger-related subsystem requests.
EVENT Event-related subsystem requests.
GENERAL General subsystem requests.
GROUP Group-authentication-related subsystem requests.
HISTORY History-related subsystem requests.
OPERATOR Operator-command subsystem requests.
SCHEDULE Schedule-related subsystem requests.
SCOREBD Scoreboard-related subsystem requests.
SIGNAL Signal-related subsystem requests.
SYMLIB Symbolic-library-related subsystem requests.
TRACKING Job-tracking-related subsystem requests.
USER User-authentication-related subsystem requests.
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Examples

The following example shows the ESP classification rules for an ESP event transaction, as seen in the WLM ISPF panel.
Under subsystem A123, any ESP event invoking job JOBX, within any application owned by the user CYBUSER, is
reported on report class EVT_CYB.

       Qualifier  Qualifier      Starting       Service  Report  

     # type       name           position       Class    Class   

     - ---------- -------------- ---------      -------- --------

     1 SI         A123

     2 . UI       . CYBUSER

     3 . . TC     . . ESPEVENT                            

     4 . . . TN   . . . JOBX     25                      EVT_CYB

The following example shows the ESP classification rules for an ESP subsystem transaction, as seen in the WLM ISPF
panel. Under subsystem B456,

• Any data set-trigger-related subsystem request runs under an enclave assigned to WLM service class B_DSTRG
• Any calendar-related subsystem request runs under an enclave assigned to WLM service class B_CAL
• Any other subsystem request runs under an enclave assigned to WLM service class B_SSREQ

       Qualifier  Qualifier      Starting       Service  Report  

     # type       name           position       Class    Class   

     - ---------- -------------- ---------      -------- --------

     1 SI         B456

     2 . TC       . ESPSSREQ                    B_SSREQ

     3 . . TN     . . DSTRIG                    B_DSTRG

     3 . . TN     . . CALENDAR                  B_CAL
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Working with Restart Option
ESP WA Restart Option is an advanced rerun/restart manager that works with ESP (ESP). You can restart or back out
batch jobs with a minimum amount of manual intervention. ESP WA Restart Option automatically makes JCL adjustments
for an error-free restart or backout.

You can:

• Simulate a job restart (online or in batch) or a backout (in batch only) so you can proceed to the actual restart or
backout with confidence in the results.

• Restart a job from the point of failure and continue processing until the job reaches its normal end.
• Back out a job as if the job had never executed.

This section provides an overview of ESP WA Restart Option and its components:

Restart Option Overview

This overview describes what ESP WA Restart Option can do for you.

ESP WA Restart Option can provide error predictions for an initial job run or restart run, information on the steps and
data sets in a failed job, and the intended restart actions by ESP WA Restart Option. This information is available in ISPF
panels and batch reports. You can override the intended restart actions prior to restarting a job.

You can issue ESP WA Restart Option commands to customize how ESP WA Restart Option works. For example, you
can choose the type of errors that ESP WA Restart Option predicts, control how completion codes are handled, and
control how specified data sets are treated.

ESP WA Restart Option works with products such as security systems, tape management systems, and DASD
management systems. The ESP WA Restart Option tape scratch exit is not compatible with CA 1 because it has different
parameters.

ESP WA Restart Option uses ESP services for the online interface so ESP must be active if you are using something such
as the Step Summary panel. If ESP is not active, jobs with an ESP WA Restart Option step can still be tracked.

You can use ESP WA Restart Option to restart jobs submitted by ESP or outside of ESP.

To enable ESP WA Restart Option to track a job for possible backout or restart, an ESP WA Restart Option step is added
to the start of the job. It has access to z/OS control blocks, a job run history data set called the EXH file, and ESP WA
Restart Option commands entered by a user in the SYSIN DD statement. With these sources of data, ESP WA Restart
Option decides how to modify the internal representation of the job's JCL before a restart or backout of a job.

Restart Option Components

• ESP WA Restart Option step
The ESP WA Restart Option step must be the first step in a job that ESP WA Restart Option can restart.

• ESP WA Restart Option ISPF panels accessible from ESP CSF
When you access ESP WA Restart Option from CSF, you can view job history and restart failed jobs.

• ESP WA Restart Option panels accessible from the ESP main menu
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When you access ESP WA Restart Option from the ESP main menu (option R), you can view job history, but you can
not restart failed jobs.

• Utility programs
• Diagnostic aids and run logs
• High speed buffer implemented as an Auxiliary Address Space
• EXH file, the ESP WA Restart Option record of job run history

The ESP WA Restart Option Step

The ESP WA Restart Option step controls the restart processing of a job. Any job that is restartable with ESP WA Restart
Option must have the ESP WA Restart Option step first. When you make a job submitted by ESP restartable, the ESP WA
Restart Option step is automatically inserted into the JCL before it runs. If you submit a job outside of ESP, add the ESP
WA Restart Option step, including any ESP WA Restart Option commands you want to issue.

You do not include the prefix "ENCPARM" when you add commands to the ESP WA Restart Option step of a batch job.

Example

//PAYROLL  JOB ...

//step0    EXEC CYBRMENC  <-- The CA WA Restart Option ESP Edition step

//SYSIN    DD *

TYPE INITIAL

/*

//step1    EXEC...

.

.

.

//step2    EXEC...

.

.

.

The SYSIN DD statement in the ESP WA Restart Option step reads in ENCPARM processing parameters and commands
for the run.

The ENCPARM TYPE INITIAL command in the preceding example means that this is the first run of the job. If the job
fails, you can change the JCL to issue TYPE RESTART or TYPE BACKOUT, depending on how you want to handle the
rerun of the job. You can also issue MODE SCAN to simulate an initial run, a restart, or a backout.

When you run the job from ESP, TYPE and MODE are automatically set to the appropriate value depending on whether
you are doing an initial run, a restart, a backout, or a simulation of a run.

EXH File

ESP WA Restart Option stores all its job run history information in the EXH (Execution History) data set. Job run history
records are stored as job groups. A job group consists of an initial run and all the restart runs. A job group is considered
complete when the most recent job is executed successfully; it is incomplete until then.

Control Number of Records in EXH File

To control the number of records in the EXH file, job groups are purged from the EXH file according to the default retention
parameters set for all jobs when you allocate the EXH file. For more information about allocating the EXH File, see
CYBRMALC - Allocate EXH Data Set. When a job tracked by ESP WA Restart Option is submitted, the ESP WA Restart
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Option in the ESP address space reviews the EXH file's existing index entries for all jobs with the same name and decides
whether any of these old entries should be purged.

To change the automatic purge parameters or purge job groups manually:

• Run the EXH file purge utility (CYBRMPRG job in the sample library).
• Set the parameters for automatic purging of job run history.

For details, see Purge Jobs From EXH File.

Because a job may be run once a year or every five minutes, be careful when you set up automatic purging. Both job
purging mechanisms need to be coordinated to achieve the desired results. Too much data retention results in a large
EXH file.

Auxiliary Address Space

The Auxiliary Address Space is a high-speed buffer that the ESP SMF exit uses to capture and store SMF records from a
job run. This minimizes the time that the exit uses SMF resources. For more information, see Details of ESP WA Restart
Option.

The Auxiliary Address Space is created when ESP is started for the first time after the system IPL. It stays up until the
next IPL, even when ESP is brought down. Under normal operating circumstances, you do not need to do anything to
manage this resource. Use the information in this section to troubleshoot problems with the Auxiliary Address Space.

The Auxiliary Address Space name is a combination of the name of the ESP subsystem and the letters AUX. For
example, if your ESP subsystem is named GESP, the name of the Auxiliary Address Space will be GESPAUX.

Control Auxiliary Address Space

The command to control the Auxiliary Address Space is AUX_AS.

WARNING

• AUX_AS is for exceptional situations only. You will likely lose tracking data when you issue AUX_AS. Contact
Broadcom Support if you are using AUX_AS for the first time.

• Before you issue the AUX_AS command, quiesce ESP WA Restart Option (OPER ENCPARM QUIESCE). If
you do not quiesce ESP WA Restart Option, some active tasks may terminate abnormally when AUX_AS is
issued.

 

You cannot shut down the Auxiliary Address Space with the STOP command because it does not respond to the STOP
command. However, the STOP command remains queued for processing and further commands are rejected with the
message "IEE342I Task is busy". To recover, you could do one of the following:

• Issue the z/OS command FORCE ARM to terminate the Auxiliary Address Space.
• IPL the system.

NOTE
Neither of the preceding actions is desirable. Some installations have policies against using the z/OS command
FORCE.

How Restart Option Processes a Job
This page describes how ESP WA Restart Option processes a job.
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The Initial Job Run

The ESP WA Restart Option step analyzes the JCL of the job and stores information about it in the ESP WA Restart
Option auxiliary address space. That information is then removed by the ESP address space that is tracking the job and
written to the EXH file.

If a data set is supposed to exist, its existence is checked; if it is supposed to be new, a check is made that it does not
exist. Errors are collected and reported.

If the ESP WA Restart Option step finds no errors, the subsequent job steps run. ESP WA Restart Option then monitors
SMF (System Management Facility) messages regarding all system events and collects the ones it needs to provide
restart and backout services for the job. ESP WA Restart Option tracks the data sets that are allocated dynamically, the
I/O activity for individual data sets, how individual steps completed processing, and any other information relating to a
potential backout or restart.

If a job runs normally, the collected data is still stored in the EXH file and remains there until the record is purged. You can
control the number of run history records that are kept on the EXH file and you can also view these history records.

The Restart and Backout Job Run

The information flow for a restart and backout is essentially the same as for an initial run. The ENCPARM command TYPE
in the JCL is changed to RESTART or BACKOUT, depending on the desired run type. We will look at the restart run to
explain the data flow of both restart and backout runs.

Check for Changes to JCL

The ESP WA Restart Option step reads the EXH file to get data on the initial run or previous run. It then analyzes the
restart JCL and checks for changes to the JCL. You can only make limited changes to job steps before the restart step
(see Limits to JCL Changes Before Restarting a Job). This restriction ensures that ESP WA Restart Option can properly
process steps that are already completed. If ESP WA Restart Option finds any disallowed changes, it reports them
and aborts the restart run. You can correct the errors and try again. Once the JCL changes are checked and errors are
corrected, ESP WA Restart Option can determine where to restart the job.

Restart Analysis

ESP WA Restart Option does a restart analysis to select the restart point (see How Restart Option Determines Optimum
Restart Step) and proposes a set of actions to recreate the initial job run environment and ensure a successful restart.
To recreate the initial job run environment, ESP WA Restart Option may need to rerun previously completed steps. For
example, if STEP A allocates data sets used in subsequent steps, and the initial run failed in STEPB, it may be necessary
to rerun STEPA. You can review the proposed actions and modify them, if you want.

Review Restart Analysis

If you are restarting a job with stand-alone JCL, you can review the restart analysis from ESP WA Restart Option by
including the ENCPARM MODE SCAN command in your JCL. The restart analysis is always available in CSF before you
restart a job.

In scan mode, ESP WA Restart Option reports its suggested actions, but does not run the job. Once you have reviewed
the restart recommendations and made any changes, you can restart the job by issuing the ENCPARM MODE NORMAL
command. Since ENCPARM MODE NORMAL is the default, you just need to remove ENCPARM MODE SCAN command
from your JCL.

Determine the Restart Step

To determine the restart step, ESP WA Restart Option looks at individual data sets. Two error situations need to be
handled:
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• A data set exists, but the restarted job will try to allocate it again.
• A data set does not exist, but the restarted job assumes that it does.

ESP WA Restart Option tries to correct the preceding problems, unless you override this process with a command such
as ENCPARM IGNOREDS,
ENCPARM CLEANUP RESTART( NO) or ENCPARM NODELETE.

In some cases, ESP WA Restart Option needs to adjust the selected restart point to correct data set problems. For
example, because data sets used in a job are often allocated in the first step, ESP WA Restart Option may decide to rerun
the first step to recover from a "data set not found" error. Rerunning the first step may have cascading effects. ESP WA
Restart Option may need to rerun additional steps that use the data sets allocated in the first step.

Understand Restart Suggestions

ESP WA Restart Option analyzes JCL, but it has no information on what the programs in a job do. Because of this, ESP
WA Restart Option restart decisions may seem unusual to you if you are a new user. Sometimes it looks like ESP WA
Restart Option is disregarding your instructions on where to restart. However, ESP WA Restart Option is just trying to
recreate the environment for the restart point you selected. You can override ESP WA Restart Option recommendations if
you want, but make sure you are aware of the effect your changes will have on the restart.

It also may seem unusual to new users that ESP WA Restart Option often proposes to run more steps than appear
necessary. Remember that ESP WA Restart Option looks only at the JCL, it does not make any assumptions about what
the programs in a job do. Because of this, ESP WA Restart Option errs on the side of caution and sometimes runs a few
more steps than are necessary. Again, you can always override ESP WA Restart Option decisions, as long as you are
aware of the results your changes will have.

Customize Restart Suggestions

Usually, ESP WA Restart Option restart suggestions fit the situation and the job can be restarted without further delay.
Sometimes, though, you may need to issue ESP WA Restart Option commands to modify the restart. Often, there are
several ways to achieve the result you want. However, it is better to use fewer commands and take advantage of ESP WA
Restart Option default processing.

Most ESP WA Restart Option commands enable you to modify or turn off the default restart actions. When you issue a
command, carefully consider the effect it will have on the restart. For example, you can issue the ENCPARM IGNOREDS
command within the scope of a specific job. The data set specified in the command is then ignored by ESP WA Restart
Option everywhere in the job. ESP WA Restart Option does not consider the data set in the restart analysis.

The Restart Run

During a restart job run (as in the initial run), ESP WA Restart Option detects system events by using the SMF interface
and then records relevant events on the EXH file. There is a complete record of each execution of a job on the EXH file.
For example, if there is an initial run, two unsuccessful restart attempts, and a successful restart, there are four instances
of this job execution recorded on the EXH file. Consider this if you are responsible for setting the number of job execution
instances to keep on the EXH file.

Details of ESP WA Restart Option Processing

ESP WA Restart Option works with ESP to capture and store job run SMF records on the EXH file.

Three address spaces are used:

• The address space that executes the program being restarted
• The Auxiliary Address Space that acts as a high speed buffer
• The ESP address space that writes to the EXH file
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The ESP SMF exit captures SMF records from the job run and writes them to a high-speed buffer called the Auxiliary
Address Space. This minimizes the time that the user exit needs to use SMF resources.

The Auxiliary Address Space does not need any user attention, it comes up on its own as part of the ESP initialization. It
stays up all the time until the next IPL.

Once job run SMF records are on the Auxiliary Address Space, ESP can read them and write them to the EXH file.

If ESP is down for any reason, you do not lose any job run data. SMF records are still captured and stored in the Auxiliary
Address Space. When the Auxiliary Address Space has no further space, it stops storing tracking data. In this instance
any further tracking data is lost.

When ESP comes back up again, it reads the records captured while it was down and writes them to the EXH file.

Use Restart Option
ESP WA Restart Option is a rerun/restart manager that works with ESP and is accessible through ISPF and ESP EE
(version 4.4 or higher). When a job abnormally terminates (ABENDs), there are two ways to recover from the ABEND and
continue processing:

• Restart the job from the point of failure and continue processing until the job reaches its normal end.
• Back out the processing done by the failed job as if the job had never executed.

NOTE
You can restart or rerun a job in ESP WA Restart Option even if the job has never run successfully before.

Restart Option Overview

You can restart or back out batch jobs from CSF or by submitting JCL outside of ESP. Specifically, you can:

• Review the steps, data sets, and errors in a job.
• Review the actions that ESP WA Restart Option will take when it restarts or backs out a job.
• Make detailed changes to how ESP WA Restart Option restarts or backs out a job before resubmitting the job.
• Simulate a job restart or backout.

ESP WA Restart Option has default settings for restarts and backouts, but you can also use ESP WA Restart Option
commands to customize these settings. These settings can apply

• System-wide -- affects all applications.
• At the application level -- affects all jobs in the application.
• At the job-definition level -- affects the job.
• As overrides for a job restart -- affects the job being restarted.

Depending on the situation, ESP WA Restart Option commands can be used in different places, such as in an ESP WA
Restart Option panel, batch JCL, or as initialization parameters. For a summary, see Where to Use Commands.

Where to Find Information

You can find information about:

• Panels, commands, utilities, reports, and condition codes in Restart Option Reference.
• How ESP WA Restart Option works in Working with Restart Option section.
• Commands in Reference.
• Initialization parameters in Installing and Configuring.
• Utilities in Programming.
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Make a Job Restartable

You can make a job restartable by having ESP add a job restart step to the start of the JCL when it is submitted. Your ESP
administrator specifies the restart step JCL.

NOTE
Before using this procedure, check if a restart step is automatically added to every job submitted by ESP. Your
administrator configures this automatic addition by specifying RESTARTSTEP in the TRACKOPT initialization
parameter or command.

WARNING
Jobs that validate data sets are not designed to be restartable because a large number of SMF records are
produced. These jobs include JCLPREP, Endeavor, or VTOC scan jobs.

To make a job restartable, do one of the following:

• If a restart step is not automatically added to jobs, code the OPTIONS RESTARTSTEP statement at the application or
job level for your job.

NOTE
Coding OPTIONS RESTARTSTEP at the application level also affects other jobs at those levels.

• If a restart step is automatically added to jobs, do one of the following:
– If your job definition includes an OPTIONS NORESTARTSTEP statement, remove that statement or change it to an

OPTIONS RESTARTSTEP statement.
– If there is an OPTIONS NORESTARTSTEP statement in the application for your job, add an OPTIONS

RESTARTSTEP statement to your job definition.
In all other cases, you do not need to do anything to make your job restartable.

Example: Make a Job Restartable - Application Level

In the following example, ESP adds a restart step to all jobs in application GLAPPL except job C. So, jobs A and B are
restartable and job C is not.

APPL GLAPPL

JCLLIB 'SYS1.JCL'

OPTIONS RESTARTSTEP

JOB A

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE B

ENDJOB

JOB B

  OPTIONS RESTARTSTEP

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE C

ENDJOB

JOB C

  OPTIONS NORESTARTSTEP

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Make a Job Restartable - Restart Step Not Automatically Added

Assume that your ESP administrator did not enable a restart step to be automatically added to every job. In the following
example, ESP adds a restart step to job B but not to jobs A and C. So, job B is restartable and jobs A and C are not.

APPL ABC
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JCLLIB 'SYS1.JCL'

JOB A

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE B

ENDJOB

JOB B

  OPTIONS RESTARTSTEP

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE C

ENDJOB

JOB C

  OPTIONS NORESTARTSTEP

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Make a Job Restartable - Restart Step Automatically Added

Assume that your ESP administrator enabled a restart step to be automatically added to every job. In the following
example, ESP adds a restart step to jobs A and B but not to job C. So, jobs A and B are restartable and job C is not.

APPL ABC

JCLLIB 'SYS1.JCL'

JOB A

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE B

ENDJOB

JOB B

  OPTIONS RESTARTSTEP

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE C

ENDJOB

JOB C

  OPTIONS NORESTARTSTEP 

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Confirm that a Job Is Tracked

A Yes in the Enc presentation column in CSF confirms that a job is tracked by ESP WA Restart Option. This does not
necessarily mean that the job ran. Also, if the job ran, its run history on the EXH file may have been purged at a later time.

Display Commands That You Can Issue

You can view a list of the commands that you can issue from the command line of the current panel. This does not apply
to the following panels:

• ESP Main Menu
• CSF
• Job List
• Job List Options

To view a list of commands that you can issue from a panel, issue the PROMPT command on the command line.

You can then issue any of the listed commands by doing one of the following:
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• On the command line, type a command from the list and press Enter.
• On the command line, type the number of a command from the list and press Enter.
• Press TAB to position the cursor beside a command on the list and press Enter.

Prepare to Restart a Job
This section provides an overview of steps you perform to prepare for a job restart.

Review Default Settings

Before you restart a job in CSF or when you create job restart JCL, you should review the current restart settings. The
default settings may be fine for most job restarts, but you can customize the restart settings by using ESP WA Restart
Option commands. For example, you may want to bypass certain job steps, prevent expected errors from being reported,
produce a special report, or keep certain data sets from being rolled back before restart.

To determine changes you may want to make to restart processing, see the following sections:

• Control Restart or Backout Steps
• Control Data Set Processing
• Control Error Predictions and Warnings
• Produce Reports for Restart and Backout

Review Initialization Parameters and Commands

Review the ESP WA Restart Option initialization parameters that are in effect and ESP WA Restart Option commands that
were issued in Page mode.

Issue command OPER ENCPARM in Page mode.

Review Commands

Review any ESP WA Restart Option commands in the ESP procedure for the job you are restarting.

Specify Restart Settings

You can specify settings to determine the actions that ESP WA Restart Option takes during a restart. For all your restarts
from your CSF session, these settings remain in effect until you exit the CSF panel back to the ESP main menu panel.

1. On the CSF command line, issue command ENCPARM.
The Resubmit Request ENCPARM Statements panel opens.

2. Follow the steps in Customize Job Restart Settings From the Step Summary Panel.

You can also specify settings that apply only to the job you are currently restarting.

 

NOTE

More information:

• Customize Job Restart Settings From the Step Summary Panel
• Customize Settings From Resubmit an Object Panel
• Restart a Job With Batch JCL

Recreate Data Sets

Prior to restart, you may want to recreate any data sets that were deleted in a job. If a data set was created and then
deleted in the same job and you want to use the data set in a restart, do one of the following:
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• Make sure the ENCPARM AUTOREST command is set to automatically restore the data set (see Control the
Automatic Restoration of Missing or Invalid Data Sets.)
By default, ESP WA Restart Option attempts to automatically restore missing data sets.

• If the ENCPARM AUTOREST command is not set to automatically restore the data set, include in the restart the step
that created the data set (see Customize a Restart Job.)

If a data set was created outside a job and then deleted by the job, and you want to use the data set in a restart, you need
to recreate the data set yourself.

Change Restart JCL

You can make any change you want to the restart JCL step and all the steps that follow. However, you can make only
limited changes to steps preceding the restart step. Here are the guidelines:

• You can add, remove, or change STEPLIB and JOBLIB statements.
• You cannot change step names or DD names.
• You cannot change the order of steps or DD statements.
• You cannot change data set names except for data sets that were only opened for input in the original job.

For background information, see Limits to JCL Changes Before Restarting a Job.

Distinguish Duplicate Job Names and Numbers

On rare occasions, ESP WA Restart Option cannot distinguish between two or more jobs with the same job name and job
number on the EXH file. You can specify a reader-on (RDRON) time as an extra criterion to find a job in the EXH file.

Issue the ENCPARM PREVTIME command.

Customize a Restart Job
Restarting a job usually involves rerunning the job from the point of failure to the end of the job. ESP WA Restart Option
lets you customize the steps that are rerun for a restart. You can also customize other restart processing, such as how
data sets are handled.

Before you actually restart the job, ESP WA Restart Option simulates the results of any changes you make to the restart
settings. This way, you can try different scenarios. Once you are satisfied with the results, you can restart the job.

Restart a Job From CSF
This section contains instructions about restarting a job from CSF.

Select a Job to Restart

To select a job to restart before selecting steps to rerun, perform the following:

1. Type RX beside the job you want to restart.
The Step Summary panel appears.

2. Go to View Job Status, Step, and Data Set Details, where you can review the job status and select steps to rerun.

NOTE
You can also type the RR command instead of RX. However, when you later choose job steps to rerun, you
cannot use the X or XX command to exclude job steps from the restart.

To select a job and let ESP WA Restart Option select the job steps to rerun, perform the following:

1. Type RXA beside the job you want to restart.
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The Restart Action Summary panel appears, where you can review the steps that will be rerun.
2. Go to View Job Status, Step, and Data Set Details.

NOTE
You can also type the RRA command instead of RXA. Both commands open the Restart Action Summary panel.

View Job Status, Step, and Data Set Details

In the Step Summary panel, you can view the job status and a summary of the steps in the job. To view job step and data
set details, access the following panels:

Step Detail
panel

• Provides details of a step in a job.
• To view the panel, type S next to a step.

Data Set Summary panel

• Provides a summary of the data sets in a job.
• To view the panel, type DS on the command line.

Data Set Detail panel

• Provides details of a data set in a job.
• To open the Data Set Detail panel, use one of the following options:

– Type S next to a data set name in the Data Set Summary panel.
OR

– Type S next to a DD in the Step Detail panel.

Customize Job Restart Actions

Customize the actions that ESP WA Restart Option takes during a restart.

1. On the Step Summary panel command line, issue command ENCPARM.
The Resubmit Request ENCPARM Statements panel opens.

2. Follow the steps in Customize Settings From Resubmit an Object Panel.

Include and Exclude Steps (RX in CSF)

This section shows you how to include or exclude steps that are run in a job restart using the R, RR, X, and XX
commands in the Step Summary panel. For other ways to control steps that are run, see Control Restart or Backout
Steps.

If you selected a job with the RX line command in CSF, follow the procedures in this section; otherwise, go to Include
Steps (RR in CSF).

Let ESP WA Restart Option Select the Job Steps

You can let ESP WA Restart Option select the job steps in a restart job.

 In the Step Summary panel, type R on the command line.

Go to View Restart Analysis.
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Restart a Single Step

To restart a single step, type R beside the step you want to rerun.

Example

Only step S2 runs except that step S1 runs if ESP WA Restart Option needs to run it to recreate a data set required by
step S2. Steps S3 and S4 are bypassed.

   JOBNAME   JOB ID   Restart

   PAYROLL1  JOB49546       

-----------------------------

   Stepname Procstep Program

   S1                PAY01

R  S2                PAY02

   S3                PAY03

   S4                PAY04

Restart a Range of Steps

To restart a range of steps, type RR beside the first and last steps for the range of steps you want to rerun.

Example

Steps S2 to S4 run; step S1 is bypassed unless ESP WA Restart Option needs to run it to recreate a data set required by
a subsequent step.

   JOBNAME   JOB ID   Restart

   PAYROLL1  JOB49546       

-----------------------------

   Stepname Procstep Program

   S1                PAY01

RR S2                PAY02

   S3                PAY03

RR S4                PAY04

Restart From a Step and Run to End of Job

To restart from a step and run to the end of a job, type RF beside the step you want to restart from.

Example

Only steps S2 to S4 run; step S1 is bypassed unless ESP WA Restart Option needs to run it to recreate a data set
required by a subsequent step.

   JOBNAME   JOB ID   Restart

   PAYROLL1  JOB49546       

-----------------------------

   Stepname Procstep Program

   S1                PAY01

RF S2                PAY02

   S3                PAY03

   S4                PAY04
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Restart a Job and Run to Step

To restart a job and run to a step in a restart, type RT beside the step you want to run to.

Unless you specify otherwise, ESP WA Restart Option selects the step to run from. If it chooses a step after the one you
selected with RT, your selection is rejected and the job is not submitted. The Restart Action Summary panel displays the
following error messages:

TO-STEP step_name OUT OF BOUNDS

TO-STEP rejected: 'step name'

A step with this name precedes the FROMSTEP.

This job cannot be submitted.

Example

Assuming step S1 is selected as the restart step, only steps S1 and S2 run; steps S3 and S4 are bypassed. If ESP WA
Restart Option selects step S3 as the restart step, the RT selection is rejected, the job is not submitted, and an error
message is issued.

   JOBNAME   JOB ID   Restart

   PAYROLL1  JOB49546       

-----------------------------

   Stepname Procstep Program

   S1                PAY01

RT S2                PAY02

   S3                PAY03

   S4                PAY04

Exclude a Single Step

To exclude a single step from a restart, type X beside the step you want to exclude from the rerun. If you are only
excluding steps from a run, you must also type R in the command line.

Example

Step S2 is bypassed; the other steps run if they are required by ESP WA Restart Option. Note that R is typed on the
command line.

COMMAND ===> R

   JOBNAME   JOB ID   Restart

   PAYROLL1  JOB49546

-----------------------------

   Stepname Procstep Program

   S1                PAY01

X  S2                PAY02

   S3                PAY03

   S4                PAY04

Exclude a Range of Steps

To exclude a range of steps from a restart, type XX beside the first and last steps for the range of steps you want to
exclude from the rerun. If you are only excluding steps from a run, you must also type R in the command line.

Example 1
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Steps S2 to S4 are bypassed; the other steps run if they are required by ESP WA Restart Option. Note that R is typed on
the command line.

COMMAND ===> R

   JOBNAME   JOB ID   Restart

   PAYROLL1  JOB49546

-----------------------------

   Stepname Procstep Program

   S1                PAY01

XX S2                PAY02

   S3                PAY03

XX S4                PAY04

   S5                PAY05

   S6                PAY06

Example 2

You can combine RR and XX to specify steps you want to run and steps you want to exclude from the run. In this
example, steps S2, S6, and S7 run; steps S3 to S5 are bypassed. Step S1 is bypassed, unless ESP WA Restart Option
needs to run it to recreate a data set required by a subsequent step.

   JOBNAME   JOB ID   Restart

   PAYROLL1  JOB49546       

-----------------------------

   Stepname Procstep Program

   S1                PAY01

RR S2                PAY02

XX S3                PAY03

   S4                PAY04

XX S5                PAY05

   S6                PAY06

RR S7                PAY07

After selecting or excluding restart steps, go to View Restart Analysis.

Include Steps (RR in CSF)

This section shows you how to include steps that are run in a job restart using the R and RR commands in the Step
Summary panel. For other ways to control steps that are run, see Control Restart or Backout Steps.

If you selected a job with the RR line command in CSF, follow the procedures in this section, otherwise, go to Include and
Exclude Steps (RX in CSF).

Let ESP WA Restart Option Select the Job Steps to Rerun

To let ESP WA Restart Option select the job steps to rerun, type R on the command line in the Step Summary panel.

Go to View Restart Analysis.

Restart a Single Step

To restart a single step, type RR beside the step you want to rerun.

Example
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Only step S2 runs except that step S1 runs if ESP WA Restart Option needs to run it to recreate a data set required by
step S2. Steps S3 and S4 are bypassed.

   JOBNAME   JOB ID   Restart

   PAYROLL1  JOB49546       

-----------------------------

   Stepname Procstep Program

   S1                PAY01

RR S2                PAY02

   S3                PAY03

   S4                PAY04

Restart a Range of Steps

To restart a range of steps, type RR beside the first and last steps for the range of steps you want to rerun.

Example

Steps S2 to S4 run; step S1 is bypassed unless ESP WA Restart Option needs to run it to recreate a data set required by
a subsequent step.

   JOBNAME   JOB ID   Restart

   PAYROLL1  JOB49546       

-----------------------------

   Stepname Procstep Program

   S1                PAY01

RR S2                PAY02

   S3                PAY03

RR S4                PAY04

Restart From a Step and Run to End of Job

To restart from a step and run to the end of a job, type R beside the step you want to restart from.

Example

Only steps S2 to S4 run, step S1 is bypassed unless ESP WA Restart Option needs to run it to recreate a data set
required by a subsequent step.

   JOBNAME   JOB ID   Restart

   PAYROLL1  JOB49546       

-----------------------------

   Stepname Procstep Program

   S1                PAY01

R  S2                PAY02

   S3                PAY03

   S4                PAY04

View Restart Analysis

Before restarting a job, view a job restart analysis. In the Restart Action Summary panel, you can do the following:
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• View errors predicted by ESP WA Restart Option.
• View a description of how ESP WA Restart Option will restart the job.
• Access other panels to view job restart details of the job steps and data sets.

A job restart analysis in ISPF uses the restart settings and JCL saved in the history record for the last run or restart
unless you issue a command to change a restart setting before entering the Restart Action Summary panel. For details,
see Prepare to Restart a Job or Customize Job Restart Settings From the Step Summary Panel.

The restart analysis performed by the ESP WA Restart Option step at the beginning of an actual batch restart run is based
on the most current restart settings and JCL and on the environment at execution time.

Because the job restart analysis in ISPF might use saved JCL and saved or default restart settings, the analysis might
differ from the results of an actual job restart. This can happen if:

• The actual JCL or restart settings are changed.
• Certain situations occur before the actual job restart.

For example, an initialization parameter may change or a data set to be deleted may be held by a TSO user.

To view job restart details of the job steps and data sets, use the following panels:

• Restart Step Summary panel
– Provides a restart summary of steps in a job.
– To view the panel, type ST or STEP on the command line.

• Restart Step Detail panel
– Provides restart details of a step in a job.
– To view the panel, type S next to a step in the Restart Step Summary panel.

• Restart Data Set Summary
– Provides a restart summary of the data sets in a job.
– To view the panel, type DS on the command line.

• Restart Data Set Detail
– Provides restart details of a data set in a job.
– To view the panel, type S next to a data set in the Restart Data Set Summary panel.

When you are satisfied with the job restart analysis, you can continue to the Resubmit an Object panel, where you can
specify ESP WA Restart Option commands to customize the restart.

• On the command line of the Restart Action Summary panel, type SUB.
The Resubmit an Object panel opens.

Customize Settings From Resubmit an Object Panel

In the Resubmit an Object panel, you can customize settings to determine the actions that ESP WA Restart Option takes
during a restart.

• Specify any required restart settings in the bottom half of the panel.
ESP WA Restart Option automatically builds the ENCPARM commands corresponding to each setting you choose. For
example, if you specify STEP05 beside From Step, ESP WA Restart Option builds command ENCPARM FROMSTEP
STEP05. When you restart the job, the commands that were built are issued.

You can specify more restart settings in the Resubmit Request ENCPARM Statements panel.

1. Do one of the following:
– On the Resubmit an Object panel command line, issue command ENCPARM.

OR
– Type Y beside DO YOU WISH TO ENTER ENCPARM STATEMENTS?
The Resubmit Request ENCPARM Statements panel opens.
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2. Follow the steps in Customize Settings From Resubmit Request ENCPARM Statements Panel.

Customize Settings From Resubmit Request ENCPARM Statements Panel

 

        

In the Resubmit Request ENCPARM Statements panel, you can customize settings to determine the actions that ESP WA
Restart Option takes during a restart.

Do one or both of the following:

• Select any required restart settings in the upper half of the panel.
ESP WA Restart Option automatically builds the ENCPARM commands corresponding to each setting you choose.
For example, if you specify Yes beside Cleanup, ESP WA Restart Option issues the ENCPARM CLEANUP command.
When you restart the job, the commands that were built are issued.

• Type any required ESP WA Restart Option commands in the lower half of the panel.
Do not include "ENCPARM" in commands that you type. For example, type

PREDICT NOTCAT2(NO) SPACE(NO)

not

ENCPARM PREDICT NOTCAT2(NO) SPACE(NO)

Do one of the following:

• Press Enter to submit the job and return to CSF.
• Press F3 to cancel the restart.

Type SUB on the command line to return to the Resubmit an Object panel.

Show Commands in Effect

When you restart a job, CSF submits an AJ command to ESP, which shows all the ESP WA Restart Option commands in
effect for the restart. You can list this AJ command:

• On the command line of the Resubmit an Object panel, issue the SHOWCMD command (alias SHOW).

Submit the Job Restart

WARNING
This procedure will submit the job restart. To cancel the restart, press F3/End.

1. If you are in the Resubmit an Object panel, make sure that the DO YOU WISH TO ENTER ENCPARM
STATEMENTS? field is not set to Y.

2. In the Resubmit an Object panel or the Resubmit Request ENCPARM Statements panel, press Enter.

Restart a Job With Batch JCL
One reason to use batch JCL to restart a job is that the job is no longer on the ESP scoreboard. However, the job must
still be in the EXH file. When you create the JCL, you specify ESP WA Restart Option commands to control the restart
process. For background information, see the Working with Restart Option section and The EXH File.

1. Create JCL based on the model in the sample_jcl section.
2. Issue ESP WA Restart Option commands in the SYSIN DD statement of the JCL.
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NOTE

• Do not include the prefix "ENCPARM" when you issue commands in the JCL.
• To simulate a job restart, issue the ENCPARM MODE SCAN command and the ENCPARM TYPE RESTART

command.
You can view error predictions and restart actions. Only the ESP WA Restart Option step runs; the rest of the
job does not run.

• To restart a job, issue the ENCPARM MODE NORMAL command or the ENCPARM TYPE RESTART
command.

• If you are running a job outside ESP, you must include the ENCPARM SUBSYS command in your JCL. This
must match the SUBSYS command in the ESP initialization parameters.

Sample JCL

Here is sample JCL for restarting a job:

//job_name JOB (PROD001),'RESTART A JOB',MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=A

//         EXEC CYBRMENC

//SYSIN    DD *

SUBSYS   ESP ESPGROUP(PROD)

TYPE     RESTART

JOBID    Jxxxxxxx

FROMSTEP ffffffff

TOSTEP   tttttttt

Additional ENCPARM commands...

/*

Other job steps...

//

 

job_name: the name of the job being restarted

xxxxxxx: job number

ffffffff: the first step in the range of steps to be restarted (omit ENCPARM FROMSTEP to allow ESP WA Restart Option to
select the first step to restart from)

tttttttt: the last step in the range of steps to be restarted (omit ENCPARM TOSTEP to finish the restart at the end of the
job)

NOTE
If you specify a step in ENCPARM TOSTEP that comes before the step in ENCPARM FROMSTEP, ESP WA
Restart Option rejects the job and issues the following error in the job run report:

============                           

SEVERE ERROR                           

============                           

                                       

        THE SPECIFIED FROMSTEP OR TOSTEP
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        COULD NOT BE FOUND IN THE JOB. 

Restart Most Recent Run of Job
You can have ESP WA Restart Option restart the most recent run of the job found on the EXH file.

Issue the ENCPARM TYPE PREVIOUS or ENCPARM TYPE P command.

ESP WA Restart Option sets ENCPARM TYPE for a job run to:

• INITIAL if the previous run of the job finished normally or there was no previous run.
• RESTART if the previous run of the job failed (including failures defined by commands such as CCCHK and CCFAIL).

Specify Condition Codes
Normally, the ESP WA Restart Option step finishes with a condition code of zero, unless errors have been predicted. Your
JCL may need to distinguish between a restart and an initial run. You can have the ESP WA Restart Option step produce
a specified condition code for an initial run and a specified condition code for a restart run.

Issue the ENCPARM CONDCODE command with the operands you require.

Control Restart or Backout Steps
This page describes how to control the steps that run in a restart or backout.

Keep Job Step from Running

To keep a job step from running during a restart, do one or more of the following:

• Issue an ENCPARM EXCLUDE command with the operands you require for each step you want to exclude from the
restart.

• In CSF, type RX beside the job being restarted and follow the procedure to exclude a step in Include Steps (RR in
CSF).

• Use z/OS IF/THEN/ELSE/ENDIF statements to control the job steps that are eligible to be rerun by ESP WA Restart
Option.

Prevent Jobs from Restarting on Specific Step

You can prevent Broadcom Workload Automation from choosing a specific step as the first step of a job restart. The step
can still run after the first step chosen for the restart.

Do one or more of the following:

• Add parameter RD=NR to the EXEC statement of each step that you want to prevent the job from restarting on. For
example

//STEP01 EXEC PGM=ABC,RD=NR

Steps with RD=NR can still run after the initial restart step.

NOTE
RD=NR also prevents a failed step from automatically restarting in the current run.

• If a DD name was specified in the ENCPARM NRDD initialization parameter or statement, code that DD name in each
step that you do not want to be the FROM step in a restart. You can code any valid parameter you want in the DD
statement.
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For example, if the DD name specified is "NORESTRT", you could code the following:

//STEP01 EXEC PGM=ABC

//NORESTRT DD DUMMY

...

Steps with the DD name just mentioned can still run after the initial restart step.

NOTE
If ESP WA Restart Option chooses a restart step that is marked as nonrestartable, its response depends on
the current ENCPARM NRSADJ initialization parameter or statement setting. That is, if the restart step contains
parameter RD=NR or a DD name specified in ENCPARM NRDD, the following occurs:

• If ENCPARM NRSADJ YES was specified, ESP WA Restart Option checks backward from the current restart
step and chooses the nearest step without RD=NR or the DD name just mentioned. It does not check steps
excluded from the restart or steps that run an abender program.

• If ENCPARM NRSADJ NO was specified or ENCPARM NRSADJ was not specified, ESP WA Restart Option
does not choose another restart step. If you restart the job with ENCPARM FORCE NO in effect, the ESP
WA Restart Option step ends with completion code 151. If you restart the job with ENCPARM FORCE YES in
effect, the job runs, but it could have problems starting on a step you marked as nonrestartable.

Prevent Jobs from Restarting on Abend Program Steps

Some job steps run a program that abends if a prior step ends with a specified completion code. You can have ESP WA
Restart Option ignore the abend program step and restart on the step that caused the abend program step to run.

• Issue the ENCPARM ABENDER command to specify the abend program.

Example

In the following example, STEP3 executes when STEP2 receives a completion code of 16. Program ABEND806 in STEP3
abends on behalf of STEP2 and causes the remainder of the job to be flushed.

//...

//STEP1    EXEC PGM=P1

//...

//STEP2    EXEC PGM=P2

//...

//STEP3    EXEC PGM=ABEND806,COND(16,NE,STEP2)

//...

//STEP4    EXEC PGM=P4

//...

ESP WA Restart Option restarts the job in STEP3, the abend step. To avoid this and restart in STEP02, you can issue the
ENCPARM ABENDER command:

ENCPARM ABENDER ABEND806

Use Logical Statements

Use z/OS logical statements IF/THEN/ELSE/ENDIF to control the job steps that are eligible to be rerun.

ESP WA Restart Option chooses the step from which to restart from among the steps eligible for rerun.
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Example

If STEP01 abends with completion code E37, STEP02 and STEP03 are eligible to be rerun. Otherwise, STEP04 and
STEP05 are eligible to be rerun.

After STEP01 abends with completion code E37, if ESP WA Restart Option determines that the optimal restart step is
STEP03, then STEP04 and STEP05 do not run.

//STEP01

// IF  ABENDCC=SE37  THEN

//STEP02

//STEP03

// ELSE

//STEP04

//STEP05

// ENDIF

USE CCFAIL to Specify Restart Step

If you add the ESP CCFAIL statement to the procedure that submits a job, you can specify the condition code that the job
fails on and the step to restart the job on if it fails. For background information, see Issue CCFAIL Statement.

Ignore Condition Codes

You can have ESP WA Restart Option ignore the condition codes from the previous run during a restart. By default, ESP
WA Restart Option considers condition codes from the previous run.

Issue the ENCPARM HONORCC NONE command.

Example

In the following JCL, if STEP1 ends with condition code 0, STEP3 is bypassed, otherwise, STEP3 is run.

//STEP1   EXEC  PGM=P1

...

//STEP2   EXEC  PGM=P2

...

//STEP3   EXEC  PGM=P3,COND=(0,EQ,STEP1)

...

However, if STEP1 ends with condition code 0 and STEP2 abends, the restart from STEP2 proceeds as follows:

• STEP3 is run if you issue ENCPARM HONORCC NONE.
In this case, the condition code check for STEP1 is not done.

• STEP3 is bypassed if you issue ENCPARM HONORCC ALL.
In this case, ESP WA Restart Option checks the condition codes from the previous run so the condition code test in
STEP3 is true.

Continue to Run Job Despite Errors

By default, when ESP WA Restart Option predicts errors for a job run, it flushes the remainder of the job and it does not
run the job. In this case, the ESP WA Restart Option step returns a completion code greater than 100. You can have ESP
WA Restart Option predict errors and run the job despite the errors, although the job still fails.
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Issue the ENCPARM FORCE YES command.

In this case, the ESP WA Restart Option step returns completion code 0 and the job runs until it encounters any errors
predicted.

Control Data Set Processing
This page describes how to control data set processing.

Back Out Data Sets Moved to a Different Volume

You can back out any data set, even if it has been moved to a different volume from the one on which it was originally
created.

Issue the ENCPARM BACKOUT MOVED(YES) command.

By default, ESP WA Restart Option does not back out data sets moved to another volume.

Back Out Only GDG Data Set Generations Created by a Job

You can back out GDG generations only and leave other data sets as they were.

Issue the ENCPARM BACKOUT GDGONLY(YES) command.

By default, ESP WA Restart Option backs out GDG and non-GDG data sets.

Back Out Data Sets on Volumes Excluded by ENCPARM VOLUME

The ENCPARM VOLUME command allows you to exclude data sets on a specified volume from any ESP WA Restart
Option processing. However, you can override ENCPARM VOLUME and back out the excluded data sets.

Issue the ENCPARM BACKOUT EXCLUDED(YES) command.

By default, ESP WA Restart Option does not back out data sets on volumes excluded by ENCPARM VOLUME.

Control the Deletion and Uncataloging of Data Sets Created by a Job Run

ESP WA Restart Option can prevent NOT CATLGD 2 and DUPLICATE NAME ON DASD errors on a job restart by
deleting and uncataloging data sets created by a job run. You can enable or disable this function for specified situations.

Delete and Uncatalog Data Sets Before the Initial Run

Before the initial run of a job, you can have ESP WA Restart Option delete and uncatalog existing data sets that are also
created in that job. By default, ESP WA Restart Option does not cleanup data sets before an initial run.

• Issue the ENCPARM CLEANUP INITIAL(YES) command.

Delete and Uncatalog Data Sets Before a Restart

You can prevent the deletion and uncataloging of data sets before a restart. By default, ESP WA Restart Option deletes
and uncatalogs data sets before a job restart.

• Issue the ENCPARM CLEANUP RESTART(NO) command.

Delete and Uncatalog Dynamically Allocated Data Sets

You can prevent the deletion and uncataloging of dynamically allocated data sets before a restart. By default, ESP WA
Restart Option deletes and uncatalogs dynamically allocated data sets before a job restart.
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Issue the ENCPARM CLEANUP DYNALLOC(NO) command.

For background information, see Clean Up Data Sets.

Disable the Deletion of Data Sets

You can disable the deletion of specified data sets that a job will allocate by doing either of the following:

• Code the ENCPARM NODELETE statement with the operands you require.
The ENCPARM NODELETE statement overrides the ENCPARM CLEANUP initialization parameter and command for
the specified data sets.

• Issue the ENCPARM IGNOREDS command with the operands you require.

Prevent Restart Processing and Error Prediction for Specified Data Sets

You can have ESP WA Restart Option ignore specified data sets. ESP WA Restart Option does not process the specified
data sets or predict errors for the specified data sets.

Issue the ENCPARM IGNOREDS command with the operands you require.

Re-enable Restart Processing and Error Prediction for Specified Data Sets

If you used ENCPARM IGNOREDS to disable ESP WA Restart Option processing and error prediction for specified data
sets, you can re-enable that processing for any of those specified data sets.

Code the ENCPARM NOIGNORE statement with the operands you require.

Delete Data sets Created by a Job Run Outside ESP

You can have ESP WA Restart Option clean up data sets prior to restart on jobs run outside of ESP.

Issue the ENCPARM MODE NULL command in the ESP WA Restart Option step of your JCL.

Prevent Deletion of Data Sets on Specified Volumes

You can prevent ESP WA Restart Option from deleting data sets on specified volumes during a job restart.

• Issue the ENCPARM VOLUME EXCLUDE command.

You can also reverse a prior exclusion of data sets on specified volumes.

• Issue the ENCPARM VOLUME INCLUDE command.

Control the Automatic Restoration of Missing or Invalid Data Sets

ESP WA Restart Option can:

• Reduce DATA SET NOT FOUND errors by looking for job steps that create missing data sets. If such steps are found,
ESP WA Restart Option includes them in the job restart.

• Restore data sets produced in an abending step. ESP WA Restart Option considers these data sets invalid and looks
for job steps that create them. If it finds such steps, it deletes the corresponding data sets and includes the steps in the
job restart.

By default, if ESP WA Restart Option is unable to recover missing data sets (temporary and permanent) then

• The restart continues if there are no "DATA SET NOT FOUND" errors or ENCPARM FORCE YES is specified.
The ESP WA Restart Option step completes normally and the restart continues to run.

• The ESP WA Restart Option step fails and the restart job is flushed if there is a "DATA SET NOT FOUND" error and
ENCPARM FORCE YES is not specified.
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You can override the default settings for automatic data set restoration.

Issue the ENCPARM AUTOREST command with the operands you require.

WARNING
Do not issue ENCPARM AUTOREST for jobs that include database files or sequential files containing data
moved from a database. To handle these jobs, see Prevent Rollback of Database-related Files During Restart.
For background information, see Database Considerations.

Control Relative and Absolute GDG Generations From the JCL for a Restart

You can control whether ESP WA Restart Option uses absolute generation numbers or relative generation numbers for a
restart.

Sometimes, a relative GDG reference in the JCL does not refer to the correct generation when a job is restarted. New
generations could have been created by other jobs before the restart.

By default, ESP WA Restart Option replaces relative generation numbers in the JCL with the absolute generation
numbers stored in the EXH record for the job being restarted. ESP WA Restart Option does this even if a data set
generation was moved to another volume (implying the data set was deleted and recreated by another job).

Issue the ENCPARM GDGADJ command with the operands you require.

For background information, see Handling GDG Adjustments for a Restart.

Specify the Storage Volume for Migrated or Archived Data Sets

You can specify a volume that ESP WA Restart Option treats as containing data sets that were migrated.

Issue the ENCPARM VOLUME MIGRATE command.

Migrated data sets are indicated by MIGRATED in the Catalog section of the ESP WA Restart Option job run report. Also,
for these data sets, ESP WA Restart Option does not predict the following errors:

• DATA SET ALREADY DELETED
• DATA SET NOT YET EXPIRED, NOT DELETED
• PERMANENT DATA SET NOT ON VOLUME

Prevent Rollback of Database-related Files During Restart

You can prevent ESP WA Restart Option from rolling back database files and sequential files of data permanently
extracted from a database. For background information, see Database Considerations.

Do one of the following:

• Issue the ENCPARM AUTOREST NO command in the ESP procedure that submits a job containing database-related
files.

• Before restarting the job, remove the job step that creates a sequential data set for data that will be permanently
extracted from the database.
This prevents ESP WA Restart Option from performing an auto-restore of that data set.

• Issue the ENCPARM IGNOREDS command to identify database-related data sets that should not be auto-restored by
ESP WA Restart Option.
ESP WA Restart Option does not process or predict errors for the specified data sets.

Request a Tape Scratch from a TMS (Tape Management System)

If tapes are managed by a TMS (Tape Management System), you can have ESP WA Restart Option request a tape
scratch from the TMS. When ESP WA Restart Option needs to delete a tape data set, it uncatalogs it by issuing the
IDCAMS 'DELETE dsn NSCR' command. You need to scratch or initialize the tape manually.
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• Use command or initialization parameter ENCPARM TAPESCR COMMAND with the text of an operator command that
ESP WA Restart Option issues to scratch a tape data set.

You can edit and assemble the sample tape scratch user exit CYBRMTA1 and have the ESP WA Restart Option step call
it by coding

ENCPARM TAPESCR PROG(CYBRMTA1)

NOTE
The ESP WA Restart Option tape scratch user exit is not compatible with CA 1 because it has different
parameters.

You can test the sample tape scratch user exit, CYBRMTA1, before you enable ESP WA Restart Option to call it.

• Edit and run utility CYBRMD01.

Control Error Predictions and Warnings
You can enable or disable the error predictions that ESP WA Restart Option makes. By default, ESP WA Restart Option
predicts all errors.

Control the Errors that ESP WA Restart Option Predicts

Issue the ENCPARM PREDICT command with the operands you require.

The ENCPARM PREDICT command allows you to control error prediction by specifying

• An error type.
Error types can be predicted or not predicted. For a list of error types, see the ENCPARM PREDICT command in
Reference.

• A step condition code.
ESP WA Restart Option does not predict DSNOTFOUND or NOTCATLG2 errors for steps that test for the specified
condition code in a COND parameter.

• A program name.
ESP WA Restart Option does not predict DSNOTFOUND errors for all job steps after the first step that runs the
specified program.

Disable Error Prediction and Processing for Specified Data Sets

You can have ESP WA Restart Option ignore specified data sets. It will not process or predict errors for specified data
sets.

• Issue the ENCPARM IGNOREDS command with the operands you require.

Re-enable Error Prediction and Processing for Specified Data Sets

If you used ENCPARM IGNOREDS to disable ESP WA Restart Option processing and error prediction for specified data
sets, you can re-enable that processing for any of those specified data sets.

• Code the ENCPARM NOIGNORE statement with the operands you require.

Display Warnings for Manual Adjustments Before Restart

In some restart situations, you may need to do manual adjustments to data sets. For example, you may have to recreate
a missing data set or adjust a data set that has DISP=MOD specified. You can have ESP WA Restart Option issue extra
warning messages in the Restart Action Summary panel to remind you about the required adjustments.

• Issue the ENCPARM WARNING command with the operands you require.
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For background information, see Issue Warning Messages.

Produce Reports for Restart and Backout
This page lets you produce reports for restart and backout.

Report Information From a Job Run

The ESP WA Restart Option step generates a job run report that provides details about the job execution. For details, see
Restart Option Job Run Report. The following tables summarize the sections in the report.

Main Sections of the Job Run Report

The following report sections are always produced in the job run report:

Reporting See report in
The job ID of the job being restarted or backed out Main Sections of the ESP WA Restart Option Job Run Report
Restart parameters. Main Sections of the ESP WA Restart Option Job Run Report
ESP WA Restart Option initialization parameter settings and
overrides.

Main Sections of the ESP WA Restart Option Job Run Report

The following report section is only produced when a severe error occurs. For example, an ESP WA Restart Option
condition code 44 (a job's EXH record is no longer in the EXH file) causes the Severe Error section to be produced.

Reporting See report in
Severe errors that prevent job restart. Main Sections of the ESP WA Restart Option Job Run Report

The following report sections are produced in the job run report if they are relevant to the current run or if you select them
by issuing the ENCPARM PRINT command. For example, to print the job steps that will rerun during a restart (the Job
Restart Summary section), issue ENCPARM PRINT RESTART.

Reporting Issue command
See report in

All subsystems that have a specified ESP group in the z/OS
image.

ENCPARM PRINT SUBSYS(YES)
Main Sections of the ESP WA Restart Option Job Run Report

Steps in a job that will rerun during a restart. ENCPARM PRINT RESTART(YES)
Main Sections of the ESP WA Restart Option Job Run Report

Job steps and the data sets used by each step. ENCPARM PRINT SUMMARY(YES)
Main Sections of the ESP WA Restart Option Job Run Report

Restart actions ESP WA Restart Option will take. ENCPARM PRINT ACTIONS(YES)
Main Sections of the ESP WA Restart Option Job Run Report

Diagnostic Sections of the Job Run Report

The diagnostic sections of the report provide detailed information on the internal operation of ESP WA Restart Option. A
diagnostic section is not printed unless you request it by issuing the ENCPARM PRINT or ENCPARM DIAG command.
For example, to print the data sets in a job and their catalog status (the Catalog section), you issue ENCPARM PRINT
CATALOG.
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You can print all the diagnostic sections by issuing the ENCPARM DIAG command.

Reporting Issue command See report in
Hexadecimal dump of SIOT and JFCB fields. ENCPARM PRINT SIOTJFCB(YES)

Diagnostic Sections of the ESP WA Restart Option Job Run
Report

Data sets in a job and their catalog status. ENCPARM PRINT CATALOG(YES)
Diagnostic Sections of the ESP WA Restart Option Job Run
Report

Volumes associated with all multivolume data sets in existence
before the job starts.

ENCPARM PRINT MULTIVOL(YES)
Diagnostic Sections of the ESP WA Restart Option Job Run
Report

Volumes for multi-volume data sets in a job. ENCPARM PRINT VTOC(YES)
Diagnostic Sections of the ESP WA Restart Option Job Run
Report

Basic information on all the storage devices used by the job. ENCPARM PRINT UNIT(YES)
Diagnostic Sections of the ESP WA Restart Option Job Run
Report

All error predictions, including predictions that are disabled by the
ENCPARM PREDICT command.

ENCPARM PRINT ERRORS(YES)
Diagnostic Sections of the ESP WA Restart Option Job Run
Report

Status of all ESP WA Restart Option actions. ENCPARM PRINT ACTION2(YES)
Diagnostic Sections of the ESP WA Restart Option Job Run
Report

SMF records for a job. ENCPARM PRINT SMF(YES)
Diagnostic Sections of the ESP WA Restart Option Job Run
Report

Execution history of a job. ENCPARM PRINT HISTORY(YES)
Diagnostic Sections of the ESP WA Restart Option Job Run
Report

Miscellaneous information regarding the EXH file. ENCPARM PRINT EXHFILE(YES)
Diagnostic Sections of the ESP WA Restart Option Job Run
Report

EXH file index entries that are aliases to existing EXH records ENCPARM PRINT RETRIEVAL(YES)
Diagnostic Sections of the ESP WA Restart Option Job Run
Report

Report Jobs and Steps That Use Data Sets

The Data Set Summary report lists the jobs and steps that use the data sets. You can produce the report by doing one of
the following:

• Run utility CYBRMDMP and then CYBRMEXJ.
• Run utility CYBRMDSS, which combines CYBRMDMP and CYBRMEXJ.

See CYBRMDSS, CYBRMDMP, and CYBRMEXJ in Programming .

Insert a Comment into the ESP WA Restart Option Job Run Report

In the SYSIN DD statement of your job restart or backout JCL, do one or both of the following:
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• Type a space in column 1 and then type "/*" before your comment and "*/" after your comment.
• Code the ENCPARM COMMENT command (don't include prefix ENCPARM).

Example

//SYSIN DD *

 /* HERE IS THE FIRST COMMENT. NOTE THE SPACE IN COLUMN 1. */

COMMENT HERE IS THE SECOND COMMENT.

other <encore> statements...

View Job Run History Outside of CSF
You can view run history for jobs that are on the EXH file, but may or may not be in CSF. For background information, see
The EXH File.

NOTE
This procedure allows you only to view job run history on the EXH file. To restart a job, see Customize a Restart
Job. To back out a job, see Back Out a Job.

1. In the ESP main menu, select option R.
2. In the Job List Options panel, specify the jobs to view in the Job List panel.
3. In the Job List panel

– View details of the jobs you selected in the Job List Options panel.
– Type s beside a job to go to the Step Summary panel and view a summary of the steps in the job.

Back Out a Job
Backing out a job involves undoing the effects of the processing done by the failed job, as if the job had never executed.
You can back out an entire job or a specified range of steps in a job. When ESP WA Restart Option backs out a job, it:

• Deletes all the data sets created by the job, except for data sets named in past or present ENCPARM IGNOREDS
commands or ENCPARM NODELETE commands

• Warns you when data sets with DISP=MOD are found in the job.

NOTE
ESP WA Restart Option does not issue a warning for DISP=MOD data sets that were created as DISP=(NEW,
CATLG) in the job being restarted.

ESP WA Restart Option cannot back out data sets that include DISP=MOD. You need to adjust the data set content
manually.

For background information, see Data Sets with DISP=MOD.

Before you actually back out the job, ESP WA Restart Option simulates the results of any changes you make to the
backout settings. This way, you can try different scenarios. Once you are satisfied with the results, you can back out the
job.

Recreate Deleted Data Sets
If a data set was created and then deleted in the same job prior to backout, and you want to use the data set in a rerun,
include in the rerun the step that created the data set.

If a data set was created outside a job and then deleted by the job, and you want to use the data set in a rerun, you need
to recreate the data set yourself.
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Back Out a Job from CSF
This page describes how to back out a job from a CSF file.

The procedures in this section enable you to:

NOTE
In the following procedures, you work with the same panels as you do when you restart a job. Some panels have
"Restart" in the name, but these apply to a backout also.

Select a Job to Back Out in CSF

Beside the job you want to back out, type RX.

View Job Status, Step, and Data Set Details

In the Step Summary panel, you can view the job status. To view details of the job steps and data sets, access the
following panels:

Step Summary panel
Provides a summary of the steps in a job.

Step Detail panel
Provides details of a step in a job.

Data Set Summary panel
Provides summary of the data sets in a job.

Data Set Detail panel
Provides details of a data set in a job.

Choose Job Steps to Backout

In the Step Summary panel, you can do one of the following:

• Type R on the command line to have ESP WA Restart Option back out the entire job.
• Choose the job steps to back out and job steps to exclude from the backout.

Back Out a Single Step

Type R beside the step you want to back out.

Example

Only step S2 is backed out.

   JOBNAME   JOB ID   Restart

   PAYROLL1  JOB49546       

-----------------------------

   Stepname Procstep Program

   S1                PAY01

R  S2                PAY02

   S3                PAY03

   S4                PAY04
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Back Out a Range of Steps

Type RR beside the first and last steps for the range of steps you want to back out.

Example

Steps S2 to S4 are backed out.

   JOBNAME   JOB ID   Restart

   PAYROLL1  JOB49546       

-----------------------------

   Stepname Procstep Program

   S1                PAY01

RR S2                PAY02

   S3                PAY03

RR S4                PAY04

Back Out Steps Starting From a Specified Step to the End of a Job

Type RF beside the step you want to start the backout from.

Example

Only steps S2 to S4 are backed out.

   JOBNAME   JOB ID   Restart

   PAYROLL1  JOB49546       

-----------------------------

   Stepname Procstep Program

   S1                PAY01

RF S2                PAY02

   S3                PAY03

   S4                PAY04

Back Out Steps from the Start of a Job to a Specified Step

Type RT beside the step you want to finish the backout on.

Example

Steps S1 and S2 are backed out.

   JOBNAME   JOB ID   Restart

   PAYROLL1  JOB49546       

-----------------------------

   Stepname Procstep Program

   S1                PAY01

RT S2                PAY02

   S3                PAY03

   S4                PAY04

Exclude a Single Step from a Backout

Type X beside the step you want to exclude from the backout. If you are only excluding steps from a backout, you must
also type R in the command line.
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Example

All steps except Step S2 are backed out. Note that R is typed on the command line because steps are only being
excluded from the backout.

COMMAND ===> R

   JOBNAME   JOB ID   Restart

   PAYROLL1  JOB49546

-----------------------------

   Stepname Procstep Program

   S1                PAY01

X  S2                PAY02

   S3                PAY03

   S4                PAY04

Exclude a Range of Steps from a Backout

Type XX beside the first and last steps for the range of steps you want to exclude from the backout. If you are only
excluding steps from a backout, you must also type R in the command line.

Example 1

All steps except steps S2 to S4 are backed out. Note that R is typed on the command line because steps are only being
excluded from the backout.

COMMAND ===> R

   JOBNAME   JOB ID   Restart

   PAYROLL1  JOB49546

-----------------------------

   Stepname Procstep Program

   S1                PAY01

XX S2                PAY02

   S3                PAY03

XX S4                PAY04

   S5                PAY05

   S6                PAY06

Example 2

You can combine RR and XX to specify steps you want to back out and steps you want to exclude from the backout. In
this example, steps S2, S6, and S7 are backed out; steps S3 to S5 are not backed out.

   JOBNAME   JOB ID   Restart

   PAYROLL1  JOB49546       

-----------------------------

   Stepname Procstep Program

   S1                PAY01

RR S2                PAY02

XX S3                PAY03

   S4                PAY04

XX S5                PAY05

   S6                PAY06

RR S7                PAY07
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View ESP WA Restart Option Job Backout Information

1. In the Restart Action Summary panel
View errors predicted by ESP WA Restart Option.
To view job backout details of the job steps and data sets, access the following panels:

Restart Step Summary panel
Provides a backout summary of steps in a job.

Restart Step Detail panel
Provides backout details of a step in a job.

Restart Data Set Summary panel
Provides a backout summary of the data sets in a job.

Restart Data Set Detail panel
Provides backout details of a data set in a job.

2. On the command line of the Restart Action Summary panel, type SUB.

NOTE
Your job is not backed out yet. In the next procedure, you can specify ENCPARM commands to customize the
backout.

Customize the Job Backout with ENCPARM Commands

In the Resubmit an Object panel, you can select ENCPARM commands before submitting the backout. ENCPARM
commands enable you to change the actions that ESP WA Restart Option takes during a backout. For example, you may
want to avoid backing out certain job steps, prevent expected errors from being reported, or produce a particular report.
For background information, see Restart Option Commands.

1. If you want to specify ENCPARM commands, select ENCPARM commands in the Resubmit an Object panel.
You can also enter ENCPARM commands in the Resubmit Request ENCPARM Statements panel when you perform
the next procedure.

2. Type Y beside DO YOU WISH TO ENTER ENCPARM STATEMENTS? and press Enter.

Submit the Job Backout

In the Resubmit Request ENCPARM Statements panel, type Y beside Backout.

If you want to customize the backout, enter ENCPARM statements.

WARNING
The next step will back out the job. To cancel the backout, press F3/End.

In the Resubmit Request ENCPARM Statements panel, press Enter to submit the backout.

Back Out a Job by Submitting JCL
One reason to use batch JCL to back out a job is that the job is no longer on the ESP scoreboard. However, the job must
still be in the EXH file. When you create JCL, you specify ESP WA Restart Option commands to control the backout
process. For background information, see The ESP WA Restart Option Step and The EXH File.

1. Create JCL based on the model in Sample JCL to Back Out a Job.
2. Enter ESP WA Restart Option commands in the SYSIN DD statement of the JCL.

NOTE
Do not include the prefix "ENCPARM" when you issue commands in the JCL.

• To simulate a job backout, issue the ENCPARM MODE SCAN command.
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You can view error predictions and backout actions. Only the ESP WA Restart Option step runs; the rest of the job
does not run.

• To back out a job, issue the ENCPARM MODE NORMAL command. Since NORMAL is the default you can omit this
command.

Sample JCL to Back Out a Job

//job_name JOB (PROD001),'BACKOUT A JOB',MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=A

//         EXEC CYBRMENC

//SYSIN    DD *

SUBSYS   ESP ESPGROUP(PAYROLL)

TYPE     BACKOUT

JOBID    Jxxxxxxx

JOBNAME  yyyyyyyy

FROMSTEP ffffffff

TOSTEP   tttttttt

Additional ENCPARM commands...

/*

Other job steps...

//

job_name
the name of the job submitting the backout

xxxxxxx
job number of the job being backed out

yyyyyyyy
job name of the job being backed out

ffffffff
the first step in the range of steps to be backed out (omit FROMSTEP to allow ESP WA Restart Option to select
the first step to be backed out)

tttttttt
the last step in the range of steps to be backed out (omit TOSTEP to finish the backout at the end of the job)

NOTE
If you specify a step in ENCPARM TOSTEP that comes before the step in ENCPARM FROMSTEP, ESP WA
Restart Option rejects the job and issues the following error in the job run report:

============                           

SEVERE ERROR                           

============                           

                                       

        THE SPECIFIED FROMSTEP OR TOSTEP

        COULD NOT BE FOUND IN THE JOB.
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ENCPARM BACKOUT can do a complete or partial (limited to specific steps) backout of data sets created by a job. It
does the following:

• Deletes all data sets created by the job being backed out.
• Warns you when it finds data sets with DISP=MOD. ESP WA Restart Option cannot roll back the content of these data

sets. You have to restore these data sets manually.

NOTE
ESP WA Restart Option does not issue a warning for DISP=MOD data sets that were created as
DISP=(NEW, CATLG) in the job being restarted. For background information, see Data Sets with
DISP=MOD.

Note: You can code multiple backout steps in your JCL, but you can't add other kinds of steps after the backout steps.
That is, if you add a step with a program name that does not begin with CYBRM, ESP WA Restart Option flushes the rest
of the job.

Example Backout of an Entire Job Run
The following example shows the JCL setup for a complete data set backout for two jobs.

• Program CYBRM000 does the backout.
• Jobs PAYROLL1 (job ID J0055892) and PAYROLL2 (job ID J0055894) are backed out.
• ESPM is the ESP subsystem that tracked the jobs.

//BACKOJOB JOB (PROD1100),'USER',CLASS=J,MSGCLASS=X

//STEPENC1 EXEC PGM=CYBRM000

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PCY.CD7YLOAD

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *

TYPE BACKOUT

JOBID J0055892

JOBNAME PAYROLL1

SUBSYS ESPM

/*

//STEPENC2 EXEC PGM=CYBRM000,COND=EVEN

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PCY.CD7YLOAD

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *

TYPE BACKOUT

JOBID J0055894

JOBNAME PAYROLL2

SUBSYS ESPM

/*

Example Partial Backout
The following example shows the JCL setup for a partial data set backout for a job:

//BACKOJOB JOB (PROD1101),'USER',CLASS=J,MSGCLASS=X

//         EXEC CYBRM000

//SYSIN    DD *

SUBSYS   ESP ESPGROUP(PAYROLL)

TYPE     BACKOUT

JOBID    J0055894

JOBNAME  BACK0006

FROMSTEP PROTRANS
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TOSTEP   RPTTRANS

/*

 …other job steps…

//

Rerun Multiple Jobs
You can rerun multiple jobs using the RERUNM (RM) command. The command resets specified jobs to the state before
they ran. Application Manager schedules a rerun for them as their dependencies are satisfied. By default, the command
requests a rerun of the root job and all of its successors. In the resulting CSF panel, you can modify the list of jobs
run. You can also request an ESP WA Restart Option restart, and enter USER variables and ESP WA Restart Option
commands.

Follow these steps:

1. In CSF, type RM next to the root job of the group of jobs you want to rerun.
2. Press Enter.

The "Rerun jobs in application" panel appears. The root job name has a plus sign (+) appended to it, indicating that all
successors will be included. From the panel, you can specify multiple root jobs and exclude jobs, request a restart, and
enter USER variables and ESP WA Restart Option commands.
If you activate USERMOD 88, the RESTART field is set to "Y" by default in the "Rerun jobs in application" panel.

3. Press Enter to update the list of selected jobs.
4. Type SUB to submit your request.

Maintain and Troubleshoot Restart Option
This section presents articles about procedures that you can use to maintain and troubleshoot ESP WA Restart Option.

Ensure Restart Option is Activated
To ensure that ESP WA Restart Option is activated and available to ESP, check the ESP initialization parameter file for
the following initialization parameter:

ERMSTEP ('//ENCORE EXEC CYBRMENC')

Allocate EXH File
Allocate the EXH file, which stores ESP WA Restart Option execution history. You can format the EXH file and specify the
criteria for automatically purging job groups from the file.

Run the CYBRMALC utility.

See also Purge Jobs From EXH File.

Start and Stop Auxiliary Address Space
You can start and stop the Auxiliary Address Space, which stores SMF records from job runs tracked by ESP WA Restart
Option.

Issue the AUX_AS command.

WARNING
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• The AUX_AS command is for exceptional situations only. You may lose tracking data when you issue the
AUX_AS command. Contact Broadcom Support if you are issuing the AUX_AS command for the first time.

• Before you issue the AUX_AS command, quiesce ESP WA Restart Option (see, Quiesce Restart Option). If
you do not quiesce ESP WA Restart Option, some active tasks may terminate abnormally when AUX_AS is
issued.

For more information about the Auxiliary Address Space, see the Working with Restart Option section.

Modify Internal Processing of Restart Option
You can modify ESP WA Restart Option internal processing such as EXH file record compression, enqueuing versions of
GDG data sets, and user exits for processing wildcards in data set names.

Issue the ENCPARM MODIFY command with the operands you require.

WARNING
This command should be used only by your ESP WA Restart Option system programmer because it can affect
all users on your ESP WA Restart Option system.

Copy Jobs From One EXH File to Another
You can copy all the jobs from one EXH file to another, or you can use wildcards to specify the jobs to copy.

Run the CYBRMCPY utility.

For background information, see The EXH File.

List ENCPARM Commands Issued
You can list the ENCPARM commands issued in the initialization parameters and from page mode that are in effect for the
current operating environment. The listing includes the command number. ENCPARM commands are assigned a number
according to the order in which they were issued, for example, 1 for the first command, 2 for the second, and so on.

Issue operator command ENCPARM.

NOTE
In a master-proxy environment, issue the following command to the Broadcom Workload Automation master and
each proxy individually:

/F stcname,ENCPARM

where stcname is the name of the master or proxy started task.

See also Undo ENCPARM Command.

Undo ENCPARM Command
You can undo the effect of an ENCPARM command issued in the initialization parameters or from Page mode by deleting
the command from the current operating environment. You can still reissue the command.

Issue operator command ENCPARM DELETE(nn), where nn is the number of the command you want to delete.

NOTE
In a master-proxy environment, issue the following command to the Broadcom Workload Automation master and
each proxy individually:
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/F stcname,ENCPARM DELETE(nn)

where stcname is the name of the master or proxy started task.

ENCPARM commands are assigned a number according to the order in which they were issued, that is, 1 for the first
command, 2 for the second, and so on. So, ENCPARM DELETE(3) undoes the third ENCPARM command issued.

Issue the ENCPARM command to obtain a numbered list of the stored ESP WA Restart Option commands such as
ENCPARM CLEANUP.

Dump EXH File Records
You can dump selected EXH file records to a sequential file. The records are formatted for printing.

To dump all information on the prior run of a specified job create and submit JCL based on the model in the sample JCL.

To dump records selected by job name, data set name, volume, and program name run the CYBRMDMP utility.

Sample JCL

//DUMPJOB  JOB (CYB001),'DUMP A JOB',MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=A 

//         EXEC CYBRMENC

//SYSIN    DD *

SUBSYS  ESP ESPGROUP(PAYROLL)

TYPE    DUMP

JOBID   Jxxxxx

JOBNAME yyyyyyyy

//

 

xxxxx: job number

yyyyyyyy: job name

ENCPARM TYPE DUMP signifies a dump of an EXH record. The specific record is specified by JOBID command. For
background information, see The EXH File.

Purge Jobs From EXH File
Job run history records are purged off the EXH file according to the retention parameters for all jobs set when you allocate
the EXH file. You can change the automatic purge parameters or purge job run history records manually.

To purge jobs automatically, follow these steps:

1. When you run the CYBRMALC utility to allocate the EXH file, specify the default retention parameters for all jobs.
2. At any other time

– Run the CYBRMKEP utility to change the default retention values set by the CYBRMALC utility.
– Set retention parameters for a specified job by issuing the ENCPARM PURGE command.

NOTE
The retention operands in the ENCPARM PURGE command override the retention parameters set by the
CYBRMALC utility.

To purge jobs manually, follow these steps:
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Run the CYBRMPRG utility.

NOTE
The retention parameters in the CYBRMPRG utility override the retention parameters set by the CYBRMALC or
CYBRMKEP utilities.

Reclaim Lost Slots From EXH File
To reclaim lost slots from the EXH file, run the CYBRMSAN utility.

For background information, see The EXH File.

Match Resource Serialization and GRS Settings
ESP and ESP WA Restart Option resource serialization settings should be matched with your installation's GRS (Global
Resource Serialization) settings. If two or more ESP subsystems are sharing a JES spool, they may also share a single
EXH file. ESP WA Restart Option uses the same serialization mechanism that ESP does to avoid contention problems
with shared files.

To specify ESP and ESP WA Restart Option resource serialization settings, specify the RSVLOGIC initialization parameter
for all subsystems sharing the EXH file.

Quiesce Restart Option
To quiesce ESP WA Restart Option, issue operator command ENCPARM QUIESCE.

Note: In a master-proxy environment, issue the following command to the Broadcom Workload Automation master and
each proxy individually:

/F stcname,ENCPARM QUIESCE

where stcname is the name of the master or proxy started task.

Quiescing ESP WA Restart Option:

• Suspends ESP WA Restart Option operation.
• Deallocates the EXH file from the ESP subsystem address space.
• Stops the recording of tracking information to the EXH file.

Job tracking continues, but data is stored in the Auxiliary Address Space until the EXH file is available again.

See also Restart the Restart Option. For background information, see The EXH File.

Restart the Restart Option
To restart ESP WA Restart Option, issue the ENCPARM RESTART command.

NOTE
In a master-proxy environment, issue the following command to the Broadcom Workload Automation master and
each proxy individually:

/F stcname,ENCPARM RESTART

where stcname is the name of the master or proxy started task.

Restarting ESP WA Restart Option:
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• Reactivates ESP WA Restart Option operation.
• Allocates the EXH file to the ESP subsystem address space.
• Resumes the recording of tracking information to the EXH file.
• Drains tracking data that was accumulated in the Auxiliary Address Space and writes the data to the EXH file.

See also Quiesce Restart Option. For background information, see The EXH File.

Display Job Run History and Restart Analysis Requests
To display details on job run history and restart analysis requests, issue the ENCLOG command on the command line of
the ESP WA Restart Option Step Summary panel or Restart Action Summary panel.

Report/Modify Auxiliary Address Space Parameters
To report on or modify the ESP WA Restart Option Auxiliary Address Space parameters, run the CYBRMSTA utility.

WARNING
Contact Broadcom Support for instructions if you want to modify ESP WA Restart Option Auxiliary Address
Space parameters.

For background information, see Start and Stop Auxiliary Address Space.

Report Diagnostic Information
You can include diagnostic information in the job run report. For background information, see Restart Option Job Run
Report.

• Issue the ENCPARM PRINT command and specify YES for each section that you want to include in the job run report.
For a list of sections you can specify, see the ENCPARM PRINT command in Reference.

• Issue the ENCPARM DIAG YES command to include all the diagnostic sections in the job run report.
For details, see Diagnostic Sections of the ESP WA Restart Option Job Run Report.

Example
If you want to report a list of the volumes associated with multi-volume data sets, issue the ENCPARM PRINT
command as follows:

ENCPARM PRINT MULTIVOL(YES)

Monitor EXH Errors and Remove Lost Slots
Use the sanity report utility to monitor the EXH file for errors and remove lost slots from the EXH file. For background
information, see The EXH File.

Run the CYBRMSAN utility.

Any condition code greater than 4 could indicate an error that needs investigation. If you run the sanity report several
times and the same error condition persists, this indicates that the EXH file is damaged. Contact Broadcom Support to
determine if the problem is serious and what actions to take.

Report Distribution of Index Records in EXH File
To report the distribution of index records in an EXH file, run the CYBRMANA utility.

For background information, see The EXH File.
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Report Status of Restart Option
To get a report of the general status of ESP WA Restart Option, issue the ENCPARM STATUS command.

NOTE
In a master-proxy environment, issue the following command to the Broadcom Workload Automation master and
each proxy individually:

/F stcname,ENCPARM STATUS

where:

stcname
Specifies the name of the master or proxy started task.

To view the detailed internal status of ESP WA Restart Option, run the CYBRMQRY utility.

Report on Jobs in EXH File
To report on the jobs in an EXH file, run the CYBRMLST utility.

For background information, see The EXH File.

Specify EXH File Utilization Thresholds
You can set a maximum and minimum EXH file utilization limit. Above the maximum limit, warning messages are sent to
the operator until the utilization falls below the minimum utilization limit.

Run the CYBRMTHR utility.

For background information, see The EXH File.

Trace Restart Option Modules
You can have ESP WA Restart Option report trace information for specified ESP WA Restart Option program modules.
The trace information appears at various places in the ESP WA Restart Option job run report.

Issue the ENCPARM TRACE command with the operands you require.

Use ACF2 with Restart Option
To use ACF2 V5.2 or earlier with ESP WA Restart Option, add a SAFPROT record with control point 'CYBRM000' and
CLASS=DATA SET.

Example

LGOPROD/SAFPROT.ENCCLASSES(DATASET)

CNTLPTS(CYBRM000)

SUBSYS(CYBRM000)

Restart Option Commands
ESP WA Restart Option commands allow you to control how ESP WA Restart Option processes job restarts and
backouts.
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To distinguish ESP WA Restart Option commands from ESP commands, ESP WA Restart Option commands start with
"ENCPARM". However, you do not include ENCPARM when you add commands to the ESP WA Restart Option step of
a batch job or in the Resubmit Request ENCPARM Statements panel. For details, see the Working with Restart Option
section and Resubmit Request ENCPARM Statements Panel.

ESP WA Restart Option commands are issued or automatically created from different places:

Command is... Command applies to...
Issued as an initialization parameter. All jobs that ESP submits.
Issued in page mode or as a z/OS Modify command. All jobs that ESP submits.
Issued in a Procedure. All jobs falling within the scope of the command:

Application scope
Sub-application scope
Job scope
Conditional logic scope (IF/THEN/ELSE)
See Commands Entered in Procedures.

Specified in ESP WA Restart Option panels. The job that you are working with in the panels.
Entered in the ESP WA Restart Option step. The job containing the ESP WA Restart Option step.

For a summary of places to use ESP WA Restart Option commands, see Where to Use Commands.

The commands entered at a lower level override the same commands entered at the higher level. So an application scope
command in a Procedure overrides the same command issued as an initialization parameter. A command issued from
an ESP WA Restart Option panel overrides an application scope command in a Procedure. For example, assume the
initialization parameter data set includes a command telling ESP WA Restart Option to predict security errors for all jobs:

ENCPARM SECURITY(YES)

You can override the security error predictions for a single job by coding the same command with a NO operand in a
Procedure as follows:

...

JOB CYB0001

  ENCPARM SECURITY(NO)

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

...

ENCPARM commands issued in an procedure, from page mode, or from the z/OS modify command, override those set in
the initialization parameter data set.

Some commands make sense only at some levels, for example, the commands that tailor the processing of the ESP WA
Restart Option step do not make sense at the other levels. ENCPARM FROMSTEP makes sense for a particular job, but
does not make sense as an initialization parameter that applies to all jobs.

Commands Entered as Initialization Parameters
Commands entered as ESP initialization parameters apply to all jobs that ESP submits.

If ESP goes down and is then brought up again, the initialization parameters are read in again. Any changes made to the
initialization parameters while ESP is down take effect at this point.
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Note that some parameters stay in effect during an ESP outage. For example, if initialization parameter SMFINT ON
(Specify SMF Interface) is issued, the associated Auxiliary Address Space can be selected by the ESP WA Restart Option
step of a batch job that starts running after the ESP becomes inactive.

For more information, see Installing and Configuring.

Commands Entered in Page Mode
Commands entered in ESP Page mode apply to all jobs that ESP submits. You must re-enter these commands if ESP is
taken down and brought up again.

To enter commands in Page mode, prefix the command with OPER or issue a z/OS modify command.

Example: OPER Command

OPER ENCPARM CLEANUP INITIAL(NO)

You need authority to issue OPER commands. For more information, see Securing.

Examples: z/OS MODIFY Command

Using the following z/OS MODIFY command causes ESP WA Restart Option to run jobs even when errors have been
predicted:

F ESPA,ENCPARM FORCE YES

In a master-proxy situation, an OPER command from a proxy is subject to the proxy's ROUTING initialization parameter.
The best way to change an ESP WA Restart Option global setting within a proxy is to issue the ENCPARM command in a
z/OS MODIFY command.

Example: Change an ESP WA Restart Option Global Setting Within a Proxy

The following z/OS MODIFY command is directed at proxy ESPAP1:

/F ESPAP1,ENCPARM DELETE(10)

Commands Entered in Procedures
Commands entered in ESP procedures are applied to jobs if the jobs fall within the scope of the command:

You can enter any number of commands in a procedure.

Application Scope

Example: Application Scope

The command ENCPARM FORCE applies to every job in the following procedure:

JCLLIB 'CYB.JCL.CNTL'

APPL  APPLTEST

OPTIONS RESTARTSTEP

ENCPARM FORCE

JOB CYB0001

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB
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JOB CYB0002

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

 

Sub-Application Scope

Example: Sub-Application Scope

In the following procedure, the command ENCPARM FORCE applies only to the jobs in sub-application SUB2 (CYB0002
and CYB0003):

JCLLIB 'CYB.JCL.CNTL'

APPL  APPLTEST

OPTIONS RESTARTSTEP

SUBAPPL SUB1

JOB CYB0001

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

SUBAPPL SUB2

ENCPARM FORCE

JOB CYB0002

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

JOB CYB0003

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB 

SUBAPPL SUB3

JOB CYB0004

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

 

Job Scope

Example: Job Scope

The command ENCPARM FORCE applies only to job CYB0001 in the following procedure:

JCLLIB 'CYB.JCL.CNTL'

APPL  APPLTEST

OPTIONS RESTARTSTEP

JOB CYB0001

  ENCPARM FORCE

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

JOB CYB0002

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB
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Conditional Logic Scope

Example: Conditional Logic Scope

The command ENCPARM FORCE applies to job CYB0001 only if the following procedure is submitted on a Tuesday:

JCLLIB 'CYB.JCL.CNTL'

APPL  APPLTEST

OPTIONS RESTARTSTEP

JOB CYB0001

  IF TODAY(TUESDAY) THEN DO

    ENCPARM FORCE

ENDDO

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

 

 

Commands from Restart Option Panels
ESP WA Restart Option can generate commands based on your input to the panels. These commands are input to the
ESP WA Restart Option step (for details, see Commands in Restart Option Step). For example, when you choose the
steps to rerun in the Step Summary panel, ESP WA Restart Option generates the ENCPARM FROMSTEP command and
the ENCPARM TOSTEP command.

You can also type in or select commands in the Resubmit Request ENCPARM Statements panel. These commands are
input to the ESP WA Restart Option step.

Commands in Restart Option Step
Commands entered in the ESP WA Restart Option step are applied to the job containing the step. See the Working with
Restart Option section.

When ESP submits a job, the following ENCPARM commands are added automatically to the SYSIN DD statement of the
ESP WA Restart Option step:

• Commands issued as initialization parameters
• Commands issued in page mode
• Commands issued in Procedures
• Commands created by ESP WA Restart Option panels or specified in ESP WA Restart Option panels

If you submit a job manually, you must input all the required ENCPARM commands to the SYSIN DD statement of the
ESP WA Restart Option step.

Example Commands entered in the ESP WA Restart Option Step

//job_name JOB (PROD001),'RESTART A JOB',MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=A

//         EXEC CYBRMENC

//SYSIN    DD *

SUBSYS   ESP ESPGROUP(PAYROLL)

TYPE     R
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JOBID    J12345

PREDICT  DSNOTFOUND(NO)

job_name
The name of the job that is restarted.

Where to Use Commands
ESP WA Restart Option commands can be used in one or more of the following places:

• In the ESP initialization parameter data set
• In page mode or in a z/OS Modify command
• In the ESP WA Restart Option step of a batch job
• In the Resubmit Request ENCPARM Statements panel
• In an ESP procedure

In the following table, "yes" and "no" indicate where you can use each command.

NOTE
The table indicates that ENCPARM MODIFY can be used anywhere except if you use the operands listed.
Beside each operand are the restrictions for using ENCPARM MODIFY with that operand.

Command Init'n ParmData
Set

Page
ModeorModifyCommand

ESP WA Restart
Option Step in
Batch JCL

Resubmit
Request
ENCPARM
Statements
Panel

Command Line
of the Specified
Panel

Procedure

AUX_AS no yes no no no no
ENCLOG no no no no Any ESP WA

Restart Option
summary or detail
panel

no

ENCPARM no yes no no no no
ENCPARM
ABENDER
Command:
Specify Program
Abending
on Behalf of
Program

yes yes yes yes no yes

ENCPARM
AUTOREST
Command:
Recover
Data Sets
Automatically for
Job Restart

yes yes yes yes no yes

ENCPARM
BACKOUT
Command:
Control Whether
Data Set is
Backed Out

yes yes yes yes no yes
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ENCPARM
CLEANUP
Command:
Delete Data Sets
Allocated By
Restart Job

yes yes yes yes no yes

ENCPARM
COMMENT
Command: Insert
Comment in Job
Run Report

yes yes yes yes no yes

ENCPARM
CONDCODE
Command:
Specify Condition
Codes Produced
by Job Step

yes yes yes yes no yes

ENCPARM
DELETE
Command: Undo
ENCPARM
Command

no yes no no no no

ENCPARM DIAG
Command: Print
All Diagnostics
Sections of Job
Run Report

yes yes yes yes no yes

ENCPARM
EXCLUDE
Command:
Specify Step to
Exclude From
Job Restart

yes yes yes yes no yes

ENCPARM
FORCE
Command: Run
Job Even If Errors
Predicted

yes yes yes yes no yes

ENCPARM
FROMSTEP
Command:
Specify Step
from which Job is
Restarted

yes yes yes yes no yes

ENCPARM
GDGADJ
Command:
Specify How
Relative
Generations are
Processed

yes yes yes yes no yes
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ENCPARM
HONORCC
Command:
Control Condition
Code Checks
of Previous Job
Runs

yes yes yes yes no yes

ENCPARM
IGNOREDS
Command:
Specify Data Sets
to Ignore on Job
Restart

yes yes yes yes no yes

ENCPARM
JOBID
Command:
Specify Job ID of
Restarted Job

yes yes yes yes no yes

ENCPARM
JOBNAME
Command:
Specify Backed-
out Job or Whose
EXH Record Is to
be Dumped

yes yes yes yes no yes

ENCPARM
MODE
Command:
Specify How Job
Is Processed

yes yes yes yes no yes

ENCPARM
MODIFY
Command:
Modify the
Internal
Processing of
ESP WA Restart
Option
Use is limited if
you include these
operands:
PACING,
COMPRESS
USECSI

yes
 
 
yes

yes
 
 
yes
yes

yes
 
 

yes no yes
 
 
yes
yes

ENCPARM
NODELETE
Command: Stops
Deletion of Data
Sets

yes yes yes yes no yes
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ENCPARM
NOIGNORE
Command:
Reenable
Processing for
Specified Data
Sets

yes yes yes yes no yes

ENCPARM
PREDICT
Command:
Specify Predicted
Error Types

yes yes yes yes no yes

ENCPARM
PREVTIME
Command:
Specify Reader-
On (RDRON)
Time to Find Job

yes yes yes yes no yes

ENCPARM
PRINT
Command: Print
Sections of Job
Run Report

yes yes yes yes no yes

ENCPARM
PURGE
Command:
Configure
Automatic Purge
of Job History
Records

yes yes no no no yes

ENCPARM
QUIESCE
Command:
Quiesce ESP WA
Restart Option

no yes no no no no

ENCPARM
RESTART
Command:
Restart ESP WA
Restart Option

no yes no no no no

ENCPARM
STATUS
Command: List
Status of ESP
WA Restart
Option

no yes no no no no

ENCPARM
SUBSYS
Command:
Specify
Subsystem
Identifier for Job

yes yes yes yes no yes
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ENCPARM
TAPESCR
Command:
Request Tape
Scratch

yes yes yes yes no yes

ENCPARM
TOSTEP
Command:
Specify Last Step
to Be Executed
for Restart

yes yes yes yes no yes

ENCPARM
TRACE
Command:
Specify Modules
to Be Traced

yes yes yes yes no yes

ENCPARM
TYPE Command:
Specify Type of
Processing

yes yes yes yes no yes

ENCPARM
VOLUME
Command:
Specify Data
Set Processing
Based on Volume
Serial

yes yes yes yes no yes

ENCPARM
WARNING
Command:
Display Extra
Warning
Messages

yes yes yes yes no yes

Restart Option Reports
ESP WA Restart Option provides the following reports to assist in restarting jobs, backing out jobs, and maintaining ESP
WA Restart Option:

• A job run report from the ESP WA Restart Option step
See Restart Option Job Run Report.

• A Data Set Summary report from utility CYBRMDSS, or utilities CYBRMDMP and CYBRMEXJ
See utilities CYBRMDSS, CYBRMDMP, and CYBRMEXJ in Programming .

• Maintenance and Troubleshooting reports from ESP WA Restart Option utilities
For more information, see:
– Dump EXH File Records
– Report/Modify Auxiliary Address Space Parameters
– Monitor EXH Errors and Remove Lost Slots
– List ENCPARM Commands Issued
– Report Distribution of Index Records in EXH File
– Report Status of Restart Option
– Report on Jobs in EXH File
– Trace Restart Option Modules
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Job Restart Considerations
This section contains information about important considerations when using the Restart Option.

How Restart Option Determines Optimum Restart Step
Before recommending a restart point for a failed job, ESP WA Restart Option looks at the job's history to determine the
optimum restart step. It performs the following checks in the order given to choose a restart step:

1. The first step that satisfies a failure condition in a CCCHK statement is chosen as the restart step.
2. If a job abends, the first abending step is chosen as the restart step.
3. If a job fails because of a COND parameter on the JOB statement, the step that triggered that COND is chosen as the

restart step.
4. If a job has been flushed (for example, because of a JCL error), the first flushed step is chosen as the restart step.
5. If a job completes successfully, the first step is chosen as the restart step.
6. If a job failed because it met the condition code test on a CCFAIL statement, the first step that satisfies the CCFAIL

conditions is chosen as the restart step.
7. If none of the preceding checks apply, the first step is chosen as the restart step.

The preceding rules apply in most cases, but not all. If a job abends in a step executing an "abender" program (a program
that abends the job on behalf of another program), ESP WA Restart Option inspects the COND parameter of that step.
The first step referred to by that COND parameter is chosen as the restart step.

For example

//         EXEC CYBRMENC

//SYSIN    DD * 

ABENDER  ABPGM  

...

//STEP1    EXEC PGM=IEBGENER

//STEP2    EXEC PGM=ABPGM,COND=(0,EQ,STEP1)

In the example, the ABENDER command in the SYSIN DD statement tells ESP WA Restart Option to treat program
ABPGM in STEP2 as the abender program. If STEP1 completes with a non-zero condition code, ABPGM abends. ESP
WA Restart Option then looks at the COND parameter for STEP2 and chooses STEP1 as the restart step.

Limits to JCL Changes Before Restarting a Job
Before you restart a job with ESP WA Restart Option, you can make only certain JCL changes to steps before the step
you are restarting from.

During a restart, ESP WA Restart Option looks at the JCL being restarted and the original JCL. It compares the job steps
preceding the restart step. The steps must match, subject to the following guidelines:

• You can add, remove, or change STEPLIB and JOBLIB statements.
• You cannot change step names or DD names.
• You cannot change the order of steps or DD statements.
• You cannot change data set names except for data sets that were only opened for input in the original job.

For example, the following JCL is submitted and abends in STEP2:

//JOBABC...

//STEPLIB DD DSN=PCY.LOADLIB,DISP=SHR

//*
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//STEP1   EXEC PGM=P1

//IN1     DD DSN=PCY.INDATA1,DISP=SHR

//OUT1    DD DSN=PCY.OUTDATA1,DISP=(NEW,DELETE),

//        UNIT=PROD,SPACE=(40,30),

//        DCB=(LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=223440,RECFM=FBA)

//OUT2    DD DSN=PCY.REPORT,DISP=(NEW,DELETE),

//        UNIT=PROD,SPACE=(40,30),

//        DCB=(LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=223440,RECFM=FBA)

//*

//STEP2   EXEC PGM=P2

//IN2     DD DSN=PCY.OUTDATA1,DISP=SHR

//OUT2    DD DSN=PCY.OUTDATA2,DISP=(NEW,DELETE),

//        UNIT=PROD,SPACE=(40,30),

//        DCB=(LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=223440,RECFM=FBA)

//*

Prior to the restart from STEP2, the JCL is changed as follows:

//JOBABC...

//STEPLIB DD DSN=PCY.TEMP.LOADLIB,DISP=SHR            <-- Addition

//        DD DSN=PCY.LOADLIB,DISP=SHR

//*

//STEP1   EXEC PGM=P1

//IN1FIX  DD DSN=PCY.INDATA1.FIX,DISP=SHR             <-- Change 1

//OUT1    DD DSN=PCY.OUTDATA1,DISP=(NEW,DELETE),

//        UNIT=PROD,SPACE=(40,30),

//        DCB=(LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=223440,RECFM=FBA)

//OUT2    DD DSN=PCY.REPORT.FIX,DISP=(NEW,DELETE),    <-- Change 2

//        UNIT=PROD,SPACE=(40,30),

//        DCB=(LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=223440,RECFM=FBA)

//*

//STEP2   EXEC PGM=P2

//IN2     DD DSN=PCY.OUTDATA1,DISP=SHR

//OUT2FIX DD DSN=PCY.OUTDATA2.FIX,DISP=(NEW,DELETE),  <-- Change 3

//        UNIT=PROD,SPACE=(40,30),

//        DCB=(LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=223440,RECFM=FBA)

//*

Note the following:

• Addition: The addition of the STEPLIB is allowed.
• Change 1: The DD name change is not allowed; the data set name change is allowed.
• Change 2: The data set name change is not allowed.
• Change 3: The DD name change is not allowed; the data set name change is allowed.

Changes to the restart JCL must be limited because ESP WA Restart Option may have to run a step to recreate a data set
needed by the restart step or a later step. For example, if STEP1 creates a temporary data set that is used in STEP2 and
STEP2 is rerun, ESP WA Restart Option must also rerun STEP1 to recreate the temporary data set.

In some jobs, there may be several steps that create the same temporary data set. Logical statements or COND
parameters are used to ensure that only one of these steps executes. As long as these steps have not changed for the
restart, ESP WA Restart Option can check the SMF records of the first run of the job to determine the step that created
the temporary data set. ESP WA Restart Option can rerun that step and recreate the data set.
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Job Aliases
If you restart a job and the restarted job does not get past the ESP WA Restart Option step, ESP WA Restart Option
makes the restarted job an alias to the job being restarted.

For example, assume the restart of JOB56300 is JOB56416 and the restart does not get past the ESP WA Restart
Option step. ESP WA Restart Option makes JOB56416 an alias to JOB56300. If you restart JOB56416, you are actually
restarting JOB56300.

When a restarted job does not get past the ESP WA Restart Option step, there is no execution history information to
record. So, ESP WA Restart Option cannot create a new EXH record; it must create an alias instead.

ESP WA Restart Option can create aliases only for jobs restarted from CSF or ESP Workstation; it cannot create aliases
for jobs restarted from batch JCL. For batch restarts, you can specify the job number being restarted in the JCL.

Why Jobs Do Not Run Past the Restart Option Step

Restarted jobs do not get past the ESP WA Restart Option step if the restarted job runs with:

• ENCPARM MODE SCAN specified
• ENCPARM TYPE DUMP specified
• ENCPARM TYPE BACKOUT specified
• An error in an ESP WA Restart Option command or initialization parameter

For example, the step name specified in ENCPARM FROMSTEP might be nonexistent or too long.

How CSF Handles Aliases

When a restarted job becomes an alias to another job, the job status in CSF indicates "CCFAIL", which is normal in this
instance. For example, JOB56416 is a restart of JOB56300 with ENCPARM MODE SCAN specified. CSF displays the
following (the sample is truncated on the right):

PROD Consolidated Status: View WK3CSF1  ------------        Row 1 of 14, Col 1

COMMAND ===>                                                     SCR ===> CSR

 

    Job Name  Jobno Jobqual  Appl     AGen Subappl  Status

 

___ PAY01     56416          PAYROLL    44          FAILED, CC 0, CCFAIL AT 11.4

ESP WA Restart Option creates an EXH file index entry for JOB56416, but it does not create an execution history record.
The restarted job index entry becomes an alias to the record associated with the job that was restarted, JOB56300.

View Details of Aliases

After you select a job that is an alias to another job for restart, you can view details of the alias by typing command
ENCLOG on the command line of an ESP WA Restart Option panel (for example, the Step Summary panel). The following
example shows that JOB56416 is an alias to JOB56300.

EXH record-retrieval details:

  

The EXH data set index entry for job PAY01 (JOB56416) is an alias

to the EXH record for job PAY01 (JOB56300).

 

INDEX:   PROD JOB56416 READER_ON(2005/10/17-11:42:26)

INDEX:   START(2005/10/17-11:42) RESTART_OF(JOB56300) SLOT(100)
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INDEX:   INDEX_IS_ALIAS TYPE(RESTART) MODE(SCAN)

 

RECORD:  PROD JOB56300 READER_ON(2005/10/17-11:41:08)

There are other ways to report details about an alias. See

• "ENCPARM PRINT Command: Select sections of the ESP WA Restart Option Job Run Report to print" in Reference
Specify ENCPARM PRINT RETRIEVAL, which prints the EXH Record-Retrieval Details section of the job run report.

• Diagnostic Sections of the ESP WA Restart Option Job Run Report
• "CYBRMLST - EXH data set job list utility" in Programming

Restart of Aliases

If you select JOB56416 from the preceding example for restart, you are really restarting JOB56300. So, JOB56300 is
marked with an asterisk, as shown in the JOB ID column of the following Step Summary panel:

Step Summary: PROD JOB56300   (RX Mode)                   ROW 1 OF 12, COL 1 -

COMMAND ===>                                                                  

                                                                                    

   JOBNAME   JOB ID   Restart  Start Date Time        MaxCC  Programmer Name  

   PAY01    *JOB56300 JOB56255 2004/11/02 16:56        S0C1  JANE DOE    

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

   Stepname Procstep Program   CmpC         Cre-Inp-Upd-Not-Tot  Del       Byp

   STEP00            IEFBR14     (0)                      1   1            Yes

Handle Error Predictions
If ESP WA Restart Option predicts errors, the ESP WA Restart Option step returns a completion code greater than 100
and no other steps are run. This may eliminate the need for a restart, which would almost certainly be necessary if the job
ran.

ESP WA Restart Option lists error predictions in the job run report (Restart Option Job Run Report). Each predicted error
is described in detail in a footnote that follows the Job Summary section of the report.

The first error in the job that ESP WA Restart Option predicts encountered determines the completion code for the ESP
WA Restart Option step (Restart Option Condition Codes).

Normally, if ESP WA Restart Option predicts an error, it flushes the remainder of the job. You can deactivate this by
issuing the ENCPARM FORCE YES command. In this case, ESP WA Restart Option continues to report error predictions,
but the job proceeds. The ESP WA Restart Option step returns a completion code of 0.

NOT CATLGD2 Errors

One of the most common errors found in batch jobs is NOT CATLGD 2, meaning that z/OS cannot catalog a data set that
is already cataloged. ESP WA Restart Option predicts these errors and flushes the remaining steps, or attempts to correct
the error condition by deleting the cataloged data set.

If a data set first appears in a job with DISP=(NEW,CATLG), ESP WA Restart Option checks the system catalog for the
status of that data set name. If the name is already cataloged, a NOT CATLGD 2 error is predicted for the DD statement
that creates the data set. COND parameters and IF statements are ignored during this analysis; ESP WA Restart Option
assumes that the step containing this DD executes.

You can use the ENCPARM CLEANUP command to have ESP WA Restart Option delete and uncatalog data sets before
a job executes. This prevents NOT CATLGD 2 errors from being predicted.
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DATA SET NOT FOUND Errors

Another common error in JCL is DATA SET NOT FOUND, meaning that z/OS cannot find a data set name in the system
catalog. z/OS searches the catalog when an existing data set is being referenced and no VOLUME parameter has been
specified on the DD statement.

If a data set first appears in a job with DISP=SHR or DISP=OLD, and no VOLUME parameter is specified, ESP WA
Restart Option checks the system catalog for this name. If the name is not cataloged, a DATA SET NOT FOUND error is
predicted for this DD statement. COND parameters and IF statements are ignored during this analysis; ESP WA Restart
Option assumes that the step containing this DD executes.

Security Errors

ESP WA Restart Option attempts to predict data set authorization errors that result in the security system issuing a
S913-38 system abend. This abend occurs when a program attempts to open a data set for which the user does not have
sufficient access. ESP WA Restart Option uses IBM's standard SAF interface to query the security system on the user's
behalf. Any security package which supports the SAF interface (that is, the RACROUTE macro) works in conjunction with
ESP WA Restart Option.

When ESP WA Restart Option queries the security system, an assumption is made about the type of access that is
requested by the executing program. The following table lists the criteria used by ESP WA Restart Option to determine
what access level is used when querying the security system.

Disposition ESP WA Restart OptionAssumption

DISP=NEW ALTER access

DISP=DELETE ALTER access

DISP=CATLG ALTER access

DISP=OLD,DASD UPDATE access

DISP=OLD,TAPE READ access

DISP=MOD UPDATE access

DDNAME=STEPLIB EXECUTE access

DDNAME=JOBLIB EXECUTE access

DISP=SHR READ access

If these assumptions are incorrect, you can turn off the security error prediction with the ENCPARM PREDICT SECURITY
command.

If you want to turn off security checking for specific data sets, issue the ENCPARM IGNOREDS command.

ESP WA Restart Option does not check for access to controlled programs or a program's access to data sets.

Clean Up Data Sets
The ESP WA Restart Option data set cleanup process is intended to prevent NOT CATLGD 2 and DUPLICATE NAME
ON DASD errors when a job is restarted. You control data set cleanup with the ENCPARM CLEANUP command. You can
exclude some data sets from the cleanup by issuing the ENCPARM IGNOREDS command or the ENCPARM NODELETE
statement.

Before a restart, ESP WA Restart Option scans the JCL for the first occurrence of each data set. If a data set has
DISP=(NEW,CATLG), ESP WA Restart Option assumes that the job creates and catalogs that data set. ESP WA Restart
Option checks the system catalog and performs VTOC searches to ensure that data set does not already exist. If it exists,
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and cleanup processing is turned on, the data set is deleted before the job executes. If cleanup is turned off, a NOT
CATLGD 2 error is predicted.

If USERMOD 31 is turned on, all data sets with status NEW are treated as if they had normal disposition CATLG and are
included in the cleanup processing. For example, NEW,DELETE is treated as NEW,CATLG.

If ESP WA Restart Option determines that a data set is cataloged on one volume, but exists only on another, ESP WA
Restart Option uncatalogs the data set from the one volume and scratches it from the other.

When ESP WA Restart Option deletes a tape data set, it first uncatalogs it and then scratches it by calling the TAPESCR
routine, if one exists.

The ESP WA Restart Option tape scratch exit is not compatible with CA 1 because it has different parameters.

Data Sets Created Outside of Job Tracked by ESP WA Restart Option

To find the data sets that are used by a job, ESP WA Restart Option analyzes the JCL. However, ESP WA Restart Option
is unaware of data sets that are allocated or deleted outside of the job. These data sets can be allocated or deleted by:

• IDCAMS.
• A batch TSO session (IKJEFT01) executing TSO commands.
• REXX or CLIST.
• A user-written allocate utility.
• Dynamically allocated or deleted data sets in a user program.

ESP WA Restart Option predicts errors for data sets created outside JCL because it is unaware of them. Solutions to this
problem are as follows:

• Issue the ENCPARM IGNOREDS DSNAME command, specifying the data set created outside the JCL.
• Issue the ENCPARM PREDICT command to turn off the prediction feature of ESP WA Restart Option after execution

of the program that creates or deletes data sets outside of JCL.

ENCPARM PREDICT stops the prediction of missing data sets for all steps following a step whose EXEC statement
specifies the program named in ENCPARM PREDICT PROG. In a batch job, error prediction is done in the ESP WA
Restart Option step, before any other job steps execute. If prediction is enabled and an error is predicted, the ESP
WA Restart Option step ends with a condition code such as 146 (missing data set) and the rest of the job is flushed. If
prediction is disabled and an error occurs, the ESP WA Restart Option step ends successfully and the rest of the job
executes until the error causes failure.

Example

In this example, IDCAMS is executed to create a data set that a later step refers to. As a result, ESP WA Restart Option
predicts a DSNOTFOUND error.

//STEP01   EXEC PGM=IEFBR14

//*

//STEP02   EXEC PGM=IDCAMS

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN    DD *

  DEFINE CLUSTER -

   (NAME(DATA.SET.NAME) -

    VOL(VOLUME))

    ...

//*

//STEP03   EXEC PGM=MYPGM

//DD1      DD DSN=DATA.SET.NAME,DISP=SHR
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To stop ESP WA Restart Option from predicting DATA SET NOT FOUND errors for all steps after STEP02 (the IDCAMS
step), code the following command:

ENCPARM PREDICT PROG(IDCAMS)

Handling GDG Adjustments for a Restart
When restarting a job, ESP WA Restart Option must ensure that the restarted steps refer to the same GDG generations
as they did in the original job. Relative GDG references may no longer refer to the same generation as originally intended.
Therefore, ESP WA Restart Option uses absolute generation names in place of relative names when restarting a job.
For example, if GDG.DATA(-1) refers to absolute generation GDG.DATA.G0012V00, ESP WA Restart Option uses
GDG.DATA.G0012V00 in the restart.

See the ENCPARM GDGADJ command in Reference for ways to customize GDG adjustments for a restart.

Issue Warning Messages
In some restart situations, you may need to manually adjust the data sets. By issuing the ENCPARM WARNING
command, you can have ESP WA Restart Option issue extra warning messages in the Restart Action Summary panel to
remind you about the required adjustments. If enabled during a restart run, these warnings also appear in the SYSPRINT
data set of the ESP WA Restart Option step.

Example Warning Message
Here is an example of a warning message:

WARNING: A CONCATENATED GDG GENERATION IS MISSING.

THE MISSING GENERATION IS PA.TESTGDGB.G0017V00

THIS GENERATION WAS PART OF A GDG CONCATENATION.

Following are some situations where a warning message can help.

Data Sets with DISP=MOD

You may need to manually adjust data sets that have DISP=MOD specified before you can restart a job. ESP WA Restart
Option issues a warning if it finds

• A data set with DISP=MOD that was created by another job
• A data set with DISP=MOD that did not exist before and was not created as DISP=(NEW, CATLG) in the job being

restarted

ESP WA Restart Option does not issue a warning for DISP=MOD data sets that were created as DISP=(NEW, CATLG) in
the job being restarted. In this case, ESP WA Restart Option can rerun the step that creates the data set.

Missing Data Sets

When a job is restarted, ESP WA Restart Option cleans up data sets that were created by the original job and that are
about to be recreated by the new job. However, some other job or TSO user may have already deleted one or more of
these data sets. In this case, there is no need for ESP WA Restart Option to clean up that data set, but you may still want
to know when some job or user has deleted the data set.

Missing GDG Generations

When a job containing GDGs is restarted, ESP WA Restart Option may not be able to recreate the generation numbers
that existed when the job was first run. Some generations may have been deleted since the original job. This often occurs
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because of the generation limit on a group. For example, if a GDG group keeps ten generations, the first generation is
deleted when the eleventh generation is created.

Usually, you only need to be concerned about missing GDG generations when a DD statement specifies a GDG group
name without specifying an individual generation. In this case, all cataloged generations are logically concatenated
together. If one of the generations is later deleted, ESP WA Restart Option cannot recreate it in case of a restart. For
example, GDG group PCY.TRANS has a limit of three generations and generations 1, 2, and 3 exist. When you run a job,
the following happens:

1. STEPA specifies input data set PCY.TRANS, which concatenates generations 1, 2, and 3.
2. STEPB creates PCY.TRANS(+1), so PCY.TRANS now has generations 2, 3, and 4.
3. The job fails on or after STEPB.
4. You restart the job on STEPA and ESP WA Restart Option deletes generation 4. Now PCY.TRANS can only

concatenate generation 2 and 3; generation 1 was deleted when generation 4 was created.

NOTE
Jobs can still run, even though a warning messages was issued for a missing GDG generation.

Issue CCFAIL Statement
The ESP WA Restart Option step at the beginning of a job adjusts its condition code automatically to work properly with
the ESP CCFAIL statement.

You can issue the CCFAIL statement in a procedure to specify a condition code that will cause a job to fail. The CCFAIL
statement adds a step called ESPCCFCK at the end of a job. The COND parameter in ESPCCFCK is derived from the
CCFAIL condition. If the condition code check in the ESPCCFCK step is true, the step is bypassed and the job fails with a
"JOB FAILED -- JCL ERROR" message.

NOTE
Initialization parameter CCFLOPT must be set to 66660044; otherwise, the job does not fail as in the preceding
discussion.

When CCFAIL is used, the condition code from the ESP WA Restart Option step is adjusted so it does not meet the
CCFAIL condition. This ensures that the ESPCCFCK step runs for a job that completes normally and does not meet the
CCFAIL condition. Without CCFAIL, the ESP WA Restart Option step issues condition code 0 for a successful run.

For example, if you code the following:

CCFAIL (*,NE,4)

ESP adds the following step to the end of the job:

//ESPCCFCK EXEC PGM=IEFBR14,COND=(4,NE)

In the example, the condition code from the ESP WA Restart Option step is set to 4, so that it does not meet the CCFAIL
condition. If any step finishes with a condition code other than 4, the ESPCCFCK step is bypassed and the job fails on a
JCL error.

Database Considerations
Job steps containing database-related data sets need special treatment to keep ESP WA Restart Option from trying
to back out or recreate the data sets. All DBMSs (Database Management Systems) use sophisticated techniques to
protect the integrity of data under their control. All use checkpointing and, in case of a failure, roll back the data to the
last successful checkpoint. The rollback is done for all data sets under DBMS control, including database data sets and
database extract sequential data sets. ESP WA Restart Option needs to be informed when it is dealing with a job that
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is being checkpointed and subject to an automatic rollback. Unless ESP WA Restart Option is told, it assumes that files
updated in a failed step are invalid. It then tries to recreate these files, even though they are already corrected by the
DBMS.

Consider a database application where data is permanently extracted from a database and the database is updated to
indicate the extraction was done. For example, a job permanently extracts data for an invoice run and writes the data to a
sequential file. These jobs often abend in the extraction step. When this happens, ESP WA Restart Option considers the
sequential data set to be invalid. If an earlier job step creates this sequential data set, ESP WA Restart Option deletes the
data set and restarts that earlier step. The data in the sequential file that is being recreated is lost forever.

To prevent the loss of important data, you must prevent ESP WA Restart Option from deleting database-related files,
including sequential data sets, as discussed in the preceding example. For more information, see Control Data Set
Processing .

Restart Option Security

RACF

RACF allows you to protect individual "controlled programs" inside load libraries. It also allows you to specify programs
that are allowed access to data sets. These features are not supported in ESP WA Restart Option.

If you have jobs that use controlled programs to access data sets, ESP WA Restart Option may produce incorrect security
violation predictions. To avoid these predictions, use the following command to turn off security checking by ESP WA
Restart Option for these jobs.

ENCPARM PREDICT SECURITY(NO)

Top Secret

RACF and Top Secret can protect load module libraries by providing an intermediate level of access, generally known as
EXECUTE access. This access level is between NONE and READ. With EXECUTE access only, a user cannot read a
load library directly or copy load modules from it.

EXECUTE access is handled differently between Top Secret and RACF. ESP WA Restart Option cannot predict
EXECUTE access violations if you use Top Secret.

ACF2

If you have ACF2 release 5.2 or earlier installed on your system, then you must add a SAFPROT record with control point
'CYBRM000' and class="DATA" SET. For example

LGOPROD/SAFPROT.ENCCLASSES(DATASET)

CNTLPTS(CYBRM000)

SUBSYS(CYBRM000)

For ACF2 release 6.0 and later, this may be unnecessary.

Restart Option Reference
This section contains reference information for ESP WA Restart Option.
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Restart Option ISPF Panels
The ESP WA Restart Option ISPF panels allow you to view restart or backout recommendations from ESP WA Restart
Option, accept them or modify them, run "what if" simulations, enter additional ENCPARM commands, and submit the job.

When you set up a job restart or backout using the ESP WA Restart Option panels, ENCPARM commands are created
that control how ESP WA Restart Option processes the restart or backout. For example, the ENCPARM FROMSTEP
command specifies the first step to restart a job from. You can also enter additional ENCPARM commands in a panel.
ESP adds all the commands to the SYSIN statement of the ESP WA Restart Option step, where they are read in when the
job is run.

You can create restart or back out jobs submitted outside of ESP, but you must add the ESP WA Restart Option step and
ENCPARM statements manually. For details, see Restart a Job With Batch JCL and Back Out a Job by Submitting JCL.

Panel Organization and Navigation
The following table gives details on how to navigate to the various ESP WA Restart Option panels. See also the notes
after this table.

From Panel To Panel Command Where
ESP Main Menu CSF

Job List Options
C
R

Command line
Command line

CSF Restart Action Summary RXA,RRA Beside job
 Resubmit an Object R Beside job
 Resubmit Request

ENCPARM Statements
ENCPARM Command line

 Step Summary RX,RR Beside job
Data Set Detail Data Set Summary DS

F3 key (End)
Command line

 Restart Action Summary AC Command line
 Step Detail S Beside step
 Step Summary ST Command line
Data Set Summary Data Set Detail S Beside data set
 Restart Action Summary AC Command line
 Step Summary ST Command line
Job List Step Summary S Beside job
Job List Options Job List Enter key  
Restart Action Summary Restart Data Set Summary DS Command line
 Restart Step Summary ST Command line
 Resubmit an Object SUB Command line
Restart Data Set Detail Restart Action Summary AC Command line
 Restart Data Set Summary DS Command line
 Restart Step Summary ST Command line
Restart Data Set Summary Restart Action Summary AC

F3 key (End)
Command line

 Restart Data Set Detail S Beside data set
 Restart Step Summary ST Command line
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Restart Step Detail Restart Action Summary AC Command line
 Restart Data Set Summary DS Command line
 Restart Step Summary ST Command line
Restart Step Summary Restart Action Summary AC

F3 key (End)
Command line

 Restart Data set Summary DS Command line
 Restart Step Detail S Beside step
Resubmit an Object CSF Enter key

F3 key (END)
 

 Restart Action Summary AC Command line
 Resubmit Request

Statements
ENCPARM
Y
and press
Enter key

Command line
Beside "Do you wish to enter
ENCPARM statements?"

 Step Summary ST Command line
Resubmit Request ENCPARM
Statements

CSF Enter key
F3 key (END)

 

 Restart Action Summary AC Command line
 Resubmit an Object Enter key

SUB
Command line

 Step Summary Enter key
F3 key (END)
ST

Command line

Step Detail Data Set Detail S Beside DDname
 Data Set Summary DS Command line
 Restart Action Summary AC Command line
 Step Summary ST Command line
Step Summary Data set Summary DS Command line
 Restart Action Summary AC, R

R,RR,RF,
X,RX,RT

Command line
Beside step

 Resubmit an Object SUB Command line
 Resubmit Request

ENCPARM Statements
ENCPARM Command line

 Step Detail S Beside step

NOTE

• You can view a list of the commands that you can issue from the command line of the current panel. For
more information, see View Commands You Can Issue from a Panel.

• You cannot restart or back out jobs from the Job List panel.
• After you select a job for restart you must have viewed the "Restart Action Summary" panel at least once

before you can issue command AC.
• Pressing Enter or F3 in the Resubmit Request ENCPARM Statements panel takes you back to the panel

from which you accessed the Resubmit Request ENCPARM Statements panel.
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Exception: If you accessed the Resubmit Request ENCPARM Statements panel via the Resubmit an Object
Panel, type SUB on the command line to ignore changes on the current panel and go back to the Resubmit
an Object Panel.

Job List Options Panel
The Job List Options panel allows you to specify the jobs to view in the Job List panel. You can filter on certain jobnames
or list all jobnames.

NOTE
The ESP main menu selection to get to the Job List Options panel is labeled as follows:

R EXH File Viewer

Field Description
Jobname mask Job name of the current job. You can specify the entire job name

or use wildcard characters. Hyphen ('-') anywhere in Jobname
mask represents any string of characters. Asterisk ('*') anywhere
in Jobname mask represents any single character.

Age in days ESP WA Restart Option displays only the jobs in the EXH file that
are this age or younger.

Show job details Specify Y to display the Programmer Name and MaxCC data.

Job List Panel
The Job List panel lists the names and numbers of all the jobs stored in the EXH file. Jobs are listed alphanumerically by
job name. Jobs with the same name are listed by start date and start time with the most recent first.

Note: You cannot restart or back out jobs from the Job List panel.

See also The EXH file.

Field Description
Jobname Job name of the current job.
Job ID Job ID of the current job.
Restart Job number of the job being restarted (if the current job is a restart

job).
Start Date Date the job started executing.
Start Time Time the job started executing.
day The day of the week the job started executing. This is shown if the

job is no older than one week. The day is highlighted if
the job started today or yesterday.

MaxCC Highest condition code for this job.
Programmer Name Value of the PROGRAMMER-NAME positional parameter of a

JOB JCL statement, for example, JANE SMITH.
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Step Summary Panel
The step summary panel lists the steps in the selected job.

Field Description
JOBNAME Job name of the current job.
JOB ID Job ID of the current job.
Restart Job number of the job being restarted (if the current job is a restart job).
Start Date Date the job started executing.
Start Time Time the job started executing.
MaxCC Highest condition code for this job.
Programmer Name Value of the PROGRAMMER-NAME positional parameter of a JOB JCL statement, for

example, JANE SMITH.
Stepname JCL step name.
Procstep JCL procedure step name (if applicable).
Program Name of the program executed in a job step.
CmpC If the step was run, CmpC shows the step completion code, system abend code, or user

abend code. There are also some special values:
(n) - The step was bypassed but was executed in an earlier run and finished with the
condition code given by n.
byp - The step was bypassed and there is no historical data available from a previous
run.

Cre Number of data sets created by this step.
Inp Number of data sets opened for input by this step.
Upd Number of data sets opened for output by this step.
Not Number of data sets referred to, but not opened, by this step.
Tot Total of the fields Cre, Inp, Upd, and Not.
Del Number of data sets deleted by this step.
Error Indicates whether an error or warning was detected for this step. If there are no errors in

the job, this heading is omitted. See the Step Error Details field in this table.
Bypassed Indicates whether a step was bypassed during a restart run. This field does not appear

for an initial run.
Parm Value of the PARM= parameter of the job step, for example, PARM(ABC,DEF) for

PARM='ABC,DEF'.
Step Error Details The errors for each job step are listed underneath the list of job steps.

Step Detail Panel
The Step Detail panel lists the data sets in the selected step.

Field Description
Fields from Step Summary panel See Step Summary Panel.
DD Name The JCL DDNAME for the data set given in the Data Set Name

field.
Excp In Number of EXCPs issued during this step while the data set was

opened for input.
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Excp Out Number of EXCPs issued during this step while the data set was
opened for output.

Disposition The disposition shows the effect that a step had on the data set,
for example. New-Sav, Shr-Kpt, New-Sav-Cat.

Volume The volume on which the data set resides. If the data set is on
multiple volumes, only the first volume is shown.

Type Specifies the type of data set, for example, DASD, CLUSTER,
GDG(2) for a generation data set, (1,SL) for a tape data set.

Data Set Name Data Set Name.
Error Indicates whether an error or warning was detected for this data

set. See the Data Set Error Details field in this table.
Data Set Error Details The errors for each data set are listed underneath the list of data

sets.

Data Set Summary Panel

The Data Set Summary panel lists the data sets in the selected job.

Field Description

Fields from Step Summary panel See Step Summary Panel.

Data Set Name Data Set Name

Volume The volume on which the data set resides. If the data set is on
multiple volumes, only the first volume is shown.

Type Specifies the type of data set, for example, DASD, CLUSTER,
GDG(2) for a generation data set, (1,SL) for a tape data set.

Excp In Number of exceptions issued during this step while the data set
was opened for input.

Excp Out Number of exceptions issued during this step while the data set
was opened for output.

Unit The type of device on which the data set resides, for example,
DASD, TAPE.

Data Set Detail Panel

The Data Set Detail panel lists the job steps in which the data set appears.

Field Description

Fields from Step Summary panel See Step Summary Panel.

Fields from Data Set Summary panel See Data Set Summary Panel.

Stepname JCL step name.

Procstep JCL procedure step name (if applicable).

Program Name of the program executed in a job step.
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CmpC If the step was run, CmpC shows the step completion code,
system abend code, or user abend code. There are also some
special values:
(n) - The step was bypassed but was executed in an earlier run
and finished with the condition code given by n.
byp - The step was bypassed and there is no historical data
available from a previous run.

DD Name The JCL DDNAME for the data set given in the Data Set Name
field.

Excp In Number of exceptions issued during this step while the data set
was opened for input.

Excp Out Number of exceptions issued during this step while the data set
was opened for output.

Disposition The disposition field shows the effect that a step had on the data
set. The field contains one or more values, separated by a hyphen
('-'), for example, New-Sav, Shr-Kpt, New-Sav-Cat. The possible
values are as follows:
Cat - data set was cataloged
Del - data set was deleted
Mod - equivalent to DISP=MOD
New - data set was created by this step
Old - equivalent to DISP=OLD
Pas - data set was passed to a subsequent step
Rec - data set was received by this step, having been passed by
the previous step
Sav - data set was saved to DASD or tape
Shr - equivalent to DISP=SHR
Unc - data set was uncataloged.
The list of values is enclosed in parentheses if the step was not
executed, and the actions were therefore not performed.

Member Member name if the data set is a member of a PDS or PDSE

Restart Action Summary Panel
The Restart Action Summary panel lists

• Errors predicted by ESP WA Restart Option.
• Actions that ESP WA Restart Option will take when it restarts the job.

Restart Step Summary Panel
The Restart Step summary panel lists the steps in the job to be restarted.

Field Description
Fields from Step Summary panel See Step Summary Panel.
Restart? Indicates whether the step is to be restarted ("YES") or bypassed

("BYPASSED").
Reason The reason the step is to be restarted or bypassed, for example,

"EXCLUDE command".
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Restart Step Detail Panel
The Restart Step Detail panel lists details for the selected step in the job to be restarted.

Field Description
Fields from Restart Step Summary panel See Restart Step Summary Panel.
Explanation A detailed explanation as to why the step is to be restarted or

bypassed, for example, "This is the first abending step of the job".
See the Reason field.

Restart Data Set Summary Panel
The Restart Data Set Summary panel shows the impact of a restart analysis on the data sets that a job accessed in
previous runs.

Field Description
Fields from Step Summary panel See Step Summary Panel.
Data Set Name Data Set Name
Volume The volume on which the data set resides. If the data set is on

multiple volumes, only the first volume is shown, followed by a
plus sign (+).

Action? The action that ESP WA Restart Option must perform on this data
set before the restart job can commence, for example, "will be
deleted".

Type The type of data set, for example, DASD, CLUSTER, GDG(2) for
a generation data set, (1,SL) for a tape data set.

Catlgd? Indicates whether the data set is cataloged. The values are:
Catlgd - The data set is cataloged.
Blank - The data set is not cataloged

On Vol? The volume on which the data set resides. If the data set is on
multiple volumes, only the first volume is shown.

Restart Data Set Detail Panel
The Restart Data Set Detail panel shows additional details, if any are available, about the impact of a restart analysis on a
data set listed in the Restart Data Set Summary panel.

Field Description
Fields from Restart Step Summary panel See Restart Step Summary Panel.
Fields from Restart Data Set Summary panel See Restart Data Set Summary Panel.
Explanation A detailed explanation as to why an action will be taken for a data

set.
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Resubmit an Object Panel
The Resubmit an Object panel allows you to view and make changes to the ESP WA Restart Option restart or backout
settings before submitting a job.

Field Description
Object The name of the workload object being submitted
in Application
for generation

Indicates the application and application generation containing the
workload object being resubmitted.

Dsname The data set containing the JCL to be submitted
Member The PDS or PDSE member containing the JCL
User1-User4 User variables used to tailor the JCL as it is submitted
From Step The first step executed

ESP WA Restart Option may rerun earlier steps for the purposes
of data set re-creation.

To Step The last step executed. TOSTEP is blank if all steps after
FROMSTEP will be run.

Restart Y - The job is to be restarted with ESP WA Restart Option.
The ENCPARM TYPE RESTART command is issued.
Note: You must also specify JOBID.
N - The job is not to be restarted with ESP WA Restart Option.
The ENCPARM TYPE INITIAL command is issued.
Note:ESP ignores the value of JOBID because no job history is
needed for "ENCPARM TYPE INITIAL".
CSF automatically sets RESTART to Y if the job is to be tracked
by ESP WA Restart Option (that is, OPTIONS RESTARTSTEP is
coded and applies to the job). If a job is not tracked by ESP WA
Restart Option, Y has no effect. See Confirm in CSF That a Job is
Tracked by ESP WA Restart Option.

Jobid The job ID of the job being restarted
Do you wish to enter ENCPARM statements? Enter 'Y' to specify ENCPARM commands
Are the user variables case sensitive? Specifies whether the values in fields User1-User4 are case

sensitive.
Enter resub REASON Specifies the reason you are resubmitting the workload.

Resubmit Request ENCPARM Statements Panel
In the Resubmit Request ENCPARM Statements panel you can specify ENCPARM commands that are included in a
restart job.

Do not include the prefix "ENCPARM" when you specify commands in the Resubmit Request ENCPARM Statements
panel.

You can either select one of the ENCPARM commands available on the panel or you can type an ENCPARM command. If
you leave a command blank, that command is not issued.

Field Description
Backout Y - Request a backout run. Only the ESP WA Restart Option step runs.

The ENCPARM TYPE BACKOUT command is issued.
N or blank - Do not request a backout run.
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Cleanup Y - Issue the ENCPARM CLEANUP RESTART(YES) command to perform data set
cleanup on the restart.
N - Issue the ENCPARM CLEANUP RESTART(NO) command to disable data set
cleanup on the restart.
blank - Use the default ENCPARM CLEANUP command setting or the setting from
an ENCPARM CLEANUP initialization parameter or previously issued ENCPARM
CLEANUP command.

Mode Issue a ENCPARM MODE command to specify how ESP WA Restart Option processes
the job. Type in the first letter of the appropriate operand. The specified operand is
issued with the ENCPARM MODE command.

Force Y - Issue the ENCPARM FORCE YES command to continue to run a job that has errors
predicted.
N - Issue the ENCPARM FORCE NO command to avoid running a job that has errors
predicted.
blank - Use the default ENCPARM FORCE command setting or the setting from an
ENCPARM FORCE initialization parameter or previously issued ENCPARM FORCE
command.

Auto-restore Y - (default) Issue the ENCPARM AUTOREST YES command to automatically restore
missing or invalid data sets for a restart. The restart is abandoned if the restore was
unsuccessful and certain condition were not met.
A - Issue the ENCPARM AUTOREST ALWAYS command to automatically restore
missing or invalid data sets for a restart. The restart is abandoned if the restore was
unsuccessful.
N - Issue the ENCPARM AUTOREST NO command to disable the automatic restore of
missing or invalid data sets for a restart.
blank - Use the default ENCPARM AUTOREST command setting or the setting from
an ENCPARM AUTOREST initialization parameter or previously issued ENCPARM
AUTOREST command.

Honor cond codes A - (default) Issue the ENCPARM HONORCC ALL command to check condition codes
from the previous run during a restart.
N - Issue the ENCPARM HONORCC NONE command to disable the checking of
condition codes from the previous run during a restart.
blank - Use the default ENCPARM HONORCC command setting or the setting from
an ENCPARM HONORCC initialization parameter or previously issued ENCPARM
HONORCC command.

Additional ENCPARMs Under "Enter one or more ENCPARM statements below.", you can enter additional
ENCPARM commands. Do not prefix the commands with ENCPARM.
Note: If you enter a command that is already available on the panel, your new entry
overrides the command available on the panel.

Restart Option Command Summary
ESP WA Restart Option commands are documented in Commands. See also Where to Use Commands.

Command Description
AUS_AX Start and stop the auxiliary address space.
ENCLOG Display additional information about the most recent ESP WA

Restart Option request.
ENCPARM (page mode) List all ENCPARM commands in effect for the current ESP

subsystem.
ENCPARM ABENDER Specify a program that abends on behalf of another program.
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ENCPARM AUTOREST Recover data sets automatically for a job restart.e
ENCPARM BACKOUT Control whether a data set is backed out under ESP WA Restart

Option
ENCPARM CLEANUP Delete data sets that will be allocated by a restart job.
ENCPARM COMMENT Insert a comment in the ESP WA Restart Option job run report.
ENCPARM CONDCODE Specify the condition codes that the ESP WA Restart Option job

step produces.
ENCPARM DELETE Undo an ENCPARM command.
ENCPARM DIAG Produce all diagnostic sections of the ESP WA Restart Option job

run report.
ENCPARM EXCLUDE Specify a step to exclude from a job restart.
ENCPARM FORCE Run a job even if ESP WA Restart Option predicts errors.
ENCPARM FROMSTEP Specify a step from which a job is restarted.
ENCPARM GDGADJ Specify how ESP WA Restart Option processes relative

generations for a job restart.
ENCPARM HONORCC Control ESP WA Restart Option condition code checks of previous

job runs.
ENCPARM IGNOREDS Specify data sets to ignore on job restart.
ENCPARM JOBID Specify the JES job ID of the job that is being restarted by ESP

WA Restart Option .
ENCPARM JOBNAME Specify a job to be backed out or whose EXH record is to be

dumped.
ENCPARM MODE Specify how a job is processed by ESP WA Restart Option .
ENCPARM MODIFY Modify the internal processing of ESP WA Restart Option .
ENCPARM NODELETE Disable the deletion of data sets that a restart job would delete.
ENCPARM NOIGNORE Reenable ESP WA Restart Option processing for specified data

sets.
ENCPARM PREDICT Specify the error types that ESP WA Restart Option predicts.
ENCPARM PREVTIME Specify a reader-on (RDRON) time to find a job in the EXH file.
ENCPARM PRINT Select sections of the ESP WA Restart Option job run report to

print.
ENCPARM PURGE Set criteria for automatic purge of job history from the EXH file.
ENCPARM QUIESCE Quiesce ESP WA Restart Option.
ENCPARM RESTART Restart ESP WA Restart Option.
ENCPARM STATUS List the status of ESP WA Restart Option.
ENCPARM SUBSYS Specify the subsystem identifier for a job processed by ESP WA

Restart Option .
ENCPARM TAPESCR Request a tape scratch from a TMS.
ENCPARM TOSTEP Specify a step to which a job runs when it is restarted.
ENCPARM TRACE Specify modules to be traced.
ENCPARM TYPE Specify the type of processing that ESP WA Restart Option does.
ENCPARM VOLUME Specify data set processing based on volume serial.
ENCPARM WARNING Display extra warning messages to support manual restart tasks.
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Restart Option Utility Summary
ESP WA Restart Option utilities are documented in Programming.

Utility Description
CYBRMALC EXH data set allocation utility
CYBRMANA EXH data set analysis utility
CYBRMCPY EXH data set copy utility
CYBRMD01 ESP WA Restart Option user exit simulation utility
CYBRMDMP EXH data set entry dump utility
CYBRMDSS Data Set Summary report utility
CYBRMKEP EXH data set retention defaults change utility
CYBRMLST EXH data set job list utility
CYBRMPRG EXH data set batch purge utility
CYBRMQRY EXH data set query report utility
CYBRMSAN EXH data set list of errors and lost slot cleanup utility
CYBRMSTA Auxiliary Address Space parameters display and modify utility
CYBRMTA1 Tape scratch user exit
CYBRMTHR EXH data set utilization threshold utility

Restart Option Job Run Report
The ESP WA Restart Option job run report summarizes the analysis performed by the ESP WA Restart Option step before
other job steps gain control. There are a number of sections in the report that list information such as the parameters in
effect for the restart, a summary of job steps, and a summary of data sets in a job. The report is produced whether or not
the job completes normally.

ESP WA Restart Option normally only produces the most useful sections in the job run report, however, you can produce
other report sections. For details, see Report Information from a Job Run.

When the ESP WA Restart Option step executes within a batch job, it produces the ESP WA Restart Option job run report
and spools it to SYSOUT=* by default. You can change the output destination by modifying the ESP WA Restart Option
cataloged procedure. For details, see the Installing and Configuring.

Main Sections

Introductory Section

The Introductory section reports the job ID of the job being restarted or backed out.

Parameter Summary Section

The Parameter Summary section lists all the ENCPARM command and initialization parameter settings that are in effect
for the job.

Initialization Parameters Section

The Initialization Parameters section lists all the ESP WA Restart Option initialization parameter settings, overrides by
ESP WA Restart Option for particular job runs, and overrides specified by a user in the Resubmit Request ENCPARM
Statements panel.

Subsystem Information Section
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The Subsystem Information section lists all subsystems that have a specified ESP group in the z/OS image.

Job Restart Summary Section

The Job Restart Summary section is produced only when the job is a restart of another job. It lists the steps in the job,
indicates which steps will be run during restart, and provides an explanation of the reason for the restart. If ESP WA
Restart Option has chosen the initial step for restart, an explanation is given as well.

Job Summary Section

The Job Summary section summarizes the steps in the job and the data sets used by those steps. Each report line
corresponds to either an EXEC or a DD statement within the JCL. All of the ESP WA Restart Option error predictions
are shown here, next to the line in the JCL on which the error occurs. A detailed explanation of each of the errors is also
provided.

Action Summary Section

The Action Summary section lists the actions ESP WA Restart Option will take, along with an explicit reason for each
action. These actions include resolving relative GDG references, deleting data sets, and bypassing steps. ESP WA
Restart Option performs all of these actions when the ESP WA Restart Option step runs.

Severe Error Section

The Severe Error section is produced only when ESP WA Restart Option detects an error that prevents it from
proceeding. Typically, this involves a completion code greater than zero but less than 100. This report section explains the
nature of the error and how the user can correct the error.

When a severe error occurs, ESP WA Restart Option causes the remainder of the job to be flushed. The one exception
occurs when the ESP WA Restart Option load library is not APF-authorized. In this case ESP WA Restart Option is unable
to flush the job. The ESP WA Restart Option step ends with a U0001 abend. All of the subsequent steps are automatically
flushed by z/OS, with the exception of those that have COND=EVEN or COND=ONLY on their EXEC statements. This
situation presents very little risk, since it only occurs after an incomplete installation of ESP WA Restart Option.

Diagnostic Sections

The diagnostic sections of the report provide detailed information on the internal operation of ESP WA Restart Option. A
diagnostic section is not printed unless you request it by issuing the ENCPARM PRINT command. You can print all the
diagnostic sections by issuing the ENCPARM DIAG command.

SIOT/JFCB Section
The SIOT/JFCB section is a hexadecimal dump of several SIOT and JFCB fields from the system I/O table. A
Broadcom Support person may ask you to produce this report to help solve problems.

Catalog Section
The Catalog section lists all data set names used in the job and their catalog status at the beginning of the job.

Multivolume Data Sets Section
The Multivolume Data Sets section lists the volumes associated with all multivolume data sets in existence before
the job starts.

VTOC Section
The VTOC section lists the VTOC status for all data sets referenced by the job.
A numeric volume name beginning with "?" (for example, ?00014) is a dummy volume name that ESP WA Restart
Option assigns to each data set that a job will access or create. The dummy volume name in an ESP WA Restart
Option report indicates that the ESP WA Restart Option step does not know yet on which volume a data set
resides or will reside.

Unit Names Section
The Unit Names section lists basic information on all the storage devices used by the job.
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Errors Section
The Errors section lists all error predictions, including predictions that are disabled by the ENCPARM PREDICT
command. In some cases, detailed reason codes are given.

Dump of Action Table Section
The Dump of Action Table section lists all ESP WA Restart Option actions and their status. Both this section and
the Action Summary section list the same action queue. However, the Dump of Action Table section shows the
result of each action and an extra line of diagnostic text. The Action Summary section omits actions such as
bypassing a step.

SMF Records Section
The SMF Records section lists all the SMF records that were gathered for the job being restarted.

History of Previous Job Section
The History of Previous Job section provides a detailed execution history of the job being restarted.

EXH File Statistics Section
The EXH File Statistics section lists miscellaneous information regarding the EXH file.

EXH Record-Retrieval Details Section
The EXH Record-Retrieval Details section lists EXH file index entries that are aliases of existing EXH records. If
you restart a job and the restarted job does not get past the ESP WA Restart Option step, ESP WA Restart Option
makes the restarted job an alias to the job being restarted. For details on job aliases, see "Job aliases" on page
72.
In the following example, the user selected job 20303 (first INDEX line in the example), which is a backout of job
20108 (second and third INDEX lines in the example). For job 20303, ESP WA Restart Option lists the execution-
history for job 20108.

EXH record-retrieval details:                                      

                                                                   

The EXH data set index entry for job PAY01 (JOB20303) is an alias

to the EXH record for job PAY01 (JOB20108).                     

                                                                   

INDEX:   PAY01 JOB20303 READER_ON(2004/11/02-17:00:38)          

INDEX:   START(2004/11/02-17:00) RESTART_OF(JOB20108) SLOT(44)     

INDEX:   INDEX_IS_ALIAS TYPE(BACKOUT)                               

                                                                   

RECORD:  PAY01 JOB20108 READER_ON(2004/11/02-16:56:27)          

RECORD:  START(2004/11/02-16:56:28) RESTART_OF(JOB19397)           

RECORD:  INITIAL_JOB(JOB19397) SLOT(690)                         

Restart Option Condition Codes
Listed below are the various condition codes produced from the ESP WA Restart Option step

Code Description
0 No errors were detected.
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A completion code greater than zero but less than 100 from the ESP WA Restart Option step means ESP WA Restart
Option cannot continue to process the job. The job fails in the ESP WA Restart Option step, and the remaining steps
within the job flush.

Code Description
4 Parameter errors.

There is an error in an operand of an ENCPARM command that
was issued.

8 Error building EXH record.
12 Cannot restart job because some data set needs to be recreated.

See the job log for details.
16 Invalid restart steps were specified.
20 Error performing some data set action.

See the job log for details.
24 SWA errors.
28 Catalog or VTOC errors.
32 ESP WA Restart Option is not available.
40 JCL mismatch during restart.
44 Job not found in EXH.
48 ESP WA Restart Option module is not authorized.
52 ESP WA Restart Option is not available. No SSCT.
56 ESP WA Restart Option is not available. No XSSV.
60 ESP WA Restart Option is not available. Bad XSSV.
64 A GDG generation was not available to the job.
68 More than one EXH file record matches the specified job name

and job ID.

A completion code greater than 100 from the ESP WA Restart Option step means ESP WA Restart Option has detected
an error. The job fails in the ESP WA Restart Option step and the remaining steps are flushed.

Code Description
124 This data set is not cataloged and cannot be uncataloged.
126 This data set is already cataloged.
127 This data set cannot be deleted. Some possible reasons are that it

does not exist, or it is protected.
128 This data set already exists on the volume.
129 This data set has not yet expired, and cannot be deleted.
134 This GDG group has not yet been defined in the catalog.
135 The program named in the PGM parameter cannot be found.
137 The SPACE parameter is required when creating a DASD data

set.
140 Your security system will not allow this data set to be opened.
141 RACF will not allow this data set to be opened.
143 This generation of the GDG does not exist.
145 The UNIT parameter is required when VOLUME is present.
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146 This data set name cannot be found in the catalog, or the catalog
entry is damaged and the file is unusable.

147 This data set name cannot be found in the VTOC.
148 ESP WA Restart Option cannot determine the generation to which

this report line would have referred.
149 This GDG base is empty.
150 The job cannot be restarted in a step with RD=NR.
151 The optimal restart step of this job has RD=NR specified. The job

cannot be restarted in a step with RD=NR.
152 DISP=OLD/SHR was specified on a temporary data set.
153 When RECFM=U LRECL must not be larger than BLKSIZE.
154 When RECFM=VB, LRECL must be less than BLKSIZE minus 4.
155 When RECFM=V, LRECL must be less than BLKSIZE minus 4.
156 When RECFM=FB, BLKSIZE must be a multiple of LRECL.
157 When RECFM=F, LRECL must equal BLKSIZE.
158 A data set was not cleaned up. A data set with the same name is

cataloged and the data set resides on a volume excluded because
of a VOLUME statement.

159 A DASD data set was not cleaned up. A data set with the same
name exists on the target volume and the volume is excluded
because of a VOLUME statement.

160 The status of this data set could not be determined because of a
severe error. Please check all job output.
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Using Agents
This section introduces basic concepts for using agents and scheduling workload with ESP. For more information about
ESP concepts, see Getting Started.

Agents and Agent Plug-ins

Agents are the key integration components of Broadcom workload automation products. Agents let you automate, monitor,
and manage workload on all major platforms, applications, and databases. To run workload on a particular system, you
install an agent on that system. If your workload must run on a UNIX computer, for example, you can install and configure
the WA Agent for UNIX. The agent can run UNIX scripts, execute UNIX commands, transfer files using FTP, monitor file
activity on the agent computer, and perform many other tasks.

You can extend the functionality of the agent by installing one or more agent plug-ins in the agent installation directory.
If you have a relational database such as Oracle, you can install a database agent plug-in to query and monitor
the database. Other agent plug-ins are also available. For more information about agent plug-ins, see the agent
documentation for the appropriate agent plug-in.

NOTE
The agent plug-ins are only available for UNIX, Linux, and Windows operating environments.

Example: Workload with Different Types of Jobs

The following workload contains z/OS jobs, a UNIX job, an SAP job, and a Windows job, running on different computers,
in different locations, and at different times:
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Figure 100: Sample Workload with Different Job Types
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Applications

ESP applications consist of one or more jobs. Applications let you group related jobs and define their dependencies.

For example, consider the following diagram:

Figure 101: Sample Application with Jobs and Dependencies

• Jobs B and C run after job A completes.
• Job D runs after jobs B and C complete.
• On Fridays, job E runs after job D completes.
• If the last workday of the month is not a Friday, job F runs after job D completes.
• If the last workday of the month is a Friday, job F runs after job E completes.

Applications contain job definitions. A job definition is composed of job definition statements. Job definition statements
specify information about a job such as the job name and when the job runs.

ESP applications run on the z/OS host, but can control workload on many platforms. An application that defines jobs on a
distributed platform requires additional job definition statements.

Jobs

A job is a unit of work that runs under the control of ESP. A job is the smallest unit of work that ESP can manage.
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Examples of jobs include the following:

• A Windows command file
• A UNIX script
• A z/OS job
• An OS/400 program
• An ESP data set-trigger object
• An ESP file-trigger object
• An ESP command
• An ESP task
• An ESP link

Payload Producing and Payload Consuming Jobs

A payload producing job is a job that produces binary output that is persisted as a serialized Java object.

The following job types are payload producing jobs:

• JMS Subscribe

NOTE
The appservices.jms.subscribe.persist parameter must be set to true in the agent's agentparm.txt file for JMS
Subscribe jobs to be payload producing jobs.

• JMX-MBean Attribute Get
• JMX-MBean Attribute Set
• JMX-MBean Operation
• POJO
• RMI
• Session Bean
• SNMP Subscribe
• SNMP Trap Send (for INFORM messages only)
• SNMP Value Get
• SNMP Value Set
• Web Service

By default, the serialized Java object is stored on the agent computer in the spool directory, using the job name and a
numeric suffix as the file name. You can redirect the output to a destination file.

A payload consuming job is a job that uses the output from a payload producing job as a parameter's input value.

 The following job types are payload consuming jobs:

• Entity Bean
• JMS Publish
• JMX-MBean Attribute Set
• JMX-MBean Create Instance
• JMX-MBean Operation
• POJO
• RMI
• Session Bean
• SNMP Trap Send
• SNMP Value Set
• Web Service
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The URI variable stores the location (URI) of the binary output produced by a payload producing job. You can use the
WOBDATA or JOBDATA statements to retrieve the value of the URI variable from a payload producing job and pass it as
input to a payload consuming job. When the payload consuming job runs, it takes the binary output referenced by the URI
as an input parameter.

If the payload producing and payload consuming jobs are within the same application, you can use the JOBDATA or
WOBDATA statement to retrieve the location of the binary output. The payload producing job must be a predecessor job
to the payload consuming job, although it does not need to be an immediate predecessor.

However, if the payload producing job is in a different application than the payload consuming job, you must use the
WOBDATA statement to retrieve the location of the binary output. To do so, you must specify the fully-qualified object
name of the payload producing job including job name, qualifier, application name, and generation.

Example: Pass Payload Producing Job Output as Input to Another Job

The following diagram shows the relationship between three jobs in an application. Job A and Job B are payload
producing jobs that produce binary output. Job C is a payload consuming job that takes two parameters, inputParm1 and
inputParm2. Job C uses the output from Job A and Job B as input values.

In the definition of Job C, the first JOBDATA statement retrieves the URI of Job A's output and assigns it to the variable
JobA; the second JOBDATA statement retrieves the URI of Job B's output and assigns it to the variable JobB. The value
of inputParm1 is specified as the value of variable JobA and the value of inputParm2 is specified as the value of variable
JobB.
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Figure 102: Sample Application with Payload Producing and Payload Consuming Jobs
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NOTE

More information:

• JOBDATA Statement: Retrieve Data from Workload Object
• WOBDATA Statement: Retrieve Data from Workload Object

Workload

Workload is any data processing that ESP can automate and control. When you schedule workload, you define where and
when this data processing occurs. Examples of workload include scheduling a z/OS job to run every hour, scheduling a
program on a Windows computer to run daily, and scheduling an SAP job to run every Friday.

ESP Agents

Use the Application Services Agent
The WA Agent for Application Services lets a user perform the following tasks:

• Make simple calls to J2EE session and entity beans
• Publish messages to J2EE JMS queues and topics
• Monitor messages from J2EE JMS queues and topics
• Directly invoke methods on Java classes in the agent class path
• Make Java Remote Method Invocation (RMI) calls
• Make an HTTP/HTTPS query or call on a servlet

Supported Job Types

With the WA Agent for Application Services, you can define and run the following types of jobs:

Entity Bean
Lets you create an entity bean, update the property values of an existing entity bean, or remove an entity bean
from the database.

HTTP
Lets you invoke a program over HTTP or HTTPS in a similar way to a web browser. For example, you can use the
HTTP job to invoke a CGI script, a Perl script, or a servlet. The HTTP job sends a URL over HTTP using the GET
method or a form over HTTP using the POST method.

JMS Publish
Lets you send a message to a queue or publish a message to a topic on a JMS server.

JMS Subscribe
Lets you consume messages from a queue or topic on a JMS server.

JMX-MBean Attribute Get
Lets you query a JMX server for the value of an MBean attribute. The returned value is stored on the computer
where the Application Services agent plug-in resides.

JMX-MBean Attribute Set
Lets you change the value of an MBean attribute on a JMX server.

JMX-MBean Create Instance
Lets you create an MBean on a JMX server.

JMX-MBean Operation
Lets you invoke an operation on an MBean on a JMX server.
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JMX-MBean Remove Instance
Lets you remove an MBean from a JMX server.

JMX-MBean Subscribe
Lets you monitor an MBean for a single notification or monitor continuously for notifications.

POJO
Lets you instantiate a class to create a Java object and invoke a method on it. The job is restricted to classes that
take constructors with no arguments (default constructors). You can use the POJO job to invoke custom Java
code on a local computer.

RMI
Lets you set up interaction between Java objects on different computers in a distributed network. Using an RMI
job, you can access a remote server and can invoke a method on a Java object.

Session Bean
Lets you access a session bean on an application server. This job type can make a Remote Procedure Call (RPC)
to the session bean, invoke a method that defines the business logic, pass parameters to the method, and have
the results returned as serialized Java output. You can access stateless and stateful session beans using the
Session Bean job.

Example POJO job
Example: Invoke a Method on a Java Object Instance The following application invokes a method on a
Java object instance:

APPL TEST

POJO_JOB IGNORE

   AGENT APPAGENT

   CLASSNAME java.lang.Integer

   METHOD parseInt

   PARAMETER TYPE(java.lang.String) VALUE(5)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

The POJO_JOB statement begins a POJO job definition and names the job. The POJO_JOB and ENDJOB
statements define the boundaries of the job definition. The statements within the job definition provide detailed
information about the job. In this example, the statements define the following:

• The name of the agent where the workload runs (AGENT APPAGENT)
• The class the job instantiates (CLASSNAME java.lang.Integer)
• The method the job calls (METHOD parseInt)
• The argument passed to the method (PARAMETER TYPE(java.lang.String) VALUE(5))
• How often ESP selects the job to run (RUN DAILY)

Entity Bean Jobs
An entity bean represents a data object, such as a customer, an order, or a product. Entity beans may be stored in a
relational database, where each instance of the bean corresponds to a row in a database table. Each entity bean has a
unique identifier known as a primary key, which is used to find a specific instance of the bean within the database. For
example, a customer entity bean may use the customer number as its primary key.

Unlike session beans, which are destroyed after use, entity beans are persistent. You can use an entity bean under the
following conditions:

• The bean represents a business entity, not a procedure. For example, you use an entity bean to represent an order
and use a session bean to represent the procedure to process the order.

• The state of the bean must be stored. For example, if the bean instance terminates or the application server shuts
down, the bean's state will still exist in a database.
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The following diagram shows the functional relationship between the scheduling manager, WA Agent for Application
Services, and an entity bean residing on an application server:

Figure 103: Diagram with Scheduling Manager, Agent and Entity Bean Relationships

The entity bean job lets you create an entity bean, update the property values of an existing entity bean, or remove an
entity bean from the database. To find the entity bean, the agent uses the bean's Java Naming and Directory Interface
(JNDI) name along with its finder method.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and WA Agent for Application
Services.

To define an Entity Bean job, you require the following information:

• Initial context factory supplied by the JNDI service provider
• Service provider URL for accessing the JNDI services
• Entity bean JNDI name
• Operation type (CREATE, UPDATE, or REMOVE)
• Finder method name (UPDATE and REMOVE operation types only)

Define Entity Bean Jobs

You can define an entity bean (EJBE_JOB) job to create an entity bean, update the property values of an existing entity
bean, or remove an entity bean from the database.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and WA Agent for Application
Services.

Required Statements

To define an entity bean job, you must specify the following statements:

• AGENT
• BEAN
• INITIAL_CONTEXT
• LOCATION
• OPERATIONTYPE

In addition, if the OPERATIONTYPE is UPDATE, you must also specify the following statements:
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• FINDERMETHOD
• FINDERPARAMETER
• METHOD
• MODIFYPARAMETER

If the OPERATIONTYPE is REMOVE, you must also specify the following statements:

• FINDERMETHOD
• FINDERPARAMETER

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for an entity bean job:

• JNDIUSER
• JOBCLASS

In addition, if the OPERATIONTYPE is CREATE, you can also specify the following statements:

• CREATEMETHOD
• CREATEPARAMETER

Example: Create an Entity Bean

Suppose that you want to create an entity bean that stores information about a customer such as the customer ID and
phone number. The initial context factory supplied by the JNDI service provider is weblogic.jndi.WLInitialContextFactory.
The service provider's URL is t3://localhost:7001, where localhost is the domain name of the WebLogic application server
and 7001 is the ORB port. When the job runs, the entity bean instance is created.

EJBE_JOB CREATE

   AGENT APPAGENT

   INITIAL_CONTEXT weblogic.jndi.WLInitialContextFactory

   LOCATION t3://localhost:7001

   BEAN customer

   CREATEMETHOD createcustomer

   OPERATIONTYPE CREATE

   CREATEPARAMETER TYPE(String) VALUE(customerid)

   CREATEPARAMETER TYPE(String) VALUE(800-555-0100)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Update an Entity Bean

Suppose that you want to update the phone number for the Acme company to 800-555-0199. The customer entity bean
stores the customer ID and phone number. The primary key for the customer is the customer ID. To find the entity bean,
the job uses the Acme's customer ID. When the job runs, the Acme company's phone number is changed.

EJBE_JOB UPDATE

   AGENT APPAGENT

   INITIAL_CONTEXT weblogic.jndi.WLInitialContextFactory

   LOCATION t3://localhost:7001

   BEAN customer

   OPERATIONTYPE UPDATE

   METHOD changephone

   FINDERMETHOD acme

   FINDERPARAMETER TYPE(String) VALUE(customerid)
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   MODIFYPARAMETER TYPE(String) VALUE(800-555-0199)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Remove an Entity Bean

Suppose that you want to remove the customer record for the Acme customer. The record is stored in the database by the
customer ID. When the job runs, the row in the customer table that corresponds to the Acme customer ID is removed.

EJBE_JOB REMOVE

   AGENT APPAGENT

   INITIAL_CONTEXT weblogic.jndi.WLInitialContextFactory

   LOCATION t3://localhost:7001

   BEAN customer

   OPERATIONTYPE REMOVE

   FINDERMETHOD acme

   FINDERPARAMETER TYPE(String) VALUE(customerid)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

HTTP Jobs
The HTTP job invokes a program over HTTP in a similar way to a web browser. For example, you can use the HTTP job
to invoke a CGI script, a Perl script, or a servlet. The HTTP job sends a URL over HTTP using the GET method or a form
over HTTP using the POST method. The output of the invocation is returned in the job's spool file.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and WA Agent for Application
Services.

The GET method requests data and sends the data as part of the URL. The POST method submits data and is the
preferred method for sending lengthy form data.

To define an HTTP job, you require the following information:

• URL of the application server
• Program or servlet to invoke

NOTE
If your company has a firewall and you must communicate through a proxy server to access a computer outside
the firewall, agent configuration is required. For more information on configuring the agent for a proxy, see the
agent documentation.

Define HTTP Jobs

You can define an HTTP (HTTP_JOB) job to invoke a program over HTTP.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and WA Agent for Application
Services.

Required Statements

To define an HTTP job, you must specify the following statements:
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• AGENT
• INVOCATIONTYPE
• SERVLET_URL

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for an HTTP job:

• ACTION
• AUTHORDER
• CONNECTIONDOMAIN
• CONNECTIONORIGIN
• CONNECTIONUSER
• FILTER
• JOBCLASS
• PARAMETER
• PROXYDOMAIN
• PROXYHOST
• PROXYORIGIN
• PROXYPORT
• PROXYUSER

Example: Define an HTTP Job to Perform a Google Search

Suppose that you want to define a job to perform a Google search and have the results returned to the job's spool file.
You also want to refine your search results by specifying a filter. In this example, the job uses the HTTP GET method to
perform the Google search on "ca workload automation". When the job runs, the job's spool file includes all matches that
contain the filter AE.

HTTP_JOB GOOGLE

   AGENT APPAGENT

   INVOCATIONTYPE GET

   SERVLET_URL http://google.com/search

   PARAMETER KEYWORD(q) VALUE('ca workload automation')

   AUTHORDER (BASIC, DIGEST, NTLM)

   FILTER .*AE.*

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Define an HTTP Job to Subscribe to a Mailing List

Suppose that you want to define a job to subscribe to a mailing list located on a local server. You want to add the email
address test@abc.com to the list. The servlet path is /examples/servlets/servlet/TheServlet.

HTTP_JOB LIST

   AGENT APPAGENT

   INVOCATIONTYPE POST

   SERVLET_URL http://localhost:8080

   ACTION /examples/servlets/servlet/TheServlet

   PARAMETER KEYWORD(key1) VALUE(subscribe)

   PARAMETER KEYWORD(key2) VALUE(test@example.com)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB
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Example: Define an HTTP Job to Perform an HTTP Query

This example performs an HTTP query using the HTTP GET method. The output of the invocation is returned in the job
spool file. In this example, the job specifies the connection domain and origin for NTLM authentication, overrides the
global proxy defaults specified in the agentparm.txt file, and specifies the user and BASIC, DIGEST, and NTLM protocols
for web server authentication.

HTTP_JOB HTTP.CON_USER

   AGENT APPAGENT

   INVOCATIONTYPE GET

   SERVLET_URL http://host.example.com/protected IGNORE

   CONNECTIONORIGIN host.example.com    

   CONNECTIONDOMAIN windows_domain  

   AUTHORDER (BASIC, DIGEST, NTLM)

   CONNECTIONUSER user1

   PROXYDOMAIN http://host.domain.proxy   

   PROXYHOST proxy.example.com 

   PROXYORIGIN http://host.origin.proxy

   PROXYPORT 90

   PROXYUSER user01 domain(mydomain)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

JMS Jobs
Java Message Service (JMS) is the standard for enterprise messaging that lets a Java program or component (JMS
client) produce and consume messages. Messages are the objects that communicate information between JMS clients.

In a JMS system, a messaging server known as the JMS provider acts between two JMS clients (the publisher and the
subscriber). Publishers send messages to the JMS provider while subscribers receive messages from the JMS provider.

The following diagram shows the functional relationship between the scheduling manager, the CA WA Agent for
Application Services, and a JMS provider:

Figure 104: Diagram with Scheduling Manager, Agent and JMS Provider Relationships
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A queue is an object on the JMS server that holds messages sent by a client that are waiting to be consumed by another
client. The queue retains a message until the message is consumed or the message expires.

The following diagram shows Client 2 (the subscriber) consuming a message that Client 1 (the publisher) sends to a
queue:

Figure 105: Diagram with a Queue Object

A topic is an object a client uses to specify the target of the messages it produces and the source of the messages it
consumes. A client acquires a reference to a topic on a JMS server, and sends messages to that topic. When messages
arrive for that topic, the JMS provider is responsible for notifying all clients.

The following diagram shows two subscribers, Client 2 and Client 3, subscribed to a topic that the publisher, Client 1,
publishes to:

Figure 106: Diagram with a Publishing Client and Two Subscribers

A JMS Publish job lets you send a message to a queue or publish a message to a topic. Using a JMS Publish job to
publish to a topic, you can broadcast a message to any topic subscriber. A third-party client can consume this message,
or a JMS Subscribe job can listen for a particular message (using a filter).
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NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for
Application Services.

The following diagram shows a JMS Publish job scenario:

Figure 107: Diagram with a JMS Publish Job Scenario

A JMS Subscribe job lets you consume messages from a queue or topic. Using a filter that you define within the job
definition, the agent monitors the topic or queue output for specific data. The scheduling manager then sends the
message that meets the filter criteria to a destination file you specify. You can define the job to continuously monitor JMS
messages.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for
Application Services.

The following diagram shows a JMS Subscribe job scenario:
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Figure 108: Diagram with a JMS Subscribe Job Scenario

To define a JMS Publish or JMS Subscribe job, you require the following information:

• Initial context factory supplied by the Java Naming and Directory Interface (JNDI) service provider
• JMS provider URL for accessing the JNDI services
• Connection factory JNDI name that looks up the referenced topic or queue
• JNDI name of the topic or queue on the JMS server
• Java class of the JMS message to send or publish

Define JMS Publish Jobs
You can define a JMS Publish (JMSP_JOB) job to send a message to a queue or publish a message to a topic.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for
Application Services.

JMS Publish jobs support the TextMessage and ObjectMessage message types.

NOTE
The StreamMessage, BytesMessage, and MapMessage message types are not supported.

Required Statements

To define a JMS Publish job, you must specify the following statements:
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• AGENT
• CONNECTION_FACTORY
• DESTNAME
• INITIAL_CONTEXT
• LOCATION
• MSGCLASS
• TOPIC

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for a JMS Publish job:

• JNDIUSER
• JOBCLASS
• PARAMETER

Example: Publish a Message to a WebSphere MQ Server

This example publishes the message "this is my message" to the queue named Queue. The Java
class of the message is String. The initial context factory supplied by the JNDI service provider is
com.ibm.websphere.naming.WsnInitialContextFactory. The service provider's URL is iiop://172.24.0.0:2809, where
172.24.0.0 is the IP address of the WebSphere MQ server and 2809 is the ORB port. The job uses the cyberuser JNDI
user ID to gain access to the connection factory named ConnectionFactory.

JMSP_JOB PUBLISH  

   AGENT APPAGENT

   INITIAL_CONTEXT com.ibm.websphere.naming.WsnInitialContextFactory

   LOCATION iiop://172.24.0.0:2809

   CONNECTION_FACTORY ConnectionFactory

   DESTNAME Queue

   TOPIC N

   MSGCLASS String

   JNDIUSER cyberuser

   PARAMETER TYPE(java.lang.String) VALUE('this is my message')

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

NOTE
The agent does not support JMS messaging on IBM WebSphere. If you have IBM WebSphere MQ, your agent
administrator can set up the agent plug-in to run JMS Publish and JMS Subscribe for JMS queues. JMS topics
are not supported on IBM WebSphere MQ.

Define JMS Subscribe Jobs
You can define a JMS Subscribe (JMSS_JOB) job to consume messages from a queue or topic.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and WA Agent for Application
Services.

JMS Subscribe jobs support the TextMessage and ObjectMessage message types.

NOTE
The StreamMessage, BytesMessage, and MapMessage message types are not supported.

Required Statements
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To define a JMS Subscribe job, you must specify the following statements:

• AGENT
• CONNECTION_FACTORY
• DESTNAME
• INITIAL_CONTEXT
• LOCATION
• TOPIC

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for a JMS Subscribe job:

• DESTINATION
• FILTER
• JNDIUSER
• JOBCLASS

Example: Monitor a Queue on a WebLogic Application Server

This example continuously monitors the queue named Queue (residing on WebLogic) for messages matching the filter
criteria. The consumed messages from the queue are stored in the file /export/home/user1/outputfile1. The service
provider's URL is t3://172.24.0.0:7001, where 172.24.0.0 is the IP address of the WebLogic application server and 7001 is
the ORB port.

JMSS_JOB MONITOR 

   AGENT APPAGENT

   INITIAL_CONTEXT weblogic.jndi.WLInitialContextFactory

   LOCATION t3://172.24.0.0:7001

   CONNECTION_FACTORY ConnectionFactory

   DESTNAME Queue CONTINUOUS(a13)

   FILTER abc\s...\s[a-zA-Z]+\sFilter![\sa-z0-9]+

   TOPIC N

   DESTINATION /export/home/user1/outputfile1

   JNDIUSER cyberuser

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

In this example, the regular expression used as the filter criteria can be defined as follows:

abc\s...\s[a-zA-Z]+\sFilter![\sa-z0-9]+

abc\s
Specifies the text abc, followed by white space.

...\s
Specifies any three characters, followed by white space.

[a-zA-Z]+\s
Specifies at least one letter, followed by white space.

Filter![\sa-z0-9]+
Specifies the text Filter!, followed by at least one of the following: white space or digit or lower case letter.

Example: abc vvv B Filter! 95
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JMX Jobs
Java Management Extension (JMX) technology is included in the Java Standard Edition (SE) platform, version 5 and
higher. JMX lets you remotely access applications, using a Remote Method Invocation (RMI) connector, for monitoring
and management purposes.

JMX jobs let you access a remote JMX server that advertises MBeans. An MBean is a managed bean (Java object) that
represents an application, a device, or any resource that you want to manage. An MBean contains a set of attributes
and a set of operations that can be invoked. Some MBeans can send out notifications, for example, when an attribute
changes.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for
Application Services.

Consider an MBean named Config that represents an application's configuration. The configuration parameters within that
application are represented in Config by a set of attributes. Getting the attribute named cachesize, for example, returns
the current value of the cachesize. Setting the value updates the cachesize. The Config MBean can send out a notification
every time the cachesize changes. An operation named update, for example, can save changes to the configuration
parameters.

The following diagram shows the functional relationship between the scheduling manager, CA WA Agent for Application
Services, and the JMX server:

Figure 109: Diagram with Scheduling Manager, Agent and JMX Server Relationships

The JMX jobs provide support for getting and setting JMX MBean attributes, invoking JMX MBean operations, subscribing
to MBean notifications, and creating and removing instances of MBeans on a JMX server.

The JMX-MBean Attribute Set, JMX-MBean Create Instance, and JMX-MBean Operation jobs support calls to MBeans
that can involve passing parameters. Each parameter can be an actual value or a serialized Java object passed by
another job. When the JMX-MBean Operation job invokes an operation on an MBean that passes parameters, the
parameters are passed to the MBean and the returned serialized Java object is stored on the agent computer in the spool
directory or in a destination file you specify.

To define JMX jobs, you require a URL to connect to the JMX server using an RMI connector.

Define JMX-MBean Attribute Get Jobs
You can define a JMX-MBean Attribute Get (JMXB_JOB) job to query a JMX server for the value of an MBean attribute.
The returned value is stored on the computer where the agent resides. You can specify a success pattern to determine
the job's success or failure. If the returned attribute value matches the success pattern, the job completes successfully;
otherwise, it fails.
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NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for
Application Services.

Required Statements

To define a JMX-MBean Attribute Get job, you must specify the following statements:

• AGENT
• ATTRIBUTE
• MBEAN
• URL

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for a JMX-MBean Attribute Get job:

• DESTINATION
• FILTER
• JOBCLASS
• USER

Example: Query a JMX Server for the Value of an MBean Attribute

Suppose that you want to know the value of the cachesize attribute for the Config MBean. The URL for the JMX server is
service:jmx:rmi:///jndi/rmi://localhost:9999/server, where localhost is the host name and 9999 is the port number.

JMXB_JOB QUERY

   AGENT APPAGENT

   URL service:jmx:rmi:///jndi/rmi://localhost:9999/server

   MBEAN 'DefaultDomain:index=1,type=Config'

   ATTRIBUTE cachesize

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Define JMX-MBean Attribute Set Jobs
You can define a JMX-MBean Attribute Set (JMXA_JOB) job to change the value of an MBean attribute on a JMX server.
You can specify a set value for the attribute or use the serialized Java object passed by another job. When the attribute is
set, the job returns the original attribute value as output. You can specify a success pattern to determine the job's success
or failure. If the job's output matches the success pattern, the job completes successfully; otherwise, it fails.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for
Application Services.

Required Statements

To define a JMX-MBean Attribute Set job, you must specify the following statements:

• AGENT
• ATTRIBUTE
• MBEAN
• PARAMETER
• URL

Optional Statements
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You can specify the following optional statements for a JMX-MBean Attribute Set job:

• DESTINATION
• FILTER
• JOBCLASS
• USER

Example: Change the Value of an MBean Attribute

Suppose that you want to set the value of the State attribute of the cdc.jmx.SimpleDynamic MBean to the serialized Java
object located in a path on the agent computer.

JMXA_JOB JMXSET

   AGENT APPAGENT

   URL service:jmx:rmi:///jndi/rmi://agenttest:5099/jmxserver

   MBEAN 'DefaultDomain:index=1,type=cdc.jmx.SimpleDynamic'

   ATTRIBUTE State

   PARAMETER URI('FS:C:\Program Files\CA\WA Agent +                 

      R11.3_B129\spool\CM_QABC\MAIN\LLR113.7\JMXATT.GET.12587292392520')

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Define JMX-MBean Create Instance Jobs
You can define a JMX-MBean Create Instance (JMXN_JOB) job to create an MBean on a JMX server.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for
Application Services.

Required Statements

To define a JMX-MBean Create Instance job, you must specify the following statements:

• AGENT
• CLASSNAME
• MBEAN
• URL

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for a JMX-MBean Create Instance job:

• JOBCLASS
• PARAMETER
• USER

Example: Create an MBean Instance on a JMX Server

Suppose that you want to create an MBean instance on a JMX server. The job uses the cdc.jmx.SimpleDynamic class.
The constructor of the class takes a single string parameter with the value "Hello".

JMXN_JOB CREATE

   AGENT APPAGENT

   URL service:jmx:rmi:///jndi/rmi://agenttest:5099/jmxserver

   MBEAN 'DefaultDomain:index=CreateIns1,type=cdc.jmx.SimpleDynamic'
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   CLASSNAME cdc.jmx.SimpleDynamic

   PARAMETER TYPE(java.lang.String) VALUE(Hello)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB                                

Define JMX-MBean Operation Jobs
You can define a JMX-MBean Operation (JMXO_JOB) job to invoke an operation on an MBean. You can specify one or
more parameter values to pass to the operation. You can specify a success pattern to determine the job's success or
failure. If the operation's output matches the success pattern, the job completes successfully; otherwise, it fails.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for
Application Services.

Required Statements

To define a JMX-MBean Operation job, you must specify the following statements:

• AGENT
• MBEAN
• OPERATION
• URL

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for a JMX-MBean Operation job:

• DESTINATION
• FILTER
• JOBCLASS
• PARAMETER
• USER

Example: Invoke an Operation on an MBean

Suppose that you want to invoke the resetmem operation on the Config MBean to reset the value of the memory
parameter to 50.

JMXO_JOB RESET

   AGENT APPAGENT

   URL service:jmx:rmi:///jndi/rmi://localhost:9999/server

   MBEAN 'DefaultDomain:index=1,type=Config'

   OPERATION resetmem

   PARAMETER TYPE(Integer) VALUE(50)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Define JMX-MBean Remove Instance Jobs
You can define a JMX-MBean Remove Instance (JMXR_JOB) job to remove an MBean from a JMX server.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for
Application Services.
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Required Statements

To define a JMX-MBean Remove Instance job, you must specify the following statements:

• AGENT
• MBEAN
• URL

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for a JMX-MBean Remove Instance job:

• JOBCLASS
• USER

Example: Remove an MBean Instance from a JMX Server

Suppose that you want to remove an MBean instance.

JMXR_JOB REMOVE.JMXINS

   AGENT APPAGENT

   URL service:jmx:rmi:///jndi/rmi://agenttest:5099/jmxserver

   MBEAN 'DefaultDomain:index=CreateIns1,type=cdc.jmx.SimpleDynamic'

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Define JMX-MBean Subscribe Jobs
You can define a JMX-MBean Subscribe (JMXS_JOB) job to monitor an MBean for a single notification or monitor
continuously for notifications. You can filter the notifications the job monitors by attributes or by type of notifications.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for
Application Services.

Required Statements

To define a JMX-MBean Subscribe job, you must define the following statements:

• AGENT
• MBEAN
• URL

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for a JMX-MBean Subscribe job:

• ATTRIBUTESFILTER
• JOBCLASS
• TYPESFILTER
• USER

Example: Monitor for Changes to a Specific MBean Attribute

Suppose that you want to set up continuous monitoring for changes to the cachesize attribute of the MBean named
Config. The job filters the notifications the MBean sends by attribute. Each time the cachesize attribute changes, an alert
named CHGA is sent.
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JMXS_JOB CHANGE

   AGENT APPAGENT

   URL service:jmx:rmi:///jndi/rmi://localhost:9999/server

   MBEAN 'DefaultDomain:index=1,type=Config' CONTINUOUS(CHGA)

   ATTRIBUTESFILTER cachesize

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Monitor for Changes to Any MBean Attribute

Suppose that you want to set up continuous monitoring for changes to any attribute of the MBean named Config. Each
time an attribute changes, an alert named CHGA is sent.

JMXS_JOB CHANGE

   AGENT APPAGENT

   URL service:jmx:rmi:///jndi/rmi://localhost:9999/server

   MBEAN 'DefaultDomain:index=1,type=Config' CONTINUOUS(CHGA)

   TYPESFILTER jmx.attribute.change

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

POJO Jobs
A Plain Old Java Object (POJO) is a Java object that follows the Java Language Specification only. All Java objects are
POJOs.

The POJO job lets you instantiate a class to create a Java object and invoke a method on it. The job is restricted to
classes that take constructors with no arguments (default constructors).

NOTE

To run these jobs, your system requires the following agents:

• WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows
• WA Agent for Application Services or WA Agent for Web Services

You can use the POJO job to invoke custom Java code on a local computer. POJO jobs support method calls that can
involve passing parameters. The parameters can be actual values or a serialized Java object passed by another job.
When the POJO job invokes a method on an object, the parameters, if any, are passed to the object and the returned
values are stored in a Java serialized object file.

To define a POJO job, you require the class name and method you want to call on the instantiated object.

NOTE

• If you use custom Java code, verify that the required JAR file is in the jars subdirectory of the agent
installation directory.

• By default, the oscomponent.classpath and oscomponent.javapath environment variables are set in the
agentparm.txt file when you install the agent. You cannot modify environment variables using a POJO job.
But you can run a batch file using a Windows job to set the CLASSPATH and JAVA_HOME environment
variables, and then run the Java code.

• After you change or redeploy a class or JAR file in the agent installation directory, restart the agent. For more
information about restarting the agent, see the agent documentation.

• The JRE version of the agent that you use to run POJO jobs and the Java compiler on your computer must
be the same. To find the JRE version of the agent, follow these steps:
a. Change to the following directory at the command prompt:
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• On Windows:
agent_install_dir\jre\bin

• On UNIX:
agent_install_dir/jre/bin

agent_install_dir
Specifies the agent installation directory.

b. Enter the following command:

java.exe  - version

Define POJO Jobs

You can define a POJO (POJO_JOB) job to create a Java object instance with no arguments, invoke a method on the
object instance, and store the method's output.

NOTE

To run these jobs, your system requires the following agents:

• WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows
• WA Agent for Application Services or WA Agent for Web Services

Required Statements

To define a POJO job, you must specify the following statements:

• AGENT
• CLASSNAME
• METHOD

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for a POJO job:

• DESTINATION
• JOBCLASS
• PARAMETER
• USER

Example: Invoke a Method on a Java Object Instance

Suppose that you want to define a POJO job that creates a Java String with value "5" and calls the parseInt method with
the created Java String object as an argument. The parseInt method returns a Java Integer object.

POJO_JOB IGNORE

   AGENT APPAGENT

   CLASSNAME java.lang.Integer

   METHOD parseInt

   PARAMETER TYPE(java.lang.String) VALUE(5)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB
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RMI Jobs
Remote Method Invocation (RMI) is the Java version of a Remote Procedure Call (RPC), which is a technology that lets a
program request a service from another program located in another address space. That address space could be on the
same computer or on a different one.

RMI jobs let you set up interaction between Java objects on different computers in a distributed network. Using an RMI
job, you can access a remote server and invoke a method on a Java object. A method is a programmed procedure that is
defined as a part of a Java class.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and WA Agent for Application
Services.

RMI jobs support method calls to remote objects that can involve passing parameters. The parameters can be actual
values or a serialized Java object passed by another job. When the RMI job invokes a method on an object that passes
parameters, the parameters are passed to the remote object and the returned serialized Java object is stored on the agent
computer in the spool directory or in a destination file you specify.

RMI uses a naming or directory service to locate the remote object on the remote server. To define an RMI job, you
require the naming class of the Java object you want to invoke a method on. That naming class takes a name that is a
java.lang.String in URL format.

The following diagram shows the functional relationship between the scheduling manager, WA Agent for Application
Services, and an RMI Server:

Figure 110: Diagram with Scheduling Manager, Agent and RMI Server Relationships

Define RMI Jobs

You can define an RMI (RMI_JOB) job to call a method on a remote server and store the method's output.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and WA Agent for Application
Services.

Required Statements

To define an RMI job, you must define the following statements:
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• AGENT
• METHOD
• REMOTECLASSNAME

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for an RMI job:

• DESTINATION
• JOBCLASS
• PARAMETER

Example: Define a Job to Start a Remote Server Immediately

Suppose that you want to invoke a method that starts a remote server using remote object activation. You want the server
to start immediately.

RMI_JOB START

   AGENT APPAGENT

   REMOTECLASSNAME rmi://remotehost/Test

   METHOD startserver

   PARAMETER TYPE(String) VALUE(now)            

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Session Bean Jobs
A session bean represents business logic or action to be taken (for example, charging a credit card or adding items to an
online shopping cart).

Unlike entity beans, which are stored in a database, session beans may be destroyed after each use. For example, when
a session bean is invoked to perform credit card validation, the application server creates an instance of that session
bean, performs the business logic to validate the credit card transaction, and then destroys the session bean instance
after the credit card transaction has been validated.

You can use a session bean under the following conditions:

• The bean represents a procedure and not a business entity. For example, you use a session bean to encrypt data or
add items to an online shopping cart.

• The state of the bean does not have to be kept in permanent storage. For example, when the bean instance terminates
or the application server shuts down, the bean's state is no longer required.

The following diagram shows the functional relationship between the scheduling manager, WA Agent for Application
Services, and a session bean residing on an application server:
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Figure 111: Diagram with Scheduling Manager, Agent and Session Bean Relationships

The Session Bean job lets you access a session bean on an application server. This job type can make a Remote
Procedure Call (RPC) to the session bean, invoke a method that defines the business logic, pass parameters to the
method, and have the results returned as serialized Java output. The output can be stored on the agent computer as text
in the spool file or as a serialized Java object in the spool directory or a destination file you specify.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and WA Agent for Application
Services.

You can access stateless and stateful session beans using the Session Bean job. The job acts in a similar way for both
types of beans. For both stateful and stateless beans, you can specify parameters to pass to the method. When you
define a stateful session bean, however, you must specify parameters to define the bean. After the method is invoked, the
agent destroys the stateful bean.

Use a stateless Session Bean job to invoke a single instance of a method on the bean, such as encrypting data or
sending an email to confirm an order. Use a stateful Session Bean job to invoke the same method on the bean multiple
times, such as adding multiple items to an online shopping cart.

A Session Bean job requires a dedicated connection between the agent and the application server. To define a Session
Bean job, you require the following information:

• Initial context factory supplied by the Java Naming and Directory Interface (JNDI) service provider
• Service provider URL for accessing the JNDI services
• Session bean JNDI name
• Method to be invoked

Define Session Bean Jobs

You can define a Session Bean (EJB_JOB) job to access a stateless or stateful session bean, invoke a method on the
bean, and return the results.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and WA Agent for Application
Services.

Required Statements

To define a Session Bean job, you must specify the following statements:
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• AGENT
• BEAN
• INITIAL_CONTEXT
• LOCATION
• METHOD

In addition, to access stateful session beans, you require the following statements:

• CREATEMETHOD
• CREATEPARAMETER

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for a Session Bean job:

• DESTINATION
• JNDIUSER
• JOBCLASS
• PARAMETER

Example: Invoke a Method on a Stateless Session Bean

Suppose that you want to invoke the reverse method on the CybEJBTestBean stateless session bean. The
reverse method has one parameter, with type java.lang.String and value a23. The output from the reverse
method is saved in the C:\Makapt15 file. The initial context factory supplied by the JNDI service provider is
com.ibm.websphere.naming.WsnInitialContextFactory. The service provider's URL is iiop://172.24.0.0:2809, where
172.24.0.0 is the IP address of the WebSphere application server and 2809 is the ORB port. When the job runs, the
output of the reverse method is stored in the output destination file.

EJB_JOB REVERSE

   AGENT APPAGENT

   INITIAL_CONTEXT com.ibm.websphere.naming.WsnInitialContextFactory

   LOCATION iiop://172.24.0.0:2809

   BEAN CybEJBTestBean

   METHOD reverse

   DESTINATION C:\Makapt15

   JNDIUSER cyberuser

   PARAMETER TYPE(java.lang.String) VALUE(a23)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Invoke a Method on a Stateful Session Bean

Suppose that you want to access a stateful session bean for an online shopping cart. The createaddbook method creates
the Shoppingcart stateful bean for the duration of the job. The addbook method adds books to the shopping cart using
the book's ISBN number. In this example, the Session Bean job adds two books to the shopping cart with ISBN numbers
1551929120 and 1582701709. When the job runs, two books are added to the shopping cart.

EJB_JOB ADDBOOK

   AGENT APPAGENT

   INITIAL_CONTEXT com.ibm.websphere.naming.WsnInitialContextFactory

   LOCATION iiop://172.24.0.0:2809

   BEAN Shoppingcart

   CREATEMETHOD createaddbook

   METHOD addbook
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   CREATEPARAMETER TYPE(String) VALUE(ISBN)

   PARAMETER TYPE(Integer) ARRAY(1551929120,1582701709)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Job Definition Statements for the Application Services Agent
The following table summarizes the job definition statements that you can use to run workload on CA WA Agent for
Application Services. In addition to these statements, you can specify common statements such as ENDJOB, RUN, and
RELEASE that apply to all job types. For more information on common statements, see Reference.

Statement Description Supported Job Types
ACTION Specifies the path to the program or servlet to be invoked in an

HTTP job.
HTTP (HTTP_JOB)

AGENT Identifies the distributed platform where the job runs under the
control of the agent.

All

ATTRIBUTE Specifies the name of the MBean attribute you want to query or
set in a JMX-MBean Attribute job.

JMX-MBean Attribute Get
(JMXB_JOB)
JMX-MBean Attribute Set
(JMXA_JOB)

ATTRIBUTESFILTER Specifies a list of attribute notifications to subscribe to in a JMX-
MBean Subscribe job.

JMX-MBean Subscribe
(JMXS_JOB)

AUTHORDER Specifies a list of protocols to be used by a web server for
authentication in an HTTP job.

HTTP (HTTP_JOB)

BEAN Specifies the JNDI name of the bean in an Entity Bean and
Session Bean job.

Entity Bean (EJBE_JOB)
Session Bean (EJB_JOB)

CLASSNAME Specifies the name of the Java class to instantiate in a POJO job
or the fully qualified Java class of the MBean object in a JMX-
MBean Create Instance job.

JMX-MBean Create Instance
(JMXN_JOB)
POJO (POJO_JOB)

CONNECTION_FACTORY Specifies the connection factory JNDI name in a JMS job. JMS Publish (JMSP_JOB)
JMS Subscribe (JMSS_JOB)

CONNECTIONDOMAIN Specifies the domain for connection authentication in an HTTP
job.

HTTP (HTTP_JOB)

CONNECTIONORIGIN Specifies the origin host name for NTLM connection authentication
in an HTTP job.

HTTP (HTTP_JOB)

CONNECTIONUSER Specifies the user name required by a website for connection
authentication and, optionally, the user's domain in an HTTP job.

HTTP (HTTP_JOB)

CREATEMETHOD Specifies the name of the create method in an Entity Bean and
Session Bean job.

Entity Bean (EJBE_JOB)
Session Bean (EJB_JOB)

CREATEPARAMETER Specifies the create parameters in an Entity Bean and Session
Bean job.

Entity Bean (EJBE_JOB)
Session Bean (EJB_JOB)
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DESTINATION Specifies the output destination file in a job. JMS Subscribe (JMSS_JOB)
JMX-MBean Attribute Get
(JMXA_JOB)
JMX-MBean Attribute Set
(JMXA_JOB)
JMX-MBean Operation
(JMXO_JOB)
POJO (POJO_JOB)
RMI (RMI_JOB)
Session Bean (EJB_JOB)

DESTNAME Specifies the JNDI name of the topic or queue in a JMS job. JMS Publish (JMSP_JOB)
JMS Subscribe (JMSS_JOB)

EJB_JOB Starts a Session Bean job definition in an application. You can
define a Session Bean job to access a stateless or stateful
session bean, invoke a method on the bean, and return the
results.

N/A

EJBE_JOB Starts an Entity Bean job definition in an application. You can
define an Entity Bean job to create an entity bean, update the
property values of an existing entity bean, or remove an entity
bean from the database.

N/A

FILTER Specifies a regular expression to use as a filter in a job. HTTP (HTTP_JOB)
JMS Subscribe (JMSS_JOB)
JMX-MBean Attribute Get
(JMXB_JOB)
JMX-MBean Attribute Set
(JMXA_JOB)
JMX-MBean Operation
(JMXO_JOB)

FINDERMETHOD Specifies the name of the finder method in an Entity Bean job. Entity Bean (EJBE_JOB)
FINDERPARAMETER Specifies the finder parameters in an Entity Bean job. Entity Bean (EJBE_JOB)
INITIAL_CONTEXT Specifies the initial context factory to use when creating the initial

context in a Entity Bean, Session Bean, and JMS job.
Entity Bean (EJBE_JOB)
JMS Publish (JMSP_JOB)
JMS Subscribe (JMSS_JOB)
Session Bean (EJB_JOB)

INVOCATIONTYPE Indicates the HTTP method type, which can be either GET or
POST, in an HTTP job.

HTTP (HTTP_JOB)

JMSP_JOB Starts a JMS Publish job definition in an application. You can
define a JMS Publish job to send a message to a queue or publish
a message to a topic.

N/A

JMSS_JOB Starts a JMS Subscribe job definition in an application. You can
define a JMS Subscribe job to consume messages from a queue
or topic.

N/A

JMXA_JOB Starts a JMX-MBean Attribute Set job definition in an application.
You can define a JMX-MBean Attribute Set job to change the
value of an MBean attribute on a JMX server.

N/A

JMXB_JOB Starts a JMX-MBean Attribute Get job definition in an application.
You can define a JMX-MBean Attribute Get job to query a JMX
server for the value of an MBean attribute.

N/A

JMXN_JOB Starts a JMX-MBean Create Instance job definition in an
application. You can define a JMX-MBean Create Instance job to
create an MBean on a JMX server.

N/A
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JMXO_JOB Starts a JMX-MBean Operation job definition in an application.
You can define a JMX-MBean Operation job to invoke an
operation on an MBean.

N/A

JMXR_JOB Starts a JMX-MBean Remove Instance job definition in an
application. You can define a JMX-MBean Remove Instance job to
remove an MBean from a JMX server.

N/A

JMXS_JOB Starts a JMX-MBean Subscribe job definition in an application.
You can define a JMX-MBean Subscribe job to monitor an MBean
for a single notification or monitor continuously for notifications.

N/A

JNDIUSER Specifies the JNDI user ID in an Entity Bean, Session Bean, and
JMS job.

Entity Bean (EJBE_JOB)
JMS Publish (JMSP_JOB)
JMS Subscribe (JMSS_JOB)
Session Bean (EJB_JOB)

JOBCLASS Assigns a job class value to a job. When this statement is
specified, the agent interprets the job class against the job classes
defined in the agentparm.txt file.

All

JOBDATA Retrieves the value of a variable stored in a data object
(DATA_OBJECT) or returned by a workload object within the
current application generation.

All

LOCATION Specifies the URL of the service provider using dotted decimal
notation or DNS name in an Entity Bean, Session Bean, and JMS
job.

Entity Bean (EJBE_JOB)
JMS Publish (JMSP_JOB)
JMS Subscribe (JMSS_JOB)
Session Bean (EJB_JOB)

MBEAN Specifies the name of an MBean in a JMX job. JMX-MBean Attribute Get
(JMXB_JOB)
JMX-MBean Attribute Set
(JMXA_JOB)
JMX-MBean Create Instance
(JMXN_JOB)
JMX-MBean Operation
(JMXO_JOB)
JMX-MBean Remove Instance
(JMXR_JOB)
JMX-MBean Subscribe
(JMXS_JOB)

METHOD Specifies the method to be invoked in a job. Entity Bean (EJBE_JOB)
POJO (POJO_JOB)
RMI (RMI_JOB)
Session Bean (EJB_JOB)

MODIFYPARAMETER Specifies the modify parameters in an Entity Bean job. Entity Bean (EJBE_JOB)
MSGCLASS Specifies the Java class of the JMS message in a JMS Publish

job.
JMS Publish (JMSP_JOB)

OPERATION Specifies the MBean operation to be invoked in a JMX-MBean
Operation job or the web service operation to be invoked in a Web
Service job.

JMX-MBean Operation
(JMXO_JOB)

OPERATIONTYPE Indicates the operation to perform on the entity bean in an Entity
Bean job.

Entity Bean (EJBE_JOB)
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PARAMETER Specifies input parameters in an Application Services job. JMX-MBean Attribute Set
(JMXA_JOB)
JMX-MBean Create Instance
(JMXN_JOB)
HTTP (HTTP_JOB)
JMS Publish (JMSP_JOB)
JMX-MBean Operation
(JMXO_JOB)
POJO (POJO_JOB)
RMI (RMI_JOB)
Session Bean (EJB_JOB)

POJO_JOB Starts a POJO job definition in an application. You can define a
POJO job to create a no-argument Java object instance, invoke a
method on the object instance, and store the method's output.

N/A

PROXYDOMAIN Specifies the domain for proxy authentication in an HTTP job. HTTP (HTTP_JOB)
PROXYHOST Specifies the proxy host name to use for the request in an HTTP

job.
HTTP (HTTP_JOB)

PROXYORIGIN Specifies the origin host name for proxy authentication in an HTTP
job.

HTTP (HTTP_JOB)

PROXYPORT Specifies the proxy port to use for the request in an HTTP job. HTTP (HTTP_JOB)
PROXYUSER Specifies the user name required for proxy authentication and,

optionally, the user's domain in an HTTP job.
HTTP (HTTP_JOB)

REMOTECLASSNAME Specifies the naming class of the Java object you want to invoke a
method on in an RMI job.

RMI (RMI_JOB)

RMI_JOB Starts an RMI job definition in an application. You can define
an RMI job to call a method on a remote server and store the
method's output.

N/A

SERVLET_URL Specifies the host where the program or servlet you want to
invoke resides in a HTTP job.

HTTP (HTTP_JOB)

TOPIC Specifies whether the job sends messages to a topic or queue in a
JMS Subscribe job or publishes messages to a topic or queue in a
JMS Publish job.

JMS Publish (JMSP_JOB)
JMS Subscribe (JMSS_JOB)

TYPESFILTER Specifies a list of notification types to subscribe to in a JMX-
MBean Subscribe job.

JMX-MBean Subscribe
(JMXS_JOB)

URL Specifies the URL to connect to the JMX server in a JMX job. JMX-MBean Attribute Get
(JMXB_JOB)
JMX-MBean Attribute Set
(JMXA_JOB)
JMX-MBean Create Instance
(JMXN_JOB)
JMX-MBean Operation
(JMXO_JOB)
JMX-MBean Remove Instance
(JMXR_JOB)
JMX-MBean Subscribe
(JMXS_JOB)
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USER Specifies the user ID the agent job runs under. JMX-MBean Attribute Get
(JMXB_JOB)
JMX-MBean Attribute Set
(JMXA_JOB)
JMX-MBean Create Instance
(JMXN_JOB)
JMX-MBean Operation
(JMXO_JOB)
JMX-MBean Remove Instance
(JMXR_JOB)
JMX-MBean Subscribe
(JMXS_JOB)
POJO (POJO_JOB)

WOBDATA Retrieves the value of a variable stored in a data object
(DATA_OBJECT) or returned by a workload object. You can use
this statement to retrieve the value of a variable from a workload
object in another application.

All

Use the UNIX, Linux, Windows Agent
The WA Agent for UNIX or the WA Agent for Linux lets a user perform tasks such as the following:

• Run UNIX scripts and execute UNIX commands.
• Monitor file activity and release jobs based on that activity.
• Transfer files using FTP.
• Monitor the agent computer for CPU usage, disk space, IP address, process execution, and text files.
• Retrieve or set the value of an SNMP variable.
• Subscribe for SNMP trap information or publish.

This section covers the following:

Job Types Supported by the WA Agent for UNIX or Linux

With the WA Agent for UNIX or Linux, you can define and run the following types of jobs:

CPU Monitoring
Lets you monitor CPU usage.

Disk Monitoring
Lets you monitor disk space.

File Trigger
Lets you monitor file activity and perform an action based on that activity.

FTP
Lets you transfer files using FTP.

IP Monitoring
Lets you monitor an IP address.

Micro Focus
Lets you run your mainframe JCL and COBOL programs in a Windows or UNIX environment.

Process Monitoring
Lets you monitor process execution.
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SNMP Subscribe
Lets you subscribe for SNMP trap information.

SNMP Trap Send
Lets you send SNMP trap information.

SNMP Value Get
Lets you retrieve the value of an SNMP variable.

SNMP Value Set
Lets you set the value of an SNMP variable.

Text File Reading and Monitoring
Lets you search a text file for a string.

UNIX
Lets you run UNIX scripts or execute commands.

WA Agent for Windows

The WA Agent for Windows lets a user perform tasks such as the following:

• Run Windows command files.
• Monitor file activity and release jobs based on that activity.
• Transfer files using FTP.
• Monitor the agent computer for CPU usage, disk space, IP address, process execution, and text files.
• Monitor the Windows agent computer for Windows event logs and the status of Windows services.
• Retrieve or set the value of an SNMP variable.
• Subscribe for SNMP trap information or publish.

Job Types Supported by the WA Agent for Windows

With the WA Agent for Windows, you can define and run the following types of jobs:

CPU Monitoring
Lets you monitor CPU usage.

Disk Monitoring
Lets you monitor disk space.

File Trigger
Lets you monitor file activity and perform an action based on that activity.

FTP
Lets you transfer files using FTP.

IP Monitoring
Lets you monitor an IP address.

Micro Focus
Lets you run your mainframe JCL and COBOL programs in a Windows or UNIX environment.

Process Monitoring
Lets you monitor process execution.

SNMP Subscribe
Lets you subscribe for SNMP trap information.

SNMP Trap Send
Lets you send SNMP trap information.
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SNMP Value Get
Lets you retrieve the value of an SNMP variable.

SNMP Value Set
Lets you set the value of an SNMP variable.

Text File Reading and Monitoring
Lets you search a text file for a string.

Windows
Lets you run Windows command files.

Windows Event Log Monitoring
Lets you monitor a Windows event log.

Windows Service Monitoring
Lets you monitor a Windows event log.

Example Windows Job

Example: Run a Command File on a Windows Computer

The following application runs a command file on a Windows computer:

APPL PAYROLL

NT_JOB PAYDATA

   AGENT NT_AGENT

   CMDNAME c:\payroll\pay.cmd

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

The NT_JOB statement begins an NT job definition and names the job. The NT_JOB and ENDJOB statements define the
boundaries of the job definition. The statements within the job definition provide detailed information about the job. In this
example, the statements define the following:

• The name of the agent where the workload runs (AGENT NT_AGENT)
• The name of the command file that runs (CMDNAME c:\payroll\pay.cmd)
• How often ESP selects the job to run (RUN DAILY)

Example UNIX Job

Example: Run a Script on a UNIX Computer

The following application runs a script on a UNIX computer:

APPL PAYROLL

UNIX_JOB PAYDATA

   AGENT UNIX_AGENT

   SCRIPTNAME /home/payroll/sort

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

The UNIX_JOB statement begins a UNIX job definition and names the job. The UNIX_JOB and ENDJOB statements
define the boundaries of the job definition. The statements within the job definition provide detailed information about the
job. In this example, the statements define the following:
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• The name of the agent where the workload runs (AGENT UNIX_AGENT)
• The name of the script that runs (SCRIPTNAME /home/payroll/sort)
• How often ESP selects the job to run (RUN DAILY)

Specifying Global Statements

To save time, you can specify some job definition statements globally rather than in every job definition in an application.
The values specified in these statements apply to every job defined within the application. Use global statements if all or
most definitions contain some of the same values.

The following job definition statements can be specified globally:

• AGENT
• BROADCAST
• CMDNAME
• EXITCODE
• FILESYSTEM
• INTERACTIVE
• JOBCLASS
• LOCALUSER
• REMOTEDIR
• SCRIPTNAME
• SERVERADDR
• SERVERPORT
• SHELL
• TARGETOSTYPE
• TIMEOUT
• TRANSFERCODETYPE
• TRANSFERDIRECTION
• ULIMIT
• USER
• WAKEPORTS

When specifying global statements, include the globally defined statement in the application definition, but outside the
boundaries of any job definition. Statements within a job definition override global statements for that application.

Example: Specify a Global Statement

In this example, because the EXITCODE statements precede the job statement (NT_JOB CMD01), they are global and
apply to any job defined in this application (APPL TEST). You can override a global statement within a job definition.

APPL TEST

EXITCODE 19 FAILURE

EXITCODE 0-9999 SUCCESS

NT_JOB CMD01

   .

   .

ENDJOB

Example: Override a Global Statement in a Windows Job
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In this example, AGENT NT_LA is a globally defined statement. Unless overridden, all Windows jobs within the application
run on agent NT_LA. For example, CMD01 runs on agent NT_LA. For job CMD02, however, the AGENT NT_CHI
statement overrides the globally defined statement, so CMD02 runs on agent NT_CHI.

APPL TEST

AGENT NT_LA

NT_JOB CMD01

   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE CMD02

   CMDNAME c:\home\test.bat

ENDJOB

NT_JOB CMD02

   AGENT NT_CHI

   .

   .

   .

ENDJOB

Example: Override a Global Statement in a UNIX Job

In this example, AGENT UNIX_LA is a globally defined statement. Unless otherwise defined, all UNIX jobs within the
application run on the UNIX_LA agent. For example, PAY01 runs on agent UNIX_LA. Job PAY02, however, has an
AGENT statement, AGENT UNIX_CHI, that overrides the globally defined statement. PAY02, therefore, runs on agent
UNIX_CHI.

APPL TEST

AGENT UNIX_LA

UNIX_JOB PAY01

   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE PAY02

   SCRIPTNAME /payroll/pay1

ENDJOB

UNIX_JOB PAY02

   AGENT UNIX_CHI

   RUN DAILY

   SCRIPTNAME /payroll/pay2

ENDJOB

 

 

UNIX Jobs
UNIX jobs let you run workload on UNIX computers. The job can run a script or execute a command.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires WA Agent for UNIX or Linux.

When you define a UNIX job, you can specify settings including the following:

Positional Parameters
Defines variables to pass to a program at the time the program is invoked.

Environment Variables
Specifies variables that define the local environment where the job runs.
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User-defined Exit Codes
Defines exit codes to indicate job success and job failure. By default, an exit code of 0 (zero) indicates job
success and any other code indicates job failure.

Process Priority
Specifies the order in which processes are scheduled on the processor.

Shell
Specifies the shell the script runs in.

This section describes the following:

UNIX Job Directory

The directory that a UNIX job runs under is determined by the following settings:

oscomponent.initialworkingdirectory Agent Parameter
Specifies the default initial working directory for all scripts. Options are the following:

• SCRIPT -- Sets the path to where the script resides.
• USER -- Sets the path to the home directory of the owner of the script.
• PATH -- Sets the path to an absolute path to where the script runs.

If you do not specify a value, the parameter defaults to the path where the running cybAgent resides.
You can specify the oscomponent.initialworkingdirectory parameter in the agent's agentparm.txt file.

HOME and PWD Environment Variables
Overrides the oscomponent.initialworkingdirectory default directory. The directory depends on the following
settings:

• If you specify a value for PWD (Present Working Directory) in the job definition, the job runs under the PWD
you specified.

• If you specify a value for HOME in the job definition, but you do not specify a value for PWD, the job runs
under the HOME directory.

• If you specify values for HOME and PWD in the job definition, the job runs under the PWD directory.

Determining Which Shell is Used

A shell is a program that provides an environment for users to interact with the system. Shell programs are files that
contain a series of user commands that are grouped, using logic provided by the shell, to accomplish a task.

Shells can be defined by you, the script’s programmer, your agent administrator, and your UNIX administrator. When you
define a job that runs on UNIX, you may want to know which shell is used to run the script because different shells have
different facilities and characteristics. Some functions are specific to certain shells and may be incompatible with other
shells.

The shell used is determined by the following settings in the following order:

1. The SHELL statement (if specified in the job definition)
2. The first line of the script (if the SHELL statement is not specified)
3. The oscomponent.defaultshell parameter in the agent's agentparm.txt file (if not specified in the SHELL statement or in

the script)
4. The user default shell defined in the user profile (if not specified in one of the previous three locations)

NOTE
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• If the shell is defined in the first line of the script, you do not need to include the SHELL statement in the job
definition.

• If the oscomponent.checkvalidshell parameter in the agent's agentparm.txt file is set to true (the default), all
shells that are used must be specified using the oscomponent.validshell parameter. The path defined in the
first line of the script or in the job definition must match the corresponding path in the oscomponent.validshell
parameter. If the shell you want to use is not defined on the agent, the job fails. For more information about
specifying valid shells, see the oscomponent.checkvalidshell and oscomponent.validshell parameters in the
agent documentation.

Example: Specify the Shell in the SHELL Statement

In this example, the C shell is specified in the SHELL statement.

UNIX_JOB MFGSORT

   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE MFGRPT

   AGENT UNIX_LA

   SCRIPTNAME /mfg/test1.csh

   SHELL /bin/csh

ENDJOB

Example: Specify the Shell in the First Line of the Script

The first line of the following test1.csh script identifies the C shell:

#!/bin/csh -f

if ( $LOGNAME != guest) then

   echo "User is not guest"

endif

echo $LOGNAME logon

exit 0

The following job definition does not contain the SHELL statement:

UNIX_JOB MFGSORT

   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE MFGRPT

   AGENT UNIX_LA

   SCRIPTNAME /mfg/test1.csh

   USER guest

ENDJOB

In this example, agent UNIX_LA runs the test1.csh script using the C shell.

Shell Initialization Files

When you log in to the UNIX operating system, the operating system reads a series of initialization files depending on the
shell you use.

C Shell Initialization Files

When you log in to the C shell, it automatically runs a number of files. The first file run is a system file named /etc/.login,
which contains system-wide configuration information (such as your default path). After these files are run, the C shell
reads and runs the commands from the following files in your home directory:
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.cshrc
Establishes variables and operands that are local to a specific shell. Each time you create a new shell, the C shell
reinitializes these variables for the new shell.
The following is a sample .cshrc file:
set noclobber

set ignoreeof

set path = (~/bin $path /usr/games)

alias h history

.login
Contains commands that you want to run once at the beginning of each session. If the C shell is running as a
login shell, it reads and runs the commands in the .login file in your home directory after login.
The following is a sample .login file:
setenv history 20

setenv MAIL /usr/spool/mail/$user

.logout
Runs when you exit from your login shell.

Korn Shell Initialization Files

The Korn shell supports three startup scripts:

/etc/profile
Contains system-wide startup commands. This file is a login script and runs when you log in.

$HOME/.profile
Runs when you log in. Use this login script to set options, set the path, and set and export variable values.
The following is a sample $HOME/.profile file:
set -o allexport

PATH=.:/bin:/usr/bin:$HOME/bin

CDPATH=.:$HOME:$HOME/games

PS1='! $PWD> '

ENV=$HOME/.kshrc

TIMEOUT=0

set +o allexport

The script named in the Korn shell variable ENV
Runs when you create a Korn shell or run a Korn shell script. Use this file to define aliases and functions and to
set default options and variables that you want to apply to the Korn shell invocation.

Bourne Shell Initialization Files

When you log in to your system, the Bourne shell looks for the /etc/profile file. This file contains system-wide startup
commands for the Bourne shell. Only the system administrator can change this file.

After running the commands in the /etc/profile file, the Bourne shell runs the commands in the $HOME/.profile file.
Therefore, you can override the system-wide commands in the /etc/profile file with commands in the $HOME/.profile file.

Define UNIX Jobs
You can define a UNIX (UNIX_JOB) job to schedule workload to run on a UNIX computer. The job can run a script or
execute a command. UNIX_JOB is a generic workload object that you can use with any UNIX operating system.

Required Statements

To define a UNIX job, you must specify the following statements:
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• AGENT -- at the workload object or the application level
• CMDNAME or SCRIPTNAME

NOTE
Use the SCRIPTNAME statement to run shell scripts and the CMDNAME statement to run binary files. If you
specify the CMDNAME statement, you must also specify the USER statement.

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for a UNIX job:

• ARGS
• ENVAR
• EXITCODE
• FILESYSTEM
• JOBCLASS
• PROCESS_PRIORITY
• SHELL
• ULIMIT
• USER -- required if CMDNAME is specified

Example: Run a Command

In this example, the job runs on the UNIX_NY agent. The job runs the data command under the user1 user ID.

NOTE
When running a command, you must define the user ID the command runs under.

UNIX_JOB MFGDATA

   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE MFGSORT

   AGENT UNIX_NY

   CMDNAME /mfg/test/data

   USER user1

ENDJOB

Example: Run a Script

In this example, the job runs on the UNIX_LA agent. The job invokes the C shell to run the sort script.

UNIX_JOB MFGSORT

   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE MFGRPT

   AGENT UNIX_LA

   SCRIPTNAME /mfg/test/sort

   SHELL /bin/csh

ENDJOB

Example: Submit Multiple Commands

In this example, job MFGDATA runs daily on the UNIX_NY agent. MFGDATA runs the data command under the user1
user ID. When MFGDATA completes, it releases job MFGSORT.

Job MFGSORT runs daily on the UNIX_LA agent. MFGSORT invokes the C shell to run the sort script. When MFGSORT
completes, it releases job MFGRPT.

Job MFGRPT runs every Friday on the UNIX_NY agent. MFGRPT runs the report command under the user2 user ID.
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APPL MFG

UNIX_JOB MFGDATA

   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE MFGSORT

   AGENT UNIX_NY

   CMDNAME /mfg/test/data

   USER user1

ENDJOB

UNIX_JOB MFGSORT

   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE MFGRPT

   AGENT UNIX_LA

   SCRIPTNAME /mfg/test/sort

   SHELL /bin/csh

ENDJOB

UNIX_JOB MFGRPT

   RUN FRIDAYS

   AGENT UNIX_NY

   CMDNAME /mfg/test/report

   USER user2

ENDJOB

Example: Create a Multiple-Platform Application

In this example, PAYROLL and PAYRPT are z/OS jobs. PAYDATA defines workload that runs on a UNIX computer.
PAYDATA runs the /payroll/test/data script.

APPL TESTPAY

JCLLIB 'PAYROLL.JCLLIB'

JOB PAYROLL

   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE PAYDATA

ENDJOB

UNIX_JOB PAYDATA

   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE PAYRPT

   AGENT UNIX_NY

   SCRIPTNAME /payroll/test/data

ENDJOB

JOB PAYRPT

   RUN FRIDAYS

ENDJOB

Verify File Space Before a UNIX Job Starts
You can define a UNIX job to check if one or more UNIX file systems have the required amount of available space. At run
time, the agent checks whether the required space is available on the agent computer. If the requirements are met, the job
starts. If any of the requirements are not met, the job fails.

By default, UNIX jobs do not check the available file space.
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To verify file space before a UNIX job starts, specify the FILESYSTEM statement in the application definition or in the job
definition. To check the available space on multiple file systems, define a separate FILESYSTEM statement for each file
system.

Example: Verify Available File Space to Start a Job on UNIX

This example checks whether the file system named roots has 100 KB of available space. This example also checks
whether the file system named auxfs1 has 120 KB of available space. The specified file space must be available before
the job can start.

UNIX_JOB SPACE

   AGENT UNIXAGENT

   SCRIPTNAME /u1/procrun.sh

   FILESYSTEM /roots SIZE(100)

   FILESYSTEM /auxfsl SIZE(120)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Pass Positional Arguments in a UNIX Job
When running workload, you might need to pass data between jobs and across platforms. You can pass positional
arguments to a command or script in your job definition. Positional arguments are variables that can be passed to a
program at the time the program is invoked. The arguments are assigned in the order they are passed.

To pass positional arguments to a command or script, specify the ARGS statement in the job definition. You can specify
multiple ARGS statements in a UNIX job definition.

Example: Pass Positional Arguments to a UNIX Command

This example passes three arguments to a UNIX command. The argument "user 1" is enclosed with double quotation
marks because it contains a space.

ARGS "user 1" 905-555-1212 749

When the command runs, the arguments are set as follows:

Argument Value Passed
1 user 1
2 905-555-1212
3 749

Pass Environment Variables in a UNIX Job
In UNIX, you specify environment variables to define the local environment the script runs in. You can modify existing
environment variables or create your own.

To pass an environment variable to a script, specify the ENVAR statement in the job definition. You can specify multiple
ENVAR statements in a UNIX job definition.
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Example: Pass UNIX Environment Variables to a Script
This example includes two ENVAR statements that pass environment variables to a script and a third ENVAR
statement that defines the Present Working Directory (PWD). The parameter "user 1" is enclosed with double
quotation marks because it contains a space.

UNIX_JOB PAYROLL

   RUN DAILY

   SCRIPTNAME /home/scripts/pay

   AGENT UNIX_NY

   ENVAR NAME="user 1"

   ENVAR JOB=%ESPAPJOB

   ENVAR PWD=/usr/scripts/dailyrun

ENDJOB

In this example, the script pay can reference these variables:

Environment Variable Value Passed

NAME user 1

JOB PAYROLL
%ESPAPJOB is a symbolic variable that passes the
name of the job containing the variable. For more
information on using symbolic variables in applications,
see Using.

PWD /usr/scripts/dailyrun

NOTE
If the parameter oscomponent.loginshell is set to true in the agent's agentparm.txt file, the
agent invokes the user environment while running the script. To override the value of a shell
variable that is already defined in the user login file, reassign a value to this variable in the
script.

Example: Pass Arguments and Environment Variables
This application passes arguments and environment variables to scripts running on UNIX computers:

APPL PAY

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCLLIB.CNTL'

JOB PAY1

   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE (PAY2,PAY3)

ENDJOB

JOB PAY2

   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE PAY4

ENDJOB

UNIX_JOB PAY3

   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE PAY4

   AGENT UNIX_CHICAGO

   SCRIPTNAME /usr/payroll/data

   ARGS 362 "629 630" 748

   ENVAR NAME="John Smith"

   ENVAR DATE="%ESPADATE"
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   EXITCODE 0-1 SUCCESS

ENDJOB

UNIX_JOB PAY4

   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE PAY5

   AGENT UNIX_NY

   CMDNAME /payroll/pay

   USER user1

   EXITCODE 0-4 SUCCESS

ENDJOB

JOB PAY5

   RUN FRIDAYS

   RELEASE PAY6

ENDJOB

UNIX_JOB PAY6

   RUN LAST WORKDAY OF MONTH

   AGENT UNIX_LA

   SCRIPTNAME /usr/payroll/payrpt

   ENVAR DATE="%ESPADATE"

ENDJOB

NOTE
PAY6 has no successors, so requires no RELEASE statement.

Set Environment Variables in UNIX

You can set environment variables in UNIX. When you log in to the UNIX operating system, the operating system reads a
series of initialization files (for example, .login and .profile) to establish the user's environment. You can use the following
commands (for example, in .profile or in your script) to set environment variables:

For the C shell:

setenv NAME value

For the Bourne and Korn shells:

NAME=value; export NAME

To list your environment variables, use the env or printenv commands. The following example shows typical output from
the printenv command:

HOME=/home/guest

PATH=/usr/bin:/etc:/usr/sbin:/usr/ucb:/home/guest/bin:

/usr/bin/X11:/sbin.

LOGNAME=guest

HZ=100

TERM=vt220

TZ=Canada/Eastern

SHELL=/usr/bin/csh

MAIL=/var/mail/guest

PWD=/home/guest

USER=guest
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Override UNIX Environment Variables

When a UNIX job runs under a specific user account, the agent can pass the user's environment variables to the script or
program. You can also set up a script's running environment by overriding the environment variables in the job definition.
For example, you can override the HOME environment variable to run the script under a user’s login directory.

You can pass the following UNIX environment variables in a job definition to override the variable values:

HOME
Identifies the user's login directory. You can override the HOME value to set up a user-specific environment by
specifying a different login directory in the job definition.
Example: HOME=/home/guest/bin

NOTE

• You can set up the script's running environment in the .profile and .login files.
• You must also set the oscomponent.loginshell parameter to true in the agent's agentparm.txt file to

run the login scripts located in the HOME directory.

PATH
Provides a list of directories that the shell searches when it needs to find a command. Each directory is separated
by a colon. and the shell searches the directories in the order listed. The PATH variable is the most important
environment variable. You can override the PATH value to set up a user-specific environment by specifying a
different PATH in the job definition.

NOTE
Overriding the default system path can result in the "command not found" error.

ENV
Contains the name of the initialization file to run when a new Korn shell starts. You can override the ENV value to
set up a user-specific environment by specifying a different ENV value in the job definition.
Example: ENV=/home/guest/bin/myenv

NOTE
The name of the file used to set up the script-running environment must be .profile. The .profile must be
the same file used with the HOME variable.

PWD
Contains the absolute path name of your current directory.

Set Shell Variables

Shell variables belong to the shell. When you start a new shell or a UNIX program, it inherits all of its parent's environment
variables. It does not, however, inherit shell variables.

To set shell variables, use the following commands (usually shell variables have lowercase names).

For the C shell:

set name=value

For the Bourne and Korn shells:

name=value
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NOTE
Think of environment variables as global variables and shell variables as local variables. You can use the set
command to list all shell variables.

You can pass the following distributed-platform environment variables, as shell variables, to a command or script:

ESPAGENT
Passes the name of the agent.

ESPAGENTDIR
Passes the name of the agent program directory.

ESPAGENTPORT
Passes the agent's receiver port.

ESPAPGEN
Passes the generation number of the application.

ESPAPPL
Passes the name of the application.

ESPAPPLMGR
Passes the Manager ID of ESP.

ESPOBJECT
Passes the fully qualified path name of the job.

ESPWOB
Passes the name of the job.

These shell variables are local to the script or program and help define the local environment. You can use them in your
script.

Example: Pass a Shell Variable to a Script

In this example, the following line is added to a script to send the message job complete to ESP:

$ESPAGENTDIR/ESPmgr "$ESPOBJECT STATE COMPLETE SetEnd Cmpc(0)

UserStatus(job complete)"

Define Alternative Input and Output Sources
All UNIX programs run by a shell are connected to the following input and output streams:

Stream Default Source
Standard input stream Keyboard
Standard output stream Screen
Standard error output stream Screen

To define alternative input and output sources, specify the following environment variables in your job definition:

• STDIN, to specify an alternative input stream, for example:

ENVAR STDIN=/path/name

• STDOUT, to specify an alternative output stream, for example:

ENVAR STDOUT=/path/name

• STDERR, to specify an alternative error output stream, for example:
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ENVAR STDERR=/path/name

In the preceding examples, name is the file to be used as the standard input or output stream and path is the location of
the file.

The STDOUT file name displays when you list the workload object with the LISTAPPL or APPLJOB command. The
STDOUT file name may be different from what was specified in STDOUT=. For example:

ENVAR STDOUT=$AGENTPATH/stdout.txt

In this example, the environment variable AGENTPATH equals '/root/home/2'; therefore, the file name resolves to
StdOut=/root/home/2/stdout.txt in the output of the workload object.

This is applicable only for Windows NT and all UNIX agents.

The STDERR file name displays when you list the workload object with the LISTAPPL or APPLJOB command. The
STDERR file name may be different from what was specified in STDERR=. For example:

ENVAR STDERR=$AGENTPATH/stderr.txt

In this example, the environment variable AGENTPATH equals '/root/home/2'; therefore, the file name resolves to StdErr=/
root/home/2/stderr.txt in the output of the workload object.

This is applicable only for Windows NT and all UNIX agents.

Specify Command or Script Name Without Full Path
When defining a job, the agent usually requires the full path to the command or script name you want to run. However,
you can specify the command or script name without the full path if all of the following conditions are met:

• The agent is running under the root account.
• The agent is configured to resolve environment variables.

NOTE
To configure the agent to resolve environment variables, ask your agent administrator to refer to the
information about the oscomponent.lookupcommand parameter in the agent documentation.

• The user ID you enter in the USER statement has the authority to run the job on the agent. The user default shell is
used.

• The path to the script or command name is set in the PATH system environment variable for the specified user ID.

Example: Run a Script that Is Located in a Path Set in the PATH System Environment Variable

In this example, an agent named UNIXAGENT runs a script named procscript.sh. The job runs under the user ID jsmith,
which has the authority to run the script. The path to procscript.sh is set in the PATH system environment variable for
jsmith on the agent computer and the agent is configured to search for paths to command and script files.

APPL UNIXTEST

UNIX_JOB PROCSCRIPT

   AGENT UNIXAGENT

   SCRIPTNAME procscript.sh

   RUN DAILY

   USER jsmith

ENDJOB
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Specify Command or Script Name Using Environment Variable
You can specify the command or script name using an environment variable, for example, $MY_PATH/myscript.sh, if all of
the following conditions are met:

• The agent is running under the root account.
• The agent is configured to resolve environment variables.

NOTE
To configure the agent to resolve environment variables, ask your agent administrator to refer to the
information about the oscomponent.lookupcommand parameter in the agent documentation.

• The user ID you enter in the USER statement has the authority to run the job on the agent computer. The user default
shell is used.

• The environment variable you use, such as $MY_PATH, is set in the specified user ID's profile file.

Example: Run a Script that Is Located in a Path Set in a User Environment Variable

In this example, the job runs a script called myscript.sh. The job runs under the user ID jsmith, which has the authority to
run the script. The path to myscript.sh is set in the user environment variable $MY_PATH, which is defined in the profile
file for jsmith.

APPL UNIXTEST

UNIX_JOB MYSCRIPTJOB

   AGENT UNIXAGENT

   SCRIPTNAME $MY_PATH/myscript.sh

   RUN DAILY

   USER jsmith

ENDJOB

Set Process Priority for a UNIX Job
You can set a UNIX job’s process priority. Process priority determines the order in which processes are scheduled on the
processor. Depending on the priority level, process priority can speed up or slow down a process.

NOTE

 You can only set a UNIX job’s process priority to a level above normal if the job runs on a computer with the
agent started by the root account. If the agent is not started by root and you set the process priority to a level
above normal, the job runs with the normal process priority.

To set a UNIX job’s process priority, specify the priority level using the PROCESS_PRIORITY statement in the job
definition.

Example: Set the Process Priority for a UNIX Job

In this example, the process priority for a UNIX job is set to ABOVE_NORMAL.

APPL LINUXTEST

LINUX_JOB LINUX.TEST

   AGENT LINUXAG

   SCRIPTNAME /payroll/sort

   PROCESS_PRIORITY ABOVE_NORMAL

   RUN WORKDAYS

ENDJOB
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Run Script Under Specific User Account
Using the agent, there are two ways to run a command or script under a specific user's account:

• The agent is started as that user.
• The agent is started as root and the user is specified in the job definition with the USER statement.

NOTE
When the agent is started as root and there is no USER statement in the job definition, by default the agent runs
the script as the owner of the script. For more information about this default, see the definition of the parameter
oscomponent.noswitchsuid in the agent documentation.

If the shell is specified in the first line of the script and its path matches the path defined in the oscomponent.validshell
parameter, you do not have to use the SHELL statement to define the shell that you want the agent to use. For example,
you can run a script using the environment defined in a specific user's account.

Example: Run a Script Under a Specific User Account

In this example, if the first line of the script is #!/bin/ksh and the path /bin/ksh is defined using the oscomponent.validshell
parameter, you can use the USER statement to run the script under a specific user account, as follows:

AGENT SUN30RD

SCRIPTNAME /home/guest/bin/cmd1.ksh

USER guest

In this example, the agent runs the cmd1.ksh Korn script using the environment defined in either the $HOME/.login file or
the
$HOME/.profile file, depending on which login shell is defined for user guest:

• If csh is defined, the $HOME/.login file is used.
• If ksh is defined, the $HOME/.profile file is used.

The login shell for user guest does not have to be the Korn shell. For example, the agent can pick up the following
environment variables for user guest:

HOME=/home/guest

LOGNAME=guest

USER=guest

SHELL=/usr/bin/csh

PWD=/home/guest

In this example, user guest has specified the login shell as the C shell. The agent, therefore, runs the cmd1.ksh script
using the environment defined in the $HOME/.login file.

Modify Resource Limits
When you define a UNIX job, you can set the job to modify resource limits. For example, you can define a job that
modifies the maximum core file size and CPU time on the UNIX computer.

To modify resource limits in a UNIX job, specify the ULIMIT statement in the job definition.

Example: Specify Multiple Resource Values

In this example, the job runs the procrun.sh script on the UNIXAGT agent and modifies the following resource limits:
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• The core file size limit is 100 blocks (soft limit). The size can increase to 200 blocks (hard limit).
• The stack size limit is 250 KB (soft limit). The size can increase to 300 KB (hard limit).
• The CPU time limit is 1000 seconds (soft limit). The time can increase to 4000 seconds (hard limit).
• The process virtual size limit is 3332 KB (soft limit). The size can increase to an unlimited value.

UNIX_LIMITS

   AGENT UNIXAGT

   SCRIPTNAME /ul/procrun.sh

   ULIMIT TYPE(C) SOFT(100) HARD(200)

   ULIMIT TYPE(S) SOFT(250) HARD(300)

   ULIMIT TYPE(T) SOFT(1000) HARD(4000)

   ULIMIT TYPE(M) SOFT(3332) HARD(unlimited)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Specify Two ULIMIT Statements for the same ULIMIT Type

If you have two ULIMIT statements for the same ULIMIT type in the same job, the last statement is used. In this example,
if the job is scheduled on a WORKDAY, then the core file size is set to 250 blocks (soft limit) and 300 blocks (hard limit).

UNIX_JOB LIMITS

   AGENT UNIXAGT

   SCRIPTNAME /ul/procrun.sh

   ULIMIT TYPE(C) SOFT(100) HARD(200)

   IF TODAY('WORKDAY') THEN DO

   ULIMIT TYPE(C) SOFT(250) HARD(300)

   ENDDO

   ULIMIT TYPE(S) SOFT(250) HARD(300)

   ULIMIT TYPE(T) SOFT(1000) HARD(4000)

   ULIMIT TYPE(M) SOFT(3332) HARD(unlimited)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Run Binary File Containing Environment Variables
You can run a binary file containing environment variables. The agent can pick up the user's environment variables and
ESP distributed-platform environment variables from the binary file (for example, ESPAGENT and ESPAPPL), which
provide additional information about the job.

To run a binary file, you must do the following:

• Specify the name of the program in the CMDNAME statement
• Include the USER statement in the job definition

Example: Run a Binary File Containing Environment Variables

In this example, the following job runs the cmd1.bin C program:

SUN_JOB SUN30

   RUN TODAY

   AGENT SUN30RD

   CMDNAME /home/guest/bin/cmd1.bin
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   USER guest

ENDJOB

The following is the source for the cmd1.bin C program:

#include<stdio.h>

#include<stdlib.h>

int main(int argc, char **argv)

{

char *espvar;

…

   printf("Get ESP variables:/n");

   espvar = getenv("ESPAGENT");

   printf("ESPAGENT= %s/n",espvar);

   …

   exit(0);

}

The cmd1.bin program gets the name of the agent from the agent and prints it.

Send Exit Status
A job’s exit code indicates whether the job completed successfully or failed. By default, the agent sends the job’s ending
exit code to ESP when a job completes. ESP interprets an exit code of zero (0) as job success and any other number as
job failure.

In addition to sending the job's ending exit code, you can return a job’s exit status in other ways. For example, you can
specify a user-defined exit code of 100 as success.

You can return a job's exit status to ESP using the following methods:

Send a User-Defined Exit Code

By default, an exit code of zero (0) is interpreted as job success and any other number indicates job failure. However, you
can map exit codes other than 0 as job success.

To send a user-defined exit code, specify the EXITCODE statement in the job definition.

Example: Send a User-Defined Exit Code

The following example shows the first and last lines of the payroll.sh script. The script returns the self-defined exit code
100 to the scheduling manager.

#!/usr/bin/sh

.

.

.

exit 100

The following example shows the definition of the job that runs the script. In this job, the EXITCODE statement defines
exit code 100 as SUCCESS, indicating successful completion of the script.

APPL UNIXJOB

UNIX_JOB PAYROLL
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   AGENT SUN_NY

   RUN DAILY

   SCRIPTNAME /home/esp/payroll.sh

   EXITCODE 100 SUCCESS

   EXITCODE 0 SUCCESS

ENDJOB

If exit code 100 is not defined as SUCCESS, the following message appears in the Status column in CSF:

FAILED, CC 100

Return an Exit Status Using the EXIT_SUCCESS and EXIT_FAILURE Macros

When a program exits, it can use the exit status to indicate the cause of termination to the parent process. The program's
exiting process passes an argument value between 0 (zero) and 255 to the exit status. The most common convention is to
pass 0 for success and 1 for failure.

However, different programs can return different values. For example, some non-POSIX systems use different
conventions. To increase the portability of your programs, use the following macros to pass the declared values for
success and failure:

• Macro: int EXIT_SUCCESS
You can use this macro with the exit function to indicate successful program completion. On POSIX systems, the value
of this macro is 0. On other systems, the value could be some other (possibly non-constant) integer expression.

• Macro: int EXIT_FAILURE
You can use this macro with the exit function to indicate unsuccessful program completion. On POSIX systems, the
value of this macro is 1.

NOTE
The values are usually declared in the stdlib.h file.

Example: Send Command-Completion Messages in a C Program

This example uses the EXIT_SUCCESS and EXIT_FAILURE macros in a C program to return to declared values for
success and failure to the exit status.

#include<stdio.h>

#include<stdlib.h>

int main()

{

   ...

   if(condition true)

      exit(EXIT_SUCCESS);

   else

      exit(EXIT_FAILURE);

}

Send Completion Messages Using the ESPmgr Utility

A script can contain multiple commands, which run in the order they appear in the script. If error handling has not been
coded in the script, only the exit code returned from the final command is sent to ESP by the agent.

When multiple commands are run in scripts, it is the user's responsibility to code the script to return the appropriate exit
code under specified conditions. You can use the ESPmgr utility to send command completion messages to ESP, as
shown in the following examples:
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Example: Send Command-Completion Messages in Korn Shell Scripts

In this example, the ESPmgr utility is used in a Korn shell script to send the message "command1 is complete" to ESP.

#!/bin/ksh

Command1

SAVE_STS=$?

if [[ $SAVE_STS != 0 ]] 

then

   echo bad command

   exit $SAVE_STS

else

   echo command successful

   $ESPAGENTDIR/ESPmgr "$ESPOBJECT STATE EXEC Status(command1 is complete)"

fi

Command2

……

Example: Send Command-Completion Messages in C Shell Scripts

In this example, the ESPmgr utility is used in a C shell script to send the message "command1 is complete" to ESP.

#!/bin/csh

Command1

set SAVE_STS=$status

if ( $SAVE_STS != 0 ) then

   echo bad command

   exit $SAVE_STS

else

   echo command successful

   $ESPAGENTDIR/ESPmgr "$ESPOBJECT STATE EXEC Status(command1 is complete)"

endif

Command2

……

Pass Data to ESP Applications
You can pass data to ESP from UNIX scripts and C programs using DATA_OBJECT jobs.

DATA_OBJECT jobs act as data repositories. You can use them to return data or variable values to ESP from the agent.
These jobs are coded in ESP applications similar to any other ESP jobs.

By coding one or more SETVAR statements within the boundaries of the DATA_OBJECT job definition, data can be stored
in data objects at generation time. Data also can be stored, updated, or deleted at run time, by sending an AFM message
to the object. All data is stored and preserved across restarts.

You can retrieve data at process time using the WOBDATA statement. The WOBDATA statement returns a null value
at all other times (in generation or simulation mode). You can use the WOBDATA statement to retrieve data from a
DATA_OBJECT in another application. Data can be retrieved from any completed application, as long as the data has not
been overwritten.

You can use the LISTAPPL (or LAP) command to display variables currently stored in the object.

NOTE
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• To use DATA_OBJECT jobs, you must load module CYBESODA in ESP.
• For more information about DATA_OBJECT jobs, including the syntax of the DATA_OBJECT statement,

usage notes, and examples, see Reference .
• You can also pass data to ESP applications through the agent using the ESPlmi utility and ESP built-

in symbolic variables. For more information on using the ESPlmi utility to pass data to ESP, see Usage
Examples on UNIX.

Pass Data from UNIX Scripts

You can use DATA_OBJECT jobs to pass data from UNIX scripts to ESP.

To pass data from a UNIX script to an ESP application, do the following:

• Create the DATA_OBJECT job.
• (Optional) Initialize the variables using the SETVAR command.
• Use the WOBDATA function to retrieve from the Data Object data sent to ESP from the agent.

Example: Pass Data from UNIX Scripts

In the following example, the first job SUN30 runs the UNIX script data1, which sends data to ESP. Job SUN30 releases
job GETDATA, whose variables (%N1, %N2, %N3, and %User1) contain the values sent from the data1 script. Script
data2 displays these values on the UNIX system. The output is written to the data.log file.

APPL SUN30

SUN_JOB SUN30

   RUN DAILY

   AGENT SUN30RD

   SCRIPTNAME /u1/esp/sun30/data1

   ENVAR STDERR=/u1/esp/tmp/data.log 

   REL GETDATA

ENDJOB

DATA_OBJECT D1

   SETVAR VAR1='cybermation'

   SETVAR VAR2=0

ENDJOB

N1=WOBDATA('D1','VAR1')

N2=WOBDATA('D1','VAR2')

N3=WOBDATA('SUN30','STDERR')

SUN_JOB GETDATA

   RUN DAILY

   AGENT SUN30RD

   SCRIPTNAME /u1/esp/sun30/data2

   ARGS "%N1" "%N2" "%N3" "%User1"

ENDJOB

The UNIX script data1 contains the following:

#!/bin/ksh

echo "$ESPWOB/$ESPAPPL.$ESPAPGEN: `date`"

$ESPAGENTDIR/ESPmgr "D1/$ESPAPPL.$ESPAPGEN/MAIN ACTION SET VAR1(ESP Agent)"

$ESPAGENTDIR/ESPmgr "D1/$ESPAPPL.$ESPAPGEN/MAIN ACTION RESET VAR2"

$ESPAGENTDIR/ESPmgr "GETDATA/$ESPAPPL.$ESPAPGEN/MAIN ACTION RESUB User1(Markham)"
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This script does the following:

• The first ESPmgr statement replaces the value of variable VAR1 with ESP Agent. Its original value was cybermation.
• The second ESPmgr statement deletes the definition of variable VAR2.
• The third ESPmgr statement resets the value of the ESP built-in symbolic variable %User1 to Markham.

You can use the ARGS statement to pass values for %N1, %N2, %N3, and %User1 to a UNIX script, as shown in job
GETDATA in the preceding example.

The UNIX script data2, run by job GETDATA, contains the following:

#!/bin/ksh

echo "$ESPWOB/$ESPAPPL.$ESPAPGEN: `date`"

echo "VAR1= $1"

echo "VAR2= $2"

echo "STDERR= $3"

echo "User1=$4"

The output displays these variables as follows:

VAR1=ESP Agent

VAR2=

STDERR=/u1/esp/tmp/data.log

User1=Markham

• The value of variable VAR1 is set to ESP Agent.
• The value of variable VAR2 is set to NULL.
• The value of variable STDERR is set to the path /u1/esp/tmp/data.log.
• The value of built-in symbolic variable %User1 is set to Markham.

You can test the values set for these variables in job GETDATA, using statements similar to the following:

IF '%USER1' EQ 'Markham' THEN …

IF '%N1' EQ 'ESP Agent' THEN …

Pass Data from C Programs

You can use DATA_OBJECT jobs to pass data from C program to ESP application.

To pass data from a C program to an ESP application

• Create the DATA_OBJECT job.
• (Optional) Initialize the variables using the SETVAR command.
• Use the ESPmgr utility to retrieve from the Data Object data sent to ESP from the agent.

Example: Pass Data from C Programs

In this example, the agent runs the C program microbe. The C program mgr.c contains the following:

#include<stdio.h>

#include<stdlib.h>

#include<unistd.h>

#include<sys/types.h>

#include<sys/wait.h>
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int main()

{     

   int i,status;

   pid_t pid;

   char *mgr[5];

   mgr[0]="/home/guest/sun30/ESPmgr";

   mgr[1]="D1/SUN30.0/MAIN ACTION SET";

   mgr[2]="VAR1(Markham)";

   mgr[3]="VAR2(Richmond Hill)";

   mgr[4]=(char *)0;

   if (( pid=fork())<0)

      perror("Fork failure");

   else if (pid==0)

      {

          printf("Child process executing ESPmgr utility/n");

          execvp(mgr[0],mgr);

          perror("execvp() ESPmgr utility failure");

      }

   else

      {

          printf("parent process/n");

          wait(&status);

      }

   exit(0);

}

Program mgr.bin issues the following ESPmgr utility:

/home/guest/sun30/ESPmgr "D1/SUN30.0/MAIN ACTION SET VAR1(Markham) 

VAR2(Richmond Hill)"

In this example, SUN30.0 indicates the current generation of application SUN30.

Since the C program is a binary file, use the CMDNAME statement in your job definition to run the C program.

UNIX job SUN30 contains the following definition:

SUN_JOB SUN30

   RUN DAILY

   AGENT SUN30RD

   CMDNAME /esp/bin/mgr.bin

   USER guest

   REL GETDATA

ENDJOB

DATA_OBJECT job D1 contains the following definition:

DATA_OBJECT D1

   SETVAR VAR1='cybermation'
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   SETVAR VAR2=0

ENDJOB

N1=WOBDATA('D1','VAR1')

N2=WOBDATA('D1','VAR2')

UNIX job GETDATA contains the following definition:

SUN_JOB GETDATA

   RUN DAILY

   AGENT SUN30RD

   SCRIPTNAME /u1/esp/sun30/data2

   ARGS "%N1" "%N2" "%User1"

   ENVAR STDOUT=/u1/esp/tmp/data.log

ENDJOB

As a result of the ESPmgr utility sent from the C program, the variables in job GETDATA have the following values:

• N1 is set to Markham.
• N2 is set to Richmond Hill.

Windows Jobs
This section describes how to schedule Windows workload using the agent.

Windows jobs let you run workload on Windows computers. The job runs a Windows command file.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires WA Agent for Windows.

When you define a Windows job, you can specify settings including the following:

Positional Parameters
Defines variables to pass to a program at the time the program is invoked.

Environment Variables
Specifies variables that define the local environment where the job runs.

User-defined Exit Codes
Defines exit codes to indicate job success and job failure. By default, an exit code of 0 (zero) indicates job
success and any other code indicates job failure.

Windows Job Object
Defines a Windows job object that manages processing properties for a group of Windows jobs.

Define Windows Jobs
You can define a Windows job to schedule workload to run on a Windows computer. The job runs a Windows command
file.

Required Statements

To define a Windows job, you must specify the following statements:

• AGENT -- at the workload object or the application level
• CMDNAME

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for a Windows job:
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• ARGS
• ENVAR
• EXITCODE
• FILESYSTEM
• INTERACTIVE
• JOBCLASS
• JOBOBJECT
• USER

Example: Run a Windows Command

In this example, the job runs on the NT_NY agent. The job runs on a Windows computer and issues the c:\payroll\test
\data.bat command.

NT_JOB PAYDATA

   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE PAYRPT

   AGENT NT_NY

   CMDNAME c:\payroll\test\data.bat

ENDJOB

Example: Run Windows Command Files

The following application runs three Windows command files. Each job contains a CMDNAME statement identifying the
full path of the Windows command.

APPL MFG

NT_JOB MFGDATA

   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE MFGSORT

   AGENT NT_NY

   CMDNAME c:\mfg\test\data.bat

ENDJOB

NT_JOB MFGSORT

   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE MFGRPT

   AGENT NT_LA

   CMDNAME c:\mfg\test\sort.exe

ENDJOB

NT_JOB MFGRPT

   RUN FRIDAYS

   AGENT NT_NY

   CMDNAME c:\mfg\test\report.exe

ENDJOB

In this example, MFGDATA runs daily on agent NT_NY. When MFGDATA completes, it releases MFGSORT, which runs
daily on agent NT_LA. On Friday, MFGSORT releases MFGRPT, which also runs on agent NT_NY.

Example: Create a Multiple Operating Environment Application

In this example, PAYROLL and PAYRPT are z/OS jobs. PAYDATA defines workload that runs on a Windows computer and
issues the command c:\payroll\test\data.bat.
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APPL TESTPAY

JCLLIB 'PAYROLL.JCLLIB'

JOB PAYROLL

   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE PAYDATA

ENDJOB

NT_JOB PAYDATA

   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE PAYRPT

   AGENT NT_NY

   CMDNAME c:\payroll\test\data.bat

ENDJOB

JOB PAYRPT

   RUN FRIDAYS

ENDJOB

Verify File Space Before a Windows Job Starts
You can define a Windows job to verify if one or more Windows drives have the required amount of available file space.
At run time, the agent checks whether the required space is available on the agent computer. If the requirements are met,
the job starts. If any of the requirements are not met, the job fails.

By default, Windows jobs do not check the available file space.

To verify file space before a Windows job starts, specify the FILESYSTEM statement in the application definition or in the
job definition. To check the available space on multiple drives, define a separate FILESYSTEM statement for each drive.

Example: Verify the Available File Space on Windows

This example checks whether drive C has 100 KB of available space, and whether drive D has 120 KB of available space.
The specified file space must be available before the job can start.

NT_JOB SPACE

   AGENT WINAGENT

   CMDNAME C:\Programs\Payroll\pay.exe

   FILESYSTEM C SIZE(100)

   FILESYSTEM D SIZE(120)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Pass Positional Arguments
When running workload, you might need to pass data between jobs and across platforms. You can pass positional
arguments to a command in your job definition. Positional arguments are variables that can be passed to a program at the
time the program is invoked. The arguments are assigned in the order they are passed.

To pass positional arguments to a command, specify the ARGS statement in the job definition. You can specify multiple
ARGS statements within a single job definition.

Example: Pass Arguments

The following application uses the ARGS statement to pass arguments to command files running on Windows computers.
Arguments containing spaces are enclosed in double quotes.
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APPL PAY

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCLLIB.CNTL'

JOB PAY1

   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE (PAY2,PAY3)

ENDJOB

JOB PAY2

   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE PAY4

ENDJOB

NT_JOB PAY3

   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE PAY4

   AGENT NT_CHICAGO

   CMDNAME c:\Programs\Payroll\pay.exe

   ARGS "C:\Pay Data\salary.dat" "C:\Pay Data\benefits.dat"

   ENVAR NAME="Jane Doe"

   ENVAR DATE="%ESPADATE"

   EXITCODE 0-1 SUCCESS

ENDJOB

NT_JOB PAY4

   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE PAY5

   AGENT NT_NY

   CMDNAME c:\Programs\Payroll\pay.bat

   ARGS 362 629 749

   EXITCODE 0-4 SUCCESS

ENDJOB

JOB PAY5

   RUN FRIDAYS

   RELEASE PAY6

ENDJOB

NT_JOB PAY6

   RUN LAST WORKDAY OF MONTH

   AGENT NT_LA

   CMDNAME c:\Programs\Payroll\pay.rpt

   ENVAR A="%ESPADATE"

ENDJOB

NOTE
PAY6 has no successors so requires no RELEASE statement.

Specify Environment Variables
In Windows, you specify environment variables to define the local environment the command or batch file runs in. You can
modify existing environment variables or create your own.

To pass an environment variable to a command, specify the ENVAR statement in the job definition. You can specify
multiple ENVAR statements in a Windows job definition.

Example: Pass Environment Variables to Command Files

Using the ENVAR statement, this sample application passes environment variables to command files running on Windows
computers. Values containing spaces are enclosed in double quotes.
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APPL PAY

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCLLIB.CNTL'

JOB PAY1

   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE (PAY2,PAY3)

ENDJOB

JOB PAY2

   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE PAY4

ENDJOB

NT_JOB PAY3

   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE PAY4

   AGENT NT_CHICAGO

   CMDNAME c:\Programs\Payroll\pay.exe

   ARGS "C:\Pay Data\salary.dat" "C:\Pay Data\benefits.dat"

   ENVAR NAME="Jane Doe"

   ENVAR DATE="%ESPADATE"

   EXITCODE 0-1 SUCCESS

ENDJOB

NT_JOB PAY4

   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE PAY5

   AGENT NT_NY

   CMDNAME c:\Programs\Payroll\pay.bat

   ARGS 362 629 749

   EXITCODE 0-4 SUCCESS

ENDJOB

JOB PAY5

   RUN FRIDAYS

   RELEASE PAY6

ENDJOB

NT_JOB PAY6

   RUN LAST WORKDAY OF MONTH

   AGENT NT_LA

   CMDNAME c:\Programs\Payroll\pay.rpt

   ENVAR A="%ESPADATE"

ENDJOB

NOTE
PAY6 has no successors so requires no RELEASE statement

Pass Environment Variables

ESP environment variables define the local environment for running commands. You can pass any of the ESP
environment variables (also known as symbolic variables) to a command.

Distributed-platform environment variables further define the local environment. You can pass the following distributed-
platform environment variables to a command:

ESPAGENT
Passes the name of the agent.
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ESPAGENTDIR
Passes the name of the agent program directory.

ESPAGENTPORT
Passes the agent's receiver port.

ESPAPGEN
Passes the generation number of the application.

ESPAPPL
Passes the name of the application.

ESPAPPLMGR
Passes the Manager ID of ESP.

ESPOBJECT
Passes the fully qualified path name of the job.

ESPWOB
Passes the name of the job.

Specify Command or Script Name Without the Full Path
When defining a job, the agent usually requires the full path to the command or script name you want to run. However,
you can specify the command or script name without the full path if all of the following conditions are met:

• The agent is configured to search for paths to command or script files.

NOTE
To configure the agent to search for paths, ask your agent administrator to refer to the information about the
oscomponent.lookupcommand parameter in the agent documentation.

• The script or command file is located in one of the following directories:
– The directory the agent is installed in
– WINDOWS\system32 directory on the agent computer
– WINDOWS\system directory on the agent computer
– WINDOWS directory on the agent computer
– Any other directory whose path is set in the system path or user path on the agent computer

NOTE
Environment variables are not currently supported in the CMDNAME statement for Windows jobs.

Example: Specify the Script Name Without the Full Path

In this example, an agent named WINAGENT runs a script named procscript.bat. The path to procscript.bat is set in the
system path on the agent computer and the agent is configured to search for paths to command and script files.

APPL WINTEST

NT_JOB PROCSCRIPT

   AGENT WINAGENT

   CMDNAME procscript.bat

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Run Windows Command Interpreter
You can schedule a job to run a command using the Windows command interpreter (cmd.exe).
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To run the Windows command interpreter

1. Specify the path to cmd.exe using the CMDNAME statement in the job definition.
The path to cmd.exe depends on your Windows operating system version. For example, on Windows NT, the path is
C:\WINNT\system32\cmd.exe.

2. Pass arguments to cmd.exe using the ARGS statement.
You must enclose the arguments in double quotation marks and precede the argument with the /C switch.

You can do this to run any cmd.exe command.

Example: Copy a File to Another Location

Running cmd.exe can be helpful in an application that monitors for file activity. For example, an application can contain
a file trigger job that monitors for the creation of a file. When the file is created, ESP completes the File Trigger job and
releases the following successor job. The successor job uses cmd.exe to copy the file to another location.

NT_JOB COPY

   AGENT NT30

   RUN DAILY

   CMDNAME C:\Windows\system32\cmd.exe

   ARGS "/C copy C:\env.txt C:\test\env.txt”

ENDJOB

Use a Windows Job Object to Manage Job Processing Properties
You can use a Windows job object to manage processing properties (such as processor usage, memory usage, and
process priority) for a group of Windows jobs. A Windows job object lets you group processes together and control their
attributes as a single entity.

You can create a new Windows job object and associate a job with it or you can associate a job with an existing job
object. After all processes associated with a job object complete, the job object no longer exists.

To define a Windows job object, add the JOBOBJECT statement in the job definition.

Example: Create a New Windows Job Object and Assign a Windows Job to It

The following job definition creates a Windows job object called payjobsobject. Payjobsobject can use up to 40 MB of
memory (41943040 bytes) and 1 hour of CPU time (3600000 milliseconds) for all processes it contains. Each process
associated with payjobsobject has a higher than normal priority and can use up to 500 KB of memory (512000 bytes) and
3 minutes of CPU time (180000 milliseconds). Payjobsobject can have up to 10 simultaneously active processes.

APPL WINTEST

NT_JOB JOTEST

   AGENT WINAGENT

   CMDNAME myscript.bat

   JOBOBJECT payjobsobject CREATE JOBMEMORY(41943040) +

      PROCESSMEMORY(512000) JOBTIME(3600000) PROCESSTIME(180000) +

      PRIORITY(ABOVE_NORMAL) PROCESSLIMIT(10)

   RUN OCT 2, 2006

ENDJOB
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Access Network Resources
When your agent runs as a Windows service, you can schedule Windows workload that accesses network resources. For
example, you can specify UNC names and share names in your job definition.

Usually, when running Windows programs as a service, you are restricted to how you can access data on remote
computers. For example, to access data on a remote computer as a specified user ID, you must run the Windows service
with that user ID.

With the agent, however, those restrictions do not apply. Instead of running the agent service with a specific user ID, you
can specify the user ID with the USER statement in your job definition. To use the USER statement, your agent must run
as a Windows service under the local system account (the default configuration).

Access Network Resources

Follow these steps:

1. Verify with your agent administrator that the agent is running as a Windows service under the local system account.
2. Ask your scheduling manager administrator to define a user ID and password on the scheduling manager that has

access to the file on the remote Windows system.
3. Specify the file name using the CMDNAME statement in the job definition.

NOTE

• You can specify UNC (Universal Naming Convention) names. A UNC name is the name of a file or other
resource that begins with two backslashes (\\), indicating that it exists on a remote computer.

• You can specify share names. A share name is an alias for the path the resource exists in.
• You can specify the share names C$ and ADMIN$ if the agent service logs on to a remote Windows

server as a user with administrative authority. The agent can then access remote resources that are not
marked as shared.

4. Specify the user ID and the domain the user ID belongs to using the USER statement in the job definition.

NOTE

• Before accessing network resources with your agent, verify that you are complying with the terms of your
agent license agreement. In most situations, you are permitted to access data on remote computers;
however, scripts or executable files run by an agent should use the CPU and memory of the computer where
the agent resides.

• Although not recommended, your agent administrator can run the agent as a Windows service under a
local user account (the This Account option). When you run the service under a local user account, when
the service starts, it runs using the security context of the specified user account. If the user account and
password are valid, the service process has access to network resources.

• When you access a remote computer from an agent on Windows, the user ID defined in the USER statement
or in the This Account option is a domain user. If the local and remote servers are standalone servers, you
must have the same user IDs and passwords defined on both servers.

• Some Windows 2000 applications do not run correctly when they are run remotely from the Windows NT 4.0
operating system.

• For more information on configuring and running the agent as a Windows service, see the agent
documentation.
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Examples

Example: Run Command on Remote Server

In this example, the path c:\WINNT\Profiles\Visitor\Desktop\ has the share name MyDesktop. The command notify.cmd is
in that path on the CYBNT server. JDOE is a user ID in the CYBDOM domain and has access to the notify.cmd command.
JDOE's password is defined in ESP using the PASSWORD command.

In your job definition, you can specify the UNC name and share name in the CMDNAME statement and the user ID in the
USER statement, as follows:

NT_JOB CMDJOB

   AGENT NT20

   RUN DAILY

   CMDNAME \\CYBNT\MyDesktop\notify.cmd

   USER CYBDOM\JDOE

ENDJOB

Example: Run Executable in Public Folder on Remote Server

In this example, the agent runs calc.exe on the CYBNT server. CYBUSER is a user ID in the CYBDOM domain.
CYBUSER is defined in ESP and has access permission to the public folder.

NT_JOB NT30JOB

   AGENT NT30

   RUN DAILY

   CMDNAME \\CYBNT\public\calc.exe

   USER CYBDOM\CYBUSER

ENDJOB

Example: Access Remote Resource Using the C$ Share Name

In this example, drive C is accessed by an administrator over the network through an agent. The agent is running under
the System Account option. The agent runs the test application in the c:\working directory on the server CYBNT. The
directory c:\working is not a shared resource. The user admin1 is a valid user on both the local and remote computers and
belongs to the Administrators group. admin1 is also in the CYBDOM domain.

NT_JOB NT30JOB

   AGENT NT30

   RUN DAILY

   CMDNAME \\CYBNT\C$\working\test

   USER CYBDOM\admin1

ENDJOB

Specify User ID and Password

You can define a Windows job to access Windows network resources by specifying the user ID and the domain name the
user ID belongs to using the USER statement. The resources are accessed under the specified user ID.

NOTE
To use the USER statement in a Windows job, your agent must run as a Windows service under the local
system account.
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If the user ID requires a password, your administrator must define the password on the scheduling manager. For security
reasons, you do not define the password in the job definition. Your administrator must define and store the password in a
secure repository using the PASSWORD command.

When you specify a user ID that requires a password in a job definition, the scheduling manager sends the agent the user
ID and password pair (the password is encrypted). The scheduling manager searches the repository for an entry matching
the specified user name with the job type and a qualifier equal to the agent name. This search returns a password
that most closely matches the search parameters. If there are no matching entries, an entry with no type or qualifier is
returned.

The following job types require a user password:

• Database
• FTP
• JMX
• PeopleSoft
• SAP
• Windows

NOTE
If you define the user ID in the Services setup on the Windows computer instead of using the USER statement,
you need to define the password in the Services setup also.

Send Exit Code from Batch File (SetExitC Utility)
You can use the SetExitC utility and the ERRORLEVEL variable to send the exit code from a Windows batch file to ESP.

A Windows batch file can contain multiple commands, which run in the order they appear in the batch file. If error handling
has not been coded in the batch file, only the exit code returned by the final command is sent to ESP by the agent.

When multiple commands are run in batch files, it is the user's responsibility to code the batch file to return the appropriate
exit code under specified conditions. You can use the SetExitC utility to send a specific exit code to ESP, or you can use
the system-defined variable ERRORLEVEL to capture the exit code returned by the command.

When a command stops running, it returns an exit code. For example, the value 0 is usually returned when a program
ends successfully. The exit code is stored in the ERRORLEVEL variable. If there is no SetExitC statement in the batch
file, the ERRORLEVEL of the final command is sent to ESP.

You can use the ERRORLEVEL variable and the SetExitC statement to manage error handling within batch files. Use the
ERRORLEVEL variable to set exit codes as conditions. Use the SetExitC statement to send the exit code stored in the
ERRORLEVEL variable to ESP.

You also can use the ESPmgr utility to send messages to the scheduling manager, for example, after successful
completion of each command.

NOTE
When you run a Windows executable (.exe) file that does not end successfully, the agent sends the Win32
error code to ESP. The associated Windows error message appears in the Status column of CSF and in
the transmitter.log file. Similarly, when you use the SetExitC utility to send an exit code to ESP, the agent
associates the user-defined exit code with the corresponding Win32 error message. Again, the Windows error
message appears in the User Status column and the transmitter.log file, but in this case, the message does not
necessarily mean that your batch file encountered the problem stated in the message.

SetExitC Utility: Send Exit Code to ESP

SetExitC is a utility that is shipped with WA Agent for Windows. You can use the SetExitC utility in a batch file to send the
exit code stored in the ERRORLEVEL variable to ESP.
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The utility has the following format:

SetExitC code

code
Specifies the exit code to send to ESP. You can specify a specific exit code, or you can use a variable to capture
the code returned by an application. When you specify a valid Win32 error code, the Win32 error message
associated with that code appears in the Status column of CSF and in the transmitter.log file. If there is no Win32
error message for the code that you specify, the message unknown error appears.

NOTE

• To have either the message SUCCESS or FAILURE appear for a specific exit code, use the EXITCODE
statement in your job definition, for example:

EXITCODE 100 SUCCESS

• SetExitC must be the last line in the batch file. Only one exit code per batch file can be returned using the
SetExitC utility.

 

Example: Manage Error Handling Using ERRORLEVEL and SetExitC

In this example, the batch file runs three commands in sequence. If an error occurs for one of the commands, the agent
sends the exit code for that command to ESP and stops processing the batch file. If the batch file completes successfully,
the exit code 0 is sent to ESP.

command1

IF NOT %ERRORLEVEL% EQU 0 GOTO done

"%ESPAGENTDIR%\ESPMGR" "%ESPOBJECT% STATE EXEC Status(command1 is complete)"

command2

IF NOT %ERRORLEVEL% EQU 0 GOTO done

"%ESPAGENTDIR%\ESPMGR" "%ESPOBJECT% STATE EXEC Status(command2 is complete)"

command3

IF NOT %ERRORLEVEL% EQU 0 GOTO done

"%ESPAGENTDIR%\ESPMGR" "%ESPOBJECT% STATE EXEC Status(command3 is complete)"

:done

echo end of batch program

"%ESPAGENTDIR%\SetExitC" %ERRORLEVEL%

The ESPmgr utility is used to send step-processing messages. As each command completes successfully, a message is
sent to ESP.

NOTE
If there are spaces in the path of the agent's working directory (for example, c:\Program Files\CA\WA System
Agent), you must put double quotation marks around the ESPAGENTDIR variable and the command, as shown
in this example.

Example: Send a User-Defined Exit Code to ESP

The following shows the last line of the payroll.cmd batch file:

.

.

.
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"%ESPAGENTDIR%\SetExitC" 100

In this example, the SetExitC utility is used to send return code 100 to ESP.

The following example shows the PAYROLL job definition, which runs the batch file payroll.cmd:

APPL WINJOB

NT_JOB PAYROLL

   AGENT NT_NY

   RUN DAILY

   CMDNAME c:\commands\payroll.cmd

   EXITCODE 100 SUCCESS

   EXITCODE 0 SUCCESS

ENDJOB

In this example, the EXITCODE statement is used to define exit code 100 as SUCCESS, indicating successful completion
of the command.

NOTE
If exit code 100 was not defined as SUCCESS, the agent would associate it with the Win32 error code 100. The
error message "Cannot create another system semaphore" would appear in the User Status column of CSF and
in the transmitter.log file.

Example: Send an Exit Code to ESP from a Visual Basic Script

The following shows the last line of the pay.vbs Visual Basic script:

.

.

Wscript.Quit 100

In this example, the function Wscript.Quit is used to send exit code 100 to ESP from a Visual Basic script.

The following example shows the PAYROLL job definition, which runs the pay.vbs script:

APPL WINJOB

NT_JOB PAYROLL

   AGENT NT_NY

   RUN DAILY

   CMDNAME c:\winnt\system32\wscript.exe

   ARGS c:\programs\pay.vbs

ENDJOB

In this example, the CMDNAME statement invokes the Visual Basic command interpreter wscript.exe. The ARGS
statement passes the name of the Visual Basic script to run pay.vbs.

The Wscript.Quit function (shown in the preceding example) is used in Visual Basic scripts to return an exit code to
the operating system. For another programming language, you will need to use the function that corresponds to that
language.

Wake on LAN Jobs
You can save energy using the agent's Wake on LAN (WOL) feature to automate the startup and shutdown of your
computers. WOL lets you define and schedule WOL jobs to send a signal to a server to turn it on. When the server is no
longer needed, you can schedule a different job to power it down.
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NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows. Your agent administrator must
configure the agent to support WOL.

Wake on LAN (WOL) is a hardware and software solution that lets you wake up a computer remotely. The solution
requires an ACPI-compliant computer and a special software program that sends a signal to the computer's network
card to wake it up. The agent provides the AMD magic packet to broadcast the signal to a computer that has been soft-
powered-down (ACPI D3-warm state).

Define Wake on LAN Jobs

You can define a Wake on LAN (WOL_JOB) job to send a signal to a server to turn it on. The job can wake up a remote
computer that has been soft-powered-down (ACPI D3-warm state).

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows.

Required Statements

To define a Wake on LAN job, you must specify the following statements:

• AGENT -- at the workload object or the application level
• BROADCAST
• MAC

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for a Wake on LAN job:

• TIMEOUT
• WAKEHOST
• WAKEPORTS
• USER

Example: Broadcast the WOL Signal and Complete Immediately

This example broadcasts the WOL signal to the server identified by the 172.16.0.0 IP address and the 00-11-43-73-38-DC
MAC address. After the WOL signal is sent, the job completes immediately without verifying whether the signal worked.

WOL_JOB SIGNAL.TEST

   AGENT AGENTNME

   BROADCAST 172.16.0.0

   MAC 00-11-43-73-38-DC

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Broadcast the WOL Signal and Ping a Port

This example broadcasts the WOL signal to the server identified by the 172.16.00 IP address and the 00-1E-4F-C1-0F-FE
MAC address. After the WOL signal is sent, the agent pings port 7 of the host computer to ensure it is available. If port 7 is
available, the job completes successfully; otherwise, it fails. The job uses the default timeout for the ping.

WOL_JOB PING.TEST

   AGENT AGENTNME

   WAKEHOST host

   WAKEPORTS 7

   BROADCAST 172.16.0.0
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   MAC 00-1E-4F-C1-0F-FE

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

File Trigger Jobs
File Trigger jobs let you monitor file activity. You can define File Trigger jobs for UNIX, Linux, Windows, or i5/OS systems.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, Windows, or i5/OS.

The File Trigger job can monitor when a file is created, updated, deleted, expanded, or shrunk, and when a file exists or
does not exist.

Example: Monitor for an Update to a File

Suppose that a File Trigger job named PAYDATA monitors for an update to the payroll.dat file on a Windows computer.
When the file is updated, the job completes and the scheduling manager releases a job named PAYRUN.

The following diagram shows the scenario:

Figure 112: Diagram with a Sample File Trigger Job
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Define File Trigger Jobs
You can use a File Trigger (FILE_TRIGGER) job to monitor file activity and release jobs based on that activity or trigger
an alert. You can define File Trigger jobs for UNIX and Windows systems. The File Trigger job can monitor when a file is
created, updated, deleted, expanded, or shrunk, and when a file exists or does not exist.

Required Statements

To define a File Trigger job, you must specify the following statements:

• AGENT -- at the workload object or the application level
• FILENAME

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for a File Trigger job:

• JOBCLASS
• USER

Example: Monitor Daily Update to Payroll File on a Windows Computer

Suppose that you want to create an application to monitor for a daily update to a payroll.dat file on a Windows computer.
When the file is updated, a z/OS job (PAYRUN) runs.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'PAYROLL.JCLLIB'

FILE_TRIGGER PAYDATA

   AGENT NT_NY

   FILENAME c:\data\payroll.dat UPDATE

   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE PAYRUN

ENDJOB

JOB PAYRUN

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Use Wildcards to Specify a File Name on a Windows Computer

A File Trigger job (JOBDATA) is triggered if any file with a file name that starts with PID, ends with four characters, and
has any extension is created in the /usr/data directory.

APPL NEWFILE

FILE_TRIGGER JOBDATA

   AGENT SYSAGENT

   FILENAME 'd:\others\PID????.*' CREATE

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Monitor Daily Update to Payroll File on a UNIX Computer

Suppose that you want to create an application to monitor for a daily update to a payroll file on a UNIX computer. When
the file is updated, a z/OS job (PAYRUN) runs.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'PAYROLL.JCLLIB'

FILE_TRIGGER PAYDATA
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   AGENT UNIX_NY

   FILENAME /usr/data/payroll UPDATE

   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE PAYRUN

ENDJOB

JOB PAYRUN

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Use Wildcards to Specify a File Name on a UNIX Computer

A File Trigger job (JOBDATA) is triggered if any file with a file name that starts with PID, ends with four characters, and
has any extension is created in the /usr/data directory.

APPL NEWFILE

FILE_TRIGGER JOBDATA

   AGENT SYSAGENT

   FILENAME '/usr/data/PID????.*' CREATE

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Monitor File Owned by UNIX Owner or Group
You can define a File Trigger job to monitor a file that is owned by a specific UNIX owner or group. If the file is not owned
by the specified owner or group, the following occurs:

• The job continues monitoring if the file trigger type is CREATE.
• The job completes if the file trigger type is DELETE or NOTEXIST.
• The job fails if the file trigger type is EXPAND, EXIST, SHRINK, or UPDATE.

NOTE
You can monitor a file owned by a specific owner or group on i5/OS if the file is not a QSYS object.

To monitor a file that is owned by a UNIX owner or group, specify the OWNER or GROUP operands in the FILENAME
statement in the job definition.

Example: Monitor for the Creation of a File that Is Owned by a Specified UNIX User ID

A File Trigger job (PAYDATA) is triggered if a /data/payroll.dat file is created on a UNIX computer and the file is owned by
JDOE.

• If the file does not exist when the job is readied, the trigger does not occur until the file is created.
• If the file exists and the owner of the file is JDOE when the job is readied, the trigger occurs immediately.
• If the file exists or is created, but the owner of the file is not JDOE, the job does not complete. It waits until all specified

criteria are satisfied, including the OWNER criteria. If the owner of the file changes to JDOE, the job completes.

APPL PAYROLL

FILE_TRIGGER PAYDATA

   AGENT SYSAGENT

   FILENAME /data/payroll.dat CREATE OWNER(JDOE)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB
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Example: Monitor for the Existence of a File that Is Owned by a Specified UNIX Group

A File Trigger job (PAYDATA) is triggered if a /data/payroll.dat file exists on a UNIX computer and the file is owned by the
group ACCTS.

• If the file exists and the file is owned by the group ACCTS when the job is readied, the trigger completes successfully.
• If the file exists and the file is not owned by the group ACCTS when the job is readied, the file trigger fails.

APPL PAYROLL

FILE_TRIGGER PAYDATA

   AGENT SYSAGENT

   FILENAME /data/payroll.dat EXIST GROUP(ACCTS)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Monitor File on Remote Windows Computer
You can define a File Trigger job to monitor a file on a remote Windows system if the agent runs as a Windows service
under the local system account.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify with your agent administrator that the agent is running as a Windows service under the local system account.
2. Ask your scheduling manager administrator to define a user ID and password on the scheduling manager that has

access to the file on the remote Windows computer.
3. Specify the file name to monitor in the FILENAME statement in the job definition using UNC (Universal Naming

Convention). A UNC name is the name of a file or other resource that begins with two backslashes (\\), indicating that
it exists on a remote computer.

4. Specify the user ID and the domain the user ID belongs to in the USER statement.

Example: Monitor for an Update to a File on a Remote Windows System

Suppose that a File Trigger job (PAYDATA) monitors for an update to the payroll.dat file on a remote Windows computer
named CYBNT. The job runs under JSMITH, which is a user ID on CYBNT and is in the CYBDOM domain. JSMITH is
defined on the scheduling manager and has access to the AccountingFiles directory.

APPL PAYROLL

FILE_TRIGGER PAYDATA

   AGENT SYSAGENT

   FILENAME \\CYBNT\AccountingFiles\payroll.dat UPDATE

   RUN DAILY

   USER CYBDOM\JSMITH

ENDJOB

FTP Jobs
Using your agent, you can automate FTP transfers with an FTP job. The FTP job can upload data to or download data
from an existing FTP server or another agent as an FTP server. The FTP job always acts as an FTP client.

You can use an FTP job to automate the following:

• Download an ASCII or binary file from a remote FTP server to your agent computer.
• Upload an ASCII or binary file from your agent computer to a remote FTP server.
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Your agent administrator can set up the agent to run as an FTP client, FTP server, or both.

Run the Agent as an FTP Client

If the agent runs as an FTP client, the agent can log in to remote FTP servers and download files from and upload files to
those servers.

The following diagram shows the relationship between an agent running as an FTP client, the scheduling manager, and
an FTP server:

Figure 113: Diagram with FTP Client, Scheduling Manager and FTP Server Relationships

NOTE
The FTP user ID used to connect to the FTP server must be defined on the scheduling manager.

When the agent runs as an FTP client only, other FTP clients (such as other agents) cannot log in to the agent to transfer
files. To let other FTP clients log in and transfer files, the agent administrator needs to set up the agent to run as an FTP
server.

Run the Agent as an FTP Server

The agent supports a built-in FTP server capability. You can enable the agent to act as a generic FTP server in addition to
its other roles. This server adheres to the security rules established for the agent.

NOTE
To use the agent as an FTP server, you must configure the agent during installation or set the agent parameter
ftp.noserver to false.
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If the agent runs as an FTP server, clients can log in to the agent and transfer files.

The following diagram shows the relationship between an agent running as an FTP server, the scheduling manager, and
another agent running as an FTP client:

Figure 114: Diagram with Scheduling Manager and Two Agents

 

NOTE
The FTP user ID used to connect to the agent running as an FTP server must be defined on that agent and the
scheduling manager.

If you configure the agent as an FTP server, the agent can handle ASCII and binary file transfers, wildcard requests,
simple GET and PUT requests for single files, and MGET and MPUT requests for multiple files.

The agent has a secure store of FTP server user IDs and associated passwords. The ftpusers.txt file, located in the
directory where the agent is installed, stores these user IDs and their corresponding hashed passwords.

The agent running as an FTP server does not support anonymous FTP requests. For audit purposes, the agent provides a
detailed log of all FTP requests.

Define FTP Jobs
You can define an FTP (FTP_JOB) job to automate FTP transfers. The output is directed to the spool file through an FTP
server.

Required Statements

To define an FTP job, you must specify the following statements:
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• AGENT -- at the workload object or the application level
• LOCALFILENAME
• REMOTEFILENAME
• SERVERADDR
• TRANSFERCODETYPE
• TRANSFERDIRECTION
• USER

NOTE
Because the USER statement requires the PASSWORD command, refer to the PASSWORD command.

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for an FTP job:

• JOBCLASS
• LOCALUSER
• SERVERPORT
• SITECMD

Example: Download a File from a UNIX System to a Windows System

In this example, a file named textfile is downloaded from a UNIX system and then copied to a local Windows system. Note
that the two locations include a complete path statement. After the download is complete, the job FTPJOB2.DOWNLOAD
is released for execution.

FTP_JOB FTPTEST1.DOWNLOAD

   AGENT R6AGENT

   USER test

   SERVERADDR hpunix

   SERVERPORT 5222

   TRANSFERDIRECTION DOWNLOAD

   TRANSFERCODETYPE A

   REMOTEFILENAME /u1/qatest/ftpdata/textfile

   LOCALFILENAME c:\qatest\ftpdata\textfile

   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE FTPJOB2.DOWNLOAD

ENDJOB

Transfer Files Using SSL FTP
If the FTP server supports SSL FTP and the agent FTP client has SSL FTP configured, you can securely transfer data
using Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) communication.

NOTE

• To transfer data using SSL, the FTP server must have SSL FTP enabled and the FTP client must have SSL
configured (SSL FTP can be enabled or disabled).

• If you do not specify the SSL operand, the data is transferred using the default FTP setting (regular FTP or
SSL FTP) set on the agent FTP client as follows:
– If the agent FTP client has SSL FTP enabled, all FTP jobs on that agent automatically use SSL FTP. If

the FTP server does not support SSL FTP, you must set the SSL operand in the TRANSFERCODETYPE
statement to NO. Otherwise, the job will fail.

– If the agent FTP client has SSL FTP disabled, all FTP jobs on that agent automatically use regular FTP.
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To transfer files using SSL FTP, specify the SSL operand in the TRANSFERCODETYPE statement in the job definition.

Example: Upload a File from a Local Computer to a Remote Windows Server Using SSL FTP

In this example, the agent runs on a local computer as an FTP client and has SSL FTP configured but not enabled. The
remote Windows server has SSL FTP configured and enabled.

Figure 115: Example of SSL FTP Upload by SSL FTP-disabled Agent

The following FTP job uploads the filename.txt file from the agent FTP client to the c:\uploaded_files directory on a remote
Windows server. The SSL operand in the TRANSFERCODETYPE statement is set to YES to transfer the file securely.
Although the agent FTP client does not have SSL FTP enabled, the file will be uploaded using SSL FTP because the
configuration requirements are met (the agent FTP client has SSL FTP configured and the FTP server has SSL FTP
enabled).

FTP_JOB FTP_UPLOAD

   AGENT R7AGENT

   USER user1

   SERVERADDR winserver

   SERVERPORT 21

   TRANSFERDIRECTION U

   TRANSFERCODETYPE U SSL(YES)

   REMOTEFILENAME c:\uploaded_files\filename.txt

   LOCALFILENAME d:\files_to_upload\filename.txt

   RUN Jan 12, 2007

ENDJOB

Example: Download a File from a Remote UNIX Server that Does Not Support SSL FTP to a Local Computer that
Supports SSL FTP

In this example, the agent runs on a local computer as an FTP client and has SSL FTP enabled (all FTP jobs on the agent
computer run using SSL FTP by default). The remote UNIX server does not support SSL FTP.
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Figure 116: Example of SSL FTP Upload on Non-SSL FTP Server

The following FTP job downloads the filename.txt file from the remote UNIX server to the c:\downloaded_files directory on
the local computer. Because the FTP server does not support SSL FTP, the SSL operand in the TRANSFERCODETYPE
statement is set to NO so the job does not fail.

FTP_JOB FTP_DOWNLOAD

   AGENT R7AGENT

   USER user1

   SERVERADDR hpunix

   SERVERPORT 5222

   TRANSFERDIRECTION D

   TRANSFERCODETYPE A SSL(NO)

   REMOTEFILENAME /files_to_download/filename.txt

   LOCALFILENAME c:\downloaded_files\filename.txt

   RUN Jan 12, 2007

ENDJOB

Compress Data for FTP
When running FTP workload between an FTP client and FTP server that are both run on the agent software, you can
compress the data for the transfer by specifying the compression level in the job definition.

NOTE
If the compression level is specified and the FTP server or the FTP client does not run on the agent, the data will
be transferred without compression.

To compress the data that you want to transfer, specify the compression level using the COMPRESS operand in
the TRANSFERCODETYPE statement. The compression level is a one-digit value from 0 to 9, where 0 is no data
compression and 9 is the best data compression.
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Example: Compress a File

In this example, the local computer has an agent running as an FTP client. The remote computer has an agent running as
an FTP server. Both computers operate on a low bandwidth network.

The following FTP job downloads a large file named largefile.txt from the remote server to the FTP client. The computers
are on a low bandwidth network, so the data is compressed at compression level 3.

FTP_JOB FTPJOB

   AGENT WINAGENT

   USER user1

   SERVERADDR aixunix

   SERVERPORT 5222

   TRANSFERDIRECTION D

   TRANSFERCODETYPE A COMPRESS(3)

   REMOTEFILENAME /files_to_download/largefile.txt

   LOCALFILENAME c:\downloaded_files\largefile.txt

   RUN Jan 12, 2007

ENDJOB

Send Your FTP Commands to FTP Servers
When you define an FTP job, you can specify one or more commands to execute prior to file transfer. You can use this
feature to send site-specific FTP commands to FTP servers.

To send a site-specific FTP command to an FTP server, add the SITECMD statement in the job definition. You can specify
multiple SITECMD statements in an FTP job.

Example: Send Two FTP Commands to an FTP Server

The following job sends two site-specific commands to the FTP server prior to transferring a file:

FTP_JOB CYBJK.FTP

   AGENT FTPAGENT

   USER user1

   SERVERADDR ftp.ca.com

   SERVERPORT 21

   DIRECTION D

   TRANSFERCODETYPE E COMPRESS(8)

   REMOTENAME /pub/cazip.exe

   LOCALFILENAME /tmp/bla

   SITECMD site date

   SITECMD site recfm=FB

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Verify FTP Job Status
You can verify that the transfer completed successfully without file corruption.

To verify that the transfer completed successfully, check the job's spool file for the following responses:

• If the data was transferred using SSL FTP, the spool file contains the following response:
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AUTH TLS

234 AUTH command OK. Initializing SSL connection.

• If the data was compressed and transferred without file corruption, the spool file contains a response as follows:

Downloaded 81920/26119 bytes (original/compressed) in 0.161 seconds, 496.89 Kbytes/sec.

• If the file was downloaded successfully, the spool file contains the following response:

Download successful

Secure FTP Jobs
You can define a job to transfer binary files between an agent computer and a remote computer securely. You can upload
to or download data from a remote server. The data is encrypted during the transfer.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows.

You can define the following job types to transfer a file securely:

Secure Copy
Lets you securely transfer binary files using the Secure Copy Protocol (SCP). The SCP protocol does not support
wildcard transfers.

NOTE
Your agent administrator must configure the agent as an FTP client using the Secure Copy Protocol.

Secure FTP
Lets you securely transfer binary files using the Secure File Transfer Protocol (SFTP). The SFTP protocol
supports wildcard transfers, so you can upload multiple files to a remote computer.

NOTE
Your agent administrator must configure the agent as an FTP client using the Secure File Transfer
Protocol.

Define Secure Copy Jobs

You can define a Secure Copy (SCP_JOB) job to transfer binary files using the Secure Copy Protocol (SCP). The SCP
protocol does not support wildcard transfers.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows.

Required Statements

To define a Secure Copy job, specify the following statements:

• AGENT
• LOCALFILENAME
• REMOTEDIR
• REMOTEFILENAME
• SERVERADDR
• TRANSFERDIRECTION
• USER

Optional Statements
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You can specify the following optional statements for a Secure Copy job:

• LOCALUSER
• SERVERPORT
• TARGETOSTYPE

Example: Download a File Using the Secure Copy Protocol

This example downloads the install.log1 file from the root directory on the chi-linux server to the c:\temp directory using
the Secure Copy Protocol (SCP):

SCP_JOB SCP8.DOWNLOAD

   AGENT winagent

   LOCALNAME C:\temp\install.log1

   REMOTEFILENAME install.log1

   REMOTEDIR /root

   SERVERADDR chi-linux

   SERVERPORT 22

   TRANSFERDIRECTION DOWNLOAD

   USER causer

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Define Secure FTP Jobs

You can define a Secure FTP (SFTP_JOB) job to transfer binary files using the Secure File Transfer Protocol (SFTP). The
SFTP protocol supports wildcard transfers, so you can upload multiple files to a remote computer.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows.

Required Statements

To define a Secure FTP job, specify the following statements:

• AGENT
• LOCALFILENAME
• REMOTEDIR
• SERVERADDR
• TRANSFERDIRECTION
• USER

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for a Secure FTP job:

• LOCALUSER
• REMOTEFILENAME

NOTE
If the LOCALFILENAME statement does not contain a wildcard, the REMOTEFILENAME statement is
required.

• SERVERPORT
• TARGETOSTYPE

Example: Upload a File Using the Secure File Transfer Protocol
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This example uploads the logs.tar file to the /u/tmp directory on the hpsupport server. The job uses the Secure File
Transfer Protocol (SFTP).

SFTP_JOB UPLOAD

   AGENT winagent

   TRANSFERDIRECTION UPLOAD

   SERVERADDR hpsupport

   REMOTEDIR /u/tmp

   REMOTENAME logs.tar

   LOCALNAME D:\temp\logs.tar

   USER causer

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Upload Multiple Files Using the Secure File Transfer Protocol

This example uploads the files in the c:\temp\upload directory to the /u1/build/uploaded directory on the aixunix server.
The job uses the Secure File Transfer Protocol (SFTP). The LOCALNAME statement contains a wildcard; therefore, the
REMOTENAME statement is not required.

SFTP_JOB UPLOAD2

   AGENT winagent

   SERVERADDR aixunix

   TRANSFERDIRECTION UPLOAD

   USER causer

   REMOTEDIR /u1/build/uploaded

   LOCALNAME c:\temp\upload\*

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Micro Focus Jobs
The Micro Focus Net Express JCL engine lets you run your mainframe JCL and COBOL programs in a Windows or UNIX
environment.

You can schedule and control your Micro Focus jobs using your scheduling manager and WA Agent for Micro Focus. The
agent runs on the same system as the Micro Focus Enterprise Server and provides an interface to the Micro Focus Net
Express JCL engine.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and WA Agent for Micro Focus.

Define Micro Focus Jobs

You can define a Micro Focus (MF_JOB) job to run your mainframe JCL and COBOL programs in a Windows or UNIX
environment.

Required Statements

To define a Micro Focus job, you must specify the following statements:

• AGENT
• JCLCONTENT or JCLREFERENCE
• SERVERADDR or SERVERNAME
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Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for a Micro Focus job:

• ENVAR
• EXITCODE
• JOBCLASS
• MFUSER
• OSUSER
• VERSION

Example: Run a Micro Focus Job

This example runs Micro Focus job MTHINV.

APPL INVENTORY

MF_JOB MTHINV

  AGENT MFAGENT ROUTING

  JCLCONTENT C:\Prod\JCL\MTHINV1.JCL

  SERVERNAME PRODA

  ENVAR A=B

  MFUSER TomK

  VERSION JES3

ENDJOB

 

Monitoring Jobs
Monitoring jobs let you monitor different aspects of your system.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, Windows, or i5/OS.

You can define the following monitoring jobs:

CPU Monitoring
Lets you monitor CPU usage.

Disk Monitoring
Lets you monitor disk space.

IP Monitoring
Lets you monitor an IP address.

Process Monitoring
Lets you monitor process execution.

Text File Reading and Monitoring
Lets you search a text file for a string.

Windows Event Log Monitoring
Lets you monitor a Windows event log.

Windows Service Monitoring
Lets you monitor the status of Windows services.
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Define CPU Monitoring Jobs
You can define a CPU Monitoring (CPU_MON) job to monitor the CPU usage of the computer where the specified agent
is installed. The job can return the result either immediately or wait for the specified device to reach an active or inactive
state.

Required Statements

To define a CPU Monitoring job, you must specify the following statement:

• AGENT -- at the workload object or the application level

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statement for a CPU Monitoring job:

• CPU
• JOBCLASS
• USER
• WAITMODE

Example: Monitor CPU Availability Continuously

In this example, the agent returns information on the CPU capacity that is used within the range specified by the FROM
and TO operands. The CPU is monitored continuously.

CPU_MON CPUMON2.STMNT

   AGENT R6AGENT

   CPU FROM(75) TO(100) CONTINUOUS(CPU) USED

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Define Disk Monitoring Jobs
On Windows and UNIX systems, you can define a Disk Monitoring (DISK_MON) job to monitor the available or used
space on a disk or logical partition. On i5/OS systems, you can define a Disk Monitoring job to monitor storage space in
an auxiliary storage pool (ASP).

Using the DISK statement, you can tailor the monitoring conditions to specify a wide variety of conditions. Conditions
include available or used space expressed in kilobytes, megabytes, gigabytes, or as a percentage. The disk can be
monitored for a change amount (a delta). You can limit the delta by a "no change" amount so that if the change is within
the no change amount, no status is reported.

Required Statements

To define a Disk Monitoring job, you must specify the following statement:

• AGENT -- at the workload object or the application level
• DISK

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for a Disk Monitoring job:

• JOBCLASS
• USER
• WAITMODE

Example: Monitor Available Space on a Windows Drive
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In this example, the local C drive is monitored. The space available is monitored and the value is expressed in megabytes

DISK_MON DM1.STMNT

   AGENT SYSAGENT

   DISK C FORMAT(MB)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Monitor a Local Partition Continuously

In this example, a local partition is continuously monitored. The space used is monitored and the value is expressed as a
percentage. When the value for disk space used falls between 90 and 100 percent, an alert (DISK) is issued.

DISK_MON DM2.STMNT

   AGENT SYSAGENT

   DISK /export/home FORMAT(PERCENT) FROM(90) USED CONTINUOUS(DISK)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Monitor a Local Drive Continuously

In this sample procedure, the local C drive is continuously monitored. The space used is monitored and the value is
expressed as a percentage. When the value of disk space used is less than 16 percent or greater than 95 percent, an
alert (DISK) is issued.

DISK_MON DM3.STMNT

   AGENT SYSAGENT

   AFTER CHECK.PART7

   DISK C FORMAT(PERCENT) FROM(16) TO(95) USED OUTSIDE CONTINUOUS(DISK)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Define IP Monitoring Jobs
You can define an IP Monitoring (IP_MON) job to monitor an IP address or a port on an IP address. This type of job lets
you determine two statuses: Active or Inactive. The job can return the result either immediately or wait for the specified
device to reach an active or inactive state.

Required Statements

To define an IP Monitoring job, you must specify the following statements:

• AGENT -- at the workload object or the application level
• IPADDRESS
• STATUS

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for an IP Monitoring job:

• IPPORT
• JOBCLASS
• USER

Example: Verify that an Agent Is Running
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You can use IP_MON to verify that an agent is running. In this example, the agent IP address is 172.24.2.20 and the input
port is 9401. The following job completes if the agent is running.

IP_MON IP1

   AGENT R6AGENT

   IPADDRESS 172.24.2.20

   IPPORT 9401

   STATUS RUNNING NOW

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Define Process Monitoring Jobs
You can define a Process Monitoring (PROCESS_MON) job to monitor process execution on the computer where the
agent is installed. The monitor can either check for a process status and return it right away or wait until the process has
reached the specified status.

Required Statements

To define a Process Monitoring job, you must specify the following statements:

• AGENT -- at the workload object or the application level
• PROCESS
• STATUS

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for a Process Monitoring job:

• JOBCLASS
• USER

Example: Monitor the cybAgent.exe Process on Windows

In this example, the agent monitors the cybAgent.exe process. If the cybAgent.exe process is running, the jobs listed in
the RELEASE statement are released for execution.

PROCESS_MON PROCESS2.STMNT

   AFTER CHECK.PART3

   AGENT SYSAGENT

   PROCESS 'c:\Program Files\CA\WA System Agent\cybAgent.exe'

   STATUS RUNNING NOW

   RELEASE (PRPATH.JOB1, PRPATH.JOB2)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Monitor the cybAgent Process on UNIX

In this example, the agent monitors the cybAgent process. If the cybAgent process is running, the jobs listed in the
RELEASE statement are released for execution.

NOTE
You can also specify a PID number in place of the process name.

PROCESS_MON PROCESS2.STMNT

   AFTER CHECK.PART3
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   AGENT SYSAGENT

   PROCESS cybAgent

   STATUS RUNNING NOW

   RELEASE (PRPATH.JOB1, PRPATH.JOB2)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Define Text File Reading and Monitoring Jobs
You can define a Text File Reading and Monitoring (TEXT_MON) job to search a text file on a Windows or a UNIX
computer for a text string. For example, you can monitor a log file for an error message after a script executes.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, Windows, or i5/OS.

This type of job searches between an upper and lower boundary (line numbers) for a text string using a search mode that
can be line, regular expression or date and time.

Required Statements

To define a Text File Reading and Monitoring job, you must specify the following statements:

• AGENT -- at the workload object or the application level
• SEARCHRANGE
• TEXTFILE
• TEXTSTRING

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statement for a Text File Reading and Monitoring job:

• ENCODING
• JOBCLASS
• TIMEFORMAT
• USER
• WAITMODE

Example: Search for a Text String

In this example, the search is for a text string "CreateService failed". This job searches the text file component.txt for this
text string between lines 1 (the lower boundary) and 20 (the upper boundary). The job completes successfully when the
text string is found.

TEXT_MON TEXTMON2.ALL

   AGENT R6AGENT

   TEXTFILE c:\program files\cybermation\component.txt

   TEXTSTRING 'CreateService failed' EXIST

   SEARCHRANGE LINE FROM(1)TO(20)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Search for a Regular Expression

In this sample, the text string is a regular expression, as indicated by the REGEX operand in the SEARCHRANGE
statement.
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TEXT_MON JOB

   AGENT R6AGENT

   TEXTFILE '/agentdir/agentparm.txt'

   TEXTSTRING '^\w{4,10}\.'    EXIST

   SEARCHRANGE REGEX FROM(\A\W\sE)

   RELEASE JOBA

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

The regular expression can be interpreted as follows:

• ^ or \A -- match only at the beginning of a string (line)
• \Z or $ -- match only at the end of a string
• \w -- a word character [a-zA-Z0-9]
• \W -- a non-word character
• \s -- a whitespace character
• {4,10} -- match at least four times but not more than 10 times.

To illustrate the last item (4, 10), consider the following syntax:

TEXTSTRING 'b1{1,3}c'

Evaluating this expression yields the following conditions:

• The line contains the text b1.
• Numeric 1 should exist at least once, but not more than three times.
• The letter c must follow the specified text string.

Specify Character Encoding

When you define a Text File Reading and Monitoring job, you can specify the character encoding of the text file to be
monitored. For example, you can monitor a text file that contains data encoded in ISO-8859-1 (ISO Latin Alphabet No. 1
or ISO-LATIN-1).

To monitor a file with data encoded in a non-ASCII character set, add the ENCODING statement in the job definition.

Example: Monitor a Text File Encoded in ISO-8859-1

The following job monitors a text file that contains data encoded in ISO-8859-1 (ISO Latin Alphabet No. 1 or ISO-
LATIN-1). The job completes successfully if the specified string is found.

TEXT_MON TEXTFILE_JOB

   AGENT MONAGT

   TEXTFILE /export/home/logs/transactions.log

   TEXTSTRING 'ERROR MESSAGE'

   SEARCHRANGE LINE FROM(1) TO(50)

   ENCODING ISO-8859-1          

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB
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Define Windows Event Log Monitoring Jobs
You can define a Windows Event Log Monitoring (EVENTLOG_MON) job to monitor a Windows event log on a local
computer. The monitor returns the most recent event available or continuously monitors for events in a particular Windows
event log.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows.

Windows operating systems record events in different types of logs, including the following:

Application log
The application log contains events logged by applications or programs. For example, a database program might
record a file error in the application log.

System log
The system log contains events logged by the Windows 2000 system components. For example, the failure of a
driver or other system component to load during startup is recorded in the system log.

Security log
The security log can record security events such as valid and invalid logon attempts, as well as events related to
resource use, such as creating, opening, or deleting files.

For more information on Windows logs, select Start, Settings, Control Panel, Administrative Tools, Event Viewer. Select
any of the three log categories and double-click to view its property page.

Required Statements

To define a Windows Event Log Monitoring job, you must specify the following statements:

• AGENT -- at the workload object or the application level
• EVENTLOG

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for a Windows Event Log Monitoring job:

• EVENTCATEGORY
• EVENTCOMPUTER
• EVENTDESCRIPTION
• EVENTID
• EVENTSOURCE
• EVENTTIME
• EVENTTYPE
• JOBCLASS
• USER
• WAITMODE

Example: Monitor an Application Log Continuously

In this example, the event log for applications are monitored continuously and the agent issues an alert ELOG for all
instances of an INFO event type, where the event source is LLDSAPNT223, the event description contains the word
started, and the event ID is less than or equal to 4000.

EVENTLOG_MON EVENTLOG.TEST2

   AGENT SYSAGENT

   EVENTLOG Application CONTINUOUS(ELOG)

   EVENTTYPE info
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   EVENTCATEGORY None

   EVENTSOURCE LLDSAPNT223

   EVENTDESCRIPTION started

   EVENTID LE 4000

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Monitor an Application Log that Occurs on or after a Specified Date

The following Windows Event Log Monitoring job monitors an application log that occurs any time on or after January 11,
2006, 6:30 am. When the job finds an application log that occurs any time on or after that date and time, the job completes
successfully.

EVENTLOG_MON MONITORLOGJOB

   AGENT R7AGENT

   EVENTLOG Application

   EVENTTYPE info

   EVENTCATEGORY None

   EVENTSOURCE LLDSAPNT223

   EVENTTIME FROM('06:30:00AM jan 11 2006')

   RUN Feb 10, 2006

ENDJOB

Define Windows Service Monitoring Jobs
You can define a Windows Service Monitoring (SERVICE_MON) job to monitor services on a local Windows computer.
The monitor can check for a service status and return it right away or it can wait until the service has reached the specified
status.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows.

Required Statements

To define a Windows Service Monitoring job, you must specify the following statements:

• AGENT -- at the workload object or the application level
• SERVICENAME
• STATUS

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for a Windows Service Monitoring job:

• JOBCLASS
• USER

Example: Monitor a Service for a Status of RUNNING

In this example, the job monitors the service ESPdSeries for a status of RUNNING. The job waits until this status occurs
before it completes.

SERVICE_MON STATUS1.STMNT

   AGENT WINAGENT

   SERVICENAME ESPdSeries

   STATUS RUNNING WAIT
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   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

 

SNMP Jobs
The agent supports a built-in SNMP manager capability. You can enable the agent to act as an SNMP manager to emit
and listen for SNMP traps in addition to its other roles. The agent supports SNMP v1, v2, and v3. After the agent is
configured, you can define and run SNMP job types on the agent.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows.

You can define the following types of SNMP jobs:

SNMP Subscribe
Waits for an event to occur on a port. Using filters, you can trigger your policies according to the device that raised
the event or the enterprise, generic, or specific identifiers of the SNMP trap. You can use the SNMP Subscribe
job to monitor a network device for critical errors and automatically create a trouble ticket and perform level 1
diagnostics on the device.

SNMP Trap Send
Raises an SNMP event that can be detected by a network systems manager application. You can use the SNMP
Trap Send job to create events for policies that need to be tracked using an SNMP monitoring product.

SNMP Value Get
Queries a network device for the value of a variable that is assigned to a Management Information Base (MIB)
address. You can use the SNMP Value Get job to retrieve information about a network device to determine
whether an administrator needs to be notified.

SNMP Value Set
Modifies a variable on a network device. The variable is assigned to the MIB address that you specify. You can
use the SNMP Value Set job to update a variable that reports on the failure or success of a mission-critical policy.

Define SNMP Subscribe Jobs
You can define an SNMP Subscribe (SNPC_JOB) job to subscribe for SNMP trap information.

To listen for SNMP traps, the agent's trap listener must be configured.

NOTE
For information on configuring the agent's trap listener for SNMP Subscribe jobs, see the agent documentation.

Required Statements

To define an SNMP Subscribe job, you must specify the following statements:

• AGENT -- at the workload object or the application level
• FILTER
• MIB

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statement for an SNMP Subscribe job:

• DESTINATION
• JOBCLASS

Example: Subscribe to the First SNMP Trap the Agent Receives
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Suppose that you want the agent to subscribe to the first SNMP trap it receives. In this example, the name of the MIB file
is cybermation.mib. When the agent receives the first trap, the job completes.

SNPC_JOB SUBSCRIBE_FIRST

   AGENT SNMPAGENT

   MIB cybermation.mib

   FILTER .*

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Subscribe to All SNMP Traps the Agent Receives

Suppose that you want the agent to subscribe to all SNMP traps it receives. In this example, the name of the MIB file is
cybermation.mib. Whenever the agent receives a trap, an alert named ALRT is sent.

SNPC_JOB SUBSCRIBE_ALL

   AGENT SNMPAGENT

   MIB cybermation.mib CONTINUOUS(ALRT)

   FILTER .*

   RUN DAILY 

ENDJOB

Define SNMP Trap Send Jobs
You can define an SNMP Trap Send (SNPE_JOB) job to send SNMP trap information.

Required Statements

To define an SNMP Trap Send job, you must specify the following statements:

• AGENT -- at the workload object or the application level
• MIB
• SNMPNODE

In addition, if your SNMP version is v1 or v2, you must also specify the following statement:

• COMMUNITY

If your SNMP version is v3, you must also specify the following statements:

• AUTHPROTOCOL
• PRIVPROTOCOL
• SNMPUSER

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for an SNMP Trap Send job:

• DESTINATION
• JOBCLASS
• PARAMETER

In addition, if your SNMP version is v3, you can also specify the following statement:

• ENGINEID

Example: Send an SNMP Trap to a Network Device
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Suppose that you want to send the cybtrapstart trap to a network device using SNMP v3. In this example, five string
parameters are passed to the trap. The host name of the network device is localhost and its port is 162. The job uses the
AES privacy protocol and the SHA authentication protocol. The name of the MIB file is cybermation.mib and the default
engine ID is used. The credentials of user1 are used for authorization.

SNPE_JOB SENDTRAP

   AGENT SNMPAGENT

   MIB cybermation.mib

   SNMPNODE cybtrapstart HOST(localhost) PORT(162) VERSION(3)

   SNMPUSER user1

   AUTHPROTOCOL SHA

   PRIVPROTOCOL AES

   ENGINEID

   PARAMETER TYPE(snmp:string) VALUE(p1)

   PARAMETER TYPE(snmp:string) VALUE(p2)

   PARAMETER TYPE(snmp:string) VALUE(p3)

   PARAMETER TYPE(snmp:string) VALUE(p4)

   PARAMETER TYPE(snmp:string) VALUE(p5)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Define SNMP Value Get Jobs
You can define an SNMP Value Get (SNPG_JOB) job to retrieve the value of an SNMP variable.

Required Statements

To define an SNMP Value Get job, you must specify the following statements:

• AGENT -- at the workload object or the application level
• SNMPNODE

In addition, if your SNMP version is v1 or v2, you must also specify the following statement:

• COMMUNITY

If your SNMP version is v3, you must also specify the following statements:

• AUTHPROTOCOL
• PRIVPROTOCOL
• SNMPUSER

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for an SNMP Value Get job:

• DESTINATION
• JOBCLASS
• MIB

In addition, if your SNMP version is v3, you can also specify the following statements:

• CONTEXTENGINEID
• CONTEXTNAME

Example: Query a Network Device for the Value of an SNMP Variable
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Suppose that you want to know the value of the agentVersion variable hosted by a network device. In this example,
the host name of the network device is host.example.com and its port is 161. The SNMP version is v2 and the read
community is public. The name of the MIB file is cybermation.mib, which is located in the agent installation directory.

SNPG_JOB GETVAR

   AGENT SNMPAGENT

   MIB cybermation.mib

   SNMPNODE agentVersion HOST(host.example.com) PORT(161) VERSION(2)

   COMMUNITY public

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Query a Network Device for the Values of a Whole SNMP Subtree

Suppose that you want to retrieve the values of a whole SNMP subtree starting with the pluginManagerPluginsTable OID.

SNPG_JOB GETSUBTREE

   AGENT SNMPAGENT

   MIB cybermation.mib

   SNMPNODE pluginManagerPluginsTable HOST(host.example.com) PORT(161) +

     VERSION(2) SUBTREE

   COMMUNITY public

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Define SNMP Value Set Jobs
You can define an SNMP Value Set (SNPS_JOB) job to set the value of an SNMP variable.

Required Statements

To define an SNMP Value Set job, you must specify the following statements:

• AGENT -- at the workload object or the application level
• PARAMETER
• SNMPNODE

In addition, if your SNMP version is v1 or v2, you must also specify the following statement:

• COMMUNITY

If your SNMP version is v3, you must also specify the following statements:

• AUTHPROTOCOL
• PRIVPROTOCOL
• SNMPUSER

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for an SNMP Value Set job:

• DESTINATION
• JOBCLASS
• MIB
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NOTE
The MIB statement is required if the SNMPNODE statement specifies an OID (object identifier) in string (non-
numeric) format.

In addition, if your SNMP version is v3, you can also specify the following statements:

• CONTEXTENGINEID
• CONTEXTNAME

Example: Change the Value of an SNMP Variable using SNMP v2

Suppose that you want to set the value of the agentLogLevel variable to its highest level to diagnose a problem. In this
example, the host name of the network device is host.example.com and its port is 161. The SNMP version is v2 and the
read community is public. The name of the MIB file is cybermation.mib, which is located in the agent installation directory.

SNPS_JOB SETV2

   AGENT SNMPAGENT

   MIB cybermation.mib

   SNMPNODE agentLogLevel HOST(host.example.com) PORT(161) VERSION(2)

   COMMUNITY public

   PARAMETER TYPE(snmp:int) VALUE(8)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Change the Value of an SNMP Variable using SNMP v3

Suppose that you want to set the value of the OUT456789 variable using SNMP v3. In this example, the job uses the
AES privacy protocol and the MD5 authentication protocol. The OUT456789 variable belongs to the context named
contxtname within the SNMP entity identified by the hexadecimal value CAB0. The credentials of user user1 are used for
authorization.

SNPS_JOB SETV3

   AGENT SNMPAGENT

   SNMPUSER user1

   MIB 'c:\SNMP\MIBs\mymib.mib'   

   SNMPNODE OUT456789 HOST(example.com) VERSION(3)

   CONTEXTNAME contxtname

   CONTEXTENGINEID X'cab0'

   PRIVPROTOCOL AES

   AUTHPROTOCOL MD5

   PARAMETER TYPE(snmp:int) VALUE(8)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Remote Execution Jobs
The WA Agent for Remote Execution enables you to connect from ESP to UNIX, HP Integrity NonStop, and OpenVMS
systems through Telnet or Secure Shell (SSH2). With the WA Agent for Remote Execution, you can define and run remote
execution jobs.

To define a remote execution job, use the following ESP statement: PROXY_JOB Statement.

To run remote execution jobs, your system requires the WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and the WA Agent for
Remote Execution.
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The WA Agent for Remote Execution lets you do the following tasks:

• Execute commands or scripts on a remote system with the REMOTE_COMMAND statement.
• Pass environment variables to the commands or scripts with the ENVAR statement.
• Insert a remote execution job into an existing application with the APPLINS, ESPmgr, and MGRMSG commands.

You can also do the following CSF commands by entering W in CSF and selecting the number for the command from the
menu:

• Cancel Job -- Cancels a Remote Execution job; also available with the CSF WC command.
• Read Job Log -- Reads the job log for a Remote Execution job; also available with the CSF WJL command.
• Retrieve Spool File -- Retrieves the spool file output for a Remote Execution job; also available with the CSF WSF

command.
• Retrieve Spool File Reference -- Retrieves the path to the spool file for a Remote Execution job.

NOTE
For more information about Retrieve Spool File Reference, see the agent documentation.

Defining Remote Execution Jobs

The PROXY_JOB statement starts a remote execution job definition in an application.

NOTE
To run remote execution jobs, your system requires the WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows. Your system
also requires the WA Agent for Remote Execution.

Syntax

For this statement, refer to the JOB statement syntax.

NOTE

• PR is the short form of PROXY_JOB.
• To schedule remote execution jobs, load the workload object module CYBESOPR. Load CYBESOPR with

the WOBDEF command or with the WOBDEF initialization parameter.

Required Statements

To define a remote execution job, specify the following statements:

• AGENT -- at the workload object or the application level
• REMOTE_COMMAND
• REMOTE_TARGET

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for a remote execution job:

• ENVAR
• EXITCODE
• JOBCLASS
• SPOOLFILE
• SUBMIT_MODIFIER
• USER

Example: Code a Remote Execution Job

This example shows how to code a remote execution job using all the statements.

APPL TESTPROXY
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JCLLIB 'CA.TEST.JCLLIB' 

PROXY_JOB PRJOB1

  AGENT proxy1

  EXITCODE 19 failure

  REMOTE_COMMAND lsch

  REMOTE_TARGET hpserver

  USER rootdev

  JOBCLASS a

  SPOOLFILE >>/opt/rootdev/CA_USER/test

  SUBMIT_MODIFIER a=1,b=2

  ENVAR A=%ESPAPJOB

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Oracle Jobs
The CA WA Agent for Oracle E-Business Suite lets you perform the following tasks:

• Execute Oracle Applications (OA) single requests.
• Execute OA request sets.
• Monitor the status of executing OA programs.
• Report on OA program execution status.
• Monitor child processes.

To run Oracle E-Business Suite workload, your system requires the WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and the WA
Agent for Oracle E-Business Suite.

You can define Oracle E-Business Suite workload with the following ESP statement:

• OA_JOB Statement -- Start an Oracle E-Business Suite Request Set or Single Request Job Definition.

You can define an Oracle E-Business Suite Copy Job with the following ESP statement:

• OAC_JOB Statement -- Start an Oracle E-Business Suite Copy Job Definition.

ESP supports the following features to the WA Agent for Oracle E-Business Suite r11.3.1:

Layout Template

The Layout Template feature lets you set default values for template language and template territory in the agentparm.txt
file. You can also set a default output format for a program. This simplifies the coding of applications in a single request or
a request set.

Default Value Resolution

The Default Value Resolution feature lets you specify value set expressions for default values. To resolve a default value,
the agent can do the following: use a constant value, look up a variable in a user profile, run an SQL statement, or convert
a date to the appropriate format.

You can specify value set expressions to resolve. For example, if the default value of an argument is an SQL statement
that contains profile (:$PROFILES$) or flexfield (:$FLEX$) expressions, you can specify how the agent resolves the
expressions in a custom properties table.

Additionally, you can specify whether request set defaults take precedence over program defaults.

Display Name Fields
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The Display Name Fields feature lets you specify the name of an Oracle Applications single request program when
defining a single request job. You can specify the name of an Oracle Applications request set when defining a request set
job.

Additionally, you can search and select a single request program or a request set defined in Oracle Applications.

User Notification

The User Notification feature lets you specify a list of display user names and short user names to notify when a single
request completes. You can specify a list of display user names and short user names to notify when an Nth program in
the request set completes.

Additionally, you can search and select users that are defined in Oracle Applications to notify when the single request or
program in a request set completes. You can select users by short name or display name.

Define Oracle Jobs
The OA_JOB statement starts an Oracle E-Business Suite Request Set or Single Request job definition. You can define
an Oracle E-Business Suite Request Set job to run multiple programs in an Oracle Applications application. You can
define an Oracle E-Business Suite Single Request job to run a single program in an Oracle Applications application.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for Oracle
E-Business Suite.

Syntax

For this statement, refer to the JOB statement syntax.

Usage notes:

• OA is the short form of OA_JOB.
• To schedule Oracle E-Business Suite Request Set or Single Request jobs, load the workload object module

CYBESOOA. Load CYBESOOA with the WOBDEF command or with the WOBDEF initialization parameter.
• All Oracle E-Business Suite Request Set and Single Request jobs require a user name. Specify the OAUSER

statement when a default user name is not specified in the oa.default.user parameter in the agentparm.txt file;
otherwise, the job fails.

• All Oracle E-Business Suite Request Set and Single Request jobs require a responsibility name. Specify the
RESPNAME statement when a default responsibility name is not specified in the oa.default.responsibility parameter in
the agentparm.txt file; otherwise, the job fails.

Required Statements

To define an Oracle E-Business Suite Request Set or Single Request job, specify the following statements:

• AGENT -- at the workload object or the application level
• APPLDISPLNAME or APPLSHORTNAME
• PROGRAM or PROGRAMDISPL
• REQUESTSET or REQSETDISPL

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for an Oracle E-Business Suite Request Set or Single Request job:
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• ARGDEFAULTS
• ARGS
• CHILDMONITOR
• CUSTOMPROP
• DESCRIPTION (Single Request Only)
• MONITORDELAY
• NOTIFYDUSERS (Single Request Only)
• NOTIFYUSERS (Single Request Only)
• OAUSER
• OUTPUTFORMAT (Single Request and Request Set)
• PRINTCOPIES
• PRINTER
• PRINTSTYLE
• PROGARGS (Request Set Only)
• PROGDATA (Request Set Only)
• PROGNOTIFYDUSERS (Request Set Only)
• PROGNOTIFYUSERS (Request Set Only)
• PROGOUTPUTFORMAT (Request Set Only)
• PROGPRINTCOPIES (Request Set Only)
• PROGPRINTER (Request Set Only)
• PROGPRINTSTYLE (Request Set Only)
• PROGQUOTEDEFAULT (Single Request Only)
• PROGRAMDISPL (Single Request Only)
• PROGSAVEOUTPUT (Request Set Only)
• PROGTEMPLATELANG (Request Set Only)
• PROGTEMPLATETERR (Request Set Only)
• QUOTEDEFAULT (Single Request and Request Set)
• RESPNAME
• SAVEOUTPUT
• TEMPLATELANG (Single Request and Request Set)
• TEMPLATETERR (Single Request and Request Set)
• USESETDEFAULTS

Example: Run a Single Request

In this example, the Oracle E-Business Suite job AOL1806.AP034 runs the single request XXCOFI on the Oracle
Applications system.

OA_JOB AOL1806.AP034

   AGENT CYBOA

   PROGRAM XXCOFI

   APPLDISPLNAME 'Application Object Library'

   RESPNAME 'System Administrator'

   OAUSER SYSADMIN

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Run a Request Set
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In this example, the Oracle E-Business Suite job AOL405.AP035 runs the request set DATA10 on the Oracle Applications
system.

OA_JOB AOL405.AP035

   AGENT CYBOA

   REQUESTSET DATA10

   APPLDISPLNAME 'Application Object Library'

   RESPNAME 'System Administrator'

   OAUSER SYSADMIN

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Define Oracle Copy Jobs
The OAC_JOB statement starts an Oracle E-Business Suite Copy Job definition. You can define an Oracle E-Business
Suite Copy Job to copy an existing single request that is defined in an Oracle Application and run it under the agent.
When the job runs, it can override values in the original definition with values specified on the agent or in the job definition.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for Oracle
E-Business Suite.

Syntax

For this statement, refer to the JOB statement syntax.

Usage notes:

• OC is the short form of OAC_JOB.
• To schedule Oracle E-Business Suite Copy Jobs, load the workload object module CYBESOOC. Load CYBESOOC

with the WOBDEF command or with the WOBDEF initialization parameter.

Required Statements

To define an Oracle E-Business Suite Copy Job, specify the following statements:

• AGENT -- at the workload object or the application level
• REQUESTID

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for an Oracle E-Business Suite Copy Job:

• CHILDMONITOR
• MONITORDELAY
• OAUSER
• RESPNAME

Example: Copy a Single Request

Suppose that you want to copy an existing single request that is defined on Oracle Applications. In this example, the job
copies the single request with request ID 2255470 and overrides the Oracle Applications user name and responsibility
name. The children of the single request program are monitored 60 seconds after the program completes.

OAC_JOB COPYJOB

   AGENT CYB0A

   OAUSER SYSADMIN
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   RESPNAME 'System Administrator'

   REQUESTID 2255470

   CHILDMONITOR Y

   MONITORDELAY 60

ENDJOB

PeopleSoft Jobs
PeopleSoft jobs let you run different types of PeopleSoft processes defined in your PeopleSoft system. For example, you
can define PeopleSoft jobs to execute PeopleSoft programs and report the program status.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for
PeopleSoft.

When you define a PeopleSoft job, you can set the output type and format of a report. For email and web output types,
you can set various distribution properties such as the recipients and message text. You can also pass run control
parameter values that will be stored in the corresponding run control table.

When a PeopleSoft program runs, it modifies its run status (RUNSTATUS) in the PSPRCSRQST table in the PS
database. The following diagram shows the functional relationship between the scheduling manager, the agent, and the
PeopleSoft system:

Figure 117: Diagram with Scheduling Manager, Agent and PeopleSoft System Relationship

Define PeopleSoft Jobs
The PS_JOB statement starts a PeopleSoft job definition in an application. You can define a PeopleSoft job to run
different types of PeopleSoft processes defined in your PeopleSoft system.
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NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for
PeopleSoft.

Syntax

For this statement, refer to the JOB statement syntax.

NOTE
Usage notes:

• PS is the short form of PS_JOB.
• To schedule PeopleSoft jobs, load the workload object module CYBESOPS. Load CYBESOPS with the WOBDEF

command or with the WOBDEF initialization parameter.

Required Statements

To define a PeopleSoft job, specify the following statements:

• AGENT -- at the workload object or the application level
• PROCESSNAME
• PROCESSTYPE

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for a PeopleSoft job:

• ARGS
• DISABLE_RESTART
• DISTRFOLDER
• DISTRLISTROLES
• DISTRLISTUSERS
• EMAILADDR
• EMAILLOG
• EMAILSUBJECT
• EMAILTEXT
• EMAILWEBREPORT
• ENVAR
• OUTDESTFORMAT
• OUTDESTPATH
• OUTDESTTYPE
• PSOPRID
• RUNCONTROLARGS
• RUNCONTROLID
• RUNCONTROLTABLE
• SERVERNAME
• SKIPPARMUPDATES
• TIMEZONE
• USER

Example: Run a PeopleSoft Report

In this example, PSQUERY is output as a report type of Application Engine.

PS_JOB PAYDATA
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   AGENT PS_NY

   PROCESSNAME PSQUERY

   PROCESSTYPE 'Application Engine'

   RUNCONTROLID PS_ALL

   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE PAYRPT

ENDJOB

Distribute a Report
If you specify EMAIL or WEB as the output destination type (OUTDESTTYPE), you can distribute a PeopleSoft report
electronically to operators, groups of people, or individuals.

Follow these steps:

1. Add the OUTDESTTYPE statement to the job definition. Specify EMAIL or WEB.
2. Add the DISTRLISTROLES statement to distribute the report using a distribution list of roles.

To specify multiple roles to distribute the report to, separate each role with a comma and enclose the entire list of roles
in single quotes.

3. Add the DISTRLISTUSERS statement to distribute the report using a distribution list of operator IDs.
To specify multiple operator IDs to distribute the report to, separate each operator ID with a comma and enclose the
entire list of operator IDs in single quotes.

4. Add the EMAILADDR statement to distribute the report using a distribution list of email addresses.
To specify multiple email addresses, separate each address with a semi-colon and enclose the entire list of addresses
in single quotes.

5. (Optional) Add the following statements to specify additional distribution information:
– DISTRFOLDER
– EMAILLOG
– EMAILSUBJECT
– EMAILTEXT
– EMAILWEBREPORT

Example: Distribute a Report to Operators

This example runs a Crystal report under the VP3 operator ID. The report is formatted as PDF and distributed in an email
to the VP1, VP2, and VP3 operator IDs.

PS_JOB REPORT_PDF

   AGENT PSAGENT

   PROCESSTYPE Crystal

   PROCESSNAME XRFWIN

   OUTDESTTYPE EMAIL

   OUTDESTFORMAT PDF

   PSOPRID VP3

   RUNCONTROLID test

   DISTRLISTUSERS 'VP1,VP2,VP3'

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Email a PeopleSoft Report

This example runs a Crystal report and emails the output to recipients. The Crystal report runs under the VP2 operator ID.
The output is sent to the email addresses specified in the EMAILADDR statement. The email includes a subject title and
body text.
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PS_JOB REPORT_EMAIL

   AGENT PSAGENT

   EMAILADDR 'user1@example.com;user2@example.com'

   OUTDESTTYPE EMAIL

   OUTDESTFORMAT PDF

   PSOPRID VP2

   EMAILSUBJECT 'PeopleSoft Report Status'

   EMAILTEXT 'The report is available for distribution'

   PROCESSNAME XRFWIN

   PROCESSTYPE Crystal

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Send Output to File
You can define a PeopleSoft job to run a process and send the output to a file.

Follow these steps:

1. Add the OUTDESTTYPE statement to the job definition. Specify FILE.
2. (Optional) Add the OUTDESTPATH statement to override the default PeopleSoft log/output directory. Specify the path

to the output directory and the output file name.

Example: Send a Job's Output to a Specified File

This example runs an SQR Report. The report is formatted as PDF and sent to a file.

PS_JOB REPORT_FILE

   AGENT PS_NY

   PROCESSNAME XRFWIN

   PROCESSTYPE 'SQR Report'

   OUTDESTTYPE FILE

   OUTDESTFORMAT PDF

   OUTDESTPATH '/export/home/PSoutput/report1.pdf'

   RUNCONTROLID test

   PSOPRID VP1

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Send a Job's Output to the Default PeopleSoft Log/Output Directory

The example sends the job's output to the default PeopleSoft log/output directory because the job definition does not
include the OUTDESTPATH statement:

PS_JOB REPORT_DIRECTORY

   AGENT PS_NY

   OUTDESTTYPE FILE

   OUTDESTFORMAT TXT

   PROCESSNAME PAYROLL

   PROCESSTYPE 'Application Engine'

   RUNCONTROLID PS_ALL

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB
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Send Output to Printer
You can define a PeopleSoft job to run a process and send the output to a printer.

Follow these steps:

1. Add the OUTDESTTYPE statement to the job definition. Specify PRINTER.
2. (Optional) Add the OUTDESTPATH statement to override the default PeopleSoft printer. Specify the network location

of the printer including the printer server and shared printer name.

NOTE
The specified printer must be set up on the PeopleSoft system.

Example: Send a Job's Output to a Specified Printer

This example runs an SQR Report. The report is formatted as PS and sent to a printer.

PS_JOB PRINTER1

   AGENT PS_NY

   PROCESSNAME XRFWIN

   PROCESSTYPE 'SQR Report'

   OUTDESTTYPE PRINTER

   OUTDESTFORMAT PS

   OUTDESTPATH '\\CA\PRINTER1'

   RUNCONTROLID test

   PSOPRID VP1

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Send a Job's Output to the Default PeopleSoft Printer

The example sends the job's output to the default PeopleSoft printer because the job definition does not include the
OUTDESTPATH statement:

PS_JOB PRINTER2

   AGENT PS_NY

   PROCESSNAME PAYROLL

   PROCESSTYPE 'SQR Report'

   SERVERNAME PSPR

   OUTDESTTYPE PRINTER

   OUTDESTFORMAT PS

   RUNCONTROLID printtest

   PSOPRID VP1

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Microsoft SQL Server Jobs
ESP supports WA Agent for Microsoft SQL Server r11.3.1. The WA Agent for Microsoft SQL Server is an agent plug-in
that installs into the installation directory of the WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows.

Requirements

You require the following three system components to run Microsoft SQL Server workload with ESP:
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• WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows r11.3.1
• WA Agent for Microsoft SQL Server r11.3.1
• ESP Release 11.3 or higher

Create a Microsoft SQL Job
Use this procedure to create a Microsoft SQL job in an ESP application.

Follow these steps:

1. Load the workload object module CYBESOMS using the WOBDEF command or the WOBDEF initialization parameter.
2. Define a MSSQL_JOB Statement in an ESP application.
3. Specify the following required statements in the MSSQL_JOB Statement:

– AGENT Statement -- Specify the Agent Where the Job Runs
– JOBID Statement -- Specify a Microsoft SQL Job ID

• The JOBID statement is mandatory when the JOBNAME statement is not included in an MSSQL_JOB definition.
– JOBNAME Statement -- Specify a Microsoft SQL Job Name

• The JOBNAME statement is mandatory when the JOBID statement is not included in an MSSQL_JOB definition.
4. (Optional) Specify the following optional statements in the MSSQL_JOB Statement:

– DOMAIN Statement -- Specify the Windows Domain Name
– JOBCLASS Statement -- Assign Job Class to a Job
– PWDNAME Statement -- Specify the PASSWORD Command-NAME Operand
– SERVER Statement -- Specify the Target Server Name
– STEPNAME Statement -- Specify the Job Step for Execution
– TARGET Statement -- Specify the Target Server Database Name
– USER Statement -- Specify a User ID

• Becomes mandatory when the DOMAIN statement is in use.

Cancel a Microsoft SQL Job
Use this procedure to cancel a Microsoft SQL job. This procedure lets you accommodate requests that require an
interruption in the processing of the job.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter a C on the command line from the ESP Main Menu to access the Consolidated Status Facility (CSF).
2. Enter a W on the CSF panel beside the Microsoft SQL job you want to cancel.
3. Select option 1 -- Cancel Job.

Optionally, in step 2 you can enter WC on the CSF panel beside the job you want to cancel. The WC command
cancels the job immediately and you do not have to select option 1.

The following information describes the fields on the CANCEL MS SQL JOB CRITERIA panel:

• The Domain, User, Pwd Name, and Target fields pre-fill when they are specified in the job definition.
• The Server, Jobname, Jobid fields have the same syntax definitions as their corresponding application statements.

For information about these statements, see the Job Definition Statements for the Application Services Agent.
• Master Server

Specifies the originating server name.
Specify either Jobname, Jobid, or the originating server name, but only one of them.
You can obtain the originating server name with the Get Job List command. The originating server name can contain
any characters, has a maximum length of 128 characters, is case-sensitive, and if it contains delimiters, they must be
enclosed in single quotes.
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Retrieve the Job List
Use this procedure to retrieve the list of jobs that are currently defined in the Microsoft SQL database. This procedure
lets you see all the jobs that are defined on the target Microsoft SQL database. The agent supports running jobs against
multiple target Microsoft SQL databases.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter a C on the command line from the ESP Main Menu to access the Consolidated Status Facility (CSF).
2. Enter a W on the CSF panel next to a Microsoft SQL job.
3. Select option 2 -- Get Job List.
4. Optionally, you can filter the job list with the following fields:
Owner

Specifies the login name of the owner of the job. The Owner field can contain any characters, has a maximum
length of 128 characters, and is case-sensitive. If the owner name contains delimiters, enclose the name in single
quotes.

Category
Specifies a category name. The Category field can contain any characters, has a maximum length of 128
characters, and is case-sensitive. If the category name contains delimiters, enclose the name in single quotes.

Subsystem
Specifies the subsystem name. The Subsystem field can be one of the following values: TSQL, ActiveScripting,
CmdExec, Snapshot, LogReader, Distribution, Merge, QueueReader, ANALYSISQUERY, ANALYSISCOMMAND,
SSIS, and PowerShell.

Status
Specifies the status of the job. The Status field can be one of the following values:
0

Returns only those jobs that are not idle or suspended.
1

Executing.
2

Waiting for thread.
3

Between retries.
4

Idle.
5

Suspended.
7

Performing completion actions.
Description

Specifies a job name. The Description field has a maximum length of 128 characters and is case-sensitive. If the
job name contains delimiters, enclose the name in single quotes. The Description field can include standard SQL
wildcard characters, such as %, _, ^, [] for pattern matching.

The following information describes the remaining fields on the MS SQL JOB LIST RETRIEVAL CRITERIA panel:

• The Domain, User, Pwd Name, and Target fields prefill when they are specified in the job definition.
For information about these statements, see Specify Job Definition Statements for UNIX, Linux, Windows Agent.
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View the Job Details
Use this procedure to view the details of a job that is defined in the Microsoft SQL database. This procedure lets you see
information about a job, for example, whether the job is enabled for execution.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter a C on the command line from the ESP Main Menu to access the Consolidated Status Facility (CSF).
2. Enter a W on the CSF panel beside a Microsoft SQL job.
3. Select option 3 -- Get Job Details.

The following information describes the fields on the MS SQL GET JOB DETAILS RETRIEVAL CRITERIA panel:

• The Domain, User, Pwd Name, and Target fields pre-fill when they are specified in the job definition.
• The Jobname and Jobid fields have the same syntax definitions as their corresponding application statements.

For information about these statements, see Specify Job Definition Statements for UNIX, Linux, Windows Agent.

View the Job Step Details
Use this procedure to view the details of a job step that is defined in the Microsoft SQL database. This procedure lets you
see information about a job step, for example, the step ID.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter a C on the command line from the ESP Main Menu to access the Consolidated Status Facility (CSF).
2. Enter a W on the CSF panel beside a Microsoft SQL job.
3. Select option 4 -- Get Job Step Details.

The following information describes the fields on the MS SQL JOB STEP DETAILS RETRIEVAL CRITERIA panel:

• The Domain, User, Pwd Name, and Target fields pre-fill when they are specified in the job definition.
• The Jobname, Jobid, and Stepname fields have the same syntax definitions as their corresponding application

statements.
For information about these statements, see Specify Job Definition Statements for UNIX, Linux, Windows Agent.

• Stepid
Specify either Stepname or Stepid, but not both.
You can obtain the Stepid with the Get Job Step Details command or with the Retrieve Job Step Log command. The
Stepid is numeric, up to 32 digits long.

Retrieve the Job Target Server
Use this procedure to retrieve the target server. This procedure lets you see the Microsoft SQL server where a job ran.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter a C on the command line from the ESP Main Menu to access the Consolidated Status Facility (CSF).
2. Enter a W on the CSF panel beside a Microsoft SQL job.
3. Select option 5 -- Get Job Target Server.

The following information describes the fields on the MS SQL JOB TARGET SERVER RETRIEVAL CRITERIA panel:

• The Domain, User, Pwd Name, and Target fields pre-fill when they are specified in the job definition.
• The Jobname and Jobid fields have the same syntax definitions as their corresponding application statements.

For information about these statements, see Specify Job Definition Statements for UNIX, Linux, Windows Agent.
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View the Job Status
Use this procedure to view the status of a job that is defined in the Microsoft SQL database. This procedure lets you see
the most current status of a job.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter a C on the command line from the ESP Main Menu to access the Consolidated Status Facility (CSF).
2. Enter a W on the CSF panel beside a Microsoft SQL job.
3. Select option 6 -- Get Job Status.

The following information describes the fields on the MS SQL JOB STATUS RETRIEVAL CRITERIA panel:

• The Domain, User, Pwd Name, and Target fields pre-fill when they are specified in the job definition.
• The Jobname and Jobid fields have the same syntax definitions as their corresponding application statements.

For information about these statements, see Specify Job Definition Statements for UNIX, Linux, Windows Agent.

View the Job History
Use this procedure to view the history of a job that is defined in the Microsoft SQL database. This procedure lets you see
the job execution log of a job.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter a C on the command line from the ESP Main Menu to access the Consolidated Status Facility (CSF).
2. Enter a W on the CSF panel beside a Microsoft SQL job.
3. Select option 7 -- Get Job History.
4. Optionally, you can specify the most recent hours or days with the following fields:
Last Hours

When presented, the agent returns the run logs in the last N hours. The Last Hours field is a numeric, two-digit
field.

Last Days
When presented, the agent returns the run logs in the last N days. The Last Days field is a numeric, two-digit field.

Start Time
When presented, the agent retrieves the run logs that were generated after the given time. The Start Time field is
a date and time expression. The maximum length is 128 characters. The Start Time field can contain delimiters
(for example, spaces). If you use delimiters, enclose the value in single quotes.
Specify the time in the following format: 'YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM:SS'

• YYYY-MM-DD -- YYYY is four digits for the year, MM is two digits for the month, and DD is two digits for the
day.

• HH:MM:SS -- HH is two digits for the hour, MM is two digits for the minutes, and SS is two digits for the
seconds.

NOTE
Usage notes:

• When Last Hours, Last Days, or Start Time are not present, the agent returns the most current run log.
• Last Hours, Last Days, and Start Time are mutually exclusive, which means only one of them can be present.
• All times are Microsoft SQL Server times.

The following information describes the remaining fields on the MS SQL JOB HISTORY RETRIEVAL CRITERIA panel:

• The Domain, User, Pwd Name, and Target fields pre-fill when they are specified in the job definition.
• The Jobname and Jobid fields have the same syntax definitions as their corresponding application statements.
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For information about these statements, see Specify Job Definition Statements for UNIX, Linux, Windows Agent.
• Stepid

Specify either Stepname or Stepid, but not both.
You can obtain the Stepid with the Get Job Step Details command or with the Retrieve Job Step Log command. The
Stepid is numeric, up to 32 digits long.

Retrieve the Job Step Log
Use this procedure to retrieve the job step log. This procedure lets you see information about the job step, for example,
the date that the step was created and last modified.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter a C on the command line from the ESP Main Menu to access the Consolidated Status Facility (CSF).
2. Enter a W on the CSF panel beside a Microsoft SQL job.
3. Select option 8 -- Retrieve Job Step Log.

Optionally, in step 2 you can enter WJL on the CSF panel beside the job whose step log you want to retrieve. The WJL
command retrieves the job step log and you do not have to select option 8.

The following information describes the fields on the MS SQL JOB STEP LOG RETRIEVAL CRITERIA panel:

• The Domain, User, Pwd Name, and Target fields pre-fill when they are specified in the job definition.
• The Jobname, Jobid, and Stepname fields have the same syntax definitions as their corresponding application

statements.
For information about these statements, see Specify Job Definition Statements for UNIX, Linux, Windows Agent.

• Stepid
Specify either Stepname or Stepid, but not both.
You can obtain the Stepid with the Get Job Step Details command or with the Retrieve Job Step Log command. The
Stepid is numeric, up to 32 digits long.

Submit a Batch Job (Microsoft SQL Server)
Use this procedure to manage the Microsoft SQL Server workload by submitting a batch job. This procedure lets you
retrieve the same information that is available through the Consolidated Status Facility (CSF).

Follow these steps:

1. Create a batch job for your environment.
For information about creating a batch job, see Using.

2. Code the WOBCMD command with the parameters for the task you want to perform.
For information about the WOBCMD command, see WOBCMD.

Example: Cancel a Job

This example shows how to cancel a job in the second generation of application TESTWC in the job JOB1.QUAL1.

//CAUSER1A JOB  113300000,MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=A,REGION=4M

/*JOBPARM SYSAFF=CAXX

//ESP1    EXEC  PGM=ESP,PARM='SUB(ESCA)'

//STEPLIB  DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=CAXX.CAXXX.TEST.SSCPLINK

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD   *

WOBCMD  APPL(TESTWC.2) JOB(JOB1.QUAL1) CMD(WC JOBNAME(MSSQL_JOB))

Example: Retrieve the Job Step Log
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This example shows how to retrieve the job step log in the third generation of application TESTMS in the job
JOB2.QUAL2.

//CAUSER1B JOB  113300000,MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=A,REGION=4M

/*JOBPARM SYSAFF=CAXX

//ESP1    EXEC  PGM=ESP,PARM='SUB(ESCA)'

//STEPLIB  DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=CAXX.CAXXX.TEST.SSCPLINK

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD   *

WOBCMD  APPL(TESTMS.3) JOB(JOB2.QUAL2) +

CMD(WJL JOBID(1FB21A10-937F-4923-BAA2-C85BED3E370B))

Available Microsoft SQL Server Tasks

The following list contains the Microsoft SQL Server tasks that are available and the corresponding WOBCMD syntax.

In the following commands:

• The operands <domain name>, <user name>, <target name>, <server name>, <job name>, <stepname>, <jobid>, and
<pwdname> have the same syntax definitions as their corresponding application statements.

• If not provided, the values of the following operands are taken from the JOB (job) in the APPL <application>: <domain
name>, <user name>, <target name>, <server name>, <job name>, <jobid>, and <pwdname>.

Cancel Job

WOBCMD APPL(applname.applgen) JOB(jobname.qualifier) CMD(WC DOMAIN(domain name) +

USER(user name) TARGET(target name) SERVER(server name) +

JOBNAME(job name) JOBID(jobid) +

MASTER_SERVER(originating server name) PWDNAME(pwdname))

Either <job name>, <jobid>, or <originating server name> must be specified, but only one of them. All other keywords are
optional, except for USER when DOMAIN is specified.

The <originating server name> can be obtained with the Get Job List command. The <originating server name> can
contain any characters. If you use delimiters, enclose the value in single quotes. The <originating server name> cannot be
longer than 128 characters and is case-sensitive.

Get Job List

WOBCMD APPL(applname.applgen) JOB(jobname.qualifier) +

CMD(GETLIST DOMAIN(domain name) +

USER(user name) TARGET(target name) CATEGORY(category name) +

OWNER(owner name) DESCRIPTION(job description) +

SUBSYSTEM(subsystem name) JOBTYPE(LOCAL|MULTI-SERVER) +

ENABLED(YES|NO) STATUS(0|1|2|3|4|5|7) PWDNAME(pwdname))

All keywords are optional, except for USER when DOMAIN is specified.

The <category name> can contain any characters, including delimiters that are enclosed in single quotes. The <category
name> cannot be longer than 128 characters and is case-sensitive.

The <owner name> is the login name of the owner of the job. The <owner name> can contain any characters, including
delimiters that are enclosed in single quotes. The <owner name> cannot be longer than 128 characters and is case-
sensitive.
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The <job description> is a job name filter. The <job description> cannot be longer than 128 characters, is case-sensitive,
and can contain delimiters that are enclosed in single quotes. The <job description> can include standard SQL wildcard
characters, such as, %, _, ^, and [ ] for pattern matching.

The <subsystem name> cannot be longer than 40 characters. The <subsystem name> can be one of the following
values: TSQL, ActiveScripting, CmdExec, Snapshot, LogReader, Distribution, Merge, QueueReader, ANALYSISQUERY,
ANALYSISCOMMAND, SSIS, and PowerShell. ESP does not check the value of <subsystem name>.

The STATUS can be one of the following states:

0
Returns only those jobs that are not idle or suspended.

1
Executing.

2
Waiting for thread.

3
Between retries.

4
Idle.

5
Suspended.

7
Performing completion actions.

Get Job Details

WOBCMD APPL(applname.applgen) JOB(jobname.qualifier) +

CMD(JDETAILS DOMAIN(domain name) +

USER(user name) TARGET(target name) JOBNAME(job name) +

JOBID(jobid) PWDNAME(pwdname))

Either <job name> or <jobid> must be specified, but not both. All other keywords are optional, except for USER when
DOMAIN is specified.

Get Job Step Details

WOBCMD APPL(applname.applgen) JOB(jobname.qualifier) +

CMD(SDETAILS DOMAIN(domain name) +

USER(user name) TARGET(target name) JOBNAME(job name) +

JOBID(jobid) STEPNAME(step name) STEPID(stepid) PWDNAME(pwdname))

Either <job name> or <jobid> must be specified, but not both. All other keywords are optional, except for USER when
DOMAIN is specified. Either <step name> or <stepid> can be specified, but not both.

The <stepid> can be obtained with the Get Job Step Details command or with the Retrieve Job Step Log command. The
<stepid> is numeric, up to 32 digits long.

Get Job Target Server

WOBCMD APPL(applname.applgen) JOB(jobname.qualifier) +

CMD(JSERVERS DOMAIN(domain name) +
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USER(user name) TARGET(target name) JOBNAME(job name) +

JOBID(jobid) PWDNAME(pwdname))

Either <job name> or <jobid> must be specified, but not both. All other keywords are optional, except for USER when
DOMAIN is specified.

Get Job Status

WOBCMD APPL(applname.applgen) JOB(jobname.qualifier) +

CMD(GETSTATUS DOMAIN(domain name) +

USER(user name) TARGET(target name) JOBNAME(job name) +

JOBID(jobid) PWDNMAE(pwdname)) 

Either <job name> or <jobid> must be specified, but not both. All other keywords are optional, except for USER when
DOMAIN is specified.

Get Job History

WOBCMD APPL(applname.applgen) JOB(jobname.qualifier) +

CMD(GETHISTORY DOMAIN(domain name) +

USER(user name) TARGET(target name) JOBNAME(job name) JOBID(jobid) +

STEPID(stepid) START_TIME(start time) LAST_HOURS(last hours) +

LAST_DAYS(last days) PWDNAME(pwdname)) 

Either <job name> or <jobid> must be specified, but not both. All other keywords are optional, except for USER when
DOMAIN is specified.

Specify only one of <start time>, <last hours>, or <last days>. When <start time>, <last hours>, or <last days> are not
present, the agent returns the most current run log.

The <stepid> can be obtained with the Get Job Step Details command or with the Retrieve Job Step Log command. The
<stepid> is numeric, up to 32 digits long.

The <start time> is a date and time expression. Specify the time in the following format: 'YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM:SS'.
The <start time> cannot be longer than 128 characters and can contain delimiters that are enclosed in single quotes (for
example, spaces). The <last hours> is numeric, up to 2 digits long. The <last days> is numeric, up to 2 digits long. All
times are Microsoft SQL Server times.

Retrieve Job Step Log

WOBCMD APPL(applname.applgen) JOB(jobname.qualifier) CMD(WJL DOMAIN(domain name) +

USER(user name) TARGET(target name) JOBNAME(job name) JOBID(jobid) +

STEPNAME(step name) STEPID(stepid) PWDNAME(pwdname)) 

Either <job name> or <jobid> must be specified, but not both. All other keywords are optional, except for USER when
DOMAIN is specified. Either <step name> or <stepid> can be specified, but not both.

The <stepid> can be obtained with the Get Job Step Details command or with the Retrieve Job Step Log command. The
<stepid> is numeric, up to 32 digits long.

Informatica Jobs
ESP supports WA Agent for Informatica r11.3.1. The WA Agent for Informatica is an agent plug-in that installs into the
installation directory of the WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows.
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Requirements

You require the following three system components to run Informatica workload with ESP:

• WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows r11.3.1
• WA Agent for Informatica r11.3.1
• ESP Release 11.3

WA Agent for Informatica requires a 64-bit agent running on one of the following platforms. 32-bit agents are not
supported.

• Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5.0 (x86 64-bit)
• Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6.0 (x86 64-bit)
• SuSE Linux Enterprise Server 10.0 (x86 64-bit)
• SuSE Linux Enterprise Server 11.0 (x86 64-bit)
• Microsoft Windows 2008 R2 (x86 64-bit)

The following versions of Informatica PowerCenter support the WA Agent for Informatica:

• Informatica PowerCenter 9.1, 64-bit native binary
• Informatica PowerCenter 9.0.1, 64-bit native binary

NOTE
The agent plug-in works with any edition of PowerCenter (Standard, Real Time, or Advanced, including the
Enterprise Grid option).

Create an Informatica Job
Use this procedure to create an Informatica job in an ESP application. When you submit the application for execution, you
are starting a workflow in the Informatica PowerCenter. A job in Informatica is named a workflow.

Follow these steps:

1. Load the workload object module CYBESOIJ using the WOBDEF command or the WOBDEF initialization parameter.
2. Define an INFORMATICA_JOB Statement in an ESP application.
3. Specify the following required statements in the INFORMATICA_JOB Statement:

– AGENT Statement -- Specify the Agent Where the Job Runs
– FOLDER Statement -- Specify the Repository Folder Name
– WORKFLOW Statement -- Specify the Workflow Name

4. (Optional) Specify the following optional statements in the INFORMATICA_JOB Statement:
– DOMAIN Statement: Specify an LDAP Domain
– INSTANCE Statement -- Specify the Workflow Instance Name
– JOBCLASS Statement -- Assign Job Class to a Job
– PARAMETER_FILE Statement--Specify the Parameter File Name
– PWDNAME Statement -- Specify the PASSWORD Command-NAME Operand
– REPOSITORY Statement -- Specify the Repository Name
– TARGET Statement -- Specify the Informatica Target Name for Database Connection
– TASKNAME Statement -- Specify the Task where the Workflow Starts
– USER Statement -- Specify a User ID

• Becomes mandatory when the PWDNAME statement is in use.
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View an Informatica Workflow
Use this procedure to view an Informatica workflow. Viewing the workflow lets you see the tasks and objects that comprise
the workflow.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter a C on the command line from the ESP Main Menu to access the Consolidated Status Facility (CSF).
2. Enter a W on the CSF panel beside the Informatica job you want to view.

From this point, you can select three different options. Each option displays a different attribute of the workflow:

• Select option 6 -- List Workflow Tasks.
This option lists all the tasks within the workflow, including the session task ID.

• Select option 10 -- Get Task Details.
This option lists the following details of the task: type, instance ID, instance name, immediate parent, and the mapping
name (if applicable). This option also lists the following workflow and folder details of the task: workflow ID, name, and
run ID, and the folder ID and name.

• Select option 9 -- Get Object Hierarchy.
This option lists the hierarchy of the workflow objects.

View the Status of a Running Workflow
Use this procedure to view the status of an Informatica workflow after it has been submitted and is executing. This
procedure lets you see the status of the workflow.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter a C on the command line from the ESP Main Menu to access the Consolidated Status Facility (CSF).
2. Enter a W on the CSF panel beside the Informatica job you want a status on.
3. Select option 3 -- Get Workflow Status.

This option is available when the agent job has started to run and ESP is notified about it, or when the agent job is
finished.

Cancel an Informatica Workflow
Use this procedure to cancel an Informatica workflow. This procedure lets you accommodate requests that require an
interruption in the processing of the workflow.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter a C on the command line from the ESP Main Menu to access the Consolidated Status Facility (CSF).
2. Enter a W on the CSF panel beside the Informatica job that you want to use Cancel Workflow on.
3. Select option 1 -- Cancel Workflow

Optionally, in step 2 you can enter WC on the CSF panel beside the Informatica job that you want to use Cancel
Workflow on. The WC command cancels the workflow immediately and you do not have to select option 1.
This option is available when the agent job has started to run and ESP is notified about it.
This option is not available when the agent job is completed.

Restart an Informatica Workflow
This procedure describes how to restart an Informatica workflow.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter a C on the command line from the ESP Main Menu to access the Consolidated Status Facility (CSF).
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2. Enter a W on the CSF panel beside the Informatica job whose workflow you want to restart.
3. Select option 2 -- Restart Workflow.

NOTE
This option is not available after the application has completed.

The RESTART CRITERIA panel opens.
If statement TASKNAME is specified in the Informatica job, the task name is displayed on the RESTART CRITERIA
panel.

4. (Optional) Specify the task you want the workflow to start from.
If you delete the task name specified, the workflow starts from the first task.

Retrieve the Details of the Workflow
Use this procedure to retrieve the details of an Informatica workflow. Retrieving the details of the workflow lets you see the
information for the workflow.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter a C on the command line from the ESP Main Menu to access the Consolidated Status Facility (CSF).
2. Enter a W on the CSF panel beside the Informatica job whose workflow details you want to view.

From this point, you can select three different options. Each option displays a different attribute of the workflow:

• Select option 8 -- Get Workflow Run Details.
This option lists the run details of the workflow, for example, start time, end time, and completion status.

• Select option 7 -- Get Workflow Details.
This option lists the details of the workflow, for example, task names and their sequences.

• Select option 4 -- Read Workflow Log.
This option lists the workflow log from the Informatica folder. To list the session log, enter the session in the Session
field.
Optionally, in step 2 you can enter WJL on the CSF panel beside the Informatica job whose log you want to view. The
WJL command lists the log and you do not have to select option 4.

List Workflows
Use this procedure to view Informatica workflows.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter a C on the command line from the ESP Main Menu to access the Consolidated Status Facility (CSF).
2. Enter a W on the CSF panel beside an Informatica job.
3. Select option 5 -- List Workflows.

Submit a Batch Job (Informatica)
Use this procedure to manage the Informatica workflow by submitting a batch job. This procedure lets you retrieve the
same information that is available through the Consolidated Status Facility (CSF).

Follow these steps:

1. Create a batch job for your environment.
For information about creating a batch job, see Using .

2. Code the WOBCMD command with the parameters for the task you want to perform.
For information about the WOBCMD command, see WOBCMD.
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Example: Cancel a Workflow

This example shows how to cancel a workflow for the second generation of application TESTWC in the job JOB1.QUAL1.

//CAUSER1A JOB  113300000,MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=A,REGION=4M

/*JOBPARM SYSAFF=CAXX

//ESP1    EXEC  PGM=ESP,PARM='SUB(ESCA)'

//STEPLIB  DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=CAXX.CAXXX.TEST.SSCPLINK

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD   *

WOBCMD  APPLICATION(TESTWC.2) JOB(JOB1.QUAL1) COMMAND(WC)

Example: Retrieve a Workflow Log

This example shows how to retrieve a workflow log for the third generation of application TESTIJ in the job JOB2.QUAL2.

//CAUSER1B JOB  113300000,MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=A,REGION=4M

/*JOBPARM SYSAFF=CAXX

//ESP1    EXEC  PGM=ESP,PARM='SUB(ESCA)'

//STEPLIB  DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=CAXX.CAXXX.TEST.SSCPLINK

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD   *

WOBCMD  APPLICATION(TESTIJ.3) JOB(JOB2.QUAL2) COMMAND(WJL)

The following list contains the tasks that are available for INFORMATICA_JOB and the corresponding WOBCMD syntax:

• Cancel Workflow

WOBCMD APPLICATION(applname.applgen) JOB(jobname.qualifier) COMMAND(WC)

• Restart Workflow

WOBCMD APPLICATION(applname.applgen) JOB(jobname.qualifier) COMMAND(RESTART)

• Get Workflow Status

WOBCMD APPLICATION(applname.applgen) JOB(jobname.qualifier) COMMAND(GETSTATUS)

• Read Workflow Log

NOTE
In the following commands, all operands are optional. Operands that have the same syntax definitions as in their
corresponding application statements are as follows: <repository name>, <user name>, <folder name>, <target
name>, <workflow name>, <pwdname>, <instance name>, and <task name>. All other operands are described
with the command to which they belong. If the keyword values are not provided, the values are taken from the
<job> in the <application>.

In the Read Workflow Log command:

• The <workflow run ID > is a number no longer than 30 digits. Each time a workflow runs, it is assigned a unique id that
is named a workflow run id.

• The <session name> is the name of the session for which the logs are retrieved. The <session name> can contain
any characters, including delimiters that are enclosed in single quotes. The <session name> cannot be longer than 79
characters and is case-sensitive.
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WOBCMD APPLICATION(applname.applgen) JOB(jobname.qualifier) +

COMMAND(WJL REPOSITORY(repository name) +

USER(user name) FOLDER(folder name) TARGET(target name) +

WORKFLOW(workflow name) INSTANCE(instance name) +

WORKFLOWRUNID(workflow run ID) SESSION(session name) +

DOMAIN(domain) PWDNAME(pwdname))

• List Workflows

In the List Workflows command, the <matching pattern> is the matching pattern string to fetch the names of workflows.
The <matching pattern> can contain any characters, including delimiters that are enclosed in single quotes. The
<matching pattern> cannot be longer than 79 characters and is case-sensitive.

WOBCMD APPLICATION(applname.applgen) JOB(jobname.qualifier) +

COMMAND(WFLIST REPOSITORY(repository name) +

USER(user name) FOLDER(folder name) TARGET(target name) +

FILTER(matching pattern) DOMAIN(domain) PWDNAME(pwdname))

• List Workflow Tasks

WOBCMD APPLICATION(applname.applgen) JOB(jobname.qualifier) +

COMMAND(WFTASKS REPOSITORY(repository name) +

USER(user name) FOLDER(folder name) TARGET(target name) +

WORKFLOW(workflow name) DOMAIN(domain) PWDNAME(pwdname))

• Get Workflow Details

WOBCMD APPLICATION(applname.applgen) JOB(jobname.qualifier) +

COMMAND(WFDETAILS REPOSITORY(repository name) +

USER(user name) FOLDER(folder name) TARGET(target name) +

WORKFLOW(workflow name) DOMAIN(domain) PWDNAME(pwdname))

• Get Workflow Run Details

In the Get Workflow Run Details command, the <workflow run ID > is a number no longer than 30 digits. Each time a
workflow runs, it is assigned a unique id that is named a workflow run id.

WOBCMD APPLICATION(applname.applgen) JOB(jobname.qualifier) +

COMMAND(WFRDETAILS REPOSITORY(repository name) +

USER(user name) FOLDER(folder name) TARGET(target name) +

WORKFLOW(workflow name) INSTANCE(instance name) +

WORKFLOWRUNID(workflow run ID) DOMAIN(domain) PWDNAME(pwdname))

• Get Object Hierarchy

WOBCMD APPLICATION(applname.applgen) JOB(jobname.qualifier) +

COMMAND(WFOBJECT REPOSITORY(repository name) +

USER(user name) FOLDER(folder name) TARGET(target name) +

WORKFLOW(workflow name) TASKNAME(task name) +

DOMAIN(domain) PWDNAME(pwdname))

• Get Task Details
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In the Get Task Details command, the <task name> operand is mandatory.

WOBCMD APPLICATION(applname.applgen) JOB(jobname.qualifier) +

COMMAND(TASKDETAILS REPOSITORY(repository name) +

USER(user name) FOLDER(folder name) TARGET(target name) +

WORKFLOW(workflow name) TASKNAME(task name) +

DOMAIN(domain) PWDNAME(pwdname))

Control Workload
This section describes how to control workload using the agent.

There are also common commands that you can use to control applications and jobs. For example, you can apply
commands to release an application held by ESP, bypass a subapplication, or complete a job. You apply these
commands in the Consolidated Status Facility (CSF).

Use the W CSF Command
The W command in CSF lets you apply commands against jobs using a menu.

You can apply commands to do the following against Windows jobs:

• Retrieve spool file data
• Modify Windows job object properties
• Verify a job is running or has executed

You can apply commands to do the following against UNIX jobs:

• Retrieve spool file data
• Verify a job is running or has executed

To use the W CSF command, the correct resource profiles must be secured with your mainframe security package. The
following profiles must be secured:

• AGENTMSG.verbsubverb.agentname
• CSF.CHECK.CMDS
• CSF.LC.cmd

Apply a W Command to a Job

You can apply a W command to a job to monitor and control the job.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the CSF panel.
2. Type W next to a job you want to apply the command to and press Enter.

A shortcut menu appears with numbered options.

NOTE
 The options depend on the job type. If the command has an asterisk next to it (instead of a number), the
command is unavailable for that job.

3. Enter the number of the command you want to apply to the job.
For some commands, an entry panel appears for you to enter additional information.

NOTE
If the response from the command is large, CSF saves the response in a file on your local computer. CSF
displays the file's location for you to access the file manually.
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4. Enter the END command to return to CSF.

Change Process Priority for UNIX Jobs
You can change the process priority for UNIX jobs. The process priority determines the order in which processes are
scheduled on the processor. Depending on the priority level, process priority can speed up or slow down a process.

Follow these steps:

1. Define or alter an expedite policy using the EXPEDITE command.
Use the WOB_PRIORITY operand to change the process priority. By default, the process priority is set to NORMAL.

2. Associate the expedite policy with the application or job using the EXPEDITE statement.

To permanently define the expedite policy, add the EXPEDITE initialization parameter to the ESPPARM data set in the
PARMLIB library.

NOTE
You can increase a UNIX job's process priority only if the job runs on a computer with the agent started by the
root account. If the agent is not started by root and you select a higher process priority, the job runs with the
current process priority (the priority is not increased) and an error message is recorded in the job's spool file.

Change Process Priority for Windows Jobs
You can change the process priority for Windows jobs. The process priority determines the order in which processes are
scheduled on the processor. Depending on the priority level, process priority can speed up or slow down a process.

To change the process priority of an active Windows job, do one of the following:

• Use the EXPEDITE command and EXPEDITE statement if the Windows job is not associated with a Windows job
object.

• Use the Modify Job Object option in CSF if the Windows job is associated with a Windows job object.

A Windows job object lets you group processes together and control their attributes as a single entity. You can use a
Windows job object to manage processing properties (such as processor usage, memory usage, and process priority) for
a group of Windows jobs.

Change Process Priority for an Active Windows Job Not Associated with a Windows Job Object

Use the EXPEDITE command and EXPEDITE statement to change the process priority for an active Windows job that is
not associated with a Windows job object.

Follow these steps:

1. Define or alter an expedite policy using the EXPEDITE command.
Use the WOB_PRIORITY operand to change the process priority. By default, the process priority is set to NORMAL.

2. Associate the expedite policy with the application or job using the EXPEDITE statement.

To permanently define the expedite policy, add the EXPEDITE initialization parameter to the ESPPARM data set in the
PARMLIB library.

NOTE
The WOB_PRIORITY operand does not set the process priority for subprocesses on Windows.
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Change Process Priority for an Active Windows Job Associated with a Windows Job Object

Use the Modify Job Object option in CSF to change the process priority for an active Windows job that is associated with a
Windows job object.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the CSF panel.
2. Type W next to the Windows job you want to modify and press Enter.

A shortcut menu appears with numbered options.
3. Enter 2 for Modify Job Object and press Enter.

A panel displaying the Windows job object's properties appears.

NOTE
If the Windows job you selected is not associated with a Windows job object, the panel does not display any
values.

4. Enter the new process priority in the Priority Class field. Options are the following:
HIGH

Indicates processes that must be executed immediately. These processes can use nearly all available CPU time.
ABOVE_NORMAL

Indicates processes that have priority above the normal level but below the high level.
NORMAL

Indicates processes without special scheduling needs. NORMAL is the default.
BELOW_NORMAL

Indicates processes that have priority above the idle level but below the normal level
IDLE

Indicates processes that will run only when the system is idle.
The server response appears in the top right corner of the panel. To see the entire message, press F1.
If the change was successful, the priority for all processes associated with the Windows job object, including the
priority for the selected job, is set to the new priority level. The other job object properties are not changed.

Example: Change a Windows Job's Process Priority Using the Modify Job Object Option in CSF

In the following example, a Windows job is in EXEC state and associated with a Windows job object named procprops.
The priority class is changed from normal to above normal.

If the change is successful, the priority for all processes in the procprops job object is increased to above normal. The
other job object properties are not changed.
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Modify Windows Job Object Properties
You can modify the properties of a Windows job object with which an active Windows job is associated.

A Windows job object lets you group processes together and control their attributes as a single entity. You can use a
Windows job object to manage processing properties (such as processor usage, memory usage, and process priority) for
a group of Windows jobs.

NOTE
After all processes associated with a Windows job object complete, the Windows job object no longer exists.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the CSF panel.
2. Type W next to the Windows job you want to modify and press Enter.

A shortcut menu appears with numbered options.
3. Enter 2 for Modify Job Object and press Enter.

A panel displaying the Windows job object's properties appears.

NOTE
If the Windows job you selected is not associated with a Windows job object, the panel does not display any
values.

4. Modify the properties as required:
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Job Object
Specifies the name of the existing Windows job object you want to modify.
Limits: case-sensitive

NOTE
The name you specify does not have to be the Windows job object with which the selected job is
associated. You can modify any existing Windows job object by entering that Windows job object's
name.

Job Memory
Specifies the maximum virtual memory allocated to all processes associated with the Windows job object.
Limits: Up to 12 numeric digits

NOTE
If the total memory used for all processes associated with the Windows job object exceeds this limit, the
job that is trying to use memory fails.

Format (Bytes/Kb/Mb/Gb)
Specifies the job memory format. Specify the first letter of the format.

Process Memory
Specifies the maximum virtual memory allocated to each process associated with the Windows job object.
Limits: Up to 12 numeric digits

NOTE
If the memory used for a single process exceeds this limit, the job fails.

Format (Bytes/Kb/Mb/Gb)
Specifies the process memory format. Specify the first letter of the format.

Job Time
Specifies the maximum CPU time in milliseconds allocated to all processes associated with the Windows job
object.
Limits: Up to 64 numeric digits

NOTE
If the total CPU time for all processes associated with the Windows job object exceeds this limit, all jobs
associated with the job object fail.

Process Time
Specifies the maximum CPU time in milliseconds allocated to each process associated with the Windows job
object.
Limits: Up to 64 numeric digits
Note: If the CPU time used for a single process associated with the Windows job object exceeds this limit, the job
fails.

Active Process Limit
Specifies the maximum number of simultaneously active processes allowed in the Windows job object.
Limits: Up to 12 numeric digits

NOTE
Changing the active process limit does not affect jobs that are already running. For example, suppose a
Windows job object has its active process limit set to three, and two jobs associated with the job object
are already running. If you change the limit to one, those two jobs will continue to run. However, if you
insert a new Windows job into an application and associate the new job with the Windows job object, the
new job will not run. The job object has already reached its active process limit of one.

Priority Class
Specifies the process priority for all processes in the Windows job object. Options are the following:
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• HIGH -- Processes that must be executed immediately. These processes can use nearly all available CPU
time.

• ABOVE_NORMAL -- Processes that have priority above the normal level but below the high level.
• NORMAL -- Processes without special scheduling needs. Normal is the default.
• BELOW_NORMAL -- Processes that have priority above the idle level but below the normal level.
• IDLE -- Processes that will run only when the system is idle.

5. Press Enter.
The server response appears in the top right corner of the panel. To see the entire message, press F1.

Example: Modify a Windows Job Object's Process Memory

In this example, a job named PROCJOB is executing and using 8 MB of memory.

PROCJOB is associated with a Windows job object named ProcJobObject. ProcJobObject's process memory is set to 20
MB and its priority is set to high.

As PROCJOB is executing, an operator changes ProcJobObject's process memory to 10 MB and its priority to idle. The
process runs with a low priority and when the process reaches 10 MB, the process ends.

Verify Whether a Job is Running or Has Executed
You can verify whether a UNIX or Windows job is running, has executed and completed, or has executed and failed.
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NOTE
To verify if a job is running or has executed, the agent must be running.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the CSF panel.
2. Type W next to the job you want to verify and press Enter.

A shortcut menu appears with numbered options.
3. Do one of the following:

– If the job is running on a UNIX computer, enter 2 for Process Verify and press Enter.
– If the job is running on a Windows computer, enter 3 for Process Verify and press Enter.
A panel displaying the Process ID appears.

4. Leave the number that is displayed in the Process ID field to verify the selected job. If a Process ID does not appear,
the job has not run through an EXEC state, so you cannot verify the selected process.

NOTE
You can also enter the Process ID of any other job on that agent computer to verify if that process is running
or has executed.

5. Press Enter.
One of the following process messages appears in the top right corner of the panel. To see the entire process status
message, press F1.

Unable to catch or not child
Indicates that the process is not running or the agent did not start the process (process does not belong to a job
controlled by the agent).
Note: If the agent started the process, the job has executed and either completed or failed.

Process is child and running
Indicates that the process was started by the agent and is running. The job is running.

The process status is also recorded in the agent transmitter.log file.

Send Messages to ESP and Agents
You can use ESP message commands to send messages to ESP and agents. For example, you can do the following:

• Use the AGENTMSG command to tell the agent to temporarily respond to messages from ESP on a new IP address
and port.

• Use the ESPmgr utility in a Windows batch file or UNIX script to send a message to ESP when the job completes.
• Use the MGRMSG command from the host to simulate AFM messaging from the agent.

You can also use the ESPmgr and MGRMSG commands to bypass or resolve problems delaying the processing of
successor jobs. For example, you can use the commands to force a job complete.

The ESPmgr utility, in particular, is an important tool for schedulers. For useful tips for ESPmgr, watch the following video:

Example: Use Message Commands to Release Successor Jobs

In this example, an application runs a z/OS job (PAYROLL) that releases a Windows job (PAYDATA). When the Windows
job runs successfully, it releases another z/OS job (BANKING).

APPL MFG

JCLLIB 'CYBER.MFG.JCLLIB'

JOB PAYROLL

   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE PAYDATA
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ENDJOB

NT_JOB PAYDATA

   AGENT NT_CHICAGO

   CMDNAME c:\PAYROLL\MFG\DATA

   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE BANKING

ENDJOB

JOB BANKING

   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE PAYRPT

ENDJOB

JOB PAYRPT

   RUN FRIDAYS

ENDJOB

If the Windows job (PAYDATA) does not run, the successor z/OS jobs (BANKING and PAYRPT) will not be released. You
can manually release the jobs on the host or you can use the ESPmgr utility to send ESP a message from the Windows
computer indicating that the job is complete. The successor z/OS jobs will be released even though the Windows job did
not run.

If the Windows computer is not running, however, you cannot send a message from it. In this situation, you can use
the MGRMSG command to send the same message to ESP using page mode on the computer where ESP runs. The
MGRMSG command simulates AFM messaging from the agent to ESP.

Retrieve Spool File
When a job that runs under the control of an agent completes, the agent writes output to a spool file. Use instructions in
this section to retrieve the spool file data.

Retrieve the Spool File Using CSF

You can use CSF to retrieve spool file data for a job.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter W command on the CSF panel beside a job. A pop-up panel is displayed.
2. On the panel, select line 1. The following panel is displayed.

----------------------- SPOOL FILE RETRIEVAL CRITERIA ----------------------

COMMAND ===>

From ==>

To ==>

Format (Bytes/Kb/Mb/Lines) ==> L

Last matching line only (Y/N) ==> N

Filter ==>

OR

Last lines ==>

Where:
From

Specifies the starting line number or size (inclusive) for the search.
To

Specifies the ending line number or size (inclusive) for the search.
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Format
Specifies the search criteria format in Bytes, KB, MB, or lines.

Last matching line only
Returns the last line meeting the search criteria.
Default: All lines that meet the criteria

Filter
Specifies the text string for which you want to search.

Last lines
Specifies the last number of lines to return.

NOTE
If you specify the last number of lines to return, you cannot specify any of the other search criteria.

3. (Optional) Specify the selection criteria.
4. The response is displayed in the CSF.

NOTE
You can also invoke Retrieve Spool File command by entering CSF command WSF.

Retrieve the Spool File Using Page Mode or Workstation Line Mode Interface

You can also execute the Retrieve Spool File command using page mode or workstation line mode by entering the
following command:

WOBCMD APPL(<application>) JOB(<job>) CMD(WSF FROM(<from>) TO(<to>) FILTER(<filter>)

FORMAT({BYTES|KB|MB|LINES})  LASTMATCHINGLINE({Y|N})) [MSG]

(optional) MSG
Specifies that the response will not be processed by ESP.

NOTE
All mandatory and optional operands, such as <application name>, <job name> and all operands
defined above, are supplied by ESP. The operands in bold format are defaults.

Sample Batch Job:

This shows a sample JCL of the Retrieve Spool File command.

//CYBJAK1B JOB  113300000,MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=A,REGION=4M

/*JOBPARM SYSAFF=CA11

//ESP1    EXEC  PGM=ESP,PARM='SUB(ESJK)'

//STEPLIB  DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=CYB1.JK530.TEST.SSCPLINK

//              DD DISP=SHR,DSN=APC.DEVESP.TESTV113.SSCPLINK

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD   *

WOBCMD APPL(TESTOZ.26) JOB(CYBJK.OZ) -

CMD(WSF)

Send the Spool File Data Retrieval Requests Using the Agent Name

By default, ESP uses an agent alias to send the request to retrieve the spool file data. This is the recommended method
for agents that save data to shared storage.
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If the agents use separate, local spool files to store the output, this method may be unsuitable. The request to retrieve the
spool file data for a job may be passed to an agent that did not process the job. As a result, the system may display no
data or inform you that the agent is not communicating.

To prevent this behavior, you can change the agent definition to use an agent name to send the request to retrieve the
spool file data.

NOTE
Only the agent that executes the job and stores the data to the local spool file can retrieve that data.

To use an agent name to send the request to retrieve the spool file data, include the NOALIAS operand in the AGENT
command or AGENT initialization parameter of the agent that is used as an alias.

Query and Control ESP from the Agent
This section describes how to use ESPlmi to query and control ESP.

For more information on ESP job statements and commands, see Reference.

ESPlmi Command on UNIX
ESP Line Mode Interface (ESPlmi) provides a line-mode interface to ESP. Using ESPlmi, you can query and control ESP
from the agent computer on UNIX.

Syntax

ESPlmi -sHost:Port -uUserid -pPassword "-cCmd;Cmd"

Host
Specifies the host name or IP address of Workstation Server.

Port
Specifies the port that Workstation Server provides for user or client connections.

Userid
Specifies your mainframe TSO user ID.

Password
Specifies your mainframe TSO password. If the password has been encrypted using the agent's password utility,
you can enter the encrypted password in hexadecimal format that starts with 0x.

NOTE

• You can use the encrypted password only in script or line mode. You cannot use the encrypted
password in interactive mode (with prompts).

• For more information about the password utility, see the agent documentation.

Cmd
Specifies the ESP commands you want to submit. Separate multiple commands with semicolons. You can also
enter multiple ESP commands in a file.

NOTE

• Do not put a space between an option and its value. For example, do not enter a space between -p and the
password.

• When entering multiple commands, include the entire operand (including -c) in double quotes. Do not enter
spaces between the commands and the semicolons.
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Display ESPlmi Help on UNIX

You can display the ESPlmi help to get more information on the utility.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the directory where ESPlmi is installed.
2. At the command prompt, enter the following:

ESPlmi -h

The following panel shows the output from the command:

Start ESPlmi and Submit Commands Interactively on UNIX

You can start ESPlmi and submit commands interactively from a UNIX computer.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the directory where ESPlmi is installed.
2. Enter ESPlmi at the command prompt.

You are prompted for the host name or IP address of the Workstation Server and the port number it provides for user
or client connections, as shown in the following panel:

$ ESPlmi

Please enter -sHOST:PORT

-->

3. Enter the host name or IP address and the port number as follows:
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-sHost:Port

4. You must type both the -s and the colon. The value you enter cannot contain spaces. In the following panel, toresp is
the host name and 4137 is the port number:

$ ESPlmi

Please enter -sHOST:PORT

-->-storesp:4137

-->

5. Type the following, where userid and password are your mainframe security system user ID and password:
user userid password

6. In the following panel, the user ID is espuser and the password is secret:

$ ESPlmi

Please enter -sHOST:PORT

-->-storesp:4137

-->user espuser secret

ESPWSS2836I Logon successful

-->

When Logon successful appears, you can enter ESP commands interactively at the command prompt. The following
panel shows the output from the lsys ESP command:

$ ESPlmi

Please enter -sHOST:PORT

-->-storesp:4137

-->user espuser secret

ESPWSS2836I Logon successful

-->lsys

SYS: ESPZ, SMF ID SYSA, CPU SERIAL 0101D24, MODEL 7060

     LAST QUEUE ACCESS AT 14.55.37 ON MONDAY JANUARY 14TH, 2002

     CHECKPOINT DATASET CYB1.ESPZ.CKPT

-->

Stop ESPlmi on UNIX

You can stop ESPlmi on UNIX to end your interactive session.

To stop ESPlmi at any time, enter end.

Submit Commands from a Script File on UNIX

When you submit commands from a script file, ESPlmi logs you onto the Workstation Server, submits your commands,
returns the results, and logs you off the Workstation Server.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a script file.
2. Add the following ESPlmi command to the script file:

ESPlmi -sHost:Port -uUserid -pPassword "-cCmd;Cmd"
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NOTE
If the password has been encrypted using the agent's password utility, you can enter the encrypted
password in hexadecimal format that starts with 0x, for example:

-p0x1FF8897FCDDF8A62

3. Run the script file from the command line.

Example: Trigger an Event from the UNIX Command Line

The following script triggers the event cybusr.uj30job from the UNIX command line:

#!/bin/ksh

cd /home/CAWorkloadAutomationEELMI

ESPlmi -sesp1:2345 -ucybusr -psecret "-coper trigger cybusr.uj30job"

In this example, ESPlmi is installed in the /home/CAWorkloadAutomationEELMI directory.

Submit Commands from a Text File on UNIX

When you submit commands from a text file, ESPlmi logs you onto the Workstation Server, submits your commands,
returns the results, and logs you off the Workstation Server.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a text file containing ESP commands. Your file might contain the ESP commands required to run an application
or trigger a job.
For example, the following file contains four ESP commands:

WSSDOMN

LDSN

LISTCKPT

LISTEVS

2. Type the following command from the command prompt, where Path is the path and file name of the file containing the
commands (for example,
/export/home/jdoe/status).

ESPlmi -sHost:Port -uUserID -pPassword -c@Path

NOTE
If the password has been encrypted using the agent's password utility, you can enter the encrypted
password in hexadecimal format that starts with 0x, for example:

-p0x1FF8897FCDDF8A62

The following panel shows the output returned when the commands shown in Step 1 are submitted in a text file (status
in this example):
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Submit Commands in Line Mode on UNIX

When you submit commands in Line mode, ESPlmi logs you onto the Workstation Server, submits your commands,
returns the results, and logs you off the Workstation Server.

Follow these steps:

1. Switch to the directory where ESPlmi is installed.
2. Enter the following, substituting valid values for the operands:

ESPlmi -sHost:Port -uUserid -pPassword "-cCmd;Cmd"

NOTE
If the password has been encrypted using the agent's password utility, you can enter the encrypted
password in hexadecimal format that starts with 0x, for example:

-p0x1FF8897FCDDF8A62

You can enter a single command or a series of commands separated by semicolons.
The following panel shows the output from the lsys and ldsn commands. Note that the commands are entered in one
ESPlmi command (separated by a semicolon), but ESPlmi submits the commands separately.
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Usage Examples on UNIX

This section provides additional examples for using ESPlmi. The examples use toresp as the host name, 4137 as the port
number, espuser as the user ID, and secret as the password. Substitute valid values for these operands.

For more information on the commands and statements used in these examples, see Reference.

Examples: Using the AGENTMSG Command

The AGENTMSG command is used to issue commands and send messages to agents. To issue the AGENTMSG
command, you require read access to the SAF resource.

The following examples show you how to use AGENTMSG to shut down an agent, cancel workload on an agent, and
archive and clear log files on an agent.

This example shuts down agent MYAGENT:

ESPlmi -storesp:4137 -uespuser -psecret 

"-cAGENTMSG . . MYAGENT . . CONTROL SHUTDOWN"

This example cancels job myjob running on agent MYAGENT:

ESPlmi -storesp:4137 -uespuser -psecret 

"-cAGENTMSG . . MYAGENT . myjob CONTROL CANCEL"

This example archives and clears log files on agent MYAGENT:

ESPlmi -storesp:4137 -uespuser -psecret 

"-cAGENTMSG . . MYAGENT . . CONTROL CLRFILES"

Examples: Using the AGENTRCV Command

The AGENTRCV command is used to define and display the ESP receiver function for communication with agents. You
require OPER authority to issue the AGENTRCV command.
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The following examples show you how to halt an agent receiver, restart an agent receiver, and list an agent receiver.

This example halts agent receiver CYBTCPIP:

ESPlmi -storesp:4137 -uespuser -psecret "-cAGENTRCV HALT NAME(CYBTCPIP)"

This example restarts agent receiver CYBTCPIP:

ESPlmi -storesp:4137 -uespuser -psecret "-cAGENTRCV RESTART NAME(CYBTCPIP)"

This example lists agent receiver CYBTCPIP:

ESPlmi -storesp:4137 -uespuser -psecret "-cAGENTRCV LIST NAME(CYBTCPIP)"

Example: Use ESPlmi to Trigger an Event

This example triggers event CYB.MYEVENT:

ESPlmi -storesp:4137 -uespuser -psecret "-cTRIGGER CYB.MYEVENT"

Examples: Pass Data with ESPlmi

You can use ESPlmi to trigger an ESP event or pass data to ESP:

• You can trigger the event from the UNIX command line or a UNIX script.
• You can pass multiple values using the following ESP built-in symbolic variables: USER1, USER2, USER3, and

USER4. You can pass data from the command line or from a script.

This example triggers an event and passes four values to ESP:

ESPlmi -slpara:2345 -ucybuser -psecret 

"-cTR ESP.UJOB30 USER1('ONE') USER2('TWO') USER3('THREE') USER4('FOUR')"

NOTE
You can use the CASESENSITIVE option to pass a mixed-case string, as shown in the following example.

The following script triggers an event and passes two values to ESP:

#!/bin/ksh

cd /home/esp/sun30

ESPlmi -slpara:2345 -ucybuser -psecret <<eof

tr esp.ujob30 user1('Markham') user2('Richmond Hill') CASESENSITIVE

end

eof

NOTE
The CASESENSITIVE option must be part of the tr trigger command line. The command and the option cannot
be separated by a carriage return.

In this example, when the script is run from the command line, the ESP event ESP.UJOB30 is triggered. The built-in
symbolic variables are set as follows:

• %USER1 is set to Markham.
• %USER2 is set to Richmond Hill.

You can test the values set for the variables in your ESP job, using statements like the following:
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IF '%USER1' EQ 'Markham' THEN …

IF '%USER2' EQ 'Richmond Hill' THEN …

ESPlmi Command on Windows
ESP Line Mode Interface (ESPlmi) provides a line-mode interface to ESP. Using ESPlmi, you can query and control ESP
from the agent computer.

Syntax

esplmi -sHost:Port -uUserid -pPassword -cCmd;Cmd

Host
Specifies the host name or IP address of Workstation Server.

Port
Specifies the port that Workstation Server provides for user or client connections.

Userid
Specifies your mainframe TSO user ID.

Password
Specifies your mainframe TSO password. If the password has been encrypted using the agent's password utility,
you can enter the encrypted password in hexadecimal format that starts with 0x.

NOTE

• You can use the encrypted password only in batch or Line mode. You cannot use the encrypted
password in interactive mode (with prompts).

• For more information about the password utility, see the agent documentation.

Cmd
Specifies the ESP commands you want to submit. If the command contains a space, put the command in double
quotes. Separate multiple commands with semicolons. You can also enter multiple ESP commands in a file.

NOTE

• Do not put a space between an option and its value. For example, do not enter a space between -p and the
password.

• When entering multiple commands, do not enter spaces between the commands and the semicolons.

Display ESPlmi Help on Windows

You can display the ESPlmi help to get more information on the utility.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Windows Command Prompt and navigate to the directory where ESPlmi is installed.
2. Enter the following:

esplmi -h

The following window shows the output from the command:
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Start ESPlmi and Submit Commands Interactively on Windows

You can start ESPlmi and submit commands interactively from a Windows computer.

Follow these steps:

1. Open ESPlmi using the shortcut created during the install (for example,
Start, Programs, CA, ESP, Esplmi).

NOTE
If a shortcut was not created during the install, open the Windows Command Prompt, navigate to the
directory where ESPlmi is installed, and enter ESPlmi.

You are prompted for the host name or IP address of the Workstation Server and the port number it provides for user
or client connections, as shown in the window below:
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2. Enter the host name or IP address and the port number as follows:

-sHost:Port

You must type both the -s and the colon. The value you type cannot contain spaces. In the following window, toresp is
the host name and 4137 is the port number.

3. Type the following, where userid and password are your mainframe security system user ID and password:

user userid password

In the following window, the user ID is espuser and the password is secret.
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When Logon successful appears, you can enter ESP commands interactively at the command prompt. The following
window shows the output from the lsys ESP command:

Stop ESPlmi on Windows

You can stop ESPlmi on Windows to end your interactive session.

To stop ESPlmi at any time, enter end.

Submit Commands from a Batch File on Windows

When you submit commands from a batch file, ESPlmi logs you onto the Workstation Server, submits your commands,
returns the results, and logs you off the Workstation Server.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a batch file.
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2. Add the following ESPlmi command to the batch file:

esplmi -sHost:Port -uUserid -pPassword -cCmd;Cmd

NOTE
If the password has been encrypted using the agent's password utility, you can enter the encrypted
password in hexadecimal format that starts with 0x, for example:

-p0x1FF8897FCDDF8A62

3. Run the batch file from the command line.

Example: Trigger an Event from the Windows Command Line

The following batch file triggers the event cybusr.nt30job from the Windows command line:

cd c:\Program Files\CA\CA Workload Automation EE LMI

esplmi -sesp1:2345 -ucybusr -psecret -c"oper trigger cybusr.nt30job"

In this example, ESPlmi is installed in the c:\Program Files\CA\CA Workload Automation EE LMI directory.

NOTE
Put commands containing spaces in double quotes.

Submit Commands from a Text File on Windows

When you submit commands from a text file, ESPlmi logs you onto the Workstation Server, submits your commands,
returns the results, and logs you off the Workstation Server.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a text file containing ESP commands. Your file might contain the ESP commands required to run an application
or trigger a job.
For example, the following file contains four ESP commands:

WSSDOMN

LDSN

LISTCKPT

LISTEVS

2. Enter the following command from the Windows Command Prompt, where Path is the path and file name of the file
containing the commands (for example, c:\cmds\status.txt).

esplmi -sHost:Port -uUserID -pPassword -c@Path

NOTE
If the password has been encrypted using the agent's password utility, you can enter the encrypted
password in hexadecimal format that starts with 0x, for example:

-p0x1FF8897FCDDF8A62

The following window shows the output returned when the commands shown in Step 1 are submitted in a text file
(status.txt in this example):
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Submit Commands in Line Mode on Windows

When you submit commands in line mode, ESPlmi logs you onto the Workstation Server, submits your commands,
returns the results, and logs you off the Workstation Server.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Windows Command Prompt and navigate to the directory where ESPlmi is installed.
2. Enter the following, substituting valid values for the operands:

esplmi -sHost:Port -uUserid -pPassword -cCmd;Cmd

NOTE
If the password has been encrypted using the agent's password utility, you can enter the encrypted
password in hexadecimal format that starts with 0x, for example:

-p0x1FF8897FCDDF8A62

You can enter a single command or a series of commands separated by semicolons.
The following window shows the output from the lsys and ldsn commands. Note that the commands are entered in one
ESPlmi command (separated by a semicolon), but ESPlmi submits the commands separately.
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Usage Examples on Windows

This section provides additional examples for using ESPlmi. The examples use toresp as the host name, 4137 as the port
number, espuser as the user ID, and secret as the password. Substitute valid values for these operands.

NOTE
For more information on the commands and statements used in these examples, refer to the Reference Guide.

Examples: Using the AGENTMSG Command

The AGENTMSG command is used to issue commands and send messages to agents. To issue the AGENTMSG
command, you require read access to the SAF resource.

The following examples show you how to use AGENTMSG to shut down an agent, cancel workload on an agent, and
archive and clear log files on an agent.

This example shuts down agent MYAGENT:

esplmi -storesp:4137 -uespuser -psecret 

-c"AGENTMSG . . MYAGENT . . CONTROL SHUTDOWN"

NOTE
Commands containing spaces require double quotes.

This example cancels job myjob running on agent MYAGENT:

esplmi -storesp:4137 -uespuser -psecret 

-c"AGENTMSG . . MYAGENT . myjob CONTROL CANCEL"

This example archives and clears log files on agent MYAGENT:

esplmi -storesp:4137 -uespuser -psecret 

-c"AGENTMSG . . MYAGENT . . CONTROL CLRFILES"
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Examples: Using the AGENTRCV Command

The AGENTRCV command is used to define and display the ESP receiver function for communication with agents. You
require OPER authority to issue the AGENTRCV command.

The following examples show you how to halt an agent receiver, restart an agent receiver, and list an agent receiver.

This example halts agent receiver CYBTCPIP:

esplmi -storesp:4137 -uespuser -psecret -c"AGENTRCV HALT NAME(CYBTCPIP)"

This example restarts agent receiver CYBTCPIP:

esplmi -storesp:4137 -uespuser -psecret -c"AGENTRCV RESTART NAME(CYBTCPIP)"

This example lists agent receiver CYBTCPIP:

esplmi -storesp:4137 -uespuser -psecret -c"AGENTRCV LIST NAME(CYBTCPIP)”

Example: Use ESPlmi to Trigger an Event

This example triggers event CYB.MYEVENT:

esplmi -storesp:4137 -uespuser -psecret -c"TRIGGER CYB.MYEVENT"

Specify ESPlmi Initialization Parameters in a File
To avoid having to enter the host name, port, user ID, and password values each time you start ESPlmi, you can create an
initialization parameter file. When you type the ESPlmi command, you are automatically logged on using the values in the
file. The file must be a text file named lmiparms.txt and reside in the current working directory.

The file must contain all four of the following lines with valid values substituted for the variables:

lmi.host=host
Specifies the host name of the Workstation Server, equivalent to the -s command line argument.

lmi.port=port
Specifies the port that the Workstation Server provides for user connections, equivalent to the -s command line
argument.

lmi.userid=userid
Specifies your mainframe security system user ID.

lmi.pswd=pswd
Specifies your mainframe security system password.

NOTE
Command-line arguments override values specified in the initialization parameter file.

The following is an example of an lmiparms.txt file:

lmi.host=toresp

lmi.port=4137

lmi.userid=espuser

lmi.pswd=secret

In this example, toresp is the host name, 4137 is the port, espuser is the user ID, and secret is the password.
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If you do not specify a user ID or password, ESPlmi prompts you for these values.

Send SNMP Traps
This section describes how to send SNMP traps to an SNMP management console.

You can create an application to send alerts and have them sent as SNMP traps to an SNMP management console.

To begin, you must create an application with a NOTIFY statement that is used to monitor for specified conditions. When
one of these conditions occurs, ESP processes the NOTIFY statement with the associated alert. This alert, with its unique
ID, triggers an event that invokes a procedure.

When the procedure runs, it gathers the necessary information to pass to the agent, including the state of the application
for which the alert was issued. This information is then formatted as an AFM and sent to the agent.

The agent processes the input AFM to produce a trap that is sent to the SNMP management console. Assuming that
SNMP was enabled during the installation of the agent, no further work is required to configure the agent to send the trap
to the SNMP management console.

To send SNMP traps, follow these steps:

Create an Application with a NOTIFY Statement

You can use the NOTIFY statement to associate the jobs that you want to monitor with the alert and to specify the
conditions for which you want the alert generated.

Example: Mainframe Job

In this example, for the job CYBKAK1S, the conditions the NOTIFY statement is processed for are job submission, job
start, job end, job fail, and job resubmission. For each instance, ESP processes the NOTIFY statement so that it triggers
an alert to trigger an event.

APPL TESTSNMP

CCCHK RC(0:4095) FAIL

JOB CYBKAK1S.J1

   NOTIFY SUBMIT START END FAIL RESUB ALERT(SNMP)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Windows Job

In this example, for the job CYBUSER1D, the conditions the NOTIFY statement is processed for are job submission, job
start, job end, job fail, and job overdue. For each instance, ESP processes the NOTIFY statement so that it will trigger an
alert that will trigger an event.

APPL TESTMAN

JCLLIB 'CYBUSER.JCL'

NT_JOB CYBUSER1D

   AGENT TORONTO

   CMDNAME c:\data\pay.cmd

   NOTIFY SUBMIT START END FAIL OVERDUE ALERT(SNMP)

   RUN DAILY

   DUEOUT 5PM

ENDJOB

Example: UNIX Job
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In this example, for the job CYBUSER1D, the conditions the NOTIFY statement is processed for are job submission, job
start, job end, job fail, and job overdue. For each instance, ESP processes the NOTIFY statement so that it triggers an
alert that triggers an event.

APPL TESTMAN

JCLLIB 'CYBUSER.JCL'

UNIX_JOB CYBUSER1D

   AGENT TORONTO

   SCRIPTNAME /path/pay

   NOTIFY SUBMIT START END FAIL OVERDUE ALERT(SNMP)

   RUN DAILY

   DUEOUT 5PM

ENDJOB

Define an Alert

You must define an alert to trigger the event. Using the alert ID of SNMP from Step 1 and the user ID of CYBUSER1, the
following ALERTDEF command defines the alert and specifies the event that will be triggered:

ALERTDEF ADD ID(SNMP) EVENT(CYBUSER1.SNMP)

NOTE
For more information on the ALERTDEF command, see Reference.

Create an Event

The following example shows how to create an event to invoke the SNMP procedure created in Set Up an SNMP
Procedure. This event is triggered by the specific alert that you created in Define an Alert.

EVENT ID(CYBUSER1.SNMP) SYSTEM(ESP) EICLASS(99) REPLACE

INVOKE 'CYB1.CYBER.ESPPROC(SNMP)'

To prevent out-of-sequence event execution, only one such event can be processed at any time. To ensure proper
serialization, you can use an EICLASS operand to specify a class with only one initiator in the event definition. You can
specify the initialization parameter of EICLASS to set the value of the class and the number of initiators (MPL in the
example below).

The class number can be a number from 0 to 254 inclusively, but MPL must be set to 1 to ensure that only one event will
be processed in the class. You can also issue this as a command in page mode using OPER authority. For processing
SNMP events, USERMOD 36 must be set.

NOTE
For information on activating USERMOD, a list of available USERMODs, and setting user modification options,
see Installing and Configuring.

The following example specifies class 99 with one initiator and sets USERMOD 36:

EICLASS SET CLASS(99) MPL(1)

USERMOD SET(36)

NOTE
USERMOD 36 causes event monitors to honor the event class of the initiating event and run in an event initiator
of the appropriate class. Without this USERMOD, all event monitors run in a class 0 event initiator.
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Set Up an SNMP Procedure

Your sample library includes a sample member named CYBESS70. The member contains a sample procedure named
SNMP, which you can use to create an SNMP message.

Your ESP administrator can help you set up this sample as a working procedure.

Example: Sample SNMP Procedure

This example shows the sample SNMP procedure. The first half of this procedure shown (everything up to the last
ENDDO statement) establishes the value of the local variable %V1, which is the state of the application for which the alert
is triggered. This value is then passed within the procedure to the AGENTMSG command.

The AGENTMSG command then sends an AFM to the agent using this value for %V1 if an alert is generated for the
monitored application. Using the AGENTMSG command, ESP builds an AFM containing the alert details and routes the
AFM to a predefined agent.

NOTE
All the fields of TRIGGER MONITOR in the AGENTMSG command are required fields.

/* REF: ASEPSAME(CYBESS70)                                          */

/* DOC: THIS IS A SAMPLE CA WORKLOAD AUTOMATION EE                  */

/*      PROCEDURE USED TO CREATE AN SNMP INFORMATION RECORD.        */

/*      IT COULD BE INVOKED BY AN ALERT EVENT AS A RESULT OF A      */

/*      NOTIFY PROCESSING.                                          */

/*                                                                  */

/*      IN THIS SAMPLE, AN AFM "TRIGGER MONITOR" IS SENT TO AN SNMP */

/*      AGENT "CYBNT". THIS MESSAGE IS SENT AT "SUBMIT", "JOBSTRT"  */

/*      AND "JOBEND" MONITOR POINTS, FOR MVS AND AGENT JOBS ONLY.   */

/*                                                                  */

/*      THIS SHOULD BE MODIFIED TO SUIT YOUR INSTALLATION'S         */

/*      REQUIREMENTS.                                               */

                                                                      

/* COPYRIGHT(C) 2008 CA

                                             */

SNMP: ESPPROC

 

IF %MNPOINT NE 'SUBMIT' AND %MNPOINT NE 'JOBSTRT' AND -               

   %MNPOINT NE 'JOBEND' THEN QUIT                                     

IF %MNJOBTYPE EQ 'TASK' THEN QUIT                                     

IF %MNJOBTYPE EQ 'LINK' THEN QUIT                                     

IF %MNJOBTYPE EQ 'JOB'  AND %MNPOINT EQ 'SUBMIT'  AND -               

   %MNJSTART NE ''      THEN QUIT                                     

V1=''                                                                 

IF %MNJOBTYPE NE 'JOB' THEN DO                                        

 IF %MNPOINT EQ 'JOBSTRT' THEN V1='State(STARTED)'                    

 IF %MNPOINT EQ 'JOBEND'  THEN V1='State(%MNPNODE) Status(%MNSTATUS)' 

ENDDO                                                                 

ELSE DO                                                               

 IF %MNPOINT EQ 'SUBMIT'  THEN V1='State(SUBERROR)'                   

 IF %MNPOINT EQ 'JOBSTRT' THEN V1='State(STARTED)'                    

 IF %MNPOINT EQ 'JOBEND'  THEN DO                                     

  IF SUBSTR(1,1,MNCMPC) GE '0' AND SUBSTR(1,1,MNCMPC) LE '9' THEN -   

   V1='State(COMPLETE)'       

  ELSE -                                                        
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   V1='State(%MNCMPC)'                                          

 ENDDO                                                          

ENDDO      

ESP AGENTMSG . . CYBNT . . -                                    

TRIGGER MONITOR MonitoredNode(%MGRADDR) Nodetype(Manager) -     

Nodename(%MGRNAME) Domain(MAIN) Applname(%MNAPPL) -             

Applgen(%MNAPPLGEN) Jobname(%MNJOB) JobQual(%MNQUAL) %V1

Use Load Balancing
This section describes how to use load balancing.

NOTE
Load balancing requires the ESP Service Governor.

Load Balancing Process Flow

The following flow chart illustrates what happens when load balancing is active:
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Figure 118: Load Balancing Flow Chart
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How to Use Load Balancing

Load balancing uses agents and their associated CPUs grouped into a node to handle workload. The purpose of this
grouping is to provide the Resource Manager with a selection of CPUs to choose from.

Previously, using an AGENT statement for a particular job meant that the job would be sent to that agent even if the
associated CPU did not have the capacity to handle the job.

With load balancing, the AGENT statement has a new operand called ROUTING. This operand tells the Resource
Manager to send the job to the agent CPU in the node that has the most capacity to handle the job.

The benefit of load balancing is that jobs are matched with CPUs that have more available capacity. Load balancing
reduces the run time of jobs and uses CPU capacity more efficiently. One CPU will not sit idle while another has jobs
queued that exceed its available capacity.

Decide Which Agent CPUs are in the Node
To decide which agent CPUs are in the node, follow these steps:

NOTE
Although there is at least one z/OS node for the ESP CPU, that node is not discussed as part of the load
balancing implementation.

Identify the Agents in the Node

As an example, suppose you decide to group three Windows agents together in one node and three UNIX agents together
in another. You define one node for the Windows agents (node WIN) and another for the UNIX agents (node UNIX).

Figure 119: Diagram with Agents in a Node

Ensure Agent Configurations Match

To allow load balancing, each agent must have what every other agent has to run a job. This means that each agent in a
node must have access to the same directories, data, and resources (for example, LPT). Each agent must be able to use
the required user IDs and passwords, and the agents need the same security profile. Likewise, each agent should have
the same environment settings.

Construct the Node Resource Topology
You require two ESP commands to construct the node resource topology:
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NODE
Defines a node and adds it to the list of defined nodes maintained by ESP.

CPU
Identifies a CPU, adds it to a defined node, and identifies the agent associated with a CPU.

Example: Construct the Node Resource Topology

The following example is built using the information from the diagram in Decide Which Agent CPUs are in the Node.

NODE WIN ADD

NODE UNIX ADD

CPU WIN1 ADD NODE(WIN)AGENT(AGWIN1)

CPU WIN2 ADD NODE(WIN)AGENT(AGWIN2)

CPU WIN3 ADD NODE(WIN)AGENT(AGWIN3)

CPU UNIX1 ADD NODE(UNIX)AGENT(AGUNIX1)

CPU UNIX2 ADD NODE(UNIX)AGENT(AGUNIX2)

CPU UNIX3 ADD NODE(UNIX)AGENT(AGUNIX3)

The example syntax consists of two commands: NODE and CPU. The following describes what these commands do:

• The NODE command uses the ADD operand to define the two nodes (WIN and UNIX).
• The CPU command uses the following operands:

– The ADD operand defines the CPU included in the node.
– The NODE operand indicates the node that the CPU is a member of.
– The AGENT operand identifies the agent associated with the CPU.

NOTE
The NODE and CPU commands can be issued dynamically, or they can be included as part of the initialization
parameters.

Set Up the Resources
After you have constructed the node resource topology on ESP, you use the RESDEF command to define each node as a
resource. The RESDEF command makes the resource available to the Resource Manager.

Example: Set Up the Resources

The following example uses the node WIN that you defined in Construct the Node Resource Topology:

RESDEF RESWIN ADD NODE(WIN) LOCAL RENEWABLE GRAVITY MAX(100)+

  MONITOR(CPU) POLL(5 MINUTES)

The following describes what this command does:

RESDEF RESWIN
The resource name is RESWIN. This name is what you specify in a job.

ADD NODE(WIN)
You ADD the new resource RESWIN onto the NODE called WIN.

LOCAL
The resource is LOCAL meaning that one resource counter is maintained by each CPU. It is mandatory.

RENEWABLE
The resource is a RENEWABLE resource type meaning that it varies in capacity dynamically as the load on the
system varies, returning to full capacity when all active workload is complete. It is strongly recommended.
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GRAVITY
Jobs are rerouted to the node where the resource RESWIN is defined. It is mandatory.

MAX(100)
A maximum counter value of 100 is defined. For the agent CPU, this is the maximum percent of available CPU
capacity.

MONITOR(CPU)
Tells the Resource Manager to get an update from the agents of the available CPU capacity.

POLL(5 MINUTES)
Tells ESP to ask all agents every five minutes to provide the percent of available CPU capacity. However, if a job
completes on a particular agent CPU, the CPU capacity is immediately updated by the Resource Manager.

NOTE
A shorter interval is more accurate but requires more system resources, which may slow system
response.

NOTE
The RESDEF command can be issued dynamically, or it can be included in the initialization parameters.

Specify Load Balancing in a Job
The last step is to specify load balancing in a job.

Example: Specify Load Balancing in a Job

The following is an example of an NT job that uses load balancing. The example statements in bold are relevant to load
balancing and are explained below.

NT_JOB myntjob

   RUN DAILY

   RESOURCE (10,RESWIN)

   AGENT AGWIN1 ROUTING

   CMDNAME C:\myjob.exe

ENDJOB

In this example, the relevant statements are as follows:

RESOURCE (10,RESWIN)
This statement specifies that the NT job myntjob must run on an agent CPU that has at least ten percent CPU
capacity free. The agent CPU must be part of the resource RESWIN.

AGENT AGWIN1 ROUTING
The Resource Manager attempts to select the best CPU available for the job. The Resource Manager selects
the agent CPU with the most free CPU capacity. Without the ROUTING operand specified, the job goes to agent
AGWIN1, and no load balancing is performed.

Once an available CPU is identified, the job is transferred to that agent for processing. If no CPU is available that has
more than ten percent free capacity, the job goes into a resource wait condition and waits until sufficient CPU capacity is
available.

Specify Job Definition Statements for UNIX, Linux, Windows Agent
The following table summarizes the job definition statements that you can use to run workload on WA Agent for UNIX,
Linux, or Windows.
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NOTE
In addition to these statements, you can specify common statements such as ENDJOB, RUN, and RELEASE
that apply to all job types. For more information about common statements, see Reference.

Statement Description Supported Job Types 
AGENT Identifies the distributed platform where the job runs under the

control of the agent
All

APPLDISPLNAME Specifies the display name of the Oracle Applications application. Oracle E-Business Suite
Request Set or Single Request
(OA_JOB)

APPLSHORTNAME Specifies the short name of the Oracle Applications application. Oracle E-Business Suite
Request Set or Single Request
(OA_JOB)

ARGDEFAULTS Specifies whether to use default values for arguments that are not
defined using the ARGS statement or the PROGARGS statement.
The default arguments are defined in Oracle Applications.

Oracle E-Business Suite
Request Set or Single Request
(OA_JOB)

ARGS (Oracle) Defines the argument values to override Oracle Applications
default values.

Oracle E-Business Suite Single
Request (OA_JOB)

ARGS (PeopleSoft) Specifies additional parameters to pass to a PeopleSoft report. PeopleSoft (PS_JOB)
ARGS (HP, Linux, OpenVMS,
Unix, Windows)

Specifies a string of positional arguments to pass to a batch file,
script, command, or program. Use this statement when defining
jobs on a UNIX, Windows, OpenVMS, or HP Integrity NonStop
platform.

AIX (AIX_JOB)
HP Integrity NonStop
(TANDEM_JOB)
HP-UX (HPUX_JOB)
Linux (LINUX_JOB)
OpenVMS (OPENVMS_JOB)
Solaris (SUN_JOB)
UNIX (UNIX_JOB)
Windows (NT_JOB)

AUTHPROTOCOL Specifies the SNMP v3 authentication protocol to use when
connecting with the user specified in the SNMPUSER statement.

SNMP Trap Send (SNPE_JOB)
SNMP Value Get (SNPG_JOB)
SNMP Value Set (SNPS_JOB)

BROADCAST Specifies the IP address of the LAN or subnet of the computer that
receives the Wake on LAN (signal).

Wake On LAN (WOL_JOB)

CHILDMONITOR Specifies whether the children of the Oracle Applications
programs are monitored.

Oracle E-Business Suite
Request Set or Single Request
(OA_JOB)
Oracle E-Business Suite Copy
Job (OAC_JOB)

CMDNAME Specifies commands to run when defining jobs on Windows and
UNIX computers.

AIX (AIX_JOB)
HP-UX (HPUX_JOB)
Linux (LINUX_JOB)
Solaris (SUN_JOB)
UNIX (UNIX_JOB)
Windows (NT_JOB)

COMMUNITY Specifies the SNMP v1 or v2 read community. SNMP Trap Send (SNPE_JOB)
SNMP Value Get (SNPG_JOB)
SNMP Value Set (SNPS_JOB)

CONTEXTENGINEID Specifies the context engine ID, which uniquely identifies an
SNMP entity within an administrative domain.

SNMP Value Get (SNPG_JOB)
SNMP Value Set (SNPS_JOB)

CONTEXTNAME Specifies the name of an SNMP context. SNMP Value Get (SNPG_JOB)
SNMP Value Set (SNPS_JOB)
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CPU Specifies the conditions that a CPU Monitoring job uses to monitor
the CPU usage of the computer where the agent is installed.

CPU Monitoring (CPU_MON)

CPU_MON Starts a CPU Monitoring job definition in an application. N/A
CUSTOMPROP Specifies the expression to resolve. Oracle E-Business Suite

Request Set or Single Request
(OA_JOB)

DESCRIPTION Provides an additional description for an Oracle Applications
single request. This description is concatenated with the program
name to create the request name.

Oracle E-Business Suite Single
Request (OA_JOB)

DESTINATION Specifies the output destination file in a job. SNMP Subscribe (SNPC_JOB)
SNMP Trap Send (SNPE_JOB)
SNMP Value Get (SNPG_JOB)
SNMP Value Set (SNPS_JOB)

DISABLE_RESTART Specifies whether to disable a restart feature for previously failed
jobs from the point where the job failed.

PeopleSoft (PS_JOB)

DISK Specifies the conditions used to monitor a specified disk or logical
partition.

Disk Monitoring (DISK_MON)

DISK_MON Starts a Disk Monitoring job definition in an application. N/A
DISTRFOLDER Specifies the name of a report folder for the contents of a

distribution list. This value corresponds to the distribution detail
folder name in the PeopleSoft system.

PeopleSoft (PS_JOB)

DISTRLISTROLES Specifies a distribution list of the roles that represent the
individuals who are receiving the PeopleSoft report.

PeopleSoft (PS_JOB)

DISTRLISTUSERS Specifies a distribution list of operator IDs to which you want to
send a PeopleSoft report.

PeopleSoft (PS_JOB)

DOMAIN Specifies the Windows domain name that is used for Windows
authentication.

Microsoft SQL (MSSQL_JOB)

EMAILADDR Specifies the email addresses of the recipients on a distribution list
for a PeopleSoft report.

PeopleSoft (PS_JOB)

EMAILLOG Specifies whether to email job logs along with the PeopleSoft
report to recipients on a distribution list.

PeopleSoft (PS_JOB)

EMAILSUBJECT Defines an email subject to include in the email to distribute to
recipients of a PeopleSoft report.

PeopleSoft (PS_JOB)

EMAILTEXT Defines the body text of the email to distribute to recipients of a
PeopleSoft report.

PeopleSoft (PS_JOB)

EMAILWEBREPORT Specifies whether to email a web report along with the PeopleSoft
report to recipients on a distribution list.

PeopleSoft (PS_JOB)

ENCODING Specifies the character encoding of the text file to be monitored. Text File Reading and
Monitoring (TEXT_MON)

ENGINEID Specifies the SNMP engine ID. SNMP Trap Send (SNPE_JOB)
ENVAR Name and value of an environment variable to pass to a batch file,

script, command, or program.
Linux (LINUX_JOB)
Solaris (SUN_JOB)
UNIX (UNIX_JOB)
Windows (NT_JOB)

EVENTCATEGORY Specifies the event category as displayed in the Windows Event
Viewer.

Windows Event Log Monitoring
(EVENTLOG_MON)

EVENTCOMPUTER Specifies the local computer name where the event log is
monitored.

Windows Event Log Monitoring
(EVENTLOG_MON)
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EVENTDESCRIPTION Specifies the event description as displayed in the Windows Event
Viewer.

Windows Event Log Monitoring
(EVENTLOG_MON)

EVENTID Specifies the Windows event IDs to monitor. Windows Event Log Monitoring
(EVENTLOG_MON)

EVENTLOG Specifies the name of the Windows event log to monitor. Windows Event Log Monitoring
(EVENTLOG_MON)

EVENTLOG_MON Starts a Windows Event Log Monitoring job definition in an
application.

N/A

EVENTSOURCE Specifies the event source as displayed in the Window Event
Viewer.

Windows Event Log Monitoring
(EVENTLOG_MON)

EVENTTIME Specifies the date and time of the Windows event log from when
monitoring starts.

Windows Event Log Monitoring
(EVENTLOG_MON)

EVENTTYPE Specifies the event type to monitor in the event log. Windows Event Log Monitoring
(EVENTLOG_MON)

EXITCODE Specifies the exit codes that indicate the success or failure of a
job.

AIX (AIX_JOB)
HP-UX (HPUX_JOB)
Linux (LINUX_JOB)
Solaris (SUN_JOB)
UNIX (UNIX_JOB)
Windows (NT_JOB

FILE_TRIGGER Starts a File Trigger job definition in an application. N/A
FILENAME Specifies the name of the file to monitor for activity within a File

Trigger job.
File Trigger (FILE_TRIGGER)

FILESYSTEM Defines the minimum amount of file space that must be available
on the specified UNIX file system or Windows drive before the job
can start.

AIX (AIX_JOB)
HP-UX (HPUX_JOB)
Linux (LINUX_JOB)
Solaris (SUN_JOB)
UNIX (UNIX_JOB)
Windows (NT_JOB)

FILTER Specifies a regular expression to use as a filter in an SNMP
Subscribe job.

SNMP Subscribe (SNPC_JOB)

FOLDER Specifies the name of the repository folder. Informatica
(INFORMATICA_JOB)

FTP_JOB Starts an FTP job definition in an application. N/A
INFORMATICA_JOB Starts an Informatica job definition in an ESP application. N/A
INTERACTIVE Runs a Windows job in interactive mode. Windows (NT_JOB)
INSTANCE Specifies the name of the workflow instance. Informatica

(INFORMATICA_JOB)
IP_MON Starts an IP Monitoring job definition in an application. N/A
IPADDRESS Specifies the DNS name or dotted decimal IP address to monitor. IP Monitoring (IP_MON)
IPPORT Specifies the IP port for the IP address to monitor. IP Monitoring (IP_MON)
JCLCONTENT Specifies a JCL file on the system running an agent. The agent

transfers the JCL to a server used with a particular job type and
the JCL is used to run the job.

Micro Focus (MF_JOB)

JCLREFERENCE Specifies a JCL file on the server associated with a job type. The
JCL is used to run the job.

Micro Focus (MF_JOB)

JOBCLASS Specifies the job class that the job runs under. All
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JOBDATA Retrieves the value of a variable stored in a data object
(DATA_OBJECT) or returned by a workload object within the
current application generation.

N/A

JOBID Specifies a job identification number for a Microsoft SQL job.
Either JOBID or JOBNAME have to be present in an MSSQL_JOB
definition, but not both.

Microsoft SQL (MSSQL_JOB)

JOBNAME Defines the name of a Microsoft SQL job. Either JOBNAME or
JOBID have to be present in an MSSQL_JOB definition, but not
both.

Microsoft SQL (MSSQL_JOB)

JOBOBJECT Creates a new Windows job object and associates a Windows job
with it or associates a Windows job with an existing Windows job
object.

Windows (NT_JOB)

LOCALFILENAME Specifies the name of one or more files on the agent computer
involved in an FTP transfer.

FTP (FTP_JOB)
Secure Copy Job (SCP_JOB)
Secure FTP Job (SFTP_JOB)

LOCALUSER Specifies a user ID on the computer where the agent is installed. FTP (FTP_JOB)
Secure Copy Job (SCP_JOB)
Secure FTP Job (SFTP_JOB)

MAC Specifies the Media Access Control (MAC) address of the
computer that receives the Wake on LAN (WOL) signal.

Wake On LAN (WOL_JOB)

MF_JOB Starts a Micro Focus job definition. N/A
MFUSER Specifies a user name used for authentication by the WA Agent

for Micro Focus.
Micro Focus (MF_JOB)

MIB Specifies the name of the MIB SNMP Subscribe (SNPC_JOB)
(management information base) file in an SNMP Trap Send
(SNPE_JOB) SNMP Job.

SNMP Value Get (SNPG_JOB)
SNMP Value Set (SNPS_JOB)

MONITORDELAY Defines the number of seconds to wait after an Oracle
Applications program completes before monitoring its children.

Oracle E-Business Suite Copy
Job (OAC_JOB)
Oracle E-Business Suite
Request Set or Single Request
(OA_JOB)

MSSQL_JOB Defines a Microsoft SQL Server job definition in an ESP
application.

Microsoft SQL (MSSQL_JOB)

NOTIFYDUSERS Specifies a list of display user names to notify for a single request
only.

Oracle E-Business Suite
Request Set or Single Request
(OA_JOB)

NOTIFYUSERS Specifies a list of short user names to notify for a single request
only.

Oracle E-Business Suite
Request Set or Single Request
(OA_JOB)

NT_JOB Starts a Windows job definition in an application. N/A
OA_JOB Starts an Oracle E-Business Suite Request Set or Single Request

job definition.
N/A

OAC_JOB Starts an Oracle E-Business Suite Copy Job definition. N/A
OAUSER Specifies an Oracle Applications user name that the job runs

under.
N/A

OSUSER Specifies an operating system user name used for authentication
on a server used with a particular job type.

N/A

OUTDESTFORMAT Specifies the type of format for the report output. PeopleSoft (PS_JOB)
OUTDESTPATH Specifies the path to an output directory or the path to a printer for

a PeopleSoft job.
PeopleSoft (PS_JOB)
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OUTDESTTYPE Specifies the output destination type for a PeopleSoft report. PeopleSoft (PS_JOB)
OUTPUTFORMAT Specifies the default output format for programs in a single

request or request set job.
Oracle E-Business Suite
Request Set or Single Request
(OA_JOB)

PARAMETER Specifies input parameters in an SNMP job. SNMP Trap Send (SNPE_JOB)
SNMP Value Set (SNPS_JOB)

PARAMETER_FILE Specifies the path and name of a parameter file on the Informatica
server.

Informatica
(INFORMATICA_JOB)

PRINTCOPIES Specifies the number of copies to print for an Oracle Applications
single request or request set.

Oracle E-Business Suite
Request Set or Single Request
(OA_JOB)

PRINTER Specifies the name of a printer to be used by Oracle Applications. Oracle E-Business Suite
Request Set or Single Request
(OA_JOB)

PRINTSTYLE Specifies an Oracle Applications print style. Oracle E-Business Suite
Request Set or Single Request
(OA_JOB)

PRIVPROTOCOL Specifies the SNMP v3 privacy protocol to use. SNMP Trap Send (SNPE_JOB)
SNMP Value Get (SNPG_JOB)
SNMP Value Set (SNPS_JOB)

PROCESS Specifies the name of the process to be monitored. Process Monitoring
(PROCESS_MON)

PROCESS_MON Starts a Process Monitoring job definition in an application. You
can define a Process Monitoring job to monitor the status of a
process on the computer where the agent is installed.

N/A

PROCESS_PRIORITY Specifies the process priority of a UNIX or i5/OS job. AIX (AIX_JOB)
HP-UX (HPUX_JOB)
Linux (LINUX_JOB)
Solaris (SUN_JOB)
UNIX (UNIX_JOB) i5/OS
(AS400_JOB)

PROCESSNAME Specifies the name of the PeopleSoft report that you want the job
to run.

PeopleSoft (PS_JOB)

PROCESSTYPE Specifies the type of PeopleSoft report that you want the job to
run.

PeopleSoft (PS_JOB)

PROGARGS Defines the argument values to pass to an Oracle Applications
request set program.

Oracle E-Business Suite
Request Set (OA_JOB)

PROGDATA Identifies a program in an Oracle Applications request set by order
number.

Oracle E-Business Suite
Request Set (OA_JOB)

PROGNOTIFYDUSERS Specifies a list of display user names to notify for the Nth program
in the request set.

Oracle E-Business Suite
Request Set or Single Request
(OA_JOB)

PROGNOTIFYUSERS Specifies a list of short user names to notify for the Nth program in
the request set.  Single Request (OA_JOB)

Oracle E-Business Suite
Request Set or Single Request
(OA_JOB)

PROGOUTPUTFORMAT Specifies an output format for the Nth program in the request set. 
Single Request (OA_JOB)

Oracle E-Business Suite
Request Set or Single Request
(OA_JOB)

PROGPRINTCOPIES Specifies the number of copies to print for an Oracle Applications
request set program.

Oracle E-Business Suite
Request Set (OA_JOB)
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PROGPRINTER Specifies the name of a printer to be used by an Oracle
Applications request set program.

Oracle E-Business Suite
Request Set (OA_JOB)

PROGPRINTSTYLE Specifies a print style to be used by an Oracle Applications
request set program.

Oracle E-Business Suite
Request Set (OA_JOB)

PROGQUOTEDEFAULT Specifies whether the agent encloses resolved values, in default
argument value, in quotes for a given program in a request set.

Oracle E-Business Suite
Request Set or Single Request
(OA_JOB)

PROGRAM Specifies the short name of an Oracle Applications single request
program.

Oracle E-Business Suite Single
Request (OA_JOB)

PROGRAMDISPL Specifies the name of the Oracle Applications single request
program.

Oracle E-Business Suite
Request Set or Single Request
(OA_JOB)

PROGSAVEOUTPUT Specifies whether to save the output from an Oracle Applications
request set program.

Oracle E-Business Suite
Request Set (OA_JOB)

PROGTEMPLATELANG Specifies a template language for the Nth program in the request
set.

Oracle E-Business Suite
Request Set or Single Request
(OA_JOB)

PROGTEMPLATETERR Specifies a template territory for the Nth program in the request
set.

Oracle E-Business Suite
Request Set or Single Request
(OA_JOB)

PROXY_JOB Starts a remote execution job definition in an application. N/A
PS_JOB Starts a PeopleSoft job definition in an application. N/A
PSOPRID Specifies the operator ID under whose authority the PeopleSoft

report runs.
PeopleSoft (PS_JOB)

PWDNAME Specifies the value in the NAME operand of the PASSWORD
command and is used in the password retrieval process.

Microsoft SQL (MSSQL_JOB)
Informatica
(INFORMATICA_JOB)

QUOTEDEFAULT Specifies whether the agent encloses resolved values, in default
argument value, in quotes for all programs in a single request or a
request set.

Oracle E-Business Suite
Request Set or Single Request
(OA_JOB)

REMOTE_COMMAND Specifies a command or script to run on a remote system. Remote Execution
(PROXY_JOB)

REMOTE_TARGET Specifies the host name of the remote system where the job is to
run.

Remote Execution
(PROXY_JOB)

REMOTEDIR Specifies the directory on a remote server involved in a secure file
transfer.

Secure Copy (SCP_JOB)
Secure FTP (SFTP_JOB)

REMOTEFILENAME Specifies the name of one or more files on a remote server
involved in an FTP transfer.

FTP (FTP_JOB)
Secure Copy (SCP_JOB)
Secure FTP (SFTP_JOB)

REPOSITORY Specifies the name of the repository that is created on the
Informatica server.

Informatica
(INFORMATICA_JOB)

REQSETDISPL Specifies the name of the Oracle Applications request set. Oracle E-Business Suite
Request Set or Single Request
(OA_JOB)

REQUESTID Specifies the request ID of the Oracle Applications request you
want to copy.

Oracle E-Business Suite Copy
Job (OAC_JOB)

REQUESTSET Specifies the short name of an Oracle Applications request set. Oracle E-Business Suite
Request Set (OA_JOB)
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RESPNAME Specifies an Oracle Applications responsibility name.  
Oracle E-Business Suite
Request Set or Single Request
(OA_JOB)

RUNCONTROLARGS Specifies the run control arguments for a run control table on the
PeopleSoft system.

PeopleSoft (PS_JOB)

RUNCONTROLID Specifies a set of PeopleSoft run parameters for a given
PeopleSoft process.

PeopleSoft (PS_JOB)

RUNCONTROLTABLE Specifies the name of the table that contains the run control
parameters for a PeopleSoft process.

PeopleSoft (PS_JOB)

SAVEOUTPUT Specifies whether to save the output from an Oracle E-Business
Suite Single Request or a Request Set job.

Oracle E-Business Suite
Request Set or Single Request
(OA_JOB)

SCP_JOB Allows you to define a Secure Copy job to transfer binary files
using the Secure Copy Protocol (SCP). The SCP does not support
wildcard transfers.

N/A

SCRIPTNAME Specifies the UNIX shell script to run. AIX (AIX_JOB)
HP-UX (HPUX_JOB)
Linux (LINUX_JOB)
Solaris (SUN_JOB)
UNIX (UNIX_JOB)

SEARCHRANGE Specifies the range a Text File Reading and Monitoring job will
search for a text string using a search boundary type of line,
regular expression, or date and time.

Text File Reading and
Monitoring (TEXT_MON)

SERVER Indicates the target server where the job is to start. Microsoft SQL (MSSQL_JOB)
SERVERADDR Specifies the DNS name or IP address of the FTP server. FTP (FTP_JOB)

Secure Copy (SCP_JOB)
Secure FTP (SFTP_JOB)

SERVERNAME Specifies the name of a server used with a particular job type. Micro Focus (MF_JOB)
PeopleSoft (PS_JOB)

SERVERPORT Specifies the port number of the FTP server. FTP (FTP_JOB)
Secure Copy (SCP_JOB)
Secure FTP (SFTP_JOB)

SERVICE_MON Starts a Windows Service Monitoring job definition in an
application. You can define a Windows Service Monitoring job to
monitor services on a local Windows computer.

N/A

SERVICENAME Specifies the name of the service on a local Windows computer to
monitor.

Windows Service Monitoring
(SERVICE_MON)

SFTP_JOB Allows you to define a Secure FTP job to transfer binary files using
the Secure File Transfer Protocol (SFTP). The SFTP supports
wildcard transfers so you can upload multiple files to a remote
computer.

N/A

SHELL Specifies the name of the shell used to run the script. AIX (AIX_JOB)
HP-UX (HPUX_JOB)
Linux (LINUX_JOB)
Solaris (SUN_JOB)
UNIX (UNIX_JOB)

SITECMD Command to execute prior to file transfer. FTP (FTP_JOB)
SKIPPARMUPDATES Specifies whether you want the agent to update job parameters

with data in the PS_PRCSDEFN table.
PeopleSoft (PS_JOB)
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SNMPNODE Specifies the SNMP OID (object identifier), host, port, version, and
other options.

SNMP Trap Send (SNPE_JOB)
SNMP Value Get (SNPG_JOB)
SNMP Value Set (SNPS_JOB)

SNMPUSER User name whose credentials are used for authorization in SNMP
v3.

SNMP Trap Send (SNPE_JOB)
SNMP Value Get (SNPG_JOB)
SNMP Value Set (SNPS_JOB)

SNPC_JOB Starts an SNMP Subscribe job definition in an application. You
can define an SNMP Subscribe job to subscribe for SNMP trap
information.

N/A

SNPE_JOB Starts an SNMP Trap Send job definition in an application.
You can define an SNMP Trap Send job to send SNMP trap
information.

N/A

SNPG_JOB Starts an SNMP Value Get job definition in an application. You can
define an SNMP Value Get job to retrieve the value of an SNMP
variable.

N/A

SNPS_JOB Starts an SNMP Value Set job definition in an application. You
can define an SNMP Value Set job to set the value of an SNMP
variable.

N/A

SPOOLFILE Specifies a path to the spool file. IP Monitoring (IP_MON)
Process Monitoring
(PROCESS_MON)
Windows Service Monitoring
(SERVICE_MON)

STATUS Status of the process, service, or IP address to monitor. IP Monitoring (IP_MON)
STEPNAME Indicates the job step at which to begin the execution of a job. Microsoft SQL (MSSQL_JOB)
SUBMIT_MODIFIER Specifies additional variables and flags to be passed when

invoking commands on the target system.
Remote Execution
(PROXY_JOB)

TARGET Specifies the name of the target Microsoft SQL database. The
agent supports running jobs against multiple target Microsoft SQL
databases.

Microsoft SQL (MSSQL_JOB)

TARGET Specifies the name of the Informatica target, which is used for
database connections.

Informatica
(INFORMATICA_JOB)

TARGETOSTYPE Specifies the remote operating system in a secure file transfer. Secure Copy (SCP_JOB)
Secure FTP (SFTP_JOB)

TASKNAME Specifies the name of the task from which the workflow is to start. Informatica
(INFORMATICA_JOB)

TEMPLATELANG Specifies the default template language for  programs in a single
request or request set job.

Oracle E-Business Suite
Request Set or Single Request
(OA_JOB)

TEMPLATETERR Specifies a template territory for the Nth or program in the request
set.

Oracle E-Business Suite
Request Set or Single Request
(OA_JOB)

TEXT_MON Starts a Text File Reading and Monitoring job definition in an
application. You can define a Text File Reading and Monitoring job
to search a text file on a Windows, UNIX, or i5/OS computer for a
text string.

N/A

TEXTFILE Specifies the path and name of the text file that is searched for a
text string.

Text File Reading and
Monitoring (TEXT_MON)

TEXTSTRING Specifies the text string to search for in a text file. Text File Reading and
Monitoring (TEXT_MON)
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TIMEFORMAT Specifies the mask used to search a log file with a time stamp. Text File Reading and
Monitoring (TEXT_MON)

TIMEOUT Specifies how long the agent attempts to ping the computer after
the Wake on LAN (WOL) signal is sent.

Wake On LAN (WOL_JOB)

TIMEZONE Specifies a different time zone for the PeopleSoft report being run. PeopleSoft (PS_JOB)
TRANSFERCODETYPE Specifies the type of transfer (ASCII, binary, or auto-detect), FTP

communication type (SSL or regular), and compression level.
FTP (FTP_JOB)

TRANSFERDIRECTION Specifies the direction (upload or download) of files to be
transferred.

FTP (FTP_JOB)
Secure Copy (SCP_JOB)
Secure FTP (SFTP_JOB)

ULIMIT Modifies resource limits on the agent computer during the job. AIX (AIX_JOB)
HP-UX (HPUX_JOB)
Linux (LINUX_JOB)
Solaris (SUN_JOB)
UNIX (UNIX_JOB)

UNIX_JOB Starts a UNIX job definition in an application. You can define a
UNIX job to schedule workload to run on a UNIX computer.

N/A

USER Specifies the user ID the agent job runs under. All
USESETDEFAULTS Indicates whether request set defaults take precedence over

program defaults.  
Oracle E-Business Suite
Request Set or Single Request
(OA_JOB)

VERSION Specifies the version of job-entry subsystem to use for a job type. Micro Focus job (MF_JOB)
WAITMODE Takes a snapshot of the monitor job and returns the actual state,

and it also monitors a job until the monitor conditions are met.
CPU Monitoring (CPU_MON)
Disk Monitoring (DISK_MON)
Text File Reading and
Monitoring (TEXT_MON)
Text File Reading and
Monitoring (EVENTLOG_MON)

WAKEHOST Specifies the computer to ping after the Wake on LAN (WOL)
signal is sent.

Wake On LAN (WOL_JOB)

WAKEPORTS Specifies the ports to ping after the Wake on LAN (WOL) signal is
sent.

Wake On LAN (WOL_JOB)

WOBDATA Retrieves the value of a variable stored in a data object
(DATA_OBJECT) or returned by a workload object.

N/A

WOL_JOB Allows you to define a Wake on LAN job to send a signal to a
server to turn it on. The job can wake up a remote computer that
has been soft-powered-down (ACPI D3-warm state).

N/A

WORKFLOW Specifies the name of the workflow and can contain a Pass On
Success indicator.

Informatica
(INFORMATICA_JOB)

Web Service Document/Literal Jobs
The Agent for Web Services plugin lets you run your Document/Literal style Web Service programs in a Windows or UNIX
environment. You can schedule and control your Web Service Document/Literal jobs using your scheduling manager and
WA Agent for Web Services. The agent runs on the same system as the Web Server and provides an interface to it.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and WA Agent for Web
Services.
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Define Web Service Document/Literal Jobs

You can define a Web Service Document/Literal (WEB_DOCLIT) job to run on a mainframe communicating with a Web
Server in a Windows or UNIX environment.

Use the Web Services Agent
The WA Agent for Web Services lets a user perform tasks such as the following:

• Calling an operation within a web service and passing parameters to the operation
• Directly invoking Java methods on Java classes in the agent plug-in

Example Web Services Job
Example: Invoke a Web Service to Return a Stock Quote The following application invokes a web service
to return a stock quote for CA:

APPL TEST

WEB_SERV QUOTE

   AGENT WSAGENT

   TARGETNAMESPACE http://www.webserviceX.NET/

   SERVICENAME StockQuote

   PORTNAME StockQuoteSoap

   OPERATION GetQuote

   WSDL_URL http://www.webservicex.com/stockquote.asmx?WSDL

   ENDPOINT_URL http://www.webservicex.com/stockquote.asmx  

   PARAMETER TYPE(xsd:string) VALUE(CA)

   RETURNCLASS java.lang.String

   RETURNXML string

   RETURNNAMESPACE http://www.webserviceX.NET/

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

The WEB_SERV statement begins a Web Service job definition and names the job. The WEB_SERV and
ENDJOB statements define the boundaries of the job definition. The statements within the job definition
provide detailed information about the job. In this example, the statements define the following:

• The name of the agent where the workload runs (AGENT WSAGENT)
• The target namespace (TARGETNAMESPACE http://www.webserviceX.NET/)
• The name of the web service (SERVICENAME StockQuote)
• The WSDL port name within the target namespace (PORTNAME StockQuoteSoap)
• The operation the job calls within the web service (OPERATION GetQuote)
• The URL for the WDSL that describes the web service and its location (WSDL_URL http://

www.webservicex.com/stockquote.asmx?WSDL)
• The target endpoint address URL (ENDPOINT_URL http://www.webservicex.com/stockquote.asmx)
• The company's stock symbol passed to the operation (PARAMETER TYPE(xsd:string) VALUE(CA))
• The object the operation returns (RETURNCLASS java.lang.String)
• The XML type the returned object maps to (RETURNXML string)
• The return namespace (RETURNNAMESPACE http://www.webserviceX.NET/)
• How often ESP selects the job to run (RUN DAILY)

Job Types Supported by the WA Agent for Web Services
        

With the WA Agent for Web Services, you can define and run the following types of jobs:
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Web Service
Lets you call an operation within a web service and pass parameters to the operation. The parameters can be
actual values or a serialized Java object passed by another job.

POJO
Lets you instantiate a class to create a Java object and invoke a method on it. The job is restricted to classes that
take constructors with no arguments (default constructors). You can use the POJO job to invoke custom Java
code on a local computer.

 

Manage Web Service Jobs
The term web service describes a standardized method for exchanging data between applications and systems. Web
services use XML to code and decode the data and Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) to transfer it.

Web Service Description Language (WSDL) is an XML-based language that describes a web service and how to access
it. A WSDL document specifies the location of the service and the operations the service exposes.

Universal Description, Discovery and Integration (UDDI) is an XML-based registry for businesses to list their available web
services on the Internet. You can use the UDDI to access the WSDL.

Web services provide access to applications written in Java and Microsoft©.NET. A web service lets you invoke
operations such as currency conversion, stock exchange quotes, or product pricing. In an enterprise workload automation
environment, a web service might be used to invoke a business process such as posting accounts payable to the General
Ledger. Some scheduling manager functions are also available as web services.

You can define a Web Service job to call an operation within a web service. The job passes parameters to the operation.
The parameters can be actual values or a serialized Java object passed by another job. When the job invokes the web
service, the parameters are passed to the operation. The job's output is stored by default as a serialized Java object in the
job's spool directory. You can also specify a destination file for the output.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and WA Agent for Web
Services.

The following diagram shows the functional relationship between the scheduling manager, WA Agent for Web Services,
and a web service residing on a web server:

Figure 120: Diagram with Scheduling Manager, Agent and Web Service Relationships

 

NOTE
If your company has a firewall and you must communicate through a proxy server to access a computer outside
the firewall, agent configuration is required. For more information on configuring the agent for a proxy, see the
agent documentation.
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Define Web Service Jobs

You can define a Web Service (WEB_SERV) job to call an operation within a web service.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and WA Agent for Web
Services.

Required Statements

To define a Web Service job, you must specify the following statements:

• AGENT
• OPERATION
• TARGETNAMESPACE

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for a Web Service job:

• DESTINATION
• ENDPOINT_URL
• FILTER
• JOBCLASS
• PARAMETER
• PORTNAME
• RETURNCLASS
• RETURNNAMESPACE
• RETURNXML
• SERVICENAME
• USER
• WSDL_URL

NOTE
If you specify the WSDL_URL statement but not the ENDPOINT_URL statement, you must specify both the
SERVICENAME and PORTNAME statements.

Example: Get a Company Stock Quote

Suppose that you want to invoke a web service that returns a company stock quote. The URL for the WSDL that
describes the web service and its location is http://www.webservicex.com/stockquote.asmx?WSDL. The WSDL port name
within the target namespace http://www.webserviceX.NET is StockQuoteSoap. The target endpoint address URL is http://
www.webservicex.com/stockquote.asmx. The job calls the operation GetQuote within the StockQuote web service. When
the job invokes the web service, the company's stock symbol is passed to the operation. The GetQuote operation returns
a java.lang.String object, which maps to the XML type string in the return namespace http://www.webserviceX.NET/.
When the job completes, the stock quote for CA is stored as a serialized Java object in the job's spool directory.

WEB_SERV QUOTE

   AGENT WSAGENT

   TARGETNAMESPACE http://www.webserviceX.NET/

   SERVICENAME StockQuote

   PORTNAME StockQuoteSoap

   OPERATION GetQuote

   WSDL_URL http://www.webservicex.com/stockquote.asmx?WSDL

   ENDPOINT_URL http://www.webservicex.com/stockquote.asmx  

   PARAMETER TYPE(xsd:string) VALUE(CA)
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   RETURNCLASS java.lang.String

   RETURNXML string

   RETURNNAMESPACE http://www.webserviceX.NET/          

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Validate an Email Address in a Web Service Job

Suppose that you want to invoke a web service that validates an email address. The URL for the WSDL that describes
the web service and its location is http://www.webservicex.net/ValidateEmail.asmx?wsdl. The job calls the IsValidEmail
operation within the ValidateEmail web service. When the job invokes the web service, the email address is passed to the
operation. If the email address is valid, the operation returns true and the job completes successfully. If the email address
is invalid, the operation returns false and the job fails.

WEB_SERV VALIDATEEMAIL

   AGENT WSAGENT

   TARGETNAMESPACE http://www.webservicex.net

   SERVICENAME ValidateEmail

   PORTNAME ValidateEmailSoap

   OPERATION IsValidEmail

   WSDL_URL http://www.webservicex.net/ValidateEmail.asmx?wsdl

   PARAMETER TYPE(xsd:string) VALUE(john.smith@example.com)

   RETURNCLASS java.lang.Boolean

   RETURNXML boolean 

   RETURNNAMESPACE http://www.webservicex.net 

   FILTER true

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Manage POJO Jobs
A Plain Old Java Object (POJO) is a Java object that follows the Java Language Specification only. All Java objects are
POJOs.

The POJO job lets you instantiate a class to create a Java object and invoke a method on it. The job is restricted to
classes that take constructors with no arguments (default constructors).

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and either WA Agent for
Application Services or WA Agent for Web Services.

You can use the POJO job to invoke custom Java code on a local computer. POJO jobs support method calls that can
involve passing parameters. The parameters can be actual values or a serialized Java object passed by another job.
When the POJO job invokes a method on an object, the parameters, if any, are passed to the object and the returned
values are stored in a Java serialized object file.

To define a POJO job, you must have the class name and the method that you want to call on the instantiated object.

 If you use custom Java code, verify that the required JAR file is in the jars subdirectory of the agent installation directory.

 By default, the oscomponent.classpath and oscomponent.javapath environment variables are set in the agentparm.txt file
when you install the agent. You cannot modify environment variables using a POJO job. But you can run a batch file using
a Windows job to set the CLASSPATH and JAVA_HOME environment variables, and then run the Java code.

 After you change or redeploy a class or JAR file in the agent installation directory, restart the agent. For more information
about restarting the agent, see the agent documentation.
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 The JRE version of the agent that you use to run POJO jobs and the Java compiler on your computer must be the same.
To find the JRE version of the agent, follow these steps:

1. Change to the following directory at the command prompt:
– On Windows:

agent_install_dir\jre\bin

– On UNIX:
agent_install_dir/jre/bin

agent_install_dir
• Specifies the agent installation directory.

2. Enter the following command:
java.exe –version

Define POJO Jobs

You can define a POJO (POJO_JOB) job to create a Java object instance with no arguments, invoke a method on the
object instance, and store the method's output.

NOTE

To run these jobs, your system requires the following agents:

• WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows
• WA Agent for Application Services or WA Agent for Web Services

Required Statements

To define a POJO job, you must specify the following statements:

• AGENT
• CLASSNAME
• METHOD

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for a POJO job:

• DESTINATION
• JOBCLASS
• PARAMETER
• USER

Example: Invoke a Method on a Java Object Instance

Suppose that you want to define a POJO job that creates a Java String with value "5" and calls the parseInt method with
the created Java String object as an argument. The parseInt method returns a Java Integer object.

POJO_JOB IGNORE

   AGENT APPAGENT

   CLASSNAME java.lang.Integer

   METHOD parseInt

   PARAMETER TYPE(java.lang.String) VALUE(5)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB
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Specify Job Definition Statements for Web Services Agent
The following table summarizes the job definition statements that you can use to run workload on WA Agent for Web
Services.

In addition to these statements, you can specify common statements such as ENDJOB, RUN, and RELEASE that apply to
all job types. For more information on common statements, see Reference.

Statement Description Supported Job Types
AGENT Identifies the distributed platform where the job runs under the

control of the agent.
POJO (POJO_JOB)
Web Service (WEB_SERV)

CLASSNAME Specifies the name of the Java class to instantiate in a POJO job
or the fully qualified Java class of the MBean object in a JMX-
MBean Create Instance job.

POJO (POJO_JOB)

DESTINATION Specifies the output destination file in a job. POJO (POJO_JOB)
Web Service (WEB_SERV)

ENDPOINT_URL Specifies the target endpoint address URL in a Web Service job. Web Service (WEB_SERV)
FILTER Specifies a regular expression to use as a filter in a job. Web Service (WEB_SERV)
JOBCLASS Assigns a job class value to a job. All
JOBDATA Retrieves the value of a variable stored in a data object

(DATA_OBJECT) or returned by a workload object within the
current application generation.

N/A

METHOD Specifies the method to be invoked in a job. Entity Bean (EJBE_JOB)
POJO (POJO_JOB)
RMI (RMI_JOB)
Session Bean (EJB_JOB)

OPERATION Specifies the MBean operation to be invoked in a JMX-MBean
Operation job or the web service operation to be invoked in a Web
Service job.

JMX-MBean Operation
(JMXO_JOB)
Web Service (WEB_SERV)

PARAMETER Specifies input parameters in an Application Services job. HTTP (HTTP_JOB)
JMS Publish (JMSP_JOB)
JMX-MBean Create Instance
(JMXN_JOB)
JMX-MBean Operation
(JMXO_JOB)
POJO (POJO_JOB)
RMI (RMI_JOB)
Session Bean (EJB_JOB)

PARAMETER Specifies input parameters in a Web Service job. Web Service (WEB_SERV)
POJO_JOB Starts a POJO job definition in an application. N/A
PORTNAME Specifies the WSDL port name within the target namespace. Web Service (WEB_SERV)
RETURNCLASS Specifies the Java class name of the return value in a Web

Service job.
Web Service (WEB_SERV)

RETURNNAMESPACE Specifies the XML namespace for the RETURNXML statement in
a Web Service job.

Web Service (WEB_SERV)

RETURNXML Specifies the XML type that maps to the RETURNCLASS
statement in a Web Service job.

Web Service (WEB_SERV)

SERVICENAME Specifies the web service name within the target namespace in a
Web Service job.

Web Service (WEB_SERV)
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TARGETNAMESPACE Specifies the target namespace in a Web Service job. Web Service (WEB_SERV)
USER Specifies the user ID the agent job runs under. POJO (POJO_JOB)

Web Service (WEB_SERV)
WEB_SERV Starts a Web Service job definition in an application. You can

define a Web Service job to call an operation within a web service.
N/A

WOBDATA Retrieves the value of a variable stored in a data object
(DATA_OBJECT) or returned by a workload object. You can use
this statement to retrieve the value of a variable from a workload
object in another application.

N/A

WSDL_URL Specifies the URL to the Web Service Description Language
(WSDL) of the web service to invoke in a Web Service job.

Web Service (WEB_SERV)
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Examples Cookbook
This section provides a selection of examples that demonstrate how you can use the product.

Auto-trigger an event for a reoccurring job
Objective

The Operations department runs a special stand-alone job upon request. It is always the same job and they do not want
an operator to have to trigger an event to run the job.

Solution

Follow these steps:

1. Set up a one-job application. Use a schedule frequency of RUN DAILY, and define the special job on hold.
2. Use a TRIGGER command within the scope of the JOB statement to retrigger the event.

For example:

APPL HELDJOB

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCLLIB'

JOB SPECIAL HOLD

 RUN DAILY

 ESPNOMSG TRIGGER %ESPEVENT

ENDJOB

3. Define an event without a SCHEDULE statement to invoke this application.
4. Manually trigger the event to create the first generation of the application.

Explanation

Once the first generation of the application is built, an operator can release job SPECIAL from hold whenever it needs to
run. This causes the job to run, and the TRIGGER command retriggers the same event to build another generation with
the job on hold again.

Build applications dynamically based on an input file
Objective

An application needs to be built dynamically based on an input file supplied by a user. The input file contains a list of job
names with one job name per line.

Solution

Use the following application:

APPL CYBER

JCLLIB 'CYB.JCL'

REXXON

"ALLOCX DSN('CYBER.INPUT') F(INDD) SHR"

IF RC \= 0 THEN

 DO

  "SEND 'UNABLE TO ALLOCATE CYBER.INPUT' U(USER01)"

  "EXIT"

  EXIT
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 END

ADDRESS z/OS "EXECIO * DISKR " INDD "(STEM LINE. FINIS"

IF LINE.0 = 0 THEN

 DO

  "SEND 'NO JOBS TO RUN' U(USER01)"

  "FREEX FILE("INDD")"

  "EXIT"

  EXIT

 END

LAST = LINE.0

 DO I = 1 TO LAST

  PARSE VAR LINE.I JOBNAME

  JOBNAME=STRIP(JOBNAME)

  "JOB "JOBNAME

  "RUN NOW"

  "ENDJOB"

 END

"FREEX FILE("INDD")"

REXXOFF

You can schedule an event to run the application or set up a data set-triggered event that runs when the input file is
updated.

Explanation

This solution uses REXX to read the input file. If the file is empty, a message is sent indicating that there are no jobs to
run. If the file is not empty, each line is read and corresponding JOB statements are created.

Example:
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Figure 121: Sample Application Built Dynamically Based on an Input File Copy

 

Bypass a job across multiple applications
Objective

When bypassing a job from CSF, the job should be bypassed across all active applications the job belongs to if the job is
not complete.

Solution

Use the following CSF extension:

/* REXX */

N=JOBONCSF(''JOBNAME()'','X')

DO I=1 TO N

 IF XQUAL.I = JOBQUAL() &  XCOMPLETE.I='0' THEN DO

  APPLNAME=STRIP(XAPPL.I) ||  '.' || XAPPLG.I

  "AJ "JOB() "BYPASS APPL("APPLNAME")"

 END

END

Explanation

The CSF extension facility allows you to add or replace CSF line commands for your installation.

For this CSF extension, if you add a new command called BYA, then issuing BYA against a job in CSF does the following:
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• Uses the JOBONCSF built-in function to return information about all instances of the job that are found on the CSF.
• For each instance of the job, the code checks if the job qualifier matches and the job is not complete. If so, the code

extracts the application name and generation number, and then issues an AJ command to bypass that instance of the
job.

To implement this extension you will need to code it in a REXX library, update the CYBESCSU member, and run the
CYBESTBG exec (supplied by Broadcom) to generate an ISPF table. For more information, see Implement CSF
Extensions.

 

Bypass a job based on status of another job
Objective

Run or bypass a job based on whether a particular job is complete in another application.

Solution

This solution uses a task in the application to check the completion status of job OTHERJOB in the OTHERAPP
application. If this job is not complete, then job B is bypassed.

APPL CYBER

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCLLIB'

JOB CHECKJOB TASK SELFCOMPLETING

 RUN ANY

 REXXON PROC

 J=JOBONCSF('OTHERJOB','X')

 IF J > 0 THEN DO

  BYPASS='NO'

  DO I=1 TO J WHILE BYPASS='NO'

   IF XAPPL.I='OTHERAPP' & XCOMPLETE.I=0 THEN

    DO

     BYPASS='YES'

     "ESP AJ B BYPASS APPL(CYBER.%ESPAPGEN)"

     LEAVE

    END

  END

 END

 REXXOFF

 RELEASE B

ENDJOB

 

JOB B

 RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Explanation

This solution uses a self-completing task named CHECKJOB. This task does the following:

• Uses REXX in application process mode and the JOBONCSF built-in function to find all instances of job OTHERJOB.
• If OTHERJOB is found in any generation of the OTHERAPP application and it is not complete, then job B is bypassed.
• Completes itself automatically.
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Bypass non-critical jobs when jobs are late
Objective

There are problems meeting a service-level agreement (SLA) and the programmers recommend bypassing some non-
critical jobs when a particular application is behind. For example, if certain jobs in an application are not complete by
6 AM, then bypass some non-critical jobs.

Solution

Using ESP, this bypass can be automatically "scheduled" by taking the following steps:

1. Define a link (for example, CRITICAL.POINT) as a successor to the important jobs.
2. Specify an overdue DUEOUT EXEC time for this link of 6AM.
3. Identify an alert to be triggered if the link becomes overdue.
4. Define the alert.
5. Set up an ESP Procedure invoked by the alert event to bypass the non-critical jobs.
6. Define the alert event to run the Procedure.

Application Description

In the following application:

• Jobs A and B are important jobs and should be complete by 6 AM
• If they are not complete by 6 AM, then jobs C and E should be bypassed.

The application looks like this:
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Figure 122: Sample Application with Job Bypassing

Application Definition

The following is the definition of the application:

APPL CYBER

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCLLIB'

JOB A

 RUN DAILY

 RELEASE CRITICAL.POINT

ENDJOB

JOB B

 RUN DAILY

 RELEASE CRITICAL.POINT

ENDJOB

JOB CRITICAL.POINT LINK

 RUN DAILY
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 NOTIFY OVERDUE ALERT(CRIT)

 DUEOUT EXEC 6AM

 RELEASE (C,D,E)

ENDJOB

JOB C

 RUN DAILY

 RELEASE F

ENDJOB

JOB D

 RUN DAILY

 RELEASE F

ENDJOB

JOB E

 RUN DAILY

 RELEASE F

ENDJOB

JOB F

 RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Alert Procedure

The following procedure can be invoked via the alert event:

/* BYPASS NON-CRITICAL JOBS IN APPLICATION

 

ESPNOMSG AJ C BYPASS APPL(%MNAPPL..%MNAPPLGEN)

ESPNOMSG AJ E BYPASS APPL(%MNAPPL..%MNAPPLGEN)

Explanation

Jobs A and B are important jobs. Each of these jobs releases a link called CRITICAL.POINT. If CRITICAL.POINT is not
complete by 6 AM, it becomes overdue and an alert called CRIT triggers. The alert runs a procedure that issues ESP AJ
commands to bypass jobs C and E.

This solution uses monitor variables for the application name (%MNAPPL) and for the application generation number
(%MNAPPLGEN) to ensure the jobs are bypassed in the correct generation of the correct application.

Calculate the week number
Objective

Many jobs require the week number. The week numbers start from 1 in one calendar year and carry over into the next
year. For example, this may be based on a fiscal year that starts nine days after the 1st Sunday of the year.

Solution

One solution is to define a special day that represents the start of each fiscal year. In this example, the criteria are the
same each year, and you can use the DEFSPEC command to define many instances at once.

The following command defines 11 instances of FISCAL_YEAR in the SYSTEM calendar, with each instance being
retained for 2 years.

DEFSPEC FISCAL_YEAR REPEAT('10 TIMES 1ST SUNDAY OF YEAR PLUS 9 DAYS STARTING TODAY') CALENDAR(SYSTEM) RETAIN(2,YEARS)

To calculate the week number, use the following code:
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/* USING FISCAL_YEAR SPECIAL DAY

WK=DAYS_BETWEEN('1ST DAY OF FISCAL_YEAR STA TODAY',-

                'TOMORROW','TUESDAY');

Explanation

Each FISCAL_YEAR starts on a Tuesday (for example, 9 days after the 1st Sunday of the year).The solution uses the
DAYS_BETWEEN function to calculate the number of instances of Tuesday between the first day of the fiscal year
(inclusive) and tomorrow (exclusive). The result is the week number, and it is assigned to a variable called WK.

Variation

Without defining a special day to represent the beginning of each fiscal year, you can use the following code to calculate
the week number.

INTEGER STYEAR,XX,N

GENTIME LY TODAY LESS 1 YEAR

GENTIME FY FIRST SUNDAY OF YEAR PLUS 9 DAYS STARTING TODAY

N=DAYS_TO('%FYDATE')

IF N>0 THEN STYEAR=LYYEAR

  ELSE STYEAR=ESPSYEAR

 GENTIME W FIRST SUNDAY OF YEAR PLUS 9 DAYS -

  STARTING JAN 1 %STYEAR

WK=DAYS_BETWEEN('%WDATE','TOMORROW','TUESDAY')

The code determines on which year to base the calculation. If the number of days to the first Sunday of the year plus 9
days is positive, then the current fiscal year started in the previous calendar year. Otherwise, the current fiscal year started
this year. GENTIME generates date and time variables for the 1st day of the fiscal year. The DAYS_BETWEEN function is
then used as in the first solution.

Consolidate data set triggers to minimize event definitions
Objective

There are many data set triggers that can cause a job to be submitted. Some of these data sets are GDG-based. When
one of these data sets closes, a job should run. This job is always the same and the only thing that should change is the
data set name in the JCL.

Solution

Take the following steps:

1. Set up the data set-triggered event. This event waits for the closure of any one of three different data sets:

EVENT ID(PROD.CYBER)

DSTRIG CYBER.PROD.SERVICES.CLASS1.G- ANYCLOSE

DSTRIG CYBER.PROD.SERVICES.CLASS2.G- ANYCLOSE

DSTRIG CYBER.PROD.SERVICES.CLASS3.G- ANYCLOSE

INVOKE 'PROD.PROCLIB(CYBER)'

ENDDEF

2. Use the following job definition to extract either the GDG base for GDG data sets, or the full data set name for non-
GDGs, and submit the job:

JOB A

 RUN ANY
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 INTEGER SIZE

 ID=0

 DSN=ESPTRDSN

 SIZE=LENGTH(%DSN)

 V00=SUBSTR(%SIZE-2,3,%DSN)

 GDG=SUBSTR(%SIZE-7,1,%DSN)

 IF V00='V00' AND GDG='G' THEN CHECK=SUBSTR(1,%SIZE-9,%DSN)

  ELSE CHECK=%DSN

 IF %CHECK= 'CYBER.PROD.SERVICES.CLASS1' THEN ID=1

 IF %CHECK= 'CYBER.PROD.SERVICES.CLASS2' THEN ID=2

 IF %CHECK= 'CYBER.PROD.SERVICES.CLASS3' THEN ID=3

ENDJOB

3. Tailor the JCL using %INCLUDE statements:

//A JOB …

%INCLUDE IF(ID=1)

//STEP1 DD DSN=CYBER.PROD.SERVICES.CLASS1(0)

%INCLUDE IF(ID=2)

//STEP2 DD DSN=CYBER.PROD.SERVICES.CLASS2(0)

%INCLUDE IF(ID=3)

//STEP3 DD DSN=CYBER.PROD.SERVICES.CLASS3(0)

%ENDINCL

Explanation

All of the data set triggers are coded in one event, minimizing the number of individual event definitions required. The
code determines the length of the data set name, checks if the data set name is a GDG, and parses it into the GDG base
and the generation number. %INCLUDE statements are coded in the JCL to tailor which data set is included for each run
of the job.

NOTE
Although the names of the data sets are the same length in this example, this code can be used regardless of
the length of the data set name.

Copy file to another location upon creation
Objective

When a file is created, copy the file to another location.

Solution

The following application shows you how to define a file trigger job, CREATE, to monitor for a file creation and a
successor job, COPY, to copy the newly created file to another location.

APPL COPYFILE

AGENT AGENT

FILE_TRIGGER CREATE

  RUN DAILY

  FILENAME C:\env.txt CREATE

  RELEASE COPY

ENDJOB

NT_JOB COPY

  RUN DAILY

  CMDNAME C:\Windows\system32\cmd.exe
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  ARGS /C "copy C:\env.txt C:\test\env.txt"

ENDJOB

Explanation

When the file is created, ESP completes the CREATE file trigger job and releases the COPY job. The COPY job uses the
Windows command interpreter cmd.exe to copy the file to another location. To pass an argument to cmd.exe, such as the
copy command in this example, enclose the argument in double quotation marks and precede the argument with the /C
switch.

 

NOTE

• The path to the Windows command interpreter cmd.exe depends on your Windows operating system
version. On Windows NT, the path would be C:\WINNT\system32\cmd.exe. For the path your Windows
operating system uses, see your Windows administrator.

• For more information on running Windows operating-system commands using cmd.exe, see Reference.

Create variable for accounting year
Objective

Create a symbolic variable for the accounting year, to be used whenever you need to reference the current accounting
year. For example, from October 4, 2003 until October 1, 2004, inclusively, the accounting year symbolic variable should
have the value 2004.

Solution

GENTIME AC LAST DAY OF ACCT_YEAR

Explanation

In this example, there are a number of special days called ACCT_YEAR. The accounting year is the period between two
ACCT_YEAR special days. Each accounting year starts near the beginning of October. For example, the accounting year
for the year 2004 begins on October 4, 2003. The accounting year for the year 2005 begins on October 2, 2004.

At any point in the year, you need ESP to determine which accounting year you are in. For example, from October 4, 2003
until October 1, 2004 (inclusively) you want an accounting year variable to have the value 2004.

The simplest way to determine this is to use GENTIME to generate date and time variables for the last day of the
accounting year. This will always give you the actual accounting year no matter what the date is in the actual year. You
can then use the %ACYEAR variable, from the GENTIME, as you choose.

Create variable for day of week
Objective

Jobs in an application use a one-digit day-of-week number that begins with "1" on Wednesday and ends with "7" on
Tuesday.

Solution

Use the DAYS_FROM built-in function to define a variable that calculates the number of days from last Tuesday until
today. For example, you can use the following code:

DAYNUM=DAYS_FROM('TUESDAY LESS 1 WEEK')
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You can then use the variable %DAYNUM in JCL or pass it as an argument to distributed jobs.

Explanation

Although ESP has day-of-week number variables (for example, ESPSDOW#), they represent the number for the day of
the week as follows: 1 for Sunday, 2 for Monday, and so on. This is independent of calendar settings.

This solution defines a variable, DAYNUM, that represents the number of days since the previous Tuesday. This number
corresponds to the day of the week when the week starts on Wednesday. For example:

Day DAYNUM
Wednesday 1
Thursday 2
Friday 3
Saturday 4
Sunday 5
Monday 6
Tuesday 7

Delay job submission until next hour
Objective

When a job's predecessor is complete, the job needs to be delayed until the beginning of the next hour. For example, if
job A completes at 10:17 AM then job B should be submitted at 11:00 AM.

Figure 123: Example of a Delayed Job Submission

Solution

One solution is to use an application like that shown below:

APPL CYBER

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCLLIB'

JOB A

 RELEASE B

 RUN DAILY
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ENDJOB

JOB B

 IF ESPREEXEC#=0 THEN -

  REEXEC AT('HOURLY ROUND STARTING REALNOW')

 RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Explanation

Often you may need a job in an application to wait for a particular time before submission. You can use the DELAYSUB
statement to specify a delayed submission time, such as DELAYSUB 7PM or DELAYSUB NOW PLUS 30 MINUTES. You
can also use the RELDELAY statement to delay submission of a job relative to the time the job's predecessors are all
complete (for example, RELDELAY 30).

In this example, you do not know what time the job's predecessors will be complete, and so it is not possible to use either
a DELAYSUB or a RELDELAY statement.

When job B becomes ready, the ESPREEXEC# variable is set to 0. ESP schedules re-execution for the beginning of the
next hour. At that time, ESPREEXEC# is 1 and ESP submits the job.

Determine if day in past was workday
Objective

Determine whether some day in the past was a workday. For example, you may need to determine if last Friday was a
workday, or if a fixed date fell on a workday, and schedule a job based on the result.

Solution

The following code sets the variable VALUE to either true or false based on whether or not May 13, 2004 was a workday.

GENTIME ONE MAY 13, 2004

GENTIME TWO %ONEDATE PLUS 0 WORKDAYS

IF ONEDATE=TWODATE THEN VALUE='TRUE'

 ELSE VALUE='FALSE'

Explanation

This solution shows a general approach to checking if a day in the past was a workday.

The first GENTIME generates date and time variables for the day in the past. This could be a criteria, such as LAST DAY
OF MONTH STARTING TODAY LESS 1 MONTH, or it could be a date such as MAY 13, 2004.

The second GENTIME generates date and time variables for the first workday on, or after, your first criteria. It uses the
DATE variable from your first GENTIME (in other words, %ONEDATE) and adds 'PLUS 0 WORKDAYS'.

The two dates from the GENTIMEs are then compared. If they are equal then the day in the past was a workday;
otherwise, it was a non-workday.

NOTE
The default retain count for holidays is 2 days. Since holidays affect what is considered a workday, you may
need to retain some holidays for a longer period if you need to refer back to them after two days.

Display job details from CSF
Objective

The LA line command in CSF displays information about all jobs in an application. The objective of this example is to
issue a CSF command similar to LA, but to limit the display of information to a particular job.
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Solution

The following CSF extension builds, then issues, the appropriate command.

/* REXX */

 

CMD = "LAP " APPL() "JOB("JOB()")"

X = PAGEMODE(CMD)

Explanation

The CSF extension facility allows you to add or replace CSF line commands for your installation.

To limit the display of information to a particular job, the solution issues an LAP (or LISTAPPL) command with the JOB
keyword. The APPL() function resolves to the full qualified name of the application, and the JOB() function resolves to the
name of the current job.

If the extension is invoked using a command called LAJ, for example, then entering LAJ next to a job in CSF will display
information about that job, such as its predecessors, successors, time dependencies, and other requirements.

To implement this extension, you will need to code it in a REXX library, update the CYBESCSU member, and run
the CYBESTBG exec (supplied by Broadcom) to generate an ISPF table. For more information, see Implement CSF
Extensions.

Dynamically define and schedule an event
Objective

Job B needs to run at 9 PM 45 days after job A completes successfully.

Solution

Use a JOBEND job monitor event for job A to invoke the following procedure:

IF MNRC NE 0 THEN EXIT

ESPNOMSG EVENT ID(PROD.SUB_B) REPLACE

ESPNOMSG SCHEDULE 9PM TODAY PLUS 45 DAYS ONCE

ESPNOMSG SUBMIT 'CYBER.JCLLIB(B)'

ESPNOMSG ENDDEF

Explanation

The job monitor procedure checks the return code for job A. If the return code is not 0, then the procedure exits.
Otherwise, the procedure defines a one-time event to execute at 9 PM 45 days later, which will submit job B.

ONCE is used on the SCHEDULE statement so that the event will be automatically deleted 24 hours after it has
scheduled.

Ensure file exists before processing
Objective

Check to ensure a file exists before processing it. If the file does not exist, run a script to create it.

The dependencies look like this:
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Figure 124: Sample Workflow to Check if a File Exists before Processing

Solution

The following application shows how to define the different workload objects.

APPL CYBER

AGENT AGENT

FILE_TRIGGER CHECK4.FILE CONDITIONAL

 RUN DAILY

 FILENAME /export/home/jsmith/scripts/myfile EXIST

 RELEASE (CREATE.FILE(A),PROCESS.FILE)

ENDJOB

UNIX_JOB CREATE.FILE CONDITIONAL

 RUN DAILY

 SCRIPTNAME /export/home/jsmith/scripts/create.file

 RELEASE PROCESS.FILE

ENDJOB

UNIX_JOB PROCESS.FILE

 RUN DAILY

 RELCOUNT 1

 SCRIPTNAME /export/home/jsmith/scripts/process.file

ENDJOB

Explanation

This solution uses a file trigger job, CHECK4. FILE, to check for the existence of a file. There are two possible outcomes:
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• The file trigger fails. This means the file does not exist. Job CREATE.FILE is released upon failure to create the
file. Once this job completes, job PROCESS.FILE is released to process the file. At the end of the application, job
CHECK4.FILE is bypassed to enable the application to complete.

• The file trigger completes successfully. This means the file exists. Job PROCESS.FILE is released to process the file.
At the end of the application, job CREATE.FILE is bypassed to enable the application to complete.

Job PROCESS.FILE uses RELCOUNT 1 because it can be run when either CHECK4.FILE or CREATE.FILE are
successful.

CHECK4.FILE and CREATE.FILE are conditional jobs. This allows them to be bypassed automatically, if necessary, at the
end of the application.

Hold all incomplete generations of an application
Objective

Multiple generations of an application can process at the same time. When problems arise, it is sometimes necessary to
hold all incomplete generations at the same time.

Solution

Use the following CSF extension:

/* REXX */

X = OUTTRAP("line.")

"LAP" Applname()

X = OUTTRAP("OFF")

j= line.0

DO i = 1 TO j

 IF line.i = "" THEN ITERATE

 PARSE UPPER VAR line.i verb therest

 IF verb = "APPL" THEN

 DO

  PARSE VAR therest . . applgen .

  Applgen = STRIP(applgen)

  QUEUE "AJ ALL HOLD APPL("|| Applname() ||"."|| Applgen || ")"

 END

END

J = QUEUED()

DO I = 1 TO J

 PULL X

 SAY "ISSUING: " X

 X

END

Explanation

The CSF extension facility allows you to add or replace CSF line commands for your installation.

For this CSF extension, if you add a new command called HAA, then issuing HAA against a job in CSF does the following:

• Retrieves the application name to which the job belongs.
• Lists all incomplete generations of the application.
• Issues a HOLD command for each of those generations.
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To implement this extension, you will need to code it in a REXX library, update the CYBESCSU member, and run
the CYBESTBG exec (supplied by Broadcom) to generate an ISPF table. For more information, see Implement CSF
Extensions.

Identify critical jobs for disaster recovery planning
Objective

As part of your disaster recovery planning, you should set up the application in advance so that changes to it are not
required in case of a disaster. Then, certain critical jobs in an application must run while other jobs are deemed non-
essential and should not be selected to run.

Solution

Take the following steps:

1. Define a special day in your calendar. As there must be at least one entry in the calendar for this special day to avoid
syntax errors on simulation, reference a date in the future. For example:

DEFSPEC DISASTER ON('MAY 16, 2040') CALENDAR(SYSTEM)

2. Use a NORUN DISASTER statement in the application for all jobs deemed to be non-essential.
For example:

JOB B

 RUN DAILY

 NORUN DISASTER

 RELEASE (C)

ENDJOB

Explanation

Using this solution, you can identify which jobs should not run in the case of a disaster. In the event of a real disaster or a
disaster test, another occurrence of the special day can be added with the appropriate date. When the application builds,
jobs with NORUN DISASTER will not be selected to run.

You can simulate your application for the DISASTER date to verify the correct selection of jobs.

Increment a cycle number
Objective

When an application processes, it uses a four-digit cycle number.  The cycle number increments each time the application
runs, and it ranges from "0001" to "9999". This cycle number is used as part of the data set names for two data set trigger
jobs and extensively in JCL for jobs that run after the data set triggers complete.

The application waits for two data sets to be created: BUS.BCnumber and RES.BCnumber, where number represents the
cycle number.

Solution

Take the following steps:

1. The cycle number is passed to the event using a user parameter. Use the following code to assign the value of the
user parameter to a variable called THIS_CYCLE.

THIS_CYCLE=USER1

2. Define the two data set trigger jobs. Use %THIS_CYCLE as part of the data set names for these jobs. For example:
BUS.BC%THIS_CYCLE and RES.BC%THIS_CYCLE.
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3. Use a link at the end of the application to increment the cycle number and trigger the next occurrence of the event with
the USER1 parameter as the new cycle number.

4. Use %THIS_CYCLE in the JCL for jobs that use the cycle number.

Application

The following is a sample application definition:

APPL CYBER

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCLLIB'

THIS_CYCLE=USER1

DSTRIG BUS

 RUN ANY

 DSNAME BUS.BC%THIS_CYCLE

 RELEASE A

ENDJOB

DSTRIG RES

 RUN ANY

 DSNAME RES.BC%THIS_CYCLE

 RELEASE A

ENDJOB

JOB A

 RUN ANY

 RELEASE Z

ENDJOB

JOB Z

 RUN ANY

 RELEASE CHANGE.CYCLE

ENDJOB

JOB CHANGE.CYCLE LINK PROCESS

 RUN DAILY

/* INCREMENT 4-DIGIT CYCLE NUMBER AND RESET TO 1 AFTER 9999

 INTEGER CYCLE

 CYCLE=THIS_CYCLE

 IF CYCLE=9999 THEN CYCLE=1

   ELSE CYCLE=CYCLE+1

 NEW_CYCLE='%CYCLE(F4)'

 ESPNOMSG TRIGGER %ESPEVENT USER1('%NEW_CYCLE')

ENDJOB

The flow looks like this:
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Figure 125: Sample Flow with a Cycle Number Increment

 

You will need to trigger this event manually the first time and pass the four-digit cycle number. After that, each new
generation of the application will be automatically triggered when one generation completes.

Explanation

When the application is generated, ESP assigns the cycle number, which is passed as the USER1 parameter, to a
variable called THIS_CYCLE. The data set trigger jobs wait for the latest cycle of the BUS.BC and RES.BC data sets.

The CHANGE.CYCLE link at the end of the application takes the current cycle number, adds 1, and pads the result with
leading zeroes, as necessary. After cycle "9999", the cycle is reset to "0001". The link retriggers the event and passes
this new cycle number in the USER1 field. This enables the new cycle number to be used in the next generation of the
application.

List a job and its successor chains
Objective
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When monitoring jobs using the Consolidated Status Facility (CSF), you want to be able to list the impact a job has on its
successor, downstream jobs when the job fails or is late.

Solution

Use the following CSF extension:

/* REXX */

/* Command Name: LAS */

/* CSF extension to list all successor jobs to current job */

X = Retscbd()

/* Issue a SIMULATE command, trapping the output.Use the ROOT */

/* keyword to generate a list of current job plus successors */

X = Outtrap("LINE.")

"SIMULATE EV("Event()") SCHED('"Sched"') ROOTJOB("Job()"+),

NOLISTPROC"

X = Outtrap("OFF")

Do i = 1 to Line.0

  if pos('JOB TYPE',Line.i) > 0 then leave

End

say "The following is a display of job" job(), "and its successors:"

say ""

Do j = i to Line.0

  Say Line.j

End

Explanation

The CSF extension facility allows you to add or replace CSF line commands for your installation.

This CSF extension allows you to issue a command against a job, and the result is a display of that job plus all successor
jobs for that particular generation of the application. The CSF extension issues a SIMULATE command for that instance of
the event and passes the jobname as a root job.

NOTE
This display does not include jobs inserted after the application was built.

For example, if you type this new command beside job B, ESP simulates the event with a root job of B+ and displays the
output. Here is some sample output:

The following is a display of job B and its successors:

JOB TYPE-JOBNAME--HC-RELEASES,

JOB      B         0 E, X, C,

JOB      E         1 F,

JOB      F         1 (NONE),

JOB      X         1 Y,

JOB      Y         1 (NONE),

JOB      C         1 D,

JOB      D         1 (NONE),

***

To implement this extension you will need to code it in a REXX library, update the CYBESCSU member, and run the
CYBESTBG exec (supplied by Broadcom) to generate an ISPF table. For more information, see Implement CSF
Extensions.
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Merge applications into single PDS member
Objective

Merge ad-hoc applications into a single PDS member in situations where small applications are requested periodically.

Solution

Follow these steps:

1. The following ESP procedure shows a technique to merge applications into a single PDS member:

IF %USER1 = '' THEN EXIT

JUMPTO %USER1

 

PAYREQ:

APPL PAYREQ

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCLLIB'

JOB A

 RUN ANY

 RELEASE B

ENDJOB

JOB B

 RUN ANY

ENDJOB

EXIT

 

FINREQ:

APPL FINREQ

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCLLIB'

JOB X

 RUN ANY

ENDJOB

EXIT

2. Set up an event to invoke this procedure.
3. You can manually trigger this event and pass the name of the application you want to run using the USER1 parameter.

Explanation

This solution uses labels in the application with the same names as the ad-hoc applications. The JUMPTO statement, with
the USER1 parameter, causes the application you specify to be generated.

For example, if you trigger the event and specify FINREQ as the USER1 parameter, then only the FINREQ application is
built.

NOTE
It is important to code the EXIT statement between application definitions; otherwise, multiple applications could
be generated when triggering the event. This allows you to put many of your requested applications in one PDS
member, instead of having numerous events and PDS members.

Process a changing file name
Objective

When a file is created, a UNIX script needs to process the file name as input. The last 12 characters of the file name
always change and are based on a date and time stamp. An example of such a file name is 'file092904231456'.
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Solution

The following application shows how to define the file trigger job, CREATE, and the successor job, PROCESS.

APPL CYBER

AGENT AGENT

FILE_TRIGGER CREATE

  RUN DAILY

  FILENAME /export/home/jsmith/scripts/file* CREATE

  RELEASE PROCESS

ENDJOB

UNIX_JOB PROCESS

  RUN DAILY

  SCRIPTNAME /export/home/jsmith/scripts/echoit

  ARGS %ESPFTFILE

ENDJOB

Explanation

The built-in variable, ESPFTFILE, is assigned a value of the full file name whenever file trigger activity takes place. You
can pass this variable as an argument to the UNIX script run after the file trigger completes.

NOTE
There is only one ESPFTFILE variable per generation of an application. When additional file triggers take place
in the same generation of the application, the previous ESPFTFILE variable is overwritten.

Provide variable for all data sets in DSTRIG event
Objective

In a data set-triggered (DSTRIG) event where multiple data sets are required, the ESPTRDSN symbolic variable resolves
only to the last PRIMED data set. Some jobs require the names of all of the data sets that caused a data set-triggered
event to occur.

Solution

This solution uses a global variable table to store the names of the data sets. An example using two data sets and a
global variable table called MYTAB is shown below.

For example, suppose you have the following data set-triggered event that waits for all of the required data sets (as
indicated by the MULTIPLE keyword), and invokes a procedure called MAIN.

EVENT ID(PROD.MAIN)

INVOKE 'PROD.PROCLIB(MAIN)'

DSTRIG 'PROD.FILE1.G-' MULTIPLE

DSTRIG 'PROD.FILE2.G-' MULTIPLE

ENDDEF

Follow these steps:

1. Define a global variable table. This example uses a table called MYTAB. For example:

VTDEFINE MYTAB

2. Define a data set-triggered event for each required data set. Each event invokes a procedure that issues a VSET
command to update the global variable table with the name of the data set that causes the trigger to occur. For
example:
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Event

EVENT ID(PROD.DSN1)

INVOKE 'PROD.PROCLIB(DSN1)'

DSTRIG 'PROD.FILE1.G-'

ENDDEF

Procedure

VSET DSN1 %ESPTRDSN TABLE(MYTAB)

Event

EVENT ID(PROD.DSN2)

INVOKE 'PROD.PROCLIB(DSN2)'

DSTRIG 'PROD.FILE2.G-'

ENDDEF

Procedure

VSET DSN2 %ESPTRDSN TABLE(MYTAB)

3. Update the MAIN procedure to retrieve all of the data set names, as shown below.

DSN1 = ''

DSN2 = ''

N = '1'

IF SUBSTR(10,1,%ESPTRDSN) = '1' THEN N = '2'

ESPTRD = 'DSN%N'

VGET %ESPTRD TABLE(MYTAB)

Explanation

Instead of having only the last data set value available, this solution makes all of the data set names available in a global
variable table. The names can then be retrieved from the table as needed.

A separate data set-triggered event is coded for each required data set. These events invoke procedures that simply issue
the VSET command to update the global variable table with the value of the data set that triggered the event (in other
words, the ESPTRDSN built-in symbolic variable).

In the main data set-triggered event, CYBER.MAIN, coding MULTIPLE on each DSTRIG command indicates that this
event is not triggered until both data sets have been created. Once triggered, it invokes a procedure that gets both data
set names from the global variable table using the following process:

1. The SUBSTR function determines if the last received data set is DSN1 or DSN2. If it is DSN1, then:
– The ESPTRD variable is assigned the value DSN2.
– A VGET command is issued to retrieve the full data set name of DSN2.
– ESPTRD now contains the value of DSN2 (the first received data set), while
– ESPTRDSN contains the value of DSN1 (the second received data set).

2. Otherwise, if the last received data set is DSN2, then:
– The ESPTRD variable is assigned the value DSN1.
– A VGET command is issued to retrieve the full data set name of DSN1.
– ESPTRD now contains the value of DSN1 (the first received data set), while
– ESPTRDSN contains the value of DSN2 (the second received data set).
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Provide notification for long-running application
Objective

A long-running application is scheduled to run at 8 AM each day. If the application is not complete by 8 AM the next day,
then issue a warning message to indicate the application is still processing.

Solution

Follow these steps:

1. In the application, use a link with a DELAYSUB time of 8AM TOMORROW. The link has no job dependencies.
2. Use a SEND command to send a message when the link becomes ready.
3. Define the link as a conditional job, as it may or may not run.

For example:

JOB STILL.RUNNING LINK PROCESS CONDITIONAL

 RUN DAILY

 DELAYSUB 8AM TOMORROW

 SEND '%ESPAPPL IS STILL  RUNNING' U(*)

ENDJOB

Explanation

The link, which has no dependencies other than time, issues a message at 8 AM the next day if the application is still
processing.

There are two possible results:

• If all other jobs in the application are complete prior to 8 AM the next day, the link is bypassed (since it is a conditional
job), and the application completes.

• Otherwise, if jobs are still processing at 8 AM the next day, a message is sent at that time.

Provide notification if a job is late starting
Objective

Provide notification if a job has not started 10 minutes after being invoked as a result of a data set trigger.

Solution

Follow these steps:

1. Use a DUEOUT INPUT statement and a NOTIFY statement in the application that contains the job, as shown below:

APPL CYBER

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCLLIB'

JOB A

 RUN ANY

 DUEOUT INPUT REALNOW PLUS 10 MINUTES

 NOTIFY OVERDUE USERS(USER1)

ENDJOB

2. Use a data set-triggered event that invokes the application.

EVENT ID(PROD.CYBER)

INVOKE 'PROD.PROCLIB(CYBER)'

DSTRIG CYBER.PROD.DSN123 ANYCLOSE
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ENDDEF

Explanation

The DUEOUT INPUT statement indicates the job is due out from the JES input queue (in other words, the job has started)
10 minutes after the data set is closed. The NOTIFY statement causes a message to be sent to a user if the job becomes
overdue.

Provide notification if a job exceeds its maximum run time
Objective

Send a message if a job exceeds its maximum run time.

Solution

Use a MAXRUNTIME statement and a NOTIFY statement for the job. For example:

APPL CYBER

UNIX_JOB A

 RUN DAILY

 MAXRUNTIME=5

 NOTIFY OVERDUE USERS(USER01)

 AGENT AGENT

 SCRIPTNAME /u1/prod/scripts/a

ENDJOB

Explanation

The MAXRUNTIME statement sets the maximum run time for job A to 5 minutes. When the job starts, ESP adds 5
minutes to the current time and sets the late end time for the job. If the job does not complete successfully by this time, it
becomes overdue, and a message is sent to USER01.

Resubmit failed job a maximum of two times
Objective

If job A fails, it can be resubmitted up to a maximum of two times. If the job is still not successful, then it should be
considered complete.

Solution

This solution uses ESP job monitoring facility for the job and a task within the application to check the job status after two
resubmissions.

1. Set up an application similar to that shown below:

APPL CYBER

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCLLIB'

JOB A

 RUN ANY

 MONITOR CYBER

 RELEASE CHECK.A

 IF ESPAPSUB# GT 2 THEN DO

  ESP AJ CHECK.A READY APPL(CYBER.%ESPAPGEN)

  QUIT

 ENDDO

ENDJOB
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JOB CHECK.A TASK SELFCOMPLETING

 RUN ANY

 REXXON PROC

  J=JOBONCSF('A','X')

  DO I=1 TO J

   IF XAPPL.I ='CYBER' & XSTATUS.I ='Submit Error, Quit' THEN

    "ESP AJ A COMPLETE APPL(CYBER.%ESPAPGEN)"

  END

 REXXOFF

ENDJOB

2. Set up a JOBEND job monitor event for job A that invokes the following procedure:

IF MNRC NE 0 THEN -

 ESP AJ %MNJOB RESUBMIT APPL(%MNAPPL..%MNAPPLGEN)

Explanation

A job monitor event is triggered when the job ends. This event invokes a procedure to check the return code. If the return
code is not equal to 0, the procedure issues an AJ command to resubmit the job.

IF logic within the definition for the job checks the resubmission number (ESPAPSUB#). If job A has been submitted three
times, the CHECK.A task is readied and a QUIT statement is processed. This causes the third submission of the job to get
a submit error.

When the CHECK.A task is readied, the JOBONCSF built-in function checks if the job status is "Submit Error, Quit." If so,
the job is forced complete and the task completes.

Resubmit job 5 minutes after it fails
Objective

If a particular job fails, it should be resubmitted from the top after a 5-minute delay.

Solution

Take the following steps:

1. When you define the job, use a NOTIFY statement that identifies the alert to be triggered if the job fails. For example:

JOB A

  NOTIFY FAILURE ALERT(BAD)

  RUN ANYDAY

ENDJOB

2. Define the alert using the ALERTDEF command or initialization parameter. For example:

OPER ALERTDEF ADD ID(BAD) EVENT(CYBER.RESUB_JOB)

3. Set up the alert procedure and event. The alert event invokes the following procedure:

IF ESPREEXEC#=0 THEN DO

 SEND '%MNJOB HAS FAILED WITH %MNCMPC' U(*)

 SEND 'AUTOMATIC RESUBMISSION IN 5 MINUTES' U(*)

 REEXEC IN(5)

ENDDO

ELSE ESP AJ %MNJOB RESUB APPL(%MNAPPL..%MNAPPLGEN)

Explanation
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When the alert procedure is invoked, the ESPREEXEC# variable is 0. Two SEND messages are sent to the user.
The procedure is then scheduled to re-execute 5 minutes later. At that time, ESPREEXEC# is 1, and an AJ command
resubmits the failed job. Monitor variables are used to ensure the job is resubmitted in the correct generation
(MNAPPLGEN) of the correct application (MNAPPL).

Variation

Another approach is to have the alert procedure build a one-job application that contains a link with a DELAYSUB time of
NOW PLUS 5 MINUTES. The link can issue the ESP AJ command to resubmit the failed job when the DELAYSUB time is
met.

Run ad-hoc sequential jobs
Objective

Users often request from one to six ad-hoc jobs to run one after the other as a stand-alone application. Each job name is
8 characters in length.

Solution

The following is a sample application that builds a sequence of jobs based on data supplied via a USER1 parameter on an
event trigger.

APPL CYBER

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCLLIB'

J1='%USER1(1:8)'

J2='%USER1(10:17)'

J3='%USER1(19:26)'

J4='%USER1(28:35)'

J5='%USER1(37:44)'

J6='%USER1(46:53)'

IF J1 = '' THEN JUMPTO JDONE

JOB %J1

 RUN ANY

ENDJOB

IF J2 = '' THEN JUMPTO JDONE

JOB %J2

 RUN ANY

 AFTER %J1

ENDJOB

IF J3 = '' THEN JUMPTO JDONE

JOB %J3

 RUN ANY

 AFTER %J2

ENDJOB

IF J4 = '' THEN JUMPTO JDONE

JOB %J4

 RUN ANY

 AFTER %J3

ENDJOB

IF J5 = '' THEN JUMPTO JDONE

JOB %J5

 RUN ANY

 AFTER %J4

ENDJOB
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IF J6 = '' THEN JUMPTO JDONE

JOB %J6

 RUN ANY

 AFTER %J5

ENDJOB

JDONE:

  EXIT

Explanation

Users can trigger an ad-hoc event and pass a list of 8-character job names as the USER1 parameter.

The procedure parses the USER1 parameter into job names, J1 to J6, and builds the application of sequential jobs.
AFTER statements are used to set up relationships between jobs, since the number of jobs to be run varies.

The following shows the generated code and the application that builds after specifying four job names in the USER1 field:

Figure 126: Sample Procedure with an Ad Hoc Event

Variation

There are many different ways you can adapt this approach. For example, you could have the user enter the jobnames
into a panel or have the user update a data set. Either of these could cause a data set-triggered event to invoke a
procedure similar to the one shown here.
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Run job based on resource availability
Objective

Run a job if only one unit of a resource is available; otherwise, bypass the job.

Solution

Use a task in an application to check the resource availability prior to running the job.

APPL CYBER

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCLLIB'

JOB CHKRES TASK SELFCOMPLETING

 REXXON PROC

  X=TRAPOUT('LINE.')

  "ESP RESDEF CART LIST"

  X=TRAPOUT('OFF')

  STATUS=SUBWORD(LINE.3,4)

  IF STATUS = 'Avail=1' THEN

   "ESP AJ B REQUEST APPL(CYBER.%ESPAPGEN)"

 REXXOFF

 RUN DAILY

 RELEASE B

ENDJOB

JOB B REQUEST

 RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

NOTE
'Avail=1' must be entered in mixed case, exactly as shown above.

Explanation

Job B is defined as a REQUEST job. If job B is not explicitly requested, it does not run.

This solution uses a task called CHKRES that does the following:

• Traps the output of the RESDEF command that lists the current status of the CART resource.
• Determines whether one unit of the CART resource is available.
• If one unit of CART is available, issues an AJ command that requests job B.
• Completes itself automatically.

NOTE
The ESPAPGEN variable is used to ensure the AJ command is issued against the correct generation.

Run application for any future date
Objective

Run a future version of an application today.

Solution

Follow these steps:

1. Define another event that invokes the application. Schedule the event for the particular date in the future and use the
ONCE keyword on the SCHEDULE statement.

2. Trigger this event with the REPLACE option.
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Explanation

For example, if you want to run an event today as if it was Oct. 17, 2020, take the following steps:

1. Schedule another event to invoke the application and specify SCHEDULE OCT 17, 2020 ONCE.
2. Trigger the event with the REPLACE option. ESP triggers the event now and replaces the Oct. 17, 2020 execution.

ESP selects jobs and resolves criteria variables based on the Oct. 17, 2020 date.

The use of ONCE ensures the event will not be scheduled again after you have triggered it with the REPLACE option. The
event is automatically deleted 24 hours later.

NOTE
If the future version of the application is the next scheduled occurrence, you can use the approach discussed in
Run next scheduled application early.

Run different jobs based on return code of predecessor job
Objective

You want to run different jobs based on the return code of a predecessor job. For example, run job B if job A ends with a
return code of 0, and run job C if job A ends with a return code of 1.

The dependencies look like this:

Figure 127: Sample Application for Running Jobs Based on the Return Code

Solution

Use the following application:

APPL CYBER

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCLLIB'

JOB A

  CCCHK RC(2:4095) FAIL

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE ADD(B) COND(RC(0))

  RELEASE ADD(C) COND(RC(1))

ENDJOB
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JOB B

 RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

JOB C

 RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Explanation

Job A uses two conditional release expressions to release job B on return code 0 and job C on return code 1.

Run jobs using SCAN mode
Objective

Use SCAN mode in ESP WA Restart Option to determine if any jobs within an application have JCL errors.

Solution

In your application, you can include statements to invoke ESP WA Restart Option in SCAN mode and then provide
notification of any problems.

1. Use the following statements in your application:
– OPTIONS RESTARTSTEP to add a restart step to the jobs.

NOTE
Your administrator can enable the automatic addition of a restart step to every job submitted by ESP by
specifying RESTARTSTEP in the TRACKOPT initialization parameter or command. If this is the case, you
do not need OPTIONS RESTARTSTEP unless there is an OPTION NORESTARTSTEP statement at a
higher level.

– ENCPARM MODE SCAN to run ESP WA Restart Option in SCAN mode.
– NOTIFY FAILURE ALERT(alert_id) to trigger an alert event for job failures.
For example:

APPL CYBER

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCLLIB'

OPTIONS RESTARTSTEP

ENCPARM MODE SCAN

NOTIFY FAILURE ALERT(SCAN)

JOB A

 RUN DAILY

 RELEASE B

ENDJOB

JOB B

 RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

2. Set up an alert to invoke the following ESP procedure:

IF %MNHIRC = 0 THEN -

  ESP AJ %MNJOB..%MNQUAL COMPLETE APPL(%MNAPPL..%MNAPPLGEN)

 ELSE SEND 'REVIEW SYSOUT FOR JOB %MNJOB.(%MNJOBNO)' U(*)

Explanation

This solution uses ESP WA Restart Option to scan the JCL for each job. Only the ESP WA Restart Option step in the job
runs, and the remainder of the job is flushed.
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The NOTIFY statement specifies that an alert event is triggered when any job within the application fails. The procedure
invoked by the alert event checks the highest return code and does the following:

• If the return code is zero, the procedure issues an AJ command to complete the job.
• If the return code is nonzero, the procedure prompts the user to check the ESP WA Restart Option report in the job

SYSOUT.

Run job based on order that its predecessors complete
Objective

Run or complete a job based on the order in which its predecessors complete. For example, Job B has two predecessors:
job A and a data set trigger. If the data set trigger completes before job A, job B should run. If job A completes before the
data set trigger, job B and the data set trigger job should both be forced complete.

Solution

This solution uses an alert to check the status of the data set trigger when job A completes.

The dependencies look like this:

Figure 128: Sample Application with an Alert

Follow these steps:

1. Set up an application such that an alert runs when job A ends. For example:

APPL CYBER

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCLLIB'

JOB A

 RUN ANY

 RELEASE B

 NOTIFY JOBEND ALERT(CHCK)
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ENDJOB

DSTRIG WAIT4DS

 DSNAME 'CYBER.THAT.DATASET' ANYCLOSE

 RUN ANY

 RELEASE B

ENDJOB

JOB B

 RUN ANY

ENDJOB

2. Set up an alert that invokes the following ESP procedure:

IF MNJOB EQ 'A' AND MNMXCMPC EQ 0 THEN DO

 REXXON

  J=JOBONCSF('WAIT4DS','X')

   DO I = 1 TO J

    IF XAPPL.I = 'CYBER' & XCOMPLETE.I = 0 THEN DO

     "ESP AJ B COMPLETE APPL(CYBER.%ESPAPGEN)"

     "ESP AJ WAIT4DS COMPLETE APPL(CYBER.%ESPAPGEN)"

    END

   END

 REXXOFF

ENDDO

Explanation

The NOTIFY statement in the application specifies that an alert event is triggered when job A ends. The procedure
invoked by this alert event uses the JOBONCSF function to check if the WAIT4DS job is complete.

If WAIT4DS is not complete, then job A has completed first, and two AJ commands force jobs B and WAIT4DS complete.
Otherwise, WAIT4DS has completed before job A, and job B will then run.

Run next scheduled application early
Objective

Run the next day's version of an application today.

Solution

As long as you need to replace the next scheduled instance of the application, you can simply trigger the event to run the
application and use the REPLACE option.

For example, if an application runs daily at 8 AM, and you want to run Friday's application on Thursday afternoon, you can
trigger the event now and use the REPLACE option.

Explanation

ESP automatically selects the jobs and resolves variables based on the "replaced" scheduled date.

NOTE
If you want to run a future version of the application other than the next scheduled occurrence, you can use the
approach discussed in Run application for any future date.

Schedule cyclic application
Objective
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You want to schedule a cyclic application. For example, a group of jobs runs multiple times a day. The first run is at
midnight. Once all of the jobs have completed successfully, the next generation should be run 60 minutes later. The last
run each day should occur no later than 7 PM.

Solution

Follow these steps:

1. Use the following application.

APPL CYBER

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCLLIB'

JOB A.T%ESPSHH

 RUN DAILY

 RELEASE B.T%ESPSHH

ENDJOB

JOB B.T%ESPSHH

 RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

...

APPLEND RETRIG.EVENT

 RELDELAY 60

 IF ESPAHH < '19' AND ESPSDATE=ESPADATE THEN -

  ESPNOMSG TRIGGER %ESPEVENT ADD

ENDJOB

2. Schedule the following event to run the application:

EVENT ID(PROD.CYBER) SYSTEM(-) REPLACE

SCHEDULE 00.00 DAILY

INVOKE 'PROD.PROCLIB(CYBER)'

ENDDEF

Explanation

The event is scheduled at midnight each day to run the first group of jobs

The application uses a time-based qualifier to distinguish each group of jobs for ease of monitoring.

An APPLEND object, called RETRIG.EVENT, waits for all jobs in the application to complete successfully before it
retriggers the event. It is automatically a successor to all jobs in the application that do not have any successors. This
allows you to add jobs to the application without defining those jobs as predecessors to the object that will bring in the
next generation.

After all of the jobs have completed successfully, the RETRIG.EVENT object waits 60 minutes (RELDELAY 60) before
it becomes ready. It then checks the actual time and if the time is before 7 PM on the same day, it retriggers the original
event. The TRIGGER command with the ADD option is used so that the regular daily scheduled event at midnight is not
affected.

Schedule different job to run every hour
Objective

You want to schedule a different job to run every hour. A one-job application runs each hour. The name of the job in the
application depends upon its scheduled time. The job names are called MYJOB followed by a letter of the alphabet which
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is based on the scheduled hour. At 1 AM use the letter A, at 2 AM use the letter B, and so on, as shown in the following
table:

Time Jobname
1 AM MYJOBA
2 AM MYJOBB
3 AM MYJOBC
... ...
11 PM MYJOBW
12 AM MYJOBX

Solution

Follow these steps:

1. Use the following application:

LETTERS='ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWX'

INTEGER HOUR

IF ESPSHH='00' THEN HOUR=24

 ELSE HOUR=ESPSHH

CHAR='%LETTERS(%HOUR:%HOUR)'

APPL CYBER

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCLLIB'

JOB MYJOB%CHAR

 RUN ANY

ENDJOB

2. Schedule an event hourly to submit the one-job application.

Explanation

The solution uses a symbolic variable called LETTERS, which is assigned a string representing the letters of the alphabet
from A to X. Each hour, ESP uses a different substring of this variable based on the scheduled hour (ESPSHH).

The HOUR variable is used as an integer variable to enable substrings since substring notation requires numbers and not
characters. If the scheduled hour is midnight then ESPSHH has the value of 00, and the HOUR variable is assigned the
value of 24 to enable the correct substring. Otherwise, HOUR is assigned the value of the ESPSHH variable.

The CHAR variable is assigned the letter to be used based on the scheduled hour.

For example, at 4 AM, CHAR is determined by %LETTERS(4:4), which has the value D. Job MYJOBD is submitted.

Variation

If you want to use the same JCL member for all of the jobs, you can use a MEMBER statement for the job and specify this
common member. For example:

JOB MYJOB%CHAR

 RUN ANY

 MEMBER MYJOB

ENDJOB
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In the MYJOB JCL member, you can use %ESPAPJOB in place of the job name. ESP substitutes the correct job name at
the time of submission. For example:

//%ESPAPJOB JOB …

Schedule job based on data set, time, and weekdays
Objective

Schedule a job based on a data set, time, and weekdays. A job waits for a data set to be created. This data set is normally
created once or twice per week. However, the job should run only between 22:30 and 23:30 on weekdays, regardless of
when the data set is created.

Also, the job should never run more than once per day. If the job has already run in the 22:30 to 23:30 time window, then
the next instance of the job should wait until the same time period on the next weekday.

Solution

The solution involves the use of a resource to control when the job runs.

1. Define a renewable resource. In this example, the resource is called CYBERDSN.
2. Set up an application that submits the job.

– Use WAIT on the APPL statement.
– Use RUN ANYDAY as the run frequency for the job as the application should build regardless of when the data set

is created.
– Assign 1 unit of the CYBERDSN resource to the job.
– Set up the job to release a link that sets the availability of the CYBERDSN resource to 0.
For example:

APPL CYBER WAIT

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCLLIB'

JOB A

 RESOURCE (1,CYBERDSN)

 RUN ANYDAY

 RELEASE CYBERDSN.OFF

ENDJOB

JOB CYBERDSN.OFF LINK PROCESS

 RUN ANYDAY

 ESPNOMSG RESDEF CYBERDSN SET AVAIL(0)

ENDJOB

3. Set up a data set-triggered event to wait for the data set and invoke the application. For example:

EVENT ID(PROD.CYBER) SYSTEM(ESPM) REPLACE

INVOKE 'PROD.PROCLIB(CYBER)'

DSTRIG CYBER.DATASET.G-

ENDDEF

4. Set up events to turn on the resource (in other words, set the Avail count to 1) at 22:30 weekdays, and turn off the
resource (in other words, set the Avail count to 0) at 23:30 weekdays. For example:

EVENT ID(PROD.CYBERDSN_ON) SYSTEM(ESPM) REPLACE

SCHEDULE 22.30 WEEKDAYS

VS 'F ESP,RESDEF CYBERDSN SET AVAIL(1)'

ENDDEF
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EVENT ID(PROD.CYBERDSN_OFF) SYSTEM(ESPM) REPLACE

SCHEDULE 23.30 WEEKDAYS

VS 'F ESP,RESDEF CYBERDSN SET AVAIL(0)'

ENDDEF

Explanation

Two events and a link control the availability of the resource:

• At 22:30 on weekdays, an event is scheduled that issues the RESDEF command to make the resource available.
• At 23:30 on weekdays, an event is scheduled that issues the RESDEF command to make the resource unavailable.
• After the job completes successfully, a link issues the RESDEF command to make the resource unavailable.

This ensures the job runs only between 22:30 and 23:30 on weekdays. Also, once the job runs, the link sets the resource
to 0. This ensures the job will run only once a day. If another generation of the application has been created when one
generation completes, then the job waits for the resource to be available the next weekday.

Schedule job based on weekday for first day of month
Objective

Schedule a job based on the day of the week for the first day of the month. For example, run a job on the first Monday
of each month. However, if the month starts on a Saturday or a Sunday, run the job on the second Monday of the month
instead.

Solution

Use the following statements for the job:

JOB A

 GENTIME ONE 1ST DAY OF MONTH STARTING TODAY

 IF ONEDAY='SATURDAY' OR ONEDAY='SUNDAY' THEN -

  RUN 2ND MONDAY OF MONTH

   ELSE RUN 1ST MONDAY OF MONTH

ENDJOB

Explanation

This solution uses the GENTIME command to generate date and time variables for the first day of the current month. If
the day-of-week variable from the GENTIME (in other words, ONEDAY) is Saturday or Sunday, job A runs on the second
Monday of the month. Otherwise, job A runs on the first Monday of the month.

Schedule job based on workday status of last day of previous month
Objective

Run a job on the second workday of each month, but only if the last day of the previous month was a workday.

Solution

Use the following statements for the job:

JOB A

 GENTIME LD LAST DAY OF MONTH STARTING TODAY LESS 1 MONTH

 GENTIME LWD LAST WORKDAY OF MONTH STARTING TODAY LESS 1 MONTH

 IF %LDDATE EQ %LWDDATE THEN RUN 2ND WORKDAY OF MONTH

ENDJOB
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Explanation

This solution uses two GENTIME commands to generate date and time variables for the last day of the previous month
and for the last workday of the previous month. If these two dates are equal, then the last day of the previous month was a
workday, and the job is selected to run on the second workday of the month. For more information about how to determine
whether a day in the past was a workday, see Determine if day in past was workday.

Schedule job based on when another job was scheduled
Objective

Schedule a job based on when another job was scheduled. Job A runs every Wednesday, unless Wednesday is a holiday.
If Wednesday is a holiday, job A runs on Thursday.

Schedule job B to run every Thursday, except when job A runs on Thursday. When job A runs on Thursday, run job B on
Friday.

Solution

Use the following statements for the jobs:

GENTIME A WEDNESDAY STARTING TODAY LESS 2 DAYS

GENTIME B %ADATE PLUS 0 WORKDAYS

JOB A

  RUN WEDNESDAY IFHOLIDAYPLUS 1 DAY

ENDJOB

JOB B

 IF NOT SELECTED('A') THEN RUN THURSDAY

 IF TODAY('FRIDAY') AND ADATE NE BDATE THEN RUN TODAY

ENDJOB

Explanation

Two GENTIME commands are used in this solution. The first GENTIME command generates date and time variables for
Wednesday of the current week. The second GENTIME command generates date and time variables for the first workday
on or after Wednesday's date. If the two GENTIME dates are not equal, then Wednesday was a holiday.

Job A is selected to run every Wednesday. If Wednesday falls on a holiday, ESP selects job A to run on Thursday instead.

Job B is selected to run when either of these conditions is true:

• Today is Thursday and job A is not selected to run.
• Today is Friday and Wednesday was a holiday.

 For more information about how to determine whether a day in the past was a workday, see Determine if day in past was
workday.

Schedule job to run based on day and time
Objective

An event is scheduled every hour on the hour to run an application. Job X in the application should be selected to run only
on Fridays at 3 PM.

Solution

Follow these steps:

1. Use the following statements for the job:
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JOB X

 IF TODAY('FRI') AND ESPSHH = '15' THEN RUN TODAY

ENDJOB

2. Schedule an hourly event to run the application. For example:

EVENT ID(PROD.HOURLY) SYSTEM(-) REPLACE

SCHEDULE 00.00 HOURLY DAILY

INVOKE 'PROD.PROCLIB(CYBER)'

ENDDEF

Explanation

Job X is selected to run only if it is Friday and the event's scheduled hour (ESPSHH) is 15 (in other words, the event was
scheduled at 3 PM).

Schedule job on random day
Objective

A job needs to run at 11 AM on a random day each month.

Solution

Schedule an event on the last day of the month to invoke the following procedure:

/* CALCULATE NUMBER OF DAYS IN NEXT MONTH - NUMDD

/*

GENTIME NUM LAST DAY OF MONTH STARTING TODAY PLUS 1 MONTH

/*

/* USE REXX TO GENERATE A RANDOM NUMBER BETWEEN 1 AND

/* NUMBER OF DAYS IN NEXT MONTH

/*

REXXON

  DAYS_IN_MONTH=CLANGVAR('%NUMDD')

  DAY=RANDOM(1,DAYS_IN_MONTH)

  "NUMBER="DAY

REXXOFF

/*

/* GENERATE APPLICATION - DELAY JOB UNTIL 11AM ON THE

/* RANDOM DAY

/*

APPL CYBER

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCLLIB'

 

JOB RANDOM

 RUN ANY

 DELAYSUB 11AM TODAY PLUS %NUMBER DAYS

ENDJOB

Explanation

This procedure runs on the last day of the month and determines when the job should run in the following month.
GENTIME creates date and time variables, prefixed with NUM, for the next month. The NUMDD variable represents the
number of days in the next month. This solution uses REXX to generate a random number between 1 and NUMDD.

The application builds with the job delayed for the random number of days at 11 AM.
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Schedule job relative to special day
Objective

Schedule a job relative to a special day. For example, run a job on the first Saturday on or after a special day.

Solution

Use the following run criteria for the job:

RUN 1ST SATURDAY OF SPECIAL_DAY

Explanation

This solution selects the job to run on the first instance of Saturday on or after SPECIAL_DAY.

Schedule job based on different day's holiday status
Objective

Schedule a job based on a different day's holiday status. For example, schedule a job to run every Saturday, unless the
following Monday falls on a holiday. If the following Monday falls on a holiday, the job should not run.

Solution

Use the following statements for the job:

JOB A

 RUN SAT

 IF DAYS_TO('HOLIDAY') = 2 THEN NORUN TODAY

ENDJOB

Explanation

The job is scheduled to run on Saturdays. However, if the number of days to the next holiday is 2, the job is not
scheduled.

NOTE
It is assumed in this example that Sunday cannot be defined as a holiday.

Schedule job based on previous day's holiday status
Objective

Schedule a job based on a previous day's holiday status. For example, schedule a job to run every Monday, except when
the previous Friday is a holiday. Workdays are Monday through Friday.

Solution

Use the following statements for the job:

JOB A

 IF TODAY('MON') AND DAYS_FROM('TODAY LESS 1 WORKDAY')=3 THEN -

  RUN TODAY

ENDJOB

Explanation
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This solution checks to see if today is a Monday and the number of days from the previous workday is 3 (in other words,
Friday was a workday). If both conditions are true, the job is selected to run.

Variations

Another way of coding this, assuming that holidays do not fall on Saturday or Sunday, is:

IF TODAY('MON') AND NOT TODAY('HOLIDAY PLUS 1 WEEKDAY') THEN -

 RUN TODAY

Or, you can use the following run criteria:

RUN MONDAY

NORUN HOLIDAY PLUS 1 WEEKDAY

For more information about how to determine whether a day in the past was a workday, see Determine if day in past was
workday.

Schedule job based on its previous run status
Objective

Schedule a job to run based on its previous run status. For example, schedule a one-job application to run every five
minutes. If the previous run of the application is not complete, then do not run the job until its next scheduled run.

Solution

Follow these steps:

1. Use the following application:

REXXON GEN                                  

X=TRAPOUT('LINE.')                          

"ESP LAP MYAPPL.0"

X=TRAPOUT('OFF')                            

I = 5                                       

DO SUBWORD(LINE.1,I,1) \= ''                

I = I + 1                                   

END                                         

STATUS = SUBWORD(LINE.1,5,1)                

IF LINE.0 < 1 THEN STATUS = 'COMPLETE'      

IF STATUS \= 'COMPLETE' THEN "EXIT"         

REXXOFF                                     

APPL MYAPPL

JCLLIB 'PROD.JCLLIB'

JOB A

 RUN ANY

ENDJOB

2. Schedule an event every 5 minutes to run this application.

Explanation

This solution uses REXX during application generation mode to check the status of the current generation (in other words,
the last generation that was created). The status of the application is displayed as the last word in the first line of the LAP
output.
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If this is the first time that the application runs, there is no output (in other words, LINE.0=0), and the application builds to
submit job A. Otherwise, the status is either blank or COMPLETE. If the status is blank, the last generation is not complete
and the new generation is not created.

This approach prevents a backlog of applications when problems arise with the job (for example, if the job fails).

Schedule job every two days
Objective

A job needs to run every two days and belongs to an application containing jobs with many different frequencies. Use April
1, 2004 as the starting point for the schedule.

Solution

Use the following run criteria for the job:

RUN EVERY 2 DAYS STARTING APR 1ST 2004

Explanation

This solution selects the job to run every two days starting on April 1, 2004.

Schedule job every two hours
Objective

Schedule a job to run every two hours. For example, an application is scheduled each workday. Within the application, a
UNIX job needs to run every two hours until 00:30 the next workday.

Solution

Use the following application:

APPL CYBER

JOB INSERT.JOBS TASK

 RUN WORKDAYS

 TIME='%ESPAHH%ESPAMN%ESPASS'

 ESP APPLINS APPL(%ESPAPPL..%ESPAPGEN) -

   STATEMENTS('UNIX_JOB A.T%TIME; -

   AGENT AGENT; -

   SCRIPTNAME /export/home/jsmith/scripts/a; -

   ENDJOB')

 REEXEC AT('REALNOW PLUS 2 HOURS')

ENDJOB

JOB STOP.INSERTS LINK PROCESS

 RUN WORKDAYS

 DELAYSUB 00:30 TODAY PLUS 1 WORKDAY

 ESP AJ INSERT.JOBS COMPLETE APPL(%ESPAPPL..%ESPAPGEN)

ENDJOB

Explanation

This solution uses a task called INSERT.JOBS and a link called STOP.INSERTS.

The INSERT.JOBS task does the following:
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• Builds a time symbolic variable (%TIME) for the job, consisting of the actual hour, minute, and second.
• Issues an APPLINS command to dynamically insert job A with a qualifier of T%TIME into the application.
• Re-executes in 2 hours.

At 00:30 the next workday, the link issues an AJ command to complete the INSERT.JOBS task.

NOTE
The ESPAPPL and ESPAPGEN variables are used on the APPLINS and AJ commands. This ensures the
correct generation of the correct application is used.

This example inserts a UNIX job. For an example of inserting a z/OS job at a regular interval, see Schedule ad-hoc job to
run multiple times.

Schedule job every two weeks and advance it for holidays
Objective

Schedule a job to run every two weeks and advance it for holidays. For example, a job in an application needs to run
every two weeks on Friday. If this falls on a non-workday, run the job on the previous workday instead. Use Friday, August
1, 2003 as the starting point for the schedule.

Solution

Use the following run criteria for the job:

RUN EVERY 2 WEEKS STARTING AUG 1ST 2003 LESS 0 WORKDAYS

Explanation

This solution selects the job to run every two weeks starting on Friday, August 1, 2003. If the Friday is a holiday, ESP
selects the job to run on the previous workday instead.

Schedule job every two weeks and delay it for holidays
Objective

Schedule a job to run every two weeks and delay it for holidays. For example, schedule a job to run every second
Wednesday, unless Wednesday is a holiday. If Wednesday is a holiday, run the job on Thursday regardless of whether
Thursday is a holiday. Use Wednesday, April 7, 2004, as the starting point for the schedule.

Solution

Use the following run criteria for the job:

RUN EVERY 2 WEEKS STARTING APR 7TH 2004 IFHOLIDAYPLUS 1 DAY

Explanation

This solution selects the job to run every two weeks starting on Wednesday, April 7, 2004. If the Wednesday falls on a
holiday, ESP selects the job to run on Thursday instead.

Schedule job multiple times within time range
Objective

Schedule a job to run multiple times within a time range. For example, an application is scheduled daily. Within the
application, a UNIX job needs to run every 10 minutes between 10 PM and 2 AM inclusively. The application contains
many jobs with many different frequencies.
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Solution

One solution is to use a template in your application definition. A sample template is shown below:

TEMPLATE MULTIRUN (1,TIME)

UNIX_JOB A.%TIME

 AGENT AGENT

 SCRIPTNAME /export/home/jsmith/scripts/a

 DELAYSUB 10PM PLUS %TIME MINUTES

 RUN ANY

ENDJOB

ENDTEMPL

 

REXXON

 DO I=0 TO 240 BY 10

  "MULTIRUN "I

 END

REXXOFF

Explanation

This solution uses REXX and a template to build all instances of the job when the application generates. Each instance of
the job is qualified with the offset, in minutes, from 10 PM. For example: 0, 10, 20,..., 240.

The code generated through calling the template is shown below:
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NOTE
If the application contains only the one job that needs to run every 10 minutes within the time range, you can
simply schedule the event every 10 minutes between these times and invoke an application containing the job to
be run.

Schedule job on selected workdays only
Objective

Schedule a job to run on selected workdays only. For example, run a job from the 15th day to 25th day of the month, but
only on workdays.

Solution

Use the following statements for the job:

JOB A

 IF TODAY('15TH-25TH DAY OF MONTH') THEN RUN WORKDAYS

ENDJOB

Explanation

This solution uses the TODAY built-in function to determine if today is within the required day range. If it is, the job is
selected to run on workdays.

Schedule job on last five workdays
Objective

Schedule a job to run only on the last five workdays of each month.

Solution

Use the following statements for the job:

JOB A

 GENTIME LAST5 LAST WORKDAY OF MONTH LESS 4 WORKDAYS

 IF LAST5DD <= ESPSDD AND TODAY('WORKDAY') THEN RUN TODAY

ENDJOB

Explanation

The GENTIME command generates date and time variables for four workdays prior to the last workday of the month
(in other words, the fifth last workday of the month). If the day of the month for the fifth last workday of the month (as
indicated by the LAST5DD variable) is less than or equal to the scheduled day, and it also is a workday, then the job is
selected to run.

Example

The calendar below shows October 2005.
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If workdays are Monday through Friday and there are no holidays at the end of October 2005, then the fifth last workday
of the month falls on October 25. The LAST5DD variable has a value of 25. This means that in October 2005, the job
would be scheduled only on October 25, 26, 27, 28, and 31 (not on October 29 or 30, which fall on a weekend).

Variation

Another solution is to use the following run criteria for the job:

RUN LAST WORKDAY OF MONTH

RUN LAST WORKDAY OF MONTH LESS 1 WORKDAY

RUN LAST WORKDAY OF MONTH LESS 2 WORKDAYS

RUN LAST WORKDAY OF MONTH LESS 3 WORKDAYS

RUN LAST WORKDAY OF MONTH LESS 4 WORKDAYS

Schedule job within date range
Objective

Schedule a job to run within a specific date range. For example, run a job every Thursday between April 17, 2005 and
November 6, 2005, inclusively.

Solution

Use the following statements for the job:

JOB A

 IF DAYS_FROM('APR 17,2005') GE 0 -

  AND DAYS_TO('NOV 6,2005') GE 0 -

   THEN RUN THURSDAY

ENDJOB

Explanation

This solution uses the DAYS_FROM and DAYS_TO built-in functions to check if the current day is within the required date
range. If it is, the job is selected to run on Thursdays.

Schedule job within month
Objective
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Schedule a job within a month. For example, run a job on the fifth Friday of the month but only in months that have five
Fridays.

Solution

Use the following run criteria for the job:

RUN 5th friday within month

Explanation

This solution runs the job on the fifth Friday of the month in months that contain five Fridays.

Schedule job monthly and delay it for non-workdays
Objective

Schedule a monthly job and delay it for non-workdays. For example, run a job on the fifth day of the month if it is a
workday. If it is not a workday, run the job on the day after the fifth day of the month, regardless of whether it is a workday.

Solution

Use the following statements for the job:

JOB A

 GENTIME AA 5TH DAY OF MONTH

 GENTIME BB 5TH DAY OF MONTH  PLUS 0 WORKDAYS

 IF AADATE = BBDATE THEN RUN %AADATE

  ELSE RUN %AADATE PLUS 1 DAY

ENDJOB

Explanation

This solution uses two GENTIME commands to generate date and time variables for the fifth day of the month and for
the first workday on or after the fifth day of the month. If these dates are equal, then the fifth day of a month is a workday,
and job A runs on the fifth day of the month. Otherwise, job A runs one day after the fifth day of the month. For more
information about how to determine whether a day in the past was a workday, see Determine if day in past was workday.

Schedule ad-hoc job to run multiple times
Objective

Schedule an ad-hoc job to run multiple times. For example, within the same generation of an application, run an ad hoc
job every 30 minutes for four hours (in other words, eight times). The name of the ad-hoc job is supplied by a user and
may change from one generation of the application to another.

Solution

One solution is to use a task to dynamically insert the jobs.

Follow these steps:

1. Use the following application:

APPL CYBER

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCLLIB'

JOB INSERT.JOBS TASK SELFCOMPLETING

 RUN ANY
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 TIME='%ESPAHH%ESPAMN%ESPASS'

 IF ESPREEXEC# LT 8 THEN DO

  ESP AJ %USER1..T%TIME INSERT APPL(%ESPAPPL..%ESPAPGEN)

  REEXEC AT('REALNOW PLUS 30 MINUTES')

 ENDDO

ENDJOB

2. Set up an event (for example, PROD.CYBER) to invoke this application.
3. To run an ad-hoc job, trigger the event and specify the name of the job as the USER1 parameter. For example:

TRIGGER PROD.CYBER USER1('MYJOB')

Explanation

This solution uses a self-completing task named INSERT.JOBS to insert the ad-hoc job every 30 minutes into this
application. A variable called TIME uniquely qualifies the job with a time stamp (actual hours, minutes, and seconds) as it
is inserted into the application.

The procedure uses the ESPREEXEC# built-in symbolic variable to check the number of re-executions, and does one of
the following:

• If ESPREEXEC# is less than 8, the task issues an AJ command to insert another instance of the job. The task re-
executes in 30 minutes.

• Otherwise, the task completes itself automatically.

NOTE
The AJ command uses the ESPAPPL and ESPAPGEN variables to ensure the correct generation of the correct
application is used.

This example inserts a z/OS job. For an example of inserting a UNIX job at a regular interval, see Schedule job every two
hours.

Example

If you pass MYJOB as the USER1 variable and the actual time is 10.32.45, the job names are:

MYJOB.T103245

MYJOB.T110245

...

MYJOB.T140245

Variation

The AJ command can also be prefixed with ESPNOMSG. For example:

ESPNOMSG AJ %USER1..T%TIME INSERT APPL(%ESPAPPL..%ESPAPGEN)

Using ESPNOMSG suppresses responses from the command (such as a message indicating the job was inserted).
Warning and error messages are not suppressed.

Schedule hourly application within time range
Objective

Schedule an application to run every hour within the time range 8 AM to 4 PM on workdays.

Solution

Use the following event to run your application:
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EVENT ID(PROD.HOURJOB)

SCHEDULE HOURLY ROUND STARTING TODAY

SUSPEND 4:01PM WORKDAYS

RESUME 7:59AM WORKDAYS

INVOKE 'PROD.PROCLIB(HOURJOB)'

ENDDEF

Explanation

The event is scheduled every hour on the hour. SUSPEND and RESUME commands are used within the event to
control processing. The event is suspended just after its 4 PM execution on workdays and resumed just prior to its 8 AM
execution on workdays. This enables the event to run hourly between 8 AM and 4 PM on workdays.

Variation

Another solution is to schedule the event multiple times each workday. For example:

SCHEDULE 8AM WORKDAYS

SCHEDULE 9AM WORKDAYS

.

.

.

SCHEDULE 4PM WORKDAYS

Schedule hourly job within time range
Objective

Schedule a job to run every hour within the time range 8 AM to 4 PM on workdays. The job belongs to an application
containing many different jobs with different frequencies.

Solution

One solution is to use a template within your application definition.

Take the following steps:

1. Use a template in your application to define multiple instances of the job. For example:

APPL CYBER

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCLLIB'

TEMPLATE HOURLY (1,OFFSET)

JOB A.%OFFSET

 RUN WORKDAYS

 DELAYSUB 8AM PLUS %OFFSET HOURS

ENDJOB

ENDTEMPL

HOURLY 0

HOURLY 1

HOURLY 2

HOURLY 3

HOURLY 4

HOURLY 5

HOURLY 6

HOURLY 7
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HOURLY 8

2. Schedule an event prior to 8 AM that invokes this application.

Explanation

This solution uses a template called HOURLY.

Instead of creating separate job definitions for each instance of job A in the application, the template defines the job
requirements for all instances of the job in a few statements.

The template accepts one parameter for the offset from 8 AM (0 hours, 1 hour, 2 hours, and so on). This offset is used as
a job qualifier for the job to ensure uniqueness within each generation of the application. It is also used in the DELAYSUB
statement to specify the time dependency relative to 8 AM.

The code generated through calling the template is shown below:

JOB A.0

 RUN WORKDAYS

 DELAYSUB 8AM PLUS 0 HOURS

ENDJOB

JOB A.1

 RUN WORKDAYS

 DELAYSUB 8AM PLUS 1 HOURS

ENDJOB

 

.

.

.

JOB A.8

 RUN WORKDAYS

 DELAYSUB 8AM PLUS 8 HOURS

ENDJOB

NOTE
If the application contains only the one job that needs to run each hour, you can simply schedule the event each
hour between these times and invoke an application containing the job to be run.

Schedule weekly application based on number of workdays
Objective

Schedule an application to run at 4 PM on the second last workday of each week, unless a week has only one workday. If
a week has only one workday, schedule the application to run on that workday instead.

Solution

Take the following steps:

1. Use the following application:

IF TODAY('FRI') THEN DO

 ESP TR %ESPEVENT ADD AT('16:00 TODAY PLUS 1 WORKDAY')

 EXIT

ENDDO

APPL CYBER

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCLLIB'

JOB A
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 RUN ANY

ENDJOB

2. Schedule an event for 4 PM on the second last workday of each week. For example:

EVENT ID(PROD.CYBER) SYSTEM(ESPM) REPLACE

SCHEDULE 16.00 LAST WORKDAY OF EACH WEEK LESS 1 WORKDAY

INVOKE 'PROD.PROCLIB(CYBER)'

ENDDEF

Explanation

The event is scheduled for the second last workday of each week. A problem can arise if a week contains only one
workday, which causes the LESS 1 WORKDAY clause to go back to the Friday of the previous week. This would cause
the application to run twice in one week.

To handle this case, the IF statement in the application (before the APPL statement) checks to see if today is Friday. In
this case, you do not want to generate the application. Instead, retrigger the same event on the following workday, putting
it back to the first and only workday of the original week containing the holidays.

Example

For example, in the calendar below, if July 20-23 are holidays and July 19 is a workday, then the week of July 19-23
contains only one workday. When the event schedules on July 15, the last workday of the next week less 1 workday is
Friday July 16.

On Friday, July 16, ESP retriggers the event with the ADD option for the next workday, which will be July 19. The next
scheduled occurrence after that will be the last workday of the following week less one workday (in other words, July 29).

Schedule weekly job and adjust for holidays
Objective

Schedule a weekly job to run every Monday, unless Monday is a holiday. If Monday is a holiday, then run the job on the
previous workday.

Solution

Use the following RUN statement for the job:

RUN MONDAY LESS 0 WORKDAYS

Explanation
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The job always runs on Mondays that are workdays. When Monday is a holiday, and thus a non-workday, the job runs on
the previous workday.

Variation

If, instead, you wanted to run the job on the first workday after the holiday, use the following RUN statement for the job:

RUN MONDAY PLUS 0 WORKDAYS

Variation

If, instead, you did not want to run the job at all when Monday falls on a holiday, use the following RUN statement for the
job:

RUN MONDAY EXCEPT HOLIDAYS

Schedule different jobs based on calendar quarter
Objective

Schedule a different job to run each calendar quarter. Each calendar quarter consists of three months, and the first quarter
starts on January 1.

Solution

Use the following application:

APPL CYBER

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCLLIB'

JOB A.QTR1

 RUN ANYDAY OF JAN FEB MAR

ENDJOB

JOB B.QTR2

 RUN ANYDAY OF APR MAY JUN

ENDJOB

JOB C.QTR3

 RUN ANYDAY OF JUL AUG SEP

ENDJOB

JOB D.QTR4

 RUN ANYDAY OF OCT NOV DEC

ENDJOB

Explanation

Each job has a different RUN statement to reflect the quarter in which it should run. Depending on the month, one of the
RUN statements applies, and the appropriate job is selected to run.

Send message when agent becomes inactive
Objective

If a particular agent becomes inactive, send a message to alert a user that the agent is inactive.

Solution
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Take the following steps:

1. In an application, define an AGENT_MONITOR workload object. Use the AMNOTIFY statement to trigger an alert
when the agent becomes inactive. For example:

APPL AGENTMON

AGENT_MONITOR CYBUSER.WINR6SP2

  AGENT WINR6SP2

  AMNOTIFY EVENT(CYBUSER.AGENT_INACTIVE)

  STATINTV 5

  MSGQLEN 10

ENDJOB

2. Define the event to send a message to a user. For example:

EVENT ID(CYBUSER.AGENT_INACTIVE) ADD

  SEND 'AGENT INACTIVE' USER(CYBUSER)

ENDDEF

Explanation

When the WINR6SP2 agent becomes inactive, ESP triggers an event, CYBUSER.AGENT_INACTIVE, which sends a
message to a user.

The status checks occur every five minutes. The CYBUSER.WINR6SP2 workload object stores the last ten status
messages as defined by the MSGQLEN statement.

Send email for job failures
Objective

Automatically send an email if any job within application CYBER fails.

Solution

Follow these steps:

1. Set up a MAILLIST data set that contains the SMTPPARM parameter and one or more MAILBOX parameters. The
following example specifies a MAILBOX called OPER that contains one email address.

SMTPPARM CLASS(A) JOBNAME(SMTP)

MAILBOX OPER MAXLINES(50)

EMAIL jsmith@ca.com

2. In your application, use the MAILBOX parameter on the NOTIFY statement, as shown below:

APPL CYBER

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCLLIB'

NOTIFY FAILURE MAILBOX(OPER)

JOB A

 RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Explanation

The NOTIFY statement specifies that a mailbox called OPER is used if any job within the application fails. This mailbox is
defined in ESP initialization parameters and contains an email address to notify. For more information about implementing
mailboxes, see Define MAILLIST Data Set.
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Variation

Alternatively, ESP can submit a batch job from an alert or job monitor event. The following is some sample JCL you can
use:

//SENDMAIL JOB …

//STEP1    EXEC PGM=IEBGENER

//SYSOUT   DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD  DUMMY

//SYSUT2   DD  SYSOUT=(B,SMTP)

//SYSUT1   DD  *

HELO ESP

MAIL FROM: <ESP53@LOCALHOST>

RCPT TO:   <JDOE@CA.COM>

DATA

FROM: ESP

TO:   JDOE@CA.COM

SUBJECT: JOB FAILURE NOTIFICATION

JOB %MNJOB IN APPLICATION %MNAPPL FAILED @ %ESPATIME WITH A COMPLETION CODE OF %MNMXRC.

.

QUIT

/*

JCL is coded to send an email via SMTP. Job monitor variables and built-in variables are passed to the JCL. These
variables are resolved when the email is sent informing the recipient with the name of the job that failed, the application to
which the job belongs, the time of the failure, and the maximum return code.

Set COPYJCL as default JCL library
Objective

Set COPYJCL as the default JCL library for job resubmission.

Solution

As long as you are storing your COPYJCL library by job name rather than by job number, you can use the following code
before your JOB statements in an application.

IF ESPAPSUB# > 1 THEN -

 TEMPLIB 'CYBER.ESP.COPYJCL'

Explanation

When a job is submitted, the submission number (ESPAPSUB# variable) is checked.

If the submission number is greater than 1, the TEMPLIB statement points to the COPYJCL library, and ESP uses JCL
from this library for job resubmission.

NOTE
You can override this library, as required, when you resubmit the job (for example, on the Job Resubmission
panel).

Set up dependency with job's previous run
Objective
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Set up a dependency with a previous run of a job. For example, an application is scheduled each day. One daily job in the
Application, job X, needs to wait for its previous run to complete. However, other jobs in the application can run even if the
previous day's application is not complete.

The dependencies look like this:

Figure 129: Sample Application with Dependencies

Solution

Take the following steps to set up the application:

1. Use a variable as a qualifier for job X that is equal to the first three characters of the scheduled day of the week.
2. Use the GENTIME command to generate date and time variables for the previous day.
3. Define the previous run of job X as an external job.

– Use the first three characters of the previous day's day-of-week variable as a qualifier for the external job.
– Set up this job to release today's run of job X.
– Use the SCHEDULED parameter on this external job to reflect the previous day.
– Use the APPLID parameter to specify the name of the application.

The following is a sample application:

APPL CYBER

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCLLIB'

JOB A

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE B

ENDJOB

JOB B

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE Y

ENDJOB
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GENTIME PREV YESTERDAY

JOB X.%PREVDAY(1:3) EXTERNAL SCHEDULED('YESTERDAY') - APPLID(CYBER)

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE X.%ESPSDAY(1:3)

ENDJOB

JOB X.%ESPSDAY(1:3)

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE Y

ENDJOB

JOB Y

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Explanation

Although there are some WAIT options available at the application level and job level, they cannot be used here.
Application WAIT would cause all jobs to wait for the previous day's application to complete; JOB_ANCESTOR_WAIT
would cause each job to wait for its previous run to complete. In this scenario, there is only one job that needs to wait.

This solution qualifies job X, and sets up the previous day's run as an external dependency to today's run of job X. This
does not prevent the other jobs in the application from running.

Variation

Another approach is to define job X in a subapplication and use the WAIT option on the SUBAPPL statement. This
approach is useful if you have a number of jobs, but not all, that need to wait for the previous day's runs to complete.

For example:

JOB X

 SUBAPPL PREVDAY WAIT

 RUN DAILY

 RELEASE Y

ENDJOB

Take different actions based on return codes
Objective

Take different actions based on 1 of 3 successful return codes. For example, a monthly application is scheduled for 10 AM
on the last workday of each month. The first job, job A, can issue a return code of 0, 1, or 2. Different actions are required
based on this return code, as described below.

Return Code for Job A Action
0 Run job B
1 Complete application and run it again at 10 AM the next workday
2 Cancel this month's run

The requirements look like this:
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Figure 130: Sample Application that Takes Action Based on Return Codes

Solution

The following is a sample application you can schedule at 10 AM on the last workday of each month:

APPL CYBER

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCLLIB'

JOB A

  RUN ANYDAY

  RELEASE ADD(B) COND(RC(0))

  RELEASE ADD(RUNAGAIN) COND(RC(1))

  RELEASE ADD(CANCEL) COND(RC(2))

ENDJOB

JOB B

  RUN ANYDAY

ENDJOB

JOB RUNAGAIN LINK PROCESS

  RUN ANYDAY

  SEND 'THE PROCEDURE WILL RUN NEXT WORKDAY' U(*)

  ESP AJ ALL COMPLETE APPL(%ESPAPPL..%ESPAPGEN)

  ESP TRIGGER PROD.CYBER ADD AT('10AM TODAY PLUS 1 WORKDAY')

ENDJOB

JOB CANCEL LINK PROCESS

  RUN ANYDAY

  SEND 'THE PROCEDURE WILL RUN NEXT MONTH' U(*)

  ESP AJ ALL COMPLETE APPL(%ESPAPPL..%ESPAPGEN)

ENDJOB

Explanation

Job A uses three conditional release expressions to take the appropriate action:
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• If job A has a return code of 0, it releases job B.
• If job A has a return code of 1, it releases a link called RUNAGAIN, which completes the application and retriggers the

application again at 10 AM the next workday.
• If job A has a return code of 2, it releases a link called CANCEL, which completes the application, cancelling this

month's run.

The AJ commands use the ESPAPPL and ESPAPGEN variables to ensure the correct generation of the correct
application is used.

Use one-time job section in applications
Objective

One-time changes to an application are made frequently. The objective is to separate these changes so that the job
definitions are left intact and are easier to maintain.

Solution

The following application shows a ONE_TIME_CHANGES section that you can use for temporary changes.

APPL CYBER

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCLLIB'

JOB A

 RUN DAILY

 DELAYSUB 5PM

 RELEASE B

ENDJOB

JOB B

 RUN DAILY

 RELEASE C

ENDJOB

/* USE THIS SECTION FOR ONE-TIME CHANGES

ONE_TIME_CHANGES:

JOB A

 IF TODAY('APR 23, 2004') THEN -

  DELAYSUB 7PM

ENDJOB

Explanation

You can use the same JOB statement in an application. When the application builds, the job statements for the same job
are merged together in the order in which they are read.

The procedure in this solution shows a ONE_TIME_CHANGES section that allows you to override requirements
temporarily. This section could be in the same application or it could be invoked as a separate PDS member after invoking
the application.

In this example, job A has a DELAYSUB time of 7PM on April 23, 2004. This overrides its normal DELAYSUB time of 5PM
on that day only.
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Figure 131: Example of One-time Job Section

Use date-qualified file names
Objective

An application contains some file trigger jobs where the names of the files being monitored for creation contain a date
qualifier and a literal in the form: MMDDYY_ok. MM is the scheduled month, DD is the scheduled day, and YY is the
scheduled year.

Solution

On the FILENAME statement for the file trigger jobs, you can use built-in symbolic variables for the date and concatenate
the literal at the end. For example:

FILE_TRIGGER file1
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 RUN DAILY

 FILENAME /batch/interfaces/file1.%ESPSMM%ESPSDD%ESPSYY._ok

ENDJOB

Explanation

When the application generates, it resolves the built-in variables based on the scheduled date of the event. For example,
on November 6, 2005, the above example resolves to the following file name:

/batch/interfaces/file1.110605_ok

Variation

Another approach is to define a symbolic variable representing the date qualified string. You can then use this variable in
your job definitions. This is useful when you need to use this file qualifier for many file trigger jobs. Also, if the format of the
file name changes, you need only to update the format in one place.

For example, use the following assignment statement:

DATEQUAL=ESPSMM + ESPSDD + ESPSYY + '_ok'

On the FILENAME statement for the file trigger jobs, you can use this variable, as shown below.

FILE_TRIGGER file2

 RUN DAILY

 FILENAME /batch/interfaces/file2.%DATEQUAL

ENDJOB

Use date-qualified TEMPLIBs
Objective

An application uses date-qualified TEMPLIBs to stage temporary JCL changes. For example: PROD.TEMPLIB.D
%ESPSMM%ESPSDD%ESPSYY. TEMPLIBs are created 7 days in advance. Currently, a simulation or a forecast
ABENDs if the date is beyond that which has been created for the TEMPLIB. Create a procedure to avoid this problem.

Solution

Use the following IF Statement: Process Instructions Conditionally statement in your application:

IF DAYS_FROM('%ESPADATE') LE 7 THEN -

 TEMPLIB 'PROD.TEMPLIB.D%ESPSMM%ESPSDD%ESPSYY'

Explanation

If the difference between the simulation date and the actual date is less than seven days, then the TEMPLIB is read in.
Otherwise, it is not. This allows you to simulate the application for any future date even though the TEMPLIB data set may
not yet be created.

Use application name in script path
Objective

The path to a number of UNIX scripts needs to include the name of the application in lowercase.

Example:
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• /export/home/payroll/batch, for the Payroll application.
• /export/home/billing/batch, for the Billing application.

Solution

Use the following code, either for the application or for specific jobs within the application. You can have different
applications invoke this code or imbed the code in your application definition. The code converts the application name to
lowercase using REXX.

REXXON

APP = CLANGVAR('%ESPAPPL')

APP=TRANSLATE(APP,'abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz',-

                  'ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ')

"APPL='"APP"'"

REXXOFF

For the location of the script, use %appl (or %APPL) in the path.

Example:

APPL ABCD

UNIX_JOB MYJOB

  AGENT AGENT

  SCRIPTNAME /export/home/jsmith/%appl/sleep60

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Explanation

ESPAPPL is a built-in variable representing the application name but it resolves to an uppercase name (for example,
PAYROLL). While you can hardcode the application name in lowercase, a generic routine that converts the name allows
you to simplify maintenance should the name of the application change. Or, if the name of the application is dynamically
generated, this solution converts that name.

This solution uses the REXX TRANSLATE function to convert the value of the ESPAPPL variable to a lowercase variable.
Each uppercase letter is mapped to the corresponding lowercase letter. The result is assigned to a REXX variable called
APP, which is then assigned to an ESP variable called APPL. You can use the APPL variable in the path to your scripts.

Use same application for different locations
Objective

Use the same application to process work for different processing locations, even where different job requirements exist
for each location.

Solution

The following is a common application that can be used for different processing locations:

IF '%ESPEVENT(9:12)' = 'DALL' THEN DC = 'DA'

IF '%ESPEVENT(9:12)' = 'CHIC' THEN DC = 'CH'

IF '%ESPEVENT(9:12)' = 'TORO' THEN DC = 'TO'

IF '%ESPEVENT(9:12)' = 'SAND' THEN DC = 'SD'

APPL CYBER%DC

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCLLIB'

JOB RG%DC.A
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 EARLYSUB 8PM

 RUN DAILY

 RELEASE (RG%DC.B)

ENDJOB

JOB RG%DC.B

 RUN DAILY

 RELEASE (NEW%DC.A)

ENDJOB

UNIX_JOB NEW%DC.A

 AGENT CYBER%DC

 SCRIPTNAME /export/home/demo/scripts/xyz

 RELEASE (NEW%DC.B)

 IF DC = 'CH' THEN RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

.

.

.

Explanation

Different events for the different locations invoke the same generic procedure. The events use a naming standard that
identifies the location associated with them. A user-defined symbolic variable named DC is defined to represent the
location, and it uses a substring of the built-in variable for the event name.

The DC variable is used in the application in many different ways. Some examples are shown below:

• Part of the application name: CYBER%DC
• Part of the agent name: CYBER%DC
• Part of the job names: RG%DC.A

The following diagram shows how a job name is resolved based on the event name:

Figure 132: Example of a Jobname that Resolves Based on the Event Name

You can also use IF logic to handle different requirements for different locations. For example, job NEW%DC.A runs only if
DC='CH'.

Variation

This example could be extended further by using the DC variable in the JCL, UNIX scripts, NT batch files, and so on.

For example, you can use a MEMBER statement to point to a common JCL member such as the following:

//RG%DC.A  JOB CYB1000,'GENERIC JOB',MSGCLASS=Z,CLASS=B

//STEP1    EXEC PGM=IEFBR14

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUT1   DD DSN=RG%DC.100.ESPTST.DATA,
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//         DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),

//         UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,1)
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Messages
Review informational, warning, and error messages from ESP.

ESP generates messages that describe normal processing, warning situations, and error conditions that can occur.

To browse all ESP messages, go to the ESP Messages site.
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Reference
This section contains the glossary and reference material about:

• Commands
• Initialization parameters
• Statements
• Conventions
• Wildcards

Commands
This section contains the commands available to ESP users. Use it as a reference for when you want a complete
description of the commands, and all valid keywords and operands. Use the examples to see how each command can be
used.

Closing Parenthesis Rule

ESP complies with the IBM TSO command standard regarding the closing parenthesis. According to this standard, you
can omit the closing (right) parenthesis if this parenthesis is the last character of the command. The following examples
show the cases when the value is correctly accepted if you omit the closing parenthesis:

Example: Command Parameter with a Value in Parentheses

OPER MGRADDR AGENT(NTAGENT) is the same as when you enter  OPER MGRADDR AGENT(NTAGENT

Example: Command Parameter with a Blank Value in Parentheses

OPER MGRADDR AGENT( ) is the same as when you enter OPER MGRADDR AGENT(

For more information, refer to the IBM publication "TSO/E Command Reference."

ABENDLIM Command: Set Abend Queue Size
Displays or sets the abend queue size for jobs that ESP is tracking that produce a non-zero return code.

Type

General command

Authority

You must have OPER authority to issue the ABENDLIM command.

Syntax

ABENDLIM [count]

count
Indicates the abend queue size. There is no default. If a count is not specified, the abend queue size is displayed.

NOTE
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• Then ESP detects that one of the jobs it is tracking abends or produces a non-zero return code, it adds
an entry to a list of abended jobs. The entry identifies the job name, job number, termination time and
completion code.

• The ABENDLIM command specifies how long the list is to be allowed to grow. Once the list has grown to its
full size, for example, the count you specify, each newly abended job causes the removal of the oldest job
from the list. Thus, specifying ABENDLIM 100 causes ESP to keep track of the last 100 abended jobs.

• It is not required that an ABENDLIM count be specified, as job abend information can be displayed using
other commands, for example, LJ, LTJ jobname I and the CSF.

• If an ABENDLIM count is specified, you can display abended jobs using the DAB (display abended jobs)
command.

• If you increase the ABENDLIM count, ESP begins to store a longer list of jobs from the point at which you
issue the command. For example, if you change ABENDLIM from 20 to 100, you will not immediately see any
changes in a DAB display.

NOTE
For information on displaying the abended queue, see the DAB (display abended queue) command. For
information on displaying job information, see the LJ (list job status) command. For information on displaying
job information, see the LTJ (list a tracked job definition) command. For information on displaying abended jobs
using CSF, see the Operating section.

 

Example: Display abend queue size

The following ABENDLIM command displays the abend queue size:

ABENDLIM [count]

In the above example, when the ABENDLIM command is issued with no count operand, the following display is produced
indicating the abend queue size and the number of abended jobs:

ABEND QUEUE MAX = 20, 4 CURRENTLY QUEUED

Example: Set abend queue size

In the following example, the abend queue size is set to 100, indicating that ESP keeps track of the last 100 abended jobs:

ABENDLIM 100

ADHOC Command: Insert Ad-Hoc Workload
The ADHOC command allows you to schedule ad-hoc workload by inserting predefined workload objects into an active
application. The workload objects are defined in a procedure, but are not currently selected to run in the application
generation to which you want to insert.

Type

General command

Syntax

ADHOC APPLICATION(name.gen) [ADHLIST(wob,wob,...)]

APPLICATION(name.gen)
Specifies the name and generation number of an active application
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ADHLIST(wob,wob,...)
Specifies the workload objects to insert into the specified application. Each workload object specified must be
defined in the procedure prior to issuing the ADHOC command.

If you do not specify ADHLIST, the ADHOC command displays a list of workload objects that are not currently selected to
run in the specified application generation. To insert one or more of the workload objects, reissue the ADHOC command,
including the ADHLIST operand.

The inserted ad-hoc workload has the dependencies that are specified for it in the application procedure.

Example: List Available Ad-Hoc Jobs

In the following example, the ADHOC command lists workload objects that are not currently selected to run in generation
70 of application PAYROLL.

ADHOC APPL(PAYROLL.70)

Example: Insert Ad-Hoc Workload into an application

In the following example, the ADHOC command inserts the specified workload objects into generation 70 of application
PAYROLL.

ADHOC APPL(PAYROLL.70) ADHLIST(P00057, P00058)

ADJUST Command: Adjust Run Time
The ADJUST command adjusts the execution run time or CPU time for one or more jobs when using the modeling feature
to forecast future workload.

Type

Model command

Syntax

ADJUST [EXECTIME(factor)]

       [CPUTIME(factor)]

       [JOBS(fullname[,fullname]...)]

EXECTIME
Indicates that an adjustment is to be made to the execution time (or elapsed run time) of the requested jobs.

CPUTIME
Indicates that an adjustment is to be made to the CPU time of the requested jobs.

factor
Indicates the adjustment factor expressed as a percentage. Prefix the adjustment factor with a + or - sign, which
allows the MODEL processor to determine whether the execution time or CPU time should be increased or
decreased.

JOBS
Limits the adjustments to one or more job names or job prefixes. The adjustments are applied to all jobs in the
modeling period if the JOBS keyword is not specified.

fullname
Indicates the job name or list of job names to which the adjustments apply. The fullname operand represents
64-character job names. For a complete definition, see Full name in the Glossary. You can use the asterisk and
hyphen as wildcard characters to perform masking.
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WARNING
The ADJUST command is available only with Modeling.

NOTE
ESP estimates a job's execution time and CPU time based on historical data. An adjustment factor alters these
estimates. You can adjust the execution time or CPU time for one or more jobs. This may be useful when
elapsed run times for jobs vary greatly at different times of the year, such as at year-end.

NOTE

For information on forecasting future workload, see the Using section.

 

Example: Adjust execution and CPU time

In the following example, the execution time is adjusted by -10% and the CPU time is adjusted by -30%.

ADJUST EXECTIME(-10) CPUTIME(-30)

Example: Adjust by job name

In the following example, the execution time is adjusted by +300% for all jobs beginning with ACC, or having YEND as the
first four characters of their job names:

ADJUST EXECTIME(+300) JOBS(ACC-,YEND****)

Example: Adjust on last day of month

In the following example, the execution time is adjusted by +200% for PAYJOB1 on the last day of the month:

IF TODAY('LAST DAY OF MONTH') THEN -

  ADJUST EXECTIME(+200) JOB(PAYJOB1)

AGENT Command: Define an Agent
The AGENT command defines an agent to ESP.

Type: Sub-command to the LOADAGDF command. Code the AGENT command in the AGENTDEF data set on the
master and issue LOADAGDF.

NOTE
You can also issue a different version of the AGENT command to define and manage agents.

This command has the following format:

AGENT name

      ADDRESS(address)

      PORT(port) 

      [TCPIP|APPC]

      [PREFIXING(1) | PREFIXING(2) | PREFIXING]

      [PLATFORM]  

      [FAILOVER]

      [ASCII|EBCDIC]

      [UALIAS|NOALIAS]

      [ENCRYPT

       ENCRYPT KEYNAME(keyname) |

       ENCRYPT KEYNAME[(*)] |
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       ENCRYPT(X'key') |

       NOENCRYPT]

      [RETRYINTERVAL(nnnnnn|12000)]

ADDRESS(address)
Specifies the IP address or DNS host name of the system on which the agent runs.
Limits: IP address in IPV4 or IPV6 format. Maximum 100 characters.

TCPIP|APPC
TCPIP

The network protocol that is used to connect to the agent. This is the default.
APPC

The network protocol that is used to connect to the agent.
PREFIXING(1) | PREFIXING(2) | PREFIXING

Specifies the prefix level for agent communications.
PREFIXING(1)

Can only be specified for the agent that does not use encryption.
PREFIXING(2)

OR PREFIXING
Used by default if nothing is specified.

NOTE
The following options are accepted but ignored: NOPREFIXING and PREFIXING(0)

ASCII|EBCDIC
(Optional) Specifies the character set used by hosts the agent runs on.
ASCII

Specifies that the agent runs on hosts that use the ASCII character set. This operand is the default.
EBCDIC

Specifies that the agent runs on hosts that use the EBCDIC character set.
UALIAS|NOALIAS

(Optional) Specifies the method that ESP uses to send requests to retrieve spool file data from agents. This
operand is only available for NT and UNIX job types.
UALIAS

An agent alias is used to send the requests to retrieve the spool file data from agents. Use this method for
agents that write the output to shared storage. This option is the default.

NOALIAS
An agent name is used to send the requests to retrieve the spool file data from agents.  The request is
sent to the agent that executed the job that the spool file data is for. Use this method for agents that write
the output to a local spool file.

ENCRYPT
(Optional) Specifies that communication between ESP and the specified agent is encrypted. If ENCRYPT is
specified without a key, the agent uses the key that is specified in the previous ENCRYPT initialization parameter
in the AGENTDEF data set.
Here are the operands that you can add to ENCRYPT:
KEYNAME(keyname) or KEYNAME[(*)]

Specifies a key name. You define the key name with the CRYPTKEY DEFINE command.
KEYNAME or KEYNAME(*) specify that the agent name is used as the key name. Define that key name
and a key using the CRYPTKEY command.
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WARNING
Ensure that the key represented by the key name is also specified in file cryptkey.txt (default
file name) on your agent system. The location of cryptkey.txt is specified in the security.cryptkey
parameter in the agentparm.txt file on your agent system.

X'key'
Specifies the hexadecimal 16 character DES encryption key.

WARNING
Ensure that this value matches the security.cryptkey parameter in the agentparm.txt file on your
agent system.

NOTE

An unencrypted agent name is used in the following cases:

• To enable ESP to recognize which agent is talking to ESP. Next, ESP can find the proper key to the agent
to decrypt the rest of the message. Agent name is a part of the header information that is not encrypted and
that is used to recognize the agent. At the same time, the payload part of the message is encrypted with the
specific key that was used during the agent definition.

• To enable the agent to decrypt an encrypted message that was inadvertently sent to the agent due to
improper configuration.

Using an unencrypted agent name does not pose any risk because this data is just a configurable name and
therefore should not contain any sensitive data. As a good practice, we suggest that no sensitive information
should be used in an agent name. 

PLATFORM
ESP uses the OS that is returned from the agent.

NOTE
The following options are accepted but ignored: OS2, UNIX, MVS, NT, AS400, HP3000, OPENVMS,
TANDEM, UNISYS

FAILOVER
(Optional) Retransmits any active file triggers to the agent that takes over the workload in case of an agent
failover. You must also specify FAILOVER in the agent definition of any alias agent that you want ESP to notify
about any active file triggers.

name
Defines the agent name. It is helpful to make the agent name as descriptive as possible. For example, include a
location or workload type in the name.
Limits: Maximum 16 characters. Must start with an alphabetic or national character or an underscore. The
remaining characters can be alphanumeric or national and can include underscores but not spaces. Avoid using
hyphens (-). Hyphens are used as wildcards in command filter routines. Hyphenated agent names may lead to
unexpected results when executing some commands.

WARNING
Ensure that this value matches the agentname parameter in the agentparm.txt file on your agent
system.

NOENCRYPT
Disables encryption for the agent.

PORT(port)
Specifies the TCP/IP port number on the agent platform. This port definition must match the port that is specified
on the agent.

RETRYINTERVAL(nnnnnn|200)
(Optional) Specifies the retry interval on a send, in hundredths of a second.
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Default: 200

NOTE
If you do not specify the retry interval, the default value is used but the AGENT Command: Display
Agent Definition shows a zero retry interval.

Example: Code the AGENT Initialization Parameter in an Agent Definition Data Set

This example shows an AGENT initialization parameter in an agent definition data set (AGENTDEF):

AGENT TORSUN ADDRESS(172.16.0.0) PORT(9999) UNIX ASCII +

TCPIP PREFIXING ENCRYPT(X'13245B698134F567') RETRYINTERVAL(600)

The AGENTDEF is a file that contains information on the remote systems that form the span of control of ESP. An
AGENTDEF can be a sequential data set or a member of a partitioned data set. The initialization parameters that make up
an AGENTDEF are:

• AGENT: Define Agent
• ENCRYPT: Specify Encryption Key for Communications
• MANAGER: Specify Scheduler Subsystem for Communications
• MAPUSER: Map distributed system user IDs to authorized mainframe user IDs

Example: Code an AGENTDEF without the DMANAGER Initialization Parameter

This example shows how to code an AGENTDEF without the DMANAGER initialization parameter:

MANAGER NAME(CM_CENTRAL) TCPIP

ENCRYPT KEY(X'13245B698134F567')

MAPUSER JDOE TO(CYBJD01) AGENT(TORSUN1)

AGENT TORSUN1 ADDRESS(172.16.0.0) PORT(9999) UNIX ASCII +

TCPIP PREFIXING

AGENT TORNT1 ADDRESS(192.168.0.0) PORT(9998) NT ASCII +

TCPIP PREFIXING ENCRYPT

AGENT TORAS4001 ADDRESS(192.168.255.255) PORT(9997) AS400 EBCDIC +

TCPIP PREFIXING ENCRYPT(X'568D489243E5713C')

NOTE

Related information

The following initialization parameters are used for ESP distributed workload:

• AGENTRCV: Define Agent Receiver
• COMMQ: Define Communication Checkpoint Data Set
• INET: Start or Set TCP/IP Tracing
• LOADAGDF Command: Load Agent Definition
• MGRADDR Command: Specify Manager's Address
• WOBDEF Command: Define Workload Objects

AGENT Command: Manage an Agent Definition
The AGENT command provides the following capabilities:

• Dynamically define an agent to ESP after that scheduler is started.
• List and manage agent definitions.

The dynamic definitions are stored in the COMMQ data set along with definitions loaded from the AGENTDEF data
set.

• Manage messages queued for transmission to any agent, including agents that are defined in AGENTDEF.
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NOTE
You can issue the SAVEAGDF command to save all agent definitions (including definitions loaded from
AGENTDEF). You can issue the LOADAGDF command to load the saved definitions.

Type

OPER command (OPER prefix is optional)

Authority

You require the following authority:

• OPER authority
• UPDATE access to the SAF profile AGENTDEF.agentname if you want to specify the DEFINE, SET, DELETE,

UNDELETE or PURGE operands

Syntax

AGENT name DEFINE

      ADDRESS(address)

      PORT(port)

      [FAILOVER]

      [ASCII|EBCDIC]

      [UALIAS|NOALIAS]

      [[ENCRYPT] KEYNAME[(*)] |

       [ENCRYPT] KEYNAME(keyname)]

      [RETRYINTERVAL[(interval|12000)]] 

      [TYPE(type)]

      [DESCRIPTION(description)]

 

AGENT name SET

      [ADDRESS(address)]

      [PORT(port)]

      [FAILOVER|NOFAILOVER]

      [ASCII|EBCDIC]

      [UALIAS|NOALIAS]

      [[ENCRYPT] KEYNAME[(*)] |

       [ENCRYPT] KEYNAME(keyname) |

        NOENCRYPT]

      [PREFIXING[(1)] | PREFIXING(2)]

      [RETRYINTERVAL[(interval)]] 

      [TYPE(type)]

      [DESCRIPTION(description)]

 

AGENT name DELETE

 

AGENT name UNDELETE

 

AGENT name PURGE

 

AGENT name FLUSH|QUIESCE|RESTART

 

AGENT [name] | name LIST [DELETED]

      [ADDRESS(address)]
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      [PORT(port)]

      [FAILOVER|NOFAILOVER]

      [ASCII|EBCDIC]

      [UALIAS|NOALIAS]

      [ENCRYPT |

       [ENCRYPT] KEYNAME |

       [ENCRYPT] KEYNAME(keyname) |

       [ENCRYPT] CLEARKEY |

        NOENCRYPT ]

      [PREFIXING[(1)] | PREFIXING(2) | NOPREFIXING]

      [RETRYINTERVAL(interval|12000)]

      [OS(osinfo)]

      [RELEASE(release)]

      [BUILD(build)]

      [TYPE(type)]

      [DESCRIPTION(description)]

      [DUMP]

 

AGENT name PROBE [(OS|RELEASE|BUILD|ALL)]

ADDRESS(address)
Specifies the IP address or DNS host name of the system on which the agent runs.
Limits: IP address in IPV4 or IPV6 format. Maximum 100 characters. If you use the LIST operand, you can
specify wildcards.

ASCII|EBCDIC
(Optional) Specifies the character set used by hosts the agent runs on.
ASCII

Specifies that the agent runs on hosts that use the ASCII character set. This operand is the default for the
DEFINE operand only.

EBCDIC
Specifies that the agent runs on hosts that use the EBCDIC character set.

BUILD(build)
Specifies the description of the agent build number.
Limits: 1 to 64 characters. Wildcards are permitted.

DEFINE
Defines a new agent to ESP.

DELETE
Deletes an agent definition from ESP.

NOTE

• This operand works with all agent definitions, including those definitions that were loaded from an
AGENTDEF data set.

• If automatic backups of agent definitions is enabled, you can use the UNDELETE operand to restore
a deleted definition within a specified time interval. For details on automatic agent definition backups,
see the DYNAGENT command.

DELETED
Lists deleted agent definitions whose undelete interval has not expired.
For details on the undelete interval, see the UNDELETEINTERVAL operand of the DYNAGENT command.
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DESCRIPTION(description)
Specifies a description for the agent.
Limits: 1 to 64 characters except for the following characters:

• ( opening parenthesis
• ) closing parenthesis
• ; semicolon

NOTE

• If you use the LIST operand, note the following points:
– You can specify wildcards.
– Upper-case or lower-case characters result in a match.

• If you include blanks in the description, enclose the description in quotes.
• To include a quote in the description, specify two successive quotes and enclose the description in

quotes.
• Specifying DESCRIPTION('') with DEFINE or SET is equivalent to omitting this operand.
• Specifying DESCRIPTION('') with LIST displays definitions with no description.

DUMP
Dump agent definition information.

ENCRYPT
Specifies that communication between ESP and the specified agent is encrypted.
With the LIST operand, ENCRYPT lists agents that are encrypted with an explicit key (DES encryption) or a key
name (DES, AES, or Blowfish encryption). Key names are defined using the CRYPTKEY command.
Here are the operands you can add to ENCRYPT:
CLEARKEY

Lists agents that have communications encrypted using explicit keys rather than key names.
KEYNAME

With the LIST operand, KEYNAME lists agents that have communications encrypted using key names.
KEYNAME(keyname)

Specifies a key name for encrypting agent communications.
KEYNAME[(*)]

With the DEFINE and SET operands, KEYNAME or KEYNAME(*) specify that the agent name is used
as the key name for encrypting agent communications. Define that key name and a key using the
CRYPTKEY command.

WARNING
Ensure that the key represented by the key name is also specified in file cryptkey.txt (default file name)
on your agent system. The location of cryptkey.txt is specified in the security.cryptkey parameter in the
agentparm.txt file on your agent system.

NOTE
For security reasons, the AGENT command does not accept explicit encryption keys but the AGENT
initialization parameter does.

FAILOVER|NOFAILOVER
FAILOVER

Retransmits any active file triggers to the agent that takes over the workload in case of an agent failover.
You must also specify FAILOVER in the agent definition of any alias agent that you want ESP to notify
about any outstanding file triggers.
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NOFAILOVER
Specifies that ESP does not retransmit active file triggers to the agent that takes over the workload after
failover of the specified agent.

UALIAS|NOALIAS
(Optional) Specifies the method that ESP uses to send requests to retrieve spool file data from agents. This
operand is only available for NT and UNIX job types.
UALIAS

An agent alias is used to send the requests to retrieve the spool file data from agents. Use this method for
agents that write the output to shared storage. This option is the default.

NOALIAS
An agent name is used to send the requests to retrieve the spool file data from agents.  The request is
sent to the agent that executed the job that the spool file data is for. Use this method for agents that write
the output to a local spool file.

FLUSH
Flushes any messages queued for transmission to the specified agents.

LIST
Lists the definition for agents that match the criteria that is specified with the LIST operand. This operand is the
default.

name
Specifies the agent name.
Omitting name from the LIST operand lists all agent definitions in the COMMQ data set.
Limits: Maximum 16 characters. Must start with an alphabetic or national character or an underscore. The
remaining characters can be alphanumeric or national and can include underscores or hyphens but not spaces. If
you use the LIST, FLUSH, QUIESCE, or RESTART operand, you can specify wildcards.

WARNING
When you create or update this value, ensure that it matches the agentname parameter in the
agentparm.txt file on your agent system.

NOENCRYPT
Specifies that communication between ESP and the specified agent is not encrypted.

NOPREFIXING
Lists agents that have no prefix level for agent communications. Any agents found using this operand are old
and you should assign a prefix level to them. To assign a prefix level, issue this command with one of the SET
PREFIXING operands.

OS(osinfo)
Specifies the description of the operating system that an agent runs on.
Limits: 1 to 64 characters. Wildcards are permitted.

PORT(port)
Specifies the TCP port number that the agent listens on.

WARNING
When you create or update this value, ensure that it matches the communication.inputport parameter in
the agentparm.txt file on your agent system.

PREFIXING[(1)] | PREFIXING(2)
Specifies the prefix level for agent communications. Specify PREFIXING(1) for agents with non-encrypted
communication and statement communication.prefixlevel=1 in agentparm.txt on the agent system. Otherwise,
omit this operand or specify PREFIXING(2).
Default: PREFIXING(2)
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PROBE [(OS|RELEASE|BUILD|ALL)]
Requests that the agent immediately send its properties to the scheduling manager. By default, agents only send
properties to the manager when they are started or stopped.
Here are the properties:
OS

Request the operating system that the agent runs on.
RELEASE

Request the agent release number.
BUILD

Request the agent build number.
ALL

Request the OS, RELEASE and BUILD information. ALL is the default.
PURGE

Purges the automatic backup of a previously deleted agent definition. Once the backup is purged, the definition
can not be restored.
For details on automatic agent definition backups, see the DYNAGENT command.

QUIESCE
Holds any messages queued for transmission to the specified agents.

RELEASE(release)
Specifies the description of the agent release number.
Limits: 1 to 64 characters. Wildcards are permitted.

RESTART
Releases any held messages queued for transmission to the specified agents. The QUIESCE operand holds
messages.

RETRYINTERVAL(interval)
Specifies the retry interval of a send from ESP to an agent. The interval is in hundredths of a second.
Limits: 1 to 999999 (1/100 of a second to almost 2 hours and 47 minutes)
Default: With the DEFINE operand and LIST operand, the default is 12000 (2 minutes)

SET
Modifies an agent definition in ESP.

TYPE(type)
Specifies a user-defined type for the specified agent.
Limits: 1 to 16 alpha-numeric characters except for the following characters:

• ( opening parenthesis
• ) closing parenthesis
• ; semicolon

NOTE

• If you use the LIST operand, note the following points:
– You can specify wildcards.
– Upper-case or lower-case characters result in a match.

• If you include blanks in the type, enclose the type in quotes.
• To include a quote in the type, specify two successive quotes and enclose the type in quotes.
• Specifying TYPE('') with DEFINE or SET is equivalent to omitting this operand.
• Specifying TYPE('') with LIST displays definitions with no type.
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UNDELETE
Restores a previously deleted agent definition whose undelete interval has not expired.
For details on the undelete interval, see the UNDELETEINTERVAL operand of the DYNAGENT command.

Example: Define An Agent

The following example creates a definition for an agent named WINDOWS_AGENT01. The agent runs on a host with IP
address 131.50.27.1, listens on TCP port 2054, and uses the encryption key that is defined in key name WINDOWS_AES.

AGENT WINDOWS_AGENT01 DEFINE ADDRESS(131.50.27.1) PORT(2054) +

  KEYNAME(WINDOWS_AES)

The following example creates a definition for an agent named UNIX_AGENT01. The agent runs on the host
UNIX.SYSTEM01, listens on TCP port 3811, and has a send retry interval of 4 minutes (24000 hundredths of a second).
The agent also retransmits active file triggers to the agent that takes over the workload after failover of the specified
agent.

AGENT UNIX_AGENT01 ADDRESS(UNIX.SYSTEM01) PORT(3811) +

  RETRYINTERVAL(24000) FAILOVER

Example: Modify An Agent Definition

The following example changes the port number that agent WINDOWS_AGENT01 listens on to 1724. The example also
adds the FAILOVER attribute.

AGENT WINDOWS_AGENT01 SET PORT(1724) FAILOVER

The following example changes the encryption for communication with agent HP_AGENT01 to use keyname HP_AES.
The example also adds the user-defined agent type "HP Agent".

AGENT HP_AGENT01 SET KEYNAME(HP_AES) TYPE('HP Agent')

Example: Delete An Agent Definition

The following example deletes the definition for agent UNIX_AGENT01:

AGENT UNIX_AGENT01 DELETE

Example: Restore a Previously Deleted Agent Definition

This example restores the previously deleted definition for agent UNIX_AGENT01. Assume the following conditions:

• An automatic backup of the agent definitions was created.
• The time period for restoring agent definitions from the backup has not expired.

AGENT UNIX_AGENT01 UNDELETE

Example: Purge an Agent Definition Backup

This example purges the automatic backup of a previously deleted definition for agent UNIX_AGENT01. Once the backup
is purged, the definition can not be restored.

AGENT UNIX_AGENT01 PURGE

Example: Flush Messages to An Agent
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The following example flushes messages queued for transmission to agent WINDOWS_AGENT01:

AGENT WINDOWS_AGENT01 FLUSH

Example: Hold Messages to An Agent

The following example holds messages queued for transmission to agent WINDOWS_AGENT01:

AGENT WINDOWS_AGENT01 QUIESCE

Example: Release Messages to An Agent

The following example releases held messages queued for transmission to agent WINDOWS_AGENT01:

AGENT WINDOWS_AGENT01 RESTART

Example: List Defined Agents

The following examples display all agents:

AGENT

AGENT -

AGENT - LIST

The following examples display agent WINDOWS_AGENT01

AGENT WINDOWS_AGENT01

AGENT WINDOWS_AGENT01 LIST

The following examples display agents that have a name beginning with WINDOWS and that listen on port 1734:

AGENT WINDOWS- PORT(1734)

AGENT WINDOWS- LIST PORT(1734)

The following examples display agents with FAILOVER in the definition and running on hosts that begin with
UNIX.SYSTEM.

AGENT - ADDRESS(UNIX.SYSTEM-) FAILOVER

AGENT - LIST ADDRESS(UNIX.SYSTEM-) FAILOVER

The following examples dump agent definition information about agent HP_AGENT01:

AGENT HP_AGENT01 DUMP

AGENT HP_AGENT01 LIST DUMP

The following examples list all agents with an explicitly defined encryption key:

AGENT  -  CLEARKEY

AGENT  -  ENCRYPT CLEARKEY

AGENT  -  LIST CLEARKEY

AGENT  -  LIST ENCRYPT CLEARKEY

Example: Request All Agent Properties
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This example requests that agent WINDOWS_AGENT01 send all its properties to the scheduling manager:

AGENT WINDOWS_AGENT01 PROBE

AGENTMSG Command: Send Messages to Agent
The AGENTMSG command issues commands and sends messages to Agents.

Type

General command

Authority

To issue the AGENTMSG command, you need read access to the SAF resource system.AGENTMSG.verbsubverb.name.

Syntax

AGENTMSG {date|.} {time|.} agentname {from|.} {objectname|.}

   verb subverb [(keyword)]

CONTROL

 {CANCEL|CLRFILES|FLUSH|GETTRACEFILE|

  REFRESH Security|

  SETINITS nnnn|

  SHUTDOWN|

  STATUS|

  MGRADDR PORT(number) ADDRESS(address) [PERSISTENT(TRUE|FALSE)]|

  SETPROPERTY PROPERTY1(log.level={0|1|2|3|4|5})

    [PERSISTENT(TRUE|FALSE)]

 }

RUN .

 {DATA(FILENAME=filename[,LIBRARY=library][,CCEXIT=ccexitname])|

  DATA(CLPNAME=clpname[,LIBRARY=library][,CCEXIT=ccexitname])|

  DATA([LIBRARY=library][,CCEXIT=ccexitname]) COMMAND(command)

 }

  [CURLIB(curlib)]

  [JOBD(jobd)]

  [JOBQ(jobq)]

  [JOBNAME(jobname)]

  [LIBL(listname)]

  [MFUSER(mfuser)]

  [OTHERS(others)]

  [PARAMETERS(parameters)]

  [USER(user)]

TRIGGER

  MONITOR MonitoredNode(node) Nodetype(Manager)

          Nodename(name) Domain(MAIN)

          Applname(applname) Applegen(applgen)

          Jobname(jobname) Jobqual(jobqual)

          State(state) Status(status)

date
The date the message is sent. Specify the actual date or use a period (.) as a placeholder.
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time
The time the message is sent. Specify the actual time or use a period (.) as a placeholder.

agentname
The name of the Agent where the command is being issued. This is a required parameter.

from
Who sent the message. Specify the name of the ESP sending the message or use a period (.) as a placeholder.

objectname
Name of the object to which the command refers. For commands that are not related to a specific job, specify a
period (.) in place of the job name.
For ESP applications, the object name is specified in the following format:
oooo[.qqqq]/aaaaa.ggggg/fffff

• oooo is the job name
• qqqq is the optional qualifier
• aaaaa is the application name
• ggggg is the application's generation number
• fffff is the appl file name

Currently, there is only one appl file and its name is MAIN.

NOTE

To cancel a job, specify the fully qualified object name such as JOB1.JK/TESTJK.99/MAIN, where:

• JOB1 is the job name
• JK is the optional qualifier
• TESTJK is the application name
• 99 is the application's generation number
• MAIN is the appl file name

verb
Indicates the action to be taken. The possible values are:

• CONTROL verb
• RUN verb
• TRIGGER verb

subverb
Further defines the action to be taken.

keyword
Modifies the verb /subverb combination.

CONTROL Verb

The CONTROL verb requests that the agent perform an action specified by the associated subverb. The following list
describes the associated subverbs:

CANCEL
Stops the specified job if it is running. ESP agent cancels the running process and the job's state changes to
FAILED.

NOTE

Consider the following when you use the CANCEL subverb:
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• When you cancel a job, by default, ESP does not release the job's successors, if there are any.
• You cannot use CANCEL to stop File Trigger, Monitor or FTP jobs.
• To stop a File Trigger or Monitor job from monitoring, force the job complete. Forcing a File Trigger or

Monitor job complete releases the successor jobs, if there are any.
• The CANCEL subverb does not apply to ESP Business Agents or ESP Agent for Databases.

CLRFILES
Instructs the Agent to clear the log files.

FLUSH
Flushes the specified job from the input queue, if it has not already started to run. FLUSH does not affect the job if
it has already started. It also sends the job's status to ESP.

GETTRACEFILE
Applicable only to the ESP Business Agent for PeopleSoft. Instructs the agent to retrieve the trace file.

MGRADDR
Tells the agent to respond to messages from ESP on a new TCP/IP address and port.

NOTE
For details about MGRADDR and its operands, see the MGRADDR subverb.

REFRESH Security
Reloads the security file. The word Security is case sensitive when issued to an ESP agent running on a UNIX
platform.

SETINITS nnnn
Sets the maximum number of initiators allowed on ESP agent to nnnn. Initiators indicate the maximum number of
concurrent jobs by ESP agent.

NOTE
This parameter is only supported on ESP Agent for OS/400 Operating Systems, Version 2 and ESP
System Agent, Version 2.

SETPROPERTY
Changes the log level on a remote ESP System Agent without restarting it. For details about SETPROPERTY and
its operands, see the SETPROPERTY subverb.

SHUTDOWN
Instructs the agent to shut down after the current work completes.

STATUS
Requests an agent to supply its status. Applicable only to Agent Monitor.

SETPROPERTY Subverb

The SETPROPERTY subverb changes the log level on a remote ESP System Agent without restarting it. Log levels
specify the type of information to record in the ESP Agent log files, which helps in troubleshooting Agent problems. The
following list describes the associated operands:

PROPERTY1 (loglevel={0|1|2|3|4|5})
This is a required operand. Level 0 provides the least information and level 5 provides the most information.

• 0, 1, 2 - Create logs of any errors including the receiver and transmitter logs.
• 3 - Add queues.
• 4, 5 - Add debugging information.

PERSISTENT (TRUE|FALSE)
Indicates that the log level is changed permanently or for the current session only.
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• TRUE - Changes the log level permanently. The log.level parameter in the ESP System Agent's agentparm.txt
file is updated with the new log level. A backup copy of the original agentparm.txt file is created with the name
agentparm.txt.manager.<date_time_stamp>.txt.

• FALSE - Changes the log level for the current session only. The log level is reset to the level defined in the
ESP System Agent's agentparm.txt file the next time the Agent restarts. FALSE is the default.

MGRADDR Subverb

The MGRADDR subverb tells the Agent to respond to messages from the ESP on a new TCP/IP address and port. Use
the MGRADDR subverb in any of the following scenarios:

• Moving the ESP to a new master.
• The Agent needs to take direction from a different ESP.

You can issue the AGENTMSG with the MGRADDR subverb from the original master or from the new master. The
following list describes the associated operands:

PORT(number)
Specifies the port number of the new ESP master. Port is a required operand.

ADDRESS(address)
Specifies the TCP/IP address of the new ESP master. Address is a required operand.

PERSISTENT (TRUE|FALSE)
Applies to the ESP System Agent Release 7 only. Indicates a permanent change or a temporary change on the
Agent. Persistent is an optional operand.

• – TRUE - Used to permanently save the ESP address and receiver port number in the Agent's agentparm.txt file so
the Agent knows which receiver to connect to when required.

– FALSE - Indicates that the ESP address and receiver port number only change temporarily on the Agent. The
address and port number are reset to the values defined in the ESP System Agent's agentparm.txt file the next time
the Agent restarts. FALSE is the default.

NOTE

Consider the following when using the MGRADDR subverb:

• There is also an MGRADDR command, which you can issue from the new master only.
• MGRADDR is also an initialization parameter.
• R5 Agents or higher can respond to multiple masters. Therefore, if you use them there will be less or no need

to use the MGRADDR subverb of the AGENTMSG.CONTROL command.
• This change is temporary until the Agent restarts. If you need to make the change permanent, use the

PORT(port) and PERSISTENT(YES) operands.
• If the Agent communicates with more than one ESP, each ESP must be defined with a unique name in the

Agent's agentparm.txt file. Each of these ESP names in the agentparm.txt file must match the MANAGER
initialization parameter in the corresponding ESP's AGENTDEF file.

RUN Verb

Applicability: The RUN verb in AGENTMSG only applies to ESP System Agent for i5/OS, Release 7 and ESP Agent for
OS/400 Operating Systems, Version 2.

Use the RUN verb to request that a unit of work be run. The positional parameter (.) and the DATA( ) keyword are required
with the RUN verb, as illustrated in the following example:

AGENTMSG joby RUN . DATA(CLPNAME=TEST/PAY.DATA)
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The operands that can be used with the DATA( ) keyword are FILENAME, CCEXIT, CLPNAME, and LIBRARY. Separate
each operand and value set in the DATA( ) keyword with a comma, as illustrated in the following example:

AGENTMSG joby RUN . DATA(CLPNAME=SESP,LIBRARY=U400)

The following list describes the operands that can be used with the DATA( ) keyword and other operands that can be used
with the RUN verb.

Applicability: These operands only apply to ESP System Agent for i5/OS, Release 7 and ESP Agent for OS/400
Operating Systems, Version 2 only.

FILENAME=filename
Specifies the i5/OS source file and member that contain the CL source for the program to run. Mutually exclusive
with CLPNAME and COMMAND.

CCEXIT=ccexitname
Specifies an exit program to run when the job completes.

CLPNAME=clpname
Identifies the i5/OS program to be run. Mutually exclusive with FILENAME and COMMAND.

COMMAND(command)
Specifies a command that runs in the batch job. Mutually exclusive with FILENAME and CLPNAME.

CURLIB(curlib)
Specifies the current library associated with the target job. If the User Profile specifies the CURLIB parameter
(default *CRTDFT), the Agent will use this value instead of the default *CURRENT as the CURLIB parameter in
SBMJOB command.

JOBD(jobd)
Specifies the i5/OS job description for the program in one of the following formats:
libraryname/descriptionname
libraryname.descriptionname
descriptionname
libraryname is the library that is used to search for CLPNAME, COMMAND, or FILENAME.

JOBQ(jobq)
Specifies the i5/OS job queue in one of the following formats:
libraryname/jobqueuename
libraryname.jobqueuename
jobqueuename
libraryname is the library that is used to search for CLPNAME, COMMAND, or FILENAME.

JOBNAME(jobname)
Specifies the name of the i5/OS job to display in the job queue or on the Work with Active Jobs display. If you do
not specify a job name, the name defaults to the name specified with CLPNAME. If you do not specify CLPNAME,
the name defaults to the job name in the ESP procedure.

LIBL(listname)
Initial user part of the library list that is used to search for operating-system object names that were specified
without a library qualifier. The library names passed to the i5/OS SBMJOB command define the SBMJOB
command's INLLIBL parameter.
The INLLIBL parameter in the SBMJOB command will override the job description's INLLIBL parameter that is
defined by the JOBD statement in the ESP job definition.

LIBRARY=library
Specifies the library name that contains the CL program named in the CLPNAME operand, the source file named
in the FILENAME operand or the command named in the COMMAND operand.
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MFUSER(mfuser)
Specifies the user ID ESP uses to submit workload objects.

OTHERS(parms)
Specifies additional parameters to pass to the i5/OS SMBJOB command. These parameters must be valid
SBMJOB parameters. The list of parameters must be enclosed in parentheses and separated by a space.

PARAMETERS(parms)
The list of parameters must be enclosed in parentheses and separated by a space. Specify each parameter within
single quotes.

USER(user)
Specifies the user ID under which the job runs.

TRIGGER Verb

The TRIGGER verb signals to the Agent that an SNMP trap should be created and sent to the SNMP management
console. The MONITOR subverb is required with the TRIGGER verb and specifies the required information passed to the
Agent in an AFM.

The following list describes the operands that must be specified with the MONITOR subverb of the TRIGGER verb.

MonitoredNode(node)
Specifies ESP master TCP/IP address.

Nodetype(Manager)
Specifies the node type. The value is Manager.

Nodename(name)
Specifies the name of the ESP master that is submitting the AFM as specified in the Agent definition.

Domain(MAIN)
Specifies the name of the domain. The value is MAIN.

Applname(applname)
Specifies the name of the application that satisfies the Notify statement that triggered the Alert.

Applgen(applgen)
Specifies the generation number of the application that contains the monitored job.

Jobname(jobname)
Specifies the name of the job that satisfies the Notify statement.

Jobqual(jobqual)
Specifies the job qualifier. If the job does not have a qualifier, Jobqual is set to null.

State(state)
Is a free-format eight-character field. State is intended to specify the state of the application. The value can
include STARTED, the name of any PNODE, or the character representation of any completion code.

Status(status)
Is a free-format 28-character field. Status is intended to specify the system status string of the job that an Agent
passes through the ESPmgr command.

Examples

Example: Shut down an Agent

In this example, the Agent named MYAGENT is shut down.

AGENTMSG . . MYAGENT . . CONTROL SHUTDOWN
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Example: Cancel a job

In this example, the Agent named NT_RENO is told to cancel the workload object emp.data in generation 3 of the
application EMPADDR.

AGENTMSG . . NT_RENO . EMP.DATA/EMPADDR.3/MAIN CONTROL CANCEL

Example: Change the ESP address and port on the Agent

In this example, the Agent named MYAGENT is requested to respond to the ESP master at port number 5100 and
address 111.11.11.1. The port number and address are permanently saved in MYAGENT's agentparm.txt file so the Agent
knows which receiver to connect to when required.

AGENTMSG . . MYAGENT . . CONTROL Mgraddr Port(5100)+

  Address(111.11.11.11) PERSISTENT(TRUE)

Example: Call an i5/OS program

AGENTMSG ..  A4 . JOB3.AS400/TESTA400.0/MAIN RUN . DATA+

  (FILENAME=TESTFILE) LIBL(A01CURRENT A02CURRENT A03CURRENT+

  A04CURRENT A05CURRENT A06CURRENT A07CURRENT A08CURRENT+

  A024CURRENT)PARAMETERS('JOB1_param111''JOB1_param222')+

  OTHERS(OUTQ(AGENTV20/AGENTOUTQ) MSGQ(AGENTV20/AGENTMSGQ))+

  USER(USER2) CURLIB(VFM_PP)JOBNAME(JOB2)MFUSER(CYBJAK2CYBUSR)

The following information describes the parameters from the previous example:

• – AGENTMSG is the command name. This message passes from ESP to the Agent.
– A4 is the name of the target Agent.
– JOB3.AS400/TESTA400.0/MAIN is the name of the target job.
– RUN is the verb that requests the Agent to run a job.
– USER2 is the user ID the job runs under.
– TESTFILE is the Agent source file and member that contain the CL source for the job to run.
– LIBL adds several libraries to the user's library list.
– PARAMETERS and OTHERS pass parameters to the job.
– VFM_PP is the job's current library.
– JOB2 is the job name displayed in the job queue or on the Work with Active Jobs display.
– CYBJAK2 CYBUSR is the user ID of the ESP sending the Agent message.

Example: Send information to build an SNMP trap

ESP AGENTMSG . . CYBNT . . -

TRIGGER MONITOR MonitoredNode(10.1.15.1) Nodetype(Manager) -

Nodename(CM_CENTRAL) Domain(MAIN) Applname(UNAGTEST) -

Applgen(41) Jobname(IEFBR14) JobQual(SNMP) State(STARTED) -

Status()

Example: Change the log level remotely without restarting the ESP Agent

In this example, the log level on the Agent named WINAGENT is permanently changed to level 5.

AGENTMSG . . WINAGENT . . CONTROL SETPROPERTY + PROPERTY1(log.level=5) Persistent(TRUE)
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AGENTRCV Command: Agent Receiver Definition
Use the AGENTRCV command to define and display the ESP receiver for communication with agents. You can use the
AGENTRCV command to dynamically add an agent receiver or change the attributes of an existing agent receiver while
ESP is active.

NOTE
You can also use AGENTRCV as an initialization parameter to activate the receivers each time ESP is started.

Type

General command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the AGENTRCV command.

Syntax

AGENTRCV {DISPLAY|LIST|DELETE|HALT|QUIESCE|RESTART|DEFINE|SET} 

   [NAME(rcvname)]

   [PORT(portnumber)[HOME(host)]]  [DUMPMSGS|NODUMPMSGS]

   [ENCRYPTEDONLY|NOENCRYPTEDONLY]}

AGENTRCV
Indicates the command name. Displays the status of the ESP subsystem's agent receivers when entered by itself.

DISPLAY
Displays the status of the ESP subsystem's agent receivers. It is equivalent to the LIST operand.

LIST
Displays the status of the ESP subsystem's agent receivers. This is the default.

DELETE
Stops an agent receiver and deletes it from the ESP subsystem.

HALT
Stops an agent receiver without deleting it.

QUIESCE
Stops an agent receiver without deleting it. It is equivalent to the operand HALT.

RESTART
Restarts an agent receiver that has been halted or quiesced.

DEFINE
Defines an agent receiver to the ESP subsystem and starts it.

SET
Sets an agent receiver parameter dynamically.

NAME (rcvname)
Indicates an agent receiver name. The receiver name can be up to 8 characters long; the first character must be
alphabetic or a national character.
It is optional for the LIST and DISPLAY operands and required for all other operands.

PORT(portnumber)
Indicates the TCP/IP port number of a TCP/IP agent receiver.
It is only valid with the DEFINE and SET operands. If specified with the SET operand, the agent receiver must be
in a halted state.
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WARNING
Ensure that this value matches the communication.managerport_n parameter in the agentparm.txt file
on your agent system.

HOME(host)
Indicates a DNS host name or IP address (IPV4 or IPV6 format). The agent receiver will bind to the IP address
corresponding to the HOME(host) operand. Agents can then only connect to the agent receiver through the
specified IP address.
Use this operand when there is a need to limit agent connections to a single IP address.
This operand can only be specified when the PORT(portnumber) operand is specified.

NOTE
This operand is only valid with the DEFINE and SET operand. If specified with the SET operand, the
agent receiver must be in a halted state.

DUMPMSGS|NODUMPMSGS
DUMPMSGS indicates that all the specified agent receiver's messages are written to the console in a dump
format
NODUMPMSGS indicates that no messages are written to the console. This is the default.

NOTE
This operand is only valid with the DEFINE and SET operands.

ENCRYPTEDONLY|NOENCRYPTEDONLY
ENCRYPTEDONLY indicates only encrypted data is accepted.
NOENCRYPTEDONLY indicates that both encrypted and unencrypted data are accepted.

NOTE
This operand is only valid with the DEFINE and SET operands.

Example: Display Agent receiver status

In the following example, the status of the ESP subsystem's agent receivers are displayed:

AGENTRCV

ESPMTCP1 Port(5100) EncryptedOnly

  337 messages received

  Last successful receive at 13.58.39 on THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 14TH, 2000

  Current state Listen since 13.58.39 on THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 14TH, 2000

 

ESPMTCP2 Port(5101)

  746 messages received

  Last successful receive at 13.58.29 on THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 14TH, 2000

  Current state Listen since 13.58.30 on THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 14TH, 2000

Example: Define and start an agent receiver

In the following example, an agent receiver named RCVTCPIP is started. RCVTCPIP listens for incoming connections on
TCP/IP port 6664:

AGENTRCV DEFINE NAME(RCVTCPIP) PORT(6664)

Example: Define and start an agent receiver that accepts only encrypted data

To define and start a TCP/IP agent receiver named CYBTCPIP that listens for incoming connections on TCP/IP port 6665
but accepts only encrypted data, enter:
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AGENTRCV DEFINE NAME(CYBTCPIP) PORT(6665) ENCRYPTEDONLY

Example: Define and start an agent receiver, and restrict connections to a single TCP/IP address

In the following example, an agent receiver named CYBTCPIP starts on TCP/IP port 6666, and all agent connections will
use TCP/IP address 10.1.15.1 only:

AGENTRCV DEFINE NAME(CYBTCPIP) PORT(6666) HOME(10.1.15.1)

Example: Stop an agent receiver

In the following example, an agent receiver named RCVTCPIP is stopped using either HALT or QUIESCE:

AGENTRCV HALT NAME(RCVTCPIP)

or:

AGENTRCV QUIESCE NAME(RCVTCPIP)

Example: Reset port number

In the following example, the port number is changed to port 6667 for the agent receiver named RCVTCPIP:

AGENTRCV SET NAME(RCVTCPIP) PORT(6667)

ALERTDEF Command: Define Alerts
Defines, alters, deletes, and displays alert definitions. An alert definition references an event that ESP automatically
triggers when it processes the alert as part of a NOTIFY statement.

Type

Oper command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the ALERTDEF command.

Syntax

ALERTDEF {ADD|ALTER|DELETE|LIST} 

         [ID(alertid)]

         [EVENT(eventid)]

ADD
Add an alert definition.

ALTER
Alter the event identifier of a previously defined alert definition.

DELETE
Delete an alert definition.

LIST
Display one or more alert definitions. This is the default.
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alertid
The alert definition's four-character logical identifier. You specify this alert identifier in an ESP procedure's NOTIFY
statement.

eventid
Event name. When a job reaches a particular processing stage, as specified in the NOTIFY statement, the alert
triggers this event.

NOTE

The alert feature enables you to trigger an event at different monitor points, such as job submission, job start,
when a job becomes overdue at any processing stage or when a job terminates too early. These monitor points
correspond to the different processing points the NOTIFY statement supports. You can trigger an event for all
jobs, or specific jobs, in an ESP application.

Perform the following steps to use the alert feature:

• Use the NOTIFY statement in an ESP application to identify when the alert triggers the event.
• Define the alert using the ALERTDEF command.
• Define the event that the alert triggers.

You can define alerts dynamically, via Page mode, but the alerts are not retained when ESP is recycled. To
ensure that alert definitions are retained when ESP is recycled, insert the appropriate ALERTDEF commands in
the ESP initialization parameters.

NOTE

More information:

• For information on triggering events automatically when workload reaches a particular stage in processing,
see Using.

• For information on notifying users or consoles, or triggering an event when workload reaches a particular
stage in processing, see NOTIFY Statement: Notify Users or Consoles.

Example: Define an Alert

The following ALERTDEF command defines an alert and associates that alert with an event name:

ALERTDEF ADD ID(INFO) EVENT(CYBER.CREATE_RECORD)

In the above example, an alert with a logical identifier of INFO is defined and associated with an event called
CYBER.CREATE_RECORD, which is automatically triggered when the following NOTIFY statement appears in an ESP
application:

NOTIFY ABEND ALERT(INFO)

Example: Change the event name

In the following example, an alert with a logical identifier of INFO is altered to associate it with a new event-
CYBER.DELETE_RECORD:

ALERTDEF ALTER ID(INFO) EVENT(CYBER.DELETE_RECORD)

Example: Display all Alerts

In the following example, all defined alerts are displayed:

ALERTDEF
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Example: Delete an Alert

In the following example, an alert with a logical identifier of INFO is deleted.

ALERTDEF DELETE ID(INFO)

Example: Display an Alert

The following example shows the output of displaying an alert with a logical identifier of INFO.

OPER ALERTDEF ID(INFO)

ALERT ID EVENT NAME 

INFO        CYBER.CREATE_RECORD

ALTCAL Command: Alter Calendar Definitions
Alters an existing calendar definition.

NOTE
Calendar changes by ALTCAL are logged.

Type

General command.

Authority

You require SPECIAL or CALENDARDEF authority to issue the ALTCAL command in non-SAF environments. With SAF
you control access to calendars using the CALENDAR.calname resource.

Syntax

{ALTCAL|ALTC} calname

              [LOGICAL|ABSOLUTE]

              [SHIFT(hh:mm)]

              [WEEKSTART(day)]

              [WORKDAYS(workday[,workday]...)]

              [RESCHEDULE]

calname
Indicates the name of the calendar to be modified.

LOGICAL/ABSOLUTE
Indicates a logical or absolute calendar. If you are modifying from an absolute calendar to a logical calendar, you
need to specify both logical and SHIFT(hh:mm).

hh:mm
Modifies the start time of a logical day.

day
Indicates the first day of the week.

workday
Indicates which days are to be considered workdays. Separate each with a blank or comma.
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RESCHEDULE
For an event using the specified calendar, adjust the schedule to account for changes to any calendar used by the
event.
If you don't specify RESCHEDULE, the schedule adjustment is done after the event is manually triggered or runs
according to the original schedule.

NOTE
We recommend you use absolute calendars because of their ease of use.

NOTE
For information on defining and deleting calendars, see the DEFCAL and DELCAL commands. For information
on working with calendars, see the Using section.

Example: Modify first day of week

You change the first day of the week to MONDAY on the PAYROLL calendar as follows:

ALTCAL PAYROLL WEEKSTART(MONDAY)

Example: Shift start time of logical day

You change each logical day on the FISCAL calendar to start a 9 am as follows:

ALTCAL FISCAL SHIFT(09:00)

Example: Reschedule an event after a holiday is added

You have the following event:

EVENT ID(PROD.UTILS) SYSTEM(ESDB) REPLACE

CALENDAR CAL1

SCHEDULE 13.00 WORKDAY DAILY -

         STARTING THU 28TH JUL 2005

INVOKE 'PROD.ESPPROC(UTIL01)'

ENDDEF

You then alter the workdays in calendar CAL1 to make Thursday a holiday as follows:

ALTCAL CAL1 WORKDAYS(MON,TUE,WED,FRI) RESCHEDULE

Because you specified RESCHEDULE in the ALTCAL command, the event is immediately rescheduled. The STARTING
statement is changed from Thursday, July 28 to Friday, July 29 as follows.

EVENT ID(PROD.UTILS) SYSTEM(ESDB) REPLACE

CALENDAR CAL1

SCHEDULE 13.00 WORKDAY DAILY -

         STARTING FRI 29TH JUL 2005

INVOKE 'PROD.ESPPROC(UTIL01)'

ENDDEF

ALTEVENT Command: Alter Events
Changes certain characteristics of one or more events. Specify any number of operands to cause multiple changes to a
single event or group of events to which you have access.
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Type

General command.

Authority

You can alter only events to which you have access.

Syntax

ALTEVENT eventid

             {[CLASS(classname)]}   

         {[CALENDAR(cal1[,cal2]...)]}

         {[ADD(hours,minutes)|SUBTRACT(hours,minutes)]}

         {[EVENTSET(evdsid)]}

         {[SYMLIB(sym1[,sym2]...)]}

         {[SYSTEM(newsys,oldsys)]}

eventid
Indicates an event identifier. Wildcard characters asterisk and hyphen can be used to perform masking when a
group of events are to be altered at one time. For more information, see the Overview section.

classname
Indicates a new ESP class, up to eight alphanumeric characters, the first of which must be alphabetic.

cal1
Indicates a calendar name, up to eight alphanumeric characters, the first of which is alphabetic.

cal2
Indicates a calendar name, up to eight alphanumeric characters, the first of which is alphabetic.

hours,minutes
Indicates the changes you want to make to the scheduled execution times. You can add or subtract hours and
minutes to compute a new set of time and date schedules. If you only want to change the time by a certain
number of minutes, specify a zero in the hours field, for example, ADD(0,45).

evdsid
Indicates the ID of an event data set. This allows you to limit changes to a particular Eventset in a non-SAF
environment.

sym1-sym3
Indicates one, two or three-replacement symbol-library names, separated by a blank or comma. An asterisk is
permitted instead of a name if you want to change one symbol library without affecting others.

newsys
Indicates an ESP system ID. This is the SYSTEM identifier to which you are changing.

oldsys
Indicates an ESP system ID on which an ESP subsystem is running. Wildcard characters asterisk and hyphen
can be used to perform masking. It limits changes to events to be executed on the specified system ID. This is the
SYSTEM identifier from which you are changing. For more information, see the Overview section.

NOTE

Usage Notes: 

Use the SYSTEM operand to change events queued to a specific system or systems. This is required when the
ESP system identifier changes.

If you are altering the system ID or changing execution times, the schedule is altered at the next scheduled
scan. If the event is already scheduled on another system, it executes on that system. When the next day's
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schedule is built, the new system ID is taken into account. In the same way, the schedule changes come into
effect following the schedule scan.

To alter other characteristics of an event or group of events such as JCL library:

• Use the LIST command with the ALL operand in Page mode

• Type EDIT

• Make the required changes and then save them to a data set (for example, CREATE)

• Use the LOAD command to load the data set to ESP.

NOTE
When the ALTEVENT command contains asterisks or a hyphen, all matching entries are altered. If you are
unsure which events a particular command affects, use a LIST command to test the specified mask. You cannot
alter the Eventset for one or more events with the ALTEVENT command.

NOTE

Related Information

For information on working with events, see the Using section.

Example: Change the system on which events execute

In the following example, events in MYGROUP are altered to execute on system PROD, instead of system TEST:

ALTEVENT MYGROUP.- SYSTEM(PROD TEST)

Example: Change event class

In the following example, events that start with PROD.PAY have their event class changed to PAYJOBS:

ALTEVENT PROD.PAY- CLASS(PAYJOBS)

Example: Change symbol library

In the following example, events in MYGROUP are altered to access symbol libraries SYSSM1 and MYSYM:

ALTEVENT MYGROUP.- SYMLIB(SYSSM1,MYSYM)

NOTE

If you want to change the second or third SYMLIB without affecting an intervening one, specify an asterisk in the
place of the unaffected SYMLIB as follows:

ALTEVENT PROD.- SYMLIB(* * PRODSYMS)

In the above example, the third SYMLIB is changed to PRODSYMS. The first and second SYMLIBS remain the
same.

Example: Advance scheduled execution time

In the following example, CYBER.EARLY's scheduled execution time is advanced (brought forward) by 30 minutes:

ALTEVENT CYBER.EARLY SUBTRACT(0,30)

Example: Change system identifier
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In the following example, the system identifier is changed from SYSA to SYSB, for all events in Eventset CLIENT1:

ALTEVENT - SYSTEM(SYSB,SYSA) EVENTSET(CLIENT1)

Example: Change calendars referenced

In the following example, PAYROLL.JOBS' secondary calendar is changed to reference PAYCAL3:

ALTEVENT PAYROLL.JOBS CALENDAR(*,PAYCAL3)

Example: Delay execution time

In the following example, all of the PROD.DAILY events have their scheduled execution time delayed by 2 hours and 30
minutes:

ALTEVENT PROD.DAILY ADD(2,30)

ALTGROUP Command: Alter Groups
Alters an existing group definition.

NOTE
ALTGROUP is applicable only when using ESP internal security. We recommend that you use SAF security
instead of ESP internal security. If you need to use ESP internal security, consult the older ESP Administrator's
Guide version 5.3.

Type

General command.

Authority

You require SPECIAL or GROUPDEF authority to issue the ALTGROUP command.

Syntax

{ALTGROUP} groupname

{ALTG}

           {[EVENTSET(eventdsid)]}

           {[DEPARTMENT(deptid)]}

           {[AUTH {(OPER)|(NOOPER)]}

           {[UREAD|NOUREAD]}

           {[RACID|NORACID]}

           {[CALENDAR(cal1[,cal2]...)]}

groupname
Indicates the specific name of an ESP group.

eventdsid
Indicates the logical identifier of the event data base used to store events prefixed with the group name.

deptid
Indicates a department name of up to eight characters to which this group belongs. Wildcard characters asterisk
and hyphen can be used to perform masking. For more information, see the Overview section.

OPER
Indicates that events having this group name as a prefix can contain operator commands.
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NOOPER
Removes the OPER attribute.

UREAD
Indicates that universal read access is available for any Event defined using this group prefix.

RACID
Indicates that the security attributes of the group name should be used when ESP processes an Event rather than
the ID of the defining user.

NORACID
Indicates that the security attributes of the group name should no longer be used when ESP processes an Event.

cal1
Indicates the name of the first default calendar, up to eight alphanumeric characters.

cal2
Indicates the name of the second default calendar, up to eight alphanumeric characters.

NOTE
To set the second default calendar without affecting the setting of the first calendar, code an asterisk as the first
calendar name. To nullify a calendar, specify NONE.

Example: Change the second default calendar

In the following example, GROUP's secondary calendar is altered to reference CAL3. The first default calendar is left as
is:

ALTGROUP GROUP1 CALENDAR(* CAL3)

Example: Change group attributes

The following example alters various attributes of a group. 

GROUP27 contains the following attributes:

• It was assigned to a department called ACCOUNTS.
• Universal read access was removed.
• The ability to issue operator commands was removed.

ALTGROUP GROUP27 DEPARTMENT(ACCOUNTS)-

         NOUREAD AUTH(NOOPER)

ALTSIG Command: Alter Signals
Alters the number of generations of a signal.

Type

General command.

Authority

You can alter a signal only beginning with the prefix of your user ID or a group to which you have access.

Syntax

ALTSIG signalname GEN(genno)
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signalname
Indicates a signal name in the format prefix.signalname, where signalname is 1-16 alphanumeric characters. If the
prefix is not specified, the current group prefix set by the GROUP command is used.

genno
Indicates the number of generations of a signal that are to be stored.

NOTE
For information on defining and working with signals, see the Advanced Operation section. For information on
defining and deleting signals, see the DEFSIG and DELSIG commands.

Example: Change signal, specifying group

In the following example, CYBER.SIGNAL1 is altered to store 10 generations:

ALTSIG CYBER.SIGNAL1 GEN(10)

Example: Change signal using default group

In the following example, DAILY_SIGNAL2 is altered to store seven generations. If the current group is PROD, then
PROD.DAILY_SIGNAL2 is altered:

ALTSIG DAILY_SIGNAL2 GEN(7)

ALTTJ Command: Alter Job Tracking Data
Alters selected characteristics of a tracked job.

NOTE

To change the maximum index count, specify the INDEX parameter explicitly.

Type

General command.

Authority

• For a SAF environment, you need UPDATE access to the TJD.jobname security profile.
• For a non-SAF environment, you need SCHEDULER authority or you need a matching ownership string.

Syntax

ALTTJ fullname

      {[PREFIX]}

      {[OWNER(ownerid)]}

      {[TRACK|NOTRACK]}

      {[MODEL(modelname)]}

      {[INDEX(indexcount)]}

fullname
Indicates the job definition or definitions to be altered. The fullname operand represents 64-character job names.
For a complete definition, see Full name in the Glossary. You can use the asterisk and hyphen as wildcard
characters to perform masking; masking requests that all job definitions matching the mask be altered.

PREFIX
Indicates that the entry being altered is a jobname prefix entry rather than an explicit job entry.
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NOTE
This operand is applicable only if you are not using a job tracking definition table.

OWNER(ownerid)
Indicates an ownership string for the jobs. It consists of up to eight alphanumeric characters. You can use the
asterisk and hyphen as wildcard characters to perform masking. This is valid only in non-SAF environments.

TRACK
Indicates that you want the job to be tracked.

NOTRACK
Indicates that you do not want the job to be tracked.

MODEL(modelname)
Indicates the name of the tracking model to be associated with the job or jobs.

INDEX(indexcount)
Indicates the number of ancestors of a job that are to remain on the job index data set.

NOTE

• If the job that you have specified in the ALTTJ command is submitted from outside ESP, the tracking model
reverts to its old definition.

• For information about tracking workload, see Programming.

Example: Change tracking model for group of jobs

In the following example, all jobs beginning with PA are associated with a tracking model called PAYROLL:

ALTTJ PA- MODEL(PAYROLL)

Example: Change characteristics for a specific job

In the following example, WEEKLYBK is now tracked and associated with a tracking model called MODEL2.

ALTTJ WEEKLYBK TRACK MODEL(MODEL2)

ALTUSER Command: Alter User Definitions
The ALTUSER command changes the definition of a user.

NOTE
ALTUSER is applicable only when using ESP internal security. We recommend that you use the SAF security
instead of the internal security of ESP. If you must use the internal security of ESP, consult the older ESP
Administrator's Guide version 5.3.

Type

General command.

Authority

You must have SPECIAL authority to issue the ALTUSER command.

Syntax

{ALTUSER|ALTU} userid

               [GROUP(USERID)|(groupname)|(PREFIX)]

               [PASSWORD(password)]
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               [EVENTSET(eventdsid)]

               [HISTFILE(histfile)]

               [DEPARTMENT(deptid)]

               [AUTH( [OPER|NOOPER]

                    [SPECIAL|NOSPECIAL]

                    [ANY|NOANY]

                    [SCHEDULER|NOSCHEDULER]

                    [GROUPDEF|NOGROUPDEF]

                    [CONNECTDEF|NOCONNECTDEF]

                    [CALENDARDEF|NOCALENDARDEF])]

               [AUTHTAB(tabname)]

               [CALENDAR(cal1[,cal2]...)]

userid
Indicates the name of the user entry to be modified.

USERID
Indicates the user ID that is going to be used as an event name prefix.

groupname
Indicates the group that is going to be used as the event name prefix.

PREFIX
Requests the current TSO profile data set prefix is used as the event name prefix.

password
Indicates a password of up to eight characters. If you are not using a security package, associate the password
with the user ID for accessing the ESP command through a batch job.

eventdsid
Indicates the logical identifier of the event data base used to store events that are prefixed with the user ID.

histfile
Indicates the history file ID or mask to which the user has access.

deptid
Indicates a department name of up to eight characters to which this user belongs. You can use the wildcard
characters asterisk and hyphen to perform masking. For more information, see the Overview section.

SPECIAL
Indicates the user can access an Administrator set of commands for ESP.

OPER
Indicates events having the user ID as a prefix can contain operator commands.

ANY
Indicates the user can define and access events with any group prefix.

SCHED
Allows the user to define pnodes, tracking models, and job tracking parameters.

GROUPDEF
Indicates the user can define other groups within the same department, or department sub-group, provided they
use the same Eventset. This user can define groups with equal or less authority than their own group, but is not
able to use the RACID option, which is only available with the DEFGROUP command to a user with the SPECIAL
attribute.

CONNECTDEF
Indicates the user can connect any user to any group within the same department or department sub-group.
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CALENDARDEF
Indicates a user defines calendars and makes them available to other users within the same department or
department sub - group.

NOSPECIAL
Removes the SPECIAL attribute.

NOOPER
Removes the OPER attribute.

NOANY
Removes the ANY attribute.

NOSCHED
Removes the SCHED attribute.

NOGROUPDEF
Removes the GROUPDEF attribute.

NOCONNECTDEF
Removes the CONNECTDEF attribute.

tabname
Indicates the name of the authorization table that is assigned to the user.

cal1
Indicates the name of the first default calendar, up to eight characters.

cal2
Indicates the name of the second default calendar, up to eight characters.

NOTE

To set the second default calendar without affecting the setting of the first calendar, code an asterisk as the first
calendar name. To nullify a calendar, specify NONE.

Example: Change the Attributes of a User

In the following example, the authority attributes for USER1 are changed to SPECIAL, ANY, and OPER:

ALTUSER USER1 AUTH(SPECIAL,ANY,OPER)

Example: Change the Calendar Information for a User

In the following example, the second default calendar is removed for USER2:

ALTUSER USER2 CALENDAR(* NONE)

Example: Allow Access to History Files

In the following example, GX991 is allowed to access any history file beginning with HIST:

ALTUSER GX991 HISTFILE(HIST-)

Example: Change the Authorization Table of a User

In the following example, an authorization table that is called AT0001 is assigned to CYTR:

ALTUSER CYTR AUTHTAB(AT0001)
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APPLINS Command: Insert Commands and Statements
The APPLINS command allows you to insert additional commands and statements into an active application. You can
invoke the function as either an IW line command in CSF or as an APPLINS command entered from page mode, line
mode, ESP Workstation or in an ESP procedure.

NOTE
You cannot insert global statements or commands without also inserting at least one workload object.

Syntax

APPLINS APPLICATION(applspec)|APPL(applspec)

            [STATEMENTS('stmt1;stmt2;...')]

            [SIMULATE]

applspec
Indicates the application name. If more than one generation of the application is active, you must also specify the
relative or absolute application generation (or the OLDEST keyword). Use the form of aaa.nnn where aaa is the
application name and nnn is the absolute generation number, or aaa.-rrr where rrr is the relative generation, zero
being the most recent.

stmt1;stmt2;…
Specifies the workload definition statements of ESP procedure language separated by semicolons. You must
enclose the entire block of statements in single quotation marks. Any single quotation mark that is a part of a
statement itself must be duplicated.
If you use the STATEMENTS operand, you must include the SIMULATE operand to cause the simulation and you
must omit the SIMULATE operand to cause the insertion.
If you omit the STATEMENTS operand in page mode, an ISPF edit session will start to collect statements.

SIMULATE
Requests the insertion to be simulated with the statements provided in the command. The target application will
not be modified. If you omit the STATEMENTS operand, the SIMULATE keyword is ignored.

Usage Notes:

If an APPLINS command with statements is entered in the ISPF environment (in page mode), ISPF processes it before
passing the command to ESP. If the ISPF command delimiter is set to a semicolon (IBM default), ISPF will cut the
statement block into separate commands. For this reason, using the APPLINS with STATEMENTS() in page mode
requires that the ISPF command delimiter first be set to something other than a semicolon (use ISPF Setting menu).

You can use all commands and statements available in an ESP procedure with the following two exceptions:

• An APPL command will be ignored and the following warning message will be issued:

==>ESP1171W APPLID STATEMENT ONLY ALLOWED ONCE

This will not affect any other commands and statements in the same insertion.

• A RUN statement will be ignored because the workload object is automatically selected.

Any global statements in the APPLINS command apply only to workload objects defined in the command. They do not
apply to other workload objects defined in the target application that the APPLINS command specified.

Both the simulation and the actual insertion are based only on the statements included in the APPLINS command. No
statements in the target application that the APPLINS command specified are considered. The simulation correctly
reflects the job definitions that are going to be generated, but it might not show you exactly how the jobs will be submitted
because, at the time you submit the APPLINS command, the entire application was already processed and possibly
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contained statements affecting the inserted job. For example, if the inserted job does not specify a restart step option, the
final result might depend on global statements contained in the application.

The supplied commands and statements are processed in application generation mode, with current or scheduled time set
to the moment when ESP received the request.

Thus inserting a job with the following EARLYSUB statement will be resolved one hour after the job was inserted.

EARLYSUB NOW PLUS 1 HOUR

Any time-sensitive language in the inserted commands and statements that will be executed later in application-
processing mode, for example, a LINK PROCESS, will see the same scheduled time as the rest of the application-the
scheduled time of the Event that created that application.

 

To use job profiling, you must respecify the JOBPROF statement when using the APPLINS command. The JOBPROF
initialization parameter or application-level statement is not applicable to the jobs defined in the APPLINS command.

NOTE

Related Information

For more information on using JOBPROF, see the JOBPROF Statement: Defining a Job Profile Name in the
Reference Guide.

Example: Coding APPLINS in an application

APPL APPLINS

OPTIONS RESTARTSTEP

JCLLIB 'CYB1.ESPQ.TESTJCL'

EXPEDITE ALL

JOB AINLINK LINK PROCESS

|  RUN DAILY

|  IF TODAY('WORKDAY') THEN DO

|  |  SEND ' INSERTING JOB IN APPLICATION AIN002.0' U(*)

|  |  ESP APPLINS APPLICATION(AIN002.0) STATEMENTS('JOB JOBA.TWO;+

|  |  OPTIONS RESTARTSTEP;                                +

|  |  LATESUB 2PM;                                        +

|  |  DELAYSUB 3PM;                                       +

|  |  ABANDON DEPENDENCIES 4PM;                           +

|  |  ABANDON RESOURCES 5PM;                              +

|  |  ABANDON SUBMISSION 6PM;                             +

|  |  DUEOUT EXEC 7PM;                                    +

|  |  DUEOUT INPUT 8PM;                                   +

|  |  JOBPROF SPECIALRUNOFJOBAINLINK                      +

|  |  RELEASE AINLINK;                                    +

|  |  AFTER AINTASK;                                      +

|  |  ENDJOB')

|  ENDDO

ENDJOB

Example: Coding APPLINS in line mode

In the following example, the SIMULATE operand is used. The simulation occurs, but the job NORM1A is not inserted.
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--> applins appl(ain002.1) statements('job NORM1A MANUAL;endjob') simulate

job NORM1A MANUAL;endjob

SIMULATION OF EVENT CYBER.AIN002 AT 13.17.54 ON FRIDAY JUNE 29TH, 2001

JOBS: (NONE)

NO JOBS SELECTED FOR SUBMISSION

 

JOB TYPE-JOBNAME--HC-RELEASES

MAN SUB  NORM1A    0 (NONE)

In the following example, the SIMULATE operand is not used. The job NORM1A is inserted.

--> applins appl(ain002.1) statements('job NORM1A MANUAL;endjob')

Example: Insert a Remote Execution Job

The following example shows remote execution job statements being inserted into application CAUSER.TEST.

APPLINS APPLICATION(CAUSER.TEST) STATEMENTS(‘AGENT AM; REMOTE_COMMAND sleep 200; 

REMOTE_TARGET hpserver; EXITCODE 0-1,S’) SIMULATE

APPLJOB (AJ) Command: Control Applications
The APPLJOB command documented here controls applications. There is also a version of the command that controls
jobs and subapplications, which is documented in APPLJOB (AJ) Command: Control Jobs and Sub-Applications.

The short form of this command name is AJ.

You can recognize an APPLJOB command that controls applications when the first operand is ALL.

Type 

General command.

Syntax

{APPLJOB|AJ} ALL

             APPL(applspec)

             {HOLD [REASON]}

             {RELEASE}

             {UNWAIT}

             {WITHDRAW}

             {COMPLETE [REASON]}

             {TERMINATE [REASON]}

             [OLDEST]

ALL
Specifies that the APPLJOB command controls an application. ALL is not case-sensitive. ALL is mandatory
when you want to control an application. If you want to control a job or a subapplication, see the APPLJOB(AJ)
command (Controlling Jobs and subapplications).

APPL(applspec)
Specifies the application name. If more than one generation of the application is active, you can specify the
relative or absolute generation of the application (or the OLDEST keyword).
Format: Use one of the following formats for applspec:
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• aaa.nnn, where aaa is the application name and nnn is the absolute generation number
• aaa.-rrr, where rrr is the relative generation (the default for rrr is zero, which is the current generation).

HOLD
Holds an application. This operand stops submission of jobs in the application and places the application in
APPLHOLD status.

REASON
Defines the reason for issuing the command. The reason is saved in the application history reporting field
REASON.

RELEASE
Releases an application (removes it from APPLHOLD status).

UNWAIT
Removes an application from APPLWAIT status.

WITHDRAW
Withdraw all jobs in the specified application from processing before they are completed.
You cannot use this operand on a completed application. A withdrawn job is immediately completed and its status
changes to WITHDRAWN (or EXTNL WITHDRAWN for external jobs whose home job was withdrawn).

COMPLETE
Completes:

• All the jobs in the application.
• The application once there are no APPLHOLD and APPLWAIT conditions on it.

TERMINATE
Completes an application immediately. ESP removes any APPLHOLD and APPLWAIT conditions that are on the
application, completes all the workload objects in the application and completes the application.

OLDEST
Performs the action on the oldest active generation of the application.

NOTE

• You can issue the APPLJOB command from a system console only to complete an application or a job within
an application. This functionality requires USERMOD 35.

• For information about applications, see Using.
• For information about manipulating jobs and subapplications, see APPLJOB (AJ) Command: Control Jobs

and Subapplications.

Example: Release Current Generation

In the following example, the current generation of PAYROLL is released, which removes it from APPLHOLD status

AJ ALL RELEASE APPL(PAYROLL.0)

Example: Remove from APPLWAIT status

In the following example, generation 293 of the PAYROLL application is removed from APPLWAIT status:

AJ ALL UNWAIT APPL(PAYROLL.293)

Example: Withdraw All Incomplete Jobs in an Application

The following AJ command withdraws all non-completed jobs in active application GLAPPL generation 100:
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APPLJOB ALL APPLICATION(GLAPPL.100) WITHDRAW

Example: Complete Current Generation

The following example completes the current generation of the PAYROLL application.

APPLJOB ALL APPL(PAYROLL.0) COMPLETE

If the current generation of the PAYROLL application is in APPLHOLD status, ESP completes all the jobs in the application
but it does not complete the application generation. To complete the application generation, you must manually release it.

Example: Complete -1 Generation

The following example completes the -1 generation of the PAYROLL application. If the -1 generation of the PAYROLL
application is in APPLHOLD status, ESP releases the application before completing the application.

AJ ALL APPL(PAYROLL.-1) TERMINATE

APPLJOB (AJ) Command: Control Jobs and Subapplications
The APPLJOB command documented here controls jobs and subapplications. A version of the command that controls
applications is documented in APPLJOB (AJ) Command: Control Applications.

The short form of this command name is AJ.

You can recognize an APPLJOB command that controls jobs or subapplications when the first operand specifies a job or
subapplication.

Type

General command

Syntax

{APPLJOB|AJ} jobspec

       [LIST]

       [ANCESTOR(number)]

       [APPLICATION(applspec)]

       [OLDEST]

       [SETREASON REASON('string')]

       [REASON('string')]

       {BYPASS|UNBYPASS}

       {WITHDRAW}

       {COMPLETE}

       {DROPDEP[(fullname[,fullname]...)]}

       {DROPRES}

       {HOLD[(ESP|JES)]|RELEASE[(ESP|JES)]}

       {INSERT}                          See Expanded Syntax following

       {READY}

       {REQUEST|UNREQUEST}

       {RESET}                           See Expanded Syntax following

       {RESUBMIT}                        See Expanded Syntax following

       {UNWAIT}

       [DISPLAY]

       [EXPEDITE]
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       [QUIESCE]

       [RESUME]

       [STOP]

       [CANCEL[(DUMP|PURGE)]] 

INSERT [PRED(fullname[(A)|(U)|(N)|

       [SUCC(fullname[(A)|(U)|(N)|

       [ATTRIBUTES(type[,type]...)]

       [SUBAPPL(name)]

       [TAG(tag)]

       [VERIFY|NOVERIFY]

       [DATASET(dsname)]

       [MEMBER(membername)]

       [JOBPROF(profilename)

RESET  [DROPEXEC('time'|RESET)]

       [DELAYSUB('time'|RESET)|EARLYSUB('time'|RESET)]

       [LATESUBMIT('time'|RESET)]

       [LATESTART('time'|RESET)]

       [LATEEND('time'|RESET)]

       [ABANDONRESOURCETIME('time'|RESET)]

       [ABANDONDEPENDENCYTIME('time'|RESET)]

       [EXPECTEDSTART('time')]

RESUBMIT  [DATASET(dsname)]

          [MEMBER(membername)]

          [JOBNAME(name)]

          [RRJOBID(jobid)]

          [USER1(userinfo)]

          [USER2(userinfo)]

          [USER3(userinfo)]

          [USER4(userinfo)]

          [ENCPARM1(encparmoperand)]

          [ENCPARM2(encparmoperand)]

          [ENCPARM3(encparmoperand)]

          [ENCPARM4(encparmoperand)]

          [ENCPARM5(encparmoperand)]

          [ENCPARM6(encparmoperand)]

          [ENCPARM7(encparmoperand)]

          [ENCPARM8(encparmoperand)]

          [ENCPARM9(encparmoperand)]

          [ENCPARMA(encparmoperand)]

          [ENCPARMB(encparmoperand)]

          [ENCPARMC(encparmoperand)]

          [FROMSTEP(stepname)]

          [TOSTEP(stepname)]

          [EXCLSTEP(stepname,...)]

          [VERIFY|NOVERIFY]

          [RESTART]

          [CASESENSITIVE]

          [CA11_USAGE(one_char)]

          [CA11_PROCESS(P|R|F|N|O)]

          [CA11_RESETP(NO|YES)]

          [CA11_START(stepname)]

          [CA11_END(stepname)]

          [CA11_BYPGDG(NO|YES|VER|CAT)]
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          [CA11_CC(nnnn)]

          [CA11_LRTCD(stepname)]

          [CA11_LRTCD_CC(nnnn)]

          [CA11_PSEUDO(YES|NO)]

          [CA11_REASON(chars)]

          [CA11_HONORCC(ALL|NONE)]

          [CA11_PARM(EXEC_PARM_String)]

          [CA11_SUP11STP(NO|YES)]

          [CA11PARM1(CA11parameter)]

          [CA11PARM2(CA11parameter)]

          [CA11PARM3(CA11parameter)]

          [CA11PARM4(CA11parameter)]

          [CA11PARM5(CA11parameter)]

          [CA11PARM6(CA11parameter)]

          [CA11PARM7(CA11parameter)]

          [CA11PARM8(CA11parameter)]

          [CA11PARM9(CA11parameter)]

          [CA11PARMA(CA11parameter)]

          [CA11PARMB(CA11parameter)]

          [CA11PARMC(CA11parameter)]

jobspec
Specifies the full name or subapplication name.

LIST
Requests detailed information about the specified job. LIST is the default. If you specify LIST, APPLICATION is
the only other valid operand.

ANCESTOR(number)
Specifies the number of generations to go back. You can specify ANCESTOR as a positive or negative number,
both are treated the same (for example, -2 and 2 both mean 2 generations back from the current generation). The
default is 0, meaning the current generation.

APPLICATION(applspec)
Specifies the name and generation of the application containing the job that the APPLJOB command operates on.
This operand is optional; however, it is mandatory when you specify REQUEST, RESUB, or INSERT. If the job is
not yet submitted, specify the application name. If more than one generation of the application is active, you can
specify the relative or absolute application generation (or the OLDEST keyword).
Format: Use one of the following formats for applspec:

• aaa.nnn, where aaa is the application name and nnn is the absolute generation number
• aaa.-rrr, where rrr is the relative generation (the default for rrr is zero, which is the current generation).

OLDEST
Performs the action on the oldest incomplete application generation.

SETREASON REASON('string')
Specifies the reason for performing the specific action using APPLJOB. The SETREASON string can consist of
up to 28 characters enclosed in single quotation marks. Use a period to reset this field. The information in this
field displays in the Consolidated Status Facility panels, in the User Status and Status fields.
You can abbreviate SETREASON to SET.
The SETREASON command sets a reason without issuing any other command.

REASON('string')
Specifies the reason for performing the specific action using APPLJOB. The REASON string can consist of up
to 28 characters enclosed in single quotation marks. Use a period to reset this field. The information in this field
displays in the Consolidated Status Facility panels, in the User Status and Status fields.
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The REASON command is different from SETREASON. You can use the REASON command with all the other
commands to specify a reason for an action, for example, HOLD REASON('…') or UNWAIT REASON('...'). You do
not need to use SETREASON or SET when using REASON with another command.

BYPASS
Indicates that a job is no longer required. As soon as the dependencies are met, the job is bypassed. Successor
jobs are posted as in a normal job completion. If a job is bypassed, it can be unbypassed at any time up to
submission.

UNBYPASS
Indicates that a job must no longer be bypassed.

WITHDRAW
Withdraw the specified job from processing before it is completed.
You cannot use this operand on completed jobs. The APPLICATION operand is mandatory. A withdrawn job is
immediately completed and its status changes to WITHDRAWN (or EXTNL WITHDRAWN for external jobs whose
home job was withdrawn). Successors to the withdrawn job are not released; they remain in PREDECESSOR
WAIT status.

COMPLETE
Simulates normal job completion. COMPLETE immediately posts successor jobs and external references. You
can use COMPLETE when the job failed, but a rerun is unnecessary. You can also use COMPLETE before a job
starts executing.

DROPDEP(fullname)
Removes predecessor relationships from a job by marking the specified predecessor dependencies as satisfied.
If you specify DROPDEP without any value, all predecessor relationships are removed. The fullname operand
represents a 64-character job name. For a complete definition, see Full name in the Glossary.

DROPRES
Removes all resource requirements for this job.

HOLD(ESP)
Places a job that has not yet submitted in an ESP hold state.

HOLD(JES)
Places a submitted job into a JES hold state.

RELEASE(ESP)
Takes a job that has not yet submitted out of an ESP hold state.

RELEASE(JES)
Takes a submitted job out of a JES hold state.

INSERT
Inserts the job specified into the application the APPL operand specified. For more information about the INSERT
operands, see the “INSERT” section.

READY
Removes all job dependencies (except resources) from a job (including time, predecessors, manual hold).

REQUEST
Specifies that an on-request job is required. The job must be identified as an on-request job by specifying the
REQUEST keyword on the JOB statement in an ESP procedure. A job can be requested or unrequested up to
the time of submission. If the job is not requested at the time of submission, the job is bypassed. A normal end is
signaled to successor jobs.

UNREQUEST
Specifies that an on-request job is no longer required. The job must be identified as an on-request job by
specifying the REQUEST keyword on the JOB statement in an ESP procedure. A job can be requested or
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unrequested up to the time of submission. If the job is not requested at the time of submission, the job is
bypassed. A normal end is signaled to successor jobs.

RESET
Resets a time associated with a job. For more information about the RESET operands, see the section “RESET.”

RESUBMIT
Specifies that the job is to be resubmitted. For more information about the RESUBMIT operands, see the section
“RESUBMIT.”

UNWAIT
Removes a job, or subapplication, from wait status when it is waiting on a previous generation of the same job
(job ancestor wait) or subapplication (sub-appl wait).

DISPLAY
Displays the JES status for the job.

EXPEDITE
Expedites a job manually. Requires the ESP WA Service Governor.

QUIESCE
Quiesces an executing job on a goal mode system. This operand is available only if ESP WA Service Governor is
installed.

RESUME
Resumes the original service class of a job that is executing on a goal mode system. This operand is available
only if ESP WA Service Governor is installed.

STOP
Issues a z/OS STOP command on an executing job. The job step terminates only if it is programmed to respond
to a STOP command.

CANCEL[(DUMP|PURGE)]
Cancels an executing job and, optionally, purges it or requests a dump.

INSERT

The INSERT operand inserts the job specified into the application that the APPL operand specified.

NOTE
Alternatively, you can use the APPLINS command to insert jobs in applications. The APPLINS command gives
you additional capabilities. For more information, see the section “APPLINS Command: Insert commands and
statements.”

The following list describes the operands for the INSERT Command.

PREDECESSORS(fullname)
Specifies the predecessor jobs. You can use PREDECESSORS only with the INSERT keyword. The default is
none. The fullname operand specifies the job names used for an insert request. You can specify a maximum of 50
job names. The job names can have the following conditional relationship associated with them:
(fullname(cond),fullname, fullname(cond),...)

Where fullname is the name of a job and cond is a conditional relationship as follows:

• U - Insert on unconditional completion.
• N - Insert on normal completion only - N is the default.
• A - Insert on abnormal completion only.

The fullname operand represents 64-character job names. For a complete definition, see Full name in the
Glossary.
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SUCCESSORS(fullname)
Specifies the successor jobs. You can use SUCCESSORS only with the INSERT keyword. The default is none.
The fullname operand specifies the job names used for an insert request. You can specify a maximum of 50 job
names.
The job names can have the following conditional relationship associated with them:
(fullname(cond),fullname, fullname(cond),...)

Where fullname is the name of a job and cond is a conditional relationship as follows:

• U - Insert on unconditional completion.
• N - Insert on normal completion only - N is the default.
• A - Insert on abnormal completion only.

The fullname operand represents 64-character job names. For a complete definition, see Full name in the
Glossary.

ATTRIBUTES(type)
Specifies the attributes of the job. You can use ATTRIBUTES only with the INSERT keyword. The following are
valid: JOB, TASK, LINK, SELFCOMPLETING, CONDITIONAL, HOLD, REQUEST, MANUAL, EXTERNAL, and
HELD_MANUAL[(ANY|USER)]. The default is JOB. You can specify SELFCOMPLETING only if you also specify
TASK.

SUBAPPL(name)
Inserts the job as a member of the specified subapplication.

TAG(tag)
Associates the specified tag with the inserted job.

VERIFY
Verifies that a data set and member exist by opening and closing it.

NOVERIFY
Does not verify that a data set and member exist.

DATASET(dsname)
Specifies an explicit JCL library name (can include member name).

NOTE
If, when resubmitting an inserted job, you specify a JCL library name, the JCL library that you supply
in the RESUBMIT DATASET operand will continue to be used for future resubmits. To revert to the
original JCL library, specify an asterisk in the RESUBMIT DATASET operand. This operand applies to
the resubmitted job and any future resubmitted jobs when you code the asterisk.

WARNING
If you specify this operand, any TEMPLIB coded in the application is disregarded. If the JCLSCAN user
exit module CYBJSDLT is enabled, it does not clean up TEMPLIB. If you omit this operand, TEMPLIB is
used if it is coded and the JCL is cleaned up by CYBJSDLT if that user exit module is enabled.

MEMBER(membername)
Specifies an explicit overriding JCL member name.

JOBPROF(profilename)
Specifies the profile name where job profile data is stored. The profile name can be up to 104 characters long.
You cannot use symbolic variables in the profile name with the APPLJOB command. There is no default profile
name for an inserted job.

RESET

The RESET operand resets a time associated with a job.

The following list describes the operands for the RESET operand.
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DROPEXEC ('time'|RESET)
Specifies a time after which a job is not submitted. This time corresponds to the time specified with the ABANDON
SUBMISSION statement. To remove an ABANDON SUBMISSION time, specify RESET.

DELAYSUB ('time'|RESET) | EARLYSUB ('time'|RESET)
Specifies a time before which a job is not submitted. This time corresponds to the time specified with the
DELAYSUB or EARLYSUB statements. To remove a DELAYSUB or EARLYSUB time, specify RESET.

LATESUBMIT('time'|RESET)
Specifies a time at which a job is considered overdue if it has not been submitted. LATESUBMIT corresponds to
the LATESUB time. To remove a LATESUB time, specify RESET.

LATESTART('time'|RESET)
Specifies a time at which a job is considered overdue if it has not started executing. LATESTART corresponds to
the DUEOUT INPUT time. To remove a DUEOUT INPUT time, specify RESET.

LATEEND('time'|RESET)
Specifies a time at which a job is considered overdue if it has not finished executing. LATEEND corresponds to
the DUEOUT EXEC time. To remove a DUEOUT EXEC time, specify RESET.

ABANDONRESOURCETIME ('time'|RESET)
Specifies a time at which any resources for which a job is waiting are ignored, and the job is dropped from
the Resource Manager's control and readied. This time corresponds to the time specified with the ABANDON
RESOURCES statement. To remove an ABANDON RESOURCES time, specify RESET.

ABANDONDEPENDENCYTIME ('time'|RESET)
Specifies a time at which any predecessors for which a job is waiting are ignored, and the job is readied for
submission. This time corresponds to the time specified with the ABANDON DEPENDENCIES statement. To
remove an ABANDON DEPENDENCIES time, specify RESET.

EXPECTEDSTART('time')
Specifies the expected start time of the job. ESP overrides the value when the anticipated end time of a
predecessor job is changed. The value is cleared when the job is complete.

RESUBMIT

The RESUBMIT operand requests that the job be resubmitted. Use the last data set from which the job was submitted,
unless you use the DATASET keyword to specify an alternate data set.

The following list describes the operands for the RESUBMIT operand:

DATASET(dsname)
Specifies an explicit JCL library name from which a job is to be resubmitted. You can include the member name in
dsname.

NOTE
If, when resubmitting an inserted job, you specify a JCL library name, the JCL library that you supply
in the RESUBMIT DATASET operand will continue to be used for future resubmits. To revert to the
original JCL library, specify an asterisk in the RESUBMIT DATASET operand. This operand applies to
the resubmitted job and any future resubmitted jobs when you code the asterisk.With the exception of
RESUBMIT, entering an asterisk in the DATASET operand has the same effect as entering a blank.

MEMBER(membername)
Specifies a member name of the JCL data set for the job to be resubmitted.

JOBNAME(name)
Specifies the job name for the rerun, if the name is different from the original name.

RRJOBID(jobid)
Specifies the JES job number of the job being rerun. You can use RRJOBID only for jobs being restarted using
ESP WA Restart Option. By default, RRJOBID corresponds to the previous run of the job.
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USER1(userinfo) and USER2 to USER4
Specifies user data for resubmitted jobs. This data passes to the USER1-USER4 symbolic variables. Initially,
these variables are set to a null string (' ').
You can specify up to 68 characters of information for each value.
If the user data must be in lower or mixed case, specify the CASESENSITIVE option.

ENCPARM1 (encparmoperand) and ENCPARM2 to ENCPARMC
Specifies an operand of the ENCPARM command. You can specify up to 60 characters of information for each
operand. The ENCPARM command is available only for jobs whose restart manager is ESP WA Restart Option.

FROMSTEP (stepname)
Specifies the first step of the job to be rerun. Use (stepname.procstepname) for steps in an ESP procedure.
You can use FROMSTEP only with ESP WA Restart Option. The ENCPARM command is available only for jobs
whose restart manager is ESP WA Restart Option.

TOSTEP (stepname)
Specifies the last step of the job to be rerun. Use (stepname.procstepname) for steps in an ESP procedure. The
default is the last step. You can use TOSTEP only with ESP WA Restart Option. The ENCPARM command is
available only for jobs whose restart manager is ESP WA Restart Option.

VERIFY
Verifies that a data set and member exist by opening and closing it.

NOVERIFY
Does not verify that a data set and member exist.

EXCLSTEP(stepname)
Excludes a specific step or a list of specific steps from the list specified with FROMSTEP and TOSTEP. You can
exclude a maximum of 100 steps.

RESTART
Restarts the job using ESP WA Restart Option.

CASESENSITIVE
Disables case translation. Without this option, ESP converts the values of all operands to uppercase. Use this
option if the user parameters USER1-USER4 must be in lowercase or mixed case.
You can abbreviate CASESENSITIVE to CS.

CA11_USAGE(one_char)
Specifies a one-character alphanumeric usage code. This code is used in the parameter of the U11RMS step in
the initial run of a job, for example:
CA11_USAGE(A)

CA11_PROCESS(P|R|F|N|O)
Specifies the processing code used by the Run Handler program, U11RMS. U11RMS is parameter (PARM)
driven. It uses processing codes and other PARMs to designate the type of processing to be performed.

NOTE
ESP places the U11RMS parameters in the SYSIN of the U11RMS step instead of in the PARM= of the
U11RMS step's EXEC statement. One exception is CA11_PARM; it appears verbatim in the PARM= of
the EXEC statement.

The processing codes used by U11RMS are:
P - Production

Specifies that the job is being run as a production run. This code causes the U11RMS step to create a
Catalog Management Table (CMT) record for the first production run, or run with the settings already
stored in the CMT record.
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NOTE
If CA11_PROCESS is omitted for a job whose restart manager is WA Restart Option, the default
processing code for the U11RMS step is P. Use processing code P with caution because it
results in a rerun if the selected job is in R status in the WA Restart Option database.

R - Rerun
Causes the U11RMS step to rerun the job from the beginning unless a start step is specified.

F - Format
Causes the U11RMS step to delete the job CMT record, create a new one, and proceed with production
processing.

N - Null
In the initial U11RMS step, N processing indicates that no WA Restart Option action is taken, that is, no
uncataloging or data set scratching is performed. WA Restart Option control is suppressed.

O - Operator
Permits the master console operator to specify the processing options at execution time by replying to a
WTOR.

CA11_RESETP(NO|YES)
Reset-for-production indicator for CA11_PROCESS(F).
If you want to reset an existing CMT job record to production status, specify CA11 _PROCESS(F) and
CA11_RESETP(YES) to let the AJ command decide how CMT job records are reset for production. AJ presently
resets CMT records to production by setting the WA Restart Option step processing code to F at resubmission
time.

CA11_START(stepname)
The START operand is applicable to R processing only.
Specifies startstep or startstep.startprocstep; startstep by itself is the stepname or step number in the JCL that
executes the program where the rerun is to start. The default is the first step of the job.
In startstep.startprocstep, startprocstep is the stepname that executes the PROC containing the step where the
rerun is to start. startstep is the stepname in the PROC where the rerun is to start.
In this example, STEP20 is a job step that invokes a cataloged procedure and PSTEP03 is a step within the
cataloged procedure.
CA11_START(STEP20.PSTEP03)

This example specifies the fourth step after the RMS step; the RMS step is numbered 0.
CA11_START(4)

CA11_END(stepname)
The END operand is applicable to R processing only.
Specifies endstep or endstep.endprocstep; endstep by itself is the stepname or step number in the JCL that
executes the step where the rerun is to end. The default is the last step of the job.
In endstep.endprocstep, endprocstep is the stepname that executes the PROC containing the step where the
rerun is to stop. endstep is the stepname in the PROC where the rerun is to stop.
In this example, STEP20 is a job step that invokes a cataloged procedure and PSTEP03 is a step within the
cataloged procedure.
CA11_END(STEP20.PSTEP03)

This example specifies the fourth step after the RMS step; the RMS step is numbered 0.
CA11_END(4)

CA11_BYPGDG(NO|YES|VER|CAT)
The Bypass Generation Data Group (BYPGDG) operand is applicable to R processing only.
Overrides the logic of Bypass Input Generation Data Group Processing for this rerun only. This allows the use of
additional or different generation data groups as input.
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NO
Specifies that additional or different generation data groups are not used as input.

YES
Specifies that additional or different generation data groups are used as input.

VER
Verify that GDG bias resolution recorded in the CMT agrees with the catalog.

CAT
Accept the catalog resolution for GDG data sets and save results in the CMT, for example:
CA11_BYPGDG(CAT)

CA11_CC(nnnn)
The Condition Code (CC) operand is applicable to R processing only.
Specifies an integer in the range of zero to 4095.
Overrides the default condition code (RETCODE=) in the WA Restart Option Option Table. By setting the
condition code in the PARM value to another value, the operating system executes or skips steps as you have
specified, for example:
CA11_CC(8)

CA11_LRTCD(stepname)
The CA11_LRTCD operand is applicable to R processing only.
Overrides the last return code for the specified step, in the format:
step

or
procstep.step

step
Indicates the stepname where the last return code is changed.

procstep
Indicates the stepname that executes the PROC containing the step where the last return code is
changed.

NOTE
CA11_LRTCD and CA11_LRTCD_CC must either be both specified or both omitted.

The actual U11RMS step parameter has the form:
LRTCD=step=nnnn

or

LRTCD=procstep.step=nnnn

The CA11_LRTCD operand captures the step name, while the CA11_LRTCD_CC operand captures the nnnn
part. A numeric value greater than or equal to 1 can be specified instead of a step name, where 1 represents the
first job step after the U11RMS step.

CA11_LRTCD_CC(nnnn)
The CA11_LRTCD_CC operand is applicable to R processing only.
Specifies an integer in the range of zero to 4095, for example:
CA11_LRTCD_CC(8)

NOTE
CA11_LRTCD and CA11_LRTCD_CC must either be both specified or both omitted.
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CA11_PSEUDO(YES|NO)
Specifies to execute pseudo production processing. Pseudo processing tests a job on its first run to verify the
actions WA Restart Option takes. A pseudo production run performs all of the same processing actions as a
production run except that uncataloging and scratching of data sets does not occur.
YES

Indicates that processing under U11RMS is reported, but not performed.
NO

Indicates not to execute pseudo processing.
CA11_PSEUDO(YES)

CA11_REASON(chars)
The REASON operand is applicable to R processing only.
Indicates a reason for the rerun of a production job. The reason can be any word, phrase, code, or number for
a maximum of 40 characters, which must be enclosed in single quotes if the string contains a blank. Do not
use enclosing slashes in the CA11_REASON operand because the reason string is enclosed in slashes at job-
submission time, for example:
CA11_REASON('LOST REPORTS')

The preceding example is presented to the U11RMS step as:
RE=/LOST REPORTS/

In the following example, 10 is a reason-for-rerun code defined in the WA Restart Option Reason-for-Rerun Table:
CA11_REASON(10)

The preceding example is presented to the U11RMS step as:
RE=/10/

CA11_HONORCC(ALL|NONE)
The HONORCC operand is applicable to R processing only.
Specifies whether to honor all or none of the condition codes from steps that precede the starting step of a rerun.
The HONORCC parameter of the U11RMS step is applicable for WA Restart Option r11 and higher.

CA11_PARM('EXEC_PARM_String')
Specifies a string that appears verbatim as the PARM of the RMS step’s EXEC statement.
Limits: Up to 100 characters long.
This operand overrides the other AJ operands that affect the U11RMS step’s EXEC parameters, for example:
CA11_PARM('R,STEP9,,BYPGDG(YES),RE=/10/')

When the job is resubmitted, the EXEC statement of the RMS step specifies:
PARM=‘R,STEP9,,BYPGDG(YES),RE=/10/’

CA11_SUP11STP(NO|YES)
Suppresses the insertion of the U11RMS step when ESP submits the job. This operand overrides the other AJ
operands that affect the U11RMS step.
In the following example, the job is submitted without the U11RMS step:
CA11_SUP11STP(YES)

CA11PARM1(ca11parameter), CA11PARM2(ca11parameter),...CA11PARMC(ca11parameter),
Specifies an operand of the CA11PARM command.
The only operand currently supported is ABENDPGM.
You can specify up to 60 characters of information for each operand. The CA11PARM command is available only
for jobs whose restart manager is WA Restart Option.
Example:
CA11PARM1('ABENDPGM=GLAB1')

CA11PARM2('ABENDPGM=GLAB2')
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NOTE

• You can use the following keywords with subapplications:
– BYPASS and UNBYPASS
– REQUEST and UNREQUEST
– HOLD and RELEASE
– COMPLETE
– READY
– UNWAIT

• If an external job is marked complete in the home application, ESP marks that job complete in all other
applications where the job is defined as an external job.

• You can issue the APPLJOB command from a system console only to complete an application or a job within
an application. This functionality requires USERMOD 35.

• Resubmitting a running agent job can cause two agent jobs to run at the same time, all monitored by one
ESP job.

• For information about applications, see the Using section.

Example: Listing Detailed Information About a Job

The following AJ LIST command requests a detailed display of job JOBNN, in application WS24002, generation 3:

AJ JOBNN APPL(WS24002.3)

The following is a sample response:

Job=JOBNN(23663), Completed->CC 0

  Submitted ................ 2006/10/25 10:39

  Started .................. 2006/10/25 10:40

  Completed ................ 2006/10/25 10:40

  JobProfile=JOBNN.WS24002, Class=A, Priority=7, Step=STEP05,

  SrvClass=JES SLOW, SysName=SYSA, Sysplex=SYSAPLEX, Asid=00EA,

  SmfId=SYSA, JesNode=CYBJES, EspProc=CYBER.CNTL.ESPPROCS(WS24002)

Appl=WS24002.3

  Scheduled ................ 2006/10/25 07:17

  Built .................... 2006/10/25 07:17

  DueOutPropagation, Event=CYBER.WS24002, TrigUser=CYBUSR1

The following AJ command requests a detailed display of job JOB003 that has the job qualifier J3 in application APPL001,
generation 4:

APPLJOB JOB003.J3 LIST APPLICATION(APPL001.4)

Job=JOB003.J3, PredWait, Hold=1

  Expected completion ...... 2003/12/04 17:02

  EspProc=CYBUSR1.ESPPROC(PROC001)

Predecessors:

  Job=JOB001.J1(42255), Started, Step=1

Successors:
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  Job=JOB004.J4, PredWait, Hold=2

Resources:

  3 RES001

Enqueues:

  Shr ENQRES01, Excl ENQRES02, Shr ENQRES03, Excl ENQRES4,

  Shr ESPENQ_JOB(JOB001.J1)_APPL(-.-), Shr ESPENQ_JOB(JOB002.J2)_APPL(-.-),

  Excl ESPENQ_JOB(JOB003.J3)_APPL(APPL001.4)

Appl=APPL001.4

  Scheduled ................ 2003/12/04 16:51

  Built .................... 2003/12/04 16:51

  DueOutPropagation, Event=CYBUSR1.EVENT01, TrigUser=CYBUSR1

The following examples illustrate changing jobs:

Example: Set the User Status Field

The following AJ command sets the User Status field:

AJ PAYJOB17 SETREASON REASON('WAITING FOR TAPE') -

APPL(PAYROLL.0)

In the above example, the User Status field for PAYJOB17 indicates that the job is waiting for a tape.

Example: Reset a Delayed Submission Time

The following AJ command resets PAYJOB7's delayed submission time to 9 pm:

AJ PAYJOB7 RESET DELAYSUB('9PM') APPL(PAYROLL.0)

Example: Remove a Dueout Time

The following AJ command removes a job's dueout time. ESP no longer considers the job overdue if the job has not
ended by the late end time specified in the job definition.

AJ PAYJOB8 RESET LATEEND(RESET) APPL(PAYROLL.1)

Example: Set the Expected Start Time of a Job

The following AJ command sets the expected start time to 2PM for job PAYJOB7 in generation 3 of the PAYROLL
application:

AJ PAYJOB7 RESET EXPECTEDSTART('2PM') APPL(PAYROLL.3)

The following examples illustrate requesting or holding jobs:

Example: Request a Job

The following AJ command requests PAYJOB in the current generation of the PAYROLL application:

AJ PAYJOB1 REQUEST APPL(PAYROLL.0)

Example: Hold a Job by Job Name

The following AJ command holds PAYJOB3 by job name:
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AJ PAYJOB3 HOLD APPL(PAYROLL.0)

Example: Hold a Job With a Reason

The following AJ command holds a job with a reason:

AJ PAYJOB8 HOLD REASON('WAITING FOR TAPE 09999') -

APPL(PAYROLL.0)

Example: Release a Job and Reset the Reason

The following AJ command releases a job and resets the reason field to null:

AJ PAYJOB8 RELEASE REASON(.) APPL(PAYROLL.0)

Example: Display the JES Status of a Job

The following AJ command displays the JES status of job MYJOB that has the qualifier J1. This job is part of application
MYJOB, generation 39. The system response is below the command.

AJ MYJOB.J1 APPL(MYJOB.39) DISPLAY

$DJ(60211),JM=MYJOB

$HASP890 JOB(MYJOB)     STATUS=(AWAITING EXECUTION),CLASS=C,

$HASP890                PRIORITY=10,SYSAFF=(ANY),HOLD=(JOB)

Example: Request a Subapplication

The following AJ command requests a subapplication called REQJOBS. Each REQUEST job in this subapplication is
requested, eliminating the need to request each job individually.

AJ REQJOBS REQUEST APPL(PAYROLL.0)

Example: Bypass a Subapplication

The following AJ command bypasses a subapplication called PAYJOBS. The BYPASS command indicates that all
remaining jobs in this subapplication are no longer required.

AJ PAYJOBS BYPASS APPL(PAYROLL.0)

Example: Withdraw Jobs

The following AJ command withdraws job GLDLY1:

APPLJOB GLDLY1 APPLICATION(GLAPPL.100) WITHDRAW

The following AJ command withdraws all incomplete jobs in subapplication GLDLYAPPL of application GLAPPL:

APPLJOB GLDLYAPPL APPLICATION(GLAPPL.100) WITHDRAW

Example: Insert a Job Into an Application

The following AJ command inserts PAYJOB4 into generation 293 of the PAYROLL application. PAYJOB4 runs after
PAYJOB3 completes successfully, but before PAYJOB5.
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AJ PAYJOB4 INSERT APPL(PAYROLL.293) -

PREDECESSORS(PAYJOB3) SUCCESSORS(PAYJOB5)

Example: Insert a Job on Hold

The following AJ command inserts PAYJOB9 on hold into the PAYROLL application's current generation.

AJ PAYJOB9 INSERT ATTRIBUTES(HOLD) APPL(PAYROLL.0)

Insert a Held-Manual Job

The following AJ command inserts job HELDMAN into the PAYROLL application's current generation.

AJ HELDMAN INSERT ATTRIBUTES(HELD_MANUAL) APPL(PAYROLL.0)

A held-manual job is a job defined in an ESP application that is submitted externally to ESP with TYPRUN=HOLD in its
JCL. ESP monitors for messages from JES for the existence of held jobs. When a held-manual job is readied within an
ESP application and a job of the same name is held in JES, ESP issues a JES release command. The job is released and
tracked by ESP.

Example: Insert a Job With Time Dependency

The following AJ commands insert PAYJOB19 on hold into the PAYROLL application's current generation. PAYJOB19 has
a time dependency, it's submission time is set to 9 pm and it is then released from hold.

AJ PAYJOB19 INSERT ATTRIBUTE(HOLD) APPL(PAYROLL.0)

AJ PAYJOB19 RESET DELAYSUB('9PM') APPL(PAYROLL.0)

AJ PAYJOB19 RELEASE APPL(PAYROLL.0)

Example: Insert a Job With One Predecessor

The following AJ command inserts PAYJOB13 into the PAYROLL application's current generation with one predecessor.
PAYJOB13 runs after PAYJOB11 completes, whether or not it is successful.

AJ PAYJOB13 INSERT APPL(PAYROLL.0) -

PREDECESSORS(PAYJOB11(U))

Example: Insert a Link Into an Application

The following AJ command inserts a link called LINKIT into the PAYROLL application's current generation. LINKIT runs
after PAYJOB14 completes successfully, but before PAYJOB15.

AJ LINKIT INSERT APPL(PAYROLL.0) -

PREDECESSOR(PAYJOB14) SUCCESSOR(PAYJOB15) -

ATTRIBUTE(LINK)

Example: Insert a Job With Two Predecessors

The following AJ command inserts PAYJOB12 with two predecessors into the PAYROLL application's current generation.
PAYJOB12 runs after PAYJOB10 and PAYJOB11 complete successfully.

AJ PAYJOB12 INSERT PREDECESSORS(PAYJOB10,PAYJOB11) -

APPL(PAYROLL.0)

Example: Insert a task into an application
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The following AJ command inserts a task called REPORT.BALANCE into the PAYROLL application's current generation.
REPORT.BALANCE runs after PAYJOB6 completes successfully.

AJ REPORT.BALANCE INSERT APPL(PAYROLL) -

PREDECESSORS(PAYJOB6) ATTRIBUTES(TASK)

Example: Resubmit a job

The following AJ command resubmits PAYJOB18 using ESP WA Restart Option.

AJ PAYJOB18 RESUB RESTART APPL(PAYROLL.0)

Example: Resubmit a job and select which steps are rerun

The following AJ command resubmits PAYJOB2 and selects which steps are rerun.

AJ PAYJOB2 APPL(PAYROLL.0) RESTART RESUB -

FROMSTEP(STEP020) TOSTEP(STEP060) -

EXCLSTEP(STEP0030 STEP0050)

The AJ command reruns only the steps marked with an asterisk. PAYJOB2 has the following steps:

• STEP005
• STEP020 *
• STEP030
• STEP040 *
• STEP050
• STEP060 *
• STEP070

Example: Resubmit a job from a different library

The following AJ command resubmits PAYJOB2 from the CYBER.COPY.JCL library.

AJ PAYJOB2 RESUB APPL(PAYROLL.0) -

DATASET('CYBER.COPY.JCL')

Example: Resubmit a job with a variable

The following AJ command resubmits PAYJOB10 using original JCL library. The character string ',RESTART=STEP20' is
passed to the JCL as the USER1 variable.

AJ PAYJOB10 RESUB USER1(',RESTART=STEP20') -

APPL(CYBER1)

The following is a sample jobcard and the corresponding jobcard used for resubmission.

PAYJOB10 JOB...MSGCLASS=X%USER1

This resolves to the following example:

PAYJOB10 JOB...MSGCLASS=X,RESTART=STEP20

Example: Resubmit a job and pass a run type operand to a restart program
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PAYJOB11 is resubmitted using the USER2 symbolic variable. USER2 passes a run type operand to a restart program.
For the first run of the job, the run type operand is P; on the resubmit of the job, the run type operand is R.

In the JCL

     //STEP1 EXEC UCC11RMS,RUNTYPE='%USER2'

In the ESP Procedure or Symbol Library

     IF USER2='' THEN USER2='P'

On Resubmit

     AJ PAYJOB11 RESUB USER2('R') APPL(PAYROLL)

Example: Set a Name for Job Profile Data

In the first example, ESP uses the job name PAYJOBA, the application name PAYROLL, and the text string DLY to store
job profile data under the profile name of PAYJOBA.PAYROLL.DLY.

AJ PAYJOBA APPLSPEC(PAYROLL.8) INSERT JOBPROF(PAYJOBA.PAYROLL.DLY)

This command defines a job profile name using the text string SPECIALPAYROLLRUN.

AJ PAYJOBA APPLSPEC(PAYROLL.8) INSERT JOBPROF(SPECIALPAYROLLRUN)

APPLREPORT Command: Enable Application History Report
The APPLREPORT command is used after the REPORT command to begin an application history report definition.

Type

Reporting command

Syntax

APPLREPORT

Example: Application History Report

The following is an example of an application history report definition:

REPORT

APPLREPORT

CRITERIA CPATH EQ Y

FROM 12AM TODAY LESS 1 MONTH

DISPLAY APPLNAME APPLGEN EVENT STARTDATE STARTTIME ENDDATE ENDTIME

SORT APPLNAME APPLGEN

ENDR

AUX_AS Command: Start and Stop Auxiliary Address Space
The AUX_AS command is the equivalent of the z/OS system START and STOP commands for the Auxiliary Address
Space.

WARNING

AUX_AS is for exceptional situations only. You may lose tracking data when you issue the AUX_AS command.
Contact Broadcom Support if you are using the AUX_AS command for the first time.
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Before you issue the AUX_AS command, quiesce the Auxiliary Address Space with the OPER ENCPARM
QUIESCE command. If you do not quiesce the auxiliary address space, some active tasks may terminate
abnormally when the AUX_AS command is issued.

Type

Oper command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the AUX_AS command.

Syntax

AUX_AS [START|CANCEL|BOUNCE]

START
Specifies to start the Auxiliary Address Space.

CANCEL
Specifies to stop the Auxiliary Address Space.

BOUNCE
Specifies to issue an AUX_AS CANCEL command followed by a AUX_AS START command. The Auxiliary
Address Space is stopped and then started. All data in the Auxiliary Address Space is lost.

NOTE
This command can be issued either from the page mode, or from the operator's console.

Example: Stop auxiliary address space GESPAUX using the Page Mode Command

OPER AUX_AS CANCEL

Example: Stop auxiliary address space GESPAUX using the Operator's command

F GESP,AUX_AS CANCEL

Example: Start auxiliary address space GESPAUX using the Page Mode Command

OPER AUX_AS START

Example: Start auxiliary address space GESPAUX using the Operator's command

F GESP,AUX_AS START

Example: Stop and start auxiliary address space GESPAUX using the Page Mode Command

OPER AUX_AS BOUNCE

Example: Stop and start auxiliary address space GESPAUX using the Operator's command

F GESP,AUX_AS BOUNCE
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BATCHRC Command: Specify Batch Return Code Behavior
The BATCHRC command specifies the behavior for the return codes from ESP commands executed in batch. In the
default behavior, the batch step can return a zero condition code even after an unsuccessful command. You can change
the behavior of the return code to reflect the highest error condition code that the system detects. For more information
about executing commands in batch, see Access Through a Batch Program.

Type

Oper command

Syntax

BATCHRC MAXSEV|LEGACY

MAXSEV
Sets the return code to reflect the most severe error code that the system detects

LEGACY
Sets the return code to the original behavior. This option is the default.

NOTE
The setting remains active until you change it by the BATCHRC command or until IPL.

BKUPEVS Command: Back Up Event Data Set
Initiates the immediate backup of an event data set.

Type

General command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the BKUPEVS command.

Syntax

BKUPEVS eventdsid

eventdsid
Indicates the identifier of the event data set using up to eight characters.

NOTE
The BKUPEVS command schedules an immediate backup of an event data set. The data set is backed up to a
non-VSAM data set whose name must be defined by the BKUPDSNAME operand on an EVENTSET command
or EVENTSET initialization parameter.

NOTE

Related Information

For information on defining or altering an event Data set, see the EVENTSET parameter in the Installing and
Configuring section.

 

Example: Back up immediately

In the following example, EVENT1 is backed up immediately:
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BKUPEVS EVENT1

BKUPHIST Command: Back Up History Data Set
Initiates the immediate backup of a history data set.

Type

General command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the BKUPHIST command.

Syntax

BKUPHIST histfid

histfid
Indicates the identifier of the history recording database using up eight characters.

NOTE
The BKUPHIST command schedules an immediate backup of a history file (HISTFILE). The data set is backed
up to a non-VSAM data set whose name must be defined by the BKUPDSNAME operand on a HISTFILE
command or HISTFILE initialization parameter.

NOTE

Related Information

For information on defining or altering a history data set, see the HISTFILE parameter in the Installing and
Configuring section.

Example: Back up immediately

In the following example, HIST1 is backed up immediately:

BKUPHIST HIST1

BKUPINDX Command: Back Up Index Data Set
Initiates the immediate backup of the index data set (INDEX), sets the backup schedule, or displays the next scheduled
backup time.

Type

Authorized OPER command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the BKUPINDX command.

Syntax

BKUPINDX |BKUPINDX ? |BKUPINDX schedule

?
Displays the next scheduled backup time.
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schedule
Indicates the regular backup schedule.

NOTE
When you do not include any operand, an immediate backup is initiated.

 

Usage Notes:

• The BKUPINDX command sets the time schedule for the regular index data set backup. The BACKUPDATASET
operand in the INDEX initialization parameter identifies the data set that should be backed up. If a schedule time is
omitted, an immediate backup takes place.

• The BKUPINDX command has to be issued only once because the schedule is checkpointed. It can be reissued at any
time if schedule changes are needed.

• Information is lost on cold start of ESP.

 

NOTE

Related Information

For information on defining the index data set, see the Installing and Configuring section.

Example: Back up immediately

In the following example, the index data set is backed up immediately:

BKUPINDX

Example: Display scheduled backup time

In the following example, the next scheduled backup time of the index data set is displayed:

BKUPINDX ?

Example: Schedule backup at 6am daily

In the following example, the index data set is scheduled for backup at 6am every day:

BKUPINDX DAILY AT 6AM

BKUPJNDX Command: Back Up Job Index Database
Initiates the immediate backup of the job index data set (JOBINDEX), sets the backup schedule, or displays the next
scheduled backup time.

Type

Authorized OPER command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the BKUPJNDX command.

Syntax

BKUPJNDX | BKUPJNDX ? | BKUPJNDX schedule
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?
Displays the next scheduled backup time.

schedule
Indicates the regular backup schedule.

NOTE
When you do not include any operand, an immediate backup is initiated.

Usage Notes

• The BKUPJNDX command sets the time schedule for the job index data set backup. The BACKUPDATASET operand
in the JOBINDEX initialization parameter identifies the data set that should be backed up. If a schedule time is omitted,
an immediate backup will take place.

• The BKUPJNDX command has to be issued only once because the schedule is checkpointed. It can be reissued at
any time if schedule changes are needed.

• Information is lost on cold start of ESP.

 

NOTE

Related Information

For information on defining the job index data set, see the Installing and Configuring section.

Example: Back up immediately

In the following example, the job index data set is backed up immediately:

BKUPJNDX

Example: Display scheduled backup time

In the following example, the next scheduled backup time of the job index data set is displayed:

BKUPJNDX ?

Example: Schedule backup at 6am daily

In the following example, the job index data set is scheduled for backup at 6am every day:

BKUPJNDX DAILY AT 6AM

BKUPJSTS Command: Back Up Jobstats Data Set
Use the BKUPJSTS command for an immediate backup of the jobstats data set, to view the time of the next scheduled
backup, or to set a time schedule.

NOTE
You can also issue BKUPJSTS as an initialization parameter.

Type

Authorized OPER command

Authority

Access to the OPER security profile
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Syntax

BKUPJSTS | BKUPJSTS ? | BKUPJSTS schedule

BKUPJSTS
Performs an immediate backup of the jobstats data set.

BKUPJSTS ?
Displays the time of the next scheduled backup.

BKUPJSTS schedule
Sets the time schedule for the jobstats data set backup. You can issue this command at any time for schedule
changes.

Usage Note:

The backup is made to the data set identified by the BACKUPDATASETNAME operand in the JOBSTATS initialization
parameter. For information, see the JOBSTATS initialization parameter in the Installing and Configuring.

Example: BKUPJSTS statement

The following command backs up the jobstats data set at 6AM every day:

BKUPJSTS DAILY AT 6AM

BREAK Command: Insert Breaks
Requests section breaks at specified parts of a history report to produce blank lines, a new page or subtotals. A break
makes the history report easier to read and analyze.

Type

Reporting command.

Syntax

BREAK field

      length

      [SPACE n]

      [EJECT]

      [SUBTOTAL]

field
Indicates the name of a field where you want the break to occur. This field must have been specified in a previous
DISPLAY section.

length
Indicates the number of characters of the display field to be checked. When a mismatch occurs within this number
of characters, a break occurs.

SPACE n
Indicates n blank lines are to be printed when a section break occurs.

EJECT
Requests a new page be forced when a break occurs.

SUBTOTAL
Requests a subtotal be printed.
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NOTE

Use the BREAK command to define at which point in the report any of the following occurs:

• Force a new page
• Print any number of blank lines
• Produce a subtotal

You can specify several break elements in a break section.

ESP subtotals only meaningful fields such as CPUTIME and DEXCP, but not JOBNO.

NOTE

Related Information

For information on history reporting, see the Using section.

Example: Produce subtotal, start new page and print blank line

The following BREAK command is used to produce a subtotal, start a new page and print a blank line. In this example,
when the first three characters of the account name change, a subtotal is printed and a new page started. When the first
two characters of the job name change, one blank line is left.

REPORT

FROM 8AM YESTERDAY

CRITERIA APPLSYS EQ PAYROLL

DISPLAY JOBNAME JOBNO ACCOUNT CPUTIME

SORT ACCOUNT JOBNAME

BREAK ACCOUNT 3 EJECT SUBTOTAL

BREAK JOBNAME 2 SPACE 1

ENDR

CA11OPT Command: Set Options for Restart Option for z/OS Schedulers
NOTE

You require WA Restart Option r3 SP3 or higher to use this command.

The CA11OPT command sets WA Restart Option options for ESP.

Type

Oper command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the CA11OPT command.

Syntax

CA11OPT [ENABLE|DISABLE]

        [DEFAULT|NODEFAULT]

        [PROCRMS(procname|CA11RMS)]

        [STEPRMS(stepname|ESPRMS)]

        [PSEUDO|NOPSEUDO]

        [SCHCC_XMIT(GTS|NDS)]
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CA11OPT
Lists the current settings when used without any operands.

ENABLE
Allows ESP to insert a U11RMS step into a job before submitting it. The U11RMS step is required for jobs to use
WA Restart Option as the restart manager. The use of a restart manager for any particular job is determined by
either:

• The TRACKOPT initialization parameter or command.
• The OPTIONS statement.

DISABLE
Prevents ESP from inserting a U11RMS step into a job before submitting it. The following comment statement is
inserted in place of the U11RMS step:
//*** WARNING: CA-11 RMS STEP INSERTION IS PRESENTLY DISABLED

For more details, see the ENABLE operand.
DEFAULT

Specifies that WA Restart Option is the default restart manager. For more information about when the default
restart manager is used, see the note later in this topic.

NODEFAULT
Specifies that WA Restart Option is not the default restart manager. In this case, ESP WA Restart Option is the
default restart manager. For more information about when the default restart manager is used, see the note later
in this topic.

PROCRMS(procname)
Specifies the procedure name ESP assigns to the U11RMS step it inserts into a job's JCL. The default is
CA11RMS.

STEPRMS(stepname)
Specifies the step name ESP assigns to the U11RMS step it inserts into a job's JCL. The default is ESPRMS.

PSEUDO
Specifies the following default parameters for the U11RMS step of a job's initial run:
F,PSEUDO=YES

NOTE
ESP places U11RMS parms in the U11RMS step's SYSIN data set. ESP sets the EXEC parm to '' and
this forces U11RMS to take all its parms from the SYSIN.

If WA Restart Option requires a usage code and none is provided in an OPTIONS statement, the default is:
AF,PSEUDO=YES

NOTE
Pseudo processing tests a job on its first run to verify the actions that WA Restart Option takes. A
pseudo production or restart run performs all of the same processing actions as usual except that
uncataloging and scratching of data sets does not occur.

NOPSEUDO
Disables the PSEUDO keyword. The default parameter for the U11RMS step of a job's initial run is:
F

If WA Restart Option requires a usage code, the default is:
AF

SCHCC_XMIT(GTS|NDS)
Specifies the transmission method for an ESP master to notify WA Restart Option on a remote system that a step
in an internodal job has failed because of a condition code.
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GTS
General Transaction Server -- Indicates that ESP uses GTS instead of NDS to relay the U11SCHCC
notification to WA Restart Option for internodal batch jobs. This is the default.

NDS
Network Delivery Services -- Indicates that ESP uses NDS instead of GTS to relay the U11SCHCC
notification to WA Restart Option for internodal batch jobs.

 

NOTE

• You can use CA11OPT in the ESP initialization parameters to set WA Restart Option options each time ESP
initializes.

• You can issue the CA11OPT command from page or line mode to dynamically change the WA Restart Option
options; operands that do not need to be updated can be omitted.

• The default restart manager is used for a job if either of the following conditions apply:
– An OPTIONS RESTARTSTEP statement for the job does not specify a restart manager or it specifies

RMDEFAULT.
– A TRACKOPT RESTARTSTEP initialization parameter or command was specified.

• If ESP has not performed any CA11OPT initializations and a job's "OPTIONS RESTARTSTEP" statement
selects WA Restart Option as the restart manager, the following comment statement is inserted in place of
the U11RMS step:

/*** WARNING: CA-11 RMS STEP INSERTION FAILED: CHECK CONFIGURATION

• If you are simulating an event through TSO or an ESP Workstation client and both ESP and a job's
"OPTIONS RESTARTSTEP" statement select the default restart manager, the simulation logic issues a
subsystem request to identify the default restart manager. If the request fails because of an outage or a
communication failure, the following comment statement is inserted in place of the U11RMS step:

/*** WARNING: THE DEFAULT RESTART MANAGER STEP CANNOT BE INSERTED AT THIS TIME

• If WA Restart Option requires a usage code and you need to specify a different usage code than 'A' for a
job's initial run, you can specify the usage code in the USAGE operand of the OPTIONS statement.

• The PSEUDO and NOPSEUDO keywords allow you to configure the default parameters which ESP inserts
in the U11RMS step of a job's initial run. These keywords are also available at the job, subapplication, or
application level in the OPTIONS statement. If none of these keywords apply to a job through an OPTIONS
statement, ESP bases the parameter string on the setting established by the CA11OPT initialization
parameter or operator command.

Example: Enabling options for WA Restart Option

This example of CA11OPT enables ESP to insert a U11RMS step into a job if either of the following conditions applies:

• An "OPTIONS RESTARTSTEP" statement applies to the job and selects WA Restart Option as the restart manager.
• The TRACKOPT initialization parameter or command specifies RESTARTSTEP and the CA11OPT initialization

parameter or command specifies DEFAULT.

In the following line, CA11OPT specifies U11RMS procedure name ESPRMS and U11RMS step name ESPRMSST:

CA11OPT ENABLE PROCRMS(ESPRMS) STEPRMS(ESPRMSST)

The following shows the subsequent sample output in the JESMSGLG:

Jobname  Type   Jobnr Queue DDname   Stepname Procstep      

ESPM     STC    29473 EXEC  JESMSGLG JES2                   
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------------------------------------------------------------

...+....10...+....20...+....30...+....40...+....50...+....60

11.30.54 STC29473  ESPM_7300I CA11OPT <Start>  516         

   516             ESP Settings for CA-11                    

   516             PROCRMS(ESPRMS)  STEPRMS(ESPRMSST)        

   516             CA-11 interface: ENABLED                  

   516             Default restart manager: ESP Encore       

   516             Default initial-run U11RMS step PARM='F'                 

   516             CA-11 DBAS Status: ACTIVE                 

   516             CA-11 Subsystem: CAL7                     

   516             SCHCC internodal notification via GTS     

   516             CA11OPT <End>

CA11PARM ABENDPGM Command: Specify Program that Abends on Behalf of
Program

NOTE
To use this command, you require WA Restart Option r11.

Some job steps run a program that abends if a prior step ends with a specified completion code. You can issue
ABENDPGM to have WA Restart Option ignore the abend program step and restart at an earlier step.

Type

WA Restart Option command.

Syntax

CA11PARM ABENDPGM=program_name

program_name
The name of the program that abends on behalf of another program. The program specified does not have to
exist.
CA11PARM ABENDPGM=ABND1

Only one program can be designated per ABENDPGM operand, but you can enter the ABENDPGM operand as
many times as necessary in a job definition to designate more than one abender program. To establish a global
list of one or more programs that WA Restart Option should consider as an abender, you can code ABENDPGM
parameters in the DBAS configuration file. For more information, see the WA Restart Option Programming Guide.
CA11PARM ABENDPGM=PROGRAM1

CA11PARM ABENDPGM=PROGRAM2

NOTE

• ABENDPGM is valid only for WA Restart Option processing codes F or P.
• ABENDPGM can be specified in an ESP job definition or when you resubmit a job for F or P processing from

CSF or via the AJ or RERUNM commands. This enables you to define one or more abender programs at the
ESP application, subapplication, or job level.

• An abender program is typically a program that abends whenever it is executed. Its purpose is to abnormally
terminate the job if the previous step sets a return code indicating an error. The COND JCL parameter would
bypass execution of this step if a normal return code is issued. The designation as an abender program
causes the step to be flagged as nonrestartable.

Example: Prevent a Job from Restarting on an Abend Program Step
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In the following example, job CAUSER01 abends in STEP040 because of the condition code in STEP030. Without the
ABENDPGM program, the WA Restart Option Auto Setup would select STEP040 as the starting step for a rerun because
it abended. In this case, the job is restarted in STEP030.

//CAUSER01 JOB (113300000),'TEST JOB',CLASS=K,

//         MSGCLASS=P,NOTIFY=&SYSUID

//*

//STEP010  EXEC PGM=IEFBR14

//*

//STEP020  EXEC PGM=IEFBR14

//*

//STEP030  EXEC PGM=CONDCODE,PARM='0001'

//STEPLIB  DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=CA1.LOAD

//*

//STEP040  EXEC CA11PARM ABENDPGM=ABND1,COND=(0,EQ,STEP030)

//*

//STEP050  EXEC PGM=IEFBR14

//*

CA11REQ Command: List Access-Serialization Locks
NOTE

You require WA Restart Option r3 SP3 or r11 to use this command.

The CA11REQ command lists all the access-serialization lock tokens that ESP currently holds.

Type

General command.

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the CA11REQ command.

Syntax

CA11REQ LISTLOCK

LISTLOCK
Lists all the access-serialization lock tokens that ESP currently holds.

CA11REQ command responses

The response to a CA11REQ command is message 4447I.

Message 4447I: Serialization-control information

Message 4447I reports whether the current user has obtained or still holds an access-serialization lock (ENQ) for a
scoreboard item.

The items that can appear in message 4447I are as follows:

TOKEN(token_value)
A unique token assigned to the access-serialization lock, for example:
TOKEN(1002F20040530110836#15)
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listid
A text string identifying the scoreboard item covered by message 4447I. For the CA11REQ command, listid
begins with an identifier such as "CSF", which indicates how the lock was obtained, and is followed by the job
name, application name, and generation number, for example:
CSF JOBNAME(NWPNFJB) APPLICATION(PRNFJB) GENERATION(2)

QNAME(queue_name)
The ENQ queue name. For the CA11REQ command, the value of queue_name is always ESPCSF, for example:
QNAME(ESPCSF)

The ESP TSO/ISPF interface also uses an ENQ queue name of ESPCSF when you select a job in CSF by
entering the RR or R line commands.

RNAME(resource_name)
The ENQ resource name. For the CA11REQ command, the value of resource_name is the concatenation of the
job name, job qualifier, application name, and application generation number in hexadecimal format, for example:
RNAME(C'NWPNFJB         PRNFJB',X'00000002')

The ESP TSO/ISPF interface also uses this concatenation when you select a job in CSF by entering the RR or R
line commands.

SCOPE(scope_name)
The ENQ scope. For the CA11REQ command, the value of scope_name is always SYSTEMS, for example:
SCOPE(SYSTEMS)

The ESP TSO/ISPF interface also uses an ENQ scope name of SYSTEMS when you select a job in CSF by
entering the RR or R line commands.

CTLTYPE(control_type)
The ENQ control type. For the CA11REQ command, the value of control_type is always E, for example:
CTLTYPE(E)

The ESP TSO/ISPF interface also uses an ENQ control_type of E when you select a job in CSF by entering the
RR or R line commands.

REQTYPE(request_type)
The ENQ request type. For the CA11REQ command, the value of request_type is always USE, for example:
REQTYPE(USE)

The ESP TSO/ISPF interface also uses an ENQ request_type of USE when you select a job in CSF by entering
the RR or R line commands.

USER(userId)
The user on whose behalf an access-serialization lock was obtained, for example:
USER(CAUSER1)

LOCKED(date_and_time)
Time this lock was obtained, for example:
LOCKED(20040527-094500)

Lock times are in format yyyymmdd-hhmmss

LASTLOCK(date_and_time)
Time this lock was last updated, for example:
LASTLOCKED(20040527-094500)

Lock times are in format yyyymmdd-hhmmss

[EXPIRY(date_and_time)]
Time, if any, this lock is scheduled to expire, for example:
EXPIRY(20040527-104500)

Lock times are in format yyyymmdd-hhmmss

Example
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List the access-serialization lock tokens currently held by ESP:

ENCREQ LISTLOCK

 

ESP4447I TOKEN(1005F20040720171901#5) CSF JOBNAME(PAYROLL1) +

RNAME(C'PAYROLL1        PAYAPP',X'00000012') +

SCOPE(SYSTEMS) CTLTYPE(E) REQTYPE(USE) USER(PROD) LOCKED(20040720-171901) +

LASTLOCK(20040720-171901)

EXPIRY(20060623-081512)

ESP4449I ENQ'S displayed: 1

CALENDAR Command: Specify Calendars
Used to indicate one or two calendars to be used for processing, in addition to the SYSTEM calendar. The CALENDAR
command is typically used as an event definition command.

Type

General command

Syntax

CALENDAR calendar1[,calendar2]

calendar1
Indicates the name of a calendar. Cal1 is searched first for any special day, period, and holiday definitions.

calendar2
Indicates the name of a calendar. Cal2 is searched second for any special day, period, and holiday definitions.

If you do not specify a calendar, ESP uses calendars that are assigned by default to the event owner.

You can also use the CALENDAR command in a batch job and in page mode to specify a calendar. You can specify one
calendar only.

ESP ignores nonexisting calendar names while processing events. In a simulation, a nonexisting calendar name displays
error message 215E.

Holidays and Special Days in Merged Calendars

ESP merges holiday and special day definitions in all calendars associated with an event. Past definitions are ignored,
and the system uses the earliest definition. To test a different date and time, use the TEST command.

The holiday and special day processing has the following rules:

• A holiday and a special day cannot have the same name in one calendar.
• If different calendars in the same job contain a holiday and a special day with the same day name, that day name is

always considered a special day, and the holiday definition is ignored.

TIP
To check if any name exists in multiple calendars, list all calendars using the LISTCAL command and search for
the name manually.

For example, assume that you use the following definition to associate the calendars CAL1 and CAL2 with the event:

CALENDAR CAL1,CAL2
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You define a holiday with a name BANK_HOLIDAY and the date 01 March in the CAL1 calendar, and you define a special
day with the same name BANK_HOLIDAY, and the date of 02 June, in the CAL2 calendar.

Holidays and special days list as follows:

NAME                         START DATE                          END DATE                    CALENDAR

                 RETAIN

BANK_HOLIDAY                 00.00 WED 1 MAR 2017                00.00 THU 2 MAR             CAL1       

              200                      holiday

BANK_HOLIDAY                 00.00 FRI 2 JUN 2017                                            CAL2         

            200                      special day

Because special days take precedent, the holiday definition for the BANK_HOLIDAY name in the CAL1 calendar is
ignored. ESP takes the special day from CAL2 and uses it for event scheduling.

NOTE

Related information

For information about setting special calendars, see Use Schedule Criteria.

For information about using calendars and using calendar terms, see Use Schedule Criteria.

For information about defining and deleting calendars, see the DEFCAL and DELCAL commands.

Example: Specify calendar for an event

In the following example, the CALENDAR command requests that a calendar is used for an event. CYBER.FISCAL_JOBS
looks at the FISCAL calendar first to determine what FISCAL_MONTH means, so ESP knows when to schedule the
event. If ESP does not find FISCAL_MONTH on the FISCAL calendar, ESP then looks at the SYSTEM calendar to see if
FISCAL_MONTH is defined there.

EVENT ID(CYBER.FISCAL_JOBS)

CALENDAR FISCAL

SCHEDULE FIRST DAY OF FISCAL_MONTH

INVOKE 'CYBER.PROCLIB.CNTL(FISCJOBS)'

ENDDEF

NOTE
If FISCAL_MONTH is not defined on either calendar, you receive event definition errors. The errors mean that
ESP does not permit you to save an event with invalid schedule criteria.

Example: Search calendar for holiday

In the following example, the FISCAL calendar and the SYSTEM calendar are searched for holidays:

CALENDAR FISCAL

LISTHOL -

CALLOPS Command: Create API Events in OPS/MVS
The CALLOPS command creates an API event in OPS/MVS. This command is similar in function to SEND2OPS, with the
following differences.

1. CALLOPS allows a selectable API event id. SEND2OPS uses a fixed id of CAESP00001.
2. CALLOPS sets two variables: API.ESPUSER and API.ESPEVENT to the values of ESP variables ESPUSER and

ESPEVENT.
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CALLOPS also sets API.LEVEL variable to the name of the current ESP subsystem. This is in common with SEND2OPS.

Type

General command

WARNING
You can use CALLOPS command only inside ESP events.

This command has the following syntax:

CALLOPS MESSAGE(‘message text’) [RULESUF(suffix)]

‘message text’
Indicates the message that you send to OPS/MVS.The message is available to OPS/MVS API rules as the value
of API.TEXT variable. The maximum length of the message text is 4096 bytes.

NOTE
To use quotation marks in the message text, duplicate the quotation marks. For example, to send Jim's message
as the text, type: MESSAGE(‘Jim’’s message’).

suffix
(optional) Indicates a string of up to four alphanumeric characters that replace the rightmost characters of the
OPS/MVS API event ID created by the command. The default event ID for this command is CAESP00000.

Example: CALLOPS Command

This example is for a monitor event, which has monitor variables available. When a job abend triggers the event, ESP
creates an OPS/MVS API event CAESP0ALRT with the text similar to the following: ESP alert: job CYBTEST(54181)
S806

CALLOPS RULE(Alrt) MESSAGE('ESP alert: job %MNJOB.(%MNJOBNO) %MNHICMPC')

 

 

 

CALSCH (CSCH) Command: Reschedule Events After Calendar Changes
Use the CALSCH (CSCH) command for an event using the specified calendar to adjust the schedule to account for
changes to any calendar used by the event. The reschedule occurs once, each time you issue CALSCH.

Type

General command

Syntax

{CALSCH|CSCH} calendar_name

calendar_name
The name of an existing calendar.

Related information

For information on working with calendars, see the User Guide.
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For information on commands to create, change, and delete calendars, see commands ALTCAL, DEFCAL, DEFHOL,
DEFSPEC, DELCAL, DELHOL, and DELSPEC.

Example: Reschedule an Event after a Holiday is Added

You have the following event:

EVENT ID(PROD.UTILS) SYSTEM(ESDB) REPLACE

CALENDAR CAL1

SCHEDULE 13.00 WORKDAY DAILY -

         STARTING THU 28TH JUL 2005

INVOKE 'PROD.ESPPROC(UTIL01)'

ENDDEF

You then define a new holiday in the SYSTEM calendar as follows:

DEFHOL BONUS_DAY START('JUL 28TH 2005') FOR(24)

If you issue command CALSCH SYSTEM, the event is immediately rescheduled to Friday, July 29, 2005 to skip the new
holiday. The STARTING statement is changed from Thursday, July 28 to Friday, July 29 as follows:

EVENT ID(PROD.UTILS) SYSTEM(ESDB) REPLACE

CALENDAR CAL1

SCHEDULE 13.00 WORKDAY DAILY -

         STARTING FRI 29TH JUL 2005

INVOKE 'PROD.ESPPROC(UTIL01)'

ENDDEF

If you issue command CALSCH CAL1 instead of CALSCH SYSTEM, the event is immediately rescheduled in exactly the
same way as the preceding sample event. You specified calendar CAL1, but since SYSTEM is also used by the event,
changes to SYSTEM cause the event to be rescheduled.

CAVIEW Command: Set the Default View Database
The CAVIEW command sets the default View database for users of VIEWOUT command or LVO CSF command.

Type: OPER command

Authority: Access to security profile OPER or OPERCMD.cmdname

Syntax

CAVIEW [database]

• database
Specifies the name of View database. The name has to conform to data set name standards.
Limits: 17 characters

NOTE
ESP issues an API call to the provided View database to verify its existence. If an error is encountered during
this initialization process, then the specified View database is disabled for users. To enable the default View
database again, issue the CAVIEW command with a different View database name or with the same name
after the original problem has been resolved.

Example: Displaying the View Database in Use

The following example shows the response from the CAVIEW command:
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OPER CAVIEW

ESP2910I CAVIEW CAVIEW.DBNAME Enabled

CCCHKSTP Command: Substitute JCL Procedure for ESPCCCHK Step
The CCCHKSTP command lets you substitute a JCL procedure for the ESPCCCHK step. The ESPCCCHK step can
then execute a cataloged JCL procedure that is tailored to each system where a job runs. The expansion of the JCL
procedure takes place at execution time on the system where the job runs. CCCHKSTP prevents a potential problem
where internodal jobs may not execute on a remote system if the job definition includes a CCCHK statement.

With the CCCHK statement, ESP automatically inserts an ESPCCCHK step before the first job step. The ESPCCCHK
STEPLIB is copied from the STEPLIB concatenation on the submitting master. If the ESPCCCHK STEPLIB specifies
a data set that does not exist on a remote system, an internodal job cannot execute on that system. The CCCHKSTP
initialization parameter prevents this problem.

 

NOTE

The CCCHKSTP command is not required under the following conditions:

• ESP does not submit any internodal jobs that use CCCHK.
• The STEPLIB that is generated for the ESPCCCHK step is acceptable on all remote systems where the

internodal jobs run.

Type

OPER command or z/OS MODIFY command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the CCCHKSTP command.

Syntax

CCCHKSTP ('//ESPCCCHK EXEC procname,GROUP=')

procname
Specifies the name of a member containing a cataloged JCL procedure for the ESPCCCHK step.
Example:
CCCHKSTP ('//ESPCCCHK EXEC MYCCCHK,GROUP=')

NOTE
A sample JCL procedure can be found in sample JCL library member CYBESS40.

GROUP
The GROUP parameter of the ESPCCCHK step corresponds to the value of the ESPGROUP initialization
parameter. ESP inserts it automatically at job submission time. If the ESPGROUP initialization parameter is
omitted, the default group name is the ESP subsystem name. A master and its proxies must have the same
ESPGROUP value. If an internodal job contains an ESPCCCHK step, the remote and local ESP master and
proxies must have the same ESPGROUP value.

Example: Display the Current Setting of the CCCHKSTP Initialization Parameter

To display the current setting of the CCCHKSTP initialization parameter, enter OPER CCCHKSTP or /F ESP,CCCHKSTP:
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OPER CCCHKSTP

//ESPCCCHK EXEC NWPCCCHK,GROUP=

If no CCCHKSTP setting is specified, the response is:

NWP560_7339I NO ESPCCCHK STEP JCL DEFINED 

CCFLOPT Command: Set Condition Code Failure Options
The CCFLOPT command identifies the action taken when there is a condition code failure during job execution.

Type

OPER command

Authority

Access to security profile OPER or OPERCMD.cmdname

Syntax

CCFLOPT 66660044|20200000

66660044
When a failure is detected, a JCL error is forced. DJC treats the job as a failure and successor jobs do not run. If
you use nets, specify 66660044.

20200000
Application Manager is notified of the failure, but does not signal the failures to the initiator. If you do not use DJC
or JES3 job nets, 20200000 is recommended.

Example: CCFLOPT Command

In the following example, CCFLOPT is issued to force a JCL error in the event of a failure during job execution:

OPER CCFLOPT 66660044

CELLTRC Command: Trace Storage Cell Usage
The CELLTRC command traces storage cell usage. This can be useful when diagnosing problems involving uncontrolled
storage allocation.

Type

General command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the CELLTRC command.

Syntax

CELLTRC

A snapshot data set must first be created. This data set contains the storage cell snapshots that are generated by the
CELLTRC command. The following DCB attributes should be used:
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DSORG=PS,RECFM=VB,LRECL=137,BLKSIZE=6144

The following DD statement must be added to the ESP subsystem cataloged procedure:

//CELLTRC  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=celltrc.dataset

Start the subsystem with the following command. Note that the @CELLTRC keyword must be the first parameter in the
PARM string. Once activated, cell tracing remains active only during the current execution of ESP. To keep cell tracing
active, the @CELLTRC keyword must be used each time ESP is started:

S ESP,PARM='@CELLTRC,...'

The CELLTRC command causes the subsystem to generate a storage cell snapshot and place it in the cell trace data set
that is named in the CELLTRC DD statement. It may be issued from a z/OS console or from Page mode.

To deactivate cell tracing, restart the subsystem without using the @CELLTRC keyword.

The storage cell snapshot consists of three sections: the cell pool header display, the cell display, and the cell summary.

The cell pool header display shows the available cell size and how many of each size are currently allocated. The COUNT
field indicates how many cells of a particular size are allocated, while the ACTIVITY field shows the number of gets and
frees done for this cell size:

SIZE      8, COUNT     0, ACTIVITY      0

SIZE     16, COUNT    17, ACTIVITY     42

SIZE     32, COUNT    59, ACTIVITY    104

SIZE     64, COUNT    31, ACTIVITY     85

SIZE    128, COUNT     32, ACTIVITY    427

The cell display describes each individual cell that is presently allocated. Its size and requestor CSECT are shown, along
with up to 64 bytes of its contents. Also shown is the CSECT that called the requestor CSECT. The offset within each
CSECT from which the request was made is also shown:

CELL SIZE   128, REQUESTED BY CYBXI000+0054, CALLED BY CYBXR003+0CA6

     +0 00039F80  00000000 000076F3 00873C54 00000000 ...

    +20 00039FA0  00000000 00000000 003D2448 003D2450 ...

 

CELL SIZE    32, REQUESTED BY CYBXI003+0CF4, CALLED BY CYBJS107+0DB8

     +0 003D2448  00000000 008876F3 00000000 00000000 ...

 

...

Cell Summary

The cell summary lists the number of cells that are currently allocated, but arranged by requestor's base address and
requesting address, and by the requestor's caller's base address and calling address. The following example shows that
three cells of size 32 are currently allocated, having been requested by CYBXI003 at offset 0CF4 who was called by
CYBJS107 at offset 0DB8. The base address of the CYBXI003 CSECT is at 02357708, and the request was made from
address 023583FC:

---- STORAGE ALLOCATED BY REQUESTOR'S ADDRESS

ADDR 0234574C, BASE 023456F8, COUNT     1, BYTES   128 - CYBXI000+0054

ADDR 023583FC, BASE 02357708, COUNT     3, BYTES    32 - CYBXI003+0CF4
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---- STORAGE ALLOCATED BY REQUESTOR'S CALLER'S ADDRESS

ADDR 02365E38, BASE 02365080, COUNT     3, BYTES    32 - CYBJS107+0DB8

ADDR 02358C36, BASE 02357F90, COUNT     1, BYTES   128 - CYBXR003+0CA6

Example: Trace storage cell usage

In the following example, storage cell usage is generated and placed in the cell trace data set named in the CELLTRC DD
statement:

CELLTRC

CHECKINT Command: Specify Late Job Prediction Check Interval
The CHECKINT command specifies how long ESP waits before each check for late job predictions. If you do not use the
CHECKINT command or initialization parameter, the check interval is 300 seconds (5 minutes).

Type

Oper command

Syntax

CHECKINT [ssss]

ssss
Specifies the interval in seconds before the next check for late job predictions. The only exception is if you
specify 0 (zero). In that case, ESP waits 300 seconds. If you do not specify ssss, CHECKINT produces message
ESP1867I, which displays the currently specified interval. The default interval is 300 seconds (5 minutes).
Limits: 0-9999

NOTE

Consider the following if you change the check interval

• – A smaller wait interval means less of a delay for late job predictions but more CPU time is used to make
those predictions.

– A larger wait interval means that less CPU time is used to predict late jobs but there is more of a delay for
those predictions.

– If a particular job is predicted to be late, a notification is produced once, not every time the check interval
has passed.

Example: Set the Late Job Prediction Check Interval to 60 seconds

In the following example, CHECKINT is issued to set the late job prediction check interval to 60 seconds:

CHECKINT 60

Example: Set the Late Job Prediction Check Interval to Five Minutes

The following example shows two methods to set the late job prediction check interval to five minutes (300 seconds).

In the first method, the explicit value of 300 is specified as follows:

CHECKINT 300

In the second method, 0 (zero) is specified, so the interval is set to 300 seconds:
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CHECKINT 0

CKPTRACE Command: Trace Checkpoint Data Set
The CKPTRACE command traces the allocation and freeing of storage in the checkpoint data set CKPT. This is used for
diagnostic purposes only.

NOTE

• Use the CKPTRACE command only when requested by Broadcom Support.
• Before you issue CKPTRACE, activate the trace facility using the TRACE initialization statement or operator

command and the TRACEDEF initialization statement or operator command.

Type

OPER command

Authority

 Access to security profile OPER or OPERCMD.cmdname

Syntax

CKPTRACE

CLASS Command: Manipulate Class Queues
The CLASS command displays and manipulates class queues. When an event is defined, it can be associated with
a particular class. A class is a user-defined string of up to eight characters that can be used to group events logically
together. If a class name is omitted from an event definition, the event name prefix is used as the class name.

Type

General command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the CLASS command.

Syntax

{CLASS|CL} classname

           [HOLD|RELEASE]

           [SUSPEND|RESUME]

           [EXEMPT|DEEXEMPT]

           [RESET|FLUSH]

           [IGNORE|PROCESS]

           [LIST]

HOLD
Indicates events in classes described by the class name are placed in a hold queue at their scheduled time.

RELEASE
Indicates any events held in class queues described by the class name are released and placed on the overdue
queue. A message is issued indicating how many events were released in each class.
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SUSPEND
Indicates events in classes described by the class name are bypassed at their scheduled execution time.

RESUME
Indicates the SUSPEND restriction is removed for the classes described by the class string.

EXEMPT
Indicates events in classes described by the class name are exempt from class hold or suspend restrictions.

DEEXEMPT
Removes the EXEMPT restriction.

RESET
Removes any restrictions from the specified class name.

FLUSH
Indicates any events on the specified class hold queues are flushed and will not execute. This does not affect
future scheduled executions.

IGNORE
Indicates events in classes described by the class name are ignored at their scheduled execution time only on the
ESP system that issued the CLASS command with the IGNORE operand.

PROCESS
Indicates the IGNORE restriction is removed for the classes described by the class name.

LIST
Displays any class hold queues for the specified classes. This is the default.

The CLASS command allows you to manipulate a group of events.

If the CLASS command is entered with no operands, the current list of restrictions is displayed, along with the names of
any class hold queues and the number of events in each.

The class restriction lists and hold queues are checkpointed and are retained across warm starts. A cold start clears all
the queues and class restriction lists.

The scope of the CLASS command is that of the current system only, and not of any other systems sharing the same data
sets. Issue the CLASS command on each system that you want to affect.

Holding a class affects active applications by preventing any further job submission until you release the class or exempt
the associated event.

If you suspend a class associated with an active application, the application stops processing and does not continue when
you resume the class.

Related information

For information on starting an event definition, see the EVENT command.

For information on working with ESP events, see the User Guide.

For information on putting ESP into a quiesced state, see the QUIESCE command.

Example: Display all classes

In the following example, all class queues are displayed:

CLASS

Example: Hold Events with PROD class

In the following example, all events associated with the PROD class are held:
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CLASS PROD- HOLD LIST

NOTE

By specifying LIST (above) you will receive the following message:

FOLLOWING CLASSES EXEMPT(E), HELD(H) SUSPENDED(S) IGNORED(I)

PROD1(S), PROD2(S)

Example: Hold Events Except **PA Class

In the following example, all event classes are held, except for those event classes with characters PA in positions three
and four:

CLASS - HOLD;CLASS **PA- EXEMPT

Example: Resume PROD Class

In the following example, all events associated with the PROD class are resumed:

CLASS PROD RESUME

Example: Suspend All but PAY Class

In the following example, all event classes are suspended, except the event classes associated with the PAY class:

CLASS - SUSPEND;CLASS PAY EXEMPT LIST

NOTE

By specifying LIST (above), you receive the following message:

FOLLOWING CLASSES EXEMPT(E), HELD(H) SUSPENDED(S) IGNORED(I)

PAY(E), -(S)

Example: Hold Multiple Classes

In the following example, all event classes CLNT1 and CLNT2 are held

CLASS (CLNT1,CLNT2) HOLD

Example: Flush All Classes

In the following example, all class hold queues are flushed and do not execute. This does not affect future scheduled
executions:

CLASS - FLUSH

CLEANUP Command: Delete Data Sets Allocated by Restarted Job
The CLEANUP command deletes the data sets that will be allocated by a restarted job. This prevents NOT CATLGD 2
and DUPLICATE NAME ON DASD errors.

You issue the CLEANUP command in the command line of the ESP WA Restart Option Restart Action Summary screen.
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Type

ESP WA Restart Option command

Syntax

This command has the following syntax:

CLEANUP

During the restart analysis of a job submitted in ESP, ESP WA Restart Option assumes that the job's JCL is the same
as during the previous run. ESP WA Restart Option gets the names of the data sets created by each step from the EXH
record for the job. The restart analysis prepares a set of actions to delete data sets that currently exist and that the job
would create after the user resubmits the job. The CLEANUP command enables you to delete the data sets before
resubmitting.

Once cleanup is done, you see a revised Restart Action Summary screen.

clearspool Command: Clear Agent Spool files
The clearspool command is used on the Windows NT platform to clear the spool files the agent software creates during its
normal operation. These spool files are not cleared automatically and should be cleared periodically using the clearspool
command. The clearspool command can be scheduled by creating an ESP application to run clearspool periodically, or it
can be run manually by issuing the clearspool command from a Windows NT command line.

Type

General Command

Entering Command

The clearspool command can be issued via:

• The Windows NT command line
• A script or program

Syntax

clearspool n [DEBUG]

clearspool
This command must be typed exactly as shown on the Windows NT platform, which is case sensitive.

n
Specifies the maximum number of days a spool file is maintained. All files older than n will be cleared.

DEBUG
OPTIONAL clearspool displays some messages to the console as it is working.

The frequency for clearing the spool files will vary, depending on your installation. We recommend that you use ESP to
schedule the clearing of the spool files regularly at a time that is convenient. ESP does not limit the size of the spool files.
Spool files are limited in size by the available space on the file system on which they reside. If the file system in which a
spool file resides reaches its maximum size, the agent cannot continue to run.

The ESPAGENTDIR environment variable must have a value to run the clearspool command. There must be a valid
AgentParm file in the directory specified by ESPAGENTDIR. Refer to the ESPmgr command. If the clearspool command
is scheduled through the ESP, $ESPAGENTDIR is already set by the agent.

Example: Clear Spool Files Older than 5 Days
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clearspool 5

In this example, all files older than 5 days will be cleared.

CLRSYSMS Command: Clear System Messages
The CLRSYSMS command clears system message interceptions that were defined using the SYSMSGS command.

Type

General command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the CLRSYSMS command.

Syntax

CLRSYSMS ID(xxxx)

ID(xxxx)
Indicates an identifier consisting of four alphanumeric characters to clear a specific message intercept. To clear all
system message intercepts, code ID(*).

NOTE

Related information

For information on intercepting messages written to the system message data set, see the SYSMSGS
command.

For information on displaying information on all system messages that are currently being intercepted by ESP,
see the LSYSMSGS command.

Example: Clear intercept 0022

In the following example, a system message intercept whose identifier is 0022 is cleared:

CLRSYSMS ID(0022)

Example: Clear all system message intercepts

In the following example, all system message intercepts are cleared:

CLRSYSMS ID(*)

CMDPRFX Command: Specify Command Prefix
The CMDPRFX command allows you to specify the command prefix by substituting the string 'F stcname,' (where
stcname is the started task name for ESP) with a single character. This allows you to enter a single character when you
enter modify commands to ESP from a system console.

Type

Oper command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the CMDPRFX command.
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Syntax

CMDPRFX char 'F stcname,'

char
The prefix character. Use a single character from the special character set.

stcname
The name of the started task. The started task name for ESP is usually ESP.

Do not choose a z/OS command character, for example, C (Cancel), Z (Halt) or F (Modify), to represent the 'F stcname,'
string.

 

NOTE

Related information

For information on displaying whether command prefixing is in effect or not, see the LCMDPRFX command.

 

Example: Substitute # for F ESPPROD

In the following example, # is substituted for 'F ESPPROD,' when modify commands to ESP are entered from a system
console:

CMDPRFX # 'F ESPPROD,'

The preceding command allows you to enter the following command from a system console to trigger an event.

# TRIGGER CYBER.PAYROLL ADD

COM Command: Insert Comments
The COM command inserts any number of comments, anywhere in an event between the EVENT command and the
ENDDEF command. ESP ignores any comments when an event is triggered.

Type

Event definition command

Syntax

COM comment

comment
Any string.

If you have more than one comment, you must use COM at the beginning of each comment line.

NOTE

Related information

For information on starting an event definition, see the EVENT command.

For information on ending an event definition, see the ENDDEF command.

For information on working with ESP events, see the Using section.
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Example: Indicate what event is doing

In the following example, a comment is added to the event indicating what the event is doing (submitting jobs) and when
the event is to submit those jobs (Thursdays):

EVENT ID(CYBER.PAYJOBS)

COM THIS IS AN EVENT TO SUBMIT PAYROLL JOBS EVERY THURSDAY

SCHEDULE 19:00 THURSDAYS

SUBMIT 'PROD.JCL.CNTL(PAYJOB1)'

SUBMIT 'PROD.JCL.CNTL(PAYJOB2)'

ENDDEF

CONNECT Command: Connect to Groups
The CONNECT command identifies which user is connected to which group.

CONNECT is applicable only when using ESP internal security. We recommend that you use SAF security instead of ESP
internal security. If you need to use ESP internal security, consult the older Administrator Guide version 5.3.

Type

General command

Authority

You require SPECIAL or CONNECTDEF authority to issue the CONNECT command in a non-SAF environment.

Syntax

{CONNECT|CON} userid

              GROUP(groupname)

              [EXECUTE]

              [READ]

              [UPDATE]

userid
Indicates the name of the user to be connected to the group.

groupname
Indicates the name of the group to which the user is to be connected.

EXECUTE
Indicates the user ID is permitted to trigger an event; with additional READ access, the user can control jobs in
an application created by an event with the following restrictions: unable to insert jobs or resubmit a job with a
different JCL library.

READ
Indicates the user ID is permitted to display an event, list the schedule and display the status of jobs the event
submits.

UPDATE
Indicates the user ID is permitted to define or update an event definition; with additional READ access, the user
can control jobs in an application created by an event with no restrictions.

NOTE
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A user with an authority attribute of ANY has access to any group. Such a user does not need to be connected
to any group.

If you do not define a type of access, for example, READ, EXECUTE, or UPDATE, the user has unrestricted
access to events with the group prefix.

You can connect a user to more than one group. When you connect a user to more than one group, that user
can use the GROUP command in Page mode to switch between his or her user ID and any group he or she can
access. This is useful when using commands where a group prefix is required.

When you display a group, ESP lists all the users connected to that group.

When you display a user, ESP lists all the groups to which a user is connected. If there are any access
restrictions to a group, they are listed in parentheses. ESP uses the following abbreviations for access
permissions: R (READ), X (EXECUTE), and U (UPDATE).

NOTE

Related information

For information on removing a user's access from a group prefix, see the DISCONN command.

For information on listing a user definition, see the LISTUSER command.

Example: Connect User to Group with Full Access

In the following example, USER1 is connected to PROD. USER1 has full access to events with the PROD prefix because
READ, EXECUTE or UPDATE were not specified:

CONNECT USER1 GROUP(PROD)

Example: Connect User with Trigger Access

In the following example, USER2 is connected to TEST. USER2 is permitted to trigger events with the TEST prefix:

CONNECT USER2 GROUP(TEST) EXECUTE

If READ access is given to USER2 in addition to EXECUTE access, USER2 is able to control jobs in an application
created by an event, but unable to insert jobs or resubmit a job with a different JCL library.

CONNPROF Command: Manipulate Connection Profiles
The CONNPROF command displays and manipulates connection profiles.

Type

General command

Authority

With SAF, you control access to connection profile using the CONNPROF.profile resource. For more information about
CONNPROF.profile, see Create Security Profiles.

Syntax

CONNPROF profile 

LIST|DEFINE|UPDATE|DELETE

HOST(hostname) 

[PORT(port)] 

[DESC(desc)]

[BINPATH(binPath)] 
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[NAMENODE(nameNode)] 

[OOZIEURL(oozieUrl)] 

[HIVEJDBCURL(hiveJDBCurl)] 

[HIVEDRIVERCLASS(hiveDriverClass)] 

[SQOOPJDBCURL(sqoopJDBCurl)] 

[SQOOPDRIVERCLASS(sqoopDriverClass)]

profile
Indicates the name of the connection profile.
Limits: Up to 16 characters. Characters must be either alphanumeric, a national character ($ # @), or an
underscore (_). The LIST option allows use of wildcards in the profile name.

LIST
Lists connection profiles. This is the only option that accepts wildcards in the profile name. This is the default.

DEFINE
Defines the new connection profile.

UPDATE
Updates the specified connection profile. The defined properties can be deleted using this option and (‘’) as the
value of the property.

DELETE
Deletes the specified connection profile.

hostname
Specifies a name of the Edge Node.
Limits: Up to 256 characters; case-sensitive. The host name can contain any characters. If it contains delimiters
the value must be enclosed in single quotes. This operand is mandatory.

port
Specifies the SSH port on the Edge Node.
Limits: number between 1 and 65535 inclusive. The default value is 22.

desc
Describes the connection profile.
Limits: Up to 256 characters; case-sensitive.

binPath
Specifies a path to Hadoop CLI binaries on Hadoop file system.
Limits: Up to 256 characters; case-sensitive. The BinPath can contain any characters. If it contains delimiters the
value must be enclosed in single quotes.

nameNode
Specifies a URL on Hadoop file system.
Limits: Up to 256 characters; case-sensitive. The nameNode can contain any characters. If it contains delimiters
the value must be enclosed in single quotes.

oozieUrl
Specifies Oozie Server URL.
Limits: Up to 256 characters; case-sensitive. The oozieUrl can contain any characters. If it contains delimiters the
value must be enclosed in single quotes.

hiveJDBCurl
Specifies a JDBC connect string for the Hadoop Hive job type.
Limits: Up to 256 characters; case-sensitive. The hiveJDBCurl can contain any characters. If it contains
delimiters the value must be enclosed in single quotes.

hiveDriverClass
Specifies a JDBC Driver Class for the Hadoop Hive job type.
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Limits: Up to 256 characters; case-sensitive. The hiveDriverClass can contain any characters. If it contains
delimiters the value must be enclosed in single quotes.

sqoopJDBCurl
Specifies a JDBC connect string for the Hadoop Sqoop job type.
Limits: Up to 256 characters; case-sensitive. The sqoopJDBCurl can contain any characters. If it contains
delimiters the value must be enclosed in single quotes.

sqoopDriverClass
Specifies a JDBC Driver Class for the Hadoop Sqoop job type.
Limits: Up to 256 characters; case-sensitive. The sqoopDriverClass can contain any characters. If it contains
delimiters the value must be enclosed in single quotes.

CONSOLE Command: Set Console
The CONSOLE command sets the owning or primary console. All general message traffic is directed to the owning
console.

Type

Oper command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the CONSOLE command.

Syntax

CONSOLE [*|ucmid|0|name]

*
Requests that the console issuing the command be made the primary console. This is valid only if the CONSOLE
command is issued dynamically from a real console. It is not valid if issued from the ESPPARM initialization data
set or from an extended MCS console such as IPCS.

ucmid
Indicates an eight-character hexadecimal console ID. The first character must be a number from zero to nine.

0
Indicates console ID 0 (console name INTERNAL). You can specify from one to eight zeros.

name
Indicates the two-to-eight-character name of an active console in the ESP complex. You must not use the
following reserved names: HC, INSTREAM, OPERLOG, SYSLOG, SYSIOSRS, and UNKNOWN.

A primary console must be active when the request is issued, with the capability for both input and output. If no operands
are specified, the current primary console information appears.

If the CONSOLE command is not specified and ESP is

• Started from a real console, the primary console is set to that console.
• Not started from a real console, the primary console is set to console ID 0 (console name INTERNAL).

Example: Set console two as primary

In the following example, console 2 is set as the primary console:

CONSOLE 2

Example: Set issuing console as primary
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In the following example, the issuing console assumes the role of the primary console:

CONSOLE *

Example: Set BOSS as primary

In the following example, a console named BOSS is set as the primary console:

CONSOLE BOSS

COPY Command: Copy History Records
The COPY command is used to specify an output data set or file to receive all or subsets of the job history and application
history records read in from the input source. The COPY command is useful when you want to separate data in a history
file into one or more files.

Type

Reporting command

Syntax

COPY {DATASET(dsname)}

     {FILE(filename)}

     [SELECT|ALL|REJECT]

     [EXTEND]

dsname
Indicates the name of the output data set. This is mutually exclusive with the filename option.

filename
Indicates the name of the file to which the data is to be written. This is mutually exclusive with the dsname option.

SELECT
Indicates only records matching any selection criteria are copied. If no CRITERIA section exists in the report
definition, all records are copied.

ALL
Indicates all records in the input files are copied to the output file.

REJECT
Indicates the copy is restricted to any records that fail to match any selection criteria. If no CRITERIA section
exists in the report definition, no records are copied.

EXTEND
Indicates the data to be copied be added to the end of the output data set rather than to replace existing data.

NOTE

• You must pre-allocate the output data set. ESP writes to any format sequential data set. If a data set is new
and you have not yet specified a record format for it, ESP uses the following default:
– LRECL=4096
– RECFM=VBS
– BLKSIZE=6144

• You can code any number of COPY commands in a single report definition.
• Records are copied in the original order that they occur in the input data set or file.
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NOTE

Related information

For information on history reporting, see the Using section.

 

Example: Copy data into two files

In the following example, records less than 12 weeks old when the request is made are copied to the file DISK1. Records
that are 12 weeks old or older when the request is made are copied to the file TAPE1:

REPORT

HISTFILE HIST1

CRITERIA RDRON GT TODAY LESS 12 WEEKS

COPY SELECT FILE(DISK1)

COPY REJECT FILE(TAPE1)

CPROC Command: Display and Delete Cache Entries
Use the CPROC command to display and delete cache entries.

Type

General command

CPROC [APPLICATION(applname[.applgen])]

      [DSNAME(dsname)]

      [LIST[_|(JOB(name.qualifier)|ALL])|DELETE]

      [DETAILS]

APPLICATION(applname[.applgen])
Specifies an application for the CPROC command to act on. You can specify the generation as absolute or
relative. For example, PAYROLL.123 or PAYROLL.-2. The application name and generation is required to display
ESP procedure statements.

DSNAME(dsname)
Specifies the name of the data set from which the procedure was read. The CPROC command will act only on
applications generated from ESP procedures included in the specified data set. If the data set is a PDS or a
PDSE and you do not specify a member name, all members of the data set will be included.

LIST
Displays cached information contained in all applications or the applications selected with the APPLICATION and
DSNAME operands. The next three operands define what information is displayed.

_
Displays a concise list of cache entries.

JOB(name.qualifier)
Displays the statements of the specified job.

ALL
Displays the statements of the cached ESP procedure.

NOTE

The text displayed differs from the original ESP procedure:
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• Comment lines are omitted
• Leading spaces are not included
• Formatting of multi-line statements is not preserved
• Statements used only for the generation of the application are omitted

DELETE
Deletes cached information contained in all applications or the applications selected with the APPLICATION and
DSNAME operands.
If an ESP procedure is deleted from the cache, it will also be deleted from the Procedure Caching Record
contained in the APPLFILE.

DETAILS
Displays size and usage information about the cached entries.

Wildcards are not accepted by the CPROC command.

This command is useful only if caching is enabled. For details, see the PCACHE command in this guide or the initialization
parameter in the Installation and Configuration Guide.

To cache an individual procedure, see the INVOKE command in this guide.

To delete a procedure cache, you need UPDATE access to security profile APPL.applname, where applname is the name
of the application generated by your procedure. See your ESP security administrator to set up access. For details, see the
Security Guide.

Examples:

The following example displays all the statements of job MYJOB. The JOB is part of the third generation of application
MYAPP. The ESP procedure used to generate the application MYAPP is in the data set CYBAPPL.MYAPPLS.

CPROC APPLICATION(MYAPP.003) DSNAME(CYBAPPL.MYAPPLS) - LIST(JOB(MYJOB))

The following example displays all existing cache entries for the application. It lists some details, but does not list the jobs
inside the application. If you include the application name (as in the previous example), the jobs are listed.

CPROC APPLICATION(MYAPPL) LIST DETAILS

CPU Command: Define CPUs
Use the CPU command with the NODE command or initialization parameter to define your network's resource topology.
The CPU command defines each CPU within a node.

NOTE
To define the topology with CPU, you need to allocate the RESFILE.

Type

General command

Syntax

CPU cpuname [ADD|DEL|LIST|SET]NODE(nodename)

            [ROUTEJCL('/*JOBPARM SYSAFF=...')]

            |AGENT(agentname)]

            [ORDER(nn)]

            [CURRENT]

            [ACTIVE|INACTIVE]

            [DEL[FORCE]] 
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            [SYSNAME(sysname)]

cpuname
The name that identifies this CPU, must be a unique name in a node. When used with the NODE operand, you
might have the name correspond to, for example, an existing JES member name, but this is not mandatory. You
can use wildcard characters asterisk and hyphen for masking the name with all parameters except ADD.
If you intend to use Agent workload balancing or route to an Agent based on resource availability, use the CPU
command to refer to an Agent.

ADD
Adds this definition to the existing definitions.

DEL
Deletes one or more existing definitions.

LIST
Display a list of one or more existing definitions. LIST is the default.

SET
Modifies attributes of existing definitions.

NODE(nodename)
The node to which the CPU belongs.

ROUTEJCL
Inserts a JOBPARM statement into the job JCL to route the job to the appropriate z/OS system.

AGENT(agentname)
Specifies an ESP agent with which the CPU is associated. The Agent name is the unique name specified for an
Agent in the AGENTDEF data set. Use this operand when you want ESP to use agent workload balancing or
when you want to route to an Agent that has sufficient resources.

ORDER(nn)
Specifies a CPU search sequence. When ESP tries to schedule a job, it scans for resource availability by CPU,
searching the CPUs in a sequence defined by the ORDER value nn. If two CPUs have the necessary resources
to execute a job, ESP schedules the job to the one with the lowest ORDER value.

CURRENT
Overrides the ROUTE JCL operand. If you specify CURRENT, cpuname identifies the CPU executing the ESP
subsystem that submits jobs. For the CPU command on which you code CURRENT, you don't need to code
ROUTE JCL.

ACTIVE
Declares the CPU as active. ACTIVE is the default.

INACTIVE
Declares the CPU as inactive. ESP does not attempt to schedule a job to that CPU while it is inactive.

DEL[FORCE]
Deletes the specified CPU. Specify FORCE only if you want to delete the last CPU on a node and it is active.

SYSNAME(sysname)
The system name for a CPU. Use sysname for Workload Manager resource balancing.

NOTE
This operand is only relevant if ESP Service Governor is installed.

The CPU command is usually coded as an initialization parameter and used with the NODE initialization parameter to
define the resource topology of your network.

NOTE

Related information
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For information on defining the resource topology of your network, see the CPU, NODE, and RESFILE
initialization parameters.

For information on resources, see the User Guide.

For information on how to use workload balancing, see the User Guide.

Example: Display all CPUs

In the following example, all CPUs defined as part of the resource topology are displayed:

CPU - LIST

Example: Deactivate and delete a CPU

In the following example, T1 is deactivated and then deleted:

CPU T1 SET INACTIVE

CPU T1 DEL FORCE

Example: Define NODE and CPU

In the following example, a single node called TORONTO is defined, and a single CPU called T1 is defined as a member
of the TORONTO node:

NODE TORONTO ADD

CPU T1 ADD NODE(TORONTO) CURRENT

Example: Define NODE and CPU for IBM WLM workload balancing

The following example defines two CPUs that belong to the Toronto node:

NODE TORONTO ADD SYSPLEX

CPU T1 ADD NODE(TORONTO) CURRENT

CPU T2 ADD NODE(TORONTO)

All the CPUs that have the same NODE operand in the CPU command or initialization parameter are linked. If you have
Service Governor installed, ESP can balance the workload among members belonging to one node if the SYSPLEX
operand is coded in the NODE command or initialization parameter.

Example: Define NODE and CPU for Agent workload balancing

The following example defines:

• Three Windows NT CPUs associated with Agents called AGwin1, AGwin2, and AGwin3.
• Four UNIX CPUs associated with Agents called AGunix1, AGunix2, AGunix3, and AGunix4.

NODE WIN ADD

NODE UNIX ADD

CPU WIN1 ADD NODE(WIN)AGENT(AGwin1)

CPU WIN2 ADD NODE(WIN)AGENT(AGwin2)

CPU WIN3 ADD NODE(WIN)AGENT(AGwin3)

CPU UNIX1 ADD NODE(UNIX)AGENT(AGunix1)

CPU UNIX2 ADD NODE(UNIX)AGENT(AGunix2)

CPU UNIX3 ADD NODE(UNIX)AGENT(AGunix3)

CPU UNIX4 ADD NODE(UNIX)AGENT(AGunix4)

All the CPUs that have the same NODE operand in the CPU command or initialization parameter are linked. If you have
Service Governor installed, ESP can balance the workload among Agents belonging to one node.
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CPUSTATS Command: Display CPU Usage
The CPUSTATS command starts the measurement facility for performance metrics and lets you display CPU usage
statistics in ESP and ESP Workstation.

Type

OPER command in Page or Line mode, or in a system MODIFY command.

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the CPUSTATS command.

WARNING
The zIIP interface must be available and enabled. CPUSTATS uses the zIIP interface even if zIIP has not been
enabled for ESP.

Syntax

CPUSTATS ON|OFF|DISPLAY [SORTBY[(CPU|TCB|SRB|ZIIP|SWITCHES|THREAD)]] 

        [THREADS(thread[,thread[,...]] )]|[TASKS(task[,task[,...]] )] 

        [HELP]  

ON
Starts the CPU usage statistics measurement facility. The CPUSTATS ON command is required before the
METRICS ON command can start the collection of performance metrics. If the CPU usage measurement facility
has previously been active, then all CPU and mode switch values are initialized to zero.

NOTE
CPUSTATS must be ON or no metrics are generated for the metrics facility to collect.

OFF
Stops the CPU usage statistics measurement facility.

DISPLAY
Shows CPU usage statistics. Only threads or thread groups with at least one non-zero CPU usage or mode
switch value are displayed. DISPLAY is always the default for the CPUSTATS command regardless of whether
CPUSTATS is ON or OFF. If you specify OPER CPUSTATS or OPER CPUSTATS DISPLAY when CPUSTATS is
OFF, you get the following response:
ESP4493I CPU statistics not active

SORTBY
Displays CPU usage statistics in sorted order by an output field. If SORTBY is specified without an output field
specification, then SORTBY(CPU) is the default. SORTBY is only valid for the DISPLAY function. SORTBY is
ignored when specified with ON, OFF, or HELP.

CPU
Displays CPU usage statistics sorted in descending sequence by total CPU usage. This sort order is the default
when SORTBY is specified with no suboperand.

TCB
Displays CPU usage statistics sorted in descending sequence by TCB CPU usage.

SRB
Displays CPU usage statistics sorted in descending sequence by SRB CPU usage.

ZIIP
Displays CPU usage statistics sorted in descending sequence by zIIP CPU usage.
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SWITCHES
Displays CPU usage statistics sorted in descending sequence by TCB to SRB mode switches.

THREAD
Displays CPU usage statistics sorted in ascending sequence by thread name or thread group name.

THREADS
Displays CPU usage statistics only for specified threads or thread groups. Use THREADS only with DISPLAY.
THREADS is ignored when specified with ON, OFF, or HELP.
THREADS is mutually exclusive with TASKS.

thread
Specifies a thread name or thread group name to filter the CPUSTATS DISPLAY command response output. The
thread operand can specify any thread name or thread group name that appears in the CPUSTATS DISPLAY
command response "Thread" output field. Wildcard characters are permitted.

NOTE

• A thread group is a set of threads assigned the same thread name for measuring CPU usage. A
thread group is treated the same way as a single thread.

• For a description of the thread name options, see Performance Metrics Elements in
the Programming Guide.

TASKS
Displays CPU usage statistics only for specified tasks or task groups. TASKS is valid only for the DISPLAY
function. TASKS is ignored when specified with ON, OFF, or HELP.
TASKS is mutually exclusive with THREADS.

task
Specifies a task name or task group name to filter the CPUSTATS DISPLAY command response output. The
task operand can specify any task name or task group name that appears in the CPUSTATS DISPLAY command
response "TaskId" output field. Wildcard characters are permitted.

HELP
Displays the CPUSTATS command operands and their meaning.

Example: Display the CPU Usage for Managers on a Master Subsystem

This example displays the CPU usage for the application manager, event manager, and tracking manager on a master
subsystem, which is sorted by total CPU usage:

OPER CPUSTATS SORTBY THREADS(APPL-,EVENTMGR,EVENTSUB,TRACK-)

TaskId TaskName Thread    TOT_CPU  TCB_CPU  SRB_CPU   zIIPed TCB>SRB

05D200 MainTask ApplMgr  0.387668 0.382738 0.004946 0.000000    4205

079E30 EventMgr EventSub 0.318097 0.317951 0.000148 0.000000      97

05D200 MainTask TrackMgr 0.306761 0.300078 0.006704 0.000000    5854

075500 EventMgr EventSub 0.276556 0.276423 0.000137 0.000000      90

084960 EventMgr EventSub 0.273027 0.272913 0.000111 0.000000      89

07CB60 EventMgr EventSub 0.269963 0.269834 0.000132 0.000000      89

07AB60 EventMgr EventSub 0.267151 0.267021 0.000127 0.000000      86

083D60 EventMgr EventSub 0.263488 0.263359 0.000131 0.000000      88

07E9A0 EventMgr EventSub 0.262069 0.261939 0.000127 0.000000      87

083160 EventMgr EventSub 0.259859 0.259727 0.000134 0.000000      87

05D200 MainTask EventMgr 0.147746 0.145922 0.001766 0.000000    1702

Example: Display the CPU Usage for ESP Workstation
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This example shows the CPUSTATS command, without the OPER prefix, displaying the workstation server CPU usage.
You can enter this command from line mode in ESP Workstation.

CPUSTATS

TaskId TaskName Thread    TOT_CPU  TCB_CPU  SRB_CPU   zIIPed TCB>SRB

007200 MainTask Dispatch 0.000231 0.000213 0.000020 0.000018      14

007200 MainTask OperCmds 0.000376 0.000375 0.000002 0.000002       2

007200 MainTask Timer    0.000005 0.000004 0.000002 0.000001       1

007200 MainTask InitTerm 0.013776 0.013774 0.000003 0.000002       2

007200 MainTask Others   0.000201 0.000198 0.000001 0.000001       3

00A3B0 Resolver Resolver 0.000012 0.000011 0.000001 0.000001       2

00F010 Listener Dispatch 0.000115 0.000101 0.000016 0.000012       8

00F010 Listener Tcp3900  0.004297 0.004279 0.000016 0.000013      10

00BBB0 ScbdJob  Dispatch 0.001876 0.000000 0.001876 0.001783       0

00BBB0 ScbdJob  Timer    0.002298 0.000004 0.002295 0.002104       1

00BBB0 ScbdJob  ScbdJob  0.022431 0.002010 0.020420 0.018937      14

00F010 ScbdAppl Dispatch 0.001534 0.000000 0.001534 0.001497       0

00F010 ScbdAppl Timer    0.001374 0.001129 0.000245 0.000231       1

00F010 ScbdAppl ScbdAppl 0.017523 0.001581 0.015942 0.015427       2

012AF0 CommChan Dispatch 0.000180 0.000156 0.000022 0.000016       9

012AF0 CommChan CommChan 0.005774 0.005746 0.000030 0.000021      10

011AF0 StatChan Dispatch 0.000182 0.000157 0.000028 0.000023      13

011AF0 StatChan CommChan 0.002000 0.001992 0.000007 0.000004       4

011AF0 StatChan Timer    0.000015 0.000013 0.000001 0.000001       2

011AF0 StatChan StatChan 0.011561 0.011535 0.000024 0.000021      10

       TaskEnds          0.027047 0.026874 0.000171 0.000163      90

Example: Display the CPU Usage for a Master Subsystem

This example displays the CPU usage statistics sorted in descending sequence by total CPU usage for a master
subsystem.

OPER CPUSTATS SORTBY(CPU)

TaskId TaskName Thread    TOT_CPU  TCB_CPU  SRB_CPU   zIIPed TCB>SRB

05D200 MainTask TrackMgr 2.604395 2.567703 0.036592 0.035817   32536

05D200 MainTask ApplMgr  2.419134 2.400498 0.018626 0.016443   16791

05D200 MainTask Dispatch 2.321683 2.218324 0.103708 0.101792   98247

081180 EventMgr EventSub 1.982542 1.981612 0.000926 0.000902     529

07B580 EventMgr EventSub 1.976405 1.975541 0.000875 0.000858     526

077180 EventMgr EventSub 1.970411 1.969570 0.000847 0.000830     520

085980 EventMgr EventSub 1.960611 1.959681 0.000913 0.000894     525

080580 EventMgr EventSub 1.959332 1.958469 0.000842 0.000823     524

076580 EventMgr EventSub 1.936195 1.935318 0.000876 0.000849     523

07DD80 EventMgr EventSub 1.931767 1.930884 0.000882 0.000861     524

084180 EventMgr EventSub 1.899554 1.898706 0.000873 0.000856     511

05D200 MainTask QueueMgr 1.303184 1.289351 0.013793 0.013278   12793

05D200 MainTask CkptMgr  1.119541 0.100734 1.018704 0.018427    8584

05D200 MainTask EventMgr 0.929354 0.921548 0.007789 0.007734    7954

074D80 AgentRcv AgtRcvrs 0.485291 0.480687 0.004627 0.004528    2063

06F090 ComQCkpt ComQSave 0.415155 0.409322 0.005808 0.005733    4757

082980 ScbdXmtr ThrdEnds 0.358252 0.000010 0.358310 0.351274       3

064A40 XcfEvent XcfEvent 0.214849 0.000016 0.214894 0.207331       2

077180 EventMgr Dispatch 0.010412 0.008880 0.001539 0.001528     935
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085980 EventMgr Dispatch 0.010405 0.008857 0.001579 0.001554     946

07DD80 EventMgr Dispatch 0.010367 0.008840 0.001530 0.001501     945

080580 EventMgr Dispatch 0.010285 0.008748 0.001566 0.001532     943

076580 EventMgr Dispatch 0.010155 0.008629 0.001520 0.001497     942

084180 EventMgr Dispatch 0.009997 0.008544 0.001454 0.001402     918

06FC90 EspCom   EspCom   0.007631 0.006915 0.000741 0.000730     682

07DD80 EventMgr Timer    0.005900 0.005158 0.000740 0.000723     423

085980 EventMgr Timer    0.005861 0.005151 0.000696 0.000671     423

081180 EventMgr Timer    0.005847 0.005165 0.000688 0.000661     427

07B580 EventMgr Timer    0.005811 0.005098 0.000706 0.000687     423

076580 EventMgr Timer    0.005772 0.005083 0.000697 0.000653     421

077180 EventMgr Timer    0.005763 0.005060 0.000690 0.000642     417

080580 EventMgr Timer    0.005760 0.005059 0.000692 0.000658     421

084180 EventMgr Timer    0.005564 0.004879 0.000660 0.000635     409

066560 NetLstnr NetRetry 0.005541 0.005351 0.000194 0.000183     191

066560 NetLstnr Timer    0.005168 0.004667 0.000519 0.000502     259

06FC90 EspCom   Timer    0.002913 0.002597 0.000341 0.000317     196

066560 NetLstnr Net3902  0.001335 0.001331 0.000003 0.000001       3

06CCD0 NETQUEUE NetQSave 0.000224 0.000220 0.000005 0.000003       3

082980 ScbdXmtr Timer    0.000120 0.000013 0.000106 0.000103       2

074D80 AgentRcv Timer    0.000034 0.000030 0.000003 0.000002       3

074D80 AgentRcv AgentRcv 0.000019 0.000018 0.000002 0.000001       2

060A40 Resolver Resolver 0.000015 0.000014 0.000001 0.000000       2

06CCD0 NETQUEUE Dispatch 0.000007 0.000006 0.000000 0.000000       1

05D200 MainTask DsTrgMgr 0.000002 0.000002 0.000001 0.000000       1

CRITERIA Command: Specify Reporting Criteria
The CRITERIA command specifies selection criteria when producing ESP history reports. You can specify several field,
operator, and value groups. For more information about history reporting, see Create Reports.

Type

Reporting command

Syntax

CRITERIA field operator value

field
Specifies a field name keyword (such as JOBNAME). For a detailed list of the history reporting fields, see History
Reporting Fields.

operator
Specifies a comparison operator in letter or symbol form. The options are as follows:

• LT or <
• LE or <=
• EQ
• NE or ¬ =
• GT or >
• GE or >=
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value
Indicates the value against which comparisons should be made. The value format depends on the field type. If the
value contains lowercase or mixed case characters, enclose the value in single quotes.

NOTE

• You can specify several criteria sections in a single report using multiple criteria commands. ESP selects a
job if it satisfies any criteria section.

• You can specify several criteria elements on one criteria statement. To be selected, a job must satisfy all
criteria.

• You can also use the 'OR' and 'AND' logical operators.
• If you want to compare a field to a null string, use a blank enclosed in single quotes, as in ' '.
• If you do not specify a CRITERIA section in your report, ESP selects all records that meet the time criteria.

 

Example: Select jobs belonging to PAYROLL

The following example selects jobs that belong to the PAYROLL application:

CRITERIA APPLSYS EQ PAYROLL

Example: Jobs belonging to PAYROLL or jobs starting with P

The following example selects jobs that belong to the PAYROLL application or jobs that start with P:

CRITERIA APPLSYS EQ PAYROLL

CRITERIA JOBNAME EQ P-

Example: Jobs belonging to PAYROLL and jobs starting with P

The following example shows the use of fullname instead of jobname to select jobs that belong to the PAYROLL
application and jobs that start with P. Fullname supports 64-character job names.

CRITERIA APPLSYS EQ PAYROLL FULLNAME EQ P-

Example: Jobs completed since 9am today

The following example selects jobs that have completed execution since 9am today:

CRITERIA ENDT GT 09:00 TODAY

Example: Jobs completed between 9am and 5pm on any day

The following example selects jobs that have completed execution between 9am and 5pm on any day.

CRITERIA ENDTTOD GT 09:00 AND ENDTTOD LT 17:00

Example: Jobs forced complete

The following example selects jobs in the TEST application that have been forced complete:

CRITERIA APPLSYS EQ TEST AND FORCED EQ YES

Example: All mainframe jobs and tasks
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The following example selects all mainframe jobs and tasks:

CRITERIA WOBTYPE EQ ' '

Example: Mainframe jobs only

The following example selects only mainframe jobs:

CRITERIA WOBTYPE EQ ' ' AND TASK EQ 'NO'

Example: All distributed jobs

The following example selects all distributed jobs:

CRITERIA WOBTYPE NE ' '

Example: All of multiple criteria

The following example selects jobs that meet all of the following criteria:

• Have names beginning 'XYZ'
• Consume more than 11 seconds of CPU time
• Perform I/O to tape
• Have successfully completed processing

CRITERIA JOBNAME EQ XYZ- CPUTIME GT 11L00 TEXCP GT 0 -

         STATUS EQ COMPLETE

Example: Any of multiple criteria

The following example selects jobs that meet any of the following criteria:

• Have more than 10000 EXCPs to DASD devices
• Perform I/O to tape
• Have names beginning 'ABC'
• Two-character names that begin with A.

CRITERIA TEXCP GT 0 OR DEXCP GT 10000

CRITERIA FULLNAME EQ ABC- OR FULLNAME EQ A*

Example: All jobs submitted by ESP but not in application

The following example selects all jobs submitted by ESP outside an ESP application:

CRITERIA ESPSUB EQ 'YES' AND APPLSYS NE ' '

CRITPATH Command: Enable Critical Path Analysis
The CRITPATH command enables or disables critical path analysis on this ESP system.

Type

Authorized oper command

Authority
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You require OPER authority to issue the CRITPATH command.

Syntax

CRITPATH [DISABLE|ENABLE|ON]

DISABLE
Disallows critical path analysis on this ESP system. Critical path analysis cannot be used on this ESP system
when disabled.

ENABLE
Allows critical path analysis on this system. Then specify CRITPATH ON within the applications where you want
critical path analysis performed. This is the default.

ON
Turn on critical path analysis for all applications. It can be turned off within an application using the CRITPATH
OFF statement.

By default, critical path analysis is turned on or enabled for all applications that ESP generates. To control usage of critical
path analysis, a CRITPATH initialization statement, a CRITPATH application statement and a CRITPATH command are
provided. The following chart summarizes how ESP handles critical path analysis based on various CRITPATH operand
and statement settings:

If the CRITPATH command or
initialization parameter is set to...

And CRITPATH statement in the
Application is set to...

Then critical path analysis is...

DISABLE OFF Not calculated
DISABLE ON Not calculated
DISABLE Not specified Not calculated
ENABLE OFF Not calculated
ENABLE ON Calculated
ENABLE Not specified Not calculated
ON OFF Not calculated
ON ON Calculated
ON Not specified Calculated

If critical path analysis is activated by coding either CRITPATH ON in the initialization parameters, or CRITPATH ENABLE
in the initialization parameters and CRITPATH ON in the application, but no jobs are coded with the CRITICAL keyword,
ESP calculates the path to the job that will finish last and identifies that path as the critical path.

 

NOTE

Related information

For information on critical path analysis, see the Using section.

For information on specifying whether critical path analysis is to be performed for an application, see the
CRITPATH application statement.

For information on overriding historical elapsed time defaults, see the DURATION statement.

 

Example: Turn On Critical Path Analysis
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In the following example, critical path analysis is turned on for all applications generated by ESP on this system. If
required, critical path analysis can be turned off for specific applications by coding CRITPATH OFF statement in the
application definition:

CRITPATH ON

Example: Enable Critical Path Analysis

In the following example, critical path analysis is enabled for this ESP system. To turn on critical path analysis for an
application, code CRITPATH ON statement in the application definition:

CRITPATH ENABLE

Example: Disable Critical Path Analysis

In the following example, critical path analysis is disabled for this ESP system. To turn off critical path analysis for an
application, code CRITPATH OFF statement in the application definition:

CRITPATH DISABLE

CRYPTKEY Command: Define Encryption Key
The CRYPTKEY command protects an encryption key that is used to encrypt communication between ESP and
workstation server, system agents, or supported scheduling managers (see Applicability). CRYPTKEY defines a name for
an encryption key and encrypts that key. You can then use the key name in place of the actual key in various commands
such as ENCRYPT.

Type

Authorized command

Applicability

• ESP System Agents, Release 6 and higher.
• Workload Automation AE, Release 11.3 or higher (AES 128 encryption only).

Authority

You must have UPDATE authority to the PASSWORD security profile to delete or update an encryption key without
supplying the old encryption key.

Syntax

CRYPTKEY{DEFINE KEYNAME(name) KEY(key) type}

        {DELETE KEYNAME(name) KEY(key) type}

        {LIST [KEYNAME(name)][KEY(key)] type}

        {UPDATE KEYNAME(name) KEY(key) OLDKEY(okey) type}

DEFINE
Defines a new encryption key.

DELETE
Deletes an encryption key and removes the connection to the Agent.

LIST
Displays a list of encryption keys.
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UPDATE
Updates an encryption key.

KEYNAME(name)
Defines a name for the encryption key. KEYNAME is required for DEFINE, UPDATE, and DELETE and is optional
for LIST.
Limits: The maximum length is 16 characters.

NOTE
The name value is not case-sensitive. For example, Aes_Key and AES_KEY are recognized as the
same.

KEY(key)
Specifies the encryption key. KEY is required for DEFINE, DELETE, and UPDATE and ignored with LIST.
Limits: The valid key length depends on the value you specify in type. Here are the limits:

• DES -- Maximum 16 hexadecimal characters
• BLOWFISH -- Maximum 64 hexadecimal characters
• AES -- The limit determines the AES encryption method used as follows:

– AES 128 -- Exactly 32 hexadecimal characters
– AES 256 -- Exactly 64 hexadecimal characters

WARNING

• If you specify more than the maximum number of characters for DES or Blowfish encryption, the key
is truncated.

• If you specify an odd number of hexadecimal digits, a zero is added to the left to make the length
even.

NOTE
The key value is not case-sensitive. For example, all characters in
x'32a26ae95ACC64B1B19DAF713D60Cd10' will be converted to uppercase and will appear as
x'32A26AE95ACC64B1B19DAF713D60CD10'.

OLDKEY(okey)
Specifies the previous encryption key that is related to the name in KEYNAME. OLDKEY is required for UPDATE
when you do not have UPDATE access to the Host security CRYPTKEY profile. OLDKEY is ignored with DEFINE,
DELETE, and LIST.

NOTE
The okey value is not case-sensitive. For example, all characters in
x'32a26ae95ACC64B1B19DAF713D60Cd10' will be converted to uppercase and will appear as
x'32A26AE95ACC64B1B19DAF713D60CD10'.

type
Specifies the type of encryption key. The values are as follows:

• DES
• BLOWFISH
• AES

The length of KEY determines whether AES 128 or AES 256 encryption is used.

NOTE

The AES types are only supported with the following products:

• System agents at r11.3 or higher.
• Workload Automation AE at r11.3 or higher (AES 128 encryption only).
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NOTE

You need the following items to configure and use AES 256 encryption for communications with
workstation server or agents:

• ESP Release 11.4 or higher for Workstation Server
• PTF RO72049 applied to ESP
• Agents configured for AES 256 encryption.

NOTE

• The encryption standard that CRYPTKEY uses to encrypt the key is not related to the encryption standard of
the key itself (specified in the type operand).
CRYPTKEY uses AES 128 to encrypt the key. Before ESP Release 11.4, CRYPTKEY used DES to encrypt
the key. If you update any of those old keynames using CRYPTKEY, the key is now encrypted using the AES
128 standard.

• If you delete or change an encryption key, specify the old encryption key. If you have UPDATE authority to
the PASSWORD security profile, you do not need to specify the old encryption key.

• If you specify an incorrect key in OLDKEY, the request fails. In this case, the request fails even if you have
UPDATE authority to the PASSWORD security profile.

Example: DES encryption

This example shows type DES encryption.

CRYPTKEY DEFINE KEYNAME(agntr6) KEY(X'0102030405060708') DES

Example: BLOWFISH encryption

This example shows type BLOWFISH encryption.

CRYPTKEY DEFINE KEYNAME(agblf) KEY(X'12345678901234567890') BLOWFISH

Example: AES encryption

This example shows type AES encryption.

CRYPTKEY DEFINE KEYNAME(agent256_key) KEY(X'1234567890123456789012345678901212345678901234567890123456789012')

 AES

cybAgent Command: Control Agents
The cybAgent command is used to control the agent. Depending on the platform, this command can be used to start, shut
down, and display the version of agent software running. On the NT platform, the cybAgent command is used to install or
remove the agent as a service and to start the agent.

It is issued from the command line of the platform where the agent is running.

Type

General command

UNIX Syntax

{nohup[(/binPath/)]cybAgent[-r]|-v]

  [/pathTo/workingDirectory][>/dev/null2>&1]&}
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nohup
Issued from the Bourne or Korn shell. Starts the agent in the background. Must be used with the & operand.

/binPath/
Specifies the path to the directory containing the cybAgent binary.

cybAgent
Starts the UNIX agent when issued by itself. This command is case sensitive and must be typed as shown.

/pathTo/workingDirectory
Specifies the path to a valid working directory where the agent will run and create its files.

>/dev/null2>&1
May be used with the nohup operand to prevents the creation of the nohup.out file.

&
Starts the agent in the background when the command is issued from the C Shell. Must be used with the nohup
operand to start the agent in the background from the Bourne or Korn shells.

-r
Refreshes the agent's security.

-v
Displays the version of agent software currently running.

NT Syntax

{(/binPath/)cybAgent

  {-A|-DEBUG|-INSTALL[SERVICE_NAME]|-REMOVE|-R]|-S|-V|-?}

  [/pathTo/workingDirectory]} 

/binPath/
Specifies the path to the directory containing the cybAgent binary.

cybAgent
Performs one or more of the actions described below.

-A
Starts the agent as a service.

-DEBUG
Starts the agent as a console application for debugging. Valid if only one agent is installed.

-INSTALL
Registers the agent as a Windows NT Service. This must be performed before starting the NT agent.

SERVICE_NAME
Specifies the Service Display Name as provided in the AgentParm file. Used with the Debug operand to start the
named agent as a console application for debugging when multiple agents are installed.

-REMOVE
De-registers the agent as a Service.

NOTE
If the agent service is running, it is stopped, then removed.

-R
Refreshes the agent's security.

-S
Instructs the agent to shut down after completing all the running work.
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-v
Displays the version of agent software currently running.

-?
Provides help on the cybAgent command.

OS/400 Syntax

cybAgent {SHUTDOWN|VERSION}

cybAgent
Performs one or more of the actions described below.

SHUTDOWN
Instructs the agent to shut down after completing all the running work.

VERSION
Displays the version of agent software currently running.

This command is case sensitive when issued from a UNIX operating system. The command must be typed exactly as
shown.

Specifying the nohup operand for a UNIX agent creates a file named nohup.out in the current directory. This file is
continually appended with all the information produced by the standard output and error for the cybAgent, making it
valuable for troubleshooting. This log file grows over time and must be cleared periodically.

Example: Start the UNIX agent

When issued by itself the cybAgent command starts the agent software.

cybAgent

If no path is specified, the working directory will be the current directory. The agent's working files will be created in this
directory.

NOTE
If the current directory does not contain an AgentParm file, the cybAgent will not function properly.

We recommend that you start the UNIX agent by issuing a command similar to the following:

/cybermation/cybAgent/Agent/workload &

In this example, the full path to the cybAgent program is provided, along with the path to the directory where the agent's
working files are found. The agent is started in the background.

Example: Start the UNIX agent at startup in the background, with root authority

This is an example of two statements added to the /etc/initab file, which start the UNIX agent automatically at startup
under run levels two, three and four:

esp:234:wait

esp:234:/cybermation/cybAgent/Agent/workload &

Example: Start the NT agent

This is an example of how to start the Windows NT agent from the command prompt:

/cybermation/cybAgent -INSTALL
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NET START CYBERMATION_SERVICE

Example: Shutdown the OS/400 agent

This is an example of the CYBAGENT command that shuts down the agent upon completion of all workload currently
running:

CYBAGENT SHUTDOWN

Example: Shutdown the NT agent

This is an example of the cybAgent command that shuts down the agent upon completion of all workload currently
running:

/cybermation/cybAgent -s

Example: Display the version of the OS/400 agent software

This is an example of the CYBAGENT command that displays the version of agent software currently running.

CYBAGENT VERSION

This is a typical response:

                                                        3/30/01 

                                                     08:40:52   

                    OS/400  AGENT  VERSION  V2R0M0  

                    (C) COPYRIGHT CYBERMATION INC. 2001 

                           ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. 

DAB Command: Display Abended Jobs
The DAB command displays all or selected jobs from the abended queue.

Type

General command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the DAB command.

Syntax

DAB [LEVEL(jobstring)]

    [LAST(minutes)|FROM(time)]

    [TIME]

    [DATE]

    [PROD]

jobstring
Indicates one or more job name prefixes to limit the display to a particular group of jobs. Wildcard characters
asterisk and hyphen can be used to perform masking.

minutes
Indicates only jobs that abended in the last n minutes are to be displayed.
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time
Indicates only jobs that abended after that specified time are to be displayed. This must be a time in the past. The
time and date can be specified in free format. If the time and date contain blanks or commas, enclose the whole
string within quotes.

TIME
Indicates the time of the abend is displayed together with the completion code.

DATE
Indicates the date of the abend is displayed together with the completion code.

PROD
Indicates an updated display of ABENDed jobs (meaning only those still in ABEND status). This keyword applies
only to jobs in an application.

The DAB command displays jobs from the abended queue. The size of the abended queue is set with the ABENDLIM
command.

The job name, job number and completion code fields are always displayed. Jobs are displayed in reverse chronological
order; that is the most recently abended jobs are shown first. This command can be issued from a system console.

 

NOTE

Related information

For information on displaying abended jobs using CSF, see the Operator's Guide.

For information on displaying or setting the abend queue size for jobs that ESP is tracking, see the ABENDLIM
command.

Example: Display all abended jobs

In the following example, all abended jobs on the queue up to the limit set by the ABENDLIM command are displayed:

DAB

Example: Display jobs named PR- or PAY- that abended since 1 am

In the following example, jobs with names beginning with PR and PAY that have abended since 1:00 am, are displayed:

DAB LEVEL(PR- PAY-) FROM(1AM) TIME

Example: Display jobs that abended in the last hour

In the following example, jobs that have abended in the last 60 minutes are displayed. The time each job abended is also
displayed:

DAB LAST(60) TIME

Example: Update list of abended jobs

In the following example, an updated display of ABENDed jobs is displayed, meaning only those jobs still in abend status:

DAB PROD
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DATEFORM Command: Set Date Format for Reporting Output
The DATEFORM command sets the date format used to display fields in a history report.

NOTE
This command does not affect the date format you use on a CRITERIA command, and it does not affect the date
format used in schedule criteria.

Type

Reporting command

Syntax

This command has the following format:

DATEFORM [DMY|MDY|YMD|YM|YD|JULIAN] [DAY(YES)|DAY(NO)]

DMY
Sets the date format to DDMMMYY. A leading zero in DD is not displayed. For example, 4MAY01 is the 4th of
May, 2001.

MDY
Sets the date format to MMDDYY. For example, 051401 is May 14, 2001.

YMD
Sets the date format to YYYYMMDD. For example, 20010514 is May 14, 2001.

YM
Sets the date format to YYYYMM. For example, 200105 is May of 2001.

YD
Sets the date format to Julian format YYYYDDD. For example, 2001134 is day number 134 of 2001.

JULIAN
Sets the date format to Julian format DDDYY. For example, 13401 is day number 134 of 2001.

DAY(YES)
Include the day of the week before the date. For example, MON14MAY01 is Monday, the 14th of May, 2001.

DAY(NO)
Do not include the day of the week before the date.

Format Key:

• DD -- Day of month in the range 01 to 31
• DDD -- Julian day in the range 001 to 366
• MM -- Month number, for example, 01 is January, 12 is December
• MMM -- First three letters of month name, for example, JAN, APR, SEP
• YY -- Last 2 digits of year, for example, 08 is 2008
• YYYY -- Year, for example, 2008

NOTE

If you intend to sort a report on a date field, use the YMD, YM or YD operand along with the DAY(NO) operand
when you issue the DATEFORM command.

NOTE

Related Information

For information on history reporting, see the Using section.
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Example: Setting the date format to YYYYMMDD

The following example sets the date format to YMD. ESP displays any date fields in the report, such as EXECSDATE
(start date), in YYYYMMDD format.

DATEFORM YMD

Example: Suppressing the day of the week

In the following example, ESP suppresses the day of the week from the date fields displayed in the report. Since a date
format is not specified, ESP uses the default date format DDMMMYY.

DATEFORM DAY(NO)

DATEFORM Command: Set Date Format for Scheduling
The DATEFORM command sets the date format for schedule criteria in the format xx/xx/xx.

Type

OPER command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the DATEFORM command.

Syntax

DATEFORM [YMD|MDY|DMY]

YMD
Sets the date format to YY/MM/DD. YMD is the default.

MDY
Sets the date format to MM/DD/YY

DMY
Sets the date format to DD/MM/YY

NOTE

• ESP recognizes the date format xx/xx/xx. The DATEFORM command tells ESP how to interpret this
format. Only one of the date formats is valid at your installation. DATEFORM is usually specified in the ESP
initialization parameters.

• The DATEFORM command only affects dates in the format xx/xx/xx. You can still use terms like May 24,
1997 and 24MAY97 regardless of this setting.

NOTE

Related Information

For more information on setting the date format used in schedule statements, see the DATEFORM initialization
parameter in the Installation and Configuration Guide.

Example: Display the current date format

In the following example, the current date format setting is displayed:

DATEFORM
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Example: Set date format to MDY

In the following example, a schedule statement 05/24/00 is interpreted as May 24, 2000:

DATEFORM MDY

DEFAT Command: Define Authorization Table
The DEFAT command is used to define or alter an authorization table, limiting access to tracked job data. An authorization
table provides a way to control access to job tracking data.

NOTE
DEFAT is applicable only when using ESP internal security. We recommend that you use SAF security instead
of ESP internal security. If you need to use ESP internal security, consult the older Administrator's Guide version
5.3.

Type

General command

Authority

You require SPECIAL authority to issue the DEFAT command.

Syntax

DEFAT tabname

      INCLUDE(fullname,authstring[,fullname,authstring]...)

      [EXCLUDE(fullname,authstring[,fullname,authstring]...)

      [ADD|REPLACE]

tabname
Indicates the name of the authorization table in up to eight alphanumeric characters.

fullname
Indicates a job name that you use as the first half of a fullname/authstring pair. The fullname operand represents
64-character job names. For a complete definition, see Full name in the Glossary. You can use the asterisk and
hyphen as wildcard characters to perform masking.

authstring
Indicates a string of up to eight characters that must match one of the fields identified with a job. The fields are
defined in the AUTHSTR initialization parameter. You can use the asterisk and hyphen as wildcard characters to
perform masking. It forms the second half of the fullname/authstring pair.

ADD
Indicates this is a new authorization table definition. The definition fails if a definition with the same name already
exists. This is the default.

REPLACE
Indicates an authorization table is being replaced. This operand is necessary if an authorization table with the
same name exists, and you want to change it.

The authorization string may be any of the account number fields or a security user ID, as decided by the installation. To
access job-tracking information, the name of the tracked job and the account number or user ID related to the job must
have an exact match in the authorization table assigned to the user requesting the tracking data.

A user is associated with an authorization table via the DEFUSER command.
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The INCLUDE section of the authorization table gives specific control over tracked job information. It does this by listing
fullname/authstring pairs (any number can be specified in one DEFAT command). The user to whom an authorization
table is assigned can access any of the jobs listed in the INCLUDE section of the table, provided the name and authstring
of the job matches a fullname/authstring pair in the table.

The EXCLUDE feature is useful when the INCLUDE section specifies a generic group of jobs by the use of asterisks or a
hyphen. Specific jobs within such a group can be excluded with the EXCLUDE operand.

If you want to edit or change the authorization table, use the DEFAT command with the REPLACE operand.

 

NOTE

Related information

For information on associating an authorization table with a user, see the DEFUSER command.

For information on specifying one of job's related fields used to identify the ownership of a job, see the
Installation and Configuration Guide.

Example: Define job name and authorization string

In the following example, the first full name is JOB1, and the authorization string that makes up the pair is PROD.
PROD represents the user ID for the job and the AUTHSTR initialization parameter has been set to RACUSER. JOB2 is
paired with the same authstring. JOB1 and JOB2 using account PROD are, therefore, accessible to users who have the
authorization table AUTHTAB1 assigned to them:

DEFAT AUTHTAB1 INCLUDE(JOB1,PROD,JOB2,PROD)

Example: Set authorization string to account number

In the following example, the authorization string is the first account number as defined by the AUTHSTR initialization
parameter. Any full name beginning with the three characters ABC or XYZ, with an account number that begins with AC0,
excluding AC02:

DEFAT AUTHTAB2 INCLUDE(ABC-,AC0-,XYZ-,AC0-) EXCLUDE(-,AC02)

Example: Define authorization table

The following DEFAT command defines an authorization table:

DEFAT AUTHTAB3 INCLUDE(JOB1,AC02,JOB2,ACO2)

The following table shows whether a user whose authorization table is AUTHTAB3 is allowed access to various jobname/
account combinations:

Jobname Account Access
OB1 AC02 ALLOWED
JOB2 AC02 ALLOWED
JOB1 AC02A DISALLOWED

DEFAULT Command: Define Default Job Card Values
The DEFAULT command defines default values for use on job card JCL submitted by Broadcom WA ESP Edition.
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NOTE
DEFAULT is applicable only when using ESP internal security. We recommend that you use SAF security
instead of ESP internal security. If you need to use ESP internal security, consult the older Administrator's Guide
version 5.3.

Type

General command

Syntax

{DEFAULT|DEFLT} {[USER{(userid|NONE)}]}

                {[GROUP{(racfgroupid|(NONE)}]}

                {[PASSWORD{(password)|(NONE)}]}

userid
Indicates the user ID you want ESP to place as an operand of the USER keyword on the job card for JCL
submitted by ESP.

racfgroupid
Indicates the group name you want ESP to place as an operand of the GROUP keyword on the job card for JCL
submitted by ESP.

password
Indicates the password you want ESP to place as an operand of the PASSWORD keyword on the job card for
JCL submitted by ESP.

NONE
Use this if you want to nullify a previous setting. The corresponding operand on the job card is left unmodified.

 

NOTE

• The DEFAULT command is not commonly used as the use of USER and PASSWORD on job cards is not
very common.

• The DEFAULT command provides the ability to set defaults for jobs submitted by ESP. If any of these
operands is already specified on a job card, it is not overridden.

Example: Define default user ID, group and password

In the following example, the default user ID is RACUSER1, the default group is PAYROLL, and the default password is
MYSECRET, on the job card for submitted JCL:

DEFAULT USER(RACUSER1) GROUP(PAYROLL) PASSWORD(MYSECRET)

DEFCAL Command: Define Calendars
The DEFCAL command defines an ESP calendar. Use calendars to define scheduling terms that satisfy specific
processing situations.

Type

General command

Authority

You require SPECIAL or CALENDARDEF authority in a non-SAF environment to issue the DEFCAL command. With SAF,
you control access to calendars using the CALENDAR.calname resource.
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Syntax

{DEFCAL|DEFC} calname

              [OWNER(string)]

              [DEPARTMENT(deptid)]

              [LOGICAL|ABSOLUTE]

              [SHIFT(hh:mm)]

              [WEEKSTART(day)]

              [WORKDAYS(workday[,workday]...)]

calname
Indicates the name of the calendar. Can be up to eight alphanumeric or national characters ($,#,@). The first
character must be alphabetic.

string
Indicates a user/group in up to eight characters. Wildcard characters asterisk and hyphen can be used to perform
masking. This controls who can alter or delete the calendar. It doesn't control who can define holidays and special
days for the calendar. This applies only if you are using ESP internal security.

deptid
Indicates a department name of up to eight characters to which this calendar belongs.Wildcard characters
asterisk and hyphen can be used to perform masking. This applies only if you are using ESP internal security.

LOGICAL/ABSOLUTE
Indicates a logical calendar or an absolute calendar. The default is ABSOLUTE (days begin at midnight).

NOTE
Absolute calendars are recommended.

hh:mm
Indicates the start time of a logical day. If specified, your logical day is shifted forward by the specified time.

day
Indicates the first day of the week. This overrides the default specified in the ESP initialization parameters.

workday
Indicates which days are to be considered workdays. Separate each with a comma. This overrides the default
specified in the ESP initialization parameters.

Once a calendar is defined, users with access can define holidays, special days, and special period entries to be placed in
it.

You can also define a calendar using ESP Workstation or the ESP ISPF interface -- Option M from the Main Menu.

If you want to adjust the schedules for an event that uses the new calendar, issue the CALSCH command. The schedule
is then adjusted for changes to any calendar used by the Event. The reschedule occurs once, each time you issue
CALSCH. If you don't issue CALSCH, the schedule adjustment is done after the event is manually triggered or runs
according to its original schedule.

When ESP is installed, a calendar called SYSTEM is defined. All events have READ access to the SYSTEM calendar.

The SYSTEM calendar should contain only those scheduling entries that all ESP users need.

 

NOTE

Related information
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• For information on defining calendars, see the User Guide.
• For information on using special calendars in an event, see the User Guide.
• For information on using calendars, see the User Guide.
• For information on defining and deleting holidays, see the DEFHOL and DELHOL commands.
• For information on defining and deleting special days, see the DEFSPEC and DELSPEC commands.
• For information on altering the attributes of a calendar, see the ALTCAL command.
• For information on displaying information about calendars, see the LISTCAL command.
• For information on assigning default calendars to users in a SAF environment, see the Security Guide.
• For information on assigning default calendars to users in a non-SAF environment, see the DEFUSER and

DEFGROUP commands.

Example: Define the system calendar

In the following example, you define the system calendar. The first day of the week, and the workdays are determined by
the ESP initialization parameters.

DEFCAL SYSTEM

Example: Define first day of week and workdays

In the following example, you define calendar CAL1. The first day of the week is Sunday and workdays are Monday
through Friday, inclusive.

DEFCAL CAL1 OWNER(CYBER) WEEKSTART(SUN) -

WORKDAYS(MON,TUE,WED,THU,FRI)

DEFGROUP Command: Define Groups
The DEFGROUP command defines a group to ESP. Defining a group and connecting users to it allows you to manage
and control access to and use of ESP at a group level.

NOTE
DEFGROUP is applicable only when using ESP internal security. We recommend that you use SAF security
instead of ESP internal security. If you need to use ESP internal security, consult the older Administrator's Guide
version 5.3.

Type

General command

Authority

You require SPECIAL or CALENDARDEF authority in a non-SAF environment to issue the DEFGROUP command.

Syntax

{DEFGROUP|DEFG} groupname

                EVENT(eventdsid)

                [DEPARTMENT(deptid)]

                [AUTH(OPER)]

                [UREAD]

                [RACID]

                [CALENDAR(cal1[,cal2]...)]
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groupname
Indicates a one to eight character group name.

eventdsid
Indicates in up to eight characters the logical identifier of the event data base used to store events prefixed with
the group name defined.

deptid
Indicates a department name of up to eight characters to which this group belongs. Wildcard characters asterisk
and hyphen can be used to perform masking.

OPER
Indicates events having this group name as a prefix can contain operator commands.

UREAD
Indicates universal read access is available for any event defined using this group prefix.

RACID
Indicates the group name should be used for security attributes when ESP processes an event rather than the ID
of the defining user.

cal1
Indicates the name of the first default calendar for events that start with the group prefix, up to eight characters.

cal2
Indicates the name of the second default calendar, up to eight characters.

The default calendars are used by events that have no explicit calendar specification. They are searched in the order
specified. All events automatically have access to the SYSTEM calendar, which is searched after the default calendars.

A user with an authority attribute of ANY has access to any Group. Such a user does not need to be connected to any
Group.

ESP controls access to events by the high level prefix under which the event is stored. If a user saves an event using
an ESP user ID as the high level prefix, only that user and users with 'ANY' authority can access the event. When any
member of a group saves an event using the ESP group name as the high level prefix, any member of that group and
users with 'ANY' authority have access to the event.

You can also define and list a group using ESP's ISPF interface -- Option M from the ESP Main Menu.

NOTE

Related information

• For information on defining and deleting users, see the DEFUSER/DELUSER commands.
• For information on deleting groups, see the DELGROUP command.
• For information on displaying information about a group, see the LISTGRP command.
• For information on altering a group definition, see the ALTGROUP command.
• For information on connecting and disconnecting users to and from groups, see the CONNECT and

DISCONN commands.

Example: Define a group and assign an event data set

In the following example, a group called PROD is defined and event data set EVENT1 is assigned to the group. Events
are processed under the groupname:

DEFGROUP PROD EVENTSET(EVENT1) RACID

Example: Define a group and set a default calendar
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In the following example, a group called PAYGRP is defined and event data set EVENT2 is assigned to the group.
PAYGRP's default calendar is FISCAL:

DEFGROUP PAYGRP EVENTSET(EVENT2) CALENDAR(FISCAL)

Example: Define authority to issue operator commands

In the following example, SCHED is defined as part of the PRODSUPP department. SCHED has the authority to issue
ESP operator commands:

DEFGROUP SCHED EVENTSET(EVENT1) DEPARTMENT(PRODSUPP) AUTH(OPER)

DEFHOL Command: Define Holidays
The DEFHOL command defines a holiday in a specified calendar.

NOTE
Calendar changes by DEFHOL are logged.

Type

General command

Authority

You can define a holiday only in the calendar defined as your first default calendar or in calendars to which you have
access. If you do not have any default calendars defined, the holiday is stored in the SYSTEM calendar.

Syntax

{DEFHOL|DEFH} holidayname

              START(starttime)

              END(endtime)|FOR(duration)

              [RETAIN{(2,days)|(x,units)}]

              [CALENDAR(calname)]

              [RESCHEDULE]

holidayname
Indicates the name of a holiday. Can be up to 16 alphanumeric or national characters ($,#,@) or underscore.

starttime
Indicates the starting time and date of the holiday. If the date specification contains separators, it should be
enclosed in quotes. You have the option to specify UNTIL followed by a time and date specification, which tells
ESP when the holiday ends. If you use UNTIL, you must enclose the entire specification in quotes.

endtime
Indicates the time and date the holiday ends. It is mutually exclusive with the FOR operand, and with UNTIL or
ENDING in the START operand. Specifying a combination of these terms produces unpredictable results.

duration
Indicates the length of the holiday in hours.

x,units
Indicates the number of days, weeks or years after each occurrence of the holiday that you want to remain on the
system for reference. Specify 1-9999 for x. If you specify a number but no units, this value automatically defaults
to days. This determines how long you can refer back to a holiday after it occurs.
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calname
Indicates the name of the calendar in which the holiday is to be defined, otherwise user ID defaults are used.

RESCHEDULE
For an event using the specified calendar, adjust the schedule to account for changes to any calendar used by the
event.
If you don't specify RESCHEDULE, the schedule adjustment is done after the event is manually triggered or runs
according to the original schedule.

The duration of a holiday is 24 hours, unless you specify otherwise.

You can define multiple holidays with the same name. However, if they are on the same calendar, each holiday must have
a different starting date and time. If you are creating consecutive holidays, you may find it simpler to combine them into
one holiday with duration set to the total duration of the separate holidays.

You cannot define a holiday in a given calendar if there is a special day with the same name defined in that calendar.
However, if the special day is defined elsewhere, you can define a holiday with the same name as the special day.

NOTE
ESP merges holiday definitions in all calendars associated with an event. If the different calendars associated
with an event contain a holiday and a special day with the same day name, the day is always considered a
special day and the holiday is ignored. For more information about this behavior, see CALENDAR Command:
Specify Calendars.

In an event definition, you can schedule based on holidays or use an ON command such as 'on holiday'. This allows you
to bypass, delay or advance the schedule if it normally falls on a holiday or a particular day of the week.

You can also define and list a holiday using the ESP ISPF interface -- Option L from the Main Menu.

ESP deletes a holiday after its retain count expires. It does this whenever an update is made to the calendar containing
the holiday.

For logical day processing, holidays should be defined in ABSOLUTE terms even if stored in a LOGICAL calendar.

NOTE
You should not need to use logical calendars. Logical calendars can cause unanticipated results. We
recommend you use absolute calendars because of their ease of use, and because they can handle almost all
scheduling requirements.

NOTE

Related Information

• For information on specifying holiday names in schedule criteria, see Use Schedule Criteria.
• For information on deleting holidays, see the DELHOL command.
• For information on defining and deleting special days and periods, see the DEFSPEC and DELSPEC

commands.
• For information on displaying holiday information, see the LISTHOL command.
• For information on advancing, delaying, or ignoring event processing, see the ON command.
• For information on displaying information about a calendar, see the LISTCAL command.

Example: Define multiple holidays with the same name

In the following example, you define holiday CHRISTMAS as a 24 hour holiday over three successive years:

DEFHOL CHRISTMAS START('25 DECEMBER 2005') FOR(24)

DEFHOL CHRISTMAS START('25 DECEMBER 2006') FOR(24)

DEFHOL CHRISTMAS START('25 DECEMBER 2007') FOR(24)

Example: Define holiday with specific start and end time
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In the following example, you define NEW_YEARS to start on December 31st until January 2nd at 00:00:

DEFHOL NEW_YEARS START('31ST DEC 2000 UNTIL 2ND JAN 2001')

Example: Define holiday with 4 pm start time

In the following example, you define DAYOFF to start on January 5th, 2001 at 4 pm ending January 6th, 2001 at 4 pm.
The definition of DAYOFF resides on MYCAL for six weeks after it occurs:

DEFHOL DAYOFF START('4PM JAN 5, 2001') -

    END('4PM JAN 6, 2001') RETAIN(6,WEEKS) CALENDAR(MYCAL)

Example: Reschedule an Event after a holiday is added

You have the following event:

EVENT ID(PROD.UTILS) SYSTEM(ESDB) REPLACE

SCHEDULE 13.00 WORKDAY DAILY -

         STARTING THU 28TH JUL 2005

INVOKE 'PROD.ESPPROC(UTIL01)'

ENDDEF

You then define a new holiday in the SYSTEM calendar as follows:

DEFHOL BONUS_DAY START('JUL 28TH 2005') FOR(24) RESCHEDULE

Because you specified RESCHEDULE in the DEFHOL command, the event is immediately rescheduled. The STARTING
statement is changed from Thursday, July 28 to Friday, July 29 as follows.

EVENT ID(PROD.UTILS) SYSTEM(ESDB) REPLACE

SCHEDULE 13.00 WORKDAY DAILY -

         STARTING FRI 29TH JUL 2005

INVOKE 'PROD.ESPPROC(UTIL01)'

ENDDEF

DEFPN Command: Define Pnodes
The DEFPN command defines a processing node (pnode) to ESP. ESP tracks jobs through some pnodes automatically.
After a job passes through the output phase, you can identify additional (manual) pnodes for the job. These processing
phases may include bursting of output, distribution and so on.

Type

Authorized command

Authority

The PNODE.pnodename resource control the ability to use the PNODE command.

DEFPN name

      [ADD|REPLACE]

      [SEQUENCE(seqno)]

      [OWNER(ownerid)
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name
Indicates the name of the pnode, up to 16 characters.

ADD
Indicates this is a new definition. The request fails if a definition with the same name already exists. ADD is the
default.

REPLACE
Replaces a current pnode definition of same name.

SEQUENCE(seqno)
Indicates the relative sequence number used when displaying queues. When a DQ or DN command is used, the
pnode queues are displayed according to their sequence numbers. The sequence numbers can be in the range 0
to 255.

OWNER(ownerid)
The user IDs that can alter or delete this pnode definition. You can use wildcard characters asterisk and hyphen to
perform masking. The default ownerid is the user ID that defined the pnode. This operand applies only if you are
using ESP internal security.

At installation time, the INPUT, EXEC and OUTPUT pnodes are defined. ESP tracks jobs through these pnodes
automatically.

A job does not need to complete a manual pnode for a successor job to run. If you need to set up job dependencies with a
manual phase of a job, consider using manual tasks in an ESP application.

Once you have defined the pnode, authorized users can enter the POST command to post a job as having completed
processing at a specific pnode.

NOTE

Related information

• For information on defining processing nodes (pnodes), see the Advanced User Guide.
• For information on deleting manual pnodes, see the DELPN command.
• For information on displaying pnode information, see the LISTPN command.
• For information on posting a job complete from a manual pnode, see the POST command.
• For information on specifying the name of a pnode through which a job has to pass before it can be marked

complete, see the PNODES statement.

Example: Define job-tracking pnodes

In the following example, pnodes that ESP uses to track jobs are defined. ESP automatically assigns sequence numbers:

DEFPN INPUT

DEFPN EXEC

DEFPN OUTPUT

Example: Define a pnode with a sequence number

In the following example, BURSTER is defined. When the queue is displayed, the relative sequence number for this
pnode is 150.

DEFPN BURSTER SEQ(150)

Example: Define a pnode with limited alter and delete access for users

Only users with IDs beginning with SCH can alter or delete this entry.
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DEFPN BURSTER OWNER(SCH-)

Example: Update a pnode

In the following example the existing pnode BURSTER is updated with a different sequence number:

DEFPN BURSTER SEQ(100) REPLACE

Once a pnode is defined (above), you can use that pnode as a job requirement as follows:

JOB PAYJOB1

  PNODES BURSTER

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

To post PAYJOB1 complete from the BURSTER pnode, authorized users can issue the following POST command:

POST PAYJOB1 PNODE(BURSTER)

DEFPRINT Command Define Logical Reports - DATASET Option
The DEFPRINT command defines a logical report name to which output is directed. It defines the characteristics of an
auxiliary output device and associates the logical report name to it. Output can be directed to a sysout class, data set, or
DD file.

Type

General command

DEFPRINT repname

         DATASET('dsname[(member)]')

         [VOLUME(serial)]

         [UNIT(unitname)]

         [SPACE(primary,[secondary])TRACKS|BLOCKS|CYLINDERS]

         [EXTEND]

         [LRECL(length)]

         [RECFM{(V)|(F)}]

         [PAGELENGTH(lines)]

         [BLOCK(size)]

         [BLKSIZE(block)]

repname
Indicates a one to eight character alphanumeric logical report name.

dsname
Identifies the data set name to which the output is diverted. You should include a member name if you are
diverting output to a PDS.

EXTEND
Indicates the output should be added to the end of the data set. If you do not specify EXTEND, the data set is
overwritten.

length
Indicates the logical record length for each line of output. Specify the number of characters you want in each line.
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V
Indicates variable length records. This is the default. The line length is four bytes less than what you specified
under 'LRECL'.

F
Indicates fixed length records.

lines
Indicates the number of lines on each page, including titles and footings.

size
Indicates the size in bytes of a block allocation unit.

block
Indicates the actual length of blocks on a data set. The limit is 32767 bytes.

You must use the ENDPRINT command to close each data file you opened with DEFPRINT.

NOTE

Related information

• For information on ending a report print definition, see the ENDPRINT command.
• For information on directing output to a file, see the DEFPRINT command -- File Option.
• For information on directing output to a sysout class, see the DEFPRINT command - SYSOUT Option.
• For information on requesting that a data type printout be directed to a data set, sysout class or DD file from

Page mode, see the HARDCOPY command.
• For information on setting the default output environment for TITLE processing, see the SETPRINT

command.
• For information on defining a title to be displayed at the top of the next and subsequent pages of printed data,

see the TITLE command.

Example: Define a logical report name

In the following example, CYBRPT1 is associated with a preallocated data set. Output is directed to
ESP.MODEL.REPORT1:

DEFPRINT CYBRPT1 DATASET('ESP.MODEL.REPORT1')

Example: Define dynamically allocated report

In the following example, ESP.MODEL.REPORT2 is dynamically allocated and assigned a logical identifier of CYBRPT2.
Output is directed to ESP.MODEL.REPORT2:

DEFPRINT CYBRPT2 DATASET('ESP.MODEL.REPORT2') -

         SPACE(2,1) TRACKS VOLUME(CYB001) -

         LRECL(150) RECFM(FBA) BLKSIZE(15000)

DEFPRINT Command: Define Logical Reports - SYSOUT Option
The DEFPRINT command defines a logical report name to which output is directed. It defines the characteristics of an
auxiliary output device and associates the logical report name to it. Output can be directed to a sysout class, data set, or
DD file.

Type

General command
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DEFPRINT repname

         SYSOUT(class)

         [DEST(destcode)]

         [COPIES(n)]

         [FORM(type)]

         [LRECL(length)]

         [RECFM{(V)|(F)}]

         [PAGELENGTH(lines)]

         [UCS(char)]

         [SPIN]

repname
Indicates a one to eight character alphanumeric logical report name.

class
Indicates a one-character class number.

destcode
Indicates a destination code of up to eight characters. If you do not specify 'DEST', the destination defaults to
'LOCAL'.

n
Indicates the number of copies you want printed. The maximum is 240 copies.

type
Indicates the type of the form you want to use for printing, using up to four characters.

length
Indicates the logical record length for each line of output. Specify the number of characters you want in each line.

V
Indicates variable length records. This is the default. The line length is four bytes less than what you specified
under 'LRECL'.

F
Indicates fixed length records.

lines
Indicates the number of lines on each page, including titles and footings.

char
Indicates the universal character set type you want to be used on the printer for this printout.

SPIN
Indicates the data should be made available for printing as soon as you enter the ENDPRINT command.

You must use the ENDPRINT command to close each data file you opened with DEFPRINT.

NOTE

Related information
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• For information on ending a report print definition, see the ENDPRINT command.
• For information on directing output to a file, see the DEFPRINT command - File Option.
• For information on directing output to a data set, see the DEFPRINT command - DATASET Option.
• For information on requesting that a data type printout be directed to a data set, sysout class or DD file from

Page mode, see the HARDCOPY command.
• For information on setting the default output environment for TITLE processing, see the SETPRINT

command.
• For information on defining a title to be displayed at the top of the next and subsequent pages of printed data,

see the TITLE command.

Example: Direct output to sysout class J

In the above example, output for report DEPT123 is directed to a sysout class of J:

DEFPRINT DEPT123 SYSOUT(J)

DEFPRINT Command: Define Output to File
The DEFPRINT command defines a logical report name to which output is directed. It defines the characteristics of an
auxiliary output device and associates the logical report name to it. Output can be directed to a sysout class, data set, or
DD file.

Type

General command

DEFPRINT repname

         DDNAME(file)

         [EXTEND]

         [LRECL(length)]

         [RECFM{(V)|(F)}]

         [PAGELENGTH(lines)]

         [BLOCK(size)]

         [BLKSIZE(block)]

repname
Indicates a one to eight character alphanumeric logical report name.

file
Identifies the data set name to which the output is diverted. You should include a member name if you are
diverting output to a PDS.

EXTEND
Indicates the output should be added to the end of the data set. If you do not specify EXTEND, the data set is
overwritten.

length
Indicates the logical record length for each line of output. Specify the number of characters you want in each line.

V
Indicates variable length records. This is the default. The line length is four bytes less than what you specified
under 'LRECL'.

F
Indicates fixed length records.
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lines
Indicates the number of lines on each page, including titles and footings.

size
Indicates the size in bytes of a block allocation unit.

block
Indicates the actual length of blocks on a data set. The limit is 32767 bytes.

You must use the ENDPRINT command to close each data file you opened with DEFPRINT.

NOTE

Related Information

For information on ending a report print definition, see the ENDPRINT command.

For information on directing output to a file, see the DEFPRINT command - File Option.

For information on directing output to a sysout class, see the DEFPRINT command - SYSOUT Option.

For information on requesting that a data type printout be directed to a data set, sysout class or DD file from
Page mode, see the HARDCOPY command.

For information on setting the default output environment for TITLE processing, see the SETPRINT command.

For information on defining a title to be displayed at the top of the next and subsequent pages of printed data,
see the TITLE command.

Example: Route report to a file with logical record length 133

In the following example, output for report JR1RPT is routed to a file. The logical record length for each line of output
written to RPTDD1 should be 133, in fixed length records:

DEFPRINT JR1RPT DDNAME(RPTDD1) LRECL(133) RECFM(F)

DEFPRIO Command: Assign Default Priorities
The DEFPRIO command assigns a default priority to all jobs with no priority specified in their JCL for the purposes of
modeling. Priorities can range from 1 to 15, with 15 being the highest.

Type

Modeling command

DEFPRIO nn

nn
Indicates a default priority in the range 1-15. The highest priority is 15. If not specified, the default is 3.

Use the DEFPRIO command to assign a default selection priority to all jobs without one. This is normally the default job
priority defined on your system.

Within a job class, the model processor selects jobs for execution in order of priority. A job with a higher priority is selected
for execution sooner; jobs with the same priority are selected on a first-in first-out basis.

This command only applies to modeling. It does not affect actual job execution.

NOTE

Related information

For information on ESP's modeling feature, see Advanced Forecasting in the Advanced User Guide.
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Example: Set default priority

In the following example, a default priority of 12 is set for all jobs whose JCL does not already contain a priority statement:

DEFPRIO 12

DEFSIG Command: Define Signals
The DEFSIG command defines a signal. A signal can represent a manual task, such as the arrival of a tape, or an
automated task, such as the successful completion of a job. Signals are commonly used with DJC/JES3 networks, which
do not offer the flexibility of applications.

Type

General command

DEFSIG signalname

       [GEN(genno)]

signalname
Indicates the name of the signal. A signal has a two-part name consisting of a prefix which is a group name (or
user ID), followed by a description of up to 16 characters. If prefix is not specified, the current group prefix is used.

genno
Indicates the number of generations of a signal to be stored. The default, if not specified, is 1.

Signals cause an ESP event to wait for a condition in addition to its schedule criteria before it executes. A signal may
represent a manual task, such as the arrival of an input tape, or an automated task, such as the completion of a job.

Signals are available only at the event level. If you are using an application and need to set up conditions at the job level
for jobs in the application, the best method is through tasks.

NOTE

Related information

• For information on signal processing, see the Advanced User Guide.
• For information on cycling a signal, see the SIGCYCLE command.
• For information on posting a generation of a signal, see the SIGPOST command.
• For information on identifying that signal must be marked complete before execution of the event, see the

SIGWAIT command.
• For information on altering the numbers of generations of a signal, see the ALTSIG command.
• For information on displaying all generation of a signal, see the LISTSIG command.
• For information on setting up job level conditions in applications, see the User Guide.

Example: Define seven generations

In the following example, CYBER.DAILY_SIGNAL1 is defined with seven generations to be stored:

DEFSIG CYBER.DAILY_SIGNAL1 GEN(7)

Example: Use user prefix

In the following example, SIGNAL2 is defined using the current group/user prefix with five generations to be stored. If the
current group prefix is TX5312, the signal name is TX5312.SIGNAL2:
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DEFSIG SIGNAL2 GEN(5)

DEFSPEC Command: Define Special Days
The DEFSPEC command defines a special day or period in a specified calendar.

NOTE
Calendar changes by DEFSPEC are logged.

Type

General command

Authority

You can only define special days in the calendar defined as your first default calendar, or in calendars to which you have
access. If you do not have any default calendars defined, the special day is stored automatically in the SYSTEM calendar.

DEFSPEC specname

        [CALENDAR(calname)]

        ON(date)|REPEAT('schedule')

        [USING(cal1[,cal2]...)]

        [RETAIN(x,units)]

        [RESCHEDULE]

specname
Indicates a name for the special day you are defining, using up to 16 characters. The name may include the
underscore, numerics, and national characters. Blanks are not allowed.

date
Indicates the date and time on which the special day occurs, or specifies the beginning date and time of a single
special period. You must specify at least two special periods of the same name so that ESP knows when the first
period ends. If the date specification contains separators, it must be enclosed in quotes. ON is mutually exclusive
with the REPEAT operand.

schedule
Use this operand when specifying multiple special days or regular periods with the same name. It allows you to
specify more occurrences of an existing special day or period definition without having to completely redefine
them. Specify a valid schedule criteria, that defines when the special day or period should repeat itself (such as
'every 15th workday at 9 am', '6 times', 'until 15th June'). If you use separators, enclose the statement in quotes.
REPEAT is mutually exclusive with the ON operand.

calname
Indicates the calendar in which the special day or period is to be defined. This is the TARGET calendar on the
ISPF panel.

cal1, cal2
Indicates up to two calendar names. The USING operand is used if you refer to a special day or period in the
REPEAT operand. The calendars you specify with USING tell ESP where to find the special day or period
definitions to which you are referring. This is the SOURCE calendar on the ISPF panel.

x, units
Indicates the number of days, weeks or years after each occurrence of the special day or period that you want
it to remain on the system for reference. The default is two days. If you specify a number but no units, this value
automatically defaults to days.
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RESCHEDULE
For an Event using the specified calendars, adjust the schedule to account for changes to any calendar used by
the Event.
If you don't specify RESCHEDULE, the schedule adjustment is done after the Event is manually triggered or runs
according to the original schedule.

You cannot define a special day in a given calendar if there is a holiday with the same name defined in that calendar.
However, if the holiday is defined elsewhere, you can define a special day with the same name as the holiday.

NOTE
ESP merges holiday definitions in all calendars associated with an event. If different calendars associated with
an event contain a holiday and a special day with the same day name, the day is always considered a special
day and the holiday is ignored. For more information about this behavior, see CALENDAR Command: Specify
Calendars.

If you define two special days with the same name, ESP treats the time between them as a special period.

You cannot use ON and REPEAT together. You must, however, use one of these two options after specifying the required
special day or period name.

If you use the REPEAT operand without using the n TIMES operand, and without specifying either an UNTIL or ENDING
date, ESP uses one year as a default. You can only use the n TIMES operand if you use REPEAT.

Use the RETAIN operand to ensure that a special day definition remains on the system for more than the default of two
days after the special day (or first day of a special period) has passed. For example, you probably want to ensure that
any fiscal month definition remains on the system for at least one year, so you can refer to the '9TH FISCAL_MONTH OF
FISCAL_YEAR'. Specify 'RETAIN(1,YEAR)' or 'RETAIN(365)' (if units are omitted, this defaults to days). If all payroll days
need to be referred to for at least six months (180 days) after they pass, you would specify: 'RETAIN(180,DAYS)'. ESP
deletes a special day after the retain count expires. It does this whenever an update is made to the calendar containing
the special day.

You can also define and list special days and periods using the ESP ISPF interface -- Option L from the main menu.

NOTE

Related information

• For information on specifying special days or periods in schedule criteria, see the User Guide.
• For information on deleting special days or periods, see the DELSPEC command.
• For information on defining and deleting holidays, see the DEFHOL and DELHOL commands.
• For information on displaying special day and period information, see the LISTSPEC command.
• For information on displaying information about a calendar, see the LISTCAL command.

Example: Define special day in one calendar while referencing another

In the following example, you define YEAR_END as the last workday of August of the current year, in the CAL2 calendar.
CAL1 is used as a reference for workdays:

DEFSPEC YEAR_END ON('LAST WORKDAY OF AUG') USING(CAL1) -CALENDAR(CAL2)

Example: Define repeating special day

In the following example, you define PAYROLL_DAY to occur every two weeks on Thursdays. You also specify that the
special day is retained on the system for 365 days:

DEFSPEC PAYROLL_DAY -

REPEAT('THU EVERY 2 WEEKS UNTIL JAN3,1998') -

RETAIN(365)
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Example: Define repeating special periods

In the following example, you define a special period called SESSION that starts on January 1st and repeats 39 times
every four weeks. You also specify that the special period definition is retained on the system for one year:

DEFSPEC SESSION REPEAT('39 TIMES EVERY 4 WEEKS STARTING -

1ST JAN') RETAIN(1 YEAR)

Example: Define fiscal year

In the following example, you define fiscal years in calendar ACCT1 starting May 1st and ending April 30th, 2005. You
also specify that each fiscal year is retained on the system for two calendar years:

DEFSPEC FISCAL_YEAR REPEAT ('1MAY YEARLY UNTIL 30APR2005') -

CAL(ACCT1) RETAIN(2 YEARS)

Example: Reschedule an Event after a special day is added

Assume that BALANCE_DAYS are special days defined every Friday in calendar SPEC. The first balance day is on
January 27, 2006. On December 1, 2005, you have the following event in which ESP automatically added the STARTING
statement.

EVENT ID(PROD.UTILS) SYSTEM(ESDB) REPLACE

CALENDAR SPEC

SCHEDULE 13.00 BALANCE_DAYS -

         STARTING FRI 27TH JAN 2006

INVOKE 'PROD.ESPPROC(UTIL01)'

ENDDEF

On December 5, 2005, you then define a special day in the SPEC calendar as follows:

DEFSPEC BALANCE_DAYS ON('JAN 20TH 2006') CAL(SPEC) RESCHEDULE

Because you specified RESCHEDULE in the DEFSPEC command, the event is immediately rescheduled. The STARTING
statement is changed from Friday, January 27th to Friday, January 20th as follows:

EVENT ID(PROD.UTILS) SYSTEM(ESDB) REPLACE

CALENDAR SPEC

SCHEDULE 13.00 BALANCE_DAYS -

         STARTING FRI 20TH JAN 2006

INVOKE 'PROD.ESPPROC(UTIL01)'

ENDDEF

DEFSYML Command: Define Symbolic Variable Library
The DEFSYML command defines or alters a symbol library. This allows ESP to reference a collection of data sets using a
logical identifier.

 Type 

General command

 Authority 

With SAF, you control access to symbol libraries using the SYMLIB.symname resource.
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DEFSYML name

                 [DATASET(dsn[,dsn]...)]

                 [USERS(user[,user]...)]

                    [ADD|REPLACE]>

name
Indicates the name of the symbol library. It can consist of up to eight alphanumeric characters, the first of which
must be alphabetic.

dsn
Indicates one or more data sets to be scanned when the symbol library set is referenced by an event. The names
should be the valid names of data sets. If a data set is a PDS, then each member containing symbols must be
specified. Separate each with a blank or comma.

user
Indicates one or more user or group prefixes or masks, to restrict access to the symbol library sets. Wildcard
characters asterisk and hyphen can be used to perform masking. If no user IDs are specified, access to the
symbol library set is not restricted. This applies only if you are not using SAF.

ADD
Indicates this is a new definition, and is not to replace an existing entry, if there is one. This is the default.

REPLACE
Indicates this definition replaces an existing one.

To use a symbol library, use the SYMLIB command in an event definition.

Users can define their own variables and use built - in symbolic variables in JCL, command input, and in job definitions. A
user can define and work with symbolic variables in either a symbolic variable library or an ESP procedure.

When symbolic variable libraries are used to store user-defined symbolic variables, the ability to use ESP's IF-THEN-
ELSE language construct is lost.

If you want to use IF-THEN-ELSE type statements in combination with user-defined symbolic variables, you need to store
those definitions in a member of a PDS and invoke that member from your event or ESP procedure.

If you need to alter a symbol library definition, use the DEFSYML command with the replace option.

NOTE

 Related information 

• For information on setting symbol libraries, see the User Guide.
• For information on invoking user symbolic variables, see the Advanced User Guide.
• For information on displaying information on symbol libraries, see the LISTSYML command.
• For information on deleting a symbol library, see the DELSYML command.
• For information on requesting the inclusion of one or more symbolic variable libraries, see the SYMLIB

command.

 Example: Define member 

In the following example, SYMSET1 is defined and consists of the member DATEPARM of the ESP.SYMLIB data set:

DEFSYML SYMSET1 DA('ESP.SYMLIB(DATEPARM)')

 Example: Define data set and member 

In the following example, SYMSET2 is defined and consists of the sequential data set CYBER.PAYROLL.SYMBOLS and
the member DATE of the PDS CYBER.COMMON.SYMBOLS:

DEFSYML SYMSET2 DA('CYBER.PAYROLL.SYMBOLS', -

'CYBER.COMMON.SYMBOLS(DATE)')
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 Example: Replace current definition 

In the following example, the current SYMSET1 definition is replaced:

DEFSYML SYMSET1 DA('ESP.SYMLIB(DATEPARM)') REPLACE

DEFTJ Command: Define Tracking for Jobs
The DEFTJ command defines the tracking parameters for a job, either by full job name or job name prefix. The preferred
method for defining tracked jobs is a Job Tracking Definition Table.

Type

General command

Authority

You require ALTER authority on the TJD.jobname resource to issue the DEFTJ command in a SAF environment.

You require SCHEDULER authority or a matching ownership string to issue the DEFTJ command in a non-SAF
environment.

DEFTJ jobname 

      MODEL(modelname)

      [TRACK|NOTRACK]

      [INDEX(indexcount)]

      [OWNER(ownerid)]

      [PREFIX]

jobname
Indicates the job or job prefix to be defined. If a prefix is defined, the jobname should contain wildcard characters
asterisk and hyphen.

modelname
Indicates the name of the tracking model to be associated with the jobs. This is required unless you specify
NOTRACK. You can override this using the MODEL statement for a job in an application.

TRACK
Indicates you want the job to be tracked. This is the default.

NOTRACK
Indicates you do not want the job tracked.

indexcount
Indicates the number of ancestors of a job that are to remain on the job index data set. This defaults to the index
count specified on the tracking model for the job.

ownerid
Indicates an ownership string for the jobs. Wildcard characters asterisk and hyphen can be used to perform
masking. This applies if your are using ESP's internal security.

PREFIX
Indicates the entry being defined is a jobname prefix entry rather than a full jobname. Use this keyword if the
jobname contains asterisks or a hyphen.
All tracked jobs must be associated with a tracking model.

As an alternative to using the DEFTJ command to tell ESP what to track, you can use a job tracking definition table
(JTDT) to identify the characteristics of the jobs you want ESP to track. ESP can track jobs based on jobname, execution
class, programmer name, account number, job type or the user ID associated with the jobs. Job tracking definition tables
provide greater flexibility defining the properties of the jobs you want ESP to track and are therefore recommended.
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NOTE

Related information

• For information on job tracking definition tables, see the Installation and Configuration Guide.
• For information on defining or altering a tracking model, see the DEFTM command.
• For information on displaying tracked jobs, see the LTJ and LJ commands.
• For information on changing characteristics of a tracked job, see the ALTTJ command.
• For information on deleting a tracked job definition, see the DELTJ command.

Example: Define tracking

The following DEFTJ commands define what ESP will track:

DEFTJ PAYJOB99 MODEL(PAYSPEC) INDEX(10)

DEFTJ PAY- MODEL(PAYREG) PREFIX

DEFTJ TEST- NOTRACK

DEFTJ - MODEL(MODEL1) PREFIX

In the above example:

• PAYJOB99 is associated with the PAYSPEC tracking model. Ten instances of PAYJOB99 are retained on the job index
file.

• Jobs starting with PAY are associated with the PAYREG tracking model
• Jobs starting with TEST are not tracked
• All other jobs are associated with the MODEL1 tracking model.

DEFTM Command: Define Tracking Model
The DEFTM command defines or alters a job tracking model. A tracking model allows you to keep the tracking
characteristics that apply to a job or group of jobs in one place. Each job that you want ESP to track must have an
associated tracking model.

Type

General command

Authority

You require SPECIAL authority to issue the DEFTM command in a non-SAF environment. With SAF, you control access to
tracking models using the MODEL.modelname resource.

DEFTM name 

      [TRACK|NOTRACK]

      [PNODE(pnode[('time')][,pnode[('time')]] ...)]

      [ADD|REPLACE]

      [INDEX(10)|(indexcount)]

      [HISTFILE(histid)]

      [MONITOR(groupname)]

      [JOBSTARTEVENT(eventname)]

      [JOBENDEVENT(eventname)]

      [JOBFAILEVENT(eventname)]

      [JOBABENDEVENT(eventname)]

      [STEPENDEVENT(eventname)]

      [STEPFAILEVENT(eventname)]
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      [STEPABENDEVENT(eventname)]

name
Indicates the name of the tracking model
Limits: Up to eight characters.

TRACK
Indicates you want jobs using this model tracked. This is the default.

NOTRACK
Indicates jobs using this model are not tracked. This is normally specified in the job tracking definition table.

PNODE(pnode[('time')])
Indicates the name of a processing node through which a job has to pass before it can be considered complete. If
more than one pnode is specified, the jobs must pass through the pnodes in the order specified. The pnode name
can be followed by a parenthesized string containing a due-out time. The pnodes INPUT, EXEC, and OUTPUT do
not have to be specified unless using a due-out time. This is not commonly used with ESP applications.
Format of time:

• 'hh.mm' (actual time using 24-hour clock, hh: hours, mm: minutes, )
• '+hh.mm' (elapsed time after job submission, hh: hours, mm: minutes)

ADD
Indicates this is a new definition. This is the default. The request fails if a definition with the same name already
exists.

REPLACE
Indicates the model is to be replaced by a whole new definition. This operand must be used if a definition with the
same name exists.

INDEX(indexcount)
Indicates the number of ancestors of a job that are to remain on the job index data set. This value should be at
least as large as the highest number of similarly named jobs to be active in the job queues at one time.
Default: 10

HISTFILE(histfid)
Indicates the identifier of a job history recording data set (its logical name) that is to receive history data for jobs
using this tracking model. This allows you to REPORT on the jobs.

MONITOR(groupname)
Indicates any job using this model should check for monitor points and should search events with this ESP group
prefix for a monitor event. You can override this using the MONITOR statement for a job in an ESP application.

JOBSTARTEVENT(eventname)
Indicates the name of the event to be triggered whenever any mainframe job using this model starts.

JOBENDEVENT(eventname)
Indicates the name of the event to be triggered whenever any mainframe job using this model ends (successfully
or unsuccessfully).

JOBFAILEVENT(eventname)
Indicates the event to trigger whenever a mainframe job using this model ends with a non-zero return code. This
event is triggered when a job has an ABEND or ends on non-zero condition codes. To trigger the event only when
the job fails or ABENDs, add the proper CCCHK statement in the ESPPARM data set. For example, specifying
CCCHK RC(1:11) OK CONTINUE in ESPPARM prevents the event from triggering, although the job ends with
non-zero return codes less than 12. Specifying CCCHK RC(1:4095) OK CONTINUE in ESPPARM indicates
that the event is not triggered for non-zero return codes and behaves like the JOBABENDEVENT operand. An
exception to this rule is when CCCHK RC(1:4095) OK CONTINUE matches the criteria of failure on other CCCHK
statements that are specified at the application or job level.
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JOBABENDEVENT(eventname)
Indicates the name of the event to be triggered whenever any mainframe job using this model abends. This does
not include condition code failures.

STEPENDEVENT(eventname)
Indicates the name of the event to be triggered for each step end of any mainframe job using this model.

STEPFAILEVENT(eventname)
Indicates the name of the event to be triggered for each failing step end of any mainframe job using this model.
This includes abends and condition code failures.

STEPABENDEVENT(eventname)
Indicates the name of the event to be triggered whenever a step abends for a mainframe job using this model.
This does not include condition code failures.

NOTE
Event triggers for job tracking that you define using the DEFTM command only work for mainframe jobs.
To trigger events on the basis of distributed jobs, use alerts instead. For more information about alerts,
see Trigger Events through Job Monitoring and Alert Processing.

The DEFTM command allows you to centralize the definition of tracking characteristics that can be assigned to one job, or
a group of jobs. Jobs are normally associated with a tracking model using a job tracking definition table.

A tracking model specifies:

• A name for the model.
• The manual processing nodes (pnodes) through which a job passes.
• The number of ancestors of a job ESP should keep on the job index data set, job monitor events or the prefix of job

monitor events, and the logical name of a history recording data set.

You can set up a tracking model for held-manual jobs. A held-manual job is a job defined in an ESP application that is
submitted externally to ESP with TYPRUN=HOLD in its JCL. ESP monitors for messages from JES for the existence of
held jobs. When a held-manual job is readied within an ESP application and a job of the same name is held in JES, ESP
issues a JES release command. The job is released and tracked by ESP.

The following DEFTM job monitoring operands support a held-manual job's tracking model:

• JOBSTARTEVENT(eventname)
• JOBENDEVENT(eventname)
• JOBFAILEVENT(eventname)
• STEPENDEVENT(eventname)
• STEPFAILEVENT(eventname)
• STEPABENDEVENT(eventname)

NOTE

Related information

• For information about displaying the definition of tracking models, see the LTM command.
• For information about deleting a tracking model definition, see the DELTM command.
• For information about tracking definition entries in a job tracking definition table, see the TRACKDEF

statement.
• For information about using tracking models and job tracking definition tables, see the Installation and

Configuration Guide.
• For information about using job monitoring and alert processing, see the User Guide.
• For information about deleting a tracked job definition, see the DELTJ command.

Example: Define a Model, Store No History
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In the following example, tracking model MODEL1 is defined and keeps the ten most recent executions (default) of each
job associated with this tracking model on the job index data set. No history data is stored for jobs using this model:

DEFTM MODEL1

Example: Define a Model, Keep Three Copies of Job in Index File

In the following example, tracking model TESTJOBS is defined and keeps the three most recent executions of each job
associated with this tracking model on the job index data set:

DEFTM TESTJOBS INDEX(3)

Example: Define a Model, Keep Index and History Copies

In the following example, tracking model PRODJOBS is defined and keeps the ten most recent executions of each job
associated with this tracking model on the job index data set. History data for jobs using this model are stored in the
history file whose logical name is HIST1:

DEFTM PRODJOBS INDEX(10) HISTFILE(HIST1)

Example: Define a Model and Monitor Event

In the following example, tracking model STEPMON is defined. History data for jobs using this tracking model are stored
in the history file with logical name is HIST1. ESP triggers a monitor event called CYBER.STEPEND at each end of step
for jobs using this model:

DEFTM STEPMON HISTFILE(HIST1) STEPENDEVENT(CYBER.STEPEND)

Example: Replace Current Definition

In the following example, tracking model MODEL1's current definition is replaced with this new definition:

DEFTM MODEL1 HISTFILE(HIST1) INDEX(5) REPLACE

Example: Define Multiple Monitor Events

In the following example, tracking model MODELSTC is defined. ESP triggers a monitor event called
CYBER.START_STC each time a started task using this model starts. ESP also triggers a monitor event call
CYBER.END_STC each time a started task using this model ends:

DEFTM MODELSTC JOBSTARTEVENT(CYBER.START_STC) -

JOBENDEVENT(CYBER.END_STC)

Example: Defining a Model with Actual Due-Out Time

The following statement defines a tracking model named DISTJOBS:

DEFTM DISTJOBS PNODE(DISTRIB(13:45))

Any job using this model must finish the distribution phase by 1:45 pm. This translates to 13:45 in the 24-hour clock. A
job submitted at 2 pm (14:00) today has a due-out time of 1:45 pm (13:45) tomorrow.

If ESP has submitted a job and any phase of processing is incomplete by its due-out time, the job is considered overdue.
ESP sends a message to the operator console stating the job name and the incomplete processing phase. If you want to
take additional actions, see the "Job Monitoring and Alert Processing" chapter of the Advanced User Guide.
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DEFUSER Command: Define Users
The DEFUSER command defines a user to ESP, thus allowing a user to access and use ESP.

NOTE
DEFUSER is applicable only when using ESP internal security. We recommend that you use the SAF
security instead of the internal security of ESP. If you must use the internal security of ESP, consult the older
Administrator's Guide version 5.3.

Type

General command

Authority

You require SPECIAL authority to issue the DEFUSER command in a non-SAF environment.

{DEFUSER|DEFU}userid

               EVENTSET(eventdsid)

               [GROUP{(USERID)|(groupname)|(PREFIX)}]

               [PASSWORD(password)]

               [HISTFILE(histfile)]

               [DEPARTMENT(deptid)]

               [AUTH( [OPER|NOOPER]

                    [SPECIAL|NOSPECIAL]

                    [ANY|NOANY]

                    [SCHEDULER|NOSCHEDULER]

                    [GROUPDEF|NOGROUPDEF]

                    [CONNECTDEF|NOCONNECTDEF]

                    [CALENDARDEF|NOCALENDARDEF])]

               [AUTHTAB(tabname)]

               [CALENDAR(cal1[,cal2]...)]

userid
Indicates a one to eight character TSO user ID to be defined.

eventdsid
Indicates, in up to eight characters, the logical identifier of the event data base used to store events that are
prefixed with the user ID. Use EVENTSET(NONE) to prohibit a user from defining events.

USERID
Indicates the user ID that is going to be used as an event name prefix. This is the default.

groupname
Indicates the group that is going to be used as the event name prefix.

PREFIX
Indicates the current TSO profile data set prefix is used as the event name prefix.

password
Indicates a password of up to eight characters. If you are not using a host security package, associate the
password with the user ID for accessing the ESP command through a batch job.

histfile
Indicates the history file ID or mask, using up to eight characters. You can use the wildcard characters asterisk
and hyphen to perform masking. This controls access to the history files for reporting.
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deptid
Indicates a department name of up to eight characters to which this user belongs. You can use the wildcard
characters asterisk and hyphen to perform masking.

SPECIAL
Indicates the user can access an Administrator set of commands for ESP.

OPER
Indicates the user can issue operator commands.

ANY
Indicates the user can define and access events with any group prefix.

SCHEDULER
Indicates the user can define pnodes, tracking models and job tracking parameters.

GROUPDEF
Indicates the user can define other groups within the same department, or department sub-group, provided they
use the same Eventset. This user can define groups with equal or less authority than their own group, but is not
able to use the RACID option, which is only available with the DEFGROUP command to a user with the SPECIAL
attribute. The DEPARTMENT keyword must also be used with this keyword.

CONNECTDEF
Indicates a user can connect any user to any group within the same department or department sub - group.

CALENDARDEF
Indicates a user defines calendars and makes them available to other users within the same department or
department sub - group.

NOSPECIAL
Removes the SPECIAL attribute.

NOOPER
Removes the OPER attribute.

NOANY
Removes the ANY attribute.

NOSCHEDULER
Removes the SCHEDULER attribute.

NOGROUPDEF
Removes the GROUPDEF attribute.

NOCONNECTDEF
Removes the CONNECTDEF attribute.

NOCALENDARDEF
Removes the CALENDARDEF attribute.

tabname
Indicates the name of the authorization table that is assigned to the user, up to eight characters.

cal1
Indicates the name of the first default calendar, up to eight characters.

cal2
Indicates the name of the second default calendar, up to eight characters.

Events with no explicit calendar specification use default calendars. The default calendars are searched in the order
they are specified. All events automatically have access to the system calendar, which is searched after the default
calendars. A user can update the calendar that is listed as their first default calendar when that calendar is not assigned a
department. Additionally, a user can update the calendar even though their user ID is not included in the ownership string
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of the calendar. Authority attributes are independent of each other. For example, if you have the SPECIAL authority, you
do not automatically have any other authority attributes.

When you delete a user, none of the events that the user defined are going to execute. Broadcom supplies a utility,
CYBESU01, you can use to change the ownership of an event.

You can also define users using the ISPF interface for ESP. Choose Option M from the ESP Main Menu.

NOTE

Related information

• For information on calendars, see the CALENDAR command.
• For information on deleting a user, see the DELUSER command.
• For information on displaying a user, see the LISTUSER command.
• For information on changing the definition of a user, see the ALTUSER command.

Example: Define a User and the Event Data Base

In the following example, CYBUSR1 is defined with no authority. The events for CYBUSR1 are stored in the event data
base with the logical name EVENT1.

DEFUSER CYBUSR1 EVENTSET(EVENT1)

Example: Define a User and the Authorities

In the following example, CYBUSR2 has been given the authority to do the following tasks:

• Access commands relating to Administration.
• Define and access events with any group prefix.
• Issue operator commands.
• Define pnodes, tracking models and job tracking parameters.

DEFUSER CYBUSR2 EVENTSET(EVENT1) -

AUTH(SPECIAL,ANY,OPER,SCHEDULER)

Example: Define a User, Authorities, and the Event Data Set

In the following example: CYBUSR3 is defined, the event data set is EVENT1, the first default calendar is CAL1, and
access is allowed to the history file HIST1. Additionally, CYBUSR3 is allowed to define tracking models, job tracking
parameters, and processing nodes.

DEFUSER CYBUSR3 EVENTSET(EVENT1) CALENDAR(CAL1) -

HISTFILE(HIST1) AUTH(SCHEDULER)

Example: Define Limited Authorities

In the following example, CYBUSR4 has been given the authority to do the following tasks:

• Define and administer any department that begins with the string MTS and is therefore able to define other
departmental sub-groups, such as MTS1 and MTS2.

• Define other groups within their own department or sub-group of departments because of the GROUPDEF keyword.
The groups that CYBUSR4 defines can have the same or less authority, and must use the same Eventset, EVENT1.

• Define the calendars and connect other users to groups and sub-groups that CYBUSR4 has access.

DEFUSER CYBUSR4 EVENTSET(EVENT1) DEPT(MTS-) -

        AUTH(GROUPDEF,CALENDARDEF,CONNECTDEF) -
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        HISTFILE(HISTF1)

DELAT Command: Delete Authorization Tables
The DELAT command deletes an authorization table.

NOTE
DELAT is applicable only when using ESP internal security. We recommend that you use SAF security instead
of ESP internal security. If you need to use ESP internal security, consult the older Administrator's Guide version
5.3.

Type

General command

Authority

You require SPECIAL authority to issue the DELAT command in a non-SAF environment.

DELAT tabname

tabname
Indicates the name of the authorization table to be deleted, which consists of up to eight characters.

NOTE

Related information

For information on defining authorization tables, see the DEFAT command.

Example: Delete authorization table

In the following example, ATAB01 is deleted. A user that has been assigned ATAB01 will no longer be able to access job-
tracking data:

DELAT ATAB01

DELAYINT Command: Delay Intervals
The DELAYINT command sets the delay interval for retriggering an event when required data sets are not available.

Type

Oper command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the DELAYINT command.

DELAYINT [nn|5]

nn
Indicates a delay interval in minutes. Specify a value from 1 to 15 minutes. The default is 5 minutes.

If an event requires a data set that is not available at the trigger time because it is in use by another user, ESP tries again
at the specified DELAYINT time to re-trigger the event.

The DELAYINT is usually specified as an initialization parameter.
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If the DELAYINT command is entered dynamically, for example, from Page mode, it overrides the default initialization
parameter setting until an IPL is performed.

NOTE

Related information

For information on the DELAYINT initialization parameter, see the Installation and Configuration Guide.

Example: Display the delay interval

In the following example, ESP displays the interval for re-triggering an event when required data sets are not available:

OPER DELAYINT

Example: Set retry for one minute

In the following example, ESP retries in one minute if a required data set, such as a JCL library, is not available at trigger
time:

OPER DELAYINT 1

DELCAL Command: Delete Calendar
The DELCAL command deletes a calendar and all the holidays and special days within it.

Type

General command

Authority

You require SPECIAL or CALENDARDEF authority in a non-SAF environment to issue the DELCAL command. With SAF,
you control access to calendars using the CALENDAR.calname resource.

{DELCAL|DELC} calname [RESCHEDULE]

calname
Indicates a one to eight character calendar name to be deleted.

RESCHEDULE
For an Event using the specified calendar, adjust the schedule to account for changes to any calendar used by
the Event.
If you don't specify RESCHEDULE, the schedule adjustment is done after the Event is manually triggered or runs
according to the original schedule.

Only delete a calendar when you are sure no Event or applications use schedule terms in the calendar.

 

NOTE

Related information

For information on calendars, see the User Guide.

For information on defining calendars, see the DEFCAL command.

Example: Delete a calendar
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In the following example, you delete calendar PAYCAL and its entire contents (holidays, special days, and special
periods):

DELCAL PAYCAL

Example: Reschedule an Event after a calendar is deleted

You have the following Event:

EVENT ID(PROD.UTILS) SYSTEM(ESDB) REPLACE

CALENDAR SPECIAL

SCHEDULE 13.00 HOLIDAYS -

         STARTING SUN 25TH DEC 2005

INVOKE 'PROD.ESPPROC(UTIL01)'

ENDDEF

You then delete calendar SPECIAL, which contains a holiday on December 25, 2005 as follows:

DELCAL SPECIAL RESCHEDULE

Because you specified RESCHEDULE in the DELCAL command, the Event is immediately rescheduled. The STARTING
statement is changed from Sunday, December 25, 2005 to Monday, January 3, 2006 (assuming U.S. holidays) as follows.

EVENT ID(PROD.UTILS) SYSTEM(ESDB) REPLACE

CALENDAR SPECIAL

SCHEDULE 13.00 HOLIDAYS -

         STARTING MON 3RD JAN 2006

INVOKE 'PROD.ESPPROC(UTIL01)'

ENDDEF

DELETE Command: Delete Events (General)
The DELETE command deletes an event definition.

Type

General command

{DELETE|DEL} eventid

eventid
Indicates the name of an event to be deleted. If no prefix is specified, your current GROUP prefix is used.
The specified event is deleted at the time the command is entered, even if the event is currently scheduled.

NOTE

Related information

For information on working with events, see the User Guide.

For information on displaying events, see the LIST command.

Example: Delete an Event

In the following example, CYBER.PAYROLL is deleted:
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DELETE CYBER.PAYROLL

DELETE Command: Delete Events (In Definition)
When used in an event definition, the DELETE command can delete an event at a scheduled time.

Type

Event command

{DELETE|DEL} criteria

criteria
Schedule criteria that resolve to a single date and time.

 

NOTE

Related information

For information on working with events, see the User Guide.

Example: Delete event at 10 am first day of year

In the following example, an event is deleted at 10 am on the first day of the year:

DELETE 10AM FIRST DAY OF YEAR

Example: Delete on specific date

In the following example, an event is deleted at 11 pm on March 2nd, 2004:

DELETE 11PM MARCH 2,2004

DELGROUP Command: Delete Groups
The DELGROUP command deletes a group definition.

NOTE
DELGROUP is applicable only when using ESP internal security. We recommend that you use SAF security
instead of ESP internal security. If you need to use ESP internal security, consult the older Administrator's Guide
version 5.3.

Type

General command

Authority

You require SPECIAL or GROUPDEF authority to issue the DELGROUP command.

{DELGROUP|DELG} groupname

groupname
Indicates the name of the group to be deleted.
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NOTE

Related information

For information on defining groups, see the DEFGROUP command.

For information on displaying information about a group, see the LISTGRP command.

Example: Delete a Group

In the following example, the ACCOUNTS group is deleted:

DELGROUP ACCOUNTS

DELHOL Command: Delete Holidays
The DELHOL command deletes a holiday definition.

NOTE
Calendar changes by DELHOL are logged.

Type

General command

Authority

You can delete only holidays defined in your first default calendar or in calendars to which you have access.

{DELHOL|DELH} holidayname

              START(starttime)

              [CALENDAR(calname)]

              [RESCHEDULE]

holidayname
Indicates the 1 to 16 character name of the holiday.

starttime
Indicates the starting time and date of the holiday. If the date specification contains separators, it should be
enclosed in quotes.

calname
Indicates the name of the calendar in which the holiday is defined.

RESCHEDULE
For an Event using the specified calendar, adjust the schedule to account for changes to any calendar used by
the Event.
If you don't specify RESCHEDULE, the schedule adjustment is done after the Event is manually triggered or runs
according to the original schedule.

You can only delete one holiday at a time.

The holiday name and start time must match an existing definition for the command to work. The time and date
specification must be accurate to within one minute.

If you do not specify a calendar name, the following calendars are searched in the order listed.

1. The first default calendar as defined in your user ID entry.
2. The second default calendar as defined in your user ID entry.
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3. The SYSTEM calendar.

The first matching holiday entry found is deleted.

Normally you do not need to delete holiday definitions. Holidays are automatically deleted after the retention period
expires, as per the time period specified when the holiday was defined.

NOTE

Related information

For information on defining holidays, see the DEFHOL command.

For information on displaying holiday information, see the LISTHOL command.

Example: Delete a holiday

In the following example, you delete holiday TEMPORARY from the UCAL2 calendar:

DELHOL TEMPORARY START('FEB 22,1998') CAL(UCAL2)

Example: Reschedule an Event after a holiday is deleted

You have the following Event:

EVENT ID(PROD.UTILS) SYSTEM(ESDB) REPLACE

CALENDAR SPECIAL

SCHEDULE 13.00 HOLIDAYS -

         STARTING SUN 25TH DEC 2005

INVOKE 'PROD.ESPPROC(UTIL01)'

ENDDEF

You then remove the December 25 holiday from calendar SPECIAL as follows:

DELHOL XMAS_DAY START('MIDNIGHT 25 DECEMBER 2005') FOR(24) - CAL(SPECIAL) RESCHEDULE

Because you specified RESCHEDULE in the DELHOL command, the Event is immediately rescheduled. The STARTING
statement is changed from Sunday, December 25, 2005 to Monday, January 3, 2006 (assuming U.S. holidays) as follows.

EVENT ID(PROD.UTILS) SYSTEM(ESDB) REPLACE

CALENDAR SPECIAL

SCHEDULE 13.00 HOLIDAYS -

         STARTING MON 3RD JAN 2006

INVOKE 'PROD.ESPPROC(UTIL01)'

ENDDEF

DELPN Command: Delete Pnodes
The DELPN command deletes a processing node (pnode) definition.

Type

General command

Authority

You require SCHEDULER authority in a non-SAF environment to issue the DELPN command. With SAF, you control
access to pnodes using the PNODE.pnodename resource.
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DELPN pnode

pnode
Indicates the name of the pnode being deleted.

NOTE

Related information

For information on defining processing nodes (pnodes), see the Advanced User Guide.

For information defining manual pnodes, see the DEFPN command.

Example: Delete a pnode

In the following example, the DISTRIB manual pnode is deleted:

DELPN DISTRIB

DELSIG Command: Delete Signals
The DELSIG command deletes a signal.

Type

General command

Authority

You can delete only those signals beginning with a prefix to which you have access.

DELSIG signalname

signalname
Indicates the name of the signal. If the prefix is omitted, the current group or user prefix is used.

NOTE

Related information

• For information on signal processing, see the Advanced User Guide.
• For information on defining signals, see the DEFSIG command.
• For information on posting a generation of a signal, see the SIGPOST command.
• For information on altering the numbers of generations of a signal, see the ALTSIG command.
• For information on displaying all generations of a signal, see the LISTSIG command.

Example: Delete specific signal

In the following example, CYBER.SIGNAL1 is deleted:

DELSIG CYBER.SIGNAL1

Example: Delete signal in current group prefix

In the following example, SIGNAL2 is deleted. If, for example the current group prefix is PROD, then PROD.SIGNAL2 is
deleted:

DELSIG SIGNAL2
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DELSPEC Command: Delete Special Days or Periods
The DELSPEC command deletes a special day or period definition.

NOTE
Calendar changes by DELSPEC are logged.

Type

General command

Authority

You can delete only special days or periods defined in your first default calendar, or calendars to which you have access.

DELSPEC specname

        ON(date)

        [CALENDAR(calname)]

        [RESCHEDULE]

specname
Indicates a 1 to 16 character name of a special day or period.

date
Indicates the starting time and date of the special day or period. If the date specification contains separators, it
should be enclosed in quotes.

calname
Indicates the name of the calendar in which the special day is to be deleted.

RESCHEDULE
For an Event using the specified calendar, adjust the schedule to account for changes to any calendar used by
the Event.
If you don't specify RESCHEDULE, the schedule adjustment is done after the Event is manually triggered or runs
according to the original schedule.

You must delete one special day at a time.

The special day and start time must match an existing definition for the command to work. The time and date specification
must be accurate to within one minute.

If you do not specify a calendar name, the following calendars are searched in the order listed. The first matching special
day/period entry found is deleted.

1. The first default calendar as defined in your user ID entry.
2. The second default calendar as defined in your user ID entry.
3. The SYSTEM calendar.

Normally you do not need to delete special days. Special days are automatically deleted after the retention period expires,
as per the time period specified when the special day was defined.

NOTE

Related information

• For information on using special days, see the User Guide.
• For information on defining special days or periods, see the DEFSPEC command.
• For information on displaying special day and period information, see the LISTSPEC command.

Example: Delete specific instance of special day
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In the following example, you delete special day PAYROLL_DAY, which falls on November 26, 2001:

DELSPEC PAYROLL_DAY ON('26TH NOVEMBER 2001')

Example: Reschedule an Event after a special day is deleted

Assume that BALANCE_DAYS are special days defined every Friday in calendar SPEC. The first balance day is on
January 20, 2006. On December 1, 2005, you define the following Event except for the STARTING statement. You let
ESP add the STARTING statement.

EVENT ID(PROD.UTILS) SYSTEM(ESDB) REPLACE

CALENDAR SPEC

SCHEDULE 13.00 BALANCE_DAYS -

         STARTING FRI 20TH JAN 2006

INVOKE 'PROD.ESPPROC(UTIL01)'

ENDDEF

On December 5, 2005, you then delete a special day from the SPEC calendar as follows:

DELSPEC BALANCE_DAYS ON('JAN 20TH 2006') CAL(SPEC) RESCHEDULE

Because you specified RESCHEDULE in the DELSPEC command, the Event is immediately rescheduled. The
STARTING statement is changed from Friday, January 20th to Friday, January 27th as follows.

EVENT ID(PROD.UTILS) SYSTEM(ESDB) REPLACE

CALENDAR SPEC

SCHEDULE 13.00 BALANCE_DAYS -

         STARTING FRI 27TH JAN 2006

INVOKE 'PROD.ESPPROC(UTIL01)'

ENDDEF

DELSYML Command: Delete Symbolic Variable Library
The DELSYML command deletes a symbolic variable library.

Type

General command

Authority

You require SPECIAL, SCHEDULER or CALENDARDEF authority to issue the DELSYML command in non-SAF
environments. With SAF, you control access to symbol libraries using the SYMLIB.symname resource.

DELSYML name

name
Indicates the name of the symbolic variable library to be deleted.

The DELSYML command deletes the logical identifier of the symbol library.

NOTE

Related information
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• For information on displaying symbol libraries, see the LISTSYML command.
• For information on defining a symbol library, see the DEFSYML command.

Example: Delete symbolic variable library

In the following example, USRSYMS is deleted.

NOTE
Only the logical identifier (USRSYMS) is deleted and not the data sets associated with the identifier when the
symbolic library was defined:

DELSYML USRSYMS

DELTJ Command: Delete Tracked Job Definitions
The DELTJ command deletes tracked job definitions from the job index file.

Type

General command

Authority

You require ALTER authority on the TJD.jobname resource to issue the DELTJ command in a SAF environment.

You require SCHEDULER authority or a matching ownership string to issue the DELTJ command in a non-SAF
environment.

DELTJ jobname

      [PREFIX]

jobname
Indicates the name of the job, or job prefix to delete. Only if a job prefix is deleted can the name contain asterisks
and a hyphen.

PREFIX
Indicates a prefix entry is being deleted. This applies only if you are not using a Job Tracking Definition Table.
Normally you should not need to delete tracked job definitions.
The preferred method for deleting and altering tracked job definitions is a Job Tracking Definition Table.

NOTE

Related information

• For information on job tracking definition tables, see the Installation and Configuration Guide.
• For information on changing characteristics of a tracked job, see the ALTTJ command.

Example: Delete tracked job definition

In the following example, PAYJOB99 is deleted from the job index file:

DELTJ PAYJOB99

Example: Delete multiple tracked job definitions

In the following example, any job whose name starts with the characters ABC is deleted from the job index file. Jobs with
this prefix that are already tracked continue to be tracked as specific entries were built. These can be deleted individually
if required. This example applies only if you are not using a Job Tracking Definition table:
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DELTJ ABC- PREFIX

DELTM Command: Delete Tracking Model Definitions
The DELTM command deletes a tracking model definition.

Type

General command

Authority

You require special authority to issue the DELTM command in a non-SAF environment. With SAF, you control access to
tracking models using the MODEL.modelname resource.

DELTM model

model
Indicates the name of the tracking model to be deleted.
Caution should be used when deleting tracking models. Tracking models contain tracking characteristics that may
apply to a large number of jobs. If a tracking model is deleted, ESP no longer tracks all jobs associated with that
tracking model.

NOTE

Related information

• For information on displaying a tracking model, see the LTM command.
• For information on defining a tracking model, see the DEFTM command.
• For information on tracking definition entries in a Job Tracking Definition Table, see the TRACKDEF

statement.
• For information on using tracking models, and Job Tracking Definition Tables, see the Installation and

Configuration Guide.

Example: Delete tracking model

In the following example, MODELTST is deleted:

DELTM MODELTST

DELUSER Command: Delete Users
The DELUSER command deletes a user definition from ESP.

NOTE
DELUSER is applicable only when using ESP internal security. We recommend that you use the SAF
security instead of the internal security of ESP. If you must use the internal security of ESP, consult the older
Administrator's Guide version 5.3.

Type

General command

Authority

You require SPECIAL authority to issue the DELUSER command in a non-SAF environment.
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{DELUSER|DELU} userid

userid
Indicates the name of the user definition to be deleted.

NOTE

Related information

• For information on defining a user, see the DEFUSER command.
• For information on displaying a user, see the LISTUSER command.
• For information on changing the definition of a user, see the ALTUSER command.

Example: Delete a User

In the following example, CYBUSR9 is deleted and is no longer able to access ESP:

DELUSER CYBUSR9

DFLTUSER Command: Define Default Users
The DFLTUSER command defines the characteristics of an undefined user communicating with ESP for the first time.

NOTE
DFLTUSER is applicable only when using ESP internal security. We recommend that you use SAF security
instead of ESP internal security. If you need to use ESP internal security, consult the older Administrator's Guide
version 5.3.

Type

General command

Authority

You require SPECIAL authority to issue the DFLTUSER command.

DFLTUSER {[NONE]}

         {[AUTH {(SPECIAL)|(OPER)|(ANY)}]}

         {[GROUP{(PREFIX)|(groupid)|(USERID)}]}

         {[EVENTID(evdb)]

NONE
Indicates no unauthorized users may access the system.

AUTH
Indicates the attributes to be assigned to the user.

SPECIAL
Indicates the user is allowed full access to ESP, including holiday and special day definitions as well as group and
user definitions.

OPER
Indicates the user is allowed to issue ESP operator commands.

ANY
Indicates the user is allowed to access any event, even though he is not connected to the group in which the
event is defined.

GROUP
Indicates the default GROUP to which the user is assigned.
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PREFIX
Indicates the TSO profile prefix should be used. This is the default if the GROUP keyword is not specified.

groupid
Indicates the group prefix of your choice, using up to eight characters.

USERID
Indicates the user ID should be used as a group prefix for events.

evdb
Indicates the identifier of an event data base, using up to eight characters. This event data base contains the
events that the user defines, prefixed by his or her own user ID.
The GROUP keyword specifies the default GROUP to which the user is assigned.
This command has to be reissued only when any specifications are to be modified.

NOTE

Related information

For information on defining and deleting users to ESP, see the DEFUSER and DELUSER commands.

Example: Define default user

In the following example, any user who is not defined to ESP has his user ID assigned as his ESP group prefix, and all his
event definitions are stored in the event data base called EVENT1:

DFLTUSER GROUP(USERID) EVENT(EVENT1)

DFPNODE Command: Set or Display Default Pnodes
The DFPNODE command displays or sets the default pnode for the issuing system console or TSO session.

Type

General command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the DFPNODE command.

DFPNODE [pnodename]

pnodename
Indicates the name of the default pnode. If this Operand is omitted, the current default pnode is displayed.
The DFPNODE command makes it easier for a TSO user or system console operator to POST a job from a
pnode because the PNODE operand of the POST command is not needed. The PNODE operand on the POST
command can still be used to override the default pnode.
The default pnode is retained across sessions and IPLs until reset by another DFPNODE command.

NOTE

Related information

• For information on posting a job complete from a manual pnode, see the POST command.
• For information on defining and deleting manual pnodes, see the DEFPN and DELPN commands.
• For information on defining processing nodes (pnodes), see the Advanced User Guide.

Example: Define default pnode

In the following example, BURSTER is set as the default pnode for the issuing console or user ID:
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DFPNODE BURSTER

To post jobs from a default pnode, issue the POST command as follows:

POST MYJOB

POST OTHERJOB

DISCONN Command: Disconnect Users
The DISCONN command disconnects or removes the authority of a user to access a group prefix.

Type

General command

Authority

You require SPECIAL or CONNECTDEF authority to issue the DISCONN command in a non-SAF environment.

{DISCONN|DISCON} userid 

                 GROUP(groupname)

userid
Indicates the user ID to be disconnected.

groupname
Indicates the name of the group from which the user is being disconnected.

The DISCONN command applies only if your are using ESP's internal security.

It may be necessary to restrict a user's access to a Group prefix. You may have to do this if, for example, the user moves
out of that group to another area of your organization, or to another company.

 

NOTE

Related information

For information on connecting a user to a group, see the CONNECT command.

For information on listing a user definition, see the LISTUSER command.

Example: Disconnect user from group

In the following example, FRED is disconnected from the BILLING group:

DISCONN FRED GROUP(BILLING)

DISPLAY Command: Display Reporting Fields
The DISPLAY command specifies the reporting fields you want to display when creating history reports.

Type

Reporting command

DISPLAY field [length] ['title1'] ['title2']
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      [,field [length] ['title1'] ['title2']] 

      [...]

field
Specifies the name of a field to be displayed.

length
Specifies the display length of the field. This can be used to create more space between columns. Character
fields are left justified; blanks are padded on the right to the length specified.

title1
Specifies a title that overrides the default title for the field.

title2
Specifies a continuation of title1 on a second line.
Example: If title1 is 'AGENT' and title2 is 'NAME', the following title is displayed:
AGENT

NAME

NOTE

• If you specify multiple fields, they are displayed on the report detail line in the order specified.
• If the length of the titles exceeds the length of the field, the column width adjusts to accommodate the titles.
• For information on history reporting including a list of valid fields, see the User Guide.
• For information on beginning a report definition, see the REPORT command.

Example: Specify list of fields to display

In the following example, the following fields are displayed as part of a history report:

• Application name (APPLSYS)
• Application generation number (APPLGEN)
• Full name (FULLNAME) 64-character job names
• Job number (JOBNO)
• Job status (STATUS)
• Forced completion flag (FORCED)
• Execution start time (EXECST)
• Execution end time (ENDT)

DISPLAY APPLSYS APPLGEN FULLNAME JOBNO STATUS FORCED EXECST ENDT

Example: Specify fields and titles

In the following example, the following fields are displayed as part of a history report:

• Job name
• Time at which ESP read the job into the system
• Date at job submission
• Tape EXCP count with a length of five digits and a two-line title with "TAPE" on the first line and "EXCPS" on the

second line
• Disk EXCP count with a length of six digits and a two-line title with "DISK" on the first line and "EXCPS" on the second

line

DISPLAY JOBNAME,RDRON,RDRONDATE,TEXCP 5 'TAPE' 'EXCPS' -

        DEXCP 6 'DISK' 'EXCPS'
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Example: Pad field with blanks

In the following example, the following fields are displayed as part of a history report:

• Job name, padded on the right with blanks to a width of 15
• Completion code

DISPLAY JOBNAME 15,CMPC

DN Command: Display Names
The DN command displays the names of jobs, TSO users and started tasks on the pnode queues.

Type

General command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the DN command.

Syntax

DN [QUEUE(pnodename[,pnodename]...)]

   [JOB[(jobname[,jobname]...)]] 

   [TSU[(tsuname[,tsuname]...)]] 

   [STC[(stcname[,stcname]...)]] 

   [OVERDUE(mins)]

   [AT(time)]

   [TIME]

   [DATE]

   [COMPRESSED]

   [DUE]

   [SID]

pnodename
Indicates the name or names of pnodes to be displayed. Several names can be specified, enclosed in
parentheses and separated by a blank or comma. Wildcard characters asterisk and hyphen can be used to
perform masking.

jobname
Indicates the name or names of jobs to be displayed. Several names can be specified, if separated by a comma.
Wildcard characters asterisk and hyphen can be used to perform masking.

tsuname
Indicates the names of TSO users to be displayed. Several names can be specified if separated by a comma.
Wildcard characters asterisk and hyphen can be used to perform masking.

stcname
Indicates the names of started tasks to be displayed. Several names can be specified, if separated by a comma.
Wildcard characters asterisk and hyphen can be used to perform masking.

mins
Indicates an overdue amount. Jobs are displayed if they are overdue by the specified number of minutes. If
OVERDUE is specified with no Operands, 0 is assumed.
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AT(time)
Used together with the DUE or OVERDUE keywords, requests a display of jobs that would be overdue if not
complete at the specified time. The time can contain a free format date and time specification. It should be
enclosed in quotes if it contains a blank or comma.

TIME
Indicates the time the job entered the pnode queue is displayed.

DATE
Indicates the date the job came into the pnode queue is displayed.

COMPRESSED
Indicates the display is compressed to get as many entries on a line as possible. In addition, only the first eight
characters of a pnode name are displayed.

DUE
Indicates the dueout time for each job is displayed. Jobs that do not have a dueout time are marked as having no
due time. To identify a job as having a dueout time, use the DUEOUT or LATESUB application statements.

SID
Indicates the system ID, where the JOB/STC/TSU was last posted from, be displayed.
As an alternative to using the DN command to display the names of jobs on the pnode queues, you can use the
Consolidated Status Facility (CSF) for monitoring and controlling jobs in applications.

 

NOTE

Related information

For information on displaying the number of jobs on each queue, see the DQ command.

For information on defining processing nodes (pnodes), see the Advanced User Guide.

For information on posting a job complete from a manual pnode, see the POST command.

For information on monitoring and controlling workload using CSF, see the Operator's Guide.

Example: Display all pnode queues

In the following example, all pnode queues are displayed:

DN

Example: Display all jobs in a pnode

In the following example, all jobs on the execution pnode are displayed:

DN QUEUE(EXEC) JOB(-)

Example: Display certain jobs in a pnode

In the following example, jobs with names that start with A or B in the INPUT queue are displayed. The date and time the
jobs entered their respective queues are also shown:

DN JOB(A-,B-) QUEUE(INPUT) DATE TIME

Example: Display jobs overdue at 6am

In the following example, any job that would be more than ten minutes overdue if it does not complete by 6 am is
displayed. The due time for each job is displayed as well as the jobname, number and pnode name:
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DN OVERDUE(10) AT(6AM) DUE

DQ Command: Display Pnode Queues
The DQ command displays the names of all or selected pnode queues, along with the number of jobs in each queue.

Type

General command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the DQ command.

Syntax

DQ [QUEUE(pnodename],pnodename]...)]

pnodename
Indicates the name or names of the pnode to be displayed. Several names can be specified, enclosed in
parentheses and separated by a blank or comma. Wildcard characters asterisk and hyphen can be used to
perform masking.

As an alternative to using the DQ command to display the pnode queues, you can use the Consolidated Status Facility
(CSF) for monitoring and controlling jobs in applications.

 

NOTE

Related information

For information on displaying the names of the jobs in each queue, see the DN command.

For information on defining processing nodes (pnodes), see the Advanced User Guide.

For information on CSF, see the Operator's Guide.

Example: Display all pnode queues and the number of jobs

In the following example, all pnode queues and the corresponding number of jobs in each of those pnode queues are
displayed:

DQ

Example: Display EXEC pnode and number of jobs

In the following example, the EXEC (execution) pnode is displayed, along with the number of jobs in this pnode queue:

DQ QUEUE(EXEC)

Example: Display multiple queues

In the following example, the INPUT (input) and EXEC (execution) pnodes are displayed, along with the number of jobs in
these pnode queues:

DQ QUEUE(INPUT EXEC)
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DSPMODE Command: Display zIIP Processing Information
The DSPMODE command displays information related to IBM zIIP processor use.

Type

OPER Command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the DSPMODE command.

Syntax

DSPMODE [CPUS|TASKS[(task,task...)]|EXCLUDE|HELP]

DSPMODE
When coded with no other operands, displays message 4474I, which indicates whether zIIP processing was
requested and honored.

CPUS
Displays the number of defined and active:

• General-purpose CPUs
• zAAP processors
• zIIP processors

TASKS[(task,task...)]
Displays statistics only for tasks that can run on a zIIP processor. SRB mode statistics are included because this
mode is required for zIIP processing. The output fields for each task are as follows:
TaskId

An internally assigned task identifier
TaskName

An internally assigned task name
TCB>SRB

Count of TCB mode to SRB mode switches
SRB>TCB

Count of SRB mode to TCB mode switches
TCB_CPU

CPU time used by the task in TCB mode.
SRB_CPU

CPU time used by the task in SRB mode. This time includes zIIP processing and non-zIIP processing.
zIIPed

zIIP processor time used by the task.
zIIP_CP

CPU time used by the task in SRB mode when the task was eligible for execution on a zIIP processor, but
did not execute there.

Z
Indicates whether the task is currently enabled for zIIP processing. If the following conditions are met, the
task is enabled for zIIP processing:
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• One or more zIIP processors are available.
• zIIP processing is enabled for ESP or an ESP Workstation Server, depending on with which system

the task is associated.
• The task is not specified in the ZIIPEXCL initialization parameter.

Limits: Y (enabled), N (disabled)
Format for time output fields:

• s.ssssss -- Seconds from 0.000000 to 9.999999
• ss.sssss -- Seconds from 10.00000 to 59.99999
• mm:ss.ss -- Minutes and seconds from 1:00.00 to 59:59.99
• hh:mm:ss -- Hours, minutes, and seconds from 1:00:00 to 99:59:59
• >100Hrs -- Any time of 100 hours or more

NOTE

• TCB_CPU + SRB_CPU gives the total CPU time used by a task.
• zIIPed is mutually exclusive with zIIP_CP.
• zIIPed, zIIP_CP, and zIIPed + zIIP_CP are always less than SRB_CPU because there is also

overhead processing to support zIIP processing.

EXCLUDE
Displays the task exclusion specifications from the ZIIPEXCL initialization parameter.

HELP
Displays help for the DSPMODE command

Example: Display the zIIP Eligibility Status

In this example, the DSPMODE command is issued to display whether zIIP processing was requested and honored:

OPER DSPMODE

Example: Display TCB Mode and SRB Mode Statistics

In this example, the DSPMODE command is issued to display statistics for TCB Mode and SRB Mode processing:

OPER DSPMODE TASKS

A sample response is as follows:

TaskId TaskName   TCB>SRB SRB>TCB   TCB_CPU  SRB_CPU   zIIPed  zIIP_CP Z

03F200 MainTask       726     726  2.104661 0.071949 0.071877 0.000068 Y

046A18 XcfEvent         2       2  0.000211 0.052806 0.045060 0.007744 Y

0513E8 ScbdXmtr         3       3  0.032530 0.041813 0.039215 0.002596 Y

0521E8 EspCom           1       1  0.020842 0.000003 0.000001 0.000000 Y

054CD8 AgentRcv         1       1  0.018223 0.000005 0.000003 0.000000 Y

057CD8 EventMgr         1       1  0.188041 0.000003 0.000002 0.000000 Y

05CAD8 EventMgr         1       1  0.164509 0.000003 0.000001 0.000000 Y

05D6D8 EventMgr         1       1  0.161506 0.000003 0.000001 0.000000 Y

05E2D8 EventMgr         1       1  0.164284 0.000002 0.000001 0.000000 Y

05EED8 EventMgr         1       1  0.182909 0.000003 0.000002 0.000000 Y

05FAD8 EventMgr         1       1  0.175250 0.000002 0.000001 0.000000 Y

060AD8 EventMgr         1       1  0.217564 0.000002 0.000001 0.000000 Y
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0646D8 EventMgr         1       1  0.172186 0.000003 0.000001 0.000000 Y

DSTRDLY Command: Delay Data Set Triggers
The DSTRDLY command delays data set triggered events or data set trigger objects when data set activity occurs.

Type

OPER command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the DSTRDLY command.

Syntax

DSTRDLY [nn|0]

nn
The number of seconds to delay. The default is 0.
Data set triggered events or data set trigger objects might trigger too soon after a data set closes. When data set
triggering is detected, the DSTRDLY command globally delays data set triggered events. For example, a data set
trigger might occur after a data set is created but prior to the data set being cataloged.

The DSTRDLY command is usually coded as an initialization parameter.

To display what the data set trigger delay value is currently set to, issue the DSTRDLY command with no operands.

 

NOTE

Related information

For information on data set triggering at the job level, see the DSTRIG or DSNAME statements.

For information on data set triggering at the event level, see the User Guide.

Example: Display current delay

In the following example, issuing DSTRDLY with no operand displays the current data set trigger delay value:

OPER DSTRDLY

The results are displayed as follows:

DATASET TRIGGER DELAY VALUE CURRENTLY SET AT 0 SECONDS

Example: Set delay to 15 seconds

In the following example, data set triggered events or data set trigger objects are delayed by 15 seconds:

OPER DSTRDLY 15

DSTREXCL Command: Exclude Data Set Triggers
The DSTREXCL command flags an entry in the data set trigger exclude list as invalid. These entries are not actually
deleted from the list. Entries flagged as inactive are converted to lowercase.
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Type

OPER command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the DSTREXCL command.

Syntax

DSTREXCL {pgmname}

         [(pgmname[,pgmname]...)]

pgmname
Indicates the name of a program to be flagged as no longer part of the Data set Trigger Exclude list.

The data set trigger exclude list consists of a list of programs that are not eligible for data set triggering. The DSTREXCL
initialization parameter specifies these. Once this list has been built, you use the DSTREXCL command to flag an entry in
the data set trigger exclude list as invalid.

 

NOTE

Related information

For information on adding an entry to the data set trigger exclude list, see the DSTREXCL initialization
parameter in the Installation and Configuration Guide.

For information on displaying the data set trigger exclude list, see the LDTREL command.

Example: To exclude PGM999

The following example flags a PGM999 entry in the data set trigger exclude list as invalid. The command is issued from
Page mode:

DSTREXCL PGM999

In the above example, PGM999 is flagged as invalid. PGM999 is not actually deleted from the list -- its entry is converted
to lowercase as follows:

DSTRIG exclude PGM=pgm999

DSTRIG Command: Activate Explicit Data Set Triggers
The DSTRIG command activates an explicit data set trigger. You can issue this command in Page or Line mode, but not
within an ESP event.

Type

General command

Syntax

DSTRIG [']dsname['][(pdsmember)|(relgen)]

       [BIAS(bias))]

       [VOLSER|VOLUME(volser)]

       ACTIVATE
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dsname
The full name of the data set associated with the explicit data set trigger. Quotes around the data set name are
optional. You can include a GDG absolute generation in dsname or specify a relative generation in relgen.

pdsmember
A member of the PDS specified by dsname.

relgen
The relative generation of the GDG specified by dsname. For example, you can code

• (0) for the current generation
• (+1) for the next generation
• (-1) for the previous generation

BIAS(bias)
A number that is subtracted from relgen. The resulting relative generation determines the absolute generation of
dsname to trigger on. For more details, see the Usage notes section.

NOTE
BIAS is only valid if you code relgen and the EXPDSTRG initialization parameter or command specifies
VERIFY or SECURE. BIAS is ignored if EXPDSTRG specifies NOVERIFY.

VOLSER|VOLUME(volser)
The serial number of the volume on which dsname resides.

ACTIVATE
Activate an explicit data set trigger. Required.

Matching operands with the explicit data set trigger definition

You must specify the same value as the explicit data set trigger definition (DSTRIG command or DSNAME statement) for
the following operands:

• dsname
• member
• relgen (including leading zeroes)

Using the BIAS operand

You can use the bias parameter to trigger on a different generation of a GDG than is specified by the relgen parameter.
The primary use for bias is if you want to trigger on a new generation of a GDG.

Example: Activate an explicit data set trigger

In the following examples, an explicit data set trigger is activated for data set PROD.PAYROLL.FILE123.

DSTRIG PROD.PAYROLL.FILE123 ACTIVATE

or

DSTRIG 'PROD.PAYROLL.FILE123' ACTIVATE

In the following example, an explicit data set trigger is activated for PDS member UPDATE01.

DSTRIG 'PROD.PAYROLL.FILE123(UPDATE01)' ACTIVATE

Example: Activate an explicit data set trigger for a data set on a specified volume

In the following example, an explicit data set trigger is activated for the specified data set on volume PROD01.
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DSTRIG PROD.PAYROLL.FILE123 VOLSER(PROD01) ACTIVATE

Example: Activate an explicit data set trigger for an absolute GDG generation

In the following examples, an explicit data set trigger is activated for the G0027V00 generation of GDG
PROD.PAYROLL.FILE123.

DSTRIG PROD.PAYROLL.FILE123.G0027V00 ACTIVATE

Example: Activate an explicit data set trigger for a relative GDG generation

In the following example, zero in the relgen operand specifies the current GDG generation.

DSTRIG PROD.PAYROLL.FILE123(0) ACTIVATE

Example: Adjusting the relative generation using the bias operand

The following example shows how to trigger on a new generation of a GDG by coding the BIAS operand to adjust the
relgen operand.

In the following Event, an explicit data set trigger is defined for any new generation of PROD.TRANS.

EVENT ID(MYEVENT)

DSTRIG PROD.TRANS(+1) EXPLICIT

ENDDEF

In the following JCL, STEP1 creates a new generation of PROD.TRANS and STEP2 activates the trigger for that new
generation.

//DSTRIG01 JOB  ...

//*

//STEP1    EXEC PGM=IEBGENER

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD DUMMY

//SYSUT1   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PROD.INPUT,DISP=SHR

//SYSUT2   DD DISP=OLD,DSN=PROD.TRANS(+1),DISP=(,CATLG),

//         SPACE=(TRK,1),UNIT=SYSDA

//*

//STEP2    EXEC PGM=ESPDST,COND=(0,LT),

//         PARM='DSNAME(PROD.TRANS(+1)) BIAS(1) SUBSYSTEM(ESPS)'

//STEPLIB  DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=CYBER.CD7YLOAD

By coding a relgen of +1 instead of 0 in STEP2, we prevent the trigger from activating on anything except a new
generation of PROD.TRANS. However, by the time STEP2 runs, the new generation is now generation 0. We use BIAS(1)
to adjust relgen to 0.

DSTRIG Command: Define Event-Level Data Set Triggers
The DSTRIG command defines triggers that cause an event to execute depending on what is happening to a specified
data set. The trigger types are as follows:
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• Implicit Data Set Trigger -- Trigger an event if a specified data set is created, closed, or renamed. Use this trigger if
SMF records are produced for the data set activity. The data set can be created, closed, or renamed by a job, started
task, or TSO user.

• Explicit Data Set Trigger -- Trigger an event if a specified data set is created, closed, or renamed. Use this trigger if
no SMF records are produced for the data set activity. In this case, ESP is explicitly notified of activity on the specified
data set.

• USS File trigger -- Trigger an event if a specified USS file is updated or renamed.

NOTE
The USS file trigger for renaming works only for USS File System paths with maximum of 63 characters.

• Disposition-Based Data Set Trigger -- Trigger an event if a specified data set is deallocated with a disposition of
CATLG or KEEP.

NOTE
To use disposition-based data set triggers, specify SYSMSGS in the TRACKOPT initialization parameter.

• FTP Data Set Trigger -- Trigger an event if a specified data set is successfully sent or received through FTP.

Type

General command

Implicit Data Set Trigger Syntax

 DSTRIG [']dsname[']
        [JOBNAME(jobname)]
        [MULTIPLE [PRIMED]] 
        [RENAME]
        [ANYCLOSE]
        [COUNT(n|1) [CURRENT(n|0)]] 
        [USER(userid)]
 

Explicit Data Set Trigger Syntax

 DSTRIG [']dsname[(member)|(relgen)][']
        EXPLICIT
        [JOBNAME(jobname)]
        [MULTIPLE [PRIMED]] 
        [COUNT(n|1) [CURRENT(n|0)]] 
        [USER(userid)]
 

USS File Trigger Syntax

 DSTRIG [']path[']
        USS
        [JOBNAME(jobname)]
        [MULTIPLE [PRIMED]] 
        [RENAME]
        [COUNT(n|1) [CURRENT(n|0)]] 
        [USER(userid)]
 

Disposition-Based Data Set Trigger Syntax
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 DSTRIG [']dsname[']
        [JOBNAME(jobname)]
        [MULTIPLE [PRIMED]] 
        [DISP(CATLG|KEEP)]
        [COUNT(n|1) [CURRENT(n|0)]] 
        [USER(userid)]
 

FTP Data Set Trigger Syntax

 DSTRIG [']dsname[(member)][']
        [FTP(RECEIVE|RECV) [RENAME]] |[FTP(SEND)]
        [JOBNAME(jobname)]
        [MULTIPLE [PRIMED]] 
        [ANYCLOSE]
        [COUNT(n|1) [CURRENT(n|0)]] 
        [HOST(hostname)]
        [USER(userid)]
        [USERSMF(smftype)]
        [LOGON(logonid)]
 

NOTE
You must specify FTP, HOST, or LOGON, or any combination of those operands. If you do not specify FTP, the
default is FTP(RECEIVE).

ANYCLOSE
Trigger the event any time the specified data set is closed, rather than only after the first closure of a newly
created data set.

NOTE

ANYCLOSE is the default for USS file triggers, FTP triggers, and triggers for VSAM data sets.

If you want to use both the ANYCLOSE and RENAME trigger options, code a DSTRIG command for
each of those data set activities. See the example "Trigger with ANYCLOSE or RENAME".

COUNT(n|1)
Schedule the event after n triggers occur. A value of 0 or 1 schedules the event every time the trigger occurs.
You can display the event at any time to see the current value of the counter. You can specify several DSTRIG
commands for one event, and each can maintain its own separate counters.
Limit: 0 to 255
Default: 1

CURRENT(n|0)
Schedule the event after the first n triggers occur and then use the COUNT operand to determine when the event
is next scheduled.
Example: Assume that COUNT is 10 and CURRENT is 5. The event is first scheduled after five triggers and then
it is scheduled each time 10 triggers have occurred.
Limit: 0 to 255
Default: 0

DISP(CATLG|KEEP)
Trigger the event if the specified data set is deallocated with a disposition of CATLG or KEEP.
CATLG reacts to newly cataloged data sets.
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KEEP applies to both new and old data sets that were kept or catalogued by the job.

NOTE

This option requires the following:

• System message interception must be enabled from Master and proxies by TRACKOPT SYSMSG.
• To watch for data sets from STCs and TSO users, include STC and TSU in TRACKOPT.
• Disposition messages must not be suppressed with MSGLEVEL(,0).

dsname
Specifies the full name or generic prefix of the data set the trigger is based upon. The data set name must start
with the high-level index, because the current TSO data set prefix is not used.
You can specify a generic prefix as follows:

• For all data set triggers except the data set disposition trigger, you can type a wildcard hyphen (-) at the end of
the prefix.

• For a data set disposition trigger, you can type a wildcard hyphen or a wildcard asterisk (*) at any position in
the prefix or the data set.

The wildcard hyphen must not immediately follow the period separating the qualifiers. If the wildcard hyphen is
the last character on the line, it is interpreted as a continuation character and not as a wildcard. There must be
something else on the line, such as a blank comment (/* */).
The dsname of the DSTRIG command always refers to the local mainframe data set for both FTP(RECEIVE) and
FTP(SEND).

EXPLICIT
Specifies an explicit data set trigger. The event is triggered if ESP is explicitly notified of activity on the specified
data set.

FTP(RECEIVE|RECV)
Specifies an FTP data set trigger that is based on receiving a data set to the local mainframe. The event is
triggered if the specified data set is successfully transferred from the remote FTP partner to the local mainframe
FTP partner.

FTP(SEND)
Specifies an FTP data set trigger that is based on sending a data set from the local mainframe. The event is
triggered if the specified data set is successfully transferred from the local mainframe FTP partner to the remote
FTP partner.

HOST(hostname)
Limits FTP data set triggers to transfers to or from the remote host specified in hostname.
Format: A DNS host name or an IP address (IPV4 or IPV6 format)
Limits: 100 characters

JOBNAME(jobname)
Limits data set triggers or USS file triggers to activity that is caused by a specific job, started task, or TSO user ID.
jobname indicates the full name or generic prefix of a jobname. You can specify a generic prefix as follows:

• For USS file triggers and all data set triggers except the data set disposition trigger, you can type a wildcard
hyphen (-) at the end of the prefix.

• For a data set disposition trigger, you can type a wildcard hyphen or a wildcard asterisk (*) at any position in
the prefix.

LOGON(logonid)
Limits FTP data set triggers to transfers done under the user ID specified in logonid. The user ID is the one that
the FTP client uses to logon to the FTP server. You can use wildcard characters.
Example: The following example accepts any user whose user ID starts with abc:
LOGON(abc-)
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If the FTP client is the remote partner, then logonid is the user ID of the local FTP partner. In this case, specifying
LOGON(logonid) has the same effect as specifying USER(userid).
If the FTP client is the local partner, then logonid is the user ID of the remote FTP partner.
When logonid is a remote user ID, it can be case-sensitive (for example, on UNIX hosts). Therefore logonid
lowercase characters are not translated to uppercase characters.

member
Specifies the PDS member name. You can specify a generic member by typing a wildcard hyphen (-) at the end of
member, for example:
DSTRIG PDS.DATA.SET(MEMBER-) EXPLICIT

MULTIPLE
Trigger the event after the closure of all the data sets specified in DSTRIG MULTIPLE commands.
Example: Assume that there are four DSTRIG MULTIPLE commands in the event. All four of those data sets
must close before the event is triggered.

path
Specifies the full path or path suffix of a USS file.
Limits:

• Minimum of 8 characters for a path suffix
• Maximum of 63 characters
• The full path starts with a forward slash (/), for example,

 DSTRIG /usr/local/foo.sh USS 
 

• A path suffix starts with one of the full directory names in the path and it has no forward slash (/) at the start. A
match is made for USS files that include the path suffix at the end of the full path for that file. For example,
 DSTRIG local/foo.sh USS
 

matches file /usr/local/foo.sh but not file /usr/templocal/foo.sh.
• If path contains blanks, enclose it in single quotes.

Before setting path, consider whether the full path or a path suffix will be specified in the command that updates
or renames the USS file. That command value appears in the SMF record, which is compared to the path value in
USS file triggers. The following example shows a command with full path /usr/local/dir:
ls  -la > /usr/local/dir

The full path matches triggers with full path /usr/local/dir in DSTRIG or triggers with path suffix local/dir in
DSTRIG.
The following example shows a command issued from directory /usr/ using relative path ./local/dir:
ls  -la > ./local/dir

The relative path matches triggers with path suffix local/dir in DSTRIG but it does not match triggers with full path /
usr/local/dir in DSTRIG.

PRIMED
Indicates that the trigger condition was already met for the specified data set. You may need to use PRIMED If
you redefine an event containing DSTRIG MULTIPLE commands. If some of those DSTRIG MULTIPLE triggers
were already satisfied, specify PRIMED in each trigger that was satisfied.

relgen
Specifies the relative generation of the generation data group (GDG). For example, you can code:

• (0) for the current generation
• (+1) for the next generation
• (-1) for the previous generation
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Code relgen in DSTRIG and in the corresponding ESPDST (alias CYBESDT1) in the same way, including leading
zeros.

NOTE

Alternatively, you can include the absolute generation in dsname. For example:

CYB4.ENCXX.BACKO01A.G0027V00

RENAME
Trigger the event if a data set or USS file is renamed to the name specified in dsname or path respectively. The
new name is used to trigger the event from then on.
With RENAME, an FTP trigger is activated when an FTP rename command issued by the client completes.
Because dsname specifies the local host data set, the remote FTP partner must be the client for an FTP trigger
that includes RENAME. Therefore, the RENAME and FTP(SEND) operands are mutually exclusive.

NOTE
If you want to use the following trigger combinations, code a DSTRIG command for each data set
activity in the combination:

• Data set creation or RENAME
For details, see the example "Trigger with data set creation or RENAME"

• ANYCLOSE or RENAME
For details, see the example "Trigger with ANYCLOSE or RENAME"

USER(userid)
Limits data set triggers to activity originating from the user ID specified in userid. You can use wildcard characters.
The following example accepts any user whose user ID starts with abc:
USER(abc-)

For implicit data set triggers and USS file triggers, userid refers to the mainframe user ID of the job task closing
or renaming the data set or USS file. Because userid always refers to a local mainframe user ID, lowercase
characters are translated to uppercase characters.
For data set disposition triggers, userid refers to the mainframe user ID of the job task deallocating the data set.
Because userid always refers to a local mainframe user ID, lowercase characters are translated to uppercase
characters.
For FTP data set triggers, userid refers to the mainframe user ID of the job task of the local FTP partner. This
reference applies regardless of whether the local FTP partner is the client or the server. Because userid always
refers to a local mainframe user ID, lowercase characters are translated to uppercase characters.
For explicit data set triggers, userid refers to the mainframe user ID of the job or task closing or renaming the data
set. Because userid always refers to a local mainframe user ID, lowercase characters are translated to uppercase
characters.

USERSMF(smftype)
For an FTP trigger, USERSMF specifies the SMF type that ESP monitors for when you use the Broadcom TCP/IP
stack.
Range: 128-255

USS
Specifies a USS file trigger.

How data set activity triggers an event

The DSTRIG command is used to request that the event is triggered on the creation or closure of a data set. The trigger
actually occurs at the time the data set is closed.

If multiple DD statements in a step reference a data set, only a data set closure in the one with DISP=NEW can trigger
the event. However, if you code the ANYCLOSE operand, a data set closure in any of the DD statements can trigger the
event.
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ESP does not trigger a data set-triggered event when the data set closes during an abnormal termination of a task or job
step. Allocating a data set in ISPF or executing an IEFBR14 also does not trigger a data set-triggered event.

Using the member operand

• If you specify a PDS in dsname but you do not specify member, the creation or update of any member of that PDS
triggers the event.

• If you specify a PDS member name, the data set name cannot be generic. For example, the following command is
invalid:
 DSTRIG PDS.DATA.S-(MEMBER1) EXPLICIT
 

SMF records

• Triggering can be restricted to data sets created by a specific job or group of jobs. Events can also be made to wait for
triggers from activity in more than one data set. ESP accomplishes data set triggering by watching all SMF records that
the system generates.

• For an FTP trigger, ESP can intercept SMF records only if the local FTP partner is the server.
• Here are the SMF record types and subtypes that DSTRIG monitors:
Type 14

Generated when a non-VSAM data set is closed after it is opened for input. In this case, the program that opens
the data set only reads it. ESP ignores these records so no data set triggering takes place.

Type 15
Generated when a non-VSAM data set is closed, after having been opened for output. A new data set might have
been created (DISP=NEW) or an existing data set might have been rewritten or updated (DISP=OLD or MOD).
If ANYCLOSE is specified in the DSTRIG statement, the event is triggered when ESP detects a type 15 record. If
ANYCLOSE is not specified, the event is triggered for a data set creation and the event is not triggered for a data
set update.
ESP ignores type 15 records for end-of-volume (EOV) processing or VIO or temporary data sets.

Type 18
Generated when a data set is renamed.

Type 64
Generated when a VSAM data set is closed or when EOV processing takes place. As with type 15 records, EOV
records are ignored. ESP also ignores TCLOSE records (CLOSE TYPE=T) and records not pertaining to the
DATA component of a VSAM cluster.
Type 64 records do not distinguish between a VSAM data set being closed after creation or after updating.
Therefore, ANYCLOSE is assumed if not explicitly specified in a dataset trigger definition for VSAM data sets.

Type 92, Subtype 11
Generated when a USS file is closed after creation or after updating.
The maximum path field length in this SMF record is 64 characters. Since 1 byte is reserved to check the full
directory name, the DSTRIG path operand is limited to 63 characters.
If a USS file is created, but no bytes have been written, the SMF record is rejected and no triggering occurs.

Type 92, Subtype 14
Generated when a USS file is renamed or deleted.

Types 118 or 119
Generated when a data set is received, transmitted, or renamed through FTP when you use the IBM TCP/IP
stack. These records supply information such as the IP address of the partner, the number of records generated,
and error indicators. ESP monitors types 118 or 119 depending on the setting of the FTP initialization parameter.
Record type 119 is available only with z/OS and it is IPv6 supported.
SMF record type 118 is not IPv6 supported.
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Types in the Range 128 to 255
Generated when a data set is received, transmitted, or renamed through FTP when you use the Broadcom
TCP/IP stack. These records supply information such as the IP address of the partner, the number of records
generated, and error indicators. You specify the record types when setting up the Broadcom TCP/IP stack in the
FTP initialization parameter. Consult your system programmer for Broadcom TCP/IP stack information.

NOTE

Related information

For information about data set triggering, see the Using section.

For information about displaying data set-triggered events, see the LDXE command.

For information about displaying data sets being checked for closure, creation, or renaming, see the LDTE
command.

For information about data set triggering at the job level, see the DSTRIG and DSNAME statements.

Example: Trigger on any closure of a data set

In the following example, any closure of PROD.PAYROLL.FILE123 automatically triggers this event:

 EVENT ID(CYB.PAYDLY)
 DSTRIG PROD.PAYROLL.FILE123 ANYCLOSE
 INVOKE 'CYB.ESP.PROCS(PAYDLY)'
 ENDDEF
 

Example: Trigger with ANYCLOSE or RENAME

In the following example, this event is automatically triggered whenever data set PGL.TRANS.NEW is closed or when a
data set is renamed to PGL.TRANS.NEW:

 EVENT ID(CYB.GLDLY)
 DSTRIG PGL.TRANS.NEW ANYCLOSE
 DSTRIG PGL.TRANS.NEW RENAME 
 INVOKE 'PGL.ESP.PROCS(GLTRANS)'
 ENDDEF
  
 

Example: Trigger on the cataloging of a data set

The example event following is triggered if any data set starting with PROD.PAYROLL.FILE and ending with any three
valid characters is deallocated with disposition CATLG.

 EVENT ID(CYB.PAYDLY)
 DSTRIG 'PROD.PAYROLL.FILE***' DISP(CATLG)
 INVOKE 'CYB.ESP.PROCS(PAYDLY)'
 ENDDEF
 

Example: Trigger on the update of a USS file

The example event following is triggered when USS file /usr/local/foo.sh is updated.
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NOTE
Do not store the file in a tmp directory, for example, /tmp or SYS1/tmp. Temporary directories are typically
mounted as a temporary file system (TFS). TFS is an in-memory file system and does not show bytes being
written. In that case, the dataset trigger will not work.

 EVENT ID(CYB.PAYDLY)
 DSTRIG /usr/local/foo.sh USS
 INVOKE 'CYB.ESP.PROCS(PAYDLY)'
 ENDDEF
 

Example: Trigger on the update of a USS file using a path suffix

The example event following is triggered when an USS file is updated and its path ends with /local/foo.sh. Note that local
is the full directory name.

 EVENT ID(CYB.PAYDLY)
 DSTRIG local/foo.sh USS
 INVOKE 'CYB.ESP.PROCS(PAYDLY)'
 ENDDEF
 

Example: Trigger on the rename of a USS file

The example event following is triggered when a USS file is renamed to /usr/local/foo.sh.

 EVENT ID(CYB.PAYDLY)
 DSTRIG /usr/local/foo.sh USS RENAME
 INVOKE 'CYB.ESP.PROCS(PAYDLY)'
 ENDDEF
 

Example: Trigger on the creation of a generation of a GDG

In the following example, when a generation of PROD.PAYROLL is created by PAYJOB1, this event is automatically
triggered:

 EVENT ID(CYB.PAYWKLY)
 DSTRIG PROD.PAYROLL.G- JOB(PAYJOB1)
 SUBMIT 'CYB.JCL.CNTL(PAYWKLY)'
 ENDDEF
 

NOTE
The event is triggered when any data set with a name starting with PROD.PAYROLL.G is created by PAYJOB1,
including generations of PROD.PAYROLL.

Example: Trigger on multiple conditions

The following event triggers upon both closure of a specific data set and the creation of another data set:

 EVENT ID(CYB.PAYMTH)
 DSTRIG PROD.PAYROLL.FILE999 ANYCLOSE MULTIPLE
 DSTRIG PROD.PAYROLL.G- JOB(PAYJOB2) MULTIPLE
 INVOKE 'CYB.ESP.PROCS(PAYMTH)'
 ENDDEF
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The MULTIPLE operand in each DSTRIG command causes the event to be triggered only when both of the following
criteria have been met:

• Any closure of PROD.PAYROLL.FILE999
• PAYJOB2 creates a generation of PROD.PAYROLL.

NOTE
When you display an event definition containing the MULTIPLE operand, ESP shows each detected data set
closure as PRIMED.

Example: Trigger on every 255 closures

The following event triggers every 255 closures of a specific data set:

 EVENT ID(CYB.PAYBKUP)
 DSTRIG PROD.ESP.COPYJCL ANYCLOSE COUNT(255)
 INVOKE 'CYB.ESP.PROCS(PAYBKUP)'
 ENDDEF
 

Example: Trigger when data set is renamed

In the following example, when a data set is renamed to CYB.ESP.DATA, this event is automatically triggered:

 EVENT ID(CYB.PAYMTH)
 DSTRIG CYB.ESP.DATA RENAME 
 INVOKE 'CYB.ESP.PROCS(PAYMTH)'
 ENDDEF
 

Example: Trigger with data set creation or RENAME

In the following example, when data set PGL.TRANS.NEW is created or a data set is renamed to PGL.TRANS.NEW, this
event is automatically triggered:

 EVENT ID(CYB.GLDLY)
 DSTRIG PGL.TRANS.NEW 
 DSTRIG PGL.TRANS.NEW RENAME 
 INVOKE 'PGL.ESP.PROCS(GLTRANS)'
 ENDDEF
 

Example: Trigger on Data Set Creation by a Specific Job

You can restrict the trigger to only specific data sets created by a particular job. Use the JOB operand followed by the
full name or job name prefix of the job. The following event triggers when job ABC creates a generation of the data set
USER1.PAYROLL.

 EVENT ID(PROD.PAY_DATA)
 DSTRIG USER1.PAYROLL.G- JOB(ABC)
 INVOKE 'PROD.ESP.PROCS(PAYJOBS)'
 ENDDEF
 

Example: Trigger on Data Set Creation by a Specific User ID
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You can restrict the trigger to data sets activity by a specified user. Use the USER operand followed by the user ID of the
user. It refers to the host security user ID of the job task closing or renaming the data set. The following event triggers
when user CYBER1 creates a generation of the data set USER1.PAYROLL:

 EVENT ID(PROD.PAY_DATA)
 DSTRIG USER1.PAYROLL.G- USER(CYBER1)
 INVOKE 'PROD.ESP.PROCS(PAYJOBS)'
 ENDDEF
  
 

Example: FTP RECEIVE and SEND

You can specify that the data-file-transfer direction is from the remote FTP partner to the local mainframe FTP partner or
vice versa. You use the FTP operand followed by RECEIVE or RECV if the transfer is from the remote FTP partner to the
local mainframe FTP partner. You use the FTP operand followed by SEND if the transfer is from the local mainframe FTP
partner to the remote FTP partner.

The following event triggers when a file is successfully received from a remote FTP partner, creating a generation of the
data set USER1.PAYROLL.

 EVENT ID(PROD.PAY_DATA)
 DSTRIG USER1.PAYROLL.G- FTP(RECEIVE)
 INVOKE 'PROD.ESP.PROCS(PAYJOBS)'
 ENDDEF
 

The following event triggers when the data set CYBER.XFER.001 is successfully sent from the local mainframe FTP
partner to a remote FTP partner.

 EVENT ID(CYBER.XFER)
 DSTRIG CYBER.XFER.001 FTP(SEND)
 INVOKE 'PURGE.XFER(001)'
 ENDDEF
 

Example: Trigger when an FTP transfer occurs

This object sends a message to a user when an FTP transfer to data set CYBER.DATA.SET completes from logged-on
user aixuser on host AIXHOST to any local user with mainframe user ID prefix CYB. Because both the USER and the
LOGON operands are specified and they specify different user IDs, the FTP trigger criteria can only be satisfied if the local
FTP partner is the client.

 EVENT ID(MYEVENT)
 DSTRIG CYBER.DATA.SET HOST(AIXHOST) LOGON(aixuser) USER(CYB-)
   SEND 'APPLICATION RECEIVED FROM CLIENT' USER (BP)
 ENDDEF
 

Example: FTP Data Set Trigger for a Specific Host

You can restrict the trigger to FTP transfer from a specific host only. You use the HOST operand followed by the IP
address of the specified host in dotted decimal format or DNS host name format.

The following event triggers when a remote FTP partner with the IP address 10.1.3.1 successfully transfers a file creating
the data set CYBER.XFER.001.
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 EVENT ID(CYBER.XFER)
 DSTRIG CYBER.XFER.001 FTP(RECEIVE) HOST(10.1.3.1)
 INVOKE 'PROCESS.XFER(001)'
 ENDDEF
 

Example: FTP data set trigger specifying an IPV6 address

The following is an example of an FTP trigger event. It shows the DSTRIG command specifying an IPV6 address in the
HOST operand.

 EVENT ID (USER.APPL_RECEIVE)
 DSTRIG CYBER.DATA.SET USER(CYB-) FTP(RECEIVE)-
 HOST(FD00:7A06:A20:100::31) LOGON(aixuser)
   SEND ‘APPLICATION RECEIVED FROM CLIENT’ USER(XX)
 ENDDEF
 

Example: FTP Data Set Trigger for a Specific User ID

You can restrict the trigger to specific data sets created or renamed by a particular user ID. You code the USER operand
followed by the user ID of the user. The user ID refers to the host security user ID of the local FTP partner's job task
regardless of whether the local FTP partner is the client or the server.

NOTE
Because user ID always refers to a local mainframe host security user ID, lower case characters are translated
to upper case.

The following event triggers when a remote FTP partner successfully transfers a file creating the data set
CYBER.XFER.001 assuming that the user ID prefix of the local FTP partner is CYB.

 EVENT ID(CYBER.XFER)
 DSTRIG CYBER.XFER.001 FTP(RECEIVE) USER(CYB-)
 INVOKE 'PROCESS.XFER(001)'
 ENDDEF
 

Example: FTP Data Set Trigger for a Specific Login ID

You can restrict the trigger only to specific data sets created or renamed by a particular user. You use the LOGON
operand followed by the logon ID of the user.

The logon ID refers to the user ID that the FTP client uses to logon to the FTP server.

• If the FTP client is the remote partner, the logon ID is the user ID of the local FTP partner. In this case, specifying
LOGON(logonid) has the same effect as specifying USER(userid).

• If the FTP client is the local partner, then logon ID is the user ID of the remote FTP partner.

NOTE
When logon ID is a remote user ID, it can be case sensitive, as for example on UNIX hosts. Therefore logon ID
lowercase characters are not translated to uppercase.

The following event triggers when a remote FTP partner successfully transfer a file creating the data set
CYBER.XFER.001, assuming that the remote FTP partner did logon to the FTP server with the CYBER005 user ID.

 EVENT ID(CYBER.XFER)
 DSTRIG CYBER.XFER.001 FTP(RECEIVE) LOGON(CYBER005)
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 INVOKE 'PROCESS.XFER(001)'
 ENDDEF
 

Example: Explicit data set-trigger notification using batch

In this example, STEP1 creates or updates member MEMBER1 in the data set PDS.DATA.SET.

If STEP1 completes successfully, STEP2 notifies ESP subsystem ESPS through an explicit data set trigger that data set
PDS.DATA.SET(MEMBER1) has been created or updated.

 //DSTRIG01 JOB  ...
 //*
 //STEP1    EXEC PGM=IEBGENER
 //SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*
 //SYSIN    DD   DUMMY
 //SYSUT1   DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=SEQ.DATA.SET
 //SYSUT2   DD   DISP=OLD,DSN=PDS.DATA.SET(MEMBER1)
 //*
 //STEP2    EXEC PGM=ESPDST,COND=(0,LT),
 //         PARM='DSNAME(PDS.DATA.SET(MEMBER1)) SUBSYSTEM(ESPS)'
 //STEPLIB  DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=CYBER.CD7YLOAD
 

The following example triggers MYEVENT when the data set PDS.DATA.SET(MEMBER1) is created or updated:

 EVENT ID(MYEVENT)
 DSTRIG PDS.DATA.SET(MEMBER1) EXPLICIT
 SEND 'APPLICATION RECEIVED FROM CLIENT' USER (BP)
 ENDDEF
 

NOTE
The data set trigger, whether an event or a workload object, must exist before you execute ESPDST (alias
CYBESDT1).

Example: Use of relative generation for GDGs

The following example shows the use of relative generations:

 //DF072151  JOB ...
 //STEP1   EXEC PGM=ESPDST,
 //             PARM='DSN(CYB1.PAYROLL.PAY7215(0)) SUB(ESPX)'
 //STEPLIB   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CYB2.QA.VX10.CD7YLOAD
 //SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*
 //SYSIN     DD DUMMY
 //*
 //STEP2   EXEC PGM=ESPDST,
 //             PARM='DSN(CYB1.PAYROLL.PAY7215(-3)) SUB(ESPX)'
 //STEPLIB   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CYB2.QA.VX10.CD7YLOAD
 //SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*
 //SYSIN     DD DUMMY
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The following event will send the message:

 ESPX.MYEVENT TRIGGERED -3 CYB1.PAYROLL.PAY7215 
 CYB1.PAYROLL.PAY7215.G0027V00 ESP(USER)
 

assuming that the data set CYB1.PAYROLL.PAY7215.G0030V00 was the current generation at the time the DFO72151
job was executed. Because the data set trigger specifies the generation -3, it is only satisfied by step 2.

 EVENT ID(ESPX.MYEVENT)
 SEND '%ESPEVENT TRIGGERED %ESPTRMEM %ESPTRGDG %ESPTRDSN'
 DSTRIG CYB1.PAYROLL.PAY7215(-3) EXPLICIT
 ENDDEF
 

NOTE
The data set trigger, whether an event or a workload object, must exist before you execute ESPDST (alias
CYBESDT1).

DSTRST Command: Control Data Set Triggers
The DSTRST command controls data set triggering activity.

Type

OPER command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the DSTRST command.

Syntax

DSTRST{[SUSPEND|RESUME]}

      {[QUIESCE|RESTART]}

      [LOG|NOLOG]

SUSPEND
Suspends data set triggering. All data set triggers are ignored.

RESUME
Indicates data set trigger processing is resumed. This is the opposite of SUSPEND.

QUIESCE
Indicates data set triggering is quiesced. Data set triggers are detected but no action is taken until this command
is issued with the RESTART operand.

RESTART
Indicates data set triggering is restarted, and all detected triggers processed. This is the opposite of QUIESCE.

NOTE
You cannot use this operand if the CYBESUDI utility is running. Refer to the Programming Guide about
the CYBESUDI utility.

LOG
Activates data set trigger logging. A message is placed in the audit log each time a data set is closed, and notifies
you which event is triggered.
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NOLOG
Deactivates data set trigger logging.
To display the status of data set triggering, issue the DSTRST command with no operands.

 

NOTE

Related information

• For information on data set triggering at the job level, see the DSTRIG or DSNAME statements.
• For information on data set triggering at the event level, see the User Guide.

Example: Display data set trigger options

In the following example, data set trigger options are displayed:

OPER DSTRST

Example: Reactivate data set trigger after suspension

In the following example, data set triggering is reactivated following a suspension. Data set trigger logging is also
activated:

OPER DSTRST RESUME LOG

DYNAGENT Command: Configure Backups of Dynamic Agent Definitions
The DYNAGENT command configures automatic backups of agent definitions in the following instances:

• When an agent definition is dynamically created, updated, deleted, undeleted or purged using the AGENT command.
• When a user map is dynamically created, updated or deleted using the MAPUSER command.

The backup facility automatically issues a SAVEAGDF command to create the backup.

You can use the LOADAGDF command on a backup data set to restore restore a deleted agent definition.

When you configure a backup, you can set the time interval after which deleted agent definitions are purged.

DYNAGENT command settings are stored in the COMMQ data set, so they are available if the master subsystem is
restarted without a DYNAGENT initialization parameter specified.

Type

OPER command (OPER prefix is optional)

Authority

You require the OPER authority.

Syntax

DYNAGENT [STATUS|BACKUP(dsname)|NOBACKUP]

         [UNDELETEINTERVAL(interval|60)]

STATUS
Displays the status of the dynamic agent definition backup facility. STATUS is the default if no operands are
specified.

BACKUP(dsname)
Enables the back up of agent definitions to the specified data set. The specified data set must be sequential.
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NOBACKUP
Disables the back up of agent definitions.

UNDELETEINTERVAL(interval)
Specifies the interval (in minutes) during which agent definitions can be restored after being deleted. The initial
default is 60 minutes. Definitions are restored using the AGENT UNDELETE command. After the interval expires,
the definitions backup is deleted.
Limits: 10 to 1440 minutes

NOTE
When a dynamic agent definition backup is made, the AUDITLOG records the AGENT command that caused
the backup and the resulting SAVEAGDF command.

Example: Display the Status of the Dynamic Agent Definition Backup Facility

This example shows two ways to display the status of the dynamic agent definition backup facility:

DYNAGENT

DYNAGENT STATUS

Example: Enable Automatic Backups of Dynamic Agent Definitions

This example shows how to configure an automatic backup of dynamic agent definitions to data set CA.ESP.AGENTDEF.
This example also shows how to limit the automatic backup period to 240 minutes (4 hours) after a definition is deleted:

DYNAGENT BACKUP(‘CA.ESP.AGENTDEF’) UNDELETEINTERVAL(240)

Example: Disable Automatic Backups of Dynamic Agent Definitions

This example shows how to disable automatic backups of dynamic agent definitions:

DYNAGENT NOBACKUP

Example: Set Undelete Expiration Interval for Deleted Agent Definitions

This example sets the undelete expiration interval for deleted agent definitions interval to 2 hours (120 minutes):

DYNAGENT UNDELETEINTERVAL(120)

ECHO Command: Echo Data
The ECHO command echos data back to your terminal. You can use it to test the symbols produced by GENTIME
commands, symbolic variables, ESP control language (CLANG) statements and ESP built-in functions. Issue the ECHO
command from Page/Line mode or from an ESP procedure for testing purposes prior to permanently storing symbolic
variables.

Type: General command

This command has the following syntax:

ECHO 'character string'

character string
Any character string. Enclosed in quotes.
The ECHO command cannot be issued from a system console.
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NOTE
When using the ECHO command to echo contents of symbolic variables, any backslash (\) characters contained
in the variable will be converted to a colon (:).

Example: Display symbols in GENTIME command

The following ECHO command displays some of the symbols produced by a GENTIME command:

GENTIME XX FIRST WORKDAY OF MONTH STARTING TODAY

ECHO '%XXMM %XXDD %XXYY'

In the above example, a set of date and time variables is generated with the prefix XX, corresponding to the first workday
of the month. The values of three of these variables are then echoed back to your terminal.

Example: Test value returned

In the following example, if today is the last workday of the month, the character string 'TRUE' is echoed, else the string
'FALSE' is echoed back to your terminal:

IF TODAY('LAST WORKDAY OF MONTH') THEN ECHO 'TRUE'

ELSE ECHO 'FALSE'

NOTE
For information on generating customized date and time variables, see the GENTIME command. For information
on symbolic variables, see the Advanced User Guide. For information on ESP built-in functions and ESP's
control language (CLANG), see the User Guide.

EICLASS Command: Control Event Initiator Classes
The EICLASS command controls event initiator (EI) class definition and manipulation. The EICLASS command allows
different events to have their own dedicated set of event initiators and allows you to prioritize event and workload
submission for installations that trigger multiple events at the same time.

Type: Oper command.

Authority: You require OPER authority to issue the EICLASS command.

This command has the following syntax:

EICLASS [DISPLAY|SET|DELETE]

        [CLASS(nnn)]

        [MPL(nn)]

        [STATISTICS(DISPLAY|CLEAR)]

DISPLAY
Displays the specified EI class settings. If DISPLAY, SET or DELETE are not specified, this is the default. This
operand has an alias of LIST.

SET
Alters the specified EI class settings

DELETE
Deletes the specified EI class. All TDRs queued to the deleted class are moved to class 0.

CLASS
Indicates the target EI class. nnn must be a number from 0 to 255. If DELETE is specified, nnn cannot be 0. If
SET or DELETE is specified, CLASS is required.
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MPL
Indicates the maximum number of initiators to be defined for the specified class. nn is a number from 0 to 16. If
SET is specified, MPL must be specified. If DISPLAY is specified, MPL is ignored.

STATISTICS(DISPLAY)
Displays the current EI's statistics. The events that consumed the highest CPU time and highest elapsed time
under each EI will appear. The displayed data includes the event name, start time, and consumed time. DISPLAY
is the default.

NOTE

The statistics show information since the last time ESP was started or since the statistics were cleared.
The statistics are not persistent.

STATISTICS(CLEAR)
Clears the current EI's statistics

You define and manipulate event initiator classes using initialization parameters and commands. For each class, a
dedicated set of event initiators is defined.

EICLASS commands issued from page mode are not retained across recycles of ESP. To retain EICLASS settings across
recycles, insert the EICLASS commands in your initialization parameters.

For class 0, no explicit definition is required. If class 0 is not defined, it is created automatically with an MPL of 1.

The event initiator class is specified with the EICLASS operand on the EVENT statement. There is no panel support for
the EICLASS operand.

SAF authorization controls the use of event initiator classes. For any non-zero class specified on an event, a SAF security
check will occur. The requester must have READ access to the EVENTINITCLASS.nnn resource to use the event initiator
class nnn.

All application generation for an event is routed through the specified EICLASS. If an event initiator is not available and
one cannot be created, the event waits until an initiator of the required class becomes available. If an event is triggered for
which there is no defined class, it is routed through class 0.

The Application Manager also makes use of event initiator classes for workload submission. Optionally, JOBEND and
STEPEND monitors can make use of event initiator classes if USERMOD 36 is active. USERMOD 36 allows JOBEND
and STEPEND monitor events to honor non-zero event initiator class requests.

The EICLASS operand is available on both the LISTSCH and EVENT commands.

Example: Define class 5 with one initiator

In the following example, one event initiator is set to class 5:

EICLASS SET CLASS(5) MPL(1)

Example: Display EI class settings

The following example displays the EI class settings:

OPER EICLASS LIST

The display produced by an EICLASS LIST command shows
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• How many event initiators exist for each class.
• How many event initiators are active.
• The maximum allowed event initiators.
• How many events and jobs each initiator has processed to date.
• The event in progress and the time at which the initiator began processing that event, if an initiator is currently active.

The information can be useful for detecting when an initiator is “stuck” processing a specific event.

oper eiclass list

Class    0: Current=4, Max=4, Active=0  

  Init  1:     13 Events,      4 Jobs   

  Init  2:    1 Events,    1 Jobs   

  Init  3:    1 Events,        1 Jobs   

  Init  4:   25 Events,    7 Jobs   

 

Class   1: Current=2, Max=2,  Active=0

  Init   1:       1 Events,     0 Jobs  

  Init   2:   1 Events,     0 Jobs  

 

Class    2: Current=0, Max=2,  Active=0 

 

0 free Event initiators

Example: Define multiple classes

In the following example:

• One Event initiator is set to class 0
• One Event initiator is set to class 5
• One Event initiator is set to class 10.

EICLASS SET CLASS(0) MPL(1)

EICLASS SET CLASS(5) MPL(1)

EICLASS SET CLASS(10) MPL(1)

Example: Set and use EI class

In the following example, CYBER.PAYROLL uses event initiator 99, is scheduled at 8pm each workday, and invokes the
PAYROLL ESP procedure:

EICLASS SET CLASS(99) MPL(1)

The following event definition specifies an event initiator class:

EVENT ID(CYBER.PAYROLL) EICLASS(99)

SCHEDULE 8PM WORKDAYS

INVOKE 'CYBER.PROCLIB.CNTL(PAYROLL)'

ENDDEF

NOTE

For information on event streaming and the EICLASS initialization parameter, see the Installation and
Configuration Guide. For information on events, see the User Guide. For information on defining events, see
the EVENT command. For information on displaying scheduled events, see the LISTSCH command. For
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information on setting usermods, see the USERMOD initialization parameter in the Installation and Configuration
Guide.

 

 

EJECT Command: Advance Output to New Page
The EJECT command advances the output listing to a new page and is valid only when the output is directed to a data
set. If the output is routed to a terminal, the EJECT command is ignored.

Type: General command.

This command has the following syntax:

EJECT

The EJECT command can be used in batch and with the HARDCOPY and DEFPRINT commands.

Example: Print Events on separate pages

In the following example, two commands are issued in batch to list events. The EJECT command lists the payroll events
(CYBER.PAY-) and the manufacturing events (CYBER.MFG-) on separate pages:

//ESPCMD   JOB CYB3000,CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=X

//STEP001  EXEC PGM=ESP,PARM='SUBSYS(E510)',REGION=4M

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=CYB2.ESP510Q.CD7YLOAD,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD DSN=CYBER.COMMAND.OUTPUT,DISP=SHR

//SYSIN    DD *

LIST LEVEL(CYBER.PAY-)

EJECT

LIST LEVEL(CYBER.MFG-)

/*

ENCLOG Command: Display Restart Option Request Information
NOTE

You need ESP WA Restart Option r3.1 or above to use this command.

The ENCLOG command displays additional information concerning the most recent ESP WA Restart Option execution-
history and restart-analysis requests.

Type: ESP WA Restart Option command.

This command has the following syntax:

ENCLOG

You can enter the ENCLOG command on the command line of an ESP WA Restart Option panel (Step Summary, Restart
Action Summary, and so on).

The output always includes a "Serialization-control information" section and also includes an "EXH record-retrieval details"
section only if the selected job is an alias of an older job.
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NOTE
For more information about job aliases, see the ESP WA Restart Option User Guide.

The output Serialization-control information section includes the following keywords:

TOKEN
Unique token assigned to the CPEENQ lock

QNAME
z/OS ENQ queue name

RNAME
z/OS ENQ resource name

SCOPE
z/OS ENQ scope

CTLTYPE
z/OS ENQ control type

REQTYPE
z/OS ENQ request type

USER
ID of the user on whose behalf a lock was obtained

LOCKED
Time at which a lock was obtained
Format:yyyymmdd-hhmmss

LASTLOCK
Time at which a CPEENQ lock record was last updated

[EXPIRY]
Time at which a CPEENQ lock is scheduled to expire

[UNLOCKED]
Time at which a CPEENQ was unlocked

Example: Sample output from the ENCLOG command

The following sample output is from the ENCLOG commad. The "EXH record-retrieval details" section appears because
the job number selected, JOB06137, is an alias for older job JOB06136.

Serialization-control information:                                             

                                                                               

TOKEN(1004F20090924123639#2) CSF JOBNAME(NWPNOK) APPLICATION(APPLNOKE)         

GENERATION(5) QNAME(ESPCSF) RNAME(C'NWPNOK          APPLNOKE',X'00000005')     

SCOPE(SYSTEMS) CTLTYPE(E) REQTYPE(USE) USER(PROD) LOCKED(20090924-123639)   

LASTLOCK(20090924-123639) EXPIRY(20090924-133639)         

                                                          

EXH record-retrieval details:                                                  

                                                                               

The EXH data set index entry for job NWPNOK   (JOB06137) is an alias           

to the EXH record for job NWPNOK   (JOB06136).                                 

                                                                               

INDEX:   NWPNOK   JOB06137 READER_ON(2009/09/24-12:36:31)                      

INDEX:   START(2009/09/24-12:36) RESTART_OF(JOB06136) SLOT(95)                 

INDEX:   INDEX_IS_ALIAS TYPE(BACKOUT)                                          
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RECORD:  NWPNOK   JOB06136 READER_ON(2009/09/24-12:35:57)                      

RECORD:  START(2009/09/24-12:35:58) SLOT(292)

ENCPARM ABENDER Command: Specify Program Abending on Behalf of
Program
Some job steps run a program that abends if a prior step ends with a specified completion code. You can issue ABENDER
to have ESP WA Restart Option ignore the abend program step and restart on the step that caused the abend program
step to run.

Type: ESP WA Restart Option command.

This command has the following syntax:

ENCPARM ABENDER program_name

program_name
The name of the program that abends on behalf of another program. The program specified does not have to
exist.

NOTE

• You can specify only one program name in an ENCPARM ABENDER command. However, you can specify
several ENCPARM ABENDER commands in the initialization parameters. Each one that you specify adds a
program to the ESP WA Restart Option list of abend programs.

• If the abend program step COND parameter includes multiple steps, ESP WA Restart Option restarts on the
step specified in the first condition. If the first condition has no step, ESP WA Restart Option restarts on the
step prior to the abend program step.

• If the step that caused the abend program step to run is nonrestartable, ESP WA Restart Option looks for
another restart step only if initialization parameter or statement ENCPARM NRSADJ YES was specified.
That is, if the step that caused the abend program step to run contains JCL parameter RD=NR or a DDname
specified in the ENCPARM NRDD initialization parameter or statement, ESP WA Restart Option checks
backward from this step and chooses the nearest step without RD=NR or the DDname just mentioned. It
does not check steps excluded from the restart or steps that run an abender program.

Example: Prevent a Job from Restarting on an Abend Program Step

In the following example, STEP3 executes when STEP2 ends with a completion code of 16. Program ABEND806 in
STEP3 abends on behalf of STEP2 and causes the remainder of the job to be flushed.

//...

//STEP1    EXEC PGM=P1

//...

//STEP2    EXEC PGM=P2

//...

//STEP3    EXEC PGM=ABEND806,COND(16,NE,STEP2)

//...

//STEP4    EXEC PGM=P4

//...

ESP WA Restart Option restarts the job in STEP3, the abend step. To avoid this and restart in STEP02, you can issue the
ENCPARM ABENDER command:
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ABENDER ABEND806

Example: A Nonrestartable Step Causing an Abend Step to Run

Assume the following:

• Program ABEND806 is an abend program defined in the ENCPARM ABENDER command.
• STEP3 in the following JCL receives a completion code of 16.
• ENCPARM NRSADJ YES and ENCPARM NRDD NORESTRT were specified.

...

//STEP1 EXEC PGM=P1

...

//STEP2 EXEC PGM=P2,RD=NR

...

//STEP3 EXEC PGM=P3 

//NORESTRT DD DUMMY

...

//STEP4 EXEC PGM=ABEND806,COND(16,NE,STEP3)

//...

//STEP5 EXEC PGM=P5

...

The completion code 16 causes STEP4 to run and ABEND806 abends. For the restart, ESP WA Restart Option first
chooses STEP3 as the initial restart step. However, the NORESTRT DD statement marks that step as nonrestartable.
ESP WA Restart Option then looks at STEP2 and finds that that step is also nonrestartable because it includes RD=NR.
Finally, ESP WA Restart Option chooses STEP1 as the initial restart step.

ENCPARM AUTOREST Command: Recover Data Sets Automatically for Job
Restart
The ENCPARM AUTOREST initialization parameter controls automatic recovery of data sets during job restart.

During a job restart, ESP WA Restart Option can automatically recover the following:

• Missing data sets to avoid DATA SET NOT FOUND errors.
• Data sets that are updated by an abending step.

If a step is updating a data set and that step abends, ESP WA Restart Option considers the content of the data set to be
invalid. The software then looks for an earlier step that creates the data set. If it finds such a step, it deletes the data set
so that the earlier step can recreate it.

Type: ESP WA Restart Option command.

This command has the following syntax:

ENCPARM AUTOREST [YES|ALWAYS|NO

                 [TEMPONLY([YES|NO])

                 [NEWPASS(YES|NO)]] ]

YES
ESP WA Restart Option recovers data sets if it is able to do so; otherwise (see below) the restart continues
only if specific conditions are met. To recover data sets, ESP WA Restart Option must run any steps preceding
the FROMSTEP that recreate or update the data sets. If these steps have changed from the previous run and
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the changes are disallowed (see “Limits to JCL changes before restarting a job” in the CA ESP WA Restart
OptionUser Guide), the software does not rerun earlier steps and does not recover the missing data sets.
If ESP WA Restart Option is unable to recover missing data sets, then

• If there are no “DATA SET NOT FOUND” errors or ENCPARM FORCE YES is specified, the restart continues.
The step completes normally and the restart continues to run.

• If there is a “DATA SET NOT FOUND” error and ENCPARM FORCE YES is not specified, the step fails and
the restart job is flushed.

ALWAYS
ESP WA Restart Option must always be able to recover data sets, otherwise the restart is abandoned. To recover
data sets, the software must run any steps preceding the FROMSTEP that recreate or update the missing data
sets. If these steps have changed from the previous run and the changes are disallowed (see “Limits to JCL
changes before restarting a job” in the ESP WA Restart Option User Guide), the software flushes the restart job
and returns a condition code of 40.

NO
ESP WA Restart Option does not perform automatic recovery of data sets. However, it predicts DATA SET NOT
FOUND errors, unless the FORCE YES initialization parameter has been specified.

TEMPONLY(YES)
ESP WA Restart Option performs automatic recovery of temporary data sets only. This operand is ignored when
you specify ENCPARM AUTOREST NO.

TEMPONLY(NO)
ESP WA Restart Option performs automatic recovery of both permanent and temporary data sets.

NEWPASS(YES)
ESP WA Restart Option performs automatic recovery of data sets created with DISP=(NEW,PASS). This operand
is ignored when you specify ENCPARM AUTOREST NO. When you specify NEWPASS(YES), you must also
specify TEMPONLY(YES).

NEWPASS(NO)
ESP WA Restart Option does not perform automatic recovery of data sets created with DISP=(NEW,PASS).

The following chart shows the relation between the ENCPARM AUTOREST operands and the types of data sets that are
restored:

AUTOREST TEMPONLY NEWPASS Restores
Permanent data
sets

Restores && data
sets

Restore NEW,
PASS data sets

NO YES, NO YES, NO No No No
YES, ALWAYS NO YES, NO Yes Yes Yes
YES, ALWAYS YES NO No Yes No
YES, ALWAYS YES YES No Yes Yes

Example

ENCPARM AUTOREST is issued in the following segment of a procedure.

 

JOB AUTOR027

  ENCPARM AUTOREST YES TEMPONLY(YES) NEWPASS(YES)

  RUN DAILY

  ...

ENDJOB
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According to the preceding ENCPARM AUTOREST settings, ESP WA Restart Option performs automatic recovery only of
temporary data sets, including those created with DISP=(NEW,PASS).

The following job AUTOR027 is run with the preceding ENCPARM AUTOREST.

 

//AUTOR027 JOB (CYB1000),...

//*

//STEP010  EXEC PGM=IEBGENER,COND=(0,NE)

//

...

//SYSUT2   DD DSN=&&TEMP1A,DISP=(NEW,KEEP),

//         SPACE=(10,5),UNIT=SYSDA,

//         DCB=(LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=80,RECFM=FB)

//*

//STEP020  EXEC PGM=PATEST,COND=(0,NE)

//

...

//SYSUT2   DD DSN=PA.TEST.REST1A,DISP=(NEW,CATLG,KEEP),

//         SPACE=(10,5),UNIT=TEST,

//         DCB=(LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=80,RECFM=FB)

//*

//STEP030  EXEC PGM=IEBGENER,COND=(0,NE)

//

...

//SYSUT2   DD DSN=&&TEMP1B,DISP=(NEW,PASS),

//         SPACE=(10,5),UNIT=SYSDA,

 

//         DCB=(LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=80,RECFM=FB)

//*

//STEP040  EXEC PGM=IEBGENER,COND=(0,NE)

//

...

//SYSUT2   DD DSN=PA.ENCQA.REST1A,DISP=(NEW,PASS,DELETE),

//         ...

//*

//STEP050  EXEC PGM=IEBGENER,COND=(0,NE)

//

...

//SYSUT2   DD DSN=PA.ENCQA.REST1B,DISP=(NEW,PASS,DELETE),

//         ...

//*

//STEP060  EXEC PGM=CONDCODE,PARM=99999,COND=(0,NE)

//*

//STEP070  EXEC PGM=IEBGENER,COND=(0,NE)

...

Job AUTOR027 abends in step STEP060. ESP WA Restart Option restarts at STEP060, but, because of the settings of
AUTOREST, the software first restores temporary data sets as follows:
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• Data sets &&TEMP1A and &&TEMP1B are restored by rerunning STEP010 and STEP030. This is done because
TEMPONLY is set to YES.

• Data sets PA.ENCQA.REST1A and PA.ENCQA.REST1B are restored by rerunning STEP030 and STEP040. This is
done because NEWPASS is set to YES.

ESP WA Restart Option does not restore the permanent data set, PA.TEST.REST1A, in STEP020.

ENCPARM BACKOUT Command: Control Whether Data Set is Backed Out
The BACKOUT command controls whether a data set is backed out during a job backout or restart under ESP WA Restart
Option based on specified criteria.These criteria are used when a full job backout is being done (TYPE BACKOUT) and
when dynamically allocated data sets are being backed out during a restart.

Type: ESP WA Restart Option command.

This command has the following syntax:

ENCPARM BACKOUT MOVED(YES|NO)

        GDGONLY(YES|NO)

        EXCLUDED(YES|NO)

MOVED(YES)
Back out any data set, even if it has been moved to a different volume from the one on which it was created
originally.

MOVED(NO)
Back out data sets that still reside on the volume on which they were originally created.

GDGONLY(YES)
Back out GDG generations that were created by the job being backed out.

GDGONLY(NO)
Back out any data set that was created by the job.

EXCLUDED(YES)
Back out data sets residing on excluded volumes (see the VOLUME initialization parameter).

EXCLUDED(NO)
Do not back out data sets residing on excluded volumes (see the VOLUME initialization parameter).

The MOVED(YES) operand is useful when data sets are frequently migrated by a product such as HSM (Hierarchical
storage management) and recalled to a volume other than the original.

The MOVED(NO) operand is useful in installations where different jobs create and delete the same data sets.

NOTE

Do not confuse this initialization parameter with the BACKOUT operand for command ENCPARM TYPE.

Example: The MOVED operand

The following example shows that ESP WA Restart Option deletes all data sets, even if they have been moved to a
different volume. This is useful when data sets are frequently migrated with HSM and recalled to a different volume.

ENCPARM BACKOUT MOVED(YES)

Example: The EXCLUDED operand

The following example shows that ESP WA Restart Option performs the back out function for all data sets (including data
sets residing on volume PROD01).
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ENCPARM BACKOUT EXCLUDED(YES)

ENCPARM VOLUME EXCLUDE(PROD01)

ENCPARM CLEANUP Command: Delete Data Sets Allocated By Restart Job
The CLEANUP initialization parameter deletes the data sets that will be allocated by this job. This prevents NOT CATLGD
2 and DUPLICATE NAME ON DASD errors.

Type: ESP WA Restart Option command.

This command has the following syntax:

ENCPARM CLEANUP [INITIAL(YES|NO)]

                [RESTART(YES|NO)]

                [DYNALLOC(YES|NO])]

INITIAL(YES)
ESP WA Restart Option performs data set cleanup during the initial run of the job.

INITIAL(NO)
ESP WA Restart Option does not perform data set cleanup during the initial run of the job.

RESTART(YES)
ESP WA Restart Option performs data set cleanup when the job is restarted.

RESTART(NO)
ESP WA Restart Option does not perform data set cleanup when the job is restarted.

DYNALLOC(YES)
ESP WA Restart Option deletes any data set that was dynamically allocated and created by the previous run of
the job, when a job is being restarted.

DYNALLOC(NO)
ESP WA Restart Option does not delete data sets that were dynamically allocated and created by the previous
run of the job, when a job is being restarted.

 

NOTE

• During a restart from the ESP WA Restart Option ISPF interface or ESP Workstation interface, ESP WA
Restart Option looks at the JCL of the previous run.

• During a batch restart, ESP WA Restart Option looks at the JCL to be restarted, not the JCL of the previous
run.

Example

The following command indicates that ESP WA Restart Option deletes all data sets (including dynamically allocated data
sets) that were created during the initial run or before a restart run. During a restart run, ESP WA Restart Option only
deletes dynamically allocated data sets that were created by steps that are being restarted.

ENCPARM CLEANUP  INITIAL(YES)  RESTART(YES)  DYNALLOC(YES)
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ENCPARM Command: List All ENCPARM Commands in Effect
ENCPARM lists all the ENCPARM commands issued in the initialization parameters and from Page mode that are in effect
for the current ESP subsystem. The command listing is numbered according to the order the commands were issued.

Type: ESP WA Restart Option command.

Authority: You require OPER authority to issue the ENCPARM command.

This command has the following syntax:

ENCPARM

NOTE
In a master-proxy situation, it is better to issue ENCPARM as part of a z/OS MODIFY command (see an
example in this topic) issued in the master and each of the proxies. This is because an OPER ENCPARM
command from page or line mode on a proxy might be routed to the master, so the response might not reflect
the state of every proxy.

Examples

This example shows the ENCPARM command entered in the operator's console and the system response. The ESP
subsystem name is GESP.

F GESP,ENCPARM

 GESP7171I DEFAULT ENCPARMS 649

  1. CLEANUP RESTART(YES)

  2. MODIFY COMPRESS(YES)

  3. PURGE JOB(PURGE002) KEEP(6)

  4. PURGE JOB(A) AGE(1)

  5. PURGE JOB(DF4-) AGE(30) KEEP(3)

This example shows the ENCPARM command entered in the page mode and the system response.

oper encparm

 1. MODIFY COMPRESS(YES)

ENCPARM COMMENT Command: Insert Comment in Job Run Report
The COMMENT command is ignored by ESP WA Restart Option but the comment is inserted in the “INITIALIZATION
PARAMETERS” section of ESP WA Restart Option job run report for a batch job. For more information, see the ESP WA
Restart Option User Guide.

NOTE

You need ESP WA Restart Option r3.1 or above to use this command.

Type: ESP WA Restart Option command.

This command has the following syntax:

ENCPARM COMMENT comment_text

comment_text
The comment. If the comment exceeds 64 characters, it is truncated.
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There are two ways to create a comment in the SYSIN DD of the ESP WA Restart Option step in your JCL:

• Type a space in column 1 and then “/*” before your comment and “*/” after your comment.
• Issue the COMMENT command.

Example

//SYSIN DD *

 /* HERE IS THE FIRST COMMENT. NOTE THE SPACE IN COLUMN 1. */

COMMENT HERE IS THE SECOND COMMENT.

[other <ENCORE> statements]...

ENCPARM CONDCODE Command: Specify Condition Codes Produced by Job
Step
The CONDCODE initialization parameter establishes customized condition codes for the ESP WA Restart Option step.
Usually, the ESP WA Restart Option step finishes with a condition code, unless errors have been predicted. Your JCL
may need to distinguish between a restart and an initial run. You can have the ESP WA Restart Option step produce a
specified condition code for an initial run and a specified condition code for a restart run.

Type: ESP WA Restart Option command.

This command has the following syntax:

ENCPARM CONDCODE  [INITIAL(n1|0)]

                  [RESTART(n2|0)]

                  [FAIL(CC|ABEND)]

INITIAL(n1| 0)
The completion code that the ESP WA Restart Option step issues when a job is run as TYPE INITIAL and there
are no errors detected or predicted.

RESTART(n2| 0)
The completion code that the ESP WA Restart Option step issues when a job is run as TYPE RESTART and
there are no errors detected or predicted.

FAIL(CC)
ESP WA Restart Option completes with the appropriate non-zero condition code when an error is predicted or
when an environmental problem occurs (see the condition codes in the ESP WA Restart Option User Guide).
FAIL(CC) is the default operand.

FAIL(ABEND)
ESP WA Restart Option issues a user abend with the same value as the appropriate non-zero condition code. For
example, if ESP WA Restart Option predicts a DATA SET NOT FOUND error, it completes with a U0146 abend
(see the condition codes in the ESP WA Restart Option User Guide).

Example

The following initialization parameter specifies that the see the condition codes in the step ends with RC=24 instead of 0
for initial runs and RC=48 instead of 0 for restarts. It also specifies that ESP WA Restart Option issues a user abend when
a pre-substitution, non-zero condition code is predicted.

ENCPARM CONDCODE INITIAL(24) RESTART(48) FAIL(ABEND)
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ENCPARM DELETE Command: Undo ENCPARM Command
You can undo the effect of an ENCPARM command issued in the initialization parameters and from Page mode by
deleting the command from the current operating environment. You can still reissue the command.

Type: ESP WA Restart Option command.

Authority: You require OPER authority to issue the ENCPARM DELETE command.

This command has the following syntax:

ENCPARM DELETE(nn)

nn
The order in which the command was issued, for example, 1 for the first command issued, 2 for the second, and
so on. Issue the ENCPARM command with no operand to list all ENCPARM commands issued along with the
order they were issued.

Example

First, issue the ENCPARM command with no operand to get a list of the ENCPARM commands and the order in which
they were issued. In this case, ENCPARM is entered in the operator's console. The ESP subsystem name is GESP.

F GESP,ENCPARM

 GESP7171I DEFAULT ENCPARMS

  1. CLEANUP RESTART(YES)

  2. MODIFY COMPRESS(YES)

  3. PURGE JOB(PURGE002) KEEP(6)

  4. PURGE JOB(A) AGE(1)

  5. PURGE JOB(DF4-) AGE(30) KEEP(3)

Now, the “PURGE JOB(PURGE002) KEEP(6)” command is deleted (the third command issued):

F GESP,ENCPARM DELETE(3)

GESP7170I ENCPARM DELETED

Now, all the existing commands are listed again:

F GESP,ENCPARM

GESP7171I DEFAULT ENCPARMS

 1. CLEANUP RESTART(YES)

 2. MODIFY COMPRESS(YES)

 3. PURGE JOB(A) AGE(1)

 4. PURGE JOB(DF4-) AGE(30) KEEP(3)

ENCPARM DIAG Command: Print All Diagnostics Sections of Job Run Report
The DIAG command prints all the diagnostics sections of the ESP WA Restart Option job run report. You can print
selected sections of the report by issuing the PRINT command. For more information, see the ESP WA Restart Option
User Guide.

Type: ESP WA Restart Option command.

This command has the following syntax:
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ENCPARM DIAG [YES|NO]

YES
Produce all sections of the diagnostic report unless a later PRINT initialization parameter is issued to disable
specific sections.

NO
Do not produce the diagnostic report unless a later PRINT initialization parameter is issued to produce selected
sections of the report.

 

Example

The following command produces all the diagnostics sections of the report, except the MULTIVOLUME section.

ENCPARM DIAG  YES

ENCPARM PRINT  MULTIVOL(NO)

ENCPARM EXCLUDE Command: Specify Step to Exclude From Job Restart
The EXCLUDE command specifies job and proc steps that are excluded from a job restart.

Type: ESP WA Restart Option command.

This command has the following syntax:

ENCPARM EXCLUDE [job_step|job_step.proc_step]

job_step
The job step is excluded from the run.

job_step.proc_step
The proc_step within the job step is excluded from the run.

ENCPARM EXCLUDE is added to the ESP WA Restart Option step automatically by ESP if you select a job in CSF and
exclude job steps from the restart.

If you submit a restart job outside of ESP, you can specify EXCLUDE and other ENCPARM commands in the SYSIN DD
statement of the ESP WA Restart Option step.

ESP WA Restart Option supports the ENCPARM EXCLUDE command for job resubmission only (that is, when the
ENCPARM TYPE RESTART command is specified.)

You must specify one ENCPARM EXCLUDE command for each step you want to exclude. You cannot use wildcard
characters or specify more than one step per initialization parameter.

You can use the ENCPARM EXCLUDE command to exclude any step except the step specified in the ENCPARM
FROMSTEP command or, if no ENCPARM FROMSTEP command is coded, the step that ESP WA Restart Option
chooses as the initial step.

ENCPARM EXCLUDE command that specify steps that do not exist or are outside the list of steps defined by the
ENCPARM FROMSTEP command and ENCPARM TOSTEP command are ignored.

Example

This example shows the portion of JCL that specifies that the steps of job AUTOR001 with a job JOB57025 are to be
rerun from step STEP005 to step STEP070 with steps STEP030 and STEP050 excluded.
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//STEP000  EXEC QX10ENC

//ENCPARMS DD *

SUBSYS ESPM ESPGROUP(ESP)

TYPE RESTART

JOBNAME AUTOR001

JOBID JOB57025

FROMSTEP STEP005

TOSTEP STEP070

EXCLUDE STEP030

EXCLUDE STEP050

ENCPARM FORCE Command: Run Job Even If Errors Predicted
The ENCPARM FORCE command causes ESP WA Restart Option to continue with a job run, even when there are errors
predicted.

Type: ESP WA Restart Option command.

This command has the following syntax:

ENCPARM FORCE [YES|NO]

YES
The job runs despite errors predicted by ESP WA Restart Option. It runs until it fails on the first predicted error.

NO
The job does not run if errors are predicted by ESP WA Restart Option.

Example

The following ENCPARM FORCE initialization parameter causes ESP WA Restart Option allow the job to run even though
errors were predicted.

ENCPARM FORCE YES

ENCPARM FROMSTEP Command: Specify Step from which Job is Restarted
The FROMSTEP command specifies a job step that should execute during a job restart.

FROMSTEP is required only for jobs that are submitted outside of the ESP. When the ESP submits the job, it builds this
command from the input entered on the resubmission panels.

Type: ESP WA Restart Option command.

This command has the following syntax:

ENCPARM FROMSTEP [stepname|stepname.procstep]|[FIRSTSTEP]

stepname
The name of the first job step that should execute during a restart.

stepname.procstep
The name of the first job step and proc step that should execute during a restart.

FIRSTSTEP
Restart the job at the first step. The name of the first step is extracted from the EXH data set record for the job.
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ENCPARM FROMSTEP is automatically added to the ESP WA Restart Option step by ESPr if you select a job in CSF and
then select job steps to run for the restart. You must add the command manually when you submit batch restart JCL.

Example

In this example, the job is restarted from STEP01:

//         EXEC CYBRMENC

//SYSIN    DD *

SUBSYS   ESP

TYPE     R

JOBID    JOB01234

FROMSTEP STEP01

ENCPARM GDGADJ Command: Specify How Relative Generations are
Processed
The GDGADJ command controls whether ESP WA Restart Option uses absolute generation numbers or relative
generation numbers for the restart.Sometimes, a relative generation reference does not refer to the correct generation
when a job is restarted.

Type: ESP WA Restart Option command.

This command has the following syntax:

ENCPARM GDGADJ [YES|NO] MOVED([YES|NO])

YES
During a restart, ESP WA Restart Option replaces a relative generation number in the JCL with the absolute
generation number stored in the EXH record for the job being restarted.

NOTE

If new generations are created by other jobs before the restart, the absolute generation replacements
may not be valid for the restart job.

ESP WA Restart Option does not modify absolute generation numbers in the JCL.
NO

ESP WA Restart Option uses the relative and absolute GDG generations currently in the JCL.
MOVED(YES)

ESP WA Restart Option replaces a relative generation number in the JCL with its absolute equivalent, even if
the absolute generation was moved to another volume (which implies that it may have been deleted and then
recreated by another job).
Use this operand only with
ENCPARM GDGADJ YES.

MOVED(NO)
ESP WA Restart Option replaces a relative generation number in the JCL with its absolute equivalent only if the
absolute generation was not moved to another volume (which may happen if it was deleted and then recreated by
another job).
Use this operand only with
ENCPARM GDGADJ YES.

Example 1
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The following ENCPARM command causes ESP WA Restart Option to replace relative generation numbers with their
absolute equivalent, even if the generation data set has been moved to a different volume.

ENCPARM GDGADJ YES MOVED(YES)

Example 2

The following JCL is run:

//TESTJOB1 JOB (TEST1000),'TEST',MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=A

//*

//STEPA    EXEC PGM=IEFBR14

//*

//STEPB    EXEC PGM=IEBGENER

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD DUMMY

//SYSUT1   DD DSN=TCY.TEST.GDG(0),DISP=SHR

//SYSUT2   DD DSN=TCY.TEST.NEW,

//         DISP=(NEW,CATLG),

//         SPACE=(TRK,1),UNIT=SYSDA,

//         DCB=(LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=80,RECFM=FB)

//*

//STEPC    EXEC PGM=DJCDEC

 

1. STEPA issues RC=0.
2. STEPB reads in TCY.TEST.GDG.G0002V00, catalogs TCY.TEST.NEW, and issues RC=0.
3. STEPC abends with completion code SB37.
4. TESTJOB2 runs and creates TCY.TEST.GDG.G0003V00.
5. TESTJOB1 is restarted from STEPB.

Here are the results with various GDGADJ settings:

 

GDGADJ MOVED Generation of TCY.TEST.DGD read by
ESP WA Restart Option in STEPB

YES NO G0002V00
YES YES G0002V00
NO NO/YES G0003V00

Example 3

The following JCL is run:

//JOB1     JOB (TEST1000),'TEST',MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=A

//*

//STEPA    EXEC PGM=IEFBR14

//*

//STEPB    EXEC PGM=IEBGENER

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD DUMMY

//SYSUT1   DD DUMMY,
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//         DCB=(LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=80,RECFM=FB)

//SYSUT2   DD DSN=TCY.TEST.GDG(+1),

//         DISP=(NEW,CATLG),

//         SPACE=(TRK,1),UNIT=3480,

//         DCB=PCY.GDGMODEL.DATA

//*

//STEPC    EXEC PGM=DJCDEC

 

1. STEPA issues RC=0.
2. STEPB catalogs TCY.TEST.GDG.G0002V00, and issues RC=0.
3. STEPC abends with completion code SB37.
4. JOB2 runs and creates TCY.TEST.GDG.G0003V00.
5. JOB3 runs, uncatalogs and deletes TCY.TEST.GDG.G0002V00, and creates and catalogs the same generation on

another volume.
6. JOB1 is restarted from STEPB.

Here are the results with various GDGADJ settings:

GDGADJ MOVED GENERATION OF TCY.TEST.GDG
created by ESP WA Restart Option in
STEPB.

YES NO G0004V00
YES YES G0002V00
NO NO/YES G0004V00

ENCPARM HONORCC Command: Control Condition Code Checks of Previous
Job Runs
The HONORCC initialization parameter specifies whether ESP WA Restart Option considers condition codes from the
previous run when restarting a job.

Type: ESP WA Restart Option command.

This command has the following syntax:

ENCPARM HONORCC  [ALL|NONE]

ALL
During a job restart, ESP WA Restart Option considers condition codes from the previous run. These are used in
any condition code test in the restart.

NONE
During a job restart, ESP WA Restart Option does not consider condition codes from the previous run.

Example

In the following JCL, if STEP1 ends with condition code 0, STEP3 is bypassed; otherwise, STEP3 is run.

//STEP1   EXEC  PGM=P1

...

//STEP2   EXEC  PGM=P2

...

//STEP3   EXEC  PGM=P3,COND=(0,EQ,STEP1)
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...

However, if STEP1 ends with condition code 0 and STEP2 abends, the restart from STEP2 proceeds as follows:

• STEP3 is run if you issue HONORCC NONE.

In this case, the check of the STEP1 condition code is not done.

• STEP3 is bypassed if you issue HONORCC ALL.

In this case, ESP WA Restart Option considers the condition codes from the previous run, so the condition code test in
STEP3 is true.

ENCPARM IGNOREDS Command: Specify Data Sets to Ignore on Job Restart
The ENCPARM IGNOREDS command specifies the data sets that ESP WA Restart Option ignores when deciding which
data sets to delete or recreate.

For all instances of these data sets in a job:

• No errors are predicted.
• No cleanup is done.
• No auto-restoring is performed.
• No security checking is performed.
• No adjustment of GDGs is done.

Type: ESP WA Restart Option command.

This command has the following syntax:

ENCPARM IGNOREDS  [DSNAME(-|dsname)]

                  [JOBNAME(-|jobname)]

                  [DDNAME(-|ddname)]

                  [PGMNAME(-|pgmname)]

DSNAME( - |dsname)
The data sets to be ignored. The default is a hyphen (-), which matches any data set name.

JOBNAME( - | jobname)
The jobs referencing the data sets that you want ESP WA Restart Option to ignore. The default is a hyphen (-),
which matches data sets referenced by any job name.

DDNAME( - |ddname)
The DD names for the data sets that you want ESP WA Restart Option to ignore. The default is a hyphen (-),
which matches data sets referenced by any DD name.

PGMNAME( - | pgmname)
The executing programs referencing the data sets that you want ESP WA Restart Option to ignore. The default is
a hyphen (-), which matches data sets referenced by any program.

NOTE
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• You may include wildcard characters in the value of the DSNAME, JOBNAME, DDNAME, and PGMNAME
operands.

• You can issue as many ENCPARM IGNOREDS commands as you want. ESP WA Restart Option compares
the value of each operand with the corresponding value in the job. If all values match, ESP WA Restart
Option ignores the corresponding data set.

• Once a data set name matches an ENCPARM IGNOREDS command, that data set name is ignored
everywhere it occurs in the job.

• You can re-enable ESP WA Restart Option processing for specified data sets by coding the ENCPARM
NOIGNORE initialization parameter or statement.

• If ENCPARM IGNOREDS was coded for an earlier job run and removed for a restart run, it is still in effect
and any specified data sets are still ignored by ESP WA Restart Option. To override the previously coded
ENCPARM IGNOREDS, you must code ENCPARM NOIGNORE in the restart.

Example 1

The following ENCPARM command causes ESP WA Restart Option to ignore any data set specified in an IMSLOG DD
statement.

ENCPARM IGNOREDS DDNAME(IMSLOG)

Example 2

The following ENCPARM command causes ESP WA Restart Option to ignore any data set if the following conditions
apply:

• The data set is referenced in a step executing program PAY287.
• The data set is specified in DD statement SYSUT1.

ENCPARM IGNOREDS PGMNAME(PAY287) DDNAME(SYSUT1)

Example 3

The following ENCPARM command causes ESP WA Restart Option to ignore any data set whose fully-qualified name
contains ABC after at least one qualifier.

ENCPARM IGNOREDS DSN(--.-ABC-)

ENCPARM JOBID Command: Specify Job ID of Restarted Job
The ENCPARM JOBID command specifies the job ID of the job that is being restarted by Broadcom WA Restart Option
ESP Edition.

JOBID is required only for jobs that are submitted outside of ESP. When ESP submits a job, it builds this command from
the input entered on the resubmission panels.

Type: ESP WA Restart Option command

This command has the following syntax:

ENCPARM JOBID JOBnnnnn|Jnnnnnnn

JOBnnnnn|Jnnnnnnn
The job ID where nnnnn or nnnnnnn is the job number.
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JOBID is automatically added to the ESP WA Restart Option step by ESP. The command must be added manually when
a restart job is not submitted by ESP.

Example

In this example, job number 01234 is restarted.

//         EXEC CYBRMENC

//SYSIN    DD *

SUBSYS ESP

TYPE   R

JOBID  JOB01234

ENCPARM JOBNAME Command: Specify Backed-out Job or Whose EXH Record
Is to be Dumped
The ENCPARM JOBNAME command specifies a job to be backed out or whose EXH record is to be dumped.

Type: ESP WA Restart Option command

This command has the following syntax:

ENCPARM JOBNAME jobname

jobname
The name of the job to be backed out or whose EXH Record is to be dumped.

JOBNAME is not intended for restarts. It is used when manually backing out or dumping a job.

Example

//         EXEC CYBRMENC

//SYSIN    DD *

SUBSYS   ESP

TYPE     BACKOUT

JOBNAME  JOBA

JOBID    JOB01234

ENCPARM MODE Command: Specify How Job Is Processed
The ENCPARM MODE command specifies how a job is processed by Broadcom WA Restart Option ESP Edition.

Type: ESP WA Restart Option command.

Authority: You require OPER authority to issue the ENCPARM MODE command.

This command has the following syntax:

ENCPARM MODE [NORMAL|SCAN|NULL]

NORMAL
The job is executed.

SCAN
ESP WA Restart Option analyzes the job, produces a report, and then flushes the remainder of the job. You can
use SCAN to check for errors prior to job submission.
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NULL
NULL is for jobs run outside of ESP. ESP WA Restart Option performs data set cleanup and runs the job. ESP
WA Restart Option does not track the job in the EXH data set.

The ENCPARM MODE SCAN command operates differently from the JCL parameter TYPRUN=SCAN. With
TYPRUN=SCAN, the job does not execute, data sets are not allocated, and there are no conflicts with other jobs. The
MODE SCAN command executes the job, but only the ESP WA Restart Option step runs; the rest of the steps are
flushed. Also, data sets can become enqueued, so there may be conflicts with other jobs running concurrently.

For MODE SCAN, ESP WA Restart Option removes COND=ONLY and COND=EVEN from all job steps so that only the
ESP WA Restart Option step runs and the remainder of the steps are flushed. This is done in case the ESP WA Restart
Option step abends.

The MODE NULL command is used in jobs submitted outside of ESP. Insert the following step at the beginning of a
standalone job:

...

//stepname EXEC CYBRMENC

//ENCPARMS DD   *

MODE NULL

/*

...

You can specify any valid name for stepname.

When ENCPARM MODE NULL is specified, ESP WA Restart Option performs data set cleanup but it does not track
the job in the EXH data set. ESP WA Restart Option checks the disposition of the first occurrence of each data set and
performs the cleanup as follows:

• If a data set appears with DISP=(NEW,CATLG) in its first occurrence, and that data set is cataloged, ESP WA Restart
Option uncatalogs and deletes it.

• If a data set appears with DISP=(NEW,KEEP) in its first occurrence, and a DASD volume is specified in the DD
statement, and the data set exists on that volume, ESP WA Restart Option scratches that data set.

You do not need to specify a subsystem ID when you use ENCPARM MODE NULL (see the SUBSYS command).

Other ESP WA Restart Option initialization parameter and commands may be specified along with MODE NULL, for
example:

//stepname EXEC CYBRMENC

//ENCPARMS DD *

MODE NULL

VOLUME EXCLUDE(RESPAK)

IGNOREDS DSN(SYS1.-)

You can specify any valid name for stepname.

ESP WA Restart Option still predicts errors when ENCPARM MODE NULL is used. Issue the ENCPARM FORCE YES
command to override error predictions.

NOTE

MODE SCAN will cause the job to be marked as FAILED on the ESP scoreboard (CSF).
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ENCPARM MODIFY Command: Modify the Internal Processing of ESP WA Restart
Option
The ENCPARM MODIFY command modifies the internal processing of ESP WA Restart Option.

WARNING

This command should be used only by your system programmer because it can affect all users on your ESP WA
Restart Option system.

Type: ESP WA Restart Option command

Authority: You require OPER authority to issue the ENCPARM MODIFY command.

This command has the following syntax:

ENCPARM MODIFY COMPRESS(YES|NO)

               DSEXIT(module)

               GDGENQ(YES|NO)

               PACING(15|nnn)

               USECSI(YES|NO)

COMPRESS(YES|NO)
Determines whether each EXH record is compressed when a job completes its execution. Compressing the
records saves space, but it requires extra CPU cycles to expand the records for a potential restart.

DSEXIT(module)
Specifies an optional exit routine that ESP WA Restart Option invokes during the processing of each data set in
a job. This user-defined exit routine can make decisions regarding ESP WA Restart Option handling of each data
set in a job. For example, you can use DSEXIT to support complex naming conventions that are not supported by
ESP wildcard capability.

GDGENQ(YES|NO)
Determines whether ESP WA Restart Option enqueues on the GDG version of the data set that will be used
during the restart. If you specify NO, the restart job can fail due to interference of other jobs in the system at the
same time.

PACING(15|nnn)
The number of records collected and passed to the EXH data set. The default value is 15. You can increase this
value to improve EXH file performance. This, however, increases the number of records that can be lost in case of
system problems.
The number of records collected and written to the EXH data set at one time. Records are collected and written
once every second.
If you specify PACING(0), PACING(15) is used.
You can increase the default value to improve EXH data set performance. However, this increases the number
of records that can be lost in case of system problems. The default value of 15 allows a maximum throughput
of 54,000 EXH data set slots per hour (15 records times 3600 seconds/hour). This capacity is sufficient for most
installations. In large installations, where the EXH data set traffic is high, you should increase this operand.

USECSI(YES|NO)
Determines whether ESP WA Restart Option uses CSI (Catalog Search Interface) to search the system catalog. If
you specify NO, ESP WA Restart Option uses the IDCAMS catalog access.
You can use this operand only if you issue the command as a z/OS MODIFY command.
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NOTE

• This command is for maintenance personnel rather than ESP WA Restart Option users.
• Your system must use the integrated catalog facility (ICF) for ESP WA Restart Option to use CSI. If your

system does not use ICF, ESP WA Restart Option uses the IDCAMS catalog access.

Examples

The following example indicates that compression should be performed for records written to the EXH data set:

ENCPARM MODIFY COMPRESS(YES)

The following example selects the CSI catalog access:

F ESP,ENCPARM MODIFY USECSI(YES)

ENCPARM NODELETE Command: Stops Deletion of Data Sets
The ENCPARM NODELETE command stops ESP WA Restart Option from deleting specified data sets that may be set for
deletion by the ENCPARM CLEANUP initialization parameter or command.

NOTE
Coding ENCPARM NODELETE can lead to NOT CATLGD 2 and DUPLICATE NAME ON DASD errors for the
data sets specified in ENCPARM NODELETE.

Type: ESP WA Restart Option command

This command has the following syntax:

ENCPARM NODELETE [DSNAME(-|dsname)]

                 [JOBNAME(-|jobname)]

                 [DDNAME(-|ddname)]

                 [PGMNAME(-|pgmname)]

DSNAME( - |dsname)
The data sets for which you want to disable deletion. The default is a hyphen (-), which matches any data set
name.

JOBNAME( - | jobname)
The jobs referring to the data sets for which you want to disable deletion. The default is a hyphen (-), which
matches data sets to which any job name refers.

DDNAME( - |ddname)
The DD names for the data sets for which you want to disable deletion. The default is a hyphen (-), which
matches data sets to which any DD name refers.

PGMNAME( - | pgmname)
The executing programs referring to the data sets for which you want to disable deletion. The default is a hyphen
(-), which matches data sets to which any program refers.

NOTE
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• ESP WA Restart Option compares the value of each operand in ENCPARM NODELETE with the
corresponding value in the job. If all values match, ESP WA Restart Option does not delete the
corresponding data sets.

• ENCPARM NODELETE applies to TYPE INITIAL, TYPE RESTART, and TYPE BACKOUT runs.
• You may include wildcard characters in the value of the DSNAME, JOBNAME, DDNAME, and PGMNAME

operands. If you do not specify a value, the default is a hyphen (-), which matches any value.
• You can issue as many ENCPARM NODELETE commands and initialization parameters as you want and in

any order you want relative to any other ESP WA Restart Option commands and initialization parameters.
• For the specified data sets, ENCPARM NODELETE always overrides deletions set up in ENCPARM

CLEANUP, no matter where they are coded and in what order.
• If ENCPARM NODELETE was coded in an earlier job run and you remove it for a restart run, it is still in effect

and ESP WA Restart Option cannot delete the specified data sets. Past and present ENCPARM NODELETE
statements also remain in effect during TYPE BACKOUT runs.

Example 1

The following command causes ESP WA Restart Option to disable ESP WA Restart Option deletion of any data set
specified in an IMSLOG DD statement.

ENCPARM NODELETE DDNAME(IMSLOG)

Example 2

The following command disables ESP WA Restart Option deletion of any data set for which both of the following
conditions apply:

• The data set is referenced in a step executing program PAY287.
• The data set is specified in DD statement SYSUT1.

ENCPARM NODELETE PGMNAME(PAY287) DDNAME(SYSUT1)

Example 3

In the following example, ENCPARM NODELETE overrides ENCPARM CLEANUP.

ENCPARM NODELETE JOBNAME(-ALLOC) DSNAME(PROD.GL.RPTS.AH1)

ENCPARM CLEANUP INITIAL(YES) RESTART(YES) DYNALLOC(YES)

ENCPARM CLEANUP causes ESP WA Restart Option to delete all data sets that will be created by the initial run or a
restart run. For a restart run, this includes dynamically allocated data sets.

ENCPARM NODELETE disables ESP WA Restart Option deletion of data set PROD.GL.RPTS.AH1, but only in jobs
whose name ends with “ALLOC”.

NOTE
The order of the commands in the example makes no difference; ENCPARM NODELETE always overrides
ENCPARM CLEANUP..

ENCPARM NOIGNORE Command: Reenable Processing for Specified Data Sets
The ENCPARM NOIGNORE command reenables ESP WA Restart Option processing for specified data sets.

The ENCPARM NOIGNORE initialization parameter overrides the ENCPARM IGNOREDS initialization parameter and
command for the specified data sets. ESP WA Restart Option processing is enabled once again as follows for data sets
specified in ENCPARM NOIGNORE:
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• Errors are predicted.
• Cleanup is done.
• Auto-restoring is performed.
• Security checking is performed.
• Adjustment of GDGs is done.The ENCPARM IGNOREDS command specifies the data sets that ESP WA Restart

Option ignores when deciding which data sets to delete or recreate.

Type: ESP WA Restart Option command

This command has the following syntax:

ENCPARM NOIGNOREDS [DSNAME(-|dsname)]

                   [JOBNAME(-|jobname)]

                   [DDNAME(-|ddname)]

                   [PGMNAME(-|pgmname)]

DSNAME( - |dsname)
The data sets for which to re-enable ESP WA Restart Option processing. The default is a hyphen (-), which
matches any data set name.

JOBNAME( - | jobname)
The jobs referring to the data sets for which you want to re-enable ESP WA Restart Option processing. The
default is a hyphen (-), which matches data sets to which any job name refers.

DDNAME( - |ddname)
The DD names for the data sets for which you want to re-enable ESP WA Restart Option processing. The default
is a hyphen (-), which matches data sets to which any DD name refers.

PGMNAME( - | pgmname)
The executing programs referring to the data sets for which you want to re-enable ESP WA Restart Option
processing. The default is a hyphen (-), which matches data sets to which any program refers.

NOTE

• ESP WA Restart Option compares the value of each operand in ENCPARM NOIGNORE with the
corresponding value in the job. If all values match, ESP WA Restart Option processing is re-enabled for the
corresponding data sets.

• An ENCPARM NOIGNORE initialization parameter or command cannot override an ENCPARM NODELETE
initialization parameter or command.

• You may include wildcard characters in the value of the DSNAME, JOBNAME, DDNAME, and PGMNAME
operands. If you do not specify a value, the default is a hyphen (-), which matches any value.

• You can issue as many ENCPARM NOIGNORE commands and initialization parameters as you want and in
any order you want relative to any other ESP WA Restart Option commands and initialization parameters.

• ENCPARM NOIGNORE always overrides ENCPARM IGNOREDS, no matter where they are coded and in
what order.

• If ENCPARM IGNOREDS was coded in an earlier job run and removed for a restart run, it is still in effect
and any specified data sets are ignored. You must code ENCPARM NOIGNORE in the restart to overide the
effect of the previously coded ENCPARM IGNOREDS for specified data sets.

Example 1

The following command causes ESP WA Restart Option to re-enable processing for any data set specified in an IMSLOG
DD statement.

ENCPARM NOIGNORE DDNAME(IMSLOG)
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Example 2

The following command causes ESP WA Restart Option to re-enable processing for any data set for which both of the
following conditions apply:

• The data set is referenced in a step executing program PAY287.
• The data set is specified in DD statement SYSUT1.

ENCPARM NOIGNORE PGMNAME(PAY287) DDNAME(SYSUT1)

Example 3

In the following example, ENCPARM NOIGNORE overrides ENCPARM IGNOREDS.

ENCPARM NOIGNORE JOBNAME(-ALLOC) DSNAME(PROD.GL.RPTS.AH1)

ENCPARM IGNOREDS DSNAME(PROD.GL.RPTS.-)

ENCPARM IGNOREDS causes ESP WA Restart Option to ignore all data sets starting with PROD.GL.RPTS.

ENCPARM NOIGNORE re-enables ESP WA Restart Option processing for data set PROD.GL.RPTS.AH1, but only in
jobs whose name ends with “ALLOC”.

NOTE
The order of the commands in the example makes no difference; ENCPARM NOIGNORE always overrides
ENCPARM IGNOREDS

ENCPARM NRDD Command: Specify DD Name for Nonrestartable Step
The ENCPARM NRDD statement allows you to specify a DD name that you code in any steps you want to mark as
nonrestartable. ESP WA Restart Option does not choose these steps as the initial step in a restart, but they can still run
after the initial restart step.

Type: ESP WA Restart Option statement.

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

ENCPARM NRDD [ddname]

ddname
Specifies a DD name that you code in any steps you want to mark as nonrestartable.

NOTE

• You can code ENCPARM NRDD at the application level or job level or as an initialization parameter.
• You can code ENCPARM NRDD multiple times. The last one coded determines the DD name that marks a

nonrestartable step.
• If you do not specify the ddname operand, you cannot use a DD name to mark a step as nonrestartable.
• You can code any valid parameters you want in DD statements whose DD name is specified by ENCPARM

NRDD.

Example: ENCPARM NRDD Statement

In the following example, ENCPARM NRDD specifies DDname NORESTRT.

ENCPARM NRDD NORESTRT
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In the following JCL, DD name NORESTRT is coded in STEP10 and STEP15. If the job is restarted, ESP WA Restart
Option will not restart on STEP10 or STEP15 since they are marked as nonrestartable. However, these steps can still run
if STEP1 or STEP2 is chosen as the initial restart step.

//GLDLY JOB...

//...

//STEP1    EXEC PGM=GL01

...

//STEP2    EXEC PGM=GL02

...

//STEP10   EXEC PGM=GL10

//NORESTRT DD DUMMY

...

//STEP15   EXEC PGM=GL15

//NORESTRT DD DUMMY

...

//STEP20   EXEC PGM=GLRPT

...

ENCPARM PREDICT Command: Specify Predicted Error Types
The ENCPARM PREDICT command controls what type of errors ESP WA Restart Option predicts. By default, ESP WA
Restart Option predicts all errors.

Type: ESP WA Restart Option command

This command has the following syntax:

ENCPARM PREDICT error-type([YES|NO]) [error-type([YES|NO])...]

                [BYPASS(nnn)]

                [PROG(program)]

                [NOPROG(program)]

error-type(YES)
This type of error is predicted by ESP WA Restart Option. See the list of error-type values later in this topic.

error-type(NO)
Specifies that this type of error is not predicted by ESP WA Restart Option.

BYPASS(nnn)
ESP WA Restart Option treats nnn as a special condition code and does not predict DSNOTFOUND or
NOTCATLG2 errors for these steps.

NOTE

If ESP WA Restart Option knows that a job step never executes, you do not need to code the BYPASS
operand to avoid DSNOTFOUND or NOTCATLG2 errors.

PROG(program)
ESP WA Restart Option does not predict DSNOTFOUND errors for all job steps after the first step that runs
program.

NOPROG(program)
Reverses the previous setting of the PROG(program) operand. This is useful in situations where PROG(program)
is the global default.

The error-type must be one of the following:
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DCB
The DCB attributes specified in the DCB parameter are inconsistent.

DSNOTFOUND
The data set name cannot be found in the catalog.

DUPNAME
The data set name already exists on the specified volume.

GDGDEF
The GDG base is not defined.

GDGGEN
The specified GDG generation does not exist.

NOTCAT2
The data set cannot be cataloged because it is already cataloged.

NOTDEL8
The data set cannot be deleted because it does not exist.

NOTONVOLUME
The requested data set is not on the volume specified in the DD statement or in the catalog.

NOTUNCAT2
The data set cannot be uncataloged because it is not cataloged.

PGMNOTFOUND
The specified program cannot be found.

RDNR
The job cannot be restarted from the specified FROMSTEP since that step contains the RD=NR parameter.

SECURITY
A security violation has been detected.

SPACE
The SPACE parameter is missing for a new data set on DASD.

UNIT
A UNIT parameter is missing for a new data set with VOLUME specified.

Example - NOTCAT2 and SPACE

When you issue the following ENCPARM command, ESP WA Restart Option does not predict NOTCAT2 and SPACE
parameter errors.

ENCPARM PREDICT NOTCAT2(NO) SPACE(NO)

NOTE

ESP WA Restart Option still predicts all other errors.

Example - BYPASS

Sometimes you may code a COND parameter as follows so that a step is bypassed:

...

//STEP5  EXEC PGM=ABC,COND=(999,NE)

//SYSUT1 DD   DSN=PCY.DATA,DISP=SHR

...
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If data set PCY.DATA in the preceding example does not exist, ESP WA Restart Option predicts a “data set not found”
error, even though the step will not run. To prevent the error prediction, do the following:

• Code the following ESP WA Restart Option initialization parameter:
• PREDICT BYPASS(999)

 

NOTE

You can also change the COND parameter to avoid the error prediction problem. In the following example,
COND=(999,NE) is changed to COND=(0,LE):

...

//STEP5    EXEC PGM=ABC,COND=(0,LE)

//SYSUT1   DD DSN=PCY.DATA,DISP=SHR

...

 

Because a step cannot have a completion code of less than 0, ESP WA Restart Option knows that STEP1 in the
preceding example never executes. In this case, ESP WA Restart Option does not predict a “data set not found” error.

Example - PROG

In the following JCL, STEP01 executes IDCAMS to define a data set that STEP02 references. As a result ESP WA
Restart Option predicts a DSNOTFOUND error because it does not see the IDCAMS control commands:

//STEP01 EXEC PGM=IDCAMS

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN DD *

  DEFINE CLUSTER -

   (NAME(A.B.C) -

    VOL(volume))

    ...

//*

  //STEP02 EXEC PGM=MYPGM

  //DD1    DD DSN=A.B.C,DISP=SHR

To stop ESP WA Restart Option from predicting DATA SET NOT FOUND errors for all steps after STEP02 (the IDCAMS
step), code the following ESP WA Restart Option initialization parameter:

PREDICT PROG(IDCAMS)

Example - NOPROG

PROG(ABC) is issued at the beginning of the following application definition, so it applies to all jobs in the application.
NOPROG(ABC) is issued within the job definition for job P2, so it applies to that job only. Job P1 and P2 run program
ABC.

JCLLIB 'PA.JCL.CNTL'

APPL  PAYROLL

OPTIONS RESTARTSTEP

ENCPARM PREDICT PROG(ABC)

 

JOB P1
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  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

 

JOB P2

  ENCPARM PREDICT NOPROG(ABC)

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

 

JOB P3

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

In this case, ESP WA Restart Option:

• does not predict any DSNOTFOUND errors in job P1 for all steps after the one that runs program ABC.
• predicts all DSNOTFOUND errors in job P2, even though it runs program ABC.
• predicts all DSNOTFOUND errors in job P3 because it does not run program ABC.

ENCPARM PREVTIME Command: Specify Reader-On (RDRON) Time to Find Job
The ENCPARM PREVTIME command specifies a reader-on (RDRON) time to find a job in the EXH data set.

Use the ENCPARM PREVTIME command when ESP WA Restart Option cannot discriminate between two or more jobs
with the same job name and job number on the EXH data set. ESP WA Restart Option uses job name and job number
to search for jobs on the EXH data set (for example, to process a RESTART command). When a duplicate job name and
job number is found, the selection cannot be made and processing terminates with a severe error. You can avoid this by
issuing the ENCPARM PREVTIME command to specify the time of the job you want to process. ESP WA Restart Option
uses the time as an additional criterion to distinguish among the candidate jobs on the EXH data set.

Type: ESP WA Restart Option command

This command has the following syntax:

ENCPARM PREVTIME yyyymmddhhmm

yyyy
Year

mm
Month

dd
Day

hh
Hour

mm
Minute

Usage Notes:
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• If ESP WA Restart Option finds more than one EXH record for the same job name and job number, it looks at the
job start time on each EXH data set record and selects the first job that started at or after the time specified in the
PREVTIME command.

• If a job is resubmitted from the CSF and if the job's reader-on time is still in the ESP tracking data, the PREVTIME
command is automatically generated by ESP.

• ESP WA Restart Option r3.1 and above automatically omit PREVTIME in the case of internodal jobs (a job submitted
by an ESP subsystem and executed by another ESP subsystem on a different JES node). This is because of
complexities related to potential differences in JES versions and time zones.

• To determine the correct time to specify when you manually issue the PREVTIME command, look in the job log of the
selected job to determine when this job started. The time is given in the format hh.mm.ss

• If you submit a restart job with no PREVTIME command and there is more than one EXH index entry with a matching
job name and number, the ESP WA Restart Option step fails with return code 68 and the following message is written
to the ESP WA Restart Option job run report:

============

SEVERE ERROR

============

        THE EXECUTION HISTORY FILE CONTAINS x

        MATCHING INDEX ENTRIES FOR THE JOB YOU ARE

        TRYING TO RESTART.

        STATE THE JOB NAME AND THE JOB NUMBER, AND USE

        THE 'PREVTIME YYYYMMDDHHMM' COMMAND TO SELECT

        THE FIRST JOB THAT RAN AFTER A SPECIFIC DATE

        AND TIME.

Example

Assume the following jobs are on the EXH data set:

Job Name Job Number Date Time (HH:MM:SS)
ABC 12345 20030501 11:51:30
ABC 12345 20030508 11:51:24

The following command selects the first job (Time = 11:51:30):

ENCPARM PREVTIME  200305011151

The following command selects the second job (Time = 11:51:24):

ENCPARM PREVTIME  200305081151

ESP WA Restart Option searches on the time in ENCPARM PREVTIME minus 90 seconds, so the fact that ENCPARM
PREVTIME does not include seconds is irrelevant. If ENCPARM PREVTIME is specified, ESP WA Restart Option selects
the first job that started after ENCPARM PREVTIME - 90 seconds. In this example, if ENCPARM PREVTIME is not
specified, the ESP WA Restart Option step terminates with condition code 68.

ENCPARM PRINT Command: Print Sections of Job Run Report
The ENCPARM PRINT command lets you specify report sections of the ESP WA Restart Option job run report to print.
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ESP WA Restart Option normally prints only the job run report sections that are relevant to the current run. However,
you can print other report sections by issuing the ENCPARM PRINT command. For more information, see the ESP WA
Restart Option User Guide.

Type: ESP WA Restart Option command

This command has the following syntax:

ENCPARM PRINT section-name([YES|NO])

              section-name([YES|NO])

              ...

section-name(YES|NO)
Specifies whether a section of the ESP WA Restart Option job run report is produced. The possible values for
section-name are:
Main Sections:
section-name        Report section printed
ACTIONS             Action Summary section
RESTART             Job Restart Summary section
SUBSYS               Subsystem Information section
SUMMARY            Job Summary section
Diagnostic Sections:
section-name       Report section printed
ACTION2            Dump of Action Table section
CATALOG            Catalog section
ERRORS             Errors section
EXHFILE EXH      File Statistics section
HISTORY            History of Previous Job section
MULTIVOL           Multivolume data sets section
RETRIEVAL         EXH Record-Retrieval Details section
SIOTJFCB           SIOT/JFCB section
SMF                   SMF Records section
UNIT                  Unit Names section
VTOC                 VTOC section

NOTE

The ENCPARM DIAG YES command enables all the options listed under the ENCPARM PRINT command.

Some Job Run report sections are not controlled by ENCPARM PRINT:

• The following report sections are always produced:
– Introductory section
– Parameter Summary section
– Initialization Parameters section

• The Severe Error section is only produced when a severe error occurs. For example, an ESP WA Restart
Option condition code 44 (a job's EXH record is no longer in the EXH data set) causes the Severe Error
section to be produced.

Example

The following command adds the HISTORY section to the ESP WA Restart Option report.

ENCPARM PRINT HISTORY(YES)
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ENCPARM PURGE Command: Configure Automatic Purge of Job History
Records
The ENCPARM PURGE command sets conditions under which ESP WA Restart Option automatically purges records
from the EXH data set before creating a new record. Regardless of whether you use ENCPARM PURGE, run the
CYBRMPRG utility on a regular basis to maintain your EXH data set.

ENCPARM PURGE can also be specified in the initialization parameter data set.

WARNING

You can only enter the ENCPARM PURGE command in the initialization parameters, or in page mode. If you
enter it at the application level or job level, it is ignored.

WARNING

You can enter more than one ENCPARM PURGE command. The commands are kept in the same sequence
as they are entered. The first ENCPARM PURGE command that matches the job name is executed. Once the
match is found, the remaining ENCPARM PURGE commands are skipped. To achieve the desired results, enter
ENCPARM PURGE commands in the order of the most specific to the most generic.

 

An ENCPARM PURGE command remains in effect only during the lifetime of the ESP address space.

Type ESP WA Restart Option command

This command has the following syntax:

ENCPARM PURGE JOB(job-mask)

              [AGE(days)]

              [INCOMPLETEAGE(days)]

              [KEEP(number)]

              [INCOMPLETEKEEP(number)]

JOB(job-mask)
Specifies a job name mask string that may contain wildcard characters.

AGE(days)
Specifies the number of days that a complete job group should be kept on the EXH data set if its name matches
the mask.

INCOMPLETEAGE(days)
Specifies the number of days that an incomplete job group should be kept on the EXH data set if its name
matches the mask.

KEEP(number)
Specifies the maximum number of complete job groups that must remain in the EXH data set.

INCOMPLETEKEEP(number)
Specifies the maximum number of incomplete job groups that must remain in the EXH data set.

Job groups

A job group is composed of an initial job and all restarted jobs stemming from that initial job. A complete job group is one
in which the most recent job has executed successfully, otherwise, it is an incomplete job group. The age of the most
recent member of a job group determines the age of the whole job group.

Listing Jobs and default purge values
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• You can list the jobs in the index of an EXH data set by running the CYBRMLST utility.
• You can see what will be purged by running the CYBRMPRG utility with TEST=Y.
• You can list the default purge values that are stored on the EXH data set by running the CYBRMQRY utility.

Setting the default automatic job purge values

If you do not specify values for the optional operands, ESP WA Restart Option use the default values taken from the EXH
data set.

• You can set the default purge values for the automatic job purge mechanism when you allocate the EXH data set with
the CYBRMALC utility.

• You can change the default automatic job purge values with the CYBRMKEP utility.

Automatic job purging

 

WARNING
 The automatic purging of jobs takes place gradually as new jobs that match the purge initialization parameters
are run.

 

A completed job group is purged when one of the following conditions occurs:

• The most recent job in the group is older than AGE.
• The completed job group is the oldest job group in the EXH data set and a new job group is created that exceeds the

KEEP limit.

An incomplete job group is purged when one of the following conditions occurs:

• The most recent job in the group is older than INCOMPLETEAGE.
• The incomplete job group is the oldest job group in the EXH data set and a new job group is created that exceeds the

INCOMPLETEKEEP limit.

The automatic purging of jobs takes place gradually as new jobs that match the purge command are run.

Purging jobs manually

You can immediately purge jobs from the EXH data set with the CYBRMPRG utility. Use the CYBRMPRG utility on a
regular basis to maintain your EXH data set.

Example

In this example, the default purge criteria stored on the EXH data set are:

AGE=3

INCOMPLETEAGE=10

KEEP=4

INCOMPLETEKEEP=6

PURGE is used to modify the default purge values:

ENCPARM PURGE JOB(A-) AGE(14)

ENCPARM PURGE JOB(B-) INCOMPLETEAGE(12)

ENCPARM PURGE JOB(-) AGE(4) INCOMPLETEAGE(6) KEEP(3)

INCOMPLETEKEEP(5)

The default purge values are modified as follows:
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Jobs Purge values
Name starting with A AGE=14

INCOMPLETEAGE=10
KEEP=4
INCOMPLETEKEEP=6

Name starting with B AGE=3
INCOMPLETEAGE=12
KEEP=4
INCOMPLETEKEEP=6

All other job names AGE=4
INCOMPLETEAGE=6
KEEP=3
INCOMPLETEKEEP=5

ENCPARM QUIESCE Command: Quiesce ESP WA Restart Option
Use the ENCPARM QUIESCE command to quiesce ESP WA Restart Option, which lets you:

• Suspend ESP WA Restart Option operation.
• Deallocate the EXH data set from the ESP subsystem address space.
• Stop the recording of tracking information to the EXH data set.

Job tracking continues, but data is stored in the Auxiliary Address Space until the EXH data set is available again.

NOTE

You must issue ENCPARM QUIESCE for the master and all proxies.

Type: ESP WA Restart Option command

Authority: You require OPER authority to issue the ENCPARM QUIESCE command.

This command has the following syntax:

ENCPARM QUIESCE

NOTE

The ENCPARM QUIESCE command is used in situations such as the following:

• When you need exclusive control (DISP=OLD) of the EXH data set.
• Before you issue the AUX_AS CANCEL command to stop the Auxiliary Address Space or the AUX_AS

BOUNCE command to stop and then start the Auxiliary Address Space.

Example

This example illustrates the effect of issuing the ENCPARM QUIESCE command.

The ENCPARM STATUS command is issued to list the status of ESP WA Restart Option.

oper encparm status

ESP ENCORE COMPRESSING ACTIVE

The ENCPARM QUIESCE command is issued.
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oper encparm quiesce

ESP7103I OK

The ENCPARM STATUS command is issued again to list the status of ESP WA Restart Option after the quiesce.

oper encparm status

ESP ENCORE COMPRESSING QUIESCED

ENCPARM RESTART Command: Restart ESP WA Restart Option
Use ENCPARM Restart command to restart ESP WA Restart Option, which lets you:

• Allocate the EXH data set to the ESP subsystem address space.
• Resume the recording of tracking information to the EXH data set.
• Drain tracking data that was accumulated in the Auxiliary Address Space and writes the data to the EXH data set.

NOTE

You must issue ENCPARM RESTART for the master and all proxies.

Type: ESP WA Restart Option command

Authority: You require OPER authority to issue the ENCPARM RESTART command.

This command has the following syntax:

ENCPARM RESTART

NOTE

The ENCPARM RESTART command is used in situations such as the following:

• When you no longer need exclusive control (DISP=OLD) of the EXH data set.
• After you issue the AUX_AS START or AUX_AS BOUNCE command to start the Auxiliary Address Space.
• After ESP or ESP WA Restart Option were quiesced because the EXH data set was full

Example

This example illustrates the effect of issuing the ENCPARM RESTART command.

The ENCPARM STATUS command is issued to list the status of ESP WA Restart Option.

oper encparm status

ESP ENCORE COMPRESSING QUIESCED

The ENCPARM RESTART command is issued.

oper encparm restart

ESP7103I OK

The ENCPARM STATUS command is issued again to list the status of ESP WA Restart Option after the restart.

oper encparm status

ESP ENCORE COMPRESSING ACTIVE
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ENCPARM STATUS Command: List Status of ESP WA Restart Option
The ENCPARM STATUS command lists the status of ESP WA Restart Option.

Type: ESP WA Restart Option command

Authority: You require OPER authority to issue the ENCPARM STATUS command.

This command has the following syntax:

ENCPARM STATUS

Example

oper encparm status

ESP ENCORE COMPRESSING QUIESCED

ENCPARM SUBSYS Command: Specify Subsystem Identifier for Job
When you submit a job processed by Broadcom WA Restart Option ESP Edition, you can issue ENCPARM SUBSYS to
specify the subsystem identifier of the ESP system under which the job has been submitted.

One of the following criteria must be met for a match:

• The ESPGROUP operand of the ENCPARM SUBSYS command must match the ESPGROUP command setting in the
initialization parameter data set.

• The subname (subsystem name) operand of the ENCPARM SUBSYS command must match the SUBSYS command
setting in the initialization parameter data set.

Type: ESP WA Restart Option command

This command has the following syntax:

ENCPARM SUBSYS subname

               [ESPGROUP(espgroup)|

                PLEXID(espgroup)|

                GROUPNAME(espgroup)]

subname
A subsystem name that ESP WA Restart Option uses to search for an ESP subsystem. The search is successful
if subname matches a SUBSYS initialization parameter.
ESP WA Restart Option uses this identifier to specify the ESP subsystem with which the batch job is to
communicate if either of the following occur:

• ESPGROUP is omitted.
• The ESP WA Restart Option step cannot use the ESPGROUP to find a selectable ESP subsystem.

ESPGROUP|PLEXID| GROUPNAME(espgroup)
A group name that ESP WA Restart Option uses to search for an ESP subsystem. The search is successful if
espgroup matches an ESPGROUP initialization parameter.
ESPGROUP, PLEXID, and GROUPNAME are synonymous, but ESPGROUP is preferred.

Usage Notes:

The ESP WA Restart Option step of a batch job uses the information provided on the SUBSYS statement to search for
and select the ESP subsystem that stores the job's execution history data to the EXH data set.
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The ESP WA Restart Option step performs up to three searches in the following order:

1. ESPGROUP
2. The subsystem identifier
3. The subsystem mask

The ESP WA Restart Option step uses only the SUBSYS parameters you provide, and stops searching when a search is
successful.

If ESP WA Restart Option encounters an ESP subsystem that does not capture SMF data and does not have an active
auxiliary address space, ESP WA Restart Option rejects it and continues searching. ESP WA Restart Option also rejects
ESP subsystems whose JESNAME initialization parameter differs from the name of the JES subsystem executing the
batch job.

When ESPGROUP is specified, the ESP WA Restart Option step does not select any ESP subsystem if either of the
following conditions apply:

• Two or more ESP subsystems executing under the same JES subsystem are selectable.
• Two or more ESP subsystems have the same JESNAME initialization parameter.

When ESP submits a job tracked by ESP WA Restart Option, it automatically adds a SUBSYS statement to the SYSIN of
the ESP WA Restart Option step. The SUBSYS initialization parameter is used to identify the subsystem and, if the ESP
subsystem has no ESPGROUP initialization statement, the subsystem identifier is used for ESPGROUP.

For internodal jobs, the remote ESP scheduling manager tracks the job and passes tracking information back to the local
ESP scheduling manager. The remote ESP WA Restart Option records the job's execution history in the remote EXH data
set. The ESPGROUP of the local scheduling manager that submits the job must match the ESPGROUP of the remote
scheduling manager, otherwise the ESP WA Restart Option step cannot select a scheduling manager.

For example, a scheduling manager on SYSA with ESPGROUP "G1" submits a batch job that is routed to SYSB where
it executes. The batch job's ESP WA Restart Option step searches for a scheduling manager on SYSB with ESPGROUP
"G1". To succeed, the ESP WA Restart Option step must find a scheduling manager with the following:

• The required ESPGROUP
• SMFINT ON
• The ability to update the EXH data set

Examples

In the following JCL, SUBSYS is automatically added to the ESP WA Restart Option step by ESP:

//STEP01   EXEC CYBRMENC

//SYSIN    DD *

SUBSYS ESP ESPGROUP(PAYROLL)

If the SUBSYS ID is ESP, and the ESPGROUP initialization parameter is GROUP1, the following SUBSYS command is
added to the ESP WA Restart Option step automatically by ESP:

//STEP01   EXEC CYBRMENC

//SYSIN    DD *

SUBSYS ESP ESPGROUP(GROUP1)

If a batch job is submitted manually, ESPGROUP may be omitted to force ESP WA Restart Option to choose the ESP
Edition scheduling manager that has the specified subsystem identifier.

//STEP01   EXEC CYBRMENC

//SYSIN    DD *
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SUBSYS ESP

You can specify MATCH(mask) in manually-submitted batch jobs in one of the following ways:

• Add an initialization parameter such as the following to the ESPPARM data set:

ENCPARM SUBSYS subname MATCH(subname_mask)

The preceding statement applies to all jobs submitted by the ESP.
• In the job resubmission panel, type Y beside “Do you wish to enter ENCPARM statements?” and on the next panel,

enter the SUBSYS statement in the following form:

SUBSYS subname MATCH(subname_mask)

The preceding statement applies only to the job being submitted.

ENCPARM TAPESCR Command: Request Tape Scratch
The ENCPARM TAPESCR command specifies how ESP WA Restart Option scratches tape data sets from a tape
management system (TMS).

NOTE

This applies only if you use a tape management system.

Type: ESP WA Restart Option command

This command has the following syntax:

ENCPARM TAPESCR PROG(pgmname)|

                COMMAND('command_text') CONSOLE(consname)

                                        CART(token)

PROG(pgmname)
The name of the tape management program that ESP WA Restart Option calls to scratch the tape data set.

COMMAND('command_text')
The text of an operator command that ESP WA Restart Option issues to scratch a tape data set. The maximum
length of the command is 126 characters. If your command text is longer than 126 characters, use a tape scratch
program and invoke it with TAPESCR PROG(progname)

CONSOLE(consname)
The name of a console from which the command is issued. Specify CONSOLE only when you specify the
COMMAND operand. ESP WA Restart Option does not issue an error if you specify CONSOLE without
COMMAND.

CART(token)
The response token that is associated with the command. Specify CART only when you specify the COMMAND
operand. ESP WA Restart Option does not issue an error if you specify CART without COMMAND.

 

NOTE

PROG and COMMAND are mutually exclusive. CONSOLE and CART should only be specified if COMMAND is
specified.

If no tape management system is installed, ESP WA Restart Option only uncatalogs the tape data set using the
IDCAMS NOSCR command. However, if a tape management system is present, then ESP WA Restart Option
also executes the interface program named in pgmname or issues the command in command_text.
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Using symbolic variables in a tape scratch command

You can include the following symbolic variables in a tape scratch command. Symbolic variables are replaced by their
assigned values before the command is issued.

• &DSN - the name of a data set to be scratched
• &VOL - the list of VOLSERs that store the data set
• &EXPDT- data set expiry date
• &RETPD - data set retention period
• &TYPE - type of ESP WA Restart Option run. I-initial run, B-backout run, R-restart run

Keep in mind the IBM length restriction of 126 characters for the longest operator command. If your installation uses
very large multi-volume data sets, the VOLSER list substitution may exceed the legal operator command length. In this
situation, use a tape scratch program and invoke it with TAPESCR PROG(progname).

You can list the tape scratch command before and after the symbolic variable substitution processing by issuing command
TRACE CYBRM577. Remove the TRACE CYBRM577 command for production, since it degrades performance.

Using a tape scratch program

A tape scratch program is attached, that is, it runs as an operating system subtask and its parameter list is in the standard
z/OS subroutine parameter list format. The program is invoked in the AMODE (addressing mode) that was specified
during its link-edit run.

The parameters following are passed by ESP WA Restart Option to any program specified in ENCPARM TAPESCR.

DSN
Data set name. It is up to 44 characters long.

NUM_VOLS
Number of volumes this data set is stored on. It is a binary full word counter. The maximum is 255 volumes (the
operating system limit).

VOL_SER
Array of VOLSERs. Each array entry is 6 bytes long and contains a volume serial number in character format.

EXP_DT
Data set expiry date. The date is in the Julian date format YYDDD. It is a 3 byte field. The first byte contains
a binary representation of YY, the next two bytes contain the binary representation of DDD. For example
YYDDD=99365 is stored as X'63016D'.

RETPD
Data set retention period. The date is in the Julian date format YYDDD. It is a 3 byte field. The first byte contains a
binary representation of YY, the next two bytes contain the binary representation of DDD.

FLAGS
A two-byte field that encodes ESP WA Restart Option run type as follows:
X'8000' - initial run
X'4000' - restart run
X'2000' - backout run
X'1000' - cleanup run

The following is the z/OS standard parameter list format:
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Example: Tape scratch program

In this example, ESP WA Restart Option invokes a program called MYTAPSCR whenever a tape data set should be
scratched.

ENCPARM TAPESCR PROG(MYTAPSCR)

TAPESCR PROG attaches the program MYTAPSCR, creating a system subtask. The parameter list described previously
is passed to MYTAPSCR. The program is invoked in the AMODE that was specified during its link-edit run.

Example: Symbolic parameters in TAPESCR COMMAND

In this example, a TAPESCR initialization parameter issues a START command for a started task called SCRTAP.
Parameters P1 and P2 are passed to the started task.

TAPESCR COMMAND('S SCRTAP,P1=&DSN,P2=&VOL')

Assuming symbolic parameter &DSN=TAP1 and &VOL=SER=(TAPE01,TAPE02), the command appears as follows after
the values are substituted:

S SCRTAP,P1=TAP1,P2='TAPE01,TAPE02'

The started task that is invoked must have a matching definition of parameters:

//SCRTAP PROC P1='NODSN',P2='NOVOL'

//STEP1  EXEC SCRTAP1,PARM='&P1,&P2'

If the parameters do not match, you may see the following JCL card that will cause a JCL error. The started task will fail.

//IEFPROC.IEFRDER DD …a list of your mismatched parameters…
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NOTE
In this example the parameters passed to the program SCRTAP1 come from the invocation line. The parameters
from the invocation line (and also from the JCL PARM field) are in the varying string format as described in the
IBM documentation:

LL DATA

 

In the example LL = 18 (binary halfword) followed by

DATA = TAP1,TAPE01,TAPE02 in the character format. Note that the single quotes surrounding the list of parameter P2
are removed by the operating system, so program SCRTAP1 does not see them.

ENCPARM TOSTEP Command: Specify Last Step to Be Executed for Restart
The ENCPARM TOSTEP command defines the last step to be executed when a range of steps is defined for a restart job.

This command is required only for jobs that are submitted outside of ESP. When ESP submits the job, it builds this
command from the input entered on the resubmission panels.

Type: ESP WA Restart Option command

This command has the following syntax:

ENCPARM TOSTEP stepname|stepname.procstep

stepname
The name of the last job step that should execute during a restart.

stepname.procstep
The name of the last job step and proc step that should execute during a restart.

 

NOTE

TOSTEP is automatically added to the ESP WA Restart Option step by ESP. The command must be added
manually when a restart job is not submitted by ESP.

Example

In this example the execution stops after STEP05 runs:

...

//ENCSTEP  EXEC CYBRMENC

//SYSIN  DD *

SUBSYS ESP ESPGROUP(PAYROLL)

TYPE     R

JOBID    JOB01234

FROMSTEP STEP01

TOSTEP   STEP05

...
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ENCPARM TRACE Command: Specify Modules to Be Traced
The ENCPARM TRACE command specifies the name or prefix of one or more modules to be traced by Broadcom WA
Restart Option ESP Edition.

Type: ESP WA Restart Option command

This command has the following syntax:

ENCPARM TRACE (modulename1, modulename2 ...)[VERBOSE|NVERBOSE]

module_name
A module or a set of modules to be traced by ESP WA Restart Option. If the name is less than eight characters
long, all modules beginning with that prefix are traced. Parentheses are optional if only one module is traced.

VERBOSE
Produce any additional trace messages for ESP WA Restart Option programs that have tracing enabled. Verbose
tracing requires additional processing, so use it only if it is requested by Broadcom Support.

NVERBOSE
Disable verbose tracing. See the VERBOSE operand.

 

NOTE

This ENCPARM command causes trace information to be printed amongst the normal reports produced by the
ESP WA Restart Option step. Since tracing degrades performance, you should use it for diagnostics purposes
only. Usually Broadcom Support asks you to run a trace.

Example

In this example, ESP WA Restart Option produces trace information for module CYBRM574 and CYBRM402.

TRACE (CYBRM574,CYBRM402)

In this example, verbose trace information for all ESP WA Restart Option modules is generated.

TRACE CYBRM VERBOSE

ENCPARM TYPE Command: Specify Type of Processing
The ENCPARM TYPE command specifies the type of processing that ESP WA Restart Option performs.

Type: ESP WA Restart Option command.

This command has the following syntax:

ENCPARM TYPE [INITIAL|RESTART|BACKOUT|DUMP|PREVIOUS]

INITIAL
Run the job for the first time.

RESTART
Restart a job whose job number is specified by the JOBID statement.
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BACKOUT
Back out a job run. All of the data sets created by the initial job are backed out (deleted). The ESP WA Restart
Option step executes and the remainder of the job is flushed.

DUMP
Produce a complete ESP WA Restart Option Job Run report for a job that has already executed. This operand is
for diagnostic purposes. The ESP WA Restart Option step is the only step that executes.

PREVIOUS
Restart the most recent run of the job with this job name found on the EXH data set. ESP WA Restart Option sets
ENCPARM TYPE for a job run to:

• INITIAL if the previous run of the job finished normally or there was no previous run.
• RESTART if the previous run of the job failed (including failures defined by commands such as CCCHK and

CCFAIL).

ESP WA Restart Option cannot determine whether the previous run belongs to the most recent application name
and application generation number. See the usage notes following.

NOTE

You code TYPE manually for jobs that are submitted outside of the ESP. When ESP submits the job, it builds
this command from the input entered on the resubmission panels and adds it to the ESP WA Restart Option
step.

Type PREVIOUS

Because ESP WA Restart Option does not keep application information, it cannot determine whether the previous run
belongs to the most recent application name and application generation number.

The example given in the following table shows that job PAY1 was run by two different application generations, producing
JOB00012 and JOB00034. A user restarted JOB00012 as JOB00056. So, the most recent job in the EXH data set was
now JOB00056. However, the most recent job was not run by the most recent generation of application PAYROLL,
which is PAYROLL.2. In this case, to run the most recent job in the most recent application generation, you must issue
the JOBID command to specify JOB00034. Specifying ENCPARM JOBID converts ENCPARM TYPE PREVIOUS to
ENCPARM TYPE RESTART.

Application Generation Job JES Number Run On
PAYROLL.1 PAY1 JOB00012 Monday morning
PAYROLL.2 PAY1 JOB00034 Monday afternoon
PAYROLL.1 PAY1 JOB00056 Tuesday afternoon

Example: TYPE RESTART

To restart a job manually, ESP WA Restart Option needs the job name and the job ID. The name of the job that submits
the restart must be the same as the job you are restarting. You must specify the job ID by issuing the ENCPARM JOBID
command. Code the following commands in your manually submitted JCL to restart a job:

//       EXEC CYBRMENC

//ENCPARMS DD *

SUBSYS   ESP

TYPE     RESTART

JOBID    JOB12345

/*

Example: TYPE PREVIOUS
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To restart the previous job manually, ESP WA Restart Option needs the job name only, not the job ID. The name of the job
that submits the restart must be the same as the job you are restarting. Code the following commands in your manually
submitted JCL to restart a job:

//       EXEC CYBRMENC

//SYSIN DD   *

SUBSYS   ESP

TYPE     PREVIOUS

/*

If the ENCPARM JOBID command is provided, TYPE PREVIOUS gives the same results as TYPE RESTART.

ENCPARM VOLUME Command: Specify Data Set Processing Based on Volume
Serial
The ENCPARM VOLUME command specifies data set processing based on volume serial. It lets you:

• Specify special processing options for selected volumes.
• Selected volumes are either excluded from ESP WA Restart Option processing or included in ESP WA Restart Option

processing.
• Specify the string the installation uses to identify a migrated data set.
• The operand MIGRATE applies installation-wide and it can have only a single value.

Type: ESP WA Restart Option command

This command has the following syntax:

ENCPARM VOLUME EXCLUDE(excl-vol-list)

               INCLUDE(incl-vol-list)

               MIGRATE(MIGRAT|mig-vol)

EXCLUDE(excl-vol-list)
A list of volume serial numbers that represent volumes on which no maintenance should be done. ESP WA
Restart Option does not delete any data set that resides on a volume in the list.
The wildcard characters asterisk and hyphen can be used.

INCLUDE(incl-vol-list)
A list of volume serial numbers that represent volumes on which maintenance should be done. INCLUDE
overrides previous EXCLUDE operands.

MIGRATE(MIGRAT|mig-vol)
The volume serial numbers that indicate that a data set has been migrated. The default value is MIGRAT.

NOTE

MIGRAT is the value used by the IBM data management software. Different values may be used by
other vendors of data management software. Consult your system programmer to determine the correct
value for your site.

Migrated data sets are indicated by MIGRATED in the Catalog section of the ESP WA Restart Option job run
report (see the ESP WA Restart Option User Guide). Also, for these data sets, ESP WA Restart Option does not
predict the following errors:
DATA SET ALREADY DELETED
DATA SET NOT YET EXPIRED, NOT DELETED
PERMANENT DATA SET NOT ON VOLUME
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Example

In this example, ESP WA Restart Option does not delete data sets from SYSRES or from any volume whose volume
serial begins with PAY, except for PAY002. Any data set cataloged on ARCIVE is to be considered as migrated.

ENCPARM VOLUME EXCLUDE(SYSRES,PAY-) MIGRATE(ARCIVE)

ENCPARM VOLUME INCLUDE(PAY002)

ENCPARM WARNING Command: Display Extra Warning Messages
The ENCPARM WARNING command displays extra warning messages to support manual restart tasks.

In some restart situations, you may need to do manual adjustments to data sets. For example, you may have to recreate
a missing data set or adjust a data set that has DISP=MOD specified in the DD statement. You can have ESP WA
Restart Option issue extra warning messages in the Restart Action Summary screen to remind you about the required
adjustments. You can still restart a job when you see the extra warning messages.

Type: ESP WA Restart Option command

This command has the following syntax:

ENCPARM WARNING GDGALL(YES|NO)

                MISSING(YES|NO)

                DISPMOD(YES|NO)

GDGALL(YES|NO)
Determines whether ESP WA Restart Option issues a warning message when a job is restarted and a generation
is missing from a GDG concatenation that existed when the job first ran..

NOTE

The ENCPARM WARNING GDGALL(YES) command must be issued for the initial run and the restart
run of a job. If it is not, then the initial run of the job does not keep track of the generations that were
included in the original GDG concatenation. Jobs can still run if warning messages are issued for a
missing GDG generation.

MISSING(YES|NO)
Determines whether ESP WA Restart Option issues a warning message if a data set no longer exists and ESP
WA Restart Option intends to cleanup the data set. The data set may have already been deleted by another job or
user.

DISPMOD(YES|NO)
Determines whether ESP WA Restart Option issues a warning message if a data set with DISP=MOD is specified
in a job. These data sets may require special handling by the user before a restart. ESP WA Restart Option
usually tries to auto-restore these data sets. If it cannot, then it issues the warning.

Example: Warning message for WARNING GDGALL(YES)

WARNING: A CONCATENATED GDG GENERATION IS MISSING.

THE MISSING GENERATION IS PA.TESTGDGB.G0017V00

THIS GENERATION WAS PART OF A GDG CONCATENATION.

Example: Warning message for WARNING DISPMOD(YES)

WARNING: A DISP=MOD DATA SET WAS MODIFIED BY THE JOB.

THE DATA SET IS PA.TEST.DD4001 ON VOL003
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THIS DATA SET MIGHT NEED TO BE RECREATED BEFORE RESTARTING THIS

JOB.

Example: Warning message for WARNING MISSING(YES)

WARNING: DATA SET PA.TEST.DD4001 IS MISSING.

(THIS DATA SET HAS ALREADY BEEN CLEANED UP BY SOME OTHER JOB OR

USER.)

ENCREQ Command: List Access-Serialization Locks
The ENCREQ command lists all the access-serialization lock tokens that ESP currently holds on behalf of CSF or ESP
Workstation users.

NOTE

You need ESP WA Restart Option r3.1 or above to use this command.

Type: ESP WA Restart Option command.

Authority: You require OPER authority to issue the ENCREQ command.

This command has the following syntax:

ENCREQ LISTLOCK

LISTLOCK
Lists all the access-serialization lock tokens that the ESP currently holds on behalf of CSF or ESP Workstation
users.

NOTE

Submitting the command "INFOMSG SET" in page mode enables the full display of informational messages
called from an "ENCREQ LISTLOCK" command.

ENCREQ command responses

The response to an ENCREQ command is message 4447I. The ENCREQ LIST command also produces message 4449I.

The message descriptions are listed in this topic.

Message 4447I: Serialization-control information

ENCREQ response message 4447I indicates if the current user has obtained or still holds an access-serialization lock
(ENQ) for a scoreboard item.

The items that can appear in message 4447I are as follows:

NOTE

Lock times are in format yyyymmdd-hhmmss.

TOKEN(token_value)
A unique token assigned to the access-serialization lock (ENQ), for example:
TOKEN(1002F20040530110836#15)

listid
A text string identifying the scoreboard item covered by message 4447I. For the ENCREQ command, listid is
“ENCREQ” followed by the job name, application name, and generation number, for example:
ENCREQ JOBNAME(NWPNFJB)

APPLICATION(PRNFJB) GENERATION(2)
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QNAME(queue_name)
The ENQ queue name. For the ENCREQ command, the value of queue_name is always ESPCSF. For example:
QNAME(ESPCSF)

The ESP TSO/ISPF interface also uses an ENQ queue name of ESPCSF when a user selects a job in CSF by
entering the RX, RR, or R line commands.

RNAME(resource_name)
The ENQ resource name. The value of resource_name is the concatenation of the job name, job qualifier,
application name, and application generation number in hexadecimal format, for example:
RNAME(C'NWPNFJB         PRNFJB',

X'00000002')

The ESP TSO/ISPF interface also uses this concatenation when a user selects a job in CSF by entering the RX,
RR, or R line commands.

SCOPE(scope_name)
The ENQ scope. For the ENCREQ command, the value of scope_name is always SYSTEMS. For example:
SCOPE(SYSTEMS)

The ESP TSO/ISPF interface also uses an ENQ scope name of SYSTEMS when a user selects a job in CSF by
entering the RX, RR, or R line commands.

CTLTYPE(control_type)
The ENQ control type. For the ENCREQ command, the value of control_type is always E. For example:
CTLTYPE(E)

The ESP TSO/ISPF interface also uses an ENQ control_type of E when a user selects a job in CSF by entering
the RX, RR, or R line commands.

REQTYPE(request_type)
The ENQ request type. For the ENCREQ command, the value of request_type is always USE. For example:
REQTYPE(USE)

The ESP TSO/ISPF interface also uses an ENQ request_type of USE when a user selects a job in CSF by
entering the RX, RR, or R line commands.

USER(userId)
The user on whose behalf an access-serialization lock was obtained, for example:
USER(CYBABC1)

LOCKED(date_and_time)
Time this lock was obtained, for example:
LOCKED(20040527-094500)

LASTLOCK(date_and_time)
Time this lock was last updated, for example:
LASTLOCKED(20040527-094500)

[EXPIRY(date_and_time)]
Time, if any, this lock is scheduled to expire, for example:
EXPIRY(20040527-104500)

Message 4449I: information on ENCREQ LISTLOCK command

Message 4449I appears at the end of the response to an ENCREQ LISTLOCK command, after zero or more 4447I
messages. The form for message 4449I is:

ESP4449I ENQ'S displayed: 1

Example
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List the access-serialization lock tokens currently held by ESP:

ENCREQ LISTLOCK

 

ESP4447I TOKEN(1005F20040720171901#5) ENCREQ JOBNAME(PAYROLL1) + APPLICATION(PAYROLL1) GENERATION(18) QNAME(ESPCSF) +

RNAME(C'PAYROLL1        PAYAPP',X'00000012') +

SCOPE(SYSTEMS) CTLTYPE(E) REQTYPE(USE) USER(PROD) LOCKED(20040720-171901) +

LASTLOCK(20040720-171901)

EXPIRY(20060623-081512)

ESP4449I ENQ'S displayed: 1

ENCRYPT Command: Enable Encrypted Communications
The ENCRYPT command enables encrypted communications between the ESP agent and ESP using a globally defined
encryption key.

An ENCRYPT command applies to Agents subsequently defined until the next ENCRYPT command.

Type: Authorized command

This command has the following syntax:

ENCRYPT KEY(key)|KEYNAME(keyname)|KEYNAME[(*)] [ALL|NOALL]

KEY(key)
Specifies the default encryption key for all defined Agents that follows this command and that have encryption
turned on. Specify one of the following:
Limits: Hexadecimal 16 characters. Enclose the encryption key in single quotes and preface with an X to signify
the key is in hexadecimal format, for example X'0102030405060708'.

WARNING
Ensure that the key value matches the security.cryptkey parameter in the agentparm.txt file on your
agent system.

KEYNAME(keyname) or KEYNAME[(*)]
Specifies the name of the encryption key. The key name is defined with the CRYPTKEY command.
KEYNAME or KEYNAME(*) specify that the key name comes from the related AGENT or MANAGER command
or initialization parameter. For AGENT, the agent name is the key name. For MANAGER, the manager name is
the key name. Define that key name and a key using the CRYPTKEY command.

WARNING
Ensure that the key name value matches the value in file cryptkey.txt (default file name) on your agent
system. The location of cryptkey.txt is specified in the security.cryptkey parameter in the agentparm.txt
file on your agent system.

ALL
Activates encryption using the defined encryption key for all subsequent Agents with the following exceptions:

• If the AGENT initialization parameter uses the NOENCRYPT operand, no encryption is performed.
• If the AGENT initialization parameter uses the ENCRYPT operand with a key defined, encryption is performed

with the key defined in the AGENT initialization parameter.

NOALL
Activates encryption using the defined encryption key on the subsequent Agents whose initialization parameter
includes the ENCRYPT operand with no key defined.
NOALL is the default.
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NOTE

If you do not include an ENCRYPT initialization parameter in the AGENTDEF, encryption is not activated for the
subsequently defined Agents. In this case, you can define encryption in the AGENT initialization parameter if the
AGENTDEF to enable encrypted communications for the Agent.

The following table indicates which key is used:

AGENT Initialization Parameter includes: ENCRYPT with ALL Operand ENCRYPT with NOALL Operand
Neither ENCRYPT or NOENCRYPT Encryption using the key in ENCRYPT

Initialization Parameter
No Encryption

NOENCRYPT No Encryption No Encryption
ENCRYPT without key Encryption using the key in ENCRYPT

Initialization Parameter
Encryption using the key in ENCRYPT
Initialization Parameter

ENCRYPT with key Encryption using the key in AGENT
Initialization Parameter

Encryption using the key in AGENT
Initialization Parameter

Equivalent EXEC parameter

The following table indicates the equivalence between WSSPARM and EXEC for the definition of the workstation server
started task. Refer to Installation and Configuration Guide for details.

EXEC parameters WSSPARM parameters Description
ENCRYPT(key) | NOENCRYPT ENCRYPT KEY(key) Enables a client to encrypt its first USER|

LOGON command.

Example

The following is an example of a single ENCRYPT initialization parameter using an encryption key.

ENCRYPT KEY(X'010203040506ABCD')

If the encryption key was defined with the CRYPTKEY command (with name ALLKEY), the example would be the
following:

ENCRYPT KEY(ALLKEY)

The following is a sample AGENTDEF using multiple ENCRYPT initialization parameters:

MANAGER NAME(CM_CENTRAL) TCPIP

ENCRYPT KEY(X'010203030501ADDD') ALL

MAPUSER JDOE TO(CYBJD01) AGENT(TORSUN1)

AGENT TORSUN1 ADDRESS(xxx.xx.xx.xx) PORT(9999) UNIX ASCII +

TCPIP PREFIXING NOENCRYPT

AGENT TORNT1 ADDRESS(xxx.xx.xx.xx) PORT(9998) NT ASCII +

TCPIP PREFIXING

AGENT TORAS4001 ADDRESS(xxx.xx.xx.xx) PORT(9997) AS400 EBCDIC +

TCPIP PREFIXING ENCRYPT(X'010203040506AFFC')

ENCRYPT KEY(X'01010101010102CBBD')

AGENT CHI_AS ADDRESS(CHIAS01) PORT(3001) AS400 EBCDIC TCPIP +

PREFIXING

AGENT NYC_AS ADDRESS(CHIAS02) PORT(3002) AS400 EBCDIC TCPIP +

PREFIXING ENCRYPT
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AGENT SFO_AS ADDRESS(CHIAS03) PORT(3003) AS400 EBCDIC TCPIP +

PREFIXING ENCRYPT(X'010203040506DEEC')

 

The following table gives and explains what encryption is used:

AGENT Key Used Explanation
TORSUN1 No encryption Agent uses NOENCRYPT operand.
TORNT1 010203030501ADDD Agent uses the global key defined in the first

ENCRYPT initialization parameter with ALL operand
because neither ENCRYPT or NOENCRYPT are
specified.

TORAS4001 010203040506AFFC Agent uses the key defined with its ENCRYPT
operand.

CHI_AS No encryption Agent uses neither ENCRYPT or NOENCRYPT
and the second ENCRYPT initialization parameter
specifies NOALL by default.

NYC_AS 01010101010102CBBD Agent uses the global key defined in the second
ENCRYPT initialization parameter with ALL operand
because ENCRYPT is specified without a key.

SFO_AS 010203040506DEEC Agent uses the key defined with its ENCRYPT
operand.

ENCTRACE Command: Trace Programs
The ENCTRACE command controls tracing in the ESP WA Restart Option programs that:

• Support the ESP WA Restart Option ISPF panel interface and execute in the user's TSO address space.
• Satisfy requests from the ESP WA Restart Option ISPF panel interface, but run in the ESP address space.

NOTE

You need ESP WA Restart Option r3.1 or above to use this command.

Type: ESP WA Restart Option command.

This command has the following syntax:

ENCTRACE {program_name}|LIST|NONE

         [VERBOSE|NVERBOSE]

program_name
The full or partial name of an ESP WA Restart Option program. A maximum of four names can be defined.

LIST
Display the ENCTRACE list.

NONE
Clear the ENCTRACE list.

VERBOSE
Produce any additional trace messages for ESP WA Restart Option programs that have tracing enabled. Verbose
tracing requires additional processing, so use it only if it is requested by Broadcom Support.

NVERBOSE
Disable verbose tracing. See the VERBOSE operand.
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NOTE

TSO users can enter ENCTRACE on the command line of a CSF view panel.

The ENCTRACE command enables tracing in some or all of the ESP WA Restart Option programs involved in
ESP WA Restart Option ISPF panel interface. For programs that execute in a TSO user's address space, trace
messages pop up over the current display in real time. To see trace messages for the programs that execute
in the ESP address space, the user must enter ENCLOG on the command line of an ESP WA Restart Option
panel.

Examples

Enable tracing in the ESP WA Restart Option program CYBRM117:

ENCTRACE  CYBRM117

Enable tracing in ESP WA Restart Option programs whose names begin with “CYBRM11”:

ENCTRACE  CYBRM11

Display the ENCTRACE list:

ENCTRACE

or

ENCTRACE LIST

Clear the ENCTRACE list:

ENCTRACE  NONE

END Command: End ESP Sessions
The END command ends the ESP terminal session or batch execution.

Type: General command

This command has the following syntax:

END

NOTE

To access ESP in Line mode, enter either of the following:

• TSO ESP SUB(subsys)-from the ISPF command line, where subsys is the ESP subsystem name
• @LINEMD-from within Page mode.
• Enter F3 when you have finished with ESP in Line mode for that particular session.
• For information on accessing ESP as a program in TSO, see the User Guide.

Example: Display ESP data sets

To access ESP in Line mode, enter the following from the ISPF command line, where SUB specifies the ESP subsystem
name: In the following example, system data sets allocated to ESP are displayed (LDSN):
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Command ===> TSO ESP SUB(E520)

In Line mode, enter ESP commands as required:

--> LDSN

CHECKPOINT: CYBER.ESP.CKPT

     INDEX: CYBER.ESP.INDEX BKUP CYBER.ESP.BACKUP.INDEX SHR

  JOBINDEX: CYBER.ESP.JOBINDEX BKUP CYBER.ESP.BACKUP.JOBINDEX SHR

     QUEUE: CYBER.ESP.QUEUE SHR

  TRAKFILE: CYBER.ESP.TRAKFILE SHR

  JOBSTATS: CYBER.ESP.JOBSTATS BKUP CYBER.ESP.BACKUP.JOBSTATS

  EVENTSET: CYBER.ESP.EVENT1 SHR

  HISTFILE: CYBER.ESP.HISTFILE

  APPLFILE: CYBER.ESP.APPLFILE SHR

      JTDT: CYBER.ESP.PARMLIB(JOBDEF1)

      UPDT: CYBER.ESP.PARMLIB(PROFILE)

     COMMQ: CYBER.ESP.COMMQ

  NETQUEUE: CYBER.ESP.NETQUEUE

ENDDEF Command: End Event Definitions
The ENDDEF command ends an event definition.

Type: Event definition command.

This command has the following syntax:

ENDDEF

NOTE

If the ENDDEF command is omitted when creating an event, ESP adds this omitted command.

NOTE

For information on defining events, see the EVENT command.

For information on events, see the User Guide.

Example: Event definition

In the following example:

• The definition begins with the EVENT command and the event's name
• The SCHEDULE command tells ESP when to schedule the event
• The INVOKE invokes an ESP procedure
• The ENDDEF command indicates the end of the definition.

EVENT ID(CYBER.PAYROLL)

SCHEDULE DAILY AT 8AM

INVOKE 'CYB.ESP.PROCS(PAYROLL)'

ENDDEF
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ENDHC Command: Stop Output Data
The ENDHC command stops routing of output as specified by a HARDCOPY command.

Type: General command.

This command has the following syntax:

ENDHC

NOTE

The ENDHC command is available only in Line mode or Page mode.

When ESP encounters the ENDHC command, it stops writing output data to a data set, DD file or SYSOUT
class.

For information on routing command output, see the HARDCOPY command.

Example: Routing command output

In the following example:

• The HARDCOPY command tells ESP to route command output to a member of a PDS
• Three GENTIME commands are issued to created customized date and time variables
• The ENDHC command indicates that ESP is to stop the routing of command output.

HARDCOPY DATASET(CYB.COMMAND.OUTPUT(DATA))

GENTIME AA TODAY

GENTIME BB TODAY PLUS 2 WORKDAYS

GENTIME CC LAST WORKDAY OF MONTH STARTING TODAY

ENDHC

ENDMODEL Command: End Model Definitions
The ENDMODEL command ends the model definition mode and invokes the MODEL generation processor.

Type: Model command.

This command has the following syntax:

ENDMODEL

NOTE

For information on how ESP processes workload in your environment, see the Advanced User Guide.

For information on beginning the model process, see the MODEL command.

Example: Model definition

In the following example:
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• The DEFPRINT command directs output to a DD name
• The MODEL command invokes the model processor
• The MAXINITS and INIT commands define initiators
• The MREPORT command selects the modeling report to be generated
• The ENDMODEL command ends the model definition and invokes the MODEL generation processor
• The ENDPRINT command creates a report.

DEFPRINT XREF DDNAME(MODEL1)

 MODEL CYBER.SAD -

   START('4PM TODAY ENDING 4PM TODAY PLUS 5 DAYS')

   MAXINITS 8

   INIT START(1:8) CLASS(A,B,C,D)

   MREPORT XREF JR1 FROM('4PM TODAY ENDING 4PM TOMORROW')

 ENDMODEL

ENDPRINT XREF

ENDPRINT Command: Close Report Data Files
The ENDPRINT command closes each of the report data files opened with the DEFPRINT command.

Type: General command.

This command has the following syntax:

ENDPRINT reptname

reptname
A one to eight-alphanumeric character logical report name.

NOTE

The report name ended by the ENDPRINT command is assigned on the DEFPRINT command.

NOTE

For information on defining a report file, see the DEFPRINT command.

Example: Model definition

In the following example:

• The DEFPRINT command directs output to a DD name
• The MODEL command invokes the model processor
• The MAXINITS and INIT commands define initiators
• The MREPORT command selects the modeling report to be generated
• The ENDMODEL command ends the model definition and invokes the MODEL generation processor
• The ENDPRINT command creates a report.

 

DEFPRINT XREF DDNAME(MODEL1)

 MODEL CYBER.SAD -

   START('4PM TODAY ENDING 4PM TODAY PLUS 5 DAYS')

   MAXINITS 8

   INIT START(1:8) CLASS(A,B,C,D)

   MREPORT XREF JR1 FROM('4PM TODAY ENDING 4PM TOMORROW')
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 ENDMODEL

ENDPRINT XREF

ENDPROC Command: Terminate Procedure
The ENDPROC command terminates an ESP procedure in an event definition.

Type: Event definition command.

This command has the following syntax:

ENDPROC

NOTE

The procedure included in an event must be enclosed between a PROC and an ENDPROC command.

NOTE

For information on defining events, see the EVENT command.

For information on events, see the User Guide.

Example

EVENT ID(PROD.WITHPROC)

  SCHEDULE DAILY AT 6PM

  PROC

    APPL WITHPROC

    JCLLIB PROD.JCL

    JOB A

       RUN DAILY

       RELEASE JOB B

    ENDJOB

    JOB B

       RUN DAILY

    ENDJOB

  ENDPROC

ENDDEF

ENDR Command: End History Report Definitions
The ENDR command ends a history report definition and starts the report generation phase.

Type: Reporting command.

This command has the following syntax:

ENDR

NOTE

For information on beginning a report definition, see the REPORT command.

For information on history reports, see the User Guide.
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Example: History report definition

In the following example:

• The REPORT command invokes the report processor
• The FROM, CRITERIA and DISPLAY report statements define the report
• The ENDR command ends the report definition and initiates report generation.

REPORT

FROM 7AM YESTERDAY

CRITERIA APPLSYS EQ PAYROLL

DISPLAY JOBNAME JOBNO APPLSYS CMPC

ENDR

ENQSELF Command: Specify Jobs Enqueue on Themselves
The ENQSELF command indicates that every job in all ESP applications will enqueue on itself.

ENQSELF can be coded as an initialization parameter.

• The ENQSELF command and initialization parameter use resources implicitly. Therefore, a resource file (RESFILE)
and the network topology must be defined before you can use it.

• We strongly recommend that you use resources rather than ENQSELF for this purpose.

Type: Oper command.

Authority: The ENQSELF command requires OPER authority.

Syntax

ENQSELF [ALWAYS|NOTALWAYS]

Displays the status of ENQSELF if no operand is specified

ALWAYS
Specifies all jobs will enqueue on themselves. This is useful if you are using the NOTWITH statement with
numerous, small groups of jobs that are mutually exclusive.

NOTALWAYS
Indicates only jobs with enqueues originating from the NOTWITH statement will automatically enqueue on
themselves.
When ENQSELF is coded as an initialization parameter, the NOTALWAYS operand becomes the default.

NOTE

Specifying the NOTWITH statement in the scope of a job requires that the targeted job enqueue on itself.
This occurs if either ENQSELF is set to ALWAYS or the targeted job has a NOTWITH statement. Thus setting
ENQSELF to ALWAYS allows the use of unmatched NOTWITH statements.

Example

In the following example, job NWN003 has no NOTWITH statement, so it will execute at the same time as job NWN001
unless ENQSELF is set to ALWAYS. Otherwise, job NWN003 must have a NOTWITH NWN001 statement to be mutually
exclusive with job NWN001.

APPL NWN00A

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'
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JOB NWN001

  RUN WEEKDAYS

  NOTWITH NWN003

ENDJOB

 

JOB NWN002

  RUN WEEKDAYS

ENDJOB

 

JOB NWN003

  RUN WEEKDAYS

ENDJOB

Command responses

The following is the response from issuing the ENQSELF ALWAYS command in page mode:

OPER ENQSELF ALWAYS

ESP1573I ENQSELF MODE IS ALWAYS

ENQUEUE Command: Display Enqueue Status
The ENQUEUE command displays the current enqueue status in the resource file.

NOTE

The ENQUEUE command uses resources implicitly. Therefore, a resource file (RESFILE) and the network
topology must be defined before you can use it.

Authority: The ENQUEUE command requires OPER authority.

ENQUEUE [nnn]

nnn
Specifies a resource name; this is an optional operand. Displays the current status of enqueues with name
matching nnn. The use of wildcards is supported.

NOTE

For each enqueue that matches nnn, ESP will produce a list of all outstanding requests showing the requesting
job, the type of the request (exclusive or shared) and whether the enqueue is held by the job. Some jobs may be
shown with requests generated by the ESP Resource Manager. This happens when a job has a generic request
(one with wild cards) that matches a non-generic request by another job. Such a match will result in the generic
enqueue being accompanied by a normal enqueue that the generic request implies.

Example

APPL NWN00G

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

 

JOB NWN001

  RUN DAILY

  ENQUEUE NAME(B-C) SHARED
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  ENDJOB

 

JOB NWN002

  RUN DAILY

 ENQUEUE NAME(BBC) EXCLUSIVE

ENDJOB

The previous ESP application produced the following display from the ENQUEUE B- command:

BBC

    (Gen) Held           Shr  NWN001, Appl NWN00G.1

          Required       Excl NWN002, Appl NWN00G.1

 

B-C

          Held           Shr  NWN001, Appl NWN00G.1

The display shows job NWN002 waiting behind a satisfied request of NWN001, that was generated by the ESP Resource
Manager to reflect the match between NWN001's enqueue on B-C and NWN002's enqueue on BBC. Generated requests
are shown with (Gen).

ERMSTEP Command: Specify Restart Step
The ERMSTEP command specifies the JCL that is added to a job that requires ESP WA Restart Option.

Type: OPER command

Authority: You require OPER authority to issue the ERMSTEP command.

This command has the following format:

ERMSTEP {'string'}

        {('string'[,'string']...)}

string
The JCL that is added to a job.

NOTE

• The following determine whether JCL from ERMSTEP is inserted in a job:
– The RESTARTSTEP and NORESTARTSTEP operands of the TRACKOPT initialization parameter or

command.
– The RESTARTSTEP and NORESTARTSTEP operands of the OPTIONS statement.

• Enclose multiple strings in parentheses. Do not use comments on the last string specified.

Example: Running ESP WA Restart Option

ERMSTEP '//ENCORE EXEC CYBRMENC'

Example: Replacing Initial Job Step Insertion

Initial step AUTOVARs insert JCL before the first job step specified. AUTOVARS cause a conflict in a restartable job
because the restart step is automatically inserted before any initial job steps. This example shows how you can solve
the conflict by specifying the AUTOVARs in the ERMSTEP initialization parameter. An output with a JESDS parameter is
added before the ESP WA Restart Option restart step.
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ERMSTEP('//*OUTPUT CARDS ADDED',-

  '//PRT1 OUTPUT JESDS=ALL,CLASS=A,DEST=TORONTO',-

  '//PRT2 OUTPUT JESDS=ALL,CLASS=R,DEST=CHICAGO',-

  '//ENCORE EXEC CYBRMENC')

The above example routes output for Class A to Toronto and Class R to Chicago.

ESPCOM Command: Control ESP Communications
The ESPCOM command displays and controls communications activity between the ESP Agents and ESP.

Type: General command.

Authority: You require OPER authority to issue the ESPCOM command.

Where defined: Master

This command has the following syntax:

ESPCOM

|[[LIST|QUIESCE|RESTART|FLUSH] STATE(ACTIVE|QUIET) DEST(dest_name)]

LIST
Lists the attributes of the COMMQ checkpoint data set in use. This is the default. When the DEST keyword is
included, the status of the specified agents or DMs are also displayed.

QUIESCE
Quiesces communication to the agents specified by the DEST keyword. The agents continue processing.

RESTART
Restarts communication with the agents that are specified by the DEST keyword.

FLUSH
Purges all pending messages for the agents that are specified by the DEST keyword.

STATE(ACTIVE|QUIET)
Limits the scope of the command by a state that you select.

DEST(dest_name)
Specifies the agent names that you want to view or manipulate. Wildcards may be used when specifying
dest_name.

WARNING
Unexpected results may occur when you specify an agent name that contains one or more hyphens (-) in the
DEST operand. The command filter routine uses the hyphen as a wildcard and is not expecting a hyphen in the
agent name.

Example: List COMMQ attributes

In the following example, the COMMQ data set attributes are listed:

OPER ESPCOM

CommQ data set name: CYBER.ESP.ESPCOMQ

               size: 1474560 bytes

               used: 320 bytes

1 senders are defined, 0 of them quiesced

Example: List COMMQ attributes using wildcard
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In this example, the COMMQ data set attributes of all agents whose names begin with AIX will be listed:

ESPCOM DEST(AIX-)

This is a typical response:

CommQ data set name: CYB2.QA.V520.ESP.ESPCOMQ

               size: 1474560 bytes

               used: 42952 bytes

Destination name|status|     last operation     | sent |queued|address

AIXTCNP         |active|Conn err 16.24.27 03 APR|     0|     0|111.111.30.144:81

AIXV3NP         |active|Conn err 16.24.27 03 APR|     0|     0|111.111.25.12:806

47 senders are defined, 0 of them quiesced

Example: Quiesce multiple agents

In this example, all agents whose names begin with AIX will be quiesced:

ESPCOM QUIESCE DEST(AIX-)

This is a typical response:

ESP1519I Quiesce requested for two destinations

You can verify that the agents have been quiesced by issuing this command:

OPER ESPCOM DEST(AIX-)

This is a typical response:

CommQ data set name: CYB2.QA.V520.ESP.ESPCOMQ

               size: 1474560 bytes

               used: 42952 bytes

Destination name|status|     last operation     | sent |queued|address

AIXTCNP         |quiet |Conn err 16.24.27 03 APR|     0|     0|111.111.30.144:81

AIXV3NP         |quiet |Conn err 16.24.27 03 APR|     0|     0|111.111.25.12:806

47 senders are defined, 2 of them quiesced

Example: Restart multiple agents

In this example, all agents whose names begin with AIX will be restarted:

ESPCOM DEST(AIX-) RESTART

This is a typical response:

ESP1520I Restart requested for five destinations

You can verify that the agents have been restarted by issuing the following command:

ESPCOM DEST(AIX-)
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This is a typical response:

CommQ data set name: CYB2.QA.V520.ESP.ESPCOMQ

               size: 1474560 bytes

               used: 51528 bytes

Destination name|status|     last operation     | sent |queued|address

AIXTCNP         |active|Conn err 16.24.27 03 APR|     0|     0|111.111.30.144:81

AIXV3NP         |active|Conn err 16.24.27 03 APR|     0|     0|111.111.25.12:806

47 senders are defined, 0 of them quiesced

Example: Flush agent messages

In this example, the message queues of all agents whose names begin with AIX are flushed.

ESPCOM FLUSH DEST(AIX)

This is a typical response:

ESP1521I Queue, flush requested for 2 destinations.

ESPCTR Command: Control ESP Counters
The ESPCTR command displays ESP internal activities relating to events, applications, and jobs. These counters
represent the activity for this ESP system only. No counts are shown for any proxy systems or any other remote ESP
systems.

Type: Authorized oper command.

Authority: You require OPER authority to issue the ESPCTR command.

This command has the following syntax:

ESPCTR [RESET]

RESET
Resets the following values to zero:

• APPCMP: number of applications completed
• APPCRE: number of applications created
• EVEXQ: number of Events executed
• JOBSUB: number of jobs submitted by ESP

NOTE

Use the ESPCTR command to display statistics on applications completed or created, events executed, and
jobs submitted. These activities are measured in the following intervals: this year, this month, this day, since the
last ESP start.

An ESP cold start or the ESPCTR RESET command resets all the values to zero.

The USE command displays the same information from the ESP Main Menu.

Example: Display usage statistics

In the following example:
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• APPCMP refers to the number of applications completed
• APPCRE refers to the number of applications created
• EVEXQ refers to the number of events executed
• JOBSUB refers to the number of jobs submitted by ESP

OPER ESPCTR

APPCMP    499,499,13,143

APPCRE    737,737,27,211

EVXEQ     2220,2220,43,594

JOBSUB    1190,1190,13,365

The statistics are listed in the following order (from left to right): this year, this month, this day, since last ESP start.

NOTE

Entering USE from the ESP main menu produces the identical statistics to that of the ESPCTR command
(above), only formatted differently.

ESP ---------------------------------- Usage ----------------- Row 1 to 4 of 4

Command ===>                                              Scroll ===> PAGE

 

                                 This     This     This     Since Last

Activity                         Year     Month    Day      ESP Start

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Applications completed           499      499      13       143

Applications created             737      737      27       211

Events executed                  2220     2220     43       594

Jobs submitted                   1190     1190     13       365

******************************* Bottom of data ******************************

ESPmgr Command: Send Message From Agent (Version 2.0 or Higher)
The ESPmgr command sends a message to ESP from the platform where the agent is running. The agent must be
Version 2.0 or higher. You can use the message to:

• Perform an action
• Notify ESP of a change in state
• Respond to a request

The ESPmgr command can also be used within a program to report the completion of internal processing phases. For
example, a long-running program can send intermediate status information to ESP for display in CSF. The command can
also be used to perform many other functions such as release workload or request additional workload.

NOTE
ESP System Agent version 2.0 and above for UNIX and Windows use the ESPmgr command to perform the
same functions that the ESPmsg command performs on the previous version of ESP System Agent for i5/OS.
For backward compatibility, the ESPmsg command is still supported in version 2.0 of ESP System Agent for i5/
OS (at that time called ESP Agent for OS/400 Operating Systems). We recommend that you use the ESPmgr
command.

Type: General command

Entering Command: The ESPmgr command can be issued in:
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• The command line
• A script or program

Syntax

ESPmgr "objectname verb subverb [modifier] [modifier]..."

Syntax for verb

ACTION|STATE

Syntax for subverb of verb ACTION

BYPASS|DROPDEP|DROPRES|HOLD|INSERT|READY|RELEASE|REQUEST|RESET|

RESUB|SET variable(value)|UNBYPASS|UNREQUEST|UNWAIT|WITHDRAW

Syntax for subverb of verb STATE

COMPLETE|EXEC|FAILED|READY|RUNNING|SUBDELAY|any nonblank characters

Syntax for modifier of verb ACTION, subverb INSERT

[AbandonDependency(time-date)]

[AbandonResource(time-date)]

[AbandonSubmission(time-date)]

[Appl(name)]

[Authstr(string)]

[AverageCPU(time)]

[AverageElapsed(time)]

[Conditional]

[Doclib(name)]

[Docmem(name)]

[Dsname(dsname)]

[EarlySub(time)]

[Espprocfile(name)]

[External]

[Hold]

[LateEnd(time-date)]

[LateSub(time-date)]

[Manual]

[Pred(objname[(A)|(U)|(N)])]

[Pred(objname

   (COND([NOT] [SUBNUM(x)] [AND|OR]

         [NOT] [RC(rc)] [AND|OR]

         [NOT] [RC("Shhh"|"Unnnn")] [AND|OR]

         [NOT] [STEPRC('[proc].step',"Shhh"|"Unnnn"|nnnn)])),

    NOBYPASS)]

[Priority(number)]

[Process]

[RelDelay(time)]

[Request]
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[Resource(quantity,name)]

[Scheduled(time)]

[SelfCompleting]

[Statements(statement[;statement;...])]

[Subappl(name)]

[Succ(objname[(A)|(U)|(N)])]

[Succ(objname

   (COND([NOT] [SUBNUM(x)] [AND|OR]

         [NOT] [RC(rc)] [AND|OR]

         [NOT] [RC("Shhh"|"Unnnn")] [AND|OR]

         [NOT] [STEPRC('[proc].step',"Shhh"|"Unnnn"|nnnn)])),

    NOBYPASS)]

[Tag(tag)]

[Type(workload-object-type)]

Syntax for modifier of verb ACTION, subverb RESET

[Hold]

[LateEnd(time-date)]

[LateSub(time-date)]

[Pred(objname[(A)|(U)|(N)])]

[Pred(objname

   (COND([NOT] [SUBNUM(x)] [AND|OR]

         [NOT] [RC(rc)] [AND|OR]

         [NOT] [RC("Shhh"|"Unnnn")] [AND|OR]

         [NOT] [STEPRC('[proc].step',"Shhh"|"Unnnn"|nnnn)])),

    NOBYPASS)]

[Priority(number)]

[Process]

[RelDelay(time)]

[Request]

[Resource(quantity,name)]

[Statements(statement[;statement;...])]

[Succ(objname[(A)|(U)|(N)])]

[Succ(objname

   (COND([NOT] [SUBNUM(x)] [AND|OR]

         [NOT] [RC(rc)] [AND|OR]

         [NOT] [RC("Shhh"|"Unnnn")] [AND|OR]

         [NOT] [STEPRC('[proc].step',"Shhh"|"Unnnn"|nnnn)])),

    NOBYPASS)]

[Tag(tag)]

Syntax for modifier of verb ACTION, subverb RESUB

[From(step)]

[Jobid(id)]

[RestartParm(string)]

[To(step)]

[User1(value)]
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[User2(value)]

[User3(value)]

[User4(value)]

Syntax for modifier of verb STATE, any subverb

[Activate]

[Alert(*|alertid|eventid)

    [MNPoint(value)]

    [User1(value)] [User2(value)] [User3(value)] [User4(value)]] 

[Cmpc(code)]

[Intvrq]

[Jobid(id)]

[Jobno(number)]

[NoActivate]

[NoFailed]

[NoIntvrq]

[NoUpdateATR]

[ProbRec(number)]

[SetEnd]

[SetStart]

[Status(status)]

[Tag(tag)]

[UserStatus string]

objectname
Defines the name of the object to which the command refers. This parameter uniquely identifies the object and
can be a symbolic variable.
For ESP applications, the object name is specified in the format:
oooo/aaaaa.ggggg/fffff

• oooo is the full name.
For details, see the definition for full name in the glossary

• aaaaa is the application name.
• ggggg is the application generation number.
• fffff is the appl file name.

Currently, there is only one appl file, and its name is MAIN.

For commands that are not related to a specific job, specify a period (.) in place of the job name.
When a command is sending a message regarding itself to ESP, it can use a period (.) in place of the job name.
To cancel a job, specify the full name.
Example
JOB1.NT/TESTNT.99/MAIN

verb
Specifies what ESP does. Options include the following:
ACTION

Requests ESP to perform the action that subverb specifies.
STATE

Requests ESP to change the state of a job to the state specified in subverb.
subverb

Further specifies what ESP does. Options include the following:
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BYPASS
Turns on the BYPASS indicator to bypass this job.

COMPLETE
Changes the state to COMPLETE. All successor jobs are released. No further state messages are
accepted. The job can be resubmitted if the application containing it is not yet complete.

DROPDEP
Drops all dependencies for the job. To drop selected dependencies, use ACTION RESET PRED( ).

DROPRES
Drops all resources. To drop selected dependencies, use ACTION RESET RESOURCE( ) with the
quantity set to 0.

EXEC
Changes the state to EXEC. The anticipated successor state is FAILED or COMPLETE.

FAILED
Changes the state to FAILED. The work began processing and may have partially executed but failed.
User action is required to correct the error before resubmission.

HOLD
Places the specified job on hold.

INSERT
Inserts a new job in the application.

READY
For ACTION verb: Changes the job state to READY. Drops any dependencies, hold states, or delay
submit times.
For STATE verb: Changes the job state to READY. The job has been made ready to run. The anticipated
successor state is EXEC, FAIL, COMPLETE or SUBERROR.

RELEASE
Releases the job from a hold state.

REQUEST
Turns on the Requested indicator.

RESET
Resets an attribute, condition, or state of a job.

RESUB
Schedule the job for resubmission.

RUNNING
Changes the state to RUNNING.

SET variable(value)
Sets the variable defined by variable to the value defined by value.

SUBDELAY
Changes the state to SUBDELAY. Use this operand if a temporary condition prevents the initiation
of a job. The job is automatically retried based on a time interval. The next state is either READY or
SUBERROR.

UNBYPASS
Turns off the Bypass indicator. No longer bypass this job.

UNREQUEST
Turns off the Requested indicator.
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UNWAIT
Do not wait for the completion of a previous generation of this object.

WITHDRAW
Withdraw the single job specified in the objectname operand from processing before it is completed.
You cannot use this subverb on completed jobs. A withdrawn job is immediately completed and its status
changes to WITHDRAWN (or EXTNL WITHDRAWN for external jobs whose home job was withdrawn).
Successors to the withdrawn job are not released; they remain in PREDECESSOR WAIT status.

modifier

NOTE
The modifiers are case-sensitive; enter them as shown.

Modifies subverb. Options include the following:

•AbandonDependency(time-date)
Time and date when dependencies are dropped. If you do not specify a time, ESP uses midnight. If you do not
specify a date, ESP uses the current date.

AbandonResource(time-date )
Time and date when resource requirements are dropped. If you do not specify a time, ESP uses midnight. If you
do not specify a date, ESP uses the current date.

AbandonSubmission(time-date)
Time and date when submission of the job is abandoned. If you do not specify a time, ESP uses midnight. If you
do not specify a date, ESP uses the current date.

Activate
After the object state is modified, request ESP to scan the job queue to see if there are any jobs ready to run. Use
Activate when you are specifying another subverb that could make a job eligible to run.

Alert(*|alertid|eventid)
Defines the name of an Alert to be invoked. An asterisk (*) causes the event that created the application to be
invoked as a monitor event. If you specify this modifier, specify modifier MNPoint too.
You can specify an asterisk to retrigger event that invoked the application that owns the specified job.
alertid must have been previously defined using the ALERTDEF command.
eventid defines the event name to be triggered.

Appl(name)
Name of the application for an external job.

Authstr(string)
Authorization string associated with an external job.

AverageCPU(time)
Average CPU time used, in the form mmmss.

AverageElapsed(time)
Average elapsed time, in the form mmmss.

Cmpc(code)
Specifies the completion code for the job.

Conditional
Conditional job.

Doclib(name)
Name of the library containing documentation for the job.

Docmem(name)
Member name of documentation library entry.
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Dsname(dsname)
Submit data set name.

EarlySub(time)
Earliest time that a job can be readied, in the form mmss.

Espprocfile(name)
Name of the library containing the job definition (ESP procedure file).

External
Refers to a job in another application.

From(step)
Restart point

Hold
Places the job in manual hold condition.

Intvrq
Specifies that intervention is required for this job.

Jobid(id)
For ACTION RESUB verb/subverb: Specifies the job ID of the original job being resubmitted
For STATE verb: Specifies a fully qualified job identifier in the form JobNumber/UserName/JobName

Jobno(number)
Sets the job number field of the job.

LateEnd(time-date)
Time and date by which the job must complete to avoid being overdue. If you do not specify a time, ESP uses
midnight. If you do not specify a date, ESP uses the current date.

LateSub(time-date)
Time and date by which the job must be submitted to avoid being overdue. If you do not specify a time, ESP uses
midnight. If you do not specify a date, ESP uses the current date.

Manual
Manually submitted z/OS job.

MNPoint(value)
Specifies a monitor point value for the MNPOINT variable for the execution of an Alert. Options include the
following:
JOBSTRT — The start of the job
STEPEND — The end of each step in the job (including steps that are bypassed).
JOBEND — The end of the job
OVERDUE — When the job processing state reaches the user-defined dueout time and pnode. For the
OVERDUE to activate, the job must have been submitted and be in the pnode specified on the DUEOUT
statement in the application.
PURGE — When a job is purged, unless NOTRACK_PURGE has been selected as a tracking option
POST — When the job is posted from a processing stage, including user-defined pnodes

•NoActivate
Specifies not to invoke the Activate subroutine for this state change.

NoFailed
Resets the job from Failed state.

NoIntvrq
Resets intervention required for a job to no intervention required.
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NoUpdateATR
Specifies that the application tracking record must not be updated to disk as a result of this status change
message.

Pred(objname[(A)|(U)|(N)])
Pred controls the release of the current job depending on termination of the predecessor jobs specified
in objname. You can specify any number of objects in objname by separating the object names with blanks or
commas.
A - Releases the current job if objname terminates abnormally (including a condition code failure).
U - Releases the current job if objname terminates normally or abnormally.
N - Releases the current job if objname terminates normally.
Example: Pred(JOB1(A))

Pred(objname
(COND
([NOT] [SUBNUM(x)] [AND|OR]
[NOT] [RC(rc)] [AND|OR]
[NOT] [RC("Shhh"|"Unnnn")] [AND|OR]
[NOT] [STEPRC('[proc].step',"Shhh"|"Unnnn"|nnnn)])),
NOBYPASS)
Pred controls the release of the current job depending on termination of the predecessor jobs specified
in objname. You can specify any number of objects in objname by separating the object names with blanks or
commas.
Example: Pred(JOB1(COND(RC(12))),NOBYPASS)
COND

Specifies a conditional expression that determines whether the current job is released. You can specify
any or all of the following expressions along with AND, OR, and NOT:
SUBNUM(x)

Releases the current job if x matches the number of times the specified job has run. You can
specify a range of job submissions, for example: SUBNUM(2:5).

RC(rc)
Releases the current job if rc matches the return code of the specified job. If the specified job fails
with an abend code, the condition is not satisfied. You can specify a range of job return codes, for
example: RC(2:12). When a job is forced complete, the return code from the previous run is kept.
If the job has no previous return code, zero is used.
Limits:
- 0 to 4095 for mainframe workload
- 0 to 18446744073709551615 for distributed workload

RC("Shhh"|"Unnnn")
Releases the current job if Shhh or Unnnn matches the abend code of the specified job.
Shhh represents a system abend with the hexadecimal number hhh. Unnnn represents a user
abend with the decimal number nnnn.
Example: RC("S0C7")

STEPRC('[proc].step',"Shhh"|"Unnnn"|nnnn)
Releases the current job if the completion code of the specified step in the specified job matches
the STEPRC value.
proc specifies the procedure step name. You can use wildcard characters.
step specifies the job step name. You can use wildcard characters.
The period between proc and step is required even if both proc and step are blank. For example:
STEPRC('.',0).
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Shhh specifies a system abend with the hexadecimal number hhh. You can use wildcard
characters in hhh.
Unnnn specifies a user abend with the decimal number nnnn. You can use wildcard characters
in nnnn.
nnnn specifies a non-abend completion code with a decimal number. You can specify a range of
job completion codes, for example, 100:4095. Completion code 4095 is the maximum that you
can specify.

NOTE
STEPRC gets step completion codes only when the job ends. A newly inserted job or
a newly activated external or manual job cannot evaluate step codes of a job that has
already ended.

Example: STEPRC('GLUPD.GLDLY',"S0C7")
NOBYPASS

The bypassing stops when ESP finds a job that depends on jobs other than the successor of job B.
Specifying NOBYPASS indicates job B and all its successors stay in a wait state. Alternatively, when the
predecessor job completes unsuccessfully and the successor job is not released, the successor job stays
in a WAIT state.

NOTE

A predecessor job has completed successfully when the PNODE is COMPLETE.

For z/OS jobs, use CCCHK to control the successful and unsuccessful completion of jobs.For Agent
jobs, use EXITCODE to control the successful and unsuccessful completion of jobs. If a job is bypassed
manually, its successors do not get bypassed.By default, based on the conditional statement of the
predecessor, when the predecessor job completes successfully and the successor job is not released, the
successor job and its own successors are bypassed. For example, if job B is bypassed, any successor
jobs to job B are also bypassed until the job branch intersects with another job stream.

•Priority(number)
Priority of the job. Applies only if using ESP resources.
Limits: A number from 0 to 99.

ProbRec(number)
Attaches a problem record number to the object.

Process
Event processing is required for links.

RelDelay(time)
Minimum delay time, in minutes, added to a job after its last dependency is met.

Request
Sets the Request attribute requiring the job to be explicitly requested to run.

Resource(quantity,name)
Resources that the job requires to run. Operands are specified in the form nnn,rrrr where nnn is the numeric
quantity, and rrrr is the name of the resource. A resource can be nullified by setting the quantity to 0. If quantity is
omitted, the default is 1.

RestartParm(string)
Operand string to pass to the restart processor

Scheduled(time)
Scheduled time that an external job matches this job definition.

SelfCompleting
Self-completing Task
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SetEnd
Sets the end time for the job from the timestamp of this message.

SetStart
Sets the start time for the job from the timestamp of this message.

Statements(statement[;statement;...])
One or more statements that must run as part of the processing when this job is readied. Separate each
statement with a semicolon.

Status(status)
Attaches a system status string to this job.

Subappl(name)
Name of the subapplication to which the job belongs.

Succ(sobject[(A)|(U)|(N)])
Succ controls the release of the the successor jobs specified in sobject depending on termination of the current
job. You can specify any number of objects in sobject by separating object names with blanks or commas.
A - Releases sobject if the current job terminates abnormally (including a condition code failure).
U - Releases sobject if the current job terminates normally or abnormally.
N - Releases sobject if the current job terminates normally.
Example: Succ(JOB1(A))

Succ(objname
(COND
([NOT] [SUBNUM(x)] [AND|OR]
[NOT] [RC(rc)] [AND|OR]
[NOT] [RC("Shhh"|"Unnnn")] [AND|OR]
[NOT] [STEPRC('[proc].step',"Shhh"|"Unnnn"|nnnn)])),
NOBYPASS)
Succ controls the release of the the successor jobs specified in objname depending on termination of the current
job. You can specify any number of objects in objname by separating object names with blanks or commas.
Example: Succ(JOB1(COND(RC(12))),NOBYPASS)

• –COND
Specifies a conditional expression that determines whether the objname is released. You can specify any or all of
the following expressions along with AND, OR, and NOT:
SUBNUM(x)

Releases the specified jobs if x matches the number of times the current job has run. You can specify a
range of job submissions, for example: SUBNUM(2:5).

RC(rc)
Releases the specified jobs if rc matches the return code of the current job. If the current job fails with
an abend code, the condition is not satisfied. You can specify a range of job return codes, for example:
RC(2:12). When a job is forced complete, the return code from the previous run is kept. If the job has no
previous return code, zero is used.
Limits:
- 0 to 4095 for mainframe workload
- 0 to 18446744073709551615 for distributed workload

RC("Shhh"|"Unnnn")
Releases the specified jobs if Shhh or Unnnn matches the abend code of the current job.
Shhh represents a system abend with the hexadecimal number hhh. Unnnn represents a user abend with
the decimal number nnnn.
Example: RC("S0C7")
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STEPRC('[proc].step',"Shhh"|"Unnnn"|nnnn)
Releases the specified jobs if the completion code of the specified step in the current job matches the
STEPRC value.
proc specifies the procedure step name. You can use wildcard characters.
step specifies the job step name. You can use wildcard characters.
The period between proc and step is required even if both proc and step are blank. For example:
STEPRC('.',0).
Shhh specifies a system abend with the hexadecimal number hhh. You can use wildcard characters
in hhh.
Unnnn specifies a user abend with the decimal number nnnn. You can use wildcard characters in nnnn.
nnnn specifies a non-abend completion code with a decimal number. You can specify a range of job
completion codes, for example, 100:4095. Completion code 4095 is the maximum that you can specify.

NOTE
STEPRC gets step completion codes only when the job ends. A newly inserted job or a newly
activated external or manual job cannot evaluate step codes of a job that has already ended.

Example: STEPRC('GLUPD.GLDLY',"S0C7")
NOBYPASS

By default, based on the conditional statement of the predecessor, when the predecessor job completes
successfully and the successor job is not released, the successor job and its own successors are bypassed. For
example, if job B is bypassed, any successor jobs to job B are also bypassed until the job branch intersects with
another job stream.
The bypassing stops when ESP finds a job that depends on jobs other than the successor of job B. Specifying
NOBYPASS indicates job B and all its successors stay in a wait state.
Alternatively, when the predecessor job completes unsuccessfully and the successor job is not released, the
successor job stays in a WAIT state.

NOTE
A predecessor job has completed successfully when the PNODE is COMPLETE.

For Agent jobs, use EXITCODE to control the successful and unsuccessful completion of jobs.
If a job is bypassed manually, its successors do not get bypassed.
For z/OS jobs, use CCCHK to control the successful and unsuccessful completion of jobs.

•Tag(tag)
Specifies a tag for the job.

To(step)
Last processing step to rerun

Type(workload-object-type)
Specifies a workload object type. Workload object types are listed in the WOBDEF initialization parameter
documentation. The workload object types are not case-sensitive.

User1(value)
Assigns a value to ESP symbolic variable %USER1

User2(value)
Assigns a value to ESP symbolic variable %USER2

User3(value)
Assigns a value to ESP symbolic variable %USER3

User4(value)
Assigns a value to ESP symbolic variable %USER4

UserStatus string
Attaches a user status string to the object
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WARNING
The ESPmgr utility is case-sensitive.

If the modifier value in an ESPmgr message contains special characters such as question marks, enclose the value with
\”.

To use the ESPmgr utility from the agent, ask your ESP administrator to use the MAPUSER command to map a
distributed system user ID to a mainframe user ID. This mapping is used for authorizing messages sent to ESP using the
ESPmgr command.

To use the ESPmgr utility from the agent, your agent administrator must set the following ESP environment variables:

• ESPAGENTDIR
Set to the name of the agent working directory (the directory containing the agent parameter file), as follows:
Windows

set ESPAGENTDIR=agentdirectoryname

UNIX

export ESPAGENTDIR=agentdirectoryname

• ESPAPPLMGR
Set to the ESP ID, as follows:
Windows

set ESPAPPLMGR=managerID

UNIX

export ESPAPPLMGR=managerID

NOTE

• If you check the transmitter.log file, the agent adds the prefix TCPIPCommunication@ to the ESP ID. The
agent uses that prefix to communicate with ESP. Do not specify TCPIPCommunication@ when setting the
ESPAPPLMGR environment variable. The prefix might be changed in future versions of the agent software.

• When using the ESPmgr utility in a script, you do not have to set values for the ESPAGENTDIR and
ESPAPPLMGR environment variables.

Example: Changing the state and status of a job

In the following example, the ESPmgr command changes the status of joba in generation 32 of a3 to a state of RUNNING
and attaches a status of 'Phase 1 Complete'.

ESPmgr "joba/a3.32/main STATE RUNNING Status(Phase 1 Complete)"

Example: Adding predecessors to a Job

In the following example, job3 and job4 are added as predecessors to joby in generation 56 of payroll. joby requests job4
as an unconditional predecessor, indicating that job4 releases joby even upon an unsuccessful termination.

ESPmgr "joby/payroll.56/main ACTION RESET Pred(job3,job4(U))"

Example: Placing a job on hold

In the following example, ESPmgr tells ESP to place the job PROGRAM1 on hold.
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ESPmgr "PROGRAM1/TEST.2/MAIN ACTION HOLD"

Example: Insert a self-completing task into the application

In the following example, ESPmgr tells ESP to insert self-completing task CHKRPT1 into the application RPTG.25.

ESPmgr "CHKRPT1/RPTG.25/MAIN ACTION INSERT SelfCompleting + Type(TASK)"

Example: Inserting a job with a condition function

In the following example, if the return code of RECOVERYJOB is 0, JOB2 runs. If the RECOVERYJOB abnormally
terminates, JOB4 runs.

ESPmgr "recoveryjob/condapp.77/main ACTION INSERT +

Type(JOB) Pred(JOB1) Succ(JOB2(COND(RC(0))),JOB4(A))"

In the following example, if the return code of procedure step PS1, job step JS1 in JOB1 is 12, RECOVERYJOB runs.

ESPmgr "recoveryjob/condapp.77/main ACTION INSERT +

Type(JOB) Pred(JOB1(COND(STEPRC('PS1.JS1',12))))"

In the next example, RECOVERYJOB is released if both of the following conditions are met:

• STEP5 of JOB1 ends with condition code no higher than 4.
• No step in JOB1 completes with an x37 abend.

ESPmgr "recoveryjob/condapp.77/main ACTION INSERT +

Type(JOB) Pred(JOB1(COND(STEPRC('.STEP5',0:4) AND +

 NOT STEPRC('-.-','S*37'))))"

In the following example, assume that JOB1 contains an unnamed step. If the return code of unnamed step is 12,
RECOVERYJOB runs.

ESPmgr "recoveryjob/condapp.77/main ACTION INSERT +

Type(JOB) Pred(JOB1(COND(STEPRC('.',12))))"

In the following example, if the return code of job step JS1 in JOB1 is a user abend, RECOVERYJOB runs.

ESPmgr "JOB1/condapp.77/main ACTION INSERT +

Type(JOB) Succ(recoveryjob(COND(STEPRC('.JS1','U-'))))"

Example: Withdrawing a job

In the following example, the ESPmgr command withdraws job GLDLY1.

ESPmgr "GLDLY1/GLAPPL.100/MAIN ACTION WITHDRAW"

Example: Send a message to ESP from a script (Windows)

In the following example, when the data.bat file runs, the message data.bat complete is sent to ESP.

"%ESPAGENTDIR%\ESPmgr" "%ESPOBJECT% STATE RUNNING UserStatus(data.bat complete)"
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NOTE

If there are spaces in the path of the agent working directory (for example, c:\Program Files\ESP Agent for
Windows), when you use the ESPAGENTDIR variable in a script, you must put %ESPAGENTDIR%\ESPmgr in
double quotation marks, as shown in the example.

Example: Send a message to ESP from a script (UNIX)

In the following example, the ESPmgr command is the last step in a UNIX script. ESPmgr tells ESP to change the job's
state to COMPLETE, set the end time for the job from the timestamp of this message, set the completion code to 0 (zero),
and set a user status.

$ESPAGENTDIR/ESPmgr "$ESPOBJECT State COMPLETE SetEnd Cmpc(0) UserStatus(LoginShell used:$varenv)"

Example: Set a variable in a Data_Object workload object

You can use the ESPmgr utility to set a variable in a Data_Object workload object, which is a data repository coded in an
application. In the following example, the variable Msgvar in the DATA1 data object is set to the specified text.

ESPmgr "DATA1/DATAOBJ.0/MAIN ACTION SET Msgvar(\"ABC.PROC1 +

STEP ? ABEND: A function has abnormally terminated.\")"

NOTE
If the variable value contains special characters such as question marks, enclose the value with \".

For more information about Data_Object workload objects, see the Advanced User Guide.

Example: Insert a Remote Execution Job

This example shows remote execution job statements being inserted into application ZRTV045A.11.

ESPmgr "TEST5/ZRTV045A.11/MAIN ACTION INSERT Type(PR)Statements(AGENT

 RH5232_113M_RE; REMOTE_COMMAND 'sleep 200'; REMOTE_TARGET lodma_bash; EXITCODE 0-1,S; RUN DAILY; ENDJOB)"

ESPmsg Command: Send Message From Agent
The ESPmsg command sends a message to ESP from the platform where the agent is running. If you want to send a
message from an agent of version 2.0 or above, we recommend that you use the ESPmgr command instead (see the
Note for details). The message can be used to:

• Perform an action
• Notify ESP of a change in state
• Respond to a request

The ESPmsg command can also be used within a program to report the completion of internal processing phases. For
example, a long-running program can send intermediate status information to ESP to display in CSF. The command can
also be used to perform many other functions; such as release workload, or request additional workload.

NOTE
ESP System Agent version 2.0 and above for UNIX and Windows use the ESPmgr command to perform the
same functions that the ESPmsg command performs on the previous version of ESP System Agent for i5/OS.
For backward compatibility, the ESPmsg command is still supported in version 2.0 of ESP System Agent for i5/
OS (at that time called ESP Agent for OS/400 Operating Systems). We recommend that you use the ESPmgr
command.

Type: General Command
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Entering Command: The ESPmsg command can be issued in:

• The command line
• A script or program

Syntax

ESPmsg "objectname verb subverb [modifier]"

Syntax for verb

ACTION|STATE

Syntax for subverb of verb ACTION

BYPASS|DROPDEP|DROPRES|HOLD|INSERT|READY|RELEASE|REQUEST|RESET|

RESUB|SET variable(value)|UNBYPASS|UNREQUEST|UNWAIT

Syntax for subverb of verb STATE

COMPLETE|EXEC|FAILED|READY|RUNNING|SUBDELAY

Syntax for modifier of verb ACTION, subverb INSERT

[AbandonDependency(time-date)]

[AbandonResource(time-date)]

[AbandonSubmission(time-date)]

[Appl(name)]

[Authstr(string)]

[AverageCPU(time)]

[AverageElapsed(time)]

[Conditional]

[Doclib(name)]

[Docmem(name)]

[Dsname(dsname)]

[EarlySub(time)]

[Espprocfile(name)]

[External]

[Hold]

[LateEnd(time-date)]

[LateSub(time-date)]

[Manual]

[Pred(objname)]

[Priority(number)]

[Process]

[RelDelay(time)]

[Request]

[Resource(quantity,name)]

[Scheduled(time)]

[Statements(statement[;statement;...])]

[Subappl(name)]

[Succ(objname)]
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[Tag(tag)]

[Type(workload-object-type)]

Syntax for modifier of verb ACTION, subverb RESET

[Hold]

[LateEnd(time-date)]

[LateSub(time-date)]

[Pred(objname)]

[Priority(number)]

[Process]

[RelDelay(time)]

[Request]

[Resource(quantity,name)]

[Statements(statement[;statement;...])]

[Succ(objname)]

[Tag(tag)]

Syntax for modifier of verb ACTION, subverb RESUB

[From(step)]

[Jobid(id)]

[RestartParm(string)]

[To(step)]

[User1(value)]

[User2(value)]

[User3(value)]

[User4(value)]

Syntax for modifier of verb STATE, any subverb

[Activate]

[Alert(*|alertid|eventid)

    [MNPoint(value)]

    [User1(value)] [User2(value)] [User3(value)] [User4(value)]] 

[Cmpc(code)]

[Intvrq]

[Jobid(id)]

[Jobno(number)]

[NoActivate]

[NoFailed]

[NoIntvrq]

[NoUpdateATR]

[ProbRec(number)]

[SetEnd]

[SetStart]

[Status(status)]

[Tag(tag)]

[UserStatus string]

objectname
Defines the name of the object to which the command refers. This parameter uniquely identifies the object and
can be a symbolic variable.
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For ESP applications, the object name is specified in the format:
oooo/aaaaa.ggggg/fffff

• oooo is the full name.
For details, see the definition for full name in the glossary

• aaaaa is the application name.
• ggggg is the application generation number.
• fffff is the appl file name.

Currently, there is only one appl file, and its name is MAIN.

For commands that are not related to a specific job, specify a period (.) in place of the job name.
When a command is sending a message regarding itself to ESP, it can use a period (.) in place of the job name.
To cancel a job, specify the full name.
Example:
JOB1.NT/TESTNT.99/MAIN

verb
Specifies what ESP does. Options include the following:
ACTION

Requests ESP to perform the action that subverb specifies.
STATE

Requests ESP to change the state of a job to the state specified in subverb.
subverb

Further specifies what ESP does. Options include the following:
BYPASS

Turns on the BYPASS indicator to bypass this job.
COMPLETE

Changes the state to COMPLETE. All successor jobs are released. No further state messages are
accepted. The job can be resubmitted if the application containing it is not yet complete.

DROPDEP
Drops all dependencies for the job. To drop selected dependencies, use ACTION RESET PRED( ).

DROPRES
Drops all resources. To drop selected dependencies, use ACTION RESET RESOURCE( ) with the
quantity set to 0.

EXEC
Changes the state to EXEC. The anticipated successor state is FAILED or COMPLETE.

FAILED
Changes the state to FAILED. The work began processing and may have partially executed but failed.
User action is required to correct the error before resubmission.

HOLD
Places the specified job on hold.

INSERT
Inserts a new job in the application.

READY
For ACTION verb: Changes the job state to READY. Drops any dependencies, hold states, or delay
submit times.
For STATE verb: Changes the job state to READY. The job has been made ready to run. The anticipated
successor state is EXEC, FAIL, COMPLETE or SUBERROR.
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RELEASE
Releases the job from a hold state.

REQUEST
Turns on the Requested indicator.

RESET
Resets an attribute, condition, or state of a job.

RESUB
Schedule the job for resubmission.

RUNNING
Changes the state to RUNNING.

SET variable(value)
Sets the variable defined by variable to the value defined by value.

SUBDELAY
Changes the state to SUBDELAY. Use this operand if a temporary condition prevents the initiation
of a job. The job is automatically retried based on a time interval. The next state is either READY or
SUBERROR.

UNBYPASS
Turns off the Bypass indicator. No longer bypass this job.

UNREQUEST
Turns off the Requested indicator.

UNWAIT
Do not wait for the completion of a previous generation of this object.

WITHDRAW
Withdraw the single job specified in the objectname operand from processing before it is completed.
You cannot use this subverb on completed jobs. A withdrawn job is immediately completed and its status
changes to WITHDRAWN (or EXTNL WITHDRAWN for external jobs whose home job was withdrawn).
Successors to the withdrawn job are not released; they remain in PREDECESSOR WAIT status.

modifier
Modifies subverb. Options include the following:

NOTE
The modifiers are case-sensitive; enter them as shown.

AbandonDependency(time-date)
Time and date when dependencies are dropped. If you do not specify a time, ESP uses midnight. If you
do not specify a date, ESP uses the current date.

AbandonResource(time-date)
Time and date when resource requirements are dropped. If you do not specify a time, ESP uses midnight.
If you do not specify a date, ESP uses the current date.

AbandonSubmission(time-date)
Time and date when submission of the job is abandoned. If you do not specify a time, ESP uses midnight.
If you do not specify a date, ESP uses the current date.

Activate
After the object state is modified, request ESP to scan the job queue to see if there are any jobs ready to
run. Use Activate when you are specifying another subverb that could make a job eligible to run.

Alert(*|alertid|eventid)
Defines the name of an Alert to be invoked. An asterisk (*) causes the event that created the application
to be invoked as a monitor event. If you specify this modifier, specify modifier MNPoint too.
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You can specify an asterisk to retrigger event that invoked the application that owns the specified job.
alertid must have been previously defined using the ALERTDEF command.
eventid defines the event name to be triggered.

Appl(name)
Name of the application for an external job.

Authstr(string)
Authorization string associated with an external job.

AverageCPU(time)
Average CPU time used, in the form mmmss.

AverageElapsed(time)
Average elapsed time, in the form mmmss.

Cmpc(code)
Specifies the completion code for the job.

Conditional
Conditional job.

Doclib(name)
Name of the library containing documentation for the job.

Docmem(name)
Member name of documentation library entry.

Dsname(dsname)
Submit data set name.

EarlySub(time)
Earliest time that a job can be readied, in the form mmss.

Espprocfile(name)
Name of the library containing the job definition (ESP procedure file).

External
Refers to a job in another application.

From(step)
Restart point

Hold
Places the job in manual hold condition.

Intvrq
Specifies that intervention is required for this job.

Jobid(id)
For ACTION RESUB verb/subverb: Specifies the job ID of the original job being resubmitted
For STATE verb: Specifies a fully qualified job identifier in the form JobNumber/UserName/JobName

Jobno(number)
Sets the job number field of the job.

LateEnd(time-date)
Time and date by which the job must complete to avoid being overdue. If you do not specify a time, ESP
uses midnight. If you do not specify a date, ESP uses the current date.

LateSub(time-date)
Time and date by which the job must be submitted to avoid being overdue. If you do not specify a time,
ESP uses midnight. If you do not specify a date, ESP uses the current date.
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Manual
Manually submitted z/OS job.

MNPoint(value)
Specifies a monitor point value for the MNPOINT variable for the execution of an Alert. Options include
the following:
JOBSTRT — The start of the job
STEPEND — The end of each step in the job (including steps that are bypassed).
JOBEND — The end of the job
OVERDUE — When the job processing state reaches the user-defined dueout time and pnode. For the
OVERDUE to activate, the job must have been submitted and be in the pnode specified on the DUEOUT
statement in the application.
PURGE — When a job is purged, unless NOTRACK_PURGE has been selected as a tracking option
POST — When the job is posted from a processing stage, including user-defined pnodes

NoActivate
Specifies not to invoke the Activate subroutine for this state change.

NoFailed
Resets the job from Failed state.

NoIntvrq
Resets intervention required for a job to no intervention required.

NoUpdateATR
Specifies that the application tracking record must not be updated to disk as a result of this status change
message.

Pred(objname)
For ACTION verb, INSERT subverb:
Names of any predecessor jobs. There is no limit to the number of jobs specified here. Job names are in
the form nnnn.qqqq for a qualified job, or nnnn for a job without a qualifier. Separate names with blanks or
commas.
For ACTION verb, RESET subverb:
Names of any predecessor objects. There is no limit to the number of objects specified here. Job names
are in the form nnnn.qqqq for a qualified job, or nnnn for a job without a qualifier. Separate names with
blanks or commas.
You can prefix the predecessor name with the following symbols: !, |, or +.
The ! and | symbols behave as negation and the predecessor link is dropped in this case.
The + symbol is the default and it explicitly indicates that the predecessor is added.

Priority(number)
Limits: A number from 0 to 99.
Priority of the job. Applies only if using ESP resources.

ProbRec(number)
Attaches a problem record number to the object.

Process
Event processing is required for links.

RelDelay(time)
Minimum delay time, in minutes, added to a job after its last dependency is met.

Request
Sets the Request attribute requiring the job to be explicitly requested to run.
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Resource(quantity,name)
Resources that the job requires to run. Operands are specified in the form nnn,rrrr where nnn is the
numeric quantity, and rrrr is the name of the resource. A resource can be nullified by setting the quantity
to 0. If quantity is omitted, the default is 1.

RestartParm(string)
Operand string to pass to the restart processor

Scheduled(time)
Scheduled time that an external job matches this job definition.

SetEnd
Sets the end time for the job from the timestamp of this message.

SetStart
Sets the start time for the job from the timestamp of this message.

Statements(statement[;statement;...])
One or more statements that must run as part of the processing when this job is readied. Separate each
statement with a semicolon.

Status(status)
Attaches a system status string to this job.

Subappl(name)
Name of the subapplication to which the job belongs.

Succ(objname)
Names of any successor objects. There is no limit to the number of objects specified here. Object names
are in the form nnn.qqq for a qualified object, or nnn for an object without a qualifier. Separate names with
spaces or commas.

Tag(tag)
Specifies a tag for the job.

To(step)
Last processing step to rerun

Type(workload-object-type)
Workload object type. Possible values are as follows:

• JOB
• LINK
• TASK
• One of the distributed systems workload object types listed in the WOBDEF initialization parameter

documentation.

User1(value)
Assigns a value to ESP symbolic variable %USER1

User2(value)
Assigns a value to ESP symbolic variable %USER2

User3(value)
Assigns a value to ESP symbolic variable %USER3

User4(value)
Assigns a value to ESP symbolic variable %USER4

UserStatus string
Attaches a user status string to the object.

Example: Changing the state and status of a job
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This is an example of the ESPmsg command that changes the status of joba in generation 32 of appl3 to a state of
RUNNING and a status of Phase 1 Complete:

ESPmsg "joba/a3.32/main STATE RUNNING Status(Phase 1 Complete)"

In this example, the ESPmsg command changes the status of joba in generation 32 of application a3 to a state of
RUNNING and a status of Phase 1 Complete.

Example: Adding predecessors to a job

ESPmsg "joby/payroll.56/main ACTION RESET Pred(job3,job4(U))"

In this example, job3 and job4 are added as predecessors to joby in generation 56 of payroll. joby requests job4 as an
unconditional predecessor, indicating that job4 releases joby even upon an unsuccessful termination.

Example: Placing a job on hold

In this example, the ESPmsg command passes a message to ESP to place the job program1 on hold.

ESPmsg "program1 ACTION HOLD"

EVENT Command: Start Event Definition
The EVENT command starts the first statement in an event definition.

Type: Event definition command.

This command has the following syntax:

EVENT ID(eventid) [ADD|REPLACE]

                  [CLASS(classname)]

                  [SYSTEM(sysid)]

                  [AUTODELETE]

                  [HOLD(count)]

                  [SUSPEND(count)]

                  [MAXPEND(nn)]

                  [OWNER(userid)]

                  [USER(userid)]

                  [INHERIT_TRIGGER_USER|ITU]

                  [EICLASS(eiclassname)]

                  [MAILBOX(box_name)]

eventid
The name of the event. The name format is gggg.dddd, or dddd alone with gggg being the user/group prefix and
dddd being the descriptive name.
Both the prefix and the descriptive name should consist of alphanumeric characters, the first of which must be
alphabetic. The descriptive name may also contain the underscore '_' as an alphabet extender. The prefix can be
up to eight characters long, while the descriptive name has a maximum length of 16 characters.

ADD
Indicates this is a new event. If one already exists with the same name, the new definition is ignored. For
conversational input, such as Page mode, the default value is ADD. For other input, such as batch or an event
definition, the default value is REPLACE.
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REPLACE
Indicates this is a new event. If one already exists with the same name, it is replaced. For conversational input,
such as Page mode, the default value is ADD. For other input, such as batch or an event definition, the default is
REPLACE.

NOTE
The EVENT command can be conversational or not. The input of a conversational command is not
taken at once. For example, in Page mode if you issue the EVENT command, whatever you type until
ENDDEF is treated as part of the EVENT command. For conversational input, the default value is ADD.
For other input, the default value is REPLACE.

classname
Defines to which logical ESP class the event will belong. If this is omitted, the event name prefix is used as a
class name (up to eight characters).

sysid
Indicates the ID of the ESP system to execute the event. Wildcard characters asterisk and hyphen (see
“Overview” at the beginning of this book) can be used to perform masking. If this operand is omitted, the current
system is used. To specify that the event may execute on any one of the systems available, use SYSTEM(-). If the
event invokes an application, this should specify the ESP system identifier of the master.

AUTODELETE
Indicates if any members of a PDS required for job submission is not found, (or in the case of Panvalet, is
disabled), an error condition is not raised. This means that ESP continues to process the event as long as at least
one of the data sets required for submission of the job is available. However, if all the SUBMIT commands within
an event definition specify deleted or disabled members, then the event is deleted from the schedule. This is not
the default.

HOLD
Indicates the event is placed initially in the held state. Refer to the HOLD command - General.

SUSPEND
Indicates the event is placed initially in the suspended state. Refer to the SUSPEND command - General.

count
Sets HOLD or SUSPEND count. If not specified, the default is 1.

MAXPEND(nn)
Indicates the maximum number of pending signals for the event. If not specified, the default is 1.

OWNER(userid)
Indicates the owner of the event. If this operand is not specified, the last user to modify the event becomes the
owner. Ownership in a SAF environment affects only which TSO user gets the failure messages.
READ access to SETOWNER.userid is required to define an owner in a SAF system.

USER(userid)
Indicates an overriding RACF user ID for the Event. When the event executes, that user ID supersedes the one in
the event prefix. READ access to RACID.userid is required to define a user ID.

INHERIT_ TRIGGER_USER
Indicates the user ID of the user triggering the event is used for job submission for manually triggered, DSTRIG,
and global variable trigger events. When the event executes, it automatically takes on the security attributes of the
user ID triggering the event. This operand overrides any USER() value. This operand can be abbreviated to ITU.

EICLASS (eiclass name)
Indicates the event initiator class, which allows prioritization of events and workload submission. READ access to
EVENTINITCLASS.nnn is required to use this operand.
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MAILBOX (box_name)
Specifies the name of a mailbox that contains the destination for messages coming from the EVENT. Mailboxes
must be defined in the MAILLIST data set. Refer to the MAILLISTdata set section in the Installation and
Configuration Guide for information on the MAILLIST data set.

Usage notes:

To specify OWNER(userid), the user creating or updating the event must have READ access to prefix.SETOWNER.userid
in a SAF system. This is in addition to having UPDATE access to GROUP.groupname to create or update an event.
If either authority is missing, the define/update request fails. Browsing or editing generates the OWNER keyword if it
was used when the event was previously saved. The user may remove the operand and save the event, in which case
ownership reverts to the user's own ID.

To specify USER(userid), the person attempting to create or update the event must have READ access to
prefix.RACID.userid in a SAF system. This is in addition to having UPDATE access to GROUP.groupname to create or
update an event. If either authority is missing, the definition or update request fails. Browsing or editing generates the
USER keyword if it was used when the event was previously saved. The user may remove the operand and save the
event, in which case the user ID reverts to the high level qualifier. If INHERIT_TRIGGER_USER is in effect for the event,
or at the system level (RACROUTE ITU operand), that user ID supersedes the one in the event if the Event is a manually
triggered, DSTRIG, and global variable trigger event (as opposed to being a scheduled event). The EVENTSAF user exit
may override any ESP-selected user ID.

You can specify both OWNER and USER for the same event, in which case the defining user must have:

• UPDATE access to GROUP.groupname to create or update an event.
• READ access to prefix.SETOWNER.userid.
• READ access to prefix.RACID.userid.
• If any one of those checks fails, the definition request fails.

You can also define events using the ISPF interface-Option E.2 from the ESP main menu.

The mailbox feature enables ESP to send messages to all the TSO users and email addresses contained in a mailbox.

You can specify a default mailbox in the PROFILE initialization parameter. That default mailbox is used if you do not
specify a mailbox in the event. If you do not define mailboxes in the PROFILE initialization parameter or in the EVENT,
ESP sends the messages to the owner of the event.

To use the mailbox feature, define the mailboxes in the MAILLIST data set and load that data set with the LOADNL
command or initialization parameter. For information on how to define mailboxes and the MAILLIST data set, see the
Installation and Configuration Guide.

 

NOTE

For information on ending an event definition, see the “ENDDEF Command: End Event Definitions”.

For information on deleting an event definition, see the “DELETE Command: Delete Events (General)”.

For information on events, see the User Guide.

For information on event initiators, see the Installation and Configuration Guide.

For information on determining the user ID ESP processes the event under, see How the User ID is Chosen for
Batch Jobs in the Security Guide. See also the “RACROUTE Command: Specify Events Processing”.

 

Example: Create an Event to Run an Application

In the following example:
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• The EVENT command starts the event definition.
• The SCHEDULE and INVOKE event statements define the event.
• The ENDDEF command ends the event definition.

EVENT ID(CYBER.PAY1)

SCHEDULE 8AM DAILY

INVOKE 'CYBER.ESP.PROCS(PAY1)'

ENDDEF

Example: Replace an Existing Event and Suspend It

In the following example:

• The EVENT command starts the event definition.
• The REPLACE operand replaces the event definition when it is updated, provided an event exists with the same name.
• The SUSPEND operand indicates that the event is placed in a suspended state. The event executes only when it is

resumed.
• The OWNER operand indicates that FRED is the owner of the event.
• The SCHEDULE and INVOKE event statements define the event.
• The ENDDEF command ends the event definition.

EVENT ID(CYBER.PAY2) REPLACE SUSPEND OWNER(FRED)

SCHEDULE 9AM DAILY

INVOKE 'CYBER.ESP.PROCS(PAY2)'

ENDDEF

Example: Execute on a Specific System

In the following example:

• The EVENT command starts the event definition.
• The SYSTEM operand indicates the system where this event is to execute.
• The CLASS operand indicates to which logical group this event belongs.
• The ITU operand indicates that the user ID of the user triggering this event is used for batch submission. This user ID

applies only when the event is manually triggered.
• The SCHEDULE and INVOKE event statements define the event.
• The ENDDEF command ends the event definition.

EVENT ID(CYBER.PAY3) SYSTEM(E510) CLASS(PROD) ITU

SCHEDULE 9AM DAILY

INVOKE 'CYBER.ESP.PROCS(PAY2)'

ENDDEF

Example: Specify an Initiator Class

In the following example, an event initiator class of 99 is assigned to CYBER.PAYROLL:

EVENT ID(CYBER.PAYROLL) EICLASS(99)

SCHEDULE 8PM WORKDAYS

INVOKE 'CYBER.PROCLIB.CNTL'

ENDDEF

Example: Specify a Mailbox
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In the following example, all messages from the event are sent to the recipients defined in the mailbox PAYROLL.

EVENT ID(CYBER.PAYROLL) EICLASS(99) MAILBOX(PAYROLL)

SCHEDULE 8PM WORKDAYS

INVOKE 'CYBER.PROCLIB.CNTL'

ENDDEF

EVENTOPT Command: Allow Write to Operator
The EVENTOPT command allows or disallows Write to Operator (WTO) operations from being issued within an event.
EVENTOPT also allows or disallows the use of system commands from within an event. EVENTOPT is usually coded as
an initialization parameter.

Type: Oper command.

Authority: You require OPER authority to issue the EVENTOPT command.

This command has the following syntax:

EVENTOPT  [WTO|NOWTO]

           [VS|NOVS]

WTO
Allows Write to Operator operations from within an event. WTO is the default.

NOWTO
Disallows Write to Operator operations from within an event

VS
Allows the use of z/OS commands from within an event. VS is the default.

NOVS
Disallows the use of z/OS commands from within an event

NOTE

The EVENTOPT command supersedes the EVENTWTO command. If you specify no operands, EVENTOPT
tells you the current status.

NOTE

For information on Events, see the User Guide.

Example

The following example disallows WTOs and system commands from being issued within an event:

EVENTOPT NOWTO NOVS

EVENTSET Command: Define Event Data Set
The EVENTSET command defines or alters the definition of an event data set.

Type: General command.

Authority: You require OPER authority to issue the EVENTSET command.

This command has the following syntax:
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EVENTSET eventdsid

         [DSNAME(dsname)]

         [NEWDSNAME(newdsname)]

         [BACKUPDSNAME(backupdsname)|NOBACKUPDSNAME]

         [SCANTIME(schedule)]

         [DEFINE|DELETE|OPEN|CLOSE|SET|FLUSH]

         [SHR|NOSHR]

         [JOURNAL|NOJOURNAL]

         [BUILDSCHED]

eventdsid
Indicates a unique identifier that is up to eight characters

dsname
Indicates the name of a VSAM KSDS defined with the correct attributes

newdsname
Indicates the name of a VSAM KSDS similar to the above

backupdsname
Indicates a non-VSAM sequential data set

NOBACKUPDSNAME
Removes the BACKUPDSNAME, if it is already specified

schedule
Indicates a time schedule using the same syntax as the ESP command processor schedule statements. If the text
string contains blanks or commas, it should be enclosed within quotes.

DEFINE
Defines a new event data set. DEFINE is the default.

DELETE
Deletes the definition. The associated VSAM data set is not deleted. Only the logical event ID is deleted from
ESP. The event data set must be closed first. DELETE must be issued from a system console.

OPEN
Requests that a data set is reopened.

CLOSE
Closes the event data set and deallocates it from ESP

SET
Requests that an existing specification is changed without the need to open or close the data set

FLUSH
Flushes all prior schedule requests for events on the deferred queue. Succeeding schedule requests are honored.

SHR
Indicates the data set is shared. Use SHR on the EVENTSET command when you are configuring an ESP master
subsystem to work with proxy subsystems. Ensure that the EVENTSET command with SHR is on both the master
and proxy. For more information, see Configure the Master to Use Proxies in the Installation and Configuration
Guide.

NOSHR
Indicates the data set is not shared. NOSHR is the default.
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JOURNAL
Indicates a record is written to SMF when an Event is defined, updated or deleted (refer to SMFREC initialization
parameter).

NOJOURNAL
Indicates no records are written to SMF when the Event data set is updated. Use this keyword to cancel a
previous JOURNAL request. NOJOURNAL is the default.

BUILDSCHED
Indicates the Time Driven Requests (TDRs) are built

Usage notes:

Use the EVENTSET command to define and initialize an event data set. Use the DEFINE operand with DSNAME and
SCANTIME operands. The identifier (up to eight characters long) is the permanent name to be associated with that logical
entity.

When a user or group prefix is defined, an event data set is assigned to it. The assignment is the logical identifier, rather
than the actual data set name, allowing the data set name to be changed or a new data set to be assigned later.

The event data set is scanned, usually at 24-hour intervals, to produce a schedule. If the SCANTIME operand is omitted,
the default is 6am daily. If a backup data set is specified, the backup is performed automatically while the schedule scan is
occurring.

The OPEN and CLOSE operands are used when external manipulation of the data set is necessary. For example, if the
data set is to be renamed or restored from a backup, these steps should be followed:

1. Issue the EVENTSET eventdsid CLOSE command.
2. Rename the data set or perform any other necessary function.
3. Issue the EVENTSET eventdsid OPEN command. If the data set has been renamed or copied to another data set, you

can specify a new name through the NEWDSNAME operand.

When ESP encounters an I/O error on an event data set, it issues an error message and closes the data set. Remedial
action can then take place. When the problem is corrected, the EVENTSET OPEN command causes ESP to resume
operation with the data set.

Any events scheduled for execution while the corresponding data set is in the suspended state are queued for deferred
execution. When the data set is available again, execution can resume. Activity on other data sets can proceed as normal.

 

NOTE

For information on the EVENTSET initialization parameter, see the Installation and Configuration Guide.

For information on events, see the User Guide.

Example: Define shared Event data set

In the following example, a new shared event data set called EVENT1 is defined. The actual VSAM data set name
is ESP.EVENT1, and the backup data set is ESP.BACKUP.EVENT1, which will be used every morning at 5am when
EVENT1 is scanned:

EVENTSET EVENT1 DEFINE DSNAME(ESP.EVENT1)-

SCAN('5AM DAILY') BACKUP(ESP.BACKUP.EVENT1) SHR

Example: Close and deallocate Event

In the following example, EVENT1 is closed and deallocated from ESP:
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OPER EVENTSET EVENT1 CLOSE

Example: Write no records to SMF

In the following example, no records are written to SMF when the event data set is updated:

OPER EVENTSET EVENT1 SET NOJOURNAL

EXIT Command: Activate and Control User Exits
The EXIT command activates and controls an ESP user exit.

Where defined: Master

This command has the following syntax:

EXIT FUNCTION(exittype) MODULE(modulename)

     [INIT]|[TERM]|[INIT,TERM]

 

EXIT [FUNCTION(exittype)] [MODULE(modulename)]

     {DISABLE|ENABLE}

     {LIST}

 

EXIT MODULE(modulename)

     UNLOAD|RELOAD

 

exittype
The logical name of the exit point. Specify one of the following:

• COLDSTART
• DUEOUT
• EVENTDEF
• EVENTEXEC
• EVENTSAF
• JCLSCAN
• JOBENDNOTIFY
• JOBPSWD
• SHUTDOWN
• STARTUP
• USERSEND
• VSCMD
• WARMSTART

modulename
The name of the load module to be invoked

INIT
Execute the user exit immediately and every time the specified function occurs. The subfunction code
CXDSFUNC in the common exit data area is set to CXDINIT (X'01').

TERM
Execute the user exit when ESP is being shut down and every time the specified function occurs. During the
shutdown the user exit executes whether the functional condition occurred or not.
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DISABLE
Disable the specified user exits.

ENABLE
Enable the specified user exits.

UNLOAD
Unload the specified module from memory.

RELOAD
Reload the specified module back into memory.

LIST
List attributes for the specified user exits. The list can include multiple attributes. The attributes are as follows:

• ENABLED - User exit active
• DISABLED - User exit disabled by EXIT command or error
• UNLOADED - User exit module unloaded from memory
• INIT - Operand INIT specified for the user exit
• TERM - Operand TERM specified for the user exit

NOTE

The following attributes are never listed at the same time:

• ENABLED and DISABLED
• UNLOADED and any other attribute

NOTE

Load module requirements

The load module specified in modulename should be in a library that the ESP subsystem can access. The load
module should be re-entrant or at least re-usable.

Defining user exits with identical functions or modules

You can define multiple user exits with

• The same function and different load modules

When the function condition occurs, the load modules are executed in the order in which they were defined.

When you specify the LIST operand, the load modules are listed in the order in which they were defined.

• Different functions and the same load module

The same physical load module is used for each function. The load macro is issued only once.

Using unloaded modules

If a load module is unloaded from memory, you must reload it before any user exit can invoke it. You unload and
reload modules using the UNLOAD and RELOAD operands.

Example: Defining user exits

In this example
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• Two modules, ESPUSRX1 and ESPUXDUE, are loaded.
• Upon loading module ESPUXDUE, ESP immediately invokes it because of the INIT operand.
• After the parameter scan completes, the STARTUP exit invokes the module ESPUSRX1 and the module is given a

chance to terminate ESP processing.
• If a cold start is performed, the module ESPUSRX1 is invoked again.
• Each time a job is overdue, ESP invokes the module ESPUXDUE.

EXIT FUNCTION(STARTUP) MOD(ESPUSRX1)

EXIT FUNCT(COLDSTART) MOD(ESPUSRX1)

EXIT FUNC(DUEOUT) MOD(ESPUXDUE) INIT

Example: Disabling and enabling user exits

The following EXIT command disables the user exit for function JCLSCAN and module CYBJSDLT.

EXIT FUNCTION(JCLSCAN) MODULE(CYBJSDLT) DISABLE

The following EXIT command enables all JCLSCAN user exit functions.

EXIT FUNCTION(JCLSCAN) ENABLE

The following EXIT command enables all user exit functions that invoke the CYBJSDLT load module.

EXIT MODULE(CYBJSDLT) ENABLE

The following EXIT command disables all user exit functions.

EXIT DISABLE

Example: Unloading and reloading modules

The following EXIT command unloads the CYBJSDLT load module from memory.

EXIT MODULE(CYBJSDLT) UNLOAD

The following EXIT command reloads the CYBJSDLT load module back into memory.

EXIT MODULE(CYBJSDLT) RELOAD

Example: Listing user exits

The following EXIT command lists the attributes for user exit function JCLSCAN and module CYBJSDLT. In the result on
the line following the command, ENABLED shows that the user exit is active.

EXIT FUNCTION(JCLSCAN) MODULE(CYBJSDLT) LIST

>> FUNCTION(JCLSCAN) MODULE(CYBJSDLT) ENABLED

The following EXIT command lists the attributes for all user exit functions. The results show that
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• User exit COLDSTART is active. It is executed at initialization time.
• User exits EVENTDEF and EVENTEXEC are not working because module CYBJSUT1 is unloaded.
• User exit JCLSCAN is active. The listing indicates that module CYBJSDL9 executes first followed by CYBJSDL1 and

finally CYBJSDL2. This is the order in which they were defined for function JCLSCAN.
• User exit USERSEND has been disabled by an EXIT command or an error.

EXIT LIST

>> FUNCTION(COLDSTART) MODULE(CYBJSCLD) ENABLED INIT

>> FUNCTION(EVENTDEF) MODULE(CYBJSUT1) UNLOADED

>> FUNCTION(EVENTEXEC) MODULE(CYBJSUT1) UNLOADED

>> FUNCTION(JCLSCAN) MODULE(CYBJSDL9) ENABLED

>> FUNCTION(JCLSCAN) MODULE(CYBJSDL1) ENABLED

>> FUNCTION(JCLSCAN) MODULE(CYBJSDL2) ENABLED

>> FUNCTION(USERSEND) MODULE(CYBJSUSD) DISABLED

EXPDSTRG Command: Set Acceptance Conditions for Explicit Data Set Triggers
The EXPDSTRG command specifies the conditions under which an explicit data set trigger notification event is satisfied.

Type: General command

Authority: You require OPER authority to issue the EXPDSTRG command.

This command has the following syntax:

EXPDSTRG [LIST|SECURE[(NOVERIFY)]|VERIFY|NOVERIFY|HELP]

LIST
Display the current acceptance condition for explicit data set triggers.

SECURE
Satisfy an explicit data set trigger only if the following conditions are met:

• The specified data set exists and is mounted
• The owner of the job executing ESPDST or the user ID issuing the DSTRIG ACTIVATE command has SAF

update access to the specified data set

SECURE(NOVERIFY)
Satisfy an explicit data set trigger only if the owner of the job executing ESPDST or the user ID issuing the
DSTRIG ACTIVATE command has SAF update access to the specified data set.

VERIFY
Satisfy an explicit data set trigger only if the associated data set exists and is mounted.

NOVERIFY
Always satisfy an explicit data set trigger.

HELP
Display the EXPDSTRG command options.

NOTE

• Use EXPDSTRG on tracking ESP subsystems (subsystems with initialization parameter SMFINT set to ON).
• If the EXPDSTRG command is issued, the value:

– Overrides the EXPDSTRG initialization parameter (if it is coded) for as long as ESP is active.
– Is saved as a checkpoint value in an ESP control block in CSA, replacing the current value.
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When ESP is started, the checkpoint value may be used as the acceptance conditions. For details, see
the notes in the EXPDSTRG initialization parameter documentation.

Example: VERIFY Operand

In this example, the VERIFY operand means that explicit data set triggers are only satisfied if the data set specified in the
trigger exists and is mounted.

EXPDSTRG VERIFY

Example: SECURE(NOVERIFY) Operand

In this example, the SECURE(NOVERIFY) operand means that explicit data set triggers are satisfied with SAF authority
verification, but without checking if the data set exists.

EXPDSTRG SECURE(NOVERIFY)

EXPECT Command: Expect Events to Execute
The EXPECT command identifies when an event is expected to execute. Use this in events without SCHEDULE
statements if you want the event's activities reflected when creating scheduled activity reporting.

Type: Event definition command

This command has the following syntax:

EXPECT criteria

criteria
Schedule criteria that resolve to a single date and time.

NOTE

• If you want to display events that do not have SCHEDULE commands, such as events triggered by data set
activity, you can use the EXPECT subcommand.

• If an event has not triggered by the expected time, the event continues to wait.
• If you trigger an event containing an EXPECT command, with the REPLACE option, ESP calculates the next

expected execution of the event.
• ESP calculates and sets the next expected time in two cases: if the event is not triggered by the expected

time and if it is triggered with the REPLACE option. In the second case, the expected time is used as the
scheduled time for the event execution.

NOTE

For information on scheduling criteria, see the User Guide.

For information on events, see the User Guide.

For information on creating schedule activity reports, see the User Guide.

For information on displaying the schedule, see the LISTSCH command.

Example: Expect data set trigger event at 10 am

In the following example, this event does not have a SCHEDULE statement because it is triggered by data set activity
and is not reflected in either a scheduled activity report or on a LISTSCH command. The EXPECT command ensures that
CYBER.PAYJOB is reflected when scheduled activity reports are produced and when the schedule is listed:
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EVENT ID(CYBER.PAYJOB)

EXPECT 10AM WORKDAYS

DSTRIG CYB.INPUT.DATA ANYCLOSE

SUBMIT 'CYB.JCL.CNTL(PAYJOB1)

ENDDEF

EXPEDITE Command: Define or Alter Expedite Policy
The EXPEDITE command defines or alters an expedite policy. EXPEDITE is relevant only with the WA Service Govenor
EE.

An expedite policy specifies criteria that a job must meet to be automatically expedited.

The expedite policy specifies how a job's priority should increase. The criteria are OVERDUE (the job's start or end
time is overdue) and/or CRITICAL_PATH (the job is on the critical path). OVERDUE and CRITICAL_PATH are expedite
command keywords.

Type: Oper command

Authority: You require OPER authority to issue the EXPEDITE command.

Syntax:

This command has the following syntax:

EXPEDITE name

       [ADD|ALTER|DELETE|LIST|HELP]

       {[OVERDUE|NOOVERDUE]}

       {[CRITICAL_PATH|NOCRITICAL_PATH]}

       {ALL|ANY}

       [CLASS(class)|NOCLASS]

       [PRIORITY(priority)|NOPRIORITY]

       [START|NOSTART]

       [SRVCLASS(srvclass)|NOSRVCLASS]

       [WOB_PRIORITY(HIGH|ABOVE_NORMAL|NORMAL|

        BELOW_NORMAL|IDLE)]

       [ESP_PRIORITY(nn)|NOESP_PRIORITY]

EXPEDITE
Lists all expedite policies

name
Specifies a one-to-eight character expedite policy name. Each character must be either alphanumeric, a national
character ($ # @) or an underscore (_). The name cannot be specified as OFF.

ADD
Requests that a new expedite policy be added

ALTER
Requests an expedite policy be changed

DELETE
Indicates an expedite policy will be deleted
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LIST
Displays an expedite policy. This is the default. You can specify an individual expedite policy name or list all
policies, for example
EXPEDITE name or EXPEDITE
You can use the wildcard characters asterisk and hyphen (see “Overview” at the beginning of this book) to
perform masking.

HELP
Displays the EXPEDITE command's syntax.

OVERDUE
Specifies that, if a job under control of ESP is overdue and all other possible expedite criteria are met, the job may
be expedited. OVERDUE is valid for the ADD and ALTER options and ignored in the DELETE and LIST options.

NOOVERDUE
Specifies that an overdue condition for a job should not be used as criteria to expedite a job. NOOVERDUE is
valid for the ALTER option and ignored in the ADD, DELETE, and LIST options.

CRITICAL_PATH
Specifies that, if a job is on the application's critical path and all other possible expedite criteria are met, the job
may be expedited. CRITICAL_PATH is valid for the ADD and ALTER options and ignored in the DELETE and
LIST options.

NOCRITICAL_ PATH
Specifies that presence of a job on the application's critical path should not be considered criteria for determining
whether a job may be expedited. NOCRITICAL_PATH is valid for the ALTER option and ignored in the ADD,
DELETE, and LIST options.

ALL
Specifies a job will be expedited if a job meets all the criteria specified in the expedite policy. If ALL or ANY are
not specified in the ADD option, ALL is the default. ALL is valid for the ADD and ALTER options and ignored in the
DELETE and LIST options.

ANY
Specifies a job will be expedited if a job meets any criteria specified in the expedite policy. If ALL or ANY are not
specified in the ADD option, ALL is the default. ANY is valid for the ADD and ALTER options and ignored in the
DELETE and LIST options.

CLASS(class)
Indicates the class that a z/OS job should be changed to if the job is expedited and waiting for execution. You
can enter up to eight characters. CLASS is valid for the ADD and ALTER options and ignored in the DELETE and
LIST options.

NOCLASS
Specifies the class of a z/OS job that is waiting for execution should not be changed if the job may be expedited.
NOCLASS is valid for the ALTER option and ignored in the ADD, DELETE, and LIST options.

PRIORITY (priority)
Specifies the priority of a job that is waiting for execution should be changed if the job is expedited. PRIORITY is
valid for the ADD and ALTER options and ignored in the DELETE and LIST options. The value of priority is within
the range of 1 to 15.

NOPRIORITY
Specifies the priority of a job that is waiting for execution should not be changed if the job may be expedited.
NOPRIORITY is valid for the ALTER option and ignored in the ADD, DELETE, and LIST options.

START
Specifies that a job that is waiting for execution should be unconditionally started (initiated) if it is expedited. The
START option is only supported in OS/390 V2R4 or later for JES2 systems, and OS/390 V2R8 or later for JES3
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systems. START requires the system be in IBM WLM goal mode, and the job must be in a WLM-managed job
class queue. You can change the job to a WLM-managed job class queue using the CLASS operand.

NOSTART
Specifies that a job that is waiting for execution should not be unconditionally started (initiated) if it may be
expedited. NOSTART is valid for the ALTER option and ignored in the ADD, DELETE, and LIST options.

SRVCLASS (srvclass)
Specifies that the service class of a z/OS job executing on a system in IBM WLM goal mode should be changed
if the job is expedited. SRVCLASS is valid for the ADD and ALTER options and ignored in the DELETE and LIST
options.
If a job is on the local JES node and the expedite policy specifies the SRVCLASS operand, the job is also
assumed to be on the local sysplex. An IBM WLM mode query is issued to determine if the system the job is on is
in IBM WLM compatibility mode or IBM WLM goal mode. If the system is in goal mode, SRVCLASS is used.
Additionally, if the job is on a remote JES node, SRVCLASS is used.

NOSRVCLASS
Specifies the service class of a z/OS job executing on a system in WLM goal mode should not be changed if the
job may be expedited. NOSRVCLASS is valid for the ALTER option and ignored in the ADD, DELETE, and LIST
options.

WOB_PRIORITY (HIGH|ABOVE_NORMAL|NORMAL|BELOW_NORMAL|IDLE)
Applies to ESP System Agent, Release 7 and ESP System Agent for i5/OS, Release 7.
Use this operand to change the process priority of a UNIX, Windows or i5/OS job that is executing.
Specify one of the following process priorities:

• HIGH-Processes that must be executed immediately. These processes can use nearly all available CPU time.
• ABOVE_NORMAL-Processes that have priority above the normal level but below the high level
• NORMAL-Processes without special scheduling needs. NORMAL is the default.
• BELOW_NORMAL-Processes that have priority above the idle level but below the normal level
• IDLE-Processes that will run only when the system is idle

NOTE

• You can increase a UNIX job's process priority only if the job runs on a machine with ESP System
Agent started by the root account. If ESP System Agent is not started by root and you specify a
higher process priority, the job runs with the current process priority (the priority does not increase)
and an error message is recorded in the job's spool file.

• If a Windows job is associated with a Windows job object, you can only change the process priority
for that job using the Modify Job Object option in CSF. For more information about the Modify Job
Object option, see the WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows User Guide.

• The WOB_PRIORITY operand does not set the process priority for subprocesses on Windows.

For UNIX jobs running on an i5/OS system, you can increase the process priority only if ESP System
Agent is running under a profile that has *JOBCTL authority. If ESP System Agent is not running under
a profile that has *JOBCTL authority and you specify a higher process priority, the job runs with the
current process priority (the priority does not increase) and an error message is recorded in the job's
spool file.

ESP_PRIORITY (nn)
Use this operand for a job that is not yet submitted.
The variable is a number within the range of 1 to 99.
ESP_PRIORITY allows for a dynamic change to the ESP priority of a job waiting for ESP resources. This change
in ESP priority may occur any time after the ESP application has been generated and before the job is submitted.
All changes to ESP priority are recorded in the audit log.
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ESP_PRIORITY is valid for the ADD and ALTER options and ignored in the DELETE and LIST options.
NOESP_ PRIORITY

Use this operand for a job that is not yet submitted.
Indicates ESP will not change the job ESP priority as part of the expedite policy function. NOESP_PRIORITY is
valid for the ALTER option and ignored in the ADD, DELETE, and LIST options.

Expedite Actions

The methods of accelerating a job are known as expedite actions.

Expedite actions for jobs that are not running

The following expedite action is available for a job that is not yet submitted.

1
Changes the ESP priority of a job waiting for ESP resources dynamically. Use the ESP_PRIORITY operand for
this action.
The following expedite actions are available for submitted jobs that are waiting for execution. In this case, the
objective of a job expedite is to initiate the job as soon as possible or make it run as quickly as possible when it
does start.

1
Changes a z/OS job's JES execution class as specified by the EXPEDITE CLASS(class) operand

2
Changes the job's priority on the JES execution queue as specified by the EXPEDITE PRIORITY(priority) operand

3
Starts the job immediately as specified by the EXPEDITE START operand

Expedite actions for jobs that are running

The following expedite action is available for z/OS jobs that are executing. In this case, the objective of a job expedite is to
increase the job's dispatching priority.

1
Changes the job's service class as specified by the EXPEDITE SRVCLASS(srvclass) operand. This action
requires the system be in IBM WLM goal mode.

The following expedite action is available for UNIX, Windows, and i5/OS jobs that are executing. In this case, the objective
of a job expedite is to change the process priority of a UNIX, Windows or i5/OS job.

1
Changes the process priority of a UNIX, Windows or i5/OS job as specified by the EXPEDITE WOB_PRIORITY
operand.

For information on the EXPEDITE initialization parameter, see the Installation and Configuration Guide.

For information on the expedite feature, see the User Guide.

Example: Define an expedite policy for z/OS jobs

The following EXPEDITE command defines an expedite policy called POLICY_1. This command specifies that a job,
associated with the expedite policy, should be expedited when the job is overdue. If the job is expedited while it is waiting
for execution, its execution queue priority will be set to 15. If the job is expedited while the job is executing, its service
class will be changed to JES_FAST.

EXPEDITE POLICY_1 ADD OVERDUE PRIORITY(15) SRVCLASS(JES_FAST)

If the following command is issued after the previous one, a job associated with expedite policy POLICY_1 will be
expedited when the job is overdue and it is on the application's critical path. If the job is expedited while it is waiting for
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execution, its job class will be set to F. If F is an IBM WLM-managed job class queue, the job will then start. If the job is
expedited while the job is executing, its service class will be changed to JES_FAST.

EXPEDITE POLICY_1 ALTER CRITICAL_PATH NOPRIORITY CLASS(F) START

The following command has the same effect as issuing the previous two commands in succession:

EXPEDITE POLICY_1 ADD OVERDUE CRITICAL_PATH +

CLASS(F) START SRVCLASS(JES_FAST)

Example: Define an expedite policy for UNIX, Windows or i5/OS jobs

The following EXPEDITE command defines an expedite policy called POLICY_2. It specifies an executing UNIX, Windows
or i5/OS job, associated with the expedite policy, is to be expedited when the job is overdue. The job's process priority is
changed to HIGH.

EXPEDITE POLICY_2 ADD OVERDUE WOB_PRIORITY(HIGH)

NOTE

• On ESP System Agent for UNIX, the Agent must be started by root for the process priority to increase.
• On ESP System Agent for i5/OS, the Agent must run under a profile that has *JOBCTL authority for the

process priority to increase.
• On ESP System Agent for Windows, if the job is associated with a Windows job object, the process priority

does not change. To change the process priority for a job associated with a Windows job object, use the
Modify Job Object option in CSF.

EXTJOB Command: Display or Delete External Scheduler Job Requests
The EXTJOB command displays the list of outstanding job requests by Workload Automation AE to monitor ESP jobs.
The requests are created when a message comes to ESP from Workload Automation AE and this WAIT request is not
immediately satisfied by Broadcom WA ESP Edition. The WAIT request continues until a matching ESP job is scheduled.

Type

General command

Syntax

This command has the following syntax:

EXTJOB {LIST}

       {DELETE ID(request ID)}

       {HELP}

LIST
Displays the list of Workload Automation AE outstanding job requests, including the request IDs.

request ID
Deletes a Workload Automation AE job request identified by its ID. The ID is a number assigned to the request.
This number is temporary and can change when ESP is restarted.

HELP
Displays the syntax for the EXTJOB command.

Example: Display the list of Workload Automation AE job requests
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This example shows sample output from the EXTJOB LIST command:

Job CYBJAK1S in Application TESTMAN, Persistent, ID(1)                       

 External Scheduler CM                                                       

 Scheduled          from 13.30 ON WED 12DEC2007 until 16.59 ON FRI 14DEC2007 

 Object Name        CYBJAK1S/TESTEXTS.75/MAIN      

Example: Delete a Workload Automation AE job request

This example deletes Workload Automation AE request ID 1:

EXTJOB DELETE(1) 

FLOWDOC Command: Generate Reports
The FLOWDOC command generates reports detailing information about workload scheduled by ESP. The following
outlines the information that is produced:

• Application/subapplication names
• Run dates
• Calendars referenced
• Job-level information:

– Whether the job is held or not
– Tag field
– Job type
– Submission time (DELAYSUB/EARLYSUB if coded in the application, else Event submission time)
– Job name
– Hold count
– Released jobs
– Resource information
– Scope information (look back/ahead times for manual or external jobs)
– External job information (application and job names)

Type

Reporting command.

Syntax

FLOWDOC {PREFIX(event_prefix)EVENT(event_name)

        |APPL(appl_name)}

           {FROM('criteria') TO('criteria')

           |DATE('criteria')}

PREFIX(event_prefix)
Specifies the prefix of the Events used for selecting the content of the report. This operand is mandatory if you are
selecting by event. You can use wildcards to select a range of Event prefix.

EVENT(event_name)
Specifies the name of the Events used for selecting the content of the report. This operand is mandatory if you are
selecting by event. You can use wildcards to select a range of Event names.
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APPL(appl_name)
Specifies the name of the applications used for selecting the content of the report. You can use wildcards to select
a range of applications.

FROM('criteria')
Specifies the beginning of the period covered by the report if the report covers a range of dates.

TO('criteria')
Specifies the end of the period covered by the report if the report covers a range of dates.

DATE('criteria')
Specifies the specific date covered by the report.

Before generating a report using the FLOWDOC command, you must:

• Generate the ESP using the SADGEN command
• Generate a VSAM data base

Selection by Events and by applications are mutually exclusive.

Selection by range of dates and by a specific date are mutually exclusive.

NOTE

Related information

For information on scheduled activity reporting, see the User Guide.

The following are examples of report generation jobs that could be used to produce ESP FLOWDOC reports.

Example 1

The following report-generation JCL could be used to produce a report detailing information about the PAYROLL
application starting today ending tomorrow:

//FLOWDOC  JOB (ACCOUNT),'ALLOC ESP DATASETS',CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=A

//STEP01   EXEC PGM=CYBES091

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=CYB2.ESP451.CD7YLOAD,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUT1   DD  DSN=CYB2.ESP451.FLOWDOC,DISP=SHR

//SYSIN    DD *

FLOWDOC APPL(PAYROLL) FROM('TODAY') TO('TOMORROW')

Example 2

The following report-generation JCL could be used to produce a report detailing information about an application which is
invoked by an Event called CYBER.PAYROLL on August 29th, 2003:

//FLOWDOC  JOB (ACCOUNT),'ALLOC ESP DATASETS',CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=A

//STEP01   EXEC PGM=CYBES091

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=CYB2.ESP451.CD7YLOAD,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUT1   DD  DSN=CYB2.ESP451.FLOWDOC,DISP=SHR

//SYSIN    DD *

FLOWDOC PREFIX(CYBER) NAME(PAYROLL) DATE('AUGUST 29, 2003')

Example 3

The following report-generation JCL could be used to produce a report detailing information about the BILLING application
from 4 pm today until 4 pm two days from today:
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//FLOWDOC  JOB (ACCOUNT),'ALLOC ESP DATASETS',CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=A

//STEP01   EXEC PGM=CYBES091

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=CYB2.ESP451.CD7YLOAD,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUT1   DD  DSN=CYB2.ESP451.FLOWDOC,DISP=SHR

//SYSIN    DD *

FLOWDOC APPL(BILLING) FROM('4PM TODAY') TO('4PM TODAY PLUS 2 DAYS')

Example 4

The following report-generation JCL could be used to produce a report detailing information about the CLAIMS application
from Monday to Friday. Jobs in the CLAIMS application that have varying run frequencies will be displayed on their
respective day, for example, jobs coded as RUN MONDAY will be displayed on Mondays run date.

//FLOWDOC  JOB (ACCOUNT),'ALLOC ESP DATASETS',CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=A

//STEP01   EXEC PGM=CYBES091

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=CYB2.ESP451.CD7YLOAD,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUT1   DD  DSN=CYB2.ESP451.FLOWDOC,DISP=SHR

//SYSIN    DD *

FLOWDOC APPL(CLAIMS) DATE('MONDAY')

FLOWDOC APPL(CLAIMS) DATE('TUESDAY')

FLOWDOC APPL(CLAIMS) DATE('WEDNESDAY')

FLOWDOC APPL(CLAIMS) DATE('THURSDAY')

FLOWDOC APPL(CLAIMS) DATE('FRIDAY')

FOOTING Command: Print Footing Line
The FOOTING command defines a footing line to be displayed at the bottom of the page when output is directed to a data
set. Use the FOOTING command when generating history or modeling reports, or issuing an ESP command. Up to seven
title and footing lines can be active at any time.

Type

General command, reporting command.

Syntax

FOOTING [n]

        [DELETE]

        ['footing string']

n
Indicates which footing line is being defined, or deleted. n can be a value from one to seven.
Default: 1

DELETE
Indicates the specified footing line is to be deleted.

footing string
Indicates the footing to be displayed. It should be enclosed within quotes. If the footing contains quotes, use two
quotes in place of each imbedded quote.
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The following are built-in variables that you can use in a footing string:

Variable Deascription
%CE Centers the operand within the output line.
%DATE Full date, for example, SUNDAY 4th JANUARY 1998.
%DAY Day of week name, for example, MONDAY.
%DD Day of month number, from 01 to 31.
%DDDD Julian day or day of year number. For example, 365 for last day.
%DOW# Day of week number, for example, '1' for Sunday, '7' for Saturday,

regardless of calendar settings.
%EVAL Returns the numeric value of an expression. An output-format

descriptor may follow the operand to request leading blanks or
zeros.

%HH Hour, in 24-hour format, for example, 14.
%LENGTH Returns the length of the operand.
%MM Month number, for example, 01 if the month is January.
%MMM First three characters of the month, foe example, JAN.
%MM Minute of the hour.
%MONTH Month name, for example, JANUARY.
%PAGE The current page number.
%RJ Justifies the operand on the right side of the output line.
%SSS Seconds.
%TIME Time, in 24-hour format, for example, 14.30.00.
%YEAR Year, for example, 2001.
%YY Last two characters of year, for example, 03.

Example: Print Payroll group Events

In the following example, a footing 'Payroll Group Events' is defined to accompany the output from the LIST command,
which requests a display of Events in the group called PAYROLL:

FOOTING 'PAYROLL GROUP EVENTS'

LIST ALL LEVEL(PAYROLL)

Example: Print date, text and page number

In the following example, the following are displayed at the bottom of each page:

• The current date
• PAYROLL JOBS, which is justified in the center of the page
• The page number, which is justified on the right side of the page.

The history report looks like this:

//HISTRPT  JOB CYB3000,CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=X

//STEP001  EXEC PGM=ESP,PARM='SUBSYS(E510)',REGION=4M

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=CYB2.ESP510Q.CD7YLOAD,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *
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REPORT

FROM 7AM TODAY LESS 1 WEEK

CRITERIA JOBNAME EQ PAY-;

DISPLAY JOBNAME,JOBNO,EXECSDATE,ENDDATE,CMPC

SORT JOBNAME

FOOTING '%DATE %CE(PAYROLL JOBS) %RJ(PAGE %PAGE)'

ENDR

Example: Print text and page number

In the following example, a footing CALENDARS is defined. The page number is to be justified on the right side of the
page:

FOOTING 'CALENDARS %RJ(PAGE %PAGE)'

FROM Command: Start Reporting From
The FROM command specifies a time range for history reporting. This allows you to limit your search based on the job
submission time in the history file. You can use any valid schedule statement.

Type: Reporting command

This command has the following syntax:

FROM starttime [TO(endtime)]

starttime
Indicates a free format starting time. Use any valid schedule criteria that resolve to a single date and time.

endtime
Indicates a free format, end time specification. Use any valid schedule criteria that resolve to a single date and
time.
Default: Current time.

NOTE
For information on reporting, see the User Guide.

Example: Display all PAY jobs since 9 am

In the following example, all jobs with PAY in the first three positions run since 7 am this morning are displayed in this
report:

REPORT

FROM 7AM TODAY

CRITERIA JOBNAME EQ PAY;

DISPLAY JOBNAME,JOBNO,EXECSDATE,ENDDATE,CMPC

ENDR

Example: Specify range

In the following example, all jobs with PAY in the first three positions run between 8 am yesterday and 4 pm today are
displayed in this report:

REPORT

FROM 8AM YESTERDAY TO 4PM TODAY

CRITERIA JOBNAME EQ PAY-;
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DISPLAY JOBNAME,JOBNO,ACCOUNT,RDRON,DEXCP,TEXCP

ENDR

Example: From 8 am to 8 am

The following example limits a history file search from 8 am yesterday to 8 am today:

FROM 8AM YESTERDAY TO 8AM TODAY

Example: From Dec 29 to Jan 4

The following example limits a history file search from December 29th, 2001 to
January 4th, 2002:

FROM DEC 29TH 2001 TO JAN 4TH 2002

Example: For the last week

The following example limits a history file search from 8 am one week ago to now:

FROM 8AM TODAY LESS 1 WEEK

FTP Command: Select SMF Record
The FTP command specifies the SMF record that ESP monitors for FTP data-set triggers.

Type

Authorized OPER command

Syntax

FTP [USERSMF(smftype)] [SMF(118|119)]

USERSMF(smftype)
Specifies the SMF type ESP monitors for when you use the Broadcom TCP/IP stack.
Range: 128-255

SMF(118)
Specifies that ESP monitors for SMF record type 118 when you use the IBM TCP/IP stack. SMF record type 118
is not IPv6 supported.

SMF(119)
Specifies that ESP monitors for SMF record type 119 when you use the IBM TCP/IP stack. SMF record type 119
is IPv6 supported.

If you enter FTP SMF without operands, the current FTP SMF setting is displayed.

Example: Monitor SMF record 119

The following command specifies SMF record type 119:

FTP SMF(119)

Example: Monitor SMF record 128

The following command specifies SMF record type 128:
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FTP USERSMF(128)

Example: Monitor SMF record 119 and 128

The following command specifies SMF record type 119 and 128:

FTP SMF(119) USERSMF(128)

GENDOC Command: Generate Job Documentation
The GENDOC command converts an existing job documentation library to a documentation library usable by ESP.

Type

General command

GENDOC 'inputdataset' 'outputdataset'

        [LEVEL(memname[,memname]...)]

        [SNUM]

inputdataset
Indicates the name of the input data set, enclosed in quotes, which must be a PDS.

outputdataset
Indicates the name of an output PDS, enclosed in quotes. The record format or record length does not have to
match that of the input data set.

memname
Indicates strings that identify the members to be copied. Wildcard characters asterisk and hyphen can be used to
perform masking. If the LEVEL keyword is omitted, all members are copied.

SNUM
Indicates the last eight characters of a fixed-length record should be discarded during the copy process.

The GENDOC command identifies the input data set, the members to be copied, and the output data set. It also lets you
identify changes you want to make when the old job documentation is converted.

There are two methods for converting documentation. The method you use depends on how you want to use your existing
job documentation:

• If want to use ESP to retrieve your existing job documentation in its present format, you can insert a USERDESC label
in each job documentation member.

• If you want ESP to modify the data to allow retrieval of information by label name, you can use the GENDOC
command.

 

NOTE

Related information

For information on identifying lines that are not to be copied to the output data set, see the REMOVE command.

For information on altering or replacing lines in the output data set, or inserting lines at different locations, see
the LABEL command.

For information on indicating that all specifications are complete and that the copy process should proceed, see
the GO command.
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For information on ESP's job documentation facility, see the User Guide.

For information on displaying information from a job documentation library, see the JOBINFO command.

For information on identifying a job documentation library in an application, see the DOCLIB statement.

Example: Convert members beginning with JT and JV

In the following example, all members beginning with JT and JV are copied from JOBDOC.DATA to ESP.JOBDOC.DATA,
suppressing any line numbers in the right-hand eight columns of each source member record:

GENDOC 'JOBDOC.DATA' 'ESP.JOBDOC.DATA' LEVEL(JT-,JV SNUM

Example: Remove comments, add labels

The following GENDOC, REMOVE, LABEL and GO commands are used to convert existing job documentation:

GENDOC 'JOBDOC.DATA' 'ESP.JOBDOC.DATA' LEV(A-,B-) SNUM

REMOVE '**'

LABEL 'SYSOUT REVIEW' 'SYSOUT_REVIEW' INLINE

LABEL 'STEP***' '@:' OVERLAY

LABEL 'RESTART PROCEDURES' 'RESTART:' BEFORE

GO

In the above example, ESP:

• Copies all members beginning with A and B from the data set JOBDOC.DATA to the data set ESP.JOBDOC.DATA,
suppressing any line numbers in the right-hand eight columns of each source member record.

• Does not copy any lines containing **.
• Replaces any lines starting with REVIEW with the character string SYSOUT_REVIEW.
• Overlays the colon on any line beginning with STEP. The colon is positioned after the 3rd character following the string

STEP.
• Places the label 'RESTART' on its own line before any line starting with the string 'RESTART PROCEDURES' with the

copy process.

GENTIME Command: Generate Times
The GENTIME command customizes date-and-time symbols for any scheduling criteria. It may be required to use date-
and-time symbolic variables other than ESP's built-in symbolic variables. Using the GENTIME command you create a set
of customized date-and-time symbolic variables.

Type: ESP procedure statement, symbolic variable library statement

This command has the following syntax:

GENTIME  prefix criteria

prefix
Indicates a user-defined string of up to 55 characters that becomes the prefix for the symbols you generate with
this statement.

criteria
Schedule criteria that resolve to a single date and time.

The prefixes 'ESPA' and 'ESPS' are reserved for built-in date and time symbolic variables and cannot be used in the
GENTIME command.
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You can test the symbols produced by a GENTIME command prior to storing the generated symbols permanently in a
symbol library or procedure. Enter the following commands in page mode or line mode:

• Enter the GENTIME command with your prefix and criteria.
• Enter the ECHO command to send the symbols back to your terminal for display.

When you use a GENTIME command for testing or demonstration purposes, the generated symbols are only temporary.
They are lost when you exit from the ESP Main Menu.

When specifying the criteria in your GENTIME command via page mode, it is advised to use 'STARTING' to establish
effective time and get results consistent with your procedures.

GENTIME variables are commonly used in JCL.

The GENTIME command generates the following customized date-and-time symbolic variables.

Variable Description
prefixDATE The Event date in full.

Example: Sunday 4th January 1998
prefixYY The last two digits of the year.

Example: 98
prefixYEAR The Year.

Example: 1998
prefixMM The number of month.

Example: 01 for January
prefixMMM The first three characters of month.

Example: Jan
prefixMONTH The name of month.

Example: January
prefixDAY The name of the day of the week.

Example: Monday
prefixDD The number of actual day of month.

Example: 09
prefixDDD The Julian day, or the number day in the year.

Example: 365
prefixDDQL The ordinal qualifier for the day.

Example: st, nd, rd or th
prefixDOW# The number of day in week as specified in a calendar.

Example: 1 for Sunday (ESP default)
prefixTIME The time in 24-hour format.

Example: 14.55.32
prefixHH The hour in 24-hour format.

Example: 14
prefixMN The minute of hour.

Example: 55
prefixSS The number of seconds past the minute.

Example: 32

You can use any of the variables you generate with the GENTIME command.
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NOTE

Related information

For information on testing dates and times produced by the GENTIME command, see the Advanced User
Guide.

Example: Next work day

In the following example, a series of customized date-and-time-based variables are generated that refer to the next
workday. Each of the variables is prefixed with 'NWD'.

GENTIME NWD TODAY PLUS 1 WORKDAY

For example, if this GENTIME command was processed on February 18th, 2004:

• %NWDMM resolves to 02
• %NWDDDD resolves to 050
• %NWDYY resolves to 04
• %NWDDOW# resolves to 5
• %NWDDATE resolves to Thursday February 19th, 2004.

Example: 1st workday of month

In the following example, a series of customized date-and-time-based variable are generated that refer to the first workday
of the current month. Each of the variables is prefixed with 'FWM'.

GENTIME FWM FIRST WORKDAY OF MONTH STARTING TODAY

Example: 1st workday prior to 1 week ago

In the following example, the first GENTIME command generates a series of date-and-time variables that refer to one
week ago. Each of the variables is prefixed with 'PWK'. This date is then used in the second GENTIME to generate
another series of date-and- time variables that refer to a workday prior to one week ago. Each of these variables is
prefixed with 'PWD'.

The output from the first GENTIME command, in the following example, is used as input to another GENTIME command:

GENTIME PWK TODAY LESS 1 WEEK

GENTIME PWD %PWKDATE LESS 1 WORKDAY

Example: Establish run frequency

The following GENTIME commands are used to establish a run frequency for a job in an application:

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

GENTIME AA LAST WORKDAY OF WEEK STA TODAY LESS 1 WEEK

GENTIME BB LAST WORKDAY OF MONTH STA TODAY LESS 1 MONTH

JOB PAYJOB1

  IF TODAY('NOT LAST WORKDAY OF WEEK') AND -

     TODAY('LAST WORKDAY OF MONTH') THEN RUN TODAY

  IF TODAY('1ST FRI OF MONTH') AND %AADATE EQ %BBDATE -

     THEN RUN TODAY

ENDJOB

In the preceding example
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• If the last workday of the week is not the last workday of the month, PAYJOB1 runs on the last workday of the month.
• If the last workday of the week is the last workday of the month, PAYJOB1 runs on the 1st Friday of the next month.

Example: Seven days after today

The following example generates seven days after today:

GENTIME AA TODAY PLUS 7 DAYS

Example: Two workdays prior to today

The following example generates two workdays prior to today:

GENTIME BB TODAY LESS 2 WORKDAYS

Example: One week prior to today

The following example generates one week prior to today:

GENTIME CC TODAY LESS 1 WEEK

Example: First workday of previous month

The following example generates first workday of previous month:

GENTIME DD FIRST WORKDAY OF MONTH STARTING TODAY LESS 1 MONTH

Example: Next day

The following example generates next day:

GENTIME EE TODAY PLUS 1 DAY

Example: Next workday

The following example generates next workday:

GENTIME FF TODAY PLUS 1 WORKDAY

Example: Two days after today

The following example generates two days after today:

GENTIME GG TODAY PLUS 2 DAYS

GO Command: Indicate Completion
The GO command indicates that the GENDOC specification is complete and the copy process should begin. For more
information about job documentation facilities in ESP, see Document a Job.

Type

General command, reporting command

GO
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Example: Convert job documentation

The following GENDOC, REMOVE, LABEL and GO commands are used to convert existing job documentation:

GENDOC 'JOBDOC.DATA' 'ESP.JOBDOC.DATA' LEV(A-,B-) SNUM

REMOVE '**' LABEL 'RESTART PROCEDURES' 'RESTART:' BEFORE

GO

In the above example, the GO command indicates that the GENDOC specification is complete and that the copy process
should start.

GROUP Command: Switch Groups Access
The GROUP command is used in Page mode to switch between a user's user ID and any group (that is the high level
prefix) the user can access. It is useful when using commands where a group prefix is required, such as TRIGGER.

Type

General command

Syntax

{GROUP|GR} [groupprefix]

           [USERID]

           [PREFIX]

groupprefix
Indicates up to eight characters to be the prefix for unqualified Event descriptive names. (You must be connected
to the group specified.)

USERID
Indicates the current TSO USERID is used to prefix unqualified Event names.

PREFIX
Indicates the current TSO data set name prefix is used as the prefix for unqualified Event names.

The value of the group prefix is retained from session to session, until it is reset. The initial value is 'USERID'. The group
prefix for Events is similar in concept to the TSO data set name prefix.

If the GROUP command is entered without any operands, your current group prefix is displayed.

The GROUP command can be used with or without the SAF interface.

 

NOTE

Related information

If you use GROUP with ESP Internal security, consult the older Administrator's Guide version 5.3.

For information on defining and deleting groups, see the DEFGROUP and DELGROUP commands.

For information on displaying information about a group, see the LISTGRP command.

Example: Display group prefix

In the following example, the current group prefix is displayed.

GROUP
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Example: Switch user ID access

The following GROUP command switches a user ID's access to another group:

GROUP PROD

In the above example, the default prefix is switched to PROD. To trigger an Event called PROD.PAYROLL, this user can
issue the TRIGGER command without having to specify the group prefix, as follows:

TRIGGER PAYROLL vs. TRIGGER PROD.PAYROLL

HARDCOPY Command: Divert Output to Data Set
The HARDCOPY command requests that a data type printout be diverted to a data set, sysout class or DD file. Each
option is documented separately. The HARDCOPY command cannot be used in batch.

Type

General command

Syntax

{HARDCOPY|HCPY} DATASET('dsname[(member)]')

                [VOLUME(serial)]

                [UNIT(unitname)]

                [SPACE(primary[,secondary]){CYLINDERS}]

                                           {TRACKS}]

                                           {BLOCKS}]

                [EXTEND]

                [LRECL(length)]

                [RECFM{(V)|(F)}]

                [PAGELENGTH(lines)]

                [BLOCK(size)]

                [BLKSIZE(block)]

dsname
Indicates the data set name, enclosed in quotes, to which the output should be diverted. You should include a
member name if you are diverting output to a PDS.

serial
Indicates the serial number (up to six characters) for the data set if you are specifying a new data set, or if you are
using an existing data set that is not cataloged.

unitname
Indicates the name of the output device type, using up to eight characters.

primary
Indicates the primary allocation you want to assign, in parentheses. You must specify this if you are allocating
CYLINDERS, TRACKS or BLOCKS.

secondary
Indicates the secondary allocation you want to assign, in parentheses. If you use this operand, you must use
the appropriate keyword to specify whether you are allocating CYLINDERS, TRACKS or BLOCKS. If you are
specifying primary and secondary allocation, specify one of these keywords after the secondary allocation
specified. Do not use parentheses.
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EXTEND
Indicates the output should be added to the end of the data set. If you do not specify EXTEND, the data set is
overwritten.

length
Indicates the logical record length for each line of output. Specify the number of characters you want in each line.

V
Indicates variable length records. V is the default. The line length is four bytes less than what you specified under
LRECL.

F
Indicates fixed length records.

lines
Indicates the number of lines on each page, including titles and footings

size
Indicates the size, in bytes, of a block allocation unit

block
Indicates the actual length of blocks on a data set. The limit is 32767 bytes.

Use this command in page mode when you want to direct output to a data set.

 

NOTE

Related information

For information on stopping the routing of output as specified by a HARDCOPY command, see the ENDHC
command.

Example: Allocate tracks

In the following example, output is diverted to the PRINT1A.REPS data set, with a primary allocation of two tracks and a
secondary allocation of one track, on the volume serial AX401B:

HARDCOPY DATASET('PRINT1A.REPS') SPACE(2,1) TRACKS VOLUME(AX401B)

Example: Divert output from LIST command

In the following example, output produced by the LIST command is diverted to the CYB.HRDCPY data set:

HARDCOPY DATASET('CYB.HRDCPY')

L LEVEL(PROD-)

ENDHC

HARDCOPY Command: Divert Output to DD File
The HARDCOPY command requests that a data type printout be diverted to a data set, sysout class or DD file. Each
option is documented separately. The HARDCOPY command cannot be used in batch.

Syntax

{HARDCOPY|HCPY} DDNAME(file)

                [EXTEND]

                [LRECL(length)]
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                [RECFM{(V)|(F)}]

                [PAGELENGTH(lines)]

                [BLOCK(size)]

                [BLKSIZE(block)]

file
Indicates a file name using up to eight characters.

EXTEND
Indicates that the output should be added to the end of the data set.

length
Indicates the logical record length for each line of output. Specify the number of characters you want in each line.

V
Indicates variable length records. This is the default. The line length is four bytes less than what you specified
under 'LRECL'.

F
Indicates fixed length records.

lines
Indicates the number of lines on each page, including titles and footings.

size
Indicates the size in bytes of a block allocation unit.

block
Indicates the actual length of blocks on a data set. The limit is 32767 bytes.

Use this command in Page mode when you want to direct output to a DD name.

 

NOTE

Related information

For information on stopping the routing of outputs specified by a HARDCOPY command, see the ENDHC
command.

Example: Specify record length

In the following example, output is diverted to the HISTREC1 file. The logical record length for each line of output should
be 80, in fixed length records. All output is added to the end of the file.

HARDCOPY DDNAME(HISTREC1) LRECL(80) RECFM(F) EXTEND

Example: Divert output from LIST command

In the following example, output produced by theLISTcommand is diverted to the HRDCPY file.

HARDCOPY DDNAME(HRDCPY)

L LEVEL(PROD-)

ENDHC

HARDCOPY Command: Divert Output to Sysout Class
The HARDCOPY command requests that a data type printout be diverted to a data set, sysout class, or DD file. Each
option is documented separately. The HARDCOPY command cannot be used in batch.
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Type

General command

Syntax

{HARDCOPY|HCPY} SYSOUT(class)

                [DEST(destcode)]

                [COPIES(n)]

                [FORM(type)]

                [LRECL(length)]

                [RECFM{(V)|(F)}]

                [PAGELENGTH(lines)]

                [UCS(char)]

                [SPIN]

class
Indicates a one-character class number.

destcode
Indicates a destination code of up to eight characters. If you do not specify 'DEST', the destination defaults to
'LOCAL'.

n
Indicates the number of copies you want printed. The maximum is 240 copies.

type
Indicates the type of form you want to use for printing, using up to four characters for the code.

length
Indicates the logical record length for each line of output. Specify the number of characters you want in each line.

V
Indicates variable length records. This is the default. The line length is four bytes less than what you have
specified under 'LRECL'.

F
Indicates fixed length records.

lines
Indicates the number of lines on each page, including titles and footings.

char
Indicates the universal character set type you want to be used on the printer for this printout.

SPIN
Indicates that the data should be made available for printing as soon as you enter the ENDHC (end hardcopy)
command.

Use this command in Page mode when you want to direct output to SYSOUT.

 

NOTE

Related information

For information on stopping the routing of output as specified by a HARDCOPY command, see the ENDHC
command.

Example: Specify destination and form
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In the following example, output is diverted to SYSOUT class 1. The destination is RMT1 and the form is ANC8. The data
is available as soon as the ENDHC command is specified.

HARDCOPY SYSOUT(1) DEST(RMT1) FORM(ANC8) SPIN

Example: Divert output of LIST command

In the following example, output produced by the LIST command is stored under your user ID.

HARDCOPY SYSOUT(S)

L LEVEL(PROD-)

ENDHC

HEALTHCK Command: Display IBM Health Checker Interface Settings
The HEALTHCK command displays the settings defined in the HEALTHCK initialization parameter.

Type: OPER command

This command has the following syntax:

OPER HEALTHCK

Example: HEALTHCK command

The following shows how to display the current settings defined in the HEALTHCK initialization parameter:

OPER HEALTHCK

Sample output is as follows:

ESP6449I HEALTH CHECK SETTINGS: THRESHOLD 70%, INTERVAL 15 MINS, PRODUCT ID “ESP “, DEBUG(N)                

HISTFILE Command: Define or Alter History Data Set
The HISTFILE command defines or alters the definition of the ESP history data set.

Type: General command

Authority: You require OPER authority to issue the HISTFILE command.

Syntax:

HISTFILE histfid

         [DSNAME(dsname)]

         [NEWDSNAME(newdsname)]

         [BACKUPDSNAME(backupdsname)|NOBACKUPDSNAME]

         [DEFINE|DELETE|OPEN|CLOSE|SET]

         [JOURNAL|NOJOURNAL]

         [BACKUPTIME('schedule')|NOBACKUPTIME]

histfid
Indicates a unique ID, up to eight characters, that identifies the history data set.
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DSNAME(dsname)
Indicates the name of a VSAM KSDS defined with the correct attributes.

NEWDSNAME(newdsname)
Indicates the name of a VSAM KSDS similar to the above.

BACKUPDSNAME(backupdsname)
Indicates a non-VSAM sequential data set.

NOBACKUPDSNAME
Removes the BACKUPDSNAME, if it is already specified.

DEFINE
Defines a new history data set. DEFINE is the default.

DELETE
Deletes a definition. The associated VSAM data set is not deleted. Only the logical HISTFILE ID is deleted.

OPEN
Requests that a data set is reopened.

CLOSE
Closes the history data set and de-allocates it from ESP.

SET
Requests that an existing specification is changed without the need to open or close the data set.

JOURNAL
Indicates a record is written to SMF each time a history record is inserted, updated or deleted.

NOJOURNAL
Indicates no records are written to SMF when the history data set is updated. Use this keyword to cancel a
previous JOURNAL request.

BACKUPTIME('schedule')
Indicates a time at which ESP automatically backs up the history data set. If the text string contains blanks or
commas, enclose it within quotation marks.

NOBACKUPTIME
Removes the BACKUPTIME, if it is already specified.

Use the HISTFILE command to define and initialize a history data set. Use the DEFINE operand with the DSNAME
operand. The identifier is the permanent name to be associated with that logical entity.

When a tracking model is defined, a history data set ID can be specified. The ID identifies the data set to which job history
data is written. Using the ID rather than the data set name allows you to change the actual data set name without having
to alter all references to it.

The BACKUPTIME keyword specifies the time at which the history data set is automatically backed up to the
BACKUPDSNAME data set.

You can also backup a history data set with the BKUPHIST command.

 

NOTE

Related information

For information on working with history data sets, see the Programming Guide.

For information on displaying history data sets, see the LISTHIST command.

Example: Define history data set
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In the following example, a new history recording data set called HISTF1 is defined. The actual data set used is
ESP.HISTFILE.

HISTFILE HISTF1 DEFINE DSNAME(ESP.HISTFILE)

Example: Set journal option

In the following example, records are written to SMF each time a history record is inserted, updated or deleted.

HISTFILE HISTF1 SET JOURNAL

Example: Close a history data set

In the following example, HIST1 is closed and de-allocated from ESP.

HISTFILE HISTF1 CLOSE

HISTFILE Command: Include History Files in Report
The HISTFILE command is used as part of a report definition. HISTFILE specifies the identifiers of the HISTORY files to
scan to generate a history report.

Type

Reporting command

Authority

You may be restricted to history files to which you have access. This is controlled via your ESP administrator. In SAF
environments access is specified in the User Profile Definition Table. In non-SAF environments access is specified via the
DEFUSER command.

Syntax

HISTFILE hfid

hfid
Indicates the history file identifier of up to eight characters. Several identifiers can be specified if enclosed in
parentheses and separated by blanks or commas.

If you omit this operand, all history files to which you are permitted access are scanned.

 

NOTE

Related Statements

For information on defining or altering the history file, see the HISTFILE command, or the HISTFILE initialization
parameter in the Installation and Configuration Guide.

For information on defining or altering the history file, see the HISTFILE command in the Installation and
Configuration Guide.

For information on history reporting, see the User Guide.

For information on displaying history files, see the LISTHIST command.

For information on working with history files, see the Programming Guide.
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Example: Sample history report definition

In the following example:

• The REPORT command invokes the report processor
• The HISTFILE command indicates that HIST1 is to be scanned
• The FROM, CRITERIA and DISPLAY report statements define the report
• The ENDR command ends the report definition and initiates report generation.

REPORT

HISTFILE HIST1

FROM 7AM YESTERDAY

CRITERIA APPLSYS EQ PAYROLL

DISPLAY JOBNAME JOBNO APPLSYS CMPC

ENDR

Other examples

Here are more examples using the HISTFILE command.

Indicates that history files with HIST in the first four positions are used:

HISTFILE HIST-

Indicates that HIST1 and HIST2 are used:

HISTFILE (HIST1,HIST2)

HOLD Command: Hold Events
The HOLD command holds an event from being processed by ESP. This increments the event's hold count. While the
hold count is greater than zero, the event's execution is postponed until the hold count is decremented by the RELEASE
command.

Type

General command

Syntax

HOLD eventide

eventide
Indicates a valid event name. If the prefix is omitted the current prefix as set by the GROUP command is used.

Holding an event is different from suspending it.

If the scheduled time for an event comes up while it is in the suspended state, the event execution is bypassed, and it is
not considered overdue.

If the event is in a held state, it is placed in an overdue status. When the event is finally released, the overdue count is
checked to see whether execution should proceed. The event is checked immediately for every occurrence missed while
in the held state, up to the overdue limit count specified when the event was defined.
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If an event is in both a suspended and hold state when due for scheduling, the hold state is ignored, and the event is
considered suspended.

The HOLD command is used with the RELEASE command. (The SUSPEND command goes hand in hand with the
RESUME command.)

 

NOTE

More Information:

• Process Events
• HOLD and SUSPEND Comment Statements
• RELEASE Command: Event Level - Decrement Hold Counts
• RELEASE Command: General - Decrement Hold Counts
• RESUME Command: Event Level - Decrement Suspend Counts
• RESUME Command: General - Decrement Suspend Counts
• SUSPEND Command: Event Level - Suspend Events
• SUSPEND Command: General - Suspend Events

Example: Postpone execution of event

In the following example, CYBER.PAYROLL is held, incrementing its hold count to one. To decrement the hold count, use
the RELEASE command to make CYBER.PAYROLL eligible for execution.

HOLD CYBER.PAYROLL

HOLD Command: Hold Events at Specific Time
The HOLD command at the event level holds an event from being processed by ESP at a particular time. When ESP
encounters a HOLD command in an event, it increments the event's hold count by one at the time and date specified
in the command. While the hold count is greater than zero, the event's execution is postponed until the hold count is
decremented by the RELEASE command.

Type

Event definition command

Syntax

HOLD criteria

• criteria
Schedule criteria.

The RELEASE command is used with the HOLD command to make a previously postponed event eligible for execution.

If an event is in both a suspended and a held state when due for scheduling, the event is considered suspended.

When the hold count of an event is reduced to zero, the event's overdue count specified at definition time, on the
SCHEDULE command, determines the number of times the event should execute. The default overdue count is one.

Issuing a HOLD command against an event that invokes an application takes effect on the next scheduled execution
of that event. An active application that has a HOLD command issued against the event that invokes it does not cause
that application to stop processing. Use the APPLJOB or AJ command to manipulate applications and jobs belonging to
applications.
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If you are using a time zone on your HOLD command, you should use the same timezone on your RELEASE command.
If the event has a schedule statement, the same time zone should be used on the SCHEDULE, HOLD and RELEASE
commands.

NOTE
The RESUME command is used with the SUSPEND command to make a previously bypassed event eligible for
execution.

NOTE

More Information:

• Process Events
• HOLD and SUSPEND Comment Statements
• RELEASE Command: Event Level - Decrement Hold Counts
• RELEASE Command: General - Decrement Hold Counts
• RESUME Command: Event Level - Decrement Suspend Counts
• RESUME Command: General - Decrement Suspend Counts
• SUSPEND Command: Event Level - Suspend Events
• SUSPEND Command: General - Suspend Events

 

Example: Event definition example

The following is an example of an event definition:

EVENT ID(CYBER.PAYROLL)

DSTRIG PAYROLL.INPUT

HOLD DAILY AT 9AM

RELEASE DAILY AT 11AM

SUBMIT 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL(PAYJOB1)'

ENDDEF

In the following example, HOLD and RELEASE commands are used to prevent PAYJOB1 from being submitted between
9 am and 11 am. If the PAYROLL.INPUT data set is created during 9 am and 11 am, the event waits.

The following is an example of the comments ESP adds to the event if the PAYROLL.INPUT is created between 9 am and
11 am:

EVENT ID(CYBER.PAYROLL)

DSTRIG PAYROLL.INPUT

HOLD DAILY AT 9AM

RELEASE DAILY AT 11AM

SUBMIT 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL(PAYJOB1)'

/* FOLLOWING EXECUTIONS PENDING:

/* DATASET TRIGGER BY JOB ACCJOB9 AT 09.15.00 ON THU FEB, 1998

/* DSN PAYROLL.INPUT

ENDDEF

Example: Prevent submission between 9 and 11

In the following example, HOLD and RELEASE commands are used to prevent PAYJOB2 from being submitted between
9 am and 11 am on February 14 2004.
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EVENT ID(CYBER.PAYROLL)

DSTRIG PAYROLL.INPUT

HOLD 9AM FEB 14, 2004 ONCE

RELEASE 11AM FEB 14, 2004 ONCE

SUBMIT 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL(PAYJOB2)'

ENDDEF

INET Command: Manipulate TCP/IP Attributes
The INET command displays and manipulates TCP/IP attributes.

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the INET command.

Syntax

INET {DISPLAY} {ACTIVE}

               {CLOSE}

               {HOST_CACHE}

               {TCPIP}

               {TRACE}

               {BIND}

        {FLUSH HOST_CACHE}  

     {HELP}

     {PURGE {ID socketid|TASK taskid}}

     {QUERY HOST hostname}

     {SET} {TRACE} SYSOUT(class)

           {CLOSE {RESET|SHUTDOWN}}

           {HOST_CACHE TTL(seconds)}

           {BIND {REUSEADDR|NOREUSEADDR}}

     {SPIN} {TRACE}

     {START}{TRACE}

     {STOP} {TRACE}

DISPLAY
Displays a TCP/IP object. The following options are supported:

• INET DISPLAY ACTIVE
• CLOSE
• INET DISPLAY HOST_CACHE
• INET DISPLAY TCPIP
• INET DISPLAY TRACE
• INET DISPLAY BIND

ACTIVE
Displays all active TCP/IP sockets.

CLOSE
Displays the current TCP/IP close option (RESET or SHUTDOWN).

HOST_CACHE
Displays the ESP TCP/IP host cache entries.

TCPIP
Displays information on the current TCP/IP stack.
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TRACE
Displays TCP/IP tracing facility.

BIND
Displays the current TCP/IP bind.

FLUSH HOST_CACHE
Flushes the ESP TCP/IP host cache. This is useful if a host cache entry has become invalid because of a
modification to a host entry in the TCP/IP network's Domain Name System (DNS) configuration.

HELP
Displays all the INET command options.

PURGE
Purges a TCP/IP socket or all TCP/IP sockets running under a specified task.

ID
Requests that an active socket be purged.

NOTE
This option is not supported if IBM's IUCV is the TCP/IP stack.

socketid
Displays a list of currently active TCP/IP sockets.

TASK
Displays a list of currently active TCP/IP sockets and their respective task IDs.

taskid
Displays a list of currently active TCP/IP sockets and their respective task IDs.

QUERY HOST hostname
Displays the TCP/IP address of a host. The short form is: INET Q H hostname.

SET
Sets a TCP/IP object.

SYSOUT(class)
Indicates a print data set for the TRACE log SYSOUT.

CLOSE
Use this operand only under the direction of Broadcom Support. CLOSE tells ESP and the ESP Workstation
Server how to close a TCP/IP connection, either gracefully (SHUTDOWN) or forcefully (RESET). The default is
SHUTDOWN.

HOST_CACHE TTL(seconds)
Activates or de-activates TCP/IP host caching, or resets the time- to-live (TTL) interval. Seconds is the time-to-live
value within the range 0-99999999. A value of 0 de-activates TCP/IP host caching.

BIND {REUSEADDR|NOREUSEADDR}
Sets the TCP/IP bind option. If you use REUSEADDR, the TCP/IP bind will not fail if TCP/IP connection sockets
are active using the requested TCP/IP port.

NOTE
If another listener socket is bound to the requested port, the TCP/IP bind always fails.

SPIN
Spins a TCP/IP object. Currently the only supported option is INET SPIN TRACE.
The TCP/IP trace sysout file is closed and deallocated. A new one is then immediately allocated and opened.

START
Starts a TCP/IP object. Currently the only supported option is INET START TRACE.
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A TCP/IP trace sysout file is allocated and opened. Before the TCP/IP trace file can be started, it must be set to a
sysout class by the INET SET TRACE SYSOUT(class) command.

STOP
Stops a TCP/IP object. Currently the only supported option is INET STOP TRACE
The TCP/IP trace file is closed and de-allocated.

ESP Agents can be identified by either DNS host name or IP address. If you use the host name, ESP converts it to an IP
address before connecting to the target Agent. By default, the GetHostByName lookup routine does the connection.

ESP exploits the TCP/IP host caching mechanism to perform the host name to IP address lookups process. When
activated the first time

• A lookup is done for a given host.
• A memory host cache entry is created.
• The GetHostByName lookup is performed.

ESP maintains a memory cache of a host name and the corresponding IP address after the first DNS lookup. The cache
is used for subsequent lookups, sparing the overhead of unnecessary DNS lookups.

If you frequently use the same set of host names, activating host caching minimizes the number of real DNS lookups.

Host caching significantly improves ESP TCP/IP performance if

• Agents are identified to ESP by host names rather than IP dotted decimal address.
• Connections are frequent.
• TCP/IP name server resides on a different system from ESP.

Example: List INET options

In the following example, all of the INET command operands are displayed:

INET HELP

Example: Display TCP/IP sockets

In the following example, all active TCP/IP sockets are displayed:

INET DISPLAY ACTIVE

Example: Purge all sockets

In the following example, all TCP/IP sockets running under task ID 78E0 are purged:

INET PURGE TASK 78E0

Example: Activate host caching

The following short form of the INET SET HOST_CACHE command activates TCP/IP host caching and sets the time to
live interval for each host cache entry to one hour:

INET T HC TTL(3600)

Example: Deactivate host caching

The following short form of the INET SET HOST_CACHE command deactivates TCP/IP host caching:

INET T HC TTL(0)
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INFOMSG Command: Display Messages in Screen Body
The INFOMSG command displays informational, warning and error messages in the body of the screen. Normally, these
messages are displayed in the upper right corner of the screen with an alarm sound.

Type

General command

Syntax

INFOMSG SET|RESET

        [PREFIX('string')]

SET
Indicates messages should be displayed within the body of the screen. This includes the full message text and
ESP message number.

PREFIX('string')
Indicates displayed messages should be prefixed with a user specified string. PREFIX can be abbreviated to PR.
This operand is optional.

RESET
Indicates messages should be returned to their normal position in the upper right corner of the screen.

The INFOMSG command is valid only from within Page mode.

If you exit from Page mode and re-enter, you need to re-issue the INFOMSG command.

When the INFOMSG command is set, messages are within the screen text.

You can have the messages prefixed with any string by specifying a string when issuing the INFOMSG command.

Example: When INFOMSG not set

The following is an example of what an informational message looks like when the INFOMSG command is not set:

ESP  ------------------------------------- NO MATCHING APPLICATIONS

COMMAND ===>

 

----------------------- TOP OF DATA ------------------

 

LAP PAYROLL OLDEST

In the above example, a request is made to display the oldest generation of the PAYROLL application. An informational
message indicates there are no matching applications.

Example: When INFOMSG set

The following is an example of what an informational message looks like when the INFOMSG command is set:

ESP  ------------------------------- ROW 1 COLUMN 1 --

 

COMMAND ===>

 

----------------------- TOP OF DATA ------------------

 

INFOMSG SET
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LAP PAYROLL OLDEST

ESP1142W NO MATCHING APPLICATIONS DEFINED OR AUTHORIZED

In the above example, a request is made to display the oldest generation of the PAYROLL application. An informational
message indicates there are no matching applications is displayed within the body of the screen.

Example: Reset messages

In the following example, informational messages are displayed in the upper corner of the screen.

INFOMSG RESET

Example: Prefix messages

The following INFOMSG command prefixes information messages:

INFOMSG SET PREFIX(INFO_)

In the preceding example, informational messages are prefixed with INFO_.

INIT Command: Manipulate Initiators
The INIT command defines and manipulates initiators in your model process similar to the way you manipulate initiators
using JES. The INIT command is one of the components involved in defining your environment to produce modeling
reports that forecast how ESP processes a group of jobs in your particular environment.

Type

Model command

Syntax

INIT {START(initnum)}

     {SET(initnum)}

     {STOP(initnum)}

     [CLASS(classname)]

     [CPU(cpunumber)]

START
Indicates the initiators in initnum is started on the specified CPU. If the initiator is currently in a drained state, its
status is changed to inactive. The INIT START command is ignored if the initiator is not currently in a drained
state.

SET
Indicates the classes of the initiators in initnum are reset to the specified classname. Any classes previously
assigned to the initiators are replaced. The CPU that an initiator has been started on may not be altered with the
SET keyword.

STOP
Indicates the initiators in initnum is stopped. Any jobs running in the specified initiators is allowed to complete and
the initiator status is changed to drained.

initnum
Indicates a number, range of numbers, or list of numbers and ranges of numbers. Each number must be within
the range 1-999.
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classname
Indicates up to eight character class names or list of class names assigned to this initiator. The first character
must be alphabetic.

cpunumber
Indicates a CPU number where the initiators are to be started. The valid range is 0-7 (up to eight CPUs
supported). If not specified, the default is 0. The CPU keyword should only be specified with the START keyword.

Use the MAXINITS command to define the maximum number of initiators for the model. This should include initiators
across all CPUs. A maximum of 999 initiators can exist for each model.

Initially, the number of initiators you specify on the MAXINITS command are in a drained state. At any time during
modeling, you can manipulate initiators on any CPU.

Use INIT START, SET and STOP to start, alter and drain initiators any time during the model process.

 

NOTE

Related information

For information on defining the maximum number of initiators, see the MAXINITS command.

For information on how ESP processes workload in your environment, see the Advanced User Guide.

For information on beginning and ending the model process, see the MODEL and ENDMODEL commands.

 

Example: Define initiators

In the following example:

• Initiators 1 to 10 are started and set to classes A, B and C
• Initiators 11 to 15 are started and set to class D and E
• Initiators 16 to 20 are started and set to class F

MAXINITS 20

INIT START(1:10) CLASS(A,B,C)

INIT START(11:15) CLASS(D,E)

INIT START(16:20) CLASS(F)

NOTE

Any time during the model process you can manipulate initiators similar to the way initiators are manipulated in
your environment using the START, SET and STOP operands of the INIT command. For example, if required,
initiators 16 to 20 could be drained by issuing the following command:

INIT STOP(16:20)

 

 

INPUT Command: Request Input from Data Sets
The INPUT command requests that ESP read in other records from a data set other than an active history file. Use any
VSAM, KSDS, ESDS or non-VSAM sequential data set as input. The data records must be of the exact same format as
the ESP history file records.
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Type

Reporting command

Syntax

INPUT {DATASET(dsname)}

      {FILE(filename)}

dsname
Indicates the name of the input data set. This is mutually exclusive with the FILE option.

filename
Indicates the name of the input file name. This is mutually exclusive with the DATASET option.

This option is most useful when used with files created as a result of the COPY reporting command or when the ESP
subsystem is down. The INPUT command does not require the presence of the subsystem.

Specify any number of INPUT commands-they may be intermixed with HISTFILE statements. The data sets are
processed in the order of their respective INPUT statements.

 

NOTE

Related information

For information on history reporting, see the User Guide.

Example: History report definition

In the following example, the INPUT command is used to request that ESP read history records from
CYBER.ESP.HISTORY1 instead of the active history file.

REPORT

INPUT DATASET(CYBER.ESP.HISTORY1)

FROM 7AM YESTERDAY

CRITERIA APPLSYS EQ PAYROLL

DISPLAY JOBNAME JOBNO APPLSYS CMPC

ENDR

INVOKE Command: Invoke Procedures
The INVOKE command invokes an ESP procedure. The INVOKE command can be used as part of an event definition or
from within an ESP procedure to invoke another ESP procedure.

Type

Event definition command, procedure command

Syntax

INVOKE 'dataset(member)' [CACHE|NOCACHE]

dataset
Indicates the name of the data set that contains the ESP procedure. The data set and member must be enclosed
in quotes.
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member
Indicates the name of the member that contains the ESP procedure you want invoked.

CACHE
Specifies that the ESP procedure will be cached if caching is enabled with the PCACHE command or initialization
parameter.

NOCACHE
Specifies that the ESP procedure will not be cached.

To invoke a procedure from an event, you must first create the procedure and then define the event to invoke that
procedure.

ESP allows multiple INVOKE commands within an event or procedure. However, an event can only generate one
application. To invoke more than one application requires one event per application.

 

NOTE

Related information

For information on invoking a procedure from an event, see the User Guide.

For information on invoking a procedure from another procedure, see the User Guide.

Examples: Every weekday at 10 pm

In the following example, the PAYJOBS procedure is invoked every weekday at 10 pm.

EVENT ID(CYBER.PAYROLL)

SCHEDULE 10PM WEEKDAYS

INVOKE 'CYBER.PROCS.CNTL(PAYJOBS)'

ENDDEF

Example: Invoke another procedure

In the following example, every time the PAYROLL application is invoked, the DATES procedure is also invoked. The
DATES procedure contains built-in or user-defined symbolic variables required by the jobs in the PAYROLL application.
The DATES procedure will be cached if caching is enabled with the PCACHE command or initialization parameter.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

INVOKE 'CYBER.SYMBOLS.CNTL(DATES)' CACHE

JOB PAYJOB1

  RUN WORKDAYS

  REL PAYJOB2

JOB PAYJOB2

  RUN WORKDAYS

ENDJOB

ISCDEF Command: Specify the Current JES Node for NJE
The ISCDEF command identifies the current node name for inter-system tracking when NJE is used as the
communications method.

Type

OPER command
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Authority

Access to security profile OPER or OPERCMD.cmdname

Syntax

ISCDEF NODE(nodename) [CLASS(sysoutclass)]

                      [RECEIVER(externalwritername)]

NODE(nodename)
Specifies the current node name, corresponding to the JES node name
Limits: One to eight characters

CLASS(sysoutclass)
Specifies the sysout class that is used to store tracking information
Limits: One character

RECEIVER(externalwritername)
Defines the external writer name for the tracking data that is received on the current ESP subsystem. We
recommend that you specify the current ESP subsystem name.
Limits: Alphanumeric, maximum of eight characters, must be unique within the current JES node

NOTE

• Specify the CLASS and RECEIVER operands only if the current node will receive tracking data.
• If this system is sending tracking information, issue this command before the ISCXMTR and XMITMDL

commands.

Example: ISCDEF Command with No Inter-System Tracking Data

This example identifies the JES node name as NODE3 for an ESP subsystem that is not to receive inter-system tracking
data:

OPER ISCDEF NODE(NODE3)

Example: ISCDEF Command with Inter-System Tracking Data

This example identifies the JES node name as NODE2. This node is to receive tracking data. A sysout class of N is
specified and an external writer name of ESPX (corresponding to the ESP subsystem name) is used.

OPER ISCDEF NODE(NODE2) CLASS(N) RECEIVER(ESPX)

Example: ISCDEF Command with Two Communicating Nodes

This example illustrates the ICSDEF and ISCXMTR commands that are issued for two communicating nodes and their
relationship. The example shows only the NODE and the RECEIVER operands.

Node A commands

OPER ISCDEF NODE(nodeAname) RECEIVER(nodeAreceivername)

OPER ISCXMTR NODE(nodeBname) RECEIVER(nodeBreceivername)

Node B commands

OPER ISCDEF NODE(nodeBname) RECEIVER(nodeBreceivername)

OPER ISCXMTR NODE(nodeAname) RECEIVER(nodeAreceivername)
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ISCXMTR Command: Specify the JES Node to Send Tracking Data To
The ISCXMTR command specifies NJE communication settings for sending tracking data to an ESP subsystem on
another JES node.

Type

OPER command

Authority

 Access to security profile OPER or OPERCMD.cmdname

Syntax

ISCXMTR id {NODE(nodename)}

           {CLASS(sysoutclass)}

           {RECEIVER(externalwritername)}

           [TRANSACTION(numt|100)]

           [INTERVAL(nums|120)]

           [SPINM]

id
Defines a logical identifier that allows tracking information to be sent to more than one ESP subsystem on the
same node.
Limits: Maximum of 16 characters

NODE(nodename)
Specifies the name of the NJE node
Limits: Maximum of eight characters

CLASS(sysoutclass)
Specifies the sysout class name
Limits: One character

RECEIVER(externalwritername)
Defines the external writer name for the tracking data that is sent from the current ESP subsystem and received
by another subsystem. We recommend that you specify the name of the ESP subsystem that receives the data.
Limits: Alphanumeric, maximum of eight characters, must be unique within the receiving JES node

TRANSACTION(numt)
The number of transactions that are accumulated before tracking data is transmitted
Default: 100

INTERVAL(nums)
The number of seconds between transmissions
Default: 120

SPINM
Sends a message to the console each time transactions are sent

NOTE

• The ISCXMTR command is not applicable if ISCOPT LU62 is specified.
• This command is issued for each system sending tracking information and it must be preceded by an

ISCDEF statement. Use one ISCXMTR command for each node that will receive tracking data from this
system.

• A transaction is defined as an individual tracking record that can be a job start, step end, or job end. ESP
batches transactions, writes the group to a sysout file, and starts accumulating a new batch. You can define
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thresholds at which the batches are written. The thresholds are a combination of transaction count and time.
For example, you can request that data be transmitted when 100 transactions have accumulated or when 2
minutes have elapsed, whichever comes first. However, if 2 minutes elapse with no transactions generated,
no data is transmitted.

• The XMITMDL command defines the sent tracking data.

Example: ISCXMTR Command, Single Node

In this example, transactions are sent to NODE1 every 180 seconds or after 100 transactions, whichever comes first. The
sysout class is N and the external writer name is ESPA. A message is issued whenever a batch of transactions is sent.

OPER ISCXMTR N1 NODE(NODE1) CLASS(N) RECEIVER(ESPA) +

INTERVAL(180) TRANSACTION(100) SPINM

Example: ISCXMTR Command, Two ESP Subsystems on a Node

In this example, transactions are sent to two different master ESP subsystems on NODE1 using a sysout class of N.
Transactions are sent to ESPP every 180 seconds or after 100 transactions, whichever comes first. Transactions are sent
to ESPT every 1800 seconds or after 50 transactions, whichever comes first. One or more XMITMDL commands define
the transmitted data.

OPER ISCXMTR N1P NODE(NODE1) CLASS(N) RECEIVER(ESPP) +

INTERVAL(180) TRANSACTION(100)

OPER ISCXMTR N1T NODE(NODE1) CLASS(N) RECEIVER(ESPT) +

INTERVAL(1800) TRANSACTION(50)

Example: ISCXMTR Command, Two Nodes

This example illustrates how to code the ICSDEF and ISCXMTR commands for two communicating nodes and their
relationship. The example shows only the NODE and the RECEIVER operands.

Node A commands

OPER ISCDEF NODE(nodeAname) RECEIVER(nodeAreceivername)

OPER ISCXMTR NODE(nodeBname) RECEIVER(nodeBreceivername)

Node B commands

OPER ISCDEF NODE(nodeBname) RECEIVER(nodeBreceivername)

OPER ISCXMTR NODE(nodeAname) RECEIVER(nodeAreceivername)

JESCOMCH Command: Specify Command Prefixes
The JESCOMCH command specifies the character used to prefix JES commands. Usually this is specified as an
initialization parameter.

Type

Oper command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the JESCOMCH command.

Syntax
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JESCOMCH character

character
Indicates the character used as a JES command prefix. If you use a punctuation character (such as a semi-
colon), enclose the punctuation in single quotation marks. The dollar sign ($) is the default character.

If your installation uses a character other than the dollar sign to prefix JES commands, use the ESCOMCH command or
initialization parameter. Ensure you use single quotation marks to enclose the JES command prefix if it is punctuation.

 

NOTE

Related information

For information on specifying a character used to prefix JES commands at the initialization parameter level, see
the Installation and Configuration Guide.

Example: Prefix with #

The following example specifies that the number sign (#) is used to prefix JES commands:

JESCOMCH '#'

JESNAME Command: Specify Job Entry System
The JESNAME command specifies the name of the job entry system for which tracking is kept.

Type: OPER command

Authority: Access to security profile OPER or OPERCMD.cmdname

This command has the following syntax:

JESNAME name|NONE

name
Specifies the name of the job entry system for which tracking is kept.
Limits: One to four characters. The first character must be alphabetical and the rest must be alphanumeric.

NONE
Remove the current name.

 

NOTE

Use the JESNAME command if more than one JES might exist on a single z/OS image. It prevents work running
on a secondary JES from influencing work on the primary. However, its use also prevents the monitoring of
started tasks (STCs) and TSO sessions (TSUs).

Example: JESNAME Command

OPER JESNAME SYSA

JESOUT Command: View Job Spool Files for JES2 and JES3
The JESOUT command lets you view output spool files for a job in JES2 and JES3 environments.
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Only deallocated output spool files can be viewed. This includes output spool files that were spun off by executing jobs,
and output spool files for jobs that have completed execution.

Type

General command

Authority

You require authority to view the JES spool files.

Applicability

Issue the JESOUT command from an ESP TSO/ISPF client, an ESP Workstation Server or an ESP Agent for the z/OS
operating system.

Syntax

The syntax of the JESOUT command is:

JESOUT [jobname[(jobid)]]  [DATASET|DSNAME(dsname)]

[FILE(filename)|DDNAME(ddname) JES|ALL]

jobname
Specifies the 1 to 8 character name of the job whose spooled output is to be displayed. If the jobname operand is
omitted, the JESOUT command's syntax is displayed.

jobid
Specifies the 8 character jobid of the job whose spooled output is to be displayed. The jobid should be "J0"
followed by a 6 digit job number or "JOB" followed by a 5 digit number.

DATASET
Uniquely identifies a spool data set for a job. It is mutually exclusive with the FILE|DDNAME(filename) JES|ALL
operands.

DSNAME
Is an alias for DATASET. Indicates a specific output spool data set to be viewed. It is mutually exclusive with the
FILE|DDNAME(filename) JES|ALL operands.

dsname
Specifies the dsname of the output spool data set.

FILE
Indicates a specific output spool file to be viewed.

DDNAME
Is an alias for FILE. Indicates a specific output spool file to be viewed.

filename | ddname
Specifies the filename or ddname of the output spool file to be viewed. If the job has more than one file with the
same name (ddname), all of them will be displayed.

JES
Indicates the JES system (JESMSGLG, JESJCL, and JESYSMSG) output spool files for the specified job are to
be viewed.

ALL
Indicates that all output spool files for the specified job are to be viewed.

If DATASET(dsname), FILE(filename), JES, and ALL are omitted, then a list of the specified job's output spool files is
displayed.
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If jobname is the only operand specified and more than one job with the specified jobname has spooled output, then a list
of each job's output spool files is displayed.

If jobname and either DATASET(dsname), FILE(filename), JES or ALL is specified, and jobid is omitted, then if more
than one job with the specified jobname has spooled output, the command is rejected with a warning message indicating
duplicate jobs. In such a case, the jobid operand must be specified to uniquely identify which job's spooled output is to be
viewed.

You can use a one-character short form of the FILE, JES, and ALL operands instead of the entering the full operand. In
the case of DATASET, DSNAME, and DDNAME a two-character short form is required.

The job or TSO address space that issues the JESOUT command must have been submitted to the same JES as the
target job of the JESOUT command.

Examples of using the JESOUT command

1. The following command displays the JESOUT command syntax:

JESOUT

2. Use the following to display a list of output spool files for all jobs with the name CYBER:

JESOUT CYBER

3. Use the following to display a list of output spool files for job CYBER with jobid J0002454:

JESOUT CYBER(J0002454)

4. Use the following to view the SYSPRINT output spool file for job CYBER with jobid J0024549 :

JESOUT CYBER(J0024549) FILE(SYSPRINT)

5. Use the following to view the JESMSGLG, JESJCL, and JESSYSLOG output spool files for job CYBER with jobid
J0024549:

JESOUT CYBER(J0024549) JES

6. Use the following to view all output spool files for job CYBER with jobid J0024549:

JESOUT CYBER(J0024549) ALL

7. In this example, a job with the following JCL was submitted by user CYBUSR1 and executed as job number 15034:

//IEBGENER JOB 1,'MY NAME',CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=X,NOTIFY=&SYSUID

//*

//STEP1    EXEC PGM=IEBGENER

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD   DUMMY

//SYSUT1   DD   *

STEP1 RECORD 0001

STEP1 RECORD 0002

//SYSUT2   DD   SYSOUT=*

//*

//STEP2    EXEC PGM=IEBGENER

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD   DUMMY

//SYSUT1   DD  *

STEP2 RECORD 0001

STEP2 RECORD 0002
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To list the spool files for the job, enter the following command:

JESOUT IEBGENER(J0015034)

Result:

File     Step     C Records LRecL Data Set Name

JESMSGLG JES2     X      16   133 CYBUSR1.IEBGENER.JOB15034.D0000002.JESMSGLG

JESJCL   JES2     X      14   132 CYBUSR1.IEBGENER.JOB15034.D0000003.JESJCL  

JESYSMSG JES2     X      25   133 CYBUSR1.IEBGENER.JOB15034.D0000004.JESYSMSG    

SYSPRINT STEP1    X       4   121 CYBUSR1.IEBGENER.JOB15034.D0000103.?

SYSUT2   STEP1    X       2    80 CYBUSR1.IEBGENER.JOB15034.D0000104.?

SYSPRINT STEP2    X       4   121 CYBUSR1.IEBGENER.JOB15034.D0000105.?

SYSUT2   STEP2    X       2    80 CYBUSR1.IEBGENER.JOB15034.D0000106.?

To view the JESMSGLG spool file, enter the following command:

JESOUT IEBGENER(J0015034) DATASET(CYBUSR1.IEBGENER.JOB15034.D0000002.JESMSGLG)

Result ...

                      J E S 2  J O B  L O G  --      S Y S T E M  S Y S A  --  N O D E  C Y B J E S 

     

16.04.28 JOB15034 ---- THURSDAY,  16 MAR 2006 ----

16.04.28 JOB15034  IRR010I  USERID CYBUSR1  IS ASSIGNED TO THIS JOB.

16.04.29 JOB15034  ICH70001I CYBQA01  LAST ACCESS AT 15:16:55 ON THURSDAY, MARCH 16, 2006

16.04.29 JOB15034  $HASP373 IEBGENER STARTED - INIT 5         - CLASS A - SYS SYSA  

16.04.29 JOB15034  IEF403I IEBGENER - STARTED

16.04.30 JOB15034  IEF404I IEBGENER - ENDED

16.04.30 JOB15034  $HASP395 IEBGENER ENDED

------ JES2 JOB STATISTICS ------

  16 MAR 2006 JOB EXECUTION DATE

            21 CARDS READ   

            67 SYSOUT PRINT RECORDS 

             0 SYSOUT PUNCH RECORDS 

             3 SYSOUT SPOOL KBYTES  

          0.02 MINUTES EXECUTION TIME   

To view the 1st SYSPRINT spool file, enter the following:

JESOUT IEBGENER(J0015034) DATASET(CYBUSR1.IEBGENER.JOB15034.D0000103.?)

Result:

DATA SET UTILITY - GENERATE

IEB352I WARNING: ONE OR MORE OF THE OUTPUT DCB PARMS COPIED FROM INPUT

 

PROCESSING ENDED AT EOD

To view the 2nd SYSUT spool file, enter the following:
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JESOUT IEBGENER(J0015034) DATASET(CYBUSR1.IEBGENER.JOB15034.D0000106.?)

Result:

STEP2 RECORD 0001

STEP2 RECORD 0002

JESTYPE Command: Specify JES Type
The JESTYPE command specifies the type of JES used by your installation. Normally, this is specified as an initialization
parameter.

Type

Oper command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the JESTYPE command.

Syntax

JESTYPE [2|3]

        [DJC|NODJC]

2
Indicates JES2 is in use. This is the default.

3
Indicates JES3 is in use.

DJC
Indicates normal processing for DJC networks.

NODJC
Indicates existing DJC networks should be processed as applications.

This command enables ESP to detect differences in processing requirements for the JES3 subsystems compared with
JES2. You may use the NODJC operand to have existing DJC networks converted to applications without the need to
modify individual ESP procedures.

 

NOTE

Related information

For information on specifying the type of JES used by your installation at the initialization parameter level, see
the Installation and Configuration Guide.

Example: Specify JES 3

In the following example, JES3 is the subsystem in use.

JESTYPE 3

JOBENQ Command: Manipulate Enqueue List
The JOBENQ command manipulates the enqueue list of a specified job in a generated application.
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NOTE
You must define a resource file (RESFILE) and the topology before you can use the JOBENQ command.

Authority: The JOBENQ command is a page mode command that does not require OPER authority.

Where defined: Master only

Syntax

JOBENQ JOB(job.qual) APPL(applname.generation) +

{ENQUEUE|DEQUEUE}(nnn) [SHARED|EXCLUSIVE]

ENQUEUE(nnn)
Adds or modifies the enqueue for the name nnn to the job's list or sets its type to shared or exclusive.

DEQUEUE(nnn)
Removes the enqueue for the name nnn from the job's list.

SHARED
Requests shared use of the specified resource. This is the default.

EXCLUSIVE
Requests exclusive use of the specified resource.

Usage:  For this command to work properly it must be used in pairs, and mirrored for both jobs in the relation, one against
the other. Example:

JOB A

  JOBENQ JOB(B)

JOB B

  JOBENQ JOB(A)

JOBINFO Command: Display Job Documentation
The JOBINFO command displays job documentation. You can display all information for a job or display selected
information as identified by fields and labels.

Type

Oper command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the JOBINFO command.

Syntax

{JOBINFO|JI} {fullname}

             {jobid  }

             [ABENDS[(abid[,abid]...)]] 

             [AFTER]

             [CCFAIL]

             [COREQ]

             [DATASET]

             [DJCDATA]

             [DUEOUT]

             [FUNCTION]

             [HISTFILE]
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             [INPUTDS]

             [MEMBER]

             [MESSAGES[(msgid[,msgid]...)]] 

             [MODEL]

             [OPERDATA]

             [PNODES]

             [POSTREQ]

             [PREREQ]

             [PROGRAMMER]

             [RELEASE]

             [FIELD(field[,field...])]

             [ALL]

fullname
Indicates the name of the job for which you want to display information. If the job definition contains the DOCMEM
operand in the JOB statement, use the job documentation member specified in the DOCMEM operand instead.
The fullname operand represents 64-character job names. For a complete definition, see Full name in the
Glossary.

jobid
Indicates the JES jobid of the job for which you want to display information.

abid
Displays information concerning the specified ABEND codes. If ABENDS is specified without operands, all
possible ABEND codes for the job are displayed.

AFTER
Displays names of jobs that are predecessors to this job, and release this job for processing.

CCFAIL
Displays condition codes that should cause a job to fail.

COREQ
Displays names of other jobs that are automatically selected and can run concurrently with this job.

DATASET
Displays the JCL library used for the job.

DJCDATA
Displays ESP/DJC net control statements for this job.

DUEOUT
Displays due out times from pnodes.

FUNCTION
Indicates the function of the job.

HISTFILE
Displays the name of the history-recording file for the job.

INPUTDS
Displays the tape data sets required for the job.

MEMBER
Indicates the member name in which ESP finds the job's execution JCL. The default is member name equal to
jobname.

msgid
Displays information concerning all specified message IDs. If MESSAGES is specified without operands, all
possible messages for the job are displayed.
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MODEL
Displays the name of the tracking model for the job.

OPERDATA
Displays a string of operator data (for example a title).

PNODES
Displays names of the pnodes specified for the job.

POSTREQ
Displays the names of jobs that are automatically selected and executed following execution of this job.

PREREQ
Displays the names of jobs that are automatically selected and executed before execution of this job.

PROGRAMMER
Displays the programmer name.

RELEASE
Displays the names of jobs that are successors to this job, and which this job releases for processing.

field
Displays information contained in user-defined fields. Up to 50 fields can be requested separated by a comma.

ALL
Displays all job documentation information for this job. This is the default.

Use the JOBINFO command at any time to display job information in any amount of detail. You can request a display of
one field only, such as FUNCTION, or any combination of available keywords. Separate fields with a comma or a space.
You must specify the word FIELD for retrieving user-defined fields.

The information displayed comes directly from the job documentation library. If any overrides were specified, for example
in a procedure, this is not reflected in the display that is generated.

Although you can specify multiple fields, ESP can only display data on a particular field if you have coded it in your job
documentation member.

If no optional fields are specified, all job documentation information on the job is displayed. There are two versions of the
command.

• If JOBINFO is specified from a system console or from ESP line or page mode preceded by OPER, information is
retrieved from the JOBDOC libraries identified in the started task procedure.

• If JOBINFO is specified from a TSO terminal without being preceded with OPER, the JOBDOC libraries allocated in
your LOGON procedure or CLIST are used.

Using the CSF to retrieve job documentation information (BD or ED), you cannot select individual fields, as with the
JOBINFO command.

The following table summarizes from where and how you can retrieve job documentation information:

Origin Command Retreived From
Consolidated Status Facility BD or ED Library specified in the application.
Page mode or line mode JOBINFO DOCLIB in application or JOBDOC DD

allocated to your TSO session
Page mode or line mode OPER JOBINFO JOBDOC DD allocated to the ESP started

task.
Operator console F ESP,JOBINFO JOBDOC DD allocated to the ESP started

task.
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NOTE

Related information

For information on job documentation, see the User Guide.

For information on specifying a job documentation library in an ESP application, see the DOCLIB statement.

Example: All job documentation from Job

In the following example, all job documentation information for PAYJOB1 is displayed.

JOBINFO PAYJOB1

Example: Function, due out time and ABEND info

In the following example, information on the function, due out time and the specific ABEND (SB37) information for job
PAYJOB2 is displayed.

JOBINFO PAYJOB2 FUNCTION DUEOUT ABENDS(SB37)

Example: User defined field

In the following example, information about a user defined field is requested.

JOBINFO PAYJOB3 FIELD(PAGER)

Example: Messages and user-defined fields

In the following example, information about PAYJOB4 on two specific messages and two user-defined fields is requested.

JI PAYJOB4 MESSAGES(Z001,X446) FIELD(SEVERITY,PAGER)

JOBMAP Command: Produce Job Activity Report
The JOBMAP command produces the job activity report, which contains detailed information about jobs, including job
history information (if that is available) and the relationship between jobs. You can limit the report to specific applications
or specific jobs, select or suppress certain fields, and include an application index or job index. You can report on jobs
contained only in the MAPGEN data set, which is produced by the MAPGEN command.

Type: Reporting command

Syntax

This command has the following syntax:

JOBMAP DSN(dsname)

       [GENERATION(genno)]

       [APPL(appl_id)]

       [JOB(jobname)]

       [JOBINDEX]

       [APPLINDEX]

       [RESINDEX]

       [{DISPLAY(ALL|displayfields)}

        {DISPLAY(ALL|displayfields) CSV[(csvdsname)]}

        {NODISPLAY(nodisplayfields)}]
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Syntax for displayfields

[AGENT][ANYCLOSE][APPLNAME][APPL_DESCR][ARGS]

[CALENDAR][CARTD][CARTM][CHAIN][CHILDMONITOR][CLASS][CMDNAME][CONTINUOUS][COUNT][CPU]

[DELAYSUB][DELETE][DISABLE_RESTART][DISTRFOLDER][DISTRLISTROLES]

[DISTRLISTUSERS][DOCLIB][DOCMEM][DSNAME][DSTRIG][DSTRIGJOBNAME][DUEOUT]

[EARLYSUB][ELAPSED][EMAILADDR][EMAILLOG][EMAILSUBJECT]

[EMAILTEXT][EMAILWEBREPORT][ENVAR][EVENT]

[EXPECT][EXPLICIT]

[FILEACTION][FILENAME][FTP]

[GROUP]

[HOLD][HOLDCOUNT][HOST]

[JCLDS][JOBCOPY][JOBNAME][JOBTYPE]

[LASTRUN][LOGON][LONGNAME]

[NOCHANGE][NORUN][NOSCHED]

[OUTDESTFORMAT][OUTDESTPATH][OUTDESTTYPE][OWNER]

[PGMER][PRED][PROC][PROCESSNAME][PROCESSTYPE][PSOPRID]

[QUALIFIER]

[RECURSIVE][REELD][REELM][RELDELAY][RELEASE][RENAME][RESOURCE]

[RESUME][RUN][RUNCONTROLID]

[SAPJOBNAME][SCHEDULE][SCHEDULED][SCOPE][SCRIPTNAME][SERVERNAME][SHORTJOBNAME]

[SIZE][SIZETYPE][SKIPPARMUPDATES][STARTMODE][SUBAPPL][SUCC][SUSPEND]

[TAG][TIMEZONE]

[USER][USS]

Syntax for nodisplayfields

[CALENDAR][CLASS][CPU]

[ELAPSED][EVENT]

[HOLDCOUNT]

[JCLDS]

[LONGNAME]

[PGMER][PRED][PROC]

[QUALIFIER]

[RESOURCE]

[SCOPE][SUBAPPL][SUCC]

[TAG][TAPES]

DSN(dsname)
Indicates the name of the MAPGEN data set (created by the MAPGEN command).

GENERATION(genno)
Indicates a generation number for a generation data group (GDG).
Limits: Zero or a negative number.

APPL(appl_id)
Indicates the name of the application for which information is produced. If this operand is omitted, jobs from all
applications are selected.

JOB(jobname)
Indicates the name of the job for which information is produced. The jobname is the ESP full job name. You can
use wildcards when specifying the full job name. Here are some wildcard examples:
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• JOB(ABC.-) finds jobs ABC, ABC.Q1, ABC.LONGSUFFIX, but it would not include job ABCD.
• JOB(P-.-) matches any full name starting with 'P' with or without a qualifier, such as PAYJOB1,

PAYJOB1.DATABASERECOVERY, or PAYJOB1.RPT.
• JOB(P-) matches any full name starting with 'P' that has no qualifier, such as PAYJOB1 or

PAYJOB100.DATABASERECOVERY, but not PAYJOB1.RPT.

You can use the APPL operand with the JOB operand.
JOBINDEX

Produces an index of jobs after the job information pages.
APPLINDEX

Produces an index of application after the job information pages.
RESINDEX

Produces an index of resources after the job information pages.
DISPLAY(ALL|displayfields)

Specifies that the report fields you code in the displayfields operand are included in the report output. The
JOBNAME field is included in the output by default except if you code the CSV operand. If you want JOBNAME in
CSV output, specify it in displayfields. The ALL operand reports all fields listed in this topic except for the TAPES
field. The value in the TAPES field is given in fields CARTD, CARTM, REELD, and REELM, which are included in
the report.
The values for displayfields are described later in this topic.
The DISPLAY operand produces a different page layout from the NODISPLAY operand. If you do not code either
operand, the NODISPLAY page layout is produced.

NOTE
We recommend that you code the DISPLAY operand because it can report more fields than coding
NODISPLAY or omitting DISPLAY and NODISPLAY.

CSV[(csvdsname)]
Specifies that the report is produced in CSV (comma-separated variables) format. For fields with multiple values,
the values are separated by a comma in the output. Page headings and page numbers are included in the output
unless you do one of the following:

• Specify a data set in csvdsname to store the output.
• Issue the JOBMAP command in TSO.

WARNING
If you issue the JOBMAP command with operand DISPLAY(ALL) CSV[(csvdsname)], be aware that your
CSV output changes if Broadcom adds or removes report fields for the command. This change could
affect any processing you do with the CSV output, such as importing it to a spreadsheet. To avoid this
potential problem, code the fields you want instead of coding the ALL operand.

NODISPLAY(nodisplayfields)
Specifies that the report output includes the following fields except those fields that are specified in the
nodisplayfields operand: APPLNAME, CALENDAR, CLASS, CPU, ELAPSED, EVENT, HOLDCOUNT, JCLDS,
JOBNAME, JOBTYPE, LONGNAME, PGMER, PRED, PROC, QUALIFIER, RESOURCE, SCHEDULED, SCOPE,
SUBAPPL, SUCC, TAG, and TAPES.
The values for nodisplayfields are described in this topic.
The NODISPLAY operand produces a different page layout from the DISPLAY operand. If you do not code either
operand, the NODISPLAY page layout is produced.
The TAPES field includes the values of the CARTD, CARTM, REELD, and REELM fields, which are listed in the
DISPLAY operand.

Report Fields for  displayfields  and  nodisplayfields
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AGENT
Lists the agent name.

ANYCLOSE
Lists whether the ANYCLOSE operand is coded in the DSNAME statement.
Values: YES, NO

APPL_DESCR
Lists an application description specified by a user.

APPLNAME
Lists the application name.

ARGS
Lists the values in the ARGS statement.

CALENDAR
Lists the calendar names.

CARTD
Lists the cart drive count. Information from this field is also included in field TAPES.

CARTM
Lists the cart mount count. Information from this field is also included in field TAPES.

CHAIN
Lists the name of the Business Warehouse Process Chain on the SAP system.

CHILDMONITOR
Lists monitored children jobs of SAP jobs.

CLASS
Lists the job class.

CMDNAME
Lists the values in the CMDNAME or COMMAND Statement: Run an i5/OS or HP Integrity NonStop Command
statement, depending on the workload object involved.

CONTINUOUS
Lists the value of the CONTINUOUS operand in the FILENAME statement.

COUNT
Lists the value of the COUNT operand in the DSNAME statement.

CPU
Lists the CPU time.

DELAYSUB
Lists the schedule criteria specified in the DELAYSUB statement.

NOTE
You can specify EARLYSUB instead, which lists the same value.

DELETE
Lists the values of the DELETE commands coded in the event definition.

NOTE
If this field has multiple values, each value is listed on a new line. For a CSV report, the values are
separated by a comma.

DISABLE_RESTART
Lists the value of the DISABLE_RESTART statement.
Values: YES, NO
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DISTRFOLDER
Lists the value of the DISTRFOLDER statement.

DISTRLISTROLES
Lists the value of the DISTRLISTROLES statement.

DISTRLISTUSERS
Lists the value of the DISTRLISTUSERS statement.

DOCLIB
Lists the name of the job documentation library.

DOCMEM
Lists the name of the job documentation member.

DSNAME
Lists the value of the dsname operand or path operand in the DSNAME statement. The value can include a
member name or a relative GDG generation.

NOTE
You can specify FILENAME instead, which lists the same value.

DSTRIG
Lists the DSTRIG commands coded in the event definition.

NOTE

If this field has multiple values, each value is listed on a new line. For a CSV report, the values are
separated by a comma.

DSTRIGJOBNAME
Lists the value of the JOBNAME operand in the DSNAME statement.

DUEOUT
Lists all DUEOUT and LATESUB settings for each job. DUEOUT applies to all job types.

EARLYSUB
Lists the schedule criteria specified in the EARLYSUB statement.

ELAPSED
Lists the elapsed execution time.

EMAILADDR
Lists the value of the EMAILADDR statement.

EMAILLOG
Lists the value of the EMAILLOG statement.

EMAILSUBJECT
Lists the value of the EMAILSUBJECT statement.

EMAILTEXT
Lists the value of the EMAILTEXT statement.

EMAILWEBREPORT
Lists the value of the EMAILWEBREPORT statement.

ENVAR
Lists the values in the ENVAR statement.

NOTE

If this field has multiple values, each value is listed on a new line. For a CSV report, the values are
separated by a comma.
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EVENT
Lists the event name.

EXPECT
Lists the values of the EXPECT commands coded in the event definition.

NOTE

If this field has multiple values, each value is listed on a new line. For a CSV report, the values are
separated by a comma.

EXPLICIT
Lists whether the EXPLICIT operand is coded in the DSNAME statement.
Values: YES, NO

FILEACTION
Lists the file trigger type specified in the FILENAME statement, for example, "UPDATE".

FILENAME
Lists the value of the filename operand in the FILENAME statement.

NOTE

You can specify DSNAME instead, which lists the same value.

FTP
Lists the value of the FTP operand in the DSNAME statement.
Values: SEND, RECEIVE

GROUP
Lists the value of the GROUP operand in the FILENAME statement.

HOLD
Lists the values of the HOLD commands coded in the event definition.

NOTE

If this field has multiple values, each value is listed on a new line. For a CSV report, the values are
separated by a comma.

HOLDCOUNT
Lists the hold count of the job. The hold count indicates the number of incomplete predecessors that are keeping
the job from submission. The value of hold count is limited by the application size.

HOST
Lists the value of the HOST operand in the DSNAME statement.

JCLDS
Lists the JCL data set and member name.

JOBCOPY
Lists copied SAP jobs.

JOBNAME
Lists the full job name.

JOBTYPE
Lists the job type.

LASTRUN
Lists the last date and time that the job ran.

LOGON
Lists the value of the LOGON operand in the DSNAME statement.
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LONGNAME
Lists the long name of the job.

NOCHANGE
Lists the value of the NOCHANGE operand in the FILENAME statement.

NORUN
Lists the values of the NORUN statements.

NOTE

If this field has multiple values, each value is listed on a new line. For a CSV report, the values are
separated by a comma.

NOSCHED
Lists the values of the NOSCHED commands coded in the event definition.

NOTE

If this field has multiple values, each value is listed on a new line. For a CSV report, the values are
separated by a comma.

OUTDESTFORMAT
Lists the value of the OUTDESTFORMAT statement.

OUTDESTPATH
Lists the value of the OUTDESTPATH statement.

OUTDESTTYPE
Lists the value of the OUTDESTTYPE statement.

OWNER
Lists the value of the OWNER operand in the FILENAME statement.

PGMER
Lists the programmer name.

PRED
Lists the predecessor jobs.

NOTE

If this field has multiple values, each value is listed on a new line. For a CSV report, the values are
separated by a comma.

PROC
Lists the procedure data set and member name.

PROCESSNAME
Lists the value of the PROCESSNAME statement.

PROCESSTYPE
Lists the value of the PROCESSTYPE statement.

PSOPRID
Lists the value of the PSOPRID statement.

QUALIFIER
Lists the job qualifier.

RECURSIVE
Lists whether the RECURSIVE operand of the FILENAME statement was specified.
Values: YES, NO.
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REELD
Lists the reel drive count. Information from this field is also included in field TAPES.

REELM
Lists the reel mount count. Information from this field is also included in field TAPES.

RELDELAY
Lists the value of the RELDELAY statement.

RELEASE
List the values of the RELEASE commands coded in the event definition.

NOTE

If this field has multiple values, each value is listed on a new line. For a CSV report, the values are
separated by a comma.

RENAME
Lists whether the RENAME operand is coded in the DSNAME statement.
Values: YES, NO.

RESOURCE
Lists the resources.

NOTE

If this field has multiple values, each value is listed on a new line. For a CSV report, the values are
separated by a comma.

RESUME
List the values of the RESUME commands coded in the event definition.

NOTE

If this field has multiple values, each value is listed on a new line. For a CSV report, the values are
separated by a comma.

RUN
Lists the schedule criteria specified in the RUN statement.
If this field has multiple values, each value is listed on a new line. For a CSV report, the values are separated by a
comma.

RUNCONTROLID
Lists the value of the RUNCONTROLID statement.

SAPJOBNAME
Lists the SAP job name used for the SAP workload.

SCHEDULE
Lists the values of the SCHEDULE commands coded in the event definition.

NOTE

If this field has multiple values, each value is listed on a new line. For a CSV report, the values are
separated by a comma.

SCHEDULED
Lists the value of the first RUN statement of the job. If there are no RUN statements in the job, SCHEDULED lists
the value of the first SCHEDULE command in the event.

SCOPE
Lists the scope (externals and manuals only).
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SCRIPTNAME
Lists the value in the SCRIPTNAME statement.

SERVERNAME
Lists the value of the SERVERNAME statement.

SHORTJOBNAME
Lists the eight-character short job name.

SIZE
Lists the integer value of the SIZE, DELTA, or PERCENT operand in the FILENAME statement. The SIZE field
represents bytes if either the FILENAME SIZE or FILENAME DELTA operands are specified. For example, if
FILENAME DELTA is 1K, the JOBMAP SIZE field is 1024.
See also the SIZETYPE field.

SIZETYPE
Lists whether the SIZE, DELTA, or PERCENT operand of the FILENAME statement is specified. See also the
SIZE field.

SKIPPARMUPDATES
Lists the value of the SKIPPARMUPDATES statement.

STARTMODE
Lists readied jobs on the SAP system.

SUBAPPL
Lists the subapplication name.

SUCC
Lists the successor jobs.

NOTE
If this field has multiple values, each value is listed on a new line. For a CSV report, the values are
separated by a comma.

SUSPEND
List the values of the SUSPEND commands coded in the event definition.

NOTE
If this field has multiple values, each value is listed on a new line. For a CSV report, the values are
separated by a comma.

TAG
Lists the job tag.

TAPES
Lists the tape drives and mounts (both cartridge and reel). This field combines information from fields CARTD,
CARTM, REELD, and REELM.

TIMEZONE
Lists the value of the TIMEZONE statement.

USER
Lists one of the following, depending on which statement is coded:

• The value of the USER statement.
• The value of the USER operand in the DSNAME statement.

USS
Lists whether the USS operand is coded in the DSNAME statement.
Values: YES, NO
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NOTE

• You can issue the JOBMAP command in batch or in page mode. See the examples in this topic.
• Because the JOBMAP command uses the MAPGEN data set as input, you can report only on jobs contained

in that data set.
• Special index pages to the primary report are produced only if the JOBINDEX, APPLINDEX, or RESINDEX

operands are specified on the JOBMAP command.
• DISPLAY uses a different page layout than if you code NODISPLAY or omit DISPLAY and NODISPLAY.

Example: Using JOBMAP in Batch

The following example shows the JOBMAP command issued in batch. In the PARM parameter, ESPM is the subsystem
name for ESP.

//MYJOB JOB ...

//S1 EXEC PGM=ESP,PARM='SUBSYS(ESPM)'

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN DD *

JOBMAP DSN('ESP.MAPGEN') DISPLAY(ALL)

Example: Using JOBMAP in Page Mode

The following example shows the JOBMAP command issued in page mode.

JOBMAP DSN('ESP.MAPGEN') DISPLAY(ALL)

Example: Report All Fields

In the following example, the JOBMAP command produces a job map report using information obtained from the
CYBER.MAPGEN data set. The report includes all the fields except TAPES. The information for TAPES is given in fields
CARTD, CARTM, REELD, and REELM, which are included in the report.

JOBMAP DSN('CYBER.MAPGEN') DISPLAY(ALL)

Example: Report Specified Fields

In the following example, the job map report is limited to fields JOBNAME (the default), JOBTYPE, APPLNAME, AGENT,
and CMDNAME:

JOBMAP DSN('CYBER.MAPGEN') DISPLAY(JOBTYPE, APPLNAME, AGENT, CMDNAME)

Example: Report Specified Fields in CSV Format without Page Information

In the following example, the job map report is output in CSV format to data set GL.PROD.JOBMRPT. The output does
not include page headings and page numbers. The output is limited to fields JOBNAME (which must be specified to be
included), JOBTYPE, APPLNAME, AGENT, and CMDNAME.

JOBMAP DSN('CYBER.MAPGEN') DISPLAY(JOBNAME, JOBTYPE, APPLNAME, AGENT, -

CMDNAME) CSV('GL.PROD.JOBMRPT')

You can also produce a report without page information by issuing JOBMAP in TSO. In this case, you omit the CSV output
data set, as in the following example:

JOBMAP DSN('CYBER.MAPGEN') DISPLAY(JOBNAME, JOBTYPE, APPLNAME, AGENT, CMDNAME) CSV
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Example: Report Specified Fields in CSV Format with Page Information

In the following example, the job map report is output in CSV format and includes page headings and page numbers,
unless you issue JOBMAP in TSO. If you issue JOBMAP in TSO, the CSV output does not include page information.

JOBMAP DSN('CYBER.MAPGEN') DISPLAY(JOBNAME, JOBTYPE, APPLNAME, AGENT, CMDNAME) CSV

Example: Get Job Map Report Information from an Earlier Input Data Set

In the following example, the job map report information is obtained from the previous GDG generation of data set
CYBER.MAPGEN:

JOBMAP DSN('CYBER.MAPGEN') GENERATION(-1) DISPLAY(ALL)

Example: Generate a Report for a Specific Application

You can use the APPL operand to restrict the data to a specific Application. The following example lists a job activity
report for all jobs, including external successor jobs, in the PAYROLL Application.

JOBMAP DSN('ESP.MAPGEN') APPL(PAYROLL)

Example: Generate a Report for a Specific Job

In the following example, the JOB operand restricts the job map report to a specific job. If you do not specify the name
of an application, ESP examines all applications in the MAPGEN data set and displays all instances of the job in all
applications.

JOBMAP DSN('ESP.MAPGEN') JOB(PAYJOB3)

Example: Produce Job Map, Job Index, and Application Index

In the following example, a job map, job index, and application index are included in a report produced for the PAYROLL
application:

JOBMAP DSN('CYBER.MAPGEN')-

APPL(PAYROLL) JOBINDEX APPLINDEX DISPLAY(ALL)

Example: Suppress Certain Information

In the following example, the job map report is produced without specified fields ELAPSED, TAPES, and CPU and also
without the extra fields available with the DISPLAY operand:

JOBMAP DSN('CYBER.MAPGEN') NODISPLAY(ELAPSED, TAPES, CPU)

JOBRES Command: Set Job Resources
The JOBRES command sets new resource requirements and changes existing resource requirements for a job. This is
done after the application has been generated. After the application is generated, you can issue the JOBRES command at
any time, including when the job is already waiting for resources (RESWAIT state).

NOTE
You must define a resource file (RESFILE) and the topology before you can use the JOBRES command.

Type: General command

Syntax
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JOBRES JOB(name.qual) APPLICATION(name.gen) RESOURCE(n1,res1,n2,res2,…)

name.qual
Indicates the name and the qualifier of the job that requires resource modifications.

name.gen
Indicates the name and generation number of the application in which the job resides.

n1,res1
Used to specify the quantity and resource name that will be set.

 

NOTE

• JOBRES does not add or subtract from the original resource quantity specified-it strictly sets the new
quantity.

• You can drop a resource requirement by specifying (0,resname).
• Resources not specified in the JOBRES command remain unchanged.

Example: Set Data Base and tape requirements

The following example sets the data base and tape requirements for MYJOB.Q1

JOBRES JOB(myjob.q1) APPLICATION(cyber.22) -

RESOURCE(1,db2tab1,3,t3480)

JOBTREE Command: Produce Job Descendent Tree Report
The JOBTREE command produces the Job Descendent Tree report, which shows a job and all its successor jobs and
external successor jobs. You can only report on jobs contained in the MAPGEN data set, which is produced by the
MAPGEN command.

Type

Reporting command

Syntax

This command has the following syntax:

JOBTREE DSN(dsname)

        [GENERATION(genno)]

        JOB(fullname)

        [APPL(appl_id)]

DSN(dsname)
Indicates the name of the MAPGEN data set (created by the MAPGEN command).

GENERATION(genno)
Indicates a generation number for a generation data group (GDG).
Limits: Zero or a negative number.

JOB(fullname)
Indicates the job full name for which the information is produced.
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APPL(appl_id)
Indicates the name of the application for which information is produced. If you do not specify the name of an
application, ESP examines all applications in the MAPGEN data set and displays all instances of the job in all
applications.

 

NOTE

• You can issue the JOBTREE command in batch or in page mode. See the examples in this topic.
• The job-descendent report indicates job relationships by using indentation. All jobs with the same level of

indentation are successors of the job at the previous indentation level. See the example in this topic.
• All jobs that are descendents of an external job are shown as EXTERNAL, that is, all jobs that are external to

the home application that contains the job you requested.

Example: Using JOBTREE in Batch

The following example shows the JOBTREE command issued in batch. In the PARM parameter, ESPM is the subsystem
name for ESP.

//MYJOB JOB...

//S1 EXEC PGM=ESP,PARM='SUBSYS(ESPM)'

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN DD *

JOBTREE DSN('ESP.MAPGEN') JOB(PAYJOBA)

Example: Using JOBTREE in Page Mode

The following example shows the JOBTREE command issued in page mode.

JOBTREE DSN('ESP.MAPGEN') JOB(PAYJOBA)

Example: JOBTREE Command Output

Consider the following flow of jobs in application PAYROLL:

A Job Descendent Tree report for PAYJOBA shows the job flow and application name as follows:

             JOB DESCENDENT TREE
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PAYJOBA            PAYROLL

  PAYJOBB            PAYROLL

    PAYJOBD            PAYROLL

      PAYJOBE            PAYROLL

  PAYJOBC          PAYROLL

    PAYJOBD            PAYROLL

      PAYJOBE            PAYROLL

 

The indents in the report indicate that PAYJOBA releases PAYJOBB and PAYJOBC, PAYJOBB and PAYJOBC release
PAYJOBD, and PAYJOBD releases PAYJOBE.

Example: Single job in single application

In the following example, a job map for PAYJOB1 in the PAYROLL application is produced. The information is obtained
from the CYBER.MAPGEN data set.

JOBTREE DSN('CYBER.MAPGEN') JOB(PAYJOB1) APPL(PAYROLL)

The following provides a sample of the information produced by the above JOBTREE command:

                   JOB DESCENDENT TREE

PAYJOB1  PAYROLL

   PAYJOB2 PAYROLL

   PAYJOB3 PAYROLL

In the preceding example, PAYJOB1 releases PAYJOB2 and PAYJOB3.

Example: Qualified job in specified application

In the following example, a job map for PAYJOB.RUN1 in the PAYROLL application is produced. The information is
obtained from the CYBER.MAPGEN data set.

JOBTREE DSN('CYBER.MAPGEN') JOB(PAYJOB.RUN1) APPL(PAYROLL)

Example: Single job

In the following example, a job map for PAYJOB2 is produced. Information is obtained from the CYBER.MAPGEN data
set.

JOBTREE DSN('CYBER.MAPGEN') JOB(PAYJOB2)

Example: Single job in multiple applications

In the following example, a job map for PAYJOB3 in the PAYROLL and BILLING applications is produced. The information
is obtained from the CYBER.MAPGEN data set.

JOBTREE DSN('CYBER.MAPGEN') JOB(PAYJOB3) APPL(PAYROLL)

JOBTREE DSN('CYBER.MAPGEN') JOB(PAYJOB3) APPL(BILLING)

JTPEXCL Command: Exclude Programs from Status
The JTPEXCL command gives you a way to exclude a named program from affecting the job-tracking completion status.
Usually this command is coded, with the ADD option, as an initialization parameter.
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Type

Oper command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the JTPEXCL command.

Syntax

JTPEXCL [pgmname]

        (pgmname[,pgmname]...)

        [ADD|DELETE]

pgmname
Indicates a valid program name.

ADD
Adds new information to the specification for program exclusion. ADD is the default.

DELETE
Deletes excluded programs from a previous JTPEXCL definition.

Sometimes the last step in a job executes regardless of whether other steps in the job have executed (for example,
COND=EVEN). This step usually performs some cleanup activity. The JTPEXCL command allows you to exclude the
name of the program this last step executes so it will not affect the job-tracking completion status.

Use the JTPEXCL command with no operands to display the programs excluded from job tracking status.

 

NOTE

Related information

For information on excluding programs from affecting job-tracking completion status at the initialization
parameter level, see the Installation and Configuration Guide.

Example: Display excluded programs

In the following example, all excluded programs are displayed:

JTPEXCL

Example: Exclude CLEANUP

In the following example, CLEANUP is excluded from job-tracking completion status:

JTPEXCL CLEANUP

Delete previously defined exclusion

In the following example, CLEANUP is deleted and no longer affects the job-tracking completion status:

JTPEXCL CLEANUP DELETE

LABEL Command: Label Documentation Library
The LABEL command is used with the GENDOC, REMOVE and GO commands when converting a non-ESP job
documentation library to a documentation library usable by ESP.
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The LABEL command alters or replaces lines in the output data set, or inserts lines at different locations in the output data
set.

Type

General command

Syntax

LABEL 'source_string' 'target_string'

      {BEFORE}

      {AFTER}

      {REPLACE}

      {OVERLAY}

      {INLINE}

      {ANY}

source_string
Indicates a string to be scanned. It can contain the '*' wildcard character. If the ANY keyword is not used, the
source string is expected to be the first non-blank character data on the line.

target_string
Indicates a new string. If the target string contains the character '@', the '@' is replaced by the actual source
string. If the source string is specified with wildcard characters, the wildcard characters are replaced with the
actual characters found.

BEFORE
Indicates the target string is placed on a line of its own just ahead of the line containing the source string.

AFTER
Indicates the target string is placed on a line of its own just after the line containing the source string.

REPLACE
Indicates the line containing the source string is deleted and a line containing just the target string is inserted
instead.

OVERLAY
Indicates the target string overlay the source string in the record. The target string is moved to the line being
copied, starting at the same column as the source string. If the target string is longer than the source string, data
following the source string may be overlaid.

INLINE
Indicates the target string be used to replace the source string. If the strings are of unequal length, subsequent
data is shifted left or right.

ANY
Indicates the source string can be located anywhere on an input line. The default is to look for the source string as
the first non-blank data on a line.

The GENDOC command identifies the input data set, members to be copied, and the output data set. It also lets you
identify changes you want to make when the old documentation converts.

Use the REMOVE, LABEL, and GO commands in conjunction with the GENDOC command to customize the conversion
of non-ESP job documentation to ESP job documentation.

Related information
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NOTE

• For information on converting existing job documentation, see the GENDOC command.
• For information on identifying lines that are not to be copied to the output data set during the conversion, see

the REMOVE command.
• For information on indicating that all specifications are complete and that the copy process should proceed,

see the GO command.
• For information on job documentation, see the User Guide.
• For information on displaying job documentation information, see the JOBINFO command, or the Using

section.
• For information on identifying a job documentation library in an application, see the DOCLIB statement.

Example: GENDOC, REMOVE, LABEL and GO commands

This example shows using commands GENDOC, REMOVE, LABEL, and GO to convert existing job documentation.

In the following example, ESP:

• Copies all members beginning with A and B from the data set JOBDOC.DATA to the data set ESP.JOBDOC.DATA,
suppressing any line numbers in the right-hand eight columns of each source member record.

• Does not copy any lines containing '**'.
• Replace any lines starting with SYSOUT REVIEW' with the character string SYSOUT_REVIEW.
• Overlays the semicolon on any line beginning with STEP. The semicolon is positioned after the 3rd character following

the string STEP.
• Places the label RESTART: on its own line before any line starting with the string RESTART PROCEDURES.
• Proceeds with the copy process.

GENDOC JOBDOC.DATA ESP.JOBDOC.DATA LEV(A-,B-) SNUM

REMOVE '**'

LABEL 'SYSOUT REVIEW' 'SYSOUT_REVIEW' INLINE

LABEL 'STEP***' '@:' OVERLAY

LABEL 'RESTART PROCEDURES' 'RESTART:' BEFORE

GO

LAPX Command: List Extended Information For an Application
The LAPX command lists extended, cross-application information for a specified application or specified job. The cross-
application relationships displayed by the LAPX command include external jobs and home jobs, ancestor jobs and
descendent jobs, and application wait relationships.

Type

General command

Syntax

LAPX applname[.gen|0]

     {PREDS JOB(fullname)}

     {SUCCS JOB(fullname)}

     {BLOCKING [JOB(fullname)]}

     {CRITICAL}
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applname[.gen|0]
The name and generation number of the application for which you want to list information. If gen is a positive
number, it represents an absolute generation number. If gen is a negative number or 0, it represents a relative
generation number as follows:
0 — Current generation (default)
Negative number — Previous generations, for example, -1 is the previous generation, -2 is the next previous
generation

PREDS JOB(fullname)
Lists all the jobs preceding the specified job that have an unsatisfied dependancy (that is, they have not released
the job following). The list can include the following:
All unsatisfied predecessor jobs (not just the immediate predecessors) in the current application.
The home job found for each unsatisfied external job preceding the specified job.
All unsatisfied predecessor jobs (not just the immediate predecessors) to the home jobs just mentioned.
All unsatisfied ancestor jobs (that is, previous generations) of the job specified by fullname.

SUCCS JOB(fullname)
Lists all the jobs succeeding the specified job that have an unsatisfied dependancy (that is, they have not
released the job following). The list can include the following:
All unsatisfied successor jobs (not just the immediate successors) in the current application.
The external job found for each unsatisfied home job succeeding the specified job.
All unsatisfied successor jobs (not just the immediate successors) to the external jobs just mentioned.
All unsatisfied subsequent generations of the job specified by fullname.

BLOCKING [JOB(fullname)]
List jobs inside or outside the specified application that are keeping one of the following from completing:

• The job specified by fullname.
• The specified application, if fullname is not specified.

Except for certain conditional jobs, a blocking job is one that is running or waiting for manual intervention and the
dependencies of all its predecessors were satisfied (that is, they released the job following). The predecessors
can include the following:

• All jobs preceding the blocking job in the current application.
• The home job found for each external job preceding the blocking job.
• All ancestor jobs (that is, previous generations) of the blocking job.

NOTE
 A conditional job is not a blocking job if it is succeeded only by other conditional jobs. That is
because the application is considered complete once all unconditional jobs are complete. A
conditional job can be a blocking job if it is succeeded by at least one unconditional job. This is
because the application is waiting on the unconditional job, which in turn is waiting on the conditional
job.

CRITICAL
List jobs inside or outside the specified application that are on the critical path for the specified application.
A job is on the critical path if changes to the job’s anticipated completion time affect the specified application’s
anticipated completion time.

Usage Notes:

LAPX lists extended information for an external job only if the external job is matched to its home job. A match is made if
another application meets all of the following requirements:
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• The application includes a job with the same full name as the external job.
• The home job has the value specified in the AUTHSTR operand (if present) in the external job definition. For example,

the home job's first account number matches the account number specified in AUTHSTR.
• The home job's JOBINDEX data set entry was created within the time range specified in the SCOPE operand (if

present) in the external job definition.
• The application name is specified in the APPLID operand (if present) of the external job definition.
• The application was scheduled within the period specified by the SCHED operand (if present) of the external job

definition.

For example, if external job UT55 in application GLDLY.200 is on the critical path and it is matched to its home job in
application UTILS.431, the CRITICAL operand of LAPX lists UT55 as follows:

UT55 IN APPL GLDY.200 (EXTERNAL) HOME JOB FOUND

UT55 IN APPL UTILS.431 (HOME) NOT STARTED

If UT55 is not matched to its home job, the CRITICAL operand of LAPX lists UT55 as follows:

UT55 IN APPL GLDLY.200 (EXTERNAL) HOME JOB NOT FOUND

If more than one home job matches an external job, LAPX lists the home job that is predicted to complete first.

Each detail line that is output for operand CRITPATH, PREDS, and SUCC includes a level number on the left. This level
number shows the relation of the predecessor or successor job to the job specified in LAPX. For example, a level 1 job
immediately precedes or succeeds the job specified, a level 2 job precedes or succeeds a level 1 job, and so on.

A job can appear in the output multiple times, but only the first instance is counted in the total shown at the end of the
output. The other instances are marked with the word, "DUPLICATE".

If the job specified in LAPX is not found, you get the following message:

JOB fullname NOT FOUND OR APPLICATION applname.gen COMPLETE

If the job specified in LAPX is complete, you get the following message:

JOB fullname COMPLETE

When the indentation of LAPX job is too large, begin of the line is marked by '+' symbol and the indentation stops growing.

The output buffer is limited to APPLBUFF size. If the APPLBUFF size is reached in the output, you get one of the
following messages:

*** TOO MANY PREDECESSORS ***

*** TOO MANY SUCCESSORS ***

*** TOO MANY BLOCKING JOBS ***

*** TOO MANY JOBS ON CRITICAL PATH ***

If job specified in LAPX has no blocking jobs, you get the following message:

JOB fullname HAS NO BLOCKING JOBS

Example: List the Predecessors of a Job

Referring to the following diagram, this example shows how to use LAPX to list the predecessors of a job.
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Figure 133: Sample Schema of Applications With Interdependent Jobs
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NOTE

• Assume that JOB_ANCESTOR_WAIT(ANY) is coded in application AA and CRITPATH ON is coded in all
application definitions

• Assume that DURATION 10 and RUN DAILY are coded in all the job definitions.
• Assume that application AA has active generations 5, 6, 7, and 8.
• All jobs marked "HOLD" in the diagram have not been released.
• External jobs J2 and J4 in application AA match with home jobs J2 and J4 in applications AB and AC.

Because the held jobs have not been released, the following end times are estimated for home job J2:
– J2 in application AB: current time + 40 minutes
– J2 in application AC: current time + 10 minutes

Because job J2 in application AC is estimated to finish first, LAPX will list it as the match for external job
J2 in application AA.
Similarly, J4 in application AC is estimated to finish first, so LAPX will list it as the match for external job J4
in application AA.

The LAPX command is issued to list the predecessors to job J3 in application AA.8.

LAPX AA.8 PREDS JOB(J3)

The output is as follows:

PREDECESSORS FOR JOB J3 IN APPL AA.8

1  J2 IN APPL AA.8 (EXTERNAL) HOME JOB FOUND

2   J2 IN APPL AC.1 (HOME) IS HELD

1  J3 IN APPL AA.7 (ANCESTOR) WAITING FOR ANCESTOR

2   J2 IN APPL AA.7 (EXTERNAL) HOME JOB FOUND

3    J2 IN APPL AC.1 (HOME) (DUPLICATE) IS HELD

2   J3 IN APPL AA.6 (ANCESTOR) WAITING FOR ANCESTOR

3    J2 IN APPL AA.6 (EXTERNAL) HOME JOB FOUND

4     J2 IN APPL AC.1 (HOME) (DUPLICATE) IS HELD

3    J3 IN APPL AA.5 (ANCESTOR) NOT STARTED

4     J2 IN APPL AA.5 (EXTERNAL) HOME JOB FOUND

5      J2 IN APPL AC.1 (HOME) (DUPLICATE) IS HELD

2   J3 IN APPL AA.5 (ANCESTOR) (DUPLICATE) NOT STARTED

1  J3 IN APPL AA.6 (ANCESTOR) (DUPLICATE) WAITING FOR ANCESTOR

1  J3 IN APPL AA.5 (ANCESTOR) (DUPLICATE) NOT STARTED

8 PREDECESSORS FOUND IN 5 APPLICATIONS

END OF PREDECESSORS

Example: List the Successors of a Job

In this example, the LAPX command is issued to list the successors to job J2 in application AC.1 (refer to the preceding
diagram).

LAPX AC.1 SUCCS JOB(J2)

The output is as follows:

SUCCESSORS FOR JOB J2 IN APPL AC.1

1  J2 IN APPL AA.8 (EXTERNAL) HOME JOB FOUND

2   J3 IN APPL AA.8 WAITING FOR ANCESTOR

1  J2 IN APPL AA.7 (EXTERNAL) HOME JOB FOUND
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2   J3 IN APPL AA.7 WAITING FOR ANCESTOR

3    J3 IN APPL AA.8 (DUPLICATE) WAITING FOR ANCESTOR

1  J2 IN APPL AA.6 (EXTERNAL) HOME JOB FOUND

2   J3 IN APPL AA.6 WAITING FOR ANCESTOR

3    J3 IN APPL AA.8 (DUPLICATE) WAITING FOR ANCESTOR

3    J3 IN APPL AA.7 (DUPLICATE) WAITING FOR ANCESTOR

1  J2 IN APPL AA.5 (EXTERNAL) HOME JOB FOUND

2   J3 IN APPL AA.5 NOT STARTED

3    J3 IN APPL AA.8 (DUPLICATE) WAITING FOR ANCESTOR

3    J3 IN APPL AA.7 (DUPLICATE) WAITING FOR ANCESTOR

3    J3 IN APPL AA.6 (DUPLICATE) WAITING FOR ANCESTOR

1  J4 IN APPL AC.1 NOT STARTED

2   J4 IN APPL AA.8 (EXTERNAL) HOME JOB FOUND

3    J5 IN APPL AA.8 WAITING FOR ANCESTOR

2   J4 IN APPL AA.7 (EXTERNAL) HOME JOB FOUND

3    J5 IN APPL AA.7 WAITING FOR ANCESTOR

4     J5 IN APPL AA.8 (DUPLICATE) WAITING FOR ANCESTOR

2   J4 IN APPL AA.6 (EXTERNAL) HOME JOB FOUND

3    J5 IN APPL AA.6 WAITING FOR ANCESTOR

4     J5 IN APPL AA.8 (DUPLICATE) WAITING FOR ANCESTOR

4     J5 IN APPL AA.7 (DUPLICATE) WAITING FOR ANCESTOR

2   J4 IN APPL AA.5 (EXTERNAL) HOME JOB FOUND

3    J5 IN APPL AA.5 NOT STARTED

4     J5 IN APPL AA.8 (DUPLICATE) WAITING FOR ANCESTOR

4     J5 IN APPL AA.7 (DUPLICATE) WAITING FOR ANCESTOR

4     J5 IN APPL AA.6 (DUPLICATE) WAITING FOR ANCESTOR

2   J3 IN APPL AC.1 NOT STARTED

18 SUCCESSORS FOUND IN 5 APPLICATIONS

END OF SUCCESSORS

Example: List the Blocking Jobs of a Job

In this example, the LAPX command lists the blocking jobs for job J3 in application AA.8 (refer to the preceding diagram).

LAPX AA.8 BLOCKING JOB(J3)

The output is as follows:

BLOCKING JOBS FOR JOB J3 IN APPL AA.8 

 J2 IN APPL AC.1 IS HELD 

1 BLOCKING JOB FOUND IN 1 APPLICATION 

END OF BLOCKING JOBS

Example: List the Blocking Jobs of an Application

In this example, the LAPX command lists the blocking jobs for application AA.8 (refer to the preceding diagram).

LAPX AA.8 BLOCKING

The output is as follows:

BLOCKING JOBS FOR APPLICATION AA.8 

 J2 IN APPL AC.1 IS HELD 

 J1 IN APPL AA.5 IS HELD

2 BLOCKING JOBS FOUND IN 2 APPLICATIONS 

END OF BLOCKING JOBS
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Example: List the Jobs on the Critical Path for an Application

In this example, the LAPX command lists the jobs on the critical path for application AA.8 (refer to the preceding diagram).

LAPX AA.8 CRITICAL

The output is as follows:

CRITICAL PATH JOBS FOR APPLICATION AA.8       

1  J5 IN APPL AA.8 WAITING FOR ANCESTOR            

2   J5 IN APPL AA.7 (ANCESTOR) WAITING FOR ANCESTOR

3    J5 IN APPL AA.6 (ANCESTOR) WAITING FOR ANCESTOR

4     J5 IN APPL AA.5 (ANCESTOR) NOT STARTED       

5      J4 IN APPL AA.5 (EXTERNAL) HOME JOB FOUND   

6       J4 IN APPL AC.1 (HOME) NOT STARTED         

7        J2 IN APPL AC.1 IS HELD                              

7 CRITICAL PATH JOBS FOUND IN 5 APPLICATIONS        

END OF CRITICAL PATH JOBS

Example: List the Predecessors of a Job - Application Ancestor Wait

Assume the following application is coded, including the WAIT operand for the APPL statement:

APPL MYAPPL WAIT

JCLLIB 'GL.PROD.CNTL'

CRITPATH ON

JOB JX

 RUN DAILY

 DURATION 120

 RELEASE JZ

ENDJOB

JOB JY

 RUN DAILY

 DURATION 60

 RELEASE JZ

ENDJOB

JOB JZ

 RUN DAILY

 DURATION 60

ENDJOB

Assume that there are two active generations of application MYAPPL, generation 15 and 16. The LAPX command is
issued to list the predecessors to job JZ in application MYAPPL.16.

LAPX MYAPPL.16 PREDS JOB(JZ)

The output is as follows:

PREDECESSORS FOR JOB JZ IN APPL MYAPPL.16

1  JY IN APPL MYAPPL.16 WAITING FOR APPL

2   JZ IN APPL MYAPPL.15 NOT STARTED

3    JY IN APPL MYAPPL.15 IS RUNNING

3    JX IN APPL MYAPPL.15 IS RUNNING
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1  JX IN APPL MYAPPL.16 WAITING FOR APPL

2   JZ IN APPL MYAPPL.15 (DUPLICATE) NOT STARTED

5 PREDECESSORS FOUND IN 2 APPLICATIONS

END OF PREDECESSORS

Example: List the Successors of a Job - Application Ancestor Wait

Referring to the application in the previous example, the LAPX command is issued to list the successors to job JX in
application MYAPPL.15.

LAPX MYAPPL.15 SUCCS JOB(JX)

The output is as follows:

SUCCESSORS FOR JOB JX IN APPL MYAPPL.15             

1  JZ IN APPL MYAPPL.15 NOT STARTED                      

2   JY IN APPL MYAPPL.16 WAITING FOR APPL                 

3    JZ IN APPL MYAPPL.16 WAITING FOR APPL               

2   JX IN APPL MYAPPL.16 WAITING FOR APPL           

3    JZ IN APPL MYAPPL.16 (DUPLICATE) WAITING FOR APPL   

4 SUCCESSORS FOUND IN 3 APPLICATIONS                               

END OF SUCCESSORS

LATEPRED Command: Control Late Job Prediction
The LATEPRED command controls late job predictions for all applications, whether or not the applications are running
yet. This feature works with the times specified in the DUEOUT or the LATESUB statements and accounts for cross-
application dependencies. You are notified of predicted late jobs by job log messages, the CSF job status column, and
notifications created using the NOTIFY statement. You are also notified when a job that was predicted to be late is once
again on time.

Type

Oper command

Syntax

LATEPRED {ON[(predictrange|24,lateby|5)]}

         {OFF}

ON
Enables late job predictions for all applications, whether or not the applications are running yet.
Limits:predictrange and lateby are integers with a range of 1 to 99. Specifying predictrange=0 and any value of
lateby is the same as specifying the OFF operand.

predictrange|24
Specifies the time period, in hours, over which ESP checks for predicted late jobs. ESP checks for predicted late
jobs if the time specified by the following is within predictrange hours from now:

• The DUEOUT EXEC statement
• The time in the DUEOUT INPUT or LATESUB statements plus the average elapsed time for the job.

Limits: Integers with a range of 0 to 99. Specifying predictrange=0 and any value of lateby is the same as
specifying the OFF operand.
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lateby|5
Specifies the minimum time, in minutes, by which a job must be late before a late job prediction is generated.
However, there is a system-generated value called "slack time" that also determines if a late job prediction is
made. For details, see the notes later in this topic.
Limits: Integers with a range of 1 to 99.

OFF
Disables late job predictions for all applications, whether or not the applications are running yet.

Usage Notes:

• A system-generated value called "slack time" also governs late job predictions. Slack time is 1/16 of the time from now
until one of the following, depending on which statement is coded:

• – The DUEOUT EXEC time.
– The DUEOUT INPUT time plus the average elapsed time of the job.
– The LATESUB time plus the average elapsed time of the job.

• If the slack time exceeds lateby, slack time determines if a late job prediction is made. The late job prediction criteria
are given later in these notes. Slack time is used because the more time you have until the DUEOUT or LATESUB
time, the less significant lateby is. Slack time establishes a minimum significance level.

• Once the predicterange criteria is met, a late job prediction depends on lateby and the current slack time. The job is
predicted to be late if either of the following criteria are met:

• – For jobs with DUEOUT EXEC coded, the pnode specified is predicted to end late by more than the lateby time or
the slack time, whichever is greater.

– For jobs with DUEOUT INPUT or LATESUB coded, a job end time is determined by adding the average elapsed
time to the DUEOUT INPUT or LATESUB time specified. The job is late if the end time is predicted to be late by
more than the lateby time or the slack time, whichever is greater.

• You can set how frequently late job predictions are made by using the CHECKINT initialization parameter or
CHECKINT command. This balances your CPU load against the delay in getting predictions.

• The minimum delay in getting late job predictions is the greater of lateby or the slack time.

• The maximum delay in getting late job predictions is the minimum delay plus the time specified in the CHECKINT
initialization parameter or CHECKINT command.

• The LATEPRED command overrides the LATEPRED initialization parameter.

• Every time you issue LATEPRED, message ESP1841I is generated to give the status of the late job prediction feature.

• You can override late job prediction times and enable late job prediction notification for a specific application or job by
coding the LATEPRED operand in the NOTIFY statement. This overrides the LATEPRED ON initialization parameter or
command for the specific application or specific job only. You cannot override the LATEPRED OFF command.

Example: Enable Late Job Predictions

In the following example, late job predictions are enabled for all applications. The default values of predictrange and lateby
are used.

LATEPRED ON

Example: Enable Late Job Predictions - predictrange Operand

In the following example, application PAYROLL starts at 10:00 am and job PAY1 and PAY2 take a total of 80 minutes to
run. Job PAY1 is left on hold. Assume that command LATEPRED(1,3) was issued. This means that late job checks are
started one hour before PAY2 is due to end. The lateby operand and slack time are not significant in this example since
they are exceeded by a large amount.
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APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'PY.JCL.CNTL'

 

JOB PAY1 HOLD

   DURATION 40

   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE PAY2

ENDJOB

 

JOB PAY2                                   

   DURATION 40

   RUN TODAY

   DUEOUT EXEC NOW PLUS 2 hours

ENDJOB

Scenario 1

Current Time: 10:00 am (application PAYROLL starts)

DUEOUT: 12:00 pm

Anticipated Time of Completion: 11:20 am (not late)

Result: Notification not required

Scenario 2

Current Time: 10:50 am

DUEOUT: 12:00 pm

Anticipated Time of Completion: 12:10 pm (10 minutes late)

Result: Do not notify users that the job will be late since there is more than one hour to go until DUEOUT.

Scenario 3

Current Time: 11:00 am

DUEOUT: 12:00 pm

Anticipated Time of Completion: 12:20 pm (20 minutes late)

Result: Notify users that the job will be late since there is one hour to go until DUEOUT and the job is predicted to be late.

Example: Enable Late Job Predictions - lateby Operand

For the following example, application PAYROLL starts at 10:00 am and job PAY1 and PAY2 take a total of 20 minutes to
run. Job PAY1 is left on hold. Assume that initialization parameter LATEPRED(10,3) was coded. This means that late job
checks are started 10 hours before PAY2 is due to end and PAY2 must be late by three minutes or the value of the slack
time, whichever is greater.

For this example, ignore predictrange since the jobs are running within the 10 hour prediction range specified. Also ignore
slack time since lateby will always exceed slack time for this example.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'PY.JCL.CNTL'

 

JOB PAY1 HOLD

   DURATION 10
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   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE PAY2

ENDJOB

 

JOB PAY2                                   

   DURATION 10

   RUN TODAY

   DUEOUT EXEC NOW PLUS 21 minutes

ENDJOB

Scenario 1 - Job On Time

Current Time: 10:00 am (application PAYROLL starts)

DUEOUT: 10:21 am

Anticipated Time of Completion: 10:20 am (on time)

Result: No notification necessary.

Scenario 2 - Job Late, Notification Not Required

Current Time: 10:02 am

DUEOUT: 10:21 am

Anticipated Time of Completion: 10:22 am (one minute late)

Result: Do not notify users since the job is predicted to be late by less than the value of lateby.

Scenario 3 - Job Late, Notification Required

Current Time: 10:05 am

DUEOUT: 10:21 am

Anticipated Time of Completion: 10:25 am (four minutes late)

Result: Notify users since the job is predicted to be late by more than the value of lateby.

Example: Enable Late Job Predictions - Slack Time

For the following example, application PAYROLL starts at 10:00 am and job PAY1 and PAY2 take a total of 1 hour to run.
Job PAY1 is left on hold. Assume that initialization parameter LATEPRED(10,3) was coded. This means that late job
checks are started 10 hours before PAY2 is due to end and PAY2 must be late by three minutes or the value of the slack
time, whichever is greater.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'PY.JCL.CNTL'

 

JOB PAY1 HOLD

   DURATION 30

   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE PAY2

ENDJOB

 

JOB PAY2                                   

   DURATION 30

   RUN TODAY

   DUEOUT EXEC NOW PLUS 60 minutes

ENDJOB
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Scenario 1 - Job Late, Notification Not Required

Current Time: 10:03 am

DUEOUT: 11:00 am

Anticipated Time of Completion: 11:03 am (3 minutes late)

Slack time: 3 minutes, 34 seconds (exceeds the lateby value)

Result: Do not notify users since the job is predicted to be late by less than the value of slack time.

Scenario 2 - Job Late, Notification Required

Current Time: 10:10 am

DUEOUT: 11:00 am

Anticipated Time of Completion: 11:10 am (10 minutes late)

Slack time: 3 minutes, 8 seconds (exceeds the lateby value)

Result: Notify users since the job is predicted to be late by more than the value of slack time.

Example: Disable Late Job Predictions

In the following example, late job predictions are disabled for all applications:

LATEPRED OFF

Either of the following examples will also disable late job predictions:

LATEPRED ON(0,0)

LATEPRED ON(0,99)

LAX Command: List External Jobs
The LAX command lists external jobs in active applications.

Type

General command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the LAX command.

Syntax

LAX

Use the EXTERNAL keyword as part of a JOB statement to tell ESP the job is part of another application. This allows you
to establish relationships between jobs in different applications.

 

NOTE

Related information

For information on applications, see the User Guide.
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For information on posting external or manual jobs complete, see the APPL statement or the Advanced User
Guide.

Example: Sample Applications

The following is an example of an application containing an external job that runs as part of another application:

APPL BILLING

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB99 EXTERNAL

  RUN WORKDAYS

  REL BILJOB1

JOB BILJOB1

  RUN WORKDAYS

ENDJOB

The following is an example of the application where the External job (above) actually runs:

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB99

  RUN WORKDAYS

ENDJOB

The following LAX command displays External jobs in active applications:

LAX

         BILLING.28: PAYJOB99

--- 1 APPLS DISPLAYED

In the above example, the LAX command displays the name of the External job and the application to which that job
belongs.

LCMDPRFX Command: List Commands Prefixing
The LCMDPRFX command lists whether command prefixing is in effect. If command prefixing is in effect, LCMDPRFX
displays the character to be substituted for the “F stcname,” (where stcname is the started task name for ESP) string
when issuing modify commands to ESP from a system console.

Type

Oper command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the LCMDPRFX command.

Syntax

LCMDPRFX

NOTE

Related information

For information on substituting a character for the “F ESP,” string, see the CMDPRFX command.
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Example: Display character substitution

The following LCMDPRFX displays the character that is substituted for the “F ESP,” string:

OPER LCMDPRFX

'#' 'F ESP,'

In the above example, the number sign (#) was previously set as the character to be substituted for the “F ESP,” string
when issuing modify commands to ESP from a system console.

LCSF Command: List CSF Data
The LCSF command lists CSF scoreboard information in an optimized format for further automated parsing.

Type

General command

Syntax

LCSF {filter_term}

filter_term
Specifies the free-form filter criteria that selects the required data from the scoreboard. For more information
about free-form filters, see Freeform Filter Syntax.

Example: Display all Failed Workload Objects

This example shows the command to display all the failed workload objects that are found in the scoreboard:

LCSF JSBYTE EQ 'F'

20091012 080052+0400 . . /MAIN/FAIL.7/TD#FAIL STATE FAIL Conditions(FAIL,INTVRQ) 

Status("FAILED, CC 12, CCFAIL AT 08.")

SystemStatus("FAILED, CC 12, CCFAIL AT 08.") Jobno(8897) Intvrq Account(?) ASeq(0005) 

Scheduled(08.15.52 THU 8 OCT 2009)

UpdatedOn(03.39.54 MON 12 OCT 2009) ReaderTime(08.15.52 THU 8 OCT 2009) 

StartTime(08.15.52 THU 8 OCT 2009)

EndTime(08.15.53 THU 8 OCT 2009) Cmpc(CC 12, CCFAIL) OrigJno(8897) ExecJno(8897) 

Jes(2) Class(A) Priority(6)

ASID(0233) SID(CA11) SrvClass(BATSTWLM) Sysname(CA11) Sysplex(PLEXC1) 

OrigNode(USILCA11) ExecNode(USILCA11) Encore(Yes)

SAF Resource Requirements for Batch Execution

You can execute the LCSF command in batch. If you use SAF to secure ESP, the user ID that runs the LCSF command in
batch needs READ access to a relevant security resource.

Determine the resource based on the security profile that you use for the application that you want to list data for.

• If you use a group-level security profile, grant the user with READ access to the ESP.GROUP resource.
• If you use an application-level security profile (you specified the SAF_PROF_APPL operand in the APPL

statement), grant the user with READ access to the ESP.APPL resource.
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NOTE

More Information:

• Set Up Security Profiles
• Secure Additional Events and Applications
• Access Through a Batch Program

Example: Execute the LCSF Command in Batch

In the following example, you add a JCL code in your JOB statement to execute the LCSF command in batch. The
command produces a list of all jobs with an overdue execution end time.

//EXEC PGM=ESP,REGION=4000K

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN DD *

LCSF OVERDUE_END

List User and System Abends

You can use the LCSF command together with the CMPC syntax keyword to list user or system abends by their code.
ESP stores system or user ABEND flags as a binary value of x'4000' or x'8000' respectively. Also, while the system
uses hexadecimal codes for system abends, you use decimal equivalent of the given system ABEND code in the LCSF
command filter syntax.

NOTE

You cannot use string interpretation of ABEND codes with the CMPC filter syntax. For example, LCSF CMPC
EQ 'S0C4' is not valid syntax.

Example: List User Abends

This example shows the command syntax to list user abends with a code of 0917:

LCSF CMPC EQ 33685

Example: List System Abends

This example shows the command syntax to list system abends with a code of S0C4:

LCSF CMPC EQ 16580

LDSN Command: List Data Sets
The LDSN command produces a display of the current system data sets allocated to ESP.

Type

General command

Syntax

LDSN

NOTE

Related information

For information on defining ESP data sets, see the Installing and Configuring section.
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Example: Sample display

In the following example, current system data sets allocated to ESP are displayed:

CHECKPOINT: CYBER.ESP.CKPT

     INDEX: CYBER.ESP.INDEX BKUP CYBER.ESP.BACKUP.INDEX SHR

  JOBINDEX: CYBER.ESP.JOBINDEX BKUP CYBER.ESP.BACKUP.JOBINDEX SHR

     QUEUE: CYBER.ESP.QUEUE SHR

  TRAKFILE: CYBER.ESP.TRAKFILE SHR

  JOBSTATS: CYBER.ESP.JOBSTATS BKUP CYBER.ESP.BACKUP.JOBSTATS

  EVENTSET: CYBER.ESP.EVENT1 SHR

  HISTFILE: CYBER.ESP.HISTFILE

  APPLFILE: CYBER.ESP.APPLFILE SHR

      JTDT: CYBER.ESP.PARMLIB(JOBDEF)

      UPDT: CYBER.ESP.PARMLIB(PROFILE)

     COMMQ: CYBER.ESP.COMMQ

  NETQUEUE: CYBER.ESP.NETQUEUE

LDSTCELL Command: List Data Set Trigger Cells
The LDSTCELL command lists data set trigger cell (DSTCELL) information, including the number in use and the
maximum number used.

Type

General command

Syntax

LDSTCELL

Data set trigger cells are used during processing of the DSTRIG command.

 

NOTE

Related information

For information on defining data set trigger cells, see the DSTRIG initialization parameter in the Installing and
Configuring

.

Example: Sample listing

In the following example, data set trigger cells information is displayed:

POOLSZ-MAXSIZE-CURRUSE-MAXUSED-GETMAINS-OVERFLOW

   5      15      8       12       4        0

LDTE Command: List Data Sets being Checked for Activity
The LDTE command lists the data sets being checked for data set activity as specified by the DSTRIG command in an
event definition or by the DSNAME statement within a DSTRIG workload object in an application.

Type
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General command

Applicability

Tracking subsystem.

Syntax

LDTE

NOTE

Related information

For information on data set triggering at the event level, see the Using.

For information on data set triggering at the job level, see the Using.

For information on displaying data set triggered Events, see the LDXE command.

Example: Sample display

In the following example, data sets checked for data set activity are displayed:

LDTE

THE FOLLOWING DATASET(S) ARE BEING CHECKED FOR DATASET TRIGGERS

CYBER.PAYROLL.DATA                      CREATE-CLOSE

USER.INPUT.CYCLE                        ANYCLOSE

2 DATASET TRIGGERS FOUND

LDTREL Command: List Data Set Trigger Excludes
The LDTREL command lists the entries from the data set trigger exclude list.

Type

General command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the LDTREL command.

Syntax

LDTREL

The data set trigger exclude list consists of a list of programs that are not eligible for data set triggering. The DSTREXCL
initialization parameter specifies these.

Use the DSTREXCL command to flag an entry in the data set trigger exclude list as invalid.

 

NOTE

Related information

For information on flagging an entry in the data set trigger exclude list as invalid, see the DSTREXCL command.

For information on adding an entry to the data set trigger exclude list at the initialization parameter level, see the
Installation and Configuration Guide.
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Example: Sample display

In the following example, USRPGM is not eligible for data set triggering:

LDTREL

   DSTRIG exclude PGM=USRPGM

LDXE Command: List Data Set Triggered Events
The LDXE command lists the events or applications waiting for data set activity. Data set trigger requirements are
identified by the DSTRIG command in an event definition or by the DSNAME statement in an application.

Type

General command

Syntax

LDXE

NOTE

Related information

For information on data set triggering at the event level, see the User Guide.

For information on data set triggering at the job level, see the User Guide.

For information on displaying the data sets being checked for activity, see the LDTE command.

Example: Sample display

In the following example, data sets that are checked for closures, creation, or renames are displayed:

LDXE

EVENT/APPL    (WOB)--------DATASET

PAYROLL.1     (WAIT4.DS)   CYBER.PAYROLL.DATA,ANYCLOSE

CYBER.CYCLES                 USER.INPUT.CYCLE

LIBSUB Command: Submit JCL from Librarian Data Set
The LIBSUB command submits JCL from a Librarian data set to the internal reader.

Type

Event definition command

Syntax

LIBSUB 'dsname[(member)]'

dsname
Indicates a valid Librarian data set name. You do not have to specify “LIB-” as a data set identifier, because using
the LIBSUB command implies the use of a Librarian data set.

member
Indicates a member name, which can consist of up to eight characters if specified.
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Several LIBSUB commands may be specified in a single event. The input data are effectively concatenated together, so
that data from several data sets can be joined together to form one or more jobs.

In the same event, you can also use the SUBMIT command, as well as submitting from Roscoe and Panvalet data sets.

To submit Librarian jobs as part of an application, prefix the Librarian data set with LIB- on the JCLLIB statement, as
follows:

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB LIB-LIB01A.DATA

JOB PAYJOB1

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

NOTE

Related information

For information on submitting JCL from an event, see the User Guide.

For information on identifying a JCL library, see the JCLLIB statement.

Example: Event definition that submits JCL from a Librarian data set

In the following example, PRODCNTL is submitted at 9 am on the first Monday of the month from the Librarian data set
LIB01A.DATA:

EVENT ID(CYBER.ONELIBJOB)

SCHEDULE 9AM FIRST MONDAY OF MONTH

LIBSUB 'LIB01A.DATA(PRODCNTL)'

ENDDEF

LISTAPPL Command: List Applications
 

 

The LISTAPPL command displays application information. The short form of this command is LAP.

Type

General command

Syntax

{LISTAPPL|LAP} applname[.gen]

               [STATUS|ALL|JOBS|JOB(jobname[,jobname]...)]

               [COMPLETE|INCOMPLETE]

               [PREDECESSORS]

               [SUCCESSORS]

               [CRITPATH|NOTCRITPATH]

               [SUBAPPL(subapplname)]

               [OLDEST]

               [DUMP]
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applname
The applname operand can contain wildcard characters asterisk and hyphen for masking. An absolute or relative
generation number can also be specified with a specific applname as follows:

• applname.0 -- Displays the most recent generation of the application.
• applname.-n -- Displays the nth previous generation of the application.
• applname.n -- Displays the absolute generation n of the application.

STATUS
Displays the status of each application, without detailing the job names.

ALL
Displays information about each job. This includes successor and predecessor information for each job, as well as
resource information.

JOBS
Displays the names of each job in an application. The display is divided into two sections: jobs that have
completed and jobs that have yet to complete.

JOB(jobname)
Displays in a structured view each job or qualified job you have specified.

COMPLETE
Omission of the COMPLETE operand results in a display of applications that still have active or incomplete jobs,
unless an absolute or relative generation number is specified. The COMPLETE keyword requests that completed
applications are also included in the display.

INCOMPLETE
Displays all incomplete applications. This is the default if not specified.

PREDECESSORS
Displays the names of any predecessors for each complete job. Use the PREDECESSORS operand with the ALL
operand.

SUCCESSORS
Displays the names of any successors for each complete job. Use the SUCCESSORS operand with the ALL
operand.

CRITPATH
Displays all jobs on the critical path if critical path analysis is turned on.

NOTCRITPATH
Displays all jobs not on the critical path if critical path analysis is turned on.

SUBAPPL(subapplname)
Limits display to the subapplication specified.

OLDEST
Requests a display of the oldest incomplete generation of an application.

DUMP
Displays in hexadecimal format application record information for problem diagnosis.

NOTE

• The LISTAPPL command displays information from the APPLFILE data set.
• The LISTAPPL command displays anticipated end times for all jobs in an application.
• When critical path analysis is turned on the LISTAPPL command
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– Displays jobs on the critical path with a label of CRITICAL PATH.
– Displays the job in the application that is coded with the CRITICAL keyword with a label of CRITICAL.
– Displays all jobs that are not on the critical path.

• The LISTAPPL command cannot be issued from a system console.
• Use the LAP command with the ALL keyword to give a structured view of an active application or with

other keywords to give a summary of active or completed applications. You can limit the display to specific
generations of an application and to specific jobs within an application.

NOTE

Related information

For information on displaying active applications from CSF, see the Operator's Guide.

For information on manipulating jobs in active applications, see the APPLJOB (AJ) Command: Control
Applications.

For information on critical path analysis, see the User Guide.

Example: List active generation

In the following example, a structured view of the PAYROLL application is displayed:

LAP PAYROLL.0 ALL

Example: List previous generation

In the following example, the status of the -1 generation of the PAYROLL application is displayed:

LAP PAYROLL.-1 ALL

Example: List all generations

In the following example, all complete and incomplete generations of the PAYROLL application are displayed:

LAP PAYROLL COMPLETE

Example: List specific job

In the following example, a structured view of PAYJOB1 within the PAYROLL application is displayed:

LAP PAYROLL.0 JOB(PAYJOB1)

Example: List subapplication

In the following example, a structured view of the PAYROLL subapplication within the FINANCE application is displayed:

LAP FINANCE.0 SUBAPPL(PAYROLL) ALL

Example: List specific jobs

In the following example, a structured view of PAYJOB1, PAYJOB2, and PAYJOB3 within the oldest incomplete generation
of the PAYROLL application are displayed:

LAP PAYROLL JOB(PAYJOB1,PAYJOB2,PAYJOB3) OLDEST

Example: List predecessors and successors
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In the following example, the predecessors and successors of each job in the -2 generation of the PAYROLL application,
and whether those predecessors or successors are complete, are displayed:

LAP PAYROLL.-2 ALL PRED SUCC

Example: List each job

In the following example, a summary of complete and incomplete jobs within the PAYROLL application is displayed:

LAP PAYROLL.0 JOBS

Example: Sample list, no critical path analysis

The following is an example of the display produced by the LAP command (LAP PAYROLL.105 ALL) with critical path
analysis turned off:

APPL PAYROLL  GEN 105

  CREATED AT 13.04 ON WEDNESDAY JANUARY 28TH, 2004

           BY EVENT CYBER.PAYROLL

  PAYJOB1, HC=0

   SUBMISSION AT 21.00 ON WEDNESDAY JANUARY 28TH, 2004

   ANTICIPATED END TIME: 21.00 ON WEDNESDAY JANUARY 28TH, 2004

   PREDECESSORS: (NONE)

     SUCCESSORS: PAYJOB2, PAYJOB3

  PAYJOB2, HC=1

  ANTICIPATED END TIME: 21.00 ON WEDNESDAY JANUARY 28TH, 2004

   PREDECESSORS: PAYJOB1

     SUCCESSORS: PAYJOB4

  PAYJOB3, HC=1

   ANTICIPATED END TIME: 21.00 ON WEDNESDAY JANUARY 28TH, 2004

   PREDECESSORS: PAYJOB1

     SUCCESSORS: PAYJOB4

  PAYJOB4, HC=2

   ANTICIPATED END TIME: 21.00 ON WEDNESDAY JANUARY 28TH, 2004

   PREDECESSORS: PAYJOB2, PAYJOB3

     SUCCESSORS: (NONE)

Example: Sample list with critical path

The following is an example of the display produced by the LAP command with critical path analysis turned on:

APPL PAYROLL  GEN 105

  CREATED AT 13.04 ON WEDNESDAY JANUARY 28TH, 1998

           BY EVENT CYBER.PAYROLL

  PAYJOB1, HC=0

   SUBMISSION AT 21.00 ON WEDNESDAY JANUARY 28TH, 2004

   ANTICIPATED END TIME: 21.00 ON WEDNESDAY JANUARY 28TH, 2004 - CRITICAL PATH

   PREDECESSORS: (NONE)

     SUCCESSORS: PAYJOB2, PAYJOB3

  PAYJOB2, HC=1

   ANTICIPATED END TIME: 21.00 ON WEDNESDAY JANUARY 28TH, 2004

   PREDECESSORS: PAYJOB1

     SUCCESSORS: PAYJOB4
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  PAYJOB3, HC=1

   ANTICIPATED END TIME: 21.00 ON WEDNESDAY JANUARY 28TH, 2004 - CRITICAL PATH

   PREDECESSORS: PAYJOB1

     SUCCESSORS: PAYJOB4

  PAYJOB4, HC=2

   ANTICIPATED END TIME: 21.00 ON WEDNESDAY JANUARY 28TH, 2004 - CRITICAL

   PREDECESSORS: PAYJOB2, PAYJOB3

     SUCCESSORS: (NONE)

In the example above, a structured view of the PAYROLL application is displayed. Jobs on the critical path are displayed
with the CRITICAL PATH label, and the critically identified job in the application is displayed with the CRITICAL label.

LISTAPTF Command: List Application Data Set
The LISTAPTF command lists information on the current status of the application data set.

Type

Oper command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the LISTAPTF command.

Syntax

LISTAPTF

The information displayed includes data set name, date and time formatted, and current allocation status.

NOTE

Related information

For information on defining ESP data sets, see the Installation and Configuration Guide.

Example: List current status

In the following example, information on the current status of the application data set is displayed.

OPER LISTAPTF

DATASET CYB2.ESP510.APPLFILE

 FORMATTED AT 17.33.55 ON MONDAY NOVEMBER 17TH, 2003

 3600 SLOTS TOTAL, 3464 AVAILABLE, NEXT IS 928

LISTAT Command: List Authorization Tables
The LISTAT command displays the contents of an authorization table.

NOTE
LISTAT is applicable only when using ESP internal security. We recommend that you use SAF security instead
of ESP internal security. If you need to use ESP internal security, consult the older Administrator's Guide version
5.3.

Type

General command

Syntax
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LISTAT tabname

       [DECOMPILE]

tabname
Indicates the name of the authorization table you want displayed. The name consists of up to eight characters.
Wildcard characters asterisk and hyphen (see “Overview” at the beginning of this book) can be used to perform
masking.

DECOMPILE
Indicates you want the authorization table to be displayed in the same way in which it was defined. The
DECOMPILE option generates a DEFAT (define authorization table) command you could feed directly back into
ESP.

An authorization table provides a way of controlling access to job tracking data. For instance, you may not want to allow
one customer to view job-tracking information for another customer's jobs. The use of an authorization table means that
access to data for tracked jobs depends on the jobname and on an authorization string.

The DEFAT command is used to define or alter an authorization table, limiting access to tracked job data. An authorization
table provides a way of controlling access to job tracking data.

 

NOTE

Related information

For information on defining or altering an authorization table, see the DEFAT command.

Example: List table

In the following example, the contents of an authorization table are displayed.

LISTAT AUTHTAB1

JOB AUTH TABLE: AUTHTAB1

DEFINED AT 11.30 ON FRI 2JAN99 BY CYBBP01

INCLUDE: ABC-,ACO-,  XYZ-,ACO-

EXCLUDE: -,AC02

Example: List in way defined

In the following example, AUTHTAB1 is displayed the same way in which it was defined:

LISTAT AUTHTAB1 DECOMPILE

LISTCAL Command: List Calendars
The LISTCAL command displays information about a calendar.

Type

General command

Syntax

{LISTCAL|LCAL} calname
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calname
Indicates a name or generic level of the calendar or calendars displayed. It can be up to eight characters long.
Wildcard characters asterisk and hyphen (see “Overview” at the beginning of this book) can be used to perform
masking.

After you have defined a calendar, and those users with update access have defined their scheduling terms in the
calendar, you or any other user may want to review information about the calendar.

Like the users who defined their scheduling terms in the calendar, you may need to review the calendar information for
troubleshooting and maintenance. Other users who automatically have read access to the calendar may find it useful to
review the calendar information before using it in an Event.

If you do not specify a calendar name, the most recently retrieved calendars are displayed. A set of calendars is retrieved
as a result of a LISTHOL, LISTSPEC, EVENT, CALENDAR, or prior LISTCAL command. If no calendars were previously
retrieved, you are prompted to enter a calendar name.

 

NOTE

Related information

For information on defining and deleting holidays, see the DEFHOL and DELHOL commands.

For information on defining and deleting special days, see the DEFSPEC and DELSPEC commands.

For information on altering the attributes of a calendar, see the ALTCAL command.

For information on defining calendars, see the User Guide or the DEFCAL command.

For information on using special calendars in an Event, see the User Guide.

For information on using calendars, see the User Guide.

Example: Sample list

In the following example, the contents of the SYSTEM calendar are displayed.

LISTCAL SYSTEM

CALENDAR NAME: SYSTEM

DEPARTMENT: NONE

DEFINED: AT 15.42 ON THU 23RD SEP 1993 BY CYBSM04

OWNER: USR01

WORKDAYS: MON TUE WED THU FRI

WEEK STARTS: MON

SIZE: 280 BYTES

HOLIDAYS: CHRISTMAS, NEW_YEARS, CHRISTMAS, NEW_YEARS

SPECIAL DAYS: INVENTORY_DAY(1)

Example: List specific calendars

In the following example, the contents of all calendars with PAY in the first three positions are displayed:

LISTCAL PAY-

LISTCKPT Command: List Checkpoints
The LISTCKPT command lists statistics for the checkpoint data set.

Type
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General command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the LISTCKPT command.

Syntax

LISTCKPT

The information displayed by this command includes the Checkpoint data set name, the maximum size available, and the
current usage.

NOTE

Related information

For information on defining ESP data sets, see the Installation and Configuration Guide.

Example: Sample list

OPER LISTCKPT

PRIMARY CHECKPOINT CYB2.ESP510.CKPT

MAX CHECKPOINT SIZE 737280

HIGHEST ADDRESS USED 3232

32 BYTES IMBEDDED FREE SPACE

In the above example, statistics in the Checkpoint data set are displayed.

LIST Command: List Event Information
The LIST command displays event information.

NOTE
When you issue the LIST command from Page mode, you must use the abbreviated form of the LIST command
(L).

Type

General command

Syntax

LIST command by LEVEL:

{LIST|L}  [LEVEL{(groupprefix)|(descriptivename)}

          [SELECT([HELD|H][SUSPENDED|S])]

          [VERBOSE|ALL]

          [LASTUPD]

          [SYSTEM]

          [CLASS(classname)]

          [TIMESEQ]

          [PRINT(dsname)]

          [MOD]

LIST command by EVENT:

{LIST|L} EVENT(eventid)
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         [ALL]

         [PRINT(dsname)]

         [MOD]

groupprefix
Indicates the current group prefix. You can specify wildcard characters asterisk and hyphen to perform masking.

descriptivename
Indicates the descriptive name for the event. Only events whose names begin with the specified string are
displayed. You can specify wildcard characters asterisk and hyphen to perform masking.

HELD|H
Select events that are held. The display indicates “(RELEASE SCHEDULED)” if a RELEASE statement is
scheduled for a held event.

SUSPENDED|S
Select events that are suspended. The display indicates "(RESUME SCHEDULED)" if a RESUME statement is
scheduled for a suspended event.

VERBOSE
Displays

• Suspend count, for example, SC(0)
• Hold count, for example, HC(1)
• The time of the next scheduled release, resume, or other action

If a particular action is scheduled more than once, only the earliest time is displayed.

ALL
Displays all available information on the events. If this operand is omitted, the display is limited to the next
execution time. The ALL option displays enough information to redefine the event in its entirety.

LASTUPD
Displays the date the event was last run, for example, LR 2007/03/26.

SYSTEM
Displays the ID of the ESP system that is to execute the event.

classname
Indicates the class name for the events to be displayed.

TIMESEQ
Displays event names in order of execution time rather than alphanumeric order.

eventid
Indicates the name of the event to be displayed.

dsname
Indicates the name of a data set to receive the output. The record format of the data set is preserved. ESP can
write fixed, variable, or undefined records blocked or unblocked.

MOD
Append output to the data set specified by dsname.

NOTE
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• When you issue the LIST command from page mode, you must use the abbreviated form of the LIST
command (L).

• An asterisk indicates that any character in the asterisk location acts as a match.
• A hyphen indicates that any character in that or subsequent character positions is considered a match.
• If the level name contains a period, the part to the left of the period indicates the prefix (group or userid),

while the part to the right indicates the descriptive name.
• If the level name does not contain a period, it is assumed to be a prefix if

• – It contains eight characters or less, and
– It does not contain either asterisks or a hyphen.

Otherwise, it is assumed to be a descriptive name.

•  The PRINT operand of the LIST command is useful when changes are required for multiple events. The
following summarizes how to accomplish this:
– Issue the LIST command with the PRINT operand for the desired group of events.
– Edit the data set as required.
– Issue the LOAD command to re-load the edited events.

• In page mode, you can display the date and time an event was last executed by issuing the LIST command
with the ALL operand. 

NOTE

Related Information

For information on events, see the User Guide.

For information on loading ESP commands from a data set, see the LOAD command.

Example: List event names for a group prefix

In the following example, the names and next execution times of all events defined to the PROD group prefix are
displayed:

L LEVEL(PROD)

NOTE
Because the level name does not contain a period or wildcard, it is assumed to be a prefix, rather than a
descriptive name.

Example: Write results to a data set

In the following example, the complete definitions of all events defined to the PROD group prefix are written to the
ESP.EVENTS data set:

L LEVEL(PROD) ALL PRINT('ESP.EVENTS')

Example: List specific events for a group prefix

In the following example, the names of all events beginning with BKUP defined to the CYBER group prefix are displayed:

L LEVEL(CYBER.BKUP-)

Example: List specific events for my group prefix

In the following example, all events that start with my current group prefix, followed by 'A' and any number of characters
are displayed:
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L LEVEL(A-)

NOTE
Because the level name contains a wildcard and does not contain a period, it is assumed to be a descriptive
name, rather than a prefix.

Example: List specific events for a specific group prefix using the hyphen wildcard

In the following example, all events that start with the CYBERO group prefix and the EVENT descriptive name are
displayed:

L LEVEL(CYBER0-.EVENT-)

Example: List specific events for a specific group prefix using the asterisk wildcard

In the following example, all events with the pattern CYB**01.EVENT* (for example, CYBER01.EVENT1,
CYBER01.EVENT2, CYBER01.EVENT3) are displayed:

L LEVEL(CYB**01.EVENT*)

Example: List time of next action, hold count, and suspend count for events

In the following example, the time of the next scheduled release, resume or other action is displayed for events defined to
the PROD group prefix:

L LEVEL(PROD) VERBOSE

A sample result is as follows:

PROD.EV_TRIG2 IS SUSPENDED, SC(1), HC(1), NEXT_RESUME(00.00.00 ON MON MAY 14TH, 2006), 

NEXT_RELEASE(00.00.00 ON SUN MAY 15TH, 2006)

PROD.EX_PRTST00 NEXT DUE AT 00.00.00 ON SUN APR 30TH, 2006, SC(0), HC(1), 

NEXT_RELEASE(00.00.00 ON SUN APR 30TH, 2006)

PROD.EXEC_CMD1 NEXT DUE AT 00.00.00 ON TUE MAY 2ND, 2006, SC(0), 

HC(0), NEXT_SCHEDULE(00.00.00 ON TUE MAY 2ND, 2006)

PROD.EXEC_CMD2 REQUIRES TRIGGER, SC(0), HC(0) PROD.NWP_ZAGDST1 IS SUSPENDED, SC(1), 

HC(0)

Example: List the date the event was last run

In the following example, the Last Run date is displayed for events defined to the PROD group prefix:

L LEVEL(PROD) LASTUPD

PROD.EVTSIMPL   NEXT DUE AT 08.35.00 ON WED MAR 4TH, 2009 LR 2008/12/17 , SC(0), HC(0)

PROD.EVTDSTRG   REQUIRES DATASET TRIGGER              LR UNKNOWN, SC(0), HC(0)  

PROD.EVTNWITH   REQUIRES TRIGGER                              LR 2008/11/21, SC(0), HC(0)   

PROD.EAAATEST   WOBTRIG FAILED                                   LR UNKNOWN, SC(0), HC(0)   

In page mode, you can display the date and time an event was last executed by issuing the LIST command with the ALL
operand.

NOTE
The Last Run date is recorded once the event is triggered in ESP r11.3 and above. If an event is not triggered
on a system below r11.3, the Last Run date shows as 'Unknown'.
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Example: List events in time sequence

In the following example, the execution time and system ID of all events defined to the PROD group prefix whose names
have a PR in character positions three and four are displayed in execution time sequence:

L LEVEL(PROD.**PR-) TIMESEQ SYS

Example: List specific event

In the following example, all available information for CYBER.PAYROLL is displayed:

L EVENT(CYBER.PAYROLL) ALL

LISTEVS Command: List Event Data Sets
The LISTEVS command displays the status of any or all of the event data sets.

Type

General command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the LISTEVS command.

Syntax

LISTEVS [eventdb]

eventdb
Indicates the logical name of an event data set. If this operand is omitted, all the event data sets are displayed.

If an event data set is closed when the LISTEVS command is issued, the status is displayed as follows:

****DATASET IS IN SUSPENDED STATE

NOTE

Related information

For information on defining ESP data sets, see the Installation and Configuration Guide.

Example: Sample list

In the following example, the status of the EVENT1 data set is displayed:

LISTEVS

EVENTSET EVENT1, DSN=CYB2.ESP510.EVENT1 SHR NOJRNL

NEXT SCAN AT 06.00 ON WEDNESDAY JANUARY 28TH, 1998

BACKUP DATASET CYB2.ESP510.BACKUP.EVENT1

Example: List all event data sets

In the following example, all event data sets are displayed:

LISTEVS

Example: List specific data set
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In the following example, the status of the EVENT1 data set is displayed:

LISTEVS EVENT1

LISTGRP Command: List Groups
The LISTGRP command displays information on your current group or any other group to which you are connected.

NOTE
LISTGRP is applicable only when using ESP internal security. We recommend that you use SAF security
instead of ESP internal security. If you need to use ESP internal security, consult the older Administrator's Guide
version 5.3.

Type

General command

Syntax

{LISTGRP|LG} [groupname]

groupname
Indicates the logical name of the group definition to be displayed. Wildcard characters asterisk and hyphen (see
“Overview” at the beginning of this book) can be used to perform masking. If the group name is omitted, your
current group is displayed.

The information displayed by this command includes the group attributes and the names of the users who are connected
to the group.

 

NOTE

Related information

For information on defining and deleting groups, see the DEFGROUP and DELGROUP commands.

For information on altering a group definition, see the ALTGROUP command.

Example: List current group

In the following example, a group name is omitted and your current group is displayed:

LISTGRP

Example: List specific group

In the following example, GROUP1 is displayed:

LISTGRP GROUP1

Example: List multiple groups

In the following example, all groups beginning with PAY are displayed:

LISTGRP PAY-

Example: List all groups
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In the following example, all groups are displayed:

LISTGRP -

LISTHIST Command: List History Files
The LISTHIST command displays the status of any or all of the history files.

Type

General command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the LISTHIST command.

Syntax

LISTHIST [histfid]

histfid
Indicates the logical name of a HISTFILE using up to eight characters. Wildcard characters asterisk and hyphen
(see “Overview” at the beginning of this book) can be used to perform masking. If this Operand is omitted, all the
history files are displayed.

 

NOTE

Related information

For information on defining ESP data sets, see the Installation and Configuration Guide.

Example: Sample list

In the following example, the status of the HIST1 history file is displayed:

OPER LISTHIST

HISTFILE HIST1, DSN=CYB2.ESP510.HISTFILE SHR NOJRNL

NO BACKUP TIME SET

NO BACKUP DATASET

List specific history file

In the following example, the HIST1 history file is displayed:

LISTHIST HIST1

List multiple history files

In the following example, all history files with HIST in the first four positions are displayed:

LISTHIST HIST-

LISTHOL Command: List Holidays
The LISTHOL command lists previously defined holidays.
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Type

General command

Syntax

{LISTHOL|LH} name

             [GROUP(groupname)]

             [CALENDAR(calname)]

             [FROM(fromdate)]

             [TO(todate)]

name
Indicates a full or generic name. Wildcard characters asterisk and hyphen can be used to perform masking. If
this operand is omitted, all holidays are displayed. Code “-” if you are using any other operands and want all the
holidays to be displayed.

groupname
Indicates holidays from the default calendars of the specified group are displayed.

calname
Indicates the name of the calendar to be searched. This operand is mutually exclusive with the GROUP operand.

fromdate
Indicates a start date for the holidays to be displayed. Only holidays that fall on or after this date are displayed. If
no year is specified, ESP uses the current year.

todate
Indicates an ending date for the holidays to be displayed. Only holidays that fall on or before this date is
displayed. If no year is specified, ESP uses the current year.

NOTE

• If no group name or calendar name is specified, the most recently retrieved set of calendars is displayed. If
no calendars were retrieved in the current command session, the default calendars for the current group are
displayed.

• A start and/or end date can be specified to restrict the displayed holidays to a specific time period. Holidays
are displayed in time sequence order within each calendar.

• The display can be restricted to holidays containing a specified character string. The first operand specifies
a holiday name or generic holiday name. If you want all holidays to be displayed but need to use another
operand, specify a hyphen ('-') as the first operand.

• To specify a date, use any format ESP recognizes. If the date contains any blanks or commas, enclose the
string in quotes.

NOTE

Related information

For information on defining and deleting holidays, see the DEFHOL and DELHOL commands.

Example: List all holidays

In the following example, a holiday name is omitted and the defined holidays in your default calendar are displayed:

LISTHOL

Example: List holidays to specific date
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In the following example, all holidays in the CAL1 and the SYSTEM calendar up to the end of September are displayed:

LISTHOL - CALENDAR(CAL1) TO(SEPT30TH)

Example: List specific holidays

In the following example, all the holidays in the year 2001 that begin with N and have W in position three of the name are
displayed. The calendars to be searched are the default calendars for the PAYROLL group.

LISTHOL N*W- GROUP(PAYROLL) FROM('1JAN2001') TO('31JAN2001')

Example: Sample list

In the following example, holidays defined on the SYSTEM calendar are displayed:

CALENDAR SYSTEM

 NEW_YEARS     00.00 ON THU  1ST JAN 04 TO  00.00 ON FRI  2ND JAN 04

 VICTORIA_DAY  00.00 ON MON 18TH MAY 04 TO  00.00 ON TUE 19TH MAY 04

 MEMORIAL_DAY  00.00 ON MON 25TH MAY 04 TO  00.00 ON TUE 26TH MAY 04

 XMAS          00.00 ON FRI 25TH DEC 04 TO  00.00 ON SAT 26TH DEC 04

 ---- 5 HOLIDAYS DISPLAYED ----

LISTJTML Command: List Tracking Models
The LISTJTML command lists internal tracking model data.

Type

Oper command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the LISTJTML command.

Syntax

LISTJTML

The DEFTM command defines a tracking model and allows you to centralize the definition of tracking characteristics,
which can be assigned to one job, or a group of jobs. Jobs are normally associated with a tracking model in a job tracking
definition table.

 

NOTE

Related information

For information on displaying the definition of tracking models, see the LTM command.

For information on defining and deleting a tracking model, see the DEFTM and DELTM commands.

Example: Sample list

In the following example, tracking model data is displayed:

OPER LISTJTML

1 TRACKING MODEL BUFFER
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5398 MODELS LOCATED IN INCORE BUFFERS

88 MODELS LOCATED VIA READ TO JOBINDEX

LISTPN Command: List Pnodes
The LISTPN command displays the definition of one or more pnode entries. A pnode represents a stage a job goes
through during processing.

Type

General command

Syntax

{LISTPN|LPN} name

name
Indicates the name of the pnode entry to be displayed. Wildcard characters asterisk and hyphen (see “Overview”
at the beginning of this book) can be used to perform masking.

The INPUT, EXEC, and OUTPUT pnodes are normally defined when installing ESP. Any data defined using the DEFPN
command is displayed.

 

NOTE

Related information

For information on defining and deleting manual pnodes, see the DEFPN and DELPN commands.

For information on defining processing nodes (pnodes), see the Advanced User Guide.

Example: List specific pnode

In the following example, the EXEC pnode is displayed:

LISTPN EXEC

Example: Sample list

The following is an example of the display produced by the LISTPN command:

LISTPN -

P-NODE - DISTRIB     DEFINED AT 10.23 ON WED 28JAN04 BY CYBBS01

HISTFILE - NONE, OWNER(CYBBS01), SEQUENCE(140)

P-NODE - EXEC        DEFINED AT 15.47 ON MON 24NOV03 BY CYBBP01

HISTFILE - NONE, OWNER(CYBBP01), SEQUENCE(120)

P-NODE - INPUT       DEFINED AT 15.47 ON MON 24NOV03 BY CYBBP01

HISTFILE - NONE, OWNER(CYBBP01), SEQUENCE(110)

P-NODE - OUTPUT      DEFINED AT 15.47 ON MON 24NOV03 BY CYBBP01

HISTFILE - NONE, OWNER(CYBBP01), SEQUENCE(130)

LISTQ Command: List Queue Data Set
The LISTQ command displays information about the current status of the queue data set.

Type
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General command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the LISTQ command.

Syntax

LISTQ

The information displayed by this command includes the following:

• The time at which the queue data set was formatted
• The amount of space allocated and the amount of space used
• MINHOLD, MINDORM, and MAXDORM values, which are automatically set by ESP. These values govern how the

queue data set is shared by the master and proxies. Broadcom Support may use these values for troubleshooting
performance issues.

 

NOTE

Related information

For information on defining ESP data sets see, the Installation and Configuration Guide.

Example: Sample list

In the following example, the current status of the queue data set is displayed:

OPER LISTQ

QUEUE DATASET CYB2.ESP510.QUEUE

FORMATTED AT 12.33.25 ON MONDAY NOVEMBER 17TH, 1997

MAXIMUM SIZE 737280 BYTES

HIGHEST ADDRESS USED 72160, 6112 BYTES IMBEDDED FREE SPACE

MINHOLD 100, MINDORM 100, MAXDORM 100

LISTROOT Command: Save List of Waiting Jobs for Rerun into Data Set
The LISTROOT command saves to a data set a list of waiting jobs (jobs that have not been readied or completed yet) in
an application. At any time after all the waiting jobs have run, you can rerun them by issuing the RERUNM command and
specifying the data set in the RDSNAME operand. For example, you may want to issue the LISTROOT command when
you backup a database. If you later restore the database from the backup, you can issue the RERUNM command to rerun
all the jobs that ran after the backup.

Type

General command

Syntax

LISTROOT APPLICATION(appl_name[.gen]) RDSNAME(dsname) [EXPAND]

appl_name
Application name.

gen
Generation number of the application.
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• Positive―Absolute generation number
• 0―Current generation (default)
• Negative―Relative to the current generation

RDSNAME(dsname)
Name of the data set where the list of jobs is written.

EXPAND
Requests that all jobs be listed individually rather than implied by their root jobs.

You can save the waiting root jobs or the waiting root jobs and the “tree” of waiting jobs dependent on each waiting root
job. For example, assume that all the jobs in the following schedule are waiting to run.

Figure 134: Sample Schedule with Waiting Jobs

If you issue LISTROOT with the EXPAND operand, all the waiting jobs in the preceding schedule are stored. If a job has
already run, it is not stored. So, if JOBH was released manually and ran, it is not stored by LISTROOT.

If you issue LISTROOT without the EXPAND operand, only the waiting root jobs are stored. In the case of the preceding
schedule, “JOBA+” and “JOBF+” are stored.

NOTE
If you run LISTROOT without the EXPAND operand, the RERUNM command will rerun all jobs dependent on
the root jobs listed in the data set created by LISTROOT. This may cause a problem if a job that is dependent on
the root job had already run when the list of waiting jobs was created. You may not want that job to be rerun.

NOTE

More Information

• RERUNM command
• Using
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Example

In the following example, the first command saves the list of waiting jobs in generation 3 of the PAYROLL application. The
list of waiting jobs is saved in data set PA.RERUN.JOBLST01.

LISTROOT APPLICATION(PAYROLL.3) RDSNAME(PA.RERUN.JOBLST01)

At some point in time after the waiting jobs have run, the RERUNM command is issued to rerun the jobs listed in
PA.RERUN.JOBLST01.

RERUNM APPLICATION(PAYROLL.3) RDSNAME(PA.RERUN.JOBLST01)

LISTSADL Command: List SADLINKs
The LISTSADL command displays the current SADLINKs defined.

Type

General command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the LISTSADL command.

Syntax

LISTSADL

The SADLINK command identifies an external SADGEN file with an internal identifier. Each time ESP initializes, or in
response to a SADLOAD command, the contents of the SADGEN file are read and necessary information retained in a
main-storage resident look-up table. To request that the look-up table be used to resolve external linkages, specify the
correct SADLINK identifier on the RESOLVE statement in an ESP procedure.

 

NOTE

Related information

For information on scheduled activity reporting, see the User Guide.

For information on generating a data set that is used in the creation of scheduled activity reports, see the
SADGEN command.

For information on identifying an external scheduled activity data set, see the SADLINK command.

For information on refreshing an in-core table containing scheduled activity data set, see the SADLOAD
command.

For information on resolving dependencies through a scheduled activity data set, see the RESOLVE statement.

Example: List SADLINKs

In the following example, all currently defined SADLINKs are displayed:

LISTSADL
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LISTSCH Command: List Schedules
The LISTSCH command displays the event names and times of the current schedule cycle (normally 24 hours). These
elements include the names and execution times of all the events in the schedule, and the overdue, held, or deferred
queues.

Type

General command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the LISTSCH command.

If you do not precede the LISTSCH command with OPER, the output can contain the following information:

• Entries that are marked with the char '*' indicating data set triggers.
• Entries that are marked with the char '+' indicating application requests or rescheduled events.

Syntax

{LISTSCH|LSCH} [FROM(starttime)]

               [TO(endtime)]

               [LEVEL(levelname)]

               [MAXENTRY{(200)|(count)}]

               [DEFERRED(eventdsid)]

               [HELD(class)]

               [OVERDUE]

               [SUSPENDED]

               [DATE]

               [USERVARS]

               [FLUSHED]

               [NONSCHED]

               [SELECT(S|F|N|1|logical-expression)]

DATE
Displays the date in the display as well as the time.

DEFERRED(eventdsid)
Specifies the identifier of an event data set whose deferred queue is to be displayed.

FLUSHED
Displays all events not marked as SUSPENDED or NONSCHED.

FROM(starttime)
Specifies the start time, which can include a date. If the specification includes blanks or commas, place it within
quotes.

HELD(class)
Specifies the name of a held class.

LEVEL(levelname)
Specifies a generic event name specification. Wildcard characters asterisk and hyphen (see “Overview” at the
beginning of this book) can be used to perform masking.

MAXENTRY{(200|(count)}
Specifies the maximum number of entries to be displayed. This operand prevents a WTO buffer shortage when
output is directed to a console.
Limits: A number from 1 to 1000.
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NONSCHED
Displays events not marked as SUSPENDED or FLUSHED.

OVERDUE
Displays entries from the OVERDUE queue.

(
SELECTlogical-expression)
Specifies selection criteria for events marked SUSPENDED, FLUSHED, or NONSCHED.

NOTE
If you specify the SELECT operand, the SUSPENDED, FLUSHED and NONSCHED operands are
ignored. Also, the SUSPENDED, FLUSHED, and NONSCHED operands do not select events marked
as such; selection logic of these keywords is described in the Usage Notes.

Here are the operands for logical-expression:
S

Selects suspended events
F

Selects flushed events
N

Selects non-scheduled events
0

Zero. Does not select suspended events, flushed events, or non-scheduled events.
1

One. Selects suspended events, flushed events, and non-scheduled events.
Here are the operators for logical-expression:
! or ~

NOT operator
* or &

AND operator
+

OR operator
You can use parentheses to group operands in logical-expression, for example:
SELECT (S+F)

Selects events that are suspended or flushed
SELECT (S*F)

Selects events that are suspended and flushed
SELECT (~S)

Selects events that are not suspended
SELECT (~(F*S)+N)

Selects events that are not flushed and not suspended or events that are non-scheduled
SELECT (0)

Selects events that are not suspended and not flushed and are scheduled
SELECT (1)

Select all events
Here are the return codes from LISTSCH with the SELECT operand:
0

Processing is OK
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1
Syntax error

2
Invalid logical variable (not S,F, N or 1)

3
Operator or variable is out of sequence

4
Unbalanced parentheses

21
Parameter error

22
Memory is not available

23
Buffer overflow

Error codes 1,2,3,4
Indicates user errors

Error codes 21,22,23
Indicates system errors

SUSPENDED
Displays events that are not marked as FLUSHED or NONSCHED.

TO(endtime)
Specifies the end time, which can include a date. If the specification includes blanks or commas, place it within
quotes.

USERVARS
Displays events with at least one of the USER1 to USER4 symbolic variables set.

Usage Notes:

• Use of the SUSPENDED, FLUSHED, or NONSCHED operands is are not recommended. Use the SELECT operand to
specify SUSPENDED, FLUSHED, and NONSCHED.

• The MAXENTRY keyword is only available with the console version of the LISTSCH command.
• Display portions of the schedule by using the FROM and TO keywords. The display can also be restricted to various

event names.
• The LISTSCH command does not display the names or submission times for individual jobs within events. To display

the schedule for jobs refer to scheduled activity reporting.
• The LISTSCH command displays all events that contain scheduling criteria, whether or not they are scheduled. This

does not include the SCHEDULE statement. For example, if you want to display events that are triggered by data
set activity, you can use the EXPECT command when you define these events. Use the NONSCHED keyword on
LISTSCH to include expected events in the display.

• The LISTSCH command displays events from the current time up to the next scheduled scan, which is normally at 6
am. events triggered with the ADD option are displayed on a LISTSCH command, even if the trigger time is past the
next scan time.

• The following shows event properties:

Event Description

Suspended Indicates all suspended events.
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Flushed Indicates entries that have been flushed from the deferred queue.
Flushed entries remain in the deferred queue only while the
system is quiesced. As soon as the system is restarted, the
entries are removed from the queue.

Non-scheduled Indicates all events that contain scheduling criteria, whether or
not they are scheduled. This does not include the SCHEDULE
statement but does include the EXPECT, HOLD, RELEASE,
SUSPEND, and RESUME statements.

• The following shows the selection logic of the SUSPENDED, FLUSHED, and NONSCHED keywords:

Operand Selection Criteria

None SELECT(!F&!S&!N)

FLUSHED SELECT(!S&!N)

SUSPENDED SELECT(!F&!N)

NONSCHED SELECT(!F&!S)

FLUSHED, SUSPENDED SELECT(!N)

FLUSHED, NONSCHED SELECT(!S)

SUSPENDED, NONSCHED SELECT(!F)

FLUSHED, SUSPENDED, NONSCHED SELECT(1)

 

NOTE
Related Information

For information about events, see the User Guide.

For information about defining schedule criteria for an event, see the SCHEDULE command.

For information about telling ESP when an event is expected to execute, see the EXPECT command.

For information about displaying the next scheduled executions of an event, see the NEXT command.

Example: Sample list

In the following example, all entries on the current schedule are displayed:

LISTSCH

15.00.00 PROD.PAYROLL         15.00.00 PROD.BILLING

15.30.00 PROD.CLAIMS          16.00.00 USER01.TEST

17.45.00 CYBER.LIFE70         19.15.00 TEST.INVENTORY

20.00.00 CYBBS01.FRED         06.00.00 SCAN EVENT1

Example: List date

In the following example, all events are displayed, and the date is included in the display. This is useful when you trigger
events for a time/date beyond the next scan time.

LISTSCH DATE

Example: List specific events

In the following example, event names beginning with PAY in group GROUP1 are displayed:
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LISTSCH LEVEL(GROUP1.PAY-)

Example: List held events

In the following example, events that are held in class ABC are displayed:

LISTSCH HELD(ABC)

Example: List deferred events

In the following example, the names of events deferred by the unavailability of the eventset with ID EVENT1 are
displayed:

LISTSCH DEFERRED(EVENT1)

Example: List events in time range

In the following example, all events with scheduling criteria, that belong to the PROD group, with times between 8 pm and
11 pm, are displayed:

LISTSCH LEVEL(PROD) FROM(8PM) TO(11PM) NONSCHED

Example: List only events marked as suspended, flushed or non-scheduled

List all non-suspended events from regular queue.

LISTSCH SELECT(~S)

List all overdue events.

LISTSCH OVERDUE SELECT(1)

List all flushed events in deferred queue related to EVENT1 data.

LISTSCH DEFERRED(EVENT1) SELECT(F)

List all events from the HQ1 queue that are either suspended or not scheduled.

LISTSCH HELD(HQ1) SELECT(S+N)

LISTSIG Command: List Signals
The LISTSIG command displays all generations of a signal.

Type

General command

Syntax

{LISTSIG|LSIG} signalname

               [ALL]
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               [PENDING]

signalname
Indicates the name of the signal. If a prefix is not specified, the current group or user is used. Wildcard characters
asterisk and hyphen (see “Overview” at the beginning of this book) can be used to perform masking.

ALL
Displays all information about signals. If ALL is not specified and the signal name contains an asterisk or a
hyphen, only summary information is displayed.

PENDING
Display only signals with pending Events.

Signals cause an ESP Event to wait for a condition in addition to its schedule criteria before it executes. A signal may
represent a manual task, such as the arrival of an input tape, or an automated task, such as the completion of a job.

Signals are only available at the Event level. If you are using an application and need to set up conditions at the job level
for jobs in the application, the best method is through tasks.

 

NOTE

Related information

For information on signals, see the Advanced User Guide.

For information on using tasks to set up conditions at the job level, see the User Guide.

For information on defining and deleting signals, see the DEFSIG and DELSIG commands.

For information on instructing an Event to wait for the posting of a signal, see the SIGWAIT command.

For information on posting a signal, see the SIGPOST command.

For information on resetting the generation number of a signal, see the SIGCYCLE command.

For information on changing the generation number of a signal, see the ALTSIG command.

Example: List specific signal

In the following example, information about all generations of CYBER.SIGNAL99 is displayed:

LSIG CYBER.SIGNAL99 ALL

Example: List specific signals

In the following example, summary information for all signals starting with the prefix CYBER is displayed:

LSIG CYBER-

Example: List pending signals

In the following example, summary information for all signals starting with CYBER that have pending Events is displayed:

LSIG CYBER.- PENDING

LISTSPEC Command: List Special Days
The LISTSPEC command lists special days and periods.

Type
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General command

Syntax

{LISTSPEC|LS} name

              [GROUP(groupname)]

              [CALENDAR(calname)]

              [FROM(fromdate)]

              [TO(todate)]

              [COMPRESS]

              [RETAIN]

name
Indicates a full or generic name of a special day/period.Wildcard characters asterisk and hyphen (see “Overview”
at the beginning of this book) can be used to perform masking. If this operand is omitted, all special days/periods
are displayed. Code a hyphen if you are using any other operands and want all special days/periods displayed.

groupname
Indicates special days/periods from the default calendars of the specified group are displayed.

calname
Indicates the name of the calendar to search. This operand is mutually exclusive with the GROUP operand.

fromdate
Indicates a start date for the special days displayed. Only special days/periods that fall on or after this date are
displayed.

todate
Indicates an ending date for the special days/periods displayed. Only special days/periods on or before this date
are displayed.

COMPRESS
Indicates a compact display is used. Several date and time entries for each special day are placed on a display
line rather than the usual one entry per line. The number of entries per line depends on the terminal screen width,
or the output data set logical record length.

RETAIN
Indicates the display include the length of time the special day/period is retained (if retained).

NOTE

• If no group name or calendar name is specified, the most recently retrieved set of calendars is displayed. If
no calendars were retrieved in the current command session, the default calendars for the current group are
displayed.

• A start and/or end date can be specified to restrict the displayed special days/periods to a specific time
period. Special days/periods are displayed in time sequence order within each calendar.

• The display can be restricted to special days/periods containing a specified character string. The first
operand specifies a special day/period name or generic name. If you want all special days/periods to be
displayed but need to use another operand, specify a hyphen as the first operand.

• To specify a date, use any format that ESP recognizes. If the date contains any blanks or commas, enclose
the string in quotes.

NOTE

Related information

For information on specifying special days or periods in schedule criteria, see the User Guide.
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For information on defining and deleting special days or periods, see the DEFSPEC and DELSPEC commands.

Example: List all special days

In the following example, all the currently defined special days and periods from the most recently retrieved set of
calendars or default calendars are displayed:

LISTSPEC or LS

Example: List on specific calendar

In the example, all currently defined special days and periods on the PAYROLL calendar are displayed:

LS - CALENDAR(PAYROLL)

Example: List for a given year

In the following example, all special days or periods in 2002 that begin with P and have Y in position three of the name are
displayed. The calendars to be searched are the default calendars for the PAYROLL group.

LISTSPEC P*Y- GR(PAYROLL) FROM('1JAN2002') - TO('31DEC2002')

Example: Sample list

In the following example, special days and periods defined on the SYSTEM calendar are displayed:

CALENDAR SYSTEM

 FISCAL_YEAR_END

   00.00 ON WEDNESDAY SEPTEMBER 30TH, 1998

   ---- 1 DATE LISTED ----

 INVENTORY_DAY

   00.00 ON FRIDAY FEBRUARY 6TH, 1998

   00.00 ON FRIDAY MARCH 6TH, 1998

   00.00 ON TUESDAY APRIL 7TH, 1998

   ---- 3 DATES LISTED ----

 PAYDAY

   00.00 ON FRIDAY JANUARY 30TH, 1998

   00.00 ON FRIDAY FEBRUARY 20TH, 1998

   00.00 ON FRIDAY FEBRUARY 27TH, 1998

   ---- 3 DATES LISTED ----

   ---- 3 SPECIAL DAYS DISPLAYED ----

LISTSYML Command: List Symbol Libraries
The LISTSYML command displays information on the symbol libraries to which you have access.

Type

General command.

Syntax

{LISTSYML|LSL} symlib
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symlib
Indicates the name of a symbol library set defined using the DEFSYML command. Wildcard characters asterisk
and hyphen can be used to perform masking.

The information displayed includes the names of the data sets comprising the symbol library set and user IDs or user ID
masks with permitted read access to the symbols.

 

NOTE

Related information

For information on setting symbol libraries, see the User Guide.

For information on invoking user symbolic variables, see the Advanced User Guide.

For information on defining and deleting a symbol library, see the DEFSYML and DELSYML commands.

Example: List symbol library

In the following example, the attributes of the SYM1 symbol library are displayed:

LISTSYML SYM1

Example: List all symbol libraries

In the following example, the attributes of all symbol libraries to which you have access are displayed:

LSL -

Example: Sample list

In the following example, the attributes of the PAYSYM symbol library are displayed:

SYMLIB PAYSYM  DEFINED BY USER01  AT 15.17 ON WEDNESDAY JANUARY 28TH, 2002

DATASETS: 'CYBER.SYMBOLS.CNTL(DATES)'

USERS: USER01

LISTTRAK Command: List Tracking Data Sets
The LISTTRAK command displays information about the current status of the job tracking data set.

Type

General command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the LISTTRAK command.

LISTTRAK

The information displayed by this command includes when the data set was formatted and the current allocation status
including the number of free slots.

Example: Sample list

In the following example, information about the current status of the job tracking data set is displayed:
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OPER LISTTRAK

TRAKFILE CYB2.ESP510.TRAKFILE

FORMATTED AT 17.33.37 ON MONDAY NOVEMBER 17TH, 1997

9896 SLOTS TOTAL, 8127 AVAILABLE, NEXT IS 6979

LISTUSER Command: List User Definitions
The LISTUSER command displays user definitions. The information displayed includes authority attributes, default
calendars, Eventset, and Histfile access, and the names of the groups to which the user is connected.

NOTE
LISTUSER is applicable only when using ESP internal security. We recommend that you use SAF security
instead of ESP internal security. If you need to use ESP internal security, consult the older Administrator's Guide
version 5.3.

Type

General command

{LISTUSER|LU} userid

userid
Indicates the name of the user definition to be displayed. Wildcard characters asterisk and hyphen (see
“Overview” at the beginning of this book) can be used to perform masking. If the user ID is not specified, your user
ID definition is displayed.

 

NOTE

Related information

For information on calendars, see the CALENDAR command.

For information on defining and deleting users, see the DEFUSER and DELUSER commands.

For information on changing a user's definition, see the ALTUSER command.

Example: List all users

In the following example, all users are displayed:

LU -

Example: List your user definition

In the following example, your user definition is displayed:

LU

Example: List specific user

In the following example, USER1 is displayed:

LU USER1

Example: List multiple users
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In the following example, all users whose IDs begin with PROD are displayed:

LISTUSER PROD-

LISTXMEZ Command: List Cross-Memory Elements
The LISTXMEZ command displays cross-memory tracking elements. A cross-memory element (XME) is used to pass job
and data set information between address spaces and ESP systems.

Type

General command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the LISTXMEZ command.

Syntax

LISTXMEZ

Example: Sample list

In the following example, the cross-memory tracking elements are displayed:

OPER LISTXMEZ

CKPT SPACE USED BY JOB TRACKING XMES 824

MAX ALLOWED: NO LIMIT

0 XMES FOR A TOTAL OF 0(X'00000000') BYTES

QUEUE SPACE USED BY JOB TRACKING XMES 0

MAX ALLOWED: 128000 (DEFAULT)

0 XMES FOR A TOTAL OF 0(X'00000000') BYTES

LJ Command: List Job Status
The LJ command lists job status information from the job tracking data set (TRAKFILE).

Type

General command

Syntax

LJ job

   [ANCESTOR(genno|0)]

   [ALL]

   [STEPS]

   [SUBMIT]

   [PNODE]

   [STATUS]

   [DUEOUT]

   [INFODATA]

   [EXTENDED|X]

   [DUMP]
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job
The job operand indicates a full name (job name), job number or both. Full name represents 64-character job
names.
You can specify a job name followed immediately by a job number in parentheses. If job is numeric only, it is
considered a job number; otherwise, it is considered a job name.
If you specify a JES job number that is shared by both a job and a started task, the LJ command displays the
most recently executed job or started task.
Because JES job numbers are re-used, you should specify a job name when you specify a JES job number. In
particular, avoid using the job number obtained from the output of the LTJ command as the job number for the LJ
command. The job number obtained from the output of the LTJ command may have been re-used and assigned
to a different job.

ANCESTOR(genno|0)
The generation number of the job to list. Specify 0 for the most recent generation, 1 or -1 for the previous
generation, 2 or -2 for the generation before that, and so on. This operand is ignored when you specify a job
number in job. This operand defaults to 0 if you specify a job name, but you don't specify genno.

ALL
Display all the information for the job. This is the same as specifying STEPS, SUBMIT, PNODE, and INFODATA.

STEPS
Display statistics for the job steps.

SUBMIT
Display job submission information, including the JCL source data set, Event name, and data set trigger name (if
any). This information is available only if ESP submitted the job.

PNODE
Display the pnodes for each job.

STATUS
Display the current status of the job.

DUEOUT
Display pnode dueout times for the job.

INFODATA
Display the Information Management record number associated with this job, if one was generated using the
Information Management interface.

EXTENDED or X
Displays detailed date and time information.

DUMP
Displays job records from the job tracking data set in hexadecimal format for diagnosing problems.

ESP can track the progress of all jobs or selected jobs, even those it did not schedule. Real time information is provided
for each job step, including stepname, completion code, CPU time, elapsed time, and number of tape mounts.

You can request ESP to track jobs, started tasks (STCs), TSO users (TSUs), and system messages.

The LJ command displays information from the tracking file (TRAKFILE). The amount of data stored in this file depends
on its size. TRAKFILE slots are re-used as required.

 

NOTE

Related information

For information on displaying job level information from CSF, see the Operator's Guide.

For information on displaying tracked jobs, see the LTJ command.
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For information on job tracking, see the Installation and Configuration Guide.

Example: List specific job

In the following example, the status of PAYJOB1 is displayed:

LJ PAYJOB1 STATUS

Example: List job by JES number and full name

In the following example, the status of job PAYJOB2.SPECIALACCOUNTINGJOB, whose JES job number is 1234 is
displayed:

LJ PAYJOB2.SPECIALACCOUNTINGJOB(1234)

Example: List job by Information Management record

The following LJ command displays a job's Information Management record:

LJ PAYJOB2 INFODATA

Example: List step-level statistics

The following LJ command displays step-level statistics:

LJ PAYJOB2 STEPS

Example: List second ancestor

In the following example, the second ancestor or -2 generation of PAYJOB3 is displayed:

LJ PAYJOB3 ALL AN(2)

Example: Sample listing

In the following example, detailed date and time information is displayed for PAYJOB4 using the EXTENDED or X
operand of the LJ command.

LJ PAYJOB4 X

PAYJOB4 J08324, IN OUTPUT QUEUE SINCE 16.01.03 28JAN, CC 0

SUBMITTED BY ESP AT 16.01.03 ON WED 28JAN, EVENT CYBER.PAYROLL

JCL FROM CYBER.JCL.CNTL(PAYJOB4)

PROGRAMMER USR01, ACCOUNT CYB3000

JOB IS IN APPL PAYROLL

STEPNAME-PROCSTEP-PROGNAME--EXCP-#T-S-N-CPU-TIME-SUNITS-REGION-CMPC

S1                IEFBR14      0  0 0 0  0:00.02    168     4K    0

PNODE----OUT------DATE--QTIME-POST_BY--SYS-

INPUT    16.01.02 28JAN     0          SYSA

EXEC     16.01.03 28JAN     1 SYSTEM   SYSA

OUTPUT     *            10M54
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LJS Command: List Job or Job Profile Statistics
The LJS command lists the latest job submissions or execution statistics for ESP jobs and job profiles stored in the job
statistics data set (JOBSTATS).

Type

General command

Syntax

LJS JOB(fullname)|PROF(profilename)

    [INDEX]

    [DUMP]

fullname
Indicates the full name of the job you want to list.

profilename
Indicates the name of the job profile you want to list.

INDEX
Lists the job and job profile index entries. For each indexed job or job profile, the following information displays:
job number, submission date and time, current status, completion code, and execution time.
The number of index entries you keep in the job statistics data set is set in the JOBSTATS initialization parameter
with the JINDEX and PINDEX operands. The JINDEX operand indicates how many job statistic record entries you
keep, and the PINDEX operand indicates how many job profile record entries you keep.

DUMP
Lists job records from the job statistics data set in hexadecimal format for diagnosing problems. ESP ignores
DUMP when you use a wildcard in fullname or profilename.

When a failed or abended job is resubmitted with the same job name, application name, and application generation
number, the index entry in the job statistics data set is reused.

 

NOTE

Related information

For information on the job statistics data set, see the JOBSTATS initialization parameter in the Installation and
Configuration Guide.

For information on backing up the job statistics data set, see the BKUPJSTS initialization parameter in the
Installation and Configuration Guide.

Example: Listing job index entries

In this example, LJS lists 10 job index entries for job PAYJOB1:

LJS JOB(PAYJOB1) INDEX

JOB PAYJOB1, OWNER NONE, 10 JOBS INDEXED

 JOB27329 ON RDR AT 07.47.38 FRI 28JUL2006, COMPLETED, CC 0, 5.0 MINS_EXEC, 0:0

 JOB26227 ON RDR AT 00.47.39 FRI 28JUL2006, COMPLETED, CC 0, 5.6 MINS_EXEC, 0:0

 JOB25514 ON RDR AT 17.47.40 THU 27JUL2006, COMPLETED, CC 0, 4.8 MINS_EXEC, 0:0

 JOB25071 ON RDR AT 10.47.38 THU 27JUL2006, COMPLETED, CC 0, 4.2 MINS_EXEC, 0:0

 JOB24808 ON RDR AT 08.04.39 THU 27JUL2006, COMPLETED, CC 0, 4.8 MINS_EXEC, 0:0

 JOB24332 ON RDR AT 03.47.37 THU 27JUL2006, COMPLETED, CC 0, 4.0 MINS_EXEC, 0:0
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 JOB23453 ON RDR AT 20.47.37 WED 26JUL2006, COMPLETED, CC 0, 3.8 MINS_EXEC, 0:0

 JOB23150 ON RDR AT 13.47.36 WED 26JUL2006, COMPLETED, CC 0, 3.6 MINS_EXEC, 0:0

 JOB22371 ON RDR AT 06.47.37 WED 26JUL2006, COMPLETED, CC 0, 3.8 MINS_EXEC, 0:0

 JOB20491 ON RDR AT 23.47.36 TUE 25JUL2006, COMPLETED, CC 0, 2.6 MINS_EXEC, 0:0

LLMP Command: Display License Status
The LLMP command displays the License Management Program (LMP) licensing status of ESP and any optional products
that are installed on top of ESP.

Type

Oper command or general command

Authority

You require OPER authority only if you want to issue the LLMP command as an Oper command. You do not require any
special authority to issue the LLMP command as a general command.

Syntax

LLMP

You can issue LLMP as an Oper command or a general command.

NOTE
When you issue LLMP as a general command, the license status for ESP only is displayed.

The license statuses are as follows:

• Valid
The license is valid.

• Expires within 30 days
The license will expire within the next 30 days.

• Expired or not found
The license has expired or the product is unknown to LMP.

• License query return code return-code
return-code represents a return code from LMP. If you see this message, contact Broadcom Support.

Example: Issue LLMP as an Oper Command

The following example displays the LMP product code ("Code" column), product name ("Product" column), product
release, and license status for ESP and any optional products that are installed on top of ESP.

OPER LLMP

Code Product                            Release    License

WT   CA Workload Automation ESP Edition 11.4       Valid

WU   CA WA High Availability EE         11.4       Expires within 30 days

WV   CA WA Service Governor EE          11.4       Expired or not found

WW   CA WA Restart Option EE            11.4       Valid

Example: Issue LLMP as a General Command

The following example displays the license status for ESP only. Since LLMP is issued without "OPER", the output does
not include the license status of any optional products installed on top of ESP.

LLMP
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Code Product                            Release    License

WT   CA Workload Automation ESP Edition 11.4       Valid

LMOD Command: Display Module Level
The LMOD command is typically issued at the request of Broadcom Support to determine your module level (PTF level).

Type

General command

Syntax

LMOD modulename

modulename
Specifies the name of the module you want to know about.

If you precede the LMOD command with OPER, ESP looks in the subsystem address space. If you do not precede the
LMOD command with OPER, ESP looks in the client space.

Examples

The following two examples show the LMOD command and the ESP response:

LMOD CYBES056

Module CYBES056 found at address 331E1600 in load module ESP

Load module ESP is at address 331E1600, entry point is B31E4750

Module eyecatcher: CYBES056 14.22 20110909 T5HC025

Load module found in STEPLIB CYB1.xxxxx.xxxx.CD7YLOAD

OPER LMOD CYBES056

Module CYBES056 found at address 330388F8 in load module CYBJS000

Load module CYBJS000 is at address 32F00000, entry point is B2F00000 

Module eyecatcher: CYBES056 13.21 20111012 T5HC025

Load module found in STEPLIB APC.MOTM.xxx.xxxx.CD7YLOAD

LOADAGDF Command: Load Agent Definition
The LOADAGDF command loads agent definitions into the COMMQ data set. The agent definitions can come from the
following sources:

• The agent definition data set (AGENTDEF)
• Agent definitions created dynamically using the AGENT command and saved in a data set.

Type

OPER command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the LOADAGDF command.

Syntax

LOADAGDF 'dsname' [TEST]
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dsname
Specifies the data set containing the agent definitions.
Limits: The data set can be a sequential data set, a PDS, a GDG, or a VSAM ESDS. For PDS members or
sequential data sets, record format can be fixed or variable, and block size and logical record length can be any
reasonable value supported by the operating system.

TEST
Indicates that all syntax and logical checks are performed, but the table is not loaded.

NOTE
If you already loaded the AGENTDEF data set once, or at start up, on subsequent reloads type LOADAGDF.

Example: LOADAGDF Command

The following command loads the Agent definition data set from page mode:

OPER LOADAGDF 'CYBER.ESPPARM(AGENTDEF)'

LOADATDT Command: Load Application-Tracking Definition Table
The LOADATDT command loads an application-tracking definition table into the system. ESP uses this table to determine
the applications you want written to a specified history file or not written to any history file.

Type

OPER command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the LOADATDT command.

Syntax

LOADATDT 'dsname[(member)]'

dsname
The name of sequential data set or PDS member containing the application- tracking definition table.

Usually the application tracking table is loaded when ESP initializes.

You can replace the currently active application-tracking definition table with a new table at any time by reissuing the
LOADATDT command with the data set name that contains the new table.

If more than one copy of ESP uses the same application-tracking definition table, issue the LOADATDT command for
each system.

 

NOTE

Related information

For information on application-tracking definition tables, see the Installation and Configuration Guide.

For information on defining wildcard characters that are used in an application-tracking definition table, see the
WILDCARD command.

Example: Load table

In the following example, the application-tracking definition table is loaded from PROD.ESP.DATA(ATDT):
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OPER LOADATDT 'PROD.ESP.DATA(ATDT)'

LOAD Command: Load Commands
The LOAD command loads a series of ESP commands for execution. Enter your commands into a PDS or sequential data
set and issue the LOAD command from Page mode to process these ESP commands.

The LOAD command cannot be used in ESP's initialization parameters.

Type

General command

Syntax

LOAD 'dsname[(member)]'

dsname
Indicates a valid data set name. The current user prefix is added if the data set name is not enclosed within
quotes. A member name can be included within the data set specification. The input data set can be sequential,
partitioned or VSAM ESDS. All record formats are supported.

One use of the LOAD command is to load event definitions from a data set. Several event definitions can be included in
one data set or member.

The LOAD command is useful when you have a number of repetitious commands to execute (for example, setting up
holidays, defining users, reporting.)

Example: Sample

The following is an example of a PDS member - CYBER.ESP.DATA(CMDS) that contains ESP commands:

SMFSTATS

LDSN

LIST LEVEL(PROD)

To process the above ESP commands, issue the LOAD command from Page mode as follows:

LOAD 'CYBER.ESP.DATA(CMDS)'

The following is an example of the display produced by issuing the above LOAD command:

SMFSTATS

ESP SUBSYSTEM INITIALIZED AT 10.11.59 ON THURSDAY DECEMBER 18TH, 2003

1490750 ENTRIES TO SMFWTM, 583358 BY BRANCH ENTRY AND 907392 BY SVC

168304 ENTRIES TO ESP PHASE 2

9562 JOB STARTS, 304 STC STARTS, 933 TSU STARTS, 20969 STEP ENDS

 

LDSN

CHECKPOINT: CYBER.ESP.CKPT

     INDEX: CYBER.ESP.INDEX BKUP CYBER.ESP.BACKUP.INDEX SHR

  JOBINDEX: CYBER.ESP.JOBINDEX BKUP CYBER.ESP.BACKUP.JOBINDEX SHR

     QUEUE: CYBER.ESP.QUEUE SHR

  TRAKFILE: CYBER.ESP.TRAKFILE SHR

  JOBSTATS: CYBER.ESP.JOBSTATS BKUP CYBER.ESP.BACKUP.JOBSTATS

  EVENTSET: CYBER.ESP.EVENT1 SHR
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  HISTFILE: CYBER.ESP.HISTFILE

  APPLFILE: CYBER.ESP.APPLFILE SHR

      JTDT: CYBER.ESP.PARMLIB(JOBDEF1)

      UPDT: CYBER.ESP.PARMLIB(PROFILE)

     COMMQ: CYBER.ESP.COMMQ

  NETQUEUE: CYBER.ESP.NETQUEUE

 

LIST LEVEL(PROD)

PROD.PAYROLL NEXT DUE AT 20.00.00 ON THU JAN 29TH,2004

PROD.BILLING NEXT DUE AT 09.00.00 ON THU JAN 29TH,2004

LOADESPL Command: Load ESPLOG Initialization Parameter Data Set
The LOADESPL command loads the ESPLOG initialization parameter data set into the system.

Type

OPER command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the LOADESPL command.

Syntax

LOADESPL dsname

dsname
Specifies the name of the ESPLOG initialization parameter data set. The data set must have LRECL=80.

Example: LOADESPL Command

In the following example, the LOADESPL command loads the ESPLOG member of PY.PROD.PARMLIB:

LOADESPL PY.PROD.PARMLIB(ESPLOG)

LOADJTDT Command: Load Job-Tracking Definition Table
The LOADJTDT command loads a job-tracking definition table into the system. ESP uses this table to determine what it
needs to track.

Type

OPER command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the LOADJTDT command.

Syntax

LOADJTDT 'dsname[(member)]'

dsname
The name of sequential data set or PDS member containing the job- tracking definition table.

Usually the job tracking table is loaded when ESP initializes.
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You can replace the currently active job-tracking definition table with a new table at any time by reissuing the LOADJTDT
command with the data set name that contains the new table.

If more than one copy of ESP uses the same job tracking definition table, you need to issue the LOADJTDT command for
each system.

The job-tracking definition table overrides any other tracking definitions in the system, such as those defined with the
DEFTJ command.

 

NOTE

Related information

For information on job-tracking definition tables, see Set Up Job Tracking.

For information on tracking definition entries in a job-tracking definition table, see the TRACKDEF statement.

For information on defining wildcard characters used in a job-tracking definition table, see the WILDCARD
statement.

Example: Load table

In the following example, JOBDEF1 is loaded from CYBER.PARMLIB:

OPER LOADJTDT 'CYBER.PARMLIB(JOBDEF1)'

LOADNL Command: Load MAILLIST Data Set
The LOADNL command loads the MAILLIST data set.

Type

OPER command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the LOADNL command.

Where defined

Master and proxy

Syntax

LOADNL [dsname] [TEST]

dsname
Specifies the name of the MAILLIST data set. If you want to reload the data set that is already loaded, you do not
need to specify the data set name. If the data set is sequential, omit the member name.

TEST
Verifies that the data set is valid but does not load it. If you code TEST, you must specify the data set name.

LOADSCHF Command: Load Schedule Data Set into CSF
The LOADSCHF command copies schedule information from a sequential work data set that a SADGEN batch job
initializes to the schedule data set (SCHDFILE) that you can view from CSF.

Type
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OPER command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the LOADSCHF command.

Syntax

LOADSCHF

The LOADSCHF command allows you to see future, scheduled workload from CSF. To use LOADSCHF, you must
allocate a SCHDFILE data set by uncommenting SCHDFILE in the CYBESS01 sample member.

The LOADSCHF command loads the schedule work data set into memory and copies it into the schedule data set
(SCHDFILE), both of which the SCHDFILE initialization parameter identifies. Information in the work data set merges with
old information.

Prior to loading, execute the SADGEN command in a batch job to populate the work data set with scheduled Events.

 

NOTE

Related information

For information on CSF, see the Operator's Guide.

For information the SCHDFILE initialization parameter, see the Installation and Configuration Guide.

For information on purging jobs in completed applications from the scoreboard and the schedule data set, see
the PURGSCHF command.

For information on generating a scheduled activity data set, see the SADGEN command.

Example: Populating the work data set

The JCL below shows a sample job for populating the work data set:

//JSSADG  JOB PROD1,'JANE DOE',CLASS=J,MSGCLASS=A,

//         NOTIFY=&SYSUID

//STEP1  EXEC ESPJS55,PARM='SAD'

//STEPLIB DD DSN=PROD1.JOHN550.CD7YLOAD,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *

  SADGEN DATASET('PROD1.JOHN550.WORKFILE.TEST') -

  FROM('11.00 TODAY') -

  TO('23.59 TODAY PLUS 7 WORKDAYS') -

  EVENTSET(-) LEVEL(PROD-) THRESH(0)

Example: Loading the schedule data set

The following LOADSCHF initialization parameter merges the content of the work data set with the existing content of the
schedule data set. ESP then loads the schedule data set into the CSF scoreboard. The SCHDFILE initialization parameter
identifies the work data set and the schedule data set.

OPER LOADSCHF

Example: Viewing the schedule data in CSF

After ESP processes the loading of the schedule data set, the schedule data appears in CSF as follows:
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• The processing node (pnode) field is set to “SCHED”.
• The Job Status field is set to “SCHEDULED”.
• The SCHDFILE field is set to “Yes” to indicate that the workload object has a record in the schedule data set.
• The Scheduled Time field shows when the workload object will run.

The following shows a sample CSF panel:

NWP5 Consolidated Status: View NWP1

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

COMMAND ===>

 

    Job Name  Scheduled  SCHDFILE ApplName Gen# P Node    Job Status

___ NWPEVR15  12.00 FRI  Yes      APPEVR15    5 COMPLETE  COMPLETED AT  12.48 17 FEB

___ NWPEVR15  11.39 SAT  Yes      APPEVR15    - SCHED     SCHEDULED

LOADUPDT Command: Load User Profile Definition Table
The LOADUPDT command loads the user profile definition table from a data set. The user profile definition table contains
one or more PROFILE statements. User profile definition tables are required only if the SAF interface is being used.

Type

Oper command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the LOADUPDT command.

Syntax

LOADUPDT 'dsname[(member)]'

dsname
Indicates a fully qualified data set name that can include a member name. The data set can be any fixed-length or
variable-length data set with a record length of 80 or greater.

You can code the LOADUPDT command in the initialization parameters or issue the command from your console when
ESP is active. After you have loaded the table, ESP refers to the table, not to the data set. ESP always refers to the
currently loaded table.

The user profile definition table needs to be loaded after making changes.

If you are running more than one ESP system, you need to load the user profile definition table on each system.

 

NOTE

Related information

For information on identifying the Event prefix and the EVENTSET that ESP uses to store the Event, see the
PROFILE statement.

For information on using SAF, see the Security Guide.

Example: Load table

In the following example, PROFILE is loaded from CYBER.PARMLIB:
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LOADUPDT 'CYBER.PARMLIB(PROFILE)'

LOGPRT Command: Display Event Log
The LOGPRT command displays event log data collected in the trace data sets during a specified time period.

Type

General command

Authority

You require special authority to issue the LOGPRT command in a non-SAF environment.

Syntax

LOGPRT DSN(dsname[,dsname]...)

       [FROM(schedule)]

dsname
Indicates the names of the trace data sets to access for event log information. Separate data set names with a
comma.

schedule
Indicates schedule criteria. The keyword UNTIL can be used to restrict the time range. If UNTIL is not used, the
current time is used as the end time.

This command is not normally used, as the same information is stored in the ESP audit log. Immediately before using the
LOGPRT command, issue the TRACE WRITE, TRACE CLOSE, and TRACE OPEN operator commands to ensure that
the LOGPRT command accesses all current trace data. Trace data set information is displayed via the TRACE STATUS
operator command.

 

NOTE

Related information

For information on printing a trace data set, see the TRACEPRT command.

Example: Display time range

In the following example, information logged between 6pm the previous day and 5am this morning in CYB.ESP.TRACE1
data set is displayed.

LOGPRT DSN('CYB.ESP.TRACE1') FROM('6PM YESTERDAY -

UNTIL 5AM TODAY')

LOGTRACE Command: Consolidate Trace Data
The LOGTRACE command consolidates certain trace data into a single sysout data set. Currently, LOGTRACE
consolidates trace data produced by the following commands or initialization parameters:

• XDAB
• XFRB

Type

OPER command
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Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the LOGTRACE command.

Syntax

LOGTRACE SET|T SYSOUT(class)

LOGTRACE {START|S}

         {STOP|P}

         {RESTART|RES|RS|SPIN|SP}

         {DISPLAY|D}

         {HELP|?}

SET|T SYSOUT(class)
Set the sysout class for trace data to class.

START
Start consolidating trace data.

STOP|P
Stop consolidating trace data.

RESTART|RES|RS|SPIN|SP
Stop and restart consolidating trace data.

DISPLAY|D
Display the current LOGTRACE status.

HELP|?
Display LOGTRACE command options.

Setting up trace data consolidation

Before you start trace data consolidation, you must set the sysout class for the trace data. For example,

LOGTRACE SET SYSOUT(A)

To include data from a particular trace in the LOGTRACE consolidation, you must specify the LOGTRACE operand in the
command that sets up that trace. For example, to include VSAM I/O event trace data in the consolidation, you issue the
following command:

XDAB SET TRACE LOGTRACE

Starting trace data consolidation

Data for a trace is not generated and is not consolidated with data from other traces until you do the following:

• Issue the LOGTRACE command to start the consolidation facility.
• Issue the command to start the trace.

For example,

LOGTRACE START

XDAB START TRACE

Alternatives to the LOGTRACE command

Instead of issuing the LOGTRACE command, you can:
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• Code the LOGTRACE parameter in the START command.
• Code the LOGTRACE initialization parameter.

 

NOTE

Related information

• The LOGTRACE parameter in the START command in the Operator's Guide.
• The LOGTRACE initialization parameter in the Initialization and Configuration Guide.

Examples

Example: Set the trace data SYSOUT class

The following command sets the sysout class for trace data to A.

LOGTRACE SET SYSOUT(A)

Example: Start consolidating trace data

The following command starts consolidating trace data to the sysout data set.

LOGTRACE START

Example: Stop consolidating trace data

The following command stops consolidating trace data to the sysout data set.

LOGTRACE P

Example: Restart consolidating trace data

The following command stops and then restarts consolidating trace data to the sysout data set.

LOGTRACE RES

LOPRCMDS Command: List Queued Operator Commands
The LOPRCMDS command lists the operator commands issued in a batch job that are queued for execution later. The
QOPRCMDS command controls the queuing of operator commands.

Type

General command

Syntax

LOPRCMDS

NOTE
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• The commands are displayed in the reverse order to which they were queued. That is, the first command
queued is the last one displayed. However, the commands are executed in the order in which they were
queued.

• LOPRCMDS displays a maximum of 128 queued commands. If more than 128 commands are queued, the
last line in the command response specifies the following:
Display limit reached

Example: List Queued Operator Commands

This example shows the output after issuing the LOPRCMDS command.

Queued OPER Commands

      UserID   Command

    1 PROD     TR PROD.EVENT1

    2 PROD     TR PROD.EVENT5

Commands "TR PROD.EVENT1" and TR PROD.EVENT5" are queued for execution later.

LSAR Command: List Scheduled Activity Report
The LSAR command extracts data from a scheduled activity data set to produce a standard scheduled activity report. For
more details, see the notes section in this topic.

Type

General command

Syntax

LSAR DSN('dsname')

     [GENERATION(genno)]

     [JOB(jobname[,jobname]...)]

     [GROUP(groupname[,groupname]...)]

     [NET(netid[,netid]...)]

     [APPL(application[,application]...)]

     [SUBAPPL | SUBAPPL(subappl1[,subappl2]...)]

     [TAG | TAG(tag1[,tag2]...)]

     [JCL(jcldsn[,jcldsn]...)]

     [FROM(schedule)]

     [TO(schedule)]

     [TIMESEQ]

     [STATUS]

     [TAPEPULL(tapeds)]

     [PROJECTED]

DSN('dsname')
Specifies the name of the scheduled activity data set that contains scheduled activity information.

NOTE
The scheduled activity data set is generated using the SADGEN command.

GENERATION(genno)
Specifies a generation number for a generation data group (GDG).
Limits: Zero or a negative number
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JOB(jobname[,jobname]...)
Specifies the name of the jobs for which you want to display a scheduled activity report. If you omit this operand,
data on all scheduled jobs is listed.
Limits: Wildcard characters asterisk and hyphen are permitted.

GROUP(groupname)
Specifies an ESP group name prefix for which you want to generate a scheduled activity report.
Limits: Wildcard characters asterisk and hyphen are permitted.

NET(netid)
Specifies the identifier for an ESP/DJC or JES3 job network.
Limits: Wildcard characters asterisk and hyphen are permitted.

APPL(application)
Specifies the name of an application for which you want to display a scheduled activity report.
Limits: Wildcard characters asterisk and hyphen are permitted.

SUBAPPL[(subappl1[,subappl2]...)]
Specifies the names of subapplications for which you want to display a scheduled activity report.
Limits: Wildcard characters asterisk and hyphen are permitted.

NOTE

• An empty value selects jobs that are not in a subapplication. You specify an empty value with two
single quotes, that is, SUBAPPL(''). The subapplication name in the report is blank for jobs that are
not in a subapplication.

• If you omit the value from SUBAPPL, subapplication names are included in the report but jobs are
not filtered by subapplication.

• If you omit SUBAPPL, subapplication names are not included in the report.
• If you also specify the STATUS or TAPEPULL operands, subapplication values are not included in

the report. However, the SUBAPPL value is still used to filter jobs.

TAG(tag1[,tag2]...)
Specifies the tags that are assigned to jobs using the TAG statement.
Limits: Wildcard characters asterisk and hyphen are permitted. If a value contains a delimiter, enclose it in single
quotes, for example, TAG('DAILY JOB', 'MONTHLY JOB').

NOTE

• An empty value selects jobs that do not have a tag. You specify an empty value with two single
quotes, that is, TAG(''). The tag value in the report is blank for jobs that do not have a tag.

• If you omit the value from TAG, tag values are included in the report but jobs are not filtered by tag.
• If you omit TAG, tag values are not included in the report.
• If you also specify the STATUS or TAPEPULL operands, tag values are not included in the report.

However, the TAG value is still used to filter jobs.

JCL(jcldsn)
Specifies the name of a JCL data set. Do not enclose the name in quotes. Only the jobs with JCL in the specified
data set are included in the scheduled activity report.

FROM(schedule)
Specifies the beginning of a time period, using a schedule statement. If the schedule statement contains
separators, enclose the statement in single quotes. To specify the end of the time period, include the schedule
term ENDING or UNTIL in this operand or use the TO operand of LSAR.
Default: Current time
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TO(schedule)
Specifies the end of a time period, using a schedule statement. Alternatively, you can use the schedule term
ENDING or UNTIL in the FROM operand of LSAR. If the schedule statement contains separators, enclose the
statement in single quotes.

TIMESEQ
Sorts the display of scheduled activity in ascending time sequence, according to the schedule time for the job. If
you omit this operand, the display is sorted in alphabetical sequence by jobname. If more than one occurrence of
a job is scheduled, the job names are sorted by time sequence within a jobname category.

STATUS
Lists an updated status instead of the regular schedule display. This operand gives the status of all the jobs in the
schedule and the time and percentage of the schedule that remains. Actual start and end times, the completion
code, and rerun indicators are also displayed. You can only use STATUS after generating updated information
using the SADUPD command.

TAPEPULL(tapeds)
Specifies the name of a preallocated PDS used to store tape data set information. The member that is created
for each job can be used as input to the TMS or CA1 tapepull program. This operand is used with the INPUTDS
application statement.

PROJECTED
Creates a projected report as opposed to an actual report. The report shows the projected start and end times,
which are based on MODEL processing and actual start and end times. Do the following before running the
report:

• Run a model, which updates the projected times in the SADGEN data set.
• Issue the SADUPD command to update the SADGEN data set with actual run information.

NOTE

• The scheduled activity report includes the following data:
– Job name.

One of the following characters following the job name identifies a specific job type:
• T = Task
• M = Manual
• R = Request
• L = Link
• E = External
• blank = other job type

– Scheduled submit date and time.
The values reflect the event schedule time unless you use the modeling feature to provide estimated
submit times.

– Number of samples used for average.
– The following average values for previous job executions:

• Elapsed execution time
• CPU time
• Number of print lines
• Number of specific and non-specific (scratch) tape mounts
• Number of tape drives required
• DJC network and/or application
• Fully qualified event identifier

– The following total values for previous job executions:
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• Number of jobs
• Number of jobs without statistics
• Initiator time
• CPU time
• Number of print lines
• Number of specific tape mounts
• Number of non-specific (scratch) tape mounts

• The DSN operand must be the first operand that you specify.
• To report on all scheduled jobs, omit the selection operands.
• Because the LSAR command uses scheduled activity data set information, you can only display information

that was written to that data set by the SADGEN command.
• You can only generate a scheduled activity report on a group to which you have access.
• To produce scheduled activity reports online, use option S - Schedule Activity from the ESP main menu.

NOTE

Related Information

• For information about scheduled activity reporting, see the User Guide.
• For information about modeling, see the Advanced User Guide.
• For information about generating scheduled activity data set, see the SADGEN command.
• For information about updating a scheduled activity data set with actual information, see the SADUPD

command.

Examples

Example: Sample JCL

The following JCL shows how to produce a schedule activity report:

//jobname JOB …

//STEP1    EXEC PGM=ESP,PARM='SUBSYS(E510)'

//STEPLIB DD DSN=CYB2.ESP510Q.CD7YLOAD,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*,DCB=LRECL=255

//SYSIN    DD *

LSAR DSN('CYBER.SAD')

/*

In the JCL, the LSAR command produces a scheduled activity report. In SYSPRINT, DCB=LRECCL=255 accommodates
the width of the report, including the Agent name.

NOTE
Before running the job, ensure that the scheduled activity data set contains schedule activity information.
To generate a scheduled activity data set, use the SADGEN command in batch only. You can combine the
SADGEN and LSAR commands in the same job by running a step for each command.

Example: Schedule Activity Report from a GDG

In the following example, a schedule activity report is produced from the current generation of the CYBER.SAD GDG data
set.

LSAR DSN('CYBER.SAD') GENERATION(0)

Example: Time Range
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This example reports on activity that is scheduled in the 12-hour period starting at 8 pm tonight. The display is restricted to
job names beginning with PAY, and is presented in scheduled-time sequence.

LSAR DSN('CYBER.SAD') JOB(PAY-) -

FROM('8PM TODAY UNTIL 8AM TOMORROW') TIMESEQ

Example: Now Until a Specified Time

This example reports on scheduled activity for all jobs that are scheduled for submission from NOW until 2:30 am
tomorrow morning. The display is presented in job-name sequence, by default. Data is extracted from the CYBER.SAD
data set.

LSAR DSN('CYBER.SAD') TO('2:30AM TOMORROW')

Example: Display Status

This example produces a status report of scheduled activity information, as stored in the CYBER.SAD scheduled activity
data set. CYBER.SAD must have been updated using the SADUPD command.

LSAR DSN('CYBER.SAD') STATUS

Example: Projected and Actual Start and End Times

This example produces a projected report (as opposed to an actual report), using information that is stored in the
CYBER.SAD scheduled data set.

LSAR DSN('CYBER.SAD') PROJECTED

Example: Jobs in an application

This example reports on scheduled activity for jobs in the PAYROLL application.

LSAR DSN('CYBER.SAD') APPL(PAYROLL)

Example: Display status of a subapplication

This example produces a status report on scheduled activity information for the DAILY subapplication in application
PAYROLL. Because STATUS is specified, the SUBAPPL value is not included in the report.

LSAR DSN('CYBER.SAD') APPL(PAYROLL) SUBAPPL(DAILY) STATUS

Example: Display Tags

This example reports on scheduled activity information for all jobs in the data set CYBER.SAD. TAG values are included
in the report. The reported tag value is blank for those jobs that do not have a tag.

LSAR DSN('CYBER.SAD') TAG

Example: Jobs in JCL data set

In the following example, a status display on scheduled activity information for jobs residing in PROD.BACKUP.JCL is
produced.

LSAR DSN('CYBER.SAD') JCL(PROD.BACKUP.JCL) STATUS
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LSYS Command: List System
The LSYS command displays information about the current ESP system and can optionally provide information about
other systems sharing the same QUEUE data set.

Type

General command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the LSYS command.

Syntax

LSYS [sysid]

sysid
Indicates the ESP system identifier you want to display information about. The ESP system identifier is specified
using the SYSID initialization parameter. Wildcard characters asterisk and hyphen can be used to perform
masking. If this field is omitted, information about the current system is displayed.

The type of information this command displays includes the CPU model, CPU serial, the system ID on which ESP is
running, the checkpoint data set name, and the time of the last access to the QUEUE data set.

 

NOTE

Related information

For information on defining ESP data sets, see the Installation and Configuration Guide.

Example: List current system

In the following example, information about the current ESP system is displayed:

OPER LSYS

SYS: E510, SMF ID SYSA, CPU SERIAL 003655, MODEL 9672

     LAST QUEUE ACCESS AT 21.42.32 ON THURSDAY JANUARY 29TH, 1998

     CHECKPOINT DATASET CYB2.ESP510.CKPT

Example: List specific system

In the following example, information about the E510 system is displayed:

LSYS E510

Example: List multiple systems

In the following example, information about ESP systems with ESP in the first three positions is displayed:

LSYS ESP-

LSYSMSGS Command: List System Messages
The LSYSMSGS command displays information on all the system messages that are currently being intercepted by ESP.

Type
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General command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the LSYSMSGS command.

Syntax

LSYSMSGS

NOTE

Related information

For information on intercepting system messages written to the system message data set, see the SYSMSGS
command.

For information on clearing system messages, see the CLRSYSMS command.

Example: Sample listing

In the following example, information on all the system messages intercepted by ESP is displayed.

OPER LSYSMSGS

'IEF142I' ID(0001),NAME(PAYJOB1),EVENT(CYBER.PAYSTEP)

'NOT CATLGD' ID(0002),COL(50:60),WTO,JOBNAME,CANCEL

'IEF253I' ID(0010),DESC(2),NAME(A-),EVENT(CYBER.CAN), CANCEL

LTCELL Command: List Tracking Cells
The LTCELL command displays tracking cell (TCELL) information, including the size and current usage of each cell.

Type

General command

Syntax

LTCELL

TCELLs are required to pass job start, step end, job end, and job purge information to the ESP subsystem.

 

NOTE

Related information

For information on defining tracking storage cells, see the TCELL initialization parameter in the Installation and
Configuration Guide.

Example: Sample listing

In the following example, tracking cell information is displayed:

CELSIZE-POOLSZ-MAXSIZE-CURRUSE-MAXUSED-GETMAINS-OVERFLOW

 

   104    100    5100       0      53        0       0  

   168    100    5100       0      28        0       0 
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   208    100     100       0      31        0       0         

LTJ Command: List Tracked Job Summaries
The LTJ command lists tracked job summaries stored on the job index data set (JOBINDEX).

Type

General command

Syntax

LTJ jobname

    [PREFIX]

    [OWNER(ownerid)]

    [MODEL(modelname)]

    [INDEX]

    [DUMP]

jobname
The name of the job or jobs to be listed. You can use masking.

PREFIX
For jobs starting with jobname, list the tracking parameters defined by the DEFTJ command and its PREFIX
operand. The list does not include tracking parameters defined in the job tracking definition table.

OWNER(ownerid)
List only jobs with ownership strings equal to the specified ownership string. You can use masking. The list does
not include job summaries for jobs defined in the job tracking definition table.

MODEL(modelname)
List only jobs having a matching tracking model name. You can use masking.

INDEX
List the job index data set entries for the job. For each indexed job, the list includes job number, submission date
and time, current status, and completion code.
The number of index entries listed is limited by the DEFTM INDEX initialization parameter or the DEFTJ
indexcount command. Sometimes, the number of entries displayed by LTJ may exceed the specified limit. This
can happen when older job entries are not complete before a new job entry is added. After a job associated with
the older entry has completed, and when a new job entry is added, the oldest entry among the completed jobs will
be removed.

DUMP
List job records from the job index data set in hexadecimal format for diagnosing problems. DUMP is ignored
when masking is used in jobname.

The LTJ command lists the tracking characteristics of a job, as defined in the job tracking definition table or through the
DEFTJ command, rather than the tracking data on a particular submission of a job.

 

NOTE

Related information

For information on displaying job level information from CSF, see the Operator's Guide.

For information on displaying the status of a job being tracked by ESP, see the LJ command.
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Example: List job status

In the following example, LTJ lists the tracking status of PAYJOB1.

LTJ PAYJOB1

Example: Use specific tracking models

In the following example, LTJ lists all jobs using tracking models with names beginning with PROD.

LTJ - MODEL(PROD-)

Example: List job with index

In the following example, LTJ lists the job index information for job PAYJOB1.

LTJ PAYJOB1 INDEX

JOB PAYJOB1, MODEL MODEL1, OWNER NONE, 10 JOBS INDEXED, 10 MAX

 JOB08720 ON RDR AT 20.00 THU 29JAN98, ENDED, CC 0, 0.0 MINS_EXEC, 0:00 CPU

 JOB08719 ON RDR AT 20.00 THU 29JAN98, ENDED, CC 0, 0.0 MINS_EXEC, 0:00 CPU

 JOB08717 ON RDR AT 20.00 THU 29JAN98, ENDED, CC 0, 0.0 MINS_EXEC, 0:00 CPU

 JOB08673 ON RDR AT 18.00 THU 29JAN98, ENDED, CC 0, 0.0 MINS_EXEC, 0:00 CPU

 JOB08630 ON RDR AT 16.01 THU 29JAN98, ENDED, CC S806, 0.0 MINS_EXEC, 0:00 CPU

 JOB08474 ON RDR AT 08.00 THU 29JAN98, ENDED, CC 0, 0.0 MINS_EXEC, 0:00 CPU

 JOB08414 ON RDR AT 20.00 WED 28JAN98, ENDED, CC 0, 0.0 MINS_EXEC, 0:00 CPU

 JOB08408 ON RDR AT 20.00 WED 28JAN98, ENDED, CC 0, 0.0 MINS_EXEC, 0:00 CPU

 JOB08365 ON RDR AT 18.00 WED 28JAN98, ENDED, CC 0, 0.0 MINS_EXEC, 0:00 CPU

 JOB08364 ON RDR AT 18.00 WED 28JAN98, ENDED, CC 0, 0.0 MINS_EXEC, 0:00 CPU

LTM Command: List Tracking Models
The LTM command displays the definition of one or more tracking models.

Type

General command

Syntax

LTM name

name
Indicates the name of the tracking model to be displayed.Wildcard characters asterisk and hyphen (see the
"Overview" at the beginning of this book) can be used to perform masking.

The DEFTM command allows you to centralize the definition of tracking characteristics that can be assigned to one job, or
a group of jobs. Jobs are normally associated with a tracking model via a job tracking definition table.

Any data defined through the DEFTM command is displayed. The field NOPRINTDATA of the display is reserved for future
use.

 

NOTE

Related information

For information on defining/altering a tracking model, see the DEFTM command.
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For information on deleting a tracking model, see the DELTM commands.

For information on job tracking definition tables, see the Installation and Configuration Guide.

Example: List specific model

In the following example, the definition for the MODEL1 tracking model is displayed.

LTM MODEL1

Example: List all tracking models

In the following example, all tracking models are displayed.

LTM -

LTZONE Command: List Time Zones
The LTZONE command displays the current time zone settings.

Type

General command

Syntax

LTZONE [ALL|DST]

ALL
Lists all time zones, including the Daylight Saving Time (DST) settings, for the time zones with defined DST.

DST
Lists only the DST settings for the time zones with defined DST.

WARNING

To use the ALL or the DST operand, apply PTF RO89426 to ESP. This PTF enables the automatic time
zone adjustment functionality.

Example: Display a Time Zone List Including the DST Settings

LTZONE ALL

CODE--ZONE------OFFSET | CODE--ZONE------OFFSET | CODE--ZONE------OFFSET

   0 LOCAL       4.00W |    1  UTC        0.00E |    2  GMT        0.00E

   3 Z           0.00E |    5  EST        5.00W |    6  CST        6.00W

   7 MST         7.00W |    8  PST        8.00W |    9  AST        4.00W

  10 EDT         4.00W |   11  CDT        5.00W |   12  MDT        6.00W

  13 PDT         7.00W |   14  ADT        3.00W |   16  EASTERN    4.00W

  17 CENTRAL     5.00W |   18  MOUNTAIN   6.00W |   19  PACIFIC    7.00W

  20 ATLANTIC    3.00W |   21  NFNDLAND   2.30W |   33  PRAGUE     2.00E

 

DST settings:

 

PRAGUE   Currently ON, next switch time at 18.00 on SAT 29OCT2016

  DST shift: +01:00

  DST on schedule: LAST SUNDAY OF 3RD MONTH OF YEAR -

                   STARTING SUN 26TH MAR 2017

  DST off schedule: LAST SUNDAY OF 10TH MONTH OF YEAR -
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                    STARTING SUN 30TH OCT 2016

For information about defining time zones, see TIMEZONE: Define a time zone and Set Up Time Zones.

MAILBOX Command: List Mailboxes
The MAILBOX command lists how mailboxes are set.

Type

Oper command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the MAILBOX command.

Syntax

MAILBOX box_name

box_name
Specifies the name of the mailbox to be displayed. You can use wildcards characters. If you omit this operand, all
mailboxes are listed.

Refer to the MAILLIST data set section in the Installation and Configuration Guide for information on the MAILLIST data
set.

Example

The following example shows the MAILBOX command output

oper mailbox -

PAY

    Message size limit 300 lines

        TSO user PAYXX01  sysid SYSA

        TSO user PAYXX04  sysid SYSA

        TSO user PAYXX09  sysid SYSC

        TSO user PAYXX16  sysid SYSD

        TSO user PAYXX18  sysid SYSB

        e-mail   payroll@user.com

PAY_A

    Message size limit 300 lines

        TSO user PAYXX06  sysid SYSA

        TSO user PAYXX11  sysid SYSC

        TSO user PAYXX16  sysid SYSD

        e-mail   payroll@user.com

PAY_NULL

    Message size limit 300 lines

MAILBOX Command: Set up Mailboxes
The MAILBOX command sets up a mailbox in ESP. You can use mailboxes to set the recipients of messages sent by
events and NOTIFY commands.

Where defined

Master(MAILLIST member)
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Syntax

MAILBOX box_name MAXLINES(nnn|0) [SUBJECT('text')]

box_name
Specifies the name of the mailbox. Mailbox names can have a maximum of 128 characters. The following are not
allowed: spaces, commas, and wildcard characters (asterisk or hyphen).

MAXLINES(nnn)
The maximum number of lines that an event can send to the mailbox. ESP ignores any lines above the maximum.
The default is 0 and means no limit.

NOTE
Each ESP message is considered as a single line.

SUBJECT('text')
Specifies the subject line for all messages to the mailbox. The text that you specify overrides the standard
message subject line. For more information about standard message subject lines in job status notifications, see
the User Guide.

NOTE
For information on the MAILLIST data set, see the Installation and Configuration Guide.

Example

The following example shows the MAILBOX initialization parameter coded in the MAILLIST data set. All messages sent to
mailbox PAYROLL will have “PAYROLL MESSAGE” in the subject line. The messages can contain an unlimited number of
lines.

SMTPPARM CLASS(A) JOBNAME(SMTP)

MAILBOX PAYROLL MAXLINES(0) SUBJECT('PAYROLL MESSAGE')

  TSOUSER CYBPAY1 SYSID(SYSC)

  EMAIL paymaster@company.com

  EMAIL payservice@payservice.com

MAILBOX CYBACCOUNTING MAXLINES(300)

  TSOUSER (CYBACC1 CYBACC2) SYSID(SYSA)

MAILLOG Command: Direct Messages to Mail Log
The MAILLOG command sets and displays the attributes that control whether mailbox and TSO messages are written to
the mail log sysout.

Type

General command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the MAILLOG command.

Syntax

MAILLOG [ENABLE|ON|DISABLE] [SPINCOUNT(x)] [CLASS(x)]
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ENABLE
If a mailbox is specified in the Event definition, that mailbox's LOG parameter controls whether messages are
written to the mail log. If no mailbox is specified in the Event definition, or if the mailbox's LOG parameter is not
specified, messages are not written to the mail log.

ON
If a mailbox is specified in the Event definition and that mailbox's LOG parameter is not set to OFF, messages are
written to the mail log. If no mailbox is specified in the Event definition, messages are written to the mail log.

DISABLE
Do not log any messages to mail log.

SPINCOUNT(x)
The number of records written to the mail log before ESP automatically spins the log.

CLASS(x)
The sysout class of the mail log.

Until the sysout class is set via the CLASS parameter, mail logging is disabled.

NOTE

Related information

For information on the MAILLIST data set, where mailbox parameters are set, see MAILLIST in the Installation
and Configuration Guide. For information on the MAILBOX and LOG initialization parameters see MAILBOX and
LOG in the Installation and Configuration Guide.

You can use the TSOSEND command to suppress all TSO user messages and the MAILLOG command to send
them to the mail log instead.

Example: MAILLOG with operands

The following example sets logging to On, sets CLASS to X, and sets SPINCOUNT to 99.

OPER MAILLOG ON SPINCOUNT(99) CLASS(X)

Example: MAILLOG without operands

When issued without operands, the MAILLOG command lists the current status of the message logging facility. In the
following example, logging is enabled, CLASS is set to X, and SPINCOUNT is 99.

OPER MAILLOG

ESP1695I Mail Log status

Mail Log is Enabled

Mail Log sysout class is X

Mail Log spin count is 99

MANAGER Command: Specify Scheduler Subsystem for Communications
The MANAGER command specifies the current master subsystem for communications.

Type:

Authorized command

Syntax

MANAGER [NAME(mgrname|CENTRAL_MANAGER)]
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        [TCPIP[(ipaddress)] [BIND]] 

        [ENCRYPT

         ENCRYPT KEYNAME(keyname) |

         ENCRYPT KEYNAME[(*)] |

         ENCRYPT(X'key') |

         NOENCRYPT]

ENCRYPT
Enables encrypted communication with other schedulers. The key is specified in the ENCRYPT initialization
parameter.

ENCRYPT(X'key')
Enables encrypted communication with other schedulers using an encryption key.
Limits: An even number of hexadecimal characters up to 16 characters.

ENCRYPT KEYNAME(keyname) or ENCRYPT KEYNAME[(*)]
Enables encrypted communication with other schedulers using a key name that relates to an encryption key. The
key name and key are defined with the CRYPTKEY command.
KEYNAME or KEYNAME(*) specify that the manager name is used as the key name for encrypting
communications. Define that key name and a key using the CRYPTKEY command.

NAME(mgrname | CENTRAL_MANAGER)
Specifies the name of the ESP subsystem.
Limits: Maximum 16 characters
Default: CENTRAL_MANAGER

WARNING

• • For agents, specify the same name in the communication.managerid_n parameter in the agentparm.txt
file on your agent system.

• For sharing resource counter updates, specify the same name in a COMMCHAN initialization parameter
on each master sharing with the current master.

NOENCRYPT
Disables encrypted communication with other schedulers.

TCPIP[(ipaddress)] [BIND]
Specifies the DNS host name or TCP/IP address of the ESP master subsystem broadcast by the MGRADDR
command.
BIND causes ESP to bind to the IP address when it connects to an agent. BIND guarantees that all connections
from the master to the agents have the same TCP/IP address.
Limits:ipaddress is in IPV4 or IPV6 format.
Default: If you omit ipaddress or the entire operand, ESP issues the GETHOSTID command to get the address.
BIND works with the default address or an address that you specify.

NOTE
If ipaddress is invalid on the master, ESP does not issue the GETHOSTID command and cannot
communicate with the agent.

Examples

The following example shows the MANAGER command:

MANAGER NAME(CM_CENTRAL)

The following example sets the manager name CM_ESP with two different TCP/IP addresses, depending on the host
subsystem:
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IF SYSNAME='SYSA' THEN DO

MANAGER NAME(CM_ESP) TCPIP(10.1.15.1)

ENDDO

ELSE IF SYSNAME='SYSC' THEN DO

MANAGER NAME(CM_ESP) TCPIP(10.1.15.3)

ENDDO

In the following example, the MANAGER command specifies a DNS host name called SYSA and requests that ESP bind
to the TCP/IP address corresponding to SYSA when connecting to an agent:

MANAGER NAME(CM_CENTRAL) TCPIP(SYSA) BIND

MAPGEN Command: Create Data Set for Job Reporting
The MAPGEN command creates a data set that the following reporting commands use:

• JOBMAP -- Produces the Job Activity Report
• JOBTREE -- Produces the Job Descendent Tree Report

Type

Reporting command

Syntax

 MAPGEN DATASET(dsname) EVENT(prefix.name) 

        [ALLJOBS]

        [TRACE]

 

ALLJOBS
(Optional) Requests that all defined jobs be included, regardless of their selection criteria.

NOTE
The ALLJOBS option affects only jobs that are unconditionally defined. If you place a job definition in a
conditional clause, this job is hidden from MAPGEN if the clause evaluates as false.

DATASET(dsname)
Indicates a fully qualified data set name. This data set must be sequential, preallocated, and must have the
following DCB attributes:

• RECFM=VBS
• LRECL=32756
• BLKSIZE=16384
• BLKSIZE=27998 -- for 3390 devices

EVENT(prefix.name)
Indicates an event name, which can contain wildcards.

NOTE

• During the creation of a MAPGEN data set, ESP must simulate all the events and procedures. To hold this
temporary data, ESP uses a couple of work data sets.
The default space of these work data sets is ten primary cylinders and five secondary cylinders. To change
these defaults, specify SADGEN(p,s) where p is the number of primary cylinders and s is the number of
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secondary cylinders. Changing the defaults is required for a large MAPGEN data set when much temporary
data is processed.
For example: PARM='SAD(25,10)' results in SPACE=(CYL,(25,10)).
If only a primary quantity is coded, the secondary defaults to 5. For example: PARM='SAD(50)' results in
SPACE=(CYL,(50,5)).

• The MAPGEN command is available only as a batch job step.
• Events may be scheduled or may require manual triggers or data set triggers. History data is not required for

the jobs from previously executed events. If history data is available, it is included in the job map report.

TRACE
(Optional) Displays all the commands that ESP simulates to create the scheduled activity data base.

Example: Generate a MAPGEN Data Set for Selected Events

In the following example, a MAPGEN data set is generated for all jobs invoked by events whose descriptive name begins
with PAY.

 //jobname  JOB ...

 //STEP1    EXEC PGM=IEFBR14

 //MAPGEN   DD DSN=CYBER.MAPGEN,DISP=(,CATLG),

 //         UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(40,20)),

 //         DCB=(DSORG=PS,RECFM=VBS,LRECL=32756,

 //         BLKSIZE=27998)

 //STEP2    EXEC ESP,PARM='SAR'

 //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

 //SYSIN    DD *

 MAPGEN DATASET('CYBER.MAPGEN') EVENT(CYBER.PAY-)

 /*

 

NOTE
The MAPGEN command must be executed through the ESP subsystem started task procedure with a special
parameter (PARM='SAR' or PARM='SAD').

Example: Generate a MAPGEN GDG for Selected Events

In the following example, a MAPGEN GDG is generated for all jobs invoked by events whose descriptive name begins
with PAY.

 //jobname  JOB ...

 //STEP1    EXEC ESP,PARM='SAR'

 //MAPGEN   DD DSN=CYBER.MAPGEN(+1),DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),

 //         UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,5,RLSE)

 //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

 //SYSIN    DD *

 MAPGEN DATASET('CYBER.MAPGEN.G0001V00') EVENT(CYBER.PAY-)

 /*

 

NOTE
The MAPGEN command must be executed through the ESP subsystem started task procedure with a special
parameter (PARM='SAR' or PARM='SAD').

Example: Generate a MAPGEN Data Set for All Events in a Group

In the followiong example, a MAPGEN data set is generated for all jobs in all events in the group CYBER.

 MAPGEN DATASET('CYBER.MAPGEN') EVENT(CYBER.-)
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Example: Generate a MAPGEN Data Set for a Specified Event

In the following example, a MAPGEN data set is generated for all jobs invoked by event PAYROLL in group CYBER.

 MAPGEN DATASET('CYBER.MAPGEN') EVENT(CYBER.PAYROLL)

 

MAPUSER Command: Manage a User Map
The MAPUSER command shows the current mappings of distributed user IDs to authorized mainframe user IDs. This
mapping is used for authorizing messages sent to ESP using the ESPmgr command.

The MAPUSER command provides the following capabilities:

• Dynamically define a user map to ESP after that scheduler is started.
• List and manage a user map.

The dynamic definitions are stored in the COMMQ data set along with definitions loaded from the AGENTDEF data
set.

Type

Oper command (OPER prefix is optional)

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the MAPUSER command.

Syntax

MAPUSER agentuser DEFINE

        SAFUSER(userid)

        AGENT(agentname)

MAPUSER agentuser SET

        {SAFUSER(userid)}

        {AGENT(agentname)}

        {SAFUSER(userid) AGENT(agentname)}

MAPUSER agentuser DELETE

MAPUSER [agentuser [LIST]

         [SAFUSER(userid)]

         [AGENT(agentname)]] 

AGENT(agentname)
Specifies the name of an agent defined to ESP. With the SET operand, specify this operand or the SAFUSER
operand or both operands.
Limits: Maximum 16 characters long. Must start with an alphabetic or national character or an underscore.
The remaining characters can be any combination of alphanumeric or national characters, and underscores or
hyphens, but blank characters are not permitted. Wildcard characters are permitted.

agentuser
Specifies the agent user name of a user map currently defined to ESP.
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Limits: Maximum 32 characters long. Case sensitive. Wildcard characters are permitted.
DEFINE

Defines a new user map to ESP in the agent definition table.
DELETE

Deletes an existing user map from the ESP agent definition table.
LIST

Lists the user maps in the ESP agent definition table that match the criteria that is specified with the LIST
operand.

SAFUSER(userid)
Specifies the mainframe SAF user ID that the agent user name is mapped to. With the SET operand, specify this
operand or the AGENT operand or both operands.
Limits: Maximum 8 characters long. The first character must be alphabetic or national and the remaining
characters must be alphanumeric or national. Wildcard characters are permitted.

SET
Modifies an existing user map in the ESP agent definition table.

Example: MAPUSER DEFINE

The following example shows you how to create a map that maps agent user name WinUser001 to SAF user ID
USER001 for agent WINDOWS_AGENT01:

MAPUSER WinUser001 DEFINE SAFUSER(USER001)  - 

                   AGENT(WINDOWS_AGENT01)

Example: MAPUSER SET

The following shows you how to modify an existing user map. Agent user name UNIX_User01 is mapped to SAF user ID
USERCA10 for agents whose name begin with UNIX.

MAPUSER UNIX_User01 SET SAFUSER(USERCA10) AGENT(UNIX-)

Example: MAPUSER DELETE

The following shows you how to delete the user map for agent user WinUser001:

AGENT WinUser001 DELETE

Examples: MAPUSER LIST

The following examples show how to display all user maps:

MAPUSER

 

MAPUSER -

 

MAPUSER - LIST

The following examples show how to display the user map for agent user AgentUser010:

MAPUSER AgentUser010

 

MAPUSER AgentUser010 LIST
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The following examples show how to display user maps for agents whose names begin with WIN, and whose agent user
names are mapped to SAF user ID USERCA01:

MAPUSER - SAFUSER(USERCA01) AGENT(WIN-)

 

MAPUSER - LIST SAFUSER(USERCA01) AGENT(WIN-)

MAPUSER Command: Map Agent System User ID to Mainframe User ID
The MAPUSER command maps an agent system user ID to a mainframe user ID. This mapping is used for authorizing
messages sent to ESP using the ESPmgr command.

Type

Sub-command to the LOADAGDF command. Code the MAPUSER command in the AGENTDEF data set on the master
and issue LOADAGDF.

NOTE
You can also issue a different version of the MAPUSER command to define and manage user maps.

Syntax

MAPUSER agentid TO(mainframeid)|SAFUSER(mainframeid) AGENT(agentname)

agentid
Specifies the identification of a user logging on to an Agent. This operand is case sensitive and supports
wildcards. It has a maximum length of 32 alphanumeric characters.

TO(mainframeid)|SAFUSER(mainframeid)
TSO user ID to be used for security checks. TO is equivalent to SAFUSER

AGENT(agentname)
Name of the Agent to which this mapping applies.

Example: MAPUSER Command

In the following example, ESP is instructed to use CYBJD01 for security checks when it sees the user JDOE log on from
Agent TORSUN1:

MAPUSER JDOE SAFUSER(CYBJD01) AGENT(TORSUN1)

MAXCXME Command: Set Maximum Space - Checkpoint File
The MAXCXME command sets the maximum amount of space, in bytes, to be used for XMEs in the checkpoint file.
MAXCXME may be coded as an initialization parameter.

Type

Oper command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the MAXCXME command.

Syntax

MAXCXME [size|128000]
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size
A number from 0 to 9999999, providing a size in bytes. The default is 128000.

If a value of 0 is specified, this indicates that no limit is to be applied to the amount of space used by XMEs in the
checkpoint file. XMEs are added to the file until it becomes full. At that point, no more XMEs are added to the file until
sufficient space becomes available. No proactive indication of this state is given, but the use of the LISTXMEZ command
immediately indicates the situation.

If the checkpoint file fills up (due to a problem), be aware that you will start losing tracking data, as the TCELLS overflow,
unless preventive action is taken.

MAXDORM Command: Set QUEUE Data Set's Maximum Dormancy
The MAXDORM command sets the maximum time interval, in hundredths of a second, before ESP reads the QUEUE
data set in a shared DASD environment. This value is critical to proxy system performance.

You can also code MAXDORM as an initialization parameter.

NOTE
If you applied PTF RO72017, ESP sets the timing of access to the QUEUE data set internally. The system
ignores the MAXDORM command and displays the 2899I message.

Type

Oper command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the MAXDORM command.

Syntax

MAXDORM [interval|30000]

• interval

Specify a number between 100 and 100000 in hundredths of a second. The default is 30000.

In a master/proxy configuration, the master communicates with the proxies using the QUEUE data set or XCF. ESP also
uses the QUEUE data set to pick up schedule changes, new data set trigger data, and direct trigger requests from other
systems. The MAXDORM value can affect the responsiveness of these requests. Specify a value that is the maximum
time you want ESP to take in response to a cross-system request.

NOTE

Related information

• To set the minimum dormancy of the QUEUE data set, see MINDORM Command: Set QUEUE Data Set's
Minimum Dormancy.

• To set how long a subsystem retains control of the QUEUE data set, see MINHOLD Command: Set QUEUE
Data Set's Minimum Control Interval.

• To display the current values of MINHOLD, MINDORM, and MAXHOLD, see LISTQ Command: List Queue
Data Set.

• For performance considerations of MINHOLD, MINDORM, and MAXDORM, see Installing and Configuring .
• To optimally share the QUEUE data set, see Programming.

Example

The following examples set the QUEUE data set's maximum dormancy to 3500 on proxy A and proxy B and 300 on the
master.
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Proxy A

OPER MAXDORM 3500

Proxy B

OPER MAXDORM 3500

Master

OPER MAXDORM 300

MAXINITS Command: Define Maximum Initiators
The MAXINITS command defines the maximum number of initiators available on all systems in your model process. The
MAXINITS command is one of the components involved in defining your environment to produce modeling reports that
forecast how ESP processes groups of jobs in your particular environment.

Type

Model command

Syntax

MAXINITS initnum

         [SERVERS(servernum)]

initnum
Indicates the maximum number of initiators available on all CPUs. Up to 999 initiators may be specified.

servernum
Indicates the maximum number of dummy initiators in the range 1-99 to service ESP Links and Tasks. If not
specified, the default is 20. The SERVERS keyword should not be used unless required.

Use the MAXINITS command to define the maximum number of initiators for the model. This should include initiators
across all CPUs. A maximum of 999 initiators can exist for each model.

All initiators specified by the MAXINITS command is defined to the MODEL processor in the drained state. Each initiator
must be started by the INIT command as required.

Use INIT START, SET, and STOP to start, alter, and drain initiators any time during the model process.

Server initiators are transparent to the user. They are internal initiators used to schedule ESP Links and Tasks. By default,
there are 20 of these initiators available at any one time.

There is no need to specify the SERVERS keyword unless your installation schedules a large number of manual Task or
Link jobs at the same time. Because these are 'dummy' jobs requiring no system resources, they can be scheduled as
soon as their predecessors complete. An increase in the number of server initiators allows more of these dummy jobs to
be scheduled at the same time, increasing throughput.

 

NOTE

Related information
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For information on how ESP processes workload in your environment, see Advanced Forecasting in the
Advanced User Guide.

 

Example: Set for multiple classes

In the following example:

• The maximum number of initiators available during the model process is 20.
• Initiators 1 to 10 are started and set to classes A, B, and C.
• Initiators 11 to 15 are started and set to class D and E.
• Initiators 16 to 20 are started and set to class F.

MAXINITS 20

INIT START(1:10) CLASS(A,B,C)

INIT START(11:15) CLASS(D,E)

INIT START(16:20) CLASS(F)

NOTE
Any time during the model process you can manipulate initiators similar to the way initiators are manipulated in
your environment using the START, SET, and STOP operands of the INIT command. For example, if required,
initiators 16 to 20 can be drained by issuing the following command:

INIT STOP(16:20)

Example: Set Links and Tasks

In the following example, 100 initiators are available during the model process to schedule regular jobs; 50 server initiators
are available to schedule ESP Links and Tasks.

MAXINITS 100 SERVERS(50)

MAXQXME Command: Set Maximum Space - QUEUE File
The MAXQXME command sets the maximum amount of space, in bytes, to be used for XMEs in the QUEUE file.
MAXQXME may be coded as an initialization parameter.

Type

Oper command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the MAXQXME command.

Syntax

MAXQXME [size|128000]

size
A number from 0 to 9999999, providing a size in bytes. The default is 128000.

A value of 0 is allowed, but is converted to the default of 128000 without any indication this has occurred. When an
attempt to store an XME fails because the limit is reached, messages 1132W and 1133W are issued and no more XMEs
are added to the file until the condition is corrected. The messages are issued once each time the overflow condition
occurs. When another XME is successfully added to the file, the next failure causes the messages to be issued again.
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MCS Command: Control MCS Extended Console
The MCS command controls the ESP MCS (Multiple Console Support) extended console facility. This facility, when active,
retrieves responses to system commands issued by ESP and writes those responses to the master job log.

Type

Oper command

Syntax

MCS [ACTIVATE [NAME(consname)] [KEY(conskey)]

    [DEACTIVATE|STATUS]

ACTIVATE
Activates ESP extended MCS console facility.

NAME(consname)
Specifies the console name. The console name is 8 characters maximum. If omitted, the console name defaults
to the value specified in the SYSID initialization parameter. If the SYSID initialization parameter is omitted, the
current SMF system identifier is used.

KEY(conskey)
Specifies the console key name. The console key name is eight characters long. If omitted, the default is ESP.

DEACTIVATE
Deactivates ESP extended MCS console facility.

STATUS
Displays the status of ESP extended MCS console facility.

You can use the console key name obtained with the z/OS command DISPLAY CONSOLES,KEY to identify extended
MCS consoles.

Example

The following example displays the ESP extended MCS console status:

OPER MCS

The following example deactivates the ESP extended MCS console from a console:

F ESPS,MCS DEACTIVATE

METRICS Command: Set Repository and File Parameters
The METRICS command enables you to set parameters that control the repository where performance metrics are stored.
You can specify the collection interval of the metrics, the frequency the metrics are written to the log file, and the size of
the repository and log file.

Type

OPER command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the METRICS command.

Syntax
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METRICS [ON|OFF

        |DISPLAY[STATUS|PARMS|ALL|METRICS]

        |SET[INTERVAL(ii|1)][SIZE(ss|60)][FREQUENCY(ff|5)][LOGFILENAME(dsn)]

        |HELP]  

The METRICS command has five primary operands: ON, OFF, DISPLAY, SET, and HELP. The DISPLAY operand is the
default. When the DISPLAY operand is coded, you can optionally specify a subset of the information by coding STATUS,
PARMS, or METRICS.

ON
Starts the collection of performance metrics. The ON operand is required after you set the repository and log file
parameters.

OFF
Stops the collection of performance metrics. The OFF operand is required before you set the repository and log
file parameters.

DISPLAY
Shows the information for the repository.

STATUS
Displays the status of the performance metrics facility.

PARMS
Displays the interval, size, frequency, and data set name parameter values.

ALL
Displays the status, parameters, and the current metrics values.

METRICS
Displays the current metrics values.

SET
Sets the attributes for the performance metrics repository and logging. The attributes can only be set when the
metrics collection is OFF.

INTERVAL(ii|1)
Specifies the length of the repository interval in minutes. The metrics are collected and recorded into the main
storage repository. The range is 1-10 with a default of 1 minute.

SIZE(ss|60)
Specifies the number of repository update intervals to be retained. The range is 1-120 with a default of 60. The
metrics retained in the repository are used for display purposes. The SIZE operand must be the FREQUENCY
operand plus 1 (as a minimum value). The display function only reports on metrics that are in the repository.

NOTE
For information about calculating the SIZE operand, see Space Requirements in the Installation and
Configuration Guide.

FREQUENCY(ff|5)
Specifies the number of repository update intervals retained in the repository before output is written to the
metrics log file. The range is 0-30 with a default of 5. A value of zero indicates that information is not written to the
metrics log file.

LOGFILENAME(dsn)
Specifies the name of the data set used for recording the metrics. The data set name must reference a VSAM
KSDS.
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NOTE
For information about the amount of space to allocate for the metrics data set, see Space Requirements
in the Installation and Configuration Guide.

Example: Start the Collection Process

The following example shows the command to start the collection of performance metrics. The ON operand is required
after you set the repository and log file parameters. The date and time that data collection is started displays in the job
output.

OPER METRICS ON

ESP6551I Data collection started on THURSDAY JANUARY 12TH, 2012 at 10.19.40

ESP6552I Metrics ON

Example: Set Parameters to Control the Repository

The following example shows the command to:

• Update the repository every 10 minutes.
• Retain five repository updates for display purposes and minimize the amount of main storage that is used for the

metrics repository.
• Retain three repository updates before the output is written to the metrics log file.

OPER METRICS SET INTERVAL(10) SIZE(5) FREQUENCY(3)

Example: Display the Metrics Configuration Parameters

The following example shows how to display only the metrics configuration parameters:

OPER METRICS DISPLAY PARMS

Metrics Parms    

    Interval:    1 

        Size:   60   

   Frequency:    5   

 LogFileName: CAUSR01.TEST001.METRICS 

Example: Set the Recording Frequency to the Log File

The following example shows how to set the recording frequency to ten update intervals. However, the attributes can only
be set when the metrics collection is OFF.

OPER METRICS SET FREQ(10)

ESP6565I METRICS SET can only be issued when metrics collection is OFF.

Example: Stop the Collection Process

The following example shows the command to stop the collection of performance metrics. The main storage repository is
freed and any metrics information not already recorded to the log file is lost.

OPER METRICS OFF   

ESP6554I Metrics OFF

Example: Display the Metrics Feature Information

The following example shows how to display all the information that is related to the metrics feature. The metrics feature
contains three sections of information: status, parameters, and active metrics.
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OPER METRICS DISPLAY

 Metrics Status: Initialized, Collection Enabled, Cycle Enabled, Recording Enabled           

 CPUSTATS Status: Enabled, Latch ON                                                          

 Log File Status: Open                                                                       

 Timer Status: Enabled, Active

 Data Collection Started:  ON THURSDAY JANUARY 12TH, 2012 AT 10.19.40                        

 Intervals Processed:        2                                                               

     Repository Size:        2                                                               

      Groups Written:        1                                                               

     Records Written:       18

 

 Metrics Parms                                                                               

    Interval:    1                                                                           

        Size:   60                                                                           

   Frequency:    5                                                                           

 LogFileName: CAUSR01.TEST001.METRICS

 Active Queue Metric Elements                                                                

  THREAD   TOT CPU  TCB CPU  SRB CPU     zIIP  zIIP CP  TCB>SRB  SRB>TCB                     

 AgentRcv 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 00000000 00000000                     

 Agt6692  0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 00000000 00000000                     

 ApplMgr  0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 00000000 00000000                     

 CkptMgr  0.001303 0.001303 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 00000000 00000000                     

 ComQSave 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 00000000 00000000                     

 Dispatch 0.001587 0.001587 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 00000000 00000000                     

 DsTrgMgr 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 00000000 00000000                     

 EspCom   0.000006 0.000006 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 00000000 00000000                     

 InitTerm 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 00000000 00000000                     

 NetQSave 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 00000000 00000000                     

 Net15691 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 00000000 00000000                     

 Others   0.000809 0.000809 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 00000000 00000000                     

 QueueMgr 0.002083 0.002083 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 00000000 00000000                     

 QueueShr 0.000045 0.000045 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 00000000 00000000                     

 Resolver 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 00000000 00000000                     

 ResFSave 0.000710 0.000710 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 00000000 00000000                     

 Timer    0.001127 0.001127 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 00000000 00000000                     

 TrackMgr 0.000915 0.000915 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 00000000 00000000  

NOTE

Related Information

For a description of the thread name options, see Performance Metrics Elements in the Programming Guide.

MGRADDR Command: Specify Manager's Address
The MGRADDR command notifies one or more agents of the ESP's address, so the agent knows to which agent receiver
to connect. The address is always sent automatically.

Type

Oper command
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Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the MGRADDR command.

Syntax

MGRADDR {AGENT|AGENT(agentname)[PORT(port)] [PERSISTENT(YES|NO)]}

        {DISPLAY}

        {HELP}

        {LIST}

AGENT
Used to send notification to all agents.

AGENT(agentname)
Indicates the unique name of the agent, as defined in the agent parameter file. To specify multiple agents, use the
hyphen wildcard.

PORT(port)
Used to tell an agent to which agent receiver port number to connect.

PERSISTENT(YES|NO)
Indicates a permanent change or a temporary change on the agent.

NOTE
This operand applies to the ESP System Agent Release 7 and above.

YES
Used to permanently save the ESP address and receiver port number in the agent's agentparm.txt file so the
agent knows which receiver to connect to when required.
NO
Indicates that the ESP address and receiver port number only change temporarily on the agent. The address and
port number are reset to the values defined in the ESP System Agent's agentparm.txt file the next time the agent
restarts. NO is the default.

DISPLAY
Displays the local ESP's address and home TCP/IP address. (They are the same if the TCPIP operand is
specified in the MANAGER parameter of the agent definition file.)

HELP
Displays MGRADDR command options.

LIST
Displays the local ESP's address and home TCP/IP address. (They are the same if the TCPIP operand is
specified in the MANAGER parameter of the agent definition file.)

The MGRADDR command is useful if the ESP master is stopped on one system and started on another because the
TCP/IP address changes.

Tells the agent to respond to messages from the ESP on a new TCP/IP address and port. You can issue the MGRADDR
command from the new master only.

Use this when:

• You move the ESP to a new master.
• You want the agent to take direction from a different ESP.

This change is temporary until the agent restarts. If you need to make the change permanent, issue the MGRADDR
command with the PORT(port) and PERSISTENT(YES) operands.
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NOTE
You can also issue the AGENTMSG command with the MGRADDR verb from the original master or from the
new master.

Example: Displaying the manager address

To display the local ESP's address and home TCP/IP address, enter one of the following:

• MGRADDR
• MGRADDR DISPLAY
• MGRADDR LIST

Example: Notify all Agents

In the following example, notification is sent to all agents.

MGRADDR AGENT

or

MGRADDR AGENT(-)

Example: Notify multiple Agents

In the following example, notification is sent to agents with name prefix CYB.

MGRADDR AGENT(CYB-)

Example: Specify port number

In the following example, notification is sent to agent CYBAIX, to tell it to connect to agent receiver TCP/IP port 5451.

MGRADDR AGENT(CYBAIX) PORT(5451)

Example: Permanently change the ESP's address and port number on the Agent

In the following example, notification is sent to a Release 7 ESP System Agent called AGENT1 telling it to connect to
agent receiver TCP/IP port 5451. The information is permanently saved in the AGENT1 agentparm.txt file so the agent
knows which receiver to connect to when required.

MGRADDR AGENT(AGENT1) PORT(5451) PERSISTENT(YES)

MGRMSG Command: Simulate Message From Agent
The MGRMSG command requests that the Manager perform actions on workload objects and report object state
changes.

You can use this command to simulate agent messaging. For example, if an ESP application is waiting for a job to
complete and release a successor job, but your agent system is not running, you can use this command to send an
Automation Framework Message (AFM) to ESP, forcing the job to complete.

Type

Command that issues an AFM from page mode, line mode, or a procedure

Authority

You must have READ or UPDATE access to an application.
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Syntax

MGRMSG {date|.|*} {time|.} {to|.} {from|.}

  objectname verb subverb [modifier]

Syntax for verb

verb has the following format:

ACTION|RESPONSE|STATE

Syntax for subverb

For verb ACTION, subverb has the following format:

BYPASS|DROPDEP[Pred(predname) ...]|DROPRES[Resource(resname) ...]|

HOLD|INSERT|READY|RELEASE|REQUEST|RESET|RESUB|UNBYPASS|UNREQUEST|

UNWAIT|UPDATE_SCBD|WITHDRAW

For verb RESPONSE, there is no subverb or modifier.

For verb STATE, there is no subverb but there is a modifier.

Syntax for modifier

For verb ACTION, subverb INSERT, modifier has the following format:

[AbandonDependency(date time)]

[AbandonSubmission(date time)]

[Appl(applname)]

[Authstr(authstring)]

[AverageCPU(avgcputime)]

[AverageElapsed(avgelapsedtime)]

[Conditional]

[Doclib(libname)]

[Docmem(membername)]

[Dsname(dsname)]

[EarlySub(time)]

[Espprocfile(libname)]

[External]

[Hold]

[JobProf(profilename)]

[LateEnd(date time)]

[LateSub(date time)]

[Manual]

[Pred(objname[(A)|(U)|(N)])]

[Pred(objname

   (COND([NOT] [SUBNUM(x)] [AND|OR]

         [NOT] [RC(rc)] [AND|OR]

         [NOT] [RC("Shhh"|"Unnnn")] [AND|OR]

         [NOT] [STEPRC('[proc].step',"Shhh"|"Unnnn"|nnnn)])),

    NOBYPASS)]

[Priority(priority)]
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[Process]

[RelDelay(time)]

[Request]

[Resource([number],resname[,...])]

[Scheduled(time)]

[SelfCompleting]

[Statements(statements)]

[Subappl(subapplname)]

[Succ(objname[(A)|(U)|(N)])]

[Succ(objname

   (COND([NOT] [SUBNUM(x)] [AND|OR]

         [NOT] [RC(rc)] [AND|OR]

         [NOT] [RC("Shhh"|"Unnnn")] [AND|OR]

         [NOT] [STEPRC('[proc].step',"Shhh"|"Unnnn"|nnnn)])),

    NOBYPASS)]

[Tag(tag)]

[Type(type)]

For verb ACTION, subverb RESET, modifier has the following format:

[AbandonDependency(date time)]

[AbandonSubmission(date time)]

[Authstr(authstring)]

[AverageCPU(avgcputime)]

[AverageElapsed(avgelapsedtime)]

[Conditional]

[Doclib(libname)]

[Docmem(membername)]

[Dsname(dsname)]

[EarlySub(time)]

[Espprocfile(libname)]

[Hold]

[JobProf(profilename)]

[LateEnd(date time)]

[LateSub(date time)]

[Pred(objname[(A)|(U)|(N)])]

[Pred(objname

   (COND([NOT] [SUBNUM(x)] [AND|OR]

         [NOT] [RC(rc)] [AND|OR]

         [NOT] [RC("Shhh"|"Unnnn")] [AND|OR]

         [NOT] [STEPRC('[proc].step',"Shhh"|"Unnnn"|nnnn)])),

    NOBYPASS)]

[Priority(priority)]

[Process]

[RelDelay(time)]

[Request]

[Resource([number],resname[,...])]

[Statements(statements)]

[Succ(objname[(A)|(U)|(N)])]

[Succ(objname
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   (COND([NOT] [SUBNUM(x)] [AND|OR]

         [NOT] [RC(rc)] [AND|OR]

         [NOT] [RC("Shhh"|"Unnnn")] [AND|OR]

         [NOT] [STEPRC('[proc].step',"Shhh"|"Unnnn"|nnnn)])),

    NOBYPASS)]

[Tag(tag)]

For verb ACTION, subverb RESUB, modifier has the following format:

[From(restartpoint)]

[Jobid(jobid)]

[RestartParm(string)]

[To(laststep)]

[User1(var1)]

[User2(var2)]

[User3(var3)]

[User4(var4)]

For verb RESPONSE, there is no modifier.

For verb STATE, modifier has the following format:

[Activate]

[Alert(*|alertid|eventid) [MNPoint(mnpoint)]] 

[Cmpc(code)]

[Failed]

[Intvrq]

[Jobno(jobno)]

[NoActivate]

[NoFailed]

[NoIntvrq]

[NoUpdateATR]

[ProbRec(number)]

[SetEnd]

[SetStart]

[Status(sysstatus)]

[Tag(tag)]

date
Indicates the date the message is sent. The format of the date is YYYYMMDD. If you omit this modifier, use a
period or asterisk as a placeholder. An asterisk is interpreted as the current date and time, and causes the next
field to be ignored.

time
Indicates the time the message is sent. If you omit this modifier, use a period or asterisk as a placeholder. The
format of the time is HHMM[SS[TH]] [{+|-}hhmm], where HH is the current hour in 24-hour format, MM is minutes
into the hour, SS and TH are seconds and hundredths of seconds. A time zone can immediately follow the time.
A time zone is specified with a minus sign, indicating a time zone EAST of the Prime Meridian, and a plus sign,
indicating a time zone that is WEST of the Prime Meridian.

to
Indicates the network address of the destination, as seen from the sender.

from
Indicates the address of the sender.
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objectname
Name of the object to which the command refers. This parameter uniquely identifies the object.
For ESP applications, the object name is specified in the format:
oooo[.qqqq]/aaaaa.ggggg/fffff

• oooo is the full name.
For details, see the definition for full name in the glossary.

• qqqq is the optional qualifier.
• aaaaa is the application name.
• ggggg is the application generation number.
• fffff is the appl file name.

Currently, there is only one appl file, and its name is MAIN.

NOTE

• For commands that are not related to a specific job, specify a period (.) instead of the job name.
• To cancel a job, specify the full name.

Example
JOB1.NT/TESTNT.99/MAIN

verb
Indicates the intent of the message. Verbs define large areas of action. The possible values are:
ACTION

Requests some action be applied to a workload object, such as Hold or Release. The verb modifier
indicates the actual action.

RESPONSE
Indicates a response is being made for a request sent to an agent. The RESPONSE verb does not
indicate that the object has changed state.

NOTE
Response messages have no predefined variable data. They are generated as a response to an
inquiry originated by the Application Manager or a workload object implementation package.

STATE
Indicates a change of state for the object. The new object state is supplied in the modifier field.

subverb
Further defines the action to take. The possible values are:
BYPASS

Turns on the BYPASS indicator for the workload object.
DROPDEP[Pred(predname) ...]

Drops some or all predecessor dependencies for the object. Variable data consists of the modifier Pred,
followed by a list of object names in parentheses. Blanks or commas can separate object names. If this
modifier is omitted, all dependencies are dropped.

DROPRES[Resource(resname) ...]
Drops some or all resources. Variable data consists of the modifier Resource, followed by a list of
resource names in parentheses. Blanks or commas can separate resource names. If this modifier is
omitted, all resource requirements are dropped.

HOLD
Turns on the workload object's HOLD flag.

INSERT
Inserts a new job in the application.
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READY
Requests the object be immediately placed in the READY state. Any dependencies, hold states or delay
submit times are dropped.

RELEASE
Indicates the object can have the HOLD attribute removed. RELEASE can cause a change of state for the
object.

REQUEST
Turns on the REQUESTED indicator for the workload object.

RESET
Requests one or more of the objects properties be modified.

RESUB
Requests the object be scheduled for reexecution.

UNBYPASS
Turns off the BYPASS indicator for the workload object.

UNREQUEST
Turns off the REQUESTED indicator for the workload object.

UNWAIT
Removes the ancestor wait attribute for the workload object.

UPDATE_ SCBD
Causes the Update_SCBE method of the object to be invoked. Variable data is object implementation
defined.

WITHDRAW
Withdraw a single job (specified in the objectname operand) from processing before it is completed.
You cannot use this subverb on completed jobs. A withdrawn job is immediately completed and its status
changes to WITHDRAWN (or EXTNL WITHDRAWN for external jobs whose home job was withdrawn).
Successors to the withdrawn job are not released; they remain in PREDECESSOR WAIT status.

modifier
Modifies the verb-subverb combination. The possible values are:
AbandonDependency(date time)

Time and date when dependencies are dropped.
AbandonSubmission(date time)

Time and date when submission of the object to execute is abandoned.
Activate

After the object state is modified, prompt ESP to scan the queue of jobs to see if there are any jobs ready
to run. Use Activate when you are specifying another subverb that could result in a job becoming eligible
to run.

Alert(*|alertid|eventid)
Indicates the name of an Alert to invoke. Specifying an asterisk causes the event that created the
application to be invoked as a monitor event. If this modifier is specified, also supply a monitor point name
using the MNPOINT modifier.
You can specify an asterisk (*) to retrigger the ESP event that invoked the application that owns the
specified job.
The alertid can be up to four characters long, is alphanumeric, with the first character being alphabetic.
alertid must be predefined using the ALERTDEF command.
The eventid indicates the event name to trigger. The event and Alert values are mutually exclusive.

Authstr(authstring)
Specifies the authorization string associated with an external object.
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AverageCPU(avgcputime)
Average CPU time consumed, in the format mmmss.

AverageElapsed(avgelapsedtime)
Average elapsed time in the format mmmss.

Appl(applname)
Specifies the name of an application for an external object.

Cmpc(code)
Specifies the completion code for the object.

Conditional
Indicates a conditional job.

Doclib(libname)
Specifies the name of the library containing the workload object documentation.

Docmem(membername)
Member name of documentation library entry.

Dsname(dsname)
Submits data set name.

EarlySub(time)
The time before which the object must not be readied.

Espprocfile(libname)
Specifies the name of the library containing the objects definition (ESP procedure file).

External
Indicates object refers to an object in another application.

Failed
Indicates that the FAILED condition must be set.

From(restartpoint)
Restart point.

Hold
Requests the object be placed in manual hold.

Intvrq
Indicates intervention is required for the object.

Jobid(jobid)
Identifier of original job being restarted.

Jobno(jobno)
Sets the job number field of the object.

JobProf(profilename)
Specifies the profile name where job profile data is stored. The profile name can be up to 104 characters
long. You cannot use symbolic variables in the profile name with the MGRMSG command. There is no
default profile name for an inserted job.

LateEnd(date time)
Time and date when an object must complete to avoid becoming overdue.

LateSub(date time)
Time and date when an object must start to avoid becoming overdue.

Manual
Indicates this object is a manually submitted z/OS job
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MNPoint(mnpoint)
Supplies a value for the MNPOINT variable for the execution of an Alert.

NoActivate
Indicates that the Activate subroutine of the APPL Manager must not be invoked for this state change.

NoFailed
Resets the FAILED indicator for an object.

NoIntvrq
Turns off the intervention required condition for an object.

NoUpdateATR
Indicates that the Application Tracking Record must not be updated to a disk as a result of this state-
change message.

Pred(objname[(A)|(U)|(N)])
Pred controls the release of the current job depending on termination of the predecessor jobs specified in
objname. You can specify any number of objects in objname by separating the object names with blanks
or commas.
A - Releases the current job if objname terminates abnormally (including a condition code failure).
U - Releases the current job if objname terminates normally or abnormally.
N - Releases the current job if objname terminates normally.
Example: Pred(JOB1(A))

Pred(objname
(COND
([NOT] [SUBNUM(x)] [AND|OR]
[NOT] [RC(rc)] [AND|OR]
[NOT] [RC("Shhh"|"Unnnn")] [AND|OR]
[NOT] [STEPRC('[proc].step',"Shhh"|"Unnnn"|nnnn)])),
NOBYPASS)
Pred controls the release of the current job depending on termination of the predecessor jobs specified in
objname. You can specify any number of objects in objname by separating the object names with blanks
or commas.
Example: Pred(JOB1(COND(RC(12))),NOBYPASS)
COND specifies a conditional expression that determines whether the current job is released. You can
specify any or all of the following expressions along with AND, OR, and NOT:
SUBNUM(x)

Releases the current job if x matches the number of times the specified job has run. You can
specify a range of job submissions, for example: SUBNUM(2:5).

RC(rc)
Releases the current job if rc matches the return code of the specified job. If the specified job fails
with an abend code, the condition is not satisfied. You can specify a range of job return codes, for
example: RC(2:12). When a job is forced complete, the return code from the previous run is kept.
If the job has no previous return code, zero is used.
Limits:
- 0 to 4095 for mainframe workload
- 0 to 18446744073709551615 for distributed workload

RC("Shhh"|"Unnnn")
Releases the current job if Shhh or Unnnn matches the abend code of the specified job. Shhh
represents a system abend with the hexadecimal number hhh. Unnnn represents a user abend
with the decimal number nnnn.
Example: RC("S0C7")
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STEPRC('[proc].step',"Shhh"|"Unnnn"|nnnn)
Releases the current job if the completion code of the specified step in the specified job matches
the STEPRC value.
proc specifies the procedure step name. You can use wildcard characters.
step specifies the job step name. You can use wildcard characters.
The period between proc and step is required even if both proc and step are blank. For example:
STEPRC('.',0).
Shhh specifies a system abend with the hexadecimal number hhh. You can use wildcard
characters in hhh.
Unnnn specifies a user abend with the decimal number nnnn. You can use wildcard characters in
nnnn.
nnnn specifies a non-abend completion code with a decimal number. You can specify a range of
job completion codes, for example, 100:4095. Completion code 4095 is the maximum that you
can specify.

NOTE
STEPRC gets step completion codes only when the job ends. A newly inserted job or
a newly activated external or manual job cannot evaluate step codes of a job that has
already ended.

Example: STEPRC('GLUPD.GLDLY',"S0C7")
NOBYPASS - By default, based on the conditional statement of the predecessor, when the predecessor
job completes successfully and the successor job is not released, the successor job and its own
successors are bypassed. For example, if job B is bypassed, any successor jobs to job B are also
bypassed until the job branch intersects with another job stream.
The bypassing stops when ESP finds a job that depends on jobs other than the successor of job B.
Specifying NOBYPASS indicates job B and all its successors stay in a wait state.
Alternatively, when the predecessor job completes unsuccessfully and the successor job is not released,
the successor job stays in a WAIT state.

NOTE
A predecessor job has completed successfully when the PNODE is COMPLETE.

For z/OS jobs, use CCCHK to control the successful and unsuccessful completion of jobs.
For Agent jobs, use EXITCODE to control the successful and unsuccessful completion of jobs.
If a job is bypassed manually, its successors do not get bypassed.

Priority(priority)
Specifies the priority the workload object is to have.
Limits: A number from 0 to 99.

ProbRec(number)
Attaches a problem record number to the object.

Process
Indicates whether event processing is required for Tasks or Links.

RelDelay(time)
Specifies a minimum delay time to add to a job after its last dependency has been met.

Request
Indicates the object has the REQUEST attribute. To run, it has to be explicitly requested.

Resource([number],resname[,...])
Specifies resources the object requires to be eligible for execution. Specify operands in the format
nnnn,rrrr where nnnn is a numeric quantity and rrrr is the name of a resource. A resource requirement can
be nullified by setting the quantity to zero. The quantity can be omitted, in which case it defaults to one.
For example,
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Resource(CICS01,2,TAPES,3,SCRATCH,DBTABLE1)
requests one unit of CICS01 and DBTABLE1, two units of TAPES, and three units of SCRATCH.

RestartParm(string)
Operand string to be passed to the restart processor.

Scheduled(time)
Indicates the scheduled time an external object must possess to match this object definition.

SelfCompleting
Self-completing Task.

SetEnd
Requests the object's end time be set from this message's time stamp.

SetStart
Requests the object's start time be set from this message's time field.

Statements(statements)
Specifies one or more statements that should be executed as part of processing the event or procedure
that is invoked when this object is ready. Separate each statement with a semicolon. When using a
semicolon, enclose the statement string with quotation marks. These statements will execute after all
procedure statements have been processed. An object need not be defined in the ESP procedure. For
example, to specify an agent name and exit code, specify
Statements('Agent AIX01;EXITCODE0-5 SUCCESS').

Status(sysstatus)
Specifies a system status string that should be attached to this object

Subappl(subapplname)
Specifies the name of the subappl to which the object belongs.

Succ(sobject[(A)|(U)|(N)])
Succ controls the release of the the successor jobs specified in sobject depending on termination of the
current job. You can specify any number of objects in sobject by separating object names with blanks or
commas.
A - Releases sobject if the current job terminates abnormally (including a condition code failure).
U - Releases sobject if the current job terminates normally or abnormally.
N - Releases sobject if the current job terminates normally.
Example: Succ(JOB1(A))

Succ(objname
(COND
([NOT] [SUBNUM(x)] [AND|OR]¨
[NOT] [RC(rc)] [AND|OR]
[NOT] [RC("Shhh"|"Unnnn")] [AND|OR]
[NOT] [STEPRC('[proc].step',"Shhh"|"Unnnn"|nnnn)])),
NOBYPASS)
Succ controls the release of the the successor jobs specified in objname depending on termination of the
current job. You can specify any number of objects in objname by separating object names with blanks or
commas.
Example: Succ(JOB1(COND(RC(12))),NOBYPASS)
COND specifies a conditional expression that determines whether the objname is released. You can
specify any or all of the following expressions along with AND, OR, and NOT:
SUBNUM(x)

Releases the specified jobs if x matches the number of times the current job has run. You can
specify a range of job submissions, for example: SUBNUM(2:5).
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RC(rc)
Releases the specified jobs if rc matches the return code of the current job. If the current job fails
with an abend code, the condition is not satisfied. You can specify a range of job return codes, for
example: RC(2:12). When a job is forced complete, the return code from the previous run is kept.
If the job has no previous return code, zero is used.
Limits:
- 0 to 4095 for mainframe workload
- 0 to 18446744073709551615 for distributed workload

RC("Shhh"|"Unnnn")
Releases the specified jobs if Shhh or Unnnn matches the abend code of the current job. Shhh
represents a system abend with the hexadecimal number hhh. Unnnn represents a user abend
with the decimal number nnnn.
Example: RC("S0C7")

STEPRC('[proc].step',"Shhh"|"Unnnn"|nnnn)
Releases the specified jobs if the completion code of the specified step in the current job matches
the STEPRC value.
proc specifies the procedure step name. You can use wildcard characters.
step specifies the job step name. You can use wildcard characters.
The period between proc and step is required even if both proc and step are blank. For example:
STEPRC('.',0).
Shhh specifies a system abend with the hexadecimal number hhh. You can use wildcard
characters in hhh.
Unnnn specifies a user abend with the decimal number nnnn. You can use wildcard characters in
nnnn.
nnnn specifies a non-abend completion code with a decimal number. You can specify a range of
job completion codes, for example, 100:4095. Completion code 4095 is the maximum that you
can specify.

NOTE
STEPRC gets step completion codes only when the job ends. A newly inserted job or
a newly activated external or manual job cannot evaluate step codes of a job that has
already ended.

Example: STEPRC('GLUPD.GLDLY',"S0C7")
NOBYPASS - By default, based on the conditional statement of the predecessor, when the predecessor
job completes successfully and the successor job is not released, the successor job and its own
successors are bypassed. For example, if job B is bypassed, any successor jobs to job B are also
bypassed until the job branch intersects with another job stream.
The bypassing stops when ESP finds a job that depends on jobs other than the successor of job B.
Specifying NOBYPASS indicates job B and all its successors stay in a wait state.
Alternatively, when the predecessor job completes unsuccessfully and the successor job is not released,
the successor job stays in a WAIT state.

NOTE
A predecessor job has completed successfully when the PNODE is COMPLETE.

For z/OS jobs, use CCCHK to control the successful and unsuccessful completion of jobs.
For Agent jobs, use EXITCODE to control the successful and unsuccessful completion of jobs.
If a job is bypassed manually, its successors do not get bypassed.

Tag(tag)
Specifies a tag for the object.

To(laststep)
Last processing step to be rerun.
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Type(type)
Workload object type. Possible values are as follows:

• JOB
• LINK
• TASK
• One of the distributed systems workload object types listed in the WOBDEF initialization parameter

documentation.

The workload object types are not case sensitive.
User1(var1)

User restart variable 1.
User2(var2)

User restart variable 2.
User3(var3)

User restart variable 3.
User4(var4)

User restart variable 4.

Example: Automation Framework Messages (AFMs)

The following examples show AFMs that are generated by the MGRMSG command:

19941102 102322-0500 AIX01 APPLMGR@PROD UJ1/AIXAPPL01.1/MAIN+

 RUN . Data(…

 

19941102 1024 APPLMGR@PROD AIX01 UJ1/AIXAPPL01.1/MAIN STATE+

 Complete Cmpc(0)

Example: MGRMSG command using the ACTION verb

The following examples show MGRMSG commands that request an ACTION be performed.

NOTE
The fields in the message are case sensitive. ESP converts the object name and verb to uppercase, but all other
fields are left in their original case.

MGRMSG * . aix01 APPLMGR@PROD JOB2/APPL1.5/MAIN ACTION HOLD

MGRMSG * . aix01 APPLMGR@PROD JOB2/APPL1.5/MAIN ACTION RESUB

MGRMSG * . aix01 APPLMGR@PROD JOB2/APPL1.5/MAIN ACTION DROPDEP +

 Pred(JOB2)

MGRMSG * . aix01 . JOB5/APPLA.5/MAIN ACTION INSERT Type(Job)+

 Hold Pred(JOB2,JOB3.A) Earlysub(21.00 Today) Tag(STREAM1)

MGRMSG * . aix01 . JOB2/APPLA.4/MAIN ACTION RESET Pred(JOB1) +

AbandonSubmission(6pm)

Example: Withdrawing a job

The following MGRMSG command withdraws job GLDLY1:.

MGRMSG * . aix01 . GLDLY1/GLAPPL.100/MAIN ACTION WITHDRAW

Example: Specifying a name for job profile data
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In the following example, MGRmsg tells ESP to store job profile data for JOB9 under the profile name
JOB9.JOBPROF.DLY.

MGRMSG * . aix01 . JOB9/JOBPROF.11/MAIN ACTION INSERT +

JobProf(JOB9.JOBPROF.DLY)

Example: Inserting a job with a condition function

In the following example, MGRmsg tells ESP to insert RECOVERYJOB after JOB1. If the return code of RECOVERYJOB
is 0, run JOB2. If the RECOVERYJOB abnormally terminates, run JOB4.

MGRMSG * ... RECOVERYJOB/CONDAPP.77/MAIN ACTION INSERT +

Type(JOB) Pred(JOB1) Succ(JOB2(COND(RC(0))),JOB4(A))

In the following example, MGRmsg tells ESP to insert RECOVERYJOB after JOB1. If the return code of procedure step
PS1, job step JS1 in JOB1 is 12, run RECOVERYJOB.

MGRMSG * . aix01 . RECOVERYJOB/CONDAPP.77/MAIN ACTION INSERT +

Type(JOB) Pred(JOB1(COND(STEPRC('PS1.JS1',12)))) + MFUser(CYBER03)

In the following example, RECOVERYJOB is released if both of the following conditions are met:

• STEP5 of JOB1 ends with condition code no higher than 4.
• No step in JOB1 completes with an x37 abend.

MGRMSG * . aix01 . RECOVERYJOB/CONDAPP.77/MAIN ACTION INSERT +

Type(JOB) Pred(JOB1(COND(STEPRC('.STEP5',0:4) AND +

 NOT STEPRC('-.-','S*37'))))" + MFUser(CYBER03)

In the following example, assume that JOB1 contains an unnamed step. If the return code of unnamed step is 12,
RECOVERYJOB runs.

MGRMSG * . aix01 . RECOVERYJOB/CONDAPP.77/MAIN ACTION INSERT +

Type(JOB) Pred(JOB1(COND(STEPRC('.',12)))) + MFUser(CYBER03)

In the following example, if the return code of job step JS1 in JOB1 is a user abend, RECOVERYJOB runs.

MGRMSG * . aix01 . JOB1/CONDAPP.77/MAIN ACTION INSERT +

Type(JOB) Succ(RECOVERYJOB(COND(STEPRC('.JS1','U-')))) + MFUser(CYBER03)

Example: Inserting a self-completing task into the application

In the following example, MGRMSG tells ESP to insert self-completing task TASK1 into the application APPLA.3.

MGRMSG * . aix01 . TASK1/APPLA.3/MAIN ACTION INSERT+

 SelfCompleting Type(TASK)

Example: Insert a Remote Execution Job

The following example shows remote execution job statements being inserted into application TESTSAP.233.

MGRMSG . . . . CYBJK.SP/TESTSAP.233/MAIN ACTION INSERT Type(PR)+ 

Statements("AGENT AM; REMOTE_COMMAND sleep 200; REMOTE_TARGET hpserver; EXITCODE 0-1,S")
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MINDORM Command: Set QUEUE Data Set's Minimum Dormancy
The MINDORM command sets the minimum time interval, in hundredths of a second, before ESP attempts to read the
QUEUE data set after ESP has performed a write in a shared DASD environment. This value is critical to both master and
proxy system performance.

You can also code MINDORM as an initialization parameter.

NOTE
If you applied PTF RO72017, ESP sets the timing of access to the QUEUE data set internally. The system
ignores the MINDORM command and displays the 2899I message.

Type

Oper command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the MINDORM command.

Syntax

MINDORM [interval|100]

interval
Specify a number between 100 and 100000 in hundredths of a second. The default is 100.

The MINDORM command can prevent an excess of I/O to the QUEUE data set in a shared DASD environment.
Specifying a time interval that is too low can result in too high an I/O activity, while specifying too high a value can affect
response time. Since ESP only attempts to read the QUEUE data set if it needs to refer to or update the information, a
lower time-interval value has less impact than a higher value.

NOTE

Related information:

• To set the maximum dormancy of the QUEUE data set, see MAXDORM Command: Set QUEUE Data Set's
Maximum Dormancy.

• To set how long a subsystem retains control of the QUEUE data set, see MINHOLD Command: Set QUEUE
Data Set's Minimum Control Interval.
– To display the current values of MINHOLD, MINDORM, and MAXHOLD, see LISTQ Command: List

Queue Data Set.
– For performance considerations of MINHOLD, MINDORM, and MAXDORM, see Installing and Configuring

.
– To optimally share the QUEUE data set, see Programming.

Example

The following examples set the QUEUE data set's minimum dormancy to 250 on proxy A, 300 on proxy B, and 150 on the
master.

Proxy A

OPER MINDORM 250

Proxy B

OPER MINDORM 300
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Master

OPER MINDORM 150

MINHOLD Command: Set QUEUE Data Set's Minimum Control Interval
The MINHOLD command sets the time interval, in hundredths of a second, that a subsystem retains control of the
QUEUE data set in a shared DASD environment. This value is critical to system performance.

You can also code MINHOLD as an initialization parameter.

NOTE
If you applied PTF RO72017, ESP sets the timing of access to the QUEUE data set internally. The system
ignores the MINHOLD command and displays the 2899I message.

Type

Oper command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the MINHOLD command.

Syntax

MINHOLD [interval|100]

interval
Specify a number between 1 and 100000 in hundredths of a second. The default is 100.

The recommended value varies depending on your configuration. Set this value with MINDORM and MAXDORM.

NOTE

Related information

• To set the minimum dormancy of the QUEUE data set, see MINDORM Command: Set QUEUE Data Set's
Minimum Dormancy.

• To set the maximum dormancy of the QUEUE data set, see MAXDORM Command: Set QUEUE Data Set's
Maximum Dormancy.

• To display the current values of MINHOLD, MINDORM, and MAXHOLD, see LISTQ Command: List Queue
Data Set.

• For performance considerations of MINHOLD, MINDORM, and MAXDORM, see Installing and Configuring .
• To optimally share the QUEUE data set, see Programming.

Example

In the following examples, proxy A is twice as busy as proxy B. Proxy A retains control of the QUEUE data set for 100
hundredths of a second, proxy B for 50 hundredths of a second, and the master for 200 hundredths of a second.

Proxy A

OPER MINHOLD 100

Proxy B

OPER MINHOLD 50
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Master

OPER MINHOLD 200

MODEL Command: Start Model Process
The MODEL command activates the model processor. The model processor updates the projected start and end times for
jobs in the scheduled activity data set. In addition to activating the model processor, the MODEL command indicates the
start of the model period.

Type

Model command

Syntax

MODEL 'dsname'

      [GENERATION(genno)]

      [START('schedule')]

      [NOCLASS]

      [SHOWCRITICALPATH]

dsname
Indicates the name of the scheduled activity data set, enclosed in quotes, to be used for MODEL processing.

genno
Indicates a generation number for a generation data group (GDG). It must be zero or a negative number.

schedule
Indicates the start of the model period. If the statement contains separators, it must be enclosed in quotes. The
start period defaults to 'now' (current time/date) if not specified. If no end time is specified, the default is the start
time plus 12 hours.

NOCLASS
Specifies class processing is bypassed for this model. Initiator classes are not required when starting initiators
and if specified, are ignored. The NOCLASS option distorts your modeling output. Jobs are selected for execution
by any available initiator regardless of their class. This could result in major discrepancies between the forecast
and actual completion times of your workload. This option should be used only in cases where an installation
uses homogeneous initiator classes or where you are interested only in a Scheduled Jobs Cross-Reference (JR1)
report.

SHOWCRITICALPATH
Displays columns CJ and CP in the JR2 report. Column CJ displays jobs identified as being critical jobs, and
column CP displays jobs identified as being on the critical path.

You cannot activate the model processor through ISPF panels or through an ESP procedure. Modeling is normally done in
batch.

The START keyword defines the time frame used to extract records from the scheduled activity data set. Only jobs within
the time frame are used in the MODEL generation.

After entering the MODEL command from Line mode or Page mode, the ESP MODEL processor is activated and you can
enter MODEL commands. Model processor activation is indicated by:

• The MODEL --> prompt from line mode
• Or the MODEL MODE prompt in the upper left corner of the screen from Page mode.
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NOTE

Related information

• To end the model process, see the ENDMODEL command.
• For how ESP processes workload in your environment, see the Advanced User Guide.

Example: Jobs in the next 12 hours

In the following example, jobs scheduled between now and now plus 12 hours (default) are used in the MODEL
generation.

MODEL 'CA.DATASET.SADGEN'

Example: Specific time range

In the following example, only jobs scheduled between 6am today and 6am tomorrow are used in the MODEL generation.

MODEL 'CA.DATASET.SADGEN' START('6AM TODAY ENDING 6AM TOMORROW')

Example: Bypass class processing

The following MODEL command activates the model processor, indicates the start of the model period, and that class
processing be bypassed:

MODEL 'CA.DATASET.SADGEN' START('8AM TODAY ENDING 8PM TODAY') NOCLASS

In the above example, only jobs scheduled between 8am today and 8pm today are used in the MODEL generation. Job
classes are ignored. This is useful for generating a Scheduled Jobs Cross-Reference (JR1) report to see job relationships.

Example: Sample model definition

In the following example:

• The DEFPRINT command directs output to a DD name.
• The MODEL command invokes the model processor.
• The MAXINITS and INIT commands define initiators.
• The MREPORT command selects the modeling report to be generated.
• The ENDMODEL command ends the process.
• The ENDPRINT command creates a report.

DEFPRINT XREF DDNAME(MODEL1)

 MODEL 'CA.DATASET.SADGEN' -

   START('4PM TODAY ENDING 4PM TODAY PLUS 5 DAYS')

   MAXINITS 8

   INIT START(1:8) CLASS(A,B,C,D)

   MREPORT RPT1 JR1 FROM('4PM TODAY ENDING 4PM TOMORROW')

 ENDMODEL

ENDPRINT RPT1

Example: Sample model definition using SHOWCRITICALPATH

In the following example:
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• The DEFPRINT command directs output to a DD name.
• The MODEL command invokes the model processor and displays columns for critical jobs (CJ) and critical path (CP) in

the JR2 report.
• The MAXINITS and INIT commands define initiators.
• The MREPORT command selects the modeling report to be generated.
• The ENDMODEL command ends the process.
• The ENDPRINT command creates a report.

DEFPRINT JR2REP DDNAME(JR2REP)

 MODEL 'CA.DATASET.SADGEN' -

   SHOWCRITICALPATH -

   START('07:00AM  TODAY ENDING 05:00PM PLUS 1 DAYS')        

   MAXINITS 5                                                

   INIT START(1:5)  CLASS(A,Z)                               

   MREPORT JR2REP LONGNAME(24) JR2 FROM('07:00AM TODAY ENDING 05:00PM PLUS 1 DAYS')   

 ENDMODEL                                                    

ENDPRINT JR2REP                                               

MREPORT Command: Select Model Reports
The MREPORT command selects reports containing the modeling output. You can specify the time range for each report.

Type

Model command

Syntax

MREPORT repname

        {JR1|JOB_REPORT_1}

        {JR2|JOB_REPORT_2}

        {ER1|EXCEPTION_REPORT_1}

        {ER2|EXCEPTION_REPORT_2}

        {RR1|RESOURCE_REPORT_1}

        {RR2|RESOURCE_REPORT_2}

        [FROM('schedule')]

        [CPU(cpunumber)]

        [JOBS(fullname[,fullname]...)]

        [LONGNAME(long_name_width)]

        [PREDECESSOR(predecessor_width)]

        [SUCCESSOR(successor_width)]

repname
Indicates a one to eight alphanumeric character logical report name as defined by the DEFPRINT command.

JR1|JOB_REPORT_1
Generates a Scheduled Jobs Cross Reference report.

JR2|JOB_REPORT_2
Generates a Projected End Time report.

ER1|EXCEPTION_REPORT_1
Generates a Job Exception report.
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ER2|EXCEPTION_REPORT_2
Generates a Dueout Exception report.

RR1|RESOURCE_REPORT_1
Generates the Resource Utilization On Systems report.

RR2|RESOURCE_REPORT_2
Generates the Resource Utilization By Job report.

FROM('schedule')
Indicates a valid schedule statement. If the statement contains separators, it must be enclosed in quotes. The
keywords ENDING or UNTIL can be used to restrict the time range selected. An EVERY keyword can also be
specified to control the reporting increment. If the FROM keyword is not specified, the default is “now every two
minutes until 6 am tomorrow”.

CPU(cpunumber)
Indicates the CPU number for which the report is generated. The valid range is 0-7 (up to eight CPUs supported).
If not specified, all CPUs are reported on. The CPU keyword is used only when a RESOURCE_REPORT_1
(RR1) report is requested.

JOBS(fullname)
Indicates a job name or list of job names to be included in the report. The fullname operand represents 64-
character job names. For a complete definition, see Full name in the Glossary. You can use the asterisk and
hyphen as wildcard characters to perform masking. A single hyphen displays all jobs without qualifiers that were
selected for the requested interval. A -.- displays all jobs with qualifiers that were selected for the requested
interval.
The JOBS keyword should be used only if you wish to limit a report to certain jobnames or job prefixes. All jobs
are reported on by default if the JOBS keyword is not specified.

LONGNAME(long_name_width)
Specifies the character width of the JOB NAME field in the report. You must specify a width between 12 and 64
characters. If the actual job name exceeds the width you specify, the full name is truncated in the report.
If you omit the LONGNAME operand, 64-character full names appear in the report.
If you specify LONGNAME(0) or LONGNAME(00), no long names appear in the report.
If you set the LONGNAME width to a high value, each job in the report may need two lines to report all the
information. The headings are also printed on two lines. Each heading is positioned over the appropriate
information.

PREDECESSOR(predecessor_width)
Specifies the width in characters of predecessor fields in the report. You must specify a width between 12 and 64
characters. If the actual predecessor exceeds the width you specify, the predecessor is truncated in the report. If
you omit the PREDECESSOR operand or specify PREDECESSOR(0) or PREDECESSOR(00), no predecessors
appear in the report.

SUCCESSOR(successor_width)
Specifies the width in characters of successor fields in the report. You must specify a width between 12 and 64
characters. If the actual successor exceeds the width you specify, the successor is truncated in the report. If you
omit the SUCCESSOR operand or specify SUCCESSOR(0) or SUCCESSOR(00), no successors appear in the
report.

NOTE

• You can only specify one report type per MREPORT command (for example, JR1, JR2, or ER1). Specify
multiple MREPORT commands to generate multiple report types.

• The recommended data width for all reports is 133 with a record format of FBA.
• For information on how ESP processes workload in your environment, see the Advanced User Guide.

Example: Resource utilization by system
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In the following example, generation of the Resource Utilization by System Report (RR1) is requested. The report is
generated at 5-minute intervals.

MREPORT CYBER1 RESOURCE_REPORT_1 -

FROM('6AM TODAY EVERY 5 MINUTES ENDING 6AM TOMORROW')

Example: Resource utilization by job

In the following example, generation of the Resource Utilization by Job (RR2) is requested. Only LOCAL resources
defined to CPU3 will appear on the report. The report is generated at 2-minute intervals (default).

MREPORT OUTDSN RR2 FROM('8:15 JAN1 TO 9:15 JAN2') CPU(3)

Example: Run a Report Query and Show Report Output

The following example describes the statements in a report query, shows the application the report query is for, and shows
the corresponding output:

• The DEFPRINT command directs output to a DD name.
• The MODEL command invokes the model processor.
• The MAXINITS and INIT commands define initiators.
• The MREPORT command selects the modeling report to be generated.
• The ENDMODEL command ends the process.
• The ENDPRINT command creates a report.

The following example shows a report query:

DEFPRINT XREF DDNAME(MODEL1)

 MODEL 'CYB1.CAUSR02.WORK.SAD' +

   START('8AM TODAY ENDING 8PM TOMORROW')

   MAXINITS 4

   INIT START(1:4) CLASS(A)

   MREPORT XREF JR1 FROM('8AM TODAY ENDING 8PM TOMORROW') LONGNAME(15)

 ENDMODEL

ENDPRINT XREF

The following example shows a the application that the report query is reporting on:

APPL LONGJOB                     

JCLLIB 'CYB1.CAUSR02.WORK.JCLLIB'

JOB MYVERYLONGJOBNAME TASK       

   RUN DAILY                     

ENDJOB                           

/**/                             

NT_JOB MY2.B LONGNAME(MY_NT_JOB) 

    AGENT CAAG                   

    CMDNAME C:\TEST.EXE          

  RELEASE MY1.C                  

  RUN DAILY                      

ENDJOB                           

/**/                             

JOB JOBA.WITHQUAL                

   RUN NOW                       
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ENDJOB                           

/**/                             

JOB JOBA                         

   RUN NOW                       

ENDJOB                           

The following example shows the report output. In the report query, the LONGNAME operand sets the JOB NAME field
width to 15 characters. If the actual job name is more than 15 characters, the name is truncated in the report. If you omit
the LONGNAME operand in the report query, fullnames in the width of 64 characters are printed.

   JOB NAME     APP NAME NET NAME TIME  DATE  CPU

--------------- -------- -------- ---- ------ ---

JOBA            LONGJOB           12.00 03/14  0 

JOBA.WITHQUAL   LONGJOB           12.00 03/14  0 

MYVERYLONGJOBN+ LONGJOB           12.00 03/14  0 

MY_NT_JOB       LONGJOB           12.00 03/14  0 

MSG Command: Set Messages
The MSG command adds or deletes routing or descriptor codes to a message or range of messages. It can also change
the message type.

Type

General command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the MSG command.

Syntax

MSG {(id[,id]...)}

    {(id1:id2)}

    [ROUTE(codes)]

    [DESC(codes)]

    [DELROUTE(codes)]

    [DELDESC(codes)]

    [TYPE(I|W|E|S)]

id
The message ID. It is a number between 26 and 9998. You can specify a list of numbers enclosed in parentheses
and separated by blanks or commas.

id1:id2
A range of message IDs. Each number is between 26 and 9998, separated by a colon. You can specify a list of
ranges enclosed in parentheses and separated by blanks or commas.

codes
A number, range of numbers or list of numbers and ranges of numbers. Each number must be between 0 and 16.

ROUTE
Requests that one or more routing codes be added when the message is issued.

DESC
Requests that one or more descriptor codes be added when issuing the messages.
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DELROUTE
Requests that one or more routing codes be deleted from those normally used for the message.

DELDESC
Requests that one or more descriptor codes be deleted from those normally used for the message.

TYPE
The new message type is one of the following:

• I -- Informational message
• W -- Warning message
• E -- Error message
• S -- Severe error message

When a message is about to be issued, the routing and descriptor codes are modified according to the above
specification. The routing and descriptor codes for the message class, as set by the MSGTYPE command, are also set.

The order of application is

1. DELROUTE and DELDESC from message type (MSGTYPE command).
2. ROUTE and DESC from message type (MSGTYPE command).
3. DELROUTE and DELDESC from individual message modifier (MSG command).
4. ROUTE and DESC from individual message modifier (MSG command).

NOTE

Related information

To add or delete routing or descriptor codes to groups of messages, see the MSGTYPE command.

Example: MSG and MSGTYPE example

In the following example, messages 500 to 550 are informational messages, and messages 551 to 559 are warning
messages.

MSGTYPE INFORMATION ROUTE (1:3,10,12)

MSGTYPE WARNING ROUTE (1:3,8,10,12) DESC(1)

MSG (500:510,525) DESC(2)

MSG 530 TYPE(W) DELDESC(1)

After these commands are entered:

• All informational messages have routing codes 1,2,3,10, and 12 added.
• Warning messages have routing codes 1,2,3,8,10, and 12 added with descriptor code 1.
• Messages 500 to 510 and 525 also have descriptor code 2 added, although they remain informational messages.
• Message 530 is converted to a warning message and, therfore, has the warning message routing and descriptor codes

added. However, the descriptor code of 1 is deleted for message 530.

MSGPRFX Command: Set Message Prefix
The MSGPRFX command alters the message ID prefix for all messages generated by the subsystem.

Type

OPER command

Authority

Access to security profile OPER or OPERCMD.cmdname
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Syntax

MSGPRFX prefix|ESP

prefix
The message ID prefix, which is the character string immediately before the message number.
Default: ESP
Limits: Maximum seven characters

NOTE
When running more than one subsystem, it is a good idea to identify the source of a message. The message ID
prefix can be set to a different string for each subsystem.

Example: MSGPRFX Command

Use the following command to generate message identifiers in the form ESPT, type:

OPER MSGPRFX ESPT

MSGTYPE Command: Set Messages from Type
The MSGTYPE command adds or deletes routing or descriptor codes to groups of messages based on their message
type.

Type

General command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the MSG command.

Syntax

MSGTYPE {INFO|I}

        {WARNING|W}

        {ERROR|E}

        {SEVERE|S}

        [ROUTE(codes)]

        [DESC(codes)]

        [DELROUTE(codes)]

        [DELDESC(codes)]

INFO
Specifies that informational messages will be issued.

WARNING
Specifies that warning messages will be issued.

ERROR
Specifies that error messages will be issued.

SEVERE
Specifies that severe messages will be issued.

codes
A number, range of numbers or list of numbers and ranges of numbers. Each number must be between 0 and16.
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ROUTE
Requests that one or more routing codes be added when the message is issued.

DESC
Requests that one or more descriptor codes be added when issuing the messages.

DELROUTE
Requests that one or more routing codes be deleted from those normally used for the message.

DELDESC
Requests that one or more descriptor codes be deleted from those normally used for the message.

When a message is about to be issued, the message type indicator is used to locate the message-type attributes. Any
message-type attributes are combined with the attributes of the message itself to form the final attributes.

The order of application of attributes when both MSG and MSGTYPE apply to a message is

1. DELROUTE and DELDESC from message type (MSGTYPE command).
2. ROUTE and DESC from message type (MSGTYPE command).
3. DELROUTE and DELDESC from individual message modifier (MSG command).
4. ROUTE and DESC from individual message modifier (MSG command).

NOTE

Related information

To add or delete routing or descriptor codes to a message or range of messages, see the MSG command.

Example: MSG and MSGTYPE commands

In the following example, messages 500 to 550 are informational messages, and messages 551 to 559 are warning
messages.

The following examples show MSG and MSGTYPE commands:

MSGTYPE INFORMATION ROUTE (1:3,10,12)

MSGTYPE WARNING ROUTE (1:3,8,10,12) DESC(1)

MSG (500:510,525) DESC(2)

MSG 530 TYPE(W) DELDESC(1)

After these commands are entered:

• All informational messages have routing codes 1,2,3,10, and 12 added.
• Warning messages have routing codes 1,2,3,8,10 and 12 added with descriptor code 1.
• Messages 500 to 510 and 525 also have descriptor code 2 added, although they remain informational messages.
• Message 530 is converted to a warning message and, therefore, has the warning message routing and descriptor

codes added. However, the descriptor code of 1 is deleted for message 530.

Example: Add routing codes

In the following example, informational messages will have routing codes 1,2,5, and 6 and descriptor code 2. If you want
to reset any prior setting, specify 0 as the first routing or descriptor code.

MSGTYPE I ROUTE(1,2,5)

MSGTYPE I ROUTE(6) DESC(2)

Example: Reset routing and descriptor codes

In the following example, previous routing and descriptor code settings are reset before adding the new values.
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MSGTYPE I ROUTE(0,6) DESC(0,2)

NETAUTH Command: Control Authorization Profiles
The NETAUTH command controls authorization profiles for remote hosts that are allowed to connect to the local Network
Delivery Services (NDS) network.

NOTE
You can specify an IPV4 or IPV6 address in this command.

Type

General command

Syntax

NETAUTH [ADD HOST(host)|DELETE HOST(host)|HELP|LIST]

ADD
Defines a new network authorization profile.

HOST(host)
Specifies the IP address or DNS name that is authorized to connect to the local NDS network.

DELETE
Deletes the network authorization profile corresponding to the specified host.

HELP
Displays NETAUTH command options.

LIST
Lists the network authorization profiles. LIST is the default.

You must set the AUTHENTICATE operand of the NETWORK initialization parameter before your installation can
restrict connection by remote hosts according to the authorization profiles set in the NETAUTH initialization parameter or
command.

Example

The following example deletes access to the local NDS network to hosts with the TCP/IP address 134.4.10.1:

F ESPM,NETAUTH DELETE HOST(134.4.10.1)

NETDEST Command: NDS Destination Profile
The NETDEST command defines a Network Delivery Service (NDS) destination profile. Each network destination is
uniquely identified by a network node and specifies its host attributes.

• To define the network destination as a local network node, you must code a NETNODE initialization parameter in the
local ESP LOADNET initialization data set.

• To define the network destination as a remote network node, you must code a NETDEST ADD initialization parameter
in the local ESP LOADNET initialization data set. You can also issue the NETDEST ADD command dynamically.

NOTE
You can specify an IPV4 or IPV6 address in this command.

Type
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Oper command

Syntax

NETDEST [ADD|ALTER|DELETE|HELP|LIST]

ADD NETNODE(netnode)

    [HOST(host)]

    [SYSPLEX(sysplex)

      [SYSNAME(sysname)|SYSTEM(sysname)]

      [XCFGROUP(xcfgroup)[XCFMEMBER(xcfmember)]] ]

    [JESNODE(jesnode)[JESMEMBER(jesmember)]] 

    [SYSID(sysid)]

    [PERSIST]

ALTER NETNODE(netnode)

      [HOST(host)|NOHOST]

      [SYSPLEX(sysplex)|NOSYSPLEX]

      [SYSNAME(sysname)|SYSTEM(sysname)|NOSYSNAME|NOSYSTEM]

      [XCFGROUP(xcfgroup)|NOXCFGROUP]

      [XCFMEMBER(xcfmember)|NOXCFMEMBER]

      [JESNODE(jesnode)|NOJESNODE]

      [JESMEMBER(jesmember)|NOJESMEMBER]

      [SYSID(sysid)|NOSYSID]

      [PERSIST]

DELETE NETNODE(netnode)

LIST [NETNODE(netnode)]

     [HOST(host)]

     [SYSPLEX(sysplex)]

     [SYSNAME(sysname)|SYSTEM(sysname)]

     [XCFGROUP(xcfgroup)]

     [XCFMEMBER(xcfmember)]

     [JESNODE(jesnode)]

     [JESMEMBER(jesmember)]

     [SYSID(sysid)]

ADD
Creates a new network destination profile.
NETNODE(netnode)

The name of the network node to be added.
HOST(host)

The IP address or DNS name of the remote network node.
SYSPLEX(sysplex)

The MVS sysplex name where the remote ESP subsystem resides.
SYSNAME(sysname)|SYSTEM(sysname)

The name of the remote ESP subsystem. SYSNAME and SYSTEM are aliases.
XCFGROUP(xcfgroup)

The GROUP name on the SYSPLEX initialization parameter of the remote ESP subsystem.
XCFMEMBER(xcfmember)

The MEMBER name on the SYSPLEX initialization parameter of the remote ESP subsystem.
JESNODE(jesmode)

The JES or NJE node name of the remote network node.
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JESMEMBER(jesmember)
The JES or MAS member name of the remote network node.

SYSID(sysid)
The system identifier of the remote ESP subsystem. sysid corresponds to the SYSID initialization
parameter of the remote subsystem.

PERSIST
Specifies that you want to preserve the tracking data for this network node if the node is offline. The
preserved tracking data is passed to the node when the node goes online.

NOTE

If the network node is offline for a significant period of time, the NETQUEUE dataset may fill up
with the preserved tracking data.

ALTER
Alters an existing network destination profile.
NETNODE(netnode)

The name of the network node to be altered.
HOST(host)

The IP address or DNS name of the remote network node.
NOHOST

Removes the specified host from the network destination profile.
SYSPLEX(sysplex)

The MVS sysplex name where the remote ESP subsystem resides.
NOSYSPLEX

Removes the specified sysplex from the network destination profile.
SYSNAME(sysname)|SYSTEM(sysname)

The name of the remote ESP subsystem. SYSNAME and SYSTEM are aliases.
NOSYSNAMENOSYSTEM

Removes the specified system from the network destination profile.
XCFGROUP(xcfgroup)

The GROUP name on the SYSPLEX initialization parameter of the remote ESP subsystem.
NOXCFGROUP

Removes the specified XCF group from the network destination profile.
XCFMEMBER(xcfmember)

The MEMBER name on the SYSPLEX initialization parameter of the remote ESP subsystem.
NOXCFMEMBER

Removes the specified XCF member from the network destination profile.
JESNODE(jesmode)

The JES or NJE node name of a remote network node.
NOJESNODE

Removes the specified JES or NJE node from the network destination profile.
JESMEMBER(jesmember)

The JES or MAS member name of a remote network node.
NOJESMEMBER

Removes the specified JES or MAS member from the network destination profile.
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SYSID(sysid)
The subsystem identifier of a remote ESP subsystem. sysid corresponds to the SYSID initialization
parameter of the remote subsystem.

NOSYSID
Removes the specified subsystem from the network destination profile.

PERSIST
Specifies that you want to preserve the tracking data for this network node if the node is offline. The
preserved tracking data is passed to the node when the node goes online.

NOTE

If the network node is offline for a significant period of time, the NETQUEUE dataset may fill up
with the preserved tracking data.

DELETE
Deletes an existing network destination profile.
NETNODE(netnode)

The name of the network node to be deleted.
HELP

Displays the NETDEST command options.
LIST

Displays network destination profiles.
NETNODE(netnode)

The name of the network node to be listed.
HOST(host)

The IP address or DNS name of the remote network node.
SYSPLEX(sysplex)

The MVS sysplex name where the remote ESP subsystem resides.
SYSNAME(sysname)SYSTEM(sysname)

The name of the remote ESP subsystem. SYSNAME and SYSTEM are aliases.
XCFGROUP(xcfgroup)

The GROUP name on the SYSPLEX initialization parameter of the remote ESP subsystem.
XCFMEMBER(xcfmember)

The MEMBER name on the SYSPLEX initialization parameter of the remote ESP subsystem.
JESNODE(jesmode)

The JES or NJE node name of the remote network node.
JESMEMBER(jesmember)

The JES or MAS member name of the remote network node.
SYSID(sysid)

The system identifier of the remote ESP subsystem. sysid corresponds to the SYSID initialization
parameter of the remote subsystem.

You must define a network destination profile with at least one of the following host attribute specifications:

• HOST(host)
• SYSPLEX(sysplex)
• JESNODE(jesnode)
• SYSID(sysid)

You must maintain the following dependencies in a network destination profile:
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• SYSNAME(sysname) cannot be specified unless SYSPLEX(sysplex) is also specified.
• XCFGROUP(xcfgroup) cannot be specified unless a SYSPLEX(sysplex) is also specified.
• XCFMEMBER(xcfmember) cannot be specified unless XCFGROUP(xcfgroup) is also specified.
• JESMEMBER(jesmember) cannot be specified unless JESNODE(jesnode) is also specified.

If a remote ESP master subsystem does not always execute on the same system within its sysplex, its NETDEST
specification in the local LOADNET initialization file must not specify any of the following system specific destination
specification operands:

• HOST(host)
• SYSNAME(sysname)
• XCFMEMBER(xcfmember)
• JESMEMBER(jesmember)

If any host attribute specifications for a remote network node in a NETDEST command do not correspond to the actual
host attributes of the network node, an NDS connection request to that network node will be rejected.

Examples

The following example shows a group of LOADNET initialization parameters:

NETNODE ESPM_CHICAGO

NETDEST NETNODE(ESPM_NEWYORK) SYSPLEX(NEWYORK) JESNODE(NYC)+

SYSID(ESPM_NYC)

NETDEST NETNODE(ESPM_TORONTO) SYSPLEX(TORONTO) JESNODE(TOR)+

SYSID(ESPM_TOR)

NETWORK START CONNECTION HOST(NEWYORK) PORT(2300)

NETWORK START CONNECTION HOST(TORONTO) PORT(2300)

• The NETNODE initialization parameter defines ESPM_CHICAGO as the local network node name.
• The first NETDEST initialization parameter defines remote network node ESPM_NEWYORK. The sysplex name of its

host system is NEWYORK, the JES node name of its host system is NYC, and its subsystem identifier is ESPM_NYC.
• The second NETDEST initialization parameter defines remote network node ESPM_TORONTO. The sysplex name

of its host system is TORONTO, the JES node name of its host system is TOR, and its subsystem identifier is
ESPM_TOR.

• The first NETWORK START CONNECTION initialization parameter starts a connection to remote network node
ESPM_NEWYORK. Its DNS host name is NEWYORK and it is listening on TCP port 2300.

• The second NETWORK START CONNECTION initialization parameter starts a connection to remote network node
ESPM_TORONTO. Its DNS host name is TORONTO and it is listening on TCP port 2300.

NETWORK Command: Control NDS
The NETWORK command controls Network Delivery Services (NDS) connections, listeners, and services.

NOTE
You can specify IPV4 or IPV6 addresses in this command.

Type

General command

High-Level Syntax

NETWORK|NET DISPLAY|QUEUE|SET|START|RESTART|STOP|HELP|?

Expanded Syntax for NETWORK DISPLAY
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DISPLAY|D {CONNECTIONS [DETAIL]}

          {LISTENERS}

          {LOCAL}

          {PENDING}

          {SERVICES}

Expanded Syntax for NETWORK QUEUE

QUEUE|Q DISPLAY|D NETNODE(netnode) [SERVICE(service)]

 

QUEUE|Q DISPLAY|D [HOST(host)]

                  [SYSPLEX(sysplex)]

                  [SYSNAME(sysname)|SYSTEM(sysname)]

                  [XCFGROUP(xcfgroup)][XCFMEMBER(xcfmember)]

                  [JESNODE(jesnode)][JESMEMBER(jesmember)]

                  [SYSID(sysid)]

                  [SERVICE(service)]

 

QUEUE|Q DISPLAY|D SPACE [FREE]

QUEUE|Q DISPLAY|D SAVE

QUEUE|Q FLUSH IDENTIFIER(id)

QUEUE|Q SET|T SAVE(interval|0)

Expanded Syntax for NETWORK SET

SET CONNECTIONS [HOME[(homehost)]|NOHOME]

                [AUTHENTICATE|NOAUTHENTICATE]

                [BUFFERSIZE[(buffersize|4096)]

                [KEEPALIVE(interval|300)|NOKEEPALIVE]

                [RETRY(interval|60)|NORETRY]

Expanded Syntax for NETWORK START, NETWORK RESTART, and NETWORK STOP

START {CONNECTION HOST(host) PORT(port)

                 [HOME[(homehost)]|NOHOME]

                 [RETRY(interval|60)|NORETRY]}

      {LISTENER PORT(lport)

               [HOME[(lhost)]] 

               [RETRY(linterval|60)|NORETRY]}

      {SERVICE service}

RESTART

STOP {CONNECTION ALL|

                 IDENTIFIER(id)|

                 NETNODE(netnode)|

                 HOST(host)}

     {LISTENER PORT(lport)|

               IDENTIFIER(lid)}

     {PENDING ALL|HOST(phost)|IDENTIFIER(pid)}
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     {SERVICE service}

Expanded Syntax for NETWORK HELP|?

HELP|? DISPLAY|HELP|?|QUEUE|SET|START|RESTART|STOP

Descriptions for NETWORK DISPLAY

DISPLAY
Displays information about Network Delivery Services (NDS).
CONNECTIONS

Displays the active NDS connections.
DETAIL

Displays detailed information about the host attributes of the remote NDS partner.
LISTENERS

Displays the active NDS listeners.
LOCAL

Displays local host information for the current NDS network node.
PENDING

Displays pending NDS connects.

NOTE

Pending NDS connections:

• Are not yet active.
• Were set or started with the RETRY operand specified and RETRY has not been overridden

by NORETRY in NETWORK START CONNECTION.

SERVICES
Displays active NDS services

Descriptions for NETWORK QUEUE

QUEUE DISPLAY
Displays the queue backlog information for the NETQUEUE data set or its space usage information. The
information can be restricted using the other operands.
FREE

Displays the free areas in the NETQUEUE data set.
HOST(host)

Specifies the IP address or DNS name of the host that the output queue backlog information display is
restricted to

JESMEMBER(jesmember)
Specifies the target JES member to which the output queue backlog information display is restricted.

JESNODE(jesnode)
Specifies the target JES node to which the output queue backlog information display is restricted.

NETNODE(netnode)
Specifies the target network node to which the output queue backlog information display is restricted.

SAVE
Displays the current NETQUEUE SAVE status.
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SERVICE(service)
Specifies the target network service to which the output queue backlog information display is restricted.

SPACE
Displays the NETQUEUE data set space information.

SYSID(sysid)
Specifies the target system identifier to which the output queue backlog information display is restricted.

SYSNAME(sysname)
Specifies the target system to which the output queue backlog information display is restricted.

SYSPLEX(sysplex)
Specifies the target sysplex to which the output queue backlog information display is restricted.

SYSTEM(sysname)
Specifies the target system to which the output queue backlog information display is restricted.

XCFGROUP(xcfgroup)
Specifies the target XCF group to which the output queue backlog information display is restricted.

XCFMEMBER(xcfmember)
Specifies the target XCF member to which the output queue backlog information display is restricted.

QUEUE FLUSH
Flushes all backlogged messages in an output queue on the NETQUEUE data set.
IDENTIFIER(id)

Specifies the numeric identifier of the NETQUEUE data set output queue whose backlog is flushed

NOTE
You can determine the identifier with the NETWORK QUEUE DISPLAY command.

QUEUE SET SAVE(interval|0)
Saves the NETQUEUE data set every time the specified time interval passes. The time interval between each
save is in seconds and the range is 0(zero) to 30. The default is 0 (zero). The data set is saved only if it was
updated during the interval.
If interval is 0 (zero), the NETQUEUE data set is saved every time a NETQUEUE update occurs instead of at
regular intervals.
Instead of specifying the save interval in the NETWORK command, you can specify it in the NETQUEUE
initialization parameter.

NOTE

Related Information

For more details, see the notes following the operand descriptions.

Descriptions for NETWORK SET

SET CONNECTIONS
Sets attributes for all Network Delivery Services (NDS) connections.

•AUTHENTICATE
Specifies that a connection to or from a remote NDS node is accepted only if the IP address or DNS name has
been defined in an NDS authorization profile. For information on how to define NDS authorization profiles, see the
NETAUTH command or initialization parameter.

BUFFERSIZE[(buffersize| 4096)]
Specifies the buffer size in bytes for data transmitted from remote NDS nodes. The range is from 1 to 1048576.
The default is 4096. The buffer size values are rounded as follows:
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• 1 to 511 -- 512
• 513 to 1023 -- 1024
• 1025 to 2047 -- 2048
• 2049 and above -- rounded up to the next 4K value

NOTE
During connection, the remote NDS network node might negotiate the data buffer sizes downward.

HOME[(homehost)]
Specifies the local IP address or DNS name of the outgoing connection from the local NDS node. You can specify
any available local IP address or DNS name, but your choice may be limited if a firewall on a remote NDS node
accepts only certain IP addresses or DNS names.
You can override NETWORK SET HOME with NETWORK START HOME for specific connections.
If you specify HOME without an IP address or DNS name, the local TCP/IP stack default home IP address is
used.

KEEPALIVE(interval|300)
Specifies how many seconds an NDS connection can be idle before the local NDS node sends a query to the
remote NDS node. If the remote NDS node does not answer the query, the connection is assumed to be severed
and the local network closes its half of the connection.
The valid range is between 30 and 14400. The default is 300.

NOAUTHENTICATE
Specifies that connections to or from a remote NDS network node are accepted. NDS authorization profiles are
ignored.

NOHOME
Specifies that any available local IP address is used as the outgoing connection from the local NDS node. Make
sure that firewalls on the remote NDS nodes accept any of the available local IP addresses.

NOKEEPALIVE
Specifies that the local NDS node does not check on the status of an idle connection. This means that you will not
be aware of a severed connection until the local NDS node attempts to send a message on the connection. When
the attempt fails, the local NDS node closes its half of the connection.

NORETRY
Specifies that an unsuccessful NDS connection will not be retried.

RETRY(interval|60)
Specifies how many seconds the local NDS node waits before trying again to establish the connection. These
attempts continue until the connection is successfully established or NETWORK STOP PENDING is issued.
The valid range is between 10 and 3600. The default is 60.

Descriptions for NETWORK START, NETWORK RESTART, and NETWORK STOP

START CONNECTION
Starts an NDS connection.

HOME[(homehost)]
Specifies the local IP address or DNS name of the outgoing connection from the local NDS node. You can specify
any available local IP address or DNS name, but your choice may be limited if a firewall on the remote NDS node
accepts only certain IP addresses or DNS names.
If you specify HOME without an IP address or DNS name, the local TCP/IP stack default home IP address is
used.
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HOST(host)
Specifies the IP address or DNS name of the listener on the remote NDS node. Use the IP address or DNS name
specified in NETWORK START LISTENER HOME on the remote NDS node. If HOME is not specified on the
remote node, you can specify any IP address or DNS name that is available on the remote node.

NOHOME
Specifies that any available local IP address is used as the outgoing connection from the local NDS node. Make
sure that a firewall on the remote NDS node accepts any of the available local IP addresses.

NORETRY
Specifies that an unsuccessful NDS connection will not be retried.

PORT(port)
Specifies the port number of the listener on the remote NDS node. Use the port specified in NETWORK START
LISTENER PORT on the remote NDS node.

RETRY(interval|60)
Specifies how many seconds the local NDS node waits before trying again to establish the connection. These
attempts continue until the connection is successfully established or NETWORK STOP PENDING is issued.
The valid range is between 10 and 3600. The default is 60.

START LISTENER
Starts an NDS listener.

HOME[(lhost)]
Specifies the IP address or DNS name of the listener on the local NDS node. This IP address or DNS name must
also be specified in NETWORK START CONNECTION HOST on the remote NDS nodes.
If you specify HOME without an IP address or DNS name, the local TCP/IP stack default home IP address is
used.
If you do not specify HOME, remote NDS nodes can connect to any available IP address or DNS name on the
local NDS node.

PORT(lport)
Specifies the port number of the listener on the local NDS node. This port number must also be specified in
NETWORK START CONNECTION PORT on the remote NDS nodes.

NORETRY
Specifies that an unsuccessful NDS connection will not be retried.

RETRY(linterval|60)
Specifies how many seconds the local NDS node waits before trying again to start the listener. These attempts
continue until the listener is successfully started or NETWORK STOP LISTENER is issued.
The valid range is between 10 and 3600. The default is 60.

START SERVICE
Starts an NDS service.

service
Specifies the service to start. The following values are accepted:

• ROUTING -- for remote requests to the following restart products:
- ESP WA Restart Option requests (r3.1 and higher)
- WA Restart Option

NOTE
Issue START SERVICE ROUTING on the local and remote ESP subsystems that are connected by
NDS.

• TRACKING -- for internodal job tracking

RESTART
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RESTART immediately restarts any pending NDS connections or pending NDS listeners.

NOTE
Pending NDS connects and pending NDS listeners:

Are not yet active.

Were set or started with the RETRY operand specified and RETRY has not been overridden by NORETRY in
NETWORK START CONNECTION.

RESTART uses the same settings that were in effect when the NET START command was issued for each connection or
listener.

STOP CONNECTION
Stops one or all NDS connections

ALL
Specifies that all NDS connections will be stopped

HOST(host)
Specifies the remote NDS host name or TCP/IP address whose connection will be stopped

IDENTIFIER(id)
Specifies the numeric identifier of the NDS connection that will be stopped

NOTE
You can determine the identifier with the NETWORK QUEUE DISPLAY command.

NETNODE(netnode)
Specifies the remote NDS network node whose connection will be stopped.

STOP LISTENER
Stops an NDS listener.

IDENTIFIER(lid)
Specifies the numeric identifier of the NDS listener that will be stopped

NOTE
You can determine the identifier by issuing the NETWORK DISPLAY LISTENERS command

PORT(lport)
Specifies the TCP/IP port number of the listener that will be stopped.

STOP PENDING
Stops one or all pending NDS connections

NOTE

Pending NDS connections:

• Are not yet active.
• Were set or started with the RETRY operand specified and RETRY has not been overridden by NORETRY in

NETWORK START CONNECTION.

ALL
Specifies that all pending NDS connections will be stopped.

HOST(phost)
Specifies the IP address or DNS name of the NDS network host whose pending connections will be stopped

IDENTIFIER(pid)
Specifies the numeric identifier of the pending NDS connection that will be stopped
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NOTE
You can determine the identifier with the NETWORK DISPLAY PENDING command.

STOP SERVICE
Stops an NDS service

service
Specifies the service to stop. The following values are accepted:

• ROUTING -- for remote ESP WA Restart Option requests (r3.1 and higher)
• TRACKING -- for internodal job tracking

Descriptions for NETWORK HELP|?

HELP|?
Provides syntax information about the NETWORK command.

DISPLAY
Displays NETWORK DISPLAY options.

HELP|?
Displays NETWORK HELP options

QUEUE
Displays NETWORK QUEUE options.

SET
Displays NETWORK SET options.

START
Displays NETWORK START options.

RESTART
Displays NETWORK RESTART options.

STOP
Displays NETWORK STOP options.

Defaults

If no NETWORK SET CONNECTIONS initialization parameter or command is used, the following default is in effect:

NETWORK SET CONNECTIONS NOHOME NOAUTHENTICATE BUFFERSIZE(4096)-

KEEPALIVE(300) RETRY(60)

Issuing multiple NETWORK commands

You can issue the NETWORK command multiple times. The operands you specify each time you issue NETWORK add
to what was specified in all previous NETWORK commands and initialization parameters. If you leave an operand out, the
default takes effect only if that operand has not been specified before.

In the following example, the first command sets the DNS name of the local outgoing connection to "ESPA". The second
command does not specify HOME, but the first HOME is still in effect rather than the default, NOHOME.

NETWORK SET CONNECTIONS HOME(ESPA)

NETWORK SET CONNECTIONS AUTHENTICATE KEEPALIVE(600) NORETRY

Crashes or Stoppages and NETWORK QUEUE SET SAVE
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If ESP is stopped or crashes, any pending NETQUEUE data set updates are saved. However, if the system crashes and
NETQUEUE data set updates are pending in an ESP master executing on that system, a NETQUEUE data set save
cannot occur and inter-nodal tracking data may be lost.

Avoiding Potential CPU Overuse When Using NETWORK QUEUE SET SAVE

If ESP uses NDS for inter-nodal job tracking, NETWORK QUEUE SET SAVE can sometimes cause excessive paging
activity and CPU use. This problem can occur if you do not specify an interval for SAVE. Without an interval, the save
occurs every time the NETQUEUE data set is updated.

For example, assume that ESP tracks every job in a JES node and transmits the job tracking records to all masters
executing in a remote JES node. In this case, each NETQUEUE data set update requires many NETQUEUE data set
saves.

Overrides

For the specified connection in NETWORK START CONNECTION:

The HOME and NOHOME operands override the HOME and NOHOME operands of the NETWORK SET
CONNECTIONS command or initialization parameter.

The RETRY and NORETRY operands override the RETRY and NORETRY operands of the NETWORK SET
CONNECTIONS command or initialization parameter.

Authenticating connections

If you change the NOAUTHENTICATE operand of the NETWORK SET CONNECTIONS command to AUTHENTICATE,
all connections whose remote hosts are not defined in an NDS network authorization profile become unauthorized and are
terminated. You can create an NDS network authorization profile with the NETAUTH command or initialization parameter.

Stopping listeners

If only one NDS listener is active or in a pending retry state, you can stop it by issuing NETWORK STOP LISTENER
without the PORT or IDENTIFIER operands.

The PORT operand stops all NDS listeners bound to a port. If multiple NDS listeners are bound to a port, but to different
IP addresses, you can stop a single listener by specifying IDENTIFIER instead of PORT.

IPV6 addresses and port numbers

In ESP output, parentheses separate an IPV6 address from a port number, for example:

(FD00:7A06:A20:100::31):1023

Representing any available IPV6 address

In NDS listener messages, “(::)” represents any available IPV6 address. In the following example, NDS listener 1 is
listening on port 3900 and any IPV6 address.

NETWORK DISPLAY LISTENERS

ESP3220I NET DISPLAY LISTENERS

Identifier    Retry    Status Address

        1      1:00    Active (::):3900

Examples: DISPLAY

NETWORK DISPLAY CONNECTIONS

Active Network Connections

  TCP transmitter ... 101.3.15.1:1220->133.41.15.4:3327
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  TCP receiver ...... 101.3.15.1:1220<-133.41.15.4:3328

    Id=0, NetNode=NEWYORK_SYSA

  TCP transmitter ... 101.3.15.1:1220->129.10.1.1:3124

  TCP receiver ...... 101.3.15.1:1220<-129.10.1.1:3135

    Id=1, NetNode=TORONTO_SYSA

 

NETWORK DISPLAY LISTENERS

ESP3220I NET DISPLAY LISTENERS

Identifier    Retry    Status Address

        1      1:00    Active 141.204.75.31:5088

        2      5:00    Active 141.314.34.31:5044

NETWORK DISPLAY LOCAL

Local Host Data, NetNode=CHICAGO

  TCP listener active on port 1220

  SysPlex=CHICAGO, SysName=SYSA, XcfGroup=ESP,

  XcfMember=ESP_MASTER, JesNode=CHICAGO,

  JesMember=SYSA, JesSubsys=JES2, Smfid=SYSA,

  Asid=0074, Job=ESPM, Jobid=STC57197, Sysid=ESPM,

  TimeZone=4W, ESP master

NETWORK DISPLAY PENDING

Identifier Retry Expiry Partner

        1  1:00  0:10 141.202.200.155:5507

NETWORK DISPLAY SERVICES

Service Status

TRACKING Receiving

Example: HELP

NETWORK HELP START

NET{WORK} S{TART} Command Options

S{TART} C{ON{NECT{ION}}} HOS{T}(host) P{ORT}(port) {HOM{E}{(host)}|NO{HOME}}

{R{ETRY}(10-3600)|N{ORETRY}}

S{TART} L{ISTEN{ER}} P{ORT}(port) {H{OME}{(host)}} {R{ETRY}(10-3600)|NOR{ETRY}}

S{TART} S{ERV{ICE}} service

Examples: QUEUE

NETWORK QUEUE DISPLAY

Input: Service=TRACKING, Backlog=0

Id=0: NetNode=CHICAGO_SYSA, SysPlex=CHICAGO,

      XcfGroup=ESP, JesNode=CHICAGO,

      Sysid=ESPMSYSA, Service=TRACKING, Backlog=27

 

NETWORK QUEUE DISPLAY SPACE

Name=NETQUEUE, Date=2003/07/21, Time=12:09:56,

Alet=0101001C, Origin=00000000,Size=000C0000,
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Used=000011D8, HighMark=0000BFA0, Free=000BFE28

 

NETWORK QUEUE FLUSH IDENTIFIER(0)

Id=0: 27 messages flushed, NetNode=CHICAGO_SYSA,

SysPlex=CHICAGO, XcfGroup=ESP, JesNode=CHICAGO,

Sysid=SYSA, Service=TRACKING

 

NETWORK QUEUE SET SAVE(15)

 

NETWORK QUEUE DISPLAY SAVE

ESP3348I NETQUEUE SAVE every update 

ESP3348I NETQUEUE SAVE every 15 seconds

Examples: SET

NETWORK SET CONNECTIONS HOME

Connect Attributes and Defaults

 Home=131.242.63.31, NoAuthenticate, BufSize=4096, KeepAlive=300,

Retry=60

Examples: START

NETWORK START CONNECTIONS HOST(133.41.15.4) PORT(1220)

TCP connection started

  Partner=133.41.15.4:1220, BufSize=4096, NoRetry

 

NETWORK START SERVICE TRACKING

ESP3251I Network TRACKING service started

NETWORK START LISTENER PORT(1220)

ESP3222I TCP listener started on port 1220

NETWORK START LISTENER PORT(5088) HOME(141.204.75.31) RETRY(300)

ESP3222I TCP listener 2 started on 141.204.75.31:5088

After issuing the preceding commands to start the listeners, the display command is issued as follows:

NETWORK DISPLAY LISTENERS

ESP3220I NET DISPLAY LISTENERS

Identifier    Retry    Status Address

        1      1:00    Active *:1220

        2      5:00      4:30 141.204.75.31:5088

The preceding display shows the following:

The first listener is active and listening on port 1220. “*” indicates that the HOME operand was not specified, so the
remote NDS node (ESP master) connects to any available IP address.

The second listener is not active yet, as there is no “Active” in the Status column. The Retry column shows that the retry
interval was set to 300 seconds (5 minutes). The Status column shows that there are 4 minutes and 30 seconds left
before the local NDS node tries again to start the second listener.
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Examples: RESTART

NETWORK RESTART

ESP3297I 1 pending connect restarted

 

NETWORK RESTART

ESP3296W No pending listeners or connects

Examples: STOP

MODIFY ESPM,NETWORK STOP CONNECTIONS NETNODE(NEWYORK_SYSA)

N531_3241I NET STOP CONNECTIONS

TCP connection stopped

  TCP transmitter ... 101.3.15.1:1220->133.41.15.4:3327

  TCP receiver ...... 101.3.15.1:1220<-133.41.15.4:3328

    Id=0, NetNode=NEWYORK_SYSA

 

NETWORK STOP LISTENER PORT(1220)

ESP3223I TCP listener on port 1220 stopped

 

NETWORK STOP PENDING HOST(132.40.21.3)

ESP3235I Pending connect to 132.40.21.3 stopped

 

NETWORK STOP SERVICE TRACKING

ESP3252I Network TRACKING service stopped

NEXT Command: Display Next Execution of Events
The NEXT command displays the next scheduled executions of an event. The NEXT command lets you specify the
number of execution times you want to test, up to a maximum of 99. As long as your event contains at least one
SCHEDULE or EXPECT command, ESP computes the execution times and dates for the number of executions you
specify.

Type

General command

Syntax

NEXT [count]

     eventide

count
Indicates a number from 1 to 99, specifying the number of execution times you want to be displayed. The default
is 1.

eventide
Indicates the name of an event.

The NEXT command simulates the schedule commands in an event to compute the next n execution times.

ESP can display up to a maximum of 99 scheduled executions only if the total number of suspended executions does
not exceed 200. When the total number of suspended executions exceeds 200, the NEXT command stops, and warning
message ESP2494W appears.
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The use of the HOLD, RELEASE, SUSPEND, and RESUME commands affects the display.

If an event is suspended at the time of display, with no scheduled resume, ESP issues a message and no scheduled
executions are displayed.

NOTE

Related information:

To test schedule criteria before using in an event, see the TEST command.

Example: Next five executions

In the following example, the next five executions of CYBER.PAYROLL are displayed.

NEXT 5 CYBER.PAYROLL

SCHED AT 21.00.00 ON MONDAY FEBRUARY 2ND, 1999

SCHED AT 21.00.00 ON TUESDAY FEBRUARY 3RD, 1999

SCHED AT 21.00.00 ON WEDNESDAY FEBRUARY 4TH, 1999

SCHED AT 21.00.00 ON THURSDAY FEBRUARY 5TH, 1999

SCHED AT 21.00.00 ON FRIDAY FEBRUARY 6TH, 1999

Example: Show Scheduled up to Suspended

In the following example, the event is suspended after February 22nd, 2004, with no scheduled resumption.

ESP2494W NEXT PROCESSING ENDED AFTER 200 SUSPENDED SCHEDULES

NEXT 10 CYBER.PAYROLL

SCHED AT 17.00.00 ON WEDNESDAY FEBRUARY 18TH, 2004

SCHED AT 17.00.00 ON THURSDAY FEBRUARY 19TH, 2004

SCHED AT 17.00.00 ON FRIDAY FEBRUARY 20TH, 2004

SCHED AT 17.00.00 ON SATURDAY FEBRUARY 21ST, 2004

SCHED AT 17.00.00 ON SUNDAY FEBRUARY 22ND, 2004

Example: Next five executions - one is held

The following example shows the output produced by the NEXT command:

NEXT 5 CYBER.PAYROLL

SCHED AT 17.00.00 ON WEDNESDAY FEBRUARY 18TH, 2004

SCHED AT 17.00.00 ON THURSDAY FEBRUARY 19TH, 2004

SCHED AT 17.00.00 ON FRIDAY FEBRUARY 20TH, 2004

SCHED AT 17.00.00 ON SATURDAY FEBRUARY 21ST, 2004 HOLD(1)

SCHED AT 17.00.00 ON SUNDAY FEBRUARY 22ND, 2004

In the preceding example, the event is held at the time of execution and release prior to the next execution.

Example: Next 99 executions - more than 200 suspended Events

The following example shows the output produced by the NEXT command, requesting that the next 99 scheduled
executions of CYBER.PAYROLL be displayed:

NEXT 99 CYBER.PAYROLL

SCHED AT 04.00.00 ON THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 9TH, 2004

SCHED AT 04.15.00 ON THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 9TH, 2004

SCHED AT 04.30.00 ON THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 9TH, 2004

SCHED AT 04.45.00 ON THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 9TH, 2004
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SCHED AT 05.00.00 ON THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 9TH, 2004

SCHED AT 05.15.00 ON THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 9TH, 2004

SCHED AT 05.30.00 ON THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 9TH, 2004

SCHED AT 05.45.00 ON THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 9TH, 2004

SCHED AT 06.00.00 ON THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 9TH, 2004

SCHED AT 06.15.00 ON THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 9TH, 2004

SCHED AT 06.30.00 ON THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 9TH, 2004

SCHED AT 04.00.00 ON FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 10TH, 2004

SCHED AT 04.15.00 ON FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 10TH, 2004

SCHED AT 04.30.00 ON FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 10TH, 2004

SCHED AT 04.45.00 ON FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 10TH, 2004

SCHED AT 05.00.00 ON FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 10TH, 2004

SCHED AT 05.15.00 ON FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 10TH, 2004

SCHED AT 05.30.00 ON FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 10TH, 2004

SCHED AT 05.45.00 ON FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 10TH, 2004

SCHED AT 06.00.00 ON FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 10TH, 2004

SCHED AT 06.30.00 ON FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 10TH, 2004

SCHED AT 04.00.00 ON SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 11TH, 2004

SCHED AT 04.15.00 ON SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 11TH, 2004

SCHED AT 04.30.00 ON SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 11TH, 2004

SCHED AT 04.45.00 ON SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 11TH, 2004

SCHED AT 05.00.00 ON SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 11TH, 2004

SCHED AT 05.15.00 ON SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 11TH, 2004

SCHED AT 05.30.00 ON SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 11TH, 2004

SCHED AT 05.45.00 ON SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 11TH, 2004

SCHED AT 06.00.00 ON SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 11TH, 2004

SCHED AT 06.15.00 ON SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 11TH, 2004

SCHED AT 06.30.00 ON SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 11TH, 2004

 

ESP2494W NEXT PROCESSING ENDED AFTER 200 SUSPENDED SCHEDULES

CYBER.PAYROLL is scheduled to run in fifteen minute intervals between 4:00am to 6:30am everyday. After 6:30am, there
are a total of 84 suspended executions until the next execution of the job on the following day at 4:00am. After three days,
252 suspended executions have occurred, which exceeds the 200 maximum. Hence, the output of the NEXT command
does not display the requested 99 executions because the total number of suspended executions between September
9th, 10th, 11th, and 12th exceeds 200. Error message ESP2494W is issued when suspended executions exceed 200.

NJETOL Command: Set NJE Tolerance
The NJETOL command sets or displays the tolerance for the time difference between the ESP time of submission and the
reader-on time of a remote JES3 system on an NJE connection.

NOTE
Jobs will stay in input submitted if held in the queue longer than the tolerance set by NJETOL.

Type

Oper command

Authority

You must have OPER authority to issue the NJETOL command.

Syntax
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    NJETOL [time_before|500,time_after|500]

time_before|500
The look-back limit in hundredths of a second. The JES3 reader on time can be time_before hundredths of a
second before the ESP time of submission.

time_after| 500
The look-ahead limit in hundredths of a second. The JES3 reader on time can be time_after hundredths of a
second after the ESP time of submission.
If you issue NJETOL without operands, the current tolerances are displayed.
When using inter-system tracking, ESP must use the JES3 reader on time. A tolerance factor may be required
to allow for a time difference between the ESP time of submission and the JES3 assigned reader on time at the
JES3 execution node.
This command is applicable regardless of the means of inter-system tracking (for example, NJE or LU6.2), but
applies only to inter-nodal data received from a JES3 system.
You shouldn't increase the NJE tolerance past a ten minute window as this increases the chances of
indiscriminate matches.

Example

In the following example, the NJE tolerance is set to 30 seconds before or after the ESP submission time:

NJETOL 3000,3000

NODE Command: Define System Nodes
The NODE command defines each system node. Use the NODE command with the CPU command to define your
network's resource topology.

NOTE
You need a RESFILE only if you use resources.

Type

General command

Syntax

NODE name [ADD|DEL|LIST|SET]

          [ROUTEJCL('/* XEQ nnn')]

          [ACTIVE|INACTIVE]

          [SYSPLEX|NOSYSPLEX]

name
Indicates the name you want to use. name might correspond to an existing JES node name or SMF ID or a group
of Agents. You can use wildcard characters asterisk and hyphen with all operands except ADD.

ADD
Adds a new definition.

DEL
Deletes one or more existing definitions.

LIST
Displays a list of one or more existing definitions. LIST is the default.

SET
Modifies attributes of existing definitions.
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ROUTEJCL
Specifies a JCL statement that is inserted into a job's JCL, causing the job to be routed to the appropriate node.

ACTIVE
Indicates a node be considered active. ACTIVE is the default.

INACTIVE
Indicates a node be considered inactive. ESP does not attempt to schedule a job for the node while it is inactive.

SYSPLEX
Indicates that this node belongs to the sysplex where ESP is running. This operand is required for resources
defined with the WLM operand.
Use this operand when you want ESP to use IBM WLM workload balancing.
This operand is available only if ESP WA Service Governor is installed.

NOSYSPLEX
Indicates that this node does not belong to the sysplex where ESP is running. NOSYSPLEX is the default.

You also need to code CPU after defining NODE.

We recommend that you use the CPU and NODE names that JES knows.

NOTE

Related Information:

• To define the resource topology of your network, see the CPU, NODE, and RESFILE initialization parameters
in the Installation and Configuration Guide.

• For resources, see the User Guide.
• To use workload balancing, see the User Guide.

Example: Display all nodes

In the following example, all nodes defined as part of the resource topology are displayed:

NODE - LIST

Example: Define NODE and CPU

In the following example, a single node called TORONTO is defined, and a single CPU called T1 is defined as a member
of the TORONTO node:

NODE TORONTO ADD

CPU T1 ADD NODE(TORONTO) CURRENT

Example: Define NODE and CPU for IBM WLM workload balancing

The following example defines two CPUs that belong to the Toronto node:

NODE TORONTO ADD SYSPLEX

CPU T1 ADD NODE(TORONTO) CURRENT

CPU T2 ADD NODE(TORONTO)

All the CPUs that have the same NODE operand in the CPU initialization parameter are linked. If you have ESP WA
Service Governor installed, ESP can balance the workload among the members belonging to one node if the SYSPLEX
operand is coded in the NODE command or initialization parameter.

Example: Define NODE and CPU for Agent workload balancing

The following example defines:
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• 3 Windows NT cpus associated with Agents called AGwin1, AGwin2, and AGwin3
• 4 UNIX cpus associated with Agents called AGunix1, AGunix2, AGunix3, and AGunix4

NODE WIN ADD

NODE UNIX ADD

CPU WIN1 ADD NODE(WIN)AGENT(AGwin1)

CPU WIN2 ADD NODE(WIN)AGENT(AGwin2)

CPU WIN3 ADD NODE(WIN)AGENT(AGwin3)

CPU UNIX1 ADD NODE(UNIX)AGENT(AGunix1)

CPU UNIX2 ADD NODE(UNIX)AGENT(AGunix2)

CPU UNIX3 ADD NODE(UNIX)AGENT(AGunix3)

CPU UNIX4 ADD NODE(UNIX)AGENT(AGunix4)

All the CPUs that have the same NODE operand in the CPU command or initialization parameter are linked. If you have
ESP WA Service Governor installed, ESP can balance the workload among the Agents belonging to one node.

NOSCHED Command: Do Not Schedule Events
The NOSCHED command specifies when a scheduled event should not execute.

Type

Event definition command

Syntax

NOSCHED criteria

criteria
Schedule criteria.

In addition to a SCHEDULE command, use any number of NOSCHED commands to specify when an event should not
execute.

Use the same time on your NOSCHED statement as on your SCHEDULE statement. If no time is specified on the
NOSCHED statement, the default is 00:00. For example, if you say SCHEDULE 5PM, you should use NOSCHED 5PM.

The NEXT command which lists the next execution times of an event, reflects NOSCHED commands.

NOTE

Related Information:

• For more information about the criteria, see Use Schedule Criteria.
• To specify when an event should execute, see the SCHEDULE command.
• To specify when a job should not be scheduled, see the NORUN statement.

Example: Last workday of month

In the following example, CYBER.PAYROLL is scheduled to execute every day at 5pm, except on the last workday of the
month.

EVENT ID(CYBER.PAYROLL)

SCHEDULE 5PM DAILY

NOSCHED 5PM LAST WORKDAY OF MONTH

INVOKE 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL(PAYROLL)'

ENDDEF
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Example: Specific order

In the following example, CYBER.PAYROLL is scheduled to execute every day at 5pm, except on February 14, 1998.

EVENT ID(CYBER.PAYJOB)

SCHEDULE 5PM DAILY

NOSCHED 5PM FEBRUARY 14, 1998 ONCE

SUBMIT 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL(PAYJOB1)'

ENDDEF

NTRCLASS Command: Exclude Class from Tracking
The NTRCLASS command specifies a job execution class to exclude from tracking. This command turns off the collection
of type 26 and 30 SMF records for the specified class.

Type

OPER command

Where defined

Tracking ESP subsystem

Syntax

NTRCLASS class

class
Specifies the class of jobs to exclude from tracking.
Limits:

• Pre-z/OS 2.1: one alphanumeric character
• z/OS 2.1 or higher: one to eight alphanumeric characters

Restrictions

Only one NTRCLASS command can be active. If you issue more than one, the last command issued is used.

Use this option with caution. If it is turned on, you can change the class tracking, but there are no explicit operands to turn
it off. To turn it off, you must issue the command with a class value that does not exist. The only character NTRCLASS
accepts that cannot represent a class is number sign (#).

To turn NTRCLASS off, you can issue the following command:

NTRCLASS #

NOTE
The effect of the NTRCLASS command remains active even when ESP restarts. If you re-IPL the system, the
NTRCLASS initialization parameter in the initialization parameter data set becomes active. If you do not code
any NTRCLASS initialization parameter, no class will be excluded.

Example

NTRCLASS Z
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NULLPSWD Command: Specify Password
The NULLPSWD command specifies a password to be compared to the PASSWORD parameter of a JOB card.

Type

Authorized oper command

Syntax

NULLPSWD password

password
Specifies the password to be compared to the PASSWORD parameter of a JOB card. The password can be up to
eight characters.

The following table indicates whether a job will succeed or fail assuming that only a user the with the password ABC can
run the job.

User password PASSWORD parameter in JOB
card

NULLPSWD Command Result

ABC ABC Ignored succeed
ABC Omitted Ignored succeed
ABC XYZ XYZ succeed
ABC XYZ xxx (Not XYZ) fail

ON Command: Specify Actions Based on Type of Day
Use the ON command with the SCHEDULE command to advance, delay, or ignore event processing if the event falls on a
holiday, weekday, weekend, or particular day of the week.

Type

Event definition command

Syntax

ON type

   {ADVANCE}

   {DELAY}

   {IGNORE}

   [n DAYS]

   [n WEEKDAYS]

type
Indicates a type of day. This can be any of the following:

• HOLIDAY -- Installation defined holidays. The LISTHOL command is used to display the holidays currently
defined by the installation.

• WEEKDAY -- Any day of the week except Saturday and Sunday.
• WEEKEND -- A Saturday or Sunday.
• dayname -- The name of a single day of the week, for example Saturday, Monday.
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ADVANCE
Indicates the event is to be advanced (for example, run earlier) by a specified number of days or weekdays.
DELAY
Indicates the event is to be delayed (for example, run later) by a specified number of days or weekdays.

IGNORE
Specifies if the event falls on one of the specified days, it is to be bypassed.

n
Indicates the number of days or weekdays the event is to be advanced or delayed.

DAYS
Indicates n equals the number of days for the schedule to be advanced or delayed. This includes Saturdays and
Sundays.

WEEKDAYS
Indicates n equals the number of weekdays for the schedule to be advanced or delayed. This excludes Saturdays
and Sundays.

NOTE
You must use the keyword HOLIDAY, which includes all holidays in the calendars associated with the event. You
cannot use a specific holiday name, such as CHRISTMAS.

Your scheduling criteria for event execution may create conflicts. For example, if you want the event to execute on the
second day of every month, but it cannot run on a weekend, tell ESP to either:

• Advance the event (run it sooner than usual) by any number of days or weekdays
• Delay the event (run it later than usual) by any number of days or weekdays
• Ignore the event (do not run it at all).

If the processing of an ON command results in an event time earlier than the previous execution of the event, that
schedule time is ignored. An ON statement affects only the scheduling of an event through a SCHEDULE statement.
SUSPEND, RESUME, HOLD, and RELEASE are not subject to ON condition testing.

Use the NEXT command to display the next execution times of an event. Changes due to an ON statement are reflected.

 

NOTE

Related information

For information on events, see Processing ESP Events in the User Guide.

For information on scheduling criteria, see Schedule Criteria in the User Guide.

For information on specifying when a scheduled event should not execute, see the NOSCHED command.

Example: Delay on holiday

The following is an example of a scheduled event definition that delays the event execution on a specific day.

In the following example, CYBER.PAYROLL is scheduled at 6am every 14 days. When a particular Monday falls on a
holiday, the event is delayed by one day. If the next day is also a holiday, the event is delayed again until it falls on a day
that is not a holiday. However, to calculate the next event time, 14 days are added to the original Monday, even though it
was a holiday.

EVENT ID(CYBER.PAYROLL)

SCHEDULE MONDAY AT 6AM EVERY 14 DAYS

ON HOLIDAY DELAY 1 DAY

INVOKE 'CYBER.PROCLIB.CNTL(PAYROLL)'
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ENDDEF

Example: Advance on holiday

In the following example, CYBER.PAYROLL is schedule at 4pm on the 15th day of the month. On holidays, the event is
advanced 1 day.

EVENT ID(CYBER.PAYROLL)

SCHEDULE 4PM 15TH DAY OF MONTH

ON HOLIDAY ADVANCE 1 DAY

INVOKE 'CYBER.PROCLIB.CNTL(PAYROLL)'

ENDDEF

Example: Ignore on holiday

In the following example, CYBER.PAYROLL is scheduled on the first day of the month. On holidays the event is
bypassed.

EVENT ID(CYBER.PAYROLL)

SCHEDULE FIRST DAY OF THE MONTH

ON HOLIDAY IGNORE

INVOKE 'CYBER.PROCLIB.CNTL(PAYROLL)'

ENDDEF

Example: Delay one week on holiday

In the following example, CYBER.PAYROLL is scheduled at 8am on the first day of the month. On holidays, the event is
delayed 7 days.

EVENT ID(CYBER.PAYROLL)

SCHEDULE 8AM FIRST DAY OF MONTH

ON HOLIDAY DELAY 7 DAYS

INVOKE 'CYBER.PROCLIB.CNTL(PAYROLL)'

ENDDEF

Example: Delay one weekday on holiday

The following is an example of a scheduled event definition that delays the event execution on holidays:

EVENT ID(CYBER.PAYROLL)

SCHEDULE 4PM 15TH DAY OF MONTH

ON HOLIDAY DELAY 1 WEEKDAY

INVOKE 'CYBER.PROCLIB.CNTL(PAYROLL)'

ENDDEF

In the above example, CYBER.PAYROLL is scheduled at 4pm on the 15th day of the month. On holidays, the event is
delayed 1 weekday.

OPSMVS Command: Enable or Disable the OPS/MVS Interface
The OPSMVS command displays the status of the interface between ESP and OPS/MVS. Issue the OPSMVS command
with the ENABLED operand to enable or disable the interface.

Type
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OPER command

Authority

Access to security profile OPER

Syntax

OPSMVS [ENABLED(Y|N)]

ENABLED(Y|N)
(Optional) Specifies the new status of the interface.
Y

Enables the OPS/MVS interface (default value).
N

Disables the OPS/MVS interface.

Usage notes:

• When the ENABLE operand has an invalid value that is one letter long, the system displays the error message 6470W.
The default value of "Y" is used instead of the invalid value.

• When the ENABLE operand has an invalid value that is longer than one letter, the system displays the message 906E.
The command is ignored.

Examples:

• In the following example, you issue the OPSMVS command to display the status of the interface:

OPER OPSMVS

The status of the OPS/MVS interface is displayed.
• In the following example, you issue the OPSMVS command to disable the interface:

OPER OPSMVS ENABLED(N)

The OPS/MVS interface is disabled.

OVERRIDE Command: Override a Job's Expected Execution Time
The OVERRIDE command overrides a job's estimated execution time or the estimated CPU time with an absolute value,
in an ESP modeling run.

Type

Model command

Restriction

The OVERRIDE command is available only with Modeling.

Syntax

OVERRIDE JOBNAME(fullname)

         [CPUTIME(cputime)]

         [EXECTIME|ELAPSED(exectime)]

         [CRITICAL|NOTCRITICAL]

fullname
Specifies a one to 64-character job name to which the override applies.
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cputime
Specifies the expected CPU time override value in seconds. The value may specify a decimal point followed by 1
or 2 digits. The acceptable range for an expected CPU time is "0.01-86400" (1/100 seconds to 24 hours).

exectime
Specifies the expected execution (or elapsed run) time override value in minutes. The value may specify a
decimal point followed by a digit. The acceptable range for an expected execution time is "0.1-57600" (6 seconds
to 40 days).

CRITICAL
Indicates the job represents a critical point in the application for the current modeling run. The longest path to this
job, in terms of execution time, is identified as the critical path.

NOTCRITICAL
Indicates the job does not represent a critical point in the application for the current modeling run.

Usage notes

ESP estimates a job's execution time and CPU time based on historical data. ESP uses the statistics from the JOBSTATS
data set if the elapsed time or CPU time were not specified with the OVERRIDE command.

More than one OVERRIDE command can be specified for a job.

Example: Set the expected CPU time for a job

In the following example, the OVERRIDE command sets the expected CPU time for job PAYJOB to 3 seconds.

OVERRIDE JOBNAME(PAYJOB) CPUTIME(3)

Example: Set the expected execution time for a job

In the following example, the OVERRIDE command sets the expected execution time for job REPORT#1 to 5 minutes.

OVERRIDE JOBNAME(REPORT#1) EXECTIME(5)

Example: Set the expected CPU time and execution time for a job

In the following example, the OVERRIDE command sets the expected CPU and execution times for job YEAREND to 1.25
seconds and 3.5 minutes respectively.

OVERRIDE JOBNAME(YEAREND) CPUTIME(1.25) EXECTIME(3.5)

Example: Override a job's critical attribute

In the following example, job PAYJOB is marked as not critical.

OVERRIDE JOBNAME(PAYJOB) NOTCRITICAL

Example: Set a job as critical

In the following example, job DAILY01 is marked as critical.

OVERRIDE JOBNAME(DAILY01) CRITICAL

PANSUB Command: Submit JCL From Panvalet
The PANSUB command submits JCL from a Panvalet data set to the internal reader.
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Type

Event definition command

Syntax

PANSUB dsname[(member)]

       [MEMBER(member)]

dsname
Indicates a valid Panvalet data set name. You do not have to specify PAN- as a data set identifier because using
the PANSUB command implies the use of a Panvalet data set.

member
Indicates a member name, which can consists of up to eight characters if specified as part of the data set name or
up to ten characters as a operand of the MEMBER keyword.

Several PANSUB commands may be specified in a single event. The input data are effectively concatenated together, so
that data from several data sets can be joined to form one or more jobs.

In the same event, you can also use the SUBMIT command, and submit JCL from Roscoe and Librarian data sets.

To submit JCL from a Panvalet library as part of an application, use PAN- as a prefix for your data set name on the
JCLLIB statement.

 

NOTE

Related information

For information on submitting JCL from an event, see the User Guide.

Example: Sample Event definition

In the following example, PAYJOB1 is submitted from Panvalet data set PANDS.DATA.

EVENT ID(CYBER.PANJOB1)

SCHEDULE 9AM FIRST MONDAY OF MONTH

PANSUB PANDS.DATA(PAYJOB1)

ENDDEF

Example: Specific member

In the following example, LONGJOB999 is submitted from Panvalet data set CYB.JCL. Using the MEMBER keyword
allows names up to 10 characters.

EVENT ID(CYBER.PANJOB2)

SCHEDULE 7PM LAST WORKDAY OF MONTH

PANSUB CYB.JCL MEMBER(LONGJOB999)

ENDDEF

PASSWORD Command: Store Password for User ID
The PASSWORD command defines and securely stores a password for a user ID that is used to access a system outside
of ESP. The user ID and password must also exist on that outside system. The stored passwords are used for the
following reasons:
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• If you use certain Agents, the password allows ESP to log in to the system on which the Agents run.
• If you use the Report Server, the password allows it to update and run queries against the Report Server database.

NOTE
The PASSWORD command can be also used to store a path to the private key located on an agent machine
or the private key itself. This option applies only to jobs of Hadoop family, such as, OOZIE_JOB, HDFS_JOB,
SQOOP_JOB and HIVE_JOB. Usage of a private key has no effect for all other job types. For more information
about Hadoop job types, see Use Hadoop Job Types.

Type: General command

Authority: If you have UPDATE authority to the PASSWORD security profile, you can use DELETE and UPDATE
password without specifying the old password.

Syntax

PASSWORD{DEFINE USER(user) PASSWORD([']password['])

 

       [KEYFILE([']path['])|KEYSTRING([']key['])]

              [QUAL(qual)] [TYPE(type)] [NAME(name)]}

         {DELETE USER(user) PASSWORD([']password['])

              [QUAL(qual)] [TYPE(type)] [NAME(name)]}

         {UPDATE USER(user) PASSWORD([']password['])

OLDPW([']opassword['])

       [KEYFILE([']path['])|KEYSTRING([']key['])]

              [QUAL(qual)] [TYPE(type)] [NAME(name)]}

         {LIST [USER(user)]

              [QUAL(qual)] [TYPE(type)] [NAME(name)]}

DEFINE
Stores a password for a user ID

DELETE
Deletes a stored password for a user ID

NOTE
If you delete a password used by the Report Server, you must then stop and restart the Report Server
so that it can no longer use the deleted password.

UPDATE
Updates a stored password for a user ID

NOTE
If you update a password used by the Report Server, you must then stop and restart the Report Server
so that it can use the updated password.

LIST
Displays a list of user IDs that have passwords stored.

USER(user)
Specifies a user ID.
Limits: Case-sensitive except if TYPE is MVS. Maximum of eight characters if TYPE is MVS. You can use
wildcards for USER only in the LIST operand.

PASSWORD([']password['])
Specifies the password. For Hadoop jobs type family ( OOZIE_JOB, HDFS_JOB, SQOOP_JOB and HIVE_JOB)
this value specifies the passphrase for a private key only if KEYFILE or KEYSTRING value is set and it is an
optional parameter.
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Limits: Case-sensitive except if TYPE is MVS. To include special characters such as !, {, or # , enclose the
password in single quotes. To include a single quote in the password itself, specify the quote twice in a row.
Examples:
PASSWORD(x5psAwqL), PASSWORD('c#8g!)A{}n'), PASSWORD('&*F''a)pR')

OLDPW([']opassword['])
Specifies the old password. OLDPW is required if you do not have UPDATE authority to the PASSWORD security
profile.
Limits: Case-sensitive except if TYPE is MVS. To include special characters such as !, {, or # , enclose the
password in single quotes. To include a single quote in the password itself, specify the quote twice in a row.
Examples:
OLDPW(x5psAwqL), OLDPW('c#8g!)A{}n'), OLDPW('&*F''a)pR')

KEYFILE([']path['])
Specifies the path to a private key which resides on an Agent machine. If the private key requires a passphrase,
use PASSWORD operand to specify it. The LIST option will show PASSPHRASE(YES) if the passphrase has
been specified otherwise it will show PASSPHRASE(NO).
Limits: Case-sensitive. Up to 128 characters. This operand applies only to jobs of HADOOP family.

KEYSTRING([']key['])
Specifies the private key. If the private key requires a passphrase, use PASSWORD operand to specify it.
The LIST option will show PASSPHRASE(YES) if the passphrase has been specified otherwise it will show
PASSPHRASE(NO).
Limits: Case-sensitive. This operand applies only to jobs of HADOOP family.This operand has to be stored in a
data set within PASSWORD command and loaded using LOAD command because of its length.All the new lines
has to be replaced with the literal string \n.

QUAL(qual)
Specifies the name of an Agent to which the user ID and password apply. Specify QUAL with UPDATE and
DELETE if QUAL was specified when the user ID and password were defined.
Limits: Case-sensitive. You can use wildcards for QUAL only in the LIST operand.

TYPE(type)
Specifies the type of user ID as follows:

• For Agent user IDs, TYPE is the job type, such as OpenVMS_JOB or NT_JOB.
• For the Report Server, TYPE is RSERVER.

Specify TYPE with UPDATE and DELETE if a type was specified when the user ID and password were defined.
Limits: Case-sensitive. You can use wildcards for TYPE only in the LIST operand.

NAME(name)
Specifies further information for the stored password that is required for Agent workload. Currently, NAME
specifies the value of the DSN statement, which is coded within the DB_JOB statement. NAME is also used when
the PWDNAME statement is coded in an MSSQL_JOB and INFORMATICA_JOB statement. For more information
about the PWDNAME statement, see PWDNAME. NAME can also specify the value of the HADOOP_HOST
statement, which is coded within a job of Hadoop family (OOZIE_JOB, HDFS_JOB, SQOOP_JOB and
HIVE_JOB).

NOTE
Specify NAME with UPDATE and DELETE if a name was specified when the user ID and password
were defined

Limits: 1 to 64 alphanumeric characters. Case-sensitive. You can use wildcards for NAME only in the LIST
operand.

Notes:
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• Passwords that are defined with this command are encrypted and stored in a data set. As of ESP Release 11.4, all
new passwords and updates to old passwords are encrypted using the AES 128 standard. Passwords that are created
before ESP Release 11.4 are encrypted using the DES standard.

• If a password is required for Agent workload, ESP searches the stored passwords for an entry matching the values of
USER, TYPE, QUAL, and NAME provided in the job definition. This search returns the password whose record most
closely matches these values. If you do not specify a value for TYPE, QUAL, or NAME, you can still get a match based
on those fields that you do specify.

• If a password is required for Report Server, ESP (the client) searches the stored passwords for an entry matching the
value of USER and the TYPE "RSERVER". If you do not specify a value for QUAL or NAME, you can still get a match
based on those fields that you do specify.

• Defining private key with the Password command requires a caution. Please be advised that the encrypted private key
will be sent over TCP/IP to the agent when the associated job is selected for run.

Examples: Define a Password for an Agent User ID

The following command stores password A2xB3p5C, which ESP uses for jobs with user ID "jdoe", type
"INFORMATICA_JOB" and any value of the QUAL and NAME operands:

PASSWORD DEFINE USER(jdoe) PASSWORD(A2xB3p5C) TYPE(INFORMATICA_JOB)

The following command stores password A2xB3p5C, which ESP uses for jobs with user ID "jdoe", type "OpenVMS_JOB"
and any value of the QUAL and NAME operands:

PASSWORD DEFINE USER(jdoe) PASSWORD(A2xB3p5C) TYPE(OpenVMS_JOB)

The following command stores password A2xB3p5C, which ESP uses for jobs with user ID "jdoe", type "MSSQL_JOB"
and any value of the QUAL and NAME operands:

PASSWORD DEFINE USER(jdoe) PASSWORD(A2xB3p5C) TYPE(MSSQL_JOB)

The following command stores password jku!a'n76t, which ESP uses for jobs with user ID "jdoe" and any value of the
TYPE, QUAL, and NAME operands:

PASSWORD DEFINE USER(jdoe) PASSWORD('jku!a''n76t')

Example: Define a Password for the Report Server Database User ID

The following command defines a user ID and password pair for the Report Server database user ID "PRODQRY".

PASSWORD DEFINE USER(PRODQRY) TYPE(RSERVER) PASSWORD(aqw5f6yp)

 

Example: Define a path to the private key for connection to a Hadoop edge node

The following command stores path to the private key /root/private_key, which resides on an agent machine. ESP will use
this path with user ID “root”, type “SQOOP_JOB” and any value of the QUAL and NAME operands:

PASSWORD DEFINE USER(root) KEYFILE(/root/private_key) TYPE(SQOOP_JOB)

Example: Define a path to the private key for connection to the specific Hadoop edge node

The following command stores path to the private key /root/private_key, which resides on an agent machine. This
definition will be used only if the HADOOP_HOST value within OOZIE_JOB matches “10.150.26.50”.

ESP will use this path with user ID “root”, type “OOZIE_JOB” and any value of the QUAL:

PASSWORD DEFINE USER(root) KEYFILE(/root/private_key) TYPE(OOZIE_JOB) NAME(10.150.26.50)
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Example: Define a path to the private key with a passphrase for connection to a Hadoop edge node

The following command stores path to the private key /root/private_key_with_passPhrase, which resides on an agent
machine and also the passphrase “PassPhrase”. ESP will use this path with user ID “root”, type “HIVE_JOB” and any
value of the QUAL and NAME operands:

PASSWORD DEFINE USER(root) KEYFILE(/root/private_key_with_passPhrase) PASSWORD(PassPhrase) TYPE(HIVE_JOB)

Example: Define a private key with a passphrase for connection to a Hadoop edge node

The following command encrypts and stores the specified private key and also the passphrase “PassPhrase”. The
command has to be stored in a data set and loaded using LOAD command because of its length. ESP will use this private
key with user ID “root”, type “HDFS_JOB” and any value of the QUAL and NAME operands:

PASSWORD DEFINE USER(root) TYPE(HDFS_JOB) +

KEYSTRING(+

'-----BEGIN RSA PRIVATE KEY-----\n+

Proc-Type: 4,ENCRYPTED\n+

DEK-Info: DES-EDE3-CBC,1A4BA3866C48451A\n+

Osd0Vq4dGpSlx13vRrucs8+xjv/YmoyimE5zEYz/ubd9m0O1ZxD15BDyxuQW/p6t+

RgrdTCgbB7lufP8gQvPzgqhCKphcpUePi9ueTkRiqTlN+t32/r4GMyLzX2UPHViD+

lnOoNE32NanNvAMITsMW7MsUmfFB6yF0lbcclPRCFKLqyMp9pmRQ/6RvfoqCrf8u+

rCWdAeiw4kQZcXYWOlIH1kZczD8OSU3y7b33Heg0pk/ZJyaYrOJYxReROfjX2ZbW+

DH/wUg4ed5O6hBvu6pMxRY4kx2DLKakZSs2HxMGx8pxtCE7qfokPYfcsQZ7kqWi2+

W+hxosLuEMCkq85vbgeFgX/E7wPNLpObDTvQqQ6CkC/1V+kx5m38OxV08Ck2VKqN+

pNtMPLHhhG6UDVhjwwtILvDv53W6NCq+k+jFN+D1GzQE7ILC0dAULHXriJQN7V0r+

IYO7zF4dVOttk1iiasDVJ37RuOtMzLnt86xUHOykX/so8L3jtdd9PbAZqWgImn+V+

UEZQNqHmPlTh2Wz2eGE22Hf4TlG1tymD5olY1fhK6eHuPlWz5Cu6CXwxAhUO9tc5+

smwaB6MHYG0Gwgp2EXvT2rU/Kgx1ZuBp3lOh5+ozrXZjJ0X/MC7HzEVsYBCETehe+

namJ+lpwOmRX1nyrj9bv43SEvdjZN0IplqiTKP2OA69CGpFkeo3erqmEh/ZT9mT0+

XjQ+VRPrP3dpQE+8h1tUsxHoyl4BV9Vecd1CSodd+6EqWXHm/HzW5D6k+V+qn69L+

DHvtXkGR1HVkUrCoZ4uh/LDL0aqSWiD+7I/dsFZ00k/e0//y586XVn1BulW9pUzE+

eulC+AEhTMQYgRlCGh/OksHy2dmaVJmO2m7nOKk9vJKQYCDpUqjhFqjqZXTlW5ui+

DUGDMp3WssH4LMf3teaOdQ+aLSrzXIUMv64wjhuCkz3RNg8vro6OnyRrHrHxvGdD+

x6fZl79oKipg8/pvWf7seYYU0oCIdc7Wp2eSp4ZJ5QQCs0JhvBChQ1INwvX0lDGx+

W35g7f0X7mvu0EBJ++BWL2LF1dZpxRSsrZdmZRJwzIdkhSa5AclOjoqmSwRKohFg+

Ew2HG7wV2C4CyupBMH/aGh83v6OLRR9axGUdLLJYnNNSTz5wIXLvPa8aSAqFK7aB+

G4pRy8LzmprQoy80+WPLW/foGmzdPR2Fgp5ZfVVzJik/5JADVUpROTulzjqVsC7f+

TbI7hv2kgvoJHwXOLRVyq4uAaehfJqMQL6bMWkrUJCC6gDffeQMMLXFhiZFVZwiW+

LnEXkLDX4EYs3pwtgMonMDAaPGuHknx+sZapL10TkFvV49TBKJTppSU1CYA+VxwL+

yBEXqtTVz1ncSWw4a32BfxhQvOh3dtkIoryncWY8/ZX68IDlFWb6pMslEztWCMHy+

SKIVoPmIWbojI+c1/KbbEXkRhJTVUCyT4nOhaKX6C3ParnkLCcQvP15MgLYsMelm+

+DC1Q7qo0OLHRcgdDj+1rLT6+28j7eCcxTRaCFGDqzX2KK9UJ16nizyE8Qz/sY+B+

6W7e5xzcNutpq5ts0TbUEhW8krhSGTGeAfvi/y7TyS1EDtidpb1Vsw==\n+

-----END RSA PRIVATE KEY-----\n') PASSWORD(PassPhrase)

PCACHE Command: Use Procedure Caching
The PCACHE command indicates if ESP uses procedure caching, and the size of the cache. ESP procedure caching can
improve CPU usage and processing speed for procedures that include 400 jobs or more.

Type

Oper command

Syntax
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PCACHE _|ENABLE|OFF|DISABLE|ON

       SIZE(32|size)

_
Displays the settings of the cache including the amount used.

ENABLE
Allows the use of caching for ESP procedures that include an INVOKE command with the CACHE operand.

OFF|DISABLE
Disallows the use of caching.

ON
Turns on caching for all ESP procedures except if they specify the NOCACHE operand.

SIZE(size)
Sets the size of the cache. The value is between 0 and 1,000 MB. A value of zero clears the cache. If you enter a
value larger than 1,000MB, it is reduced to 1,000MB. The default is 32 MB.

A cached copy of a procedure is also stored in the application file as part of the Procedure Caching Record (PCR). This
allows keeping an original cache copy of a procedure after restarting ESP. The PCR is referenced by the Application
Tracking Record (ATR).

The SIZE parameter applies only to the amount of main memory. If due to memory constraints a cached procedure has
to be removed from the cache, it will still remain in the PCR providing persistence of procedure caching. When a job is
submitted from this procedure, ESP reloads it from PCR into cache. Only CPROC DELETE command can delete a copy
of a cached procedure from PCR. When this occurs, ESP re-reads the procedure and builds a new copy in cache and in
the PCR.

Examples

This example turns caching on except for procedures that include an INVOKE statement with the NOCACHE operand.

OPER PCACHE ON

This example, issued immediately after the previous example, displays the settings of the cache:

OPER PCACHE

Procedure caching is on,

used unless INVOKE specifies NOCACHE

Max size 32768 KB

Used     0 KB

POST Command: Post Job Complete
The POST command posts a job complete from a manually defined pnode as defined in an application using the
PNODES statement.

Type

General command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the POST command.

Syntax
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POST {job(jobnumber)}

     [PNODE(pnodename)]

     [FORCE|PURGE]

job|jobnumber
Indicates the name or number of the job to be posted. If a job number is specified, it should consist of numeric
digits only. To uniquely identify a job, both a job name and job number can be specified. In this format, the job
number is enclosed in parentheses immediately following the job name. There should be no intervening blanks or
commas.

pnodename
Indicates the name of the pnode on which the job completed processing. The job must currently be queued to that
pnode unless FORCE or PURGE is also specified. If this operand is omitted, the default pnode for the console or
user is used. The default pnode is specified by the DFPNODE command.

FORCE
Indicates the job is posted as complete at a pnode, even though it is not currently queued to that pnode.

PURGE
Indicates the job is removed from any pnode queue and is marked as complete.

A job does not need to complete any manual phases for a successor job to run. If you need to set up job dependencies
with a manual phase of a job, consider using tasks in an application.

Once you have defined the pnode name, authorized users can simply type the POST command to post a job as complete
at a specific pnode.

 

NOTE

Related information

For information on defining processing nodes (pnodes), see the Advanced User Guide.

For information on displaying job on PNODE queues, see the DN command.

Example: Sample definition and command

The following PNODES statement specifies a user defined processing node:

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB1

  RUN WORKDAYS

  PNODES BALANCE

ENDJOB

In the above example, PAYJOB1 must be posted out of the BALANCE pnode before it is considered complete. To display
the BALANCE pnode issue the following command:

DN QUEUE(BALANCE)

         BALANCE: PAYJOB1      09812

Issue the POST command, using one of the following methods, to complete PAYJOB1 from the BALANCE pnode:

POST PAYJOB1 PNODE(BALANCE)
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or

POST 9812 PNODE(BALANCE)

or

POST PAYJOB1(9812) PNODE(BALANCE)

or

DFPNODE BALANCE - sets the default pnode

POST PAYJOB1

PREALLOC Command: Pre-allocate Data Sets
The PREALLOC command pre-allocates a data set.

Type

Oper command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the PREALLOC command.

Syntax

PREALLOC [dataset]

         [ALLOC|UNALLOC]

dsname
Indicates the data set name.

ALLOC
Requests that the data set be allocated. ALLOC is the default.

UNALLOC
Requests that the data set be unallocated.

When access to the data set is needed, ESP bypasses dynamic allocation for each pre-allocated data set.

Use one PREALLOC command for each data set you want to pre-allocate.

This command can be issued without any operands to display the current pre-allocation list of data sets, and with the
UNALLOC operand to de-allocate a previously allocated data set.

 

NOTE

Related information

For information on defining ESP data sets, see the Installation and Configuration Guide.

Example: Display Current Preallocation list

The following PREALLOC command displays the current pre-allocation list:
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OPER PREALLOC

In the above example, the current pre-allocation list is displayed.

Example: Preallocates a data set

The following PREALLOC command pre-allocates a data set:

OPER PREALLOC CYBER.JCL.CNTL ALLOC

In the above example, CYBER.JCL.CNTL is pre-allocated for ESP.

Example: Unallocates a data set

The following PREALLOC command unallocates a data set:

OPER PREALLOC CYBER.ESP.PROCS UNALLOC

In the above example, CYBER.ESP.PROCS is unallocated from ESP.

PROC Command: Begin Procedure Definition
The PROC command begins the definition of an ESP procedure in an event definition.

Type

Event definition command

Syntax

PROC

The procedure included in an event must be enclosed between the PROC and ENDPROC commands.

 

NOTE

Related information

For information on defining events, see the EVENT command.

For information on events, see the User Guide.

Example

EVENT ID(PROD.WITHPROC)

   SCHEDULE DAILY AT 6PM

   PROC

      APPL WITHPROC

      JCLLIB PROD.JCL

      JOB A

         RUN DAILY

         RELEASE JOB B

      ENDJOB

      JOB B

         RUN DAILY

      ENDJOB
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   ENDPROC

ENDDEF

PURGAPPL Command: Purge Application Records from Application Scoreboard
The PURGAPPL command removes selected records for completed applications from the application scoreboard (used
by the Application Monitor). The records remain on the JOBINDEX data set.

Type

Oper command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the PURGAPPL command.

Syntax

PURGAPPL criteria

criteria
Schedule criteria that resolves to a single date and time in the past.

The PURGAPPL command does not use any calendar, not even the system calendar, when resolving schedule criteria.
If you need to purge schedule information based on a calendar term, such as workdays, use the GENTIME command to
generate an actual date, and use the generated symbolic as part of the PURGAPPL command.

NOTE

Related information

For information on Application Monitor, see the Operator's Guide.

Example: Purge when information is older than one week

In the following example, applications older than one week are purged from the application scoreboard:

OPER PURGAPPL TODAY LESS 1 WEEK

Example: Purge when information is older than 36 hours

In the following example, applications older than 36 hours are purged from the application scoreboard:

OPER PURGAPPL NOW LESS 36 HOURS

Example: Generate date in conjunction with GENTIME

In the following example, the GENTIME command is used to generate the actual date. The customized date is then used
as part of the PURGAPPL command to purge applications from the previous two workdays.

GENTIME XX TODAY LESS 2 WORKDAYS

ESP OPER PURGAPPL %XXDATE

NOTE
The above commands reside in an ESP procedure and are invoked by an Event.

Example: Purge when information is older than the current time

In the following example, applications older than the current time are purged:
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OPER PURGAPPL NOW

PURGSCHF Command: Purge Schedule Information
The PURGSCHF command purges jobs in completed applications from the scoreboard and the schedule data set
(SCHDFILE), if it exists. This affects what a user sees on CSF. Information should be purged regularly to free memory.

Type

General command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the PURGSCHF command.

Syntax

PURGSCHF criteria

criteria
Schedule criteria that resolves to a single date and time in the past.

The PURGSCHF command does not use any calendar, not even the system calendar, when resolving schedule criteria.
If you need to purge schedule information based on a calendar term, such as workdays, use the GENTIME command to
generate an actual date, and use the generated symbolic as part of the PURGSCHF command.

 

NOTE

Related information

For information on CSF, see the Operator's Guide.

Example: Purge when information is older than one week

In the following example, jobs in completed applications older than one week are purged from the scoreboard and the
schedule data set (SCHDFILE), if it exists:

PURGSCHF TODAY LESS 1 WEEK

Example: Purge when information is older than 36 hours

In the following example, jobs in completed applications older than 36 hours are purged from the scoreboard and the
schedule data set (SCHDFILE), if it exists:

PURGSCHF NOW LESS 36 HOURS

Example: Generate date in conjunction with GENTIME

In the following example, the GENTIME command is used to generate the actual date. The customized date is then used
as part of the PURGSCHF command to purge jobs in completed applications from the previous two workdays.

GENTIME XX TODAY LESS 2 WORKDAYS

ESP PURGSCHF %XXDATE

NOTE
The above commands reside in an ESP procedure and are invoked by an Event.
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Example: Purge when information is older than the current time

In the following example, jobs in completed applications older than the current time are purged:

PURGSCHF NOW

QOPRCMDS Command: Queue Operator Commands
The QOPRCMDS command queues ESP operator commands issued in a batch job if the following conditions occur:

• The master or proxy subsystem receiving the operator commands is not active but was active at least once following
an IPL.

• A proxy uses XCF to route operator commands to a master, but the routing connection is inactive.
An inactive routing connection can be caused by an inactive master or a stopped or suspended routing service on the
proxy or master.

NOTE
Operator commands are those commands that you can issue in a system MODIFY command.

When the subsystem or routing connection becomes active again, the operator commands in the queue are executed.

Type: Batch command

Syntax

QOPRCMDS [YES|NO|STATUS|HELP]

YES
If the conditions given in the introduction to this topic apply, queue subsequent operator commands for execution
later. This operand is the default.

NO
Do not queue operator commands for execution later, even if the conditions given in the introduction to this topic
apply.

STATUS
Display message 0447I to give the status of operator command queuing.

HELP
Displays the syntax of the QOPRCMDS command.

Notes:

• You can code QOPRCMDS multiple times in your job. Each instance of QOPRCMDS affects the operator commands
following it until the next instance of QOPRCMDS.

• You can also queue operator commands by coding the QOPRCMDS parameter in the batch job EXEC statement. This
parameter applies to all commands that the QOPRCMDS command does not affect.

• You can list the queued commands by issuing the LOPRCMDS command.
• Commands are queued to one of the following places:

• – The ECSA (Extended Common Storage Area) in the case of an inactive master or inactive proxy subsystem.
The batch job SYSPRINT output displays messages regarding command queuing. Once commands are executed,
a message is written to the master or proxy JESMSGLG output.

– The proxy checkpoint data set in the case of an active proxy that routes commands to the master but the routing
connection is inactive.
If the proxy checkpoint data set is full, queued operator commands are held in the proxy memory area until data set
space becomes available.
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The proxy AUDITLOG output displays messages regarding command queuing. Once commands are executed, a
message is written to the master JESMSGLG output.
If the proxy becomes inactive, commands are queued to the ECSA. If the proxy becomes active again but the
routing connection remains inactive, the queued commands are transferred to the proxy checkpoint data set. Once
the routing connection becomes active, the commands are routed to the master for processing.

• If the operating system crashes, ESP operator commands that are queued to the ECSA are lost. However, commands
queued to the proxy checkpoint data set are not lost.

• You can receive the following return codes when you code QOPRCMDS in the EXEC statement or QOPRCMDS YES
after the SYSIN DD:
– 128 -- Operator commands are queued in ECSA for later processing because the target subsystem is down.
– 132 -- Operator commands that were issued to the proxy with ROUTING set to MASTER are queued to the proxy

checkpoint file. The commands are queued because the XCF ROUTING connection between the master and proxy
subsystems is down.

– 136 -- Operator commands that were issued to the proxy with ROUTING set to MASTER are waiting to be queued
to the proxy checkpoint file. The commands are waiting to be queued because the XCF ROUTING connection
between the master and proxy subsystems is down and the proxy checkpoint file is full.

Example: Queue Operator Commands for an Inactive Master

Assume that the ESP master subsystem was active but is now inactive. You then run the following batch JCL:

//ESPBATCH JOB ...

//ESP      EXEC PGM=ESP,PARM=’SUBSYS(ESP) QOPRCMDS’

//STEPLIB  DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=PROD.ESP.CD7YLOAD

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD   *

OPER TR PROD.EVENT1

TR EVENT2

QOPRCMDS NO

OPER TR PROD.EVENT3

TR EVENT4

QOPRCMDS

OPER TR PROD.EVENT5

TR EVENT6

The run produces the following results:

• Command "OPER TR PROD.EVENT1" is queued for later execution because of the QOPRCMDS parameter in the
EXEC statement. Message 0504I is written to SYSPRINT.

• Command "TR EVENT2" is ignored because it is not an operator command. Message 0122E is written to SYSPRINT.
• Command "OPER TR PROD.EVENT3" is ignored because of the preceding QOPRCMDS NO command. Message

0122E is written to SYSPRINT.
• Command "TR EVENT4" is ignored because it is not an operator command. Message 0122E is written to SYSPRINT
• Command "OPER TR PROD.EVENT5" is queued for later execution because of the preceding QOPRCMDS

command. Message 0504I is written to SYSPRINT.
• Command "TR EVENT6" is ignored because it is not an operator command. Message 0122E is written to SYSPRINT.

Issuing the LOPRCMDS command lists the queued commands as follows:

Queued OPER Commands

      UserID   Command

    1 PROD     TR PROD.EVENT5

    2 PROD     TR PROD.EVENT1
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When you start the master subsystem, the queued operator commands execute immediately after initialization. The
command responses appear in the master subsystem JESMSGLG output.

Example: Queue Operator Commands for an Inactive Routing Connection

Assume that you set up the following batch JCL that submits operator commands to an active ESP proxy subsystem and
route them to the master:

//ESPBATCH JOB ...

//ESP      EXEC PGM=ESP,PARM=’SUBSYS(PRX1) MASTER’

//STEPLIB  DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=PROD.ESP.CD7YLOAD

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD   *

QOPRCMDS

OPER TR PROD.EVENT1

OPER TR PROD.EVENT2

The MASTER parameter in the EXEC statement routes the operator commands to the master subsystem using XCF.
However, assume that the routing connection is inactive because XCF STOP SERVICE ROUTING was issued on the
master.

When you run the JCL, both operator commands are queued to the proxy checkpoint data set because of the preceding
QOPRCMDS command. The proxy subsystem AUDITLOG output shows the following queued messages:

ESP6457I OPERCKP: BY PROD  TR PROD.EVENT1

ESP6457I OPERCKP: BY PROD  TR PROD.EVENT2

Each message 6457I in the proxy AUDITLOG data set indicates that an operator command is queued to the proxy
checkpoint data set.

Also, message 4363W is written to the batch job SYSPRINT file.

When you start the routing connection again, the queued operator commands are routed to the master for processing.
The command responses appear in the master subsystem JESMSGLG output.

Example: Queue Operator Commands to a Full Checkpoint Data Set

Assume that you set up the following batch JCL that routes operator commands from an active proxy to a master, but the
master is inactive. Also assume that the proxy checkpoint data set is nearly full.

//ESPBATCH JOB ...

//ESP      EXEC PGM=ESP,PARM=’SUBSYS(PRX1) MASTER’

//STEPLIB  DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=PROD.ESP.CD7YLOAD

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD   *

QOPRCMDS

OPER TR PROD.EVENT1

OPER TR PROD.EVENT2

OPER TR PROD.EVENT3

OPER TR PROD.EVENT4

If there is room for two more commands in the checkpoint data set, the AUDITLOG shows the following information:

ESP6457I OPERCKP: BY PROD  TR PROD.EVENT1

ESP6457I OPERCKP: BY PROD  TR PROD.EVENT2
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Because the checkpoint data set is now out of space, the remaining operator commands are held in the proxy memory
area. The AUDITLOG data set shows the following information:

ESP6458W OPERCKW: BY PROD  TR PROD.EVENT3

ESP6458W OPERCKW: BY PROD  TR PROD.EVENT4

Each 6458W message indicates that the checkpoint data set does not have enough space to queue the operator
command. The command is queued when checkpoint data set space becomes available.

The batch job SYSPRINT data set shows the following message for each command that is queued to the checkpoint data
set:

ESP4364W ESP master not active, command queued for later processing

The batch job SYSPRINT data set shows the following message for commands that are not queued to the checkpoint
data set due to lack of space:

ESP4364W ESP master not active, waiting for checkpoint space to queue command

If you now start the master, the proxy AUDITLOG shows messages for the commands that could not be queued to the
checkpoint data set. Here is an example:

ESP6457I OPERCKP: BY PROD  TR PROD.EVENT3

ESP6457I OPERCKP: BY PROD  TR PROD.EVENT4

All four of the queued commands are routed to the master for processing. The command responses appear in the master
subsystem JESMSGLG output.

QUIESCE Command: Put in a Quiesced State
The QUIESCE command puts ESP into a quiesced state. While ESP is in a quiesced state Event scheduling and
application processing are quiesced. Jobs that are running when ESP is quiesced continue to run. No new jobs are
submitted.

Type

Oper command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the QUIESCE command

Syntax

QUIESCE

If ESP is being restarted, you can bring it up in a quiesced state by using the QUIESCE option on the start command.

 

NOTE

Related information

For information on taking ESP out of the quiesced state, see the RESTART command.

Example: Quiesces Event scheduling and application processing
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The following QUIESCE command quiesces Event scheduling and application processing:

OPER QUIESCE

In the above example, ESP is quiesced, which is displayed using the STATUS command as follows:

OPER STATUS

ESP1977I ESP RELEASE 5.1.0.000 STATUS

ESP1978I EVENT SCHEDULING QUIESCED

ESP1979I DATASET TRIGGERING ACTIVE

In the above example, ESP is in a quiesced state as noted by the ESP1978I message-EVENT SCHEDULING
QUIESCED.

QUPDATE Command: Force JES Status and Pnode Queue Information
The QUPDATE command forces ESP to do a JES status and update pnode queue information.

Type

Oper command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the QUPDATE command.

Syntax

QUPDATE

The QUPDATE command allows any job flushed from the system to be recognized. ESP automatically posts these jobs
through the EXEC and OUTPUT processing nodes and marks each as a JCL ERROR.

 

NOTE

Related information

For information on displaying pnode information, see the LISTPN command.

Example: Update pnode queue information

In the following example, ESP does a JES status and automatically posts any flushed jobs through the EXEC and
OUTPUT pnodes.

OPER QUPDATE

RACROUTE Command: Specify Events Processing
The RACROUTE command specifies how an event is processed for security purposes. You specify whether ESP
should issue a RACINIT prior to executing events, and how the user ID associated with the event is determined. The
RACROUTE command must be set to ON in environments using the System Authorization Facility (SAF). RACROUTE is
usually coded as an initialization parameter.

Type

Authorized OPER command
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Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the RACROUTE command.

Syntax

RACROUTE [ON|OFF]

         [ITU|NOITU]

ON
Specifies that ESP should issue a RACINIT before executing events.

OFF
Specifies that ESP should not issue a RACINIT before executing events. ESP processes Events under its own
user ID. OFF is the default.

ITU
Inherit Trigger User. All manually triggered, DSTRIG, and global variable trigger events use the triggering user ID.

NOITU
No Inherit Trigger User. ESP processes events under the user ID specified in the event prefix. NOITU is the
default.

The ITU option affects events only when the TRIGGER command is issued.

RACROUTE values at startup

The RACROUTE values (ON or OFF and ITU or NOITU) issued in initialization parameters or commands are
checkpointed so they remain in effect until explicitly countermanded.

Cold Start with RACROUTE Initialization Parameter Defined
Uses the RACROUTE initialization parameters.

Cold Start with RACROUTE Initialization Parameter Not Defined
Uses defaults.

Warm Start with RACROUTE Initialization Parameter Defined
Uses the RACROUTE initialization parameters.

Warm Start with RACROUTE Initialization Parameter Not Defined
Uses checkpointed values.

ITU and NOITU operands

For information on how to determine which user ID ESP processes the event under, see “How ESP determines the user
for batch processing” in the Security Guide.

By default, ESP uses the event prefix of the event triggering the procedure as user ID to run production jobs.

Specifying the USER operand in the EVENT command overrides the default. In that case ESP uses the user ID you
specify.

Specifying ITU at the initialization parameter level or INHERIT_TRIGGER_USER at the event level overrides the default
and the USER operand, causing the triggering user ID to be used if the event is a manually triggered, DSTRIG or global
variable trigger event.

You can override both ITU and NOITU

• With actions by security system exit routines such as EVENTSAF (or JES exits)
• With parameters in the JCL
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The following table illustrates the logic that determines which user ID ESP processes the Event with RACROUTE ON.

Sequence Description Result Condition
Default  Uses event prefix  
1st Override USER operand in EVENT

definition
Uses USER operand value  

2nd Override ITU in initialization parameter or
INHERIT_TRIGGER_USER in
EVENT definition

Uses triggering user ID Manually triggered, DSTRIG or
global variable trigger event

3rd Override Exit routines Uses user ID specified in exit
routine

 

4th Override Parameters in the JCL Uses user ID specified in the
JCL

 

The logic is totally independent of what the underlying security package is.

NOTE

We recommend that you use explicit operands and that you do not rely on the defaults. The logic might be
activated, inadvertently resulting in behavior different from what you expect. The possible causes to investigate
are:

• Multiple RACROUTE initialization parameters
• Checkpointed values originating from dynamic commands and carried over during a warm start. You can

rectify this situation only by issuing a RACROUTE command with the correct operands or by initiating a warm
start with a RACROUTE initialization parameter with the correct operands.

Triggering user ID identity

The following table identifies the triggering user ID depending on the event type.

Type of Event Identity of user ID
Manually-triggered Event User that triggered the event
Implicit data set trigger User or task that modified the data set
FTP data set trigger User associated with the local FTP partner.
Explicit data set trigger User or task that submitted the ESPDST (alias CYBESDT1) utility
Global variable table trigger User that modified the global variable table

NOTE

Related information

For information on the System Authorization Facility (SAF), see the Security Guide.

For information on using RACROUTE at the initialization parameter level, see the Installation and Configuration
Guide.

Example: Specify how Events are processed

In the following example, ESP issues a SAF RACINIT before executing events and processes events under the user ID
specified in the event prefix. Even if NOITU is the default, it is specified to avoid ambiguities.

OPER RACROUTE ON NOITU
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RELEASE Command: Event Level - Decrement Hold Counts
When used in an event definition, the RELEASE command decrements the hold count associated with the event at
a specified time. When the hold count reaches zero, the event is eligible for execution. It is used in with the HOLD
command.

Type

Event definition command

Syntax

RELEASE criteria

criteria
Schedule criteria.

The RELEASE command is used with the HOLD command to make a previously postponed event eligible for execution.

ESP processes any pending actions. For example, if an event missed its scheduled time while on hold, ESP processes
the event based on the OVERDUE count on the event's SCHEDULE statement.

If you are using a time zone on your RELEASE command, it should match the time zone on your HOLD command. If
the event has a schedule statement, the same time zone should be used on the SCHEDULE, HOLD, and RELEASE
commands.

NOTE
The SUSPEND command is used with the RESUME command to make a previously bypassed event eligible for
execution.

NOTE

Related information

For information on events, see the User Guide.

For information on holding an event, see the HOLD command.

For information on releasing a held event outside of an event definition, see the RELEASE Command-General.

For information on overdue events, see the SCHEDULE command.

Example: Prevent PAYJOB from being submitted between specific times

In the following example, HOLD and RELEASE commands are used to prevent PAYJOB1 from being submitted between
9 am and 11 am.

EVENT ID(CYBER.PAYROLL)

DSTRIG PAYROLL.INPUT

HOLD DAILY AT 9AM

RELEASE DAILY AT 11AM

SUBMIT 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL(PAYJOB1)'

ENDDEF.

Example: Prevent PAYJOB from being submitted between specific times on last day of month

In the following example, HOLD and RELEASE commands are used to prevent PAYJOB2 from being submitted between
5 pm and 9 pm on the last day of the month.

EVENT ID(CYBER.PAYROLL)
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SCHEDULE 6PM DAILY

HOLD 5PM LAST DAY OF MONTH

RELEASE 9PM LAST DAY OF MONTH

SUBMIT 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL(PAYJOB2)'

ENDDEF

Example: Prevent PAYJOB from being submitted between specific times on specific workday

In the following example, HOLD and RELEASE commands are used to prevent PAYJOB3 from being submitted between
7:59 and 10:01 on February 13, 1998 only.

EVENT ID(CYBER.PAYROLL)

SCHEDULE 8AM WORKDAYS

HOLD 7:59 FEB 13,1998 ONCE

RELEASE 10:01 FEB 13,1998 ONCE

SUBMIT 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL(PAYJOB3)'

ENDDEF

RELEASE Command: General - Decrement Hold Counts
The RELEASE command decrements the hold count associated with an event. It is used with the HOLD command.

Type

General command

Syntax

RELEASE eventide

eventide
Indicates a valid event name. If no prefix is specified, ESP uses the current prefix, set by the GROUP command.

ESP processes any pending actions. For example, if an event missed its scheduled time while on hold, ESP processes
the event based on the OVERDUE count on the event's SCHEDULE statement.

The specified eevent has its HOLD count decremented immediately.

The RELEASE command is used with the HOLD command to make a previously postponed event eligible for execution.

NOTE
The SUSPEND command is used with the RESUME command to make a previously bypassed event eligible for
execution.

NOTE

Related information

For information on overdue events, see the SCHEDULE command.

For information on events, see the User Guide.

For information on holding an event, see the HOLD command.

For information on using RELEASE within an event, see the RELEASE Command-Event Level.

Example: Releases an Event

In the following example, CYBER.PAYROLL was previously held and is now eligible for execution if the hold count was
one. Otherwise, the hold count was decrement by one.
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RELEASE CYBER.PAYROLL

REMOVE Command: Identify Lines to be Removed
The REMOVE command identifies lines that are not to be copied to the output data set. The REMOVE command is used
with the GENDOC, LABEL, and GO commands when converting an existing job documentation library to a documentation
library usable by ESP.

Type

General command

Syntax

REMOVE 'string'

string
Indicates any character string enclosed in quotes.

The GENDOC command identifies the input data set, members to be copied, and the output data set. It also lets you
identify changes you want to make when the old documentation converts.

Use REMOVE, LABEL, and GO in conjunction with the GENDOC command to customize the conversion of existing job
documentation to ESP job documentation.

NOTE

Related information

For information on converting existing job documentation, see the GENDOC command.

For information on altering or replacing lines in the output data set during the conversion, see the LABEL
command.

For information on indicating that all specifications are complete and that the copy process should proceed, see
the GO command.

For information on job documentation, see the Using section.

Example: Used to convert existing job documentation

The following GENDOC, REMOVE, LABEL, and GO commands are used to convert existing job documentation:

GENDOC 'JOBDOC.DATA' 'ESP.JOBDOC.DATA' LEV(A-,B-) SNUM

REMOVE '**'

LABEL 'SYSOUT REVIEW' 'SYSOUT_REVIEW' INLINE

LABEL 'STEP***' '@:' OVERLAY

LABEL 'RESTART PROCEDURES' 'RESTART:' BEFORE

GO

In the above example, ESP
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• Copies all members beginning with A and B from the data set JOBDOC.DATA to the data set ESP.JOBDOC.DATA,
suppressing any line numbers in the right-hand eight columns of each source member record.

• Does not copy any lines containing “**”.
• Replaces any lines starting with SYSOUT REVIEW with the character string SYSOUT_REVIEW.
• Overlays the semicolon on any line beginning with STEP. The semicolon is positioned after the third character

following the string STEP.
• Places the label RESTART: on its own line before any line starting with the string RESTART PROCEDURES.
• Proceeds with the copy process.

REPORT Command: Begin Report Definition
The REPORT command begins a job history report definition or an application history report definition.

Type: Reporting command

Syntax

REPORT

To generate a job history report, you code REPORT followed by other reporting commands and the ENDR command.

To generate an application history report, you code REPORT followed by the APPLREPORT command, followed by other
reporting commands and the ENDR command.

Example: Job History Report

The following is an example of a job history report definition:

REPORT

INPUT DATASET('CYB1.TONYT540.HISTFILE')

CRITERIA JOBNAME EQ WAIT5 OR JOBNAME EQ CALC

FROM MAY 1 2004

DISPLAY JOBNAME,JOBNO,APPLSYS,OVDSUBAT,OVDBEGAT,OVDENDAT,OVDEND

SORT EXECSDATE EXECST JOBNAME

ENDR

Example: Application History Report

The following is an example of an application history report definition:

REPORT

APPLREPORT

CRITERIA CPATH EQ Y

FROM 12AM TODAY LESS 1 MONTH

DISPLAY APPLNAME APPLGEN EVENT STARTDATE STARTTIME ENDDATE ENDTIME

SORT APPLNAME APPLGEN

ENDR

REPORTCV Command: Begin Report Definition (CSV Format)
The REPORTCV command begins a job history report definition or an application history report definition. The report is
produced in CSV (Comma Separated Values) format, which allows you to import it into applications such as spreadsheets.

Type: Reporting command
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Syntax

REPORTCV

To generate a job history report, you code REPORTCV followed by other reporting commands and then the ENDR
command.

To generate an application history report, you code REPORTCV followed by the APPLREPORT command. You then code
other reporting commands and then the ENDR command.

Example: Job History Report in CSV Format

The following is an example of a job history report definition for a CSV format report:

REPORTCV

INPUT DATASET('CYB1.TONYT540.HISTFILE')

CRITERIA JOBNAME EQ WAIT5 OR JOBNAME EQ CALC

FROM MAY 1 2004

DISPLAY JOBNAME,JOBNO,APPLSYS,OVDSUBAT,OVDBEGAT,OVDENDAT,OVDEND

SORT EXECSDATE EXECST JOBNAME

ENDR

Example: Application History Report in CSV Format

The following is an example of an application history report definition for a CSV format report:

REPORTCV

APPLREPORT

CRITERIA CPATH EQ Y

FROM 12AM TODAY LESS 1 MONTH

DISPLAY APPLNAME APPLGEN EVENT STARTDATE STARTTIME ENDDATE ENDTIME

SORT APPLNAME APPLGEN

END

RERUNM Command: Rerun Multiple Jobs
The RERUNM command reruns multiple jobs. The command resets the workload execution dependencies of the specified
jobs to the state they were in before the jobs ran. Application Manager schedules a rerun for them as their dependencies
are satisfied.

You can rerun jobs in active and completed applications.

Type: General command

Syntax

RERUNM APPLICATION(appl_name[.gen])

    {ROOTJOBS([-]fullname[+],...) | RDSNAME(dsname)}

    [FORCE]

    [HOLDROOT|HOLDAPPL]

    [NOPROMPT|SIMULATE]

    [RESTART[(YES|NO)]

    [RPARMS('restart_parm_string')]

    [GPARMS('general_parm_string')]

    [CA11_USAGE(one_char)]
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    [CA11_PROCESS(P|R|F)]

    [CA11_RESETP(NO|YES)]

    [CA11_BYPGDG(NO|YES|VER|CAT)]

    [CA11_CC(nnnn)]

    [CA11_PSEUDO(YES|NO)]

    [CA11_REASON(chars)]

    [CA11_SUP11STP(NO|YES)]

    [CA11PARMS('CA11PARM_string')]

appl_name
Application name

gen
Generation number of the application

• Positive -- Absolute generation number
• 0 -- Current generation (default)
• Negative -- Relative to the current generation

ROOTJOBS([-]fullname[+],...)
A list of jobs to rerun.

• You can specify a root job by appending a '+' to the full name. The selected job and all its dependent jobs will
be rerun.

• You can exclude a root job or an individual job from the rerun by adding a hyphen ("-") before the full name. An
excluded root job and all its dependent jobs are not rerun.

• You can use wildcards in the job's full name.

NOTE
ESP matches wildcards separately for job name and qualifier. For example, ROOTJOBS(P-)
matches any full name starting with 'P' that has no qualifier such as PAYJOB1 or
PAYJOB1.DATABASERECOVERY but not PAYJOB1.RPT. ROOTJOBS(P-.-) matches any full name
starting with 'P' with or without a qualifier such as PAYJOB1, PAYJOB1.DATABASERECOVERY or
PAYJOB1.RPT.

• To rerun all jobs in an application, specify ROOTJOBS(-.-).
• To specify multiple independent jobs, separate them by commas.

RDSNAME(dsname)
Name of the data set that contains the list of jobs to be rerun. Some or all of these jobs may be root jobs for other
dependent jobs. The RERUNM command also reruns the dependent jobs.
The data set has the following syntax:

• Each line of the data set can contain a single job name or a list of job names in brackets: (J1 J2 J3).
• The syntax of the job name is the same as the value of ROOTJOBS (see above).
• To continue a bracketed list on the next line, add a hyphen (-) or plus sign (+) at the end of the line.

NOTE
To prevent a trailing hyphen wildcard (-) or a root job suffix (+) from being interpreted as a
continuation character, place a comma at the end of the line.

• To rerun all jobs in an application, specify -.-, on a single line.

The data set has the following limitations:

• For data sets with 80 byte records, the positions 73-80 are ignored.
• The data set can contain any number of bracketed lists.
• A single list cannot be longer than 32K.
• You can use the LISTROOT command to prepare the data set.
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FORCE
Forces a rerun of a subset or all of the jobs in an application, if the application is already complete. By default,
ESP issues an error message if you try to rerun a completed application.
If you rerun a completed application, ESP uncompletes the application and reruns the jobs specified in the
ROOTJOBS operand or the data set named in the RDSNAME operand.

HOLDROOT
Causes the root jobs of all job streams, within the rerun group, to be placed in manual hold. Root jobs are all
jobs that have no predecessors included in the group. Each stream of successive jobs can then be released by
releasing its root job.

HOLDAPPL
Causes the target application to be held. This is useful when the rerun group contains many disconnected job
streams, with a large number of root jobs to locate and release.

NOPROMPT
Requests immediate execution of the command without confirmation. NOPROMPT is the default in a batch job.

SIMULATE
Generates list of jobs selected for rerun. You can modify the list of jobs, submit the jobs for rerun or cancel the
rerun. SIMULATE is the default in page mode, line mode, and ESP WA Restart Option.

NOTE
We recommend you use this operand to verify the list of jobs to be rerun.

RESTART[(YES|NO)]
Applies only to jobs tracked by ESP WA Restart Option.

• YES -- ESP WA Restart Option treats the rerun of the selected jobs as a restart run rather than as an initial
run. Equivalent to RESTART.

• No -- ESP WA Restart Option treats the rerun of the selected jobs as an initial run rather than as a restart run.
Equivalent to omitting the RESTART keyword.

RPARMS('restart_parm_string')
Specifies variables for ESP WA Restart Option restart. You can specify up to 12 ENCPARM commands. For each
command, append a number (1-9, A, B, C) after ENCPARM, for example:
RPARMS('ENCPARM1(''CLEANUP RESTART(YES)'')')

GPARMS('general_parm_string')
Specifies USER variables for rerun. You can specify up to four variables. For each variable, append a number
(1-4) after USER, for example:
GPARMS('USER1(AA) USER2(BB)')

CA11_USAGE(one_char)
Specifies one alphanumeric character as a usage code for the parameter of the U11RMS step of a job's initial run,
for example:
CA11_USAGE(A)

CA11_PROCESS(P|R|F)
The Run Handler program, U11RMS, is parameter (PARM) driven. It uses processing codes and other PARMs
to designate the type of processing to be performed. You determine the type of processing needed for a job and
specify that as a parameter value in the first step of the JCL; the processing code is inserted as a PARM value in
the JCL. The processing codes used by U11RMS for RERUNM are:
P - Production

Causes the U11RMS step to create a Catalog Management Table (CMT) record for the first production
run, or run with the settings already stored in the CMT record.
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R - Rerun
Causes the U11RMS step to rerun the job from the beginning unless a start step is specified.

F - Format
Causes the U11RMS step to delete the job's CMT record, create a new one, and proceed with production
processing, for example:
CA11_PROCESS(F)

NOTE

If neither P nor R is required, the CA11_PROCESS operand should be omitted to let the RERUNM
command decide how CMT job records are reset for production. Omitting CA11_PROCESS means
that RERUNM sets the U11RMS step processing code to F at resubmission time.If R is specified with
simulation enabled, and if the U11RMS step was suppressed in the previous run of any of the selected
jobs, the following 9999 message appears in the response to the RERUNM command:

    "Reset recommended, CA-11 step omitted in previous run of job jobname"

CA11_RESETP(NO|YES)
Reset-for-production indicator for CA11_PROCESS(F).
If your intention is to reset an existing CMT job record to production status, specify CA11 _PROCESS(F) and
CA11_RESETP(YES) to let the RERUNM command decide how CMT job records are reset for production.
RERUNM resets CMT records to production by setting the WA Restart Option step processing code to F at
resubmission time.

CA11_BYPGDG(NO|YES|VER|CAT)
The Bypass Generation Data Group (BYPGDG) operand is applicable to R processing only.
Overrides the logic of Bypass Input Generation Data Group Processing for this rerun only. This allows the use of
additional or different generation data groups as input.
NO

Specifies that additional or different generation data groups are not to be used as input.
YES

Specifies that additional or different generation data groups are to be used as input.
VER

Verify that GDG bias resolution recorded in the CMT agrees with the catalog.
CAT

Accept the catalog resolution for GDG data sets and save results in the CMT, for example:
CA11_BYPGDG(CAT)

CA11_CC(nnnn)
The Condition Code (CC) operand is applicable to R processing only.
Specifies an integer in the range of zero to 4095.
Overrides the default condition code (RETCODE=) in the WA Restart Option option table. By setting the condition
code in the PARM value to another value, the operating system executes or skips steps as you have specified, for
example:
CA11_CC(8)

CA11_PSEUDO(YES|NO)
Specifies to execute pseudo processing for production or restart. Pseudo processing tests a job on its first
run to verify the actions WA Restart Option takes. A pseudo production or restart run performs all of the same
processing actions as usual except that uncataloging and scratching of data sets does not occur.
YES

Indicates that processing under U11RMS is to be reported, but not performed.
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NO
Indicates not to execute pseudo processing.
CA11_PSEUDO(YES)

CA11_REASON(chars)
The REASON operand is applicable to R processing only.
Indicates a reason for the rerun of a production job. The reason can be any word, phrase, code, or number for
a maximum of 40 characters, which must be enclosed in single quotes if the string contains a blank. Enclosing
slashes should be omitted from the CA11_REASON operand; the reason string is enclosed in slashes at job-
submission time, for example:
CA11_REASON('LOST REPORTS')

The above example is presented to the U11RMS step as:
RE=/LOST REPORTS/

In the following example, 10 is a reason-for-rerun code defined in the WA Restart Option Reason-for-Rerun Table:
CA11_REASON(10)

The above example is presented to the U11RMS step as:
RE=/10/

CA11_SUP11STP(NO|YES)
Suppresses the insertion of the U11RMS step when ESP submits the job. This operand overrides the other
RERUNM operands that affect the U11RMS step.
In the following example, the job will be submitted without the U11RMS step:
CA11_SUP11STP(YES)

CA11PARMS('CA11PARM_string')

NOTE
To use this operand, you require WA Restart Option r11.

Specifies parameters for WA Restart Option. You can specify up to 12 CA11PARM parameters.
The only parameter currently supported is ABENDPGM. The parameter description is in the CA11PARM
command.
For each parameter, append a number (1-9, A, B, C) after CA11PARM, for example:
CA11PARMS('CA11PARM1(''ABENDPGM=PROGRAM1'') CA11PARM2(''ABENDPGM=PROGRAM2'')

CA11PARM3(''ABENDPGM=PROGRAM3'')')

NOTE
The CA11PARMS suboperands require two single quotes, not double quotes.

Usage Notes:

This command resets jobs for a rerun. If a specified job did not run the first time, the job will not be reset or rerun. To
generate a list of jobs selected for rerun, specify the SIMULATE operand.

When you rerun a job, ESP ignores time dependencies coded in the job definition, such as RELDELAY statements.

You can use RERUNM to do the following:
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• Specify multiple jobs or specify a data set that contains the list of jobs to rerun
• Rerun a chain of successive jobs by specifying the root job of the chain
• Hold a stream of successive jobs by putting the root job on hold
• Hold the target application
• Rerun a subset or all of the jobs in an active or completed application
• Generate a list of jobs selected for rerun (simulate)
• Request ESP WA Restart Option restart from the first step for z/OS jobs (requires ESP WA Restart Option r3.1 or

higher)
• Request WA Restart Option restart from the first step for z/OS jobs (requires WA Restart Option r3 or higher)
• Specify USER variables for rerun
• Specify variables for ESP WA Restart Option restart
• Specify certain U11RMS step parameters for WA Restart Option restart

An application can contain a mix of jobs whose restart manager is ESP WA Restart Option and jobs whose restart
manager is WA Restart Option. RERUNM selects the operands that are relevant to a particular job.

NOTE
If you specify a root job with a '+' suffix, the RERUNM command reruns all jobs dependent on the root job that
ran during the initial run. You might not want all of these dependent jobs to be rerun. In this case, you should
hold the root job so you can bypass some of the selected jobs.

Rerunning Jobs in Completed Applications

To rerun jobs in a completed application, use the FORCE operand. ESP uncompletes the application and reruns the jobs
specified in the ROOTJOBS operand or the data set named in the RDSNAME operand.

NOTE
To rerun jobs in a completed application, the Application Tracking Record (ATR) in the APPLFILE data set must
be intact. If any of the slots of the application's ATR have been reused by a new application, the rerun will fail
with an error message. ESP writes a message in the audit log indicating that the rerun failed. Before issuing the
rerun request, simulate the rerun to verify that the ATR is intact.

When ESP uncompletes an application, it writes uncompletion messages in the job log (JESMSGLG) and the audit log.

If you rerun all the jobs in a completed application and

• HOLD was coded in the application definition, ESP places the uncompleted application into APPLHOLD status.

NOTE
HOLD is not honored if the original run of the application generation ran on an ESP version older than 5.5.

• WAIT was coded in the application definition, ESP places the uncompleted application into APPLWAIT status if the
previous generation is still running.

ESP WA Restart Option Users

Because RERUNM resets the jobs to their initial state, specify the following on the Rerun Multiple panel to tell ESP WA
Restart Option to treat this rerun as a restart run rather than as an initial run.

ENCPARM restart ===> Y

External Jobs

An external job cannot be rerun. If you attempt to rerun an external job, ESP issues a warning message. The external job
will not be rerun; however, the following processing will be done:
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• If the external job is finished, its status will be reset to block the execution of its successors. The BYPASS will be set to
allow immediate execution of its successors when all of its predecessors have completed.

• If the external job is running, no action is performed.
• If the external job is waiting, no action is performed.

Manual Jobs

A manual job cannot be rerun. If you attempt to rerun a manual job, ESP issues a warning message. The manual job will
not be rerun; however, the following processing will be done:

• If the manual job is finished, its status will be reset to block the execution of its successors. The BYPASS will be set to
allow immediate execution of its successors when all of its predecessors completed.

• If the manual job is waiting, no action is performed.

 

NOTE

Related Information

For information on preparing the data set for rerun, see the LISTROOT command.

For information on ESP WA Restart Option, see the ESP WA Restart Option User Guide.

Following examples assume all specified jobs are reset and rerun. To generate a list of jobs selected for rerun, specify the
SIMULATE operand.

Example: Rerun a Stream of Jobs

In this example, job PAYJOB5 and its successors are reset and rerun in generation 3 of application PAYROLL. The
example also requests an ESP WA Restart Option restart, a data set cleanup during the rerun, and specifies two USER
variables for the rerun.

RERUNM APPLICATION(PAYROLL.3) ROOTJOBS(PAYJOB5+) -

RESTART(Yes) RPARMS('ENCPARM1(''CLEANUP RESTART(YES)'')') -

GPARMS('USER1(AA) USER2(BB)')

Example: Rerun Multiple Jobs From a List

In this example, jobs PAYJOB5 and PAYJOB6 are reset and rerun in generation 3 of application PAYROLL.

RERUNM APPLICATION(PAYROLL.3) ROOTJOBS(PAYJOB5, PAYJOB6)

Example: Exclude Jobs From a Rerun of an Application

In this example, all jobs except job PAYJOB5 and its successors are reset and rerun in generation 3 of application
PAYROLL.

RERUNM APPLICATION(PAYROLL.3) ROOTJOBS(-.-,-PAYJOB5+)

This example reruns of all jobs in an application except JOBA and JOBD:

RERUNM APPL(MYAPP.3) ROOTJOBS(-.-,-JOBA,-JOBD)

This example reruns of all jobs in an application except jobs whose name begins with JOB:

RERUNM APPL(MYAPP.3) ROOTJOBS(-.-,-JOB-.-)
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This example reruns all jobs in an application whose first job is JOBA, but JOBC and its successors are excluded:

RERUNM APPL(MYAPP.3) ROOTJOBS(JOBA+,-JOBC+) SIMULATE

Example: Rerun Multiple Jobs From Data Set

In this example, jobs listed in data set PA.RERUN.JOBLST01 are reset and rerun in the current generation of application
PAYROLL. The current generation is used because gen (the application generation number) is 0.

RERUNM APPLICATION(PAYROLL.0) RDSNAME(PA.RERUN.JOBLST01)

Example: Rerun a Completed Application Using ESP WA Restart Option

In this example, all jobs in completed generation 3 of application PAYROLL are restarted using ESP WA Restart Option.
This example assumes that all jobs in generation 3 of application PAYROLL have OPTIONS RESTARTSTEP coded in the
application definition.

RERUNM APPLICATION(PAYROLL.3) ROOTJOBS(-.-) FORCE RESTART(YES)

Example: Rerun Multiple Jobs From a Completed Application

In this example, jobs PAYJOB5 and PAYJOB6 are reset and rerun in generation 3 of application PAYROLL.

RERUNM APPLICATION(PAYROLL.3) ROOTJOBS(PAYJOB5, PAYJOB6) FORCE

Example: Rerun Multiple Jobs From a List and Hold the Jobs

In this example, job PAYJOB1 and its successors are reset and rerun in generation 2 of application PAYROLL. This
example also places the job stream on manual hold so you can review and modify it.

RERUNM APPLICATION(PAYROLL.2) ROOTJOBS(PAYJOB1+) HOLDROOT

RESDEF Command: Define Resources
Use the RESDEF command in ESP to define, display, delete and update workload resources, and to serve as an alias for
the RESOURCE command.

You can use the RESDEF command for defining and updating specified resources, and for controlling the count of
different resource types.

NOTE
The RESDEF command has an alias keyword: RESOURCE. However, as a best practice, we recommend that
you use the RESDEF command.

NOTE
You must define a resource file (RESFILE) and the topology before you can use the RESDEF command.

Type: Authorized command

Authority: You need access to the RESOURCE.resname security profile.

Where defined: Master only

Syntax

RESDEF name ADD|SET
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            [ENTERPRISE|NODAL|GLOBAL|LOCAL]

            [THRESHOLD|RENEWABLE|DEPLETABLE]

            [OWNERS|WAITERS]

            [NODE(xxx)][CPU(xxx)]

            [MAXIMUM(n)|INCREMENT(n)|DECREMENT(n)] [AVAIL(0)]

            [DEVICE(xxxxx)|WLM(duration)|

              MONITOR(CPU) POLL(xx HOURS|xx MINUTES|xx SECONDS)]

            [GRAVITY|NOGRAVITY]

            [COMMENT(comment)]

            [FORCE]

            [RECEIVERS(rec1,rec2,...)]

            [SENDERS(sen1,sen2,...)]

RESDEF name LIST|DELETE [LASTUSED(criteria)]

ADD
Defines a new resource.

AVAIL(n)
Sets the available count of the resource you are defining. This value should not be manipulated, but left for ESP
to calculate.

COMMENT (comment)
Used to add information about a particular resource.

CPU(xxx)
Refers to a CPU defined in the resource topology. CPU limits LIST or SET to a specific CPU.

DECREMENT(n)
Specifies the value by which to decrement the maximum count of the resource. You cannot decrement the
maximum resource count below zero. You can only specify DECREMENT along with the SET operand.

DELETE [LASTUSED(criteria)]
Deletes the definition for the specified resource. If you specify the LASTUSED operand, the resource is only
deleted if it was last used before the date or date and time specified in criteria.

WARNING
Resources last used before ESP r11.3 was installed are not deleted by the DELETE LASTUSED
operand.

DEPLETABLE
Defines a depletable resource type.

DEVICE (xxxxx)
Indicates the IBM generic or esoteric device name that you want ESP to monitor.

ENTERPRISE
Indicates one resource counter is maintained across all nodes and CPUs

FORCE
Used with the DEL operand to delete a resource regardless of whether it is in use.

GLOBAL
Alias of NODAL.

GRAVITY
Indicates jobs are to be routed to other nodes the resource is available on.

INCREMENT(n)
Specifies the value by which to increment the maximum count of the resource. You can only specify INCREMENT
along with the SET operand.
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LIST [LASTUSED(criteria)]
Displays the definition for the specified resource. If you specify the LASTUSED operand, the resource is only
listed if it was last used before the date or date and time specified in criteria.

WARNING
Resources last used before ESP r11.3 was installed are always listed, even if LASTUSED is set before
that point in time.

NOTE
The LIST output is limited to 16MB. If the output is larger than 16MB, it is truncated and message
ESP7369W is displayed.

LOCAL
Indicates one resource counter is maintained for each CPU.

MAXIMUM(n)
Sets the maximum count of the resource you are defining. The default value is 0.

MONITOR(CPU)
Specifies that ESP asks all Agents to provide the percentages of CPU availability on the platforms they control at
the frequency specified by the POLL operand

NOTE
The MONITOR operand is only relevant if the ESP WA Service Governor is installed. If you use the
MONITOR operand without ESP WA Service Governor installed, ESP ignores the MONITOR operand.

name
Indicates the resource name.
Limits:

• Up to eight alphanumeric characters for default resources.
• Up to 44 alphanumeric characters for other resources.
• The first character must be alphabetic or national.
• No period at the end or two consecutive periods.
• Wildcard characters are allowed when you use the SET, DELETE, LIST, or LASTUSED operands.

NODAL
Indicates one resource counter is maintained for each node

NODE(xxx)
Refers to a node defined in the system topology. NODE limits LIST or SET to a specific node.

NOGRAVITY
Indicates jobs are not to be routed to other nodes a resource is available on.

OWNERS
Displays jobs that are currently executing and holding a resource. Use the OWNERS operand with LIST.

POLL(xx HOURS|xx MINUTES|xx SECONDS)
Specifies how often ESP asks all Agents to provide the percentage of CPU availability on the platforms they
control. xx is a number with a maximum corresponding to 24 hours whether in hours, minutes or seconds. If POLL
specifies 0, ESP does not ask Agents to provide the percentage of CPU availability on the platforms they control.

NOTE
The POLL operand is only relevant only if the ESP WA Service Governor is installed. If you use the
POLL operand without ESP WA Service Governor installed, ESP ignores the POLL operand.

RECEIVERS(rec1,rec2,...)
Specifies the masters that can receive threshold enterprise resource count updates from the current master.
The masters specified update their local resource count to match the count that was sent. Each master name in
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this operand must be specified in a COMMCHAN initialization parameter on the current master. You can use the
hyphen and asterisk wildcard characters in master names.

RENEWABLE
Defines a renewable resource type.

SENDERS(sen1,sen2,...)
Specifies the masters that can send threshold enterprise resource count updates to the current master. The
current master updates the local resource count to match the count that was sent. Each master name in this
operand must be specified in a COMMCHAN initialization parameter on the current master. You can use the
hyphen and asterisk wildcard characters in master names.

SET
Sets resource counts of a defined resource.

THRESHOLD
Defines a threshold resource type.

WAITERS
Displays jobs waiting for a resource. Use the WAITERS operand with LIST.

WLM(duration)
Specifies that ESP obtains the number of unused service units over the specified duration from IBM WLM. ESP
obtains the number of unused service units before submitting the job. ESP supports the following three durations:

• SUM60 -- The unused service units are summed over the last 60 seconds.
• SUM180 -- The unused service units are summed over the last 180 seconds.
• SUM600 -- The unused service units are summed over the last 600 seconds.

NOTE

• The WLM operand is only relevant if ESP WA Service Governor is installed. If you code the WLM
operand without ESP WA Service Governor installed, ESP ignores the WLM operand.

• If you code the WLM operand, you must code the SYSPLEX operand in the NODE command or
initialization parameter when you define your system nodes.

Defining a resource

Before you use the resources feature, a data set called the RESFILE needs to be defined and identified in the ESP
initialization parameters.

Resource definitions are stored in the RESFILE. If ESP is started with the RESFORM option, information stored in the
RESFILE is lost. A useful technique to ensure that system topology and resource definitions are not lost on a reformat
(RESFORM) of the RESFILE is to code the following in your ESP initialization parameters:

IF RESFORM THEN DO

  NODE TORONTO ADD ROUTEJCL('/*XEQ TORONTO')

  CPU T1 ADD NODE(TORONTO) ROUTEJCL('/*JOBPARM SYSAFF=T1') ORDER(1) CURRENT

  CPU T2 ADD NODE(TORONTO) ROUTEJCL('/*JOBPARM SYSAFF=T2') ORDER(2)

  CPU T3 ADD NODE(TORONTO) ROUTEJCL('/*JOBPARM SYSAFF=T3') ORDER(3)

  RESDEF T3480 ADD LOCAL RENEWABLE MAX(5) CPU(T1)

  RESDEF CICSUP ADD NODAL THRESHOLD AVAIL(0)

  RESDEF DB2TAB1 ADD NODAL RENEWABLE AVAIL(3)

ENDDO

If you are using the resource feature extensively and have a large number of resources defined, you may prefer not to
code all your resource definitions in the ESP initialization parameters. An alternative method is to store your resource
definitions in a data set and issue the LOAD command to process the RESDEF commands, in the event the RESFILE is
reformatted.
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NOTE
The LOAD command cannot be used in the ESP initialization parameters.

Real resources

A real resource represents a hardware device such as tape drives. Since the ESP master is only aware of the status of
devices on the image it runs on, real resources only work in a single z/OS image. Define real resources as LOCAL and
RENEWABLE and, using the MAX operand, identify the number of devices available to ESP-submitted jobs:

RESDEF T3480 ADD LOCAL RENEWABLE MAX(5) DEVICE(3480)

The following example shows what appears when the above resource is listed:

RESDEF T3480 LIST

Resource T3480    Local Renewable

TORONTO  MVSA      Max=5 Avail=5 Real=5

ESP ensures there are sufficient online, unallocated devices available to satisfy the current job's resource requirements.

For example, if job PAYJOB1 requires three units of a real resource called T3480, and ESP sees three devices available,
but only two devices are online and unallocated, ESP waits for real resources and PAYJOB1 goes into a RESWAIT state.

Resources with IBM WLM operand (ESP WA Service Governor only)

You must define an IBM WLM resource as LOCAL RENEWABLE.

To determine the MAX count, see the “CPU capacity table” in the MVS planning: Workload Management IBM manual.
From this table, choose the number of service units per second for your CPU model and multiply it by either 60, 180
or 600 for the duration SUM60, SUM180 or SUM600 respectively. You can use the result or any higher number. If your
installation has CPUs of different models, use the RESDEF SET command to adjust the counts on individual CPUs.

ESP routes a job to one of the available systems based on the service units assigned to the job and other resources the
job requests.

IBM WLM feedback is a measurement of recent but past activity; it is not a precise prediction of a CPU load by the time
ESP submits a job. The real value of a WLM resource is the number of unused service units. The number of unused
service units can differ from the number of service units available for a job if the job service class is higher than the
service class of the currently executing workload.

The workload is balanced across the CPUs and nodes within the same sysplex, as long as they are all part of the same
sysplex group. The node is defined with the NODE command or initialization parameter (it must include a SYSPLEX
operand).

NOTE
Specify the same duration for all CPUs and nodes. ESP issues a warning message if you specify a different
duration for a specific CPU or node.

Resources with MONITOR(CPU) operand (ESP WA Service Governor only)

You must define a MONITOR(CPU) resource as LOCAL RENEWABLE.

ESP asks all Agents to provide the percentage of CPU availability on the platforms they control. The Agents provide
this percentage at the frequency specified by the POLL operand for CPUs where the corresponding CPU initialization
parameter includes an AGENT operand. You can limit the scope of the resource you define by using the NODE and CPU
operands.

ESP routes a job to one of the available systems based on the MONITOR(CPU) resources and other resources a job
requests.
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The workload is balanced among the CPUs that belong to the same node. The node is defined with the NODE command
or initialization parameter.

Setting resource counts

For threshold resources, there is only one count. You can change the count using the MAXIMUM, INCREMENT,
DECREMENT, or AVAIL operand of the RESDEF command.

NOTE
The usage of INCREMENT / DECREMENT parameters for a depletable resource type is not recommended.
Please use AVAIL instead.

For renewable resources, there are two counts: maximum and available. Only the maximum count can be changed using
the MAXIMUM, INCREMENT, or DECREMENT operand of the RESDEF command. If the maximum is changed, the
available count changes by the same amount.

For depletable resources, there are two counts as per renewable resources. However, the counter for maximum is not
expected to be updated manually and is not being displayed.

The following is an example of the display produced when a renewable resource is listed and what happens when the
MAX count is manipulated:

RESDEF CICS LIST

Resource CICS   Local Renewable

TORONTO  MVSA   Max=4   Avail=2

 

RESDEF CICS SET MAX(6)

 

RESDEF CICS LIST

Resource CICS   Local Renewable

TORONTO  MVSA   Max=6   Avail=4

The following is an example of the display produced when a resource is listed and what happens when the AVAIL count is
changed for a threshold resource:

RESDEF DAYSHIFT LIST

Resource DAYSHIFT Local Threshold

TORONTO   MVSA     Avail=1

 

RESDEF DAYSHIFT SET AVAIL(2)

 

RESDEF DAYSHIFT LIST

Resource DAYSHIFT Local Threshold

TORONTO   MVSA     Avail=2

NOTE

More Information:

• For information on requesting resources, see RESOURCE Statement: Identify Resources.
• For information on specifying default resources, see RESDFLT Command: Identify Default Resources.
• For more information on resources, see Automate Resource Management.
• For information on how to use IBM WLM or Agent workload balancing, see Using.
• For more information on the RESFILE, see Allocate Operational Data Sets.

Example: Displaying resource definitions
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In the following example, all existing resource definitions are displayed:

RESDEF - LIST

Example: Defining a local renewable resource

In the following example, IMS is a local renewable resource with a count of three. IMS resides on the TOR1 z/OS image
and is used to represent access to an IMS region. The maximum number of jobs requiring one unit of the IMS resource
that can run concurrently is three.

RESDEF IMS ADD LOCAL RENEWABLE MAX(3) CPU(TOR1)

Example: Defining a global threshold resource

In the following example, NITESHFT is a global threshold resource with a count of one. NITESHFT represents a time
period when specific jobs can run. The NITESHFT resource can be manipulated using the SET operand at the appropriate
times to ensure night shift jobs run, for example, between 1am and 8am.

RESDEF NITESHFT ADD NODAL THRESHOLD AVAIL(1)

Example: Defining a local threshold resource

In the following example, PAYJOB1 is a local threshold resource with a count of zero. PAYJOB1 is used to represent a
job's completion. To allow successor jobs to be submitted, you can manipulate the PAYJOB1 resource using the SET
operand after PAYJOB1 successfully completes.

RESDEF PAYJOB1 ADD LOCAL THRESHOLD AVAIL(0)

Example: Defining a real resource

In the following example, T3480 is a real resource representing 3480 cartridge drives. ESP compares the number of
tape drives currently online and not allocated with ESP's internal counters to determine when jobs that require the T3480
resource are eligible for submission.

RESDEF T3480 ADD LOCAL RENEWABLE DEVICE(3480)

Example: Defining a local renewable resource

In the following example, CICS is a local renewable resource with a count of one. CICS resides on the TOR2 z/OS image
and is used to represent access to a CICS region. The GRAVITY attribute indicates that the CICS resource is available to
jobs on other nodes. If a job on another node requires the CICS resource, ESP inserts the appropriate routing information
into the requesting job JCL according to the system topology statements.

RESDEF CICS ADD LOCAL RENEWABLE MAX(1) CPU(TOR2) GRAVITY

Example: Defining a default resource

In the following example

• The RESDFLT command indicates ESP should make default resource assignments for scratch tapes:

OPER RESDFLT SCRATCHCART(SCRTAPES)

• The RESDEF command defines a global depletable resource with a maximum count of 500. ESP uses historical
information to assign scratch tape resource requirements to each job in an application:
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RESDEF SCRTAPES ADD NODAL DEPLETABLE AVAIL(500)

NOTE

When default resources are turned on, every application ESP generates uses default resources. To drop a
default resource, code the following:

RESOURCE (0,SCRTAPES)

Example: Defining resources for Agent workload balancing

The following example creates the RESWIN resource and specifies that ESP will receive the status of every CPU in the
WIN node every five minutes:

RESDEF RESWIN ADD NODE(WIN) LOCAL RENEWABLE GRAVITY MAX(100)+

   MONITOR(CPU) POLL(5 MINUTES)

ESP can balance the workload among CPUs belonging to one node.

Example: Setting the available count of a threshold resource

In the following example, the available count of the LOWPRIO resource is set to one:

RESDEF LOWPRIO SET AVAIL(1)

Example: Setting the available count of a depletable source

In the following example, the available count of the SCRTAPES resource is set to 550:

RESDEF SCRTAPES SET AVAIL(550)

Example: Setting the maximum count of a renewable resource

In the following example, the count of the CICSUP resource is set to two:

RESDEF CICSUP SET MAX(2)

Example: Increasing the maximum count of a renewable resource

In the following example, the count of the CICSUP resource is incremented by three:

RESDEF CICSUP SET INCREMENT(3)

Example: Deleting a resource

In the following example, the COCONUT resource is deleted:

RESDEF COCONUT DELETE

Example: Displaying a specific resource

In the following example, jobs using and jobs waiting for the DBASE resource are displayed:

RESDEF DBASE LIST OWNERS WAITERS

Example: List all resources not used since a specified date
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In the following example, RESDEF is issued to list all the resources last used before January 08, 2008. The output shows
that local, threshold resource NiteShift was last used by the application APPL2 on March 20, 2006 and local, renewable
resource T3480 has never been referenced by any application since the LASTUSED feature was installed.

RESDEF - LIST LASTUSED(08/01/01)

Resource NiteShift   Local Threshold Lastused 14:30 MAR20 2006 by APPL2 

Resource T3480       Local Renewable Lastused: no information

NOTE
When you specify the date criteria in the RESDEF LASTUSED operand, all the resources used before the
specified date are listed. For example, RESDEF - LASTUSED(2007jun1) specifies that the resource was last
used before June 1, 2007.

Example: Passing Resource Counter Updates Using RECEIVER and SENDER

This example shows how to use the RECEIVER and SENDER operands to pass threshold enterprise resource counter
updates to other master subsystems.

Assume that you have three masters, A, B, and C. Each master requires enterprise threshold resource "myres" with a
maximum value of 3. Assume that your requirements for passing resource counter updates are as shown in the following
diagram:

Here is the RESDEF command for master A:

resdef myres add threshold enterprise max(3) receivers(B,C) senders(B)
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Here is the RESDEF command for master B:

resdef myres add threshold enterprise max(3) receivers(A,C) senders(A)

Here is the RESDEF command for master C:

resdef myres add threshold enterprise max(3) senders(A,B) 

RESDFLT Command: Identify Default Resources
The RESDFLT command identifies the default resource assignments that ESP makes to all jobs.

Type

Oper command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the RESDFLT command.

Syntax

RESDFLT [LIST]

        [CARTRIDGE(cart)]

        [SCRATCHCART(scratch)]

        [CPUABSORPTION(cpuabs)]

        [CPUTIME(cputime)]

        [ELAPSEDTIME(elapsed)]

        [PRINTLINES(prlines)]

LIST
Displays the current default resources.

NOTE
Default resource names are restricted to eight characters.

CARTRIDGE(cart)
The name of a cartridge tape resource. When you specify this operand, a job ESP submits is automatically
assigned the maximum number of tape drives the job required at a time, averaged over its previous runs.
For example, a job might require a maximum of two tape drives at a time during Monday's run, a maximum of six
tape drives at a time during Tuesday's run, and a maximum of four tape drives at a time during Wednesday's run.
Without job profiling, ESP calculates the maximum number of tape drives this job required at a time, averaged
over the previous three runs, as four tape drives. However, with job profiling, you can store job information on
each run, providing more accurate default resource assignments. In the example above, you could create a job
profile for Monday's runs to account for a lower-than-average tape drive requirement (two tape drives) and a job
profile for Tuesday's runs to account for a higher-than-average tape drive requirement (six tape drives).
In the RESDEF command or initialization parameter, define this resource as GLOBAL RENEWABLE and identify
the device name.

SCRATCHCART(scratch)
The name of a scratch-tape resource.
If the total number of scratch tapes increases at your installation, use the RESDEF command to adjust the
number of scratch tapes available to ESP jobs.
In the RESDEF command or initialization parameter, define this resource as DEPLETABLE and specify the
number of scratch tapes available to ESP jobs.
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CPUABSORPTION(cpuabs)
The name of a resource that reflects CPU absorption.
When you specify this operand, a job ESP submits is automatically assigned the average CPU absorption for
the job's previous runs. The average CPU absorption is CPU time divided by elapsed time and expressed as
a percentage. For example, if a job uses 10% of the CPU when it executes, ESP assigns 10 units of the CPU
absorption resource to the submitted job.
In the RESDEF command or initialization parameter

• Define this resource as LOCAL RENEWABLE.
• Set the MAX operand for this resource to the maximum CPU usage you want for ESP-submitted jobs.

For example, if you set MAX to 80, ESP does not submit jobs that would cause the total CPU absorption for all
submitted jobs to exceed 80%. If the total CPU absorption for all submitted jobs is 75% and a job requires 6%
CPU absorption, ESP prevents that job from running until the total CPU absorption falls to at least 74%.

CPUTIME(cputime)
The name of a resource that represents the total CPU time a job uses, expressed in seconds.
You can use CPUTIME to prevent jobs that require more than a certain threshold of CPU time from submitting.
In the RESDEF command or initialization parameter, define this resource as LOCAL THRESHOLD.

ELAPSEDTIME(elapsed)
The name of a resource that represents the total elapsed time a job uses, expressed in minutes.
You can use ELAPSEDTIME to prevent jobs that require more than a certain amount of elapsed time from
submitting. For example, if you are scheduling the shutdown of a certain z/OS system, you can set the maximum
availability of the resource to the number of minutes before the scheduled shutdown. ESP does not submit a
job that would not, on average, complete prior to the scheduled shutdown time. As the scheduled time draws
closer, you can automatically adjust the ELAPSEDTIME value down through an automation program or through
an Event.
In the RESDEF command or initialization parameter, define this resource as LOCAL THRESHOLD.

PRINTLINES(prlines)
The name of a resource that represents the total print lines a job generates.
You can use PRINTLINES to prevent jobs that require more than a specified number of print lines from submitting.
For example, you can prevent jobs with print line requirements that exceed the available spool space in your
installation from submitting.
In the RESDEF command or initialization parameter, define this resource as GLOBAL THRESHOLD or GLOBAL
DEPLETABLE.

If you want the default resources that you specified with the RESDFLT command to persist after ESP restarts, code the
default resources with the RESDFLT initialization parameter.

You can specify one or more default resources.

Dropping default resources

After you have identified default resources, every application ESP generates uses these default resources. To drop a
default resource, request zero units of the resource, for example:

RESOURCE (0,SCRTAPES)

Information used to assign default resources

ESP uses information from the jobstats data set to calculate the default resources it assigns to jobs. ESP bases the
default resource levels it assigns on an average of the records from the jobstats data set. If job profiles are used, the
number of records included in the average depends on the number of entries for the job profile. If job profiles are not used,
the number of records included in the average depends on the number of entries for the job, based on its full name, in
the jobstats data set. The average includes only completed jobs; abended jobs are ignored. ESP updates the information
each time it creates a new application generation.
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Defining resources

After you have identified the default resources your installation requires, use the RESDEF command or initialization
parameter to specify the resource type (renewable, depletable or threshold) and the resource scope (local, global or
enterprise).

NOTE

Related information

For information on requesting resources, see the RESOURCE statement.

For information on defining resources, see the RESDEF command.

For information on job profiling, see the JOBPROF statement.

For information on resources, see the Using section.

Example: Display default resources

The following example shows you how to display all default resources:

OPER RESDFLT LIST

Default Cartridge Tape:          NONE

  Default Scratch Tape:          NONE

  Default Elapsed Time:          NONE

      Default CPU Time:          NONE

Default CPU Absorption:          NONE

   Default Print Lines:          NONE

Default Service Units (SUM60):   SU

Example: Define a default scratch-tape resource

The following RESDFLT command specifies SCRTAPES as a default resource for scratch tapes:

OPER RESDFLT SCRATCH(SCRTAPES)

The following RESDEF command defines SCRTAPES as a global depletable resource with a quantity of 500:

RESDEF SCRTAPES ADD GLOBAL DEPLETABLE AVAIL(500)

ESP uses historical information to assign scratch-tape resource requirements to each job in an application. ESP
automatically decrements the SCRTAPES resource as jobs run.

In the following job, the RESOURCE statement drops the SCRTAPES default resource from job A. ESP does not assign
units of the SCRTAPES resource to job A.

JOB A

  RUN DAILY

  RESOURCE(0,SCRTAPES)

ENDJOB

The following RESDEF command makes more scratch tapes available:

RESDEF SCRTAPES SET AVAIL(750)

Example: Alter a default resource name
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In the following example, the name previously assigned to the default resource for scratch tapes is changed to
BLANKTAP:

OPER RESDFLT SCRATCH(BLANKTAP)

Example: Prevent submission of jobs that exceed a specified elapsed time

When you schedule a z/OS system shutdown, you can prevent jobs from being submitted that, together, have an elapsed
time exceeding the time remaining until shutdown.

Identify the default elapsed time resource

Issue the RESDFLT command well before the shutdown time to assign a default elapsed time resource to all jobs. You
must issue RESDFLT before applications are generated that include jobs likely to run beyond the shutdown time.

The following RESDFLT command specifies ELTIME as a default resource for elapsed time:

OPER RESDFLT ELAPSEDTIME(ELTIME)

Set the maximum elapsed time allowed for job submission

To set the maximum availability of the elapsed time resource, issue the RESDEF command at a predetermined time
before shutdown. You must issue RESDEF before jobs are readied that, together, likely run past the shutdown time.
Assuming there are 60 minutes to shutdown, set the maximum elapsed time to 60.

The following RESDEF command defines ELTIME as a local threshold resource with a maximum count of 60:

RESDEF ELTIME ADD LOCAL THRESHOLD MAX(60)

ESP submits only jobs that, together, complete in 60 minutes or less. If you want more time between when job runs finish
and shutdown, you can make MAX smaller. For example, if you set MAX to 50 with 60 minutes left until shutdown, jobs
will finish at least 10 minutes before shutdown.

Automatically reduce the maximum elapsed time allowed for job submission

To automatically reduce the maximum value in RESDEF as the scheduled time draws close, you can create a program
or Event. That way, jobs with an elapsed time under the current maximum threshold can run. The following is an example
of a recursive procedure that notifies users of a system shutdown and prevents long-running jobs from starting. The
procedure uses the ELTIME default resource already defined.

/* PASS NUMBER OF MINUTES TO SHUTDOWN USING USER1

/* PARAMETER WHEN TRIGGERING THE EVENT

/*

/* SEND MESSAGE, DECREMENT TIME AND RE-TRIGGER EVENT IN

/* 1 MINUTE IF TIME >= 0

/*

INTEGER TIME

TIME=USER1

SEND 'SYSTEM COMING DOWN IN %TIME MINUTES' USER(CYB01)

ESP RESDEF ELTIME SET AVAIL(%TIME)

TIME=TIME-1

IF TIME>=0 THEN ESP TRIGGER OPER.SHUTDOWN +

USER1('%TIME') AT('NOW PLUS 1 MINUTE')
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RESETWOB Command: Reset Workload Objects
The RESETWOB command resets statements of a distributed workload job. You can also use it to immediately resubmit
the job with the updated statements. The RESETWOB command saves the updated statements and enables you to
display and browse these statements.

When you invoke the RW command for the first time for a job instance, the command retrieves the job definition from the
related procedure. For all subsequent invocations of the RW command for that job instance, the command retrieves the
job definition that was built and updated by the previous RW invocation.

If the current procedure text contains an application statement with a syntax error, a short message “Syntax error” appears
in the right upper corner of the screen. To find this error, simulate the current application. Then correct the error and
resubmit the RW command again.

NOTE
If you build a job and then update the job definition in the procedure, the job definition that you display using the
RW command may differ from the built job. The first invocation of the RW command retrieves the job definition
from the procedure.

Type: ESP command.

Supported job types:

The RESETWOB command supports only the following job types: AIX_JOB, HPUX_JOB, LINUX_JOB, NT_JOB,
SUN_JOB, SAP_JOB, and UNIX_JOB. If you issue the RESETWOB command for an unsupported job type, the system
displays the message 6659E.

Syntax for the page mode:

RESETWOB JOB(job name) APPL(application name.application generation) [EDIT|BROWSE]

Syntax for batch execution:

RESETWOB JOB(job name) APPL(application name.application generation) [BROWSE]

JOB(job name)
Specifies the job name.

APPL(application name.application generation)
Specifies the name and generation number of an active application.

EDIT|BROWSE
(Optional) Specifies the action to be performed on the job.
BROWSE

Enables you to browse statements edited by the RESETWOB command. This option is the default. If
the browse function does not find any statements updated using this command, the system displays the
message 6658I.

EDIT
Enables you to edit the statements in a job. This option is supported in the page mode only.

NOTE

• You cannot use the RESETWOB command to change the job type, name, or longname.
• Longname that is already unusable is ignored. The unusable longname does not appear in

the Reset Job Definition panel.

If you update the statements, you have the option to immediately resubmit the job with the updated statements. If you
choose this option and the job has incomplete predecessors, the system will display a warning.
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If you do not resubmit the job immediately using the RESETWOB command, the system submits the job when all the
job predecessors complete. You can also manually resubmit the job with the updated statements at any time using the
RESUBMIT (R) command.

Example: Restart a Job with Updated Statements

In the following example, the RESETWOB command updates statements in a job and then restarts it with the updated
statements.

RESETWOB JOB(PAYJOB1) APPL(PAYROLL.70) EDIT

Example: Browse Updated Statements

In the following example, the RESETWOB command shows statements that you previously updated.

RESETWOB JOB(PAYJOB1) APPL(PAYROLL.70) BROWSE

RESOURCE Command: Define Model Resources
Use the RESOURCE command in ESP to manage your workload resources.

The RESOURCE command defines, displays, deletes, and updates resources.

NOTE
The RESOURCE command is just an alias for the RESDEF command. However, use of the RESDEF command
is recommended as a best practice.

For more information about the RESDEF command and its syntax, see RESDEF Command: Define Resources

RESREFR Command: Refresh Devices List
The RESREFR command is used with real resources, for example, tape devices, to refresh the device list if tape devices
are added or deleted dynamically.

Type

General command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the RESREFR command.

Syntax

RESREFR

RESREFR refreshes resource status, alleviating problems with jobs going into a RESWAIT status when resources
are available. For example, if a job is waiting for a tape drive, and a tape drive is varied online, ESP does not see this,
RESREFR refreshes the device list so that jobs do not unnecessarily wait.

 

NOTE

Related information

For information on defining resources, see the RESDEF command.

For information on resources, see the User Guide.

Example: Refreshes resource status
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In the following example, the device list is refreshed with any dynamically added or deleted tape devices. Any jobs waiting
for an available resource have their RESWAIT status refreshed.

OPER RESREFR

NOTE
Automate the process by which resource status is refreshed by defining an Event at regular intervals to issue the
RESREFR command, as follows:

EVENT ID(CYBER.RESOURCE_REFRESH)

SCHEDULE EVERY 10 MINUTES

VS 'F ESP,RESREFR'

ENDDEF

RESTART Command: Restart Events Scheduling/Application Processing
The RESTART command takes ESP out of the quiesced state, restarting event scheduling and application processing.

Type

Oper command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the RESTART command.

Syntax

 RESTART

Use the RESTART command after ESP has been quiesced using the QUIESCE command or the QUIESCE start-up
option.

When event scheduling is restarted, ESP acts as if it was down for the entire time it was in the quiesced state. That is,
events scheduled to execute while ESP was quiesced are considered to be overdue. The overdue operand of each
overdue event is examined to determine whether it should be executed or bypassed.

 

NOTE

Related information

For information on putting ESP into a quiesced state, see the QUIESCE command.

For information on displaying the current ESP processing status, see the STATUS command.

Example: Restart Event scheduling and application processing

In the following example, event scheduling and application processing are active as noted by the ESP1978I message-
EVENT SCHEDULING ACTIVE.

OPER RESTART

In the above example, ESP is restarted, which is displayed using the STATUS command as follows:

OPER STATUS
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ESP1977I ESP RELEASE 5.1.0.000 STATUS

ESP1978I EVENT SCHEDULING ACTIVE

ESP1979I DATASET TRIGGERING ACTIVE

RESTORE Command: Restore Data Sets
The RESTORE command restores the event, history, user definition, index, job statistics, and job index data sets. 

Type

General command

Syntax

RESTORE {EVENTSET(dsname)}

        {INDEX(dsname)}

        {JOBINDEX(dsname)}

        {HISTFILE(dsname)}

        {JOBSTATS(dsname)}

        BACKUP(bkupdsname)

        SMFID(smfno)

        [NEWDSNAME(newdsn)]

        [FROMTIME(schedule)]

EVENTSET
Indicates the name of an event data set.

INDEX
Indicates the name of the index data set.

JOBINDEX
Indicates the name of the job index data set.

HISTFILE
Indicates the name of the history data set.

JOBSTATS
Indicates the name of the job statistics data set.

dsname
Indicates the data set name of file to be restored.

bkupdsname
Indicates the data set name of the most current backup from which the file is to be restored.

SMFID(smfno)
Indicates the record number that is used for journaling updates to SMF file. This corresponds to your SMFREC
initialization parameter. This operand is mandatory. If you do not use journaling, the value is ignored.

newdsn
Indicates an optional data set name of an existing empty VSAM file where the data set is restored. This data set
must have the same attributes as dsname.

schedule
Any valid schedule statement. If the statement contains separators, it must be enclosed in quotes. If specified, this
time is used instead of the backup file time.

For more information about restoring data sets, see Back Up and Recover Data Sets.

Example: Restore a Journalized ESP Data Set
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In the following example, the RESTORE command restores an ESP data set from the backup copy of its most current
state using SMF entries that are journalized. The restore processor merges all of the history file updates with the last
HISTFILE backup. A new, up-to-date version of the history file is produced.

//RESTORE   JOB …

//STEP01    EXEC PGM=ESP,PARM='SUBSYS(ESPM)'

//STEPLIB   DD DSN=CYB2.ESP510.CD7YLOAD,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*

//JOURNAL   DD DSN=SYS1.SMF.BACKUP(0),DISP=SHR

//          DD DSN=SYS1.SMF.BACKUP(-1),DISP=SHR

//SYSIN DD *

UTIL                                                            

RESTORE HISTFILE('CYB2.ESP510.HISTFILE') +

NEWDSNAME('CYB2.ESP510.NEW.HISTFILE') +                 

BACKUP('CYB2.ESP510.BACKUP.HISTFILE') +

SMFID(240)

/*

Example: Restore a Non-Journalized ESP Data Set

In the following example, you restore a JOBINDEX file that was not journaled and was backed up as a sequential (non-
VSAM) file.

In most cases, this command is used to restore files with journalized updates. However, there is a workaround available
for restoring back-up VSAM files with disabled journaling. To restore a non-journalized VSAM data set, simply specify the
JOURNAL operand with a dummy data set.

NOTE
When you specify a dummy data set for the JOURNAL operand, the SMFID value is ignored.

//RESTORE   JOB …                                  

//STEP01    EXEC PGM=ESP,PARM='SUBSYS(SMB4)'                  

//STEPLIB   DD DSN=CYB2.ESP510.CD7YLOAD,DISP=SHR   

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*                                 

//JOURNAL   DD DUMMY                                          

//SYSIN DD *                                                  

UTIL                                                          

RESTORE JOBINDEX('CYB2.ESP510.BCKINDEX') +        

NEWDSNAME('CYB2.ESP510.JOBINDEX') +               

BACKUP('CYB2.ESP510.BCKINDEX') +                  

SMFID(240)                                                    

/*

RESUME Command: Event Level - Decrement Suspend Counts
When used in an event definition, the RESUME command decrements the suspend count associated with an event at a
particular time. When the suspend count reaches zero, the event is eligible for execution.

Type

Event definition command

Syntax
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RESUME criteria 

criteria
Schedule criteria.

The RESUME command is used with the SUSPEND command to make a previously bypassed event eligible for
execution.

The RELEASE command is used with the HOLD command to make a previously postponed event eligible for execution.

If you are using a time zone on your SUSPEND command, you should use the same time zone on your RESUME
command. If the event has a schedule statement, the same time zone should be used on the SCHEDULE, SUSPEND,
and RESUME commands.

NOTE

Related information

For information on events, see the User Guide.

For information on suspending an event's execution, see the SUSPEND command.

For information on decrementing an event's hold count, see the RELEASE command.

Example: Prevent PAYJOB1 from submission between specific times

In the following example, SUSPEND and RESUME commands are used to prevent PAYJOB1 from being submitted
between 9 am and 11 am. If a data set trigger happens between these times, ESP ignores it.

EVENT ID(CYBER.PAYROLL)

DSTRIG PAYROLL.INPUT

SUSPEND DAILY AT 9AM

RESUME DAILY AT 11AM

SUBMIT 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL(PAYJOB1)'

ENDDEF

NOTE
If SUSPEND specifies a time that has already passed (i.e. the EVENT should be SUSPENDed now), issue the
"U" action for the event after you save it (i.e. to SUSPEND it).

Example: Send a message between specific time on workdays

In the following example, SUSPEND and RESUME commands are used to send a message between 8 am and 4 pm on
workdays.

EVENT ID(CYBER.TIMEMSG)

SCHEDULE WORKDAYS HOURLY ROUND STARTING TODAY

SEND 'THE TIME IS %ESPATIME' U(CYB01)

SUSPEND 16:01 WORKDAYS

RESUME 7:59 WORKDAYS

ENDDEF

RESUME Command: General - Decrement Suspend Counts
The RESUME command decrements the suspend count associated with an event. When the suspend count reaches
zero, the event is eligible for execution.

Type
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General command

Syntax

RESUME eventide

eventide
Indicates a valid event name. If no prefix is specified, the prefix as set by the GROUP command is used.

The specified event has its SUSPEND count decremented immediately.

The SUSPEND command is used with the RESUME command to make a previously bypassed event eligible for
execution.

NOTE

Related information

For information on events, see the User Guide.

For information on suspending an event's execution, see the SUSPEND command.

For information on decrementing an event's hold count, see the RELEASE command.

Example: Resume Event

In the following example, CYBER.PAYROLL was previously suspended and is now eligible for execution, if the suspend
count was at one. Otherwise, the suspend count was decrement by one.

RESUME CYBER.PAYROLL

ROSSUB Command: Submit JCL
The ROSSUB command submits JCL from a Roscoe data set to the internal reader.

Type

Event definition command

Syntax

ROSSUB dsname

dsname
Indicates a valid Roscoe data set name. You do not have to specify ROS- as a data set identifier because using
the ROSSUB command implies the use of a Roscoe data set. If you omit the Roscoe prefix from the data set
name, ESP uses the Roscoe prefix of the user defining the event.

The ROSSUB command submits JCL from a Roscoe data set into the internal reader. Several Roscoe commands may be
specified in a single event. The input data are effectively concatenated together, so that data from several data sets can
be joined to form one or more jobs. In the same event, you can also use the ESP SUBMIT command and submit JCL from
Librarian and Panvalet data sets.

You can also use the ROSSUB command in an ESP procedure.

 

NOTE

Related information
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For information on submitting JCL from an event, see Processing ESP Events in the User Guide.

Example: Data set submission at specific time and day of a month

In the following example, a Roscoe data set is submitted at 9 am on the first Monday of the month.

EVENT ID(CYBER.ROSJOBS)

SCHEDULE 9AM FIRST MONDAY OF MONTH

ROSSUB RDS.JOBS

ENDDEF

ROUTING Command: Route Proxy's Subsystem Requests
The ROUTING command instructs the connected ESP subsystem where to process subsystem requests. Displays the
current routing status.

Type

ESP WA High Availability or ESP WA Service Governor command

Syntax

ROUTING [LOCAL|MASTER|STATUS|HELP]

LOCAL
Instructs the connected ESP subsystem to process subsystem requests itself.

MASTER
Instructs the connected ESP subsystem to route subsystem requests to the master.

STATUS
Displays the current ROUTING status of the client. STATUS is the default.

HELP
Displays the ROUTING command options.

When an ESP client (TSO/ISPF user or ESP Workstation Server) is connected to the master, the ROUTING command is
not meaningful, as the LOCAL and MASTER options mean the same thing.

However, when an ESP client is connected to a proxy, entering ROUTING LOCAL instructs the proxy to process
subsystem requests itself. Entering ROUTING MASTER instructs the proxy to route subsystem requests to the master.
Subsystem requests are usually ESP commands.

Routing is local by default. However, your system programmer may have changed the default in the ISPF interface.

When an ESP client is connected to the local proxy, subsystem requests can only be forwarded to the master if an active
XCF ROUTING connection exists between the local proxy and the master.

Examples

The following example instructs the connected subsystem to route subsystem requests to the master:

ROUTING MASTER

The following example instructs the connected subsystem to process subsystem requests itself:

ROUTING LOCAL
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RSERVERB Command: Prepare Report Server for Batch Run
The RSERVERB command prepares the Report Server to run in batch mode.

NOTE
You can only issue RSERVERB in JCL (see sample library member CYBRSS03 or your copy of this
member).You cannot issue RESEVERB in page mode.

Type: Report Server command

Syntax

RSERVERB START HISTID(histid) HISTFILE(histfile) [SYSID(sysid)]

HISTID(histid)
Specifies the history file ID set up in the HISTFILE initialization parameter or command.

HISTFILE(histfile)
Specifies the name of the file (including UNIX System Services HFS or ZFS path) that the selected history records
are unloaded to in the batch run.

SYSID(sysid)
Specifies the ESP system ID set up in the SYSID initialization parameter.

NOTE
The SYSID operand defaults to the system ID of the subsystem you specify in your copy of sample
library member CYBRSS03, but only if you specify an ESP master subsystem. If you specify a proxy
subsystem, set the SYSID operand to the system ID of the master.

Example: Prepare the Report Server for a Batch Run

The following example shows an RSERVERB command issued in JCL CYBRSS03. History file "HIST1" will be unloaded
to file "histfile.bin" in directory "/tmp".

RSERVERB START HISTID(HIST1) HISTFILE('/tmp/histfile.bin')

RSERVER Command: Control Report Server
The RSERVER command controls the settings and processing of the Report Server.

Type: OPER command

Syntax

RSERVER {START PORT(port) [HOST(host)|PROC(proc)] [TRACE(class)]}

        {[STATUS]}

        {TRACK|NOTRACK}

        {STOP}

PORT(port)
Defines the port number on which the client (ESP) and server exchange messages. Use the value that is
specified in the initialization parameter RServerPort.

HOST(host)
Defines the host name or IP address of the Report server to which ESP connects. The HOST operand cannot
be used together with the PROC operand, and HOST must be used when PROC is not used. Before you issue
RSERVER with the HOST operand, run the Report Server started task to start the Report Server.
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PROC(proc)
Defines the z/OS started task procedure name of the server. The PROC operand cannot be used together with
the HOST operand, and PROC must be used when HOST is not used. If you code PROC, ESP issues a z/OS
START command to run the Report Server started task.

TRACE(class)
(Optional) Activates the trace for the client, ESP. Trace messages are written to sysout RSRTRACE in the started
task for ESP.

STATUS
Lists, in order, the status of the following:

• The Client ESP
Possible values are "Active" or "Inactive".

• The connection between the Report Server and the client, ESP
Possible values are "Connected" or "Disconnected".

• The Report Server
Possible values are "ServerReady" or "ServerNotReady"

• Tracking of HISTFILE updates by the Report Server
Possible values are "TrackingIsActive" or "TrackingNotActive".

Example: Active, Connected, ServerReady, TrackingIsActive
TRACK

Start tracking the HISTFILE updates for the Report Server.
NOTRACK

Stop tracking the HISTFILE updates.
STOP

Stop the Report Server.

NOTE

• The PROC operand of RSERVER START causes ESP to issue an MVS START command to run the Report
Server started task. Once the Report Server is started, ESP connects to it. The Report Server status is set to
"ServerReady" and the connection status is set to "Connected".

• If you specify the TRACK operand, each time a HISTFILE record is added or changed, the Tracking
Manager writes the key to the COMMQ file. ESP reads the keys in the COMMQ file and passes the matching
HISTFILE records to the Report Server, which updates the database.

WARNING
If you specified the TRACK operand and the Report Server was not ready to receive HISTFILE updates
during any one hour period, the tracking manager changes the Report Server setting to NOTRACK and issues
message 6941S. The change to NOTRACK prevents the COMMQ file from becoming full.

WARNING
If you delete records from the HISTFILE, the Report Server does not delete them from the Report Server
database. This allows you to free up space in the HISTFILE while still keeping the records in the database.
Before you delete records from the HISTFILE that you want saved in the database, make sure that the database
record is up to date.

Example: Start the Report Server

In the following example, the RSERVER command starts the Report Server by running the Report Server started task,
ESPRSERV.

OPER RSERVER START PORT(6671) PROC(ESPRSERV)
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Example: Connect to a Report Server That Is Already Started

In the following example, RSERVER is issued to connect to the Report Server started on the host at address
xyz.prod.com.

OPER RSERVER START PORT(6671) HOST(xyz.prod.com)

Example: List the Server and Client Status

In the following example, the RSERVER command lists the status of the Report Server and the client, ESP:

RSERVER

The output is as follows:

Active, Connected, ServerReady, TrackingIsActive                           

Host xyz.prod.com                                                        

IP Address 138.42.98.220                                                   

Port 6671                                                                  

Current Cache Queue Size 0                                                  

HISTFILE Updates Sent 648 (18% Cached) Confirmed 648                        

Last HISTFILE update Sent at 15.42.14 on TUESDAY JUNE 3RD, 2008 (Confirmed) 

Last HISTFILE Confirmation Received at 15.42.14 on TUESDAY JUNE 3RD, 2008         

                                                                           

Additional information from server:                                       

Thread-4 EspReceiver: Executing EspMessageInStatus                        

Thread-1 EspReceiver: Processed 632 messages(JHR); Waiting for new message

main EspServer: Processed 4 connections; Waiting for new connection

The first line of the output shows the following:

• The Report Server client (which is a task in the ESP subsystem) is active.
• The Report Server is connected to the client.
• The Report Server is ready.
• The Report Server is tracking updates to the history file and passing them to the database.

The next three lines of the output give the host name and IP address of the Report Server and the port used to
communicate with ESP. If PROC was specified in the RSERVER command when the Report Server was started, you will
see an output line like the following example instead of the host and IP address:

Proc ESPDMRS

The next line gives the current history record cache queue size. This is the number of HISTFILE records that are in the
client cache queue and are to be sent to the Report Server. The cache improves Report Server performance.

After the cache size line, the next three lines give information about HISTFILE records that were sent to and confirmed
by the server. The "18% Cached" figure refers to the percentage of history records sent that came from the history record
cache rather than the history file itself.

The lines after "Additional information from server:" are trace information from the Report Server.

RSVLOGIC Command: Reserve Logic
The RSVLOGIC command specifies the serialization technique.
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Type: OPER command

Authority: Access to security profile OPER or OPERCMD.cmdname

Syntax

RSVLOGIC [OFF|ENQ|RESERVE]

         [QNAME(CYBJSS|qname)]

         [RNAME(CYBJSS|rname)]

RSVLOGIC
(Issued without operands) Display the serialization technique in use.

OFF
No serialization is performed. OFF is the default.

ENQ
Cross-systems ENQ perform serialization.

RESERVE
Hardware RESERVE performs serialization.

QNAME(qname)
The QNAME to be used for the RESERVE or ENQ. In a MIM environment, do not use CYBJSS as a QNAME.
Default: CYBJSS
Limits: Maximum of eight characters

RNAME(rname)
The RNAME to be used for the RESERVE or ENQ.
Default: CYBJSS
Limits: Maximum of 44 characters

NOTE

• The RSVLOGIC command reserves ESP shared operational data sets, any data sets with SHR coded
or defaulted, including the QUEUE data set. It does not control access to other data sets that ESP uses
(for example, the JCL library). If you wish to turn the RSVLOGIC command off, you can issue command
RSVLOGIC OFF.

• With Multi-Image Manager (MIM), the QNAME used must be added to the MIM inclusion table. Do not use
QNAME(CYBJSS) with MIM.

• The combination of RNAME and QNAME must be the same on all ESP subsystems sharing the QUEUE data
set.

• If you specify RESERVE and GRS is in use, we recommend that you add the major name (the value
specified for QNAME) to systems exclusion RNL.

Example: RSVLOGIC Initialization Parameter

In this example, the serialization technique used is cross-system ENQ with the QNAME and RNAME of CYBERRSV:

OPER RSVLOGIC ENQ QNAME(CYBERRSV) RNAME(CYBERRSV)

Example: Displaying the Serialization Technique in Use

The following example shows the response from the RSVLOGIC command:

OPER RSVLOGIC

SERIALIZATION PERFORMED BY ENQ/DEQ

QNAME(CYBERRSV), RNAME(CYBERRSV)
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0 CURRENT REQUESTS OUTSTANDING

Example: Reserve Logic Off

The following example shows you a response with the RSVLOGIC initialization parameter set to OFF or not coded at all:

OPER RSVLOGIC

ESP970I RESERVE LOGIC NOT INITIALIZED

Example: Only RNAME Set

The following example shows you a response with RNAME of CYBERRSV:

OPER RSVLOGIC

SERIALIZATION PERFORMED BY ENQ/DEQ

QNAME(CYBJSS), RNAME(CYBERRSV)

0 CURRENT REQUESTS OUTSTANDING

SADGEN Command: Create Data Set for Reports
The SADGEN command generates a data set, which is used in the creation of scheduled activity reports. It must be
executed through the ESP subsystem started task procedure with a special parm (PARM='SAR' or PARM='SAD'). This
command is available only in batch.

Type: Reporting command

Syntax

SADGEN DATASET(sardb)

       [FROM(schedule)]

       [TO(schedule)]

       [LOGICALDAYSTART(starttime)]

       [CARRYOVER(codsn)]

       [EVENTSET(evdb)]

       [LEVEL(prefix)]

       [CLASS(classname[,classname]...)]

       [THRESH(mins)]

       [TRACE]

       [JCLOUT(jcldsn)]

       [JOBCLASS(jobclass)]

       [MSGCLASS(msgclass)]

       [RMGRDATA('string'[,'string']...)]

       [NOHIST]

       [EXTERNAL]

sardb
Indicates the name of the data set to store scheduled activity information.

FROM(schedule), TO(schedule)
Indicates valid schedule criteria. If the statement contains separators then it must be enclosed in quotes. The
keywords ENDING or UNTIL can be used to restrict the time range selected. Defaults are from now to 6 am
tomorrow. You cannot specify a time in the past; you can only specify a time in the future. The start time for a
SADGEN run is the later of the start time specified in the SADGEN command and the time at which the command
is processed.
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LOGICALDAYSTART(starttime)
Indicates a valid schedule statement. If the statement contains separators, it must be enclosed in quotes. The
LOGICALDAYSTART keyword specifies the start time of your logical processing day; it should match the one
specified on your calendar. This keyword is not required unless you use logical day processing.

CARRYOVER(codsn)
Indicates the name of a previously scheduled activity data set (data set name or DD name) whose outstanding
jobs are to be merged with the sardb data set.

EVENTSET(evdb)
Indicates the name of one or more Event data bases that should be scanned to generate scheduled activity data.
Wildcard characters asterisk and hyphen (see “Overview” at the beginning of this book) can be used to perform
masking. The default is to scan all existing Event data sets.

LEVEL(prefix)
Indicates an Event group prefix. Wildcard characters asterisk and hyphen (see “Overview” at the beginning of this
book) can be used to perform masking.

CLASS(classname[,classname]...)
Indicates one or more ESP event class names. Separate each with a comma. Wildcard characters asterisk and
hyphen (see “Overview” at the beginning of this book) can be used to perform masking.

THRESH(mins)
Indicates a threshold in minutes. Any Event that executes more frequently than this threshold interval is not
simulated. The default is 120.

TRACE
Displays all the commands that ESP simulates to create the scheduled activity data base.

JCLOUT(jcldsn)
Indicates the name of a sequential data set where the JCL for each job generated by the SADGEN is stored.

JOBCLASS(jobclass)
Indicates the jobclass to be assigned to each job written to the JCLOUT data set.
Limits:

• Pre-z/OS 2.1: one alphanumeric character
• z/OS 2.1 or higher: one to eight alphanumeric characters

MSGCLASS(msgclass)
Indicates a one-character alphanumeric msgclass to be assigned to each job written to the JCLOUT data set.

RMGRDATA('string'[,'string']...)
Indicates a quoted string or list of strings that is inserted as the first step to each job written to the JCLOUT data
set.

NOHIST
Indicates job history data is not retrieved when creating the scheduled activity data set. This keyword should be
specified only if you are not using ESP's job tracking facility.

EXTERNAL
Adds an extra entry on the SADGEN data set for each external job found within the specified scheduling criteria.

The following table provides the attributes of the SADGEN data set:

Explanation Attributes for 3390 DASD Otherwise use
Organization PS PS
Record format VBS VBS
Record length 32756 32756
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Block size 27998 6144

To generate data used for scheduled activity reporting, ESP must simulate all the Events and procedures it is to execute
in a specified period. ESP does this by executing the ESP subsystem started task procedure in batch with a special
parameter (PARM='SAR' or PARM='SAD'). The output that ESP generates by this simulation forms a scheduled activity
data set.

The default space requirement for the required temporary data sets is 10 primary cylinders and 5 secondary cylinders.
To change these defaults, specify SAD(p,s) where p is the number of primary cylinders and s, the number of secondary
cylinders. For example:

PARM='SAD(25,10)' results in SPACE=(CYL,(25,10)).

If a primary quantity only is coded, the secondary defaults to 5. For example:

PARM='SAD(50)' results in SPACE=(CYL,(50,5)).

ESP does not reflect an Event in the scheduled activity data set unless it contains either a SCHEDULE or EXPECT
command.

You can also create multiple schedule activity data sets. You may want to generate separate data sets on scheduled
activity for the next day or for the next week, or you may want different data sets for different production groups.

When a scheduled activity data set is generated, it contains a record for each job that is submitted within the time range
you have specified. If a time range is not specified, the default provided is from “NOW” to “6AM TOMORROW”. Data is
stored in alphabetical sequence by job name and is displayed using the LSAR command.

A sequential data set must be allocated before using the SADGEN command to write data to it.

The scheduled activity data set may be used for reporting, modeling, or to resolve External dependencies.

Use of the EVENTSET, LEVEL, and CLASS keywords, allows you to select and control the scheduled activity data you
want to be stored. The THRESH option allows you to change the frequency of Events to be simulated. The TRACE option
is used to verify all of the functions that each Event or procedure performs when it is scheduled.

NOTE

Related information

For information on scheduled activity reporting, see the User Guide.

For information on modeling, see the Advanced User Guide.

For information on extracting data from the scheduled activity data set, see the LSAR command.

For information on updating a scheduled activity data set with actual information, see the SADUPD command.

For information on resolving dependencies through a scheduled activity data set, see the RESOLVE command.

For information on identifying an external scheduled activity data set, see the SADLINK command.

For information on refreshing an in-core table containing scheduled activity data set, see the SADLOAD
command.

Example: Producing a scheduled activity data set for Events in a time period

In the following example, the SADGEN command generates a scheduled activity data set. CYBER.SAD contains
information on all Events scheduled or expected to execute between 8 am today and 8 am tomorrow.

//jobname  JOB …
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//STEP1    EXEC ESP,PARM='SAR'

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *

SADGEN DATASET('CYBER.SAD') -

FROM('8AM TODAY') TO('8AM TOMORROW')

/*

Example: Producing a scheduled activity data set for Events stored in an Event data set

In the following example, the SADGEN command scans the EVENT1 Event data set to generate a scheduled activity data
set. CYBER.SAD contains information on all Events beginning with PROD, which are scheduled or expected to execute
between 8 am today and 8 am next week.

//jobname  JOB …

//STEP1    EXEC ESP,PARM='SAR'

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *

SADGEN DATASET('CYBER.SAD') -

FROM('8AM TODAY') TO('8AM PLUS 1 WEEK') -

EVENTSET(EVENT1) -

LEVEL(PROD-)

/*

Example: Producing a scheduled activity data set for Events scheduled more often than a specified threshold

In the following example, the SADGEN command produces generation G0001V00 of a scheduled activity GDG allocated
in the same job step. CYBER.SAD contains information on Events that are scheduled between 8 am today and 8 am
tomorrow. Events that are scheduled more frequently than once an hour are not included.

//jobname  JOB …

//STEP1    EXEC ESP,PARM='SAR'

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SADGEN   DD DSN=CYBER.SAD(+1),DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),

//         UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,5,RLSE)

//SYSIN    DD *

SADGEN DATASET('CYBER.SAD.G0001V00') -

FROM('8AM TODAY') TO('8AM TOMORROW') -

THRESH(60)

/*

SADLINK Command: Assign Scheduled Activity Data Sets
The SADLINK command assigns an identifier to a scheduled activity data set for resolving external job dependencies.
Normally the SADLINK command is used as an initialization parameter.

Type

General command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the SADLINK command.

SADLINK identifier
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        DATASET(dsname)

        [GENERATION(genno)]

        [GROUP(groupname)]

identifier
Indicates an internal identifier of a scheduled activity data set. Up to eight alphanumeric characters are allowed.

dsname
Indicates the name of a sequential data set used for storing scheduled activity data.

genno
Indicates a generation number for a generation data group (GDG). It must be zero or a negative number.

groupname
Indicates the owning group. Any user who has either operator authority or update access to the owning group can
issue a SADLOAD command to refresh the in-core table. This applies only if you are using ESP internal security.

The SADLINK command assigns an identifier to a SADGEN data set (schedule activity data set). Each time ESP
initializes, or in response to a SADLOAD command, the contents of the SADGEN data set are read and information
stored in a main-storage table. To request this table be used to resolve External job dependencies, specify the SADLINK
identifier on the RESOLVE statement in an application.

NOTE

Related information

For information on generating a scheduled activity data set, see the SADGEN command.

For information on identifying a scheduled activity data set at the initialization parameter level, see the
Installation and Configuration Guide.

For information on refreshing an in-core table containing scheduled activity data set, see the SADLOAD
command.

For information on resolving dependencies through a scheduled activity data set, see the RESOLVE command.

For information on displaying current SADLINK, see the LISTSADL command.

Example: No Owning group is specified

In the following example, CYBER.SAD is assigned an internal identifier of SAD1. No owning group is specified.

SADLINK SAD1 DATASET(CYBER.SAD)

Example: Owning group is specified

In the following example, CYBER.SAD is assigned an internal identifier of SAD2. PROD is identified as the owning group.

SADLINK SAD2 DATASET(CYBER.SAD) GROUP(PROD)

SADLOAD Command: Refresh Tables
The SADLOAD command refreshes a table containing scheduled activity data set (SADGEN data set) information.
Issue the SADLOAD command whenever the SADGEN data set is updated. You can automatically issue the SADLOAD
command in batch following the generation of the SADGEN data set.

Type

General Command

Authority
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You require OPER authority to issue the SADLOAD command. Any user with update access to the owning group (as
specified in a SADLINK command) is also authorized.

SADLOAD identifier

identifier
Indicates the internal identifier of a scheduled activity data file (SADGEN data set), as identified by a SADLINK
command.

The SADLOAD command causes the contents of the specified SADGEN data set to be read and the necessary
information to be stored in a table in main storage. You can request that the look-up table is used to resolve External job
dependencies by specifying the correct SADLINK identifier on the RESOLVE statement in an ESP procedure.

NOTE

Related information

For information generating a scheduled activity data set, see the SADGEN command.

For information on identifying an external scheduled activity data set, see the SADLINK command.

For information on resolving dependencies through a scheduled activity data set, see the RESOLVE command.

For information on displaying current SADLINK, see the LISTSADL command.

Example: Refresh In-Core Table

In the following example, the in-core table containing scheduled activity information is refreshed.

OPER SADLOAD SAD1

Example: Execute Between 8 am Today and 8 am Tomorrow

In the following example, the SADGEN command generates the scheduled activity data set CYBER.ESP.SADGEN. It
contains information on all Events that are scheduled or expected to execute between 8 am today and 8 am tomorrow.
STEP2 executes the program ESP running on the ESP master to execute the SADLOAD command. The SADLOAD
command loads the in-core SADGEN information and equates it to the SAD1 name for reference.

//jobname  JOB …

//STEP1    EXEC ESPM,PARM='SAR'

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *

  SADGEN DATASET('CYBER.ESP.SADGEN') -

  FROM('6AM TODAY') -

  TO('5:59PM TODAY PLUS 7 DAYS') -

  EVENTSET(-) LEVEL(-) THRESH(30)

//STEP2 EXEC PGM=ESP,PARM='SUBSYS(ESPM)',

//  COND=(0,NE)

//STEPLIB DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CYBER.ESP.CD7YLOAD

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN DD *

  SADLOAD SAD1

/*
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SADUPD Command: Update Scheduled Activities
The SADUPD command updates a scheduled activity data set with actual information. It must be executed through the
ESP subsystem started task procedure with a special parm (PARM='SAR' or PARM='SAD').

Type

General command

SADUPD [DATASET(sardb)]

sardb
Indicates the name of a scheduled activity data set previously created using the SADGEN command. It does not
need to be enclosed in quotes.

Note that unlike the SADGEN command, only the DATASET keyword is required for SADUPD. The updated scheduled
activity data set can be displayed using the STATUS keyword on the LSAR command.

The scheduled activity update feature provides you with actual start and end times for jobs.

NOTE

Related information

For information on extracting data from the scheduled activity data set, see the LSAR command.

For information on scheduled activity reporting, see the User Guide.

For information generating a scheduled activity data set, see the SADGEN command.

Example: Update scheduled activity data set

In the following example, the scheduled activity information in CYBER.SAD is updated. The name of the ESP started task
is ESP.

//jobname  JOB …

//STEP1    EXEC ESP,PARM='SAR'

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *

SADUPD DATASET(CYBER.SAD)

SAFOPTS Command: Control Processing Options
The SAFOPTS command controls processing options for the SAF interface. This statement is normally included in the
initialization parameter data set.

Type: Oper command

Authority: You require OPER authority to issue the SAFOPTS command.

SAFOPTS [DSALLOC|NODSALLOC]

        [MVSCMD|NOMVSCMD]

        [UTOKEN|NOUTOKEN]

        [SIM3RDPARTY|NOSIM3RDPARTY]

        [MSGSUPP|NOMSGSUPP]

        [OPERCMDS|NOOPERCMDS]

        [GLOBALCSF|NOGLOBALCSF]
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DSALLOC
Indicates ESP is to perform a SAF resource check before dynamically allocating any data set. If the requestor
does not have at least read access to the DSALLOC.dsname resource, where dsname is the name of the data
set ESP is allocating, the allocation fails. When ESP allocates the data set on behalf of an event, ESP uses the
Event's prefix for the resource check. Otherwise, it uses its own user ID for the resource check.

NO DSALLOC
Indicates ESP is not to perform a SAF resource check prior to dynamically allocating any data set. This is the
default.

MVSCMD
Indicates ESP is to use the MVSCMD.cmdstring resource when verifying an event's authority to execute a z/OS
command.

NOMVSCMD
Indicates ESP is to use the OPER resource instead of the MVSCMD.cmdstring resource. This is the default.

UTOKEN
Indicates ESP performs a third-party RACHECK using a SAF user token. When a client makes a request, the host
system performs a SAF TOKEN EXTRACT in the client's environment and passes the token to ESP (the server)
for verification. RACF 1.9 or higher supports SAF user tokens. If you are using a different security product, ensure
it supports SAF TOKEN EXTRACT and third-party RACHECK.

NOUTOKEN
Indicates ESP performs a third-party RACHECK on the user ID of the client. This is the default.

SIM3RD PARTY
Indicates ESP simulates third-party RACHECK processing since the host security product does not support third-
party RACHECK. Do not specify this option together with the UTOKEN option.

NOSIM3RD PARTY
Indicates ESP uses normal third-party RACHECK processing. This is the default.

MSGSUPP
Indicates ESP suppresses violation messages when performing a RACHECK. If a violation occurs, the security
system product tracks it internally.

NOMSGSUPP
Indicates ESP issue violation messages. This is the default. We recommend you use this option during testing.

OPERCMDS
Indicates ESP is to use the OPERCMD.cmdname resource, rather than the more general OPER resource, when
verifying a user's authority to execute an ESP operator command.

NOOPER CMDS
Indicates that ESP uses the OPER resource instead of the OPERCMD.cmdname resource. This is the default.

GLOBALCSF
Specifies that ESP performs an additional SAF resource check. This check is based on CSF security profiles and
includes also commands that are issued outside of CSF. For example, the additional check includes commands
that are issued in page mode, in ESP Workstation, or in a batch job. The security check only applies to users that
have READ access to the CSF.CHECK.CMDS profile. For more information about supported commands and the
relevant CSF security profiles, see Secure Commands.

NOGLOBALCSF
Specifies that ESP performs no additional SAF resource check based on CSF security profiles. This is the default.

NOTE

If you issue the SAFOPTS command with no operands, it displays the current host security options and also the
host security resource class and the prefix used for resource profiles.
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NOTE

Related Information

• Use SAF Security
• Define Security
• SAFOPTS: Define host security options

Example: Display SAF options

In this example, SAFOPTS displays the current SAF options, the name of the SAF resource class, and the prefix used for
resource profiles.

OPER SAFOPTS

SAF Options: NoMsgSupp NoDsAlloc NoMvsCmd NoUToken NoSim3rdParty NoOperCmds

NoGlobalCSF

SAF Class:   DSNR, Prefix ESP

Example: Turns on message suppression

In the following example, ESP suppresses violation messages when performing a RACHECK.

OPER SAFOPTS MSGSUPP

SAVEAGDF Command: Save Agent Definitions
The SAVEAGDF command saves agent definitions from the COMMQ data set to a specified data set. The agent
definitions in COMMQ are from the following sources:

• The agent definition data set (AGENTDEF)
• Agent definitions created dynamically using the AGENT command.

You can load the saved definitions by using the LOADAGDF command.

Type: OPER command

Authority: You require OPER authority to issue the SAVEAGDF command.

This command has the following format:

SAVEAGDF 'dsname[(member|generation)]'

dsname[(member|generation)]
Specifies an existing data set in which the agent definitions are saved. The data set can be a sequential data set,
a PDS, a GDG, or a VSAM ESDS.

NOTE
If the PDS member does not exist, it is created. If the PDS member does exist, the existing definitions in
it are replaced.

NOTE
For security reasons, you cannot save the agent definitions if any of those definitions include an explicit
encryption key. You must use keynames for encryption if you want to use SAVEAGDF. You can issue the
following command to list the agent definitions in COMMQ that include an explicit key:

AGENT  -  CLEARKEY
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Example: Save Agent Definitions to a Sequential Data Set

The following example saves the current agent definitions to the existing sequential data set GL.PROD.TEMPAGDF:

OPER SAVEAGDF 'GL.PROD.TEMPAGDF'

Example: Save Agent Definitions to PDS Member

The following example saves the current agent definitions to existing member TEMP of PDS GL.PROD.AGENTDEF:

OPER SAVEAGDF 'GL.PROD.AGENTDEF(TEMP)'

Example: Save Agent Definitions to a GDG

The following example shows JCL to save the current agent definitions to a new generation of GDG
GL.PROD.TEMPAGDF. Because the SAVEAGDF command only works with an existing data set, a new GDG member is
created in the first step.

//AGTDFGDG JOB  ...

//*

//NEWGEN   EXEC PGM=IEFBR14

//AGENTDEF DD   DSN=GL.PROD.TEMPAGDF(+1),DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),

//         UNIT=SYSDA,VOL=SER=ESPVOL,SPACE=(TRK,1),

//         DCB=(DSORG=PS,RECFM=FB,BLKSIZE=23440,LRECL=80)

//*

//ESP      EXEC PGM=ESP,PARM='SUBSYS(ESPM)',COND=(0,LT)

//STEPLIB  DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=GL.PROD.LOADLIB

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD   *

 OPER BATCHRC MAXSEV

 SAVEAGDF 'GL.PROD.TEMPAGDF(0)'

 

SCAN Command: Scan JCL Data Set
The SCAN command scans a JCL data set or member for valid ESP control statement syntax. It can check what ESP
submits at any time in the future. It can also place a working copy of a job's JCL into a work data set.

Type

General command

SCAN {dsname|*}

     EVENT(eventid)

     [PRINT(printdsn)]

     [TRJOB(trjobname)]

     [TRDSN(trdsname)]

     [SCHED(schedtime)]

     [JOB(jobname)]

     [SYMBOL(symchar)]

     [SYMLIB(sdsn[,sdsn]...)]

     [TRUNIT(truname)]

     [TRVOL(trvolser)]

     [USER(userid)]
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     [GROUP(groupname)]

     [CALENDARS(cal1[,cal2]...)]

     [COPYJCL]

     [TRUSR(userid)]

     [FTPIP(ipaddress)]

     [FTPUSR(logonid)]

     [FTPCS(cs)]

     [FTPBC(bytecount)]

     [FTPFMT(ftpformat)]

     [FTPMD(ftpmode)]

     [TRMEM(member)]

CALENDARS(cal1[,cal2] …)
Indicates any required calendars to be retrieved for this Event scan.

COPYJCL
Indicates that the scan includes any JCL that is generated to the COPYJCL data set (for example, any JCL
generated by %INCLUDE/EXCLUDE logic).

dsname|*
Indicates the data set containing the JCL to be scanned. An asterisk (*) indicates that input is to come from the
SYSIN file.

EVENT(eventid)
Indicates the name of the Event for the job.

FTPBC(bytecount)
Sets the FTP trigger symbolic variable %ESPFTPBC to value bytecount.

FTPCS(cs)
Sets the FTP trigger symbolic variable %ESPFTPCS to value cs. Permissible values are C and S.

FTPFMT(ftpformat)
Sets the FTP trigger symbolic variable %ESPFTPFMT to value ftpformat. Permissible values are A, E, and I.

FTPIP(ipaddress)
Sets the FTP trigger symbolic variable %ESPFTPIP to value ipaddress.

FTPMD(ftpmode)
Sets the FTP trigger symbolic variable %ESPFTPMD to value ftpmode. Permissible values are B, C, and S.

FTPUSR(logonid)
Sets the FTP trigger symbolic variable %ESPFTPUSR to value logonid. The logonid has a maximum length of
eight characters.

GROUP(groupname)
Indicates the current group name that is passed to the ESPGROUP symbolic variable.

JOB(jobname)
Indicates the name of the job to be displayed, if the data set contains a concatenation of multiple jobs.

PRINT(printdsn)
Indicates the data set to which the JCL is copied. This data set cannot be a PDS.

SCHED(schedtime)
Indicates the schedule time for the job. This can be any time specification valid on a SCHEDULE statement. If it
contains separator characters (comma or blanks), enclose it in quotes.

SYMBOL(symchar)
Indicates a one-byte symbol-introducer character. It defaults to %.
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SYMLIB(sdsn[sdsn] …)
Indicates the name or names of data sets to be read for the purposes of symbolic variable generation.

TRDSN(trdsname)
Indicates the name of a data set or a path to a USS file that causes a data set or USS file trigger. The trdsname
operand is passed to the ESPTRDSN symbolic variable.

TRJOB(trjobname)
Indicates a jobname for a simulated data set trigger. The jobname is that of the job creating the data set. The
trjobname operand is passed to the ESPTRJOB symbolic variable.

TRMEM(member)
Sets the FTP trigger symbolic variable %ESPTRMEM to value member.
If you specify TRMEM, the %ESPTRMEM symbolic variable is set to that member name, regardless of whether or
not the TRDSN operand includes a PDS member name.
If you omit TRMEM but TRDSN specifies a PDS member name, the %ESPTRMEM symbolic variable is set to that
member name.
If you omit TRMEM but TRDSN does not specify a PDS member name, the %ESPTRMEM symbolic variable is
set to null.

TRUNIT(truname)
Indicates the generic device type on which the data set is created causing a data set trigger. The truname
operand is passed to the ESPTRUNI symbolic variable.

TRUSR(userid)
Sets the data set trigger symbolic variable %ESPTRUSR to value userid. The userid has a maximum length of
eight characters.

TRVOL(trvolser)
Indicates the volume serial of the device on which the data set is created causing a data set trigger. The trvolser
operand is passed to the ESPTRVOL symbolic variable.

USER(userid)
Indicates the name of the defining user for this Event that is passed to the ESPUSER symbolic variable.
Represents the value for setting the data set trigger symbolic variable %ESPTRUSR. The userid has a maximum
length of eight characters.

The SCAN command is used to:

• Scan a data set or member to check any embedded ESP control statements.
• Retrieve a working copy of a previously submitted job.
• Generate a working copy of a job to be submitted.

Once a JCL data set contains ESP control statements, that data set cannot be submitted other than through ESP. This
is because the ESP control statements cause a JCL error. In case of ESP being unavailable, use the SCAN command
in batch, to generate a valid copy of the JCL and write the output to a data set. That data set can then be submitted
through other means after resolving symbols.

Example

The following SCAN command allows you to:

• Search for ESP control statements within data sets and member of a PDS
• Retrieve a working copy of a job that you want to submit
• Write the output from the working copies of the jobs to a data set.

SCAN 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL(PAYJOB1)' EVENT(CYBER.PAYROLL) -

SCHED('24 MAY 2001') SYMLIB('ESP.SYMBOLS(MYSYM)')

In the above example:
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• CYBER.JCL.CNTL(PAYJOB1) tells ESP where it can find the JCL for MYJOB
• EVENT(CYBER.PAYROLL) is the Event that submits the job
• SCHED('24TH MAY 2001') is the schedule criteria
• SYMLIB ('ESP.SYMBOLS(MYSYM)') contains symbol definitions for the job.

NOTE
If ESP is down, you must run the SCAN command in batch. If ESP is up, you can use any mode.

SCHEDULE Command: Define Schedules
The SCHEDULE command defines schedule criteria for an event, which generally includes a time and a frequency.

Type

Event definition command

{SCHEDULE|SCHED|SCH} criteria

                     [OVERDUE{(count)}]

                     [ONCE]

criteria
Schedule criteria.

count
Indicates an overdue count number. Indicates how many overdue occurrences of an Event are to be scheduled
when an event misses its scheduled times because of HOLD status. The default is ONE. In other overdue cases,
only one additional occurrence of the event is to be scheduled.

ONCE
Indicates that the specified schedule is executed only once.

Specify as many SCHEDULE commands as you need for an event. The event is executed at each time and date that is
included in each schedule statement except for any criteria that are specified on a NOSCHED command. If any times and
dates from two or more separate schedule statements coincide, the event is executed only once then.

An event is considered to be overdue when something prevents it from executing at its scheduled time. The following
reasons can make an event overdue:

• A system outage
NOTE
If there is a system outage, the overdue count number is limited by 10.

• The event is on hold
• The class of the event is on hold
• Unavailability of event initiator
• ESP being placed in the quiesced state
• The event data set being suspended at the scheduled execution time.

The overdue count, set by the OVERDUE operand, specifies how many overdue occurrences of an event are to be
scheduled when normal scheduling is resumed. The default setting for the overdue count is one. If a count of zero is set,
the event is bypassed and executes at its next scheduled time.

Specify ONCE to request that the schedule statement is executed once only and is then deleted. If, at that point, no more
schedule elements exist and no data set triggers are defined for the event, the entire event is scheduled for deletion 24
hours later.
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NOTE

Related information

For information on specifying schedule criteria, see the User Guide.

For information on defining when an event executes, see the User Guide.

For information on specifying when an event should not execute, see the NOSCHED command.

Example: At 4 pm on workdays

In the following example, CYBER.PAYROLL is scheduled for execution at 4 pm workdays.

EVENT ID(CYBER.PAYROLL)

SCHEDULE 4PM WORKDAYS

INVOKE 'CYBER.PROCS.CNTL(PAYROLL)'

ENDDEF

Example: At 4 pm weekdays and 2 pm on weekends

In the following example, CYBER.PAYROLL is scheduled for execution at 4 pm weekdays and 2 pm on weekends.

EVENT ID(CYBER.PAYROLL)

SCHEDULE 4PM WEEKDAYS

SCHEDULE 2PM WEEKENDS

INVOKE 'CYBER.PROCS.CNTL(PAYROLL)'

ENDDEF

Example: At 8 am on workdays except 8 am on last workday of month

In the following example, CYBER.PAYROLL is scheduled for execution 8 am workdays, except at 8 am on the last
workday of the month.

EVENT ID(CYBER.PAYROLL)

SCHEDULE 8AM WORKDAYS

NOSCHED 8AM LAST WORKDAY OF MONTH

INVOKE 'CYBER.PROCS.CNTL(PAYROLL)'

ENDDEF

Example: At 9 am from the second day to the last day of a month

In the following example, CYBER.PAYROLL is scheduled for execution at 9 am from the second day of the month to the
last day of the month.

EVENT ID(CYBER.PAYROLL)

SCHEDULE 9AM 2ND-LAST DAY OF MONTH

INVOKE 'CYBER.PROCS.CNTL(PAYROLL)'

ENDDEF

Example: At 10 am workdays

In the following example, CYBER.CMDS is scheduled for execution 10 am workdays. If CYBER.CMDS misses its
schedule execution time it does not execute.

EVENT ID(CYBER.CMDS)

SCHEDULE 10AM WORKDAYS OVERDUE(0)
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INVOKE 'CYBER.PROCS.CNTL(CMDS)'

ENDDEF

Example: Executed weekdays every four hours starting at 8 am

In the following example, CYBER.PAYROLL is scheduled for execution on weekdays every four hours starting at 8 am.

EVENT ID(CYBER.PAYROLL)

SCHEDULE EVERY 4 HOURS ROUND STARTING 8AM WEEKDAYS

INVOKE 'CYBER.PROCS.CNTL(PAYROLL)'

ENDDEF

Example: At 8 am only on February 21, 2004

In the following example, CYBER.PAYROLL is scheduled at 8 am only on February 21, 2004. The event is scheduled for
automatic deletion 24 hours after this time.

EVENT ID(CYBER.PAYROLL)

SCHEDULE 8AM FEB21,2004 ONCE

INVOKE 'CYBER.PROCS.CNTL(PAYROLL)'

ENDDEF

Example: At 10 pm on Fridays and on last workday of month

In the following example, CYBER.PAYROLL is scheduled for execution at 10 pm on Fridays and on the last workday of
the month. When the last workday of the month is a Friday, the event executes only once.

EVENT ID(CYBER.PAYROLL)

SCHEDULE 10PM FRIDAY

SCHEDULE 10PM LAST WORKDAY OF MONTH

INVOKE 'CYBER.PROCS.CNTL(PAYROLL)'

ENDDEF

SEND Command: Send Messages
The SEND command sends a message to yourself, another user, a group of users, or an operator console. By default,
messages are sent now if a user is logged on. If a user is not logged on, messages can be queued to the broadcast data
set until the user logs on.

Type

Event definition command

{SEND|SE} 'message text'

          [USER{(*)|(userid[,userid]...)}]

          [CN(console)]

          [OPER(routing code)]

          [ROSPFX(rospfx[,rospfx]...)]

          [NONDEL]

          [NOW]

          [SYSTEM(name)]

          [DESCRIPTOR(descriptor code)
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'message text'
Indicates a message to be transmitted, enclosed within quotes. If the message contains imbedded quotes, they
should be doubled up. The message can be up to 124 characters.

*
Indicates the message is to be sent to the current user ID. This is the default. USER can be abbreviated to U.

userid
Indicates one or more TSO user IDs to whom the message is sent. If a list of user IDs is specified, separate each
one with a blank or comma.

console
Indicates the UCM ID or the console name of the console that is to receive the message.

routing code
Indicates the MCS routing code for a message to be sent to one or more operator consoles. Value between 1 and
32.

rospfx
Indicates one or more ROSCOE users, identified by ROSCOE prefix, to whom the message is sent. If a list of
prefixes is specified, separate each one with a blank or comma.

NONDEL
Indicates the message is marked as non-roll-deletable, if it is transmitted to a console.

NOW
Indicates the message be sent now if the user is logged on. If the user is not logged on, the message is not
queued to the broadcast data set.

name
Indicates the name of a SYSPLEX member. This is not the ESP system name, it's the name by which z/OS knows
the member of the SYSPLEX. Can be used to route a SEND command in a SYSPLEX environment to wherever
the user is logged on. Use an asterisk to indicate the message goes wherever ESP is running.

descriptor code
Indicates descriptor code value between 1 and 16 to receive notification. Separate each descriptor code with a
comma. The alias DESC or D may be used. NONDELETABLE is accepted and is the same as DESCRIPTOR
(11).

You can include several SEND commands in an Event.

A SEND command can also be issued from an ESP procedure.

The SEND command, by default, goes to the system the Event was defined on. You should check the system a user is
logged on to before assuming the Event definition system is the same as where you want to send a message.

NOTE

Related information

For information on sending messages, see the User Guide.

Example: Send message to specific user

In the following example, USR01 is sent a message at 8 am everyday, indicating the current time (represented by the
%ESPATIME symbolic variable):

EVENT ID(CYBER.MESSAGE)

SCHEDULE 8AM DAILY

SEND 'THE TIME IS %ESPATIME' USER(USR01)

ENDDEF
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Example: Send message to a console

In the following example, a non-roll-deletable message is sent to console 01, indicating that a CICS region has ended:

EVENT ID(CYBER.CICS_JOBEND)

SEND 'CICS ENDED' CN(01) NONDEL

ENDDEF

Example: Send message when application starts and completes

In the following example, two messages are sent to USR01, the first when the PAYROLL application starts and the second
when it ends:

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB START.APPL LINK PROCESS

  RUN DAILY

  REL PAYJOB1

  SEND '%ESPAPPL..%ESPAPGEN STARTED AT %ESPATIME' USER(USR01)

JOB PAYJOB1

  RUN DAILY

  REL PAYJOB2

JOB PAYJOB2

  RUN DAILY

  REL END.APPL

JOB END.APPL LINK PROCESS

  RUN DAILY

  SEND '%ESPAPPL..%ESPAPGEN COMPLETED AT %ESPATIME' USER(USR01)

ENDJOB

Example: Indicates if user is logged on

Indicates the message is sent now if the user is logged on. If the user is not logged on the message is not queued to the
broadcast data set:

SEND 'SCHEDULING IS EASY WITH ESP' USER(CYB01) NOW

Example: Indicates if user is in a SYSPLEX environment

Indicates the message is sent to a user in a SYSPLEX environment:

SEND 'SCHEDULING IS EASY WITH ESP' USER(CYB01) - SYSTEM(SYSA)

Example: Indicates if multiple users are logged on

Indicates a message is sent to two users. If either user is not logged on the message is queued to the broadcast data set,
until the user logs on:

SEND 'SCHEDULING IS EASY WITH ESP' U(CYB01,CYB02)

Example: Specify descriptor codes

The following example sends a message to routing code 2, with descriptor code 2:
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SEND 'SCHEDULING IS EASY WITH ESP' OPER(2) DESC(2)

SET Command: Set Environment Variables
The SET command sets an environment variable.

NOTE
This command currently supports the QUERY_TIME_OUT variable only.

Type: OPER command

Authority: You require OPER authority to issue the SET command.

SET [name=[value]] 

SET
The SET command without operands lists the pool.

name
Name is an arbitrary character string. When used with SET it displays one variable.

value
Value is an arbitrary character string. For example, it may be used to represent a time interval in seconds.

NOTE

• Everything after the equal sign is the value, including blanks.
• To delete a variable, issue the SET command with a null value.

Example: Suspend TSO session for 20 seconds.

The following is an example of the SET command used to suspend a TSO session for 20 seconds:

OPER SET QUERY_TIME_OUT=20

Example: Delete a variable

The following example shows how to delete variable QUERY_TIME_OUT:

OPER SET QUERY_TIME_OUT=

SETPRINT Command: Set Default Output
The SETPRINT command sets the default output environment for TITLE processing.

Type

General command

SETPRINT rename

rename
Indicates a one to eight alphanumeric logical report name, as identified by a DEFPRINT command.

NOTE

Related information

For information on defining titles, see the TITLE command.
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For information on defining a logical report name, see the DEFPRINT command.

Example: Set title for report

In the following example, the titles are set for the CYBPRT1 report.

SETPRINT CYBRPT1

TITLE 1 'CA INC.'

TITLE 2 'DATA CENTER OPERATIONS REPORT'     

SETVAR Command: Define Variables
The SETVAR statement defines a variable in a data object. Data can be stored in this data object at generate time by
coding one or more SETVAR statements within the JOB block. Data can also be stored, updated or deleted at run time,
by sending an automation framework message to the object. All data is stored in the Application Tracking Record, so it is
preserved across restarts.

This command has the following format:

SETVAR varname='textvalue'|numvalue

varname
Defines the name of the variable

textvalue
Defines a character string value for the variable
Limits: Maximum of 16 characters

numvalue
Defines a numeric value for the variable

NOTE

Related information

Refer to the DATA_OBJECT Command in the Reference Guide.

Example: To create a variable within a DATA_OBJECT

Issue a SETVAR statement with the name of the variable and its value.

DATA_OBJECT DATA2

  SETVAR Var1='This is a value'

  SETVAR Var2='Testing'

  SETVAR Var3=42

ENDJOB

SETWIDTH Command: Set Output Width
The SETWIDTH command is used to set the width of output.

Type

General command

SETWIDTH nnn
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nnn
Indicates the width of a report. The default is 80. The acceptable range of characters is 1 through 255 inclusive.
If a value is specified that exceeds the maximum of 255, then it is ignored and the previous SETWIDTH setting or
the default is used.

You can use this command to format output, for example, when issuing display commands from Page mode.

If you set the width in Page mode, it is reset when you exit from ESP.

NOTE

Related information

For information on setting column width in a History report, see the DISPLAY command.

Example: Indicate column width of report

In the following example, the history report produced by this series of reporting commands is 80 columns.

REPORT

SETWIDTH 80

FROM 8AM TODAY

CRITERIA APPLSYS EQ PAYROLL

DISPLAY JOBNAME JOBNO EXECST CMPC

ENDR

Example: Set column width

In the following example, the width of output produced by an LSAR command is set to 132 columns.

SETWIDTH 132

LSAR DSNAME('CYBER.SADFILE')

SHADGOAL Command: Instruct Shadow Manager
The SHADGOAL command instructs a shadow manager of the actions to take when an ESP master terminates.
SHADGOAL is issued only through the z/OS MODIFY command to a shadow manager.

The SHADGOAL syntax varies in the initialization parameter and the z/OS MODIFY command. For information on the
SHADGOAL initialization parameter, see the Installation and Configuration Guide.

Type

ESP WA High Availability command

SHADGOAL [LIST|HELP]

         [MASTER(FAIL|LEAVE|QUIESCE)]

                [AFTER(seconds)]

                [WARN]

                [COMMAND('command text')

                [TAKEOVER|TRIGGER(event)]

         [DELETE MASTER(FAIL|LEAVE|QUIESCE)]

LIST
Displays the shadow manager's shadow goals.

HELP
Displays the SHADGOAL command options.
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MASTER
Specifies that a shadow goal is to be defined.

FAIL
Specifies the shadow goal being defined applies to the ESP master terminating abnormally and entering an XCF
failed state.

LEAVE
Specifies the shadow goal being defined applies to the ESP master leaving the XCF group and entering an XCF
undefined state when it terminates.

QUIESCE
Specifies the shadow goal being defined applies to the ESP master entering an XCF quiesced state when it
terminates.

AFTER
Specifies a time in seconds to wait after the ESP master terminates, before executing the actions specified in the
shadow goal. The default is zero if AFTER is not specified.

seconds
Specifies the number of seconds to wait after the ESP master terminates, before executing the shadow goal
actions. seconds is a number between 0 and 86400.

WARN
Specifies that warning message 4397 be issued when the shadow goal is executed.

COMMAND
Specifies a z/OS command to be issued when the shadow goal is executed.

command text
Specifies the z/OS command to be issued when the shadow goal is executed.

TAKEOVER
Specifies the shadow manager should take over as the ESP master when the shadow goal is executed.

TRIGGER
Specifies the shadow manager should take over as the ESP master and trigger an Event when the shadow goal is
executed.

Event
Specifies the ESP Event to be triggered after the shadow manager has taken over as the ESP master.

DELETE MASTER(FAIL)
Specifies the shadow goal policy for the FAIL option is deleted immediately.

DELETE MASTER (LEAVE)
Specifies the shadow goal policy for the LEAVE option is deleted immediately.

DELETE MASTER (QUIESCE)
Specifies the shadow goal policy for the QUIESCE option is deleted immediately.

Once a Shadow-enabled ESP becomes the active master in the XCF group, all shadow goals for that Shadow-enabled
ESP are deleted and the SHADGOAL command ceases to be available for that master.

NOTE

Related information

For more information on shadow goals, see the Installation and Configuration Guide.

Examples

The following example specifies that 180 seconds (three minutes) after the ESP master terminates and enters an XCF
quiesced state, the shadow manager issues warning message #4397 and issues z/OS command “S ESPM”:
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SHADGOAL MASTER(QUIESCE) AFTER(180) WARN +

COMMAND('S ESPM')

The following example specifies that 300 seconds (five minutes) after the ESP master abnormally terminates, the shadow
manager issues warning message #4397 and takes over as the ESP master:

SHADGOAL MASTER(FAIL) AFTER(300) WARN TAKEOVER

The following example specifies the shadow goal for the LEAVE option is deleted immediately:

SHADGOAL DELETE MASTER(LEAVE)

SHADOW Command: Control and Display Shadow Manager
The SHADOW command is used to control and display an shadow manager.

Type

OPER command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the SHADOW command.

SHADOW STATUS

       [ASSUMEPRIMARY|TAKEOVER]

       [SHUTDOWN|SHUTDOWN RELINQUISH[(member)]] 

       [SHUTDOWN HOLD[(hold_interval)]] 

STATUS
Displays the status of the XCF group.

ASSUMEPRIMARY|TAKEOVER
Indicates the shadow manager should immediately take over the duty of ESP master.

SHUTDOWN
Indicates to shutdown the ESP master or shadow manager. The shutdown will occur against the XCF member it
was issued against.

SHUTDOWN RELINQUISH[(member)]
Indicates the ESP master should shutdown and the shadow manager specified should take over immediately.
This overrides any existing Shadow Goal. The optional member operand specifies the XCF member name of a
shadow manager in the XCF group.

HOLD[(hold_interval)]
Indicates the ESP master should shutdown, and the shadow manager should wait x amount of minutes before
it takes over. The hold_interval operand is optional as the default amount of time before shadow manager takes
over is five minutes. This overrides any existing time defined in a Shadow Goal.

When it is determined that a hardware or software problem exists on the ESP master, ensure the ESP master is
completely down before issuing the SHADOW ASSUMEPRIMARY or TAKEOVER command.

NOTE

Related information
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For information on shadow manager, see the User Guide.

Example: Display the XCF group

The following SHADOW command displays the status of the XCF group:

OPER SHADOW STATUS

Example: Immediate take over as the ESP master

The following command instructs the shadow manager to immediately take over the duty of the ESP master:

OPER SHADOW ASSUMEPRIMARY

Example: Time delay take over as the ESP master

The following command instructs the ESP master to shutdown and the shadow manager wait five minutes before it takes
over:

OPER SHADOW SHUTDOWN HOLD

The following command instructs the ESP master to shutdown and the shadow manager wait 15 minutes before it takes
over:

OPER SHADOW SHUTDOWN HOLD(15)

SHUTDOWN Command: Stop ESP
The SHUTDOWN command stops ESP.

Type

Oper command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the SHUTDOWN command.

SHUTDOWN

The SHUTDOWN command is equivalent to the z/OS STOP command, as in P ESP, where ESP is the started task name.

If you want to suspend further processing on ESP without shutting it down, use the QUIESCE command.

NOTE

Related information

For information on starting and stopping ESP, see the Operator's Guide.

Example

The following example stops ESP. When it is started up again, ESP will continue to process previously active workload.

OPER SHUTDOWN
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SIGCYCLE Command: Cycle Signals
The SIGCYCLE command cycles a signal; it creates a new current generation.

Type

General command

SIGCYCLE signalname

signalname
Indicates the name of the signal. If the prefix is not specified, the current group or user prefix is used. Wildcard
characters asterisk and hyphen can be used to perform masking.

Signals cause an ESP event to wait for a condition in addition to its schedule criteria before it executes. A signal may
represent a manual task, such as the arrival of an input tape, or an automated task, such as the completion of a job.

Each signal has a generation number. ESP does not automatically reset the generation number of a signal after a signal
posts. A cycling process resets the signal. Cycling increments the generation number to the next higher number.

If the maximum number of generations already exists, ESP deletes the oldest generation. The signal definition statement
specifies the maximum number of generations. You can view this information using the LISTSIG subcommand.

The SIGCYCLE command can be used in an event. It can also be used in Page mode, an ESP procedure, or batch.

NOTE

Related information

For information on defining and deleting signals, see the DEFSIG and DELSIG commands.

For information on posting a generation of a signal, see the SIGPOST command.

For information on displaying all generation of a signal, see the LISTSIG command.

For information on signal processing, see the Advanced User Guide.

Example: Creates new generation of a signal

In the following example, the next generation of TESTSIG is cycled. If the current group prefix is CYBER, ESP cycles the
CYBER.TESTSIG signal.

SIGCYCLE TESTSIG

Example: Creates new generation of a signal at a specific time

In the following example, a new generation of CYBER.SIGNAL1 is created at 8 pm each workday.

EVENT ID(CYBER.PAYROLL)

SCHEDULE 8PM WORKDAYS

SIGCYCLE CYBER.SIGNAL1

ENDDEF

SIGPOST Command: Post Complete Signal Generations
The SIGPOST command is used to post a generation of a signal complete.

Type

General command
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SIGPOST signalname

        [GEN(genno)]

signalname
Indicates the name of the signal. If the prefix is omitted, the current group or user prefix is used.

genno
Indicates the generation, either relative or absolute, of the signal to be marked complete. A relative number must
be zero or negative. If not specified, default is GEN(0), the current generation.

ESP does not automatically reset a signal's generation number when it posts the current generation. To reset the signal,
use the SIGCYCLE command.

The SIGPOST command can be used in an Event, or issued from Page mode, an ESP procedure, or batch.

NOTE

Related information

For information on resetting the generation number of a signal, see the SIGCYCLE command.

For information on signal processing, see the Advanced User Guide.

For information on defining and deleting signals, see the DEFSIG and DELSIG commands.

For information on identifying that a signal must be marked complete before execution of an Event, see the
SIGWAIT command.

For information on displaying all generation of a signal, see the LISTSIG command.

Example: Post complete signal

In the following example, the current generation of CYBER.SIGNAL1 is posted complete.

SIGPOST CYBER.SIGNAL1

Example: Posting signal - relative generation

In the following example, the -1 relative generation of CYBER.SIGNAL2 is posted complete.

SIGPOST CYBER.SIGNAL2 GEN(-1)

Example: Posting signal - absolute generation

In the following example, generation 123 of CYBER.SIGNAL3 is posted complete.

SIGPOST CYBER.SIGNAL3 GEN(123)

Example: Posting current generation

In the following example, the group prefix is set to CYBER, and the current generation on CYBER.MYSIGNAL is posted
complete.

GROUP CYBER

SIGPOST MYSIGNAL

Example: Posting signal for Event

In the following example, the -1 relative generation of CYBER.SIGNAL5 is posted complete at 10 pm on workdays.
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EVENT ID(CYBER.PAYROLL5)

SCHEDULE 10PM WORKDAYS

SIGPOST CYBER.SIGNAL5 GEN(-1)

ENDDEF

SIGWAIT Command: Identify Signal Conditions
The SIGWAIT command ideniestif a signal that must be marked complete before execution of the event.

Type

Event definition command

SIGWAIT signalname

        [GEN(genno)]

signalname
Indicates the name of the signal. If the prefix is not specified the current group prefix is used.

genno
Indicates an absolute or relative generation number of a signal. The default is zero (current generation).

To instruct an event to wait for posting of a signal, insert the SIGWAIT command in the scheduled event. You can use
more than one SIGWAIT command if the event is to wait for posting of different signals or different generations of the
same signal.

The SIGWAIT command can be used only with a SCHEDULE statement. The event waits until both the schedule criteria
and signal conditions are satisfied before execution.

NOTE

Related information

For information on signal processing, see the Advanced User Guide.

For information on defining and deleting signals, see the DEFSIG and DELSIG commands.

For information on posting a generation of a signal, see the SIGPOST command.

For information on resetting the generation number of a signal, see the SIGCYCLE command.

For information on altering the numbers of generations of a signal, see the ALTSIG command.

For information on displaying all generations of a signal, see the LISTSIG command.

For information on specifying the maximum number of pending signals for an event, see the EVENT command-
MAXPEND operand.

Example: Identifies signal which must be marked complete.

In the following example, CYBER.PAYROLL does not execute until PROD.DATA is posted complete and the schedule
criteria are satisfied.

EVENT ID(CYBER.PAYROLL)

SCHEDULE 8PM WORKDAYS

SIGWAIT PROD.DATA GEN(0)

INVOKE 'CYBER.PROCS.CNTL(PAYROLL)'

ENDDEF
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SIMULATE Command: Simulate Event Functions
Use the SIMULATE command to simulate the functions of an event.

Type: General command

SIMULATE EVENT(eventid)

              [COPYJCL]

              [FTPBC(bytecount)]

              [FTPCS(cs)]

              [FTPFMT(ftpformat)]

              [FTPIP(ipaddress)]

              [FTPMD(ftpmode)]

              [FTPUSR(logonid)]

              [GROUP(group_id)]

              [INHERIT]

              [JCLCHECK]

              [JCLCHECK COMMON]

              [JCLCHECKINPUT]

              [JCLCHECKPRINT]

              [JCLDS]

              [JCLOPTS(name)]

              [JCLPROCLIB(name)]

              [JCLSCAN(exit_module)]

              [JOB(jobname)]

              [NOLISTPROC]

              [NOREXX]

              [NOTSELECTED]

              [PASSWORD(password)]

              [PRINT(printdsn)]

              [PROCJOB(fullname|-)]

              [ROOTJOBS(job1[,job2]...) |

               SUBAPPLS(subappl1[,subappl2]...]

              [RTYPE(run_type)]

              [SCHED(schedtime)]

              [SYMBOL(sym_char)]

              [SYMLIB(sym_dsn1[,sym_dsn2]...)]

              [TRDSN(trigger_dsname)]

              [TRJOB(trigger_jobname)]

              [TRMEM(member)]

              [TRUNIT(trigger_unit)]

              [TRUSR(userid)]

              [TRVOL(trigger_volume)]

              [USER(user_id)]

              [USER1(user_data1)]

              [USER2(user_data2)]

              [USER3(user_data3)]

              [USER4(user_data4)]

              [VARS(variable_list)]

              [WOB(module1[,module2]...)]

              [UPPERCASE|UPPER|CASESENSITIVE|CASE|CS]
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COPYJCL
Simulates what is written to the COPYJCL library.

EVENT(eventid)
Specifies the name of the event for which you want to simulate processing.

FTPBC(bytecount)
Sets the FTP trigger symbolic variable %ESPFTPBC to value bytecount.

FTPCS(cs)
Sets the FTP trigger symbolic variable %ESPFTPCS to value cs. Permissible values are C and S.

FTPFMT(ftpformat)
Sets the FTP trigger symbolic variable %ESPFTPFMT to value ftpformat. Permissible values are A, E, and I.

FTPIP(ipaddress)
Sets the FTP trigger symbolic variable %ESPFTPIP to value ipaddress.

FTPMD(ftpmode)
Sets the FTP trigger symbolic variable %ESPFTPMD to value ftpmode. Permissible values are B, C, and S.

FTPUSR(logonid)
Sets the FTP trigger symbolic variable %ESPFTPUSR to value logonid. The logonid has a maximum length of
eight characters.

GROUP(group_id)
Specifies the group value under which to simulate the event.

INHERIT
Indicates if a successor was inherited, the inherited relationships are identified in the output report. If this operand
is omitted, no indication is made for jobs that are inherited.

JCLCHECK
Invokes the full JCLCheck product, if it is installed. If the full product is not installed, only the JCLCheck Common
Component is invoked. JCLCheck is only invoked during event simulation. When JCLCheck is invoked, error
messages are returned to the user.

NOTE
To set JCLCheck parameters using ISPF and TSO batch, see the Operator's Guide.

JCLCHECK COMMON
Invokes the JCLCheck Common Component, which is a subset version of JCLCheck. The JCLCheck Common
Component is designed to provide z/OS and OS/390 JCL statement syntax and execution validation functions to
other Broadcom products. Even if the full JCLCheck product is installed, the JCLCheck Common Component is
still used.

JCLCHECKINPUT
Enables support personnel to view the complete input passed to JCLCheck. This option must only be used at the
request of support personnel.

JCLCHECKPRINT
Enables support personnel to view the full output of JCLCheck. This option must only be used at the request of
support personnel as the output can be large. The JCLCHECKPRINT keyword is not applicable to the Common
Component, it must be used with the full JCLCheck product.

JCLDS
Displays the JCL libraries used for each job. The display includes libraries and members identified by JCLLIB,
TEMPLIB, DATASET, and MEMBER statements in an ESP procedure.
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JCLOPTS(name)
Specifies the DDname or a fully qualified data set name. If the length is 8 characters or less and the value does
not contain a period, name is considered a DDname. If name is a data set name, it must be either sequential or a
member of a PDS or PDS/E. JCLCheck uses this value for its options.
If the JCLOPTS keyword is not specified, but there is a DD statement named JCLOPTS, it is the default.
If no JCLOPTS keyword is specified or if no JCLOPTS DD statement is present, the options are determined as
follows:

• If the Common Component invocation method is used, the options are taken from the CAZ2JESP module.
• If the full product invocation method is used, then the default options of TERM are used.

JCLPROCLIB(name)
Specifies the DDname or a fully qualified data set name. If the length is 8 characters or less and the value does
not contain a period, name is considered a DDname. If name is a data set name, it must be a PDS or PDS/E. The
JCLPROCLIB option enables you to designate explicitly the procedure library used by JCLCheck.
If you want to use a concatenated procedure library, specify it using a JCL DD statement or a TSO ALLOCATE
statement. Then, specify the DDname used as the value for the JCLPROCLIB.
If the JCL being checked specifies an embedded JCLLIB statement, the designated JCLLIB data set is used as
the procedure library. If no JCLLIB statement is present, JCLCheck uses the same procedure libraries as JES.

JCLSCAN(exit_module)
Defines the name of the module used as the JCLSCAN exit module. If this operand is omitted, no JCLSCAN exit
processing is performed for simulated job submissions.

JOB(jobname)
Specifies the name of the job being rerun.

NOLISTPROC
Indicates the text of any invoked procedure is not listed. If this operand is omitted, the text of the procedure is
listed. The NOLISTPROC operand does not display informational messages, for example, ESP 900I messages.
The NOLISTPROC operand does display error messages.

NOREXX
Indicates all input text between a REXXON and a REXXOFF statement is ignored. If this operand is omitted,
REXX interprets the in-line REXX code.

NOTSELECTED
Produces a list of all jobs not selected, for any reason. If this operand is omitted, no list is produced for jobs that
were not selected.

PASSWORD(password)
Specifies the password value under which to simulate the event.

PRINT(printdsn)
Specifies the data set to which the JCL is copied. You can specify an asterisk to view the JCL at your terminal.

PROCJOB(fullname|-)
Requests an application processing mode simulation for the job specified in fullname, which assures that any JCL
variables in that job resolve correctly.

WARNING
Without PROCJOB, a JCL variable may not resolve correctly if it is set to different values in different
jobs. For more details, see the example later in this topic.

You cannot use masking to represent part of fullname but you can code a hyphen instead of fullname.
If you code a hyphen instead of fullname, ESP simulates the processing of all the jobs in an application. The jobs
are processed one at a time.
If you specify a job name, the processing mode simulation is done regardless of whether the job is selected for
the application.
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If you specify a hyphen, the generation mode is still simulated for all jobs in the application before the processing
mode is simulated.

ROOTJOBS(job1[,job2]...)
Specifies the jobs to simulate. You can add a plus sign (+) to a job name to indicate that the job and all its
successors are simulated.

RTYPE(run_type)
Specifies the run type of the job. Options are as follows:
P

Primary run. Set for a typically scheduled execution or by a TRIGGER REPLACE command.
T

Extra run. Set by a TRIGGER ADD command.
D

Execution caused by data set activity.
R

Rerun.
SCHED(schedtime)

Specifies the schedule time used for the simulation. You can specify any time that is valid for a SCHEDULE
command that resolves to a time and date. If it contains separator characters (commas or blanks), enclose it
within quotes. The default is the next scheduled time.

SUBAPPLS(subappl1[,subappl2]…)
Specifies the subapplications whose jobs are to be simulated. Only jobs meeting the selection criteria are
simulated.

SYMBOL(sym_char)
Specifies a symbol substitution character to use.

SYMLIB(sym_dsn1[,sym_dsn2]...)
Specifies the data set names of the symbol libraries that are used.

TRDSN(trigger_dsname)
Specifies the name of the data set or a path to a USS file that caused the triggering action.
If you omit the TRMEM operand and specify a PDS member name in TRDSN, the %ESPTRMEM symbolic
variable is set to that member name.
If you omit the TRMEM operand and do not specify a PDS member name in TRDSN, the %ESPTRMEM symbolic
variable is set to null.
You can also specify a path to a USS file that caused the triggering action.

TRJOB(trigger_jobname)
Specifies the job that caused the triggering action.

TRMEM(member)
Sets the FTP trigger symbolic variable %ESPTRMEM to value member, even if you specify a PDS member name
in the TRDSN operand.
If you omit TRMEM and specify a PDS member name in the TRDSN operand, the %ESPTRMEM symbolic
variable is set to that member name.
If you omit TRMEM and do not specify a PDS member name in the TRDSN operand, the %ESPTRMEM symbolic
variable is set to null.

TRUNIT(trigger_unit)
Specifies the unit name of the data set that caused the triggering action.

TRUSR(userid)
Sets the data set trigger symbolic variable %ESPTRUSR to value userid. The userid has a maximum length of
eight characters.
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TRVOL(trigger_volume)
Specifies the volume serial number of the data set that caused the triggering action.

USER(user_id)
Specifies the user ID under which to simulate the event.

USER1(user_data1) to USER4(user_data4).
Specifies the USER variables passed to the event. Each variable can be up to 68 characters.

VARS(variable_list)
Provides a list of variable names and values, for example, varname(value). These variables can include monitor
and signal variables. The maximum length of the text in the list is 255 characters.

WOB(module1[,module2]...)
Generates a workload object module directory for use in the simulation. If not specified, the directory belonging to
the subsystem is used.

UPPERCASE or UPPER|CASESENSITIVE or CASE or CS
UPPERCASE

or UPPER
Turns case translation on. This is the default option. UPPER is the short form of the operand.

CASESENSITIVE
or CASE or CS
Turns case translation off. CASE, or CS are short forms of the operand.

NOTE
When you use this operand to enforce case sensitivity, the operand applies only to the operands
that make up the SIMULATE command. For example, if user_data1 is specified and needs to
be in lower case or mixed case, use CASESENSITIVE. CASESENSITIVE does not apply to any
other statements or commands processed within the event or the procedure.

Usage Notes:

• For the event you specify, the simulation output shows the following:
– The workload objects specified in the event

Procedures are shown with variables, conditional logic, and so on, resolved for a particular date and time. The date
and time can include days on which the event is not typically scheduled.

– Errors, warnings, and information messages
Errors, warnings, and information messages are shown right after the related line of code. Error messages can
include such things as JCL errors, syntax errors, and successor loops in a procedure.

– A simulation summary, including the jobs that are submitted, messages from any SEND commands, and any errors
and warnings. 

NOTE
SEND messages are displayed even if the job that they are in is not selected to run.

• The current page of the simulation output display is determined as follows:
– If there are errors, warnings, or information messages, the display is positioned to the first of those messages in the

procedure listing.
– If there are no errors, warnings, or information messages, the display is positioned to the summary.
You can page forward or backward from the display starting point to view the rest of the output.

• Use the SIMULATE command to simulate the functions of any event. If you use SIMULATE with no operands, the next
scheduled occurrence of the event is simulated. If no scheduled time exists for an event, ESP assumes 'NOW'. Use
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the SCHED operand to specify any valid schedule criteria so you can find out what happens if the event executes on
any particular date.

• The PRINT operand stores the generated JCL with any symbols appropriately substituted. If you are using the JCL
Tailoring facility in ESP, any %INCLUDE and %EXCLUDE statements are resolved. Resolving %INCLUDE and
%EXCLUDE statements allows you to see the JCL used at different times.

NOTE

Related Information

For more information about events, see the User Guide.

Example: Simulate for Last Workday of the Month

In the following example, the functions that CYBER.PAYROLL performs on the last workday of the month are simulated.

SIMULATE EVENT(CYBER.PAYROLL) SCHED('LAST WORKDAY OF MONTH')

Example: Simulate Event Functions for Tomorrow

In the following example, the functions that CYBER.PAYROLL1 performs on the next day are simulated. The simulation is
restricted to job A and job D and its successors.

SIMULATE EVENT(CYBER.PAYROLL1) SCHED('TOMORROW') ROOTJOB(A,D+)

Example: Simulating an Event for Selected Subapplications Only

In the following example, the simulation is restricted to subapplications DLYRPT and MTHYRPT only.

SIMULATE EVENT(CYBER.PAYROLL1) SCHED('TOMORROW') SUBAPPLS(DLYRPT, MTHYRPT)

Example: Simulate Application Process Mode to Resolve Variables Correctly

This example shows how using the PROCJOB operand to simulate application process mode makes sure that JCL
variables resolve correctly. The simulation of process mode simulates a single job at a time.

Here is a sample application that uses a common variable, V1, in multiple jobs:

APPL   E114

JCLLIB TEST.JCL

JOB    A.LONGSUFFIX; RUN ANY; MEMBER BR14; V1='A'

JOB    B.LONGSUFFIX; RUN ANY; MEMBER BR14; V1='B'

The JCL library member BR14 is as follows:

//%ESPAPJOB JOB 113300000,MSGCLASS=X

//BR14D   EXEC  PGM=IEFBR14

  V1=%V1

The full application simulation, without PROCJOB, produces this JCL:

//A JOB 113300000,MSGCLASS=X

//*

//* THIS IS JOB A.LONGSUFFIX

//*

//* SCANNED BY ESP AT 15.27.46 ON FRIDAY OCTOBER 22ND, 2010
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//* SYSTEM S01, SUBSYSTEM SB01

//* REQUESTED BY EVENT TEST.E114

//* JCL FROM TEST.JCL(BR14)

//* JOB IS IN APPLICATION E114, GENERATION 0

//*

//BR14D   EXEC  PGM=IEFBR14

  V1=B

//B JOB 113300000,MSGCLASS=X

//*

//* THIS IS JOB B.LONGSUFFIX

//*

//* SCANNED BY ESP AT 15.27.46 ON FRIDAY OCTOBER 22ND, 2010

//* SYSTEM S01, SUBSYSTEM SB01

//* REQUESTED BY EVENT TEST.E114

//* JCL FROM TEST.JCL(BR14)

//* JOB IS IN APPLICATION E114, GENERATION 0

//*

//BR14D   EXEC  PGM=IEFBR14

  V1=B

Both jobs use the variable value "B", which was specified for the second job in the application. The variable value for JOB
A.LONGSUFFIX should have been "A".

Using the PROCJOB operand to simulate processing of a single job resolves the variable assigned in the job definition
correctly.

SIM EV(E114) PRINT(*) PROCJOB(A.LONGSUFFIX)

The application simulation produces this JCL with variable V1 resolved correctly:

//A JOB 113300000,MSGCLASS=X

//*

//* THIS IS JOB A.LONGSUFFIX

//*

//* SCANNED BY ESP AT 15.43.30 ON FRIDAY OCTOBER 22ND, 2010

//* SYSTEM S01, SUBSYSTEM SB01

//* REQUESTED BY EVENT TEST.E114

//* JCL FROM TEST.JCL(BR14)

//*

//BR14D   EXEC  PGM=IEFBR14

  V1=A

Example: Simulate Event Function Performed on Monday

In the following example, the functions that CYBER.PAYROLL2 performs on Monday, when the USER1 field is set to
PAYJOB1 are simulated.

SIMULATE EVENT(CYBER.PAYROLL2) SCHED('MON') USER1('PAYJOB1')

Example: Simulate an Event and Display JCL Libraries Used

Simulates an event and displays the JCL libraries used for each job:

SIMULATE EVENT(CYBER.PAYROLL) JCLDS
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Example: Module Name Used as JCLSCAN Exit Module

Simulates an event. The name of the module used as the JCLSCAN exit module:

SIMULATE EVENT(CYBER.PAYROLL) JCLSCAN(CHECKJCL)

Example: Text Between REXXON and REXXOFF is Ignored

Simulates an event. All input text between a REXXON and REXXOFF statement is ignored:

SIMULATE EVENT(CYBER.PAYROLL) NOREXX

Example: Inherited Relationships Are Identified if Successor Was Inherited

Simulates an event. If a successor was inherited, the inherited relationships are identified:

SIMULATE EVENT(CYBER.PAYROLL) INHERIT

Example: Simulate a Job Monitor Event

Simulates a job monitor event and identifies monitor variables used by the event:

SIMULATE EVENT(CYBER.PAYJOB1_JOBEND) VARS(MNJOB(PAYJOB1),MNAPPL(PAYROLL))

Example: Pass a USER Variable to the Event

Simulates an event and passes a USER variable to the event:

SIMULATE EVENT(CYBER.PAYROLL) USER1('PAYJOB1')

Example: Simulate an Event for the Last Day of the Month

Simulates an event for the last day of the month. The output is sent to your terminal:

SIMULATE EVENT(CYBER.PAYROLL) SCHED('LAST DAY OF MONTH') PRINT(*)

Example: Simulate an Event That Invokes JCLCheck

Simulates an event that invokes the error detection capabilities of JCLCheck:

SIMULATE EVENT(CYBER.PAYROLL) JCLCHECK

Example: Simulate an Event That Uses a DD Statement to Specify JCLCheck Options

Simulates an event using the JCLOPTS keyword to specify MYOPTS DD statement:

SIMULATE EVENT(CYBER.PAYROLL) JCLCHECK JCLOPTS(MYOPTS)

Example: Simulate an Event That Uses a Data Set to Specify JCLCheck Options

Simulates an event using the JCLOPTS keyword to specify MY.CA.DATASET:

SIMULATE EVENT(CYBER.PAYROLL) JCLCHECK JCLOPTS(MY.CA.DATASET)

Example: Simulate an Event That Uses a DD Statement to Designate a Procedure Library
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Simulates an event using the JCLPROCLIB keyword to specify MYCAPROC DD statement:

SIMULATE EVENT(CYBER.PAYROLL) JCLCHECK JCLPROCLIB(MYCAPROC)

Example: Simulate an Event That Uses a Data Set to Designate a Procedure Library

Simulates an event using the JCLPROCLIB keyword to specify MY.CAPROC.DATASET:

SIMULATE EVENT(CYBER.PAYROLL) JCLCHECK JCLPROCLIB(MY.CAPROC.DATASET)

Example: Simulate an Event Without Listing the Text of any Invoked ESP Procedure

The following ISPF example requests that during simulation of an event, the text of any invoked ESP procedure is not
listed:

ESP ----------------------- SIMULATE EVENT EXECUTION --------  ESP

                            ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

COMMAND                         ===>    

DISPLAY PROCEDURE               ===> N       (blank, N or Y)    

SIMULATE DATASET TRIGGER        ===>          (blank, N or Y)   

SIMULATE SIGNALS                ===>          (blank, N or Y)   

SIMULATE MONITOR EVENT          ===>          (blank, N or Y)   

JCLSCAN EXIT NAME               ===>          (blank or name)   

SUPPRESS REXX                   ===>          (blank, N or Y)   

SHOW NOT SELECTED               ===>          (blank, N or Y)   

SHOW INHERITANCE                ===>          (blank, N or Y)   

Example: Display Shown When ESP Procedure Text is Not Listed

The following is an example of the display produced when the ESP procedure text is not listed:

ESP ----------------------- EVENT CYBER.PAYROLL ---------- ESP

COMMAND ===>

INVOKE CYBER.PROCLIB(PAYROLL)

SIMULATION OF EVENT CYBER.PAYROLL AT 07.39.26 ON MONDAY MAY 30TH, 1997

JOBS: PAYJOB1, PAYJOB99

2 JOBS SELECTED FOR SUBMISSION

 

JOB TYPE-JOBNAME--HC-RELEASES

JOB      PAYJOB1   0 (NONE) 

REQUEST  PAYJOB99  0 (NONE)

TASK     PAYJOB2   0 (NONE) 

MAN SUB  PAYJOB3   0 (NONE)

LINK     PAYJOB4   0 (NONE)

EXTERNAL PAYJOB5   0 (NONE)

Example: Simulation of Data Set Triggered Event

The following ISPF example illustrates the simulation of a data set triggered event:

ESP -------------------- SIMULATE EVENT EXECUTION -------- ESP

                            ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

COMMAND                         ===>    

DISPLAY PROCEDURE               ===>          (blank, N or Y)   
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SIMULATE DATASET TRIGGER===> Y                  (blank, N or Y) 

SIMULATE SIGNALS                ===>          (blank, N or Y)   

SIMULATE MONITOR EVENT          ===>          (blank, N or Y)   

JCLSCAN EXIT NAME               ===>          (blank or name)   

SUPPRESS REXX                   ===>          (blank, N or Y)   

SHOW NOT SELECTED               ===>          (blank, N or Y)   

SHOW INHERITANCE                ===>          (blank, N or Y)   

Entering Y in the preceding panel displays the following panel that allows you to specify data set trigger options:

ESP ---------------------- SIMULATE EVENT EXECUTION ------ ESP

                            DATASET TRIGGER OPTIONS

COMMAND         ===>    

DATASET NAME            ===> CYBER.TEST.DATA    

TRIGGERING JOB NAME     ===>    

VOLUME SERIAL           ===>    

UNIT                    ===>    

NOTE
You are not testing to see if this data set triggers this event. Rather, you are testing the event as if it were
triggered by the data set name that you specify. ESP resolves symbolic variables based on this name.

SMFSTATS Command: Display SMF Status
The SMFSTATS command is used to display SMF statistics. The display includes the number of job starts, started task
starts, TSO user starts, and step ends since the ESP subsystem initialized.

Type

General command

SMFSTATS

Example: SMFSTATS command display

In the following example, since ESP initialized there were:

• 70 job starts
• 2 started task starts
• 12 TSO user starts
• 194 step ends.

SMFSTATS

ESP SUBSYSTEM INITIALIZED AT 11.35.47 ON SATURDAY FEBRUARY 7TH, 1998

18959 ENTRIES TO SMFWTM, 8328 BY BRANCH ENTRY AND 10631 BY SVC

1904 ENTRIES TO ESP PHASE 2

70 JOB STARTS, 2 STC STARTS, 12 TSU STARTS, 194 STEP ENDS

SORT Command: Specify Ascending/Descending Sort Sequence
The SORT command specifies an ascending or descending sort sequence for any of the entries specified by the DISPLAY
command in an ESP history report.

Type
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Reporting command

SORT field

     {A|D}

field
Indicates the name of a field.

A
Indicates sorting in ascending sequence. This is the default.

D
Indicates sorting in descending sequence.

Several sort fields can be specified, one after the other, separated by a blank.

 

NOTE

Related information

For information on history reporting, see the User Guide.

For information on specifying fields to display on your history report, see the DISPLAY command.

Example: Specifies fields to be sorted in sequence of ascending DASD EXCP counts

In the following example, history data is sorted by decreasing use of CPU time (CPUTIME). If two or more jobs have
matching CPU times, they are displayed in sequence of ascending DASD EXCP counts (DEXCP).

REPORT

FROM 8AM YESTERDAY

CRITERIA APPLSYS EQ PAYROLL

DISPLAY JOBNAME CPUTIME DEXCP EXECST

SORT CPUTIME D DEXCP

ENDR

Example: Specifies fields to be sorted in ascending execution queue time

In the following example, history data is sorted by ascending jobname (JOBNAME). If two or more jobs have the same
name, they are displayed in sequence of ascending execution queue time (EXECQT).

REPORT

FROM 8AM YESTERDAY

CRITERIA APPLSYS EQ PAYROLL

DISPLAY JOBNAME JOBNO INPUTQT EXECQT

SORT JOBNAME EXECQT

END

SORTNAME Command: Specify Sort/Merge Program Name
The SORTNAME command specifies the name of the installation Sort/Merge utility.

Type: OPER command

Authority: Access to security profile OPER or OPERCMD.cmdname
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This command has the following syntax:

SORTNAME progname

progname
The name of the Sort/Merge utility
Default: SORT

NOTE
Various ESP components, such as the REPORT processor, use the Sort/Merge utility. The SORTNAME
command identifies the name of the sort program the installation uses. The sort program should support the
standard sort parameters and the E15 and E35 exits.

Example: SORTNAME Command

In the following example, the SORTNAME command specifies a Sort/Merge utility called SORT:

OPER SORTNAME SORT

SORTUNIT Command: Specify Work Data Set Unit Name
The SORTUNIT command specifies a unit name to be used in the dynamic allocation of Sort/Merge utility work data sets.

Type: OPER command

Authority: Access to security profile OPER or OPERCMD.cmdname

This command has the following syntax:

SORTUNIT unitname

unitname
The unit name. SYSDA is the default.

Example: SORTUNIT Command

The following example specifies the unit name SYSDA for allocating the Sort/Merge utility work data sets:

OPER SORTUNIT SYSDA

SPACE Command: Space Output
The SPACE command is used to space output by one or more lines to make the output easier to read.

Type

General command

SPACE [count]

count
Indicates the number of lines to be advanced. The default is one.

The SPACE command can be used in Page mode or in batch.

Example: Insert spaces in output listing
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In the following example, four blank lines are inserted between the special day listing (LISTSPEC) and the holiday display
(LISTHOL).

LISTSPEC

SPACE 4

LISTHOL

SPINLOG Command: Spin a Log
The SPINLOG command is used to spin a selected log to a sysout class.

Type: Oper command

Authority: You require OPER authority to issue the SPINLOG command.

This command has the following format:

SPINLOG [AUDITLOG|ENCORELG|CPEENQLG|MAILLOG]

AUDITLOG
Spin the audit log.

ENCORELG
Spin the log of RQEN (ENCREQ) IARs.

CPEENQLG
Spin the log of RQEN (CPEENQ) IARs.

MAILLOG
Spin the mail log.

Audit log

A SPINLOG command with no operands acts upon the ESP audit log. The sysout class, and optionally the form number
for spinning the audit log, is identified by the AUDITLOG initialization parameter.

There is an automatic spinlog for the audit log that is set with the AUDITLOG initialization parameter.

Mail log

The sysout class of the mail log is identified by the MAILLOG initialization parameter or command.

 

NOTE

Related information

For information on setting the print characteristics of the ESP audit log, see the AUDITLOG initialization
parameter.

Example: Display produced by SPINLOG

In the following example, 262 records from the audit log are spun to sysout class E.

OPER SPINLOG

ESP1023I Auditlog dataset spun with 262 records to sysout class E
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SPUSER Command: Identify Initial Users
The SPUSER command is used to identify the initial user who must access ESP to perform the user and group definitions.
The SPUSER command is meaningful only in non-SAF environments.

Type

Oper command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the SPUSER command.

SPUSER userid

userid
Indicates the TSO user ID of the initial user.

This SPUSER command is normally stored in the ESP cold initialization parameter data set.

In a non-SAF environment, you need a DEFUSER statement in CYBESINI prior to the DEFCAL statement.

 

NOTE

Related information

For information on defining an initial user to ESP at the initialization parameter level, see the Installation and
Configuration Guide.

Example: Identifies initial user

In the following example, USR01 is identified as the initial user. USR01 has access to ESP to define users.

OPER SPUSER USR01

STATUS Command: Display Processing Status
The STATUS command is used to display the current ESP processing status.

Type

General command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the STATUS command.

{STATUS|ST}

The STATUS command displays the following information:

• The current ESP release number.
• Whether ESP is quiesced or active.
• Whether data set triggering is suspended or active.
• The names of any suspended Event data sets.

Example: Display produced by STATUS command
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In the following example, the current release of ESP is 5.1.0, ESP is active, data set triggering is active, and there are not
suspended Event data sets.

OPER STATUS

ESP1977I ESP RELEASE 5.1.0.000 STATUS

ESP1978I EVENT SCHEDULING ACTIVE

ESP1979I DATASET TRIGGERING ACTIVE      

STOP Command: Stop your Product
You can use the STOP command to stop ESP. If you issue the STOP command, ESP stops processing all jobs and
issues the 1957I message.

This command is an equivalent to the SHUTDOWN Command: Stop ESP. For more information about starting and
stopping ESP, see Start and Stop ESP.

WARNING

Stopping all workload processing may cause damage. Use the STOP command with caution.

Type

Oper command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the STOP command.

Syntax

STOP

SUBMIT Command: Submit JCL Into Internal Reader
The SUBMIT command is used to submit JCL into the internal reader.

Type

Event definition command

{SUBMIT|SUB} 'dsname[(member)]'

             [GENERATION(genno)]

             [LEVEL{(levelname[,levelname]...)|(*)}]

dsname
Indicates a valid data set name. The current user prefix is added if the data set name is not enclosed within
quotes. You can include a member name within the data set specification.

genno
Indicates a generation number for a generation data group (GDG). It must be zero or a negative number.

levelname
Indicates a one to eight character string, or an asterisk. A list of level names, separated by blanks or commas, can
be specified.

*
Indicates all members are to be submitted, in alphabetical sequence, by member name.
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A single Event can submit more than one job. If there are relationships between the jobs you are submitting, you must use
an application, not an Event to submit them.

The SUBMIT command may also be issued from an ESP procedure.

Multiple members of a PDS may be submitted with one SUBMIT command. Specify member names in full or by generic
level. You can also request all members of a PDS be submitted by specifying “LEVEL(*)”. Note that when using the
LEVEL keyword, members of the PDS are read in alphabetical sequence by member name.

A data set (including a PDS) that is part of a GDG can also be used as a source for JCL. Use the GENERATION keyword
to specify the relative generation number. This number must be zero or negative.

 

NOTE

Related information

For information on submitting JCL from an Event, see the User Guide.

Example: 9 am on the first Monday of the month

In the following example, PAYJOB1 is submitted at 9 am on the first Monday of the month from CYBER.JCL.CNTL.

EVENT ID(CYBER.PAYJOB1)

SCHEDULE 9AM FIRST MONDAY OF MONTH

SUBMIT 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL(PAYJOB1)'

ENDDEF

Example: 10 am on the last day of the month

In the following example, PAYJOB2 and PAYJOB3 are submitted at 10 am on the last day of the month from
CYBER.JCL.CNTL.

EVENT ID(CYBER.PAYJOBS)

SCHEDULE 10AM LAST DAY OF MONTH

SUBMIT 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL(PAYJOB2)'

SUBMIT 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL(PAYJOB3)'

ENDDEF

Example: 8 pm on Mondays

In the following example, all members of CYBER.JCL.CNTL are submitted at 8 pm Mondays.

EVENT ID(CYBER.ALLJOBS)

SCHEDULE 8PM MONDAY

SUBMIT 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL' LEVEL(*)

ENDDEF

Example: All members that start with A or BP are submitted at 9 pm on Mondays

In the following example, all members that start with A or BP are submitted at 9 pm on Mondays from CYBER.JCL.CNTL.

EVENT ID(CYBER.ALLJOBS)

SCHEDULE 9PM MONDAY

SUBMIT 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL' LEVEL(A-,BP-)

ENDDEF
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Example: Used with a built in function in an ESP procedure to submit JCL

In the following example, if today is not the last day of the month, ESP submits PAYJOB4 from CYB.JCL.CNTL.

IF TODAY('NOT LAST DAY OF MONTH') THEN -

  SUBMIT 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL(PAYJOB4)'

SUSPEND Command: Event Level - Suspend Events
When used in an event definition, the SUSPEND command increments the suspend count of the event. While the
suspend count is greater than zero, event execution is bypassed.

Type

Event definition command

SUSPEND criteria 

criteria
Schedule criteria that resolve to a single date and time.

The RESUME command is used with the SUSPEND command to make a previously bypassed event eligible for
execution.

If you are using a time zone on your SUSPEND command, you should use the same time zone on your RESUME
command. If the event has a schedule statement, the same time zone should be used on the SCHEDULE, SUSPEND,
and RESUME commands.

NOTE
The RELEASE command is used with the HOLD command to make a previously postponed event eligible for
execution.

NOTE

More Information:

• Process Events
• HOLD and SUSPEND Comment Statements
• HOLD Command: Hold Events
• HOLD Command: Hold Events at Specific Time
• RELEASE Command: Event Level - Decrement Hold Counts
• RELEASE Command: General - Decrement Hold Counts
• RESUME Command: Event Level - Decrement Suspend Counts
• RESUME Command: General - Decrement Suspend Counts

Example: Prevent submission between 9 am and 11 am

In the following example, SUSPEND and RESUME commands are used to prevent PAYJOB1 from being submitted
between 9 am and 11 am. If the data set trigger happens between these times, ESP ignores it.

EVENT ID(CYBER.PAYROLL1)

DSTRIG PAYROLL.INPUT

SUSPEND DAILY AT 9AM

RESUME DAILY AT 11AM

SUBMIT 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL(PAYJOB1)'

ENDDEF
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NOTE
If SUSPEND specifies a time that has already passed (i.e. the EVENT should be SUSPENDed now), issue the
"U" action for the event after you save it (i.e. to SUSPEND it).

Example: Suspend Event each workday

In the following example, SUSPEND and RESUME commands are used to limit the sending of a message to each hour
between 8 am and 4 pm on workdays.

EVENT ID(CYBER.TIMEMSG)

SCHEDULE WORKDAYS HOURLY ROUND STARTING TODAY

SEND 'THE TIME IS %ESPATIME' U(CYB01)

SUSPEND 16:01 WORKDAYS

RESUME 7:59 WORKDAYS

ENDDEF

Example: Suspend Event once

In the following example, SUSPEND and RESUME commands are used to bypass the event between 8 pm and 10 pm
Pacific Standard Time, on March 2, 1998 only.

EVENT ID(CYBER.PAYROLL2)

SCHEDULE 9PM PST WORKDAYS

SUSPEND 8PM PST MARCH 2,1998 ONCE

RESUME 10PM PST MARCH 2,1998 ONCE  

SUBMIT 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL(PAYJOB2)'

ENDDEF

SUSPEND Command: General - Suspend Events
When used outside an event definition, the SUSPEND command increments the suspend count associated with an event.
When the suspend count is greater than zero, event execution is bypassed.

Type

General command

SUSPEND eventide

eventide
Indicates a valid event name. If no prefix is specified, the current prefix as set by the GROUP command is used.

The specified event has its SUSPEND count incremented immediately.

The RESUME command is used with the SUSPEND command to make a previously bypassed event eligible for
execution.

The RELEASE command is used with the HOLD command to make a previously postponed event eligible for execution.

NOTE

More Information:
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• Process Events
• HOLD and SUSPEND Comment Statements
• HOLD Command: Hold Events
• HOLD Command: Hold Events at Specific Time
• RELEASE Command: Event Level - Decrement Hold Counts
• RELEASE Command: General - Decrement Hold Counts
• RESUME Command: Event Level - Decrement Suspend Counts
• RESUME Command: General - Decrement Suspend Counts

Example

In the following example, CYBER.PAYROLL is suspended and not eligible for execution.

SUSPEND CYBER.PAYROLL

SYMBOL Command: Set Symbolic Variable Introducer
The SYMBOL command specifies the character to be used to introduce a symbolic variable.

 Type: OPER command

 Authority: Access to security profile OPER or OPERCMD.cmdname 

This command has the following syntax:

SYMBOL character|%

character
Defines the character used as the symbolic variable introducer. character must be a printable character. We do
not recommend specifying an introducer that is also valid as the first character of a symbolic variable because this
can be confusing. In particular, avoid specifying national characters, such as the dollar sign ($), number sign (#) or
commercial at sign (@).
Default: Percent sign (%).

NOTE

• If the installation JCL contains many percent signs, they can be interpreted incorrectly. In that case, you can
assign another symbolic variable introducer character, such as the exclamation point (!).

• A user can override a symbolic variable introducer character.
• The SYMBOL command takes over the PGMODE/NOPGMODE parameter value from the SYMBOL

initialization parameter.

 Example: SYMBOL Initialization Parameter 

In the following example, you change the symbolic variable introducer character to the exclamation point (!):

OPER SYMBOL !

SYMLIB Command: Request Inclusions
The SYMLIB command is used to request the inclusion of one or more symbolic variable libraries

Type

Event definition command

{SYMLIB|SYM} {symname}
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             {symname[,symname]...}

symname
Indicates the name of an existing SYMLIB of up to eight characters. You can specify several names by enclosing
the list within parentheses and separating each item with a blank or comma.

The SYMLIB command requests the inclusion of any number of symbolic variable libraries as defined with the DEFSYML
command. A symbolic variable library is a collection of sequential data sets or members or partitioned data sets. Each
Event can request one or more symbol libraries.

If the same symbol is defined in more than one symbol library referenced in an Event, the last value of the symbol is used.

NOTE

Related information

For information on setting symbol libraries, see the User Guide.

For information on invoking user symbolic variables, see the Advanced User Guide.

For information on defining a symbol library, see the DEFSYML command.

For information on displaying information about symbol libraries, see the LISTSYML command.

Example: References a symbolic variable library

In the following example, when ESP processes CYBER.PAYROLL1, it opens the data set associated with DATES and
uses this information to perform symbolic variable substitution.

EVENT ID(CYBER.PAYROLL1)

SYMLIB DATES

INVOKE 'CYBER.PROCS.CNTL(PAYROLL)'

ENDDEF

NOTE
These same results can be accomplished by invoking a procedure that stores symbolic variables, as follows:

EVENT ID(CYBER.PAYROLL1)

INVOKE 'CYBER.PROCS.CNTL(PAYROLL)'

INVOKE 'CYBER.SYMBOLS.CNTL(DATES)'

ENDDEF

Example: References two symbolic variable libraries

In the following example, when ESP processes CYBER.PAYROLL2, it opens the data sets associated with MDATES and
PDATES and uses this information to perform symbolic variable substitution.

EVENT ID(CYBER.PAYROLL2)

SYMLIB MDATES PDATES

INVOKE 'CYBER.PROCS.CNTL(PAYROLL)'

ENDDEF

SYSMSGS Command: Intercept Messages
The SYSMSGS command intercepts any message while it is being written to the JES system message data set belonging
to an individual JOB STC or TSU.
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The JES system message data set constitutes the jobs log, containing JES messages about the job's processing,
allocations, job/step statistics, and data set disposition. The JES system message data set (JESYSMSG) is subject to
installation parameters that can affect content and creation.

ESP does not intercept data written to other JES data sets, the data sets belonging to the operating system (for example,
SYSLOG), or console messages.

Use ESP to cancel a job, fail a job, trigger an Event, or issue a WTO message when a specific message is intercepted.

Type

General command

Applicability

Tracking subsystem.

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the SYSMSGS command.

SYSMSGS ['text]

        [DISABLE|ENABLE|IGNORE]

        [CANCEL|CCFAIL|JCLERROR|WARN]

        [TSU]

        [STC]

        [ID(xxxx)]

        [COL(nn[:nn])]

        [NAME(jobname[,jobname]...)

        [EVENT(eventid)]

        [COUNT(m)]

        [ROUTE(rcode)]

        [DESC(dcode)]

        [JOBNAME]

        [WTO]

        [COMPRESS]

text
Indicates the part of the message text that defines the message you want intercepted. This can be a message
identifier, a prefix or any part of the message text. This operand must not be specified if the DISABLE, ENABLE,
or IGNORE keywords are specified. However, it must be specified if these keywords are not specified. The
maximum length of this field is 32 bytes.

DISABLE
Temporarily suspends an existing entry for the specified message ID and prevents its interception. Note that the
ID operand must be specified and no other operand may be specified, including the message text.

ENABLE
Re-enables a suspended entry for the specified message ID. Note that the ID operand must be specified and no
other operand may be specified, including the message text.

IGNORE
Invalidates and deletes an existing entry for the specified message ID and prevents its interception. Note that the
ID operand must be specified and no other operand may be specified, including the message text.

CANCEL
Indicates interception of this message text should generate a z/OS cancellation of the job (system abend code
222).
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CCFAIL
Indicates interception of this message should cause a condition code failure.

JCLERROR
Indicates interception of this message should cause a JCL error.

WARN
Indicates ESP generates a warning message when this message is intercepted. The messages are displayed
when an LTJ command is issued for the job that issued the message. Note that no action takes place with this
option, only a warning message is issued.

TSU
Indicates interception of this message should only occur for time sharing users (TSUs).

STC
Indicates interception of this message should only occur for started tasks (STCs).

ID(xxxx)
Indicates an identifier consisting of four alphanumeric characters. You can assign an ID when you define
SYSMSGS, else ESP assigns the next available sequential number. The identifier controls the order of search
when ESP is tracking system messages. It must be used with DISABLE, ENABLE, and IGNORE.

nn
Indicates a column or range of columns where the specified message text should begin. The default is column
one.

jobname
Indicates up to four job names (or job name strings), thus limiting the system message interception for a particular
job, or set of jobs.

eventid
Indicates the Event to be triggered when the system message is intercepted. EVENT can be abbreviated as EV.

m
Indicates the Event is to be scheduled for every m interceptions of the system message, where m is a number
from 0 to 255. A value of zero results in a schedule for each interception, as does a value of one. It defaults to
one.

rcode
Indicates the routing code that identifies the console to which this message should be sent. If it is omitted, the
default routing code is two.

dcode
Indicates the descriptor code that is to apply to this message. If it is omitted, the default descriptor code is six. Use
DESC(2) for a non-deletable message.

JOBNAME
Indicates the job name should be embedded within the message when it is rebroadcast on the console.

WTO
Indicates the message should be rebroadcast as a WTO message.

COMPRESS
Indicates extra blanks are to be removed from the text.

This command causes failure of a job or the triggering of an Event, through the interception of pre-defined message ID
or message text. The message can be issued from a console or from an authorized terminal, and routed to any specified
console. Ensure that the 'SYSMSGS' operand is first specified with the TRACKOPT command or ESP initialization
parameter. If TRACKOPT SYSMSGS is not specified, system messages are not intercepted.

The message text must not be specified for the DISABLE, ENABLE or IGNORE operands. These operands require that
the ID operand also be specified and no other operands are allowed. SYSMSGS must be specified on the system that
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does the tracking. If ESP is tracking on the master, enter this on the master. If ESP is tracking on the proxy, enter this on
the proxy. TRACKOPT SYSMSGS must also be specified on the tracking system.When the SYSMSGS command is first
used to identify message interception, it takes effect immediately. Use the ENABLE operand only after a SYSMSGS ID
has been disabled.

NOTE

Related information

For information on clearing system message interceptions, see the CLRSYSMS command.

For information on displaying information on all system messages that are currently intercepted by ESP, see the
LSYSMSGS command.

Example

In the following example, whenever a NOT CATLGD system message is generated starting anywhere between columns
50 and 60, cancel the job and embed the job name when the message is rebroadcast as a WTO.

SYSMSGS  'NOT CATLGD' COL(50:60) CANCEL WTO JOBNAME

In the following example, whenever an IEF142I system message is generated for PAYJOB1, trigger Event
CYBER.PAYSTEP.

SYSMSGS  'IEF142I' NAME(PAYJOB1) EVENT(CYBER.PAYSTEP)

Example: Intercept system messages - multiple conditions

In the following example, whenever an IEF253I system message is generated for jobs with two-character names
beginning with J or K, cancel the job and trigger Event CYBER.CAN. Highlight the message using descriptor code two.
Assign an ID of 0010 to this system message interception.

SYSMSGS 'IEF253I' ID(0010) NAME(J-,K-) CANCEL EV(CYBER.CAN) - DESC(2)

Example: Ignore system message interception

In the following example, all message system interception processing for system message ID 0023 is ignored.

SYSMSGS IGNORE ID(0023)

Example: Disable message interception

In the following example, all system message interception processing for system message ID 0002 is disabled.

SYSMSGS DISABLE ID(0002)

Example: Enable message interception

In the following example, all system message interception processing for system message ID 0002 is enabled.

SYSMSGS ENABLE ID(0002)

Example: System message interception - warning

In the following example, whenever 99 IEC161I system messages have been generated for jobs whose name begins with
UT, a warning message is issued.
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SYSMSGS 'IEC161I' NAME(UT-) WARN COUNT(99)

TAPETRAK Command: Control Tape Usage Count
The TAPETRAK command permits ESP to determine which tape devices should be included in a job's tape-device-usage
count by determining the largest number of tape devices used in any one single step.

NOTE
Tape devices also means cartridge devices.

The average tape-device-usage count for a job is recorded in the ESP history file and used by ESP to estimate a
job's tape-device requirements when tape devices are defined as a default resource. If a job's estimated tape-device
requirements are not met, ESP puts the job into a resource wait, and only proceeds with job submission when the tape-
device requirements are met.

You can use the TAPETRAK command to include or exclude any tape device, real or virtual. If you use a tape
management system such as IBM VTS (Virtual Tape System) where ESP can detect automatically the virtual devices, you
can use the REAL or NOVIRTUAL operand to exclude all virtual devices. If you use a tape management system such as
StorageTek's VSM (Virtual Storage System) where ESP cannot detect automatically the virtual devices, you must use the
EXCLUDE operand to exclude any devices.

Type

OPER command

Authority

OPER authority

Syntax

TAPETRAK [ALL|REAL|NOVIRTUAL|LIST|HELP]

         [EXCLUDE(X'nnnn'[:X'nnnn'] …)|NOEXCLUDE]

NOTE
In page and line mode, the only operands available are LIST and HELP.

ALL
Specifies that all tapes (both real and virtual) are to be included in a job step's tape-device-usage count. This is
the initial default.

REAL
Specifies that real tape devices are to be included in, and virtual tape devices are to be excluded from, a job
step's tape-device-usage count.

NOVIRTUAL
Specifies that real tape devices are to be included in, and virtual tape devices are to be excluded from, a job
step's tape-device-usage count.

NOTE
NOVIRTUAL is an alias of REAL.

LIST
Requests a display of ESP current tape tracking status. This is the default when TAPETRAK is issued without
operands.

HELP
Displays the TAPETRAK command options.
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EXCLUDE
Specifies the device numbers of the tape devices that must be excluded from a job tape-device-usage count.
You can exclude:

• Single devices: X'nnnn'
• Ranges of devices: X'nnnn':X'nnnn'

Separate the device addresses or the range of device addresses with a space.

NOTE
If you enter multiple TAPETRAK EXCLUDE commands, ESP will validate only the last command. To
exclude multiple devices at the same time, you must specify them in one single command.

NOEXCLUDE
Specifies that no tape devices are to be explicitly excluded from a job tape-device-usage count. Use this operand
to reverse a previous TAPETRAK command containing the EXCLUDE operand.

TAPETRAK may also be specified as an initialization parameter.

The TAPETRAK command is only valid for tracking ESP subsystems, specifically those with initialization parameter
SMFINT set to ON (the default).

You may issue the TAPETRAK command from TSO/ISPF page mode or from an ESP line mode interface if you want
to use only the LIST and HELP operands. To use all other operands, you must issue TAPETRAK as a z/OS MODIFY
command.

When you issue the TAPETRAK HELP command in TSO/ISPF page mode or from ESP line mode interface, ESP displays
only the TAPETRAK command options available for that source.

You may use the EXCLUDE operand to exclude any device. However, it is only meaningful when you specify tape
devices.

If EXCLUDE tape device number ranges overlap, they will be merged.

For example:

F ESP,TAPETRAK EXCLUDE(X'580':X'58B' X'584':X'58F')

will be treated as

F ESP,TAPETRAK EXCLUDE(X'580':X'58F').

When you issue an LJ command, you see the number of tape devices used by a tracked job in the #T field of the display.

For more information about specifying tape drive resources, see Automate Resource Management.

Example:

Your installation with IBM VTS wants to exclude virtual tape devices from a job step's tape-device-usage count. Issue the
following command:

F ESP,TAPETRAK REAL

Your installation with StorageTek's VSM wants to exclude virtual tape devices from a job step's tape usage count. Their
virtual tape device numbers are 0580-058F and 0780-078F. Issue the following command:

F ESP,TAPETRAK EXCLUDE(X'580':X'58F' X'780':X'78F')

To display the current ESP tape tracking status, issue the following command:
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OPER TAPETRAK

TEMPPROC Command: Identify Temporary Procedure Library
The TEMPPROC command identifies a data set you want to use instead of the data set specified in the INVOKE
command of an event.

ESP substitutes the data set name specified by the INVOKE command with that of the TEMPPROC command. This
occurs when the TEMPPROC data set exists at the time of scheduling or triggering of the event, and the member
specified by the INVOKE command resides in the TEMPPROC ESP procedure library.

Type

Event definition command

The syntax of the TEMPPROC command is:

TEMPPROC dsname [NEST|NONEST]

dsname
Indicates the name of the data set that contains the ESP procedure library to be used instead of the data set
name specified in the INVOKE command of the event. When coding the data set name for the TEMPPROC
command, ensure it is a different name from the one in the INVOKE command. There is no need to specify a
member name because ESP will look for the same member that was coded on your INVOKE command. For
example,
INVOKE dataset1(member)

TEMPPROC dataset2

Data set2 must have the same member name that was used for data set1.
NEST

Indicates the procedure library specified in the dsname operand will also be used in the INVOKE command issued
from within the procedure of the event.

NONEST
Indicates the procedure library specified in the dsname operand will be used only in the INVOKE command issued
from the event definition. This is the default.

You can use ESP symbolic variables to specify the TEMPPROC data set name.

You can also indicate a time when the TEMPPROC library is used. For example, ensuring that a temporary procedure
library is used only on a certain date. The USETIME application statement allows you to indicate a window of usage.

Caching

The TEMPPROC command uses the procedure caching feature that allows keeping an original cached copy of a
procedure after restarting ESP. A copy of a procedure is stored in memory as well as in the APPLFILE as part of a
Procedure Caching Record (PCR).

Caching of procedures will always take place regardless of the global setting indicated by the PCACHE initialization
parameter or PCACHE command. For example, if PCACHE OFF|DISABLE was specified in the initialization parameters
or you entered the PCACHE OFF|DISABLE command, the TEMPPROC command will cause caching of the specified
procedure.

A cached copy of a procedure will always be used when ESP submits a job defined in the procedure. ESP first looks
in cache for the procedure. If it is not found there, ESP reloads it from the PCR into cache. This occurs when the ESP
subsystem is restarted.
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Only when a procedure is deleted from cache by the CPROC command will ESP re-read the procedure and build a new
copy in cache and in the PCR.

Example: Using the TEMPPROC command

In the following example, the PAYJOBS procedure is invoked from data set CYBER.PROC.CNTL.TEMP instead of data
set CYBER.PROC.CNTL.

EVENT ID (CYBER.PAYROLL)

SCHEDULE 02:00 DAILY STARTING FRI 3RD FEB 2006

INVOKE 'CYBER.PROC.CNTL(PAYJOBS)'

TEMPPROC CYBER.PROC.CNTL.TEMP

Example: Using the NEST Operand

In the following example, the PAYJOBS procedure is invoked from data set CYBER.PROC.CNTL.TEMP instead of
data set CYBER.PROC.CNTL. The PAYJOBS procedure invokes the DATES procedure. The NEST operand indicates
wherever the INVOKE command is used invoke from the TEMPPROC data set; therefore, the DATES procedure is
invoked from CYBER.PROC.CNTL.TEMP.

EVENT ID (CYBER.PAYROLL)

SCHEDULE 02:00 DAILY STARTING FRI 3RD FEB 2006

INVOKE 'CYBER.PROC.CNTL(PAYJOBS)'

TEMPPROC CYBER.PROC.CNTL.TEMP NEST

 

APPL PAYJOBS

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

INVOKE 'CYBER.PROC.CNTL(DATES)'

JOB PAYJOB1

  RUN WORKDAYS

  REL PAYJOB2

ENDJOB

Example: Using symbolic variables

In the following example, ESP uses the PAYJOBS procedure if it exists in the temporary procedure library. The name of
the temporary library consists of two symbolic variables: %ESPSYY is the two-digit scheduled year; %ESPSDDD is the
three-digit Julian day. Each day uses a different TEMPPROC library.

For example, if the scheduled date of the event is January 25, 2006, ESP uses the temporary procedure if it exists in
CYBER.PROC.CNTL.S06026. Otherwise, it uses the procedure from CYBER.PROC.CNTL.

EVENT ID(CYBER.PAYROLL)

INVOKE 'CYBER.PROC.CNTL(PAYJOBS)'

TEMPPROC CYBER.PROC.CNTL.S%ESPSYY%ESPSDDD

ENDDEF

Example: Using the USETIME statement

The following USETIME statement indicates ESP will only use the TEMPPROC data set from 9 am on February 6th, 2006
to 9 am on February 7, 2006.

USETIME FROM('9AM FEBRUARY 6,2006') UNTIL('9AM FEBRUARY - 7,2006')
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TEST Command: Test Schedule Criteria
The TEST command is used to test schedule criteria, prior to actually using them. This tests any date or schedule
specification. ESP responds with the actual date and time. If you specify a number in parentheses after the TEST
commands, ESP displays as many subsequent dates and times as you indicated.

Type

General command

Syntax

TEST [(n)] criteria

n
Indicates how many times the schedule criteria are to be cycled. The default is one.

criteria
Indicates criteria.

You can also test schedule criteria using the ESP ISPF interface -- Option E.4 -- from the ESP Main Menu.

NOTE

Related information

For information on testing schedule criteria, see the User Guide.

Example: Tests schedule criteria

The following TEST command tests schedule criteria:

TEST (5) LAST WORKDAY OF MONTH

In the above example, the last workday in each of the next five months are displayed, as follows:

00.00.00 FRIDAY FEBRUARY 27TH, 1998, DAY 058

00.00.00 TUESDAY MARCH 31ST, 1998, DAY 090

00.00.00 THURSDAY APRIL 30TH, 1998, DAY 120

00.00.00 FRIDAY MAY 29TH, 1998, DAY 149

00.00.00 TUESDAY JUNE 30TH, 1998, DAY 181

Example: Tests the next 10 workdays

TEST (10) WORKDAYS

Example: Tests last workday of the year

TEST LAST WORKDAY OF YEAR

Example: Tests first workday of each month starting in November for the next year

TEST (12) 6PM FIRST WORKDAY OF MONTH STARTING NOVEMBER

Example: Tests the next five holidays
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TEST (5) HOLIDAY

Example: Tests the 3rd Saturday in May

TEST 3RD SATURDAY OF MAY

TIME Command: Set Start Time
The TIME command is used to set the start time of a model sub-period. This allows you to change environmental factors
in the modeling period at specified times.

Type

Model command

Syntax

TIME criteria

criteria
Indicates any valid schedule criteria that denote the start of the sub-period. If the statement contains separators
then it must be enclosed in quotes. The time is relative to the period specified on the MODEL command.

A TIME command remains in effect until another TIME command is issued or until the end of the modeling period is
reached. Any number of TIME commands can be issued for a modeling period. If not specified, the default is the start time
specified on the MODEL command.

NOTE

Related information

For information on beginning and ending the model process, see the MODEL and ENDMODEL commands.

For information on modeling, see the Advanced User Guide.

Example: Set start time of a model sub-period

In the following example, an initiator class is set at 2 am.

TIME 02:00

  INIT SET(15) CLASS(X)

TITLE Command: Define Titles
The TITLE command defines a title to be displayed at the top of the next and subsequent pages of printed data. It also
skips to the top of the next page.

Type

General command

Syntax

TITLE n

      [SET]

      [DELETE]
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      ['title string'}

n
Indicates which title line you are defining; the range is 1-7. The default is one.

SET
Indicates the title for subsequent pages is to be set. An immediate page eject does not occur.

DELETE
Indicates the specified title line is to be deleted.

title string
Indicates the title to be displayed. It should be enclosed within quotes. If you want to use quotes in the title line
itself, double them up.

Up to seven title and footing lines can be active at any time. If you specify Title 1 and Title 3, a blank line is placed
between the two title lines you specify. If neither SET nor DELETE is specified, an immediate page eject occurs.

The following are built-in variables which you can use in a title string:

%CE
Centers the Operand within the output line.

%DATE
Full date, for example, SUNDAY 4th JANUARY 2004.

%DAY
Day of week name, for example, MONDAY.

%DD
Day of month number, for example, from 01 to 31.

%DDDD
Julian day or day of year number. For example, or example, 365 for last day.

%DOW#
Day of week number, for example, 1 for Sunday, 7 for Saturday, regardless of calendar settings.

%EVAL
Returns the numeric value of an expression. An output-format descriptor may follow the operand to request
leading blanks or zeros.

%HH
Hour, in 24-hour format, for example, 14.

%LENGTH
Returns the length of the Operand.

%MM
Month number, for example, 01 if the month is January.

%MMM
first three characters of the month, for example, JAN.

%MM
Minute of the hour.

%MONTH
Month name, for example, JANUARY.

%PAGE
The current page number.

%RJ
Justifies the operand on the right side of the output line.
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%SSS
Seconds.

%TIME
Time, in 24-hour format, for example, 14.30.00.

%YEAR
Year, for example, 1999

%YY
Last two characters of year, for example, 99.

NOTE

Related information

For information on reporting, see the User Guide.

Example: Used in a history report

In the following example, a title is associated with this history report.

REPORT

TITLE '%CE(PAYROLL APPLICATION REPORT FOR %DATE)'

FROM 7AM TODAY LESS 2 DAYS

CRITERIA APPLSYS EQ PAYROLL

DISPLAY APPLSYS,JOBNAME,JOBNO,RDRONDATE

ENDR

Example: Used in a modelling report

In the following example, two titles are associated with this model report.

DEFPRINT REPORT1 DATASET('ESP.MODEL.REPORT1')

TITLE 1 '%CE(CA INC.)'

TITLE 2 '%CE(DATA CENTER OPERATIONS)'

Example: Used in a batch job

In the following example, a title is associated with the output produced by an ESP command.

//ESPCOMND JOB …

//STEP001   EXEC PGM=ESP,PARM='SUBSYS(E510)',REGION=4M

//STEPLIB   DD DSN=CYB2.ESP510Q.CD7YLOAD,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN     DD *

TITLE '%CE(ESP DATASETS)'

LDSN

/*

Example: Deletes title 3 from this point on

TITLE 3 DELETE

Example: Defines a title without generating a page break

TITLE 4 SET 'QUARTERY RESULTS'
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TPAPPL Command: Manage Interaction with Remote Partner Application
The TPAPPL command manages interactions with remote partner applications.

Type

TP Server command; Oper command.

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the TPAPPL command.

Syntax

TPAPPL applname {DISPLAY}

                {START}

                {STOP}

                {ADDCONV}

                {DELCONV}

                {SHOWHELD}

                {DELHELD}

                {SUSPEND}

                {RESUME}

                {RELEASE} [LUNAME(luname)]

                          [LOGMODE(logonmode)]

                          [TRAN(transID)]

                          [DEFER]

applname
Indicates the name of the remote application.

DISPLAY
Displays the current status of the connection, including all conversations.

START
Establishes a connection to the specified application.

STOP
Terminates the connection.

ADDCONV
Adds a conversation with the remote application.

DELCONV
Deletes an existing conversation.

SHOWHELD
Displays any held transactions.

DELHELD
Deletes any held transactions.

SUSPEND
Temporarily suspends interaction with the remote application.

RESUME
Resumes activity on a suspended connection.

RELEASE
Releases any held transactions.
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luname
Indicates the name of the VTAM LU. If omitted, defaults to blanks. Used only with the START keyword.

logonmode
Indicates the logon mode for this application. If omitted, defaults to blanks. Used only with the START keyword.

transID
Indicates the name of the transaction ID. If omitted, defaults to blanks. Used only with the RELEASE, DELHELD
and SHOWHELD keywords.

DEFER
Performs the specified operation in deferred mode.

Example: Initiating a TP Server connection

The following example shows a connection being requested with the TP application ESP_MONTREAL, whose LU name is
ESPMTL. The logon mode will default to the value specified on the LOCAPPL initialization statement.

TPAPPL ESP_MONTREAL START LUNAME(ESPMTL)

Example: Displaying held transactions

The following example shows a display of how many transactions are being held for TP application ESP_MONTREAL.

TPAPPL ESP_MONTREAL SHOWHELD

Example: Releasing held transactions

The following example shows releasing all held transactions for the TP application ESP_TORONTO.

TPAPPL ESP_TORONTO RELEASE

Example: Stopping a connection

The following example shows stopping a connection with the TP application ESP_TORONTO.

TPAPPL ESP_TORONTO STOP

TPDISP Command: Display System Status
The TPDISP command displays the system status.

Type

TP Server command; Oper command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the TPDISP command.

Syntax

TPDISP

TPDISP
The following information is displayed:
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• The VTAM LU name.
• The number of bytes available in the checkpoint data set.
• The number of bytes used in the checkpoint data set.
• The applications connected to this server.
• The transaction handlers registered.

Example:

The following is example output from TPDISP:

APPLICATION NAME:           ESPPROD_A

STATE:                      NORMAL

VTAM LU NAME:               ESPTP1

DEFAULT LOGON MODE:         TP62

APPLICATIONS:               ESPPROD_B

                            ESPPROD_D

LOCAL TRANSACTIONS:         INTER_SYSTEM_JOB_TRACKING

                            TP_SERVICES_CONTROL

------------    CHECKPOINT INFORMATION     -----------

CHECKPOINT DSNAME:          CYB.TP.CKPT

CHECKPOINT SIZE:            1474560 BYTES

CHECKPOINT USED:            720 BYTES

QUEUED APPLICATIONS:          NONE

TPRETRY Command: Interval to Retry Contacting an LU
The TPRETRY command sets and displays the interval at which attempts will be made to contact an LU that is down.

Type

TP Server command; Oper command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the TPRETRY command.

Syntax

TPRETRY applname [INTERVAL(nn)]

applname
Indicates the name of the remote application.

nn
Indicates the desired interval in minutes. If not specified, the current value is displayed.

Example:

TPRETRY ESP_TORONTO INTERVAL(10)

TPSTART Command: Reopen VTAM ACB
The TPSTART command requests the TP Server to reopen its VTAM Application Control Block (ACB.)

Type
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TP Server command; Oper command.

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the TPSTART command

Syntax

TPSTART

TPSTART
Command name entered as shown.

TPTERM Command: Terminate Communication
The TPTERM command requests the termination of all communications and then re-establishes the connections.

Type

TP Server command; Oper command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the TPTERM command

Syntax

TPTERM

TPTERM
Command name entered as shown.

TPTIME Command: I/O Timeout
The TPTIME command specifies the lost I/O time interval.

Type

TP Server command; Oper command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the TPTIME command.

Syntax

TPTIME nn

nn
Indicates the time in minutes after an I/O from which no response has been received.

Message

ESP message number 1498W is issued when the time interval is exceeded.

TP I/O to application xxxx has been outstanding for nn minutes.

The following is the message explanation:

The TPTIME command has been used to set a TP Server I/O timeout warning message. An I/O request to the named
application has exceeded the specified threshold.
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TPTRAN Command: Issue Control Commands
The TPTRAN command issues control commands for specific transactions.

Type

TP Server command; Oper command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the TPTRAN command

Syntax

TPTRAN transID STOP|START [MOD(modulename)]

transID
Indicates the ID of the transaction to be affected. This is the name defined in the LOCAL TRANSACTIONS field of
the system status displayed with the TPDISP command.

STOP
Stops the associated transaction handler.

START
Starts the associated transaction handler.

modulename
Indicates the name of the transaction processing module to be loaded. It must reside in a library that is in
LINKLIST, or in a JOBLIB or STEPLIB concatenation.

Example:

The following command stops the TP_SERVICES_CONTROL transaction:

OPER TPTRAN TP_SERVICES_CONTROL STOP

As result of the command, the system issues the following messages:

QX10M_422I CONTROL TRANSACTION TERMINATING

QX10M_418I CONTROL TRANSACTION HANDLER TERMINATED

CYBTP002 - STOPPING THE TP SERVER

QX10M_1420I APPLICATION ESP_NOSM NOT ACTIVE - CONNECTION DEFERRED

You can use the following command to restart the TP_SERVICES_CONTROL transaction:

OPER TPTRAN TP_SERVICES_CONTROL START

NOTE
You can display the system status with the TPDISP command.

TRACE Command: Activate Trace Facility
The TRACE command activates the trace facility and allows trace options to be set.

Type

Oper command

Authority
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You require OPER authority to issue the TRACE command.

Syntax

TRACE [SET(id[:id])]

      [RESET(id[:id])]

      [SWITCH|CLOSE|OPEN|STATUS|WRITE]

      [REUSE]

SET(id)
Indicates one or more record identifiers you want to trace. You can specify a list of identifiers and a range of
identifiers.

RESET(id)
Indicates one or more record identifiers you no longer want to trace.

SWITCH
Requests the data set currently in use for the trace facility be freed. The next trace data set is activated
automatically. With this option, data sets are activated in the sequence in which they were first defined. Once the
last data set in the sequence is closed, the first trace data set to be defined is used.

CLOSE
Requests the closure of the trace data set currently in use, but prevents switching to the next trace data set.
The buffers defined using TRACEDEF automatically continue to hold trace data in core until a TRACE OPEN
command is issued.

OPEN
Requests opening of the trace data set most recently active. This is used after TRACE CLOSE is issued to
reactivate the same trace data set.

REUSE
Indicates the data set currently in use for the trace facility be checkpointed so that subsequent writes to it begin at
the checkpoint rather than at the start of the data set.

WRITE
Writes to the trace data set to clear any buffered data.

STATUS
Displays information indicating where the trace facility is active. Display includes how many records were written
since trace was activated, the current trace data sets in use, and which data set is currently active.

TRACE is useful as a problem-solving tool. On occasion Broadcom Support might ask you to SET a specific trace record
ID to provide information to help with troubleshooting.

If you wish to capture only records relating to Event processing (that is, type 601), use the ESPPARM AUDITLOG ddname
in the ESP started task procedure or the AUDITLOG initialization parameter. This allows the use of a pre-allocated
SYSOUT for Event activity and eliminates the need to use the TRACEDEF and TRACE commands.

 

NOTE

Related information

For information on displaying Event log data collected in the trace data set, see the LOGPRT command.

For information on printing trace data, see the TRACEPRT command.

Example: Activates the trace facility

In the following example, a trace is activated and specifies that record IDs 602 through 604, and 607 should be traced.
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OPER TRACE SET(602:604,607)

Example: Checkpoints the data set currently used for the trace facility

In the following example, the current data set used for the trace facility is checkpointed before switching to the next trace
data set. When the current trace data set is later reused, records are written starting at the checkpoint.

OPER TRACE SWITCH REUSE

Example: Turns off the trace facility for specific records

In the following example, the trace is turned off for record Ids 602 through 604.

OPER TRACE RESET(602:604)

Example: Write out buffered data and close the trace data set

In the following example, prior to printing the trace data set, the buffered data is written out and the trace data set is
closed.

OPER TRACE WRITE

OPER TRACE CLOSE        

TRACEDEF Command: Identify Data Sets
The TRACEDEF command is used to identify the data sets to be used to record information collected by the TRACE
facility.

Type

Oper command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the TRACEDEF command.

Syntax

TRACEDEF DSN(dsname[,dsname]...)

         [BUF(size,count)]

dsname
Indicates the name of one or more data sets to be used as trace data sets. Separate data set names with a blank
or comma. Specifying multiple trace data sets allows you to use the SWITCH operand with TRACE to free up one
trace data set and switch to another.

size, count
Indicates the buffers you want to use for the trace data sets you define. Size specifies the buffer size and count
identifies how many buffers are required. This defaults to (4096,4) -- (four buffers, each one 4096 bytes).

Before using the TRACE facility, you must allocate one or more trace data sets. You must identify these data sets to ESP
with the TRACEDEF command.

You do not have to specify any DCB attributes when you initially allocate the data sets, because ESP does this
automatically.

Trace data sets use: DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=4096,BLKSIZE=4100).
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The buffers you define continue to hold trace data until each one becomes full. At this point, the data is written
automatically to the trace data set and another buffer is used.

 

NOTE

Related information

For information on defining a trace data set at the initialization parameter level, see the Installation and
Configuration Guide.

For information on activating the trace facility, see the TRACE command.

Example: Define two trace data sets

In the following example, two trace data sets that each have three 23400 byte buffers are defined.

TRACEDEF DSN('ESPCYB.TRACE1', 'ESPCYB.TRACE2') BUF(23400,3)

TRACEPRT Command: Print Trace Data
The TRACEPRT command prints trace data.

Type

General command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the TRACEPRT command.

Syntax

TRACEPRT DSN(dsn[,dsn])

         [FROM(criteria)]

         [SELECT(id[:id])]

         [APPL(appl[,appl...])]

         [JOB(job[,job...])]

dsn
Indicates the name of one or more trace data sets.

criteria
Indicates any valid schedule criteria that represent a time range.

id
Indicates a trace ID to print. Ranges are supported.

appl
Allows selection by application name. Wildcards are supported.

job
Allows selection by jobname. Wildcards are supported.

Issue the TRACEPRT command in batch or from page mode, after collecting trace data from a TRACE command.

NOTE
For Broadcom diagnostic purposes, the contents of the raw trace data set are required.
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NOTE

Related Information

For information on using the TRACE command, see the TRACE command.

Example: Prints a trace data set

In the following example, CYBER.TRACE1 is printed from 6 am yesterday to 6 am today.

TRACEPRT DSN('CYBER.TRACE1') FROM('6AM YESTERDAY UNTIL 6AM TODAY')

Example: Prints trace data set based on application

In the following example, trace data set information for the PAYROLL application is printed.

TRACEPRT DSN('CYBER.TRACE1') APPL(PAYROLL)

Example: Prints a range of trace IDs

In the following example, trace IDs 601 to 603 are printed.

TRACEPRT DSN('CYBER.TRACE1') SELECT(601:603)

TRACKDEF Command: Specify Tracking Definitions
The TRACKDEF command specifies tracking definitions in a Job Tracking Definition Table (JTDT). For more information,
see the Installation and Configuration Guide.

Type

General command

Applicability

Job Tracking Definition Table.

Syntax

TRACKDEF [NAME(string)]

         [JOB]

         [STC]

         [TSU]

         [RACID(string)]

         [PGMR(string)]

         [CLASS(classid)]

         [ACCOUNT1(string)]

         [ACCOUNT2(string)]

         [ACCOUNT3(string)]

         [ACCOUNT4(string)]

         [NOTRACK]

         [MODEL(modelname)]

NAME(string)
Indicates a jobname to be matched on. NAME can also be specified as JOBNAME.
You can use the asterisk and hyphen as wildcard characters to perform masking.
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JOB/STC/TSU
Indicates that jobs, started tasks, or TSO users be tracked. If these keywords are not used, the TRACKDEF entry
is not specific and all applies.

RACID(string)
Indicates the security system user ID associated with the job.

CLASS(classid)
Indicates the job's execution class. This can be up to eight characters in a JES3 environment.

ACCOUNT1
Indicates the job's first account number. Only the first eight characters are checked.

ACCOUNT2
Indicates the job's second account number.

ACCOUNT3
Indicates the job's third account number.

ACCOUNT4
Indicates the job's fourth account number.

PGMR(string)
Indicates the programmer name field that is associated with the job. All 20 character positions can be checked.

NOTRACK
Indicates a job matching the TRACKDEF entry not be tracked.

MODEL
Indicates the name of the tracking model to be associated with a job, started task or TSO user. If neither
NOTRACK or MODEL is specified, NOTRACK is assumed. You must code the MODEL keyword if a job is to be
tracked. You can override this keyword using the MODEL statement for a job in an application.

Usage Notes:

• A job-tracking definition table identifies the characteristics of the jobs you want ESP to track. ESP can track jobs that
are based on the job name, execution class, programmer name, account number, job type, or the user ID associated
with the job.
The job-tracking definition table allows the following:
– You can define your own wildcard characters in the table with the WILDCARD command. These characters give you

great flexibility in defining the property of the job you want ESP to use as the job-tracking parameter.
– You are not restricted to a job name or prefix when defining the tracking parameter. Instead, you can choose from a

larger set of job properties when defining the parameter. For example, you can choose the job's execution class or
the name of the programmer.

• A job-tracking definition table consists of a set of WILDCARD and TRACKDEF commands, respectively, in a sequential
data set or in a PDS member. The use of WILDCARD is optional.

• The order of the TRACKDEF commands is important. When tracking data is received for a job, ESP scans the
TRACKDEF entries in the sequence until it finds a match. ESP then takes the action that the entry specifies. The entry
can identify whether the job is tracked or not. If the job is tracked, the default tracking model for the job is specified. If
no matching entry is found, the job is not tracked.

• The TRACKDEF operands are cumulative and they are combined with the AND conjunction. For example, specifying
TRACKDEF NAME(abc-) RACID(user1) MODEL(MODEL1) indicates that all jobs that start with abc AND are
submitted with user ID user1 are tracked under MODEL1. Alternatively, jobs that start with abc but are submitted with
another user ID are not tracked under MODEL1.

• To track STCs or TSUs, you must use the TRACKOPT command or initialization parameter to identify the STCs or
TSUs you want tracked. You can also use the TRACKDEF commands to identify which STCs or TSUs you want
tracked.

• You can test a job-tracking definition table using the ESP ISPF interface - Option M.4 from the main menu.
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NOTE

Related information

For information on job tracking definition tables, see the Installation and Configuration Guide.

For information on loading job tracking definition tables (JTDT), see the LOADJTDT command.

For information on defining wildcard characters that are used in a job tracking definition table, see the
WILDCARD command.

For information on defining a tracking model, see the DEFTM command.

For information on displaying the status of tracked jobs, see the LJ command.

For information on specifying tracking options, see the TRACKOPT command.

Example: Track all jobs

In the following example, all jobs are tracked using tracking model MODEL1.

TRACKDEF NAME(-) MODEL(MODEL1)

Example: Track jobs by name

In the following example:

• The first tracking definition command indicates ESP uses tracking model PRODJOBS to track all jobs that start with
the letter J.

• The second command indicates ESP uses tracking model TESTJOBS to track all jobs that start with the letter U.

TRACKDEF JOB NAME(J - ) MODEL(PRODJOBS)

TRACKDEF JOB NAME(U - ) MODEL(TESTJOBS)

Example: Track jobs based on different conditions

The following example is a job tracking definition table with line numbers added for use in the following explanation:

/******************************************************/

        /*JOB TRACKING DEFINITION TABLE*/

        /******************************************************/

 1      WILDCARD # 0-9/*NUMERICS*/

 2      WILDCARD $ A-Z/*ALPHABETICS*/

 3      WILDCARD + 0-9A-Z/*ALPHANUMERIC*/

 

 4      TRACKDEF JOB NAME(DUMMYJOB) NOTRACK

 5      TRACKDEF JOB NAME(CYBJOB-)  MODEL(CYBMODEL)

 6      TRACKDEF JOB NAME($$$$####) MODEL(PRODJOBS)

 7      TRACKDEF JOB NAME($$#####-) MODEL(NAME(1:2),MODEL)

 8      TRACKDEF ACCOUNT1(CYB3000)  MODEL(TESTJOBS)

 9      TRACKDEF RACID(CYBFM-)      MODEL(DEMOMDL)

10      TRACKDEF JOB CLASS(G)       MODEL(MODELG)

11      TRACKDEF JOB NAME(-)        MODEL(MODEL1)

12      TRACKDEF STC NAME(-)        MODEL(MODEL1)
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NOTE
ESP processes its content line by line in the order they are written. When a condition is satisfied, processing
stops. For example, if a job is named CYBJOBAB and a first account of CYB3000, it will track that job with the
model CYBMODEL because the condition on line 5 was the first condition satisfied.

Explanations of the commands are as follows:

1
The first wildcard character # matches all numeric characters.

2
The $ wildcard character matches the alphabetic characters A through Z inclusive.

3
The + wildcard character matches the alphanumeric characters A through Z inclusive, and the digits 0 through 9
inclusive.

4
Does not track a job that is called DUMMYJOB.

5
Uses the model CYBMODEL to track jobs whose names begin with CYBJOB.

6
Uses tracking model PRODJOBS to track jobs whose names consist of four alphabetic characters followed by
four numeric characters.

7
Tracks all jobs whose names begin with two alphabetic characters followed by five numeric characters.
ESP derives the name of the tracking model it uses by concatenating the first two characters of the job name with
the string MODEL.
For example, tracking model DXMODEL tracks job DX123245.

8
Uses tracking model TESTJOBS to track jobs where the first account number is CYB3000.

9
Uses tracking model DEMOMDL to track jobs owned by user ID that begins with CYBFM.

10
Uses tracking model MODELG to track class G jobs.

11 and 12
Tracks all other jobs and started tasks using model MODEL1.

Example: Track class T jobs, regardless of jobname are tracked, using the tracking model MODEL1

TRACKDEF NAME(-) CLASS(T) MODEL(MODEL1)

Example: Track all P jobs using the tracking model PROD

TRACKDEF CLASS(P) MODEL(PROD)

Example: Track all started tasks starting with the prefix CICS using the model JOBMON

TRACKDEF STC NAME(CICS-) MODEL(JOBMON)

Example: Track all jobs submitted by ESP
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TRACKDEF MODEL(DEFAULT)

Example: Track all jobs regardless of jobname

TRACKDEF JOB NAME(-) MODEL(NAME(1:2),MODEL)

This example tracks all jobs whose names begin with two alphabetic characters followed by five numeric characters. ESP
derives the name of the tracking model it uses by concatenating the first two characters of the job name with the string
MODEL. For example, tracking model DXMODEL tracks job DX123245

Example: Do not track jobs with a programmer name field starting with CYBED

TRACKDEF PGMR(CYBED-) NOTRACK

Example: Track jobs starting with X using the model XSYS

TRACKDEF JOB NAME(X-) MODEL(XSYS)

TRACKING Command: Control Tracking Facility
The TRACKING command enables or disables the ESP tracking facility.

Type

General command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the TRACKING command.

Syntax

TRACKING [COLLECT|NOCOLLECT]

         [STORE|NOSTORE]

         [LOG|NOLOG]

COLLECT
Indicates the SMF recording is activated. SMF tracking data is stored in the TRAKFILE and the history data sets
are updated (unless NOSTORE is specified). COLLECT is the default.

NOCOLLECT
Indicates the SMF recording be deactivated; therefore, no SMF data is collected, no tracking data is written to the
TRAKFILE, and the history data sets are not updated.

STORE
Indicates tracking data from SMF be stored in the TRAKFILE and the history data sets be updated. STORE is the
default.

NOSTORE
Indicates the tracking processor be quiesced; therefore, no tracking data is written to the TRAKFILE and the
history data sets are not updated. The data is temporarily buffered to the checkpoint data set until STORE is
requested.

LOG
Reserved for future use. LOG is the default.

NOLOG
Reserved for future use.
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Usage notes:

• If no options are specified, the current tracking settings are displayed (the NOLOG field of the display is reserved for
future use). If an option is specified, it is added to the current tracking settings.

• If you wish to perform normal tracking functions, ensure that the COLLECT and STORE operands are active.
• The COLLECT and NOCOLLECT keywords control the collection of SMF data that the tracking processor uses to

update the TRAKFILE and the history data sets. When NOCOLLECT is specified, SMF data is not captured and the
tracking is lost.

• To quiesce the tracking processor temporarily, use the NOSTORE keyword. All tracking functions including Job
Monitoring are suspended when NOSTORE is specified. The NOSTORE keyword is useful when you want to perform
maintenance on ESP data sets. NOSTORE buffers tracking data to the checkpoint data set until STORE is requested.

• When STORE is specified to bring the tracking processor out of quiesced state, any data that was buffered in the
checkpoint data set is written to the TRAKFILE and the history data sets are updated.

NOTE
Do not leave the tracking processor in the NOSTORE mode for long periods of time because the checkpoint
data set could fill up causing tracking data to be lost.

NOTE

Related information

For information on tracking, see the Installation and Configuration Guide.

Example: Display Tracking Settings

In the following example, current tracking settings are displayed.

OPER TRACKING

Example: Set Tracking Options

In the following example, SMF recording is activated. SMF tracking data is collected and stored in the TRAKFILE and the
history data set is updated.

OPER TRACKING COLLECT STORE

Example: Quiesce the Tracking Processor

In the following example, the tracking processor is quiesced.

OPER TRACKING NOSTORE

TRACKOPT Command: Set Tracking Options
The TRACKOPT command sets various tracking options.

Type: General command

Authority: You require OPER authority to issue the TRACKOPT command.

Syntax

TRACKOPT [STC|NOSTC]

         [TSU|NOTSU]

         [SYSMSGS|NOSYSMSGS]

         [MASTER|PROXY]
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         [JAT|NOJAT]

         [TRACK_PURGE|NOTRACK_PURGE]

         [POST_OLDEST|NOPOST_OLDEST]

         [RESTARTSTEP|NORESTARTSTEP]

TRACKOPT
Displays the current tracking options if you enter TRACKOPT with no operands.

STC
Specifies that started tasks are tracked.

NOSTC
Specifies that started tasks are not tracked.

TSU
Specifies that TSO users are tracked.

NOTSU
Specifies that TSO users are not tracked.

SYSMSGS
Specifies that system messages are intercepted.

NOSYSMSGS
Specifies that system messages are not intercepted.

MASTER
Specifies that this system is the master system for application processing.

PROXY
Specifies that this system is a proxy system.

JAT
Specifies that a Job Authorization Table is used. This only applies if you are using ESP's internal security.

NOJAT
Specifies that a Job Authorization Table is not used. This only applies if you are using ESP's internal security.

TRACK_PURGE
Specifies that jobs are tracked through the OUTPUT pnode.

NOTRACK_PURGE
Specifies that jobs are not tracked through the OUTPUT pnode..

POST_OLDEST
Specifies that external and manual jobs are posted as complete in the oldest active generation of an application.

NOPOST_OLDEST
Specifies that external and manual jobs are posted as complete in all the generations of an application.

RESTARTSTEP
Adds a job restart step to jobs submitted by ESP except those jobs affected by an OPTIONS NORESTARTSTEP
statement. The job restart step is added to the start of the JCL and is specific to one of the following products:

• WA Restart Option
 

NOTE

Related Information

For details on specifying restart step contents, see the following:
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• The CA11OPT initialization parameter 
• U11RMS step information in the WA Restart Option User Guide.

• – ESP WA Restart Option
The restart step contents are specified in the ERMSTEP initialization parameter.

NOTE

You can only code RESTARTSTEP in a TRACKOPT initialization parameter or command that:

• Specifies MASTER.
• Executes after the TRACKOPT command that specifies MASTER.

NORESTARTSTEP
Prevents a job restart step from being added to jobs submitted by ESP except those jobs affected by an
OPTIONS RESTARTSTEP statement.

NOTE

• TRACKOPT should be specified on each system in a multi-access spool environment.
• The TRACKOPT command overrides options specified in the TRACKOPT initialization parameter except for

the HELD_MANUAL operand. HELD_MANUAL is not supported in the TRACKOPT command.
• The TRACKOPT command has no defaults. If you do not specify a particular operand, that setting is

determined by the last setting specified in the command or the initialization parameter.
• When an EXTERNAL or MANUAL job completes and multiple generations of the application exist,

ESP decides the application generation to post the job complete in. Use the POST_OLDEST or
NOPOST_OLDEST keywords to control this.

• The MASTER and PROXY operands apply only to application processing. One system should be identified
as the MASTER system and any other systems should be identified as PROXY systems. All events that
create applications should be scheduled on the MASTER system.

• Most installations do not need to track jobs through to purge. If this is the case, TRACKOPT
NOTRACK_PURGE should be specified. This allows data to be stored on ESP's TRAKFILE for a longer
period of time.

Example: Display Tracking Options

In the following example, current tracking options are displayed.

OPER TRACKOPT

Following is an example response from the OPER TRACKOPT command.

TRACKING OPTIONS: NOSTC NOTSU NOSYSMSGS MASTER NOTRACK_PURGE NOPOST_OLDEST

Example: Set Tracking Options

In the following example, started tasks and system messages are tracked

OPER TRACKOPT STC SYSMSGS

Based on the initial settings in the first example, the response would be:

TRACKING OPTIONS: STC NOTSU SYSMSGS MASTER NOTRACK_PURGE NOPOST_OLDEST

Example: Tracking of started tasks is turned off
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In the following example, the tracking of started tasks is turned off.

OPER TRACKOPT NOSTC

Based on the previous settings, the response would be:

TRACKING OPTIONS: NOSTC NOTSU SYSMSGS MASTER NOTRACK_PURGE NOPOST_OLDEST

Example: Specify a Master System and Insert Job Restart Steps

The following example:

• Specifies this system as the master.
• Inserts a restart step in all jobs submitted by ESP except those affected by an OPTIONS NORESTARTSTEP

statement.

TRACKOPT MASTER RESTARTSTEP

TRDFLT Command: Specify Installation Default
The TRDFLT command specifies an installation default to be used when an event is triggered manually.

Type

Oper command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the TRDFLT command.

Syntax

TRDFLT {ADD}

       {REPLACE}

ADD
Indicates a manual trigger of an event should be performed in addition to the next scheduled execution.

REPLACE
Indicates a manual trigger replaces the next scheduled execution for an event. This is the normal default.

The option you specify on the TRDFLT command applies until the next time ESP initializes. This command is normally
specified as an ESP initialization parameter. You can override the TRDFLT setting when you use the TRIGGER command
for an event.

NOTE

Related information

For information on Events, see the User Guide.

For information of triggering Events, see the TRIGGER command.

Example:

In the following example, the installation default for manually triggered events is set to ADD, for example, Events are
triggered in addition to their regularly scheduled execution unless the REPLACE option is specified on the TRIGGER
command.
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TRDFLT ADD

TRIGGER Command: Trigger Events Execution
The TRIGGER command triggers the execution of an event. The event execution either replaces the next scheduled
execution (that is, brings forward the next execution), or it can be a temporary addition to the schedule.

Type: OPER command or general command

Authority:

• You require OPER authority only if you want to issue the TRIGGER command as an OPER command.
• For the event you are triggering, you must have UPDATE access to the GROUP security profile or READ access to the

GROUPX security profile.

Syntax

{TRIGGER|TR} eventid

             [REPLACE|ADD]

             [AT(trigtime)]

             [NOXEQ]

             [SYSTEM(sysid)]

             [FORCE|SATISFY]

             [USER1('userinfo')]

             [USER2('userinfo')]

             [USER3('userinfo')]

             [USER4('userinfo')]

             [HOLD]

             [ROOTJOBS(job1[,job2]...) |

              SUBAPPLS(subappl1[,subappl2]...]

             [UPPERCASE|UPPER | CASESENSITIVE|CS]

ADD
Indicates this execution is to be made in addition to the normal schedule. The normal schedule is not changed.
The TRDFLT initialization parameter sets the default.

eventid
Indicates the name of the event to be triggered. If prefix is not specified, your current group prefix is used.

FORCE
Trigger event ignoring any signals.

HOLD
Can be used to place an application on hold when the event being triggered generates an application. No activity
will take place in the application until it is released using the APPLJOB command or CSF.

NOXEQ
Bypasses execution of the next scheduled event.

REPLACE
Indicates this execution is to replace only the next scheduled execution of the event. The TRDFLT initialization
parameter sets the default.
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ROOTJOBS(job1[,job2]...)
Specifies the jobs to submit. Each job must belong to the application generated by the current event. You can add
a plus sign (+) to a job name to indicate that the job and all its successors are submitted (if they meet date and
time selection criteria). ESP builds the named jobs as part of the application regardless of their frequency.
The short variant of this operand is ROOT.

SATISFY
Trigger event satisfying any signals.

SUBAPPLS(subappl1[,subappl2]…)
Specifies the subapplications whose jobs are to be submitted. Each subapplication must belong to the application
generated by the current event. Only jobs meeting the selection criteria are submitted.

sysid
Indicates the ID of the system on which you want the event to execute.

trigtime
Indicates a time, and optionally a date, at which the trigger is to occur. If you use blanks or commas, enclose the
string in quotes. If this operand is omitted, the current time is used. If this operand specifies a time/date in the
past, the event is triggered now.

UPPERCASE|CASESENSITIVE
Used to turn case translation on or off. UPPERCASE enables the translation, CASESENSITIVE disables it.
UPPERCASE is the default. The following aliases may be used: CS for CASESENSITIVE and UPPER for
UPPERCASE.

NOTE
When this operand is used to enforce case sensitivity it applies only to the operands that make up the
trigger command. For example, if userinfo is specified and needs to be in lower case or mixed case, use
CASESENSITIVE. CASESENSITIVE does not apply to any other statements or commands processed
within the event or the procedure.

userinfo
Indicates up to 68 characters of user data enclosed in single quotes.

NOTE

• When using the ADD option, the event is scheduled for execution as if a SCHEDULE statement is being
processed. The REPLACE option brings forward the next scheduled activity for that event. If the next
statement in the event is a HOLD statement, it is processed by the TRIGGER, rather than by an execution of
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the event. Before issuing a TRIGGER REPLACE, you should be aware of the next action to be processed for
that event. A TRIGGER ADD always causes the execution of an event.

• Use the AT keyword to specify a future time and date for the trigger to occur. If the REPLACE option is used,
the trigger replaces the next scheduled execution on or after the specified time. The ADD option results in an
additional execution.

• The NOXEQ option is used to suppress an already scheduled event execution. You can only bypass
execution of the next scheduled event. Use the LISTSCH command to display the schedule if you are
unsure.

• If you wish to re-trigger an event that has already executed, you can use a trigger time in the past. Variables
are resolved and jobs are selected based on this past date.

• Triggering an event for a time in the past does not honor DELAYSUB or EARLYSUB statements coded in an
application, unless REALNOW is used in the schedule criteria, for example, DELAYSUB REALNOW PLUS
10 MINUTES.

• The USER1-USER4 fields can be used to pass user data to the event (and consequently any ESPPROC the
event invokes) being triggered. This user data replaces the %USER1-%USER4 variables, respectively, when
they are encountered.

• Use the ROOTJOB operand if you wish to build an application of certain jobs. This is useful if you wish only
to run, or rerun, part of an application.

• If you trigger an event manually, the SYSTEM identifier in the event is ignored. To trigger an event on a
particular system, use the SYSTEM operand on the TRIGGER command.

• You can also trigger events using the ISPF interface -- Option E.3 from the ESP Main Menu.
• For information on events, see the User Guide.

Example: Trigger an Event

In the following example, the TRIGGER command brings forward the next scheduled execution of CYBER.PAYROLL for
immediate execution assuming the TRDFLT initialization parameter is set to REPLACE.

TRIGGER CYBER.PAYROLL

Example: Trigger an Event at a Specific Time

In the following example, the TRIGGER command brings forward the next scheduled execution of CYBER.PAYROLL and
schedules it for 3 pm today.

TRIGGER CYBER.PAYROLL AT('3PM TODAY')

Example: Trigger an Additional Execution of an Event at a Specific Time

In the following example, the TRIGGER command triggers an additional execution of CYBER.PAYROLL and schedules it
for 9 am on JULY 1st.

TRIGGER CYBER.PAYROLL AT('9AM JULY 1ST') ADD

Example: Suppress Execution of an Event

In the following example, the TRIGGER command suppresses the execution of CYBER.PAYROLL.

TRIGGER CYBER.PAYROLL NOXEQ

Example: Trigger an Event and Pass User Data

In the following example, the TRIGGER command brings forward the next scheduled execution of CYBER.PAYROLL and
passes user data, in this case a jobname, to an ESP procedure invoked by this event.
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TRIGGER CYBER.PAYROLL USER1('PAYJOB99')

Example: Trigger an Event at a Specific Time to Build an Application Containing Certain Jobs

In the following example, the TRIGGER command brings forward the next scheduled execution of CYBER.PAYROLL and
schedules it for 4 pm today. The application invoked by this event is built with jobs PAYJOB1, PAYJOB6, and PAYJOB6's
successors.

TRIGGER CYBER.PAYROLL AT('4PM TODAY') REPLACE -

ROOT(PAYJOB1,PAYJOB6+)

Example: Trigger an Event for a Time in the Past

In the following example, CYBER.PAYROLL is triggered as if it were yesterday. The application invoked by this event is
built with jobs PAYJOB1, PAYJOB3, PAYJOB5, and PAYJOB5's successors.

NOTE
Any date-specific symbolic variables resolve to yesterday's date.

TRIGGER CYBER.PAYROLL AT('YESTERDAY') ADD -

ROOT(PAYJOB1,PAYJOB3,PAYJOB5+)

Example: Triggering an Event for Selected Subapplications Only

In this example, ESP generates an application consisting of the selected jobs in subapplications DLYRPT and MTHYRPT
only.

TRIGGER PROD.PAYROLL ADD SUBAPPLS(DLYRPT, MTHYRPT)

Example: Trigger an Event on a Specific System

In the following example, CYBER.PAYROLL executes on system ESPM.

TRIGGER CYBER.PAYROLL SYSTEM(ESPM)

TRYJOIN Command: Join XCF Groups
The TRYJOIN command is used when an ESP subsystem could not join its XCF group when it was started.This occurs
when, from within ESP, an ESP subsystem is started with a conflicting member name. For example, another active XCF
member with the same name already exists.

Type

Oper command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the TRYJOIN command.

Syntax

TRYJOIN MEMBER(member)

member
Indicates the member name under which ESP joins the XCF group. It can be up to 16 alphanumeric or national
characters. It must not be specified as MISSING.
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This overrides the MEMBER operand in the SYSPLEX statement.

Message

Upon successful initialization into the XCF group, the following message is issued:

MESSAGE:  4303I

ESP xxxx has joined XCF group yyyy as member zzzz

TSOSEND Command: Control Sending of TSO Messages
The TSOSEND command is used to control the sending of TSO messages to users.

Type

Oper command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the TSOSEND command.

Syntax

TSOSEND [LOGON|IMMEDIATE|DISABLE]

LOGON
If the user is logged on, send the message. If the user is not logged on, hold the message in SYS1.BRODCAST
until the user logs on.

IMMEDIATE
If user is logged on, send message. Otherwise, discard message.

DISABLE
Suppress all TSO messages.

This command only applies when a TSOUSER statement is specified in a mailbox definition or when no mailbox
is specified in an Event definition. This command does not apply to messages initiated by the NOTIFY and SEND
commands.

 

NOTE

Related information

For information on setting up mailboxes, see the MAILLIST data set section of the Installation and Configuration
Guide.

You can use the TSOSEND command to suppress all TSO user messages and the MAILLOG command to send
them to the mail log instead.

Example: TSOSEND with an operand

The following example sets the status of TSOSEND to DISABLE.

OPER TSOSEND DISABLE

Example: TSOSEND without an operand

The TSOSEND command without an operand lists its current status. In the following example, the status is Logon.
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OPER TSOSEND

ESP1696I TSO Send Status

TSO Send is Logon

UNALLOC Command: Unallocate Data Sets
The UNALLOC command is used to unallocate a data set from ESP.

NOTE
The UNALLOC command is only intended for use with non-operational data sets. Operational data sets like
the TRAKFILE and APPLFILE are opened for write when ESP starts and remain allocated until ESP is brought
down.

Type

Oper command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the UNALLOC command.

UNALLOC dsname

dsname
Indicates the data set name to be unallocated.

This command may be required when ESP won't let go of a data set. This sometimes happens when a user uses some
REXX code and does not free the file.

NOTE

Related information

For information on unallocating data sets preallocated with the PREALLOC command, see the PREALLOC
command.

Example: Unallocates a data set from ESP

In the following example, SYS3.ESP.TESTPROC is unallocated from ESP.

OPER UNALLOC 'SYS3.ESP.TESTPROC'

USE Command: Display Event Statistics
The USE command displays statistics relating to events, applications, and jobs. These statistics represent the activity for
this ESP system only. No counts are shown for any ESP proxy systems or any other remote ESP systems.

Type

ESP Main Menu command

USE

Enter the USE command from the ESP main menu or the ESPCTR command from Page mode to display ESP internal
activity. Both commands produce the same results but the formatting of those results is different.
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Use the USE command to displays statistics on applications completed, applications created, events executed, and jobs
submitted. These activities are measured on the following intervals: this year, this month, this day, and since last ESP
start. These counters are reset with an ESP cold start or with the ESPCTR RESET command.

NOTE

Related information

The ESPCTR command displays the same information from the Page mode. ESPCTR can also reset the
following counters:

• APPCMP: number of applications completed
• APPCRE: number of applications created
• EVEXQ: number of Events executed
• JOBSUB: number of jobs submitted by ESP

Example: Display ESP internal activities

                    This     This     This     Since Last

Activity            Year     Month    Day      ESP Start

------------------------------------------------------

Applications

completed           499      499      13       143

Applications

created             737      737      27       211

Events

executed            2220     2220     43       594

Jobs

submitted           1190     1190     13       365

USER Command: Identify Users as Valid ESP User
The USER command is used to identify you as a valid ESP user when invoking ESP in batch. This command is not
necessary if you are using a security product.

Type

General command

USER userid/password

userid
Indicates your user ID.

password
Indicates your current ESP password.

When your user ID was defined, a password was assigned to it. The PASSWORD command is used to change your
password.

NOTE

Related information

For information on altering the ESP password associated with your user ID, see the PASSWORD command.

Example: Identifies a valid ESP user

In the following example, USER01 is identified as a valid ESP user.
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//JOB1 JOB …...

//S1 EXEC PGM=ESP,REGION=4000K

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN DD *

USER USER01/APPLES

USERMOD Command: Define User Modifications
The USERMOD command is used to define the ESP user modifications to be implemented.

Type

Oper command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the USERMOD command.

USERMOD [SET(usermodid[:usermodid])]

        [RESET(usermodid[:usermodid])]

        [LIST]

usermodid
Indicates a number, list of numbers, or range of numbers from 1-255.

SET
Turn on the usermod.

RESET
Turn off the usermod.

LIST
List the active usermods.

User modification status is preserved across a restart of ESP, but not an IPL.

You can specify both SET and RESET in the same USERMOD statement. In this case, SET is processed before RESET.

USERMODs are normally set in the ESP initialization parameters.

 

NOTE

Related information

For information on activating the usermods available with ESP, see the Installation and Configuration Guide.

Example: Displays USERMODs

In the following example, active USERMODs are displayed.

OPER USERMOD LIST

Example: Turns on a USERMOD

In the following example, USERMOD 33 is activated.

OPER USERMOD SET(33)
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Example: Turns on two USERMODs

In the following example, USERMODs 33 and 36 are activated.

OPER USERMOD SET(33,36)

Example: Turns on a range of USERMODs

In the following example, USERMODs 33, 34, 35, and 36 are activated.

OPER USERMOD SET(33:36)

Example: Turns off a USERMOD

In the following example, USERMOD 33 is deactivated.

OPER USERMOD RESET(33)

Example: Activates user modifications

In the following example, USERMODs 1, 5-7, 18, and 22-27 are activated.

OPER USERMOD SET(1,5:7,18,22:27)

Example: Activates and deactivates user modifications

The following USERMOD command activates and deactivates user modifications:

OPER USERMOD SET(5:9) RESET(7)

In the above example, because SET is processed before RESET, the results of the above example are as follows:

• USERMODs 5-9 are activated
• USERMOD 7 is deactivated.

USERVFYX Command: Identify User Verification Exit
The USERVFYX command requests that the ESP user verification (UVFX) exit be invoked to identify a user.

Type:

OPER command

Authority:

Access to security profile OPER or OPERCMD.cmdname

USERVFYX exitname [DYNAMIC]

exitname
The name of the initialization exit load module. exitname is the module created when you assemble the sample
program in the ESPUVFX member of the distribution library.

DYNAMIC
The load module is dynamically loaded each time a cross-memory request is processed.
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NOTE
The user verification exit refers to the necessary control blocks to identify the user. The exit is invoked by the
ESP cross-memory request processor executing in the user's address space. The USERVFYX command is
useful in installations where a non-RACF type of security package is in use, such as ACF2.

Example: USERVFYX Initialization Parameter

To specify a user verify exit called ESPUVFX and that the load module be dynamically loaded, type

OPER USERVFYX ESPUVFX DYNAMIC

VDEL Command: Delete Global Variables
The VDEL command is used to delete a global variable.

Type

General Command

Authority

Security can be set with the following SAF rule:

VARTABLE.tablename controls the user's access to one or more global variable table, where tablename is the name of a
global variable table.

VDEL (vname1[,vname2]…[,vnamen]) TABLE(tablename)

vname
Specifies the name of the global variable. The maximum length of the global variable name is 64 characters.

tablename
Specifies the name of the global variable table. The maximum length of the global variable table name is eight
characters.

Example:

In the following example two global variables V1 and V2 are deleted from the global variable table named MYTABLE.

VDEL (V1,V2) TABLE(MYTABLE)

VGET Command: Retrieve Global Variables
The VGET command is used to retrieve global variables from a global variable table.

Type

General Command

Authority

Security can be set with the following SAF rule:

VARTABLE.tablename controls the user's access to one or more global variable table, where tablename is the name of a
global variable table.

VGET (vname1[,vname2]…[,vnamen]) TABLE(tablename) REXX|CLANG
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vname
Specifies the name of the global variable. The maximum length of the global variable name is 64 characters.

tablename
Specifies the name of the global variable table. The maximum length of the global variable table name is eight
characters.

REXX
Indicates the global variable is stored in the REXX format.

CLANG
Indicates the global variable is stored in the CLANG format.

All retrieved global variables are considered as character variables. If a global variable is numeric and you anticipate
doing calculations with that global variable, you must declare it as an integer before using the VGET command.

In the following example, we store two global variables V1 and V2 in the global variable table named MYTABLE. We
retrieve those global variables in a second procedure.

Example: Procedure 1

INTEGER V1

V1=2

V2='TORONTO'

VPUT(V1,V2) TABLE(MYTABLE) CLANG

Example: Procedure 2

INTEGER V1

VGET (V1,V2) TABLE(MYTABLE) CLANG

V3=%V1*2

SE 'V2 = %V2 AND V3 = %V3' U(*)

 

Result of procedure 2

 

V2 = TORONTO AND V3 = 4

VIEWOUT Command: View Job Spool Files from View Database
Use the VIEWOUT command to view output spool files for a job that has been archived in View database. Only output
spool files archived in View on a disk can be retrieved.

Type: General command

Syntax

VIEWOUT jobname APPL(applname.generation) [DATABASE|DB(database)] [JES|ALL]

• jobname
Indicates the name of the job that information is produced for. The jobname is the ESP full job name.

• APPL(applname.generation)
Specifies the name and absolute or relative generation of the application containing the specified job.

• DATABASE|DB(database)
Specifies the name of View database. The name has to conform data set name standards.
Limits: 17 characters
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NOTE
If no View database name is provided, then the default one is used. The default View database can be set
using oper CAVIEW command or CAVIEW initialization parameter.

• JES
Indicates the JES system (JESMSGLG, JESJCL, and JESYSMSG) output spool files for the specified job are to be
viewed. This is the default.

• ALL
Indicates that all output spool files for the specified job are to be viewed. This is the default.
Note: ESP issues an API call to View database to retrieve the record with the same key as is the name of submitted
job. If a job`s spool files are stored in View database using a different key, then the requested record might not be
found.

VINCR Command: Increment Numeric Global Variables
The VINCR command is used to increment numeric global variables by one. If the variables do not exist, they are created
with a value of one.

Type

General Command

Authority

Security can be set with the following SAF rule:

VARTABLE.tablename controls the user's access to one or more global variable table, where tablename is the name of a
global variable table.

VINCR (vname1[,vname2]…[,vnamen]) TABLE(tablename) REXX|CLANG

vname
Specifies the name of the global variable. The maximum length of the global variable name is 64 characters.

tablename
Specifies the name of the global variable table. The maximum length of the global variable table name is eight
characters.

REXX
Indicates the global variable is stored in the REXX format.

CLANG
Indicates the global variable is stored in the CLANG format.

Example:

In the following example, we store a global variable V1 equal to 15, then we increment V1 and create another global
variable V2 equal to one.

INTEGER V1

V1 = 15

VPUT (V1) TABLE(MYTABLE) CLANG

VINCR (V1,V2) TABLE(MYTABLE) CLANG

VPUT Command: Store Global Variables
The VPUT command is used to store one or more variables in a global variable table.
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Type

General Command

Authority

Security can be set with the following SAF rule:

VARTABLE.tablename controls the user's access to one or more global variable table, where tablename is the name of a
global variable table.

VPUT (vname1[,vname2]…[,vnamen]) TABLE(tablename) REXX|CLANG

vname
Specifies the name of the global variable. The maximum length of the global variable name is 64 characters. A
value must be associated with the variable name. The maximum length of the value is 255 characters.

tablename
Specifies the name of the global variable table. The maximum length of the global variable table name is eight
characters.

REXX
Indicates the global variable is stored in the REXX format.

CLANG
Indicates the global variable is stored in the CLANG format.

VPUT will fail if the variables are not previously defined.

Example:

In the following example two CLANG variables are defined and stored in the global variable table named MYTABLE:

V1 = 'ONE'

V2 = 'TWO'

VPUT (V1,V2) TABLE(MYTABLE) CLANG

VS Command: Issue Commands to the Operating System
The VS command is used to issue a command to the operating system.

Type

General command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the VS command. Some commands may have been restricted by your security
system or by a user exit.

VS 'commandtext'

   [CS]

   [CONSNAME(consname)|[CONSID(consid)|UCMID(consid)]] 

commandtext
Indicates the text of the command, enclosed within quotes. This message can be up to 124 characters long. If the
text contains embedded quotes, they should be doubled up.

CS
Requests case-sensitive processing of commandtext.
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CONSNAME(consname)
The name of the console to which you want to send the command response. You must specify an existing console
name.

CONSID(consid)|UCMID(consid)
The ID of the console to which you want to send the command response. UCMID is an alias of CONSID. You
must specify an existing console ID.

You can use VS to issue operation system command such as JES commands and z/OS commands, including ESP
operator commands.

Multiple VS commands are allowed in an Event. VS commands can be issued from an ESP procedure.

z/OS preserves lower case characters in strings enclosed in single quotes. When the CS operand is present, the VS
command follows this rule.

If you do not specify CONSNAME or CONSID in the VS command:

• If MCS is active (either by default or as a result of the OPER MCS ACTIVATE command), the command is issued to
the extended MCS console for the local ESP subsystem. The MCS console then retrieves the command response and
sends it back to the user.

• If MCS is not active (as a result of the OPER MCS DEACTIVATE command), the command is issued to console name
INTERNAL (console ID 0). The response does not come back to the issuer.

If you specify CONSNAME or CONSID in the VS command, the VS command is issued to that console. The response
does not come back to the issuer. The VS command and response are not listed in the SYSLOG data set.

NOTE

Related information

For information on issuing operating system commands, see the User Guide.

Example: Issue a JES2 command

In the following example, initiators 1 through 10 are started at 6 am daily.

EVENT ID(CYBER.INIT_START)

SCHEDULE 6AM DAILY

VS '$SI1-10'

ENDDEF

Example: Start a started task

In the following example, IMS10 is started at 6 am daily.

EVENT ID(CYBER.START_IMS)

SCHEDULE 6AM DAILY

VS 'S IMS10'

ENDDEF

Example: Trigger an Event

In the following example, a VS command is placed within a job definition to trigger CYBER.BACKUPS.

JOB MORE.WORK LINK PROCESS

  RUN DAILY

  VS 'F ESPM,TRIGGER CYBER.BACKUPS'

ENDDEF
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Example: Shut down a started task

In the following example, CICS is shut down at 6 am daily.

EVENT ID(CYBER.START_IMS)

SCHEDULE 6AM DAILY

VS 'F CICS,CSMT SHU,Y'

ENDDEF

Example: Specify a console to send the command response to

The response to the following command is sent to a console named SYSACON3:

VS 'D A' CONSNAME(SYSACON3)

The response to the following command is sent to a console with an ID of hexadecimal 80:

VS 'D A' CONSID(X'80')

VSET Command: Set Global Variables
The VSET command is used to create a new global variable or change the value of an existing global variable. This
change may be conditional to the old value being equal to a specified value.

Type

General Command

Authority

Security can be set with the following SAF rule:

VARTABLE.tablename controls the user's access to one or more global variable table, where tablename is the name of a
global variable table.

VSET vname value TABLE(tablname) [OLDVAL(ovalue)

vname
Specifies the name of the global variable. The maximum length of the variable name is 64 characters.

value
Indicates the new value of the global variable. The maximum length of the value is 200 characters.

tablname
Specifies the name of the global variable table. The maximum length of the global variable table name is eight
characters.

ovalue
Indicates the old value of the global variable.

Example:

In the following example the value of the global variable V1 in the global variable table named MYTABLE is set to
TORONTO if the value of V1 is equal to CHICAGO.

VSET V1 TORONTO TABLE(MYTABLE) OLDVAL(CHICAGO)
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VTDEFINE Command: Define Global Variable Tables
The VTDEFINE command is used to create a new global variable table.

Type

General Command

Authority

Security can be set with the following SAF rule:

VARTABLE.tablename controls the user's access to one or more global variable table, where tablename is the name of a
global variable table.

VTDEFINE tablename

tablename
Specifies the name of the global variable table. The maximum length of the global variable table name is eight
characters.

Example:

In the following example a global variable table named MYTABLE is created:

VTDEFINE MYTABLE

VTDELETE Command: Delete Global Variable Tables
The VTDELETE command is used to delete an existing global variable table.

Type

General Command

Authority

Security can be set with the following SAF rule:

VARTABLE.tablename controls the user's access to one or more global variable table, where tablename is the name of a
global variable table.

VTDELETE tablename

tablename
Specifies the name of the global variable table. The maximum length of the global variable table name is eight
characters.

Example:

The following example deletes the global variable table named MYTABLE.

VTDELETE MYTABLE

VTLIST Command: List Global Variable Tables
The VTLIST command displays global variable tables.
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 Type 

General Command

 Authority 

Security can be set with the following SAF rule:

VARTABLE.tablename controls the user's access to one or more global variable tables, where tablename is the name of a
global variable table.

VTLIST [tablename|tablename-spec] [CONCISE|VERBOSE|DUMP]

[TRIGGERS[(Idlist)]]  [VARS[(namelist)]]  [AUDIT] [VERIFY|REPAIR]

tablename
Specifies the name of the global variable table. The maximum length of the global variable table name is eight
characters.

tablename-spec
Specifies a number of global variable tables by listing them or by using masking. Wildcard characters asterisk and
hyphen can be used to perform masking.

CONCISE
Indicates the list is displayed in its short form. Only global variable and global variable trigger information is
displayed.

VERBOSE
Indicates the list is displayed in its long form. Includes statistical information about the table and its variables. This
is the default.

DUMP
Indicates the dump is to be displayed.

TRIGGERS[(Idlist)]
Indicates the list will include only the global variable triggers with IDs included in Idlist. Wildcard characters
asterisk and hyphen can be used to perform masking. This is an optional operand. If you don't specify Idlist, all
the global variable triggers will be displayed.

VARS[(namelist)]
Indicates the list will include only the global variables with names included in namelist. Wildcard characters
asterisk and hyphen can be used to perform masking. This is an optional operand. If you don't specify namelist,
all the global variables will be displayed.

AUDIT
Displays the user ID, time, and date of the last update to a variable. In order to do this, existing variable tables
defined in ESP v5.5 must be expanded. If the table is in excess of 60% of its storage space, a message is issued
and the table is not expanded; therefore, variables are no longer time stamped.

VERIFY
Verifies the internal consistency of the global variable table. Any detected errors of the internal structures are
reported. To use the VERIFY option, the user must have READ access to the table.

REPAIR
Attempts to repair the errors that are detected in the global variable table. If the repair is not successful, it is
necessary to re-define the variable table to avoid a possible abend or data corruption in the future.  To use the
REPAIR option, the user must have UPDATE access to the table.

 Example: List a global variable table with the VTLIST command 

The following displays the global variables in the VTTAB global variable table:

VTLIST VTTAB                                                  
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Global Variable Table VTTAB                                   

 Created at 15.11.06 on THURSDAY JANUARY 22ND, 2009 by GOOGR04

  Last update at 15.11.06 on THURSDAY JANUARY 22ND, 2009      

  Currently 10 variables, 0 triggers                          

  Table size 1168                                             

VT01='1234567890'                                             

VT02='1234567890'                                             

VT03='1234567890'                                             

VT04='1234567890'                                             

VT05='1234567890'                                             

VT06='1234567890'                                             

VT07='1234567890'                                             

VT08='1234567890'                                             

VT09='1234567890'                                             

VT10='1234567890'  

 Example: List a global variable table with the VTLIST command and show the last update 

The following displays the global variables in the VTTAB global variable table, and shows who performed the last update
and when they performed it:

VTLIST VTTAB AUDIT                                           

Global Variable Table VTTAB                                   

 Created at 15.11.06 on THURSDAY JANUARY 22ND, 2009 by GOOGR04

  Last update at 15.11.06 on THURSDAY JANUARY 22ND, 2009      

  Currently 10 variables, 0 triggers                                

  Table size 1168  Maximum size 32756                               

VT01='1234567890'                                                   

  Last updated by GOOGR04 at 15.11.06 on THURSDAY JANUARY 22ND, 2009

VT02='1234567890'                                                   

  Last updated by GOOGR04 at 15.11.06 on THURSDAY JANUARY 22ND, 2009

VT03='1234567890'                                                   

  Last updated by GOOGR04 at 15.11.06 on THURSDAY JANUARY 22ND, 2009

VT04='1234567890'                                                   

  Last updated by GOOGR04 at 15.11.06 on THURSDAY JANUARY 22ND, 2009

VT05='1234567890'                                                   

  Last updated by GOOGR04 at 15.11.06 on THURSDAY JANUARY 22ND, 2009

VT06='1234567890'                                                   

  Last updated by GOOGR04 at 15.11.06 on THURSDAY JANUARY 22ND, 2009

VT07='1234567890'                                                   

  Last updated by GOOGR04 at 15.11.06 on THURSDAY JANUARY 22ND, 2009

VT08='1234567890'                                                   

  Last updated by GOOGR04 at 15.11.06 on THURSDAY JANUARY 22ND, 2009

VT09='1234567890'                                                   

  Last updated by GOOGR04 at 15.11.06 on THURSDAY JANUARY 22ND, 2009

VT10='1234567890'                                                   

  Last updated by GOOGR04 at 15.11.06 on THURSDAY JANUARY 22ND, 2009

 Example: List global variable tables with the VTLIST command 

The following displays all global variables from all global variable tables whose names start with MY:

VTLIST MY-

Global Variable Table MYNEXTT

 Created at 11.26.42 on TUESDAY MAY 29TH, 2001 by CYBER01
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  Last update at 11.26.42 on TUESDAY MAY 29TH, 2001

  Currently 1 variable, table size 352

PARM3='moretext'

Global Variable Table MYTABLE

 Created at 11.26.28 on TUESDAY MAY 29TH, 2001 by CYBER01

  Last update at 11.26.28 on TUESDAY MAY 29TH, 2001

  Currently 2 variables, table size 392

ABC='1'

PARM1='text'

VTRIG  ID(MYTR) DefinedBy(CYBUSER) Var(V1)  Event(CYBEVT.ABC)

Example: Verify the consistency of a global variable table with the VTLIST command

The following verifies all global variable tables and displays any errors that are found:

VTLIST - VERIFY

Global Variable Table VTTAB1                                                               

  VarNel @000001B0: Invalid pointer to VarAel @00000210 detected in VarTll @00000168         

                                                                                             

Global Variable Table VTTAB2                                                                

  Invalid pointer to VarTll detected @0000030C                                               

  Invalid pointer to VarNel detected @00000328                                               

                                                                                             

Global Variable Table VTTAB3                                                                   

  VarNel/VarTll loop detected                                                                

                                                                                             

Global Variable Table VTTAB4                                                                 

  Invalid pointer to VarTll detected @0000014C                                               

                                                                                             

Global Variable Table VTTAB5                                                               

  Invalid pointer to VarAel detected @00000130                                               

                                                                                             

Global Variable Table VTTAB6                                                               

  Invalid pointer to VarNel detected @00000128                                               

                                                                                             

Global Variable Table VTTAB7                                                                      

  VarNel/VarTll loop detected

Example: Verify the consistency of specific global variables tables with the VTLIST command

The following verifies all global variable tables whose names begin with "MY".

VTLIST MY- VERIFY

ESP7508I No problems found or access not authorized

Informational message ESP7508I can indicate one of the following:

• No problems were found.
• There are no tables with names that begin with "MY".
• The user is not authorized to access the table.

VTRDEF Command: Define Global Variable Triggers
The VTRDEF command defines global variable triggers. The variable trigger will trigger an event when a global variable
from a global variable table is changed. This change can happen through a VSET, VPUT, or a VINCR command resulting
in the specified global variable changing.
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Type

General Command

Authority

Security can be set with the following SAF rule:

VARTABLE.tablename controls the user's access to one or more global variable table, where tablename is the name of a
global variable table.

VTRDEF[ID(id)] VARIABLE(vname) TABLE(tablename) EVENT(eventname) [WHEN('target string')]

id
Identifies the variable trigger. Can be up to four alphabetic, numeric or national characters. If you do not specify
an ID, ESP will assign a sequential numeric ID. Definitions with an ID longer than four characters will be rejected.

vname
Specifies the name of the global variable. The maximum length of the global variable name is 64 characters.
This is the global variable that will trigger the event if it is changed to match the criteria in the target string, where
specified.

tablename
Specifies the name of the global variable table. The maximum length of the global variable table name is eight
characters.

eventname
Indicates the Event name to be triggered when the global variable changes.

target string
Indicates the value to which the global variable changes. When the value changes to what is specified in this
string, the Event is triggered.

ESP will assign a sequential numeric ID to a global variable trigger if you do not assign one with the VTRDEF command
or if the ID you specified contains invalid characters. Use the VTLIST command or the ESP response to the VTRDEF
command to verify a trigger has the name you intended.

Example:

In the following example Event CYBER.MINE will only be triggered if the value of ABC changes to YES. If it changes to
anything else, the Event will not be triggered.

VTRDEF VARIABLE(ABC) TABLE(XYZ) EVENT(CYBER.MINE) WHEN('YES')

In this second example the event CYBER.MYEVENT is triggered when the global variable VT1 of the global variable table
named MYTABLE changes.

VTRDEF ID(TR07) VARIABLE(VT1) TABLE(MYTABLE) + EVENT(CYBER.MYEVENT)

Example: Variables passed when event is triggered

The following variables are available to an Event triggered by the change of a designated global variable:

ESPVTVARIABLE
Specifies the name of the modified global variable.

ESPVTTABLE
Specifies the name of the global variable table containing the modified global variable.
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ESPVTOLDVALUE
Specifies the value of the modified global variable prior to modification.

ESPVTVALUE
Specifies the value of the modified global variable after the modification.

ESPVTUSER
Specifies the user who made the modification.

VTRDEL Command: Delete Global Variable Triggers
The VTRDEL command is used to delete a global variable trigger.

Type

General Command

Authority

Security can be set with the following SAF rule:

VARTABLE.tablename controls the user's access to one or more global variable table, where tablename is the name of a
global variable table.

VTRDEL ID(id) TABLE(tablename)

id
Indicates the trigger ID. The maximum length of the ID is four characters. Use the VTLIST command to find the ID
for a global variable trigger.

tablename
Specifies the name of the global variable table. The maximum length of the global variable table name is eight
characters.

It is important to note if you delete a global variable that a trigger is monitoring, you delete the trigger also.

Example:

In the following example the global variable trigger TR07 is deleted from the global variable table named MYTABLE.

VTRDEL ID(TR07) TABLE(MYTABLE)

WILDCARD Command: Define Wildcards for JTDT and ATDT
The WILDCARD command is used to define wildcard characters for use in defining tracked jobs and tracked applications.
These characters are in addition to the asterisk * and hyphen - wildcard characters.

Type

General command

Applicability

Job Tracking Definition Table (JTDT).

Application Tracking Definition Table (ATDT).

WILDCARD char
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         string

char
Wildcard character.

string
A string containing all the valid characters that the wildcard can match.

The wildcard character can be any printable character, with the exception of the comma, blank, left or right parentheses,
semicolon or quote. A hyphen between two characters indicates a range of valid characters, starting with the character on
the left and extending through the EBCDIC sequence to the character on the right, inclusive.

Use of the WILDCARD command is optional. You can use it when you have strict naming standards for jobs or
applications.

Example: Defining Wildcard Characters

The following is an example of defining wildcard characters in a job-tracking definition table:

WILDCARD # 0 - 9 /* NUMERICS */

WILDCARD $ A - Z /* ALPHABETICS */

WILDCARD + 0 - 9A - Z /* ALPHANUMERIC */

TRACKDEF JOB NAME(DUMMYJOB) NOTRACK

TRACKDEF JOB NAME(PAY - ) MODEL(PAYMODEL)

TRACKDEF JOB NAME($$$$####) MODEL(PRODJOBS)

In the above example:

• The first wildcard character # matches all numeric characters
• The $ wildcard character matches the alphabetic characters, A through Z, inclusive
• The + wildcard character matches the alphanumeric characters, A through Z, inclusive, and the digits 0 through 9,

inclusive
• The first tracking definition statement indicates ESP does not track a job called DUMMYJOB.
• The second tracking definition statement indicates ESP uses model PAYMODEL to track jobs where names begin with

PAY.
• The third tracking definition statement indicates ESP uses tracking model PRODJOBS to track jobs whose names

consist of four alphabetic characters followed by four numeric characters.

 

NOTE

Related information

For information on job-tracking definition tables and application-tracking definition tables, see the Installation and
Configuration Guide.

WKSTART Command: Define Start of Week
The WKSTART command specifies the day the week should start on.

Type:

OPER command

Authority:

Access to security profile OPER or OPERCMD.cmdname
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WKSTART dayname|SUNDAY

dayname
The name of the day you want the week to start on.
Default: Sunday

NOTE
You can override the dayname value when you define a calendar.

Example: WKSTART Command

To identify that ESP should consider Monday as the first of the week, type

WKSTART MONDAY

WLM Command: Display Service Policies
The WLM command is used to display the active IBM WLM service policy on the local z/OS system.

Type

General command

WLM {DISPLAY|D} [STATUS|ST]

                [SYSTEM|SYS|S]

STATUS
Displays WLM definitions about the local system in the sysplex, and a list of remote systems in the sysplex and
their WLM modes (goal or compatibility).

SYSTEM
Displays resource/capacity information on all goal mode systems in the sysplex.

 

NOTE

Related information

For more information on XCF Services, see the User Guide.

Examples:

The following is a sample response from the WLM DISPLAY STATUS command:

WLM D ST

WLM System Status

  Local system name.............:SYSA

    System mode.................:Goal

    Active service policy.......:POLICY_A

    Activation time.............:1999/06/04 14:52:01

    Service definition..........:CYBWLMA0

    Definition time..... .......:1999/06/04 14:51:32

    OPT parmlib member..........:IEAOPT00

  Remote system name........... :SYSC

    System mode.................:GOAL

The following is a sample response from the WLM DISPLAY SYSTEM command:
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WLM D S

Sysplex SYSAPLEX Goal Mode Systems

  System name...................:SYSA

    Online CPUs.................:2

    CPU SU per second capacity..:1934

    Free CSA bytes..............:3468503

    Free ECSA bytes.............:47925543

    Resource constrained........:No

  System name...................:SYSC

    Online CPUs.................:2

    CPU SU per second capacity..:1934

    Free CSA bytes..............:3558560

    Free ECSA bytes.............:60581635

    Resource constrained........:No

WOBCMD Command: Run Job-Specific Commands
The WOBCMD command runs job-specific commands, including the WOB Spool File (WSF) command.

Type:

General command

WOBCMD APPLICATION|APPL(applname.applgen) JOB(jobname.qualifier) COMMAND|CMD(command)

applname.applgen
Specifies the application in which the identified job is run.

jobname.qualifier
Specifies the job for which you want to retrieve spool file data or do other actions.

command
Specifies the command to run. To retrieve spool file data, run the WSF command.

Example: Retrieve Spool File Data

This example shows how to retrieve spool file data for the job check.date that was run in the third generation of the
application agtest. When a job that runs under the control of an agent completes, the agent writes output to a spool file.
You can use the WSF command to view this output from the host (that is, the system where ESP is running).

WOBCMD APPL(agtest.3) JOB(check.date) COMMAND(WSF)

Example: Cancel a Workflow

This example shows how to cancel a workflow for the second generation of application TESTWC in the job JOB1.QUAL1.

//CAUSER1A JOB  113300000,MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=A,REGION=4M

/*JOBPARM SYSAFF=CAXX

//ESP1    EXEC  PGM=ESP,PARM='SUB(ESCA)'

//STEPLIB  DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=CAXX.CAXXX.TEST.SSCPLINK

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD   *

WOBCMD APPLICATION(TESTWC.2) JOB(JOB1.QUAL1) COMMAND(WC)

You can enter the WOBCMD command from:
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• The Consolidated Status Facility (CSF)
– When entering the WOBCMD command from CSF, type ESP before the command, for example

ESP WOBCMD APPL(agtest.3) JOB(check.date) COMMAND(WSF)

• A batch job
• Page mode
• Line mode
• The system console

NOTE
For information about using the WOBCMD command with an agent, for example the WA Agent for Microsoft
SQL Server, see the topic Submit a Batch Job.

WOBDEF Command: Define Workload Objects
The WOBDEF command is used to display or load the modules that ESP requires to add support for agent jobs and other
special workload objects in its applications.

Type:
Oper command

Authority:
You require OPER authority to issue the WOBDEF command.

Syntax:

WOBDEF LOAD(module1[{ |,} module2 ...])|DISPLAY

module
Specifies the name of the ESP module required to support a specific type of workload. Workload object types and
their associated modules are listed later in this section. When specifying more than one module, they must be
delimited by a comma or space.

DISPLAY
Lists the currently loaded workload object support modules.

Usage Notes:

• A workload object does not work when its corresponding module is not loaded.
• The WOBDEF command is normally included in the ESP initialization parameters to load the Agent Definition each

time ESP initializes.
• You can use the WOBDEF command to dynamically load new modules while ESP is active. However, you cannot load

an updated version of a module that is already loaded. To load the updated module, reinitialize ESP.
• Issuing the WOBDEF command loads the module until the next restart. The initialization parameter loads it at the next

startup.
• The APPLSTART workload object module (CYBESOAS) requires you to re-enter the TSO ESP Main Menu after a

WOBDEF LOAD of CYBESOAS.

Workload Object Types

The following is a list of workload object types for ESP.

NOTE

In the following list, "Short Name:" lists the workload object short name used in creating history reports and in
CSF freeform filters. "Module:" lists the workload object module that can be loaded by the WOBDEF command
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JOB

z/OS job

Short Name: ' ' (blank) for history reporting, X'00' (hexadecimal zero) for a CSF freeform filter, for example, WOBTYPE
EQ X'00'

Module: Not applicable

 

TASK

Task

Short Name: ' ' (blank) for history reporting, X'00' (hexadecimal zero) for a CSF freeform filter, for example, WOBTYPE
EQ X'00'

Module: Not applicable

 

LINK

Link

Short Name: Not applicable

Module: Not applicable
 

AGENT_MONITOR

Agent monitor

Short Name: AM

Module: CYBESOAM

 

AIX_JOB

AIX agent

Short Name: AX

Module: CYBESOAX

 

APPLEND

Self-completing workload object that automatically performs processing at the end of an application

Short Name: AE

Module: CYBESOAE

 

APPLSTART

Self-completing workload object that automatically performs processing at the start of an application

Short Name: AS

Module: CYBESOAS
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AS400_JOB

i5/OS agent

Short Name: A4

Module: CYBESOA4

 

BDC_JOB

Batch Input Session (import large amounts of data from external systems to the SAP system)

Short Name: BI

Module: CYBESOBI

 

BWIP_JOB

Business Warehouse InfoPackage (transfer data from any data source into an SAP Business Warehouse system)

Short Name: WI

Module: CYBESOWI

 

BWPC_JOB

Business Warehouse Process Chain (run a sequence of background processes on the SAP system)

Short Name: WC

Module: CYBESOWC

 

CPU_MON

CPU usage monitor

Short Name: CM

Module: CYBESOCM

 

DATA_OBJECT

Data object

Short Name: DA

Module: CYBESODA

 

DB_JOB

Database monitor (perform SQL queries and updates against a database)

Short Name: DM

Module: CYBESODM
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DB_MON

Database monitor (monitor a table for changes to the number of rows)

Short Name: MO

Module: CYBESOMO

 

DBSP_JOB

Database stored procedure

Short Name: ST

Module: CYBESOST

 

DB_TRIG

Database trigger job (monitor a table for rows added, deleted or updated)

Short Name: TR

Module: CYBESOTR

 

DISK_MON

Disk usage monitor

Short Name: HM

Module: CYBESOHM

 

DSTRIG

Data set trigger

Short Name: DT

Module: CYBESODT 

 

EJB_JOB

Session Bean (access stateless and stateful session beans on an application server)

Short Name: SB

Module: CYBESOSB

 

EJBE_JOB

Entity Bean (create an entity bean, update the property values of an existing entity bean, or remove an entity bean from
the database)

Short Name: EB

Module: CYBESOEB
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EVENTLOG_MON

Windows event log monitor

Short Name: LM

Module: CYBESOLM

 

EXTMON

Monitor workload scheduled by ESP DE

Short Name: EX

Module: CYBESOEX

 

EXTSCH

Monitor workload scheduled by ESP AE

Short Name: ES

Module: CYBESOES

 

FILE_TRIGGER

File trigger

Short Name: FM

Module: CYBESOFM

 

FTP_JOB

File transfer (perform FTP file operations)

Short Name: FT

Module: CYBESOFT

 

HDFS_JOB

Hadoop File Operations

Short Name: HF

Module: CYBESOHF

 

HIVE_JOB

Apache Hive™

Short Name: HI

Module: CYBESOHI
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HP3K_JOB

HP3000 agent

Short Name: H3

Module: CYBESOH3

 

HPUX_JOB

HP-UX agent

Short Name: HP

Module: CYBESOHP

HTTP_JOB

HTTP (invoke a program over HTTP)

Short Name: HJ

Module: CYBESOHJ

 

INFORMATICA_JOB

Informatica agent

Short Name: IJ

Module: CYBESOIJ

 

IP_MON

IP monitor

Short Name: IM

Module: CYBESOIM

 

IRIX_JOB

IRIX agent

Short Name: IR

Module: CYBESOIR

 

JMSP_JOB

JMS Publish (send a message to a queue or publish a message to a topic)

Short Name: JP

Module: CYBESOJP
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JMSS_JOB

JMS Subscribe (consume messages from a queue or topic)

Short Name: JS

Module: CYBESOJS

 

JMXA_JOB

JMX MBean Attribute Set (set value of a JMX MBean attribute)

Short Name: BA

Module: CYBESOBA

 

JMXB_JOB

JMX MBean Attribute Get (get value of a JMX MBean attribute)

Short Name: BB

Module: CYBESOBB

 

JMXN_JOB

JMX MBean Create (create an MBean on a JMX server)

Short Name: BN

Module: CYBESOBN

 

JMXO_JOB

JMX MBean Operation (invoke a JMX MBean operation)

Short Name: BO

Module: CYBESOBO

 

JMXR_JOB

JMX MBean Remove (remove an MBean from a JMX server)

Short Name: BR

Module: CYBESOBR

 

JMXS_JOB

JMX MBean Subscribe (subscribe to an MBean notification)

Short Name: BS

Module: CYBESOBS
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LINUX_JOB

Linux agent

Short Name: LJ

Module: CYBESOLJ

 

MF_JOB

Micro Focus agent

Short Name: MF

Module: CYBESOMF

 

MPEIX_JOB

MPE/iX agent

Short Name: MP

Module: CYBESOMP

 

MSSQL_JOB

Microsoft SQL Server agent

Short Name: MS

Module: CYBESOMS

 

NCR_JOB

NCR agent

Short Name: NC

Module: CYBEONC

 

NT_JOB

Windows NT agent

Short Name: NT

Module: CYBESONT

 

OA_JOB

Oracle Applications Request Set (run multiple programs in an Oracle Applications application) or Single Request (run a
single program in an Oracle Applications application)

Short Name: OA

Module: CYBESOOA
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OAC_JOB

Oracle Applications Copy Job (copy an existing Single Request defined on Oracle Applications)

Short Name: OC

Module: CYBESOOC

 

OOZIE_JOB

Apache™ Oozie

Short Name: OZ

Module: CYBESOOZ

 

OPENVMS_JOB

OpenVMS agent

Short Name: OV

Module: CYBESOOV

 

OS2_JOB

OS/2 agent

Short Name: O2

Module: CYBESOO2

 

POJO_JOB

Plain Old Java Object (invoke custom Java code on a local computer)

Short Name: PO

Module: CYBESOPO

 

PROCESS_MON

Process monitor

Short Name: PM

Module: CYBESOPM

 

PROXY_JOB

Remote execution job

Short Name: PR

Module: CYBESOPR
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PS_JOB

PeopleSoft agent

Short Name: PS

Module: CYBESOPS

 

PYRAMID_JOB

PYRAMID agent

Short Name: PJ

Module: CYBESOPJ

 

RMI_JOB

Remote Method Invocation (access a remote server and invoke a method on a Java object)

Short Name: RJ

Module: CYBESORJ

 

SAP_JOB

SAP R/3 (schedule an SAP R/3 job on an SAP system)

Short Name: SP

Module: CYBESOSP

 

SAPA_JOB

SAP Data Archiving (store information described in an SAP Archiving Object into an SAP data archive)

Short Name: SA

Module: CYBESOSA

 

SAPE_JOB

SAP Event Monitor (trigger or monitor an SAP event)

Short Name: BE

Module: CYBESOBE

 

SAPM_JOB

SAP Process Monitor (monitor for a specific SAP process status)

Short Name: SL

Module: CYBESOSL
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SCP_JOB

Secure Copy (supports secure binary file transfers for FTP)

Short Name: SY

Module: CYBESOSY

 

SEQUENT_JOB

IBM DYNIX/ptx (SEQUENT) agent

Short Name: SQ

Module: CYBESOSQ

 

SERVICE_MON

Service monitor

Short Name: SM

Module: CYBESOSM

 

SFTP_JOB

Secure FTP (supports secure binary file transfers for FTP)

Short Name: SF

Module: CYBESOSF

 

SNPC_JOB

SNMP Subscribe (lets you subscribe for SNMP trap information)

Short Name: SC

Module: CYBESOSC

 

SNPE_JOB

SNMP Trap Send (lets you send SNMP trap information)

Short Name: SD

Module: CYBESOSD

 

SNPG_JOB

SNMP Value Get (lets you retrieve the value of an SNMP variable)

Short Name: SG

Module: CYBESOSG
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SNPS_JOB

SNMP Value Set (lets you set the value of an SNMP variable)

Short Name: SS

Module: CYBESOSS

 

SQL_JOB

SQL Command

Short Name: QL

Module: CYBESOQL

 

SQOOP_JOB

Apache Sqoop™

Short Name: HS

Module: CYBESOHS

 

SUN_JOB

SOLARIS agent

Short Name: SJ

Module: CYBESOSJ

 

TANDEM_JOB

HP Integrity NonStop agent

Short Name: TA

Module: CYBESOTA

 

TEXT_MON

Text file monitor

Short Name: TM

Module: CYBESOTM

 

UNIX_JOB

Generic UNIX (supports Linux, TRU64 UNIX, and UNIX System Services)

Short Name: UJ

Module: CYBESOUJ
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WEB_SERV

Web Service (call an operation within a web service)

Short Name: WS

Module: CYBESOWS

 

WOL_JOB

Wake on LAN

Short Name: WL

Module: CYBESOWL

 

Example: Dynamically load two agent modules

This command loads the extension required to support the WA Agent for UNIX and the WA Agent for i5/OS:

WOBDEF LOAD(CYBESOUJ CYBESOA4)

Example: Display modules currently loaded

This command displays the modules currently loaded in ESP:

WOBDEF DISPLAY

WOBSF Command: Retrieve the Spool File for a Distributed Job
The WOBSF command retrieves spool files for distributed jobs in both active and completed applications. If you use
the PURGSCHF command to purge jobs in completed applications, WOBSF is the only way to retrieve the spool file for
distributed jobs. This is because the purged jobs are no longer in CSF, so you cannot use the W or WSF commands to
retrieve spool files. For a job in an active application, you can use W or WSF in CSF to retrieve the spool file or you can
issue WOBSF.

Type:
General command

WOBSF APPLICATION(application.generation) JOB(jobname)

APPLICATION(applname.generation)
Specifies the name and absolute generation of the application containing the job specified in the JOB operand. A
relative generation is not supported.

JOB(jobname)
Specifies the job for which to retrieve the spool file.

NOTE

• You issue WOBSF from page mode or line mode.
• To issue WOBSF, you must have security access to the job within the application.

NOTE

Related Information
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For more information, see the ESP Workload Manager Security Guide.
• WOBSF supports the following workload object types: AIX_JOB, BDC_JOB, BWIP_JOB, BWPC_JOB,

DBSP_JOB, EJB_JOB, FTP_JOB, HPUX_JOB, JMSS_JOB, LINUX_JOB, NT_JOB, PS_JOB, SAP_JOB,
SAPA_JOB, SQL_JOB, SUN_JOB, and UNIX_JOB.

Example: Retrieve the Spool File for a Distributed Job

In the following example, the WOBSF command retrieves spool files for distributed job DLYRPT in generation 200 of
application GLDLY.

WOBSF APPLICATION(GLDLY.200) JOB(DLYRPT)

WOBTRIG Command: Specify an Event-Level Sensor
The WOBTRIG command specifies an event-level sensor, which triggers an event upon notification from an agent monitor.

You can use this feature only with release 11.3 and above of the system agents and only with the following agent
monitors:

• Database Monitor (DB_MON)
• Database Trigger (DB_TRIG)
• File Trigger (FILE_TRIGGER)
• J2EE Subscribe, Get Messages (JMSS_JOB)
• SAP Event Monitor (SAPE_JOB)
• SNMP Subscribe (SNPC_JOB)

Type:

Event command

Authority:

Access to security profiles AGENT.agentname and AGENTUSR.userid.agentname

WOBTRIG agent_monitor_type AGENT(agent)

        [MULTIPLE]

        [PRIMED]

        [COUNT(n|0)]

        [CURRENT(n|0)]

        [monitor_parameters]

        [STATE(requeststate)]

        [STATUS(eventstatus)]

        [LSTATUS(eventlongstatus)]

Syntax of monitor_parameters for Agent Monitor DB_MON

        [DB_URL(url)]

        TABLE_NAME(table_name) 

        [USER(userID)]

        [USER_TYPE(user_type)] 

        MON_TYPE(I|D|ID) 

        [MON_COND(monitor_condition)]

Syntax of monitor_parameters for Agent Monitor DB_TRIG
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        [DB_URL(url)] 

        TABLE_NAME(table_name) 

        [USER(userID)]

        [USER_TYPE(user_type)]

        {TRIG_TYPE(INSERT|DELETE|UPDATE|'UPDATE OF col[,col]...')}

        {TRIG_TYPE([']INSERT|DELETE|UPDATE[,INSERT|DELETE|UPDATE]...['])}

        {TRIG_TYPE([']INSERT|DELETE|UPDATE[ OR INSERT|DELETE|UPDATE]...['])} 

        [TRIG_COND(trigger_condition)]

Syntax of monitor_parameters for Agent Monitor FILE_TRIGGER

        FILENAME(filename)

        [RECURSIVE]

        {CREATE [SIZE(size[K|M])]

                [NOCHANGE(min)]}

        {EXPAND SIZE(size[K|M])|DELTA(delta[K|M])|PERCENT(percent)

                [NOCHANGE(min)]}

        {SHRINK SIZE(size[K|M])|DELTA(delta[K|M])|PERCENT(percent)

                [NOCHANGE(min)]}

        {UPDATE [NOCHANGE(min)]}

        {DELETE}

        [OWNER(owner)]

        [GROUP(group)]

        [JOBCLASS(jobclass)]

        [USER(userID)]

Syntax of monitor_parameters for Agent Monitor JMSS_JOB

        INITIAL_CONTEXT(initial_context_factory) 

        CONNECTION FACTORY(connection_factory) 

        [DEST(filename)]

        DESTNAME(destination_name)

        TOPIC(YES|NO)

        [FILTER(filter_parameters)]

        [JNDIUSER(JNDI_user_name)]

        LOCATION(url)

        [JOBCLASS(jobclass)]

Syntax of monitor_parameters for Agent Monitor SAPE_JOB

        EVENT(eventname)

        [PARM(event_parameters)]

        [SAPUSER(userID)]

        [SAPCLIENT(SAP_client)]

        [SAPLANGUAGE(SAP_language)]

        [RFCDEST(rfcdest)]

Syntax of monitor_parameters for Agent Monitor SNPC_JOB

        MIB(filename)

        FILTER(filter_parameters)
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        [USER(userID)]

        [JOBCLASS(jobclass)]

agent_monitor_type
Specifies the agent monitor type.
Limits: Full workload object type or short name. Supported event-level sensor types: DB_MON, DB_TRIG,
FILE_TRIGGER, JMSS_JOB, SAPE_JOB, SNPC_JOB

AGENT(agent)
Specifies the name of the agent monitor.

MULTIPLE
Specifies that two or more WOBTRIG notifications are needed to trigger the event. In this case, code MULTIPLE
in all the WOBTRIG commands in the event. The event is triggered when all the notifications are received.

PRIMED
Indicates that a WOBTRIG notification was received from the agent specified. You do not code PRIMED; it is
displayed in the WOBTRIG command when you browse or edit an event containing that command. PRIMED may
appear in a WOBTRIG command if you redefine an event containing two or more WOBTRIG commands.

COUNT(n| 0)
Specifies that the event is to be scheduled for every n triggers. A value of 0 or 1 schedules the event for every
trigger.
Limits: 0 to 255

CURRENT(n| 0)
Specifies the initial trigger count and is used with the COUNT operand.
Limits: 0 to 255

monitor_parameters
Parameters that are specific to each agent monitor type supported in the WOBTRIG statement. These parameters
are described later in this topic.

STATE(Failed|In Preparation|Monitored)
Indicates the state of the monitoring request. You do not code STATE; it is displayed in the WOBTRIG command
when you browse or edit an event containing that command.
Values: Failed: The monitoring request failed. In Preparation: The monitoring request is being prepared.
Monitored: The agent is monitoring.

STATUS('status')
Indicates the status of the event-level sensor once the monitoring request is successful. You do not code
STATUS; it is displayed in the WOBTRIG command when you browse or edit an event containing that command.

LSTATUS('eventlongstatus')
Indicates further details about the the status of the event-level sensor once the monitoring request is successful.
You do not code LSTATUS; it is displayed in the WOBTRIG command when you browse or edit an event
containing that command.

monitor_parameters for Agent Monitor DB_MON

DB_URL(url)
Specifies a database resource location for a job.
Limits: 256 characters, case sensitive

TABLE_NAME(table_name)
Specifies the name of the table to monitor for changes.
Limits: 100 characters, case sensitive

USER(userID)
Specifies the user ID the agent job runs under.
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USER_TYPE(user_type)
Specifies the type of user to log in as.
Limits: 128 characters, case sensitive

MON_TYPE(I|D|ID)
Specifies the type of the database change for which you want to monitor.
Values: I: The number of rows has increased, D: The number of rows has decreased, ID: The number of rows
has increased or decreased

MON_COND(monitor_condition)
Specifies the condition of the database for which you want to monitor. It is equivalent to the SQL WHERE clause.
Limits: 256 characters, case sensitive

monitor_parameters for Agent Monitor DB_TRIG

DB_URL(url)
Specifies a database resource location for a job.
Limits: 256 characters, case sensitive

TABLE_NAME(table_name)
Specifies the name of the table to monitor for changes.
Limits: 100 characters, case sensitive

USER(userID)
Specifies the user ID the agent job runs under.

USER_TYPE(user_type)
Specifies the type of user to log in as.
Limits: 128 characters, case sensitive

TRIG_TYPE(...)
Specifies the type of database change for which you want to monitor. The syntax varies by database type as
follows:

• IBM DB2:

{TRIG_TYPE(INSERT|DELETE|UPDATE|'UPDATE OF col[,col]...')}

Examples:
TRIG_TYPE UPDATE
TRIG_TYPE 'UPDATE OF DEPT, JOB'

• Microsoft SQL Server:

{TRIG_TYPE([']INSERT|DELETE|UPDATE[,INSERT|DELETE|UPDATE]...['])}

Examples:
TRIG_TYPE INSERT
TRIG_TYPE 'INSERT,UPDATE'

• Oracle:

{TRIG_TYPE([']INSERT|DELETE|UPDATE[ OR INSERT|DELETE|UPDATE]...['])}

Examples:
TRIG_TYPE INSERT
TRIG_TYPE 'INSERT OR UPDATE'

Values: INSERT: row inserted, DELETE: row deleted, UPDATE: row updated, UPDATE OF col...: specified
columns in a row updated
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NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in single quotation marks.
• Each Database Trigger job creates a trigger on the database. We recommend that you speak to your

database administrator before creating a database trigger job.

TRIG_COND(trigger_condition)
Specifies the database trigger condition for which you want to monitor.

• For Oracle and DB2, this condition is the WHEN clause.
• For SQL Server, this condition is the IF clause.

Limits: 256 characters, case sensitive

NOTE
For the specific database syntax, refer to your database vendor's documentation.

monitor_parameters for Agent Monitor FILE_TRIGGER

FILENAME(filename)
Specifies the location and name of the file to monitor.
Limits: 128 characters long
On ESP System Agent for UNIX or Windows
You can use wildcards and spaces in your UNIX and Windows file names and paths.
On ESP System Agent for i5/OS
To specify a file in the root file system, use UNIX path and file formats.
To specify an object in QSYS, use one of the following formats:

• Path format

/QSYS.LIB/libraryname.LIB/objectname.type/

To specify *FILE objects, use the following format:

/QSYS.LIB/libraryname.LIB/objectname.FILE/membername.MBR

• i5/OS standard format

libraryname/objectname/type

To specify *FILE objects, use the following format:

libraryname/objectname/*FILE(<membername>)

NOTE

• libraryname, objectname, type, and membername can be up to 10 characters long each.
• You can use *ALL to match any name.
• You can use *FIRST for membername.
• You can use generic names for libraryname and objectname.

RECURSIVE
Specifies that all subdirectories of the directory specified in the FILENAME operand are checked for the specified
file.

CREATE
Specifies that a trigger occurs when the file is created.

EXPAND
Specifies that the trigger occurs when the file size increases.
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SHRINK
Specifies that the trigger occurs when the file size decreases.

UPDATE
Specifies that the trigger occurs when the file is updated.

DELETE
Specifies that the trigger occurs when the file is deleted.

SIZE(size[K|M])
Specifies that the trigger occurs when the following conditions are met:

• With the CREATE or EXPAND operands, the file size is greater than or equal to the specified number of bytes.
• With the SHRINK operand, the file size is less than or equal to the specified number of bytes.

Optionally, you can also specify K for kilobytes or M for megabytes.
Limits:bytes must be a positive integer, maximum 10 digits

DELTA(delta[K|M])
Specifies that the trigger occurs when the following conditions are met:

• With the EXPAND operand, the file size increases by the specified number of bytes.
• With the SHRINK operand, the file size decreases by the specified number of bytes.

Optionally, you can also specify K for kilobytes or M for megabytes.
Limits:bytes must be a positive integer, maximum 10 digits

PERCENT(percent)
Specifies that the trigger occurs when the following conditions are met:

• With the EXPAND operand, the file size increases by the specified percentage.
• With the SHRINK operand, the file size decreases by the specified percentage.

Limits:percent must be a positive integer, maximum 10 digits
NOCHANGE(min)

Specifies the number of minutes the file must remain unchanged to satisfy the monitor condition.
Limits: Maximum 2,147,483,647

OWNER(userID)
Specifies the user ID that owns the file. If the file is not owned by this user ID, the file trigger fails.

NOTE
Applies only to UNIX Agents.

GROUP(group)
Specifies the group that owns the file. If the file is not owned by this group, the file trigger fails.

NOTE
Applies only to UNIX agents.

JOBCLASS(jobclass)
Specifies a job class value to the agent job. Each job class has a specified number of initiators. Job classes
enable manual load balancing for efficient use of system resources.

USER(userID)
Specifies the user ID the agent job runs under.

NOTE
This field is valid for Windows only

monitor_parameters for Agent Monitor JMSS_JOB
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INITIAL_CONTEXT(initial_context_factory)
Specifies the initial context factory used to create the initial context.
Limits: 1024 characters, case sensitive

CONNECTION_FACTORY(connection_factory)
Specifies the connection factory used to look up the referenced Topic or Queue.
Limits: 1024 characters, case sensitive
DEST(filename)
Specifies the output destination file.
Limits: 256 characters, case sensitive. If the file name contains delimiters, enclose the file name in single quotes.

DESTNAME(destination_name)
Specifies the JNDI name of the Topic or Queue.
Limits: 256 characters, case sensitive

TOPIC(YES|NO)
Specifies whether the agent publishes or subscribes to a Topic.
Values: YES: The agent publishes or subscribes to a Topic. NO: the agent publishes or subscribes to a Queue.

FILTER(filter_parameters)
Specifies the filter for messages from the Topic or the Queue. The system agent ignores all messages that do not
match the filter.
Limits: 1024 characters, case sensitive. If you use delimiters, enclose the value in single quotes.

JNDIUSER(JNDI_user_name)
Specifies the JNDI user name.
Limits: Case sensitive

LOCATION(url)
Specifies the URL of the Service Provider.
Limits: 1024 characters, case sensitive
url format for WebLogic:
t3://app_server_address:orb_port|7001

url format for WebSphere:
iiop://app_server_address:orb_port|2809

app_server_address
IP address or DNS name of the Application Server.

orb_port
ORB port.

JOBCLASS(jobclass)
Specifies a job class value to the agent job. Each job class has a specified number of initiators. Job classes
enable manual load balancing for efficient use of system resources.

monitor_parameters for Agent Monitor SAPE_JOB

EVENT(eventname)
Specifies the name of the SAP event to monitor.

PARM(event_parameters)
Specifies the name of the SAP event parameter.

SAPUSER(userID)
Specifies the RFC logon for the SAP system user under which the ABAP runs.
Limits: Case sensitive

SAPCLIENT(SAP_client)
Specifies the client within the SAP system.
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Limits: 3 digits
SAPLANGUAGE(SAP_language)

Specifies the language for SAP v4.5 or v4.6.
Limits: 2 alphabetic characters, case sensitive
Examples: EN=English, D=German, R=Russian
Default: SAP system language

RFCDEST(rfcdest)
Specifies the destination given in the connection properties file during installation.
Limits: Case sensitive

monitor_parameters for Agent Monitor SNPC_JOB

MIB(filename)
Specifies the name of the MIB file to monitor or trigger. If the file name contains delimiters, enclose the file name
in single quotes.

FILTER(filter_parameters)
Specifies a value that is verified against SNMP content.

USER(userID)
Specifies the user ID that the agent job runs under.

JOBCLASS(jobclass)
Specifies a job class value to the agent job. Each job class has a specified number of initiators. Job classes
enable manual load balancing for efficient use of system resources.

Example: Trigger an Event When Notified by Agent Monitor DB_MON

In the following example, the event is triggered every time agent myWindowsAgent detects that the number of rows in
table emp with a Salary value greater than 999999 has increased or decreased:

WOBTRIG DB_MON AGENT(myWindowsAgent) Mon_Type(ID) -  

Mon_Cond('Salary>999999') Table_name(emp)

 

Example: Trigger an Event When Notified by Agent Monitor DB_TRIG

In the following example, the event is triggered every time agent myWindowsAgent detects a specific Oracle database
trigger being activated. In this case the database trigger is activated when a row is inserted or updated with a ProductA
value greater than 1000:

WOBTRIG DB_TRIG Agent(myWindowsAgent)  -

  Trig_Type('INSERT or UPDATE')  -

  Trig_Cond(‘new.ProductA>1000') table_name(emp)

Example: Trigger an Event When Notified by Agent Monitor FILE_TRIGGER

In the following example, the event is triggered every time agent myWindowsAgent detects myFile.txt being updated:

WOBTRIG File_Trigger Agent(myWindowsAgent) -

  FileName(c:\myFile.txt) UPDATE

Example: Trigger an Event When Notified by Agent Monitor JMSS_JOB

In the following example, the event is triggered every time agent MyJMSAgent detects a message on the queue:
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WOBTRIG JMSS_JOB Agent(MyJMSAgent)  -

  DestName('Topic') Initial_Context('weblogic.jndi.WLInitialContextFactory')  - 

  Connection_Factory('JMSConnectionFactory') Location('t3://localhost:7001')  - 

  Topic(Yes)

Example: Trigger an Event When Notified by Agent Monitor SAPE_JOB

In the following example, the event is triggered every time agent mySAPAgent detects SAP event
EWU_PHASEN_ALL_START_CLIENT being raised:

WOBTRIG SAPE_JOB Agent(mySAPAgent) -

Event(EWA_PHASEN_ALL_START_CLIENT) Parm(prod)

Example: Trigger an Event When Notified by Agent Monitor SPC_JOB

In the following example, the event is triggered every time agent myAgentUX detects an SNMP message:

WOBTRIG SPC_JOB AGENT(myAgentUX) + 

 MULTIPLE +                              

 user(PROD) +                                 

 filter('as sysba') +                                

 MIB('jdbc:oracle:thin:@test:1521:PSDEMO')

WORKDAYS Command: Specify Workdays
The WORKDAYS command specifies the valid days for the schedule terms WORKDAYS or WORKDAY.

NOTE
The schedule terms are listed in the User Guide.

Type:

OPER command.

Authority:

Access to security profile OPER or OPERCMD.cmdname

WORKDAYS (day[,day]...)|(MON,TUE,WED,THU,FRI)

day
Specifies the workdays. Holidays are automatically excluded.
Default: Monday through Friday

NOTE
You can override the day value when you define a calendar.

Example: WORKDAYS Command

The following example shows how to specify that every day is a workday, except Saturdays:

WORKDAYS (SUN,MON,TUE,WED,THU,FRI)
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WORKMGR Command: Define Enclave Support
The WORKMGR command defines support for enclaves and connects ESP to IBM z/OS Workload Manager. The
WORKMGR command may also be defined as an initialization parameter.

NOTE
Issuing WORKMGR command without any operand displays the current setting of WORKMGR.

Type

OPER command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the WORKMGR command.

WORKMGR SUBSYSTEM_TYPE|SST(subsystemtype)

SUBSYSTEM_NAME|SSN(subsystemname) ENCLAVES|NOENCLAVES

subsystemtype
Subsystemtype specifies the type of subsystem. The default is ESP. It is not recommended to override this
default. ESP does not permit subsystem types like CICS and IMS. Other IBM subsystems are also not permitted.

subsystemname
Subsystemname specifies the name of the ESP subsystem. This is an eight-character field. The default is the
ESP subsystem ID, determined by the SUBSYS parameter in the initialization parameter data set.

ENCLAVES
Indicates support for enclaves is enabled.

NOENCLAVES
Indicates support for enclaves is disabled.

Example:

The following example uses the full statement syntax:

OPER WORKMGR SST(ESP) SSN(P520) ENCLAVES

Once ESP is connected to IBM z/OS Workload Manager, all enclaves run under the defined subsystem type and name.

Example: Disable/enable Enclaves

Once you have defined the subsystem type and the subsystem name, you can disable and enable enclaves from ESP
page mode by entering the following commands:

OPER WORKMGR NOENCLAVES

OPER WORKMGR ENCLAVES

Example: Displaying Enclaves

The following command displays the current setting of WORKMGR:

OPER WORKMGR

ESP4430I Connected to WLM, SST=ESP, SSN=P520, Enclave support enabled
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WSSCTL Command: Set Parameters and Control Message Tracing
The WSSCTL command enables you to set the values of the Workstation Server parameters and start message tracing.
Message tracing records messages that a Workstation Server receives and sends, and writes them to a sysout file.

Type:

Workstation server command

WSSCTL {SET PARMS [INTERVAL(seconds)]

                  [KEEPALIVE(seconds)]

                  [MAXCON_LOIP(connections)]

                  [MAXCON_PERIP(connections)]

                  [MAXCON_TOTAL(connections)]

                  [PROXYEXP(seconds)]

                  [RCONNINT(seconds)]

                  [RPOLLINT(seconds)]

                  [RRSPWAIT(seconds)]

                  [TCPWAIT(seconds)]

       {SET TRACE SYSOUT(class)}

       {START TRACE}

SET PARMS
Sets or changes a Workstation Server parameter

INTERVAL(seconds)
Sets the maximum time that the Workstation Server waits before performing a scoreboard scan.
Default: 5

KEEPALIVE(seconds)
Sets the keepalive time for closing inactive connections. The KEEPALIVE feature is active by default. To disable
this feature, set the value to 0.
Default: 3600
Limits: 30–14400

NOTE
The actual interval for the inactive connection time-out may slightly differ from the value of the
KEEPALIVE parameter. For more information about how the exact time is calculated, see the
documentation for the TCP_KeepAlive socket option in z/OS Communications Server: IP Programmer's
Guide and Reference.

MAXCON_LOIP(connections)
Sets the maximum number of client connections for logons in progress from a particular TCP/IP address.
Default: 2

MAXCON_PERIP(connections)
Sets the maximum number of client connections per TCP/IP address.
Default: 8

MAXCON_TOTAL(connections)
Sets the maximum number of client connections for the Workstation Server.
Default: 250

PROXYEXP(seconds)
Sets the time interval after which each proxy command task times out when waiting for a new command from the
Consolidated Workstation Server.
Default: 300
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RCONNINT(seconds)
Sets the time interval that each Consolidated Workstation Server waits before retrying to connect to a remote
Workstation Server when a connection cannot be established.
Default: 10

RPOLLINT(seconds)
Sets the time interval that the Consolidated Workstation Server waits before polling each remote Workstation
Server in its domain to test whether they are active. The Consolidated Workstation Server skips a turn for remote
Workstation Servers that send at least one message before RPOLLINT expires.
Default: 300

RRSPWAIT(seconds)
Sets the time interval after which a Consolidated Workstation Server client command times out when waiting for a
response from a remote Workstation Server.
Default: 300

TCPWAIT(seconds)
Sets the maximum time interval that each remote Workstation Server waits TCP/IP operations to complete.
Default: 30

SET TRACE
Sets Workstation Server messages tracing.

SYSOUT(class)
The sysout class of the Workstation Server message-trace print data set. This operand is rejected if the
Workstation Server started task JCL contains a TRACELOG DD statement.
If you set the class in the WSSCTL initialization parameter, you can start tracing by issuing the WSSCTL
command in the ESP client or as a z/OS modify command against the Workstation Server started task.

START TRACE
Starts Workstation Server messages tracing. If specified, precede START TRACE with an WSSCTL SET TRACE
SYSOUT(class) parameter.

Example: WSSCTL Command

WSSCTL SET PARMS INTERVAL(60)

WSSCTL SET PARMS MAXCON_LOIP(10)

WSSCTL SET PARMS MAXCON_PERIP(100)

WSSCTL SET PARMS MAXCON_TOTAL()

WSSCTL SET TRACE SYSOUT(A)

WSSCTL START TRACE

WSSCTL STOP TRACE

XCF DELETE Command: Remove Members
The XCF DELETE command removes quiesced or failed XCF members from the XCF group.

Type

XCF command

Entering commands

All XCF commands can be issued through the following:
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• Page mode, option G from the main menu
• Line mode
• z/OS MODIFY command
• ESP Workstation

XCF {DELETE|DEL} {MEMBER|M} member

member
Indicates the name of the member you want to delete from the XCF group

Example: Displaying the member to delete

The following display shows XCF member QS10S2 as quiesced:

XCF DISPLAY GROUP

 

Group=QS10 Member=QS10M3 Interval=60 TermOpt=Quiesce

Group Member System ASID Jobname SSID ESP Status

QS10  QS10M1  SYSC  0056 QS10     QS10 Shadow  Active

QS10  QS10M3  SYSA  009B QS10SHAD QS10 Master  Active

QS10  QS10M5  SYSC  0041 QS10SMC  QS10 Shadow  Active

QS10  QS10S   SYSA  009F QS10S    QS1S Proxy   Active

QS10  QS10S2  SYSC  0046 QS10S2   QS12 Proxy Quiesced

Example: Issuing the DELETE command

The following example shows removing XCF member QS10S2:

XCF DELETE MEMBER QS10S2

 

ESP4234I XCF member QS10S2 deleted, Group=QS10

Example: Confirming the member is deleted

The following example shows the XCF group with the quiesced member removed:

XCF DISPLAY GROUP

 

Group=QS10 Member=QS10M3 Interval=60 TermOpt=Quiesce

Group Member System ASID Jobname SSID ESP Status

QS10  QS10M1  SYSC  0056 QS10     QS10 Shadow  Active

QS10  QS10M3  SYSA  009B QS10SHAD QS10 Master  Active

QS10  QS10M5  SYSC  0041 QS10SMC  QS10 Shadow  Active

QS10  QS10S   SYSA  009F QS10S    QS1S Proxy   Active

XCF DISPLAY Command: View XCF Attributes
The XCF DISPLAY command views system attributes of your XCF group.

Type
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XCF command

Entering commands

All XCF commands can be issued through the following:

• Page mode, option G from the main menu
• Line mode
• z/OS MODIFY command
• ESP Workstation

XCF {DISPLAY|D} {ACTIVE|A}

                {GROUP|G}

                {SERVICE|S}

                {SYSTEM|SYS}

                {TRACE|TR}

                {MC|M}

ACTIVE
Displays the active XCF service listener on the master and the connection.

GROUP
Displays the status of your XCF group and its members.

SERVICE
Displays the status of the XCF services in the group.

SYSTEM
Displays all systems in the sysplex.

TRACE
Displays the status of the trace log.

MC
Displays two additional fields, MC (must-complete count) and HMK (must-complete high mark), in the response
for XCF connections.

Example: Display active

The following example shows the short form of the DISPLAY ACTIVE command when entered from the master:

XCF D A

 

Group=QS10, Member=QS10M

Partner Service Status Connection

Listener         DSTRIG   Active

Listener         ROUTING  Active

Listener         SCOREBD  Active

Listener         TRACKING Active

QS10S            DSTRIG   Active  1,49

QS10S            ROUTING  Active  3,50

QS10S            SCOREBD  Active  6,51

QS10S            TRACKING Active  7,52

QS10S2           DSTRIG   Active  2,48

QS10S2           ROUTING  Active  4,49
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QS10S2           SCOREBD  Active  5,50

QS10S2           TRACKING Active  8,51

The following example shows the DISPLAY ACTIVE command when entered from a proxy:

XCF D A

 

Group=QS10, Member=QS10S

Partner Service Status Connection

QS10M3           DSTRIG   Active  49,1

QS10M3           ROUTING  Active  50,3

QS10M3           SCOREBD  Active  51,6

QS10M3           TRACKING Active  52,7

Example: Display group

The following example shows the short form of the DISPLAY GROUP command when entered from the master:

XCF D G

 

Group=QS10 Member=QS10M3 Interval=60 TermOpt=Quiesce

Group Member System ASID Jobname SSID ESP Status

QS10  QS10M1  SYSC  0056 QS10     QS10 Master  Active

QS10  QS10M3  SYSA  009B QS10SHAD QS10 Shadow  Active

QS10  QS10M5  SYSC  0041 QS10SMC  QS10 Shadow  Active

QS10  QS10S   SYSA  009F QS10S    QS1S Proxy   Active

QS10  QS10S2  SYSC  0046 QS10S2   QS12 Proxy   Active

The following example shows the DISPLAY GROUP command when entered from a proxy:

XCF D G

 

Group=QS10 Member=QS10S Interval=45 TermOpt=Quiesce

Group Member System ASID Jobname SSID ESP Status

QS10  QS10M1  SYSC  0056 QS10     QS10 Master  Active

QS10  QS10M3  SYSA  009B QS10SHAD QS10 Shadow  Active

QS10  QS10M5  SYSC  0041 QS10SMC  QS10 Shadow  Active

QS10  QS10S   SYSA  009F QS10S    QS1S Proxy   Active

QS10  QS10S2  SYSC  0046 QS10S2   QS12 Proxy   Active

Example: Display service

The following example shows the short form of the DISPLAY SERVICE command when entered from the master:

XCF D S
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Service Status Group Member Susp

DSTRIG    Active   QS10     QS10M      120

ROUTING   Active   QS10     QS10M      120

SCOREBD   Active   QS10     QS10M      120

TRACKING  Active   QS10     QS10M      120

 

The following example shows the DISPLAY SERVICE command when entered from a proxy:

XCF D S

 

Service Status Group Member Susp

DSTRIG    Active   QS10     QS10S     120

ROUTING   Active   QS10     QS10S     100

SCOREBD   Active   QS10     QS10S     120

TRACKING  Active   QS10     QS10S     100

Example: Display system

The following example shows the short form of the DISPLAY SYSTEM command:

XCF D SYS

 

Sysplex=SYSAPLEX, System=SYSA

System Status Interval

SYSA     Active           85

SYSC     Active           85

Example: Display trace

The following example shows the short form of the DISPLAY TRACE command:

XCF D TR

Example: Display the Must-Complete Count

The following example shows the must-complete count (MC) column and the must-complete high mark (HMK) column in
the response for XCF connections.

 XCF D A M

 Group=ESP, Member=ESPMCA11

 Partner          Service  Status  Connection  MC HMK

 Listener         DSTRIG   Active  1

 Listener         ROUTING  Active  2

 Listener         SCOREBD  Active  3

 Listener         TRACKING Active  4

 ESPPCA11         DSTRIG   Active  5,1          0   0

 ESPPCA11         ROUTING  Active  6,2          0   0

 ESPPCA11         SCOREBD  Active  7,3          0   0
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 ESPPCA11         TRACKING Active  8,4          0   1

XCF FORCE Command: Terminate Active Members
The XCF FORCE command terminates an active XCF member abnormally with code S00C.

Type

XCF command

Entering commands

All XCF commands can be issued through the following:

• Page mode, option G from the main menu
• Line mode
• z/OS MODIFY command
• ESP Workstation

XCF FORCE {MEMBER|M} member

member
Indicates the name of the member you want to terminate.

Example: Show active members

The following display shows member D522 as active:

XCF DISPLAY GROUP

 

Group=D520, Member=D521, TermOpt=Quiesce

Group Member System ASID Jobname SSID ESP Status

D520  D521   SYSA  0081  D521    D521  Master  Active

D520  D522   SYSA  007D  D522    D522  Proxy   Active

Example: Remove XCF member

The following example shows removing XCF member D522:

XCF FORCE MEMBER D522

 

ESP4232I XCF member D522 forced, Group=D520

Example: Show XCF group with forced member

The following display shows the XCF group with the forced member:

XCF DISPLAY GROUP

 

Group=D520, Member=D521, TermOpt=Quiesce

Group Member System ASID Jobname SSID ESP Status

D520  D521   SYSA    0081 D521     D521 Master  Active
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D520  D522   SYSA    007D D522     D522 Proxy   Failed

Example: Remove forced member from a group

The following example shows using the DELETE command to remove the forced member (D522) from the group:

XCF DELETE MEMBER D522

 

ESP4234I XCF member D522 deleted, Group=D520

Example: Displays remaining members of a group

The following example shows the remaining members in the group:

XCF DISPLAY GROUP

 

Group=D520, Member=D521, TermOpt=Quiesce

Group Member System ASID Jobname SSID ESP Status

D520  D521   SYSA    0081 D521     D521 Master  Active

XCF HELP Command: List XCF Commands
The XCF HELP command displays the list of available XCF commands.

Type

XCF command

Entering commands

All XCF commands can be issued through the following:

• Page mode, option G from the main menu
• Line mode
• z/OS MODIFY command
• CA WA Workstation ESP Edition

XCF {HELP|H|?}

Example: HELP command

The following example shows the response from the XCF HELP command:

XCF Command Options

DELETE|DEL MEMBER|MEM|M member

DISPLAY|D ACTIVITY|ACTIVE|ACT|A

DISPLAY|D GROUPS|GROUP|GR|G

DISPLAY|D SERVICES|SERVICE|SERV|S

DISPLAY|D SYSTEMS|SYSTEM|SYS

DISPLAY|D TRACE|TR

FORCE MEMBER|MEM|M member

HELP|H|?

PURGE|PG CONNECTION|CON connection
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PURGE|PG SERVICE|SERV|S service

RESTART|RES|RS|SPIN|SP TRACE|TR

SET|T INTERVAL|INT interval

SET|T MEMBER|MEM|M member MASTER|M

SET|T SERVICE|SERV|S service SUSPEND|S(seconds)

SET|T TERMOPT|TO LEAVE|L|QUIESCE|Q

SET|T TRACE|TR SYSOUT|S(class)

START|S SERVICE|SERV|S service

START|S TRACE|TR

STOP|P GROUP|GR|G

STOP|P MEMBER|MEM|M(member)

STOP|P SERVICE|SERV|S service

STOP|P TRACE|TR

VERIFY|VER MEMBER|MEM|M member

XCF PURGE Command: Terminate and Restart XCF Services
The XCF PURGE command terminates and restarts an XCF service.

Type

XCF command

Entering commands

All XCF commands can be issued through the following:

• Page mode, option G from the main menu
• Line mode
• z/OS MODIFY command
• ESP Workstation

XCF {PURGE|PG} {SERVICE|SERV|S} service

               {CONNECTION|CON} connection

SERVICE
Specifies a service function in the XCF group.

service
Indicates the name of the ESP XCF service you want to terminate and restart.

CONNECTION
Specifies a connection number of the listener.

connection
Indicates the connection number of the listener on the master.

Example: Displaying the XCF group

The following example shows the status of the XCF group:

XCF DISPLAY ACTIVE

Group=D520, Member=D521

Partner Service Status Connection
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Listener         TRACKING Active

Listener         DSTRIG   Active

D522             TRACKING Active  6,10

D522             DSTRIG   Active  7,11

Example: Purging a service

The following example shows purging an ESP XCF service:

XCF PURGE SERVICE TRACKING

ESP4221I Listener and 1 connection purged, Service=TRACKING, Group=D520, Member=D521

Example: Display status after service was purged

The following example shows the status of the XCF group after the TRACKING service has been purged. Note how the
TRACKING service has been restarted with a new connection.

XCF DISPLAY ACTIVE

Group=D520, Member=D521

Partner Service Status Connection

Listener         DSTRIG   Active

Listener         TRACKING Active

D522             DSTRIG   Active  7,11

D522             TRACKING Active  8,12

Example: Purging a connection

The following example shows purging a connection:

XCF PURGE CONNECTION 3

ESP4225I Connection 3 purged

XCF SET MEMBER Command: Instruct Shadow Manager
The XCF SET MEMBER command manually instructs a shadow manager to take over as the master. Use this command
when there are no shadow goals defined in your initialization parameters. XCF SET MEMBER is valid only on a shadow
manager.

Type

ESP WA High Availability command

XCF {SET|T} {MEMBER|MEM|M} member MASTER|M

MEMBER member
Name of the target shadow manager that you want to control the workload.

MASTER
Sets the specified member as the master to take over the workload.

NOTE

Related information

For more information on shadow manager, see the Installation and Configuration Guide.
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Example:

In this example, the master (ESPM) is stopped or terminated abnormally and the shadow manager (ESPS) takes over:

XCF SET MEMBER ESPS MASTER

XCF SET SERVICE Command: Specify Fixed Intervals
The XCF SET SERVICE command specifies a time-out interval for XCF service sends-and-receive acknowledgements.
XCF SET SERVICE can also be used to specify a wait-time after which an XCF service restarts following a suspension.
XCF SET SERVICE can also be defined in the initialization parameters. For more information, see the Installation and
Configuration Guide.

XCF SET|T SERVICE TRACKING|DSTRIG|ROUTING|SCOREBD

    [TIMER(timer)] [SUSPEND(time)]

TRACKING
Enables job tracking records to be transmitted to the master from a proxy through XCF.

DSTRIG
Enables data set triggering records to be transmitted to the master from a proxy through XCF

ROUTING
Enables users to connect to a proxy on any system in the sysplex, and route commands to the master

NOTE
ROUTING requires ESP WA High Availability or ESP WA Service Governor.

SCOREBD
Enables users to connect to a proxy on any system in the sysplex, and view the CSF and Application Monitor
scoreboards and receive subsequent updates

NOTE
SCOREBD requires ESP WA High Availability or ESP WA Service Governor.

TIMER(timer)
Specifies a time length after which an XCF operation (XCF SEND or XCF RECEIVE ACK [acknowledgement])
times out. The time-out interval must be either 0 or a number between 30 and 1800 (seconds). A value of 0
indicates the default XCF time-out values apply. Usually, the default time-out value is 60 (seconds), but in some
instances it can be higher.

SUSPEND(time)
Specifies a time length that an XCF service waits before restarting after the XCF service has been suspended.
The wait-time is between 0 and 3600 (seconds). The default suspend time for an XCF service is 60 seconds (one
minute). If the value is set to 0 and an XCF service is suspended, it will be for an indefinite period of time, until it is
manually started or stopped with an XCF START SERVICE or XCF STOP SERVICE command.

While an XCF service is suspended, it is possible to issue the XCF STOP and XCF START commands manually. If a
manual command is issued on a suspended XCF service, it will not be automatically resumed.

The TIMER and SUSPEND operands are optional. If you do not specify either operand, the command response displays
the TIMER and SUSPEND values for the specified XCF service.

NOTE

Related information

For more information about all the XCF services, see the User Guide.
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XCF SET TERMOPT Command: Preset Member Status Upon Termination
The XCF SET TERMOPT command presets the status the XCF member will have in the XCF group when it terminates
normally.

Type

XCF command

Entering commands

All XCF commands can be issued through the following:

• Page mode, option G from the main menu
• Line mode
• z/OS MODIFY command
• ESP Workstation

XCF {SET|T} {TERMOPT|TO} {LEAVE|L}

                         {QUIESCE|Q}

TERMOPT
Presets the status the XCF member has when it terminates normally. Issue from the XCF member you are logged
onto or previously defined in the SYSPLEX initialization parameter.

LEAVE
LEAVE is the default for an XCF local configuration. LEAVE tells the XCF member to enter a LEAVE state when it
terminates normally from the XCF group. LEAVE means a member goes into an undefined state, and no record of
its existence is maintained by XCF.
If QUIESCE and LEAVE are omitted and the local system (z/OS image) is a member of a sysplex (for example,
uses a coupling data set), QUIESCE is the default. If the local z/OS system is not a member of a sysplex (for
example, IEASYSnn member specifies PLEXCFG=XCFLOCAL), LEAVE takes effect unconditionally.

QUIESCE
QUIESCE is the default for a sysplex configuration. QUIESCE tells the XCF member to enter a Quiesced state
when it terminates normally. A Quiesced XCF member is disassociated from XCF services, but XCF retains a
record of its existence. Quiesced members of an XCF group are included in the response to the command XCF
DISPLAY GROUP.

NOTE

Related information

For more information on the SYSPLEX initialization parameter, see the Installation and Configuration Guide.

For more information on ESP and XCF, see the User Guide.

Example: SET TERMOPT command

The following example shows setting an XCF member to terminate with a Quiesced state using the short form of the SET
TERMOPT command:

XCF T TO Q

 

ESP4242I XCF TERMOPT set to QUIESCE, Group=D520, Member=D521

Example: TERMOPT in the SYSPLEX statement
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The following example shows setting an XCF member to terminate with a Quiesced state using the TERMOPT operand in
the SYSPLEX initialization parameter:

SYSPLEX GROUP(D520) MEMBER(D521) TERMOPT(QUIESCE)

XCF SET TRACE Command: Specify XCF Trace Parameters
The XCF SET TRACE command specifies the parameters for the XCF trace facility. XCF tracing is normally used at the
request of Broadcom Support to diagnose an XCF problem. XCF SET TRACE can be coded in the initialization parameter
data set or entered on the fly when trace data is required. We recommend you put XCF SET TRACE in your initialization
parameter data set.

Type:

XCF command

All XCF commands can be issued in the following ways:

• Page mode, option G from the main menu
• Line mode
• z/OS MODIFY command
• ESP Workstation

XCF {SET|T} {TRACE|TR} {SYSOUT|S}(class)

                       [{MEMBER|ME}(member)|{ALLMEMBERS|ALLM}]

                       [{SERVICE|SE}(service)|{ALLSERVICES|ALLS}]

                       [{REQUESTS|R}|{NOREQUESTS|NOR}]

                       [{MSGEVENTS|MS}|{NOMSGEVENTS|NOM}]

                       [{GRPEVENTS|G}|{NOGRPEVENTS|NOG}]

                       [{SYSEVENTS|SYSE}|{NOSYSEVENTS|NOS}]

                       [{DATA|D}|{NODATA|NOD}}]

                       [{MCTHRESHOLD|MC}(threshold)]

SYSOUT(class)
Indicates an output class for sysout

MEMBER(member)
Requests tracing for the specified XCF group member only.

ALLMEMBERS
Requests tracing for all XCF group members.

SERVICE(service)
Requests tracing for the specified XCF service only. The only valid XCF services are: TRACKING, DSTRIG,
ROUTING, and SCOREBD. The ROUTING and SCOREBD are only valid if the following are enabled: ESP WA
High Availability or ESP WA Service Governor.

ALLSERVICES
Requests tracing for all XCF services.

REQUESTS
Requests tracing of all XCF API calls (IXCJOIN, IXCLEAVE, IXCMSGI, IXCMSGO, IXCQUERY, IXCSETUS etc.)
if the XCF TRACE DATA option is active. Also requests tracing of all XCF API calls except for data transfers
(IXCMSGO Send, IXCMSGO Send Response, and IXCMSGI) if the XCF TRACE DATA option is not active.

NOREQUESTS
Requests no XCF tracing of "IXCMSGO Send", "IXCMSGO Send Response", and "IXCMSGI" XCF API calls.
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MSGEVENTS
Requests tracing of XCF message events, provided the XCF SET TRACE DATA options is active.

NOMSGEVENTS
Requests no tracing of XCF message events.

GRPEVENTS
Requests tracing of XCF group events.

NOGRPEVENTS
Requests no tracing of XCF group events.

SYSEVENTS
Requests tracing of XCF system events.

NOSYSEVENTS
Requests no tracing of XCF system events.

DATA
Requests tracing of "IXCMSGO Send", "IXCMSGO Send Response", and "IXCMSGI" XCF API calls, provided the
XCF SET TRACE "REQUESTS" options is active. Also requests tracing of XCF message events, provided the
XCF SET TRACE "MSGEVENTS" option is active.

NODATA
Requests no tracing of "IXCMSGO Send", "IXCMSGO Send Response", and "IXCMSGI" XCF API calls, and no
tracing of XCF message events.

MCTHRESHOLD(threshold)
Requests XCF tracing of must-complete XCF Sends and XCF Receives that result in an XCF connection must-
complete count being incremented to the specified threshold value or higher. Also requests XCF tracing of must-
complete XCF Send responses and XCF Receive responses that result in the XCF connection must-complete
count being decremented from the specified.

NOTE

Related Information

For more information about the XCF Trace facility, see the User Guide.

Example: Set trace data

The following example shows the short form of the SET TRACE command to set trace data to a sysout class of X:

XCF T TR S(X)

XCF SPIN TRACE Command: Spool Trace Data
The XCF SPIN TRACE command spools trace data from the current trace file to output and starts a new trace file. This
command is used when the trace file is started upon initialization of the subsystem and kept running for the duration of the
subsystem session.

Type

XCF command

Entering commands

All XCF commands can be issued through the following:
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• Page mode, option G from the main menu
• Line mode
• z/OS MODIFY command
• ESP Workstation

XCF {RESTART|RES|RS|SPIN|SP} {TRACE|TR}

SPIN
Sends trace data to output and starts a new trace file.

TRACE
Indicates XCF Trace facility

NOTE

Related information

For more information about the XCF Trace facility, see the User Guide.

Example: Short form of SPIN TRACE

The following example shows the short form of the SPIN TRACE command:

XCF SP TR

XCF START SERVICE Command: Restart XCF Services
The XCF START SERVICE command restarts an XCF service dynamically after it has been stopped.

Type

XCF command

Entering commands

All XCF commands can be issued through the following:

• Page mode, option G from the main menu
• Line mode
• z/OS MODIFY command
• ESP Workstation

XCF {START|S} {SERVICE|SERV|S} [TRACKING]

                               [DSTRIG]

                               [ROUTING]

                               [SCOREBD]

XCF START
Enables the XCF connection for the specified XCF service.

XCF services are registered and activated with the XCF START SERVICE initialization parameters. To enable the XCF
connection, the XCF START SERVICE initialization parameters must be coded in the initialization parameter data set.

TRACKING, DSTRIG, ROUTING, and SCOREBD are services that can be restarted using the XCF START SERVICE
command.
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NOTE

Related information

For more information on XCF services, see the User Guide.

XCF START TRACE Command: Initialize/Activate Trace Files
The XCF START TRACE command initializes and activates the XCF trace file. The XCF START TRACE initialization
parameter can be coded after the XCF SET TRACE initialization parameter in the initialization parameter data set if you
want to start the trace file upon initialization of the subsystem. Otherwise, the XCF START TRACE command is entered
on the fly when you need to capture data.

Type

XCF command

Entering commands

All XCF commands can be issued through the following:

• Page mode, option G from the main menu
• Line mode
• z/OS MODIFY command
• ESP Workstation

XCF {START|S} {TRACE|TR}

TRACE
Indicates XCF Trace facility.

 

NOTE

Related information

For more information about the XCF, see the User Guide.

TRACKING, DSTRIG, ROUTING, and SCORBED are services that can be restarted using the XCF START
SERVICE command.

Example: Short form of the START TRACE command

The following example shows the short form of the START TRACE command:

XCF S TR

XCF STOP GROUP Command: Stop All XCF Group Members
The XCF STOP GROUP command stops all the XCF members in the XCF group.

Type

XCF command

Entering commands

All XCF commands can be issued through the following:
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• Page mode, option G from the main menu
• Line mode
• z/OS MODIFY command
• ESP Workstation

XCF {STOP|P} {GROUP|G}

GROUP
Indicates the XCF group the command was issued from.

XCF STOP MEMBER Command: Stop XCF Members
The XCF STOP MEMBER command stops an XCF member.

Type

XCF command

Entering commands

All XCF commands can be issued through the following:

• Page mode, option G from the main menu
• Line mode
• z/OS MODIFY command
• ESP Workstation

XCF {STOP|P} {MEMBER|M} member

member
Indicates the name of the subsystem you are targeting.

Example:

The following example shows the short form of the XCF STOP MEMBER command:

XCF P M D523

ESP4231E XCF member D523 stopped, Group=D520

XCF STOP SERVICE Command: Stop XCF Services
The XCF STOP SERVICE command stops an XCF service.

Type

XCF command

Entering commands

All XCF commands can be issued through the following:

• Page mode, option G from the main menu
• Line mode
• z/OS MODIFY command
• ESP Workstation
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XCF {STOP|P} {SERVICE|SERV|S} service

service
Indicates the name of the service you want to stop.

 

NOTE

Related information

For more information on XCF services, see the User Guide.

Example: Short form of the STOP SERVICE command

The following example shows the short form of the XCF STOP SERVICE command:

XCF P S TRACKING

 

ESP4220I XCF service TRACKING stopped, Group=D520, Member=D521

XCF STOP TRACE Command: Stop Trace File
The XCF STOP TRACE command stops the trace file after data has been captured and spools the captured data to the
preset sysout class specified by the XCF SET TRACE command.

Type

XCF command

Entering commands

All XCF commands can be issued through the following:

• Page mode, option G from the main menu
• Line mode
• z/OS MODIFY command
• ESP Workstation

XCF {STOP|P} {TRACE|TR}

TRACE
Indicates XCF Trace facility.

 

NOTE

Related information

For more information about the XCF Trace facility, see the User Guide.

Example: Short form of the STOP TRACE command

The following example shows the short form of the XCF STOP TRACE command:

XCF P TR
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XCF VERIFY Command: Verify Two XCF Members
The XCF VERIFY command verifies that two XCF members have the same view of what their connections are. VERIFY is
typically used after a PURGE command has been executed on a service or a connection.

Type

XCF command

Entering commands

All XCF commands can be issued through the following:

• Page mode, option G from the main menu
• Line mode
• z/OS MODIFY command
• ESP Workstation

XCF {VERIFY|VER} {MEMBER|M} member

member
Indicates the name of the subsystem you are targeting.

Example: Short form of the VERIFY command

The following example shows the short form of the XCF VERIFY command:

XCF VER M D522

 

ESP4243I Verify request transmitted to XCF member D522, Group=D520.

XDAB Command: Trace VSAM I/O Events
The XDAB command traces VSAM I/O events and sends the trace data to a sysout data set. 

NOTE
XDAB is a diagnostic tool and should not be used under normal operating conditions.

 Type

Oper command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the XDAB command.

XDAB SET|T TRACE|TR

     [SYSOUT(class)]|[LOGTRACE]

     [ASYNC|ALL]

     [LOCK|NOLOCK]

     [RESERVE|NORESERVE]

 

XDAB {START|S}

     {STOP|P}

     {RESTART|RES|RS|SPIN|SP}

     {DISPLAY|D}

     TRACE|TR
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XDAB HELP|H|?

SYSOUT(class)
Send VSAM I/O trace data to a sysout data set with DDNAME DABTRACE and class specified by class.

LOGTRACE
Send VSAM I/O trace data to a sysout data set with DDNAME LOGTRACE. The trace data is consolidated with
certain other trace data. For details, see the LOGTRACE command.

ASYNC
Include only asynchronous VSAM I/Os in the trace data.

ALL
Include asynchronous and synchronous VSAM I/Os in the trace data.

LOCK
Include internal VSAM data set locking and unlocking events in the trace data

NOLOCK
Exclude internal VSAM data set locking and unlocking events from the trace data

RESERVE
Include VSAM data set cross-system serialization events in the trace data

NORESERVE
Exclude VSAM data set cross-system serialization events from the trace data

START|S
Start VSAM I/O tracing

STOP|P
Stop VSAM I/O tracing

RESTART|RES|RS|SPIN|SP
Stop and restart VSAM I/O tracing

DISPLAY|D
Display the current XDAB status

HELP|H|?
Display XDAB command operands

Setting up the trace

Before you can start the trace, you must set it up by issuing XDAB with at least the SYSOUT or LOGTRACE operands.

If you issue XDAB with the LOGTRACE operand, you must also set up trace data consolidation. For details, see the
LOGTRACE command.

Starting trace data consolidation

If you specified operand LOGTRACE, note that data for the XDAB trace is not generated and is not consolidated with data
from other traces until you start the XDAB trace and start trace consolidation. For details on trace consolidation, see the
LOGTRACE command.

Displaying trace settings

Issue XDAB SET TRACE alone to display the current settings for XDAB tracing.

Asynchronous I/Os

Some VSAM data set I/Os, such as JOBINDEX file I/Os, are asynchronous for performance reasons. The ESP main task
is not suspended when a wait is required for an asynchronous I/O completion.
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NOTE

Related information

• The LOGTRACE command
• The XDAB initialization parameter in the Initialization and Configuration Guide.

Example: Display the current settings for XDAB tracing

The following two examples display XDAB trace settings.

XDAB DISPLAY TRACE

XDAB D TR

Example: Set the sysout class for XDAB trace data

The following example specifies that trace data goes to DDNAME DABTRACE with the sysout class set to A.

XDAB SET TRACE SYSOUT(A)

Example: Consolidate XDAB trace data with other trace data

The following example specifies that trace data goes to DDNAME LOGTRACE and is consolidated with certain other trace
data.

XDAB SET TRACE LOGTRACE

Example: Filter XDAB trace data

The following example limits the trace data to asynchronous VSAM I/Os and includes VSAM data set cross-system
serialization events in the trace.

XDAB SET TRACE ASYNC RESERVE

Example: Controlling the XDAB trace

The following example starts the XDAB trace

XDAB START TRACE

The following example restarts the XDAB trace

XDAB SP TRACE

Example: Getting help

The following example displays the operands for the XDAB command

XDAB ?

XFRB Command: Trace Slot I/O Events
The XFRB command traces slot I/O events and sends the trace data to a sysout data set. 

NOTE
XFRB is a diagnostic tool and should not be used under normal operating conditions.
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Type

Oper command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the XFRB command.

XFRB SET|T TRACE|TR

     [SYSOUT(class)]|[LOGTRACE]

     [ASYNC|ALL]

     [LOCK|NOLOCK]

     [RESERVE|NORESERVE]

 

XFRB {START|S}

     {STOP|P}

     {RESTART|RES|RS|SPIN|SP}

     {DISPLAY|D}

     TRACE|TR

 

XFRB HELP|H|?

SYSOUT(class)
Send slot I/O trace data to a sysout data set with DDNAME FRBTRACE and class specified by class.

LOGTRACE
Send slot I/O trace data to a sysout data set with DDNAME LOGTRACE. The trace data is consolidated with
certain other trace data. For details, see the LOGTRACE command.

ASYNC
Include only asynchronous slot I/Os in the trace data

ALL
Include asynchronous and synchronous slot I/Os in the trace data

LOCK
Include internal slot data set locking and unlocking events in the trace data

NOLOCK
Exclude internal slot data set locking and unlocking events from the trace data

RESERVE
Include slot data set cross-system serialization events in the trace data

NORESERVE
Exclude slot data set cross-system serialization events from the trace data

START|S
Start slot I/O tracing

STOP|P
Stop slot I/O tracing

RESTART|RES|RS|SPIN|SP
Stop and restart slot I/O tracing

DISPLAY|D
Display the current XFRB status

HELP|H|?
Display XFRB command operands
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Setting up the trace

Before you can start the trace, you must set it up by issuing XFRB with at least the SYSOUT or LOGTRACE operands.

If you issue XFRB with the LOGTRACE operand, you must also set up trace data consolidation. For details, see the
LOGTRACE command.

Starting trace data consolidation

If you specified operand LOGTRACE, note that data for the XFRB trace is not generated and is not consolidated with data
from other traces until you start the XFRB trace and start trace consolidation. For details on trace consolidation, see the
LOGTRACE command.

Displaying trace settings

Issue XFRB SET TRACE alone to display the current settings for XFRB tracing.

Asynchronous I/Os

Some slot data set I/Os, such as TRAKFILE I/Os, are asynchronous for performance reasons. The ESP main task is not
suspended when a wait is required for an asynchronous I/O completion.

NOTE

Related information

• The LOGTRACE command.
• The XFRB initialization parameter in the Initialization and Configuration Guide.

Example: Display the current settings for XFRB tracing

The following two examples display XFRB trace settings.

XFRB DISPLAY TRACE

XFRB D TR

Example: Set the sysout class for XFRB trace data

The following example specifies that trace data goes to DDNAME FRBTRACE with the sysout class set to A.

XFRB SET TRACE SYSOUT(A)

Example: Consolidate XDAB trace data with other trace data

The following example specifies that trace data goes to DDNAME LOGTRACE and is consolidated with certain other trace
data.

XFRB SET TRACE LOGTRACE

Example: Filter XFRB trace data

The following example limits the trace data to asynchronous slot I/Os and includes slot data set cross-system serialization
events in the trace.

XFRB SET TRACE ASYNC RESERVE

Example: Controlling the XFRB trace

The following example starts the XFRB trace
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XFRB START TRACE

The following example restarts the XFRB trace

XFRB SP TRACE

Example: Getting help

The following example displays the operands for the XFRB command

XFRB ?

 

 

XMITMDL Command: Identify Tracking Models to Transmit
The XMITMDL command tells ESP which tracking models are to be transmitted, and to which node.

Type

Oper command

Authority

You require OPER authority to issue the XMITMDL command.

XMITMDL [LIST

         |ADD MODEL(modelname[,modelname]...)

             {[NETNODE(netnode[,netnode]...)]

              [NODE(nodeid[,nodeid]...)]

             }

         |DELETE {[MODEL(modelname[,modelname]...)]

                  [NETNODE(netnode[,netnode]...)]

                  [NODE(nodeid[,nodeid]...)]

                 }

        ]

LIST
Lists specifications of transmitted tracking data. This is the default.

ADD
Adds specifications to the list of transmitted tracking data.

DELETE
Deletes specifications to the list of transmitted tracking data.

MODEL(modelname)
Specifies the name of tracking model, associated with the jobs, for which data is to be transmitted. Wildcard
characters can be used to signify a group of tracking models. Multiple tracking models can be specified.

NETNODE(netnode)
Specifies a destination network node for the internodal tracking model and indicates that the internodal tracking
model is managed by Network Delivery Services (NDS). The specified destinations must correspond to the
NETNODE operand of a NETDEST initialization parameter in the LOADNET initialization data set.
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NODE(nodeid)
For NJE, this is the logical identifier of each node to receive tracking data (as identified on the ISCXMTR
statement); for LU6.2, this is the application name of the target TP Server. Multiple nodes can be specified.

NOTE
NODE is invalid if ISCOPT NETWORK is coded in your initialization parameters.

XMITMDL must be issued from a master ESP system.

Example: List

To display cross-system tracking models:

OPER XMITMDL LIST

Example: Add

To identify that all tracking data for model XSYS be sent to ESP_SYSTEM_A, where this is the application name of the
target TP Server, specify:

XMITMDL ADD MODEL(XSYS) NODE(ESP_SYSTEM_A)

To identify that tracking data for tracking models whose names begin with the characters PR or SYS be sent to the node
with the logical identifier of N2 (where NJE is used for internodal tracking):

XMITMDL ADD MODEL(PR-,SYS-) NODE(N2)

To identify that all tracking data be sent to the node with the logical identifier N1 (where NJE is used for internodal
tracking):

XMITMDL ADD MODEL(-) NODE(N1)

To identify that data for the tracking model XSYSTEMS be sent to the node ESPM_CHICAGO using NDS.

XMITMDL ADD MODEL(XSYSTEMS) NETNODE(ESPM_CHICAGO)

To identify that data for the tracking model XSYSTEMS and tracking models with names beginning with abc be sent to the
nodes master1, master2, master3, and master4 using NDS.

XMITMDL ADD MODEL(XSYSTEMS,abc-) +

            NETNODE(master1,master2,master3,master4)

Example: Delete (using the previous example as a base)

To remove tracking model ABCDE.

XMITMDL DELETE MODEL(ABCDE)

To remove node master4 from receiving tracking information from model XSYSTEMS. Note that the model XSYSTEMS is
not deleted. It would be deleted if master4 was the last node associated with XSYSTEMS.

XMITMDL DELETE MODEL(XSYSTEMS) NETNODE(master4)
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NOTE
In this specific case, do not use XMITMDL DELETE NETNODE(master4) because it would also remove node
master4 from receiving tracking information from models with names beginning with abc.

Initialization Parameters
Initialization parameters set the conditions under which ESP runs, and they are read during ESP startup. For more
information about how initialization parameters work, see Using Initialization Parameters.

ACF2EXIT: Identify CA ACF2 MUSASS
Purpose

The ACF2EXIT initialization parameter requests that a CA ACF2 MUSASS initialization exit be invoked.

Where defined

Master

Syntax

ACF2EXIT exitname

Operand Description
exitname The name of the initialization exit load module or IEFBR14

Example

The following example requests that a null CA ACF2 initialization exit be invoked:

ACF2EXIT IEFBR14

AGENT: Define Agent
The AGENT initialization parameter defines an agent to ESP.

Where defined: Master, AGENTDEF data set

NOTE
With this version of AGENT, code the LOADAGDF Command: Load Agent Definition or issue the LOADAGDF
command. There is also an AGENT OPER command to manage agent definitions.

This initialization parameter has the following format:

AGENT name

      ADDRESS(address)

      PORT(port) 

      [TCPIP|APPC]

      [PREFIXING(1) | PREFIXING(2) | PREFIXING]

      [PLATFORM]  

      [FAILOVER]

      [ASCII|EBCDIC]

      [UALIAS|NOALIAS]

      [ENCRYPT

       ENCRYPT KEYNAME(keyname) |
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       ENCRYPT KEYNAME[(*)] |

       ENCRYPT(X'key') |

       NOENCRYPT]

      [RETRYINTERVAL(nnnnnn|12000)]

ADDRESS(address)
Specifies the IP address or DNS host name of the system on which the agent runs. Both IPv4 or IPv6 addresses
are supported.
Limits: Maximum 100 characters.

TCPIP|APPC
TCPIP

The network protocol that is used to connect to the agent. This is the default.
APPC

The network protocol that is used to connect to the agent.
PREFIXING(1) | PREFIXING(2) | PREFIXING

Specifies the prefix level for agent communications.
PREFIXING(1)

Can only be specified for the agent that does not use encryption.
PREFIXING(2)

OR PREFIXING
Used by default if nothing is specified.

NOTE
The following options are accepted but ignored: NOPREFIXING and PREFIXING(0)

ASCII|EBCDIC
(Optional) Specifies the character set used by hosts the agent runs on.
ASCII

Specifies that the agent runs on hosts that use the ASCII character set. This operand is the default.
EBCDIC

Specifies that the agent runs on hosts that use the EBCDIC character set.
UALIAS|NOALIAS

(Optional) Specifies the method that ESP uses to send requests to retrieve spool file data from agents. This
operand is only available for NT and UNIX job types.
UALIAS

An agent alias is used to send the requests to retrieve the spool file data from agents. Use this method for
agents that write the output to shared storage. This option is the default.

NOALIAS
An agent name is used to send the requests to retrieve the spool file data from agents.  The request is
sent to the agent that executed the job that the spool file data is for. Use this method for agents that write
the output to a local spool file.

ENCRYPT
(Optional) Specifies that communication between ESP and the specified agent is encrypted. If ENCRYPT is
specified without a key, the agent uses the key that is specified in the previous ENCRYPT initialization parameter
in the AGENTDEF data set.
Here are the operands that you can add to ENCRYPT:
KEYNAME(keyname) or KEYNAME[(*)]

Specifies a key name. You define the key name with the CRYPTKEY DEFINE command.
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KEYNAME or KEYNAME(*) specify that the agent name is used as the key name. Define that key name
and a key using the CRYPTKEY command.

WARNING
Ensure that the key represented by the key name is also specified in file cryptkey.txt (default
file name) on your agent system. The location of cryptkey.txt is specified in the security.cryptkey
parameter in the agentparm.txt file on your agent system.

X'key'
Specifies the hexadecimal 16 character DES encryption key.

WARNING
Ensure that this value matches the security.cryptkey parameter in the agentparm.txt file on your
agent system.

NOTE

An unencrypted agent name is used in the following cases:

• To enable ESP to recognize which agent is talking to ESP. Next, ESP can find the proper key to the agent
to decrypt the rest of the message. Agent name is a part of the header information that is not encrypted and
that is used to recognize the agent. At the same time, the payload part of the message is encrypted with the
specific key that was used during the agent definition.

• To enable the agent to decrypt an encrypted message that was inadvertently sent to the agent due to
improper configuration.

Using an unencrypted agent name does not pose any risk because this data is just a configurable name and
therefore should not contain any sensitive data. As a good practice, we suggest that no sensitive information
should be used in an agent name. 

PLATFORM
ESP uses the OS that is returned from the agent.

NOTE
The following options are accepted but ignored: OS2, UNIX, MVS, NT, AS400, HP3000, OPENVMS,
TANDEM, UNISYS

FAILOVER
(Optional) Retransmits any active file triggers to the agent that takes over the workload in case of an agent
failover. You must also specify FAILOVER in the agent definition of any alias agent that you want ESP to notify
about any outstanding file triggers.

name
Defines the agent name. It is helpful to make the agent name as descriptive as possible. For example, include a
location or workload type in the name.
Limits: Maximum 16 characters. Must start with an alphabetic or national character or an underscore. Remaining
characters can be alphanumeric or national and can include underscores but not spaces. Avoid using hyphens
(-). Hyphens are used as wildcards in command filter routines. Hyphenated agent names may lead to unexpected
results when executing some commands.

WARNING
Ensure that this value matches the agentname parameter in the agentparm.txt file on your agent
system.

NOENCRYPT
Disables encryption for the agent.

PORT(port)
Specifies the TCP/IP port number on the agent platform. This port definition must match the port that is specified
on the agent.
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WARNING
Ensure that this value matches the communication.inputport parameter in the agentparm.txt file on your
agent system.

RETRYINTERVAL(nnnnnn|12000)
(Optional) Specifies the retry interval on a send, in hundredths of a second.
Default: 12000 (two minutes)

Example: AGENT Initialization Parameter

The following example shows an AGENT initialization parameter in an AGENTDEF data set:

AGENT TORSUN ADDRESS(172.16.0.0) PORT(9999) +

ENCRYPT KEYNAME(TOR_KEY) RETRYINTERVAL(600)

NOTE

Related information

The following initialization parameters are used for ESP distributed workload:

• AGENTRCV: Define Agent Receiver
• COMMQ: Define Communication Checkpoint Data Set
• INET: Start or Set TCP/IP Tracing
• LOADAGDF Command: Load Agent Definition
• MGRADDR Command: Specify Manager's Address
• WOBDEF Command: Define Workload Objects

AGENTRCV: Define Agent Receiver
The AGENTRCV initialization parameter defines the ESP receiver for communication with agents.

NOTE
You can also use AGENTRCV as a command. For details about command syntax and operands, see the
Command Reference Guide.

Where defined: Master

Syntax

AGENTRCV 

         [DEFINE] [NAME(name)]

          PORT(portnumber)[HOME(host)]

         [DUMPMSGS|NODUMPMSGS]

         [ENCRYPTEDONLY|NOENCRYPTEDONLY]

DEFINE
Defines an agent receiver to the ESP subsystem and starts

NAME(name)
Indicates an agent receiver name. The receiver name can be up to 8 characters long; the first character must be
alphabetic or a national character.

PORT(portnumber)
Indicates the TCP/IP port number of a TCP/IP agent receiver.
Important! Ensure that this value matches the communication.managerport_n parameter in the agentparm.txt file
on your agent system.
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HOME(host)
Indicates a DNS host name or IP address (IPV4 or IPV6 format). The agent receiver will bind to the IP address
corresponding to the HOME(host) operand. Agents can then only connect to the agent receiver through the
specified IP address.
Use this operand when there is a need to limit agent connections to a single IP address.

DUMPMSGS
All messages from the specified agent receiver are written to the console in a dump format.
You may specify this operand only with the DEFINE and SET options.

NODUMPMSGS
Messages are not written to the console. NODUMPMSGS is the default.

ENCRYPTEDONLY
Only encrypted data is accepted.

NOENCRYPTEDONLY
Both encrypted and unencrypted data can be received. NOENCRYPTEDONLY is the default.

Example: Defining and starting a TCP/IP agent receiver

The following example shows how to define and start an agent receiver named CYBTCPIP that listens for incoming
messages on TCP/IP port 6664:

AGENTRCV DEFINE NAME(CYBTCPIP) PORT(6664)

Example: Starting an agent receiver

The following example shows how to start a TCP/IP agent receiver named CYBTCPIP that listens for incoming
connections on TCP/IP port 6665, but accepts only encrypted data:

AGENTRCV DEFINE NAME(CYBTCPIP) PORT(6665) ENCRYPTEDONLY

Example: Define and start an agent receiver, and restrict connections to a single TCP/IP address

In the following example, an agent receiver named CYBTCPIP starts on TCP/IP port 6666, and all agent connections will
use TCP/IP address 10.1.15.1 only:

AGENTRCV DEFINE NAME(CYBTCPIP) PORT(6666) HOME(10.1.15.1)

ALERTDEF: Define Alert
The ALERTDEF initialization parameter allows you to define alert definitions. An alert definition refers to an event that
ESP automatically triggers when it processes the Alert as part of a NOTIFY statement.

 Where defined

NOTE
You can also issue the ALERTDEF initialization parameter as a command. For more information about
command syntax and operands, see Commands.

Master only

Syntax

ALERTDEF ADD

         [ID(alertid)]
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         [EVENT(eventid)]

Operand Description
ID(alertid) Defines the four-character alert definition logical identifier. You

specify this identifier in the NOTIFY statement in a procedure.
eventid Specifies an event name. When a job reaches a particular

processing stage, as specified in the NOTIFY statement, the alert
triggers this event.

NOTE

The alert feature enables you to trigger an event at different monitor points, such as job submission, job start,
when a job becomes overdue at any processing stage or when a job terminates too early. These monitor points
correspond to the different processing points the NOTIFY statement supports. You can trigger an event for all
jobs, or specific jobs, in an application.

To use the alert feature

• Use the NOTIFY statement in an application to identify when the alert triggers the event.
• Define the alert using the ALERTDEF initialization parameter or command.
• Define the event that the alert triggers.

Example

The following ALERTDEF initialization parameter defines an alert and associates that alert with an event name:

ALERTDEF ADD ID(INFO) EVENT(CYBER.CREATE_RECORD)

In the above example, an alert with a logical identifier of INFO is defined and associated with an event called
CYBER.CREATE_RECORD, which is automatically triggered when the following NOTIFY statement appears in an
application:

NOTIFY ABEND ALERT(INFO)

APPLBUF: Define Application Manager buffers
The APPLBUF initialization parameter defines the maximum supported size of buffers that the Application Manager and
the ESP WA Restart Option EXHFILE use.

Where defined

Master and proxy

Syntax

APPLBUF number

• number
Maximum supported buffer size. Specify a number from 16376 through 8388600. The default value is 655360, but we
recommend to specify the APPLBUF value explicitly. The recommended value varies with the APPLFILE slot size:
– 4k slots=1048568
– 8k slots=2093048
– 12k slots=3137528
– 16k slots=4182008
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Usage Notes:

Setting this initialization parameter to its maximum buffer size enables the ESP to generate an application that contains
approximately 10,000 jobs. If APPLBUF is too low, ESP fails when it tries to generate an application requiring a larger
buffer size.

NOTE
Applications bigger than 4 megs also require a slot size of at least 8 k. See the SLOTSIZE operand in
APPLFILE: Define Application Data Set.

If you are using ESP WA Restart Option, APPLBUF must not be less than 1044480 bytes.

We recommend a minimum application buffer size of 1 megabyte minus 8 bytes (1048568).

Example

APPLBUF 1048568

APPLFILE: Define Application Data Set
The APPLFILE initialization parameter defines the name of an application data set.

Where defined: Master and proxy

This initialization parameter has the following format:

APPLFILE MAIN DSN(dsname) [NOSHR|SHR]

                          [NOREADONLY|READONLY]

                          [SLOTSIZE(nn)]

                          [CACHE(nn|1)]

MAIN
Indicates the logical identifier of the data set. You cannot change this operand.

DSN(dsname)
Specifies the name of the data set.

NOSHR
Specifies that the data set is not shared. NOSHR is the default.

SHR
Specifies that the data set is shared. Use SHR on the APPLFILE initialization parameter when you are configuring
an ESP master subsystem to work with proxy subsystems. Ensure that the APPLFILE initialization parameter with
SHR is on both the master and proxy.

NOREADONLY
Specifies that ESP can update the data set. NOREADONLY is the default.

READONLY
Specifies that ESP cannot update the data set. The READONLY operand should be used only on proxy systems.
It must not be used on the master system. READONLY allows full sharing of ESP control data sets in ESP master
and proxy relationships where the use of usual VSAM share options might pose operational difficulties and data
set integrity must be preserved.

SLOTSIZE(nn)
Defines the slot size in bytes. Use SLOTSIZE for large applications. If you change this operand, ensure that the
buffer size specification in the APPLBUF initialization parameter is still valid.
Default: 4096
Limits: 4096 to 16384, must be a multiple of 4096
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CACHE(nn|1)
Defines the number of megabytes of memory for caching. Cache is not enabled by default. The application
tracking record uses this cache.
Default: 1
The CACHE operand is ignored on proxy systems. The CACHE operand may improve the performance of the
zIIP processor for the ESP task MainTask, especially in the master subsystem.
For more information, see the task list in the documentation for the ZIIPEXCL initialization parameter.

Example: APPLFILE Initialization Parameter

The following example defines ESP.APPLFILE as the application data set. It is shared and read only.

APPLFILE MAIN DSN(ESP.APPLFILE) SHR READONLY

APPTRACK: Specify Application Tracking Definition
The APPTRACK initialization parameter specifies an application tracking definition. The definition specifies whether
selected application history records are written to a history file, and to which history file they are written.

Where defined

Master

Application-tracking definition table (ATDT).

Syntax

APPTRACK [APPL(appl)]

         [EVENT(prefix.event)]

         [USER(user)]

         HISTFILE(histid)|NOTRACK

Operand Description
APPL(appl) Specifies an application name. Wildcard characters asterisk (*)

and hyphen (-) are used to perform masking. You can also use
wildcards defined with the WILDCARD initialization parameter.

EVENT(prefix.descrip-name) Specifies an event name consisting of a prefix and descriptive
name.

USER(user) Specifies the user ID from the definition of the event specified in
the EVENT operand.

HISTFILE(histid) Specifies the logical identifier of a data set that stores the history
for the specified application. The identifier relates to the physical
name for the history data set.

NOTRACK Specifies that the application specified should not be written to a
history file.

Usage Notes:

• An application-tracking definition table is a sequential data set or a PDS member consisting of zero or more
WILDCARD initialization parameters followed by one or more APPTRACK initialization parameters.

• WILDCARD initialization parameters allow you to define your own wildcard characters that you can use in the APPL
operand.

• The order of the APPTRACK initialization parameters is important. When tracking data is received for an application,
ESP scans the APPTRACK entries in the sequence they are coded until it finds a match on the APPL, EVENT, and
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USER operands. If a match is found, the HISTFILE or NOTRACK operands determine whether the application history
records are written to a history file, and to which history file they are written. If a match is not found, the application is
not written to a history file.

Example: Write all Applications to a History File

The following examples show two ways to have all application history records written to history file HIST1:

APPTRACK APPL(-) HISTFILE(HIST1)

APPTRACK HISTFILE(HIST1)

ARMELEM: Set Up Automatic Restart Management
The ARMELEM initialization parameter registers the ESP subsystem to the z/OS Automatic Restart Management (ARM)
function.

Applicability

ESP WA High Availability only

Where defined

Master and proxy

NOTE
The system must be connected to an ARM couple data set.

Syntax

ARMELEM {NAME(element)} {TYPE(ESP|elemtype)} +

        {RESTART(ALL_FAILURES|ELEMENT_FAILURE)}

Operand Description
NAME(element) The name of the element that ARM will register

The element name must be unique in the sysplex.
The name must be 1 to 16 characters long. The first character
must be alphabetic or a national character, such as dollar sign ($),
number sign ($) or commercial at (@). The remaining characters
must be alphanumeric, national or underscore (_). If omitted, the
element name defaults to the ESP SYSID (value specified by the
SYSID statement in the initialization parameter data set).

TYPE(elemtype) The type of element that ARM is to register.
The name of the type must be one to eight characters long. The
first character must be alphabetic or a national character, such
as dollar sign ($), number sign ($) or commercial at (@). The
remaining characters must be alphanumeric or national. The
default is ESP.

RESTART
(ALL_FAILURES)

The element should be restarted when the ESP that registered
with ARM fails, and when the system that the registered ESP is
running on fails. If the system fails, the registered ESP will restart
on another system in the sysplex.
The default is ALL_FAILURES for shadow-disabled ESP masters,
and ELEMENT_FAILURE for shadow-enabled ESP masters and
ESP proxies.
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RESTART
(ELEMENT_ FAILURE)

The element should be restarted only when the ESP that
registered with ARM fails, but not when the system the registered
ESP is running on fails.
The default is ALL_FAILURES for shadow-disabled ESP masters,
and ELEMENT_FAILURE for shadow-enabled ESP masters and
ESP proxies.

Usage notes

ARM will restart a registered ESP that fails if an ARM policy (either the IBM default or a user-defined policy) is active on
the system where the failure occurs and on the system where the restart is to occur.

For shadow-disabled ESP, a master restart on another system is highly desirable if it is registered with ARM and the
system it is running on fails. Therefore, the default value for the RESTART keyword of the ARMELEM statement is
ALL_FAILURES.

For shadow-enabled ESP masters and proxies, one proxy will run on each system in the sysplex. Therefore, if a
proxy is registered with ARM, the default value for the RESTART keyword of the ARMELEM initialization parameter is
ELEMENT_FAILURE, so that ARM restarts are limited to the system on which the proxy runs.

ARM and shadow manager

If your installation uses shadow manager, you might consider ARM unnecessary for the master. However, ARMELEM co-
exists well with shadow manager. Note that the default RESTART keyword value for shadow-enabled ESP masters has
deliberately been set to ELEMENT_FAILURE.

You can use ARM or shadow manager for ESP master restarts. Note that shadow manager does not require an ARM
couple data set and ARM policy. Also, shadow manager can automatically take over as the ESP master if the current ESP
master terminates. For more information, see SHADGOAL: Define shadow manager options.

When an ESP shadow-enabled master is used with shadow managers, the default ARMELEM initialization parameter
element name (ESP SYSID) might not be unique and, therefore, you must specify the NAME keyword. The following
example shows using the ARMELEM initialization parameter in such a case:

ARMELEM NAME(ESPM%SHADOW)

The SHADOW value assigned to the ESP master is unique.

AUDITLOG: Set Print Characteristics
Purpose

The AUDITLOG initialization parameter sets the print characteristics of the ESP audit log, CPEENQLG audit log, and
the ENCORELG audit log. The ESP audit log records ESP activities, such as those related to Events, applications, and
commands. For details on the CPEENQLG and ENCORELG audit logs, see Record Audit and Troubleshooting Info.

There is no default for AUDITLOG.

Where defined

Master and proxy

Syntax
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AUDITLOG class [FORM(xxx)] [EXTWTR(a1234567)] [AUDCOUNT(0|nn)] [DEST(destination)] 

Operand Description
class The sysout class for the audit log
FORM(form_name) The form to be used for printing the audit log
EXTWTR(a1234567) The name of an external writer. The name must start with an alphabetic character and is

a maximum of eight characters long.
AUDCOUNT(nn) The maximum number of lines before ESP automatically spins off the audit log. The

default is 0. The value must be set to 5 or above for ESP to automatically spin off the
audit log.

[DEST(destination)] The logical identifier of the JES node where auditlog files are sent when they are closed.
DEST parameter has up to 8 alphabetic, national and numeric characters (the first
character cannot be numeric).

Usage Notes:

If you do not use the AUDCOUNT operand or you want to spin off the audit log before the number of lines specified is
reached, use the SPINLOG command to spin the audit log data set to the sysout class. This initialization parameter
overrides the AUDITLOG DD statement in the ESP started task procedures, and causes the log data set to be
dynamically allocated.

Example

The following example specifies an external writer called MYWRT and creates an audit log that will be spun very 10,000
lines to class X:

AUDITLOG X FORM(STD) EXTWTR(MYWRT) AUDCOUNT(10000)

AUTHSTR: Define Authorization String
The AUTHSTR initialization parameter specifies an authorization string, which is one of five job-related fields used to
uniquely identify a job in a case of multiple occurrences with the same job name.

Where defined

Master

Syntax

AUTHSTR [ACCOUNT1|ACCOUNT2|ACCOUNT3|ACCOUNT4|RACUSER]

Operand Description
ACCOUNT1 The first account number field is used as an authorization string.
ACCOUNT2 The second account number field is used as an authorization

string.
ACCOUNT3 The third account number field is used as an authorization string.
ACCOUNT4 The fourth account number field is used as an authorization string.
RACUSER The user ID under which the job executes is used as an

authorization string. RACUSER is the default.

Usage Notes:
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Use an authorization string to control External and Manual job postings. The AUTHSTR operand on the JOB statement
determines the authorization string.

Example

The following example shows that the user ID under which the job runs uniquely identifies a job in a case of multiple
occurrences with the same job name:

AUTHSTR RACUSER

BATCHRC: Specify Batch Return Code Behavior
The BATCHRC initialization parameter specifies the behavior for the return codes from ESP commands executed in
batch. In the default behavior, the batch step can return a zero condition code even after an unsuccessful command. You
can change the behavior of the return code to reflect the highest error condition code that the system detects. For more
information about executing commands in batch, see Access Through a Batch Program.

NOTE

You can also issue the BATCHRC initialization parameter as a command. For details about command syntax
and operands, see Commands.

Where defined

Master and proxy

Syntax

BATCHRC MAXSEV|LEGACY

MAXSEV
Sets the return code to reflect the most severe error code that the system detects

LEGACY
Sets the return code to the original behavior. This option is the default.

 

 

BKUPINDX: Back Up Index Data Set
The BKUPINDX initialization parameter sets the backup schedule for INDEX, which is the index data set. 

NOTE
You can also issue the BKUPINDX initialization parameter as a command. For details about command syntax
and operands, see the Command Reference Guide.

Where defined:

Master, ESPCOLD data set

Syntax

BKUPINDX schedule

schedule
Specifies the backup schedule
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NOTE

• The BKUPINDX initialization parameter sets the time schedule for the regular index data set backup. The
BACKUPDATASET operand in the INDEX initialization parameter identifies the data set that should be
backed up.

• Any time you need to change the schedule, you can issue the BKUPINDX command.

Example: Schedule backup at 6am daily

In the following example, the index data set is scheduled for backup at 6am every day:

BKUPINDX DAILY AT 6AM

BKUPJNDX: Back Up Job Index Data Set
The BKUPJNDX initialization parameter sets the backup schedule for JOBINDEX, which is the job index data set.  

NOTE
You can also issue the BKUPJNDX initialization parameter as a command. For details about command syntax
and operands, see the Command Reference Guide.

Where defined:

Master, ESPCOLD data set

This initialization parameter has the following syntax:

BKUPJNDX schedule

schedule
Specifies the backup schedule

NOTE

• The BKUPJNDX initialization parameter sets the time schedule for the job index data set backup. The
BACKUPDATASET operand in the JOBINDEX initialization parameter identifies the data set that should be
backed up.

• Any time you need to change the schedule change, you can issue the BKUPJNDX command.

Example:

Schedule backup at 6am daily

In the following example, the job index data set is scheduled for backup at 6am every day:

BKUPJNDX DAILY AT 6AM

BKUPJSTS: Back Up Jobstats Data Set
The BKUPJSTS initialization parameter sets the backup schedule for JOBSTATS, which is the jobstats data set.  

NOTE
You can also use BKUPJSTS as a command to take an immediate backup, display the time of the next
scheduled backup, or to set a time schedule. For details about syntax, see the BKUPJSTS command in the
Command Reference Guide.

Where Defined:
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Master, ESPCOLD data set

Syntax

BKUPJSTS schedule

schedule
Specifies the backup schedule

NOTE
The backup is made to the data set identified by the BACKUPDATASETNAME operand in the JOBSTATS
initialization parameter.

Example:  Schedule Backup at 6:00 AM Daily

The following initialization parameter backs up the jobstats data set at 6:00 AM every day:

BKUPJSTS DAILY AT 6AM

CA11OPT: Set Options for Restart Option for z/OS Schedulers
The CA11OPT initialization parameter sets WA Restart Option options for ESP.

NOTE
You need WA Restart Option r3 SP3 or higher to use this initialization parameter. You can also issue the
CA11OPT initialization parameter as a command. For details about command syntax and operands, see the
Command Reference Guide.

Where defined:

Master

This initialization parameter has the following format:

CA11OPT [ENABLE|DISABLE]

        [DEFAULT|NODEFAULT]

        [PROCRMS(procname|CA11RMS)]

        [STEPRMS(stepname|ESPRMS)]

        [PSEUDO|NOPSEUDO]

        [SCHCC_XMIT(GTS|NDS)]

CA11OPT
Lists the current settings when used without any operands.

ENABLE
Allows ESP to insert a U11RMS step into a job before submitting it. The U11RMS step is required for jobs to use
WA Restart Option as the restart manager. The use of a restart manager for any particular job is determined by
either:

• The TRACKOPT initialization parameter or command.
• The OPTIONS statement.

DISABLE
Prevents ESP from inserting a U11RMS step into a job before submitting it. The following comment statement is
inserted in place of the U11RMS step:
//*** WARNING: CA-11 RMS STEP INSERTION IS PRESENTLY DISABLED

For more details, see the ENABLE operand.
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DEFAULT
Specifies that WA Restart Option is the default restart manager. For more information about when the default
restart manager is used, see the note later in this topic.

NODEFAULT
Specifies that WA Restart Option is not the default restart manager. In this case, ESP WA Restart Option is the
default restart manager. For more information about when the default restart manager is used, see the note later
in this topic.

PROCRMS(procname)
Specifies the procedure name that ESP assigns to the U11RMS step it inserts into a job's JCL. The default is
CA11RMS.

STEPRMS(stepname)
Specifies the step name that ESP assigns to the U11RMS step it inserts into a job's JCL. The default is ESPRMS.

PSEUDO
Specifies the following default parameters for the U11RMS step of a job's initial run:
F,PSEUDO=YES

NOTE
ESP places U11RMS parms in the U11RMS step's SYSIN data set. ESP sets the EXEC parm to " and
this forces U11RMS to take all its parms from the SYSIN.

If WA Restart Option requires a usage code and none is provided in an OPTIONS statement, the default is:
AF,PSEUDO=YES

NOTE
Pseudo processing tests a job on its first run to verify the actions WA Restart Option takes. A pseudo
production or restart run performs all of the same processing actions as usual except that uncataloging
and scratching of data sets does not occur.

NOPSEUDO
Disables the PSEUDO keyword. The default parameter for the U11RMS step of a job's initial run is:
F

If WA Restart Option requires a usage code, the default is:
AF

SCHCC_XMIT(GTS|NDS)
Specifies the transmission method for an ESP master to notify WA Restart Option on a remote system that a step
in an internodal job has failed because of a condition code.
GTS

General Transaction Server -- Indicates that ESP uses GTS instead of NDS to relay the U11SCHCC
notification to WA Restart Option for internodal batch jobs. This is the default.

NDS
Network Delivery Services -- Indicates that ESP uses NDS instead of GTS to relay the U11SCHCC
notification to WA Restart Option for internodal batch jobs.

NOTE

The default restart manager is used for a job if either of the following conditions apply:
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• An OPTIONS RESTARTSTEP statement for the job does not specify a restart manager or it specifies
RMDEFAULT.

• A TRACKOPT RESTARTSTEP initialization parameter or command was specified.
• If ESP has not performed any CA11OPT initializations and a job's "OPTIONS RESTARTSTEP" statement

selects WA Restart Option as the restart manager, the following comment statement is inserted in place of
the U11RMS step:

/*** WARNING: CA-11 RMS STEP INSERTION FAILED: CHECK CONFIGURATION

• If you are simulating an event through TSO or an ESP Workstation client and both ESP and a job's
"OPTIONS RESTARTSTEP" statement select the default restart manager, the simulation logic issues a
subsystem request to identify the default restart manager. If the request fails because of an outage or a
communication failure, the following comment statement is inserted in place of the U11RMS step:

/*** WARNING: THE DEFAULT RESTART MANAGER STEP CANNOT BE INSERTED AT THIS TIME

• If WA Restart Option requires a usage code and you need to specify a different usage code than 'A' for a
job's initial run, you can specify the usage code in the USAGE operand of the OPTIONS statement.

• The PSEUDO and NOPSEUDO keywords allow you to configure the default parameters which ESP inserts
in the U11RMS step of a job's initial run. These keywords are also available at the job, subapplication, or
application level in the OPTIONS statement. If none of these keywords apply to a job through an OPTIONS
statement, ESP bases the parameter string on the setting established by the CA11OPT initialization
parameter or operator command.

Example:

Enabling Options for WA Restart Option

This example of CA11OPT enables ESP to insert a U11RMS step into a job if either of the following conditions applies:

• An "OPTIONS RESTARTSTEP" statement applies to the job and selects WA Restart Option as restart manager.
• The TRACKOPT initialization parameter or command specifies RESTARTSTEP and the CA11OPT initialization

parameter or command specifies DEFAULT.

In the following line, CA11OPT specifies U11RMS procedure name ESPRMS and U11RMS step name ESPRMSST:

CA11OPT ENABLE PROCRMS(ESPRMS) STEPRMS(ESPRMSST)

The following shows the subsequent sample output in the JESMSGLG:

Jobname  Type   Jobnr Queue DDname   Stepname Procstep     

ESPM     STC    29473 EXEC  JESMSGLG JES2                  

------------------------------------------------------------

...+....10...+....20...+....30...+....40...+....50...+....60

11.30.54 STC29473  ESPM_7300I CA11OPT <Start>  516        

   516             ESP Settings for CA 11                   

   516             PROCRMS(ESPRMS)  STEPRMS(ESPRMSST)       

   516             CA-11 interface: ENABLED                 

   516             Default restart manager: ESP Encore      

   516             Default initial-run U11RMS step PARM='F' 

   516             CA-11 DBAS Status: ACTIVE                

   516             CA-11 Subsystem: CAL7                     

   516             SCHCC internodal notification via GTS     

   516             CA11OPT <End>
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CAVIEW: Set Default View Database
The CAVIEW initialization parameter sets the default View database for users of VIEWOUT command or LVO CSF
command. You can also issue the CAVIEW initialization parameter as a command.

Where defined

Master and proxy

Syntax

CAVIEW [database]

• database
Specifies the name of View database. The name has to conform to data set name standards.
Limits: 17 characters

NOTE
ESP issues an API call to the provided View database to verify its existence. If an error is encountered during
this initialization process, then the specified View database is disabled for users. To enable the default View
database again, issue the CAVIEW command with a different View database name or with the same name
after the original problem has been resolved.

CCCHK: Specify Job Processing Based on Condition Codes
The CCCHK initialization parameter allows you to specify the action taken if a job, step, procstep, or program produces a
specified condition code.

You can also issue the CCCHK initialization parameter as a command. For details about command syntax and operands,
see Commands .

CCCHK

• Sets the job to a given state (OK or FAILED).
• Specifies whether further processing is done.

You could use CCCHK to immediately stop a failing job regardless of the COND operands in the JCL.

NOTE

CCCHK cannot be used to detect step flush condition. If a step is flushed, CCCHK for related step will be
skipped.

Where defined:

Master and proxy

CCCHK [JOB(jobname)]

      [STEP(stepname)]

      [PROC(procstepname)]

      [PROGRAM(progname)]

      RC(num)|RC(num1:num2)|RC(Sccc)|RC(Unnnn)

      [OK|FAIL]

      [CONTINUE|STOP|ASK]

JOB(jobname)
A string that matches a job name. You can use wildcard characters. If you omit this operand, CCCHK matches
any job name.
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STEP(stepname)
A stepname in a job. You can use wildcard characters. If you omit this operand, CCCHK matches any step name.

PROC(procstepname)
A procstepname in a cataloged procedure or instream procedure. You can use wildcard characters. If you omit
this operand, CCCHK matches any procstepname.

PROGRAM(progname)
The name of the program that the step executes, as found in the PGM operand on the job's EXEC statement. You
can use wildcard characters. If you omit this operand, CCCHK matches any program name.

RC(num)
A condition code. This is not a user abend code.
Limits:num must be an integer between 0 and 4095 inclusively.

RC(num1:num2)
A condition code range. These are not user abend codes.
Limits:num1 and num2 must be integers between 0 and 4095. The value num2 must be greater than or equal to
the value of num1.

RC(Sccc)
A system abend code.
Limits:ccc must be three hexadecimal digits
Example: S0C1 or SB37

RC(Unnnn)
A user abend code.
Limits:nnnn must be four decimal digits and cannot exceed 4095
Example: U0001 or U0462

OK
If the condition code is matched, consider the job as not failed. OK is the default.

FAIL
If the condition code is matched, consider the job as failed. CONTINUE/STOP/ASK determines whether the job
continues.

CONTINUE
If the condition code is matched, the job continues with the next step, whether the job is considered as failed or
not failed. CONTINUE is the default.

STOP
If the condition code is matched, stop the job, flush it, and issue message 453I. This message indicates the job
failed with a JCL error, although there actually is no JCL error.

ASK
If the condition code is matched, display message 696A and prompt the operator with the following options for
handling the condition code:
C -- FAIL and CONTINUE
S -- FAIL and STOP
O -- OK and CONTINUE
The operands in the operator prompt are documented earlier in this table.

NOTE

• We recommend that you specify the CCCHK initialization parameter with the FAIL operand, preventing jobs
that do not contain a CCCHK at the application or job level from completing with a non-zero return code.

• If CCCHK is not specified in the initialization parameter, at the application level or at the job level, ESP sets
the status of jobs completing with a non-zero return code to COMPLETED and continues to execute the
application.
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Using CCCHK with CCFAIL

You can control job condition code checking with the CCCHK initialization parameter or statement or the CCFAIL
statement. CCCHK is designed to be used in place of CCFAIL.

If USERMOD 42 is not activated:

• You can use either CCCHK or CCFAIL, but not both.
• The CCFAIL step (named ESPCCFCK) is not added to any job that uses CCCHK.

If USERMOD 42 is activated and you use CCCHK and CCFAIL together, both checks are performed. If either check
indicated a failure, the job is considered a failure for reason CCFAIL.

Using Multiple CCCHK Statements

For a single job, you can specify up to 254 CCCHK statements. When several CCCHKs are active for a single job, their
effect is cumulative (unlike the CCFAIL statement). For example, one CCCHK statement might indicate a particular action,
and other statements might indicate some exceptional cases.

The Statement Search Order and Statement Scope

When each step in a job or procedure ends and produces a condition code, CCCHK initialization parameters and
statements are searched for a match in the following order:

1. CCCHK statements in a job definition (in the order they occur)
A matched statement affects the job that the statement is in.

2. CCCHK statements in an application definition (in the order they occur)
A matched statement affects all jobs in the application the statement is in.

3. CCCHK initialization parameters (in the order they occur)
A matched statement affects all jobs and applications in the ESP subsystem (including proxies in a master and proxy
system).

When the first match is found, all other statements are ignored and the matching CCCHK is processed for the step.

The OK and FAIL Operands

If the first matching CCCHK from any step indicates FAIL, a job is considered failed, even if a subsequent matching
CCCHK for that step specifies OK.

If the first matching CCCHK from any step indicates OK, the job is considered OK, even if a subsequent matching CCCHK
for that step specifies FAIL. However, subsequent steps could still cause the job to be considered failed.

The job is considered failed once any step is considered failed.

The CONTINUE, STOP, and ASK Operands

If a step abends and it has matching CCCHK initialization parameters or statements then

• If the first matching CCCHK specifies CONTINUE, the job proceeds as usual. Subsequent steps are still subject to
matching CCCHK statements and JCL COND parameters.

• If the first matching CCCHK specifies STOP, the job stops and is flushed, even if any steps include COND=EVEN or
COND=ONLY.

Setting ESPGROUP for CCCHK in a Master/Proxy Environment

In a master and proxy environment, CCCHK uses the ESPGROUP initialization parameter (also known as PLEXID). If you
issue CCCHK in a master and proxy environment, specify the same ESPGROUP name for all ESP subsystems that are
part of a tracking group.

Ignoring an Abend
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You can use CCCHK to ignore an abend. A history is maintained of each job step that had a completion code (not a
condition code), and of matching CCCHK initialization parameters or statements with OK specified. At the end of the job,
ESP treats the job as successful if:

• No other failure conditions exist.
• All matching CCCHK initialization parameters or statements specified OK.
• There were no system completion codes in the format X22.

This processing has no effect on how z/OS and JES handle a job that had a step abend. Step-level monitors still see an
abend as it appeared before. Use the COND operands EVEN or ONLY to run subsequent steps. LJ, LTJ, LAP, and history
reporting show the abend. Alert processing considers the job successful.

Memory Required by the ASK Operand

The ASK operand uses a temporary X'180'-byte work area for the operator prompt and reply. In the unlikely event that the
memory allocation fails, ESP issues message 697E and processes the job as if you had issued CCCHK using the FAIL
and STOP operands.

Example:

Failure Based on Condition Code

In this example, any step in any job is considered to have failed if it produces a condition code greater than zero:

CCCHK RC(1:4095) FAIL

Example:

Failure and Stopping Processing Based on Condition Code

In this example, any step in any job is considered to have failed if it produces a condition code greater than zero, but only
a condition code greater than 8 stops processing:

CCCHK RC(1:8) FAIL CONTINUE

CCCHK RC(9:4095) FAIL STOP

CCCHKSTP: Substitute JCL Procedure for ESPCCCHK Step
The CCCHKSTP initialization parameter allows the ESPCCCHK step to execute a cataloged JCL procedure that is
tailored to each system where a job runs. The expansion of the JCL procedure takes place at execution time on the
system where the job runs. CCCHKSTP prevents a potential problem where internodal jobs may not execute on a remote
system if the job definition includes a CCCHK statement. 

NOTE
You can also issue the CCCHKSTP initialization parameter as a command. For details about command syntax
and operands, see the Command Reference Guide.

With the CCCHK statement, ESP automatically inserts an ESPCCCHK step before the first job step. The ESPCCCHK
STEPLIB is copied from the STEPLIB concatenation on the submitting master. If the ESPCCCHK STEPLIB specifies
a data set that does not exist on a remote system, an internodal job cannot execute on that system. The CCCHKSTP
initialization parameter prevents this problem.

The CCCHKSTP initialization parameter is not required under the following conditions:

• ESP does not submit any internodal jobs that use CCCHK.
• The STEPLIB that is generated for the ESPCCCHK step is acceptable on all remote systems where the internodal jobs

run.
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Where defined:

Master (submitting Master)

Syntax

CCCHKSTP ('//ESPCCCHK EXEC procname,GROUP=')

procname
Specifies the name of a member containing a catalogued JCL procedure for the ESPCCCHK step.
Example:
CCCHKSTP ('//ESPCCCHK EXEC MYCCCHK,GROUP=')

NOTE
A sample JCL procedure can be found in sample JCL library member CYBESS40.

GROUP
The GROUP parameter, of the ESPCCCHK step, corresponds to the value of the ESPGROUP initialization
parameter. ESP inserts it automatically at job submission time. If the ESPGROUP initialization parameter is
omitted, the default group name is the ESP subsystem name. A master and its proxies must have the same
ESPGROUP value. If an internodal job contains an ESPCCCHK step, the remote and local ESP master and
proxies must have the same ESPGROUP value.

Example:

Display the Current Setting of the CCCHKSTP Initialization Parameter

To display the current setting of the CCCHKSTP initialization parameter, enter OPER CCCHKSTP or /F ESP,CCCHKSTP:

OPER CCCHKSTP

//ESPCCCHK EXEC NWPCCCHK,GROUP=

If no CCCHKSTP setting is specified, the response is:

NWP560_7339I NO ESPCCCHK STEP JCL DEFINED

 

 

CCFLOPT: Set Condition Code Failure Options
The CCFLOPT initialization parameter identifies the action taken when there is a condition code failure during job
execution.

NOTE
You can also issue the CCFLOPT initialization parameter as a command.

Where defined

Master and proxy

Syntax

CCFLOPT 66660044|20200000
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66660044
When a failure is detected, a JCL error is forced. DJC treats the job as a failure and successor jobs do not run. If
you use nets, specify 66660044.

20200000
Application Manager is notified of the failure, but does not signal the failures to the initiator. If you do not use DJC
or JES3 job nets, 20200000 is recommended.

Example: CCFLOPT Command

In the following example, CCFLOPT is coded to force a JCL error in the event of a failure during job execution:

CCFLOPT 66660044

CHECKINT: Specify Late Job Prediction Check Interval
The CHECKINT initialization parameter specifies how long ESP waits before each check for late job predictions. If you do
not use the CHECKINT command or initialization parameter, the check interval is 300 seconds (5 minutes).

NOTE
You can also issue the CHECKINT initialization parameter as a command. For details about command syntax
and operands, see the Command Reference Guide.

Where defined

Master

ESPPARM data set

Syntax

CHECKINT [ssss]

ssss
Specifies the interval in seconds before the next check for late job predictions. The only exception is if you
specify 0 (zero). In that case, ESP waits 300 seconds. If you do not specify ssss, CHECKINT produces message
ESP1867I, which displays the currently specified interval. The default interval is 300 seconds (5 minutes).
Limits: 0-9999

NOTE

• Consider the following if you change the check interval:
– A smaller wait interval means less of a delay for late job predictions but more CPU time is used to make

those predictions.
– A larger wait interval means that less CPU time is used to predict late jobs but there is more of a delay for

those predictions.
• If a particular job is predicted to be late, a notification is produced once, not every time the check interval has

passed.

Example:

Set the Late Job Prediction Check Interval to 60 seconds

In the following example, CHECKINT is issued to set the late job prediction check interval to 60 seconds:

CHECKINT 60

Example:
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Set the Late Job Prediction Check Interval to Five Minutes

The following example shows two methods to set the late job prediction check interval to five minutes (300 seconds).

In the first method, the explicit value of 300 is specified as follows:

CHECKINT 300

In the second method, 0 (zero) is specified, so the interval is set to 300 seconds:

CHECKINT 0

CKPTRACE: Trace Checkpoint Data Set
The CKPTRACE initialization parameter traces the allocation and freeing of storage in the checkpoint data set CKPT. This
is used for diagnostic purposes only. 

NOTE

You can also issue the CKPTRACE initialization parameter as a command. For details about command syntax
and operands, see the Command Reference Guide.

NOTE

• Use the CKPTRACE initialization parameter only when requested by Broadcom Support.
• Before you use CKPTRACE, activate the trace facility using the TRACE initialization statement or operator

command and the TRACEDEF initialization statement or operator command.

Where defined:

Master and proxy

This initialization parameter has the following format:

CKPTRACE

 

 

CKPT: Specify Checkpoint Data Set
The CKPT initialization parameter specifies the name and, optionally, where the checkpoint data set is stored.

Where defined

Master and proxy

Syntax

CKPT dsname [VOLUME(volser)|UNIT(unitname)]

Operand Description
dsname The name of the checkpoint data set
VOLUME(volser) The volume on which the data set resides
UNIT(unitname) The unit type
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Usage Notes:

Each job in the CKPT data set requires approximately 64 bytes.

Each master or proxy system needs a unique CKPT data set.

The size of the CKPT data set is limited to one extent. When ESP needs to perform I/O to this file, it uses a single-channel
program. A single-channel program can only read or update one extent at a time. Size is determined automatically when
the data set is formatted.

Example

The following example specifies ESP.CKPT as the checkpoint data set:

CKPT ESP.CKPT

CMDBUF: Set Number of Command Buffers
The CMDBUF initialization parameter specifies the number of concurrent command buffers that ESP can use.

Where defined:

Master and Proxy

This initialization parameter has the following format:

CMDBUF COUNT(count|8)

COUNT(count|8)
Specifies the number of command buffers.
Default: 8
Limits: 1 to 16

NOTE

• Coding CMDBUF is normally not necessary because the default value of eight buffers usually prevents buffer
contention.

• We do not recommend specifying a value less than eight because command buffers are freed when they are
not in use. If there is insufficient virtual storage to allocate a command buffer then there will be some sharing
of existing buffers between executing command processors. Virtual storage used by command buffers does
not affect the REGION JCL parameter specification.

Example:

Set the Number of Command Buffers

In the following example, ten command buffers are requested:

CMDBUF COUNT(10)

CMDPRFX: Set Command Prefix
The CMDPRFX initialization parameter allows you to substitute the string 'F stcname,' (where stcname is the started task
name for ESP) with a single character.
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NOTE

You can also issue the CMDPRFX initialization parameter as a command. For details about command syntax
and operands, see the Command Reference Guide.

Where defined

Master and proxy

Syntax

CMDPRFX char 'F started_task.name,'

Operand Description
char The prefix character. Use a single character from the special

character set.
started_task.name The name of the started task. The started task name for ESP is

usually ESP.

Example

In the following example, the number sign (#) is substituted for 'F ESP,':

CMDPRFX # 'F ESP,'

To issue a command at the system console, type

# command text

 

 

COMMCHAN: Configure Resource Counter Sharing Between Master Subsystems
COMMCHAN specifies a master subsystem that can potentially share threshold enterprise resource counter updates with
the current master. RESDEF initialization parameters or commands determine how the updates are shared.

On the current master, code COMMCHAN for each of the other masters that can share threshold enterprise resource
counter updates. In the same way as the current master, code COMMCHAN initialization parameters on the other masters
that share updates.

Where defined: Master, AGENTDEF data set

Syntax

COMMCHAN master_name

         {ADDRESS(scheduler_ip_addr)}

         {PORT(scheduler_port)}

master_name
Specifies the master subsystem name from the MANAGER initialization parameter on that master. The value
must be unique for each COMMCHAN created.
Limits: Maximum of 16 characters
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ip_addr
The TCP/IP address where the master runs. The address can be in dotted decimal notation (for an IPV4 address),
comma-delimited hexadecimal notation (for an IPV6 address), or host name format.

port
The TCP/IP port number of the master.

Example: COMMCHAN Initialization Parameter

This example shows COMMCHAN initialization parameters in an AGENTDEF data set on master PROD1.

ENCRYPT KEYNAME(RESKEY) ALL

MANAGER NAME(PROD1) TCPIP

COMMCHAN PROD2 ADDRESS(32.1.1.1) PORT(7507)

COMMCHAN PROD3 ADDRESS(33.4.1.2) PORT(7507)

ENCRYPT specifies the key name for communication between the masters.

MANAGER specifies the current master name, PROD1. You specify PROD1 in a COMMCHAN on the other masters that
can potentially share threshold enterprise resource counter updates with PROD1.

A COMMCHAN is coded for masters PROD2 and PROD3. Those masters can potentially share threshold enterprise
resource counter updates with master PROD1.

Here is a sample AGENTDEF data set on master PROD2:

ENCRYPT KEYNAME(RESKEY) ALL

MANAGER NAME(PROD2) TCPIP

COMMCHAN PROD1 ADDRESS(31.1.1.1) PORT(7507)

COMMCHAN PROD3 ADDRESS(33.4.1.2) PORT(7507)

Here is a sample AGENTDEF data set on master PROD3:

ENCRYPT KEYNAME(RESKEY) ALL

MANAGER NAME(PROD3) TCPIP

COMMCHAN PROD1 ADDRESS(31.1.1.1) PORT(7507)

COMMCHAN PROD2 ADDRESS(32.4.1.2) PORT(7507)

COMMQ: Define Communication Checkpoint Data Set
The COMMQ initialization parameter specifies the name of the communication checkpoint data set that ESPCOM and the
Report Server use. COMMQ is a VSAM linear data set.

ESPCOM provides ESP with generic outbound communications that ensure message persistence. When ESP is
requested to send a message to an Agent, ESPCOM takes the parameters for the message from the Agent definition data
set and sends the message. ESPCOM notifies ESP of the result.

When the Report Server online update option is used, HISTFILE updates are tracked by ESP and stored in the COMMQ
data set until the Report Server confirms receipt of the update.

If your installation uses ESP Agents or HISTFILE updates are tracked by the Report Server using the RSERVER TRACK
command, then you must define a COMMQ data set.

Where defined

Master

Syntax
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COMMQ data_set_name

Operand Description
data_set_name Specifies the name of the COMMQ data set.

Example

The following example uses the full initialization parameter syntax:

COMMQ CYBER.ESPCOM.DATASET

CONSOLE: Set Primary Console
The CONSOLE initialization parameter sets the owning or primary console. All general message traffic is directed to the
owning console.

NOTE

You can also issue the CONSOLE initialization parameter as a command.

Where defined

Master and proxy

Syntax

CONSOLE [*|ucmid|0|name]

Operand Description
* The console issuing the command is the primary console
ucmid The two-digit console UCMID
0 No console. Messages are routed by routing code on to the active

master console.
name The one-to-eight-character name of an active console in the ESP

complex

NOTE
A primary console must be an active one, with the capability for both input and output. If no operands are
specified, the current primary console information appears. The console must be active when the request is
issued.

Example:

Specific console UCMID

To set console 11 as the primary console, type

CONSOLE 11

Example:

Issuing console

To set the issuing console as the primary console, type
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CONSOLE *

Example:

Specified console name

To set the console named BOSS as the primary console, type

CONSOLE BOSS

CPU: Define CPU
The CPU initialization parameter with the NODE initialization parameter defines your network's resource topology. The
CPU command defines each CPU within a node.

NOTE
You can also use the CPU initialization parameter as a command. For details about command syntax and
operands, see Commands.

Where defined:

Master only

This initialization parameter has the following format:

CPU cpuname [ADD|DEL|LIST|SET]NODE(nodename)

            [ROUTEJCL('/*JOBPARM SYSAFF=membername') -

            |AGENT(agentname)]

            [ORDER(nn)]

            [CURRENT]

            [ACTIVE|INACTIVE]

            [SYSNAME(sysname)]

cpuname
Defines a name that identifies this CPU, which must be a unique name in a node. When used with the NODE
operand, you might have the name correspond to, for example, an existing JES member name, but this is not
mandatory.
You can use the wildcard characters asterisk and hyphen for masking the name with all parameters except ADD.
If you intend to use Agent workload balancing or route to an Agent based on resource availability, use the CPU
command to refer to an Agent.

ADD
Adds this definition to the existing definitions

DEL
Deletes one or more existing definitions

LIST
Displays a list of one or more existing definitions. LIST is the default.

SET
Modifies attributes of existing definitions

NODE(nodename)
Specifies the node to which the CPU belongs

ROUTEJCL
Inserts a JOBPARM statement into the job JCL to route the job to the appropriate z/OS system
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AGENT(agentname)
Specifies an ESP Agent with which the CPU is associated. The Agent name is the unique name specified for an
Agent in the AGENTDEF data set. Use this operand when you want ESP to use Agent workload balancing or
when you want to route to an Agent that has sufficient resources.

ORDER(nn)
Specifies a CPU search sequence. When ESP tries to schedule a job, it scans for resource availability by CPU,
searching the CPUs in a sequence defined by the ORDER value nn. If two CPUs have the necessary resources
to execute a job, ESP schedules the job to the one with the lowest ORDER value.

CURRENT
Overrides the ROUTE JCL operand. If you specify CURRENT, cpuname identifies the CPU executing the ESP
subsystem that submits jobs. For the CPU command on which you code CURRENT, you don't need to code
ROUTE JCL.

ACTIVE
Declares the CPU as active. ACTIVE is the default.

INACTIVE
Declares the CPU as inactive. ESP does not attempt to schedule a job to that CPU while it is inactive.

SYSNAME(sysname)
Specifies the system name for a CPU. Use sysname for Workload Manager resource balancing.
This operand is only relevant if ESP WA Service Governor is installed.

NOTE

• You must define NODE prior to defining CPU. For more information, see NODE: Define JES node.
• You must code a CPU initialization parameter for every JES member you want to define resources on,

explicitly or implicitly. If you use real resources, you should specify the CURRENT operand in only one CPU.
Use conditional logic if you expect the master to move.

• If you use ESP Agents and if you want to use Agent workload balancing for jobs running on CPUs associated
with ESP Agents, you must code a CPU initialization parameter for each of those CPUs. The CPU
initialization parameter must include an AGENT operand.

• We recommend that you use the CPU and NODE names that JES knows (except for CPUs associated with
ESP Agents).

• If you use resources, see RESFILE: Specify the resource data set. You do not need a RESFILE if you do not
use resources.

Example:

Defining a Single Node and a Single CPU

This example defines a single node called TORONTO and a single CPU called MVSA:

NODE TORONTO ADD

CPU MVSA ADD NODE(TORONTO) CURRENT

Example:

Recommended Implementation of Multiple CPUs

The following example defines the TORONTO node with multiple CPUs, T1, T2, and T3:

ESPPARM looks like this:

RESFILE CYBER.RESFILE SIZE(50000)

IF RESFORM THEN DO
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  NODE TORONTO ADD

   CPU T1 ADD NODE(TORONTO) ROUTEJCL('/*JOBPARM SYSAFF=T1') - 

ORDER(1) CURRENT

   CPU T2 ADD NODE(TORONTO) ROUTEJCL('/*JOBPARM SYSAFF=T2') - 

ORDER(2)

   CPU T3 ADD NODE(TORONTO) ROUTEJCL('/*JOBPARM SYSAFF=T3') - 

ORDER(3)

  RESDEF FRED ADD GLOBAL RENEWABLE MAX(1) AVAIL(1)

ENDDO

When you use the CPU initialization parameter in the IF THEN DO and ENDDO statements and ESP starts with the
RESFORM option that reformats the RESFILE, the NODE and CPU definitions are re-created from this information.

Example:

Defining NODE and CPU for IBM WLM Workload Balancing

The following example defines two CPUs that belong to the Toronto node:

NODE TORONTO ADD SYSPLEX

CPU T1 ADD NODE(TORONTO) CURRENT

CPU T2 ADD NODE(TORONTO)

All the CPUs that have the same NODE operand in the CPU initialization parameter are linked. If you have ESP WA
Service Governor installed, ESP can balance the workload among members belonging to one node if the SYSPLEX
operand is coded in the NODE initialization parameter. For information on how to use WLM workload balancing, see 
Using.

Example:

Defining NODE and CPU for Agent Workload Balancing

The following example defines

• Three Windows NT CPUs associated with Agents called AGwin1, AGwin2, and AGwin3.
• Four UNIX CPUs associated with Agents called AGunix1, AGunix2, AGunix3, and AGunix4.

NODE WIN ADD

NODE UNIX ADD

CPU WIN1 ADD NODE(WIN)AGENT(AGwin1)

CPU WIN2 ADD NODE(WIN)AGENT(AGwin2)

CPU WIN3 ADD NODE(WIN)AGENT(AGwin3)

CPU UNIX1 ADD NODE(UNIX)AGENT(AGunix1)

CPU UNIX2 ADD NODE(UNIX)AGENT(AGunix2)

CPU UNIX3 ADD NODE(UNIX)AGENT(AGunix3)

CPU UNIX4 ADD NODE(UNIX)AGENT(AGunix4)

All the CPUs that have the same NODE operand in the CPU initialization parameter are linked. If you have ESP WA
Service Governor installed, ESP can balance the workload among Agents belonging to one node. For information on how
to use Agent workload balancing, see Using.

CPUSTATS: Display CPU Usage
The CPUSTATS initialization parameter starts the measurement facility for performance metrics and lets you display CPU
usage statistics in both ESP and ESP Workstation.
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NOTE
You can also issue the CPUSTATS initialization parameter as an operator command. For details about
command syntax and operands, see the Command Reference Guide.

Where defined:

Master and proxy -- In the ESPPARM initialization file or the WSSPARM initialization file.

WARNING
The zIIP interface must be available and enabled. CPUSTATS uses the zIIP interface even if zIIP has not been
enabled for ESP.

This initialization parameter has the following format:

CPUSTATS ON|OFF|DISPLAY [SORTBY[(CPU|TCB|SRB|ZIIP|SWITCHES|THREAD)]] 

        [THREADS(thread[,thread[,...]] )]|[TASKS(task[,task[,...]] )]

        [HELP]  

ON
Starts the CPU usage statistics measurement facility. The CPUSTATS ON initialization parameter is required
before the METRICS ON initialization parameter can start the collection of performance metrics. If the CPU usage
measurement facility has previously been active, then all CPU and mode switch values are initialized to zero.

NOTE
CPUSTATS must be ON or no metrics are generated for the metrics facility to collect.

OFF
Stops the CPU usage statistics measurement facility.

DISPLAY
Shows CPU usage statistics. Only threads or thread groups with at least one non-zero CPU usage or mode
switch value are displayed. DISPLAY is always the default for the CPUSTATS command regardless of whether
CPUSTATS is ON or OFF. If you specify OPER CPUSTATS or OPER CPUSTATS DISPLAY when CPUSTATS is
OFF, you get the following response:
ESP4493I CPU statistics not active

SORTBY
Displays CPU usage statistics in sorted order by an output field. If SORTBY is specified without an output field
specification, then SORTBY(CPU) is the default. SORTBY is only valid for the DISPLAY function. SORTBY is
ignored when specified with ON, OFF, or HELP.

CPU
Displays CPU usage statistics sorted in descending sequence by total CPU usage. This sort order is the default
when SORTBY is specified with no suboperand.

TCB
Displays CPU usage statistics sorted in descending sequence by TCB CPU usage.

SRB
Displays CPU usage statistics sorted in descending sequence by SRB CPU usage.

ZIIP
Displays CPU usage statistics sorted in descending sequence by zIIP CPU usage.

SWITCHES
Displays CPU usage statistics sorted in descending sequence by TCB to SRB mode switches.

THREAD
Displays CPU usage statistics sorted in ascending sequence by thread name or thread group name.
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THREADS
Displays CPU usage statistics only for specified threads or thread groups. Use THREADS only with DISPLAY.
THREADS is ignored when specified with ON, OFF, or HELP.
THREADS is mutually exclusive with TASKS.

thread
Specifies a thread name or thread group name to filter the CPUSTATS DISPLAY command response output. The
thread operand can specify any thread name or thread group name that appears in the CPUSTATS DISPLAY
command response "Thread" output field. Wildcard characters are permitted.
Notes:

• A thread group is a set of threads assigned the same thread name for measuring CPU usage. A thread group
is treated the same way as a single thread.

• For a description of the thread name options, see Performance Metrics Elements in the Programming Guide.

TASKS
Displays CPU usage statistics only for specified tasks or task groups. TASKS is valid only for the DISPLAY
function. TASKS is ignored when specified with ON, OFF, or HELP.
TASKS is mutually exclusive with THREADS.

task
Specifies a task name or task group name to filter the CPUSTATS DISPLAY command response output. The
task operand can specify any task name or task group name that appears in the CPUSTATS DISPLAY command
response "TaskId" output field. Wildcard characters are permitted.

HELP
Displays the CPUSTATS command operands and their meaning.

Example:

Display the CPU Usage for Managers on a Master Subsystem

This example displays the CPU usage for the application manager, event manager, and tracking manager on a master
subsystem, which is sorted by total CPU usage:

CPUSTATS SORTBY THREADS(APPL-,EVENTMGR,EVENTSUB,TRACK-)

 

TaskId TaskName Thread    TOT_CPU  TCB_CPU  SRB_CPU   zIIPed TCB>SRB

05D200 MainTask ApplMgr  0.387668 0.382738 0.004946 0.000000    4205

079E30 EventMgr EventSub 0.318097 0.317951 0.000148 0.000000      97

05D200 MainTask TrackMgr 0.306761 0.300078 0.006704 0.000000    5854

075500 EventMgr EventSub 0.276556 0.276423 0.000137 0.000000      90

084960 EventMgr EventSub 0.273027 0.272913 0.000111 0.000000      89

07CB60 EventMgr EventSub 0.269963 0.269834 0.000132 0.000000      89

07AB60 EventMgr EventSub 0.267151 0.267021 0.000127 0.000000      86

083D60 EventMgr EventSub 0.263488 0.263359 0.000131 0.000000      88

07E9A0 EventMgr EventSub 0.262069 0.261939 0.000127 0.000000      87

083160 EventMgr EventSub 0.259859 0.259727 0.000134 0.000000      87

05D200 MainTask EventMgr 0.147746 0.145922 0.001766 0.000000    1702

CRITPATH: Request Critical Path Analysis
The CRITPATH initialization parameter enables or disables the analysis of an application's critical path. ESP determines
the longest path to critical jobs in terms of execution time, based on historical averages, and identifies this path as the
critical path to the job.

Where defined:
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Master

This initialization parameter has the following format:

CRITPATH [ENABLE|DISABLE|ON]

ENABLE
Critical path analysis is enabled. Specify CRITPATH ON in the applications where you want critical path analysis
performed.

DISABLE
Critical path analysis is disabled. You cannot use critical path analysis on this system when it is disabled.
DISABLE is the default.

ON
Critical path analysis is turned on for all Applications. You can turn it off in an application by specifying CRITPATH
OFF.

Example:

No Critical Path Analysis

If you do not require critical path analysis for any applications, in your initialization parameters, type

CRITPATH DISABLE

or allow it to default to CRITPATH DISABLE.

NOTE
If you disable critical path analysis in your initialization parameters, you cannot turn it on in an application.

Example:

Critical Path Analysis for a Single Application

This example shows you how to request critical path analysis for a single application.

In your initialization parameters, type

CRITPATH ENABLE

In the application, type

APPL PAYROLL

  CRITPATH ON

Example:

Critical Path Analysis for All Applications

If you require critical path analysis for all applications, specify the following in your initialization parameters:

CRITPATH ON

No other coding is required in any application.

Example:

Critical Path Analysis for All Applications But One
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If you require critical path analysis for all applications except one, specify the following in your initialization parameters:

CRITPATH ON

Specify the following in the application you do not want analyzed:

APPL PAYROLL

  CRITPATH OFF

.

.

.

CUSTCTBL: Load Custom ASCII-EBCDIC Conversion Tables
The CUSTCTBL initialization parameter loads custom ASCII-EBCDIC and EBCDIC-ASCII character-conversion tables.
These tables can be configured for WA Agent for z/OS and Workstation Server.

Communication between ESP Workstation and Workstation Server is done using ASCII data. The Workstation Server
does the following:

• Converts the incoming data from ESP Workstation from ASCII to EBCDIC.
• Converts the outgoing data to ESP Workstation from EBCDIC to ASCII.

Where defined:

ESPPARM data set, WSSPARM data set

This initialization parameter has the following syntax:

CUSTCTBL dsname[(member)]

dsname[(member)]
The name of a sequential data set or a member of a partitioned data set containing the ASCII-EBCDIC, EBCDIC-
ASCII character-conversion tables saved in binary format. No quotation marks are required. You create the binary
table data from text table data by using conversion program CONVXLAT, which is explained later in this topic.

NOTE

• The data set specified by CUSTCTBL contains the following 256-character records:
– Title: "*TCP/IP translate tables"
– ASCII-EBCDIC table
– EBCDIC-ASCII table

• Member CYBESS76 from sample libray prefix.CD7YSAMP outlines a customization procedure and provides
sample character tables.

• IBM's CONVXLAT utility converts the tables from editable text to binary. CONVXLAT writes the output to a
sequential data set, which CONVXLAT creates if the data set does not already exist.
CONVXLAT is consistent with the IP customization technique IBM supports. Familiarity with CONVXLAT
is not required, but for more information see IBM's z/OS Communications Server: IP Configuration
Reference manual. An ISPF user can obtain information by entering TSO HELP CONVXLAT on the
command line; if QuickRef is available, enter QW CONVXLAT.

• The CUSTCTBL statement runs when ESP starts. When the CUSTCTBL statement successfully runs,
informational message 2731 is issued, for example:

Custom character conversion table loaded:
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ESP.CUSTOM.TRTBLBIN

If a problem arises, error message 2732 is issued:

CUSTCTBL error: <reason>

If the <reason> string is not self-explanatory (for example, "Access failure"), the system log might contain a
separate message that contains different information, for example:

IKJ56228I Data set ESP.CUSTOM.TRTBLBIN not in catalog or catalog can not be accessed.

• Tailoring the character conversion on the mainframe side:
– Does not update data already saved in data sets.
– Does not change the character tables that client programs on Windows personal computers or on other

platforms use.

Example:

Character Conversions

Looking at the default tables in sample library member CYBESS76, you can see the following:

• In the ASCII-to-EBCDIC table, row X'60', column X'0A' shows that ASCII X'6A' (C'j') translates into EBCDIC X'91' (C'j').
• In the EBCDIC-to-ASCII table, row X'F0', column X'01' shows that EBCDIC X'F1' (C'1') translates into ASCII

X'31' (C'1').

Example:

Set Up a Custom Table

This example shows how to set up a custom table in data set ESP.CUSTOM.TRTBLBIN.

First, you copy sample library member CYBESS76 and edit the tables in your copy.

Then, you use one of the following methods that run the CONVXLAT utility to convert the tables from editable text to
binary:

• TSO command:

CONVXLAT 'ESP.CD7YSAMP(CYBESS76)' 'ESP.CUSTOM.TRTBLBIN'

• JCL:

//CONVXLAT JOB  CYB1,'JANE SMITH',

//         CLASS=J,MSGCLASS=X,NOTIFY=&SYSUID

//*------------------------------------------

//STEP10   EXEC PGM=CONVXLAT,

//         PARM=('''ESP.CD7YSAMP(CYBESS76)''',

//         ' ''ESP.CUSTOM.TRTBLBIN''')

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD DUMMY,BLKSIZE=80

//

After converting the text to binary, optionally, you can copy the binary table data set to a partitioned data set that has
RECFM=F and LRECL=256. The CUSTCTBL statement accepts a PDS member name as input.

Finally, you add CUSTCTBL to the initialization parameter data set member related to the address space you want to
configure:

custctbl esp.custom.trtblbin
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The address spaces and associated data set members are:

• ESP or WA Agentt for z/OS -- Member ESPPARM
• Workstation Server -- Member WSSPARM

Members ESPPARM and WSSPARM are included in Initialization Parameter Data Set Members.

This change takes effect the next time the address space starts.

NOTE
Configuring ESP, WA Agent for z/OS, or Workstation Server to use a custom character table affects all
commands and data that address space receives or sends.

DATEFORM: Set Date Format for Scheduling
The DATEFORM initialization parameter sets the date format for schedule criteria in the format xx/xx/xx.

NOTE
You can also issue the DATEFORM initialization parameter as a command.

Where defined

Master and proxy

Syntax

DATEFORM [YMD|MDY|DMY]

Operand Description
YMD The date format is YY/MM/DD. YMD is the default.
MDY The date format is MM/DD/YY.
DMY The date format is DD/MM/YY.

Example

In this example, the date format is set to MDY:

DATEFORM MDY

In the above example, a schedule statement 04/12/06 is interpreted as April 12, 2006.

DELAYINT: Delay Interval Between Retries
The DELAYINT initialization parameter allows you to set and alter the time between retries if a required JCL or ESP
Procedure library is not available because of data set contention or because the data set was migrated and needs to be
recalled.

Note:  You can also issue the DELAYINT initialization parameter as a command. For details about command syntax and
operands, see the Command Reference Guide.

Where defined

Master and proxy

Syntax
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DELAYINT [nn|5]

Operand Description
nn The delay interval in minutes. The value range is from 1 to 15

minutes. The default is 5 minutes.

Usage Notes:

This setting is in effect until the next restart, unless you use the DELAYINT command to override the setting.

The libraries or procedures to be retried are

• INVOKE (for example, Procedure library)
• SUBMIT (for example, JCL library)
• JCLLIB
• TEMPLIB
• SYMLIB
• COPYJCL
• DOCLIB

Example

This example causes ESP to retrigger an Event in two minutes should a required data set, such as a Procedure library,
not be available:

DELAYINT 2

DFLTDSN: Specify Parameters for Data Sets Used by ESP
DFLTDSN sets the parameters for the data sets that ESP uses.

Where defined

Master and proxy

Syntax

DFLTDSN prefix [CACHE(nn|

10)] [SHR]

Operand Description
prefix The data set name prefix. This operand applies to the APPLFILE,

CKPT, COMMQ, EVENTSET, INDEX, JOBINDEX, JOBSTATS,
QUEUE, RESFILE, and TRAKFILE data sets.

CACHE(nn) The number of megabytes of memory for caching (nn). The default
is 10. This operand applies to the APPLFILE and TRAKFILE data
sets.

SHR Allows the data set to be shared. This operand applies to the
APPLFILE, EVENTSET, INDEX, JOBINDEX, QUEUE, and
TRAKFILE data sets.

Usage Notes:
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Use the DFLTDSN initialization parameter to specify default parameters for data sets that have not been specified
explicitly. You can override the default parameters of a particular data set by coding the initialization parameter for that
data set.

The DFLTDSN initialization parameter specifies the COMMQ data set, the JOBSTATS data set, and the RESFILE data set
only on the master, not on the proxies.

Example 1

Adding DFLTDSN PA.ESPWLM to the initialization parameter data set specifies default data set names as follows:

Default Data Set Name Notes
PA.ESPWLM.APPLFILE  
PA.ESPWLM.sysid.CKPT The sysid qualifier is set to the value specified in the SYSID

initialization parameter.
PA.ESPWLM.COMMQ  
PA.ESPWLM.EVENT1  
PA.ESPWLM.INDEX  
PA.ESPWLM.JOBINDEX  
PA.ESPWLM.JOBSTATS  
PA.ESPWLM.QUEUE  
PA.ESPWLM.RESFILE  
PA.ESPWLM.TRAKFILE  

Example 2

Adding DFLTDSN PA.ESPWLM CACHE(20) SHR to the initialization parameter data set specifies default data set names
as follows:

Default Data Set Name Notes
PA.ESPWLM.APPLFILE 20 MB of memory are used for caching.

The data set is shared.
PA.ESPWLM.sysid.CKPT The sysid qualifier is set to the value specified in the SYSID

initialization parameter.
PA.ESPWLM.COMMQ  
PA.ESPWLM.EVENT1 The data set is shared.
PA.ESPWLM.INDEX The data set is shared.
PA.ESPWLM.JOBSTATS  
PA.ESPWLM.JOBINDEX The data set is shared.
PA.ESPWLM.QUEUE The data set is shared. RESERVE/DEQ is performed.
PA.ESPWLM.RESFILE  
PA.ESPWLM.TRAKFILE 20 MB of memory are used for caching.

The data set is shared. RESERVE/DEQ is performed.

DSPMODE: Display zIIP Processing Information
The DSPMODE initialization parameter displays information related to IBM zIIP processor use. 
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NOTE
You can also issue this initialization parameter as a command.

Where defined:

• Master and proxy, ESPPARM initialization file
• Workstation Server, WSSPARM initialization file

This initialization parameter has the following format:

DSPMODE [CPUS|TASKS[(task,task...)]|EXCLUDE|HELP]

DSPMODE
When coded with no other operands, displays message 4474I, which indicates whether zIIP processing was
requested and honored.

CPUS
Displays message 4478I, which gives the number of defined and active:

• General-purpose CPUs
• zAAP processors
• zIIP processors

TASKS[(task,task...)]
Displays statistics only for tasks that can run on a zIIP processor. SRB mode statistics are included because this
mode is required for zIIP processing. The output fields for each task are as follows:
TaskId

An internally assigned task identifier
TaskName

An internally assigned task name
TCB>SRB

Count of TCB mode to SRB mode switches
SRB>TCB

Count of SRB mode to TCB mode switches
TCB_CPU

CPU time used by the task in TCB mode.
SRB_CPU

CPU time used by the task in SRB mode. This time includes zIIP processing and non-zIIP processing.
zIIPed

zIIP processor time used by the task
zIIP_CP

CPU time used by the task in SRB mode when the task was eligible for execution on a zIIP processor, but
did not execute there.

Z
Indicates whether the task is currently enabled for zIIP processing. If the following conditions are met, the
task is enabled for zIIP processing:

• One or more zIIP processors are available.
• zIIP processing is enabled for ESP or Workstation Server, depending on with which system the task is

associated.
• The task is not specified in the ZIIPEXCL initialization parameter.
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Limits: Y (enabled), N (disabled)
Format for time output fields:

• s.ssssss -- Seconds from 0.000000 to 9.999999
• ss.sssss -- Seconds from 10.00000 to 59.99999
• mm:ss.ss -- Minutes and seconds from 1:00.00 to 59:59.99
• hh:mm:ss -- Hours, minutes, and seconds from 1:00:00 to 99:59:59
• >100Hrs -- Any time of 100 hours or more

NOTE

• – TCB_CPU + SRB_CPU gives the total CPU time used by a task.
– zIIPed is mutually exclusive with zIIP_CP.
– zIIPed, zIIP_CP, and zIIPed + zIIP_CP are always less than SRB_CPU because there is also

overhead processing to support zIIP processing.

EXCLUDE
Displays the task exclusion specifications from the ZIIPEXCL initialization parameter.

HELP
Displays help for the DSPMODE initialization parameter.

Example:  Display the zIIP Eligibility Status

In this example, the DSPMODE initialization parameter is coded to display whether zIIP processing was requested and
honored:

DSPMODE

Example:  Display TCB Mode and SRB Mode Statistics

In this example, the DSPMODE initialization parameter is coded to display statistics for TCB Mode and SRB Mode
processing:

DSPMODE TASKS

A sample response is as follows:

ESP4476I DSPMODE TASKS

TaskId TaskName TCB>SRB SRB>TCB  TCB_CPU  SRB_CPU   zIIPed  zIIP_CP Z

007200 MainTask       1       1 0.441872 0.000005 0.000000 0.000002 Y

00EA18 XcfEvent       2       2 0.000249 0.000184 0.000140 0.000043 Y

0193E8 EspCom         1       1 0.001415 0.000005 0.000003 0.000000 Y

01D8D8 AgentRcv       1       1 0.006300 0.000004 0.000003 0.000000 Y

 

 

DSTRDLY: Delay Data Set Triggering
The DSTRDLY initialization parameter delays data set triggered events when a trigger occurs.

NOTE
You can also issue the DSTRDLY initialization parameter as a command.

Where defined
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Master and proxy

Syntax

DSTRDLY [nnnn|0]

Operand Description
nnnn The number of seconds to delay. The default is 0.

Usage Notes:

Data set-triggered events might trigger too soon after a data set closes. When data set triggering is detected, the
DSTRDLY initialization parameter globally delays data set triggered events.

Example

The following example specifies a delay of 30 seconds when a data set trigger is detected:

DSTRDLY 30

DSTREXCL: Exclude Programs from Data Set Triggering
The DSTREXCL initialization parameter specifies the names of programs that are ineligible for data set triggering. A data
set updated by one of these ineligible programs will not cause a data set trigger.

NOTE
You can also issue the DSTREXCL initialization parameter as a command.

Where defined

Master and proxy

Syntax

DSTREXCL {name}

         {(name[,name]...)

Operand Description
name The program name. It contains up to eight alphanumeric

characters. You can use the hyphen as a wildcard character.

Usage Notes:

Use this initialization parameter to avoid generating some data set triggers. You might want to prevent updates caused by
certain programs from being considered for data set triggering. The following programs are examples of candidates for
exclusion:

• Automatic compress utilities
• Data set archival and retrieval programs
• Dump and restore utilities.

If several programs begin with the same prefix, you can specify only the prefix followed by a hyphen. You can specify
multiple initialization parameters in the initialization data set.

NOTE
If you need to delete a data set trigger exclusion entry, use the DSTREXCL command.
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Example

The following example prevents data set triggering for all data sets updated by any program beginning with the characters
DMPRST and by the program COMPRESS.

DSTREXCL (DMPRST-,COMPRESS)

DSTRIG: Initialize Data Set Trigger Cells
The DSTRIG initialization parameter initializes the data set trigger cells.

Where defined: Master and proxy

This initialization parameter has the following format:

DSTRIG [CELLS(cellcount)]

       [EXP(maxexp)]

CELLS(cellcount)
The initial data set trigger cell count.
Default: 10
Limits: Maximum 1000

EXP(maxexp)
The maximum expansion limit, beyond which no more cells are GETMAINed. This value is added to the cellcount
value.
Default: 50
Limits: Maximum 1000

 

NOTE

• A data set trigger cell passes information from the triggering job to ESP. The information is passed when the
data set being closed matches the description on a DSTRIG statement in an event definition or DSNAME
statement in an application definition. The cell is queued to ESP, which copies the information. It then
replaces the cell on the free queue.

• Typically, very few elements are needed because they are used only when a data set trigger will occur.
These elements are freed as soon as ESP has examined them. However, if ESP is down for an extended
period, these elements remain on a request queue until ESP is brought up again. When no more cells
are available in the free queue, more are obtained, one at a time, by use of a GETMAIN. When the cell
expansion limit is reached, no more cells are obtained, and data set triggering information is lost. When
ESP restarts, it examines all data set trigger elements, and FREEMAINs any cells that were explicitly
GETMAINed.

Example

This example sets the initial data set trigger count to 10 and the expansion limit to 12, beyond which no more cells are
GETMAINed.

DSTRIG CELLS(10) EXP(12)

DYNAGENT: Configure Backups of Dynamic Agent Definitions
The DYNAGENT initialization parameter configures automatic backups of agent definitions in the following instances:
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• When an agent definition is dynamically created, updated, deleted, undeleted or purged using the AGENT command.
• When a user map is dynamically created, updated or deleted using the MAPUSER command. 

The backup facility automatically issues a SAVEAGDF command to create the backup.

You can use the backup to restore a deleted agent definition up to a specified time after the deletion.

NOTE
You can also issue the LOADAGDF initialization parameter as a command.

Where Defined: 

Master, ESPPARM data set

Syntax

DYNAGENT [STATUS|BACKUP(dsname)|NOBACKUP]

         [UNDELETEINTERVAL(interval|60)]

STATUS
Displays the status of the dynamic agent definition backup facility. STATUS is the default if no operands are
specified.

BACKUP(dsname)
Enables the back up of agent definitions to the specified data set. The specified data set must be sequential.

NOBACKUP
Disables the back up of agent definitions.

UNDELETEINTERVAL(interval)
Specifies the interval (in minutes) during which agent definitions can be recovered from a backup after being
deleted. The default is 60 minutes. Definitions are recovered using the AGENT UNDELETE command. After the
interval expires, the definitions backup is deleted.
Limits: 10 to 1440

NOTE
When a dynamic agent definition backup is made, the AUDITLOG records the AGENT command that caused
the backup and the resulting SAVEAGDF command.

Example: Display the Status of the Dynamic Agent Definition Back Up Facility

This example shows two ways to display the status of the dynamic agent definition back up facility:

DYNAGENT

DYNAGENT STATUS

Example: Enable Automatic Backups of Dynamic Agent Definitions

This example shows how to configure an automatic backup of dynamic agent definitions to data set CA.ESP.AGENTDEF.
This example also shows how to limit the automatic backup period to 240 minutes (4 hours) after a definition is deleted:

DYNAGENT BACKUP(‘CA.ESP.AGENTDEF’) UNDELETEINTERVAL(240)

Example: Disable Automatic Backups of Dynamic Agent Definitions

This example shows how to disable automatic backups of dynamic agent definitions:

DYNAGENT NOBACKUP
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EICLASS: Control Event Initiator Class
The EICLASS initialization parameter allows you to prioritize workload submission when multiple Events are triggered
at a given time. You use the EICLASS initialization parameter to create multiple Event initiator classes. The EICLASS
initialization parameter specifies the class and the number of initiators assigned to that class. If you do not specify any
values for EICLASS, ESP uses one class 0 initiator.

NOTE
You can also issue the EICLASS initialization parameter as a command. For details about command syntax and
operands, see the Command Reference Guide.

Where defined:

Master and proxy

Syntax

EICLASS [DISPLAY|SET|DELETE] CLASS(nnn) MPL(nn)

DISPLAY
Displays the specified Event initiator class settings. DISPLAY is the default. This operand has an alias of LIST.

SET
Alters the specified class settings

DELETE
Deletes the specified class. All TDRs queued to the deleted class are moved to class 0.

CLASS(nnn)
Specifies the target class. nnn must be a number from 0 to 254. If DELETE is specified, nnn cannot be 0. If SET
or DELETE is specified, CLASS is required.

MPL(nn)
Specifies the maximum number of initiators to be defined for the specified class. nn is a number from 0 to 16. If
SET is specified, MPL must be specified. If DISPLAY is specified, MPL is ignored.

Example:

Displaying Current Class

To display current classes, type

EICLASS DISPLAY

Example:

Defining New Class

To define a new or alter an existing class MPL, type

EICLASS SET CLASS(4) MPL(5)

The above example sets class 4 MPL level to 5.

Example:

Deleting Existing Class

To delete an existing class, type
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EICLASS DELETE CLASS(6)

The above example deletes class 6. All requests for class 6 are moved to class 0.

EMAIL: Include Email Address in Mailbox
The EMAIL initialization parameter specifies an email address in a mailbox.

Where defined

Master and proxy

MAILLIST data set

Syntax

EMAIL user@yourisp.com

Operand Description
user@yourisp.com The email address that receives the messages. An email address can be the address of

an individual or a group.

NOTE
If you have a complex distribution list, we recommend that you use email group addresses for each distribution
point. Each group can include a number of different individual email addresses and each individual recipient can
belong to any number of groups.

Examples

The EMAIL initialization parameter is included in the MAILLIST data set as follows:

SMTPPARM CLASS(A) JOBNAME(SMTP)

MAILBOX  PAYROLL MAXLINES(0)

    TSOUSER CYBPAY1 SYSID(SYSC) 

    EMAIL paymaster@company.com 

    EMAIL payservice@payservice.com 

MAILBOX CYBACCOUNTING MAXLINES(300)

    TSOUSER (CYBACC1 CYBACC2) SYSID(SYSA)   

ENCPARM ABENDER: Specify Program That Abends on Behalf of Another
Program
Some job steps run a program that abends if a prior step ends with a specified completion code. You can issue
ENCPARM ABENDER to have ESP WA Restart Option ignore the abend program step and restart on the step that
caused the abend program step to run.

Availability

ESP WA Restart Option

Where defined

Master and proxy

Syntax
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ENCPARM ABENDER program_name

Operand Description
program_name The name of the program that abends on behalf of another program. The program

specified does not have to exist.

NOTE

• You can specify only one program name in an ENCPARM ABENDER command. However, you can specify
several ENCPARM ABENDER commands and initialization parameters. Each one that you specify adds a
program to the ESP WA Restart Option list of abend programs. ENCPARM ABENDER is usually coded in
the initialization parameter data set but can be overridden in a procedure using the ENCPARM ABENDER
command.

• If the abend program step COND parameter includes multiple steps, ESP WA Restart Option restarts on the
step specified in the first condition. If the first condition has no step, ESP WA Restart Option restarts on the
step prior to the abend program step.

• If the step that caused the abend program step to run is nonrestartable, ESP WA Restart Option looks for
another restart step only if initialization parameter or statement ENCPARM NRSADJ YES was specified. That
is, if the step that caused the abend program step to run contains z/OS parameter RD=NR or a DDname
specified in the ENCPARM NRDD initialization parameter or statement, ESP WA Restart Option checks
backward from this step and chooses the nearest step without RD=NR or the DDname just mentioned. It
does not check steps excluded from the restart or steps that run an abender program.

Examples:

Prevent a Job from Restarting on an Abend Program Step

In the following example, STEP3 executes when STEP2 ends with a completion code of 16. Program ABEND806 in
STEP3 abends on behalf of STEP2 and causes the rest of the job to be flushed.

//...

//STEP1    EXEC PGM=P1

//...

//STEP2    EXEC PGM=P2

//...

//STEP3    EXEC PGM=ABEND806,COND(16,NE,STEP2)

//...

//STEP4    EXEC PGM=P4

//...

ESP WA Restart Option restarts the job in STEP3, the abend step. To avoid this and restart in STEP02, you can issue the
ENCPARM ABENDER command:

ABENDER ABEND806

Examples:

A nonrestartable Step Causing an Abend Step to Run

Assume the following:
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• Program ABEND806 is an abend program defined in the ENCPARM ABENDER command.
• STEP3 in the following JCL receives a completion code of 16.
• ENCPARM NRSADJ YES and ENCPARM NRDD NORESTRT were specified.

...

//STEP1 EXEC PGM=P1

...

//STEP2 EXEC PGM=P2,RD=NR

...

//STEP3 EXEC PGM=P3

//NORESTRT DD DUMMY

...

//STEP4 EXEC PGM=ABEND806,COND(16,NE,STEP3)

...

//STEP5 EXEC PGM=P5

...

The completion code 16 causes STEP4 to run and ABEND806 abends. For the restart, ESP WA Restart Option first
chooses STEP3 as the initial restart step. However, the NORESTRT DD statement marks that step as nonrestartable.
ESP WA Restart Option then looks at STEP2 and finds that that step is also nonrestartable because it includes RD=NR.
Finally, ESP WA Restart Option chooses STEP1 as the initial restart step.

ENCPARM AUTOREST: Recover Data Sets Automatically For Job Restart
The ENCPARM AUTOREST initialization parameter controls automatic data set recovery during job restart.

During a job restart, ESP WA Restart Option can automatically recover

• Missing data sets to avoid DATA SET NOT FOUND errors.
• Data sets that are updated by an abending step.

If a step is updating a data set and that step abends, ESP WA Restart Option considers the data set's content to be
invalid. ESP WA Restart Option then looks for an earlier step that creates the data set. If it finds such a step, it deletes
the data set so that the earlier step can recreate it.

Availability

ESP WA Restart Option

Where defined

Master and proxy

Syntax

ENCPARM AUTOREST [YES|ALWAYS|NO 

                 [TEMPONLY([YES|NO]) 
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                 [NEWPASS(YES|NO)]] ]

Operand Description
YES ESP WA Restart Option recovers data sets if it can to do so; otherwise, the restart

continues only if specific conditions are met (see below). YES is the default.
To recover data sets, ESP WA Restart Option must run any steps preceding the
FROMSTEP that recreate or update the data sets. If these steps have changed from
the previous run and the changes are disallowed (see "Limits to JCL changes before
restarting a job" in the ESP WA Restart Option User Guide), ESP WA Restart Option
does not rerun earlier steps and does not recover the missing data sets.
If ESP WA Restart Option cannot recover missing data sets, continuation of the restart is
determined as follows:
• If there is no DATA SET NOT FOUND error or the FORCE YES initialization

parameter is specified, the ESP WA Restart Option step completes normally and the
restart continues to run.

• If there is a DATA SET NOT FOUND error and the FORCE YES initialization
parameter is not specified, the ESP WA Restart Option step fails and the restart job is
flushed.

ALWAYS ESP WA Restart Option must always be able to recover data sets; otherwise, the
restart is abandoned. To recover data sets, ESP WA Restart Option must run any steps
preceding the FROMSTEP that recreate or update the missing data sets. If these steps
have changed from the previous run and the changes are disallowed (see "Limits to JCL
changes before restarting a job" in the ESP WA Restart Option User Guide), ESP WA
Restart Option flushes the restart job and returns a condition code of 40.

NO ESP WA Restart Option does not perform automatic data set recovery. However, it
predicts DATA SET NOT FOUND errors unless the FORCE YES initialization parameter
has been specified.

TEMPONLY(YES) ESP WA Restart Option performs automatic recovery of temporary data sets only. This
operand is ignored when you specify ENCPARM AUTOREST NO.

TEMPONLY(NO) ESP WA Restart Option performs automatic recovery of both permanent and temporary
data sets. TEMPONLY(NO) is the default.

NEWPASS(YES) ESP WA Restart Option performs automatic recovery of data sets created with
DISP=(NEW,PASS). This operand is ignored when you specify ENCPARM AUTOREST
NO. When you specify NEWPASS(YES), you must also specify TEMPONLY(YES).

NEWPASS(NO) ESP WA Restart Option does not perform automatic recovery of data sets created with
DISP=(NEW,PASS).

NOTE

The following chart shows the relationship between the ENCPARM AUTOREST operands and the types of data
sets that are restored:

AUTOREST TEMPONLY NEWPASS RestoresPermanentdata
sets

Restores&&data
sets

RestoresNEW,
PASSdata sets

NO YES, NO YES, NO No No No

YES, ALWAYS NO YES, NO Yes Yes Yes

YES, ALWAYS YES NO No Yes No

YES, ALWAYS YES YES No Yes Yes

Example

ENCPARM AUTOREST is issued in the following segment of a procedure:
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JOB AUTOR027

  ENCPARM AUTOREST YES TEMPONLY(YES) NEWPASS(YES)

  RUN DAILY

  ...

ENDJOB

 

According to the preceding ENCPARM AUTOREST settings, ESP WA Restart Option will perform automatic recovery only
of temporary data sets, including those created with DISP=(NEW,PASS).

The following job AUTOR027 runs with the preceding ENCPARM AUTOREST:

//AUTOR027 JOB (CYB1000),...

//*

//STEP010  EXEC PGM=IEBGENER,COND=(0,NE)

//

...

//SYSUT2   DD DSN=&&TEMP1A,DISP=(NEW,KEEP),

//         SPACE=(10,5),UNIT=SYSDA,

//         DCB=(LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=80,RECFM=FB)

//*

//STEP020  EXEC PGM=PATEST,COND=(0,NE)

//

...

//SYSUT2   DD DSN=PA.TEST.REST1A,DISP=(NEW,CATLG,KEEP),

//         SPACE=(10,5),UNIT=TEST,

//         DCB=(LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=80,RECFM=FB)

//*

//STEP030  EXEC PGM=IEBGENER,COND=(0,NE)

//

...

//SYSUT2   DD DSN=&&TEMP1B,DISP=(NEW,PASS),

//         SPACE=(10,5),UNIT=SYSDA,

//         DCB=(LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=80,RECFM=FB)

//*

//STEP040  EXEC PGM=IEBGENER,COND=(0,NE)

//

...

//SYSUT2   DD DSN=PA.ENCQA.REST1A,DISP=(NEW,PASS,DELETE),

//         ...

//*

//STEP050  EXEC PGM=IEBGENER,COND=(0,NE)

//

...

//SYSUT2   DD DSN=PA.ENCQA.REST1B,DISP=(NEW,PASS,DELETE),

//         ...

//*

//STEP060  EXEC PGM=CONDCODE,PARM=99999,COND=(0,NE)

//*

//STEP070  EXEC PGM=IEBGENER,COND=(0,NE)

...
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Job AUTOR027 abends in step STEP060. ESP WA Restart Option restarts at STEP060 but, because of the settings of
AUTOREST, ESP WA Restart Option first restores temporary data sets as follows:

• Data sets &&TEMP1A and &&TEMP1B are restored by rerunning STEP010 and STEP030. This is done because
TEMPONLY is set to YES.

• Data sets PA.ENCQA.REST1A and PA.ENCQA.REST1B are restored by rerunning STEP030 and STEP040. This is
done because NEWPASS is set to YES.

ESP WA Restart Option does not restore the permanent data set PA.TEST.REST1A in STEP020.

ENCPARM CLEANUP: Control Deletion of Data Sets
The ENCPARM CLEANUP initialization parameter determines whether the ESP WA Restart Option step of a batch job
deletes data sets that a job will allocate. The ESP WA Restart Option step can delete data sets to prevent NOT CATLGD
2 and DUPLICATE NAME ON DASD errors.

Availability

ESP WA Restart Option

Where defined

Master and proxy

Syntax

ENCPARM CLEANUP [INITIAL(YES|NO)]

                [RESTART(YES|NO)]

                [DYNALLOC(YES|NO])]

Operand Description
INITIAL(YES) ESP WA Restart Option performs data set cleanup during the job's initial run.
INITIAL(NO) ESP WA Restart Option does not perform data set cleanup during the job's initial run.

INITIAL(NO) is the default.
RESTART(YES) ESP WA Restart Option performs data set cleanup when the job restarts.

RESTART(YES) is the default.
RESTART(NO) ESP WA Restart Option does not perform data set cleanup when the job restarts.
DYNALLOC(YES) When a job restarts, ESP WA Restart Option cleans up data sets created by steps that

are being restarted, including data sets that the job's previous run dynamically allocated
and created. DYNALLOC(YES) is the default.

DYNALLOC(NO) When a job restarts, ESP WA Restart Option does not delete data sets that the job's
previous run dynamically allocated and created.

NOTE

• During a restart from the ESP WA Restart Option ISPF interface or ESP Workstation interface, ESP WA
Restart Option looks at the previous run's JCL.

• During a batch restart, ESP WA Restart Option looks at the JCL to be restarted, not the previous run's JCL.
• You can disable the deletion of specified data sets that a job will allocate by coding an ENCPARM

IGNOREDS initialization parameter or command or an ENCPARM NODELETE initialization parameter or
statement.

Example
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The following initialization parameter causes ESP WA Restart Option to delete all data sets that will be created by the
initial run or a restart run. For a restart run, the deletion includes dynamically allocated data sets.

ENCPARM CLEANUP INITIAL(YES) RESTART(YES) DYNALLOC(YES)

ENCPARM CONDCODE: Specify Condition Codes
The ENCPARM CONDCODE initialization parameter establishes customized condition codes for the ESP WA Restart
Option step. Usually, the ESP WA Restart Option step finishes with a condition code of 0, unless errors have been
predicted. Your JCL might need to distinguish between a restart and an initial run. You can have the ESP WA Restart
Option step produce a specified condition code for an initial run and a different specified condition code for a restart run.

Applicability

ESP WA Restart Option

Where defined

Master and proxy

Syntax

ENCPARM CONDCODE  [INITIAL(n1|

0)]

                  [RESTART(n2|

0)]

                  [FAIL(CC|ABEND)]

Operand Description
INITIAL(n1| 0) The completion code that the ESP WA Restart Option step issues when a job runs as

TYPE INITIAL and there are no errors detected or predicted. The default is 0.
RESTART(n2| 0) The completion code that the ESP WA Restart Option step issues when a job runs as

TYPE RESTART and there are no errors detected or predicted. The default is 0.
FAIL(CC) ESP WA Restart Option completes with the appropriate non-zero condition code when

an error is predicted or when an environmental problem occurs (see the condition codes
in the ESP WA Restart Option User'Guide). FAIL(CC) is the default operand. CC is the
default.

FAIL(ABEND) ESP WA Restart Option issues a user abend with the same value as the appropriate
non-zero condition code. For example, if ESP WA Restart Option predicts a DATA SET
NOT FOUND error, it completes with a U0146 abend (see the condition codes in the ESP
WA Restart Option User Guide).

Example

The following ENCPARM CONDCODE initialization parameter specifies that the ESP WA Restart Option step ends with
RC=24 instead of 0 for initial runs and RC=48 instead of 0 for restarts. It also specifies that ESP WA Restart Option issues
a user abend when a pre-substitution, non-zero condition code is predicted.

ENCPARM CONDCODE INITIAL(24) RESTART(48) FAIL(ABEND)

ENCPARM DIAG: Produce Diagnostic Sections
Purpose
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The ENCPARM DIAG initialization parameter causes the diagnostic sections of the report to be printed.

Applicability

ESP WA Restart Option

Where defined

Master and proxy

Syntax

ENCPARM DIAG [YES|NO]

Operand Description
YES Produce all sections of the diagnostic report unless a later PRINT

initialization parameter is issued to disable specific sections.
NO Do not produce the diagnostic report unless a later PRINT

initialization parameter is issued to produce selected sections of
the report. NO is the default.

NOTE
The ENCPARM DIAG command prints all the diagnostics sections of the ESP WA Restart Option job run report.
To print selected sections of the report, issue the PRINT command.

NOTE

Related Information

For details, see job run report in the ESP WA Restart Option User Guide.

Example

The following command produces all the diagnostics sections of the report, except the MULTIVOLUME section:

ENCPARM DIAG  YES

ENCPARM PRINT  MULTIVOL(NO)

ENCPARM FORCE: Run Job Even If Errors Predicted
ENCPARM FORCE causes ESP WA Restart Option to continue with a job run, even when ESP WA Restart Option
predicts errors.

Availability

ESP WA Restart Option

Where defined

Master and proxy

Syntax
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ENCPARM FORCE [YES|NO]

Operand Description
YES The job runs despite errors that ESP WA Restart Option predicted.

The job runs until it fails on the first predicted error.
NO The job does not run if errors ESP WA Restart Option predicted

errors. NO is the default.

Example

The following ENCPARM FORCE initialization parameter causes ESP WA Restart Option to allow the job to run even
though it predicted errors.

ENCPARM FORCE YES

ENCPARM GDGADJ: Specify Processing of Generation Numbers
The ENCPARM GDGADJ controls whether ESP WA Restart Option uses absolute generation numbers or relative
generation numbers for the restart. Sometimes a relative generation reference does not refer to the correct generation
when a job restarts.

Availability

ESP WA Restart Option

Where defined

Master and proxy

Syntax

ENCPARM GDGADJ [YES|NO] MOVED([YES|NO])

Operand Description
YES During a restart, ESP WA Restart Option replaces a relative generation number in the

JCL with the absolute generation number stored in the EXH record for the job being
restarted. YES is the default.
If other jobs create new generations before the restart, the absolute generation
replacements might not be valid for the restart job.
ESP WA Restart Option does not modify absolute generation numbers in the JCL.

NO ESP WA Restart Option uses the relative and absolute GDG generations currently in the
JCL.

MOVED(YES) ESP WA Restart Option replaces a relative generation number in the JCL with its
absolute equivalent, even if the absolute generation was moved to another volume
(which implies that another job might have deleted and then recreated the absolute
generation). YES is the default.
Use this operand only with ENCPARM GDGADJ YES.

MOVED(NO) ESP WA Restart Option replaces a relative generation number in the JCL with its
absolute equivalent only if the absolute generation was not moved to another volume
(which might happen if another job deleted and then recreated the absolute generation).
Use this operand only with ENCPARM GDGADJ YES.

Example 1
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The following ENCPARM GDGADJ command causes ESP WA Restart Option to replace relative generation numbers with
their absolute equivalent, even if the generation data set has been moved to a different volume.

ENCPARM GDGADJ YES MOVED(YES)

Example 2

The following JCL runs:

//TESTJOB1 JOB (TEST1000),'TEST',MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=A

//*

//STEPA    EXEC PGM=IEFBR14

//*

//STEPB    EXEC PGM=IEBGENER

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD DUMMY

//SYSUT1   DD DSN=TCY.TEST.GDG(0),DISP=SHR

//SYSUT2   DD DSN=TCY.TEST.NEW,

//         DISP=(NEW,CATLG),

//         SPACE=(TRK,1),UNIT=SYSDA,

//         DCB=(LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=80,RECFM=FB)

//*

//STEPC    EXEC PGM=DJCDEC

 

STEPA issues RC=0.

STEPB reads in TCY.TEST.GDG.G0002V00, catalogs TCY.TEST.NEW, and issues RC=0.

STEPC abends with completion code SB37.

TESTJOB2 runs and creates TCY.TEST.GDG.G0003V00.

TESTJOB1 restarts from STEPB.

Here are the results with various ENCPARM GDGADJ settings:

GDGADJ MOVED Generation of TCY.TEST.GDG read by
ESP WA Restart Option in STEPB

YES NO G0002V00
YES YES G0002V00
NO NO/YES G0003V00

Example 3

The following JCL runs:

//JOB1     JOB (TEST1000),'TEST',MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=A

//*

//STEPA    EXEC PGM=IEFBR14

//*

//STEPB    EXEC PGM=IEBGENER

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD DUMMY

//SYSUT1   DD DUMMY,
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//         DCB=(LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=80,RECFM=FB)

//SYSUT2   DD DSN=TCY.TEST.GDG(+1),

//         DISP=(NEW,CATLG),

//         SPACE=(TRK,1),UNIT=3480,

//         DCB=PCY.GDGMODEL.DATA

//*

//STEPC    EXEC PGM=TESTPGM

 

STEPA issues RC=0.

STEPB catalogs TCY.TEST.GDG.G0002V00, and issues RC=0.

STEPC abends with completion code SB37.

JOB2 runs and creates TCY.TEST.GDG.G0003V00.

JOB3 runs, uncatalogs, and deletes TCY.TEST.GDG.G0002V00, then creates and catalogs the same generation on
another volume.

JOB1 restarts from STEPB.

Here are the results with various ENCPARM GDGADJ settings:

GDGADJ MOVED Generation of TCY.TEST.GDG created by
ESP WA Restart Option in STEPB

YES NO G0004V00
YES YES G0002V00
NO NO/YES G0004V00

ENCPARM HONORCC: Control Condition Code Checks
The ENCPARM HONORCC initialization parameter specifies whether ESP WA Restart Option considers condition codes
from the previous run when restarting a job.

Availability

ESP WA Restart Option

Where defined

Master and proxy

Syntax

ENCPARM HONORCC  [ALL|NONE]

Operand Description
ALL During a job restart, ESP WA Restart Option considers the

previous run's condition codes. These condition codes are used in
any condition code test in the restart. ALL is the default.

NONE During a job restart, ESP WA Restart Option does not consider
the previous run's condition codes.

Example

In the following JCL, if STEP1 ends with condition code 0, STEP3 is bypassed; otherwise, STEP3 runs.
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//STEP1   EXEC  PGM=P1

...

//STEP2   EXEC  PGM=P2

...

//STEP3   EXEC  PGM=P3,COND=(0,EQ,STEP1)

...

However, if STEP1 ends with condition code 0 and STEP2 abends, the restart from STEP2 proceeds as follows:

• If you issue ENCPARM HONORCC NONE, STEP3 runs.
In this case, ESP WA Restart Option does not consider the STEP1 condition code.

• If you issue ENCPARM HONORCC ALL, STEP3 is bypassed.
In this case, ESP WA Restart Option considers the previous run's condition codes, so the condition code test in STEP3
is true.

ENCPARM IGNOREDS: Specify Ignored Data Sets
The ENCPARM IGNOREDS initialization parameter specifies the data sets that ESP WA Restart Option ignores when
deciding which data sets to delete or recreate.

For all instances of these data sets in a job:

• No errors are predicted.
• No cleanup is done.
• No auto-restoring is performed.
• No security checking is performed.
• No adjustment of GDGs is done.

Availability

ESP WA Restart Option

Where defined

Master and proxy

Syntax

ENCPARM IGNOREDS  [DSNAME(-|dsname)]

                  [JOBNAME(-|jobname)]

                  [DDNAME(-|ddname)]

                  [PGMNAME(-|pgmname)]

Operand Description
DSNAME( - |dsname) The data sets to be ignored. The default is a hyphen (-), which matches any data set

name.
JOBNAME( - |jobname) The jobs referring to the data sets you want ESP WA Restart Option to ignore. The

default is a hyphen (-), which matches data sets that any job name refers to.
DDNAME( - |ddname) The DD names for the data sets that you want ESP WA Restart Option to ignore. The

default is a hyphen (-), which matches data sets that any DD name refers to.
PGMNAME( - |pgmname) The executing programs referring to the data sets you want ESP WA Restart Option to

ignore. The default is a hyphen (-), which matches data sets that any program refers to.

Usage Notes:
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You may include wildcard characters anywhere in the value of the DSNAME, JOBNAME, DDNAME, and PGMNAME
operands. If you do not specify a value, the default is a hyphen (-), which matches any value.

You can issue as many ENCPARM IGNOREDS commands as you want. ESP WA Restart Option compares the value
of each operand with the corresponding value in the job. If all values match, ESP WA Restart Option ignores the
corresponding data set.

NOTE
Once a data set name matches an ENCPARM IGNOREDS command, that data set name is ignored everywhere
it occurs in the job.

You can re-enable ESP WA Restart Option processing for specified data sets by coding the ENCPARM NOIGNORE
initialization parameter or statement.

If ENCPARM IGNOREDS was coded for an earlier job run and removed for a restart run, it is still in effect and any
specified data sets are still ignored by ESP WA Restart Option. To override the previously coded ENCPARM IGNOREDS,
you must code ENCPARM NOIGNORE in the restart.

Example 1

The following ENCPARM IGNOREDS initialization parameter causes ESP WA Restart Option to ignore any data set
specified in an IMSLOG DD statement:

ENCPARM IGNOREDS DDNAME(IMSLOG)

Example 2

The following ENCPARM IGNOREDS initialization parameter causes ESP WA Restart Option to ignore any data set if the
following conditions apply:

• A step-executing program, PAY287, refers to the data set.
• DD statement SYSUT1 specifies the data set.

ENCPARM IGNOREDS PGMNAME(PAY287) DDNAME(SYSUT1)

Example 3

The following ENCPARM initialization parameter causes ESP WA Restart Option to ignore any data set whose fully-
qualified name contains ABC after at least one qualifier.

ENCPARM IGNOREDS DSN(--.-ABC-)

ENCPARM MODIFY: Modify Internal Processing
The ENCPARM MODIFY initialization parameter modifies the internal processing of ESP WA Restart Option.

WARNING
The settings for ENCPARM MODIFY must be the same for the master and all proxies.

Availability

ESP WA Restart Option

Where defined

Master and proxy

Syntax
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ENCPARM MODIFY COMPRESS(YES|NO)

               DSEXIT(module)

               GDGENQ(YES|NO)

               PACING(15|nnn)

               USECSI(YES|NO)

Operand Description
COMPRESS(YES|NO) Determines whether each EXH record is compressed when a job completes its

execution. Compressing the records saves space, but it requires extra CPU cycles to
expand the records for a potential restart. NO is the default.

DSEXIT(module) Specifies an optional exit routine that ESP WA Restart Option invokes when processing
each data set in a job.
This user-defined exit routine can make decisions regarding how ESP WA Restart Option
handles each data set in a job. For example, you can use DSEXIT to support complex
naming conventions that ESP 's wildcard capability does not support.

GDGENQ(YES|NO) Determines whether ESP WA Restart Option enqueues on the GDG version of the data
set that will be used during the restart.
If you specify NO, the restart job can fail due to interference from other jobs in the system
at the same time. YES is the default.

PACING(15|nnn) The maximum number of records per second collected and passed to the EXH data set.
If you specify PACING(0), PACING(15) is used.
Specifying a higher value than the default can improve EXH data set performance.
However, higher values increase the number of records that can be lost in case of
system problems.
The default value of 15 is sufficient for most installations because it gives you a
maximum throughput of 54,000 EXH data set slots per hour (15 records/second times
3600 seconds/hour).

USECSI(YES|NO) Determines whether ESP WA Restart Option uses CSI (Catalog Search Interface) to
search the system catalog. If you specify NO, ESP WA Restart Option uses the IDCAMS
catalog access. YES is the default.
Your system must use the integrated catalog facility (ICF) for ESP WA Restart Option
to use CSI. If your system does not use ICF, ESP WA Restart Option uses the IDCAMS
catalog access.

Examples

The following example indicates that compression should be performed for records written to the EXH data set:

ENCPARM MODIFY COMPRESS(YES)

The following example selects the CSI catalog access:

ENCPARM MODIFY USECSI(YES)

ENCPARM NODELETE: Disable Deletion of Data Sets
ENCPARM NODELETE stops ESP WA Restart Option from deleting specified data sets that may be set for deletion by
the ENCPARM CLEANUP initialization parameter or command.

Note: Coding ENCPARM NODELETE can lead to NOT CATLGD 2 and DUPLICATE NAME ON DASD errors for the data
sets specified in ENCPARM NODELETE.
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Availability

ESP WA Restart Option

Where defined

Master and proxy

Syntax

ENCPARM NODELETE  [DSNAME(-|dsname)]

                  [JOBNAME(-|jobname)]

                  [DDNAME(-|ddname)]

                  [PGMNAME(-|pgmname)]

Operand Description
DSNAME( - |dsname) The data sets for which you want to disable deletion. The default is a hyphen (-), which

matches any data set name.
JOBNAME( - |jobname) The jobs referring to the data sets for which you want to disable deletion. The default is a

hyphen (-), which matches data sets to which any job name refers.
DDNAME( - |ddname) The DD names for the data sets for which you want to disable deletion. The default is a

hyphen (-), which matches data sets to which any DD name refers.
PGMNAME( - |pgmname) The executing programs referring to the data sets for which you want to disable deletion.

The default is a hyphen (-), which matches data sets to which any program refers.

NOTE

• ESP WA Restart Option compares the value of each operand in ENCPARM NODELETE with the
corresponding value in the job. If all values match, ESP WA Restart Option does not delete the
corresponding data sets.
ENCPARM NODELETE applies to TYPE INITIAL, TYPE RESTART, and TYPE BACKOUT runs.

• You may include wildcard characters in the value of the DSNAME, JOBNAME, DDNAME, and PGMNAME
operands. If you do not specify a value, the default is a hyphen (-), which matches any value.

• You can issue as many ENCPARM NODELETE statements and initialization parameters as you want and in
any order you want relative to any other ESP WA Restart Option statements and initialization parameters.
For the specified data sets, ENCPARM NODELETE always overrides deletions set up in ENCPARM
CLEANUP, no matter where they are coded and in what order.

• If ENCPARM NODELETE was coded in an earlier job run and you remove it for a restart run, it is still in effect
and ESP WA Restart Option cannot delete the specified data sets. Past and present ENCPARM NODELETE
statements also remain in effect during TYPE BACKOUT runs.

Example 1

The following initialization parameter causes ESP WA Restart Option to disable ESP WA Restart Option deletion of any
data set specified in an IMSLOG DD statement.

ENCPARM NODELETE DDNAME(IMSLOG)

Example 2

The following initialization parameter disables ESP WA Restart Option deletion of any data set for which both of the
following conditions apply:

• The data set is referenced in a step executing program PAY287.
• The data set is specified in DD statement SYSUT1.
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ENCPARM NODELETE PGMNAME(PAY287) DDNAME(SYSUT1)

Example 3

In the following example, ENCPARM NODELETE overrides ENCPARM CLEANUP.

ENCPARM NODELETE JOBNAME(-ALLOC) DSNAME(PROD.GL.RPTS.AH1)

ENCPARM CLEANUP INITIAL(YES) RESTART(YES) DYNALLOC(YES)

ENCPARM CLEANUP causes ESP WA Restart Option to delete all data sets that will be created by the initial run or a
restart run. For a restart run, this includes dynamically allocated data sets.

ENCPARM NODELETE disables ESP WA Restart Option deletion of data set PROD.GL.RPTS.AH1, but only in jobs
whose name ends with "ALLOC".

NOTE
The order of the initialization parameters in the example makes no difference; ENCPARM NODELETE always
overrides ENCPARM CLEANUP.

ENCPARM NOIGNORE: Reenable Processing for Specified Data Sets
The ENCPARM NOIGNORE initialization parameter overrides the ENCPARM IGNOREDS initialization parameter and
command for the specified data sets. ESP WA Restart Option processing is enabled once again for data sets specified in
ENCPARM NOIGNORE. That is:

• Errors are predicted.
• Cleanup is done.
• Auto-restoring is performed.
• Security checking is performed.
• Adjustment of GDGs is done.

Availability

ESP WA Restart Option

Where defined

Master and proxy

Syntax

ENCPARM NOIGNORE  [DSNAME(-|dsname)]

                  [JOBNAME(-|jobname)]

                  [DDNAME(-|ddname)]

                  [PGMNAME(-|pgmname)]

Operand Description
DSNAME( - |dsname) The data sets for which to re-enable ESP WA Restart Option

processing. The default is a hyphen (-), which matches any data
set name.

JOBNAME( - |jobname) The jobs referring to the data sets for which you want to re-enable
ESP WA Restart Option processing. The default is a hyphen (-),
which matches data sets to which any job name refers.
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DDNAME( - |ddname) The DD names for the data sets for which you want to re-enable
ESP WA Restart Option processing. The default is a hyphen (-),
which matches data sets to which any DD name refers.

PGMNAME( - |pgmname) The executing programs referring to the data sets for which you
want to re-enable ESP WA Restart Option processing. The default
is a hyphen (-), which matches data sets to which any program
refers.

Usage Notes:

• ESP WA Restart Option compares the value of each operand in ENCPARM NOIGNORE with the corresponding value
in the job. If all values match, ESP WA Restart Option processing is re-enabled for the corresponding data sets.

NOTE
An ENCPARM NOIGNORE initialization parameter or statement cannot override an ENCPARM NODELETE
initialization parameter or statement.

• You may include wildcard characters in the value of the DSNAME, JOBNAME, DDNAME, and PGMNAME operands. If
you do not specify a value, the default is a hyphen (-), which matches any value.

• You can issue as many ENCPARM NOIGNORE statements and initialization parameters as you want and in any order
you want relative to any other ESP WA Restart Option statements and initialization parameters.
ENCPARM NOIGNORE always overrides ENCPARM IGNOREDS, no matter where they are coded and in what order.

• If ENCPARM IGNOREDS was coded in an earlier job run and removed for a restart run, it is still in effect and any
specified data sets are ignored. You must code ENCPARM NOIGNORE in the restart to overide the effect of the
previously coded ENCPARM IGNOREDS for specified data sets.

Example 1

The following initialization parameter causes ESP WA Restart Option to re-enable processing for any data set specified in
an IMSLOG DD statement.

ENCPARM NOIGNORE DDNAME(IMSLOG)

Example 2

The following initialization parameter causes ESP WA Restart Option to re-enable processing for any data set for which
both of the following conditions apply:

• The data set is referenced in a step executing program PAY287.
• The data set is specified in DD statement SYSUT1.

ENCPARM NOIGNORE PGMNAME(PAY287) DDNAME(SYSUT1)

Example 3

In the following example, ENCPARM NOIGNORE overrides ENCPARM IGNOREDS.

ENCPARM NOIGNORE JOBNAME(-ALLOC) DSNAME(PROD.GL.RPTS.AH1)

ENCPARM IGNOREDS DSNAME(PROD.GL.RPTS.-)

ENCPARM IGNOREDS causes ESP WA Restart Option to ignore all data sets starting with PROD.GL.RPTS.

ENCPARM NOIGNORE re-enables ESP WA Restart Option processing for data set PROD.GL.RPTS.AH1, but only in
jobs whose name ends with "ALLOC".
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NOTE
The order of the initialization parameters in the example makes no difference; ENCPARM NOIGNORE always
overrides ENCPARM IGNOREDS.

ENCPARM NRDD: Specify DDname for Nonrestartable Step
The ENCPARM NRDD initialization parameter allows you to specify a DD name that you code in any steps you want to
mark as nonrestartable. ESP WA Restart Option does not choose these steps as the initial step in a restart, but they can
still run after the initial restart step.

Availability

ESP WA Restart Option

Where defined

Master and prox

Syntax

ENCPARM NRDD ddname

Operand Description
ddname Specifies a DD name that you code in any step that you want to

mark as nonrestartable.

NOTE

• You can code ENCPARM NRDD as an initialization parameter or at the application level or job level as a
statement.

• You can code ENCPARM NRDD multiple times. The last one coded determines the DD name that marks a
nonrestartable step.

• If you do not specify the ddname operand, you cannot use a DD name to mark a step as nonrestartable.
• You can code any valid parameter that you want in DD statements whose DD name is specified by

ENCPARM NRDD.

Example: ENCPARM NRDD Initialization Parameter

In the following example, ENCPARM NRDD specifies DD name NORESTRT.

ENCPARM NRDD NORESTRT

In the following JCL, DD name NORESTRT is coded in STEP10 and STEP15. If the job is restarted, ESP WA Restart
Option will not restart on STEP10 or STEP15 since they are marked as nonrestartable. However, these steps can still run
if STEP1 or STEP2 is chosen as the initial restart step.

//GLDLY JOB...

//...

//STEP1 EXEC PGM=GL01

...

//STEP2 EXEC PGM=GL02

...

//STEP10 EXEC PGM=GL10

//NORESTRT DD DUMMY

...
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//STEP15 EXEC PGM=GL15

//NORESTRT DD DUMMY

...

//STEP20 EXEC PGM=GLRPT

...

ENCPARM NRSADJ: Control Selection of Alternative Nonrestartable Step
The ENCPARM NRDD initialization parameter allows you to control whether ESP WA Restart Option chooses another
restart step if its original choice is nonrestartable. A nonrestartable step includes z/OS parameter RD=NR or a DDname
specified in the ENCPARM NRDD initialization parameter or statement. If you allow the choice of restart step to be
revised, ESP WA Restart Option checks backward from the original step and chooses the nearest step without RD=NR or
the DDname mentioned. It does not check steps excluded from the restart or steps that run an abender program.

Availability

ESP WA Restart Option

Where defined

Master and proxy

Syntax

ENCPARM NRSADJ YES|NO

Operand Description
YES Specifies that if ESP WA Restart Option chooses a restart step

that is nonrestartable, it revises its choice.
NO Specifies that if ESP WA Restart Option chooses a restart step

that is nonrestartable, it does not revise its choice.

NOTE
You can code ENCPARM NRSADJ as an initialization parameter or at the application level or job level as a
statement.

Example: ENCPARM NRSADJ Initialization Parameter

In the following example, ENCPARM NRSADJ is coded to instruct ESP WA Restart Option to choose another restart step
if its original choice is nonrestartable.

ENCPARM NRSADJ YES

ENCPARM PREDICT: Specify Error Types
The ENCPARM PREDICT initialization parameter controls what type of errors ESP WA Restart Option predicts. By
default, ESP WA Restart Option predicts all errors.

Availability

ESP WA Restart Option

Where defined

Master and proxy

Syntax
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ENCPARM PREDICT error-type([YES|NO]) [error-type([YES|NO])...]

                [BYPASS(nnn)]

                [PROG(program)]

                [NOPROG(program)]

Operand Description
error-type(YES) ESP WA Restart Option predicts this type of error. YES is the default. See "Error types"

on page 419 for the list of valid error-type values.
error-type(NO) Specifies that ESP WA Restart Option does not predict this type of error.
BYPASS(nnn) ESP WA Restart Option treats nnn as a special condition code and does not predict

DSNOTFOUND or NOTCATLG2 errors for these steps.
If ESP WA Restart Option knows that a job step never executes, you do not need to code
the BYPASS operand to avoid DSNOTFOUND or NOTCATLG2 errors.

PROG(program) ESP WA Restart Option does not predict DSNOTFOUND errors for all job steps after the
first step that runs program.

NOPROG(program) Reverses the previous setting of the PROG(program) operand. This operand is useful
when PROG(program) is the global default.

Error types

The error type must be one of the following:

Error Type Description
DCB The DCB attributes specified in the DCB parameter are inconsistent.
DSNOTFOUND The data set name cannot be found in the catalog.
DUPNAME The data set name already exists on the specified volume.
GDGDEF The GDG base is not defined.
GDGGEN The specified GDG generation does not exist.
NOTCAT2 The data set cannot be cataloged because it is already cataloged.
NOTDEL8 The data set cannot be deleted because it does not exist.
NOTONVOLUME The requested data set is not on the volume specified in the DD statement or in the

catalog.
NOTUNCAT2 The data set cannot be uncataloged because it is not cataloged.
PGMNOTFOUND The specified program cannot be found.
RDNR The job cannot restart from the specified FROMSTEP since that step contains the

RD=NR parameter.
SECURITY A security violation has been detected.
SPACE The SPACE parameter is missing for a new data set on DASD.
UNIT A UNIT parameter is missing for a new data set with VOLUME specified.

Example: NOTCAT2 and SPACE

When you issue the following ENCPARM command, ESP WA Restart Option does not predict NOTCAT2 and SPACE
parameter errors.

ENCPARM PREDICT NOTCAT2(NO) SPACE(NO)
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NOTE
ESP WA Restart Option still predicts all other errors.

Example: BYPASS

Sometimes you may code a COND parameter as follows so that a step is bypassed:

...

//STEP5  EXEC PGM=ABC,COND=(999,NE)

//SYSUT1 DD   DSN=PCY.DATA,DISP=SHR

...

If data set PCY.DATA in the preceding example does not exist, ESP WA Restart Option predicts a "data set not found"
error, even though the step will not run.

To prevent the error prediction code the following ESP WA Restart Option initialization parameter:

PREDICT BYPASS(999)

NOTE
You can also change the COND parameter to avoid the error prediction problem. In the following example,
COND=(999,NE) is changed to COND=(0,LE):

...

//STEP5    EXEC PGM=ABC,COND=(0,LE)

//SYSUT1   DD DSN=PCY.DATA,DISP=SHR

...

Because a step cannot have a completion code of less than 0, ESP WA Restart Option knows that STEP1 in the
preceding example never executes. In this case, ESP WA Restart Option does not predict a "data set not found" error.

Example: PROG

In the following JCL, STEP01 executes IDCAMS to define a data set that STEP02 refers to. As a result, ESP WA Restart
Option predicts a DSNOTFOUND error because ESP WA Restart Option does not see the IDCAMS control commands:

//STEP01 EXEC PGM=IDCAMS

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN DD *

  DEFINE CLUSTER -

   (NAME(A.B.C) -

    VOL(volume))

    ...

//*

//STEP02 EXEC PGM=MYPGM

//DD1    DD DSN=A.B.C,DISP=SHR

To stop ESP WA Restart Option from predicting DATA SET NOT FOUND errors for all steps after STEP02 (the IDCAMS
step), code the following ESP WA Restart Option initialization parameter:

PREDICT PROG(IDCAMS)

Example: NOPROG
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PROG(ABC) is issued at the beginning of the following application definition, so it applies to all jobs in the application.
NOPROG(ABC) is issued in the job definition for job P2, so it applies to that job only. Job P1 and P2 run program ABC.

JCLLIB 'PA.JCL.CNTL'

APPL  PAYROLL

OPTIONS RESTARTSTEP

ENCPARM PREDICT PROG(ABC)

 

JOB P1

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

 

JOB P2

  ENCPARM PREDICT NOPROG(ABC)

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

 

JOB P3

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

In this case

• ESP WA Restart Option does not predict any DSNOTFOUND errors in job P1 for all steps after the one that runs
program ABC.

• ESP WA Restart Option predicts all DSNOTFOUND errors in job P2, even though job P2 runs program ABC.
• ESP WA Restart Option predicts all DSNOTFOUND errors in job P3 because job P3 does not run program ABC.

ENCPARM PRINT: Select Sections to Print
ESP WA Restart Option usually prints only the job run report sections that are relevant to the current run. However, you
can print other report sections by issuing the ENCPARM PRINT command. For details, see the job run report in the ESP
WA Restart Option User Guide.

Availability

ESP WA Restart Option

Where defined

Master and proxy

Syntax

ENCPARM PRINT section-name([YES|NO])

              section-name([YES|NO])
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              ...

Operand Description
section-name(YES|NO) Specifies whether a section of the ESP WA Restart Option job run report is produced.

The default, YES, applies only to specified section names. For example, to print errors
you can issue ENCPARM PRINT ERRORS(YES) or just ENCPARM PRINT ERRORS.
The section names and report sections printed are as follows:
ACTION2: Dump of Action Table section
ACTIONS: Action Summary section
CATALOG: Catalog section
ERRORS: Errors section
EXHFILE: EXH data set Statistics section
HISTORY: History of Previous Job section
MULTIVOL: Multivolume data sets section
RESTART: Job Restart Summary section
RETRIEVAL: EXH Record-Retrieval Details section
SIOTJFCB: SIOT/JFCB section
SMF: SMF Records section
SUBSYS: Subsystem Information section
SUMMARY: Job Summary section
UNIT: Unit Names section
VTOC: VTOC section

NOTE

• The ENCPARM DIAG YES command enables all the options listed under the ENCPARM PRINT command.
• The following report sections are always produced:

– Title
– Parameter Summary
– Initialization Parameters
ESP WA Restart Option produces the report's "Severe Error" section only when a severe error occurs. For
example, an ESP WA Restart Option condition code 44 (a job's EXH record is no longer in the EXH data set)
causes ESP WA Restart Option to produce the report's "Severe Error" section.

Example: ENCPARM PRINT

The following command adds the "History of Previous Job" section and the "Subsystem Information" section to the ESP
WA Restart Option report.

ENCPARM PRINT HISTORY(YES) SUBSYS

ESP WA Restart Option assumes the default, YES, for the operand SUBSYS.

ENCPARM PURGE: Configure Automatic Purge
The ENCPARM PURGE command sets conditions under which ESP WA Restart Option automatically purges records
from the EXH data set before creating a new record.

Regardless of whether you use ENCPARM PURGE, run the CYBRMPRG utility regularly to maintain your EXH data set.

WARNING
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• You can only enter ENCPARM PURGE in the initialization parameters or in page mode. If you enter it at the
application level or job level, it is ignored.

• You can enter more than one ENCPARM PURGE command. They are kept in the same sequence as they
are entered. The first ENCPARM PURGE command that matches the job name is executed. Once the match
is found, the remaining ENCPARM PURGE commands are skipped. To achieve the desired results, enter
ENCPARM PURGE commands from the most specific to the most generic.

Availability

ESP WA Restart Option

Where defined

Master and proxy

Syntax

ENCPARM PURGE JOB(job-mask) [AGE(days)] [INCOMPLETEAGE(days)]

                    [KEEP(number)] [INCOMPLETEKEEP(number)]

Operand Description
JOB(job-mask) A job name mask string that might contain wildcard characters
AGE(days) The number of days that complete job groups matching the job name mask are kept on

the EXH data set. When a complete job group reaches or exceeds the specified age, it is
subject to purging.

INCOMPLETEAGE(days) The number of days that incomplete job groups matching the job name mask are kept on
the EXH data set. When a complete job group reaches or exceeds the specified age, it is
subject to purging.

KEEP(number) The number of complete job groups matching the job name mask that are kept on the
EXH data set

INCOMPLETEKEEP(number) The number of incomplete job groups matching the job name mask that are kept on the
EXH data set

Batch Jobs

The ENCPARM PURGE command is ignored when it is issued in the ESP WA Restart Option step of a batch job.

Job Groups

A job group is composed of an initial job and all restarted jobs stemming from that initial job. A complete job group is one
in which the most recent job has executed successfully; otherwise, it is an incomplete job group. The age of the most
recent member of a job group determines the age of the whole job group.

Listing Jobs and Default Purge Values

You can list the jobs in the index of an EXH data set by running the CYBRMLST utility or the CYBRMPRG utility with the
TEST operand set to YES.

You can list the default purge values that are stored on the EXH data set by running the CYBRMQRY utility.

The utilities are in the sample library prefix.CD7YJCL.

Setting the Default Automatic Job Purge Values

If you do not specify values for the optional operands, ESP WA Restart Option uses the default values taken from the EXH
data set.

You can set the default purge values for the automatic job purge when you allocate the EXH data set with the CYBRMALC
utility.
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You can change the default automatic job purge values with the CYBRMKEP utility.

You can override the default automatic job purge values with the ENCPARM PURGE command.

Automatic Job Purging

WARNING
Automatic job purging occurs gradually as new jobs that match the purge initialization parameters run.

A completed job group is purged when one of the following conditions is met:

• The most recent job in the group is older than AGE.
• The completed job group is the oldest job group in the EXH data set and a new job group is created that exceeds the

KEEP limit.

An incomplete job group is purged when one of the following conditions is met:

• The most recent job in the group is older than INCOMPLETEAGE.
• The incomplete job group is the oldest incomplete job group in the EXH data set and a new job group is created that

exceeds the INCOMPLETEKEEP limit.

Purging Jobs Manually

You can immediately purge jobs from the EXH data set with the CYBRMPRG utility. Use the CYBRMPRG utility regularly
to maintain your EXH data set.

Example: ENCPARM PURGE

In this example, the default purge criteria stored on the EXH data set are

AGE=3

INCOMPLETEAGE=10

KEEP=4

INCOMPLETEKEEP=6

ENCPARM PURGE is used to modify the default purge values:

ENCPARM PURGE JOB(A-) AGE(14)

ENCPARM PURGE JOB(B-) INCOMPLETEAGE(12)

ENCPARM PURGE JOB(-) AGE(4) INCOMPLETEAGE(6) KEEP(3) INCOMPLETEKEEP(5)

The default purge values are modified as follows:

Jobs Purge values
Name starting with A AGE=14

INCOMPLETEAGE=10
KEEP=4
INCOMPLETEKEEP=6

Name starting with B AGE=3
INCOMPLETEAGE=12
KEEP=4
INCOMPLETEKEEP=6

All other job names AGE=4
INCOMPLETEAGE=6
KEEP=3
INCOMPLETEKEEP=5
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ENCPARM TAPESCR: Request Tape Scratch From TMS
The ENCPARM TAPESCR initialization parameter specifies how ESP WA Restart Option scratches tape data sets.

NOTE
This initialization parameter applies only if you use a tape management system.

Availability

ESP WA Restart Option

Where defined

Master and proxy

Syntax

ENCPARM TAPESCR PROG(pgmname)|

                COMMAND('command_text') CONSOLE(consname)

                                        CART(token)

Operand Description
PROG(pgmname) The name of the tape management program that ESP WA Restart Option calls to scratch

the tape data set
COMMAND('command_text') The text of an operator command that ESP WA Restart Option issues to scratch a tape

data set. The maximum length of the command is 126 characters. If your command text
is longer than 126 characters, use a tape-scratch program and invoke it with TAPESCR
PROG(progname)

CONSOLE(consname) The name of a console from which the command is issued. Specify CONSOLE only
when you specify the COMMAND operand. ESP WA Restart Option does not issue an
error if you specify CONSOLE without COMMAND.

CART(token) The response token that is associated with the command. Specify CART only when you
specify the COMMAND operand. ESP WA Restart Option does not issue an error if you
specify CART without COMMAND.

NOTE

• PROG and COMMAND are mutually exclusive. CONSOLE and CART should only be specified if COMMAND
is specified.

• If no tape-management system is installed, ESP WA Restart Option only uncatalogs the tape data set using
the IDCAMS NOSCR command. However, if a tape-management system is present, ESP WA Restart Option
also executes the interface program named in pgmname or issues the command in command_text.

Using Symbolic Variables in a Tape-Scratch Command

You can include the following symbolic variables in a tape-scratch command. Symbolic variables are replaced by their
assigned values before the command is issued.

&DSN -- name of a data set to be scratched

&VOL -- list of VOLSERs that store the data set

&EXPDT -- data set expiry date

&RETPD -- data set retention period

&TYPE -- type of ESP WA Restart Option run (I-initial run, B-backout run, R-restart run)
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NOTE
IBM restricts the length of the longest operator command to 126 characters. If your installation uses very large
multi-volume data sets, the VOLSER list substitution might exceed the legal operator command length. In this
situation, use a tape-scratch program and invoke it with TAPESCR PROG(progname).

You can list the tape-scratch command before and after the symbolic variable substitution processing by issuing the
TRACE CYBRM577 command. Because the TRACE CYBRM577 degrades performance, remove it before production.

Using a Tape-Scratch Program

A tape-scratch program is attached; that is, it runs as an operating system subtask and its parameter list is in the standard
z/OS subroutine parameter list format. The program is invoked in the AMODE (addressing mode) that was specified
during its link-edit run.

The following table describes the parameters that ESP WA Restart Option passes to any program specified in ENCPARM
TAPESCR.

Parameter Description
DSN Data set name. It is up to 44 characters long.
NUM_VOLS Number of volumes on which this data set is stored. It is a binary full-word counter. The

maximum is 255 volumes (the operating system limit).
VOL_SER Array of VOLSERs. Each array entry is six bytes long and contains a volume serial

number in character format.
EXP_DT Data set expiry date. The date is in the Julian date format YYDDD. It is a three-byte

field. The first byte contains a binary representation of YY, the next two bytes contain the
binary representation of DDD. For example YYDDD=99365 is stored as X'63016D'.

RETPD Data set retention period. The date is in the Julian date format YYDDD. It is a three-byte
field. The first byte contains a binary representation of YY, the next two bytes contain the
binary representation of DDD.

FLAGS A two-byte field that encodes ESP WA Restart Option run type as follows:
X'8000' - initial run
X'4000' - restart run
X'2000' - backout run
X'1000' - cleanup run
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Example: Tape-Scratch Program

In this example, ESP WA Restart Option invokes a program called MYTAPSCR whenever a tape data set should be
scratched:

ENCPARM TAPESCR PROG(MYTAPSCR)

In this example, TAPESCR PROG attaches the program MYTAPSCR, creating a system subtask. The parameter list
described previously is passed to MYTAPSCR. The program is invoked in the AMODE that was specified during its link-
edit run.

Example: Symbolic Parameters in the TAPESCR Initialization Parameter

In the following example, a ENCPARM TAPESCR initialization parameter issues a START command for a started task
called SCRTAP. Parameters P1 and P2 pass to the started task:

TAPESCR COMMAND('S SCRTAP,P1=&DSN,P2=&VOL')

Assuming symbolic parameter &DSN=TAP1 and &VOL=SER=(TAPE01,TAPE02), the command appears as follows after
the values are substituted:

S SCRTAP,P1=TAP1,P2='TAPE01,TAPE02'

The started task that is invoked must have a matching definition of parameters:

//SCRTAP PROC P1='NODSN',P2='NOVOL'

//STEP1  EXEC SCRTAP1,PARM='&P1,&P2'      

If the parameters do not match, you might see the following JCL card that will cause a JCL error:

//IEFPROC.IEFRDER DD …a list of your mismatched parameters…

The started task will fail.
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In this example, the parameters passed to the program SCRTAP1 come from the invocation line. The parameters from the
invocation line (and also from the JCL PARM field) are in the varying string format as described in the IBM documentation:

LL DATA

In the example LL = 18 (binary halfword) followed by
DATA = TAP1,TAPE01,TAPE02 in the character format. Note that the operating system removes the single quotation
marks surrounding the list of parameter P2 so that program SCRTAP1 does not see them.

ENCPARM TRACE: Specify Modules to Be Traced
The ENCPARM TRACE initialization parameter specifies the name or prefix of one or more modules that ESP WA Restart
Option should trace.

Availability

ESP WA Restart Option

Where defined

Master and proxy

Syntax

ENCPARM TRACE (modulename1, modulename2 ...)[VERBOSE|NVERBOSE]

Operand Description
module_name A module or a set of modules that ESP WA Restart Option should trace. If the name is

less than eight characters long, ESP WA Restart Option traces all modules beginning
with that prefix. If ESP WA Restart Option traces only one module, parentheses are
optional.

VERBOSE Produces any additional trace messages for ESP WA Restart Option programs that
have tracing enabled. Verbose tracing requires additional processing, so use it only if
Broadcom Support requests you to do so.

NVERBOSE Disable verbose tracing. See the VERBOSE operand.

NOTE

The ENCPARM TRACE command causes trace information to be printed among the normal reports the ESP
WA Restart Option step produces.

Since tracing degrades performance, use this command for diagnostics purposes only. Usually Broadcom
Support asks you to run a trace.

Example

In the following example, ESP WA Restart Option produces trace information for module CYBRM574 and CYBRM402:

TRACE (CYBRM574,CYBRM402)

In the following example, verbose trace information for all ESP WA Restart Option modules is generated:

TRACE CYBRM VERBOSE
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ENCPARM VOLUME: Specify Data Set Processing Based on Volume Serial
Use the ENCPARM VOLUME initialization parameter to:

• Specify special processing options for selected volumes.
Selected volumes are either excluded from ESP WA Restart Option processing or included in ESP WA Restart Option
processing.

• Specify the string the installation uses to identify a migrated data set.
The operand MIGRATE applies installation-wide and it can only have a single value.

Availability

ESP WA Restart Option

Where defined

Master and proxy

Syntax

ENCPARM VOLUME EXCLUDE(excl-vol-list)

               INCLUDE(incl-vol-list)

               MIGRATE(MIGRAT|mig-vol)

Operand Description
EXCLUDE(excl-vol-list) A list of volume serial numbers that represent volumes on which

no maintenance should be done. ESP WA Restart Option does
not delete any data set that resides on a volume in the list.
You can use the wildcard characters asterisk and hyphen.

INCLUDE(incl-vol-list) A list of volume serial numbers that represent volumes on which
maintenance should be done. INCLUDE overrides previous
EXCLUDE operands.

MIGRATE(MIGRAT|mig-vol) The volume serial numbers that indicate that a data set has been
migrated or archived to tape. MIGRAT is the default value.
Note: MIGRAT is the value the IBM data-management software
uses. Other data-management software vendors might use
different values. Consult your system programmer to determine
the correct value for your site.
Migrated or archived data sets are indicated by MIGRATED in the
ESP WA Restart Option job run report's "Catalog" section (see
"Diagnostic sections of the ESP WA Restart Option job run report"
in the ESP WA Restart Option User Guide). Also, for these data
sets, ESP WA Restart Option does not predict the following errors:
DATA SET ALREADY DELETED
DATA SET NOT YET EXPIRED, NOT DELETED
PERMANENT DATA SET NOT ON VOLUME

Example

In the following example, ESP WA Restart Option does not delete data sets from SYSRES or from any volume whose
volume serial begins with PAY, except for PAY002. ESP WA Restart Option considers any data set cataloged on ARCIVE
as migrated or archived.

ENCPARM VOLUME EXCLUDE(SYSRES,PAY-) MIGRATE(ARCIVE)

ENCPARM VOLUME INCLUDE(PAY002)
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ENCPARM WARNING: Display Extra Warning Messages
The ENCPARM WARNING initialization parameter allows you to display extra warning messages to support manual
restart tasks.

In some restart situations, you might need to manually adjust data sets. For example, you might have to recreate a
missing data set or adjust a data set that has DISP=MOD specified in the DD statement. To remind you about the required
adjustments, you can have ESP WA Restart Option issue extra warning messages in the Restart Action Summary screen.
You can still restart a job when you see the extra warning messages.

Availability

ESP WA Restart Option

Where defined

Master and proxy

Syntax

ENCPARM WARNING GDGALL(YES|NO)

                MISSING(YES|NO)

                DISPMOD(YES|NO)

Operand Description
GDGALL(YES|NO) Determines whether ESP WA Restart Option issues a warning message when a job

restarts and a generation is missing from a GDG concatenation that existed when the job
first ran. NO is the default.
The ENCPARM WARNING GDGALL(YES) command must be issued for the job's initial
run and restart. If it is not, the job's initial run does not track the generations included in
the original GDG concatenation.
Jobs can still run if warning messages are issued for a missing GDG generation.

MISSING(YES|NO) Determines whether ESP WA Restart Option issues a warning message if a data set no
longer exists and ESP WA Restart Option intends to clean up the data set. Another job or
user might have already deleted the data set. NO is the default.

DISPMOD(YES|NO) Determines whether ESP WA Restart Option issues a warning message if a data set with
DISP=MOD is specified in a job. These data sets might require special handling by the
user before a restart. ESP WA Restart Option usually tries to auto-restore these data
sets. If it cannot, it issues the warning. NO is the default.

Example: Warning message for WARNING GDGALL(YES)

WARNING: A CONCATENATED GDG GENERATION IS MISSING.

THE MISSING GENERATION IS PA.TESTGDGB.G0017V00

THIS GENERATION WAS PART OF A GDG CONCATENATION.

Example: Warning message for WARNING DISPMOD(YES)

WARNING: A DISP=MOD DATA SET WAS MODIFIED BY THE JOB.

THE DATA SET IS PA.TEST.DD4001 ON VOL003

THIS DATA SET MIGHT NEED TO BE RECREATED BEFORE RESTARTING THIS JOB.

Example: Warning message for WARNING MISSING(YES)
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WARNING: DATA SET PA.TEST.DD4001 IS MISSING.           

(THIS DATA SET HAS ALREADY BEEN CLEANED UP BY SOME OTHER JOB OR USER.)

ENCRPSW: Define Logon Encryption Requirements
The ENCRPSW initialization parameter configures a Workstation Server to allow only encrypted logons from ESP
Workstation.

WARNING
If ENCRPSW is not specified, any encrypted or unencrypted logon is allowed.

Where defined

WSSPARM data set

Syntax

ENCRPSW

• Equivalent EXEC parameter

The following indicates the equivalent EXEC parameter for defining the Workstation Server started task. For details, see
Create the Workstation Server started task.

ENCRPSW|NOENCRPSW

ENCRPSW
Configure the Workstation Server to allow only encrypted logons from ESP Workstation.

NOENCRPSW
Configure the Workstation Server to allow encrypted or unencrypted logons from ESP Workstation.

WARNING
This parameter overrides the ENCRPSW initialization parameter.

Example: ENCRPSW Initialization Parameter

The following example shows a WSSPARM data set. Because ENCRPSW is coded in this data set, all ESP Workstation
logons to the Workstation Server must be encrypted.

MODE NORMAL

PORT 5300

SUBSYS Q530

TCPIP TCPHPNS(TCPIP)

SET

ENCRPSW

ENCRYPT key(X'0307195303071953')

WSSCTL SET PARMS INTERVAL()

WSSCTL SET PARMS RPOLLINT()

WSSCTL SET PARMS RCONNINT()

WSSCTL SET PARMS RRSPWAIT()

WSSCTL SET PARMS PROXYEXP()

WSSCTL SET PARMS TCPWAIT(120)

WSSCTL SET PARMS MAXCON_LOIP(10)

WSSCTL SET PARMS MAXCON_PERIP(100)

WSSCTL SET PARMS MAXCON_TOTAL()
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WSSCTL SET TRACE SYSOUT(A)

WSSCTL START TRACE

Example: ENCRPSW EXEC parameter

In the following example, ENCRPSW is coded in the EXEC statement of a Workstation Server started task. This allows
only encrypted logons to the Workstation Server.

//IEFPROC EXEC PGM=CYBES064,PARM='ENCRPSW',

...

Example: NOENCRPSW EXEC parameter

In the following example, NOENCRPSW is coded in the EXEC statement of a Workstation Server started task. This
overrides the ENCRPSW initialization parameter, if one is coded, and allows encrypted or unencrypted logons to the
Workstation Server.

//IEFPROC EXEC PGM=CYBES064,PARM='NOENCRPSW',

ENCRYPT: Specify Encryption Key for Communications
The ENCRYPT initialization parameter enables encrypted communications between the ESP Agent or Workstation Server
and the ESP Manager using a globally defined encryption key.

You can code more than one ENCRYPT initialization parameter in the AGENTDEF Agent definition data set.

An ENCRYPT initialization parameter applies to Agents subsequently defined until the next ENCRYPT initialization
parameter is encountered.

Where defined

Master, AGENTDEF data set, WSSPARM data set

Syntax

ENCRYPT KEY(key)|KEYNAME(keyname)|KEYNAME[(*)] [ALL|NOALL]

KEY(key)
The encryption key for communications. The form is X'nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn' where X signifies hexadecimal format
and n is a hexadecimal number. The encryption key can have up to 16 characters (8 bytes).

WARNING
Ensure that the key value matches the security.cryptkey parameter in the agentparm.txt file on your
agent system.

KEYNAME(keyname) or KEYNAME[(*)]
The name of the encryption key for communications. The key name is defined with the CRYPTKEY command.
KEYNAME or KEYNAME(*) specify that the key name comes from the related AGENT or MANAGER command
or initialization parameter. For AGENT, the agent name is the key name. For MANAGER, the manager name is
the key name. Define that key name and a key using the CRYPTKEY command.

WARNING
Ensure that the key represented by the key name is also specified in file cryptkey.txt (default file name)
on your agent system. The location of cryptkey.txt is specified in the security.cryptkey parameter in the
agentparm.txt file on your agent system.

ALL
Activates encryption using the defined encryption key for all subsequent Agents with the following exceptions:
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• If the AGENT initialization parameter uses the NOENCRYPT operand, no encryption is performed.
• If the AGENT initialization parameter uses the ENCRYPT operand with a key defined, encryption is performed

with the key defined in the AGENT initialization parameter.

NOALL
Activates encryption using the defined encryption key on the subsequent Agents whose initialization parameter
includes the ENCRYPT operand with no key defined. NOALL is the default.

Example: ENCRYPT Initialization Parameter

The following is an example of a single ENCRYPT initialization parameter:

ENCRYPT KEYNAME(AGTKEY)

Example: Multiple ENCRYPT Initialization Parameters

The following is a sample AGENTDEF using multiple ENCRYPT initialization parameters:

MANAGER NAME(CM_CENTRAL)

ENCRYPT KEYNAME(AGTKEY1) ALL

MAPUSER JDOE TO(PROD) AGENT(TORSUN1)

AGENT TORSUN1 ADDRESS(xxx.xx.xx.xx) PORT(9999) NOENCRYPT

AGENT TORNT1 ADDRESS(xxx.xx.xx.xx) PORT(9998)

AGENT TORNT2 ADDRESS(xxx.xx.xx.xx) PORT(9997) +

   ENCRYPT KEYNAME(TORNT2_KEY)

ENCRYPT KEYNAME(AGTKEY2)

AGENT CHI_NT ADDRESS(CHINT01) PORT(3001)

AGENT NYC_NT ADDRESS(CHINT02) PORT(3002) ENCRYPT

AGENT SFO_NT ADDRESS(CHINT03) PORT(3003) ENCRYPT KEYNAME(SFO_NT_KEY)

The following table explains the encryption used for communication:

AGENT Key Name Used Explanation
TORSUN1 No encryption Agent does not use encryption because

NOENCRYPT is coded.
TORNT1 AGTKEY1 Agent uses the global key defined in the

first ENCRYPT initialization parameter with
ALL operand because neither ENCRYPT or
NOENCRYPT is coded.

TORNT2 TORNT2_KEY Agent uses the key defined with its
ENCRYPT operand.

CHI_NT No encryption Agent does not use encryption because
neither ENCRYPT nor NOENCRYPT
are coded and the second ENCRYPT
initialization parameter specifies NOALL by
default.

NYC_NT AGTKEY2 Agent uses the global key defined in the
second ENCRYPT initialization parameter
because ENCRYPT is coded without a key.

SFO_NT SFO_NT_KEY Agent uses the key defined with its
ENCRYPT operand.
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ENQSELF: Set Enqueue on Every Job
The ENQSELF initialization parameter indicates that every job in all ESP applications will enqueue on itself. The
ENQSELF initialization parameter use resources implicitly. Therefore, a resource file (RESFILE) and the network topology
must be defined before you can use it.

NOTE
You can also use the ENQSELF initialization parameter as a command. For details about command syntax and
operands, see the Command Reference Guide.

 

NOTE
We recommend that you use resources rather than ENQSELF for this purpose.

Where defined

Master and proxy

Syntax

ENQSELF [ALWAYS|NOTALWAYS]

Operand Description
ALWAYS All jobs will enqueue on themselves. This is useful if you are using the NOTWITH

statement with numerous, small groups of jobs that are mutually exclusive.
NOTALWAYS Only jobs with enqueues originating from the NOTWITH statement will automatically

enqueue on themselves.

Usage Notes:

Specifying the NOTWITH statement in the scope of a job requires that the targeted job enqueue on itself. This occurs if
either ENQSELF is set to ALWAYS or the targeted job has a NOTWITH statement. Thus setting ENQSELF to ALWAYS
allows the use of unmatched NOTWITH statements.

Example

In the following example, job NWN003 has no NOTWITH statement, so it will execute at the same time as job NWN001
unless ENQSELF is set to ALWAYS. Otherwise, job NWN003 must have a NOTWITH NWN001 statement to be mutually
exclusive with job NWN001.

APPL NWN00A

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB NWN001

  RUN WEEKDAYS

  NOTWITH NWN003

ENDJOB

JOB NWN002

  RUN WEEKDAYS

  ENDJOB

JOB NWN003

  RUN WEEKDAYS

  ENDJOB
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ERMSTEP: Specify Restart Step
The ERMSTEP initialization parameter specifies the JCL that is added to a job that requires ESP WA Restart Option.

NOTE
You can also issue the ERMSTEP initialization parameter as a command.

Where defined:

Master

This initialization parameter has the following format:

ERMSTEP {'string'}

        {('string'[,'string']...)}

string
The JCL that is added to a job.

NOTE

• The following determine whether JCL from ERMSTEP is inserted in a job:
– The RESTARTSTEP and NORESTARTSTEP operands of the TRACKOPT initialization parameter or

command.
– The RESTARTSTEP and NORESTARTSTEP operands of the OPTIONS statement.

• Enclose multiple strings in parentheses. Do not use comments on the last string specified.

Example: Running ESP WA Restart Option

ERMSTEP '//ENCORE EXEC CYBRMENC'

Example: Replacing Initial Job Step Insertion

Initial step AUTOVARs insert JCL before the first job step specified. AUTOVARs cause a conflict in a restartable job
because the restart step is automatically inserted before any initial job steps. This example shows how you can solve
the conflict by specifying the AUTOVARs in the ERMSTEP initialization parameter. An output with a JESDS parameter is
added before the ESP WA Restart Option restart step.

ERMSTEP('//*OUTPUT CARDS ADDED',-

  '//PRT1 OUTPUT JESDS=ALL,CLASS=A,DEST=TORONTO',-

  '//PRT2 OUTPUT JESDS=ALL,CLASS=R,DEST=CHICAGO',-

  '//ENCORE EXEC CYBRMENC')

The preceding example routes output for Class A to Toronto and Class R to Chicago.

ESPGROUP: Specify ESP Complex ID
The ESPGROUP initialization parameter specifies the ID of the ESP master and proxy complex for use with CCCHK or
ESP WA Restart Option. If you use CCCHK or ESP WA Restart Option, an ESP master and all the related proxies must
have the same ESPGROUP name.

The ESPGROUP initialization parameter is required for CCCHK and for ESP WA Restart Option if you have multiple
subsystems.
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The ESPGROUP initialization parameter must also be specified to group together all ESP subsystems that are part of a
tracking group.

Where defined

Master and proxy

Syntax

ESPGROUP name

Operand Description
name The name of the ESP group. Can be up to eight characters

long, the first character alphabetical, the remaining characters
alphanumeric. The default ESPGROUP is the subsystem name.

Usage Notes:

ESPGROUP is not related to sysplex topology.

Example

ESPGROUP BOSTON2

ESP_JAVA_HOME: Specify Java Location
The ESP_JAVA_HOME initialization parameter specifies the location of Java in the UNIX System Services HFS or ZFS.

Where defined

RSERENV data set

Syntax

ESP_JAVA_HOME=path

Operand Description
path Specifies the HFS or ZFS path to the directory where Java is

installed. Do not include a Java subdirectory such as "bin" or "lib"
in path.

Example

The following example specifies the path to directory J5.0, where Java is installed.

ESP_JAVA_HOME=/sys/java31bt/v5r0m0/usr/lpp/java/J5.0

ESP_JDBC_PATH: Specify JDBC File Location
The ESP_JDBC_PATH initialization parameter specifies the location of JDBC jar files for the database in which the Report
Server stores job history records and application history records.

Where defined
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RSERENV data set

Syntax

ESP_JDBC_PATH=path

Operand Description
path Specifies the HFS or ZFS path to the directory where the JDBC jar

files are located.
Note: If you are unsure of the path, check with your database
administrator. The final qualifier in the path is "classes".

Example

The following example specifies the path to directory classes, where the Report Server database JDBC jar files are
located:

ESP_JDBC_PATH=/sys/usr/lpp/db2/db2710/jcc/classes

EVENTOPT: Set Event Options
The EVENTOPT initialization parameter allows or disallows Write to Operator (WTO) operations from being issued within
an event. EVENTOPT also allows or disallows the use of system commands from within an event. 

NOTE
You can also issue the EVENTOPT initialization parameter as a command.

Restrictions

Use the EVENTOPT initialization parameter with ESP 4.5.1 or later. This initialization parameter supersedes the
EVENTWTO initialization parameter.

Where defined

Master and proxy

Syntax

EVENTOPT [WTO|NOWTO]

         [VS|NOVS]

Operand Description
WTO Allows Write to Operator operations from within an event
NOWTO Disallows Write to Operator operations from within an event
VS Allows the use of z/OS commands from within an event
NOVS Disallows the use of z/OS commands from within an event

Usage Notes:

If you specify no operands, EVENTOPT tells you the current status.

Example

The following example disallows both WTOs and system commands from being issued within an event:
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EVENTOPT NOWTO NOVS

 

 

EVENTSET: Identify Event Data Set
The EVENTSET initialization parameter specifies an event data set's name and other attributes.  

NOTE
You can also issue the EVENTSET initialization parameter as a command.

Where defined

Master and proxy

ESPCOLD data set

Syntax

EVENTSET eventdsid [DSNAME(dsname)] 

                   [SCANTIME(schedule)]

                   [DEFINE] 

                   [SHR|NOSHR]

                   [JOURNAL|NOJOURNAL]

                   [BACKUPDSNAME(name)|NOBACKUPDSNAME]

Operand Description
eventdsid A unique identifier that is up to eight characters long
DSNAME(dsname) The name of a VSAM KSDS defined with the correct attributes
SCANTIME(schedule) Specifies when the event data set will be scanned and, optionally, backed up.

SCANTIME uses the same syntax as the command processor schedule statements. If
the text string contains blanks or commas, enclose it within quotation marks.

DEFINE Defines a new event data set. DEFINE is the default.
SHR The data set is shared. Use SHR on the EVENTSET initialization parameter when you

are configuring an ESP master subsystem to work with proxy subsystems. Ensure that
the EVENTSET initialization parameter with SHR is on both the master and proxy.

Note:  Related Information

Note: For more information, see Configure the Master to Use Proxies in Installation and
Configuration Guide.

NOSHR The data set is not shared. NOSHR is the default.
JOURNAL A record is written to SMF each time an event is defined, updated or deleted. For more

information, see "SMFREC: Specify SMF record number" on page 638.
NOJOURNAL No records are written to SMF when the event data set is updated. Use this keyword to

cancel a previous JOURNAL request. NOJOURNAL is the default.
BACKUPDSNAME(name) The name of a non-VSAM sequential data set
NOBACKUPDSNAME Removes the BACKUPDSNAME, if it is already specified

Usage Notes:
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• Use the EVENTSET initialization parameter to define and initialize an Event data set. Use the DEFINE operand
with DSNAME and SCANTIME operands. The identifier (up to eight characters long) is the permanent name to be
associated with that logical entity.

• When a user or group prefix is defined, an Event data set is assigned to it. The assignment is the logical identifier,
rather than the actual data set name, allowing the data set name to be changed or a new data set to be assigned later.

• The Event data set is scanned, usually at 24-hour intervals, to produce a schedule. Events created or modified after
the scan are automatically added to the schedule. You can list the schedule with the LISTSCH command. If the
SCANTIME operand is omitted, the default is 6am daily. If a backup data set is specified, the backup is performed
automatically while the schedule scan is occurring.

• When ESP encounters an I/O error on an Event data set, it issues an error message and closes the data set. Remedial
action can then occur. When the problem is corrected, the EVENTSET OPEN command causes ESP to resume
operation with the data set.

• Any Events scheduled for execution while the corresponding data set is in the suspended state are queued for
deferred execution. When the data set is available again, execution can resume. Activity on other data sets can
proceed as normal.

Example

In the following example, a new shared Event data set called EVENT1 is defined. The actual VSAM data set name
is ESP.EVENT1, and the backup data set is ESP.BACKUP.EVENT1, which will be used every morning at 5am when
EVENT1 is scanned.

EVENTSET EVENT1 DEFINE DSNAME(ESP.EVENT1) -

  SCANTIME('5AM DAILY') BACKUP(ESP.BACKUP.EVENT1) SHR

 

 

EXHFILE: Identify Execution History Data Set
The EXHFILE initialization parameter specifies the name of the execution history data set that ESP WA Restart Option
uses.

Where defined

Master and proxy

Syntax

EXHFILE dsname

Operand Description
dsname The data set name of the execution history data set

Usage Notes:

• You require the EXHFILE initialization parameter only if you are using ESP along with the rerun/restart product ESP
WA Restart Option. For more information on this data set, see the ESP WA Restart Option User Guide.

• The EXHFILE is always treated as shared.

Example

In the following example, the EXHFILE name is CYB.RERUN.HIST:
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EXHFILE 'CYB.RERUN.HIST'

EXIT: Activate and Control User Exit
The EXIT initialization parameter activates and controls an ESP user exit.

NOTE
You can also issue the EXIT initialization parameter as a command.

Where defined:

Master and proxy

Syntax

EXIT FUNCTION(exittype) MODULE(modulename)

     [INIT]|[TERM]|[INIT,TERM]

 

EXIT [FUNCTION(exittype)] [MODULE(modulename)]

     DISABLE|ENABLE

 

EXIT MODULE(modulename)

     UNLOAD|RELOAD

Operand Description
exittype The logical name of the exit point. Specify one of the following:

COLDSTART
DUEOUT
EVENTDEF
EVENTEXEC
EVENTSAF
JCLSCAN
JOBENDNOTIFY
JOBPSWD
SHUTDOWN
STARTUP
USERSEND
VSCMD
WARMSTART

modulename The name of the load module to be invoked
INIT Execute the user exit when ESP is being initialized and every time the specified function

occurs. The subfunction code CXDSFUNC in the common exit data area is set to
CXDINIT (X'01').

TERM Execute the user exit when ESP is being shut down, as well as every time the specified
function occurs. During the shutdown, the EXIT will execute whether the functional
condition occurred or not.

DISABLE Disable the specified user exits.
ENABLE Enable the specified user exits.
UNLOAD Unload the specified module from memory.
RELOAD Reload the specified module back into memory.

Load module requirements
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The load module specified in modulename should be in a library that the ESP subsystem can access. The load module
should be re-entrant or at least re-usable.

Defining user exits with identical functions or modules

You can define multiple user exits with

• The same function and different load modules
When the function condition occurs, the load modules are executed in the order in which they were defined.

• Different functions and the same load module
The same physical load module is used for each function. The load macro is issued only once.

Using unloaded modules

If a load module is unloaded from memory, you must reload it before any user exit can invoke it. You unload and load
modules using the UNLOAD and RELOAD operands.

Example: Defining user exits

In this example

• Two modules, ESPUSRX1 and ESPUXDUE, are loaded.
• Upon loading module ESPUXDUE, ESP invokes it for initialization because of the INIT operand.
• After the parameter scan completes, the STARTUP exit invokes the module ESPUSRX1 and the module is given a

chance to terminate ESP processing.
• If a cold start is performed, the module ESPUSRX1 is invoked again.
• Each time a job is overdue, ESP invokes the module ESPUXDUE.

EXIT FUNCTION(STARTUP) MOD(ESPUSRX1)

EXIT FUNCT(COLDSTART) MOD(ESPUSRX1)

EXIT FUNC(DUEOUT) MOD(ESPUXDUE) INIT

Example: Disabling and enabling user exits

The following EXIT command disables the user exit for function JCLSCAN and module CYBJSDLT.

EXIT FUNCTION(JCLSCAN) MODULE(CYBJSDLT) DISABLE

The following EXIT command enables all JCLSCAN user exit functions.

EXIT FUNCTION(JCLSCAN) ENABLE

The following EXIT command enables all user exit functions that invoke the CYBJSDLT load module.

EXIT MODULE(CYBJSDLT) ENABLE

The following EXIT command disables all user exit functions.

EXIT DISABLE

Example: Unloading and reloading modules

The following EXIT command unloads the CYBJSDLT load module from memory.

EXIT MODULE(CYBJSDLT) UNLOAD
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The following EXIT command reloads the CYBJSDLT load module back into memory.

EXIT MODULE(CYBJSDLT) RELOAD

EXPDSTRG: Set Acceptance Conditions for Explicit Data Set Triggers
The EXPDSTRG initialization parameter specifies the conditions under which an explicit data set trigger notification is
satisfied.  

NOTE
You can also issue the EXPDSTRG initialization parameter as a command.

Where defined

Master and proxy

ESPPARM initialization file

Syntax

EXPDSTRG [SECURE[(NOVERIFY)]|VERIFY|NOVERIFY]

Operand Description
SECURE Satisfy an explicit data set trigger only if the following conditions are met:

• The specified data set exists and is mounted.
• The owner of the job executing ESPDST or the user ID issuing the DSTRIG

ACTIVATE command has SAF update access to the specified data set.

SECURE
(NOVERIFY)

Satisfy an explicit data set trigger only if the owner of the job executing ESPDST or
the user ID issuing the DSTRIG ACTIVATE command has SAF update access to the
specified data set.

VERIFY Satisfy an explicit data set trigger only if the specified data set exists and is mounted.
NOVERIFY Always satisfy an explicit data set trigger. NOVERIFY is the default.

NOTE

• Use EXPDSTRG on tracking ESP subsystems (subsystems with initialization parameter SMFINT set to ON).
• On the first start of ESP after an IPL, the acceptance conditions value is:

– Set to the value of the EXPDSTRG initialization parameter or to the default, NOVERIFY.
– Saved as a checkpoint value in an ESP control block in CSA.

• On every start of ESP after the first start, the acceptance conditions value is:
– Set to the value of the EXPDSTRG initialization parameter, if it is coded, and saved as the new checkpoint

value.
– Set to the checkpoint value if the EXPDSTRG initialization parameter is not coded.

• If the EXPDSTRG command is issued, the value:
– Overrides the EXPDSTRG initialization parameter for as long as ESP is active.
– Is saved as the new checkpoint value.

Example: VERIFY Operand

In this example, the VERIFY operand means that explicit data set triggers are only satisfied if the data set specified in the
trigger exists and is mounted:
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EXPDSTRG VERIFY

Example: SECURE(NOVERIFY) Operand

In this example, the SECURE(NOVERIFY) operand means that explicit data set triggers are satisfied with SAF authority
verification, but without checking if the data set exists.

EXPDSTRG SECURE(NOVERIFY)

EXPEDITE: Define Expedite Policy
The EXPEDITE initialization parameter defines an expedite policy.

An expedite policy specifies criteria that a job must meet to be automatically expedited.

The expedite policy specifies how a job's priority should increase. The criteria are OVERDUE (the job's start or end time is
overdue) and CRITICAL_PATH (the job is on the critical path). OVERDUE and CRITICAL_PATH are expedite command
keywords. It also specifies what action should be performed when the job is expedited. 

NOTE
You can also issue the EXPEDITE initialization parameter as an OPER command.

Applicability:

ESP WA Service Governor only

Where defined:

Master

Syntax

EXPEDITE name ADD {[OVERDUE|NOOVERDUE]}

                  {[CRITICAL_PATH|NOCRITICAL_PATH]}

                  {ALL|ANY}

                  [CLASS(class)|NOCLASS]

                  [PRIORITY(priority)|NOPRIORITY]

                  [START|NOSTART]

                  [SRVCLASS(srvclass)|NOSRVCLASS]

                  [ESP_PRIORITY(nn)|NOESP_PRIORITY]

                  [WOB_PRIORITY(HIGH|ABOVE_NORMAL|NORMAL|

                   BELOW_NORMAL|IDLE)]

Operand Description
name Specifies a one-to-eight-character expedite policy name. Each character must be either

alphanumeric, a national character ($ # @) or an underscore (_). The name cannot be
specified as OFF.

ADD Requests that a new expedite policy be added
OVERDUE Specifies that, if a job under ESP's control is overdue and all other possible expedite

criteria are met, the job may be expedited. OVERDUE is valid for the ADD and ALTER
options and ignored in the DELETE and LIST options.

NOOVERDUE Specifies that an overdue condition for a job should not be used as criteria to expedite a
job. NOOVERDUE is valid for the ALTER option and ignored in the ADD, DELETE, and
LIST options. NOOVERDUE is the default.
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CRITICAL_PATH Specifies that, if a job is on the application's critical path and all other possible expedite
criteria are met, the job may be expedited. CRITICAL_PATH is valid for the ADD and
ALTER options and ignored in the DELETE and LIST options.

NOCRITICAL_PATH Specifies that presence of a job on the application's critical path should not be
considered criteria for determining whether a job may be expedited. NOCRITICAL_PATH
is valid for the ALTER option and ignored in the ADD, DELETE, and LIST options.
NOCRITICAL_PATH is the default.

ALL Specifies a job will be expedited if a job meets all the criteria specified in the expedite
policy. If ALL or ANY are not specified in the ADD option, ALL is the default. ALL is valid
for the ADD and ALTER options and ignored in the DELETE and LIST options.

ANY Specifies a job will be expedited if a job meets any criteria specified in the expedite
policy. If ALL or ANY are not specified in the ADD option, ALL is the default. ANY is valid
for the ADD and ALTER options and ignored in the DELETE and LIST options.

CLASS(class) Indicates the class that a z/OS job should be changed to if the job is expedited and
waiting for execution. You can enter up to eight characters. CLASS is valid for the ADD
and ALTER options and ignored in the DELETE and LIST options.

NOCLASS Specifies the class of a z/OS job that is waiting for execution should not be changed if
the job may be expedited. NOCLASS is valid for the ALTER option and ignored in the
ADD, DELETE, and LIST options. NOCLASS is the default.

PRIORITY(priority) Specifies the priority of a job that is waiting for execution should be changed if the job
is expedited. PRIORITY is valid for the ADD and ALTER options and ignored in the
DELETE and LIST options. The value of priority is within the range of 1 to 15.

NOPRIORITY Specifies the priority of a job that is waiting for execution should not be changed if the job
may be expedited. NOPRIORITY is valid for the ALTER option and ignored in the ADD,
DELETE, and LIST options. NOPRIORITY is the default.

START Specifies that a job that is waiting for execution should be unconditionally started if it
is expedited. The START option is only supported in OS/390 V2R4 or later for JES2
systems, and OS/390 V2R8 or later for JES3 systems. START requires the system be in
IBM WLM goal mode, and the job must be in a WLM-managed job class queue. You can
change the job to a WLM-managed job class queue using the CLASS operand.

NOSTART Specifies that a job that is waiting for execution should not be unconditionally started if
it may be expedited. NOSTART is valid for the ALTER option and ignored in the ADD,
DELETE, and LIST options. NOSTART is the default.

SRVCLASS(srvclass) Specifies that the service class of a z/OS job executing on a system in IBM WLM goal
mode should be changed if the job is expedited. SRVCLASS is valid for the ADD and
ALTER options and ignored in the DELETE and LIST options.
If a job is on the local JES node and the expedite policy specifies the SRVCLASS
operand, the job is also assumed to be on the local sysplex. An IBM WLM mode query is
issued to determine if the system the job is on is in IBM WLM compatibility mode or IBM
WLM goal mode. If the system is in goal mode, SRVCLASS is used.
Additionally, if the job is on a remote JES node, SRVCLASS is used.

NOSRVCLASS Specifies the service class of a z/OS job executing on a system in IBM WLM goal mode
should not be changed if the job may be expedited. NOSRVCLASS is valid for the
ALTER option and ignored in the ADD, DELETE, and LIST options. NOSRVCLASS is the
default.

ESP_PRIORITY(nn) Use this operand for a job that is not yet submitted.
The nn variable is a number within the range of 1 to 99.
ESP_PRIORITY allows for a dynamic change to the ESP priority of a job waiting for ESP
resources. This change in ESP priority may occur any time after the ESP application has
been generated and before the job is submitted. All changes to ESP priority are recorded
in the audit log.
ESP_PRIORITY is valid for the ADD and ALTER options and ignored in the DELETE and
LIST options.
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NOESP_ PRIORITY Use this operand for a job that is not yet submitted.
Indicates ESP will not change the job ESP priority as part of the expedite policy function.
NOESP_PRIORITY is valid for the ALTER option and ignored in the ADD, DELETE, and
LIST options. NOESP_PRIORITY is the default.

WOB_PRIORITY
(HIGH|
ABOVE_NORMAL|
NORMAL|
BELOW_NORMAL|
IDLE)

Applies to ESP System Agent Release 7 only. Use this operand to change the process
priority of a UNIX or Windows job that is executing. NORMAL is the default.
Specify one of the following process priorities:
HIGH -- Processes that must be executed immediately. These processes can use nearly
all available CPU time.
ABOVE_NORMAL -- Processes that have priority above the normal level, but below the
high level
NORMAL -- Processes without special scheduling needs. Normal is the default.
BELOW_NORMAL -- Processes that have priority above the idle level, but below the
normal level
IDLE -- Processes that will run only when the system is idle
 

Note:

Note: You can increase a UNIX job's process priority only if the job runs on a machine
with ESP System Agent started by the root account. If ESP System Agent is not started
by root and you specify a higher process priority, the job runs with the current process
priority (the priority does not increase) and an error message is recorded in the job's
spool file.

Note: If a Windows job is associated with a Windows job object, you can only change
the process priority for that job using the Modify Job Object option in CSF. For more
information about the Modify Job Object option, see the WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or
Windows User Guide.

Note: The WOB_PRIORITY operand does not set the process priority for subprocesses
on Windows.

Usage Notes:

The expedite policy specifies how a job's priority should be increased.

The criteria are OVERDUE (the job's start or end time is overdue) and CRITICAL_PATH (the job is on the critical path).
OVERDUE and CRITICAL_PATH are expedite initialization parameters operands.

Expedite Actions

The methods of accelerating a job are known as expedite actions.

Expedite actions for jobs that are not running

The following expedite action is available for a job that is not yet submitted.

Option Action
1 Dynamically changes the ESP priority of a job waiting for ESP

resources. This job priority is specified by the ESP_PRIORITY
operand.

The following expedite actions are available for submitted jobs that are waiting for execution. In this case, the objective of
a job expedite is to initiate the job as soon as possible or to make it run as quickly as possible when it does start.

Option Action
1 Changes the job's JES execution class, specified by the

EXPEDITE CLASS(class) operand
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2 Changes the job's priority on the JES execution queue, specified
by the EXPEDITE PRIORITY(priority) operand

3 Starts the job immediately, specified by the EXPEDITE START
operand

Expedite actions for jobs that are running

The following expedite action is available for z/OS jobs that are executing. In this case, the objective of a job expedite is to
increase the job's dispatching priority.

Option Action
1 Changes the job's service class, specified by the EXPEDITE

SRVCLASS(srvclass) operand. This requires the system be in
IBM WLM goal mode.

The following expedite action is available for UNIX and Windows jobs that are executing. In this case, the objective of a
job expedite is to change the process priority of a UNIX or Windows job.

Option Action
1 Changes the process priority of a UNIX or Windows job as

specified by the EXPEDITE WOB_PRIORITY operand.

Example: Define an expedite policy for z/OS jobs

The following EXPEDITE command defines an expedite policy called POLICY_1. This command specifies that a job,
associated with the expedite policy, should be expedited when the job is overdue. If the job is expedited while it is waiting
for execution, its execution queue priority will be set to 15. If the job is expedited while the job is executing, its service
class will be changed to JES_FAST.

EXPEDITE POLICY_1 ADD OVERDUE PRIORITY(15) SRVCLASS(JES_FAST)

If the following command is issued after the previous one, a job associated with expedite policy POLICY_1 will be
expedited when the job is overdue and it is on the application's critical path. If the job is expedited while it is waiting for
execution, its job class will be set to F. If F is an IBM WLM-managed job class queue, the job will then start. If the job is
expedited while the job is executing, its service class will be changed to JES_FAST.

EXPEDITE POLICY_1 ALTER CRITICAL_PATH NOPRIORITY CLASS(F) START

The following command has the same effect as issuing the previous two commands in succession:

EXPEDITE POLICY_1 ADD OVERDUE CRITICAL_PATH +

CLASS(F) START SRVCLASS(JES_FAST)

Example: Define an expedite policy for UNIX or Windows jobs

The following EXPEDITE command defines an expedite policy called POLICY_2. It specifies an executing UNIX or
Windows job, associated with the expedite policy, is to be expedited when the job is overdue. The job's process priority is
changed to HIGH.

EXPEDITE POLICY_2 ADD OVERDUE WOB_PRIORITY(HIGH)

If the job is running on a UNIX machine, ESP System Agent must be started by root for the process priority to increase.
If the job is running on a Windows machine and is associated with a Windows job object, the process priority does not
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change. To change the process priority for a job associated with a Windows job object, use the Modify Job Object option
in CSF.

FTP: Select SMF Record
The FTP initialization parameter specifies the SMF record that ESP monitors for FTP data-set triggers.

NOTE
You can also use the FTP initialization parameter as a command.

Where defined

Master and proxy

Syntax

FTP [USERSMF(smftype)] SMF(118|119)

Operand Description
USERSMF(smftype) Specifies the SMF type ESP monitors for when you use the Broadcom TCP/IP stack.

Limits: 128-255
SMF(118) Specifies that ESP monitors for SMF record type 118 when you use the IBM TCP/IP

stack. SMF record type 118 is not IPV6 supported.
SMF(119) Specifies that ESP monitors for SMF record type 119 when you use the IBM TCP/IP

stack. SMF record type 119 is IPV6 supported.

Usage Notes:

If you enter FTP SMF without operands, the current FTP SMF setting is displayed.

You can use the FTP initialization parameter as an ESP OPER command.

Example: Monitor SMF record 119

The following initialization parameter specifies SMF record type 119:

FTP SMF(119)

Example: Monitor SMF record 128

The following initialization parameter specifies SMF record type 128:

FTP USERSMF(128)

GMTCHECK: Check Greenwich Mean Time
The GMTCHECK initialization parameter indicates if Greenwich Mean time (GMT) and the local time are identical on the
hardware clock.

Where defined

Master and proxy

Syntax

GMTCHECK
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Usage Notes:

GMTCHECK has no operands. It is used in installations where the hardware clock is usually set to the local time rather
than to true GMT. It indicates if GMT and Local Time are the same as far as the hardware clock is concerned. If there
is a discrepancy between the two clocks (for example, after a power-up), you get a warning message and a request for
confirmation to continue.

HEALTHCK: Define IBM Health Checker Interface
The HEALTHCK initialization parameter enables an interface between the Health Checker component of Common
Components and Services and ESP. Health Checker provides a foundation for automatic identification of potential system
and sysplex problems.

The HEALTHCK initialization parameter enables you to specify a threshold for TCELL and data set-trigger cell (DSTCELL)
buffer use. HEALTHCK also enables monitoring TCELL and DSTCELL buffer overflow.  

NOTE
You can also issue the HEALTHCK initialization parameter as a command.

Where defined:

Master and Proxy, ESPPARM data set

This initialization parameter has the following format:

HEALTHCK [PID(iiii|ESP)]

         [THRESHOLD(pp|

80)]

         [INTERVAL(mm|15)]

         [DEBUG (Y|N)]

PID(iiii|ESP)
Defines the product ID for the current ESP subsystem.
Limits: Maximum of four characters
Default: ESP

THRESHOLD(pp|80)
Defines the threshold percentage for TCELL and data set-trigger cell (DSTCELL) buffer use.
Limits: 50 to 99
Default: 80

INTERVAL(mm|15)
Defines the interval in minutes between checks.
Limits: 1 to 59
Default: 15

DEBUG Y|N

WARNING
Do not enable DEBUG unless requested to do so by Broadcom Support.

Enables the debug mode for this initialization parameter.
Default: N

NOTE
If the HEALTHCK initialization parameter is not coded in the PARM data set, then the Health Checker interface
is disabled and cannot be used for the duration of the ESP session.

Example: HEALTHCK Initialization Parameter
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This example sets a threshold of 75%. When the TCELL, DSTCELL statistics reach a buffer limit of 75% or an overflow
happens, a message is generated. By default, the product ID is ESP and the interval between checks is 15 minutes.

HEALTHCK THRESHOLD(75)

HISTFILE: Define or Alter History Data Set
The HISTFILE initialization parameter specifies the attributes of the data set containing job history and application history.

NOTE
You can also issue the HISTFILE initialization parameter as a command.

Where defined

ESPCOLD data set

This initialization parameter has the following format:

HISTFILE histfid [DSNAME(dsname)]

                 [NEWDSNAME(newdsname)]

                 [BACKUPDSNAME(backupdsname)|NOBACKUPDSNAME]

                 [DEFINE|DELETE|OPEN|CLOSE|SET]

                 [JOURNAL|NOJOURNAL]

                 [BACKUPTIME('schedule')|NOBACKUPTIME]

histfid
Defines a unique ID that identifies the history data set
Limits: Maximum eight characters

DSNAME(dsname)
The name of a VSAM KSDS defined with the correct attributes

NEWDSNAME(newdsname)
The name of a VSAM KSDS similar to the above

BACKUPDSNAME(backupdsname)
The name of a non-VSAM sequential data set

NOBACKUPDSNAME
Removes the BACKUPDSNAME, if it is already specified

DEFINE
Defines a new history data set. DEFINE is the default.

DELETE
Deletes a definition. The associated VSAM data set is not deleted. Only the logical HISTFILE ID is deleted.

OPEN
Requests that a data set is reopened

CLOSE
Closes the history data set and de-allocates it from ESP

SET
Requests that an existing specification is changed without the need to open or close the data set

JOURNAL
A record is written to SMF each time a history record is inserted, updated or deleted.
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NOJOURNAL
No records are written to SMF when the history data set is updated. Use this keyword to cancel a previous
JOURNAL request. NOJOURNAL is the default.

BACKUPTIME(schedule)
A time at which ESP automatically backs up the history data set. If the text string contains blanks or commas,
enclose it within quotation marks.

NOBACKUPTIME
Removes the BACKUPTIME, if it is already specified

NOTE

• HISTFILE is a non-extended addressability VSAM file, used by the master only.
• Use the DEFINE operand with the DSNAME operand. The identifier (up to eight characters) is the permanent

name to be associated with that logical entity.
• When a tracking model is defined, a history data set ID can be specified. This identifies which data set the

history data is written to. Using the ID rather than the data set name allows you to change the actual data set
name without having to alter all references to it.

Example: HISTFILE Initialization Parameter

In the following example, a new history recording data set called HISTF1 is defined. The actual data set used is
GROUP2.HISTFILE and its disposition is shared.

HISTFILE HISTF1 DEFINE DSNAME(GROUP2.HISTFILE)

HOME: Specify Workstation Server IP Address
The HOME initialization parameter specifies the IP address of the Workstation Server.

Where defined

WSSPARM data set

Syntax

HOME {HOST(ip_address_of_wss) [BIND|NOBIND]}

Operand Description
HOST(ip_address_of_wss) Specifies a DNS host name or IP address (IPV4 or IPV6 format) for the Workstation

Server. If HOST is omitted, the Workstation Server uses the default home IP address as
the Workstation Server IP address..

BIND Enables the Workstation Server to bind to a DNS host name or IP address indicated by
the HOST operand, or to the default home IP address if the HOST operand is omitted.
Workstation Server can only be accessed through the IP address indicated by the HOST
operand when BIND is in use.

NOBIND Indicates not to bind to a DNS host name or IP address.

Usage Notes:

You can specify BIND|NOBIND in the Workstation Server JCL EXEC statement PARM operand. This overrides the BIND|
NOBIND in the HOME initialization parameter.

Example
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Workstation Server on system CATEST binds to DNS host CATEST's IP address xxx.xx.xx.xx, and can only be accessed
through that IP address.

HOME HOST(CATEST) BIND

Workstation Server binds to the IPv6 loopback address.

HOME HOST(::1) BIND

Workstation Server binds to the default home IP address.

HOME BIND

INDEX: Identify Index Data Set
The INDEX initialization parameter specifies the name of the index data set.

Where defined:

Master and proxy

Syntax

INDEX dsname [SHR|NOSHR]

             [JOURNAL|NOJOURNAL]

             [BACKUPDATASET(bkupdsn)]

             [NOREADONLY|READONLY]

Operand Description
dsname The name of the index data set
SHR The data set is shared and RESERVE/DEQ is performed.

Use SHR on the INDEX initialization parameter when you
are configuring an ESP master subsystem to work with proxy
subsystems. Ensure that the INDEX initialization parameter with
SHR is on both the master and proxy. For more information, see
Configure the Master to Use Proxies.

NOSHR The data set is not to be shared. NOSHR is the default.
JOURNAL A record is written to SMF each time an update, addition or

deletion occurs to the index data set.
NOJOURNAL No records are written to SMF when the index data set is updated.

Use this keyword to cancel a previous JOURNAL request.
NOJOURNAL is the default.

BACKUPDATASET(bkupdsn) The name of a non-VSAM data set the index data set is backed up
to

NOREADONLY Allows ESP to update the index data set. NOREADONLY is the
default.
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READONLY Prevents ESP from updating the index data set. The READONLY
operand should be used only on proxy systems.
If READONLY is assigned on the master system but not on the
proxy systems, data set integrity might be violated. If READONLY
is assigned on all systems, ESP cannot function properly: no
system can update the data set.

Usage Notes:

You can set the automatic backup of the index data set. For instructions on how to set the index data set's automatic back
up, see BKUPINDX: Back Up Index Data Set. You can also use the BKUPINDX command.

On master and proxy systems

For installations with a master and proxy environment, the proxy processors can update the index data set. If you create
these data sets without the SHR keyword on the IDCAMS DEFINE statement, the proxies might try to update these
data sets without proper serialization. READONLY allows full sharing of ESP control data sets in a master and proxy
environment where the use of normal VSAM share options might pose operational difficulties, but data set integrity must
be preserved.

Example: INDEX Initialization Parameter

The following example specifies a shared index data set called ESP.INDEX. A backup data set, ESP.BACKUP.INDEX, is
also specified.

INDEX ESP.INDEX SHR BACKUPDATASET(ESP.BKUP.INDEX)

INET: Start or Set TCP/IP Tracing
The INET initialization parameter sets the sysout class for a TCP/IP trace and starts TCP/IP tracing. TCP/IP tracing is for
diagnostic purposes only and is not usually started. 

NOTE
You can also issue the INET initialization parameter as a command.

Where defined

Master

WSSPARM data set

Syntax

INET {SET} {TRACE} SYSOUT(class)

           {CLOSE {RESET|SHUTDOWN}}

           {HOST_CACHE TTL(seconds)}

     {START|S} TRACE|TR

Operand Description
SET Sets a TCP/IP object
TRACE Sets or starts the tracing facility.
SYSOUT(class) The print data set for the TRACE log is sysout.

class is the sysout class. Specify a single character from A to Z, or 0 to 9.
CLOSE Use this operand only under the direction of Broadcom Support.
RESET ESP and Workstation Server close a TCP/IP connection forcefully.
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SHUTDOWN ESP and Workstation Server close a TCP/IP connection gracefully. SHUTDOWN is the
default.

HOST_CACHE Activates or de-activates TCP/IP host caching, or resets the time-to-live (TTL) interval
TTL(seconds) The time-to-live value from 0 to 99999999. A value of 0 de-activates TCP/IP host

caching.
START Starts TCP/IP tracing. If specified, it must be preceded by an INET SET SYSOUT(class)

statement.

Equivalent EXEC parameter

The following table indicates the equivalence between WSSPARM and EXEC for the definition of the Workstation Server
started task.

EXEC parameters WSSPARM parameters
SET_TCPTRACE(class)
or
T_TCPTR(class)

INET SET TRACE SYSOUT(class)

START_TCPTRACE(class)
or
S_TCPTR(class)

INET SET TRACE SYSOUT(class)
INET START TRACE
Note: Two parameter lines are required.

SET_TCPCLOSE(RESET | SHUTDOWN)
or
T_TCPCL(RESET | SHUTDOWN)

INET SET CLOSE RESET | SHUTDOWN

Usage Notes:

TCP/IP tracing cannot be started unless the sysout class is set. We recommend that you include an INET SET
SYSOUT(class) initialization parameter in ESPPARM so TCP/IP tracing can be started with one command (INET START
TRACE) during ESP execution.

For details on the use of the INET command during ESP execution, see the Command Reference Guide.

Example

The following example sets the TCP/IP trace sysout class to A:

INET SET TRACE SYSOUT(A)

 

 

ISCDEF: Specify Current JES Node for NJE
The ISCDEF initialization parameter identifies the current node name for inter-system tracking when NJE is used as the
communications method.

NOTE
You can also issue the ISCDEF initialization parameter as a command.

Where defined:

Master

This initialization parameter has the following format:
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ISCDEF NODE(nodename) [CLASS(sysoutclass)]

                      [RECEIVER(externalwritername)]

NODE(nodename)
Specifies the current node name, corresponding to the JES node name
Limits: One to eight characters

CLASS(sysoutclass)
Specifies the sysout class that is used to store tracking information
Limits: One character

RECEIVER(externalwritername)
Defines the external writer name for the tracking data that is received on the current ESP subsystem. We
recommend that you specify the current ESP subsystem name.
Limits: Alphanumeric, maximum of eight characters, must be unique within the current JES node.

NOTE

• Specify the CLASS and RECEIVER operands only if the current node will receive tracking data.
• If this system is sending tracking information, ISCDEF must precede the ISCXMTR and XMITMDL

initialization parameters.

Example: ISCDEF Initialization Parameter with No Inter-System Tracking Data

This example identifies the JES node name as NODE3 for an ESP subsystem that is not to receive inter-system tracking
data:

ISCDEF NODE(NODE3)

Example: ISCDEF Initialization Parameter with Inter-System Tracking Data

This example identifies the JES node name as NODE2. This node is to receive tracking data. A sysout class of N is
specified and an external writer name of ESPX (corresponding to the ESP subsystem name) is used.

ISCDEF NODE(NODE2) CLASS(N) RECEIVER(ESPX)

Example: ISCDEF Initialization Parameter with Two Communicating Nodes

This example illustrates the coding of the ICSDEF and ISCXMTR initialization parameters for two communicating nodes
and their relationship. The example shows only the NODE and the RECEIVER operands.

Node A initialization parameters

ISCDEF NODE(nodeAname) RECEIVER(nodeAreceivername)

ISCXMTR NODE(nodeBname) RECEIVER(nodeBreceivername)

Node B initialization parameters

ISCDEF NODE(nodeBname) RECEIVER(nodeBreceivername)

ISCXMTR NODE(nodeAname) RECEIVER(nodeAreceivername)

ISCOPT: Set Internodal Communication Option
The ISCOPT initialization parameter specifies which communication method (for example, NJE or LU 6.2) transmits
internodal tracking information.
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Where defined

Master

Syntax

ISCOPT [NJE|LU62|NETWORK [SENDNET(ORIGNODE|ALL)]] 

       [ZONECON|NOZONECON]

Operand Description
NJE JES2 NJE is used for internodal communication. NJE is the default.
LU62 TP Server (using LU 6.2) is used for internodal communication

TP Server sends tracking records to all nodes.
NETWORK Only Network Delivery Services (NDS) is used for internodal job tracking. You can use

NDS in addition to NJE or TP Server by specifying NJE or LU62.
If you use NETWORK, all XMITMDL ADD commands must specify the
NETNODE(netnode) operand.

SENDNET(ORIGNODE) Job-tracking records are sent to the job submission JES node only. ORIGNODE is the
default for NDS.
SENDNET(ORIGNODE) applies only to NDS internodal tracking models.

SENDNET(ALL) Job-tracking records are sent to all the network nodes specified in the internodal tracking
model.

ZONECON ESP converts times to the destination time zone. ZONECON is the default.
NOZONECON ESP does not convert times to the destination time zone.

Use this operand only on the advice of Broadcom Support.

Usage Notes:

• Using any tracking method, the XMITMDL command or initialization parameter is used to filter which job-tracking
information is sent.

• For LU6.2, you also need to define a TPPARM data set to specify communication parameters.
• For NJE, the ISCDEF and ISCXMTR statements might have to be specified; they are not applicable if LU6.2 is being

used.
• For NETWORK, we strongly recommend that you specify SENDNET(ORIGNODE) or that you let ISCOPT default to

this value; otherwise internodal job-tracking records will reach network nodes that are usually not interested in or not
authorized to receive this information.

Example

In the following example, LU 6.2 is specified as the communications method for internodal tracking:

ISCOPT LU62

ISCXMTR: Specify JES Node to Send Tracking Data To
The ISCXMTR initialization parameter specifies NJE communication settings for sending tracking data to an ESP
subsystem on another JES node.

NOTE
You can also issue the ISCXMTR initialization parameter as a command.

Where defined:
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Master

This initialization parameter has the following format:

ISCXMTR id {NODE(nodename)}

           {CLASS(sysoutclass)}

           {RECEIVER(externalwritername)}

           [TRANSACTION(numt|100)]

           [INTERVAL(nums|120)]

           [SPINM]

id
Defines a logical identifier that allows tracking information to be sent to more than one ESP subsystem on the
same node.
Limits: Maximum of 16 characters

NODE(nodename)
Specifies the name of the NJE node
Limits: Maximum of eight characters

CLASS(sysoutclass)
Specifies the sysout class name
Limits: One character

RECEIVER(externalwritername)
Defines the external writer name for the tracking data that is sent from the current ESP subsystem and received
by another subsystem. We recommend that you specify the name of the ESP subsystem that receives the data.
Limits: Alphanumeric, maximum of eight characters, must be unique within the receiving JES node

TRANSACTION(numt)
Specifies the number of transactions that are accumulated before tracking data is transmitted
Default: 100

INTERVAL(nums)
Specifies the number of seconds between transmissions
Default: 120

SPINM
Sends a message to the console each time transactions are sent

NOTE

• The ISCXMTR initialization parameter is not applicable if ISCOPT LU62 is specified.
• This initialization parameter is included for each system sending tracking information and it must be preceded

by an ISCDEF statement. Use one ISCXMTR initialization parameter for each node that will receive tracking
data from this system.

• A transaction is defined as an individual tracking record that can be a job start, step end, or job end. ESP
batches transactions, writes the group to a sysout file, and starts accumulating a new batch. You can define
thresholds at which the batches are written. The thresholds are a combination of transaction count and time.
For example, you can request that data be transmitted when 100 transactions have accumulated or when 2
minutes have elapsed, whichever comes first. However, if 2 minutes elapse with no transactions generated,
no data is transmitted.

• The XMITMDL initialization parameter defines the sent tracking data.

Example: ISCXMTR Initialization Parameter, Single Node

In this example, transactions are sent to NODE1 every 180 seconds or after 100 transactions, whichever comes first. The
sysout class is N and the external writer name is ESPA. A message is issued whenever a batch of transactions is sent.
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ISCXMTR N1 NODE(NODE1) CLASS(N) RECEIVER(ESPA) +

INTERVAL(180) TRANSACTION(100) SPINM

Example: ISCXMTR Initialization Parameter, Two ESP Subsystems on a Node

In this example, transactions are sent to two different master ESP subsystems on NODE1 using a sysout class of N.
Transactions are sent to ESPP every 180 seconds or after 100 transactions, whichever comes first. Transactions are
sent to ESPT every 1800 seconds or after 50 transactions, whichever comes first. One or more XMITMDL initialization
parameters define the transmitted data.

ISCXMTR N1P NODE(NODE1) CLASS(N) RECEIVER(ESPP) +

INTERVAL(180) TRANSACTION(100)

ISCXMTR N1T NODE(NODE1) CLASS(N) RECEIVER(ESPT) +

INTERVAL(1800) TRANSACTION(50)

Example: ISCXMTR Initialization Parameter, Two Nodes

This example illustrates how to code the ICSDEF and ISCXMTR initialization parameters for two communicating nodes
and their relationship. The example shows only the NODE and the RECEIVER operands.

Node A initialization parameters

ISCDEF NODE(nodeAname) RECEIVER(nodeAreceivername)

ISCXMTR NODE(nodeBname) RECEIVER(nodeBreceivername)

Node B initialization parameters

ISCDEF NODE(nodeBname) RECEIVER(nodeBreceivername)

ISCXMTR NODE(nodeAname) RECEIVER(nodeAreceivername)

JESCOMCH: Specify JES Command Prefix
The JESCOMCH initialization parameter specifies the character used to prefix JES commands. 

NOTE
You can also issue the JESCOMCH initialization parameter as a command.

Where defined

Master and proxy

Syntax

JESCOMCH character

Operand Description
character The character used as a JES command prefix. If you use a

punctuation character (such as a semi-colon), enclose the
punctuation in single quotation marks. The dollar sign ($) is the
default character.

Usage Notes:
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If your installation uses a character other than the dollar sign to prefix JES commands, use the JESCOMCH initialization
parameter. Ensure you use single quotation marks to enclose the JES command prefix if it is punctuation.

Example

The following example specifies that the number sign (#) is used to prefix JES commands:

JESCOMCH '#'

JESNAME: Specify Job Entry System
Purpose

The JESNAME initialization parameter specifies the name of the job entry system for which tracking is kept. 

NOTE
You can also issue the JESNAME initialization parameter as a command.

Where defined

Master and proxy

This initialization parameter has the following syntax:

JESNAME name|NONE

name
Specifies the name of the job entry system for which tracking is kept.
Limits: One to four characters. The first character must be alphabetical and the rest must be alphanumeric.

NONE
Remove the current name.

NOTE
Use the JESNAME initialization parameter if more than one JES might exist on a single z/OS image. It prevents
work running on a secondary JES from influencing work on the primary. However, its use also prevents the
monitoring of started tasks (STCs) and TSO sessions (TSUs).

Example: JESNAME Initialization Parameter

JESNAME SYSA

JESTYPE: Specify JES Type
Purpose

The JESTYPE initialization parameter specifies the type of JES your installation uses. 

NOTE
You can also issue the JESTYPE initialization parameter as a command.

Where defined

Master and proxy

Syntax

JESTYPE [2|3]
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        [DJC|NODJC]

Operand Description
2 Signifies that JES2 is in use
3 Signifies that JES3 is in use
DJC Specifies normal processing for DJC networks
NODJC Specifies that existing DJC networks should be processed as

applications

Usage Notes:

This initialization parameter enables ESP to detect differences in processing requirements for the JES3 subsystems
compared with JES2. You might use the NODJC operand to convert existing DJC networks to applications without the
need to modify individual ESP procedures.

If JESTYPE is not coded, ESP uses the type given by the JES that ESP runs under (Release 4.4.2 and up). ESP 5.1 and
up ignores the 2 or 3 operands, but must be coded if DJC or NODJC is coded.

Example

To signify that the JES2 subsystem is in use, and that existing DJC networks should be processed as applications, type

JESTYPE 2 NODJC

 

 

JOBINDEX: Specify Jobindex Data Set
The JOBINDEX initialization parameter specifies the name of the jobindex data set.

Where defined:

Master and proxy

Syntax

JOBINDEX dsname [SHR|NOSHR]

                [JOURNAL|NOJOURNAL]

                [BACKUPDATASET(bkupdsn)]

                [NOREADONLY|READONLY]

Operand Description
dsname The name of the jobindex data set
SHR The data set is shared and RESERVE/DEQ is performed. Use SHR on the JOBINDEX

initialization parameter when you are configuring an ESP master subsystem to work
with proxy subsystems. Ensure that the JOBINDEX initialization parameter with SHR is
on both the master and proxy. For more information, see Configure the Master to Use
Proxies.

NOSHR The data set is not to be shared. NOSHR is the default.
JOURNAL A record is written to SMF each time an update, addition or deletion occurs to the

jobindex data set. For details, see BKUPJNDX: Back Up Job Index Data Set .
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NOJOURNAL No records are written to SMF. Use this keyword to cancel a previous JOURNAL request.
NOJOURNAL is the default.

BACKUPDATASET(bkupdsn) The name of a non-VSAM data set to which the jobindex data set is backed up
NOREADONLY Allows ESP to update the jobindex data set. NOREADONLY is the default.
READONLY Prevents ESP from updating the jobindex data set

Usage Notes:

To set the jobindex data set's automatic backup, follow the instructions in BKUPJNDX: Back Up Job Index Data Set. You
can also use the BKUPJNDX command.

On master and proxy systems

For installations with an ESP master and proxy environment, the proxy processors can update the jobindex data set. If
you create these data sets without the SHR keyword on the IDCAMS DEFINE statement, the proxies might try to update
these data sets without proper serialization. READONLY allows full sharing of ESP control data sets in an ESP master
and proxy environment where the use of normal VSAM share options might pose operational difficulties, but data set
integrity must be preserved.

NOTE
Use the READONLY initialization parameter only on proxy systems, not on the master system.

On proxy that generates Applications

On a proxy processor that generates applications, you must specify the SHR option:

JOBINDEX PROXY.JOB1 SHR

Example: JOBINDEX Initialization Parameter

JOBINDEX ESP.JOBINDEX SHR BACKUPDATASET(ESP.BKUP.JOBINDEX)

JOBPROF: Define Job Profile Name
Use the JOBPROF initialization parameter to specify a profile name for job profile data, and to indicate what data is stored
in the profile.

You can also use JOBPROF as a statement to specify profile names at the application-level, or at the job-level for job
profile data. For information, see the JOBPROF statement in the Command Reference Guide.

Where defined:

Master

Syntax

JOBPROF profilename ON(schedule criteria)

Operand Description
profilename Specifies a name for job profile data. The profile name can be up

to 104 characters long. You can use symbolic variables, or a text
string within the profile name.
If the JOBPROF initialization parameter is omitted, by default ESP
collects job statistics using the full job name.
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schedule criteria Indicates ESP stores data in the job profile name for the specified
run. Use any valid ESP schedule criteria that resolves to a single
date.

Usage Notes:

While the application is being generated, ESP records the profile name of each job in the application, and creates an entry
for each job in the jobstats data set.

By default, 10 entries are kept in the jobstats data set for each profile. You can change this system setting in the
JOBSTATS initialization parameter using the PINDEX operand.

During job execution, job information is saved in the jobstats data set under the profile name of each job.

The following job information is stored:

• CPU time
• Expected elapsed execution time
• Default resources
• Number of specific and non-specific tape cartridges required
• Number of print lines produced

This job information enhances ESP anticipated end-time, default resource, and critical-path calculations.

Symbolic variables

The following symbolic variables are available with the JOBPROF statement:

• ESPAPPL
• ESPCUFULLNAME
• ESPCUJOB
• ESPCUQUAL

The following symbolic variables are not available with the JOBPROF statement because the profile name resolves while
the application is being generated:

• ESPAPQUAL
• ESPAPJOB
• ESPJQUAL
• ESPJOBN
• ESPAPFULLNAME
• ESPFULLNAME

Multiple JOBPROF statements

You can use multiple JOBPROF statements in a job, in an application, or as initialization parameters. When multiple
JOBPROF statements are present, ESP selects the last statement that matches the schedule criteria of the job,
application, or initialization parameter. You have to specify the generic statement first, followed by the more specific
statements.

Example: Using the JOBPROF initialization parameter

The following initialization parameter defines a job profile name using the full name, the application name, and the
text string ALL. If the full name is JOBA.QUAL1 and the application name is APPL1, the job profile name for this job is
JOBA.QUAL1.APPL1.ALL.

JOBPROF %ESPCUFULLNAME..%ESPAPPL..ALL ON('ANYDAY')

Example: Using multiple JOBPROF initialization parameters
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The following example shows two JOBPROF initialization parameters. ESP selects the last initialization parameter
that matches the job's schedule criteria. You have to specify the generic statement first, followed by the more specific
statements.

JOBPROF %ESPCUFULLNAME..%ESPAPPL..ALL ON('ANYDAY')

JOBPROF %ESPCUFULLNAME..%ESPAPPL..FRIDAY ON('FRIDAY')

If the full job name is JOBA.QUAL1 and the application name is APPL1, ESP stores the job profile data under the profile
name of JOBA.QUAL1.APPL1.ALL when the job runs on any day other than Friday.

When JOBA.QUAL1 runs on Friday, ESP stores the job profile data under the profile name of
JOBA.QUAL1.APPL1.FRIDAY.

 

NOTE

Related information

Job profiling is supported in the following commands. The commands are in alphabetical order in the Command
Reference Guide.

• APPLJOB(AJ) Command: Controlling Jobs and subapplications
• APPLINS Command: Insert Commands and Statements
• LJS Command: List Job or Job Profile Statistics
• MGRMSG Command: Send Messages to the Manager

JOBSTATS: Specify Jobstats Data Set Name
The JOBSTATS initialization parameter specifies the name of the jobstats data set. The jobstats data set contains job
statistics, job-profiling information, and the number of instances of each record type to keep.

The jobstats data set also includes a record for each active request by External Managers to return tracking data to them,
for example, Workload Automation AE. This saves these requests in case ESP is recycled. The External Manager records
have a length of 200 bytes each and their type is X.

Where defined

Master

Syntax

JOBSTATS dsname [BACKUPDATASETNAME(dsn)]

                [JINDEX(jobStatsIndexCount)]

                [PINDEX(jobProfileIndexCount)]

                [JOURNAL|NOJOURNAL]

                [READONLY|NOREADONLY]

Operand Description
dsname Indicates the name of the jobstats data set.
BACKUPDATASETNAME(dsn) Indicates the name of a non-VSAM, sequential data set to which the jobstats data set is

backed up.
JINDEX(jobStatsIndexCount) Indicates the number of job statistic entries that are to remain in the jobstats data set; the

default is 10.
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PINDEX(jobProfileIndexCount) Indicates the number of job profile entries that are to remain in the jobstats data set; the
default is 10.

JOURNAL Indicates a record is written to SMF each time an update, addition or deletion occurs to
the jobstats data set.

NOJOURNAL Indicates no records are written to SMF. This is the default.
READONLY Prevents ESP from updating the jobstats data set.
NOREADONLY Allows ESP to update the jobstats data set. This is the default.

Usage Notes:

• You can use the DFLTDSN initialization parameter to define the jobstats data set.
• You can use the BKUPJSTS initialization parameter to set the time schedule for the jobstats data set backup.

Examples

In the following example, the jobstats data set is ESP.PROD.JOBSTATS and it is backed up to data set
ESP.BKUP.JOBSTATS.

JOBSTATS ESP.PROD.JOBSTATS BACKUPDATASETNAME(ESP.BKUP.JOBSTATS)

The following example indicates 50 job statistic entries and 25 job profile entries will remain in the jobstats data set, and
no records are written to SMF when the jobstats data set is updated.

JOBSTATS ESP.PROD.JOBSTATS JINDEX(50) PINDEX(25) NOJOURNAL

JTPEXCL: Exclude Program from Job Tracking
The JTPEXCL initialization parameter gives you a way to exclude a named program from affecting the job-tracking
completion status. 

NOTE
You can also issue the JTPEXCL initialization parameter as a command.

Where defined

Master and proxy

Syntax

JTPEXCL [pgmname] 

        (pgmname[,pgmname]...)

        [ADD|DELETE]

Operand Description
pgmname A valid program name
ADD Adds new information to the specification for program exclusion.

ADD is the default.
DELETE Deletes excluded programs from a previous JTPEXCL definition

Usage Notes:
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Sometimes the last step in a job executes regardless of whether other steps in the job have executed (for example,
COND=EVEN). This step usually performs some cleanup activity. The JTPEXCL initialization parameter allows you to
exclude the name of the program that this last step executes so it will not affect the job-tracking completion status.

Examples

To exclude the program CLEANUP from job-tracking completion status, type

JTPEXCL CLEANUP

To exclude the programs CLEANUP and DUMMY from job-tracking completion status, type

JTPEXCL (CLEANUP,DUMMY)

LATEPRED: Control Late Job Prediction
The LATEPRED initialization parameter controls late job predictions for all applications, whether or not the applications
are running yet. This feature works with the times specified in the DUEOUT EXEC, DUEOUT INPUT, or LATESUB
statements, and accounts for cross-application dependencies. You are notified of predicted late jobs by job log messages,
the CSF job status column, and notifications created using the NOTIFY statement. You are also notified when a job that
was predicted to be late is once again on time. 

NOTE
You can also issue the LATEPRED initialization parameter as a command.

Where Defined

Master

ESPPARM data set

This initialization parameter has the following format:

LATEPRED {ON[(predictrange|24,lateby|5)]}

         {OFF}

ON
Enables late job predictions for all applications, whether or not the applications are running yet.
Limits:predictrange and lateby are integers with a range of 1 to 99. Specifying predictrange=0 and any value of
lateby is the same as specifying the OFF operand.

predictrange|24
Specifies the time period, in hours, over which ESP checks for predicted late jobs. ESP checks for predicted late
jobs if the time specified by the following is within predictrange hours from now:

• The DUEOUT EXEC statement
• The time in the DUEOUT INPUT or LATESUB statements plus the average elapsed time for the job.

Limits: Integers with a range of 0 to 99. Specifying predictrange=0 and any value of lateby is the same as
specifying the OFF operand.

lateby|5
Specifies the minimum time, in minutes, by which a job must be late before a late job prediction is generated.
However, there is a system-generated value called "slack time" that also determines if a late job prediction is
made. For details, see the notes later in this topic.
Limits: Integers with a range of 1 to 99.
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OFF
Disables late job predictions for all applications, whether or not the applications are running yet.

NOTE

• A system-generated value called "slack time" also governs late job predictions. Slack time is 1/16 of the time
from now until one of the following, depending on which statement is coded:
– The DUEOUT EXEC time.
– The DUEOUT INPUT time plus the average elapsed time of the job.
– The LATESUB time plus the average elapsed time of the job.
If the slack time exceeds lateby, slack time determines if a late job prediction is made. The late job prediction
criteria are given later in these notes. 
Slack time is used because the more time you have until the DUEOUT or LATESUB time, the less
significant lateby is. Slack time establishes a minimum significance level.

• Once the predicterange criteria is met, a late job prediction depends on lateby and the current slack time.
The job is predicted to be late if either of the following criteria are met:
– For jobs with DUEOUT EXEC coded, the pnode specified is predicted to end late by more than

the lateby time or the slack time, whichever is greater.
– For jobs with DUEOUT INPUT or LATESUB coded, a job end time is determined by adding the average

elapsed time to the DUEOUT INPUT or LATESUB time specified. The job is late if the end time is
predicted to be late by more than the lateby time or the slack time, whichever is greater.

• You can set how frequently late job predictions are made by using the CHECKINT initialization parameter or
command. This balances your CPU load against the delay in getting predictions.

• The minimum delay in getting late job predictions is the greater of lateby or the slack time.
• The maximum delay in getting late job predictions is the minimum delay plus the time specified in the

CHECKINT initialization parameter or command.
• The LATEPRED command overrides the LATEPRED initialization parameter.
• Every time you issue LATEPRED, message ESP1841I is generated to give the status of the late job

prediction feature.
• You can override late job prediction times and enable late job prediction notification for a specific application

or job by coding the LATEPRED operand in the NOTIFY statement. This overrides the LATEPRED ON
initialization parameter or command for the specific application or specific job only. You cannot override the
LATEPRED OFF initialization parameter.

Example: Enable Late Job Predictions

In the following example, late job predictions are enabled for all applications. The default values of predictrange and lateby
are used.

LATEPRED ON

Example: Enable Late Job Predictions - predictrange Operand

For the following example, application PAYROLL starts at 10:00 am and job PAY1 and PAY2 take a total of 80 minutes
to run. Job PAY1 is left on hold. Assume that initialization parameter LATEPRED(1,3) was coded. This means that late
job checks are started one hour before PAY2 is due to end. The lateby operand and slack time are not significant in this
example since they are exceeded by a large amount.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'PY.JCL.CNTL'

 

JOB PAY1 HOLD

   DURATION 40
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   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE PAY2

ENDJOB

 

JOB PAY2                                   

   DURATION 40

   RUN TODAY

   DUEOUT EXEC NOW PLUS 2 hours

ENDJOB

Scenario 1

Current Time: 10:00 am (application PAYROLL starts)

DUEOUT: 12:00 pm

Anticipated Time of Completion: 11:20 am (not late)

Result: Notification not required

Scenario 2

Current Time: 10:50 am

DUEOUT: 12:00 pm

Anticipated Time of Completion: 12:10 pm (10 minutes late)

Result: Do not notify users that the job will be late since there is more than one hour to go until DUEOUT.

Scenario 3

Current Time: 11:00 am

DUEOUT: 12:00 pm

Anticipated Time of Completion: 12:20 pm (20 minutes late)

Result: Notify users that the job will be late since there is one hour to go until DUEOUT and the job is predicted to be late.

Example: Enable Late Job Predictions - lateby Operand

For the following example, application PAYROLL starts at 10:00 am and job PAY1 and PAY2 take a total of 20 minutes to
run. Job PAY1 is left on hold. Assume that initialization parameter LATEPRED(10,3) was coded. This means that late job
checks are started 10 hours before PAY2 is due to end and PAY2 must be late by three minutes or the value of the slack
time, whichever is greater.

For this example, ignore predictrange since the jobs are running within the 10 hour prediction range specified. Also ignore
slack time since lateby will always exceed slack time for this example.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'PY.JCL.CNTL'

 

JOB PAY1 HOLD

   DURATION 10

   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE PAY2

ENDJOB

 

JOB PAY2                                   

   DURATION 10
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   RUN TODAY

   DUEOUT EXEC NOW PLUS 21 minutes

ENDJOB

Scenario 1 - Job On Time

Current Time: 10:00 am (application PAYROLL starts)

DUEOUT: 10:21 am

Anticipated Time of Completion: 10:20 am (on time)

Result: No notification necessary.

Scenario 2 - Job Late, Notification Not Required

Current Time: 10:02 am

DUEOUT: 10:21 am

Anticipated Time of Completion: 10:22 am (one minute late)

Result: Do not notify users since the job is predicted to be late by less than the value of lateby.

Scenario 3 - Job Late, Notification Required

Current Time: 10:05 am

DUEOUT: 10:21 am

Anticipated Time of Completion: 10:25 am (four minutes late)

Result: Notify users since the job is predicted to be late by more than the value of lateby.

Example: Enable Late Job Predictions - Slack Time

For the following example, application PAYROLL starts at 10:00 am and job PAY1 and PAY2 take a total of 1 hour to run.
Job PAY1 is left on hold. Assume that initialization parameter LATEPRED(10,3) was coded. This means that late job
checks are started 10 hours before PAY2 is due to end and PAY2 must be late by three minutes or the value of the slack
time, whichever is greater.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'PY.JCL.CNTL'

 

JOB PAY1 HOLD

   DURATION 30

   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE PAY2

ENDJOB

 

JOB PAY2                                   

   DURATION 30

   RUN TODAY

   DUEOUT EXEC NOW PLUS 60 minutes

ENDJOB

Scenario 1 - Job Late, Notification Not Required

Current Time: 10:03 am

DUEOUT: 11:00 am

Anticipated Time of Completion: 11:03 am (3 minutes late)
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Slack time: 3 minutes, 34 seconds (exceeds the lateby value)

Result: Do not notify users since the job is predicted to be late by less than the value of slack time.

Scenario 2 - Job Late, Notification Required

Current Time: 10:10 am

DUEOUT: 11:00 am

Anticipated Time of Completion: 11:10 am (10 minutes late)

Slack time: 3 minutes, 8 seconds (exceeds the lateby value)

Result: Notify users since the job is predicted to be late by more than the value of slack time.

Example: Disable Late Job Predictions

In the following example, late job predictions are disabled for all applications:

LATEPRED OFF

Either of the following examples will also disable late job predictions:

LATEPRED ON(0,0)

LATEPRED ON(0,99)

 

LOADAGDF: Load Agent Definitions
The LOADAGDF initialization parameter loads an agent definition data set (AGENTDEF) into the COMMQ data set. 

NOTE
You can also issue the LOADAGDF initialization parameter as a command.

Where defined:

Master

Syntax

LOADAGDF dsname [IF_NOT_IN_COMMQ] [TEST]

dsname
Specifies the data set containing the agent definitions.
Limits: The data set can be a sequential data set, a PDS, a GDG, or a VSAM ESDS. For PDS members or
sequential data sets, record format can be fixed or variable, and block size and logical record length can be any
reasonable value supported by the operating system.

IF_NOT_IN_COMMQ
Loads AGENTDEF only if there are no agent definitions in the COMMQ data set. Definitions in COMMQ are
loaded from an AGENTDEF data set or they are created dynamically using the AGENT command. This operand
prevents you from losing agent definitions that you created or modified dynamically using the AGENT command.

WARNING
We recommend that you code this operand if you want to use the AGENT command to define or modify
agents. If you code this operand and you want to replace the definitions in COMMQ later on, issue the
LOADAGDF command.
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TEST
Checks the syntax and logic of the agent definitions but does not load the AGENTDEF data set.

Example: Load Agent Definitions

The following example loads the Agent definition data set GL.PROD.PARMLIB(AGENTDEF):

LOADAGDF GL.PROD.PARMLIB(AGENTDEF)

Example: Load Agent Definitions If No Definitions in COMMQ

The following example loads the AGENTDEF data set only if there are no agent definitions in the COMMQ data set:

LOADAGDF GL.PROD.PARMLIB(AGENTDEF) IF_NOT_IN_COMMQ

Example: Check the Agent Definitions in AGENTDEF

The following example checks the syntax and logic of the agent definitions but does not load the AGENTDEF data set:

LOADAGDF GL.PROD.PARMLIB(AGENTDEF) TEST

LOADATDT: Load Application-Tracking Definition Table
The LOADATDT initialization parameter loads an application-tracking definition table (ATDT). An ATDT enables you to
specify the characteristics of the applications you want written to a specified history file or not written to any history file. 

NOTE
You can also issue the LOADATDT initialization parameter as a command.

Where defined:

Master, ESPPARM data set

Syntax

LOADATDT dsname

dsname
Specifies the name of a sequential data set or PDS member containing the application-tracking definition table

Example: LOADATDT Initialization Parameter

In the following example, the application-tracking definition table is loaded from PROD.ESP.DATA(ATDT):

LOADATDT PROD.ESP.DATA(ATDT)

LOADESPL: Load ESPLOG Initialization Parameter Data Set
The LOADESPL initialization parameter loads the ESPLOG initialization parameter data set into the system. 

NOTE
You can also issue the LOADESPL initialization parameter as a command.

Where defined

Master and proxy

ESPPARM data set
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Syntax

LOADESPL dsname

Operand Description
dsname Specifies the name of the the ESPLOG initialization parameter

data set. The data set must have LRECL=80.

Example

In the following example, the LOADESPL command loads the ESPLOG member of PY.PROD.PARMLIB:

LOADESPL PY.PROD.PARMLIB(ESPLOG)

LOADJTDT: Load Job-Tracking Definition Table
The LOADJTDT initialization parameter loads a job-tracking definition table (JTDT). A JTDT identifies the characteristics
of jobs you want tracked. 

NOTE
You can also issue the LOADJTDT initialization parameter as a command. For details about syntax and
operands, see LOADJTDT Command: Load Job-Tracking Definition Table .

Where defined:

Master and proxy, ESPPARM data set

Syntax

LOADJTDT dsname

dsname
Specifies the name of a sequential data set or PDS member containing the job-tracking definition table

Example: LOADJTDT Initialization Parameter

In the following example, the job-tracking definition table is called PROD.ESP.DATA(TRAKTAB):

LOADJTDT PROD.ESP.DATA(TRAKTAB)

LOADNET: Specify LOADNET data set
Purpose

The LOADNET initialization parameter specifies the name of the LOADNET data set that contains all the Network Delivery
Services (NDS) initialization parameters.

Where defined

Master

Syntax

LOADNET datasetname
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Operand Description
datasetname The name of the LOADNET initialization data set

Usage Notes:

If you specify the LOADNET initialization parameter, the NDS program is loaded into virtual storage and the target
LOADNET data set's initialization parameters are read and processed.

Example

LOADNET CYBER.ESPPARM(NETWORK)

LOADNL: Load MAILLIST data set
NOTE
You can also issue the LOADNL initialization parameter as a command.

Purpose

The LOADNL initialization parameter loads the MAILLIST data set.

Where defined

Master and proxy

Syntax

LOADNL dsname

Operand Description
dsname The name of the MAILLIST data set

NOTE

Related Information

For information on the MAILLIST data set, see to "MAILLIST Data Set" in Installation and Configuration Guide.

For more information see Configure and Start the Receiver Subsystems

LOADSCHF: Load schedule data set into CSF
NOTE
You can also issue the LOADSCHF initialization parameter as a command.

The LOADSCHF initialization parameter copies schedule information from a sequential work data set that a SADGEN
batch job initializes to the schedule data set (SCHDFILE) that you can view from CSF.

Where defined:

Master

Syntax
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LOADSCHF

Usage Notes:

• The LOADSCHF initialization parameter allows you to see future, scheduled workload from CSF. To use LOADSCHF,
you must allocate a SCHDFILE data set by uncommenting SCHDFILE in the CYBESS01 sample member.

• The LOADSCHF initialization parameter loads the schedule work data set into memory and copies it into the schedule
data set (SCHDFILE), both of which the SCHDFILE initialization parameter identifies. Information in the work data set
merges with old information.

• Prior to loading, execute the SADGEN command in a batch job to populate the work data set with scheduled Events.

Example: Populating the work data set

The JCL below shows a sample job for populating the work data set:

//JSSADG  JOB PROD1,'JANE DOE',CLASS=J,MSGCLASS=A,

//         NOTIFY=&SYSUID

//STEP1  EXEC ESPJS55,PARM='SAD'

//STEPLIB DD DSN=PROD1.JOHN550.CD7YLOAD,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *

  SADGEN DATASET('PROD1.JOHN550.WORKFILE.TEST') -

  FROM('11.00 TODAY') -

  TO('23.59 TODAY PLUS 7 WORKDAYS') -

  EVENTSET(-) LEVEL(PROD-) THRESH(0)

Loading the schedule data set

The following LOADSCHF initialization parameter merges the content of the work data set with the existing content of the
schedule data set. ESP then loads the schedule data set into the CSF scoreboard. The SCHDFILE initialization parameter
identifies the work data set and the schedule data set.

LOADSCHF

Viewing the schedule data in CSF

After ESP loads the schedule data set, the schedule data appears in CSF as follows:

• The processing node (pnode) field is set to "SCHED".
• The Job Status field is set to "SCHEDULED".
• The SCHDFILE field is set to "Yes" to indicate that the workload object has a record in the schedule data set.
• The Scheduled Time field shows when the workload object will run.

The following shows a sample CSF panel:

 

NWP5 Consolidated Status: View NWP1

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

COMMAND ===>

 

    Job Name  Scheduled  SCHDFILE ApplName Gen# P Node    Job Status

___ NWPEVR15  12.00 FRI  Yes      APPEVR15    5 COMPLETE  COMPLETED AT  12.48 17 FEB

___ NWPEVR15  11.39 SAT  Yes      APPEVR15    - SCHED     SCHEDULED
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NOTE

Related information

For information on CSF, see the Operator's Guide.

For information on purging jobs in completed applications from the scoreboard and the schedule data set, see
the PURGSCHF command in the Command Reference Guide.

For information on generating a scheduled activity data set, see the SADGEN command in the Command
Reference Guide.

LOADUPDT: Load user profile definition table
NOTE
You can also issue the LOADUPDT initialization parameter as a command.

Purpose

The LOADUPDT initialization parameter loads a data set containing the current user profile definition table for use with
host security.

Where defined

Master and proxy

Syntax

LOADUPDT dsname

Operand Description
dsname A fully qualified data set name that can include a member name.

The data set can be any fixed-length or variable-length data set
with a record length of 80 or greater.

Usage Notes:

The user profile definition table contains one or more PROFILE statements.

Example

To load the user profile definition table from ESP.USERPROF(UPDT), type

LOADUPDT ESP.USERPROF(UPDT)

LOCAPPL: Define VTAM information
The LOCAPPL initialization parameter defines the local VTAM application and defines the basic VTAM information
necessary to initiate and receive session information.

Where defined:

TPPARM data set

Syntax

LOCAPPL applname [LUNAME(luname)]
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                 [LOGMODE(logonmode)]

                 [SESSLIM(2|n)]

applname
The local VTAM application name.
Limits: The maximum length is 44 alphanumeric characters. The first character must be alphabetic.

LUNAME(luname)
The name of the VTAM LU

LOGMODE(logonmode)
The logon mode for this application.
Default: CYBTPLOG

SESSLIM(n)
The number of sessions established for this application.
Default: 2

Example: Defining VTAM Information

The following example defines local VTAM application ESP_MONTREAL, VTAM LU name ESPMTL, logon mode
MONTLU62, and establishes 2 sessions for this application:

LOCAPPL ESP_MONTREAL LUNAME(ESPMTL) LOGMODE(MONTLU62) SESSLIM(2)

LOG: Control Message Logging for a Mailbox
Purpose

The LOG initialization parameter controls whether messages to a mailbox are written to the mail log.

Where defined

Master and proxy

MAILLIST data set

Syntax

LOG [ON|OFF]

Operand Description
ON Write mailbox messages to the mail log. ON is the default.
OFF Do not write mailbox messages to the mail log

Usage Notes:

If the MAILLOG initialization parameter is not set to ENABLE or ON, the LOG parameter is ignored.

If the LOG initialization parameter is not specified, messages are only written to the mail log if the MAILLOG initialization
parameter is set to ON.

The LOG initialization parameter is included in the MAILLIST data set as follows:

SMTPPARM CLASS(A) JOBNAME(SMTP)

 

MAILBOX PAYROLL MAXLINES(0)
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TSOUSER CYBPAY1 SYSID(SYSC)

EMAIL paymaster@company.com

LOG ON

 

MAILBOX CYBACCOUNTING MAXLINES(300)

TSOUSER (CYBACC1 CYBACC2) SYSID(SYSA)

LOG OFF

NOTE

Related Information

For more information see Configure and Start the Receiver Subsystems in the Installation and Configuration
Guide.

LOGTRACE: Consolidate Trace Data
NOTE
You can also issue the LOGTRACE initialization parameter as a command.

Purpose

The LOGTRACE initialization parameter consolidates certain trace data into a single sysout data set. Currently,
LOGTRACE consolidates trace data produced by the following commands or initialization parameters:

• XDAB
• XFRB

Where defined

Master, proxy or both

ESPPARM data set

Syntax

LOGTRACE SET|T SYSOUT(class)

 

LOGTRACE START|S

Operand Description
SET|T SYSOUT(class) Set the sysout class for trace data to class

START|S Start consolidating trace data

Setting Up Trace Data Consolidation:

• Before you start trace data consolidation, you must set the sysout class for the trace data. For example,

LOGTRACE SET SYSOUT(A)

• To include data from a particular trace in the LOGTRACE consolidation, you must specify the LOGTRACE operand in
the command or initialization parameter that sets up that trace. For example, to include VSAM I/O event trace data in
the consolidation, you code the following:

XDAB SET TRACE LOGTRACE

Starting Trace Data Consolidation: Data for a trace is not generated and is not consolidated with data from other traces
until you do the following:
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• Start the consolidation facility with the LOGTRACE initialization parameter or command.
• Start the trace with the initialization parameter or command for that trace.

For example,

LOGTRACE START

XDAB START TRACE

Alternatives to the LOGTRACE Initialization Parameter: Instead of coding the LOGTRACE initialization parameter, you
can:

• Code the LOGTRACE parameter in the START command.
• Issue the LOGTRACE command.

Example: Set the Trace Data SYSOUT Class

The following initialization parameter sets the sysout class for trace data to A.

LOGTRACE SET SYSOUT(A)

Example: Start Consolidating Trace Data

The following initialization parameter starts consolidating trace data to the sysout data set.

LOGTRACE START

NOTE

Related Information:

• The LOGTRACE parameter in the START command in the Operator's Guide.
• The LOGTRACE command in the Command Reference Guide.

MAILBOX: Set up mailboxes
Purpose

The MAILBOX initialization parameter specifies the name of a mailbox. You can use mailboxes to set the recipients of
messages that Events and NOTIFY commands send. The PROFILE initialization parameter specifies one mailbox for
the user whose profile is defined. This mailbox is the default mailbox to be used for messages when an Event does not
specify a mailbox.

Where defined

Master and proxy

MAILLIST data set

Syntax

MAILBOX box_name MAXLINES(nnn|0) [SUBJECT('text')]

Operand Description
box_name The name of the mailbox. Mailbox names can have up to 128

characters. Spaces, commas, and wildcard characters (asterisk or
hyphen) are not allowed.
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MAXLINES(nnn) The maximum number of lines that an Event can send to the
mailbox. ESP ignores any lines above the maximum. The default
is 0 and means no limit.
Each ESP message is considered a single line.

SUBJECT('text') Specifies the subject line for all messages to the mailbox. The
text that you specify overrides the standard message subject line.
For more information about standard message subject lines in job
status notifications, see the User Guide.

Example of MAILBOX

The following example shows the MAILBOX initialization parameter coded in the MAILLIST data set. All messages sent to
mailbox PAYROLL will have "PAYROLL MESSAGE" in the subject line. The messages can contain an unlimited number of
lines.

SMTPPARM CLASS(A) JOBNAME(SMTP)

MAILBOX  PAYROLL MAXLINES(0) SUBJECT('PAYROLL MESSAGE')

      TSOUSER CYBPAY1 SYSID(SYSC)   

      EMAIL paymaster@company.com   

      EMAIL payservice@payservice.com   

MAILBOX CYBACCOUNTING MAXLINES(300)

    TSOUSER (CYBACC1 CYBACC2) SYSID(SYSA)   

NOTE

Related Information

For more information see Configure and Start the Receiver Subsystems in the Installation and Configuration
Guide.

MAILLOG: Control the Mail Log Sysout
NOTE
You can also issue the MAILLOG initialization parameter as a command.

Purpose

The MAILLOG initialization parameter sets the attributes of the mail log sysout.

Where defined

Master and proxy

Syntax

MAILLOG [ENABLE|ON|DISABLE] [SPINCOUNT(x)] CLASS(x)

Operand Description
ENABLE If a mailbox is specified in the Event definition, that mailbox's LOG parameter controls

whether messages are written to the mail log. If no mailbox is specified in the Event
definition, or if the mailbox's LOG parameter is not specified, messages are not written to
the mail log.

ON If a mailbox is specified in the Event definition and that mailbox's LOG parameter is not
set to OFF, messages are written to the mail log. If no mailbox is specified in the Event
definition, messages are written to the mail log.
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DISABLE Do not write any messages to the mail log. DISABLE is the default.
SPINCOUNT(x) The number of records written to the mail log before ESP automatically spins the log. If

you don't specify the SPINCOUNT operand, ESP does not automatically spin the log.
CLASS(x) The mail log's sysout class

Usage Notes:

Until you set the sysout class via the CLASS operand, mail logging is disabled.

You can use the TSOSEND initialization parameter to suppress all TSO user messages and the MAILLOG parameter to
send them to the mail log instead.

Example

The following example sets mail logging to ON. The sysout class is X, and the log is spun after 99 records are written to
the log.

MAILLOG ON SPINCOUNT(99) CLASS(X)

NOTE

Related Information

For more information see Configure and Start the Receiver Subsystems in the Installation and Configuration
Guide.

MANAGER: Specify Scheduler Subsystem for Communications
The MANAGER initialization parameter specifies the current master subsystem for communications.

NOTE
Code MASTER before the declarations of agents or schedulers that the current master communicates with.

Where defined:

Master, AGENTDEF data set

Syntax

MANAGER [NAME(mgrname|

CENTRAL_MANAGER)]

        [TCPIP[(ipaddress)] [BIND]] 

        [ENCRYPT

         ENCRYPT KEYNAME(keyname) |

         ENCRYPT KEYNAME[(*)] |

         ENCRYPT(X'key') |

         NOENCRYPT]

ENCRYPT
Enables encrypted communication with other schedulers. The key is specified in the ENCRYPT initialization
parameter.

ENCRYPT(key)
Enables encrypted communication with other schedulers using an encryption key.
Limits: An even number of hexadecimal characters up to 16 characters.
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ENCRYPT KEYNAME(keyname) or ENCRYPT KEYNAME[(*)]
Enables encrypted communication with other schedulers using a key name that relates to an encryption key. The
key name and key are defined with the CRYPTKEY command.
KEYNAME or KEYNAME(*) specify that the manager name is used as the key name for encrypting
communications. Define that key name and a key using the CRYPTKEY command.

NAME(mgrname | CENTRAL_MANAGER)
The name of the ESP subsystem. The mgrname operand has a 16-character maximum.
Default: CENTRAL_MANAGER

WARNING

• For sharing resource counter updates, specify the same name in a COMMCHAN initialization
parameter on each master sharing with the current master.

• For agents, specify the same name in the communication.managerid_n parameter in the
agentparm.txt file on your agent system.

 

NOENCRYPT
Disables encrypted communication with other schedulers

TCPIP[(ipaddress)] [BIND]
Specifies the DNS host name or TCP/IP address of the ESP master subsystem broadcast by the MGRADDR
command.
BIND causes ESP to bind to the IP address when it connects to an agent. BIND guarantees that all connections
from the master to the agents have the same TCP/IP address.
Limits:ipaddress is in IPV4 or IPV6 format.
Default: If you omit ipaddress or the entire operand, ESP issues the GETHOSTID command to get the address.
BIIND works with the default address or an address that you specify.

NOTE
If ipaddress is invalid on the master, ESP does not issue the GETHOSTID command and cannot
communicate with the agent.

Example: MANAGER Initialization Parameter

The following is an example of the MANAGER initialization parameter for the AGENTDEF data set:

MANAGER NAME(CM_CENTRAL)

Example: Set Manager Address Depending on Host

The following example sets the manager name CM_ESP with two different TCP/IP addresses, depending on the host
subsystem.

IF SYSNAME='SYSA' THEN DO

MANAGER NAME(CM_ESP) TCPIP(10.1.15.1)

ENDDO

ELSE IF SYSNAME='SYSC' THEN DO

MANAGER NAME(CM_ESP) TCPIP(10.1.15.3)

ENDDO

Example: MANAGER in AGENTDEF

The following is a sample AGENTDEF with the MANAGER initialization parameter:
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MANAGER NAME(CM_CENTRAL)

ENCRYPT KEYNAME(AGTKEY1) ALL

MAPUSER JDOE TO(PROD) AGENT(TORSUN1)

AGENT TORSUN1 ADDRESS(xxx.xx.xx.xx) PORT(9999) NOENCRYPT

AGENT TORNT1 ADDRESS(xxx.xx.xx.xx) PORT(9998)

AGENT TORNT2 ADDRESS(xxx.xx.xx.xx) PORT(9997) +

   ENCRYPT KEYNAME(TORNT2_KEY)

Example: Bind ESP to an IP Address

In this example, the MANAGER initialization parameter specifies a DNS host name called SYSA and requests that ESP
bind to the TCP/IP address corresponding to SYSA when connecting to an agent:

MANAGER NAME(CM_CENTRAL) TCPIP(SYSA) BIND

MAPUSER: Map distributed system user IDs to authorized mainframe user IDs
The MAPUSER initialization parameter maps an agent system user ID to a mainframe user ID. With the user ID mapping,
ESP can authorize the distributed system user by checking security clearance on the mainframe user ID. If there is no
MAPUSER initialization parameter and the agent system user ID is not defined to your mainframe security product, the
security check fails.

Where defined:

Master, AGENTDEF data set

NOTE
With this version of MAPUSER, code the LOADAGDF initialization parameter or issue the LOADAGDF
command. There is also an MAPUSER OPER command to manage a user map.

Syntax

MAPUSER agentid TO(mainframeid)|SAFUSER(mainframeid) AGENT(agentname)

agentid
Specifies the identification of a user logging on to an Agent

TO(mainframeid)|SAFUSER(mainframeid)
Specifies the TSO user ID to be used for security checks. TO is equivalent to SAFUSER.

AGENT(agentname)
Specifies the name of the Agent this mapping applies to

NOTE
The MAPUSER initialization parameter also applies to a script that might issue a command. You must define or
map the script's owner.

Example: MAPUSER Initialization Parameter

The following example shows that ESP uses CYBJD01 for security checks when it sees the user JDOE log on from Agent
TORSUN1:

MAPUSER JDOE SAFUSER(CYBJD01) AGENT(TORSUN1)
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MAXAGE: Specify Maximum Application Age for Download to ESP Workstation
NOTE
You can also issue the MAXAGE initialization parameter as a command. For details about command syntax and
operands, see the Command Reference Guide.

The MAXAGE initialization parameter specifies the maximum time period since application completion that qualifies an
application for downloading to ESP Workstation. This limitation reduces the application download time when you first
submit your subscription request in ESP Workstation.

Where defined:

WSSPARM data set

This initialization parameter has the following format:

MAXAGE nnnn MINUTES|HOURS|DAYS

nnnn
Specifies the maximum number of minutes, hours, or days since application completion that qualifies an
application for downloading to ESP Workstation.

NOTE
Specifying 0 (zero) or removing the MAXAGE initialization parameter disables MAXAGE processing.

NOTE

• The default unit is HOURS.
• You can also set the maximum time period by issuing the z/OS MODIFY command against the Workstation

Server, for example:

F ESPWSS,MAXAGE 24 HOURS

Example: MAXAGE Initialization Parameter

This example limits the applications downloaded to ESP Workstation to those applications that completed in the last three
days:

MAXAGE 3 DAYS

NOTE

Related Information

For more information see Limit Applications Downloaded to ESP Workstation in the Installation and
Configuration Guide.

MAXCXME: Set maximum checkpoint data set space
NOTE
You can also issue the MAXCXME initialization parameter as an OPER command.

Purpose

The MAXCXME initialization parameter sets the maximum amount of space, in bytes, that XMEs use in the checkpoint
data set.

Where defined
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Master and proxy

Syntax

MAXCXME [size|128000]

Operand Description
size Specify a number in bytes from 0 to 9999999. The default is

128000.

Usage Notes:

If a value of 0 is specified, no limit is applied to the amount of space that XMEs use in the checkpoint data set. XMEs
are added to the data set until the data set becomes full. At that point, no more XMEs are added to the data set until
sufficient space becomes available. No proactive indication of this state is given, but the use of the LISTXMEZ command
immediately indicates the situation.

NOTE
If the checkpoint data set fills up (due to a problem), be aware that you will start losing tracking data as the
TCELLS overflow, unless preventive action is taken.

MAXLRECL: Set maximum data base record length
WARNING
This initialization parameter is obsolete. The largest VSAM data set record size for all ESP VSAM data sets is
always 32760.

MAXQXME: Set maximum QUEUE data set space
NOTE
You can also issue the MAXQXME initialization parameter as an OPER command.

Purpose

The MAXQXME initialization parameter sets the maximum amount of space, in bytes, that XMEs use in the QUEUE data
set.

Where defined

Master and proxy

Syntax

MAXQXME [size|128000]

Operand Description
size Specify a number in bytes between zero and 9999999. The default

is 128000.

Usage Notes:

A value of 0 is allowed but converted to the default of 128000 without any indication this has occurred. When an attempt
to store an XME fails because the limit is reached, messages 1132W and 1133W are issued and no more XMEs are
added to the data set until the condition is corrected. The messages are issued each time the overflow condition occurs.
When another XME is successfully added to the data set, the next failure causes the messages to be issued again.
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MCS: Control MCS extended console
NOTE
You can also issue the MCS initialization parameter as command.

Purpose

The MCS initialization parameter controls the ESP MCS (Multiple Console Support) extended console facility. This facility,
when active, retrieves responses to system commands that ESP issues and writes those responses to the master job log.

Where defined

Master, proxy or shadow manager

Syntax

MCS [ACTIVATE [NAME(consname)] [KEY(conskey)]

    |DEACTIVATE

    |STATUS]

Operand Description
ACTIVATE Activates the ESP extended MCS console facility
NAME(consname) The console name, up to eight characters. If omitted, the console name defaults to the

value specified in the SYSID initialization parameter. If the SYSID initialization parameter
is omitted, the current SMF system identifier is used.

KEY(conskey) The console key name, up to eight characters. If omitted, the default is ESP.
DEACTIVATE Deactivates the ESP extended MCS console facility
STATUS Displays the status of the ESP extended MCS console. STATUS is the default.

Usage Notes:

• When MCS is issued without operands, the status of the ESP extended MCS console is displayed.
• By default, ESP is activated as an extended MCS console, so you don't need to code the MCS initialization parameter

if you want to use the default.
• You can use the console key name in the z/OS DISPLAY CONSOLE,KEY command to identify extended MCS

consoles.
• We recommend that you do not specify the NAME and KEY operands.

METRICS: Set Repository and File Parameters
NOTE
You can also issue the METRICS initialization parameter as a command.

The METRICS initialization parameter enables you to set parameters that control the repository where performance
metrics are stored. You can specify the collection interval of the metrics, the frequency the metrics are written to the log
file, and the size of the repository and log file.

Where defined:

Master and proxy -- In the ESPPARM initialization data set.

Syntax

METRICS [ON|OFF

    |DISPLAY[STATUS|PARMS|ALL|METRICS]
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    |SET[INTERVAL(  ii|1)][SIZE(ss|60)][FREQUENCY(ff|5)][LOGFILENAME(dsn)]

    |HELP]  

The METRICS initialization parameter has five primary operands: ON, OFF, DISPLAY, SET, and HELP. The DISPLAY
operand is the default. When the DISPLAY operand is coded, you can optionally specify a subset of the information by
coding STATUS, PARMS, or METRICS.

ON
Starts the collection of performance metrics. The ON operand is required after you set the repository and log file
parameters.

OFF
Stops the collection of performance metrics. The OFF operand is required before you set the repository and log
file parameters.

DISPLAY
Shows the information for the repository.

STATUS
Displays the status of the performance metrics facility.

PARMS
Displays the interval, size, frequency, and data set name parameter values.

ALL
Displays the status, parameters, and the current metrics values.

METRICS
Displays the current metrics values.

SET
Sets the attributes for the performance metrics repository and logging. The attributes can only be set when the
metrics collection is OFF.

INTERVAL(ii|1)
Specifies the length of the repository interval in minutes. The metrics are collected and recorded into the main
storage repository. The range is 1-10 with a default of 1 minute.

SIZE(ss|60)
Specifies the number of repository update intervals to be retained. The range is 1-120 with a default of 60. The
metrics retained in the repository are used for display purposes. The SIZE operand must be the FREQUENCY
operand plus 1 (as a minimum value). The display function only reports on metrics that are in the repository.

NOTE
For information about calculating the SIZE operand, see Space Requirements.

FREQUENCY(ff|5)
Specifies the number of repository update intervals retained in the repository before output is written to the
metrics log file. The range is 0-30 with a default of 5. A value of zero indicates that information is not written to the
metrics log file.

LOGFILENAME(dsn)
Specifies the name of the data set used for recording the metrics. The data set name must reference a VSAM
KSDS.

NOTE
For information about the amount of space to allocate for the metrics data set, see Space
Requirements.

Example: Start the Collection Process
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This example shows how to code the METRICS initialization parameter to start the collection of performance metrics.
The ON operand is required after you set the repository and log file parameters. The date and time that data collection is
started displays in the job output.

METRICS ON

ESP6551I Data collection started on THURSDAY JANUARY 12TH, 2012 at 10.19.40

ESP6552I Metrics ON

Example: Set Parameters to Control the Repository

This example shows how to code the METRICS initialization parameter to:

• Update the repository every 10 minutes.
• Retain five repository updates for display purposes and minimize the amount of main storage that is used for the

metrics repository.
• Retain three repository updates before the output is written to the metrics log file.

METRICS SET INTERVAL(10) SIZE(5) FREQUENCY(3)

Example: Display the Metrics Configuration Parameters

This example shows how to display only the metrics configuration parameters:

METRICS DISPLAY PARMS

Metrics Parms    

    Interval:    1 

        Size:   60   

   Frequency:    5   

 LogFileName: CAUSR01.TEST001.METRICS 

Example: Set the Recording Frequency to the Log File

This example shows how to set the recording frequency to ten update intervals. However, the attributes can only be set
when the metrics collection is OFF.

METRICS SET FREQ(10)

ESP6565I METRICS SET can only be issued when metrics collection is OFF.

Example: Stop the Collection Process

This example shows how to stop the collection of performance metrics. The main storage repository is freed and any
metrics information not already recorded to the log file is lost.

METRICS OFF   

ESP6554I Metrics OFF

Example: Display the Metrics Feature Information

This example shows how to display all the information that is related to the metrics feature. The metrics feature contains
three sections of information: status, parameters, and active metrics.

METRICS DISPLAY

 Metrics Status: Initialized, Collection Enabled, Cycle Enabled, Recording Enabled           

 CPUSTATS Status: Enabled, Latch ON                                                          
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 Log File Status: Open                                                                       

 Timer Status: Enabled, Active

 

 Data Collection Started:  ON THURSDAY JANUARY 12TH, 2012 AT 10.19.40                        

 Intervals Processed:        2                                                               

     Repository Size:        2                                                               

      Groups Written:        1                                                               

     Records Written:       18 

 Metrics Parms                                                                               

    Interval:    1                                                                           

        Size:   60                                                                           

   Frequency:    5                                                                           

 LogFileName: CAUSR01.TEST001.METRICS

 

 Active Queue Metric Elements                                                                

  THREAD   TOT CPU  TCB CPU  SRB CPU     zIIP  zIIP CP  TCB>SRB  SRB>TCB                     

 AgentRcv 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 00000000 00000000                     

 Agt6692  0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 00000000 00000000                     

 ApplMgr  0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 00000000 00000000                     

 CkptMgr  0.001303 0.001303 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 00000000 00000000                     

 ComQSave 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 00000000 00000000                     

 Dispatch 0.001587 0.001587 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 00000000 00000000                     

 DsTrgMgr 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 00000000 00000000                     

 EspCom   0.000006 0.000006 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 00000000 00000000                     

 InitTerm 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 00000000 00000000                     

 NetQSave 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 00000000 00000000                     

 Net15691 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 00000000 00000000                     

 Others   0.000809 0.000809 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 00000000 00000000                     

 QueueMgr 0.002083 0.002083 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 00000000 00000000                     

 QueueShr 0.000045 0.000045 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 00000000 00000000                     

 Resolver 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 00000000 00000000                     

 ResFSave 0.000710 0.000710 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 00000000 00000000                     

 Timer    0.001127 0.001127 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 00000000 00000000                     

 TrackMgr 0.000915 0.000915 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 00000000 00000000  

NOTE
For a description of the thread name options, see Performance Metrics Elements in the Programming Guide.

MGRADDR: Identify manager to Agent
NOTE
You can also issue the MGRADDR initialization parameter as a command.

The MGRADDR initialization parameter notifies one or more agents of the ESP address and, optionally, the port number
so the agent knows which agent receiver to connect. This IP address is always transmitted.

When the MGRADDR initialization parameter is present, ESP automatically notifies each agent directly under its control,
as specified, passing the IP address and, optionally, the port number of the agent receiver with which the agent should
connect.

Where defined:

Master

Syntax
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MGRADDR {AGENT|AGENT(agentname)}

        [PORT(port)]

        [PERSISTENT(YES|NO)]

AGENT
Sends notification to all Agents

AGENT(agentname)
The name of the Agent to notify, as defined in the Agent definition file. To specify multiple Agents, use the hyphen
wildcard.

PORT(port)
The Agent receiver port number to connect to

PERSISTENT(YES|NO)
Indicates a permanent change or a temporary change on the Agent.

NOTE
This operand applies to the ESP System Agent Release 7 and above.

YES
Used to permanently save the ESP address and receiver port number in the Agent's agentparm.txt
file so the Agent knows which receiver to connect to when required. For more information on how the
agentparm.txt file is updated, see the ESP System Agent Administrator's Guide.

NO
Indicates that the ESP address and receiver port number only change temporarily on the Agent. The
address and port number are reset to the values defined in the ESP System Agent's agentparm.txt file the
next time the Agent restarts. NO is the default.

NOTE
Use the MGRADDR initialization parameter for any of the following reasons:

• You use ESP Agents and you move your master from one z/OS image to another. The TCP/IP address will
change in this scenario.

• Your installation includes production and test systems and you move ESP Agents from the control of one
system to another.

This change is temporary until the Agent restarts. If you need to make the change permanent, code the MGRADDR
initialization parameter with the PORT(port) and PERSISTENT(YES) operands.

Examples

To send manager address notification to all Agents, type

MGRADDR AGENT

or

MGRADDR AGENT(-)

To send manager address notification to Agents with a name prefix of CYB, type

MGRADDR AGENT(CYB-)

To send manager address notification to Agent CYBAIX, and to inform it to connect to Agent receiver on port 5451, type
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MGRADDR AGENT(CYBAIX) PORT(5451)

To send manager address notification to Agent AGENT1, and to inform it to connect to Agent receiver on port 5451 from
now on, type

MGRADDR AGENT(AGENT1) PORT(5451) PERSISTENT(YES)

MODE: Test the WSSPARM file
Purpose

The MODE initialization parameter allows you to verify the WSSPARM file when the file is used with the SCAN operand. If
any initialization parameter in the file has incorrect syntax, ESP responds with appropriate messages.

Where defined

WSSPARM data set

Syntax

MODE  NORMAL|SCAN

Operand Description
NORMAL Causes the Workstation Server to proceed normally after scanning

the WSSPARM file and the EXEC parameters
SCAN Causes the Workstation Server to stop after scanning the

WSSPARM file and the EXEC parameters

Equivalent EXEC parameter

The following indicates the equivalent EXEC parameter for the definition of the Workstation Server started task.

NORMAL | SCAN

Example

To verify the WSSPARM, type

MODE SCAN

To use the WSSPARM to run a Workstation server, type

MODE NORMAL

MSGLIMIT: Set message limits
NOTE

You can also issue the MSGLIMIT initialization parameter in an ESP procedure or as a command.

 

Purpose
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The MSGLIMIT initialization parameter allows an installation to limit the number of console messages a single Event
generates. Use MSGLIMIT to suppress excess messages or cancel Events that exceed a certain limit.

Where defined

Master and proxy

Syntax

MSGLIMIT (n1[,n2]...])

         [LIST]

         [OFF]

Operand Description
n1 The number of messages after which ESP cancels an Event if n1

is specified on its own.
n2 The number of messages after which ESP cancels an Event. If

you enter two operands in MSGLIMIT, messages are suppressed
after n1 is reached and the Event is canceled after n2 is reached.

LIST Displays the current message limit values. The first value is the
number beyond which messages are suppressed. The second
value is the number is that beyond which Events are canceled.
You can also use LIST when changing the message limits to echo
the new limits in the response.

OFF Turns the message limit off. All messages are issued and no
Events are canceled.

Usage Notes:

When you enter MSGLIMIT as a command or initialization parameter, MSGLIMIT sets the default limit value. This default
takes effect for any ESP procedure that does not contain a MSGLIMIT statement. If a Procedure contains a MSGLIMIT
statement, its value overrides the default value.

When MSGLIMIT is issued as an operator command, it overrides any previous MSGLIMIT command or initialization
statement.

Examples

The following example sets the message limit to 100. When an Event exceeds 100 messages, that Event is canceled.

MSGLIMIT 100

In the following example, any message after the first 40 from an Event is suppressed. However, if the total number of
messages (including the suppressed ones) exceeds 100, the Event is canceled.

MSGLIMIT 40,100

MSGPRFX: Set message prefix
Purpose

The MSGPRFX initialization parameter alters the message ID prefix for all messages generated by the subsystem.

Where defined

Master and proxy
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Syntax

MSGPRFX prefix|ESP

prefix
The message ID prefix, which is the character string immediately before the message number.
Default: ESP
Limits: Maximum seven characters

NOTE

• When running more than one subsystem, it is a good idea to identify the source of a message. The message
ID prefix can be set to a different string for each subsystem.

• Code the MSGPRFX initialization parameter first in the initialization parameters because it only applies to
initialization parameters specified after it, not to what is specified ahead of it. For example, if MSGPRFX is
specified after your SYSPLEX initialization parameters, all the SYSPLEX messages will not contain your
message prefix.

Example: MSGPRFX Initialization Parameter

To generate message identifiers in the form ESPT, type

MSGPRFX ESPT

MSG: Set message attributes
Purpose

The MSG initialization parameter adds or deletes routing or descriptor codes to a message or range of messages. It can
also change the message type.

Where defined

Master and proxy

Syntax

MSG {(id[,id]...)}

    {(id1:id2)}

    [ROUTE(codes)]

    [DESC(codes)]

    [DELROUTE(codes)]

    [DELDESC(codes)]

    [TYPE{(I|W|E|S)}]

Operand Description
id The message ID. It is a number between 26 and 9998. You can specify a list of numbers

enclosed in parentheses and separated by blanks or commas.
id1:id2 A range of message IDs. Each number is between 26 and 9998, separated by a colon.

You can specify a list of ranges enclosed in parentheses and separated by blanks or
commas.

ROUTE(codes) Requests that one or more routing codes be added when the message is used. codes
can be a number, range of numbers or a list of numbers and ranges of numbers. Each
number must be between 0 and 16.
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DESC(codes) Requests that one or more descriptor codes be added when issuing the messages.
codes can be a number, range of numbers or a list of numbers and ranges of numbers.
Each number must be between 0 and 16.

DELROUTE(codes) Requests that one or more routing codes be deleted from those normally used for the
message. codes can be a number, range of numbers or a list of numbers and ranges of
numbers. Each number must be between 0 and 16.

DELDESC(codes) Requests that one or more descriptor codes be deleted from those normally used for the
message. codes can be a number, range of numbers or a list of numbers and ranges of
numbers. Each number must be between 0 and 16.

TYPE The new message type is one of the following:
I informational message
W warning message
E error message
S severe error message

Usage Notes:

When a message is about to be issued, the routing and descriptor codes are modified according to the above
specification. The routing and descriptor codes for the message class, as set by the MSGTYPE command, are also set.

The order of application is

1. DELROUTE and DELDESC from message type.
2. ROUTE and DESC from message type.
3. DELROUTE and DELDESC from individual message modifier.
4. ROUTE and DESC from individual message modifier.

Example

In this example:

• All informational messages have routing codes 1, 2, 3, 10, and 12 added.
• Warning messages have routing codes 1, 2, 3, 8, 10, and 12 added with descriptor code 1.
• Messages 500 to 510 and 525 also have descriptor code 2 added, although they remain informational messages.
• Message 530 is converted to a warning message and, therefore, has the warning message routing and descriptor

codes added. However, the descriptor code of 1 is deleted from message 530.

MSGTYPE INFORMATION ROUTE(1:3,10,12)

MSGTYPE WARNING ROUTE (1:3,8,10,12) DESC(1)

MSG (500:510,525) DESC(2)

MSG 530 TYPE(W) DELDESC(1)

MSGTYPE: Set message type attributes
Purpose

The MSGTYPE initialization parameter adds or deletes routing or descriptor codes to groups of messages based on their
message type.

Where defined

Master and proxy

Syntax
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MSGTYPE {INFOR|I}

        {WARNING|W}

        {ERROR|E}

        {SEVERE|S}

        [ROUTE(codes)]

        [DESC(codes)]

        [DELROUTE(codes)]

        [DELDESC(codes)]

Operand Description
INFOR|I Specifies that informational messages will be issued
WARNING|W Specifies that warning messages will be issued
ERROR|E Specifies that error messages will be issued
SEVERE|S Specifies that severe messages will be issued
ROUTE(codes) Requests that one or more routing codes be added when the message is issued. codes

can be a number, range of numbers or a list of numbers and ranges of numbers. Each
number must be between 0 and 16.

DESC(codes) Requests that one or more descriptor codes be added when issuing the messages.
codes can be a number, range of numbers or a list of numbers and ranges of numbers.
Each number must be between 0 and 16.

DELROUTE(codes) Requests that one or more routing codes be deleted from those normally used for the
message. codes can be a number, range of numbers or a list of numbers and ranges of
numbers. Each number must be between 0 and 16.

DELDESC(codes) Requests that one or more descriptor codes be deleted from those normally used for the
message. codes can be a number, range of numbers or a list of numbers and ranges of
numbers. Each number must be between 0 and 16.

Usage Notes:

When a message is about to be issued, the message type indicator is used to locate the message-type attributes. Any
message-type attributes are combined with the attributes of the message itself to form the final attributes.

The order of application of attributes when both MSG and MSGTYPE apply to a message is

1. DELROUTE and DELDESC from message type.
2. ROUTE and DESC from message type.
3. DELROUTE and DELDESC from individual message modifier.
4. ROUTE and DESC from individual message modifier.

When a message type is the target of more than one MSGTYPE subcommand the results are cumulative.

Example: MSGTYPE Initialization Parameter

In this example

• All informational messages have routing codes 1,2,3,10, and 12 added.
• Warning messages have routing codes 1,2,3,8,10, and 12 added with descriptor code 1.
• Messages 500 to 510 and 525 also have descriptor code 2 added, although they remain informational messages.
• Message 530 is converted to a warning message and, therefore, has the warning message routing and descriptor

codes added. However, the descriptor code of 1 is deleted from message 530.

MSGTYPE INFORMATION ROUTE (1:3,10,12)

MSGTYPE WARNING ROUTE (1:3,8,10,12) DESC(1)
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MSGTYPE (500:510,525) DESC(2)

MSG 530 TYPE(W) DELDESC(1)

This example ensures that informational messages have routing codes 1,2,5, and 6 with descriptor code 2:

MSGTYPE I ROUTE(1,2,5)

MSGTYPE I ROUTE(6) DESC(2)

Example: Reset a Prior MSGTYPE Setting

If you want to reset any prior setting, specify 0 as the first routing or descriptor code.

To reset previous routing and descriptor code settings before adding the new values, type

MSGTYPE I ROUTE(0,6), DESC(0,2)

NETAUTH: Define authorization profiles
NOTE

• You can also issue the NETAUTH initialization parameter as a command.
• You can specify an IPV4 or IPV6 address in this initialization parameter.

Purpose

The NETAUTH initialization parameter defines authorization profiles for remote hosts that are allowed to connect to the
local Network Delivery Services (NDS) network.

Where defined

LOADNET data set only

Syntax

NETAUTH [ADD HOST(host)|LIST]

Operand Description
ADD Defines a new network authorization profile
HOST(host) The IP address or DNS name that is authorized to connect to the

local NDS network
LIST Lists the network authorization profiles. LIST is the default.

Usage Notes:

You must set the AUTHENTICATE operand of the NETWORK initialization parameter before your installation can
restrict connection by remote hosts according to the authorization profiles set in the NETAUTH initialization parameter or
command.

Refer to the NETAUTH command to delete authorization profiles.

Example

The following example restricts access to the local NDS network to hosts with the TCP/IP addresses 122.34.5.1 and
134.4.10.1:
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NETWORK SET CONNECTIONS AUTHENTICATE

NETAUTH ADD HOST(122.34.5.1)

NETAUTH ADD HOST(134.4.10.1)

NETDEST: Define NDS destination profile
The NETDEST initialization parameter defines a Network Delivery Service (NDS) destination profile. Each network
destination is uniquely identified by a network node and specifies its host attributes.

NOTE

• You can also issue the NETDEST initialization parameter as a command.
• You can specify an IPV4 or IPV6 address in this initialization parameter.

To define the network destination as a local network node, you must code a NETNODE initialization parameter in the local
ESP LOADNET initialization data set.

To define the network destination as a remote network node, you must code a NETDEST ADD initialization parameter in
the local ESP LOADNET initialization data set. You can also issue the NETDEST ADD command dynamically.

Where defined

LOADNET data set only

Syntax

NETDEST ADD NETNODE(netnode)

           [HOST(host)]

           [SYSPLEX(sysplex)

             [SYSNAME|SYSTEM(sysname)]

             [XCFGROUP(xcfgroup)[XCFMEMBER(xcfmember)]] ]

           [JESNODE(jesnode)[JESMEMBER(jesmember)]] 

           [SYSID(sysid)]

           [PERSIST]

NETNODE(netnode)
The name of the network node to be added.

HOST(host)
The IP address or DNS name of the remote network node.

SYSPLEX(sysplex)
The MVS sysplex name where the remote ESP subsystem resides.

SYSNAME(sysname)|SYSTEM(sysname)
The name of the remote ESP subsystem. SYSNAME and SYSTEM are aliases.

XCFGROUP(xcfgroup)
The GROUP name on the SYSPLEX initialization parameter of the remote ESP subsystem.

XCFMEMBER(xcfmember)
The MEMBER name on the SYSPLEX initialization parameter of the remote ESP subsystem.

JESNODE(jesmode)
The JES or NJE node name of the remote network node.
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NOTE
If you have applied PTF RO88003 and have specified the ISCOPT initialization parameter with the
NETWORK and SENDNET(ORIGNODE) parameters, the JESNODE value is obtained automatically
and the JESNODE operand is optional.

JESMEMBER(jesmember)
The JES or MAS member name of the remote network node.

SYSID(sysid)
The system identifier of the remote ESP subsystem. sysid corresponds to the SYSID initialization parameter of
the remote subsystem.

PERSIST
Specifies that you want to preserve the tracking data for this network node if the node is offline. The preserved
tracking data is passed to the node when the node goes online.

NOTE

If the network node is offline for a significant period of time, the NETQUEUE dataset may fill up with the
preserved tracking data.

Usage Notes

• You must define a network destination profile with at least one of the following host attribute specifications:
– HOST(host)
– SYSPLEX(sysplex)
– JESNODE(jesnode)
– SYSID(sysid)

• You must maintain the following dependencies in a network destination profile:
– SYSNAME(sysname) cannot be specified unless SYSPLEX(sysplex) is also specified.
– XCFGROUP(xcfgroup) cannot be specified unless a SYSPLEX(sysplex) is also specified.
– XCFMEMBER(xcfmember) cannot be specified unless XCFGROUP(xcfgroup) is also specified.
– JESMEMBER(jesmember) cannot be specified unless JESNODE(jesnode) is also specified.

• If a remote ESP master subsystem does not always execute on the same system within its sysplex, its NETDEST
specification in the local LOADNET initialization file must not specify any of the following system specific destination
specification operands:
– HOST(host)
– SYSNAME(sysname)
– XCFMEMBER(xcfmember)
– JESMEMBER(jesmember)

• If any host attribute specifications for a remote network node in a NETDEST command do not correspond to the actual
host attributes of the network node, an NDS connection request to that network node will be rejected.

Example: NETDEST

The example below illustrates a group of LOADNET initialization parameters:

NETNODE ESPM_CHICAGO

NETDEST NETNODE(ESPM_NEWYORK) SYSPLEX(NEWYORK) JESNODE(NYC)+

SYSID(ESPM_NYC)

NETDEST NETNODE(ESPM_TORONTO) SYSPLEX(TORONTO) JESNODE(TOR)+

SYSID(ESPM_TOR)

NETWORK START CONNECTION HOST(NEWYORK) PORT(2300)

NETWORK START CONNECTION HOST(TORONTO) PORT(2300)
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The NETNODE initialization parameter defines ESPM_CHICAGO as the local network node name.

The first NETDEST initialization parameter defines remote network node ESPM_NEWYORK. The sysplex name of its
host system is NEWYORK, the JES node name of its host system is NYC, and its subsystem identifier is ESPM_NYC.

The second NETDEST initialization parameter defines remote network node ESPM_TORONTO. The sysplex name of its
host system is TORONTO, the JES node name of its host system is TOR, and its subsystem identifier is ESPM_TOR.

The first NETWORK START CONNECTION initialization parameter starts a connection to remote network node
ESPM_NEWYORK. Its DNS host name is NEWYORK and it is listening on TCP port 2300.

The second NETWORK START CONNECTION initialization parameter starts a connection to remote network node
ESPM_TORONTO. Its DNS host name is TORONTO and it is listening on TCP port 2300.

 

NETNODE: Name network node
Purpose

The NETNODE initialization parameter names a local ESP master subsystem in the context of a NETWORK Delivery
Services (NDS) network.

Where defined

Master

LOADNET data set

Syntax

NETNODE netnode

Operand Description
netnode The arbitrary name of the network node for the ESP master

subsystem that contains this NETNODE initialization parameter
in its LOADNET data set. The netnode value has up to 16
characters.

Usage Notes:

The remote subsystems' NETDEST and XMITMDL initialization parameters refer to the arbitrary name defined with the
NETNODE initialization parameter in the local subsystem.

Examples

NETNODE ESP_CHICAGO

You can use an ESP system symbolic variable in the NETNODE initialization parameter:

NETNODE ESP_%JESNODE

NETQUEUE: Identify NETQUEUE data set
The NETQUEUE initialization parameter specifies the name of the NETQUEUE data set. The NETQUEUE data set is a
VSAM linear data set required by an ESP master subsystem that uses the Network Delivery Services (NDS) TRACKING
services.
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Where defined:

Master, LOADNET data set

This initialization parameter has the following format:

NETQUEUE dsname [SAVE(interval|0)]

dsname
Specifies the name of the NETQUEUE data set.

SAVE(interval|0)
Saves the NETQUEUE data set every time the specified time interval passes. The time interval between each
save is in seconds and the range is 0(zero) to 30. The default is 0 (zero). The data set is saved only if it was
updated during the interval.
If interval is 0 (zero), the NETQUEUE data set is saved every time a NETQUEUE update occurs instead of at
regular intervals.
Instead of specifying the save interval in the NETQUEUE initialization parameter, you can specify it in the
NETWORK command.

Crashes or Stoppages and NETWORK QUEUE SET SAVE

If ESP is stopped or crashes, any pending NETQUEUE data set updates are saved. However, if the system crashes and
NETQUEUE data set updates are pending in an ESP master executing on that system, a NETQUEUE data set save
cannot occur and inter-nodal tracking data may be lost.

Avoiding Potential CPU Overuse When Using the SAVE Operand

If ESP uses NDS for inter-nodal job tracking, the SAVE operand can sometimes cause excessive paging activity and CPU
use. This problem can occur if you do not specify an interval for SAVE. Without an interval, the save occurs every time the
NETQUEUE data set is updated.

For example, assume that ESP tracks every job in a JES node and transmits the job tracking records to all masters
executing in a remote JES node. In this case, each NETQUEUE data set update requires many NETQUEUE data set
saves.

Example: Specify a Name for the NETQUEUE Data Set

The following example specifies a name for the NETQUEUE data set:

NETQUEUE ESP.NETQUEUE 

Example: Specify the Frequency of NETQUEUE File Saves

The following example shows that the NETQUEUE data set is saved every 10 seconds, provided an update has occurred.

NETQUEUE ESP.NETQUEUE SAVE(10)

NETWORK: Control NDS
The NETWORK initialization parameter sets up and starts Network Delivery Services (NDS) connections.

NOTE

• You can also issue the NETWORK initialization parameter as a command. 
• You can specify IPV4 or IPV6 addresses in this initialization parameter.

Where defined:
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Master, LOADNET data set

Syntax

NETWORK SET CONNECTIONS [HOME[(homehost)]|NOHOME]

                        [AUTHENTICATE|NOAUTHENTICATE]

                        [BUFFERSIZE[(buffersize)|4096]

                        [KEEPALIVE(interval|300)|NOKEEPALIVE]

                        [RETRY(interval|60)|NORETRY]

NETWORK START {CONNECTION HOST(host) PORT(port)

                          [HOME[(homehost)]|NOHOME]

                          [RETRY(interval|60)|NORETRY]}

              {LISTENER PORT(lport)

                        [HOME[(lhost)]] 

                        [RETRY(linterval|60)|NORETRY]}

              {SERVICE service}

SET CONNECTIONS

SET CONNECTIONS sets attributes for an NDS local node.

HOME[(homehost)]
Specifies the local IP address or DNS name of the outgoing connection from the local NDS node. You can specify
any available local IP address or DNS name, but your choice may be limited if a firewall on a remote NDS node
accepts only certain IP addresses or DNS names.
You can override NETWORK SET HOME with NETWORK START HOME for specific connections.
If you specify HOME without an IP address or DNS name, the local TCP/IP stack default home IP address is
used.

NOHOME
Specifies that any available local IP address is used as the outgoing connection from the local NDS node. Make
sure that firewalls on the remote NDS nodes accept any of the available local IP addresses.

AUTHENTICATE
Specifies that a connection to or from a remote NDS node is accepted only if the IP address or DNS name has
been defined in an NDS authorization profile. For information on how to define NDS authorization profiles, see the
NETAUTH command or initialization parameter.

NOAUTHENTICATE
Specifies that connections to or from a remote NDS network node are always accepted. NDS authorization
profiles are ignored.

BUFFERSIZE(buffersize|4096)
The buffer size in bytes for data transmitted from remote NDS nodes. The valid range is from 1 to 1048576. The
default is 4096. The buffer size values are rounded as follows:

• 1 to 511 -- 512
• 513 to 1023 -- 1024
• 1025 to 2047 -- 2048
• 2049 and above -- rounded up to the next 4K value

NOTE
During connection, the remote NDS network node might negotiate the data buffer sizes downward.

KEEPALIVE(keepalive|300)
Specifies how many seconds an NDS connection can be idle before the local network sends a query to the
remote NDS node. If the remote NDS node does not answer the query, the connection is assumed to be severed
and the local network closes its half of the connection.
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The valid range is between 30 and 14400. The default is 300.
NOKEEPALIVE

Specifies that the local NDS node does not check on the status of an idle connection. This means that you will not
be aware of a severed connection until the local NDS node attempts to send a message on the connection. When
the attempt fails, the local NDS node closes its half of the connection.

RETRY(interval|60)
Specifies how many seconds the local NDS node waits before trying again to establish the connection. These
attempts continue until the connection is successfully established or NETWORK STOP PENDING is issued.
The valid range is between 10 and 3600. The default is 60.

NORETRY
Specifies that an unsuccessful NDS connection will not be retried.

START CONNECTION

START CONNECTION starts an NDS connection

HOST(host)
Specifies the IP address or DNS name of the listener on the remote NDS node. Use the IP address or DNS name
specified in NETWORK START LISTENER HOME on the remote NDS node. If HOME is not specified on the
remote node, you can specify any IP address or DNS name that is available on the remote node.

PORT(port)
Specifies the port number of the listener on the remote NDS node. Use the port specified in NETWORK START
LISTENER PORT on the remote NDS node.

HOME[(homehost)]
Specifies the local IP address or DNS name of the outgoing connection from the local NDS node. You can specify
any available local IP address or DNS name, but your choice may be limited if a firewall on the remote NDS node
accepts only certain IP addresses or DNS names.
If you specify HOME without an IP address or DNS name, the local TCP/IP stack default home IP address is
used.

NOHOME
Specifies that any available local IP address is used as the outgoing connection from the local NDS node. Make
sure that a firewall on the remote NDS node accepts any of the available local IP addresses.

RETRY(interval|60)
Specifies how many seconds the local NDS node waits before trying again to establish the connection. These
attempts continue until the connection is successfully established or NETWORK STOP PENDING is issued.
The valid range is between 10 and 3600. The default is 60.

NORETRY
Specifies that an unsuccessful NDS connection will not be retried

START LISTENER

START LISTENER starts an NDS listener.

PORT(lport)
Specifies the port number of the listener on the local NDS node. This port number must also be specified in
NETWORK START CONNECTION PORT on the remote NDS nodes.

HOME[(lhost)]
Specifies the IP address or DNS name of the listener on the local NDS node. This IP address or DNS name must
also be specified in NETWORK START CONNECTION HOST on the remote NDS nodes.
If you specify HOME without an IP address or DNS name, the local TCP/IP stack default home IP address is
used.
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RETRY(linterval|60)
Specifies how many seconds the local NDS node waits before trying again to start the listener.
These attempts continue until the listener is successfully started or NETWORK STOP LISTENER is issued.
The valid range is between 10 and 3600. The default is 60.

NORETRY
Specifies that an unsuccessful start of an NDS listener will not be retried

START SERVICE

START SERVICE starts an NDS service.

service
Specifies the service to start. The following values are accepted:

• ROUTING -- for remote requests to the following restart products:
– ESP WA Restart Option requests (r3.1 and higher)
– WA Restart Option

NOTE
Code START SERVICE ROUTING on the local and remote ESP subsystems connected by NDS.

• TRACKING -- for internodal job tracking

Defaults

If no NETWORK SET CONNECTIONS initialization parameter is used, the following default is in effect:

NETWORK SET CONNECTIONS NOHOME NOAUTHENTICATE BUFFERSIZE(4096)-

KEEPALIVE(300) RETRY(60)

Coding multiple NETWORK initialization parameters

You can code multiple instances of the NETWORK initialization parameter in any order in the LOADNET data set.
Connections and listeners are not started until all the initialization parameters in the LOADNET data set are read.

The operands specified in each instance of NETWORK add to what was specified in all previous instances. If you leave
an operand out, the default takes effect only if that operand has not been specified before.

In the following example, the first initialization parameter sets the DNS name of the local outgoing connection to "ESPA".
The second initialization parameter does not specify HOME, but the first HOME is still in effect rather than the default,
NOHOME.

NETWORK SET CONNECTIONS HOME(ESPA)

NETWORK SET CONNECTIONS AUTHENTICATE KEEPALIVE(600) NORETRY

Overrides in the NETWORK Initialization Parameter

For the specified connection in NETWORK START CONNECTION,

The HOME and NOHOME operands override the HOME and NOHOME operands of NETWORK SET CONNECTIONS.

The RETRY and NORETRY operands override the RETRY and NORETRY operands of NETWORK SET
CONNECTIONS.

Example: Overrides in the NETWORK Initialization Parameter

The example below illustrates a group of LOADNET initialization parameters:

NETNODE ESPM_CHICAGO

NETDEST NETNODE(ESPM_NEWYORK) SYSPLEX(SPNYC) JESNODE(JNYC)+
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SYSID(ESPM)

NETDEST NETNODE(PROD_TORONTO) SYSPLEX(SPTOR) JESNODE(JTOR)+

SYSID(PROD)

NETWORK SET CONNECTIONS AUTHENTICATE BUFFERSIZE(4096) +

KEEPALIVE(600) RETRY(300)

NETWORK START LISTENER PORT(2220) HOME

NETWORK START CONNECTION HOST(NEWYORK) PORT(2300) HOME(CHICAGO)

NETWORK START CONNECTION HOST(TORONTO) PORT(2700)

NETAUTH ADD HOST(NEWYORK)

NETAUTH ADD HOST(TORONTO)

In the preceding example,

• The NETNODE initialization parameter defines ESPM_CHICAGO as the local NDS node name.
• The first NETDEST initialization parameter defines remote network node ESPM_NEWYORK. The sysplex name of its

host system is SPNYC, the JES node name of its host system is JNYC, and its subsystem identifier is ESPM.
• The second NETDEST initialization parameter defines remote network node PROD_TORONTO. The sysplex name of

its host system is SPTOR, the JES node name of its host system is JTOR, and its subsystem identifier is PROD.
• The NETWORK SET CONNECTIONS initialization parameter sets the attributes for local node ESPM_CHICAGO.

Unless they are overridden by NETWORK START CONNECTION, all connections
– Use any available IP address or DNS name for outbound messages from the local NDS node.
– Are limited to remote NDS nodes that have an NDS authorization profile.
– Have a buffer size of 4096 bytes.
– Can be idle for 600 seconds (10 minutes) before the remote NDS node is queried and the connection terminated if

there is no response.
– Will be retried every 300 seconds (five minutes) if they fail to establish.

• The NETWORK START LISTENER initialization parameter starts a listener on the local host on port 2220. A remote
NDS node can only connect to the listener on the local TCP/IP stack default IP address.

• The first NETWORK START CONNECTION initialization parameter starts a connection to port 2300 on host
NEWYORK. The outgoing connection from the local NDS node is on DNS name CHICAGO. Host NEWYORK is
presumably in NDS node ESPM_NEWYORK, sysplex SPNYC, JES node JNYC, and subsystem ESPM.

• The second NETWORK START CONNECTION initialization parameter starts a connection to port 2700 on host
TORONTO. Host TORONTO is presumably in NDS node PROD_TORONTO, sysplex SPTOR, JES node JTOR, and
subsystem PROD.

• The two NETAUTH initialization parameters set the NDS network authorization profile for hosts NEWYORK and
TORONTO. Presumably, these hosts are in the locations specified in the first and second NETDEST initialization
parameter respectively.

NJETOL: Set NJE tolerance
NOTE
You can also issue the NJETOL initialization parameter as a command.

Purpose

The NJETOL initialization parameter sets or displays the tolerance for the time difference between the ESP submission
time and the reader-on time of a remote JES3 system on an NJE connection.

WARNING
Jobs will stay in input submitted if held in the queue longer than the tolerance NJETOL set.

Where defined

Master
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Syntax

NJETOL [time_before|500,time_after|500]

Operand Description
time_before|500 The look-back limit in hundredths of a second. The JES3 reader-on time can be

time_before hundredths of a second before the ESP submission time.The default is 500.
time_after|500 The look-ahead limit in hundredths of a second. The JES3 reader-on time can be

time_after hundredths of a second after the ESP submission time. The default is 500.

Usage Notes:

• If you issue NJETOL without operands, the current tolerances appear.
• When using inter-system tracking, ESP must use the JES3 reader-on time. A tolerance factor might be required to

allow for a time difference between the ESP time of submission and the JES3 assigned reader-on time at the JES3
execution node.

• This initialization parameter applies regardless of the means of intersystem tracking (for example, NJE or LU6.2) but
only to internodal data received from a JES3 system.

• You should not increase the NJE tolerance to more than 10-minute window because this increases the chances of
indiscriminate matches.

Example

In this example, the NJE tolerance is set to 30 seconds before or after the ESP submission time:

NJETOL 3000,3000

NODE: Define JES node
NOTE
You can also issue the NODE initialization parameter as a command.

Use the NODE initialization parameter with the CPU initialization parameter to define your network's resource topology.
The NODE initialization parameter defines each JES MAS node.

Where defined:

Master only

Syntax

NODE name [ADD|DEL|LIST|SET]

          [ROUTEJCL('/*XEQ nodename')]

          [ACTIVE|INACTIVE]

          [SYSPLEX|NOSYSPLEX]

Operand Description
name The name you want to use. name might correspond to an existing JES node name or

SMF ID or a group of Agents. You can use wildcard characters to mask the name with all
operands except ADD. (See "Wildcards and Masking" on page 320.)

ADD Adds a new definition
DEL Deletes one or more existing definitions
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LIST Displays a list of one or more existing definitions. LIST is the default.
SET Modifies attributes of existing definitions
ROUTEJCL('/*XEQ nodename') Specifies a JCL statement that is inserted into a job's JCL, causing the job to be routed

to the appropriate node
ACTIVE The node is considered active. ACTIVE is the default.
INACTIVE The node is considered inactive. ESP does not attempt to schedule a job for the node

while it is inactive.
SYSPLEX This node belongs to the sysplex where ESP is running. This operand is required for

resources defined with the IBM WLM operand.
Use this operand when you want ESP to use IBM WLM workload balancing.
This operand is available only if ESP WA Service Governor is installed.

NOSYSPLEX This node does not belong to the sysplex where ESP is running. NOSYSPLEX is the
default.

Usage Notes:

• You must code a NODE initialization parameter for every JES node (MAS) on which you want to use resources,
explicitly or implicitly.

• You also need to code CPU after defining NODE.
• We recommend that you use the CPU and NODE names that JES knows.

Example: Define a single node and single CPU

This example defines a single node called TORONTO and a single CPU called MVSA:

NODE TORONTO ADD

CPU MVSA ADD NODE(TORONTO) CURRENT

Example: Define multiple nodes

This example defines the following nodes:

• TORONTO with CPUs T1, T2, and T3.
• CHICAGO with CPUs C1 and C2.
• NEW YORK with CPUs N1 and N2.

ESPPARM looks like this:

NODE TORONTO ADD ROUTEJCL('/*XEQ TORONTO')

CPU T1 ADD NODE(TORONTO) ROUTEJCL('/*JOBPARM SYSAFF=T1') ORDER(1) CURRENT

CPU T2 ADD NODE(TORONTO) ROUTEJCL('/*JOBPARM SYSAFF=T2') ORDER(2)

CPU T3 ADD NODE(TORONTO) ROUTEJCL('/*JOBPARM SYSAFF=T3') ORDER(3)

 

NODE CHICAGO ADD ROUTEJCL('/*XEQ CHICAGO')

CPU C1 ADD NODE(CHICAGO) ROUTEJCL('/*JOBPARM SYSAFF=C1') ORDER(3) CURRENT

CPU C2 ADD NODE(CHICAGO) ROUTEJCL('/*JOBPARM SYSAFF=C2') ORDER(4)

 

NODE NEWYORK ADD ROUTEJCL('/*XEQ NEWYORK')

CPU N1 ADD NODE(NEWYORK) ROUTEJCL('/*JOBPARM SYSAFF=N1') ORDER(5) CURRENT

CPU N2 ADD NODE(NEWYORK) ROUTEJCL('/*JOBPARM SYSAFF=N2') ORDER(6)

Example: Define NODE and CPU for IBM WLM workload balancing

The following example defines two CPUs that belong to the Toronto node:
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NODE TORONTO ADD SYSPLEX

CPU T1 ADD NODE(TORONTO) CURRENT

CPU T2 ADD NODE(TORONTO)

All the CPUs that have the same NODE operand in the CPU initialization parameter are linked. If you have ESP WA
Service Governor installed, ESP can balance the workload among members belonging to one node if the SYSPLEX
operand is coded in the NODE initialization parameter. For information on how to use WLM workload balancing, see the
User Guide.

Example: Define NODE and CPU for Agent workload balancing

The following example defines

• Three Windows NT CPUs associated with Agents called AGwin1, AGwin2, and AGwin3.
• Four UNIX CPUs associated with Agents called AGunix1, AGunix2, AGunix3, and AGunix4.

NODE WIN ADD

NODE UNIX ADD

CPU WIN1 ADD NODE(WIN)AGENT(AGwin1)

CPU WIN2 ADD NODE(WIN)AGENT(AGwin2)

CPU WIN3 ADD NODE(WIN)AGENT(AGwin3)

CPU UNIX1 ADD NODE(UNIX)AGENT(AGunix1)

CPU UNIX2 ADD NODE(UNIX)AGENT(AGunix2)

CPU UNIX3 ADD NODE(UNIX)AGENT(AGunix3)

CPU UNIX4 ADD NODE(UNIX)AGENT(AGunix4)

All the CPUs that have the same NODE operand in the CPU initialization parameter are linked. If you have ESP WA
Service Governor installed, ESP can balance the workload among the Agents belonging to one node. For information on
how to use Agent workload balancing, see the User Guide.

NTRCLASS: Specify no track class
NOTE
You can also issue the NTRCLASS initialization parameter as a command.

 

The NTRCLASS initialization parameter specifies a job execution class to exclude from tracking. This initialization
parameter turns off the collection of type 26 and 30 SMF records for the specified class.

Restrictions:

Only one NTRCLASS initialization parameter can be active. If you code more than one, the last initialization parameter
coded is used.

Where defined:

Tracking ESP subsystem

Syntax

NTRCLASS class

class
Specifies the class of jobs to exclude from tracking.
Limits:
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• Pre-z/OS 2.1: one alphanumeric character
• z/OS 2.1 or higher: one to eight alphanumeric characters

Usage Notes:

Use this option with caution. If it is turned on, you can change the class tracking, but there are no explicit operands to turn
it off. To turn it off, you must issue the NTRCLASS command with a class value that does not exist. The only character
NTRCLASS accepts that cannot represent a class is number sign (#).

To turn NTRCLASS off you can issue

NTRCLASS #

NOTE
The effect of the NTRCLASS initialization parameter remains active even when ESP restarts. If you remove all
NTRCLASS initialization parameters from the initialization parameter data set, no class will be excluded when
you IPL your system.

Example: NTRCLASS

NTRCLASS Z

NULLPSWD: Compare password with JOB card

Purpose

The NULLPSWD initialization parameter specifies a password to be compared to the PASSWORD parameter of a JOB
card.

Where defined

Master and proxy

Syntax

NULLPSWD password

Operand Description
password The password to be compared with a JOB card's PASSWORD

parameter. The password can be up to eight characters.

Usage Notes:

The following table indicates whether a job will succeed or fail assuming that only a user with the password ABC can run
the job.

User password PASSWORD parameter in JOB
card

NULLPSWD Initialization
Parameter

Result

ABC ABC Ignored succeed
ABC Omitted Ignored succeed
ABC XYZ XYZ succeed
ABC XYZ xxx (Not XYZ) fail
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OPSMVS: Enable or Disable the OPS/MVS Interface
The OPSMVS initialization parameter enables or disables the interface between ESP and OPS/MVS.

NOTE
You only require this initialization parameter if you want to disable the OPS/MVS interface.

Where defined: ESPPARM data set

This initialization parameter has the following format:

OPSMVS ENABLED(Y|N)

Y
Enables the OPS/MVS interface (default value)

N
Disables the OPS/MVS interface

PCACHE: Set Procedure caching
NOTE
You can also issue the PCACHE initialization parameter is also a command. For details about command syntax
and operands, see the Command Reference Guide.

The PCACHE initialization parameter specifies whether ESP uses procedure caching and the size of the cache. ESP
Procedure caching can improve CPU usage and processing speed for ESP Procedures that have over 400 jobs. For
details about displaying and deleting cache entries, see the CPROC command in the Command Reference Guide.

Where defined:

Master

Syntax

PCACHE ENABLE|OFF|DISABLE|ON 

       SIZE(32|size)

Operand Description
ENABLE Allows caching for ESP Procedures that include an INVOKE

command with the CACHE operand
OFF
DISABLE

Disallows the use of caching

ON Turns on caching for all ESP Procedures unless they specify the
NOCACHE operand

SIZE(size) Indicates the size of the cache. The value is between 0 and 1000
MB. A value of 0 clears the cache. If you enter a value larger than
1000 MB, the size is reduced to 1000 MB. The default is 32 MB.

Usage Notes:

A cached copy of an ESP Procedure is also stored in the application file as part of the Procedure Caching Record (PCR).
This allows you to keep an original cache copy of an ESP Procedure after restarting ESP. The Application Tracking
Record (ATR) refers to PCR.
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The SIZE parameter applies only to the amount of main memory. If, due to memory constraints, a cached procedure has
to be removed from the cache, it will remain in the PCR providing persistence of ESP Procedure caching. When a job is
submitted from this procedure, ESP reloads it from PCR into the cache. Only the CPROC DELETE command can delete
a copy of a cached procedure from PCR. When this occurs, ESP re-reads the procedure and builds a new copy in the
cache and the PCR.

PLEXID: ESP Complex ID
NOTE
ESP accepts the PLEXID initialization parameter only as an alias of the ESPGROUP initialization parameter. We
strongly recommend that you use ESPGROUP.

PORT: Specify Workstation Server Listening Port
Purpose

The PORT initialization parameter specifies the port on which Workstation Server will listen.

Where defined

WSSPARM data set

Syntax

PORT  port

Operand Description
port The port on which Workstation Server will listen.

Equivalent EXEC parameter

The following indicates the equivalent EXEC parameter for defining the Workstation Server started task.

PORT(port)

Example

PORT 5300

PREALLOC: Pre-allocate data set
NOTE
You can also issue the PREALLOC initialization parameter as a command without using operands to display the
current pre-allocation list of data sets, and with the UNALLOC operand to de-allocate a previously allocated data
set.

The PREALLOC initialization parameter preallocates a data set. Preallocating data sets increases I/O efficiency when
ESP frequently accesses those data sets. ESP uses the preallocated data sets rather than dynamically allocating ones.

Where defined:

Master and proxy

Syntax
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PREALLOC dsname 

ALLOC|UNALLOC

•dsname
Specifies the data set name.

ALLOC
Specifies that the data set be allocated. ALLOC is the default.

UNALLOC
Specifies that the data set be unallocated.

NOTE

• Use one PREALLOC initialization parameter for each data set you wish to pre-allocate.
• You cannot pre-allocate a GDG data set using the PREALLOC initialization parameter because the current

generation number can change. However, you can issue the PREALLOC command when you know the
full data set name. You can also use scheduled events to allocate or de-allocate data sets at various times
instead of, or in addition to, using an initialization parameter.

Example: PREALLOC Initialization Parameter

The following is an example of commonly used pre-allocated data sets:

PREALLOC CYBER.PROD.JCL ALLOC

PREALLOC CYBER.COPY.JCL ALLOC

PREALLOC CYBER.DOC.LIB ALLOC

PREALLOC CYBER.PROC.LIB ALLOC

PREALLOC CYBER.TEMP.JCL ALLOC

PROFILE: Identify the Event prefix and data set
Use the PROFILE initialization parameter to associate an Event prefix with an Event data set. ESP uses the Event data
set to store Events. The initialization parameter can also associate a history data set with the Event prefix. From this
history data set, a user can report the default calendars and a mailbox that the Event uses.

Where defined:

Master only, user profile definition table (UPDT)

Syntax

PROFILE USER(uuuu) EVENTSET(eventdsid)

            [HIST(histid)]

            [CALENDAR1(cccc)]

            [CALENDAR2(dddd)]

            [MAILBOX(box_name)]

Operand Description
USER(uuuu) An Event prefix specification (usually a user ID). The specification may include wildcards.
EVENTSET(eventdsid) The logical ID of the Event data set. Its value must be the same as the value of eventdsid

in an EVENTSET initialization parameter.
HIST(histid) The logical ID (eight-character internal name) of a history data set as defined with the

HISTFILE initialization parameter. The specification may include wildcards.
CALENDAR1(cccc) The name of a calendar to be used as the first default calendar
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CALENDAR2(dddd) The name of a calendar to be used as the second default calendar
MAILBOX(box_name) The name of a default mailbox. The default mailbox contains addresses used for

messages that are issued by Events matching the USER operand value when the Event
definition does not specify a mailbox. You must define mailboxes in the MAILLIST data
set.

Usage Notes:

• The order of PROFILE initialization parameters in the UPDT is important. Enter the PROFILE initialization parameters
from the most specific to the least specific. This sequence considers the fact that ESP scans the table from top to
bottom until it finds a PROFILE initialization parameter that matches the new Event's prefix.

• The profile name can include the wildcard characters asterisk and hyphen.
• As a minimum, ESP requires a UPDT loaded from a data set that contains a single PROFILE initialization parameter

that sets the Eventset default for all new Events.
• The HIST operand allows wildcard characters. Users can process history reports based on more than one history data

set. Since only one HIST operand can be entered for a given PROFILE definition, coding an exact history data set ID
restricts the user to generating reports from only that history data set. By carefully assigning history data set IDs, using
appropriate wildcarding in the HIST operand, the user can access the desired set of history data sets. For example,
HIST(HIST-) gives you access to all history data sets with identifiers that start with HIST.

• The mailbox feature enables ESP to send messages to all the TSO user ID and email addresses contained in a
specific mailbox.

• To use the mailbox feature, you need to define the mailboxes in the MAILLIST data set and load that data set with
the LOADNL command or initialization parameter. For information on how to define mailboxes, see the MAILBOX,
TSOUSER, EMAIL, and SMTPPARM initialization parameters.

• If you do not define mailboxes in the PROFILE initialization parameter or in the EVENT, ESP sends the messages to
the Event owner.

Example: Tell ESP where to save all new Events

In the following example, ESP stores all new Events in the EVENT1 Eventset:

PROFILE USER(-) EVENTSET(EVENT1)

Example: Tell ESP where to save specific Events

In the following example, ESP stores Events with a prefix of PROD in the EVENT1 Eventset. This example also indicates
that these Events use the CYBER calendar and that the user has access to the HIST1 history data set.

PROFILE USER(PROD) EVENTSET(EVENT1) CALENDAR1(CYBER) +

HIST(HIST1)

Example: Define multiple entries in a UPDT

The following PROFILE initialization parameters show multiple entries in a UPDT:

PROFILE USER(PAY - ) EVENTSET(PAYEVS) CALENDAR1(PAYCAL)

PROFILE USER(PROD - ) EVENTSET(PRODEVS) CALENDAR1(PROD)

PROFILE USER( - ) EVENTSET(EVENT1)

In the above example
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• The first PROFILE initialization parameter tells ESP to store Events with a prefix of PAY- in the PAYEVS Eventset. It
also indicates that these Events use the PAYCAL calendar.

• The second PROFILE initialization parameter tells ESP to store Events with a prefix of PROD- in the PRODEVS
Eventset. It also indicates that these Events use the PROD calendar.

• The third PROFILE initialization parameter tells ESP to store all other Events in the EVENT1 Eventset.
• The order of these statements is important; the most generic statement should be the last one in the table.

This sequence accounts for ESP scanning the table from top to bottom until it finds a PROFILE statement that matches
the new Event's prefix.

The table below shows where ESP stores some Events, based on the previous example.

EVENT NAME EVENTSET
PAYROLL.WEEKLY PAYEVS
PROD.DAILY_BACKUPS PRODEVS
USER01.ADHOC_JOBS EVENT1

Example: Specifying a mailbox

The following example specifies that, as a default, all Events with a prefix starting with PAY send their messages to the
recipients defined in the mailbox PAYROLL. You can specify another mailbox in an Event and, if you do, the mailbox
specified in the Event is used.

PROFILE USER(PAY - ) EVENTSET(PAYEVS) MAILBOX(PAYROLL)

NOTE

Related Information

For information on using host security, see the Security Guide. For information on loading the user profile
definition table, see the LOADUPDT command in the Command Reference Guide.

PTAPPL: Specify Workstation Server PassTicket Application
The PTAPPL initialization parameter specifies the PassTicket application name which Workstation Server will use to
process one-time passwords. This parameter enables Workstation Server to authenticate users with generated one-time
passwords in addition to regular passwords.

Where defined

WSSPARM data set

Syntax

PTAPPL appl_name

where:
appl_name

The PassTicket application name which Workstation Server will use to process one-time passwords. The
appl_name must match the SAF profile name defined in PTKTDATA class. The maximum length of appl_name is
8 characters.

NOTE
There is no equivalent in EXEC parameter for the Workstation Server started task.

Example
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PTAPPL ESPCA31

QTRACE: Trace QUEUE data set
Purpose

The QTRACE initialization parameter causes all allocations and freeing of space to be traced.

Where defined

Master and proxy

Syntax

QTRACE

Usage Notes:

Use QTRACE when Broadcom Support asks you to.

When activated, QTRACE cannot be disabled without

1. Bringing ESP down.
2. Removing the initialization parameter.
3. Bringing ESP up again.

QUEUE: Specify QUEUE data set
Purpose

The QUEUE initialization parameter specifies the name of the QUEUE data set.

Where defined

Master and proxy

NOTE
The master and proxy share the same data set.

Syntax

QUEUE dsname [SHR|NOSHR]

Operand Description
dsname The name of the QUEUE data set
SHR The data set is shared. RESERVE/DEQ is performed. Use SHR

on the QUEUE initialization parameter when you are configuring
an ESP master subsystem to work with proxy subsystems. Ensure
that the QUEUE initialization parameter with SHR is on both the
master and proxy. For more information, see Configure the Master
to Use Proxies.

NOSHR The data set is not shared. NOSHR might be specified in a single
subsystem and might result in improved performance.

Usage Notes:
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• Each job in the QUEUE data set requires approximately 64 bytes.
• The size of the QUEUE data set is limited to one extent. When ESP needs to perform I/O to this data set, it uses a

single-channel program. A single-channel program can only read or update one extent at a time. Size is determined
automatically when the data set is formatted. The maximum size is approximately 3.5 cylinders on a 3390.

Example

QUEUE ESP.QUEUE SHR

RACROUTE: Request RACINIT
NOTE
 You can also issue the RACROUTE initialization parameter as a command. For details about command syntax
and operands, see the Command Reference Guide.

The RACROUTE initialization parameter specifies how an Event is processed for security purposes. You specify whether
ESP should issue a RACINIT prior to executing Events, and how the user ID associated with the Event is determined.

 Where defined: 

Master and proxy

 Syntax 

RACROUTE [ON|OFF]

         [ITU|NOITU]

 Operand  Description 
ON Specifies that ESP should issue a RACINIT before executing

Events
OFF Specifies that ESP should not issue a RACINIT before executing

Events. ESP processes Events under its own user ID. OFF is the
default.

ITU Inherit Trigger User. All manually triggered, DSTRIG, and global
variable trigger Events use the triggering user ID.

NOITU No Inherit Trigger User. ESP processes Events under the user ID
specified in the Event prefix. NOITU is the default.

 Usage Notes: 

RACROUTE is also available as an OPER command. You can set the values to ON or OFF, and ITU or NOITU
dynamically, for example

OPER RACROUTE ON NOITU

 RACROUTE values at startup 

The RACROUTE values (ON or OFF and ITU or NOITU) issued in initialization parameters or commands are
checkpointed so they remain in effect until explicitly countermanded.

 Cold Start withRACROUTE Initialization Parameter  Warm Start withRACROUTE Initialization Parameter 
 Defined  Not Defined  Defined  Not Defined 
Uses the RACROUTE
initialization parameters

Uses defaults RACROUTE OFF
NOITU

Uses the RACROUTE
initialization parameters

Uses checkpointed values
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 ITU and NOITU operands 

For information on how to determine which user ID ESP processes the Event under, see the Security Guide.

By default, ESP uses the Event prefix of the Event triggering the Procedure as the user ID to run production jobs.

Specifying the USER operand in the EVENT command overrides the default. In that case, ESP uses the user ID you
specify.

Specifying ITU at the initialization parameter level or INHERIT_TRIGGER_USER at the Event level overrides the default
and the USER operand, causing the triggering user ID to be used if the Event is a manually triggered, DSTRIG or global
variable trigger Event.

You can override both ITU and NOITU

• With actions by security system exit routines, such as EVENTSAF (or JES exits)
• With parameters in the JCL

The following table illustrates the logic that determines which user ID ESP processes the Event with RACROUTE ON.

 Sequence  Description  Result  Condition 
Default  Uses Event prefix  
1st Override USER operand in EVENT

definition
Uses USER operand value  

2nd Override ITU in initialization parameter or
INHERIT_TRIGGER_USER in
EVENT definition

Uses triggering user ID Manually triggered, DSTRIG or
global variable trigger Event

3rd Override Exit routines Uses user ID specified in exit
routine

 

4th Override Parameters in the JCL Uses user ID specified in the
JCL

 

The logic is totally independent of what the underlying security package is.

NOTE

We recommend that you use explicit operands and that you do not rely on the defaults. Otherwise, the logic
might be activated, inadvertently resulting in behavior different from what you expect. The possible causes to
investigate are

• Multiple RACROUTE initialization parameters
• Checkpointed values originating from dynamic commands and carried over during a warm start. You can only

rectify this situation by issuing a RACROUTE command with the correct operands or by initiating a warm
start with a RACROUTE initialization parameter with the correct operands.

 Example: NOITU Operand 

RACROUTE ON NOITU

RESDEF: Define Resources
NOTE
You can also issue the RESDEF initialization parameter as a command. For details about command syntax and
operands, see the Command Reference Guide

The RESDEF initialization parameter allows you to define resource definitions.

• You must define a resource file (RESFILE) and the topology before you can use the RESDEF command.
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Authority: You need access to the RESOURCE.resname security profile.

Where defined: Master only

Syntax

RESDEF name ADD

            [ENTERPRISE|NODAL|GLOBAL|LOCAL]

            [THRESHOLD|RENEWABLE|DEPLETABLE]

            [NODE(xxx)][CPU(xxx)]

            [MAXIMUM(n)][AVAIL(0)]

            [DEVICE(xxxxx)|WLM(duration)|

              MONITOR(CPU) POLL(xx HOURS|xx MINUTES|xx SECONDS)]

            [GRAVITY|NOGRAVITY]

            [COMMENT(comment)]

            [RECEIVERS(rec1,rec2,...)]

            [SENDERS(sen1,sen2,...)]

name
Indicates the resource name. Specify up to eight alphanumeric characters for default resources and up to 44
alphanumeric characters for other resources. The first character must be alphabetic or national. The resource
name must not end with a period or have two consecutive periods. When using the SET operand, you can use
wildcard characters.

ADD
Defines a new resource

ENTERPRISE
Indicates one resource counter controls the resource's availability across all nodes and CPUs

NODAL
Indicates one resource counter is maintained for each node

GLOBAL
Alias of NODAL

LOCAL
Indicates one resource counter is maintained for each CPU

THRESHOLD
Defines a threshold resource type

RENEWABLE
Defines a renewable resource type

DEPLETABLE
Defines a depletable resource type

NODE(xxx)
Refers to a node defined in the system topology. NODE limits LIST or SET to a specific node.

CPU(xxx)
Refers to a CPU defined in the resource topology. CPU limits LIST or SET to a specific CPU.

MAXIMUM(n)
Sets the maximum count of the resource you are defining. The default value is 0.

AVAIL(n)
Sets the available count of the resource you are defining. This value should not be manipulated, but left for ESP
to calculate.
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DEVICE (xxxxx)
Indicates the IBM generic or esoteric device name that ESP is to monitor

WLM(duration)
Specifies that ESP obtains the number of unused service units over the specified duration from IBM WLM. ESP
obtains the number of unused service units before submitting the job. ESP supports the following three durations:

• SUM60 -- The unused service units are summed over the last 60 seconds.
• SUM180 -- The unused service units are summed over the last 180 seconds.
• SUM600 -- The unused service units are summed over the last 600 seconds.

NOTE

• The WLM operand is only relevant if ESP WA Service Governor is installed. If you code the WLM
operand without ESP WA Service Governor installed, ESP ignores the WLM operand.

• If you code the WLM operand, you must code the SYSPLEX operand in the NODE command or
initialization parameter when you define your system nodes.

MONITOR(CPU)
Specifies that ESP asks all Agents to provide the percentage of CPU availability on the platforms they control at
the frequency specified by the POLL operand

NOTE
The MONITOR operand is only relevant if the ESP WA Service Governor is installed. If you use the
MONITOR operand without ESP WA Service Governor installed, ESP ignores the MONITOR operand

POLL(xx HOURS|xx MINUTES|xx SECONDS)
Specifies how often ESP asks all Agents to provide the percentage of CPU availability on the platforms they
control. xx is a number with a maximum corresponding to 24 hours whether in hours, minutes or seconds. If POLL
specifies 0, ESP does not ask Agents to provide the percentage of CPU availability on the platforms they control.

NOTE
The POLL operand is only relevant if the ESP WA Service Governor is installed. If you use the POLL
operand without ESP WA Service Governor installed, the POLL operand is ignored.

GRAVITY
Indicates jobs are to be routed to other nodes the resource is available on

NOGRAVITY
Indicates jobs are not to be routed to other nodes a resource is available on

COMMENT (comment)
Used to add information about a particular resource

RECEIVERS(rec1,rec2,...)
Specifies the masters that can receive threshold enterprise resource count updates from the current master.
The masters specified update their local resource count to match the count that was sent. Each master name in
this operand must be specified in a COMMCHAN initialization parameter on the current master. You can use the
hyphen and asterisk wildcard characters in master names.

SENDERS(sen1,sen2,...)
Specifies the masters that can send threshold enterprise resource count updates to the current master. The
current master updates the local resource count to match the count that was sent. Each master name in this
operand must be specified in a COMMCHAN initialization parameter on the current master. You can use the
hyphen and asterisk wildcard characters in master names.

Define Real Resources
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A real resource represents a hardware device such as tape drives. Since the ESP master is only aware of the status of
devices on the image it runs on, real resources only work in a single z/OS image. Define real resources as LOCAL and
RENEWABLE and, using the MAX operand, identify the number of devices available to ESP-submitted jobs:

RESDEF T3480 ADD LOCAL RENEWABLE MAX(5) DEVICE(3480)

The following example shows what appears when the above resource is listed:

RESDEF T3480 LIST

Resource T3480    Local Renewable

TORONTO  MVSA      Max=5 Avail=5 Real=5

ESP ensures there are sufficient online, unallocated devices available to satisfy the current job's resource requirements.

For example, if job PAYJOB1 requires three units of a real resource called T3480, and ESP sees three devices available,
but only two devices are online and unallocated, ESP waits for real resources and PAYJOB1 goes into a RESWAIT state.

Define Resources with WLM Operand (ESP WA Service Governor only)

You must define an IBM WLM resource as LOCAL RENEWABLE.

To determine the MAX count, see the "CPU capacity table" in the MVS planning: Workload Management IBM manual.
From this table, choose the number of service units per second for your CPU model and multiply it by either 60, 180
or 600 for the duration SUM60, SUM180 or SUM600 respectively. You can use the result or any higher number. If your
installation has CPUs of different models, use the RESDEF SET command to adjust the counts on individual CPUs.

ESP routes a job to one of the available systems based on the service units assigned to the job and other resources the
job requests.

IBM WLM feedback is a measurement of recent but past activity; it is not a precise prediction of a CPU load by the time
ESP submits a job. The real value of a WLM resource is the number of unused service units. The number of unused
service units can differ from the number of service units available for a job if the job service class is higher than the
service class of the currently executing workload.

The workload is balanced across the CPUs and nodes within the same sysplex, as long as they are all part of the same
sysplex group. The node is defined with the NODE command or initialization parameter (it must include a SYSPLEX
operand).

NOTE
Specify the same duration for all CPUs and nodes. ESP issues a warning message if you specify a different
duration for a specific CPU or node.

Define Resources with MONITOR(CPU) Operand (ESP WA Service Governor only)

You must define a MONITOR(CPU) resource as LOCAL RENEWABLE.

ESP asks all Agents to provide the percentage of CPU availability on the platforms they control. The Agents provide
this percentage at the frequency specified by the POLL operand for CPUs where the corresponding CPU initialization
parameter includes an AGENT operand. You can limit the scope of the resource you define by using the NODE and CPU
operands.

ESP routes a job to one of the available systems based on the MONITOR(CPU) resources and other resources a job
requests.

The workload is balanced among the CPUs that belong to the same node. The node is defined with the NODE command
or initialization parameter.

Related Information

For information on how to use IBM WLM or Agent workload balancing, see the User Guide.
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Example: Defining a local renewable resource

In the following example, IMS is a local renewable resource with a count of three. IMS resides on the TOR1 z/OS image
and is used to represent access to an IMS region. The maximum number of jobs requiring one unit of the IMS resource
that can run concurrently is three.

RESDEF IMS ADD LOCAL RENEWABLE MAX(3) CPU(TOR1)

Example: Defining a global threshold resource

In the following example, NITESHFT is a global threshold resource with a count of one. NITESHFT represents a time
period when specific jobs can run. The NITESHFT resource can be manipulated using the SET operand at the appropriate
times to ensure night shift jobs run, for example, between 1am and 8am.

RESDEF NITESHFT ADD NODAL THRESHOLD AVAIL(1)

Example: Defining a local threshold resource

In the following example, PAYJOB1 is a local threshold resource with a count of zero. PAYJOB1 is used to represent a
job’s completion. To allow successor jobs to be submitted, you can manipulate the PAYJOB1 resource using the SET
operand after PAYJOB1 successfully completes.

RESDEF PAYJOB1 ADD LOCAL THRESHOLD AVAIL(0)

Example: Defining a real resource

In the following example, T3480 is a real resource representing 3480 cartridge drives. ESP compares the number of
tape drives currently online and not allocated with ESP internal counters to determine when jobs that require the T3480
resource are eligible for submission.

RESDEF T3480 ADD LOCAL RENEWABLE DEVICE(3480)

Example: Defining a local renewable resource

In the following example, CICS is a local renewable resource with a count of one. CICS resides on the TOR2 z/OS image
and is used to represent access to a CICS region. The GRAVITY attribute indicates that the CICS resource is available to
jobs on other nodes. If a job on another node requires the CICS resource, ESP inserts the appropriate routing information
into the requesting job JCL according to the system topology statements.

RESDEF CICS ADD LOCAL RENEWABLE MAX(1) CPU(TOR2) GRAVITY

Example: Defining a default resource

In the following example

• The RESDFLT initialization parameter or command indicates ESP should make default resource assignments for
scratch tapes:

RESDFLT SCRATCHCART(SCRTAPES) 

• The RESDEF command defines a global depletable resource with a count of 500. ESP uses historical information to
assign scratch tape resource requirements to each job in an application:

RESDEF SCRTAPES ADD NODAL DEPLETABLE AVAIL(500)
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NOTE

When default resources are turned on, every application ESP generates uses default resources. To drop a
default resource, code the following:

RESOURCE (0,SCRTAPES)

Example: Defining resources for Agent workload balancing

The following example creates the RESWIN resource and specifies that ESP will receive the status of every CPU in the
WIN node every five minutes:

RESDEF RESWIN ADD NODE(WIN) LOCAL RENEWABLE MAX(100)+

    MONITOR(CPU) POLL(5 MINUTES)

ESP can balance the workload among CPUs belonging to one node.

Example: Passing Resource Counter Updates Using RECEIVER and SENDER

This example shows how to use the RECEIVER and SENDER operands to pass threshold enterprise resource counter
updates to other master subsystems.

Assume that you have three masters, A, B, and C. Each master requires enterprise threshold resource "myres" with a
maximum value of 3. Assume that your requirements for passing resource counter updates are as shown in the following
diagram:

Here is the RESDEF initialization parameter for master A:
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resdef myres add threshold enterprise max(3) receivers(B,C) senders(B)

Here is the RESDEF initialization parameter for master B:

resdef myres add threshold enterprise max(3) receivers(A,C) senders(A)

Here is the RESDEF initialization parameter for master C:

resdef myres add threshold enterprise max(3) senders(A,B)

RESDFLT: Identify default resources
NOTE
You can also issue the RESDFLT initialization parameter as a command.

The RESDFLT initialization parameter identifies the default resource assignments that ESP makes to all jobs.

Where defined:

Master only

Syntax

RESDFLT [CARTRIDGE(cart)]

        [SCRATCHCART(scratch)]

        [CPUABSORPTION(cpuabs)]

        [CPUTIME(cputime)]

        [ELAPSEDTIME(elapsed)]

        [PRINTLINES(prlines)

NOTE
Default resource names are restricted to eight characters.

Operand Description
CARTRIDGE The name of a cartridge tape resource. When you specify this operand, a job ESP

submits is automatically assigned the maximum number of tape drives the job required at
a time, averaged over its previous runs.

(cart) For example, a job might require a maximum of two tape drives at a time during
Monday's run, a maximum of six tape drives at a time during Tuesday's run, and a
maximum of four tape drives at a time during Wednesday's run. Without job profiling,
ESP calculates the maximum number of tape drives this job required at a time, averaged
over the previous three runs, as four tape drives. However, with job profiling, you
can store job information on each run, providing more accurate default resource
assignments. In the example above, you could create a job profile for Monday's runs
to account for a lower-than-average tape drive requirement (two tape drives) and a job
profile for Tuesday's runs to account for a higher-than-average tape drive requirement
(six tape drives).
In the RESDEF command or initialization parameter, define this resource as GLOBAL
RENEWABLE and identify the device name.

SCRATCHCART The name of a scratch-tape resource.
(scratch) If the total number of scratch tapes increases at your installation, use the RESDEF

command to adjust the number of scratch tapes available to ESP jobs.
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In the RESDEF command or initialization parameter, define this resource as
DEPLETABLE and specify the number of scratch tapes available to ESP jobs.

CPUABSORPTION The name of a resource that reflects CPU absorption.
(cpuabs) When you specify this operand, a job ESP submits is automatically assigned the average

CPU absorption for the job's previous runs. The average CPU absorption is CPU time
divided by elapsed time and expressed as a percentage. For example, if a job uses 10%
of the CPU when it executes, ESP assigns 10 units of the CPU absorption resource to
the submitted job.
In the RESDEF command or initialization parameter
Define this resource as LOCAL RENEWABLE.
Set the MAX operand for this resource to the maximum CPU usage you want for ESP-
submitted jobs. For example, if you set MAX to 80, ESP does not submit jobs that would
cause the total CPU absorption for all submitted jobs to exceed 80%. If the total CPU
absorption for all submitted jobs is 75% and a job requires 6% CPU absorption, ESP
prevents that job from running until the total CPU absorption falls to at least 74%.

CPUTIME The name of a resource that represents the total CPU time a job uses, expressed in
seconds.

(cputime) You can use CPUTIME to prevent jobs that require more than a certain threshold of CPU
time from submitting.
In the RESDEF command or initialization parameter, define this resource as LOCAL
THRESHOLD.

ELAPSEDTIME The name of a resource that represents the total elapsed time a job uses, expressed in
minutes.

(elapsed) You can use ELAPSEDTIME to prevent jobs that require more than a certain amount
of elapsed time from submitting. For example, if you are scheduling the shutdown of a
certain
z/OS system, you can set the maximum availability of the resource to the number of
minutes before the scheduled shutdown. ESP does not submit a job that would not,
on average, complete prior to the scheduled shutdown time. As the scheduled time
draws closer, you can automatically adjust the ELAPSEDTIME value down through an
automation program or through an Event.
In the RESDEF command or initialization parameter, define this resource as LOCAL
THRESHOLD.

PRINTLINES The name of a resource that represents the total print lines a job generates.
(prlines) You can use PRINTLINES to prevent jobs that require more than a specified number

of print lines from submitting. For example, you can prevent jobs with print line
requirements that exceed the available spool space in your installation from submitting.
In the RESDEF command or initialization parameter, define this resource as GLOBAL
THRESHOLD or GLOBAL DEPLETABLE.

General Notes

If you want the default resources that you specified with the RESDFLT initialization parameter to take effect immediately,
restart ESP or code the default resources with the RESDFLT command.

You can specify one or more default resources.

Dropping default resources

After you have identified default resources, every application ESP generates uses these default resources. To drop a
default resource, request zero units of the resource, for example:

RESOURCE (0,SCRTAPES)
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Information used to assign default resources

ESP uses information from the jobstats data set to calculate the default resources it assigns to jobs. ESP bases the
default resource levels it assigns on an average of the records from the jobstats data set. If job profiles are used, the
number of records included in the average depends on the number of entries for the job profile. If job profiles are not used,
the number of records included in the average depends on the number of entries for the job, based on its full name, in
the jobstats data set. The average includes only completed jobs; abended jobs are ignored. ESP updates the information
each time it creates a new application generation.

Defining resources

After you have identified the default resources your installation requires, use the RESDEF command or initialization
parameter to specify the resource type (renewable, depletable or threshold) and the resource scope (local, global or
enterprise).

Examples: Define a default scratch-tape resource

The following RESDFLT initialization parameter specifies SCRTAPES as a default resource for scratch tapes:

RESDFLT SCRATCHCART(SCRTAPES)

The following RESDEF initialization parameter defines SCRTAPES as a global depletable resource with a quantity of 500:

RESDEF SCRTAPES ADD GLOBAL DEPLETABLE AVAIL(500)

ESP uses historical information to assign scratch-tape resource requirements to each job in an application. ESP
automatically decrements the SCRTAPES resource as jobs run.

In the following job, the RESOURCE statement drops the SCRTAPES default resource from job A. ESP does not assign
units of the SCRTAPES resource to job A.

JOB A

  RUN DAILY

  RESOURCE(0,SCRTAPES)

ENDJOB

The following RESDEF command makes more scratch tapes available:

RESDEF SCRTAPES SET AVAIL(750)

NOTE

Related information

• For information on resources, see the Using section.
• For information on requesting resources, see the RESOURCE statement in  Commands under Reference.

RESFILE: Specify the resource data set
Purpose

The RESFILE initialization parameter specifies the resource data set's name and characteristics.

NOTE
You need a resource data set only if you use resources.

Where defined

Master only

Syntax

 RESFILE dsname [MAXCPUS(nn|7)]
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                [SIZE(ss)|2097152)]

               [AFFINITY(ENFORCE|WARN|IGNORE)]

 

Operand Description
dsname The name of the VSAM linear resource data set
MAXCPUS(nn) The maximum number of CPUs you can expect to have defined at any point in time.

The default is 7. The maximum acceptable value is 1,000,000,000. Before changing the
value, consider the following information:

• The MAXCPU value does not relate to physical CPUs.
• Increasing the operand default value causes a significant increase in the space

requirement.

SIZE(ss) The size of the RESFILE in bytes. The default is 2,097,152 (2 million). This is the
minimum amount you can specify. There is no maximum value.

AFFINITY(ENFORCE) If the requested CPU is not defined in the resource topology, the workload is put in
RESWAIT state and warning message 3895W is issued. ENFORCE is the default.

AFFINITY(WARN) If the requested CPU is not defined in the resource topology, warning message 3895W is
issued. The workload still runs when the specified resources become available.

AFFINITY(IGNORE) The workload runs when the specified resources become available, even if the requested
CPU is not defined in the resource topology.

Usage Notes:

You will likely need to set MAXCPUS to more than the default (7) for Agents. Consider the value of MAXCPUS carefully.
If you change it later, ESP will dynamically reorganize the data set with the new value during initialization. Try to specify a
value you do not expect to exceed. However, each CPU needs four bytes of storage space, so the higher the number, the
more storage you need to allocate. Here's how to calculate the storage space you require:

Storage space required = MAXCPUs x 4 bytes per CPU x Number of Resources

For example, if MAXCPUS is set to 20 and the maximum number of resources you intend to use is 1000, the storage
space you require is

20 CPUs x 4 bytes per CPU x 1000 resources = 80,000 bytes

If you want to format a new resource data set after you have used RESFILE, you need to use the RESFORM parameter
on the START command. RESFORM re-initializes the resource data set. Neither a cold start nor a QFORM impact the
RESFILE.

NOTE
If you start ESP with the RESFORM option, the information that is stored in the RESFILE is lost. For more
details, see Use RESFORM Option.

When the resource data set runs out of space, ESP automatically tries to expand the data set up to 4MB per session. The
expansion will succeed only if the VSAM data set was allocated with sufficient amount of space; therefore, we recommend
specifying secondary extent size during the data set allocation.

When increasing the value of the SIZE parameter without formatting the resource data set, ESP will try to expand the data
set to the new requested size during initialization. Before increasing the SIZE parameter, make sure the VSAM resource
data set was allocated with enough space and that secondary extent size was specified during the data set allocation.

Example

In this example, the maximum number of CPUs expected is 16 and the RESFILE data set size is eight million bytes. Also,
if a CPU is not defined in the resource topology, warning message 3895W is issued, but the workload still runs.
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 RESFILE CYB1.ESP.RESFILE MAXCPUS(16) SIZE(8000000) AFFINITY(WARN)

 

ROUTING: Route ESP Workstation requests
Purpose

The ROUTING initialization parameter sets where the ESP Workstation requests are routed to. Routing also applies when
you access ESP from ISPF.

For information on XCF routing services, see the User Guide.

Applicability

ESP WA High Availability and ESP WA Service Governor only

Where defined

WSSPARM data set

Syntax

ROUTING  LOCAL|MASTER

Operand Description
LOCAL Routes ESP Workstation requests to the ESP subsystem to which

the ESP Workstation is connected to. LOCAL is the default.
MASTER Routes ESP Workstation requests to the ESP master

Equivalent EXEC parameter

The following indicates the equivalent EXEC parameter for the definition of the Workstation Server started task.

ROUTING(LOCAL|MASTER)

Example

ROUTING MASTER

RServerAHRFields: Control Report Server Application History Field Selection
 

Purpose

The RServerAHRFields initialization parameter specifies whether the Report Server saves only selected fields from each
application history record to the database.

Where defined

RSERENV data set

Syntax

RServerAHRFields={ }

                 {//dsname(membername)}
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                 {//DD:ddname}

Operand Description
 (Blank) Specifies that the Report Server saves all fields from each application history

record to the database. Blank is the default.
//dsname(membername) Specifies a PDS member containing the fields you want to select from the application

history file.
Note: You can use sample library member CYBRSS05, which contains all the fields in an
application history record. Delete or comment out fields that you do not want saved in the
database.

//DD:ddname Specifies the DD name for a PDS member containing the fields you want to select from
the application history file.
Note: Specify this operand only if you cannot code the //dsname(membername)
operand on one line. If you code this operand, you need to code additional initialization
parameters.

Usage Notes:

If you specified the //DD:ddname operand, you need to add the following initialization parameters to member RSERENV:

_BPX_BATCH_SPAWN=YES

_BPX_SHAREAS=MUST

These initialization parameters are passed to the UNIX System Services as environment variables. For documentation,
see the IBM z/OS UNIX System Services User's Guide.

Example: Save All Fields to the Database

In the following example, RServerAHRFields is coded to save all job history record fields to the database:

RServerAHRFields=

Example: Save Only Selected Fields to the Database

In the following example, RServerAHRFields is coded to save only selected application history record fields to the
database. The fields that will be saved are specified in member CYBRSS05 of PDS EWA.PARMLIB.

RServerAHRFields=//EWA.PARMLIB(CYBRSS05)

Using the DD name operand instead, the fields that will be saved are specified in the PDS specified for DD name
AHRFLDS

RServerAHRFields=//DD:AHRFLDS

NOTE

Related Information

For more information see Configure the Report Server Settings in the Installation and Configuration Guide.

For more information see Select Fields from the Application History Records in the Installation and Configuration
Guide.

For more information see Insert Records from the History File into the Report Server Database in the Installation
and Configuration Guide.
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RServerAHRTable: Name the Application History Table in the Database Used by
the Report Server
Purpose

The RServerAHRTable initialization parameter defines the name for the application history table in the database used by
the Report Server.

Where defined

RSERENV data set

• Syntax

RServerAHRTable=[qualifier.]table-name|esp_ahr

Operand Description
qualifier Defines a qualifier for the application history table name.
table-name|esp_ahr Defines the application history table name.

Example: Define the Application History Table Name

In the following example, RServerAHRTable defines application history table name prod.esp_ahr:

RServerAHRTable=prod.esp_ahr

RSERVER: Control the Report Server
NOTE
You can also issue the RSERVER initialization parameter as a command.

Purpose

The RSERVER initialization parameter controls the settings and processing of the Report Server.

Where defined

ESPPARM data set

Syntax

RSERVER {START PORT(port) [HOST(host)|PROC(proc)] [TRACE(class)]}

        {[STATUS]}

        {TRACK|NOTRACK}

        {STOP}

PORT(port)
Defines the port number on which the client (ESP) and server exchange messages. Use the value that is
specified in the initialization parameter RServerPort.

HOST(host)
Defines the host name or IP address of the Report server to which ESP connects. The HOST operand cannot
be used together with the PROC operand, and HOST must be used when PROC is not used. Before you issue
RSERVER with the HOST operand, run the Report Server started task to start the Report Server.
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PROC(proc)
Defines the z/OS started task procedure name of the server. The PROC operand cannot be used together with
the HOST operand, and PROC must be used when HOST is not used. If you code PROC, ESP issues a z/OS
START command to run the Report Server started task.

TRACE(class)
(Optional) Activates the trace for the client, ESP. Trace messages are written to sysout RSRTRACE in the started
task of ESP.

STATUS
Lists, in order, the status of the following:

• The Client Broadcom Workload Automation
Possible values are "Active" or "Inactive".

• The connection between the Report Server and the client, ESP
Possible values are "Connected" or "Disconnected".

• The Report Server
Possible values are "ServerReady" or "ServerNotReady"

• Tracking of HISTFILE updates by the Report Server
Possible values are "TrackingIsActive" or "TrackingNotActive".

TRACK
Start tracking the HISTFILE updates for the Report Server.

NOTRACK
Stop tracking the HISTFILE updates.

STOP
Stop the Report Server.

NOTE

• The PROC operand of RSERVER START causes ESP to issue a z/OS START command to run the Report
Server started task. Once the Report Server is started, ESP connects to it. The Report Server status is set to,
"ServerReady" and the connection status is set to "Connected".

• If you specify the TRACK operand, each time a HISTFILE record is added or changed, the Tracking
Manager writes the key to the COMMQ file. ESP reads the keys in the COMMQ file and passes the matching
HISTFILE records to the Report Server, which updates the database.

WARNING

• If you specified the TRACK operand and the Report Server was not ready to receive HISTFILE updates
during any one hour period, the tracking manager changes the Report Server setting to NOTRACK and
issues message 6941S. The change to NOTRACK prevents the COMMQ file from becoming full.

• If you delete records from the HISTFILE, the Report Server does not delete them from the Report Server
database. This allows you to free up space in the HISTFILE while still keeping the records in the database.
Before you delete records from the HISTFILE that you want saved in the database, make sure that the
database record is up to date.

Example: Start the Report Server

In the following example, the RSERVER initialization parameter starts the Report Server by running the Report Server
started task, ESPRSERV.

OPER RSERVER START PORT(6671) PROC(ESPRSERV)

Example: Connect to the Report Server That Is Already Started
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In the following example, RSERVER is coded to connect to the Report Server started on the host at address
xyz.prod.com.

OPER RSERVER START PORT(6671) HOST(xyz.prod.com)

Example: List the Server and Client Status

In the following example, the RSERVER initialization parameter lists the status of the Report Server and the client, ESP:

RSERVER

The output is as follows:

Active, Connected, ServerReady, TrackingIsActive

Host xyz.prod.com

IP Address 138.42.98.220

Port 6671

Current Cache Queue Size 0

HISTFILE Updates Sent 648 (18% Cached) Confirmed 648

Last HISTFILE update Sent at 15.42.14 on TUESDAY JUNE 3RD, 2008 (Confirmed)

Last HISTFILE Confirmation Received at 15.42.14 on TUESDAY JUNE 3RD, 2008

 

Additional information from server:

Thread-4 EspReceiver: Executing EspMessageInStatus

Thread-1 EspReceiver: Processed 632 messages(JHR); Waiting for new message

main EspServer: Processed 4 connections; Waiting for new connection

The first line of the output shows that the client (ESP) is active, the Report Server is connected to the client, the Report
Server is ready, and the Report Server is tracking updates to the history file and passing them to the database.

The next three lines of the output give the host name and IP address of the Report Server and the port used to
communicate with ESP. If PROC was specified in the RSERVER command when the Report Server was started, you will
see a line like the following instead of the host and IP address:

Proc ESPDMRS

The next line gives the current history record cache queue size, which is the number of HISTFILE records that are in the
client cache queue and are to be sent to the Report Server. The cache improves Report Server performance.

After the cache size line, the next three lines give information about HISTFILE records that were sent to and confirmed
by the server. The "18% Cached" figure refers to the percentage of history records sent that came from the history record
cache rather than the history file itself.

The lines after "Additional information from server:" are trace information from the Report Server.

 

NOTE

Related Information

For more information see Start and Connect to the Report Server from ESP in the Installation and Configuration
Guide.

For more information see Connect to the Report Server in the Installation and Configuration Guide.
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RServerDbCreateTableSuffix: Specify the DB2 UDB Database and Tablespace
Names for History Tables
Purpose

If you use DB2 for z/OS as your Report Server database, the RServerDbCreateTableSuffix initialization parameter
specifies the database name and tablespace name in which to create the job history and application history tables. The
names you specify are added to the CREATE TABLE statements that are automatically issued when you start the Report
Server for the first time.

 

NOTE

• If you code RServerDbCreateTableSuffix, you must also create the database and tablespace specified.
• If you do not code RServerDbCreateTableSuffix, the tables are created in the default database and

tablespace.

WARNING
Broadcom strongly recommends that you code RServerDbCreateTableSuffix because if you do not, the tables
are created in a default database as follows:

• With DB2 v8 or earlier, the tables are created in default database DSNDB04.
• With DB2 V9 or later, the tables are created in default database DSNnnnnn, where nnnnn is a number

assigned by DB2, for example DSN01260.

Where defined

RSERENV data set

Syntax

RServerDbCreateTableSuffix=IN dbname.tsname

Operand Description
dbname Specifies the database name.
tsname Specifies the tablespace name.

Example: Specify a Database and Tablespace for the History Tables

This example shows you how to have the Report Server create the job history and application history tables in database
ESPDB, tablespace ESPTS.

Assume that you issued the following SQL statements outside of ESP for your Report Server DB2 for z/OS database:

CREATE STOGROUP ESPSG VOLUMES(PROD01) VCAT DSNPROD;

 

CREATE DATABASE ESPDB STOGROUP ESPSG;

 

CREATE TABLESPACE ESPTS IN ESPDB LOCKSIZE ANY

     USING STOGROUP ESPSG

     PRIQTY 5000 SECQTY 500;

You can code RServerDbCreateTableSuffix as follows to have the Report Server create the job history table and
application history table in the database and tablespace that you just created:
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RServerDbCreateTableSuffix=IN ESPDB.ESPTS

The Report Server appends the clause, "IN ESPDB.ESPTS" onto the end of the CREATE TABLE statements it issues on
its initial startup.

 

NOTE

Related Information

For more information see Configure the Report Server Settings in the Installation and Configuration Guide.

RServerDbCreateAHRTableSpace: Specify the DB2 UDB Database and
Tablespace Name for Application History Table
Purpose

If you use DB2 for z/OS as your Report Server database, the RServerDbCreateAHRTableSpace initialization parameter
specifies the database name and tablespace name in which to create the application history table. The names you specify
are added to the CREATE TABLE statements that are automatically issued when you start the Report Server for the first
time.

• If you code RServerDbCreateAHRTableSpace, you must also create the database and tablespace specified.
• If you do not code RServerDbCreateAHRTableSpace, the table is created in the default database and tablespace.
• RServerDbCreateTableSuffix and RServerDbCreateAHRTableSpace are mutually exclusive.

WARNING

We reccomend to code RServerDbCreateTableSuffix or RServerDbCreateAHRTableSpace and
RServerDbCreateJHRTableSpace because if you do not, the tables are created in a default database as follows:

• With DB2 v8 or earlier, the tables are created in default database DSNDB04.
• With DB2 V9 or later, the tables are created in default database DSNnnnnn, where nnnnn is a number

assigned by DB2, for example DSN01260.

Where defined

RSERENV data set

Syntax

RServerDbCreateAHRTableSpace=IN dbname.tsname

Operand Description
dbname Specifies the database name.
tsname Specifies the tablespace name.

Example: Specify a Database and Tablespace for the History Tables

This example shows you how to have the Report Server create the job history and application history tables in database
ESPDB, tablespace ESPTS.

Assume that you issued the following SQL statements outside of ESP for your Report Server DB2 for z/OS database:

 CREATE STOGROUP ESPSG VOLUMES(PROD01) VCAT DSNPROD;

  

 CREATE DATABASE ESPDB STOGROUP ESPSG;
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 CREATE TABLESPACE ESPTS IN ESPDB LOCKSIZE ANY

      USING STOGROUP ESPSG

      PRIQTY 5000 SECQTY 500;

 

You can code RServerDbCreateTableSuffix as follows to have the Report Server create the job history table and
application history table in the database and tablespace that you just created:

 RServerDbCreateTableSuffix=IN ESPDB.ESPTS

 

The Report Server appends the clause, "IN ESPDB.ESPTS" onto the end of the CREATE TABLE statements it issues on
its initial startup.

For more information see Configure the Report Server Settings.

RServerDbCreateJHRTableSpace: Specify the DB2 UDB Database and
Tablespace Name for Job History Table
Purpose

If you use DB2 for z/OS as your Report Server database, the RServerDbCreateJHRTableSpace initialization parameter
specifies the database name and tablespace name in which to create the job history table. The names that you specify
are added to the CREATE TABLE statements that are automatically issued when you start the Report Server for the first
time.

• If you code RServerDbCreateJHRTableSpace, you must also create the database and tablespace specified.
• If you do not code RServerDbCreateJHRTableSpace, the table is created in the default database and tablespace.
• RServerDbCreateTableSuffix and RServerDbCreateJHRTableSpace are mutually exclusive.

WARNING
We reccomend to code RServerDbCreateTableSuffix or RServerDbCreateAHRTableSpace and
RServerDbCreateJHRTableSpace because if you do not, the tables are created in a default database as follows:

• With DB2 v8 or earlier, the tables are created in default database DSNDB04.
• With DB2 V9 or later, the tables are created in default database DSNnnnnn, where nnnnn is a number that is

assigned by DB2, for example, DSN01260.

Where defined

RSERENV data set

Syntax

RServerDbCreateJHRTableSpace=IN dbname.tsname

Operand Description
dbname Specifies the database name.
tsname Specifies the tablespace name.

Example: Specify a Database and Tablespace for the Job History Table

This example shows you how to have the Report Server create the job history table in database ESPDB, tablespace
ESPJHTS. Assume that you issued the following SQL statements outside of ESP for your Report Server DB2 for the z/OS
database:
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CREATE STOGROUP ESPSG VOLUMES(PROD01) VCAT DSNPROD;

 

CREATE DATABASE ESPDB STOGROUP ESPSG;

 

CREATE TABLESPACE ESPJHTS IN ESPDB LOCKSIZE ANY

     USING STOGROUP ESPSG

     PRIQTY 5000 SECQTY 500;

You can code RServerDbCreateJHRTableSpace as follows to have the Report Server create the job history table in the
database and tablespace that you just created:

RServerDbCreateJHRTableSpace=IN ESPDB.ESPJHTS

The Report Server appends the clause, "IN ESPDB.ESPJHTS" onto the end of the CREATE TABLE statements it issues
on its initial startup.

For more information, see Configure the Report Server Settings.

RServerDbHost: Specify the Report Server Database Host
Purpose

The RServerDbHost initialization parameter specifies the host name for the database in which the Report Server stores
job history records and Application history records.

Where defined

RSERENV data set

Syntax

RServerDbHost=dbhost

Operand Description
dbhost Specifies the database host name.

Example

In the following example, the Report Server database host name is set to db2prod.ca.com:

RServerDbHost=db2prod.ca.com

NOTE

Related Information

For more information see Configure the Report Server Settings in the Installation and Configuration Guide.

RServerDbName: Specify the Report Server Database
Purpose

The RServerDbName initialization parameter specifies the database used with the Report Server to store job history
records and application history records.

Where defined
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RSERENV data set

Syntax

RServerDbName=database

Operand Description
database Specifies the database used with the Report Server. The value

you specify depends on the database management system as
follows:
• DB2 for z/OS -- Specify the database location name.

To view the location name, issue DB2 command
-DISPLAY DDF.

• Other Database Management Systems -- Specify the database
name.

Example

In the following example, the Report Server database name is set to SAMPLE:

RServerDbName=SAMPLE

NOTE

Related Information

For more information see Configure Settings .

RServerDbPort: Specify the Report Server Database Port
Purpose

The RServerDbPort initialization parameter specifies the port number of the database in which the Report Server stores
job history records and application history records.

Where defined

RSERENV data set

Syntax

RServerDbPort=dbport

Operand Description
dbport Specifies the database port number

Example

In the following example, the Report Server database port is set to port 5000:

RServerDbPort=5000
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NOTE

Related Information

For more information see Configure the Report Server Settings in the Installation and Configuration Guide.

RServerDbQueryUser: Specify the Report Server Database Query User ID
Purpose

The RServerDbQueryUser initialization parameter defines a user ID used by the Report Server to submit SQL queries for
all ESP users. If you do not specify RServerDbQueryUser, the user ID specified in RServerDbUser is used to submit SQL
queries for all ESP users.

NOTE
We recommend that you code this initialization parameter.

Where defined

RSERENV data set

Syntax

RServerDbQueryUser=db-query-user

Operand Description
db-query-user Defines a database user ID with query access only.

Example: Define a query user ID for the database

This example defines database query access for user PRODQRY.

RServerDbQueryUser=PRODQRY

RServerDbType: Specify the Report Server Database Type
Purpose

The RServerDbType initialization parameter specifies the type of database in which the Report Server stores job history
records and application history records.

Where defined

RSERENV data set

Syntax

RServerDbType=dbtype

Operand Description
dbtype Specifies the database type. Currently, the only option is DB2.

Example

In the following example, the Report Server database type is set to the DB2:
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RServerDbType=DB2

RServerDbUser: Specify the Report Server Database User ID
Purpose

The RServerDbUser initialization parameter defines a user ID with access to create the job history and application history
tables in the Report Server database and insert and update records in those tables.

Where defined

RSERENV data set

Syntax

RServerDbUser=db-user

Operand Description
db-user Defines a Report Server database user ID

Example: Define a general user ID for the database

This example defines user ID PROD, with access to create the job history and application history tables in the Report
Server database and insert and update records in those tables.

RServerDbUser=PROD

RServerJHRFields: Control Report Server Job History Field Selection
Purpose

The RServerJHRFields initialization parameter specifies whether the Report Server saves only selected fields from each
job history record to the database.

Where defined

RSERENV data set

Syntax

RServerJHRFields={ }

                 {//dsname(membername)}

                 {//DD:ddname}

Operand Description
 (Blank) Specifies that the Report Server saves all fields from each job history record to

the database. Blank is the default.
//dsname(membername) Specifies a PDS member containing the fields you want to select from the job history file.

Note: You can use sample library member CYBRSS04, which contains all the fields
in a job history record. Delete or comment out fields that you do not want saved in the
database.
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//DD:ddname Specifies the DD name for a PDS member containing the fields you want to select from
the job history file.
Note: Specify this operand only if you cannot code the //dsname(membername)
operand on one line. If you code this operand, you need to code additional initialization
parameters.

Usage Notes:

If you specified the //DD:ddname operand, you need to add the following initialization parameters to member RSERENV:

    _BPX_BATCH_SPAWN=YES

    _BPX_SHAREAS=MUST

These initialization parameters are passed to the UNIX System Services as environment variables. For documentation,
see the IBM z/OS UNIX System Services User's Guide.

Example: Save All Fields to the Database

In the following example, RServerJHRFields is coded to save all job history record fields to the database:

RServerJHRFields=

Example: Save Only Selected Fields to the Database

In the following example, RServerJHRFields is coded to save only selected job history record fields to the database. The
fields that will be saved are specified in member CYBRSS04 of PDS EWA.PARMLIB.

RServerJHRFields=//EWA.PARMLIB(CYBRSS04)

Using the DD name operand instead, the fields that will be saved are specified in the PDS specified for DD name
JHRFLDS

RServerJHRFields=//DD:JHRFLDS

NOTE

Related Information

• For more information see Configure the Report Server Settings in the Installation and Configuration Guide.
• For more information see Insert Records from the History File into the Report Server Database in the

Installation and Configuration Guide.
• For more information see Select Fields from the Job History Records in the Installation and Configuration

Guide.

RServerJHRTable: Name the Job History Table in the Database Used by the
Report Server
Purpose

The RServerJHRTable initialization parameter defines the name for the job history table in the database used by the
Report Server.

Where defined

RSERENV data set
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Syntax

RServerJHRTable=[

qualifier

.]

table-name

|esp_jhr

Operand Description
qualifier Defines a qualifier for the job history table name.
table-name|esp_jhr Defines the database job history table name.

Example: Define the Job History Table Name

In the following example, RServerJHRTable defines job history table name prod.esp_jhr::

RServerJHRTable=prod.esp_jhr

NOTE

Related Information

• For more information, see Configure the Report Server Settings in Installation and Configuration Guide.
• For more information, see Create Database Views for Queries  in Installation and Configuration Guide.

 

RServerLogLevel: Specify the Report Server Log Level Detail
Purpose

The RServerLogLevel initialization parameter specifies the level of detail to be kept in the Report Server log. The log is
written to ddname STDOUT in the Report Server started task.

Where defined

RSERENV data set

Syntax

RServerLogLevel=level|1

Operand Description
level Defines the log detail level. Levels 1, 5, 7 and 9 are available,

where level 1 gives you the minimum log messages and level 9
reports all log messages.

Example: Keep Only Standard Messages in the Report Server Log

In the following example, RServerLogLevel is coded to log only standard messages

RServerLogLevel=1
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NOTE

Related Information

For more information see Configure the Report Server Settings in the Installation and Configuration Guide.

RServerNull: Specify the Character Displayed for Null in Query Results
Purpose

The RServerNull initialization parameter specifies the character displayed when an SQL query returns a NULL value.

Where defined

RSERENV data set

Syntax

RServerNull=null-display-char|-

Operand Description
null-display-char | - Defines the character displayed for null values in an SQL query

result.
Default: Hyphen (-).

Example: Display a Number Sign for NULL Values

In the following example, RServerNull is coded to display a Number Sign (#) for NULL values:

RServerNull=#

RServerPort: Specify the Port for Report Server
Purpose

The RServerPort initialization parameter specifies the port on which the Report Server accepts connections by the client,
ESP.

Where defined

RSERENV data set

Syntax

RServerPort=port

Operand Description
port Specifies a port on the Report Server

Example: Connect to Port 6092

In the following example, RServerPort causes the Report Server to accept client connections on port 6092:

RServerPort=6092
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NOTE

More Information:

• Configure Settings
• RSERVER: Control the Report Server

RServerQueryLimit: Specify the Maximum SQL Query Results
Purpose

The RServerQueryLimit initialization parameter specifies the maximum number of records returned from an SQL query
issued from an ESP report definition to the Report Server Database.

Where defined

RSERENV data set

Syntax

RServerQueryLimit=1000|limit

Operand Description
1000|limit Specifies the maximum results to return from an SQL query

Limits: Maximum value is 50,000. The maximum records
returned could be further limited by the setting in the APPLBUF
initialization parameter and the 16M size limitation in the CPE
TCP/IP interface.

Example: Limit Query Results to 500 Results

In the following example, RServerQueryLimit is coded to limit the SQL query results to 500:

RServerQueryLimit=500

RSVLOGIC: Reserve logic
NOTE
You can also issue the RSVLOGIC initialization parameter as a command.

The RSVLOGIC initialization parameter specifies the serialization technique.

Where defined:

Master and proxy

Syntax

RSVLOGIC OFF|ENQ|RESERVE

         [QNAME(CYBJSS|qname)]

         [RNAME(CYBJSS|rname)]

OFF
No serialization is performed.
Default: OFF
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ENQ
Cross-systems ENQ perform serialization.

RESERVE
Hardware RESERVE performs serialization.

QNAME(qname)
The QNAME to be used for the RESERVE or ENQ. In a MIM environment, do not use CYBJSS as a QNAME.
Default: CYBJSS
Limits: Maximum of eight characters

RNAME(rname)
The RNAME to be used for the RESERVE or ENQ.
Default: CYBJSS
Limits: Maximum of 44 characters

NOTE

• The RSVLOGIC initialization parameter reserves ESP shared operational data sets, any data sets with SHR
coded or defaulted, including the QUEUE data set. It does not control access to other data sets that ESP
uses (for example, the JCL library). If you wish to turn the RSVLOGIC initialization parameter off, you can
specify RSVLOGIC OFF in the initialization parameters.

• With Multi-Image Manager (MIM), the QNAME used must be added to the MIM inclusion table. Do not use
QNAME(CYBJSS) with MIM.

• The combination of RNAME and QNAME must be the same on all ESP subsystems sharing the QUEUE data
set.

• If you specify RESERVE and GRS is in use, we recommend that you add the major name (the value
specified for QNAME) to systems exclusion RNL.

• You can issue the RSVLOGIC command to display the serialization being used.

Example: RSVLOGIC Initialization Parameter

In this example, the serialization technique used is cross-system ENQ with the QNAME and RNAME of CYBERRSV:

RSVLOGIC ENQ QNAME(CYBERRSV) RNAME(CYBERRSV)

RUNMODE: Restrict batch usage
Purpose

Use the RUNMODE initialization parameter to restrict ESP batch usage.

Where defined

Master

Syntax

RUNMODE BATCH|NOBATCH

Operand Description
BATCH ESP can run as batch. BATCH is the default.
NOBATCH ESP cannot run as batch and must run as a started task.
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SADLINK: Link SAD data set
NOTE
You can also issue the SADLINK initialization parameter as a command.

Purpose

Use the SADLINK initialization parameter to identify an externally scheduled activity data set (SAD file) to ESP.

Where defined

Master

Syntax

SADLINK identifier

        DATASET(dsname)

       [GENERATION(genno)]

       [GROUP(groupname)]

Operand Description
identifier The internal identifier of a scheduled-activity data set. identifier is

up to eight alphanumeric characters long.
DATASET(dsname) The name of the sequential data set used for storing scheduled-

activity data
GENERATION(genno) Indicates a generation number for a generation data group (GDG).

genno must be zero or a negative number.
GROUP(groupname) The owning group

Usage Notes:

The SADLINK initialization parameter identifies an external SAD file with an internal identifier. Each time ESP initializes,
or in response to a SADLOAD command, reads the contents of the SAD file, and retains necessary information in a main-
storage resident look-up table. To request that the look-up table be used to resolve external linkages, specify the correct
SADLINK identifier on the RESOLVE statement in a procedure.

If an owning group is specified, any user who has either operator authority or update access to the owning group can
issue a SADLOAD command to refresh the in-core table.

Examples

To identify the scheduled-activity data set PROD.ESP.SAD to ESP by assigning it an internal identifier of SADDAILY, type

SADLINK SADDAILY DATASET(PROD.ESP.SAD)

To identify the scheduled-activity data set, PROD.SADDAILY, to ESP by assigning it an internal identifier of SAD1, type
the following. An owning group of PROD is specified.

SADLINK SAD1 DATASET(PROD.SADDAILY) GROUP(PROD)

SAFCLASS: Specify Host Security Class
The SAFCLASS initialization parameter specifies that an external security system is used with the host security interface.
You can also assign a class name and a prefix
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Where defined:

Master and proxy

Syntax

SAFCLASS [classname|

FACILITY]

         [PREFIX[(resprefix|

ESP)]] 

classname
The name of the host security resource class ESP is to use. Use the FACILITY class or a class with the same
characteristics as FACILITY. When using RACF, this class should allow generic characters and be GENLISTed,
which improves performance.

PREFIX(resprefix)
The prefix to be used for all resource profiles. The prefix is useful when a host security class is used for more than
one product. The resource prefix differentiates the resource profiles each product uses. PREFIX is an optional
operand. If you do not use a prefix, the resource profile will not have a prefix.

NOTE

• If you specify PREFIX, you must also specify classname or FACILITY.
• If you issue the SAFOPTS command with no operands, it displays the SAFCLASS settings as well as the

SAFOPTS settings.

Example: SAFCLASS Initialization Parameter

The following example shows how to code the SAFCLASS initialization parameter with resource class PROD and prefix
ESP for security resource profiles:

SAFCLASS PROD PREFIX(ESP)

SAFOPTS: Define host security options
The SAFOPTS initialization parameter defines the host security options ESP is to use.

NOTE
You can also issue the SAFOPTS initialization parameter as a command. For details about command syntax
and operands, see SAFOPTS Command: Control Processing Options.

Where defined:

Master and proxy

Syntax

SAFOPTS [DSALLOC|NODSALLOC]

        [MVSCMD|NOMVSCMD]

        [UTOKEN|NOUTOKEN]

        [SIM3RDPARTY|NOSIM3RDPARTY]

        [MSGSUPP|NOMSGSUPP]

        [OPERCMDS|NOOPERCMDS]

        [GLOBALCSF|NOGLOBALCSF]
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DSALLOC
Performs a host security resource check prior to performing dynamic allocation on any data set. The allocation
fails if the requester does not have read access to the resource DSALLOC.dsname, where dsname is the name
of the data set allocated. If the data set is allocated on behalf of an Event, the Event's profile is used for the
RACHECK. Otherwise, ESP will use its own user ID.

NODSALLOC
Do not perform a check prior to dynamic allocations. NODSALLOC is the default.

MVSCMD
Uses the resource MVSCMD.cmdstring when verifying an Event's authority to execute a z/OS command.

NOMVSCMD
Do not use the resource MVSCMD.cmdstring when verifying an Event's authority to execute a z/OS command. It
uses the OPER resource instead. NOMVSCMD is the default.

UTOKEN
Performs the third-party RACHECK using a host security user token rather than a simple user ID. When a client
makes a request, a SAF TOKEN EXTRACT is performed in the client environment, and this token passes to the
service (ESP) for verification. This requires RACF release 1.9 or later. If you are using a different host security
system, ensure that it supports the SAF TOKEN EXTRACT and third-party RACHECK.

NOUTOKEN
Perform a third-party RACHECK on the client's user ID. NOUTOKEN is the default.

SIM3RDPARTY
Simulates the third-party RACHECK feature. Use SIM3RDPARTY when the host security system does not support
the third-party RACHECK feature. ESP maintains a queue of ACEEs representing clients who request ESP
functions. The RACHECK macro identifies one of these subordinate ACEEs. RACF uses this technique to support
third-party RACHECK. Do not request SIM3RDPARTY with UTOKEN.

NOSIM3RDPARTY
Uses normal third-party RACHECK processing. NOSIM3RDPARTY is the default.

MSGSUPP
Suppresses violation messages when performing a RACHECK. The violation still occurs and is tracked internally
by the system security product, but the message is suppressed.

NOMSGSUPP
Do not suppress violation messages.
We recommend that violation messages are not suppressed for testing but are suppressed for production
installations. This allows easy tracking of violation messages during testing but prevents additional message
traffic when implemented into production. NOMSGSUPP is the default.

OPERCMDS
Checks that the user ID issuing line or page mode commands the Event executes under has authority to issue the
specific operator command

NOOPERCMDS
Checks that the user ID the Event executes under has authority to run OPER commands. NOOPERCMDS is the
default.

GLOBALCSF
Specifies that ESP performs an additional SAF resource check. This check is based on CSF security profiles and
includes also commands that are issued outside of CSF, for example, in page mode, in ESP Workstation, or in a
batch job. The security check only applies to users that have READ access to the CSF.CHECK.CMDS profile. For
more information about the supported commands and relevant CSF security profiles, see Secure Commands.

NOGLOBALCSF
Specifies that ESP performs no additional SAF resource check based on CSF security profiles. This is the default.
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NOTE
If you issue the SAFOPTS command with no operands, it displays the current host security options and also the
host security resource class and the prefix used for resource profiles.

Example: SAFOPTS Initialization Parameter

The following example specifies that ESP will

• Not use the host security interface to check authority for dynamic allocation of data sets within an Event. This is the
default.

• Use the MVSCMD prefixed host security resources to control z/OS commands that are issued from within ESP.
• Use the RACF user ID for all security system calls. This is the default.
• Use normal RACF third-party RACHECK. This is the default.
• Suppress security violation messages that are produced from ESP address space, for example

SAFOPTS MVSCMD MSGSUPP

SCHDFILE: Identify schedule and work data set names
The SCHDFILE initialization parameter identifies the schedule data set and work data set that the LOADSCHF command
uses. The LOADSCHF command allows you to view future scheduled workload from CSF.

If you do not need to use the LOADSCHF command, you can omit this initialization parameter, unless you want to change
the defaults for the scoreboard service.

Where defined:

Master, ESPPARM data set

Syntax

SCHDFILE dsname|NONE [WORKFILE(dsname2)]

                     [HASHSIZE(nnnn|907)]

                     [MAXENTRIES(nnnn|32768)]

                     [ACCOUNT(1|2|3|4)]

                     [SECURE|NOSECURE]

dsname
The name of the VSAM data set to retain future schedule data. This operand is only required for the LOADSCHF
command.

NONE
Allows ESP to run without a schedule data set. If NONE is specified, the WORKFILE operand is ignored. Use
this operand if you don't need to use the LOADSCHF command and you want to change the defaults of the other
operands.

WORKFILE(dsname2)
The name of the sequential data set to be used as a work data set. The work data set must be a scheduled
activity data set that a SADGEN batch job produced. The WORKFILE operand is required for the LOADSCHF
command.

HASHSIZE(nnnn)
The number of entries in the hash table. The maximum is 7993. HASHSIZE should be a prime number. The
default is 907.

MAXENTRIES(nnnn)
MAXENTRIES is now obsolete; it remains supported for backward compatibility.
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ACCOUNT
The number of the accounting field CSF is to display. The default is 1.

SECURE
Alters the CSF view, displaying only the entries that a user has access to. SECURE is the default.

NOSECURE
Displays everything on CSF, even if the user has no authority.

NOTE

• If the SCHDFILE initialization parameter is omitted, ESP runs without a schedule data set and uses the
default values for the scoreboard service.

• The hash table is a cross-reference table that ESP uses to index the entries in the scoreboard. Typically, the
more random your job names, the larger the hash table.

• For information on CSF, see Operating.
• For information on purging jobs in completed applications from the scoreboard and the schedule data set,

see PURGSCHF Command: Purge Schedule Information.
• For information on generating a scheduled activity data set, see SADGEN Command: Create Data Set for

Reports.

Example: SCHDFILE initialization parameter

The following example identifies the schedule data set as CYB.ESP.SCHFILE and the work data set as
CYB.ESP.WORKFILE.

SCHDFILE CYB.ESP.SCHFILE WORKFILE(CYB.ESP.WORKFILE)

SELECT: Select Audit Log Messages to Copy to the JES Job Log
Purpose

The SELECT initialization parameter selects messages from the audit log and copies them to the JES job log.

Where defined

Master and proxy

ESPLOG data set

Syntax

SELECT

 MSGID(msgid[,msgid,...])|

 RANGE(msgid-begin:msgid-end[,msgid-begin:msgid-end,...])

Operand Description
MSGID(msgid[,msgid,...]) Specifies one or more message IDs to copy to the JES job log
RANGE
 (msgid-begin:msgid-end
[,msgid-begin:msgid-end,...])

Specifies a range of message ids to copy to the JES job log. msgid-begin specifies the
beginning of the range and msgid-end specifies the end of the range.

Usage Notes:

You can code multiple SELECT initialization parameters.

Example
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The following example selects all audit log messages with ID 6106 or 6125 to copy to the JES job log:

SELECT MSGID(6106,6125)

The following example selects all audit log messages with IDs in the range 2000 to 2999 to copy to the JES job log:

SELECT RANGE(2000:2999)

The following example selects all audit log messages with ID 6106, IDs in the range 2000 to 2999 or IDs in the range
6000 to 6010 to copy to the JES job log:

SELECT MSGID(6106)

SELECT RANGE(2000:2999,6000:6010)

NOTE

Related Information

See also the LOADESPL initialization parameter.

SHADGOAL: Define shadow manager options
NOTE
 You can also issue the SHADGOAL initialization parameter as a command.

 Purpose 

Use the SHADGOAL initialization parameter to instruct a shadow manager of the actions to take when an ESP master
terminates.

 Applicability 

ESP WA High Availability only

 Where defined 

Master only

 Syntax 

SHADGOAL [MASTER(FAIL|LEAVE|QUIESCE)]

                [AFTER(seconds)]

                [WARN]

                [COMMAND('command text')

                [TAKEOVER|TRIGGER(event)]

Operand Description
MASTER Specifies that a shadow goal is defined
FAIL The shadow goal being defined applies to the ESP master terminating abnormally and

entering an XCF failed state.
LEAVE The shadow goal being defined applies to the ESP master leaving the XCF group and

entering an XCF undefined state when it terminates.
QUIESCE The shadow goal being defined applies to the ESP master entering an XCF quiesced

state when it terminates.
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AFTER(seconds) The number of seconds to wait after the ESP master terminates, before executing the
shadow goal actions. AFTER must be a number within the range of zero to 86400. If
AFTER is not specified, the default is zero.

WARN Specifies that warning message 4397 will be issued when the shadow goal is executed
COMMAND
('command text')

The z/OS command to be issued when the shadow goal is executed

TAKEOVER Specifies that the shadow manager should take over as the ESP master when the
shadow goal is executed

TRIGGER(event) Specifies that the shadow manager should take over as the ESP master and trigger the
specified Event when the shadow goal is executed

 

 Usage Notes: 

When a shadow-enabled ESP becomes the active master in the XCF group, all shadow goals are deleted and the
SHADGOAL command ceases to be available because it is no longer meaningful.

You can dynamically define shadow manager actions using the z/OS MODIFY command. The SHADGOAL syntax varies
in the initialization parameter and the z/OS MODIFY command. For information on the SHADGOAL command, see
the Command Reference Guide. 

 Examples 

The following example specifies that 180 seconds (3 minutes) after the ESP master terminates and enters an XCF
quiesced state, the shadow manager issues warning message 4397 and issues z/OS command S ESPM.

SHADGOAL MASTER(QUIESCE) AFTER(180) WARN +

COMMAND('S ESPM')

The following example specifies that 300 seconds (5 minutes) after the ESP master abnormally terminates, the shadow
manager issues warning message 4397 and takes over as the ESP master.

SHADGOAL MASTER(FAIL) AFTER(300) WARN TAKEOVER

SMFINT: Specify SMF interface
Purpose

The SMFINT initialization parameter specifies whether the SMF interface routine should be initialized.

Where defined

Master and proxy

Syntax

SMFINT {ON|OFF}

Operand Description
ON Specifies that the SMF interface routine should be initialized. ON

is the default.
OFF Specifies that the SMF interface routine should not be initialized.

Usage Notes:
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The SMFINT initialization parameter activates or de-activates the subsystem SMF interface routine. A master system with
this initialization parameter turned on can intercept and capture SMF information. This SMF information is used to update
the CKPT, which writes to the TRAKFILE and HISTFILE, and passes relevant job status to the Application Manager. If the
SMFINT initialization parameter is turned on in a proxy, the SMF information is intercepted, captured, and written to the
QUEUE data set, where the master picks it up for processing.

The OFF operand allows the SMF interface routine to be switched off. This operand is useful when you run multiple
copies of ESP on the same CPU and the systems share data sets. The OFF operand prevents the duplication of several
functions, such as the collection of tracking data.

During a restart, SMFINT OFF overrides the previous setting. When set, SMFINT OFF persists until ESP restarts next.

SMFREC: Specify SMF record number
Purpose

The SMFREC initialization parameter specifies an SMF record ID ESP can use when journaling changes to the selected
database files.

Where defined

Master and proxy

Syntax

SMFREC nnn

Operand Description
nnn A three-digit number from 128 through 255

Usage Notes:

ESP can journal all updates, additions, and deletions to its database files to SMF. To do this, you must give ESP a unique
SMF record ID for use in its journal records, and must specify the JOURNAL keyword on the appropriate database
initialization parameter. If you are using ESP on more than one CPU, each system must use the same SMF record ID.

NOTE
ESP that uses the same set of files must also use the same SMFREC number. ESP that uses a different set of
files can use either the same SMFREC number, or a different one.

Example

SMFREC 200

SMTPPARM: Identify SMTP server
The SMTPPARM initialization parameter defines a Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) server to ESP.

Where defined:

Master and proxy, MAILLIST data set

Syntax

SMTPPARM CLASS(class|A)

         JOBNAME(jobname|SMTP)
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         [FROMADDRESS(email_address)]

         [ORIGUSER(tso-user-id) SECURE]

         [FROMNAME(name)]

CLASS(class)
The JES sysout class used for batch SMTP. Do not use a held class. Class A is the default.

JOBNAME(jobname)
The name of your SMTP server. SMTP is the default.

NOTE

ESP writes the output to JES2 with an external writer that is equal to the JOBNAME parameter.

FROMADDRESS(email_address)
The email address of the message sender, for example jdoe@mycompany.com. If you omit this operand, the
sender email address is blank.

ORIGUSER(tso-user-id) SECURE
The TSO user ID fom which email messages will be sent. If you use this operand, all email messages will be sent
in TSO transmit format from the specified TSO user ID.
If SMTP is in secure mode, this operand is required.

FROMNAME(name)
The name of the message sender shown on the e-mail in the FROM: field.
If the FROMNAME operand is omitted, the following sender email name is used:
'esp-started-task-name' on 'system-name'
For example, the FROM field can be
'ESPA' on 'PROD'

Using the FROMADDRESS operand

You can use the FROMADDRESS operand to prevent messages from ESP from being considered spam. Message
recipients can set their spam filters to allow messages from the address specified in the FROMADDRESS operand.

Using the ORIGUSER operand

The TSO user specified will automatically receive the following TSO message for each email ESP sends:

+Msg from SMTP: received spool file <number>

To avoid this message, use the NOINTERCOM option in the specified user's TSO profile. Alternatively, you can specify a
non-existent user in the operand. However, the user you specify must be defined in the SMTP SECTABLE data set.

Example: Coding SMTPPARM in the MAILLIST data set

In the following example, the SMTPPARM initialization parameter is coded in the MAILLIST data set:

SMTPPARM CLASS(A) JOBNAME(SMTP) FROMADDRESS(prod@company.com)

MAILBOX  PAYROLL MAXLINES(0)

  TSOUSER CYBPAY1 SYSID(SYSC)

  EMAIL paymaster@company.com

  EMAIL payservice@payservice.com

MAILBOX CYBACCOUNTING MAXLINES(300)

  TSOUSER (CYBACC1 CYBACC2) SYSID(SYSA)
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The following example shows the MAILIST data set for a secure SMTP installation:

SMTPPARM CLASS(A) JOBNAME(SMTP) ORIGUSER(CYB001) SECURE

 

MAILBOX  PAYROLL MAXLINES(0)

  TSOUSER CYBPAY1 SYSID(SYSC)

  EMAIL paymaster@company.com

  EMAIL payservice@payservice.com

MAILBOX CYBACCOUNTING MAXLINES(300)

  TSOUSER (CYBACC1 CYBACC2) SYSID(SYSA)

The SMTPPARM settings apply to the whole MAILLIST data set.

SORTNAME: Specify Sort/Merge program name
NOTE
You can also issue the SORTNAME initialization parameter as a command. For details about command syntax
and operands, see the Command Reference Guide.

The SORTNAME initialization parameter specifies the name of the installation Sort/Merge utility.

Where defined:

Master and proxy

Syntax

SORTNAME progname

progname
The name of the Sort/Merge utility
Default: SORT

NOTE
Various ESP components, such as the REPORT processor, use the Sort/Merge utility. The SORTNAME
initialization parameter identifies the name of the sort program the installation uses. The sort program should
support the standard sort parameters and the E15 and E35 exits.

Example: SORTNAME Initialization Parameter

In the following example, the SORTNAME initialization parameter specifies a Sort/Merge utility called SORT:

SORTNAME SORT

SORTUNIT: Specify work data set unit name
NOTE
You can also issue the SORTUNIT initialization parameter as a command. For details about command syntax
and operands, see the Command Reference Guide.

The SORTUNIT initialization parameter specifies a unit name to be used in the dynamic allocation of Sort/Merge utility
work data sets.

Where defined:
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Master and proxy

Syntax

SORTUNIT unitname

unitname
The unit name. SYSDA is the default.

Example: SORTUNIT Initialization Parameter

The following example specifies the unit name SYSDA for allocating the Sort/Merge utility work data sets:

SORTUNIT SYSDA

STRACE: Activate subroutine trace
Purpose

The STRACE initialization parameter allocates space and activates a storage management trace.

Where defined

Master and proxy

Syntax

STRACE 4000|nnn

Operand Description
nnn The size of TRACE table. nnn is an integer. The default is 4000.

Usage Notes:

To stop the trace, remove STRACE from the initialization parameters and restart ESP.

Example

STRACE 40000

SUBSYS: Set subsystem name (ESP)
 

The SUBSYS initialization parameter identifies the name of the ESP subsystem.

In ACF2 environments, certain restrictions might exist regarding duplicate subsystem or started task names. In some
instances, ACF2 might not allow the subsystem to restart later if the started task name is the same on another subsystem.
If this situation occurs, use the SUBSYS initialization parameter to specify a different subsystem name.

Where defined:

Master and proxy, WSSPARM data set

Syntax
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SUBSYS subname

subname
The name of the ESP subsystem.
Limits: One to four characters, unique to the z/OS image.
Default: The first four characters of the started task name.

Equivalent EXEC parameter

The following indicates the equivalent EXEC parameter for the Workstation Server started task definition. For details, see
Create the Workstation Server Started Task.

SUBSYS(subname)

NOTE

• If ESP is not defined as a subsystem when it is started, it dynamically defines itself as a subsystem.
• Use the subsystem ID to construct a subsystem control table, which anchors control blocks that aid in

interaddress space communication, job tracking, and so forth. Each instance of ESP subsystem executing on
a single processor requires a unique subsystem ID. Obtain the subsystem ID from the SUBSYS initialization
parameter.

• There is also an initialization parameter named SYSID, which is different from the SUBSYS initialization
parameter.

WARNING

If you bring up two or more ESP subsystems on the same z/OS processor:

• You must prevent double tracking if the subsystems include a master and a proxy.
• Each ESP name must be unique (except for the Shadow Manager) to allow communication between the

subsystems

Example: SUBSYS Initialization Parameter

The following is an example of the SUBSYS initialization parameter:

SUBSYS ESPM

SUBSYS: Set subsystem name (ESP Workstation Server)
Purpose

Use the SUBSYS initialization parameter to identify the ESP subsystem that ESP Workstation will communicate with
through the ESP Workstation Server.

Where defined

WSSPARM data set

Syntax
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SUBSYS subname

Operand Description
subname The name of the subsystem. subname is a one-to-four-character

name. Ensure the name you choose matches the SUBSYS
initialization parameter of the ESP with which the ESP Workstation
Server communicates.

Usage Notes:

The SUBSYS initialization parameter is required either as a WSSPARM command or as a parameter on the JCL EXEC
statement. If SUBSYS is omitted, the WSSPARM assumes that the subsystem name is ESP.

The ESP Workstation Server uses the subsystem ID to locate the unique subsystem control table that a specific ESP
created in system memory. The information in this table enables the ESP Workstation Server to communicate with the
ESP via different cross-memory techniques.

Example

When the ESP Workstation Server begins executing, it will scan system memory for a subsystem control table, which the
ESP created, whose ESPPARM member contains the following statement:

SUBSYS ESPM

SVC: Specify SVC number
Purpose

The SVC initialization parameter specifies the SVC number that the ESP TSO command uses.

ESP requires the use of an SVC number to allow communication between the ESP subsystem and the ESP TSO
command. Locate an unused SVC in the range 200 to 255 and code the SVC parameter. The SVC number does not have
to be SYSGENed. It does not matter if a previous SVC, of any type, used this number before. ESP loads the associated
SVC routine (CYBJS030) into common storage and updates the SVC table. No IPL or CLPA is necessary.

Where defined

Master and proxy

Syntax

SVC number

Operand Description
number The number of an unused SVC of any type. number must be

between 200 and 255.

Example

SVC 220

SYMBOL: Set symbolic variable introducer
The SYMBOL initialization parameter specifies the character to be used to introduce a symbolic variable.
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You can also issue the SYMBOL initialization parameter as a command. For details about command syntax and
operands, see SYMBOL Command: Set Symbolic Variable Introducer.

 Where defined: 

Master and proxy

 Syntax 

SYMBOL character|%

                [PGMODE/NOPGMODE]

character
Defines the character used as the symbolic variable introducer. character must be a printable character. We do
not recommend specifying an introducer that is also valid as the first character of a symbolic variable because this
can be confusing. In particular, avoid specifying national characters, such as the dollar sign ($), number sign (#),
or commercial at sign (@).
Default: Percent sign (%).

PGMODE /NOPGMODE
When the PGMODE parameter is set, the symbolic variable introducer that specifies SYMBOL initialization
parameter in ESPPARM affects commands and related tables in page mode. NOPGMODE uses the default
percent sign (%) symbolic variable introducer in the commands and related tables in page mode.
Default: NOPGMODE.

NOTE

• To change the symbol variable introducer globally, specify the SYMBOL initialization parameter in the
beginning of the ESPPARM initialization parameter data set. Changes of the symbolic variable introducer
apply to all the subsequent initialization parameters in ESPPARM, but not to the preceding ones.

• If the installation JCL contains multiple percent sign characters, these characters can be interpreted
incorrectly. To avoid the misinterpretation, you can assign another symbolic variable introducer character, for
example, the exclamation mark (!).

• A user can override a symbolic variable introducer character

IMPORTANT

• ESP may ignore the NOPGMODE parameter value and propagate the symbolic variable introducer value to
page mode in the following cases:
– At runtime, you define a symbolic variable and initialize the symbolic variable environment. For example,

you issue the ‘OPER INTEGER’ command. 
– You start ESP as a shadow-enabled or shadow manager subsystem. For more information, see Use

Shadow Manager 
• Do not specify a symbolic variable introducer value that conflicts with wildcard characters or vice versa. For

more information about wildcards, see Wildcards and WILDCARD: Define wildcards for JTDT and ATDT

 

Example: SYMBOL Initialization Parameter 

To change the symbolic variable introducer character to the exclamation point (!), type

SYMBOL !

SYSID: Specify system identifier
Purpose
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The SYSID initialization parameter specifies the system identifier that ESP is to use. Events use the SYSTEM initialization
parameter in the Event definition to identify on which the system to process Events. The SYSTEM initialization parameter
on the Event definition must match the SYSID specified here.

Where defined

Master and proxy

Syntax

SYSID sysid

Operand Description
sysid The system ID. sysid is up to eight characters long. If this operand

is omitted, the current SMF system identifier is used.

Usage Notes:

• Use the system ID to uniquely identify an instance of ESP across multiple systems. When multiple instances of ESP
share data sets, each instance of ESP must have a unique system ID so that the different ESP subsystems can send
information to each other and not overlay data belonging to another ESP subsystem. The system ID also controls
which processor can execute a particular Event.

• If the system ID is omitted, the current system SMF ID is used. Changing the system ID requires an ESP cold start
to reset the ownership, which might happen if the SMF ID is used as a default and it changes. For this reason, we
recommend that the SMF ID is not used, but that each ESP be given a unique system ID.

• If ESP uses a system ID other than the current SMF ID, include the system ID in the SYSID initialization parameter.
Define system IDs that are unique to ESP to prevent a change of the SMF ID from affecting ESP functions.

NOTE
ESP uses SYSID as an identifier for Events.

Example

SYSID SYS1

SYSMSGS: Intercept system messages
NOTE
You can also issue the SYSMSGS initialization parameter as a command.

Purpose

The SYSMSGS intiialization parameter causes system messages to be intercepted while they are being written to the JES
system message data set belonging to an individual job, started task or time-sharing user (TSU).

The JES system message data set constitutes the job's log, containing JES messages about the job's processing,
allocations, job and step statistics, and data set disposition. The JES system message data set (JESYSMSG) is subject to
installation parameters that can affect content and creation.

SYSMSGS does not cause the interception of data written to other JES data sets, the data sets belonging to the operating
system (that is, SYSLOG) or console messages.

Where defined

Master and proxy

Syntax
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SYSMSGS ['text']

        [DISABLE|ENABLE|IGNORE]

        [CANCEL|CCFAIL|JCLERROR|WARN]

        [TSU]

        [STC]

        [ID(xxxx)]

        [COL(nn[:nn])]

        [NAME(jobname[,jobname]...)

        [EVENT(eventid)]

        [COUNT(m)]

        [ROUTE(rcode)]

        [DESC(dcode)]

        [JOBNAME]

        [WTO]

        [COMPRESS]

Operand Description
text The part of the message text that defines the message that you want to be intercepted.

text can be a message identifier, a prefix or any part of the message text. Do not specify
this operand if the DISABLE, ENABLE or IGNORE keywords are specified. However, you
must specify this operand if these keywords are not specified.

DISABLE Temporarily suspends an existing entry for the specified message ID and prevents its
interception. The ID operand must be specified. No other operand may be specified,
including the message text.

ENABLE Re-enables a suspended entry for the specified message ID. The ID operand must be
specified. No other operand may be specified, including the message text.

IGNORE Invalidates and deletes an existing entry for the specified message ID and prevents its
interception. The ID operand must be specified. No other operand may be specified,
including the message text.

CANCEL Requests that interception of this message text will generate a z/OS job cancellation
(system abend code S222)

CCFAIL Requests that interception of this message will cause a condition code failure
JCLERROR Requests that interception of this message should cause a JCL error
WARN Requests that ESP generate a warning message when the specified system message

is intercepted. The message appears when an LTJ subcommand is issued for the job
that issued the message. Note that no action will occur with this option; only a warning
message will be issued.

TSU Requests that interception of this message will only occur for time-sharing users (TSUs)
STC Requests that interception of this message will only occur for started tasks (STCs)
ID(xxxx) The identifier of a message intercept to be cleared. ID consists of four alphanumeric

characters. To clear all system message interceptions, code ID(*).
COL(nn) Specifies a column or range of columns where the specified message text should begin.

The default is column 1.
NAME(jobname) Specifies up to four job names (or job name strings), thus limiting the system message

interception for a particular job or set of jobs
EVENT(eventid) The Event to be triggered when the system message is intercepted. EVENT can be

abbreviated to EV.
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COUNT(m) The Event is scheduled for every m interception of the system message, where m is a
number between 0 and 255. A value of 0 results in a schedule for each interception, as
does a value of 1. The default is 1.

ROUTE(rcode) The routing code that identifies the console this message should be sent to. If rcode is
omitted, the default routing code is 2.

DESC(dcode) The descriptor code that applies to this message. If dcode is omitted, the default
descriptor code is 6. Use DESC(2) for a non-deletable message.

JOBNAME The job name should be embedded within the message when it is rebroadcast on the
console.

WTO The message should be rebroadcast as a WTO message.
COMPRESS Superfluous blanks are to be removed from the text.

Usage Notes:

• After each IPL, you must start ESP before starting any task whose system messages you want to intercept.
• The SYSMSGS initialization parameter can specify the failure of a job or triggering of an Event through the interception

of pre-defined message IDs or message text. The message can be issued from a console or an authorized terminal
and routed to any specified console. Ensure that the SYSMSGS operand is first specified in the TRACKOPT
initialization parameter. If TRACKOPT SYSMSGS is not specified, system messages will not be intercepted.

• The message text must not be specified for the DISABLE, ENABLE or IGNORE operands. These operands require
that the ID operand also be specified. No other operands are allowed.

• When the SYSMSGS initialization parameter is first used to identify message interception, it takes effect immediately.
Use the ENABLE operand only after a SYSMSGS ID has been disabled.

• You can display the current system message interceptions, with their message IDs, via the LSYSMSGS command.

Example: Cancelling a Job

Whenever a NOT CATLGD 2 message is generated starting anywhere between column 50 and 60, cancel the job and
embed the job name when the message is rebroadcast.

SYSMSGS 'NOT CATLGD 2' COL(50:60) CANCEL WTO JOBNAME

Example: Triggering an Event

Whenever an IEF142I system message is generated for the job PAYROLL, trigger the Event called CYBER.PAYSTEP.

SYSMSGS 'IEF142I' NAME(PAYROLL) EVENT(CYBER.PAYSTEP)

Example: Highlighting the System Message

Whenever an IEF253I system message is generated for jobs with two-character names beginning with J or any job
beginning with the character K, cancel the job and trigger the Event called CYBER.CAN. Highlight the message using
DESC(2). Assign an ID of 0010 to this system message interception:

SYSMSGS 'IEF253I' ID(1101) NAME(J*,K-) CANCEL -

EV(CYBER.CAN) DESC(2)

Example: Ignoring Specified System Messages

The following example requests that any NOT CATLGD message starting anywhere between columns 50 and 60 will be
ignored for jobs starting with the prefix UT:

SYSMSGS 'NOT CATLGD' COL(50:60) NAME(UT-) IGNORE
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SYSPLEX: Define an XCF Group and Its Members
Purpose

The SYSPLEX initialization parameter supports the Cross-System Coupling Facility (XCF) component of z/OS. The
SYSPLEX initialization parameter defines the name of the XCF group, what XCF member name the ESP subsystem will
join as, and what state ESP will be in upon termination.

Where defined

Master and proxy

Syntax

SYSPLEX {GROUP(group)}

        {MEMBER(member)}

        [TERMOPT(QUIESCE|LEAVE)]

        [INTERVAL(interval)]

Operand Description
GROUP(group) The name the XCF group will use. The XCF group name must be up to eight

alphanumeric or national characters. It must not begin with the characters SYS and must
not be MISSING or UNDESIG.

MEMBER(member) The member name ESP will use when it joins the XCF group. member must be unique in
the XCF group. It must be up to 16 alphanumeric or national characters and must not be
MISSING.

TERMOPT(QUIESCE) ESP enters an XCF quiesced state when it terminates normally. A quiesced XCF
member is disassociated from XCF Services, but XCF retains a record of its existence.
Quiesced members of an XCF group are included in the XCF DISPLAY GROUP
subcommand.
If the local z/OS system is a member of a sysplex (for example, uses a couple data set),
QUIESCE is the default.
If the local z/OS system is not a member of a sysplex, LEAVE is the default.

TERMOPT(LEAVE) ESP enters a LEAVE state when it terminates normally from the XCF group. LEAVE
means a member goes into an undefined state and XCF does not maintain a record of
the member's existence.
If the local z/OS system is a member of a sysplex (for example, uses a couple data set),
QUIESCE is the default.
If the local z/OS system is not a member of a sysplex, LEAVE is the default.

INTERVAL(interval) Activates XCF status monitoring. XCF status monitoring helps detect loops and hangs.
Each XCF member supplies an eight-byte field every interval. If the other members do
not see this field, the subsystem might be looping or hanging. In this case, ESP issues
message ESP4331W in the console log.
The value is the number of seconds between 3 and 86400.
Note: XCF status monitoring requires ESP WA High Availability or ESP WA Service
Governor.

Example

The following example uses the full initialization parameter syntax:

SYSPLEX GROUP(ESP520) MEMBER(MASTER) TERMOPT(QUIESCE)+

 INTERVAL(120)
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TAPETRAK: Control Tape Usage Count
The TAPETRAK initialization parameter enables ESP to determine which tape devices should be included in a job's tape-
device-usage count based on the largest number of tape devices used in a single step.

NOTE
Tape devices are also called cartridge devices.

The average tape-device-usage count for a job is recorded in the ESP history file and ESP uses this count to estimate
a job's tape-device requirements when tape devices are defined as a default resource. If a job's estimated tape-device
requirements are not met, ESP puts the job into a resource wait state, and only proceeds with job submission when the
tape-device requirements are met.

NOTE

You can also issue the TAPETRAK initialization parameter as a command.

Where defined

Master and proxy

Syntax

TAPETRAK [ALL|REAL|NOVIRTUAL]

         [EXCLUDE(X'nnnn'[:X'nnnn'] …)|NOEXCLUDE]

Operand Description
ALL Specifies that all tapes (both real and virtual) are to be included in a job step's tape-

device-usage count. ALL is the default.
REAL Specifies that real tape devices are to be included in, and virtual tape devices are to be

excluded from, a job step's tape-device-usage count
NOVIRTUAL Specifies that real tape devices are to be included in, and virtual tape devices are to be

excluded from, a job step's tape-device-usage count
NOVIRTUAL is an alias of REAL.

EXCLUDE The device numbers of the tape devices that must be excluded from a job tape-device-
usage count.
You can exclude
• Single devices: X'nnnn'
• Ranges of devices: X'nnnn':X'nnnn'
Separate the device addresses or the range of device addresses with a space.
If you enter multiple TAPETRAK EXCLUDE initialization parameters, ESP will validate
only the last initialization parameter. To exclude multiple devices at the same time, you
must specify them in one initialization parameter.

NOEXCLUDE No tape devices are to be explicitly excluded from a job step's tape-device-usage count.
Use this operand to reverse a previous TAPETRAK initialization parameter containing the
EXCLUDE operand.

Usage Notes:

• The TAPETRAK parameter is only valid for tracking ESP subsystems, specifically those with initialization parameter
SMFINT set to ON (the default).

• You can use the TAPETRAK initialization parameter to include or exclude any tape device, real or virtual. If you use
a tape-management system, like the IBM VTS (Virtual Tape System), where ESP can automatically detect the virtual
devices, you can use the REAL or NOVIRTUAL operand to exclude all virtual devices. If you use a tape -management
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system like StorageTek's VSM (Virtual Storage System) where ESP cannot automatically detect the virtual devices,
you must use the EXCLUDE operand to exclude any devices.

• When you want to use only the LIST and HELP operands, you can also specify TAPETRAK as a command from TSO/
ISPF page mode or from an ESP line mode interface. To use all other operands, you must issue TAPETRAK as a z/OS
MODIFY command.

• You may use the EXCLUDE operand to exclude any device. However, the EXCLUDE operand is only meaningful when
you specify tape devices.

• Removing a TAPETRAK initialization parameter from the ESPPARM file does not reset the tape tracking status to its
original default. You must replace the original TAPETRAK initialization parameter in the ESPPARM file by typing

TAPETRAK NOEXCLUDE

• Alternatively, you can issue a TAPETRAK command similar to the following:

F QX10S2,TAPETRAK NOEXCLUDE

Examples

Your installation with IBM VTS wants to exclude virtual tape devices from a job step's tape-device-usage count. Add the
following initialization parameter to the ESPPARM initialization file:

TAPETRAK REAL

Your installation with StorageTek's VSM wants to exclude virtual tape devices from a job step's tape-device-usage
count. Their virtual tape device numbers are 0580-058F and 0780-078F. Add the following initialization parameter to the
ESPPARM initialization file:

TAPETRAK EXCLUDE(X'580':X'58F' X'780':X'78F')

For more information about specifying tape drive resources, see Automate Resource Management.

 

 

TCELL: Define Tracking Storage Cell
The TCELL initialization parameter defines a global storage cell pool used for passing tracking information to the ESP
subsystem.

Where defined:

Master and proxy

You must specify SMFINT ON.

Syntax

TCELL JOBSTART|STEPEND|JOBEND 

      [COUNT(cellcount)]

      [EXP(maxexp)]

JOBSTART
The tracking cell specification for job start tracking records
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STEPEND
The tracking cell specification for step end tracking records

JOBEND
The tracking cell specification for job end tracking records

COUNT(cellcount)
The initial count of cells in the storage pool.
Default: 10
Limits: Maximum is 100

EXP(maxexp)
The maximum expansion limit beyond which no more cells are GETMAINed. The maximum value is 5000. The
default is 10.
Default: 10
Limits: Maximum is 5000

NOTE

• TCELLS are required to pass job start, step end, and job end information to the ESP subsystem. Use a
separate TCELL initialization parameter to define each cell pool.

• When choosing the initial cell count and maximum expansion limit, consider the type of activity occurring on
the system. The cell count should be large enough to accommodate approximately two to five minutes of
average activity. ESP analyzes and returns cells to the pool as rapidly as possible.

• The maximum expansion limit specifies how many additional elements are to be obtained through GETMAIN
when the pool is exhausted. Any cell obtained by using GETMAIN is freed by using FREEMAIN. The
expansion limit should be large enough to accommodate the average activity for 20 to 30 minutes during the
periods that ESP might be down for maintenance.

• Job purge tracking records use the same tracking cell specification as job end tracking records.

Examples: TCELL Initialization Parameter

To define cell pool for job end events, type

TCELL JOBEND COUNT(100) EXP(5000)

To define cell pool for job start events, type

TCELL JOBSTART COUNT(100) EXP(5000)

To define cell pool for step end events, type

TCELL STEPEND COUNT(100) EXP(5000)

TCPIP: Define TCP/IP Access
Purpose

The TCPIP initialization parameter specifies which vendor's TCP/IP to access (IBM HPNS or Interlink Software's TCP
access) and where it is (job name for IBM or z/OS subsystem name for Interlink).

Where defined

Master and proxy

WSSPARM data set
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Syntax

TCPIP {IBM|HPNS}[(jobname)]

      {TCPACCESS}}[(ACSS|subsys1[,subsys2])]

IBM(jobname) | HPNS(jobname)
Specifies IBM HPNS (High Performance Native Sockets) TCP/IP, which is the default. This option should be
specified (or defaulted to) when running Version 3.2 or later of IBM TCP/IP.
HPNS is an alias of IBM.
jobname is the job name of the IBM TCP/IP to be accessed. If omitted, the job name specified by the
TCPIPJOPBNAME keyword in the TCP/IP task is used.

TCPACCESS(subsys1,subsys2)
Specifies Interlink Software's TCP access.
subsys1 is the z/OS subsystem name of the Interlink Software TCP/IP API (Application Programming Interface) to
be accessed. If omitted, ACSS is the default.
subsys2 is the z/OS subsystem name of the Interlink Software's TCP access DNR (Domain Name Resolver) to be
accessed. The API and DNR components of TCP access are almost always in the same z/OS subsystem. Only
specify subsys2 if the API and DNR components are in different z/OS subsystems.

Equivalent EXEC parameter

The following table indicates the equivalence between WSSPARM and EXEC for the Workstation Server started task
definition.

WSSPARM parameters EXEC parameters
TCPIP IBM[(jobname)] TCPIBM[(jobname)]
TCPIP HPNS[(jobname)] TCPHPNS[(jobname)]
TCPIP TCPACCESS[(subsys1[,subsys2])] TCPACCESS[(subsys1[,subsys2])]

Example: TCPIP Initialization Parameter

To identify the TCP/IP to be accessed as IBM HPNS running under job name IBMTCPIP, type

TCPIP IBM(IBMTCPIP)

or

TCPIP HPNS(IBMTCPIP)

To identify the TCP/IP to be accessed as Interlink Software's TCP access running under the default z/OS subsystem
name ACSS, type

TCPIP TCPACCESS

To identify the TCP/IP to be accessed as Interlink Software's TCP access running under z/OS subsystem name INET,
type

TCPIP TCPACCESS(INET)

TIMECHK: Check time
Purpose
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The TIMECHK initialization parameter warns the operator if

• On startup, more than the specified time has elapsed since ESP was last up.
• During processing, the system clock changes by more than the specified time.

Where defined

Master and proxy

Syntax

TIMECHK [60|minutes]

minutes
If one of the following occur, you receive a warning message and are prompted to confirm that processing should
continue:

• On startup, more than the specified number of minutes have elapsed since ESP was last up.
• During processing, the system clock changes and the difference between the old time and the new time

exceeds the specified number of minutes.

Default: If no value is specified, the default is 60 minutes.
Limits: Maximum is 9999 (6 days 22 hours and 39 minutes)

NOTE

• If the system clock is set to the incorrect time, the TIMECHK initialization parameter helps detect the error.
• ESP also issues a warning message if, when ESP starts, the system clock is set to a time prior to the last

time ESP was up.

Example: TIMECHK Initialization Parameter

To cause ESP to issue a warning message if more than 180 minutes have elapsed since it was last up or the system clock
changes by more than 180 minutes, type

TIMECHK 180

TIMEZONE: Define a time zone
The TIMEZONE initialization parameter defines the difference in time (offset) between a named time zone and a reference
time zone. To use a time zone in an expression, first define the time zone. When ESP communicates with other systems
(for example, proxies, other masters, or agents), set up the local time zone with the reference time zone that is common to
all participants. For example, use the Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) as the reference time zone.

In the TIMEZONE initialization parameter, you can specify how ESP obtains the local time. This parameter allows you
to schedule events based on local time settings that differ from the system local time. When you define the TIMEZONE
parameter for the LOCAL time zone, you can avoid the need to code a time zone name on all time expressions that use
the LOCAL time zone.

Where defined

Master and proxy

Syntax

TIMEZONE code

name

offset
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[SYSZONE(YES|NO)] 

[TIMEREF(SYSTIME|GMT+|-hh.mm)]

[[DSTON(criteria) DSTOFF(criteria)] [DSTSHIFT(+1|+2)]] 

code
Specifies the time zone code, which is a number from 0 through 63.
The following time codes are reserved:

• – 0 = LOCAL
– 1 = UTC - Coordinated Universal time
– 2 = GMT - Greenwich Mean Time
– 3 = Z

name
Specifies the name of the time zone. Maximum length is eight characters, all characters are allowed.

offset
Specifies the offset from the reference zone. You specify offset in the following format: hh.mmE|W, where E is for
East and W is for West. For example, 1.30E means a difference of one hour and a half East from the reference
zone.

SYSZONE(YES)
Adds the time zone shift that z/OS uses to the offset value. The SYSZONE operand allows ESP to adjust its
zone shift synchronously with the operating system. This operand also eliminates the need to restart ESP for a
seasonal time change. SYSZONE relies on proper maintenance of the operating system time zone.

SYSZONE(NO)
Indicates that the system zone shift from z/OS is not included in the time zone value. NO is the default.

TIMEREF
Sets up the way to obtain local time. If TIMEREF is not specified, the local time the operating system reports is
used. TIMEREF is processed only on a TIMEZONE statement for the LOCAL time zone.

NOTE
Place the TIMEZONE statement with the TIMEREF parameter at the top of the initialization statement
list. This statement position sets up the correct local time before the other statements are processed.

• SYSTIME
Indicates that ESP uses the system local time as a reference for calculating ESP local time. SYSTIME is the
default.

• GMT
Indicates that ESP uses GMT as a reference for calculating ESP local time. The GMT value is taken from the
operating system.

• +|-hh.mm
Indicates the local time offset from the reference time. Indicate the offset in hours and minutes.

Operands specific to the automatic time zone adjustment functionality:

DSTON(criteria)
Specifies the schedule for the start of the Daylight Saving Time for the time zone. This operand must be used
together with the DSTOFF operand.
criteria
Specify valid schedule criteria that can be resolved to specific dates periodically.

DSTOFF(criteria)
Specifies the schedule for the end of the Daylight Saving Time for the time zone. This operand must be used
together with the DSTON operand.
criteria
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Specify valid schedule criteria that can be resolved to specific dates periodically.
DSTSHIFT(+1|+2)

(Optional) Specifies the number of hours that ESP adds to the time zone offset when Daylight Saving Time is on.
Default value is +1. To use this operand, define both the DSTON and DSTOFF operands.

WARNING

To use the DSTON, DSTOFF, or DSTSHIFT operands, you must apply PTF RO89426 to ESP. This PTF
enables the automatic time zone adjustment functionality. If you use the operands without this PTF, ESP
fails to recognize the operands in ESPPARM and fails to start properly.

Usage Notes:

• To display the current time zone settings, use the LTZONE command.
• For more information about how to set up and use the automatic time zone functionality, see Set Up Time Zones.

WARNING

In multiple-system configurations, the time zone must accurately reflect the z/OS view of the local time. Also,
UTC, GMT, and Z must be equal. 

 

Example: Define Eastern Daylight Time as Zone 5

The following example defines Eastern Daylight Time as zone 5 (four hours West of UTC). The system does not use the
system zone shift.

TIMEZONE 5 EDT 4.0W

Example: Define All Time Zone Values for Canada

The following example defines all time zones values for Canada. The system is based in the Eastern Standard Time zone
and uses the time zone shift.

TIMEZONE 0  LOCAL    0        SYSZONE(YES)

TIMEZONE 16 EASTERN  0        SYSZONE(YES)

TIMEZONE 17 CENTRAL  1.0W     SYSZONE(YES)

TIMEZONE 18 MOUNTAIN 2.0W     SYSZONE(YES)

TIMEZONE 19 PACIFIC  3.0W     SYSZONE(YES)

TIMEZONE 20 ATLANTIC 1.0E     SYSZONE(YES)

TIMEZONE 21 NFNDLAND 1.30E    SYSZONE(YES)

 

Example: Define Pacific Time on a Machine in Eastern Time

The following example simulates Pacific time for ESP running on a computer that is configured for Eastern time.

TIMEZONE 0  LOCAL   3.0W  SYSZONE(YES) TIMEREF(SYSTIME-3.00)

TIMEZONE 16 EASTERN 0     SYSZONE(YES)

TIMEZONE 19 PACIFIC 3.0W  SYSZONE(YES)

 

Example: Avoid an Incorrect Time Zone Shift

The following example shows how to avoid a nine-hour incorrect time zone shift calculation. An incorrect time zone shift
occurs when the local mainframe has the correct local time, but the wrong time zone setting. The local mainframe jobs
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that run have the correct timestamp, but agent jobs from a remote server show a nine-hour difference in the timestamp. To
solve this issue, add an offset on TIMEZONE LOCAL:

TIMEZONE 0  LOCAL    9E

TPAPPL: Interact with remote partner application
NOTE
You can also issue the TPAAPPL initialization parameter as a command. For details about command syntax and
operands, see the Command Reference Guide.

The TPAPPL initialization parameter manages interactions with remote partner applications.

Where defined:

Master, TPPARM data set

Syntax

TPAPPL applname {DISPLAY}

                {START}

                {STOP}

                {ADDCONV}

                {DELCONV}

                {SHOWHELD}

                {DELHELD}

                {SUSPEND}

                {RESUME}

                {RELEASE} [LUNAME(luname)]

                          [LOGMODE(logonmode)]

                          [TRAN(trans_id)]

                          [DEFER]

Operand Description
applname The name of the remote application
DISPLAY Displays the current status of the connection, including all conversations
START Establishes a connection to the specified application
STOP Terminates the connection
ADDCONV Adds a conversation with the remote application
DELCONV Deletes an existing conversation
SHOWHELD Displays any held transactions
DELHELD Deletes any held transactions
SUSPEND Temporarily suspends interaction with the remote application
RESUME Resumes activity on a suspended connection
RELEASE Releases any held transactions
LUNAME(luname) The name of the VTAM LU. If omitted, luname defaults to blanks. Use LUNAME only with

the START keyword.
LOGONMODE(logonmode) The logon mode for this application. If omitted, logonmode defaults to blanks. Use

LOGONMODE only with the START keyword.
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TRAN(trans_id) The name of the transaction ID. If omitted, trans_id defaults to blanks. Use TRAN only
with the RELEASE, DELHELD and SHOWHELD keywords.

DEFER Performs the specified operation in deferred mode

Example: Initiating a TP Server connection

The following example shows that a connection is being requested with the TP application ESP_MONTREAL, whose LU
name is ESPMTL. The logon mode will default to the value specified on the LOCAPPL initialization statement.

TPAPPL ESP_MONTREAL START LUNAME(ESPMTL)

Example: Displaying held transactions

The following example requests a display of how many transactions are being held for TP application ESP_MONTREAL:

TPAPPL ESP_MONTREAL SHOWHELD

Example: Releasing held transactions

The following example requests that all held transactions for the TP application ESP_TORONTO be released:

TPAPPL ESP_TORONTO RELEASE

Example: Stopping a connection

The following example requests that a connection with the TP application ESP_TORONTO stop:

TPAPPL ESP_TORONTO STOP

TPCKPT: Allocate the TP Server checkpoint data set
Purpose

The TPCKPT initialization parameter specifies the name of and, optionally, clears and reformats the TP Server checkpoint
data set.

Where defined

Master

TPPARM data set

Syntax

TPCKPT DSNAME(ckptdsn) [CLEAR]

Parameter Description
DSNAME(ckptdsn) The name of the checkpoint data set
CLEAR Clears and reformats the checkpoint data set

Example

The following example shows you how to define a TP Server checkpoint data set as ESP.TP.CKPT:
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TPCKPT DSNAME(ESP.TP.CKPT)

TPRETRY: Set interval to retry contacting an LU
NOTE
You can also issue the TPRETRY initialization parameter as a command.

Purpose

The TPRETRY initialization parameter sets and displays the interval at which attempts will be made to contact an LU that
is down.

Where defined

Master

TPPARM data set

Syntax

TPRETRY applname [INTERVAL(nn)]

Parameter Description
applname The name of the remote application
INTERVAL(nn) The desired interval in minutes. If not specified, the current value

appears.

Example

TPRETRY ESP_TORONTO INTERVAL(10)

TRACE: Activate trace mechanism
NOTE
You can also issue the TRACE initialization parameter as a command.

Purpose

The TRACE initialization parameter activates the trace facility and allows trace options to be set. TRACE is used for
diagnostic purposes.

Where defined

Master and proxy

Syntax

TRACE [SET(id[:id][,…])]

      [RESET(id[:id][,…])]

      [SWITCH|CLOSE|OPEN|STATUS]

      [REUSE]

Operand Description
SET(id) Specifies one or more record identifiers you want to trace
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RESET(id) Specifies one or more record identifiers you no longer want to
trace

SWITCH Requests the data set currently in use for the trace facility be
freed. The next trace data set will activate automatically. With this
option, data sets activate in the sequence in which they were first
defined. When the last data set in the sequence closes, the first
trace data set to be defined is used.

CLOSE Requests closure of the trace data set currently in use but
prevents switching to the next trace data set. The buffers defined
using TRACEDEF automatically continue to hold trace data in the
core until a TRACE OPEN command is issued.

OPEN Requests opening of the trace data set that was most recently
active. Use OPEN after TRACE CLOSE is issued to reactivate the
same trace data set.

STATUS Requests information to indicate where the trace facility is active.
This information includes how many records were written since
trace was activated, the current trace data sets in use, and which
data set is currently active.

REUSE The data set currently in use for the trace facility to be
checkpointed so that subsequent writes to it begin at the
checkpoint rather than at the start of the data set

Usage Notes:

The TRACE initialization parameter is useful as a problem-solving tool. On occasion, Broadcom Support will ask you to
set a specific trace record ID to access information that will help with troubleshooting.

If you wish to capture only records relating to Event processing (for example, type 601), use the ESPPARM AUDITLOG
DD name in the ESP started task procedure. This allows the use of a pre-allocated sysout Event activity and eliminates
the need to use the TRACEDEF and TRACE commands.

Examples

The following example activates the trace facility and specifies that record IDs 602 through 604, and 607 should be traced:

TRACE SET(602:604,607)

In the following example, the current data set used for the trace facility is checkpointed before switching to the next trace
data set. When the current trace data set is later reused, records are written starting at the checkpoint.

TRACE SWITCH REUSE

In the following example, the trace is turned off for record IDs 602 through 604:

TRACE RESET(602:604)

TRACEDEF: Define trace data sets
NOTE
You can also issue the TRACEDEF initialization parameter as a command.

Purpose

The TRACEDEF initialization parameter identifies the data sets to be used to record information collected by the TRACE
facility. TRACEDEF is used for diagnostic purposes.
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Where defined

Master and proxy

Syntax

TRACEDEF DSN(dsname[,dsname]...) [BUF(size,count)]

Operand Description
DSN(dsname) The name of one or more data sets to be used as trace data sets. Specifying multiple

trace data sets allows you to use the SWITCH operand with TRACE to free up one trace
data set and switch to another. DCB=(RECFM=V,LRECL=4096,BLKSIZE=4100)

BUF(size,count) The buffers you want to use for the trace data sets you define. Size specifies the buffer
size and count identifies how many buffers are required. size,count defaults to 4096,4,
which is four buffers, each one 4096 bytes.

Usage Notes:

• You must use TRACEDEF to define trace data sets (and optionally the buffers) before you can use the TRACE
initialization parameter or command. You do not have to specify any DCB attributes when you initially allocate the data
sets because ESP does this automatically.

• The buffers you define continue to hold trace data until each one becomes full. At this point, the data is automatically
written to the trace data set and another buffer is used.

Example

To define two trace data sets (TRACE1 and TRACE2) that each have three 23400-byte buffers, type

TRACEDEF DSN(ESPCYB.TRACE1 ESPCYB.TRACE2) BUF(23400,3)

TRACKDEF: Specify tracking definitions
NOTE
You can also issue the TRACKDEF initialization parameter as a command.

 

Purpose

Use the TRACKDEF initialization parameter to specify tracking definitions in a job-tracking definition table.

Where defined

Master and proxy

Job-tracking definition table (JTDT) data set

Syntax

TRACKDEF [NAME(string)]

         [JOB]

         [STC]

         [TSU]

         [RACID(string)]

         [PGMR(string)]

         [CLASS(classid)]
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         [ACCOUNT1(string)]

         [ACCOUNT2(string)]

         [ACCOUNT3(string)]

         [ACCOUNT4(string)]

         [NOTRACK|MODEL(modelname)]

Operand Description
NAME(string) A one-to-eight-character job name on which to match tracking definitions. Wildcard

characters asterisk (*) and hyphen (-) are used to perform masking. You can also use
wildcards defined with the WILDCARD initialization parameter.
NAME can also be specified as JOBNAME.

JOB Specifies that jobs are tracked. If JOB, STC or TSU is not specified, all three entities are
tracked.

STC Specifies that started tasks are tracked. If JOB, STC or TSU is not specified, all three
entities are tracked.

TSU Specifies that TSO users are tracked. If JOB, STC or TSU is not specified, all three
entities are tracked.

RACID(string) The security system user ID associated with the job
PGMR(string) The programmer name field associated with the job. All 20 character positions can be

checked.
CLASS(classid) The job's execution class. classid must be up to eight characters long in a JES3

environment.
ACCOUNT1(string) The job's first account number. Only the first eight characters are checked.
ACCOUNT2(string) The job's second account number. Only the first eight characters are checked.
ACCOUNT3(string) The job's third account number. Only the first eight characters are checked.
ACCOUNT4(string) The job's fourth account number. Only the first eight characters are checked.
NOTRACK Jobs matching the TRACKDEF entry are not tracked. NOTRACK is the default.
MODEL(modelname) The name of the tracking model to be associated with a job, started task or TSO user.

You must code the MODEL operand if a job is to be tracked. You can override this
operand using the MODEL statement for a job in an application.

Usage Notes:

• A job-tracking definition table identifies the characteristics of the jobs you want ESP to track. ESP can track jobs that
are based on the job name, execution class, programmer name, account number, job type, or the user ID associated
with the job.
The job-tracking definition table allows the following:
– You can define your own wildcard characters in the table with the WILDCARD initialization parameter. These

characters give you great flexibility in defining the property of the job you want ESP to use as the job-tracking
parameter.

– You are not restricted to a job name or prefix when defining the tracking parameter. Instead, you can choose from a
larger set of job properties when defining the parameter. For example, you can choose the job's execution class or
the name of the programmer.

• A job-tracking definition table consists of a set of WILDCARD and TRACKDEF initialization parameters, respectively, in
a sequential data set or in a PDS member. The use of WILDCARD is optional.

• The order of the TRACKDEF initialization parameters is important. When tracking data is received for a job, ESP
scans the TRACKDEF entries in the sequence until it finds a match. ESP then takes the action that the entry specifies.
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The entry can identify whether the job is tracked or not. If the job is tracked, the default tracking model for the job is
specified. If no matching entry is found, the job is not tracked.

• The TRACKDEF operands are cumulative and they are combined with the AND conjunction. For example, specifying
TRACKDEF NAME(abc-) RACID(user1) MODEL(MODEL1) indicates that all jobs that start with abc AND are
submitted with user ID user1 are tracked under MODEL1. Alternatively, jobs that start with abc but are submitted with
another user ID are not tracked under MODEL1.

• To track STCs or TSUs, you must use the TRACKOPT command or initialization parameter to identify the STCs or
TSUs you want tracked. You can also use the TRACKDEF initialization parameters to identify which STCs or TSUs you
want tracked.

• You can test a job-tracking definition table using the ESP ISPF interface -- Option M.4 from the main menu.

Example: Track All Jobs

In the following example, all jobs are tracked using tracking model MODEL1:

TRACKDEF NAME(-) MODEL(MODEL1)

Example: Track Jobs by Name

In the following example

• The first job-tracking definition initialization parameter indicates ESP uses tracking model PRODJOBS to track all jobs
that start with the letter J.

• The second initialization parameter indicates ESP uses tracking model TESTJOBS to track all jobs that start with the
letter U.

TRACKDEF JOB NAME(J - ) MODEL(PRODJOBS)

TRACKDEF JOB NAME(U - ) MODEL(TESTJOBS)

This table shows whether ESP tracks specific jobs, according to the preceding job-tracking definitions:

NAME TYPE TRACKING MODEL
JTOP5200 JOB Yes PRODJOBS
UTOP1492 JOB Yes TESTJOBS
ABC JOB No NA
JCICS100 STC No NA

Example: Track Class T jobs, Regardless of Job Name, Using Tracking Model MODEL1

TRACKDEF NAME(-) CLASS(T) MODEL(MODEL1)

Example: Track All Class P Jobs Using the Tracking Model PROD

TRACKDEF CLASS(P) MODEL(PROD)

Example: Track All Started Tasks with the Prefix CICS Using the Model JOBMON

TRACKDEF STC NAME(CICS-) MODEL(JOBMON)

Example: Track all Jobs

TRACKDEF JOB NAME(-) MODEL(DEFAULT)
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Example: Track All Jobs Using a Model Based on the Job Name

The following example tracks all jobs whose names begin with two alphabetic characters followed by five numeric
characters:

TRACKDEF JOB NAME(-) MODEL(NAME(1:2),MODEL)

ESP derives the name of the job-tracking model it uses by concatenating the first two characters of the job name with the
string MODEL. For example, job-tracking model DXMODEL tracks job DX123245.

Example: Do Not Track Jobs with a Programmer Name Field Starting with CYBED

TRACKDEF PGMR(CYBED-) NOTRACK

Example: Track Jobs Starting with X Using the Model XSYS

TRACKDEF JOB NAME(X-) MODEL(XSYS)

TRACKING: Control the Tracking Facility
NOTE
You can also issue the TRACKING initialization parameter as a command.

 

Purpose

The TRACKING initialization parameter enables or disables the ESP tracking facility.

Where defined

Master and proxy

Syntax

TRACKING [COLLECT|NOCOLLECT|]

         [STORE|NOSTORE]

         [LOG|NOLOG]

Operand Description
COLLECT Requests that SMF recording be activated. SMF tracking data is stored in the TRAKFILE

and the history data sets are updated (unless NOSTORE is specified). COLLECT is the
default.
Note: COLLECT is meaningless on a master that has SMFINIT OFF.

NOCOLLECT Requests that SMF recording be deactivated; therefore, no SMF data is collected, no
tracking data is written to the TRAKFILE, and the history data sets are not updated.

STORE Requests that tracking data from SMF be stored in the TRAKFILE and that the history
data sets be updated. STORE is the default.

NOSTORE Requests that the tracking processor be quiesced; therefore, no tracking data is written
to the TRAKFILE and the history data sets are not updated. The data is temporarily
buffered to the checkpoint data set until STORE is requested.
Note: NOSTORE is meaningless on a proxy.

LOG Reserved for future use. LOG is the default.
NOLOG Reserved for future use.
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Usage Notes:

• If no options are specified, the current tracking options are displayed (the NOLOG field of the display is reserved for
future use). If an option is specified, it is added to the current tracking options.

• If you wish to perform normal tracking functions, ensure that the COLLECT and STORE operands are active.
• The COLLECT and NOCOLLECT operands control the collection of SMF data that the tracking processor uses to

update the TRAKFILE and the history data sets. When NOCOLLECT is specified, SMF data is not captured and the
tracking is lost.

• To quiesce the tracking processor temporarily, use the NOSTORE operand. All tracking functions including Job
Monitoring are suspended when NOSTORE is specified. The NOSTORE operand is useful when you want to perform
maintenance on ESP data sets. NOSTORE buffers tracking data to the checkpoint data set until STORE is requested.

• When STORE is specified to bring the tracking processor out of quiesced state, any data that was buffered in the
checkpoint data set is written to the TRAKFILE and the history data sets are updated.

NOTE
Do not leave the tracking processor in the NOSTORE mode for long periods of time because the checkpoint
data set could fill up causing tracking data to be lost.

Example: Set Tracking Options

In the following example, SMF recording is activated. SMF tracking data is collected and stored in the TRAKFILE and the
history data set is updated.

TRACKING COLLECT STORE

TRACKOPT: Set Tracking Options
NOTE
You can also issue the TRACKOPT initialization parameter as a command.

The TRACKOPT initialization parameter sets various tracking options.

Where defined:

Master and proxy, ESPPARM data set, which is one of the initialization parameter data set members.

NOTE
ESPPARM is based on sample member CYBESS03 in prefix.CD7YSAMP (prefix represents the data set
qualifiers for your system).

Syntax

TRACKOPT [STC|NOSTC]

         [TSU|NOTSU] 

         [SYSMSGS|NOSYSMSGS] 

         [MASTER|PROXY] 

         [JAT|NOJAT] 

         [TRACK_PURGE|NOTRACK_PURGE] 

         [POST_OLDEST|NOPOST_OLDEST]

         [HELD_MANUAL[(ANY|USER)]|NOHELD_MANUAL]

         [RESTARTSTEP|NORESTARTSTEP]

TRACKOPT
Displays the current tracking options if you enter TRACKOPT with no operands.
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STC
Specifies that started tasks are tracked.

NOSTC
Specifies that started tasks are not tracked. NOSTC is the default.

TSU
Specifies that TSO users are tracked.

NOTSU
Specifies that TSO users are not tracked. NOTSU is the default.

SYSMSGS
Specifies that system messages are intercepted.

NOSYSMSGS
Specifies that system messages are not intercepted. NOSYSMSGS is the default.

MASTER
Specifies that this system is the master system for application processing.

PROXY
Specifies that this system is a proxy system.

JAT
Specifies that a Job Authorization Table is used. This only applies if you are using ESP's internal security.

NOJAT
Specifies that a Job Authorization Table is not used. This only applies if you are using ESP's internal security.
NOJAT is the default.

TRACK_PURGE
Specifies that jobs are tracked through the OUTPUT pnode. TRACK_PURGE is the default.

NOTRACK_PURGE
Specifies that jobs are not tracked through the OUTPUT pnode.

POST_OLDEST
Specifies that external and manual jobs are posted as complete in the oldest active generation of an application.

NOPOST_OLDEST
Specifies that external and manual jobs are posted as complete in all the generations of an application.
NOPOST_OLDEST is the default.

HELD_MANUAL(ANY|USER)
Enables the held-manual job feature. This operand must be specified in all ESP subsystems (master, proxy,
tracking, and nontracking). The held-manual job feature is supported only for JES2.
The ANY operand matches a held-submitted job to a ready, held-manual job in an application without regard to
the SAF user ID of the held-submitted job.
The USER operand uses the SAF user ID of a held-submitted job to match that job to a ready, held-manual job in
an application. The jobs match if the user ID equals one of the following:

• The event ID prefix.
• The event trigger user ID of the event associated with the application containing the held-manual job.

NOTE

• If you do not specify the HELD_MANUAL or NOHELD_MANUAL operands, NOHELD_MANUAL is
the default.

• If you specify HELD_MANUAL but you do not specify ANY or USER, USER is the default value.
• HELD_MANUAL can be overridden by an OPTIONS, JOB, or JOBATTR statement.
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NOHELD_MANUAL
Disables the held-manual job feature.

NOTE
If you do not specify the HELD_MANUAL or NOHELD_MANUAL operands, NOHELD_MANUAL is the
default.

RESTARTSTEP
Adds a job restart step to jobs submitted by ESP except those jobs affected by an OPTIONS NORESTARTSTEP
statement. The job restart step is added to the start of the JCL and is specific to one of the following products:

• – WA Restart Option
For details on specifying restart step contents, see the following: 
• The CA11OPT initialization parameter
• U11RMS step information in the WA Restart Option User Guide.

– ESP WA Restart Option
The restart step contents are specified in the ERMSTEP initialization parameter. 

NOTE
You can only code RESTARTSTEP in a TRACKOPT initialization parameter or command that:

• Specifies MASTER.
• Executes after the TRACKOPT command that specifies MASTER.

NORESTARTSTEP
Prevents a job restart step from being added to jobs submitted by ESP except those jobs affected by an
OPTIONS RESTARTSTEP statement. NORESTARTSTEP is the default.

NOTE

• TRACKOPT should be specified on each system in a multi-access spool environment
• The TRACKOPT command overrides options specified in the TRACKOPT initialization parameter except for

the HELD_MANUAL operand. HELD_MANUAL is not supported in the TRACKOPT command.
• When an EXTERNAL or MANUAL job completes and multiple generations of the application exist,

ESP decides the application generation to post the job complete in. Use the POST_OLDEST or
NOPOST_OLDEST operands to control this functionality.

• A held-manual job is a job defined in an ESP application that is submitted externally to JES with
TYPRUN=HOLD in its JCL. ESP monitors for messages from JES for the existence of held jobs. When a
held-manual job is readied within an ESP application and a job of the same name is held in JES, ESP issues
a JES release command. The job is released and tracked by ESP.

• The MASTER and PROXY operands apply only to application processing. One system should be identified
as the MASTER system and any other systems should be identified as PROXY systems. All events that
create applications should be scheduled on the MASTER system.

• Most installations do not need to track jobs through to purge. If this is the case, TRACKOPT
NOTRACK_PURGE should be specified. This allows data to be stored on ESP's TRAKFILE for a longer
period of time.

Example: Display TRACKOPT Options

The following example displays current tracking options:

TRACKOPT

Example: Control STC and SYSMSGS Tracking

The following example turns on the tracking of started tasks (STC):
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TRACKOPT STC

The following example turns off the tracking of started tasks (STC):

TRACKOPT NOSTC

The following example turns on the tracking of started tasks (STC) and system messages (SYSMSGS):

TRACKOPT STC SYSMSGS

Example: Specify a Master System

The following example specifies this system as the master:

TRACKOPT MASTER

To track started tasks to completion but not through purge, and specify this system as the master, type

TRACKOPT STC MASTER NOTRACK_PURGE

Example: Specify a Master System and Insert Job Restart Steps

The following example:

• Specifies this system as the master.
• Inserts a restart step in all jobs submitted by ESP except those affected by an OPTIONS NORESTARTSTEP

statement.

TRACKOPT MASTER RESTARTSTEP

Example: Specify a Proxy System

The following example specifies this system as a proxy:

TRACKOPT PROXY

Example: TRACKOPT Initialization Parameter

The following example enables the held-manual job feature:

TRACKOPT HELD_MANUAL

 

TRAKFILE: Define Tracking Data Set
The TRAKFILE initialization parameter specifies the name of the tracking data set.

Where defined:

Master and proxy

Syntax
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TRAKFILE dsname [SHR|NOSHR]

                [NOREADONLY|READONLY]

                [CACHE(nn)|1]

dsname
Specifies the name of the TRAKFILE data set.

SHR
Specifies that the data set is shared and RESERVE/DEQ is performed. Use SHR on the TRAKFILE initialization
parameter when you are configuring an ESP master subsystem to work with proxy subsystems. Ensure that the
TRAKFILE initialization parameter with SHR is on both the master and proxy.

NOSHR
Specifies that the data set is not shared. NOSHR is the default.

NOREADONLY
Specifies that ESP can update the data set.. NOREADONLY is the default.

READONLY
Specifies that ESP cannot update the data set.

CACHE(nn|1)
Defines the number of megabytes of memory for caching. Cache is not enabled by default.
Default: 1
The CACHE operand:

• Is ignored on proxy systems.
• May improve zIIP processor performance for the ESP task MainTask, especially in the master subsystem.

For details, see the task list in the documentation for the ZIIPEXCL initialization parameter.

Example: TRAKFILE Initialization Parameter

In the following example, the TRAKFILE data set is ESP.TRAKFILE and it is shared:

TRAKFILE ESP.TRAKFILE SHR

TRDFLT: Specify manual trigger default
NOTE
You can also issue the TRDFLT initialization parameter as a command.

Purpose

The TRDFLT initialization parameter specifies the default to be used when an Event is triggered manually.

Where defined

Master and proxy

Syntax

TRDFLT [ADD|REPLACE]

Operand Description
ADD Specifies that all manual triggers for Events should be performed

in addition to the next scheduled execution
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REPLACE Specifies that all manual triggers should replace an Event's next
scheduled execution. When using the TRIGGER subcommand
for specific Events, you can override REPLACE with the ADD
operand. REPLACE is the default.

Example

TRDFLT ADD

TSOSEND: Control Sending of TSO Messages
NOTE
You can also issue the TSOSEND initialization parameter as a command.

Purpose

The TSO initialization parameter controls the sending of TSO messages to users.

Where defined

Master and proxy

Syntax

TSOSEND [LOGON|IMMEDIATE|DISABLE]

Operand Description
LOGON If the user is logged on, send the message. If the user is not logged on, hold the

message in SYS1.BRODCAST until the user logs on. LOGON is the default.
IMMEDIATE If the user is logged on, send the message. Otherwise, discard the message.
DISABLE Suppresses all TSO messages

Usage Notes:

• The TSOSEND initialization parameter applies either when no mailbox is specified in the Event definition or when a
mailbox is specified and a TSOUSER parameter is included in the mailbox definition. The TSOSEND command does
not apply to messages that the NOTIFY and SEND commands initiate.

• You can use the TSOSEND initialization parameter to suppress all TSO user messages and the MAILLOG parameter
to send them to the mail log instead.

TSOUSER: Include user ID in mailbox
Purpose

The TSOUSER initialization parameter includes a user ID in a mailbox.

Where defined

Master and proxy

MAILLIST data set

Syntax
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TSOUSER {userid |(userid userid …)} [SYSID(system_id)]

Operand Description
userid The user ID that is to receive messages. If you specify more than one user ID, separate

each with a space and enclose the list in parentheses.
SYSID(system_id) The system ID where messages are to be sent. If you do not specify a system ID,

messages are sent only to the system where the message is generated.

Usage Notes:

The TSOUSER initialization parameter is a component of the MAILLIST data set as follows:

SMTPPARM CLASS(A) JOBNAME(SMTP)

MAILBOX  PAYROLL MAXLINES(0)

   TSOUSER CYBPAY1 SYSID(SYSC)

   EMAIL paymaster@company.com

   EMAIL payservice@payservice.com

MAILBOX CYBACCOUNTING MAXLINES(300)

   TSOUSER (CYBACC1 CYBACC2) SYSID(SYSA)

USERMOD: Set user modification options
NOTE
You can also issue the USERMOD initialization parameter as a command. For details about command syntax
and operands, see the Command Reference Guide.

Purpose

The USERMOD initialization parameter defines the user modifications to be implemented.

Where defined

Master and proxy

Syntax

USERMOD [SET(usermodid)]

        [RESET(usermodid)]

        [LIST]

Operand Description
SET(usermodid) Turns on the specified usermods. usermodid can be a usermod number, list of usermod

numbers or a range of usermod numbers. The value for each usermod is between 1 and
255.

RESET(usermodid) Turns off the usermod specified in the brackets. usermodid can be a usermod number,
list of usermod numbers or a range of usermod numbers. The value for each usermod is
between 1 and 255.

LIST Lists the active usermods

Usage Notes:

User modification status is preserved across an ESP restart, but not an IPL.

You can specify both SET and RESET in the same USERMOD statement. In this case, SET is processed before RESET.
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Examples

The following example turns on usermods 1, 5, 6, 7, 18, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, and 27:

USERMOD SET(1,5:7,18,22:27)

The following example shows both SET and RESET in the same initialization parameter:

USERMOD SET(5:9) RESET(7)

Because SET is processed before RESET, the above example turns on usermods 5,6,8, and 9 and turns off usermod 7.

USERVFYX: Identify user verification exit
NOTE

• You can also issue the USERVFYX initialization parameter as a command.
• For details about command syntax and operands, see the Command Reference Guide.
• The USERVFYX initialization parameter requests that the ESP UVFX exit be invoked to identify a user.

Where defined:

Master and proxy

Syntax

USERVFYX exitname [DYNAMIC]

exitname
The name of the initialization exit load module. exitname is the module created when you assemble the sample
program in the ESPUVFX member of the distribution library.

DYNAMIC
The load module is dynamically loaded each time a cross-memory request is processed.

NOTE
The user verification exit refers to the necessary control blocks to identify the user. The exit is invoked by the
ESP cross-memory request processor executing in the user's address space. The USERVFYX initialization
parameter is useful in installations where a non-RACF type of security package is in use, such as ACF2.

Example: USERVFYX Initialization Parameter

To specify a user verify exit called ESPUVFX and that the load module be dynamically loaded, type

USERVFYX ESPUVFX DYNAMIC

WEBPORT: Specify Workstation Server Listening Port for Web Services
The WEBPORT initialization parameter specifies the port on which Workstation Server will listen for web service requests.

Where defined

WSSPARM data set

Syntax
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WEBPORT port

port
The port on which Workstation Server will listen for web service requests.

Equivalent EXEC parameter

The following indicates the equivalent EXEC parameter for defining the Workstation Server started task.

WEBPORT(port)

Example

WEBPORT 4567

WILDCARD: Define wildcards for JTDT and ATDT
NOTE
You can also issue the WILDCARD initialization parameter as a command. For details about command syntax
and operands, see the Command Reference Guide.

Purpose

Use the WILDCARD initialization parameter to define wildcard characters for use in defining tracked jobs and tracked
applications. These characters are in addition to the asterisk and hyphen wildcard characters.

Where defined

Job-tracking definition table (JTDT) data set

Application-tracking definition table (ATDT) data set

Syntax

WILDCARD char

         string

Operand Description
char Wildcard character
string A string containing all the valid characters that the wildcard can

match

Usage Notes:

The wildcard character can be any printable character, with the exception of the comma, blank, left or right parentheses,
semicolon or quotation mark. A hyphen between two characters indicates a range of valid characters, starting with the
character on the left and extending through the EBCDIC sequence to the character on the right, inclusive.

Use of the WILDCARD initialization parameter is optional. You can use it when you have strict naming standards for jobs
or applications.

Example: Defining Wildcard Characters

The following is an example of defining wildcard characters in a job-tracking definition table:

WILDCARD # 0 - 9 /* NUMERICS */

WILDCARD $ A - Z /* ALPHABETICS */
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WILDCARD + 0 - 9A - Z /* ALPHANUMERIC */

TRACKDEF JOB NAME(DUMMYJOB) NOTRACK

TRACKDEF JOB NAME(PAY - ) MODEL(PAYMODEL)

TRACKDEF JOB NAME($$$$####) MODEL(PRODJOBS)

In the above example

• The wildcard character number sign (#) matches all numeric characters.
• The wildcard character dollar sign ($) matches the alphabetic characters, A through Z, inclusively.
• The wildcard character plus sign (+) matches the alphanumeric characters, A through Z, inclusively, and the digits 0

through 9, inclusively.
• The first job-tracking definition statement indicates ESP does not track a job called DUMMYJOB.
• The second job-tracking definition statement indicates ESP uses model PAYMODEL to track jobs where names begin

with PAY.
• The third job-tracking definition statement indicates ESP uses job-tracking model PRODJOBSMODEL to track jobs

whose names consist of four alphabetic characters followed by four numeric characters.

WKSTART: Define start of week
NOTE
You can also issue the WKSTART initialization parameter as a command. For details about command syntax
and operands, see the Command Reference Guide.

The WKSTART initialization parameter specifies the day on which the week should start.

Where defined:

Master and proxy

WKSTART dayname

dayname
The name of the day on which you want the week to start. If you do not use this operand, the start of the week
defaults to Sunday.

NOTE
You can override the dayname value when you define a calendar.

Example: WKSTART Initialization Parameter

To identify that ESP should consider Monday as the first of the week, type

WKSTART MONDAY

WOBDEF: Define workload objects
Use the WOBDEF initialization parameter to load workload object modules.

NOTE
You can also issue the WOBDEF initialization parameter as a command. For details about command syntax and
operands, see Commands.

Where defined:

Master and proxy

Syntax
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WOBDEF LOAD(module[,module]...)

module
The name of the module to support a specific type of distributed workload. When listing more than one module,
separate the names with commas or spaces.

Workload object modules

From the following table, select module names from the "Module" column to specify in the WOBDEF initialization
parameter.

If you set up a CSF freeform filter, you specify the short name. For more information about CSF filtering, see Freeform
Filter Syntax.

Workload object type Shortname Module Description
AGENT_MONITOR AM CYBESOAM Agent monitor
AIX_JOB AX CYBESOAX AIX agent
APPLEND AE CYBESOAE Self-completing workload object that automatically

performs processing at the end of an application
APPLSTART AS CYBESOAS Self-completing workload object that automatically

performs processing at the start of an application
AS400_JOB A4 CYBESOA4 i5/OS agent
BDC_JOB BI CYBESOBI Batch Input Session (import large amounts of data

from external systems to the SAP system)
BWIP_JOB WI CYBESOWI Business Warehouse InfoPackage (transfer data

from any data source into an SAP Business
Warehouse system)

BWPC_JOB WC CYBESOWC Business Warehouse Process Chain (run a
sequence of background processes on the SAP
system)

CPU_MON CM CYBESOCM CPU usage monitor
DATA_OBJECT DA CYBESODA Data object
DB_JOB DM CYBESODM Database monitor (perform SQL queries and

updates against a database)
DB_MON MO CYBESOMO Database monitor (monitor a table for changes to the

number of rows)
DBSP_JOB ST CYBESOST Database stored procedure
DB_TRIG TR CYBESOTR Database trigger job (monitor a table for rows added,

deleted or updated)
DISK_MON HM CYBESOHM Disk usage monitor
DSTRIG DT CYBESODT Data set trigger
EJB_JOB SB CYBESOSB Session Bean (access stateless and stateful session

beans on an application server)
EJBE_JOB EB CYBESOEB Entity Bean (create an entity bean, update the

property values of an existing entity bean, or remove
an entity bean from the database)

EVENTLOG_MON LM CYBESOLM Windows event log monitor
EXTMON EX CYBESOEX Monitor workload scheduled by Workload

Automation DE
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EXTSCH ES CYBESOES Monitor workload scheduled by Workload
Automation AE

FILE_TRIGGER FM CYBESOFM File trigger
FTP_JOB FT CYBESOFT File transfer (perform FTP file operations)
HDFS_JOB HF CYBESOHF Hadoop File Operations
HIVE_JOB HI CYBESOHI Apache Hive™

HP3K_JOB H3 CYBESOH3 HP3000 agent
HPUX_JOB HP CYBESOHP HP-UX agent
HTTP_JOB HJ CYBESOHJ HTTP (invoke a program over HTTP)
INFORMATICA_JOB IJ CYBESOIJ Informatica agent
IP_MON IM CYBESOIM IP monitor
IRIX_JOB IR CYBESOIR IRIX agent
JMSP_JOB JP CYBESOJP JMS Publish (send a message to a queue or publish

a message to a topic)
JMSS_JOB JS CYBESOJS JMS Subscribe (consume messages from a queue

or topic)
JMXA_JOB BA CYBESOBA JMX MBean Attribute Set (set value of a JMX

MBean attribute)
JMXB_JOB BB CYBESOBB JMX MBean Attribute Get (get value of a JMX

MBean attribute)
JMXN_JOB BN CYBESOBN JMX MBean Create (create an MBean on a JMX

server)
JMXO_JOB BO CYBESOBO JMX MBean Operation (invoke a JMX MBean

operation)
JMXR_JOB BR CYBESOBR JMX MBean Remove (remove an MBean from a

JMX server)
JMXS_JOB BS CYBESOBS JMX MBean Subscribe (subscribe to an MBean

notification)
LINUX_JOB LJ CYBESOLJ Linux agent
MF_JOB MF CYBESOMF Micro Focus agent
MPEIX_JOB MP CYBESOMP MPE/iX agent
MSSQL_JOB MS CYBESOMS Microsoft SQL Server agent
NCR_JOB NC CYBEONC NCR agent
NT_JOB NT CYBESONT Windows NT agent
OA_JOB OA CYBESOOA Oracle Applications Request Set (run multiple

programs in an Oracle Applications application) or
Single Request (run a single program in an Oracle
Applications application)

OAC_JOB OC CYBESOOC Oracle Applications Copy Job (copy an existing
Single Request defined on Oracle Applications)

OPENVMS_JOB OV CYBESOOV OpenVMS agent
OS2_JOB O2 CYBESOO2 OS/2 agent
OOZIE_JOB OZ CYBESOOZ Apache™ Oozie workflow
POJO_JOB PO CYBESOPO Plain Old Java Object (invoke custom Java code on

a local computer)
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PROCESS_MON PM CYBESOPM Process monitor
PROXY_JOB PR CYBESOPR Remote execution job
PS_JOB PS CYBESOPS PeopleSoft agent
PYRAMID_JOB PJ CYBESOPJ PYRAMID agent
RMI_JOB RJ CYBESORJ Remote Method Invocation (access a remote server

and invoke a method on a Java object)
SAP_JOB SP CYBESOSP SAP R/3 (schedule an SAP R/3 job on an SAP

system)
SAPA_JOB SA CYBESOSA SAP Data Archiving (store information described in

an SAP Archiving Object into an SAP data archive)
SAPE_JOB BE CYBESOBE SAP Event Monitor (trigger or monitor an SAP event)
SAPM_JOB SL CYBESOSL SAP Process Monitor (monitor for a specific SAP

process status)
SCP_JOB SY CYBESOSY Secure Copy (supports secure binary file transfers

for FTP)
SEQUENT_JOB SQ CYBESOSQ IBM DYNIX/ptx (SEQUENT) agent
SERVICE_MON SM CYBESOSM Service monitor
SFTP_JOB SF CYBESOSF Secure FTP (supports secure binary file transfers for

FTP)
SNPC_JOB SC CYBESOSC SNMP Subscribe (lets you subscribe for SNMP trap

information)
SNPE_JOB SD CYBESOSD SNMP Trap Send (lets you send SNMP trap

information)
SNPG_JOB SG CYBESOSG SNMP Value Get (lets you retrieve the value of an

SNMP variable)
SNPS_JOB SS CYBESOSS SNMP Value Set (lets you set the value of an SNMP

variable)
SQL_JOB QL CYBESOQL SQL Command
SQOOP_JOB HS CYBESOHS Apache Sqoop™

SUN_JOB SJ CYBESOSJ SOLARIS agent
TANDEM_JOB TA CYBESOTA TANDEM NSK agent
TEXT_MON TM CYBESOTM Text file monitor
UNIX_JOB UJ CYBESOUJ Generic UNIX (supports Linux, TRU64 UNIX, and

UNIX System Services)
WEB_SERV WS CYBESOWS Web Service (call an operation within a web service)
WEB_DOCLIT WD CYBESOWD Document/Literal Web Service (call a Document/

Literal type operation within a web service)
WOL_JOB WL CYBESOWL Wake on LAN

Example

WOBDEF LOAD(CYBESOAM CYBESODT CYBESOTM)
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WORKDAYS: Specify workdays
NOTE

You can also issue the WORKDAYS initialization parameter as a command.

The WORKDAYS initialization parameter specifies the valid days for the schedule terms WORKDAYS or WORKDAY.

NOTE
The schedule terms are listed in the User Guide.

Where defined:

Master and proxy

Syntax

WORKDAYS (day[,day]...)|(MON,TUE,WED,THU,FRI)

day
Specifies the workdays. Holidays are automatically excluded.
Default: Monday through Friday

NOTE
You can override the day value when you define a calendar.

Example: WORKDAYS Initialization Parameter

The following example shows how to specify that every day is a workday, except Saturdays:

WORKDAYS (SUN,MON,TUE,WED,THU,FRI)

WORKMGR: Provide Enclave support
NOTE
You can also issue the WORKMGR initialization parameter as a command.

Purpose

The WORKMGR initialization parameter connects ESP to IBM Workload Manager.

Where defined

Master and proxy

Syntax

WORKMGR SUBSYSTEM_TYPE|SST(ESP|subsystemtype)

SUBSYSTEM_NAME|SSN(subsystemname) ENCLAVES|NOENCLAVES

Operand Description
SUBSYSTEM_TYPE
(subsystemtype)
SST(subsystemtype)

The type of subsystem. The default is ESP. We recommend you do not override this
default.
ESP does not permit IBM subsystems, such as CICS and IMS.

SUBSYSTEM_NAME
(subsystemname)
SSN(subsystemname)

The name of the ESP subsystem. This is an eight-character field. The default is the ESP
subsystem ID, determined by the SUBSYS initialization parameter in the initialization
parameter data set.
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ENCLAVES Support for enclaves is enabled. If you specify the WORKMGR initialization parameter,
ENCLAVES is the default.

NOENCLAVES Support for enclaves is disabled.

Usage Notes:

When you have defined the subsystem type and the subsystem name, you can disable and enable enclaves from page
mode by entering the WORKMGR command.

Example

The following example uses all operands:

WORKMGR SST(ESP) SSN(P520) ENCLAVES

When ESP is connected to IBM z/OS Workload Manager, all enclaves run under the defined subsystem type and name.

WSSCTL: Set parameters and control message tracing
The WSSCTL initialization parameter enables you to set the values of the Workstation Server parameters and start
message tracing. Message tracing records messages that a Workstation Server receives and sends, and writes them to a
sysout file.

Where defined:

WSSPARM data set

WSSCTL {SET PARMS [INTERVAL(seconds)]

                  [KEEPALIVE(seconds)]

                  [MAXCON_LOIP(connections)]

                  [MAXCON_PERIP(connections)]

                  [MAXCON_TOTAL(connections)]

                  [PROXYEXP(seconds)]

                  [RCONNINT(seconds)]

                  [RPOLLINT(seconds)]

                  [RRSPWAIT(seconds)]

                  [TCPWAIT(seconds)]

       {SET TRACE SYSOUT(class)}

       {START TRACE}

       {STOP TRACE}

SET PARMS
Sets or changes a Workstation Server parameter

INTERVAL(seconds)
Sets the maximum time that the Workstation Server waits before performing a scoreboard scan.
Default: 5

KEEPALIVE(seconds)
Sets the keepalive time for closing inactive connections. The KEEPALIVE feature is active by default. To disable
this feature, set the value to 0.
Default: 3600
Limits: 30–14400
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NOTE
The actual interval for the inactive connection time-out may slightly differ from the value of the
KEEPALIVE parameter. For more information about how the exact time is calculated, see the
documentation for the TCP_KeepAlive socket option in z/OS Communications Server: IP Programmer's
Guide and Reference.

MAXCON_LOIP(connections)
Sets the maximum number of client connections for logons in progress from a particular TCP/IP address.
Default: 2

MAXCON_PERIP(connections)
Sets the maximum number of client connections per TCP/IP address.
Default: 8

MAXCON_TOTAL(connections)
Sets the maximum number of client connections for the Workstation Server.
Default: 250

PROXYEXP(seconds)
Sets the time interval after which each proxy command task times out when waiting for a new command from the
Consolidated Workstation Server.
Default: 300

RCONNINT(seconds)
Sets the time interval that each Consolidated Workstation Server waits before retrying to connect to a remote
Workstation Server when a connection cannot be established.
Default: 10

RPOLLINT(seconds)
Sets the time interval that the Consolidated Workstation Server waits before polling each remote Workstation
Server in its domain to test whether they are active. The Consolidated Workstation Server skips a turn for remote
Workstation Servers that send at least one message before RPOLLINT expires.
Default: 300

RRSPWAIT(seconds)
Sets the time interval after which a Consolidated Workstation Server client command times out when waiting for a
response from a remote Workstation Server.
Default: 300

TCPWAIT(seconds)
Sets the maximum time interval that each remote Workstation Server waits TCP/IP operations to complete.
Default: 30

SET TRACE
Sets Workstation Server messages tracing.

SYSOUT(class)
The sysout class of the Workstation Server message-trace print data set. This operand is rejected if the
Workstation Server started task JCL contains a TRACELOG DD statement.
If you set the class in the initialization parameter, you can start tracing in the ESP client or as a z/OS modify
command against the Workstation Server started task.

START TRACE
Starts Workstation Server messages tracing. If specified, precede START TRACE with an WSSCTL SET TRACE
SYSOUT(class) parameter.

STOP TRACE
Stops Workstation Server message tracing.
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NOTE
The following table indicates the equivalence between WSSPARM and EXEC for the Workstation Server started
task definition.

WSSPARM parameters EXEC parameters
WSSCTL SET PARMS INTERVAL(seconds) INTERVAL(seconds)
WSSCTL SET PARMS MAXCON_LOIP(connections) MAXCON_LOIP(connections)
WSSCTL SET PARMS MAXCON_PERIP(connections) MAXCON_PERIP(connections)
WSSCTL SET PARMS MAXCON_TOTAL(connections) MAXCON_TOTAL(connections)
WSSCTL SET TRACE SYSOUT(class) SET_WSSTRACE(class)

or
T_WSSTRACE(class)

WSSCTL SET TRACE SYSOUT(class)
 
WSSCTL START TRACE
Note: Two parameter lines are required.

START_WSSTRACE(class)
or
S_WSSTRACE(class)

Example: WSSCTL Initialization Parameter

WSSCTL SET PARMS INTERVAL(60)

WSSCTL SET PARMS MAXCON_LOIP(10)

WSSCTL SET PARMS MAXCON_PERIP(100)

WSSCTL SET PARMS MAXCON_TOTAL()

WSSCTL SET TRACE SYSOUT(A)

WSSCTL START TRACE

WSSCTL STOP TRACE

 

Sets the maximum time interval that each remote Workstation Server waits TCP/IP operations to complete.

WSSSET: Set Workstation Server Connections and Timing
The WSSSET parameter sets the number of connections allowed and the timing characteristics of those connections.

Where defined:

WSSPARM data set

WSSSET|SET [INTERVAL(5|seconds)]

           [MAXCON_LOIP(2|connections)]

           [MAXCON_PERIP(8|connections)]

           [MAXCON_TOTAL(250|connections)]

INTERVAL(seconds)
The maximum time that the Workstation Server waits before performing a scoreboard scan. The default is 5
seconds.

MAXCON_LOIP(connections)
The maximum number of client connections for logons in progress from a particular TCP/IP address. The default
is 2.
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MAXCON_PERIP(connections)
The maximum number of client connections per TCP/IP address. The default is 8.

MAXCON_TOTAL(connections)
The maximum number of client connections for the Workstation Server. The default is 250.

Equivalent EXEC parameter

The following table indicates the equivalence between WSSPARM and EXEC for the Workstation Server started task
definition.

WSSPARM parameters EXEC parameters
WSSSET|SET INTERVAL(seconds) INTERVAL(seconds)
WSSSET|SET MAXCON_LOIP(connections) MAXCON_LOIP(connections)
WSSSET|SET MAXCON_PERIP(connections) MAXCON_PERIP(connections)
WSSSET|SET MAXCON_TOTAL(connections) MAXCON_TOTAL(connections)

Example: WSSSET Initialization Parameter

You can use the following example as a template. When you do not want to use the default, fill in the parentheses with
different values. Here the INTERVAL and TCPWAIT values have been changed.

WSSSET  INTERVAL(60)          /* Default:    5 seconds */

WSSSET  MAXCON_LOIP()         /* Default:    2 tasks   */

WSSSET  MAXCON_PERIP()        /* Default:    8 tasks   */

WSSSET  MAXCON_TOTAL()        /* Default:  250 tasks   */

XCF SET SERVICE: Specify a fixed interval
NOTE
You can also issue the XCF SET SERVICE initialization parameter as a command.

Purpose

The XCF SET SERVICE initialization parameter specifies a time-out interval for XCF service sends and receive
acknowledgments. You can also use it to specify a wait-time after which an XCF service restarts following a suspension.

Where defined

Master and proxy

Syntax

XCF SET|T SERVICE TRACKING|DSTRIG|ROUTING|SCORBED

    [TIMER(timer)] [SUSPEND(time)]

Operand Description
TIMER(timer) Specifies a time length after which an XCF operation (XCF SEND

or XCF RECEIVE ACK (acknowledgement)) times out. The time-
out interval must be either 0 or a number within the range 30-1800
(seconds). A value of 0 indicates the default XCF time-out values
apply. Usually the default time-out value is 60 (seconds), but in
some instances it may be higher.
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SUSPEND(time) Specifies a time length that an XCF service waits before restarting
after the XCF service has been suspended. The wait-time is within
the range 0-3600 (seconds). The default suspend time for an XCF
service is 60 seconds (one minute). If the value is set to 0 and
an XCF service is suspended, it will be for an indefinite period of
time, until it is manually started or stopped with an XCF START
SERVICE or XCF STOP SERVICE command.

TRACKING Job-tracking records are transmitted to the master from a proxy
via XCF.

DSTRIG Data set triggering records are transmitted to the master from a
proxy via XCF.

ROUTING ESP users to connect to a proxy on any system in the sysplex and
can route ESP commands to the master.
Note: ROUTING requires ESP WA High Availability or ESP WA
Service Governor.

SCOREBD ESP users connected to a proxy on any system in the sysplex can
view the scoreboard and receive subsequent scoreboard updates.
Note: SCOREBD requires ESP WA High Availability or ESP WA
Service Governor.

Usage Notes:

While an XCF service is suspended, it is possible to issue the XCF STOP and XCF START commands manually. If a
manual command is issued on a suspended XCF service, it will not automatically resume.

The TIMER and SUSPEND operands are optional. If you do not specify either operand, the command response displays
the TIMER and SUSPEND values for the specified XCF service.

Examples

XCF SET SERVICE TRACKING SUSPEND(90)

XCF SET SERVICE SCOREBD SUSPEND(120)

NOTE

Related information

For more information about all the XCF services, see the User Guide.

For the complete set of XCF commands available, see the Command Reference Guide.

XCF SET TRACE: Specify XCF Trace Parameters
NOTE
You can also issue the XCF SET TRACE initialization parameter as a command.

The XCF SET TRACE initialization parameter specifies the parameters for the XCF trace facility. XCF tracing is normally
used at the request of Broadcom Support to diagnose an XCF problem. Although you may code XCF SET TRACE in the
initialization parameter data set or enter it as a command, we recommend that you put it in your initialization parameter
data set.

Where defined

Master and proxy

Syntax
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XCF {SET|T} {TRACE|TR} {SYSOUT|S}(class)

                       [{MEMBER|ME}(member)|{ALLMEMBERS|ALLM}]

                       [{SERVICE|SE}(service)|{ALLSERVICES|ALLS}]

                       [{REQUESTS|R}|{NOREQUESTS|NOR}]

                       [{MSGEVENTS|MS}|{NOMSGEVENTS|NOM}]

                       [{GRPEVENTS|G}|{NOGRPEVENTS|NOG}]

                       [{SYSEVENTS|SYSE}|{NOSYSEVENTS|NOS}]

                       [{DATA|D}|{NODATA|NOD}}]

                       [{MCTHRESHOLD|MC}(threshold)]

SYSOUT(class)
Indicates an output class for sysout

MEMBER(member)
Requests tracing for the specified XCF group member only.

ALLMEMBERS
Requests tracing for all XCF group members.

SERVICE(service)
Requests tracing for the specified XCF service only. The only valid XCF services are: TRACKING, DSTRIG,
ROUTING, and SCOREBD. The ROUTING and SCOREBD are only valid if the following are enabled: ESP WA
High Availability or ESP WA Service Governor.

ALLSERVICES
Requests tracing for all XCF services.

REQUESTS
Requests tracing of all XCF API calls (IXCJOIN, IXCLEAVE, IXCMSGI, IXCMSGO, IXCQUERY, IXCSETUS etc.)
if the XCF TRACE DATA option is active. Also requests tracing of all XCF API calls except for data transfers
(IXCMSGO Send, IXCMSGO Send Response, and IXCMSGI) if the XCF TRACE DATA option is not active.

NOREQUESTS
Requests no XCF tracing of "IXCMSGO Send", "IXCMSGO Send Response", and "IXCMSGI" XCF API calls.

MSGEVENTS
Requests tracing of XCF message events, provided the XCF SET TRACE DATA options is active.

NOMSGEVENTS
Requests no tracing of XCF message events.

GRPEVENTS
Requests tracing of XCF group events.

NOGRPEVENTS
Requests no tracing of XCF group events.

SYSEVENTS
Requests tracing of XCF system events.

NOSYSEVENTS
Requests no tracing of XCF system events.

DATA
Requests tracing of "IXCMSGO Send", "IXCMSGO Send Response", and "IXCMSGI" XCF API calls, provided the
XCF SET TRACE "REQUESTS" options is active. Also requests tracing of XCF message events, provided the
XCF SET TRACE "MSGEVENTS" option is active.

NODATA
Requests no tracing of "IXCMSGO Send", "IXCMSGO Send Response", and "IXCMSGI" XCF API calls, and no
tracing of XCF message events.
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MCTHRESHOLD(threshold)
Requests XCF tracing of must-complete XCF Sends and XCF Receives that result in an XCF connection must-
complete count being incremented to the specified threshold value or higher. Also requests XCF tracing of must-
complete XCF Send responses and XCF Receive responses that result in the XCF connection must-complete
count being decremented from the specified.

NOTE
For more information about the XCF Trace facility, see the User Guide.

Example: Set trace data

The following example shows you the short form of the SET TRACE command to set trace data to a sysout class of X:

XCF T TR S(X)

XCF START SERVICE: Enable XCF connection
NOTE
You can also issue the XCF START SERVICE initialization parameter as a command. For details about
command syntax and operands, see the Command Reference Guide.

Purpose

Use the XCF START SERVICE initialization parameter to start XCF services. XCF services are registered and activated
via the XCF START SERVICE initialization parameter in the initialization parameter data set. Although you may enter XCF
as a command, to enable the XCF connection you must code the XCF START SERVICE initialization parameter in the
initialization parameter data set.

Where defined

Master and proxy

Syntax

XCF {START|S} {SERVICE|SERV|S} [TRACKING]

                               [DSTRIG]

                               [ROUTING]

                               [SCOREBD]

Operand Description
XCF START Enables the XCF connection for the XCF service specified
TRACKING Enables job-tracking records to be transmitted to the ESP master

from an ESP proxy via XCF
DSTRIG Enables data set triggering records to be transmitted to the ESP

master from an ESP proxy via XCF
ROUTING Enables ESP users to connect to an ESP proxy on any system in

the sysplex and route ESP commands to the ESP master.
Note: ROUTING requires ESP WA High Availability or ESP WA
Service Governor.

SCOREBD Enables ESP users connected to an ESP proxy on any system in
the sysplex, the ability to view the ESP scoreboard and receive
subsequent scoreboard updates.
Note: SCOREBD requires ESP WA High Availability or ESP WA
Service Governor.
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NOTE

• You can use XCF for job tracking and data set triggering. When XCF is used, the ESP proxy transmits job-
tracking and data set triggering records to the ESP master via XCF, providing a quicker way to communicate
and reducing contention on the QUEUE data set.

• If the XCF TRACKING and DSTRIG services are not enabled, ESP will continue to write job-tracking and
data set triggering records to the QUEUE data set.

• The QUEUE data set is still required in ESP. The QUEUE data set has a record of abended job information
and information on jobs in the input, exec, and output pnodes.

Examples: XCF START SERVICE

The following examples show you the full syntax of the XCF START SERVICE command:

XCF START SERVICE TRACKING

XCF START SERVICE DSTRIG

XCF START SERVICE ROUTING

XCF START SERVICE SCOREBD

XDAB: Trace VSAM I/O Events
NOTE
 You can also issue the XDAB initialization parameter as a command.

 Purpose 

NOTE
XDAB is a diagnostic tool and should not be used under normal operating conditions.

The XDAB initialization parameter traces VSAM I/O events and sends the trace data to a sysout data set.

 Where defined 

Master, proxy or both

ESPPARM data set

 Syntax 

XDAB SET|T TRACE|TR

     [SYSOUT(class)]|[LOGTRACE]

     [ASYNC|ALL]

     [LOCK|NOLOCK]

     [RESERVE|NORESERVE]

XDAB START|S TRACE|TR

Operand Description
SYSOUT(class) Send VSAM I/O trace data to a sysout data set with DDNAME

DABTRACE and class specified by class.
LOGTRACE Send VSAM I/O trace data to a sysout data set with DDNAME

LOGTRACE. The trace data is consolidated with certain
other trace data. For details, see the LOGTRACE initialization
parameter.

ASYNC Include only asynchronous VSAM I/Os in the trace data
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ALL Include asynchronous and synchronous VSAM I/Os in the trace
data

LOCK Include internal VSAM data set locking and unlocking events in
the trace data

NOLOCK Exclude internal VSAM data set locking and unlocking events from
the trace data

RESERVE Include VSAM data set cross-system serialization events in the
trace data

NORESERVE Exclude VSAM data set cross-system serialization events from the
trace data

START|S Start VSAM I/O tracing

 Setting Up the Trace: 

• Before you can start the trace, you must set it up by coding XDAB with at least the SYSOUT or LOGTRACE operands.
• If you code XDAB with the LOGTRACE operand, you must also set up trace data consolidation. For details, see the

LOGTRACE initialization parameter.

 Starting Trace Data Consolidation:  

If you specified operand LOGTRACE, note that data for the XDAB trace is not generated and is not consolidated with data
from other traces until you start the XDAB trace and start trace consolidation. For details on trace consolidation, see the
LOGTRACE initialization parameter.

 Asynchronous I/Os:  

Some VSAM data set I/Os, such as JOBINDEX file I/Os, are asynchronous for performance reasons. The ESP main task
is not suspended when a wait is required for an asynchronous I/O completion.

 

NOTE

 Related Information: 

• The LOGTRACE initialization parameter
• The XDAB command in the Command Reference Guide 

 Example: Set the SYSOUT Class for XDAB Trace Data 

The following example specifies that trace data goes to DDNAME DABTRACE with the sysout class set to A.

XDAB SET TRACE SYSOUT(A)

 Example: Consolidate XDAB Trace Data with Other Trace Data 

The following example specifies that trace data goes to DDNAME LOGTRACE and is consolidated with certain other trace
data.

XDAB SET TRACE LOGTRACE

 Example: Filter XDAB Trace Data 

The following example limits the trace data to asynchronous VSAM I/Os and includes VSAM data set cross-system
serialization events in the trace.

XDAB SET TRACE ASYNC RESERVE

 Example: Starting the XDAB Trace 

The following example starts the XDAB trace
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XDAB START TRACE

XFRB: Trace Slot I/O Events
NOTE
You can also issue the XFRB initialization parameter as a command.

Purpose

The XFRB initialization parameter traces slot I/O events and sends the trace data to a sysout data set.

NOTE
XFRB is a diagnostic tool and should not be used under normal operating conditions.

Where defined

Master, proxy or both

ESPPARM data set

Syntax

XFRB SET|T TRACE|TR

     [SYSOUT(class)]|[LOGTRACE]

     [ASYNC|ALL]

     [LOCK|NOLOCK]

     [RESERVE|NORESERVE]

 

XFRB START|S TRACE|TR

Operand Description
SYSOUT(class) Send slot I/O trace data to a sysout data set with DDNAME

FRBTRACE and class specified by class.
LOGTRACE Send slot I/O trace data to a sysout data set with DDNAME

LOGTRACE. The trace data is consolidated with certain
other trace data. For details, see the LOGTRACE initialization
parameter.

ASYNC Include only asynchronous slot I/Os in the trace data
ALL Include asynchronous and synchronous slot I/Os in the trace data
LOCK Include internal slot data set locking and unlocking events in the

trace data
NOLOCK Exclude internal slot data set locking and unlocking events from

the trace data
RESERVE Include slot data set cross-system serialization events in the trace

data
NORESERVE Exclude slot data set cross-system serialization events from the

trace data
START|S Start slot I/O tracing

Setting Up the Trace:

• Before you can start the trace, you must set it up by coding XFRB with at least the SYSOUT or LOGTRACE operands.
• If you code XFRB with the LOGTRACE operand, you must also set up trace data consolidation. For details, see the

LOGTRACE initialization parameter.
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Starting Trace Data Consolidation:

• If you specified operand LOGTRACE, note that data for the XFRB trace is not generated and is not consolidated with
data from other traces until you start the XFRB trace and start trace consolidation.

• For details on trace consolidation, see the LOGTRACE initialization parameter.

Asynchronous I/Os:

• Some slot data set I/Os, such as TRAKFILE I/Os, are asynchronous for performance reasons.
• The ESP main task is not suspended when a wait is required for an asynchronous I/O completion.

Related Information:

• The LOGTRACE initialization parameter
• The XFRB command in the Command Reference Guide

Example: Set the SYSOUT Class for XFRB Trace Data

The following example specifies that trace data goes to DDNAME FRBTRACE with the sysout class set to A.

XFRB SET TRACE SYSOUT(A)

Example: Consolidate XFRB Trace Data with Other Trace Data

The following example specifies that trace data goes to DDNAME LOGTRACE and is consolidated with certain other trace
data.

XFRB SET TRACE LOGTRACE

Example: Filter XFRB Trace Data

The following example limits the trace data to asynchronous slot I/Os and includes slot data set cross-system serialization
events in the trace.

XFRB SET TRACE ASYNC RESERVE

Example: Starting the XFRB Trace

The following example starts the XFRB trace

XFRB START TRACE

XMITMDL: Identify tracking models to transmit
NOTE
You can also issue the XMITMDL initialization parameter as a command. For details about command syntax and
operands, see the Command Reference Guide.

The XMITMDL initialization parameter tells ESP which tracking models are to be transmitted, and to which node.

Where defined:

Master

Syntax

XMITMDL [LIST
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         |ADD MODEL(modelname[,modelname]...)

             {[NETNODE(netnode[,netnode]...)]

              [NODE(nodeid[,nodeid]...)]

             }

         |DELETE {[MODEL(modelname[,modelname]...)]

                  [NETNODE(netnode[,netnode]...)]

                  [NODE(nodeid[,nodeid]...)]

                 }

        ]

Operand Description
LIST Lists specifications of transmitted tracking data. LIST is the default.
ADD Adds specifications to the list of transmitted tracking data
DELETE Deletes specifications to the list of transmitted tracking data
MODEL(modelname) The name of the tracking model associated with the jobs for which data is to be

transmitted. You can use wildcard characters to signify a group of tracking models. You
can specify multiple tracking models.

NETNODE(netnode) The destination network node for the internodal tracking model managed by Network
Delivery Services (NDS). The specified destinations must correspond to the NETNODE
operand of a NETDEST initialization parameter in the LOADNET initialization data set.

NODE(nodeid) • For NJE, the logical identifier of each node receiving tracking data, as identified on
the ISCXMTR statement.

• For LU6.2, the application name of the target TP Server.
You can specify multiple nodes.
NODE is invalid if ISCOPT NETWORK is coded in your initialization parameters.

Usage Notes:

• In a multi-access spool node, only the ESP master subsystem transmits the job-tracking data. The proxy processors
are not involved.

• If NJE is the communication method, the sysout class, external writer name, and logical identifier for the node receiving
the data are defined using the ISCXMTR initialization parameter. For any job information sent, the receiving node must
have one or more tracking models defined to track the jobs.

• XMITMDL can be issued as an operator command, but it must be issued from an ESP master subsystem.

Example: Adding tracking specifications

To specify that all tracking data for model XSYS be sent to ESP_SYSTEM_A, where this is the application name of the
target TP Server, type

XMITMDL ADD MODEL(XSYS) NODE(ESP_SYSTEM_A)

To specify that tracking data for tracking models whose names begin with the characters PR or SYS be sent to the node
with the logical identifier of N2 (where NJE is used for internodal tracking), type

XMITMDL ADD MODEL(PR-,SYS-) NODE(N2)

To specify that all tracking data be sent to the node with the logical identifier N1 (where NJE is used for internodal
tracking), type

XMITMDL ADD MODEL(-) NODE(N1)
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To specify that data for the tracking model XSYSTEMS be sent to the node ESPM_CHICAGO using NDS, type

XMITMDL ADD MODEL(XSYSTEMS) NETNODE(ESPM_CHICAGO)

To specify that data for the tracking model XSYSTEMS and tracking models with names beginning with abc be sent to the
nodes master1, master2, master3, and master4 using NDS, type

XMITMDL ADD MODEL(XSYSTEMS,abc-) +

            NETNODE(master1,master2,master3,master4)

Example: Deleting tracking specifications (using the previous example as a base)

To remove tracking model ABCDE, type

XMITMDL DELETE MODEL(ABCDE)

To remove node master4 from receiving tracking information from model XSYSTEMS, type

XMITMDL DELETE MODEL(XSYSTEMS) NETNODE(master4)

The model XSYSTEMS is not deleted. It would be deleted if master4 was the last node associated with XSYSTEMS.

In this case, do not use XMITMDL DELETE NETNODE(master4) because it would also prevent node master4 from
receiving tracking information from models with names beginning with abc.

ZIIPEXCL: Specify Tasks to Exclude from zIIP Enablement
The ZIIPEXCL initialization parameter specifies tasks that are not enabled to run on a zIIP processor when zIIP
enablement is requested for the following:

• ESP
• Workstation Server

Where defined:

• Master and proxy, ESPPARM initialization file
• Workstation Server, WSSPARM initialization file

Syntax

ZIIPEXCL task|(task,task,...)

task
Specifies the name of a task to exclude from zIIP enablement. The tasks for master and proxies and for
Workstation Server are listed in this topic.
Limits: May include the asterisk (*) wildcard character, a terminating hyphen (-) wildcard character or both.
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NOTE

• You can code only one ZIIPEXCL initialization parameter in the ESPPARM initialization file and only one in
the WSSPARM initialization file. If you code more than one ZIIPEXCL initialization parameter in a file, only
the first one is accepted.

• You can display the tasks that are excluded from zIIP enablement by using the DSPMODE EXCLUDE
initialization parameter or command.

• You can display the zIIP processor statistics referred to in this topic by using the DSPMODE TASKS
initialization parameter or command.

Tasks for ESP Master and Proxies

Unless indicated by a note, the tasks listed in this section are for the ESP master and proxies.

AgentRcv

Agent receiver subtasks.

NOTE

• Activated by the AGENTRCV DEFINE command.
• Master only
• This task generally uses low zIIP CPU and produces low SRB<>TCB mode switch counts.

EspCom

Agent outbound communications subtask.

NOTE

• Activated by LOADAGDF command with AGENTDEF commands specifying agents.
• Master only
• This task generally uses low zIIP CPU and produces low SRB<>TCB mode switch counts.

EventMgr

ESP event manager subtasks.

NOTE

• Activated by any ESP event activity.
• Master only
• This task uses no zIIP CPU and produces no SRB<>TCB mode switches (other than OPER DSPMODE

TASKS command overhead).

LiveCkpt

LiveData checkpoint subtask.

NOTE

• Activated by the SERVICE LIVEDATA ENABLE command.
• Master only
• This task generally uses relatively low zIIP CPU and produces low to moderate SRB<>TCB mode switch

counts.

LiveMgr

LiveData manager subtask
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NOTE

• Activated by the SERVICE LIVEDATA ENABLE command.
• Master only
• This task generally uses relatively low zIIP CPU and produces low to moderate SRB<>TCB mode switch

counts.

MainTask

The ESP main task.

NOTE

• The CACHE operand of the APPLFILE and TRAKFILE initialization parameters may improve zIIP utilization
for this task.

• This task generally uses relatively low zIIP CPU and produces low to moderate SRB<>TCB mode switch
counts.

ScbdXmtr

XCF SCOREBD (scoreboard) transmitter subtask.

NOTE

• Activated by XCF START SERVICE SCOREBD command.
• Master only
• This task gives good zIIP performance, which means that it uses high zIIP CPU and produces low

SRB<>TCB mode switch counts.

XcfEvent

The XCF event subtask. Activated by the SYSPLEX command.

NOTE

• Activated by the SYSPLEX command.
• This task gives good zIIP performance, which means that the task uses high zIIP CPU and produces low

SRB<>TCB mode switch counts.

Tasks for Workstation Server

CommChan
Communication channel subtask. Activated when an ESP Workstation connects to WSS.

NOTE
This task uses no zIIP CPU and produces no SRB<>TCB mode switches (other than OPER DSPMODE TASKS
command overhead).

MainTask
The ESP main task.

NOTE
This task uses no zIIP CPU and produces no SRB<>TCB mode switches (other than OPER DSPMODE TASKS
command overhead).

RespChan
Response channel subtasks.
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NOTE
This task uses no zIIP CPU and produces no SRB<>TCB mode switches (other than OPER DSPMODE TASKS
command overhead).

ScbdAppl
Application scoreboard scan subtasks.

NOTE
This task gives good zIIP performance, which means that it uses high zIIP CPU and produces low SRB<>TCB
mode switch counts.

ScbdJob
Job scoreboard scan subtasks.

NOTE
This task gives good zIIP performance, which means that it uses high zIIP CPU and produces low SRB<>TCB
mode switch counts.

StatChan
Status channel subtasks.

NOTE

• Activated when a Workstation connects to WSS
• This task uses no zIIP CPU and produces no SRB<>TCB mode switches (other than OPER DSPMODE

TASKS command overhead).

Example: ZIIPEXCL Initialization Parameter

You code the following initialization parameter in the ESPPARM or WSSPARM initialization file to exclude the ESP main
task from zIIP enablement:

ZIIPEXCL MAINTASK

Example: Wildcard Characters

You code the following initialization parameter to exclude task AgentRcv and tasks with prefix E from zIIP enablement:

ZIIPEXCL (AgentRcv,E-)

Statements
//*ESPSYMBOL Statement: Change Symbol Introducer
The //*ESPSYMBOL statement is used to change the symbol introducer character, normally the percent sign. The symbol
introducer is the character that identifies symbolic variables to ESP.

Using the //*ESPSYMBOL statement in JCL you can change the symbol introducer character to identify another character
as the symbol introducer character. Additionally, changing the symbol introducer character allows you to use the percent
sign in your JCL and not have ESP interpret the percent sign as the symbol introducer character.

Type: Control statement used in JCL.

This command has the following syntax:
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//*ESPSYMBOL symbol

symbol
Any single alphanumeric or national character.

NOTE

Place the character you want to use as the symbol introducer character in column 14, separated from the //
*ESPSYMBOL statement by a single blank.

If the symbol introducer character is changed, the change remains in effect:

• For the rest of the job during application process mode, meaning that other jobs are not affected
• Until ESP encounters another //*ESPSYMBOL statement.

If an individual member contains multiple jobs, the change remains in effect for all jobs within that individual
member.

For information on changing the symbol introducer using an ESP initialization parameter, refer to the SYMBOL
statement in the Installation and Configuration Guide.

Example: Change symbol introducer to?

In the following example, the symbol introducer character is changed from a % to a ?. Subsequent symbol variables
reference the ? as the symbol introducer character, and therefore include STEP001 on Mondays:

//*ESPSYMBOL ?

//PAYJOB1 JOB CYB,CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=0

?INCLUDE DAY(MONDAY)

//STEP001 EXEC PGM=PGM1,PARM='DATE=?ESPSYY?ESPSDDD'

?ENDINCL

Example: Change symbol introducer to # then reset

In the following example, the symbol introducer character is changed from a % to a #. Subsequent symbol variables
reference the # as the symbol introducer character, and include STEP001 on last workday of the month. The symbol
introducer character is then reset to a % to avoid JCL errors in later steps that refer to the % as the symbol introducer
character:

//*ESPSYMBOL #

//PAYJOB1 JOB CYB,CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=0

#INCLUDE IF(TODAY('LAST WORKDAY OF MONTH'))

//STEP001 EXEC PGM=PGM1,PARM='DATE=#ESPSYY#ESPSDDD'

#ENDINCL

//*ESPSYMBOL %

//STEP02 EXEC PGM=PGM2,PARM='%ESPAHH%ESPAMN'

//* FROM Statement: Identify Initial Date for Temporary JCL
The //* FROM statement is used in combination with the TEMPLIB statement to indicate that temporary JCL for a job is to
be used from a particular date. The TEMPLIB statement is used in an ESP procedure to indicate a temporary or override
JCL library.

Type

Control statement used in JCL.
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//* FROM criteria

criteria
Schedule criteria that resolve to a single date and time.

The //* FROM statement is used in a JCL library that was identified as a temporary JCL library using the TEMPLIB
statement.

A single blank separates the //* and the FROM.

The //* FROM statement is only available in JCL and must start in card column one. It must be the first statement in the
JCL. ESP checks the //* FROM date to determine whether the JCL should be used. If no time is specified, the start-of-day
time is used (default midnight - 00.00).

ESP compares the scheduled time and date of the Event to the criteria on the //* FROM statement to decide whether to
use the JCL in the TEMPLIB for a job. If the //* FROM date and time has passed, ESP uses the JCL from the last defined
JCLLIB in the application.

 

NOTE

Related information

For information on further limiting the window in which temporary JCL is used, see the //* UNTIL statement.

For information on specifying a temporary or override JCL library, see the TEMPLIB statement.

For information on tailoring JCL that ESP submits, see the Advanced User Guide.

 

Example: Use temporary JCL from May 24

In the following example, temporary JCL for PAYJOB1 is used from 9am on May 24, 2001:

//* FROM 9AM MAY 24,2001

//PAYJOB1 JOB CYB,CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=0

NOTE
If PAYJOB1 is submitted at 10 am, but the Event was scheduled at 8 am, ESP submits PAYJOB1 from the
default JCL library (JCLLIB) not the temporary JCL library (TEMPLIB).

Example: Use temporary JCL from midnight August 6

In the following example, temporary JCL for PAYJOB2 is used from 00:00 (default) on August 6, 2002:

//* FROM AUGUST 6, 2002

//PAYJOB2 JOB CYB,CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=0

Example: Use temporary JCL from Nov 27 to Nov 30

In the following example, temporary JCL for PAYJOB3 is used from 9 am on November 27, 2003 until 4 pm on November
30, 2003:

//* FROM 9AM NOVEMBER 27, 2003

//* UNTIL 4PM NOVEMBER 30, 2003

//PAYJOB3 JOB CYB,CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=0
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//* UNTIL Statement: Specify Limit Date for TEMPLIB
The //* UNTIL statement is used in combination with the TEMPLIB statement to indicate that temporary JCL for a job is to
be used until a particular date. The TEMPLIB statement is used in an ESP procedure to indicate a temporary/override JCL
library.

Type

ESP control statement used in JCL.

//* UNTIL criteria

criteria
Schedule criteria that resolve to a single date and time.

The //* UNTIL statement is used in a JCL library that has been identified as a temporary JCL library using the TEMPLIB
statement.

A single blank separates //* and UNTIL.

The //* UNTIL statement is only available in JCL and must start in card column 1 and must be the first statement in the
JCL. ESP checks the UNTIL date to determine whether the JCL should be used. If no time is specified, the start-of-day
time is used (default 00:00).

ESP compares the scheduled time and date of the Event to the criteria on the //* UNTIL statement to decide whether or
not it uses the JCL in the TEMPLIB for a job. If the //* UNTIL date and time has passed ESP uses the JCL from the last
defined JCLLIB in the application.

 

NOTE

Related information

For information on further limiting the window in which temporary JCL is used, see the //* FROM statement.

For information on specifying a temporary/override JCL library, see the TEMPLIB statement.

Example: Limit usage - time and date

In the following example, temporary JCL for PAYJOB1 is used until 9 am on May 24, 2004.

//* UNTIL 9AM MAY 24,2004

//PAYJOB1 JOB CYB,CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=0

Example: Limit usage - date

In the following example, temporary JCL for PAYJOB2 is used until 00:00 (default) on August 6, 2004.

//* UNTIL AUGUST 6, 2004

//PAYJOB2 JOB CYB,CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=O

Example: Limit usage - range of dates

In the following example, temporary JCL for PAYJOB3 is used from 9 am on November 27, 2004 up to, but not including,
4 pm on November 30, 2004.

//* FROM 9AM NOVEMBER 27, 2004

//* UNTIL 4PM NOVEMBER 30, 2004
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//PAYJOB3 JOB CYB,CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=0

%ENDEXCL Statement: Specify End of JCL or Symbolic Variables to Ignore
The %ENDEXCL statement is used to end the exclusion of JCL or to end the exclusion of control statements from a
symbolic variable library.

Type: ESP control statement used in JCL and symbolic variable library statements.

This statement has the following syntax:

%ENDEXCL

NOTE

• The %ENDEXCL statement cannot be used in a procedure.
• The %ENDEXCL statement must start in column one.
• If you want to treat %ENDEXCL as data, code %%ENDEXCL starting in column one. In this case, the first

percent sign is removed.
• Before you use the %ENDEXCL statement, check if any changes were made during ESP installation that

affect the way %ENDEXCL is recognized. For example, another product may make conflicting use of these
terms, in which case your system administrator can change them.

• For information about selectively excluding JCL and DATA, see the %EXCLUDE statement.
• For information about selectively including JCL and DATA, see the %INCLUDE statement.

Example: End the Exclusion of Data on Mondays

In the following example, the symbol 'PARM' does not take on the value of 'ABC' on Mondays:

%EXCLUDE DAY(MONDAY)

PARM='ABC'

%ENDEXCL

Example: Exclude DD Statement on Mondays

In the following example, the DD statement 'INPUT05' is excluded on Mondays:

%EXCLUDE DAY(MONDAY)

//INPUT05 DD DSN=CYBER.INPUT.DATA,DISP=SHR

%ENDEXCL

%ENDINCL Statement: Specify End of JCL or Symbolic Variables to Use
The %ENDINCL statement is used to end the inclusion of JCL or to end the inclusion of control statements from a
symbolic variable library.

Type: ESP control statement used in JCL and symbolic variable library statements.

This statement has the following syntax:

%ENDINCL

NOTE
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• The %ENDINCL statement cannot be used in a procedure.
• The %ENDINCL statement must start in column one.
• If you want to treat %ENDINCL as data, code %%ENDINCL starting in column one. In this case, the first

percent sign is removed.
• Before you use the %ENDINCL statement, check if any changes were made during ESP installation that

affect the way %ENDINCL is recognized. For example, another product may make conflicting use of these
terms, in which case your system administrator can change them.

• For information on selectively excluding JCL and DATA, see the %EXCLUDE statement.
• For information on selectively including JCL and DATA, see the %INCLUDE statement.

Example: End Inclusion of Data on Mondays

In the following example, the 'PARM' takes on the value of 'ABC' on Mondays:

%INCLUDE DAY(MONDAY)

PARM='ABC'

%ENDINCL

Example: End Inclusion of DD Statement on Mondays

In the following example, DD statement INPUT05 is included on Mondays:

%INCLUDE DAY(MONDAY)

//INPUT05 DD DSN=CYBER.INPUT.DATA,DISP=SHR

%ENDINCL

%EXCLUDE Statement: Specify JCL or Symbolic Variables to Ignore
The %EXCLUDE statement:selects:

• Portions of JCL to ignore, subject to specified conditions.
• Portions of JCL to omit from the JCL copied to the library specified in the COPYJCL command.
• Variables in a symbolic variable library to be ignored by ESP, subject to specified conditions.

Type: ESP control statement used in JCL and symbolic variable library statements.

This statement has the following syntax:

%EXCLUDE [FROM(fromdate)]

         [TO(todate)]

         [DAY(dayofweek[,dayofweek]...)]

         [EVENT(eventid)]

         [IF(expression)]

         [COPYJCL]

fromdate
Specifies a time and date specification in any format that is valid in a schedule statement.

todate
Specifies a time and date specification in any format that is valid in a schedule statement. If no time is specified, it
does not include this day.

dayofweek
Specifies a valid day of week name, which can be abbreviated to the first three characters. Use a blank or comma
to separate each dayofweek entry.
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eventid
Specifies a valid event name, which can contain the prefix and descriptive name, or only the descriptive name of
the event. If the prefix is omitted, the prefix of the current event is assumed. Several event IDs can be specified,
separated by blanks or commas.

expression
Specifies a logical expression.

COPYJCL
Specifies that the exclusion applies to the copy of the JCL written to a library as a result of the COPYJCL
statement.
Applies to JCL tailoring only, and not symbolic variable libraries.

NOTE

• The %EXCLUDE statement cannot be used in a procedure.
• The %EXCLUDE statement must start in column one.
• If you want to treat %EXCLUDE as data, code %%EXCLUDE starting in column one. In this case, the first

percent sign is removed.
• The %EXCLUDE statement can be continued onto a second line by placing a '+' or '-' on the last non-

blank character of the line. A '+' strips leading blanks from the next line, whereas a '-' does not. Only one
continuation per statement is allowed.

• The %EXCLUDE statement affects variables after it until you code:
– An %ENDEXCL statement.
– Another %EXCLUDE statement.
– An %INCLUDE statement.

• If no operands are specified, the data following the %EXCLUDE statement is always excluded.
• If you specify a FROM date but no TO date, a TO date of January 1, 2042 is assumed. Similarly, if you omit a

FROM date, a date of January 1, 1900 is assumed.
• If no time is specified, 00:00 is assumed for the FROM and TO operands.
• The FROM and TO operands are based on the scheduled date.
• If you use calendaring function TODAY in %EXCLUDE, note that the function considers the scheduled time

for the job, not the current time that the job runs. For example, if ESP submits a job on Tuesday but it does
not run until Wednesday, TODAY(‘Tuesday’) is still true.

• ESP decides what to exclude in the JCL when it submits the job.
• Before you use the %EXCLUDE statement, check if any changes were made during ESP installation that

affect the way %EXCLUDE is recognized. For example, another product may make conflicting use of these
terms, in which case your system administrator can change them.

• For information about selectively including JCL and data, see the %INCLUDE statement.
• For information about selectively excluding JCL, see the CHECKEXC statement.

Example: Exclude Data on Mondays

In the following example, the value of PARM resolves to 'ABC' every day except Mondays:

%EXCLUDE DAY(MONDAY)

PARM='ABC'

%ENDEXCL

Example: Exclude DD Statement on Mondays

In the following example, DD statement INPUT05 is excluded on Mondays if the event that submitted the job is named
CYBER.PAYROLL:
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%EXCLUDE DAY(MONDAY) EVENT(CYBER.PAYROLL)

//INPUT05 DD DSN=CYBER.INPUT.DATA,DISP=SHR

%ENDEXCL

Example: Create Modified Copy of JCL

In the following example, ESP modifies a copy of the JCL that is written to the COPYJCL library to include a restart step
on the job card:

%EXCLUDE COPYJCL

//PAYJOB1 JOB CYB,CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=S

%INCLUDE COPYJCL

//PAYJOB1 JOB CYB,CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=S,RESTART=STEP002

%ENDINCL

Example: Exclude Specific steps

In this example, the %EXCLUDE statement is used to exclude specific steps as follows:

• STEP1 is never excluded.
• STEP2 is excluded when the actual and scheduled dates are equal.
• STEP3 is excluded when the actual time is greater than 07.59.00.
• STEP4 is excluded from May 1, 1997 to midnight May 4, 1997. This is based on the scheduled date.
• STEP5 is excluded if the actual hour is between 8 am and 2 pm and the scheduled day is Wednesday.

//CYBERJOB JOB CYB999,'FRED',CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=S

//STEP1 EXEC PGM=IEFBR14

%EXCLUDE IF(ESPSDATE=ESPADATE)

//STEP2 EXEC PGM=PGM1

%EXCLUDE IF(ESPATIME GT 07.59.00)

//STEP3 EXEC PGM=PGM2

%EXCLUDE FROM('MAY 1,1997') TO('MAY 5,1997')

//STEP4 EXEC PGM=PGM3

%EXCLUDE IF(ESPAHH GE '08' AND ESPAHH LE '14' AND -TODAY('WED'))

//STEP5 EXEC PGM=PGM4

%ENDEXCL

Example: Exclude if CYCLE_NUMBER Is 9

The following example requests exclusion if the value of CYCLE_NUMBER is equal to 9:

%EXCLUDE IF(CYCLE_NUMBER=9)

Example: Exclude at a Specified Time

The following example requests exclusion if the actual hour is greater than 09 and today is not Friday:

%EXCLUDE IF(ESPAHH GT '09' AND TODAY('NOT FRIDAY'))

Example: Exclude if a Started Task Is Active

The following example requests exclusion if a started task named CICSPROD is active:
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%EXCLUDE IF(ACTIVE('CICSPROD'))

Example: Exclude on the Last Day of the Year

The following example requests exclusion if today is the last day of the year:

%EXCLUDE IF(TODAY('LAST DAY OF YEAR'))

%INCLUDE Statement: Specify JCL or Symbolic Variables to Use
The %INCLUDE statement specifies :

• Portions of JCL to submit, subject to specified conditions.
• Portions of JCL to copy to the library specified in the COPYJCL command, if that command was issued.
• Variables in a symbolic variable library to be read by ESP, subject to specified conditions.

Type

ESP control statement used in JCL and in symbolic variable library statement.

Syntax

%INCLUDE [FROM(fromdate)]

         [TO(todate)]

         [DAY(dayofweek[,dayofweek]...)]

         [EVENT(eventid)]

         [IF(expression)]

         [COPYJCL]

fromdate
Specifies a time and date specification in any format that is valid in a schedule statement.

todate
Specifies a time and date specification in any format that is valid in a schedule statement.

dayofweek
Specifies a valid day of week name, which can be abbreviated to the first three characters. Use a blank or comma
to separate each dayofweek entry.

eventid
Specifies a valid event name, which can contain the prefix and descriptive name, or only the descriptive name of
the event. If the prefix is omitted, the prefix of the current event is assumed. Several event IDs can be specified,
separated by blanks or commas.

expression
Specifies a logical expression.

COPYJCL
Specifies that the inclusion applies to the copy of the JCL written to a library as a result of the COPYJCL
statement.
Applies to JCL tailoring only, and not to symbolic variable libraries.

NOTE
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• The %INCLUDE statement cannot be used in an ESP procedure.
• The %INCLUDE statement must start in column one.
• If you want to treat %INCLUDE as data, code %%INCLUDE starting in column one. In this case, the first

percent sign is removed.
• The %INCLUDE statement can be continued onto a second line by placing a '+' 'or' '-' on the last non-

blank character of the line. A '+' strips leading blanks from the next line, whereas a '-' does not. Only one
continuation per statement is allowed.

• The %INCLUDE statement affects variables after it until you code:
– An %ENDINCL statement.
– Another %INCLUDE statement.
– An %EXCLUDE statement.

• If no operands are specified, the data following the %INCLUDE statement is always included.
• If you specify a FROM date but no TO date, a TO date of January 1, 2042 is assumed. Similarly, if you omit a

FROM date, a date of January 1, 1900 is assumed.
• If no time is specified, 00:00 is assumed for the FROM and TO operands.
• The FROM and TO operands are based on the scheduled date.
• If you use calendaring function TODAY in %INCLUDE, note that the function considers the scheduled time

for the job, not the current time that the job runs. For example, if ESP submits a job on Tuesday but it does
not run until Wednesday, TODAY(‘Tuesday’) is still true.

• ESP decides what to include in the JCL when it submits the job.
• Before you use the %INCLUDE statement, check if any changes were made during ESP installation that

affect the way %INCLUDE is recognized. For example, another product may make conflicting use of these
terms, in which case your system administrator can change them.

NOTE

Related Information

For information about ending the selective inclusion of JCL and DATA, see the %ENDINCL statement.

For information about selectively excluding JCL and DATA, see the %EXCLUDE statement.

Example: Include Data on Mondays

In the following example, the value of PARM resolves to 'ABC' on Mondays.

%INCLUDE DAY(MONDAY)

PARM='ABC'

%ENDINCL

Example: Include DD Statement on Mondays

In the following example, DD statement INPUT05 is included on Mondays.

%INCLUDE DAY(MONDAY)

//INPUT05 DD DSN=CYBER.INPUT.DATA,DISP=SHR

%ENDINCL

Example: Include Different Data

In the following example, the value of DIVISION resolves to '123' on Monday, Wednesday, or Friday and to '456' on
Tuesday, Thursday, or Saturday. These days refer to the scheduled days of the event.

%INCLUDE IF(TODAY('MON,WED,FRI'))
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DIVISION='123'

%INCLUDE IF(TODAY('TUE,THU,SAT'))

DIVISION='456'

%ENDINCL

Example: Include Specific Steps

In this example, the %INCLUDE statement is used to include specific steps as follows:

• STEP1 is always included.
• STEP2 is included if the actual date and scheduled date are equal.
• STEP3 is included if the actual time is greater than 07.59.00.
• STEP4 is included from May 1 1997 to midnight on May 4 1997. This is based on the scheduled date.
• STEP5 is included if the actual is between 8am and 2pm and the scheduled day is Wednesday.

//CYBERJOB JOB CYB999,CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=S

//STEP1 EXEC PGM=IEFBR14

%INCLUDE IF(ESPSDATE=ESPADATE)

//STEP2 EXEC PGM=PGM1

%INCLUDE IF(ESPATIME GT 07.59.00)

//STEP3 EXEC PGM=PGM2

%INCLUDE FROM('MAY 1,1997') TO('MAY 5,1997')

//STEP4 EXEC PGM=PGM3

%INCLUDE IF(ESPAHH GE '08' AND ESPAHH LE '14' AND -TODAY('WED'))

//STEP5 EXEC PGM=PGM4

%ENDINCL

Example: Include if CYCLE_NUMBER Is 9

%INCLUDE IF(CYCLE_NUMBER=9)

Example: Include at a Specified Time

The following example requests inclusion if the actual hour is greater than 09 and today is not Friday:

%INCLUDE IF(ESPAHH GT '09' AND TODAY('NOT FRIDAY'))

Example:Include if a Started Task Is Active

The following example requests inclusion if a started task called CICSPROD is active:

%INCLUDE IF(ACTIVE('CICSPROD'))

Example: Include on the Last Day of the Year

The following example requests inclusion if today is the last day of the year:

%INCLUDE IF (TODAY('LAST DAY OF YEAR'))
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ABANDON DEPENDENCIES Statement: Submit Job Without Predecessor
Dependencies
The ABANDON DEPENDENCIES statement is used to submit a job without its predecessor dependencies, after it meets
a specified time. This does not override a manual hold, a time dependency, or a resource dependency for a job.

This command has the following syntax:

ABANDON DEPENDENCIES criteria

criteria
Lets you schedule criteria that resolve to a single date and time.

NOTE

Specifying ABANDON DEPENDENCIES does not override any of the following:

• Manual hold
• Time dependency
• Resource dependency

NOTE

For information on abandoning a submission time for a job, see the ABANDON SUBMISSION statement.

For information on abandoning a job's resource requirements, see the ABANDON RESOURCES statement.

For information on manipulating jobs within applications or subapplications, see the APPLJOB (AJ) command.

Example: Submit job at 9 pm or when predecessor completes

The following ABANDON DEPENDENCIES statement submits PAYJOB2 at 9 pm or when PAYJOB1 completes,
whichever comes first.

JOB PAYJOB1

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE PAYJOB2

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB2

  RUN DAILY

  ABANDON DEPENDENCIES 9PM

ENDJOB

Example: Do not submit before 6 pm, abandon dependency at 7

The following ABANDON DEPENDENCIES statement does not submit PAYJOB4 until 6 pm, and its dependency on
PAYJOB3 is abandoned at 7 pm.

JOB PAYJOB3

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE PAYJOB4

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB4

  RUN DAILY

  DELAYSUB 6PM

  ABANDON DEPENDENCIES 7PM

ENDJOB
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Example: Submit job without predecessor dependency, but wait for resource

In the following example, PAYJOB6 has a dependency on PAYJOB5 that is abandoned two hours from the time the
application is scheduled. However, PAYJOB6 is not submitted until one unit of a resource called T3480 is available:

JOB PAYJOB5

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE PAYJOB6

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB6

  RUN DAILY

  RESOURCE (1,T3480)

  ABANDON DEPENDENCIES NOW PLUS 2 HOURS

ENDJOB

ABANDON RESOURCES Statement: Submit Job Without Resource
Dependencies
The ABANDON RESOURCES statement is used to submit a job without its resource dependencies at a specified time.

This command has the following syntax:

ABANDON RESOURCES criteria

criteria
Lets you schedule criteria that resolve to a single date and time.

NOTE
Specifying ABANDON RESOURCES does not override a manual hold or a time dependency.

NOTE

For information on abandoning a submission time for a job, see the ABANDON SUBMISSION statement.

For information on abandoning a job's predecessor dependencies, see the ABANDON DEPENDENCIES
statement.

Example: Submit job at 9 pm or when resource available

In the following example, PAYJOB1 is submitted at 9 pm or when one unit of a resource called T3480 is available,
whichever comes first:

JOB PAYJOB1

  RUN DAILY

  RESOURCE (1,T3480)

  ABANDON RESOURCES 9PM

ENDJOB

Example: Submit job in one hour or when resource available

In the following example, PAYJOB2 is submitted one hour from the time the application was scheduled or when one unit of
a resource called CICSUP is available, whichever comes first:

JOB PAYJOB2

  RUN DAILY
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  RESOURCE (1,CICSUP)

  ABANDON RESOURCES NOW PLUS 1 HOUR

ENDJOB

Example: Submit different times depending on day

In the following example, PAYJOB3 is submitted at:

• 7 am on Mondays or when one unit of a resource called CICSUP is available
• 9 am on all other days or when one unit of a resource called CICSUP is available.

JOB PAYJOB3

  RUN DAILY

  RESOURCE (1,CICSUP)

  IF TODAY('MONDAY') THEN - 

    ABANDON RESOURCES 7AM

  ELSE -

    ABANDON RESOURCES 9AM

ENDJOB

ABANDON SUBMISSION Statement: Bypass Job Submission
The ABANDON SUBMISSION statement is used to bypass job submission at a specified time.

This command has the following syntax:

ABANDON SUBMISSION criteria

criteria
Lets you schedule criteria that resolve to a single date and time.

NOTE

• Specifying ABANDON SUBMISSION does not override a manual hold, a time dependency, or a resource
dependency.

• When a job's submission is abandoned, ESP flags the job with a status of EXEC ABANDONED on the CSF,
but retains the PREDWAIT pnode until the job's predecessors complete. Once the predecessors complete,
the job is then bypassed.

NOTE

For information on abandoning a job's dependency on preceding jobs, see the ABANDON DEPENDENCIES
statement.

For information on abandoning a job's resource requirements, see the ABANDON RESOURCES statement.

Example: PNODE and STATUS information for an abandoned job

The following example shows an abandoned job's PNODE and STATUS information:

Consolidated Status: View PAYROLL            Row 1 of 3, Col 1

COMMAND ===>                                      SCR ===> CSR

 

    Jobname   APPL       PNODE       STATUS

___ PAYJOB1   PAYROLL    EXEC        EXECUTING STEP1

___ PAYJOB2   PAYROLL    PREDWAIT    COMPLETE, EXEC ABANDONED
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___ PAYJOB3   PAYROLL    PREDWAIT    WAITING, HC=1

In the above example, PAYJOB2's submission was abandoned, but it retained the PREDWAIT pnode. It waits for
PAYJOB1 to complete before it becomes bypassed.

NOTE
If you want to run PAYJOB3 immediately when PAYJOB2 is bypassed, use the ABANDON DEPENDENCIES
statement in combination with the ABANDON SUBMISSION statement.

Example: Abandon submission if predecessor not complete by 9 pm

In the following example, submission of PAYJOB2 is abandoned at 9 pm if PAYJOB1 is not complete by that time:

JOB PAYJOB1

  RUN DAILY

  REL PAYJOB2

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB2

  RUN DAILY

  ABANDON SUBMISSION 9PM

ENDJOB

Example: Abandon submission in one hour if predecessor not complete

In the following example, PAYJOB4's submission is abandoned one hour from the time the application was scheduled if
PAYJOB3 has not completed by that time:

JOB PAYJOB3

  RUN DAILY

  REL PAYJOB4

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB4

  RUN DAILY

  ABANDON SUBMISSION NOW PLUS 1 HOUR

ENDJOB

Example: Abandon submission of two jobs by 9 pm

In the following example, if PAYJOB5 does not complete by 9 pm, PAYJOB6 and PAYJOB7 are not run:

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB5

  RUN WORKDAYS

  REL PAYJOB6

JOB PAYJOB6

  RUN WORKDAYS

  REL PAYJOB7

  ABANDON SUBMISSION 9PM

JOB PAYJOB7

  RUN WORKDAYS

  ABANDON SUBMISSION 9PM

ENDJOB
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NOTE
To abandon a group of jobs, consider using subapplications. You can then use Alert processing to bypass a
group of jobs with one command.

NOTE
For more information about Alert processing, see Advanced Using.

Example: Abandon submission of a job after the abandon submission time

This example shows you how to handle the following scenario:

An Event invokes an application containing PAYJOB1 and PAYJOB2. PAYJOB1 includes the statement ABANDON
SUBMISSION 9:00 AM.

The Event is triggered at 8:00AM and PAYJOB1 starts running.

The system goes down at 8:10 AM, before PAYJOB2 runs.

The system comes back up at 10:00AM.

PAYJOB1 completes and PAYJOB2 is submitted, which is probably not what you expected to happen.

PAYJOB2 is submitted because the current time (10:00AM) is later than the time specified in the ABANDON
SUBMISSION statement (9:00AM). In this case, ESP will abandon submission at 10:00AM the next day.

To avoid the problem, you need to add “TODAY” to the ABANDON SUBMISSION statement to abandon submission of a
job generated after the specified abandon time.

JOB PAYJOB1

  RUN DAILY

  REL PAYJOB2

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB2

  RUN DAILY

  ABANDON SUBMISSION 9AM TODAY

ENDJOB

ABAPNAME Statement: Run ABAP Steps Within an SAP Job
The ABAPNAME statement starts a step definition within the SAP job definition and identifies the ABAP step to be run.

Supported Job Types

This statement is required for the following job types:

• Batch Input Session (BDC_JOB)
• SAP R/3 (SAP_JOB)

This statement is optional for the SAP Process Monitor (SAPM_JOB) job type.

Syntax

This statement has the following syntax:

ABAPNAME ABAPname

ABAPname
Specifies the valid SAP system ABAP name. The ABAP name corresponds to the SAPGUI ABAP program Name
field on the Create Step dialog.
Limits: Up to 40 valid SAP characters; case-sensitive
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NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• Define multiple ABAPs within a job definition using multiple ABAPNAME statements.
• When defining an SAP R/3 job, we recommend that you limit the number of steps (ABAPs) to one per job. If

you run a job and one of the ABAPs fails, the job is marked as failed. If the ABAP fails, you cannot re-run the
ABAP without re-running the entire job.

Example: Run an ABAP Step

In this example, the job runs the ABAP named RSPARAM.

SAP_JOB CYBJG01.JOB1

   AGENT HPSAP

   RUN DAILY

   ABAPNAME RSPARAM

      PRINTDEST ATLY

ENDJOB

Example: Run Multiple ABAP Steps

In this example, the job runs two ABAPs with different print parameters.

SAP_JOB CYBJG01.JOB2

   AGENT HPSAP

   RUN DAILY

   ABAPNAME RSPARAM

      PRINTDEST ATLY

   ABAPNAME RSPARAG

      PRINTCOPIES 2

ENDJOB

ABSORB Statement: Reserve Resources
The ABSORB statement is used to reserve a quantity of resources for jobs that require a large resource count. Resource
Absorption reserves the resources that are available at the time the job is next in the queue and holds them while waiting
to accumulate the remainder of resources required for that job. Jobs with smaller resource requirements cannot use the
reserved resource. The ABSORB statement prevents jobs with large resource requirements from incurring a processing
delay.

NOTE
You must define a resource file (RESFILE) and the topology before you can use the ABSORB statement.

A job with a higher priority and the same resource requirements takes the resources and runs before a lower priority job
with the ABSORB statement.

Type: Application statement

Authority: Access to the RESABSORB security profile

Syntax

ABSORB

Absorption is available for the following types of resources:
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• Renewable
• Depletable

NOTE
The ABSORB statement will ABSORB resources only if the request is for less than or equal to the maximum
resource defined. Code an ABSORB statement within the scope of the job statement, above the RESOURCE
statement, where Resource Absorption is to occur. ABSORB can also be used at the Application level.

Example: Reserve resources for a job

The following example reserves four units of T3480 for JOBX. Jobs that follow JOBX in the queue that require less than or
equal to the same resource, and are the same job priority, are not submitted before JOBX:

APPL ABSRES 

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCLLIB.CNTL'

JOB JOBX

  RUN DAILY          

  ABSORB   

  RESOURCE (4,T3480)

ENDJOB

ACTION Statement: Specify a Servlet Path
The ACTION statement specifies the path to the program or servlet to be invoked in an HTTP job.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the HTTP (HTTP_JOB) job type.

Syntax

ACTION servlet_path

servlet_path
Specifies the path to the program or servlet to be invoked.
Limits: Up to 1024 characters; case-sensitive

NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• If you omit this statement from the job definition, you must specify the program or servlet path (action) in the

SERVLET_URL statement. If the ACTION statement is omitted from the job definition, the agent assumes
that the SERVLET_URL statement specifies the full path to the program or servlet.

• If you include this statement in the job definition, do not specify the program or servlet path (action) in the
SERVLET_URL statement. If the ACTION statement is included in the job definition, the agent assumes that
the SERVLET_URL statement specifies only the server host name.

Example: Specify the Servlet Path the HTTP Job Invokes

Suppose that you want to define a job to subscribe to a mailing list located on a local server. You want to add the email
address test@abc.com to the list. The servlet path is /examples/servlets/servlet/TheServlet.

HTTP_JOB LIST

   AGENT APPAGENT

   INVOCATIONTYPE POST
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   SERVLET_URL http://localhost:8080

   ACTION /examples/servlets/servlet/TheServlet

   PARAMETER KEYWORD(key1) VALUE(subscribe)

   PARAMETER KEYWORD(key2) VALUE(test@example.com)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

ADDITIONAL_PARMS Statement: Specify any Tool Specific Additional
Parameters to be Passed to Hadoop
The ADDITIONAL_PARMS statement specifies any tool-specific additional parameters to be passed to Hadoop.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Apache Hive™ (HIVE_JOB)
• Apache Sqoop™ (SQOOP_JOB)

Syntax:

ADDITIONAL_PARMS parms

parms
Specifies additional parameters to be passed to Hadoop.
Limits: Up to 256 characters; case-sensitive. The name can contain any characters. To use delimiters in the
name, enclose the name in single quotes.

NOTE
 ADDITIONAL_PARMS statement can be specified at the application level or at the job level.

Example

In this example, ADDITIONAL_PARMS statement specifies --autoCommit=true --verbose=false.

APPL         TESTHI

AGENT        HADOOP

HIVE_JOB     HIVETEST

 USER root

 HADOOP_HOST hadoop.server.com

 JDBCURL     jdbc:hive2://localhost:10000/default

 SCRIPTFILE         scripts/hivescript.sql

 ADDITIONAL_PARMS '--autoCommit=true --verbose=false'

 RUN  NOW

ENDJOB

AFTER Statement: Specify Predecessors
The AFTER statement specifies the jobs that are predecessors to the current job and that release the current job when
they complete.

Type: Application statement

This statement has the following syntax:

AFTER {fullname}
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      {(fullname[(A)|(U)|(N)][ |,]fullname[(A)|(U)|(N)]...)}

      {ADD(fullname[(A)|(U)|(N)][ |,][fullname[(A)|(U)|(N)]...])}

      {ADD(fullname[ |,][fullname...])

          [COND([NOT] [SUBNUM(x)] [AND|OR]

                [NOT] [RC(rc)] [AND|OR]

                [NOT] [RC("Shhh"|"Unnnn")] [AND|OR]

                [NOT] [STEPRC('[proc].step',"Shhh"|"Unnnn"|nnnn)])

          [BYPASS|NOBYPASS]}

      {DROP(fullname[ |,][fullname...])}

fullname
Specifies a predecessor to the current job. Job names can be qualified. The fullname operand represents 64-
character job names. For a complete definition, see Full name in the Glossary.

ADD
Adds the specified jobs to the list of jobs currently specified in AFTER statements.

DROP
Drops the specified jobs from the list of jobs currently specified in AFTER statements.

A
Releases the current job when the specified job terminates abnormally (including a condition code failure).

U
Releases the current job when the specified job terminates normally or abnormally.

N
Releases the current job when the specified job terminates normally.

COND
Specifies a conditional expression that determines whether the current job is released. You can specify any or all
of the following expressions along with AND, OR, and NOT:
SUBNUM(x)

Releases the current job if x matches the number of times the specified job has run. You can specify a
range of job submissions, for example: SUBNUM(2:5).

RC(rc)
Releases the current job if rc matches the return code of the specified job. If the specified job fails with
an abend code, the condition is not satisfied. You can specify a range of job return codes, for example:
RC(2:12). When a job is forced complete, the return code from the previous run is kept. If the job has no
previous return code, zero is used.
Limits:

• 0 to 4095 for mainframe workload
• 0 to 18446744073709551615 for distributed workload

RC("Shhh"|"Unnnn")
Releases the current job if Shhh or Unnnn matches the abend code of the specified job. Shhh represents
a system abend with the hexadecimal number hhh. Unnnn represents a user abend with the decimal
number nnnn.
Example: RC("S0C7")

STEPRC('[proc].step',"Shhh"|"Unnnn"|nnnn)
Releases the current job if the completion code of the specified step in the specified job matches the
STEPRC value.
proc specifies the procedure step name. You can use wildcard characters.
step specifies the job step name. You can use wildcard characters.
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The period between proc and step is required even if both proc and step are blank. For example:
STEPRC('.',0).
Shhh specifies a system abend with the hexadecimal number hhh. You can use wildcard characters in
hhh.
Unnnn specifies a user abend with the decimal number nnnn. You can use wildcard characters in nnnn.
nnnn specifies a non-abend completion code with a decimal number. You can specify a range of job
completion codes, for example, 100:4095. Completion code 4095 is the maximum that you can specify.

NOTE
STEPRC gets step completion codes only when the job ends. A newly inserted job or a newly
activated external or manual job cannot evaluate step codes of a job that has already ended.

Example:
STEPRC('GLUPD.GLDLY',"S0C7")

BYPASS|NOBYPASS
By default, based on the predecessor's conditional statement, when the predecessor job completes successfully
and the successor job is not released, the successor job and its own successors are bypassed. For example, if
job B is bypassed, any successor jobs to job B are also bypassed until the job branch intersects with another job
stream. The bypassing stops when ESP finds a job that depends on jobs other than job B's successor. Specifying
NOBYPASS indicates job B and all its successors stay in a wait state.
Alternatively, when the predecessor job completes unsuccessfully and the successor job is not released, the
successor job stays in a WAIT state.

NOTE

• A predecessor job has completed successfully when the PNODE is COMPLETE
• For z/OS jobs, use CCCHK to control the successful and unsuccessful completion of jobs.
• For Agent jobs, use EXITCODE to control the successful and unsuccessful completion of jobs.
• If a job is bypassed manually, its successors do not get bypassed.

Usage Notes:

• When more than one predecessor or successor relationship is specified between two jobs, only one relationship is
selected. The rules for selection are as follows:
– If the relationships are defined using the same statement, then the first statement is selected, for example:

APPL PAYDAY

     JCLLIB 'CYBER.PROD.JCLLIB'

     COPYJCL 'CYBER.PROD.COPYJCL'

   JOB PAYJOBA

     RUN DAILY

     RELEASE ADD(PAYJOBB(A))

     RELEASE ADD(PAYJOBB) COND(RC(8))

   ENDJOB

   JOB PAYJOBB

The RELEASE ADD(PAYJOBB(A)) statement survives, and the RELEASE ADD(PAYJOBB)
COND(RC(8))statement is removed.

– If the relationships are defined using different statements, the statements override each other in the following
sequence:
• AFTER overrides PREREQ, POSTREQ, and RELEASE.
• PREREQ overrides POSTREQ, and RELEASE.
• POSTREQ overrides RELEASE.
Here is an example using different statements:
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APPL PAYDAY

     JCLLIB 'CYBER.PROD.JCLLIB'

     COPYJCL 'CYBER.PROD.COPYJCL'

   JOB PAYJOBA

     RUN DAILY

     RELEASE ADD(PAYJOBB(A))

   JOB PAYJOBB

     AFTER (PAYJOBA) COND(RC(8))

   ENDJOB

The AFTER (PAYJOBA) COND(RC(8)) statement survives, and the RELEASE ADD(PAYJOBB(A)) statement is
removed.

• Use AFTER to indicate the names of jobs that are predecessors to this job and which decrement the hold count on this
job upon completion.

• For information on additional ways of specifying predecessor successor relationships, see the RELEASE, PREREQ,
and POSTREQ statements

• For information on specifying job relationships and selecting jobs for submission, see the User Guide.

Example: Submitting a job AFTER, successful completion of a job

In the following example, PAYJOB2 is submitted after the successful completion of PAYJOB1:

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB1

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB2

  RUN DAILY

  AFTER PAYJOB1

ENDJOB

Example: Submitting a job AFTER, any completion of a job

In the following example, PAYJOB5 is submitted after any completion of PAYJOB3 and the successful completion of
PAYJOB4:

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB3

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB4

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB5

  RUN DAILY

  AFTER (PAYJOB3(U),PAYJOB4)

ENDJOB

Example: Submitting a job AFTER, successful completion of two jobs

In the following example, the AFTER and AFTER ADD statements are used to indicate job relationships. PAYJOB8 is
submitted after the successful completion of PAYJOB6 and PAYJOB7:
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APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB6

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB7

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB8

  RUN DAILY

  AFTER PAYJOB6

  AFTER ADD(PAYJOB7)

ENDJOB

Example: Submitting a job AFTER, with conditions

In the following example, PAYJOB10 is submitted after the successful completion of PAYJOB9. PAYJOB11 is conditional
upon the abnormal completion of PAYJOB10. If PAYJOB10 completes successfully, PAYJOB11 is bypassed:

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB9

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB10

  RUN DAILY

  AFTER PAYJOB9

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB11 CONDITIONAL

  RUN DAILY

  AFTER (PAYJOB10(A))

ENDJOB

Example: Submitting a job AFTER, based on a job return code with successful completion

In the following example, if PAYJOB12 completes successfully and the return code is 4, PAYJOB13 runs. If PAYJOB12
completes successfully and the return code is not 4, PAYJOB13 is bypassed.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB12

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB13

  RUN DAILY

  AFTER (PAYJOB12) COND(RC(4))

ENDJOB

You can also specify a range of job return codes, for example:

AFTER (PAYJOB12) COND(RC(4:16)

Example: Submitting a job AFTER, based on a job return code with unsuccessful completion
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In the following example, if PAYJOB12 fails and the return code is 4, PAYJOB13 runs. If PAYJOB12 fails and the return
code is not 4, PAYJOB13 stays in a WAIT state.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB12

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB13

  RUN DAILY

  AFTER (PAYJOB12) COND(RC(4))

ENDJOB

Example: Submitting a job AFTER, based on a step return code with successful completion

In the following example, PAYJOB13 runs if PAYJOB12 completes successfully and the return code for proc step PAY01,
job step PAYDLY is 4. PAYJOB13 is bypassed if PAYJOB12 completes successfully and the return code for proc step
PAY01, job step PAYDLY is not 4.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB12

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB13

  RUN DAILY

  AFTER (PAYJOB12) COND(STEPRC('PAY01.PAYDLY',4))

ENDJOB

In the following example, PAYJOB13 is released if both of the following conditions are met:

• STEP5 of PAYJOB12 ends with condition code no higher than 4.
• No step in PAYJOB12 completes with an x37 abend.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB12

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB13

  RUN DAILY

  AFTER PAYJOB12 COND(STEPRC('.STEP5',0:4)AND +

  NOT STEPRC('-.-','S*37'))

ENDJOB

In the following example, assume that PAYJOB12 contains an unnamed step. If the unnamed step has return code 5,
PAYJOB13 runs. If PAYJOB12 completes successfully and the return code for the unnamed step is not 5, PAYJOB13 is
bypassed.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB12

  RUN DAILY
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ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB13

  RUN DAILY

  AFTER (PAYJOB12) COND(STEPRC('.',5))

ENDJOB

In the following example, if the return code for job step PAYDLY in PAYJOB12 is a user abend, PAYUAB runs. If
PAYJOB12 completes successfully and the return code for job step PAYDLY is not a user abend, PAYUAB is bypassed.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB12

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

JOB PAYUAB

  AFTER (PAYJOB12) COND(STEPRC('.PAYDLY','U-'))

ENDJOB

Example: Using NOBYPASS

The NOBYPASS operand keeps a successor job in a WAIT state if its predecessor finishes and the return code condition
is not satisfied. The successor job stays in a WAIT state regardless of the predecessor being successful. In this example,
PAYJOB15 stays in a WAIT state if PAYJOB14 finishes and the return code is not 4. Alternatively, PAYJOB15 runs if
PAYJOB14 finishes with a return code of 4.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB14

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB15

  RUN DAILY

  AFTER (PAYJOB14) COND(RC(4)) NOBYPASS

ENDJOB

Example: Submitting a job AFTER, based on the number of submissions

In this example, PAYJOB17 runs if PAYJOB16 was submitted two times.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB16

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB17

  RUN DAILY

  AFTER (PAYJOB16) COND(SUBNUM(2))

ENDJOB

You can also specify a range of job submissions. In this example, PAYJOB17 runs if PAYJOB16 is resubmitted up to five
times.

APPL PAYROLL
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JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB16

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB17

  RUN DAILY

  AFTER (PAYJOB16) COND(SUBNUM(2:5))

ENDJOB

Example: Submitting a job AFTER, based on an abend code

In this example, PAYJOB19 runs if PAYJOB18 contains an SB37 abend code.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB18

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB19

  RUN DAILY

  AFTER (PAYJOB18) COND(RC("SB37"))

ENDJOB

Example: Submitting a job AFTER, based on multiple conditional functions

In this example, PAYJOB21 runs if any of the following conditions are met:

• The return code of PAYJOB20 is 8.
• PAYJOB20 was submitted two times.
• The abend code of PAYJOB20 is SB37.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB20

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB21

  RUN DAILY

  AFTER (PAYJOB20) COND(RC(8) OR SUBNUM(2) OR RC("SB37"))

ENDJOB

Example: Submitting a job AFTER, with symbolic variables and conditional functions

In this example, PAYJOB23 runs if either of the following conditions are met:

• The return code of PAYJOB22 is 2 or from 8 to 16.
• The abend code of PAYJOB20 is SD37.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

RC1=2

RC2='8:16'

ABENDCD='"SD37"'
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JOB PAYJOB22

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB23

  RUN DAILY

  AFTER (PAYJOB22) COND(RC(%RC1) OR RC(%RC2) OR RC(%ABENDCD))

ENDJOB

In this example, PAYJOB25 runs if the return code of PAYJOB24 is not 4.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB24

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB25

  RUN DAILY

  AFTER (PAYJOB24) COND(NOT RC(4))

ENDJOB

Example: Submitting a job AFTER, successful completion of three jobs

The following example indicates that PAYJOB4 has three predecessors that must complete successfully before it is
submitted:

JOB PAYJOB4

  AFTER (PAYJOB1,PAYJOB2,PAYJOB3)

Example: Submitting a job AFTER, abnormal completion of a job

The following example indicates that PAYJOB5 is released after an abnormal termination of PAYJOB1:

JOB PAYJOB5

  AFTER (PAYJOB1(A))

Example: Submitting a job AFTER, three conditions are met

The following example indicates that PAYJOB6 is released after all three of the following conditions are met:

• PAYJOB1 terminates normally.
• PAYJOB2 terminates abnormally.
• PAYJOB3 terminates normally or abnormally.

JOB PAYJOB6

  AFTER PAYJOB1

  AFTER ADD(PAYJOB2(A))

  AFTER ADD(PAYJOB3(U))

AGENT_MONITOR Statement: Define Agent Monitoring Workload Objects
The AGENT_MONITOR statement defines a workload object that monitors the status of an ESP Agent and is used with
the AGENT, AMNOTIFY, MSGQLEN, and STATINTV statements.

Syntax
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For AGENT_MONITOR statement syntax, see the JOB statement syntax.

NOTE
To use AGENT_MONITOR, you must load the Agent Monitor workload object module, CYBESOAM, with the
WOBDEF command or with the WOBDEF initialization parameter. For more information, see the JOB statement
usage notes.

Example: AGNT Alert trigger when WINR6SP2 Agent becomes inactive

The following example triggers the AGNT Alert when the WINR6SP2 Agent becomes inactive. The Alert triggers an Event,
CYBUSER.AGENT_INACTIVE, which sends a message to a user. The status checks occur every five minutes. The
CYBUSER.WINR6SP2 workload object stores the last 10 status messages.

OPER ALERTDEF ADD ID(AGNT) EVENT(CYBUSER.AGENT_INACTIVE)

 

EVENT ID(CYBUSER.AGENT_INACTIVE) ADD

  SEND 'AGENT INACTIVE' USER(CYBUSER)

ENDDEF

 

APPL AGENTMON

AGENT_MONITOR CYBUSER.WINR6SP2

  AGENT WINR6SP2

  AMNOTIFY ALERT(AGNT)

  STATINTV 5

  MSGQLEN 10

ENDJOB

AGENT Statement: Specify the Agent Where the Job Runs
The AGENT statement identifies the distributed platform where the job runs under the control of the agent.

Supported Job Types

This statement is required for all agent job types.

Authority

You require READ access to the AGENT.agentname resource in the SAF environment.

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

AGENT agent_name [ROUTING|NOROUTING]

agent_name
Specifies a valid agent name as defined in the agent definition.
Limits: Up to 16 characters; the first character must be a letter or underscore (_)

NOTE
You cannot use special characters in agent names.

ROUTING
Specifies that ESP selects an agent based on resource availability. If you are routing between nodes, you must
specify the GRAVITY operand in the RESDEF command.

NOTE
Ensure that resources are defined only in nodes where the workload can run.
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NOROUTING
Specifies that ESP uses the agent specified by agent_name. This is the default.

NOTE
Use AGENT within the boundaries of a job definition to apply to a single job, or outside the boundaries of the job
definition to apply to the entire application.

Examples: Define Agent Workload

In the following example, the i5/OS job runs under the AS401 agent.

AS400_JOB MFGDATA

   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE MFGSORT

   AGENT AS401

   CLPNAME MFGPROG

ENDJOB

In the following example, the Microsoft SQL job runs under the MSSQL agent in New York.

 

MSSQL_JOB TEST_A

  AGENT NY MSSQL

  JOBNAME 'Test Job A'

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

 

Example: Define an Agent Job with Agent Workload Balancing

In the following example, the ROUTING operand specifies that the job can run on any CPU representing an agent that has
enough resources.

NT_JOB myntjob

   RUN DAILY

   RESOURCE(1,RESWIN)

   AGENT AGWIN1 ROUTING

   CMDNAME C:\myjob.exe

ENDJOB

AIX_JOB Statement: Identify the Name of AIX Jobs
The AIX_JOB statement is used to identify the name of an AIX job in an application.

For the syntax for the AIX_JOB Statement, see the JOB statement syntax.

NOTE
To use AIX jobs, you must load a workload object module. The AIX_JOB workload object module is
CYBESOAX. This may be loaded with the WOBDEF command or with the WOBDEF initialization parameter. For
more information, see the JOB statement usage notes.

Example: AIX_JOB Statement

AIX_JOB PAYDATA
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  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE PAYRPT

  AGENT AIX_NY

  SCRIPTNAME /usr/data/pay

ENDJOB

ALLOWUNDEF Statement: Turn Off Flagging of Undefined Symbols
The ALLOWUNDEF statement is used to turn off the flagging of undefined symbols in a symbolic variable library data set.

Type: Symbolic variable library statement.

This command has the following syntax:

ALLOWUNDEF

WARNING
Restriction: The ALLOWUNDEF statement cannot be used in ESP procedures.

Usage Notes:
The ALLOWUNDEF statement complements the FLAGUNDEF statement, which requests the flagging of undefined
symbols.

ALLOWUNDEF turns off the flagging so that undefined symbols can be processed without an error message being
issued.

By default, ESP allows undefined symbols.

NOTE
For information on flagging undefined symbols, see the FLAGUNDEF statement.

Example: Turn flagging of undefined symbols on then off

The following FLAGUNDEF and ALLOWUNDEF statements turn the flagging of undefined symbols on and off:

FLAGUNDEF

A=%BC

ALLOWUNDEF

B=%XY

In the above example, when ESP encounters these undefined symbols while submitting a job:

• A=%BC results in an error message-flagging is on (FLAGUNDEF)
• B takes on the value of %XY-flagging is off (ALLOWUNDEF)

AMNOTIFY Statement: Notify when Agent becomes Inactive
The AMNOTIFY statement triggers an Alert or an Event when the status of the agent monitored by AGENT_MONITOR
becomes INACTIVE.

NOTE
The AMNOTIFY statement is valid only for an AGENT_MONITOR workload object.

This command has the following syntax:

AMNOTIFY [INACTIVE] {ALERT(alertid)|EVENT(eventname)}

         [USERS(userid[,userid]...)]
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         [MAILBOX(box_name)]

         [SUBJECT('text')]

         [SYSTEM(name)]

         [ROUTE(1)]

         [DESC(dcode[,dcode]...)]

INACTIVE
Specifies the condition that triggers the Alert. For AMNOTIFY, the condition can only be INACTIVE.

ALERT(alertid)
Specifies the four-character ID of the alert that is triggered when the status of the agent monitored by
AGENT_MONITOR becomes INACTIVE.

EVENT(eventname)
Specifies the name of the Event that will be triggered when the status of the agent monitored by
AGENT_MONITOR becomes INACTIVE.

USERS(userid)
Indicates up to three TSO user IDs to receive notification.

MAILBOX(box_name)
Specifies the mailbox containing the recipients for messages coming from the AMNOTIFY statement. The mailbox
must be defined in the MAILLIST data set. For more information on the MAILLIST data set, see the Installation
and Configuration Guide.

SUBJECT('text')
Specifies the subject line in the message sent to the mailbox specified in the MAILBOX operand. The text that you
specify overrides the standard message subject line. For more information about standard message subject lines
in job status notifications, see the User Guide.

SYSTEM(name)
Specifies the name of a sysplex member. This is not the ESP system name, it is the name by which z/OS knows
the member of the sysplex. Can be used to route an AMNOTIFY command in a sysplex environment to wherever
the user is logged on. Use an asterisk to indicate the message goes wherever ESP is running.

ROUTE(1)
Specifies route code 1.

DESC(dcode[,dcode]...)
Specifies a descriptor code value to receive notification. Separate each descriptor code with a comma.
Limits: Each value must be in the range 1 to 16

NOTE
If you specify an Event in the AMNOTIFY statement, that Event cannot use monitor variables. If you need to
use monitor variables, specify an Alert in the AMNOTIFY statement to trigger the Event. Use the ALERTDEF
command to specify the Event the Alert triggers.

Example: Triggering an Alert When an Agent Becomes Inactive

The following example triggers the AGNT Alert when the WINAGNT agent becomes inactive. The Alert triggers an Event,
CYBUSER.AGENT_INACTIVE, which sends a message to a user. The status checks occur every five minutes. The
CYBUSER.WINAGNT workload object stores the last 10 status messages.

OPER ALERTDEF ADD ID(AGNT) EVENT(CYBUSER.AGENT_INACTIVE)

 

EVENT ID(CYBUSER.AGENT_INACTIVE) ADD

  SEND 'AGENT INACTIVE' USER(CYBUSER)

ENDDEF
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APPL AGENTMON

AGENT_MONITOR CYBUSER.WINAGNT

  AGENT WINAGNT

  AMNOTIFY ALERT(AGNT)

  STATINTV 5

  MSGQLEN 10

ENDJOB

Example: Overriding the Standard Subject Line for a Message

In the following example, the AMNOTIFY statement sets the subject line for an AMNOTIFY message to "Windows Agent
Inactive".

AMNOTIFY ALERT(AGNT) SUBJECT('Windows Agent Inactive')

APPLDISPLNAME Statement: Specify the Display Name of an Oracle
Applications Application
The APPLDISPLNAME statement specifies the display name of the Oracle Applications application.

Supported Job Types

If the APPLSHORTNAME statement is not used, this statement is required for the following job types:

• Oracle E-Business Suite Request Set (OA_JOB)
• Oracle E-Business Suite Single Request (OA_JOB)

NOTE
All Oracle E-Business Suite Request Set or Single Request job definitions require an APPLDISPLNAME
statement or an APPLSHORTNAME statement. Use the APPLDISPLNAME statement to specify the display
name of the application and the APPLSHORTNAME statement to specify the short name of the application.

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

APPLDISPLNAME display_name

display_name
Specifies the display name of the Oracle Applications application. In Oracle Applications, the display name is part
of the request definition and is found in the Application field.
Limits: Up to 240 characters; case-sensitive

NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• DISPLNAME is an alias of APPLDISPLNAME.

Example: Specify the Display Name of an Oracle Applications application

In the following example, the display name of the Oracle Applications application is Application Object Library.

APPL ACC07

AGENT CYBOA

OA_JOB AOL1905.AP034

   PROGRAM XXCOFI
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   RUN DAILY

   APPLDISPLNAME 'Application Object Library'

   RESPNAME 'System Administrator'

   OAUSER SYSADMIN

ENDJOB

APPLEND Statement: Perform Processing Automatically at End of Application
The APPLEND statement specifies a self-completing workload object. You can use APPLEND to automatically perform
processing at the end of an application.

Syntax

This statement has the same format as the JOB statement.

Usage Notes:

• The APPLEND object automatically succeeds workload objects in the application that have no successor and are not
successors to APPLEND. This functionality also applies to workload objects inserted into an active application.

• APPLEND executes automatically after all other workload objects have completed, except workload objects that are
successors to APPLEND.

• Conditional jobs are not considered as predecessors of an APPLEND object.
• APPLEND succeeds workload objects inserted into an active application in the same way as any other workload

object.
• You cannot insert the APPLEND workload object dynamically to an active application. You must predefine APPLEND

in the application.
• When a workload object is inserted into an application and becomes a predecessor to APPLEND, the HoldCount of the

APPLEND workload object is incremented by one. However, the hold count data in CSF is not immediately updated.
• Simulation does not display the relationships between the APPLEND workload object and its predecessors.
• Before using APPLEND, you must load workload object module CYBESOAE using the WOBDEF command or

WOBDEF initialization parameter.
• You may code only one APPLEND workload object in an application.
• The APPLEND workload object does not need a RUN statement because this object always runs at the end of the

application.
• The APPLEND object does not generate any SMF records by itself. If an application includes an APPLEND object with

no successors, message ESP1159I is the only external indication that the application has ended. ESP1159I is always
produced whenever an any application completes. An SMF record is only generated if a z/OS job runs as a successor
to the APPLEND object, for example:

APPL EXAMPLE

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

 

JOB JOB1

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

 

APPLEND TERMIN8

  POSTREQ TERMIN8R

ENDJOB

 

JOB TERMIN8R

  MEMBER IEFBR14

ENDJOB
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Example: APPLEND workload object

In the following example, the APPLEND workload object named FRED becomes a successor to JOB2, as JOB2 has
no other successors. However, job AFTERAE2 and AFTRAELA, which also do not have successors, are successors to
FRED, so are not also made predecessors to it.

APPL APPL1

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

 

JOB JOB1

  RUN DAILY

  REL JOB2

ENDJOB

 

JOB JOB2

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

 

APPLEND FRED

    REL (AFTERAE1,AFTERAE2) 

    SE 'APPLEND RUNNING' U(*)   

ENDJOB

JOB AFTERAE1

  RUN DAILY

  REL AFTRAELA

ENDJOB

 

JOB AFTERAE2

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

 

JOB AFTRAELA

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Generating an SMF Record for an Application That Includes APPLEND

The following example shows an application that generates an SMF record because there is a z/OS job that succeeds the
APPLEND workload object:

APPL EXAMPLE

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

 

JOB JOB1

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

 

APPLEND TERMIN8

  RELEASE TERMIN8R

ENDJOB

 

JOB TERMIN8R

  RUN DAILY
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ENDJOB

APPLSHORTNAME Statement: Specify the Short Name of an Oracle Applications
Application
The APPLSHORTNAME statement specifies the short name of the Oracle Applications application.

Supported Job Types

If the APPLDISPLNAME statement is not used, this statement is required for the following job types:

• Oracle E-Business Suite Request Set (OA_JOB)
• Oracle E-Business Suite Single Request (OA_JOB)

NOTE
All Oracle E-Business Suite Request Set or Single Request job definitions require an APPLDISPLNAME
statement or an APPLSHORTNAME statement. Use the APPLDISPLNAME statement to specify the display
name of the application and the APPLSHORTNAME statement to specify the short name of the application.

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

APPLSHORTNAME short_name

short_name
Specifies the short name of the Oracle Applications application. The short name is defined by the Oracle
Applications Concurrent Manager.
Limits: Up to 50 characters; case-sensitive

NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• SHORTNAME is an alias of APPLSHORTNAME.

Example: Specify the Short Name of an Oracle Applications application

In the following example, the short name of the Oracle Applications application is ACCOUNTS.

APPL ACC08

AGENT CYBOA

OA_JOB AOL1805.AP444

   PROGRAM XXCOFI

   RUN DAILY

   APPLSHORTNAME ACCOUNTS

   RESPNAME 'System Administrator'

   OAUSER SYSADMIN

ENDJOB

APPLSTART Statement: Perform Processing Automatically at Start of
Application
The APPLSTART statement specifies a self-completing workload object. You can use APPLSTART to automatically
perform processing at the start of an application.

This statement has the same format as the JOB statement.
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NOTE

• The APPLSTART object automatically precedes workload objects in the application that have no predecessor
and are not predecessors of APPLSTART.

• APPLSTART precedes workload objects inserted into an active application in the same way as any other
workload object.

• APPLSTART executes automatically before all other workload objects, except workload objects that are
predecessors of APPLSTART.

• You may code only one APPLSTART workload object in an application.
• The APPLSTART workload object does not need a RUN statement because this object always runs at the

start of the application.
• The output from a simulation that includes an APPLSTART workload object shows "AppStart" under the

"Type" column.
• Before using APPLSTART, you must load workload object module CYBESOAS using the WOBDEF

command or initialization parameter.

Example: APPLSTART workload object

In the following example, APPLSTART workload object UTIL08 becomes a predecessor to jobs GL01 and GL02 as these
jobs have no predecessor:

APPL GENLG01

JCLLIB 'PROD.JCL.CNTL'

 

APPLSTART UTIL08

ENDJOB

 

JOB GL01

  RUN DAILY

  REL GL03

ENDJOB

 

JOB GL02

  RUN DAILY

  REL GL03

ENDJOB

 

JOB GL03

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Predecessor to APPLSTART workload object

In the following example, TMPFIX01 runs before APPLSTART workload object UTIL08. Jobs GL01 and GL02 run after
UTIL08:

APPL GENLG01

JCLLIB 'PROD.JCL.CNTL'

 

JOB TMPFIX01

  RUN DAILY

  REL UTIL08

ENDJOB
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APPLSTART UTIL08

ENDJOB

 

JOB GL01

  RUN DAILY

  REL GL03

ENDJOB

 

JOB GL02

  RUN DAILY

  REL GL03

ENDJOB

 

JOB GL03

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

APPL Statement: Identify and Set Applications
The APPL statement is used to identify the name of an application, and to indicate certain processing options for the
application.

This command has the following syntax:

APPL applid

     [DESCRIPTION(description)]

     [WAIT]

     [HOLD]

     [POST_WHILE_WAITING|NOPOST_WHILE_WAITING]

     [JOB_ANCESTOR_WAIT(LAST|ANY)]

     [NOPOST_UNTIL_READY|POST_OLDEST|NOPOST_OLDEST]   

     [INDEX(nnn)]

     [SAF_PROF_APPL|SAF_PROF_GROUP]

     [NOTIFY_SUBAPPL_COMPLETE]

applid
Indicates an application identifier up to eight-character long. Characters must be either alphanumeric, a national
character ($ # @), or an underscore (_). The first character cannot be numeric.

DESCRIPTION(description)
Specifies an application description that is displayed by an application simulation, the LISTAPPL command, and
JOBMAP command (APPL_DESCR display field).
Limits: Case-sensitive. Maximum 32 characters. If the description contains delimiters (such as blanks), it should
be enclosed in single quotes.

HOLD
Indicates that the application is to be generated on hold.

INDEX(nnn)
Indicates the number of generations of the application to be retained on the JOBINDEX data set. The default is
20. The maximum allowed is 255.
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JOB_ANCESTOR_WAIT(LAST)
Prevent each job in this application from being submitted until a previous run of the same job has completed.
LAST requires that the job be complete in the previous generation. This is the default.

JOB_ANCESTOR_WAIT(ANY)
Prevent each job in this application from being submitted until a previous run of the same job has completed. ANY
requires that the job be complete in all previous generations.

NOPOST_OLDEST
Indicates that EXTERNAL and MANUAL jobs are posted complete in all active generations of an application. This
is the default. This overrides the TRACKOPT setting for this application.

NOTIFY_SUBAPPL_COMPLETE
Indicates that ESP should generate a console message (that is, ESP1276) when a subapplication completes.

NOPOST_UNTIL_READY
Prevent each job in this application from being marked complete until the job has been readied.

NOPOST_WHILE_WAITING
Indicates that EXTERNAL and MANUAL jobs within the application are not posted complete if the application is in
any of the following states:

• APPLWAIT
• SUBAPPL WAIT
• JOB_ANCESTOR_WAIT

POST_OLDEST
Indicates that EXTERNAL and MANUAL jobs are posted complete in the oldest active generation of an
application. This overrides the TRACKOPT setting for this application.

POST_WHILE_WAITING
Indicates that EXTERNAL and MANUAL jobs within the application are posted complete even if the application is
in any of the following states:

• APPLWAIT
• SUBAPPL WAIT
• JOB_ANCESTOR_WAIT (This is the default.)

NOTE
POST_OLDEST specified on APPL or TRACKOPT will affect the result. See POST_OLDEST/
NOPOST_OLDEST.

SAF_PROF_GROUP
Indicates that jobs within the application are to be protected by the GROUP.groupname and GROUPX.groupname
resources. This is only applicable if SAF is used for ESP security. This is the default.

SAF_PROF_APPL
Indicates that jobs within the application are to be protected by the APPL.applname.jobname and
APPLX.applname.jobname resources. This is only applicable if SAF is being used for ESP security.

WAIT
Prevents an application generation from running until the previous generation of the application completes.

Usage Notes:
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• • Use the WAIT operand to specify that an application should not begin processing until the previous generation
of the application is complete. By default, ESP allows concurrent processing of different generations of the same
application. If you select the WAIT operand, you can use other keywords to control posting of jobs.

• Use the JOB_ANCESTOR _WAIT keyword when you want to allow concurrent processing of two generations of an
application but want to ensure that a previous run of a job (for example, in the prior, or in all previous generations)
has completed prior to submitting the same job.

• The NOPOST_UNTIL_READY option prevents a job from being considered complete until it is readied (for
example, all dependencies met). This is useful where a job in an application requires the completion of a manually
submitted predecessor that runs multiple times.

• When an EXTERNAL or MANUAL job completes and multiple generations of the application exist, ESP must
decide which generation of the application to post the job complete in. You can use the POST_OLDEST
or NOPOST_OLDEST keywords to control this, but the recommended method is to use EXTERNAL
SCHEDULED('criteria') on the JOB statement.

• Use the INDEX operand to control the number of generations of the application to retain on the JOBINDEX data
set. An incomplete application is not deleted unless the number of generations exceeds 255; ESP temporarily
expands the index when necessary. Only one APPL statement is allowed in an ESP procedure.

NOTE

• For information on manipulating applications, subapplications, jobs within applications or jobs within
subapplications, see the APPLJOB (AJ) Command: Control Applications or APPLJOB(AJ) Command:
Control Jobs and subapplications.

• For information on displaying applications or subapplications, see the LISTAPPL(LAP) command.
• For information on displaying application file information, see the LISTAPTF command.
• For information on posting EXTERNAL or MANUAL jobs complete when multiple generations of an

application exist, see the section “Posting of external and manual jobs” in the Advanced User Guide.

Example: Name an application

In the following example, the name PAYROLL is used to identify this application:

APPL PAYROLL

Example: Describe an application

In the following example, a description containing delimiters is added to application PAYROLL:

APPL PAYSPEC DESCRIPTION('Special payroll run')

Example: Allow one generation at a time

In the following example, no more than one generation of the PAYROLL application can process at the same time:

APPL PAYROLL WAIT

Example: Retain 50 generations in Index file

In the following example, the number of generations of the PAYROLL application retained in the JOBINDEX data set is 50:

APPL PAYROLL INDEX(50)

Example: Process multiple generations

In the previous example, the following is true:
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APPL PAYROLL WAIT NOPOST_WHILE_WAITING

• A generation of the PAYROLL application cannot run until the previous generation completes.
• External and manual jobs are not marked complete in any generation of the PAYROLL application that is waiting for

another generation of the same application to complete.

Example: Mark externals & manuals in oldest generation

In the following example, external and manual jobs are marked complete only in the oldest active generation of the
PAYROLL application:

APPL PAYROLL POST_OLDEST

Example: Each job must wait for ancestor

In the following example, more than one generation of the PAYROLL application can process at the same time, but each
job must wait until its ancestor job (for example, in the previous generation) is complete:

APPL PAYROLL JOB_ANCESTOR_WAIT(LAST)

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB1

Example: Generate on hold

The following statement indicates that application PAYROLL is to be generated on hold:

APPL PAYROLL HOLD

Example: Mark external or manual jobs complete

The following statement indicates that external and manual jobs are marked complete even if the application is in any of
the following states:

• APPLWAIT
• SUBAPPL WAIT
• JOB_ANCESTOR_WAIT

APPL PAYROLL POST_WHILE_WAITING

Example: Specify SAF protection

The following statement indicates that jobs within the PAYROLL application are to be protected by the
APPL.applname.jobname and APPLX.applname.jobname resources, if SAF is used for ESP security:

APPL PAYROLL SAF_PROF_APPL

Example: Notify console of subapplication completion

Indicates that ESP should generate a console message when each subapplication within the PAYROLL application
completes:

APPL PAYROLL NOTIFY_SUBAPPL_COMPLETE

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

SUBAPPL ACCREC
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ARCCLIENT Statement: Specify SAP Archive Link Client
The ARCCLIENT statement specifies the SAP archive link client.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Batch Input Session (BDC_JOB)
• SAP Data Archiving (SAPA_JOB)
• SAP R/3 (SAP_JOB)

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

ARCCLIENT client

client
Specifies the archive link client.
Limits: Up to three digits
Example: 800

NOTE

• Use the ARCCLIENT statement before the first ABAPNAME statement to set the default value for
subsequent steps.

• Use the ARCCLIENT statement within the boundaries of the step definition (between two ABAPNAME
statements or between an ABAPNAME statement and the end of the job definition) to define the value for
that step.

Example: Specify Archive Link Client

In this example, the archive link client is 800.

APPL SAPTEST

SAP_JOB SAPTEST

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   ABAPNAME RSPARAM

      ARCMODE ARCHIVE

      ARCDOCTYPE ARCHIVE

      ARCOBJTYPE ARCHIVE

      ARCINFO inf

      ARCCLIENT 800

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

ARCCONNECT Statement: Specify SAP Archive Link Communication
Connection
The ARCCONNECT statement specifies the SAP archive link communication connection.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:
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• Batch Input Session (BDC_JOB)
• SAP Data Archiving (SAPA_JOB)
• SAP R/3 (SAP_JOB)

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

ARCCONNECT connection

connection
Specifies the archive link communication connection.
Limits: Up to 14 valid SAP characters; case-sensitive

NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• Use the ARCCONNECT statement before the first ABAPNAME statement to set the default value for

subsequent steps.
• Use the ARCCONNECT statement within the boundaries of the step definition (between two ABAPNAME

statements or between an ABAPNAME statement and the end of the job definition) to define the value for
that step.

Example: Specify SAP Archive Link Communication Connection

In this example, the archive link communication connection is arcconnect.

APPL SAPTEST

SAP_JOB SAPTEST

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   ABAPNAME RSPARAM

      ARCMODE ARCHIVE

      ARCDOCTYPE ARCHIVE

      ARCOBJTYPE ARCHIVE

      ARCINFO inf

      ARCCLIENT 800

      ARCCONNECT arcconnect

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

ARCDATE Statement: Specify SAP Archive Link Archiving Date
The ARCDATE statement specifies the SAP archive link archiving date.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Batch Input Session (BDC_JOB)
• SAP Data Archiving (SAPA_JOB)
• SAP R/3 (SAP_JOB)

Syntax

This statement has the following format:
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ARCDATE date

date
Specifies the archive link archiving date. The format is yyyymmdd.
Limits: Up to eight numeric digits
Example: 20080702

NOTE

• Use the ARCDATE statement before the first ABAPNAME statement to set the default value for subsequent
steps.

• Use the ARCDATE statement within the boundaries of the step definition (between two ABAPNAME
statements or between an ABAPNAME statement and the end of the job definition) to define the value for
that step.

Example: Specify SAP Archive Link Archiving Date

In this example, the archive link archiving date is April 8, 2004.

APPL SAPTEST

SAP_JOB SAPTEST

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   ABAPNAME RSPARAM

      ARCDATE 20040408

      ARCMODE ARCHIVE

      ARCDOCTYPE ARCHIVE

      ARCOBJTYPE ARCHIVE

      ARCINFO inf

      ARCCLIENT 800

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

ARCDOCCLASS Statement: Specify SAP Archive Link Document Class
The ARCDOCCLASS statement specifies the SAP archive link document class.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Batch Input Session (BDC_JOB)
• SAP Data Archiving (SAPA_JOB)
• SAP R/3 (SAP_JOB)

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

ARCDOCCLASS doc_class

doc_class
Specifies the archive link document class.
Limits: Up to 20 valid SAP characters; case-sensitive
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NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• Use the ARCDOCCLASS statement before the first ABAPNAME statement to set the default value for

subsequent steps.
• Use the ARCDOCCLASS statement within the boundaries of the step definition (between two ABAPNAME

statements or between an ABAPNAME statement and the end of the job definition) to define the value for
that step.

Example: Specify SAP Archive Link Document Class

In this example, the archive link document class is arcdocclass.

APPL SAPTEST

SAP_JOB SAPTEST

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   ABAPNAME RSPARAM

      ARCDOCCLASS arcdocclass

      ARCMODE ARCHIVE

      ARCDOCTYPE ARCHIVE

      ARCOBJTYPE ARCHIVE

      ARCINFO inf

      ARCCLIENT 800

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

ARCDOCTYPE Statement: Specify the SAP Archive Document Type
The ARCDOCTYPE statement specifies the document types the SAP external system archive uses.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Batch Input Session (BDC_JOB)
• SAP Data Archiving (SAPA_JOB)
• SAP R/3 (SAP_JOB)

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

ARCDOCTYPE doc_type

doc_type
Specifies the name of the document type. The value corresponds to the Doc. type field on the Define Background
Archive Parameters dialog.
Limits: Up to 10 valid SAP characters; case-sensitive
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NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• Use the ARCDOCTYPE statement before the first ABAPNAME statement to set the default value for

subsequent steps.
• Use the ARCDOCTYPE statement within the boundaries of the step definition (between two ABAPNAME

statements or between an ABAPNAME statement and the end of the job definition) to define the value for
that step.

Example: Specify SAP Archive Document Type

In this example, the archive document type is ARCHIVE.

APPL SAPTEST

   SAP_JOB SAPTEST

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   SAPUSER J01PROD

   RUN DAILY

   ABAPNAME BTCTEST

      VARIANT TEST

      ARCDOCTYPE ARCHIVE

ENDJOB

ARCFORMAT Statement: Specify SAP Archive Output Format
The ARCFORMAT statement specifies the SAP archive output format.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Batch Input Session (BDC_JOB)
• SAP Data Archiving (SAPA_JOB)
• SAP R/3 (SAP_JOB)

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

ARCFORMAT output_format

output_format
Specifies the archive output format.
Limits: Up to 16 valid SAP characters; case-sensitive

NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• Use the ARCFORMAT statement before the first ABAPNAME statement to set the default value for

subsequent steps.
• Use the ARCFORMAT statement within the boundaries of the step definition (between two ABAPNAME

statements or between an ABAPNAME statement and the end of the job definition) to define the value for
that step.

Example: Specify SAP Archive Output Format

In this example, the archive output format is arcformat.
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APPL SAPTEST

SAP_JOB SAPTEST

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   ABAPNAME RSPARAM

      ARCFORMAT arcformat

      ARCMODE ARCHIVE

      ARCDOCTYPE ARCHIVE

      ARCOBJTYPE ARCHIVE

      ARCINFO inf

      ARCCLIENT 800

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

ARCHOSTLINK Statement: Specify SAP Archive Link RPC Host
The ARCHOSTLINK statement specifies the SAP archive link RPC host.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Batch Input Session (BDC_JOB)
• SAP Data Archiving (SAPA_JOB)
• SAP R/3 (SAP_JOB)

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

ARCHOSTLINK host

host
Specifies the archive link RPC host.
Limits: Up to 32 valid SAP characters; case-sensitive

NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• Use the ARCHOSTLINK statement before the first ABAPNAME statement to set the default value for

subsequent steps.
• Use the ARCHOSTLINK statement within the boundaries of the step definition (between two ABAPNAME

statements or between an ABAPNAME statement and the end of the job definition) to define the value for
that step.

Example: Specify SAP Archive Link RPC Host

In this example, the archive link RPC host is rpchost.

APPL SAPTEST

SAP_JOB SAPTEST

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   ABAPNAME RSPARAM

      ARCHOSTLINK rpchost

      ARCMODE ARCHIVE
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      ARCDOCTYPE ARCHIVE

      ARCOBJTYPE ARCHIVE

      ARCINFO inf

      ARCCLIENT 800

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

ARCINFO Statement: Specify the SAP Archive Link Information
The ARCINFO statement specifies the archive link information for the SAP external archive system.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Batch Input Session (BDC_JOB)
• SAP Data Archiving (SAPA_JOB)
• SAP R/3 (SAP_JOB)

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

ARCINFO arcinfo

arcinfo
Specifies the archive link information.
Limits: Up to 3 valid SAP characters; case-sensitive

NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• Use the ARCINFO statement before the first ABAPNAME statement to set the default value for subsequent

steps.
• Use the ARCINFO statement within the boundaries of the step definition (between two ABAPNAME

statements or between an ABAPNAME statement and the end of the job definition) to define the value for
that step.

Example: Specify SAP Archive Link Information

In this example, the archive link information is INF.

APPL SAPTEST

SAP_JOB SAPTEST

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   SAPUSER J01PROD

   RUN DAILY

   ABAPNAME BTCTEST

      VARIANT TEST

      ARCINFO INF

ENDJOB

ARCMODE Statement: Specify the SAP Archive Mode
The ARCMODE statement specifies the archive mode the SAP external archive system uses.
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Supported Job Types

This statement is required for the SAP Data Archiving (SAPA_JOB) job type.

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Batch Input Session (BDC_JOB)
• SAP R/3 (SAP_JOB)

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

ARCMODE PRINT|ARCHIVE|BOTH

PRINT
Specifies that spool output is to be printed.

ARCHIVE
Specifies that spool output is to be archived.

BOTH
Specifies that spool output is to be printed and archived.

NOTE

• Use the ARCMODE statement within the boundaries of the step definition (between two ABAPNAME
statements or between an ABAPNAME statement and the end of the job definition) to define the value for
that step.

• Use the ARCMODE statement before the first ABAPNAME statement to set the default value for subsequent
steps.

• The archive mode corresponds to the SAPGUI Spool options, Archiving mode field on the Background Print
Parameters dialog.

Example: Specify SAP Archive Mode

In this example, the spool output is printed.

APPL SAPTEST

SAP_JOB SAPTEST

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   SAPUSER J01PROD

   RUN DAILY

   ABAPNAME BTCTEST

      VARIANT TEST

      ARCMODE PRINT

ENDJOB

ARCOBJNAME Statement: Identify Name of SAP Archiving Object
The ARCOBJNAME statement identifies the name of an archiving object defined on the SAP system.

Supported Job Type

This statement is required for the SAP Data Archiving (SAPA_JOB) job type.

Syntax

This statement has the following format:
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ARCOBJNAME 'object_name'

object_name
Specifies the name of the archiving object.
Limits: Up to 10 valid SAP characters; case-sensitive

NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• OBJNAME is an alias of ARCOBJNAME.

Example: Identify Name of SAP Archiving Object

In this example, the archiving object is named BC_ARCHIVE.

APPL DATEST

SAPA_JOB DATEST

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   ARCMODE BOTH

   PRINTDEST LP01

   ARCOBJNAME 'BC_ARCHIVE'

   ARCOBJVARIANT 'BC_ARCVARIANT'

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

ARCOBJTYPE Statement: Specify SAP External System Archive
The ARCOBJTYPE statement specifies the SAP external system archive.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Batch Input Session (BDC_JOB)
• SAP Data Archiving (SAPA_JOB)
• SAP R/3 (SAP_JOB)

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

ARCOBJTYPE object_type

object_type
Specifies the type of external system archive object. The value corresponds to the Obj. type field on the Define
Background Archive Parameters dialog.
Limits: Up to 10 valid SAP characters; case-sensitive

NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• Use the ARCOBJTYPE statement before the first ABAPNAME statement to set the default value for

subsequent steps.
• Use the ARCOBJTYPE statement within the boundaries of the step definition (between two ABAPNAME

statements or between an ABAPNAME statement and the end of the job definition) to define the value for
that step.
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Example: Specify SAP External System Archive

In this example, the external archive object is named ARCHIVE.

APPL SAPTEST

SAP_JOB SAPTEST

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   SAPUSER J01PROD

   RUN DAILY

   ABAPNAME BTCTEST

      VARIANT TEST

      ARCOBJTYPE ARCHIVE

ENDJOB

ARCOBJVARIANT Statement: Identify Name of SAP Archiving Object Variant
The ARCOBJVARIANT statement identifies the name of an archiving object variant defined on the SAP system.

Supported Job Type

This statement is required for the SAP Data Archiving (SAPA_JOB) job type.

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

ARCOBJVARIANT 'object_variant'

object_variant
Specifies the name of the archive object variant.
Limits: Up to 14 valid SAP characters; case-sensitive

NOTE
Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.

Example: Identify Name of SAP Archiving Object Variant

In this example, the archiving object variant is named BC_ARCVARIANT.

APPL DATEST

SAPA_JOB DATEST

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   ARCMODE PRINT

   PRINTDEST LP01

   ARCOBJNAME 'BC_ARCHIVE'

   ARCOBJVARIANT 'BC_ARCVARIANT'

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

ARCPATH Statement: Specify SAP Standard Archive Path
The ARCPATH statement specifies the SAP standard archive path.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:
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• Batch Input Session (BDC_JOB)
• SAP Data Archiving (SAPA_JOB)
• SAP R/3 (SAP_JOB)

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

ARCPATH path

path
Specifies the standard archive path.
Limits: Up to 70 valid SAP characters; case-sensitive

NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• Use the ARCPATH statement before the first ABAPNAME statement to set the default value for subsequent

steps.
• Use the ARCPATH statement within the boundaries of the step definition (between two ABAPNAME

statements or between an ABAPNAME statement and the end of the job definition) to define the value for
that step.

Example: Specify SAP Standard Archive Path

In this example, the standard archive path is /export/home/archive.

APPL SAPTEST

SAP_JOB SAPTEST

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   ABAPNAME RSPARAM

      ARCPATH /export/home/archive

      ARCMODE ARCHIVE

      ARCDOCTYPE ARCHIVE

      ARCOBJTYPE ARCHIVE

      ARCINFO inf

      ARCCLIENT 800

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

ARCPRINTER Statement: Specify SAP Archive Target Printer
The ARCPRINTER statement specifies an SAP archive target printer.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Batch Input Session (BDC_JOB)
• SAP Data Archiving (SAPA_JOB)
• SAP R/3 (SAP_JOB)

Syntax

This statement has the following format:
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ARCPRINTER printer

printer
Specifies the archive target printer.
Limits: Up to 4 valid SAP characters; case-sensitive

NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• Use the ARCPRINTER statement before the first ABAPNAME statement to set the default value for

subsequent steps.
• Use the ARCPRINTER statement within the boundaries of the step definition (between two ABAPNAME

statements or between an ABAPNAME statement and the end of the job definition) to define the value for
that step.

Example: Specify SAP Archive Target Printer

In this example, the archive target printer is PRT1.

APPL SAPTEST

SAP_JOB SAPTEST

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   ABAPNAME RSPARAM

      ARCPRINTER PRT1

      ARCMODE ARCHIVE

      ARCDOCTYPE ARCHIVE

      ARCOBJTYPE ARCHIVE

      ARCINFO inf

      ARCCLIENT 800

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

ARCPROTOCOL Statement: Specify SAP Archive Storage Connection Protocol
The ARCPROTOCOL statement specifies the SAP archive storage connection protocol.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Batch Input Session (BDC_JOB)
• SAP Data Archiving (SAPA_JOB)
• SAP R/3 (SAP_JOB)

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

ARCPROTOCOL protocol

protocol
Specifies the archive storage connection protocol.
Limits: Up to 8 valid SAP characters; case-sensitive

NOTE
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• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• Use the ARCPROTOCOL statement before the first ABAPNAME statement to set the default value for

subsequent steps.
• Use the ARCPROTOCOL statement within the boundaries of the step definition (between two ABAPNAME

statements or between an ABAPNAME statement and the end of the job definition) to define the value for
that step.

Example: Specify SAP Archive Storage Connection Protocol

In this example, the archive storage connection protocol is prtcl12.

APPL SAPTEST

SAP_JOB SAPTEST

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   ABAPNAME RSPARAM

      ARCPROTOCOL prtcl12

      ARCMODE ARCHIVE

      ARCDOCTYPE ARCHIVE

      ARCOBJTYPE ARCHIVE

      ARCINFO inf

      ARCCLIENT 800

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

ARCREPORT Statement: Specify SAP Archive Link Report Name
The ARCREPORT statement specifies the SAP archive link report name.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Batch Input Session (BDC_JOB)
• SAP Data Archiving (SAPA_JOB)
• SAP R/3 (SAP_JOB)

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

ARCREPORT report_name

report_name
Specifies the archive link report name.
Limits: Up to 40 valid SAP characters; case-sensitive

NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• Use the ARCREPORT statement before the first ABAPNAME statement to set the default value for

subsequent steps.
• Use the ARCREPORT statement within the boundaries of the step definition (between two ABAPNAME

statements or between an ABAPNAME statement and the end of the job definition) to define the value for
that step.

Example: Specify SAP Archive Link Report Name
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In this example, the archive report name requires single quotes because of the space.

APPL SAPTEST

SAP_JOB SAPTEST

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   ABAPNAME RSPARAM

      ARCREPORT 'Archive Report'

      ARCMODE ARCHIVE

      ARCDOCTYPE ARCHIVE

      ARCOBJTYPE ARCHIVE

      ARCINFO inf

      ARCCLIENT 800

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

ARCSERVICE Statement: Specify SAP Archive Link RPC Service/Destination
The ARCSERVICE statement specifies the SAP archive link RPC service /destination.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Batch Input Session (BDC_JOB)
• SAP Data Archiving (SAPA_JOB)
• SAP R/3 (SAP_JOB)

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

ARCSERVICE service

service
Specifies the archive link RPC service/destination.
Limits: Up to 32 valid SAP characters; case-sensitive

NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• Use the ARCSERVICE statement before the first ABAPNAME statement to set the default value for

subsequent steps.
• Use the ARCSERVICE statement within the boundaries of the step definition (between two ABAPNAME

statements or between an ABAPNAME statement and the end of the job definition) to define the value for
that step.

Example: Specify SAP Archive Link RPC Service/Destination

In this example, the archive link RPC service/destination is rpcdest.

APPL SAPTEST

SAP_JOB SAPTEST

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   ABAPNAME RSPARAM

      ARCSERVICE rpcdest
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      ARCMODE ARCHIVE

      ARCDOCTYPE ARCHIVE

      ARCOBJTYPE ARCHIVE

      ARCINFO inf

      ARCCLIENT 800

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

ARCSTORAGE Statement: Specify SAP Archive Link Target Storage System
The ARCSTORAGE statement specifies the SAP archive link target storage system.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Batch Input Session (BDC_JOB)
• SAP Data Archiving (SAPA_JOB)
• SAP R/3 (SAP_JOB)

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

ARCSTORAGE storage_system

storage_system
Specifies the archive link target storage system.
Limits: Up to 2 valid SAP characters; case-sensitive

NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• Use the ARCSTORAGE statement before the first ABAPNAME statement to set the default value for

subsequent steps.
• Use the ARCSTORAGE statement within the boundaries of the step definition (between two ABAPNAME

statements or between an ABAPNAME statement and the end of the job definition) to define the value for
that step.

Example: Specify SAP Archive Link Target Storage System

In this example, the archive link target storage system is st.

APPL SAPTEST

SAP_JOB SAPTEST

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   ABAPNAME RSPARAM

      ARCSTORAGE st

      ARCMODE ARCHIVE

      ARCDOCTYPE ARCHIVE

      ARCOBJTYPE ARCHIVE

      ARCINFO inf

      ARCCLIENT 800

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB
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ARCTEXT Statement: Specify SAP Archive Link Text Information Field
The ARCTEXT statement specifies the SAP archive link Text Information field.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Batch Input Session (BDC_JOB)
• SAP Data Archiving (SAPA_JOB)
• SAP R/3 (SAP_JOB)

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

ARCTEXT text_field

text_field
Specifies the archive link Text Information field.
Limits: Up to 40 valid SAP characters; case-sensitive

NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• Use the ARCTEXT statement before the first ABAPNAME statement to set the default value for subsequent

steps.
• Use the ARCTEXT statement within the boundaries of the step definition (between two ABAPNAME

statements or between an ABAPNAME statement and the end of the job definition) to define the value for
that step.

Example: Specify SAP Archive Link Text Information Field

In this example, the archive text requires single quotes because of the space.

APPL SAPTEST

SAP_JOB SAPTEST

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   ABAPNAME RSPARAM

      ARCTEXT 'Archive text'

      ARCMODE ARCHIVE

      ARCDOCTYPE ARCHIVE

      ARCOBJTYPE ARCHIVE

      ARCINFO inf

      ARCCLIENT 800

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

ARCUSER Statement: Specify SAP Archive Data Element for User
The ARCUSER statement specifies the archive data element for user.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:
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• Batch Input Session (BDC_JOB)
• SAP Data Archiving (SAPA_JOB)
• SAP R/3 (SAP_JOB)

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

ARCUSER user

user
Specifies the archive data element for user.
Limits: Up to 12 valid SAP characters; case-sensitive

NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• Use the ARCUSER statement before the first ABAPNAME statement to set the default value for subsequent

steps.
• Use the ARCUSER statement within the boundaries of the step definition (between two ABAPNAME

statements or between an ABAPNAME statement and the end of the job definition) to define the value for
that step.

Example: Specify SAP Archive Data Element for User

In this example, the archive data element for user is arcuser.

APPL SAPTEST

SAP_JOB SAPTEST

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   ABAPNAME RSPARAM

      ARCUSER arcuser

      ARCMODE BOTH

      ARCDOCTYPE ARCHIVE

      ARCOBJTYPE ARCHIVE

      ARCINFO 123

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

ARCVERSION Statement: Specify SAP Archive Version Number
The ARCVERSION statement specifies the archive version number.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Batch Input Session (BDC_JOB)
• SAP Data Archiving (SAPA_JOB)
• SAP R/3 (SAP_JOB)

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

ARCVERSION version
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version
Specifies the archive version.
Limits: Up to 4 valid SAP characters; case-sensitive

NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• Use the ARCVERSION statement before the first ABAPNAME statement to set the default value for

subsequent steps.
• Use the ARCVERSION statement within the boundaries of the step definition (between two ABAPNAME

statements or between an ABAPNAME statement and the end of the job definition) to define the value for
that step.

Example: Specify SAP Archive Version Number

In this example, the version number requires single quotes because of the period.

APPL SAPTEST

SAP_JOB SAPTEST

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   ABAPNAME RSPARAM

      ARCVERSION '4.1'

      ARCMODE BOTH

      ARCDOCTYPE ARCHIVE

      ARCOBJTYPE ARCHIVE

      ARCINFO 123

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

ARGDEFAULTS Statement: Specify Whether to Use Oracle Applications
Argument Defaults
The ARGDEFAULTS statement specifies whether to use default values for arguments that are not defined using the
ARGS statement or the PROGARGS statement. The default arguments are defined in Oracle Applications.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Oracle E-Business Suite Request Set (OA_JOB)
• Oracle E-Business Suite Single Request (OA_JOB)

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

ARGDEFAULTS Y|N

Y
Specifies that the job uses the default values defined in Oracle Applications for arguments that are not specified in
the job definition.

N
Specifies that the job does not use the default values defined in Oracle Applications for arguments that are not
specified in the job definition.
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NOTE

• Your agent administrator can specify that all Oracle E-Business Suite Request Set or Single Request jobs
use the default argument values by setting the oa.useArgDefaults parameter to true in the agentparm.txt file
of the agent.

• The ARGDEFAULTS statement overrides the default setting specified in the oa.useArgDefaults parameter in
the agentparm.txt file of the agent.

• The ARGDEFAULTS statement is ignored when Y or N is omitted.

Example: Use Oracle Applications Argument Defaults

In this example, each program has three arguments. ARGDEFAULTS is set to Y. Thus the agent passes default values
from Oracle Applications to arguments not defined in the PROGARGS statement.

In the first program, the PROGARGS statement passes values for the first and third arguments. The agent passes a
default value for the second argument.

In the second program, the PROGARGS statement passes values for the second argument. The agent passes default
values for the first and third arguments.

APPL ACC011

AGENT CYBOA

OA_JOB AOT2805.AP035

   REQUESTSET XXEXTRACTS

   RUN DAILY

   APPLDISPLNAME 'Application Object Library'

   RESPNAME 'System Administrator'

   OAUSER SYSADMIN

   ARGDEFAULTS Y

   PROGDATA 1

      PROGARGS X45S,,X45G

   PROGDATA 2

      PROGARGS ,X22F,

ENDJOB

ARGS Statement: Define Argument Values to Pass (Oracle E-Business Suite
Jobs)
The ARGS statement defines the argument values to override Oracle Applications default values.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the Oracle E-Business Suite Single Request (OA_JOB) job type.

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

ARGS argument[,argument...]

argument
Defines each argument value to pass to an Oracle Applications single request. In Oracle Applications, arguments
are part of the program definition and are found in the Concurrent Program Parameters dialog.
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NOTE

• You can specify up to 100 arguments, separated by commas.
• Do not add a space after a comma, unless the argument value starts with a space.
• To use a default value defined in Oracle Applications, enter one comma in the argument position and specify

Y in the ARGDEFAULTS statement. Do not add spaces between commas.
• The entire value can be up to 4078 characters. If your list of arguments is over the total maximum of 4078

characters, split it into multiple ARGS statements. These multiple statements will be concatenated using
commas.

• You can specify up to 100 ARGS statements in the job definition.

Example: Pass Argument Values

In this example, the ARGS statement passes values for the first, third, and fifth arguments. Since the ARGDEFAULTS
statement is set to Y, the agent passes default values to the second and fourth arguments.

APPL ACC010

AGENT CYBOA

OA_JOB AOL2205.AP034

   PROGRAM XXCOFI

   RUN DAILY

   APPLDISPLNAME 'Application Object Library'

   RESPNAME 'System Administrator'

   OAUSER SYSADMIN

   DESCRIPTION 'CONFIRMED REQ 20040808 by TYB212'

   ARGS X22F,,X56R143,,X23T

   ARGSDEFAULTS Y

ENDJOB

ARGS Statement: Pass Additional Parameters to a PeopleSoft Report
(PeopleSoft Jobs)
The ARGS statement specifies additional parameters to pass to a PeopleSoft report.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the PeopleSoft job type.

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

ARGS argument ...

argument
Specifies additional argument values to pass to the PeopleSoft report.
Limits: Up to 4078 characters; case-sensitive
Note: You can pass multiple strings as a single argument by enclosing them in double quotes: “parm1 parm2”
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NOTE

• The entire value can be up to 4078 characters.
• Specify multiple arguments by separating them with blank spaces.
• To pass an argument with delimiters (such as spaces and semicolons), enclose the argument in double

quotes.
• When you pass multiple arguments, you can use continuation characters such as the hyphen (-).
• If you specify more than one ARGS statement, the second ARGS statement within the job definition

overrides the first, with the exception of a blank character string, which is ignored.
• For more information about passing data between jobs and across platforms, see the User Guide for your

agent.

Example: Ignore Parameters in the PS_PRCSDEFN Table and Pass Additional Parameters to the nVision Report

In this example, the job parameters are not updated with data in the PS_PRCSDEFN table. The ARGS statement passes
additional parameters for the nVision report.

PS TEST.PSJOB

   AGENT PSAGENT

   PROCESSTYPE nVision-Report

   PROCESSNAME NVSRUN

   OUTDESTTYPE FILE

   OUTDESTFORMAT XLS

   OUTDESTPATH c:\test\testnv.xls

   SKIPPARMUPDATES Yes

   ARGS -NRNVARIABLE -NBUAUS01 -NHLhttp://10.1.1.40/psp/ps+

      /EMPLOYEE/ERP/c/REPORT_BOOKS.IC_RUN_DRILLDOWN.GBL?Action=A

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

ARGS Statement: Pass Arguments (UNIX, Windows, OpenVMS, or HP Integrity
NonStop Jobs)
The ARGS statement specifies a string of positional arguments to pass to a batch file, script, command, or program. Use
ARGS when defining jobs on a UNIX, Windows, OpenVMS, or HP Integrity NonStop platform.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• AIX (AIX_JOB)
• HP Integrity NonStop (TANDEM_JOB)
• HP-UX (HPUX_JOB)
• Linux (LINUX_JOB)
• OpenVMS (OPENVMS_JOB)
• Solaris (SUN_JOB)
• UNIX (UNIX_JOB)
• Windows (NT_JOB)

Syntax

This statement has the following format:
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ARGS argument ...

argument
Specifies the string argument to pass to the batch file, script, command, or program.
Limits: Case-sensitive
Note: You can pass multiple strings as a single argument by enclosing them in double quotes: “parm1 parm2”

NOTE

• The entire value can be up to 4078 characters.
• Specify multiple arguments by separating them with blank spaces.
• To pass an argument with delimiters (such as spaces and semicolons), enclose the argument in double

quotes.
• When you pass multiple arguments, you can use continuation characters such as the hyphen (-).
• If you specify more than one ARGS statement, the second ARGS statement within the job definition

overrides the first, with the exception of a blank character string, which is ignored.
• For HP Integrity NonStop jobs, if you use an ARGS statement to directly invoke multiple commands,

separate each command with a tilde and a semicolon (~;). All of these commands should be surrounded with
one set of single quotes. For example:

ARGS ‘#KEYS~;#MYTERM’

NOTE

Related Information

For more information about passing data between jobs and across platforms, see the User Guide for your agent.

Example: Pass Positional Arguments to a Windows Program

In this example, three arguments are passed to a Windows program:

ARGS "C:\Pay Data\salary.dat" 341 749

When the program runs, the arguments are set as follows:

Argument Value Passed
1 C:\Pay Data\salary.dat
2 341
3 749

Example: Pass Positional Arguments to a UNIX Command

This example passes three arguments to a UNIX command. The argument "user 1" is enclosed with double quotation
marks because it contains a space.

ARGS "user 1" 905-555-1212 749

When the command runs, the arguments are set as follows:

Argument Value Passed
1 user 1
2 905-555-1212
3 749
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ARGS Statement: Specify a Parameter Passed to a Stored Procedure (Database
Jobs)
The ARGS statement specifies a parameter passed to a database stored procedure in a Database Stored Procedure
(DBSP) job.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the Database Stored Procedure (DBSP_JOB) job type.

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

ARGS [IGNORE] parm_name [IN|OUT|INOUT] data_type[,value]

IGNORE
(Optional) Specifies that the value is not returned.
Note: This operand only applies to output parameters.

parm_name
Specifies the name of the parameter.

IN|OUT|INOUT
(Optional) Specifies the parameter type. Options are the following:
IN

Specifies that the parameter is an input parameter.
OUT

Specifies that the parameter is an output parameter.
INOUT

Specifies that the parameter is an input-output parameter. Alternatively, you can specify IN OUT.
data_type

Specifies the database data type of the parameter.
The following data types are supported:

• CHAR
• VARCHAR
• LONGVARCHAR
• NUMERIC
• DECIMAL
• BIT
• BOOLEAN
• TINYINT
• SMALLINT
• INTEGER
• BIGINT
• REAL
• FLOAT
• DOUBLE
• DATE
• TIME
• TIMESTAMP
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value
(Optional) Specifies the value of the parameter.
Limits: Up to 100 characters; case-sensitive

NOTE
This value applies to input parameters only.

NOTE

• To specify multiple parameters to pass to a stored procedure, define a separate ARGS statement for each
parameter.

• The value of each statement can be up to 4070 characters.

Example: Pass Parameter to a Stored procedure

This example defines the DBSP job DBPROC1. The agent runs the stored procedure PAYROLL, passing in the parameter
'ename INOUT VARCHAR,John Evans'. Success is determined by whether ename begins with the string John when
PAYROLL completes.

DBSP_JOB DBPROC1

   AGENT CYBDB1

   SPNAME PAYROLL

   ARGS ename INOUT VARCHAR,John Evans

   JOB_CRITERIA ename=John.*

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Supported Data Types

The following table lists the supported data types for different databases. The data types listed in the database columns
are defined in the procedure definition within the database. In the job definition, use the corresponding JDBC data type
from the first column.

JDBC Data Type Valid Input Format Oracle Microsoft SQL Server DB2
CHAR Plain text CHAR CHAR CHAR
VARCHAR Plain text VARCHAR2(x)

VARCHAR(x)
VARCHAR(x) VARCHAR(x)

LONGVARCHAR  Not supported Not supported Not supported
NUMERIC Number NUMBER,

NUMERIC
NUMERIC NUMERIC

DECIMAL Number DECIMAL DECIMAL  
BIT  Not supported BIT Not supported
BOOLEAN  Not supported Not supported Not supported
TINYINT  Not supported TINYINT Not supported
SMALLINT Number SMALLINT SMALLINT SMALLINT
INTEGER Number INTEGER INTEGER

INT
INTEGER

BIGINT Number Not supported BIGINT BIGINT
REAL Number

[dot Number]
REAL REAL REAL

FLOAT Number
[dot Number]

FLOAT FLOAT FLOAT
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DOUBLE   FLOAT DOUBLE, DECIMAL
DATE yyyy-mm-dd DATE Not supported DATE
TIME hh:mm:ss  Not supported TIME
TIMESTAMP yyyy-mm-dd

hh:mm:ss.ffffffff
TIMESTAMP datetime

smalldatetime
TIMESTAMP

BINARY Hex
(such as 010203FF)

 timestamp  

Although JDBC provides functionality for Booleans, the Oracle database driver does not. To handle unsupported data
types such as Booleans, call a wrapper procedure in the job definition. The wrapper procedure converts the inputted
values to values supported by the database driver and calls the desired stored procedure from inside the database.

Example: ESP Agent running a wrapper procedure called boolwrap

In the following example, the agent runs a wrapper procedure called boolwrap, which converts the inputted integer value
to a Boolean and calls the boolproc stored procedure.

CREATE OR REPLACE PROCEDURE boolproc(x boolean) AS BEGIN

[...]

END;

 

CREATE OR REPLACE PROCEDURE boolwrap(x int) AS BEGIN

IF (x=1) THEN

  boolproc(TRUE);

ELSE

  boolproc(FALSE);

END IF;

END;

Example: Two parameters passed to the UPDATE_INV stored procedure

In the following example, there are two parameters passed to the stored procedure UPDATE_INV. QUANTITY is an input
parameter of type integer with a value of 3000; NEW_INV is an output parameter of type integer.

DBSP_JOB SPROC1

  AGENT CYBDB1

  SPNAME UPDATE_INV

  ARGS QUANTITY IN INTEGER,3000

  ARGS NEW_INV OUT INTEGER

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

AS400_JOB Statement: Start an i5/OS Job Definition
The AS400_JOB statement starts an i5/OS job definition (formerly called AS400 job definition and OS/400 job definition).
You can define an i5/OS job to schedule workload to run on an i5/OS system. The job can run a program or an i5/OS
command. You can run i5/OS jobs in the root file system, open systems file system (QOpenSys), and library file system
(QSYS).

Note: To run i5/OS jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for i5/OS or ESP Agent for OS/400 Operating Systems.

Syntax

For this statement, refer to the JOB statement syntax.
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NOTE

• A4 is the short form of AS400_JOB.
• To schedule i5/OS jobs, you must load the workload object module CYBESOA4. Load CYBESOA4 with the

WOBDEF command or with the WOBDEF initialization parameter.

Required Statements

To define an i5/OS job, you must specify the following statements:

• AGENT (at the workload object or the application level)
• AS400FILE, CLPNAME, or COMMAND

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for an i5/OS job:

• AS400LIB
• CCEXIT
• CURLIB
• EXITCODE
• JOBD
• JOBNAME
• JOBQ
• LIBL
• OTHERS
• PARAM
• PROCESS_PRIORITY
• USER

If your system uses CA WA Agent for i5/OS r11.3 and higher, you can also define the following optional statement:

• LDA

Example: Run a CL Program

This example runs a program named MFGDATA on an i5/OS system. The MFGDATA program is contained in the library
named PRODJOBS.

APPL INVENTORY

AS400_JOB MFGDATA

   AGENT I5AGENT

   CLPNAME MFGDATA

   AS400LIB PRODJOBS

   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE MFGSORT

ENDJOB

AS400FILE Statement: Identify i5/OS Source File
The AS400FILE statement specifies the source file for the program that you want to run on an i5/OS system.

Supported Job Type

If the CLPNAME or COMMAND statement is not used, this statement is required for the i5/OS (AS400_JOB) job type.

Syntax
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This statement has the following format:

• For the ESP Agent for OS/400 Operating Systems:

AS400FILE file.member

• For the CA WA Agent for i5/OS:

AS400FILE file|

          file(member)|

          library/file(member)|

          /QSYS.LIB/library.LIB/file.FILE/member.MBR

• file
Specifies the file containing the CL source for the program. The value must be a valid i5/OS file name.
Note: If you specify the file name without a member name, *FIRST is used by default.

• member
Specifies the member in the file that contains the CL source for the program. The value must be a valid i5/OS member
name.

• library
Specifies the name of the library that contains the source file for the program that you want to run. The value must be a
valid i5/OS library name.

NOTE

• Use the AS400FILE statement only within the boundaries of a job definition to apply to a single job.
• The entire value can be up to 60 characters; it cannot contain delimiters (such as spaces).
• The AS400FILE statement is mutually exclusive with the CLPNAME and COMMAND statements.

CA WA Agent for i5/OS Notes:

• If the library name is already specified in the AS400FILE statement, do not use the AS400LIB statement. If you specify
the library name in both statements, you will get a submission error.

• If you do not specify the library name in the AS400FILE statement or the AS400LIB statement, the agent uses the job’s
library list.

Example: Specify a File that Contains the Program to Run

This example runs a program that is contained in the BACKUP member of the CLSRC file. The library name is not
specified in the AS400FILE or the AS400LIB statement, so the agent uses the job's library list.

AS400_JOB MRGSORT

   AGENT I5AGENT

   AS400FILE CLSRC(BACKUP)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

AS400LIB Statement: Specify the Name of a Library
The AS400LIB statement specifies the name of the library that contains the Control Language (CL) program, the source
file for the program, or the command that you want to run.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the i5/OS (AS400_JOB) job type.

Syntax
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This statement has the following format:

• For the ESP Agent for OS/400 Operating Systems:

AS400LIB library

• For the CA WA Agent for i5/OS:

AS400LIB library|

         /QSYS.LIB/library.LIB

• library
Specifies the name of the library that contains the program, the source file for the program, or the command that you
want to run. The value must be a valid i5/OS library name.

NOTE

• Use the AS400LIB statement within the boundaries of a job definition to apply to a single job or outside the
boundaries of the job definition to apply to the entire application.

• The entire value can be up to 46 characters; it cannot contain delimiters (such as spaces).
• Instead of using the AS400LIB statement, you can specify the library name in the CURLIB or LIBL statement.

CA WA Agent for i5/OS Notes:

• You can also specify the library name in the AS400FILE, CLPNAME, or COMMAND statement.
• Do not use the AS400LIB statement if the library name is already specified in the AS400FILE, CLPNAME, or

COMMAND statement. If you specify the library name in both statements, you will get a submission error.
• If you do not specify the library name in the AS400FILE, CLPNAME, COMMAND, or AS400LIB statement, the agent

uses the job's library list.

Example: Specify the Library that Contains the CL Program to Run

This example runs a program named MFGDATA on an i5/OS system. The MFGDATA program is contained in the library
named PRODJOBS.

APPL INVENTORY

AS400_JOB MFGDATA

   AGENT I5AGENT

   CLPNAME MFGDATA

   AS400LIB PRODJOBS

   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE MFGSORT

ENDJOB

ASSIGN Statement: Assign Logical File Names to Files
The ASSIGN statement lets you assign a logical file name to an existing file. Additionally, you can specify the
characteristics of the existing file. The ASSIGN statement eliminates the requirement to hard-code file names in the
program.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the TANDEM_JOB job type.

Syntax

This statement has the following format:
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ASSIGN "<logical file name>;<existing file name>;<optional fields>"

logical file name
Specifies the logical file name that is assigned to an existing file. The logical file name cannot be longer than 32
characters.

existing file name
Specifies the actual file name of the existing file. The existing file name contains three fields. Each field cannot be
longer than eight characters; separate each field with a period.

optional fields
The following table contains the list of optional fields:

Keyword Create-Open-Spec Type Considerations Example
PEXT Primary-extent-spec Indicates the size of the primary file extent that is

allocated to the file. The PEXT keyword is an integer
in the range from 1 through 65535.

PEXT=1024

SEXT Secondary-extent-spec Indicates the size of the secondary file extent that is
allocated to the file. The SEXT keyword is an integer
in the range from 1 through 65535.

SEXT=512

EXL exclusion-spec The EXL keyword can be only one of EXCLUSIVE,
SHARED, or PROTECTED.

EXL=EXCLUSIVE
EXL=SHARED
EXL=PROTECTED

ACC access-spec The ACC keyword can be only one of I-O, INPUT, or
OUTPUT.

ACC=I-O
ACC=INPUT
ACC=OUTPUT

CODE code File Code - the maximum file code is 22222. CODE=101
REC rec REC is the record size - specifies an integer in the

range from 1 through 65535.
REC=300

BLOCK block BLOCK - sets the size of data blocks the logical
unit uses. The BLOCK keyword is any integer in the
range from 1 through 65535.

BLOCK=4096

NOTE

• The text string following the ASSIGN statement cannot be longer than 1026 characters including the
mandatory enclosing double quotes. The actual maximum length the agent sets can differ from this number.
Currently, the agent allows only 160 characters as the maximum length.

• The text string following the ASSIGN statement cannot be shorter than five characters including the
mandatory enclosing double quotes.

• You can specify up to 63 ASSIGN statements in one job.
• The ASSIGN statement is a job-level statement; it can be specified only within a job definition.
• The ASSIGN statement is ignored when it has no operands.
• The ASSIGN statement is not case-sensitive and it can contain the delimiters comma, semicolon, and space.

Example: Specify Variables using the ASSIGN Statement

This example shows how to use the ASSIGN statement to map the logical file name LOGFILE to an existing file. The
existing file name is $C35.PROD.GETASGN. In addition to the ASSIGN creating a mapping between a logical and
physical file, the file attributes for $C35.PROD.GETASGN are being passed. These file attributes are:
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• PEXT=1024 -- Sets the primary extent of the file to 1024 blocks.
• CODE=101 -- Sets the code of the file to 101, which is the number for an ASCII Edit-type file.
• BLOCK=700 -- Sets the data blocks of the file to 700 bytes.
• REC=100 -- Sets the record length of the file to 100 bytes.

APPL TESTHP

JCLLIB 'CA.TEST.JCLLIB'

USER ADMIN

 

TANDEM_JOB TEST_A

  AGENT HPNONSTOP

  COMMAND $C35.PROD.GETAPD

  ASSIGN "LOGFILE;$C35.PROD.GETASGN;PEXT=1024;-

            CODE=101;BLOCK=700;REC=100"

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

ATTRIBUTESFILTER Statement: Specify the Attribute Notifications to Subscribe
To
The ATTRIBUTESFILTER statement specifies a list of attribute notifications to subscribe to in a JMX-MBean Subscribe
job. A JMX-MBean Subscribe job can monitor an MBean for a single notification or monitor continuously for notifications.
You can use the ATTRIBUTESFILTER statement to filter the notifications by attribute. For example, you can use the
ATTRIBUTESFILTER statement to monitor when attributes change.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the JMX-MBean Subscribe (JMXS_JOB) job type.

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

ATTRIBUTESFILTER attribute[,attribute...]

attribute
Identifies an attribute to monitor for change.
Limits: Case-sensitive

NOTE

• Enclose value that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in single quotation marks.
• In a list, enclose values that contain commas in single quotes.
• The entire value can be to 1024 characters.
• In a JMX-MBean Subscribe job, you can specify the ATTRIBUTESFILTER statement or the TYPESFILTER

statement, but not both. If you do not specify either statement, the job will subscribe to all notifications for the
MBean.

Example: Monitor for Changes to a Certain MBean Attribute Using a Filter

Suppose that you want to set up continuous monitoring for changes to the cachesize attribute of the MBean named
Config. The job filters the notifications the MBean sends by attribute. Each time the cachesize attribute changes, an alert
named CHGA is sent.
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JMXS_JOB CHANGE

   AGENT APPAGENT

   URL service:jmx:rmi:///jndi/rmi://localhost:9999/server

   MBEAN 'DefaultDomain:index=1,type=Config' CONTINUOUS(CHGA)

   ATTRIBUTESFILTER cachesize

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

ATTRIBUTE Statement: Specify the MBean Attribute to Query or Set
The ATTRIBUTE statement specifies the name of the MBean attribute you want to query or set in a JMX-MBean Attribute
job. You specify the ATTRIBUTE statement to query a JMX server for the value of an MBean attribute or to change the
value of an MBean attribute on a JMX server. You can change the value of an MBean attribute using a set value for the
attribute or using a serialized Java object passed by another job.

Supported Job Types

This statement is required for the following job types:

• JMX-MBean Attribute Get (JMXB_JOB)
• JMX-MBean Attribute Set (JMXA_JOB)

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

ATTRIBUTE attribute

attribute
Specifies the name of the MBean attribute that you want to query or set.
Limits: Up to 1024 characters; case-sensitive

NOTE
Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.

Example: Query a JMX Server for the Value of an MBean Attribute

Suppose that you want to know the value of the cachesize attribute for the Config MBean. The URL for the JMX server is
service:jmx:rmi:///jndi/rmi://localhost:9999/server, where localhost is the host name and 9999 is the port number.

JMXB_JOB QUERY

   AGENT APPAGENT

   URL service:jmx:rmi:///jndi/rmi://localhost:9999/server

   MBEAN 'DefaultDomain:index=1,type=Config'

   ATTRIBUTE cachesize

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

AUTHORDER Statement: Specify Authentication Protocols
The AUTHORDER statement specifies a list of protocols to be used by a web server for authentication in an HTTP job
and in a Web Service Document/Literal job.

Supported Job Type
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This statement is optional for the HTTP (HTTP_JOB) job type and for the Web Services Document/Literal (WEB_DOCLIT)
job type.

Syntax

AUTHORDER BASIC|DIGEST|NTLM

 

AUTHORDER ({[BASIC]}

           {[,][DIGEST]}

           {[,][NTLM]})

BASIC
Indicates the BASIC protocol.

DIGEST
Indicates the DIGEST protocol.

NTLM
Indicates the NTLM protocol.

Notes:

• You can specify any of the following protocols in any order: BASIC, DIGEST, and NTLM. To specify more than one
protocol, place the protocols within parentheses, separated by commas or blanks.

• If you are connecting to a web server that cannot negotiate authentication protocols, enter the following list in the
specified order: (BASIC, DIGEST, NTLM).

• Each protocol can be specified only once.

Example: Connect to a Web Server that Cannot Negotiate Authentication Protocols

This example performs an HTTP query using the HTTP GET method. The output of the invocation is returned in the job
spool file. In this example, the job specifies the connection domain and origin for NTLM authentication, overrides the
global proxy defaults specified in the agentparm.txt file, and specifies the user and BASIC, DIGEST, and NTLM protocols
for web server authentication.

HTTP_JOB HTTP.CON_USER

   AGENT APPAGENT

   INVOCATIONTYPE GET

   SERVLET_URL http://host.example.com/protected IGNORE

   CONNECTIONORIGIN host.example.com    

   CONNECTIONDOMAIN windows_domain  

   AUTHORDER (BASIC, DIGEST, NTLM)

   CONNECTIONUSER user1

   PROXYDOMAIN http://host.domain.proxy   

   PROXYHOST proxy.example.com 

   PROXYORIGIN http://host.origin.proxy

   PROXYPORT 90

   PROXYUSER user01 domain(mydomain)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

AUTHPROTOCOL Statement: Specify the SNMP v3 Authentication Protocol
The AUTHPROTOCOL statement specifies the SNMP v3 authentication protocol to use when connecting with the user
specified in the SNMPUSER statement. This statement is ignored if your SNMP version is v1 or v2.
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Supported Job Types

If your SNMP version is v3, this statement is required for the following job types:

• SNMP Trap Send (SNPE_JOB)
• SNMP Value Get (SNPG_JOB)
• SNMP Value Set (SNPS_JOB)

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

AUTHPROTOCOL MD5|SHA

MD5
Specifies the Message Digest 5 (MD5) authentication protocol.

SHA
Specifies the Secure Hash (SHA) authentication protocol.

Example: Specify the Authentication Protocol in an SNMP Value Set Job

Suppose that you want to set the value of the OUT456789 variable using SNMP v3. In this example, the job uses the
AES privacy protocol and the MD5 authentication protocol. The OUT456789 variable belongs to the context named
contxtname within the SNMP entity identified by the hexadecimal value CAB0. The credentials of user user1 are used for
authorization.

SNPS_JOB SETV3

   AGENT SNMPAGENT

   SNMPUSER user1

   MIB 'c:\SNMP\MIBs\mymib.mib'   

   SNMPNODE OUT456789 HOST(example.com) VERSION(3)

   CONTEXTNAME contxtname

   CONTEXTENGINEID X'cab0'

   PRIVPROTOCOL AES

   AUTHPROTOCOL MD5

   PARAMETER TYPE(snmp:int) VALUE(8)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

BANNERPAGE Statement: Include SAP Cover Page with Report
The BANNERPAGE statement specifies whether to include an SAP cover page with the report output.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Batch Input Session (BDC_JOB)
• SAP Data Archiving (SAPA_JOB)
• SAP R/3 (SAP_JOB)

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

BANNERPAGE Y|N
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Y
Prints the cover page with the report output.

N
Does not print the cover page with the report output.

NOTE

• Use the BANNERPAGE statement before the first ABAPNAME statement to set the default value for
subsequent steps.

• Use the BANNERPAGE statement within the boundaries of the step definition (between two ABAPNAME
statements or between an ABAPNAME statement and the end of the job definition) to define the value for
that step.

• BANNERPAGE corresponds to the SAPGUI Cover sheets, Selection cover page field on the Background
Print Parameters dialog.

Example: Print a Cover Page With the Report Output

In this example, the cover page is printed with the report output.

APPL SAPTEST

SAP_JOB SAPTEST

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   SAPUSER J01PROD

   RUN DAILY

   ABAPNAME BTCTEST

      VARIANT TEST

      BANNERPAGE Y

ENDJOB

BANNER Statement: Include SAP Cover Page
The BANNER statement specifies whether to include an SAP cover page. The SAP cover page contains information such
as recipient name, department name, and format used.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Batch Input Session (BDC_JOB)
• SAP Data Archiving (SAPA_JOB)
• SAP R/3 (SAP_JOB)

Syntax

BANNER Y|N|D

Y
Prints the cover page.

N
Does not print the cover page.

D
Uses the default cover sheet output as determined by the setting of the selected output device.

NOTE
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• Use the BANNER statement before the first ABAPNAME statement to set the default value for subsequent
steps.

• Use the BANNER statement within the boundaries of the step definition (between two ABAPNAME
statements or between an ABAPNAME statement and the end of the job definition) to define the value for
that step.

• BANNER corresponds to the SAPGUI Cover sheets, SAP cover page field on the Background Print
Parameters dialog.

Example: Print a Cover Page

In this example, the SAP cover page is printed.

APPL SAPTEST

SAP_JOB SAPTEST

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   SAPUSER J01PROD

   RUN DAILY

   ABAPNAME BTCTEST

      VARIANT TEST

      BANNER Y

ENDJOB

BDC_JOB Statement: Start a Batch Input Session Job Definition
The BDC_JOB statement starts a Batch Input Session (BDC) job definition in an application. You can define a Batch Input
Session job to import large amounts of data from external systems to the SAP system. You create Batch Input Session
jobs on the SAP system.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for SAP.

Syntax

For this statement, refer to the JOB statement syntax.

NOTE

• BI is the short form of BDC_JOB.
• To schedule Batch Input Session jobs, you must load the workload object module CYBESOBI. Load

CYBESOBI with the WOBDEF command or with the WOBDEF initialization parameter.

Required Statements

To define a Batch Input Session job, you must specify the following statements:

• ABAPNAME
• AGENT

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for a Batch Input Session job:
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• ARCCLIENT
• ARCCONNECT
• ARCDATE
• ARCDOCCLASS
• ARCDOCTYPE
• ARCFORMAT
• ARCHOSTLINK
• ARCINFO
• ARCMODE
• ARCOBJTYPE
• ARCPATH
• ARCPRINTER
• ARCPROTOCOL
• ARCREPORT
• ARCSERVICE
• ARCSTORAGE
• ARCTEXT
• ARCUSER
• ARCVERSION
• BANNER
• BANNERPAGE
• BDCERRRATE
• BDCEXTLOG
• BDCPROCRATE
• BDCSYSTEM
• COLUMNS
• EXPIRATION
• LANGUAGE
• LINES
• PRINTCOPIES
• PRINTCOVER
• PRINTDATASET
• PRINTDEPARTMENT
• PRINTDEST
• PRINTFOOTER
• PRINTFORMAT
• PRINTHOSTPAGE
• PRINTIMMED
• PRINTNEWSPOOL
• PRINTPRIORITY
• PRINTPW
• PRINTREL
• PRINTREQTYPE
• PRINTSPOOLNAME
• PUTINOUTBOX
• RECIPIENT
• RECIPIENTBCC
• RECIPIENTCC
• RECIPIENTEXPRESS
• RECIPIENTFORWARD
• RECIPIENTPRINT
• RECIPIENTTYPE
• RFCDEST
• SAPCLIENT
• SAPEMAILADDR
• SAPFAILUREMSG
• SAPJOBCLASS
• SAPJOBNAME
• SAPLANGUAGE
• SAPSUCCESSMSG
• SAPTARGETSYSTEM
• SAPUSER
• SPOOLRECIPIENT
• STARTMODE
• STEPUSER
• VARIANT
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Example: Run an ABAP on the SAP System

In this example, the BDC job BDCTEST runs the ABAP BDCABAP on the SAP system.

APPL BDCTEST

BDC_JOB BDCTEST

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   ABAPNAME BDCABAP

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

BDCERRRATE Statement: Specify the Maximum Acceptable Error Rate
The BDCERRRATE statement specifies the maximum acceptable error rate within a Batch Input Session (BDC) job.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the Batch Input Session (BDC_JOB) job type.

Syntax

BDCERRRATE percent

percent
Specifies the maximum acceptable error rate as a percentage of the total transactions. When set to 100, all errors
are acceptable. When set to zero (0), the job fails if any transaction contains an error. When set to 5, for example,
the job fails if more than five percent of the transactions contain errors.
Limits: 0-100
Default: 0

Example: Specify a Maximum Acceptable Error Rate

In this example, the maximum acceptable error rate is five percent. If more than five percent of transactions contain errors,
the job fails.

APPL BDCTEST

BDC_JOB BDCTEST

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   BDCERRRATE 5

   ABAPNAME BDCABAP

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

BDCEXTLOG Statement: Generate Advanced Logging of the Batch Input Session
The BDCEXTLOG statement specifies whether to generate advanced logging of the Batch Input Session (BDC) running
on the SAP system.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the Batch Input Session (BDC_JOB) job type.

Syntax

BDCEXTLOG Y|N
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Y
Generates advanced logging.

N
Does not generate advanced logging. This is the default.

Example: Generate Advanced Logging of the Batch Input Session

In this example, advanced logging of the BDC is generated.

APPL BDCTEST

BDC_JOB BDCTEST

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   BDCEXTLOG Y

   ABAPNAME BDCABAP

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

BDCPROCRATE Statement: Specify Minimum Acceptable Process Rate
The BDCPROCRATE statement specifies the minimum acceptable process rate within a Batch Input Session (BDC) job.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the Batch Input Session (BDC_JOB) job type.

Syntax

BDCPROCRATE percent

percent
Specifies the minimum acceptable process rate as a percentage of the total transactions. When set to 100, the job
fails if all transactions are not processed. When set to zero (0), no minimum processed transactions are required.
When set to 90, for example, the job fails if less than 90 percent of the transactions are processed.
Limits: 0-100
Default: 0

Example: Specify a Minimum Acceptable Process Rate

In this example, the minimum acceptable process rate is 90 percent. If less than 90 percent of transactions are processed,
the job fails.

APPL BDCTEST

BDC_JOB BDCTEST

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   BDCPROCRATE 90

   ABAPNAME BDCABAP

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

BDCSYSTEM Statement: Specify Name of Background Server Processing the
Batch Input Session
The BDCSYSTEM statement specifies the name of the background server processing the Batch Input Session (BDC)
running on the SAP system.
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Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the Batch Input Session (BDC_JOB) job type.

Syntax

BDCSYSTEM destination

destination
Specifies the name of the background server.
Limits: Up to 256 valid SAP characters; case-sensitive

NOTE
Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.

Example: Specify the Background Processing Server Name

In this example, a background server named dest is processing the Batch Input Session running on the SAP system.

APPL BDCTEST

BDC_JOB BDCTEST

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   BDCSYSTEM dest

   ABAPNAME BDCABAP

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

BEAN Statement: Specify the JNDI Name of the Bean
The BEAN statement specifies the JNDI name of the bean in an Entity Bean and Session Bean job.

Supported Job Types

This statement is required for the following job types:

• Entity Bean (EJBE_JOB)
• Session Bean (EJB_JOB)

Syntax

BEAN bean

bean
Specifies the JNDI name of the session or entity bean.
Limits: Up to 1024 characters; case-sensitive

NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• BEANNAME is an alias of BEAN.

Example: Invoke a Method on a Stateless Session Bean

Suppose that you want to invoke the reverse method on the CybEJBTestBean stateless session bean. The
reverse method has one parameter, with type java.lang.String and value a23. The output from the reverse
method is saved in the C:\Makapt15 file. The initial context factory supplied by the JNDI service provider is
com.ibm.websphere.naming.WsnInitialContextFactory. The service provider's URL is iiop://172.24.0.0:2809, where
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172.24.0.0 is the IP address of the WebSphere application server and 2809 is the ORB port. When the job runs, the
output of the reverse method is stored in the output destination file.

EJB_JOB REVERSE

   AGENT APPAGENT

   INITIAL_CONTEXT com.ibm.websphere.naming.WsnInitialContextFactory

   LOCATION iiop://172.24.0.0:2809

   BEAN CybEJBTestBean

   METHOD reverse

   DESTINATION C:\Makapt15

   JNDIUSER cyberuser

   PARAMETER TYPE(java.lang.String) VALUE(a23)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

BOUNDARY_QUERY Statement: Specify a Boundary Query to Use for Creating
Splits
The BOUNDARY_QUERY statement specifies a Hadoop Boundary Query to use for creating splits during a Sqoop
IMPORT operation.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Apache Sqoop™ (SQOOP_JOB) if SQOOP_TYPE IMPORT is specified.

Syntax:

BOUNDARY_QUERY query

query
Specifies a Boundary Query.
Limits: Up to 256 characters; case-sensitive. The name can contain any characters, if it contains delimiters it
should be enclosed in single quotes, for example:
BOUNDARY_QUERY 'SELECT MIN(amount),MAX(amount) FROM(sales)'

NOTE
BOUNDARY_QUERY statement can be specified at the application level or at the job level.

Example

In this example, BOUNDARY_QUERY statement specifies query SELECT MIN(amount), MAX(amount) from (sales) to
find out boundaries for creating splits.

APPL         TESTHS

AGENT  HADOOP

SQOOP_JOB    SQIMPORT

 SQOOP_TYPE  import

 USER root

 HADOOP_HOST hadoop.server.com 

 JDBCURL           jdbc:mysql://hadoop.server.com/retail

 JDBCUSER          root 

 JDBCTABLE   esp                                                      

 HADOOP_DESTINATION     /dir2                       
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 BOUNDARY_QUERY    'SELECT MIN(amount), MAX(amount) FROM (sales)'      

 RUN  NOW

ENDJOB

BROADCAST Statement: Specify the Broadcast Address
The BROADCAST statement specifies the IP address of the LAN or subnet of the computer that receives the Wake
on LAN (signal). The BROADCAST statement only supports IPv4 addresses; BROADCAST does not support IPv6
addresses.

Supported Job Type

This statement is required for the Wake on LAN (WOL_JOB) job type.

Syntax

BROADCAST ip_address

ip_address
Specifies the IP address of the LAN or subnet of the computer that receives the Wake on LAN (WOL) signal.
On UNIX, you can use ifconfig to obtain the broadcast address. On Windows, you must calculate the broadcast
address by performing a bitwise OR operation on the IP address and the bit complement of the subnet mask. You
can obtain the IP address and subnet mask using ipconfig.
Limits: Up to 15 numeric characters with periods as delimiters, per IPv4 address standards. In the following
example, xxx is a number:
xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx

NOTE

• The agent needs to be on the same subnet as the machine it is trying to wake.
• BROADCAST can be specified at the application (global) level.

Example: Broadcast the WOL Signal to an IP Address

This example broadcasts the WOL signal to the server identified by the 172.16.0.0 IP address and the 00-11-43-73-38-DC
MAC address. After the WOL signal is sent, the job completes immediately without verifying whether the signal worked.

WOL_JOB SIGNAL.TEST

   AGENT AGENTNME

   BROADCAST 172.16.0.0

   MAC 00-11-43-73-38-DC

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

BWIP_JOB Statement: Start a Business Warehouse InfoPackage Job Definition
The BWIP_JOB statement starts a Business Warehouse InfoPackage (BWIP) job definition in an application. You can
define a Business Warehouse InfoPackage job to transfer data from any data source into an SAP Business Warehouse
system. When the job runs, the data is transferred.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for SAP.

Syntax

For this statement, refer to the JOB statement syntax.
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NOTE

• WI is the short form of BWIP_JOB.
• To schedule Business Warehouse InfoPackage jobs, you must load the workload object module CYBESOWI.

Load CYBESOWI with the WOBDEF command or with the WOBDEF initialization parameter.

Required Statements

To define a Business Warehouse InfoPackage job, you must specify the following statements:

• AGENT (at the workload object or the application level)
• INFOPACK

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for a Business Warehouse InfoPackage job:

• PARAM
• RFCDEST
• SAPCLIENT
• SAPJOBNAME
• SAPLANGUAGE
• SAPUSER

Example: Run an InfoPackage on the SAP System

In this example, BWIP job BWIPTEST runs the InfoPackage ZPAK_6C7ZW2JAXS90AK71WD1CYIN on the SAP system.

APPL BWIPTEST

BWIP_JOB BWIPTEST

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   INFOPACK 'ZPAK_6C7ZW2JAXS90AK71WD1CYIN'

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

BWPC_JOB Statement: Start a Business Warehouse Process Chain Job
Definition
The BWPC_JOB statement starts a Business Warehouse Process Chain (BWPC) job definition in an application. You can
define a Business Warehouse Process Chain job to run a sequence of background processes on the SAP system. Some
SAP processes trigger events that can start other processes. A job runs the individual processes in the chain as job steps.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for SAP.

Syntax

For this statement, refer to the JOB statement syntax.

NOTE

• WC is the short form of BWPC_JOB.
• To schedule Business Warehouse Process Chain jobs, you must load the workload object module

CYBESOWC. Load CYBESOWC with the WOBDEF command or with the WOBDEF initialization parameter.

Required Statements

To define a Business Warehouse Process Chain job, you must specify the following statements:
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• AGENT (at the workload object or the application level)
• CHAIN

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for a Business Warehouse Process Chain job:

• RFCDEST
• SAPCLIENT
• SAPLANGUAGE
• SAPUSER

Example: Run a Process Chain on the SAP System

In this example, BWPC job BWPCTEST runs the Process Chain PC_7A3929SH on the SAP system.

APPL BWPCTEST

BWPC_JOB BWPCTEST

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   CHAIN 'PC_7A3929SH'

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

CCCHK Statement: Specify Job Processing Based on Condition Codes
The CCCHK statement allows you to specify the action taken if a job, step, procstep or program produces a specified
condition code.

CCCHK

• Sets the job to a given state (OK or FAILED).
• Specifies whether further processing is done.

You could use CCCHK to immediately stop a failing job regardless of the COND operands in the JCL.

NOTE

CCCHK cannot be used to detect step flush condition. If a step is flushed, CCCHK for related step will be
skipped.

The CCCHK statement has the following syntax:

CCCHK  [JOB(jobname)]

       [STEP(stepname)]

       [PROC(procstepname)]

       [PROGRAM(prognam)]

       RC(num)|RC(num1:num2)|RC(Sccc)|RC(Unnnn)

       [OK|FAIL]

       [CONTINUE|STOP|ASK]

JOB(jobname)
A string that matches a job name. You can use wildcard characters. If you omit this operand, CCCHK matches
any job name.

STEP(stepname)
A stepname in a job. You can use wildcard characters. If you omit this operand, CCCHK matches any step name.
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PROC(procstepname)
A procstepname in a cataloged procedure or instream procedure. You can use wildcard characters. If you omit
this operand, CCCHK matches any procstepname.

PROGRAM(progname)
The name of the program that the step executes, as found in the PGM operand on the job's EXEC statement. You
can use wildcard characters. If you omit this operand, CCCHK matches any program name.

RC(num)
A condition code. This is not a user abend code.
Limits:num must be an integer between 0 and 4095 inclusively.

RC(num1:num2)
A condition code range. These are not user abend codes.
Limits:num1 and num2 must be integers between 0 and 4095. The value num2 must be greater than or equal to
the value of num1.

RC(Sccc)
A system abend code.
Limits:ccc must be three hexadecimal digits
Example: S0C1 or SB37

RC(Unnnn)
A user abend code.
Limits:nnnn must be four decimal digits and cannot exceed 4095
Example: U0001 or U0462

OK
If the condition code is matched, consider the job as not failed. OK is the default.

FAIL
If the condition code is matched, consider the job as failed. CONTINUE/STOP/ASK determines whether the job
continues.

CONTINUE
If the condition code is matched, the job continues with the next step, whether the job is considered as failed or
not failed. CONTINUE is the default.

STOP
If the condition code is matched, stop the job, flush it, and issue message 453I. This message indicates the job
failed with a JCL error, although there actually is no JCL error.

ASK
If the condition code is matched, display message 696A and prompt the operator with the following options for
handling the condition code:

• C -- FAIL and CONTINUE
• S -- FAIL and STOP
• O -- OK and CONTINUE

The operands in the operator prompt are documented earlier in this table.

Using CCCHK with CCFAIL

You can control job condition code checking with the CCCHK initialization parameter or statement or the CCFAIL
statement. CCCHK is designed to be used in place of CCFAIL.

If USERMOD 42 is not activated:

• You can use either CCCHK or CCFAIL, but not both.
• The CCFAIL step (named ESPCCFCK) is not added to any job that uses CCCHK.
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If USERMOD 42 is activated and you use CCCHK and CCFAIL together, both checks are performed. If either check
indicated a failure, the job is considered a failure for reason CCFAIL.

Using Multiple CCCHK Statements

For a single job, you can specify up to 254 CCCHK statements. When several CCCHK statements are active for a single
job, their effect is cumulative (unlike the CCFAIL statement). For example, one CCCHK statement might indicate a
particular action, and other statements might indicate some exceptional cases.

Statement Search Order and Statement Scope

When each step in a job or procedure ends and produces a condition code, CCCHK initialization parameters and
statements are searched for a match in the following order:

1. CCCHK statements in a job definition (in the order they occur)
A matched statement affects the job that the statement is in.

2. CCCHK statements in an application definition (in the order they occur)
A matched statement affects all jobs in the application the statement is in.

3. CCCHK initialization parameters (in the order they occur)
A matched statement affects all jobs and applications in the ESP subsystem (including proxies in a master and proxy
system).

Once the first match is found, all other statements are ignored and the matching CCCHK is processed for the step.

The OK and FAIL Operands

If the first matching CCCHK statement from any step indicates FAIL, a job is considered failed, even if a subsequent
matching CCCHK for that step specifies OK.

If the first matching CCCHK from any step indicates OK, the job is considered OK, even if a subsequent matching CCCHK
for that step specifies FAIL. However, subsequent steps could still cause the job to be considered failed.

The job is considered failed once any step is considered failed.

The CONTINUE, STOP, and ASK Operands

If a step abends and it has matching CCCHK statements then

• If the first matching CCCHK specifies CONTINUE, the job proceeds as usual. Subsequent steps are still subject to
matching CCCHK statements and JCL COND parameters.

• If the first matching CCCHK specifies STOP, the job stops and is flushed, even if any steps include COND=EVEN or
COND=ONLY.

Setting ESPGROUP for CCCHK in a Master/Proxy Environment

In a master and proxy environment, CCCHK uses the ESPGROUP initialization parameter (also known as PLEXID). If you
issue CCCHK in a master and proxy environment, specify the same ESPGROUP name for all ESP subsystems that are
part of a tracking group.

Ignoring an Abend

You can use CCCHK to ignore an abend. A history is maintained of each job step that had a completion code (not a
condition code), and of matching CCCHK statements with OK specified. At the end of the job, ESP treats the job as
successful if

• No other failure conditions exist.
• All matching CCCHK initialization parameters or statements specified OK.
• There were no system completion codes of the form X22.

This processing has no effect on how z/OS and JES handles a job that had a step abend. Step-level monitors still see an
abend as before. Use the COND operands EVEN or ONLY to run subsequent steps. LJ, LTJ, LAP, and history reporting
show the abend. Alert processing considers the job successful.
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Memory Required by the ASK Operand

The ASK operand uses a temporary X'180'-byte work area for the operator prompt and reply. In the unlikely event that the
memory allocation fails, ESP issues message 697E and processes the job as if you had issued CCCHK using the FAIL
and STOP operands.

 

NOTE

Related Information

For information on using ESP to insert trailer steps into JCL to check condition codes, see the Advanced User
Guide.

 

Example: Fail with Condition Code Greater Than 0

In the following example, any job in the PAYROLL application is considered to have failed if any step within any job
produces a condition code greater than 0:

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

CCCHK RC(1:4095) FAIL

...

Example: Global and Local Statements

In the following example, any job in the PAYROLL application is considered to have failed and stops processing
immediately if a condition code of greater than zero is produced. A condition code of 8 for PAYJOB2 is considered to be
acceptable and processing continues for PAYJOB2:

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

CCCHK RC(1:4095) FAIL STOP

JOB PAYJOB2

 CCCHK RC(8) OK CONTINUE

Example: Condition Code by Program

In the following example, any job in the PAYROLL application is considered to have failed and stops processing
immediately if a condition code of greater than 0 is produced. A condition code of 12 produced by program IEBGENER for
job PAYJOB3 is acceptable, the job is not flagged as failed, and processing continues for this job:

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

CCCHK RC(1:4095) FAIL STOP

JOB PAYJOB3

 CCCHK PROGRAM(IEBGENER) RC(12) OK CONTINUE

Example: Condition Code on Step

In the following example, any job in the PAYROLL application is considered to have failed and stops processing
immediately if a condition code of greater than 0 is produced.

If step STEP01 receives a system B37 abend for job PAYJOB4 the job is flagged as failed and processing stops
immediately. Note that any subsequent step with COND=EVEN or COND=ONLY is not executed.
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A condition code between 1 and 12 for job PAYJOB5 produced by step STEP01, procedure step STEP020 is acceptable
and the job is not flagged as failed. But if step STEP04 produces a condition code of 8, PAYJOB5 should be flagged as
failed and processing stops immediately:

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

CCCHK RC(1:4095) FAIL STOP

JOB PAYJOB4

 CCCHK STEP(STEP01) RC(SB37) FAIL STOP

JOB PAYJOB5

 CCCHK STEP(STEP01) PROC(STEP020) RC(1:12) OK CONTINUE

 CCCHK STEP(STEP04) RC(8) FAIL STOP

Example: Operator Handles Condition Code by Program

In the following example, any step that runs program UTIL01 in the PAYROLL application is considered to have failed if
the condition code is 12 or greater.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

CCCHK PROGRAM(UTIL01) RC(12:4095) FAIL ASK

JOB PAYJOB3

ASK is specified, so for each step producing condition code 12 or greater and matching the CCCHK statement, the
operator is prompted for how to handle the job as follows:

ESP696 CCCHK FAIL PAYJOB3 JOB13627 UPDATE.UTIL01 CC=0012=X'00C' Reply: C=Fail/Continue,S=Fail/Stop,O=OK/

Continue

Example: Condition Code Using Wildcards

In the following example, any job that starts with PROD in the PAYROLL application is considered to have failed if a
particular step (whose seven-letter name begins with S and ends with GEN) that runs a particular program (whose name
starts with CAL) produces a condition code of 4.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

CCCHK JOB(PROD-) STEP(S***GEN) PROC(-) PROGRAM(CAL-) RC(4) FAIL

...

The preceding statement matches any procstep. Since STOP or ASK is not specified, the job continues with the next step.

CCEXIT Statement: Call Exit Program when an OS/400 Job Completes (ESP
Agent for OS/400 Operating Systems Only)
The CCEXIT statement specifies the exit program to call when an OS/400 job completes.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the OS/400 (AS400_JOB) job type.

Syntax

This statement has the following syntax:
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CCEXIT program

program
Specifies any valid program name.
Limits: Up to 46 characters; it cannot contain delimiters (such as spaces)

NOTE

• If an exit program is called, the job is not marked complete until the exit program completes.
• The final exit code for the job is the exit program's ending severity code.
• Use the CCEXIT statement within the boundaries of a job definition to apply to a single job or outside the

boundaries of the job definition to apply to the entire application.

Compatibility with WA Agent for i5/OS Notes:

• The CCEXIT statement works differently for WA Agent for i5/OS. However, the agent can be configured to be
backward compatible with ESP Agent for OS/400 Operating Systems.

• If WA Agent for i5/OS is configured to work with the ESP Agent for OS/400 Operating Systems CCEXIT functionality,
you can specify the exit program as follows, in addition to the preceding syntax:

CCEXIT /QSYS.LIB/library.LIB/program.PGM

library
Specifies the name of the library that contains the program. The value must be a valid i5/OS library name.

Example: Call Exit Program When an i5/OS Job Completes

In this example, IVPEXIT is the name of the exit program that is called when the MFGDATA job is complete.

AS400_JOB MFGDATA

   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE MFGSORT

   AGENT AS401

   CLPNAME MFGTEST.DATA

   AS400LIB PRODJOBS

   CCEXIT IVPEXIT

ENDJOB

CCEXIT Statement: Specify the Type of Exit Code to Return (WA Agent for i5/OS
Only)
The CCEXIT statement specifies the type of exit code returned by an i5/OS job. The exit code can be the job’s ending
severity code, the return code of an ILE program or module, or the return code of an OPM program.

NOTE

The default type is *SEVERITY. If you do not specify the CCEXIT statement in your job definition, the job sends
the ending severity code as the exit code.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the i5/OS (AS400_JOB) job type.

Syntax

This statement has the following syntax:
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CCEXIT *PROGRAM|*SEVERITY|*USER

*PROGRAM
Sends the return code of an OPM program. For example, if your job runs an OPM RPG or OPM COBOL program
that contains an exit or return statement, that return code is sent as the exit code.

NOTE

If the program does not set a return code, the i5 system returns a 0 (zero), which is sent as the exit
code. By default, an exit code of zero (0) is interpreted as job success.

*SEVERITY
Sends the job’s ending severity code.

*USER
Sends the return code of an ILE program or module. For example, if your job runs an ILE C or ILE RPG program
that contains an exit or return statement, that return code is sent as the exit code.

NOTE

If the program does not set a return code, the i5 system returns a 0 (zero), which is sent as the exit
code. By default, an exit code of zero (0) is interpreted as job success.

Usage Notes:

• Use the CCEXIT statement within the boundaries of a job definition to apply to a single job or outside the boundaries of
the job definition to apply to the entire application.

• Ensure that you specify the appropriate exit code type for the program you are running. If you specify the wrong exit
code type (for example, you specify *PROGRAM for an ILE program), the agent sends 0 (zero) as the exit code. By
default, an exit code of zero (0) is interpreted as job success.

• If you specify *PROGRAM or *USER, the agent adds a custom message before the final completion message in the
job's spool file (job log). This message is required to track the program's return code.

Backward compatibility with ESP Agent for OS/400 Operating Systems Notes:

• The CCEXIT statement is backward compatible with ESP Agent for OS/400 Operating Systems. In that agent version,
the CCEXIT statement specifies the exit program to run when the job completes successfully.

• For WA Agent for i5/OS, if you want to run an exit program when a job completes, create another job definition for the
exit program. Creating separate job definitions lets you track the ending severity codes for both jobs in the spool files.

Example: Send a C Program's Return Code as the Job's Exit Code

In this example, SALARY is a C language program. The I5AG agent sends the SALARY program's return code to ESP.

AS400_JOB CJOB

   AGENT I5AG

   CLPNAME SALARY

   CCEXIT *USER

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Send an OPM COBOL Program's Return Code as the Job's Exit Code

In this example, PAYROLL is an OPM COBOL program. The I5AG agent sends the PAYROLL program's return code to
ESP.

AS400_JOB COJOB

   AGENT I5AG
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   CLPNAME PAYROLL

   CCEXIT *PROGRAM

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

CCFAIL Statement: Identify Failures by Condition Code
The CCFAIL statement is used to identify which condition codes should cause ESP to consider a job as failed and prevent
successor jobs from being submitted. The CCFAIL statement can be used for all jobs within an application or for specific
jobs within an application.

This statement has the following syntax:

CCFAIL (stepname,operator,value)

stepname
Indicates a stepname. You must use the exact job or PROC stepname. For procs, use stepname.procstepname.
An asterisk represents any step.stepname indicates the name of a step within the job. It refers to the label field
on the EXEC statement in the JCL. procstepname indicates a particular step within a cataloged or instream
procedure. Specifically, it refers to the label on the EXEC statement inside a cataloged procedure or an instream
procedure. This operand is optional. If this operand is missing, this statement matches with any procstepname.

operator
Specify valid comparison operators as follows:
>= or GE
<= or LE
> or GT
< or LT
= or EQ
¬= or NE

value
Specifies the value of the condition code for which you want to check.

NOTE

• You can use the CCFAIL statement as a global option for all jobs in an application or within the scope of a job
statement for an individual job. A job specific CCFAIL statement overrides the global CCFAIL statement.

• Multiple condition codes can be specified by separating each (stepname, operator and value) with a blank.
If the specified condition codes are met, the job is flagged and a message is sent to the operator's console
and to the user ID listed in the JES NOTIFY parameter, after the job has completed. ESP treats the job as an
unsuccessful completion, and holds dependent jobs.

• When ESP submits a job, it adds a trailer step to the job that executes only if the condition codes specified
for failure are not met. Otherwise, the trailer step does not execute and the job fails with a JOB FAILED - JCL
ERROR condition. Steps after a bad condition code execute unless you have COND parameters in the JCL
to bypass them.

• The CCFAIL statement is limited by what you can do with the COND parameter in JCL.
• ESP can control condition code checking of jobs by using either the CCFAIL or CCCHK statement. CCCHK

was developed to replace CCFAIL and is not intended for use in combination with CCFAIL. However, if
USERMOD 42 is activated, the two statements may be used together. Both sets of checks are performed,
and if either indicates a failure, the job is considered a failure for reason CCFAIL..

• For information on checking condition codes, see the CCCHK statement.
• For information on using ESP to insert trailer steps into JCL to check condition codes, see the Advanced

User Guide.
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Example: Global Statement

In the following example, any job in the PAYROLL application is considered to have failed if any step within any job
produces a condition code greater than four:

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

CCFAIL (*,GT,4)

JOB PAYJOB1

Example: Condition Code Greater Than 8 on a Step

In the following example, PAYJOB1 is considered to have failed if STEP004 produces a condition code greater than 8:

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB1

 CCFAIL (STEP004,GT,8)

Example: Fail on Procstep

In the following example, PAYJOB3 is considered to have failed if procstep STEPP within job step STEPJ produces a
condition code greater than 0:

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB3

 CCFAIL (STEPJ.STEPP,GT,0)

Example: Global and Local Statements

In the following example, any job in the PAYROLL application except PAYJOB4 is considered to have failed if any step
produces a condition code greater than 8. PAYJOB4 is considered to have failed if STEP002 produces a condition code
greater than 4:

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

CCFAIL (*,GT,8)

JOB PAYJOB4

 CCFAIL (STEP002,GT,4)

NOTE
Any condition code for the other steps in PAYJOB4 is accepted as good, because a job-specific CCFAIL
statement overrides a globally-placed CCFAIL statement.

Example: Multiple Step Conditions

In the following example, any job in the PAYROLL application except PAYJOB5 is considered to have failed if any step
produces a condition code greater than 8. PAYJOB5 is considered failed if any of the following occur.

• STEP001 produces a condition code greater than 8
• STEP002 produces a condition code greater than 4
• STEP003 produces a condition code greater than 8

APPL PAYROLL
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JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

CCFAIL (*,GT,8)

JOB PAYJOB5

 CCFAIL (STEP001,GT,8) (STEP002,GT,4) (STEP003,GT,8)

NOTE
If you don't want the locally placed CCFAIL statement to override the globally placed CCFAIL statement, specify
each step and the appropriate CCFAIL statement for that step, as coded above.

CHAIN Statement: Identify Name of Business Warehouse Process Chain on SAP
System
The CHAIN statement identifies the name of a Business Warehouse Process Chain (BWPC) on the SAP system.

Supported Job Type

This statement is required for the Business Warehouse Process Chain (BWPC_JOB) job type.

Syntax

This statement has the following syntax:

CHAIN 'process_chain' [Simulate(Y|N)]

process_chain
Specifies the name of the Business Warehouse Process Chain.
Limits: Up to 25 valid SAP characters including any surrounding quotes; case-sensitive

Simulate(Y|N)
(Optional) Specifies whether to simulate or run the specified Process Chain on the SAP system.

• Y -- Simulates the specified Process Chain on the SAP system.
• N -- Runs the specified Process Chain on the SAP system.

NOTE
PROCESSCHAIN is an alias of CHAIN.

Example: Run a Process Chain on the SAP System

In this example, BWPC job BWPCTEST runs the Process Chain PC_7A3929SH on the SAP system.

APPL BWPCTEST

BWPC_JOB BWPCTEST

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   CHAIN 'PC_7A3929SH'

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Simulate a Process Chain on the SAP System

In this example, BWPC job BWPCTEST simulates the Process Chain PC_7A3929SH on the SAP system.

APPL BWPCTEST

BWPC_JOB BWPCTEST

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   CHAIN 'PC_7A3929SH' Simulate(Y)

   RUN DAILY
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ENDJOB

CHECKEXC Statement: Check for Exclusion Character
The CHECKEXC statement is used to indicate that ESP should check the last non-blank character of every card image
written to the internal reader. If the symbolic variable representing that last non-blank character is set to a "¬" (not sign),
the card image is deleted. If the symbol variable is set to blank, null, or to any other string, the card image is not deleted.
The CHECKEXC statement cannot be used in an ESP procedure.

NOTE
Any data in columns 73 through 80 inclusive is ignored in the input data in case that the JCL line begins by '//'. A
not sign (¬) will be honored as the last character in columns one through 72 inclusive.

Type

Symbolic variable library statement

Syntax

CHECKEXC

Enter the CHECKEXC statement anywhere in a symbolic library data set. Multiple exclusion symbols can be used.

Define the symbolic variable that is to represent the last non-blank character, either in a symbol library data set, or in an
ESP procedure. The value can be a blank character, null character or any other character string.

Use the symbol in your JCL wherever you want to exclude a JCL statement.

Reference the symbolic variable library and ESP procedure (if you defined the symbolic variable in an ESP procedure) in
the Event that submits the JCL.

To turn the feature off, specify NOCHECKEXC.

NOTE
The recommended method for including and excluding JCL is to use %INCLUDE IF and %EXCLUDE IF.

NOTE

Related information

For information on turning off the checking of the last non-blank character of every card image written to the
internal reader, see the NOCHECKEXC statement.

For information on selectively including JCL, see the %INCLUDE statement.

For information on selectively excluding JCL, see the %EXCLUDE statement.

Example: When X is last character, exclude card image

In the following example, when %X appears as the last non-blank character on any card image written to the internal
reader, that card image is excluded:

CHECKEXC

X='¬'

The following example uses the exclusion symbol (defined above) in JCL:

//PAYJOB1 JOB …

//STEP001 EXEC PGM=ABC

//STEP002 EXEC PGM=DEF%X
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In the above example, when ESP submits PAYJOB1, STEP002 is excluded.

Example: Set variable on specific days

The following CHECKEXC statement indicates that ESP should check the last non-blank character of every card image
written to the internal reader, and set the value of a symbolic variable on specific days:

CHECKEXC

Z=' '

%INCLUDE DAY(MONDAY,THURSDAY)

Z='¬'

%ENDINCL

In the above example, on Mondays and Thursdays, the last non-blank character of a card image is set to "¬", excluding
that card image.

The following is an example of using the exclusion symbol (defined above) in JCL:

//PAYJOB2 JOB …

//STEP001 EXEC PGM=ABC%Z

//STEP002 EXEC PGM=DEF

//STEP003 EXEC PGM=GHI%Z

In the above example, when ESP submits PAYJOB2 it includes:

• STEP002 each time
• STEP001 and STEP003 each time except on Mondays and Thursdays, because the value of Z is set to "¬" on those

days.

Example: Exclude JCL using symbolic variable library and ESP procedure

In the following example, CHECKEXC is specified in a symbolic variable data set to indicate that ESP should check the
last non-blank character of every card image written to the internal reader:

CHECKEXC

The following IF/THEN/ELSE logic is specified in an ESP procedure to set the value of the symbolic variable:

IF TODAY('FIRST WORKDAY OF MONTH') THEN FWM='¬'

  ELSE FWM=' '

In the above example, the value of a symbolic variable called FWM is set to "¬" on the last workday of each month.

The following example uses the exclusion symbol (defined above) in JCL:

//PAYJOB3 JOB …

//STEP001 EXEC PGM=JKL

//STEP002 EXEC PGM=MNO%FWM

In the above example, when ESP submits PAYJOB3 it includes:

• STEP001 each time
• STEP002 each time except on the first workday of each month, because the value of FWM is set to "¬".
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CHILDMONITOR Statement: Specify Whether to Monitor Children Jobs (SAP
Jobs)
The CHILDMONITOR statement specifies whether to monitor children jobs. Children jobs are jobs spawned by a parent
job.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• SAP Data Archiving (SAPA_JOB)
• SAP R/3 (SAP_JOB)

Syntax

This statement has the following syntax:

CHILDMONITOR Y|N

Y
Monitors the job's children.

N
Does not monitor the job's children.

NOTE

• Your agent administrator can specify a default setting for all applicable SAP jobs by setting the
sap.job.children.monitor parameter in the agentparm.txt file of the agent.

• The CHILDMONITOR statement overrides the default setting specified in the sap.job.children.monitor
parameter in the agentparm.txt file of the agent.

• The CHILDMONITOR statement is ignored when Y or N is omitted.

Example: Specify that Children Jobs are Monitored

In this example, children spawned by SAPTEST are monitored.

APPL SAPTEST

SAP_JOB SAPTEST

AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   CHILDMONITOR Y

   ABAPNAME ZCHILDJOB1

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

CHILDMONITOR Statement: Specify Whether to Monitor the Children of
Programs (Oracle E-Business Suite Jobs)
The CHILDMONITOR statement specifies whether the children of the Oracle Applications programs are monitored.
Program children are programs that are released by the parent program.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:
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• Oracle E-Business Suite Copy Job (OAC_JOB)
• Oracle E-Business Suite Request Set (OA_JOB)
• Oracle E-Business Suite Single Request (OA_JOB)

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

CHILDMONITOR Y|N

Y
Specifies that the children of the Oracle E-Business Suite programs are monitored.

N
Specifies that the children of the Oracle E-Business Suite programs are not monitored.

NOTE

• Up to five levels of children can be monitored for each job.
• Your agent administrator can specify a default setting for all Oracle E-Business Suite jobs by setting the

oa.default.monChildren parameter in the agentparm.txt file of the agent.
• The CHILDMONITOR statement overrides the default setting specified in the oa.default.monChildren

parameter in the agentparm.txt file of the agent.
• When monitoring children, include the MONITORDELAY statement in your job definition so the agent

receives accurate information about the status of program children.
• When the CHILDMONITOR statement is defined in an Oracle E-Business Suite Request Set job, the setting

is applied to all of the programs in the request set. You cannot specify a different setting for each program.
• The CHILDMONITOR statement is ignored when Y or N is omitted.

Example: Monitor the Children of a Program in an Oracle Applications Single Request Job

In this example, the children of the single request program are monitored. The agent monitors the status of the program
children 60 seconds after the program completes.

APPL ACC016

AGENT CYBOA

OA_JOB BFM1805.XPO34

   PROGRAM XXCOFI

   RUN DAILY

   APPLDISPLNAME 'Application Object Library'

   RESPNAME 'System Administrator'

   OAUSER SYSADMIN

   CHILDMONITOR Y

   MONITORDELAY 60

ENDJOB

Example: Monitor the Children of a Program in an Oracle Applications Copy Job

Suppose that you want to copy an existing single request that is defined on Oracle Applications. In this example, the job
copies the single request with request ID 2255470 and overrides the Oracle Applications user name and responsibility
name. The children of the single request program are monitored 60 seconds after the program completes.

OAC_JOB COPYJOB

   AGENT CYB0A

   OAUSER SYSADMIN
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   RESPNAME 'System Administrator'

   REQUESTID 2255470

   CHILDMONITOR Y

   MONITORDELAY 60

ENDJOB

CLASSNAME Statement: Specify a Class Name
The CLASSNAME statement specifies the name of the Java class to instantiate in a POJO job or the fully qualified Java
class of the MBean object in a JMX-MBean Create Instance job.

Supported Job Types

This statement is required for the following job types:

• JMX-MBean Create Instance (JMXN_JOB)
• POJO (POJO_JOB)

Syntax

This statement has the following syntax:

CLASSNAME class

class
Specifies the Java class to instantiate in a POJO job or the fully qualified Java class of the MBean object in a
JMX-MBean Create Instance job.
Limits: Up to 1024 characters; case-sensitive

NOTE
Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.

Example: Specify Java Class to Instantiate in a POJO Job

Suppose that you want to define a POJO job that creates a Java String with value "5" and calls the parseInt method with
the created Java String object as an argument. The parseInt method returns a Java Integer object.

POJO_JOB IGNORE

   AGENT APPAGENT

   CLASSNAME java.lang.Integer

   METHOD parseInt

   PARAMETER TYPE(java.lang.String) VALUE(5)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

CLPNAME Statement: Identify i5/OS Program to Run
The CLPNAME statement specifies the program that you want to run on an i5/OS system.

Supported Job Type

If the AS400FILE or COMMAND statement is not used, this statement is required for the i5/OS (AS400_JOB) job type.

Syntax

This statement has the following syntax:

• For the ESP Agent for OS/400 Operating Systems:
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CLPNAME program

• For the CA WA Agent for i5/OS:

CLPNAME program|

        library/program|

        /QSYS.LIB/library.LIB/program.PGM

• program
Specifies the name of the i5/OS program to run. The value must be a valid i5/OS program name.

• library
Specifies the name of the library that contains the program that you want to run. The value must be a valid i5/OS
library name.

NOTE

• The entire value can be up to 60 characters; it cannot contain delimiters (such as spaces).
• The CLPNAME statement is mutually exclusive with the AS400FILE and COMMAND statements.
• If you do not specify the library name in the CLPNAME statement or the AS400LIB statement, the agent uses

the job's library list.

CA WA Agent for i5/OS Note: If the library name is already specified in the CLPNAME statement, do not use the
AS400LIB statement. If you specify the library name in both statements, you will get a submission error.

Example: Identify i5/OS Program to Run

This example runs a program named MFGDATA on an i5/OS system. The MFGDATA program is contained in the library
named PRODJOBS.

APPL INVENTORY

AS400_JOB MFGDATA

   AGENT I5AGENT

   CLPNAME MFGDATA

   AS400LIB PRODJOBS

   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE MFGSORT

ENDJOB

CMDNAME Statement: Specify Commands to Run on Windows and UNIX
The CMDNAME statement specifies commands to run when defining jobs on Windows and UNIX computers.

Supported Job Types

This statement is required for the Windows (NT_JOB) job type.

This statement is required for the following job types to run binary files on UNIX:

• AIX (AIX_JOB)
• HP-UX (HPUX_JOB)
• Linux (LINUX_JOB)
• Solaris (SUN_JOB)
• UNIX (UNIX_JOB)
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NOTE
All UNIX job definitions require a SCRIPTNAME statement or a CMDNAME statement. Use the SCRIPTNAME
statement to run shell scripts and the CMDNAME statement to run binary files.

Syntax

This statement has the following syntax:

CMDNAME command_file

command_file
Specifies the full path and name of the command to run. It must be a legal executable Windows file name or a
valid binary UNIX file name.
Limits: Up to 256 characters; case-sensitive

NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• Encryption must be enabled on the agent to use the CMDNAME statement.
• COMMAND and COMMANDNAME are aliases of CMDNAME.

UNIX Notes:

• When running a binary file using the CMDNAME statement, you must include the USER statement in the job definition.
The USER statement specifies the user ID that the command runs under.

• The CMDNAME statement usually requires the full path to the command name you want to run. However, you can
specify the command name without the full path if all of the following conditions are true:
– The agent is running under the root account.
– The agent is configured to resolve environment variables.
– Using the USER statement, you specify a user ID that has the authority to run the job on the agent computer. The

agent uses the user default shell.
– The path to the command name is set in the PATH system environment variable for the specified user ID.

• When you define a job that runs a script that calls a second script, the fully qualified path of the called script must be
provided.

• You can specify the command name using an environment variable, for example $MY_PATH/myscript.sh, if all of the
following conditions are true:
– The agent is running under the root account.
– The agent is configured to resolve environment variables.
– Using the USER statement, you specify a user ID that has the authority to run the job on the agent computer. The

agent uses the user default shell.
– The environment variable used, for example $MY_PATH, is set in the specified user ID's profile file.

Windows Notes:

• You can run the following executable file types using the CMDNAME statement:
– Binary files (.exe)
– Batch files (.bat, .cmd)
– Command files (.com)

• To run Windows applications, such as ipconfig.exe, specify the command file on the CMDNAME statement, as shown
in the following example:

CMDNAME c:\winnt\system32\ipconfig.exe

• To run Windows operating system commands, such as DIR or TYPE, invoke the command interpreter CMD.EXE, as
shown in the following example:
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CMDNAME c:\winnt\system32\cmd.exe

ARGS /c "dir c:\temp\"

• You can run other types of executable files from the Windows command line than those that are directly supported by
the CMDNAME statement. (The executable files you can run are defined in the Windows system variable PATHEXT.)
There are two ways to run those executable files using the agent:
– Run the executable from a batch file (.bat) or command file (.cmd)
– Invoke the program's interpreter with the CMDNAME statement and use the ARGS statement to pass the command

as a parameter.
• For some GUI applications, if there is a command line interface, you can run the application by specifying the batch file

name using the CMDNAME statement. For example, you can transfer files using the FTP DOS commands or send e-
mail in a batch file using software such as BatMail.

• By default, the agent's working directory is the directory where you install the agent. If your executable file inputs
or outputs to a different directory, or runs another executable file in a different directory, specify that directory. For
example, if your batch file runs an executable file, you can do the following:
– Specify the full path of the executable within the batch file:

C:\Program files\esp\espcmd1.bat

C:\Program files\esp\espcmd2.bat

C:\payroll\data\pay.exe

– Use the Change Directory (cd) command to switch to the directory:

cd C:\Program files\esp

espcmd1.bat

espcmd2.bat

cd C:\payroll\data

pay.exe

If your batch file takes input and output information, use the cd command to switch to the directory where the input
and output files reside. In this example, file ftptest.bat reads the ftp command from the file ftpscript.src. The batch
file outputs to file ftp.out in the current working directory.

cd d:\temp\script

ftp -n -i -s:ftpscript.src 131.50.30.28 >ftp.out

user guest

verbose

lcd d:\temp\data

cd /u1/guest

get data1

quit

If you run ftptest.bat from the command line, manually switch to the d:\temp\script directory before running the file.
The Windows operating system knows the current working directory, so you do not need to include the cd d:\temp
\script command in the batch file.
If you run ftptest.bat using the agent, however, the agent does not know the working directory. Specify the cd d:
\temp\script command in the batch file, or the ftp command will fail.

• The CMDNAME statement usually requires the full path to the command or script name you want to run. However, you
can specify the command or script name without the full path if all of the following conditions are true:
– The agent is configured to search for paths to command or script files.
– The script or command file is located in one of the following directories:
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• The directory the agent is installed in
• WINDOWS\system32 directory on the agent computer
• WINDOWS\system directory on the agent computer
• WINDOWS directory on the agent computer
• Any other directory whose path is set in the system path or user path on the agent computer

• Environment variables are not currently supported in the CMDNAME statement for Windows jobs.

Example: Identify a Command to Run Within a Job

In this example, sort is the name of the command and c:\payroll\test is the path.

CMDNAME c:\payroll\test\sort

Example: Run a Visual Basic Script

In this example, the agent invokes the Visual Basic interpreter wscript.exe using the CMDNAME statement and passes
the Visual Basic script notify.vbs as a parameter using the ARGS statement.

APPL WINJOB

NT_JOB VBSCRIPT

   AGENT NT_NY

   RUN DAILY

   CMDNAME c:\winnt\system32\wscript.exe

   ARGS c:\programs\vbs\notify.vbs

ENDJOB

Example: Run a UNIX Command

In this example, the job MFGRPT runs every Friday on agent UNIX_NY. It runs the report command under the user ID,
user1.

UNIX_JOB MFGRPT

   RUN FRIDAYS

   AGENT UNIX_NY

   CMDNAME /mfg/report

   USER user1

ENDJOB

Example: Redirect I/O and Pipe Output

In this example, the agent runs the UNIX command ps -ef|grep cybAgent and pipes output to the /tmp/log file.

To redirect I/O and pipe output from a command, invoke the shell interpreter in the CMDNAME statement and include the
command in an ARGS statement, as follows:

SUN_JOB SUN30

   RUN TODAY

   AGENT SUN30RD

   CMDNAME /usr/bin/ksh

   ARGS -c "ps -ef|grep cybAgent >>/tmp/log"

   USER user1

ENDJOB

Example: Specify the Script Name Without the Full Path
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In this example, an agent named WINAGENT runs a script named procscript.bat. The path to procscript.bat is set in the
system path on the agent computer and the agent is configured to search for paths to command and script files.

APPL WINTEST

NT_JOB PROCSCRIPT

   AGENT WINAGENT

   CMDNAME procscript.bat

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

COLUMNS Statement: Specify Line Width of List
The COLUMNS statement specifies the line width of the list.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Batch Input Session (BDC_JOB)
• SAP Data Archiving (SAPA_JOB)
• SAP R/3 (SAP_JOB)

Syntax

This statement has the following syntax:

COLUMNS num

• num
Specifies the line width of the list. The value corresponds to the SAPGUI Background Print Parameters dialog, Print
settings section, Report width field.
Limits: 1-255

NOTE

The maximum line width of a list for viewing on the screen is 255.

NOTE

• Use the COLUMNS statement before the first ABAPNAME statement to set the default value for subsequent
steps.

• Use the COLUMNS statement within the boundaries of the step definition (between two ABAPNAME
statements or between an ABAPNAME statement and the end of the job definition) to define the value for
that step.

• COLUMNS is a mandatory statement after a PRINTDEST statement.

Example: Specify the Maximum Line Width of the List

In this example, the maximum line width of the list is defined as 251.

APPL SAPTEST

SAP_JOB SAPTEST

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   SAPUSER J01PROD

   RUN DAILY
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   ABAPNAME BTCTEST

      VARIANT TEST

      COLUMNS 251

ENDJOB

COMMAND Statement: Run an i5/OS or HP Integrity NonStop Command
The COMMAND statement lets you specify the command that you want to run on an i5/OS or HP Integrity NonStop
system.

Supported Job Type

If the AS400FILE or CLPNAME statement is not used, this statement is mandatory for the i5/OS (AS400_JOB) job type.

This statement is mandatory for the HP Integrity NonStop (TANDEM_JOB) job type.

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

• For the ESP Agent for OS/400 Operating Systems:

COMMAND command

• For the CA WA Agent for i5/OS:

COMMAND command|

library/command|

        /QSYS.LIB/library.LIB/command.CMD

• For the CA WA Agent for HP Integrity NonStop:

COMMAND command

COMMAND ~;

• command
Specifies the name of the i5/OS command to run. The value must be a valid i5/OS command name.
Specifies the HP Integrity NonStop command being passed to the agent. The value must be a valid HP Integrity
NonStop command.

• library
Specifies the name of the library that contains the command that you want to run. The value must be a valid i5/OS
library name.

• '~;'
Indicates that the job is directly invoking a command. Include an ARGS statement in the job containing the commands
to run.

NOTE

CA WA Agent for i5/OS Notes:
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• The entire value can be up to 120 characters; enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in
single quotation marks.

• The COMMAND statement is mutually exclusive with the CLPNAME and AS400FILE statements.
• If the library name is already specified in the COMMAND statement, do not use the AS400LIB statement. If

you specify the library name in both statements, you will get a submission error.
• If you do not specify the library name in the COMMAND statement or the AS400LIB statement, the agent

uses the job's library list.

NOTE

CA WA Agent for HP Integrity NonStop Notes:

• The entire <command> value can be up to 256 characters and is case-sensitive.
• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as comma and spaces) in single quotation marks.
• The COMMAND statement is ignored when <command> is omitted.
• The COMMAND statement is a job-level statement; it can be specified only within a job definition.

Example: Run a Command on an i5/OS System

This example issues the DISPLIBL command to display the library list of the job. When the job completes, you can view
the library list in the spool file of the job.

AS400_JOB MFGDATA

   AGENT I5AGENT

   COMMAND DSPLIBL

   AS400LIB *LIBL

   CURLIB AGTLIB

   JOBNAME PAYJOBA

   JOBD PRDLIB/PRDOPR

   JOBQ ABCSYS/PAYROLL

   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE MFGSORT

ENDJOB

Example: Run a Command Statement on an HP Integrity NonStop System

This example shows the COMMAND statement in an HP Integrity NonStop job. The program being run is
$C35.PROD.GETAPD. The volume disk name is $C35, the subvolume is PROD, and the program file name is GETAPD.

APPL TESTHP

JCLLIB 'CA.TEST.JCLLIB'

USER ADMIN

 

TANDEM_JOB TEST_A

  AGENT HPNONSTOP

  COMMAND $C35.PROD.GETAPD

  ASSIGN "LOGFILE;$C35.PROD.GETASGN;PEXT=1024;-

         CODE=101;BLOCK=700;REC=100"

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: String Multiple Commands in a COMMAND Statement

This example shows how to string multiple commands in the COMMAND statement using the tilde and semicolon (~;).
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APPL TESTHP

JCLLIB 'CA.TEST.JCLLIB'

USER ADMIN

 

TANDEM_JOB TEST_B

  AGENT HPNONSTOP

  COMMAND '~;'

  ARGS '#MYTERM~; PARAM ABC 123 ~; PARAM XYZ 456 ~; #DELAY 1000 ~; +

        ASSIGN LOGFILE, $C35.PROD.GETASGN ~; PARAM ~; ASSIGN'

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

COMMUNITY Statement: Specify the SNMP v1 or v2 Read Community
The COMMUNITY statement specifies the SNMP v1 or v2 read community. This statement is ignored if your SNMP
version is v3.

Supported Job Types

If your SNMP version is v1 or v2, this statement is required for the following job types:

• SNMP Trap Send (SNPE_JOB)
• SNMP Value Get (SNPG_JOB)
• SNMP Value Set (SNPS_JOB)

Syntax

This statement has the following syntax:

COMMUNITY community

community
Specifies the community string that is used to authenticate against the network device.
Limits: Up to 256 characters; case-sensitive

NOTE
Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.

Example: Specify the Read Community in an SNMP Value Get Job

Suppose that you want to know the value of the agentVersion variable hosted by a network device. In this example,
the host name of the network device is host.example.com and its port is 161. The SNMP version is v2 and the read
community is public. The name of the MIB file is cybermation.mib, which is located in the agent installation directory.

SNPG_JOB GETVAR

   AGENT SNMPAGENT

   MIB cybermation.mib

   SNMPNODE agentVersion HOST(host.example.com) PORT(161) VERSION(2)

   COMMUNITY public

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB
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CONCAT Statement: Specify Data Set Concatenation
The CONCAT statement enables you to assign a variable name to a concatenation of JCL library data sets. You can then
specify the variable as the data set name in the JCLLIB and TEMPLIB statements.

The CONCAT statement also enables you to assign a variable name to a concatenation of job documentation library data
sets. You can then specify the variable as the data set name in the DOCLIB statement.

Syntax

CONCAT DD(concat-name) DSN('dsname','dsname',...)

concat-name
Specifies a variable name representing the data set concatenation

dsname
Specifies a data set name to include in the concatenation. Specify PDS or PDSE data sets only. You can specify
any number of data sets as long as the size of the CONCAT statement does not exceed 32,767 bytes. The
order the data sets are specified is the search order, for example, ESP searches the first data set in the string
for the JCL to submit, then searches the subsequent data sets. When two CONCAT statements are in use, ESP
searches the TEMPLIB data set string first for the JCL to submit, then searches the JCLLIB data set string.

Example: Specify concatenated JCL libraries

In the following example, the CONCAT statement defines variable PRODJCL as a concatenation of data sets PY.FIX.JCL
and PY.PROD.JCL. Since the JCLLIB statement specifies the PRODJCL variable, ESP searches for JCL in PY.FIX.JCL
and then PY.PROD.JCL.

APPL PAYROLL

CONCAT DD(PRODJCL) DSN('PY.FIX.JCL','PY.PROD.JCL')

JCLLIB %PRODJCL

JOB PAYJOB3

  RUN DAILY

  REL PAYJOB4

JOB PAYJOB4

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Specify multiple concatenated JCL libraries

In the following example, the CONCAT statements define two different sets of concatenated data sets, called TEMPJCL
and PRODJCL. The TEMPLIB and JCLLIB statements result in ESP searching for JCL in data sets PY.TEMPMTHY.JCL,
PY.TEMPDLY.JCL, PY.FIX.JCL, and PY.PROD.JCL in that order.

APPL PAYROLL

CONCAT DD(TEMPJCL) DSN('PY.TEMPMTHY.JCL','PY.TEMPDLY.JCL')

CONCAT DD(PRODJCL) DSN('PY.FIX.JCL','PY.PROD.JCL')

TEMPLIB %TEMPJCL

JCLLIB %PRODJCL

JOB PAYJOB3

  RUN DAILY

  REL PAYJOB4

JOB PAYJOB4

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB
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Example: Specify concatenated job documentation libraries

In the following example, in addition to the JCL concatenated data sets, the second CONCAT statement defines variable
PRODDOC as a concatenation of data sets PY.FIX.DOC and PY.PROD.DOC. Since the DOCLIB statement specifies the
PRODDO variable, ESP searches for a job documentation in PY.FIX.DOC and then PY.PROD.DOC.

APPL PAYROLL

CONCAT DD(PRODJCL) DSN('PY.FIX.JCL','PY.PROD.JCL')

JCLLIB %PRODJCL

CONCAT DD(PRODDOC) DSN('PY.FIX.DOC','PY.PROD.DOC')

DOCLIB %PRODDOC

JOB PAYJOB3

  RUN DAILY

  REL PAYJOB4

JOB PAYJOB4

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

CONFIG_PARMS Statement: Specify Configuration Parameters for a HIVE Job
The CONFIG_PARMS statement passes --hiveconf configuration parameters to a HIVE job.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Apache Hive™ (HIVE_JOB)

Syntax:

CONFIG_PARMS name=value

name=value
Specifies the name of the parameter and the value assigned to the parameter.

NOTE

• If the resulting value requires spaces, such as a date, enclose the value in double quotes in the
CONFIG_PARMS statement.

• CONFIG_PARMS statement is applicable only at the job level.
• Several CONFIG_PARMS statements can be specified.

Example

In this example, CONFIG_PARMS statement specifies configuration parameter hive.variable.substitute and its value is
false.

APPL TESTHI

AGENT         HADOOP

HIVE_JOB      HIVETEST

 USER root

 HADOOP_HOST  hadoop.server.com 

 JDBCURL      jdbc:hive2://localhost:10000/default

 SCRIPTFILE     scripts/hivescript.sql

 CONFIG_PARMS   hive.variable.substitute=false

 CONFIG_PARMS   hive.metastore.warehouse.dir=/usr/dir

 RUN NOW
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ENDJOB

CONNECTION_FACTORY Statement: Specify the JNDI Name of the Connection
Factory
The CONNECTION_FACTORY statement specifies the connection factory JNDI name in a JMS job.

Supported Job Types

This statement is required for the following job types:

• JMS Publish (JMSP_JOB)
• JMS Subscribe (JMSS_JOB)

Syntax

This statement has the following syntax:

CONNECTION_FACTORY factory

factory
Specifies the connection factory JNDI name. The connection factory contains all the bindings needed to look up
the referenced topic or queue. JMS jobs use the connection factory to create a connection with the JMS provider.
Limits: Up to 1024 characters; case-sensitive

NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• CONNECTION is an alias of CONNECTION_FACTORY.

Example: Specify Connection Factory in a JMS Publish Job

This example publishes the message "this is my message" to the queue named Queue. The Java
class of the message is String. The initial context factory supplied by the JNDI service provider is
com.ibm.websphere.naming.WsnInitialContextFactory. The service provider's URL is iiop://172.24.0.0:2809, where
172.24.0.0 is the IP address of the WebSphere MQ server and 2809 is the ORB port. The job uses the cyberuser JNDI
user ID to gain access to the connection factory named ConnectionFactory.

JMSP_JOB PUBLISH  

   AGENT APPAGENT

   INITIAL_CONTEXT com.ibm.websphere.naming.WsnInitialContextFactory

   LOCATION iiop://172.24.0.0:2809

   CONNECTION_FACTORY ConnectionFactory

   DESTNAME Queue

   TOPIC N

   MSGCLASS String

   JNDIUSER cyberuser

   PARAMETER TYPE(java.lang.String) VALUE('this is my message')

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

NOTE
The agent does not support JMS messaging on IBM WebSphere. If you have IBM WebSphere MQ, your agent
administrator can set up the agent plug-in to run JMS Publish and JMS Subscribe for JMS queues. JMS topics
are not supported on IBM WebSphere MQ.
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CONNECTIONDOMAIN Statement: Specify a Domain for NTLM Connection
Authentication
The CONNECTIONDOMAIN statement specifies the domain for connection authentication in an HTTP job and in a Web
Services Document/Literal job. This statement is required for NTLM authentication.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the HTTP (HTTP_JOB) job type and for the Web Services Document/Literal (WEB_DOCLIT)
job type.

Syntax

This statement has the following syntax:

CONNECTIONDOMAIN origin_domain

origin_domain
Specifies the domain for NTLM connection authentication.
Limits: Up to 1024 characters; case-sensitive

NOTE
Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.

Example: Specify Connection Domain for NTLM Authentication

This example performs an HTTP query using the HTTP GET method. The output of the invocation is returned in the job
spool file. In this example, the job specifies the connection domain and origin for NTLM authentication, overrides the
global proxy defaults specified in the agentparm.txt file, and specifies the user and BASIC, DIGEST, and NTLM protocols
for web server authentication.

HTTP_JOB HTTP.CON_USER

   AGENT APPAGENT

   INVOCATIONTYPE GET

   SERVLET_URL http://host.example.com/protected IGNORE

   CONNECTIONORIGIN host.example.com    

   CONNECTIONDOMAIN windows_domain  

   AUTHORDER (BASIC, DIGEST, NTLM)

   CONNECTIONUSER user1

   PROXYDOMAIN http://host.domain.proxy   

   PROXYHOST proxy.example.com 

   PROXYORIGIN http://host.origin.proxy

   PROXYPORT 90

   PROXYUSER user01 domain(mydomain)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

CONNECTIONORIGIN Statement: Specify an Origin Host Name for NTLM
Connection Authentication
The CONNECTIONORIGIN statement specifies the origin host name for NTLM connection authentication in an HTTP job
and in a Web Service Document/Literal job. If you omit this statement, the origin defaults to the computer name where the
agent is running.

Supported Job Type
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This statement is optional for the HTTP (HTTP_JOB) job type and for the Web Services Document/Literal (WEB_DOCLIT)
job type.

Syntax

This statement has the following syntax:

CONNECTIONORIGIN origin_host

origin_host
Specifies the origin host name for NTLM connection authentication in an HTTP job and in a Web Service
Document/Literal job.
Limits: Up to 1024 characters; case-sensitive

NOTE
Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.

Example: Specify Connection Origin for NTLM Authentication

This example performs an HTTP query using the HTTP GET method. The output of the invocation is returned in the job
spool file. In this example, the job specifies the connection domain and origin for NTLM authentication, overrides the
global proxy defaults specified in the agentparm.txt file, and specifies the user and BASIC, DIGEST, and NTLM protocols
for web server authentication.

HTTP_JOB HTTP.CON_USER

   AGENT APPAGENT

   INVOCATIONTYPE GET

   SERVLET_URL http://host.example.com/protected IGNORE

   CONNECTIONORIGIN host.example.com    

   CONNECTIONDOMAIN windows_domain  

   AUTHORDER (BASIC, DIGEST, NTLM)

   CONNECTIONUSER user1

   PROXYDOMAIN http://host.domain.proxy   

   PROXYHOST proxy.example.com 

   PROXYORIGIN http://host.origin.proxy

   PROXYPORT 90

   PROXYUSER user01 domain(mydomain)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

CONNECTIONUSER Statement: Specify a User for Connection Authentication
The CONNECTIONUSER statement specifies the user name required by a website for connection authentication and,
optionally, the user's domain in an HTTP job or a WEB_DOCLIT job. ESP uses the user name, domain, agent name, and
the job type to select the user's password in the password repository.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the HTTP (HTTP_JOB) job type and for the Web Services Document/Literal (WEB_DOCLIT)
job type.

Syntax

CONNECTIONUSER connect_user [DOMAIN(domain)]
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connect_user
Specifies the user name required by a website for connection authentication.
Limits: Up to 128 characters; case-sensitive; it cannot contain delimiters (such as spaces)

DOMAIN(domain)
(Optional) Specifies the name of the user's domain.
Limits: Up to 64 characters; case-sensitive; it cannot contain delimiters (such as spaces)

NOTE
Every user ID used in a job definition must have a corresponding user ID/password pair defined using the
PASSWORD command.

Example: Specify User for Connection Authentication

This example performs an HTTP query using the HTTP GET method. The output of the invocation is returned in the job
spool file. In this example, the job specifies the connection domain and origin for NTLM authentication, overrides the
global proxy defaults specified in the agentparm.txt file, and specifies the user and BASIC, DIGEST, and NTLM protocols
for web server authentication.

HTTP_JOB HTTP.CON_USER

   AGENT APPAGENT

   INVOCATIONTYPE GET

   SERVLET_URL http://host.example.com/protected IGNORE

   CONNECTIONORIGIN host.example.com    

   CONNECTIONDOMAIN windows_domain  

   AUTHORDER (BASIC, DIGEST, NTLM)

   CONNECTIONUSER user1

   PROXYDOMAIN http://host.domain.proxy   

   PROXYHOST proxy.example.com 

   PROXYORIGIN http://host.origin.proxy

   PROXYPORT 90

   PROXYUSER user01 domain(mydomain)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

CONNPROF Statement: Specify Connection Profile
The CONNPROF statement specifies a connection profile to be used for connection to a Hadoop edge node.

Authority

With SAF, you control access to connection profile using the CONNPROF.profile resource. For more information about
CONNPROF.profile, see Create Security Profiles.

Supported Job Types

This statement is required for the following job types:

• Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS™) (HDFS_JOB)
• Apache Hive™ (HIVE_JOB)
• Apache™ Oozie (OOZIE_JOB)
• Apache Sqoop ™ (SQOOP_JOB)

Syntax

CONNPROF profile
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profile
Specifies the connection profile.
Limits: Up to 16 characters. Characters must be either alphanumeric, a national character ($ # @), or an
underscore (_)

NOTE

• CONNPROF statement is mutually exclusive with HADOOP_HOST, HADOOP_PORT, HADOOP_BINPATH,
HADOOP_NAMENODE, OOZIE_URL, JDBCURL and DRIVERCLASS statements.

• Using CONNPROF statement at the job level starts a new definition of connection properties and no
connection properties from application level are inherited.

CONTEXTENGINEID Statement: Specify a Context Engine ID
The CONTEXTENGINEID statement specifies the context engine ID, which uniquely identifies an SNMP entity within
an administrative domain. An SNMP entity can access management information in many contexts. Since an item of
management information can exist in more than one context, you can use the CONTEXTENGINEID statement, together
with the CONTEXTNAME statement, to uniquely identify a variable within an administrative domain.

This statement is ignored if your SNMP version is v1 or v2.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• SNMP Value Get (SNPG_JOB)
• SNMP Value Set (SNPS_JOB)

Syntax

This statement has the following syntax:

CONTEXTENGINEID X'[context_engine_ID]'

context_engine_ID
(Optional) Specifies the context engine ID in hexadecimal format.
Limits: Up to 512 hexadecimal characters

Example: Specify Context Engine ID in an SNMP Value Set Job

Suppose that you want to set the value of the OUT456789 variable using SNMP v3. In this example, the job uses the
AES privacy protocol and the MD5 authentication protocol. The OUT456789 variable belongs to the context named
contxtname within the SNMP entity identified by the hexadecimal value CAB0. The credentials of user user1 are used for
authorization.

SNPS_JOB SETV3

   AGENT SNMPAGENT

   SNMPUSER user1

   MIB 'c:\SNMP\MIBs\mymib.mib'   

   SNMPNODE OUT456789 HOST(example.com) VERSION(3)

   CONTEXTNAME contxtname

   CONTEXTENGINEID X'cab0'

   PRIVPROTOCOL AES

   AUTHPROTOCOL MD5

   PARAMETER TYPE(snmp:int) VALUE(8)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB
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CONTEXTNAME Statement: Specify a v3 Context Name
The CONTEXTNAME statement specifies the name of an SNMP context. An SNMP context is a collection of
management information accessible by an SNMP entity. Since an item of management information can exist in more than
one context, you can use the CONTEXTNAME statement, together with the CONTEXTENGINEID statement, to uniquely
identify a variable within an administrative domain.

This statement is ignored if your SNMP version is v1 or v2.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• SNMP Value Get (SNPG_JOB)
• SNMP Value Set (SNPS_JOB)

Syntax

This statement has the following syntax:

CONTEXTNAME [context_name]

context_name
(Optional) Specifies the name of the context that the variable belongs to.
Limits: Up to 256 characters; case-sensitive

NOTE
Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.

Example: Specify Context Name in an SNMP Value Set Job

Suppose that you want to set the value of the OUT456789 variable using SNMP v3. In this example, the job uses the
AES privacy protocol and the MD5 authentication protocol. The OUT456789 variable belongs to the context named
contxtname within the SNMP entity identified by the hexadecimal value CAB0. The credentials of user user1 are used for
authorization.

SNPS_JOB SETV3

   AGENT SNMPAGENT

   SNMPUSER user1

   MIB 'c:\SNMP\MIBs\mymib.mib'   

   SNMPNODE OUT456789 HOST(example.com) VERSION(3)

   CONTEXTNAME contxtname

   CONTEXTENGINEID X'cab0'

   PRIVPROTOCOL AES

   AUTHPROTOCOL MD5

   PARAMETER TYPE(snmp:int) VALUE(8)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

COPYJCL Statement: Generate Copy of JCL
The COPYJCL statement is used to generate a copy of the JCL for every job ESP submits. When you use the COPYJCL
statement you must specify the library that is to receive the copy, followed by either the JOBNAME or JOBID keyword.
This working copy of the JCL can be used for job re-submission. ESP keeps track of where the job was submitted from
and the JCL that was used.
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COPYJCL {datasetname|NONE}

        [GENERATION(genno)]

        [JOBNAME|JOBID]

datasetname
Indicates the name of an existing partitioned data set to which you have update authority. This is the data set to
which the JCL copy is made.

NONE
Indicates no JCL copy is needed. This can only be used at the job level in an application.

genno
Indicates the name of an existing GDG and optional generation number. The generation number should be a zero
or a negative number. GENERATION can be abbreviated to GEN.

JOBNAME
Indicates the member name used for storing the JCL for a job is the same as the job name. This is the default.

JOBID
Indicates the member name used for storing the JCL for a job is the JES job ID. It is in the form JOBnnnnn or
Jnnnnnnn, where nnnnn or nnnnnnn is the job number. Refer to the job ID entry in the glossary.

You can specify COPYJCL in the Event definition of any Event that submits jobs. This copy is written to a member of a
PDS, providing a working copy of the JCL with, where applicable, all symbolic variables resolved and NET cards (for DJC/
JES3) are included.

You can also specify COPYJCL within an application definition to identify one or more jobs for which you want to use
COPYJCL. This gives you the advantage of using COPYJCL for specific jobs.

The JOBNAME keyword requests that the member name used for storing the JCL for a job is the same as the job name.
This is the default. Each submission of a particular job overwrites the previous copy of that job JCL.

Use the JOBID keyword when you want ESP to store the copy of the JCL by job number. ESP creates a member name
in the form JOBnnnnn or Jnnnnnnn, where nnnnn or nnnnnnn is the job number. Refer to the JOBID entry in the glossary.
The system assigns this number sequentially. A member is not overwritten until the corresponding job ID reoccurs.

NOTE
With either option (JOBNAME or JOBID), you can write the JCL to a PDS GDG (generation data group).

NOTE

Related information

For information on working with events or identifying JCL, see the User Guide.

 

Example: Copy all jobs to PDS

In the following example, ESP writes a copy of all submitted jobs within the PAYROLL application to
CYBER.COPYLIB.CNTL and stores the jobs by job name:

EVENT ID(CYBER.PAYROLL)

INVOKE 'CYBBS01.PROCLIB.CNTL(PAYROLL)'

COPYJCL 'CYBER.COPYLIB.CNTL' JOBNAME

ENDDEF

Example: Copy all jobs except PAYJOB2
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In the following example, ESP writes a copy of all submitted jobs within the PAYROLL application excluding PAYJOB2 to
CYBER.COPYLIB.CNTL and stores the jobs by JES jobid:

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

COPYJCL 'CYBER.COPYLIB.CNTL' JOBID

JOB PAYJOB1

  RELEASE PAYJOB2

JOB PAYJOB2

  RELEASE PAYJOB3

  COPYJCL NONE 

JOB PAYJOB3

ENDJOB

SELECT (PAYJOB1,PAYJOB2,PAYJOB3)

Example: Copy jobs to current generation and store by name

In the following example, ESP writes a copy of all submitted jobs within the PAYROLL application to the current generation
of CYBER.COPYLIB.CNTL and stores the jobs by job name:

EVENT ID(CYBER.PAYROLL)

INVOKE 'CYBBS01.PROCLIB.CNTL(PAYROLL)'

COPYJCL 'CYBER.COPYLIB.CNTL' GEN(0) JOBNAME

ENDDEF

COREQ Statement: Specify Name of Co-Requisite
The COREQ statement is used to specify the names of any other job that is selected automatically whenever the specified
job is selected. The specified job and all of its co-requisites are allowed to execute simultaneously.

COREQ {fullname}

      {fullname[,fullname]...}

      {ADD(fullname[,fullname]...)}

      {DROP(fullname[,fullname]...)}

fullname
The fullname operand represents 64-character job names. For a complete definition, see Full name in the
Glossary.

ADD
Indicates the specified jobs be added to those currently defined COREQs. If a previous COREQ statement was
specified in the ESPPROC, the jobs are added to these as well.

DROP
Indicates the specified jobs be dropped from those currently defined COREQs.

A COREQ statement overrides any previous COREQ statement for the same job unless the ADD keyword is specified.
COREQ can be used with any job to name other jobs that must be selected for execution whenever this job is selected.

The COREQ statement specifies jobs that are selected when the specified job is selected. It does not cause the COREQ
jobs to inherit any of the relationships of the specified job. The appropriate relationships need to be specified using
PREREQ, POSTREQ, AFTER, or RELEASE statements.

The COREQ statement forces selection of the co-requisite jobs -- no SELECT statement or RUN statement is required.
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NOTE

Related information

For information on specifying job relationships, see the AFTER, RELEASE, PREREQ, and POSTREQ
statements.

For information on applications, see the User Guide.

Example: Select PAYJOB2 when PAYJOB1 is selected

In the following example, whenever PAYJOB1 is selected, ESP always selects PAYJOB2. No relationship exists between
PAYJOB1 and PAYJOB2:

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB1

  RUN MONDAY

  COREQ PAYJOB2

JOB PAYJOB2

ENDJOB

Example: Select multiple coreqs on workdays

In the following example, PAYJOB3, PAYJOB4, PAYJOB5 and PAYJOB6 are selected for submission and will run
simultaneously on workdays:

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB3

  RUN WORKDAYS

  COREQ (PAYJOB4,PAYJOB5,PAYJOB6)

JOB PAYJOB4

JOB PAYJOB5

JOB PAYJOB6

ENDJOB

Example: Add coreqs

In the following example, whenever PAYJOB7 is selected, ESP always selects PAYJOB8, PAYJOB9, PAYJOB10 and
PAYJOB11:

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB7

  RUN WORKDAYS

  COREQ (PAYJOB8,PAYJOB9)

  COREQ ADD(PAYJOB10,PAYJOB11)

JOB PAYJOB8

JOB PAYJOB9

JOB PAYJOB10

JOB PAYJOB11

ENDJOB
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Example: Run jobs simultaneously

The following COREQ and RELEASE statements are used to:

• Indicate jobs that can run simultaneously
• Indicate a relationship between jobs

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB12

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE PAYJOB13

JOB PAYJOB13

  RUN FRIDAY

  COREQ (PAYJOB14,PAYJOB15,PAYJOB16)

ENDJOB

In the above example:

• PAYJOB12 runs every day
• On Friday's PAYJOB12, PAYJOB14, PAYJOB15 and PAYJOB16 run simultaneously, because the COREQ jobs do not

inherit any relationship to PAYJOB13
• PAYJOB13 runs after PAYJOB12 successfully completes.

CPU_MON Statement: Start a CPU Monitoring Job Definition
The CPU_MON statement starts a CPU Monitoring job definition in an application. You can define a CPU Monitoring job to
monitor the CPU usage of the computer where the specified agent is installed.

Note: To run these jobs, your system requires WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, Windows, or i5/OS.

Syntax

For this statement, refer to the JOB statement syntax.

NOTE

• CM is the short form of CPU_MON.
• To schedule CPU Monitoring jobs, you must load the workload object module CYBESOCM. Load

CYBESOCM with the WOBDEF command or with the WOBDEF initialization parameter.
• Use the CPU job statement with a CPU_MON workload object. If you do not use a CPU statement, the CPU

monitor will return the percentage of use only once. The CPU statement can be explicit, where you include it
in the job, or it can be implicit, where you do not include it in the job.
– If the CPU statement is explicit, you can tailor the query using the operands that are part of the CPU

statement.
– If the CPU statement is implicit, the job returns the values for CPU used and available at the time the AFM

was received by the agent.
• On UNIX, the CPU calculations are based on load averaging as displayed by the command top. You can

scale the results the agent returns with the objmon.cpu.scalefactor parameter. For more information about
the objmon.cpu.scalefactor parameter, see the WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows Implementation
Guide.

• You must specify at least one of the operands FROM or TO in the CPU statement when using the
WAITMODE statement set to the WAIT value.

• The CPU statement does not apply when using the WAITMODE statement set to the NOW value.
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Required Statements

To define a CPU Monitoring job, you must specify the following statement:

• AGENT

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for a CPU Monitoring job:

• CPU
• JOBCLASS
• USER
• WAITMODE

Example: Monitor and Report CPU Usage

In this example, the agent returns information on the status of CPU capacity, available and used.

CM CPUMON1.STMNT

   AGENT SYSAGENT

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Continuously Monitor and Report CPU Usage Within a Range

In this example, the agent returns information on the CPU capacity that is used within the range specified by the FROM
and TO operands. The CPU is monitored continuously.

CPU_MON CPUMON2.STMNT

   AGENT SYSAGENT

   CPU FROM(75) TO(100) CONTINUOUS(CPU) USED

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

CPU Statement: Specify Conditions to Monitor CPU Use
The CPU statement specifies the conditions that a CPU Monitoring job uses to monitor the CPU usage of the computer
where the agent is installed.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the CPU Monitoring (CPU_MON) job type.

Syntax

This statement has the following syntax:

CPU [FROM(lower)] [TO(upper)] [NOCHANGE(percent)] [CONTINUOUS(*|alertid|eventid)] [WITHIN|OUTSIDE] [AVAILABLE|

USED]

FROM(lower)
(Optional) Defines the lower boundary of CPU usage in percent.
Limits: 0-100
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NOTE

If you specify the FROM operand without the TO operand, the range is between the lower boundary and
100 percent.

TO(upper)
(Optional) Defines the upper boundary of CPU usage in percent.
Limits: 0-100

NOTE

If you specify the TO operand without the FROM operand, the range is between zero percent and the
upper boundary.

NOCHANGE(percent)
(Optional) Defines the percentage value that the CPU usage must change to trigger the event or alert. The trigger
will not occur if the value change is within the specified percentage value.
Limits: 0-100

NOTE

To use the NOCHANGE operand, you must specify at least one of the FROM and TO operands.

CONTINUOUS(*|alertid|eventid)
(Optional) Specifies the identifier of an event or alert to be triggered when the specified CPU monitoring
conditions occur. Defines the job as continuous. To end continuous monitoring, you must complete the job
manually. If you do not specify this operand, the job completes when the specified CPU monitoring conditions
occur.
*

Retriggers the event that invoked the application that owns the specified job.
alertid

Specifies the alert identifier to be triggered.
Limits: Up to 4 alphanumeric characters; the first character must be alphabetic

NOTE

The alert must have been previously defined using the ALERTDEF command.

eventid
Specifies the event name to be triggered. An event name consists of a prefix and a descriptive name,
separated by a period. The prefix specifies the name of a group ID. The prefix can be up to eight
alphanumeric characters. The descriptive name can be up to 16 alphanumeric characters and can include
the underscore and national characters (@, #, $). The first character of the descriptive name must be
alphabetic.
You must be authorized to trigger events in the specified group.

NOTE

• CONTINUOUS requires at least one of the operands FROM or TO.
• You cannot use the WAITMODE statement with the CONTINUOUS operand in the CPU statement,

they are mutually exclusive.

WITHIN|OUTSIDE
(Optional) Specifies whether to trigger the event or alert when the value of CPU usage is within or outside the
specified boundaries.
WITHIN

Triggers the event or alert when the value of CPU usage is within the range specified by the FROM and
TO operands. This is the default.
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OUTSIDE
Triggers the event or alert when the value of disk usage is outside the range specified by the FROM and
TO operands.

AVAILABLE|USED
(Optional) Specifies whether the job monitors the available or used CPU capacity.
AVAILABLE

Specifies that the job monitors the available CPU processing capacity. This is the default.
USED

Specifies that the job monitors the used CPU processing capacity.

NOTE

• On UNIX, the CPU calculations are based on load averaging as displayed by the command top. You can
scale the results the agent returns with the objmon.cpu.scalefactor parameter. For more information about
the objmon.cpu.scalefactor parameter, see the WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows Implementation
Guide.

• You must specify at least one of the operands FROM or TO in the CPU statement when using the
WAITMODE statement set to the WAIT value.

• The CPU statement does not apply when using the WAITMODE statement set to the NOW value.

Example: Continuously Monitor and Report CPU Usage Outside a Range

In this example, a CPU Monitoring job CPU.STMNT is defined for the SYSAGENT agent. The operands used in this
example are explained following the example syntax.

CPU_MON CPU.STMNT

   AGENT SYSAGENT

   RUN DAILY

   CPU FROM(20) TO(50) NOCHANGE(10) CONTINUOUS(al3) +

     OUTSIDE AVAILABLE

ENDJOB

In this example, the CPU statement within the CPU Monitoring job uses the following operands:

• FROM(20) -- The lower boundary of the search range for percent utilization of the CPU where the agent is installed.
• TO(50) -- The upper boundary of the search range for percent utilization of the CPU where the agent is installed.
• NOCHANGE(10) -- The NOCHANGE operand specifies a minimum threshold in a change in percent (delta) of CPU

utilization for which to monitor. If the percent change is less than or equal to ± 10 percent, the CPU monitor job does
not register a change.

• CONTINUOUS(a13) -- If all of the monitoring conditions specified by the operands in the CPU statement occur, an
alert (a13) is issued. Alternatively, an event triggers if an event name is specified.

• OUTSIDE -- This operand specifies that the job will monitor for the specified condition outside the range specified by
the FROM and TO operands. This means that the job is looking for CPU utilization between 0 and 20 percent and
between 50 and 100 percent.

• AVAILABLE -- The monitor job will take the reading of unused CPU capacity.

Example: Monitor the CPU Usage and Complete the Monitor

In this example, a CPU Monitoring job CPU.STMNT is defined for the SYSAGENT agent. The operands used in this
example are explained following the example syntax.

CPU_MON CPU.STMNT

   AGENT SYSAGENT
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   RUN DAILY

   CPU FROM(20) TO(50) NOCHANGE(10) 

   WAITMODE WAIT

ENDJOB

In this example, the CPU statement within the CPU Monitoring job uses the following operands:

• FROM(20) -- The lower boundary of the search range for percent utilization of the CPU where the agent is installed.
• TO(50) -- The upper boundary of the search range for percent utilization of the CPU where the agent is installed.
• NOCHANGE(10) -- The NOCHANGE operand specifies a minimum threshold in a change in percent (delta) of CPU

utilization for which to monitor. If the percent change is less than or equal to 10 percent, the CPU monitor job does not
register a change.

• WAITMODE WAIT -- When the monitoring thresholds specified by the operands in the CPU statement are exceeded,
the monitor ends.

CREATE_DIR Statement: Specify Create Parent Directories Option
The CREATE_DIR statement specifies whether to create parent directories along the path.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS™) (HDFS_JOB) if MKDIR file operation is specified in the HDSF_FILEOP
statement

Syntax

CREATE_DIR [YES|NO]

NOTE
You can specify CREATE_DIR at the application level and at the job level.

Example

In this example, CREATE_DIR specifies YES for a Hadoop File Operations job so all a, b, c, d directories are created
along with dir1 in /user/root.

APPL      TESTHF

  HDFS_JOB DIRCRT

  AGENT    HADOOP_AGENT

  USER     root

  HADOOP_HOST hadoop.server.com

  HDFS_FILEOP MKDIR

  PATH     /user/root/a/b/c/d/dir1

  CREATE_DIR YES

  RUN NOW

ENDJOB

CREATEMETHOD Statement: Specify a Create Method
The CREATEMETHOD statement specifies the name of the create method in an Entity Bean and Session Bean job.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Entity Bean (EJBE_JOB)
• Session Bean (EJB_JOB)
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NOTE
The create method is required to access a stateful session bean.

Syntax

This statement has the following syntax:

CREATEMETHOD create_method

create_method
Specifies the name of the create method.
Default: create
Limits: Up to 1024 characters; case-sensitive; it must always begin with create
Example: createaccount

NOTE
Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.

Example: Create an Entity Bean

Suppose that you want to create an entity bean that stores information about a customer such as the customer ID and
phone number. The initial context factory supplied by the JNDI service provider is weblogic.jndi.WLInitialContextFactory.
The service provider's URL is t3://localhost:7001, where localhost is the domain name of the WebLogic application server
and 7001 is the ORB port. When the job runs, the entity bean instance is created.

EJBE_JOB CREATE

   AGENT APPAGENT

   INITIAL_CONTEXT weblogic.jndi.WLInitialContextFactory

   LOCATION t3://localhost:7001

   BEAN customer

   CREATEMETHOD createcustomer

   OPERATIONTYPE CREATE

   CREATEPARAMETER TYPE(String) VALUE(customerid)

   CREATEPARAMETER TYPE(String) VALUE(800-555-0100)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

 

CREATEPARAMETER Statement: Specify Create Parameters
The CREATEPARAMETER statement specifies the create parameters in an Entity Bean and Session Bean job. You
can specify create parameters to create an entity bean in a relational database on your application server or to access a
stateful session bean.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Entity Bean (EJBE_JOB)
• Session Bean (EJB_JOB)

NOTE
To access stateful session beans, you must specify create parameters.

Syntax

This statement has the following syntax:
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CREATEPARAMETER {TYPE(type) VALUE(value)}

                {TYPE(type) ARRAY(value,value,...)}      

                {URI(uri)}

TYPE(type)
Specifies the Java class of the parameter.
Limits: Up to 1024 characters; case-sensitive
Examples: String, java.lang.String, Integer

NOTE

If the package is not specified, java.lang is assumed.

VALUE(value)
Specifies the String value for the method parameter.
Limits: Up to 1024 characters; case-sensitive

ARRAY(value,value,...)
Specifies a set of string values for the method parameter.
Limits: Up to 1024 characters per array value; case-sensitive

NOTE

If you specify the ARRAY operand, the statement value cannot exceed 3588 characters.

URI(uri)
Specifies the location (URI) of the binary output produced by a payload producing job. A payload producing job is
a job that produces binary output that is persisted as a serialized Java object. The serialized Java object is stored
as a file on the agent computer. The URI can be passed as input to a payload consuming job.
Limits: Up to 255 characters; case-sensitive
Example: 'FS:c:\Program Files\Common Files\System\ADO\input.txt'

NOTE
You can retrieve the URI of a payload producing job using the JOBDATA or WOBDATA statements. To
display the URI, use the LISTAPPL command.

 

WARNING

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• To specify multiple parameters, use multiple CREATEPARAMETER statements. Order is important. For

example, if the method contains three parameters, specify the first parameter in the first statement, the
second parameter in the second statement, and the third parameter in the third statement. The job fails if the
parameters are listed in the wrong order.

Example: Create an Entity Bean

Suppose that you want to create an entity bean that stores information about a customer such as the customer ID and
phone number. The initial context factory supplied by the JNDI service provider is weblogic.jndi.WLInitialContextFactory.
The service provider's URL is t3://localhost:7001, where localhost is the domain name of the WebLogic application server
and 7001 is the ORB port. When the job runs, the entity bean instance is created.

EJBE_JOB CREATE

   AGENT APPAGENT

   INITIAL_CONTEXT weblogic.jndi.WLInitialContextFactory

   LOCATION t3://localhost:7001

   BEAN customer
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   CREATEMETHOD createcustomer

   OPERATIONTYPE CREATE

   CREATEPARAMETER TYPE(String) VALUE(customerid)

   CREATEPARAMETER TYPE(String) VALUE(800-555-0100)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

CREATETARGETDIRECTORIES Statement: Create Target Directories
The CREATETARGETDIRECTORIES statement specifies that any missing directories in the target file location must be
automatically created before transfer.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the Secure FTP (SFTP_JOB) job type.

Syntax

CREATETARGETDIRECTORIES

NOTE
CREATETARGETDIRECTORIES can be specified at the job level only.

Example: Specify the Create Target Directories

This example uploads the SFTP_TEST.txt file from the C:\SrcDir directory on the NTAGENT server to /u1/test/sftpdate/
dir/to/be/created directory on the simon server using the Secure File Transfer Protocol (SFTP). Suppose that the /u1/test/
sftpdata directory exists on the simon server. Before the file is uploaded, the dir/to/be/created directory is created. After
the file is uploaded, the /u1/test/sftpdata/dir/to/be/created directory contains a file named SFTP_TEST_TARGET.txt. The
owner of the file is causer.

SFTP_JOB UPLOAD_JOB_1

   AGENT NTAGENT

   LOCALNAME C:\SrcDir\SFTP_TEST.txt

   REMOTENAME SFTP_TEST_TARGET.txt

   REMOTEDIR /u1/test/sftpdata/dir/to/be/created

   SERVERADDR simon

   SERVERPORT 22

   TRANSFERDIRECTION UPLOAD

   USER causer

   CREATETARGETDIRECTORIES

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

CRITPATH Statement: Enable Critical Path Analysis
Enables or disables Critical Path analysis on this ESP system.

Type

ESP application Statement

CRITPATH [OFF|ON]

OFF
Turns critical path calculation off within an application.
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ON
Turns critical path calculation on within an application.

NOTE
This operand has no effect unless the CRITPATH command or initialization parameter is set to ENABLE.

By default, critical path analysis is turned on or enabled for all applications that ESP generates. To control usage of critical
path analysis, a CRITPATH initialization statement, a CRITPATH application statement and a CRITPATH command are
provided. The following chart summarizes how ESP handles critical path analysis based on various CRITPATH operand
and statement settings:

If the CRITPATH command or
initialization parameter is set to...

And CRITPATH statement in the
Application is set to...

Then critical path analysis is...

DISABLE OFF Not calculated
DISABLE ON Not calculated
DISABLE Not specified Not calculated
ENABLE OFF Not calculated
ENABLE ON Calculated
ENABLE Not specified Not calculated
ON OFF Not calculated
ON ON Calculated
ON Not specified Calculated

If critical path analysis is activated by coding either CRITPATH ON in the initialization parameters, or CRITPATH ENABLE
in the initialization parameters and CRITPATH ON in the application, but no jobs are coded with the CRITICAL keyword,
ESP calculates the path to the job that will finish last and identifies that path as the critical path.

 

NOTE

Related information

For information on critical path analysis, see the User Guide.

For information on overriding historical elapsed time defaults, see the DURATION statement.

Example: Turn on critical path analysis

In the following example, critical path analysis is turned on for all applications generated by ESP on this system. If
required, critical path analysis can be turned off for specific applications by coding CRITPATH OFF statement in the
application definition:

CRITPATH ON

Example: Enable critical path analysis

In the following example, critical path analysis is enabled for this ESP system. To turn on critical path analysis for an
application, code CRITPATH ON statement in the application definition:

CRITPATH ENABLE

Example: Disable critical path analysis
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In the following example, critical path analysis is disabled for this ESP system. To turn off critical path analysis for an
application, code CRITPATH OFF statement in the application definition:

CRITPATH DISABLE

CURLIB Statement: Specify the Name of the Current Library
The CURLIB statement specifies the name of the current library to use when running the job.

NOTE

If you do not specify a current library, the agent uses the current library of the user profile the agent runs under.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the i5/OS (AS400_JOB) job type.

Syntax

This statement has the following syntax:

• For the ESP Agent for OS/400 Operating Systems:

CURLIB current_library

• For the CA WA Agent for i5/OS:

CURLIB current_library|

       /QSYS.LIB/current_library.LIB

• current_library
Specifies the current library for the job.

NOTE

• Use the CURLIB statement within the boundaries of a job definition to apply to a single job or outside the
boundaries of the job definition to apply to the entire application.

• The entire value can be up to 46 characters; it cannot contain delimiters (such as spaces).

Example: Specify the Current Library for a Job

This example runs a program named MFGDATA on an i5/OS system. The current library for the job is PAY1, and the job
description is DFTJOBD in library CYB1.

AS400_JOB MFGDATA

   AGENT I5AGENT

   CLPNAME MFGDATA

   CURLIB PAY1

   JOBD CYB1/DFTJOBD

   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE MFGSORT

ENDJOB
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CUSTOMPROP Statement: Specify a Custom Property
The CUSTOMPROP statement specifies the expression to resolve. You can specify value set expressions for default
values.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the OA_JOB job type.

Syntax

This statement has the following syntax:

CUSTOMPROP KEY(key) VALUE(value)

key
Specifies the expression to resolve. For example, if the default value of an argument is an SQL statement that
contains profile (:$PROFILES$) or flexfield (:$FLEX$) expressions, you can specify how the agent resolves the
expressions in a custom properties table.

value
Specifies the default value for the expression. The value can contain a constant, an SQL SELECT query to run, or
a :$PROFILES$ expression to look up.
Limits: The mandatory key and value operands can be up to 256 characters each. They can contain any
characters including delimiters, and are case-sensitive. If delimiters are used, enclose the operand in single
quotes.

NOTE

• The CUSTOMPROP statement is a job-level statement; it can be specified only within a job definition.
• You can specify multiple CUSTOMPROP statements at the job level.

Example: Code a CUSTOMPROP Statement

This example shows how to code two CUSTOMPROP statements in an Oracle job. For information about all the Oracle
statements in an Oracle job, see the Broadcom Integrated Agent Services User Guide (Oracle Jobs) r1.0.

OA_JOB CUSTOMPROP

  AGENT OAAGENT

  CUSTOMPROP KEY(':$PROFILES$.GL_ACCESS_SET_ID') VALUE(1)

  CUSTOMPROP KEY(':$FLEX$.P_REFERENCE_NO') VALUE('SELECT "2" FROM DUAL')

  OAUSER SYSADMIN

  QUOTEDEFAULT Y

  PROGRAM FNDSCURS

  NOTIFYDUSERS ('System Administrator','Admission Administrator')

  SHORTNAME FND

  RESPNAME 'System Administrator'

  DESC 'AM Test Desc'

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

DATA_OBJECT Statement: Set Data Repositories
DATA_OBJECT workload objects serve as a data repository. It is coded in an application as any other workload object.
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Data can be stored in this object at generate time by coding one or more SETVAR statements within the JOB block. Data
can also be stored, updated or deleted at run time, by sending an automation framework message to the object. All data is
stored in the application tracking record, so it is preserved across restarts.

Syntax

Refer to the JOB statement syntax. All operands are valid except TASK, LINK, MANUAL, EXTERNAL, and
CONDITIONAL.

NOTE

• A DATA_OBJECT workload object is always conditional, unlike all other workload objects.
• To use DATA_OBJECT workload objects, you must load a workload object module. The DATA_OBJECT

workload object module is CYBESODA. This may be loaded with the WOBDEF command or with the
WOBDEF initialization parameter.

• Also refer to the JOB statement usage notes.

NOTE

Related information

See the SETVAR statement for defining data object variables.

See the WOBDATA statement for retrieving data object variables.

See the JOBDATA statement for retrieving data object variables.

See the ESPmsg command for an alternative method for defining data object variables.

Example:

In the following example, a data object DATA1 is created including variable DAVAR1. The job SETVAR defines a second
variable COUNT using ESP MGRMSG. The job JOB1 retrieves both of these variables using the WOBDATA statement.

APPL DATAOBJ

JCLLIB CYBER.JCLLIB

DATA_OBJECT DATA1

  SETVAR DAVAR1='ABC'

ENDJOB

JOB SETVAR LINK PROCESS

  ESP MGRMSG . . . . DATA1/%ESPAPPL..%ESPAPGEN/MAIN ACTION -

    SET COUNT(12)

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE JOB1

ENDJOB

JOB JOB1

  VALUE = WOBDATA('DATA1','COUNT')

  VALUE2 = WOBDATA('DATA1','DAVAR1')

  SE 'Local COUNT = %VALUE' USER(*)

  SE 'Local Variable = %VALUE2' USER(*)

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

CSF shows the number of data object variables stored in the data object:

     Job Name  Jobno Appl     AGen PNode    Jobqual  Status

 ___ DATA1         1 DATAOBJ     1 ACTIVE            1 Item stored
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A LISTAPPL (LAP) command displays the variables and their value.

ESP ----------------------------------------------- ,     Row 1 of 19, Col 1 -

COMMAND ===>                                                               

 ---------------------------------- TOP OF DATA--------------------------------

LAP DATAOBJ.11 ALL

APPL DATAOBJ  GEN 11

  CREATED AT 09.43 ON THURSDAY JULY 12TH, 2001

           BY EVENT CYBER.DATAOBJ

  DATA1, 2 Items stored

     Data Items: DAVAR1(ABC), COUNT(12)

   ANTICIPATED END TIME: 09.45 ON THURSDAY JULY 12TH, 2001

     SUCCESSORS: (NONE)

  MRTN2 J54506, COMPLETED, CC 0

  SETVAR, COMPLETED, CC 0

  MRTN1, HC=0

   SUBMISSION AT 09.46 ON THURSDAY JULY 12TH, 2001

   ANTICIPATED END TIME: 09.46 ON THURSDAY JULY 12TH, 2001

   PREDECESSORS: (NONE)

     SUCCESSORS: (NONE)

----- 1 ENTRY DISPLAYE

DATASET Statement: Specify JCL Libraries
The DATASET statement is used to specify the JCL library and optional member name to be used for a particular job. The
DATASET statement must be placed within the scope of a JOB statement.

DATASET 'dsname[(member)]' [NOTEMPLIB]

dsname
Indicates the name of the data set.

member
If this is a PDS, it optionally specifies the member name. If the member name is omitted, the job name is the
default.

NOTEMPLIB
Applicable TEMPLIB is ignored.

The DATASET you specify applies only to this particular job. DATASET is used to identify the JCL library and optionally
the member name to be used for a particular job. This overrides, for this job only, the default JCL library already named in
a JCLLIB statement.

NOTE

Related information

For information on specifying different JCL libraries, see Using.

Example: Specify alternative JCL libraries

In the following example, when ESP submits jobs in the PAYROLL application:

• PAYJOB1 is submitted from 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'
• PAYJOB2 is submitted from 'CYBER.ALTJCL.CNTL':
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APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB1

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE PAYJOB2

JOB PAYJOB2

  RUN DAILY

  DATASET 'CYBER.ALTJCL.CNTL'

ENDJOB

Example: Specify alternative JCL library and member

In the following example, when ESP submits jobs in the PAYROLL application:

• PAYJOB3 is submitted from 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'
• PAYJOB4 is submitted from member PAYJOB99 within data set 'CYBER.ALTJCL.CNTL':

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB3

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE PAYJOB4

JOB PAYJOB4

  RUN DAILY

  DATASET 'CYBER.ALTJCL.CNTL(PAYJOB99)'

ENDJOB

Example: Change JCL library on specific date

In the following example, if today is February 21st, 2000, ESP submits PAYJOB5 from CYBER.ALTJCL.CNTL:

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB5

  RUN DAILY

  IF TODAY('FEB 21, 2000') THEN -

    DATASET 'CYBER.ALTJCL.CNTL'

ENDJOB

Example: Change JCL library for range of dates

In the following example, ESP submits PAYJOB6 from CYBER.ALTJCL.CNTL, from February 1st, 2000 up to and
including, February 22nd, 2000:

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB6

  RUN DAILY

  IF DAYS_FROM('FEB 1,2000') GE 0 AND -

     DAYS_TO('FEB 22,2000') GE 0 THEN -

     DATASET 'CYBER.ALTJCL.CNTL'

ENDJOB
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DB_JOB Statement: Start a Database Job Definition
The DB_JOB statement starts a database job definition. You can define a Database job to run an SQL query against an
Oracle, SQL Server, or DB2 database.

NOTE

• To run database jobs, your system requires the System Agent, Release 6 or 6.1 (including service packs).
• The DB_JOB statement is not supported by the Release 7 or higher of the System Agent. In the case of

Release 7, use the SQL_JOB statement instead.

Syntax

For this statement, refer to the JOB statement syntax.

NOTE

• DM is the short form of DB_JOB.
• To schedule database jobs, you must load the workload object module CYBESODM. Load CYBESODM with

the WOBDEF command or with the WOBDEF initialization parameter.
• The DB_JOB statement was replaced by the SQL_JOB statement in the Database Agent. For more

information, see the WA Agent for Databases Guide to Scheduling Workload.
• In the agentparm.txt file, you must specify a JDBC driver in parameter jdbc.drivers. To specify multiple

drivers, separate them with a colon (:), for example, jdbc.drivers=driver1:driver2.
• The JVM on the Windows platform supplies a JDBC to ODBC bridge. It is referred to in the agentparm.txt file

as sun.jdbc.odbc.JdbcOdbcDriver.

Required Statements

To define a database job, you must specify the following statements:

• AGENT - (at the workload object or the application level)
• DSN
• SQL
• USER

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for a database job:

• DESTINATION

Example: Run an SQL Query Against an Oracle Database

This example queries an Oracle database. The IP address of the data set name is specified using hostname format. The
QUERY statement illustrates how to pass an operand with spaces to the Oracle query by enclosing the operand within
single quotes.

DB_JOB DBJOB2.STMNT

   AGENT R6AGENT

   USER user1

   DSN oracle:thin:@gemini:1527:cyb

   QUERY 'SELECT JOBNAME FROM TBTCO'

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Run a Complicated SQL Query Against an Oracle Database
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This example queries an Oracle database. The IP address of the data set name is specified using hostname format. The
SQL statement illustrates how to pass complex criteria to SQL using both single and double quotes, and how to continue
the statements to the next line using a continuation character (+).

DB_JOB DBJOB2.STMNT

   AGENT R6AGENT

   USER sapr3

   DSN oracle:thin:@gemini:1527:cyb

   SQL 'SELECT COUNT (*) FROM TBTCO WHERE JOBNAME LIKE ''SD%'' + 

     AND ENDDATE = ''20030813'''

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Run an SQL Query Against a DB2 Database

This example queries a DB2 database. The IP address of the data set name is specified using dotted decimal format. The
DESTINATION statement illustrates specifying a path that contains spaces using single quotes.

DB_JOB DBJOB3.STMNT

   AGENT R6AGENT

   USER db2admin

   DSN db2://10.1.1.46:50000/sample

   SQL 'SELECT COUNT(*) FROM STAFF WHERE NAME LIKE ''L%'''

   DESTINATION 'c:\qatest\db job data\test14.bd2'

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

DB_MON Statement: Start a Database Monitor Job Definition
The DB_MON statement starts a Database Monitor job definition. You can define a Database Monitor job to monitor a
database table for an increase or decrease in the number of rows. To monitor the database table for specific changes, you
can add a monitor condition to the job definition. When the condition is met, the job completes. You can set up continuous
monitoring so that each time a database change occurs, an alert or an event is triggered.

NOTE

To run these jobs, your system requires WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and WA Agent for Databases.

Syntax

For this statement, refer to the JOB statement syntax.

NOTE

• MO is the short form of DB_MON.
• To schedule Database Monitor jobs, you must load the workload object module CYBESOMO. Load

CYBESOMO with the WOBDEF command or with the WOBDEF initialization parameter.

Required Statements

To define a Database Monitor job, you must specify the following statements:

• AGENT (at the workload object or the application level)
• MON_TYPE
• TABLE_NAME
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NOTE
All database jobs require a database user ID and the database resource location. You can use the defaults
defined on the agent in the agentparm.txt file or specify the USER and DB_URL statements in the job definition.

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for a Database Monitor job:

• DB_URL
• MON_COND
• USER
• USER_TYPE

Example: Monitor Table for Increases in the Number of Rows

This example defines the Database Monitor job DBMON1. The Database Agent CYBDB1 monitors the table
HOURLYWAGE for an increase in the number of rows. By default, CYBDB1 checks the table every 10 seconds. When the
number of rows increases, if the hourly wage of an employee is greater than 30, ESP triggers the predefined alert HIGH.

DB_MON DBMON1

   AGENT CYBDB1

   TABLE_NAME HOURLYWAGE CONTINUOUS(HIGH)

   MON_TYPE I

   MON_COND 'wage > 30'

ENDJOB

DB_TRIG Statement: Start a Database Trigger Job Definition
The DB_TRIG statement starts a Database Trigger job definition. You can define a Database Trigger job to monitor a
database table for added, deleted, or updated rows. To monitor the database table for specific changes, you can add a
condition to the job definition. When the condition is met, the job completes. You can set up continuous monitoring so that
each time a database change occurs, an alert or an event is triggered.

NOTE

To run these jobs, your system requires WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and WA Agent for Databases.

Syntax

For this statement, refer to the JOB statement syntax.

NOTE

• TR is the short form of DB_TRIG.
• To schedule Database Trigger jobs, you must load the workload object module CYBESOTR. Load

CYBESOTR with the WOBDEF command or with the WOBDEF initialization parameter.

Required Statements

To define a Database Trigger job, you must specify the following statements:

• AGENT (at the workload object or the application level)
• TABLE_NAME
• TRIG_TYPE

NOTE
All database jobs require a database user ID and the database resource location. You can use the defaults
defined on the agent in the agentparm.txt file or specify the USER and DB_URL statements in the job definition.
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Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for a Database Trigger job:

• DB_URL
• TRIG_COND
• USER
• USER_TYPE

Example: Monitor Table for Updates

This example defines the Database Trigger job DBTR1. The Database Agent CYBDB1 continuously monitors the table
INVENTORY_LIST for updates. When INVENTORY_LIST is updated, if the number of units of product A has fallen below
100000, ESP triggers the predefined alert ALOW.

DB_TRIG DBTR1

   AGENT CYBDB1

   TRIG_TYPE UPDATE

   TABLE_NAME INVENTORY_LIST CONTINUOUS(ALOW)

   TRIG_COND new.productA<100000

ENDJOB

DB_URL Statement: Specify Database Resource Location
The DB_URL statement specifies the database resource location for a database job.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Database Monitor (DB_MON)
• Database Stored Procedure (DBSP_JOB)
• Database Trigger (DB_TRIG)
• SQL (SQL_JOB)

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

DB_URL url

url
Specifies a JDBC database resource location for a job. Use the appropriate format for your database type:

• For an Oracle database:

DB_URL jdbc:oracle:thin:@host:port:dbname

• For a Microsoft SQL Server database:

DB_URL jbdc:sqlserver://host:port;DatabaseName=dbname

• For an IBM DB2 database:

DB_URL jdbc:db2://host:port/dbname

Limits: Up to 256 characters; case-sensitive
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NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• If you do not specify this statement, a default database resource location must be defined in the db.default.url

parameter in the agent's agentparm.txt file.
• The DB_URL statement overrides the default resource location specified in the agent's agentparm.txt.
• HOST is an alias of DB_URL.

Example: Specify an Oracle Database

This example uses the Oracle database named ORDERS that is reachable on port 1433 on host 172.31.255.255.

SQL_JOB QRY1

   AGENT CYBDB1

   SQL 'SELECT * from NEWORDS'

   DB_URL jdbc:oracle:thin:@172.31.255.255:1433:ORDERS

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Specify a Microsoft SQL Server Database

This example uses the MS SQL Server database named ORDERS that is reachable on port 1433 on a host named
myhost.

SQL_JOB QRY1

   AGENT CYBDB1

   SQL 'SELECT * from NEWORDS'

   DB_URL 'jdbc:sqlserver://myhost:1433;DatabaseName=ORDERS'

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Specify an IBM DB2 Database

This example updates a record in the STAFF table under the user entadm. The job changes the years to 3 for the
employee with the name Jonson.

SQL_JOB UPDATE

   AGENT DB_AGENT

   USER entadm

   DB_URL jdbc:db2://172.31.255.255:50000/SAMPLE

   SQL 'UPDATE ENTADM.STAFF SET YEARS=3 where NAME=''Jonson'''

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

DBSP_JOB Statement: Start a Database Stored Procedure Job Definition
The DBSP_JOB statement starts a Database Stored Procedure (DBSP) job definition. You can define a DBSP job to
invoke a procedure stored in a database. You can add criteria to the job definition to test the procedure's output. If the
result matches the criteria, the job completes successfully.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and WA Agent for Databases.

Syntax
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For this statement, refer to the JOB statement syntax.

NOTE

• ST is the short form of DBSP_JOB.
• To schedule DBSP jobs, you must load the workload object module CYBESOST. Load CYBESOST with the

WOBDEF command or with the WOBDEF initialization parameter.

Required Statements

To define a DBSP job, you must specify the following statements:

• AGENT (at the workload object or the application level)
• STORED_PROCEDURE

NOTE
All database jobs require a database user ID and the database resource location. You can use the defaults
defined on the agent in the agentparm.txt file or specify the USER and DB_URL statements in the job definition.

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for a DBSP job:

• ARGS
• DB_URL
• JOB_CRITERIA
• RETURN_DATA_TYPE
• USER
• USER_TYPE

Example: Run Stored Procedure

This example defines the DBSP job DBPROC1. The Database Agent runs the stored procedure PAYROLL, passing in the
parameter 'ename in out VARCHAR,John Evans'. Success is determined by whether ename begins with the string John
when PAYROLL completes.

DBSP_JOB DBPROC1

   AGENT CYBDB1

   SPNAME PAYROLL

   ARGS ename in out VARCHAR,John Evans

   JOB_CRITERIA ename=John.*

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

DEFINE Statement: Define a Logical Map to File-System Elements
The DEFINE statement lets you create a logical map to file-system elements. You can create a logical map to elements
such as: tape drives, spooler subsystems, and a volume.subvolume location.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the TANDEM_JOB job type.

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

DEFINE "<name>;<attribute name>;<attribute value>"
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name
Specifies the name of the element. The name field must start with a letter, cannot be longer than 24 characters,
and no shorter than two characters. The name field is not case-sensitive and you can use the following
characters: alphanumeric, hyphen, underscores, semicolons, and circumflex (up caret).

attribute name
The following table contains the list of available entries for the attribute name field.

attribute value
You can use the following characters in the attribute value field: alphanumeric, hyphen, underscores, and
circumflex (up caret).
The following table contains the list of available entries for the attribute value field.

Define-attribute-name Define-attribute-values
CLASS MAP
CLASS MAP
FILE file-name
CLASS SEARCH
CLASS SEARCH
RELSUBVOLn Subvolume-name
SUBVOLn Subvolume-name
CLASS SORT
CLASS SORT
BLOCK Size
CPU Cpu-number
CPUS Cpu-number,Cpu-number OR ALL
MODE AUTOMATIC

MINSPACE
MINTIME

NOTCPUS cpu-number,cpu-number...
PRI Priority
PROGRAM File-name
SCRATCH File-name
SEGMENT Size
SUBSORTS DEFINE-name , DEFINE-name...
SWAP file-name
CLASS TAPE
BLOCKLEN Block-length
DENSITY 800 or 1600 or 6250
RETENTION Days
SYSTEM \node-name
TAPEMODE STARTSTOP

STREAM
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USE IN
OUT
EXTEND
OPENFLAG

VERSION Num
VOLUME Vol-id | SCRATCH
DEVICE Device-names
REELS Volume
EBCDIC IN/OUT/ON/OFF
EXPIRATION Date
FILEID File-name
FILESECT Volume-order
FILESEQ File-order
GEN Gen-num
LABELS ANSI

IBM
OMITTED
BYPASS
BACKUP
IBMBACKUP

MOUNTMSG “text”
OWNER Owner-id
RECFORM F

U
RECLEN record-length

NOTE

• The text string following the DEFINE statement cannot be longer than 1026 characters including the
mandatory enclosing double quotes. The actual maximum length the agent sets can differ from this number.
Currently, the agent allows 4094 characters as the maximum length, but this limit cannot be reached. The
actual length cannot exceed 1024, excluding the enclosing double quotes.

• The text string following the DEFINE statement cannot be shorter than 5 characters including the mandatory
enclosing double quotes.

• The combined length of all the DEFINE statements, plus the number of DEFINE statements, cannot exceed
4095 characters.

• The DEFINE statement is a job-level statement; it can be specified only within a job definition.
• You can specify multiple name=value pairs for a single DEFINE <name>, but you cannot repeat a value pair

in the same DEFINE statement.
• The DEFINE statement is ignored when it has no operands.

Example: Create a Map to File-System Elements

This example shows how to use the DEFINE statement to map a logical name to a physical file. The logical name MYFIL1
is created with DEFINE. The type of DEFINE is MAP, specified with the attribute name CLASS. The purpose of MAP is to
map a logical name to a physical entity. In this case, it is the fully qualified file named $C35.SUBVOL.LOGDEF1 ($C35 is
the volume name, SUBVOL is the subvolume name, and LOGDEF1 is the file). The COMMAND $C35.PROD.GETDEF is
the scheduled sample test program. The combined length of the two DEFINE statements cannot exceed 4095 characters
including the value of 2, which represents the two statements.
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APPL TESTHP

JCLLIB 'CA.TEST.JCLLIB'

USER ADMIN

 

TANDEM_JOB TEST_B

  AGENT HPNONSTOP

  COMMAND $C35.PROD.GETDEF

  DEFINE “MYFIL1;CLASS=MAP;FILE=$c35.SUBVOL.LOGDEF1”  

  DEFINE “MYFIL2;CLASS=MAP;FILE=$c35.SUBVOL.LOGDEF2”

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

DELAYSUB Statement: Delay Submissions
The DELAYSUB statement is used to specify a job for delayed submission relative to the scheduled time of the Event. If
the Event is not scheduled the delayed submission time is relative to the time the application is generated. The alias of the
command is EARLYSUB

DELAYSUB|EARLYSUB criteria 

criteria
Schedule criteria that resolve to a single date and time when the application builds.

Use the DELAYSUB statement within the scope of a JOB statement to request that a job not be submitted until a specified
time, even though its predecessors have completed. This time parameter can request any date or time relative to the time
the application was schedule or generated.

NOTE
If you trigger an Event with a time/date in the past, ESP does not honor DELAYSUB statements, except those
that use the term REALNOW.

Although less commonly used, the DELAYSUB statement can be placed outside the scope of any JOB statements
(globally) to delay all jobs that are placed after that globally placed DELAYSUB statement. Using this method sets
a delayed submission time for all jobs within the application, except for those specifying the DELAYSUB statement
within the scope of the JOB statement. Jobs that have their delayed submission time set as a result of a globally placed
DELAYSUB statement can have those delayed submission times reset only on a job by job basis, and not as a group.

Jobs that are inserted into active applications do not have delayed submission time associated with them. If you want to
insert a job into an active application and associate a delayed submission time with that job you will have to:

• Insert the job on hold using the IJ CSF line command.
• Reset the job's delayed submission time (Earliest submit time field).
• Release the job using the A CSF line command.

Example: Do not submit before 9 pm weekdays, 6 pm weekends

In the following example, PAYJOB2 has an earliest submission time of:

• 9 pm on weekdays
• 6 pm on weekends.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB2
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  EARLYSUB 9PM

  IF TODAY('WEEKEND') THEN EARLYSUB 6PM

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Delay based on day of week

The following DELAYSUB statement sets the delayed submission time based on the day of the week:

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB2

  DELAYSUB 9PM

  IF TODAY('WEEKEND') THEN DELAYSUB 6PM

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

In the above example, PAYJOB2 has a delayed submission time of:

• 9 pm on weekdays
• 6 pm on weekends.

Example: Set multiple submission delays

In the following example:

• PAYJOB3 has a delayed submission time of 4pm
• PAYJOB4 does not have a delayed submission time
• PAYJOB5 and PAYJOB6 have delayed submission times of 7pm:

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB3

  DELAYSUB 4PM

  RELEASE PAYJOB4

ENDJOB 

JOB PAYJOB4

  RELEASE PAYJOB5

ENDJOB

DELAYSUB 7PM

JOB PAYJOB5

  RELEASE PAYJOB6

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB6

ENDJOB

SELECT (PAYJOB3,PAYJOB4,PAYJOB5,PAYJOB6)

Example: 10 minutes after scheduled time

The following example sets the earliest submission time to 10 minutes after the scheduled time of the Event:

 EARLYSUB NOW PLUS 10 MINUTES
 

Example: Delay two workdays

The following example sets the delayed submission time to 10pm two workdays from the scheduled time of the Event:
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DELAYSUB 10PM TODAY PLUS 2 WORKDAYS

Example: Delay to 11pm last workday of month, otherwise 9pm

The following example sets the delayed submission time to 11 pm on the last workday of the month, and to 9 pm on all
other days this job is submitted:

IF TODAY('LAST WORKDAY OF MONTH') THEN -

  DELAYSUB 11PM

ELSE -

  DELAYSUB 9PM

Example: 10 minutes after trigger time

The following example sets the earliest submission time to 10 minutes after the trigger time of the Event:

 EARLYSUB REALNOW PLUS 10 MINUTES
 

Related information

For information on resetting time dependencies, see Operating.

For information on manipulating jobs within application or subapplications, see the APPLJOB or AJ command.

For information on specifying time dependencies, see the Using section.

DELETESOURCEDIRECTORY Statement: Delete a Source Directory
The DELETESOURCEDIRECTORY statement specifies that after download or upload the source directory must be
deleted.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the Secure FTP (SFTP_JOB) job type.

Syntax

DELETESOURCEDIRECTORY

NOTE

• To apply this statement, you must also specify the DELETESOURCEFILE statement.
• DELETESOURCEDIRECTORY can be specified at the job level only.
• If there is a wildcard used in the LOCALNAME statement to upload or download multiple files matching the

mask, the DELETESOURCEFILE statement will force deletion of each file that matches the mask after the
transfer.

• If the DELETESOURCEDIRECTORY statement is specified and there are no files remaining in the directory
after deletion, the source directory is deleted. If the directory is not empty, it is not deleted.

Example: Specify the Delete Source Directory

This example downloads the file_size8 file from the /ul/test/ftpdata directory on the simon server using the
Secure File Transfer Protocol (SFTP). After the file is downloaded, the agent computer contains a file named
sftp_file_size8_local_user in the /u1/causer/data directory. The owner of the file is test. Source file file_size8 and
directory /u1/causer/data are deleted.

SFTP_JOB DOWNLOAD

   AGENT UNIXAGENT
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   LOCALNAME /ul/causer/data/sftp_file_size8_local_user

   REMOTENAME file_size8

   REMOTEDIR /u1/test/sftpdata

   SERVERADDR simon

   SERVERPORT 22

   TRANSFERDIRECTION DOWNLOAD

   USER causer

   LOCALUSER test

   DELETESOURCEFILE

   DELETESOURCEDIRECTORY

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Delete Multiple Source Files Uploaded Using the Secure File Transfer Protocol (SFTP) and Delete the
Source Directory

There are four files in the c:\tmp\test directory: file1, file2, file11 and file12. This example uploads file1, file2, file11 and
file12 files from the c:\tmp\test\ directory to the simon server using the Secure File Transfer Protocol (SFTP). After all
files that match the mask are uploaded, the agent computer contains file1, file2, file11 and file12 files in the /z/sftpdata
directory. The source files file1, file2, file11 and file12 are deleted from the c:\tmp\test directory. The source directory is
deleted c:\tmp\test directory because no files remained in the directory, which means the directory is empty.

SFTP_JOB UPLOAD

   AGENT NTAGENT

   TRANSFERCODETYPE U

   TRANSFERDIRECTION UPLOAD

   SERVERADDR simon

   LOCALNAME 'c:\tmp\test\file*'

   REMOTEDIR '/z/sftpdata'

   USER causer

   DELETESOURCEFILE   DELETESOURCEDIRECTORY   RUN ANY

ENDJOB

The spool output looks like this:
Connection established to: simon

Uploading (binary): c:\tmp\test\file1 --> /z/sftpdata/file1

Uploaded 0 bytes in 0.388 seconds, 0.0 Kbytes/sec.

Deleting local file: c:\tmp\test\file1

Uploading (binary): c:\tmp\test\file11 --> /z/sftpdata/file11

Uploaded 0 bytes in 0.382 seconds, 0.0 Kbytes/sec.

Deleting local file: c:\tmp\test\file11

Uploading (binary): c:\tmp\test\file12 --> /z/sftpdata/file12

Uploaded 0 bytes in 0.384 seconds, 0.0 Kbytes/sec.

Deleting local file: c:\tmp\test\file12

Uploading (binary): c:\tmp\test\file2 --> /z/sftpdata/file2

Uploaded 0 bytes in 0.379 seconds, 0.0 Kbytes/sec.

Deleting local file: c:\tmp\test\file2

Deleting local directory: c:\tmp\test\

Logged out from: simon

NOTE
If the directory is not empty and is not deleted, the 'Deleting local directory' message is not printed out in the
spool output.
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DELETESOURCEFILE Statement: Delete a Source File
The DELETESOURCEFILE statement specifies that after download or upload, the single or multiple source files must be
deleted.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the Secure FTP (SFTP_JOB) job type.

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

DELETESOURCEFILE

NOTE

• DELETESOURCEFILE can be specified at the job level only.
• If there is a wildcard used in the LOCALNAME statement to upload or download multiple files matching the

mask, the DELETESOURCEFILE statement will force deletion of each file that matches the mask after the
transfer.

Example: Delete a Source File Downloaded Using the Secure File Transfer Protocol (SFTP)

This example downloads the file_size8 file from the /ul/test/ftpdata directory on the simon server using the
Secure File Transfer Protocol (SFTP). After the file is downloaded, the agent computer contains a file named
sftp_file_size8_local_user in the /u1/causer/data directory. The owner of the file is test. The source file file_size8 is deleted
from the /u1/test/sftpdata directory.

SFTP_JOB DOWNLOAD

   AGENT UNIXAGENT

   LOCALNAME /ul/causer/data/sftp_file_size8_local_user

   REMOTENAME file_size8

   REMOTEDIR /u1/test/sftpdata

   SERVERADDR simon

   SERVERPORT 22

   TRANSFERDIRECTION DOWNLOAD

   USER causer

   LOCALUSER test

   DELETESOURCEFILE

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Delete Multiple Source Files Uploaded Using the Secure File Transfer Protocol (SFTP)

There are five files in the c:\tmp\test directory: file1, file2, file11, file12 and test1. This example uploads file1, file2, file11
and file12 files from the c:\tmp\test\ directory to the simon server using the Secure File Transfer Protocol (SFTP). After
all files that match the mask are uploaded, the agent computer contains file1, file2, file11 and file12 files in the /z/sftpdata
directory. The source file test1 was not copied because its name does not match the mask. The source files file1, file2,
file11 and file12 are deleted from the c:\tmp\test directory. The file test1 remains in the c:\tmp\test directory because
its name does not match the mask.

SFTP_JOB UPLOAD

   AGENT NTAGENT

   TRANSFERCODETYPE U

   TRANSFERDIRECTION UPLOAD

   SERVERADDR simon

   LOCALNAME 'c:\tmp\test\file*'

   REMOTEDIR '/z/sftpdata'
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   USER causer

   DELETESOURCEFILE

   RUN ANY

ENDJOB

The spool output looks like this:
Connection established to: simon

Uploading (binary): c:\tmp\test\file1 --> /z/sftpdata/file1

Uploaded 0 bytes in 0.388 seconds, 0.0 Kbytes/sec.

Deleting local file: c:\tmp\test\file1

Uploading (binary): c:\tmp\test\file11 --> /z/sftpdata/file11

Uploaded 0 bytes in 0.382 seconds, 0.0 Kbytes/sec.

Deleting local file: c:\tmp\test\file11

Uploading (binary): c:\tmp\test\file12 --> /z/sftpdata/file12

Uploaded 0 bytes in 0.384 seconds, 0.0 Kbytes/sec.

Deleting local file: c:\tmp\test\file12

Uploading (binary): c:\tmp\test\file2 --> /z/sftpdata/file2

Uploaded 0 bytes in 0.379 seconds, 0.0 Kbytes/sec.

Deleting local file: c:\tmp\test\file2

Logged out from: simon

DEQUEUE Statement: Remove Resource Names from Enqueue List
The DEQUEUE statement removes a resource name from the enqueue list.

NOTE
The DEQUEUE statement uses resources implicitly. Therefore, a resource file (RESFILE) and the network
topology must be defined before you can use it.

DEQUEUE NAME(n1,n2,...)

n1
Specifies a resource name. The resource name must match exactly, character for character, the name previously
specified on an ENQUEUE statement (not case sensitive). If a match is not found, the DEQUEUE statement has
no effect.

Example:

The following example shows job NWN002 removing a specified enqueue of the resource named FRED. The enqueue is
specified at the application level and job NWN002 does not require it.

APPL NWN00A

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

ENQUEUE NAME(FRED) SHARED

JOB NWN001

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

 

JOB NWN002

  RUN DAILY

  DEQUEUE NAME(FRED)

ENDJOB

 

JOB NWN003
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  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

 

JOB NWN004

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

DESCRIPTION Statement: Describe an Oracle Applications Single Request
The DESCRIPTION statement provides an additional description for an Oracle Applications single request. This
description is concatenated with the program name to create the request name.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the Oracle E-Business Suite Single Request (OA_JOB) job type.

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

DESCRIPTION description

description
Defines a description for an Oracle E-Business Suite Single Request job. The description displays in the Name
column of the Requests dialog.
Limits: Up to 30 characters; case-sensitive

NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• Your agent administrator can define a default description for all Oracle E-Business Suite Single Request jobs

by setting the oa.default.desc parameter in the agent's agentparm.txt file.
• The DESCRIPTION statement overrides the default description specified in the oa.default.desc parameter in

the agent's agentparm.txt.
• DESC is an alias of DESCRIPTION.

Example: Add a Description to a Single Request

In the following example, information on the history of a program is included in the description:

APPL ACC09

AGENT CYBOA

OA_JOB AOL1805.AP004

   PROGRAM XXCOFI

   RUN DAILY

   APPLDISPLNAME 'Application Object Library'

   RESPNAME 'System Administrator'

   OAUSER SYSADMIN

   DESCRIPTION 'CONFIRMED REQ 20040808 by TYB212'

ENDJOB

DESELECT Statement: Deselect Jobs or SubApplications
The DESELECT statement is used to deselect a job or subapplication. Deselected jobs are not built as part of the
application. Use the DESELECT statement to handle exceptions to regular schedule criteria.
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DESELECT {jobname|(jobname[,jobname])} [JOB|SUBAPPL]

jobname
Indicates a jobname. Enclose multiple jobnames in parentheses, separated by a blank or comma.

JOB
Indicates a job is being deselected for submission. This is the default.

SUBAPPL
Indicates all jobs within a subapplication are being deselected for submission.

You can deselect a group of jobs using the SUBAPPL operand.

You can use more than one DESELECT statement.

The DESELECT statement identifies that a previously selected job should not be selected as part of the application. You
can us it only after a SELECT or RUN statement for the jobs involved.

If the DESELECT statement is used for any job that has PREREQ, POSTREQ or COREQ specified, the jobs that these
statements refer to are deselected automatically.

Jobs that are specified as PREREQ, POSTREQ or COREQs cannot explicitly be deselected using a DESELECT
statement.

Jobs that are selected to run using a RUN statement can be deselected using a DESELECT statement.

ESP allows multiple SELECT and DESELECT statements for the same job or subapplication.

You should normally code your DESELECT statements after your SELECT statements since ESP processes the
statements in the order specified.

NOTE

Related information

For information on selecting a job or subapplication for submission, see the SELECT statement.

For information on selecting and deselecting jobs or subapplications for submission, see the User Guide.

Example: Select based on days

In the following example, when the PAYROLL application is generated, PAYJOB1 and PAYJOB2 are always selected,
except on Fridays, when PAYJOB2 is deselected:

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB1

  RELEASE PAYJOB2

JOB PAYJOB2

ENDJOB

SELECT (PAYJOB1,PAYJOB2)

IF TODAY('FRIDAY') THEN DESELECT PAYJOB2

Example: Deselect first workday of month

In the following example, when the PAYROLL application is generated, ESP runs PAYJOB5 and PAYJOB6 daily, except
on the first workday of the month, when both PAYJOB5 and PAYJOB6 are deselected. This is because a DESELECT
statement is used for PAYJOB5, which has a POSTREQ of PAYJOB6:

APPL PAYROLL
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JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB5

  RUN DAILY

  POSTREQ PAYJOB6

JOB PAYJOB6

ENDJOB

IF TODAY('FIRST WORKDAY OF MONTH') THEN DESELECT PAYJOB5

Example: Select and deselect multiple jobs

In the following example:

• The ACCPAY and BILLING subapplications are selected
• PAYJOB10 and PAYJOB11 are selected
• The BILLING subapplication is not selected on the last workday of the month
• ACCJOB2 is not selected on Mondays:

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB ACCJOB1

  SUBAPPL ACCPAY

ENDJOB

JOB ACCJOB2

  SUBAPPL ACCPAY

ENDJOB

JOB BILJOB1

  SUBAPPL BILLING

ENDJOB

JOB BILJOB4

  SUBAPPL BILLING

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB10

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB11

ENDJOB

SELECT (ACCPAY,BILLING) SUBAPPL

SELECT (PAYJOB10,PAYJOB11)

IF TODAY('LAST WORKDAY OF MONTH') THEN DESELECT BILLING - SUBAPPL

IF TODAY('MONDAY') THEN DESELECT ACCJOB2

Example: Deselect two subapplications

The following example indicates two subapplications are not selected for submission:

DESELECT (PREPJOBS,POSTJOBS) SUBAPPL

DESTINATION Statement: Specify an Output Destination File
The DESTINATION statement specifies the output destination file in a job. In a payload producing job, the file stores the
Java serialized object produced by the job.

NOTE
If you omit this statement, the Java serialized object is stored in the spool directory on the agent computer using
the job name and a numeric suffix as the file name.
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Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• JMS Subscribe (JMSS_JOB)
• JMX-MBean Attribute Get (JMXB_JOB)
• JMX-MBean Attribute Set (JMXA_JOB)
• JMX-MBean Operation (JMXO_JOB)
• POJO (POJO_JOB)
• RMI (RMI_JOB)
• Session Bean (EJB_JOB)
• SNMP Subscribe (SNPC_JOB)
• SNMP Trap Send (SNPE_JOB)
• SNMP Value Get (SNPG_JOB)
• SNMP Value Set (SNPS_JOB)
• Web Service (WEB_SERV)
• Web Service Document/Literal (WEB_DOCLIT)

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

DESTINATION destination

destination
Specifies the output destination file.
Limits: Up to 256 characters; case-sensitive
Examples: /tmp/myoutput, 'D:\Stock output\STOCK3'

NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• DEST is an alias of DESTINATION.

Example: Save Output from a Session Bean Job in a File

Suppose that you want to invoke the reverse method on the CybEJBTestBean stateless session bean. The
reverse method has one parameter, with type java.lang.String and value a23. The output from the reverse
method is saved in the C:\Makapt15 file. The initial context factory supplied by the JNDI service provider is
com.ibm.websphere.naming.WsnInitialContextFactory. The service provider's URL is iiop://172.24.0.0:2809, where
172.24.0.0 is the IP address of the WebSphere application server and 2809 is the ORB port. When the job runs, the
output of the reverse method is stored in the output destination file.

EJB_JOB REVERSE

   AGENT APPAGENT

   INITIAL_CONTEXT com.ibm.websphere.naming.WsnInitialContextFactory

   LOCATION iiop://172.24.0.0:2809

   BEAN CybEJBTestBean

   METHOD reverse

   DESTINATION C:\Makapt15

   JNDIUSER cyberuser

   PARAMETER TYPE(java.lang.String) VALUE(a23)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB
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DESTINATION Statement: Specify Destination File Within DB_JOB
The DESTINATION statement specifies the destination file when using the DB_JOB workload object.

Type

Application statement

Applicability

• ESP System Agent, Release 6 (including service packs)
• ESP System Agent, Release 6.1 (including service packs)
• Optional statement in the DB_JOB workload object

NOTE
The DESTINATION statement was replaced by the OUTPUT_FILE statement in ESP Agent for Databases,
Release 1.0 and higher. For more information, see the ESP Agent for Databases Guide to Scheduling Workload.

DESTINATION Destinationfile

Destinationfile
The default destination is a spool file. Specify the name of the file including the path statement. If DESTINATION
is an existing file, the output of the DB_JOB job will be added to the end of this file.

DEST is the short form of DESTINATION.

Example: Example 1 (Windows)

In this example, the destination is the file test14.bd2. As the complete path statement contains spaces, single quotes are
used to enclose the path statement.

DB_JOB DEST.STMNT

  AGENT R6AGENT

  USER db2admin

  DSN db2://10.1.1.46:50000/sample

  SQL 'SELECT COUNT(*) FROM STAFF WHERE NAME LIKE ''L%'''

  DEST 'c:\qatest\db job data\test14.bd2'

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Example 2 (UNIX)

DB_JOB DBTEST6

  AGENT R6AGENT

  USER user1

  DSN oracle:thin:@gemini:1527:cyb

  SQL 'SELECT JOBNAME, JOBCOUNT, STATUS, ENDDATE, JOBLOG +

    FROM TBTCO WHERE JOBNAME LIKE ''%%TEST%'''

  DEST /export/home/qatest/db_job_data/test14.bd2

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

DESTNAME Statement: Specify the JNDI Name of the Topic or Queue
The DESTNAME statement specifies the JNDI name of the topic or queue in a JMS job.
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NOTE
Topics are not supported on IBM WebSphere or IBM WebSphere MQ.

Supported Job Types

This statement is required for the following job types:

• JMS Publish (JMSP_JOB)
• JMS Subscribe (JMSS_JOB)

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

• For the JMSP_JOB job type:

DESTNAME destination

• For the JMSS_JOB job type:

DESTNAME destination [CONTINUOUS(*|alertid|eventid)]

• destination
Specifies the JNDI name of the topic or queue. The job uses the JNDI name to indicate the destination where
messages are received.
Limits: Up to 256 characters; case-sensitive

• CONTINUOUS(*|alertid|eventid)
(Optional) Specifies the identifier of an event or alert to be triggered when a message matches the filter condition in a
JMS Subscribe job. Defines the job as continuous. To end continuous monitoring, you must complete the job manually.
If you do not specify this operand, the job completes when the agent detects the filter value. The agent ignores all
messages that do not match the filter.

*
Retriggers the event that invoked the application that owns the specified job.

alertid
Specifies the alert identifier to be triggered.
Limits: Up to 4 alphanumeric characters; the first character must be alphabetic
Note: The alert must have been previously defined using the ALERTDEF command.

eventid
Specifies the event name to be triggered. An event name consists of a prefix and a descriptive name, separated
by a period. The prefix specifies the name of a group ID. The prefix can be up to eight alphanumeric characters.
The descriptive name can be up to 16 alphanumeric characters and can include the underscore and national
characters (@, #, $). The first character of the descriptive name must be alphabetic.
You must be authorized to trigger events in the specified group.

NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• DESTINATIONNAME is an alias of DESTNAME.

Example: Publish a Message to a Queue on a WebSphere MQ Server

This example publishes the message "this is my message" to the queue named Queue. The Java
class of the message is String. The initial context factory supplied by the JNDI service provider is
com.ibm.websphere.naming.WsnInitialContextFactory. The service provider's URL is iiop://172.24.0.0:2809, where
172.24.0.0 is the IP address of the WebSphere MQ server and 2809 is the ORB port. The job uses the cyberuser JNDI
user ID to gain access to the connection factory named ConnectionFactory.
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JMSP_JOB PUBLISH  

   AGENT APPAGENT

   INITIAL_CONTEXT com.ibm.websphere.naming.WsnInitialContextFactory

   LOCATION iiop://172.24.0.0:2809

   CONNECTION_FACTORY ConnectionFactory

   DESTNAME Queue

   TOPIC N

   MSGCLASS String

   JNDIUSER cyberuser

   PARAMETER TYPE(java.lang.String) VALUE('this is my message')

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

NOTE
The agent does not support JMS messaging on IBM WebSphere. If you have IBM WebSphere MQ, your agent
administrator can set up the agent plug-in to run JMS Publish and JMS Subscribe for JMS queues. JMS topics
are not supported on IBM WebSphere MQ.

Example: Monitor a Queue on a WebLogic Application Server

This example continuously monitors the queue named Queue (residing on WebLogic) for messages matching the filter
criteria. The consumed messages from the queue are stored in the file /export/home/user1/outputfile1. The service
provider's URL is t3://172.24.0.0:7001, where 172.24.0.0 is the IP address of the WebLogic application server and 7001 is
the ORB port.

JMSS_JOB MONITOR 

   AGENT APPAGENT

   INITIAL_CONTEXT weblogic.jndi.WLInitialContextFactory

   LOCATION t3://172.24.0.0:7001

   CONNECTION_FACTORY ConnectionFactory

   DESTNAME Queue CONTINUOUS(a13)

   FILTER abc\s...\s[a-zA-Z]+\sFilter![\sa-z0-9]+

   TOPIC N

   DESTINATION /export/home/user1/outputfile1

   JNDIUSER cyberuser

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

In this example, the regular expression used as the filter criteria can be defined as follows:

abc\s...\s[a-zA-Z]+\sFilter![\sa-z0-9]+

abc\s
Specifies the text abc, followed by white space.

...\s
Specifies any three characters, followed by white space.

[a-zA-Z]+\s
Specifies at least one letter, followed by white space.

Filter![\sa-z0-9]+
Specifies the text Filter!, followed by at least one of the following: white space or digit or lower case letter.

Example: abc vvv B Filter! 95
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DISABLE_RESTART Statement: Specify Whether to Disable the Restart of Failed
PeopleSoft Jobs
The DISABLE_RESTART statement specifies whether to disable a restart feature for previously failed jobs from the point
where the job failed. By default, when a previously failed job is resubmitted, it restarts from where it was stopped.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the PeopleSoft (PS_JOB) job type.

Syntax

This statement has the following syntax:

DISABLE_RESTART YES|NO

YES
Disables the restart feature. Previously-failed jobs restart from the beginning.

NO
Does not disable the restart feature. When a failed job is resubmitted, it restarts from where it stopped. This is the
default.

NOTE

• The restart feature only applies to certain PeopleSoft Process Types such as Application Engine.
• DR is an alias of DISABLE_RESTART.

Example: Disable the Restart of Failed PeopleSoft Jobs

This example disables the restart feature. Previously failed jobs restart from the beginning.

PS_JOB PS_NORESTART

   RUN FRIDAYS

   AGENT PSAGT

   PROCESSNAME XRFWIN

   PROCESSTYPE 'Application Engine'

   DISABLE_RESTART YES

ENDJOB

DISK_MON Statement: Start a Disk Monitoring Job Definition
The DISK_MON statement starts a Disk Monitoring job definition in an application. On Windows and UNIX systems, you
can define a Disk Monitoring job to monitor the available or used space on a disk or logical partition. On i5/OS systems,
you can define a Disk Monitoring job to monitor storage space in the file systems mounted on the i5/OS operating system.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, Windows, or i5/OS.

Syntax

For this statement, refer to the JOB statement syntax.

NOTE
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• HM is the short form of DISK_MON.
• To schedule Disk Monitoring jobs, you must load the workload object module CYBESOHM. Load

CYBESOHM with the WOBDEF command or with the WOBDEF initialization parameter.

Required Statements

To define a Disk Monitoring job, you must specify the following statements:

• AGENT (at the workload object or the application level)
• DISK

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for a Disk Monitoring job:

• JOBCLASS
• USER
• WAITMODE

Example: Monitor the Local C Drive on a Windows System

In this example, a local Windows drive is monitored. The space available is monitored.

DISK_MON DMTST1.PT

   AGENT WINAGENT

   DISK C

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Monitor a Local Partition on a UNIX System

In this example, a local UNIX partition is monitored. The space available is monitored.

DISK_MON DMTST1.PT

   AGENT UNIXAGENT

   DISK /export/home

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Monitor the System Auxiliary Storage Pool on an i5/OS System

In this example, the agent monitors the system auxiliary storage pool. The space available is monitored and the value is
expressed in megabytes.

DISK_MON DM1.STMNT

   AGENT i5AGENT

   DISK / FORMAT(MB)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

DISK Statement: Specify Conditions to Monitor Storage Space
The DISK statement specifies the conditions that a Disk Monitoring job uses to monitor the disk space of the computer
where the agent is installed.

Supported Job Type
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This statement is required for the Disk Monitoring (DISK_MON) job type.

Syntax

This statement has the following syntax:

DISK drive [FORMAT(PERCENT|GB|MB|KB|B)]

   [FROM(lower)] [TO(upper)] [NOCHANGE(value)]

   [CONTINUOUS(*|alertid|eventid)][WITHIN|OUTSIDE]

   [AVAILABLE|USED]

drive
Specifies the path to the disk, logical partition, or auxiliary storage pool to be monitored.
Limits: Up to 256 characters; case-sensitive
Example: /dev/QASP02
UNIX/Windows: Specify the path to the disk or logical partition to monitor.
i5/OS:

• Specify the path to a file system mounted on the i5/OS operating system.
• To specify the system ASP, type the forward slash (/).
• To specify any other ASP, use the following format, where digit1 and digit2 indicate the ASP number:

/dev/QASPdigit1digit2

FORMAT(PERCENT|GB|MB|KB|B)
(Optional) Specifies the unit of measurement used to monitor available or used disk space. Options are the
following:
PERCENT

Monitors disk usage by percentage.

NOTE
Note:If you use the PERCENT operand, none of the values specified by FROM, TO, or
NOCHANGE can be greater than 100.

GB
Monitors disk usage in gigabytes.

MB
Monitors disk usage in megabytes.

KB
Monitors disk usage in kilobytes.

B
Monitors disk usage in bytes. This is the default.

FROM(lower)
(Optional) Defines the lower boundary of disk usage. The unit for this value is specified in the FORMAT operand.
Limits:

• 0-100 (This limit applies when the disk format is PERCENT.)
• Up to 10 digits (This limit applies for all other disk formats.)

Example: 35000000

NOTE
If you specify the FROM operand without the TO operand, the range is between the lower limit and the
maximum available disk space.
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TO(upper)
(Optional) Defines the upper boundary of disk usage. The unit for this value is specified in the FORMAT operand.
Limits:

• 0-100 (This limit applies when the disk format is PERCENT.)
• Up to 10 digits (This limit applies for all other disk formats.)

Example: 36000000

NOTE
If you specify the TO operand without the FROM operand, the range is between zero and the upper
boundary.

NOCHANGE(value)
(Optional) Defines the amount of change, using the measurement unit specified in the FORMAT operand, that
the disk space must change for the event or alert to trigger. Used with the CONTINUOUS operand to provide a
change value (a delta) that will enable the triggering of an event or alert.
Limits: Up to 10 digits
Example: 100

NOTE
The event or alert will only be triggered if the value occurs in the range specified by the operands FROM
and TO and if the value returned is outside of the delta specified by the last scanned amount.

CONTINUOUS(*|alertid|eventid)
(Optional) Specifies the identifier of an event or alert to be triggered when the specified disk monitoring conditions
occur. Defines the job as continuous. To end continuous monitoring, you must complete the job manually. If you
do not specify this operand, the job completes when the specified disk monitoring conditions occur.
*

Retriggers the event that invoked the application that owns the specified job.
alertid

Specifies the alert identifier to be triggered.
Limits: Up to 4 alphanumeric characters; the first character must be alphabetic

NOTE
The alert must have been previously defined using the ALERTDEF command.

eventid
Specifies the event name to be triggered. An event name consists of a prefix and a descriptive name,
separated by a period. The prefix specifies the name of a group ID. The prefix can be up to eight
alphanumeric characters. The descriptive name can be up to 16 alphanumeric characters and can include
the underscore and national characters (@, #, $). The first character of the descriptive name must be
alphabetic.
You must be authorized to trigger events in the specified group.

NOTE

• CONTINUOUS requires at least one of the operands FROM or TO.
• You cannot use the WAITMODE statement with the CONTINUOUS operand in the DISK statement,

they are mutually exclusive.

WITHIN|OUTSIDE
(Optional) Specifies whether to trigger the event or alert when the value of disk usage is within or outside the
specified boundaries.
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WITHIN
Triggers the event or alert when the value of disk usage is within the range specified by the FROM and
TO operands. This is the default.

OUTSIDE
Triggers the event or alert when the value of disk usage is outside the range specified by the FROM and
TO operands.

AVAILABLE|USED
(Optional) Specifies whether the job monitors available or used disk space.
AVAILABLE

Specifies that the job reads the available disk space for monitoring. This is the default.
USED

Specifies that the job reads the used disk space for monitoring.

NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• You must specify at least one of the operands FROM or TO in the DISK statement when using the

WAITMODE statement set to the WAIT value.
• The FROM, TO, NOCHANGE, WITHIN, OUTSIDE, AVAILABLE, and USED operands do not apply in the

DISK statement when using the WAITMODE statement set to the NOW value.

Example: Monitor Available Space on a UNIX Partition

In this example, a local UNIX partition is monitored. The space available is monitored and the value is expressed in
megabytes.

DISK_MON DM1.STMNT

   AGENT UNIXAGENT

   DISK /export/home FORMAT(MB)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Monitor Used Space on a UNIX Partition

In this example, a local UNIX partition is continuously monitored. The disk space used is monitored and the value is
expressed as a percentage. When the value for disk space used falls between 90 and 100 percent, an alert named DISK
is issued. Alternatively, an event triggers if an event name is specified.

DISK_MON DM2.STMNT

   AGENT UNIXAGENT

   DISK /export/home FORMAT(PERCENT) FROM(90) USED +

     CONTINUOUS(DISK)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Monitor Used Space on a Windows Drive

In this example, the local Windows C drive is continuously monitored. The space used is monitored and the value is
expressed as a percentage. When the value of disk space used falls below 16 percent or exceeds 95 percent, an alert
named DISK is issued.

DISK_MON DM3.STMNT

   AGENT WINAGENT
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   AFTER CHECK.PART7

   DISK C FORMAT(PERCENT) FROM(16) TO(95) USED OUTSIDE +

     CONTINUOUS(DISK)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Monitor Available Space on a Windows Drive

In this example, the local Windows C drive is monitored. The space available is monitored continuously in the format of
kilobytes. The first trigger of an alert takes place when the available space is in the range specified by the lower value
(FROM) of 35000000 kilobytes and the upper value (TO) of 36000000 kilobytes.

DISK_MON DM4.STMNT

   AGENT WINAGENT

   DISK C FORMAT(KB) FROM(35000000) TO(36000000) NOCHANGE(100)+

     CONTINUOUS(disk)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

The following table shows four sequential scans:

Scan Scanned Amount (Kilobytes) Does the trigger occur?
1 35018896 Yes.
2 35018900 No. Comparing scan 2 to scan 1, the delta

value is only 4 KB. This scanned amount
will not be included in the next calculation.

3 35018795 Yes. Comparing scan 3 to scan 1, the delta
value is greater than 100 KB. The delta
value of the next scan will be calculated
using the scan 3 value of 35018795.

4 36000001 No. The scanned amount is outside the
range specified by the FROM and TO
operands.

Example: Monitor the System Auxiliary Storage Pool on an i5/OS System

In this example, the agent continuously monitors the system auxiliary storage pool. The space used is monitored and the
value is expressed as a percentage. When 90 to 100 percent of the storage space is used, an alert named DISK is issued.

DISK_MON DM5.STMNT

   AGENT I5AGENT

   DISK / FORMAT(PERCENT) FROM(90) TO(100) USED CONTINUOUS(DISK)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Monitor Used Space on a Windows Drive and Report the Status

In this example, the local Windows C drive is monitored. The space used is monitored and the value is expressed as a
percentage. The optional WAITMODE NOW statement takes an immediate snapshot of the usage and reports the status.

APPL DISKMON

JCLLIB 'CA.TEST.JCLLIB'

DISK_MON AGENTDSK
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   AGENT WINAGENT

   DISK C FORMAT(PERCENT)

   WAITMODE NOW

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Monitor Used Space on a Windows Drive Continuously

In this example, the local Windows C drive is continuously monitored. The space used is monitored and the value is
expressed as a percentage. When the value of disk space used falls below 40 percent, an alert named ALR1 is issued.

APPL DISKMON

JCLLIB 'CA.TEST.JCLLIB'

DISK_MON AGENTDSK

   AGENT WINAGENT

   DISK C FORMAT(PERCENT) FROM(40) CONTINUOUS(ALR1) USED OUTSIDE

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Monitor Used Space on a Windows Drive and Complete the Monitor

In this example, the local Windows C drive is monitored. The space used is monitored and the value is expressed as
a percentage. When the value of disk space used falls below 40 percent, the monitor completes due to the optional
WAITMODE WAIT statement.

APPL DISKMON

JCLLIB 'CA.TEST.JCLLIB'

DISK_MON AGENTDSK

   AGENT WINAGENT

   DISK C FORMAT(PERCENT) FROM(40) USED OUTSIDE

   WAITMODE WAIT

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

DISTRFOLDER Statement: Specify the Name of a PeopleSoft Distribution Detail
Folder
The DISTRFOLDER statement specifies the name of a report folder for the contents of a distribution list. This value
corresponds to the distribution detail folder name in the PeopleSoft system.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the PeopleSoft (PS_JOB) job type.

Syntax

This statement has the following syntax:

DISTRFOLDER folder_name

folder_name
Specifies the name of a distribution detail folder. This value corresponds to the Folder Name field in PeopleSoft.
Limits: Up to 18 characters; it cannot contain delimiters (such as spaces)

Example: Specify a Distribution Detail Folder
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In this example, the distribution detail folder is set to GENERAL.

PS DSFOLDER.TEST

   AGENT PSAGENT

   PROCESSTYPE 'Application Engine'

   OUTDESTTYPE WEB

   PROCESSNAME AEMINITEST

   OUTDESTFORMAT PTF

   PSOPRID VP1

   RUNCONTROLID test

   SERVERNAME PSNT

   DISTRFOLDER GENERAL

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

DISTRLISTROLES Statement: Specify a Distribution List of Roles
The DISTRLISTROLES statement specifies a distribution list of the roles that represent the individuals who are receiving
the PeopleSoft report.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the PeopleSoft (PS_JOB) job type.

Syntax

This statement has the following syntax:

DISTRLISTROLES role|'role,role...'

role
Specifies a role or a list of roles to send the report to. This value corresponds to the ID Type field (with Role
selected) and the Distribution ID field in PeopleSoft.
Limits: Case-sensitive

NOTE

• If you specify a single role containing spaces, enclose it in single quotation marks.
• You can specify multiple roles. Separate each role with a comma and enclose the entire list of roles in single

quotes.
• The entire value can be up to 4078 characters.
• An alternative to using this statement is to use operator IDs as specified by the DISTRLISTUSERS

statement.
• DISTRROLES is an alias of DISTRLISTROLES.

Example: Specify Multiple Roles

The roles of CLERK, BANK MANAGER, and EMPLOYEE are identified as roles on the distribution list for an output report.
In this example, the output type is WEB and the output format is PDF.

PS WEB.DSROLES2

   AFTER CHECK.PART9

   AGENT PSAGENT

   PROCESSTYPE Crystal
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   PROCESSNAME XRFWIN

   OUTDESTTYPE WEB

   OUTDESTFORMAT PDF

   DISTRLISTROLES 'CLERK,BANK MANAGER,Employee'

   PSOPRID VP1

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Specify One Role

The role of BANK MANAGER is identified as a role on the distribution list for an output report. Because BANK MANAGER
contains a space, it must be enclosed in single quotes.

PS WEB.DSROLES2

   AFTER CHECK.PART9

   AGENT PSAGENT

   PROCESSTYPE Crystal

   PROCESSNAME XRFWIN

   OUTDESTTYPE WEB

   OUTDESTFORMAT PDF

   DISTRLISTROLES 'BANK MANAGER'

   PSOPRID VP1

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

DISTRLISTUSERS Statement: Specify a Distribution List of Operator IDs
The DISTRLISTUSERS statement specifies a distribution list of operator IDs to which you want to send a PeopleSoft
report.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the PeopleSoft (PS_JOB) job type.

Syntax

This statement has the following syntax:

DISTRLISTUSERS operator_id|'operator_id,operator_id...'

operator_id
Specifies an operator ID to send the report to. This value corresponds to the ID Type field (with User selected)
and the Distribution ID field in PeopleSoft.
Limits: Case-sensitive

NOTE
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• If you specify a single operator ID containing spaces, enclose it in single quotation marks.
• You can specify multiple operator IDs. Separate each operator ID with a comma and enclose the entire list of

operator IDs in single quotes.
• The entire value can be up to 4078 characters.
• By default, the report output is sent to the operator ID PSOPRID. If you do not want to distribute the output

to any operator IDs, you must include a DISTRLISTUSERS statement in the job definition and set it to two
single quotes or provide no value.

• Instead of specifying a list of operator IDs to distribute the report output to, you can distribute the report
output to a list of roles using the DISTRLISTROLES statement.

• If the output destination type is EMAIL or WEB, you can also distribute the report output to a list of email
addresses using the EMAILADDR statement.

• DISTRUSERS is an alias of DISTRLISTUSERS.

Example: Specify Multiple Operator IDs

In this example, multiple operator IDs are identified as members of the distribution list. These members will receive an
email containing the PDF output format of the Crystal report.

PS EMAIL.DSROLES2

   AGENT PSAGENT

   PROCESSTYPE Crystal

   PROCESSNAME XRFWIN

   OUTDESTTYPE Email

   OUTDESTFORMAT PDF

   PSOPRID VP3

   RUNCONTROLID test

   DISTRLISTUSERS 'VP1,VP2'

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Distribute a Report to Specified Email Addresses

In this example, DISTRLISTUSERS has no value; therefore, the output is sent to the email addresses identified in the
EMAILADDR statement.

PS_JOB EMAIL.TEST2

   AGENT PSAGENT

   EMAILADDR 'jeff@ca.com;alex@ca.com'

   DISTRLISTUSERS

   EMAILWEBREPORT Y

   OUTDESTTYPE Web

   OUTDESTFORMAT PDF

   PSOPRID VP2

   EMAILSUBJECT 'test report'

   EMAILTEXT 'test OUTDESTTYPE WEB with e-mail addresses'

   PROCESSNAME XRFWIN

   PROCESSTYPE Crystal

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

DJCDATA Statement: Introduce JES3 DJC Statements for a Job
The DJCDATA statement introduces JES3 DJC (Dependent Job Control) statements for a job.
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This statement has the following syntax:

DJCDATA [ID(name)]

        [RS([op][n,]resname[,[op][n,]resname...])]

        [TC(t)]

        [HC(num)]

        [RL(jobname[,jobname]...)]

        [AB(jobname[,jobname]...)]

        [AF(jobname[,jobname]...)]

        [NC{(F)|(D)|(R)}]

        [AB{(F)|(D)|(R)}]

        [NR(netid,jobname[,netid,jobname]...)]

        [OH{(NO)|(YES)}]

        [LN{(R)|(N)|(C)}]

        [NRCMP{(HOLD|(NOHO)|(FLSH)}]

        [ABCMP{(NOKP)|(KEEP)}]

name
Indicates the name of the jobnet containing this job. The name can be up to eight alphanumeric characters, the
first of which must be alphabetic. This overrides the setting in the DJCNET statement.

op
A logical operator indicating that the resource must be unavailable or that less than the indicated quantity (n) of
the resource must be available. Use a negative quantity of a resource to indicate that a job provides a resource;
use a not sign '¬' to indicate that the unavailability of a resource is required; use the less than sign (<) to indicate
that less than the indicated quantity must be available. This operand requires DJC 3.6.0 and up.

n
Used only with a quantum resource. This specifies the number of units of the specified resource that must be
available for the job to be eligible for execution. It is separated from the resource name by a comma. The default
is one.

resname
Indicates the name of a resource that must exist before a job can become eligible for execution. The resource
specified can be a real or abstract resource. A logical resource is specified without a count (n). A combination of
quantum, either real or abstract, and logical resources can be specified, up to a maximum of 64.

TC(t)
Indicates the number of tape drives required that must be online and available to the system for this job to be
released. The range is up to 999. The TC operand applies to either 3420 (reel to reel) or 3480 (cartridge) tape
drives, or applies indiscriminately, depending on a DJC installation parameter. This operand can be specified
alone, without being part of a DJC jobnet.

HC(num)
Indicates the number of immediate predecessor job completions required before this job can be released
for execution. The range is up to 32,767. This count should not include any job referenced by the AFTER,
POSTREQ, PREREQ or RELEASE statements in an ESP procedure. In these cases, the count is adjusted
automatically.

RL(jobname)
Indicates the names of jobs in the specified jobnet that are successors to this job. Up to 50 names can be
specified, separating each by a comma.

BF(jobname)
Indicates the names of up to seven jobs already in the system before which this job must run. Separate each job
name with a comma. BEFORE dynamically increments the hold count on the successor jobs. If a successor job is
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not in the system when this job is read in, the successor's hold count is not incremented, and BEFORE is ignored.
BEFORE can refer to any job, whether or not it is part of a dependent jobnet.

AF(jobname)
Indicates the names of up to seven jobs already in the system after which this job must run. Separate each job
name with a comma. AFTER dynamically increments the hold count on this job to correspond to the appropriate
number of AFTER jobnames specified. If any predecessor job is not in the system when this job is read in, its
AFTER count is ignored. AFTER can refer to any job, whether or not it is part of a dependent jobnet.

NC
Indicates the action to be taken for this job when any predecessor terminates normally:

• D -- decrement the NHOLD count of this job. If the NHOLD count goes to zero, this job becomes eligible for
execution. This is the default.

• F -- flush this job from the system. The job is canceled, and any output is printed. To any successor job, this
appears as an abnormal termination.

• R -- retain this job in the system and do not decrement the NHOLD count. This suspends the job and its
successors from execution until either the predecessor job is resubmitted, or the operator decreases the
NHOLD count.

AB
Indicates the action to be taken for this job when any predecessor terminates abnormally:

• R -- retain this job in the system and do not decrement the NHOLD count. This suspends the job and its
successors from execution until either the predecessor job is resubmitted, or the operator decreases the
NHOLD count. This is the default.

• D -- decrement the NHOLD count of this job. If the NHOLD count goes to zero, this job becomes eligible for
execution.

• F -- flush this job from the system. The job is cancelled, and any output is printed. To any successor job, this
appears as an abnormal termination.

NR
Indicates a net release. This job is a predecessor to a job in another jobnet.

• netid specifies the NETID name of the successor job.
• jobname identifies the name of the successor job.

You can specify up to fourteen jobs in other jobnets, separating each netid-jobname pair with a comma.

NOTE
JES3 only supports one NETID per net release statement.

OH
Indicates whether the job is to be placed into dependent job operator hold:

• NO -- specifies that the job is to be processed normally, without operator intervention. This is the default.
• YES -- specifies that the job is placed in dependent job network operator hold. This prevents execution of this

job until the operator explicitly releases it.

LN
Indicates the disposition of a previous jobnet with the same name:

• N -- this is not the first job of a new jobnet and normal processing should take place. This is the default.
• R -- this is the first job of a new jobnet. Any jobs already on the system that are in a jobnet with the same

NETID, are released.
• C -- this is the first job of a new jobnet. Any jobs already on the system that are in a jobnet with the same

NETID, are canceled.
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ABCMP
Indicates what action JES3 is to take if the job abnormally terminates:

• NOKP -- purge the DJC network if the job abnormally terminates and has not been resubmitted by the time the
other jobs in the network have completed. JES3 purges the network unless successor jobs or sub-networks
are missing. This is the default.

• KEEP -- keep the DJC network in the system until either the job is resubmitted and completes normally or the
operator forces the network from the system.

NRCMP
Indicates that a network job, which completed normally is being resubmitted and that JES3 must erase all
references to the job before the job re-enters the network. The actions for JES3 to take are:

• HOLD -- hold the job until the operator releases it. This is the default.
• NOHO -- allow the job to be scheduled as system resources become available.
• FLSH -- flush the job from the system.

You can use the following abbreviations:

Abbreviation Description Abbreviation Description
ID NETID AF AFTER
RS RESOURCE NC NORMAL
TC TAPES AB ABNORMAL
HC NHOLD NR NETREL
RL RELEASE OH OPHOLD
BF BEFORE LN LASTNET

To use this statement, you must have JES3 installed.

It is recommended that you use the job statement elements AFTER, RELEASE or one of the requisite statements for
job dependency purposes because the required NET card information is then automatically built for you. If 'DJCDATA'
is specified, any operands used are merged with the NET card information automatically generated in the procedures,
without being checked.

The DJCDATA statement can only be used for a job in either a DJC jobnet or an ESP application. If a job belongs to
neither of these then use a job specific automatic variable to insert the required DJC operands.

For a job defined in an ESP application, you can use the RS operand to identify DJC resource requirements.

 

NOTE

Related information

For information on Dependent Job Control Card specifications, see the DJC User Guide.

Example: Request tape drives and release a job

The following DJCDATA statement is used to request two tape drives and release a job in another network:

JOB PAYJOB1

  DJCDATA NETID(PAYNET) TC(2) NR(OTHERNET,PAYJOB99)

ENDJOB

In the preceding example, PAYJOB1:
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• Is part of a net called 'PAYNET'
• Requires two tape drives
• Releases PAYJOB99, which belongs to a net called 'OTHERNET' after its successful completion.

Example: Request multiple resources

The following DJCDATA statement is used to request two separate resources:

JOB PAYJOB2

  DJCDATA RS(1,CICS,1,SCRTAPES)

ENDJOB

In the above example, PAYJOB2:

• Requires one unit of a resource called CICS
• Requires one unit of a resource call SCRTAPES.

Example: Wait until resource not available

In the following example, PAYJOB3 waits until a resource called IMSUP is not available:

JOB PAYJOB3

  DJCDATA RS(¬IMSUP)

ENDJOB

Example: Run when less than five tapes available

In the following example, PAYJOB4 runs only when the available number of units of a resource called SCRTAPES is less
than five.

JOB PAYJOB4

  DJCDATA RS(<5,SCRTAPES)

ENDJOB

Example: Define job on operator hold

In the following example, PAYJOB5 is defined on operator hold:

JOB PAYJOB5

  DJCDATA OH(YES)

ENDJOB

DJCNET Statement: Specify that Jobs are Controlled by JES3 DJC
The DJCNET statement specifies that jobs are controlled by JES3 DJC (Dependent Job Control). and defines the default
network name for dependent jobs.

Type: DJC Network statement

This statement has the following syntax:

DJCNET netid
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netid
Defines a job network identifier. The maximum length of the netid is eight characters. The first character cannot be
a number. The netid applies except when either of the following conditions apply:

• You override the netid name with the DJCDATA statement at the job level.
• Another DJCNET statement with a different netid appears in the same ESP procedure.

In ESP you can define groups of related jobs as either a JES3 DJC job network or an ESP application. Applications
provide more flexibility and you can work with them more easily.

At the initiator stage, ESP submits network jobs to the JES queue when the event is scheduled or triggered. Each job
requires a NET control statement in its JCL that identifies:

• The specific network to which it belongs
• The dependent actions that are necessary (for example, the completion of a predecessor job) before JES can initiate

the job.

NOTE

• The DJCNET statement allows you to specify the default net identifier for jobs in a procedure.
• Jobs defined using DJC or JES3 networks are not available for viewing or manipulation via the Consolidated

Status Facility (CSF) or the application status panels. The CSF and application status panels are available
only for jobs belonging to ESP applications.

• Jobs defined using job networks are viewed and controlled using JES commands.

DOCLIB Statement: Identify Job Documentation Library
The DOCLIB statement is used to identify the name of the job documentation library to be used throughout an ESP
application. Specifying a DOCLIB statement allows you to use control and user description information.

Syntax

DOCLIB dsname

dsname
Indicates the name of the PDS where the job documentation resides or defines a variable representing a DOCLIB
data set concatenation. The variable is defined in the CONCAT statement.

A job documentation entry is a member of a partitioned data set (PDS). Each entry consists of the following information:

• Control information -- information that ESP uses directly when processing a job, such as the JCL library, job
dependencies, and schedule frequency.

• User description -- other information you wish to store about a job. For example, ABEND codes, messages, restart
instructions, and so on.

You can retrieve job documentation information by the Consolidated Status Facility (CSF), or the JOBINFO (JI) command.

You can access job documentation information directly from CSF with the following commands. ESP retrieves the
information from the data set identified by the DOCLIB statement in an ESP application.

• BD -- browse job documentation
• ED -- edit job documentation.

You can use the DOCLIB statement to specify the job documentation library you want used throughout the ESP
application. For any job, the documentation library member with the same name is accessed unless overridden with a
DOCMEM keyword for the job.
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You can specify multiple DOCLIB statements throughout an ESP application. Placement of the DOCLIB statements
determines where ESP looks to obtain job documentation information. A DOCLIB statement applies to all jobs that follow
it, until a new DOCLIB statement occurs.

 

NOTE

Related information

For information on using job documentation, see Using.

For information on the JOBDOC ddname, see Installing and Configuring.

Example: Specify one job documentation library for an application

In the following example, ESP retrieves job documentation information from 'CYBER.DOCLIB.CNTL' for all jobs in the
PAYROLL application:

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCLLIB.CNTL'

DOCLIB 'CYBER.DOCLIB.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB1

JOB PAYJOB2

JOB PAYJOB3

ENDJOB

Example: Specify multiple job documentation libraries

In the following example, ESP retrieves job documentation information for jobs in the PAYROLL application as follows:

• For PAYJOB4 and PAYJOB5, ESP looks in CYBER.DOCLIB.CNTL for job documentation information.
• For PAYJOB6, ESP looks in CYBER.ALT.DOCLIB.CNTL for job documentation information.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCLLIB.CNTL'

DOCLIB 'CYBER.DOCLIB.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB4

JOB PAYJOB5

DOCLIB 'CYBER.ALT.DOCLIB.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB6

ENDJOB

DOMAIN Statement: Specify an LDAP Domain
The DOMAIN statement specifies the domain name that is used for LDAP user authentication.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the INFORMATICA job type.

Syntax

DOMAIN dname

• dname
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Specifies the name of the LDAP domain the user is authenticated against. The value for the domain name is
mandatory.
Limits:
– The maximum length is 80 characters.
– Can contain alphanumeric characters, the minus sign, the hash sign, the dollar sign, and the period.

Example: Specify an LDAP Domain in a Job Definition

In the following example, you specify the domain name lodca0002 in an Informatica job definition. The user is
authenticated against this domain.

APPL TESTIJ

JCLLIB 'CA.TEST.JCLLIB'

USER ADMIN

JOBCLASS A

 

INFORMATICA_JOB TEST_A

 AGENT informatica

 REPOSITORY Infa_Rep_Srv

 FOLDER ipn

 WORKFLOW wf_inst pass_on_success(no)

 INSTANCE runInstance2

 TARGET infosrvr

 TASKNAME cmd_copy_file_inst_c

 PARAMETER_FILE C:/Infa/wfinst.prm

 DOMAIN lodca0002

 PWDNAME lodca0001

 RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

DOMAIN Statement: Specify the Windows Domain Name
The DOMAIN statement specifies the Windows domain name that is used for Windows authentication.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the MSSQL_JOB job type.

Syntax

DOMAIN {domain name}

domain name
Specifies the Windows domain name. A value for the domain name is mandatory. When the DOMAIN statement
is specified, the USER statement must be specified and the agent assumes that the USER statement contains the
Windows domain user name instead of the Microsoft SQL user name.
The domain name operand has the following attributes:

• Maximum length of 24 characters
• Not case-sensitive
• Can contain alphanumeric characters, the minus sign, and the period
• Job-level statement only

Example: Specify the DOMAIN Statement in an Application
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The following example shows a Microsoft SQL job that uses the DOMAIN statement.

APPL TESTMS

JCLLIB 'CA.TEST.JCLLIB'

USER ADMIN

 

MSSQL_JOB TEST_A

  AGENT MSSQL

  DOMAIN lodca0002

  JOBNAME 'Test Job A'

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

DO Statement: Identify Start of Set of Instructions
The DO statement is used to identify the start of a set of instructions.

Type

Control Language (CLANG) statement

Syntax

DO

The DO statement is normally used in conjunction with THEN and ELSE statements. It groups instructions together, until
an ENDDO statement is encountered.

You do not require a DO statement if you have only one instruction. DO must follow immediately after THEN or ELSE, or
begin the continuation line. Do not use a continuation character ( - or +) on a DO statement.

The DO statement does not have to be used in conjunction with a THEN or ELSE statement.

NOTE

Related information

For information on ending a set of instructions, see the ENDDO command.

For information on using ESP's Control Language, see the User Guide.

Example: Defining set of instructions

In the following example, on the last workday of the month, ESP:

• Selects PAYJOB2
• Sends a message to user CYB01.

IF TODAY('LAST WORKDAY OF MONTH') THEN -

  DO

    SELECT PAYJOB2

    SEND 'SUBMITTING MONTH END JOB' USER(CYB01)

  ENDDO

Example: Calculate days from year end and trigger Event

In the following example, an ESP built-in function (DAYS_FROM) is used to calculate the number of days from January
1st. If the number of days from January 1st is greater than seven, ESP:
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• Resumes and then triggers an event called CYBER.YECHEQUE
• Sends a message to user CYB02.

IF DAYS_FROM('JAN') GT 7 THEN DO

  ESP RESUME CYBER.YECHEQUE

  ESP TRIGGER CYBER.YECHEQUE ADD

  SEND 'YEAR-END CHEQUES TRIGGERED' U(CYB02)

ENDDO

Example: Send multiple messages

In the following example, when the PAYROLL application is generated, PAYJOB3 is submitted and two messages are sent
to user CYB03:

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBBS01.JCLLIB.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB3

  RUN DAILY

  DO

    SEND 'MESSAGE #1' U(CYB03)

    SEND 'MESSAGE #2' U(CYB03)

  ENDDO

ENDJOB

Example: If condition true, then do ...

In the following example, only one instruction is processed if the IF statement returns a true value. You can use DO and
ENDDO to identify the start and end of the instruction:

IF ACTIVE('CICS') THEN -

  DO

    SEND 'CICS IS ACTIVE' CN(01) 

  ENDDO

Alternatively, you could use the following:

IF ACTIVE('CICS') THEN -

  SEND 'CICS IS ACTIVE' CN(01)

DRIVERCLASS Statement: Specify a JDBC Driver Class
The DRIVERCLASS statement specifies a JDBC Driver Class.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Apache Hive ™ (HIVE_JOB)
• Apache Sqoop ™ (SQOOP_JOB)

Syntax

DRIVERCLASS  driverclass
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driverclass
Specifies a JDBC Driver Class.
Limits: Up to 256 characters; case-sensitive. The name can contain any characters, if it contains delimiters it
should be enclosed in single quotes.

NOTE

• DRIVERCLASS statement can be specified at the application level or at the job level.
• You can also define this statement via a CONNPROF command.

Example

In this example, DRIVERCLASS statement specifies JDBC Driver Class org.apache.hive.jdbc.HiveDriver:

APPL TESTHI

AGENT HADOOP

HIVE_JOB HIVETEST

 USER root

 HADOOP_HOST hadoop.server.com 

 JDBCURL     jdbc:hive2://localhost:10000/default

 DRIVERCLASS org.apache.hive.jdbc.HiveDriver

 SCRIPTFILE  scripts/hivescript.sql

 RUN NOW

ENDJOB

DROPNOTW Statement: Remove Entries from NOTWITH List
The DROPNOTW statement removes entries from the previously built NOTWITH list.

Syntax

DROPNOTW fullname[/appl1]          

        (fullname[/appl1],fullname[/appl2])

fullname
Specifies the matching entries, character for character, added by preceding NOTWITH statements will be
removed from the list.

When the NOTWITH statement is specified outside the scope of a job, there may be one job in the application that
can run concurrently with the other jobs. The DROPNOTW statement can be used in the scope of the job that can run
concurrently to allow it to run.

Example:

APPL NWN00A

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

 

JOB NWN001

  RUN DAILY

 NOTWITH (NWN002,NWN003)

 

ENDJOB
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NOTWITH NWN001

 

JOB NWN002

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

JOB NWN003

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

JOB NWN004

  RUN DAILY

 DROPNOTW NWN001

ENDJOB

DSNAME Statement: Identify the Data Set for a Data Set Trigger
The DSNAME statement is used with the DSTRIG workload object to specify a data set dependency at the job level in an
application. This statement can detect the following data set activities:

• Creation, closure, or rename of a data set by a job, started task, or TSO user. The trigger that is used is known as an
implicit data set trigger.

• Update or rename of a USS file.
• Successfully receiving or sending a data set through FTP.
• Creation or update of a data set through an explicit data set trigger. This trigger explicitly notifies ESP of data-set

activity because no system SMF record exists to detect that activity implicitly.

NOTE

ESP can intercept SMF records only if the local FTP partner is the server.

Syntax for Implicit Data Set Trigger

DSNAME dsname

       [RENAME]

       [ANYCLOSE]

       [COUNT(n|1)]

       [JOBNAME(jobname)]

       [USER(userid)]

Syntax for USS File Trigger

DSNAME [']path[']

       USS

       [RENAME]

       [COUNT(n|1)]

       [JOBNAME(jobname)]

       [USER(userid)]

Syntax for FTP Data Set Trigger
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DSNAME dsname[(member)]

       FTP(RECEIVE|RECV) [RENAME] | FTP(SEND)

       [ANYCLOSE]

       [COUNT(n|1)]

       [HOST(hostname)]

       [JOBNAME(jobname)]

       [USER(userid)]

       [LOGON(logonid)]

NOTE
To specify an FTP data set trigger, include any or all of the operands FTP, HOST, or LOGON.

Syntax for Explicit Data Set Trigger

DSNAME dsname[(member)|(relgen)]

       EXPLICIT

       [COUNT(n|1)]

       [JOBNAME(jobname)]

       [USER(userid)]

•ANYCLOSE
Trigger the event any time the specified data set is closed, rather than only after the first closure of a newly
created data set.

NOTE
ANYCLOSE is the default for USS file triggers, FTP triggers, and triggers for VSAM data sets.

If you want the ANYCLOSE and RENAME trigger options, code a DSTRIG workload object and
DSNAME statement for each of those data set activities. See the example "Trigger with ANYCLOSE or
RENAME".

COUNT(n|1)
Ignore the data set trigger until it is triggered n times. A value of 0 or 1 causes a response to every trigger.
Limits: 0 to 255
Default: 1

dsname
Specifies the full name or generic prefix of a data set. The data set name must start with the high-level index,
because the current TSO data set prefix is not used.
A generic prefix is specified by attaching a wildcard hyphen '-' to the end of the prefix. The use of quotation marks
is optional. The wildcard hyphen must not immediately follow the period separating the qualifiers. If the wildcard
hyphen is the last character on the line, it is interpreted as a continuation character and not as a wildcard. There
must be something else on the line if only a blank comment (/* */).
The dsname of the DSNAME application statement always refers to the local mainframe data set for both
FTP(RECEIVE) and FTP(SEND).

EXPLICIT
Specifies an EXPLICIT data set trigger.

FTP(RECEIVE | RECV)
Specifies that the data set trigger is activated after the successful FTP transfer from the remote FTP partner to the
local mainframe FTP partner. RECEIVE is the default.

NOTE
When using an FTP data set trigger, SMF record types are examined depending on the setting of the
FTP initialization parameter. The SMF record type 119 is available only with z/OS.
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FTP(SEND)
Specifies that the data set trigger is activated after the successful FTP transfer from a local mainframe FTP
partner to the remote FTP partner.

NOTE
When using an FTP data set trigger, SMF record types are examined depending on the setting of the
FTP initialization parameter. The SMF record type 119 is available only with z/OS.

HOST(hostname)
Specifies a remote host for an FTP data set trigger. FTP transfers to and from the host activate the data set
trigger. If the FTP operand is omitted, FTP(RECEIVE) is assumed.
Limits: DNS host name or an IP address. Maximum DNS length is 100 characters.

JOBNAME(jobname)
Specifies a job or TSO user ID for a data set trigger or a USS file trigger. If the specified data set activity is caused
by the specified job or TSO user ID, the trigger is activated.
Limits: A full name or generic prefix of a job name. A generic prefix is signified by a trailing hyphen '-'.

LOGON(logonid)
Specifies the user ID that the FTP client uses to logon to the FTP server. FTP transfers to and from the user
activate the data set trigger. If the FTP operand is omitted, FTP(RECEIVE) is assumed.
You can use wildcard characters. The following example accepts any user whose user ID starts with abc:
LOGON(abc-)

If the FTP client is the remote partner, then logonid is the user ID of the local FTP partner. In this case, specifying
LOGON(logonid) has the same effect as specifying USER(userid).
If the FTP client is the local partner, then logonid is the user ID of the remote FTP partner.
If logonid is a remote user ID, it can be case-sensitive (for example, on UNIX hosts). Therefore logonid lower case
characters are not translated to upper case.

member
Specifies a PDS member name.

path
Specifies the full path or path suffix of a USS file.
Limits:

• Minimum of 8 characters for a path suffix
• Maximum of 63 characters
• The full path starts with a forward slash (/), for example,

DSNAME /usr/local/foo.sh USS 

• A path suffix starts with one of the full directory names in the path and it has no forward slash (/) at the start. A
match is made for USS files that include the path suffix at the end of the full path for that file. For example,

DSNAME local/foo.sh USS

matches file /usr/local/foo.sh but not file /usr/templocal/foo.sh.
• If path contains blanks, enclose it in single quotes.

Before setting path, consider whether the full path or a path suffix will be specified in the command that updates
or renames the USS file. That command value appears in the SMF record, which is compared to the path value in
USS file triggers. The following example shows a command with full path /usr/local/dir:
ls  -la > /usr/local/dir

The full path matches triggers with full path /usr/local/dir in DSNAME or triggers with path suffix local/dir in
DSNAME.
The following example shows a command issued from directory /usr/ using relative path ./local/dir:
ls  -la > ./local/dir
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The relative path matches triggers with path suffix local/dir in DSNAME but it does not match triggers with full
path /usr/local/dir in DSNAME.

relgen
Specifies a relative generation data group (GDC). For example, you can code the following relative generations:

• (0) for the current generation
• (+1) for the next generation
• (-1) for the previous generation

Code the same relgen (including leading zeros) in DSNAME and in the corresponding ESPDST (alias
CYBESDT1).

NOTE

You can also include the absolute generation in dsname. For example:

CYB4.ENCXX.BACKO01A.G0027V00

RENAME
Trigger if a data set is renamed to the dsname specified or a USS file is renamed to the path specified. The new
data set name becomes the triggering data set name.
The RENAME and FTP(SEND) operands are mutually exclusive. RENAME activates the FTP trigger when
an FTP rename command issued by the client renames the data set to the value in the dsname operand.
Because dsname refers to a local host data set, the remote FTP partner must be the client for an FTP trigger with
RENAME. RENAME is not allowed for an explicit data set trigger.

NOTE
If you want to use the following trigger combinations, code a DSTRIG workload object and DSNAME
statement for each data set activity in the combination:

• Data set creation or RENAME
See the example "Trigger with data set creation or RENAME"

•  ANYCLOSE or RENAME
See the example "Trigger with ANYCLOSE or RENAME"

USER(userid)
Trigger if a specified user caused the data set activity. You can use wildcard characters. The following example
accepts any user whose user ID starts with abc:
USER(abc-)

For implicit data set triggers, USS file triggers, and explicit data set triggers, userid is the local mainframe user
ID of the job task closing or renaming the data set or USS file. Lower case characters in userid are translated to
uppercase.
For FTP data set triggers, userid is the local mainframe user ID of the local FTP partner job task, regardless
of whether the local FTP partner is the client or the server. Lower case characters in userid are translated to
uppercase.

USS
Specifies a USS file trigger.

NOTE

If the dsname operand specifies a PDS but not a member name, the trigger is activated by the creation or
update of any member of that PDS.

PDS member names are not supported for implicit data set triggers. The reason is that when a PDS is allocated
and opened without a member specification, the SMF record does not indicate the members that were created
and updated.

Explicit Data Set Trigger Notes
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• DSNAME is used within the scope of a z/OS data set trigger workload object to describe the triggering data set. You
can retrieve the name of the triggering data set with JOBDATA and WOBDATA CLANG statements using job level
variable DSNAME.

• If you use COUNT, the CSF STATUS field displays this value and the current count.
• Only one DSNAME statement is allowed per data set-trigger object.
• ESP does not complete a data set-trigger object when the data set closes during the abnormal termination of a task or

job step.
• You can use the JOB operand to restrict the trigger to a specific job, started task or TSO user ID.

member  Operand Notes

• If a PDS member name is specified, it can include wildcards. For example:
DSNAME PDS.DATA.SET(MEMBER-) EXPLICIT

• If a PDS member name is specified, the data set name cannot be generic. The following statement is invalid:

DSNAME PDS.DATA.S-(MEMBER1) EXPLICIT

SMF Record Notes

• Type 14 records are generated by the system when a non-VSAM data set is closed after it is opened for input. In this
case, a program opened and read the data set but did not update it. No data set triggering should take place, and
therefore ESP ignores these records.

• Type 15 records are generated when a non-VSAM data set is closed, after having been opened for output. A new data
set might have been created (DISP=NEW) or an existing data set might have been rewritten or updated (DISP=OLD or
MOD).
If ANYCLOSE was specified in the DSTRIG statement, the data set trigger object is completed when a type 15 record
is detected by ESP. If ANYCLOSE was not specified, ESP checks to see if the type 15 record represents a new data
set being created. If so, the data set trigger object is completed. If an existing data set was updated, the trigger does
not take place.
Type 15 records are also generated when end-of-volume (EOV) processing takes place. These records are ignored by
ESP. ESP also ignores records pertaining to VIO or temporary data sets.

• Type 18 records are generated when a data set is renamed.

• Type 64 records are generated when a VSAM data set is closed or when EOV processing takes place. As with type 15
records, EOV records are ignored. ESP also ignores TCLOSE records (CLOSE TYPE=T) and records not pertaining to
the DATA component of a VSAM cluster.
Type 64 records do not distinguish between a VSAM data set being closed after creation or after updating. Therefore,
ANYCLOSE is assumed if not explicitly specified in a dataset trigger definition for VSAM data sets.

• Type 92, subtype 11 records are generated when a USS file is closed after creation or after updating.
The maximum path field length in this SMF record is 64 characters. Since 1 byte is reserved to check the full directory
name, the DSNAME path operand is limited to 63 characters.
If a USS file is created, but no bytes have been written, the SMF record is rejected and no triggering occurs.

• Type 92, subtype 14 records are generated when a USS file is renamed or deleted.

• Type 118 or 119 records are generated following the reception, transmission, or renaming of a data set when you use
the IBM TCP/IP stack. These records supply information such as the IP address of the partner, the number of records
generated, and error indicators. Type 119 is available only with z/OS. ESP monitors types 118 or 119 if they were set
up in the IBM TCP/IP stack in the FTP initialization parameter.
SMF record type 119 is IPv6 supported.
SMF record type 118 is not IPv6 supported.

• One or more SMF record types in the range 128 to 255 represent FTP data set triggers through the Broadcom TCP/IP
stack. These record types represent the reception, transmission, or renaming of a data set through FTP. These records
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supply information such as the IP address of the partner, the number of records generated, and error indicators. You
specify the record types when setting up the Broadcom TCP/IP stack in the FTP initialization parameter.

 

NOTE

Related information

For information on data set triggering and applications, see the User Guide.

For information on data set triggering at the event level, see the DSTRIG command.

For information on data set triggering at the job level, see the DSTRIG statement.

Example: Trigger on the closure of a new data set

In the following example, WAIT4.DLY is used to build a job-level dependency with the closure of a newly created data set
named PROD.DAILY.ACCNTS:

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYB.JCL.CNTL'

DSTRIG WAIT4.DLY

  DSNAME PROD.DAILY.ACCNTS

  RUN DAILY

  REL PAYJOB2

JOB PAYJOB2

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Trigger on any closure of a data set

In the following example, WAIT4.WKLY is used to build a job-level dependency with any closure of a data set named
PROD.WEEKLY.ACCNTS:

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYB.JCL.CNTL'

DSTRIG WAIT4.WKLY

  DSNAME PROD.WEEKLY.ACCNTS ANYCLOSE

  RUN DAILY

  REL PAYJOB4

JOB PAYJOB4

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Trigger with ANYCLOSE or RENAME

In the following example, WAIT4.DLY is used to build a job-level dependency with any closure of data set
PROD.DAILY.ACCNTS. WAIT4REN.DLY builds the same dependency as WAIT4.DLY if a data set is renamed to
PROD.DAILY.ACCNTS.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYB.JCL.CNTL'

DSTRIG WAIT4.DLY

  DSNAME PROD.DAILY.ACCNTS ANYCLOSE

  RUN DAILY

  REL PAYJOB2
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DSTRIG WAIT4REN.DLY

  DSNAME PROD.DAILY.ACCNTS RENAME

  RUN DAILY

  REL PAYJOB2

JOB PAYJOB2

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Trigger after every second closure of a data set

In the following example, the trigger occurs after every second closure of a data set:

DSNAME CYBER.CYCLES COUNT(2)

Example: Trigger when data set renamed

In the following example, the trigger occurs when a data set is renamed to SYS1.TEMP.DATA:

DSNAME SYS1.TEMP.DATA RENAME

Example: Trigger with data set creation or RENAME

In the following example, WAIT4.DLY is used to build a job-level dependency with the closure of a newly created data set
named PROD.DAILY.ACCNTS. WAIT4REN.DLY builds the same dependency as WAIT4.DLY if a data set is renamed to
PROD.DAILY.ACCNTS.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYB.JCL.CNTL'

DSTRIG WAIT4.DLY

  DSNAME PROD.DAILY.ACCNTS

  RUN DAILY

  REL PAYJOB2

DSTRIG WAIT4REN.DLY

  DSNAME PROD.DAILY.ACCNTS RENAME

  RUN DAILY

  REL PAYJOB2

JOB PAYJOB2

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Trigger on the update of a USS file

In the following example, the trigger occurs after USS file /usr/local/foo.sh is updated.

DSNAME /usr/local/foo.sh USS

Example: Trigger on the update of a USS file using a path suffix

In the following example, the trigger occurs after USS file is updated and its path ends with /local/foo.sh. Note that local is
the full directory name.

DSNAME local/foo.sh USS

Example: Trigger on the rename of a USS file
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In the following example, the trigger occurs after USS file is renamed to /usr/local/foo.sh.

DSNAME /usr/local/foo.sh USS RENAME

Example: Trigger when a generation is created

In the following example, quotation marks around the data set name are required because the wildcard hyphen is the last
character on the line. The trigger occurs when a generation is created:

DSNAME 'USER1.PAYROLL.G-'

Example: Trigger when a generation is created by a specific job

In the following example, quotation marks are not required because the wildcard hyphen is not the last character on the
line. The trigger occurs when a generation is created by a specific job:

DSNAME USER1.PAYROLL.G- JOB(ABC)

Example: Use of the wildcard hyphen

The following example shows an invalid use of the wildcard hyphen:

DSNAME CYBER.TEST.- ANYCLOSE

The following example shows the correct use of the wildcard hyphen:

DSNAME CYBER.TEST- ANYCLOSE

The following examples show an invalid use of the wildcard hyphen. In these examples, no other operands of the
DSNAME statement are being used; therefore, the wildcard hyphen is being interpreted as a continuation character:

DSNAME CYBER.TEST.-

DSNAME CYBER.TEST-

Example: Trigger when an FTP transfer occurs

The object in this example sends a message to a user when an FTP transfer completes. The transfer is to data set
CYBER.DATA.SET from logged on user aixuser on host AIXHOST to any local user with mainframe user ID prefix CYB.
Because USER and LOGON are specified with different user IDs, the FTP trigger criteria is satisfied if the local FTP
partner is the client.

DSTRIG ABC

DSNAME CYBER.DATA.SET USER(CYB-) FTP(RECEIVE) HOST(AIXHOST) -

  LOGON(aixuser)

SEND 'APPLICATION RECEIVED FROM CLIENT' USER(BP)

RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: FTP data-set trigger specifying an IPV6 address

The following example shows an FTP trigger that includes an IPV6 address. DSNAME specifies an IPv6 address in the
HOST operand.

DSTRIG ABC
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DSNAME CYBER.DATA.SET USER(CYB-) FTP(RECEIVE)-

  HOST(FD00:7A06:A20:100::31) LOGON(aixuser)

SEND ‘APPLICATION RECEIVED FROM CLIENT’ USER(XX)

RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Explicit data set trigger notification using batch

In this example, STEP1 creates or updates member MEMBER1 in the data set PDS.DATA.SET.

If STEP1 completes successfully, STEP2 notifies ESP subsystem ESPS through an explicit data set trigger that data set
PDS.DATA.SET(MEMBER1) has been created or updated.

//DSTRIG01 JOB  ...

//*

//STEP1    EXEC PGM=IEBGENER

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD   DUMMY

//SYSUT1   DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=SEQ.DATA.SET

//SYSUT2   DD   DISP=OLD,DSN=PDS.DATA.SET(MEMBER1)

//*

//STEP2    EXEC PGM=ESPDST,COND=(0,LT),

//         PARM='DSNAME(PDS.DATA.SET(MEMBER1)) SUBSYSTEM(ESPS)'

//STEPLIB  DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=CYBER.CD7YLOAD

This workload object sends a message to a user when the data set PDS.DATA.SET(MEMBER1) has been created or
updated:

DSTRIG ABC

DSNAME PDS.DATA.SET(MEMBER1) EXPLICIT

SEND 'DATA SET MEMBER1 UPDATED' USER(BP)

RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

NOTE
The data set trigger, whether an event or a workload object, must exist before you execute ESPDST (alias
CYBESDT1). For more information on ESPDST, see the User Guide.

Example: Pass the Output of Two Jobs as Input to Another Job

In this example, Job A and Job B are payload producing jobs that produce binary output. Job C is a payload consuming
job that uses the output from Job A and Job B as input values. In the definition of Job C, the first JOBDATA statement
retrieves the URI of Job A's output and assigns it to the variable JobA; the second JOBDATA statement retrieves the URI
of Job B's output and assigns it to the variable JobB. The variables are then passed as input values in the PARAMETER
statements.

APPL PAYLOAD

HTTP_JOB A

   AGENT AGENT

   INVOCATIONTYPE GET

   SERVLET_URL http://google.com/search

   PARAMETER KEYWORD(q) VALUE('ca workload automation')

   FILTER .*AutoSys.*

   RUN DAILY
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   RELEASE B

ENDJOB

HTTP_JOB B

   AGENT AGENT

   INVOCATIONTYPE GET

   SERVLET_URL http://google.com/search

   PARAMETER KEYWORD(q) VALUE('ca workload automation')

   FILTER .*ESP.*

   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE C

ENDJOB

JMSP_JOB C

   AGENT AGENT

   INITIAL_CONTEXT com.ibm.websphere.naming.WsnInitialContextFactory

   LOCATION iiop://172.24.0.0:2809

   CONNECTION_FACTORY ConnectionFactory

   DESTNAME Queue

   TOPIC N

   MSGCLASS String

   JNDIUSER cyberuser

   JobA=JOBDATA('A','URI')

   JobB=JOBDATA('B','URI')

   PARAMETER URI(%JobA)

   PARAMETER URI(%JobB)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Assigning the value of a variable from workload object DSTRIG

This example shows how to assign ABC the value of the variable DSNAME retrieved from the workload objects DSTRIG
JOBA.

ABC = JOBDATA('JOBA','DSNAME')

DSN Statement: Specify Target Data Source Name (DSN) Within DB_JOB
The DSN statement specifies the target data source name (DSN) for a DB_JOB workload object.

NOTE
The DSN statement is not supported by the Release 7 or higher of the System Agent. In the case of Release 7,
use the DB_URL statement along with the SQL_JOB statement instead.

Supported Job Type

This statement is required for the Database (DB_JOB) job type.

Syntax

DSN data_source_name

data_source_name
Specifies a target data source name (DSN) for a job. Use the appropriate format for your database type:

• For an Oracle database:
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DSN oracle:thin:@host:port:dbname

• For a Microsoft SQL Server database with the sqldjbc.jar driver:

DSN sqlserver://host:port;DatabaseName=dbname

• For a Microsoft SQL Server database with a driver that consists of mssqlserver.jar, msbase.jar, and msutil.jar:

DSN microsoft:sqlserver://host:port;DatabaseName=dbname;SelectMethod=cursor

• For an IBM DB2 database:

DSN db2://host:port/dbname

• For a Sybase database:

DSN sybase:Tds:host:port?ServiceName=dbname

Limits: Up to 64 characters; case-sensitive

NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• The data source name provides connectivity to a database through a JDBC driver. The DSN contains

database name, directory, database driver, user ID, password, and other information. Once you create a
DSN for a particular database, you can use the DSN in an application to call information from the database.

• If you are using an ODBC connection, ensure you are using the sun.jdbc.odbc.JdbcOdbcDriver driver and
use the following format for this statement, where dsnname is the ODBC system data source name for your
database.

odbc:dsnname 

Example: Specify an Oracle Database

This example uses the Oracle database named cyb that is reachable on port 1527 on a host named gemina.

DB_JOB DBJOB2.STMNT

   AGENT R6AGENT

   USER sapr3

   DSN oracle:thin:@gemini:1527:cyb

   SQL 'SELECT COUNT (*) FROM TBTCO WHERE JOBNAME LIKE ''SD%'' +

     AND ENDDATE = ''20030813'''

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Specify an IBM DB2 Database (UNIX)

This example uses the IBM DB2 database named sample that is reachable on port 50000 on host 10.1.1.46. The job's
output is saved to /export/home/qatest/db job data/test14.bd2.

DB_JOB DBJOB3.STMNT

   AGENT R6AGENT

   USER db2admin

   DSN db2://10.1.1.46:50000/sample

   SQL 'SELECT COUNT(*) FROM STAFF WHERE NAME LIKE ''L%'''

   DESTINATION '/export/home/qatest/db job data/test14.bd2'

   RUN DAILY
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ENDJOB

Example: Specify an IBM DB2 Database (Windows)

This example uses the IBM DB2 database named sample that is reachable on port 50000 on host 10.1.1.46. The job's
output is saved to c:\qatest\db job data\test14.bd2.

DB_JOB DBJOB3.STMNT

   AGENT R6AGENT

   USER db2admin

   DSN db2://10.1.1.46:50000/sample

   SQL 'SELECT COUNT(*) FROM STAFF WHERE NAME LIKE ''L%'''

   DESTINATION 'c:\qatest\db job data\test14.bd2'

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Specify a Microsoft SQL Server Database

This example uses the MS SQL Server database named pubs that is reachable on port 1433 on a host named myhost.

DB_JOB DBJOB5.STMNT

   AGENT R6AGENT

   USER sa

   DSN sqlserver://myhost:1433;DatabaseName=pubs

   QUERY 'SELECT ord_num FROM sales'

   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE DBTEST6

ENDJOB

 

DSTRIG Statement: Define Job-Level Data set Triggers
The DSTRIG statement defines a workload object associated with a z/OS data set trigger or USS file trigger. Together, the
DSTRIG and DSNAME statements define a data set dependency at the job level in an ESP application.

Syntax

{DSTRIG|DT} objectname[.qualifier]

NOTE

The DSNAME statement specifies the requirements of the data set trigger or USS file trigger. When these
requirements are met, ESP completes the trigger object.

Only one DSNAME statement can be used per trigger workload object.

A data set trigger object or USS file trigger object can have a time dependency, a predecessor dependency, or it
can be defined on hold. Each of these conditions prevents the object from completing.

You can manipulate a data set trigger object or USS file trigger object before all the dependencies are met and it
becomes ready. For example, you can hold the object or reset the time. Once the object is ready, the only action
you can take against it is to complete it.

For more details, see the JOB statement usage notes.
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NOTE

Related information

For information on data set triggering at the job level, see the DSNAME statement.

For information on applications, see the User Guide.

For information on data set triggering at the event level, see the User Guide.

For information on displaying data set triggers, see the LDXE command.

For information on displaying data sets being checked for closure, creation, or renaming, see the LDTE
command.

Examples:

The following example builds a job-level data set trigger dependency:

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYB.JCL.CNTL'

DSTRIG WAIT4.DLY 

  DSNAME PROD.DAILY.ACCNTS 

  RUN DAILY 

  REL PAYJOB2

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB2 

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

In the above example, WAIT4.DLY is used to build a job-level dependency with the closure of a newly created data set --
PROD.DAILY.ACCNTS.

The following example indicates a conditional data set trigger object that does not need to complete for the application to
complete:

DSTRIG FILEA CONDITIONAL 

  RUN DAILY 

  DSNAME CYBER.WEEKLY

ENDJOB

The following example indicates a time requirement for a data set trigger object. If the data set is created prior to 6 pm,
INPUT.DATA is not completed:

DSTRIG INPUT.DATA 

  RUN DAILY 

  DELAYSUB 6PM 

  DSNAME CYBER.BILLING

ENDJOB

DUEOUT Statement: Indicate Due Out Times
The DUEOUT statement is used to indicate a due out time for a job from one or more stages in processing (pnodes). If
the job has not completed the specified stage in processing by the due out time, the status field shows OVERDUE in the
Consolidated Status Facility (CSF) display of the job.
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NOTE
Dueout situations are not noticed by ESP until the specified stage of processing has started. For example, if a
job has a dueout of 3am for executing, and starts executing at 7am, the dueout will be noticed only at 7am.

Syntax

DUEOUT pnodename

       time

pnodename
Indicates a pnode for which you want to specify a due out time. The pnodes are as follows:

• INPUT -- indicates the time when a job should start
• EXEC -- indicates the time when a job should complete successfully. For links, tasks, and data set trigger

objects, EXEC represents the time when it should be marked complete.
• OUTPUT -- indicates the time when the job should be posted through output, if you are tracking through

output.
• Manual -- indicates manually defined processing stages.

NOTE
The pnodes used with the DUEOUT statement differ from CSF pnodes.

time
The time the job is due out of the specified processing stage. This can be specified in any format but must resolve
to a single date and time when the application builds.

The DUEOUT statement cannot be used outside the scope of a job statement.

If the pnode specified is not found in the job's tracking model definition or, a pnode specified on the pnodes element, the
due out time and pnode are added to the end of the pnode list for this job. The most common pnodes used for a job in an
ESP application are INPUT and EXEC.

The time operand can request any time relative to the time the application was generated or DJC network submitted.

The DUEOUT statement overrides or sets the time by which this job should be posted out of the pnode named. If not
posted by this time, a message is sent to the operator and the job is listed in the overdue queue display (DN OVERDUE
command).

ESP can also send a message or trigger an Event when a job becomes overdue from the INPUT or EXEC processing
nodes using a NOTIFY statement.

NOTE
If the application has on-request jobs, this message is sent to them only if they were requested.

The DUEOUT statement propagates dueout times upstream, meaning to all predecessors of the job where a DUEOUT
statement is specified. These dueout times are set relative to the average elapsed times according to the information
obtained from ESP's history file.

Dueout times are not propagated from one pnode to another. For example, if only DUEOUT EXEC is coded for a job
which has not yet been submitted and that job is late, it will not be flagged as overdue until it begins executing.

NOTE

Related information

For information on flagging a job as late for submission, see the LATESUB statement.

For information providing notification on job status, see the Advanced User Guide.

Example: Flag job overdue at 3am
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In the following example, if PAYJOB1 has not successfully completed the execution phase by 3 am, ESP flags it as
overdue and the CSF shows OVERDUE in the Status field for the job. The 3 am time is relative to the scheduled time of
the Event. In this example, if the Event is scheduled at 2 am, but is held up until 4 am, PAYJOB1 is overdue when the
application builds:

JOB PAYJOB1

  DUEOUT EXEC 3AM

ENDJOB

Example: Flag late two hours after scheduled time of Event

In the following example, if WAIT4.TAPE is not marked complete two hours after the scheduled time of the Event, it is
flagged as overdue and the CSF shows OVERDUE in the Status field for this task:

JOB WAIT4.TAPE TASK

  DUEOUT EXEC NOW PLUS 2 HOURS

ENDJOB

Example: Flag overdue 30 minutes after Event trigger time

In the following example, if PAYJOB2 has not completed successfully 30 minutes after the trigger time of the
corresponding Event, it is flagged as overdue and the CSF shows OVERDUE in the Status field for the job:

JOB PAYJOB2

  DUEOUT EXEC REALNOW PLUS 30 MINUTES

ENDJOB

Example: Flag overdue and issue Alert

The following DUEOUT and ALERT statements indicate the time when a job is flagged as overdue, and that a message is
sent to a user:

JOB PAYJOB3

  NOTIFY OVERDUE USER(CYB01)

  DUEOUT EXEC 7AM

ENDJOB

In this example, if PAYJOB3 is not successfully complete by 7 am (and has started executing):

• It is flagged as overdue and the CSF shows OVERDUE in the Status field for the job
• A message indicating that PAYJOB3 is overdue is sent to CYB01.

Example: Flag overdue and trigger Alert Event

The following DUEOUT and ALERT statements indicate the time when jobs within an application are flagged as overdue,
and that an Alert Event is triggered:

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

NOTIFY OVERDUE ALERT(LATE)

JOB PAYJOB4

  DUEOUT INPUT 7AM

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE PAYJOB5
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JOB PAYJOB5

  DUEOUT EXEC 11AM

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

In this example, a globally-placed NOTIFY statement and job specific DUEOUT statements are used to:

• Indicate that if any job within the PAYROLL application becomes overdue, it is flagged as overdue and the CSF shows
OVERDUE in the Status field for the job

• Trigger an Alert Event associated with an identifier of LATE.

This technique is useful if you want to provide notification of job status on all jobs within an application, as the DUEOUT
statement is not available outside the scope of a job statement.

DURATION Statement: Specify Durations
The DURATION statement is used to tell ESP what duration to use when calculating Critical Path.

Syntax

DURATION value

value
Indicates the elapsed time estimate, in minutes, for a job.

Situations may arise where you want to override historical elapsed times. For example, on the last day of the month, a
job on the critical path may run longer than normal. Or maybe no historical information exists for a job on the critical path,
because this is the first run of the job. In these situations, you can override historical elapsed time defaults (that ESP
would normally use when calculating Critical Path) by using the DURATION statement to specify an estimated duration for
the job.

NOTE

Related information

For information on how to enable Critical Path analysis, see the CRITPATH command.

For information on specifying Critical Path analysis on individual applications, see the CRITPATH application
statement.

For information on Critical Path analysis, see the User Guide.

Example: Set elapsed time to 120 minutes

The following example sets the elapsed time estimate for job A to 120 (minutes) on the last day of the month:

JOB A

    RUN WORKDAYS

    IF TODAY('LAST DAY OF MONTH') THEN DURATION 120

ENDJOB

EARLYSUB Statement: Specify Changed Job Submission Times
The EARLYSUB statement is used to specify a job for delayed (or early) submission relative to the scheduled time of the
Event. If the Event is not scheduled, the delayed submission time is relative to the time the application is generated.

This command has the following syntax:
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EARLYSUB criteria

Criteria
Schedule criteria that resolves to single date and time.

Use the EARLYSUB statement within the scope of a JOB statement to request that a job not be submitted until a specified
time, even though its predecessors have completed. This time parameter can request any date or time relative to the time
the application was scheduled or generated.

Although less commonly used, the EARLYSUB statement can be placed outside the scope of any JOB statements
(globally) to delay all jobs that are placed after that globally placed EARLYSUB statement. Using this method sets
a delayed submission time for all jobs within the application, except for those specifying the EARLYSUB statement
within the scope of the JOB statement. Jobs that have their delayed submission time set as a result of a globally placed
EARLYSUB statement can have those delayed submission times reset only on a job by job basis, and not as a group.

Jobs that are inserted into active applications do not have delayed submission time associated with them. If you want to
insert a job into an active application and associate a delayed submission time with that job, you must:

1. Insert the job on hold using the IJ CSF line command.
2. Reset the job's delayed submission time (Earliest submit time field).
3. Release the job using the A CSF line command.

 

WARNING

Limitation: If you trigger an Event with a time/date in the past, ESP does not honor EARLYSUB statements,
except those that use the term REALNOW.

Example: Do not submit before 9 pm

In the following example, PAYJOB1 has an earliest submission time of 9 pm relative to the time the PAYROLL application
was generated:

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB1

  EARLYSUB 9PM

  RUN WORKDAYS

ENDJOB

Example: Do not submit before 9 pm weekdays, 6 pm weekends

In the following example, PAYJOB2 has an earliest submission time of:

• 9 pm on weekdays
• 6 pm on weekends.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB2

  EARLYSUB 9PM

  IF TODAY('WEEKEND') THEN EARLYSUB 6PM

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Specify different submission times
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In the following example, all jobs in the PAYROLL application have a delayed submission time of 4 pm, with the exception
of PAYJOB6 that has a delayed submission time of 7 pm:

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

EARLYSUB 4PM

JOB PAYJOB3

  RELEASE PAYJOB4

ENDJOB 

JOB PAYJOB4

  RELEASE PAYJOB5

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB5

  RELEASE PAYJOB6

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB6

  EARLYSUB 7PM

ENDJOB

SELECT (PAYJOB3,PAYJOB4,PAYJOB5,PAYJOB6)

Example: 10 minutes after scheduled time

The following example sets the earliest submission time to 10 minutes after the scheduled time of the Event:

EARLYSUB NOW PLUS 10 MINUTES

Example: 10 minutes after trigger time

The following example sets the earliest submission time to 10 minutes after the trigger time of the Event:

EARLYSUB REALNOW PLUS 10 MINUTES

Example: Two workdays after scheduled time

The following example sets the earliest submission time to 10 pm two workdays from the scheduled time of the Event:

EARLYSUB 10PM TODAY PLUS 2 WORKDAYS

Example: 11 pm last workday of month

The following example sets the earliest submission time to 11 pm on the last workday of the month, and to 9 pm on all
other days submitted:

IF TODAY('LAST WORKDAY OF MONTH') THEN -

  EARLYSUB 11PM

ELSE -

  EARLYSUB 9PM

NOTE
The DELAYSUB and EARLYSUB statements perform the same function. For information on resetting
time dependencies, see the Operator's Guide. For information on manipulating jobs within application or
subapplications, see the APPLJOB or AJ command. For information on specifying time dependencies, see the
User Guide.
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EJB_JOB Statement: Start a Session Bean Job Definition
The EJB_JOB statement starts a Session Bean job definition in an application. You can define a Session Bean job to
access a stateless or stateful session bean, invoke a method on the bean, and return the results.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for
Application Services.

Syntax

For this statement, refer to the JOB statement syntax.

NOTE

• SB is the short form of EJB_JOB.
• To schedule Session Bean jobs, you must load the workload object module CYBESOSB. Load CYBESOSB

with the WOBDEF command or with the WOBDEF initialization parameter.

Required Statements

To define a Session Bean job, you must specify the following statements:

• AGENT (at the workload object or the application level)
• BEAN
• INITIAL_CONTEXT
• LOCATION
• METHOD

In addition, to access stateful session beans, you require the following statements:

• CREATEMETHOD
• CREATEPARAMETER

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for a Session Bean job:

• DESTINATION
• JNDIUSER
• JOBCLASS
• PARAMETER

Example: Invoke a Method on a Stateless Session Bean

Suppose that you want to invoke the reverse method on the CybEJBTestBean stateless session bean. The
reverse method has one parameter, with type java.lang.String and value a23. The output from the reverse
method is saved in the C:\Makapt15 file. The initial context factory supplied by the JNDI service provider is
com.ibm.websphere.naming.WsnInitialContextFactory. The service provider's URL is iiop://172.24.0.0:2809, where
172.24.0.0 is the IP address of the WebSphere application server and 2809 is the ORB port. When the job runs, the
output of the reverse method is stored in the output destination file.

EJB_JOB REVERSE

   AGENT APPAGENT

   INITIAL_CONTEXT com.ibm.websphere.naming.WsnInitialContextFactory

   LOCATION iiop://172.24.0.0:2809

   BEAN CybEJBTestBean

   METHOD reverse
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   DESTINATION C:\Makapt15

   JNDIUSER cyberuser

   PARAMETER TYPE(java.lang.String) VALUE(a23)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

EJBE_JOB Statement: Start a Entity Bean Job Definition
The EJBE_JOB statement starts an Entity Bean job definition in an application. You can define an Entity Bean job to
create an entity bean, update the property values of an existing entity bean, or remove an entity bean from the database.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for
Application Services.

Syntax

For this statement, refer to the JOB statement syntax.

NOTE

• EB is the short form of EJBE_JOB.
• To schedule Entity Bean jobs, you must load the workload object module CYBESOEB. Load CYBESOEB

with the WOBDEF command or with the WOBDEF initialization parameter.

Required Statements

To define an Entity Bean job, you must specify the following statements:

• AGENT (at the workload object or the application level)
• BEAN
• INITIAL_CONTEXT
• LOCATION
• OPERATIONTYPE

In addition, if the OPERATIONTYPE is UPDATE, you must also specify the following statements:

• FINDERMETHOD
• FINDERPARAMETER
• METHOD
• MODIFYPARAMETE

If the OPERATIONTYPE is REMOVE, you must also specify the following statements:

• FINDERMETHOD
• FINDERPARAMETER

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for an Entity Bean job:

• JNDIUSER
• JOBCLASS

In addition, if the OPERATIONTYPE is CREATE, you can also specify the following statements:

• CREATEMETHOD
• CREATEPARAMETER

Example: Create an Entity Bean
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Suppose that you want to create an entity bean that stores information about a customer such as the customer ID and
phone number. The initial context factory supplied by the JNDI service provider is weblogic.jndi.WLInitialContextFactory.
The service provider's URL is t3://localhost:7001, where localhost is the domain name of the WebLogic application server
and 7001 is the ORB port. When the job runs, the entity bean instance is created.

EJBE_JOB CREATE

   AGENT APPAGENT

   INITIAL_CONTEXT weblogic.jndi.WLInitialContextFactory

   LOCATION t3://localhost:7001

   BEAN customer

   CREATEMETHOD createcustomer

   OPERATIONTYPE CREATE

   CREATEPARAMETER TYPE(String) VALUE(customerid)

   CREATEPARAMETER TYPE(String) VALUE(800-555-0100)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

ELSE Statement: Specify Alternate Actions
The ELSE statement is used in conjunction with an IF statement when the expression that follows the IF statement returns
a false value.

Type: Control Language (CLANG) statement.

This command has the following syntax:

ELSE action

ELSE
Can only be used when IF and THEN statements have already been specified. Defines the action to be taken
when evaluation of an IF statement returns a false value. To specify multiple actions you must use the DO and
ENDDO statements.

action
Indicates the action that should be taken.

NOTE

When you use an IF statement, the expression that follows it must return a true or false value. You can use any
number of nested IF statements.

The THEN statement is used in conjunction with an IF statement when the expression that follows the IF
statement returns a true value.

If multiple action statements must be processed, you must begin and end compound action statements with the
DO and ENDDO language elements.

If you do not include an ELSE statement after an expression returning a false value, ESP passes control to the
next line.

If an ELSE statement continues to another line, use a line continuation character (- or +). If there is no
continuation character, ESP ignores the ELSE statement.

Example: Process different actions depending on day
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In the following example, ESP determines if the actual day is equal to Monday. If the evaluation of this expression is true,
ESP sends a message to user CYB01 indicating that today is Monday. If the evaluation of this expression is false, ESP
sends a message to user CYB01 indicating what day it is:

IF %ESPADAY = 'MONDAY' THEN -

  SEND 'TODAY IS MONDAY' U(CYB01)

ELSE -

  SEND 'TODAY IS %ESPADAY' U(CYB01)

Example: Set symbolic variable value

In the following example, a user-defined symbolic variable called 'FINANCIAL_YEAR' consists of two, two-digit year
numbers, and is set as follows:

• If the scheduled month is January, February, March or April, use last year followed by this year
• For any other month, use current year followed by next year.

IF ESPSMM<5 THEN DO

  GENTIME LAST TODAY LESS 1 YEAR

  FINANCIAL_YEAR='%LASTYY%ESPSYY'

ENDDO

ELSE DO

  GENTIME NEXT TODAY PLUS 1 YEAR

  FINANCIAL_YEAR='%ESPSYY%NEXTYY'

ENDDO

NOTE

Related Information:

For information on conditionally processing an instruction or group of instructions, see the IF and THEN
statements. For information on using ESP's Control Language, see the User Guide. For information on
advanced usage of ESP's Control Language, see the Advanced User Guide.

EMAILADDR Statement: Email SAP Spool File Upon ABAP Completion/Failure
(SAP Jobs)
The EMAILADDR statement emails a copy of the SAP spool file to the specified addresses upon ABAP completion or
failure.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the SAP R/3 (SAP_JOB) job type.

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

EMAILADDR address |'address,address,...'

address
Specifies the email address of a recipient on a distribution list.
Limits: Up to 256 valid SAP characters; case-sensitive
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NOTE

To specify multiple email addresses, separate each address with a comma and enclose the entire list of
addresses in single quotation marks.

NOTE

• Use the EMAILADDR statement before the first ABAPNAME statement to set the default value for
subsequent steps.

• Use the EMAILADDR statement within the boundaries of the step definition (between two ABAPNAME
statements or between an ABAPNAME statement and the end of the job definition) to define the value for
that step.

• You can also use the SAPEMAILADDR statement to email the spool file upon job completion or failure.

Example: Email Spool File Upon ABAP Completion or Failure

In this example, jsmith and djones will receive spool output for the ABAP BTCTEST.

APPL SAPTEST

SAP_JOB SAPTEST

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   SAPUSER J01PROD

   RUN DAILY

   ABAPNAME BTCTEST

      VARIANT TEST

      EMAILADDR 'jsmith@company1.com,djones@company1.com'

ENDJOB

EMAILADDR Statement: Specify the Email Addresses on a Distribution List
(PeopleSoft Jobs)
The EMAILADDR statement specifies the email addresses of the recipients on a distribution list for a PeopleSoft report.

NOTE
To use this statement, you must specify EMAIL or WEB in the OUTDESTTYPE statement.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the PeopleSoft (PS_JOB) job type.

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

EMAILADDR address|'address;address...'

address
Specifies an email address on a distribution list to send the report to. This value corresponds to the Email Address
List field in PeopleSoft.
Limits: Case-sensitive

NOTE

• You can specify multiple email addresses. Separate each address with a semi-colon and enclose the entire
list of addresses in single quotes.

• The entire value can be up to 256 characters.
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Example: Send a PeopleSoft Report to Email Addresses

In this example, the output is sent to two email addresses.

EMAILADDR 'jsmith@company1.com;djones@company1.com'

EMAILLOG Statement: Specify Whether to Email PeopleSoft Job Logs
The EMAILLOG statement specifies whether to email job logs along with the PeopleSoft report to recipients on a
distribution list.

NOTE
To use this statement, you must specify EMAIL or WEB in the OUTDESTTYPE statement.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the PeopleSoft (PS_JOB) job type.

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

EMAILLOG YES|NO        

YES
Emails job logs along with the report to the recipients on the distribution list.

NO
Does not email job logs to the recipients on the distribution list. This is the default.

NOTE
This statement corresponds to the Email With Log field in PeopleSoft.

Example: Email PeopleSoft Job Logs

This example runs a Crystal report under the VP2 operator ID. The output is stored as a PDF web report. The
DISTRLISTUSERS statement has no value, so the output is sent to the email addresses specified in the EMAILADDR
statement. The email includes a subject title and body text. The web report and the job logs are included with the email.

PS_JOB PS_NOUSERS

   RUN FRIDAYS

   AGENT PSAGT

   PROCESSNAME XRFWIN

   PROCESSTYPE 'Crystal reports'

   OUTDESTTYPE WEB

   OUTDESTFORMAT PDF

   DISTRLISTUSERS

   PSOPRID VP2

   EMAILWEBREPORT YES

   EMAILADDR 'user1@example.com;user2@example.com'

   EMAILSUBJECT 'PeopleSoft Report Status'

   EMAILTEXT 'This report is available for distribution.'

   EMAILLOG YES

ENDJOB
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EMAILSUBJECT Statement: Define an Email Subject
The EMAILSUBJECT statement defines an email subject to include in the email to distribute to recipients of a PeopleSoft
report.

NOTE
To use this statement, you must specify EMAIL or WEB in the OUTDESTTYPE statement.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the PeopleSoft (PS_JOB) job type.

Syntax

This statement has the following syntax:

EMAILSUBJECT subject_text

subject_text
Defines an email subject to include in the email. This value corresponds to the Email Subject field in PeopleSoft.
Limits: Up to 256 characters; case-sensitive

NOTE
Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.

Example: Include an Email Subject in an Email

In this example, the email includes the subject title "PeopleSoft Report Status".

EMAILSUBJECT 'PeopleSoft Report Status'

EMAILTEXT Statement: Define the Body Text of an Email
The EMAILTEXT statement defines the body text of the email to distribute to recipients of a PeopleSoft report.

NOTE
To use this statement, you must specify EMAIL or WEB in the OUTDESTTYPE statement.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the PeopleSoft (PS_JOB) job type.

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

EMAILTEXT email_text

email_text
Defines the body text of the email. This value corresponds to the Message Text field in PeopleSoft.
Limits: Up to 1024 characters; case-sensitive

NOTE
Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.

Example: Include Body Text in an Email

In this example, the email includes the body text "The report is available for distribution".
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EMAILTEXT 'The report is available for distribution'

EMAILWEBREPORT Statement: Specify Whether to Email a PeopleSoft Web
Report
The EMAILWEBREPORT statement specifies whether to email a web report along with the PeopleSoft report to recipients
on a distribution list.

NOTE
To use this statement, you must specify WEB in the OUTDESTTYPE statement. You must also specify one or
more addresses using the EMAILADDR statement.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the PeopleSoft (PS_JOB) job type.

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

EMAILWEBREPORT YES|NO

YES
Emails a web report to the recipients on the distribution list.

NO
Does not email a web report to the recipients on the distribution list. This is the default.

NOTE
This statement corresponds to the Email Web Report field in PeopleSoft.

Example: Email a PeopleSoft Web Report

Since EMAILWEBREPORT is set to YES in this example, the output will be sent to the email addresses specified in the
statement EMAILADDR.

PS_JOB EMAIL.TEST2

   AGENT PSAGENT

   EMAILADDR 'jeff@ca.com;alex@ca.com'

   EMAILWEBREPORT YES

   OUTDESTTYPE WEB

   OUTDESTFORMAT PDF

   PSOPRID VP2

   EMAILSUBJECT 'test report'

   EMAILTEXT 'test OUTDESTTYPE WEB with e-mail addresses'

   PROCESSNAME XRFWIN

   PROCESSTYPE Crystal

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

ENCODING Statement: Specify the Character Encoding of a File
The ENCODING statement specifies the character encoding of the text file to be monitored. You can omit this statement if
the text file is ASCII.

Supported Job Type
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This statement is optional for the Text File Reading and Monitoring (TEXT_MON) job type.

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

ENCODING char_set_name

char_set_name
Specifies the name of the character set used to encode the data in the file.
Limits: Up to 256 characters; case-sensitive
Examples: US-ASCII, ISO-8859-1, UTF-8, UTF-16BE, UTF-16LE, UTF-16

NOTE

The supported character sets depends on your operating system and Java Virtual Machine (JVM).

NOTE
Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.

Example: Monitor a Text File Encoded in ISO-8859-1

The following job monitors a text file that contains data encoded in ISO-8859-1 (ISO Latin Alphabet No. 1 or ISO-
LATIN-1). The job completes successfully if the specified string is found.

TEXT_MON TEXTFILE_JOB

   AGENT MONAGT

   TEXTFILE /export/home/logs/transactions.log

   TEXTSTRING 'ERROR MESSAGE'

   SEARCHRANGE LINE FROM(1) TO(50)

   ENCODING ISO-8859-1          

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

ENCPARM NRSADJ Statement: Control Selection of an Alternative to a
Nonrestartable Step
You can control whether ESP WA Restart Option chooses another restart step if its original choice is nonrestartable.
A nonrestartable step includes JCL parameter RD=NR or a DDname specified in the ENCPARM NRDD initialization
parameter or statement. If you allow the choice of restart step to be revised, ESP WA Restart Option checks backward
from the original step and chooses the nearest step without RD=NR or the DDname mentioned. It does not check steps
excluded from the restart or steps that run an abender program.

Type: ESP WA Restart Option statement.

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

ENCPARM NRSADJ YES|NO

YES
Specifies that if ESP WA Restart Option chooses a restart step that is nonrestartable, it revises its choice.

NO
Specifies that if ESP WA Restart Option chooses a restart step that is nonrestartable, it does not revise its choice.
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NOTE
You can code ENCPARM NRSADJ at the application level or job level or as an initialization parameter.

Example: ENCPARM NRSADJ Statement

In the following example, ENCPARM NRSADJ is issued to instruct ESP WA Restart Option to choose another restart step
if its original choice is nonrestartable.

ENCPARM NRSADJ YES

ENDDO Statement: Identify End of Action Statements
The ENDDO statement is used to identify the end of one or more action statements.

Type: Control Language (CLANG) statement.

This command has the following syntax:

ENDDO

NOTE

• Use the ENDDO statement in conjunction with the DO statement to indicate the end of a set of action
statements.

• For information on identifying the start of a set of compound action statements, see the DO statement.
• For information on using ESP's Control Language, see the User Guide.

Example: Send a message and invoke an application

The following DO and ENDDO statements are used to identify the start and end of a set of action statements:

IF X = 'BILLING' THEN DO

  SEND 'BILLING JOB WILL RUN TODAY' CN(01)

  INVOKE 'CYBER.PROCLIB.CNTL(BILLING)'

ENDDO

In the above example, if the value of a variable called X is equal to BILLING:

• A message is sent to the console
• The BILLING application is invoked.

Example: Delay submission time and mark late

In the following example, if today is Monday, PAYJOB1's submission is delayed to 4 pm, and its late submission time is set
to 5 pm:

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB1

  RUN WORKDAYS

  IF TODAY('MONDAY') THEN -

    DO

      DELAYSUB 4PM

      LATESUB 5PM

    ENDDO
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ENDJOB

ENDJOB Statement: End Job Definitions
Indicates the end of a job definition. You must use an ENDJOB statement after the last job definition and when defining
statements at a global level between jobs.

Type: Application statement.

This command has the following syntax:

ENDJOB

Usage notes: The scope of the JOB statement includes all statements up to an ENDJOB statement or up to the next JOB
or other job statement (for example: NT_JOB, TEXT_MON, UNIX_MON).

We recommend that you end each job definition with an ENDJOB statement.

ESP processes scripts or commands based on where they are placed within an application. It processes:

• Globally defined scripts or commands when the application is generated and every time a job becomes eligible (that is,
when all dependencies are met)

• Job-specific scripts or commands only when the job becomes eligible

NOTE

If a variable is defined within the boundaries of a job and used within a conditional statement, errors might occur
when other jobs run, because:

• Conditional statements (IF, THEN, ELSE, DO, and ENDDO) are processed when the application is generated
and every time a job becomes eligible, regardless of whether the conditional statements are inside or outside
the boundaries of the job definition.

• Variable definitions are processed only when the job containing the variable executes.

Example

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB1

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE PAYJOB2

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB2

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

We recommend that you define variables that are used within conditional statements outside the boundaries of a job.

ENDPOINT_URL Statement: Specify the Target Endpoint URL
The ENDPOINT_URL statement specifies the target endpoint address URL in a Web Service job.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the Web Service (WEB_SERV) job type and mandatory for the Web Service Document/
Literal (WEB_DOCLIT) job type.
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Syntax

This statement has the following format:

ENDPOINT_URL endpoint_url

endpoint_url
Specifies the target endpoint address URL. In a published WSDL file, the URL defining the target endpoint
address is found in the location attribute of the port's soap:address element.
Limits: Up to 1024 characters; case-sensitive

NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• In a Web Service job, if you specify the WSDL_URL statement but not the ENDPOINT_URL statement, you

must specify both the SERVICENAME and PORTNAME statements.

Example: Specify the Target Endpoint Address URL for Getting Stock Quotes

Suppose that you want to invoke a web service that returns a company stock quote. The URL for the WSDL that
describes the web service and its location is http://www.webservicex.com/stockquote.asmx?WSDL. The WSDL port name
within the target namespace http://www.webserviceX.NET is StockQuoteSoap. The target endpoint address URL is http://
www.webservicex.com/stockquote.asmx. The job calls the operation GetQuote within the StockQuote web service. When
the job invokes the web service, the company's stock symbol is passed to the operation. The GetQuote operation returns
a java.lang.String object, which maps to the XML type string in the return namespace http://www.webserviceX.NET/.
When the job completes, the stock quote for CA is stored as a serialized Java object in the job's spool directory.

WEB_SERV QUOTE

   AGENT WSAGENT

   TARGETNAMESPACE http://www.webserviceX.NET/

   SERVICENAME StockQuote

   PORTNAME StockQuoteSoap

   OPERATION GetQuote

   WSDL_URL http://www.webservicex.com/stockquote.asmx?WSDL

   ENDPOINT_URL http://www.webservicex.com/stockquote.asmx  

   PARAMETER TYPE(xsd:string) VALUE(CA)

   RETURNCLASS java.lang.String

   RETURNXML string

   RETURNNAMESPACE http://www.webserviceX.NET/          

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

ENDTEMPL Statement: End Template Definitions
The ENDTEMPL statement is used to indicate the end of a template definition.

This command has the following syntax:

ENDTEMPL

NOTE

Related Information:

For information on working with templates, see the Advanced User Guide.
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For information on defining templates, see the TEMPLATE statement.

Example template

In the following example, the PAYROLL application is defined using a template called PRTJOBS. The ENDTEMPL
statement ends the PRTJOBS template definition:

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

 

TEMPLATE PRTJOBS (1,JOBNAME)

  JOB %JOBNAME

    RUN DAILY

  ENDJOB

ENDTEMPL

 

PRTJOBS PAYJOB1

PRTJOBS PAYJOB2

PRTJOBS PAYJOB3

ENGINEID Statement: Specify an Engine ID
The ENGINEID statement specifies the SNMP engine ID, which uniquely identifies an SNMP engine and its
corresponding SNMP entity within an administrative domain. By default, SNMP trap information is sent from the default
agent engine ID.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the SNMP Trap Send (SNPE_JOB) job type.

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

ENGINEID [engine_ID]

engine_ID
(Optional) Specifies the SNMP engine ID.
Limits: Up to 256 characters; case-sensitive
Default: AGENT_ENGINE

NOTE
Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.

Example: Specify the Default Engine ID

Suppose that you want to send the cybtrapstart trap to a network device using SNMP v3. In this example, five string
parameters are passed to the trap. The host name of the network device is localhost and its port is 162. The job uses the
AES privacy protocol and the SHA authentication protocol. The name of the MIB file is cybermation.mib and the default
engine ID is used. The credentials of user1 are used for authorization.

SNPE_JOB SENDTRAP

   AGENT SNMPAGENT

   MIB cybermation.mib

   SNMPNODE cybtrapstart HOST(localhost) PORT(162) VERSION(3)

   SNMPUSER user1
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   AUTHPROTOCOL SHA

   PRIVPROTOCOL AES

   ENGINEID

   PARAMETER TYPE(snmp:string) VALUE(p1)

   PARAMETER TYPE(snmp:string) VALUE(p2)

   PARAMETER TYPE(snmp:string) VALUE(p3)

   PARAMETER TYPE(snmp:string) VALUE(p4)

   PARAMETER TYPE(snmp:string) VALUE(p5)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

ENQUEUE Statement: Specify Resources to Enqueue
The ENQUEUE statement specifies a resource name that a job must enqueue on. This statement adds resources to the
enqueue list. If the resource entry was already on the list, its type (shared or exclusive) will be set as specified.

NOTE

You must define a resource file (RESFILE) and the topology before you can use the ENQUEUE statement.

ENQUEUE NAME(n1,n2,...) [SHARED|EXCLUSIVE][HOLD]

n1
Specifies a resource name. A resource name can be up to 132 characters long and can contain wildcard
characters asterisk and hyphen (see “Overview” at the beginning of this book) for shared enqueues only.

SHARED
Requests shared use of the specified resource. This is the default.

EXCLUSIVE
Requests exclusive use of the specified resource.

HOLD
Hold the specified resource until the jobs affected by the ENQUEUE statement run successfully. If you specify
HOLD for one ENQUEUE used by a job, all resources used by the job are held.

NOTE

• If one or more jobs request shared use of a resource, they are granted the use of that resource provided no
other job has that same resource held exclusively.

• If a job requires exclusive use of a resource, it will be granted use of that resource provided the resource is
not used by any other job.

Example

The following example shows job NWN001 requesting a shared enqueue on resource FRED.

This resource is held until job NWN001 executes successfully.

APPL NWN00A

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB NWN001

  RUN DAILY

  ENQUEUE NAME(FRED) SHARED

HOLD

ENDJOB
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JOB NWN002

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

ENVAR Statement: Pass Environment Variables
The ENVAR statement passes environment variables to a batch file, script, command, or program.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• AIX (AIX_JOB)
• Apache Hive™ (HIVE_JOB)
• HP-UX (HPUX_JOB)
• Linux (LINUX_JOB)
• Micro Focus (MF_JOB)
• OpenVMS (OPENVMS_JOB)
• PeopleSoft (PS_JOB)
• Remote Execution (PROXY_JOB)
• Solaris (SUN_JOB)
• Tandem NSK (TANDEM_JOB)
• UNIX (UNIX_JOB)
• Windows (NT_JOB)

Syntax for NT_JOB

ENVAR {name=value}

      {EWA_ENV_SRC_N=path}

      {HOME=path}

      {STDIN=path}

      {STDOUT=path}

      {STDERR=path}

Syntax for AIX_JOB, HPUX_JOB, LINUX_JOB, SUN_JOB, and UNIX_JOB

ENVAR {name=value}

      {EWA_ENV_SRC_N=path}

      {EWAGLOBALPROFILE=path}

      {PWD=path}

      {STDIN=path}

      {STDOUT=path}

      {STDERR=path}

Syntax for OPENVMS_JOB, PROXY_JOB, PS_JOB, and TANDEM_JOB

ENVAR {name=value}

      {HOME=path}

      {STDIN=path}

      {STDOUT=path}

      {STDERR=path}
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Syntax for MF_JOB

ENVAR name=value

Syntax for HP Integrity NonStop

ENVAR {name=value}

      STDIN=keyboard|path | STDOUT=spoolfile|path | STDERR=spoolfile|path

name=value
Specifies the name of the environment variable and the value assigned to the variable.

NOTE
If the resulting value requires spaces, such as a date, enclose the value in double quotes in the ENVAR
statement.

EWA_ENV_SRC_N=path
Specifies the full path of the file or script to be sourced for environment variables, where N is a positive integer.
You can use this variable in UNIX and Windows jobs to pass environment variables set in a file or script prior to
job execution.
UNIX:

• To use this variable, the agent must run as root and the oscomponent.loginshell agent parameter
must be set to true. For more information about the oscomponent.loginshell agent parameter, see the
documentation for Broadcom Workload Automation Agents.

• The file to be sourced must be a script that sets environment variables.

Windows:

• The file to be sourced must contain name=value pairs.

EWAGLOBALPROFILE=path
Specifies the full path of the script to be sourced for environment variables. You can use this variable in UNIX jobs
to pass environment variables set in a script prior to job execution.
Notes:

• The EWAGLOBALPROFILE variable applies to UNIX jobs only. To use this variable, the agent must run as
root and the oscomponent.loginshell agent parameter must be set to true.

• The file to be sourced must be a script that sets environment variables.
• The EWAGLOBALPROFILE variable can also be specified in a variables file set in the agentparm.txt file.

Specifying EWAGLOBALPROFILE in a variables file is useful if you want the script to be sourced for all jobs
run on the agent, on a specific scheduling manager, or under a specific user. In addition to the preceding
requirements, the oscomponent.lookupcommand agent parameter must also be set to true. For more
information on using EWAGLOBALPROFILE in a variables file, see the documentation for Broadcom Workload
Automation Agents.

HOME=path
Specifies the fully-qualified name of the home directory to switch to before running the batch file, script, command,
or program. The HOME operand applies to non-UNIX job definitions. Alternatively, you can use the SCRIPT
option in the oscomponent.initialworkingdirectory parameter in the agent's agentparm.txt file.

NOTE
If HOME is not specified, the command or script runs in the initial working directory as specified by
the oscomponent.initialworkingdirectory parameter in the agentparm.txt file. For more information
about oscomponent.initialworkingdirectory, see the documentation for Broadcom Workload Automation
Agents.
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PWD=path
Specifies the name of the Present Working Directory (PWD) to switch to before running a UNIX command or
script. The PWD operand applies to UNIX job definitions only.

NOTE
If the PWD is not specified, the command or script runs in the initial working directory as specified
by the oscomponent.initialworkingdirectory parameter in the agentparm.txt file. For more information
about oscomponent.initialworkingdirectory, see the documentation for Broadcom Workload Automation
Agents.

STDIN=path
Specifies the full path of an alternative standard input stream. If you do not specify the STDIN operand, by default
the standard input stream is the keyboard.

STDOUT=path
Specifies the full path of an alternative standard output stream. If you do not specify the STDOUT operand, by
default the standard output stream goes to the spool file.
The STDOUT file name displays when you list the workload object with the LISTAPPL or APPLJOB command.
The STDOUT file name can be different from what was specified in STDOUT=.
In the following example, if the environment variable AGENTPATH equaled '/root/home/2, the file name would
resolve to StdOut=/root/home/2/stdout.txt in the output of the workload object.
ENVAR STDOUT=$AGENTPATH/stdout.txt

For HP Integrity NonStop, STDOUT specifies the job output file location. New output overwrites existing output
unless you add the >> prefix before the file name. The >> prefix causes the adding of new output to the current
output file.
In the following example, any output that the job generates is added to the end of the $TEST.Test1.Output1 file.
ENVAR STDOUT=>>$TEST.Test1.Output1

STDOUT is applicable only for Windows NT, all UNIX agents, and HP Integrity NonStop.
STDERR=path

Specifies the full path of an alternative standard error output stream. If you do not specify the STDERR operand,
by default the standard error output stream goes to the spool file.
The STDERR file name displays when you list the workload object with the LISTAPPL or APPLJOB command.
The STDERR file name can be different from what was specified in STDERR=.
In the following example, if the environment variable AGENTPATH equaled '/root/home/2', the file name would
resolve to StdErr=/root/home/2/stderr.txt in the output of the workload object.
ENVAR STDERR=$AGENTPATH/stderr.txt

For HP Integrity NonStop, STDERR specifies the job error file location. New errors overwrite existing errors
unless you add the >>prefix before the file name. The >> prefix causes the adding of new errors to the current
error file.
In the following example, any errors that the job generates are added to the end of the $TEST.Test1.Error1 file.
ENVAR STDERR=>>$TEST.Test1.Error1

STDERR is applicable only for Windows NT, all UNIX agents, and HP Integrity NonStop. STDERR is only
available for compiled binary commands. TACL scripts do not support STDERR streams.

Notes:

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• For OpenVMS, to preserve spaces, tabs, and lowercase characters in the symbol value, enclose the value in three

sets of quotation marks. You must also use three sets of quotation marks to include a quotation mark as part of a
string. In order to input three sets of quotation marks in the ENVAR statement, the second and third double quotation
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marks have to be escaped by a backslash. For example, to define the symbol TEST with value "TEST space" and to
preserve the spaces and lower case characters, the ENVAR statement would be TEST="\"\"TEST space \"\"".

• The entire value can be up to 4078 characters.
• You can specify multiple environment variables using multiple ENVAR statements. There is no limit to the number of

ENVAR statements that you can use.
• Environment variables can also be specified in a variables file set in the agentparm.txt file. Environment variables

specified in a variables file can apply to all jobs run on the agent, all jobs run on a specific scheduling manager, or all
jobs run under a specific user. For more information about specifying environment variables in a variables file, see the
documentation for Broadcom Workload Automation Agents.

• The environment variables specified through the ENVAR statement override the environment variables specified
through the agentparm.txt file.

• Programs, commands, batch files, and scripts can access environment variables using the getenv() function. Specify
variable names for your environment as follows:
– For UNIX scripts or commands to access environment variables, specify the variable name with a leading and

trailing dollar sign ($).
– For Windows batch files or programs to access environment variables, specify the variable name with a leading and

trailing percent sign (%).
• The ENVAR statement does not override Windows system variables. To reset Windows system-defined variables, set

these variables in a batch file. For example, code the following to set variables TMP and TEMP in a batch file:
set TMP=d:\spool 

set TEMP=d:\agent\temp

• If the parameter oscomponent.loginshell is set to true in the agent's agentparm.txt file, the agent invokes the user
environment while running the script. To override the value of a shell variable that is already defined in the user login
file, reassign a value to this variable in the script.

• For Remote Execution jobs going to a UNIX endpoint, you can enter all the same ENVARs as for a regular UNIX
agent.
– The Remote agent does not perform any of the special handling that the UNIX agent does. For example, the

PWD=path format. The UNIX agent sets the PWD and then switches the working directory to that path. The Remote
agent only sets the PWD; it does not change the working directory.

• For Remote Execution jobs going to a Tandem endpoint, only the TACLENV operand is valid.
• You can only specify ENVAR at the job level.

Example: Pass Windows Environment Variables to a Batch File

This example includes two ENVAR statements that pass environment variables to a Windows batch file, a third ENVAR
statement that passes a symbolic variable, and a fourth that defines the home directory:

NT_JOB pay 

RUN DAILY 

 CMDNAME c:\payroll\command1 

 AGENT NT_NY 

 ENVAR A=B 

 ENVAR C='X Y' 

 ENVAR E=%ESPAPJOB 

 ENVAR HOME=c:\export\u1 

ENDJOB

In this example, the command "command1" can reference these variables:

Environment Variable Value Passed
A B
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C 'X Y'
E pay
HOME c:\export\u1

NOTE
Unlike the first two environment variables, %ESPAJOB is a built-in symbolic variable that passes the name of
the job (from the JOB environment variable). For more information on using symbolic variables in applications,
see Using.

Example: Pass UNIX Environment Variables to a Script

This example includes two ENVAR statements that pass environment variables to a script and a third ENVAR statement
that defines the Present Working Directory (PWD). The parameter "user 1" is enclosed with double quotation marks
because it contains a space.

UNIX_JOB PAYROLL 

 RUN DAILY 

 SCRIPTNAME /home/scripts/pay 

 AGENT UNIX_NY 

 ENVAR NAME="user 1" 

 ENVAR JOB=%ESPAPJOB 

 ENVAR PWD=/usr/scripts/dailyrun 

ENDJOB

In this example, the script "pay" can reference these variables:

Environment Variable Value Passed
NAME user1
JOB PAYROLL

Note: %ESPAPJOB is a symbolic variable that passes the name
of the job containing the variable. For more information on using
symbolic variables in applications, see Using.

PWD /usr/scripts/dailyrun

Example: Source Windows Environment Variables from a File

This example uses the EWA_ENV_SRC_1 environment variable to source environment variables from a file. Before the
test_var3 command file runs, the test_var4.txt file is sourced and the variables in the file are resolved.

NT_JOB TEST.EWA1

 AGENT WINAGT

 CMDNAME c:\scripts\test_var3

 ENVAR EWA_ENV_SRC_1=c:\qatest\env\test_var4.txt

 RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

The test_var4.txt file contains the following:

AD_TOP=C:\oracle\OA12\apps\apps_st\appl\ad\12.0.0

ADJREOPTS=-ms128m -mx256m -Xrs

NLS_LANG=American_America.WE8MSWIN1252

ZX_TOP=C:\oracle\OA12\apps\apps_st\appl\zx\12.0.0

TEST1=test1

TEST2=test two
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TEST3= test 3

Example: Source UNIX Environment Variables from a Script Using EWA_ENV_SRC_N

This example uses the EWA_ENV_SRC_1 environment variable to source environment variables from a script. The
agent runs as root and the oscomponent.loginshell agent parameter is set to true. Before the test_var3 script runs, the
test_var_ewal.txt script is sourced and the variables in the file are resolved.

UNIX_JOB TEST.EWA1

 AGENT UNIXAGT

 SCRIPTNAME /scripts/test_var3

 ENVAR EWA_ENV_SRC_1=/var_dir/test_var_ewa1.txt

 RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

The test_var_ewal.txt script contains the following:

#!/bin/sh

AD_TOP=/oracle/OA12/apps/apps_st/appl/ad/12.0.0

export AD_TOP

ADJREOPTS="-ms128m -mx256m -Xrs"

export ADJREOPTS

NLS_LANG=American_America.WE8MSWIN1252

export NLS_LANG

ZX_TOP=/oracle/OA12/apps/apps_st/appl/zx/12.0.0

export ZX_TOP

TEST1=test1

export TEST1

TEST2="test two"

export TEST2

TEST3=" test 3 "

export TEST3

Example: Source UNIX Environment Variables from a Script Using EWAGLOBALPROFILE

This example uses the EWAGLOBALPROFILE environment variable to source environment variables from a script. The
agent runs as root and the oscomponent.loginshell agent parameter is set to true. Before the echo command runs, the
test_var_ewa_global.txt script is sourced and the variables in the file are resolved.

UNIX_JOB TEST1.EWAGLOBALPROFILE

AGENT UNIXAGT

USER qatest

CMDNAME /usr/bin/echo

ARGS '$TEST_EWA_GLOBAL > /data/variable_test_EWA_global.txt'

ENVAR EWAGLOBALPROFILE=/var_dir/test_var_ewa_global.txt

RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

The test_var_ewa_global.txt script contains the following:

#!/bin/ksh

TEST_EWA_GLOBAL="test ewa global"

export TEST_EWA_GLOBAL

Example: Enter OpenVMS Commands
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You can enter any OpenVMS command with the ENVAR statement. Commands that are submitted with the ENV keyword
are executed before the commands are executed with the Command keyword. In the following example, three symbols
(MYSHOWTIME, MYSHOWCPU, and MYDIR) are defined using the ENV keyword:

PROXY_JOB VMSTEST

 AGENT REAGENT

 REMOTE_TARGET ovms1

 ENVAR MYSHOWTIME="show time"

 ENVAR MYSHOWCPU="show CPU /ALL"

 ENVAR MYDIR="DIR"

 REMOTE_COMMAND MYSHOWTIME

 REMOTE_COMMAND MYSHOWCPU

 REMOTE_COMMAND MYDIR

 REMOTE_COMMAND '@SCRIPTS:OUTPUT.COM "hello +

 from vms''s user''s terminal"'

 RUN TODAY

ENDJOB

Example: ENVAR for a HIVE job specifies stock_name=wanyse_stocks

APPL TESTHI

 AGENT HADOOP

 HIVE_JOB HIVETEST

 USER root

 HADOOP_HOST hadoop.server.com

 JDBCURL     jdbc:hive2://localhost:10000/default

 SCRIPTFILE     scripts/hivescript.sql

 ENVAR          stock_name=wanyse_stocks

 RUN NOW

ENDJOB

ESPCMDNM Statement: Issue Stacked ESP No Message Commands
You can use the ESPCMDNM statement to issue any ESP command and suppress responses from the command, except
for the warning and error responses. Commands that are issued with ESPCMDNM behave the same as ESP commands
except they are stacked until ESP reads the entire input stream of commands. The commands are then allowed to
execute only when they pass a syntax check. The ESPCMDNM statement is useful in an application to manipulate jobs,
trigger Events, or perform displays.

This command has the following syntax:

ESPCMDNM command

command
Any valid ESP command.

NOTE

• When most commands execute, they issue some kind of response. This response is routed to the user who
owns the Event. To reduce the message clutter, use the ESPCMDNM statement to suppress responses,
unless a severe error occurs.

• You can use the ESP, ESPNOMSG, ESPCMD, or ESPCMDNM statements in an application to issue an ESP
command. ESPNOMSG and ESPCMDNM suppress responses from the command.

Example: Complete a Job_1
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In the following example, the COMPL.JOB link uses the ESPCMDNM statement to issue an AJ command. The AJ
command completes the job named PAYROLL and the link only runs on Saturdays. The job completion message is not
sent to the user, but the action is still logged in the audit logs.

JOB COMPL.JOB LINK PROCESS

  RUN SAT

  ESPCMDNM AJ PAYROLL COMPLETE APPL(%ESPAPPL..%ESPAPGEN)

ENDJOB

Example: Complete a Job_2

In the following example, the AJ command does not execute because the preceding IF statement generates an error. If
the ESP or ESPNOMSG statements were used, the AJ would have completed the job named PAYROLL regardless of the
error.

JOB COMPL.JOB LINK PROCESS

  RUN SAT

  IF A THEN DO  

  ESPCMDNM AJ PAYROLL COMPLETE APPL(%ESPAPPL..%ESPAPGEN)

  ENDOO

ENDJOB

ESPCMD Statement: Issue Stacked ESP Commands
You can use the ESPCMD statement to issue any ESP command. Commands that are issued with ESPCMD behave the
same as ESP commands except they are stacked until ESP reads the entire input stream of commands. The commands
are then allowed to execute only when they pass a syntax check. The ESPCMD statement is useful in an application to
manipulate jobs, trigger Events, or perform displays.

This command has the following syntax:

ESPCMD command

command
Any valid ESP command.

NOTE
You can use the ESP, ESPNOMSG, ESPCMD, or ESPCMDNM statements in an application to issue an ESP
command. ESPNOMSG and ESPCMDNM suppress responses from the command.

Example: Complete a Job_1

In the following example, the COMPL.JOB link uses the ESPCMD statement to issue an AJ command. The AJ command
completes the job named PAYROLL and the link only runs on Saturdays.

JOB COMPL.JOB LINK PROCESS

  RUN SAT

  ESPCMD AJ PAYROLL COMPLETE APPL(%ESPAPPL..%ESPAPGEN)

ENDJOB

Example: Complete a Job_2

In the following example, the AJ command does not execute because the preceding IF statement generates an error. If
the ESP or ESPNOMSG statements were used, the AJ would have completed the job named PAYROLL regardless of the
error.
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JOB COMPL.JOB LINK PROCESS

  RUN SAT

  IF A THEN DO  

  ESPCMD AJ PAYROLL COMPLETE APPL(%ESPAPPL..%ESPAPGEN)

  ENDOO

ENDJOB

ESPNOMSG Statement: Suppress Responses
The ESPNOMSG statement is used to issue any ESP command from within an ESP application and suppress responses
from the command. Warnings and errors responses are not suppressed.

This command has the following syntax:

ESPNOMSG command

command
Any valid ESP command.

NOTE

• When most commands execute, they issue some kind of response. This response is routed to the user who
owns the Event. To reduce message clutter, the ESPNOMSG statement can by used to suppress responses,
unless a severe error occurs.

• As part of an application, you may want to issue ESP commands. This is useful, for example, when you want
to manipulate jobs, trigger Events, and perform displays.

• Use the ESP or ESPNOMSG statement in an application to issue an ESP command. ESPNOMSG
suppresses responses from the command.

NOTE

Related Information:

For information on issuing ESP commands, see the ESP statement.

Example: Define a link to trigger an Event and suppress response

In the following example, the TRIGGER.EVENT link issues an ESP command to trigger an Event called
CYBER.ACCTJOB. The response from the ESP command (EVENT TRIGGERED) is suppressed as a result of specifying
ESPNOMSG in front of the ESP TRIGGER command:

JOB TRIGGER.EVENT LINK PROCESS   

  RUN DAILY

  ESPNOMSG TRIGGER CYBER.ACCTJOB ADD

ENDJOB

Example: Complete a task when CICS becomes available and suppress response

In the following example, when a resource called 'CICS' becomes available, ESP issues an APPLJOB command to
complete a task called WAIT4.CICS. After WAIT4.CICS completes, PAYJOB1 is released. The response from the ESP
command is suppressed as a result of specifying ESPNOMSG:

APPL WAIT4

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'
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JOB WAIT4.CICS TASK

  RUN ANY

  RELEASE PAYJOB1

  RESOURCE (1,CICS)

  ESPNOMSG AJ WAIT4.CICS COMPLETE APPL(WAIT4.0)

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB1

  RUN ANY

ENDJOB

Example: Insert a job when PAYJOB1 completes and suppress response

In the following example, when PAYJOB1 successfully completes, an ESP command is issued to insert PAYJOB99 into
the current generation of the PAYROLL application. The response from the ESP command is suppressed as a result of
specifying ESPNOMSG:

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB1

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE INSERT.JOB

JOB INSERT.JOB LINK PROCESS

  RUN DAILY

  ESPNOMSG AJ PAYJOB99 INSERT APPL(PAYROLL.0)

ENDJOB

ESP Statement: Issue ESP Commands
The ESP statement is used to issue any ESP command from within an ESP procedure.

This command has the following syntax:

ESP command

command
Any valid ESP command.

NOTE

• As part of an application you may want to issue ESP commands. This is useful, for example, when you want
to manipulate jobs, trigger Events, and perform displays.

• Use the ESP or ESPNOMSG statement in an application to issue an ESP command. ESPNOMSG
suppresses responses from the command.

NOTE
Related InformationFor information on issuing ESP commands and having the response from the command
suppressed, see the ESPNOMSG statement.

Example: Trigger an Event

In the following example, the TRIGGER.EVENT link issues the ESP statement to trigger an Event called
CYBER.ACCTJOBS:

JOB TRIGGER.EVENT LINK PROCESS   

  RUN DAILY
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  ESP TRIGGER CYBER.ACCTJOB ADD

ENDJOB

Example: Complete Task when resource available

In the following example, when a resource called 'CICS' becomes available, ESP issues an APPLJOB command to
complete a task called WAIT4.CICS. After WAIT4.CICS completes PAYJOB1 is released:

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB WAIT4.CICS TASK

  RUN ANY

  RELEASE PAYJOB1

  RESOURCE (1,CICS)

  ESP AJ WAIT4.CICS COMPLETE APPL(WAIT4.0)

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB1

  RUN ANY

ENDJOB

Example: Insert a job and complete a Task

In the following example, when PAYJOB1 successfully completes, the ESP statement is issued to insert PAYJOB99 into
the current generation of the BILLING application:

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB1

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE INSERT.JOB

JOB INSERT.JOB LINK PROCESS

  RUN DAILY

  ESP AJ PAYJOB99 INSERT APPL(BILLING.0)

ENDJOB

EVENTCATEGORY Statement: Specify Windows Event Category
The EVENTCATEGORY statement specifies the event category as displayed in the Windows Event Viewer.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the Windows Event Log Monitoring (EVENTLOG_MON) job type.

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

EVENTCATEGORY event_category

event_category
Specifies the event category as displayed in the Windows Event Viewer.
Limits: Up to 256 characters; case-sensitive

NOTE
Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
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Example: Monitor an Application Event Log for Information Events with Category Disk

In this example, the event category Disk is specified for the event log application, event type is INFO, and event ID is
equal to 14. For the specified event log, the event source is Norton AntiVirus.

NOTE
The EVENTSOURCE statement requires single quotes because the text string contains spaces.

EVENTLOG_MON EVLOG.CATEG

   AGENT WINAGENT

   EVENTLOG Application

   EVENTTYPE INFO

   EVENTSOURCE 'Norton AntiVirus'

   EVENTCOMPUTER LLUSER

   EVENTCATEGORY Disk

   EVENTDESCRIPTION Norton

   EVENTID EQ 14

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

EVENTCOMPUTER Statement: Specify Local Computer
The EVENTCOMPUTER statement specifies the name of the local computer to which the Windows event log applies.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the Windows Event Log Monitoring (EVENTLOG_MON) job type.

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

EVENTCOMPUTER computer_name

computer_name
Specifies the local computer name where the event log is monitored.
Limits: Up to 80 characters; case-sensitive

NOTE
Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.

Example: Monitor a Security Log on a Computer

In this example, the computer D9GBJG11 is monitored for an event source of Security.

EVENTLOG_MON EVLOG.COMP

   AGENT WINAGENT

   EVENTLOG Security

   EVENTTYPE AUDITS

   EVENTSOURCE Security

   EVENTCOMPUTER D9GBJG11

   EVENTCATEGORY 'System Event'

   EVENTID GT 0

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB
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EVENTDESCRIPTION Statement: Specify Windows Event Description
The EVENTDESCRIPTION statement specifies the description of the event as displayed in the Windows Event Viewer.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the Windows Event Log Monitoring (EVENTLOG_MON) job type.

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

EVENTDESCRIPTION event_description

event_description
Specifies the event description as displayed in the Windows Event Viewer.
Limits: Up to 256 characters; case-sensitive

NOTE
Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.

Example: Monitor a System Event Log for Particular Errors

In this example, the event description must include the words conflict and state as indicated by the plus signs, but must
exclude the words deny, master, or browser as indicated by the minus signs. The plus sign is the default and its use is
optional.

EVENTLOG_MON EVLOG.DESCRIP1

   AGENT WINAGENT

   EVENTLOG System

   EVENTTYPE Error

   EVENTDESCRIPTION '+conflict +state -deny -master -browser'

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Monitor an Application Log for Events Indicating Normal Shutdown

In this example, the event description must include the words Normal shutdown. This example does not use the plus sign
because, by default, the specified words are included in the search.

EVENTLOG_MON ENLOG.DESCRIP2

   AGENT WINAGENT

   EVENTLOG Application

   EVENTTYPE info

   EVENTDESCRIPTION 'Normal shutdown'

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

EVENTID Statement: Specify Windows Event ID
The EVENTID statement specifies the Windows event IDs to monitor.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the Windows Event Log Monitoring (EVENTLOG_MON) job type.

Syntax
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This statement has the following format:

EVENTID operator id

operator
Specifies the expression operator. Options are the following:
EQ

Specifies the equal to operator. The job monitors events that have IDs equal to the specified value.
LT

Specifies the less than operator. The job monitors events that have IDs less than the specified value.
LE

Specifies the less than or equal to operator. The job monitors events that have IDs less than or equal to
the specified value.

GT
Specifies the greater than operator. The job monitors events that have IDs greater than the specified
value.

GE
Specifies the greater than or equal to operator. The job monitors events that have IDs greater than or
equal to the specified value.

id
Specifies the Windows event ID to monitor.
Limits: Up to 10 digits
Example: 4000

Example: Monitor Events with IDs Equal to 0

This example checks for an event ID less than 1. The job returns the first application event from the application log that
has an event ID equal to 0.

EVENTLOG_MON EVLOG.EVIDT1

   AGENT WINAGENT

   LOGNAME Application

   EVENTID LT 1

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

EVENTLOG_MON Statement: Start a Windows Event Log Monitoring Job
Definition
The EVENTLOG_MON statement starts a Windows Event Log Monitoring job definition in an application. You can define
a Windows Event Log Monitoring job to monitor a Windows event log on a local computer. The monitor returns the most
recent event available or continuously monitors for events in a particular Windows event log.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires WA Agent for Windows.

Syntax

For this statement, refer to the JOB statement syntax.

NOTE
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• LM is the short form of EVENTLOG_MON.
• To schedule Windows Event Log Monitoring jobs, you must load the workload object module CYBESOLM.

Load CYBESOLM with the WOBDEF command or with the WOBDEF initialization parameter.
• Windows operating systems record events in three kinds of logs:
Application log

The application log contains events logged by applications or programs. For example, a database
program might record a file error in the application log.

System log
The system log contains events logged by the Windows 2000 system components. For example, the
failure of a driver or other system component to load during startup is recorded in the system log.

Security log
The security log can record security events such as valid and invalid logon attempts, as well as events
related to resource use, such as creating, opening, or deleting files.

For more information on Windows logs, select Start, Settings, Control Panel, Administrative Tools, Event
Viewer. Select any of the three log categories and double-click to view its property page.

Required Statements

To define a Windows Event Log Monitoring job, you must specify the following statements:

• AGENT (at the workload object or the application level)
• EVENTLOG

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for a Windows Event Log Monitoring job:

• EVENTCATEGORY
• EVENTCOMPUTER
• EVENTDESCRIPTION
• EVENTID
• EVENTSOURCE
• EVENTTIME
• EVENTTYPE
• JOBCLASS
• USER
• WAITMODE

Example: Monitor a System Event Log for Warnings

In this example, a system event log is monitored for an event type of WARN, event source of MrxSmb, and event category
of None.

LM EVENTLOG.TEST1

   AGENT WINAGENT

   EVENTLOG System

   EVENTTYPE WARN

   EVENTSOURCE MrxSmb

   EVENTCATEGORY None

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Monitor an Application Log Continuously
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In this example, the event log for applications is monitored continuously, and an Alert ELOG will be issued for all instances
of an event type of INFO, where the event source is LLDSAPNT223, the event description contains the word started, and
the event ID is less than or equal to 4000.

EVENTLOG_MON EVENTLOG.TEST2

   AGENT WINAGENT

   EVENTLOG Application CONTINUOUS(ELOG)

   EVENTTYPE info

   EVENTCATEGORY None

   EVENTSOURCE LLDSAPNT223

   EVENTDESCRIPTION started

   EVENTID LE 4000

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

EVENTLOG Statement: Specify Name of Windows Event Log
The EVENTLOG statement specifies the name of the Windows event log to monitor.

Supported Job Type

This statement is required for the Windows Event Log Monitoring (EVENTLOG_MON) job type.

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

EVENTLOG log_name [CONTINUOUS(*|alertid|eventid)]

log_name
Specifies the name of the event log.
Limits: Up to 256 characters; case-sensitive

CONTINUOUS (*|alertid|eventid)
(Optional) Specifies the identifier of an event or alert to be triggered when the specified event log monitoring
conditions occur. Defines the job as continuous. To end continuous monitoring, you must complete the job
manually. If you do not specify this operand, the job completes when the specified event log monitoring conditions
occur.
*

Retriggers the event that invoked the application that owns the specified job.
alertid

Specifies the alert identifier to be triggered.
Limits: Up to 4 alphanumeric characters; the first character must be alphabetic

NOTE

The alert must have been previously defined using the ALERTDEF command.

eventid
Specifies the event name to be triggered. An event name consists of a prefix and a descriptive name,
separated by a period. The prefix specifies the name of a group ID. The prefix can be up to eight
alphanumeric characters. The descriptive name can be up to 16 alphanumeric characters and can include
the underscore and national characters (@, #, $). The first character of the descriptive name must be
alphabetic.
You must be authorized to trigger events in the specified group.
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NOTE
You cannot use the WAITMODE statement with the CONTINUOUS operand in the EVENTLOG
statement, they are mutually exclusive.

NOTE
LOGNAME is an alias of EVENTLOG.

Example: Monitor a System Event Log

In this example, the EVENTLOG.TEST1 job monitors a system event log for an event type of WARN, event source of
MrxSmb, and event category of None.

EVENTLOG_MON EVENTLOG.TEST1

   AGENT WINAGENT

   EVENTLOG System

   EVENTTYPE WARN

   EVENTSOURCE MrxSmb

   EVENTCATEGORY None

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Monitor a System Event Log and Complete the Monitor

In this example, the EVENTLOG.TEST1 job monitors a system event log for an event type of WARN, and event source of
MrxSmb. When the monitor conditions are met, the monitor completes due to the optional WAITMODE WAIT statement.

EVENTLOG_MON EVENTLOG.TEST1

   AGENT WINAGENT

   EVENTLOG System

   EVENTTYPE WARN

   EVENTSOURCE MrxSmb

   WAITMODE WAIT

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Monitor a System Event Log and Report the Status

In this example, the EVENTLOG.TEST1 job monitors a system event log for an event type of WARN, and event source of
MrxSmb.The optional WAITMODE NOW statement takes an immediate snapshot of the monitor results and reports the
status.

EVENTLOG_MON EVENTLOG.TEST1

   AGENT WINAGENT

   EVENTLOG System

   EVENTTYPE WARN

   EVENTSOURCE MrxSmb

   WAITMODE NOW

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Monitor an Application Event Log Continuously

In this example, the event log for applications is monitored continuously, and an alert ELOG is issued for all instances of
an event type of INFO, where the event source is LLDSAPNT223, the event description contains the word started, and the
event ID is less than or equal to 4000.
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EVENTLOG_MON EVENTLOG.TEST2

   AGENT WINAGENT

   EVENTLOG Application CONTINUOUS(ELOG)

   EVENTTYPE info

   EVENTCATEGORY None

   EVENTSOURCE LLDSAPNT223

   EVENTDESCRIPTION started

   EVENTID LE 4000

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

EVENTSOURCE Statement: Specify Windows Event Source
The EVENTSOURCE statement specifies the Windows event source.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the Windows Event Log Monitoring (EVENTLOG_MON) job type.

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

EVENTSOURCE source_name

source_name
Specifies the event source as displayed in the Windows Event Viewer.
Limits: Up to 256 characters; case-sensitive

NOTE
Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.

Example: Monitor a System Event Log for Errors

In this example, the event source is Service Control Manager. Since this text contains spaces, single quotes are used.

EVENTLOG_MON EVLOG.SOURCE

   AGENT WINAGENT

   EVENTLOG System

   EVENTTYPE ERROR

   EVENTSOURCE 'Service Control Manager'

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

EVENT Statement: Specify the SAP Event to Monitor or Trigger
The EVENT statement specifies the SAP event to monitor or trigger.

Supported Job Type

This statement is required for the SAP Event Monitor (SAPE_JOB) job type.

Syntax

This statement has the following format:
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EVENT 'event_name' TRIGGER|REGISTER [PARM(event_parameter)]

     [CONTINUOUS(*|alertid|eventid)]

event_name
Specifies the name of the SAP event to monitor or trigger.
Limits: Up to 32 valid SAP characters; case-sensitive

TRIGGER|REGISTER
Specifies the action to take.
TRIGGER

Triggers the SAP event.
REGISTER

Monitors for the SAP event.
PARM(event_parameter)

(Optional) Specifies the name of the SAP event parameter.
Limits: Up to 65 valid SAP characters

CONTINUOUS (*|alertid|eventid)
(Optional) Specifies the identifier of an event or alert to be triggered when the SAP event is triggered (raised).
Defines the job as continuous. To end continuous monitoring, you must complete the job manually. If you do not
specify this operand, the job completes when the SAP event is triggered (raised). SAP associates the alertid and
eventid values with its event.
*

Retriggers the event that invoked the application that owns the specified job.
alertid

Specifies the alert identifier to be triggered.
Limits: Up to 4 alphanumeric characters; the first character must be alphabetic

NOTE

The alert must have been previously defined using the ALERTDEF command.

eventid
Specifies the event name to be triggered. An event name consists of a prefix and a descriptive name,
separated by a period. The prefix specifies the name of a group ID. The prefix can be up to eight
alphanumeric characters. The descriptive name can be up to 16 alphanumeric characters and can include
the underscore and national characters (@, #, $). The first character of the descriptive name must be
alphabetic.
You must be authorized to trigger events in the specified group.

NOTE
The CONTINUOUS operand is only applicable to the REGISTER action. The REGISTER action
performs the monitoring of SAP events.

NOTE
Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.

Example: Monitor for SAP event

In this example, the SAP event SAP_Event is monitored.

APPL SAPSAMPLE

SAPE_JOB CYBERSAP1

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT
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   EVENT 'SAP_Event' REGISTER PARM(2)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Trigger SAP event

In this example, the SAP event SAP_Event is triggered.

APPL SAPSAMPLE

SAPE_JOB CYBERSAP3

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   EVENT 'SAP_Event' TRIGGER PARM(2)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Trigger Event When SAP Event is Raised

In this example, the SAP event SAP_Event is monitored and when the SAP event is raised, the ESP event
CYBER.SAPEVENT is triggered directly. No alert is required to trigger the ESP event.

APPL SAPSAMPLE

SAPE_JOB CYBERSAP2

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   EVENT 'SAP_Event' REGISTER CONTINUOUS(CYBER.SAPEVENT)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

EVENTTIME Statement: Specify Date and Time of Windows Event Log
The EVENTTIME statement specifies the date and time of a Windows event log. The job monitors for an event log that
occurs on or after the specified date and time.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the Windows Event Log Monitoring (EVENTLOG_MON) job type.

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

EVENTTIME FROM(time)

time
Defines the date and time of the event log. The agent monitors an event log that occurs on or after the specified
date and time.
Limits: Up to 80 characters

NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• You can specify a valid schedule criteria expression that resolves to a single date and time. If the schedule

criteria expression is invalid, error message 4818 is issued.

Example: Monitor an Application Log
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In this example, the agent monitors for an application log starting at 6:30 a.m. on December 11, 2005. When the job finds
an application log that occurs any time on or after that date and time, the job completes successfully.

EVENTLOG_MON MONITORLOGJOB

   AGENT WINAGENT

   EVENTLOG Application

   EVENTTYPE info

   EVENTCATEGORY None

   EVENTSOURCE LLDSAPNT223

   EVENTTIME FROM('06:30:00AM dec 11 2005')

   RUN Feb 10, 2006

ENDJOB

EVENTTYPE Statement: Specify Windows Event Type
The EVENTTYPE statement specifies the event type to monitor in the Windows event log.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the Windows Event Log Monitoring (EVENTLOG_MON) job type.

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

EVENTTYPE ERROR|WARN|INFO|AUDITS|AUDITF

ERROR
Specifies the Error event type.

WARN
Specifies the Warning event type.

INFO
Specifies the Information event type.

AUDITS
Specifies the Success Audit event type.

AUDITF
Specifies the Failure Audit event type.

Example: Monitor an Application Event Log for Info Events

In this example, the event type is INFO.

EVENTLOG_MON EVLOG.INFOMON

   AGENT WINAGENT

   EVENTLOG Application

   EVENTTYPE INFO

   EVENTSOURCE Userenv

   EVENTCOMPUTER LLUSER

   EVENTCATEGORY None

   EVENTID EQ 1000

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB
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Example: Monitor a Security Event Log for Audit Success Events

In this example, the Security log is monitored continuously for a successful audit of a security access attempt. The event
category is System Event, the term "succeeded" is excluded, but the words "Audit" and "log" are included in the event
description.

EVENTLOG_MON EVENTMON.CONT2

   AGENT WINAGENT

   EVENTLOG Security CONTINUOUS(ELOG)

   EVENTTYPE AUDITS

   EVENTCATEGORY 'System Event'

   EVENTDESCRIPTION '-succeeded +Audit log'

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

EXITCODE Statement: Identify Success or Failure by Exit Code
The EXITCODE statement specifies exit codes that indicate the success or failure of a job. If you do not specify the
EXITCODE statement, a job is considered to have completed successfully only if a return code of zero (0) is issued.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• AIX (AIX_JOB)
• HP-UX (HPUX_JOB)
• i5/OS (AS400_JOB)
• Linux (LINUX_JOB)
• Micro Focus (MF_JOB)
• OpenVMS (OPENVMS_JOB)
• Remote Execution (PROXY_JOB)
• Solaris (SUN_JOB)
• Tandem NSK (TANDEM_JOB) -- Version 2.0 only
• UNIX (UNIX_JOB)
• Windows (NT_JOB)

Syntax

This statement has the following syntax:

EXITCODE code [SUCCESS|FAILURE]

code
Defines a single exit code or a range of exit codes.
Limits: The maximum length is 41 characters, which allows two 20-digit exit codes plus one dash (-) between
them to indicate a range. The minimum exit code value is 0 and the maximum value is 18446744073709551615,
except for the Remote Execution job type where the maximum value is 2147483647.
Examples: 4, 10000000000000000000, 0-9999, 10000000000000000000-18446744073709551615

SUCCESS
(Optional) Indicates that the specified exit codes are treated as job success. This is the default.

FAILURE
(Optional) Indicates that the specified exit codes are treated as job failure.
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NOTE

General Notes

Use the EXITCODE statement to indicate an exit code other than 0 or a range of codes as job success.

You can specify multiple exit codes using multiple EXITCODE statements. There is no limit to the number of
EXITCODE statements that you can use.

If you specify multiple exit codes, enter the most specific codes first followed by the ranges.

Use the EXITCODE statement within the boundaries of a job definition to apply to a single job or outside the
boundaries of the job definition to apply to the entire application.

Notes for Micro Focus Jobs (MF_JOB)

For Micro Focus job completion codes that have a character prefix, you need to adjust the value that you specify in
EXITCODE. You must specify the numeric part of the completion code plus an offset value.

Here are the offset values to add for various completion code prefixes:

U    User abend:          1000000

S    System abend:        1100000

RU   RU error:            1200000

UN   Unknown error:       1300000

RTS  RTS error:           1400000

CON  Job concluded error: 1500000

SEP  SEP termination:     1600000

For example, to treat a CON03 completion code as a success, add 3 to 1500000 and specify that in EXITCODE as
follows:

EXITCODE (1500003,s)

For system abend completion codes (prefix "S"), ignore the reason code suffix when you adjust the value that you specify.
For example, the value that you specify for code S806-04 is 806 plus 1100000, or 1100806.

Notes for Remote Execution Jobs (PROXY_JOB)

When using the PROXY_JOB job type and multiple REMOTE_COMMAND statements, the return code of only the last
executed REMOTE_COMMAND statement is the one the WA Agent for Remote Execution tests using EXITCODE.

When using the PROXY_JOB job type for OpenVMS, if no exitcode is specified, OpenVMS takes the number 1 as being
successful. This is the OpenVMS default.

Example: Define Multiple EXITCODE Statements

In this example, EXITCODE specifies the following conditions:

• Exit codes in the range from 0 to 9999 indicate a successful job completion
• Exit code 19 and exit codes in the range from 10000 to 18446744073709551615 indicate a job failure.

EXITCODE 19 FAILURE

EXITCODE 0-9999 SUCCESS

EXITCODE 10000-18446744073709551615 FAILURE
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EXIT Statement: Quit ESP Procedures
The EXIT statement is used to quit from your current point in an ESP procedure.

Type

Control Language (CLANG) statement

Syntax

EXIT

Usage notes:

• Use EXIT to quit from your current point in a procedure.
• When ESP encounters the EXIT command during procedure scanning in the first sub-phase, ESP stops scanning the

current procedure. The control returns to the invoking procedure or to the event level. The scanning continues from
the point of invocation. All accumulated requests are preserved and execute during the second sub-phase. For more
information about application processing, see Use Applications.

• ESP selects the EXIT statement for execution according to the following rules:
– In the generation phase, only application level EXITs are valid for execution. EXITs defined on a job level are

ignored.
– In the processing phase, both application level EXITs and job level EXITs for the processed job are valid. Job level

EXITs specified in other jobs are ignored.
• EXIT does not affect requests that are accumulated during the actual scan of the application. All accumulated requests

are preserved and are executed during the second sub-phase.
– ESP continues to process pending requests up to the point at which you use EXIT. ESP also processes any action

statements in the calling Event, or other procedures invoked in the same Event.
– During the application generation phase, ESP generates the Application Tracking Record (ATR).
– During the application processing phase, EXIT within the scope of a JOB statement causes ESP to process all

statements up to the EXIT and submit the job.

NOTE

More Information:

• JUMPTO Statement: Jump to Next Label 
• QUIT Statement: Quit Procedures
• Use Control Language in Procedures.

Example: Invoke an alternative procedure and exit

In the following example, if today is December 31, ESP invokes an alternative procedure called
'PROD.PROC.CNTL(YEPAY)' and then exits. On all other days that this application is invoked, the regular procedure is
invoked:

PAYROLL:ESPPROC

IF TODAY('DEC 31') THEN -

DO

  INVOKE 'CYBER.PROC.CNTL(YEPAY)'

  EXIT

ENDDO

/* REGULAR PROCEDURE */

Example: If CICS active, tell operator to shut it down
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In the following example, if CICS is active on the current system, ESP jumps to the label called STOP. ESP issues the
operator command, schedules re-execution in five minutes, and exits this procedure.

If CICS is not active on the current system, ESP jumps to the label called GO and issues a command to trigger an Event:

IF ACTIVE('CICS') THEN JUMPTO STOP

ELSE JUMPTO GO

STOP:

VS 'F CICS,SHUTDOWN'

REEXEC IN(5)

EXIT

GO:

VS 'F ESP,TRIGGER PROD.NIGHTLY'

Example: If today is Christmas, exit

In the following example:

• If today is CHRISTMAS, ESP quits the procedure and no instructions are processed.
• If today is not CHRISTMAS but it is a holiday, ESP sends a message and exits the procedure at that point.
• If none of the above conditions are true, ESP sends a message indicating it will continue processing.

IF TODAY('CHRISTMAS') THEN QUIT

IF TODAY('HOLIDAY') THEN DO

  SEND 'NO WORK TODAY' U(BOSS)

  EXIT

ENDDO

SEND 'LET US CONTINUE PROCESSING' U(CYB01)

Example: If today is Friday, exit

In the following example, if today is FRIDAY, ESP sends the message and exits the procedure at that point:

IF ESPSDAY = 'FRIDAY' THEN DO

  SEND 'NO PROCESSING TODAY' U(USR01)

  EXIT

ENDDO

Example: Using EXIT and QUIT

In the following example, when the PAYROLL application is generated on a Monday:

• PAYJOB1 is submitted
• PAYJOB2 is not submitted and receives an error.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB1

  RUN WORKDAYS

  RELEASE PAYJOB2

  IF TODAY('MONDAY') THEN -

    EXIT

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB2
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  RUN WORKDAY

  IF TODAY('MONDAY') THEN -

    QUIT

ENDJOB

The following is an example of the CSF display when the above application is generated:

ESP  Consolidated Status: View PAYROLL --  Row 1 of 2, Col 1

COMMAND ===>                                                        SCR ===> PAGE

       Jobname    APPL          PNODE          STATUS

___ PAYJOB1  PAYROLL  COMPLETE  COMPLETED AT 13.14 21 APR

___ PAYJOB2   PAYROLL  SUBERROR     Submit Error, Quit

EXPEDITE Statement: Associate ESP Expedite Policy
The EXPEDITE application statement is used to associate an ESP Expedite policy with an ESP application. When
EXPEDITE is specified within the scope of a job in the application, it designates the Expedite policy for that job only. When
EXPEDITE is specified outside the scope of any job in the application, it designates the default Expedite policy for that
application.

Type: ESP WA Service Governor

Authorization: Access to the EXPEDITE.policyname security profile.

Syntax:

This statement has the following syntax:

EXPEDITE name|OFF

• name
Specifies a 1-8 character Expedite policy name.

• OFF
Indicates no Expedite policy will be associated with the application or with a job inside the application.

NOTE

 

• To define or alter an Expedite policy, ask your ESP administrator to use the EXPEDITE command. For
information on the EXPEDITE command, see “EXPEDITE Command: Define or Alter Expedite Policy”.

• For information on the EXPEDITE initialization parameter, see "EXPEDITE: Define expedite policy".

Examples

For this example, the following Expedite policy definitions exist:

EXPEDITE FAST ADD OVERDUE PRIORITY(15) SRVCLASS(FAST)

EXPEDITE SUPER ADD OVERDUE START SRVCLASS(SUPER)

Example application

APPL DAILYRUN

JCLLIB 'DEPT01.JCLLIB'

EXPEDITE FAST
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JOB JOB001

  DUEOUT EXEC REALNOW PLUS 10 MINUTES

  RELEASE JOB002

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

JOB JOB002

  EXPEDITE OFF

  RELEASE JOB003

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

JOB JOB003

  EXPEDITE SUPER

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

JOB JOB004

  EXPEDITE OFF

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Job JOB001 is associated with Expedite policy FAST, and will be expedited if it has not completed successfully 10 minutes
after the trigger time of the corresponding Event.

Job JOB002 is not associated with any Expedite policy, and therefore cannot be expedited.

Job JOB003 is associated with Expedite policy SUPER, but can only be expedited manually (for example, by the XP CSF
line command) as it has no due-out specification and Expedite policy SUPER does not specify CRITICAL_PATH as a
criterion.

Job JOB004 is not associated with any Expedite policy, and therefore cannot be expedited.

NOTE

 The above example is intended primarily to illustrate the capabilities of the EXPEDITE application statement.
Typically most applications will have a single, global scope, EXPEDITE statement to govern all jobs in the
application.

EXPIRATION Statement: Specify Expiration of SAP Spool Request
The EXPIRATION statement specifies how many days a spool request is to remain in the spool system before the spool
request is deleted.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Batch Input Session (BDC_JOB)
• SAP Data Archiving (SAPA_JOB)
• SAP R/3 (SAP_JOB)

Syntax

This statement has the following syntax:

EXPIRATION days

days
Specifies the number of days before the spool request is deleted. The value corresponds to the SAPGUI Spool
options, Spool retention per field on the Background Print Parameters dialog.
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Limits: 1-9

NOTE

If you specify 9 days, the spool request is not deleted.

NOTE

• Use the EXPIRATION statement before the first ABAPNAME statement to set the default value for
subsequent steps.

• Use the EXPIRATION statement within the boundaries of the step definition (between two ABAPNAME
statements or between an ABAPNAME statement and the end of the job definition) to define the value for
that step.

Example: Delete Spool Request After Three Days

In this example, the spool request for ABAP BTCTEST is deleted from the spool system after three days.

APPL SAPTEST

SAP_JOB SAPTEST

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   SAPUSER J01PROD

   RUN DAILY

   ABAPNAME BTCTEST

      VARIANT TEST

      EXPIRATION 3

ENDJOB

EXTJOB Statement: Override the Name of a Job to Monitor on Workload
Automation AE
The EXTJOB statement enables you to specify up to 128-characters for a job name that overrides the 64-character job
name allowed in an EXTSCH statement. This accommodates the larger job names allowed by Workload Automation AE.
You can also use the EXTJOB statement for jobs with short job names.

Syntax:

This command has the following syntax:

EXTJOB workload_object_name 

workload_object_name
Specifies the name of the job to be monitored on Workload Automation AE; this can be up to 128 characters long,
is case-sensitive, and requires quotes if it contains delimiters.

Example: Using the EXTJOB statement in an EXTSCH job definition

This example shows how to override the job specified in the EXTSCH statement. Job DBTRIG_JOB would normally
be monitored by ESP, but with the presence of the EXTJOB statement, job CMD_JOB is monitored. Additionally, the
SCHEDULED operand is honored; therefore, ESP monitors for a job named CMD_JOB, that is scheduled to run at 13:05
PM today until Friday at 5 PM.

EXTSCH DBTRIG_JOB SCHEDULED('13:05 PM TODAY UNTIL FRI 5 PM')

  EXTJOB CMD_JOB 

  EXTSCHEDULER AUTOSYS
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  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Using the EXTJOB statement to monitor a long job name

This example shows how to override the 64-character job name allowed in an EXTSCH statement, with a job name up to
128-characters long. Job DBTRIG_JOB is required as a placeholder for the EXTSCH workload object definition.

EXTSCH DBTRIG_JOB SCHEDULED('13:05 PM TODAY UNTIL FRI 5 PM')

  EXTJOB xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

  EXTSCHEDULER AUTOSYS

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Using EXTJOB and symbolic variables for monitoring

This example shows an ESP application that monitors for a daily report job that is submitted by Workload Automation AE.
A symbolic variable is used for daily monitoring of job names with the following format: ACCOUNTINGREPORT06042009,
ACCOUNTINGREPORT06052009 etc. Job POSTREPORT is submitted by ESP when the accounting report job
completes. Job PAYJOBB is required as a placeholder for the EXTSCH workload object definition.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CA.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOBA

  RELEASE PAYJOBB

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB 

EXTSCH PAYJOBB SCHEDULED('8AM TODAY UNTIL 8PM')

  EXTJOB ACCOUNTINGREPORT%ESPSMM%ESPSDD%ESPSYEAR

  EXTSCHEDULER AUTOSYS

  RUN DAILY

  REL POSTREPORT 

ENDJOB

JOB POSTREPORT

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

EXTMON Statement: Monitor Workload Scheduled by Workload Automation DE
With the difference that it monitors a job run and monitored by an external scheduler, the EXTMON workload object
operates the same way as the JOB workload object using the EXTERNAL operand. The external scheduler is Workload
Automation DE. Both schedulers communicate the status of externally referenced jobs to each other through an R5 or
Later Agent.

For the syntax of this statement, refer to the JOB statement syntax.

NOTE

Usage Notes: 

To use the EXTMON feature, you must load the EXTMON workload object module. The EXTMON workload
object module is CYBESOEX. This is loaded with the WOBDEF command or with the WOBDEF initialization
parameter.
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You must also define the default agent of the external Workload Automation DE scheduler in your agent
definition file and load that file using the LOADAGDF initialization parameter or command. The agent definition
file uses:

• The AGENT initialization parameter to specify the agent name
• The MANAGER initialization parameter to specify the name used by the agent to communicate with ESP.

Refer to the AGENT initialization parameter for information about the AGENT initialization parameter and the
agent definition file.

The agent's AGENTPARM.TXT file must contain a communicationmanagerid for each scheduler with which
it communicates. The communicationmanagerid for ESP is the manager name defined in the MANAGER
initialization parameter.

You must specify an EXTSCHEDULER statement and an AGENT statement. These statements can be
included:

• In the EXTMON workload object definition if the statement applies only to the object.
• In the application containing the EXTMON workload object if the statement applies to every EXTMON

workload object within that application occurring after the EXTSCHEDULER statement.

Also refer to the JOB statement usage notes.

Example

In the following example, the EXTMON statement is used to build a dependency between jobs running in different
schedulers. PAYJOB3 is submitted by Workload Automation DE:

• The AGENTPARM.TXT file of agent AGENTR5 has communicationmanagerid set to DSERIESMANAGER to identify
the specific instance of Workload Automation DE running the PAYJOB3 job.

• The agent name defined in the ESP agent definition file is AGENTR5.

PAYJOB4 is released when PAYJOB3 completes. If PAYJOB4 is not completed by 9 pm, it is flagged as overdue.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

EXTMON PAYJOB3

  EXTSCHEDULER DSERIESMANAGER

  AGENT AGENTR5

  RUN DAILY

  REL PAYJOB4

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB4

  DUEOUT EXEC 9PM

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

The following example shows the relevant portion of the AGENTPARM.TXT file:

#

# Communications

#

communication.managerid_1=DSERIESMANAGER

communication.manageraddress_1=xxx.xx.xx.xx

communication.managerport_1=7507

communication.monitorobject_1=AGENTR5/AGENTMON.0/MAIN

#
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communication.managerid_2=WORKLOADMANAGER

communication.manageraddress_2=yyy.yy.yy.yy

communication.managerport_2=9999

communication.monitorobject_2=AGENTR5/AGENTMON.0/MAIN

EXTSCHEDULER Statement: Name of External Scheduler
The EXTSCHEDULER statement specifies which scheduler runs a job referred to by an EXTMON or EXTSCH statement.

This command has the following syntax:

EXTSCHEDULER managername

managername
Specifies the name of the external scheduler running a job referred by an EXTMON or EXTSCH statement.
managername is 16 characters long maximum. It must match one of the manager IDs in the Agent's definition file.

Example

EXTSCHEDULER DSERIESMANAGER

EXTSCH Statement: Monitor Workload Scheduled by Workload Automation AE
The EXTSCH statement defines a workload object that monitors a job scheduled on Workload Automation AE. ESP and
Workload Automation AE communicate the status of externally-referenced jobs to each other directly, no agent is used.

Syntax

For the EXTSCH statement, refer to the JOB statement syntax.

For ESP v11.3, the only external operand that is valid with EXTSCH is SCHEDULED.

NOTE

• ES is the short form of EXTSCH
• To schedule EXTSCH jobs, you must load the workload object module CYBESOES. Load CYBESOES with

the WOBDEF command or with the WOBDEF initialization parameter.

Required Statements

To define an EXTSCH job, you must specify the following statement:

• EXTSCHEDULER

You must do the following:

• Define Workload Automation AE in the ESP Agent Definition file (AGENTDEF) as a COMMCHAN entry.

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for an EXTSCH job:

• EXTJOB

Example: Defining Workload Automation AE in the AGENTDEF file

This example defines Workload Automation AE in the AGENTDEF file. The COMMCHAN entry requires the PREFIX
operand set to 2 for Workload Automation AE; this indicates all messages Workload Automation AE receives have
standard message headers.
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COMMCHAN AUTOSYS ADDRESS(xxx.xx.xx.xx) PORT(5150) ASCII TCPIP PREF(2)

Example: Make an ESP job dependant on a Workload Automation AE job.

In this example, the EXTSCH statement allows you to monitor for a job named PAYJOBB on an external scheduler named
AUTOSYS. The optional SCHEDULED operand specifies that ESP monitors for a job named PAYJOBB that is scheduled
to run at 13:05 PM today until Friday at 5 PM. Job PAYJOBC is submitted by ESP when PAYJOBB completes.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CA.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOBA

  RELEASE PAYJOBB

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB 

EXTSCH PAYJOBB SCHEDULED('13:05 PM TODAY UNTIL FRI 5 PM')

  EXTSCHEDULER AUTOSYS

  RUN DAILY

  REL PAYJOBC 

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOBC

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

NOTE

ESP does not monitor LINK jobs.

FAILUREMSG Statement : Specify Failure Message for ABAP
The FAILUREMSG statement specifies a string that indicates the failure of the SAP step (ABAP). If the string matches the
SAP ABAP output for the step, the step is considered failed.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the SAP R/3 (SAP_JOB) job type.

Syntax

This statement has the following syntax:

FAILUREMSG 'message'

message
Specifies a string that indicates the failure of the step. If the string matches the SAP ABAP output for the step, the
step is considered failed even if the step succeeds on the SAP system.
Limits: Up to 128 valid SAP characters; case-sensitive

Example: Specify Failure Message for an ABAP

In this example, if the job is successful, ESP will treat the job as failed if the string 'Internal problem' is found in the ABAP
spool output.

APPL SAPTEST

SAP_JOB SAPTEST

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT
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   SAPUSER J01PROD

   RUN DAILY

   ABAPNAME BTCTEST

      VARIANT TEST

      FAILUREMSG 'Internal problem'

ENDJOB

FILE_TRIGGER Statement: Start a File Trigger Job Definition
The FILE_TRIGGER statement starts a File Trigger job definition in an application. You can use a File Trigger job to
monitor file activity and release jobs that are based on that activity or trigger an Alert. You can define a File Trigger job for
UNIX, Windows, i5/OS, or HP Integrity NonStop systems. The File Trigger job can monitor when a file is created, updated,
deleted, expanded, or shrunk, and when a file exists or does not exist.

Syntax

For this statement, refer to the JOB statement syntax in the ESP Command Reference Guide.

NOTE

• To run these jobs, your system requires one of the following agents: WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows,
WA Agent for i5/OS, or WA Agent for HP Integrity NonStop.

• FM is the short form of FILE_TRIGGER.
• To schedule File Trigger jobs, you must load the workload object module CYBESOFM. Load CYBESOFM

with the WOBDEF command or with the WOBDEF initialization parameter.
• To run a File Trigger job that monitors a file on a remote Windows system, do the following:

– Verify with your agent administrator that the agent is running as a Windows service under the local system
account.

– Ask your ESP administrator to define a user ID and password in ESP, using the PASSWORD command,
that has access to the file you want to monitor on the remote Windows system.

– Specify the file name in the FILE_TRIGGER job definition using UNC (Universal Naming Convention).
– Specify the user ID and the domain the user ID belongs to using the USER statement in the job definition.

Required Statements

To define a File Trigger job, you must specify the following statements:

• AGENT (at the workload object or the application level)
• FILENAME

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for a File Trigger job:

• JOBCLASS
• USER

Example: Trigger When /usr/sched/data is Updated

In this example, WAIT4.DLY is used to build a job level dependency on when the file /usr/sched/data is updated.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYB.ESP.JCL'

FILE_TRIGGER WAIT4.DLY

   AGENT UNIX_NY

   FILENAME /usr/sched/data UPDATE
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   RUN DAILY

   REL B

JOB B

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Trigger When a File on a Remote Windows Computer is Updated

In this example, payroll.dat is a file on a remote Windows system named CYBNT. The paydata job monitors payroll.dat for
an update. The job runs under JSMITH, which is a user ID in the CYBDOM domain and has access to the AccountingFiles
directory. JSMITH's password is defined in ESP using the PASSWORD command.

APPL PAYROLL

FILE_TRIGGER paydata

   AGENT SYSAGENT

   FILENAME \\CYBNT\AccountingFiles\payroll.dat UPDATE

   RUN DAILY

   USER CYBDOM\JSMITH

ENDJOB

Example: Using Wildcards to Specify a File Name

A File Trigger job (JOBDATA) on a Windows system completes if any file with a file name that starts with PID, ends with
four characters, and has any extension is created in the /usr/data directory.

APPL NEWFILE

FILE_TRIGGER JOBDATA

   AGENT WINAGENT

   FILENAME 'd:\others\PID????.*' CREATE

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

FILENAME Statement: Specify File to Monitor
The FILENAME statement specifies the name of the file to monitor for activity within a File Trigger job. The FILENAME
statement also specifies the monitor conditions for the file trigger.

You can retrieve the names of the files that cause triggering with the JOBDATA and WOBDATA CLANG statements, using
the job-level variable DSNAME.

Supported Job Type

This statement is required for the File Trigger (FILE_TRIGGER) job type.

Syntax

This statement has the following syntax:

FILENAME file_name

{CREATE [SIZE(integer[K|M])] 

        [OWNER(owner)][GROUP(group)]

        [NOCHANGE(min)]

        [CONTINUOUS(*|alertid|eventid)]

        [RECURSIVE]}
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{DELETE [OWNER(owner)][GROUP(group)]

        [CONTINUOUS(*|alertid|eventid)]

        [RECURSIVE]}

{EXIST [OWNER(owner)][GROUP(group)]

       [RECURSIVE]}

{EXPAND SIZE(integer[K|M])|DELTA(integer[K|M])|PERCENT(integer)

        [OWNER(owner)][GROUP(group)]

        [NOCHANGE(min)]

        [CONTINUOUS(*|alertid|eventid)]

        [RECURSIVE]}

{NOTEXIST [OWNER(owner)][GROUP(group)] 

          [RECURSIVE]}

{SHRINK SIZE(integer [K|M])|DELTA(integer [K|M])|PERCENT(integer)

        [OWNER(owner)][GROUP(group)]

        [NOCHANGE(min)]

        [CONTINUOUS(*|alertid|eventid)]

        [RECURSIVE]}

{UPDATE [OWNER(owner)][GROUP(group)]

        [NOCHANGE(min)]

        [CONTINUOUS(*|alertid|eventid]

        [RECURSIVE]}

Syntax for HP Integrity NonStop Jobs

FILENAME file_name

{CREATE CONTINUOUS(*|alertid|eventid)}

{UPDATE CONTINUOUS(*|alertid|eventid)}

Syntax Description for HP Integrity NonStop Jobs

file_name
Specifies the path to and name of the file to monitor. The file_name contains three fields and they are not cases-
sensitive. Each field cannot be longer than eight characters; separate each field with a period.
Limits: Wildcards are not allowed.

Syntax Description for Full FILENAME Statement

file_name
Specifies the path to and name of the file to monitor.
Limits: Up to 128 characters; case-sensitive
UNIX/Windows: You can use wildcards and spaces in your UNIX and Windows file names and paths.
i5/OS:

• To specify a file in the root file system, use UNIX path and file syntax.
• To specify an object in QSYS, use one of the following syntax:

Path format

/QSYS.LIB/libraryname.LIB/objectname.type/

To specify *FILE objects, use the following syntax:

/QSYS.LIB/libraryname.LIB/objectname.FILE/membername.MBR

i5/OS standard syntax
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libraryname/objectname/type

To specify *FILE objects, use the following syntax:

libraryname/objectname/*FILE(membername)

ESP Agent Version 2 syntax

objectname.libraryname.type

To specify *FILE objects, use the following syntax:

objectname.libraryname.FILE.membername

Notes:
– libraryname, objectname, type, and membername can be up to 10 characters long each.
– You can use *ALL to match any name.
– You can use *FIRST for membername.
– You can use generic names for libraryname and objectname.

File Trigger Types

Specify one of the following file trigger types to monitor. For each trigger type, you can specify additional criteria.

CREATE
Indicates that the file trigger occurs when the file is created. This is the default file trigger type.

DELETE
Indicates that the file trigger occurs when the file is deleted.

EXIST
Indicates that the file trigger occurs if the file exists. If the file does not exist, the job fails.

EXPAND
Indicates that the file trigger occurs when the file size increases. If the file does not exist, the job fails.
Note: If you specify the EXPAND file trigger type, you must specify one of the SIZE, DELTA, or PERCENT
operands.

NOTEXIST
Indicates that the file trigger occurs if the file does not exist. If the file exists, the job fails.

SHRINK
Indicates that the file trigger occurs when the file size decreases. If the file does not exist, the job fails.
Note: If you specify the SHRINK file trigger type, you must specify one of the SIZE, DELTA, or PERCENT
operands.

UPDATE
Indicates that the file trigger occurs when the file is updated.

Additional Criteria

You can specify the following additional criteria depending on the file trigger type. For information on the criteria that
applies to each trigger type, refer to the Syntax.

CONTINUOUS(*|alertid|eventid)
(Optional) Specifies the identifier of an event or alert to be triggered when the specified file trigger conditions
occur. Defines the job as continuous. To end continuous monitoring, you must complete the job manually. If you
do not specify this operand, the job completes when the specified file trigger conditions occur.
*

Retriggers the event that invoked the application that owns the specified job.
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Note: When using the SIZE operand with CONTINUOUS(*), if nothing changes between generations, the
event will re-trigger indefinitely.

alertid
Specifies the alert identifier to be triggered.
Limits: Up to 4 alphanumeric characters; the first character must be alphabetic
The alert must have been previously defined using the ALERTDEF command.

eventid
Specifies the event name to be triggered. An event name consists of a prefix and a descriptive name,
separated by a period. The prefix specifies the name of a group ID. The prefix can be up to eight
alphanumeric characters. The descriptive name can be up to 16 alphanumeric characters and can include
the underscore and national characters (@, #, $). The first character of the descriptive name must be
alphabetic.
You must be authorized to trigger events in the specified group.
Notes:

• If the file trigger type is CREATE, EXPAND, SHRINK, or UPDATE, the job will not complete unless it is
forced to complete.

• If the file trigger type is DELETE, the job completes when all the monitored files are deleted or it is
forced to complete.

• The following applies to using wildcards in the file name value with the CONTINUOUS operand:
– If the file trigger type is CREATE or DELETE, a wildcard value is not mandatory for the file name

value. The following shows how to use wildcards (* or ?): /usr/data/pay*.
– If the file trigger type is EXPAND or UPDATE and the file name value contains a wildcard, the agent

monitors all files that match the file name criteria when the file trigger is set. When the criteria is
satisfied for any of the selected files, the trigger occurs and the agent continues to monitor the files.
Note: If the CONTINUOUS operand is specified with the NOCHANGE operand and a wildcard is
used in the file name value, all of the matching files must remain unchanged for the duration of the
NOCHANGE interval. If another file satisfying the trigger criteria is updated during the NOCHANGE
interval, the trigger waits until the trigger interval lapses on the first file before monitoring the
second file for the duration of the NOCHANGE interval.

DELTA(integer[K|M])
Defines the number of bytes the file size must change for the file trigger to occur.
Limits: Up to 10 characters; the first character must be numeric
You can specify the file size in kilobytes (KB) or megabytes (MB) instead of bytes by appending K or M.

GROUP(group)
(Optional) Specifies the name of the group that owns the file to be monitored.
Limits: Up to 16 characters; case-sensitive; it cannot contain delimiters (such as spaces)

• Applies only to UNIX jobs and i5/OS jobs (if the file is not a QSYS object).
• If the file is not owned by the specified group, the following occurs:

– The job continues monitoring if the file trigger type is CREATE.
– The job completes if the file trigger type is DELETE or NOTEXIST.
– The job fails if the file trigger type is EXPAND, EXIST, SHRINK, or UPDATE.

NOCHANGE(min)
(Optional) Defines the number of minutes the file must remain unchanged to satisfy the monitor condition.
Limits: Up to 8 numeric digits
Example: 60

OWNER(owner)
(Optional) Specifies the user ID that owns the file to be monitored.
Limits: Up to 16 characters; case-sensitive; it cannot contain delimiters (such as spaces)
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Notes:

• Applies only to UNIX jobs and i5/OS jobs (if the file is not a QSYS object).
• If the file is not owned by the specified user ID, the following occurs:

– The job continues monitoring if the file trigger type is CREATE.
– The job completes if the file trigger type is DELETE or NOTEXIST.
– The job fails if the file trigger type is EXPAND, EXIST, SHRINK, or UPDATE.

PERCENT(integer)
Defines the percentage the file size must change for the file trigger to occur.
Limits: Up to 10 characters; the first character must be numeric

RECURSIVE
(Optional) Specifies that the job monitors for file activity in the specified directory and all of its subdirectories.

SIZE(integer[K|M])
Defines a limit on the file size in bytes. If the file trigger type is CREATE or EXPAND, the file trigger occurs when
the file size is equal to or greater than the specified size. If the file trigger type is SHRINK, the file trigger occurs
when the file size is equal to or less than the specified size.
Limits: Up to 10 characters; the first character must be numeric
Note: You can specify the file size in kilobytes (KB) or megabytes (MB) instead of bytes by appending K or M.
i5/OS: When monitoring a *FILE object in QSYS with no member specified in the file name value, the job monitors
the entire object size. The entire object size includes the size of the file object itself and the total size of the file
object's members. To only monitor the total size of the file object's members, specify *ALL as the member name.

Notes:

• The default number of seconds the agent waits between scans is 30. If the monitored file changes more than once
between scans, the trigger occurs only once, or not at all. For example, if the agent is monitoring updates to a file, and
the file is updated twice between scans, the trigger occurs only once. If the agent is monitoring for the creation of a
file, and the file is created and deleted between scans, the trigger does not occur. (The file does not exist when the
directory is scanned.)

• To change the number of seconds between scans, ask the agent administrator to change the value for the
filemonplugin.sleepperiod parameter in the agentparm.txt file. For more information on the filemonplugin.sleepperiod
parameter, see the Implementation Guide for your agent. For WA Agent for HP Integrity NonStop, you cannot change
the number of seconds between scans. The value is hard-coded at 60 seconds.

• If the path showing the location of the file contains spaces, put the entire path in single quotation marks, for example:

FILENAME 'c:\data files\pay.dat' CREATE

• You can use wildcards in the file name value. The asterisk (*) is a wildcard for zero or more characters and the
question mark (?) is a wildcard for a single character.
In the following example, the agent monitors for any file in the /usr/data directory:

FILENAME '/usr/data/*' CREATE

In the following example, the agent monitors for any file in the /usr/data directory that has a file name with four
characters and any extension:

FILENAME '/usr/data/????.*' CREATE

• You cannot use a wildcard as a prefix or within the directory names in the file path.
• When using a wildcard immediately after a forward slash (/), enclose the path in single quotation marks. The quotation

marks prevent part of the path from being recognized as a comment line. For example, this statement might not
produce the desired results:

FILENAME /usr/data/* UPDATE
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The /* characters are interpreted as the beginning of a comment, so the scheduling manager interprets the statement
as follows:

FILENAME /usr/data CREATE    /* UPDATE

Instead of monitoring for updates to all files in the /usr/data/ directory, the agent monitors for the data file in the /usr/
directory. Also, since CREATE is the default file trigger type and UPDATE is considered part of the comment, the
CREATE file trigger type is used instead of the intended UPDATE file trigger type.

• You can specify UNC (Universal Naming Convention) names. A UNC name is the name of a file or other resource that
begins with two backslashes (\\), indicating that it exists on a remote computer.

• You can use generic names to specify library names and object names on the i5/OS system. A generic name starts
with characters that are part of a valid name and ends with an asterisk (*). The asterisk denotes any number of
characters and can only be placed at the end of a generic name.
The following statement monitors for the creation of any file object in the QSYS file system with a file name that
matches the PAY* generic name:

FILENAME 'LIB/PAY*/*FILE' CREATE

Note: A name cannot contain only a single asterisk and no other characters. To specify all possible names, use the
special value *ALL.
CREATE file trigger type Notes:

• If the file name value contains wildcards, the first matching file is selected.
• If the file exists when the job is readied, the trigger occurs immediately. If the file does not exist when the job is

readied, the trigger does not occur until the file is created.
• If the specified directory does not exist or is deleted during monitoring, the job fails.
• If the OWNER or GROUP operands are specified, the file trigger occurs only when all specified criteria are satisfied,

including the OWNER and GROUP criteria. For example, the following statement monitors for the creation of a file
named payroll, owned by JDOE:

FILENAME /usr/data/payroll CREATE OWNER(JDOE)

If the payroll file is created, but it is not owned by JDOE, the job does not complete. It waits until all specified criteria
are satisfied, including the OWNER criteria. If you change the owner of the file to JDOE, the job completes
DELETE file trigger type Notes:

• If the file does not exist when the job is readied, the file trigger occurs immediately.
• If the specified directory does not exist or is deleted during monitoring, the job fails.
• You can specify the CONTINUOUS operand with DELETE only when you are using a wildcard (* or ?) in the file name

value. For example, the following statement triggers an alert named INFO when a file whose name begins with pay is
deleted from the /usr/data/ directory:

FILENAME /usr/data/pay* DELETE CONTINUOUS(INFO)

EXIST file trigger type Notes:

• If the file does not exist, the job fails.
• If the file name value contains wildcards, the file with the most recent modification time that matches the criteria is

monitored.
EXPAND file trigger type Notes:

• If the file does not exist when the file trigger is set, the job fails.
• Deleting the monitored file causes the job to fail.
• If the job monitors for the file size to reach a value of n (SIZE(n)), the file is monitored until its size increases to n or

greater than n. If the file size at initial monitor time is equal to or greater than n, the job completes.
• If the job continuously monitors for the file size to reach a value of n (SIZE(n) CONTINUOUS), the trigger occurs when

the size increases to n or more than n. If the file size at initial monitor time is equal to or greater than n, the trigger
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occurs immediately. After the trigger occurs, the upper limit is set to the new file size and the job continues monitoring
based on the new upper limit. For example, this table shows when the trigger will occur if EXPAND SIZE(10K) is set:

The file size when the Agent scans the Directory Does the file trigger occur?
15 KB Yes. The file is bigger than 10 KB when the directory is first

scanned. 15 KB becomes the new upper limit.
20 KB Yes. 20 KB exceeds the upper limit of 15K.

20 KB becomes the new upper limit.
35 KB Yes. 35 KB becomes the new upper limit.
30 KB No. The upper limit is now 35K. The size needs to exceed 35 KB

for the trigger to occur.
40 KB Yes. 40 KB exceeds the upper limit of 35K.

40 KB becomes the new upper limit.
45 KB Yes. 45 KB becomes the new upper limit.
60 KB Yes. 60 KB becomes the new upper limit.
50 KB No. The upper limit is now 60K. The size needs to exceed 60 KB

for the trigger to occur.
65 KB Yes. 65 KB exceeds the upper limit of 60K.

65 KB becomes the new upper limit.

• If the job monitors for a change in size by a value of n (DELTA(n)), the specified file is monitored until it increases by n.
• If the job continuously monitors for a change in size by a value of n (DELTA(n) CONTINUOUS), the trigger occurs

when the size increases by n. After the trigger occurs, the upper limit is set to the new file size and the job continues
monitoring based on the new upper limit.

• If the job monitors for a change in size by percent (PERCENT) and the file size is 0, the trigger occurs when the file
size increases.

• If the file name value contains wildcards, and more than one matching file exists, the file with the most current
modification time that matches the criteria is monitored for the duration of the trigger. The only way to determine which
file is being monitored is to view the debug output.

• If the OWNER or GROUP operands are specified, the file trigger occurs only when all specified criteria are satisfied,
including the OWNER and GROUP criteria. If the OWNER or GROUP does not match, the job fails.
NOTEXIST file trigger Type Notes:

• If the file does not exist, the job completes successfully.
• If the specified directory does not exist or is deleted during monitoring, the job fails.
• If the file name value contains wildcards, the file with the most recent modification time that matches the criteria is

monitored.
SHRINK file trigger type Notes:

• If the file does not exist when the file trigger is set, the job fails.
• Deleting the monitored file causes the job to fail.
• If the job monitors for the file size to reach a value n (SIZE (n)), the file is monitored until its size decreases to n or less

than n. If the file size at the initial monitor time is equal to or less than n, the job completes.
• If the job continuously monitors for the file size (SIZE(n) CONTINUOUS), the trigger occurs when the size decreases to

n or less than n. If the file size at the initial monitor time is equal to or less than n, the trigger occurs immediately. After
the trigger occurs, the lower limit is set to the new file size and the job continues monitoring based on the new lower
limit. If the file reaches 0 bytes, the trigger does not occur and the job continues to run until you manually complete it.

• If the job monitors for a change in file size by a value of n (DELTA(n)), the specified file is monitored until its size
decreases by n. If the file size at the time the trigger is set is less than n, the job completes when the file reaches size
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0. For example, if SHRINK DELTA(10K) is set and the initial file size is 5 kilobytes, the job completes when the file
reaches 0 bytes.

• If the job continuously monitors for a change in file size (DELTA(n) CONTINUOUS), the trigger occurs when the size
decreases by n. After the trigger occurs, the lower limit is set to the new file size and the job continues monitoring
based on the new lower limit. If the file reaches 0 bytes, the trigger does not occur and the job continues to run until
you manually complete it. For example, suppose that the monitored file has an initial size of 25 KB and the following
operands are defined:

SHRINK DELTA(10K) CONTINUOUS(INFO)

– When the file reaches 15 KB, the trigger occurs. The job continues to monitor the file for shrinkage to 5 KB.
– When the file reaches 5 KB, the trigger occurs. Since the file is less than 10 KB, the job continues to run until you

manually complete it.
– When the file reaches 0 bytes, the trigger does not occur and the job continues to run until you manually complete

it.
• If the file name value contains wildcards, and more than one matching file exists, the file with the most current

modification time that matches the criteria is monitored for the duration of the trigger. The only way to determine which
file is being monitored is to view the debug output.

• If the OWNER or GROUP operands are specified, the file trigger occurs only when all specified criteria are satisfied,
including the OWNER and GROUP criteria. If the OWNER or GROUP criteria does not match, the job fails.
UPDATE file trigger type Notes:

• If the file exists when the job is readied, the trigger occurs when the file is updated.
• If the file does not exist when the job is readied, the job fails.
• If the file exists when the job is readied and is then deleted without modification, the job fails.
• If the OWNER or GROUP operands are specified, the file trigger occurs only when all specified criteria are satisfied,

including the OWNER and GROUP criteria. If the OWNER or GROUP criteria does not match, the job fails.
• If the CONTINUOUS operand is specified and a wildcard is used in the file name value, file selection occurs after each

trigger. The first matching file with a modification time later than the last trigger time is monitored.
• HP Integrity NonStop: If the CONTINUOUS operand is specified, the job continues to monitor the file for changes and

send triggers until the job is explicitly canceled.

Example: Release Jobs Based on File Size

This example monitors the data directory for the test file. When the test file reaches one byte or more, the
PAYROLL.SORT job completes and releases the PAYDATA job.

FILE_TRIGGER PAYROLL.SORT

   AGENT NT_NY

   FILENAME /data/test EXPAND SIZE(1)

   RELEASE PAYDATA

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Release Jobs When a File Expands by a Certain Amount

This example monitors the record file in the credit directory. When the record file expands by two megabytes or more, the
BANK.ACCOUNT job completes and releases the PAYRPT job.

FILE_TRIGGER BANK.ACCOUNT

   AGENT UNIX_TOR

   FILENAME /credit/record EXPAND DELTA(2M)

   RELEASE PAYRPT

   RUN DAILY
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ENDJOB

Example: Release Jobs When a File Shrinks by a Certain Percentage

This example monitors the test file in the c:\amount directory. When the test file shrinks by 65% or more, the
ACCOUNT.SORT job completes and releases the PAYDATA job.

FILE_TRIGGER ACCOUNT.SORT

   AGENT NT_TOR

   FILENAME c:\amount\test SHRINK PERCENT(65)

   RELEASE PAYDATA

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Release Jobs if a File Exists in a Directory

This example monitors the money file in the c:\bank\account directory. If the money file exists in that directory, the
PAY.MORTGAGE job completes and releases the PAYMTGE job. If the money file does not exist in that directory, the
PAY.MORTGAGE job fails.

FILE_TRIGGER PAY.MORTGAGE

   AGENT NT_TOR

   FILENAME c:\bank\account\money EXIST

   RELEASE PAYMTGE

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Release Jobs if a File Exists in a Directory or its Subdirectories

This example monitors the c:\bank\account directory and its subdirectories for the money file. If the money file exists in
any of the monitored directories, the PAY.MORTGAGE job completes and releases the PAYDATA job. If the money file
does not exist in any of the monitored directories, the PAY.MORTGAGE job fails.

FILE_TRIGGER PAY.MORTGAGE

   AGENT NT_TOR

   FILENAME c:\bank\account\money EXIST RECURSIVE

   RELEASE PAYDATA

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Release Jobs if a File Does Not Exist in a Directory

This example monitors the vacation file in the /start/term/ directory. If the vacation file does not exist in that directory,
the EMPLOYEE.RECORD job completes and releases the PAYRPT job. If the vacation file exists in that directory, the
EMPLOYEE.RECORD job fails.

FILE_TRIGGER EMPLOYEE.RECORD

   AGENT UNIX_NY

   FILENAME /start/term/vacation NOTEXIST

   RELEASE PAYRPT

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Release Jobs When a File Reaches a Certain Size and Remains Unchanged for a Certain Number of
Minutes
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This example monitors the analysis file in the /research directory. When the analysis file expands by 1 byte or more and
remains unchanged for 5 minutes or more, the PROCESS.STATUS job completes and releases the PAYDATA job.

FILE_TRIGGER PROCESS.STATUS

   AGENT UNIX_CHI

   FILENAME /research/analysis EXPAND SIZE(1) NOCHANGE(5)

   RELEASE PAYDATA

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Release Jobs When a File Shrinks to a Certain Size

This example monitors the distribute file in the /cash/items directory. When the distribute file shrinks to 1 KB or less, the
BUSINESS.PLAN job completes and releases the PAYDATA job.

FILE_TRIGGER BUSINESS.PLAN

   AGENT UNIX_CHI

   FILENAME /cash/items/distribute SHRINK SIZE(1K)

   RELEASE PAYDATA

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Release Jobs When a File Shrinks by a Certain Amount

This example monitors the cash file in the c:\cost directory. When the cash file shrinks by 10 bytes, the
TRAVEL.EXPENSE job completes and releases the PAYRPT job.

FILE_TRIGGER TRAVEL.EXPENSE

   AGENT NT_TOR

   FILENAME c:\cost\cash SHRINK DELTA(10)

   RELEASE PAYRPT

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Monitor the Same File Using Multiple File Trigger Jobs

In this example, two File Trigger jobs monitor the same file for a change in size by 10 KB and trigger the same alert. One
job monitors for an increased change in size and the other job monitors for a decreased change in size. The jobs are
independent and do not relate to each other in any way.

FILE_TRIGGER SURVEY1.ANALYSIS

   AGENT NT_TOR

   FILENAME c:\data\totals EXPAND DELTA(10K) CONTINUOUS(MGMT)

   RELEASE PAYRPT

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

FILE_TRIGGER SURVEY2.ANALYSIS

   AGENT NT_TOR

   FILENAME c:\data\totals SHRINK DELTA(10K) CONTINUOUS(MGMT)

   RELEASE PAYDATA

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Suppose that the initial file size of totals (c:\data\totals) is 100 KB and it changes as follows:
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80 KB, 90 KB, 110 KB, 50 KB, 60 KB

The following triggers occur:

• Because of the EXPAND file trigger type, when the file size changes from 90 KB to 110 KB, the first job issues the
MGMT alert once.

• Because of the SHRINK file trigger type, the second job issues the MGMT alert twice. The triggers occur when the file
shrinks from 100 KB to 80 KB and then again when the file shrinks from 110 KB to 50 KB.

Example: Monitor for an Update to a File in a Directory and Its Subdirectories

This example monitors the /usr/data/ directory and its subdirectories for the payroll file. When the payroll file is updated in
any of the monitored directories, the PAYDATA job completes and releases the PAYRPT job.

FILE_TRIGGER PAYDATA

   AGENT UNIX_NY

   FILENAME /usr/data/payroll UPDATE RECURSIVE

   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE PAYRPT

ENDJOB

Example: Monitor for Updates to All Files in a Directory and Its Subdirectories

This example monitors all the files in the /usr/data/ directory and its subdirectories. When any file is updated in any of the
monitored directories, the PAYDATA job completes and releases the PAYRPT job.

FILE_TRIGGER PAYDATA

   AGENT UNIX_NY

   FILENAME '/usr/data/*' UPDATE RECURSIVE

   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE PAYRPT

ENDJOB

Example: Use a Generic Name to Specify a QSYS File Object

This example monitors the QSYS file system for file objects that match a generic name. When a file object with a file
name that matches the PAY* generic name is created, the JOBDATA job completes.

FILE_TRIGGER JOBDATA

   AGENT i5AGENT

   FILENAME 'LIB/PAY*/*FILE' CREATE

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Pass the Output of Two Jobs as Input to Another Job

In this example, Job A and Job B are payload producing jobs that produce binary output. Job C is a payload consuming
job that uses the output from Job A and Job B as input values. In the definition of Job C, the first JOBDATA statement
retrieves the URI of Job A's output and assigns it to the variable JobA; the second JOBDATA statement retrieves the URI
of Job B's output and assigns it to the variable JobB. The variables are then passed as input values in the PARAMETER
statements.

APPL PAYLOAD

HTTP_JOB A

   AGENT AGENT
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   INVOCATIONTYPE GET

   SERVLET_URL http://google.com/search

   PARAMETER KEYWORD(q) VALUE('ca workload automation')

   FILTER .*AutoSys.*

   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE B

ENDJOB

HTTP_JOB B

   AGENT AGENT

   INVOCATIONTYPE GET

   SERVLET_URL http://google.com/search

   PARAMETER KEYWORD(q) VALUE('ca workload automation')

   FILTER .*ESP.*

   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE C

ENDJOB

JMSP_JOB C

   AGENT AGENT

   INITIAL_CONTEXT com.ibm.websphere.naming.WsnInitialContextFactory

   LOCATION iiop://172.24.0.0:2809

   CONNECTION_FACTORY ConnectionFactory

   DESTNAME Queue

   TOPIC N

   MSGCLASS String

   JNDIUSER cyberuser

   JobA=JOBDATA('A','URI')

   JobB=JOBDATA('B','URI')

   PARAMETER URI(%JobA)

   PARAMETER URI(%JobB)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Assigning the value of a variable from workload object File_Trigger

This example shows how to assign ABC the value of the variable DSNAME retrieved from the workload objects
File_Trigger JOBA.

ABC = JOBDATA('JOBA','DSNAME')

Example: Trigger when $DATA.MARVIN.JUNK is Updated

This example shows how to build a job level dependency on WAIT4.DLY when the file $DATA.MARVIN.JUNK is updated.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CA.TEST.JCL'

FILE_TRIGGER WAIT4.DLY

   AGENT UNIX_NY

   FILENAME $DATA.MARVIN.JUNK UPDATE

   RUN DAILY

   REL B

JOB B

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB
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FILESYSTEM Statement: Verify File Space Required to Start a Job
The FILESYSTEM statement defines the minimum amount of file space that must be available on the specified UNIX file
system or Windows drive before the job can start. Before the job is submitted, the agent checks whether the required
space is available on all specified file systems or drives. If all the requirements are met, the job starts. If any of the
requirements are not met, the job fails.

If you do not specify this statement, the available file space is not checked.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• UNIX
• Windows

Syntax

This statement has the following syntax:

FILESYSTEM location SIZE(size [BYTES|KILOBYTES|MEGABYTES|GIGABYTES])

location
Specifies a Windows drive, or the full path name to a UNIX file system where the file space is required.
Limits: Up to 255 characters

NOTE
The path name is case sensitive, and if it contains blanks the entire path name must be enclosed in
single quotes.

SIZE(size [BYTES|KILOBYTES|MEGABYTES|GIGABYTES])
Specifies the required amount of file space in bytes, kilobytes (default), megabytes, or gigabytes.
Limits: Up to eight digits, followed by the unit of measure
Example: 200 MEGABYTES

NOTE

• The agent gets system confirmation on the space requirements prior to the job running. If the space is not
granted, the agent fails the job and the information about insufficient space is available in the agent job log.

• FILESYSTEM can be specified at the application (global) level. When a job-level FILESYSTEM statement is
present, the application-level FILESYSTEM statement is ignored.

• You can use the FILESYSTEM statement within the boundaries of a job definition to apply to a single job, or
outside the boundaries of the job definition to apply to the entire application.

• To specify multiple file systems or drives, define a separate FILESYSTEM statement for each file system or
drive.

• If two FILESYSTEM statements reference the same location, the last one is processed.

Example: Specify FILESYSTEM Statements at the Application and Job Level

In this example, FILESYSTEM statements exist at the application level and the job level. When a job-level FILESYSTEM
statement is present, the application-level FILESYSTEM statement is ignored.

APPL SPACE

FILESYSTEM C SIZE(200)

FILESYSTEM D SIZE(200)

 

NT_JOB A
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   AGENT WINAGT1

   CMDNAME …

   FILESYSTEM C SIZE 100

   FILESYSTEM F SIZE 100

   RUN MONDAY

ENDJOB

 

NT_JOB B

   AGENT WINAGT2

   CMDNAME …

   RUN MONDAY

ENDJOB

 

FILESYSTEM C SIZE(150)

NT_JOB C

   AGENT WINAGT3

   CMDNAME …

   FILESYSTEM D SIZE 300

   RUN MONDAY

ENDJOB

 

NT_JOB D

   AGENT WINAGT1

   CMDNAME …

   RUN MONDAY

ENDJOB

The above example results in the following:

• JOB A will use the statements at the job-level only: SIZE 100 for drive C and F.
• JOB B will use the statements at the application level only: SIZE 200 for drive C and D.
• JOB C will use the statement FILESYSTEM D SIZE 300 - found in its job level.
• JOB D will use the statements SIZE 150 for drive C and SIZE 200 for drive D - all found at the application level.

Example: Verify the Available File Space on Windows

This example checks whether drive C has 100 KB of available space, and whether drive D has 120 KB of available space.
The specified file space must be available before the job can start.

NT_JOB SPACE

   AGENT WINAGENT

   CMDNAME C:\Programs\Payroll\pay.exe

   FILESYSTEM C SIZE(100)

   FILESYSTEM D SIZE(120)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Verify the Available File Space on UNIX

This example checks whether the file system named roots has 100 KB of available space. This example also checks
whether the file system named auxfs1 has 120 KB of available space. The specified file space must be available before
the job can start.
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UNIX_JOB SPACE

   AGENT UNIXAGENT

   SCRIPTNAME /u1/procrun.sh

   FILESYSTEM /roots SIZE(100)

   FILESYSTEM /auxfsl SIZE(120)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

FILTER Statement: Specify a Filter Using Regular Expression Logic (Application/
Web Services Jobs)
The FILTER statement specifies a regular expression to use as a filter in a job.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• HTTP (HTTP_JOB)
• JMS Subscribe (JMSS_JOB)
• JMX-MBean Attribute Get (JMXB_JOB)
• JMX-MBean Attribute Set (JMXA_JOB)
• JMX-MBean Operation (JMXO_JOB)
• Web Service (WEB_SERV)
• Web Service Document/Literal (WEB_DOCLIT)

Syntax

FILTER filter

filter
Specifies a regular expression to use as a filter. In a JMS Subscribe job, the filter is used to filter messages from
the topic or queue. In a JMX-MBean Attribute or Operation job, the filter is used to check against the job's output.
If the output matches the success pattern, the job completes; otherwise, it fails. In an HTTP job, the filter is used
to filter the output of the invoked servlet. In a Web Service job, the filter is used to determine if the return value is
successful.
Limits: Up to 1024 characters; case-sensitive
Example: <StockQuotes><Stock><Symbol>CA.*

 

NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• To compose a regular expression, follow the rules for Java class java.util.regex.Pattern. You can find these

rules on the Internet by searching for "java pattern".

Example: Monitor a Queue on a WebLogic Application Server for a Message Matching Filter Criteria

This example continuously monitors the queue named Queue (residing on WebLogic) for messages matching the filter
criteria. The consumed messages from the queue are stored in the file /export/home/user1/outputfile1. The service
provider's URL is t3://172.24.0.0:7001, where 172.24.0.0 is the IP address of the WebLogic application server and 7001 is
the ORB port.
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JMSS_JOB MONITOR 

   AGENT APPAGENT

   INITIAL_CONTEXT weblogic.jndi.WLInitialContextFactory

   LOCATION t3://172.24.0.0:7001

   CONNECTION_FACTORY ConnectionFactory

   DESTNAME Queue CONTINUOUS(a13)

   FILTER abc\s...\s[a-zA-Z]+\sFilter![\sa-z0-9]+

   TOPIC N

   DESTINATION /export/home/user1/outputfile1

   JNDIUSER cyberuser

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

In this example, the regular expression used as the filter criteria can be defined as follows:

abc\s...\s[a-zA-Z]+\sFilter![\sa-z0-9]+

abc\s
Specifies the text abc, followed by white space.

...\s
Specifies any three characters, followed by white space.

[a-zA-Z]+\s
Specifies at least one letter, followed by white space.

Filter![\sa-z0-9]+
Specifies the text Filter!, followed by at least one of the following: white space or digit or lower case letter.

Example: abc vvv B Filter! 95

FILTER Statement: Specify a Filter Using Regular Expression Logic (SNMP Jobs)
The FILTER statement specifies a regular expression to use as a filter in an SNMP Subscribe job.

Supported Job Type

This statement is required for the SNMP Subscribe (SNPC_JOB) job type.

Syntax

This statement has the following syntax:

FILTER filter

filter
Specifies a regular expression to use as a filter. The filter is used to filter SNMP trap information.
Limits: Up to 256 characters; case-sensitive

NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• To compose a regular expression, follow the rules for Java class java.util.regex.Pattern. You can find these

rules on the Internet by searching for "java pattern".

Example: Subscribe to the First SNMP Trap the Agent Receives
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Suppose that you want the agent to subscribe to the first SNMP trap it receives. In this example, the name of the MIB file
is cybermation.mib. When the agent receives the first trap, the job completes.

SNPC_JOB SUBSCRIBE_FIRST

   AGENT SNMPAGENT

   MIB cybermation.mib

   FILTER .*

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

FINDERMETHOD Statement: Specify a Finder Method
The FINDERMETHOD statement specifies the name of the finder method in an Entity Bean job. You require the finder
method to update the property values of an existing entity bean or to remove an entity bean from the database. To find the
entity bean, the agent uses the bean's Java Naming and Directory Interface (JNDI) name along with its finder method.

Supported Job Type

When the operation type is UPDATE or REMOVE, this statement is required for the Entity Bean (EJBE_JOB) job type.

Syntax

This statement has the following syntax:

FINDERMETHOD finder_method

finder_method
Specifies the name of the finder method.
Limits: Up to 1024 characters; case-sensitive

NOTE
Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.

Example: Update the Phone Number for the Acme Company in a Database

Suppose that you want to update the phone number for the Acme company to 800-555-0199. The customer entity bean
stores the customer ID and phone number. The primary key for the customer is the customer ID. To find the entity bean,
the job uses the Acme's customer ID. When the job runs, the Acme company's phone number is changed.

EJBE_JOB UPDATE

   AGENT APPAGENT

   INITIAL_CONTEXT weblogic.jndi.WLInitialContextFactory

   LOCATION t3://localhost:7001

   BEAN customer

   OPERATIONTYPE UPDATE

   METHOD changephone

   FINDERMETHOD acme

   FINDERPARAMETER TYPE(String) VALUE(customerid)

   MODIFYPARAMETER TYPE(String) VALUE(800-555-0199)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB
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FINDERPARAMETER Statement: Specify Finder Parameters
The FINDERPARAMETER statement specifies the finder parameters in an Entity Bean job. You specify finder parameters
to update the property values of an existing entity bean or to remove an entity bean from the database.

Supported Job Type

When the operation type is UPDATE or REMOVE, this statement is required for the Entity Bean (EJBE_JOB) job type.

Syntax

This statement has the following syntax:

FINDERPARAMETER {TYPE(type) VALUE(value)}

                {TYPE(type) ARRAY(value,value,...)}      

                {URI(uri)}

TYPE(type)
Specifies the Java class of the parameter.
Limits: Up to 1024 characters; case-sensitive
Examples: String, java.lang.String, Integer

NOTE
If the package is not specified, java.lang is assumed.

VALUE(value)
Specifies the String value for the method parameter.
Limits: Up to 1024 characters; case-sensitive

ARRAY(value,value,...)
Specifies a set of string values for the method parameter.
Limits: Up to 1024 characters per array value; case-sensitive

NOTE
If you specify the ARRAY operand, the statement value cannot exceed 3588 characters.

URI(uri)
Specifies the location (URI) of the binary output produced by a payload producing job. A payload producing job is
a job that produces binary output that is persisted as a serialized Java object. The serialized Java object is stored
as a file on the agent computer. The URI can be passed as input to a payload consuming job.
Limits: Up to 255 characters; case-sensitive
Example: 'FS:c:\Program Files\Common Files\System\ADO\input.txt'

NOTE

• You can retrieve the URI of a payload producing job using the JOBDATA or WOBDATA statements. To
display the URI, use the LISTAPPL command.

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• To specify multiple parameters, use multiple FINDERPARAMETER statements. Order is important. If the

method contains three parameters, specify the first parameter in the first statement, the second parameter in
the second statement, and the third parameter in the third statement. The job fails if the parameters are listed
in the wrong order.

Example: Update the Phone Number for the Acme Company in a Database

Suppose that you want to update the phone number for the Acme company to 800-555-0199. The customer entity bean
stores the customer ID and phone number. The primary key for the customer is the customer ID. To find the entity bean,
the job uses the Acme's customer ID. When the job runs, the Acme company's phone number is changed.
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EJBE_JOB UPDATE

   AGENT APPAGENT

   INITIAL_CONTEXT weblogic.jndi.WLInitialContextFactory

   LOCATION t3://localhost:7001

   BEAN customer

   OPERATIONTYPE UPDATE

   METHOD changephone

   FINDERMETHOD acme

   FINDERPARAMETER TYPE(String) VALUE(customerid)

   MODIFYPARAMETER TYPE(String) VALUE(800-555-0199)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

FLAGUNDEF Statement: Find Reference to Undefined Symbols
The FLAGUNDEF statement finds references to undefined symbols in a symbol library data set. It then checks
subsequent symbol references and issues an error message if it finds any more undefined symbols.

FLAGUNDEF

The FLAGUNDEF statement cannot be used in ESP procedures.

If ESP flags an undefined symbol while submitting a job, ESP:

• Deletes the job and requests the user correct and resubmit the job
• Identifies the job on the CSF with a PNODE of SUBERROR, and a status of Submit Error, JCL missing.

The FLAGUNDEF statement affects all subsequent symbol reference processing until an ALLOWUNDEF statement is
encountered.

If ESP encounters an undefined symbol, ESP processes undefined symbols without producing an error message,
ALLOWUNDE F is the default.

NOTE

Related information

For information on turning off the flagging of undefined symbols, see the ALLOWUNDEF statement.

For information on symbolic variables, see the Advanced User Guide.

Example: Flag undefined symbol

In the following example, ESP flags 'X' as an undefined symbol because an ESP built-in symbolic variable (ESPADD) was
typed incorrectly (EXXPADD):

INTEGER X

FLAGUNDEF

X=%EXXPADD/7+1

Example: Turn flagging on and off

In the following example, when ESP encounters these undefined symbols while submitting a job:

• A=%BC results in an error message -- flagging is on (FLAGUNDEF)
• B takes on the value of %XY -- flagging is off (ALLOWUNDEF):
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FLAGUNDEF

A=%BC

ALLOWUNDEF

B=%XY

FOLDER Statement: Specify the Repository Folder Name
The FOLDER statement specifies the name of the repository folder.

Supported Job Types

This statement is mandatory for the INFORMATICA_JOB job type.

Syntax

This statement has the following syntax:

FOLDER {folder name}

folder name
Specifies the name of the repository folder where the workflow resides. A folder name value is mandatory. You
can obtain this value from the Informatica server.
The folder name operand has the following attributes:

• Maximum length of 79 characters
• Accepts all characters and numerals, the period, and the underscore
• Accepts the following delimiters: comma, semicolon, and spaces. If the value contains delimiters, enclose the

value in single quotes.
• Case-sensitive
• Job-level statement only

Example: Specify a Repository Folder Name

This example shows an Informatica job that uses the folder IPN:

APPL TESTIJ

JCLLIB 'CA.TEST.JCLLIB'

USER ADMIN

 

INFORMATICA_JOB TEST_A

  AGENT informatica

  FOLDER ipn

  WORKFLOW wf_inst

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

FTP_JOB Statement: Start an FTP Job Definition
The FTP_JOB statement starts an FTP job definition in an application. You can define an FTP job to automate FTP
transfers using your agent. The output is directed to the spool file through an FTP server.

Note: To run these jobs, your system requires WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, Windows, or i5/OS.

Syntax
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For this statement, refer to the JOB statement syntax.

 

NOTE

• FT is the short form of FTP_JOB.
• To schedule FTP jobs, you must load the workload object module CYBESOFT. Load CYBESOFT with the

WOBDEF command or with the WOBDEF initialization parameter.

Required Statements

To define an FTP job, you must specify the following statements:

• AGENT (at the workload object or the application level)
• LOCALFILENAME
• REMOTEFILENAME
• SERVERADDR (at the workload object or the application level)
• TRANSFERCODETYPE
• TRANSFERDIRECTION
• USER

NOTE
Because the USER statement requires the PASSWORD command, refer to the PASSWORD command.

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for an FTP job:

• JOBCLASS
• OSUSER
• SERVERPORT

If your system uses WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows r11.3 and higher, you can also define the following optional
statement:

• SITECMD

Example: Download a File

In this example, a file called textfile is downloaded and copied to a local UNIX computer. Both locations include a
complete path in the REMOTEFILENAME and LOCALFILENAME statements. After the download is complete, the
FTPJOB2.DOWNLOAD job is released for execution.

FTP_JOB FTPTEST1.DOWNLOAD

   AGENT UNIXAGENT

   USER test

   SERVERADDR hpunix

   SERVERPORT 5222

   TRANSFERDIRECTION DOWNLOAD

   TRANSFERCODETYPE A

   REMOTEFILENAME /u1/qatest/ftpdata/textfile

   LOCALFILENAME /export/home/qatest/ftpdata/textfile

   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE FTPJOB2.DOWNLOAD

ENDJOB

Example: Upload a File
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In this example, a file named textfile is uploaded from a local UNIX computer and copied to a remote Windows computer.
Both locations include a complete path in the REMOTEFILENAME and LOCALFILENAME statements. The remote
Windows computer uses an agent as the FTP server. Its IP address is 172.16.0.0. After the upload is complete, the
FTPJOB2.DOWNLOAD job is released for execution.

FTP_JOB FTPTEST1.UPLOAD

   AGENT UNIXAGENT

   USER test

   SERVERADDR 172.16.0.0

   SERVERPORT 123

   TRANSFERDIRECTION UPLOAD

   TRANSFERCODETYPE A

   REMOTEFILENAME C:/TEMP/textfile

   LOCALFILENAME /export/home/qatest/ftpdata/textfile

   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE FTPJOB2.DOWNLOAD

ENDJOB

HADOOP_BINPATH Statement: Specify Path to Hadoop CLI Binaries
The HADOOP_BINPATH statement specifies a path to Hadoop CLI binaries on Hadoop file system.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS™) (HDFS_JOB)
• Apache Hive™ (HIVE_JOB)
• Apache™ Oozie (OOZIE_JOB)
• Apache Sqoop ™ (SQOOP_JOB)

Syntax

HADOOP_BINPATH binpath

binpath
Specifies a path to Hadoop CLI binaries.
Limits: Up to 256 characters; case-sensitive. The binppath can contain any characters. If it contains delimiters
the value must be enclosed in single quotes.

NOTE

• HADOOP_BINPATH statement can be specified at the application level or at the job level.
• You can also define this statement via a CONNPROF command.

Example

In this example, HADOOP_BINPATH statement specifies path /usr/bin:

APPL TESTHI

JCLLIB 'CYBJAK1.JCL'

AGENT HADOOP

HIVE_JOB CYBJK.HI

 USER root

 HADOOP_HOST    hadoop.server.com

 HADOOP_BINPATH /usr/bin
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 JDBCURL        jdbc:hive2://localhost:10000/default

 SCRIPTFILE     scripts/hivescript.sql

 RUN NOW

ENDJOB

HADOOP_DESTINATION Statement: Specify file/directory on HDFS for System
Agent File System
The HADOOP_DESTINATION statement specifies a file/directory on HDFS or edge node file system.

Supported Job Types

This statement is required for the following job types:

• Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS™) (HDFS_JOB) if COPY, COPYFROMLOCAL, COPYTOLOCAL, MOVE or
MOVEFROMLOCAL is specified in the HDFS_FILEOP statement.

• Apache Sqoop™ (SQOOP_JOB) if SQOOP_TYPE statement is defined with IMPORT operand.

Syntax

HADOOP_DESTINATION file/directory

File/directory
Specifies the file/directory.
Limits: Up to 256 characters; case-sensitive. The name can contain any characters If it contains delimiters, it
must be enclosed in single quotes. Furthermore, the Hadoop command line interface may require the user to
escape additional special characters such as exclamation marks, dollar signs ($), ampersands (&), pound signs
(#), at symbols (@), etc.

NOTE
You can specify HADOOP_DESTINATION at the application level and at the job level.

Example

In this example the file1 is copied from source /dir1 to /dir2 specified by the HADOOP_DESTINATION statement.

APPL     TESTHF

User     root

AGENT    HADOOP_AGENT

HDFS_JOB COPYFILE

 HADOOP_HOST hadoop.server.com

 HDFS_FILEOP COPY

 HADOOP_DESTINATION /dir2

 HADOOP_SOURCE      /dir1/file1

 RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

HADOOP_HOST Statement: Specify Host Name of the Edge Node
The HADOOP_HOST statement specifies an IP address or host name of the Edge Node.

Supported Job Types

This statement is required for the following job types:
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• Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS™) (HDFS_JOB)
• Apache Hive ™ (HIVE_JOB)
• Apache™ Oozie (OOZIE_JOB)
• Apache Sqoop ™ (SQOOP_JOB)

Syntax

HADOOP_HOST host_name

host_name
Specifies an IP address or host name of the Edge Node.
Limits: Up to 256 characters; case-sensitive. The host name can contain any characters. If it contains delimiters
the value must be enclosed in single quotes.

NOTE

• HADOOP_HOST statement can be specified at the application level and at the job level.
• You can also define this statement via a CONNPROF command.

Example

In this example, HADOOP_HOST statement specifies host name hadoop.server.com:

APPL     TESTHF

AGENT    HADOOP_AGENT

USER root

HADOOP_HOST       hadoop.server.com

HDFS_JOB             CRTFILE

 HDFS_FILEOP  TOUCHZ

 PATH                test1

 RUN  NOW

ENDJOB

 

 

HADOOP_NAMENODE Statement: Specify URL on HDFS File System
Specifies the name of the master node of the hadoop cluster where the HDFS file operation is invoked. The name
node keeps track of all files that are stored in the data nodes of HDFS. It does not store the data of the files. The
HADOOP_NAMENODE statement also specifies a URL on Hadoop file system.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS™) (HDFS_JOB)

Syntax:

HADOOP_NAMENODE url

url
Specifies a URL on HDFS.
Limits: Up to 256 characters; case-sensitive. The URL can contain any characters. If it contains delimiters the
value must be enclosed in single quotes.

Notes:
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• HADOOP_NAMENODE statement can be specified at the application level and at the job level.
• You can also define this statement via a CONNPROF command.

Example

In this example, HADOOP_NAMENODE statement specifies URL hdfs://namenode.hadoop.server.com:8020:

AGENT   HADOOP_AGENT

USER root

HADOOP_HOST          hadoop.server.com

HADOOP_NAMENODE      hdfs://namenode.hadoop.server.com:8020

 HDFS_JOB            CRTFILE

 HDFS_FILEOP         TOUCHZ

 PATH test1

 RUN NOW

ENDJOB

HADOOP_POLLINTVL Statement: Specify Polling Interval Value
The HADOOP_POLLINTVL statement specifies the wait time interval in seconds between job status checks.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS™) (HDFS_JOB)
• Apache Hive ™ (HIVE_JOB)
• Apache™ Oozie (OOZIE_JOB)
• Apache Sqoop ™ (SQOOP_JOB)

Syntax:

HADOOP_POLLINTVL poll_interval

poll_interval
Number between 1 and 86400 inclusive. The default value is 60 seconds.

NOTE
You can specify HADOOP_POLLINTV at the application level or at the job level.

Example

In this example, HADOOP_POLLINTVL specifies 300 seconds for a Hadoop File Operations job.

APPL         TESTHF

AGENT        HADOOP_AGENT

HDFS_HOST    hadoop.server.com

USER root

HDFS_JOB       CRTFILE

 HDFS_FILEOP  TOUCHZ

 PATH   test1

 HADOOP_POLLINTVL 300

 RUN NOW

ENDJOB

HADOOP_PORT Statement: Specify SSH Port on the Edge Node
The HADOOP_PORT statement specifies the SSH port on the edge node.
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Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS™) (HDFS_JOB)
• Apache Hive ™ (HIVE_JOB)
• Apache™ Oozie (OOZIE_JOB)
• Apache Sqoop ™ (SQOOP_JOB)

Syntax:

HADOOP_PORT port_number

port_number
Number between 1 and 65535 inclusive. The default value is 22.

Notes:

• You can specify HADOOP_PORT at the application level orat the job level.
• You can also define this statement via a CONNPROF command.

Example

In this example, HADOOP_PORT specifies port number 42 for a HIVE job.

APPL TESTHI

AGENT HADOOP

HIVE_JOB HIVETEST

 USER root

 HADOOP_HOST hadoop.server.com

 HADOOP_PORT 42

 JDBCURL     jdbc:mysql://hadoop.server.com/test

 SCRIPTFILE  scripts/hivescript.sql

 RUN NOW

ENDJOB

HADOOP_SOURCE Statement: Specify File/Directory on HDFS or System Agent
File System
The HADOOP_SOURCE statement specifies a file/directory on HDFS or edge node file system.

Supported Job Type

This statement is required for the following job types:

• Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS™) (HDFS_JOB) if COPY, COPYFROMLOCAL, COPYTOLOCAL, MOVE or
MOVEFROMLOCAL is specified in the HDFS_FILEOP statement.

• Apache Sqoop™ (SQOOP_JOB) if SQOOP_TYPE statement is defined with EXPORT operand.

Syntax:

HADOOP_SOURCE file/directory

File/directory
Specifies file/directory on HDFS or edge node file system.
Limits: Up to 256; case-sensitive. The name can contain any characters, but if delimiters are specified. File/
directory should be enclosed in single quotes. Furthermore, the Hadoop command line interface may require the
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user to escape additional special characters such as exclamation marks, dollar signs ($), ampersands (&), pound
signs (#), at symbols (@), etc.

Notes:

• You can specify HADOOP_SOURCE statements at the application level or at the job level.
• Up to 10 statements can be specified at the application level and at the job level.

Example

In this example, one HADOOP_SOURCE statement specifies file name /dir1/file1, and another HADOOP_SOURCE
statement specifies directory name /dir3.

APPL      TESTHF

User      root

AGENT     HADOOP_AGENT

HDFS_JOB  COPYFILE

 HADOOP_HOST hadoop.server.com

 HDFS_FILEOP COPY

 HADOOP_DESTINATION /dir2

 HADOOP_SOURCE      /dir1/file1

 HADOOP_SOURCE      /dir3

 RUN NOW

ENDJOB

 

Example

In this example, HADOOP_SOURCE statement specifies HDFS file to be exported MySQL database:

APPL    TESTHS

AGENT   HADOOP

SQOOP_JOB   SQEXPORT

 SQOOP_TYPE         export

 USER root

 HADOOP_HOST        hadoop.server.com

 JDBCURL        jdbc:mysql://hadoop.server.com/test

 JDBCUSER       root

 JDBCTABLE     esp

 HADOOP_SOURCE     /dir1/file1

 RUN NOW

ENDJOB

 

HDFS_FILEOP Statement: Specify the File Operation for a Job
The HDFS_FILEOP statement specifies the file operation to use.

Supported Job Types

This statement is required for the following job types:

• Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS™) (HDFS_JOB)

Syntax:

HDFS_FILEOP {TOUCHZ|MKDIR|REMOVE|COPY|COPYFROMLOCAL|COPYTOLOCAL|MOVE|
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MOVEFROMLOCAL}

TOUCHZ
Create file(s) of zero length.

MKDIR
Create directories.

REMOVE
Delete files or directories.

COPY
Copy files or directories within the HDFS.

COPYFROMLOCAL
Copy files or directories from an edge node file system to HDFS.

COPYTOLOCAL
Copy files or directories from HDFS to an edge node file system.

MOVE
Moves files or directories within HDFS.

MOVEFROMLOCAL
Move files or directories from an edge node file system to HDFS.

NOTE
You can specify HDFS_FILEOP at the job level only.

Example

In this example, /dir1/file1 and entire /dir3 are copied to /dir2

APPL     TESTHF

User     root

AGENT    HADOOP_AGENT

HDFS_JOB COPYFILE

 HADOOP_HOST hadoop.server.com

 HDFS_FILEOP COPY

 HADOOP_DESTINATION /dir2

 HADOOP_SOURCE      /dir1/file1

 HADOOP_SOURCE      /dir3

 RUN NOW

ENDJOB

Example

In this example, file test1 is removed from HDFS.

APPL     TESTHF

AGENT  HADOOP_AGENT

HDFS_HOST hadoop.server.com

USER root

HDFS_JOB RMDIR

 HDFS_FILEOP REMOVE

 PATH   test1

 RECURSIVE YES

 RUN NOW

ENDJOB

Example
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In this example, two files are created - test1 and test2.

APPL     TESTHF

AGENT  HADOOP_AGENT

HDFS_HOST    hadoop.server.com

USER root

HDFS_JOB     CRTFILE

 HDFS_FILEOP TOUCHZ

 PATH   test1

 PATH   test2

 RUN NOW

ENDJOB

HDFS_JOB Statement: Start a Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS™) Job
Definition
You can define a Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS™) job to allow ESP to carry out file operations using the Hadoop
Distributed File System (HDFS).

Syntax

For this statement, refer to the JOB statement syntax.

Notes:

• To run Hadoop file operations jobs, your system requires the WA Agent for Hadoop.
• HF is the short form of HDFS_JOB.
• To schedule Hadoop file operations jobs, you must load the workload object module CYBESOHF. Load CYBESOHF

with the WOBDEF command or with the WOBDEF initialization parameter.

Required Statements

To define a Hadoop file operations job, you must specify the following statements:

• AGENT (at the workload object or the application level)
• USER
• HADOOP_HOST
• HADOOP_DESTINATION (if COPY, COPYTOLOCAL, COPYFROMLOCAL, MOVE or MOVEFROMLOCAL is

specified in the HDFS_FILEOP statement)
• HDFS_FILEOP
• HADOOP_SOURCE (if COPY, COPYTOLOCAL, COPYFROMLOCAL, MOVE or MOVEFROMLOCAL is specified in

the HDFS_FILEOP statement)
• PATH (if MKDIR, REMOVE, or TOUCHZ in the HDFS_FILEOP statement)

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for a Hadoop file operations job:
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• HADOOP_PORT
• HADOOP_NAMENODE
• HADOOP_POLLINTVL
• HADOOP_BINPATH
• CREATE_DIR (if MKDIR file operation is specified in the HDFS_FILEOP statement)
• JOBCLASS
• OVERWRITE (if COPY, COPYFROMLOCAL or COPYTOLOCAL is specified in the HDFS_FILEOP statement)
• RECURSIVE (if REMOVE is specified in the HDFS_FILEOP statement)
• SKIP_TRASH (if REMOVE is specified in the HDFS_FILEOP statement)
• PRESERVE_STATUS (if COPY, COPYFROMLOCAL or COPYTOLOCAL is specified in the HDFS_FILEOP statement)

Example: Run a Hadoop File Operation Job

This example runs Hadoop File Operation job CRTFILE:

APPL TESTHF

AGENT HADOOP_AGENT

USER root

HADOOP_HOST hadoop.server.com

HDFS_JOB CRTFILE

 HDFS_FILEOP TOUCHZ

 PATH test1

 PATH test2

 RUN NOW

ENDJOB

HIVE_JOB Statement: Start an Apache Hive™ Job Definition
You can define an Apache Hive™ job to allow ESP to execute Hive commands or queries. Hive™ is a data warehousing
infrastructure that is based on Hadoop®. It allows you to query and manage large data sets in HDFS using HiveQL, an
SQL-like query language.

Syntax

For this statement, refer to the JOB statement syntax.

Notes:

• To run Hive commands and queries, your system requires the WA Agent for Hadoop.
• HI is the short form of HIVE_JOB.
• To schedule Hive jobs, you must load the workload object module CYBESOHI. Load CYBESOHI with the WOBDEF

command or with the WOBDEF initialization parameter.
• HDFS_JOB workload object module CYBESOHF is required to be loaded for Workstation file browse operations to

work.

Required Statements

To define an Apache Hive™ job, you must specify the following statements:

• AGENT (at the workload object or the application level)
• USER
• HADOOP_HOST
• JDBCURL
• SCRIPTFILE

Optional Statements
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You can specify the following optional statements for an Apache Hive™ job:

• HADOOP_PORT
• HADOOP_BINPATH
• HADOOP_POLLINTVL
• DRIVERCLASS
• INITFILE
• ENVAR
• CONFIG_PARMS
• ADDITIONAL_PARMS
• HIVEUSER

Example: Run a Hive Job

This example runs Hive job HIVETEST:

APPL TESTHF

AGENT HADOOP_AGENT

USER root

HADOOP_HOST hadoop.server.com

HIVE_JOB HIVETEST

  JDBCURL    jdbc:hive2://localhost:10000/default

  SCRIPTFILE /user/hive/script.hql

  RUN NOW

ENDJOB

HIVEUSER Statement: Specify a HIVE Username
The HIVEUSER statement specifies a HIVE username.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Apache Hive™ (HIVE_JOB)

Syntax:

HIVEUSER user

user
Specifies a HIVE user.
Limits: Up to 128 characters; case-sensitive. The name can contain any characters, except delimiters.

Notes:

• HIVEUSER statement can be specified at the application level or at the job level.
• A password must be defined for the HIVEUSER using the PASSWORD command with operand NAME(HIVEUSER).

Example

In this example, HIVEUSER statement specifies HIVE user bambi.

APPL TESTHI

AGENT HADOOP

HIVE_JOB HIVETEST

 USER root

 HADOOP_HOST hadoop.server.com
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 JDBCURL     jdbc:hive2://localhost:10000/default

 HIVEUSER bambi

 SCRIPTFILE  scripts/hivescript.sql

 RUN  NOW

ENDJOB

HPUX_JOB Statement: Identify the Name of HPUX Jobs
The HPUX_JOB statement is used to identify the name of an HPUX job in an application.

Syntax

Refer to the JOB statement syntax.

 

NOTE

• To use HPUX jobs, you must load a workload object module. The HPUX_JOB workload object module is
CYBESOHP. This may be loaded with the WOBDEF command or with the WOBDEF initialization parameter.

• Refer to the JOB statement.

Example

HPUX_JOB PAYDATA

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE PAYRPT

  AGENT HPUX_NY

  SCRIPTNAME /usr/data/pay

ENDJOB

HTTP_JOB Statement: Start an HTTP Job Definition
The HTTP_JOB statement starts an HTTP job definition in an application. You can define an HTTP job to invoke a
program over HTTP.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for
Application Services.

Syntax

For this statement, refer to the JOB statement syntax.

 

NOTE

• HJ is the short form of HTTP_JOB.
• To schedule HTTP jobs, you must load the workload object module CYBESOHJ. Load CYBESOHJ with the

WOBDEF command or with the WOBDEF initialization parameter.

Required Statements

To define an HTTP job, you must specify the following statements:
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• AGENT (at the workload object or the application level)
• INVOCATIONTYPE
• SERVLET_URL

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for an HTTP job:

• ACTION
• AUTHORDER
• CONNECTIONDOMAIN
• CONNECTIONORIGIN
• CONNECTIONUSER
• FILTER
• JOBCLASS
• PARAMETER
• PROXYDOMAIN
• PROXYHOST
• PROXYORIGIN
• PROXYPORT
• PROXYUSER

Example: Define an HTTP Job to Perform a Google Search

Suppose that you want to define a job to perform a Google search and have the results returned to the job's spool file.
You also want to refine your search results by specifying a filter. In this example, the job uses the HTTP GET method to
perform the Google search on "ca workload automation". When the job runs, the job's spool file includes all matches that
contain the filter AE.

HTTP_JOB GOOGLE

   AGENT APPAGENT

   INVOCATIONTYPE GET

   SERVLET_URL http://google.com/search

   PARAMETER KEYWORD(q) VALUE('ca workload automation')

   AUTHORDER (BASIC, DIGEST, NTLM)

   FILTER .*AE.*

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

IF Statement: Process Instructions Conditionally
The IF statement is used to conditionally process an instruction or group of instructions depending on the evaluation of an
expression. The IF statement is used in conjunction with the THEN and ELSE statements.

Type

Control Language (CLANG) statement.

Syntax

IF expression

• expressionIndicates an expression that can be evaluated to return a true or false value.
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NOTE

• When you use an IF statement, the expression that follows it must return a true or false value. You can use
any number of nested IF statements.

• The THEN statement is used in conjunction with an IF statement when the expression that follows the IF
statement returns a true value.

• The ELSE statement is used in conjunction with an IF statement when the expression that follows the IF
statement returns a false value.

• If a THEN or ELSE statement continues to another line, use a line continuation character (- or +). If there is
no continuation character, ESP ignores the THEN or ELSE statements.

• You must begin and end compound action statements with DO and ENDDO language elements.

When ESP encounters an IF statement that evaluates as false, ESP skips everything until an ELSE or ENDDO statement
is encountered, this includes any symbolic variable declarations. Symbolic variable declarations coded within an IF
statement block that evaluate as false will result in a variable not defined error message. If you want a symbolic variable to
be available inside and outside an IF statement block, declare it outside.

NOTE

Related Statements

For information on using ESP's Control Language, see the User Guide and Advanced User Guide.

For more information on specifying conditional logic, see the THEN and ELSE statements.

Example: Process different actions

In the following example, ESP determines if the actual day is equal to Monday. If the evaluation of this expression is true,
ESP sends a message indicating that today is Monday to USR01. If the evaluation of this expression is false, ESP sends
a message to USR01 indicating what today is.

IF %ESPADAY = 'MONDAY' THEN -

  SEND 'TODAY IS MONDAY' U(USR01)

ELSE -

  SEND 'TODAY IS %ESPADAY' U(USR01)

Example: Determine when job runs

In the following example, ESP determines if today is the first day of the month and TUESDAY, and if this condition is true
then PAYJOB1 is selected to run.

JOB PAYJOB1

  IF TODAY('FIRST DAY OF MONTH') AND TODAY('TUESDAY') THEN -

    RUN TODAY

ENDJOB

Example: Set symbolic variable

In the following example, a user defined symbolic variable called 'FINANCIAL_YEAR' which consists of two, two-digit year
numbers, and is set as follows:

• if the current month is January, February, March or April, use last year followed by this year
• for any other month, use current year followed by next year.

IF ESPSMM<5 THEN DO

  GENTIME LAST TODAY LESS 1 YEAR
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  FINANCIAL_YEAR='%LASTYY%ESPSYY'

ENDDO

ELSE DO

  GENTIME NEXT TODAY PLUS 1 YEAR

  FINANCIAL_YEAR='%ESPSYY%NEXTYY'

ENDDO

INFOPACK Statement: Identify Name of Business Warehouse InfoPackage on
SAP System
The INFOPACK statement identifies the name of a Business Warehouse InfoPackage (BWIP) on the SAP system.

Supported Job Type

This statement is required for the Business Warehouse InfoPackage (BWIP_JOB) job type.

Syntax

INFOPACK 'infopackage'

infopackage
Specifies the name of the Business Warehouse InfoPackage.
Limits: Up to 30 valid SAP characters; case-sensitive

Example: Run an InfoPackage on the SAP System

In this example, BWIP job BWIPTEST runs the InfoPackage ZPAK_6C7ZW2JAXS90AK71WD1CYIN on the SAP system.

APPL BWIPTEST

BWIP_JOB BWIPTEST

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   INFOPACK 'ZPAK_6C7ZW2JAXS90AK71WD1CYIN'

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

INFORMATICA_JOB Statement: Define an Informatica Job
The INFORMATICA_JOB statement starts an Informatica job definition in an ESP application. You can define
INFORMATICA_JOB statements to run workload on the WA Agent for Informatica.

NOTE
To run an Informatica job, your system requires the WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and the WA Agent
for Informatica.

Syntax

For this statement, refer to the JOB statement syntax.

Example: Define an Informatica Workload Object

This example shows how to define an Informatica workload object with the name of TEST_A.

INFORMATICA_JOB TEST_A

NOTE
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• To schedule jobs with the INFORMATICA_JOB statement, load the workload object module CYBESOIJ. You
can load CYBESOIJ with the WOBDEF command or with the WOBDEF initialization parameter.

• IJ is the short name for the INFORMATICA_JOB. You can use the short name in history reports and in CSF
freeform filters.

Required Statements

To define an Informatica job, specify the following statements:

• AGENT (at the workload object or the application level)
• FOLDER
• WORKFLOW

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for an Informatica job:

• DOMAIN
• INSTANCE
• JOBCLASS
• PARAMETER_FILE
• PWDNAME
• REPOSITORY
• TARGET
• TASKNAME
• USER

– Becomes mandatory when the PWDNAME statement is in use.
– Define a password for the user if one has not already been specified.

Example: Code an Informatica Job

This example shows an Informatica job that uses all the statements:

APPL TESTIJ

JCLLIB 'CA.TEST.JCLLIB'

USER ADMIN

JOBCLASS A

 

INFORMATICA_JOB TEST_A

  AGENT informatica

  REPOSITORY Infa_Rep_Srv

  FOLDER ipn

  WORKFLOW wf_inst pass_on_success(no)

  INSTANCE runInstance2

  TARGET infosrvr

  TASKNAME cmd_copy_file_inst_c

  PARAMETER_FILE C:/Infa/wfinst.prm

  DOMAIN lodca0002

  PWDNAME lodca0001

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Define Agent Workload

This example shows an Informatica job that runs under the Informatica agent in New York:
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INFORMATICA_JOB TEST_1

   AGENT NY_INFORMATICA

   FOLDER ipn

   WORKFLOW wf_inst

   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE TEST_2

ENDJOB

INITFILE Statement: Specify a Script File for Initialization
The INITFILE statement specifies a Hadoop HIVE script file name for initialization.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Apache Hive™ (HIVE_JOB)

Syntax:

INITFILE file

file
Specifies an Apache Hive™ script file name for initialization.
Limits: Up to 256 characters; case-sensitive. The name can contain any characters, if it contains delimiters it
should be enclosed in single quotes. Furthermore, the Hadoop command line interface may require the user to
escape additional special characters such as exclamation marks, dollar signs ($), ampersands (&), pound signs
(#), at symbols (@), etc.

NOTE
 INITFILE statement can be specified at the application level or at the job level.

Example

In this example, INITFILE statement specifies name script/hiveinit.ini.

APPL TESTHI

AGENT HADOOP

HIVE_JOB HIVETEST

 USER root

 HADOOP_HOST hadoop.server.com

 JDBCURL     jdbc:hive2://localhost:10000/default

 INITFILE    script/hiveinit.ini

 SCRIPTFILE  scripts/hivescript.sql

 RUN NOW

ENDJOB

INITIAL_CONTEXT Statement: Specify an Initial Context Factory
The INITIAL_CONTEXT statement specifies the initial context factory to use when creating the initial context in a Entity
Bean, Session Bean, and JMS job.

Supported Job Types

This statement is required for the following job types:
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• Entity Bean (EJBE_JOB)
• JMS Publish (JMSP_JOB)
• JMS Subscribe (JMSS_JOB)
• Session Bean (EJB_JOB)

Syntax

INITIAL_CONTEXT factory

factory
Specifies the initial context factory to use when creating the initial context. The initial context is required within
the Java Naming and Directory Interface (JNDI) framework. The initial context factory is supplied by a specific
provider of the naming and directory service. The factory acquires an arbitrary initial context that the application
can use to connect to the application server.
Limits: Up to 1024 characters; case-sensitive
Example: weblogic.jndi.WLInitialContextFactory

NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• INITIAL_CONTEXT_FACTORY is an alias of INITIAL_CONTEXT.

Example: Specify Initial Context Factory for a WebSphere Application Server

Suppose that you want to invoke the reverse method on the CybEJBTestBean stateless session bean. The
reverse method has one parameter, with type java.lang.String and value a23. The output from the reverse
method is saved in the C:\Makapt15 file. The initial context factory supplied by the JNDI service provider is
com.ibm.websphere.naming.WsnInitialContextFactory. The service provider's URL is iiop://172.24.0.0:2809, where
172.24.0.0 is the IP address of the WebSphere application server and 2809 is the ORB port. When the job runs, the
output of the reverse method is stored in the output destination file.

EJB_JOB REVERSE

   AGENT APPAGENT

   INITIAL_CONTEXT com.ibm.websphere.naming.WsnInitialContextFactory

   LOCATION iiop://172.24.0.0:2809

   BEAN CybEJBTestBean

   METHOD reverse

   DESTINATION C:\Makapt15

   JNDIUSER cyberuser

   PARAMETER TYPE(java.lang.String) VALUE(a23)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

INPUTDS Statement: Extract Tape Information
The INPUTDS statement is used to extract tape volume serial information during a scheduled activity data set generation
run. ESP references the tape management catalog when it generates the scheduled activity data set.

Syntax

INPUTDS dsname(genno)

dsname
Indicates the name of tape input data set.
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genno
Indicates a relative generation number. This must be zero or a negative number.

ESP can generate a data set using this extracted information and feed the data set into the TMS or CA1 tape pull
program.

To use the INPUTDS statement to generate a data set to use as input to the TMS or CA1 tape pull program, take the
following steps:

1. Use the INPUTDS statement in the ESP application, identifying the tape data sets associated with each job
2. Generate a scheduled activity data set using the SADGEN command in a batch job
3. Use the LSAR subcommand specifying TAPEPULL(dsname), where dsname is the pre-allocated PDS to store tape

data set information
4. Re-initialize the TAPEPULL data set before you generate the scheduled activity data set
5. Use this PDS as input to the TMS or CA1 tape pull program.

 

NOTE

Related Statements

For information on extracting tape information, see the User Guide.

 

Example: Indicate tape data sets

In the following example, two input data sets are identified as follows:

• For PAYJOB1, -1 generation of 'PROD.PAY.ACCT' is identified as it's input data set.
• For PAYJOB2, the current generation of 'PROD.PAY.BACKUP' is identified as it's input data set.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB1

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE PAYJOB2

  INPUTDS PROD.PAY.ACCT(-1)

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB2

  RUN DAILY

  INPUTDS PROD.PAY.BACKUP(0)

ENDJOB

INSTANCE Statement: Specify the Workflow Instance Name
The INSTANCE statement specifies the name of the workflow instance.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the INFORMATICA_JOB job type.

Syntax

INSTANCE {instance name}
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instance name
Specifies the name of the workflow instance. A value for the instance name is mandatory.
The instance name operand has the following attributes:

• Maximum length of 79 characters
• Accepts all characters and numerals, the period, and the underscore
• Accepts the following delimiters in single quotes: commas, semicolons, and spaces
• Case-sensitive
• Job-level statement only

Example: Specify a Workflow Instance Name

This example shows an Informatica job that uses the workflow instance runInstance2:

APPL TESTIJ

JCLLIB 'CA.TEST.JCLLIB'

USER ADMIN

 

INFORMATICA_JOB TEST_A

  AGENT informatica

  FOLDER ipn

  WORKFLOW wf_inst

  INSTANCE runInstance2

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

INTEGER Statement: Define Integer Variables
The INTEGER statement is used to define a 32-bit signed integer variable, which you can use in a CLANG assignment
statement. Variables defined with INTEGER can be assigned a value in the range of -2147483647 to 2147483647.

Syntax

INTEGER varname[[,]varname...]

varname
Specifies the variables to be defined

NOTE
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• Integer variables store numeric values and results of arithmetic expressions, for example, A=2, B=5, C=2+5,
and C=A+B.

• You must first use an INTEGER statement to define an integer symbol before you can assign a value to it.
• An integer variable differs from a character variable in the way the value is stored. When you assign a string

to an integer variable, the string must consist of a valid arithmetic expression. The expression is evaluated
and the result stored as a 32-bit, signed binary number.

• If you assign a character string to an integer variable, ESP evaluates the character string as if it were an
arithmetic expression and then stores the result as an integer.

• If you want an integer variable to be available inside and outside of an IF block, then declare it outside of the
block.

• An integer assigned a value within the scope of a JOB statement is available only for that job in application
process mode. In application generation mode, an integer has the value assigned to it by the last executed
assignment statement.

• ESP built-in symbolic variables, ESPA and ESPS, are not available in Page mode, and can not be assigned
to integer variables in Page mode.

Example: Define an Integer Variable

In the following example, variable X is defined as an integer variable and assigned the value of 2.

INTEGER X

X=2

Example: Use an Integer Variable in a Calculation

In the following example, variable A is defined as an integer variable and assigned the value of 125.

INTEGER A

A=5*25

Example: Assign a Number for the Current Day of the Week

In the following example, variable B is defined as an integer variable and is assigned a number representing the current
day of the week. For example, if today is Thursday, B is assigned a value of 5.

INTEGER B

B=%ESPADOW#

Example: Assign Numbers for the Current Day and Current Week of the Year

In the following example, variables C and D are first defined as integer variables. D is assigned a number representing the
current day of the year. C is then assigned a number representing the current week of the year.

NOTE
%ESPSDDD represents a number but it is stored in character format. To work with the value in numeric format,
you must first assign it to an integer variable defined with the INTEGER statement or an unsigned long integer
variable defined with the ULONG statement.

INTEGER C,D

D=%ESPSDDD

C=(%D-1)/7+1

Example: Define a Variable Outside of an IF Block

In the following example, defining the integer outside the IF block makes it available inside and outside the block.
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INTEGER E,F

E=222

F=444

IF TODAY('MONDAY') THEN PARM=%E

  ELSE PARM=%F

NOTE
For information on working with user defined symbolic variables, see the Advanced User Guide.

NOTE

Related Information

For more information see ULONG Statement—Define Unsigned Long Integer Variables

INTERACTIVE Statement: Specify Whether to Run a Windows Job in Interactive
Mode
The INTERACTIVE statement specifies whether to submit a Windows job in interactive mode or in batch mode. Interactive
mode enables you to view and interact with jobs that invoke Windows Terminal Services or user interface processes. For
example, you can define a job to open a GUI application, such as Notepad, on the Windows desktop.

NOTE
If the agent administrator sets the oscomponent.interactive parameter to true in the agentparm.txt file, the agent
submits all Windows jobs in interactive mode, regardless of the INTERACTIVE statement.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the Windows job type (NT_JOB).

Syntax

INTERACTIVE YES|NO

YES
Runs the Windows job in interactive mode.

NO
Runs the Windows job in batch mode. This is the default unless the oscomponent.interactive parameter is set to
true in the agent's agentparm.txt file.

NOTE

• The user that the job is run on behalf of has to be logged on to the Windows machine, that is, the owner of
the user ID used in the job.

• You are required to provide a user ID and password for the INTERACTIVE functionality to be active.
• INTERACTIVE can be a global statement.
• Files STDOUT and STDERR are not redirected to the spool file when using interactive Windows jobs.

Example: Run a Windows Job in Interactive Mode

The following example shows how to run a Windows job in interactive mode. The job opens the config.txt file in the
Windows notepad application on the Windows desktop. The USER statement is required because INTERACTIVE equals
YES.

NT_JOB INTERACTIVE
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   AGENT WINAGENT

   CMDNAME notepad.exe

   ARGS c:\run_info\config.txt

   INTERACTIVE YES

   USER PCuser

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Run a Windows Job in Non-Interactive Mode

The following example shows how to override a global specification to run a Windows job in interactive mode. The
INTERACTIVE NO statement within the job definition overrides the INTERACTIVE YES statement.

APPL  INTERJOBS

JCLLIB 'CA.ESP.JCL'

INTERACTIVE YES

 

NT_JOB NON_INTERACTIVE 

   AGENT WINAGENT 

   CMDNAME notepad.exe 

   ARGS c:\run_info\config.txt 

   INTERACTIVE NO

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

INVOCATIONTYPE Statement: Specify the HTTP Method Type
The INVOCATIONTYPE statement indicates the HTTP method type, which can be either GET or POST, in an HTTP job.

Supported Job Type

This statement is required for the HTTP (HTTP_JOB) job type.

Syntax

INVOCATIONTYPE GET|POST

GET
Sends the URL over HTTP using the GET method. The GET method requests data and sends the data as part of
the URL.

POST
Sends the URL over HTTP using the POST method. The POST method submits data and is the preferred method
for sending lengthy form data.

Example: Use the GET Method to Perform a Google Search

Suppose that you want to define a job to perform a Google search and have the results returned to the job's spool file.
You also want to refine your search results by specifying a filter. In this example, the job uses the HTTP GET method to
perform the Google search on "ca workload automation". When the job runs, the job's spool file includes all matches that
contain the filter AE.

HTTP_JOB GOOGLE

   AGENT APPAGENT

   INVOCATIONTYPE GET
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   SERVLET_URL http://google.com/search

   PARAMETER KEYWORD(q) VALUE('ca workload automation')

   AUTHORDER (BASIC, DIGEST, NTLM)

   FILTER .*AE.*

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

IP_MON Statement: Start an IP Monitoring Job Definition
The IP_MON statement starts an IP Monitoring job definition in an application. You can define an IP Monitoring job to
monitor an IP address or a port on an IP address. An IP Monitoring job monitors for a running or stopped status. The job
can return the result immediately or wait for the specified device to reach the specified state.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, Windows, or i5/OS.

Syntax

For this statement, refer to the JOB statement syntax.

NOTE

• IM is the short form of IP_MON.
• To schedule IP Monitoring jobs, you must load the workload object module CYBESOIM. Load CYBESOIM

with the WOBDEF command or with the WOBDEF initialization parameter.
• To monitor remote IP addresses through the agent, the agent must run as root (on WA Agent for UNIX, Linux

or Windows) or under a profile with sufficient authority to use the system ping command (on WA Agent for
i5/OS). If it runs as a user without root privileges, the job will show complete but with the message "Ping (ip
address) insufficient privilege" in the status field and transmitter.log.

Required Statements

To define an IP Monitoring job, you must specify the following statements:

• AGENT (at the workload object or the application level)
• IPADDRESS
• STATUS

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for an IP Monitoring job:

• IPPORT
• JOBCLASS
• USER

Example: Monitor a Device at a Specific IP Address and Port Number

This example uses an IP Monitoring job to find out if an agent is running at IP address 172.24.2.20 and port number 9401.
This job completes if the agent is running.

IP_MON IP1

   IPADDRESS 172.24.2.20

   IPPORT 9401

   STATUS RUNNING NOW

   RUN DAILY

   AGENT WINAGENT
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ENDJOB

IPADDRESS Statement: Specify IP Address
The IPADDRESS statement specifies the IP address to monitor.

Supported Job Type

This statement is required for the IP Monitoring (IP_MON) job type.

Syntax

IPADDRESS ip_address

ip_address
Specifies the DNS name or IP address.
Limits: Up to 100 characters; case-sensitive
Example: 172.24.36.107 (IPv4) or 0:0:0:0:0:FFFF:192.168.00.00 (IPv6)

Example: Monitor a Device Until it Stops

In this example, the job monitors the device APPARCL. When the device stops running, the job completes.

IP_MON IM.STMNT

   AGENT SYSAGENT

   IPADDRESS APPARCL

   STATUS STOPPED WAIT

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

IPPORT Statement: Specify IP Port
The IPPORT statement specifies the port number at the IP address to monitor.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the IP Monitoring (IP_MON) job type.

Syntax

IPPORT [ip_port]

ip_port
(Optional) Specifies the port number for the IP address being monitored. The agent attempts to connect to this
port.
Limits: Up to 5 digits
Example: 5800

NOTE
If you specify 0 or no value for the port, the agent uses ping for monitoring.

Example: Monitor a Device at a Specific IP Address and Port Number

This example uses an IP Monitoring job to find out if the localhost device at port number 5800 is running. This job
completes if the device is running.
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IP_MON IM.STMNT

   AGENT SYSAGENT

   IPADDRESS localhost

   IPPORT 5800

   STATUS RUNNING NOW

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

JCLCONTENT Statement: Specify JCL to Send to a Server
The JCLCONTENT statement specifies a JCL file on the system running an agent. The agent transfers the JCL to a
server used with a particular job type and the JCL is used to run the job.

Supported Job Type

This statement is required for the Micro Focus (MF_JOB) job type. Specify the JCLCONTENT statement or the
JCLREFERENCE statement but not both.

Syntax

This statement has the following syntax:

JCLCONTENT jcl

jcl
Specifies a full path to the JCL file.
Limits: Up to 256 characters; case-sensitive. Place content with delimiters in single quotes.
Note: You can only specify JCLCONTENT within an MF_JOB definition.

Example: JCLCONTENT Statement

In this example, JCLCONTENT specifies the JCL file MFJOB1 for a Micro Focus job. The JCL is transferred to the server
SVR1, where the job runs.

APPL TESTMF

  AGENT WIN2K3_22

  EXITCODE 1-9999 FAILURE

  JOBCLASS A

  SERVERNAME SVR1

MF_JOB TEST1.MF

   MFUSER USER1

   EXITCODE 1500003 S

   JCLCONTENT C:\TEST\JCL\MFJOB1.JCL

   VERSION

RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

JCLLIB Statement: Identify JCL Libraries
The JCLLIB statement identifies the JCL libraries you want to use for all jobs following this statement. When ESP
encounters a JOB statement, it uses the JCL member in the JCLLIB with the same name as the job. Optionally, you can
use the MEMBER statement to override searching for a member with the same name as the job name. You can search for
a member with a different name than the job name, and submit different execution JCL for the job.

Syntax
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This statement has the following syntax:

JCLLIB 'dsname'

dsname
Defines a JCL data set or a variable representing a JCL data set concatenation. The variable is defined in the
CONCAT statement.

NOTE

• This statement can be used to specify the JCL library you want to use throughout the ESP application unless
it is explicitly overridden for a particular job with the DATASET statement. This means that you only have to
specify the JCL library once for each application.

• Unless the member name is explicitly overridden with the MEMBER statement, the member name is
assumed to be the same as the job name.

NOTE

Related information

• For information on identifying JCL libraries, see the User Guide.
• For information on specifying a temporary or override JCL library, see the TEMPLIB statement.
• For information on specifying an optional JCL library for an individual job, see the DATASET statement.
• For information on specifying the member name in which ESP finds a job's execution JCL, see the MEMBER

statement.

Example: Specify JCL library

In the following example, ESP submits all jobs in the PAYROLL application from CYBER.JCL.CNTL.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB1

  RUN DAILY

  REL PAYJOB2

JOB PAYJOB2

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB 

Example: Specify different JCL libraries for each job

In the following example, a different JCL library is specified by coding the DATASET statement. In the application,

• ESP uses the JCL library CYBER.JCL.CNTL to submit PAYJOB1 and PAYJOB2
• ESP uses the JCL library CYBER.JCL.CNTL to submit PAYJOB3's execution JCL from member PAYJOB99
• ESP uses CYBER.ALTJCL.CNTL to submit PAYJOB4's execution JCL.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB1

  RUN DAILY

  REL PAYJOB2

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB2

  RUN DAILY
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  REL PAYJOB3

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB3

  RUN DAILY

  MEMBER PAYJOB99

  REL PAYJOB4

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB4

  RUN DAILY

  DATASET 'CYBER.ALTJCL.CNTL'

ENDJOB

In the following example, a different JCL library is specified by coding multiple JCLLIB statements. In the application,

• ESP submits PAYJOB1 and PAYJOB2 from CYBER.JCL.LIB1.
• ESP submits PAYJOB3 from CYBER.JCL.LIB2.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.LIB1'

JOB PAYJOB1

  RUN DAILY

  REL PAYJOB2

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB2

  RUN DAILY

  REL PAYJOB3

ENDJOB

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.LIB2'

JOB PAYJOB3

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

 

Example: Specify concatenated JCL libraries

In the following example, the CONCAT statement defines variable PRODJCL as a concatenation of data sets PY.FIX.JCL
and PY.PROD.JCL. Since the JCLLIB statement specifies %PRODJCL, ESP searches for the JCL in PY.FIX.JCL and then
PY.PROD.JCL.

APPL PAYROLL

CONCAT DD(PRODJCL) DSN('PY.FIX.JCL','PY.PROD.JCL')

JCLLIB %PRODJCL

JOB PAYJOB3

  RUN DAILY

  REL PAYJOB4

JOB PAYJOB4

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Specify PANVALET library

In the following example, ESP will submit all jobs in the PAYROLL application from a PANVALET library called
PROD.ESP.JOBS.
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APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB PAN-PROD.ESP.JOBS

JOB PAYJOB1

  RUN DAILY

  REL PAYJOB2

JOB PAYJOB2

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

JCLREFERENCE Statement: Specify JCL on a Server
The JCLREFERENCE statement specifies a JCL file on the server associated with a job type. The JCL is used to run the
job.

Supported Job Type

This statement is required for the Micro Focus (MF_JOB) job type. Specify the JCLCONTENT statement or the
JCLREFERENCE statement but not both.

Syntax

This statement has the following syntax:

JCLREFERENCE jcl

jcl
Specifies a full path to the JCL file.
Limits: Up to 256 characters; case-sensitive. The name can contain any characters. If it contains delimiters, it
must be enclosed in single quotes.
Note:You can only specify JCLREFRENCE within an MF_JOB definition.

Example: JCLREFERENCE Statement

In this example, JCLREFERENCE specifies the JCL file MFJOB1 for a Micro Focus job. The JCL is on server SVR1,
where the job runs.

APPL TESTMF

  AGENT WIN2K3_22

  EXITCODE 1-9999 FAILURE

  JOBCLASS A

  SERVERNAME SVR1

MF_JOB TEST1.MF

   MFUSER USER1

   EXITCODE 1500003 S

   JCLREFERENCE C:\TEST\JCL\MFJOB1.JCL

   VERSION

RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

JDBCTABLE Statement: Specify a Database Table to Read or Populate
The JDBCTABLE statement specifies a database table to read or populate, depending on the SQOOP_TYPE IMPORT or
EXPORT.

Supported Job Type
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This statement is required for the following job types:

• Apache Sqoop™ (SQOOP_JOB)

Syntax:

JDBCTABLE jdbctable

jdbctable
Specifies a database table.
Limits: Up to 256 characters; case-sensitive. The name can contain any characters, if it contains delimiters it
should be enclosed in single quotes.

NOTE
JDBCTABLE statement can be specified at the application level or at the job level.

Example

In this example, /dir1/file1 is exported into database table esp specified by the JDBCTABLE statement.

APPL TESTHS

AGENT HADOOP

SQOOP_JOB SQEXPORT

 SQOOP_TYPE      export

 USER root

 HADOOP_HOST     hadoop.server.com

 JDBCURL         jdbc:mysql://hadoop.server.com/test

 JDBCUSER root

 JDBCTABLE       esp

 HADOOP_SOURCE   /dir1/file1

 RUN NOW

ENDJOB

JDBCURL Statement: Specify a JDBC Connect String
The JDBCURL statement specifies a JDBC connect string.

Supported Job Type

This statement is required for the following job types:

• Apache Hive™ (HIVE_JOB)
• Apache Sqoop™ (SQOOP_JOB)

Syntax:

JDBCURL url

• url

Specifies a JDBC Connect String.

Limits: Up to 256 characters; case-sensitive. The name can contain any characters. If it contains delimiters the value
must be enclosed in single quotes.

Notes:

• JDBCURL statement can be specified at the application level or at the job level.
• You can also define this statement via a CONNPROF command.

Example
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In this example, JDBCURL statement specifies JDBC Connect String name jdbc:hive2://localhost:10000/default.

APPL TESTHI

AGENT HADOOP

HIVE_JOB HIVETEST

 USER root

 HADOOP_HOST hadoop.server.com

 JDBCURL     jdbc:hive2://localhost:10000/default

 SCRIPTFILE  scripts/hivescript.sql

 RUN NOW

ENDJOB

JDBCUSER Statement: Specify a Set Authentication Username
The JDBCUSER statement specifies a set Authentication Username.

Supported Job Type

This statement is mandatory for the following job types:

• Apache Sqoop™ (SQOOP_JOB)

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

JDBCUSER user

user
Specifies a JDBC User.
Limits: Up to 128 characters; case-sensitive. The name can contain any characters, except delimiters.

Notes:

• JDBCUSER statement can be specified at the application level or at the job level.
• A password must be defined for the JDBCUSER using the PASSWORD command with operand NAME(JDBCUSER).

Example

In this example, JDBCUSER statement specifies JDBC User root:

APPL TESTHS

AGENT HADOOP

SQOOP_JOB SQEXPORT

 SQOOP_TYPE      export

 USER root

 HADOOP_HOST     hadoop.server.com

 JDBCURL     jdbc:mysql://hadoop.server.com/test

 JDBCUSER    root

 JDBCTABLE  esp

 HADOOP_SOURCE   /dir1/file1

 RUN  NOW

ENDJOB
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JMSP_JOB Statement: Start a JMS Publish Job Definition
The JMSP_JOB statement starts a JMS Publish job definition in an application. You can define a JMS Publish job to send
a message to a queue or publish a message to a topic.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for
Application Services.

JMS Publish jobs support the TextMessage and ObjectMessage message types.

NOTE
The StreamMessage, BytesMessage, and MapMessage message types are not supported.

Syntax

For this statement, refer to the JOB statement syntax.

NOTE

• JP is the short form of JMSP_JOB.
• To schedule JMS Publish jobs, you must load the workload object module CYBESOJP. Load CYBESOJP

with the WOBDEF command or with the WOBDEF initialization parameter.

Required Statements

To define a JMS Publish job, you must specify the following statements:

• AGENT (at the workload object or the application level)
• CONNECTION_FACTORY
• DESTNAME
• INITIAL_CONTEXT
• LOCATION
• MSGCLASS
• TOPIC

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for a JMS Publish job:

• JNDIUSER
• JOBCLASS
• PARAMETER

Example: Publish a Message to a WebSphere MQ Server

This example publishes the message "this is my message" to the queue named Queue. The Java
class of the message is String. The initial context factory supplied by the JNDI service provider is
com.ibm.websphere.naming.WsnInitialContextFactory. The service provider's URL is iiop://172.24.0.0:2809, where
172.24.0.0 is the IP address of the WebSphere MQ server and 2809 is the ORB port. The job uses the cyberuser JNDI
user ID to gain access to the connection factory named ConnectionFactory.

JMSP_JOB PUBLISH  

   AGENT APPAGENT

   INITIAL_CONTEXT com.ibm.websphere.naming.WsnInitialContextFactory

   LOCATION iiop://172.24.0.0:2809

   CONNECTION_FACTORY ConnectionFactory

   DESTNAME Queue
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   TOPIC N

   MSGCLASS String

   JNDIUSER cyberuser

   PARAMETER TYPE(java.lang.String) VALUE('this is my message')

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

The agent does not support JMS messaging on IBM WebSphere. If you have IBM WebSphere MQ, your agent
administrator can set up the agent plug-in to run JMS Publish and JMS Subscribe for JMS queues. JMS topics are not
supported on IBM WebSphere MQ.

 

 

 

JMSS_JOB Statement: Start a JMS Subscribe Job Definition
The JMSS_JOB statement starts a JMS Subscribe job definition in an application. You can define a JMS Subscribe job to
consume messages from a queue or topic.

 

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and WA Agent for Application
Services.

JMS Subscribe jobs support the TextMessage and ObjectMessage message types.

NOTE
The StreamMessage, BytesMessage, and MapMessage message types are not supported.

Syntax

For this statement, refer to the JOB statement syntax.

NOTE

• JS is the short form of JMSS_JOB.
• To schedule JMS Subscribe jobs, you must load the workload object module CYBESOJS. Load CYBESOJS

with the WOBDEF command or with the WOBDEF initialization parameter.

Required Statements

To define a JMS Subscribe job, you must specify the following statements:

• AGENT (at the workload object or the application level)
• CONNECTION_FACTORY
• DESTNAME
• INITIAL_CONTEXT
• LOCATION
• TOPIC

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for a JMS Subscribe job:
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• DESTINATION
• FILTER
• JNDIUSER
• JOBCLASS

Example: Monitor a Queue on a WebLogic Application Server

This example continuously monitors the queue named Queue (residing on WebLogic) for messages matching the filter
criteria. The consumed messages from the queue are stored in the file /export/home/user1/outputfile1. The service
provider's URL is t3://172.24.0.0:7001, where 172.24.0.0 is the IP address of the WebLogic application server and 7001 is
the ORB port.

JMSS_JOB MONITOR 

   AGENT APPAGENT

   INITIAL_CONTEXT weblogic.jndi.WLInitialContextFactory

   LOCATION t3://172.24.0.0:7001

   CONNECTION_FACTORY ConnectionFactory

   DESTNAME Queue CONTINUOUS(a13)

   FILTER abc\s...\s[a-zA-Z]+\sFilter![\sa-z0-9]+

   TOPIC N

   DESTINATION /export/home/user1/outputfile1

   JNDIUSER cyberuser

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

In this example, the regular expression used as the filter criteria can be defined as follows:

abc\s...\s[a-zA-Z]+\sFilter![\sa-z0-9]+

abc\s
Specifies the text abc, followed by white space.

...\s
Specifies any three characters, followed by white space.

[a-zA-Z]+\s
Specifies at least one letter, followed by white space.

Filter![\sa-z0-9]+
Specifies the text Filter!, followed by at least one of the following: white space or digit or lower case letter.

Example: abc vvv B Filter! 95

JMXA_JOB Statement: Start a JMX-MBean Attribute Set Job Definition
The JMXA_JOB statement starts a JMX-MBean Attribute Set job definition in an application. You can define a JMX-
MBean Attribute Set job to change the value of an MBean attribute on a JMX server. You can specify a set value for the
attribute or use the serialized Java object passed by another job. When the attribute is set, the job returns the original
attribute value as output. You can specify a success pattern to determine the job's success or failure. If the job's output
matches the success pattern, the job completes successfully; otherwise, it fails.

Syntax

For this statement, refer to the JOB statement syntax.
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NOTE

• To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for
Application Services.

• BA is the short form of JMXA_JOB.
• To schedule JMX-MBean Attribute Set jobs, you must load the workload object module CYBESOBA. Load

CYBESOBA with the WOBDEF command or with the WOBDEF initialization parameter.

Required Statements

To define a JMX-MBean Attribute Set job, you must specify the following statements:

• AGENT (at the workload object or the application level)
• ATTRIBUTE
• MBEAN
• PARAMETER
• URL

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for a JMX-MBean Attribute Set job:

• DESTINATION
• FILTER
• JOBCLASS
• USER

Example: Change the Value of an MBean Attribute

Suppose that you want to set the value of the State attribute of the cdc.jmx.SimpleDynamic MBean to the serialized Java
object located in a path on the agent computer.

JMXA_JOB JMXSET

   AGENT APPAGENT

   URL service:jmx:rmi:///jndi/rmi://agenttest:5099/jmxserver

   MBEAN 'DefaultDomain:index=1,type=cdc.jmx.SimpleDynamic'

   ATTRIBUTE State

   PARAMETER URI('FS:C:\Program Files\CA\WA Agent +                 

      R11.3_B129\spool\CM_QABC\MAIN\LLR113.7\JMXATT.GET.12587292392520')

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

JMXB_JOB Statement: Start a JMX-MBean Attribute Get Job Definition
The JMXB_JOB statement starts a JMX-MBean Attribute Get job definition in an application. You can define a JMX-
MBean Attribute Get job to query a JMX server for the value of an MBean attribute. The returned value is stored on the
computer where the agent resides. You can specify a success pattern to determine the job's success or failure. If the
returned attribute value matches the success pattern, the job completes successfully; otherwise, it fails.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for
Application Services.

Syntax

For this statement, refer to the JOB statement syntax.
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NOTE

• BB is the short form of JMXB_JOB.
• To schedule JMX-MBean Attribute Get jobs, you must load the workload object module CYBESOBB. Load

CYBESOBB with the WOBDEF command or with the WOBDEF initialization parameter.

Required Statements

To define a JMX-MBean Attribute Get job, you must specify the following statements:

• AGENT (at the workload object or the application level)
• ATTRIBUTE
• MBEAN
• URL

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for a JMX-MBean Attribute Get job:

• DESTINATION
• FILTER
• JOBCLASS
• USER

Example: Query a JMX Server for the Value of an MBean Attribute

Suppose that you want to know the value of the cachesize attribute for the Config MBean. The URL for the JMX server is
service:jmx:rmi:///jndi/rmi://localhost:9999/server, where localhost is the host name and 9999 is the port number.

JMXB_JOB QUERY

   AGENT APPAGENT

   URL service:jmx:rmi:///jndi/rmi://localhost:9999/server

   MBEAN 'DefaultDomain:index=1,type=Config'

   ATTRIBUTE cachesize

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

JMXN_JOB Statement: Start a JMX-MBean Create Instance Job Definition
The JMXN_JOB statement starts a JMX-MBean Create Instance job definition in an application. You can define a JMX-
MBean Create Instance job to create an MBean on a JMX server.

To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for Application
Services.

Syntax

For this statement, refer to the JOB statement syntax.

NOTE

• BN is the short form of JMXN_JOB.
• To schedule JMX-MBean Create Instance jobs, you must load the workload object module CYBESOBN.

Load CYBESOBN with the WOBDEF command or with the WOBDEF initialization parameter.

Required Statements

To define a JMX-MBean Create Instance job, you must specify the following statements:
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• AGENT (at the workload object or the application level)
• CLASSNAME
• MBEAN
• URL

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for a JMX-MBean Create Instance job:

• JOBCLASS
• PARAMETER
• USER

Example: Create an MBean Instance on a JMX Server

Suppose that you want to create an MBean instance on a JMX server. The job uses the cdc.jmx.SimpleDynamic class.
The constructor of the class takes a single string parameter with the value "Hello".

JMXN_JOB CREATE

   AGENT APPAGENT

   URL service:jmx:rmi:///jndi/rmi://agenttest:5099/jmxserver

   MBEAN 'DefaultDomain:index=CreateIns1,type=cdc.jmx.SimpleDynamic'

   CLASSNAME cdc.jmx.SimpleDynamic

   PARAMETER TYPE(java.lang.String) VALUE(Hello)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB                                

JMXO_JOB Statement: Start a JMX-MBean Operation Job Definition
The JMXO_JOB statement starts a JMX-MBean Operation job definition in an application. You can define a JMX-
MBean Operation job to invoke an operation on an MBean. You can specify one or more parameter values to pass to the
operation. You can specify a success pattern to determine the job's success or failure. If the operation's output matches
the success pattern, the job completes successfully; otherwise, it fails.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for
Application Services.

Syntax

For this statement, refer to the JOB statement syntax.

NOTE

• BO is the short form of JMXO_JOB.
• To schedule JMX-MBean Operation jobs, you must load the workload object module CYBESOBO. Load

CYBESOBO with the WOBDEF command or with the WOBDEF initialization parameter.

Required Statements

To define a JMX-MBean Operation job, you must specify the following statements:

• AGENT (at the workload object or the application level)
• MBEAN
• OPERATION
• URL
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Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for a JMX-MBean Operation job:

• DESTINATION
• FILTER
• JOBCLASS
• PARAMETER
• USER

Example: Invoke an Operation on an MBean

Suppose that you want to invoke the resetmem operation on the Config MBean to reset the value of the memory
parameter to 50.

JMXO_JOB RESET

   AGENT APPAGENT

   URL service:jmx:rmi:///jndi/rmi://localhost:9999/server

   MBEAN 'DefaultDomain:index=1,type=Config'

   OPERATION resetmem

   PARAMETER TYPE(Integer) VALUE(50)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

JMXR_JOB Statement: Start a JMX-MBean Remove Instance Job Definition
The JMXR_JOB statement starts a JMX-MBean Remove Instance job definition in an application. You can define a JMX-
MBean Remove Instance job to remove an MBean from a JMX server.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for
Application Services.

Syntax

For this statement, refer to the JOB statement syntax.

 

NOTE

• BR is the short form of JMXR_JOB.
• To schedule JMX-MBean Remove Instance jobs, you must load the workload object module CYBESOBR.

Load CYBESOBR with the WOBDEF command or with the WOBDEF initialization parameter.

Required Statements

To define a JMX-MBean Remove Instance job, you must specify the following statements:

• AGENT (at the workload object or the application level)
• MBEAN
• URL

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statement for a JMX-MBean Remove Instance job:
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• JOBCLASS
• USER

Example: Remove an MBean Instance from a JMX Server

Suppose that you want to remove an MBean instance.

JMXR_JOB REMOVE.JMXINS

   AGENT APPAGENT

   URL service:jmx:rmi:///jndi/rmi://agenttest:5099/jmxserver

   MBEAN 'DefaultDomain:index=CreateIns1,type=cdc.jmx.SimpleDynamic'

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

JMXS_JOB Statement: Start a JMX-MBean Subscribe Job Definition
The JMXS_JOB statement starts a JMX-MBean Subscribe job definition in an application. You can define a JMX-MBean
Subscribe job to monitor an MBean for a single notification or monitor continuously for notifications. You can filter the
notifications the job monitors by attributes or by type of notifications.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for
Application Services.

Syntax

For this statement, refer to the JOB statement syntax.

 

NOTE

• BS is the short form of JMXS_JOB.
• To schedule JMX-MBean Subscribe jobs, you must load the workload object module CYBESOBS. Load

CYBESOBS with the WOBDEF command or with the WOBDEF initialization parameter.

Required Statements

To define a JMX-MBean Subscribe job, you must define the following statements:

• AGENT (at the workload object or the application level)
• MBEAN
• URL

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for a JMX-MBean Subscribe job:

• ATTRIBUTESFILTER
• JOBCLASS
• TYPESFILTER
• USER

Example: Set Up Notifications for Change to an MBean Attribute

Suppose that you want to set up continuous monitoring for changes to the cachesize attribute of the MBean named
Config. The job filters the notifications the MBean sends by attribute. Each time the cachesize attribute changes, an alert
named CHGA is sent.
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JMXS_JOB CHANGE

   AGENT APPAGENT

   URL service:jmx:rmi:///jndi/rmi://localhost:9999/server

   MBEAN 'DefaultDomain:index=1,type=Config' CONTINUOUS(CHGA)

   ATTRIBUTESFILTER cachesize

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

JNDIUSER Statement: Specify a JNDI User ID
The JNDIUSER statement specifies the JNDI user ID in an Entity Bean, Session Bean, and JMS job. This user ID refers
to the Application Server within the JNDI framework. If specified, this authentication information is supplied when creating
the initial context.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Entity Bean (EJBE_JOB)
• JMS Publish (JMSP_JOB)
• JMS Subscribe (JMSS_JOB)
• Session Bean (EJB_JOB)

Syntax

This statement has the following syntax:

JNDIUSER userid

userid
Specifies the JNDI user ID to be used to gain access to the connection factory.
Limits: Up to 128 characters; case-sensitive; it cannot contain delimiters (such as spaces)

 

NOTE

• Every user ID used in a job definition must have a corresponding user ID/password pair defined using the
PASSWORD command.

• JUSER is an alias of JNDIUSER.

Example: Specify a JNDI User ID in a JMS Publish Job

This example publishes the message "this is my message" to the queue named Queue. The Java
class of the message is String. The initial context factory supplied by the JNDI service provider is
com.ibm.websphere.naming.WsnInitialContextFactory. The service provider's URL is iiop://172.24.0.0:2809, where
172.24.0.0 is the IP address of the WebSphere MQ server and 2809 is the ORB port. The job uses the cyberuser JNDI
user ID to gain access to the connection factory named ConnectionFactory.

JMSP_JOB PUBLISH  

   AGENT APPAGENT

   INITIAL_CONTEXT com.ibm.websphere.naming.WsnInitialContextFactory

   LOCATION iiop://172.24.0.0:2809

   CONNECTION_FACTORY ConnectionFactory

   DESTNAME Queue
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   TOPIC N

   MSGCLASS String

   JNDIUSER cyberuser

   PARAMETER TYPE(java.lang.String) VALUE('this is my message')

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

NOTE
The agent does not support JMS messaging on IBM WebSphere. If you have IBM WebSphere MQ, your agent
administrator can set up the agent plug-in to run JMS Publish and JMS Subscribe for JMS queues. JMS topics
are not supported on IBM WebSphere MQ.

JOB_CRITERIA Statement: Specify the Evaluation Criteria for a Return String
The JOB_CRITERIA statement defines a regular expression used to evaluate a string returned by an SQL statement or a
stored procedure.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Database Stored Procedure (DBSP_JOB)
• SQL (SQL_JOB)

Syntax

This statement has the following syntax:

JOB_CRITERIA regexp

regexp
Defines a regular expression that is used to evaluate a return string. If the return string matches the regular
expression, the job completes successfully. Otherwise, the job fails.
Limits: Up to 256 characters; case-sensitive

NOTE
Each return string includes the field name from the SELECT statement and its value, separated by
an equal sign (=). For example, consider the query SELECT ORD_NUM FROM SALES. To match
order number A2976, specify the regular expression ORD_NUM=A2976. Specifying the regular
expression A2976 does not match any return string causing the job to fail. You can also specify the
regular expression .*A2976, which matches any return string that ends with A2976.

Usage Notes:

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• This field only applies to SQL queries that are SELECT statements.
• To compose a regular expression, follow the rules for Java class java.util.regex.Pattern. You can find these rules using

a Google search for java pattern.
• You can use escape sequences in the regular expression. The following characters have a special meaning in regular

expressions. To use these characters literally, precede the characters with one backward slash (\).
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– \ -- backward slash
– [ -- opening bracket
– * -- asterisk
– | -- vertical bar
– { -- opening brace
– + -- plus sign
– ( -- opening parenthesis
– ^ -- caret (circumflex)
– ? -- question mark
– ) -- closing parenthesis
– $ -- dollar sign
– . -- period
For example, to match the characters *.* literally, specify \*\.\* in your regular expression. The backward slashes
escape the characters' special meanings.

• JOBCRIT is an alias of JOB_CRITERIA.

Example: Define Basic Success Criteria

In the following example, if the SQL query returns a PartNo that begins with IDG, the job completes successfully.

SQL_JOB QRY1

   AGENT CYBDB1

   SQL 'SELECT PartNo FROM Inv_List WHERE Stock > 30'

   JOB_CRITERIA PartNo=IDG.*

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Define a More Complex Success Criteria

In the following example, if the SQL query returns an ID that matches the specified regular expression, the job completes
successfully.

SQL_JOB QRY2

   AGENT CYBDB1

   SQL 'SELECT ID FROM Proc_List WHERE Orders > 30'

   JOB_CRITERIA 'ID=\w{2,4}'

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

The regular expression is interpreted as follows:

• \w -- A word character [a-zA-Z0-9]
• {2,4} -- Match at least 2 times but not more than 4 times

To illustrate the last item {2, 4}, consider the syntax:

'ID=b1{1,3}c'

Evaluating this expression yields the following conditions:

• The line contains the text b1.
• Numeric 1 should exist at least once, but not more than three times.
• The specified string must be followed by the letter c.
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JOBATTR Statement: Change Job Attributes
The JOBATTR statement is used to change a job's attributes within the scope of a JOB statement or in job documentation.

JOBATTR [EXTERNAL|NOEXTERNAL]

        [HELD_MANUAL[(ANY|USER)]|NOHELD_MANUAL]

        [MANUAL|NOMANUAL]

        [LINK|NOLINK]

        [TASK|NOTASK]

        [REQUEST|NOREQUEST]

        [PROCESS|NOPROCESS]

        [CONDITIONAL|NOCONDITIONAL]

        [HOLD [REASON('reason')]|NOHOLD]

        [INHERIT|NOINHERIT]

        [NODE|NONODE]

        [SCHEDULED('criteria')]

        [SCOPE(hh.mm,hh.mm)]

        [AUTHSTR(authstring)]

        [APPLID(applname)]

        [SELFCOMPLETING]

attributes
Indicates the attributes of the job you want to change. You can specify more than one attribute by separating them
with a comma or space. The attributes are listed above. For more information on the job attributes listed above,
see the JOB statement.

EXTERNAL|NOEXTERNAL
EXTERNAL -- Indicates the job is submitted by another ESP application. Used to build inter-application
dependencies.
NOEXTERNAL -- Indicates the job is not submitted by another ESP application. This is the default.

HELD_MANUAL
Defines a held-manual job, that is, a job defined in an ESP application that is submitted externally to ESP with
TYPRUN=HOLD in its JCL.
The JOBATTR HELD_MANUAL statement causes a held-submitted job to be matched to a ready, held-
manual job in an application. If HELD_MANUAL is specified, the ANY|USER attribute is propagated from the
JOB application statement, if present, or the OPTIONS application statement, if present, or the TRACKOPT
initialization parameter.
HELD_MANUAL(USER) causes a held-submitted job to be matched to a ready, held-manual job in an application
only if the held-submitted job's SAF user ID corresponds to the event ID prefix or the event trigger user ID of the
event associated with the held-manual job's application.
HELD_MANUAL (ANY) causes a held-submitted job to be matched to a ready, held-manual job in an application
without any regard to the held-submitted job's SAF user ID.
It is recommended to use the HELD_MANUAL operand attributes USER and ANY only in the TRACKOPT
initialization parameter, unless a specific reason exists to override the default in the JOBATTR statement.

NOHELD_MANUAL
Nullifies a previous JOB HELD_MANUAL or OPTIONS HELD_MANUAL statement, if present.

MANUAL|NOMANUAL
MANUAL -- Indicates the job is submitted, outside an application. This includes jobs submitted directly by an
event.
NOMANUAL -- Indicates the job is being submitted within an application. This is the default.
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LINK|NOLINK
LINK -- Indicates this is a workload object that completes immediately. ESP does not try to submit JCL for a LINK.
NOLINK -- Indicates that this workload object is not a LINK. This is the default.

TASK|NOTASK
TASK -- Indicates the job is a task. ESP does not submit JCL for a TASK.
NOTASK -- Indicates the job is not a task. This is the default.

REQUEST|NOREQUEST
REQUEST -- Indicates this job will run only if it is requested.
NOREQUEST -- Indicates this job will always run. This is the default.

PROCESS|NOPROCESS
PROCESS -- Executes:

• ESP commands
• z/OS commands
• CLANG
• Built-in functions within a LINK.

NOPROCESS -- Bypasses:

• ESP commands
• z/OS commands
• CLANG
• Built-in functions within a LINK. This is the default.

CONDITIONAL|NOCONDITIONAL
CONDITIONAL -- Indicates the job may or may not execute. The application this job belongs to is considered
complete when all NOCONDITIONAL jobs are complete.
NOCONDITIONAL -- Indicates the job must complete in order for the application to be considered complete. This
is the default.

HOLD [REASON('reason')]|NOHOLD
HOLD -- Indicates the job is to be placed on manual hold when ESP generates the application. You can release a
job from manual hold using the CSF or the APPLJOB (AJ) command. Optionally, you can specify a reason for the
hold of up to 28 characters using the REASON operand. ESP displays the reason in the Job Status field in CSF.
You can only use the REASON operand with the HOLD operand. Jobs placed on manual hold are displayed in the
MANUAL HOLD JOBS section of the simulation output along with any reason that was provided.
NOHOLD -- Indicates the job is not to be placed on manual hold when ESP generates the application. This is the
default.

INHERIT|NOINHERIT
INHERIT -- Indicates the job relationships should be inherited.This is the default.
NOINHERIT -- Indicates the job relationships should not be inherited.

NODE |NONODE
NODE -- Indicates the job is a node for inheriting job relationships. No relationships pass through a node.
A relationship between a predecessor and a successor to the node exists only when ESP selects the node.
Inherited relationships among the node and its successors still exist.
NONODE -- Indicates the job is not a node for inheriting job relationships. This is the default.

SCHEDULED('criteria')
Specifies a scheduled time or range for the scheduled time of the event that submits the job or the trigger time
issued for non-scheduled events.
To specify a range, specify criteria as follows:
criteria UNTIL criteria
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SCOPE(hh.mm,hh.mm)
Specifies the number of hours ESP is to do a backward and/or forward search in the JOBINDEX data set for a
job. The first parameter indicates how far back ESP should look; the second parameter indicates how far ahead it
should look. This parameter can be a maximum of 12 characters. SCOPE can be used with the EXTERNAL and
MANUAL keywords for jobs in its home application.

AUTHSTR(string)
Specifies an authorization string as defined by the AUTHSTR initialization parameter. Can only be used with the
EXTERNAL and MANUAL keywords.

APPLID(applname)
Indicates the name of the application that submits the job.

SELFCOMPLETING
The task completes automatically when its dependencies are met.

Usage Notes:

• You may want to define a job with different attributes in special situations. For example, on a particular day you may
want to define a job on hold, whereas on other days you do not want the job defined on hold. Instead of defining the
job multiple times with job qualifiers or using IF logic around a JOB statement, you can use the JOBATTR statement.

• Using JOBATTR statements in conjunction with IF logic, allows jobs to have cumulative job attributes. For example,
if a job is a conditional job on Mondays, and a request job on the first workday of the month, combiningJOBATTR
statements with IF logic provides for a cumulative effect when Monday is also the first workday of the month; the job is
a conditional request job.

• A held-manual job is a job defined in an ESP application that is submitted externally to ESP with TYPRUN=HOLD in its
JCL. ESP monitors for messages from JES for the existence of held jobs. When a held-manual job is readied within an
ESP application and a job of the same name is held in JES, ESP issues a JES release command. The job is released
and tracked by ESP.

 

NOTE

Related information

For information on identifying the names of jobs in an application, see the JOB statement.

For information on applications, see the User Guide.

Example: Change attributes on Monday

In the following example, PAYJOB1's attributes are changed to define the job on hold every Monday.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CA.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB1

  IF TODAY('MONDAY') THEN JOBATTR HOLD

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Change to HELD_MANUAL job on Monday

In the following example, PAYJOB1's attributes are changed to define the job as a held-manual job every Monday.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CA.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB1

  IF TODAY('MONDAY') THEN JOBATTR HELD_MANUAL
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  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Multiple attributes

In the following example:

• PAYJOB2 runs daily
• On Fridays, PAYJOB2 has an attribute of HOLD
• On the last workday of the month, PAYJOB2 has an attribute of REQUEST.

When the last workday of the month is a Friday, PAYJOB2 has attributes of HOLD and REQUEST.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CA.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB2

  IF TODAY('FRIDAY') THEN JOBATTR HOLD REASON('CHECK REPORT P150')

  IF TODAY('LAST WORKDAY OF MONTH') THEN JOBATTR REQUEST

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: External job scheduled yesterday

In the following example, PAYJOB3 uses the JOBATTR statement to define the job as an External job on Sundays.
On Sunday, ESP looks back to the previous day (YESTERDAY) to see if PAYJOB3 completed successfully. If it has,
PAYJOB3 is marked complete when the application is built, otherwise it waits for PAYJOB3 to complete.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CA.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB3

  IF TODAY('SUNDAY') THEN +

  JOBATTR EXTERNAL SCHEDULED('YESTERDAY')

  RUN SATURDAY SUNDAY

  REL PAYJOB4

JOB PAYJOB4

  RUN SUNDAY

ENDJOB

Example: Critical except last day of month

In the following example, PAYJOB1's attributes are changed on the last workday of the month such that critical path
analysis is performed every day except the last workday of the month.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CA.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB1 CRITICAL

  RUN WORKDAYS

  IF TODAY('LAST WORKDAY OF MONTH') THEN JOBATTR NOTCRITICAL

ENDJOB
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JOBCLASS Statement: Assign Job Class to a Job
The JOBCLASS statement assigns a job class value to a job. When this statement is specified, the agent interprets
the job class against the job classes defined in the agentparm.txt file. Each defined job class has a specified number of
initiators, which allows for manual load balancing against system resources.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:
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• AIX (AIX_JOB)
• Apache Hive™ (HIVE_JOB)
• Apache™ Oozie (OOZIE_JOB)
• Apache Sqoop™ (SQOOP_JOB)
• CPU Monitoring (CPU_MON)
• Disk Monitoring (DISK_MON)
• Entity Bean (EJBE_JOB)
• File Trigger (FILE_TRIGGER)
• FTP (FTP_JOB)
• Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS™) (HDFS_JOB)
• HP-UX (HPUX_JOB)
• HTTP (HTTP_JOB)
• Informatica (INFORMATICA_JOB)
• IP Monitoring (IP_MON)
• JMS Publish (JMSP_JOB)
• JMS Subscribe (JMSS_JOB)
• JMX-MBean Attribute Get (JMXB_JOB)
• JMX-MBean Attribute Set (JMXA_JOB)
• JMX-MBean Create Instance (JMXN_JOB)
• JMX-MBean Operation (JMXO_JOB)
• JMX-MBean Remove Instance (JMXR_JOB)
• JMX-MBean Subscribe (JMXS_JOB)
• Linux (LINUX_JOB)
• Micro Focus (MF_JOB)
• Microsoft SQL Server (MSSQL_JOB)
• POJO (POJO_JOB)
• Process Monitoring (PROCESS_MON)
• Remote Execution (PROXY_JOB)
• RMI (RMI_JOB)
• Secure Copy (SCP_JOB)
• Secure FTP (SFTP_JOB)
• Session Bean (EJB_JOB)
• Solaris (SUN_JOB)
• SNMP Subscribe (SNPC_JOB)
• SNMP Trap Send (SNPE_JOB)
• SNMP Value Get (SNPG_JOB)
• SNMP Value Set (SNPS_JOB)
• Text File Reading and Monitoring (TEXT_MON)
• UNIX (UNIX_JOB)
• Wake on LAN (WOL_JOB)
• Web Service (WEB_SERV)
• Web Service Document/Literal (WEB_DOCLIT)
• Windows (NT_JOB)
• Windows Event Log Monitoring (EVENTLOG_MON)
• Windows Service Monitoring (SERVICE_MON)

Syntax
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This statement has the following syntax:

JOBCLASS jobclass

jobclass
Specifies the job class that this job runs under. The agent maintains a list of job classes and the number of
initiators assigned to each job class. A job class with more initiators can process more jobs more quickly. For
higher-priority jobs, assign a job class that contains more initiators.
Limits: Up to 128 characters; it cannot contain delimiters (such as spaces)

NOTE

• The agent administrator must specify the number of initiators for job classes in the agentparm.txt file. The
following example specifies three job classes and a default job class:

initiators.class_1=Default,1000

initiators.class_2=JOBCLASS1,20

initiators.class_3=JOBCLASS2,500

initiators.class_4=FILEM,1000

• Your agent administrator can set the initiators.afmjobclassmap_N parameter to assign a job class
automatically based on the combination of verbs and subverbs that appear in an AFM. For more information
about the parameter, see the documentation for Broadcom Workload Automation Agents.

• The JOBCLASS statement overrides the job class specified in the agentparm.txt file of the agent.
• You can define the JOBCLASS statement globally. The JOBCLASS statement in the job definition overrides

the global statement in the application.

 

 

Example: Override a Global Job Class Statement

In this example, the first instance of the job class (JOBCLASS1) is a global definition in the application that is overridden
by local job class statements (JOBCLASS2 and FILEM).

APPL JOBCLASS.TEST

AGENT UNIXAGENT

JOBCLASS JOBCLASS1

 

FTP_JOB TRNSF1

   USER user1

   .

   .

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

FTP_JOB TRNSF2

   USER user1

   .

   .

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

UNIX_JOB PAYDATA

   JOBCLASS JOBCLASS2

   SCRIPTNAME /export/home/payroll/data
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   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

FILE_TRIGGER PAYDATA.TRIGGER

   JOBCLASS FILEM

   FILENAME /export/home/data/payroll UPDATE

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

JOBCOPY Statement: Copy an Existing SAP Job
The JOBCOPY statement copies an existing SAP job with all of its attributes.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the SAP R/3 (SAP_JOB) job type.

Syntax

This statement has the following syntax:

JOBCOPY JOBCOUNT(count)

     [TARGETJOBNAME(name)]

     [STEPNUM(step)]

JOBCOUNT(count)
Specifies the ID of the job to be copied.
Limits: Up to eight digits
Example: 00458131

TARGETJOBNAME(name)
(Optional) Specifies the name of the target job.
Default: The name of the source job specified in the SAPJOBNAME statement
Limits: Up to 32 valid SAP characters; case-sensitive

STEPNUM(step)
(Optional) Specifies the number of the first step to start copying job data from.
Limits: 0-highest step number
Note: If you specify 0 or 1, all steps are copied.

NOTE
Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.

Example: Copy Existing SAP Job

In this example, the job SAPTEST with job count 458131 is copied to SAPTEST2.

APPL SAPTEST

SAP_JOB SAPTEST

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   JOBCOPY JOBCOUNT(00458131) TARGETJOBNAME(SAPTEST2)

   ABAPNAME BTCTEST

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB
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JOBDATA Statement: Retrieve Data from Workload Object
The JOBDATA statement retrieves the value of a variable stored in a data object (DATA_OBJECT) or returned by a
workload object within the current application generation.

Syntax

This statement has the following syntax:

VAR = JOBDATA('jobname','variable')

jobname
Specifies the name of the workload object including job name and qualifier.
Limits: Case-sensitive
Examples: DATA1, DATA1.AA

variable
Specifies the name of the variable as stored in the data object or returned by the workload object.
Limits: Case-sensitive
Note: If a variable that does not exist is requested, a null value is returned.

 

NOTE

• You can use the JOBDATA CLANG function to retrieve data at process time. The JOBDATA function returns
a null value at any other time, for example, in generation or simulation mode.

• The variable URI stores the location of the binary output produced by a payload producing job. You can use
this variable to pass the output of a payload producing job as input to a payload consuming job.

• You can use variables STDOUT and STDERR to retrieve corresponding file names from an agent. This is
applicable only for Windows NT and all UNIX agents.

• You can use variables AVAILABLE and USED to retrieve the CPU percentage in a CPU Monitoring job. On
Windows and UNIX systems, a CPU Monitoring job monitors the CPU usage of the computer where the
specified agent is installed.

• You can use variables AVAILABLE and USED to retrieve the amount of disk memory in a Disk Monitoring
job. On Windows and UNIX systems, a Disk Monitoring job monitors the available or used space on a disk or
logical partition.

• You can use the variable LSTATUS to retrieve the long status of SQL_JOB and DBSP_JOB. To use the
LSTATUS variable in the WOBDATA statement, apply PTF RO89426 to ESP.

• For information about retrieving variables from a workload object in a different application, see the
WOBDATA statement.

Example: Pass the Output of Two Jobs as Input to Another Job

In this example, Job A and Job B are payload producing jobs that produce binary output. Job C is a payload consuming
job that uses the output from Job A and Job B as input values. In the definition of Job C, the first JOBDATA statement
retrieves the URI of Job A's output and assigns it to the variable JobA; the second JOBDATA statement retrieves the URI
of Job B's output and assigns it to the variable JobB. The variables are then passed as input values in the PARAMETER
statements.

APPL PAYLOAD

WEB_SERV A

   AGENT WSAGENT

   TARGETNAMESPACE http://www.webserviceX.NET/

   SERVICENAME StockQuote
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   PORTNAME StockQuoteSoap

   OPERATION GetQuote

   WSDL_URL http://www.webservicex.com/stockquote.asmx?WSDL

   ENDPOINT_URL http://www.webservicex.com/stockquote.asmx  

   PARAMETER TYPE(xsd:string) VALUE(CA)

   RETURNCLASS java.lang.String

   RETURNXML string

   RETURNNAMESPACE http://www.webserviceX.NET/          

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

WEB_SERV B

   AGENT WSAGENT

   TARGETNAMESPACE http://www.webservicex.net

   SERVICENAME ValidateEmail

   PORTNAME ValidateEmailSoap

   OPERATION IsValidEmail

   WSDL_URL http://www.webservicex.net/ValidateEmail.asmx?wsdl

   PARAMETER TYPE(xsd:string) VALUE(john.smith@example.com)

   RETURNCLASS java.lang.Boolean

   RETURNXML boolean 

   RETURNNAMESPACE http://www.webservicex.net 

   FILTER true

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

JMSP_JOB C

   AGENT AGENT

   INITIAL_CONTEXT com.ibm.websphere.naming.WsnInitialContextFactory

   LOCATION iiop://172.24.0.0:2809

   CONNECTION_FACTORY ConnectionFactory

   DESTNAME Queue

   TOPIC N

   MSGCLASS String

   JNDIUSER cyberuser

   JobA=JOBDATA('A','URI')

   JobB=JOBDATA('B','URI')

   PARAMETER URI(%JobA)

   PARAMETER URI(%JobB)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Assigning the value of a variable from workload objects DSTRIG or File_Trigger

This example shows how to assign ABC the value of the variable DSNAME retrieved from the workload objects DSTRIG
or File_Trigger JOBA.

ABC = JOBDATA('JOBA','DSNAME')

Example: Retrieve the variable STDERR from a Windows workload object

This example shows how to assign ABC the value of the variable STDERR retrieved from the Windows workload object
JOBA. You can use the STDERR variable to capture the STDERR file name from the agent.

ABC = JOBDATA('JOBA','STDERR')
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Example: Retrieve the variable STDOUT from a UNIX workload object

This example shows how to assign ABC the value of the variable STDOUT retrieved from the UNIX workload object
PAYDATA. You can use the STDOUT variable to capture the STDOUT file name from the agent.

ABC = JOBDATA('PAYDATA','STDOUT')

Example: Assigning the value of variables AVAILABLE and USED from a CPU Monitoring workload object

In the following example, variables VAR1 and VAR2 are declared at the beginning of the application. In job CPUMON2,
VAR1 and VAR2 are assigned values of variables AVAILABLE and USED using JOBDATA and WOBDATA statements.
The IF statement %VAR2 GT %VAR1 sends the text string WARNING to the user CAUSR01, if the statement is true.

APPL TESTCM

JCLLIB 'CA.TEST.JCL'

INTEGER VAR1,VAR2

user     CAuser

AGENT    TOR777

CPU_MON CPUMON1.CM

  waitmode now

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

 

JOB CPUMON2

  AFTER CPUMON1.CM

  VAR1 = JOBDATA('CPUMON1.CM','AVAILABLE')

  VAR2 = WOBDATA('CPUMON1.CM/TESTCM.917','USED')

  SE 'VAR1 = %VAR1' USER(CAUSR01)

  SE 'VAR2 = %VAR2' USER(CAUSR01)

  IF %VAR2 GT %VAR1 THEN SE 'WARNING' USER(CAUSR01)

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

JOBD Statement: Specify the Job Description
The JOBD statement specifies the job description for the program submitted.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the i5/OS (AS400_JOB) job type.

Syntax

This statement has the following syntax:

• For the ESP Agent for OS/400 Operating Systems:

JOBD library.description

• For the CA WA Agent for i5/OS:

JOBD description|

library/description|

     /QSYS.LIB/library.LIB/description.JOBD

• library
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Specifies the name of the library that contains the job description. The value must be a valid i5/OS library name.
• description

Specifies the name of the job description for the program submitted. The value must be a valid i5/OS job description
name.

 

NOTE

• Use the JOBD statement within the boundaries of a job definition to apply to a single job or outside the
boundaries of the job definition to apply to the entire application.

• The entire value can be up to 46 characters; it cannot contain delimiters (such as spaces).
• If you do not specify the library name, the i5/OS system will search for it using the library list for the job.

Example: Specify Library Name and Description of the i5/OS Job

This example runs a program named MFGDATA on an i5/OS system. The current library for the job is PAY1, and the job
description is DFTJOBD in library CYB1.

AS400_JOB MFGDATA

   AGENT I5AGENT

   CLPNAME MFGDATA

   CURLIB PAY1

   JOBD CYB1/DFTJOBD

   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE MFGSORT

ENDJOB

JOBID Statement: Specify a Microsoft SQL Job ID
The JOBID statement specifies a job identification number for a Microsoft SQL job. Either JOBID or JOBNAME has to be
present in an MSSQL_JOB definition, but not both.

Supported Job Types

The JOBID statement is mandatory when the JOBNAME statement is not included in an MSSQL_JOB definition.

Syntax

This statement has the following syntax:

JOBID {jobid}

jobid
Specifies a job identification number for a Microsoft SQL job. A value for the jobid is mandatory. The jobid
operand has the following attributes:

• Maximum length of 36 characters
• Can contain any characters
• Can contain delimiters (for example, spaces). If you use delimiters, enclose the jobid in single quotes.
• Case-sensitive
• Job-level statement only

Example: Specify the JOBID Statement in an Application

The following example shows a Microsoft SQL job that uses the JOBID statement.
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APPL TESTMS

JCLLIB 'CA.TEST.JCLLIB'

 

MSSQL_JOB TEST_A

  AGENT MSSQL

  JOBID 1FB21A10-937F-4923-BAA2-C85BED3E370B  

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

JOBNAME Statement: Specify a Microsoft SQL Job Name
The JOBNAME statement defines the name of a Microsoft SQL job. Either JOBNAME or JOBID has to be present in an
MSSQL_JOB definition, but not both.

Supported Job Types

The JOBNAME statement is mandatory when the JOBID statement is not included in an MSSQL_JOB definition.

Syntax

This statement has the following syntax:

JOBNAME {job name}

job name
Specifies the name of a Microsoft SQL job. A value for the job name is mandatory. The job name operand has the
following attributes:

• Maximum length of 128 characters
• Can contain any characters, excluding double quotes
• Can contain delimiters (for example, spaces). If you use delimiters, enclose the job name in single quotes.
• Case-sensitive
• Job-level statement only

Example: Specify the JOBNAME Statement in an Application

The following example shows a Microsoft SQL job that uses the JOBNAME statement.

APPL TESTMS

JCLLIB 'CA.TEST.JCLLIB'

 

MSSQL_JOB TEST_A

  AGENT MSSQL

  JOBNAME 'Test Job A'

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

JOBNAME Statement: Specify an i5/OS Job Name
The JOBNAME statement specifies a name for an i5/OS job. This is the name displayed in the job queue or on the Work
with Active Jobs display.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the i5/OS (AS400_JOB) job type.
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Syntax

This statement has the following syntax:

JOBNAME job_name

job_name
Specifies the name of the i5/OS job.
Limits: Up to 10 characters; the first character must be one of the following: A-Z, $, #, or @; the second to tenth
characters can be A-Z, 0-9, $, #, _, ., or @

 

NOTE

• Use the JOBNAME statement within the boundaries of the job definition.
• For WA Agent for i5/OS, if you do not specify a JOBNAME statement in the job definition, the job name

defaults to the name specified in the CLPNAME, COMMAND, or AS400FILE statement.
• If you are using either the WA Agent for i5/OS with the OS400.V2.JOBNAME parameter in the agentparm.txt

file set to true or ESP Agent for OS/400 Operating Systems, the job name is assigned as follows:
– If you specify the CLPNAME statement in the job definition, but not the JOBNAME statement, the job

name is assigned the name specified in CLPNAME.
– If you specify the COMMAND or AS400FILE statement in the job definition, but not the JOBNAME

statement, the i5/OS system assigns the job name according to the standard job submission rules.

Example: Specify an i5/OS Job Name

This example defines an i5/OS job that runs a program named PROCPROG. The name of this job that is displayed in the
job queue of the i5/OS system is PROG1.

AS400_JOB MFGDATA

   AGENT I5AGENT

   CLPNAME PROCPROG

   JOBNAME PROG1

ENDJOB

JOBOBJECT Statement: Associate Windows Job with a Windows Job Object
The JOBOBJECT statement creates a new Windows job object and associates a Windows job with it or associates a
Windows job with an existing Windows job object.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the Windows (NT_JOB) job type.

Syntax

This statement has the following syntax:

JOBOBJECT job_object_name [CREATE|ASSIGN]

    [JOBMEMORY(job_memory [BYTES|KILOBYTES|MEGABYTES|GIGABYTES])]

    [PROCESSMEMORY(process_memory [BYTES|KILOBYTES|MEGABYTES|GIGABYTES])]

    [JOBTIME(job_time)]

    [PROCESSTIME(process_time)]

    [PRIORITY(HIGH|ABOVE_NORMAL|NORMAL|BELOW_NORMAL|IDLE)]
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    [PROCESSLIMIT(process_limit)]

job_object_name
Specifies the name of the new Windows job object or of an existing Windows job object that you want to add this
job to.
Limits: Up to 256 characters; case-sensitive
Note: If you are creating a new Windows job object, the name must be unique; there cannot be an existing
Windows job object with the same name.

CREATE|ASSIGN
(Optional) Specifies whether to create a new Windows job object or associate the job with an existing Windows
object.
CREATE

Creates a new Windows job object and associates the job with it. This is the default.
ASSIGN

Associates the job with an existing Windows job object.
JOBMEMORY(job_memory [BYTES|KILOBYTES|MEGABYTES|GIGABYTES])

(Optional) Defines the maximum virtual memory allocated to all processes associated with the Windows job object
in bytes (default), kilobytes, megabytes, or gigabytes.
Limits: Up to 12 numeric digits, followed by the unit of measure
Examples: 50 MEGABYTES, 500 KILOBYTES
Note: If the total memory used for all processes associated with the Windows job object exceeds this limit, the job
that is trying to use memory fails.

PROCESSMEMORY(process_memory [BYTES|KILOBYTES|MEGABYTES|GIGABYTES])
(Optional) Defines the maximum virtual memory allocated to each process associated with the Windows job
object in bytes (default), kilobytes, megabytes, or gigabytes.
Limits: Up to 12 numeric digits, followed by the unit of measure
Examples: 50 MEGABYTES, 500 KILOBYTES
Note: If the memory used for a single process exceeds this limit, the job fails.

JOBTIME(job_time)
(Optional) Defines the maximum CPU time in milliseconds allocated to all processes associated with the Windows
job object.
Limits: Up to 64 numeric digits
Example: 4000000
Note: If the total CPU time for all processes associated with the Windows job object exceeds this limit, all jobs
associated with the job object fail.

PROCESSTIME(process_time)
(Optional) Defines the maximum CPU time in milliseconds allocated to each process associated with the Windows
job object.
Limits: Up to 64 numeric digits
Example: 180000
Note: If the CPU time used for a single process exceeds this limit, the job fails.

PRIORITY(HIGH|ABOVE_NORMAL|NORMAL|BELOW_NORMAL|IDLE)
(Optional) Specifies the process priority for all processes in the job object as follows:

• HIGH

Indicates processes that must be executed immediately. These processes can use nearly all available CPU time.

• ABOVE_NORMAL

Indicates processes that have priority above the normal level but below the high level.
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• NORMAL

Indicates processes without special scheduling needs. This is the default.

• BELOW_NORMAL

Indicates processes that have priority above the idle level but below the normal level.

• IDLE

Indicates processes that will run only when the system is idle.
PROCESSLIMIT(process_limit)

(Optional) Defines the maximum number of simultaneously active processes allowed in the Windows job object.
Limits: Up to 12 numeric digits
Example: 10

 

NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• If you create a new Windows job object and you do not specify an operand, that property has an unlimited

value.
• If you assign an existing Windows job object and you do not specify a value for an operand, that property

keeps the existing value.

Example: Create a New Windows Job Object and Assign a Windows Job to It

The following job definition creates a Windows job object called payjobsobject. Payjobsobject can use up to 40 MB of
memory (41943040 bytes) and 1 hour of CPU time (3600000 milliseconds) for all processes it contains. Each process
associated with payjobsobject has a higher than normal priority and can use up to 500 KB of memory (512000 bytes) and
3 minutes of CPU time (180000 milliseconds). Payjobsobject can have up to 10 simultaneously active processes.

APPL WINTEST

NT_JOB JOTEST

   AGENT WINAGENT

   CMDNAME myscript.bat

   JOBOBJECT payjobsobject CREATE JOBMEMORY(41943040) +

      PROCESSMEMORY(512000) JOBTIME(3600000) PROCESSTIME(180000) +

      PRIORITY(ABOVE_NORMAL) PROCESSLIMIT(10)

   RUN OCT 2, 2006

ENDJOB

JOBPROF Statement: Defining a Job Profile Name
Use the JOBPROF statement to specify a profile name for job profile data, and to indicate what data is stored in the
profile.

Applicability

You can use the JOBPROF initialization parameter to provide a system definition, and the statement to provide an
application-level definition to cover jobs in the application, or as a job-level statement. Using JOBPROF at the job level
overrides the system and application-level definitions. The application-level definition overrides the system definition.

Syntax

JOBPROF profilename ON(schedule criteria)
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profilename
Specifies a name for job profile data. The profile name can be up to 104 characters long. You can use symbolic
variables, or a text string within the profile name.
If the JOBPROF initialization parameter is omitted, by default ESP collects job statistics using the full job name.

schedule criteria
Indicates ESP stores data in the job profile name for the specified run. Use any valid ESP schedule criteria that
resolves to a single date.

While the application is being generated, ESP records the profile name of each job in the application, and creates an entry
for each job in the jobstats data set.

By default, 10 entries are kept in the jobstats data set for each profile. You can change this system setting in the
JOBSTATS initialization parameter using the PINDEX operand.

During job execution, job information is saved in the jobstats data set under the profile name of each job.

The following job information is stored:

• CPU time
• Expected elapsed execution time
• Default resources
• Number of specific and non-specific tape cartridges required
• Number of print lines produced

This job information enhances ESP's anticipated end-time, default resource, and critical-path calculations.

Symbolic variables

The following symbolic variables are available with the JOBPROF statement:

• ESPAPPL
• ESPCUFULLNAME
• ESPCUJOB
• ESPCUQUAL

The following symbolic variables are not available with the JOBPROF statement because the profile name resolves while
the application is being generated:

• ESPAPQUAL
• ESPAPJOB
• ESPJQUAL
• ESPJOBN
• ESPAPFULLNAME
• ESPFULLNAME

Multiple JOBPROF statements

You can use multiple JOBPROF statements in a job, in an application or as initialization parameters. When multiple
JOBPROF statements are present, ESP selects the last statement that matches the schedule criteria of the job,
application or initialization parameter. You have to specify the generic statement first, followed by the more specific
statements.

Example: Using the JOBPROF statement

The following statement defines a job profile name using the full name, the application name, and the text string "ALL".
If the full name is JOBA.QUAL1 and the application name is APPL1, the job profile data is stored under the profile name
JOBA.QUAL1.APPL1.ALL.
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JOBPROF %ESPCUFULLNAME..%ESPAPPL..ALL ON('ANYDAY')

Example: Using multiple JOBPROF statements

When the job runs on any day other than Friday, the job profile data is stored under the profile name
JOBA.QUAL1.APPL1.ALL. When the job runs on Fridays, the job profile data is stored under the profile name
JOBA.QUAL1.APPL1.FRIDAY.

JOBPROF %ESPCUFULLNAME..%ESPAPPL..ALL ON('ANYDAY')

JOBPROF %ESPCUFULLNAME..%ESPAPPL..FRIDAY ON('FRIDAY')

Example: Using the JOBPROF statement in an application

Using the JOBPROF statement at the application level overrides any JOBPROF initialization parameter. In the following
example, ESP only stores job profile data for all jobs in the application when it is the last workday of the month. In this
example, the job profile name is the full name, followed by the application name, and the text string LWOD, for example,
PAYJOBA.PAYROLL.LWOD and PAYJOBB.PAYROLL.LWOD.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOBPROF %ESPCUFULLNAME..%ESPAPPL..LWOD ON('LAST WORKDAY OF MONTH')

JOB PAYJOBA

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE PAYJOBB

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOBB

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

In the following example, ESP only stores job profile data for all jobs in the application when it is the last
workday of the month. ESP stores job profile data for the first two jobs in the application under the profile name
PAYJOBA.PAYROLL.LWOD.

ESP stores job profile data for the last two jobs in the application under the profile name SPECIALJOBS.LWOD

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOBPROF %ESPCUFULLNAME..%ESPAPPL..LWOD ON('LAST WORKDAY OF MONTH')

JOB PAYJOBA

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE PAYJOBB

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOBB

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE PAYJOBC

ENDJOB

JOBPROF SPECIALJOBS.LWOD ON('LAST WORKDAY OF MONTH')

JOB PAYJOBC

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE PAYJOBD

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOBD

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB
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Example: Using the JOBPROF statement in a job

Using JOBPROF at the job level overrides the system and application-level definitions. ESP stores job profile data
for PAYJOBA under the profile name SPECIALJOB and stores job profile data for PAYJOBB under the profile name
PAYJOBB.PAYROLL.DLY.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOBPROF %ESPCUFULLNAME..%ESPAPPL..DLY ON('DAILY')

JOB PAYJOBA

  JOBPROF SPECIALJOB

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE PAYJOBB

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOBB

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Using multiple JOBPROF statements in an application

The following example shows three JOBPROF statements in an application. ESP selects the last statement that matches
the job's schedule criteria. You have to specify the generic statement first, followed by the more specific statements.

ESP processes the EVERYDAY statement first, the WEEKDAYS statement second, and the WEDNESDAY statement
third. The statement that matches when the PAYROLL application is running will be the statement used for the profile
name.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOBPROF %ESPCUFULLNAME..%ESPAPPL..ALL ON('EVERYDAY')

JOBPROF %ESPCUFULLNAME..%ESPAPPL..WEEKDAYS ON('WEEKDAYS')

JOBPROF %ESPCUFULLNAME..%ESPAPPL..WEDNESDAYS ON('WEDNESDAY')

JOB PAYJOBA

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE PAYJOBB

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOBB

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE PAYJOBC

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOBC

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

• When the PAYROLL application runs on weekends, ESP stores the job profile data under the profile name
PAYJOBx.PAYROLL.ALL.

• When the PAYROLL application runs on weekdays other than Wednesdays, ESP stores the job profile data under the
profile name PAYJOBx.PAYROLL.WEEKDAYS.

• When the PAYROLL application runs on Wednesdays, ESP stores the job profile data under the profile name
PAYJOBx.PAYROLL.WEDNESDAYS.

NOTE

Related information
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Job profiling is supported in the following commands:

• “APPLJOB(AJ) Command: Controlling Jobs and subapplications”
• “APPLINS Command: Insert commands and statements”
• “LJS Command: List Job or Job Profile Statistics”
• “MGRMSG Command: Send Messages to the Manager”

JOBQ Statement: Specify the Job Queue for a Program
The JOBQ statement specifies the i5/OS job queue for the submitted program.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the i5/OS (AS400_JOB) job type.

Syntax

This statement has the following syntax:

• For the ESP Agent for OS/400 Operating Systems:

JOBQ library.jobqueue

• For the CA WA Agent for i5/OS:

JOBQ jobqueue|

library/jobqueue|

     /QSYS.LIB/library.LIB/jobqueue.JOBQ

• library
Specifies the name of the library that contains the job queue. The value must be a valid i5/OS library name.

• jobqueue
Specifies the name of the job queue for the submitted program. The value must be a valid i5/OS job queue name.

NOTE

• Use the JOBQ statement within the boundaries of a job definition to apply to a single job or outside the
boundaries of the job definition to apply to the entire application.

• The entire value can be up to 46 characters; it cannot contain delimiters (such as spaces).
• If you do not specify the library name, the i5/OS system will search for it using the library list for the job.

Example: Define the Library and Job Queue Names of an i5/OS Job

This example runs a program named PAYLOAD on an i5/OS system. The current library for the job is PAY1, and the job
queue is JQUEUE in library QBASE.

AS400_JOB MFGDATA

   AGENT I5AGENT

   CLPNAME PAYLOAD

   CURLIB PAY1

   JOBQ /QYS.LIB/QBASE.LIB/JQUEUE.JOBQ

   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE MFGSORT

ENDJOB
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JOB Statement: Identify the Name of Jobs
The JOB statement identifies the name of a job in an application. The JOB statement must be used before identifying
other job requirements such as predecessor and successor relationships and run frequencies.

Type

Application statement

Syntax

The syntax also applies to other workload objects.

JOB|workload_object_type fullname

    [[TASK [SELFCOMPLETING]|NOTASK]|

     [LINK [PROCESS|NOPROCESS]|NOLINK]|

     [HELD_MANUAL|NOHELD_MANUAL]|

     [MANUAL|NOMANUAL]|                        See expanded syntax below

     [EXTERNAL|NOEXTERNAL]]                     See expanded syntax below

    [[REQUEST|NOREQUEST]|[NODE|NONODE]] 

    [INHERIT|NOINHERIT]

    [CONDITIONAL|NOCONDITIONAL]

    [HOLD [REASON('reason')]|NOHOLD]

    [CRITICAL|NOTCRITICAL]

    [DOCMEM(docmember)]

    [LONGNAME(longname)]

MANUAL [AUTHSTR(string)]

       [SCOPE(hh.mm,hh.mm)]

EXTERNAL [AUTHSTR(string)]

         [SCOPE(hh.mm,hh.mm)]

         [APPLID(applname)]

         [SCHEDULED('criteria')]

CONDITIONAL|NOCONDITIONAL
CONDITIONAL

Indicates the job may or may not execute. The application this job belongs to is considered complete
when all NOCONDITIONAL jobs are complete.

NOCONDITIONAL
Indicates the job must complete in order for the application to be considered complete. This is the default.

CRITICAL|NOTCRITICAL
CRITICAL

Indicates the job represents a critical point in the application. The longest path to this job, in terms of
execution time (based on history) is identified as the critical path.

NOTCRITICAL
Indicates the job does not represent a critical point in the application. This is the default.

DOCMEM(docmember)
Indicates the job documentation member with a name other than the job name should be referenced. The default
is to reference a member name the same as the job name.
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EXTERNAL|NOEXTERNAL
EXTERNAL

Indicates the job is submitted by another ESP application. Used to build inter-application dependencies.
NOEXTERNAL

Indicates the job is not submitted by another ESP application. This is the default.
fullname

The name of the workload. A full name is 1 to 64 characters long and it is case-sensitive. A full name is limited
to alphanumeric characters (A to Z, 0 to 9), national characters (@, #, $), underscores, and periods. The first
character must be alphabetic or national. There cannot be consecutive periods or a period as the last character.
The full name for mainframe workload must start with a valid mainframe job name.

HELD_MANUAL|NOHELD_MANUAL
HELD_MANUAL

Defines a held-manual job, that is, a job defined in an ESP application that is submitted externally to ESP
with TYPRUN=HOLD in its JCL.
The JOB HELD_MANUAL statement causes a held-submitted job to be matched to a ready, held-manual
job in an application. If HELD_MANUAL is specified, the ANY|USER attribute is propagated from the
OPTIONS application statement, if present, or the TRACKOPT initialization parameter.
HELD_MANUAL(USER) causes a held-submitted job to be matched to a ready, held-manual job in an
application only if the held-submitted job's SAF user ID corresponds to the event ID prefix or the event
trigger user ID of the event associated with the held-manual job's application.
HELD_MANUAL(ANY) causes a held-submitted job to be matched to a ready, held-manual job in an
application without any regard to the held-submitted job's SAF user ID.

NOTE
The HELD_MANUAL operand requires the held-manual job feature be enabled by the
TRACKOPT HELD_MANUAL initialization parameter. It is recommended to use the
HELD_MANUAL operand attributes USER and ANY only in the TRACKOPT initialization
parameter, unless a specific reason exists to override the default in the JOB statement.

NOHELD_MANUAL
Overrides a previous OPTIONS HELD_MANUAL statement, if present.

HOLD [REASON('reason')]|NOHOLD
HOLD

Indicates the job is to be placed on manual hold when ESP generates the application. You can release a
job from manual hold using CSF or the APPLJOB (AJ) command. Optionally, you can specify a reason for
the hold of up to 28 characters using the REASON operand. ESP displays the reason in the Job Status
field in CSF. You can only use the REASON operand with the HOLD operand. Jobs placed on manual
hold are displayed in the MANUAL HOLD JOBS section of the simulation output along with any reason
that was provided.

NOHOLD
Indicates the job is not to be placed on manual hold when ESP generates the application. This is the
default.

INHERIT|NOINHERIT
INHERIT

Indicates the job relationships should be inherited. This is the default.
NOINHERIT

Indicates the job relationships should not be inherited.
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JOB|workload_object_type
The JOB operand specifies an ESP job that runs on the mainframe. The workload_object_type operand specifies
other types of workload. Values for workload_object_type are listed in the WOBDEF initialization parameter
documentation.

LINK|NOLINK
LINK

Indicates this is a workload object that completes as soon as its other dependencies are met. ESP does
not try to submit JCL for a LINK.
Use LINK only with JOB in this statement.

NOLINK
Indicates that this workload object is not a LINK. This is the default.

LONGNAME(longname)
Specifies a character string associated with a workload object. This character string can be displayed in
CSF, used in reports, and used in CLANG through the %ESPLONGNAME variable. The maximum length of
LONGNAME is 64 characters. LONGNAME is case sensitive and limited to alphanumeric characters (A to Z, 0 to
9), national characters (@, #, $), underscores, and periods.
For example: LONGNAME(Peter_job)

NOTE
You can only use the job name specified in the LONGNAME operand as an alias in ESP commands. If
you use LONGNAME as an alias, it must conform to the job-naming conventions.

The LONGNAME operand is valid with all workload object statements except for JOB.
MANUAL|NOMANUAL

MANUAL
Indicates that the job is submitted, outside an application. This includes jobs submitted directly by an
event.

NOMANUAL
Indicates that the job is being submitted within an application. This is the default.

NODE |NONODE
NODE

Indicates the job is a node for inheriting job relationships. No relationships pass through a node. A
relationship between a predecessor and a successor to the node exists only when ESP selects the node.
Inherited relationships among the node and its successors still exist.

NONODE
Indicates the job is not a node for inheriting job relationships. This is the default.

PROCESS|NOPROCESS
PROCESS -- Executes

• ESP commands
• z/OS commands
• CLANG
• Built-in functions within a LINK.

NOPROCESS -- Bypasses

• ESP commands
• z/OS commands
• CLANG
• Built-in functions within a LINK. This is the default.
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REQUEST|NOREQUEST
REQUEST

Indicates this job will run only if it is requested.
NOREQUEST

Indicates this job will always run. This is the default.
SELFCOMPLETING

The task completes automatically when its dependencies are met.
TASK|NOTASK

TASK
Indicates the job is a task. ESP does not submit JCL for a TASK.

NOTASK
Indicates the job is not a task. This is the default.

TASK
Use TASK only with the JOB statement.

Expanded Syntax for MANUAL
AUTHSTR(string)

Specifies an authorization string as defined by the AUTHSTR initialization parameter. Can only be used
with the EXTERNAL and MANUAL keywords.

SCOPE(hh.mm,hh.mm)
Specifies the number of hours ESP is to do a backward and/or forward search in the JOBINDEX data set
for a job. The first parameter indicates how far back ESP should look; the second parameter indicates
how far ahead it should look. This parameter can be a maximum of 12 characters. The limits are -32760
to +32760 minutes, which is equal to -546 to +546 hours. SCOPE can be used with the EXTERNAL and
MANUAL keywords for jobs in its home application.

Expanded Syntax for EXTERNAL
APPLID(applname)

Indicates the name of the application that submits the job. The applname value can be a maximum of 8
alphanumeric characters, the first character must be alphabetic character.

AUTHSTR(string)
Specifies an authorization string as defined by the AUTHSTR initialization parameter. Can only be used
with the EXTERNAL and MANUAL keywords.

NOTE
The AUTHSTR operand is not applicable to EXTSCH and EXTMON jobs.

SCOPE(hh.mm,hh.mm)
Specifies the number of hours ESP is to do a backward and/or forward search in the JOBINDEX data set
for a job. The first parameter indicates how far back ESP should look; the second parameter indicates
how far ahead it should look. This parameter can be a maximum of 12 characters. The limits are -32760
to +32760 minutes, which is equal to -546 to +546 hours. SCOPE can be used with the EXTERNAL and
MANUAL keywords for jobs in its home application.

NOTE
The SCOPE operand is not applicable to EXTSCH and EXTMON jobs.

SCHEDULED('criteria' | 'criteria' UNTIL 'criteria')
Specifies a time or a time range (using "UNTIL") for the scheduled time of the event that submits the job
or the trigger time issued for non-scheduled events.
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WARNING
If you do not specify the end date in a range, the default range is 24 hours. For example
SCHEDULED(‘NOW LESS 30 HOURS’) gives an actual range from ‘NOW LESS 30 HOURS’
to ‘NOW LESS 6 HOURS’. Also, SCHEDULED(‘NOW LESS 6 HOURS’) gives an actual range
from ‘NOW LESS 6 HOURS’ to ‘NOW PLUS 18 HOURS’.

NOTE

• The SCHEDULED operand is also applicable to EXTSCH jobs.
• If you specify criteria that has multiple occurrences, ESP uses the next occurrence of

that criteria (before applying any LESS or PLUS criteria). For example, if you specify
SCHEDULED('TUE') and trigger the event on a Tuesday, ESP checks if the external job
completed in the home application on the following Tuesday, not on the current Tuesday.
To avoid this problem, use more specific criteria such as SCHEDULED('JAN 13, 2006') or
SCHEDULED('TODAY').

NOTE

• The JOB statement begins a job definition. We recommend coding the ENDJOB statement after every job
definition. You must code ENDJOB after the last job definition in an application.

• ESP processes commands based on where they are placed within an application as follows:
– ESP processes commands outside the scope of JOB statements when the application is generated and

every time a job becomes eligible (this means that all the dependencies are met).
– ESP processes commands within the scope of a JOB statement only when the job becomes eligible (this

means that all the dependencies are met).
• Statements placed within the scope of the job are referred to as job-specific statements, whereas statements

placed outside the scope of a job statement are referred to as global statements.
• You can define jobs in any order. ESP submits the jobs based on how you define the job relationships.
• By default, the member name of the JCL library used is the same as the jobname. To override this, use the

MEMBER statement and specify the name of the member that contains the JCL for the job. The jobname
must match the name specified on the job card.

• A NOINHERIT job that is not selected blocks any dependency chain passing through it. Thus, any job
released either directly or indirectly by such a job is independent of any ancestors of the blocking job.

• A NOINHERIT job that is selected does not allow a dependency chain to emanate from it. In other words,
such a job releases any selected immediate successors, but does not pursue dependency chains through
any successors not selected.

• You must code an AGENT statement for distributed workload objects. You can code the AGENT statement at
the job level or the application level.

• A held-manual job is a job defined in an ESP application that is submitted externally to ESP with
TYPRUN=HOLD in its JCL. ESP monitors for messages from JES for the existence of held jobs. When a
held-manual job is readied within an ESP application and a job of the same name is held in JES, ESP issues
a JES release command. The job is released and tracked by ESP.

Example: Define an ESP job with a full name

In this example, the JOB statement is used to identify a z/OS job with a full name as part of the PAYROLL application.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CA.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB1.DATABASERECOVERYPAYROLLRUN

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB
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Example: Define an agent job with a full name

In this example, the INVENTORY application consists of a job with a full name that runs on an i5/OS agent in Chicago.

APPL INVENTORY

AS400_JOB SPECIALCHICAGORUNOFMFGDATA

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE MFGSORT

  AGENT AS400_CHI

  CLPNAME MFGTEST.DATA

  AS400LIB PRODJOBS

ENDJOB

Example: Define an on-request job

In the following example, PAYJOB2 is defined as an on-request job.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CA.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB1

  RUN DAILY

  REL PAYJOB2

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB2 REQUEST

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Define a job on hold

In the following example, ESP submits job A on hold and displays the reason for the hold in CSF:

APPL REASON

JCLLIB 'CA.JCL.CNTL'

JOB A HOLD REASON('LAST-MINUTE UPDATE REQUIRED')

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Define a manual task

In the following example, BALANCE.RPT represents a manual task and must be marked complete.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CA.JCL.CNTL'

JOB BALANCE.RPT TASK

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Define a self-completing task

In the following example, a task called WAIT4.LOWPRIO requires one unit of a resource called LOWPRIO.

JOB WAIT4.LOWPRIO TASK SELFCOMPLETING

  RUN ANY

  RELEASE NEXTJOB
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  RESOURCE (1,LOWPRIO)

ENDJOB

When the LOWPRIO resource becomes available, the task completes automatically.

Example: Define external and qualified jobs

In the following example:

• PAYJOB3 is defined as submitted by another ESP application. The EXTERNAL parameter is used to build a
dependency between jobs from different applications

• PAYJOB4 is a qualified job. The sub-string of an ESP built-in symbolic variable is used to comprise the jobname.
For example, if this application was scheduled on Wednesday, PAYJOB4's jobname resolves to PAYJOB4.WED. If
PAYJOB4 is not completed by 9 pm, it is flagged as overdue.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CA.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB3 EXTERNAL APPLID(EXTAPPL)

  RUN DAILY

  REL PAYJOB4.%ESPSDAY(1:3)

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB4.%ESPSDAY(1:3)

  DUEOUT EXEC 9PM

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Define a conditional job

In the following example, PAYJOB6 is defined as a conditional job that is submitted only if PAYJOB5 terminates
abnormally.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CA.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB5

  RUN DAILY

  REL (PAYJOB6(A))

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB6 CONDITIONAL

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Define job conditional on previous job completion

In the following example, PAYJOB7 is submitted by another ESP application. On the last workday of the month, ESP
ensures PAYJOB7 from the previous day completed. PAYJOB8 waits until this dependency is met. The RUN statement for
PAYJOB7 reflects the day on which you want ESP to check if the dependency is satisfied.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CA.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB7 EXTERNAL SCHEDULED('YESTERDAY')

  RUN LAST WORKDAY OF MONTH

  REL PAYJOB8

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB8

  RUN LAST WORKDAY OF MONTH
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ENDJOB

Example: Define a critical job

In the following example, PAYJOB4 is identified as the critical point in the PAYROLL application. ESP calculates the
longest path to this job based on historical execution times and identifies this path as the critical path.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CA.JCL.CNTL'

CRITPATH ON

JOB PAYJOB1

  RUN DAILY

  REL (PAYJOB2,PAYJOB3)

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB2

  RUN DAILY

  REL PAYJOB4

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB3

  RUN DAILY

  REL PAYJOB4

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB4 CRITICAL

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Define a held-manual job

In the following example, job IEFBR14 is identified as a held-manual job. The corresponding JCL for job IEFBR14 is
shown containing the necessary TYPRUN=HOLD parm in the JCL job statement.

APPL IEFBR14

JOB IEFBR14 HELD_MANUAL

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

 

//IEFBR14  JOB 1234,NAME,CLASS=X,MSGCLASS=Z,NOTIFY=&SYSUID,

//         TYPRUN=HOLD

//STEP1    EXEC PGM=IEFBR14

More examples using the job statement

Indicates that a message is sent when critical jobs within the application have completed successfully.

JOB CRITICAL.POINT LINK PROCESS

  AFTER (PAYJOB1,PAYJOB2,PAYJOB3) 

  RUN DAILY

  SEND 'CRITICAL JOBS COMPLETED AT %ESPATIME' USER(CYB01)

ENDJOB

Indicates a manually submitted job. ESP looks back 24 hours to see if the job has completed successfully. If its has not,
ESP waits until it does.

JOB PAYJOB1 MANUAL SCOPE(-24)
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  RUN DAILY

  REL PAYJOB2

ENDJOB

Indicates this job is submitted as part of the BILLING application. ESP posts PAYJOB1 complete when today's scheduled
run of PAYJOB1 completes successfully in the BILLING application. If PAYJOB1 has already completed successfully when
this application is generated, ESP marks PAYJOB1 complete at generation time:

JOB PAYJOB1 EXTERNAL SCHEDULED('TODAY') APPLID(BILLING)

  RUN DAILY

  REL PAYJOB2

ENDJOB

Indicates you wish to reference a job documentation member with a name other than the jobname:

JOB PAYJOB1 DOCMEM(SPECIAL)

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

JUMPTO Statement: Jump to Next Label
The JUMPTO statement is used to cause a forward search within an ESP procedure to find the next label of the name that
is given in the JUMPTO statement. Use the JUMPTO statement to skip over whole sections of an ESP procedure. You
can use a JUMPTO statement with or without an IF statement.

Type

Control Language (CLANG) statement

Syntax

JUMPTO labelname

• labelname
Indicates a valid label name consisting of up to 16 alphanumeric characters.

Usage notes:

• The JUMPTO statement is often used with IF-THEN-ELSE statements.
• JUMPTO allows you to skip whole processing sections of a procedure under certain conditions.
• Specify the target label in the same procedure where the JUMPTO statement with that label is coded. Specify the label

after the JUMPTO statement. If you code the label before the JUMPTO statement, ESP does not recognize it and
issues the following error message:(LABEL NOT FOUND).

• ESP does not recognize a label that is coded either in the invoking, or in the invoked procedure. In such case, ESP
issues the same error message (LABEL NOT FOUND).

• Labels used with JUMPTO statements can have up to 16 characters. The first character must be an alphabetic
character and you must type a colon after the last character.

NOTE

Related Information:
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• EXIT Statement: Quit ESP Procedures
• QUIT Statement: Quit Procedures
• Use Applications
• Use Control Language in Procedures

Example: Jump if last workday of year

In the following example, if today is the last workday of the fiscal year ESP jumps to the LSTWDYR label and selects
PAYJOB1 and PAYJOB2; otherwise PAYJOB99 is selected:

IF TODAY('LAST WORKDAY OF FISCALYR') THEN JUMPTO LSTWDYR

SELECT PAYJOB99

EXIT

LSTWDYR:

SELECT (PAYJOB1,PAYJOB2)

Example: Jump and exit if Monday

In the following example, if today is:

• Monday, ESP jumps to the MONDAY label, invokes the SPECIAL ESP procedure, and then exits.
• Not Monday, ESP jumps to the NOT_MONDAY label, invokes the REGULAR ESP procedure, and then exits.

APPL FRED

JCLLIB 'CYBBS01.JCLLIB.CNTL'

IF TODAY('MONDAY') THEN JUMPTO MONDAY

IF TODAY('NOT MONDAY') THEN JUMPTO NOT_MONDAY

MONDAY:

 INVOKE 'CYBER.PROCLIB.CNTL(SPECIAL)'

EXIT

NOT_MONDAY:

 INVOKE 'CYBER.PROCLIB.CNTL(REGULAR)'

EXIT

Example: Jump if started task active

In the following example, if the CICS started task is active, ESP jumps to the STOP label and issues the shutdown
command, schedules a re-execution of the event in five minutes, and exits. If CICS is not active ESP jumps to the GO
label and issues a command to trigger the PROD.PAYROLL event.

IF ACTIVE('CICS') THEN JUMPTO STOP

  ELSE JUMPTO GO

STOP:

VS 'F CICS,SHUTDOWN'

REEXEC INfiveEXIT

GO:

VS 'F ESP,TRIGGER PROD.PAYROLL'

Example: Jump based on job name

In the following example, this common ESP procedure is invoked as a result of a job monitor event. If CICS1, CICS2 or
CICS3 abend, a generic job monitor event is automatically triggered, and invokes this ESP procedure. ESP jumps to the
appropriate label (based on the jobname, represented by %MNJOB), triggers an event, and exits.
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JUMPTO %MNJOB

CICS1:

ESP TRIGGER PROD.CICS1BKUP

EXIT

CICS2:

ESP TRIGGER PROD.CICS2BKUP

EXIT

CICS3:

ESP TRIGGER PROD,CICS3BKUP

EXIT

KEYFILE Statement: Specify the Key File Name Used for Authentication by The
Agents
This statement specifies the key file name used for authentication by the agents.

NOTE
 You issue the PASSWORD command to define a password for the user name, job type, and agent name
combination. Also, add the operand Name(KEYFILE) to the PASSWORD Command.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for SCP_JOB and SFTP_JOB job types.

Syntax

KEYFILE key file

• keyfile
The maximum length of this mandatory operand is 128 characters. It is case-sensitive and cannot contain delimiters.
This operand is a job level statement so it can be specified only within the job definition.
Limits: Maximum length is 128 characters. No delimiters are allowed.
This operand is case-sensitive.

NOTE
You can specify OSUSER at the job level only.

Example:

APPL     TESTSY

    user    crbuilds

    localuser ftp

    AGENT   CYBR113

    transfercodetype B

    transferdirection d

    serveraddr CRF-RH01

    remotedir  /home/crbuilds

    serverport 22

    jobclass   a

    targetOStype U

SCP_JOB    CYBJK.SY

    REMOTENAME    test1.txt

    LOCALNAME     'C:\Temp\22KARPRC.txt'

    OSUSER        TANT-A01\22KARPR

    KEYFILE       C:\Temp\22KARPRB.txt

  RUN DAILY
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ENDJOB

LANGUAGE Statement: Specify Language for ABAP
The LANGUAGE statement specifies the language used for the ABAP started by the SAP_JOB.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Batch Input Session (BDC_JOB)
• SAP R/3 (SAP_JOB)

Syntax

LANGUAGE language

language
Specifies an alphabetic character representing a valid language for the SAP system. The value corresponds to
the SAPGUI ABAP program Language field on the Create Step dialog.
Default: The SAP system default logon language
Examples: E=English, D=German, R=Russian

NOTE

• Use the LANGUAGE statement before the first ABAPNAME statement to set the default value for
subsequent steps.

• Use the LANGUAGE statement within the boundaries of the step definition (between two ABAPNAME
statements or between an ABAPNAME statement and the end of the job definition) to define the value for
that step.

Example: Specify Language for ABAP

In this example, English will be the language used when ABAP BTCTEST runs.

APPL SAPTEST

SAP_JOB SAPTEST

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   SAPUSER J01PROD

   RUN DAILY

   ABAPNAME BTCTEST

      VARIANT TEST

      LANGUAGE E

ENDJOB

LATESUB Statement: Specify Late Submission
The LATESUB statement indicates a late submission time for a job. This is the latest acceptable submission time before
the job is flagged as overdue.

Syntax

LATESUB criteria
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criteria
Schedule criteria that resolve to a single date and time.

NOTE

• ESP can provide notification when a job's late submission time is exceeded. For example, you may want to
send a message, or trigger an Event.

• From the CSF, you can filter on overdue jobs.
• The LATESUB statement can be used for any type of workload object and must be placed within the scope of

a job statement (all statements up to an ENDJOB statement or the next JOB statement).
• The LATESUB time for a link or task represents the time when all of its dependencies should be met, as

there is no actual job submission.
• The LATESUB statement's date and time criteria are relative to the scheduled time of the Event.
• LATESUB does not force the submission of a job when its late submission time is exceeded. To force

submission of a job regardless of dependencies use the ABANDON DEPENDENCIES statement. To bypass
a job after a specified time and submit successor jobs, use the ABANDON SUBMISSION statement.

• To identify that a job has not started or finished by a specific time, use the DUEOUT statement.
• The LATESUB statement propagates dueout times upstream, for example, to all predecessors of the job

where a LATESUB statement is specified. These dueout times are set relative to the average elapsed times
according to the information obtained from ESP's history file.

NOTE

Related information

For information on providing notification on job status, see the NOTIFY statement.

For information on triggering an Event based on a job exceeding its late submission time, see the Advanced
User Guide.

Example: Flag overdue at 22:00

In the following example, job A is flagged as overdue if ESP has not submitted the job by 22:00:

JOB A

  RUN DAILY

  LATESUB 22:00

ENDJOB

Example: Flag overdue at 6 pm except Monday

In the following example, job A is flagged as overdue if ESP has not submitted it by 6 pm every day except on Monday,
when the late submission time is 4 pm:

JOB A

  RUN DAILY

  IF TODAY('MONDAY') THEN LATESUB 4PM

    ELSE LATESUB 6PM

ENDJOB

Example: Flag link process overdue

In the following example, job SET.INITS is flagged as overdue if its dependencies are not satisfied by 4 pm:

JOB SET.INITS LINK PROCESS
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  RUN DAILY

  LATESUB 4PM

  VS '$SI1-5'

ENDJOB

Example: Flag overdue when event misses scheduled time

In the following example, an Event (CYBER.TEST) missed its scheduled execution time due to system problems. When
the Event was triggered at 11 pm, job A was submitted and flagged as overdue in the CSF.

EVENT ID(CYBER.TEST)

SCHEDULE 9PM DAILY

INVOKE 'CYBBS01.PROCLIB.CNTL(TEST)'

ENDDEF

Example: The following job has a late submission time of 10 pm:

JOB A

  RUN DAILY

  LATESUB 10PM

ENDJOB

Example: The following CSF display shows the status of a job flagged as overdue:

ESP Consolidated Status: View TEST    Row 1 of 2, Col 1

COMMAND ===>                               SCR ===> PAGE

    Jobname  APPL    GEN       STATUS

___ A        TEST     8   SUBMITTED OVERDUE

Example: Flag the job as overdue if it is not submitted 10 minutes after the scheduled execution time of the
Event:

LATESUB NOW PLUS 10 MINUTES

Example: Flag the job as overdue if it is not submitted by 7am tomorrow:

LATESUB 7AM TOMORROW

Example: Flag the job as overdue if it is not submitted two hours after the Event is triggered:

LATESUB REALNOW PLUS 2 HOURS

LDA Statement: Specify the Data for the Local Data Area
The LDA statement specifies data for the local data area in an i5/OS job. The local data area is a temporary 1024-byte
storage area that exists for the duration of the job. You can use the local data area to pass data to the job and to other
programs that run as part of the job.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the i5/OS (AS400_JOB) job type.

Syntax
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LDA data|X'hh...'

data
Specifies the data in character format.
Limits: Up to 1024 characters; case-sensitive

X'hh...'
Specifies the data in hexadecimal format, with each pair of hexadecimal digits representing one byte of data.
Limits: Up to 2051 characters
Example: X’C1C2C340C1C2C3’

NOTE
Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.

Example: Specify Data for the Local Data Area in Hexadecimal Format

In the following example, when the job is submitted, the agent initializes the local data area with hexadecimal data. When
the job completes, the local data area is destroyed automatically by the operating system.

APPL TESTA4

AS400_JOB JOB1.AS400

   RUN DAILY

   AGENT A03TS1

   AS400LIB AGENTV20

   JOBNAME SUCJOB

   USER CYBDL01

   CCEXIT IVPEXIT

   CLPNAME IVP

   LDA X'C1C2C3C4'

ENDJOB

LIBL Statement: Specify the Libraries for an I5/OS Job
The LIBL statement specifies the names of the libraries that the job uses.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the i5/OS (AS400_JOB) job type.

Syntax

LIBL library|(library library...)

library
Specifies the name of a library that you want to add to the library list.
Limits: Up to 10 characters; it cannot contain delimiters (such as spaces)

NOTE
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• Use the LIBL statement within the boundaries of a job definition to apply to a single job or outside the
boundaries of the job definition to apply to the entire application.

• You can specify up to 25 libraries. The libraries are searched in the same order as they are listed.
• To specify multiple libraries in an LIBL statement, separate each library name with a space and enclose the

entire list of libraries in parentheses.
• The LIBL statement specifies the initial user part of the library list that is used to search for operating system

object names that do not have a library qualifier.
• The LIBL statement overrides the library list specified in the job description for the job.
• You can specify multiple LIBL statements in a job definition.

Example: Add a Library to the Library List of an i5/OS Job

This example runs a program named PAYJOB on an i5/OS system. The library named PAYROLL is added to the library
list.

AS400_JOB MFGDATA

   AGENT I5AGENT

   CLPNAME PAYJOB

   LIBL PAYROLL

ENDJOB

Example: Add More than One Library to the Library List of an i5/OS Job

In this example, the libraries PAYROLL and FINANCE are added to the library list.

AS400_JOB MFGDATA

   AGENT I5AGENT

   CLPNAME ACCTJOB

   LIBL (PAYROLL FINANCE)

ENDJOB

LINES Statement: Specify Number of Lines per List Page
The LINES statement specifies the number of lines per list page.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Batch Input Session (BDC_JOB)
• SAP Data Archiving (SAPA_JOB)
• SAP R/3 (SAP_JOB)

Syntax

LINES num

num
Specifies the number of lines per list page. The length of the list is determined by its content. The value
corresponds to the SAPGUI Print settings, Report page, Rows field on the Background Print Parameters dialog.
Limits: 0-486

NOTE
You can use 0 or blank only when viewing the list online. You can not use 0 or blank to format a list to be
printed.
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NOTE

• Use the LINES statement before the first ABAPNAME statement to set the default value for subsequent
steps.

• Use the LINES statement within the boundaries of the step definition (between two ABAPNAME statements
or between an ABAPNAME statement and the end of the job definition) to define the value for that step

Example: Print 15 Lines Per List Page

In this example, the report will print 15 lines per list page.

APPL SAPTEST

SAP_JOB SAPTEST

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   SAPUSER J01PROD

   RUN DAILY

   ABAPNAME BTCTEST

      VARIANT TEST

      LINES 15

ENDJOB

LINUX_JOB Statement Identify the Name of LINUX Jobs
The LINUX_JOB statement starts a job definition in an application. You can define a LINUX job to schedule workload to
run on a LINUX computer. The job can run a script or execute a command.

Note: To run these jobs, your system requires WA Agent for UNIX or Linux.

Syntax

Refer to the JOB statement syntax.

To use LINUX jobs, you must load a workload object module. The LINUX_JOB workload object module is CYBESOLJ.
This may be loaded with the WOBDEF command or with the WOBDEF initialization parameter.

Required Statements

To define a UNIX job, you must specify the following statements:

• AGENT
• CMDNAME or SCRIPTNAME

NOTE
Use the SCRIPTNAME statement to run shell scripts and the CMDNAME statement to run binary files.

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for a UNIX job:

• ARGS
• ENVAR
• EXITCODE
• JOBCLASS
• PROCESS_PRIORITY
• SHELL
• USER (required if CMDNAME is specified)

Example: Define an Agent job
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LINUX_JOB PAYDATA

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE PAYRPT

  AGENT LINUX_NY

  SCRIPTNAME /usr/data/pay

ENDJOB

LOCALFILENAME Statement: Specify Local Filename
The LOCALFILENAME statement specifies the name of one or more files on the agent computer involved in an FTP
transfer.

Supported Job Type

This statement is required for the following job types:

• FTP (FTP_JOB)
• Secure Copy (SCP_JOB)
• Secure FTP (SFTP_JOB)

Syntax

LOCALFILENAME file_name[; file_name...]

file_name
Specifies the destination of the file (if downloading) or the source location of the file (if uploading).
Limits: The total of all files specified cannot exceed 256 characters; case-sensitive

NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in single quotation marks.
• LOCALFILENAME can be specified at the application (global) level.
• LOCALNAME is an alias of LOCALFILENAME.
• If a wildcard is used in a local file name for upload, the remote file name (the target) must refer to a directory.

A wildcard transfer is equivalent to an mget transfer using an FTP client.
• You can specify multiple files. Separate each file name with a semi-colon. The number of files specified in the

LOCALFILENAME and REMOTEFILENAME statements must match.

Examples: Upload Files Using the Secure File Transfer Protocol (SFTP)

This example uploads a file named textfile in the c:\temp\upload directory to the /u1/build/uploaded directory on the hpunix
server.

SFTP_JOB SFTP5.UPLOAD

   AGENT unixagent

   LOCALFILENAME c:\temp\upload

   SERVERADDR hpunix

   REMOTEDIR /u1/build/uploaded

   TRANSFERDIRECTION U

   REMOTEFILEAME textfile

   USER causer

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB
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This example uploads the files in the c:\temp\upload directory to the /u1/build/uploaded directory on the aixunix server.
The LOCALFILENAME statement contains a wildcard; therefore, the REMOTEFILENAME statement is not specified.

SFTP_JOB SFTP6.UPLOAD

   AGENT winagent

   LOCALFILENAME c:\temp\upload\*

   SERVERADDR aixunix

   REMOTEDIR /u1/build/uploaded

   TRANSFERDIRECTION U

   USER causer

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Download a File Using the Secure Copy Protocol

This example downloads the install.log file from the root directory on the chi-linux server to the c:\temp directory on the
agent computer.

SCP_JOB SCP8.DOWNLOAD

   AGENT winagent

   LOCALFILENAME c:\temp\install.log

   SERVERADDR chi-linux

   SERVERPORT 22

   REMOTEDIR /root

   TRANSFERDIRECTION D

   REMOTEFILENAME install.log

   USER causer

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Usage Notes - UNIX/Windows

• If you are downloading a file, specify the full path and file name.
• If you are uploading files, you can use wildcards in the file name. The asterisk (*) is a wildcard for zero or more

characters and the question mark (?) is a wildcard for a single character.
• You cannot use wildcards in the path.

Example: Download a Single File Using the File Transfer Protocol

This example downloads an ASCII file named textfile from the remote UNIX server to the /export/home/qatest/ftpdata
directory on the agent computer.

FTP_JOB FTPTEST5.DOWNLOAD

   AGENT UNIXAGENT

   USER test

   SERVERADDR hprsupp

   SERVERPORT 5222

   TRANSFERDIRECTION D

   TRANSFERCODETYPE A

   REMOTEFILENAME /u1/qatest/ftpdata/textfile

   LOCALFILENAME /export/home/qatest/ftpdata/textfile

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB
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NOTE
You can specify a path in the REMOTEFILENAME statement in an FTP_JOB, but not in an SCP_JOB or an
SFTP_JOB.

Example: Download Multiple Files Using the File Transfer Protocol

This example downloads multiple ASCII files from a remote UNIX server. Note the number of files listed in the
REMOTEFILENAME and LOCALFILENAME statements must match. Single quotes enclose both lists to accommodate
the line continuation character (+).

FTP_JOB FTPT14.DOWNLOAD

   AGENT UNIXAGENT

   USER test

   SERVERADDR hprsupp

   SERVERPORT 5222

   TRANSFERDIRECTION D

   TRANSFERCODETYPE A

   REMOTEFILENAME '/u1/qatest/scripts/echo;+

     /u1/qatest/scripts/echo1;+

     /u1/qatest/scripts/echo2'

   LOCALFILENAME '/export/home/qatest/ftpdata/echo;+

     /export/home/qatest/ftpdata/echo_1;+

     /export/home/qatest/ftpdata/echo_2'

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

NOTE
You can specify multiple files in the REMOTEFILENAME and LOCALFILENAME statements in an FTP_JOB, but
not in an SCP_JOB or an SFTP_JOB.

Example: Upload Files to a Directory Using a Wildcard

If a wildcard is used in a local file name for upload, the remote file name (the target) must refer to a directory. In this
example, the remote file name is specified as the directory /tmp.

FTP_JOB FTPT17.UPLOAD

   AGENT UNIXAGENT

   USER test

   SERVERADDR hprsupp

   SERVERPORT 5222

   TRANSFERDIRECTION U

   TRANSFERCODETYPE A

   REMOTEFILENAME /tmp

   LOCALFILENAME /export/home/qatest/ftpdata/text*

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Usage Notes - i5/OS

• To specify a file in the root file system, use UNIX path and file formats.
• To specify a *FILE object in QSYS, use the following format:

/QSYS.LIB/libraryname.LIB/objectname.FILE/membername.MBR

Example: Download a QSYS.LIB EBCDIC-encoded File
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This example downloads an EBCDIC-encoded file in the QSYS file system from an i5/OS server to another i5/OS system.
The file names are specified in the path format.

FTP_JOB FTPTEST2.DOWNLOAD

   AGENT I5AGENT

   USER test

   SERVERADDR i5agent

   SERVERPORT 5222

   TRANSFERDIRECTION DOWNLOAD

   TRANSFERCODETYPE E

   LOCALFILENAME /QSYS.LIB/FTPLIB.LIB/DOWNLOAD.FILE/DATA.MBR

   REMOTEFILENAME /QSYS.LIB/DATALIB.LIB/DATAFILE.FILE/DATA.MBR

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

LOCALUSER Statement: Specify a User ID on the Agent Computer
The LOCALUSER statement specifies a user ID on the computer where the agent is installed. This user ID determines the
access permissions of a downloaded file on the agent computer. When the file is downloaded, the file is created with this
user as the file owner.

NOTE
This statement only applies to WA Agent for UNIX or Linux. To set the owner of a downloaded file, the agent
must run as root.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• FTP (FTP_JOB)
• Secure Copy (SCP_JOB)
• Secure FTP (SFTP_JOB)

Syntax

LOCALUSER user_id

user_id
Specifies a user ID on the computer where the agent is installed.
Limits: Up to 128 characters; case-sensitive; cannot contain delimiters (such as spaces)

NOTE

• This statement only applies to downloads (TRANSFERDIRECTION set to D or DOWNLOAD).
• The local user ID does not require a password stored on the scheduling manager.
• Your agent administrator can specify a default local user for all FTP, Secure Copy, and Secure FTP jobs by

setting the ftp.download.owner parameter in the agentparm.txt file of the agent.
• The LOCALUSER statement overrides the default setting specified in the ftp.download.owner parameter in

the agentparm.txt file of the agent.
• LOCALUSER can be specified at the application (global) level.

Example: Change the Owner of a File Downloaded from a Remote Server
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This example downloads the file_size8 file from the /ul/test/ftpdata directory on the simon server using the Secure Copy
Protocol (SCP). After the file is downloaded, the agent computer contains a file named scp_file_size8_local_user in the /
u1/causer/data directory. The owner of the file is test. The remote operating system type is UNIX.

FTP_DOWNLOAD

   AGENT UNIXAGENT

   LOCALNAME /ul/causer/data/scp_file_size8_local_user

   REMOTENAME file_size8

   REMOTEDIR /u1/test/ftpdata

   SERVERADDR simon

   SERVERPORT 22

   TRANSFERDIRECTION DOWNLOAD

   USER causer

   LOCALUSER test

   TARGETOSTYPE UNIX

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

LOCATION Statement: Specify a Service Provider URL
The LOCATION statement specifies the URL of the service provider using dotted decimal notation or DNS name in an
Entity Bean, Session Bean, and JMS job. The service provider implements a context or initial context. This context can be
plugged in dynamically to the JNDI architecture used by the JNDI client.

Supported Job Types

This statement is required for the following job types:

• Entity Bean (EJBE_JOB)
• JMS Publish (JMSP_JOB)
• JMS Subscribe (JMSS_JOB)
• Session Bean (EJB_JOB)

Syntax

LOCATION location

location
Specifies the JNDI service provider URL.

• For WebLogic servers, the format is the following:

t3://WLIPAddress[:ORBPort]

– WLIPAddress
Specifies the IP address or domain name of the WebLogic Application Server.

– ORBPort
(Optional) Specifies the ORB port.
Default: 7001 

Example: t3://localhost:7001
• For WebSphere servers, the format is the following:

iiop://WSIPAddress[:ORBPort]

– WSIPAddress
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Specifies the IP address or domain name of the WebSphere Application Server.
– ORBPort

(Optional) Specifies the ORB port.
Default: 2809

Example: iiop://172.24.0.0:2809

Limits: Up to 1024 characters; case-sensitive

NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• PROVIDER_URL is an alias of LOCATION.

Example: Specify the Service Provider URL for a WebLogic Application Server

Suppose that you want to create an entity bean that stores information about a customer such as the customer ID and
phone number. The initial context factory supplied by the JNDI service provider is weblogic.jndi.WLInitialContextFactory.
The service provider's URL is t3://localhost:7001, where localhost is the domain name of the WebLogic application server
and 7001 is the ORB port. When the job runs, the entity bean instance is created.

EJBE_JOB CREATE

   AGENT APPAGENT

   INITIAL_CONTEXT weblogic.jndi.WLInitialContextFactory

   LOCATION t3://localhost:7001

   BEAN customer

   CREATEMETHOD createcustomer

   OPERATIONTYPE CREATE

   CREATEPARAMETER TYPE(String) VALUE(customerid)

   CREATEPARAMETER TYPE(String) VALUE(800-555-0100)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Specify the Service Provider URL for a WebSphere Application Server

Suppose that you want to invoke the reverse method on the CybEJBTestBean stateless session bean. The
reverse method has one parameter, with type java.lang.String and value a23. The output from the reverse
method is saved in the C:\Makapt15 file. The initial context factory supplied by the JNDI service provider is
com.ibm.websphere.naming.WsnInitialContextFactory. The service provider's URL is iiop://172.24.0.0:2809, where
172.24.0.0 is the IP address of the WebSphere application server and 2809 is the ORB port. When the job runs, the
output of the reverse method is stored in the output destination file.

EJB_JOB REVERSE

   AGENT APPAGENT

   INITIAL_CONTEXT com.ibm.websphere.naming.WsnInitialContextFactory

   LOCATION iiop://172.24.0.0:2809

   BEAN CybEJBTestBean

   METHOD reverse

   DESTINATION C:\Makapt15

   JNDIUSER cyberuser

   PARAMETER TYPE(java.lang.String) VALUE(a23)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB
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MAC Statement: Specify the Media Access Control (MAC) Address
The MAC statement specifies the Media Access Control (MAC) address of the computer that receives the Wake on LAN
(WOL) signal. The MAC address is an integral part of the Ethernet card (NIC) of the computer's motherboard.

Supported Job Type

This statement is required for the Wake on LAN (WOL_JOB) job type.

Syntax

MAC xx-xx-xx-xx-xx-xx

xx-xx-xx-xx-xx-xx
Specifies the Media Access Control (MAC) address of the computer that receives the Wake on LAN (WOL) signal.
The MAC address consists of six 2-digit hexadecimal values separated by dashes (-). On UNIX, you can obtain
the MAC address using ifconfig (listed under HWaddr). On Windows, you can obtain the MAC address using
ipconfig /all (listed under Physical Address).

NOTE
You can also separate the values using colons (:).

Example: Broadcast the WOL Signal to a MAC Address

The following example broadcasts the WOL signal to the server identified by the 172.16.0.0 IP address and the
00-11-43-73-38-DC MAC address. After the WOL signal is sent, the job completes immediately without verifying whether
the signal worked.

WOL_JOB SIGNAL.TEST

   AGENT AGENTNME

   BROADCAST 172.16.0.0

   MAC 00-11-43-73-38-DC

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

MBEAN Statement: Specify the Name of the MBean
The MBEAN statement specifies the name of an MBean in a JMX job. An MBean is a managed bean (Java object) that
represents an application, a device, or any resource that you want to manage. In a JMX-MBean Subscribe job, you can
also indicate continuous monitoring by specifying an event name or alert name to trigger.

Supported Job Types

This statement is required for the following job types:

• JMX-MBean Attribute Get (JMXB_JOB)
• JMX-MBean Attribute Set (JMXA_JOB)
• JMX-MBean Create Instance (JMXN_JOB)
• JMX-MBean Operation (JMXO_JOB)
• JMX-MBean Remove Instance (JMXR_JOB)
• JMX-MBean Subscribe (JMXS_JOB)

Syntax

• For all job types except the JMXS_JOB job type:
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MBEAN 'domain_name:key=value[,key=value,...]'

• For the JMXS_JOB job type:

MBEAN 'domain_name:key=value[,key=value,...]' [CONTINUOUS(*|alertid|eventid)]

• domain_name:key=value[,key=value...]
Specifies the full object name of an MBean.

domain_name
Specifies the default domain name.

key=value[,key=value...]
Specifies one or more key=value pairs.

Limits: Up to 1024 characters; case-sensitive
Example: 'DefaultDomain:type=SimpleDynamic,index=3'

• CONTINUOUS(*|alertid|eventid)
(Optional) Specifies the identifier of an event or alert to be triggered when the JMX-MBean Subscribe job receives an
MBean notification. Defines the job as continuous. To end continuous monitoring, you must complete the job manually.
If you do not specify this operand, the job completes when the agent detects the notification. The agent ignores all
notifications that do not match the filter.

*
Retriggers the event that invoked the application that owns the specified job.

alertid
Specifies the alert identifier to be triggered.
Limits: Up to 4 alphanumeric characters; the first character must be alphabetic
Note: The alert must have been previously defined using the ALERTDEF command.

eventid
Specifies the event name to be triggered. An event name consists of a prefix and a descriptive name, separated
by a period. The prefix specifies the name of a group ID. The prefix can be up to eight alphanumeric characters.
The descriptive name can be up to 16 alphanumeric characters and can include the underscore and national
characters (@, #, $). The first character of the descriptive name must be alphabetic.
You must be authorized to trigger events in the specified group.

NOTE
Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.

Example: Query a JMX Server for the Value of an MBean Attribute

Suppose that you want to know the value of the cachesize attribute for the Config MBean. The URL for the JMX server is
service:jmx:rmi:///jndi/rmi://localhost:9999/server, where localhost is the host name and 9999 is the port number.

JMXB_JOB QUERY

   AGENT APPAGENT

   URL service:jmx:rmi:///jndi/rmi://localhost:9999/server

   MBEAN 'DefaultDomain:index=1,type=Config'

   ATTRIBUTE cachesize

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Set Up Notifications for Change to an MBean Attribute

Suppose that you want to set up continuous monitoring for changes to the cachesize attribute of the MBean named
Config. The job filters the notifications the MBean sends by attribute. Each time the cachesize attribute changes, an alert
named CHGA is sent.
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JMXS_JOB CHANGE

   AGENT APPAGENT

   URL service:jmx:rmi:///jndi/rmi://localhost:9999/server

   MBEAN 'DefaultDomain:index=1,type=Config' CONTINUOUS(CHGA)

   ATTRIBUTESFILTER cachesize

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

MEMBER Statement: Specify Members Name
The MEMBER statement is used to specify the member name where ESP finds a job's execution JCL. The default
member name is equal to the job name.

Syntax

MEMBER membername

membername
Indicates a member name in up to eight characters.

When ESP encounters a JOB statement for a job, it uses the JCL member in the JCLLIB with the same name as the job.
Use the MEMBER statement to override this action.

The name on the JOB statement must match the job name on the job card in the JCL member.

NOTE

Related information:

• To identify a JCL library, see the JCLLIB statement.
• To specify an optional JCL library for an individual job, see the DATASET statement.

Example: Specify single member

In the following example, ESP submits PAYJOB1's execution JCL from member PAYJOB99:

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB1

  MEMBER PAYJOB99

  RUN WORKDAYS

ENDJOB

Example: Specify multiple libraries

In the following example:

• ESP uses the default JCL library CYBER.JCL.CNTL to submit PAYJOB2's execution JCL from member PAYJOB99.
• ESP uses CYBER.ALTJCL.CNTL to submit PAYJOB3's execution JCL.

The following JCLLIB, MEMBER, and DATASET statements are used to specify different JCL libraries and members:

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB2

  RUN DAILY
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  REL PAYJOB3

  MEMBER PAYJOB99

JOB PAYJOB3

  RUN DAILY

  DATASET 'CYBER.ALTJCL.CNTL'

ENDJOB

Example: Specify multiple members

In the following example:

• ESP uses the default library of CYBER.JCL.CNTL to submit PAYJOB4's execution JCL from member BACKUP
• ESP uses library CYBER.ALTJCL.CNTL to submit PAYJOB5's execution JCL
• ESP uses library CYBER.ALTJCL.CNTL to submit PAYJOB6's execution JCL from member BACKUP.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB4

  RUN DAILY

  REL PAYJOB5

  MEMBER BACKUP

JOB PAYJOB5

  RUN DAILY

  REL PAYJOB6

  DATASET 'CYBER.ALTJCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB6

  RUN DAILY

  DATASET 'CYBER.ALTJCL.CNTL'

  MEMBER BACKUP

ENDJOB

METHOD Statement: Specify the Method to be Invoked Remotely
The METHOD statement specifies the method to be invoked in a job.

Supported Job Types

This statement is required for the following job types:

• Entity Bean (EJBE_JOB) when the operation type is UPDATE
• POJO (POJO_JOB)
• RMI (RMI_JOB)
• Session Bean (EJB_JOB)

Syntax

METHOD method

method
Specifies the method to be invoked remotely. In a Session Bean or Entity Bean job, it specifies the method to be
invoked on the application server. In a POJO job, it specifies the Java method to call on the instance of the Java
object. In a RMI job, it specifies the method of the remote Java class to invoke.
Limits: Up to 1024 characters; case-sensitive
Examples: hello, concat
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NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• METHODNAME is an alias of METHOD.

Example: Invoke a Method on a Stateless Session Bean

Suppose that you want to invoke the reverse method on the CybEJBTestBean stateless session bean. The
reverse method has one parameter, with type java.lang.String and value a23. The output from the reverse
method is saved in the C:\Makapt15 file. The initial context factory supplied by the JNDI service provider is
com.ibm.websphere.naming.WsnInitialContextFactory. The service provider's URL is iiop://172.24.0.0:2809, where
172.24.0.0 is the IP address of the WebSphere application server and 2809 is the ORB port. When the job runs, the
output of the reverse method is stored in the output destination file.

EJB_JOB REVERSE

   AGENT APPAGENT

   INITIAL_CONTEXT com.ibm.websphere.naming.WsnInitialContextFactory

   LOCATION iiop://172.24.0.0:2809

   BEAN CybEJBTestBean

   METHOD reverse

   DESTINATION C:\Makapt15

   JNDIUSER cyberuser

   PARAMETER TYPE(java.lang.String) VALUE(a23)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

MF_JOB Statement: Start a Micro Focus Job Definition
The MF_JOB statement starts a Micro Focus job definition. This job type allows ESP to schedule jobs that are run by the
WA Agent for Micro Focus. The agent runs mainframe JCL and COBOL programs in a Windows environment.

NOTE
To run Micro Focus jobs, your system requires WA Agent for Micro Focus.

Syntax

For this statement, refer to the JOB statement syntax.

NOTE

• MF is the short form of MF_JOB.
• To schedule Micro Focus jobs, you must load the workload object module CYBESOMF. Load CYBESOMF

with the WOBDEF command or with the WOBDEF initialization parameter.

Required Statements

To define a Micro Focus job, you must specify the following statements:

• AGENT (at the workload object or the application level)
• SERVERADDR or SERVERNAME
• JCLCONTENT or JCLREFERENCE

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for a Micro Focus job:
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• OSUSER
• MFUSER
• EXITCODE
• JOBCLASS
• ENVAR
• VERSION

Example: Run a Micro Focus Job

The following example runs Micro Focus job MTHINV.

APPL INVENTORY

MF_JOB MTHINV

  AGENT MFAGENT ROUTING

  JCLCONTENT C:\Prod\JCL\MTHINV1.JCL

  SERVERNAME PRODA

  ENVAR A=B

  MFUSER TomK

  VERSION JES3

ENDJOB

MFUSER Statement: Specify a Micro Focus Job User Name
The MFUSER statement specifies a user name used for authentication by the WA Agent for Micro Focus.

NOTE
You issue the PASSWORD command to define a password for the user name, job type, and agent name
combination.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the Micro Focus job (MF_JOB).

Syntax

MFUSER user_name

user_name
Specifies a user name for the WA Agent for Micro Focus.
Limits: Maximum length is 128 characters. No delimiters are allowed.
This operand is case-sensitive.

NOTE
You can specify MFUSER at the job level only.

Example: MFUSER Statement

In the following example, the MFUSER statement specifies user Prod1:

MFUSER Prod1

MIB Statement: Specify a MIB File Name
The MIB statement specifies the name of the MIB (management information base) file in an SNMP job. In an SNMP
Subscribe job, you can also indicate continuous monitoring by specifying an event name or alert name to trigger.
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Supported Job Types

This statement is required for the following job types:

• SNMP Subscribe (SNPC_JOB)
• SNMP Trap Send (SNPE_JOB)

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• SNMP Value Get (SNPG_JOB)
• SNMP Value Set (SNPS_JOB)

NOTE
In an SNMP Value Set job, the MIB statement is required if the SNMPNODE statement specifies an OID (object
identifier) in string (non-numeric) format.

Syntax

• • For the SNPE_JOB, SNPG_JOB, and SNPS_JOB job types:

MIB file_name

• For the SNPC_JOB job type:

MIB file_name [CONTINUOUS(*|alertid|eventid)]

• file_name
Specifies the relative or absolute path to and name of the MIB file.
Limits: Up to 256 characters; case-sensitive
Note: If the MIB file is not loaded successfully, the job fails.

• CONTINUOUS(*|alertid|eventid)
(Optional) Specifies the identifier of an event or alert to be triggered when an SNMP trap matches the filter
condition in an SNMP Subscribe job. Defines the job as continuous. To end continuous monitoring, you must
complete the job manually. If you do not specify this operand, the job completes when the agent detects the filter
value.

*
Retriggers the event that invoked the application that owns the specified job.

alertid
Specifies the alert identifier to be triggered.
Limits: Up to 4 alphanumeric characters; the first character must be alphabetic
Note: The alert must have been previously defined using the ALERTDEF command.

eventid
Specifies the event name to be triggered. An event name consists of a prefix and a descriptive name, separated
by a period. The prefix specifies the name of a group ID. The prefix can be up to eight alphanumeric characters.
The descriptive name can be up to 16 alphanumeric characters and can include the underscore and national
characters (@, #, $). The first character of the descriptive name must be alphabetic. You must be authorized to
trigger events in the specified group..

NOTE

Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.

Example: Specify the MIB File Name in an SNMP Trap Send Job

Suppose that you want to send the cybtrapstart trap to a network device using SNMP v3. In this example, five string
parameters are passed to the trap. The host name of the network device is localhost and its port is 162. The job uses the
AES privacy protocol and the SHA authentication protocol. The name of the MIB file is cybermation.mib and the default
engine ID is used. The credentials of user1 are used for authorization.
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SNPE_JOB SENDTRAP

   AGENT SNMPAGENT

   MIB cybermation.mib

   SNMPNODE cybtrapstart HOST(localhost) PORT(162) VERSION(3)

   SNMPUSER user1

   AUTHPROTOCOL SHA

   PRIVPROTOCOL AES

   ENGINEID

   PARAMETER TYPE(snmp:string) VALUE(p1)

   PARAMETER TYPE(snmp:string) VALUE(p2)

   PARAMETER TYPE(snmp:string) VALUE(p3)

   PARAMETER TYPE(snmp:string) VALUE(p4)

   PARAMETER TYPE(snmp:string) VALUE(p5)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Specify the MIB File Name in an SNMP Subscribe Job

Suppose that you want the agent to subscribe to all SNMP traps it receives. In this example, the name of the MIB file is
cybermation.mib. Whenever the agent receives a trap, an alert named ALRT is sent.

SNPC_JOB SUBSCRIBE_ALL

   AGENT SNMPAGENT

   MIB cybermation.mib CONTINUOUS(ALRT)

   FILTER .*

   RUN DAILY 

ENDJOB

MODEL Statement: Specify Tracking Models
The MODEL statement is used to specify the name of the tracking model to be used for this job.

Syntax

MODEL modelname

modelname
Indicates a tracking model name in up to eight characters.

The MODEL statement overrides the tracking model specified in the job tracking definition table for a job.

NOTE

Related information:

• To display the definition of tracking models, see the LTM command.
• To define and delete a tracking model definition, see the DEFTM and DELTM commands.
• To track definition entries in a job tracking definition table, see the TRACKDEF statement.
• To use tracking models, see the Installation and Configuration Guide.
• To track definition tables, see the Installation and Configuration Guide.

Example: Specify model

In the following example, ESP uses tracking model ALTMODL for PAYJOB2 regardless of the entry in the job tracking
definition table.
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APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB1

  RUN DAILY

  REL PAYJOB2

JOB PAYJOB2

  RUN FRIDAY

  MODEL ALTMODL

ENDJOB

MODIFYPARAMETER Statement: Specify Modify Parameters
The MODIFYPARAMETER statement specifies the modify parameters in an Entity Bean job. You specify modify
parameters to update the property values of an existing entity bean. The modify parameters are used by the setter method
specified in the METHOD statement.

Supported Job Type

When the operation type is UPDATE, this statement is required for the Entity Bean (EJBE_JOB) job type.

Syntax

MODIFYPARAMETER {TYPE(type) VALUE(value)}

                {TYPE(type) ARRAY(value,value,...)} 

                {URI(uri)}

TYPE(type)
Specifies the Java class of the parameter.
Limits: Up to 1024 characters; case-sensitive
Examples: String, java.lang.String, Integer

NOTE
If the package is not specified, java.lang is assumed.

VALUE(value)
Specifies the String value for the method parameter.
Limits: Up to 1024 characters; case-sensitive

ARRAY(value,value,...)
Specifies a set of string values for the method parameter.
Limits: Up to 1024 characters per array value; case-sensitive

NOTE
If you specify the ARRAY operand, the statement value cannot exceed 3588 characters.

URI(uri)
Specifies the location (URI) of the binary output produced by a payload producing job. A payload producing job is
a job that produces binary output that is persisted as a serialized Java object. The serialized Java object is stored
as a file on the agent computer. The URI can be passed as input to a payload consuming job.
Limits: Up to 255 characters; case-sensitive
Example: 'FS:c:\Program Files\Common Files\System\ADO\input.txt'

NOTE
You can retrieve the URI of a payload producing job using the JOBDATA or WOBDATA statements. To
display the URI, use the LISTAPPL command.
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NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• To specify multiple parameters, use multiple MODIFYPARAMETER statements. Order is important. For

example, if the method contains three parameters, specify the first parameter in the first statement, the
second parameter in the second statement, and the third parameter in the third statement. The job fails if the
parameters are listed in the wrong order.

Example: Update the Phone Number for the Acme Company in a Database

Suppose that you want to update the phone number for the Acme company to 800-555-0199. The customer entity bean
stores the customer ID and phone number. The primary key for the customer is the customer ID. To find the entity bean,
the job uses the Acme's customer ID. When the job runs, the Acme company's phone number is changed.

EJBE_JOB UPDATE

   AGENT APPAGENT

   INITIAL_CONTEXT weblogic.jndi.WLInitialContextFactory

   LOCATION t3://localhost:7001

   BEAN customer

   OPERATIONTYPE UPDATE

   METHOD changephone

   FINDERMETHOD acme

   FINDERPARAMETER TYPE(String) VALUE(customerid)

   MODIFYPARAMETER TYPE(String) VALUE(800-555-0199)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

MON_COND Statement: Specify a Condition to Monitor For
The MON_COND statement specifies a condition for which you want to monitor the database.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the Database Monitor (DB_MON) job type.

Syntax

MON_COND condition

condition
Specifies the condition to monitor in the database. This condition is equivalent to an SQL where clause.
Limits: Up to 500 characters; case-sensitive

NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• MONCOND is an alias of MON_COND.

Example: Monitor for Increases in the Number of Rows in a Table Using a Condition

In the following example, the table Inventory_List is monitored continuously for an increase in the number of rows. When
the number of rows increases, if the number of units of ProductA has fallen below 100000, ESP triggers the predefined
alert LOW.

DB_MON MON1

   AGENT CYBDB1
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   TABLE_NAME Inventory_List CONTINUOUS(LOW)

   MON_TYPE I

   MON_COND 'ProductA < 100000'

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

MON_TYPE Statement: Specify the Type of Database Change to Monitor For
The MON_TYPE statement specifies the type of database change to monitor.

Supported Job Type

This statement is required for the Database Monitor (DB_MON) job type.

Syntax

MON_TYPE I|D|ID

I
Monitors for an increase in the number of rows in the database table.

D
Monitors for a decrease in the number of rows in the database table.

ID
Monitors for an increase or a decrease in the number of rows in the database table.

NOTE

• The specified table is polled (by default, every 10 seconds) for changes to the number of rows.
• MONTYPE is an alias of MON_TYPE.

Example: Monitor for an Increase in the Number of Rows in a Table

In the following example, the table Inventory_List is monitored for an increase in the number of rows in the table. By
default, the database is checked for changes every 10 seconds. When the number of rows increases the job completes.

DB_MON MON1

   AGENT CYBDB1

   TABLE_NAME Inventory_List

   MON_TYPE I

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

MONITORDELAY Statement: Define the Time to Wait Before Checking the Status
of Children Programs
The MONITORDELAY statement defines the number of seconds to wait after an Oracle Applications program completes
before monitoring its children.

NOTE
When monitoring children, we recommend that you include this statement in your job definition to ensure the
agent receives accurate information about the status of program children.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:
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• Oracle E-Business Suite Copy Job (OAC_JOB)
• Oracle E-Business Suite Request Set (OA_JOB)
• Oracle E-Business Suite Single Request (OA_JOB)

Syntax

MONITORDELAY seconds

seconds
Defines the number of seconds to wait after an Oracle E-Business Suite program completes before monitoring its
children.
Limits: Up to six numeric digits
Example: 60

NOTE

• Your agent administrator can specify a default setting for all Oracle E-Business Suite jobs by setting the
oa.default.monChildrenDelay parameter in the agent's agentparm.txt file.

• The MONITORDELAY statement overrides the default setting specified in the oa.default.monChildrenDelay
parameter in the agent's agentparm.txt.

• The MONITORDELAY statement automatically monitors children, so you do not need to specify
CHILDMONITOR Y. Even CHILDMONITOR N is overridden by the MONITORDELAY statement.

• When the MONITORDELAY statement is defined in an Oracle E-Business Suite Request Set job, the setting
is applied to all of the programs in the request set. You cannot specify a different setting for each program.

Example: Delay Checking of Children Status in an Oracle Applications Single Request Job

In the following example, the agent checks the status of the single request program's children 60 seconds after the
program completes.

APPL ACC017

AGENT CYBOA

OA_JOB ERL1303.AQ030

   PROGRAM XXCOFI

   RUN DAILY

   APPLDISPLNAME 'Application Object Library'

   RESPNAME 'System Administrator'

   OAUSER SYSADMIN

   MONITORDELAY 60

ENDJOB

Example: Delay Checking of Children Status in an Oracle Applications Copy Job

Suppose that you want to copy an existing single request that is defined on Oracle Applications. In this example, the job
copies the single request with request ID 2255470 and overrides the Oracle Applications user name and responsibility
name. The children of the single request program are monitored 60 seconds after the program completes.

OAC_JOB COPYJOB

   AGENT CYB0A

   OAUSER SYSADMIN

   RESPNAME 'System Administrator'

   REQUESTID 2255470

   CHILDMONITOR Y

   MONITORDELAY 60
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ENDJOB

MONITOR Statement: Identify Prefix of Job Monitor
The MONITOR statement is used to identify the prefix of your job monitor Event when you define your job in an
application. This prefix must be your user ID or a group to which you have access. The job monitor Event must use a
specific naming convention.

Type

ESP application statement

Syntax

MONITOR groupname

groupname
Indicates an ESP Event group name prefix in up to eight characters.

When jobs are submitted, ESP detects that a specific monitor Event or a monitor group exists for the job. A monitor
group acts as a high level index to point ESP to high-level Event prefixes. ESP uses the monitor group specified in
an application, tracking model or job documentation. ESP then searches and locates the monitor Event. The identifier
of the monitor Event must match the appropriate job and group combination. A monitor Event states the monitoring
requirements, including monitor point and ESP action.

Specifying a MONITOR group within an application does not override generic job monitor Events defined using a tracking
model.

The MONITOR statement can be used at a global level within an application or at the job level for a specific job. The
MONITOR statement can not be used for jobs defined as EXTERNAL or MANUAL in an application. If you need to
monitor an EXTERNAL job, code the MONITOR statement in the application where the job is submitted, for example, the
home application. If you need to monitor a MANUAL job, you must identify the MONITOR group in a tracking model using
the DEFTM command.

NOTE

Related information:

• For job monitoring, see the Advanced User Guide.
• To specify a monitor group or generic job monitor Event, within a tracking model definition, see the DEFTM

command.

Example: Identify group prefix for specific job

The following MONITOR statement identifies a monitor group prefix:

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB1

  RUN MONDAY

  MONITOR PROD

ENDJOB

In the preceding example, PROD is identified as the monitor group for PAYJOB1. ESP searches for Events with the PROD
prefix that conform to the following naming convention:

PROD.PAYJOB1_monitorpoint
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Therefore, if a job end job monitor Event is defined for PAYJOB1, ESP triggers the following Event when PAYJOB1 ends.

PROD.PAYJOB1_JOBEND

NOTE
The same results can be achieved by identifying the monitor group within a tracking model definition instead of
within an application. The following is an example of the tracking model definition command:

DEFTM MODEL1 MONITOR(PROD) HISTFILE(HIST1) INDEX(5)

Example: Identify group for entire application

In the following example, CYBER is identified as the monitor group for all jobs within the PAYROLL application. ESP
searches for Events with the CYBER prefix. Therefore, if a step end monitor Event is defined for PAYJOB4, ESP triggers
CYBER.PAYJOB4_STEPEND after every step within PAYJOB4 ends.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

MONITOR CYBER

JOB PAYJOB2

  REL PAYJOB3

JOB PAYJOB3

  REL PAYJOB4

JOB PAYJOB4

ENDJOB

SELECT (PAYJOB2,PAYJOB3,PAYJOB4)

MSGCLASS Statement: Specify the Java Class of the JMS Message
The MSGCLASS statement specifies the Java class of the JMS message in a JMS Publish job.

Supported Job Type

This statement is required for the JMS Publish (JMSP_JOB) job type.

Syntax

MSGCLASS class

class
Specifies the Java class of the JMS message.
Limits: Up to 1024 characters; case-sensitive
Note: If the package is not specified, java.lang is assumed.

NOTE
MESSAGECLASS is an alias of MSGCLASS.

Example: Specify Java Class of the JMS Message

The following example publishes the message "this is my message" to the queue named Queue. The
Java class of the message is String. The initial context factory supplied by the JNDI service provider is
com.ibm.websphere.naming.WsnInitialContextFactory. The service provider's URL is iiop://172.24.0.0:2809, where
172.24.0.0 is the IP address of the WebSphere MQ server and 2809 is the ORB port. The job uses the cyberuser JNDI
user ID to gain access to the connection factory named ConnectionFactory.
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JMSP_JOB PUBLISH  

   AGENT APPAGENT

   INITIAL_CONTEXT com.ibm.websphere.naming.WsnInitialContextFactory

   LOCATION iiop://172.24.0.0:2809

   CONNECTION_FACTORY ConnectionFactory

   DESTNAME Queue

   TOPIC N

   MSGCLASS String

   JNDIUSER cyberuser

   PARAMETER TYPE(java.lang.String) VALUE('this is my message')

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

NOTE
The agent does not support JMS messaging on IBM WebSphere. If you have IBM WebSphere MQ, your agent
administrator can set up the agent plug-in to run JMS Publish and JMS Subscribe for JMS queues. JMS topics
are not supported on IBM WebSphere MQ.

MSGLIMIT Statement: Limit Console Message Number
The MSGLIMIT statement allows an installation to limit the number of console messages a single Event generates. Use
MSGLIMIT to suppress excess messages or cancel Events that exceed a certain limit.

Syntax

MSGLIMIT [n1[,n2]

         [LIST][OFF]

n1
The number of messages after which ESP cancels an Event if n1 is specified on its own.

n2
If you enter two operands on MSGLIMIT, messages are suppressed after n1 is reached and the Event is canceled
after n2 is reached.

LIST
Displays MSGLIMIT settings.

OFF
Turns the message limit off.

If a procedure contains a MSGLIMIT statement, its value overrides the default value set by an operator command or
initialization parameter. MSGLIMIT applies to the Event that invokes the procedure.

Example: Display message limit settings

The following example displays the current message limit settings:

MSGLIMIT -

Example: Set the message limit setting

The following example sets the message limit to 100. When an Event exceeds 100 messages, the Event is canceled.

MSGLIMIT 100
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Example: Suppress messages or cancel an Event

In the following example, any message beyond the first 40 from an Event is suppressed. However, if the total number of
messages (including the suppressed ones) exceeds 100, the Event is canceled.

MSGLIMIT 40,100

MSGQLEN Statement: Limit Number of Messages
The MSGQLEN statement sets the maximum number of messages stored by an AGENT_MONITOR workload object. It is
used in conjunction with the AGENT_MONITOR statement.

Type

ESP Application Statement

Syntax

MSGQLEN max

MSGQLEN max
Sets the maximum number of messages the object will store. Once the maximum is reached, the oldest message
will be dropped. The default is 5.

Example

In the following example, AGENT_MONITOR TORONTO will perform status checks on Agent CYBNT1. The status
checks will occur every 5 minutes and the object will store 10 messages.

APPL AGENTMON

 

AGENT_MONITOR TORONTO

    STATINTV 5

    MSGQLEN 10

    AGENT CYBNT1

ENDJOB

MSSQL_JOB Statement: Define a Microsoft SQL Server Job
The MSSQL_JOB statement defines a Microsoft SQL Server job definition in an ESP application. You can define
MSSQL_JOB statements to run workload on the WA Agent for Microsoft SQL Server r11.3.1.

NOTE
To run a Microsoft SQL Server job, your system requires the WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and the WA
Agent for Microsoft SQL Server.

Syntax

For this statement, refer to the JOB statement syntax in the Reference section.

NOTE

:
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• To schedule jobs with the MSSQL_JOB statement, load the workload object module CYBESOMS. You can
load CYBESOMS with the WOBDEF command or with the WOBDEF initialization parameter.

• MS is the short name for the MSSQL_JOB. You can use the short name in history reports and in CSF
freeform filters.

Example: Define a Microsoft SQL Workload Object

The following example shows how to define a Microsoft SQL workload object with the name of TEST_A.

MSSQL_JOB TEST_A

Required Statements

To define a Microsoft SQL job, specify the following statements:

• AGENT -- (at the workload object or the application level)
• JOBID -- The JOBID statement is mandatory when the JOBNAME statement is not included in a Microsoft SQL job

definition.
• JOBNAME -- The JOBNAME statement is mandatory when the JOBID statement is not included in a Microsoft SQL job

definition.

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for a Microsoft SQL job:

• DOMAIN
• JOBCLASS
• PWDNAME
• SERVER
• STEPNAME
• TARGET
• USER

– Becomes mandatory when the DOMAIN statement is in use.
– Define a password for the user if one has not already been specified.

Example: Code a Microsoft SQL Job Using JOBNAME

The following example shows a Microsoft SQL job that uses all the statements including JOBNAME.

APPL TESTMS

JCLLIB 'CA.TEST.JCLLIB'

USER ADMIN

JOBCLASS A

 

MSSQL_JOB TEST_1

  AGENT MSSQL

  PWDNAME lodca0002

  DOMAIN lodca0002

  TARGET lodca0002

  SERVER lodca0002

  STEPNAME 'Step 2'

  JOBNAME 'Test Job 1'

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Code a Microsoft SQL Job Using JOBID
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The following example shows a Microsoft SQL job that uses all the statements including JOBID.

APPL TESTMS

JCLLIB 'CA.TEST.JCLLIB'

USER ADMIN

JOBCLASS A

 

MSSQL_JOB TEST_2

  AGENT MSSQL

  PWDNAME lodca0002

  DOMAIN lodca0002

  TARGET lodca0002

  SERVER lodca0002

  STEPNAME ‘Step 2’

  JOBID 1FB21A10-937F-4923-BAA2-C85BED3E370B  

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Define Agent Workload

In the following example, the Microsoft SQL job runs under the MSSQL agent in New York.

MSSQL_JOB TEST_A

  AGENT NY MSSQL

  JOBNAME 'Test Job A'

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

NCR_JOB Statement: Identify the Name of NCR Jobs
The NCR_JOB statement is used to identify the name of an NCR job in an application.

Syntax

Refer to the JOB statement syntax.

NOTE
To use NCR jobs, you must load a workload object module. The NCR_JOB workload object module is
CYBESONC. This may be loaded with the WOBDEF command or with the WOBDEF initialization parameter.

Example

In the following example, the job statement specifies an NCR job. The script called payroll2.payscrpt runs daily.

NCR_JOB payroll

  SCRIPTNAME payroll2.payscrpt

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

NOCHECKEXC Statement: Do not Check Last Not Blank Character
The NOCHECKEXC statement is used to indicate that ESP should not check the last non-blank character of every card
image written to the internal reader. The NOCHECKEXC statement cannot be used in an ESP procedure.
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Type

Symbolic variable library statement.

Syntax

NOCHECKEXC

The NOCHECKEXC statement is used in conjunction with the CHECKEXC statement, which checks the last non-blank
character of card images written to the internal reader. If the last character is a ¬ (not sign), the card image is deleted.
NOCHECKEXC turns off the CHECKEXC feature. The default is NOCHECKEXC.

NOTE

Related Statements:

• To turn on the checking of the last non-blank character of every card image written to the internal reader, see
the CHECKEXC statement.

• To selectively including JCL, see the %INCLUDE statement.
• To selectively excluding JCL, see the %EXCLUDE statement.

Example: Turn off CHECKEXC

In the following example, coding NOCHECKEXC cancels or turns off the CHECKEXC feature.

NOCHECKEXC

NORUN Statement: Do not Select Jobs
The NORUN statement is used to handle exceptions to a job's regular schedule criteria. The NORUN statement tells ESP
when not to select a job for submission.

Syntax

NORUN criteria

criteria
Schedule criteria that resolve to a single date and time.

Multiple NORUN statements are allowed.

Use the RUN statement to cause a job to be scheduled. When both RUN and NORUN statements are encountered, ESP
uses the last one that applies. Therefore, you should normally specify RUN statements before NORUN statements.

If a NORUN statement is used without a RUN statement for a job, the job is scheduled each time the Event executes
except when the NORUN schedule criteria is satisfied.

If you use scheduling term EVERY with the NORUN statement, you can only specify time units of DAYS or WEEKS.

The NORUN statement cannot be used in conjunction with the following scheduling terms: UNTIL, ENDING,
TOMORROW, and YESTERDAY.

The NORUN statement must be used within the scope of a JOB statement.

NOTE

Related Information
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• For applications, see the User Guide.
• To specify schedule criteria, see the User Guide.
• To select jobs for submission, see the RUN, SELECT, POSTREQ, PREREQ and COREQ statements.

Example: First workday of month

In the following example, PAYJOB1 is scheduled for submission on workdays, except on the first workday of the month.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB1

  RUN WORKDAYS

  NORUN FIRST WORKDAY OF MONTH

ENDJOB

Example: First and last workday

In the following PAYJOB2 is scheduled for submission every day, except on the first and last workday of each month.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB2

  RUN DAILY

  NORUN FIRST WORKDAY OF MONTH

  NORUN LAST WORKDAY OF MONTH

ENDJOB

Example: Except Wednesdays

In the following PAYJOB3 is scheduled for submission every time the Event invoking this application executes, except on
Wednesdays.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB3

  NORUN WEDNESDAY

ENDJOB

Example: If first workday of month is Friday

In the following example, PAYJOB4 is scheduled for submission on workdays. If today is the first Friday of the month and
the first workday of the month, the job is not selected for submission.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB4

  RUN WORKDAYS

  IF TODAY('FIRST FRI OF MONTH') AND -

     TODAY('FIRST WORKDAY OF MONTH') THEN NORUN TODAY

ENDJOB

Example: First or last Friday of month

In the following example, PAYJOB5 is scheduled for submission on Fridays. If today is the first Friday of the month, or the
last Friday of the month, the job is not selected for submission.
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APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB5

  RUN FRIDAY

  NORUN FIRST FRIDAY OF MONTH

  NORUN LAST FRIDAY OF MONTH

ENDJOB      

Example: Holiday

Indicates that a job is not selected for a submission on holidays:

NORUN HOLIDAY

Example: Multiple days

Indicates that a job is not selected for submission on the 3rd, 13th and the 23rd day of each month:

NORUN 3RD 13TH 23RD DAY OF MONTH

Example: First day at fiscal

Indicates that a job is not selected for submission on the 1st day of the fiscal year:

NORUN 1ST DAY OF FISCAL YEAR

Example: Do not run

Indicates that a job is not selected for submission, for example, the job is turned off:

NORUN ANY

NOTIFYDUSERS Statement: Specify a List of Display User Names for a Single
Request
The NOTIFYDUSERS statement specifies a list of display user names to notify for a single request only. You can
also search for and select users defined in Oracle Applications to notify when the single request completes. You can
use wildcard characters asterisk (*) to represent zero or more characters and question mark (?) to represent a single
character.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the OA_JOB job type.

Syntax

NOTIFYDUSERS (list)

list
Specifies a list of display user names to notify when the single request completes. The list of user names must be
in parenthesis.
Limits:
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• The list operand can be up to 1024 characters and is case-sensitive.
• Each user name can contain any characters including delimiters. If delimiters are used, enclose the user name

in single quotes.
• Separate the user names in the list with commas or spaces.

NOTE
The NOTIFYDUSERS statement is a job-level statement; it can be specified only within a job definition.

Example: Code a NOTIFYDUSERS Statement

The following example shows how to code a NOTIFYDUSERS statement in an Oracle job. For information about all the
Oracle statements in an Oracle job, see the Broadcom Integrated Agent Services User Guide (Oracle Jobs) r1.0.

OA_JOB NOTIFDYUSERS

  AGENT OAAGENT

  PROGRAM FNDSCURS

  DISPLNAME 'Application Object Library'

  RESPNAME 'System Administrator'

  DESC 'AM Test Desc'

  ARGS ,,,ALL,,10,

  SAVEOUTPUT No

  ARGDEFAULTS No

  CHILDMONITOR Yes

  COPIES 2

  MONITORDELAY 5

  OUTPUTFORMAT PDF

  NOTIFYDUSERS (Jeff,'John Doe')

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

NOTIFY Statement: Notify Users or Consoles
The NOTIFY statement can do the following when the job conditions that you specify exist:

• Notify one or more users and system consoles of the status of a job.
• Send a message to all the recipients in a mailbox.
• Trigger an event.
• Trigger an Alert that in turn triggers an event.

Syntax

NOTIFY [LATEPRED(predictrange|24,lateby|5)]

       [SUBMIT]

       [JOBSTART]

       [RESUB]

       [OVERDUE]

       [PREMEND]

       [ABEND]

       [FAILURE]

       [JOBEND]

       [ABANDONSUBMISSION]

       [PNODE]

       [USERS(userid[,userid]...)]
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       [SYSTEM(name)]

       [ROUTE(rcode[,rcode]...)]

       [DESC(dcode[,dcode]...)]

       [ALERT(alertid)]

       [EVENT(eventid)]

       [MAILBOX(box_name)]

       [SUBJECT('text')]

LATEPRED
Indicates that notification should take place when the job is predicted to be late according to the criteria in the
predictrange and lateby operands. You are also notified when a job that was predicted to be late is once again on
time.

predictrange|24
Specifies the time period, in hours, over which ESP checks for predicted late jobs. ESP checks for predicted late
jobs if the time specified by the following is within predictrange hours from now:

• The DUEOUT EXEC statement
• The time in the DUEOUT INPUT or LATESUB statement plus the average elapsed time for the job.

Limits: Integers with a range of 1 to 99.
lateby|5

Specifies the minimum time, in minutes, by which a job must be late before a late job prediction is generated.
However, there is a system-generated value called "slack time" that also determines if a late job prediction is
made. For details, see the notes later in this topic.
Limits: Integers with a range of 1 to 99.

SUBMIT
Indicates notification should take place at job submit time. Issues message 4166 when there is a SUBERROR.

NOTE
SUBMIT only applies to z/OS jobs.

JOBSTART
Indicates notification should take place at job start time.

RESUB
Indicates notification should take place when a job resubmitted through ESP ends.

OVERDUE
Indicates notification should take place when a job becomes overdue from any processing node or when a job
execution time is longer than the time specified in the MAXRUNTIME symbolic variable.

PREMEND (alias: premature end)
Indicates notification should take place when a job execution time is shorter than the time specified in the
MINRUNTIME symbolic variable.

ABEND
Indicates notification should take place when a job ABENDs. This excludes condition code failures.

FAILURE
Indicates notification should take place when a job fails. This includes condition code failures caused by either the
CCCHK or CCFAIL statements. Issues message 4166 when there is a SUBERROR.

JOBEND
Indicates notification should take place when a job ends. This includes any job end (successful or unsuccessful).
This operand can also be specified as END.

ABANDONSUBMISSION
Indicates notification should take place when a job's submission is bypassed.
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PNODE
Indicates notification should take place when a job reaches an arbitrary processing node (PNODE) value. PNODE
describes the phases through which ESP tracks a job. To view a table of valid PNODE fields, see the Operator's
Guide. Additionally, the following PNODES are supported:
INACTIVE

in Agent Monitor workload objects
ACTIVE

in Agent Monitor workload objects
Any user defined PNODE

in all distributed workload objects
The following example shows the syntax to request notification when a job reaches the INPUT PNODE:
NOTIFY PNODE(INPUT)

USERS(userid)
Indicates up to three TSO user IDs to receive notification.

SYSTEM(name)
Indicates the name of a sysplex member. This is not the ESP system name, it is the name by which z/OS knows
the member of the sysplex. Can be used to route a NOTIFY command in a sysplex environment to wherever the
user is logged on. Use an asterisk to indicate the message goes wherever ESP is running.

ROUTE(rcode)
Indicates route code value between 1 and 128 to receive notification. Separate each route code with a comma.

DESC(dcode)
Indicates descriptor code value between 1 and 16 to receive notification. Separate each descriptor code with a
comma.

ALERT(alertid)
Specifies the four-character alertid of the Alert to be triggered when the specified conditions are met. The event
associated with the logical Alert identifier is triggered. This logical identifier must have been previously specified
using an ALERTDEF command. Alternatively, if you code ALERT(*), the event that invoked the ESP procedure
containing the NOTIFY statement is triggered.

EVENT(eventid)
The eventid indicates the event name to be triggered. An event name consists of a prefix and a descriptive name,
separated by a period. The prefix specifies the name of a groupID and can be up to eight characters long. You
must be authorized to trigger events in the specified group. The descriptive name can be up to 16 characters
long, you can use the underscore and national characters (@, #, $). The prefix and descriptive name consist
of alphanumeric characters; the first character in the descriptive name must be alphabetic. The event and alert
values are mutually exclusive.

MAILBOX(box_name)
Specifies the mailbox containing the recipients for messages coming from the NOTIFY statement. The mailbox
must be defined in the MAILLIST data set. For more information on the MAILLIST data set, see the Installing and
Configuring section.

SUBJECT('text')
Specifies the subject line in the message sent to the mailbox specified in the MAILBOX operand. The text that you
specify overrides the standard message subject line. For more information about standard message subject lines
in job status notifications, see the Using section.

LATEPRED Operand Considerations
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The NOTIFY statement
The NOTIFY statement can be used within the scope of a job or at the application level. You can use any number
of NOTIFY statements. When an application contains NOTIFY statements at the job level and at the application
level, the job level statements override the application level statements.

Slack Time Value
A system-generated value called "slack time" also governs late job predictions. Slack time is 1/16 of the time from
now until one of the following, depending on which statement is coded:

• The DUEOUT EXEC time.
• The DUEOUT INPUT time plus the average elapsed time of the job.
• The LATESUB time plus the average elapsed time of the job.

If the slack time exceeds lateby, slack time determines if a late job prediction is made. The late job prediction
criteria are given later in this section.
Slack time is used because the more time you have until the DUEOUT or LATESUB time, the less
significant lateby is. Slack time establishes a minimum significance level.

Late Job Prediction
Once the predicterange criteria is met, a late job prediction depends on lateby and the current slack time. The job
is predicted to be late if either of the following criteria are met:

• For jobs with DUEOUT EXEC coded, the pnode specified is predicted to end late by more than the lateby time
or the slack time, whichever is greater.

• For jobs with DUEOUT INPUT or LATESUB coded, a job end time is determined by adding the average
elapsed time to the DUEOUT INPUT or LATESUB time specified. The job is late if the end time is predicted to
be late by more than the lateby time or the slack time, whichever is greater.

For the job or application that NOTIFY is coded in, the LATEPRED operand overrides the LATEPRED ON command or
initialization parameter. You cannot override the LATEPRED OFF command or initialization parameter.

You can set how frequently late job predictions are made by using the CHECKINT initialization parameter or command.
This balances your CPU load against the delay in getting predictions.

The minimum delay in getting late job predictions is the greater of lateby or the slack time.

The maximum delay in getting late job predictions is the minimum delay plus the time specified in the CHECKINT
initialization parameter or command.

Alert Feature

The Alert feature enables ESP to trigger an event for all jobs, or only specific jobs, in an application.

To use the Alert feature, do the following:

1. Use the NOTIFY statement in an application to identify when to trigger the Alert.
2. Define the Alert with the ALERTDEF command.
3. Define the event triggered by the Alert.

Alerts can be defined dynamically, for example in Page mode, but are not retained across recycles of ESP. To ensure that
Alert definitions are retained across recycles of ESP, insert the appropriate ALERTDEF commands in the initialization
parameters.

NOTE

More Information:

For more information on alert processing and job monitoring, see the Advanced User Guide.

External and Manual Jobs, Links, Tasks, and Data Set-trigger Objects
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For external and manual jobs, links, tasks, and data set-trigger objects, you can only specify conditions JOBSTART,
JOBEND, and OVERDUE in the NOTIFY statement. Notification is based on the LATESUB and DUEOUT statements.

Job Alerts for Held-manual Jobs

You can set up a job Alert for held-manual jobs. A held-manual job is a job defined in an ESP application that is submitted
externally to ESP with TYPRUN=HOLD in its JCL. ESP monitors for messages from JES for the existence of held jobs.
When a held-manual job is readied within an ESP application and a job of the same name is held in JES, ESP issues a
JES release command. The job is released and tracked by ESP.

The following NOTIFY operands support a held-manual job:

• SUBMIT
• JOBSTART
• RESUB
• OVERDUE
• ABEND
• FAILURE
• JOBEND

MAILBOX Operand

Before you use the MAILBOX operand, you must define the mailbox in the MAILLIST data set and load that data set with
the LOADNL command or initialization parameter. For more information, see the Installation and Configuration Guide.

Example: Enable Late Job Predictions - LATEPRED predictrange Operand

In the following example, application PAYROLL starts at 10:00 am and job PAY1 and PAY2 take a total of 80 minutes
to run. Job PAY1 is left on hold. When job PAY2 is predicted to be late, user PRODONCL receives a notification. The
NOTIFY statement is set up so that late job checks are started one hour before PAY2 is due to end. The LATEPRED
lateby operand and slack time are not significant in the following example since they are exceeded by a large amount:

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'PY.JCL.CNTL'

 

JOB PAY1 HOLD

   DURATION 40

   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE PAY2

ENDJOB

 

JOB PAY2                                   

   DURATION 40

   RUN TODAY

   DUEOUT EXEC NOW PLUS 2 hours

   NOTIFY LATEPRED(1,3) USER(PRODONCL)

ENDJOB

Scenario 1

Current Time: 10:00 am (application PAYROLL starts)

DUEOUT: 12:00 pm

Anticipated Time of Completion: 11:20 am (not late)

Result: Notification not required
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Scenario 2

Current Time: 10:50 am

DUEOUT: 12:00 pm

Anticipated Time of Completion: 12:10 pm (10 minutes late)

Result: Do not notify users that the job will be late since there is more than one hour to go until DUEOUT.

Scenario 3

Current Time: 11:00 am

DUEOUT: 12:00 pm

Anticipated Time of Completion: 12:20 pm (20 minutes late)

Result: Notify users that the job will be late since there is one hour to go until DUEOUT and the job is predicted to be late.

Example: Enable Late Job Predictions - lateby Operand

For the following example, application PAYROLL starts at 10:00 am and job PAY1 and PAY2 take a total of 20 minutes to
run. Job PAY1 is left on hold. The NOTIFY statement is set up so that late job checks are started 10 hours before PAY2 is
due to end and PAY2 must be late by three minutes or the value of the slack time, whichever is greater.

For this example, ignore predictrange since the jobs are running within the 10 hour prediction range specified. Also ignore
slack time since lateby will always exceed slack time for this example.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'PY.JCL.CNTL'

 

JOB PAY1 HOLD

   DURATION 10

   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE PAY2

ENDJOB

 

JOB PAY2                                   

   DURATION 10

   RUN TODAY

   DUEOUT EXEC NOW PLUS 21 minutes

   NOTIFY LATEPRED(10,3) USER(PRODONCL)

ENDJOB

Scenario 1 - Job On Time

Current Time: 10:00 am (application PAYROLL starts)

DUEOUT: 10:21 am

Anticipated Time of Completion: 10:20 am (on time)

Result: No notification necessary.

Scenario 2 - Job Late, Notification Not Required

Current Time: 10:02 am

DUEOUT: 10:21 am

Anticipated Time of Completion: 10:22 am (one minute late)
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Result: Do not notify users since the job is predicted to be late by less than the value of lateby.

Scenario 3 - Job Late, Notification Required

Current Time: 10:05 am

DUEOUT: 10:21 am

Anticipated Time of Completion: 10:25 am (four minutes late)

Result: Notify users since the job is predicted to be late by more than the value of lateby.

Example: Enable Late Job Predictions - Slack Time

For the following example, application PAYROLL starts at 10:00 am and job PAY1 and PAY2 take a total of 1 hour to run.
Job PAY1 is left on hold. The NOTIFY statement is set up so that late job checks are started 10 hours before PAY2 is due
to end and PAY2 must be late by three minutes or the value of the slack time, whichever is greater.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'PY.JCL.CNTL'

 

JOB PAY1 HOLD

   DURATION 30

   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE PAY2

ENDJOB

 

JOB PAY2                                   

   DURATION 30

   RUN TODAY

   DUEOUT EXEC NOW PLUS 60 minutes

   NOTIFY LATEPRED(10,3) USER(PRODONCL)

ENDJOB

Scenario 1 - Job Late, Notification Not Required

Current Time: 10:03 am

DUEOUT: 11:00 am

Anticipated Time of Completion: 11:03 am (3 minutes late)

Slack time: 3 minutes, 34 seconds (exceeds the lateby value)

Result: Do not notify users since the job is predicted to be late by less than the value of slack time.

Scenario 2 - Job Late, Notification Required

Current Time: 10:10 am

DUEOUT: 11:00 am

Anticipated Time of Completion: 11:10 am (10 minutes late)

Slack time: 3 minutes, 8 seconds (exceeds the lateby value)

Result: Notify users since the job is predicted to be late by more than the value of slack time.

Example: Notify when job starts

In the following example, when each job within the PAYROLL application starts, users CYB01 and CYB02 receive
notification:
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APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

NOTIFY JOBSTART USERS(CYB01,CYB02)

JOB PAYJOB1

  REL PAYJOB2

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB2

  REL PAYJOB3

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB3

ENDJOB

SELECT (PAYJOB1,PAYJOB2,PAYJOB3)

The notification is a pre-formatted message. The following example shows the notification:

JOB PAYJOB1(J09368) STARTED AT 02.15.01 ON 01 FEB 98, APPL PAYROLL

Example: On ABEND

In the following example, if PAYJOB4 abends, notification is sent to user CYB01 and all consoles with route code 2.
Descriptor code 2 is used to highlight the message:

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB4

  NOTIFY ABEND USERS(CYB01) ROUTE(2) DESC(2)

  RUN WORKDAYS

ENDJOB

Example: Multiple notifications

In the following example, notification is sent to user CYB01 for any job in the PAYROLL application that abends, except for
PAYJOB5, where notification is sent to user CYB02.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

NOTIFY ABEND USERS(CYB01)

JOB PAYJOB5

  NOTIFY ABEND USERS(CYB02)

  RUN WORKDAYS

  REL PAYJOB6

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB6

  RUN WORKDAYS

ENDJOB

Example: Trigger Alert

In the following example, if any job within the PAYROLL application abends, an Alert event associated with the INFO
identifier is triggered.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'
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NOTIFY ABEND ALERT(INFO)

JOB PAYJOB7

  REL PAYJOB8

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB8

ENDJOB

SELECT (PAYJOB7,PAYJOB8)

NOTE
The INFO identifier is defined using the ALERTDEF command.

Example: Trigger Alert event

In the following example, if any job within the PAYROLL application becomes overdue, an Alert event associated with the
LATE Alert identifier is triggered.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

NOTIFY OVERDUE ALERT(LATE)

JOB PAYJOB9

  RUN WORKDAYS

  REL PAYJOB10

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB10

  RUN WORKDAYS

ENDJOB

Example: Trigger event

In the following example, when job PAYJOB20 ends, event CYBER.EVENT1 is triggered.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB19

  RUN WORKDAYS

  REL PAYJOB20

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB20

  NOTIFY JOBEND EVENT(CYBER.EVENT1)

  RUN WORKDAYS

ENDJOB

Example: On start and end

In the following example, when each job within the PAYROLL application starts and ends, user CYB01 receives
notification.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

NOTIFY JOBSTART JOBEND USERS(CYB01)

JOB PAYJOB11

  RUN WORKDAYS

  REL PAYJOB12

ENDJOB
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JOB PAYJOB12

  RUN WORKDAYS

ENDJOB

Example: Test reason for trigger

In the following example, this application should be marked complete if a task called WAIT4.TAPE has not been marked
complete by 7 pm. The ESP procedure tests the MNJOB (monitor jobname) variable to see if ESP is invoking the
procedure due to the triggering of an event or due to the ALERT keyword:

• If MNJOB is a null string, ESP generates the application
• Otherwise, the procedure is being invoked by the Alert. ESP verifies the monitor point and the name of the overdue

job, and completes the application.

/*Check invocation

IF MNJOB NE " THEN DO

  IF MNPOINT='OVERDUE' AND MNJOB='WAIT4' AND MNQUAL='TAPE' THEN +

  ESP AJ ALL COMPLETE APPL(%MNAPPL..%MNAPPLGEN)

  EXIT

ENDDO

/*Regular processing

APPL TAPEJOBS

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

NOTIFY OVERDUE ALERT(*)

JOB WAIT4.TAPE TASK

  DUEOUT EXEC 7PM

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE NEXTJOB

ENDJOB

JOB NEXTJOB

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Distributed workload object

The user CYBUSER will be notified when the UNIX job CYBUSER1D starts and ends, and if the job is overdue or fails.

APPL  TESTMAN

JCLLIB 'CYBUSER.JCL'

JOB CYBUSER1D

  AGENT TORONTO

  SCRIPTNAME /usr/home/cybuser1d

  NOTIFY START END FAIL OVERDUE USER(CYBUSER)

  RUN DAILY

  DUEOUT EXEC 5PM

ENDJOB

Example: Manual job with notifications using a mailbox

When you manually submit job CYBER1M, the user CYBUSER will be notified when the job is submitted, starts, and
ends, and if the job is overdue or fails. The notification messages are sent to the recipients defined in the mailbox
PAYROLL. Since SUBJECT is specified, the subject line of all messages to mailbox PAYROLL will be, "PAYROLL
MESSAGE".
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APPL  TESTMAN

JCLLIB 'CYBUSER.JCL'

JOB CYBUSER1M MANUAL

  NOTIFY SUBMIT START END FAIL OVERDUE USER(CYBUSER)-

    MAILBOX(PAYROLL) SUBJECT('PAYROLL MESSAGE')

  DUEOUT EXEC 9AM

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

NOTIFYUSERS Statement: Specify a List of Short User Names for a Single
Request
The NOTIFYUSERS statement specifies a list of short user names to notify for a single request only. You can also search
for and select users defined in Oracle Applications to notify when the single request completes. You can use wildcard
characters asterisk (*) to represent zero or more characters and question mark (?) to represent a single character.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the OA_JOB job type.

Syntax

NOTIFYUSERS (list)

list
Specifies a list of short user names to notify when the single request completes. The list of user names must be in
parenthesis.
Limits:

• The list operand can be up to 1024 characters and is case-sensitive.
• Each user name can contain any characters including delimiters. If delimiters are used, enclose the user name

in single quotes.
• Separate the user names in the list with commas or spaces.

NOTE
The NOTIFYUSERS statement is a job-level statement; it can be specified only within a job definition.

Example: Code a NOTIFYUSERS Statement

The following example shows how to code a NOTIFYUSERS statement in an Oracle job. For information about all the
Oracle statements in an Oracle job, see the Broadcom Integrated Agent Services User Guide (Oracle Jobs) r1.0.

OA_JOB NOTIFYUSERS

  AGENT OAAGENT

  PROGRAM FNDSCURS

  DISPLNAME 'Application Object Library'

  RESPNAME 'System Administrator'

  DESC 'AM Test Desc'

  ARGS ,,,ALL,,10,

  SAVEOUTPUT No

  ARGDEFAULTS No

  CHILDMONITOR Yes

  COPIES 2

  MONITORDELAY 5

  OUTPUTFORMAT PDF
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  NOTIFYUSERS (Jeff,Wilf)

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

NOTWITH Statement: Specify Mutually Exclusive Jobs
The NOTWITH statement specifies jobs that are mutually exclusive with the current job. Consider the following guidelines
before using NOTWITH:

• Use ENQUEUE (versus NOTWITH) when you know which resource the jobs require.
• Use NOTWITH when you know that jobs cannot run together, but you do not know why.

NOTE
The NOTWITH and ENQUEUE statements use resources; therefore, a resource file (RESFILE) and the topology
must be defined before you can use them.

Syntax

NOTWITH {fullname[/appl] [HOLD]}

        {fullname[/appl],fullname[/appl]...) [HOLD]}

fullname[/appl]
Specifies the job name and optional application name for jobs that must not run simultaneously as the current
job. The fullname operand represents a 64-character job name. For a complete definition, see Full name in the
Glossary. If the application name is omitted, the statement refers to any application. You can use wildcards in all
the operands, for example, NOTWITH JOB1 means JOB1 that has no qualifier and NOTWITH JOB1.- means
JOB1 with any qualifier.

NOTE
When specifying more than eight characters before a period, the qualifier is system-generated.
The system-generated qualifiers do not participate in NOTWITH. A name that does not fit the eight-
character.eight-character format works as a single string, a full name, with no qualifier at all, even if
it contains periods (periods are part of the full name). This needs to be considered when specifying
wildcards. For example: NOTWITH MYLONGJOBNAME.- means any full job name starting with
“MYLONGJOBNAME.” (including the period).

HOLD
Specifies if the current job does not complete successfully, all resources are held. The job specified in the
NOTWITH statement waits until the current job is forced complete, restarted successfully or rerun successfully.

NOTE

The NOTWITH statement uses ENQUEUE to request that the jobs specified must not be executed
simultaneously as the current job. For each specified job, NOTWITH builds a shared enqueue request in the
following form:

ESPENQ_JOB(job.qual)_APPL(appl.-)Exclusive|Shared

 

Example: NOTWITH Statement

In the following job definition, the NOTWITH statement indicates that MYJOB must not run simultaneously as BILLSJOB.

APPL TEST

JOB MYJOB
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  NOTWITH BILLSJOB.-/* */

ENDJOB

NOTE
The /* */ at the end of the NOTWITH statement prevents the hyphen from being interpreted as a continuation
character.

The preceding application causes ESP to generate the following enqueues for MYJOB:

ESPENQ_JOB(MYJOB.)_APPL(TEST.21)Exclusive

ESPENQ_JOB(BILLSJOB.-)_APPL(-.-)Shared

If the definition for job BILLSJOB.qual includes a NOTWITH statement or the ENQSELF initialization parameter is set to
ALWAYS, job BILLSJOB.qual in application BILLSAPPL.10 enqueues on itself. The job will have at least the following
enqueue:

ESPENQ_JOB(BILLSJOB.qual)_APPL(BILLSAPPL.10)Exclusive

This enqueue, together with the shared enqueue for MYJOB, prevent the two jobs from running together.

Example: NOTWITH Statement for Multiple Jobs

In the following job definition, the NOTWITH statement indicates that MYJOB must not run simultaneously as JOBA,
JOBB, and JOBC.

APPL TEST

JOB MYJOB

  NOTWITH (JOBA,JOBB,JOBC)

ENDJOB

Example: ESP ENQUEUES with NOTWITH

APPL NWN00C

JCLLIB 'CA.JCL.CNTL'

JOB NWN001

  RUN WEEKDAYS

  NOTWITH NWN003

ENDJOB

JOB NWN002

  RUN WEEKDAYS

ENDJOB

JOB NWN003

  RUN WEEKDAYS

  NOTWITH NWN001

ENDJOB

The preceding application produced the following display from the ENQUEUE command. The ENQUEUE command
displays the current enqueue status in the resource file.

ESPENQ_JOB(NWN001.)_APPL(-.-)

          Required         Shr  NWN003, Appl NWN00C.1

ESPENQ_JOB(NWN001.)_APPL(NWN00C.1)

          Held             Excl NWN001, Appl NWN00C.1
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    (Gen) Required         Shr  NWN003, Appl NWN00C.1

ESPENQ_JOB(NWN003.)_APPL(NWN00C.1)

    (Gen) Held             Shr  NWN001, Appl NWN00C.1

          Required         Excl NWN003, Appl NWN00C.1

In the preceding display, job NWN001 has an exclusive enqueue on itself and a shared enqueue on job NWN003. Job
NWN003 requests an exclusive enqueue on itself and a shared enqueue on job NWN001. This prevents the jobs from
running together.

Example: Unmatched NOTWITH Statement

In the following example, assume that the ENQSELF initialization parameter is set to NOTALWAYS.

Job NWN003 has no NOTWITH statement so it executes simultaneously as job NWN001. Job NWN003 must have a
NOTWITH NWN001 statement to be mutually exclusive with job NWN001, unless ENQSELF is set to ALWAYS.

APPL NWN00D

JCLLIB 'CA.JCL.CNTL'

JOB NWN001

  RUN WEEKDAYS

  NOTWITH NWN003

ENDJOB

JOB NWN002

  RUN WEEKDAYS

ENDJOB

JOB NWN003

  RUN WEEKDAYS

ENDJOB

Example: Holding Resources until a Job Runs Successfully

In the following example, job CAJOB08F abends. The HOLD operand causes job CAJOB08F to hold onto any resources
it was using. This keeps job CAJOB08A from running until job CAJOB08F is forced complete, restarted successfully or
rerun successfully.

APPL ANOTWTH4

JCLLIB 'CA.JCL.CNTL'

ESPNOMSG OPER ENQSELF ALWAYS

JOB CAJOB08F

  MEMBER ABEND0C4

  NOTWITH CAJOB08A HOLD

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

JOB CAJOB08A

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Using NOTWITH HOLD with CCCHK

In the following example, job CAJOB084 ends with a non-zero condition code. The HOLD operand causes job CAJOB084
to hold onto any resources it was using. This keeps job CAJOB080 from running until job CAJOB084 is forced complete,
restarted successfully or rerun successfully.

APPL ANOTWTH3

JCLLIB 'CA.JCL.CNTL'
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ESPNOMSG OPER ENQSELF ALWAYS

JOB CAJOB084

  MEMBER CC04

  NOTWITH CAJOB080 HOLD

  CCCHK RC(1:4095) FAIL

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

JOB CAJOB080

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB 

Example: Using NOTWITH HOLD with CCCHK

In the following example, there is no CCCHK value. Thus, job CAJOB080 waits for job CAJOB084 to complete and then
runs regardless of the completion condition of job CAJOB084. The jobs do not run together but separately. Resources are
used to ensure this is true. The NOTWITH works but the HOLD does not work as expected because there is no CCCHK
statement.

APPL ANOTWTH3

JCLLIB 'CA.JCL.CNTL'

ESPNOMSG OPER ENQSELF ALWAYS

JOB CAJOB084

  MEMBER CC04

  NOTWITH CAJOB080 HOLD

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

JOB CAJOB080

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

NT_JOB Statement: Start a Windows Job Definition
The NT_JOB statement starts a Windows job definition in an application. You can define a Windows job to schedule
workload to run on a Windows computer. The job runs a Windows command file.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires WA Agent for Windows.

Syntax

For this statement, refer to the JOB statement syntax.

NOTE

• NT is the short form of NT_JOB.
• To schedule Windows jobs, you must load the workload object module CYBESONT. Load CYBESONT with

the WOBDEF command or with the WOBDEF initialization parameter.

Required Statements

To define a Windows job, you must specify the following statements:

• AGENT (at the workload object or the application level)
• CMDNAME

Optional Statements
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You can specify the following optional statements for a Windows job:

• ARGS
• ENVAR
• EXITCODE
• JOBCLASS
• JOBOBJECT
• USER

Example: Run a Command File

The PAYROLL application contains job PAYDATA, which runs on agent NT_NY.

APPL PAYROLL

NT_JOB PAYDATA

   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE PAYRPT

   AGENT NT_NY

   CMDNAME c:\data\pay.cmd

ENDJOB

Example: Specify a Script Name Without the Full Path

The WINTEST application contains the job PROCSCRIPT, which runs on an agent named WINAGENT. PROCSCRIPT
runs a script named procscript.bat. The path to procscript.bat is set in the system path on the agent computer and the
agent is configured to search for paths to command and script files.

APPL WINTEST

NT_JOB PROCSCRIPT

   AGENT WINAGENT

   CMDNAME procscript.bat

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Run a Job That is Associated with a New Windows Job Object

The PAYJOBS application contains the job JOTEST, which runs on an agent named WINAGENT. The agent creates a
Windows job object named PAYJOBSOBJECT and associates the JOTEST job with this Windows job object.

PAYJOBSOBJECT can use up to 40 MB of memory (41943040 bytes) and 1 hour of CPU time (3600000 milliseconds) for
all processes it contains. Each process associated with PAYJOBSOBJECT has a higher than normal priority and can use
a maximum of 500 KB of memory (512000 bytes) and 3 minutes of CPU time (180000 milliseconds). PAYJOBSOBJECT
can have up to 10 simultaneously active processes.

APPL PAYJOBS

NT_JOB JOTEST

   AGENT WINAGENT

   CMDNAME c:\scripts\myscript.bat

   JOBOBJECT PAYJOBSOBJECT CREATE JOBMEMORY(41943040) +

      PROCESSMEMORY(512000) JOBTIME(3600000) PROCESSTIME(180000) +

      PRIORITY(ABOVE_NORMAL) PROCESSLIMIT(10)

   RUN OCT 2, 2006

ENDJOB
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NULLNONSTRING Statement: Specify the String to be Written for a Null Value for
non-string Columns
The NULLNONSTRING statement specifies the string to be written for a null value for non-sting columns, or interpreted as
null for non-string values, depending on the SQOOP_TYPE IMPORT or EXPORT specification.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Apache Sqoop™ (SQOOP_JOB)

Syntax:

NULLNONSTRING  nullvalue

nulvalue
Specifies a null value.
Limits: Up to 256 characters; case-sensitive. The name can contain any characters, if it contains delimiters it
should be enclosed in single quotes.

NOTE
 NULLNONSTRING statement can be specified at the application level or at the job level.

Example

In this example, undef value specified by NULLNONSTRING statement is interpreted as null in case it is exported
nonstring column.

APPL TESTHS

AGENT HADOOP

SQOOP_JOB SQEXPORT

 SQOOP_TYPE      export

 USER root

 HADOOP_HOST     hadoop.server.com

 JDBCURL         jdbc:mysql://hadoop.server.com/test

 JDBCUSER    root

 JDBCTABLE   esp

 HADOOP_SOURCE   /dir1/file1

 NULLNONSTRING   undef

 RUN NOW

ENDJOB

NULLSTRING Statement: Specify the String to be Written for a Null Value
The NULLSTRING statement specifies the string to be written for a null value for sting columns, or interpreted as null for
string values, depending on the SQOOP_TYPE IMPORT or EXPORT specification.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Apache Sqoop™ (SQOOP_JOB) job type

Syntax:

NULLSTRING nullvalue

nullvalue
Specifies a null value.
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Limits: Up to 256 characters; case-sensitive. The name can contain any characters, if it contains delimiters it
should be enclosed in single quotes.

NOTE
 NULLSTRING statement can be specified at the application level or at the job level.

Example

In this example, undef value specified by NULLSTRING statement is interpreted as null in case it is exported string
column.

APPL TESTHS

AGENT HADOOP

SQOOP_JOB SQEXPORT

 SQOOP_TYPE       export

 USER root

 HADOOP_HOST     hadoop.server.com

 JDBCURL     jdbc:mysql://hadoop.server.com/test

 JDBCUSER root

 JDBCTABLE   esp

 HADOOP_SOURCE      /dir1/file1

 NULLSTRING  undef

 RUN NOW

ENDJOB

OA_JOB Statement: Start an Oracle E-Business Suite Request Set or Single
Request Job Definition
The OA_JOB statement starts an Oracle E-Business Suite Request Set or Single Request job definition. You can define
an Oracle E-Business Suite Request Set job to run multiple programs in an Oracle Applications application. You can
define an Oracle E-Business Suite Single Request job to run a single program in an Oracle Applications application.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for Oracle
E-Business Suite.

Syntax

For this statement, refer to the JOB statement syntax.

NOTE

• OA is the short form of OA_JOB.
• To schedule Oracle E-Business Suite Request Set or Single Request jobs, load the workload object module

CYBESOOA. Load CYBESOOA with the WOBDEF command or with the WOBDEF initialization parameter.
• All Oracle E-Business Suite Request Set and Single Request jobs require a user name. Specify the

OAUSER statement when a default user name is not specified in the oa.default.user parameter in the
agentparm.txt file; otherwise, the job fails.

• All Oracle E-Business Suite Request Set and Single Request jobs require a responsibility name. Specify the
RESPNAME statement when a default responsibility name is not specified in the oa.default.responsibility
parameter in the agentparm.txt file; otherwise, the job fails.

Required Statements

To define an Oracle E-Business Suite Request Set or Single Request job, specify the following statements:
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• AGENT -- at the workload object or the application level
• APPLDISPLNAME or APPLSHORTNAME
• PROGRAM or PROGRAMDISPL
• REQUESTSET or REQSETDISPL

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for an Oracle E-Business Suite Request Set or Single Request job:

• ARGDEFAULTS
• ARGS
• CHILDMONITOR
• CUSTOMPROP
• DESCRIPTION (Single Request Only)
• MONITORDELAY
• NOTIFYDUSERS (Single Request Only)
• NOTIFYUSERS (Single Request Only)
• OAUSER
• OPRUNIT (Single Request Only)
• OUTPUTFORMAT (Single Request and Request Set)
• PRINTCOPIES
• PRINTER
• PRINTSTYLE
• PROGARGS (Request Set Only)
• PROGDATA (Request Set Only)
• PROGNOTIFYDUSERS (Request Set Only)
• PROGNOTIFYUSERS (Request Set Only)
• PROGOPRUNIT (Request Set Only)
• PROGOUTPUTFORMAT (Request Set Only)
• PROGPRINTCOPIES (Request Set Only)
• PROGPRINTER (Request Set Only)
• PROGPRINTSTYLE (Request Set Only)
• PROGQUOTEDEFAULT (Single Request Only)
• PROGRAMDISPL (Single Request)
• PROGSAVEOUTPUT (Request Set Only)
• PROGTEMPLATELANG (Request Set Only)
• PROGTEMPLATETERR (Request Set Only)
• QUOTEDEFAULT (Single Request and Request Set)
• RESPNAME
• SAVEOUTPUT
• TEMPLATELANG (Single Request and Request Set)
• TEMPLATETERR (Single Request and Request Set)
• USESETDEFAULTS

Example: Run a Single Request

In this example, the Oracle E-Business Suite job AOL1806.AP034 runs the single request XXCOFI on the Oracle
Applications system.

AGENT CYBOA
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OA_JOB AOL1806.AP034

   PROGRAM XXCOFI

   RUN DAILY

   APPLDISPLNAME 'Application Object Library'

   RESPNAME 'System Administrator'

   OAUSER SYSADMIN

ENDJOB

Example: Run a Request Set

In this example, the Oracle E-Business Suite job AOL405.AP035 runs the request set DATA10 on the Oracle Applications
system.

AGENT CYBOA

OA_JOB AOL405.AP035

   REQUESTSET DATA10

   RUN DAILY

   APPLDISPLNAME 'Application Object Library'

   RESPNAME 'System Administrator'

   OAUSER SYSADMIN

ENDJOB

OAC_JOB Statement: Start an Oracle E-Business Suite Copy Job Definition
The OAC_JOB statement starts an Oracle E-Business Suite Copy Job definition. You can define an Oracle E-Business
Suite Copy Job to copy an existing single request that is defined in an Oracle Application and run it under the agent.
When the job runs, it can override values in the original definition with values specified on the agent or in the job definition.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for Oracle
E-Business Suite.

Syntax

For this statement, refer to the JOB statement syntax.

NOTE
Usage Notes:

• OC is the short form of OAC_JOB.
• To schedule Oracle E-Business Suite Copy Jobs, load the workload object module CYBESOOC. Load

CYBESOOC with the WOBDEF command or with the WOBDEF initialization parameter.

Required Statements

To define an Oracle E-Business Suite Copy Job, specify the following statements:

• AGENT -- at the workload object or the application level
• REQUESTID

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for an Oracle E-Business Suite Copy Job:

• CHILDMONITOR
• MONITORDELAY
• OAUSER
• RESPNAME
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Example: Copy a Single Request

Suppose that you want to copy an existing single request that is defined on Oracle Applications. In this example, the job
copies the single request with request ID 2255470 and overrides the Oracle Applications user name and responsibility
name. The children of the single request program are monitored 60 seconds after the program completes.

OAC_JOB COPYJOB

   AGENT CYB0A

   OAUSER SYSADMIN

   RESPNAME 'System Administrator'

   REQUESTID 2255470

   CHILDMONITOR Y

   MONITORDELAY 60

ENDJOB

OAUSER Statement: Specify an Oracle Applications User Name
The OAUSER statement specifies an Oracle Applications user name that the job runs under.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Oracle E-Business Suite Copy Job (OAC_JOB)
• Oracle E-Business Suite Request Set (OA_JOB)
• Oracle E-Business Suite Single Request (OA_JOB)

Syntax

OAUSER user_name

user_name
Specifies the Oracle Applications user name that the job runs under.
Limits: Up to 100 characters; case-sensitive; it cannot contain delimiters (such as spaces)

Oracle E-Business Suite Single Request or Request Set Job Notes:

• If you do not specify this statement in the job definition, a default user name must be defined in the oa.default.user
parameter in the agent's agentparm.txt file. Otherwise, the job fails.

• The OAUSER statement overrides the default user name specified in the agent's agentparm.txt.

Oracle E-Business Suite Copy Job Notes:

• To override the user name specified in the existing single request, both the user name and responsibility name are
required:
– If a default user name is not specified in the oa.default.user parameter in the agent's agentparm.txt file, you must

specify the OAUSER statement in the job definition.
– If a default responsibility name is not specified in the oa.default.responsibility parameter in the agent's agentparm.txt

file, you must specify the RESPNAME statement in the job definition.
• If the user name or responsibility name is not specified in either the job definition or in the agentparm.txt file, the job

copies the user name and responsibility name from the original single request.

Example: Specify a User Name in an Oracle E-Business Suite Single Request Job

In the following example, the user name for the Application Object Library application is SYSADMIN.
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APPL ACC06

AGENT CYBOA

OA_JOB AOL1807.AP034

   PROGRAM XXCOFI

   RUN DAILY

   APPLDISPLNAME 'Application Object Library'

   RESPNAME 'System Administrator'

   OAUSER SYSADMIN

ENDJOB

Example: Override the User Name in an Oracle E-Business Suite Copy Job

Suppose that you want to copy an existing single request that is defined on Oracle Applications. In this example, the job
copies the single request with request ID 2255470 and overrides the Oracle Applications user name and responsibility
name. The children of the single request program are monitored 60 seconds after the program completes.

OAC_JOB COPYJOB

   AGENT CYB0A

   OAUSER SYSADMIN

   RESPNAME 'System Administrator'

   REQUESTID 2255470

   CHILDMONITOR Y

   MONITORDELAY 60

ENDJOB

OOZIE_CONFIGFILE Statement: Specify the path to the Configuration File on the
Edge Node
The OOZIE_CONFIGFILE statement specifies a path to the Oozie workflow configuration file on the edge node.

Supported Job Type

This statement is required for the following job types:

• Apache™ Oozie (OOZIE_JOB)

Syntax:

OOZIE_CONFIGFILE configfile

configfile
Specifies a path to the Oozie workflow configuration file on the edge node.
Limits: Up to 256 characters; case-sensitive. The host name can contain any characters. If it contains delimiters
the value must be enclosed in single quotes. Furthermore, the Hadoop command line interface may require the
user to escape additional special characters such as exclamation marks, dollar signs ($), ampersands (&), pound
signs (#), at symbols (@), etc.

NOTE
 OOZIE_CONFIGFILE statement can be specified at the application level or at the job level.

Example

In this example, OOZIE_CONFIGFILE statement specifies path examples/apps/map-reduce/job.properties.

APPL TESTOZ

AGENT HADOOP

OOZIE_JOB    OZTEST
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 USER ESP

 HADOOP_HOST  hadoop.server.com

 OOZIE_CONFIGFILE examples/apps/map-reduce/job.properties

 OOZIE_URL           http://localhost:11000/oozie

 RUN  NOW

ENDJOB

OOZIE_JOB Statement: Start an Apache™ Oozie Job Definition
You can define an Apache™ Oozie job to allow ESP to schedule an Oozie workflow.

Syntax

For this statement, refer to the JOB statement syntax.

Notes:

• To run Apache™ Oozie jobs, your system requires the WA Agent for Hadoop.
• OZ is the short form of OOZIE_JOB.
• To schedule Hadoop file operations jobs, you must load the workload object module CYBESOOZ. Load CYBESOOZ

with the WOBDEF command or with the WOBDEF initialization parameter.
• HDFS_JOB workload object module CYBESOHF is required to be loaded for Workstation file browse operations to

work.

Required Statements

To define a Apache™ Oozie job, you must specify the following statements:

• AGENT
• USER
• HADOOP_HOST
• OOZIE_CONFIGFILE
• OOZIE_URL

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for a Apache™ Oozie job:

• JOBCLASS
• EXITCODE
• HADOOP_POLLINTVL
• HADOOP_BINPATH
• HADOOP_PORT

Example

APPL TESTOZ

AGENT HADOOP

OOZIE_JOB    OZTEST

 USER ESP

 HADOOP_HOST  hadoop.server.com

 OOZIE_CONFIGFILE examples/apps/map-reduce/job.properties

 OOZIE_URL           http://localhost:11000/oozie

 RUN  NOW

ENDJOB
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OOZIE_URL Statement: Specify the Oozie Server URL
The OOZIE_URL statement specifies Oozie Server URL.

Supported Job Type

This statement is required for the following job types:

• Apache™ Oozie (OOZIE_JOB)

Syntax:

OOZIE_URL url

url
Specifies Oozie Server URL
Limits: Up to 256 characters; case-sensitive. The host name can contain any characters. If it contains delimiters
the value must be enclosed in single quotes.

Notes:

• OOZIE_URL statement can be specified at the application level or at the job level.
• You can also define this statement via a CONNPROF command.

Example

In this example, OOZIE_URL statement specifies URL http://hadoop.server.com:11000/oozie.

APPL TESTOZ

AGENT HADOOP

OOZIE_JOB OZTEST

 USER ESP

 HADOOP_HOST hadoop.server.com

 OOZIE_CONFIGFILE examples/apps/map-reduce/job.properties

 OOZIE_URL http://hadoop.server.com:11000/oozie

 RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

OPENVMS_JOB Statement: Identify the Name of OPENVMS Jobs
The OPENVMS_JOB statement is used to identify the name of an OPENVMS job in an application.

Syntax

Refer to the JOB statement syntax.

 

To use OPENVMS jobs, you must load a workload object module. The OPENVMS_JOB workload object module is
CYBESOOV. This may be loaded with the WOBDEF command or with the WOBDEF initialization parameter.

Refer to the JOB statement usage notes.

Examples

The following is an example of an OpenVMS JOB statement using the full JOB statement:

OPENVMS_JOB payroll2.paypgm

The following is an example of an OpenVMS JOB statement using the abbreviated syntax:
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OV payroll2.paypgm

In both examples, the OPENVMS_JOB statement identifies the workload object as an OpenVMS job called
payroll2.paypgm.

OPERATION Statement: Specify the Operation to be Invoked
The OPERATION statement specifies the MBean operation to be invoked in a JMX-MBean Operation job or the web
service operation to be invoked in a Web Service job.

Supported Job Types

This statement is required for the following job types:

• JMX-MBean Operation (JMXO_JOB)
• Web Service (WEB_SERV)
• Web Service Document/Literal (WEB_DOCLIT)

Syntax

• For the JMXO_JOB job type and WEB_DOCLIT job types:

OPERATION operation

• For the WEB_SERV job type:

OPERATION operation [ONEWAY]

• operation
Specifies the operation to be invoked.
Limits: Up to 1024 characters; case-sensitive

• ONEWAY
(Optional) Invokes the service one way. After the agent invokes the operation, the Web Service job completes without
waiting for a response.

NOTE

 Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.

Example: Invoke an Operation on an MBean

Suppose that you want to invoke the resetmem operation on the Config MBean to reset the value of the memory
parameter to 50.

JMXO_JOB RESET

   AGENT APPAGENT

   URL service:jmx:rmi:///jndi/rmi://localhost:9999/server

   MBEAN 'DefaultDomain:index=1,type=Config'

   OPERATION resetmem

   PARAMETER TYPE(Integer) VALUE(50)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB
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OPERATIONTYPE Statement: Specify the Operation Type
The OPERATIONTYPE statement indicates the operation to perform on the entity bean in an Entity Bean job. The Entity
Bean job lets you create an entity bean, update the property values of an existing entity bean, or remove an entity bean
from the database.

Supported Job Type

This statement is required for the Entity Bean (EJBE_JOB) job type.

Syntax

OPERATIONTYPE CREATE|UPDATE|REMOVE

CREATE
Creates an entity bean that is stored in a relational database on your application server.

UPDATE
Updates the property values of an entity bean instance in a relational database on your application server.

REMOVE
Removes an instance of an entity bean stored in a relational database on your application server.

NOTE

• To update an entity bean, you require the FINDERMETHOD, FINDERPARAMETER, METHOD, and
MODIFYPARAMETER statements.

• To remove an entity bean, you require the FINDERMETHOD and FINDERPARAMETER statements

Example: Remove an Entity Bean

Suppose that you want to remove the customer record for the Acme customer. The record is stored in the database by the
customer ID. When the job runs, the row in the customer table that corresponds to the Acme customer ID is removed.

EJBE_JOB REMOVE

   AGENT APPAGENT

   INITIAL_CONTEXT weblogic.jndi.WLInitialContextFactory

   LOCATION t3://localhost:7001

   BEAN customer

   OPERATIONTYPE REMOVE

   FINDERMETHOD acme

   FINDERPARAMETER TYPE(String) VALUE(customerid)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

OPRUNIT Statement: Specify an Operating Unit for a Single Request
The OPRUNIT statement specifies an operating unit in an Oracle E-Business Suite Single Request job definition.

The operating unit is an organization that uses Oracle subledgers, for example, an office, a division, or a
department. Access to operational units is based on user responsibilities.

Supported Job Types

This statement is available for the Oracle E-Business Suite Single Request (OA_JOB) job type.

Syntax
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OPRUNIT oprunit

• oprunit
Specifies the operating unit name.
Limits: Up to 100 characters, case sensitive. Can contain any characters including spaces. If you use spaces, enclose
the operating unit name in single quotes.

Example: Specify the Operating Unit

In the following example, you specify the operating unit "Vision Operations".

APPL ORACLE1 

AGENT OA_AG 

OA_JOB ORACLE1 

 APPLSHORTNAME FND 

 Program FNDSCURS 

 OPRUNIT 'Vision Operations' 

 OAUSER SYSADMIN 

 RESPNAME 'System Administrator'

 DESCRIPTION 'test job' 

RUN DAILY 

ENDJOB

OPTIONS Statement: Override Default Options
The OPTIONS statement overrides the default processing options for jobs belonging to applications.

OPTIONS [INHERIT|NOINHERIT]

        [GENNET|NOGENNET]

        [HELD_MANUAL[(ANY|USER)]|NOHELD_MANUAL]

        [MANUALSUBMIT|NOMANUALSUBMIT]

        [TRACKMANUAL|NOTRACKMANUAL]

        [AUTOVARS|NOAUTOVARS]

        [RESTARTSTEP|NORESTARTSTEP]

        [DUEOUTPROPAGATION|NODUEOUTPROPAGATION]

        [CA11|ENCORE|RMDEFAULT]

        [PSEUDO|NOPSEUDO]

        [FORMAT|NOFORMAT]

        [USAGE(A|NONE)]

INHERIT
Indicates job relationships are inherited. This operand is the default.

NOINHERIT
Indicates job relationships are not inherited.

GENNET
Indicates DJC/JES3 NET control cards are generated for jobs in a DJCNET. This operand is not applicable to
ESP applications. This operand is the default.

NOGENNET
Indicates DJC/JES3 NET control cards are not generated for jobs in a network. This operand can be used if the
jobs you are submitting already have NET control cards.
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HELD_MANUAL
Specifies that all z/OS jobs in an ESP application are, by default, held-manual jobs unless explicitly overridden in
a JOB or JOBATTR statement.
OPTIONS HELD_MANUAL is equivalent to the following:

• OPTIONS HELD_MANUAL(USER) if the TRACKOPT HELD_MANUAL(USER) or TRACKOPT
HELD_MANUAL initialization parameters are specified

• OPTIONS HELD_MANUAL(ANY) if the TRACKOPT HELD_MANUAL(ANY) initialization parameter is
specified.

NOTE
We recommend that you specify HELD_MANUAL(USER) or HELD_MANUAL(ANY) only in the
TRACKOPT initialization parameter unless you must specify it in the OPTIONS statement.

NOHELD_MANUAL
Nullifies a previous OPTIONS HELD_MANUAL statement.

MANUALSUBMIT
Indicates jobs are manually submitted.

NOMANUALSUBMIT
Indicates jobs are not manually submitted. This operand is the default.

TRACKMANUAL
Indicates jobs are tracked manually.

NOTRACKMANUAL
Indicates jobs are not tracked manually.

AUTOVARS
Indicates ESP allows the use of the automatic variable insertion feature. This operand is the default.

NOAUTOVARS
Indicates ESP does not allow the use of the automatic variable insertion feature.

RESTARTSTEP
Adds a job restart step to all jobs affected by this statement. The job restart step is added to the start of the JCL
and is related to one of the following products:

• WA Restart Option

NOTE
For details on specifying the restart step contents, see the U11RMS step information in the WA
Restart Option User Guide.

• ESP WA Restart Option
The restart step contents are specified in the ERMSTEP initialization parameter.

NOTE
This operand applies only if you have the applicable restart product installed.

NORESTARTSTEP
Prevents a job restart step from being added to all jobs affected by this statement.

DUEOUTPROPAGATION
Specifies that due out times are propagated to a job predecessor in the application. This operand is the default if
USERMOD 33 is not set.

NODUEOUTPROPAGATION
Specifies that due out times are not propagated to a job predecessor in the application. This operand is the
default if USERMOD 33 is set.
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CA11
Selects WA Restart Option as the restart manager for the affected jobs. WA Restart Option must be installed
along with ESP and the CA11OPT initialization parameter must be coded. This operand is available at the job,
subapplication, and application level.

ENCORE
Selects ESP WA Restart Option as the restart manager for the affected jobs. ESP WA Restart Option must be
installed. This operand is available at the job, subapplication, and application level.

RMDEFAULT
Specifies that ESP inserts the RMS step of the default restart manager at job-submission time. The name of the
default restart manager can be changed with the CA11OPT initialization parameter or command. This operand is
available at the job, subapplication, and application level.

PSEUDO
Specifies the following default parameters for the U11RMS step of the initial run of a job:
F,PSEUDO=YES

This operand is available at the job, subapplication, and application level.

NOTE
Pseudo processing tests a job on its first run to verify the actions WA Restart Option takes. A pseudo
production run or restart run performs the same processing actions as usual except that data sets are
not uncataloged and scratched.

NOPSEUDO
Disables PSEUDO, even if CA11OPT PSEUDO is in effect. This operand is available at the job, subapplication,
and application level.

FORMAT
Sets the WA Restart Option processing code to F for the initial run of a job. This operand is available at the job,
subapplication, and application level.

NOFORMAT
Sets the WA Restart Option processing code to P for the initial run of a job. This operand is available at the job,
subapplication, and application level.

NOTE
Care is required as P processing performs R processing when a job’s WA Restart Option database
record is in R status.

USAGE(A|NONE)
Specifies one alphanumeric character as a usage code for the parameters of the U11RMS step of a job's initial
run. The NONE keyword forces omission of the usage code. ESP allows you to specify or nullify the usage
code for a job's initial run independent of the usage setting in the options table of the local WA Restart Option
subsystem. If the local WA Restart Option subsystem has USAGE=YES, but no usage code is provided for a job’s
initial run, by default the usage code is set to A.

NOTE

• Normally, you code OPTIONS before your job definitions. However, you can code OPTIONS
RESTARTSTEP/NORESTARTSTEP at the job level and application level. The job level overrides the
application level. The applications level overrides RESTARTSTEP or NORESTARTSTEP in the TRACKOPT
initialization parameter or command.

• If you omit RESTARTSTEP and NORESTARTSTEP from OPTIONS, the TRACKOPT initialization parameter
or command specifies the RESTARTSTEP or NORESTARTSTEP setting.

• The keywords PSEUDO, NOPSEUDO, FORMAT, and NOFORMAT allow you to configure the parameters
which ESP inserts in the U11RMS step of a job's initial run. If none of these keywords apply to a job through
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an OPTIONS statement, ESP bases the PARM on the setting established by the CA11OPT initialization
parameter or operator command.

• You can use different keywords on a JOB statement to override the MANUALSUBMIT, NOMANUALSUBMIT,
INHERIT and NOINHERIT options.

• It is not necessary to specify NOGENNET for jobs defined in an application.
• If the OPTIONS statement is omitted, due out times will be propagated to a job predecessor in the application

if USERMOD 33 is not set and not propagated if USERMOD 33 is set.
If the DUEOUTPROPAGATION or NODUEOUTPROPAGATION operands are specified, the USERMOD 33
setting is ignored.

• A held-manual job is a job defined in an ESP application that is submitted externally to ESP with
TYPRUN=HOLD in its JCL. ESP monitors for messages from JES for the existence of held jobs. When a
held-manual job is readied within an ESP application and a job of the same name is held in JES, ESP issues
a JES release command. The job is released and tracked by ESP.

NOTE

Related Information

• For information on applications, see the User Guide.
• For information on overriding inherited relationships, see the Advanced Use of ESP Procedures chapter in

the Advanced User Guide.
• For information on using the automatic variable insertion feature, see the Tailoring JCL chapter of the

Advanced User Guide.
• For information on making a job restartable by adding a restart step, see the Tailoring JCL chapter of the

Advanced User Guide.
• For information on rerunning/restarting jobs belonging to applications, see

– WA Restart Option ESP User Guide
– WA Restart Option User Guide

Example: Add a restart step to each job in an application

In the following example, the OPTIONS RESTARTSTEP statement is used to add a restart step to each job in the
PAYROLL application, except for PAYJOB3.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CA.JCL.CNTL'

OPTIONS RESTARTSTEP

JOB PAYJOB1

  RUN DAILY

  REL PAYJOB2

JOB PAYJOB2

  RUN DAILY

  REL PAYJOB3

JOB PAYJOB3

  RUN DAILY

  OPTIONS NORESTARTSTEP

ENDJOB

Example: Do not inherit relationships

In the following example, the OPTIONS NOINHERIT statement is used to indicate that successors to a job are not to
inherit job relationships and that relationships among a job and its successors exist only if there is a definition stating the
relationship. If it is not Friday, no relationship exists between PAYJOB4 and PAYJOB6.
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APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CA.JCL.CNTL'

OPTIONS NOINHERIT

JOB PAYJOB4

  RUN DAILY

  REL PAYJOB5

JOB PAYJOB5

  RUN FRIDAY

  REL PAYJOB6

JOB PAYJOB6

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Manually submitted jobs

In the following example, the OPTIONS MANUALSUBMIT statement is used to identify each job in the PAYROLL
application as manually submitted. This is useful when another product is submitting work and you want to monitor this
work through the CSF.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CA.JCL.CNTL'

OPTIONS MANUALSUBMITJOB PAYJOB6

  RUN DAILY

  REL PAYJOB7

JOB PAYJOB7

  RUN DAILY

  REL PAYJOB8

JOB PAYJOB8

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Held-manual jobs

In the following example, job HELDMAN is by default a held-manual job due to the OPTIONS HELD_MANUAL statement.
Job NOTHELD is not a held-manual job as the NOHELD_MANUAL operand overrides the OPTIONS HELD_MANUAL
specification for job NOTHELD.

APPL IEFBR14

JCLLIB 'CA.JCL.CNTL'

OPTIONS HELD_MANUAL

JOB HELDMAN

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE NOTHELD

ENDJOB

JOB NOTHELD NOHELD_MANUAL

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

 

The following example shows the JCL for jobs HELDMAN and NOTHELD:

//HELDMAN  JOB 1234,NAME,CLASS=X,MSGCLASS=Z,NOTIFY=&SYSUID,

//         TYPRUN=HOLD
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//STEP1    EXEC PGM=IEFBR14

 

//NOTHELD  JOB 1234,NAME,CLASS=X,MSGCLASS=Z,NOTIFY=&SYSUID

//STEP1    EXEC PGM=IEFBR14

OSUSER Statement: Specify an OS User Name
The OSUSER statement specifies an operating system user name that the FTP process runs under and that the agents
use for authentication. 

NOTE
You issue the PASSWORD command to define a password for the user name, job type, and agent name
combination. We recommend adding the operand Name(OSUSER) to the PASSWORD command for OSUSER
of FTP_JOB, SCP_JOB and SFTP_JOB job types.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for MF_JOB job type and for FTP_JOB, SCP_JOB and SFTP_JOB job types.

Syntax

OSUSER user_name

user_name
Specifies an operating system user name.
Limits: Maximum length is 128 characters. No delimiters are allowed.
This operand is case-sensitive.

NOTE

• You can specify OSUSER at the job level only. If you do not specify the OSUSER statement, the FTP
process will run under the user name that the agent runs under.

• The OSUSER statement specifies the user name only for the FTP process itself. The user name for remote
server sign-in is specified by the USER statement.

Example: Specify an FTP Job

In the following example, you define an FTP Job that downloads a file from the remote server. The FTP process runs
under a user name of “TOM”. The FTP process signs in to the remote server with the user name “JIM”.

Consider that JIM USER has a password that is defined using the PASSWORD command with QUAL(ESPAG1) and
TYPE(FTP_JOB) operands.

Consider that TOM OSUSER has a password that is defined using the PASSWORD command with NAME(OSUSER) and
with QUAL(ESPAG1) and TYPE(FTP_JOB) operands.

APPL TESTFTP

 

FTP_JOB FTPTEST

     AGENT ESPAG1

     TRANSFERDIRECTION D

     TRANSFERCODETYPE B

     SERVERADDR 192.168.66.110

     USER JIM

     OSUSER TOM

     REMOTENAME /u1/ftptest/data
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     LOCALNAME c:\test\ftpdata\testdata.bin

     RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

OTHERS Statement: Pass Keyword Parameters to SBMJOB
When ESP submits a job to the i5/OS system, the job must pass through the SBMJOB command to execute. Keyword
parameters are additional parameters that ESP passes to the i5/OS SBMJOB command. The OTHERS statement lets
you specify any valid SBMJOB command keyword and value combination. You can also specify multiple combinations.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the i5/OS (AS400_JOB) job type.

Syntax

OTHERS keyword(value) ...

keyword (value)
Specifies any valid SBMJOB command keyword and value combination. The value corresponds to the SBMJOB
command keyword (the value that would appear in brackets after the keyword in the SBMJOB command).

NOTE

• Use the OTHERS statement within the boundaries of a job definition to apply to a single job or outside the
boundaries of the job definition to apply to the entire application.

• You can specify multiple keyword and value combinations. Separate each combination with a space.
• The entire value can be up to 4078 characters.
• The scheduling manager does not validate the keyword and value combinations.
• The agent uses the user's default output queue if the USER statement is specified in the job definition and

the OTHERS statement does not include the SBMJOB OUTQ( ) command keyword and value that defines
the output queue for the job.

Example: Define the Printer and Output Queue for an i5/OS Job

This example runs a program named PAYJOB on an i5/OS system. The printer and output queue information is taken
from the job definition.

AS400_JOB MFGDATA

   AGENT I5AGENT

   CLPNAME PAYJOB

   OTHERS PRTDEV(*JOBD) OUTQ(*JOBD)

ENDJOB

OUTDESTFORMAT Statement: Specify the Output Format for a PeopleSoft
Report
The OUTDESTFORMAT statement specifies the type of format for the report output.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the PeopleSoft (PS_JOB) job type.

Syntax
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OUTDESTFORMAT output_format

output_format
Specifies the field name of the output destination format. PeopleSoft stores the list of output destination formats in
the PSXLATITEM table. This value corresponds to the Format field in PeopleSoft.
Limits: Up to 8 characters; case-sensitive; it cannot contain delimiters (such as spaces)
Note: Do not use the following special characters: left parenthesis ( ( ), right parenthesis ( ) ), and apostrophe (').
Use caution when using other special characters, such as backslash (\) and at (@).
Format options are the following:

 

Field Number Field Name Description
0 Any Any
1 None (None)
2 PDF Acrobat (*.pdf)
3 CSV Comma delimited (*.csv)
4 HP HP Format (*.lis)
5 HTM HTML Documents (*.htm)
6 LP Line printer format (*.lis)
7 WKS Lotus 1-2-3 files
8 XLS Microsoft Excel Files (*.xls)
9 DOC Microsoft Word (*.doc)
10 PS Postscript (*.lis)
11 RPT Crystal Report (*.rpt)
12 RTF Rich Text File (*.rtf)
13 SPF SQR Portable Format (*.spf)
14 TXT Text Files (*.txt)
15 OTHER Other
16 Default Default
17 XML XML Format (*.xml)
18 DAT Data Mover Data File (*.dat)

NOTE

• Your agent administrator can specify a default output format for all PeopleSoft jobs by setting the
ps.default.outDestFormat parameter in the agent's agentparm.txt file.

• The OUTDESTFORMAT statement overrides the default setting specified in the ps.default.outDestFormat
parameter in the agent's agentparm.txt.

Example: Specify that the Output is in Text File Format

In this example, an output destination type of file is specified with the file format of text.

PS_JOB PAYREPRT

   RUN FRIDAYS

   AGENT PS_NY

   OUTDESTTYPE FILE

   OUTDESTFORMAT TXT
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   PROCESSNAME program_name

   PROCESSTYPE 'Application Engine'

   RUNCONTROLID PS_ALL

ENDJOB

OUTDESTPATH Statement: Specify an Output Path for a PeopleSoft Job
The OUTDESTPATH specifies the path to an output directory or the path to a printer for a PeopleSoft job.

Note: This statement applies only if you specify FILE or PRINTER in the OUTDESTTYPE statement.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the PeopleSoft (PS_JOB) job type.

Syntax

OUTDESTPATH file_path|printer_path

file_path
Specifies the path to the output directory and the output file name.
Limits: Up to 128 characters; case-sensitive

NOTE
Specify this path when the OUTDESTTYPE statement is set to FILE.

Default: The PeopleSoft log/output directory
printer_path

Specifies the network location of the printer including the printer server and shared printer name.
Limits: Up to 128 characters; case-sensitive
Default: lpt1
Notes:

• Specify this path when the OUTDESTTYPE statement is set to PRINTER.
• The specified printer must be set up on the PeopleSoft system.
• Your agent administrator can specify a default printer by setting the ps.default.printer parameter in the agent's

agentparm.txt file.
• This value overrides the default printer specified in the ps.default.printer parameter in the agent's

agentparm.txt file.

NOTE
Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.

Example: Direct the Output of a PeopleSoft Job to a File

In this example, FILE is specified for the output destination type.

PS_JOB DSTYPE.FILE

   AGENT PS_NY

   RUN FRIDAYS

   PROCESSNAME XRFWIN

   PROCESSTYPE 'SQR Report'

   OUTDESTTYPE FILE

   OUTDESTFORMAT PDF

   OUTDESTPATH '/export/home/PSoutput/report1.pdf'

   RUNCONTROLID test
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   PSOPRID VP1

ENDJOB

Example: Direct the Output of a PeopleSoft Job to a Printer

In this example, PRINTER is specified for the output destination type.

PS_JOB DSTYPE.PRINTER

   AGENT PS_NY

   RUN FRIDAYS

   PROCESSNAME XRFWIN

   PROCESSTYPE 'SQR Report'

   OUTDESTTYPE PRINTER

   OUTDESTFORMAT PS

   OUTDESTPATH '\\CA\PRINTER1'

   RUNCONTROLID test

   PSOPRID VP1

ENDJOB

OUTDESTTYPE Statement: Specify the Output Type for a PeopleSoft Report
The OUTDESTTYPE statement specifies the output destination type for a PeopleSoft report.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the PeopleSoft (PS_JOB) job type.

Syntax

OUTDESTTYPE output_type

 

output_type
Specifies the field number or field name of the output destination type. PeopleSoft stores the list of output
destination types in the PSXLATITEM table.
Limits: Up to 8 characters; case-sensitive; it cannot contain delimiters (such as spaces)
Default: NONE
Options are the following:

Field Number Field Name (short form)
0 ANY (A)
1 NONE (N)
2 FILE (F)
3 PRINTER (P)
4 WINDOW (WI)
5 EMAIL (E)
6 WEB (WE)
7 DEFAULT (D)

Notes:
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• Your agent administrator can specify a default output type for all PeopleSoft jobs by setting the ps.default.outDestType
parameter in the agent's agentparm.txt file.

• The OUTDESTTYPE statement overrides the default setting specified in the ps.default.outDestType parameter in the
agent's agentparm.txt.

• If you specify EMAIL or WEB as the output destination type, you can email the PeopleSoft report to recipients on a
distribution list.

• This statement corresponds to the Type field in PeopleSoft.

Example: Specify that the Output is Sent by Email

This example specifies an output destination type of EMAIL with the file format of PDF.

PS_JOB SEND.EMAIL

   AGENT PSAGENT

   PROCESSNAME XRFWIN

   PROCESSTYPE Crystal

   OUTDESTTYPE EMAIL

   OUTDESTFORMAT PDF

   PSOPRID VP2

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Specify that the Output is Sent to a Printer

This example specifies an output destination type of PRINTER.

PS_JOB DSTYPE.PRINTER

   AGENT PSAGENT

   PROCESSTYPE 'SQR Report'

   PROCESSNAME XRFWIN

   OUTDESTFORMAT PS

   OUTDESTTYPE PRINTER

   OUTDESTPATH \\CA\PRINTER1

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

OUTPUT_FILE Statement: Specify File for Results of SQL Query
The OUTPUT_FILE statement specifies the location of the output file that stores the SQL query results. If you omit this
statement, the results are stored in the job's spool file.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the SQL (SQL_JOB) job type.

Syntax

OUTPUT_FILE outfile

outfile
Specifies the location of the output file that stores the SQL query results.
Limits: Up to 256 characters; case-sensitive
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NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• Your agent administrator can specify a default destination file for all SQL jobs by setting the spooldir

parameter in the agent's agentparm.txt file.
• The OUTPUT_FILE statement overrides the default file specified in the agent's agentparm.txt.
• OUTFILE is an alias of OUTPUT_FILE.

Example: Store SQL Query Results in a File

In the following example, the output from the SQL statement is directed to file /var/dblog/orderlog.

SQL_JOB QRY1

   AGENT CYBDB1

   SQL 'SELECT * from NEWORDS'

   OUTPUT_FILE /var/dblog/orderlog

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

OUTPUTFORMAT Statement: Specify an Output Format for a Single Request or
Request Set
The OUTPUTFORMAT statement specifies the default output format for programs in a single request or request set job.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the OA_JOB job type, but is mandatory when statements TEMPLATELANG or
TEMPLATETERR are specified.

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

OUTPUTFORMAT name

name
Specifies the default output format for programs in a single request or request set job. The values are: FO, HTML,
PCL, PDF, PostScript, Text, and XML.
Limits: Up to ten characters; can contain any characters including delimiters; case-sensitive
If delimiters are used, enclose the name in single quotes.

NOTE
The OUTPUTFORMAT statement is a job-level statement; it can be specified only within a job definition.

Example: Code an OUTPUTFORMAT Statement

This example shows how to code an OUTPUTFORMAT statement in an Oracle job. For information about all the Oracle
statements in an Oracle job, see the Broadcom Integrated Agent Services User Guide (Oracle Jobs) r1.0.

OA_JOB OAJOB1

  AGENT OAAGENT

  PROGRAM FNDSCURS

  DISPLNAME 'Application Object Library'

  RESPNAME 'System Administrator'

  DESC 'AM Test Desc'
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  ARGS ,,,ALL,,10,

  SAVEOUTPUT No

  ARGDEFAULTS No

  CHILDMONITOR Yes

  COPIES 2

  MONITORDELAY 5

  OUTPUTFORMAT PDF

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Change the Default Output Format in an Oracle Job

This example shows the default output format as PDF for job OAJOB2, request set FNDRSSUB932. A
PROGOUTPUTFORMAT statement specified after a PROGDATA statement changes the default value for that program.
The output format for program PROGDATA 2 is changed to XML.

OA_JOB OAJOB2

    AGENT OAAGENT

    OAUSER SYSADMIN

    RESPNAME 'System Administrator'

    RUN TODAY

  REQSET FNDRSSUB932

    APPLDISPLNAME 'Application Object Library'

    TEMPLATETERR US

    TEMPLATELANG EN

    OUTPUTFORMAT PDF

    ARGDEFAULTS Yes

    PROGDATA 1

      PROGARGS FND,FNDATREP

    PROGDATA 2

      PROGARGS FND,FNDATREP

      PROGOUTPUTFORMAT XML

ENDJOB

Example: Change the Defaults in an Oracle Job

A PROGOUTPUTFORMAT statement specified after PROGDATA overwrites a PROGOUTPUTFORMAT statement
specified before PROGDATA (default for all programs in request set), and it also overwrites an OUTPUTFORMAT
statement.

In this example, both programs have template territory as United Kingdom (UK) and template language as German (DE).
The first program has output format XML, and the second program has output format Excel.

OA_JOB OAJOB3

    AGENT OAAGENT

    OAUSER SYSADMIN

    RESPNAME 'System Administrator'

    RUN TODAY

  REQSET FNDRSSUB932

    APPLDISPLNAME 'Application Object Library'

    TEMPLATETERR US

    TEMPLATELANG EN

    OUTPUTFORMAT PDF

    ARGDEFAULTS Yes
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    PROGTEMPLATETERR UK

    PROGTEMPLATELANG DE

    PROGOUTPUTFORMAT XML

    PROGDATA 1

      PROGARGS a

    PROGDATA 2

      PROGARGS b

      PROGOUTPUTFORMAT Excel

ENDJOB

OVERWRITE Statement: Specify Overwrite the Destination Option
The OVERWRITE statement specifies whether to overwrite the destination if it already exists.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS™) (HDFS_JOB) if COPY or COPYFROMLOCAL file operation is specified in
the HDSF_FILEOP statement.

Syntax:

NOTE
OVERWRITE {YES|NO}

Example

In this example, OVERWRITE specifies YES for a Hadoop File Operations job.

APPL     TESTHF

User     root

AGENT    HADOOP_AGENT

HDFS_JOB COPYFILE

 HADOOP_HOST hadoop.server.com

 HDFS_FILEOP COPY

 HADOOP_DESTINATION /dir2

 HADOOP_SOURCE      /dir1/file1

 HADOOP_SOURCE      /dir3

 OVERWRITE YES

 RUN NOW

ENDJOB

PARAMETER_FILE Statement: Specify the Parameter File Name
The PARAMETER_FILE statement specifies the path and name of a parameter file on the Informatica server. Informatica
PowerCenter processes the parameter file when running a workflow. The parameter file contains values for symbolic
variables and must adhere to the format that Informatica PowerCenter expects. A property value that is set in a parameter
file overrides a value for this property that is set at the session level or elsewhere.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the INFORMATICA_JOB job type.

Syntax

PARAMETER_FILE {parameter file name}
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parameter file name
Specifies the name and path of the parameter file. A value for the parameter file name is mandatory.
The parameter file name operand has the following attributes:

• Maximum length of 256 characters
• Accepts all characters
• Accepts the following delimiters: commas, semicolons, and spaces. If the value contains delimiters, enclose

the value in single quotes.
• Case-sensitive
• Job-level statement only

Example: Specify a Parameter File Name

This example starts a workflow named WF_3 on the Informatica server. When the workflow runs, Informatica
PowerCenter processes the specified parameter file.

APPL TESTIJ

JCLLIB 'CA.TEST.JCLLIB'

USER ADMIN

 

INFORMATICA_JOB TEST_A

  AGENT informatica

  FOLDER infaplugin

  WORKFLOW wf_3

  PARAMETER_FILE C:/Infa/wf3.prm

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

The wf3.prm parameter file includes symbolic variables that override the default log directory and file name. For example,
in this workflow, log files are stored in the C:\Infa\Log directory on the Informatica server and their name starts with
wf3.log.

;Workflow Parameters

[INFAPLUGIN.WF:wf_3]

;Session parameters

$PMSessionLogFile=wf3.log

$PMSessionLogDir=C:\Infa\Log

;mapping parameters

PARAMETER Statement: Specify Input Parameters (Application Services Jobs)
The PARAMETER statement specifies input parameters in an Application Services job.

Supported Job Types

This statement is required for the JMX-MBean Attribute Set (JMXA_JOB) job type.

This statement is optional for the following job types:
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• HTTP (HTTP_JOB)
• JMS Publish (JMSP_JOB)
• JMX-MBean Create Instance (JMXN_JOB)
• JMX-MBean Operation (JMXO_JOB)
• POJO (POJO_JOB)
• RMI (RMI_JOB)
• Session Bean (EJB_JOB)

Syntax

• For all job types except the HTTP job type:

PARAMETER {TYPE(type) VALUE(value)}

          {TYPE(type) ARRAY(value,value,...)}

          {URI(uri)}

• For the HTTP job type:

PARAMETER KEYWORD(variable) VALUE(value)

• TYPE(type)
Specifies the Java class of the parameter.
Limits: Up to 1024 characters; case-sensitive
Examples: String, java.lang.String, Integer
Note: If the package is not specified, java.lang is assumed.

• KEYWORD(variable)
Specifies the variable that the agent passes to the program the job invokes.
Limits: Up to 1024 characters; case-sensitive

• VALUE(value)
Specifies the parameter value. In most job types, it specifies the String value of the parameter. In an HTTP job, it
specifies the value for the variable.
Limits: Up to 1024 characters; case-sensitive

• ARRAY(value,value,...)
Specifies a set of string values for the method parameter.
Limits: Up to 1024 characters per array value; case-sensitive
Note: If you specify the ARRAY operand, the statement value cannot exceed 3588 characters.

• URI(uri)
Specifies the location (URI) of the binary output produced by a payload producing job. A payload producing job is a job
that produces binary output that is persisted as a serialized Java object. The serialized Java object is stored as a file
on the agent computer. The URI can be passed as input to a payload consuming job.
Limits: Up to 255 characters; case-sensitive
Example: 'FS:c:\Program Files\Common Files\System\ADO\input.txt'

NOTE
You can retrieve the URI of a payload producing job using the JOBDATA or WOBDATA statements. To
display the URI, use the LISTAPPL command.

NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• To specify multiple parameters, use multiple PARAMETER statements. Order is important. For example,

if the method contains three parameters, specify the first parameter in the first statement, the second
parameter in the second statement, and the third parameter in the third statement. The job fails if the
parameters are listed in the wrong order.
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NOTE
JMS Publish Notes:

• To construct a text message, you require a single parameter (String). To construct an object message,
the number of parameters that you require depends on the object's constructor. For example, an Integer
object requires a single constructor (String). Some objects require no parameters or multiple parameters for
construction.

• Leading and trailing spaces are not supported in JMS Publish messages.

Example: Specify Input Parameters in a JMS Publish Job

This example publishes the message "this is my message" to the queue named Queue. The Java
class of the message is String. The initial context factory supplied by the JNDI service provider is
com.ibm.websphere.naming.WsnInitialContextFactory. The service provider's URL is iiop://172.24.0.0:2809, where
172.24.0.0 is the IP address of the WebSphere MQ server and 2809 is the ORB port. The job uses the cyberuser JNDI
user ID to gain access to the connection factory named ConnectionFactory.

JMSP_JOB PUBLISH  

   AGENT APPAGENT

   INITIAL_CONTEXT com.ibm.websphere.naming.WsnInitialContextFactory

   LOCATION iiop://172.24.0.0:2809

   CONNECTION_FACTORY ConnectionFactory

   DESTNAME Queue

   TOPIC N

   MSGCLASS String

   JNDIUSER cyberuser

   PARAMETER TYPE(java.lang.String) VALUE('this is my message')

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

NOTE
The agent does not support JMS messaging on IBM WebSphere. If you have IBM WebSphere MQ, your agent
administrator can set up the agent plug-in to run JMS Publish and JMS Subscribe for JMS queues. JMS topics
are not supported on IBM WebSphere MQ.

Example: Specify Input Parameters in a Session Bean Job

Suppose that you want to access a stateful session bean for an online shopping cart. The createaddbook method creates
the Shoppingcart stateful bean for the duration of the job. The addbook method adds books to the shopping cart using
the book's ISBN number. In this example, the Session Bean job adds two books to the shopping cart with ISBN numbers
1551929120 and 1582701709. When the job runs, two books are added to the shopping cart.

EJB_JOB ADDBOOK

   AGENT APPAGENT

   INITIAL_CONTEXT com.ibm.websphere.naming.WsnInitialContextFactory

   LOCATION iiop://172.24.0.0:2809

   BEAN Shoppingcart

   CREATEMETHOD createaddbook

   METHOD addbook

   CREATEPARAMETER TYPE(String) VALUE(ISBN)

   PARAMETER TYPE(Integer) ARRAY(1551929120,1582701709)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Specify Input Parameters in a JMX-MBean Attribute Set Job
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Suppose that you want to set the value of the State attribute of the cdc.jmx.SimpleDynamic MBean to the serialized Java
object located in a path on the agent computer.

JMXA_JOB JMXSET

   AGENT APPAGENT

   URL service:jmx:rmi:///jndi/rmi://agenttest:5099/jmxserver

   MBEAN 'DefaultDomain:index=1,type=cdc.jmx.SimpleDynamic'

   ATTRIBUTE State

   PARAMETER URI('FS:C:\Program Files\CA\WA Agent +                 

      R11.3_B129\spool\CM_QABC\MAIN\LLR113.7\JMXATT.GET.12587292392520')

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Specify Input Parameters in an HTTP Job

Suppose that you want to define a job to perform a Google search and have the results returned to the job's spool file.
You also want to refine your search results by specifying a filter. In this example, the job uses the HTTP GET method to
perform the Google search on "ca workload automation". When the job runs, the job's spool file includes all matches that
contain the filter AE.

HTTP_JOB GOOGLE

   AGENT APPAGENT

   INVOCATIONTYPE GET

   SERVLET_URL http://google.com/search

   PARAMETER KEYWORD(q) VALUE('ca workload automation')

   AUTHORDER (BASIC, DIGEST, NTLM)

   FILTER .*AE.*

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

 

PARAMETER Statement: Specify Input Parameters (SNMP Jobs)
The PARAMETER statement specifies input parameters in an SNMP job.

Supported Job Types

This statement is required for the SNMP Value Set (SNPS_JOB) job type.

This statement is optional for the SNMP Trap Send (SNPE_JOB) job type.

Syntax

PARAMETER {TYPE(snmp:type) VALUE(value)}

          {[TYPE(snmp:type)] URI(uri)}

TYPE(snmp:type)
Specifies the SNMP parameter type. Options for the type include the following:
int

Specifies an integer value.
uint

Specifies an unsigned integer value.
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ticks
Specifies a time ticks (measured in hundreds of a second) value.

addr
Specifies an IP address value.

NOTE
SNMP only supports IPv4 addresses. IPv6 addresses are not supported.

oid
Specifies an OID (object identifier) value.

string
Specifies an octet string value.

string.x
Specifies an octet string value represented in hexadecimal format.

counter32
Specifies a counter32 value. A count32 value is a non-negative integer that monotonically increases until
it reaches a maximum value of 232 - 1 (4294967295). It then wraps around and starts increasing again
from zero.

gauge32
Specifies a gauge32 value. A guage32 value is a non-negative integer that can increase or decrease, but
cannot exceed a maximum value. The maximum value cannot exceed 232 - 1 (4294967295). The value
of a Gauge has its maximum value whenever the information being modeled is greater or equal to that
maximum value; if the information being modeled then decreases below the maximum value, the Gauge
also decreases.

Limits: Up to 1024 characters; case-sensitive
VALUE(value)

Specifies the SNMP parameter value. The value is converted to the corresponding type. In an SNMP Trap Send
job, it specifies the value of the parameter that you are passing to the trap. In an SNMP Value Set job, it specifies
the new value of the variable that you are changing.
Limits: Up to 1024 characters; case-sensitive

URI(uri)
Specifies the location (URI) of the binary output produced by a payload producing job. A payload producing job is
a job that produces binary output that is persisted as a serialized Java object. The serialized Java object is stored
as a file on the agent computer. The URI can be passed as input to a payload consuming job.
Limits: Up to 255 characters; case-sensitive
Example: 'FS:c:\Program Files\Common Files\System\ADO\input.txt'

NOTE
You can retrieve the URI of a payload producing job using the JOBDATA or WOBDATA statements. To
display the URI, use the LISTAPPL command.

NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• To specify multiple SNMP parameters, use multiple PARAMETER statements. Order is important. The agent

passes the parameters in the order that you specify them.

Example: Specify Input Parameters in an SNMP Trap Send Job

Suppose that you want to send the cybtrapstart trap to a network device using SNMP v3. In this example, five string
parameters are passed to the trap. The host name of the network device is localhost and its port is 162. The job uses the
AES privacy protocol and the SHA authentication protocol. The name of the MIB file is cybermation.mib and the default
engine ID is used. The credentials of user1 are used for authorization.
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SNPE_JOB SENDTRAP

   AGENT SNMPAGENT

   MIB cybermation.mib

   SNMPNODE cybtrapstart HOST(localhost) PORT(162) VERSION(3)

   SNMPUSER user1

   AUTHPROTOCOL SHA

   PRIVPROTOCOL AES

   ENGINEID

   PARAMETER TYPE(snmp:string) VALUE(p1)

   PARAMETER TYPE(snmp:string) VALUE(p2)

   PARAMETER TYPE(snmp:string) VALUE(p3)

   PARAMETER TYPE(snmp:string) VALUE(p4)

   PARAMETER TYPE(snmp:string) VALUE(p5)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Specify Input Parameter in an SNMP Value Set Job

Suppose that you want to set the value of the agentLogLevel variable to its highest level to diagnose a problem. In this
example, the host name of the network device is host.example.com and its port is 161. The SNMP version is v2 and the
read community is public. The name of the MIB file is cybermation.mib, which is located in the agent installation directory.

SNPS_JOB SETV2

   AGENT SNMPAGENT

   MIB cybermation.mib

   SNMPNODE agentLogLevel HOST(host.example.com) PORT(161) VERSION(2)

   COMMUNITY public

   PARAMETER TYPE(snmp:int) VALUE(8)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

PARAMETER Statement: Specify Input Parameters (Web Service Document/
Literal Job)
The PARAMETER statement specifies input parameters in a Web Service job.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the Web Service (WEB_DOCLIT) job type.

Syntax

PARAMETER {NAME(name) VALUE(value)}

          {NAME(name) ARRAY(value,value,...)}

          {NAME(name) URI(uri)}

          {URI(uri)}

NAME(name)
Specifies the name of the parameter

VALUE(value)
Specifies the value for the operation parameter.
Limits: Up to 1024 characters; case-sensitive
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ARRAY(value,value,...)
Specifies a set of values for the operation parameter.
Limits: Up to 1024 characters per array value; case-sensitive

NOTE
If you specify the ARRAY operand, the statement value cannot exceed 3588 characters

URI(uri)
Specifies the location (URI) of the binary output produced by a payload producing job. A payload producing job is
a job that produces binary output that is persisted as a serialized Java object. The serialized Java object is stored
as a file on the agent computer. The URI can be passed as input to a payload consuming job.
Limits: Up to 255 characters; case-sensitive

Example:

'FS:c:\Program Files\Common Files\System\ADO\input.txt'

Notes:

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• To specify multiple operation parameters, use multiple PARAMETER statements. Order is important. The agent passes

the parameters in the order that you specify them.
• You can retrieve the URI of a payload producing job using the JOBDATA or WOBDATA statements. To display the URI,

use the LISTAPPL command.

Example: Pass Parameter to Web Service for Getting Stock Quotes

Suppose that you want to invoke a web service that returns a company stock quote. The URL for the WSDL that
describes the web service and its location is http://www.webservicex.com/stockquote.asmx?WSDL. The WSDL port name
is StockQuoteSoap. The target endpoint address URL is http://www.webservicex.com/stockquote.asmx. The job calls
the operation GetQuote within the StockQuote web service. When the job invokes the web service, the company's stock
symbol is passed to the operation. The GetQuote operation returns a java.lang.String object. When the job completes, the
stock quote for CA is stored as a serialized Java object in the job's spool directory.

APPL  TESTWD

WEB_DOCLIT CYBJK.WD HOLD

   RUN DAILY

    AGENT WI2K12_44_WS

    WSDL_URL http://www.webservicex.com/stockquote.asmx?WSDL

    SERVICENAME StockQuote

    PORTNAME StockQuoteSoap

    OPERATION GetQuote

    ENDPOINT_URL http://www.webservicex.com/stockquote.asmx

    PARAMETER NAME(/GetQuote/Symbol) VALUE(CA)

ENDJOB

PARAMETER Statement: Specify Input Parameters (Web Service Jobs)
The PARAMETER statement specifies input parameters in a Web Service job.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the following Web Service (WEB_SERV) job type.

Syntax
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PARAMETER {TYPE(xsd:type) VALUE(value)}

          {TYPE(xsd:type) ARRAY(value,value,...)}

          {URI(uri)}

TYPE(xsd:type)
Specifies the XML schema type of the operation parameter. The agent supports the following types:

xsd:string xsd:anySimpleType
xsd:integer xsd:duration
xsd:int xsd:gYearMonth
xsd:long xsd:gYear
xsd:short xsd:gMonthDay
xsd:decimal xsd:gDay
xsd:float xsd:gMonth
xsd:double xsd:normalizedString
xsd:boolean xsd:token
xsd:byte xsd:language
xsd:unsignedInt xsd:Name
xsd:unsignedShort xsd:NCName
xsd:unsignedByte xsd:ID
xsd:QName xsd:NMTOKEN
xsd:dateTime xsd:NMTOKENS
xsd:date xsd:nonPositiveInteger
xsd:time xsd:negativeInteger
xsd:anyURI xsd:nonNegativeInteger
xsd:base64Binary xsd:unsignedLong
xsd:hexBinary xsd:positiveInteger

Limits: Up to 1024 characters; case-sensitive
VALUE(value)

Specifies the value for the operation parameter.
Limits: Up to 1024 characters; case-sensitive

ARRAY(value,value,...)
Specifies a set of values for the operation parameter.
Limits: Up to 1024 characters per array value; case-sensitive
Note: If you specify the ARRAY operand, the statement value cannot exceed 3588 characters.

URI(uri)
Specifies the location (URI) of the binary output produced by a payload producing job. A payload producing job is
a job that produces binary output that is persisted as a serialized Java object. The serialized Java object is stored
as a file on the agent computer. The URI can be passed as input to a payload consuming job.
Limits: Up to 255 characters; case-sensitive
Example: 'FS:c:\Program Files\Common Files\System\ADO\input.txt'

NOTE
You can retrieve the URI of a payload producing job using the JOBDATA or WOBDATA statements. To
display the URI, use the LISTAPPL command.
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NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• To specify multiple operation parameters, use multiple PARAMETER statements. Order is important. The

agent passes the parameters in the order that you specify them

Example: Pass Parameter to Web Service for Getting Stock Quotes

Suppose that you want to invoke a web service that returns a company stock quote. The URL for the WSDL that
describes the web service and its location is http://www.webservicex.com/stockquote.asmx?WSDL. The WSDL port name
within the target namespace http://www.webserviceX.NET is StockQuoteSoap. The target endpoint address URL is http://
www.webservicex.com/stockquote.asmx. The job calls the operation GetQuote within the StockQuote web service. When
the job invokes the web service, the company's stock symbol is passed to the operation. The GetQuote operation returns
a java.lang.String object, which maps to the XML type string in the return namespace http://www.webserviceX.NET/.
When the job completes, the stock quote for CA is stored as a serialized Java object in the job's spool directory.

WEB_SERV QUOTE

   AGENT WSAGENT

   TARGETNAMESPACE http://www.webserviceX.NET/

   SERVICENAME StockQuote

   PORTNAME StockQuoteSoap

   OPERATION GetQuote

   WSDL_URL http://www.webservicex.com/stockquote.asmx?WSDL

   ENDPOINT_URL http://www.webservicex.com/stockquote.asmx  

   PARAMETER TYPE(xsd:string) VALUE(CA)

   RETURNCLASS java.lang.String

   RETURNXML string

   RETURNNAMESPACE http://www.webserviceX.NET/          

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

PARAMETER Statement: Specify Variables to Pass to the Agent
The PARAMETER statement lets you specify a variable to pass to the HP Integrity NonStop agent. The variables persist
only for the current job, and they are set in the environment of the command that the agent runs.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the TANDEM_JOB job type.

Syntax

PARAMETER NAME(<name>) VALUE(<value>)

name
Specifies the name of the variable and is a mandatory operand. The name field cannot be longer than 31
characters and is not case-sensitive. You can use the following characters: alphanumeric, hyphen, and circumflex
(up caret). You cannot use duplicate name entries in the same job for the PARAMETER statement.

value
Specifies the value of the variable and is a mandatory operand. The value field cannot be longer than 255
characters and is case-sensitive. You can use the following delimiters: comma, semicolon, and space. Enclose
the full text string in single quotes when delimiters are in use.

NOTE
Usage notes:
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• The PARAMETER statement is a job-level statement; it can be specified only within a job definition.
• The combined length of all the PARAMETER statements, plus the number of PARAMETER statements,

cannot exceed 511 characters.

Example: Specify Variables using the PARAMETER Statement

This example shows how to set two variables with the PARAMETER statement. In the first example, the variable
ABC is set to the value ‘100’. In the second example, the variable XYZ is set to the value ‘200’. The COMMAND
$C35.PROD.GETPRM is the scheduled sample test program. The combined length of the two PARAMETER statements
cannot exceed 511 characters including the value of 2, which represents the two statements.

APPL TESTHP

JCLLIB 'CA.TEST.JCLLIB'

USER ADMIN

 

TANDEM_JOB TEST_C

  AGENT HPNONSTOP

  COMMAND $C35.PROD.GETPRM

  PARAMETER NAME(ABC) VALUE(100)

  PARAMETER NAME(XYZ) VALUE(200)

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

PARAM Statement: Define InfoPackage Data Selection Criteria (SAP Jobs)
The PARAM statement defines the data selection criteria of a Business Warehouse InfoPackage (BWIP) on the SAP
system.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the Business Warehouse InfoPackage (BWIP_JOB) job type.

Syntax

PARAM FieldName, {ObjectName|""}, {Sign|""}, {Operation|""}, {LowValue|""}, {HighValue|""}

FieldName
Specifies the Business Warehouse InfoPackage Technical Name.
Limits: Up to 30 valid SAP characters; case-sensitive

ObjectName
Specifies the Business Warehouse InfoPackage InfoObject.
Limits: Up to 30 valid SAP characters; case-sensitive
Note: If no value is assigned to ObjectName, use two double quotation marks ("") as a place holder.

Sign
Specifies the Business Warehouse InfoPackage Sign. Options are the following:

• I -- Specifies include.
• E -- Specifies exclude.

Note: If no value is assigned to Sign, use two double quotation marks ("") as a place holder.
Operation

Specifies the Business Warehouse InfoPackage Operation. Options are the following:
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• BT -- Specifies between.
• E -- Specifies equal.

Note: If no value is assigned to Operation, use two double quotation marks ("") as a place holder.
LowValue

Specifies the Business Warehouse InfoPackage From Value.
Note: If no value is assigned to LowValue, use two double quotation marks ("") as a place holder.

HighValue
Specifies the Business Warehouse InfoPackage To Value.
Note: If no value is assigned to HighValue, use two double quotation marks ("") as a place holder.

NOTE

• To specify multiple data selection criteria, define a PARAM statement for each set of criteria. Each set of
criteria represents a row in the SAP table.

• The value of each statement can be up to 4070 characters.
• The fields on the PARAM statement correspond to the fields on the SAP Administrator Workbench RSA1

transaction

Example: Define Data Selection Criteria

In this example, the data selection criteria for the FieldNames (SAP InfoObjects) /BIC/IO_CMAT, CALDAY, /BIC/
IO_CCUST, and /BIC/IO_CSREP are defined for InfoPackage ZPAK_42RRVI7G0PA005H00BV0ZJV9I on the SAP
system.

For the /BIC/IO_CMAT and CALDAY FieldNames, values are provided for each operand.

For the /BIC/IO_CCUST FieldName, double quotation marks are used as place markers for ObjectName, Sign, and
Operation.

For the /BIC/IO_CSREP FieldName, double quotation marks are used as place markers for ObjectName, Sign, Operation,
LowValue, and HighValue.

BWIP_JOB IP05

   AGENT SAPHTNTAGENT

   SAPJOBNAME IP05

   INFOPACK 'ZPAK_42RRVI7G0PA005H00BV0ZJV9I'

   RFCDEST bw2

   RUN DAILY

   PARAM /BIC/IO_CMAT, IO_CMAT, I, BT, MAT001, MAT002

   PARAM CALDAY, 0CALDAY, I, BT, 20010101, 20050101

   PARAM /BIC/IO_CCUST, "", "", "", CUST001,CUST003

   PARAM /BIC/IO_CSREP, "", "", "", "", ""

ENDJOB

PARAM Statement: Specify Positional Parameters (i5/OS Jobs)
The PARAM statement defines the parameter values that you want to pass to the program at the time the program is
invoked.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the i5/OS (AS400_JOB) job type.

Syntax
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PARAM value|'value' 'value'...

value
Specifies the value of a parameter to pass to the program.

NOTE

• Use the PARAM statement within the boundaries of a job definition.
• The entire value can be up to 4078 characters.
• To specify multiple values with a single PARAM statement, enclose each value with single quotation marks

and separate each value with a space.
• You can specify multiple PARAM statements in a job definition.

Example: Pass Multiple Parameters to an i5/OS Program

This example passes six parameters to an i5/OS program named PAYJOB:

APPL INVENTORY

AS400_JOB MFGDATA

   AGENT I5AGENT

   CLPNAME PAYJOB

   PARAM 'ABC' '1' 'P' 'VALUE C' 'X' 'r'

   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE MFGSORT

ENDJOB

PATH Statement: Specify File/Directories on HDFS
The PATH statement specifies a file/directory on Hadoop file system.

Supported Job Type

This statement is required for the following job types:

• Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS™) (HDFS_JOB) if TOUCHZ, MKDIR or REMOVE specified in the
HDFS_FILEOP statement.

Syntax:

PATH file/directory

file/directory
Specifies a file/directory on HDFS.
Limits: Up to 256 characters; case-sensitive. The file or directory name can contain any characters. If it contains
delimiters the value must be enclosed in single quotes. Furthermore, the Hadoop command line interface may
require the user to escape additional special characters such as exclamation marks, dollar signs ($), ampersands
(&), pound signs (#), at symbols (@), etc.

Notes:

• You can specify PATH statements at the application level or at the job level.
• Up to 10 PATH statements can be specified.

Example

In this example, two files are created - test1 and test2.

APPL     TESTHF

AGENT  HADOOP_AGENT
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HADOOP_HOST    hadoop.server.com

USER root

HDFS_JOB     CRTFILE

 HDFS_FILEOP TOUCHZ

 PATH   test1

 PATH   test2

RUN  NOW

ENDJOB

PNODES Statement: Specify User-Defined Pnodes
The PNODES statement is used to specify the names of any user-defined Processing nodes through which the job must
pass before it can be marked as complete.

NOTE
The Application Manager submits successor jobs to those identified with the PNODES statement when the
predecessors successfully complete.

Syntax

PNODES {pnode}

       {(pnode[,pnode])}

pnode
Indicates a pnode name in up to eight characters. Enclose multiple pnode names in parentheses, separated by a
blank or comma.

This element is used to define any additional user-defined processing nodes for a job, overriding the pnodes specified in
the job's tracking model. The pnodes represent post-execution phases, they cannot be used for pre-processing.

A job does not need to complete any manual phases for a successor job to run. If you need to set up job dependencies
with a manual phase of a job, consider using tasks in an ESP application.

Once you define the pnode name, authorized users can simply type the POST command to post a job as complete at a
specific pnode.

CSF PNODES fields, such as INPUT, EXEC, COMPLETE, and FAIL, apply only to jobs in an application and do not
include post-execution phases.

Once a pnode is defined, all users have read access to it.

 

NOTE

Related information

For information on defining processing nodes (pnodes), see the Advanced User Guide.

For information on defining and deleting manual pnodes, see the DEFPN and DELPN commands.

For information on displaying pnode information, see the LISTPN command.

For information on posting a job complete from a manual pnode, see the POST command.

For information on specifying the name of a pnode when defining a tracking model, see the DEFTM command.

For information on using a TASK workload object to identify manual processing points in an application, see the
User Guide.

Example: Specific pnode
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In the following example, PAYJOB1 must be posted out of the BALANCE pnode before the Tracking Manager considers
it complete. PAYJOB2 is released when PAYJOB1 completes; it does not wait for PAYJOB1 to be posted from the
BALANCE pnode.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB1

  RUN WORKDAYS

  REL PAYJOB2

  PNODES BALANCE

JOB PAYJOB2

  RUN WORKDAYS

ENDJOB

Similar results could be accomplished using a TASK workload object to represent a manual process (the balancing of a
report) and is coded as follows:

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB1

  RUN WORKDAYS

  REL BALANCE.RPT

JOB BALANCE.RPT TASK

  RUN WORKDAYS

  REL PAYJOB2

JOB PAYJOB2

  RUN WORKDAYS

ENDJOB

In the above example, when the report produced by PAYJOB1 is balanced, a user completes BALANCE.RPT using the
APPLJOB (AJ) command, or via the CSF. PAYJOB2 is then released.

Example: Multiple pnodes

In the following example, PAYJOB3 must be posted out of the BURSTER and DISTRIB pnodes before the Tracking
Manager considers it complete. PAYJOB4 is released when PAYJOB3 completes; it does not wait for PAYJOB3 to be
posted from these manual pnodes.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB3

  RUN WORKDAYS

  REL PAYJOB4

  PNODES (BURSTER,DISTRIB)

JOB PAYJOB4

  RUN WORKDAYS

ENDJOB

POJO_JOB Statement: Start a POJO Job Definition
The POJO_JOB statement starts a POJO job definition in an application. You can define a POJO job to create a no-
argument Java object instance, invoke a method on the object instance, and store the method's output.
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NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires the following agents:

• CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows
• CA WA Agent for Application Services or CA WA Agent for Web Services

Syntax

For this statement, refer to the JOB statement syntax.

NOTE

• PO is the short form of POJO_JOB.
• To schedule POJO jobs, you must load the workload object module CYBESOPO. Load CYBESOPO with the

WOBDEF command or with the WOBDEF initialization parameter.

Required Statements

To define a POJO job, you must specify the following statements:

• AGENT (at the workload object or the application level)
• CLASSNAME
• METHOD

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for a POJO job:

• DESTINATION
• JOBCLASS
• PARAMETER
• USER

Example: Invoke a Method on a Java Object Instance

Suppose that you want to define a POJO job that creates a Java String with value "5" and calls the parseInt method with
the created Java String object as an argument. The parseInt method returns a Java Integer object.

POJO_JOB IGNORE

   AGENT APPAGENT

   CLASSNAME java.lang.Integer

   METHOD parseInt

   PARAMETER TYPE(java.lang.String) VALUE(5)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

PORTNAME Statement: Specify Port Name Within the Namespace
The PORTNAME statement specifies the WSDL port name within the target namespace in a Web Service job.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the Web Service (WEB_SERV) job type and mandatory for the Web Service Document/
Literal (WEB_DOCLIT) job type.

Syntax

PORTNAME portname
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portname
Specifies the WSDL port name within the target namespace. A WSDL port describes the operations exposed by a
web service and defines the connection point to the web service.
Limits: Up to 100 characters; case-sensitive

Notes: 

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
 

• In a Web Service job, if you specify the WSDL_URL statement but not the ENDPOINT_URL statement, you must
specify both the SERVICENAME and PORTNAME statements.

Example: Specify the WSDL Port Name for Getting Stock Quotes

Suppose that you want to invoke a web service that returns a company stock quote. The URL for the WSDL that
describes the web service and its location is http://www.webservicex.com/stockquote.asmx?WSDL. The WSDL port name
within the target namespace http://www.webserviceX.NET is StockQuoteSoap. The target endpoint address URL is http://
www.webservicex.com/stockquote.asmx. The job calls the operation GetQuote within the StockQuote web service. When
the job invokes the web service, the company's stock symbol is passed to the operation. The GetQuote operation returns
a java.lang.String object, which maps to the XML type string in the return namespace http://www.webserviceX.NET/.
When the job completes, the stock quote for CA is stored as a serialized Java object in the job's spool directory.

WEB_SERV QUOTE

   AGENT WSAGENT

   TARGETNAMESPACE http://www.webserviceX.NET/

   SERVICENAME StockQuote

   PORTNAME StockQuoteSoap

    OPERATION GetQuote

   WSDL_URL http://www.webservicex.com/stockquote.asmx?WSDL

   ENDPOINT_URL http://www.webservicex.com/stockquote.asmx  

   PARAMETER TYPE(xsd:string) VALUE(CA)

   RETURNCLASS java.lang.String

   RETURNXML string

   RETURNNAMESPACE http://www.webserviceX.NET/          

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

POSTREQ Statement: Specify Jobs to Run After
The POSTREQ statement specifies the names of any other jobs that must run after the current job executes. ESP
automatically selects the specified jobs for submission whenever the current job is selected for processing.

Type

Application statement

Syntax

POSTREQ {fullname[(A)|(U)|(N)]}

        {(fullname[(A)|(U)|(N)][ |,]fullname[(A)|(U)|(N)]...)}

        {ADD(fullname[(A)|(U)|(N)][ |,][fullname[(A)|(U)|(N)]...])}

        {ADD(fullname[ |,][fullname...])

            [COND([NOT] [SUBNUM(x)] [AND|OR]

                  [NOT] [RC(rc)] [AND|OR]

                  [NOT] [RC("Shhh"|"Unnnn")] [AND|OR]
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                  [NOT] [STEPRC('[proc].step',"Shhh"|"Unnnn"|nnnn)])

            [BYPASS|NOBYPASS]}

        {DROP(fullname[ |,][fullname...])}

fullname
Specifies the jobs to release. The fullname operand represents 64-character job names. For a complete definition,
see Full name in the Glossary.

ADD
Add the specified jobs to the list of jobs currently specified in POSTREQ statements.

DROP
Drop the specified jobs from the list of jobs currently specified in POSTREQ statements.

A
Releases the specified job when the current job terminates abnormally (including a condition code failure).

U
Releases the specified job when the current job terminates normally or abnormally.

N
Releases the specified job when the current job terminates normally.

COND
Specifies a conditional expression that determines whether the successor job in fullname is released. You can
specify any or all of the following expressions along with AND, OR, and NOT:
SUBNUM(x)

Releases the specified jobs if x matches the number of times the current job has run. You can specify a
range of job submissions, for example: SUBNUM(2:5).

RC(rc)
Releases the specified jobs if rc matches the return code of the current job. If the current job fails with
an abend code, the condition is not satisfied. You can specify a range of job return codes, for example:
RC(2:12). When a job is forced complete, the return code from the previous run is kept. If the job has no
previous return code, zero is used.
Limits:

• 0 to 4095 for mainframe workload
• 0 to 18446744073709551615 for distributed workload

RC("Shhh"|"Unnnn")
Releases the specified jobs if Shhh or Unnnn matches the abend code of the current job. Shhh
represents a system abend with the hexadecimal number hhh. Unnnn represents a user abend with the
decimal number nnnn.
Example: RC("S0C7")

STEPRC('[proc].step',"Shhh"|"Unnnn"|nnnn)
Releases the specified jobs if the completion code of the specified step in the current job matches the
STEPRC value.
proc specifies the procedure step name. You can use wildcard characters.
step specifies the job step name. You can use wildcard characters.
The period between proc and step is required even if both proc and step are blank. For example:
STEPRC('.',0).
Shhh specifies a system abend with the hexadecimal number hhh. You can use wildcard characters in
hhh.
Unnnn specifies a user abend with the decimal number nnnn. You can use wildcard characters in nnnn.
nnnn specifies a non-abend completion code with a decimal number. You can specify a range of job
completion codes, for example, 100:4095. Completion code 4095 is the maximum that you can specify.
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NOTE
STEPRC gets step completion codes only when the job ends. A newly inserted job or a newly
activated external or manual job cannot evaluate step codes of a job that has already ended.

Example: STEPRC('GLUPD.GLDLY',"S0C7")
BYPASS|NOBYPASS

By default, based on the predecessor's conditional statement, when the predecessor job completes successfully
and the successor job is not released, the successor job and its own successors are bypassed. For example, if
job B is bypassed, any successor jobs to job B are also bypassed until the job branch intersects with another job
stream. The bypassing stops when ESP finds a job that depends on jobs other than job B's successor. Specifying
NOBYPASS indicates job B and all its successors stay in a wait state.
Alternatively, when the predecessor job completes unsuccessfully and the successor job is not released, the
successor job stays in a WAIT state.

NOTE

• A predecessor job has completed successfully when the PNODE is COMPLETE.
• For z/OS jobs, use CCCHK to control the successful and unsuccessful completion of jobs.
• For Agent jobs, use EXITCODE to control the successful and unsuccessful completion of jobs.
• If a job is bypassed manually, its successors do not get bypassed.

Usage Notes:

• When more than one predecessor or successor relationship is specified between two jobs, only one relationship is
selected. The rules for selection are as follows:
– If the relationships are defined using the same statement, then the first statement is selected, for example:

APPL PAYDAY

     JCLLIB 'CYBER.PROD.JCLLIB'

     COPYJCL 'CYBER.PROD.COPYJCL'

   JOB PAYJOBA

     RUN DAILY

     RELEASE ADD(PAYJOBB(A))

     RELEASE ADD(PAYJOBB) COND(RC(8))

   ENDJOB

   JOB PAYJOBB

The RELEASE ADD(PAYJOBB(A)) statement survives, and the RELEASE ADD(PAYJOBB)
COND(RC(8))statement is removed.

– If the relationships are defined using different statements, the statements override each other in the following
sequence:
• AFTER overrides PREREQ, POSTREQ, and RELEASE.
• PREREQ overrides POSTREQ, and RELEASE.
• POSTREQ overrides RELEASE.
Here is an example using different statements:

APPL PAYDAY

     JCLLIB 'CYBER.PROD.JCLLIB'

     COPYJCL 'CYBER.PROD.COPYJCL'

   JOB PAYJOBA

     RUN DAILY

     RELEASE ADD(PAYJOBB(A))

   JOB PAYJOBB

     AFTER (PAYJOBA) COND(RC(8))
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   ENDJOB

The AFTER (PAYJOBA) COND(RC(8))statement survives, and the RELEASE ADD(PAYJOBB(A)) statement is
removed.

• POSTREQ dynamically creates dependencies between the current job and the jobs you specify as postrequisites.
POSTREQ automatically forces selection of the postrequisite jobs so a SELECT statement or a RUN statement is not
required for those jobs.

• Completion of a job decrements the hold count on each postrequisite job.
• A POSTREQ statement in an ESP procedure overrides any previous POSTREQ statement for the same job unless the

ADD keyword is specified.
• Job definitions for POSTREQ jobs are required only if you must specify requirements for these jobs.
• The termination operands (A,U,N) are available only for jobs in an application. For jobs in a DJC jobnet, use the

ABNORMAL and NORMAL operands as documented in the DJC User Guide.
• For information on additional ways of specifying predecessor successor relationships, see the RELEASE, PREREQ,

and AFTER statements.
• For information on specifying job relationships and selecting jobs for submission, see the User Guide.

Examples: Using POSTREQ to identify job relationships

In this example, PAYJOB2 is automatically selected for submission and runs after PAYJOB1 successfully completes.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB1

  RUN DAILY

  POSTREQ PAYJOB2

ENDJOB

In this example, PAYJOB4, PAYJOB5, and PAYJOB6 are automatically selected for submission and run after PAYJOB3
successfully completes.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB3

  RUN DAILY

  POSTREQ (PAYJOB4,PAYJOB5,PAYJOB6)

JOB PAYJOB4

JOB PAYJOB5

JOB PAYJOB6

ENDJOB

In this example, PAYJOB8 is automatically selected for submission and runs after the abnormal termination of PAYJOB7.
If PAYJOB7 completes successfully, PAYJOB8 is not eligible for submission.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB7

  RUN DAILY

  POSTREQ (PAYJOB8(A))

JOB PAYJOB8

ENDJOB

Examples: Using POSTREQ based on a job return code
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Successful completion

In the following example, if PAYJOB9 completes successfully and the return code is 12, PAYJOB10 runs. If PAYJOB9
completes successfully and the return code is not 12, PAYJOB10 is bypassed.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB9

  RUN DAILY

  POSTREQ (PAYJOB10) COND(RC(12))

JOB PAYJOB10

ENDJOB

You can also specify a range of job return codes, for example:

POSTREQ (PAYJOB10) COND(RC(4:16)

Unsuccessful completion

In the following example, if PAYJOB9 fails and the return code is 12, PAYJOB10 runs. If PAYJOB9 fails and the return
code is not 12, PAYJOB10 stays in a WAIT state.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB9

  RUN DAILY

  POSTREQ (PAYJOB10) COND(RC(12))

JOB PAYJOB10

ENDJOB

Example: Using POSTREQ based on a step return code

In the following example, PAYJOB13 runs if the return code for proc step PAY01, job step PAYDLY is 12. PAYJOB13 is
bypassed if PAYJOB12 completes successfully and the return code for proc step PAY01, job step PAYDLY is not 12.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB12

  RUN DAILY

  POSTREQ (PAYJOB13) COND(STEPRC('PAY01.PAYDLY',12))

JOB PAYJOB13

ENDJOB

In the following example, PAYJOB13 is released if both of the following conditions are met:

• STEP5 of PAYJOB12 ends with condition code no higher than 4.
• No step in PAYJOB12 completes with an x37 abend.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB12

  RUN DAILY

  POSTREQ PAYJOB13 COND(STEPRC('.STEP5',0:4)AND +
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  NOT STEPRC('-.-','S*37'))

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB13

ENDJOB

In the following example, assume that PAYJOB12 contains an unnamed step. If an unnamed step in PAYJOB12 has
return code 5, PAYJOB13 runs. If PAYJOB12 completes successfully and does not get a return code of 5 in any unnamed
step, PAYJOB13 is bypassed.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB12

  RUN DAILY

  POSTREQ (PAYJOB13) COND(STEPRC('.',5))

JOB PAYJOB13

ENDJOB

In the following example, if PAYJOB12 gets a user abend for job step PAYDLY, PAYUAB runs. If PAYJOB12 completes
successfully without a user abend in a job step named PAYDLY, PAYUAB is bypassed.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB12

  RUN DAILY

  POSTREQ (PAYUAB) COND(STEPRC('.PAYDLY','U-'))

JOB PAYUAB

ENDJOB

Examples: Using NOBYPASS

The NOBYPASS operand keeps a successor job in a WAIT state when its predecessor finishes and the return code is
not satisfied. The successor job stays in a WAIT state regardless of the predecessor being successful. In this example,
PAYJOB12 stays in a WAIT state if PAYJOB11 finishes and the return code is not 12. Alternatively, PAYJOB12 runs if
PAYJOB11 finishes with a return code of 12.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB11

  RUN DAILY

  POSTREQ (PAYJOB12) COND(RC(12)) NOBYPASS

JOB PAYJOB12

ENDJOB

Examples: Using POSTREQ based on the number of submissions

In this example, PAYJOB14 runs if PAYJOB13 was submitted two times.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB13

  RUN DAILY

  POSTREQ (PAYJOB14) COND(SUBNUM(2))

JOB PAYJOB14
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ENDJOB

You can also specify a range of job submissions. In this example, PAYJOB14 runs if PAYJOB13 is resubmitted up to five
times.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB13

  RUN DAILY

  POSTREQ (PAYJOB14) COND(SUBNUM(2:5))

JOB PAYJOB14

ENDJOB

Examples: Using POSTREQ based on an abend code

In this example, PAYJOB16 runs if PAYJOB15 contains an SB37 abend code.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB15

  RUN DAILY

  POSTREQ (PAYJOB16) COND(RC("SB37"))

JOB PAYJOB16

ENDJOB

Examples: Using POSTREQ based on multiple conditional functions

In this example, PAYJOB18 runs if any of the following conditions are met:

• The return code of PAYJOB17 is 8.
• PAYJOB17 was submitted two times.
• The abend code of PAYJOB17 is SB37.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB17

  RUN DAILY

  POSTREQ (PAYJOB18) COND(RC(8) OR SUBNUM(2) OR RC("SB37"))

JOB PAYJOB18

ENDJOB

Examples: Using POSTREQ with symbolic variables and conditional functions

In this example, PAYJOB20 runs if either of the following conditions are met:

• The return code of PAYJOB19 is 2 or from 8 to 16.
• The abend code of PAYJOB19 is SD37.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

RC1=2

RC2='8:16'

ABENDCD='"SD37"'
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JOB PAYJOB19

  RUN DAILY

  POSTREQ (PAYJOB20) COND(RC(%RC1) OR RC(%RC2) OR RC(%ABENDCD))

JOB PAYJOB20

ENDJOB

In this example, PAYJOB22 runs if the return code of PAYJOB21 is not 4.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB21

  RUN DAILY

  POSTREQ (PAYJOB22) COND(NOT RC(4))

JOB PAYJOB22

ENDJOB

Examples: Using POSTREQ and CLANG statements

In this example:

• PAYJOB10 and PAYJOB11 are automatically selected for submission and run after PAYJOB9 successfully completes.
• PAYJOB12 and PAYJOB13 are automatically selected for submission on Fridays and run after PAYJOB9 successfully

completes.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB9

  RUN WORKDAYS

  POSTREQ (PAYJOB10,PAYJOB11)

  IF TODAY('FRIDAY') THEN POSTREQ ADD(PAYJOB12,PAYJOB13)

JOB PAYJOB10

JOB PAYJOB11

JOB PAYJOB12

JOB PAYJOB13

ENDJOB

Examples: Using POSTREQ ADD statements

In this example, PAYJOB15, and PAYJOB16 are automatically selected for submission and run after PAYJOB14
successfully completes.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB14

  RUN DAILY

  POSTREQ ADD(PAYJOB15)

  POSTREQ ADD(PAYJOB16)

ENDJOB

Examples: Using POSTREQ and PREREQ statements

In this example, a link represents the completion of the first three jobs, and releases the second group of three jobs.

APPL PAYROLL
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JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB LINKIT LINK PROCESS

  RUN DAILY

  PREREQ (PAYJOB17,PAYJOB18,PAYJOB19)

  POSTREQ (PAYJOB20,PAYJOB21,PAYJOB22)

ENDJOB

Examples: Using POSTREQ with qualified jobs

In this example, the POSTREQ statement identifies job relationships for qualified jobs within an application.
PAYJOB23.RUN2 is automatically selected for submission and runs after PAYJOB23.RUN1 successfully completes.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB23.RUN1

  RUN DAILY

  POSTREQ PAYJOB23.RUN2

ENDJOB

PREREQ Statement: Specify Jobs to Run Before
The PREREQ statement specifies the names of any other jobs that must complete before the current job can execute.
ESP automatically selects the jobs for submission whenever this job is selected for processing.

Type

Application statement

Syntax

PREREQ {fullname[(A)|(U)|(N)]}

       {(fullname[(A)|(U)|(N)][ |,]fullname[(A)|(U)|(N)]...)}

       {ADD(fullname[(A)|(U)|(N)][ |,][fullname[(A)|(U)|(N)]...])}

       {ADD(fullname[ |,][fullname...])

           [COND([NOT] [SUBNUM(x)] [AND|OR]

                 [NOT] [RC(rc)] [AND|OR]

                 [NOT] [RC("Shhh"|"Unnnn")] [AND|OR]

                 [NOT] [STEPRC('[proc].step',"Shhh"|"Unnnn"|nnnn)])

           [BYPASS|NOBYPASS]}

       {DROP(fullname[ |,][fullname...])}

fullname
Specifies the jobs that must complete before the current job can execute. The fullname operand represents 64-
character job names. For a complete definition, see Full name in the Glossary.

ADD
Add the specified jobs to the list of jobs currently specified in PREREQ statements.

DROP
Drop the specified jobs from the list of jobs currently specified in PREREQ statements.

A
Releases the current job when the specified job terminates abnormally (including a condition code failure).

U
Releases the current job when the specified job terminates normally or abnormally.
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N
Releases the current job when the specified job terminates normally.

COND
Specifies a conditional expression that determines whether the current job is released. You can specify any or all
of the following expressions along with AND, OR, and NOT:
SUBNUM(x)

Releases the current job if x matches the number of times the specified job has run. You can specify a
range of job submissions, for example: SUBNUM(2:5).

RC(rc)
Releases the current job if rc matches the return code of the specified job. If the specified job fails with
an abend code, the condition is not satisfied. You can specify a range of job return codes, for example:
RC(2:12). When a job is forced complete, the return code from the previous run is kept. If the job has no
previous return code, zero is used.
Limits:

• 0 to 4095 for mainframe workload
• 0 to 18446744073709551615 for distributed workload

RC("Shhh"|"Unnnn")
Releases the current job if Shhh or Unnnn matches the abend code of the specified job. Shhh represents
a system abend with the hexadecimal number hhh. Unnnn represents a user abend with the decimal
number nnnn.
Example: RC("S0C7")

STEPRC('[proc].step',"Shhh"|"Unnnn"|nnnn)
Releases the current job if the completion code of the specified step in the specified job matches the
STEPRC value.
proc specifies the procedure step name. You can use wildcard characters.
step specifies the job step name. You can use wildcard characters.
The period between proc and step is required even if both proc and step are blank. For example:
STEPRC('.',0).
Shhh specifies a system abend with the hexadecimal number hhh. You can use wildcard characters in
hhh.
Unnnn specifies a user abend with the decimal number nnnn. You can use wildcard characters in nnnn.
nnnn specifies a non-abend completion code with a decimal number. You can specify a range of job
completion codes, for example, 100:4095. Completion code 4095 is the maximum that you can specify.

NOTE
STEPRC gets step completion codes only when the job ends. A newly inserted job or a newly
activated external or manual job cannot evaluate step codes of a job that has already ended.

Example: STEPRC('GLUPD.GLDLY',"S0C7")
BYPASS|NOBYPASS

By default, based on the predecessor's conditional statement, when the predecessor job completes successfully
and the successor job is not released, the successor job and its own successors are bypassed. For example, if
job B is bypassed, any successor jobs to job B are also bypassed until the job branch intersects with another job
stream. The bypassing stops when ESP finds a job that depends on jobs other than job B's successor. Specifying
NOBYPASS indicates job B and all its successors stay in a wait state.
Alternatively, when the predecessor job completes unsuccessfully and the successor job is not released, the
successor job stays in a WAIT state.
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NOTE

• – A predecessor job has completed successfully when the PNODE is COMPLETE.
– For z/OS jobs, use CCCHK to control the successful and unsuccessful completion of jobs.
– For Agent jobs, use EXITCODE to control the successful and unsuccessful completion of jobs.
– If a job is bypassed manually, its successors do not get bypassed.

Usage Notes:

• When more than one predecessor or successor relationship is specified between two jobs, only one relationship is
selected. The rules for selection are as follows:
– If the relationships are defined using the same statement, then the first statement is selected, for example:

APPL PAYDAY

     JCLLIB 'CYBER.PROD.JCLLIB'

     COPYJCL 'CYBER.PROD.COPYJCL'

   JOB PAYJOBA

     RUN DAILY

     RELEASE ADD(PAYJOBB(A))

     RELEASE ADD(PAYJOBB) COND(RC(8))

   ENDJOB

   JOB PAYJOBB

The RELEASE ADD(PAYJOBB(A)) statement survives, and the RELEASE ADD(PAYJOBB)
COND(RC(8))statement is removed.

– If the relationships are defined using different statements, the statements override each other in the following
sequence:
• AFTER overrides PREREQ, POSTREQ, and RELEASE.
• PREREQ overrides POSTREQ, and RELEASE.
• POSTREQ overrides RELEASE.
Here is an example using different statements:

APPL PAYDAY

     JCLLIB 'CYBER.PROD.JCLLIB'

     COPYJCL 'CYBER.PROD.COPYJCL'

   JOB PAYJOBA

     RUN DAILY

     RELEASE ADD(PAYJOBB(A))

   JOB PAYJOBB

     AFTER (PAYJOBA) COND(RC(8))

   ENDJOB
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The AFTER (PAYJOBA) COND(RC(8))statement survives, and the RELEASE ADD(PAYJOBB(A)) statement is
removed.

• PREREQs dynamically create dependencies between this job and the jobs you specify as prerequisites. PREREQ
automatically forces selection of the prerequisite jobs so a SELECT or RUN statement is not required for those jobs.

• A PREREQ statement in an ESP procedure overrides any previous PREREQ statement for the same job unless the
ADD keyword is specified.

• Job definitions for PREREQ jobs are required only if you must specify requirements for these jobs.
• The termination operands (A,U,N) are available only for jobs in an application. For jobs in a DJC jobnet, use the

ABNORMAL and NORMAL operands as documented in the DJC User Guide.
• For information on additional ways of specifying predecessor successor relationships, see the RELEASE, PREREQ,

and AFTER statements.
• For information on deselecting jobs for submission, see the NORUN and DESELECT statements.
• For information on specifying job relationships and selecting jobs for submission, see the User Guide.

Example: Identifying job relationships within an application

In this example, PAYJOB1 is automatically selected for submission and runs before PAYJOB2.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.'

JOB PAYJOB2

  RUN WORKDAYS

  PREREQ PAYJOB1

ENDJOB

In this example, PAYJOB3, PAYJOB4, and PAYJOB5 are automatically selected for submission and run before PAYJOB6.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB3

JOB PAYJOB4

JOB PAYJOB5

JOB PAYJOB6

  RUN WORKDAYS

  PREREQ (PAYJOB3,PAYJOB4,PAYJOB5)

ENDJOB

In this example, PAYJOB7 is automatically selected for submission and runs before PAYJOB8. PAYJOB8 runs whether
PAYJOB7 completes successfully or not.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB7

JOB PAYJOB8

  RUN WORKDAYS

  PREREQ (PAYJOB7(U))

ENDJOB

Example: Using PREREQ based on a job return code

Successful completion
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In the following example, if PAYJOB9 completes successfully and the return code is 4, PAYJOB10 runs. If PAYJOB9
completes successfully and the return code is not 4, PAYJOB10 is bypassed.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB9

JOB PAYJOB10

  RUN DAILY

  PREREQ (PAYJOB9) COND(RC(4))

ENDJOB

You can also specify a range of job return codes, for example:

PREREQ (PAYJOB9) COND(RC(4:16)

Unsuccessful completion

In the following example, if PAYJOB9 fails and the return code is 4, PAYJOB10 runs. If PAYJOB9 fails and the return code
is not 4, PAYJOB10 stays in a WAIT state.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB9

JOB PAYJOB10

  RUN DAILY

  PREREQ (PAYJOB9) COND(RC(4))

ENDJOB

Example: Using PREREQ based on a step return code

In the following example, PAYJOB13 runs if PAYJOB12 gets the return code 4 for proc step PAY01, job step PAYDLY.
PAYJOB13 is bypassed if PAYJOB12 completes successfully and the return code for proc step PAY01, job step PAYDLY is
not 4.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB12

JOB PAYJOB13

  RUN DAILY

  PREREQ (PAYJOB12) COND(STEPRC('PAY01.PAYDLY',4))

ENDJOB

In the following example, PAYJOB13 is released if both of the following conditions are met:

• STEP5 of PAYJOB12 ends with condition code no higher than 4.
• No step in PAYJOB12 completes with an x37 abend.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB12

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB13
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  RUN DAILY

  PREREQ PAYJOB12 COND(STEPRC('.STEP5',0:4)AND +

  NOT STEPRC('-.-','S*37'))

ENDJOB

In the following example, assume that PAYJOB12 contains an unnamed step. If the unnamed step has return code 5,
PAYJOB13 runs. If PAYJOB12 completes successfully and the return code for the unnamed step is not 5, PAYJOB13 is
bypassed.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB12

JOB PAYJOB13

  RUN DAILY

  PREREQ (PAYJOB12) COND(STEPRC('.',5))

ENDJOB

In the following example, if the return code for job step PAYDLY in PAYJOB12 is a user abend, PAYUAB runs. If
PAYJOB12 completes successfully and the return code for job step PAYDLY is not a user abend, PAYUAB is bypassed.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB12

JOB PAYUAB

  PREREQ (PAYJOB12) COND(STEPRC('.PAYDLY','U-'))

ENDJOB

Example: Using NOBYPASS

The NOBYPASS operand keeps a successor job in a WAIT state when its predecessor finishes and the return code is
not satisfied. The successor job stays in a WAIT state regardless of the predecessor being successful. In this example,
PAYJOB12 stays in a WAIT state if PAYJOB11 finishes and the return code is not 12. Alternatively, PAYJOB12 runs if
PAYJOB11 finishes with a return code of 12.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB11

JOB PAYJOB12

  RUN DAILY

  PREREQ (PAYJOB11) COND(RC(12)) NOBYPASS

ENDJOB

Example: Using PREREQ based on the number of submissions

In this example, PAYJOB14 runs if PAYJOB13 was submitted two times.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB13

JOB PAYJOB14

  RUN DAILY

  PREREQ (PAYJOB13) COND(SUBNUM(2))

ENDJOB
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You can also specify a range of job submissions. In this example, PAYJOB14 runs if PAYJOB13 is resubmitted up to five
times.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB13

JOB PAYJOB14

  RUN DAILY

  PREREQ (PAYJOB13) COND(SUBNUM(2:5))

ENDJOB

Example: Using PREREQ based on an abend code

In this example, PAYJOB16 runs if PAYJOB15 contains an SB37 abend code.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB15

JOB PAYJOB16

  RUN DAILY

  PREREQ (PAYJOB15) COND(RC("SB37"))

ENDJOB

Example: Using PREREQ based on multiple conditional functions

In this example, PAYJOB18 runs if any of the following conditions are met:

• The return code of PAYJOB17 is 8.
• PAYJOB17 was submitted two times.
• The abend code of PAYJOB17 is SB37.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB17

JOB PAYJOB18

  RUN DAILY

  PREREQ (PAYJOB17) COND(RC(8) OR SUBNUM(2) OR RC("SB37"))

ENDJOB

Example: Using PREREQ with symbolic variables and conditional functions

In this example, PAYJOB20 runs if either of the following conditions are met:

• The return code of PAYJOB19 is 2 or from 8 to 16.
• The abend code of PAYJOB19 is SD37.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

RC1=2

RC2='8:16'

ABENDCD='"SD37"'

 

JOB PAYJOB19

JOB PAYJOB20
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  RUN DAILY

  PREREQ (PAYJOB19) COND(RC(%RC1) OR RC(%RC2) OR RC(%ABENDCD))

ENDJOB

In this example, PAYJOB22 runs if the return code of PAYJOB21 is not 4.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB21

JOB PAYJOB22

  RUN DAILY

  PREREQ (PAYJOB21) COND(NOT RC(4))

ENDJOB

In this example:

• PAYJOB9 and PAYJOB10 are automatically selected for submission and run before PAYJOB13.
• PAYJOB11 and PAYJOB12 are automatically selected for submission on Mondays and run before PAYJOB13.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB9

JOB PAYJOB10

JOB PAYJOB11

JOB PAYJOB12

JOB PAYJOB13

  RUN WORKDAYS

  PREREQ (PAYJOB9,PAYJOB10)

  IF TODAY('MONDAY') THEN PREREQ ADD(PAYJOB11,PAYJOB12)

ENDJOB

In this example, PAYJOB15 and PAYJOB16 are automatically selected for submission and run before PAYJOB14.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB14

  RUN WORKDAYS

  PREREQ ADD(PAYJOB15)

  PREREQ ADD(PAYJOB16)

ENDJOB

In this example, a link represents the completion of the first three jobs, and releases the second group of three jobs.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB LINKIT LINK PROCESS

  RUN WORKDAYS

  PREREQ (PAYJOB17,PAYJOB18,PAYJOB19)

  POSTREQ (PAYJOB20,PAYJOB21,PAYJOB22)

ENDJOB

In this example, PAYJOB23.RUN1 is automatically selected for submission and runs before PAYJOB23.RUN2.
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APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB23.RUN2

  RUN WORKDAYS

  PREREQ PAYJOB23.RUN1

ENDJOB

PRESERVE_STATUS Statement: Specify Preserve Status option
The PRESERVE_STATUS statement specifies whether to preserve the timestamps, ownership, permission attributes of
the file/folder.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS™) (HDFS_JOB) if COPY, COPYFROMLOCAL or COPYTOLOCAL file
operation is specified in the HDSF_FILEOP statement.

Syntax:

PRESERVE_STATUS {YES|NO}

NOTE
 You can specify PRESERVE_STATUS at the application level or at the job level.

Example

In this example, PRESERVE_STATUS specifies YES for a Hadoop File Operations job.

APPL     TESTHF

AGENT  HADOOP_AGENT

USER root

HDFS_JOB COPY

 HADOOP_HOST hadoop.server.com

 HDFS_FILEOP COPY

 HADOOP_DESTINATION file1

 HADOOP_SOURCE file2

 PATH   test1

 PRESERVE_STATUS YES

 RUN  NOW

ENDJOB

PRINTCOPIES Statement: Specify Number of Copies for SAP Report (SAP Jobs)
The PRINTCOPIES statement specifies the number of copies for any report associated with the ABAP that the job starts.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Batch Input Session (BDC_JOB)
• SAP Data Archiving (SAPA_JOB)
• SAP R/3 (SAP_JOB)

Syntax
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PRINTCOPIES num

num
Specifies the number of print copies for the reports associated with the ABAP specified in the job. The value
corresponds to the SAPGUI Number of copies field on the Background Print Parameters dialog.
Limits: 1-255

NOTE

• Use the PRINTCOPIES statement before the first ABAPNAME statement to set the default value for
subsequent steps.

• Use the PRINTCOPIES statement within the boundaries of the step definition (between two ABAPNAME
statements or between an ABAPNAME statement and the end of the job definition) to define the value for
that step.

• COPIES is an alias of PRINTCOPIES.

Example: Specify Number of Print Copies

In this example, three copies from the ABAP BTCTEST are printed.

APPL SAPTEST

SAP_JOB SAPTEST

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   SAPUSER J01PROD

   RUN DAILY

   ABAPNAME BTCTEST

      VARIANT TEST

      PRINTCOPIES 3

ENDJOB

PRINTCOPIES Statement: Specify the Number of Copies to Print (Oracle E-
Business Suite Jobs)
The PRINTCOPIES statement specifies the number of copies to print for an Oracle Applications single request or request
set.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Oracle E-Business Suite Request Set (OA_JOB)
• Oracle E-Business Suite Single Request (OA_JOB).

Syntax

PRINTCOPIES num_copies

num_copies
Specifies the number of copies to print. In Oracle E-Business Suite, the number of copies is specified as a request
definition option and is found in the Copies column of the Upon Completion dialog.
Limits: Up to six numeric digits
Example: 100
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NOTE

• Your agent administrator can specify a default number of copies for all Oracle E-Business Suite Request Set
or Single Request jobs by setting the oa.default.printCopies parameter in the agent's agentparm.txt file.

• The PRINTCOPIES statement overrides the default setting specified in the oa.default.printCopies parameter
in the agent's agentparm.txt.

• In an Oracle E-Business Suite Request Set job, you can specify the number of copies to print for an
individual program in the request set by using the PROGPRINTCOPIES statement. This statement overrides
the PRINTCOPIES statement for that particular program.

• COPIES is an alias of PRINTCOPIES.

Example: Print Three Copies of a Single Request

In this example, the job specifies three copies to be printed on the Q_DEVELOPMENT printer in PORTRAIT style.

APPL ACC015

AGENT CYBOA

OA_JOB TTT1805.TT034

   RUN DAILY

   APPLDISPLNAME 'Application Object Library'

   RESPNAME 'System Administrator'

   OAUSER SYSADMIN

   PROGRAM XXCOFI

   PRINTER Q_DEVELOPMENT

   PRINTSTYLE PORTRAIT

   PRINTCOPIES 3

ENDJOB

PRINTCOVER Statement: Specify SAP Cover Page Text
The PRINTCOVER statement specifies the text on an SAP cover page.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Batch Input Session (BDC_JOB)
• SAP Data Archiving (SAPA_JOB)
• SAP R/3 (SAP_JOB)

Syntax

PRINTCOVER cover_text

cover_text
Specifies the cover page text.
Limits: Up to 68 valid SAP characters; case-sensitive
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NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• Use the PRINTCOVER statement before the first ABAPNAME statement to set the default value for

subsequent steps.
• Use the PRINTCOVER statement within the boundaries of the step definition (between two ABAPNAME

statements or between an ABAPNAME statement and the end of the job definition) to define the value for
that step.

Example: Specify Cover Page Text

In this example, the cover page text requires single quotes because of the spaces.

APPL SAPTEST

SAP_JOB SAPTEST

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   ABAPNAME RSPARAM

      PRINTDEST LP01

      PRINTCOPIES 2

      PRINTCOVER 'Cover page text'

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

PRINTDATASET Statement: Specify Data Set Name for SAP Print Spool
The PRINTDATASET statement specifies the data set name for the SAP print spool.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Batch Input Session (BDC_JOB)
• SAP Data Archiving (SAPA_JOB)
• SAP R/3 (SAP_JOB)

Syntax

PRINTDATASET data_set

data_set
Specifies the print spool data set name.
Limits: Up to 6 valid SAP characters; case-sensitive

NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• Use the PRINTDATASET statement before the first ABAPNAME statement to set the default value for

subsequent steps.
• Use the PRINTDATASET statement within the boundaries of the step definition (between two ABAPNAME

statements or between an ABAPNAME statement and the end of the job definition) to define the value for
that step.

Example: Specify Data Set Name for Print Spool

In this example, the data set name for the print spool is LIST1S.
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APPL SAPTEST

SAP_JOB SAPTEST

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   ABAPNAME RSPARAM

      PRINTDEST LP01

      LINES 65

      COLUMNS 80

      PRINTDATASET LIST1S

      PRINTCOPIES 1

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

PRINTDEPARTMENT Statement: Specify Department Name
The PRINTDEPARTMENT statement specifies the department name to be printed on the cover page.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Batch Input Session (BDC_JOB)
• SAP Data Archiving (SAPA_JOB)
• SAP R/3 (SAP_JOB)

Syntax

PRINTDEPARTMENT department

department
Specifies the department name to print on the cover page.
Limits: Up to 12 valid SAP characters; case-sensitive

NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• Use the PRINTDEPARTMENT statement before the first ABAPNAME statement to set the default value for

subsequent steps.
• Use the PRINTDEPARTMENT statement within the boundaries of the step definition (between two

ABAPNAME statements or between an ABAPNAME statement and the end of the job definition) to define the
value for that step.

Example: Specify Department Name

In this example, the department name to be printed on the cover page is Department1.

APPL SAPTEST

SAP_JOB SAPTEST

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   ABAPNAME RSPARAM

      PRINTDEST LP01

      PRINTDEPARTMENT 'Department1'

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB
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PRINTDEST Statement: Specify Print Destination
The PRINTDEST statement specifies the print destination for an ABAP.

Supported Job Types

This statement is required for the SAP Data Archiving (SAPA_JOB) job type.

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Batch Input Session (BDC_JOB)
• SAP R/3 (SAP_JOB)

Syntax

PRINTDEST destination

destination
Specifies the output device name. The value corresponds to the SAPGUI Output device field on the Background
Print Parameters dialog.
Limits: Up to 4 valid SAP characters; case-sensitive

NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• Use the PRINTDEST statement before the first ABAPNAME statement to set the default value for

subsequent steps.
• Use the PRINTDEST statement within the boundaries of the step definition (between two ABAPNAME

statements or between an ABAPNAME statement and the end of the job definition) to define the value for
that step.

Example: Specify Print Destination

In this example, the print destination for the ABAP is dev1.

APPL SAPTEST

SAP_JOB SAPTEST

AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   SAPUSER J01PROD

   RUN DAILY

   ABAPNAME BTCTEST

      VARIANT TEST

      PRINTDEST dev1

      LINES 65

      COLUMNS 60

ENDJOB

PRINTER Statement: Specify a Printer
The PRINTER statement specifies the name of a printer to be used by Oracle Applications.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Oracle E-Business Suite Request Set (OA_JOB)
• Oracle E-Business Suite Single Request (OA_JOB)
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Syntax

PRINTER printer_name

printer_name
Specifies the name of a printer that Oracle Applications can print to. This printer must be defined in Oracle
Applications. In Oracle Applications, the printer name is specified as a request definition option and is found in the
Printer column of the Upon Completion dialog.
Limits: Up to 30 characters; case-sensitive

NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• Your agent administrator can specify a default printer for all Oracle E-Business Suite Request Set or Single

Request jobs by setting the oa.default.printer parameter in the agent's agentparm.txt file.
• The PRINTER statement overrides the default setting specified in the oa.default.printer parameter in the

agent's agentparm.txt.
• In an Oracle E-Business Suite Request Set job, you can specify the printer for an individual program in the

request set by using the PROGPRINTER statement. This statement overrides the PRINTER statement for
that particular program.

Example: Specify a Printer for Applications

In this example, the job specifies three copies to be printed on the Q_DEVELOPMENT printer in PORTRAIT style.

APPL ACC013

AGENT CYBOA

OA_JOB WOL1205.WP024

   RUN DAILY

   APPLDISPLNAME 'Application Object Library'

   RESPNAME 'System Administrator'

   OAUSER SYSADMIN

   PROGRAM XXCOFI

   PRINTER Q_DEVELOPMENT

   PRINTSTYLE PORTRAIT

   PRINTCOPIES 3

ENDJOB

PRINTFOOTER Statement: Print Footer on SAP Report
The PRINTFOOTER statement specifies whether to print a footer on a SAP report.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Batch Input Session (BDC_JOB)
• SAP Data Archiving (SAPA_JOB)
• SAP R/3 (SAP_JOB)

Syntax

PRINTFOOTER Y|N
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Y
Prints the footer.

N
Does not print the footer.

NOTE

• Use the PRINTFOOTER statement before the first ABAPNAME statement to set the default value for
subsequent steps.

• Use the PRINTFOOTER statement within the boundaries of the step definition (between two ABAPNAME
statements or between an ABAPNAME statement and the end of the job definition) to define the value for
that step.

Example: Print Footer on SAP Report

In this example, the footer is printed on the SAP report.

APPL SAPTEST

SAP_JOB SAPTEST

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   ABAPNAME RSPARAM

      PRINTDEST LP01

      PRINTCOPIES 2

      PRINTFOOTER Y

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

PRINTFORMAT Statement: Specify Output Format for SAP Report
The PRINTFORMAT statement specifies an output format for an SAP report.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Batch Input Session (BDC_JOB)
• SAP Data Archiving (SAPA_JOB)
• SAP R/3 (SAP_JOB)

Syntax

PRINTFORMAT format

format
Specifies an output format.
Limits: Up to 16 valid SAP characters; case-sensitive

NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• Use the PRINTFORMAT statement before the first ABAPNAME statement to set the default value for

subsequent steps.
• Use the PRINTFORMAT statement within the boundaries of the step definition (between two ABAPNAME

statements or between an ABAPNAME statement and the end of the job definition) to define the value for
that step.
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Example: Specify Output Format

In this example, the SAP report uses the output format X_65_80.

APPL SAPTEST

SAP_JOB SAPTEST

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   ABAPNAME RSPARAM

      PRINTDEST LP01

      PRINTFORMAT X_65_80

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

PRINTHOSTPAGE Statement: Print Host Page
The PRINTHOSTPAGE statement specifies whether to print a host page.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Batch Input Session (BDC_JOB)
• SAP Data Archiving (SAPA_JOB)
• SAP R/3 (SAP_JOB)

Syntax

PRINTHOSTPAGE Y|N|D

Y
Prints the host page.

N
Does not print the host page.

D
Uses SAP default.

NOTE

• Use the PRINTHOSTPAGE statement before the first ABAPNAME statement to set the default value for
subsequent steps.

• Use the PRINTHOSTPAGE statement within the boundaries of the step definition (between two ABAPNAME
statements or between an ABAPNAME statement and the end of the job definition) to define the value for
that step.

Example: Print Host Page

In this example, the host page is printed.

APPL SAPTEST

SAP_JOB SAPTEST

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   ABAPNAME RSPARAM

      PRINTDEST LP01

      PRINTHOSTPAGE Y

   RUN DAILY
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ENDJOB

PRINTIMMED Statement: Specify Immediate Print After Job Completion
The PRINTIMMED statement specifies whether the job prints immediately when the job completes.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Batch Input Session (BDC_JOB)
• SAP Data Archiving (SAPA_JOB)
• SAP R/3 (SAP_JOB)

Syntax

PRINTIMMED YES|NO

YES
Prints the job immediately after completion.

NO
Does not print the job immediately after completion. The job output remains on spool.

NOTE

• Use the PRINTIMMED statement before the first ABAPNAME statement to set the default value for
subsequent steps.

• Use the PRINTIMMED statement within the boundaries of the step definition (between two ABAPNAME
statements or between an ABAPNAME statement and the end of the job definition) to define the value for
that step.

• PRINTIMMED corresponds to the SAPGUI Spool options, Print immediately field on the Background Print
Parameters dialog.

Example: Print Job Immediately After Completion

In this example, the job prints immediately after job completion.

APPL SAPTEST

SAP_JOB SAPTEST

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   SAPUSER J01PROD

   RUN DAILY

   ABAPNAME BTCTEST

      VARIANT TEST

      PRINTIMMED YES

ENDJOB

PRINTNEWSPOOL Statement: Create New Spool Request
The PRINTNEWSPOOL statement specifies whether to create a new spool request or append the spool request to an
existing spool request with similar attributes (if any).

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:
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• Batch Input Session (BDC_JOB)
• SAP Data Archiving (SAPA_JOB)
• SAP R/3 (SAP_JOB)

Syntax

PRINTNEWSPOOL Y|N

Y
Creates new spool request.

N
Appends spool request to an existing spool request.

NOTE

• Use the PRINTNEWSPOOL statement before the first ABAPNAME statement to set the default value for
subsequent steps.

• Use the PRINTNEWSPOOL statement within the boundaries of the step definition (between two ABAPNAME
statements or between an ABAPNAME statement and the end of the job definition) to define the value for
that step.

Example: Append Spool Request to an Existing Request

In this example, the spool request is appended to an existing spool request.

APPL SAPTEST

SAP_JOB SAPTEST

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   ABAPNAME RSPARAM

      PRINTDEST LP01

      PRINTNEWSPOOL N

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

PRINTPRIORITY Statement: Specify the Priority of the SAP Spool Request
The PRINTPRIORITY statement specifies the priority of the SAP spool request.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Batch Input Session (BDC_JOB)
• SAP Data Archiving (SAPA_JOB)
• SAP R/3 (SAP_JOB)

Syntax

PRINTPRIORITY priority

priority
Specifies the priority of the spool request. The priority is a number between 1 (highest priority) and 9 (lowest
priority).
Limits: 1-9
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NOTE

• Use the PRINTPRIORITY statement before the first ABAPNAME statement to set the default value for
subsequent steps.

• Use the PRINTPRIORITY statement within the boundaries of the step definition (between two ABAPNAME
statements or between an ABAPNAME statement and the end of the job definition) to define the value for
that step.

Example: Specify Spool Request Priority

In this example, the spool request is set to the highest priority.

APPL SAPTEST

SAP_JOB SAPTEST

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   ABAPNAME RSPARAM

      PRINTDEST LP01

      PRINTPRIORITY 1

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

PRINTPW Statement: Specify SAP Authorization String for Viewing Print Spool
List
The PRINTPW statement specifies the SAP authorization string for viewing the print spool list.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Batch Input Session (BDC_JOB)
• SAP Data Archiving (SAPA_JOB)
• SAP R/3 (SAP_JOB)

Syntax

PRINTPW auth_string

auth_string
Specifies the required authorization string. The value corresponds to the SAPGUI Authorization field on the
Background Print Parameters dialog.
Limits: Up to 12 valid SAP characters; case-sensitive

NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• Use the PRINTPW statement before the first ABAPNAME statement to set the default value for subsequent

steps.
• Use the PRINTPW statement within the boundaries of the step definition (between two ABAPNAME

statements or between an ABAPNAME statement and the end of the job definition) to define the value for
that step.

Example: Specify SAP Authorization String

In the example, the SAP authorization string for viewing the print spool list is authstring.
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APPL SAPTEST

SAP_JOB SAPTEST

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   SAPUSER J01PROD

   RUN DAILY

   ABAPNAME BTCTEST

      VARIANT TEST

      PRINTPW authstring

ENDJOB

PRINTREL Statement: Specify Deletion of Spool Request
The PRINTREL statement specifies whether the spool request associated with the ABAP is deleted after printing.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Batch Input Session (BDC_JOB)
• SAP Data Archiving (SAPA_JOB)
• SAP R/3 (SAP_JOB)

Syntax

PRINTREL YES|NO

YES
Deletes the spool request after printing.

NO
Does not delete the spool request after printing.

NOTE

• Use the PRINTREL statement before the first ABAPNAME statement to set the default value for subsequent
steps.

• Use the PRINTREL statement within the boundaries of the step definition (between two ABAPNAME
statements or between an ABAPNAME statement and the end of the job definition) to define the value for
that step.

• PRINTREL corresponds to the SAPGUI Spool options, Delete after output field on the Background Print
Parameters dialog.

Example: Delete Spool Request After Printing

In this example, the spool request for ABAP BTCTEST is deleted after printing.

APPL SAPTEST

SAP_JOB SAPTEST

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   SAPUSER J01PROD

   RUN DAILY

   ABAPNAME BTCTEST

      VARIANT TEST

      PRINTREL YES

ENDJOB
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PRINTREQTYPE Statement: Specify Print Request Type
The PRINTREQTYPE statement specifies the print request type.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Batch Input Session (BDC_JOB)
• SAP Data Archiving (SAPA_JOB)
• SAP R/3 (SAP_JOB)

Syntax

PRINTREQTYPE request_type

request_type
Specifies the print request type.
Limits: Up to 12 valid SAP characters; case-sensitive

NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• Use the PRINTREQTYPE statement before the first ABAPNAME statement to set the default value for

subsequent steps.
• Use the PRINTREQTYPE statement within the boundaries of the step definition (between two ABAPNAME

statements or between an ABAPNAME statement and the end of the job definition) to define the value for
that step.

Example: Specify Print Request Type

In this example, the print request type is prtreq12.

APPL SAPTEST

SAP_JOB SAPTEST

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   ABAPNAME RSPARAM

      PRINTDEST LP01

      PRINTREQTYPE prtreq12

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

PRINTSPOOLNAME Statement: Specify Name of SAP Print Spool
The PRINTSPOOLNAME statement specifies the name of the SAP print spool.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Batch Input Session (BDC_JOB)
• SAP Data Archiving (SAPA_JOB)
• SAP R/3 (SAP_JOB)

Syntax
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PRINTSPOOLNAME spool_name

spool_name
Specifies the name of the print spool.
Limits: Up to 12 valid SAP characters; case-sensitive

NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• Use the PRINTSPOOLNAME statement before the first ABAPNAME statement to set the default value for

subsequent steps.
• Use the PRINTSPOOLNAME statement within the boundaries of the step definition (between two

ABAPNAME statements or between an ABAPNAME statement and the end of the job definition) to define the
value for that step.

Example: Specify Print Spool Name

In this example, the name of the print spool is prtspool12.

APPL SAPTEST

SAP_JOB SAPTEST

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   ABAPNAME RSPARAM

      PRINTDEST LP01

      PRINTSPOOLNAME prtspool12

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

PRINTSTYLE Statement: Specify an Oracle Applications Print Style
The PRINTSTYLE statement specifies an Oracle Applications print style.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Oracle E-Business Suite Request Set (OA_JOB)
• Oracle E-Business Suite Single Request (OA_JOB)

Syntax

PRINTSTYLE print_style

print_style
Specifies a print style. The value must match the name of an Oracle Applications print style. In Oracle
Applications, the print style is specified as a request definition option and is found in the Style field of the Upon
Completion dialog.
Limits: Up to 30 characters; case-sensitive
Example: PORTRAIT
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NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• Your agent administrator can specify a default print style for all Oracle E-Business Suite Request Set or

Single Request jobs by setting the oa.default.printStyle parameter in the agent's agentparm.txt file.
• The PRINTSTYLE statement overrides the default setting specified in the oa.default.printStyle parameter in

the agent's agentparm.txt.
• In an Oracle E-Business Suite Request Set job, you can specify the print style for an individual program in

the request set by using the PROGPRINTSTYLE statement. This statement overrides the PRINTSTYLE
statement for that particular program.

Example: Specify an Oracle Applications Print Style

In this example, the job specifies three copies to be printed on the Q_DEVELOPMENT printer in PORTRIAT style.

APPL ACC014

AGENT CYBOA

OA_JOB CFG2005.XF004

   RUN DAILY

   APPLDISPLNAME 'Application Object Library'

   RESPNAME 'System Administrator'

   OAUSER SYSADMIN

   PROGRAM XXCOFI

   PRINTER Q_DEVELOPMENT

   PRINTSTYLE PORTRAIT

   PRINTCOPIES 3

ENDJOB

PRIORITY Statement: Specify Relative Priorities
The PRIORITY statement is used in conjunction with ESP resources to specify the relative priority of a workload object
within an ESP group, unless USERMOD 56 is turned on. The maximum value is 99, while the minimum priority value is
zero. The default is zero.

Type

ESP application statement

Syntax

PRIORITY n

n
Indicates a number between 0 and 99. The higher the number, the higher the priority of the job associated with it.
The default is zero.

The PRIORITY statement allows you to prioritize jobs within an ESP group. ESP uses the PRIORITY statement when two
or more jobs within the same ESP group require the same resource at the same time. In this case, ESP queues the higher
priority job ahead of the lower priority job. The queuing sequence of jobs in other groups is not affected.

The ESP group name is determined by the Event prefix (for example, first part of the Event identifier). For example:

• CYBER.nnn identifies a job belonging to the CYBER group
• PROD.nnn identifies jobs in the PROD group.
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For instance, a job that is assigned a priority in a group called CYBER is only compared to other jobs in the CYBER
group, and not to jobs in another group called PROD.

The PRIORITY statement applies only to renewable and depletable resources.

NOTE
If you want a job's priority to override its group's priority, you can disable the group check by using the
USERMOD 56 initialization parameter. For details about this parameter, see the Installation and Configuration
Guide.

NOTE

Related information

For information on resources, see the User Guide.

For information on requesting resources, see the RESOURCE statement.

Example: Prioritize jobs within same ESP group

In the following example, PAYJOB2 has a priority of 99 and is queued ahead of PAYJOB3, which has a priority of nine.
Both jobs belong to the same ESP group and both jobs require one unit of the CICS resource.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB1

  RUN DAILY

  REL (PAYJOB2,PAYJOB3)

JOB PAYJOB2

  PRIORITY 99

  RUN DAILY

  RESOURCE (1,CICS)

JOB PAYJOB3

  PRIORITY 9

  RUN DAILY

  RESOURCE (1,CICS)

ENDJOB

PRIVPROTOCOL Statement: Specify the SNMP v3 Privacy Protocol
The PRIVPROTOCOL statement specifies the SNMP v3 privacy protocol to use. This statement is ignored if your SNMP
version is v1 or v2.

Supported Job Types

If your SNMP version is v3, this statement is required for the following job types:

• SNMP Trap Send (SNPE_JOB)
• SNMP Value Get (SNPG_JOB)
• SNMP Value Set (SNPS_JOB)

Syntax

PRIVPROTOCOL DES|AES

DES
Specifies the Data Encryption Standard (DES) privacy protocol. DES uses a 16-character encryption key.
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AES
Specifies the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) privacy protocol. AES uses a 32-character encryption key.
AES is the algorithm required by U.S. Government organizations to protect sensitive (unclassified) information
(FIPS-140-2 compliance).

Example: Specify Privacy Protocol in an SNMP Value Set Job

Suppose that you want to set the value of the OUT456789 variable using SNMP v3. In this example, the job uses the
AES privacy protocol and the MD5 authentication protocol. The OUT456789 variable belongs to the context named
contxtname within the SNMP entity identified by the hexadecimal value CAB0. The credentials of user user1 are used for
authorization.

SNPS_JOB SETV3

   AGENT SNMPAGENT

   SNMPUSER user1

   MIB 'c:\SNMP\MIBs\mymib.mib'   

   SNMPNODE OUT456789 HOST(example.com) VERSION(3)

   CONTEXTNAME contxtname

   CONTEXTENGINEID X'cab0'

   PRIVPROTOCOL AES

   AUTHPROTOCOL MD5

   PARAMETER TYPE(snmp:int) VALUE(8)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

PROCESS_MON Statement: Start a Process Monitoring Job Definition
The PROCESS_MON statement starts a Process Monitoring job definition in an application. You can define a Process
Monitoring job to monitor the status of a process on the computer where the agent is installed.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, Windows, or i5/OS.

Syntax

For this statement, refer to the JOB statement syntax.

NOTE

• PM is the short form of PROCESS_MON.
• To schedule Process Monitoring jobs, you must load the workload object module CYBESOPM. Load

CYBESOPM with the WOBDEF command or with the WOBDEF initialization parameter.

Required Statements

To define a Process Monitoring job, you must specify the following statements:

• AGENT (at the workload object or the application level)
• PROCESS
• STATUS

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for a Process Monitoring job:

• JOBCLASS
• USER
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Example: Monitor the Agent Process on Windows

In this example, the monitored process is cybAgent.exe. If the process is running, the job continues monitoring the
process until it stops. When the process stops, the job completes successfully.

PROCESS_MON PROCESS1.STMNT

   AGENT WINAGENT

   PROCESS cybAgent.exe

   STATUS STOPPED WAIT

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Monitor the Agent Process on Windows Using the Full Path

In this example, the monitored process is cybAgent.exe. When the STATUS statement conditions are met (process is
RUNNING and report status NOW), the jobs listed in the RELEASE statement are released for execution.

NOTE
If there are spaces in the path, enclose the path in single quotation marks.

PROCESS_MON PROCESS2.STMNT

   AFTER CHECK.PART3

   PROCESS 'c:\Program files\cybermation\ESP System Agent R6\+

     cybAgent.exe'

   STATUS RUNNING NOW

   RELEASE (PRPATH.JOB1, PRPATH.JOB2)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Monitor the CYBAGENT Process on i5/OS

In this example, the agent monitors the CYBAGENT process. If the CYBAGENT process is running, the jobs listed in the
RELEASE statement are released for execution.

PROCESS_MON PROCESS2.STMNT

   AFTER CHECK.PART3

   PROCESS 123456/CYBESPU/CYBAGENT

   STATUS RUNNING NOW

   RELEASE (PRPATH.JOB1, PRPATH.JOB2)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

PROCESS_PRIORITY Statement: Specify the Process Priority of a UNIX or i5/OS
Job
The PROCESS_PRIORITY statement specifies the process priority of a UNIX or i5/OS job. Process priority determines
the order in which processes are scheduled on the processor. Depending on the priority level, process priority can speed
up or slow down a process.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:
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• AIX (AIX_JOB)
• HP-UX (HPUX_JOB)
• i5/OS (AS400_JOB)
• Linux (LINUX_JOB)
• Solaris (SUN_JOB)
• UNIX (UNIX_JOB)

Syntax

PROCESS_PRIORITY [HIGH|ABOVE_NORMAL|NORMAL|BELOW_NORMAL|IDLE]

HIGH
Indicates processes that must be executed immediately. These processes can use nearly all available CPU time.

ABOVE_NORMAL
Indicates processes that have priority above the normal level but below the high level.

NORMAL
Indicates processes without special scheduling needs. This is the default.

BELOW_NORMAL
Indicates processes that have priority above the idle level but below the normal level.

IDLE
Indicates processes that will run only when the system is idle.

NOTE

• If you do not specify the process priority in the job definition, the job's process priority is set to NORMAL by
default.

• You can only set a UNIX job's process priority to a level above normal if the job runs on a computer with the
agent started by the root account. If the agent is not started by root and you set the process priority to a level
above normal, the job runs with the normal process priority.

• For UNIX jobs running on an i5/OS system, you can increase the process priority above normal only if the
agent is running under a profile that has *JOBCTL authority. If the agent is not running under a profile that
has *JOBCTL authority and you set the process priority to a level above normal, the job runs with the normal
process priority.

Example: Set the Process Priority for a UNIX Job

In this example, the process priority for a UNIX job is set to ABOVE_NORMAL.

APPL LINUXTEST

LINUX_JOB LINUX.TEST

   AGENT LINUXAG

   SCRIPTNAME /payroll/sort

   PROCESS_PRIORITY ABOVE_NORMAL

   RUN WORKDAYS

ENDJOB

Example: Set the Process Priority for an i5/OS Job

In this example, the process priority for the i5/OS job named I5TEST is set to HIGH.

APPL SAMPLE

AS400_JOB I5TEST
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   AGENT I5AG

   CLPNAME PAYROLL

   PROCESS_PRIORITY HIGH

   RUN WORKDAYS

ENDJOB

PROCESSMONITOR Statement: Specify the SAP Process Status to Monitor
The PROCESSMONITOR statement specifies the SAP process status to monitor.

Supported Job Type

This statement is required for the SAP Process Monitor (SAPM_JOB) job type.

Syntax

PROCESSMONITOR STATUS(WAITING|RUNNING|STOPPED)

     [USER(user)]

     [CLIENT(client)]

     [CONTINUOUS(*|alertid|eventid)]

     [TYPE(DIA|UPD|ENQ|BGD|SPO|UP2)]

STATUS
Specifies the SAP process status to monitor. Options are the following:

• RUNNING
• STOPPED
• WAITING

Note: If you specify WAITING, the CLIENT and USER operands do not apply.
USER(user)

(Optional) Specifies an SAP user name. When a process matches the specified process status, the job the
process runs is checked for a match to this user.
Limits: Up to 32 valid SAP characters; case-sensitive; it cannot contain delimiters (such as spaces)

CLIENT(client)
(Optional) Specifies the client monitored for the specified process.
Limits: Up to 3 numeric digits
Example: 800

CONTINUOUS(*|alertid|eventid)
(Optional) Specifies the identifier of an event or alert to be triggered when the specified process type and status
are detected. Defines the job as continuous. To end continuous monitoring, you must complete the job manually. If
you do not specify this operand, the job completes when the specified process type and status are detected.
*

Retriggers the event that invoked the application that owns the specified job.
alertid

Specifies the alert identifier to be triggered.
Limits: Up to 4 alphanumeric characters; the first character must be alphabetic
Note: The alert must have been previously defined using the ALERTDEF command.

eventid
Specifies the event name to be triggered. An event name consists of a prefix and a descriptive name,
separated by a period. The prefix specifies the name of a group ID. The prefix can be up to eight
alphanumeric characters. The descriptive name can be up to 16 alphanumeric characters and can include
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the underscore and national characters (@, #, $). The first character of the descriptive name must be
alphabetic.
You must be authorized to trigger events in the specified group.

TYPE
(Optional) Specifies the SAP business process type to monitor. Options are the following:

• BGD -- background
• DIA -- dialog
• ENQ -- lock
• SPO -- spool
• UPD -- update
• UP2 -- update2

NOTE
PROCESS is an alias of PROCESSMONITOR.

Example: Monitor for Jobs Running in the Background

In this example, the SAP Process Monitor job PMTEST continuously monitors for running background jobs.

APPL PMTEST

SAPM_JOB PMTEST

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   PROCESSMONITOR USER(USER14) CLIENT(800) CONTINUOUS(alt1) +

     STATUS(RUNNING) TYPE(BGD)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

PROCESSNAME Statement: Specify a PeopleSoft Report to Run
The PROCESSNAME statement specifies the name of the PeopleSoft report that you want the job to run.

Supported Job Type

This statement is required for the PeopleSoft (PS_JOB) job type.

Syntax

PROCESSNAME process_name

process_name
Specifies the name of the PeopleSoft report to run. This value corresponds to the Process Name field in
PeopleSoft. PeopleSoft stores the list of process names in the PS_PRCSDEFN table.
Limits: Up to 12 characters; case-sensitive

NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• PROCESS_NAME is an alias of PROCESSNAME.

Example: Run a PeopleSoft Report

In this example, job PAYREPRT runs every Friday on agent PS_NY. PAYREPRT runs the payroll report.

PS_JOB PAYREPRT

   RUN FRIDAYS
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   AGENT PS_NY

   PROCESSNAME payroll

   PROCESSTYPE 'Application Engine'

   RUNCONTROLID PS_ALL

ENDJOB

PROCESS Statement: Specify Process Name
The PROCESS statement specifies the name of the process to be monitored.

Supported Job Type

This statement is required for the Process Monitoring (PROCESS_MON) job type.

Syntax

PROCESS process_name

process_name
Specifies the name of the process to be monitored.
Limits: Up to 256 characters; case-sensitiveUNIX:Specify a PID or process name.
Windows:Specify a full path or process name.
i5/OS:Specify the following format:
jobnumber/username/jobname

1.jobnumber
Specifies the six-digit job number or *ALL.

username
Specifies the user ID the job runs under. The value can be a generic name or *ALL.
Limits: Up to 10 characters

jobname
Specifies the job name on the i5/OS system. The value can be a generic name or *ALL.
Limits: Up to 10 characters

NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• If you have multiple processes on a system with the same process name, the job completes successfully as

follows:
– STATUS RUNNING NOW -- The job completes successfully if at least one of the processes with the

specified name is running.
– STATUS RUNNING WAIT -- The job completes successfully when at least one of the processes with the

specified name starts running.
– STATUS STOPPED NOW -- The job completes successfully if all of the processes with the specified name

are stopped.
– STATUS STOPPED WAIT -- The job completes successfully when all of the processes with the specified

name stops running.

NOTE
i5/OS Notes:

• If you specify only the PID or process name, the agent searches the active UNIX workload for a matching
PID or process name.

• You can use generic names to specify the process name. A generic name starts with characters that are
part of a valid name and ends with an asterisk (*). The asterisk denotes any number of characters and can
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only be placed at the end of a generic name. A name cannot contain only a single asterisk and no other
characters. To specify all possible names, use the special value *ALL.

Example: Monitor the Agent Process on UNIX

In this example, the agent monitors the cybAgent process on a UNIX system. If the cybAgent process is running, this job
completes.

PROCESS_MON PROCESS.FAIL

   AGENT UNIXAGENT

   PROCESS cybAgent

   STATUS RUNNING NOW

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Monitor the Agent Process on UNIX Using a PID

If you have more than one agent running in the system, you need to specify the PID of the agent you want to monitor.

PROCESS_MON PRPATH.SUCCESS

   AGENT UNIXAGENT

   PROCESS 2568

   STATUS RUNNING NOW

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Monitor the Agent Process on Windows

In this example, the agent monitors the cybAgent.exe process on a Windows system. If the cybAgent process is running,
this job completes.

PROCESS_MON PROCESS.FAIL

   AGENT WINAGENT

   PROCESS cybAgent.exe

   STATUS RUNNING NOW

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Monitor the Agent Process on Windows Using a Full Path

If you have more than one agent running in the system, you need to specify the full path. Note that since the text string
contains spaces, it is enclosed in single quotes.

PROCESS_MON PRPATH.SUCCESS

   AGENT WINAGENT

   PROCESS 'c:\Program files\cybermation\ESP System Agent R6\cybAgent.exe'

   STATUS RUNNING NOW

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Monitor the Agent Process on i5/OS

In this example, the agent monitors the CYBAGENT process on an i5/OS system. If the CYBAGENT process is running,
the jobs listed in the RELEASE statement are released for execution.
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PROCESS_MON PROCESS2.STMNT

   AFTER CHECK.PART3

   PROCESS 123456/CYBESPU/CYBAGENT

   STATUS RUNNING NOW

   RELEASE (PRPATH.JOB1, PRPATH.JOB2)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Monitor Certain Processes Running Under a User Profile

In this example, the i5AG agent monitors all processes running under the JDOE user profile and whose names start with
CALC. When all of these processes stop running, the job completes successfully.

PROCESS_MON CALMON

   AGENT I5AG

   PROCESS *ALL/JDOE/CALC*

   STATUS STOPPED WAIT

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

PROCESSTYPE Statement: Specify the Type of PeopleSoft Report to Run
The PROCESSTYPE statement specifies the type of PeopleSoft report that you want the job to run.

Supported Job Type

This statement is required for the PeopleSoft (PS_JOB) job type.

Syntax

PROCESSTYPE process_type

process_type
Specifies the PeopleSoft process type corresponding to the process that the job runs. PeopleSoft stores the list of
process types in the PS_PRCSTYPEDEFN table. This value corresponds to the Process Type field in PeopleSoft.
Limits: Up to 32 characters; case-sensitive
Options include the following:

• Application Engine
• COBOL
• Crystal reports
• n/Vision
• SQR

NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• PROCESS_TYPE is an alias of PROCESSTYPE.

Example: Run a PeopleSoft Report of Type Application Engine

In this example, AEMINTEST is output as a report type of Application Engine.

PS_JOB PAYROLL

   RUN DAILY

   AGENT PS_TOR
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   PROCESSNAME AEMINTEST

   PROCESSTYPE 'Application Engine'

   RUNCONTROLID PS_ALL

ENDJOB

PROGARGS Statement: Define Argument Values to Pass to a Request Set
Program
The PROGARGS statement defines the argument values to pass to an Oracle Applications request set program.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the Oracle E-Business Suite Request Set (OA_JOB) job type.

Syntax

PROGARGS argument[,argument...]

argument
Defines each argument value to pass to an Oracle Applications request set program. In Oracle Applications,
arguments are part of the program definition and are found in the Concurrent Program Parameters dialog.

NOTE

• Do not add a space after a comma, unless the argument value starts with a space.
• To use a default value defined in Oracle Applications, enter one comma in the argument position and specify

Y in the ARGDEFAULTS statement. Do not add spaces between commas.
• The entire value can be up to 4070 characters. If your list of arguments is over the total maximum of 4070

characters, split it into multiple PROGARGS statements. These multiple statements will be concatenated
using commas.

• You can specify up to 100 PROGARGS statements per request set program.
• PROGARGS applies to a single program in a request set.
• Place PROGARGS after a PROGDATA statement.

Example: Pass Argument Values to Request Set Programs

In this example, ARGDEFAULTS is set to Y. The first PROGARGS statement passes a value for the second argument,
and the agent passes defaults for all others. The second PROGARGS statement passes values for the first, third, and fifth
arguments, and the agent passes defaults for all others.

APPL ACC019

AGENT CYBOA

OA_JOB AOL1805.AP035

   REQUESTSET 'EXTRACTS'

   RUN DAILY

   APPLDISPLNAME 'Application Object Library'

   RESPNAME 'System Administrator'

   OAUSER SYSADMIN

   ARGDEFAULTS Y

   PROGDATA 1

      PROGARGS ,X45S

   PROGDATA 2

      PROGARGS X22F,,X56R143,,X23T

ENDJOB
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Example: Pass Date Arguments to a Request Set Program

In this example, five arguments are passed to the first program in the request set. For readability, the arguments are put
into three PROGARGS statements, which will be concatenated using commas.

OA_JOB TEST.PROGARGS

   APPLDISPLNAME 'Customer Intelligence'

   REQSET FNDRSSUB1587

   OAUSER SYSADMIN

   RESPNAME 'System Administrator'

   PROGDATA

      PROGARGS 2004/10/04 00:00:00

      PROGARGS 2004/10/04 00:00:00

      PROGARGS N,LIFE_CYCLE,1468

   ARGDEFAULTS N

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

PROGDATA Statement: Identify an Oracle Applications Program
The PROGDATA statement identifies a program in an Oracle Applications request set by order number. Use the
PROGDATA statement to identify programs for the purpose of changing pre-set statement values.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the Oracle E-Business Suite Request Set (OA_JOB) job type.

Syntax

PROGDATA [program_number]

program_number
(Optional) Specifies the order number of a program in an Oracle Applications request set. The program_number
value is a fullword integer and as such the
maximum is 2**32 - 1 (2**32-1 means 2 power 32 minus 1, that is, 2 multiplied 32 times minus 1). The actual
maximum number is 4294967295.
Limits: Integer

NOTE
If no number is specified, the first program is treated as number one, and subsequent programs are
treated as having the previous program number plus one.

NOTE

• To specify data for multiple programs in a request set, define a separate PROGDATA statement for each
program.

• You can use the following program-specific statements after a PROGDATA statement:
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– PROGARGS
– PROGNOTIFYDUSERS
– PROGNOTIFYUSERS
– PROGOUTPUTFORMAT
– PROGPRINTCOPIES
– PROGPRINTER
– PROGPRINTSTYLE
– PROGQUOTEDEFAULT
– PROGSAVEOUTPUT
– PROGTEMPLATELANG
– PROGTEMPLATETERR

• The program-specific statements cannot be used unless preceded by a PROGDATA statement.
• PROGRAMDATA is an alias of PROGDATA.

Example: Override Default Number of Print Copies in Certain Programs

In the following job definition, the PRINTCOPIES statement sets the default number of copies to be printed for all
programs to one copy. The first PROGPRINTCOPIES statement overrides this default number of copies for program 1 to
five copies. Similarly, the number of copies for program 2 is set to seven copies and the number of copies for program 4 is
set to two copies.

The third program is not defined in this example, so the default number of copies (one) is used.

PROGDATA 3 is not defined in this example, so the default number of copies (one) is used.

APPL ACC018

AGENT CYBOA

OA_JOB NOV805.APL35

   REQUESTSET 'XX EXTRACTS'

   RUN DAILY

   APPLDISPLNAME 'Application Object Library'

   RESPNAME 'System Administrator'

   OAUSER SYSADMIN

   PRINTER Q8

   PRINTCOPIES 1

   PRINTSTYLE LANDSCAPE

   PROGDATA

      PROGPRINTCOPIES 5

   PROGDATA

      PROGPRINTCOPIES 7

   PROGDATA 4

      PROGPRINTCOPIES 2

ENDJOB

PROGNOTIFYDUSERS Statement: Specify a List of Display User Names for a
Request Set
The PROGNOTIFYDUSERS statement specifies a list of display user names to notify for the Nth program in the request
set. This statement is applicable only for request set jobs. You can also search for and select users defined in Oracle
Applications to notify when a program in a request set completes. You can use wildcard characters asterisk (*) to
represent zero or more characters and question mark (?) to represent a single character.
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Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the OA_JOB job type.

Syntax

PROGNOTIFYDUSERS (list)

list
Specifies a list of display user names to notify when a Nth program in the request set completes. The list of user
names must be in parenthesis.
Limits:

• The list operand can be up to 1024 characters and is case-sensitive.
• Each user name can contain any characters including delimiters. If delimiters are used, enclose the user name

in single quotes.
• Separate the user names in the list with commas or spaces.

NOTE

• The PROGNOTIFYDUSERS statement is a job-level statement; it can be specified only within a job
definition.

• You can specify only one PROGNOTIFYDUSERS statement for each program within a program set. Each
program has its own statement, and a statement specified before the first job becomes the default, unless
overridden in a particular program.

• A statement specified before the first PROGDATA statement is accepted as a default for all following
programs within the request set. A statement specified after a PROGDATA statement overwrites this default
value for this particular program.

Example: Code a PROGNOTIFYDUSERS Statement

This example shows how to code a PROGNOTIFYDUSERS statement in an Oracle job. For information about all the
Oracle statements in an Oracle job, see the Broadcom Integrated Agent Services User Guide (Oracle Jobs) r1.0.

OA_JOB PROGNOTIFYDUSERS

  AGENT OAAGENT

  REQUESTSET FNDRSSUB1310

  DISPLNAME 'Oracle Applications BIS'

  OAUSER SYSADMIN

  RESPNAME 'System Administrator'

  PRINTER Q-Development

  PRINTSTYLE Landscape

  SAVEOUTPUT No

  ARGDEFAULTS No

  CHILDMONITOR Yes

  MONITORDELAY 5

  PROGDATA 1

    PROGNOTIFYDUSERS (Jacob,Igor,Daniel)

    PROGOUTPUTFORMAT PDF

    PROGARGS ,1

  PROGDATA 2

    PROGNOTIFYDUSERS ('Wilf Smith','John Doe')

    PROGOUTPUTFORMAT RTF

    PROGPRINTER LP01

    PROGARGS ,2,Test Arg4,,
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    PROGSAVEOUTPUT Yes

  PROGDATA 

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

PROGNOTIFYUSERS Statement: Specify a List of Short User Names for a
Request Set
The PROGNOTIFYUSERS statement specifies a list of short user names to notify for the Nth program in the request
set. This statement is applicable only for request set jobs. You can also search for and select users defined in Oracle
Applications to notify when a program in a request set completes. You can use wildcard characters asterisk (*) to
represent zero or more characters and question mark (?) to represent a single character.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the OA_JOB job type.

Syntax

PROGNOTIFYUSERS (list)

list
Specifies a list of short user names to notify when a Nth program in the request set completes. The list of user
names must be in parenthesis.
Limits:

• The list operand can be up to 1024 characters and is case-sensitive.
• Each user name can contain any characters including delimiters. If delimiters are used, enclose the user name

in single quotes.
• Separate the user names in the list with commas or spaces.

NOTE

• The PROGNOTIFYUSERS statement is a job-level statement; it can be specified only within a job definition.
• You can specify only one PROGNOTIFYUSERS statement for each program within a program set. Each

program has its own statement, and a statement specified before the first job becomes the default, unless
overridden in a particular program.

• A statement specified before the first PROGDATA statement is accepted as a default for all following
programs within the request set. A statement specified after a PROGDATA statement overwrites this default
value for this particular program.

Example: Code a PROGNOTIFYUSERS Statement

This example shows how to code a PROGNOTIFYUSERS statement in an Oracle job. For information about all the
Oracle statements in an Oracle job, see the Broadcom Integrated Agent Services User Guide (Oracle Jobs) r1.0.

OA_JOB PROGNOTIFYUSERS

  AGENT OAAGENT

  REQUESTSET FNDRSSUB1310

  DISPLNAME 'Oracle Applications BIS'

  OAUSER SYSADMIN

  RESPNAME 'System Administrator'

  PRINTER Q-Development

  PRINTSTYLE Landscape

  SAVEOUTPUT No
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  ARGDEFAULTS No

  CHILDMONITOR Yes

  MONITORDELAY 5

  PROGDATA 1

    PROGNOTIFYUSERS (Jeff)

    PROGOUTPUTFORMAT PDF

    PROGARGS ,1

  PROGDATA 2

    PROGNOTIFYUSERS (Wilf)

    PROGOUTPUTFORMAT RTF

    PROGPRINTER LP01

    PROGARGS ,2,Test Arg4,,

    PROGSAVEOUTPUT Yes

  PROGDATA 3

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

PROGOPRUNIT Statement: Specify an Operating Unit for a Request Set
The PROGOPRUNIT statement specifies one or more operating units in an Oracle E-Business Suite Request Set job
definition.

The operating unit is an organization that uses Oracle subledgers, for example, an office, a division, or a
department. Access to operational units is based on user responsibilities.

Supported Job Types

This statement is available for the Oracle E-Business Suite Request Set (OA_JOB) job type.

Syntax

PROGOPRUNIT oprunit

• oprunit
Specifies the operating unit name. You can specify multiple operating units.
Limits: Up to 100 characters, case sensitive. Can contain any characters including delimiters. If you use spaces,
enclose the operating unit name in single quotes.

Example: Specify Multiple Operating Units

In the following example, you specify two operating units, "Vision Operations" and "Vision Project Mfg".

APPL ORACLE2 

AGENT OA_AG 

 OA_JOB ORACLE2 

 APPLDISPLNAME 'Application Object Library'

 REQSETDISPL RAJ_SET 

 PROGDATA 2 

 PROGOPRUNIT 'Vision Operations'

 PROGDATA 3 

 PROGOPRUNIT 'Vision Project Mfg' 

 OAUSER SYSADMIN 

 RESPNAME 'System Administrator' 

 RUN DAILY 
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 ENDJOB

PROGOUTPUTFORMAT Statement: Specify an Output Format for the Nth
Program
The PROGOUTPUTFORMAT statement specifies an output format for the Nth program in the request set. This statement
is applicable only for request set jobs.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the OA_JOB job type. The PROGOUTPUTFORMAT statement is mandatory when
statements PROGTEMPLATELANG or PROGTEMPLATETERR are specified for the same program in the request set.

Syntax

PROGOUTPUTFORMAT name

name
Specifies an output format for the Nth program in the request set. The values are: FO, HTML, PCL, PDF,
PostScript, Text, and XML.
Limits: Up to ten characters; can contain any characters including delimiters; case-sensitive
If delimiters are used, enclose the name in single quotes.

NOTE
The PROGOUTPUTFORMAT statement is a job-level statement; it can be specified only within a job definition.

Example: Code a PROGOUTPUTFORMAT Statement

This example shows how to code an PROGOUTPUTFORMAT statement in an Oracle job. For information about all the
Oracle statements in an Oracle job, see the Broadcom Integrated Agent Services User Guide (Oracle Jobs) r1.0.

OA_JOB OAJOB1

  AGENT OAAGENT

  REQUESTSET FNDRSSUB1310

  DISPLNAME 'Oracle Applications BIS'

  OAUSER SYSADMIN

  RESPNAME 'System Administrator'

  PRINTER Q-Development

  PRINTSTYLE Landscape

  SAVEOUTPUT No

  ARGDEFAULTS No

  CHILDMONITOR Yes

  MONITORDELAY 5

  PROGDATA 1

    PROGOUTPUTFORMAT PDF

    PROGARGS ,1

  PROGDATA 2

    PROGOUTPUTFORMAT RTF

    PROGPRINTER LP01

    PROGARGS ,2,Test Arg4,,

    PROGSAVEOUTPUT Yes

  PROGDATA 3

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB
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Example: Change the Default Output Format in an Oracle Job

This example shows the default output format as PDF for job OAJOB2, request set FNDRSSUB932. A
PROGOUTPUTFORMAT statement specified after a PROGDATA statement changes the default value for that program.
The output format for program PROGDATA 2 is changed to XML.

OA_JOB OAJOB2

    AGENT OAAGENT

    OAUSER SYSADMIN

    RESPNAME 'System Administrator'

    RUN TODAY

  REQSET FNDRSSUB932

    APPLDISPLNAME 'Application Object Library'

    TEMPLATETERR US

    TEMPLATELANG EN

    OUTPUTFORMAT PDF

    ARGDEFAULTS Yes

    PROGDATA 1

      PROGARGS FND,FNDATREP

    PROGDATA 2

      PROGARGS FND,FNDATREP

      PROGOUTPUTFORMAT XML

ENDJOB

Example: Change the Defaults in an Oracle Job

A PROGOUTPUTFORMAT statement specified after PROGDATA overwrites a PROGOUTPUTFORMAT statement
specified before PROGDATA (default for all programs in request set), and it also overwrites an OUTPUTFORMAT
statement.

In this example, both programs have template territory as United Kingdom (UK) and template language as German (DE).
The first program has output format XML, and the second program has output format Excel.

OA_JOB OAJOB3

    AGENT OAAGENT

    OAUSER SYSADMIN

    RESPNAME 'System Administrator'

    RUN TODAY

  REQSET FNDRSSUB932

    APPLDISPLNAME 'Application Object Library'

    TEMPLATETERR US

    TEMPLATELANG EN

    OUTPUTFORMAT PDF

    ARGDEFAULTS Yes

    PROGTEMPLATETERR UK

    PROGTEMPLATELANG DE

    PROGOUTPUTFORMAT XML

    PROGDATA 1

      PROGARGS a

    PROGDATA 2

      PROGARGS b

      PROGOUTPUTFORMAT Excel

ENDJOB
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PROGPRINTCOPIES Statement: Specify the Number of Copies to Print for a
Request Set Program
The PROGPRINTCOPIES statement specifies the number of copies to print for an Oracle Applications request set
program.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the Oracle E-Business Suite Request Set (OA_JOB) job type.

Syntax

PROGPRINTCOPIES num_copies

num_copies
Specifies the number of copies to print. In Oracle E-Business Suite, the number of copies is specified as a request
definition option and is found in the Copies column of the Upon Completion dialog.
Limits: Up to six numeric digits
Example: 100

NOTE

• PROGPRINTCOPIES applies to a single program in a request set. It overrides the PRINTCOPIES statement.
• Place PROGPRINTCOPIES after a PROGDATA statement.
• PROGCOPIES is an alias of PROGPRINTCOPIES.

Example: Print a Different Number of Copies for Different Programs

In this example, five copies are printed for program 1 and eight for program 2.

APPL ACC23

AGENT CYBOA

OA_JOB AOL1805.AP035

   REQUESTSET 'XX EXTRACTS'

   RUN DAILY

   APPLDISPLNAME 'Oracle Bill of Materials'

   RESPNAME 'System Administrator'

   OAUSER SYSADMIN

   ARGDEFAULTS N

   PROGDATA 1

      PROGARGS ,12345,2,,3223,2,,1

      PROGPRINTER Q_DEVELOPMENT

      PROGPRINTSTYLE PORTRAIT

      PROGPRINTCOPIES 5

      PROGSAVEOUTPUT YES

   PROGDATA 2

      PROGARGS 12345,,,,1,1755,,-1,,

      PROGPRINTER Q_DEVELOPMENT

      PROGPRINTSTYLE PORTRAIT

      PROGPRINTCOPIES 8

      PROGSAVEOUTPUT YES

ENDJOB
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PROGPRINTER Statement: Specify a Printer for a Request Set Program
The PROGPRINTER statement specifies the name of a printer to be used by an Oracle Applications request set program.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the Oracle E-Business Suite Request Set (OA_JOB) job type.

Syntax

PROGPRINTER printer_name

printer_name
Specifies the name of a printer that Oracle Applications can print to. This printer must be defined in Oracle
Applications. In Oracle Applications, the printer name is specified as a request definition option and is found in the
Printer column of the Upon Completion dialog.
Limits: Up to 30 characters; case-sensitive

NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• PROGPRINTER applies to a single program in a request set. It overrides the PRINTER statement.
• Place PROGPRINTER after the PROGDATA statement.

Example: Specify a Printer for a Program in a Request Set

In this example, the PRINTER statement sets the default printer for this request set to Q_8. The first program has a
PROGPRINTER statement, so its output is sent to the Q_DEVELOPMENT printer. The second program does not have a
PROGPRINTER statement, so its output is sent to the Q_8 printer.

APPL ACC021

AGENT CYBOA

OA_JOB AOL1805.AP035

   REQUESTSET 'EXTRACTS'

   RUN DAILY

   APPLDISPLNAME 'Application Object Library'

   RESPNAME 'System Administrator'

   OAUSER SYSADMIN

   PRINTER Q_8

   PROGDATA 1

      PROGARGS ,12345,2,,3223,2,,1

      PROGPRINTER Q_DEVELOPMENT

      PROGPRINTSTYLE PORTRAIT

      PROGPRINTCOPIES 5

      PROGSAVEOUTPUT YES

   PROGDATA 2

      PROGARGS 12345,,,,1,1755,,-1,,

      PROGPRINTSTYLE PORTRAIT

      PROGPRINTCOPIES 8

      PROGSAVEOUTPUT YES

ENDJOB

PROGPRINTSTYLE Statement: Specify Print Style for Request Set Program
The PROGPRINTSTYLE statement specifies a print style to be used by an Oracle Applications request set program.
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Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the Oracle E-Business Suite Request Set (OA_JOB) job type.

Syntax

PROGPRINTSTYLE print_style

print_style
Specifies a print style. The value must match the name of an Oracle Applications print style. In Oracle
Applications, the print style is specified as a request definition option and is found in the Style field of the Upon
Completion dialog.
Limits: Up to 30 characters; case-sensitive
Example: PORTRAIT

NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• PROGPRINTSTYLE applies to a single program in a request set. It overrides the PRINTSTYLE statement.
• Place PROGPRINTSTYLE after a PROGDATA statement.

Example: Specify a Print Style for a Program in a Request Set

In this example, the PRINTSTYLE statement sets the default printer for this request set to LANDSCAPE. The first
program has a PROGPRINTSTYLE statement, so it uses the PORTRAIT print style. The second program does not have a
PROGPRINTSTYLE statement, so it uses the default LANDSCAPE style.

APPL ACC022

AGENT CYBOA

OA_JOB AOL1805.AP035

   REQUESTSET 'XX EXTRACTS'

   RUN DAILY

   APPLDISPLNAME 'Application Object Library'

   RESPNAME 'System Administrator'

   OAUSER SYSADMIN

   PRINTERSTYLE LANDSCAPE

   PROGDATA 1

      PROGARGS ,12345,2,,3223,2,,1

      PROGPRINTER Q_DEVELOPMENT

      PROGPRINTSTYLE PORTRAIT

      PROGPRINTCOPIES 5

      PROGSAVEOUTPUT YES

   PROGDATA 2

      PROGARGS 12345,,,,1,1755,,-1,,

      PROGPRINTER Q_DEVELOPMENT

      PROGPRINTCOPIES 8

      PROGSAVEOUTPUT YES

ENDJOB

PROGQUOTEDEFAULT Statement: Specify if Resolved Values should be in
Quotes for a Program in Request Set
The PROGQUOTEDEFAULT statement specifies whether the agent encloses resolved values, in default argument value,
in quotes for a given program in a request set. This statement is applicable only for request set jobs.
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Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the OA_JOB job type.

Syntax

PROGQUOTEDEFAULT Y|N

Y
Indicates to enclose resolved values, in default argument value, in quotes for a Nth program in the request set.

N
Indicates not to enclose resolved values, in default argument value, in quotes for a Nth program in the request
set.
If the PROGQUOTEDEFAULT operand is omitted, the value is N.

NOTE

• The PROGQUOTEDEFAULT statement is a job-level statement; it can be specified only within a job
definition.

• You can specify multiple PROGQUOTEDEFAULT statements at the job level.

Example: Code a PROGQUOTEDEFAULT Statement

This example shows how to code PROGQUOTEDEFAULT statements in an Oracle job. For information about all the
Oracle statements in an Oracle job, see the Broadcom Integrated Agent Services User Guide (Oracle Jobs) r1.0.

OA_JOB PROGQUOTEDEFAULT

  AGENT OAAGENT

  REQUESTSET FNDCPRT_SET

  OAUSER SYSADMIN

  RESPNAME 'System Administrator'

  DISPLNAME 'Application Object Library'

  PROGDATA 1

    PROGARGS ,,,X,

    PROGQUOTEDEFAULT N

  PROGDATA 2

    PROGARGS ,2,,4

    PROGQUOTEDEFAULT Y

  PROGDATA 7

    PROGARGS ,,,arg3

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB   

PROGRAMDISPL Statement: Specify a Program Display Name for a Single
Request
The PROGRAMDISPL statement specifies the name of the Oracle Applications single request program. You can use
this statement when defining a single request job, or to search for and select a single request program defined in Oracle
Applications. You can use wildcard characters asterisk (*) to represent zero or more characters and question mark (?) to
represent a single character.

This statement is applicable only for single request jobs. To define a single request job, specify either a PROGRAM or
PROGRAMDISPL statement.

Supported Job Types
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This statement is optional for the OA_JOB job type.

Syntax

PROGRAMDISPL name

name
Specifies the name of the Oracle Applications single request program. You can identify the program by its display
name or its short name. The program short name must be registered in the Oracle Applications Concurrent
Manager. In Oracle Applications, the program short name is part of the program definition. The program short
name is found in the Short Name field of the Concurrent Programs dialog.
Limits: Up to 240 characters; can contain any characters including delimiters; case-sensitive
If delimiters are used, enclose the name in single quotes.

NOTE
The PROGRAMDISPL statement is a job-level statement; it can be specified only within a job definition.

Example: Code a PROGRAMDISPL Statement

This example shows how to code a PROGRAMDISPL statement in an Oracle job. For information about all the Oracle
statements in an Oracle job, see the Broadcom Integrated Agent Services User Guide (Oracle Jobs) r1.0.

OA_JOB PROGRAMDISPL

  AGENT OAAGENT

  PROGRAM FNDSCURS

  DISPLNAME 'Application Object Library'

  RESPNAME 'System Administrator'

  OAUSER SYSADMIN

  DESC 'AM Test Desc'

  ARGS ,,,ALL,,10,

  ARGS 254,,,,,

  SAVEOUTPUT No

  ARGDEFAULTS No

  CHILDMONITOR Yes

  COPIES 2

  MONITORDELAY 5

  PROGRAMDISPL 'Active Users'

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB                        

PROGRAM Statement: Specify the Name of an Oracle Applications Single
Request Program
The PROGRAM statement specifies the short name of an Oracle Applications single request program.

Supported Job Type

This statement is required for the Oracle E-Business Suite Single Request (OA_JOB) job type.

Syntax

PROGRAM program_short_name
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program_short_name
Specifies the short name of the Oracle Applications single request program. The program short name must be
registered in the Oracle Applications Concurrent Manager. In Oracle Applications, the program short name is part
of the program definition and is found in the Short Name field of the Concurrent Programs dialog.
Limits: Up to 30 characters; case-sensitive

NOTE
Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.

Example: Specify the Name of a Single Request Program

In this example, the name of the single request program is XXCOFI.

APPL ACC04

AGENT CYBOA

OA_JOB AOL1806.AP034

   PROGRAM XXCOFI

   RUN DAILY

   APPLDISPLNAME 'Application Object Library'

   RESPNAME 'System Administrator'

   OAUSER SYSADMIN

ENDJOB

PROGSAVEOUTPUT Statement: Specify Whether to Save Output from a Request
Set Program
The PROGSAVEOUTPUT statement specifies whether to save the output from an Oracle Applications request set
program.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the Oracle E-Business Suite Request Set (OA_JOB) job type.

Syntax

PROGSAVEOUTPUT Y|N

Y
Saves output from an Oracle Applications program. In Oracle Applications, this option is specified as a request
definition option and corresponds to selecting the Save all Output Files check box of the Upon Completion dialog.

N
Does not save output from an Oracle Applications program. In Oracle Applications, this option is specified as a
request definition option and corresponds to clearing the Save all Output Files check box of the Upon Completion
dialog.

NOTE

• PROGSAVEOUTPUT applies to a single program in a request set. PROGSAVEOUTPUT overrides the
SAVEOUTPUT statement.

• Place PROGSAVEOUTPUT after the PROGDATA statement.
• The PROGSAVEOUTPUT statement is ignored when Y or N is omitted.

Example: Save Output for Only One Oracle Applications Program in a Request Set
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In the following example, the PROGSAVEOUTPUT statement is defined as Y for the first program and N for the second.
When the job executes, the Oracle Applications program creates an output file. The output file is saved for program 1, but
not for program 2.

APPL ACC020

AGENT CYBOA

OA_JOB AOL1805.AP035

   REQUESTSET 'XX EXTRACTS'

   RUN DAILY

   APPLDISPLNAME 'Application Object Library'

   RESPNAME 'System Administrator'

   OAUSER SYSADMIN

   PROGDATA 1

      PROGARGS ,12345,2,,3223,2,,1

      PROGSAVEOUTPUT YES

   PROGDATA 2

      PROGARGS 12345,,,,1,1755,,-1,,

      PROGSAVEOUTPUT N

ENDJOB

PROGTEMPLATELANG Statement: Specify a Template Language for the Nth
Program
The PROGTEMPLATELANG statement specifies a template language for the Nth program in the request set. This
statement is applicable only for request set jobs.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the OA_JOB job type.

Syntax

PROGTEMPLATELANG name

name
Specifies a template language for the Nth program in the request set.
Limits: Up to ten characters; can contain any characters including delimiters; case-sensitive
If delimiters are used, enclose the name in single quotes.

NOTE
The PROGTEMPLATELANG statement is a job-level statement; it can be specified only within a job definition.

Example: Code a PROGTEMPLATELANG Statement

This example shows how to code an PROGTEMPLATELANG statement in an Oracle job. For information about all the
Oracle statements in an Oracle job, see the Broadcom Integrated Agent Services User Guide (Oracle Jobs) r1.0.

OA_JOB OAJOB1

  AGENT OAAGENT

  REQUESTSET FNDRSSUB1310

  DISPLNAME 'Oracle Applications BIS'

  OAUSER SYSADMIN

  RESPNAME 'System Administrator'

  PRINTER Q-Development
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  PRINTSTYLE Landscape

  SAVEOUTPUT No

  ARGDEFAULTS No

  CHILDMONITOR Yes

  MONITORDELAY 5

  PROGDATA 1

    PROGTEMPLATELANG EN

    PROGOUTPUTFORMAT PDF

    PROGARGS ,1

  PROGDATA 2

    PROGTEMPLATELANG FR

    PROGOUTPUTFORMAT PDF

    PROGPRINTER LP01

    PROGARGS ,2,Test Arg4,,

    PROGSAVEOUTPUT Yes

  PROGDATA 3

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Change the Default Template Language in an Oracle Job

This example shows the default template language as English (EN) for job OAJOB2, request set FNDRSSUB932. A
PROGTEMPLATELANG statement specified after a PROGDATA statement changes the default value for that program.
The template language for program PROGDATA 2 is changed to German (DE).

OA_JOB OAJOB2

    AGENT OAAGENT

    OAUSER SYSADMIN

    RESPNAME 'System Administrator'

    RUN TODAY

  REQSET FNDRSSUB932

    APPLDISPLNAME 'Application Object Library'

    TEMPLATETERR US

    TEMPLATELANG EN

    OUTPUTFORMAT PDF

    ARGDEFAULTS Yes

    PROGDATA 1

      PROGARGS FND,FNDATREP

    PROGDATA 2

      PROGARGS FND,FNDATREP

      PROGTEMPLATELANG DE

ENDJOB

Example: Change the Defaults in an Oracle Job

A PROGTEMPLATELANG statement specified after PROGDATA overwrites a PROGTEMPLATELANG statement
specified before PROGDATA (default for all programs in request set), and it also overwrites a TEMPLATELANG
statement.

In this example, both programs have template territory as United Kingdom (UK) and output format as XML. The first
program has template language German (DE), and the second program has template language French (FR).

OA_JOB OAJOB3

    AGENT OAAGENT
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    OAUSER SYSADMIN

    RESPNAME 'System Administrator'

    RUN TODAY

  REQSET FNDRSSUB932

    APPLDISPLNAME 'Application Object Library'

    TEMPLATETERR US

    TEMPLATELANG EN

    OUTPUTFORMAT PDF

    ARGDEFAULTS Yes

    PROGTEMPLATETERR UK

    PROGTEMPLATELANG DE

    PROGOUTPUTFORMAT XML

    PROGDATA 1

      PROGARGS a

    PROGDATA 2

      PROGARGS b

      PROGTEMPLATELANG FR

ENDJOB

PROGTEMPLATETERR Statement: Specify a Template Territory for the Nth
Program
The PROGTEMPLATETERR statement specifies a template territory for the Nth program in the request set. This
statement is applicable only for request set jobs.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the OA_JOB job type.

Syntax

PROGTEMPLATETERR name

name
Specifies a template territory for the Nth program in the request set.
Limits: Up to ten characters; can contain any characters including delimiters; case-sensitive
If delimiters are used, enclose the name in single quotes.

NOTE
The PROGTEMPLATETERR statement is a job-level statement; it can be specified only within a job definition.

Example: Code a PROGTEMPLATETERR Statement

This example shows how to code an PROGTEMPLATETERR statement in an Oracle job. For information about all the
Oracle statements in an Oracle job, see the Broadcom Integrated Agent Services User Guide (Oracle Jobs) r1.0.

OA_JOB OAJOB1

  AGENT OAAGENT

  REQUESTSET FNDRSSUB1310

  DISPLNAME 'Oracle Applications BIS'

  OAUSER SYSADMIN

  RESPNAME 'System Administrator'

  PRINTER Q-Development

  PRINTSTYLE Landscape
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  SAVEOUTPUT No

  ARGDEFAULTS No

  CHILDMONITOR Yes

  MONITORDELAY 5

  PROGDATA 1

    PROGTEMPLATETERR CA

    PROGOUTPUTFORMAT PDF

    PROGARGS ,1

  PROGDATA 2

    PROGTEMPLATETERR US

    PROGOUTPUTFORMAT PDF

    PROGPRINTER LP01

    PROGARGS ,2,Test Arg4,,

    PROGSAVEOUTPUT Yes

  PROGDATA 3

    PROGTEMPLATETERR UK

    PROGOUTPUTFORMAT PDF

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Change the Default Template Territory in an Oracle Job

This example shows the default template territory as United States (US) for job OAJOB2, request set FNDRSSUB932. A
PROGTEMPLATETERR statement specified after a PROGDATA statement changes the default value for that program.
The template territory for program PROGDATA 2 is changed to Austria (AT).

OA_JOB OAJOB2

    AGENT OAAGENT

    OAUSER SYSADMIN

    RESPNAME 'System Administrator'

    RUN TODAY

  REQSET FNDRSSUB932

    APPLDISPLNAME 'Application Object Library'

    TEMPLATETERR US

    TEMPLATELANG EN

    OUTPUTFORMAT PDF

    ARGDEFAULTS Yes

    PROGDATA 1

      PROGARGS FND,FNDATREP

    PROGDATA 2

      PROGARGS FND,FNDATREP

      PROGTEMPLATETERR AT

ENDJOB

Example: Change the Defaults in an Oracle Job

A PROGTEMPLATETERR statement specified after PROGDATA overwrites a PROGTEMPLATETERR statement
specified before PROGDATA (default for all programs in request set), and it also overwrites a TEMPLATETERR
statement.

In this example, both programs have template language as German (DE) and output format as XML. The first program
has template territory as the United Kingdom (UK), and the second program has template territory as Canada (CA).

OA_JOB OAJOB3
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    AGENT OAAGENT

    OAUSER SYSADMIN

    RESPNAME 'System Administrator'

    RUN TODAY

  REQSET FNDRSSUB932

    APPLDISPLNAME 'Application Object Library'

    TEMPLATETERR US

    TEMPLATELANG EN

    OUTPUTFORMAT PDF

    ARGDEFAULTS Yes

    PROGTEMPLATETERR UK

    PROGTEMPLATELANG DE

    PROGOUTPUTFORMAT XML

    PROGDATA 1

      PROGARGS a

    PROGDATA 2

      PROGARGS b

      PROGTEMPLATETERR CA

ENDJOB

PROXY_JOB Statement: Start a Remote Execution Job Definition
The PROXY_JOB statement starts a remote execution job definition in an application.

NOTE
To run remote execution jobs, your system requires the WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows. Your system
also requires the WA Agent for Remote Execution.

Syntax

For this statement, refer to the JOB statement syntax.

NOTE

• PR is the short form of PROXY_JOB.
• To schedule remote execution jobs, load the workload object module CYBESOPR. Load CYBESOPR with

the WOBDEF command or with the WOBDEF initialization parameter.

Required Statements

To define a remote execution job, specify the following statements:

• AGENT
• REMOTE_COMMAND
• REMOTE_TARGET

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for a remote execution job:

• EXITCODE
• ENVAR
• USER
• JOBCLASS
• SUBMIT_MODIFIER
• SPOOLFILE

Example: Code a Remote Execution Job
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This example shows a remote execution job using all the statements.

APPL TESTPROXY

JCLLIB 'CA.TEST.JCLLIB'

 

PROXY_JOB PRJOB1

  AGENT proxy1

  EXITCODE 19 failure

  REMOTE_COMMAND lsch

  REMOTE_TARGET hpserver

  USER rootdev

  JOBCLASS a

  SPOOLFILE >>/opt/rootdev/CA_USER/test

  SUBMIT_MODIFIER a=1,b=2

  ENVAR A=%ESPAPJOB

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

PROXYDOMAIN Statement: Specify a Domain for Proxy Authentication
The PROXYDOMAIN statement specifies the domain for proxy authentication in an HTTP job. This statement is required
for NTLM authentication.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the HTTP (HTTP_JOB) job type and for the Web Service Document/Literal (WEB_DOCLIT)
job type.

Syntax

PROXYDOMAIN proxy_domain

proxy_domain
Specifies the domain for proxy authentication.
Limits: Up to 1024 characters; case-sensitive

Notes:

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• Your agent administrator can specify a default proxy domain by setting the http.proxyDomain parameter in the agent's

agentparm.txt file.
• The PROXYDOMAIN statement overrides the default proxy domain specified in the agent's agentparm.txt.

Example: Override Global Proxy Defaults in Agent Parameter File

This example performs an HTTP query using the HTTP GET method. The output of the invocation is returned in the job
spool file. In this example, the job specifies the connection domain and origin for NTLM authentication, overrides the
global proxy defaults specified in the agentparm.txt file, and specifies the user and BASIC, DIGEST, and NTLM protocols
for web server authentication.

HTTP_JOB HTTP.CON_USER

   AGENT APPAGENT

   INVOCATIONTYPE GET

   SERVLET_URL http://host.example.com/protected IGNORE

   CONNECTIONORIGIN host.example.com    
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   CONNECTIONDOMAIN windows_domain  

   AUTHORDER (BASIC, DIGEST, NTLM)

   CONNECTIONUSER user1

   PROXYDOMAIN http://host.domain.proxy   

   PROXYHOST proxy.example.com 

   PROXYORIGIN http://host.origin.proxy

   PROXYPORT 90

   PROXYUSER user01 domain(mydomain)

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

PROXYHOST Statement: Specify a Proxy Host
The PROXYHOST statement specifies the proxy host name to use for the request in an HTTP job or in a Web Service
Document/Literal job.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the HTTP (HTTP_JOB) job type and for theWeb Service Document/Literal (WEB_DOCLIT)
job type.

Syntax

PROXYHOST proxy_host

proxy_host
Specifies the proxy host name to use for the request.
Limits: Up to 1024 characters; case-sensitive

NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• Your agent administrator can specify a default proxy host name for all HTTP jobs by setting the

http.proxyHost parameter in the agent's agentparm.txt file.
• The PROXYHOST statement overrides the default proxy host name specified in the agent's agentparm.txt.

Example: Override Global Proxy Defaults in Agent Parameter File

This example performs an HTTP query using the HTTP GET method. The output of the invocation is returned in the job
spool file. In this example, the job specifies the connection domain and origin for NTLM authentication, overrides the
global proxy defaults specified in the agentparm.txt file, and specifies the user and BASIC, DIGEST, and NTLM protocols
for web server authentication.

HTTP_JOB HTTP.CON_USER

   AGENT APPAGENT

   INVOCATIONTYPE GET

   SERVLET_URL http://host.example.com/protected IGNORE

   CONNECTIONORIGIN host.example.com    

   CONNECTIONDOMAIN windows_domain  

   AUTHORDER (BASIC, DIGEST, NTLM)

   CONNECTIONUSER user1

   PROXYDOMAIN http://host.domain.proxy   

   PROXYHOST proxy.example.com 

   PROXYORIGIN http://host.origin.proxy

   PROXYPORT 90
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   PROXYUSER user01 domain(mydomain)

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

PROXYORIGIN Statement: Specify an Origin Host Name for Proxy Authentication
The PROXYORIGIN statement specifies the origin host name for proxy authentication in an HTTP job or in a Web Service
Document/Literal job. This statement is used for NTLM authentication.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the HTTP (HTTP_JOB) job type and for the Web Service Document/Literal (WEB_DOCLIT)
job type.

Syntax

PROXYORIGIN proxy_origin

proxy_origin
Specifies the origin host name for proxy authentication.
Limits: Up to 1024 characters; case-sensitive

NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• Your agent administrator can specify a default origin host name for all HTTP jobs by setting the

http.proxyOrigin parameter in the agent's agentparm.txt file.
• The PROXYORIGIN statement overrides the default origin host name specified in the agent's agentparm.txt.

Example: Override Global Proxy Defaults in Agent Parameter File

This example performs an HTTP query using the HTTP GET method. The output of the invocation is returned in the job
spool file. In this example, the job specifies the connection domain and origin for NTLM authentication, overrides the
global proxy defaults specified in the agentparm.txt file, and specifies the user and BASIC, DIGEST, and NTLM protocols
for web server authentication.

HTTP_JOB HTTP.CON_USER

   AGENT APPAGENT

   INVOCATIONTYPE GET

   SERVLET_URL http://host.example.com/protected IGNORE

   CONNECTIONORIGIN host.example.com    

   CONNECTIONDOMAIN windows_domain  

   AUTHORDER (BASIC, DIGEST, NTLM)

   CONNECTIONUSER user1

   PROXYDOMAIN http://host.domain.proxy   

   PROXYHOST proxy.example.com 

   PROXYORIGIN http://host.origin.proxy

   PROXYPORT 90

   PROXYUSER user01 domain(mydomain)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB
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PROXYPORT Statement: Specify a Proxy Port
The PROXYPORT statement specifies the proxy port to use for the request in an HTTP job or in a Web Service
Document/Literal job.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the HTTP (HTTP_JOB) job type and for Web Service Document/Literal (WEB_DOCLIT) job
type.

Syntax

PROXYPORT proxy_port

proxy_port
Specifies the proxy port to use for the request.
Default: 80 (Web Service RPC/Encoded) and http.proxyPort agent parameter, if specified (Web Service
Document/Literal)
Limits: 0-65535

Notes:

• Your agent administrator can specify a default proxy port by setting the http.proxyPort parameter in the agent's
agentparm.txt file.

• The PROXYPORT statement overrides the default proxy port specified in the agent's agentparm.txt.

Example: Override Global Proxy Defaults in Agent Parameter File

This example performs an HTTP query using the HTTP GET method. The output of the invocation is returned in the job
spool file. In this example, the job specifies the connection domain and origin for NTLM authentication, overrides the
global proxy defaults specified in the agentparm.txt file, and specifies the user and BASIC, DIGEST, and NTLM protocols
for web server authentication.

HTTP_JOB HTTP.CON_USER

   AGENT APPAGENT

   INVOCATIONTYPE GET

   SERVLET_URL http://host.example.com/protected IGNORE

   CONNECTIONORIGIN host.example.com    

   CONNECTIONDOMAIN windows_domain  

   AUTHORDER (BASIC, DIGEST, NTLM)

   CONNECTIONUSER user1

   PROXYDOMAIN http://host.domain.proxy   

   PROXYHOST proxy.example.com 

   PROXYORIGIN http://host.origin.proxy

   PROXYPORT 90

   PROXYUSER user01 domain(mydomain)

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

PROXYUSER Statement: Specify a User for Proxy Authentication
The PROXYUSER statement specifies the user name required for proxy authentication and, optionally, the user's domain
in an HTTP job. ESP uses the user name, domain, agent name, and the job type to select the user's password in the
password repository.

Supported Job Type
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This statement is optional for the HTTP (HTTP_JOB) job type and for Web Service Document/Literal (WEB_DOCLIT) job
type.

Syntax

PROXYUSER proxy_user [DOMAIN(domain)]

proxy_user
Specifies the user name required for proxy authentication.
Limits: Up to 128 characters; case-sensitive; it cannot contain delimiters (such as spaces)

DOMAIN(domain)
(Optional) Specifies the name of the user's domain.
Limits: Up to 64 characters; case-sensitive; it cannot contain delimiters (such as spaces)

Notes:

• Your agent administrator can specify a default proxy user name by setting the http.proxyUser parameter in the agent's
agentparm.txt file.

• The PROXYUSER statement overrides the default proxy user name specified in the agent's agentparm.txt.
• Every user ID used in a job definition must have a corresponding user ID/password pair defined using the PASSWORD

command.

Example: Override Global Proxy Defaults in Agent Parameter File

This example performs an HTTP query using the HTTP GET method. The output of the invocation is returned in the job
spool file. In this example, the job specifies the connection domain and origin for NTLM authentication, overrides the
global proxy defaults specified in the agentparm.txt file, and specifies the user and BASIC, DIGEST, and NTLM protocols
for web server authentication.

HTTP_JOB HTTP.CON_USER

   AGENT APPAGENT

   INVOCATIONTYPE GET

   SERVLET_URL http://host.example.com/protected IGNORE

   CONNECTIONORIGIN host.example.com    

   CONNECTIONDOMAIN windows_domain  

   AUTHORDER (BASIC, DIGEST, NTLM)

   CONNECTIONUSER user1

   PROXYDOMAIN http://host.domain.proxy   

   PROXYHOST proxy.example.com 

   PROXYORIGIN http://host.origin.proxy

   PROXYPORT 90

   PROXYUSER user01 domain(mydomain)

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

PS_JOB Statement: Start a PeopleSoft Job Definition
The PS_JOB statement starts a PeopleSoft job definition in an application. You can define a PeopleSoft job to run
different types of PeopleSoft processes defined in your PeopleSoft system.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for
PeopleSoft.

Syntax
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For this statement, refer to the JOB statement syntax.

NOTE

• PS is the short form of PS_JOB.
• To schedule PeopleSoft jobs, you must load the workload object module CYBESOPS. Load CYBESOPS with

the WOBDEF command or with the WOBDEF initialization parameter.

Required Statements

To define a PeopleSoft job, you must specify the following statements:

• AGENT (at the workload object or the application level)
• PROCESSNAME
• PROCESSTYPE

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for a PeopleSoft job:

• ARGS
• DISABLE_RESTART
• DISTRFOLDER
• DISTRLISTROLES
• DISTRLISTUSERS
• EMAILADDR
• EMAILLOG
• EMAILSUBJECT
• EMAILTEXT
• EMAILWEBREPORT
• ENVAR
• OUTDESTFORMAT
• OUTDESTPATH
• OUTDESTTYPE
• PSOPRID
• RUNCONTROLARGS
• RUNCONTROLID
• RUNCONTROLTABLE
• SERVERNAME
• SKIPPARMUPDATES
• TIMEZONE
• USER

Example: Run a PeopleSoft Report

In this example, PSQUERY is output as a report type of Application Engine.

PS_JOB PAYDATA

   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE PAYRPT

   AGENT PS_NY

   PROCESSNAME PSQUERY

   PROCESSTYPE 'Application Engine'

   RUNCONTROLID PS_ALL
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ENDJOB

PSOPRID Statement: Specify Operator ID for a PeopleSoft Report
The PSOPRID statement specifies the operator ID under whose authority the PeopleSoft report runs.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the PeopleSoft (PS_JOB) job type.

Syntax

PSOPRID operator_ID

operator_ID
Specifies the operator ID under whose authority the PeopleSoft report runs. The scheduling manager supplies the
corresponding password from its password facility.
Limits: Up to 32 characters; case-sensitive

NOTE
On Windows, the password for this ID cannot be specified in a job definition. If you use the job definition
statement PSOPRID in a job, you must use the PASSWORD command to specify and store a user ID
and password pair.

NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• The operator ID is validated against the corresponding value in the PeopleSoft database.
• If you do not specify this statement in the job definition, a default operator ID must be defined in the

ps.default.oprId parameter in the agent's agentparm.txt file. Otherwise, the job fails.
• The PSOPRID statement overrides the default operator ID specified in the agent's agentparm.txt file.

Example: Specify an Operator ID the Report Runs Under

In this example, the DDAUDIT report runs under the authority of the VP1 operator ID.

PS_JOB DDAUDIT

   RUN DAILY

   AGENT PSAGENT

   PROCESSNAME DDAUDIT

   PSOPRID VP1

   PROCESSTYPE 'SQR Report'

   RUNCONTROLID TEST

   OUTDESTTYPE FILE

   OUTDESTFORMAT TXT

ENDJOB

PUTINOUTBOX Statement: Save Outgoing Documents to SAPoffice Outbox
The PUTINOUTBOX statement specifies whether to save outgoing documents to the SAPoffice outbox of the SAP user
associated with the job.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:
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• Batch Input Session (BDC_JOB)
• SAP R/3 (SAP_JOB)

Syntax

PUTINOUTBOX Y|N

Y
Saves outgoing documents to the outbox of the SAP user.

N
Does not save outgoing documents to the outbox of the SAP user.

Example: Save Outgoing Mail in the SAPoffice Outbox

In this example, outgoing mail is sent to the SAPoffice outbox of the SAP user J01Prod.

APPL SAPTEST

SAP_JOB SAPTEST

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   SAPUSER J01PROD

   RECIPIENTTYPE SU

   SPOOLRECIPIENT CA

   PUTINOUTBOX Y

   ABAPNAME RSPARAM

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

PWDNAME Statement: Specify the PASSWORD Command-NAME Operand
The PWDNAME statement specifies the value in the NAME operand of the PASSWORD command and is used in the
password retrieval process. Define the following operands in the PASSWORD command when using the PWDNAME
statement:

• USER -- User ID of the user
• PASSWORD -- Password of the user
• TYPE -- Job type
• QUAL -- Agent name
• NAME -- PWDNAME value

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• MSSQL_JOB
• INFORMATICA_JOB

Syntax

PWDNAME {pwdname}

pwdname
The pwdname operand must be equal to the value in the NAME operand of the PASSWORD command. The
pwdname operand has the following attributes:
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• Maximum length of 64 characters
• Case-sensitive
• Cannot contain delimiters (such as spaces)
• Job-level statement only

Example: Specify the PWDNAME Statement

The following example shows how to define a PASSWORD with a NAME operand and how this password is used if the
corresponding PWDNAME is specified in the MSSQL_JOB.

PASSWORD DEFINE USER(ADMIN) PASSWORD(first_password) TYPE(MSSQL_JOB) +

QUAL(MSSQL) NAME(lodca0001)

PASSWORD DEFINE USER(ADMIN) PASSWORD(second_password) TYPE(MSSQL_JOB) +

QUAL(MSSQL) NAME(lodca0002)

The following MSSQL_JOB uses the first password definition because the specified PWDNAME matches the NAME of
the password definition.

APPL TESTMS

JCLLIB 'CA.TEST.JCLLIB'

USER ADMIN

 

MSSQL_JOB TEST_A

  AGENT MSSQL

  PWDNAME lodca0001

  JOBNAME 'Test Job A'

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

The following example shows how to define a PASSWORD with a NAME operand and how this password is used if the
corresponding PWDNAME is specified in the INFORMATICA_JOB.

PASSWORD DEFINE USER(ADMIN) PASSWORD(first_password) TYPE(INFORMATICA_JOB) +

QUAL(INFORMATICA) NAME(lodca0001)

PASSWORD DEFINE USER(ADMIN) PASSWORD(second_password) TYPE(INFORMATICA_JOB) +

QUAL(INFORMATICA) NAME(lodca0002)

The following INFORMATICA_JOB uses the first password definition because the specified PWDNAME matches the
NAME of the password definition.

APPL TESTIJ

JCLLIB 'CA.TEST.JCLLIB'

USER ADMIN

 

INFORMATICA_JOB TEST_A

  AGENT informatica

  FOLDER ipn

  WORKFLOW wf_inst

  PWDNAME lodca0001

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB
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QUERY Statement: Specify SQL Statement Within DB_JOB
The QUERY statement specifies the SQL statement to be executed in a DB_JOB workload object.

Applicability

ESP System Agents, Release 6, used within a DB_JOB workload object.

Syntax

QUERY SQLQuery

SQLQuery
The query can contain any SQL statement including SELECT, DELETE, UPDATE, or INSERT.

QUERY is an alternative form of SQL. Refer to “SQL Statement: Specify SQL to Run Against a Database Table (ESP
System Agent, Release 6 and 6.1)”

To use the QUERY statement, you must have knowledge of how to construct an SQL query.

NOTE
There is no spool file created if CREATE, DELETE, UPDATE, INSERT, or DROP are used in the DB_JOB.

Example 1

DB_JOB DBJOB1.STMNT

  AGENT R6AGENT

  USER sapr3

  DSN oracle:thin:@gamax:1527:cyb

  QUERY 'SELECT JOBNAME FROM TBTCO'

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE DBTEST2

ENDJOB

Example 2

DB_JOB DBJOB2.STMNT

  AGENT R6AGENT

  USER user1

  DSN oracle:thin:@gamax:1527:cyb

  QUERY 'SELECT COUNT (*) FROM TBTCO WHERE +

    JOBNAME LIKE ''SD%'' AND ENDDATE = ''20030813'''

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example 3

DB_JOB DBJOB3.STMNT

  AGENT R6AGENT

  USER db2admin

  DSN db2://10.1.1.46:50000/sample

  QUERY 'SELECT COUNT(*) FROM STAFF WHERE NAME LIKE ''L%'''

  DESTINATION '/export/home/qatest/db_job_data/test14.bd2'

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB
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NOTE
For a Windows example, substitute a Windows path in the DESTINATION statement.

QUIT Statement: Quit Procedures
The QUIT statement is used to quit an ESP procedure and the Event that invoked it.

Type

Control Language (CLANG) statement

Syntax

QUIT

Usage notes:

• Use QUIT to quit a process.
• When ESP encounters QUIT command during procedure scanning in the first sub-phase, ESP stops scanning the

entire application. ESP cancels all requests accumulated so far and terminates the processing of the first sub-phase.
The second sub-phase does not start. For more information about application processing, see Use Applications.
– In the generation phase, the application is not generated.
– In the processing phase, the processed mainframe job is not submitted. If the processed job is distributed, ESP

does not notify the agent to start processing on a remote server.
• ESP selects the EXIT statement for execution according to the following rules:

– In the generation phase, only application level QUITs are valid for execution. QUITs defined on a job level are
ignored.

– In the processing phase, both application level QUITs and job level QUITs for the processed job are valid. Job level
QUITs specified in other jobs are ignored.

• QUIT always terminates the entire application, regardless of level of procedure invocation where QUIT is encountered.

NOTE

Related Information:

• EXIT Statement: Quit ESP Procedures
• JUMPTO Statement: Jump to Next Label
• Use Control Language in Procedures

The following procedure shows the differences between using EXIT and QUIT outside the scope of the job statement:

IF TODAY('CHRISTMAS') THEN QUIT

IF TODAY('HOLIDAY') THEN DO

  SEND 'NO WORK TODAY' U(USER01)

  EXIT

ENDDO

SEND 'LET US CONTINUE PROCESSING' U(USER02)

In this example:

• If today is CHRISTMAS, ESP quits the procedure and no instructions are processed
• If today is not CHRISTMAS, but it is a holiday, ESP sends a message and exits the procedure at that point
• If none of the above conditions is true, ESP sends a message indicating that processing will continue.

Example: Show differences between using EXIT and QUIT within job statement scope
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The following procedure shows the differences between using EXIT and QUIT within the scope of the job statement:

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB1

  RUN WORKDAYS

  RELEASE PAYJOB2

  IF TODAY('TUESDAY') THEN -

    EXIT

    SEND 'TODAY IS NOT MONDAY' U(USR01)

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB2

  RUN WORKDAY

  IF TODAY('MONDAY') THEN -

    QUIT

ENDJOB

In the above example, when the PAYROLL application is generated on a Monday:

• PAYJOB1 is submitted, and a message is issued if it is not Monday
• PAYJOB2 is not submitted and receives an error.

The following is an example of the CSF display after PAYJOB1 completes on Monday:

ESP Consolidated Status:View PAYROLL--Row 1 of 2,

COMMAND ===>                            SCR ===> PAGE

   Jobname  APPL     PNODE     STATUS

__ PAYJOB1  PAYROLL  COMPLETE  COMPLETED AT 13.14 21 APR

___PAYJOB2  PAYROLL  SUBERROR  Submit Error, Quit

QUOTEDEFAULT Statement: Specify if Resolved Values should be in Quotes for
Programs in Single Request or Request Set
The QUOTEDEFAULT statement specifies whether the agent encloses resolved values, in default argument value, in
quotes for all programs in a single request or a request set.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the OA_JOB job type.

Syntax

QUOTEDEFAULT Y|N

Y
Indicates to enclose resolved values, in default argument value, in quotes for all programs in a single request or
for a request set.

N
Indicates not to enclose resolved values, in default argument value, in quotes for all programs in a single request
or for a request set.
If the QUOTEDEFAULT operand is omitted, the value is N.

Example: Code a QUOTEDEFAULT Statement
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This example shows how to code a QUOTEDEFAULT statement in an Oracle job. For information about all the Oracle
statements in an Oracle job, see the Broadcom Integrated Agent Services User Guide (Oracle Jobs) r1.0.

OA_JOB QUOTEDEFAULT

  AGENT OAAGENT

  REQUESTSET FNDCPRT_SET

  OAUSER SYSADMIN

  RESPNAME 'System Administrator'

  DISPLNAME 'Application Object Library'

  PROGDATA 1

    PROGARGS ,,,X,

  PROGDATA 2

    PROGARGS ,2,,4

  PROGDATA 7

    PROGARGS ,,,arg3

  QUOTEDEFAULT Y

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

RANGE Statement: Specify Search Range Within TEXT_MON
The RANGE statement specifies the range a TEXT_MON job will search for a text string using a search boundary type of
line, regular expression, or date and time.

Applicability

ESP System Agents, Release 6, used within a TEXT_MON workload object.

Syntax

RANGE [LINE|REGEX|DATETIME] FROM(lower)TO(upper)

LINE
Search for the text string in the line boundaries defined by the upper and lower line boundaries. If LINE is
specified, the search boundaries FROM and TO are numeric.

REGEX
Search for a text string within boundaries defined by a regular expression. If REGEX is specified, the search
boundaries FROM and TO are regular expressions.

DATETIME
Search for a text string within boundaries defined by a specified date and time. If DATETIME is specified, the job
statement TIMEFORMAT must be used.

FROM (lower)
Specifies the start of the range to be searched.

TO (upper)
Specifies the end of the range to be searched.

RANGE is an alternative form of SEARCHRANGE.

While most searches require you to specify both FROM and TO operands, you must specify at least one of them. If you
only specify FROM, the search range is from the lower limit specified by the FROM operand to the end of the file. If you
only specify TO, the search range is from the beginning of the file to the upper limit specified by the TO operand.
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If you use the CONTINUOUS operand in the TEXTSTRING statement, you cannot use the TO operand in the RANGE
statement.

Example 1 (NT):

In this example, the LINE operand is specified. If you use the CONTINUOUS operand, do not use a TO operand.

TEXT_MON SRCHRNGE.STMNT1

  AGENT R6AGENT

  TEXTSTRING 'ERROR MESSAGE' EXIST CONT(A123)

  TEXTFILE 'c:\ca\logfile'

  RANGE LINE FROM(143)

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example 2 (NT):

In this example, the DATETIME operand is specified. The DATETIME operand requires that the TIMEFORMAT statement
be specified.

TEXT_MON SRCHRNGE.STMNT2

  AGENT R6AGENT

  TEXTFILE 'c:\program files\cybermation\esp system agent +

    r6\log\transmitter.log'

  TEXTSTRING NTAGR6 EXIST

  RANGE DATETIME+

    FROM(10:00:00)+

    TO(09:20:59)

  TIMEFORMAT 'HH:mm:ss' TIMEPOS(12)

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example 3 (NT):

In this example, the operand REGEX is specified in the RANGE statement. The FROM and TO operands contain the
regular expressions that are evaluated.

TEXT_MON SRCHRNGE.STMNT3

  AGENT R6AGENT

  TEXTFILE 'c:\program files\cybermation\esp system agent +

    r6\agentparm.txt'

  TEXTSTRING archive EXIST

  RANGE REGEX FROM(ESP) TO(service)

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example 4 (NT):

Because back slashes are interpreted as an escape sequence, the two back slashes in the text string C:\\Program Files
must each be preceded by a back slash, giving four back slashes in the TEXTSTRING statement below.

TEXT_MON SRCHRNGE.STMNT4

  AGENT R6AGENT

  TEXTFILE 'c:\program files\cybermation\esp system agent +
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    r6\agentparm.txt'

  TEXTSTRING 'C:\\\\Program Files' EXIST

  RANGE LINE FROM(1) TO(200)

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example 5 (UNIX):

TM SRCHRNGE.STMNT5

  AGENT R6AGENT

  TEXTFILE '/export/home/cybermation/agent/log/transmitter.log'

  TEXTSTRING NTAGR6 EXIST

  RANGE DATETIME+

    FROM('Thu Aug 28 00:00:00.000 EDT 2003')+

    TO('Thu Aug 28 23:59:59.999 EDT 2003')

  TIMEFORMAT 'EEE MMM dd HH:mm:ss.SSS zzz yyyy' TIMEPOS(1)

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example 6 (UNIX):

In this example, the FROM operand specifies the word agent at the beginning of the line (using the \A).

TEXT_MON SRCHRNGE.STMNT6

  AGENT R6AGENT

  TEXTFILE '/export/home/cybermation/espsystemagent+

    agentparm.txt'

  TEXTSTRING \.0/MAIN$ EXIST

  RANGE REGEX FROM(\Aagent) TO(level=2\Z)

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example 7 (UNIX):

In this example, the search is for the string # Runner plugin parameters which is evaluated as a regular expression
(operand REGEX in the RANGE statement).

TEXT_MON SRCHRNGE.STMNT7

  AGENT R6AGENT

  TEXTFILE '/export/home/cybermation/agentparm.txt'

  TEXTSTRING \A\W\sRunner EXIST

  RANGE REGEX FROM(ESP) TO(service)

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

The criteria \A, \W, and the word \sRunner are evaluated as follows:

• \A means match only at the beginning of the line.
• \W means match a non-word character
• \sRunner means look for a white space before the word Runner.

Example 8 (UNIX):

In this example, the operand CONTINUOUS in the TEXTSTRING statement prevents the use of the TO operand in the
RANGE statement. When the text string agent is found, as specified by the operand EXIST, an Alert text will be issued.
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TEXT_MON SRCHRNGE.STMNT8

  AGENT R6AGENT

  TEXTFILE '/export/home/cybermation/logfiles/test'

  TEXTSTRING agent EXIST CONTINUOUS(text)

  RANGE LINE FROM(1)

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

RECIPIENTBCC Statement: Send Blind Carbon Copy of SAP Spool
The RECIPIENTBCC statement specifies whether to send a blind carbon copy (bcc) of the SAP spool to spool recipients.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Batch Input Session (BDC_JOB)
• SAP R/3 (SAP_JOB)

Syntax

RECIPIENTBCC Y|N

Y
Sends a blind carbon copy of the spool to spool recipients.

N
Does not send a blind carbon copy of the spool to spool recipients. This is the default.

NOTE
If you use a RECIPIENTCC statement and a RECIPIENTBCC statement in a job, only one statement can be set
to Y.

Example: Send a Blind Carbon Copy of Spool File

In this example, the spool file will be sent as a blind carbon copy to the users on the payroll distribution list.

APPL SAPTEST

SAP_JOB SAPTEST

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   RECIPIENTTYPE INT

   RECIPIENTBCC Y

   SPOOLRECIPIENT payroll@company1.com

   ABAPNAME BTCTEST

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

RECIPIENTCC Statement: Send Carbon Copy of SAP Spool
The RECIPIENTCC statement specifies whether to send a carbon copy (cc) of the SAP spool to spool recipients.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:
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• Batch Input Session (BDC_JOB)
• SAP R/3 (SAP_JOB)

Syntax

RECIPIENTCC Y|N

Y
Sends a carbon copy of the SAP spool to spool recipients.

N
Does not send a carbon copy of the SAP spool to spool recipients. This is the default.

NOTE
If you use a RECIPIENTCC statement and a RECIPIENTBCC statement in a job, only one statement can be set
to Y.

Example: Send a Carbon Copy of Spool File

In this example, the spool file will be sent as a carbon copy to the users on the payroll distribution list.

APPL SAPTEST

SAP_JOB SAPTEST

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   RECIPIENTTYPE INT

   RECIPIENTCC Y

   SPOOLRECIPIENT payroll@company1.com

   ABAPNAME BTCTEST

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

RECIPIENTEXPRESS Statement: Send SAP Spool Using Express Delivery
The RECIPIENTEXPRESS statement specifies whether to send the SAP spool using express delivery.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Batch Input Session (BDC_JOB)
• SAP R/3 (SAP_JOB)

Syntax

RECIPIENTEXPRESS Y|N

Y
Sends the spool using express delivery. Recipients receive a message instantly if they are logged into SAP.

N
Does not send the spool using express delivery. This is the default.

NOTE
The RECIIENTEXPRESS statement applies only when the RECIPIENTTYPE statement is set to DLI or SU.

Example: Send SAP Spool Using Express Delivery
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In this example, assuming J01Prod is logged onto the SAP system, J01Prod receives a message that the spool has been
sent.

APPL SAPTEST

SAP_JOB SAPTEST

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   RECIPIENTTYPE SU

   RECIPIENTEXPRESS Y

   SPOOLRECIPIENT J01Prod

   ABAPNAME BTCTEST

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

RECIPIENTFORWARD Statement: Allow Forwarding of SAP Spool
The RECIPIENTFORWARD statement specifies whether to allow forwarding of the SAP spool.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Batch Input Session (BDC_JOB)
• SAP R/3 (SAP_JOB)

Syntax

RECIPIENTFORWARD Y|N

Y
Allows spool recipients to forward the spool.

N
Does not allow spool recipients to forward the spool.

NOTE
The RECIIENTFORWARD statement applies only when the RECIPIENTTYPE statement is set to DLI or SU.

Example: Allow SAP User to Forward the Spool

In this example, the SAP user J01Prod can forward the spool file.

APPL SAPTEST

SAP_JOB SAPTEST

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   RECIPIENTTYPE SU

   RECIPIENTFORWARD Y

   SPOOLRECIPIENT J01Prod

   ABAPNAME BTCTEST

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

RECIPIENTPRINT Statement: Allow Printing of SAP Spool
The RECIPIENTPRINT statement specifies whether to allow printing of the SAP spool.
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Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Batch Input Session (BDC_JOB)
• SAP R/3 (SAP_JOB)

Syntax

RECIPIENTPRINT Y|N

Y
Allow spool recipients to print the spool.

N
Does not allow spool recipients to print the spool.

NOTE
The RECIPIENTPRINT statement applies only when the RECIPIENTPRINT statement is set to DLI or SU.

Example: Allow SAP User to Print the Spool

In this example, the SAP user J01Prod can print the spool file.

APPL SAPTEST

SAP_JOB SAPTEST

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   RECIPIENTTYPE SU

   RECIPIENTPRINT Y

   SPOOLRECIPIENT J01Prod

   ABAPNAME BTCTEST

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

RECIPIENT Statement: Specify Recipient Name for SAP Cover Page
The RECIPIENT statement specifies the spool request recipient's name to appear on the SAP cover page.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Batch Input Session (BDC_JOB)
• SAP Data Archiving (SAPA_JOB)
• SAP R/3 (SAP_JOB)

Syntax

RECIPIENT user_name

user_name
Specifies the spool request recipient's name to appear on the SAP cover page. The value corresponds to the
SAPGUI Cover sheets options, Recipient field on the Background Print Parameters dialog.
Limits: Up to 12 valid SAP characters; case-sensitive
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NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• Use the RECIPIENT statement before the first ABAPNAME statement to set the default value for subsequent

steps.
• Use the RECIPIENT statement within the boundaries of the step definition (between two ABAPNAME

statements or between an ABAPNAME statement and the end of the job definition) to define the value for
that step.

Example: Specify Cover Page Recipient Name

In this example, the SAP cover page states that the recipient's name is IndyFinney.

APPL SAPTEST

SAP_JOB SAPTEST

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   SAPUSER J01PROD

   RUN DAILY

   ABAPNAME BTCTEST

      VARIANT TEST

      RECIPIENT IndyFinney

ENDJOB

RECIPIENTTYPE Statement: Specify Recipient Type for SAP Spool
The RECIPIENTTYPE statement specifies the recipient type for SAP spool.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Batch Input Session (BDC_JOB)
• SAP R/3 (SAP_JOB)

Syntax

RECIPIENTTYPE SU|DLI|INT

SU
Specifies SAP user as the recipient type.

DLI
Specifies SAPoffice distribution list as the recipient type.

INT
Specifies email address as the recipient type. You can also use the operand MAIL.

Example: Specify SAP User as the Recipient Type

In this example, the SAP user J01Prod receives the spool upon job completion.

APPL SAPTEST

SAP_JOB SAPTEST

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   RECIPIENTTYPE SU

   SPOOLRECIPIENT J01Prod

   ABAPNAME BTCTEST
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   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

RECURSIVE Statement: Specify Recursive Option
The RECURSIVE statement specifies whether to make the change recursively through the directory structure. Indicates
whether to delete the specified files or directories including its subdirectories.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS™) (HDFS_JOB) if REMOVE file operation is specified in the HDSF_FILEOP
statement.

Syntax:

RECURSIVE {YES|NO}

NOTE
You can specify RECURSIVE at the application level or at the job level.

Example

In this example, RECURSIVE specifies YES for a Hadoop File Operations job.

APPL     TESTHF

AGENT  HADOOP_AGENT

HADOOP_HOST hadoop.server.com

USER root

HDFS_JOB RMDIR

 HDFS_FILEOP REMOVE

 PATH   test1

 RECURSIVE YES

 RUN  NOW

ENDJOB

REEXEC Statement: Re-Execute Procedures
The REEXEC statement requests re-execution of an ESP procedure at a specific time or after a certain time interval. The
Event that invoked the procedure containing the REEXEC statement is scheduled for re-execution.

Syntax

REEXEC {AT('time')|IN(interval)}

       [DELAY|ADDITIONAL]

       [MAXIMUM(count)|NOMAXIMUM]

AT('time')
The point in time at which the procedure is restarted. Specify schedule criteria in quotes that resolve to a single
date and/or time.
If no time is implied, the start time of a day is used.

IN(interval)
The time interval in minutes before the procedure is restarted.
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DELAY
Indicates that when the procedure is re-executed, job submission is delayed until the conditional processing is
true. All other functions are executed.

ADDITIONAL
Indicates that additional job submission will take place with every re-execution.

MAXIMUM(count)
The maximum number of times the Event is re-executed. Valid values are between 1 and 255.

NOMAXIMUM
The Event can be re-executed an unlimited number of times.

Symbolic variable %ESPREEXEC# indicates the number of times a procedure was re-executed. %ESPREEXEC# is
initially set to zero and has a maximum value of 255. When the procedure is re-executed the number of times specified in
MAXIMUM, message ESP0409E MAXIMUM VALUE HAS BEEN REACHED is issued.

If you code REEXEC within the scope of a JOB statement in an application, ESP re-executes only the code associated
with that job. ESP maintains a separate ESPREEXEC# for each job.

NOTE
If you want to control the number of times that the REEXEC is processed, you should use the %ESPREEXEC#
symbolic variable as a counter. You shouldn't use the MAXIMUM(count) operand as a counter; it is intended to
prevent “run away” situations. If you use the MAXIMUM(count) operand as a counter and it reaches the upper
limit, you get an error message indicating something exceptional happened that must be handled.

NOTE

Related information

For information on re-executing an ESP procedure, see the User Guide.

 

Example: Using REEXEC with the ACTIVE function to check started task status

In the following example:

• If CICS is active, ESP sends a message to console id 01 and re-executes the procedure in five minutes.
• If CICS is not active, ESP submits the CICSBKUP from PROD.JCL.CNTL.

IF ACTIVE('CICS') THEN DO

  SEND 'CICS IS DUE TO COME DOWN' CN(01)

  REEXEC IN(5)

ENDDO

ELSE SUBMIT 'PROD.JCL.CNTL(CICSBKUP)'

Example: Using REEXEC with JOBONQ to check for specific job

In the following example:

• If RMTJOB is on the input queue on hold, ESP releases the job.
• If RMTJOB is not on the input queue on hold, ESP checks the number of re-executions. If the number of re-executions

is less than five, ESP re-executes the procedure in 30 minutes. Otherwise, ESP sends a message.

INTEGER COUNT

COUNT=JOBONQ('RMTJOB','X','IH')

IF COUNT=1 THEN VS '$AJ%XJOBNO1'

ELSE DO

IF ESPREEXEC#<5 THEN REEXEC IN(30)
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ELSE SEND 'I GIVE UP ON RMTJOB' U(USER01)

ENDDO

Example: Delaying job submission

In the following example, PAYJOB2 is delayed for five hours after PAYJOB1 completes.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB1

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE PAYJOB2

JOB PAYJOB2

  RUN DAILY

  IF %ESPREEXEC#=0 THEN REEXEC AT('REALNOW PLUS 5 HOURS')

ENDJOB

Example: Re-executing a procedure in five minutes

REEXEC IN(5)

Example: Re-executing a procedure at start of the next workday

REEXEC AT('TODAY PLUS 1 WORKDAY')

Example: Re-executing a procedure in six hours

REEXEC AT('REALNOW PLUS 6 HOURS')

Example: Re-executing a procedure in five minutes for a maximum of five times

REEXEC IN(5) MAXIMUM(5)

Example: Re-executing a procedure in one minute for an unlimited number of times

REEXEC IN(1) NOMAXIMUM

RELCOUNT Statement: Specify Hold Counts
The RELCOUNT statement is used to specify the hold count when a job becomes eligible for submission. By default, ESP
does not consider a job eligible for submission until its hold count is zero.

Syntax

RELCOUNT n

n
Indicates a positive integer representing the number of outstanding predecessors before this job is eligible for
execution.

If RELCOUNT is not specified, a job is not eligible for execution until all predecessors are complete (that is, its hold count
is reduced to zero).
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NOTE

Related information

For information on applications, see the User Guide.

Example: Specify when a job is elegible for submission

In the following example, when ESP builds the application, PAYJOB3 has a hold count of two. By specifying a
RELCOUNT of one for PAYJOB3, ESP releases this job when its hold count becomes one. ESP releases PAYJOB3 when
either PAYJOB1 or PAYJOB2 completes successfully.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB1

  RUN DAILY

  REL PAYJOB3

JOB PAYJOB2

  RUN DAILY

  REL PAYJOB3

JOB PAYJOB3

  RUN DAILY

  RELCOUNT 1

ENDJOB

Example: Specify when a job is eligible for submission

In the following example, when ESP builds the application, PAYJOB8 has a hold count of four. By specifying a
RELCOUNT of three for PAYJOB8, ESP releases this job when its hold count becomes three. This means ESP releases
PAYJOB8 when any one of its predecessors completes successfully.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB4

  RUN DAILY

 JOB PAYJOB5

  RUN DAILY

JOB PAYJOB6

  RUN DAILY

JOB PAYJOB7

  RUN DAILY

 JOB PAYJOB8

  AFTER(PAYJOB4,PAYJOB5,PAYJOB6,PAYJOB7)

  RUN DAILY

  RELCOUNT 3

ENDJOB

Example: Specifies when a job is eligible for submission

In the following example, when ESP builds the application, PAYJOB1 has a hold count of two. By specifying a
RELCOUNT of one for PAYJOB1, ESP releases this job when either data set trigger object completes.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

DSTRIG FILEA
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  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE PAYJOB1

  DSNAME CYBER.ESP.FILEA

DSTRIG FILEB

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE PAYJOB1

  DSNAME CYBER.ESP.FILEB

JOB PAYJOB1

  RUN DAILY

  RELCOUNT 1

ENDJOB

RELDELAY Statement: Delay Jobs Submission
The RELDELAY statement is used to delay job submission at the time that a job becomes eligible for submission. The
RELDELAY statement uses minutes as its unit of measure. You can delay job submission up to 255 minutes.

Syntax

RELDELAY nnn

nnn
Indicates a positive integer representing the number of minutes to delay submission. The maximum value allowed
is 255; the default is zero.

When a job becomes eligible for submission, ESP delays submission by the number of minutes specified by the
RELDELAY statement for the job. If a job requires ESP resources, the RELDELAY takes effect before the check for
resource availability.

At the time a job is delayed for submission, the status field on CSF indicates the resolved time and date of the RELDELAY
statement, for example, the number of minutes after the delayed job becomes eligible for submission. You can reset this
resolved time and date using the APPLJOB (AJ) command or CSF to reset the earliest submit time.

NOTE

Related information

For information on applications, see the User Guide.

For information on delaying the submission of a job relative to the time the Event is scheduled or triggered, see
the DELAYSUB statement.

For information on monitoring and manipulating jobs from CSF, see the Operator's Guide.

For information on manipulating jobs within applications or subapplications, see the APPLJOB or AJ command.

NOTE
 If you need to delay more than 255 minutes, use the REEXEC statement.

Example: Delays specific job submission

In the following example, when PAYJOB1 completes successfully, PAYJOB2 becomes eligible for submission and the
RELDELAY statement delays the submission of PAYJOB2 by five minutes.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB1

  RUN DAILY
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  REL PAYJOB2

JOB PAYJOB2

  RUN DAILY

  RELDELAY 5

ENDJOB

NOTE
At the time PAYJOB2 is delayed for submission, the status field on CSF indicates the resolved time and date of
the RELDELAY statement, for example, five minutes after PAYJOB2 becomes eligible for submission, as follows:

E510 Consolidated Status: View PAYROLL -           Row 1 of 3, Col 1

COMMAND ===>                                           SCR ===> PAGE

    Jobname  APPL     GEN  PNODE     HC STATUS

___ PAYJOB1  PAYROLL  131  COMPLETE  0 COMPLETED AT 21.54 03 FEB

___ PAYJOB2  PAYROLL  131  WAITING   0 WAITING UNTIL 21.59 03 FEB

Example: Delay a LINK

In the following example, a LINK (FRED), which is normally marked complete by ESP as soon as its dependencies are
met, is delayed by two minutes after becoming eligible for submission, that is, after PAYJOB3 completes successfully.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB3

  RUN DAILY

  REL FRED

JOB FRED LINK PROCESS

  RUN DAILY

  SEND 'LINKS CAN USE THE RELDELAY STATEMENT TOO' (USR01)

  RELDELAY 2

  REL PAYJOB4

JOB PAYJOB4

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

RELEASE Statement: Identify Successors
The RELEASE statement identifies successors to a job. Successors are released upon completion of the current job.

Type: Application statement

Syntax

RELEASE {fullname}

        {(fullname[(A)|(U)|(N)][ |,]fullname[(A)|(U)|(N)]...)}

        {ADD(fullname[(A)|(U)|(N)][ |,][fullname[(A)|(U)|(N)]...])}

        {ADD(fullname[ |,][fullname...])

            [COND([NOT] [SUBNUM(x)] [AND|OR]

                  [NOT] [RC(rc)] [AND|OR]

                  [NOT] [RC("Shhh"|"Unnnn")] [AND|OR]

                  [NOT] [STEPRC('[proc].step',"Shhh"|"Unnnn"|nnnn)])

            [BYPASS|NOBYPASS]}

        {DROP(fullname[ |,][fullname...])}
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fullname
Specifies a job to release. The fullname operand represents 64-character job names. For a complete definition,
see Full name in the Glossary.

ADD
Add the specified jobs to the list of jobs currently specified in RELEASE statements.

DROP
Drop the specified jobs from the list of jobs currently specified in RELEASE statements.

A
Releases the specified job when the current job terminates abnormally (including a condition code failure).

U
Releases the specified job when the current job terminates normally or abnormally.

N
Releases the specified job when the current job terminates normally.

COND
Specifies a conditional expression that determines whether the successor job in fullname is released. You can
specify any or all of the following expressions along with AND, OR, and NOT:
SUBNUM(x)

Releases the specified jobs if x matches the number of times the current job has run. You can specify a
range of job submissions, for example: SUBNUM(2:5).

RC(rc)
Releases the specified jobs if rc matches the return code of the current job. If the current job fails with
an abend code, the condition is not satisfied. You can specify a range of job return codes, for example:
RC(2:12). When a job is forced complete, the return code from the previous run is kept. If the job has no
previous return code, zero is used.
Limits:

• 0 to 4095 for mainframe workload
• 0 to 18446744073709551615 for distributed workload

RC("Shhh"|"Unnnn")
Releases the specified jobs if Shhh or Unnnn matches the abend code of the current job. Shhh
represents a system abend with the hexadecimal number hhh. Unnnn represents a user abend with the
decimal number nnnn.
Example: RC("S0C7")

STEPRC('[proc].step',"Shhh"|"Unnnn"|nnnn)
Releases the specified jobs if the completion code of the specified step in the current job matches the
STEPRC value.
proc specifies the procedure step name. You can use wildcard characters.
step specifies the job step name. You can use wildcard characters.
The period between proc and step is required even if both proc and step are blank. For example:
STEPRC('.',0).
Shhh specifies a system abend with the hexadecimal number hhh. You can use wildcard characters in
hhh.
Unnnn specifies a user abend with the decimal number nnnn. You can use wildcard characters in nnnn.
nnnn specifies a non-abend completion code with a decimal number. You can specify a range of job
completion codes, for example, 100:4095. Completion code 4095 is the maximum that you can specify.

NOTE
STEPRC gets step completion codes only when the job ends. A newly inserted job or a newly
activated external or manual job cannot evaluate step codes of a job that has already ended.
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Example: STEPRC('GLUPD.GLDLY',"S0C7")
BYPASS|NOBYPASS

By default, based on the predecessor's conditional statement, when the predecessor job completes successfully
and the successor job is not released, the successor job and its own successors are bypassed. For example, if
job B is bypassed, any successor jobs to job B are also bypassed until the job branch intersects with another job
stream. The bypassing stops when ESP finds a job that depends on jobs other than job B's successor. Specifying
NOBYPASS indicates job B and all its successors stay in a wait state.
Alternatively, when the predecessor job completes unsuccessfully and the successor job is not released, the
successor job stays in a WAIT state.

NOTE

• A predecessor job has completed successfully when the PNODE is COMPLETE.
• For z/OS jobs, use CCCHK to control the successful and unsuccessful completion of jobs.
• For Agent jobs, use EXITCODE to control the successful and unsuccessful completion of jobs.
• If a job is bypassed manually, its successors do not get bypassed.

Usage Notes:

• When there are more than one predecessor successor relationships specified between two jobs, only one relationship
is selected. The rules for selection are:
– If the relationships are defined using the same statement, then the first statement is selected, for example:

APPL PAYDAY

     JCLLIB 'CYBER.PROD.JCLLIB'

     COPYJCL 'CYBER.PROD.COPYJCL'

   JOB PAYJOBA

     RUN DAILY

     RELEASE ADD(PAYJOBB(A))

     RELEASE ADD(PAYJOBB) COND(RC(8))

   ENDJOB

   JOB PAYJOBB

The RELEASE ADD(PAYJOBB(A)) statement survives, and the RELEASE ADD(PAYJOBB)
COND(RC(8))statement is removed.

– If the relationships are defined using different statements, the statements override each other in the following
sequence:
• AFTER overrides PREREQ, POSTREQ, and RELEASE.
• PREREQ overrides POSTREQ, and RELEASE.
• POSTREQ overrides RELEASE.
Here is an example using different statements:

APPL PAYDAY

     JCLLIB 'CYBER.PROD.JCLLIB'

     COPYJCL 'CYBER.PROD.COPYJCL'

   JOB PAYJOBA

     RUN DAILY

     RELEASE ADD(PAYJOBB(A))

   JOB PAYJOBB

     AFTER (PAYJOBA) COND(RC(8))

   ENDJOB
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The AFTER (PAYJOBA) COND(RC(8))statement survives, and the RELEASE ADD(PAYJOBB(A)) statement is
removed.

• The RELEASE statement increases the hold count of any successor jobs that you name, assuming this job and the
successor jobs are selected for execution.

• The termination operands (A,U,N) are available only for jobs in an application. For jobs in JES3 or DJC jobnets, use
the ABNORMAL and NORMAL operands as documented in the DJC User Guide.

• For information on additional ways of specifying predecessor successor relationships, see the AFTER, PREREQ, and
POSTREQ statements.

• For information on specifying job relationships and selecting jobs for submission, see the User Guide.

Example: Releasing a job upon successful completion of a job with a full name

In this example, PAYJOB2 is defined as a successor to job MYUNIXJOBRUNNINGINTHENEWYORKDATACENTRE, and
is eligible for submission upon the successful completion of MYUNIXJOBRUNNINGINTHENEWYORKDATACENTRE.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

UNIX_JOB MYUNIXJOBRUNNINGINTHENEWYORKDATACENTRE

  AGENT UNIX_NY

  SCRIPTNAME /pay/data/payrpt

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE PAYJOB2

JOB PAYJOB2

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Releasing multiple jobs upon successful completion of one job

In this example, PAYJOB4, PAYJOB5, and PAYJOB6 are defined as successors to PAYJOB3 and are eligible for
submission upon the successful completion of PAYJOB3.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB3

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE (PAYJOB4,PAYJOB5,PAYJOB6)

JOB PAYJOB4

  RUN WORKDAYS

JOB PAYJOB5

  RUN WORKDAYS

JOB PAYJOB6

  RUN FRIDAYS

ENDJOB

Example: Releasing a job upon abnormal termination of a job

In this example, PAYJOB8 is defined as a conditional successor to PAYJOB7 and is eligible for submission upon the
abnormal termination of PAYJOB7. If PAYJOB7 completes successfully, PAYJOB8 is not eligible for submission.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB7

  RUN DAILY
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  RELEASE ADD(PAYJOB8(A))

JOB PAYJOB8 CONDITIONAL

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Releasing a job when a job completes, successfully or not

In this example, PAYJOB10 is defined as a conditional successor to PAYJOB9 and is eligible for submission after
PAYJOB9 completes, successfully or not.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB9

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE ADD(PAYJOB10(U))

JOB PAYJOB10 CONDITIONAL

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Releasing multiple jobs after one job is complete

In the following example applications, PAYJOB12 and PAYJOB13 are submitted after the successful completion of
PAYJOB11.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB11

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE ADD(PAYJOB12)

  RELEASE ADD(PAYJOB13)

JOB PAYJOB12

  RUN DAILY

JOB PAYJOB13

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

 

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB11

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE PAYJOB12

  RELEASE ADD(PAYJOB13)

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB12

  RUN DAILY

JOB PAYJOB13

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Releasing a job based on a job's return code

Successful completion

In this example, if PAYJOB14 completes successfully and the return code is not 8, then PAYJOB15 is bypassed.
Alternatively, PAYJOB15 runs if PAYJOB14 completes successfully with a return code of 8.
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APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB14

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE ADD(PAYJOB15) COND(RC(8))

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB15

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

You can also specify a range of job return codes, for example:

RELEASE ADD(PAYJOB15) COND(RC(2:12))

Unsuccessful completion

In this example, if PAYJOB14 fails and the return code is not 8, then PAYJOB15 stays in a WAIT state. Alternatively,
PAYJOB15 runs if PAYJOB14 fails with a return code of 8.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB14

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE ADD(PAYJOB15) COND(RC(8))

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB15

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Using RELEASE based on a step return code

In the following example, PAYJOB13 runs if the return code for proc step PAY01, job step PAYDLY is 12. PAYJOB13 is
bypassed if PAYJOB12 completes successfully and the return code for proc step PAY01, job step PAYDLY is not 12.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB12

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE (PAYJOB13) COND(STEPRC('PAY01.PAYDLY',12))

JOB PAYJOB13

ENDJOB

In the following example, PAYJOB13 is released if both of the following conditions are met:

• STEP5 of PAYJOB12 ends with condition code no higher than 4.
• No step in PAYJOB12 completes with an x37 abend.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB12

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE PAYJOB13 COND(STEPRC('.STEP5',0:4)AND +
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  NOT STEPRC('-.-','S*37'))

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB13

ENDJOB

In the following example, assume that PAYJOB12 contains an unnamed step. If an unnamed step in PAYJOB12 has
return code 5, PAYJOB13 runs. If PAYJOB12 completes successfully and does not get a return code of 5 in any unnamed
step, PAYJOB13 is bypassed.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB12

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE (PAYJOB13) COND(STEPRC('.',5))

JOB PAYJOB13

ENDJOB

In the following example, if PAYJOB12 gets a user abend for job step PAYDLY, PAYUAB runs. If PAYJOB12 completes
successfully without a user abend in a job step named PAYDLY, PAYUAB is bypassed.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB12

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE (PAYUAB) COND(STEPRC('.PAYDLY','U-'))

JOB PAYUAB

ENDJOB

Example: Using NOBYPASS

The NOBYPASS operand keeps a successor job in a WAIT state when its predecessor finishes and the return code is
not satisfied. The successor job stays in a WAIT state regardless of the predecessor being successful. In this example,
PAYJOB15 stays in a WAIT state if PAYJOB14 finishes and the return code is not 8. Alternatively, PAYJOB15 runs if
PAYJOB14 finishes with a return code of 8.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB14

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE ADD(PAYJOB15) COND(RC(8)) NOBYPASS

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB15

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Releasing a job based on the number of submissions

In this example, PAYJOB17 runs if PAYJOB16's submission number equals two.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB16

  RUN DAILY
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  RELEASE ADD(PAYJOB17) COND(SUBNUM(2))

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB17

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

You can also specify a range of job submissions. In this example, PAYJOB17 runs if PAYJOB16 is resubmitted up to 5
times.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB16

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE ADD(PAYJOB17) COND(SUBNUM(2:5))

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB17

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Releasing a job based on an abend code

In this example, PAYJOB19 runs if PAYJOB18 contains an SB37 abend code.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB18

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE ADD(PAYJOB19) COND(RC("SB37"))

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB19

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Releasing a job based on multiple conditional functions

In this example, PAYJOB21 runs if the return code of PAYJOB20 equals 8, the submission number equals 2, or the abend
code is SB37.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB20

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE ADD(PAYJOB21) COND(RC(8) OR SUBNUM(2) OR RC("SB37"))

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB21

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Releasing a job with symbolic variables and conditional functions

In this example, PAYJOB23 runs if the return code of PAYJOB22 equals 2, or the return code is from 8 to 16, or the abend
code is SD37.

APPL PAYROLL
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JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

RC1=2

RC2='8:16'

ABENDCD='"SD37"'

 

JOB PAYJOB22

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE ADD(PAYJOB23) COND(RC(%RC1) OR RC(%RC2) OR RC(%ABENDCD))

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB23

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

In this example, PAYJOB25 runs if the return code of PAYJOB24 is not 4.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB24

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE ADD(PAYJOB25) COND(NOT RC(4))

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB25

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

REMOTE_COMMAND Statement: Specify a Command or Script
The REMOTE_COMMAND statement specifies a command or script to run on a remote system.

Supported Job Type

This statement is required for the PROXY_JOB job type.

Syntax

REMOTE_COMMAND command

command
Specifies a command or script to run on a remote system. Specifying the REMOTE_COMMAND statement
without a command operand results in the following message: ESP906E MISSING REMOTE COMMAND.
You cannot use redirection operators in your commands, but you can use pipes. Piping is supported between
commands.
The REMOTE_COMMAND statement commands are captured in the job log and in the agent logs. Only the result
of the last command to execute is captured in the spool file.
You can specify multiple REMOTE_COMMAND statements at the application and job level, but multiple
REMOTE_COMMAND statements are not supported for UNIX.
UNIX: The working directory is changed to the spool directory before executing REMOTE_COMMAND statement
commands.
Limits: Up to 1024 characters; case-sensitive; can contain any characters including delimiters

NOTE

If the command operand contains delimiters, the command operand must be enclosed in single quotes to denote
the start and end of the operand. If the command operand contains a single quote, double up that single quote
so it does not denote the end of the operand. Do not use double quotes, it must be two single quotes.
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• When using the EXITCODE statement with multiple REMOTE_COMMAND statements, the return code of
only the last executed REMOTE_COMMAND statement is the one the WA Agent for Remote Execution tests
using EXITCODE.

• When a job-level REMOTE_COMMAND statement is specified, all application-level REMOTE_COMMAND
statements are ignored for that job.

Example: Specify Commands Using the REMOTE_COMMAND Statement

This example shows how to specify a directory command in a remote execution job:

PROXY_JOB PRJOB7

  AGENT REAGENT

  REMOTE_TARGET TARGET1

  USER ROOTDEV

  JOBCLASS A

  REMOTE_COMMAND DIR

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Specify Commands with Delimiters

This example shows delimiters in the REMOTE_COMMAND operand. You must enclose the operand in single quotes.

PROXY_JOB TANDEM1

  AGENT REAGENT

  REMOTE_TARGET TARGET1

  REMOTE_COMMAND 'FILEINFO *,DETAIL'

  RUN TODAY

ENDJOB

Example: Specify HP Integrity NonStop FUP Commands

This example shows how to specify HP Integrity NonStop FUP SUBVOLS commands using the REMOTE_COMMAND
statement:

PROXY_JOB FUPCOM

  AGENT REAGENT

  REMOTE_TARGET TANDEM2

  REMOTE_COMMAND '#PUSH in_variable out_variable zs ~; +

                  #SET in_variable SUBVOLS ~; +

                  $system.system.FUP /INV in_variable, +

                  OUTV out_variable, status zs/ ~; #wait zs'

  REMOTE_COMMAND '#OUTPUTV out_variable ~; +

                  #POP in_variable out_variable zs'

  RUN TODAY

ENDJOB

REMOTE_TARGET Statement: Identifies the Remote Target's Host Name
The REMOTE_TARGET statement specifies the host name of the remote system where the job is to run.

Supported Job Type

This statement is required for the PROXY_JOB job type.
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Syntax

REMOTE_TARGET name

name
Specifies the host name of the remote target system where you want the job to run.
Limits: Up to 128 alphanumeric characters; case-sensitive; must start with an alpha character; can contain
underscores

NOTE
REMOTE_TARGET is a job-level statement; it can be specified only within a job definition.

Example: Specify a Target System

This example shows the host name of the target system as hpserver

PROXY_JOB PRJOB5

  AGENT proxy1

  REMOTE_TARGET hpserver

  USER rootdev

  REMOTE_COMMAND dir

  JOBCLASS a

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

REMOTECLASSNAME Statement: Specify a Remote Class Name
The REMOTECLASSNAME statement specifies the naming class of the Java object you want to invoke a method on in an
RMI job.

Supported Job Type

This statement is required for the RMI (RMI_JOB) job type.

Syntax

REMOTECLASSNAME remote_class

remote_class
Specifies the reference location of the object you want to invoke a method on. The format is the following:
rmi://[host:port/]name

host
(Optional) Specifies the name of the local or remote computer where the RMI registry that hosts the
remote object runs.
Default: local host

port
(Optional) Specifies the RMI registry port number the host uses to listen for requests.
Default: 1099, the default port of the host's RMI registry

name
Specifies the name of a remote object.

Limits: Up to 1024 characters; case-sensitive
Example: rmi://smith:5000/test
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NOTE
Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.

Example: Invoke a Method to Start a Remote Server

Suppose that you want to invoke a method that starts a remote server using remote object activation. You want the server
to start immediately.

RMI_JOB START

   AGENT APPAGENT

   REMOTECLASSNAME rmi://remotehost/Test

   METHOD startserver

   PARAMETER TYPE(String) VALUE(now)            

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

REMOTEDIR Statement: Specify a Remote Directory
The REMOTEDIR statement specifies the directory on a remote server involved in a secure file transfer.

Supported Job Types

This statement is required for the following job types:

• Secure Copy (SCP_JOB)
• Secure FTP (SFTP_JOB)

Syntax

REMOTEDIR directory

directory
Specifies the remote source directory of the file (if downloading), or the remote destination directory of the file (if
uploading).
Limits: Up to 256 characters; case-sensitive

NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in single quotation marks.
• REMOTEDIR can be specified at the application (global) level.

Example: Upload a File from the Agent Computer to a Directory on a Remote Server

This example uploads the files in the c:\temp\upload directory to the /u1/build/uploaded directory on the aixunix server.
The job uses the Secure File Transfer Protocol (SFTP). The LOCALNAME statement contains a wildcard; therefore, the
REMOTENAME statement is not specified.

SFTP_UPLOAD

   AGENT WINAGENT

   SERVERADDR aixunix

   TRANSFERDIRECTION UPLOAD

   USER causer

   REMOTEDIR /u1/build/uploaded

   LOCALNAME c:\temp\upload\*

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB
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REMOTEFILENAME Statement: Specify Remote Filename
The REMOTEFILENAME statement specifies the name of one or more files on a remote server involved in an FTP
transfer.

Supported Job Type

This statement is required for the following job types:

• FTP (FTP_JOB)
• Secure Copy (SCP_JOB)
• Secure FTP (SFTP_JOB), when the LOCALFILENAME statement in the secure FTP job does not contain wildcard

characters.

This statement is optional for the following job type:

• Secure FTP (SFTP_JOB), when the LOCALFILENAME statement in the secure FTP job contains wildcard characters.

Syntax

REMOTEFILENAME file_name[; file_name...]

file_name
Specifies the source location of the file (if downloading) or the destination of the file (if uploading).
Limits: The file name list cannot exceed 256 characters. File names are case-sensitive. Wildcards are allowed
except for mainframe data sets.

NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in single quotation marks.
• REMOTEFILENAME can be specified at the application (global) level.
• REMOTENAME is an alias of REMOTEFILENAME
• If a wildcard is used in a remote file name for download, the local file name (the target) must refer to a

directory. A wildcard transfer is equivalent to an mget transfer using an FTP client.
• You can specify multiple files. Separate each file name with a semi-colon. The number of files specified in the

LOCALFILENAME and REMOTEFILENAME statements must match.

Examples: Upload Files Using the Secure File Transfer Protocol

This example uploads a file named textfile in the c:\temp\upload directory to the /u1/build/uploaded directory on the hpunix
server.

SFTP_JOB SFTP5.UPLOAD

   AGENT unixagent

   LOCALFILENAME c:\temp\upload

   SERVERADDR hpunix

   REMOTEDIR /u1/build/uploaded

   TRANSFERDIRECTION U

   REMOTEFILEAME textfile

   USER causer

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

This example uploads the files in the c:\temp\upload directory to the /u1/build/uploaded directory on the aixunix server.
The LOCALFILENAME statement contains a wildcard; therefore, the REMOTEFILENAME statement is not specified.
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SFTP_JOB SFTP6.UPLOAD

   AGENT winagent

   LOCALFILENAME c:\temp\upload\*

   SERVERADDR aixunix

   REMOTEDIR /u1/build/uploaded

   TRANSFERDIRECTION U

   USER causer

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Download a File Using the Secure Copy Protocol

This example downloads the install.log file from the root directory on the chi-linux server to the c:\temp directory on the
agent computer.

SCP_JOB SCP8.DOWNLOAD

   AGENT winagent

   LOCALFILENAME c:\temp\install.log

   SERVERADDR chi-linux

   SERVERPORT 22

   REMOTEDIR /root

   TRANSFERDIRECTION D

   REMOTEFILENAME install.log

   USER causer

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Usage Notes - UNIX/Windows:

• If you are uploading a file, specify the full path and file name.
• If you are downloading files, you can use wildcards in the file name. The asterisk (*) is a wildcard for zero or more

characters and the question mark (?) is a wildcard for a single character.
• You cannot use wildcards in the path.
• On UNIX, if you want to use a Windows file as a remote file, use a forward slash at the beginning of the path statement

and between the directories and file name. For example:

REMOTEFILENAME /C:/TEMP/textfile

Example: Download a Single File Using the File Transfer Protocol

This example downloads an ASCII file named textfile from the remote UNIX server to the /export/home/qatest/ftpdata
directory on the agent computer:

FTP_JOB FTPTEST5.DOWNLOAD

   AGENT UNIXAGENT

   USER test

   SERVERADDR hprsupp

   SERVERPORT 5222

   TRANSFERDIRECTION D

   TRANSFERCODETYPE A

   REMOTEFILENAME /u1/qatest/ftpdata/textfile

   LOCALFILENAME /export/home/qatest/ftpdata/textfile

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB
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NOTE
You can specify a path in the REMOTEFILENAME statement in an FTP_JOB, but not in an SCP_JOB or an
SFTP_JOB.

Example: Download Multiple Files Using the File Transfer Protocol

This example downloads multiple ASCII files from a remote UNIX server. Note the number of files listed in the
REMOTEFILENAME and LOCALFILENAME statements must match. Single quotes enclose both lists to accommodate
the line continuation character (+).

FTP_JOB FTPT14.DOWNLOAD

   AGENT UNIXAGENT

   USER test

   SERVERADDR hprsupp

   SERVERPORT 5222

   TRANSFERDIRECTION D

   TRANSFERCODETYPE A

   REMOTEFILENAME '/u1/qatest/scripts/echo;+

     /u1/qatest/scripts/echo1;+

     /u1/qatest/scripts/echo2'

   LOCALFILENAME '/export/home/qatest/ftpdata/echo;+

     /export/home/qatest/ftpdata/echo_1;+

     /export/home/qatest/ftpdata/echo_2'

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

NOTE
You can specify multiple files in the REMOTEFILENAME and LOCALFILENAME statements in an FTP_JOB, but
not in an SCP_JOB or an SFTP_JOB.

Example: Upload a File to a Remote Windows Computer

In this example, a file named textfile is uploaded from a local UNIX computer and copied to a remote Windows computer.
Both locations include a complete path in the REMOTEFILENAME and LOCALFILENAME statements. The remote
Windows computer uses an agent as the FTP server. Its IP address is 172.16.0.0.

FTP_JOB FTPTEST2.UPLOAD

   AGENT UNIXAGENT

   USER test

   SERVERADDR 172.16.0.0

   SERVERPORT 123

   TRANSFERDIRECTION U

   TRANSFERCODETYPE A

   REMOTEFILENAME /C:/TEMP/textfile

   LOCALFILENAME /export/home/test/ftpdata/textfile

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Usage Notes - i5/OS:

• To specify a file in the root file system, use UNIX path and file formats.
• To specify a *FILE object in QSYS, use the following format:

/QSYS.LIB/libraryname.LIB/objectname.FILE/membername.MBR
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Example: Download a QSYS.LIB EBCDIC-encoded File

This example downloads an EBCDIC-encoded file in the QSYS file system from an i5/OS server to another i5/OS system.
The file names are specified in the path format.

FTP_JOB FTPTEST2.DOWNLOAD

   AGENT I5AGENT

   USER test

   SERVERADDR i5agent

   SERVERPORT 5222

   TRANSFERDIRECTION DOWNLOAD

   TRANSFERCODETYPE E

   LOCALFILENAME /QSYS.LIB/FTPLIB.LIB/DOWNLOAD.FILE/DATA.MBR

   REMOTEFILENAME /QSYS.LIB/DATALIB.LIB/DATAFILE.FILE/DATA.MBR

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Usage Notes - Mainframe:

• By default, the data set high-level prefix is set to the user ID of the logged-on user.
• To specify a different high-level prefix, fully qualify the value and wrap double quotes around it, for example:

"'SYS4.CA7.JCLLIB(CA07XX01)'".

Example: Upload a Windows File to a Mainframe Data Set

This example uploads a file named TESTS to the mainframe. By default, the REMOTEFILENAME statement uses the
user ID of the logged-on user for the data set high-level prefix.

NOTE
To specify a different high-level prefix, fully qualify the value of the REMOTEFILENAME statement and wrap
double quotes around it.

AGENT WINAGENT

LOCALFILENAME 'C:\My Documents\Microsoft Office Directories+    

WordPad\tests.txt'                                           

REMOTEFILENAME ‘TESTS.DATA'                                        

SERVERADDR MAINFRAME.COM                                          

TRANSFERCODETYPE U                                                         

TRANSFERDIRECTION UPLOAD

USER causer

Example: Download a Mainframe Data Set to a Windows File

This example downloads the data set member CA07XX01 to a Windows computer. The value of the REMOTEFILENAME
statement is fully qualified by wrapping double quotes around the single quotes.

AGENT WINAGENT

LOCALFILENAME 'C:\My Documents\File Transfers\ca07xx01.txt' 

REMOTEFILENAME "'SYS4.CA7.JCLLIB(CA07XX01)'"      

SERVERADDR MAINFRAME.COM                                  

TRANSFERCODETYPE A                                          

TRANSFERDIRECTION DOWNLOAD                                  

USER lmla
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RENAMESOURCEFILETO Statement: Specify a New File Name For the Source
File After Transfer
The RENAMESOURCEFILETO specifies a new file name for the source file after transfer.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the Secure FTP (SFTP_JOB) job type.

Syntax

RENAMESOURCEFILETO file_name

file_name
Specifies a new file name for the source file after transfer. Limits: The total length cannot exceed 256 characters;
case-sensitive.

NOTE
RENAMESOURCEFILETO can be specified at the job level only.

Example: Specify a New File Name for the Source File After Download

This example downloads the file_size8 file from the /ul/test/sftpdata directory on the simon server using the
Secure File Transfer Protocol (SFTP). After the file is downloaded, the agent computer contains a file named
scp_file_size8_local_user in the /u1/causer/data directory. The owner of the file is test. The source file file_size8 is
renamed to SomeNewFile.txt.

SFTP_JOB DOWNLOAD

   AGENT UNIXAGENT

   LOCALNAME /ul/causer/data/sftp_file_size8_local_user

   REMOTENAME file_size8

   REMOTEDIR /u1/test/sftpdata

   SERVERADDR simon

   SERVERPORT 22

   TRANSFERDIRECTION DOWNLOAD

   USER causer

   LOCALUSER test

   RENAMESOURCEFILETO SomeNewFile.txt

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

REPOSITORY Statement: Specify the Repository Name
The REPOSITORY statement specifies the name of the repository that is created on the Informatica server.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the INFORMATICA_JOB job type.

Syntax

REPOSITORY {repository name}

repository name
Specifies the name of the repository that is created on the Informatica server. A value for the repository name is
mandatory.
The repository name operand has the following attributes:
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• Maximum length of 128 characters
• Accepts all characters and numerals, the period, and the underscore
• Accepts the following delimiters: commas, semicolons, and spaces. If the value contains delimiters, enclose

the value in single quotes.
• Case-sensitive

NOTE
You can specify the REPOSITORY statement at the application (global) level. When a job-level REPOSITORY
statement is present, the application-level REPOSITORY statement is ignored.

Example: Specify a Repository Name

This example shows an Informatica job that uses the repository Infa_Rep_Srv:

APPL TESTIJ

JCLLIB 'CA.TEST.JCLLIB'

USER ADMIN

 

INFORMATICA_JOB TEST_A

  AGENT informatica

  REPOSITORY Infa_Rep_Srv

  FOLDER ipn

  WORKFLOW wf_inst

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

REQSETDISPL Statement: Specify the Name of the Oracle Applications Request
Set
The REQSETDISPL statement specifies the name of the Oracle Applications request set. You can use this statement
when defining a request set job, or to search for and select a request set defined in Oracle Applications. You can
use wildcard characters asterisk (*) to represent zero or more characters and question mark (?) to represent a single
character.

This statement is applicable only for request set jobs. To define a request set job, specify either a REQSET or
REQSETDISPL statement.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the OA_JOB job type.

Syntax

REQSETDISPL name

name
Specifies the name of the Oracle Applications request set. You can identify the request set by its display name
or its short name. In Oracle Applications, the request set short name is part of the Request Set definition. The
request set short name is found in the Set Code field of the Request Set dialog.
Limits: Up to 240 characters; can contain any characters including delimiters; case-sensitive
If delimiters are used, enclose the name in single quotes.

NOTE
The REQSETDISPL statement is a job-level statement; it can be specified only within a job definition.

Example: Code a REQSETDISPL Statement
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This example shows how to code a REQSETDISPL statement in an Oracle job. For information about all the Oracle
statements in an Oracle job, see the Broadcom Integrated Agent Services User Guide (Oracle Jobs) r1.0.

OA_JOB REQSETDISPL

  AGENT OAAGENT

  REQSETDISPL LLS1

  DISPLNAME 'Oracle Applications BIS'

  OAUSER SYSADMIN

  RESPNAME 'System Administrator'

  PRINTER Q-Development

  PRINTSTYLE Landscape

  SAVEOUTPUT No

  ARGDEFAULTS No

  CHILDMONITOR Yes

  MONITORDELAY 5

  PROGDATA 2

    PROGARGS ,1

  PROGDATA 3

    PROGPRINTER LP01

    PROGARGS ,2,Test Arg4,,

    PROGSAVEOUTPUT Yes

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB 

REQUESTID Statement: Specify Request ID of the Oracle Applications Request
to Copy
The REQUESTID statement specifies the request ID of the Oracle Applications request you want to copy. You can copy
an existing single request defined on Oracle Applications and run it under the agent.

NOTE
In this release, you cannot copy an existing request set defined on Oracle Applications and run it under the
agent.

Supported Job Type

This statement is required for the Oracle E-Business Suite Copy Job (OAC_JOB) job type.

Syntax

REQUESTID request_id [REQUEST]

request_id
Specifies the request ID of the single request you want to copy. In Oracle Applications, the request ID is found in
the Request ID column of the Requests dialog.
Limits: Up to 20 numeric digits
Example: 493895459709656750

REQUEST
(Optional) Indicates that you want to copy an existing single request defined on Oracle Applications. This is the
default.

Example: Copy a Single Request
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Suppose that you want to copy an existing single request that is defined on Oracle Applications. In this example, the job
copies the single request with request ID 2255470 and overrides the Oracle Applications user name and responsibility
name. The children of the single request program are monitored 60 seconds after the program completes.

OAC_JOB COPYJOB

   AGENT CYB0A

   OAUSER SYSADMIN

   RESPNAME 'System Administrator'

   REQUESTID 2255470

   CHILDMONITOR Y

   MONITORDELAY 60

ENDJOB

REQUESTSET Statement: Specify the Name of an Oracle Applications Request
Set
The REQUESTSET statement specifies the short name of an Oracle Applications request set.

Supported Job Type

This statement is required for the OA_JOB job type.

Syntax

REQUESTSET request_set_short_name

request_set_short_name
Specifies the short name of the Oracle Applications request set. In Oracle Applications, the request set short
name is part of the Request Set definition and is found in the Set Code field of the Request Set dialog.Limits: Up
to 30 characters; case-sensitive

NOTE
The value of the oracle_req_set_type attribute must be SHORT.

 

NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• REQSET is an alias of REQUESTSET.

Example: Specify the Name of a Request Set

In the following example, the name of the request set is DATA10.

APPL ACC03

AGENT CYBOA

OA_JOB AOL405.AP035

   REQUESTSET DATA10

   RUN DAILY

   APPLDISPLNAME 'Application Object Library'

   RESPNAME 'System Administrator'

   OAUSER SYSADMIN

ENDJOB
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RESOLVE Statement: Resolve External Job Dependencies
The RESOLVE statement is used to instruct ESP to look at a scheduled activity data set to resolve an External job
dependency.

NOTE
ESP automatically selects the job if it is found.

Syntax

RESOLVE identifier

identifier
Indicates a one to eight character internal identifier of a scheduled activity data set. This corresponds to the
SADLINK initialization parameter.

ESP can use a scheduled activity data set (SADGEN data set) to resolve external dependencies. If ESP finds the job is
scheduled, it selects the External job as part of the application. Otherwise, it doesn't select the External job.

The SADLINK statement gives an external SADGEN data set an internal identifier. Each time ESP initializes, or in
response to a SADLOAD command, the contents of the SADGEN data set is read and necessary information retained in a
table in main storage. You can request that the look-up table be used to resolve External job dependencies by specifying
the correct SADLINK identifier on the RESOLVE statement in an application.

A more commonly used method to control the resolution of External jobs is to use the EXTERNAL and SCHEDULED
operands on the JOB statement, as this provides the most control for synchronizing applications.

 

NOTE

Related information

For information on identifying an external scheduled activity data set, see the SADLINK command.

For information on refreshing an in-core table containing a scheduled activity data set, see the SADLOAD
command.

For information on displaying current SADLINK, see the LISTSADL command.

For information on building inter-application dependencies, see the EXTERNAL statement.

Example: Resolve external dependency

In the following example, the RESOLVE statement instructs ESP to look at the scheduled activity data, with the identifier
SADDLY, to see if PAYJOBX is scheduled. If PAYJOBX is found, ESP selects PAYJOBX as part of the application.
Otherwise, it doesn't select the External job.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

RESOLVE SADDLY

JOB PAYJOBX EXTERNAL

  REL PAYJOB1

JOB PAYJOB1

  REL PAYJOB2

  RUN DAILY

JOB PAYJOB3

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB
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RESOURCE Statement: Identify Resources
The RESOURCE statement is used to identify resources required by individual jobs or multiple jobs in an application, and
for any other type of workload object except links and DSTRIGs. The resource information defined to a job is used for
scheduling and during MODEL processing.

NOTE
You must define a resource file (RESFILE) and the topology before you can use the RESOURCE statement.

Syntax

RESOURCE {resname|(reslist)}

         {ADD(reslist)}

         {DROP(reslist}

         {HOLD|NOHOLD}

        

where reslist is

[quantity1,|1,]resname1[,[quantity2,|1,]resname2...]

resname, resname1, resname2...
Specifies a resource name.

quantity1,quantity2...
Specifies the number of units of the resource required by the job or application.

ADD
Add a resource requirement in addition to the existing resource requirements.

DROP
Drop a resource requirement.

HOLD
Hold the specified resource until the jobs affected by the RESOURCE statement run successfully. If you specify
HOLD for one RESOURCE used by a job, all resources used by the job are held.

NOHOLD
Removes the hold on the specified resource. You could use this within a JOB/ENDJOB statement pair to remove
a resource hold applied at the application level. The hold would be removed for that job only.

Dropping default resources

Once default resources are turned on, every application generated by ESP uses default resources. Do not use the DROP
operand to drop ESP default resource requirements. To drop a default resource, request zero units of the resource. For
example:

RESOURCE (0,SCRTAPES)

Overriding resources versus adding resources

Unless you include the ADD operand, a RESOURCE statement overrides all preceding resource specifications, including
the default resource specification.

Specifying resources for single jobs and multiple jobs

To specify resource information for a job in an application, add a RESOURCE statement between the JOB and ENDJOB
statements. The RESOURCE statement affects only that job.

To specify resource information for a group of jobs within an application definition, add a RESOURCE statement
immediately before the JOB statement of the first job in the group. This RESOURCE statement affects all subsequent jobs
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in the application. If there are other jobs after the last job in your group, code another RESOURCE statement immediately
after the ENDJOB statement of the last job in your group. This second statement must reverse the effect of the first one.
For example, if the first statement is RESOURCE (2,CICS), code RESOURCE DROP(CICS) for the second statement.
If the first statement is RESOURCE (2, DB2) HOLD, you could code RESOURCE (2,DB2) NOHOLD or RESOURCE
DROP(DB2).

Jobs inserted into an application after it is generated do not inherit any resource requirements.

Resources in links

Links and DSTRIGs do not wait for resources; they complete as soon as their other dependencies are met.

 

NOTE

Related information

You can use the ABSORB statement to reserve a quantity of resources for jobs that require a large resource
count.

For information on specifying the relative priority of jobs within an ESP group, see the PRIORITY statement.

For information on specifying default resources, see the RESDFLT command.

For information on defining resources, see the RESDEF command.

For information on resources, see the User Guide.

 

Example: Identify a resource requirement for a job

In the following example:

• PAYJOB2 requires one unit of resource IMS. Note that the default quantity is 1.
• PAYJOB3 requires two units of resource T3480 and four units of resource SCRATCH.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB2

  RUN WORKDAYS

  REL PAYJOB3

  RESOURCE (IMS)

JOB PAYJOB3

  RUN WORKDAYS

  RESOURCE (2,T3480,4,SCRATCH)

ENDJOB

Example: Identify a resource requirement for a group of jobs

In the following example, jobs PAYJOB2 and PAYJOB3 require one unit of a resource CICS. These jobs hold the CICS
resource until they run successfully. The last RESOURCE statement drops the CICS resource requirement.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB1

  RUN WORKDAYS

  REL PAYJOB3

ENDJOB
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RESOURCE (1,CICS) HOLD

JOB PAYJOB2

  RUN WORKDAYS

JOB PAYJOB3

  RUN WORKDAYS

ENDJOB

RESOURCE DROP(CICS)

JOB PAYJOB4

  RUN WORKDAYS

ENDJOB

Example: Identify resource requirements on specific days

In the following example, PAYJOB4 requires one unit of a resource called NITESHFT, except on Fridays when resource
requirements for PAYJOB4 are dropped.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB4

  RUN WORKDAYS

  REL PAYJOB5

  RESOURCE (1,NITESHFT)

  IF TODAY('FRIDAY') THEN RESOURCE DROP(NITESHFT)

ENDJOB

Example: Add a resource requirement to the default resource for an application

In the following example, the RESOURCE statement instructs ESP to add one unit of resource CICS to the default
resource for any job within the PAYROLL application.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

RESOURCE ADD(CICS)

JOB PAYJOB5

  RUN WORKDAYS

  REL PAYJOB6

JOB PAYJOB6

  RUN WORKDAYS

  REL PAYJOB7

JOB PAYJOB7

  RUN WORKDAY

ENDJOB

In the following example, the RESOURCE statement instructs ESP not to assign the default resource called ELAPSED for
any job within the PAYROLL Application.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

RESOURCE (0,ELAPSED)

JOB PAYJOB5

  RUN WORKDAYS

  REL PAYJOB6

JOB PAYJOB6
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  RUN WORKDAYS

  REL PAYJOB7

JOB PAYJOB7

  RUN WORKDAY

ENDJOB

Example: Drop a default resource and identify a resource requirement

In the following example, the RESOURCE statement instructs ESP not to assign the default resource called ELAPSED to
PAYJOB8. PAYJOB8 requests one unit of a resource called LOWPRIO.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB8

  RUN WORKDAYS

  RESOURCE (0,ELAPSED,1,LOWPRIO)

ENDJOB

Example: Using an inverse resource request to replenish a depletable resource

In the following example, job A requests one unit of the scratch tape depletable resource.

JOB A

   RESOURCE (1,SCRATCH)

ENDJOB

Job B has an inverse resource request, so it executes when the scratch tape count drops to zero.

JOB B

   RESOURCE (¬SCRATCH)

ENDJOB 

Example: Using an inverse resource request to replenish a renewable resource

In the following example, job A requests one unit of renewable resource DB2.

JOB A

   RESOURCE (1,DB2)

ENDJOB

Job B has an inverse resource request, so it executes when the available DB2 resource drops to zero and the maximum
value (as defined in the RESDEF command) is set to zero.

JOB B

   RESOURCE (¬DB2)

ENDJOB

RESPNAME Statement: Specify an Oracle Applications Responsibility Name
The RESPNAME statement specifies an Oracle Applications responsibility name.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:
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• Oracle E-Business Suite Copy Job (OAC_JOB)
• Oracle E-Business Suite Request Set (OA_JOB)
• Oracle E-Business Suite Single Request (OA_JOB)

Syntax

RESPNAME 'responsibility_name'

responsibility_name
Specifies an Oracle Applications responsibility name.
Limits: Up to 100 characters; case-sensitive

 

NOTE

Oracle E-Business Suite Single Request or Request Set Job Notes:

• If you do not specify this statement in the job definition, a default responsibility name must be defined in the
oa.default.responsibility parameter in the agent's agentparm.txt file. Otherwise, the job fails.

• The RESPNAME statement overrides the default responsibility name specified in the agent's agentparm.txt
file.

Oracle E-Business Suite Copy Job Notes:

• To override the responsibility name specified in the existing single request, both the user name and
responsibility name are required:
– If a default user name is not specified in the oa.default.user parameter in the agent's agentparm.txt file,

you must specify the OAUSER statement in the job definition.
– If a default responsibility name is not specified in the oa.default.responsibility parameter in the agent's

agentparm.txt file, you must specify the RESPNAME statement in the job definition.
• If the user name or responsibility name is not specified in either the job definition or in the agentparm.txt file,

the job copies the user name and responsibility name from the original single request.

Example: Specify a Responsibility Name in an Oracle Applications Request Set Job

In the following example, the responsibility name for the BIS application is Business Intelligence Super User, Progress
S&L.

APPL ACC05

AGENT CYBOA

OA_JOB OAUSER.RESPON

   AFTER CHECK.REQSET1

   REQUESTSET FNDRSSUB1310

   OAUSER SYSADMIN

   RESPNAME 'Business Intelligence Super User, Progress S&L'

   APPLSHORTNAME BIS

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Override the Responsibility Name in an Oracle Applications Copy Job

Suppose that you want to copy an existing single request that is defined on Oracle Applications. In this example, the job
copies the single request with request ID 2255470 and overrides the Oracle Applications user name and responsibility
name. The children of the single request program are monitored 60 seconds after the program completes.
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OAC_JOB COPYJOB

   AGENT CYB0A

   OAUSER SYSADMIN

   RESPNAME 'System Administrator'

   REQUESTID 2255470

   CHILDMONITOR Y

   MONITORDELAY 60

ENDJOB

RETURN_DATA_TYPE Statement: Specify JDBC Data Type for a Return Value
The RETURN_DATA_TYPE statement specifies the JDBC data type for the value returned by a stored function.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the Database Stored Procedure (DBSP_JOB) job type.

Syntax

RETURN_DATA_TYPE return_type

return_type
Specifies the data type to be returned from the stored procedure.
The following table lists the supported data types for different databases. The data types listed in the database
columns are defined in the procedure definition within the database. In the job definition, use the corresponding
JDBC data type from the first column.

JDBC Data Type Valid Input Format Oracle Microsoft SQL Server DB2
CHAR Plain text CHAR CHAR CHAR
VARCHAR Plain text VARCHAR2(x)VARCHA

R(x)
VARCHAR(x) VARCHAR(x)

LONGVARCHAR  Not supported Not supported Not supported
NUMERIC Number NUMBER,NUMERIC NUMERIC NUMERIC
DECIMAL Number DECIMAL DECIMAL DECIMAL
BIT  Not supported BIT Not supported
BOOLEAN  Not supported Not supported Not supported
TINYINT  Not supported TINYINT Not supported
SMALLINT Number SMALLINT SMALLINT SMALLINT
INTEGER Number INTEGER INTEGER INTEGER
BIGINT Number Not supported BIGINT BIGINT
REAL Number

[dot Number]
REAL REAL REAL

FLOAT Number
[dot Number]

FLOAT FLOAT FLOAT

DOUBLE    DOUBLE
DATE yyyy-mm-dd DATE  DATE
DATE String (for example,

SYSDATE)
   

TIME hh:mm:ss   TIME
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TIMESTAMP yyyy-mm-dd
hh:mm:ss.fffffffff

TIMESTAMP  TIMESTAMP

NOTE

• You can run stored functions on Oracle or SQL Server using Stored Procedure jobs. The agent does not
support stored functions (also named user-defined functions) on DB2.

• RETURN is an alias of RETURN_DATA_TYPE.

 

Example: Run Stored Function that Returns Type DECIMAL

In the following example, the stored function COUNT returns type DECIMAL.

DBSP_JOB SPROC1

   AGENT CYBDB1

   STORED_PROCEDURE COUNT

   RETURN_DATA_TYPE DECIMAL

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

RETURNCLASS Statement: Specify Return Class Name
The RETURNCLASS statement specifies the Java class name of the return value in a Web Service job.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the Web Service (WEB_SERV) job type.

Syntax

RETURNCLASS return_class

return_class
Specifies the Java class name of the return value.
Limits: Up to 100 characters; case-sensitive

NOTE
Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.

Example: Specify Java Class Name of Stock Quote

Suppose that you want to invoke a web service that returns a company stock quote. The URL for the WSDL that
describes the web service and its location is http://www.webservicex.com/stockquote.asmx?WSDL. The WSDL port name
within the target namespace http://www.webserviceX.NET is StockQuoteSoap. The target endpoint address URL is http://
www.webservicex.com/stockquote.asmx. The job calls the operation GetQuote within the StockQuote web service. When
the job invokes the web service, the company's stock symbol is passed to the operation. The GetQuote operation returns
a java.lang.String object, which maps to the XML type string in the return namespace http://www.webserviceX.NET/.
When the job completes, the stock quote for CA is stored as a serialized Java object in the job's spool directory.

WEB_SERV QUOTE

   AGENT WSAGENT

   TARGETNAMESPACE http://www.webserviceX.NET/

   SERVICENAME StockQuote

   PORTNAME StockQuoteSoap
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   OPERATION GetQuote

   WSDL_URL http://www.webservicex.com/stockquote.asmx?WSDL

   ENDPOINT_URL http://www.webservicex.com/stockquote.asmx  

   PARAMETER TYPE(xsd:string) VALUE(CA)

   RETURNCLASS java.lang.String

   RETURNXML string

   RETURNNAMESPACE http://www.webserviceX.NET/          

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

RETURNNAMESPACE Statement: Specify XML Namespace
The RETURNNAMESPACE statement specifies the XML namespace for the RETURNXML statement in a Web
Service job. If you omit this statement, the return namespace defaults to the target namespace specified by the
TARGETNAMESPACE statement.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the Web Service (WEB_SERV) job type.

Syntax

RETURNNAMESPACE return_namespace

return_namespace
Specifies the XML namespace for the XML type that maps to the Java class name of the return value.
Limits: Up to 256 characters; case-sensitive

NOTE
Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.

Example: Specify Return Namespace for the XML Type of Stock Quote

Suppose that you want to invoke a web service that returns a company stock quote. The URL for the WSDL that
describes the web service and its location is http://www.webservicex.com/stockquote.asmx?WSDL. The WSDL port name
within the target namespace http://www.webserviceX.NET is StockQuoteSoap. The target endpoint address URL is http://
www.webservicex.com/stockquote.asmx. The job calls the operation GetQuote within the StockQuote web service. When
the job invokes the web service, the company's stock symbol is passed to the operation. The GetQuote operation returns
a java.lang.String object, which maps to the XML type string in the return namespace http://www.webserviceX.NET/.
When the job completes, the stock quote for CA is stored as a serialized Java object in the job's spool directory.

WEB_SERV QUOTE

   AGENT WSAGENT

   TARGETNAMESPACE http://www.webserviceX.NET/

   SERVICENAME StockQuote

   PORTNAME StockQuoteSoap

   OPERATION GetQuote

   WSDL_URL http://www.webservicex.com/stockquote.asmx?WSDL

   ENDPOINT_URL http://www.webservicex.com/stockquote.asmx  

   PARAMETER TYPE(xsd:string) VALUE(CA)

   RETURNCLASS java.lang.String

   RETURNXML string

   RETURNNAMESPACE http://www.webserviceX.NET/          

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB
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RETURNXML Statement: Specify XML Type
The RETURNXML statement specifies the XML type that maps to the RETURNCLASS statement in a Web Service job.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the Web Service (WEB_SERV) job type.

Syntax

RETURNXML XML_type

XML_type
Specifies the XML type that maps to the Java class name of the return value.
Limits: Up to 100 characters; case-sensitive

NOTE
Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.

Example: Specify XML Type of Stock Quote

Suppose that you want to invoke a web service that returns a company stock quote. The URL for the WSDL that
describes the web service and its location is http://www.webservicex.com/stockquote.asmx?WSDL. The WSDL port name
within the target namespace http://www.webserviceX.NET is StockQuoteSoap. The target endpoint address URL is http://
www.webservicex.com/stockquote.asmx. The job calls the operation GetQuote within the StockQuote web service. When
the job invokes the web service, the company's stock symbol is passed to the operation. The GetQuote operation returns
a java.lang.String object, which maps to the XML type string in the return namespace http://www.webserviceX.NET/.
When the job completes, the stock quote for CA is stored as a serialized Java object in the job's spool directory.

WEB_SERV QUOTE

   AGENT WSAGENT

   TARGETNAMESPACE http://www.webserviceX.NET/

   SERVICENAME StockQuote

   PORTNAME StockQuoteSoap

   OPERATION GetQuote

   WSDL_URL http://www.webservicex.com/stockquote.asmx?WSDL

   ENDPOINT_URL http://www.webservicex.com/stockquote.asmx  

   PARAMETER TYPE(xsd:string) VALUE(CA)

   RETURNCLASS java.lang.String

   RETURNXML string

   RETURNNAMESPACE http://www.webserviceX.NET/          

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

REXXOFF Statement: Turn Off REXX Processing
The REXXOFF statement is used to turn REXX processing off.

Type

CLANG statement.

Syntax

REXXOFF
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To add REXX expressions to ESP, you must turn REXX on and off using CLANG. CLANG is always present as the
primary command language in ESP.

NOTE

Related information

For information on turning REXX processing on, see the REXXON statement.

For information on using REXX with ESP, see the Advanced User Guide.

Example: Toggle REXX processing on/off

In the following example, REXX is turned on from ESP to generate an application consisting of 10 sequential jobs, and
then REXX is turned off.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

REXXON GEN

DO I=1 TO 10

  "JOB PAYJOB"I

    " RUN ANY"

    IF  I <> 10 THEN " RELEASE PAYJOB"I+1

  "ENDJOB"

END

REXXOFF

REXXON Statement: Turn On REXX Processing
The REXXON statement is used to turn REXX processing on by invoking the REXX interpreter. When ESP encounters a
REXXON statement, it reads the REXX procedural statements until it encounters a REXXOFF statement.

Type

CLANG statement

Syntax

REXXON [GEN|NOGEN]

       [PROC|NOPROC]

GEN
Indicates that REXX processing is active during application generation mode. This is the default. Use this option if
you are using REXX to generate your application.

NOGEN
Indicates that REXX processing is not active during application generation mode.

PROC
Indicates that REXX processing is active during application process mode. This is the default. Use this option if
you are using REXX to process you application.

NOPROC
Indicates that REXX processing is not active during application process mode.

To add REXX expressions to ESP, you must turn REXX on and off using CLANG. CLANG is always present as the
primary command language in ESP.
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You can activate REXX processing at either the generation or processing stages of an application. To invoke or suppress
REXX processing at either the generation or processing stage of an application, enter the GEN or PROC keywords after
the REXXON statement as follows:

• Type REXXON GEN PROC or REXXON to turn on REXX in the generation and processing stages of an application.
• Type REXXON GEN to turn on REXX in the generation stage only.
• Type REXXON PROC to turn on REXX in the processing stage only.

NOTE

Related information

For information on using REXX with ESP, see the Advanced User Guide.

For information on turning REXX processing off, see the REXXOFF statement.

Example: Turn REXX processing on

In the following example, REXX is turned on from ESP to send a message back to your terminal and then turned off again.

REXXON

  SAY 'THIS IS REXX SPEAKING'

REXXOFF

Example: Turn REXX processing on and returns information about a job

In the following example, ESP turns on REXX to return information about a job currently on the CSF.

REXXON

NUM=JOBONCSF('PAYJOB1','X')

SAY 'THERE ARE' NUM 'OCCURENCES OF JOB' JOBNAME()

DO I=1 TO NUM

  SAY JOBNAME() 'IS IN APPL' XAPPL.I

END

REXXOFF

Example: Turns REXX processing on to generate an application

In the following example, REXX is turned on from ESP to generate an application consisting of 10 sequential jobs.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

REXXON GEN

DO I=1 TO 10

  "JOB PAYJOB"I

    "RUN ANY"

    IF  I <> 10 THEN "RELEASE PAYJOB"I+1

  "ENDJOB"

END

REXXOFF

Example: Turns REXX processing on and defines special days

In the following example, REXX is turned on from ESP to read each line of a data set containing dates and then issue the
DEPSPEC command for the specified dates.
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REXXON

"ALLOCX DA('CYB01.DATES') F(MYINDD) SH"

if rc \= 0 then

 do

  "REEXEC IN(1)"

 "EXIT"

 end

address MVS "EXECIO * DISKR MYINDD (STEM LINE. FINIS"

do i=1 to line.0

  Date=line.i

  "ESP DEFSPEC PAY_DAY ON("Date") CAL(PAYROLL)"

end

FREEX FILE(MYINDD)"

REXXOFF

RFCDEST Statement: Specify SAP Destination
The RFCDEST statement specifies the SAP destination as specified in the connection properties file.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Batch Input Session (BDC_JOB)
• Business Warehouse InfoPackage (BWIP_JOB)
• Business Warehouse Process Chain (BWPC_JOB)
• SAP Data Archiving (SAPA_JOB)
• SAP Event Monitor (SAPE _JOB)
• SAP Process Monitor (SAPM_JOB)
• SAP R/3 (SAP_JOB)

Syntax

RFCDEST destination

destination
Specifies the destination for the RFC connection and gateway information for an SAP R/3 system. This is the
destination specified in the connection properties file during installation.
Limits: Up to 20 valid SAP characters; case-sensitive

NOTE
Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.

Example: Specify the SAP Destination

In this example, the job will run at SAP destination CTR3.

APPL SAPTEST

SAP_JOB SAPTEST

   RFCDEST CTR3

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   SAPUSER J01PROD

   RUN DAILY

   ABAPNAME BTCTEST

      VARIANT TEST
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      RECIPIENT IndyFinney

ENDJOB

RMI_JOB Statement: Start an RMI Job Definition
The RMI_JOB statement starts an RMI job definition in an application. You can define an RMI job to call a method on a
remote server and store the method's output.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for
Application Services.

Syntax

For this statement, refer to the JOB statement syntax.

NOTE

• RJ is the short form of RMI_JOB.
• To schedule RMI jobs, you must load the workload object module CYBESORJ. Load CYBESORJ with the

WOBDEF command or with the WOBDEF initialization parameter.

Required Statements

To define an RMI job, you must define the following statements:

• AGENT (at the workload object or the application level)
• METHOD
• REMOTECLASSNAME

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for an RMI job:

• DESTINATION
• JOBCLASS
• PARAMETER

Example: Define a Job to Start a Remote Server Immediately

Suppose that you want to invoke a method that starts a remote server using remote object activation. You want the server
to start immediately.

RMI_JOB START

   AGENT APPAGENT

   REMOTECLASSNAME rmi://remotehost/Test

   METHOD startserver

   PARAMETER TYPE(String) VALUE(now)            

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

ROUTE Statement: Insert Route Statements
The ROUTE statement is used to insert a /*ROUTE statement in a job's JCL. This routes a job to a different node for
execution.

Type

ESP application statement
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Syntax

ROUTE XEQ (nodename)

nodename
Indicates a one to eight character JES node name to which this job is routed for execution.

If you use the ROUTE statement to route a job to another JES node, you should ensure there is tracking data being sent
between the two nodes. Check with your ESP system administrator before using this feature.

Another method for routing jobs to other nodes is to use ESP Resources. Using this feature, ESP automatically inserts the
appropriate routing information to ensure jobs are routed to the required JES node.

NOTE

Related information

For information on routing jobs to other JES nodes, see the Advanced User Guide.

For information on routing jobs to other JES nodes using ESP Resources, see the User Guide.

For information on inter-system tracking, see the TP Server Installation and User Guide.

Example: Routes job to another JES node

In the following example, ESP adds a /*ROUTE card to the JCL it submits for PAYJOB2 to route it to NODE2.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB1

  RUN DAILY

  REL PAYJOB3

JOB PAYJOB2

  RUN DAILY

  REL PAYJOB3

  ROUTE XEQ(NODE2)

JOB PAYJOB3

  RUN DAILY

  RELCOUNT 1

ENDJOB

RUNCONTROLARGS Statement: Specify Run Control Arguments for a
PeopleSoft Run Control Table
The RUNCONTROLARGS statement specifies the run control arguments for a run control table on the PeopleSoft
system. You can use this statement with the RUNCONTROLTABLE statement to add parameters to the run control table.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the PeopleSoft (PS_JOB) job type.

Syntax

RUNCONTROLARGS argument|'argument,argument...'

argument
Specifies a run control argument to add to the run control table.
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Limits: Case-sensitive

NOTE

• If you specify a single argument containing spaces, enclose it in single quotation marks.
• You can specify multiple arguments. Separate each argument with a comma and enclose the entire list of

arguments in single quotes.
• The entire value can be up to 4078 characters.
• If the number of values specified in the RUNCONTROLARGS statement is less than the number of columns

in the corresponding run control table, the agent populates the remaining columns with default values. The
default value for strings is a space. The default value for all other data types is null.

• To indicate default values will be used, you can optionally add a comma at the end of the statement, for
example:

RUNCONTROLARGS 'BI_WF_0001,0,O,N,0,N,'

• If an argument cannot be updated with a default value, the job fails with an exception. For example, the job
can fail if the database does not allow a null value within the table.
Oracle date values are processed using the to_date() function. For example, for the argument value
26-07-2009, the agent invokes to_date('26-07-2009','DD-MM-YYYY HH24:MI:SS') and "2009-07-26
00:00:00.0" is inserted into the run control table.

Example: Specify the Run Control Arguments

In this example, the RUNCONTROLARGS statement specifies the run control arguments for run control table
PS_AEREQUESTTBL. The job inserts a new row in the run control table PS_AEREQUESTTBL with data from the run
control arguments.

PS_JOB PS_PARAMS

   RUN DAILY

   AGENT PSAGENT

   PROCESSNAME XYZ

   PROCESSTYPE 'Application Engine'

   PSOPRID VP1

   RUNCONTROLID test

   RUNCONTROLTABLE PS_AEREQUESTTBL

   RUNCONTROLARGS 'BI_WF_0001,0,O,N,0,N,,b\,sysdate'

ENDJOB

The run control arguments correspond to columns in run control table PS_AEREQUESTTBL as follows:

Column Value
AE_APPLID BI_WF_0001
CURTEMPINSTANCE 0
PROCESS_FREQUENCY O
AE_PROCESS_STATUS N
PROCESS_INSTANCE 0
PROCESS_ORIG N
LAST_RUN_DTM null
MARKET b\
ASOF_DT 2007-07-10 14:30:00
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RUNCONTROLID Statement: Specify PeopleSoft Run Parameters
The RUNCONTROLID statement specifies a set of PeopleSoft run parameters for a given PeopleSoft process.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the PeopleSoft (PS_JOB) job type.

Syntax

RUNCONTROLID control_id

control_id
Specifies the value assigned to the run control identifier. This value corresponds to the Run Control ID field in
PeopleSoft.
Limits: Up to 30 characters; case-sensitive
Example: FLOOR8_COLOR
Note: In PeopleSoft, some processes spawn children using the CreateProcessRequest PeopleCode function.
PeopleSoft may mark the parent process as a successful completion even if one or more of its children fail. If you
want the agent to check the status of children when determining the completion status of the parent, add ".*" to
the end of the Run Control ID, for example, PS_ALL.*.

NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• If you do not specify this statement in the job definition, a default run control ID must be defined in the

ps.default.runCntlId parameter in the agent's agentparm.txt file. Otherwise, the job fails.
• The RUNCONTROLID statement overrides the default run control ID specified in the agent's agentparm.txt

file.

Example: Specify a Run Control ID

In this example, PS_ALL is the run control ID.

PS_JOB PAYROLL

   RUN DAILY

   AGENT PS_TOR

   PROCESSNAME PSQUERY

   PROCESSTYPE 'Application Engine'

   RUNCONTROLID PS_ALL

ENDJOB

Example: Check Children Status

In this example, PAYDATA completes successfully if process AEMINITEST and all of its children complete successfully.

PS_JOB PAYDATA

   AGENT PS_AGENT

   PROCESSNAME AEMINITEST

   PROCESSTYPE 'Application Engine'

   PSOPRID VP1

   RUNCONTROLID HDL8010.*

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB
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RUNCONTROLTABLE Statement: Specify PeopleSoft Run Control Table Name
The RUNCONTROLTABLE statement specifies the name of the table that contains the run control parameters for a
PeopleSoft process. You can use this statement with the RUNCONTROLARGS statement to add parameters to the run
control table.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the PeopleSoft (PS_JOB) job type.

Syntax

RUNCONTROLTABLE control_table

control_table
Specifies the name of the table that contains the run parameters for a given PeopleSoft process.
Limits: Up to 100 characters; case-sensitive
Example: PS_AEREQUESTTBL

NOTE
Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.

Example: Specify the PeopleSoft Run Control Table Name

In this example, the RUNCONTROLTABLE statement specifies the name of the run control table that contains the run
control parameters for the XYZ process. The job inserts a new row in the run control table PS_AEREQUESTTBL with data
from the run control arguments.

PS_JOB PS_PARAMS

   RUN DAILY

   AGENT PSAGENT

   PROCESSNAME XYZ

   PROCESSTYPE 'Application Engine'

   PSOPRID VP1

   RUNCONTROLID test

   RUNCONTROLTABLE PS_AEREQUESTTBL

   RUNCONTROLARGS 'BI_WF_0001,0,O,N,0,N,,b\,sysdate'

ENDJOB

The columns in run control table PS_AEREQUESTTBL correspond to the run control arguments as follows:

Column Value
AE_APPLID BI_WF_0001
CURTEMPINSTANCE 0
PROCESS_FREQUENCY O
AE_PROCESS_STATUS N
PROCESS_INSTANCE 0
PROCESS_ORIG N
LAST_RUN_DTM null
MARKET b\
ASOF_DT 2007-07-10 14:30:00
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RUN Statement: Identify Schedule Frequency
Defines the schedule frequency for a job. You can have multiple RUN statements for the same job.

Type

Application statement

Syntax

RUN {criteria | REF expression}

criteria
The schedule criteria must resolve to a single date and time when the application is generated. Refer to the User
Guide for information about how to specify valid criteria.

expression
The RUN REF expression can include simple or qualified job names and any valid CLANG terms, such as
variable names or function references, for example, the TODAY() function.

Using RUN statements

For ESP to select a job for submission, a RUN, SELECT, PREREQ, POSTREQ, or COREQ statement is required.

If you use scheduling term EVERY with the RUN statement, you can only specify time units of DAYS or WEEKS.

The RUN statement cannot be used in conjunction with these scheduling terms: UNTIL, ENDING, TOMORROW, and
YESTERDAY. The schedule criteria must resolve to a single date and time when the application is generated.

If a job has a time dependency for submission, you must use either an EARLYSUB or a DELAYSUB statement. The
statement RUN 5PM DAILY is not valid.

Use the NORUN statement to cause a job not to be scheduled. When both RUN and NORUN statements for a job are
encountered, the last one that applies overrides. Normally, the NORUN statement should follow a RUN statement.

RUN statements are used within the scope of a JOB statement. You can look at a job definition and see the schedule
frequency for the job. Many criteria can be handled with RUN statements without the need for using IF TODAY type logic.

Using RUN REF statements

Use RUN REF to establish the scheduling criteria of a job relative to other jobs instead of declaring the scheduling criteria
explicitly.

RUN REF defers processing until after the following occurs:

• The procedure has been completely read.
• RESOLVE processing has been performed.

However, RUN REF processes before INHERIT processing.

The reference string can be complex, using nested expressions with AND, OR and NOT. Circular references will be
detected and cause the application not to be generated.

RUN REF can be used to reference the scheduling criteria for any job, either in the same application or across
applications.

Handling references across applications

RUN REF can refer to a job defined as external within the current application. If this job has explicit selection statements
(RUN or SELECT), then the reference will be resolved based on those. Otherwise, ESP will have to find out whether the
external job is in the SADGEN file. This is done via RESOLVE processing, using SADGEN data.

To reference a job where scheduling criteria is in another application, you must:
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• Run a SADGEN report
• Issue the SADLINK command unless the SADLINK parameter is specified in the initialization parameters
• Issue the SADLOAD command
• Specify RESOLVE in the application containing the RUN REF statement
• Define jobs as EXTERNAL in the application containing the RUN REF statement.

We recommend that you use the SCHEDULED statement, for example, SCHEDULED ('TODAY'), to select the specific job
you want. RESOLVE will find any instance of the job in the SADGEN file unless you narrow the scope of the search with
the SCHEDULED statement. An alternative is to run SADGEN more often, for a more limited time range.

 

NOTE

Related information

For information on applications, see the User Guide.

For information on specifying schedule criteria, see the User Guide.

For information on selecting jobs for submission, see the SELECT, POSTREQ, PREREQ, and COREQ
statements.

For information on deselecting jobs for submission, see the NORUN and DESELECT statements.

For information on handling references across applications, see

• Resolving External dependencies in the Advanced User Guide.
• The SADGEN, SADLINK, and SADLOAD commands
• The RESOLVE statement
• The User Guide, specifically the reference to the SADGEN command

Example: Scheduling a Windows job for submission

Schedules PAYJOB1 running on a Windows Agent for submission on workdays.

APPL PAYROLL

NT_JOB PAYJOB1

  AGENT NT_NY

  CMDNAME c:\pay\data\payrpt.exe

  RUN WORKDAYS

ENDJOB

Example: Scheduling multiple UNIX jobs for submission

Schedules PAYJOB2 for submission every day and PAYJOB3 for submission on Fridays.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

UNIX_JOB PAYJOB2

  AGENT UNIX_NY

  RUN DAILY

  SCRIPTNAME /pay/data/payjob

  REL PAYJOB3

ENDJOB

NT_JOB PAYJOB3

  AGENT NT_NY

  RUN FRIDAY
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  CMDNAME c:\padatpayrpt.ext

ENDJOB

Example: Scheduling a job for submission on Mondays, not first workday of month

Schedules PAYJOB5 for submission on Mondays, except if Monday is the first workday of the month.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB5

  RUN MONDAY

  NORUN 1ST WORKDAY OF MONTH

ENDJOB

Example: Scheduling a job for submission if today is the last workday of the month, not last workday of week

Schedules PAYJOB6 for submission if today is the last workday of the month, but not if it is the last workday of the week.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB6

  IF TODAY('LAST WORKDAY OF MONTH') AND -

     TODAY('NOT LAST WORKDAY OF WEEK') THEN RUN TODAY

ENDJOB

Example: Scheduling a job for submission on the 5th day of each month

Schedules PAYJOB7 for submission on the 5th day of each month. If the 5th day of the month is not a workday, schedules
PAYJOB7 for submission on the first workday after the 5th day of the month.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB7

  RUN 5TH DAY OF MONTH PLUS 0 WORKDAYS

ENDJOB

Example: Scheduling a job for submission every 14 days after January 1st, 2000, except holidays

Schedules PAYJOB8 for submission every 14 days, after January 1st, 2000, except if it is a holiday.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB8

  RUN EVERY 14 DAYS STARTING JAN 1ST 2000 EXCEPT HOLIDAYS

ENDJOB

Example: Scheduling a job for submission last day of the month if not Sunday

Schedules PAYJOB9 for submission on the last day of the month, if the last day of the month is not the last Sunday of the
month. If the last day of the month is the last Sunday of the month, then PAYJOB9 is selected for submission on the last
Saturday of the month.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'
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GENTIME A LAST DAY OF MONTH STARTING TODAY

GENTIME B LAST SUN OF MONTH STARTING TODAY

GENTIME C LAST SAT OF MONTH STARTING TODAY

JOB PAYJOB9

  IF %ADATE NE %BDATE THEN -

    RUN %ADATE

  ELSE -

    RUN %CDATE

ENDJOB

Example: Scheduling a job for submission if an external job runs

Job A runs only if the external job B runs. The RESOLVE statement points ESP to the SADGEN data set loaded by the
SADLOAD command. ESP refers to job B of application AP2 in the SADGEN data set and uses the information in that
application for selecting job A.

APPL AP1

RESOLVE SAD01

JOB A

  RUN REF B

  …

ENDJOB

JOB B EXTERNAL APPL(AP2)

ENDJOB

Example: Scheduling a job for submission if one of two other jobs run and if today is the last workday of the
month

Job B runs only if job A or job C are running, and if today is the last workday of the month.

APPL AP1

JOB A

  RUN 1st WORKDAY OF EACH WEEK

  …

ENDJOB

JOB B

    RUN REF (A OR C) AND TODAY('LAST WORKDAY OF MONTH') 

  …

ENDJOB

JOB C

  RUN 3RD - LAST WORKDAY OF EACH WEEK

  …

ENDJOB

Example: Scheduling a jobs for submission if external jobs are run today

Jobs X, Y, and Z run only if jobs JOB1, JOB2, and JOB3 run today. JOB1, JOB2, and JOB3 are part of other applications.
Note, the SCHEDULED ('TODAY') statement selects only today's jobs even if SADGEN is issued for a time range longer
than a day.

APPL ABC

RESOLVE SADXYZ

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL'
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JOB X

RUN REF JOB1

RELEASE Y

ENDJOB

 

JOB Y

RUN REF JOB2

RELEASE Z

ENDJOB

 

JOB Z

RUN REF JOB3

ENDJOB

 

JOB1 EXTERNAL SCHEDULED('TODAY')

JOB2 EXTERNAL SCHEDULED('TODAY')

JOB3 EXTERNAL SCHEDULED('TODAY')

Example: Scheduling a job for submission if two external jobs run with one of these jobs being dependent on an
external job

Job A in AP1 refers to job B in AP2. Job B in AP2 refers in turn to job C in AP3. The RUN REF statement in AP1 will be
evaluated as if job C in AP3 was selected. It is necessary for job A to reference job C directly; thus, job A in AP1 has a
direct reference to job C in AP3 because indirect reference through job B in AP2 cannot be evaluated correctly based on
SADGEN data.

APPL AP1

RESOLVE SAD01

JOB A

  RUN REF B AND C

  …

ENDJOB

JOB B  EXTERNAL

JOB C  EXTERNAL

 

APPL AP2

RESOLVE SAD01

JOB B

  RUN REF C AND D

  …

ENDJOB

JOB C  EXTERNAL

JOB D

  RUN 1ST WEEK OF MONTH

  …

ENDJOB

 

APPL AP3

JOB C

  RUN FRIDAY

  …

ENDJOB
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SAP_JOB Statement: Start an SAP R/3 Job Definition
The SAP_JOB statement starts an SAP R/3 job definition in an application. You can define an SAP R/3 job to schedule an
SAP R/3 job on your SAP system.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for SAP.

Syntax

For this statement, refer to the JOB statement syntax.

NOTE

• SP is the short form of SAP_JOB.
• To schedule SAP R/3 jobs, you must load the workload object module CYBESOSP. Load CYBESOSP with

the WOBDEF command or with the WOBDEF initialization parameter.

Required Statements

To define an SAP R/3 job, you must specify the following statements:

• ABAPNAME
• AGENT (at the workload object or the application level)

NOTE
ABAPNAME is not required if you use the JOBCOPY statement to copy an existing SAP job.

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for an SAP R/3 job:
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• ARCCLIENT
• ARCCONNECT
• ARCDATE
• ARCDOCCLASS
• ARCDOCTYPE
• ARCFORMAT
• ARCHOSTLINK
• ARCINFO
• ARCMODE
• ARCOBJTYPE
• ARCPATH
• ARCPRINTER
• ARCPROTOCOL
• ARCREPORT
• ARCSERVICE
• ARCSTORAGE
• ARCTEXT
• ARCUSER
• ARCVERSION
• BANNER
• BANNERPAGE
• CHILDMONITOR
• COLUMNS
• EMAILADDR
• EXPIRATION
• FAILUREMSG
• JOBCOPY
• LANGUAGE
• LINES
• PRINTCOPIES
• PRINTCOVER
• PRINTDATASET
• PRINTDEPARTMENT
• PRINTDEST
• PRINTFOOTER
• PRINTFORMAT
• PRINTHOSTPAGE
• PRINTIMMED
• PRINTNEWSPOOL
• PRINTPRIORITY
• PRINTPW
• PRINTREL
• PRINTREQTYPE
• PRINTSPOOLNAME
• PUTINOUTBOX
• RECIPIENT
• RECIPIENTBCC
• RECIPIENTCC
• RECIPIENTEXPRESS
• RECIPIENTFORWARD
• RECIPIENTPRINT
• RECIPIENTTYPE
• RFCDEST
• SAPCLIENT
• SAPEMAILADDR
• SAPFAILUREMSG
• SAPJOBCLASS
• SAPJOBNAME
• SAPLANGUAGE
• SAPSUCCESSMSG
• SAPTARGETSYSTEM
• SAPUSER
• SPOOLRECIPIENT
• STARTMODE
• STEPUSER
• SUCCESSMSG
• VARIANT
• WEBPOSTING
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Example: Run an ABAP on the SAP System

In this example, the SAP job SAPTEST runs the ABAP BTCTEST on the SAP system.

APPL SAPTEST

SAP_JOB SAPTEST

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   ABAPNAME BTCTEST

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

SAPA_JOB Statement: Start an SAP Data Archiving Job Definition
The SAPA_JOB statement starts an SAP Data Archiving job definition in an application. You can define an SAP Data
Archiving job to store information described in an SAP Archiving Object into an SAP data archive.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for SAP.

Syntax

For this statement, refer to the JOB statement syntax.

NOTE

• SA is the short form of SAPA_JOB.
• To schedule SAP Data Archiving jobs, you must load the workload object module CYBESOSA. Load

CYBESOSA with the WOBDEF command or with the WOBDEF initialization parameter.

Required Statements

To define an SAP Data Archiving job, you must specify the following statements:

• AGENT (at the workload object or the application level)
• ARCMODE
• ARCOBJNAME
• ARCOBJVARIANT
• PRINTDEST

NOTE
If you set the archiving mode to 'ARCHIVE' or 'BOTH' in the ARCMODE statement, the ARCDOCTYPE,
ARCINFO, and ARCOBJTYPE statements are also required.

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for an SAP Data Archiving job:
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• ARCCLIENT
• ARCCONNECT
• ARCDATE
• ARCDOCCLASS
• ARCDOCTYPE
• ARCFORMAT
• ARCHOSTLINK
• ARCINFO
• ARCOBJTYPE
• ARCPATH
• ARCPRINTER
• ARCPROTOCOL
• ARCREPORT
• ARCSERVICE
• ARCSTORAGE
• ARCTEXT
• ARCUSER
• ARCVERSION
• BANNER
• BANNERPAGE
• CHILDMONITOR
• COLUMNS
• EXPIRATION
• LINES
• PRINTCOPIES
• PRINTCOVER
• PRINTDATASET
• PRINTDEPARTMENT
• PRINTFOOTER
• PRINTFORMAT
• PRINTHOSTPAGE
• PRINTIMMED
• PRINTNEWSPOOL
• PRINTPRIORITY
• PRINTPW
• PRINTREL
• PRINTREQTYPE
• PRINTSPOOLNAME
• RECIPIENT
• RFCDEST
• SAPCLIENT
• SAPLANUGAGE
• SAPTARGETSYSTEM
• SAPUSER

Example: Define an SAP Data Archiving Job
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In this example, the SAP Data Archiving job DATEST uses the archiving object BC_ARCHIVE and the archiving object
variant BC_ARCVARIANT defined on the SAP system.

APPL DATEST

SAPA_JOB DATEST

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   ARCMODE PRINT

   PRINTDEST LP01

   ARCOBJNAME 'BC_ARCHIVE'

   ARCOBJVARIANT 'BC_ARCVARIANT'

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

SAPCLIENT Statement: Specify SAP Client
The SAPCLIENT statement specifies the SAP client within the SAP system.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Batch Input Session (BDC_JOB)
• Business Warehouse InfoPackage (BWIP_JOB)
• Business Warehouse Process Chain (BWPC_JOB)
• SAP Data Archiving (SAPA_JOB)
• SAP Event Monitor (SAPE _JOB)
• SAP Process Monitor (SAPM_JOB)
• SAP R/3 (SAP_JOB)

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

SAPCLIENT client_number

client_number
Specifies the client within the SAP system. The value corresponds to the General data, Target server field on the
Define Background Job dialog.
Limits: Up to three digits

NOTE

• Your agent administrator can specify a default setting for all SAP jobs by setting the jco.client.client property
in the connection properties file for the SAP system.

• The SAPCLIENT statement overrides the default setting specified in the jco.client.client property in the
connection properties file for the SAP system.

Example: Specify the Client Within the SAP System

In this example, the SAP client within the SAP system is 850.

APPL SAPTEST

SAP_JOB SAPTEST

   SAPCLIENT 850

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT
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   SAPUSER J01PROD

   RUN DAILY

   ABAPNAME BTCTEST

      VARIANT TEST

ENDJOB

SAPE_JOB Statement: Start an SAP Event Monitor Job Definition
The SAPE_JOB statement starts an SAP Event Monitor job definition in an application. You can define an SAP Event
Monitor job to schedule workload based on the activity of an SAP event or trigger an SAP event at the appropriate time in
your schedule.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for SAP.

Syntax

For this statement, refer to the JOB statement syntax.

NOTE

• BE is the short form of SAPE_JOB.
• To schedule SAP Event Monitor jobs, you must load the workload object module CYBESOBE. Load

CYBESOBE with the WOBDEF command or with the WOBDEF initialization parameter.

Required Statements

To define an SAP Event Monitor job, you must specify the following statements:

• AGENT (at the workload object or the application level)
• EVENT

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for an SAP Event Monitor job:

• RFCDEST
• SAPCLIENT
• SAPLANGUAGE
• SAPUSER

Example: Monitor for SAP Event

In this example, the SAP event SAPEvent is monitored.

APPL EMTEST

SAPE_JOB EMTEST

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   EVENT 'SAPEvent' REGISTER

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Trigger SAP Event

In this example, the SAP event SAPEvent is triggered.

APPL EMTEST

SAPE_JOB EMTEST
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   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   EVENT 'SAPEvent' TRIGGER

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

SAPEMAILADDR Statement: Email SAP Spool File Upon Job Completion/Failure
The SAPEMAILADDR statement emails a copy of the SAP spool file to the specified addresses upon job completion or
failure.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Batch Input Session (BDC_JOB)
• SAP R/3 (SAP_JOB)

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

SAPEMAILADDR address |'address,address,...'

address
Specifies the email address of a recipient on a distribution list. The value corresponds to the General data, Spool
list recipient button on the Define Background Job dialog.
Limits: Up to 256 valid SAP characters; case-sensitive
Note: To specify multiple email addresses, separate each address with a comma and enclose the entire list of
addresses in single quotation marks.

NOTE
In an SAP R/3 job, you can also use the EMAILADDR statement to email the spool file upon step completion or
failure.

Example: Email Spool File Upon Job Completion or Failure

In this example, jsmith and djones will receive spool output for the SAP job SAPTEST.

APPL SAPTEST

SAP_JOB SAPTEST

   SAPEMAILADDR 'jsmith@company1.com,djones@company1.com'

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   SAPUSER J01PRO

   RUN DAILY

   ABAPNAME BTCTEST

      VARIANT TEST

ENDJOB

SAPFAILUREMSG Statement: Specify Failure Message for SAP Job
The SAPFAILUREMSG statement specifies a string that indicates the failure of a job. If the string is found in the job's
spool file, the job is considered failed.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:
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• Batch Input Session (BDC_JOB)
• SAP R/3 (SAP_JOB)

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

SAPFAILUREMSG 'message'

message
Specifies a string that indicates the job failed. If the string is found in the job's spool file, the job is considered
failed even if the job succeeds on the SAP system.
Limits: Up to 128 valid SAP characters; case-sensitive

Example: Specify Failure Message for a Job

In this example, ESP will treat the job as failed if the string 'Internal problem' is found in the SAP job log or the SAP spool
output.

APPL SAPTEST

SAP_JOB SAPTEST

   SAPFAILUREMSG 'Internal problem'

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   SAPUSER J01PROD

   RUN DAILY

   ABAPNAME BTCTEST

      VARIANT TEST

ENDJOB

SAPJOBCLASS Statement: Specify SAP Job Class
The SAPJOBCLASS statement specifies the SAP system job class the job will run under.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Batch Input Session (BDC_JOB)
• SAP R/3 (SAP_JOB)

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

SAPJOBCLASS class

class
Specifies a valid SAP system job class. The value corresponds to the General data, Job class field on the Define
Background Job dialog.
Limits: Up to one alphabetic character

NOTE
The SAP job class can be updated after the job has been submitted. For more information, see the W CSF
commands in the WA Agent for SAP Solutions Guide to Scheduling Workload.

Example: Specify an SAP System Job Class

In this example, the SAPTEST job runs under the SAP system job class C.
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APPL SAPTEST

SAP_JOB SAPTEST

   SAPJOBCLASS C

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   SAPUSER J01PROD

   RUN DAILY

   ABAPNAME BTCTEST

      VARIANT TEST

ENDJOB

SAPJOBNAME Statement: Specify SAP Job Name
The SAPJOBNAME statement specifies the SAP job name that identifies the workload to the SAP system. If you omit this
statement, the default is the name specified in the SAP_JOB statement.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Batch Input Session (BDC_JOB)
• Business Warehouse InfoPackage (BWIP_JOB)
• SAP R/3 (SAP_JOB)

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

SAPJOBNAME job_name

job_name
Specifies the SAP job name used for the SAP workload. The value corresponds to the General data, Job name
field on the Define Background Job dialog.
Limits: Up to 32 valid SAP characters; case-sensitive

NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• JOBNAME is an alias of SAPJOBNAME.

Example: Specify an SAP Job Name

In this example, prodrun1 is the direct specification of the SAPJOBNAME statement. Single quotes are not required
because the SAP job name prodrun1 contains no blanks or delimiters.

APPL SAPTEST

SAP_JOB SAPTEST

   SAPJOBNAME prodrun1

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   SAPUSER J01PROD

   RUN DAILY

   ABAPNAME BTCTEST

      VARIANT TEST

ENDJOB

Example: Specify an SAP Job Name That Contains Blanks and Other Characters
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In this example, Today's Work is the direct specification of the SAPJOBNAME statement. The SAP job name Today's
Work requires single quotes enclosing the job name because it contains both a space and a single quote. It also requires
that the embedded single quote be duplicated.

APPL SAPTEST

SAP_JOB SAPTEST

   SAPJOBNAME 'Today''s Work'

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   SAPUSER J01PROD

   RUN DAILY

   ABAPNAME BTCTEST

      VARIANT TEST

ENDJOB

 

SAPLANGUAGE Statement: Specify SAP Language for Login
The SAPLANGUAGE statement specifies the language used to log on to an SAP system.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Batch Input Session (BDC_JOB)
• Business Warehouse InfoPackage (BWIP_JOB)
• Business Warehouse Process Chain (BWPC_JOB)
• SAP Data Archiving (SAPA_JOB)
• SAP Event Monitor (SAPE _JOB)
• SAP Process Monitor (SAPM_JOB)
• SAP R/3 (SAP_JOB)

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

SAPLANGUAGE language

language
Specifies an alphabetic character representing a valid language for SAP. The value corresponds to the SAPGUI
ABAP program Variant field on the Create Step dialog.
Limits: Up to two characters; case-sensitive
Examples: EN=English, D=German, R=Russian

NOTE
The default is the SAP system language.

Example: Specify Language Used to Log on to an SAP System

In this example, English will be used when SAPTEST runs.

APPL SAPTEST

SAP_JOB SAPTEST

   SAPLANGUAGE EN

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   SAPUSER J01PROD
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   RUN DAILY

   ABAPNAME BTCTEST

      VARIANT TEST

ENDJOB

SAPM_JOB Statement: Start an SAP Process Monitor Job Definition
The SAPM_JOB statement starts an SAP Process Monitor job definition in an application. You can define a Process
Monitor job to monitor for a specific SAP process status and end after detecting a process. You can also use Process
Monitor jobs to set up predecessor or dependent job relationships with other jobs or SAP processes.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for SAP.

Syntax

For this statement, refer to the JOB statement syntax.

NOTE

• SL is the short form of SAPM_JOB.
• To schedule SAP Process Monitor jobs, you must load the workload object module CYBESOSL. Load

CYBESOSL with the WOBDEF command or with the WOBDEF initialization parameter.

Required Statements

To define an SAP Process Monitor job, you must specify the following statements:

• AGENT (at the workload object or the application level)
• PROCESSMONITOR

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for an SAP Process Monitor job:

• ABAPNAME
• RFCDEST
• SAPCLIENT
• SAPLANGUAGE
• SAPTARGETSYSTEM
• SAPUSER

Example: Monitor for SAP Process Status

In this example, the Process Monitor job PMTEST monitors for the SAP process status Running.

APPL PMTEST

SAPM_JOB PMTEST

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   PROCESSMONITOR STATUS(RUNNING)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

SAPSUCCESSMSG Statement: Specify Success Message for SAP Job
The SAPSUCCESSMSG statement specifies a string that indicates the success of the job. If the string is found in the job's
spool file, the job is considered successful.
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Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Batch Input Session (BDC_JOB)
• SAP R/3 (SAP_JOB)

SAPSUCCESSMSG 'message'

message
Specifies a string that indicates the success of the job. If the string is found in the spool file of the SAP job, the job
is considered successfully completed even if the job fails on the SAP system.
Limits: Up to 128 valid SAP characters; case-sensitive

Example: Specify Success Message for a Job

In this example, if the SAP job SAPTEST fails, ESP will treat the job as successful if the string Program Selections is
found in the SAP job log.

APPL SAPTEST

SAP_JOB SAPTEST

   SAPSUCCESSMSG 'Program Selections'

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   SAPUSER J01PROD

   RUN DAILY

   ABAPNAME BTCTEST

      VARIANT TEST

ENDJOB

SAPTARGETSYSTEM Statement: Specify SAP Application Server
The SAPTARGETSYSTEM specifies the name of the SAP system application server where the SAP job is to run. If you
omit this statement, the SAP system will select an application server based on available resources.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Batch Input Session (BDC_JOB)
• SAP Data Archiving (SAPA_JOB)
• SAP Process Monitor (SAPM _JOB)
• SAP R/3 (SAP_JOB)

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

SAPTARGETSYSTEM application_server

application_server
Specifies the host computer within the SAP system architecture that is capable of running SAP system workload.
Limits: Up to 32 valid SAP characters; case-sensitive

NOTE
Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.

Example: Specify the SAP System Application Server
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In this example, ABAPNAME BTCTEST will run at SAP system tst005 regardless of destination properties file entries.

APPL SAPTEST

SAP_JOB SAPTEST

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   SAPUSER J01PROD

   RUN DAILY

   ABAPNAME BTCTEST

      VARIANT TEST

      SAPTARGETSYSTEM tst005

ENDJOB

SAPUSER Statement: Specify RFC Logon for SAP System User
The SAPUSER statement specifies the RFC logon for the SAP system user the ABAP runs under. When the SAPUSER
statement is used, it overrides the SAP user specified in the connection properties file.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Batch Input Session (BDC_JOB)
• Business Warehouse InfoPackage (BWIP_JOB)
• Business Warehouse Process Chain (BWPC_JOB)
• SAP Data Archiving (SAPA_JOB)
• SAP Event Monitor (SAPE _JOB)
• SAP Process Monitor (SAPM_JOB)
• SAP R/3 (SAP_JOB)

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

SAPUSER username

username
Specifies the name of the user the job runs under. The value corresponds to the SAPGUI User field on the Create
Step dialog.
Limits: Up to 32 valid SAP characters; case-sensitive; it cannot contain delimiters (such as spaces)

NOTE

• If you do not specify the SAP system user using the SAPUSER statement, note the following:
– The ABAP started by the job runs with the authority of the SAP user defined in the connection properties

file for the SAP system. You can override this behavior with the STEPUSER statement.
– The agent administrator must define the jco.client.user and jco.client.passwd properties in the connection

properties file for the SAP system. For more information on the connection properties file, see the WA
Agent for SAP Implementation Guide.

• If you specify the SAPUSER statement in the job definition, you must define the password using the
PASSWORD command.

Example: Specify the User ID the Job Runs Under

In this example, because STEPUSER is not specified in the ABAP definition, BTCTEST will run under the authority of user
ID USERXXX01.
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APPL SAPTEST

SAP_JOB SAPTEST

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   SAPUSER USERXX01

   RUN DAILY

   ABAPNAME BTCTEST

      VARIANT TEST

      SAPTARGETSYSTEM tst005

ENDJOB

Example: Run a Job Under the Default User ID

In this example, there is no SAPUSER or STEPUSER statement. The job will run under the authority of the default user ID
specified in connection properties file.

APPL SAPTEST

SAP_JOB SAPTEST

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   RUN DAILY

   ABAPNAME BTCTEST

      VARIANT TEST

      SAPTARGETSYSTEM tst005

ENDJOB

SAVEOUTPUT Statement: Specify Whether to Save Output from an Oracle E-
Business Suite Job
The SAVEOUTPUT statement specifies whether to save the output from an Oracle E-Business Suite Single Request or a
Request Set job.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Oracle E-Business Suite Request Set (OA_JOB)
• Oracle E-Business Suite Single Request (OA_JOB)

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

SAVEOUTPUT Y|N

Y
Saves output from an Oracle Applications program. In Oracle Applications, this option is specified as a request
definition option and corresponds to selecting the Save all Output Files check box of the Upon Completion dialog.

N
Does not save output from an Oracle Applications program. In Oracle Applications, this option is specified as a
request definition option and corresponds to clearing the Save all Output Files check box of the Upon Completion
dialog.
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NOTE

• Your agent administrator can specify a default setting for all Oracle E-Business Suite Request Set or Single
Request jobs by setting the oa.default.saveOp parameter in the agentparm.txt file of the agent.

• The SAVEOUTPUT statement overrides the default setting specified in the oa.default.saveOp parameter in
the agentparm.txt of the agent.

• In an Oracle E-Business Suite Request Set job, you can specify whether to save the output for an individual
program in the request set by using the PROGSAVEOUTPUT statement. This statement overrides the
SAVEOUTPUT statement for that particular program.

• The SAVEOUTPUT statement is ignored when Y or N is omitted.

Example: Save the Output of an Oracle E-Business Suite Single Request Job

In the following example, the job output is saved.

APPL ACC012

AGENT CYBOA

OA_JOB ARF2325.LO04

   PROGRAM XXCOFI

   RUN DAILY

   APPLDISPLNAME 'Application Object Library'

   RESPNAME 'System Administrator'

   OAUSER SYSADMIN

   SAVEOUTPUT Y

ENDJOB

SCP_JOB Statement: Start a Secure Copy Job Definition
You can define a Secure Copy (SCP_JOB) job to transfer binary files using the Secure Copy Protocol (SCP). The SCP
does not support wildcard transfers.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows.

Syntax

For this statement, refer to the JOB statement syntax.

NOTE

• SY is the short form of SCP_JOB.
• To schedule Secure Copy jobs, load the workload object module CYBESOSY. Load CYBESOSY with the

WOBDEF command or with the WOBDEF initialization parameter.

Required Statements

To define a Secure Copy job, specify the following statements:

• AGENT (at the workload object or the application level)
• LOCALFILENAME
• REMOTEDIR
• REMOTEFILENAME
• SERVERADDR
• TRANSFERDIRECTION
• USER

Optional Statements
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You can specify the following optional statements for a Secure Copy job:

• LOCALUSER
• OSUSER
• SERVERPORT
• TARGETOSTYPE

Example: Download a File Using the Secure Copy Protocol

This example downloads the install.log1 file from the root directory on the chi-linux server using the SCP:

SCP_JOB DOWNLOAD

   AGENT winagent

   LOCALNAME C:\temp\install.log1

   REMOTENAME install.log

   REMOTEDIR /root

   SERVERADDR chi-linux

   SERVERPORT 22

   TRANSFERDIRECTION DOWNLOAD

   USER causer

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

SCRIPTFILE Statement: Specify a Script File for Execution
The SCRIPTFILE statement specifies a Hadoop HIVE script file name for execution.

Supported Job Type

This statement is required for the following job types:

• Apache Hive™ (HIVE_JOB)

Syntax:

SCRIPTFILE file

file
Specifies an Apache Hive™ script file name for execution.
Limits: Up to 256 characters; case-sensitive. The name can contain any characters, if it contains delimiters it
should be enclosed in single quotes. Furthermore, the Hadoop command line interface may require the user to
escape additional special characters such as exclamation marks, dollar signs ($), ampersands (&), pound signs
(#), at symbols (@), etc.

NOTE
 SCRIPTFILE statement can be specified at the application level or at the job level.

 

Example

In this example, SCRIPTFILE statement specifies name scripts/hivescript.sql:

APPL TESTHI

AGENT HADOOP

HIVE_JOB HIVETEST

 USER root

 HADOOP_HOST hadoop.server.com
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 JDBCURL     jdbc:hive2://localhost:10000/default

 SCRIPTFILE  scripts/hivescript.sql

 RUN  NOW

ENDJOB

SCRIPTNAME Statement: Specify a UNIX Shell Script to Run
The SCRIPTNAME statement specifies the UNIX shell script to run.

Supported Job Types

This statement is required for the following job types to run shell scripts:

• AIX (AIX_JOB)
• HP-UX (HPUX_JOB)
• Linux (LINUX_JOB)
• Solaris (SUN_JOB)
• UNIX (UNIX_JOB)

NOTE
All UNIX job definitions require a SCRIPTNAME statement or a CMDNAME statement. Use the SCRIPTNAME
statement to run shell scripts and the CMDNAME statement to run binary files.

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

SCRIPTNAME script_name

script_name
Specifies the full path and name of the script to run. It must be a valid executable UNIX file written in a valid
scripting language.
Limits: Up to 256 characters; case-sensitive

NOTE

• UNIX systems are case-sensitive. The specified path and script name must match the path and script name
on the UNIX system or the job will fail.

• When you use the agent to run a script that calls a second script, you must provide the fully qualified path of
the called script.

• The shell can be specified in different places. To run a UNIX script, the agent uses, in the following order, the
shell specified in the following places:
a. The SHELL statement (if specified in the job definition)
b. The first line of the script (if the SHELL statement is not specified)
c. The oscomponent.defaultshell parameter in the agentparm.txt file (if not specified in the SHELL statement

or in the script)
d. The user default shell defined in the user profile (if not specified in one of the previous three locations)

• You must define all shells that you want the agent to use with the oscomponent.validshell parameter in the
agentparm.txt file or set the oscomponent.checkvalidshell parameter to false. For more information on the
oscomponent.defaultshell and oscomponent.validshell parameters, see the WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or
Windows Implementation Guide.

• The SCRIPTNAME statement usually requires the full path to the script name you want to run. However, you
can specify the script name without the full path if all of the following conditions are true:
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– The agent is running under the root account.
– The agent is configured to resolve environment variables.
– Using the USER statement, you specify a user ID that has the authority to run the job on the agent

computer. The agent uses the user default shell.
– The path to the script name is set in the PATH system environment variable for the specified user ID.

• You can specify the script name using an environment variable, for example, $MY_PATH/myscript.sh, if all of
the following conditions are true:
– The agent is running under the root account.
– The agent is configured to resolve environment variables.
– Using the USER statement, you specify a user ID that has the authority to run the job on the agent

computer. The agent uses the user default shell.
– The environment variable used, for example $MY_PATH, is set in the specified user ID's profile file.

Example: Run a Script Using the Agent

In this example, the sort script is run by agent UNIX_LA. The SHELL statement is unspecified, so the shell is picked up
from either the first line of the script, the agentparm.txt file, or the user default shell in the user profile.

UNIX_JOB MFGSORT

   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE MFGRPT

   AGENT UNIX_LA

   SCRIPTNAME /mfg/test/sort

ENDJOB

Example: Specify a Shell to Run the Script

In this example, the SHELL statement is used to specify the shell to run the script. The UNIX_LA agent uses the C shell to
run the sort script.

UNIX_JOB MFGSORT

   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE MFGRPT

   AGENT UNIX_LA

   SCRIPTNAME /mfg/test/sort

   SHELL /bin/csh

ENDJOB

Example: Run a Perl Script

To run a Perl script using the agent, you must perform the following steps:

1. Add the path of the Perl interpreter to the oscomponent.validshell parameter in the agentparm.txt file, as shown in the
following example:

oscomponent.validshell=/usr/bin/sh,/bin/csh,/bin/ksh,/usr/local/bin/perl,/usr/local/bin/bash

NOTE
If the oscomponent.checkvalidshell parameter is set to false, you do not need to perform the first step.

2. Specify the name of the script using the SCRIPTNAME statement in the job definition, as shown in the following
example:

SUN_JOB SUN30

   RUN TODAY
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   AGENT SUN30RD

   SCRIPTNAME /bin/cmd1.pl

   ARGS Hello world

   USER guest

ENDJOB

3. Specify the path of the Perl interpreter in the first line of the script, as shown in the following example:

Perl Script cmd1.pl

  #!/usr/local/bin/perl

  print " $0 @ARGV\n";

  while (( $var, $value) = each %ENV) {

    print "$var = $value\n";

  }

  $live=$ENV{pick};

  print " user variable pick = $live\n";

NOTE
As an alternative to specifying the path of the interpreter in the script, you can specify the path in the job
definition, using the SHELL statement, as shown in the following example:

SUN_JOB SUN30

   RUN TODAY

   AGENT SUN30RD

   SCRIPTNAME /bin/cmd1.pl

   SHELL /usr/local/bin/perl

   ARGS Hello world

   USER guest

ENDJOB

Example: Run a Script that Is Located in a Path Set in the PATH System Environment Variable

In this example, an agent named UNIXAGENT runs a script named procscript.sh. The job runs under the user ID jsmith,
which has the authority to run the script. The path to procscript.sh is set in the PATH system environment variable for
jsmith on the agent computer and the agent is configured to search for paths to command and script files.

APPL UNIXTEST

UNIX_JOB PROCSCRIPT

   AGENT UNIXAGENT

   SCRIPTNAME procscript.sh

   RUN DAILY

   USER jsmith

ENDJOB

Example: Run a Script that Is Located in a Path Set in a User Environment Variable

In this example, the job runs a script called myscript.sh. The job runs under the user ID jsmith, which has the authority to
run the script. The path to myscript.sh is set in the user environment variable $MY_PATH, which is defined in the profile
file for jsmith.

APPL UNIXTEST

UNIX_JOB MYSCRIPTJOB

   AGENT UNIXAGENT

   SCRIPTNAME $MY_PATH/myscript.sh
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   RUN DAILY

   USER jsmith

ENDJOB

SEARCHRANGE Statement: Specify Search Range
The SEARCHRANGE statement specifies the range a Text File Reading and Monitoring job will search for a text string
using a search boundary type of line, regular expression, or date and time.

Supported Job Type

This statement is required for the Text File Reading and Monitoring (TEXT_MON) job type.

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

SEARCHRANGE LINE|REGEX|DATETIME [FROM(lower)] [TO(upper)]

LINE|REGEX|DATETIME
Specifies the mode of search. Options are the following:
LINE

Searches for the text string in the line boundaries defined by the upper and lower line boundaries. If LINE
is specified, the search boundaries defined by FROM and TO are numeric.

REGEX
Searches for a text string within boundaries defined by regular expressions. If REGEX is specified, the
search boundaries defined by FROM and TO are regular expressions.

DATETIME
Searches for a text string within boundaries defined by a specified date and time. If DATETIME is
specified, the TIMEFORMAT statement must also be defined.

FROM(lower)
Defines the start of the range to be searched. The format of this value depends on the text file search mode. The
formatting options are as follows:

• Numeric -- Specify a numeric value if the search mode is LINE.
• Regular expression -- Specify a regular expression if the search mode is REGEX.
• Date and time -- Specify date and time values if the search mode is DATETIME. Define the date and time

using the format specified by the time format.

Limits: Up to 256 characters; case-sensitive. When the search mode is LINE, the upper limit is
9223372036854775807.

TO(upper)
Defines the end of the range to be searched. The format of this value depends on the text file search mode. The
formatting options are as follows:

• Numeric -- Specify a numeric value if the search mode is LINE.
• Regular expression -- Specify a regular expression if the search mode is REGEX.
• Date and time -- Specify date and time values if the search mode is DATETIME. Define the date and time

using the format specified by the time format.

Limits: Up to 256 characters; case-sensitive

NOTE
You cannot specify the TO operand when using the WAITMODE statement with the WAIT value.
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NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• If you do not specify the FROM operand, you must specify the TO operand. The job starts searching from the

first line of the text file to the upper boundary specified by the TO operand.
• If you do not specify the TO operand, you must specify the FROM operand. The job searches from the lower

boundary specified by the FROM operand to the last line of the text file.
• If you specify the CONTINUOUS operand in the TEXTSTRING statement, you cannot use the TO operand in

the SEARCHRANGE statement.
• When the search mode is REGEX, the search boundaries specified by the FROM and TO operands are

regular expressions. To compose a regular expression, follow the rules for Java class java.util.regex.Pattern.
You can find these rules using a Google search for java pattern.

• You can use escape sequences in the regular expression. The following characters have a special meaning
in regular expressions. To use these characters literally, precede the characters with one backward slash (\).
– \ -- back slash
– | -- vertical bar
– ( -- opening parenthesis
– ) -- closing parenthesis
– [ -- opening bracket
– { -- opening brace
– ^ -- caret (circumflex)
– $ -- dollar sign
– * -- asterisk
– + -- plus sign
– ? -- question mark
– . -- period
For example, to match the characters *.* literally, specify \*\.\* in your regular expression. The backward
slashes escape the characters' special meanings.

• If you specify the lower boundary as a regular expression and there are no strings in the text file that match it,
the agent does not search for the text string.

• If you specify the upper boundary as a regular expression and there are no strings in the text file that match
it, the agent searches for the text string to the last line of the text file.

• RANGE is an alias of SEARCHRANGE.

Example: Monitor a Windows Text File for a String Using the LINE Operand

In this example, the LINE operand is specified. If you use the CONTINUOUS operand, do not use a TO operand.

TEXT_MON SRCHRNGE.STMNT1

   AGENT WINAGENT

   TEXTSTRING 'ERROR MESSAGE' EXIST CONTINUOUS(A123)

   TEXTFILE 'c:\ca\logfile'

   SEARCHRANGE LINE FROM(143)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Monitor a Windows Text File for a String Using the DATETIME Operand

In this example, the DATETIME operand is specified. The DATETIME operand requires that the TIMEFORMAT statement
be specified.
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TEXT_MON SRCHRNGE.STMNT2

   AGENT WINAGENT

   TEXTFILE 'c:\program files\cybermation\esp system agentr6\log\transmitter.log'

   TEXTSTRING NTAGR6 EXIST

   SEARCHRANGE DATETIME+

     FROM(10:00:00)+

     TO(09:20:59)

   TIMEFORMAT 'HH:mm:ss' TIMEPOS(12)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Monitor a Windows Text File for a String Using the REGEX Operand

In this example, the operand REGEX is specified in the SEARCHRANGE statement. The FROM and TO operands
contain the regular expressions that are evaluated.

TEXT_MON SRCHRNGE.STMNT3

   AGENT WINAGENT

   TEXTFILE 'c:\program files\cybermation\esp system agentr6\agentparm.txt'

   TEXTSTRING archive EXIST

   SEARCHRANGE REGEX FROM(ESP) TO(service)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Monitor a Windows Text File for a Windows Path

In this example, because back slashes are interpreted as an escape sequence, the two back slashes in the text string 'C:\
\Program Files' must each be preceded by a back slash, giving four back slashes in the TEXTSTRING statement below.

TEXT_MON SRCHRNGE.STMNT4

   AGENT WINAGENT

   TEXTFILE 'c:\program files\cybermation\esp system agentr6\agentparm.txt'

   TEXTSTRING 'C:\\\\Program Files' EXIST

   SEARCHRANGE LINE FROM(1) TO(200)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Monitor a UNIX Text File for a String Using the DATETIME Operand

In this example, the DATETIME operand is specified. The DATETIME operand requires that the TIMEFORMAT statement
be specified.

TM SRCHRNGE.STMNT5

   AGENT UNIXAGENT

   TEXTFILE '/export/home/cybermation/agent/log/transmitter.log'

   TEXTSTRING NTAGR6 EXIST

   SEARCHRANGE DATETIME+

     FROM('Thu Aug 28 00:00:00.000 EDT 2003')+

     TO('Thu Aug 28 23:59:59.999 EDT 2003')

   TIMEFORMAT 'EEE MMM dd HH:mm:ss.SSS zzz yyyy' TIMEPOS(1)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Monitor a UNIX Text File for a String at the Beginning of a Line
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In this example, the FROM operand specifies the word "agent" at the beginning of the line (using the \A).

TEXT_MON SRCHRNGE.STMNT6

   AGENT UNIXAGENT

   TEXTFILE '/export/home/cybermation/espsystemagent\agentparm.txt'

   TEXTSTRING \.0/MAIN$ EXIST

   SEARCHRANGE REGEX FROM(\Aagent) TO(level=2\Z)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Monitor a UNIX Text File for a String Using the REGEX Operand

In this example, the search is for the string "# Runner plugin parameters", which is evaluated as a regular expression
(operand REGEX in the SEARCHRANGE statement).

TEXT_MON SRCHRNGE.STMNT7

   AGENT UNIXAGENT

   TEXTFILE '/export/home/cybermation/agentparm.txt'

   TEXTSTRING \A\W\sRunner EXIST

   SEARCHRANGE REGEX FROM(ESP) TO(service)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

The criteria \A, \W, and the word \sRunner are evaluated as follows:

• \A means match only at the beginning of the line.
• \W means match a non-word character.
• \sRunner means look for a white space before the word Runner.

Example: Monitor a UNIX Text File for a String Using the LINE Operand

In this example, the operand CONTINUOUS in the TEXTSTRING statement prevents the use of the TO operand in the
SEARCHRANGE statement. When the text string agent is found, as specified by the operand EXIST, an alert named text
will be issued.

TEXT_MON SRCHRNGE.STMNT8

   AGENT UNIXAGENT

   TEXTFILE '/export/home/cybermation/logfiles/test'

   TEXTSTRING agent EXIST CONTINUOUS(text)

   SEARCHRANGE LINE FROM(1)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Monitor an i5/OS Text File for a String in the First 20 Lines of the File

In this example, the search is for a text string "Create file failed". This job searches the DATA member for this text string
between lines 1 (the lower boundary) and 20 (the upper boundary). The job completes successfully when the text string is
found.

TEXT_MON TEXTMON2.ALL

   AGENT i5AGENT

   TEXTFILE /QSYS.LIB/LIBRARY.LIB/RESULTS.FILE/DATA.MBR

   TEXTSTRING 'Create file failed' EXIST

   SEARCHRANGE LINE FROM(1)TO(20)
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   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

SECURE Statement: Secure Symbols
The SECURE statement is used to secure any symbol.

Type

Symbolic variable library statement

SECURE variable

variable
Indicates the name of the secured symbolic variable.

A secured symbol is one that contains sensitive data, such as a password, and consequently requires additional security.
ESP exerts control over secured symbols based on how ESP processes the symbol.

These are some of the controls that ESP exerts on secured symbols:

• ESP only produces the assigned values for JCL submitted to the internal reader
• ESP does not produce the assigned values when writing JCL to a COPYJCL library
• SEND or VS subcommands do not produce the assigned values
• You cannot assign a secured symbol to another symbol, for example, a secured symbol cannot appear to the right of

the equal sign in an assignment statement.

 

NOTE

Related information

For information on defining symbolic libraries, see the DEFSYML command.

Example: How to identify a secured symbol

In the following example, ESP resolves the symbolic %PASSWORD only when it encounters the symbol in JCL it submits
to the internal reader.

PASSWORD='OPEN'

SECURE PASSWORD

NOTE
These statements are coded in a symbolic variable library.

SELECT Statement: Select Jobs or subapplications
The SELECT statement is used to identify that a job or subapplication should be selected as part of an application.

Type

ESP application statement

SELECT {jobname|(jobname[,jobname])} [JOB|SUBAPPL]

jobname
Indicates a jobname. Enclose multiple jobnames in parentheses, separated by a space or comma.
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JOB
Indicates a job is selected for submission. This is the default.

SUBAPPL
Indicates all jobs within a subapplication are being selected for submission.

If a job is selected and it is not explicitly defined, ESP will create a definition for that job. If the SELECT statement is used
for any job that has COREQ, POSTREQ, or PREREQ specified, the jobs that these statements refer to are selected
automatically.

Differentiate between whether or not you want to select a job or subapplication using the JOB or SUBAPPL keywords.
JOB is the default.

Selecting a subapplication allows you to select a group of jobs with one statement instead of selecting each job
individually.

You cannot select a job and a subapplication using the same SELECT statement.

RUN statements are used within the scope of a JOB statement. This allows you to look at a job definition and see the
schedule frequency for the job. Many criteria can be handled with RUN statements without the need for using IF TODAY
type logic.

SELECT statements allow you to easily see all the jobs with the same criteria. Changing the criteria for these jobs
requires a change to a single SELECT statement.

 

NOTE

Related information

For information on applications, see the User Guide.

For information on selecting jobs for submission, see the RUN, POSTREQ, PREREQ, and COREQ statements.

For information on deselecting jobs for submission, see the DESELECT statement.

Example: Selects multiple jobs for submission

In the following example, PAYJOB1 and PAYJOB2 are selected for submission whenever the PAYROLL application is
invoked.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB1

  REL PAYJOB2

JOB PAYJOB2

ENDJOB

SELECT (PAYJOB1,PAYJOB2)

Example: Selects multiple jobs for submission on specific days

In the following example, PAYJOB3 and PAYJOB4 are selected for submission on workdays.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB3

  REL PAYJOB4

JOB PAYJOB4

ENDJOB
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IF TODAY('WORKDAY') THEN SELECT (PAYJOB3,PAYJOB4)

Example: Selects a sub-application for submission

In the following example, the PREPJOBS subapplication is selected for submission whenever the PAYROLL application is
invoked.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

SUBAPPL PREPJOBS

JOB PAYJOB5

  REL PAYJOB6

JOB PAYJOB6

  REL PAYJOB7

JOB PAYJOB7

  REL PAYJOB8

JOB PAYJOB8

ENDJOB

SELECT PREPJOBS SUBAPPL

Example: Selects multiple jobs for submission on specific days

In the following example:

• PAYJOB5 is selected for submission on workdays
• PAYJOB6 is selected for submission on Wednesdays
• PAYJOB7 is selected for submission on Fridays.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB5

  REL PAYJOB6

JOB PAYJOB6

  REL PAYJOB7

JOB PAYJOB7

ENDJOB

IF TODAY('WORKDAYS') THEN SELECT PAYJOB5 

IF TODAY('WEDNESDAY') THEN SELECT PAYJOB6 

IF TODAY('FRIDAY') THEN SELECT PAYJOB7

Example: Select/Deselect sub-application

The following statements are used to:

• Select subapplications
• Select a job within an application
• Deselect a subapplication
• Deselect a job within an application.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB ACCJOB1

  SUBAPPL ACCPAY

ENDJOB
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JOB ACCJOB2

  SUBAPPL ACCPAY

ENDJOB

JOB BILJOB1

  SUBAPPL BILLING

ENDJOB

JOB BILJOB4

  SUBAPPL BILLING

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB10

ENDJOB

SELECT (ACCPAY,BILLING) SUBAPPL

SELECT PAYJOB10

IF TODAY('LAST WORKDAY OF MONTH') THEN DESELECT BILLING SUBAPPL

IF TODAY('MONDAY') THEN DESELECT ACCJOB2

In the above example:

• The ACCPAY and BILLING subapplications are selected
• PAYJOB10 is selected
• The BILLING subapplication is not selected on the last workday of the month
• ACCJOB2 is not selected on Mondays.

Example: Select multiple jobs on specific days

In the following example, PAYJOB8 and PAYJOB9 are selected for submission on workdays. On the first workday of the
month, PAYJOB9 is deselected for submission.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB8

  REL PAYJOB9

JOB PAYJOB9

ENDJOB

IF TODAY('WORKDAYS') THEN SELECT (PAYJOB8,PAYJOB9)

IF TODAY('1ST WORKDAY OF MONTH') THEN DESELECT PAYJOB9

SEND2OPS Statement: Send a Message to OPS/MVS
The SEND2OPS statement sends a message from an ESP procedure to OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation
(OPS/MVS). You can include ESP variables in the message. After symbol substitution is complete, the message text is
passed as is to OPS/MVS. If there is an OPS/MVS rule written for the message, OPS/MVS can then process it.

This statement has the following format:

SEND2OPS message

message
Specifies the message to send.
Limits: 1 to 4095 characters. The message can include quotes, special characters, and ESP variables.

NOTE

• You can code SEND2OPS statements at the application level, job level, or both. The application-level
message is sent whenever the application is invoked. The job-level message is sent whenever the job runs. If
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you code SEND2OPS at both levels, both messages are sent (assuming the job is included in the generated
application).

• You can code the SEND2OPS statement multiple times in a row. Each instance of SEND2OPS sends a
separate message.

• If you include special characters in your message, note the following:
– We recommend that you add a single quote at the beginning and end of the message. These quotes

become part of the message.
– If your message includes single quotes (even at the beginning or the end), you could get an error. If you

get an error, try changing each single quote to two single quotes.

Example: SEND2OPS Statement

The following are examples of the SEND2OPS statement:

SEND2OPS A 'word' in single quotes

The message from the preceding statement is "A 'word' in single quotes"

SEND2OPS 'Some special characters: !@#$%&*()'

The message from the preceding statement is "'Some special characters: !@#$%&*()'". Notice that single quotes are
included at the beginning and end of the message.

SEND2OPS Some variables: 20%ESPSYY%ESPSMM%ESPSDD

Assuming that %ESPSYY = 11, %ESPSMM = 06, and %ESPSDD = 14, the message from the preceding statement is
"Some variables: 20110614".

Example: Coding SEND2OPS at the Application Level and at the Job Level

The following are examples for the SEND2OPS statement coded at the application level and at the job level. The
application-level message is sent whenever the application is invoked. The job-level message is sent whenever the job
runs. There are two messages sent at the job-level, one for each SEND2OPS statement.

APPL OPSMVS                                

 SEND2OPS App level msg to ops/mvs

 JCLLIB 'APC.DEVESP.VACPE01.JCLLIB'        

 JOB TEST                                  

  SEND2OPS Job level msg to ops/mvs

  SEND2OPS 20%ESPSYY%ESPSMM%ESPSDD

  RUN ANY                                  

 ENDJOB

SEQUENT_JOB Statement: Identify the Name of Sequent Jobs
The SEQUENT_JOB statement is used to identify the name of a Sequent job in an application.

NOTE
Sequent replace the former DYNIX/ptx operating system.

Refer to the JOB statement syntax.

To use Sequent jobs, you must load a workload object module. The SEQUENT_JOB workload object module is
CYBESOSQ. This may be loaded with the WOBDEF command or with the WOBDEF initialization parameter.
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Refer to the JOB statement usage notes.

Example 1:

Example 1 shows a DYNIX/ptx job statement using the full job statement:

SEQUENT_JOB payroll2.payscrpt

In the above example, the job statement identifies this workload object as a Sequent script called payroll2.payscrpt.

Example 2:

Example 2 shows a DYNIX/ptx job statement using the abbreviated syntax:

SQ payroll2.payscrpt

In the above example, the job statement identifies that this workload object is a Sequent script called payroll2.payscrpt.

SERVERADDR Statement: Specify a Server Address
The SERVERADDR statement specifies the address of a server used with a particular job type.

Supported Job Type

This statement is required for the following job types:

• FTP (FTP_JOB)
• Micro Focus (MF_JOB) -- Specify the SERVERADDR statement or the SERVERNAME statement but not both.
• Secure Copy (SCP_JOB)
• Secure FTP (SFTP_JOB)

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

SERVERADDR serveraddress[:serverport]

serveraddress[:serverport]
Specifies the DNS name or IP address of a remote server. serverport is a server port number, which is mandatory
for the MF_JOB type but is not required for other job types.
Limits: Up to 100 characters; case-sensitive
Example: 172.24.36.107:7010 (IPv4) or [0:0:0:0:0:FFFF:192:168:00:00]:7010 (IPv6)

NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in single quotation marks.
• SERVERADDR can be specified at the application (global) level.

Example: Download a UNIX File From a Server to a UNIX computer

In this example, a UNIX file is downloaded from the hpsupport server with port 5222.

FTP_JOB FTPT1A1

   AGENT UNIXAGENT

   USER lmla

   SERVERADDR hpsupport

   SERVERPORT 5222
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   TRANSFERDIRECTION D

   TRANSFERCODETYPE A

   REMOTENAME /u1/qatest/ftpdata/textfile

   LOCALNAME /export/home/qatest/test1

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Download a UNIX File From a Server to a Windows Computer

In this example, a UNIX file is downloaded from a server with IP address 172.16.0.0 and port 21.

FTP_JOB FTPT1A2

   AGENT WINAGENT

   USER lmla

   SERVERADDR 172.16.0.0

   SERVERPORT 21

   TRANSFERDIRECTION D

   TRANSFERCODETYPE A

   REMOTENAME /u1/qatest/ftpdata/textfile

   LOCALNAME c:\qatest

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Download a QSYS.LIB EBCDIC-encoded File

In this example, an EBCDIC-encoded file named datafile in the QSYS file system is downloaded from an i5/OS system to
another i5/OS system. The file names are specified in the path format.

FTP_JOB FTPTEST2.DOWNLOAD

   AGENT I5AGENT

   USER test

   SERVERADDR i5agent

   SERVERPORT 5222

   TRANSFERDIRECTION DOWNLOAD

   TRANSFERCODETYPE E

   LOCALFILENAME /QSYS.LIB/ESPLIB.LIB/DOWNLOAD.FILE/DATA.MBR

   REMOTEFILENAME /QSYS.LIB/DATALIB.LIB/DATAFILE.FILE/DATA.MBR

   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE FTPJOB2.DOWNLOAD

ENDJOB

Example: Specify a Remote Server Address for a Micro Focus Job

In this example, SERVERADDR specifies server address 172.24.36.107, port 7010:

APPL INVENTORY

MF_JOB MTHINV

  AGENT MFAGENT ROUTING

  JCLCONTENT C:\Prod\JCL\MTHINV1.JCL

  SERVERADDR 172.24.36.107:7010

  ENVAR A=B

  MFUSER TomK

  VERSION JES3

ENDJOB
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SERVERNAME Statement: Specify a Server Name
The SERVERNAME statement specifies the name of a server used with a particular job type.

Supported Job Type

This statement is required for the Micro Focus (MF_JOB) job type. Specify the SERVERADDR statement or the
SERVERNAME statement but not both.

This statement is optional for the PeopleSoft (PS_JOB) job type.

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

SERVERNAME servername

 

• servername

Micro Focus Job:
Specifies the name of the target server that runs the Micro Focus job.
Limits: Maximum of 100 characters, case-sensitive. If the name contains delimiters, enclose it in single quotes.
Peoplesoft Job:
Specifies the name of the target server that runs the PeopleSoft job. PeopleSoft stores the list of server names in the
PS_SERVERDEFN table. This value corresponds to the Server Name field in PeopleSoft.
Limits: Up to 8 characters; cannot contain delimiters (such as spaces)
Example: PSNT

NOTE
You can specify SERVERNAME at the application level or the job level.

NOTE

• Your agent administrator can specify a default run server name for all PeopleSoft jobs by setting the
ps.default.serverName parameter in the agent's agentparm.txt file.

• The SERVERNAME statement overrides the default setting specified in the ps.default.serverName
parameter in the agent's agentparm.txt.

• If the server name was not defined in the agentparm.txt file or in a SERVERNAME statement, the PeopleSoft
Scheduler determines the server that will run the job.

• If the server name is not defined on the agent or using the SERVERNAME statement, the PeopleSoft
Scheduler determines the server that will run the job.

• You can only specify SERVERNAME at the job level.

 

Example: Micro Focus Job

This example shows a Micro Focus job that runs on server PRODA:

APPL INVENTORY

MF_JOB MTHINV

  AGENT MFAGENT ROUTING

  JCLCONTENT C:\Prod\JCL\MTHINV1.JCL

  SERVERNAME PRODA
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  ENVAR A=B

  MFUSER TomK

  VERSION JES3

ENDJOB

Example: Specify a Server to Run a PeopleSoft Process

In this example, the server named PSNT runs the job.

PS DSFOLDER.TEST

   AGENT PSAGENT

   PROCESSTYPE 'Application Engine'

   OUTDESTTYPE WEB

   PROCESSNAME AEMINITEST

   OUTDESTFORMAT PTF

   PSOPRID VP1

   RUNCONTROLID test

   SERVERNAME PSNT

   DISTRFOLDER GENERAL

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

SERVERPORT Statement: Specify FTP Server Port Number
The SERVERPORT statement specifies the FTP server port number in an FTP job.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• FTP (FTP_JOB)
• Secure Copy (SCP_JOB)
• Secure FTP (SFTP_JOB)

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

SERVERPORT serverport

serverport
Specifies the port number of the remote server.
Limits: 0-65535
Default: 21

NOTE

SERVERPORT can be specified at the application (global) level.

Example: Download a UNIX File

In this example, a UNIX file is downloaded from a server with IP address 172.16.0.0 and port 5222.

FTP_JOB FTPTEST7.DOWNLOAD

   AGENT UNIXAGENT

   USER test
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   SERVERADDR 172.16.0.0

   SERVERPORT 5222

   TRANSFERDIRECTION D

   TRANSFERCODETYPE A

   REMOTENAME /export/home/qatest/ftpdata/textfile1

   LOCALNAME '/export/home/qatest/ftpdata/folder/textfile1'

   RUN DAILY

   AFTER CHECK.PART1

ENDJOB

Example: Download a Windows File

In this example, a Windows file is downloaded from a server with IP address 172.31.255.255 and port 23.

FTP_JOB FTPTEST7.DOWNLOAD

   AGENT WINAGENT

   USER test

   SERVERADDR 172.31.255.255

   SERVERPORT 23

   TRANSFERDIRECTION D

   TRANSFERCODETYPE A

   REMOTENAME c:\qatest\ftpdata\textfile1

   LOCALNAME 'c:\qatest\ftpdata\D folder\textfile1'

   RUN DAILY

   AFTER CHECK.PART1

ENDJOB

Example: Download a QSYS.LIB EBCDIC-encoded File

In this example, an EBCDIC-encoded file named datafile in the QSYS file system is downloaded from an i5/OS system to
another i5/OS system. The file names are specified in the path format.

FTP_JOB FTPTEST2.DOWNLOAD

   AGENT I5AGENT

   USER test

   SERVERADDR i5agent

   SERVERPORT 5222

   TRANSFERDIRECTION DOWNLOAD

   TRANSFERCODETYPE E

   LOCALFILENAME /QSYS.LIB/ESPLIB.LIB/DOWNLOAD.FILE/DATA.MBR

   REMOTEFILENAME /QSYS.LIB/DATALIB.LIB/DATAFILE.FILE/DATA.MBR

   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE FTPJOB2.DOWNLOAD

ENDJOB

SERVER Statement: Specify the Target Server Name
The SERVER statement indicates the target server where the job is to start.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the MSSQL_JOB job type.

Syntax
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This statement has the following format:

SERVER {server name}

server name
Specifies the name of the target server where the job is to start. A value for the server name is mandatory. The
server name operand has the following attributes:

• Maximum length of 128 characters
• Can contain any characters
• Case-sensitive
• Can contain delimiters (for example, spaces). If the value contains delimiters, enclose the value in single

quotes.
• Job-level statement only

Example: Specify the SERVER Statement in an Application

The following example shows a Microsoft SQL job that uses the SERVER statement.

APPL TESTMS

JCLLIB 'CA.TEST.JCLLIB'

 

MSSQL_JOB TEST_A

  AGENT MSSQL

  SERVER lodca0002    

  JOBNAME 'Test Job A'

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

SERVICE_MON Statement: Start a Windows Service Monitoring Job Definition
The SERVICE_MON statement starts a Windows Service Monitoring job definition in an application. You can define a
Windows Service Monitoring job to monitor services on a local Windows computer.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires WA Agent for Windows.

Syntax

For this statement, refer to the JOB statement syntax.

NOTE

• SM is the short form of SERVICE_MON.
• To schedule Windows Service Monitoring jobs, you must load the workload object module CYBESOSM. Load

CYBESOSM with the WOBDEF command or with the WOBDEF initialization parameter.

Required Statements

To define a Windows Service Monitoring job, you must specify the following statements:

• AGENT (at the workload object or the application level)
• SERVICENAME
• STATUS

Optional Statements
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You can specify the following optional statements for a Windows Service Monitoring job:

• JOBCLASS
• USER

Example: Monitor the ESPDSeries Service for a Status of CONTINUE_PENDING

In this example, the service ESPDSeries is monitored for a status of CONTINUE_PENDING.

SERVICE_MON STATUS1.STMNT

   AGENT WINAGENT

   SERVICENAME ESPDSeries

   STATUS CONTINUE_PENDING WAIT

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

SERVICENAME Statement: Specify the Web Service Name Within the Target
Namespace (Web Service Jobs)
The SERVICENAME statement specifies the web service name within the target namespace in a Web Service job.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the Web Service (WEB_SERV) job type and mandatory for the Web Service Document/
Literal (WEB_DOCLIT) job type.

Syntax in WEB_SERV job type

SERVICENAME service

Syntax in WEB_DOCLIT job type

SERVICENAME service [IGNORE (YES|NO)]

service
Specifies the web service name within the target namespace.
Limits: Up to 100 characters; case-sensitive

IGNORE
(Optional) Specifies whether to use Global Proxy Defaults. If IGNORE(YES) is specified, the Global Proxy
Defaults are not used.

NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• In a Web Service job, if you specify the WSDL_URL statement but not the ENDPOINT_URL statement, you

must specify both the SERVICENAME and PORTNAME statements.

Example: Invoke Web Service to Get Stock Quote

Suppose that you want to invoke a web service that returns a company stock quote. The URL for the WSDL that
describes the web service and its location is http://www.webservicex.com/stockquote.asmx?WSDL. The WSDL port name
within the target namespace http://www.webserviceX.NET is StockQuoteSoap. The target endpoint address URL is http://
www.webservicex.com/stockquote.asmx. The job calls the operation GetQuote within the StockQuote web service. When
the job invokes the web service, the company's stock symbol is passed to the operation. The GetQuote operation returns
a java.lang.String object, which maps to the XML type string in the return namespace http://www.webserviceX.NET/.
When the job completes, the stock quote for CA is stored as a serialized Java object in the job's spool directory.
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WEB_SERV QUOTE

   AGENT WSAGENT

   TARGETNAMESPACE http://www.webserviceX.NET/

   SERVICENAME StockQuote

   PORTNAME StockQuoteSoap

   OPERATION GetQuote

   WSDL_URL http://www.webservicex.com/stockquote.asmx?WSDL

   ENDPOINT_URL http://www.webservicex.com/stockquote.asmx  

   PARAMETER TYPE(xsd:string) VALUE(CA)

   RETURNCLASS java.lang.String

   RETURNXML string

   RETURNNAMESPACE http://www.webserviceX.NET/          

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Invoke Web Service Document/Literal for Bank Services

APPL  TESTWD

WEB_DOCLIT CYBJK.WD HOLD

    RUN DAILY

    AGENT WI2K12_44_WS

    WSDL_URL http://wabld-agent-ws:8080/axis2/services/BankService?wsdl

    SERVICENAME BankService ignore(yes)

    PORTNAMEBank

    OPERATION check

    ENDPOINT_URL http://wabld-agent-ws:8080/axis2/services/BankService/

    FILTER     'Filter=^2.*, XPath="//*[local-name()=''status'']'

    PARAMETER NAME(/checkRequest)   VALUE(' ')

    PARAMETER NAME(/checkRequest/array) value(' ')

    PARAMETER NAME(/checkRequest/array/item) array(1,2)

    PARAMETER NAME(/checkRequest/array) value(' ')

    PARAMETER NAME(/checkRequest/array/item) array(3,4,5)

ENDJOB

SERVICENAME Statement: Specify Windows Service Name (Windows Service
Monitoring Jobs)
The SERVICENAME statement specifies the name of the Windows service to monitor.

Supported Job Type

This statement is required for the Windows Service Monitoring (SERVICE_MON) job type.

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

SERVICENAME service_name

service_name
Specifies the name of the local Windows service to be monitored.
Limits: Up to 256 characters; case-sensitive

NOTE
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• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• SERVICE is an alias of SERVICENAME

Example: Monitor the ESPDSeries Service for a Status of CONTINUE_PENDING

In this example, the service ESPDSeries is monitored for a status of CONTINUE_PENDING.

SERVICE_MON STATUS1.STMNT

   AGENT WINAGENT

   SERVICENAME ESPDSeries

   STATUS CONTINUE_PENDING WAIT

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Monitor the ESPDSeries Service for a Status of PAUSE_PENDING

In this example, the service ESPDSeries is monitored for a status of PAUSE_PENDING.

SERVICE_MON STATUS2.STMNT

   AGENT WINAGENT

   SERVICENAME ESPDSeries

   STATUS PAUSE_PENDING WAIT

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

SERVLET_URL Statement: Specify a Host URL
The SERVLET_URL statement specifies the host where the program or servlet you want to invoke resides in a HTTP job.
The statement also specifies whether the agent ignores default proxy setting properties such as initialization parameters.

Supported Job Type

This statement is required for the HTTP (HTTP_JOB) job type.

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

SERVLET_URL servlet_url [IGNORE]

servlet_url
Specifies the host where the program or servlet you want to invoke resides. The URL has the following format:
http://host[:port][/action]

host
Specifies the name of the computer running the application server.

port
(Optional) Specifies the port the host uses to listen for HTTP requests.
Default: 80

action
(Optional) Specifies the path to the program or servlet to be invoked.

Limits: Up to 1024 characters; case-sensitive
Example: http://localhost/cgi-bin/test.sh
Note: HTTP and HTTPS are supported.
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IGNORE
(Optional) Ignores the global proxy configuration specified by the proxy parameters in the agentparm.txt file.
Specify this option if you want to ignore the proxy defaults for this job only. For example, you might ignore the
proxy defaults if the request is going to a server on the LAN that does not require the proxy.

NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• If you omit the program or servlet path (action) in this statement, you must specify the ACTION statement

in the job definition. If the ACTION statement is omitted from the job definition, the agent assumes that the
SERVLET_URL statement specifies the full path to the program or servlet.

• If you specify the program or servlet path (action) in this statement, do not include the ACTION statement
in the job definition. If the ACTION statement is included in the job definition, the agent assumes that the
SERVLET_URL statement specifies only the server host name.

Example: Specify the Host URL in an HTTP Job

Suppose that you want to define a job to perform a Google search and have the results returned to the job's spool file.
You also want to refine your search results by specifying a filter. In this example, the job uses the HTTP GET method to
perform the Google search on "ca workload automation". When the job runs, the job's spool file includes all matches that
contain the filter AE.

HTTP_JOB GOOGLE

   AGENT APPAGENT

   INVOCATIONTYPE GET

   SERVLET_URL http://google.com/search

   PARAMETER KEYWORD(q) VALUE('ca workload automation')

   AUTHORDER (BASIC, DIGEST, NTLM)

   FILTER .*AE.*

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Override Global Proxy Defaults in Agent Parameter File

This example performs an HTTP query using the HTTP GET method. The output of the invocation is returned in the job
spool file. In this example, the job specifies the connection domain and origin for NTLM authentication, overrides the
global proxy defaults specified in the agentparm.txt file, and specifies the user and BASIC, DIGEST, and NTLM protocols
for web server authentication.

HTTP_JOB HTTP.CON_USER

   AGENT APPAGENT

   INVOCATIONTYPE GET

   SERVLET_URL http://host.example.com/protected IGNORE

   CONNECTIONORIGIN host.example.com    

   CONNECTIONDOMAIN windows_domain  

   AUTHORDER (BASIC, DIGEST, NTLM)

   CONNECTIONUSER user1

   PROXYDOMAIN http://host.domain.proxy   

   PROXYHOST proxy.example.com 

   PROXYORIGIN http://host.origin.proxy

   PROXYPORT 90

   PROXYUSER user01 domain(mydomain)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB
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SFTP_JOB Statement: Start a Secure FTP Job Definition
You can define a Secure FTP (SFTP_JOB) job to transfer binary files using the Secure File Transfer Protocol (SFTP). The
SFTP supports wildcard transfers so you can upload multiple files to a remote computer.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows.

Syntax

For this statement, refer to the JOB statement syntax.

NOTE

• SF is the short form of SFTP_JOB.
• To schedule Secure FTP jobs, load the workload object module CYBESOSF. Load CYBESOSF with the

WOBDEF command or with the WOBDEF initialization parameter.

Required Statements

To define a Secure FTP job, specify the following statements:

• AGENT (at the workload object or the application level)
• LOCALFILENAME
• REMOTEDIR
• SERVERADDR
• TRANSFERDIRECTION
• USER

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for a Secure FTP job:

• CREATETARGETDIRECTORIES
• DELETESOURCEFILE
• DELETESOURCEDIRECTORY
• LOCALUSER
• OSUSER
• REMOTEFILENAME

NOTE
If the LOCALFILENAME statement does not contain a wildcard, the REMOTEFILENAME statement is
required.

• RENAMESOURCEFILETO
• SERVERPORT
• TARGETOSTYPE

Example: Upload a File Using the Secure File Transfer Protocol

This example uploads the logs.tar file to the /u/tmp directory on the hpsupport server.

SFTP_JOB UPLOAD

   AGENT winagent

   TRANSFERDIRECTION UPLOAD

   SERVERADDR hpsupport

   REMOTEDIR /u/tmp

   REMOTENAME logs.tar
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   LOCALNAME D:\temp\logs.tar

   USER causer

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Upload Multiple Files Using the Secure File Transfer Protocol

This example uploads the files in the c:\temp\upload directory to the /u1/build/uploaded directory on the aixunix server.
The LOCALNAME statement contains a wildcard; therefore, the REMOTENAME statement is not required.

SFTP_JOB UPLOAD2

   AGENT winagent

   SERVERADDR aixunix

   TRANSFERDIRECTION UPLOAD

   USER causer

   REMOTEDIR /u1/build/uploaded

   LOCALNAME c:\temp\upload\*

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

SHELL Statement: Specify UNIX Shell to Run Script
The SHELL statement specifies the shell used to run the script named in the SCRIPTNAME statement.

A shell is a program that provides an environment for users to interact with the system. Shell programs are files that
contain a series of user commands that are grouped, using logic provided by the shell, to accomplish a task.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• AIX (AIX_JOB)
• HP-UX (HPUX_JOB)
• Linux (LINUX_JOB)
• Solaris (SUN_JOB)
• UNIX (UNIX_JOB)

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

SHELL shell_name

shell_name
Specifies the name of the shell used to execute the script or command file. You can specify any of the following
UNIX shells:

• /bin/ksh (Korn shell)
• /bin/sh (Bourne shell)
• /bin/bash (Bourne again shell)
• /bin/csh (C shell)
• /usr/local/bin/perl (Perl shell)
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NOTE

• You can specify the SHELL statement within the boundaries of the job definition, or you can specify the
SHELL statement globally.

• The shell can be specified in different places. To run a UNIX script, the agent uses, in the following order, the
shell specified in the following places:
a. The SHELL statement (if specified in the job definition)
b. The first line of the script (if the SHELL statement is not specified)
c. The oscomponent.defaultshell parameter in the agentparm.txt file (if not specified in the SHELL statement

or in the script)
d. The user default shell defined in the user profile (if not specified in one of the previous three locations)

• You must define all shells that you want the agent to use with the oscomponent.validshell parameter in the
agentparm.txt file or set the oscomponent.checkvalidshell parameter to false. For more information on the
oscomponent.defaultshell and oscomponent.validshell parameters, see the WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or
Windows Implementation Guide.

• Different shells provide different facilities and have different characteristics. Certain functions are specific to
certain shells and may be incompatible with other shells.

Example: Specify a Shell to Run a Script

In the following example, the C shell is used to run the sort script on the UNIX_LA agent computer.

UNIX_JOB MFGSORT

   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE MFGRPT

   AGENT UNIX_LA

   SCRIPTNAME /mfg/test/sort

   SHELL /bin/csh

ENDJOB

SITECMD Statement: Specify Site-specific FTP Commands
The SITECMD statement specifies a command to execute prior to file transfer in an FTP job. You can use this statement
to send site-specific FTP commands to FTP servers.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the FTP (FTP_JOB) job type.

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

SITECMD command

command
Defines a comma-separated list of commands that are to run prior to file transfer.
Limits: Up to 4070 characters

NOTE

• You can specify any number of SITECMD statements in an FTP job.
• REMOTE_COMMAND is an alias of SITECMD.

Example: Send Two FTP Commands to an FTP Server
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The following job sends several site-specific commands to the FTP server prior to transferring a file:

FTP_JOB CYBJK.FTP

   AGENT FTPAGENT

   USER user1

   SERVERADDR ftp.ca.com

   SERVERPORT 21

   DIRECTION D

   TRANSFERCODETYPE E COMPRESS(8)

   REMOTENAME /pub/cazip.exe

   LOCALFILENAME /tmp/bla

   SITECMD site date

   SITECMD site recfm=FB

   SITECMD site LRECL=80

   SITECMD site BLKSIZE=27920

   SITECMD site UNIT=SYSDA

   SITECMD site CYL PRI=350 SEC 200

   SITECMD site SBDATACONN=(ibm-037,ISO8859-1)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

SKIP_TRASH Statement: Specify Skip Trash option
The SKIP_TRASH statement indicates whether to bypass the trash and delete the specified file or directory permanently.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS™) (HDFS_JOB) if remove file operation is specified in the HDSF_FILEOP
statement.

Syntax:

SKIP_TRASH {YES|NO}

NOTE
You can specify SKIP_TRASH at the application level or at the job level.

Example

In this example, file test1 is deleted permanently.

 

APPL    TESTHF

AGENT  HADOOP_AGENT

HADOOP_HOST hadoop.server.com

USER root

HDFS_JOB RMFILE

 HDFS_FILEOP REMOVE

 PATH   test1

 SKIP_TRASH YES

 RUN NOW

ENDJOB
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SKIPPARMUPDATES Statement: Specify Whether to Update Job Parameters
The SKIPPARMUPDATES statement specifies whether you want the agent to update job parameters with data in the
PS_PRCSDEFN table.

NOTE
We recommend that you skip parameter updates when some bind variables in the table PS_PRCSDEFN may
not be suitably defined.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the PeopleSoft (PS_JOB) job type.

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

SKIPPARMUPDATES YES|NO

YES
Specifies that the agent does not update job parameters with data in the PS_PRCSDEFN table. If you specify
YES, you can use the ARGS statement to pass additional argument values.

NO
Specifies that the agent updates job parameters with data in the PS_PRCSDEFN table. This is the default.

Example: Ignore Parameters in the PS_PRCSDEFN Table and Pass Additional Parameters to the nVision Report

In this example, the job parameters are not updated with data in the PS_PRCSDEFN table. The ARGS statement passes
additional parameters for the nVision report.

PS TEST.PSJOB

   AGENT PSAGENT

   PROCESSTYPE nVision-Report

   PROCESSNAME NVSRUN

   OUTDESTTYPE FILE

   OUTDESTFORMAT XLS

   OUTDESTPATH c:\test\testnv.xls

   SKIPPARMUPDATES Yes

   ARGS -NRNVARIABLE -NBUAUS01 -NHLhttp://10.1.1.40/psp/ps+

      /EMPLOYEE/ERP/c/REPORT_BOOKS.IC_RUN_DRILLDOWN.GBL?Action=A

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Ignore Parameters in the PS_PRCSDEFN Table and Pass Additional Parameters to the Crystal Report

In this example, the job parameters are not updated with data in the PS_PRCSDEFN table. The ARGS statement passes
additional parameters for the nVision report.

PS TEST.PSJOB

   AGENT PSAGENT

   PROCESSTYPE nVision-Report

   PROCESSNAME NVSRUN

   OUTDESTTYPE FILE

   OUTDESTFORMAT XLS

   OUTDESTPATH c:\test\testnv.xls
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   SKIPPARMUPDATES Yes

   ARGS -NRNVARIABLE -NBUAUS01 -NHLhttp://10.1.1.40/psp/ps+

      /EMPLOYEE/ERP/c/REPORT_BOOKS.IC_RUN_DRILLDOWN.GBL?Action=A

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Update Job Parameters with Data in the PS_PRCSDEFN Table

In this example, the job parameters are updated with data in the PS_PRCSDEFN table.

PS_JOB SKIPPARM.test2

   RUNCONTROLID sample

   PROCESSTYPE Crystal

   PROCESSNAME 'OMC3220-'

   SKIPPARMUPDATES N

   PSOPRID VP2

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

SNMPNODE Statement: Specify an SNMP OID, Host, Port, Version, and Other
Options
The SNMPNODE statement specifies the SNMP OID (object identifier), host, port, version, and other options.

Supported Job Types

This statement is required for the following job types:

• SNMP Trap Send (SNPE_JOB)
• SNMP Value Get (SNPG_JOB)
• SNMP Value Set (SNPS_JOB)

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

For the SNPE_JOB job type:

SNMPNODE oid HOST(host) [PORT(port)] VERSION(1|2|3) [INFORM]

For the SNPG_JOB job type:

SNMPNODE oid HOST(host) [PORT(port)] VERSION(1|2|3) [SUBTREE]

For the SNPS_JOB job type:

SNMPNODE oid HOST(host) [PORT(port)] VERSION(1|2|3)

oid
Specifies the SNMP OID (object identifier) in numeric or string format. In an SNMP Trap Send job, it identifies the
trap that you want to send. In an SNMP Value Get or Value Set job, it identifies the variable whose value you want
to retrieve or change.
Limits: Up to 256 characters; case-sensitive
Examples: agentLogLevel, .1.3.6.1.2.1.1.6.0
Note: In an SNMP Value Set job, the MIB statement is required if the OID is specified in string (non-numeric)
format.
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HOST(host)
Specifies the host name or IP address of the network device. In an SNMP Trap Send job, it identifies the
computer you want to send the SNMP trap to. In an SNMP Value Get or Value Set job, it identifies the device that
hosts the MIB variable.
Limits:  Up to 256 characters; case-sensitive

PORT(port)
(Optional) Specifies the port of the network device. In an SNMP Trap Send job, it identifies the port used to
send the SNMP trap. In an SNMP Value Get or Value Set job, it identifies the port used to communicate with the
network device.
Limits: Up to 5 digits
Default: 161 (SNPG_JOB and SNPS_JOB); 162 (SNPE_JOB)

VERSION(1|2|3)
Specifies the SNMP version. In an SNMP Trap Send job, it identifies the version used when generating the SNMP
trap. In an SNMP Value Get or Value Set job, it identifies the version used when connecting to the network device.
Options include the following:

• 1

Specifies SNMP Version 1 (v1).

• 2

Specifies SNMP Version 2 (v2).

• 3

Specifies SNMP Version 3 (v3).
INFORM

(Optional) Indicates that the SNMP Trap Send job sends the SNMP v2/v3 INFORM message if it exists. This
option is recommended for SNMP v3.

SUBTREE
(Optional) Indicates that the SNMP Value Get job walks the whole SNMP subtree starting with the OID (oid).

NOTE
Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.

Example: Send an SNMP Trap to a Network Device

Suppose that you want to send the cybtrapstart trap to a network device using SNMP v3. In this example, five string
parameters are passed to the trap. The host name of the network device is localhost and its port is 162. The job uses the
AES privacy protocol and the SHA authentication protocol. The name of the MIB file is cybermation.mib and the default
engine ID is used. The credentials of user1 are used for authorization.

SNPE_JOB SENDTRAP

   AGENT SNMPAGENT

   MIB cybermation.mib

   SNMPNODE cybtrapstart HOST(localhost) PORT(162) VERSION(3)

   SNMPUSER user1

   AUTHPROTOCOL SHA

   PRIVPROTOCOL AES

   ENGINEID

   PARAMETER TYPE(snmp:string) VALUE(p1)

   PARAMETER TYPE(snmp:string) VALUE(p2)

   PARAMETER TYPE(snmp:string) VALUE(p3)

   PARAMETER TYPE(snmp:string) VALUE(p4)
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   PARAMETER TYPE(snmp:string) VALUE(p5)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Query a Network Device for the Value of an SNMP Variable

Suppose that you want to know the value of the agentVersion variable hosted by a network device. In this example,
the host name of the network device is host.example.com and its port is 161. The SNMP version is v2 and the read
community is public. The name of the MIB file is cybermation.mib, which is located in the agent installation directory.

SNPG_JOB GETVAR

   AGENT SNMPAGENT

   MIB cybermation.mib

   SNMPNODE agentVersion HOST(host.example.com) PORT(161) VERSION(2)

   COMMUNITY public

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Query a Network Device for the Values of a Whole SNMP Subtree

Suppose that you want to retrieve the values of a whole SNMP subtree starting with the pluginManagerPluginsTable OID.

SNPG_JOB GETSUBTREE

   AGENT SNMPAGENT

   MIB cybermation.mib

   SNMPNODE pluginManagerPluginsTable HOST(host.example.com) PORT(161) +

     VERSION(2) SUBTREE

   COMMUNITY public

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

SNMPUSER Statement: Specify an SNMP v3 User Name
The SNMPUSER statement specifies the user name whose credentials are used for authorization in SNMP v3. This
statement is ignored if your SNMP version is v1 or v2.

Supported Job Types

If your SNMP version is v3, this statement is required for the following job types:

• SNMP Trap Send (SNPE_JOB)
• SNMP Value Get (SNPG_JOB)
• SNMP Value Set (SNPS_JOB)

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

SNMPUSER user_name

user_name
Specifies the user name whose credentials are used for authentication.
Limits: Up to 128 characters; case-sensitive; it cannot contain delimiters (such as spaces)
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NOTE
The SNMPUSER statement requires the PASSWORD command. Refer to the PASSWORD command for
information on how to manage passwords.

Example: Specify SNMP User in an SNMP Value Set Job

Suppose that you want to set the value of the OUT456789 variable using SNMP v3. In this example, the job uses the
AES privacy protocol and the MD5 authentication protocol. The OUT456789 variable belongs to the context named
contxtname within the SNMP entity identified by the hexadecimal value CAB0. The credentials of user user1 are used for
authorization.

SNPS_JOB SETV3

   AGENT SNMPAGENT

   SNMPUSER user1

   MIB 'c:\SNMP\MIBs\mymib.mib'   

   SNMPNODE OUT456789 HOST(example.com) VERSION(3)

   CONTEXTNAME contxtname

   CONTEXTENGINEID X'cab0'

   PRIVPROTOCOL AES

   AUTHPROTOCOL MD5

   PARAMETER TYPE(snmp:int) VALUE(8)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

SNPC_JOB Statement: Start an SNMP Subscribe Job Definition
The SNPC_JOB statement starts an SNMP Subscribe job definition in an application. You can define an SNMP Subscribe
job to subscribe for SNMP trap information.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows.

Syntax

For this statement, refer to the JOB statement syntax.

NOTE

• SC is the short form of SNPC_JOB.
• To schedule SNMP Subscribe jobs, you must load the workload object module CYBESOSC. Load

CYBESOSC with the WOBDEF command or with the WOBDEF initialization parameter.

Required Statements

To define an SNMP Subscribe job, you must specify the following statements:

• AGENT (at the workload object or the application level)
• FILTER
• MIB

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statement for an SNMP Subscribe job:

• DESTINATION
• JOBCLASS

Example: Subscribe to the First SNMP Trap the Agent Receives
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Suppose that you want the agent to subscribe to the first SNMP trap it receives. In this example, the name of the MIB file
is cybermation.mib. When the agent receives the first trap, the job completes.

SNPC_JOB SUBSCRIBE_FIRST

   AGENT SNMPAGENT

   MIB cybermation.mib

   FILTER .*

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Subscribe to All SNMP Traps the Agent Receives

Suppose that you want the agent to subscribe to all SNMP traps it receives. In this example, the name of the MIB file is
cybermation.mib. Whenever the agent receives a trap, an alert named ALRT is sent.

SNPC_JOB SUBSCRIBE_ALL

   AGENT SNMPAGENT

   MIB cybermation.mib CONTINUOUS(ALRT)

   FILTER .*

   RUN DAILY 

ENDJOB

SNPE_JOB Statement: Start an SNMP Trap Send Job Definition
The SNPE_JOB statement starts an SNMP Trap Send job definition in an application. You can define an SNMP Trap
Send job to send SNMP trap information.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows.

Syntax

For this statement, refer to the JOB statement syntax.

NOTE

• SD is the short form of SNPE_JOB.
• To schedule SNMP Trap Send jobs, you must load the workload object module CYBESOSD. Load

CYBESOSD with the WOBDEF command or with the WOBDEF initialization parameter.

Required Statements

To define an SNMP Trap Send job, you must specify the following statements:

• AGENT (at the workload object or the application level)
• MIB
• SNMPNODE

In addition, if your SNMP version is v1 or v2, you must also specify the following statement:

• COMMUNITY

If your SNMP version is v3, you must also specify the following statements:

• AUTHPROTOCOL
• PRIVPROTOCOL
• SNMPUSER
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Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for an SNMP Trap Send job:

• DESTINATION
• JOBCLASS
• PARAMETER

In addition, if your SNMP version is v3, you can also specify the following statement:

• ENGINEID

Example: Send an SNMP Trap to a Network Device

Suppose that you want to send the cybtrapstart trap to a network device using SNMP v3. In this example, five string
parameters are passed to the trap. The host name of the network device is localhost and its port is 162. The job uses the
AES privacy protocol and the SHA authentication protocol. The name of the MIB file is cybermation.mib and the default
engine ID is used. The credentials of user1 are used for authorization.

SNPE_JOB SENDTRAP

   AGENT SNMPAGENT

   MIB cybermation.mib

   SNMPNODE cybtrapstart HOST(localhost) PORT(162) VERSION(3)

   SNMPUSER user1

   AUTHPROTOCOL SHA

   PRIVPROTOCOL AES

   ENGINEID

   PARAMETER TYPE(snmp:string) VALUE(p1)

   PARAMETER TYPE(snmp:string) VALUE(p2)

   PARAMETER TYPE(snmp:string) VALUE(p3)

   PARAMETER TYPE(snmp:string) VALUE(p4)

   PARAMETER TYPE(snmp:string) VALUE(p5)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

SNPG_JOB Statement: Start an SNMP Value Get Job Definition
The SNPG_JOB statement starts an SNMP Value Get job definition in an application. You can define an SNMP Value Get
job to retrieve the value of an SNMP variable.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows.

Syntax

For this statement, refer to the JOB statement syntax.

NOTE

• SG is the short form of SNPG_JOB.
• To schedule SNMP Value Get jobs, you must load the workload object module CYBESOSG. Load

CYBESOSG with the WOBDEF command or with the WOBDEF initialization parameter.

Required Statements

To define an SNMP Value Get job, you must specify the following statements:
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• AGENT (at the workload object or the application level)
• SNMPNODE

In addition, if your SNMP version is v1 or v2, you must also specify the following statement:

• COMMUNITY

If your SNMP version is v3, you must also specify the following statements:

• AUTHPROTOCOL
• PRIVPROTOCOL
• SNMPUSER

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for an SNMP Value Get job:

• DESTINATION
• JOBCLASS
• MIB

In addition, if your SNMP version is v3, you can also specify the following statements:

• CONTEXTENGINEID
• CONTEXTNAME

Example: Query a Network Device for the Value of an SNMP Variable

Suppose that you want to know the value of the agentVersion variable hosted by a network device. In this example,
the host name of the network device is host.example.com and its port is 161. The SNMP version is v2 and the read
community is public. The name of the MIB file is cybermation.mib, which is located in the agent installation directory.

SNPG_JOB GETVAR

   AGENT SNMPAGENT

   MIB cybermation.mib

   SNMPNODE agentVersion HOST(host.example.com) PORT(161) VERSION(2)

   COMMUNITY public

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Query a Network Device for the Values of a Whole SNMP Subtree

Suppose that you want to retrieve the values of a whole SNMP subtree starting with the pluginManagerPluginsTable OID.

SNPG_JOB GETSUBTREE

   AGENT SNMPAGENT

   MIB cybermation.mib

   SNMPNODE pluginManagerPluginsTable HOST(host.example.com) PORT(161) +

     VERSION(2) SUBTREE

   COMMUNITY public

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

SNPS_JOB Statement: Start an SNMP Value Set Job Definition
The SNPS_JOB statement starts an SNMP Value Set job definition in an application. You can define an SNMP Value Set
job to set the value of an SNMP variable.
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NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows.

Syntax

For this statement, refer to the JOB statement syntax.

NOTE

• SS is the short form of SNPS_JOB.
• To schedule SNMP Value Set jobs, you must load the workload object module CYBESOSS. Load

CYBESOSS with the WOBDEF command or with the WOBDEF initialization parameter.

Required Statements

To define an SNMP Value Set job, you must specify the following statements:

• AGENT (at the workload object or the application level)
• PARAMETER
• SNMPNODE

In addition, if your SNMP version is v1 or v2, you must also specify the following statement:

• COMMUNITY

If your SNMP version is v3, you must also specify the following statements:

• AUTHPROTOCOL
• PRIVPROTOCOL
• SNMPUSER

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for an SNMP Value Set job:

• DESTINATION
• JOBCLASS
• MIB

NOTE
The MIB statement is required if the SNMPNODE statement specifies an OID (object identifier) in string (non-
numeric) format.

In addition, if your SNMP version is v3, you can also specify the following statements:

• CONTEXTENGINEID
• CONTEXTNAME

Example: Change the Value of an SNMP Variable using SNMP v2

Suppose that you want to set the value of the agentLogLevel variable to its highest level to diagnose a problem. In this
example, the host name of the network device is host.example.com and its port is 161. The SNMP version is v2 and the
read community is public. The name of the MIB file is cybermation.mib, which is located in the agent installation directory.

SNPS_JOB SETV2

   AGENT SNMPAGENT

   MIB cybermation.mib

   SNMPNODE agentLogLevel HOST(host.example.com) PORT(161) VERSION(2)

   COMMUNITY public

   PARAMETER TYPE(snmp:int) VALUE(8)

   RUN DAILY
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ENDJOB

Example: Change the Value of an SNMP Variable using SNMP v3

Suppose that you want to set the value of the OUT456789 variable using SNMP v3. In this example, the job uses the
AES privacy protocol and the MD5 authentication protocol. The OUT456789 variable belongs to the context named
contxtname within the SNMP entity identified by the hexadecimal value CAB0. The credentials of user user1 are used for
authorization.

SNPS_JOB SETV3

   AGENT SNMPAGENT

   SNMPUSER user1

   MIB 'c:\SNMP\MIBs\mymib.mib'   

   SNMPNODE OUT456789 HOST(example.com) VERSION(3)

   CONTEXTNAME contxtname

   CONTEXTENGINEID X'cab0'

   PRIVPROTOCOL AES

   AUTHPROTOCOL MD5

   PARAMETER TYPE(snmp:int) VALUE(8)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

SPOOLFILE Statement: Specify a path to a spool file
The SPOOLFILE statement specifies a path to the spool file.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the PROXY_JOB job type.

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

SPOOLFILE path

path
Specifies the full path to a spool file when you do not want to use the default location. If a spool file is specified, it
overwrites a previous spool file with the same name unless the name starts with >>.
Limits: Up to 256 characters; can contain any characters and delimiters; case-sensitive
ESP requires the path be enclosed in single quotes to denote the start and end of the string.

NOTE

• The spool file directory must be readable and writable.
• The user who executes the job must have read and write access to the spool file directory.
• The job log resides in the spool directory on the agent computer.
• SPOOLFILE is a job-level statement; it can be specified only within a job definition.

The following rules apply to specifying a spool file when you are running a PROXY_JOB job type for OpenVMS:
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• The spool file has to be a complete file name ending with .LOG. For example, TEST.LOG.
• If you do not provide a device and directory, then your default device and directory will be used to store the spool file.

For example, if the spool file definition is TEST.LOG, then TEST.LOG will be stored under the current default directory,
which can be found using the SHOW DEFAULT command after login.

• If you provide an incomplete spool file definition, the agent reports an invocation error. The following examples are
incomplete spool file definitions because they do not end with .LOG: TEST, TEST.OUT, DEV$USER:[CAUSR05]TEST.
The following example has a valid directory name but is incomplete because it does not have a valid file name: DEV
$USER:[CAUSR05].

• Appending to the spool file is not supported.
• Using a logical name in the SPOOLFILE statement is not supported.
• If your old job definition from the version 2 telnet agent includes /LOG_FILE modifier, specify the value in the

SPOOLFILE statement in the Remote Execution agent.

Example: Specify a Path to a Spool File

This example shows specifying a path to a spool file. If a spool file is specified, it overwrites a previous spool file with the
same name unless the name starts with >>.

APPL SPOOLFILE

JCLLIB 'CA.TEST.JCLLIB'

 

PROXY_JOB PRJOB2

  AGENT proxy1

  REMOTE_COMMAND dir

  REMOTE_TARGET hpserver

  SPOOLFILE >>/NET/CAUSERS.CA.COM/EXPORT/HOME/CAUSER/TEST/ls2

  USER rootdev

  JOBCLASS a

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

SPOOLRECIPIENT Statement: Specify SAP Spool Recipient
The SPOOLRECIPIENT statement specifies the recipient for the SAP spool. The recipient receives the spool upon job
completion or failure.

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Batch Input Session (BDC_JOB)
• SAP R/3 (SAP_JOB)

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

SPOOLRECIPIENT recipient

recipient
Specifies the SAP user, SAPoffice distribution list, or email address that receives the spool.
Limits: Up to 240 valid SAP characters; case-sensitive
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NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• To specify multiple recipients, use multiple SPOOLRECIPIENT statements or define a distribution list in SAP

and use the DLI recipient type.

Example: Specify an Email Address

In this example, jsmith@company1.com receives the spool upon job completion.

APPL SAPTEST

SAP_JOB SAPTEST

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   RECIPIENTTYPE MAIL

   SPOOLRECIPIENT jsmith@company1.com

   ABAPNAME RSPARAM

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Specify an SAP User

In this example, the SAP user J01Prod receives the spool upon job completion.

APPL SAPTEST

SAP_JOB SAPTEST

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   RECIPIENTTYPE SU

   SPOOLRECIPIENT J01Prod

   ABAPNAME BTCTEST

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Specify an SAPoffice Distribution List

In this example, the users on the payroll distribution list receive the spool upon job completion.

APPL SAPTEST

SAP_JOB SAPTEST

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   RECIPIENTTYPE DLI

   SPOOLRECIPIENT payroll

   ABAPNAME BTCTEST

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

SQL_JOB Statement: Start an SQL Job Definition
The SQL_JOB statement starts an SQL job definition. You can define an SQL job to run an SQL query against an Oracle,
SQL Server, or DB2 database. When the job runs, the SQL statement is invoked and the results are stored in an output
file or job spool file. You can also add criteria to the job definition to test the query result. If the result matches the criteria,
the job completes. Otherwise, the job fails.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and WA Agent for Databases.
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Syntax

For this statement, refer to the JOB statement syntax.

NOTE

• QL is the short form of SQL_JOB.
• To schedule SQL jobs, you must load the workload object module CYBESOQL. Load CYBESOQL with the

WOBDEF command or with the WOBDEF initialization parameter.

Required Statements

To define an SQL job, you must specify the following statements:

• AGENT (at the workload object or the application level)
• SQL

NOTE
All database jobs require a database user ID and the database resource location. You can use the defaults
defined on the agent in the agentparm.txt file or specify the USER and DB_URL statements in the job definition.

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for an SQL job:

• DB_URL
• JOB_CRITERIA
• OUTPUT_FILE
• USER
• USER_TYPE

Example: Run SQL Query Against an Oracle Database

This example defines the SQL_JOB QRY1. The Database Agent CYBDB1 runs the query 'select jobname from tbtco'
against the Oracle database specified in the DB_URL statement.

SQL_JOB QRY1

   AGENT CYBDB1

   DB_URL jdbc:oracle:thin:@10.1.1.10:1521:ESP

   SQL 'select jobname from tbtco'

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

SQL Statement: Specify SQL to Run Against a Database Table (WA Agent for
Databases Only)
The SQL statement specifies an SQL statement to run against a database table.

Supported Job Type

This statement is required for the SQL (SQL_JOB) job type.

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

SQL sql_statement
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sql_statement
Specifies the SQL statement to run against a database table.
Limits: Up to 4078 characters; case-sensitive
Example: 'SELECT store FROM store_info WHERE sales > 1000'

NOTE

The value can contain any SQL statement including SELECT, DELETE, UPDATE or INSERT.

 

NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• To use the SQL statement, you must know how to construct an SQL query.
• SQL_COMMAND is an alias of SQL.

Example: Run an SQL Query

In the following SQL job, the agent CYBDB1 runs the SQL query 'SELECT store FROM store_info WHERE sales > 1000'.

SQL_JOB QRY1

   AGENT CYBDB1

   SQL 'SELECT store FROM store_info WHERE sales > 1000'

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

SQL Statement: Specify SQL to Run Against a Database Table (ESP System
Agent Only)
The SQL statement specifies an SQL statement to run against a database table.

Supported Job Type

This statement is required for the Database (DB_JOB) job type.

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

SQL sql_statement

sql_statement
Specifies the SQL statement to run against a database table.
Limits: Up to 4078 characters; case-sensitive
Example: 'SELECT store FROM store_info WHERE sales > 1000'
Note: The value can contain any SQL statement including SELECT, DELETE, UPDATE or INSERT.

NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• To use the SQL statement, you must know how to construct an SQL query.
• If you use CREATE, DELETE, UPDATE, INSERT, or DROP in the SQL statement, the System Agent does

not create a spool file.
• QUERY is an alias of SQL.

Example: Return Data from a Table in the Spool File
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In this example, an SQL job queries the TBTCO table for job names. The job's output is written to the spool file.

DB_JOB DBJOB1.STMNT

   AGENT R6AGENT

   USER sapr3

   DSN oracle:thin:@gamax:1527:cyb

   SQL 'SELECT JOBNAME FROM TBTCO'

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Return Data from a Table that Match a Condition in the Spool File

In this example, an SQL job returns the number of rows in the TBTCO table where the job name starts with SD and the
end date is August 13, 2003. The job's output is written to the spool file.

DB_JOB DBJOB2.STMNT

   AGENT R6AGENT

   USER user1

   DSN oracle:thin:@gamax:1527:cyb

   SQL 'SELECT COUNT (*) FROM TBTCO WHERE JOBNAME LIKE ''SD%'' +

      AND ENDDATE = ''20030813'''

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Return Data from a Table that Match a Condition in a File

In this example, an SQL job returns the number of rows in the STAFF table where the employee name starts with L. The
job's output is written to /export/home/qatest/db_job_data/test14.bd2.

DB_JOB DBJOB3.STMNT

   AGENT R6AGENT

   USER db2admin

   DSN db2://10.1.1.46:50000/sample

   SQL 'SELECT COUNT(*) FROM STAFF WHERE NAME LIKE ''L%'''

   DESTINATION '/export/home/qatest/db_job_data/test14.bd2'

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

SQOOP_COLUMNS Statement: Specify Columns to Import or Export
The SQOOP_COLUMNS statement specifies a database table columns to import or export, depending on the Sqoop
IMPORT or EXPORT type.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Apache Sqoop™ (SQOOP_JOB)

Syntax:

SQOOP_COLUMNS columns

columns
Specifies a list of database table columns, separated by commas.
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Limits: Up to 256 characters; case-sensitive. The name can contain any characters, if it contains delimiters it
should be enclosed in single quotes.

NOTE
 SQOOP_COLUMNS statement can be specified at the application level and at the job level.

 

Example

In this example, SQOOP_COLUMNS statement specifies columns: id,product,amount.

APPL        TESTHS

AGENT HADOOP

SQOOP_JOB   SQEXPORT

 SQOOP_TYPE export

 USER root

 HADOOP_HOST      hadoop.server.com

 JDBCURL    jdbc:mysql://hadoop.server.com/retail

 JDBCUSER   root

 JDBCTABLE  esp

 HADOOP_SOURCE     /dir1/file1

 SQOOP_COLUMNS    'id,product,amount'

 RUN NOW

ENDJOB

SQOOP_JOB Statement: Start an Apache Sqoop™ Job Definition
You can define an Apache Sqoop™ job to allow ESP to import data into HDFS, transform the data, and then export it back
into a relational database.

Syntax

For this statement, refer to the JOB statement syntax.

Notes:

• To run Apache Sqoop™ jobs, your system requires the WA Agent for Hadoop.
• HS is the short form of SQOOP_JOB.
• To schedule Apache Sqoop™ jobs, you must load the workload object module CYBESOHS. Load CYBESOHS with the

WOBDEF command or with the WOBDEF initialization parameter.
• HDFS_JOB workload object module CYBESOHF is required to be loaded for Workstation file browse operations to

work.

Required Statements

To define a Apache Sqoop™ job, you must specify the following statements:

• AGENT
• USER
• HADOOP_HOST
• SQOOP_TYPE
• JDBCURL
• JDBCUSER
• JDBCTABLE
• HADOOP_DESTINATION - mandatory if SQOOP_TYPE is IMPORT
• HADOOP_SOURCE - mandatory if SQOOP_TYPE is EXPORT
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Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for a Apache Sqoop™ job:

• JOBCLASS
• HADOOP_POLLOINTVL
• HADOOP_BINPATH
• HADOOP_PORT
• DRIVERCLASS
• SQOOP_COLUMNS
• WHERECLAUSE
• BOUNDARY_QUERY
• NULLSTRING
• NULLNOSTRING
• ADDITIONAL_PARMS
• STAGING_TABLE

Example:

In this example, SQOOP_TYPE statement specifies EXPORT Sqoop job:

APPL TESTHS

AGENT HADOOP

SQOOP_JOB SQEXPORT

 SQOOP_TYPE      export

 USER root

 HADOOP_HOST     hadoop.server.com

 JDBCURL         jdbc:mysql://hadoop.server.com/test

 JDBCUSER root

 JDBCTABLE   esp

 HADOOP_SOURCE   /dir1/file1

 RUN  NOW

ENDJOB

SQOOP_TYPE Statement: Specify a Sqoop Job Type
The SQOOP_TYPE statement specifies a Sqoop job type.

Supported Job Type

This statement is required for the following job types:

• Apache Sqoop™ (SQOOP_JOB)

Syntax:

SQOOP_TYPE {IMPORT|EXPORT}

NOTE
 SQOOP_TYPE statement can be specified at the job level only.

Example

In this example, SQOOP_TYPE statement specifies EXPORT Sqoop job:

APPL TESTHS

AGENT HADOOP

SQOOP_JOB SQEXPORT
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 SQOOP_TYPE      export

 USER root

 HADOOP_HOST     hadoop.server.com

 JDBCURL         jdbc:mysql://hadoop.server.com/test

 JDBCUSER root

 JDBCTABLE   esp

 HADOOP_SOURCE   /dir1/file1

 RUN  NOW

ENDJOB

STAGING_TABLE Statement: Specify the Table Where Data will be Staged before
Being Inserted into the Destination Table
The STAGING_TABLE statement specifies the table where the data will be staged before being inserted into the
destination table.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Apache Sqoop ™ (SQOOP_JOB) if the SQOOP_TYPE statement is defined with EXPORT operand

Syntax:

STAGING_TABLE table [CLEAR_TABLE(YES|NO)]

table
Specifies staging table name.
Limits: Up to 256 characters; case-sensitive. The name can contain any characters, but if delimiters are
specified, it should be enclosed in single quotes

CLEAR_TABLE(YES|NO)
If CLEAR_TABLE(YES) is specified, any data present in the staging table will be deleted before it is used.
CLEAR_TABLE(NO) is the default value.

NOTE
 You can specify STAGING_TABLE statement at the application level or at the job level.

Example

In this example, the stgtab table is cleared before the data are staged:

APPL TESTHS

AGENT HADOOP

SQOOP_JOB SQEXPORT

 SQOOP_TYPE       export

 USER root

 HADOOP_HOST     hadoop.server.com

 JDBCURL         jdbc:mysql://hadoop.server.com/test

 JDBCUSER root

 JDBCTABLE   esp

 HADOOP_SOURCE      /dir1/file1

 STAGING_TABLE stgtab CLEAR_TABLE(YES)

 RUN  NOW

ENDJOB
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STARTMODE Statement: Specify Startmode for Readied Job
The STARTMODE statement specifies the action to take when the job is readied on the SAP system.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Batch Input Session (BDC_JOB)
• SAP R/3 (SAP_JOB)

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

STARTMODE N|I|A

N
Does not release the job.

NOTE
This release option requires a manual process to release the job. Use the WSA or WSI line commands
either in CSF or through the SAPGUI to start the job. When the job is released, the agent detects the
change of status and displays it in the CSF. For more information on the W CSF commands, see the WA
Agent for SAP Solutions Guide to Scheduling Workload.

I
Releases the job immediately. If no free background processing is available, the job is not released and stays in
the Scheduled SAP job state.

A
Releases the job as soon as possible. This is the default.

Example: Release the Job Immediately

In this example, the job is released immediately.

APPL SAPTEST

SAP_JOB SAPTEST

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   STARTMODE I

   RUN DAILY

   ABAPNAME BTCTEST

      VARIANT TEST

      SAPTARGETSYSTEM tst005

ENDJOB

STATINTV Statement: Set Status Check Interval
The STATINTV statement sets the time interval between Agent status checks. It is used in conjunction with the
AGENT_MONITOR statement.

Type

ESP Application Statement

STATINTV mins
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mins
Specifies the time interval in minutes between Agent status checks.
Default: 0. This indicates no status checks are performed.
Limits: 0 to 32767 (22 days)

Example

In the following example, AGENT_MONITOR TORONTO is set up to perform status checks on Agent CYBNT1. The
status checks will occur every 5 minutes and the object will store 10 messages.

APPL AGENTMON

 

AGENT_MONITOR TORONTO

    STATINTV 5

    MSGQLEN 10

    AGENT CYBNT1

ENDJOB

STATUS Statement: Specify Status of Process, Service, or IP Address
The STATUS statement specifies the status of the process, service, or IP address to be monitored.

Supported Job Types

This statement is required for the following job types:

• IP Monitoring (IP_MON)
• Process Monitoring (PROCESS_MON)
• Windows Service Monitoring (SERVICE_MON)

Syntax

For the IP Monitoring and Process Monitoring job types:

STATUS RUNNING|STOPPED

       NOW|WAIT

For the Windows Service Monitoring job type:

STATUS RUNNING|STOPPED|CONTINUE_PENDING|PAUSE_PENDING|PAUSED|START_PENDING|

        STOP_PENDING|EXISTS|NOTEXISTS

       NOW|WAIT

RUNNING
Specifies that the job monitors the process, service, or IP address for a running status.

STOPPED
Specifies that the job monitors the process, service, or IP address for a stopped status.

CONTINUE_PENDING
Specifies that the job monitors the Windows service for a continue pending status.

PAUSE_PENDING
Specifies that the job monitors the Windows service for a pause pending status.

PAUSED
Specifies that the job monitors the Windows service for a paused status.
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START_PENDING
Specifies that the job monitors the Windows service for a start pending status.

STOP_PENDING
Specifies that the job monitors the Windows service for a stop pending status.

EXISTS
Specifies that the job checks whether the Windows service exists.

NOTEXISTS
Specifies that the job checks whether the Windows service does not exist.

NOW
Returns the status of the process, service, or IP address immediately.

NOTE
If the current status matches the status type, the job completes successfully; otherwise, the job fails.

WAIT
Monitors the process, service, or IP address continuously until it reaches the specified status.

NOTE

On UNIX and i5/OS, you can only specify the RUNNING, STOPPED, NOW, and WAIT operands.

Example: Monitor a Process for a Status of STOPPED

The Process Monitoring job completes successfully if process Bayuser is not running.

PROCESS_MON PROCESS.STOPPED

   AGENT SYSAGENT

   PROCESS Bayuser

   STATUS STOPPED NOW

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Monitor a Process for a Status of RUNNING

The Process Monitoring job completes successfully after the process nlnotes starts running.

PROCESS_MON NLNOTES.SUCCESS

   AGENT SYSAGENT

   PROCESS nlnotes

   STATUS RUNNING WAIT

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Monitor the Agent Process on Windows Using a Full Path

In this example, the monitored process is cybAgent.exe. When the STATUS statement conditions are met (process is
RUNNING NOW), the jobs listed in the RELEASE statement will be released for execution.

NOTE
If there are spaces in the path, use single quotation marks.

PROCESS_MON PROCESS2.STMNT

   AGENT WINAGENT

   PROCESS 'c:\Program files\cybermation\ESPSystemAgentR6\cybAgent.exe'

   STATUS RUNNING NOW
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   RELEASE (PRPATH.JOB1, PRPATH.JOB2)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Monitor a Device at a Specific IP Address and Port Number

In this example, the job checks if a server with a specific IP address and port is running.

IP_MON IPMON.STMNT

   RUN DAILY

   AGENT SYSAGENT

   IPADDRESS 10.1.2.20

   IPPORT 22

   STATUS RUNNING NOW

ENDJOB

Example: Monitor the ESPDSeries Service

In this example, the service ESPDSeries is monitored until (operand WAIT) a status of RUNNING occurs.

SERVICE_MON STATUS1.STMNT

   AGENT WINAGENT

   SERVICENAME ESPDSeries

   STATUS RUNNING WAIT

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

STEPEND Statement: Release Resources at End of Step
The STEPEND statement is used to release resources back to the resource pool at job step-end. You may release part or
all of the resources back to the resource pool. The STEPEND statement is coded within the scope of the job statement.
You can have more than one STEPEND statement in one job.

Type

ESP application statement.

STEPEND STEPNAME(stepname) PROCSTEP(procstep) -

RELRES(n1,resname1,n2,resname2, …)

stepname
Indicates the name of the job step.

Procstep
Indicates the name of the proc step.

n1,resname
Indicates the quantity and name of the resource to be released.

Resource types

Step-level resource release is available for renewable resources only.

NOTE
Step-level resource release only works if USERMOD 11 is off. When USERMOD 11 is on, the Application
Manager does not get step-end notification.
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Example: Releasing one unit of a resource

The following example shows releasing one unit of a resource after STEP1, PROCA:

APPL ONE

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCLLIB.CNTL'

JOB JOBA

  RUN DAILY

  RESOURCE (6,T3480)

  STEPEND STEPNAME(STEP1) PROCSTEP(PROCA) -

  RELRES(1,T3480)

ENDJOB

Example: Releasing two more units of the same resource

The following example shows releasing two more units of the same resource later in the same job:

APPL ONE

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCLLIB.CNTL'

JOB JOBA

    RUN DAILY

    RESOURCE (5,T3480)

    STEPEND STEPNAME(STEP3) PROCSTEP(PROCB) -

    RELRES(2,T3480)

ENDJOB

Ensure the stepnames and procsteps you specify match your JCL exactly. You can release resources by specifying just a
procstep and not a stepname, if that is how your JCL is tailored.

STEPNAME Statement: Specify the Job Step for Execution
The STEPNAME statement indicates the job step at which to begin the execution of a job.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the MSSQL_JOB job type.

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

STEPNAME {step name}

step name
Specifies the job step at which to begin the execution of a job. A value for the step name is mandatory. The step
name operand has the following attributes:

• Maximum length of 128 characters
• Can contain any characters
• Case-sensitive
• Can contain delimiters (for example, spaces). If the value contains delimiters, enclose the value in single

quotes.
• Job-level statement only

Example: Specify the STEPNAME Statement in an Application
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The following example shows a Microsoft SQL job that uses the STEPNAME statement.

APPL TESTMS

JCLLIB 'CA.TEST.JCLLIB'

 

MSSQL_JOB TEST_A

  AGENT MSSQL

  STEPNAME ‘Step 2’    

  JOBNAME 'Test Job A'

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

STEPUSER Statement: Specify User for ABAP Program
The STEPUSER statement specifies the user under whose authorization the ABAP program runs.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Batch Input Session (BDC_JOB)
• SAP R/3 (SAP_JOB)

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

STEPUSER user_name

user_name
Specifies the name of the user under whose authorization the ABAP program runs.
Limits: Up to 16 valid SAP characters; case-sensitive

NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• Use the STEPUSER statement before the first ABAPNAME statement to set the default value for subsequent

steps.
• Use the STEPUSER statement within the boundaries of the step definition (between two ABAPNAME

statements or between an ABAPNAME statement and the end of the job definition) to define the value for
that step.

• The STEPUSER statement overrides the SAPUSER statement.

Example: Specify User for ABAP Program

In this example, ABAP BTCTEST will run under the authority of user ID USER14.

APPL SAPTEST

SAP_JOB SAPTEST

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   STARTMODE I

   RUN DAILY

   ABAPNAME BTCTEST

      STEPUSER user14

      VARIANT TEST
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      SAPTARGETSYSTEM tst005

ENDJOB

STORED_PROCEDURE Statement: Specify Stored Procedure or Stored Function
to Run
The STORED_PROCEDURE statement specifies the database stored procedure to run. If you are using an Oracle or
SQL Server database, you can also use the STORED_PROCEDURE statement to specify a stored function.

Supported Job Type

This statement is required for the Database Stored Procedure (DBSP_JOB) job type.

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

Type

STORED_PROCEDURE stored_procedure

stored_procedure
Specifies the stored procedure to run. You can specify a stored function if you use an Oracle or SQL Server
database.
Limits: Up to 100 characters; case-sensitive

NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• The agent does not support stored functions (also named user-defined functions) on DB2.
• SPNAME is an alias of STORED_PROCEDURE.

Example: Run a Stored Procedure

The following example runs the stored procedure UPDATE_INV:

DBSP_JOB SPROC1

   AGENT CYBDB1

   STORED_PROCEDURE UPDATE_INV

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

SUBAPPL Statement: Identify subapplications
The SUBAPPL statement identifies the logical name of a subapplication within an application. Choose a subapplication
name different than that of any job name within the application.

SUBAPPL subapplid [WAIT[(ANY)|(LAST)]|NOWAIT]

subapplid
Indicates a subapplication identifier up to eight-character long. Characters must be either alphanumeric, a national
character ($ # @), or an underscore (_). The first character cannot be numeric. The name of the subapplication
must be different from any job within the application.

WAIT[(ANY)|(LAST)]
Indicates concurrent processing of different generations of the same subapplication is not permitted.
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• WAIT(ANY) -- The subapplication will wait for all previous generations of the subapplication to complete.
• WAIT(LAST) or WAIT -- Default. The subapplication will wait only for the previous generation of the same

subapplication to complete.

NOWAIT
Indicates concurrent processing of different generations of the same subapplication is permitted. This is the
default.

You may choose to use a subapplication to

• Break up a large application into smaller groups of jobs.
• Combine smaller applications into one common application and use subapplications to group related jobs together.

This may alleviate the need for establishing inter-application relationships, that is, EXTERNAL jobs.

Using a subapplication allows you to

• Display and manipulate all jobs in a subapplication using a single command.
• Select or deselect all jobs in a subapplication using a single command.
• Use the CSF to filter based on the subapplication.
• Control concurrent processing of different generations of the same subapplication.
• Report on subapplications.

You can use the SUBAPPL statement at a global level or at a job level. A job level setting overrides a global setting.

You can select jobs within a subapplication by selecting each job or the subapplication.

NOTE

Related information

For information on applications and subapplications, see the User Guide.

For information on manipulating subapplications using CSF, see the Operator's Guide.

For information on reporting on subapplications, see the User Guide.

For information on selecting or deselecting entire subapplications, see the SELECT and DESELECT statements.

For information on manipulating jobs within applications and subapplications, see the APPLJOB or AJ
command.

Example: Identify subapplication

In the following example, MYJOB is identified as belonging to the PREPJOBS subapplication:

JOB MYJOB

  SUBAPPL PREPJOBS

ENDJOB

Example: SUBAPPL statements identify a subapplication

In the following example

• PAYJOB1 and PAYJOB2 are grouped together into the ACCTPAY subapplication. Each generation of the ACCTPAY
subapplication must wait for the previous generation to complete.

• RECJOB1 and RECJOB2 are grouped together into the ACCTREC subapplication. Different generations of the
ACCTREV subapplication can process at the same time.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYB.PROD.JCL'
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JOB PAYJOB1

 SUBAPPL ACCTPAY WAIT

JOB PAYJOB2

 SUBAPPL ACCTPAY 

JOB RECJOB1

 SUBAPPL ACCTREC

JOB RECJOB2

  SUBAPPL ACCTREC 

ENDJOB

SELECT (ACCTPAY,ACCTREC) SUBAPPL

Example: SUBAPPL statements identify a subapplication

In the following example

• PAYJOB1 and PAYJOB2 are grouped together into the ACCTPAY subapplication. Each generation of the ACCTPAY
subapplication must wait for the previous generation to complete.

• BILLJOB1 and BILLJOB2 are grouped together into the BILLING subapplication. Different generations of the BILLING
subapplication can process at the same time.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

 

SUBAPPL ACCTPAY WAIT

JOB PAYJOB1

JOB PAYJOB2

ENDJOB

SUBAPPL BILLING

JOB BILLJOB1

JOB BILLJOB2

ENDJOB

Example: SUBAPPL statements identify jobs for subapplications

In the following example

• REGJOB1 and REGJOB2 are grouped together into the REGULAR subapplication.
• SPECJOB1 and SPECJOB2 are grouped together into the SPECIAL subapplication. Each job in the SPECIAL

subapplication is identified as on request jobs, for example, they may or may not run.
• PAYJOB1 and PAYJOB99 do not belong to a subapplication.
• PAYJOB1 has a delayed submission time of 10pm.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB1

  DELAYSUB 10PM

  RUN DAILY

  REL (REGJOB1,SPECJOB1)

ENDJOB

JOB REGJOB1

  SUBAPPL REGULAR

  RUN DAILY

  REL REGJOB2
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ENDJOB

JOB REGJOB2

  SUBAPPL REGULAR

  RUN DAILY

  REL PAYJOB99

ENDJOB

JOB SPECJOB1 REQUEST

  SUBAPPL SPECIAL

  RUN DAILY

  REL SPECJOB2

ENDJOB

JOB SPECJOB2 REQUEST

  SUBAPPL SPECIAL

  RUN DAILY

  REL PAYJOB99

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB99

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

NOTE
If this application is triggered early in the day, it provides the opportunity to request jobs within the SPECIAL
subapplication prior to 10pm.

Example: Invokes four separate members each containing a subapplication

In the following example, the PAYROLL application consists of

• An APPL statement identifying the name of the application.
• A JCLLIB statement telling ESP where to find each job's execution JCL.
• Four INVOKE statements identifying the subapplications comprising the PAYROLL application.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCLLIB.CNTL'

INVOKE 'CYBER.PROCS.CNTL(ACCPAY)'

INVOKE 'CYBER.PROCS.CNTL(ACCREC)'

INVOKE 'CYBER.PROCS.CNTL(BILLING)'

INVOKE 'CYBER.PROCS.CNTL(REPORTS)'

The following are examples of the invoked members:

SUBAPPL ACCPAY

JOB ACCJOB1

…

JOB ACCJOB99

 

SUBAPPL ACCREC

JOB RECJOB1

…

JOB RECJOB99

 

SUBAPPL BILLING

JOB BILJOB1

…
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JOB BILJOB99

 

SUBAPPL REPORTS

JOB RPTJOB1

…

JOB RPTJOB99

NOTE
This method of subapplication organization is not required, but may provide an option when an application
contains many subapplications, with each subapplication containing many jobs.

SUBMIT_MODIFIER Statement: Specify Values for Remote Execution Jobs
The SUBMIT_MODIFIER statement specifies additional variables and flags to be passed when invoking commands on
the target system. The data is platform-specific for HP Integrity NonStop and UNIX jobs.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the PROXY_JOB job type.

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

SUBMIT_MODIFIER text

text
Specifies options to pass for HP Integrity NonStop, UNIX, and OpenVMS jobs. For example, you can specify a list
of setup commands for execution before running commands in "Command" fields. You cannot use the following
HP Integrity NonStop options with the SUBMIT_MODIFIER statement: IN, OUT, OUTV, INLINE, and NAME.
You can specify multiple SUBMIT_MODIFIER statements. The SUBMIT_MODIFIER statement commands are
captured in the job log and in the agent logs.
Limits: Up to 600 characters; case-sensitive; can contain alphanumeric characters and delimiters

NOTE

• If the text operand contains delimiters, the text operand must be enclosed in single quotes to denote the start
and end of the operand. If the text operand contains a single quote, double up that single quote so it does not
denote the end of the operand. Do not use double quotes, it must be two single quotes.

• The SUBMIT_MODIFIER statement is a job-level statement; it can be specified only within a job definition.

Example: Specify Variables and Flags Using the SUBMIT_MODIFIER Statement

This example shows the submission of variables a and b for HP Integrity NonStop job VARIABLES. This example also
shows two SUBMIT_MODIFIER statements containing the value Flag. In HP, Tandem Advanced Command Language
(TACL) Flags are set variables, commands, and built-in functions. You can enter valid TACL Flags for processing in a HP
Integrity NonStop job on a remote system.

PROXY_JOB VARIABLES

AGENT REAGENT

  REMOTE_TARGET TARGET1

  USER rootdev

  JOBCLASS a

  REMOTE_COMMAND lsch

  SUBMIT_MODIFIER 'a=1,b=2'

  SUBMIT_MODIFIER Flag
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  SUBMIT_MODIFIER Flag

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Specify HP Integrity NonStop Options Using the SUBMIT_MODIFIER Statement

This example shows the first HP Integrity NonStop option as HIGHPIN ON,INSPECT ON. You cannot use the following
HP Integrity NonStop options with the SUBMIT_MODIFIER statement: IN, OUT, OUTV, INLINE, and NAME.

PROXY_JOB OPTIONS

  AGENT REAGENT

  REMOTE_TARGET TARGET1

  REMOTE_COMMAND DIR

  SUBMIT_MODIFIER 'HIGHPIN ON,INSPECT ON'

  SUBMIT_MODIFIER 2

  SUBMIT_MODIFIER ABENDONABEND

  RUN TODAY

  AFTER %espappl..CONTROL

ENDJOB

Example: Specify OpenVMS Options Using the SUBMIT_MODIFIER Statement

This example shows how the options from the SUBMIT_MODIFIER statement are used as a qualifier to populate the
SUBMIT command. All OpenVMS jobs are submitted using the SUBMIT command.

PROXY_JOB OPTIONS2

  AGENT REAGENT

  REMOTE_TARGET OPENVMS

  REMOTE_COMMAND DIR

  REMOTE_COMMAND 'show time'

  SUBMIT_MODIFIER /NOTE=MYJOB

  SUBMIT_MODIFIER /NAME=MYNAME

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

NOTE

• The /LOG_FILE option should not be used. If you would like to define a non-default LOG file, it should be put
into the SPOOLFILE statement.

• The /NOLOG_FILE should not be used.
• The /PARAMETERS option should not be used. Instead, you can put the parameter behind each command,

the same as executing a command with an argument from normal command line execution.

SUCCESSMSG Statement: Specify Success Message for ABAP
The SUCCESSMSG statement specifies a string that indicates the success of the SAP step (ABAP). If the string matches
the SAP ABAP output for the step, the step is considered successful.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the SAP R/3 (SAP_JOB) job type.

Syntax

This statement has the following format:
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SUCCESSMSG 'message'

message
Specifies a string that indicates the success of the step. If the string matches the SAP ABAP output for the step,
the step is considered successfully completed even if the step fails on the SAP system.
Limits: Up to 128 valid SAP characters; case-sensitive

NOTE

• Use the SUCCESSMSG statement before the first ABAPNAME statement to set the default value for
subsequent steps.

• Use the SUCCESSMSG statement within the boundaries of the step definition (between two ABAPNAME
statements or between an ABAPNAME statement and the end of the job definition) to define the value for
that step.

Example: Specify Success Message for an ABAP

In this example, even if the SAP job fails (return code value 'E'), ESP will treat the step (ABAP BTCTEST) as successful if
the string 'Program Selections' is found in the ABAP spool output.

APPL SAPTEST

SAP_JOB SAPTEST

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   STARTMODE I

   RUN DAILY

   ABAPNAME BTCTEST

      STEPUSER user14

      VARIANT TEST

      SUCCESSMSG 'Program Selections'

ENDJOB

SUN_JOB Statement: Identify the Name of SUN Jobs
The SUN_JOB statement identifies the name of a Solaris Unix job in an application.

Syntax

Refer to the JOB statement syntax.

To use Solaris Unix jobs, you must load a workload object module. The SUN_JOB workload object module is CYBESOSJ.
To load this module, use the WOBDEF command or the WOBDEF initialization parameter.

NOTE

Related Information

Refer to the JOB statement usage notes.

Example:

SUN_JOB PAYDATA

  RUN DAILY

  RELEASE PAYRPT

  AGENT SUNX_NY

  SCRIPTNAME /usr/data/pay

ENDJOB
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TABLE_NAME Statement: Specify the Name of the Table to Monitor
The TABLE_NAME statement specifies the name of the database table to monitor for the changes specified in the
Database Monitor or Database Trigger job.

Supported Job Types

This statement is required for the following job types:

• Database Monitor (DB_MON)
• Database Trigger (DB_TRIG)

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

TABLE_NAME table [CONTINUOUS(*|alertid|eventid)]

table
Specifies the name of the database table to monitor for changes. Limits: Up to 100 characters; case-sensitive

CONTINUOUS(*|alertid|eventid)
(Optional) Specifies the identifier of an event or alert to be triggered when the specified database monitoring
conditions occur. Defines the job as continuous. To end continuous monitoring, you must complete the job
manually. If you do not specify this operand, the job completes when the specified database monitoring conditions
occur.
*

Retriggers the event that invoked the application that owns the specified job.
alertid

Specifies the alert identifier to be triggered.
Limits: Up to 4 alphanumeric characters; the first character must be alphabetic
Note: The alert must have been previously defined using the ALERTDEF command.

eventid
Specifies the event name to be triggered. An event name consists of a prefix and a descriptive name,
separated by a period. The prefix specifies the name of a group ID. The prefix can be up to eight
alphanumeric characters. The descriptive name can be up to 16 alphanumeric characters and can include
the underscore and national characters (@, #, $). The first character of the descriptive name must be
alphabetic.
You must be authorized to trigger events in the specified group.

NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• TABLENAME is an alias of TABLE_NAME.

Example: Monitor a Table for an Update

In the following example, the table Inventory_List is monitored for an update. When an update occurs, the job completes.

DB_TRIG TRIG1

   AGENT CYBDB1

   TABLE_NAME Inventory_List

   TRIG_TYPE UPDATE

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB
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Example: Monitor a Table Continuously for the Insertion of Rows

In the following example, the table Inventory_List is continuously monitored for the insertion of table rows. When a row is
inserted, ESP triggers the predefined Alert INC. After the Alert is triggered, monitoring resumes. To end the job, you must
complete it manually.

DB_TRIG TRIG1

   AGENT CYBDB1

   TABLE_NAME Inventory_List CONTINUOUS(INC)

   TRIG_TYPE INSERT

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Monitor a Table Continuously for Updates

In the following example, the table Inventory_List is continuously monitored for updates. When an update occurs, if the
number of units of product A has fallen below 100000, ESP triggers the predefined alert LOW. After the alert is triggered,
monitoring resumes. To end the job, you must complete it manually.

DB_TRIG TRIG1

   AGENT CYBDB1

   TABLE_NAME Inventory_List CONTINUOUS(LOW)

   TRIG_TYPE UPDATE

   TRIG_COND 'new.ProductA < 100000'

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

TAG Statement: Tag Jobs
The TAG statement is used to tag jobs in an application with a character string up to 16 characters in length. The TAG
statement can be job specific or can apply to all jobs in an application.

TAG 'string'

string
Indicates a character string in up to 16 characters. If the string contains separator characters (comma or blanks),
enclose it within quotes. This string may contain ESP symbolic variables.

Using the TAG statement allows you to:

• Filter jobs with a common characteristic using CSF
• Pass information to JCL using the %ESPAPTAG symbolic variable.

NOTE

Related information

For information on applications, see the User Guide.

For information on CSF, see the Operator's Guide.

Example:

In the following example, PAYJOB1 is tagged with the character string CRITICAL JOB.

APPL PAYROLL
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JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB1

  TAG 'CRITICAL JOB'

  RUN WORKDAYS

ENDJOB

Example:

In the following example, a symbolic variable is used to tag all jobs in the PAYROLL application with the three-character
day of the week name (for example, MON for Monday).

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

TAG '%ESPSDAY(1:3)'

JOB PAYJOB2

  RUN WORKDAYS

  REL PAYJOB3

JOB PAYJOB3

  RUN WORKDAYS

  REL PAYJOB4

JOB PAYJOB4

  RUN WORKDAYS

ENDJOB

Example: Associates a character string with a job

JOB PAYJOB5

  TAG IMPORTANT

ENDJOB

Example: Associates a character string with a job

JOB PAYJOB6

  TAG 'TIME 18:00'

ENDJOB

Example: Associates a character string with a job

JOB PAYJOB7

  TAG 'DIVISION 123'

ENDJOB

TANDEM_JOB Statement: Identify the Name of Tandem Jobs
The TANDEM_JOB statement starts an HP Integrity NonStop job definition in an ESP application. You can define
TANDEM_JOB statements to run workload on the Telnet-style Tandem agent Version 2.0, or the WA Agent for HP Integrity
NonStop r11.3.1.

The WA Agent for HP Integrity NonStop r11.3.1 lets you use environment variables to:

• Assign logical file names to physical files with the ASSIGN statement.
• Specify parameters to pass to the agent with the PARAMETER statement.
• Define a logical map to file-system elements with the DEFINE statement.
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The WA Agent for HP Integrity NonStop r11.3.1 creates the following data files for retrieval and viewing. You can retrieve
information for these files by entering a 'W' in CSF beside a TANDEM_JOB workload object.

• Spool file
• Job log file
• Output file
• Error file

Syntax

For this statement, refer to the JOB statement.

NOTE
Usage notes:

• To schedule jobs with the TANDEM_JOB statement, load the workload object module CYBESOTA. Load
CYBESOTA with the WOBDEF command or with the WOBDEF initialization parameter.

• TA is the short form for TANDEM_JOB.

Required Statements

To define an HP Integrity NonStop job, specify the following statements:

• AGENT (at the workload object or the application level)
• COMMAND
• USER

NOTE
The USER statement is required only for TANDEM_JOB definitions running on the WA Agent for HP Integrity
NonStop r11.3.1. Define a password for the user if one has not been specified prior.

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for an HP Integrity NonStop job:

• ARGS
• ENVAR

NOTE
The ENVAR statement is required when concurrent jobs are running; you cannot specify the same output file
for two concurrent jobs. Use the ENVAR STDOUT parameter to specify different output files.

• EXITCODE

NOTE
The EXITCODE statement is valid for the Telnet-style Tandem agent Version 2.0, but is ignored for
TANDEM_JOB definitions running on the WA Agent for HP Integrity NonStop r11.3.1. The EXITCODE
statement can be left in applications running under WA Agent for HP Integrity NonStop r11.3.1; it has no
effect.

The following optional statements apply only to TANDEM_JOB definitions running on the WA Agent for HP Integrity
NonStop r11.3.1:

• ASSIGN
• DEFINE
• PARAMETER

Example: Code an HP Integrity NonStop Job

This example shows how to use all the statements in an HP Integrity NonStop job:
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APPL TESTHP

JCLLIB 'CA.TEST.JCLLIB'

USER ADMIN

 

TANDEM_JOB TEST_D

  AGENT HPNONSTOP

  COMMAND $C35.PROD.GETAPD

  ASSIGN "LOGFILE;$C35.PROD.GETASGN;PEXT=1024;-

            CODE=101;BLOCK=700;REC=100"

  DEFINE “MYFIL1;CLASS=MAP;FILE=$c35.SUBVOL.LOGDEF1”

  PARAMETER NAME(XYZ) VALUE(200)

  ENVAR AUTOSERV=ACE

  ARGS "~\; "ID QUAL01.QP00TACL.JFSICAM"

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Set HP Integrity NonStop Environment Variables

In this example, the ENVAR statements do the following tasks:

• Set the full path of an alternative standard output stream to ">>$C35.PROD.oabcout1", and append new output to the
current output file.

• Set the full path of an alternative standard error output stream to ">>$c35.PROD.err1", and append new output to the
current output file.

APPL TESTHP

JCLLIB 'CA.TEST.JCLLIB'

USER ADMIN

 

TANDEM_JOB TEST_A

  AGENT HPNONSTOP

  COMMAND $C35.PROD.GETDEF

  ENVAR STDOUT=>>$C35.PROD.oabcout1

  ENVAR STDERR=>>$c35.PROD.err1

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

TARGETNAMESPACE Statement: Specify the Target Namespace
The TARGETNAMESPACE statement specifies the target namespace in a Web Service job.

Supported Job Type

This statement is required for the Web Service (WEB_SERV) job type.

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

TARGETNAMESPACE target_namespace

target_namespace
Specifies the target namespace used for the names of messages, port type, binding, and services defined in the
WSDL for the web service. Complex data types such as arrays require the target namespace.
Limits: Up to 256 characters; case-sensitive
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NOTE
Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.

Example: Specify Target Namespace for Getting Stock Quote

Suppose that you want to invoke a web service that returns a company stock quote. The URL for the WSDL that
describes the web service and its location is http://www.webservicex.com/stockquote.asmx?WSDL. The WSDL port name
within the target namespace http://www.webserviceX.NET is StockQuoteSoap. The target endpoint address URL is http://
www.webservicex.com/stockquote.asmx. The job calls the operation GetQuote within the StockQuote web service. When
the job invokes the web service, the company's stock symbol is passed to the operation. The GetQuote operation returns
a java.lang.String object, which maps to the XML type string in the return namespace http://www.webserviceX.NET/.
When the job completes, the stock quote for CA is stored as a serialized Java object in the job's spool directory.

WEB_SERV QUOTE

   AGENT WSAGENT

   TARGETNAMESPACE http://www.webserviceX.NET/

   SERVICENAME StockQuote

   PORTNAME StockQuoteSoap

   OPERATION GetQuote

   WSDL_URL http://www.webservicex.com/stockquote.asmx?WSDL

   ENDPOINT_URL http://www.webservicex.com/stockquote.asmx  

   PARAMETER TYPE(xsd:string) VALUE(CA)

   RETURNCLASS java.lang.String

   RETURNXML string

   RETURNNAMESPACE http://www.webserviceX.NET/          

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

TARGETOSTYPE Statement: Specify the Remote Operating System
The TARGETOSTYPE statement specifies the remote operating system in a secure file transfer. The remote operating
system determines the path separator on the remote system.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Secure Copy (SCP_JOB)
• Secure FTP (SFTP_JOB)

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

TARGETOSTYPE UNIX

UNIX
Specifies the remote operating system is UNIX. The following are valid TARGETOSTYPE statements:
TARGETOSTYPE UNIX

TARGETOSTYPE

NOTE
TARGETOSTYPE can be specified at the application (global) level.

Example: Specify the Remote Operating System Type
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This example downloads the file_size8 file from the /ul/test/ftpdata directory on the simon server using the Secure Copy
Protocol (SCP). After the file is downloaded, the agent computer contains a file named scp_file_size8_local_user in the /
u1/causer/data directory. The owner of the file is test. The remote operating system is UNIX.

SCP_DOWNLOAD

   AGENT UNIXAGENT

   LOCALNAME /ul/causer/data/scp_file_size8_local_user

   REMOTENAME file_size8

   REMOTEDIR /u1/test/ftpdata

   SERVERADDR simon

   SERVERPORT 22

   TRANSFERDIRECTION DOWNLOAD

   USER causer

   LOCALUSER test

   TARGETOSTYPE UNIX

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

TARGET Statement: Specify the Informatica Target Name for Database
Connection
The TARGET statement specifies the name of the Informatica target, which is used for database connections.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the INFORMATICA_JOB job type.

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

TARGET {target name}

target name
Specifies the name of the Informatica target. An Informatica target contains information for connecting to the
database. A value for the target name is mandatory.
The target name operand has the following attributes:

• Maximum length of 128 characters
• Accepts all characters and numerals, the period, and the underscore
• Accepts the following delimiters: commas, semicolons, and spaces. If the value contains delimiters, enclose

the value in single quotes.
• Case-sensitive

NOTE
You can specify the TARGET statement at the application (global) level. When a job-level TARGET statement is
present, the application-level TARGET statement is ignored.

Example: Specify an Informatica Target Name

This example shows an Informatica job that uses the target name infosrvr:

APPL TESTIJ

JCLLIB 'CA.TEST.JCLLIB'
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USER ADMIN

 

INFORMATICA_JOB TEST_A

  AGENT informatica

  FOLDER ipn

  WORKFLOW wf_inst

  TARGET infosrvr

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

TARGET Statement: Specify the Target Server Database Name
The TARGET statement specifies the name of the target Microsoft SQL database. The agent supports running jobs
against multiple target Microsoft SQL databases.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the MSSQL_JOB job type.

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

TARGET {target name}

target name
Specifies the name of the target Microsoft SQL database. A value for the target name is mandatory. The target
name operand has the following attributes:

• Maximum length of 128 characters
• The first character must be an alpha character (A-Z)
• Accepts alphanumeric after the first character plus the underscore (_)
• Case-sensitive
• Job-level statement only

Example: Specify the TARGET Statement in an Application

The following example shows a Microsoft SQL job that uses the TARGET statement.

APPL TESTMS

JCLLIB 'CA.TEST.JCLLIB'

 

MSSQL_JOB TEST_A

  AGENT MSSQL

  TARGET lodca0002    

  JOBNAME 'Test Job A'

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

TASKNAME Statement: Specify the Task where the Workflow Starts
The TASKNAME statement specifies the name of the task from which the workflow is to start.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the INFORMATICA_JOB job type.
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Syntax

This statement has the following format:

TASKNAME {task name}

task name
Specifies the name of the task from which the workflow is to start. If omitted, the workflow starts from the
beginning. A value for the task name is mandatory. The TASKNAME statement is mandatory in the GET TASK
DETAILS command.
The task name operand has the following attributes:

• Maximum length of 79 characters
• Accepts all characters and numerals, the period, and the underscore
• Accepts the following delimiters in single quotes: commas, semicolons, and spaces
• Case-sensitive
• Job-level statement only

Example: Specify a Task Name

This example shows an Informatica job that uses the task name CMD_COPY_FILE_INST_C:

APPL TESTIJ

JCLLIB 'CA.TEST.JCLLIB'

USER ADMIN

 

INFORMATICA_JOB TEST_A

  AGENT informatica

  FOLDER ipn

  WORKFLOW wf_inst

  TASKNAME cmd_copy_file_inst_c

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

TEMPLATELANG Statement: Specify a Template Language
The TEMPLATELANG statement specifies the default template language for programs in a single request or request set
job.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the OA_JOB job type.

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

TEMPLATELANG name

name
Specifies the default template language for programs in a single request or request set job.
Limits: Up to ten characters; can contain any characters including delimiters; case-sensitive
If delimiters are used, enclose the name in single quotes.

NOTE
The TEMPLATELANG statement is a job-level statement; it can be specified only within a job definition.
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Example: Code a TEMPLATELANG Statement

This example shows how to code a TEMPLATELANG statement for a Single Request. For information about all the Oracle
statements in an Oracle job, see the Broadcom Integrated Agent Services User Guide (Oracle Jobs) r1.0.

OA_JOB OAJOB1

    AGENT OAAGENT

    OAUSER SYSADMIN

    RESPNAME 'System Administrator'

    RUN TODAY

    PROGRAMDISPL 'Concurrent Program Details Report - XML Publisher'

    APPLDISPLNAME 'Application Object Library'

    ARGS FND,FNDATREP

    TEMPLATETERR US

    TEMPLATELANG EN

    OUTPUTFORMAT PDF

    PRINTER printer5

    PRINTSTYLE LANDSCAPE

    PRINTCOPIES 1

 ENDJOB

Example: Change the Default Template Language in an Oracle Job

This example shows the default template language as English (EN) for job OAJOB2, request set FNDRSSUB932. A
PROGTEMPLATELANG statement specified after a PROGDATA statement changes the default value for that program.
The template language for program PROGDATA 2 is changed to German (DE).

OA_JOB OAJOB2

    AGENT OAAGENT

    OAUSER SYSADMIN

    RESPNAME 'System Administrator'

    RUN TODAY

  REQSET FNDRSSUB932

    APPLDISPLNAME 'Application Object Library'

    TEMPLATETERR US

    TEMPLATELANG EN

    OUTPUTFORMAT PDF

    ARGDEFAULTS Yes

    PROGDATA 1

      PROGARGS FND,FNDATREP

    PROGDATA 2

      PROGARGS FND,FNDATREP

      PROGTEMPLATELANG DE

ENDJOB

Example: Change the Defaults in an Oracle Job

A PROGTEMPLATELANG statement specified after PROGDATA overwrites a PROGTEMPLATELANG statement
specified before PROGDATA (default for all programs in request set), and it also overwrites a TEMPLATELANG
statement.

In this example, both programs have template territory as United Kingdom (UK) and output format as XML. The first
program has template language German (DE), and the second program has template language French (FR).
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OA_JOB OAJOB3

    AGENT OAAGENT

    OAUSER SYSADMIN

    RESPNAME 'System Administrator'

    RUN TODAY

  REQSET FNDRSSUB932

    APPLDISPLNAME 'Application Object Library'

    TEMPLATETERR US

    TEMPLATELANG EN

    OUTPUTFORMAT PDF

    ARGDEFAULTS Yes

    PROGTEMPLATETERR UK

    PROGTEMPLATELANG DE

    PROGOUTPUTFORMAT XML

    PROGDATA 1

      PROGARGS a

    PROGDATA 2

      PROGARGS b

      PROGTEMPLATELANG FR

ENDJOB

TEMPLATE Statement: Set Templates
The TEMPLATE statement is used to name a template and identify any parameters and variables available during
template processing.

TEMPLATE name ([posct] [parms...])

              [LOCALVARIABLES|GLOBALVARIABLES]

TEMPLATE
Indicates the beginning of the template definition.

name
Indicates the name the template.

posct
Indicates the number of positional parameters.

parms
Indicates any positional, keyword or keyword(value) parameters. Positional parameters cannot contain blanks or
other separators, while keyword parameters can contain any characters. Positional parameters must be passed to
the template in the order specified.

LOCAL VARIABLES
Defines variables to be used only with the body of the template

GLOBAL VARIABLES
Defines variables to be used within or outside the body of the template. This is the default.

Once you use the TEMPLATE statement, specify the statements you want to process each time the template is used. End
the template with the ENDTEMPL statement. To use a template, specify its name and identify the parameters you are
passing to it.

Template processing involves the expansion of a template so that ESP can perform substitution. For example, if a
template is used to define an application consisting of five jobs, the template is expanded five times. During the expansion
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of the template, ESP substitutes the appropriate values as per the template definition statements, to generate the
application.

Templates provide a simplified method of entering data when there is a high degree of repetition and are useful for
defining similar jobs and using other repetitive code. Templates allow you to use and enforce standards and reduce
maintenance.

Templates are available anywhere CLANG is available:

• Page mode
• Line mode
• ESP initialization parameters
• ESP procedures.

Templates are available for use at any time while the same command environment is active (for example, page mode,
ESP Event.)

Multiple templates can be used within the input stream (for example, application definition).

NOTE

Related information

For information on working with templates, see the Advanced User Guide.

For information on ending a template definition, see the ENDTEMPL statement.

Example: Defines similar jobs in an application

The following template is used to define similar jobs in an application:

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBBP01.TESTJOBS.CNTL'

TEMPLATE ACCPAY (1,JOBNAME)

  JOB %JOBNAME

    SUBAPPL ACCPAY

    RUN DAILY

    TAG 'CRITICAL'

  ENDJOB

ENDTEMPL

ACCPAY ACCJOB1

ACCPAY ACCJOB2

ACCPAY ACCJOB3

The TEMPLATE statement indicates:

• The name of the template is ACCPAY.
• One positional parameter called JOBNAME is available for substitution during template processing.
• During the expansion of the template ESP substitutes the appropriate value for JOBNAME as follows:

– ACCJOB1 runs daily, belongs to the ACCPAY subapplication, and has a tag of CRITICAL associated with it
– ACCJOB 2 runs daily, belongs to the ACCPAY subapplication, and has a tag of CRITICAL associated with it
– ACCJOB3 runs daily, belongs to the ACCPAY subapplication, and has a tag of CRITICAL associated with it.

Example: Example of a TEMPLATE definition

The following is an example of a TEMPLATE definition:

TEMPLATE ANYHOL (3,NAME,DATE,YEAR)
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  DEFHOL %NAME START(%DATE %YEAR)

ENDTEMPL

In the above example, three positional parameters are defined and must be passed to the template in the specified order
-- NAME, DATE, and YEAR.

The following is an example of passing data to the template:

ANYHOL XMAS DECEMBER25 2005

In the above example, NAME has the value XMAS, DATE has the value DECEMBER25, and YEAR has the value 2005.

Example: Template definition for holiday

The following is an example of a TEMPLATE definition:

TEMPLATE ANYHOL (1,NAME,DATE())

 DEFHOL %NAME START(%DATE)

ENDTEMPL

In the above example, one positional parameter is identified and must be passed to the template in the specified order.
This represents the name of a holiday. The DATE can be specified using any scheduling term ESP recognizes.

The following is an example of passing data to the template:

ANYHOL XMAS DATE(DECEMBER 25,2005)

In the above example, NAME has the value XMAS and DATE has the value DECEMBER 25, 2005.

Example: Template definition for similar jobs

The following template is used to define similar jobs in an application:

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCLLIB.CNTL'

TEMPLATE PAY (1 JOBNAME FREQ(DAILY) NEXT())

  JOB %JOBNAME

    IF FREQ NE "" THEN RUN %FREQ

    IF NEXT NE " "  THEN RELEASE (%NEXT)

    TAG PJOB

  ENDJOB

ENDTEMPL

PAY PAYJOB1 NEXT(PAYJOB2,PAYJOB3)

PAY PAYJOB2 NEXT(PAYJOB4)

PAY PAYJOB3 FREQ(WEEKDAYS) NEXT(PAYJOB4)

PAY PAYJOB4 NEXT(PAYJOB5)

PAY PAYJOB5 FREQ(LAST WORKDAY OF MONTH)

In the preceding example, the TEMPLATE statement indicates:

• The name of the template is PAY.
• One positional parameter is available for substitution during template processing. This represents the jobname.
• The FREQ variable has the value DAILY.
• The NEXT variable is set to null, but can be passed to the template.

During the expansion of the template, ESP substitutes the appropriate value as follows:
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• PAYJOB1 runs daily and releases PAYJOB2 and PAYJOB3.
• PAYJOB2 runs daily and releases PAYJOB4.
• PAYJOB3 runs Wednesdays and releases PAYJOB4.
• PAYJOB4 runs daily and releases PAYJOB5.
• PAYJOB5 runs on the last workday of the month and has no successors.

Example: TEMPLATE definition

The following is an example of a TEMPLATE definition:

TEMPLATE REGJOB (1,NAME,RUN(),NORUN(),REL())

  JOB %JOB

    IF RUN NE " THEN RUN %RUN

    IF NORUN NE '' THEN NORUN %NORUN

    IF REL NE '' THEN RELEASE %REL

  ENDJOB

ENDTEMPL

The following is an example of passing data to the template:

REGJOB PAYJOB1 RUN(LAST DAY OF MONTH) REL(PAYJOB2)

REGJOB PAYJOB2 RUN(WORKDAYS) NORUN(FRIDAY) REL(PAYJOB3)

REGJOB PAYJOB3 RUN(WED)

As a result of

• The first statement, NAME has the value PAYJOB1, RUN has the value LAST DAY OF MONTH, and REL has the
value PAYJOB2.

• The second statement, NAME has the value PAYJOB2, RUN has the value WORKDAYS, NORUN has the value
FRIDAY, and REL has the value PAYJOB3.

• The third statement, NAME has the value PAYJOB3 and RUN has the value WED.

TEMPLATETERR Statement: Specify a Template Territory
The TEMPLATETERR statement specifies a template territory for the Nth program in the request set. This statement is
applicable only for request set jobs.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the OA_JOB job type.

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

TEMPLATETERR name

name
Specifies the default template territory for programs in a single request or request set job.
Limits: Up to ten characters; can contain any characters including delimiters; case-sensitive
If delimiters are used, enclose the name in single quotes.

NOTE
The TEMPLATETERR statement is a job-level statement; it can be specified only within a job definition.

Example: Code a TEMPLATETERR Statement
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This example shows how to code an EMPLATETERR statement in an Oracle job. For information about all the Oracle
statements in an Oracle job, see the Broadcom Integrated Agent Services User Guide (Oracle Jobs) r1.0.

OA_JOB OAJOB1

  AGENT OAAGENT

  PROGRAM FNDSCURS

  DISPLNAME 'Application Object Library'

  RESPNAME 'System Administrator'

  DESC 'AM Test Desc'

  ARGS ,,,ALL,,10,

  SAVEOUTPUT No

  ARGDEFAULTS No

  CHILDMONITOR Yes

  COPIES 2

  MONITORDELAY 5

  TEMPLATETERR CA

  OUTPUTFORMAT PDF

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Change the Default Template Territory in an Oracle Job

This example shows the default template territory as United States (US) for job OAJOB2, request set FNDRSSUB932. A
PROGTEMPLATETERR statement specified after a PROGDATA statement changes the default value for that program.
The template territory for program PROGDATA 2 is changed to United Kingdom (UK).

OA_JOB OAJOB2

    AGENT OAAGENT

    OAUSER SYSADMIN

    RESPNAME 'System Administrator'

    RUN TODAY

  REQSET FNDRSSUB932

    APPLDISPLNAME 'Application Object Library'

    TEMPLATETERR US

    TEMPLATELANG EN

    OUTPUTFORMAT PDF

    ARGDEFAULTS Yes

    PROGDATA 1

      PROGARGS FND,FNDATREP

    PROGDATA 2

      PROGARGS FND,FNDATREP

      PROGTEMPLATETERR UK

ENDJOB

Example: Change the Defaults in an Oracle Job

A PROGTEMPLATETERR statement specified after PROGDATA overwrites a PROGTEMPLATETERR statement
specified before PROGDATA (default for all programs in request set), and it also overwrites a TEMPLATETERR
statement.

In this example, both programs have template language as German (DE) and output format as XML. The first program
has template territory as the United Kingdom (UK), and the second program has template territory as Canada (CA).
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OA_JOB OAJOB3

    AGENT OAAGENT

    OAUSER SYSADMIN

    RESPNAME 'System Administrator'

    RUN TODAY

  REQSET FNDRSSUB932

    APPLDISPLNAME 'Application Object Library'

    TEMPLATETERR US

    TEMPLATELANG EN

    OUTPUTFORMAT PDF

    ARGDEFAULTS Yes

    PROGTEMPLATETERR UK

    PROGTEMPLATELANG DE

    PROGOUTPUTFORMAT XML

    PROGDATA 1

      PROGARGS a

    PROGDATA 2

      PROGARGS b

      PROGTEMPLATETERR CA

ENDJOB

TEMPLIB Statement: Identify Temporary JCL Libraries

The TEMPLIB statement identifies the temporary or override JCL libraries you want to use for all jobs following this
statement.

This statement has the following format:

TEMPLIB dsname [JOBNAME|USEMEM]

dsname
Specifies a JCL data set or a variable representing a JCL data set concatenation. The variable for the
concatenation is defined in the CONCAT statement.

JOBNAME
Specifies that the data set indicated in dsname is searched for a member with the same name as the job
being submitted. If the job has a MEMBER statement, it is ignored. This parameter has no effect outside of an
application.

USEMEM
Specifies that a MEMBER statement is honored with this TEMPLIB data set. This setting the default.

NOTE

• If a temporary library is specified and the job exists in this library, ESP submits the job from the library. If a
temporary library is not specified, ESP uses the JCL library from the most recent JCLLIB statement.

• When the job exists in the TEMPLIB, you do not need the job in the JCLLIB.
• ESP does not automatically delete the job from TEMPLIB when it completes.
• The TEMPLIB command works at the application level but not at the job level.
• The member name is assumed to be the same as the job name when the following two conditions exist:
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– A MEMBER statement is not coded for a job.
– The JOBNAME operand is not coded in the TEMPLIB statement.

• The //* UNTIL and //* FROM statements can be used to control the use of temporary JCL.
• When there are more than one TEMPLIB statements, the last one takes effect. For example, if there are

statements TEMPLIB %TMPJCL and TEMPLIB %TMPJCL JOBNAME, the TEMPLIB %TMPJCL JOBNAME
statement is used, and ESP ignores the MEMBER statement and only searches for the member with the
value of the JOBNAME.

Example: Identify an override JCL library

In the following example, ESP uses JCL for PAYJOB1 between December 31, 2005 at 9 am and January 5, 2006 at 5 pm,
if it exists in CYBER.OVERRIDE.CNTL. Otherwise, ESP uses JCL from CYBER.JCL.CNTL.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

TEMPLIB 'CYBER.OVERRIDE.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB1

  RUN WORKDAYS

ENDJOB

NOTE
To limit the window in which ESP uses temporary JCL, use the //* FROM and/or //* UNTIL statements as follows:

//* FROM 9AM DECEMBER 31,2005

//* UNTIL 5PM JANUARY 4TH, 2006

//PAYJOB1 JOB CYB,CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=0

Example: Identify concatenated override JCL libraries

In the following example, the CONCAT statement defines variable TEMPJCL as a concatenation of data sets
PY.TEMPMTHY.JCL and PY.TEMPDLY.JCL. Because the TEMPLIB statement specifies %TEMPJCL, ESP searches for
the JCL in data sets PY.TEMPMTHY.JCL, PY.TEMPDLY.JCL, and PY.PROD.JCL, in that order.

APPL PAYROLL

CONCAT DD(TEMPJCL) DSN('PY.TEMPMTHY.JCL','PY.TEMPDLY.JCL')

JCLLIB 'PY.PROD.JCL'

TEMPLIB %TEMPJCL

JOB PAYJOB3

  RUN DAILY

  REL PAYJOB4

JOB PAYJOB4

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

 

Example: Verify JCL from appropriate scheduled date

In the following example, ESP uses JCL for PAYJOB2 if it exists in the temporary JCL library. The name of the temporary
library consists of two symbolic variables: %ESPSYY is the two-digit scheduled year; %ESPSDDD is the three-digit Julian
day. Each day ESP uses a different TEMPLIB.

For example, if the scheduled execution date of the event that invokes this application is January 1, 1999, ESP uses the
temporary JCL if it exists in CYBER.OVERRIDE.99001. Otherwise, it uses JCL from CYBER.JCL.CNTL.
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APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

TEMPLIB 'CYBER.OVERRIDE.%ESPSYY%ESPSDDD'

JOB PAYJOB2

  RUN WORKDAYS

ENDJOB

Example: Ignore MEMBER statement for TEMPLIB

In the following example, ESP first searches for member PAYJOB2 from the temporary library CYBER.OVERRIDE.CNTL.
If the member is not found, ESP uses member PAY1 from the regular library CYBER.JCL.CNTL.

APPL PAYROLL

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

TEMPLIB 'CYBER.OVERRIDE.CNTL' JOBNAME

JOB PAYJOB2

  MEMBER PAY1

  RUN WORKDAYS

ENDJOB

NOTE

Related information

For information about identifying JCL libraries, see the User Guide.

For information about specifying a JCL library, see the JCLLIB statement.

For information about specifying an optional JCL library for an individual job, see the DATASET statement.

For information about specifying the member name in which ESP finds execution JCL for a job, see the
MEMBER statement.

For information about limiting the window in which temporary JCL is used, see the //* FROM and //* UNTIL
statements.

TEXT_MON Statement: Start a Text File Reading and Monitoring Job Definition
The TEXT_MON statement starts a Text File Reading and Monitoring job definition in an application. You can define a
Text File Reading and Monitoring job to search a text file on a Windows, UNIX, or i5/OS computer for a text string. For
example, you can monitor a log file for an error message after a script executes.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, Windows, or i5/OS.

Syntax

For this statement, refer to the JOB statement syntax.

NOTE

• TM is the short form of TEXT_MON.
• To schedule Text File Reading and Monitoring jobs, you must load the workload object module CYBESOTM.

Load CYBESOTM with the WOBDEF command or with the WOBDEF initialization parameter.

Required Statements

To define a Text File Reading and Monitoring job, you must specify the following statements:
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• AGENT (at the workload object or the application level)
• SEARCHRANGE
• TEXTFILE
• TEXTSTRING

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for a Text File Reading and Monitoring job:

• JOBCLASS
• TIMEFORMAT
• USER
• WAITMODE

If your system uses WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows r11.3 and higher, you can also define the following optional
statement:

• ENCODING

Example: Monitor Agent Parameter File for a String

This example monitors the file c:\program files\cybermation\esp system agent r6\agentparm.txt for the string log.level=.
The search for the string starts at line 1.

TEXT_MON TEXTMON1.ALL

   AGENT WINAGENT

   TEXTFILE 'c:\program files\cybermation\esp system agentr6\agentparm.txt'

   TEXTSTRING log.level= EXIST

   SEARCHRANGE LINE FROM(1)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Monitor Agent Parameter File for a String in the First 20 Lines

This example monitors the file agentparm.txt for the string log.level=5. The search for the string starts at line 1 and ends at
line 20.

TEXT_MON TEXTMON2.ALL

   AGENT SYSAGENT

   TEXTFILE agentparm.txt

   TEXTSTRING log.level=5 EXIST

   SEARCHRANGE LINE FROM(1) TO(20)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Monitor Agent Parameter File for a String and Release Jobs

This example monitors the file c:\program files\cybermation\esp system agent r6\agentparm.txt for the string
log.maxsize=10240. The search for the string starts at line 1. If the string is found, the jobs TMTEST2 and TMTEST3 are
released.

TM TEXTMON3.ALL

   AGENT WINAGENT

   TEXTFILE 'c:\program files\cybermation\esp system agentr6\agentparm.txt'

   TEXTSTRING log.maxsize=10240

   SEARCHRANGE LINE FROM(1)
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   RELEASE (TMTEST2, TMTEST3)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

TEXTFILE Statement: Specify Text File Name and Location for Text Search
The TEXTFILE statement specifies the name and location (path) of the text file to search.

Supported Job Type

This statement is required for the Text File Reading and Monitoring (TEXT_MON) job type.

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

TEXTFILE file_name

file_name
Specifies the path to and name of the text file to search.
Limits: Up to 256 characters; case-sensitive

NOTE
Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.

Example: Monitor a Windows File for a String

In this example, the file name is enclosed in single quotes because the path contains spaces.

TEXT_MON TEXTFILE1.STMNT

   AGENT WINAGENT

   TEXTSTRING 'ERROR MESSAGE' EXIST CONTINUOUS(A123)

   TEXTFILE 'c:\program files\cybermation\logfile'

   SEARCHRANGE LINE FROM(1234) TO(1876)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Monitor a UNIX File for a String

In this example, the job searches for a text string in an agent log file.

TM TEXTFILE2.STMNT

   AGENT UNIXAGENT

   TEXTFILE '/export/home/cybermation/agentdir/log/transmitter.log'

   TEXTSTRING NTAGR6 EXIST

   SEARCHRANGE DATETIME +

     FROM(10:00:00) +

     TO(15:20:59)

   TIMEFORMAT 'HH:mm:ss' TIMEPOS(12)

   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE (JOB1.MONDAY, JOB2.TUESDAY)

ENDJOB

Example: Monitor an i5/OS File for a String

In this example, the job searches for a text string in the DATA member of a QSYS file object.
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TEXT_MON TEXTMON2.ALL

   AGENT I5AGENT

   TEXTFILE /QSYS.LIB/LIBRARY.LIB/RESULTS.FILE/DATA.MBR

   TEXTSTRING 'Create file failed' EXIST

   SEARCHRANGE LINE FROM(1) TO (20)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

TEXTSTRING Statement: Specify Text String to Search
The TEXTSTRING statement specifies the text for which you want to search.

Supported Job Type

This statement is required for the Text File Reading and Monitoring (TEXT_MON) job type.

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

TEXTSTRING textstring [EXIST|NOTEXIST]  

[CONTINUOUS(*|alertid|eventid)]

textstring
Defines the text string to search for. You can specify the text string as a regular expression.
Limits: Up to 1024 characters; case-sensitive

EXIST|NOTEXIST
(Optional) Specifies whether the job monitors if a text string exists or does not exist.
EXIST

Monitors whether a text string exists in a specified text file. If the text string exists, the job completes
successfully, or an alert of event is triggered (if monitoring continuously). This is the default.

NOTEXIST
Monitors whether a text string does not exist in a specified text file. If the text string does not exist, the job
completes successfully. If the text string exists, the job fails.

NOTE
When using the WAITMODE statement with the NOTEXIST operand, WAITMODE has to be set
to NOW.

CONTINUOUS (*|alertid|eventid)
(Optional) Specifies the identifier of an event or alert to be triggered when the specified text monitoring conditions
occur. Defines the job as continuous. To end continuous monitoring, you must complete the job manually. If you
do not specify this operand, the job completes when the specified text monitoring conditions occur.

•*
Retriggers the event that invoked the application that owns the specified job.

alertid
Specifies the alert identifier to be triggered.
Limits: Up to 4 alphanumeric characters; the first character must be alphabetic
Note: The alert must have been previously defined using the ALERTDEF command.

eventid
Specifies the event name to be triggered. An event name consists of a prefix and a descriptive name, separated
by a period. The prefix specifies the name of a group ID. The prefix can be up to eight alphanumeric characters.
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The descriptive name can be up to 16 alphanumeric characters and can include the underscore and national
characters (@, #, $). The first character of the descriptive name must be alphabetic.
You must be authorized to trigger events in the specified group.

NOTE

1. – If the job finds one or more occurrences of the searched text, the first trigger takes place at the first
occurrence only. Subsequently, the job only searches for new lines that are added to the text file. In other
words, the job resumes the search from the first line following the last line of the file from the previous
search.

– You cannot use the NOTEXIST operand in this statement with the CONTINUOUS operand.
– You cannot use the TO operand in the SEARCHRANGE statement with the CONTINUOUS operand.
– You cannot use the WAITMODE statement with the CONTINUOUS operand in the TEXTSTRING

statement, they are mutually exclusive.

Usage Notes:

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• To compose a regular expression, follow the rules for Java class java.util.regex.Pattern. You can find these rules using

a Google search for java pattern.
• You can use escape sequences in the regular expression. The following characters have a special meaning in regular

expressions. To use these characters literally, precede the characters with one backward slash (\).
– \ -- backward slash
– [ -- opening bracket
– * -- asterisk
– | -- vertical bar
– { -- opening brace
– + -- plus sign
– ( -- opening parenthesis
– ^ -- caret (circumflex)
– ? -- question mark
– ) -- closing parenthesis
– $ -- dollar sign
– . -- period
For example, to match the characters *.* literally, specify \*\.\* in your regular expression. The backward slashes
escape the characters' special meanings.

Example: Monitor a File for a String and Issue an Alert

This example shows a search of the text file DATA SOURCE NAME for the text string 'EVENT ""COMPUTER() '. If this
string is found (as specified by the operand EXISTS), the alert A123 is issued. Alternatively, an event triggers if an event
name is specified.

The spaces in the values for TEXTFILE and TEXTSTRING require that a single quote is placed at the start and end of
each value.

APPL TEXT.STRING1

AGENT WINAGENT

USER JEFF

JOBCLASS BA

TEXT_MON TEXT.STRING1

   TEXTSTRING 'EVENT ""COMPUTER() ' EXIST CONTINUOUS(A123)

   TEXTFILE 'DATA SOURCE NAME'
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   SEARCHRANGE LINE FROM(123) TO(876)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Monitor a File for a String and Complete the Monitor

This example shows a search of the logfile for the text string 'EVENT ""COMPUTER() '. If this string is found (as specified
by the operand EXIST), the monitor completes due to the optional WAITMODE WAIT statement.

The spaces in the values for TEXTFILE and TEXTSTRING require that a single quote is placed at the start and end of
each value.

APPL TEXT.STRING1

JCLLIB 'CA.TEST.JCLLIB'

TEXT_MON TEXT.STRING1

   AGENT WINAGENT

   TEXTSTRING 'EVENT ""COMPUTER() ' EXIST

   TEXTFILE 'c:\program files\ca\logfile'

   SEARCHRANGE LINE FROM(123) 

   WAITMODE WAIT

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Monitor a File for a String and Report the Status

This example shows a search of the logfile for the text string 'EVENT ""COMPUTER() '. The optional WAITMODE NOW
statement takes an immediate snapshot of the search results and reports the status.

The spaces in the values for TEXTFILE and TEXTSTRING require that a single quote is placed at the start and end of
each value.

APPL TEXT.STRING1

JCLLIB 'CA.TEST.JCLLIB'

TEXT_MON TEXT.STRING1

   AGENT WINAGENT

   TEXTSTRING 'EVENT ""COMPUTER() '

   TEXTFILE 'c:\program files\ca\logfile'

   SEARCHRANGE LINE FROM(123) TO(876)

   WAITMODE NOW

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Monitor a File for a String Using Special Characters

In this example, because the TEXTSTRING contains escape sequences, back slashes must precede the special
characters asterisk (*), period (.), and zed (Z). The required text string is a wild card search for the text string =jars*.* that
must appear at the end of the line (\Z).

TM TEXT.STRING2

   AGENT UNIXAGENT

   TEXTFILE '/export/home/cybermation/agentdir/agentparm.txt'

   TEXTSTRING '=jars/\*\.\*\Z'

   SEARCHRANGE LINE FROM(1) TO(110)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB
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Example: Monitor a File for a String using a Regular Expression

In this example, the text string contains regular expression pattern matching syntax. The search range is also a regular
expression as indicated by the operand REGEX in the SEARCHRANGE statement.

TEXT_MON TMTEST21

   AGENT UNIXAGENT

   TEXTFILE '/export/home/cybermation/agentdir/agentparm.txt'

   TEXTSTRING '^\w{4,10}\.' Exist                           

   SEARCHRANGE REGEX FROM(\A\W\sE)

   RELEASE TMTEST22.FAIL

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

The regular expression can be interpreted as follows:

• ^ or \A -- match only at the beginning of string (line)
• \Z or $ -- match only at the end of string
• \w -- a word character [a-zA-Z0-9]
• \W -- a non-word character
• \s -- a whitespace character
• {4,10} -- match at least 4 times but not more than 10 times

To illustrate the last item {4, 10}, consider the following syntax:

TEXTSTRING 'b1{1,3}c'

Evaluating this expression yields the following conditions:

• The line contains the text b1.
• Numeric 1 should exist at least once, but not more than three times.
• The specified text string must be followed by the letter c.

THEN Statement: Specify Actions
The THEN statement is used in conjunction with an IF statement when the expression that follows the IF statement
returns a true value.

Type

Control Language (CLANG) statement

THEN  action-statement

THEN
Can only be used when the IF statement is already specified. Defines the action to be taken when evaluation of
an IF statement returns a true value. To specify multiple actions, use the DO and ENDDO statements.

action-statement
Indicates the action to be taken.

When you use an IF statement, the expression that follows it must return a true or false value.

The THEN statement is used in conjunction with an IF statement when the expression that follows the IF statement
returns a true value. When a true value is returned by the IF statement, ESP processes the statements following the
THEN statement.
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If multiple statements are required to be processed, you must begin and end compound action statements with DO and
ENDDO language elements.

If a THEN statement continues to another line, use a line continuation character ( - or +). If there is no continuation
character, ESP ignores the THEN statement.

The ELSE statement is used in conjunction with an IF statement when the expression that follows the IF statement returns
a false value.

NOTE

Related information

For information on using ESP's Control Language, see the User Guide.

For information on conditional processing, see the IF, ELSE, and DO statements.

Example: Process different statements

In the following example, ESP determines if the actual day is equal to Monday. If the evaluation of this expression is true,
ESP sends a message indicating that today is Monday to CYB01. If the evaluation of this expression is false, ESP sends
a message to CYB01 indicating what today is.

IF %ESPADAY = 'MONDAY' THEN -

  SEND 'TODAY IS MONDAY' U(CYB01)

ELSE -

  SEND 'TODAY IS %ESPADAY' U(CYB01)

Example: Determine when a job runs

In the following example, ESP determines if today is the 15th day of the month and TUESDAY, and if so PAYJOB1 is
selected to run.

JOB PAYJOB1

  IF TODAY('15TH DAY OF MONTH') AND TODAY('TUESDAY') THEN -

    RUN TODAY

ENDJOB

Example: Set the value of a user defined symbolic variable

In the following example, a user-defined symbolic variable called FINANCIAL_YEAR, which consists of two, two - digit
year numbers, is set as follows:

• If the current month is January, February, March or April, use last year followed by this year
• For any other month, use current year followed by next year.

IF ESPSMM<5 THEN DO

  GENTIME LAST TODAY LESS 1 YEAR

  FINANCIAL_YEAR='%LASTYY%ESPSYY'

ENDDO

ELSE DO

  GENTIME NEXT TODAY PLUS 1 YEAR

  FINANCIAL_YEAR='%ESPSYY%NEXTYY'

ENDDO
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TIMEFORMAT Statement: Specify Time Format for Searching Log File
The TIMEFORMAT statement defines the date and time pattern to use when searching a text file with a time stamp.

 Supported Job Type 

If the DATETIME operand is specified in a SEARCHRANGE statement, this statement is required for the Text File
Reading and Monitoring (TEXT_MON) job type.

 Syntax 

This statement has the following format:

TIMEFORMAT timeformat [TIMEPOS(timepos)]

timeformat
Defines the date and time pattern to use when the upper and lower boundaries are specified as date and time.
The upper and lower boundaries are used to search inside a log file.
Limits: Up to 256 characters; case-sensitive

TIMEPOS(timepos)
Specifies the first column of the time stamp in the log file.

 Notes: 

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• To specify the time format, construct a time pattern string that is used as a mask for searching the particular time

stamp you want to find. In this pattern, all ASCII letters are reserved as pattern letters.
• The following table displays the symbols you can use to build a time format pattern:

 Time Format Pattern Characters 

 Character  Definition  Type  Example 

G Era designator Text AD
y Year Number 2010
M Month in year Text and Number July; 07
d Day in month Number 10
h Hour in am/pm (1 to 12) Number 12
H Hour in day (0 to 23) Number 0
m Minute in hour Number 30
s Second in minute Number 55
S Millisecond Number 978
E Day in week Text Tuesday; Tues
D Day in year Number 189
F Day of week in month Number 2 (2nd Wednesday in July)
w Week in year Number 27
W Week in month Number 2
a AM/PM marker Text PM
k Hour in day (1 to 24) Number 24
K Hour in AM/PM (0 to 11) Number 0
z Time zone Text EST; Eastern Standard Time
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 Time Format Pattern Characters 

 Character  Definition  Type  Example 

Z RFC 822 time zone Sign and Number -0500
' Escape for test Delimiter  
'' Single quote Literal '

 

• The following table displays sample time format patterns for July 10, 2010 at 12:08 p.m. Eastern Standard Time:

Format Patter Result
"yyyy.MM.dd G 'at' hh:mm:ss z" 2010.07.10 AD at 12:08:56 EST
"EEE, MMM d, ''yy" Wed, July 10, '10
"h:mm a" 12:08 PM 
"hh 'o''clock' a, zzzz" 12 o'clock PM, EST 
"K:mm a, z" 12:08 PM, EST
"yyyyy.MMMMM.dd GGG hh:mm aaa" 2010.July.10 AD 12:08 PM

 Example: Define a Time Format 

In this example, the TIMEFORMAT statement specifies the time pattern format that is applied to the values specified by
the FROM and TO operands of the SEARCHRANGE statement. The time values are enclosed in single quotation marks
because they contain spaces.

The values for the TIMEFORMAT statement are as follows:

• MM -- month in the year
• dd -- day in the month
• yyyy -- year
• HH:mm:ss.SSS -- hours, minutes, seconds, and milliseconds.
• zZ -- time zone and RFC 822 time zone

The job completes successfully if the string is found.

TEXT_MON TIMEFMT.STMNT

   AGENT SYSAGENT

   TEXTFILE '/export/home/cybermation/agentdir/log/transmitter.log'

   TEXTSTRING NTAGR6 EXIST

   SEARCHRANGE DATETIME+

     FROM('08/17/2010 00:00:00.000 EST-0500')+

     TO('08/25/2010 23:59:59.999 EST-0500')

   TIMEFORMAT 'MM/dd/yyyy HH:mm:ss.SSS zZ' TIMEPOS(1)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

TIMEOUT Statement: Specify the Ping Timeout
The TIMEOUT statement specifies how long the agent attempts to ping the computer after the Wake on LAN (WOL) signal
is sent. You can use this statement, together with the WAKEHOST and WAKEPORTS statements, to confirm that the
computer is awake.

Supported Job Type
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This statement is optional for the Wake on LAN (WOL_JOB) job type.

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

TIMEOUT timeout

timeout
Specifies the timeout for the ping in seconds.
Limits: Up to 5 digits
Default: 120 seconds

NOTE

• The agent attempts to connect to each of the ports specified in the WAKEPORTS statement (or the default
ports if the WAKEPORTS statement is not specified) before measuring the time for the timeout.

• TIMEOUT can be specified at the application (global) level.

Example: Broadcast the WOL Signal and Ping a Port

This example broadcasts the WOL signal to the server identified by the 172.16.00 IP address and the 00-1E-4F-C1-0F-FE
MAC address. After the WOL signal is sent, the agent pings port 7 of the host computer to ensure it is available. If port 7 is
available, the job completes successfully; otherwise, it fails. The job uses the default timeout for the ping.

WOL_JOB PING.TEST

   AGENT AGENTNME

   WAKEHOST host

   WAKEPORTS 7

   BROADCAST 172.16.0.0

   MAC 00-1E-4F-C1-0F-FE

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

TIMEZONE Statement: Specify a Time Zone
The TIMEZONE statement specifies a different time zone for the PeopleSoft report being run.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the PeopleSoft (PS_JOB) job type.

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

TIMEZONE time_zone

time_zone
Specifies a different time zone for the report being run. This value corresponds to the Time Zone field in
PeopleSoft.
Limits: Up to 9 characters; cannot contain delimiters (such as spaces)

NOTE

You can view the time zone settings in PeopleSoft.

Example: Specify a Time Zone
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This example specifies the Central time in the Continental United States.

TIMEZONE CST

TOPIC Statement: Specify Whether to Publish or Subscribe to a Topic or Queue
The TOPIC statement specifies whether the job sends messages to a topic or queue in a JMS Subscribe job or publishes
messages to a topic or queue in a JMS Publish job.

Supported Job Types

This statement is required for the following job types:

• JMS Publish (JMSP_JOB)
• JMS Subscribe (JMSS_JOB)

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

TOPIC Y|N

Y
Sends or publishes messages to a topic.

N
Sends or publishes messages to a queue.

Example: Publish a Message to a Queue

This example publishes the message "this is my message" to the queue named Queue. The Java
class of the message is String. The initial context factory supplied by the JNDI service provider is
com.ibm.websphere.naming.WsnInitialContextFactory. The service provider's URL is iiop://172.24.0.0:2809, where
172.24.0.0 is the IP address of the WebSphere MQ server and 2809 is the ORB port. The job uses the cyberuser JNDI
user ID to gain access to the connection factory named ConnectionFactory.

JMSP_JOB PUBLISH  

   AGENT APPAGENT

   INITIAL_CONTEXT com.ibm.websphere.naming.WsnInitialContextFactory

   LOCATION iiop://172.24.0.0:2809

   CONNECTION_FACTORY ConnectionFactory

   DESTNAME Queue

   TOPIC N

   MSGCLASS String

   JNDIUSER cyberuser

   PARAMETER TYPE(java.lang.String) VALUE('this is my message')

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

NOTE
The agent does not support JMS messaging on IBM WebSphere. If you have IBM WebSphere MQ, your agent
administrator can set up the agent plug-in to run JMS Publish and JMS Subscribe for JMS queues. JMS topics
are not supported on IBM WebSphere MQ.
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TRANSFERCODETYPE Statement: Specify FTP Format
The TRANSFERCODETYPE statement specifies an ASCII, binary, auto-detect, or EBCDIC transfer, FTP communication
type (SSL or regular), and compression level in an FTP job.

Supported Job Type

This statement is required for the FTP (FTP_JOB) job type and it is optional for the SFTP_JOB job type.

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

TRANSFERCODETYPE [A|B|E|U]

                 [SSL(YES|NO)]

                 [COMPRESS(0|1|2|3|4|5|6|7|8|9)]

A
Indicates an ASCII transfer.
i5/OS:

• If the ASCII file to be transferred already exists on the target computer, the file is written using the encoding of
the existing file.

• If the file does not exist, the file is written using the ASCII CCSID (Coded Character Set Identifier) defined on
the agent. The default is 819.

B
Indicates a binary transfer.

E
Indicates an EBCDIC transfer.

NOTE
E applies to WA Agent for i5/OS only. If an EBCDIC file to be transferred already exists on the target
computer, the file is written using the encoding of the existing file. If the file does not exist, the file is
written using the EBCDIC CCSID (Coded Character Set Identifier) defined on the agent. The default is
37.

U
Indicates an auto-detect transfer.

NOTE
You can specify auto detect for uploads only.

i5/OS: If the source file to be uploaded is EBCDIC, but the target does not support EBCDIC transfers, the job
fails.

SSL(YES|NO)
Specifies whether to transfer the data with Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) communication or regular communication.
YES

Transfers the data using SSL FTP.
NO

Transfers the data using regular FTP.
Note: If the SSL operand is not specified, the data is transferred using the communication type set in the
ftp.client.ssl parameter on the agent FTP client. This parameter is automatically set to false by default (regular
communication is used).
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COMPRESS(0|1|2|3|4|5|6|7|8|9)
Specifies the data compression level.
Limits: 0-9 (0 is no data compression and 9 is the highest data compression)
Default: 0
Note: If the COMPRESS operand is not specified, the data is compressed using the level set in the
ftp.data.compression parameter on the agent FTP client. This parameter is automatically set to 0 by default (no
data compression).

NOTE

• TRANSFERCODETYPE can be a global statement.
• To transfer data using SSL, check for the following:

– The FTP server must have SSL FTP enabled.
– The FTP client must have SSL FTP configured (SSL FTP can be enabled or disabled).
The agent administrator can enable or disable SSL on the agent FTP client using the ftp.client.ssl parameter
in the agent parameter file (agentparm.txt) as follows:
– If the agent FTP client has SSL FTP enabled, all FTP jobs on that agent automatically use SSL FTP.
– If the agent FTP client does not have SSL FTP enabled, all FTP jobs on that agent automatically use

regular FTP.
• The SSL operand overrides the ftp.client.ssl parameter specified in the agent's agentparm.txt.
• If the FTP client has SSL FTP enabled, but the FTP server does not, you must set the SSL operand to

FALSE. Otherwise, the job will fail.
• To use the compression feature, both the FTP client and the FTP server must run on the agent software.

If this value is specified and the FTP server or the FTP client does not run on the agent, the data will be
transferred without compression.

• On the agent FTP client, your agent administrator can specify the default compression level for all FTP jobs
by setting the ftp.data.compression parameter in the agent's agentparm.txt file.

• The COMPRESS operand overrides the default compression level specified in the agent's agentparm.txt.
• FTPFORMAT is an alias of TRANSFERCODETYPE.
• TRANSFERCODETYPE A|B are the only operands applicable for the SFTP_JOB job type, all the other

operands are ignored for the SFTP_JOB job type.

Example: Download a File on UNIX

In this example, the FTP format is binary (operand B):

FTP_JOB FTPTEST6.DOWNLOAD

   AGENT UNIXAGENT

   USER test

   SERVERADDR hpunix

   SERVERPORT 5222

   TRANSFERDIRECTION D

   TRANSFERCODETYPE B

   REMOTENAME /u1/qatest/ftpdata/ESPmgr

   LOCALNAME /export/home/qatest/ftpdata/transf.bin

   RELEASE FTPT17.UPLOAD

   RUN DAILY

   AFTER CHECK.PART1

ENDJOB

Example: Download a File on Windows

In this example, the FTP format is binary (operand B):
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FTP_JOB FTPTEST6.DOWNLOAD

   AGENT WINAGENT

   USER test

   SERVERADDR hpunix

   SERVERPORT 5222

   TRANSFERDIRECTION D

   TRANSFERCODETYPE B

   REMOTENAME /u1/qatest/ftpdata/ESPmgr

   LOCALNAME c:\qatest\ftpdata\transf.bin

   RELEASE FTPT17.UPLOAD

   RUN DAILY

   AFTER CHECK.PART1

ENDJOB

Example: Upload an ASCII-encoded File in the Root File System from an i5/OS System to a UNIX System

In this example, a file named textfile in the root file system is uploaded from an i5/OS system and then copied to a
UNIX system. Note that the two locations include a complete path statement. After the upload is complete, the job
FTPJOB2.DOWNLOAD is released for execution.

FTP_JOB FTPTEST1.DOWNLOAD

   AGENT I5AGENT

   USER test

   SERVERADDR hpunix

   SERVERPORT 5222

   TRANSFERDIRECTION UPLOAD

   TRANSFERCODETYPE A

   LOCALFILENAME /home/cybesp/textfile

   REMOTEFILENAME /u1/qatest/ftpdata/textfile

   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE FTPJOB2.DOWNLOAD

ENDJOB

Example: Upload a File from a Local Computer to a Remote Windows Server Using SSL FTP

In this example, the agent runs on a local computer as an FTP client and has SSL FTP configured but not enabled. The
remote Windows server has SSL FTP configured and enabled.

To securely upload a file from the agent FTP client to the remote Windows FTP server, set the SSL operand in the
TRANSFERCODETYPE statement to YES in the FTP job definition. Although the agent FTP client does not have SSL
FTP enabled, the file will be uploaded using SSL FTP because the agent FTP client has SSL FTP configured and the FTP
server has SSL FTP enabled.
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The following FTP job uploads the filename.txt file from the agent FTP client to the c:\uploaded_files directory
on a remote Windows server. Since the FTP client has SSL configured but not enabled, the SSL operand in the
TRANSFERCODETYPE statement is set to YES to transfer the file securely.

FTP_JOB FTP_UPLOAD

   AGENT WINAGENT

   USER user1

   SERVERADDR winserver

   SERVERPORT 21

   TRANSFERDIRECTION U

   TRANSFERCODETYPE U SSL(YES)

   REMOTEFILENAME c:\uploaded_files\filename.txt

   LOCALFILENAME d:\files_to_upload\filename.txt

   RUN Jan 12, 2007

ENDJOB

Example: Download a File from a Remote UNIX Server That Does Not Support SSL FTP to a Local Computer That
Supports SSL FTP

In this example, the agent runs on a local computer as an FTP client and has SSL FTP enabled (all FTP jobs on the agent
computer run using SSL FTP). The remote UNIX server does not support SSL FTP.

To transfer FTP data, you must set the SSL operand in the TRANSFERCODETYPE statement to NO in the FTP job
definition. Otherwise, the job will fail.
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The FTP job will also fail if the following configurations are set:

• The agent FTP client has SSL FTP configured but not enabled.
• The SSL operand in the TRANSFERCODETYPE statement is set to YES in the job definition.
• The FTP server does not support SSL FTP.

To transfer data using SSL FTP, the FTP server must have SSL FTP enabled and the FTP client must have SSL FTP
configured.

The following FTP job downloads the filename.txt file from the remote UNIX server to the c:\downloaded_files directory
on the local computer. Since the FTP server does not support SSL FTP, the SSL operand in the TRANSFERCODETYPE
statement is set to NO.

FTP_JOB FTP_DOWNLOAD

   AGENT WINAGENT

   USER user1

   SERVERADDR hpunix

   SERVERPORT 5222

   TRANSFERDIRECTION D

   TRANSFERCODETYPE A SSL(NO)

   REMOTEFILENAME /files_to_download/filename.txt

   LOCALFILENAME c:\downloaded_files\filename.txt

   RUN Jan 12, 2007

ENDJOB

Example: Download a QSYS EBCDIC-encoded File

In this example, an EBCDIC-encoded file named datafile in the QSYS file system is downloaded from an i5/OS system to
another i5/OS system. The file names are specified in the path format.

FTP_JOB FTPTEST2.DOWNLOAD

   AGENT I5AGENT

   USER test

   SERVERADDR i5agent

   SERVERPORT 5222
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   TRANSFERDIRECTION DOWNLOAD

   TRANSFERCODETYPE E

   LOCALFILENAME /QSYS.LIB/ESPLIB.LIB/DOWNLOAD.FILE/DATA.MBR

   REMOTEFILENAME /QSYS.LIB/DATALIB.LIB/DATAFILE.FILE/DATA.MBR

   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE FTPJOB2.DOWNLOAD

ENDJOB

Example: Compress a File

In this example, the local computer has an agent running as an FTP client. The remote computer has an agent running as
an FTP server. Both computers operate on a low bandwidth network.

The following FTP job downloads a large file named largefile.txt from the remote server to the FTP client. The computers
are on a low bandwidth network, so the data is compressed at compression level 3.

FTP_JOB FTPJOB

   AGENT WINAGENT

   USER user1

   SERVERADDR aixunix

   SERVERPORT 5222

   TRANSFERDIRECTION D

   TRANSFERCODETYPE A COMPRESS(3)

   REMOTEFILENAME /files_to_download/largefile.txt

   LOCALFILENAME c:\downloaded_files\largefile.txt

   RUN Jan 12, 2007

ENDJOB

Example: Transfer an ASCII-encoded File

In this sample, TRANSFERCODETYPE A is used to specify an ASCII-encoded file to be transferred.

APPL TESTSF

 user crbuilds

 localuser ftp

 AGENT CYBR113

 transferdirection d

 serveraddr CRF-RH01

 serverport 22

 remotedir /home/lmyla

 targetostype U

 ftpformat a

SFTP_JOB CYBJK.SF

 REMOTENAME test1.txt

 LOCALNAME 'C:\Temp\22KARPRB.txt'

 OSUSER TANT-A01\22KARPR

 keyfile 'C:\Temp\22KARPRB.txt'

 RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

TRANSFERDIRECTION Statement: Specify Transfer Direction
The TRANSFERDIRECTION statement specifies the direction of files to be transferred in an FTP job.

Supported Job Type
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This statement is required for the following job types:

• FTP (FTP_JOB)
• Secure Copy (SCP_JOB)
• Secure FTP (SFTP_JOB)

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

TRANSFERDIRECTION U|UPLOAD|

                  D|DOWNLOAD

U|UPLOAD
Transfers files from the agent computer to the remote server.

D|DOWNLOAD
Transfers files from the remote server to the agent computer.

NOTE

• TRANSFERDIRECTION can be a global statement.
• DIRECTION is an alias of TRANSFERDIRECTION.

Example: Download a File

In this example, the transfer direction is download (operand D).

FTP_JOB FTPT17.UPLOAD

   AGENT UNIXAGENT

   USER test

   SERVERADDR hprsupp

   SERVERPORT 5222

   TRANSFERDIRECTION D

   TRANSFERCODETYPE A

   REMOTENAME /tmp

   LOCALFILENAME /export/home/qatest/ftpdata/text*

   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE FTPT18.UPLOAD

ENDJOB

TRIG_COND Statement: Specify a Condition to Monitor For
The TRIG_COND statement specifies a condition for which to monitor the database.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the Database Trigger (DB_TRIG) job type.

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

TRIG_COND condition

condition
Specifies the condition to monitor in the database.
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• For Oracle and DB2, this condition is the WHEN clause.
• For SQL Server, this condition is the IF clause.

Limits: Up to 256 characters; case-sensitive

NOTE

For the specific database syntax, refer to your database vendor's documentation.

NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• TRIGCOND is an alias of TRIG_COND.

Example: Specify Trigger Condition for Oracle

In the following example, the table Inventory_List is monitored continuously for updates. When the table is updated, if the
number of units of productA has fallen below 1000, ESP triggers the predefined alert ALOW.

DB_TRIG TRIG1

   AGENT CYBDB1

   TABLE_NAME Inventory_List CONTINUOUS(ALOW)

   TRIG_TYPE UPDATE

   TRIG_COND 'new.ProductA < 1000'

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Specify Trigger Condition for Microsoft SQL Server

In the following example, a Database Trigger job monitors the SALES table for changes to the ord_date and qty columns.
The job completes only when both columns have changed.

DB_TRIG DBTR

   AGENT DB_AGENT

   USER sa

   DB_URL 'jdbc:sqlserver://myhost:1433;DatabaseName=pubs'

   TRIG_TYPE UPDATE

   TABLE_NAME SALES

   TRIG_COND 'UPDATE(ord_date) and UPDATE(qty)'

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Specify Trigger Condition for IBM DB2

In the following example, a Database Trigger job monitors the STAFF table for changes to the DEPT and JOB columns.
The job completes once DEPT or JOB is updated.

DB_TRIG DBTRIG_2

   AGENT DB_AGENT

   USER entadm

   DB_URL jdbc:db2://10.1.4.131:50000/SAMPLE

   TABLE_NAME STAFF

   TRIG_TYPE 'UPDATE of DEPT, JOB'

ENDJOB
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TRIG_TYPE Statement: Specify the Type of Database Change to Monitor For
The TRIG_TYPE statement specifies the type of database change for which you want to monitor.

Supported Job Type

This statement is required for the Database Trigger (DB_TRIG) job type.

Syntax

This statement has the following formats:

TRIG_TYPE INSERT

TRIG_TYPE DELETE

TRIG_TYPE UPDATE

INSERT
Monitors for the insertion of a row in the database table.

DELETE
Monitors for the deletion of a row in the database table.

UPDATE
Monitors for an update to any of the rows in the database table.

NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• You can specify multiple trigger types for Oracle and Microsoft SQL Server:

– For Oracle, separate the trigger types using "OR", for example, TRIG_TYPE 'INSERT OR UPDATE'.
– For Microsoft SQL Server, separate the trigger types using a comma, for example, TRIG_TYPE 'INSERT,

UPDATE'.
• For IBM DB2, you can specify multiple column names with the UPDATE operand to monitor for updates to

those columns. For example, 'UPDATE of DEPT, JOB' monitors for updates to the DEPT and JOB columns.
• Each Database Trigger job creates a trigger on the database. We recommend that you speak to your

database administrator before creating a Database Trigger job.
• TRIGTYPE is an alias of TRIG_TYPE.

Example: Specify Trigger Type for Oracle

In the following example, the table Inventory_List is monitored continuously for the insertion of a row in the table. When a
row is inserted, ESP triggers the predefined Alert INC.

DB_TRIG TRIG1

   AGENT CYBDB1

   TABLE_NAME Inventory_List CONTINUOUS(INC)

   TRIG_TYPE INSERT

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Specify Trigger Type for MS SQL Server

In the following example, a Database Trigger job monitors the stores table for an added row or a deleted row. The job
remains in an EXEC state waiting for an added or deleted row. When a row is either added or deleted, the job completes.

DB_TRIG TRIG

   AGENT CYBDB
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   TABLE_NAME stores

   TRIG_TYPE 'INSERT, DELETE'

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Specify Trigger Type for IBM DB2

In the following example, a Database Trigger job monitors the STAFF table for changes to the DEPT and JOB columns.
The job completes once DEPT or JOB is updated.

DB_TRIG DBTRIG_2

   AGENT DB_AGENT

   USER entadm

   DB_URL jdbc:db2://10.1.4.131:50000/SAMPLE

   TABLE_NAME STAFF

   TRIG_TYPE 'UPDATE of DEPT, JOB'

ENDJOB

TYPESFILTER Statement: Specify the Notification Types to Subscribe To
The TYPESFILTER statement specifies a list of notification types to subscribe to in a JMX-MBean Subscribe job. A JMX-
MBean Subscribe job can monitor an MBean for a single notification or monitor continuously for notifications. You can use
the TYPESFILTER statement to filter the notifications by notification type.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the JMX-MBean Subscribe (JMXS_JOB) job type.

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

TYPESFILTER type[,type...]

type
Identifies a notification type to monitor for.
Limits: Case-sensitive
Example: jmx.attribute.change (sends a notification every time an attribute changes)

NOTE

• Enclose value that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in single quotation marks.
• In a list, enclose values that contain commas in single quotes.
• The entire value can be to 1024 characters.
• In a JMX-MBean Subscribe job, you can specify the ATTRIBUTESFILTER statement or the TYPESFILTER

statement, but not both. If you do not specify either statement, the job will subscribe to all notifications for the
MBean.

Example: Set Up Notifications for Changes to Any MBean Attribute

Suppose that you want to set up continuous monitoring for changes to any attribute of the MBean named Config. Each
time an attribute changes, an alert named CHGA is sent.

JMXS_JOB CHANGE

   AGENT APPAGENT

   URL service:jmx:rmi:///jndi/rmi://localhost:9999/server
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   MBEAN 'DefaultDomain:index=1,type=Config' CONTINUOUS(CHGA)

   TYPESFILTER jmx.attribute.change

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

ULIMIT Statement: Specify UNIX Resource Limits
The ULIMIT statement modifies resource limits on the agent computer for the duration of the job. For example, you can
define a job that modifies the maximum core file size and CPU times on the UNIX computer.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the UNIX job type.

Syntax

ULIMIT TYPE(C|D|F|M|N|S|T) SOFT(soft_value|UNLIMITED) [HARD(hard_value|UNLIMITED)]

TYPE(C|D|F|M|N|S|T)
Specifies the resource type. Options are the following:

• C -- Specifies the core file size in blocks.
• D -- Specifies the data segment size in kilobytes (KB).
• F -- Specifies the maximum file size in blocks.
• M -- Specifies the process virtual size in kilobytes (KB).
• N -- Specifies the number of files.
• S -- Specifies the stack size in kilobytes (KB).
• T -- Specifies the CPU time in seconds.

SOFT(soft_value|UNLIMITED)
Defines the usage (soft) limit for the specified resource type. The soft limit can be increased up to the specified
hard limit and can be changed without root authority.
Limits: Any numeric digits up to nine digits, or you can specify UNLIMITED; the value must be less than or equal
to the hard limit.

HARD(hard_value|UNLIMITED)
(Optional) Defines the maximum usage (hard) limit for the specified resource type. The hard limit can only be
increased by the root user. Any user ID can decrease a hard limit.
Limits: Any numeric digits up to nine digits, or you can specify UNLIMITED; the value must be greater than or
equal to the soft limit.

NOTE

• ULIMIT can be specified at the application (global) level. When a job-level ULIMIT statement is present, the
application-level ULIMIT statement is ignored.

• You can use the ULIMIT statement within the boundaries of a job definition to apply to a single job, or outside
the boundaries of the job definition to apply to the entire application.

• To specify multiple ulimit types, define a separate ULIMIT statement for each required type.
• The ulimit values are applied before the user profile is sourced; therefore, the values can be overridden by

the /etc/profile script, the .profile script, or any other user logon scripts.
• Use of this feature should be discussed with your system administrator prior to using.

Example: Set Resource Limits

In this example, ULIMIT statements exist at the application level and the job level. When a job-level ULIMIT statement is
present, the application-level ULIMIT statement is ignored.
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APPL LIMITS

ULIMIT TYPE(C) SOFT(200)

ULIMIT TYPE(M) SOFT(UNLIMITED)

 

UNIX_JOB A

   AGENT UNIXAGT1

   CMDNAME …

   ULIMIT TYPE(D) SOFT(330)

   ULIMIT TYPE(M) SOFT(100)

   RUN MONDAY

ENDJOB

 

UNIX_JOB B

   AGENT UNIXAGT2

   CMDNAME …

   RUN MONDAY

ENDJOB

 

ULIMIT TYPE(N) SOFT(12)

 

UNIX_JOB C

   AGENT UNIXAGT3

   CMDNAME …

   ULIMIT TYPE(F) SOFT(100)

   RUN MONDAY

ENDJOB 

 

UNIX_JOB D

   AGENT UNIXAGT1

   CMDNAME …

   RUN MONDAY

ENDJOB

The above example results in the following resource limits being set:

• JOB A will use the statements at the job level only: TYPEs D and M.
• JOB B will use the statements at the application level only: TYPEs C and M.
• JOB C will use the statement ULIMIT TYPE(F) - found in its job level.
• JOB D will use TYPEs C,M,N - all found at the application level.

Example: Specify Multiple Resource Limits

In this example, the job runs the procrun.sh script on the UNIXAGT agent and modifies the following resource limits:

• The core file size limit is 100 blocks (soft limit). The size can increase to 200 blocks (hard limit).
• The stack size limit is 250 KB (soft limit). The size can increase to 300 KB (hard limit).
• The CPU time limit is 1000 seconds (soft limit). The time can increase to 4000 seconds (hard limit).
• The process virtual size limit is 3332 KB (soft limit). The size can increase to an unlimited value.

UNIX_JOB LIMITS

   AGENT UNIXAGT

   SCRIPTNAME /ul/procrun.sh

   ULIMIT TYPE(C) SOFT(100) HARD(200)
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   ULIMIT TYPE(S) SOFT(250) HARD(300)

   ULIMIT TYPE(T) SOFT(1000) HARD(4000)

   ULIMIT TYPE(M) SOFT(3332) HARD(unlimited)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Specify Two ULIMIT Statements for the Same ULIMIT Type

If you have two ULIMIT statements for the same ULIMIT type in the same job, the last statement is used. In this example,
if the job is scheduled on a WORKDAY, then the core file size is set to 250 blocks (soft limit) and 300 blocks (hard limit).

UNIX_JOB LIMITS

   AGENT UNIXAGT

   SCRIPTNAME /ul/procrun.sh

   ULIMIT TYPE(C) SOFT(100) HARD(200)

   IF TODAY('WORKDAY') THEN DO

   ULIMIT TYPE(C) SOFT(250) HARD(300)

   ENDDO

   ULIMIT TYPE(S) SOFT(250) HARD(300)

   ULIMIT TYPE(T) SOFT(1000) HARD(4000)

   ULIMIT TYPE(M) SOFT(3332) HARD(unlimited)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

ULONG Statement: Define Unsigned Long Integer Variables
The ULONG statement defines a 64-bit (long) unsigned integer variable, which you can use in a CLANG assignment
statement. Variables defined with ULONG can be assigned a value in the range of 0 to 18446744073709551615.

Syntax

ULONG varname[[,]varname...]

varname
Specifies the variables to be defined

NOTE

• The unsigned long integer variables store numeric values and results of arithmetic expressions, for example,
A=2, B=5, C=2+5, and C=A+B.

• You must first use a ULONG statement to define an unsigned long integer variable before you can assign a
value to it.

• If you want an unsigned long integer variable to be available inside and outside of an IF block, then declare it
outside of the block.

• An unsigned long integer that is assigned a value within the scope of a JOB statement is available only for
that job in application process mode. In application generation mode, an unsigned long integer has the value
assigned to it by the last executed assignment statement.

• ESP built-in symbolic variables, ESPA and ESPS, are not available in Page mode, and cannot be assigned
to unsigned long integer variables in Page mode.

Example: Define an Unsigned Long Integer Variable

In the following example, variable X is defined as an unsigned long integer variable and assigned the maximum value.
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ULONG X

X=18446744073709551615

Example: Use an Unsigned Long Integer Variable in a Calculation

The following example shows a calculation requiring an unsigned long integer for the result. Variable A is defined as an
integer variable and assigned the value of 2000000000. Variable B is defined as an unsigned long integer so that it can
store the result of 2 times 2000000000 or 4000000000. The result is too large to be stored in an integer variable.

INTEGER A

ULONG B

A=2000000000

B=2*A

Example: Assign a Number for the Current Day of the Week

In the following example, variable B is defined as an unsigned long integer variable and is assigned a number
representing the current day of the week. For example, if today is Thursday, B is assigned a value of 5.

ULONG B

B=%ESPADOW#

Example: Assign Numbers for the Current Day and Current Week of the Year

In the following example, variables C and D are first defined as unsigned long integer variables. D is assigned a number
representing the current day of the year. C is then assigned a number representing the current week of the year.

NOTE
%ESPSDDD represents a number but it is stored in character format. To work with the value in numeric format,
you must first assign it to an unsigned long integer variable defined with the ULONG statement or an integer
variable defined with the INTEGER statement.

ULONG C,D

D=%ESPSDDD

C=(%D-1)/7+1

Example: Define a Variable Outside of an IF Block

In the following example, defining the unsigned long integer outside the IF block makes it available inside and outside the
block.

ULONG E,F

E=222

F=444

IF TODAY('MONDAY') THEN PARM=%E

  ELSE PARM=%F

NOTE

Related Information

• For information on working with user defined symbolic variables, see the Advanced User Guide.
• For more information see the INTEGER Statement
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UNIX_JOB Statement: Start a UNIX Job Definition
The UNIX_JOB statement starts a UNIX job definition in an application. You can define a UNIX job to schedule workload
to run on a UNIX computer. The job can run a script or execute a command. UNIX_JOB is a generic workload object that
you can use with any UNIX operating system.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires WA Agent for UNIX or Linux.

Syntax

For this statement, refer to the JOB statement syntax.

NOTE

• UJ is the short form of UNIX_JOB.
• To schedule UNIX jobs, you must load the workload object module CYBESOUJ. Load CYBESOUJ with the

WOBDEF command or with the WOBDEF initialization parameter.

Required Statements

To define a UNIX job, you must specify the following statements:

• AGENT
• CMDNAME or SCRIPTNAME

NOTE
Use the SCRIPTNAME statement to run shell scripts and the CMDNAME statement to run binary files.

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for a UNIX job:

• ARGS
• ENVAR
• EXITCODE
• JOBCLASS
• PROCESS_PRIORITY
• SHELL
• USER (required if CMDNAME is specified)

Example: Define a UNIX Job

In this example, the UNIX job PAYDATA runs on a UNIX agent, UNIX_NY. The UNIX agent runs on the UNIX operating
system.

UNIX_JOB PAYDATA

   RUN DAILY

   RELEASE PAYRPT

   AGENT UNIX_NY

   SCRIPTNAME /usr/data/pay

ENDJOB

URL Statement: Specify the URL of the JMX Server
The URL statement specifies the URL to connect to the JMX server in a JMX job.

Supported Job Types
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This statement is required for the following job types:

• JMX-MBean Attribute Get (JMXB_JOB)
• JMX-MBean Attribute Set (JMXA_JOB)
• JMX-MBean Create Instance (JMXN_JOB)
• JMX-MBean Operation (JMXO_JOB)
• JMX-MBean Remove Instance (JMXR_JOB)
• JMX-MBean Subscribe (JMXS_JOB)

Syntax

URL url

url
Specifies the URL to connect to the JMX server using an RMI connector. The format is the following:
service:jmx:rmi:///jndi/rmi://hostName:portNum/jmxServerName

hostName
Specifies the host name or IP address of the JMX server.

portNum
Specifies the port number of the JMX server.

jmxServerName
Specifies the name of the JMX server.

Limits: Up to 1024 characters; case-sensitive
Example: service:jmx:rmi:///jndi/rmi://localhost:9999/server

NOTE
Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.

Example: Query a JMX Server for the Value of an MBean Attribute

Suppose that you want to know the value of the cachesize attribute for the Config MBean. The URL for the JMX server is
service:jmx:rmi:///jndi/rmi://localhost:9999/server, where localhost is the host name and 9999 is the port number.

JMXB_JOB QUERY

   AGENT APPAGENT

   URL service:jmx:rmi:///jndi/rmi://localhost:9999/server

   MBEAN 'DefaultDomain:index=1,type=Config'

   ATTRIBUTE cachesize

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

USER_TYPE Statement: Specify the Oracle Database User Type
The USER_TYPE statement specifies the Oracle database user type. If you omit this statement from the job definition, the
job runs with normal privileges.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types when an Oracle database is used:
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• Database Monitor (DB_MON)
• Database Stored Procedure (DBSP_JOB)
• Database Trigger (DB_TRIG)
• SQL (SQL_JOB)

Syntax

USER_TYPE user_type

user_type
Specifies the type of Oracle user to log in as. The user must be defined in the Oracle database.
Limits: Up to 128 characters; case-sensitive

NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• In Oracle, a user with sufficient authority can log in with different system privileges. For example, if a job

requires sysdba privileges, enter as sysdba in this statement.
• Your agent administrator can specify a default user type for all database jobs by setting the

db.default.userType parameter in the agent's agentparm.txt file.
• The USER_TYPE statement overrides the default user type specified in the agent's agentparm.txt.
• USERTYPE is an alias of USER_TYPE.

Example: Specify a Database User Type

This example specifies a database user named dbuser1, who is logged in with sysdba privileges.

SQL_JOB QRY1

   AGENT CYBDB1

   USER dbuser1

   USER_TYPE 'as sysdba'

   SQL 'SELECT * from NEWORDS'

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

USER Statement: Specify a User ID
The USER statement specifies the user ID the agent job runs under.

Supported Job Types

This statement is required for the following job types:

• FTP (FTP_JOB)
• HP Integrity NonStop (TANDEM_JOB)
• Secure Copy (SCP_JOB)
• Secure FTP (SFTP_JOB)
• Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS™) (HDFS_JOB)
• Apache Hive ™ (HIVE_JOB)
• Apache™ Oozie (OOZIE_JOB)
• Apache Sqoop ™ (SQOOP_JOB)

This statement is optional for the following job types:
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• AIX (AIX_JOB)
• CPU Monitoring (CPU_MON)
• Database (DB_JOB)
• Database Monitor (DB_MON)
• Database Stored Procedure (DBSP_JOB)
• Database Trigger (DB_TRIG)
• Disk Monitoring (DISK_MON)
• File Trigger (FILE_TRIGGER)
• HP-UX (HPUX_JOB)
• i5/OS (AS400_JOB)
• Informatica (INFORMATICA_JOB)

NOTE
The USER statement becomes mandatory for the Informatica (INFORMATICA_JOB) job type when
the PWDNAME statement is in use.

• IP Monitoring (IP_MON)
• JMX-MBean Attribute Get (JMXB_JOB)
• JMX-MBean Attribute Set (JMXA_JOB)
• JMX-MBean Create Instance (JMXN_JOB)
• JMX-MBean Operation (JMXO_JOB)
• JMX-MBean Remove Instance (JMXR_JOB)
• JMX-MBean Subscribe (JMXS_JOB)
• Linux (LINUX_JOB)
• Microsoft SQL Server (MSSQL_JOB)

NOTE
The USER statement becomes mandatory for the Microsoft SQL Server (MSSQL_JOB) job type when the
Microsoft SQL Server DOMAIN statement is in use. In this situation, USER specifies the user name that the
Microsoft SQL agent uses for authentication. Define the password for the user, job type, and agent name in
the PASSWORD command for retrieval during the job submission.

• OpenVMS (OPENVMS_JOB)
• PeopleSoft (PS_JOB)
• POJO (POJO_JOB)
• Process Monitoring (PROCESS_MON)
• Remote Execution (PROXY_JOB)
• Solaris (SUN_JOB)
• SQL (SQL_JOB)
• Text File Reading and Monitoring (TEXT_MON)
• UNIX (UNIX_JOB)
• Web Service (WEB_SERV)
• Windows (NT_JOB)
• Windows Event Log Monitoring (EVENTLOG_MON)
• Windows Service Monitoring (SERVICE_MON)

Authority

You require READ access to the AGENTUSR.userid.agentname resource in an SAF environment.

Syntax

USER user_ID
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user_ID
Specifies the user ID to use when running the job. The value must be a valid user ID.
Limits: Up to 128 characters; case-sensitive; cannot contain delimiters (such as spaces)

NOTE

• For Windows and File Trigger jobs that monitor or access files on remote Windows systems, specify
the domain the user ID belongs to, for example, CYBDOM\CYBUSER. These jobs use Universal
Naming Convention (UNC) to specify the remote Windows files.

• For i5/OS jobs, the value can only be up to 10 characters.

NOTE

• Use the USER statement within the boundaries of a job definition to apply to a single job or outside the
boundaries of the job definition to apply to the entire application.

• The USER statement overrides the default user ID defined on the agent.
• The USER statement requires the PASSWORD command except for the MAPREDUCE_JOB job type. For

information about how to manage passwords, see the PASSWORD command.

Example: Specify a User ID in an i5/OS Job

In the following example, the agent runs MFGPROG on the AS401 system under the JOHNDOE user ID.

APPL INVENTORY

AS400_JOB MFGDATA

   RUN DAILY

   AGENT AS401

   CLPNAME MFGPROG

   USER JOHNDOE

   RELEASE MFGSORT

ENDJOB

Example: Specify a User ID in a Windows Job

In the following example, the agent runs sort.exe on the NT401 system under the JOHNDOE user ID.

APPL PAYROLL

NT_JOB PAY

   RUN DAILY

   AGENT NT401

   USER JOHNDOE

   CMDNAME c:\payroll\sort.exe

ENDJOB

Example: Specify a User ID on a Remote Windows Computer

In the following example, the agent runs calc.exe on the CYBNT server. CYBUSER is a user ID in the CYBDOM domain.
CYBUSER is defined in ESP and has access permission to the public folder.

NT_JOB NT30JOB

   AGENT NT30

   RUN DAILY

   CMDNAME \\CYBNT\public\calc.exe

   USER CYBDOM\CYBUSER

ENDJOB
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Example: Specify a User ID in a UNIX Job

In the following example, the agent runs test1.ksh on the MFTEST system under the JOHNDOE user ID.

APPL PAYROLL

UNIX_JOB MFTEST

   RUN DAILY

   AGENT UNIX_LA

   SCIPTNAME /mfg/test1.ksh

   USER JOHNDOE

ENDJOB

USESETDEFAULTS Statement: Specify Whether to use Request Set Defaults
over Program Defaults
The USESETDEFAULTS statement indicates whether request set defaults take precedence over program defaults. This
statement is applicable only for request set jobs.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the OA_JOB job type.

Syntax

USESETDEFAULTS Y|N

Y
Indicates the agent uses the request set defaults over the program defaults.

N
Indicates the agent does not use the request set defaults over the program defaults.
If the USESETDEFAULTS operand is omitted, the value is N.

NOTE
The USESETDEFAULTS statement is a job-level statement; it can be specified only within a job definition.

Example: Code a USESETDEFAULTS Statement

This example shows how to code a USESETDEFAULTS statement in an Oracle job. For information about all the Oracle
statements in an Oracle job, see the Broadcom Integrated Agent Services User Guide (Oracle Jobs) r1.0.

OA_JOB USESETDEFAULTS

  AGENT OAAGENT

  REQUESTSET FNDRSSUB1310

  OAUSER SYSADMIN

  RESPNAME 'System Administrator'

  APPLSHORTNAME BIS 

  USESETDEFAULTS Y

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB 

USETIME Statement: Using a Temporary ESP Procedure Library
The USETIME statement, in combination with the TEMPPROC Event definition command, specifies a time interval when a
temporary ESP procedure library is in effect.
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Type

Application statement

Syntax

USETIME [FROM('starttime')][UNTIL|TO('endtime')]

starttime
Indicates a free format starting time. Use any valid scheduled criteria that resolve to a single date and time.

endtime
Indicates a free format end time. Use any valid scheduled criteria that resolve to a single date and time.

UNTIL | TO
Operands are mutually exclusive, you must enter one of the operands.

This is a special application statement; it must be coded on the first line of a temporary procedure.

No comments are allowed in front of this statement. It can have only one continuation line.

If this statement is coded in a procedure that does not reside in the library specified by the TEMPPROC Event definition
command, it will be ignored. When processing an INVOKE command from the Event that has a valid TEMPPROC
command, ESP checks if the scheduled time falls into the time interval specified by the USETIME statement. If yes, a
procedure from the TEMPPROC library is used. Otherwise, the procedure specified in the INVOKE statement is used.

If the USETIME statement is coded without parameters or it is not coded at all, ESP uses the procedure from the
TEMPPROC library unconditionally.

If USETIME begins on any line other than the first one of the procedure in the TEMPPROC library, it will be ignored and
ESP uses the procedure from the TEMPPROC library unconditionally.

Example: Setting a specified time interval

The following USETIME statement indicates ESP uses the TEMPPROC data set from midnight on January 25th, 2006 to
midnight on January 26th, 2006:

EVENT ID (CYBER.PAYROLL)

SCHEDULE 02:00 DAILY STARTING FRI 3RD FEB 2006

INVOKE 'CYBER.PROC.CNTL(PAYJOBS)'

TEMPPROC CYBER.PROC.CNTL.TEMP

USETIME FROM('MIDNIGHT JANUARY 25,2006') UNTIL('MIDNIGHT JANUARY - 26,2006')

APPL PAYJOBS

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB1

  RUN WORKDAYS

  RELEASE PAYJOB2

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB2

  RUN WORKDAYS

ENDJOB

Example: Setting an UNTIL date

The following example indicates ESP uses the TEMPPROC data set from the date the application is submitted until the
date specified by the UNTIL keyword. For example, if the application is submitted on July 31st, 2006, ESP will use the
TEMPPROC data set on July 31st, 2006 until August 31st, 2006.
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EVENT ID (CYBER.PAYROLL)

SCHEDULE 02:00 DAILY STARTING MON 31ST JULY 2006

INVOKE 'CYBER.PROC.CNTL(PAYJOBS)'

TEMPPROC CYBER.PROC.CNTL.TEMP

 

USETIME UNTIL('AUGUST 31, 2006')

APPL PAYJOBS

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB1

  RUN WORKDAYS

  RELEASE PAYJOB2

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB2

  RUN WORKDAYS

ENDJOB

Example: Setting a FROM date

The following example indicates on Thursday July 27th, 2006 the PAYJOBS application is submitted from the data
set specified by the INVOKE command. On Friday July 28th, 2006 ESP will submit the PAYJOBS application from the
TEMPPROC data set.

The FROM keyword indicates an open time period. ESP will continue to use the TEMPPROC data set until the time period
is changed.

EVENT ID (CYBER.PAYROLL)

SCHEDULE 02:00 DAILY STARTING THU 27TH JULY 2006

INVOKE 'CYBER.PROC.CNTL(PAYJOBS)'

TEMPPROC CYBER.PROC.CNTL.TEMP

 

USETIME FROM('JULY 28, 2006')

APPL PAYJOBS

JCLLIB 'CYBER.JCL.CNTL'

JOB PAYJOB1

  RUN WORKDAYS

  RELEASE PAYJOB2

ENDJOB

JOB PAYJOB2

  RUN WORKDAYS

ENDJOB

Example: Using symbolic variables

The following example shows how you can use symbolic variables with the USETIME statement.

USETIME FROM('%ADATE') UNTIL('%BDATE')

VARIANT Statement: Specify Variant Name
The VARIANT statement specifies the name of the variant and is mandatory if the ABAP program requires it.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:
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• Batch Input Session (BDC_JOB)
• SAP R/3 (SAP_JOB)

Syntax

VARIANT variant

variant
Specifies the name of the variant. The value corresponds to the SAPGUI ABAP program Variant field on the
Create Step dialog.
Limits: Up to 14 valid SAP characters; case-sensitive

NOTE

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• Use the VARIANT statement before the first ABAPNAME statement to set the default value for subsequent

steps.
• Use the VARIANT statement within the boundaries of the step definition (between two ABAPNAME

statements or between an ABAPNAME statement and the end of the job definition) to define the value for
that step.

Example: Specify Variant

In this example, the variant named TEST will be used with ABAP BTCTEST.

APPL SAPTEST

SAP_JOB SAPTEST

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   STARTMODE I

   RUN DAILY

   ABAPNAME BTCTEST

      STEPUSER user14

      VARIANT TEST

      SUCCESSMSG 'Program Selections'

ENDJOB

VERSION Statement: Specify the Job-Entry Subsystem Used for a Job
The VERSION statement specifies the version of job-entry subsystem to use for a job type.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the Micro Focus job (MF_JOB).

Syntax

VERSION [JES2|JES3|POWER]

JES2
Specifies the JES2 job-entry subsystem

JES3
Specifies the JES3 job-entry subsystem

POWER
Specifies the VSE/POWER job-entry subsystem
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NOTE
You can specify VERSION at the job level only.

Example: VERSION Statement

In the following example, JES3 is specified as the job-entry subsystem.

VERSION JES3

WAITMODE Statement: Monitor and Return Status of Monitor Jobs
The WAITMODE statement takes a snapshot of the monitor job and returns the actual state, and it also monitors a job
until the monitor conditions are met.

Supported Job Types

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• CPU Monitoring Jobs
• Disk Monitoring Jobs
• Text File Reading and Monitoring Jobs
• Windows Event Log Monitoring Jobs

Syntax

WAITMODE NOW|WAIT

WAITMODE NOW
Takes an immediate snapshot of the monitor job and returns the status.

WAITMODE WAIT
Waits for the conditions to occur. When the conditions are met, the job completes. Monitors the CPU, Disk,
Textstring, or Eventlog and returns the status when specified thresholds are met.

NOTE

• The WAITMODE statement is mutually exclusive with the CONTINUOUS operand in the CPU, DISK,
TEXTSTRING, and EVENTLOG statements.

• The WAITMODE statement must be set to NOW when used with the NOTEXIST operand in the
TEXTSTRING statement.

• When using the WAIT operand in Text Monitoring jobs, do not specify the TO operand in the
SEARCHRANGE statement.

• When using the WAIT operand in CPU Monitoring jobs, specify the FROM operand, the TO operand,
or both, in the CPU statement.

• When using the WAIT operand in DISK Monitoring jobs, specify the FROM operand, the TO operand,
or both, in the DISK statement.

• When the WAITMODE statement is set to NOW, the CPU statement in CPU_MON does not apply.
• When the WAITMODE statement is set to NOW, the FROM, TO, NOCHANGE, WITHIN, OUTSIDE,

AVAILABLE, and USED operands on the DISK statement in DISK_MON do not apply

Example: Monitor Used Space on a Windows Drive and Report the Status

In this example, the local Windows C drive is monitored. The space used is monitored and the value is expressed as a
percentage. The WAITMODE NOW statement takes an immediate snapshot of the usage and reports the status.

APPL DISKMON
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JCLLIB 'CA.TEST.JCLLIB'

DISK_MON AGENTDSK

   AGENT WINAGENT

   DISK C FORMAT(PERCENT)

   WAITMODE NOW

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Monitor a System Event Log and Report the Status

In this example, the EVENTLOG.TEST1 job monitors a system event log for an event type of WARN, and event source of
MrxSmb.The WAITMODE NOW statement takes an immediate snapshot of the monitor results and reports the status.

EVENTLOG_MON EVENTLOG.TEST1

   AGENT WINAGENT

   EVENTLOG System

   EVENTTYPE WARN

   EVENTSOURCE MrxSmb

   WAITMODE NOW

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Monitor a File for a Text String and Complete the Monitor

This example shows a search of the logfile for the text string 'EVENT ""COMPUTER() '. If this string is found the monitor
completes due to the WAITMODE WAIT statement.

APPL TEXT.STRING1

JCLLIB 'CA.TEST.JCLLIB'

TEXT_MON TEXT.STRING1

   AGENT WINAGENT

   TEXTSTRING 'EVENT ""COMPUTER() ' EXIST

   TEXTFILE 'c:\program files\ca\logfile'

   SEARCHRANGE LINE FROM(123) 

   WAITMODE WAIT

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Monitor the CPU Usage and Complete the Monitor

In this example, a CPU Monitoring job is defined for the SYSAGENT agent.

APPL CPUMON

JCLLIB 'CA.TEST.JCLLIB'

CPU_MON CPU.STMNT

   AGENT SYSAGENT

   CPU FROM(20) TO(80) OUTSIDE 

   WAITMODE WAIT

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

The CPU statement within the CPU Monitoring job uses the following operands:
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• FROM(20) -- The lower boundary of the search range for percent utilization of the CPU where the agent is installed.
• TO(80) -- The upper boundary of the search range for percent utilization of the CPU where the agent is installed.
• OUTSIDE -- Monitors for the value of disk usage outside the range specified by the FROM and TO operands.
• WAITMODE WAIT -- When the monitoring thresholds specified by the operands in the CPU statement are exceeded,

the monitor ends.

WAKEHOST Statement: Specify the Computer to Ping
The WAKEHOST statement specifies the computer to ping after the Wake on LAN (WOL) signal is sent. You can specify
the WAKEHOST statement, together with the WAKEPORTS and TIMEOUT statements, to confirm the computer is awake.

NOTE
If you do not provide any ping information, the job completes immediately after the WOL signal is sent without
verifying whether the signal worked.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the Wake on LAN (WOL_JOB) job type.

Syntax

WAKEHOST host

host
Specifies the host name or IP address of the computer to ping after the Wake on LAN (WOL) signal is sent.
Limits: Up to 100 characters; case-sensitive; no delimiters
Example: 172.24.36.107 (IPv4)

NOTE
If the target machine gets its IP address via DHCP, then the IP address may be different than what you
expect.

Example: Broacast the WOL Signal and Ping a Port

This example broadcasts the WOL signal to the server identified by the 172.16.00 IP address and the 00-1E-4F-C1-0F-FE
MAC address. After the WOL signal is sent, the agent pings port 7 of the host computer to ensure it is available. If port 7 is
available, the job completes successfully; otherwise, it fails. The job uses the default timeout for the ping.

WOL_JOB PING.TEST

   AGENT AGENTNME

   WAKEHOST host

   WAKEPORTS 7

   BROADCAST 172.16.0.0

   MAC 00-1E-4F-C1-0F-FE

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

WAKEPORTS Statement: Specify the Ports to Ping
The WAKEPORTS statement specifies the ports to ping after the Wake on LAN (WOL) signal is sent. You can specify
the WAKEPORTS statement, together with the WAKEHOST and TIMEOUT statements, to confirm that the computer is
awake. If at least one of the specified ports is available, the job completes successfully; otherwise, it fails.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the Wake on LAN (WOL_JOB) job type.
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Syntax

WAKEPORTS port|(port,port,...)

port
Specifies a port to ping after the agent sends the Wake on LAN (WOL) signal. Each port number has a limit of five
digits. Port numbers can be a list of numbers, separated by commas or blanks; enclose the entire list of ports in
parenthesis ( ).
WAKEPORTS (20,21,112)

NOTE

• WAKEPORTS can be specified at the application (global) level.
• Use of this feature should be discussed with your network administrator prior to using.

Example: Broadcast the WOL Signal and Ping a Port

This example broadcasts the WOL signal to the server identified by the 172.16.00 IP address and the 00-1E-4F-C1-0F-FE
MAC address. After the WOL signal is sent, the agent pings port 7 of the host computer to ensure it is available. If port 7 is
available, the job completes successfully; otherwise, it fails. The job uses the default timeout for the ping.

WOL_JOB PING.TEST

   AGENT AGENTNME

   WAKEHOST host

   WAKEPORTS 7

   BROADCAST 172.16.0.0

   MAC 00-1E-4F-C1-0F-FE

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

WEB_DOCLIT Statement: Start a Document/Literal Job Definition
The WEB_DOCLIT statement starts a Web Service Document/Literal job definition in an application. You can define a
Web Service Document/Literal job to schedule workload to run in a UNIX or Windows environment.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for Web
Services.

Syntax

For this statement, refer to the JOB statement syntax.

Notes:

• WD is the short form of WEB_DOCLIT job.
• To schedule Web Service Document/Literal jobs, load the workload object module CYBESOWD. Load CYBESOWD

with the WOBDEF command or with the WOBDEF initialization parameter.

Required Statements
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• AGENT
• ENDPOINT_URL
• OPERATION
• PORTNAME
• SERVICENAME
• WDSL_URL

Optional Statements

• AUTHORDER
• CONNECTIONDOMAIN
• CONNECTIONORIGIN
• CONNECTIONUSER
• DESTINATION
• FILTER
• JOBCLASS
• PARAMETER
• PROXYDOMAIN
• PROXYHOST
• PROXYORIGIN
• PROXYPORT
• PROXYUSER
• WSS_TIMESTAMP
• WSS_USERTOKEN
• WSS_SIGNATURE
• WSS_ENCRYPTION

WEB_SERV Statement: Start a Web Service Job Definition
The WEB_SERV statement starts a Web Service job definition in an application. You can define a Web Service job to call
an operation within a web service.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and CA WA Agent for Web
Services.

Syntax

For this statement, refer to the JOB statement syntax.

NOTE

• WS is the short form of WEB_SERV.
• To schedule Web Service jobs, you must load the workload object module CYBESOWS. Load CYBESOWS

with the WOBDEF command or with the WOBDEF initialization parameter.

Required Statements

To define a Web Service job, you must specify the following statements:

• AGENT (at the workload object or the application level)
• OPERATION
• TARGETNAMESPACE

Optional Statements
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You can specify the following optional statements for a Web Service job:

• DESTINATION
• ENDPOINT_URL
• FILTER
• JOBCLASS
• PARAMETER
• PORTNAME
• RETURNCLASS
• RETURNNAMESPACE
• RETURNXML
• SERVICENAME
• USER
• WSDL_URL

NOTE
In a Web Service job, if you specify the WSDL_URL statement but not the ENDPOINT_URL statement, you
must specify both the SERVICENAME and PORTNAME statements.

Example: Get Company Stock Quote

Suppose that you want to invoke a web service that returns a company stock quote. The URL for the WSDL that
describes the web service and its location is http://www.webservicex.com/stockquote.asmx?WSDL. The WSDL port name
within the target namespace http://www.webserviceX.NET is StockQuoteSoap. The target endpoint address URL is http://
www.webservicex.com/stockquote.asmx. The job calls the operation GetQuote within the StockQuote web service. When
the job invokes the web service, the company's stock symbol is passed to the operation. The GetQuote operation returns
a java.lang.String object, which maps to the XML type string in the return namespace http://www.webserviceX.NET/.
When the job completes, the stock quote for CA is stored as a serialized Java object in the job's spool directory.

WEB_SERV QUOTE

   AGENT WSAGENT

   TARGETNAMESPACE http://www.webserviceX.NET/

   SERVICENAME StockQuote

   PORTNAME StockQuoteSoap

   OPERATION GetQuote

   WSDL_URL http://www.webservicex.com/stockquote.asmx?WSDL

   ENDPOINT_URL http://www.webservicex.com/stockquote.asmx  

   PARAMETER TYPE(xsd:string) VALUE(CA)

   RETURNCLASS java.lang.String

   RETURNXML string

   RETURNNAMESPACE http://www.webserviceX.NET/          

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

WEBPOSTING Statement: Post SAP Job Log and Spool on Web
The WEBPOSTING statement specifies whether to post the SAP job log and spool on the web.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the SAP R/3 (SAP_JOB) job type.

Syntax
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WEBPOSTING Y|N

Y
Posts the SAP job log and spool on the web.

N
Does not post the SAP job log and spool on the web.

Example: Post SAP Job Log and Spool on the Web

In this example, the SAP job log and spool is posted on the web.

APPL SAPTEST

SAP_JOB SAPTEST

   AGENT SAPHTAGENT

   WEBPOSTING Y

   ABAPNAME BTCTEST

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

WHERECLAUSE Statement: Specify a WHERE Clause for a Sqoop Import
Operation
The WHERECLAUSE statement specifies a WHERE clause to use during a Sqoop IMPORT operation.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the following job types:

• Apache Sqoop™ (SQOOP_JOB) if SQOOP_TYPE statemenet is defined with IMPORT operand

Syntax:

WHERECLAUSE clause

clause
Specifies a WHERE clause.
Limits: Up to 256 characters; case-sensitive. The name can contain any characters, if it contains delimiters it
should be enclosed in single quotes, for example:
WHERECLAUSE 'amount>400'

NOTE
 WHERECLAUSE statement can be specified at the application level or at the job level.

Example

In this example, only rows matching amount>400 condition are imported into /dir2.

AGENT HADOOP

SQOOP_JOB SQIMPORT

 SQOOP_TYPE       import

 USER root

 HADOOP_HOST hadoop.server.com

 JDBCURL jdbc:mysql://hadoop.server.com/test

 JDBCUSER root

 JDBCTABLE esp

 HADOOP_DESTINATION /dir2
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 WHERECLAUSE ‘amount>400'

 RUN NOW

ENDJOB

WOBDATA Statement: Retrieve Data from Workload Object
The WOBDATA statement retrieves the value of a variable stored in a data object (DATA_OBJECT) or returned by
a workload object. You can use this statement to retrieve the value of a variable from a workload object in another
application.

Syntax

VAR = WOBDATA('object','variable')

object
Specifies the name of the workload object. It can be a simple job name or a fully-qualified name including qualifier,
application name, and generation. Relative generations are also acceptable.
Limits: Case-sensitive
Examples: DATA1, DATA1.AA/APPL.23
Note: To specify the name of a workload object in another application, you must specify the fully-qualified object
name including job name, qualifier, application name, and generation.

variable
Specifies the name of the variable as stored in the data object or returned by the workload object.
Limits: Case-sensitive

NOTE
If a variable that does not exist is requested, a null value is returned.

NOTE

• You can use the WOBDATA CLANG function to retrieve data at process time. The WOBDATA function
returns a null value at any other time, for example, in generation or simulation mode.

• You can retrieve data from a completed application as long as the ATR has not been overwritten.
• The variable URI stores the location of the binary output produced by a payload producing job. You can use

this variable to pass the output of a payload producing job as input to a payload consuming job.
• You can use variables STDOUT and STDERR to retrieve corresponding file names from an agent. This is

applicable only for Windows NT and all UNIX agents.
• You can use variables AVAILABLE and USED to retrieve the CPU percentage in a CPU Monitoring job. On

Windows and UNIX systems, a CPU Monitoring job monitors the CPU usage of the computer where the
specified agent is installed.

• You can use variables AVAILABLE and USED to retrieve the amount of disk memory in a Disk Monitoring
job. On Windows and UNIX systems, a Disk Monitoring job monitors the available or used space on a disk or
logical partition.

• You can use the variable LSTATUS to retrieve the long status of SQL_JOB and DBSP_JOB. To use the
LSTATUS variable in the WOBDATA statement, apply PTF RO94488 to ESP.

• For information about retrieving variables from a workload object within the same application, see the
JOBDATA statement.

Example: Retrieve Variable from Data Object

This example retrieves the value of the variable VAR1 from the data object DATA2 and assigns it to variable ABC:

ABC = WOBDATA('DATA2','VAR1')
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Example: Retrieve the variable STDERR from a Windows workload object

This example shows how to assign ABC the value of the variable STDERR from the Windows workload object PAYJOB4
in generation 2 of the PAYROLL application. You can use the STDERR variable to capture the STDERR file name from
the agent.

ABC = WOBDATA('PAYJOB4/PAYROLL.2','STDERR')

Example: Retrieve the variable STDOUT from a UNIX workload object

This example shows how to assign MFG the value of the variable STDOUT from the UNIX workload object MFGDATA in
generation 6 of the MFGREPORT application. You can use the STDOUT variable to capture the STDOUT file name from
the agent.

MFG = WOBDATA('MFGDATA/MFGREPORT.6','STDOUT')

Example: Assigning the value of variables AVAILABLE and USED from a CPU Monitoring workload object

In the following example, variables VAR1 and VAR2 are declared at the beginning of the application. In job CPUMON2,
VAR1 and VAR2 are assigned values of variables AVAILABLE and USED using JOBDATA and WOBDATA statements.
The IF statement %VAR2 GT %VAR1 sends the text string WARNING to the user CAUSR01, if the statement is true.

APPL TESTCM

JCLLIB 'CA.TEST.JCL'

INTEGER VAR1,VAR2

user     CAuser

AGENT    TOR777

CPU_MON CPUMON1.CM

  waitmode now

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

 

JOB CPUMON2

  AFTER CPUMON1.CM

  VAR1 = JOBDATA('CPUMON1.CM','AVAILABLE')

  VAR2 = WOBDATA('CPUMON1.CM/TESTCM.917','USED')

  SE 'VAR1 = %VAR1' USER(CAUSR01)

  SE 'VAR2 = %VAR2' USER(CAUSR01)

  IF %VAR2 GT %VAR1 THEN SE 'WARNING' USER(CAUSR01)

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Pass the Output of a Job in Another Application as Input to a Job

Suppose that you want to set the value of the cachesize attribute of the Config MBean to a value returned by a JMX-
MBean Attribute Set job named SIZE, which runs as part of another application. The output of job SIZE is stored as a
serialized Java object on the computer where the agent resides. This example uses the URI variable to retrieve the output
of job SIZE from generation 12 of application JMX1 and assign it to variable SIZE. Variable SIZE is passed as input to a
JMX-MBean Attribute Set job named SET in application JMX2.

APPL JMX2

SIZE = WOBDATA('SIZE/JMX1.12','URI')

JMXA_JOB SET

   AGENT APPAGENT
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   URL service:jmx:rmi:///jndi/rmi://localhost:9999/server

   MBEAN 'DefaultDomain:index=1,type=Config'

   ATTRIBUTE cachesize

   PARAMETER TYPE(integer) URI(%SIZE)

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

WOL_JOB Statement: Start a Wake on LAN Job Definition
You can define a Wake on LAN (WOL_JOB) job to send a signal to a server to turn it on. The job can wake up a remote
computer that has been soft-powered-down (ACPI D3-warm state).

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires CA WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows.

Syntax

For this statement, refer to the JOB statement syntax.

NOTE

• WL is the short form of WOL_JOB.
• To schedule Wake on LAN jobs, load the workload object module CYBESOWL. Load CYBESOWL with the

WOBDEF command or with the WOBDEF initialization parameter.

Required Statements

To define a Wake on LAN job, specify the following statements:

• AGENT (at the workload object or the application level)
• BROADCAST
• MAC

Optional Statements

You can specify the following optional statements for a Wake on LAN job:

• TIMEOUT
• WAKEHOST
• WAKEPORTS
• USER

Example: Broadcast the WOL Signal and Complete Immediately

This example broadcasts the WOL signal to the server identified by the 172.16.0.0 IP address and the 00-11-43-73-38-DC
MAC address. After the WOL signal is sent, the job completes immediately without verifying whether the signal worked.

WOL_JOB SIGNAL.TEST

   AGENT AGENTNME

   BROADCAST 172.16.0.0

   MAC 00-11-43-73-38-DC

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

Example: Broadcast the WOL Signal and Ping a Port

This example broadcasts the WOL signal to the server identified by the 172.16.00 IP address and the 00-1E-4F-C1-0F-
FE MAC address. After the WOL signal is sent, the agent pings port 7 of the host computer to ensure that it is available. If
port 7 is available, the job completes successfully; otherwise, it fails. The job uses the default timeout for the ping.
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WOL_JOB PING.TEST

   AGENT AGENTNME

   WAKEHOST host

   WAKEPORTS 7

   BROADCAST 172.16.0.0

   MAC 00-1E-4F-C1-0F-FE

   RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

WORKFLOW Statement: Specify the Workflow Name
The WORKFLOW statement specifies the name of the workflow and can contain a Pass On Success indicator.

Supported Job Types

This statement is mandatory for the INFORMATICA_JOB job type.

Syntax

WORKFLOW {workflow name} PASS_ON_SUCCESS(YES|NO)

workflow name
Specifies the name of the workflow. A value for the workflow name is mandatory.
The workflow name operand has the following attributes:

• Maximum length of 79 characters
• Accepts all characters and numerals, the period, and the underscore
• Accepts the following delimiters: commas, semicolons, and spaces. If the value contains delimiters, enclose

the value in single quotes.
• Case-sensitive
• Job-level statement only

PASS_ON_SUCCESS(YES|NO)
(Optional) Indicates whether the status is retrieved directly from Informatica or if the status is inferred from the
agent. The status (Pass or Fail) depends on the successful executions of all the tasks.
YES

The agent decides on the status of the workflow. The agent marks the Informatica workflow as successful
only if all tasks complete successfully.

NO
Informatica itself decides on the status of the workflow. The agent delegates it and does not decide.

Example: Specify a Workflow Name

This example shows an Informatica job that uses the workflow name WF_INST and indicates the agent does not decide
on the status of the workflow:

APPL TESTIJ

JCLLIB 'CA.TEST.JCLLIB'

USER ADMIN

 

INFORMATICA_JOB TEST_A

  AGENT informatica

  FOLDER ipn
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  WORKFLOW wf_inst pass_on_success(no)

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB

WSDL_URL Statement: Specify the WSDL URL
The WSDL_URL statement specifies the URL to the Web Service Description Language (WSDL) of the web service to
invoke in a Web Service job.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for the Web Service (WEB_SERV) job type and mandatory for the Web Service Document/
Literal (WEB_DOCLIT) job type.

Syntax

WSDL_URL wsdl_url

wsdl_url
Specifies the URL to the Web Service Description Language (WSDL) of the web service to invoke.
Limits: Up to 1024 characters; case-sensitive

Notes:

• Enclose values that contain delimiters (such as spaces) in double quotation marks.
• In a Web Service job, if you specify the WSDL_URL statement but not the ENDPOINT_URL statement, you must

specify both the SERVICENAME and PORTNAME statements.

Example: Specify WSDL URL for Getting Stock Quotes

Suppose that you want to invoke a web service that returns a company stock quote. The URL for the WSDL that
describes the web service and its location is http://www.webservicex.com/stockquote.asmx?WSDL. The WSDL port name
within the target namespace http://www.webserviceX.NET is StockQuoteSoap. The target endpoint address URL is http://
www.webservicex.com/stockquote.asmx. The job calls the operation GetQuote within the StockQuote web service. When
the job invokes the web service, the company's stock symbol is passed to the operation. The GetQuote operation returns
a java.lang.String object, which maps to the XML type string in the return namespace http://www.webserviceX.NET/.
When the job completes, the stock quote for CA is stored as a serialized Java object in the job's spool directory.

WEB_SERV QUOTE

   AGENT WSAGENT

   TARGETNAMESPACE http://www.webserviceX.NET/

   SERVICENAME StockQuote

   PORTNAME StockQuoteSoap

   OPERATION GetQuote

   WSDL_URL http://www.webservicex.com/stockquote.asmx?WSDL

   ENDPOINT_URL http://www.webservicex.com/stockquote.asmx  

   PARAMETER TYPE(xsd:string) VALUE(CA)

   RETURNCLASS java.lang.String

   RETURNXML string

   RETURNNAMESPACE http://www.webserviceX.NET/          

  RUN DAILY

ENDJOB
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WSS_ENCRYPTION Statement: Specify a Web Services Security Encryption
Processing
The WSS_ENCRYPTION statement specifies the encryption processing used by Web Services Security in a Web Service
Document/Literal job.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for Web Service Document/Literal (WEB_DOCLIT) job type.

Syntax

WSS_ENCRYPTION servicealias KEYTYPE(ISSUER|EMBEDDED) [KEYNAME(keyname)]

• servicealias
Specifies the alias in the keystore defined by keystore parameters for the Web Service certificate.
Limits: Up to 128 characters; case-sensitive; it cannot contain delimiters (such as spaces)

• KEYTYPE(ISSUER)
Specifies that X509 certificate for encryption will be used. Obtained from the keystore defined by keystore parameters
of Web Service security.

• KEYTYPE(EMBEDDED)
Specifies that the key in the job definition will be used. If EMBEDDED is specified KEYNAME is required.

• KEYNAME
Specifies the keyname defined by Web Service to be invoked.
Limits: Up to 16 characters; not case-sensitive; it cannot contain delimiters (such as spaces)

NOTE
Every keyname used in a job definition must have a corresponding password defined using the PASSWORD
command with parameter NAME(KEYNAME).

Example: Specifying Web Services Security key name and Service Alias

Suppose that you want to invoke a web service that returns a company stock quote. The URL for the WSDL that
describes the web service and its location is http://www.webservicex.com/stockquote.asmx?WSDL. The WSDL port
name is StockQuoteSoap. The target endpoint address URL is http://www.webservicex.com/stockquote.asmx. The job
calls the operation GetQuote within the StockQuote web service. When the job invokes the web service, the company's
stock symbol that is specified in PARAMETER statement is passed to the operation. The GetQuote operation returns a
java.lang.String object. When the job completes, the stock quote for CA is stored as a serialized Java object in the job's
spool directory. The Web Services Security user ID is 22karpr, and the password should be passed in digest form. The
Service Alias name is “service” and the Key Name is “SessionKey”.

APPL  TESTWD

WEB_DOCLIT CYBJK.WD HOLD

   RUN DAILY

    AGENT WI2K12_44_WS

    WSDL_URL http://www.webservicex.com/stockquote.asmx?WSDL

    SERVICENAME StockQuote

    PORTNAMEStockQuoteSoap

    OPERATION GetQuote

    ENDPOINT_URL http://www.webservicex.com/stockquote.asmx

    PARAMETER NAME(/GetQuote/Symbol) VALUE(CA)

    WSS_USERTOKEN 22KARPR DIGEST(YES)

    WSS_ENCRYPTION service KEYTYPE(EMBEDDED) KEYNAME(SessionKey)

ENDJOB
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WSS_SIGNATURE Statement: Indicate a Web Services Security Digital Signature
Is Used
The WSS_SIGNATURE statement indicates that the Web Services Security uses a digital signature in a Web Service
Document/Literal job.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for Web Service Document/Literal (WEB_DOCLIT) job type.

Syntax

WSS_SIGNATURE

NOTE
The digital signature behavior is governed by the optional Web Services security keystore parameter specified
by the Agent.

Example: Specifying Web Services Security Signature Indicator

Suppose that you want to invoke a web service that returns a company stock quote. The URL for the WSDL that
describes the web service and its location is http://www.webservicex.com/stockquote.asmx?WSDL. The WSDL port name
is StockQuoteSoap. The target endpoint address URL is http://www.webservicex.com/stockquote.asmx. The job calls
the operation GetQuote within the StockQuote web service. When the job invokes the web service, the company's stock
symbol that is specified in the PARAMETER statement is passed to the operation. The GetQuote operation returns a
java.lang.String object. When the job completes, the stock quote for CA is stored as a serialized Java object in the job's
spool directory. The Web Services Security user ID is 22karpr, and the password should be passed in digest form. The
time-to-live value is 120 seconds. A digital signature will be used.

APPL TESTWD

WEB_DOCLIT CYBJK.WD HOLD

   RUN DAILY

    AGENT WI2K12_44_WS

    WSDL_URL http://www.webservicex.com/stockquote.asmx?WSDL

    SERVICENAME StockQuote

    PORTNAME StockQuoteSoap

    OPERATION GetQuote

    ENDPOINT_URL http://www.webservicex.com/stockquote.asmx

    PARAMETER NAME(/GetQuote/Symbol) VALUE(CA)

    WSS_USERTOKEN 22KARPR DIGEST(YES)

    WSS_TIMESTAMP 120

    WSS_SIGNATURE

ENDJOB

WSS_TIMESTAMP Statement: Specify a Web Services Security Time-to-Live
Value
The WSS_TIMESTAMP statement specifies the time-to-live value to use by Web Services Security in a Web Service
Document/Literal job.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for Web Service Document/Literal (WEB_DOCLIT) job type.

Syntax

WSS_TIMESTAMP ttl
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ttl
Specifies the value in seconds.
Limits: Up to 10 digits

Example: Specifying Web Services Security Timestamp

Suppose that you want to invoke a web service that returns a company stock quote. The URL for the WSDL that
describes the web service and its location is http://www.webservicex.com/stockquote.asmx?WSDL. The WSDL port
name is StockQuoteSoap. The target endpoint address URL is http://www.webservicex.com/stockquote.asmx. The job
calls the operation GetQuote within the StockQuote web service. When the job invokes the web service, the company's
stock symbol that is specified in PARAMATER statement is passed to the operation. The GetQuote operation returns a
java.lang.String object. When the job completes, the stock quote for CA is stored as a serialized Java object in the job's
spool directory. The Web Services Security user ID is 22karpr, and the password should be passed in digest form. The
time-to-live value is 120 seconds.

APPL  TESTWD

WEB_DOCLIT CYBJK.WD HOLD

   RUN DAILY

    AGENT WI2K12_44_WS

    WSDL_URL http://www.webservicex.com/stockquote.asmx?WSDL

    SERVICENAME StockQuote

    PORTNAME StockQuoteSoap

    OPERATION GetQuote

    ENDPOINT_URL http://www.webservicex.com/stockquote.asmx

    PARAMETER NAME(/GetQuote/Symbol) VALUE(CA)

WSS_USERTOKEN 22KARPR DIGEST(YES)

WSS_TIMESTAMP 120

 ENDJOB

WSS_USERTOKEN Statement—Specify a Web Services Security User Token
The WSS_USERTOKEN statement specifies the user name for authentication by Web Services Security and, optionally,
an indicator whether the password will be passed in digest form in a Web Service Document/Literal job.

Supported Job Type

This statement is optional for Web Service Document/Literal (WEB_DOCLIT) job type.

Syntax

WSS_USERTOKEN user[DIGEST(YES|NO)]

• user
Specifies the user name.
Limits: Up to 128 characters; case-sensitive; it cannot contain delimiters (such as spaces)

• DIGEST(YES|NO)
Specifies whether the password will be passed in digest form or not.

NOTE
Every user ID used in a job definition must have a corresponding user ID/password pair defined
using the PASSWORD command and the NAME operand in the PASSWORD command should be
NAME(USERTOKEN).

Example: Specifying Web Services Security User Token

Suppose that you want to invoke a web service that returns a company stock quote. The URL for the WSDL that
describes the web service and its location is http://www.webservicex.com/stockquote.asmx?WSDL. The WSDL port name
is StockQuoteSoap. The target endpoint address URL is http://www.webservicex.com/stockquote.asmx. The job calls
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the operation GetQuote within the StockQuote web service. When the job invokes the web service, the company's stock
symbol that is specified in the PARAMETER statement is passed to the operation. The GetQuote operation returns a
java.lang.String object. When the job completes, the stock quote for CA is stored as a serialized Java object in the job's
spool directory. The Web Services Security user ID is 22KARPR, and the password should be passed in digest form.

APPL  TESTWD

WEB_DOCLIT CYBJK.WD HOLD

   RUN DAILY

    AGENT WI2K12_44_WS

    WSDL_URL http://www.webservicex.com/stockquote.asmx?WSDL

    SERVICENAME StockQuote

    PORTNAME StockQuoteSoap

    OPERATION GetQuote

    ENDPOINT_URL http://www.webservicex.com/stockquote.asmx

    PARAMETER NAME(/GetQuote/Symbol)   VALUE(CA)

WSS_USERTOKEN 22KARPR DIGEST(YES)

 ENDJOB

Conventions

Entering Commands

ESP commands can be entered in Line mode, Page mode, batch, loaded from a data set (using the LOAD command) or
ESP Workstation. Many commands can also be entered from a system console.

Entering Statements

The content of this section also applies to commands and initialization parameters when contained in a data set.

Continuation

Type either a hyphen or a plus sign as the last non-blank character on a line to continue a line of input. The hyphen
attaches the next line including any leading blank position. The plus sign strips leading blanks from a continuation
line. Blanks preceding the hyphen or the plus sign are retained. Statements cannot extend beyond column 72. The
continuation character can be placed in columns 72 or before.

NOTE

A hyphen can also be used as a wildcard character. If the wildcard hyphen is the last character on the line, it will
be interpreted as a continuation character and not as a wildcard. For the hyphen to be interpreted as a wildcard,
it must be followed by a semicolon or something else on the line such as a comment: (/* */).

Comments

Enclose comments between /* and */. Comments can be written anywhere in an ESP procedure.

Data Sets

We recommend that you enclose all data set names in single quotation marks. Although this is not required, it will
preserve your intentions across all environments. For example, in a TSO environment a user's TSO ID will be added as
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a prefix if the TSO PREFIXING option is active and single quote marks have not been used. Use LIB- or PAN- prefixes to
identify Librarian and Panvalet data sets.

Delimiters

In many cases, you can use either a comma or a space to separate items in initialization parameters, commands and
statements.

Use single quotation marks when you want to denote character strings and literal data in expressions, in assignment
statements, and in built-in functions. You must include single quotation marks around a string that contains blanks.

Indentation

You can use indentation to improve readability.

Types of Commands

The most frequent types of commands are the following:

General commands—issued without general restrictions

OPER commands—must be preceded by the word OPER

Authorized commands—can be issued by users authorized in the security system

Authorized OPER commands—can be issued by users authorized in the security system and must be preceded by the
word OPER

Examples

This section contains command syntax examples.

Issue Console Commands

To issue a command from the system console, use the MODIFY command, as in F ESP, where ESP is the started task
name. For example:

F ESP, STATUS

Issue OPER Commands

To issue a command that requires OPER authority, precede it with OPER. For example:

OPER STATUS

Issue Commands in Batch

To issue a command in batch, use the following JCL after your job card:

//EXEC PGM=ESP,REGION=4000K

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN DD *

ESP WA command

.

.
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.

ESP WA command

Subsystem Name

If the subsystem name for ESP is not ESP, you need to type the subsystem name when entering a command in batch. For
example, if the subsystem name is ESPA, type:

//EXEC PGM=ESP,PARM='SUBSYS(ESPA)',REGION=4000K

Steplib

If the TSO command processor is not in a LINKLIST library, you need a STEPLIB or JOBLIB statement in your JCL. Your
statement looks like the following:

//STEPLIB DD DSN=CYB.ESP.LOAD,DISP=SHR

Input Convention

You can type commands in uppercase or lowercase.

Syntax Conventions

Syntax descriptions in this guide use the following conventions:

Quotation marks

''

or

'

Must be entered as shown.

 

Comma  

,

Must be entered as shown.

 

Ellipsis

…

The operand can be repeated. Do not enter ellipsis.

 

Lowercase Italics operand

An operand must be substituted. User supplied variable or character string.
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Uppercase operand

The operand must be spelled as shown. You can enter the command and the operand in either upper or lowercase.

 

OR-bar

|

Indicates an exclusive value on left or right of bar. You must enter one of the items. You cannot enter more than one.

 

Underline 

_______

If you do not enter one of the operands, the system supplies the underlined operand, this is the default.

 

Parentheses and special characters

(  )

Operand enclosed in parentheses is mandatory and must be entered as shown.

 

Single operand in square brackets 

[  ]

Optional operand, do not type the brackets.

 

Stacked operands in braces

{   }

{   }

Mandatory, you must enter one of the operands. You cannot enter more than one.

 

Stacked operands in square brackets

[  ]

[  ]

Optional operand, you can enter one value, or none.

 

Operands with OR-bars ( | ) and square brackets
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[  ]|[  ]

Optional, mutually exclusive operands. Enter one or none.

 

Stacked operands in square brackets within braces

{[  ]

[  ]}

Mandatory, you must enter one of these operands. You can enter more than one.

Positional Parameters

Some statements, commands or initialization parameters include positional parameters. A positional parameter is a value
at a fixed position in the syntax. There is no explicit operand coded for the value of a positional parameter. If you specify
any operands that occur after a positional parameter, you must specify the positional parameter too.

Example: Positional Parameter in the SAFCLASS Initialization Parameter

The SAFCLASS initialization parameter has a positional parameter called classname (with default "FACILITY"). Since
operand PREFIX is specified in this example of the SAFCLASS initialization parameter, you must specify a value
for classname. (in this case, "FACILITY").

SAFCLASS FACILITY PREFIX(ESPM)

Identify Librarian and Panvalet Data Sets

Use LIB- or PAN- prefixes to identify Librarian and Panvalet data sets.

Wildcards

Wildcards in ESP

Many statements, commands, or initialization parameters permit the use of the following wildcard characters (also called
masking):

An asterisk matches a specific single character.

A hyphen matches zero or more characters. It must be used as the last character of the operand. If the wildcard hyphen is
the last character on the line, it will be interpreted as a continuation character and not as a wildcard. For the hyphen to be
interpreted as a wildcard, it must be followed by a semicolon or something else on the line such as a comment: (/* */).

Examples: Wildcards in ESP

To display all calendars, use the following command:

LISTCAL –

To display all calendars with names containing XY in character positions three and four, use the following command:

LISTCAL **XY-

To display all calendars with two-character names, use the following command:
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LISTCAL **

Wildcards in ESP Restart Option

In certain operands of commands and statements used for ESP WA Restart Option, you can use the wildcard characters
in this topic to represent other characters.

Asterisk (*)

Type an asterisk anywhere in an operand to represent any single character, for example:

PMIUTIL* matches the following:

 

PMIUTIL1

PMIUTIL2

PMIUTILA

etc.

PM*UTIL matches the following:

PM1UTIL

PM2UTIL

PMAUTIL

etc.

Hyphen (-)

Type one or more hyphens anywhere in an operand to represent zero or more characters, for example:

PMI- matches the following:

 

PMI

PMIA

PMIUTIL1

PMIA.Q1

PMIA.Q1.RPT

etc.

PMI-1 matches the following:

 

PMI1
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PMIUTIL1 

PMIRPT.Q1

PMIRPT.Q2.DLY1

etc.

-MI-1 matches the following:

 

PMI1

TMIUTIL1

PMI.UTIL1

PMI.Q1.UTIL1

etc.

PMI.-.RPT matches the following:

 

PMI.Q1.RPT

PMI.Q1.DLY.RPT

etc.

 

If you type a hyphen last on a line, add a space and another character, such as a semicolon or a comment (/* */) so the
hyphen is not read as a line continuation character, for example:

PMIUTIL- ;

Mixed wildcard characters

You can use the asterisk and hyphen wildcard characters in combination, for example:

*MI- matches the following:

PMI

TMI

PMIUTIL

PMI.Q1

PMI.Q1.RPT

etc.

**MI- matches the following:

T1MI

T1MIUTIL

etc.
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Glossary
This page contains the key terms that you need to understand when you work with the following products:

• ESP
• ESP Workstation
• ESP Restart Option

Here are the key terms:

Abender program

A program written to abend on behalf of other programs.

APF-authorized

Gives a program the authority to execute z/OS commands without a security check.

AFM

Automated Framework Message. A structured message used to communicate commands and statuses between
components in ESP.

Agent

A program residing on a distributed server that allows ESP or ESP DE to automate and manage workload running on
operating systems, such as Windows, Linux, and UNIX, and ERPs, such as SAP, PeopleSoft, and Oracle E-Business
Suite.

AGENT_MONITOR

A workload object that monitors the status of ESP agents.

Alert

Used to trigger an Event when a job reaches a particular stage in processing, such as job submission, job start, or job
failure. For example, you can set up an Alert to trigger an Event when a job in an application becomes overdue. To
monitor at the step level, use job monitoring instead.

Application

A group of related workload objects that run under ESP control. Applications allow you to group jobs that might run on
different platforms and at different times into a single workflow. You define an application in a procedure.

Application Monitor

An ESP facility for monitoring and controlling applications in ISPF. From Application Monitor you can issue commands, for
example, to insert a job into an application, complete an application, or release a held application.

Audit log

The Audit log is an audit trail of ESP activity. The audit log stores information on administrative activities, operator
commands, and application and Event processing. Each entry has a date and time stamp, a message number, a message
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class (indicating the creator of the log entry), and a message. You can reference message details in the Message
Reference Guide. The audit log can be found in the ESP started task job output.

Automated Framework Message

See AFM

Backout

The act of deleting all data sets a job previously created. For example, if a job abnormally terminates (abends), you can
use ESP WA Restart Option to back out the failed job's processing as if the job had never executed.

Broadcom Workload Automation Console Manager

ESP Console Manager is a console automation tool that allows you to reduce the message traffic to the console. You can
use ESP Console Manager to monitor all console activity, review commands and messages, provide real-time statistics,
automate responses and procedures, and perform simulations.

Workload Automation DE

An enterprise job scheduling solution that runs on distributed systems and offers event-based automation across both
mainframe and distributed systems.

ESP

ESP acts as the central point of control for your workload-handling and directing all incoming messages from ESP
Workstation and agents. Through agents, ESP manages workload on distributed systems.

ESP WA High Availability

ESP WA High Availability takes full advantage of the IBM clustering sysplex technology to increase enterprise IT
performance by improving the availability of system resources throughout the organization. ESP WA High Availability
includes the following:

• Shadow manager
• IBM Automatic Restart Management (ARM) function support
• XCF status monitoring
• Universal login

ESP WA Restart Option

ESP WA Restart Option is an advanced rerun and restart product that works with ESP to restart batch jobs. ESP WA
Restart Option recommends the restart point in failed jobs, can make the necessary adjustments to batch JCL, and can
perform the necessary data set cleanups for an error-free restart.

ESP WA Service Governor

ESP WA Service Governor optimizes workload to significantly increase the performance of the enterprise IT environment.
ESP WA Service Governor includes the following:
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• Expedite
• Resource balancing, which monitors all the ESP resources in the resource topology for availability and usage.
• Workload balancing
• XCF status monitoring
• Universal login

ESP Workstation

A graphical user interface that you use to define, monitor, and control your workload. ESP Workstation ESP Edition runs
on Microsoft Windows and communicates with ESP.

Calendar

A collection of definitions for holidays and special days that are unique to your installation. The calendar also identifies
workdays and the first day of the week.

CCCHK

A statement used to specify job processing based on condition codes. If a job produces a specified condition code,
the CCCHK statement determines whether ESP considers the job as failed and whether the job continues to run. For
example, you can immediately stop a failing job without running any subsequent steps regardless of the conditional
operands in the JCL.

CCFAIL

Condition code fail. CCFAIL statements identify which condition codes cause ESP to consider a job as failed, preventing
successor jobs from being submitted.

CLANG

Control language. CLANG is a high-level programming language developed for ESP.

Cleanup

The act of deleting data sets prior to a job being run or restarted. For example, before ESP WA Restart Option restarts a
job, it can delete the data sets created by that job in its previous run.

Command

A request made of ESP. For example, the LOADAGDF command loads the Agent Definition file.

Consolidated Status Facility (CSF)

See CSF

COPYJCL

A user data set containing a working copy of the submitted JCL with the variables resolved. Using the COPYJCL
statement, if a job fails, you can modify the working copy of the JCL and resubmit the job, without affecting the JCL
source.
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Critical path

The longest path, based on historical execution time, to a workload object representing a critical point in the ESP
application. The critical path is dynamic; it changes as the application runs. An ESP application can have multiple critical
paths. A critical path can cross applications if an application has external jobs.

CSF

An ESP facility for monitoring and controlling the workload in ISPF. From CSF, you can issue commands, for example to
bypass a job, restart a failed job or edit a job's JCL.

CYBRMENC

The name of the ESP WA Restart Option EE cataloged procedure which executes as the first step of every job.

DBMS

Data Base Management System – a generic name for all database managers such as ISM, DB2, ORACLE, ADABAS and
others.

Data object

See Variable

DJC

Dependent Job Control. A product that controls resources and job networks at the initiator level.

DJC job network

A group of related jobs where dependencies are controlled at the initiator level.

DOCLIB

A user data set containing job documentation entries. Each entry consists of control information-information ESP uses
directly when processing a job, such as the JCL library-and user description-other information you want to store about a
job, such as restart instructions.

DSTRIG

Used to trigger an Event based on data set activity at the Event level or release a job based on data set activity at the job
level. For example, using DSTRIG, you can trigger an Event or release a job based on the creation or FTP transfer of a
data set.

Enqueue

Allows a job to request exclusive or shared use of a resource without the need for the user to define the resource explicitly
in advance. ESP will prevent jobs with mutually exclusive requests from executing concurrently. ESP enqueues behave
like the z/OS enqueues.

ESP Communication Server

ESP Communication Server allows you to access ESP's panel interface from another z/OS image, where you might not
have an ESP subsystem.
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ESP Console Manager

ESP Console Manager is a console automation tool that allows you to reduce the message traffic to the console. You can
use ESP Console Manager to monitor all console activity, review commands and messages, provide real-time statistics,
automate responses and procedures, and perform simulations.

ESP Infoserv

ESP Infoserv provides an automated interface between ESP and third-party Information Management products having a
Low-Level Application Programming Interface (LLAPI). ESP Infoserv transmits data captured by ESP to the Information
Management product using TP Server. Using ESP InfoServ, you can create and update problem records in an Information
Management database, browse or edit problem records from ESP's CSF display, and support multiple client applications
concurrently.

Event

Runs the workload defined by your applications. When an event is triggered, ESP invokes the procedure that contains
your application definition. You can use events to schedule workload, trigger workload manually or trigger workload based
on data set activity such as the arrival of a file. You can also use events to send messages and issue operator commands.

EXH data set

Execution history data set. ESP WA Restart Option stores all its job history information in the EXH data set. Job history
records are stored as job groups. A job group consists of an initial run and all the restart runs.

EXH record

A collection of related information about a batch job stored on the Execution History file.

GDG

Generation data group.  GDGs are used to cause several copies of a data set to be retained on DASD or tape.

Expedite

Specifies how a job should be accelerated based on your criteria. Requires ESP Service Governor.

External job

A job defined in an application that ESP submits from another application. You use external jobs to establish
dependencies between jobs in different applications. The application that submits the job is known as the home
application. The application where the job is defined as external is known as the distant application.

EXTMON

A workload object used to monitor a job executed by an external scheduler, such as ESP DE.

File trigger

A workload object used to release a job based on file activity. For example, you can release a job based on the creation of
a file or a change in file size.

Full name

A full name is a 1 - 64 character identifier for any distributed or mainframe workload. Valid full name characters are
alphanumeric (A to Z, 0 - 9), national (@, #, $), underscores, and periods. The first character must be alphabetic or
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national. There cannot be consecutive periods or a period as the last character. The full name for mainframe workload
must start with a valid mainframe job name (see page 1855).

Global variable

See Variable

HAO

High Availability Option. See High Availability Option (HAO)

High Availability Option (HAO)

High Availability Option takes full advantage of the IBM clustering sysplex technology to increase enterprise IT
performance by improving the availability of system resources throughout the organization. HAO includes

• Shadow manager
• IBM Automatic Restart Management (ARM) function support.
• XCF status monitoring
• Universal login

Initial run

The first time a job is submitted for execution.

Initialization parameter

An ESP setting applied at initialization time. The initialization parameters define the ESP environment at startup.

JCLLIB

A user data set containing the JCL for z/OS jobs ESP submits.

Job ID

An identification assigned automatically to every job by JES. The format of the Job ID varies according to the following
rules:

Condition Format

JES2 not running in z2 mode (with large job numbers disabled) JOBnnnnn

JES2 running in z2 mode (with large job numbers enabled) Jnnnnnnn

JES3 For job numbers less than 100000:
JOBnnnnn
For job numbers greater than 99999:
Jnnnnnnn

NOTE
The same format used for the JES job ID is used by JOBONQ.

Job monitoring

Used to trigger an Event when a job reaches a particular stage in processing, such as at the end of a step, at the end of a
job or when a job is purged. Unlike Alert processing, job monitoring supports step-level checking.
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Job name

A job name is the first eight characters of a full name or the first one to eight characters before the first period in a full
name. Job names are shown in the user interface and in reports and are available in variables. Valid job name characters
are alphanumeric (A to Z, 0 to 9), national (@, #, $), and underscores (for distributed workload only). The first character
must be alphabetic or national.

Link

A workload object in an application that is automatically marked complete when its predecessor and time dependencies
are met. You can use a link, for example, to simplify job relationships, keep an application active, and notify someone
when something happens or does not happen.

Long name

A long name is a 1-to-64-character description for distributed workload only. A long name is case sensitive and can
include any character. You specify a long name in the LONGNAME operand of the job definition statement. Long name
can be displayed in CSF, included in reports, and coded in CLANG through the %ESPLONGNAME variable. By default, if

• The long name specified meets the standards for a full name
• The full name specified is a job name or job name and qualifier

long name, not full name, identifies the workload. In this case, the long name replaces the full name in the user interface,
reports, and variables and you must specify the long name wherever the a full name is required. Your administrator can
override this default by applying usermod 59.

Manual job

Used to create dependencies on jobs that are submitted outside of ESP, for example a job that a user manually submits.
When the manually submitted job completes, ESP releases the manual job's successors.

Master

An ESP subsystem that centrally controls the workload across multiple z/OS images.

On-request job

An on-request job is a job run on demand; it is not a regularly scheduled job. You can identify certain jobs as on-request
jobs in an application and define their relationships to other jobs.

Operand

A parameter of a statement, command or initialization parameter. For example, the LOADAGDF command has an optional
operand that identifies the AGENTDEF data set you want to load.

Page mode

A command line interface for entering ESP commands in ISPF. Page mode produces scrollable output.

Pnode

Processing node. ESP uses the INPUT, EXEC, and OUTPUT pnodes to track a job. In CSF, pnodes represent the
processing states of a job such as PREDWAIT, RESWAIT, WAITING, READY, and COMPLETE. You can define additional
manual pnodes, for example to represent the distribution phase of output.
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Procedure

A data set containing statements and commands. You define applications in procedures and invoke procedures using an
event. Procedures can contain CLANG, symbolic variables, built-in functions, and REXX.

PROCLIB

A user data set that contains Broadcom Workload Automation procedures. You define your applications in procedures.

Proxy

An ESP subsystem that captures SMF data for the workload running on that z/OS image and transmits that data to the
master.

Qualifier

A qualifier is the one to eight characters after a job name and period in a full name. If there are more than eight characters
after the period or if there is another period in the full name, qualifier is a system-generated number, for example,
~0000001. Qualifiers are shown in the user interface and in reports and are available in variables. Valid qualifier
characters are alphanumeric (A to Z, 0 to 9), national (@, #, $), and underscores. A qualifier can be used to distinguish a
job from other jobs with the same job name, give a more descriptive name to a job, and pass symbolic variables.

Rerun

To re-execute a job as an initial run. Before running the job, ESP resets the job to the state before it ran.

Resource

Any type of real or abstract object that affects a job's ability to run successfully and can be quantified. Resources are
classified into the following four types:

Renewable resource - A borrowed resource. When ESP submits a workload object, it removes the renewable resource
from the resource pool. The resource, however, is not permanently used up. Instead, the resource returns to the resource
pool when the workload object finishes running, whether it was successful or not. You can use a renewable resource, for
example, to represent tape drives, a database or sort workspace.

Depletable resource - A consumed resource. When ESP submits a workload object, it permanently removes the
depletable resource from the resource pool. You can replenish the resource using an ESP command, so other jobs can
use the resource. You can use a depletable resource, for example, to represent the number of scratch tapes available or a
permanent DASD space.

Threshold resource - A sizing resource. ESP sizes the workload object against the threshold resource's current level.
For example, if the threshold resource is set to two, ESP only submits workload objects that require two or fewer units of
the resource. You can use a threshold resource, for example, to prevent certain workload objects from executing until a
NITESHIFT period begins.

Default resource - A special resource type. Once defined they are added automatically to every single job that runs
under ESP Resource Management. They work with run-time data statistics, ie: "execution time" or spool file "printed line
count".

NOTE
Enqueues are implicit resources.

Restart

To re-initiate a run of a job using information from the previous execution. For example, you can use ESP WA Restart
Option to restart a job from the point of failure to the end of the job.
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SMF

System Management Facility. The facility that creates records for each activity performed on the system, for example,
data set accesses, batch job runs, and so on.

SWA

Scheduler Work Area. A system storage area that contains information about jobs and job steps.

SADGEN

A user data set containing scheduled activity information on jobs. You use this data set for schedule-activity reports.

Schedule criteria

Specification of scheduling requirements for Events and jobs. You use free-format, everyday English as scheduling terms
to specify schedule criteria. ESP has a built-in understanding of general scheduling terms. You can add your own unique
scheduling terms, special processing periods, holidays, and other special days using calendars.

Service Governor

Service Governor optimizes workload to significantly increase the performance of the enterprise IT environment. Service
Governor includes

• Expedite
• Resource balancing, which monitors all the resources in the resource topology for availability and usage.
• Workload balancing
• XCF status monitoring
• Universal login

Shadow manager

Allows your environment to shift the workload to another ESP master so processing can continue should your system fail.
Requires High Availability Option.

Statement

Gives information to ESP about an object. For example, the RUN statement specifies a job's run criteria in a job definition.
You always code statements within a procedure.

Subapplication

Groups of workload objects that belong to an ESP application. You can use subapplications to break up a large
application into smaller, easier-to-manage job groups.

Symbolic variable

See Variable

SYMLIB

A user data set that contains symbolic variables.
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Sysmsg

Used to intercept system messages written to the JES system message data set. The JES system message data set
consists of the job's log. After ESP intercepts a system message, you can cancel a job, fail a job, trigger an Event or issue
a WTO (write-to-operator) message.

Tag

A user-defined field used to filter jobs with a common characteristic in CSF or to pass information to JCL. For example,
you can tag high-priority jobs and filter these jobs in CSF.

Task

A workload object in an application that can require manual completion or can complete automatically when its
dependencies are met (self-completing). You can use a task to represent a process that requires manual intervention,
such as the checking of a report during application processing, or a process that can be automated.

TEMPLIB

A user data set that contains temporary or override JCL. In an application definition, use the TEMPLIB statement to
specify the temporary JCL library you want to use as the default for all jobs following this statement.

Tracking model

A centralized definition of the attributes and processing phases of a group of jobs. ESP uses job-tracking models to track
jobs and store job history for reporting.

Universal login

Allows ESP clients connected to an ESP proxy to route subsystem requests to the ESP master (XCF routing service) and
to view the CSF and Application Monitor scoreboards (XCF scoreboard service). Requires High Availability Option (HA0)
or Service Governor.

User data sets

See the following:

COPYJCL

DOCLIB

JCLLIB

PROCLIB

SADGEN

SYMLIB

TEMPLIB

Variable

Data object—Serves as a data repository. A data object is coded in an application as any other workload object. You can
store variables in a data object and retrieve those variables from a data object in another application. You can also store,
update, and delete data in a data object at run time using AFMs.

Global variable—A variable available across applications. You store global variables in global variable tables. A global
variable trigger triggers an Event when a designated global variable changes.
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Symbolic variable—An integer or a character string whose value can change during ESP processing. When ESP
encounters a symbolic variable, it substitutes the current value of that variable. You can use symbolic variables to define
date operands, job names, job dependencies, and so on. You can use ESP built-in symbolic variables or define your own.

VTOC

Volume Table of Content. A VTOC resides on the system and master catalog, and holds information pertinent to all
cataloged data sets, such as type, resident volume, expiry date, blocking factor.

Workday

A calendar definition defines a site's workdays. The default workdays are Monday through Friday, excluding any holiday
that has been defined for the site.

Workload balancing

Selects where to run workload using IBM WLM workload balancing for z/OS workload and Agent workload balancing for
Agent workload.  Requires Service Governor.

Workload object

A representation of work to be scheduled. An application consists of workload objects. Workload objects include jobs that
execute programs, such as mainframe JCL, Windows command files, UNIX scripts, and AS/400 programs, objects that
monitor for conditions, such as data set and file activity, and objects that run on ESP, such as links and tasks.

XCF status monitoring

Monitors ESP XCF members' activity for any possible problems. Requires High Availability Option (HA0) or Service
Governor.
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Additional Resources
Use this page to quickly access different product support pages, educational materials, or social media channels.

Product Support

• Product Page
• Maintenance Grid
• Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures
• Release and Support Lifecycle Dates
• z/OS Compatibility Matrix
• IBM zEnterprise Compatibility Matrix
• Pervasive Encryption Compatibility Matrix

Education and Training

The following educational resources are provided:

• Broadcom Mainframe Education
• Broadcom Mainframe Education YouTube Channel

Social Media

• ESP User Community
• Facebook
• Twitter
• YouTube
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